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SUBJECT INDEX.

Accident to a crosshead
Dec.l 809
Accidents, power plant
March1 194
Action of smoke, concerning the
Dec.16 842
Adams-Bagnall alternating-current series arc
lamp and regulator
Junel '387
Advantages of pop safety valve
Julyl5 q498
Advantages of rope transmission
Aug.l 536
Advertising, a talk on
May 1, 313; Junel 388
Aero-hydraulic elevator, the
Dec.15 «834
Air chamber on pumps, object of
Oct.15 q726
compressor, pressure obtainable with
Feb.15 ql57
compressor troubles
March! 5 *209
compressors, an Improvement In valvemotion of duplex
Jan.15 *87
lift
Aug.15 »564
lift, data relating to the
Dec.l 809
in system; blowing out oil trap
Sept.l q617
lift system, pumping by the
Aug.15 570
pump problem
Jan.15 *77
June 15. 421; Nov. 1. 744; Nov. 15. 775.
pump valves, area of; cleaning heater
coils
Junel5 q438
Alarm, electrical, low water
Feb.15 *151
for Ice plant, simple
Sept.l *604
Aldrich pump
Jan.l *48
Allls-Chalmers Co., enlargement of scope of
the
Marchl5 203
new manager of the power department of
the
Junel «407
power transmission and speed control svstem at the West Allis Works
Jan.l »1
new officers of
Mayl *329
Alternating and direct-current voltmeters;
frequency
Sept.15 q655
for central station work, the combined use
of
Mayl 5 349
Alternating-current arc lighting system and
apparatus. General Electric Co.'s
Junel »375
arc systems
Junel *36G
compensated street railway motor. .Sept.15 e642
elementary principles of
Feb.l *118
May 1. *315; Oct. 1. »681; Nov. 1. «753.
generators of the Bullock Mfg. Co... Junel *38!i
motors, variable speed
Jan.l 10
series arc lamp and regulator. AdamsBagnall
Junel «387
churches, rectifier for
Aug.l *535
electric traction with
Mayl 315
street railway equipment, a single-phase
Sent.15 «648
Alternator, a big national, for St. Louis.. Mayl '321
two-phase; resultant voltage; neutral
point; compound engine
Aprill,q258
Warren Electric Co.'s Induction type of
Junel «403
of the National Electric Co
Junel *386
Amalgam metallic fiber packing
..Nov.l 758
American Order of Steam Engineers' conven
tion
Junel 391
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Dec. '03 meeting of
Jan.15 83
meeting of the, Jan., '04
Feb.15 158
March meeting of
Anrill5 288
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers, annual meeting of. Jan.. '04.
Feb.15 154
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
spring meeting of the
Mavl5 360
and I. M. E.. Joint meeting of
Junel '392
Dec. IF meeting of the
Dec.15 858
American Stoker Co. at St. Louis, exhibit of
the
Dec.l «826
American Thompson Improved Indicator
Marchl5 »226
American water softener and purifier. . .Aug.l *551
Ammeter connections in Union Stock Yards
and Transit Co.'s plant
Sept.lq*618
Analysis of feed water
Sent. 15 q654
Angle, use of the lead
Mayl5 *348
Announcement, an
Feb.15 el52
Annealing iron and steel
Aug.15 557
Answers to examination questions
Marchl *182
March 15. «210; April 15. 280: May 15. 343;
June 15. »422; July 1. 456; Sept. 1, 602.
Application of Induction motors, the..Marchl5 *217
Application of Jackscrew
Oct.15 707
Appliances, boiler house, and improved meth
ods of firing
Sept.l 609
Arc lamps. J unius interchangeable enclosed.
Junel '396
lamps, Manhattan
Aprlll q258
lamps, types and peculiarities of... Junel '371
light, a simple scheme for an
Marchl 5 *214
light photometry
Junel «369
light progress
Junel e396
lighting system, series alternating of the
Janesville Electric Co
Julyl5 '475
lighting plant, series alternating current.
in the Union Stock Yards
Junel «363
lighting, series alternating current, by the
the General Incandescent Arc Light Co.
'
Junel »378
lighting system, alternating current, and
apparatus. General Electric Co.'s.. Junel '375
lighting system, the Western Electric Co.'s
alternating-current and Its application
Junel «380
lighting system, Westlnghouse series al
ternating
Junel *382
systems, alternating-current
Junel '366
Area of segment of circle
Oct.15 q725
Arrangement of a 20-cell battery
Oct.15 q726
Arranging a heating system
Sept.15 633
Arranging the shifts for four men
Julyl 456
Asbestos metal, high-pressure packing rings
of
Nov.l »761

Asbestos, growing uses and Importance of
Aprlll 261
Ashpit, water In: scraping tubes
Mayl q327
Atlas remover for broken taps
Marchl *195
Attaching conduit boxes
Oct.15 707
Anderlecht. the new Brussels power station
at
Aug.15 •555
Automatic alarm and handy torch
Junel5 '422
apparatus for regulating generator and
feeder potentials
Marchl5 219
electric pump and receiver
Dec.15 *856
smoke preventer, an
Junel *406
B.
Babbitting a Journal: why two eccentrics are
used; lining a shaft
Feb.15 ql57
Bates-Corliss engine, new design of ... Sept.15 '630
Battery and dvnamo Ignition
MarchlS q*223
arrangement of a 20-cell
Oct.15 q726
how to make
Marchl5 q223
the Edison storage
Aug.l *545
Bearing, crankpin
Aprlll '233
Bearings, why brass is used for; diameter of
rivets in seam
Sept.15 q653
Beginners, Instructions to
MarchlS 211
Being up-to-date
Oct.l 673
Belt, cause of slipping
Sept.15 qS54
conveyor, the Triumph steel
Oct.l «693
clamp; repairing a broken gland
Mayl •309
doctor, suggestions for the
JuIvlS '486
tightener, quick-release
Julvl »459
failures in shafting and
JulylS *486
locating holes for
Sept.15 q652
slipping, cause of
Sept.15 q654
Belting and cordage, development of the Rvder
Sent.l *619
Belting, a new system of
Aug.l '549
Bending pipes, method of
Aug.l '546
Bending strips of wood, method of
Aug.l '531
Big Muddy, reply to: cause of the boiler acci
dent
Oct.15 707
Binding house, a modern printing and. power
plant
Julyl »443
Blake pump
Jan.l »36
Blakeslee pump
Jan.l '37
Blackmer pump
Jan.l *52
Blast furnace engines and machinery steel
works, lubrication of
Julyl5 478
Blast furnace gas engine electric station, a
Mayl '297
Blirkensderfer electrical typewriter
Nov. 15 *791
Block, triplex chain
Feb.15 »163
Blowers, hand. Sturtevant Improved Junel *406
Blowing down hollers
Dec.l 809
Blowing off under pressure
Feb.l 112
Blowing cut oil trap; air in system
Sept.l q617
Blowoff. feeding through the
Jan.15 76
feeding boiler through
Sent.l q618
pipe, circulation in May 16. *343: Julyl »457
pipe, concerning circulation In
Septl *601
pipe, reply to M. M. concerning
Nov.l 744
pipes, re-enforcing
Aug.l *531
and top feeds
Julyl 5 «490
valve, a new modern reversible
Dec.15 *<*0
when to use the
Sept.l *606
Boiler accident, cause of the
Oct.15 707
accident, peculiar
Sept.l »605
a distorted
Oct.15 707
a problem with a heating
Oct.l 673
Bonson, the
Junel5 *440
bracing the horizontal tubular
Feb.15 *160
cleaner, the Yantis
Oct.15 «727
cooling before cleaning
Julyl 455
efTect of type of on results of low water;
meaning of term; Inches of vacuum
MaylS q35B
evaporative tests, the hot water meter
for
Jan.15 *94
exhibit, large, at St. Louis
Julyl 471
explosions. Mysterious (?)
JulylS 4*9
explosion, the St. Louis
Feb.l c116
explosions, and low water
Aug.15 *566
explosions, effect of license-law In pre
venting
Sept.15 633
feed, condensing steam for
AnrlllS *268
feeding, through blow-off
Sept.l qfilS
feeding and setting and the stack ques
tion
Feb.15 «147
feeding; horsepower of engine
Mavl q326
firing the
JunelB 425
furnnce and grates, dimensions of. .Nov. 15 q7S9
galvanic action In
Nov. 15 q788
head, cutting hole in
Oct.15 q726
horsepower of; horsepower of gas en
gine
Nov.15 q788
horsepower
Mayl 301
house appliances and improved methods of
firing
Sept.l 609
house economics
Nov.15 774
Milne water-tube, and superheater. .Mayl «322
ordinance, revision in Chicago's
Aprlll5 273
ordinance, the amended
Aprlll 5 e282
plate, cause of cracked
Aug.l 528
plate, some facts concerning
Aug.15 573
plates, something about
Aug.l 541
practice
Dec.15 e846
primes
Dec.15 q857
repairing under difficulties
Aug.15 »569
room hints
Aug.15 567
scale as protection to a
Oct.l 67:;
scale, a new Idea about
Sept.l e608
setting. IV
Nov.15 '786
the Mosher water-tube
Feb. 16 *1
the Rustcavity
water-tube
Aug.15
setting,
walls for
Aug.l *576
•e.'il
tests notes on
Dec.l 816
tube cutter. Wernicke
Sept. 15 'e&e
tube cleaner
Jan.16 '81

tube cleaner, the Weinland direct mo
tor
Feb.15 «lfi,
tube cutter. New Century
Jan. IB »9!
tube extractor
Feb.15 "lfi:
vibrations in
Mayl q32l
Boilers and engines, inspection of
Oct.16 71!
and furnaces
Dec.l 81!
blowing down
Dec.l 80!
blowing down under pressure
Marchl 181
burning wood under
Jan.15 7!
care and management of
Sept.15 626
care and management of; experiences with
engines
Nov.15 776
corrugated furnace, scale in
Mavl5 *354
fire arch for steam
Jan.15 *81
formula for computing efficiency of.Sept.15 633
hints concerning
Marchl *179
management and working of
JulvlB *4f.«new rules for
Julyl 45T
pressure for testing, safe water level.Julvl q472
prime
Sept.15 q655
power of
Jan.l 25
red-hot, and cold water
.-...Feb.l 124
removing oil and scale from
Sept.l 599
water currents in
Aug.l »529
Bolllnckx. H.. Brussels, Belgium, cross-com
pound Corliss engine, built by
Dec.l *797
Bolllnckx gas engine and producer, the.. Julyl »450
Bolt, the diamond exoanslon
Dec.15 *861
Bolt question, the cylinder
Jan.15 79
March 1. »182: April 1. '241; Sept. 15. 633:
Oct. 16. 707; Dec. 1. 809.
Boston navy yard, steam turbine plant for
Junel 407
Boston, something about engineer factories
in
Oct.l 673
Braces and fiat surfaces, stay bolts
Dec.15 850
Bracing the horizontal tubular boiler—n.Feb.15 *160
Brasses, repairing crankpin
Dec.15 842
Brldgewall and shell, distance between. .Julyl5 q4P8
Briquets
Jan.15 66
Bristol Co. at St. Louis, exhibit of the.Nov.15 »792
Bristol recording Instruments
Junel »389
British central station engineer's views. Jan.15 80
British Institution and American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, meeting of Junel5 429
Brltton's. Mr., criticism of diagrams. .Sept.15 633
Bronzing Iron and steel, recipe for
Sept.l 605
Brown Corliss Co.'s works
Feb.15 '140
Buckets, tangential water wheel
Mayl 306
Buckeye boiler skimmer
Sept.l *619
Buffalo Steam Pump Co., the products of
Marchl »190
Building, a new engineering
Julyl5 607
Building in Pittsburg, plant of the Phipps
Power
Oct.l »686
Bullock Mfg. Co., alternating current genera
tors
Junel '385
Burnham pump
Jan.l *46
Business
Dec.l e814
Business, or trade, which?
Sept.l 60^
Cables, fireproof covering for
Aug.15 588
Cadman Indestructible gage cock
Dec.l *824
Calibration of station Instruments
Julyl5 «493
Calorlmetry of exhaust gases from an Inter
nal combustion engine
Nov.15 *77i
Cameron pump
Jan.l »37
Canal of Jonage. the
Marchl6 '199
April 15. »290; May 15, »353.
Can t stop the leak
Nov.l 744
Capacity of duplex and single cylinder pumps
Oct.15 q726
Capacity of tapered tank, to find the.. Sept.15 638
Capital gas engine
Jan.16 *74
Carbons, size of
Nov.l 740
Carborundum at St. Louis
Nov.15 '787
Carbureter, a new float feed
Dec.15 '856
Cards, about those
Feb.l 109
Care and management of boilers
Sept.15 626
Care and management of boilers: experience
with engines
Nov.15 776
Care of gas engines
Oct.l 672
Care of pumps
July 15. 605; Aug.l 543
Careless engineering, some results of... Feb.16 '144
Carr governor. E. M. Carr
Jan.l 'SB
Cause of cracked boiler plate
Aug.l 628
Chimney, building of a 225-foot
Mayl5 '331
Castings, trouble caused by soft
Oct.15 707
Catalog literature
MarchlS e216
Cause of the rattling noise
Sept.l '599
Cause of water in steam cylinders
Oct.15 q725
Cause of wavy expansion line
Sept.15 q653
Cause of the faultv diagrams
Sept.l »600
Caustic soda In boiler
Oct.15 qJ25
Cavity walls for boiler setting
Aug.l '631
Cement for pipes; metal polish; stack paint
Sept.15 633
Central
station
Aprlll
243
service,
gas experiences,
engine for some
Aprlll •236
work, the combined use of alternating
and direct current for
Maylo 349
coal
consumption
In Feb. 1, •106; Marchl5
222
gas power
for
Marchl '177
transformer testing for
Oct.l '684
Nov. 15. «785; Dec. 15, *854.
Centrifugal pumps
A,Ja"? *VCentrlfugal pump, durability of
Sept.l qsi*
Centrifugal pumps, new designs of
Julyl '446
Charter engine, the
Mayl5 '338
Check valve. Mueller non-fouling
.Dec.l "Kj
Chemistry
for engineers
%SP,H
Chicago electrical
association
Feb.l i?3
117
Chicago's new underground road
MarcM el86
Chimney, the building of a 255-foot. .. ,Mayl5 '331
Chimneys of the Interborough Rapid Transit

I

Ill
power house. New York City
Nov.l «7S7 Covering for cables, fireproof
Aug. 15 588
Chimneys, steel, and their construction. Sept.1 «591 Crane, a large electric
Jan.l 60
Churcher rectifier lor alternating currents
Crane Co. at St. Louis, exhibit of
Sept.15 «657
Aug.15 '5S7
Aug.l «535 Crane pop safety valve
Cincinnati, two power plants of the InterurCrane renewable seat valves
Dec.l '825
ban Hallway and Terminal Co., of Aprlll »251 Cianes, motor controllers for
Jan.15 '70
Circle, area of segment of
Oct.15 q725 Crank and piston, relative movements of...
Circuit breaker trouble
Dec. 15 842
Mayl5
«341
Circulation in blowoff pipe. May 15, *343; Julyl *457 Crankpin bearing
Aprill *233
Clamp, an emeigency pipe
Dec. 15 *860 Crankpin brasses, repairing
Dec.15 842
Cleaner, the Yantis boiler
Oct.15 *727 Crankpin, cooling; preventing water hammer
Cleaning fires
Sept. 15, 633; Nov.l 744
Aug.l q546
Cleaning heater coils; area of air pump valves
Cross arms, durable
Marchl 184
JunelS q43S Cross compound Corliss engine, built by H.
Bollinckx. Biussels. Belgium
Dec.l *797
Clinkers, a grate to cut
Julyl *47l
Cross exhaust on steam pumps, concerning
Coal and ash handling machinery for the New
the
Julyl 45i>
York subway power house
Mayl5 *337
Cross style B, oil filter, the
Junel5 «440
and ash, the economical handling of In
Dec.l 809
power houses
Julyl 461 Crosshead, accident to a
bill, reducing
Nov.15 769 Crosshead, can time It is at rest be calcu
lated?
Feb.l ql23
consumption in central stations. . Marchla 222
industry, developments of the
Aug.l 624 Crossley gas engine, the American. .Marchl5 '204
Crucible
cast
tool
steel,
treatment
of
with
moisture in; coal volatile matter ln.Maichl ql92
chemical composition of high speed steel
Pocahontas
Aug.l *515
testing by the Government
Oct.15 e714
June 15, 413; Julyl 462
Curing a troublesome receiver
Aug.15
'567
testing plant of the U. S. Geological Sur
Feb.15 •145
vey at St. Louis
Oct.15 *701 Curing pump troubles
wastes In a power plant
Feb.l 105 Currents, alternating Churches rectifier for. .
Cochrane apparatus at the St. Louis Exposi
Aug.l «535
water, in boilers
Aug.l *529
tion
Dec.l *823
unaccounted for
Oct.15 715
Coils, method of preparing field
Dec. 15 842
Curtis turbine,
steam turbine
JunelS
Coil, piping for heating
Dec. 15 842 • Curtis
recent developments in.Aprill5 »436
268
Combating scale
Oct.15 «716
Cutoff, automatic
Jan.15 '81
Combined use of alternating and direct cur
Meyer, hydrostatic test of boiler; lift of
rent for central station work, the....Mayl5 349
feed pump
Dec.15 q857
Combustion engines, calorimetry of exhaust
valve. Meyer
Oct.15 q726
gases from an Internal combustion engine..
what
caused
the
unequal?
Aprill *244
Nov.15 '771
Sept.15 *656
Capital gas engine, the
Jan.15 *74 Cutter, Wernicke boiler tube
Cutting
hole
In
boiler
head
Oct.15
q726
gas engines at the Louisiana Purchase
Jan.l *62
Exposition
Dec.l '670 Cyclone giate, the
Cylinder construction, improvements in.Marchl '193
Oct. 1, 742; Nov. 1. '804.
changing on engine; horsepower on en
engines In Great Britain
Sept.1 *614
gine
JunelS q438
Feb.l *106
gas power for central stations
head problem, an explanation of the.Junel5 421
uternal combustion motors
Nov.15 770
intei
July 15. »489; Sept. 1. 604; Sept. 15. 633;
large double acting gas engines
Feb. 15 *142
Oct. 1, 673; Oct. 15. 707; Nov. 1. 744-746;
the Diesel engine
Julyl5 *480
Dec. 1. 809; Dec. 15, 842.
possibilities of gas turbines
Dec.15 840
oils for cooling gas engine
Nor.15 q788
internal combustion engines
Nov.15 770
Comments on a heating system
Aprill 242
Comments on answers to questions Aprill 246
Commercial engine testing and proposed •451
standard of comparison
Julyl
Damper regulator, the Stlllman-Carmichael
Commercial lighting. Nernst lamps in.. Dec.15 *853
improved
Nov.l *760
Commercial system of speed control Jan.l
- - >12 Danger of lawlessness
Jan.15 e82
Common error
Aug.l 530 Dangerous situation, a
Nov.15 775
Commutators, device for truing
Nov.15 792 Data relating to the air lift
Dec.l 809
Comparison between the steam turbine and
pump
Jan.l «3S
the reciprocating engine
Aug.l 538 Davidson
Davidson triple-expansion pumping engine of
Compensated street railway motor, alternat
1888
Jan.15 *76
ing current
Sept.15 e642 Dean
Bro3. pump
Jan.l
*38
Jan.l
•39-,49
Compound engine, expansions of a.... Oct.15 q726 Deane pump
Compound engine, steam used in Nov.15 q788 De Laval steam turbines at the Fair Oct.l '6D2
Compound engine, two-phase alternator; re
pump
Jan.l *50
sultant voltage; neutral point
Aprill*q258 Deming
Density of steam; capacity of blower. .Sept.15 q655
Compound feeder
Julyl5 '485 Descriptions
Aug.l e533
Compound to remove all scale
Oct.15 q726 Design. Corliss engine Oct. 1. »667; Nov.15 *781
Compound steam pump, a new
Nov.15 *790 Desmond injector
Sept.l '622
Compressed air plant at the Louisiana Pur
Detroit Edison Co., new turbo-generator sta
chase Exposition, the central
Feb. 15 *155
tion
Oct.l *663
Compression
Julyl6 487 Detroit Pump Co., the Blackmer
Jan.l «52
Compression, value of
Dec.l 809 Detroit separator
Apri!15 *29J
Compressors, lubricator for feeding soapsuds
Development of the Ryder belting and cord
to
Feb.l «119
age
Sept.l »619
Concerning the action of smoke
Dec.15 842
of the coal Industry
Aug.l 524
Concerning answers to questions
Julyl5 485
of
the
Southern
Engine
and
Boiler
Works
Concerning circulation in blowoff pipe.. Sept. 1 *601
at Jackson, Tenn
Nov.l »756
Condensation, getting rid of
Oct.l 673
of the shaft governor
Keb.l »103
Condensed vapor in wood stoves
Aug.l 546 Device for truing commutators
Nov.15 *792
Condenser, drains on siphon
Marchl *181 Devices, two handy
Mayl *312
keeping a siphon clear
Aprill *242 Diagrams, criticism of Mr. Brltton's. .Sept.15 633
for steam turbines
Dec.15 847
cause of the faulty
Sept.l *600
surface, a convenient method of packing
from a pumping engine
Mayl '310
Marchl5 »227
indicator
Sept.15 q654
Condensing steam for boiler feed
AprillS '268 Diamond expansion bolt, the
Dec.15 *861
Condensing to non-condensing, changing from
Diesel engine, combustion engines
Julyl5 *480
Julyl 458 Diesel engine, tests of a
Dec.15 *841
Condensing water required, weight of..Junel5 438 Dlescher keyiess shaft coupling
Julyl5 '507
Conditions. Industrial
Sept.l e60S Dimensions of boiler furnace and grates
Conduit boxes, attaching
Oct.15 707
Nov.15 q78<)
Connections for phase transformation. .Aug.l *530 Direct-acting, triple-expansion, pumping en
Construction, steel chimneys and their. . Sept.l *591
gine
Aug.l 53U
Controller for direct-current motors. WestDirect-connected air pump; size of wrist and
Inghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.'s regulating
crankplns
Sept.15 q654
and reversing
Jan.l *17 Direct-current, high-voltage transmission of
Controllers, regulating and reversing. .Marchl5 '228
energy from St. Maurice to Lausanne. Aug.l *522
Convenient testing outfit
Julyl5 »487 Disasters, learning from great
Jan.15 e82
Convention of the I. U. S. E.. Omaha.. Oct.l 694 Disasters, preventing
Oct.15 705
of the Ohio Electric Light Association
Discharge from long pipe; horsepower obtain
Sept.15 643
able from discharge
Nov.15 q788
of Ohio Society, N. A. S. E
Julyl 474 Distance between bridgewall and shell. .Julyl5 q498
of the Northwestern Electrical Associa
Distorted boiler, a
Oct.15 707
tion
Feb.l 120 Distributing power through rails
Julyl5 q498
Convention, the
Junel e396 Distributing systems in suburban districts,
Conveyor, the Harrison
Feb.l *129
overhead high-tension
Jan.15 83
Conveyor, the Triumph steel belt
Oct.l *693 District examiners In Ohio, and counties in
Correspondence school, favors the
Sept.15 633
each district
AprillS 291
Costs, electric power
Oct.15 719 Doors, revolving
Aug.15 *588
Could not locate the knock
Sept.15 633 Down-draft
boilers and
Julyl 5 q498
withfurnaces
chimney
Aprlll5
*27.r>
Counterbalancing, theory of
Oct.15 *713 Draft, an experience
Criticism of Mr. Brltton's diagrams. .. Sept.15 633 Draft, mechanical
Feb.15 153
Cvlinders. cause of water in steam. .. .Oct.15 q725 Dressings, rope and belt
Marchl ql92
Coils, steam distribution in heating
Sept.l '603
special steam trap
Dec.l *826
Cookson steam trap, the
Feb.15 *166 Dunham
Dunham
steam
trap,
the
Junel *405
Cooley high speed engine
Aug.l '538 Duplex and single cylinder pumps, capacity
Cooling a boiler before cleaning
Julyl 455
of
Oct.15 q"26
Cooling crankpin, preventing water hammer..
of centrifugal pump
Sept.l q617
Aug.l q546 Durability
steam trap, the
Nov.l *761
Cooling gas engine cylinders, oil for Nov.15 q788 Durable
Duties,
what
are
an
engineer's
Oct.15 707
Cooling towers
Nov.15 '768 Dynamite falls to explode at first firing.. Jan.15
q 90
Cooling towers of the Westinghouse installa
a few "don'ts" when running a. Sep.] 602
tion at the St. Louis fair
Dec.15 '852 Dynamo,
compound
wound
Marchlq*192
Corliss engine, built by H. Bollinckx, Brus
efficiency, finding by the electrical method
Aprlll «249
sels. Belgium, cross comnound
Dec.l *797
Corliss engine design
Oct. 1. *667; Nov.15 »781
Corliss engine wreck and the repairs made
for gas engine driving
Junel5 «440
Mayl 312
voltage of; difference between direct and
Corliss engines, safety stop for
Anrlll *244
alternating current; two lamps In series.
Corrections, a few
Nov.l 744
Marchl5 q223
Cost of operation of steam and gas engines
Dvnamos
and connections; Inspection of
Mayl q326
plants
Sept.15 »646
Cotton mills, power plants for
Feb.15 '135 Dynamos
and motors, a new line of.... Junel *404
Coupling. Dlescher keyless shaft
JulylS *507
133952

Eccentric strap, adjustable
Marchl ♦185
strap badly worn
Sept.15 q652
strap, repairing an
Marchl *182
why two are used; lining a shaft; babbit
ing a journal
Feb.15 ql57
Economic condensing exhaust head. .. .Feb. 15 *164
Economical handling of coal and ash In power
houses, the
....Julyl 461
Economics, boiler house
Nov.15 774
Economics of the feed water heater. .. .Aug.15 *562
Economizers in small plants
Aug.l *55:t
Economy In the use of old material
Julyl *446
of pump and injector; raising hot water
Sept.15 q652
of superheated steam, the
Aprlll 235
of types of engine, relative
Dec.15 842
the piactice of
Marchl5 202
Edison dynamo
Marchl ql92
Edison storage battery
Aug.l »545
Education, on the value of
Oct.15 707
Educational problem, an
Dec.l e814
Effect of point of ignition in gas engines. Nov.15 775
Efficiency, dynamo, finding by the electrical
method
Aprill *249
Efficiency of boilers; formula for comput
ing
Sept.15 633
Efficiency of boiler Joints
Nov.15 q789
Efficiency of compound engines at light load
AprillS »277
Elbows, lengths of pipe with 45-dcgree. .Sep.l q618
Electric drive for machine tools with meth
ods nf variable speed control
Jan.l «20
Electric Light Association, convention of the
Ohio
Sept.15 643
Electric lighting at the St. Louis Fair..Julyl5 '477
locomotive for the N. Y. C. & H. R. R.
R.. trial of high speed
Dec.l *820
meters, some facts about
Dec.15 833
motors, a new lino of
Aug.l '548
power costs
Oct.15 719
power, a tannery newly equipped with..
Julyl5 »494
pump and receiver, automatic
Dec.15 *856
station, a blast furnace gas engine.. Mayl '297
traction with alternating currents. . .Mayl 315
wciks at Sheffield, England, new Oct.l *682
Electrical Association, Chicago
Feb.l 117
engineering, the steam turbine as applied
to
Julyl «463
measuring instruments
AprI115 '286
method, finding dynamo efficiency by
the
Aprill «249
typewriter, Bllckensderfer
Nov.15 *791
works, the new Fort Wayne
Feb.l '99
Electricity as motive power in Great Brit
ain
Jan.l
5
direct from heat
Feb.l ell<>
in a New York market
Sept.15 •625
Electromagnet, from a 110-volt to a 500-volt
circuit, changing an
Sept.15 q653
Elementary
alternating
currents
Feb. 1, •118:principles
Feb. 15, of*138;
May 1. *315;
Oct.
1, 681; Nov. 1, »753.
Elevator, the aero-hydraulic
Dec.15 '834
Elevators, hydraulic plunger
Oct.15 *698
Elevators, their construction and operation...
April 15, «283; Mayl5 *352
Emergency, pipe clamp, an
Dec.15 *860
Emergency repairs, prepare for
Dec.15 842
Emerson strainer and foot valve, the. .Marchl *195
Emerywheel dresser. Seml-DImond
Nov.15 '792
Energy, direct-current high-voltage transmis
sion of from St. Maurice to Lausanne. Aug.l *522
Engine, a large triple-expansion pumping
/
Aprlll5 «265
commercial, testing and proposed stand
ard of comparison
Julyl *451
Cooley high-speed
Aug.l '538
Davidson triple-expansion pumping, of
1888
Jan.15 *76
design. Corliss
Oct. 1. «667; Nov.15 *781
direct-acting. triple expansion, pump
ing
Aug.l 530
expansions of a compound
Oct.15 q726
Hamilton Corliss vertical
Aug.l »534
evolution
JunelS e428
foundation, repairing an
Sept.15 633
keying up an
AprillS 277
new design of Bates-Corliss
Sept.15 *630
overload
Feb.15 «146
quick method of llning-up an
Aprlll5 '280
relative economy of types of
Dec.15 842
Rifle hydraulic
Jan.l *55
room conveniences
Aprlll *245
room
experiences,
some
Dec.l
809
•ooms and proper treatment, better. Sept.l 5 633
room repairs
Julyl 5 *491
rotary fluctuations
cylinder
Feb.l
speed,
In
Febl *115,
•HO
stop, the Monarch and speed limit sys
tem
Junel5 439
test of Worthlngton pumping
Oct.15 728'
tests
of
a
Reeves
simple
Nov.l •201
'758
the American Crossley gas
MarchlS
the Bollinckx gas and producer
Julyl '450
the Capital gas
Jan.15 '74
the Charter
MnylS *33S
the Diesel combustion
Julyl5 *480
the Fleming four-valve
Marchl *188
the Fuller and Johnson gasoline AprillS 270
the Improved heavy duty Harris-Cor
liss
Julyl '447
the new Murrav Corliss
Mayl *317
the New Era gas
Aprill *236
the new Fltchburg
MarclilS «221
the Russell
Aprlll *234
the steam
Feb.l 117
the Wayne gas
Sept.l *615
thermal efficiency of
Mayl q327
traction, setting valve on
Sont.lq*61fi
turbine vs
Junel e396
Engines at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
Internal combustion
Oct.l *670
Nov. 1. »742: Dec. 1. «804.
combustion-gas engines in Great Britain.
Sept.l *614
curing knocks in
July] *453
efflclencv of comnound at light lond.Apr.15 *277
for small lighting plants, gas
Oct.15 *72P
gas
Oct.l «672
gas driven blowing
Jan.15 73

IV
large double acting gas
Feb.16 *142
little experiences with
Sept. 15 633
pumping, using superheated steam.. Jan. 1 »62
reversing mechanism for
Jan. 15 »81
safety stop for Coiliss
Aprill *244
steam, Internal surfaces of
Aprill5 '266
Engineer, experiences of a country
Oct.l 673
Engineer, how to become an
Oct. 15 q725
Engineering a good business, thinks. .. .Nov. 1 744
terms, proper use of
Nov. 15. 769
Engineers, chemistry for
Sept.l 593
instruction to Ohio
AprillS 274
Engineers' convention, American Order of
Steam
Junel 391
examinations
Aprill e248
examination,
suggestion
for
Dec.l
809
troubles and their remedies, some. Api
1115 •275
Epping, Carpenter pump
Jan.l *39
Equations, using
Feb.15 el52
Equipment of a testing department, instru
ment
Nov.15 783
Error, a common
Aug.l 530
Examination for firemen
Dec.15 842
questions
Jan. 15, 78; Feb.l 112
April 15, 279; July 1, 457.
questions, answers to
Marchl *182
March 15, *210; April 15, 280; May 15.
343; June 15, »422; July 1, 456; Sept. 1.
602.
questions, some civil service
Julyl5 488
suggestion for engineers'
Dec.l 809
Example, a good
Junel5 e428
Exhaust coupling
Julyl '459
Exhaust head, Swartwout
Oct.l *t»3
head, the economic condensing Feb.15 *164
head, the Ohio
Feb.l «128
head, tubular
Nov.15 775
opening, width of; showing events of
stroke by diagram
Dec.15 q857
pipe heads, Sterling
Feb.15 '166
steam, using
Marchl *172
Exhibit, an interesting St. Louis
Aug.l «549
at St. Louis, an interesting
Junel *404
of H. Mueller Mfg. Co. at St. Louis. Nov.15 «790
of the American Stoker Co. at St. Louis
Dec.l *826
of the Bristol Co. at St. Louis
Nov.15 «792
of the Crane Co. at St. Louis
Sept.15 *657
of the Walworth Mfg. Co
Sept.15 *651
Exhibits of Westinghouse companies at Louis
iana Purchase exposition
Julyl *468
Expansion bolt, the Diamond
Dec.15 '861
line, cause of wavy
Sept.15 q653
of water; time to empty tank ApriU5 q*292
Expansions of a compound engine
Oct.15 q726
Experience, a backwoods engineer's Feb.15 146
Experiences of a country engineer
Oct.l 673
some engine room
Dec.l 809
with engines; care and management of
boilers
Nov.15 775
with engines, little
Sept.15 633
Explanation of Mr. Sweeney's diagrams. Nov.l 744
Explanation, wants an
Dec.l 809
Exploded water front, an
Sept.15 633
Explosion, mysterious (?) boiler
Julyl6 489
at Quincy, 111., a tank
Feb.15 *154
at the Geyer avenue power house in St.
Louis
Jan. 15 *89
in boiler range, cause of
Mayl 308
the St. Louis boiler
Feb.l ell6
Explosions, simple device for counting. Apr.15 *277
Exposition, Louisiana Purchase
Aug.l e532
Aug. 15, *559; Sept. 1, «594.
Extractor, on a new principle, a lime and sedi
ment
Dec.15 «862
F.
Factories in Boston, something about en
gineer
Oct.l 673
Facts, some curlou3
Dec.l 809
Fahnestock spring binding post, the
Mayl *324
Failures in shafting, and belts
Julyl5 *486
Fair, DeLaval steam turbines at the Oct.l *693
Fail banks -Moise Co.'s lighting plant
Mayl *304
Fan, capacity of; dead weight safety valve.
Mayl5 q355
Fan. the Hartford exhaust
Aprill «260
Faulty
diagrams,
cause
of
the
Sept.l
*600
Faulty heating attachment
Feb.l •HO
Favors the correspondence school
Sept.15 633
Feed, boiler condensing steam for
AprillS *268
Feed heaters, open
Dec.l 809
Feeder, compound
Julyl5 *485
connection concerning
Jan.15 *77
how will it work In my case?
JunelS 426
Feeding boiler through blowoff
Sept.l q618
Feeding through the blowoff
Jan.15 '76
Feed water, analysis of
Sept.15 q654
discharge high vs. low
Feb.15 *145
healer, a 4,500 horsepower
MarchlS '226
heater, a new type of
Sept.15 658
heater and purifier
Feb.l '115
neater scales badly
Feb.15 '148
heater, the Keller combination
Sept.15 «657
heater, the economies
Aug.15 '562
heaters
Aprlll5 «279
heaters, heat absorption in
Aprill5 »293
loss of pressure due to
MarchlS 214
piping
Aug.15 *563
purification
Fob. 15, «137; Marchir. »213
purifier
Julyl '459
regulator, the Vigilant
Sept.15 «656
Ferrosteel flanged fittings
Sept.l 621
Ferrules, putting In tubes without
Sept.l q618
Few corrections, a
Nov.l 744
Few "don'ts" when running a dynamo. . Sept.l 602
Few hints on pipe connections, a
Oct.l 673
Field colls, method of preparing
Dec.15 842
Filing, points on
Mayl 313
Filter, the New Wonder oil
Oct.15 »72S
Fire arch for steam boilers
Jan.15 '81
engine, the modern steam
Dec.l 817
precautions
Oct.l e680
Firing the boiler
JunelS 425
Fireproof covering for cables
Aug.15 588
Fires, cleaning
Nov.l 744
Fisher pump governor; lifting and non-lifting
pump governor
Sept.l q*617
FItchburg engine, the new
MarchlS »221
Fittings, ferrosteel flanged
Sept.l 621
Flanges, malleable iron, for steam pipe.Mar.15 *220
Flat
surfaces;
stay
bolts,
braces
and...
Dec.15
850
Fleming four-valve engine, the
Marchl •188

Flinn, trap
Julyl5 *509
Float feed carbureter, a new
Dec.15 *856
Floor cleaner, a simple
Dec.l 809
Fluctuation In engine speed
Feb.l '110
Flue cleaner, a new
Dee. IS '862
Flue cleaning
Nov. 16 776
Flume, capacity of; horsepower to run pump.
Mayl q327
Flywheel governor
Dec.l 809
Follower, repairing a broken
Aprill 246
Formula for computing efficiency of boilers.
Sept.15 633
Fort Wayne Electrical Works system of speed
control
Jan.l *14
the new
Feb.l *99
Wood system of
Junel *373
Foster pump
Jan.l *40
Foundations
Jan.15 80
Foundrv and electrical plant, an up-to-date.
Nov.l «735
Fractions, how obtained
JunelS q438
Fracture, a peculiar, in boiler plate ... .Mayl5 *3ii
France, hydro-electric power system, near
Sassenage, Isere
Jan.15 *65
Freezing; preventing water pipe from; lubri
cating rod packing
Sept.15 633
Frozen service pipe
Aprill q258
Frozen service pipes, thawing
Sept.l 599
Fuller and Johnson gasoline engine. .. .Aprlll5 '270
Furnace, a new metal melting
Feb.l *128
and grates, dimensions of boiler. .. .Nov.15 q789
Harris smoke consuming
Oct.15 *730
Furnaces, down draft boilers and
JulylS q498
Furnaces, strength of cylindrical
Sept.15 q655
Gage cock, the Cadman indestructible. .Dec.l '824
dials, division of; flow of steam
MaylS q355
glass, why cool; why does smoke whirl to
wards right; blowing out mud drum
Julyl q472
water, a new self-closing
MaylS *357
Gain by changing condensing Corliss engines
to compound condensing
Jan.15 q90
Galvanic action in boiler
Nov.15 q788
Galvanizing small articles
Nov.l *741
Gas and electric power
Jan.15 89
and gasoline engines, experiences with...
AprillS 271
burner, the Gwynn
MarchlS *227
burner, the Kirkwood
AprillS «293
driven pumps at Philadelphia, test of
JunelS '416
Gas engines
Oct.l »672
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition...
Oct. 1. *670; Nov. 1. *742; Dec.l «804
a blast furnace, electric station
Mayl *297
and producer, the Bollinckx
Julyl *450
care of
Oct.l 672
driving, dynamo for
JunelS *440
effect of point of ignition in
Nov. IS 775
for small lighting plants...
Oct. IS *729
for central station service, the
Aprill *236
Igniter
Mayl *311
lighting unit, a
Mayl *305
performance, a remarkable
Dec.l *806
horsepower of; horsepower of boiler. Nov. IS q78S
pumping station for high-pressure service.
3.000 horsepower
MarchlS »206
Apiil 1. *239: April 15, *272..
the Ameiican Crossley
MarchlS *204
the New Era
Aprill «236
using waste heat from a
Marchl M74
Wayne
Sept.l «615
large double acting
Feb.15 '142
recent developments in the construction
and working of
Mayl 305
Gas. power and healing. In England .. .JunelS 417
power for central stations
Feb 1 *106
March 1. «177.
power, high-pressure distribution of
MarchlS 215
power, producer
MaylS 339
producer, the Otto suction
JunelS *416
soldering Iron
Marchl *185
turbine, a
May 1. *306; Dec. 13 841
turbines, possibilities of combustion en
gines
Dec.15 840
Gases, heating value of
Aug.l 646
Gasoline and gas engines, experiences with
Aprill5 271
Gasoline engine, the Fuller and Johnson
Aprlll5 «270
Gear teeth, proportions of. July 1, a.472; Oct.15 707
General Electric Co.'s alternating-current arc
lighting system and apparatus
Junel *375
General Electric Co.'s speed control system
Jan.l «14
General Incandescent Arc Light Co.. series al
ternating-current arc lighting by the.. Junel '378
General Slocum Investigation
Nnv.l e752
Generator, drying out a
Feb.15 149
Generators, alternating-current, of the Bul
lock Mfg. Co
Junel *385
Generators, series and parallel operation of
Jan. IS «68
German locomotives, superheated steam on
Oct.15 723
Getting rid of condensation
.'...Oct.l 673
Gland, repairing a broken
Feb.l S *149
Gland, repairing a broken; belt clamp. . . .Mayl *309
Glass, why failed to show the true level...
Sept. IS 633
Goulds pump
Jan.l '49
Governor, a flywheel
Dec.l 809
an Improved
Jan.l *61
blocking out weights of
Marchl 192
development of the shaft
Feb.l *I03
for steam pumps
Jan.15 *81
inertia: sight feed lubricator
Sept.l q618
the Waters
Jan.l «61
Graphite for lubrication
Mayl 323
practical lubrication of engine cylinders
with
Marchl *193
removing from exhaust
Marchl ql92
use of: foundation template
Mny15q*3S5
Grate. Neems shear cutting
Aug.l*550
the Cyclone
Jan.l *62
the Green traveling link
Aug.l *547
the Martin rocking
Aprill «261
to cut clinkers, a
Julyl *471
Great Britain, electricity as motive power In

Jan.l 5
Green traveling link grate
Aug.l '51 i
Greeting
Jan.l e58
Grinders, dry, motor driven butting lathes and
MaylS »35k
Groan, novel way of curing a
MaylS 341
Grounds, testing for
AprillS *27t;
Guild and Garrison pump
Jan.l *40
Gwynn gas burner, the
MarchlS *2L'7
H
Hamilton Corliss vertical engine
Aug.l '53!
Hamilton-Holzworth turbo-generator Oct.l *690
Handy belt clamp; polish for hot and cold
metal
Aug.l »530
Harris', arrangement impracticable
Mayl5 345
Harris-Coiliss engine, the Improved heavy
duty
Julyl »447
Harris' smoke consuming furnace
Oct.15 »730
Harrison conveyor, the
Feb.l *129
Hart force sight feed oil pump, the
Feb.l «130
Hartford exhaust fan. the
Aprill »260
Heat absorption In feed-water heaters.AprillS *293
electricity direct from
Feb.l ell6
three units of
Nov.15 775
Heater, a new type of feed-water
Sept.15 65!>
home-made steam water
teb.l '112
open feed
Decl 809
open vs. closed
AprillS 280
May 15, 346; July 1, 457.
the Keller combination feed-water. Sept. 15 *657
with poor circulation
Feb.l ql23
Heating, a little problem in steam
Sept.15 633
attachment, a faulty
Feb.l *110
boiler, a problem with a
Oct.l 673
coil, piping for
Dec.15 842
coils, steam distribution in
Sept.l *603
live steam
Oct.le'680
radiation required for; replies to inquir
ies
Nov.l 744
system, arranging a
Sept.15 633
system, comments on
Aprill 242
value of gases
Aug.l 546
Heavy duty Harris-Corliss engine, the im
proved
Julyl *447
Heisler pump
Jan.l *41
High duty, meaning of term
Feb.15 ql57
High and low-pressure steam piping of the
New York subway power house
Dec.l *79!s
High lift, starting a pump engine with a. Sept.l *601
High-Dressur e distribution of gas power
Marchl5 215
High-pressure packing rings of asbestos metal
Nov.l «761
High-speed engine. Cooley
Aug.l *638
High speeds, new motor-drum pump for.Julyl5 *50C
High-tension transmission
Aprill 256
High-voltage plant of the Northwest. .JulylS *4S2
High-voltage transformers
Aug.15 *574
Hill pump
Jan.l *42
Hints, boiler room
Aug.15 567
Hints, practical
JunelS »424
Historic remembrances
Aug.l 550
Hole In boiler head, cutting
Oct.15 q726
Hooker
pump
Jan.l *40.r>
*45
Hornberger-Irwln transformer, the
Junel
Horsepower, boiler
Mayl 301
of engine, computing the, and measuring
the indicator diagram
Mayl *302
of gas engine; horsepower of boiler. Nov.15 q788
of turbine; changing cylinders on engine
Junel5 q438
transmitted by engine
Feb.l ql2::
Hours, wants help in arranging the... MaylS 343
How an engineer saved half the coal .. Sept. 16 651
How can the lamps be run?
Sept.15 633
How can this arrangement be improved?
Sept.15 633
How I cured some pump trouble
Julyl5 *489
How to become an engineer
Oct.15 q72S
Hydraulic elevator. Improved type of a wellknown pump for operating
Nov.l *76o
Hydraulic plunger elevators
Oct.15 '698
Hydro-electric
power
system,
near
Sassenage.
Isere. France
Jan.15 •65
Hydrostatic test of boiler; lift of feed pump;
Meyer cutoff
Dec.15 q8S7
I
Iceman, cold experiences of an
Marchl *180
Ice plant, simple alarm for
Sept.l *604
Igniter, gas engine
Mayl *311
Ignition, battery and dynamo
Marchl5q*223
Ignition in gas engines, effect of point of...
Nov.15 775
Improved steam engine indicator, an.... Dec.l *824
Improved type of a well-known pump for ope
rating hydraulic elevators
Nov.l '760
Improvement in valve-motion of duplex aircompressors
Jan.15 *87
Incrustation and scale
MarchlS 202
Indicating steam meter, an
Dec.15 *84S
Indicator, a chance to learn about the.. Feb. 15 *165
American Thompson Improved. .. .MarchlS »226
an improved steam engine
Dec.l *824
cards from a 6-year-old
Jan.15 *77
diagram
Sept.15 q654
diagram, measuring the. and computing
the horsepower of an engine
Mayl *302
steam engine, the Star improved Mayl '324
Indicators and reducing wheels
Feb.l »130
Induction motors, the application of..Marchl5 *217
Induction, self
Aug.l '546
Induction type of alternator, Warren Electric
Mfg. Co.'s
Junel '403
Industrial conditions
Sept.l e608
Industries, an unnecessary tax of
Marchl el86
Inertia governor; sight feed lubricator. . Sept.l q618
Information, wants practical
Mayl 30S
Information, wants reliable
AprillS 277
Injector. Desmond
Sept.l *622
from Michigan, a large
Dec.15 '861
lifting and non-lifting; Fisher pump gov
ernor
Sept.lq'617
questions
concerning the
Nov.l •50i
744
the
JulylS
the problem of
MarchlS e216
troubles, cause of
AprillS 269
Inspection. Importance of frequent; trouble
with a water meter
AprillS 277
Inspection laws, steamboat, proposed changes

In
Julyl e460
Inspection of boilers and engines
Oct.15 719
Inspection of plants
April 1. •253; Sept.15 *646
Inspection, valueless
Julyl5 e492
Inspector, boiler, Mr. Frady's
Mayl 307
Inspector takes a day off
Aug.15 574
Instructions to beginners
MarchlS 211
Instructions to Ohio engineers
ApriU5 274
Instrument equipment of a testing depart
ment
Nov.15 783
Instruments, Bristol recording
Junel *389
Instruments, electrical measuring
AprillS '280
Insulation, oil
ApriU5 e282
Interborough Rapid Transit power house. New
Yoik City, chimneys of the
Nov.l *737
Interesting St. Louis exhibit
Aug.l «549
Internal combustion engine, calorimetry of ex
haust gases from an
Nov. 15 *771
Internal combustion engines at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition
Oct.l »670
Internal combustion motors; combustion en
gines
Nov.15 770
Internal surfaces of steam engines, the.Aprill5 *266
International correspondence schools, the
building of the at St. Louis
Junel 407
Interurban Railway and Terminal Co., of Cin
cinnati, two power plants of
Aprill *251
Investigation. General Slocum
Nov.l e752
Iron and steel, annealing
Aug.15 557
Iron and steel, recipe for bronzing
Sept.l 605
Is vertical boiler safe? smoke and waste of
fuel; type of boiler and efficiency Julyl5 q498
r. V. 8. E., Omaha convention of
Oct.l 694
Jackscrew, application of
Oct.15 707
Jandus interchangeable enclosed arc lamp
Junel *396
Janesville Electric Co., scries alternating arc
lighting system of
July15 *475
Jeannesvilie pump
Jan.l *50
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.'s method of speed control....
Jan.l »16
Job. taking another engineer's
Marchl5 209
Joint meeting of the A. S. M. E. and I. M. E.
Junel «392
Joints, efficiency of boiler
Nov.15 q789
Joints in steel stack, arrangement of..Junel5 426
Jonage, the canal of
Marchlo «199
April 15, «290; May 15, *353.
Journals, technical
Aug.15 e572
Joy valve gear, the...,
Mayl *309
Jupiter transmission rope, points on.. March! 189
Keller combination feed-water heater, the
Sept.15
Keying up an engine
Aprill5
Keying up an engine—repairing a piston. Feb. 15
King lubricator, the
ApiillS
Kinks, some handy
May 15. *342; Julyl
Kirkwood gas burner, the
AprillS
Kllngrer reflex water gage
Jan.l
Knock, could not locate the
Sept.15
Knocks in engines, curing
Julyl
Knowles pump
Jan.l

*657
277
*144
*294
«453
*293
*60
633
*453
*42

Laldlaw-Dunn-Gordon pump
Jan.l 43-*51
Lamps, how can, be run?
Sept.15 633
Lamps in commercial lighting. Nernst. .Dec. 15 *853
l^amps, two in series; voltage of a dynamo;
difference between direct and alternating
current
Marchlo q223
Large injector from Michigan, a
Dec.15 *861
Large relief valve, a
Dec.l *822
Lasting polish for bright work
Nov.15 775
Lathes, motor-driven buffing and dry-grind
ers
Mayl5 «35S
Law. concerning the Massachusetts. .. .Sept.15 633
I-awlossness, danger of
Jan. 15 e82
Lavs, license
Nov.15 775
Leach, James, on flue cleaning, reply to.Nov.15 776
Lead angle, use of the
Mayl5 e348
Leak, can't stop the
Sept. 15, 633; Nov.l 744
Learning from great disasters
Jan.15 e82
Leather, Vim mechanical
Julyl*470
Length of pipe with 45-degree elbows. .Sept.l q618
Lever, reversing, shakes
,.Mayl q327
Lever throttle valve, a new
Dec.15 *861
License law
Jan.15 77
License law in preventing boiler explosions.
effect of
Sept.15 633
License law, suggestions concerning the. Mayl 310
License laws
Nov.15 775
Lift, the air
Aug.15 »561
Lift of feed pump; hydrostatic test of boiler;
Meyer cutoff
Dec.15 q857
Lifting and non-lifting injector; Fisher pump
governor
Sept.lq*617
Lighting' plants, gas engines for small. .Oct.15 *729
Lighting tube cleaner
Nov.15 *790
Lights, operation of two
Marchl5q*223
Lime nnd sediment extractor on a new prin
ciple, a
Dec.15 »862
Limitation of production
JulylS 4S3
Lindstrom separator and traps, the. . . . JunelS *439
Liners be placed? where should the
Nov.l 744
Liners, placing of
Dec.l 809
Lining up an engine, quick method of.Aprllla *280
Liquid fuel problem
Dec. 1, «821; Dec.15 *S55
Liquid resistances as safeguaids against ex
cess of voltage
Marchl5 *220
Little Giant steam trap
Dec.15 *860
Live steam heating
Oct.l e680
Locating holes for belt
Sept.15 q*652
Locomotive for the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R..
trial of high-speed electric
Dec.l *820
Locomotives, superheated steam on German
Oct.15 723
Lodge night
Aprilir, 285
Long distance power transmission
Oet.15 e714
Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis..
Aug.l e532
Aug. 1. '519; Aug. 15, *559; Sept. 1, «594.
internal combustion engines at
Oct.] '670
Nov. 1. »742: Dec. 1. «804.
the central compressed nir plant at the
Feb.15 »155
T.ow water and boiler explosion
Aug.15 "566
Lubricating oils, method of testing
Oct.15 724

Lubricating oils, mineral
Julyl 466
Lubricating rod pocking; preventing water
pipe from freezing
Sept.15 633
Lubrication, graphite for
Mayl 323
Lubrication of engine cylinders with giaphite
Maichl *192
Lubrication of steel works and blast furnace
engines and machlneiy
Julyl.'. 478
Lubiicator, a handy cylinder
l<eb.lo '146
a new force feed
Maicnl *193
a plunger
Aprill '260
leed-glass chokes up
Maichl ql92
for bearings
Marcnl *185
for feeding soapsuds to compressors. t'eb.l '119
making a new out of an old one Julyl *455
sight feed; inertia governor
Sept.l q618
the King
ApiiU5 «294
M
M. M. concerning blowoff pipe, reply to
Nov.l 744
Machine tools with methods of variable speed
contiol. electric drive tor
Jan.l '20
Machinery at St. Louis, pumping and con
densing. . .Oct. 15, *720; Nov. 15, *772; Dec.15 *837
coal and ash handling, lor the New York
subway power house
Mayla *337
day at the World's ±<air
Sept.l 612
pumping
Jan.] e59
Management and working of boilers. .. .JulylS '499
Manager, new, of the power department of
the Allia-Chalmers Co
Junel *407
Manholes, stiengtning rings for
Sept.l *604
Manzel Bros.' force feed oil and grapnite
pump
Julyl5 '5M
Marsh pump
Jan.l *36
Marshall valve gear, the
Aprill5 *278
Martin rocking grate, the
Aprill *261
Mason elevator pump pressure regulator. Jan.l *57
Mason pump governor
Jan.l *57
Mason pump
Jan.l *44
Massachusetts law, concerning the. .. .Sept.15 633
M'Gownn pump
Jan.l *44
Meaning of the terms: viscosity, over and
under
Sept.15 q653
Measuring indicator diagram and computing
horsepower of engine
Mayl *302
Measuring instruments, electrical
Apulia *286
Mechanical
draft
Feb.15
•Mechanical draft at the St. Louis Exposition 153
Julyl5 506
Mechanical engineers, meeting of the Amer
ican Society and British Institution of
Junel.', 429
Mechanical methods of speed contiol. .. .Jan.l •IS
Mechanical refrigeiatlon, the common systems
of
Mayl5 335
Mechanical stokers for power stations. . *eb.l 111
Meeting ot A. 1. E. E
Dec, '03, Jan.15 83
A. I. E. E
Jan., '04, Feb.15 158
A. L E. E
Mar., '04. Apr.15 2SS
Meeting ot the American Boiler Manufactur
ers' Association at St. Louis
Oct.15 732
Meeting of the American Society and British
Institution of Mechanical Engineers. .Junela 429
Meeting of the American Society of Mechan
ical Engineers
Dec.15 858
Meeting of the National Electric Light As
sociation
Junel «397
Metal melting furnace, a new
Feb.l 128
Metal polish; stack paint; cement for pipes
'.
Sept.15 633
Metallic fiber packing, amalgam
Nov.l 758
Metallic packings
May 1, *319; Junel5 415
Meter, a steam
Dec.15 e846
an indicating steam
Dec.15 *848
for boiler evaporative tests, the hot water
Jan.la *94
for water service, a new disk
Aug.l '551
steam
AprlU5 q292
Meters, reading electric
ApriU5q*292
Meters, some facts about electric
Dec.15 833
Method of bending pipes
Aug.l '546
bending strips of wood
Aug.l *531
prepaiing field coils
Dec.15 842
preventing scale
Oct. 15, 707; Dec.l 809
removing piston & rods. pins, bolts, etc.
Sept.l *602
testing lubricating oils
Oct.15 724
truing collector tings
Dec.l 809
Meyer cutoff; hydrostatic test of boiler; lift
of feed pump
Dec.15 q857
Meyer cutoff valve
Oct.15 q726
Michigan, a large injector from
Dec.15 *861
Mill yards, storage battery locomotives for
Jan.15 »69
Milne water-tube boiler and superheater
Mayl «322
Mineral lubricating oils
Julyl 460
Modern steam fire engine, the
Dec.l SIT
Monarch engine stop and speed limit system
Junel5 439
Monkey problem demonstrated
Jan.15 79
Monument to James Watt, a
Mayl5 e348
Moore pump
Jan.l *46
Morgan steam power plant
Aug.15 *561
Mosher water-tube boiler
Feb. 15 '158
Motion, concerning reducing
Nov.15 q"88
Motor, A. C. compensated street railway
Sept.15 e642
controllers for cranes
Jan.15 *70
driven buffing lathes and dry grinders
Mayl 5 *358
operated valves
MaylS *357
Motors, a new line of electric
Aug.l «548
internal combustion, combustion engines
Nov.15 770
speed regulation of direct-current. .Jan.l *7
the application of induction
Marchl5 '217
the Western Electric Co.'s system of con
trolling the speed of electric
1'eb.l '104
variable speed
Aprill 5, 289; Aug.l 533
variable speed alternating-current. .Jan.l 10
variable speed, for a single voltage
Marchl5 «218
variable speed induction
Jan.l *22
variation and control of speed of electric
Jan.l
6
Mud dium. blowing out; gage glass cool;
smoke whirl towards right
Julyl q472
Mueller Mfir. Cc. H.. at St. Louis, exhibit
of
"
Nov.15 «790
Mueller non-fouling check valve
Dec.l '826

V
Murray Corliss engine, the new
Mayl *317
Myers power pump
Sept.l *621
Mysterious (?) boiler explosions
July15 489
N
N. A. S. E., past and future
Jan.15 86
the Richmond, Va., meeting
Aug.15 '578
National Electric Co., alternators
Junel *386
National Electric Light Association, meeting
of the
Junel *397
National engineering societies, sections of
Marchl
National pump
Jan.l el86
*45
Neemes shear cutting grate
Aug.l *550
Nernst lamps in commeiclal lighting. .Dec.15 «853
New Brussels power station at Anderlecht
„
Aug.15
New
Century boiler-tube cutter
Jan.15 *55;.
*95
New compound steam pump, a
Nov.15 »790
New design of Bates-Corliss engine. .Sept.15 '630
New disk meter for water service Aug.l '551
New electric works at Sheffield, Eng Oct.l *682
New engineering building
Julyl5 507
New England Confectionery Co., power plant
of the
Aprill «231
New Era gas engine, the
Aprill «236
New float feed carbureter, a
Dec.15 '856
New flue cleaner, a
Dec.15 *862
New idea about boiler scale
SepLI e608
New Ideas
Aug.15 »671
Sept. 1, »607; Sept. 15, «641; Nov. 1, «754;
Nov. 16, »7S2; Dec. 1, 815.
New inverse time relay
Sept.l 622
New lever throttle valve, a
Dec.15 '861
New line of electric motors
Aug.l *648
Newman vacuum steam trap, the
Dec.l '826
New modern reversible blowoff valve, a. Dec.15 *860
New motor driven pump for high speeds
„New Orleans Lighting Co.'s plant, telpheiage
Julyl5 "506
in
Oct.15 »727
New pump valve
Sept.l '612
New split plug valve
Sept.l *622
New system of belting
Aug.l »649
New turbo-generator station of the Detroit
Edison Co
Oct.l *663
New type of feed-water heater, a
Sept.15 658
New Wonder oil filter, the
Oct.15 «728
New York City, chimneys of the Interborough
Rapid Transit power house
Nov.l '737
New York market, electricity in a
Sept.15 '625
New York subway power house, coal and ash
handling machinery for
Mayl5 *337
Noble's pipe connections
Nov.l 744
Noise, cause of the rattling
Sept.l '699
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co.'s works. .Aprill *254
Northwest, high-voltage plant of
JulylS '482
Northwestern Electrical Association, conven
tion of the
Feb.l 120
Notable valve exhibit at St. Louis
Aug.l *548
Notes from abroad
MaylS *339
July 1, »467; July 15, *496; Aug. 1, *526; Sept.
1, *613;
15, *706; Nov. 1. *754; Nov. 16.
•782;
Dec.Oct.
1, 816.
Notes on boiler tests
Deal 816
Novel ventilating plant
Aug.l 552
O
Object of air chamber on pumps
Oct.15 q726
Observer, answer to, engine overload Feb.15 '146
Ohio Electric Light Association, convention of
the
Sept. 16 643
Ohio exhaust head, the
Feb.l *128
Ohio Society, N. A. S. E., convention of. Julyl 474
Oil, a new apparatus for removing from ex
haust steam
Mayl *323
burners and their accessories
Marchl 187
Mayl 320
burning utilities and futilities Jan.15 91
burning, use of steam in
Nov.l 744
filter, the Cross style B
Junel5 »440
filter, the New Wonder
Oct.15 «728
for ^cooling gas engine cylinders. .Nov.15 q788
Horn exhaust steam, separating; soda ash
in boilers
Sept.15 633
insulation
AprlllS e282
separator, wants a simple
Nov.16 775
the necessity for good
Julyl 455
the saving of
Dec.l «823
valve and seat too smooth to take.. Aug.l "528
Oiling system, a simple and economical. Jan.15 76
Oiling system, a simple and effective. .AprillS *278
Oils, mineral lubricating
Julyl 466
Old material, economy in the use of Julyl '445
Omaha convention of the I. U. S. E... Oct.l 694
Ondograph
Feb.l 126
Open feed heaters
Dec.l 809
Open vs. closed heaters
ApiillS 280
May 15. 346: July 1. 457.
Operation of the Corliss valve
Aug.l '525
Opposition, unwise
MarclilS e216
Orderliness
Nov.15 e780
Ordinance, boiler, the amended
AprillS e282
Ordinance, revision In Chicago's
ApriU5 273
Otto suction gas producer
Junel5 *416
Out-grown electric plants, reorganizing and
modernizing
Oct.15 *697
Outlook? what Is the
Oct.l e680
Overhead distributing systems, safeguards and
regulations in operation of
Jan.15 *84
Oxalic acid on polished brass, using Nov.15 775
Packing,
amalgam
metallic fiber
Nov.l
758
a simple
home-made
Feb.l •HO
lubricating rod; preventing water pipe
from freezing
Sept.15 633
rings of asbestos metal, high-pressure
Nov.l »761
rod
Mayl '324
Packings, metall'c
May 1, *319; Junel5 «415
Paint for hot metal surfaces
Sept.15 q653
Paint works, a turbo electric plant in.. Sept.l '610
Past and future of the N. A. S. E
Jfcn.15 86
Patterson steam separator
Aprill *261
Paul svstem of heating, my experience with
the
Mayl5 342
Peculiar boiler accident
Sept.l *605
Pendulum and loaded governors
Aprlll5 q292
Performance, steam turbine
Dec.15 *850
Phlpps power building in Pittsburg, plant of
the
Oct.l «686

VI
Photometry, arc light
Junel •369
Photometry, principles of
Junel •368
Piecing out a steam pipe
Sept.l •6Uo
Pipe areas, combining
rib. 1 •lua
bending device, a simple
Juiyl •4aa
benuing macnine
Feb. 15 •161
clamp, an etneigency
Dec.la •860
concerning circulation in blowoff
Sept.l •6U1
connections, a lew hints on
Oct.l G.J
connections, Mr. Noble's
Nov.! •465
744
connections, snowing
Juiyl
covenng tests
Dec. 15 •3U7
861
hangeis, several styles
Mayl
sua
joints
Dec.l •220
steam, malleable lion flanges for.Maicnla •6Ua
steam, piecing out a
Sept.l
with 45-degree elbows, length of.. Sept.l q618
Piping, teed water
Aug. la •a6S
tor heating coil
DeC.15 842
of the New Yolk subway power house, •798
high and low-pressure steam
Uecl
842
Piping, water seal and
DeC.15 •646
Pipes, method of bending
Aug.l •a31
re-enloicing blowolt
Aug.l
size ol steam and feed
Seyi.l q616
steam, and their connections
reo.l •125
thawing irozen service
Junel5 426
Sept. 1, 599.
thawing out frozen
Aprlll 245
velocity ol water in suction
Aug.l 529
Piston, lepaiiing a, keying up an engine •144
reu.la
ioUs, pins, bolts, etc., method of remov •602
ing
Sepl.l
to nnd striking point of; weight requiied
for salety valve
Oct. 15 q725
Pittsburg, plant of the Phipps power building •686
in
Oct.l
Placing of liners
Dec.l SUJ
Plant, a novel ventilating
Aug.l 552
an up-to-date loundry and electiical •735
Nov.l •61U
In a paint works, turbo-electric
Sept.l •561
Morgan steam power
Aug. 15 •482
of the Noithwest, high-voltage
Juiyla
of the Phipps power building in Pitus- •686
buig
Oct.l
of the Power and Mining Machinery Co. •807
Dec.l •6a7
Sherwood Mfg. Co.'s new
Sept.15 •553
Plants, economizers In small
Aug.l
Inspection of
April 1, «253; Sept.15 •646
remodeling
Oct. 15 el14
reoiganizing and modernizing out-giown •697
elecuic
Oct. 15
Plunger lubricator, a
Api 111 •260
Pneumatic pumps
Julyl5 •aUJ
Pocahontas coal
Aug.l •515
Polish lor bright work, lasting
Nov. 15 775
for hot and cold metal; a handy belt •530
clamp
Aug.l
for hot metal
Nov. 15 775
for iron and steel, liquid
Sept.15 q655
633
for steel. Iron and biass
Sept.15 •151
Pop safety valve
Feb. 15
Possibilities of gas turbines, combustion en
gines
Dec. 15 840
Potentials, generator and feeder, automatic
apparatus for regulating
Maichla 219
345
Pound In quarters, cause of
May 15 •111
Pound, stopping a bad
reb.l
Power and Mining Machinery Co., plant of •807
the
Dec.l
Power and Mining Machinery Co., power •829
plant at woiks of
Dec.15
Power and heating gas in England. .JunelS 417
distributing thiough rails
Julyl5 q49X
driven pumps
Jan.l •47
from the wind
AprillS •289
gas and electric
Jan.15 H'J
house, explosion at the Geyer Avenue, In
St. Louis
Jan.15 480
houses, the economical handling of coal
and ash In
Juiyl 461
of bolleis
Jan.l 25
Power plant, a modern printing and binning •443
house
Juiyl
accidents
Marchl 194
at works of Power and Mining Machinery •829
Co
Dec.15
coal wastes in
Feb.l 105
Morgan steam
Aug.15 •561
of Princeton University
JunelS •411
of the New England Confectionery Co. •231
Aprlll
of the Railway Exchange Building. Chi •763
cago
Nov. 15
protection for a large and expensive
Juiyl 470
repairs In
Aprlll •247
April 15. «281; May 15, '347; June 15,
•427.
Power plants for cotton mills
Feb. 15 •135
Power plants, two. of the Interurban Railway
and Terminal Co., of Cincinnati
Aprlll '251
Power pump. Myers
Sept.l '621
Power Specialty Co
Jan.l
Power station at Anderlecht, the new Brus •555
sels
Aug.15 •113
Power station, the Riva hydro-electric. . Feb.l
Power stations, mechanical stokers for. Feb.l 111
Power system, hydro-electric, near Sassenage. •C5
Isere, France
Jan.15
Power transmission
Juiyla e492
Practice, thinks It rather bad
Nov.l 744
Precautions, Are
Oct.l e680
Precedents
Sept.15 e642
Prepare for emergency repairs
Dec.15 842
Pressure, blowing down boilers under. Marchl ISO
safe working
Sept.l qS16
loss of due to feed water
Marchl5 214
obtainable with a pump
Sept.l q617
of water at bottom of vertical pipe. Feb.l ql23
633
what causes the drop in
Sept.15 •487
what causes the rise of
JulylS
Preventing disaster
March 1, 187; Oct. 15 705
Preventing scale, method of
Dec.l 809
Preventing water hammer; cooling crankpln.
Aug.l q.146
Preventing water mains from freezing. JulylS q498
Princeton University, the power plant of
JunelS •411
Printing nnd binding house power plant, a •443
modern
Juiyl

Printing presses, speed Control of electric motois lor
Jan.l *24
Problem, an educational
Dec.l e814
in steam healing, a little
Sept.15 633
solution of timuer
Ocul5 707
the air pump
Nov. 1, 744; Nov. 15 776
the liquid luel
Dec. 1, '821; Dec.15 »855
with a neailng boiler, a
Oct.l 673
Produce gas power
Mayl5 339
Piouucer, tne Boliinckx gas engine and. Juiyl *450
Piouuction. the limitation of
JulylS 483
Piony biake
ApilllS »281
Proper use of engineering terms
Nov. 15 769
Proportions of giar teetti
Oct.15 707
Proposed changes In steamboat inspection
laws
Juiyl e460
Pioposltion, an interesting
Juiyl 470
Piotection for a laige and expensive power
plant
juiyl 470
Pulley, an Ingenious, guide
Feb.l '111
Pulley, lmpiovtu governor
Aprlll *z47
Fulsomettr, the
JulylS *502
Puheiized fuel, a test of
Aprlll *259
Pump and injector, economy of raising hot
water
Sept.15 q652
and receiver, automatic electric
Dec.15 *8a6
dlitct connected air, size of wilst and
ciankpins
Sept.15 q654
duiabillty of centrifugal
Sept.l q617
for opeiatlng hydiaulic elevatois, Improved
type of a well known
Nov.l *760
governor. Fisher; lilting and nonliiting
injector
Sept.lq*617
governor for steam
Jan.15 *81
governor. Mason
Jan.l *57
horsepower to run; capacity of flume...
Mayl q327
Pump, Manzel Bros.' foice feed oil and giaphite
JulylS «509
Myers power
Sept.l *621
new compound steam
Nov. 15 *790
new motor-driven, lor high speed. .JulylS *506
piessuie obtainable with a
Sept.l q617
pressure regulator, the Mason elevator... •57
Jan.l
problem, an air
Jan.15 •77
Pump speid governors
Jan.l •56
Carr governor, E. M. Carr
Jan.l •56
Mason elevator pump pressure legulator.. •57
Jan.l •57
Mason pump governor
Jan.l
Pump, steam, troubles and lcmedles. .Jan. IS 88
the Hart foice sight ieed oil
Feb.l *130
troubles, how I cured some
JulylS *483
troubles, how some were remedied. . .Mayl 30S
Pumping and condensing machinery at St.
Louis Oct. 15. »720; Nov. 15. *772; Dec.15 »837
cold water into a hot boiler
Sept.15 633
engine, a large triple expansion ApilllS *265
engine, dlag'ams from a
Mayl '31U
engine, starling, with a high lift. . .Sept.l *601
engine, the double-acting, triple expan
sion
Aug.l 630
machinery
Jan.l e59
station for high-pressure service, 3,000
hoisepower gas engine
Marchl5 '206
April 1. »239; April 15, *272.
watery by the air lift system
Aug.15 570
Pump air lift
Juiyl *459
and pumping machinery
Jan.l *26
capacity of duplex and single cylinder...
Oct.15 q726
care of
July 15. 505; Aug.l 643
elevator, electrically driven vs. steam
Junel. i 421
gas driven, test of at Philadelphia. .Junel5 '416
new design of centrifugal
Juiyl *446
object of air chamber on
Oct.15 q726
pneumatic
JulylS *S03
Pumps, power driven
Jan.l •47
Aldrlch. Allentown Rolling Mills
Jan.l •IS
Deane. Deane Steam Pump Co
Jan.l •19
Deming. Demlng Co
Jan.l •50
Goulds. Goulds Mfg. Co
Jan.l •49
Jeannesvllle, Jeannesville Iron, Works Co.. •50
Jan.l
La Idlaw- Dunn-Gordon, Laldlaw-Dunn-Gor- •61
don Co
Jan.l
Stewart boiler feeder, Stewart Heater Co. •51
Jan.l
Reldler. Allls-Chalmers Co
Jan.l •48
Pumps, rotary
Jan.l •51
Blackmer, Detroit Pump Co
Jan.l •52
Roots. P. H. and F. M. Roots Co... Jan.l
Turbine pump, De Laval Steam Turbine •E4
Co
Jan.l
Wood, propeller pump. P. K. Wood.. Jan.l •52
Pumps, single cylinder steam
Jan.l •lit'.
Flake. Geo. F. Blake Mfg. Co
Jan.l •36
BlakcRlee. Blakeslee Mfg. Co
Jan.l •37
Buffalo Steam Pump Co.'s single cylinder •00
type
Jan.l
Buinham, Union Steam Pump Co.. Jan.l •46
Cameron, A. S. Cameron Steam Pump •»7
Wks
Jan.l •38
Davidson. M. T. Davidson
Jan.l
Dean Bros.. Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks. •38
of Indianapolis
Jan.l
Deane, Deane Steam Pump Co. of Holyoke
Jan.l
Epplng-Carpenter, Epplng-Carpenter Co.. •3:)
Jan.l
Foster. Foster Pump Wks
Jan.l •40
Guild and Garrison. Guild and Garrison. •10
Jan.l •41
Hrlsler. Helsler Pumping Engine Co. Jan.l •42
Hill Hill Machine Co
Jan.l
Hooker, Reliance Machine and Tool Wks. •45
Jan.l
Knowles, Knowles Steam Pump Wks. Jan.l •42
Laldlnw-Dunn-Gordon. Laldlaw-Dunn-Gor- •43
don Co
Jan.l •30
Marsh. American Steam Pump Co.. Jan.l •44
Mason. Mason Rpgulntor Co
Jan.l •41
M'Oowan. John H. M'Gnwan Co Jan.l •16
Moore. Union Steam Pump Co
Jan.l •45
National National Stoam Pump Co. Jan.l •46
Snow. Snow Steam Pump Wks
Jan.l
Weinman, Weinman Machine Wks.. Jan.l •47
Pumps, steam, concerning the cross exhaust
on
Juiyl 456
steam, cross-exhaust valves for.... Mayl *3 1 1
trouble with
JunelS 426
turbine, tests of
JunelS »418

Purification, feed water
Putting in and taking out tubes
Putting in tubes without ferrules

MardiW
^P1;1? I'r*
Sept.l q61$

Question, a puzzling
Marchl6 «212
Questions, answer these
Dec. IS 842
answers to examination
Sept.l 60;
concerning answers to
JulylS 486
concerning the Injector
Nov.l 744
could not answer these
Marchl *184
some practical
Aug.16 56S
Quick repair job, a
Oct.l 673
R
It. & W. McLaughlin safety stop valve. Aug.15 *577
Radiation required for heating
Nov.l 744
Radiator, square feet of surface in; cause of
lights burning red
Dec.15 q857
Ralls, distributing power through
JulylS Q498
Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, power
plant of the
Nov. 15 "763
Railways, safety on
Dec.15 862
Raising hot water; economy of pump and In
jector
Sept.15 q652
Raising water by suction
Jan.l *26
Rattling noise, cause of the
Sept. 1 *599
Receiver, curing a troublesome
Aug.15 *667
Recipe for bronzing Iron and steel
Sept.l 605
Recipes, some handy
Nov. 16 775
Reciprocating engine, and steam turbine, com
parison between
Aug.l 538
Record, an Interesting weather
Marchl 193
Red-hot boilers and cold water
Feb.l 124
Reducing coal bill
Nov.15 769
Reducing motion, concerning
Nov. 15 q788
Reducing wheels and Indicators
Feb.l *130
Re-enforclng blowoff pipes
Aug.l *531
Reeves simple engine, tests of a
Nov.l *758
Refrigeration, the common systems of me
chanical
Mayl5 335
Regulator. Adams-Bagnall A. C. series arc
lamp and
Junel »387
Regulator, the vigilant feed-water
Sept.15 *656
Reldler pump
Jan.l *48
Relative economy of types of engine. .. .Dec.15 842
Relative movements of crank and piston....
Mayl5 *341
Relay, a new Inverse time
Sept.l 622
Releasing valve gear
Feb.l *115
Relief valve, a large
Dec.l *822
Relief valve, a larger yet
Feb. 15 145
Remarkable gas engine performance. .. .Dec.l *806
Remembrances, historic
Aug.l 550
Remodeling plants
Oct.15 e714
Removing a pump valve seat
Nov.l 744
Removing oil and scale from boilers. . .Sept.l 599
Removing piston rods, pins, bolts, etc., meth
od of
Sept.l «602
Renewable seat valves. Crane
Decl *825
Reorganizing and modernizing outgrown elec
tric
plants
Oct.15
Repair Job. a quick
Feb. 1. •Ill; Oct.l *697
673
Repair job*, two satisfactory
Jan.16 *76
Repair
shop
kinks
Jan.IS
^S
Feb. 1. •119: Feb. 15, «143; March 1. *178.
Repairing an engine foundation
Sept.15 633
Repairing, boiler, under difficulties
Aug.15 *569
Repairing crankpln brasses
Dec.15 842
Repairing valves
Oct.l »692
Repairs
April 15. e282; Mayl5 e348
engine room
Julyl5 «491
In a power plant
Aprlll *247
April
•427. 15, '281; May 15, «347; June 15.
prepare for emergency
Dec.15 842
some queer, .and conditions
Junel5 *423
some quick
Marchl *180
Replies to inquiries; radiation required for
heating
Nov.l 744
Reply to Big Muddy; cause of the boiler ac
cident
Oct.lB 707
Reply to Jas. Leach on flue cleaning. .Nov.15 775
Reply to M. M. concerning the blowoff pipe.
Nov.l 744
Report when firing a gun. what causes the?..
Jan.15 q90
Resistances, liquid, as safeguards against ex
cess of voltage
Marchl 5 »220
Retrospect,
a
Aug.l
537
Reverslble blowoff
valve, a new modern. Dec.
15 •860
Reversing mechanism for engines
Jan.15 »81
Revision In Chicago boiler ordinance. . .Aprill5 273
Revolving doors
Aug.15 »588
Richmond, a special train to
Juiyl 471
Richmond. Va., meeting of the N. A. S. E..
Aug.15 »678
Rife hydraulic engine. Power Specialty Co...
Jan.l *55
Rings for manholes, strengthening
Sept.l *604
Rlvn hydro-electric power station
Feb.l '113
River wells and the horizontal delivery of
water
JunelB 435
Rivets In seam, diameter of; brass used for
bearings
Sept. 15 q653
Rochester Electric Co.'s method of speed con
trol
Jan.l '16
Rod packing
Mayl »324
Rod. trouble with a
Dec.15 842
Roots pump
Jan.l »52
Rope, points on Jupiter transmission. .Marchl 189
Rope problem, the
Feb.l «109
Rone transmission, advantage of
Aug.l 536
Rope. wire, bow to snllce
Marchl *178
Rotary cylinder engine
Feb.l *115
Rotarv pumps
Jan.l *51
Russell engine, setting eccentric of Junel5 *426
Russell engine, the
Anrlll »234
Rust water-tube boiler
Aug.15 *576
Rvder belting and cordage, development of the
'
Sept.l »619
S
Safe working pressure
Sept.l q616
Safeguards and regulations In operation of
overhead distributing systems
Jan.15 *84
Safety on rallwavs
Dec.15 862
Safety stop for Corliss engines
Anrlll *244
Safety ston valve. R. & W. McLaughlin. Aug.15 *577
Safetv valve, weight on
Nov 15 q789
Safety valve whv It continued to blow. Juiyl *454
Safetv water gage
Feb.l «n5
St. Louis, a big national alternator for . Mayl «321

boiler explosion, the
Feb.l ell«
coal testing plant of U. B. Geological Sur
vey at
Oct.15 *701
exhibit of American Stoker Co. at.. Deal *826
exhibit
Co. at
at
Nov.15
exhibit of
of Bristol.
Crane Co.
Sept.
15 *792
•657
exhibit of H. Mueller Mfg. Co. at... Nov.15 «790
exhibits of steam specialties, four. .Sept.15 '650
exposition, Cochrane apparatus at the
Dec.l »823
exposition, mechanical draft at
Julyl5 506
exposition, steam generation at
Sept.15 *627
fair, cooling towers of Westlnghouse In
stallation at the
Dec.16 *852
fair, electric lighting at
JulylS »477
large boiler exhibit at
Julyl 471
pumping and condensing machinery at...
Oct. 15, *720; Nov. 15, *772; Dec.15 *837
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at...
Aug.l *519
Weber gas and gasoline power systems
at
Oct.15 «717
St. Maurice to Lausanne, direct-current, high
voltage transmission of energy from..Aug.l '522
Saving of oil. the
Dec.l *823
Sawmill, a visit to a
Marchl5 214
Saw mill, trouble in a
Mayl5 343
Sawmills, twin engine steam feed for.. Oct.15 »731
Scale aa protection to boiler
Oct.l 673
combating
Oct.15 *716
compound to remove all
Oct.15 q726
in corrugated furnace boilers
Mayl5 *354
Incrustation and
MarchlS 202
means of preventing
Feb.15 ql67
method of preventing. .Oct. 16, 707; Dec.l 809
box for top feed
Jan. 16 *78
Schools, something about engineering. .JulylS 485
Setting valve on traction engine
Sept.lq'616
Seam. ring, bursting pressure of
Mayl q327
Seat valves. Crane renewable
Dec.l *825
Self-lr.ductlon
Aug.l *546
Seml-Dlmond emerywheel dresser Nov.15 *792
Separating oil from exhaust steam; soda ash
In boilers
Sept.15 633
Separator, an efficient home-made
Febl '108
and trap, the Llndstrom
Junel5 «439
Detroit
Aprill5 »293
home-made vertical
Sept.lS 633
tests of a Detroit
JulylS »508
the Patterson steam
Aprlll »261
wants a simple oil
Nov.15 775
Series alternating current arc lighting by the
General Incandescent Arc Light Co..Junel «378
plant In the Union Stock Yards Junel *363
system of the Janesvllle Electric Co. JulylS »476
system, the Western Electric Co.'s, and
Its application
Junel *380
system. Westlnghouse
Junel *382
Setting eccentric of Russell engine JunelS »426
Shaft governor
Feb.15 »151
Shaft governor, development of the
Feb.l '103
Shaft, lining a; babbitting a Journal; why
two eccentrics are used
Feb.15 ql57
Shaft stralghtener
Jan.15 *75
Shafting and belts, failures in
JulylS '486
Shafting, fixing
Feb.l '119
Shallow automatic water gage, the
Feb.15 *167
Shavings feeder
Marchl »18S
Sheffield. England, new electric works at
Oct.l '682
Sherwood Mfg. Co.'s new plant
Sept.lS »667
Shifts, arranging the. for four men Julyl 456
Shock at back end of cylinder of Corliss en
gine
Jan.15 q*90
Sight feed lubricator; inertia governor. Sept. 1 q618
Simple alarm for Ice plant
Sept.l *604
Simple floor cleaner
Dec.l 809
Simple torch
Sept.l »604
S. C. P. single cylinder pump, Buffalo Steam
Pump Co.s
Jan.l «60
Single cylinder steam pumps
Jan.l »36
Single-phase A. C. street railway equipment,
a . ..
Sept.15 «648
Siphon condenser, drains on
Marchl *181
Siphon condenser, keeping clear
Aprlll *242
Situation, a dangerous
Nov.15 775
Slxe of carbons
Nov.l 740
Size
of sti-am
and feed
Sept.l
Skimmer,
Buckeye
boilerpipes
Sept.l q616
•61!)
Slocum Investigation, General
Nov.l e752
Smoke, concerning the action of
Dec.15 842
concerning the prevention of . . . * . .MarchlS 213
consuming furnace. Harris
Oct.15 »730
prevention, an automatic
Junel *406
and waste of fuel; type of boiler and effi
ciency; Is vertical boiler safe?. .JulylS q498
Snow pump
Jan.l '46
Soapsuds, lubricator for feeding to compres
sors
Feb.l »119
Societies, sections of national engineering
Marchl el86
Soda ash In boilers; separating oil from ex
haust steam
Sept. 16 633
Soda in boiler, caustic
Oct.15 q725
Soft castings, trouble caused by
Oct.15 707
Solution of the a'r pump problem
Nov.l 744
Solution of timber problem
Oct.15 707
Some answers to correspondents
Sept.l *606
Some civil service examination questions
Julyl5 488
Pome curious facts
Dec.l 809
Some engine room experiences
Dec.l 809
Some facts about electric meters
Dec.16 833
Some facts concerning boiler plate
Aug. IS 673
Some handy kinks with the steel square
JulylS *488
Some handy recipes
Nov.16 776
Some practical questions
Aug.15 668
Something about boiler plates
Aug.l 541
Something about engineer factories In Boston
Oct.l 673
Something about engineering schools. . .JulylS 485
Pouth Boston, glimpses of the new turbine
plant at
Mayl 298
Sorthern Engine and Boiler Works at Jack
son. Tenn.. development of the
Nov.l *766
Speed changer. National Machine Tool Co.'s
Jan.l *18
Speed-changing pulley
Jan.l
•19
Speed control
Jan.l e59
Speed control, commercial systems of... Jan.l '12
Bullock method. Bullock Electric Co.
Jan.l «18
C. * C. series-parallel system of motor

■peed control, C. ft C. Electric Co. Jan.l *lt
Fort Wayne Electrical Works system
Jan.l *U
General Electric Co.'s system
Jan.l *14
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.'s method
Jan.l '16
Rochester Electric Co.'s method
Jan.l '16
Stow multlspeed motors, Stow Mfg. Co.
Jan.l «16
Westlnghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.. legulatlng and reversing contioller for D.
C. motors
Jan.l *17
Speed control, mechanical methods of. .Jan.l *18
Nation Machine Tool Co.'s speed changer
Jan.l »18
Reeves variable speed transmission.
Reeves Pulley Co
Jan.l *18
Simplex variable speed counter-shaft,
Speed Control Co
Jart.l »19
speed-changing pulley, Speed-Changing
Pulley Co
Jan.l 19
Speed control of electric motors for printing
presses
Jan.l 24
Speed control system and power transmission
at West Allls Works of the Allis-Chalmers
Co
Jan.l «1
Speed control system of the General Electric
Co
Jan.l »14
Speed control, variable
Marchl 171
Speed of electric motors, the Western Electric
Co.'s system for controlling
Feb.l *104
Speed regulation of direct-current motors
Jan.l »7
Speed, testing small variations In
Mayl *308
Spring meeting of the Ameilean Society of
Mechanical Engineers
MaylS 360
Square feet of surface In radiators; cause of
lights burning red
Dec.15 q8."7
Stack, arrangement of Joints In steel. .Junel5 *426
Stack paint; metal polish; cement for pipes
Sept.lS 633
Stack question, boiler feeding and setting and
the
Feb.15
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Jan.l »147
•?»
Stanley recording wattmeter
Junel *390
Star Improved steam engine Indicator. .Mayl '324
Starting a pumping engine with a high lift
Sept.l »601
Station, a blast furnace gas engine
Mayl '297
Station Instruments, calibration of
JulylS *493
Stations, transformer testing for central
Oct. 1. *684; Nov. 15. «785; Dec.15 *854
Stay bolts, braces and flat surfaces Dec.15 8S0,
Staybolt-questlon, the
Feb.l 108
Steam, a new apparatus for removing oil from
exhaust
Mayl *323
density of; capacity of blower. .. .Sept.16 qHSR
distribution in heating coils
'603
engine
Marchl *185
engine Indicator, an Improved
Dec.l *824
engine, the
Feb.l 117
engineering
at Tuskegee (Ala.), theMarchl
work •! 69
In
engines, internal surface of
AprlllS '266
feed for sawmills, twin engine
Oct. 16 *7S1
Are engine, the modern
Dec.l 817
flow of; division of gage dials Mayl5 q355
for boiler feed, condensing
AprlllS '268
generation at the St. Louis Exposition
Sept.15 »627
getting rid of condensed
Aprlll q'.'58
heating. live
Oct.l e6S0
In oil burning, use of
Nov.l 744
meter, a
Dec.15 e846
meter,
an Indicating
Dec.15
'848
pipe, piecing
out a
Sept.l •605
pipes and their connections
Feb.l '125
pump trouble
Aprlll 252
pumping engines using superheated. .Jan.l *62
specialties, four St. Louis
exhibits
of '650
.•:
Sept.15
superheated
Jan.15 *73
test with and without superheated. .Mayl *326
the economy of superheated
Aprlll 235
Steam trap. Dunham special
Dec.l *826
the durable
Nov.l »761
Little Giant
Dec.15 «860
the Cookson
Feb. 16 "166
the Newman vacuum
Dec.l '825
Steam traps
May 1, *299; Aug.15 •558
Steam traps, thermostatic
Oct.l '668
Steam turbine
Marchl5 *201
April 16, 274; May 15. «361: June 15. *434
Sept. 1. »697; Nov. 1, '756; Dec. 15. *836.
and reciprocating engine, comparison be
tween
Aug.l 538
as applied to electrical engineering, the
Julyl »463
data
Nov.l e752
performance
Dec. 1, »802; Dec.15 '850
plant for the Boston navy yard
Junel 407
Warren-Crocker
Sept.16 645
Zoelly
JulylS »484
Steam turbines
MarchlS '224
Steam turbines, condensers for
Dec.15 847
Steam used In compound engine
Nov.15 q7S8
Steam, using exhaust
Marchl »172
Steam water heater, home-made
Feb.l '112
Steamboat Inspection laws, proposed changes
In
Julyl e460
Steel and Iron, recipe for bronzing
Sept.l 605
Steel chimneys and their construction. .Sept.l *691
Steel, crucible cast tool, treatment of with
chemical composition of high speed steel
'.
June 15, 413: Julyl 462
Steel square, some handy kinks with the
Julyl5 »488
Steel works and blast furnace engines and
machinery, lubrication of
Julyl6 478
Sterling exhaust pipe heads
Feb.15 *166
Stewart boiler feeder
Jan.l '51
Sttllman-Carmlchael Improved damper regu
lator, the
Nov.l »760
Stop the leak, can't
Sept.15 633
Storage battery locomotive for mill yards
Jan.15 «69
Stoves, wood, condensed vapor In
Aug.l 646
Stow multlspeed motors
Jan.l '16
Strain on Cylinder head bolts
JulylS »489
Sept. 15. 633; Oct. 1, 673; Dec. 1, 809.
Strain on the bolts
Aprlll «241
Strainer and foot valve, the Emerson. Marchl »195
Street railway equipment, a single-phase A.
C
Sept.16 »«48

VII
Strength of cylindrical furnaces
Sept.15 q665
Strengthing rings fjr man-holes
Sept.l *604
Stress on cylinder hoad bolts
Oct.16 707
..77
Dec.l 809
Students, prejudice against engineering
AprlllS 277
Stuffing box. cheap, how to make. .. .Jan. IS *7»
Sturtevant Improved hand blowers
Junel *406
Suburban districts, overhead high-tension dis
tributing systems In
Jan.16 83
Subway power house, high and low-pressure
steam piping of the New York
Dec.l '798
Subway,
the producer, the Otto
Nov.15 e780
Suction gas
JunelS
•41t
Suction, raising water by
Jan.l *26
Suggestion for engineers' examination. .Dec.l 809
Suggestion, wants a
Nov. IB 775
Suggestions for the belt doctor
Julyl5 *486
Suggestions, some practical
Feb.l '108
Suggestions, wants some practical
Mayl '312
Superheat by throttling
Feb.15 ql57
Superheated steam
Jan.15 *73
Superheated steam on German locomotives
Oct.16 728
Superheated steam, pumping engines using
Jan.l *62
Superheated steam, the economy of Aprlll 236
Ruperheati-d steam valves
Mayl *323
Superheater, Milne water-tube boiler and
Mayl »322
Swartwout exhaust head
Oct.l *69S
Sweeney's diagrams, explanation of Mr.. Nov.l 744
Svstem of mechanical refrigeration, the com
mon
MaylS 835

T. & W. visible water gage
MaylS *3BS
Tangential water wheel buckets
Mayl 306
Tank exploslrn at Qulncy, 111
Feb.15 '154
Tank, how to get water out of
Maylq*326
Tank, time to empty; expansion of water
Aprlll5q»292
Tank, water. loss of pressure In a
Mayl q326
Tannery newly equipped with electric power
JulylS «494
Tapered tank, to find the capacity of.. Sept. 15 633
Taps. Atlas remover for broken
Marchl »195
Tax of Industries, an unnecessary Marchl el86
Technical Journals
Aug.15 e572
Teeth, proportions of gear
Oct.15 707
Telfherage In New Orleans Lighting Co.'s
plant
Oct.15 »727
Template, foundation; use of graphite. .MaylSq^Se
Terms, proper use of engineering
Nov.15 769
Terry steam turbine, the
MaylS *356
Test of gas-driven' pumps at Philadelphia
JunelS »416
Test of pulverized fuel
Aprlll »259
Test of Worthlngton pumping engine. .Oct.15 728
Test with and without superheated steam
Mayl *325
Testing by the Government, coal
Oct.15 e714
commercial engine and proposed stand
ard of comparison
Julyl *451
department, Instrument equipment of a
Nov.16 783
for central stations, transformer
Oct.l '684
Nov. 15, »786; Dec. 15. «854.
for grounds
Aprlll5 «276
lubricating oils, method of
Oct.15 724
outfit, convenient
JulylS «487
plant of the U. S. Geological Survey at
Oct.15 »701
Tests St.
of aLouis,
Detroitcoal
separator
JulylS
•508
of a Diesel engine
Dec.16 »841
of a Reeves simple engine
Nov.l '758
of turbine pumps
JunelS *418
pipe covering
Dec.16 861
the hot water meter for boiler evapora
tive
Jan.16 »94
Thawing frozen service pipes
Junel5 42S
Sept.l 599
Thawing out frozen pipes
Aprlll 245
Theor-v of counterbalancing
Oct.15 *713
Thermal efficiency of engine
Mayl q327
Thermometer, a curious
Feb.lS M47
Thermometer, about Mr. Noble's
Aprlll 241
Thermometer, suggests copper wire for. MaylS 345
Thermostatic steam traps
Oct.l *668
Thinks engineering a good business Nov.l 744
Thinks It rather bad practice
Nov.l 744
Thread cutting kink
Jan.15 '76-»79
Thiead cutting kink, a lot of, work Aprlll 246
Three units of heat
Nov.15 775
Throttle valve, a new lever
Dec.15 *861
Throttling,
effects
of
rapid
Aprlll6
278
Thump, what caused the. Feb. 15, •146; Junel5 »426
Timber problem, solution of
Oct.15 707
Top feeds and blowoff
Julyl6 490
Top feed, scale-box for
Jan.16 *78
Torch, a simple
Sept.l *604
Torch, handy, and automatic alarm JunelS »422
Track and trolley, a patent bar
Mayl *326
Trade or business, which?
Sept.l 606
Transformation connections for phase.. Aug.l *530
Transtormer testing for central stations
Oct. 1, *684; Nov. 16. «785; Dec.16 »854
Transformer, the Hornberger-Irwin. .. .Junel *40t>
Transformers, high voltage
Aug.16 '674
Transmission, advantages of rope
Aug.l 536
high tension
Aprlll 256
long distance power
Oct.16 e714
of power and speed control at West
Allls Works. Allls-Chalmers Co.. Jan.l «1
Transmission, power
Julyl5 e492
Trap. Dunham special steam
Dec.l *826
Fllnn
JulylS »S09
Little Giant steam
Dec.15 '860
the Dunham steam
Junel »405
the Durable steam
Nov.l *761
the Newman vacuum steam
Dec.l '825
with triple valves
Aug.l »652
Traps, steam
May 1, »299; Aug.16 »558
Traps, thermostatic steam
Oct.l »668
Traveling link grate, the Green
Aug.l »647
Treating water glasses before using. . Sept.16 633
Trial of high speed electric locomotive for
the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R
Dec.l »820
Triple-expansion pumping engine, a large
ApriU6 »266
Triplex chain block
Feb.15 *163
Triumph steel belt conveyor, the
Oct.l »69J

VIII
Trouble caused by soft castings
Oct.15 707
Trouble, circuit breaker
Dec.15 842
Trouble, what causes this?
Sept.15 633
Trouble with a rod
Dec.15 842
Troubleman No. 6. the
MarchlS 216
Truing collector rings, method of
Dec.l 809
Truing commutators, device for
Nov. 15 '792
Tube cleaner. Lightning
Nov.15 *7a0
Tubes, putting In and taking out
Sept.15 q655
Tubes, putting In, without ferrules
Sept.l q618
Tubes, sci aping; water in ashpit
Mayl q327
Tubular exhaust head
Nov.15 775
Turbine, a gas
Mav 1. «306; Dec.15 841
Curtis steam
JunelS «436
data, steam
Nov.l e762
horsepower of! changing cylinders on en
gine
JunelS q438
performance, steam Dec. 1. *802; Dec.15 *860
plant at South Boston, glimpses of the
new
Mayl 298
pump
Jan.l '54
pumps, tests of
JunelS '418
recent developments in the
Curtis
AprlUS 268
steam
Sept.15 q654
the steam
Marchl5 '201
April Sept.
15. 274;
MayNov.
15, 1.«351;
15,
•434;
1, «597;
*755; June
Dec. 15,
•836.
the steam, as applied to electrical engi
neering
Julyl »463
the Terry steam
Mayl5 *356
vs. engine
Junel e396
Warren-Crocker steam
Sept.15 645
Zoelly steam
Julyl5 *484
Turbines at the Fair, De Laval steam.. Oct. 1 *693
condensers for steam
Dec.15 847
for P. R. R.. 22,000 horsepower in Westinghouse steam
Jan.15 92
possibilities of gas, combustion engines
Dec.15 840
steam
Marchl5 *224
Turbo-electric plant In a paint works
Sept.l 610
Turbo-generator, Hamllt'on-Holzwarth. . .Oct.l *690
Turbo-generator station of the Detroit Edi
son Co., new
Oct.l *663
Tuskegee (Ala.) Institute, the work In steam
engineering at
Marchl *169
Twin engine steam feed for sawmills . .Oct.15 *731
Tyler's problem, solution of
Jan.15 *78
Type of boiler and efficiency; Is vertical boil
er safe? smoke and waste of fuel..Julyl5 q498
Types and peculiarities of arc lamps.. Junel *371
Typewriter. Blickensderfer electrical. .Nov.15 *791
U
Unaccounted-for current
Oct.15 715
Underground road. Chicago's new. .. .Marchl el86
Union Stock Yards and Transit Co.'s plant,
ammeter connections
Sept.lq'BIS
Union Stock Yards, series A. C. arc lighting
plant In the
Junel *363
Units of heat, three
Nov.15 775
Up-to-date foundry and electrical plant, an
Nov.l »735
Use of steam In oil burning
Nov.l 744
Using oxalic acid on polished brass. .. .Nov.15 775
Using waste heat from a gas engine. .Marchl *174
y
Vacuum, inches of, meaning of term; effect
of tvpe of boiler on results of low water
Mayl5 q355
Value of compression
Dec.l 809
Value of education, on the
Oct.15 707
Valueless Inspection
Julyl5 e492
Valve, a large relief
Dec.l «822
a new back-pressure
Feb.l *131
a new lever throttle
Dec.15 *861
a new modern reversible blowoff Dec.15 '860
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a new pump
Sept.l *612
a new split plug
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advantages of pop safety
Julyl5 q498
an armored pump
Jan.l '61
and seat too smooth to take oil.... Aug. 1 '528
Crane pop safety
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cross-exhaust for steam pumps ... .Mayl *311
dead weight safety; capacity of pump
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exhibit at St. Louis, a notable
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gas engine exhaust
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gear, the Marshall
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Meyer cutoff
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on traction engine, setting
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operation of the Corliss
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R. & W. McLaughlin safety stop.. Aug.15 »577
seat, removing a pump
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troublesome
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Vincent adjustable wedge gate. .. .Sept.l «620
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weight required for safety; to find striking
points of piston
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motor-operated
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repairing
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superheated steam
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glasses, treating before using
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hammer, preventing; cooling crankpln
Aug.l qu4G
In steam cylinders, cause of
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level, safe; pressure for testing boilers.. q47l!
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meter, trouble with; importance of fre
quent inspection
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raising bv suction
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St. Louis
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Aug.16
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651
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MUCH has been written in the past year in
regard to the magnificent great works es
tablished at West Allis (Fig. i) for the
manufacture of Reynolds Corliss engines, and
the saw mill and flour mill machinery which are
manufactured by the Allis-Chalmers Co., so that
the general construction of the plant and the

ning has been with one end in view, to secure
the best possible arrangement and equipment of
shops for the carrying out of the work in hand,
and to avoid sacrificing desirable features of shop
construction, and arrangement for the sake of
the ground available or the machinery at hand;
everything was made to contribute to this one

manner the best possible machinery for handling
the work, and the best possible arrangement for
it were decided upon, and the placing of galler
ies, supports, shafting, etc., was made to con
form to this plan.
In so large an establishment, the problems
which arise are much the same as those to be

FIG. 3. ENGINES IN THE POWER PLANT AT WEST ALLIS.
immensity of the scale on which it has been laid
out are fairly familiar to engineers.
The planning of the master mind of Mr. Ed
win Reynolds, who dared to conceive in the fu
ture a plant four times the size of the present in
stallation, is a lesson in optimism and faith in
the possibilities of our country which should
strengthen the weak spirited and induce them to
go forward with the utmost confidence. The
whole planning of the works from the begin-

result.
An arrangement of shops was planned which
made it possible to have continuous progress
from the pattern shop at one side of the plant
through the foundry into the machine shop and
on through this to the erecting shop, and finally
out to the railroad tracks at the far end. The
arrangement desired was first planned out and
then a suitable tract of land was bought, on
which to produce this arrangement. In like

solved in building a village, since the works are
laid out to employ at least 3,000 workmen, when
all shops are busy to the limit of their capacity.
A system of waterworks and sewerage had to
be provided, and these were carried out complete
in every detail. A system of heat from the
central station was also necessary, and after spe
cial investigation it was decided that hot water
offered the greatest number of advantages, and
this was chosen, the system being installed b>
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the Evans-Almirall Co. of New York City. Yet
all these problems of water supply, sanitary
equipment, heating, etc., were subsidiary to the
main one of getting power to the shops and of
driving machinery, so that construction work
could be performed.
In so large a plant, the distribution being
over some 25 acres, electrical transmission of en
ergy seemed the only method to be considered
and the questions to be determined were the
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heating coils and for the supply of compressed
air for various shop uses.
For the supply of water to the plant, artesian
wells were sunk and the water from these pumped
into large cisterns so as to create a reserve, and
also the pumping system was arranged to feed
directly into the water supply and boiler feed
systems. The water system is automatic in its
action, the pumps being electrically driven and
governed by pump governors which keep the

FIG. I. VIEW OF THE WEST ALLIS WORKS OF THE ALLIS-CHALMERS CO.

electromotive force to be employed, whether al
level of the water in the cisterns at a given point,
ternating or direct current should be used, and and the alarm indicator, located in the power
the method of speed control to be adopted, this house, also shows the level of the water in the
latter point depending largely on the other two. cistern at all times and acts as a check on the
After careful consideration of the requirements pump governors.
for direct connected motors, such as would nec
Each shop has its own pump system with elec
essarily be used with the immense topis installed trically driven pumps automatically operated, and
in this plant, direct current appeared to be more the elevators in all but the pattern shops are of
available than alternating and the advantages of the hydraulic plunger type. For the pattern
multiple-voltage control determined the selection ,shop, so long a platform was needed that the
"direct-connected electric elevator was chosen.
The apparatus in the boiler roorrt consists of
five vertical Reynolds boilers supplying steam at
125 pounds pressure. These boilers are con
nected in, pairs to a header in the engine room,
from which all engines take their supply, as
shown in Fig. 3. AH boilers discharge their
gases into a single uptake which runs to a brick
stack 8 feet in diameter and 175 feet high. This
stack is of hollow, radial tile construction, built
by the Alphons Custodis Co.
The main engines are of the vertical type,
two of them being cross compounds and one a
simple engine. The engine at A is a ReynoldsCorliss 23 and 36 x 42 inches, direct connected to
a General Electric 550-kilowatt generator. The
engine at B is 18 and 28 x 42 inches, and drives
a 300-kilowatt Crocker-Wheeler dynamo. The
simple engine at C is of the same general de
sign, 18 by 24 inches, and is direct connected to a
100-kilowatt machine. Space has been reserved
for two additional units of a capacity of 550
kilowatts each, to be installed later as the plant
is enlarged.
The heaters at D are connected on the EvansFIG. 2. PLAN OF ARRANGEMENT OF POWER PLANT. Almirall system. They are of the closed feedwater heater type, using the exhaust steam from
the engines and having water circulated through
of this system. For the generation of energy, a them by Lawrence centrifugal pumps direct con
power plant, Fig. 2, was installed in one end of nected to Ball engines, which are placed between
the building devoted to blacksmith shops, and the vertical engine C and the heating tanks ;
here was placed machinery for the supply of cur
water is forced some 3,000 feet to the heating
rent for the power and lighting systems, for coils, and returns continuously through the heat
heating the water and circulating it through the ers. A spare pump unit is installed to avoid
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possibility of shutdown, but so far the system has
given no trouble whatever.
In an open space at E, on the basement level,
are installed the boiler feed pumps, of which
there are two fire pumps 22 by 11 by 18 inches
and one 16 by 9 by 12 inches, all being made by
the Fred M. Prescott Co. These may be used for
fire purposes at high pressure, but are ordinarily
used for boiler feeding and for the general water
supply. At F is located a Reynolds tandem
compound air compressor, having steam cylin
ders 14 and 22 inches in diameter, and air cyl
inders 12 and 20 inches in diameter. The stroke
is 36 inches and the air is compressed to a pres
sure of 90 pounds.
As yet no system for coal handling has been
installed, but it is planned to put in later, a com
plete conveying plant and to equip the boilers
with mechanical stokers. Although the exhaust
from the engine is used for heating the water of
the hot-water heating system, yet the pipes are so
proportioned that practically no back pressure is
produced on the engines other than would result
from the usual atmospheric exhaust. The steam
is piped by a branch system so that whatever is
needed for heating may be sent through the heat
ers, while the rest goes to the outboard exhaust
pipe. The water of condensation from the heat
ers or from traps throughout the plant is re
turned to a Cochrane feed heater in the base
ment, an oil separator being used for extracting
the oil from the exhaust steam.
It was necessary, in order to take full ad
vantage of the multiple voltage system, to use
250 volts for the main power leads, but on ac
count of using arc lamps for a considerable part
of the lighting, it was not deemed wise to use
this electromotive force on the lighting system,
hence, a pair of motor-generator units were in
stalled in the engine room, Fig. 4, near the switch
board to furnish current at 125 volts for the
lights.
The lighting system is on the three-wire ar
rangement, the dynamos of the motor-generator
sets furnishing the intermediate voltage for the
neutral wire. For general illumination, enclosed

FIG. 5. TRAVELING CRANE IN THE PATTERN SHOP.
arcs of the General Electric and General Incan
descent Co.'s makes are used, some 300 in all,
running direct on the 125-volt circuits. For spe
cial illumination of individual machines, incan
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descent lamps are installed in the usual manner.
Distribution is through underground conduits by
means of three-wire cables. The transmission of
current for the power station is at 250 volts, di
rectly from the main generators. The interme
diate voltages for the multiple voltage system
being obtained in the separate shops by means
of balancer sets, as will be described later.
In studying the application of electric power
throughout the works, it will be convenient to
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shops, however, a great range oi speed is desira
ble for the different metal cutting operations, and
the different sizes of tools. There are two ma
chine shops which are alike in general arrange
ment. The central bay is left with free over
head space and in it are the large milling ma
chines, planers, lathes, etc. At each side is a
narrower bay on the lower floor of which are
placed smaller tools, tool rooms and offices,
and on the upper floor in galleries the smaller
machine tools.
Whether a tool should be provided with an
individual motor through a belt, or direct con
nected, or should be belted from a counter-shaft,
has been decided by its location, and the work
it has to perform. Of course the largest tools
are each provided with a motor, Fig. 6, and in
most cases the small tools in galleries are belted
from countershafts, each one of which is motor
driven; "but in many cases, where a small tool
calls for widely varying speeds, it has been
equipped with its individual drive. To secure
the wide range of speed needed, a balancer set
is installed in each shop. Each balancer set, Fig.
7, consists of three armatures mounted on the
same shaft and arranged to give electromotive
forces of 60, 80 and no volts. The fields of each
machine are excited from the 250-voIt mains
and the armatures arc connected so that, if no
load is on the system, the three machines act as
motors in series cross the 250-voIt wires. Be
tween the armatures, leads are taken off as
indicated on the diagram, Fig. 8, and the ma
chine is so arranged that the controller may
connect the shop-motor armature between any
two of the four wires of the system. Each ma
chine of the balancer set is provided with a
rheostat in the shunt field so that its electro
motive force may be varied to suit requirements.
This will not vary the speed of the set since
the combined electromotive force of the three
armatures must equal 250 volts at all times.
The diagram indicates clearly the method by
which electromotive forces of 60, 80, no, 140,

lar cranes and side jib cranes, these latter being
somewhat of a novelty for this kind of work.
They are located at the sides of the foundry and
are of the cantilever type supported from the
wall, and have a capacity of 2Y2 to 5 tons. They
are arranged to pass under the bridge cranes
and to pass each other. They have been found
of the greatest use, and Mr. C. Edwin Search,
who has had entire charge of the equipment of
the works, states that more of them will be

FIG. 4. SWITCHBOARD AND LIGHTING SETS IN THE POWER HOUSE.
take the same course through the shops which
an order for machinery would take. The start
would therefore be in the pattern shop. Here the
machinery is of such a nature that it is entirely
belt driven, the sections of line shafting being
each provided with a motor which runs at con
stant speed. Hence, no provision for speed con
trol has been made in this shop. The electric
elevator which is used here is driven by series
motors, speed being controlled by resistance in
the armature circuit.
An interesting piece of apparatus is the little
traveling crane, shown in Fig. 5, which takes its
current from trolley wires on either side of the
I-beam track. This is arranged by swinging
switches to run to any part of the first floor of
the pattern shop. It is capable of handling 3 tons
and is supplemented by the use of push cars
which can be transferred to any part of the
works. The upper stories of this building are
devoted to lumber and pattern storage, so that
there is no occasion for the use of power.
In one corner of the pattern shop is estab
lished a restaurant in charge of the Y. M. C. A.
connected with the works where a hot luncheon
is served at a moderate price to those who
wish it.
In the foundry, which is parallel to the pattern
shop and some 90 feet from it, are found three
cupolas to which charges are drawn up by hoists
installed by the Brown Hoisting and Conveying
Machine Co. of Cleveland. Blast is furnished
for the cupolas by three Green blowers, electri
cally driven. These are arranged with belting
and double gearing and speed is controlled by
the ordinary system of resistances.
The yard between the pattern shop' and foun
dry is used as a storage place for pig-iron and
coke, and is served by a traveling crane which
reaches all parts. In the foundry, Fig. 10, the
power equipment consists of traveling cranes, pil-

installed in the future. The equipment for
the works includes some 50 cranes ranging in
capacity from Yi ton to 75 tons. Of these 4
traveling cranes, 10 jib cranes and 4 pillar cranes
were supplied by the Northern Engineering
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FIG. 6.

MOTOR CONNECTED FOR DRIVING PLANER.

Works of Detroit. The one seen in front of Fig.
10 was supplied by the Shaw Crane Co., and the
remainder were furnished by Pawling & Harnischfeger of Milwaukee.
In the blacksmith shop, although power is
used for a number of drills, bulldozers, etc., the
motors are all run at a constant speed belted
to the machines and any change of speed is se
cured by the use of speed cones. In the machine

100 and 250 volts are obtained for use on the
shop motors. In addition to the six speeds thus
obtainable, drum 1 of the controller is arranged
to introduce resistance into the shunt field cir
cuit of the shop motor, five steps being provided
of which three only are used except on the high
est speed, as indicated in Fig. 8. The power
is connected through drums 2 and 3 to the arma
ture. If we denote the leads from the shop
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motor by Ai and Ai, it will be seen that, when
the controller is in the No. 1 forward position,
the contact spring will be in contact with the

driven from a counter shaft, 20 horsepower was
taken as the unit of a single section, and a motor
was provided for each such section. The sec-

FIG. 7.. BALANCER SET AND ITS SWITCHBOARD.
terminal on drum 2, and the clip for At will be
in contact with the terminal on drum 3. Also
the terminal of wire 3 will be in contact with
drum 3, and the terminal of wire 4 will be in
contact with drum 2. Hence, current will flow
from wire 4 which is the positive lead into the
lead Ai, through the motor and the blowout
coil back to drum 3, and through that to wire
3, so that an electromovtive force of 60 volts will
be applied to the motor armature. By the same
process it will be found that when in No. 2
forward position the motor armature is con
nected to wires 3 and 2, hence an electromotive
force of 80 volts is applied. The controller
is so constructed that between positions 1 and 2
the resistance controlled by drum 1 will be
thrown in by clips B, C, D, and E, until the con
tact of drum 1 running to the wire B makes con
nection as the forward position No. 2 is reached,
the same sequence follows between positions Nos. 2
and 3, 3 and 4, 4 and 5, and 5 and 6. After reaching
position 6 resistance is thrown in by 5 steps, the
last position being when spring G makes con
tact with drum 1. The wires which connect to
drum 4, are for giving field excitation when the
motor is reversed, curent to the field being car
ried through drum 4 instead of through drum
1. Drum 1 does not operate when the motor
is reversed, and drum 4 is not used when the
motor is running forward.
The contacts of drum 1 are mounted on a sep
arate cylinder from those of drums 2, 3 and 4,
but both are operated by the same controller
handle by means of a system of gearing. A
balance of current may be needed on the 60, the 80
or the no volt leg of the system, and a balancer
is furnished for each of machine shops Nos. I
and 2; either set is capable of supplying power
for both shops in case of emergency. "One of
these sets is shown with its switch board in
Fig. 7-
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In arranging the groups of the tools to be
tools it has been found best in some cases to use
a belted connection and in other cases to use
gearing. There is little choice between these
two methods except that, for tools in which the
load is variable as in planers, belted con
nections give an elastic coupling which relieves
to a certain extent the shock on the motor.
One minor feature of speed variation noticed
was the improved friction drill, manufactured by
Hill, Clarke & Co. In this type of variable-speed
drive, the power is furnished by a constant speed
motor, and the variation of speed is accomplished
by a friction wheel and cone, as shown in Fig.
9. The machine is most powerful when the speed
is slow and most sensitive when the speed is
high. It is an extremely flexible combination,
giving a wide range and instant variation in the
speed of the drill while the work is going on.
The speed is varied by means of the foot treadle.
The switchboards, of which there are three,
one in the main power house and one for each
of the balancer sets, are of brown marble with
bronze trimmings. The connections are as shown
in Fig. 4.
Among the minor uses of electricity in the
plant may be mentioned electric hfaters for
water used in the hospital, and electric heaters
for melting babbitt metal for use in babbitting
the bearings of machinery. Although the new
works are in active operation and are employing
some 1,800 men, yet, contrary to the idea held
by many people, the old works in the city are
not abandoned, and there is no thought of so
doing; in fact, at the present time, more men
are employed at the old works than at the new.
Eventually it is planned to carry on the build
ing of engines entirely at the West Allis plant,
keeping the old works for conducting the very
large business in saw mill and flouring mill ma-
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FIG. 8. DIAGRAM OF THE CONNECTION OF THE BALANCER SYSTEM.
tions are so arranged that they can be coupled
together in case of accident to any motor.
In the connection of motors to individual

chinery which is done by the company.
The West Allis plant may be said to stand
in every way as a model of what a large engi
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neering works should be like, and in the adop
tion of a comprehensive and well worked out
system of power transmission it has only fol
lowed the general policy which has been carried
out in the entire construction of the plant. The
general system and greater part of the motors
at first installed were those of the Bullock Elec-

FIG. 9. VARIABLE-SPEED FRICTION DRIVE ON DRILL
WITH CONSTANT-SPEED MOTOR.
trie Co., but the Allis-Chalmers Co. have since
added motors from time to time, made by va
rious manufacturers, and found that all worked
satisfactorily on the system. Among those now
used were noticed motors made by the Mechan
ical Appliance Co., of Milwaukee, the CrockerWheeler Co., of Ampere, N. J., the Northern
Electric Mfg. Co. of Madison, Wis.; the Mil
waukee Electric Co. of Milwaukee.

ELECTRICITY AS A MOTIVE POWER IN
GREAT BRITAIN.
BY ARTHUR H. ALLEN.
In spite of the superlative qualities of the elec
tric motor for driving machinery and apparatus
of every description, its virtues have been but
tardily recognized in the United Kingdom. This
arises from a variety of causes; primarily, per
haps, from the notoriously conservative instinct
of the nation, which always holds to the practice
to which it is accustomed until it is convinced
that the innovation is a thing to be desired. It
has taken many years and indomitable enthusiasm
on the part of the electrical profession, to dis
pel the belief that the motor was constantly liable
to break down, that the working cost was ex
cessive, and even that it could not do the work re
quired of it; moreover, the fact that no fewer
than 200 out of the 300 public supply stations, in
round numbers, were owned and worked by the
municipalities, has been largely responsible for
the backwardness of motive power supply, for
with few exceptions the municipal authorities, ig
norant of the great value of this kind of load,
eyed it askance, or even actively discouraged its
development.
This attitude has now, however, become a thing
of the past in the majority of instances, and the
corporations are pushing the use of motors with
vigor. The low prices charged for motive power
—generally from 6 to 2 cents per kilowatt-hour,
and often even lower—and the lease of motors
at moderate rents to consumers, have gone far
to assist in the extension of electric driving, so
that whereas in 1901 only 25,000 horsepower of
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motors was. connected to public supply mains, in
1902 the number had risen to 40,000, and in 1903
to 65,000, roughly speaking. These figures are
almost entirely exclusive of engineering and
manufacturing works, most of which have their
own generating plants, while others are supplied
from the mains of the numerous power distribu
tion companies which have been or are being es
tablished throughout the length and breadth of
the country; the figures therefore do not indi
cate the extent to which electric motive power
is in use, but they serve quite well to show the
increasing rate at which it is coming into vogue.
A peculiar feature of electricity supply in this
country is the fact that the vast majority of sup
ply undertakings and private installations are op
erated on the direct-current system. Of the for
mer, in fact, only 66 out of 329 undertakings sup
ply alternating current alone, and of these 13
are two-phase and 5 three-phase. Consequently
the alternating current motor has received the
cold shoulder as a rule. There are signs that the
polyphase induction motor will make a better
showing in future, but almost all new installations
in towns are direct current.
Most public supplies and very many private
installations, work at pressures above 200 volts,
and the former are almost always three-wire sys
tems. Motors of from 5 horsepower upwards
are connected between the outers of the sys
tem at from 400 to 500 volts, so as to affect the
supply pressure to lamps on the same mains as
little as possible; in fact, too much is made of
the necessity of keeping the supply pressure per
fectly constant in the daytime, when few lamps
are in use, which has been one of the retarding
factors, arduous restrictions being often imposed
as to the magnitude of the starting current of
motors, etc.
The majority of the motors used by private

grades is reclaimed. This regenerative process is
accomplished by varying the excitation of the
motor field, so that in descending grades the
motor acts as a dynamo and gives current to
the trolley line; a similar effect takes place in
braking, and quite a considerable saving is thus
effected.
The regulation of motors used for driving ma
chines is still sometimes effected by means of
resistances in series with the armatures; but this
is very exceptional, and is looked upon as bad
practice. The standard method of varying the
speed, where this is necessary, is by means of
the shunt excitation. Great improvements have
been made in the construction of motors designed
for a wide range of speed under these conditions,
and a range of 3 to I with fixed brushes is read
ily obtained, without sparking and without ex
cessive first cost. The fundamental requirements
in the design for this purpose are : To keep down
to the minimum the reactance voltage of the arm
ature sections, by having few turns and many
commutator segments; to avoid high speeds and
large diameters of armature. Mr. H. M. Hobart
has recently pointed out that the desired object
can be obtained even with the brushes fixed at
the geometrical neutral point, by observing these
conditions and adopting a high ratio of length
of armature to diameter, and this without material
increase of cost as compared with a motor for
constant speed. The use of carbon brushes is,
of course, essential for good commutation.
The use of multiple-voltage circuits to obtain
variation of speed has not met with much favor
in Great Britain. Where a greater range than 3
to 1 is required, it has sometimes been obtained
by the use of double-wound motors, with two
commutators; these are controlled on the familiar
series-parallel system, and give a range of twice
the value attained with one commutator, but at

FIG. 10. FOUNDRY AT WEST ALLIS, SHOWING ELECTRIC CRANES.
consumers are of the shunt-wound type, open or
semienclosed, with drum-wound, slotted arma
tures and four or six poles, though the tradi
tional two-pole type is often met with. Where
the conditions are suitable, as for instance in driv
ing fans and pumps, series-wound motors are
used, and these are of course almost universal
for traction. There are exceptions, however, even
to the' latter, for compound-wound motors are
coming into use on hilly routes, by means of
which part of the energy expended in ascending

a somewhat increased cost of construction. The
efficiency, however, is not affected, being at all
times high. Such motors have, for example, been
used for driving boiler feed pumps.
The Ward-Leonard system has occasionally
been adopted for such work as the driving of
printing machinery, where the requirements ne
cessitate economical working over a very wide
range of speeds; for small presses this is not so
essential, and in many cases these can quite well
(Continued on page SS.)
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VARIATION AND CONTROL OF SPEED OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
IN order to understand how the control of the
speed of a motor is accomplished, it is neces
sary first to consider what causes rotation and
what factors come in in determining the speed
at which a motor shall run. It is an elementary
principle of Physics that, if a wire carrying a
current of electricity is placed in a magnetic field
so that the current is flowing across the direc
tion of the magnetic flux, the wire will tend to
move so that it will cut across the lines of flux.
The stronger the magnetic field, and the larger
the current flowing in the wire, the greater will
be the pull tending to move the wire. This is
exactly what takes place in an ele.ctric motor. The
conductors on the armature are placed at right
angles to the magnetic field set up by the poles,
and tend to move across this field. Since the
wires are mechanically fastened to the armature
they can have only a revolving motion, but while
passing under the pole pieces they will move
across the field at a greater or less angle, de
pending on whether they are under the center or
the tips of the poles.
If, now, a load is applied to the motor, the
tendency of the load to stop the motor must be
practically balanced by the pull exerted on the
conductors which are carrying current, and the
greater the load applied, the greater must be the
pull exerted, if the motor is to keep on revolv
ing.
The factors which determine speed may be
understood by considering what it is that deter
mines the amount of current which shall flow in
the armature. The resistance of an armature is
very small, and if the armature were held sta
tionary and the electromotive force of the line ap
plied to it, the resulting flow of current would be
very great since the electromotive force must all
be used np in producing drop of potential through
the armature resistance. If, however, the arma
ture is allowed to revolve, the conductors on it
cut through the flux of the magnetic field, and
electromotive force is generated in them which
is opposed to the electromotive force of the line.
This electromotive force generated by the revolv
ing motor is spoken of as counter-electromotive
force.
Obviously the impressed or line electromotive
force must be equal to the sum of the counterelectromotive force plus the drop of potential.
The faster the armature runs, the greater will be
the counter-electromotive force generated, if the
field strength be kept constant; and the greater
the counter-electromotive force generated, the
smaller will be the electromotice force used up in
drop of potential, and, therefore, the smaller will
be the current flowing. The drop of potential
is that due to all the resistance between the line
terminals, and this resistance is made up of the
resistance of the armature proper, the contact re
sistance of the brushes, the resistance of the
brushes themselves, the brush holders, leads, and
whatever conductors may be inserted between the
motors and the line terminals. The drop of po
tential is equal to this total resistance in ohms
times the current flowing measured in amperes
or expressed as an equation E = CR. If we use
E' as expressing the impressed or line electro
motive force and C. E. M. F. as counter-electro
motive force, then E' = C. E. M. F. + E. In the
most common methods of speed regulation, E'
is kept constant so that to change speed the val
ues of E and C. E M. F. must be changed while
keeping their sum a constant quantity. In cer
tain methods of control, however, the value of E'
is changed either by changing the electromotive
force of the generator or by connecting the mo
tor to different circuits, and in this system the

value of E is usually constant and the counterelectromotive force changes with the impressed.
Obviously one method of changing the speed
is to change the value of R. If this is done and
the current remains constant, then E, which
equals CR, will be varied and the counter-electromotice force must vary also, which means that
the speed will vary. There is this difficulty, how
ever, that, if a motor is adjusted to run at a
given speed, and the load increases, the current
must also increase so that the pull exerted by the
motor will equal that exerted by the load. If the
current increases, the value of CR, consequently
of E, will increase, which means that the coun
ter-electromotive force must become less in or
der to keep the sum of these two constant. This
will cause the speed to slacken and the motor
will slow up under heavy load.
To understand the method of speed control
by change of field strength, and the difference in
action between the shunt and series motor, we
must consider the factors which may change the
counter-electromotive force. The counter-elec
tromotive force generated depends upon the speed
at which the machine runs, the total flux enter
ing the armature and the number of conductors.
Any one of these three factors may be varied to
vary the counter-electromotive force, but the
speed is the factor which we wish to vary so
that the other two are the ones which can be al
tered to produce this result. The field strength
is the factor which is the easier to control since
the change can readily be made by inserting a
rheostat in the field circuit of the motor, or cut
ting out part of the field coils. The number of
conductors of the armature can only be changed
by the use of two or more windings which can
be connected in various combinations. Since the
pull which the motor will exert depends upon
the strength of the field, it is evident that, if we
vary speed by varying the field strength, we shall
also vary the pulling power of the motor, hence
its horsepower capacity.
In the case of the shunt motor, the strength
of the field depends but slightly on the current
flowing in the armature since the shunt winding
is constantly excited direct from the line. The
resistance of the motor armature is very small,
hence, if the load be increased, the added amount
of current needed to keep up the pull of the
armature will produce but a slight increase in E,
hence but a slight decrease in the counter-electro
motive force and speed. In the case of the se
ries motor, however, when the load is increased
a larger current is drawn through both the arma
ture and the field windings. The increased cur
rent in the field winding will increase also the
strength of the field. At a given speed, ■ there
fore, the counter-electromotive force would be
greater, or, if the counter-electromotive force
remained the same, the speed would be less. But
in addition to the increase of field strength, the
drop of potential through the motor windings,
which now is caused by the resistance of both
armature and field coils, is increased with in
crease of current so that the value of E becomes
larger and the counter-electromotive force will
be correspondingly less. Eoth these results tend
to slow down the motor, so that the series motor
under variable load, driven from a line which has
a constant electromotive force, will speed up as
the load becomes light, and slow down as the
load increases. The introduction of resistance in
series with the armature of a shunt motor brings
into its action the second of the effects noted in
the case of the series motor, and destroys its
ntaural characteristic of maintaining a nearly con
stant speed at all loads.
The three general methods of regulating the
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speed of direct current motors are: (1) by rheostatic control in the armature circuit; (2) by
means of field regulation, and (3) by the multi
ple voltage system.
In (1) a resistance is introduced in series with
the armature and thus the speed varies as the
electromotive force impressed on the armature
This method is wasteful of power, as" all the en
ergy consumed in the resistance is lost. Also
by this method the speed varies inversely with the
load.
A more efficient method is to cut a rheostat
into the shunt field circuit, as this will involve
only the slight loss due to a shunt adjusting
rheostat. This method is limited, however, as
the motor cannot vary through a speed range of
more than 30 to 40 per cent without sparking at
the commutator unless the motor is large and ex
pensive for the power required.
Field control is accomplished by varying the
current through the field coils of the motor. In
a motor of ordinary design, any considerable
weakening of the fields will cause sparking at
the commutator, because the motor is dependent
upon electromagnetic commutation under the
pole tip. At increased speed, for a given current
these motors are still more in need of a strong
commutating field because of the increased speed
of reversal of the current in the coil under the
brusht Motors for use with shunt control of
variable speed should be designed for a mini
mum armature reactance.
Reversible motors must be but slightly de
pendent on magnetic commutation, as the brushes
must remain in one position at all times. If this
condition is fulfilled, the motor will operate sat
isfactorily by shunt field control for all loads
and speeds from zero to the limit in either direc
tion. As the field current of a motor is only a
small fraction of the total current, the efficiency
in this control system is practically the same at
maximum and minimum speeds ; also this sys
tem allows the use of a very small controller.
But the total variation only covers a range of
from one to two. The type of controller used
in this system employs resistance in both the ar
mature and field circuits, using the armature re
sistance only for starting and governing the
speed variation by field regulation.
In the three-wire multiple voltage system by
taking the difference of potential between the
outside wires as 250 volts and that between ei
ther outside conductor and the middle wire as
125 volts, a speed variation of from one to four
may be obtained. One company even secures a
variation of from one to six with this system.
As a discussion of the multiple-voltage system
will be given later it is unnecessary to enter into
it further here.
An argument on the synchronous versus the in
duction motor, in the course of the discussion of
a paper by Mr. George Scarfe on power for mining
purposes, presented before the recent meeting of
the Pacific Coast Electric Transmission Associa
tion, brought out the following points: That as
long as the electromotive force is great enough
so that the sychronous motor can pull its load,
it is a steadier source of power than the induction
motor. The breaking point of the synchronous was
stated ro be about 160 per cent overload, while the
induction motor will have a slip of from I to 5 per
cent, and will slow down gradually to the point
where it becomes stalled.
As between the 133-cycle and 60-cycle circuit,
no difference had been observed in the standing
up of the synchronous motor to overload. The
induction motor, however, feels the slightest varia
tion and will change speed accordingly. A large
part of the variation of speed of the induction motor
can be avoided by keeping the voltage from 5 to 15
per cent, above the normal rated voltage.
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SPEED REGULATION OF DIRECT-CUR
RENT MOTORS.
BY H. H. CUTLER.
THK speed of a direct-current motor depends
on the counter-electromotive force which it
must generate, on the conductors on the ar
mature and on the magnetic flux passing into the
armature; this may be expressed algebraically as
CEMF
S is proportional to
. Where 6" is the numNxF
ber of revolutions of the armature CEMF is the
counter-electromotive force, N is the number of
conductors on the armature and F is the flux
per pole expressed in webers.
It is evident then that, in order to change
the speed of a motor, it is necessary to alter
one or more of these three controlling elements,
as stated in the above expression. This leaves,
therefore, three generic systems in practical use
for varying the speed of a direct-current motoi
as follows:
(1) Systems which change the impressed
electromotive force.
(2) Systems which change the number of
wires on the surface of the armature.
(3) Systems which change the magnetic
flux in a pole.
Starting first with (1), which covers the ma
jority of speed-regulating systems now in com
mercial use, and referring back to the propor
tion, it is seen that increasing the voltage im
pressed upon the motor armature will increase
the speed of the armature, and decreasing this
impressed voltage will decrease the speed of the
armature. - There are two principal methods of
changing the impressed voltage in commercial
use, which might be divided into two general
classes, resistance methods and multiplicity of
generators of electricity.
The insertion of rheostatic resistance into the
armature circuit absorbs a portion of the voltage
of the supply circuit, thus reducing the voltage
impressed upon the armature and correspond
ingly diminishing its speed. The advantages of
this method are simplicity, low cost and good
range of speed ; it is the one most used in com
mercial practice, and is, therefore, the best un
derstood of any.

FIC. I. STANDARD FORM OF C. & H. REGULATING
RHEOSTAT.
The disadvantages of this method are poor
economy in the use of energy and unsuitability
for use with variable loads without the con
stant presence of an attendant. The insertion of
resistance into the armature circuit destroys the
property possessed by the shunt-wound motor
of operating at a practically constant speed un
der variable load. The greater the amount of
external resistance used in the armature circuit
the greater will be the fluctuation of speed un
der a varying load.
Standard speed regulators in commercial use
for this purpose are supplied with sufficient
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ohmic resistance to reduce the speed of the
motor to one-half its normal value when driving
a load requiring the motor to exert two-thirds
its rated torque or turning effort. In case the
motor is fully loaded, so as to require it to de
velop its full rated torque or turning effort, a
standard speed regulator will be capable of slow
ing down the motor armature to two-fifths its
normal speed.

FIG. 2. C. & H. PRINTING PRESS CONTROLLER.
Special motor speed-regulating rheostats are
frequently constructed, capable of reducing the
speed as low as 10 per cent of the normal. Such
an extreme application of rheostatic resistance,
however, invariably assumes the constant pres
ence of an attendant, who will manually regulate
the amount of resistance used, in accordance
with the speed desired and the load to be driven.
Fig. 1 shows a well-known standard form of
speed-regulating rheostat of the above described
type.
When it is desired to obtain^ extremely low
speeds by rheostatic methods it is customary to
use a modification of this first method above de
scribed, which can be classified as a second
method. In addition to a certain amount of re
sistance connected in series with the armature
of the motor another rheostatic resistance is
connected in shunt across the armature termi
nals, thus still further reducing the voltage im
pressed upon the armature, and consequently
greatly decreasing its speed.
It is evident that, if one end of a copper bar,
for example, was connected to the inside end of
this rheostatic resistance and the other end of
the copper bar was connected to the other side
of the supply lines, that the bulk of the current
would flow through the resistance and copper
bar, leaving only a very small amount of cur
rent to pass through the armature windings, so
that the voltage impressed upon the armature
would be practically negligible and no speed
could be developed. If, however, a variable rhe
ostatic resistance be substituted for the copper
bar, current will begin to flow through the ar
mature, resulting in turning the same either
faster or slower, as the ohmic resistance in this
shunt rheostat is respectively increased or di
minished.
This second method of regulating by resist
ance does not cause large variations of speed

under varying load, as is the case with the first
resistance method' above described, but a shunted
armature is, to a limited degree, self-regulating.
In case the load increases, the motor armature
will tend to slow down; this will diminish its
C. E. M. F. and will consequently draw more cur
rent through the armature, thereby increasing its
torque, which will tend to keep up the speed. It
is practically impossible when using this second
resistance method, with an extra resistance
shunted around the armature terminals, for the
motor to stop as the load is increased, provided,
of course, this load never exceeds the full rated
capacity of the motor. When the first resistance
method is used, however, for obtaining speeds
much less than one-half the normal, the appli
cation of a full torque load will immediately
stop the motor, unless an attendant is at hand to
immediately cut out some of the resistance in
circuit. Motor speed regulators designed for
the second method are used with very good suc
cess in operating printing presses, electric hoists,
elevators, traveling cranes and other classes of
machinery where an extremely slow speed is
necessary.
The advantages of this second method are
extreme simplicity, low cost, large range of
speed and automatic regulation at slow speed
under variable load, even to holding back a load
which drives the motor, as occurs in hoists of
all kinds.
The disadvantages of this method are ex
tremely poor economy in the use of current and
extremely poor speed regulation under variable
load, except on the slow speeds obtained with
the shunted armature. The turning erTort of the
armature is also somewhat reduced when the re
sistance is connected across its terminals, but
automatic means are provided in controllers
used with this second method, by which the

FIG. 3. C. & H. REVERSIBLE CONTROLLER.
shunt resistance is automatically entirely cut out
of circuit in case the motor slows down too
much.
Fig. 2 illustrates a speed regulator of this
type, which has two solenoid-controlled switch
es. One of these switches controls the shunted
resistance connected across the armature termi
nals, and the winding of the solenoid of this
switch is also connected across the armature
terminals. It is evident, therefore, that when
the armature tries to revolve too fast, the sole
noid attracts its plunger and connects the re
sistance across the armature terminals. When
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the armature revolves too slowly, on the other
hand, the solenoid drops its plunger, thus auto
matically disconnecting the shunt from across
the armature terminals. In this way automatic
regulation is obtained, which has a wide range
of practical commercial use. The other solenoid

FIG. 4.

C. & H. THREE-WIRE SYSTEM FOR SMALL
MOTORS.

shown in Fig. 2 is used merely for opening and
closing the main motor circuit, and is equipped
with carbon brushes and blowout magnets for
disrupting the arc caused thereby.
Fig. 3 illustrates a crane or hoist controller
equipped with the so-called slow-speed attach
ment, which merely means providing contacts
for connecting an extra resistance across the ar
mature terminals at the will of the operator.
When the controller is near the off position a
resistance is connected across the armature ter
minals, which resistance is opened when the op
erator moves the lever further from the off posi
tion.
Of the methods which vary the impressed
electromotive force by means of a multiplicity of
generators, the first is known commercially as the
Edison three-wire system, and utilizes practically
two generators, or sources of electricity, each
delivering an equal voltage. Motors connected
to this system are frequently equipped with con
trollers so arranged that the armature terminals
of the motor may be connected either across the
neutral wire and one of the outside wires or
across the two outside wires, thereby impressing
an electromotive force on the armature terminals
in the first case, which is exactly one-half of the
voltage impressed in the second case.
The controller also provides for energizing
the shunt fields of the motor directly across the
line. This means that the motor will run at
one-half of its normal speed when its armature
is connected to the neutral wire, and at normal
speed when its armature terminals are connected
across the outside wires. This method is being
more and more used, and, in combination with
other methods described later, can be made to
give a very wide range of speed.
Fig. 4 illustrates the connections of a con
troller, designed to operate on this principle, in
connection with a double pole, double throw
knife switch used for connecting the armature
terminals at will across the outside wires or
across from the neutral wire.
Fig. s illustrates a double drum controller,
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which makes the above described connections
by the movement of one lever and also controls
the direction of rotation of the motor, as well
as decreasing the motor speed by the use of re
sistance in series with the armature and increas
ing the motor speed by putting resistance in
series with the shunt field.
The second method of this class uses one
generator or source of electricity of constant
voltage and another generator of variable volt
age. This method is known to the trade as the
Ward-Leonard system, and varies the speed of
the driving motor by energizing the shunt fields
of the same from a source of electricity of con
stant voltage, and then impresses a variable elec
tromotive force on the motor armature by vary
ing the voltage delivered by an independent gen
erator, usually accomplished by means of an or
dinary commercial field regulator, which inserts
resistance into the shunt field circuit of this in
dependent generator, thereby controlling its
voltage. The greatest use of this system has so
far been in operating the turrets on battleships,
and practically1 all of the electrically operated
turrets in the United States navy use this sys
tem.
The advantages of the Leonard system are
perfect econo
i the use of current, practi
cally perfect automatic regulation under variable
load at all speeds of the motor armature, and a
range of speed from nothing to full speed in as
many steps as may be desired. The controlling
apparatus necessary is, as a rule, extremely sim
ple, inexpensive and reliable.

itself, thereby making this system apparently
more practical from a commercial standpoint
This application is known to the trade as the
Bullock teazer system, and is frequently used
for operating large printing presses.
A third method uses two or more generators
of unequal voltage. This system is very similar
to the Edison three-wire system, from which it
differs only in one respect.
When two different voltages are used, taken
from two independent generators, it is possible
to obtain three different voltages impressed upon
the motor armature instead of two, as in the
Edison system, by utilizing either one of these
two different voltages separately, or by using
them so that their electromotive forces are add
ed to each other. If, for example, a motor arma
ture is wound for 220 volts and is supplied with
current from two generators operating at 160
and 60 volts, respectively, it is evident that the
three voltages obtainable would be 60-160 and
220, which would give a proportional range of
speed to the motor.
This three-wire system has not as yet been
used to as great an extent commercially as the
four-wire system, which utilizes three generators
connected in series, and is therefore capable of
delivering six different voltages to the motor
armature instead of three. This latter system is
what is understood by the trade as the "multiple
voltage system."
. System (2) alters the speed of the motor by
changing the number of wires on the surface of
the armature. This system includes motors pro-

FIC. 5. C. 4 H. THREE-WIRE CONTROLLER.

FIG. 6. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR BULLOCK
FOUR-WIRE SYSTEM.

The disadvantages of the Leonard system are
practically confined to its enormous cost, as it
requires an independent generator of electricity
for each and every motor used, which means, in
case of a number of motors in any particular in
stallation, the use of motor-generators for sup
plying the variable voltage used by the working
motors. In other words, the purchaser is com
pelled to use practically three motors of equal
size instead of one motor whenever he decides
to use the Leonard system, one of said motors
acting, of course, as a generator.
The Leonard system is frequently used for
obtaining extremely slow speeds without at-i
tempting to cover the entire range of speed, in
which case the motor generator can have a capa
city much less than that of the driving motor

vided with two or more commutators, as well a*
the series-parallel system, which installs two
motors mechanically connected together.
In the first method, double-commutator mo
tors are usually provided with two equal wind
ings on their armatures. It will be seen from the
speed equation that the speed of a motor varies
inversely as the number of wires on the surface
of the armature. Now, therefore, when a dou
ble-commutator motor is being operated with its
two armature windings in parallel, it must be
regarded as having practically two armatures
with a number of turns, N, in each armature,
sufficient to develop a counter electromotive force
which will cause the motor to rotate at its nor
mal speed.
Such a motor will rotate at this normal
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speed when either one of its armature windings
is connected across the lines or both of them
together. The speed of a double-commutator
motor of this type is reduced to one-half its
normal amount by connecting its two armature
windings -in series relation across the supply
lines. The motor armature must now be treated
as one armature having double the number of
wires on its surface instead of two, so that it
will now develop the same counter electromotive
force when operating at half its normal speed.
If this motor was operated by means of me
chanical power as a generator, with its arma
ture windings connected in series relation, it is
evident from the speed expression that the elec
tromotive force developed by the armature
would be twice as great as would be the case
when the armature windings are connected in
parallel.
The advantage of this method is the obtain
ing of two speeds, with good economy in the use
of current, and with good speed regulation un
der variable load ; this range of speed can be
greatly increased by combining this method with
other methods.
The disadvantages of this system are that it
calls for a specially constructed motor, which not
only is expensive but calls for extra care in
looking after two commutators instead of one.
The second method differs from the one just
described only in providing unequal windings
upon the armature, which may be used either
singly or together in series relation. For ex
ample, if one winding on the armature is pro
vided with 150 turns and the other winding with
75 turns, when both windings are connected in
series relation the motor will operate at say 100
revolutions per minute. When the winding hav
ing 150 turns is used alone the motor will op
erate at 150 revolutions per minute, and when the
winding having but 75 turns is operated alone
the motor will operate at 300 revolutions per
minute. It is not practical, of course, to operate
the two armature windings in parallel relation,
as is the case with the method previously de
scribed, for the reason that the winding having
the smaller number of turns would become over
heated.
It has been suggested that double-commutator
armatures with unequal windings might be op
erated with said windings so connected in series
relation that one winding would oppose the other,
thereby giving still another speed, which would
be intermediate between the speeds obtained when
operating either winding singly. Such a system
as this, however, has never yet been placed upon
the market, so far as I am aware; whereas there
is at least one company which is supplying dou
ble-wound armatures from which three different
speeds can be taken, as pointed out above.
It should be noted that a motor of this type
gives its maximum torque when operating at its
slowest speed, for the reason that both armature
windings are in use at that time. The converse
is also true that when this type of motor is oper
ating at its highest speed it has the fewest num
ber of windings on the armature in action, and
therefore gives its minimum torque. There are,
however, many practical applications of power
where the requirements are precisely of this char
acter. For example, in operating a lathe when it
is at high speed the tool is always cutting nearer
the center of the work in the lathe, so that while
the work is revolving faster the actual turning
effort required to revolve the lathe spindle is
very much less than when the tool is cutting at
a larger radius and correspondingly decreased
speed.
The third method of this system utilizes two
motors mechanically oonnected together and
equipped with a controller that will connect their
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armatures either in series or parallel relation.
The effect of this arrangement is precisely ^he
same as in a double-commutator motor having
two equal windings. It is a method which has
come into universal use in connection with the
operation of trolley cars, and is also coming into
use for many other applications of electric mo
tors, such as the operation of large traveling
cranes, coal hoists, unloading devices for vessels,
car dumpers, steering gear, etc.
System (3) changes the magnetic flux which
flows through each pole into the armature.
The method most used for varying the amount
of magnetic flux is the insertion of rheostatic
resistance in series with the shunt field winding
of the motor. The insertion of this resistance
decreases the amount of current flowing through
the field winding and consequently the amount
of magnetic flux developed thereby. Since the
speed of the motor as shown by the proportion
in the first of the article is inversely proportional
to the amount of magnetic flux it follows that the
less the amount of this flux the faster the motor
will revolve. The cause of this phenomenon would

FIG. 7. C. ft C SERIES-PARALLEL CONTROLLER FOR
DOUBLE COMMUTATOR MOTOR.
require a lengthy discussion on the theory of the
motor and dynamo, and it appears sufficient for
the purpose of this article to merely refer to the
algebraic expression as proof of this fact
A second method provides two or more inde
pendent windings on the shunt field, which can
be thrown into and out of circuit, thereby affect
ing the magnetic flux. It is not much used, as
it increases the cost of the motor by making it
special, and, while it effects a small saving in the
use of current, this saving is so small as not to
compensate for the increased cost of the motor.
The third method consists in connecting a
variable resistance across the series field winding
of the motor. As this resistance is gradually cut
out, a greater and greater portion of the current
is diverted through this resistance, thereby weak
ening the magnetic flux. This method is used
extensively on trolley cars for increasing their
speed, and also on electric elevators for the same
purpose, and in many other appliances.
Its advantage consists chiefly in starting the
motor with its maximum flux, thereby giving the
maximum torque, which is always desirable when
starting a heavy load. After a load has once
been started it does not require as great a torque,
as a rule, to keep it in operation, so that the
speed of the motor may be increased at the ex
pense of decreasing its torque or turning effort.
In the fourth method two or more series field
windings are provided, which are cut out of cir
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cuit one after another, by means of a special
switching device.
It is rapidly becoming common to provide
controlling devices used with compound-wound
motors, arranged so as to cut out the series field
winding entirely after the motor has acquired
speed. It is also becoming common to provide a
sufficient amount of series field winding to cut
down the frst rush of current on starting the
motor, without necessitating any external rheo
static resistance whatever. This method pro
duces a motor with extremely powerful starting
torque and gives a very steady accelera
tion. Such 'a method will not, however, permit
the motor to be self-regulating under variable
load, whenever said motor is provided with a
greater amount of series field winding than shunt
field winding. In other words, a compoundwound motor will tend to act either as a shunt
motor or a series motor, just in accordance with
the relative proportion of shunt field and series
field windings which are left in circuit
The fifth method operates to vary the amount
of magnetic flux by increasing the reluctance in
the path of this flux.
This can be done either by mechanically mov
ing the pole pieces away from the armature,
thereby increasing the air-gap between the arma
ture and the pole pieces of the motor, or by me
chanically varying the amount of iron under the
direct influence of the field winding, by providing
a movable core, which can be inserted or with
drawn from the influence of the field winding.
This fifth method, known as the Stow system,
has received a fair amount of consideration com
mercially. The results obtained are, practically
considered, identical with the decreasing of the
field flux by the several other methods above de
scribed. It is claimed that a great range of speed
can be obtained without causing sparking at the
commutator, but it is also apparently true that
motors can and have been constructed which will
give wide range of speed without excessive
sparking by weakening the magnetic flux by the
electrical methods described above instead of by
mechanical ones. In either system the range of
speed obtained determines the size and conse
quent cost of the motor.
It is evident from the above that at least thir
teen different methods have been reduced to
practice applying the three theoretical principles
given in the algebraic expression for the speed
of a motor. While there are comparatively few
single methods of varying the speed of the directcurrent motor, these methods possess the very
marked peculiarity that every one of them can
be used in combination with any other and usu
ally with several others. The number of combi
nations which can be made out of thirteen ele
ments is, of course, enormous, and to attempt to
enumerate or describe all these different com
binations, even restricting the same to those
which have gone into commercial use, would fill
a good-sized book. Some of the most common
combinations may be briefly stated as follows:
Combination 1.—Resistance in the armature
circuit; resistance connected across the armature
terminals; resistance in the shunt field circuit;
series field winding cut out in one or more sec
tions. Fig. 2 shows such a controller of the
C. & H. type.
Combination 2.—Two voltages applied to the
armature; resistance in the armature circuit; re
sistance in the shunt field circuit; series field
winding cut out in one or more sections. Fig. 5
shows such a controller of the C. & H. type.
Combination 3.—Six different voltages applied
to the armature; resistance in the shunt field cir
cuit
Combination 4.—Double-commutator motor ;
resistance in the armature circuit; resistance in
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the shunt field circuit; series field winding cut
out in one or more sections. Fig. 7 shows such a
controller of the C. & C. type.
Combination 5.—Two motors operating in se
ries-parallel relation; resistance in the armature
circuit ; resistance connected across the armature
terminals; resistance in the shunt field circuit;
series field winding cut out in one or more sec
tions. Fig. 8 shows such a controller of the
C. & H. type.
Combination 6.—Two shunt field windings ;
resistance in the armature circuit; resistance con
nected across the armature terminals ; series field
winding cut out in one or more sections.

VARIABLE SPEED ALTERNATING CUR
RENT MOTORS.
BY WALTER I. SLICHTER.
The problem of obtaining a variable speed
with an alternating-current motor is becoming
every day more important. There are several
schemes in vogue at present which give more or
less satisfaction. There are also several schemes
which are not much used, due either to their
complication or to a lack of familiarity with their
actions, but from which we may hope for results
in the future.

FIG. 8. C. & H. SERIES-PARALLEL CONTROLLER FOR
150 H. P. MOTOR.

Combination 7.—Series field wound in numer
ous sections ; resistance in the shunt field circuit ;
resistance connected across the armature termi
nals. Fig. 9 shows such a controller used for
operating electric elevators of the C. & H. type.

A very simple process has just been conceived
by a Mr. Maestracci for making petroleum
briquettes, very much resembling those made of
coal. The modus operandi is as follows : To a
gallon of petroleum are added 20 ounces of soft
soap, 20 ounces of resin, and 40 ounces of caustic
soda lye wash. This mixture is heated and well
shaken. As soon as the mass begins to solidify,
which should be in about 40 minutes, the progress
of the operation should be very carefully watched.
To prevent the mixture running over, a little soda
should be poured into the vessel, shaking the
whole until solidfication is complete. When the
operation is finished the matter is run into molds
to be made into briquettes, which are then placed
in a stove for ten or fifteen minutes. It then only
remains to allow them to get cold, when they can
be used within an hour or two of being manufac
tured. By the addition of sawdust and sand
the briquettes will be more solid and at the same
time cheaper. From experiments, said to have
been conducted on tugs, the inventor claims that
it has been clearly shown that these briquettes
give three times more heat than ordinary coal,
there being, in addition, the advantage of no waste
remaining.—Oliver J. D. Hughes, in U. S. Con
sular Notes.
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applied to the armature is varied; either singlephase or polyphase.
III. Synchronous motors.
The distinction between the induction and
conduction motor should be borne in mind. In
the induction motor the secondary member has
no electrical connection with the line, but the
energy is transferred thereto by the magnetism
alone ; thus the secondary has only a small po
tential and its design is easier and cheaper, while
in the conduction motor both members receive
line potential and must be designed accordingly.

fig. 9. c. & h. elevator controller for series
motor.

When the term "alternating-current motor" is
A variable-speed motor may be required to
mentioned the polyphase induction motor is usu
give a constant torque at the various speeds, truib
ally inferred, but there is a tendency just at giving a decreasing output with decreasing speed ;
present to try out certain new types which give or, on the other hand, a constant output may be
promise of taking quite an important place in required which means an increasing torque with
alternating-current engineering in the future. decreasing speed. Naturally the condition re
Thus abroad considerable attention has been quiring a constant output at decreasing speed is
given to the shunt and series polyphase motors, the much more difficult to meet and means a
as well as the single-phase series and repulsion larger motor.
motors, which are the greatest favorites on this
An induction motor has at starting a torque
side.
usually from one to two times the rated or full
But induction motors for some time will be load value, but requires from three to five times
more generally in use; thus their characteristics the normal current if started with full voltage.
are of the most importance.
If started at a reduced voltage, as for exam
Taking all the types of motors and the various ple half voltage, the current will be half the
methods of controlling them, we have the follow
normal value but the torque will only be oneing list from which to choose :
quarter that at full voltage. Since we are limited
I. Induction motors.
in the value of the current we can allow the
(a) Polyphase motor with squirrel cage sec
motor to take by its heating effect, the torque
ondary and control of voltage by a compensator. obtainable is rather small. Thus, if we allow the
(b) Same with constant voltage and a vari
motor to start with twice full load current in
able resistance inserted in secondary circuit.
stead of five times by reducing the voltage to
(c) Same with a special winding to change one-third, the torque will be one-ninth of the full
the number of poles in the primary.
starting value, or about one-quarter of full load
(d) Multiple frequency systems.
torque. This is the serious problem we have to
(e) Two motors changed from multiple to face in induction motors. The usual solution is
concatenated connection.
to increase the resistance of the secondary cir
(f) Single-phase repulsion motor with poten
cuit which has the effect of bringing the second
tial control.
ary current more nearly into phase with the pri
II. Conduction motors.
mary flux, thus producing a greater torque for a
(a) The series motor where the applied volt
given current. Whether this resistance be insert
age is controlled, either single-phase or poly
ed permanently or temporarily is the distinction
phase.
between the first two subdivisions of our table (a
(b) The shunt motor in which the voltage and b).
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If the resistance is to be in circuit permanent
ly, a large value can not be allowed on account of
its effect on the efficiency and on the heating.
Thus such a -value is trsed as *wtU girt- -the motor
a very large torque at starting (from five to six
times rated torque and at a somewhat reduced
current), and any reduction in current or torque
necessary is obtained by controlling the voltage.
If, as in method (6), the resistance is only in
circuit when needed, we may allow the full volt
age on the motor and make the resistance so
great that only full-load current will flow and
full-load torque will be obtained, or a propor
tionate part of either.
One important difference between these two
systems is that in the former the resistance is in
the secondary member itself and the heat devel
oped therein is developed inside the motor, where
as in the latter the resistance is usually external
to the motor and connected thereto by slip rings
and brushes. Thus its heating has no harmful
effect on the motor.
The result of incorporating either one of these
two schemes in a motor is to reduce its efficiency
about 6 or 7 per cent for the first and about 2 per
cent for the second scheme. Approximately the
efficiency at any fractional speed is proportional
to that speed ; thus if we have 85 per cent effi
ciency at normal speed we have about 42 per cent
efficiency at half speed.
If we desire an increasing torque with de
creasing speed we should choose scheme (b), for,
although the current increases faster than the
torque, in both cases the increase is more rapid
with the potential control.
On the other hand, a squirrel-cage armature
such as is used with scheme (a) is much more
simple, mechanically strong and less liable to
burn out than the wound armature necessary for
the rheostat control.
This method of controlling the speed is quite
similar to a friction clutch, as the energy lost in
heat is proportional to the change in speed.
The following method, on the other hand, is
like, changeable pulleys, hence its better efficiency.
Many installations have been made of late of
the "changeable-pole" induction motor. This mo
tor has a special winding on the field, which
gives two and even three different arrangements
of magnetic poles, according to the direction in
which the currents are caused to flow through
the windings. A squirrel-cage secondary is used
as it is interchangeable for any number of poles.
This type of motor is really the best multispeed
machine we have, as it is perfectly stable at any
and all of its set speeds and has a good efficiency
with easy arrangement, although the power fac
tor in either case is not so good as in a singlespeed motor and is sometimes considerably lower
with the slow-speed arrangement.
Its limitations are that, if more than two
speeds are required, the amount of winding need
ed is great and the motor becomes clumsy. If
full and half speed only are required, the con
nections are comparatively easy, but if other
ratios of speed are required, a large number of
connections and much switching are necessary.
Where the importance of variable speed will
warrant the increased investment, the installation
of generators for two or three frequencies and
connecting the motors to that frequency, produc
ing the speed desired, gives the most efficient
and satisfactory system. This means a multi
plicity of wires as well as of generators. The
voltage should vary with the frequency; thus
constant torque is obtained.
The "frequency changer" is a piece of appa
ratus that would be useful here, though it has
not been much exploited. It consists of a syn
chronous motor driving an induction motor, the
primary of which is connected to the main line
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and the secondary (wound like the primary) to
the circuit of changed frequency.
If the secondary is held still, we have an ordi
nary transformer and obtain a I to I transforma
tion of frequencies. If the secondary is driven
against the rotation it tends to have as a motor,
say at 50 per cent of its normal speed, it will give
a frequency of one and a half times the primary,
while, if allowed to run up to half its normal
speed as a motor it will give half the primary
frequency, the principle being that a portion of
the energy being transformed electrically and a
portion transformed mechanically, the output of
the combination is the sum of the capacities of
the two machines, whereas with a motor-gen
erator set each machine must be of full capacity,
as the total energy is first transformed from elec
trical to mechanical, and then from mechanical to
electrical again.
In many railway installations abroad the
scheme of connecting two motors in concatena
tion or in "cascade" is employed to obtain a frac
tional speed. This is really a series connection
of two motors, for, the primary of the first motor
being on the line, its secondary is connected to
the primary of the second motor, the secondary
of which is in turn short-circuited. The two
motors must be rigidly connected to the same
shaft.
If the two motors have the same number of
poles, the speed of the combination will be onehalf that of the motors in normal running. If
the motors have unlike numbers of poles the
speed will be an uneven fraction of the normal.
The torque of the concatenated couple is less
than that of the parallel couple and the power
factor much less too, so there are a good many
points to criticize in the method.
The motors discussed so-far are those usually
meant when the induction motor is referred to.
These motors have a set or synchronous speed,
above which they will not run. This synchronous
speed is determined by the frequency and the
number of poles, and the full-load speed is from
3 to S per cent below this.
We come now to motors essentially new in
their application.
First, among the induction motors is the "re
pulsion" motor; this is a single-phase motor hav
ing the characteristics of the direct-current, series
motor—that is, as the speed decreases the torque
increases very rapidly. Such a motor has at
starting about four times its full-load torque and
only takes about twice its full-load current ; thus
it gives, at starting, twice the torque per voltampere which it has at normal running. With a
load of constant torque, the motor will ass-ime
any speed according to the voltage applied at its
terminals. Thus, if by means of a compensator
we change the voltage applied, we may obtain
any speed desired, while the line current dimin
ishes with decreasing speed. The power factor
is good at running speeds, but decreases with the
speed; but, as the input decreases at the same
time, the poor power factor comes with small
input and is of less importance than in an induc
tion motor.
The construction of such a motor is very
much like that of an ordinary induction motor
with the addition of a commutator to the sec
ondary member. This commutator has no con
nection with the line at all, but is short-circuited
on itself by means of brushes and a short-circuit
ing ring; thus the voltage commutated is strictly
nominal and makes the problem of secondary in
sulation and commutation simple. Until recently
this motor has never been very widely exploited,
but recent developments have shown that its for
mer reputation for bad commutation was much
exaggerated, so that there is promise of this mo
tor playing an important role in the future.

II
We come now to the "conduction" motors, of
which the series type is the only one much known
by the public. This is exactly like the directcurrent series motor in action except that alter
nating currents are used which pass in turn
through a field and arma'.ure. It has plenty of
starting torque and good efficiency, though poor
power factor at starting, and only has a good
power factor at running speeds when built with
a large number of poles and for low frequencies,
preferably below the usual 25 cycles.
Like the repulsion motor, the speed for a
given torque varies with the vol'.age, and the
torque per ampere is as good at low speeds as at
high speeds, in contradistinction to induction mo
tors proper. Since the line current .passes
through the commutator and is commutated in
an alternating current field, it is desirable that
the line voltage be low, say around 300 volts.
Such a motor has a structure of laminated iron
in both primary and secondary and special wind
ings to decrease its reactance.
The last motor to be consioered is the shunt
polyphase motor of Gorges, described some twen
ty years ago by him but never very energetically
pushed, owing to the difficulties of running a
commutator with three brushes carrying currents
of different phases to the secondary. By varying
the voltage across these brushes the speed is
varied. It is possible that, as familiarity with the
problem of commutation grows, this may be
made a success.
Of all the systems mentioned the changeable
pole and variable frequency systems give the
most satisfaction, as they are the only ones in
which the speeds, once being set, will not vary
with' a change of load or of applied voltage.
Since so many of these schemes depend upon
changing the voltage applied to the motor it is
fortunate that very little energy is wasted in a
change of alternating voltage. This is done by a
compensator or transformer and not by the rheo
stats of direct-current practice.
The synchronous motor is in a class by itself,
as its principal characteristic is its constant speed
and the only practical method of varying its
speed is to change the frequency on which it
runs.

In a paper recently read before the Insti
tute of Naval Architects, Prof. Watkinson des
cribed some new types of superheaters designed
by him, and gave results of some tests with su
perheated steam. It is known that as early as
the time of James Watts, the advantages of su
perheating were recognized, but the difficulty of
securing results caused the abandonment of this
line of progress for the time being. The advan
tage of superheated steam is not alone in the pre
vention of cylinder condensation, but also in
the reduction of leakage past piston and valves
and in the less amount of work required from
air, feed and circulating pumps. Prof. Watkin
son considered that it is not advisable to raise
the superheat more than 200 degrees F. and said
that sometimes there is trouble with the valves
if the superheat is more than 150 degrees; this
difficulty may be largely avoided, however, by
the use of piston valves or those of the poppet
type.
Comparing two tests made on successive days,
one with no superheat, the other with 153 degrees
at the superheater and 131 degrees at the engine,
it was found that the consumption of steam per
electrical horsepower-hour was 44.9 pounds with
out superheat and 31.7 pounds with. The gain in
power was 36.6 per cent, and the saving in coal
27.4 per cent. The heat required for superheat
ing 150 degrees was about 6 per cent of that re
quired for generating the steam.
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COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS OF SPEED CONTROL.
THE following descriptions are of methods of
speed control which are adopted by various
companies, and which are suitable for gen
eral adoption. All systems which have been used
are not shown, as space would not permit of this,
but those described are typical of the different
classes of control already discussed, and serve to
illustrate the principles which may be applied and
how the detail of application has been carried out.
BULLOCK METHOD, BULLOCK ELECTRIC CO.
In the Bullock three-wire, multiple-voltage
system, go, 160, and 250 volts are used, the line
voltage being 250. In this method the motor
armature is supplied with different voltages,
while the fields are always excited from one
constant voltage. This will give a variation of
from one to three, but by combining this with a
two to one speed variation, which may be done
by weakening the shunt field current, it is pos
sible to obtain a very smooth, one to six varia
tion. For lathe work, where delicate tools are
used, and for all delicate work, a special armature
resistance is used which is automatically cut in
when a new voltage is thrown on the armature,
and automatically cut out when the motor has
acquired full speed. This gives a cushion effect
and is very satisfactory for this class of work,
but it is not necessary in ordinary machine work,
and is only advised in special cases.

FIG. I. 25 H. P. TYPE N BULLOCK MOTOR.
The advantages of this system are as follows:
(1) It gives the motor a constant torque, re
gardless of speed, if the field strength is not
varied.
(2) If the motor is set to run at any speed,
it will run at that speed, regardless of load.
(3) The different speeds are obtained with
out passing the current through any external re
sistance.
(4) The cost of installation is small, as many
plants are already wired for the Edison threewire system.
(5) A new controller which successfully doe*
away with the magnetic blowout coil is used and
requires but small energy loss.
The four-wire Bullock system of multiple
voltage control is one which will answer to pret
ty nearly every call made upon it. The threewire system is cheaper but it gives a variation
of only from one to three, with a constant torque
regardless of the speed required ; since the fields
must be excited with a constant voltage, the
speed variation is obtained by cutting in on
four wires, and the maximum voltage of 250 may
be subdivided into voltages of 60, 80 and 110. Fig.
4 will give a clear idea of the arrangement.
Commutator No. 1 gives 60 volts, commutator
No. 2 gives 80 volts, and commutator No. 3
gives no volts. Connecting across AB we get
60 volts, across BC we get 80 volts,
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across CD we get no volts, across AC
we get 140 volts, across BD we get 190
volts, and across AD we get 250 volts. As
the speed of the motor is almost exactly in pro
portion to the voltage employed, we would get
for a voltage of 60, a speed of, say, 600 revolu
tions, and for a voltage of 250 a speed of 2,500
revolutions, or in that ratio. The fields are con
stantly excited across one of these voltages and

HO. 2. TYPE N MOTOR DISMANTLED.
only the voltage across the motor armature is
varied, i. e., if the motor was built to run at no
volts, there would always be a voltage of no
across the fields; if the motor was originally run
at 250 volts, the voltage across the fields would
always be 250. It may be seen from this that
with the four-wire system we get six different
speeds and the torque will be constant.
Constant speed motors may be connected
across AD, giving 250 volts to these motors,
while variable speed motors would be furnished
with multiple voltage controllers which would
make the required connections to give the de
sired speeds. This connection of Fig. 4 is one
especially adapted to machine shops and fac
tories. Lights can be connected across CD, giv
ing no volts. With the four-wire system of
multiple voltage a speed range of from one to
six is obtained, and with a five-wire system,
a speed range of from one to ten.
In rheostatic control, where the speed of the
motor is cut down by resistance being thrown
into the armature circuit, all that energy which
is consumed in the resistance box is wasted;
also, it is impossible to hold the speed of the
motor steady when resistance is thrown into the
armature circuit, for an increase in the load
will cause a drop in the speed of the motor and
the efficiency will be seriously lowered.

controlled first by the ordinary rheostatic
method and then by the multiple voltage sys
tem. The dotted lines show the curves from the
rlMostatic control and the full lines show the
curves from the multiple voltage system.
The speed from this motor was from 80 to 480
revolutions per minute. At 80 revolutions with
rheostatic control the efficiency of the motor was
only 12 per cent, whereas with the multiple vol
tage control the efficiency was 70 per cent. There
were 19 kilowatts lost in the circuit with rheo
static control at this point, whereas the power lost
in the circuit with multivoltage control was only
115 kilowatts, the total loss being nearly seven
teen times as great with rheostatic control as
with multiple voltage.
Although with rheostatic control the loss of
energy is great, that is not the most serious ob
jection to it Suppose the motor to be running
a lathe; it would be impossible to reduce the
speed to one-sixth the normal by resistance
methods and have the machine run at full load
satisfactorily. Again if the lathe was taking the
first cut off of a rough casting where the depth
of the cut varied, the speed would vary with the
depth of the cut, and the motor would either
stop altogether on a heavy cut or would run so
fast as to burn the tool when the cut was light.
In most of the cases where multiple voltage
is used, it can safely be assumed that only a part
of the current is going to be used for power; a
large part will be used for lighting. Of that
used for power, the greater part will very likely
be used for the running of constant speed mo-

Motor d. Double
Comm. Generator.
— - =fi - -

80
MO'

- 250 Volla.
' C
FIG. 4. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF FOUR-WIRK
BULLOCK MULTIVOLTAGE SYSTEM.

FIG. 3. TYPE N BALANCER.
A good comparison of rheostatic and multiplevoltage control is shown by the curves Fig. 5,
plotted from a test made by the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Co., with a 25-horsepower motor

tors which will not 'need the multiple voltage.
Hence in most cases the four wire system will
be sufficient, and in some cases the three wire
system will answer.
In installing a multiple voltage system, it is
necessary to determine what proportion of the
current in a plant will be used for lighting and
what for power. If the great part of the load
is to be lights and constant speed motors, it will
very likely be the case that the generators
should be chosen to supply this load and the
power for the multivoltage system derived from
a motor-generator set, which furnishes the extra
electromotive force needed. But, if the vari
able speed motors are the large factor in power
consumption, a generating plant should be se
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lected to supply current for this system and the
lighting current provided for with a motor-gen
erator.
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THE C. & C. SERIES-PARALLEL SYSTEM OF MOTOR
SPEED CONTROL, C. 4 C. ELECTRIC CO.
Certain classes of electrically operated ma
chinery require a wide range of speed variation,
which must be obtained in an efficient, reliable
and simple manner, and with this requirement
in view the C. & C Series-Parallel System of
motor speed control has been designed and per
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fans, lathes, dock-pumps, etc., may be driven
most efficiently, smoothly, without break in con
tinuity of speed and at any speed from the slow
est required to the maximum. With -one volt
age almost any variation in speed that may be
demanded by the most exacting conditions of
machine drive may be accomplished, but in some
instances, where extreme speed variation is re
quired by the nature of the installation, the two
voltages of the Edison three-wire system are
employed. This system has been successfully
applied to a large number of machines requiring
from 15 to 150 horsepower, and in every in
stance is operating satisfactorily.
Where a considerable amount of power is re
quired, as for operating large printing presses,
rolls, pumps, etc., a compound wound motor is
employed, while for smaller equipments, as for
machine-tool driving, a plain shunt motor op
erates satisfactorily. In the smaller outfits a
modification in the method of control is used on
account of its greater simplicity and lower cost.
The principle of this method of speed control
is based on the fact that, if the number of active
ampere turns in the armature be changed, a cor
responding change in torque and speed will re
sult, and, if it were mechanically practicable to
vary at will the number of turns on the arma
ture while the motor was in operation, the sys
tem would be ideally perfect. So much of the
variation in the number of ampere turns as can
be obtained mechanically is employed in this
system. The armature is wound with two in
dependent and symmetrical sets of windings or
ampere turns, the relation of which may be
varied with respect to each other. For the slow
speeds and where great starting torque is re
quired the two sets of armature windings are
automatically thrown in series by means of one
of the automatic solenoid switches, which will
be described later. When higher speeds with
normal torque are required these two sets of
windings are thrown in parallel, also automatic
ally by means of a second solenoid switch.
When the armature windings are thrown in

>3
ture ; and with the series field, which is used only
in starting, the torque is two and one-half times
the normal amount.
A small amount of resistance is provided for
starting, and the same resistance is thrown into
the armature circuit when the armature wind
ings are thrown from series to parallel, so that
the speed will increase uniformly and without
break from zero to the maximum. From the
normal running speed with windings in parallel
and no resistance in circuit the speed may be
increased by means of field resistance to the
highest ever required, or even to the maximum
safe point of running the armature, being lim
ited only by the centrifugal force due to the
high speed. This entire range in speed is ob
tained by the simple movement of one lever,
which is located conveniently near the operator.
The special controller for motors of the larger
capacities has a number of copper contact plates,
mounted in circular form, over which slides a
contact arm which is supported by a central
stud. The contact plates are of substantial di
mensions and ample conductivity. These plates
are so heavy and so numerous that there is ab-

FIG. 7. FRONT OF C. & C. SERIES-PARALLEL
CONTROLLER.

FIG. 6.

75 H.P. C. & C. DOUBLE COMMUTATOR MOTOR.

fected.
Those machines requiring a heavy
starting torque lend themselves admirably to
this system, and heavy newspaper presses, cal
ender rolls, grinding machines, large ventilating

series for starting and for slow running, the
number of active ampere turns with the normal
full load current are double what they would
be with an ordinary single commutator arma-

solutely no sparking at them. To the center stud
is fastened the lever, by moving which the speed
is controlled.
The two automatic solenoid
switches, which are identical in construction, are
mounted on the controller panel or in some
other suitable place. The solenoids which
operate the switches are upon the back of the
panel and operate the switches on the front of
the panel through the medium of a stud which
passes through the slate.
The function of one of these solenoid switches
is to open and close the main line circuit, thus
starting and stopping the motor. A series of
push buttons may be installed to operate this
switch for quick stopping purposes, and when
it has once opened, it cannot be restored to its
normal position until the controller is in the
"off" position. The function of the second
solenoid switch is to throw the two armature
windings in series or in parallel, and it is oper
ated by the starting arm, a contact on which
oloses at the proper time a circuit through the
solenoid. This switch is also entirely automatic
and cannot be in a position to connect the wind
ings in parallel when the motor is starting.
These switches require but a very small amount
of current and that only during the moment
when they are in operation, which is but a small
fraction of a second.
So powerfully and
quickly do they act that the eye can scarcely
detect their movement.

14
At the time the "series-parallel*' switch is
called upon to operate for the purpose of throw
ing the armature windings from series to par
allel a small amount of resistance is automatic
ally thrown in circuit to prevent any tendency
toward a too rapid increase in speed. This re
sistance is the same that was used to start the
motor and is thus made to serve a double duty.
The use of these automatic switches makes it
impossible for the operator to manipulate his
controller improperly or to fail to make the

fig. 8.
100 h. p. series-parallel equipment operating
pumps at dock of jas. tregarthen
& SONS, N. Y.
proper connections at the right time and thus
damage the equipment.
It .will be seen that in this system of speed
control the motor can be operated at half speed
with armature windings in series and with no
external resistance with practically the same
efficiency as at normal speed, and at any speed
from normal to the maximum with armature
windings in parallel by field resistance and at
nearly the same efficiency.
The limit in speed range of this method of
control is reached only when it is unsafe to run
the armature at a higher speed and any speed
below the limit may be obtained.
For small equipments, such as driving ma
chine tools and in other installations where the
demands on the system of control are not so
exacting, a less expensive equipment is used in
connection with the double commutator motor,
which is so designed that it will give 100 per

fig. 9.
series-parallel operation of a printing press.
cent speed variation by shunt field control. The
motor is wound to give the lowest normal speed
with the two armature windings in series and
with full field strength.
By weakening the
shunt field, the speed is increased to double this
normal speed. By throwing the two armature
windings in parallel the speed is also double
that of the normal slow speed, and by using the
same field resistance the speed may be increased
so that a variation up to four times the lowest
normal speed may easily be obtained. In fact,
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as great a speed variation as is usually required
for any purpose of machine driving may be ob
tained in this manner.
The controller for Jhis modification of the
"series-parallel" system described above may be
either of two kinds, as the nature of the in
stallation demands. Where a continuous and
uninterrupted range in speed from maximuhi
running speed to the maximum is required, the
controller consists of a contact lever, which
slides over copper contact plates, the first few
of which cut out armature resistance and are
used only for starting. The contact lever next
passes over several contact plates, which cut in
field resistance, causing the speed of the motor
to increase 100 per cent. When this point is
reached, the contact lever cuts out all of the
field resistance and at the same time engages
with a pawl, which connects the two armature
windings in parallel, thus giving a speed 100 per
cent greater than the minimum speed and with
out external resistance. The contact lever then
passes over still more contact plates, which cut
in the same field resistance used in a series con
nection, and still more field resistance, if required
to bring the speed up to the maximum. It will
thus be seen that a variation of at least 4 to I,
without any external armature resistance with
one voltage and with full efficiency, can be ob
tained.
Where it is not an advantage to have an un
interrupted speed variation from minimum to
maximum, an ordinary starting rheostat, field
rheostat, and four pole, double throw switch
may be used. The variation in speed may then
be obtained in a similar manner to that last de
scribed above. The motor is designed to give
from 1 to 200 per cent speed variation by field
control, and the switch mentioned permits of
throwing the armature windings from series to
multiple. Except under the more exacting con
ditions of electric drive, the last named method
will give satisfaction.
,
All of the above methods of control in con
nection with the "series-parallel" system have
been thoroughly tested under the most severe
conditions of service, and the numerous equip
ments now in operation are evidence that this
system is highly efficient, reasonable in cost of
installation, convenient and perfectly reliable.
The C. & C. Series-Parallel System is pro
tected by patents owned by The C. & C. Electric
Co. of New York.

The numerous steps in the varying of the speed
of the motor from minimum to maximum are
the following :
For the slowest speed apply 115 volts to the
field and 115 volts to the armature. From this
the speed may be increased 100 per cent by
weakening the field, thus varying the speed from
one to two.
The second combination may be obtained by
applying 230 volts to the armature and 115 volts
to the field. By weakening the field the speed may
again be increased 100 per cent, which gives
a variation of from one to four. Motors
having this method of speed control are de
signed with special attention to the field wind
ings because of the heating effect of the full
field for slow speeds. Special attention must be
given to the armature construction in order to
overcome commutator difficulty caused by the
very low field strength at maximum speed.
With these exceptions no special apparatus is
required to operate a variable speed motor from a
three- wire circuit. The change from 115 volts to
230 volts on the armature, and from full field to
weak field, can be easily made through any
properly constructed speed controller. No extra
generators for the purpose of giving various
voltages at the motor terminals are required
when this system is used, and the same system
of wiring may be used for both lighting and

FORT WAYNE ELECTRICAL WORKS SYSTEM.
Among the simpler methods is that recom
mended by the Fort Wayne Electrical Works of
Fort Wayne, Ind. This explanation is confined
to direct-current motors, as their alternating
current motor control is still in the experimental
stage. Nearly all variable speed, direct current
motors are operated on an Edison three-wire
system, which has become a standard method
for the distribution of low-potential, direct cur
rent for power and lighting.
The usual maximum voltage for the three-,
wire system is 230 volts, giving 115 volts be
tween the neutral and either outside wire. It
is not usually necessary for direct-current mo
tors directly connected to machinery to have a
greater speed variation than from one to four,
and this variation may be obtained by making
use of the two voltages obtained in this sys
tem, together with a variable speed controller. In
this method of speed control, the field is connect
ed across the neutral and one outside wire, thus
receiving 115 volts at full field, while the arma
ture may be supplied with 115 volts for the
lower speeds and 230 volts for the higher speeds.

SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY.
In practically all direct current motors built
by this company the four-pole type is adopted.
The motors are designed with especial reference
to avoiding all sparking, no matter what condi
tions of overload may arise, the general features
of construction being so well known that they
need not be taken up here in detail. The points
which affect the sparking limit, viz., the careful
design of armature coils and magnetic density
in the armature teeth, have been worked out to
give the best results in this respect. The meth
ods used for controlling the speed may be
shown by reference to the controller diagrams
for three classes of work. Fig. n shows the
connections and developments of the type H-6
controller, which operates by the use of a start
ing resistance and a rheostat in the shunt field
circuit. It will be understood that the contact
strips represented by heavy black lines are, in
the actual controller, wrapped around a cylinder
which can be revolved in either direction, so
that in forward running the contacts will move
over positions 1 to 36, from left to right, while
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FIG. IO.
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS, FORT WAYNE SYSTEM
power. This system has the advantage 01 sim
plicity, practicability, as a speed variation of
from one to four is amply sufficient for all ordi
nary purposes, and at small cost, as most plants
using motor power are wired with the Edison
three-wire system.
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in reverse running the positions will be 1 to 4,
from right to left.
In the diagram, Ti and T3 are the outside
wires of the three wire system, while T2 is the
neutral. The electromotive force between T2
and T3 is generally half that between Ti and
T3. The field is always connected between Ti
and T3, while the armature is at first connected
between T2 and T3, and for the higher speeds
is cut in between Ti and T3.
With the controller in position 1 for forward
running, the current will pass from the line T2
into the controller. It will be carried down
through the spring Ri into the starting rheostat,
and will pass through all three of the sections
of this rheostat back to the junction with the
wire R4. From here it passes around the coil
of the blow-out magnet M, and to the armature
through the lead Al, to return to the lead AAi
through the contact spring of the same number,
and from there through the controller connec
tion to the spring T3 and out on the common
return. Field current enters through Ti and
passes direct to the field contact point, and
thence up through the connection A to the
spring T3.
It will be noticed that the arm A makes con
tact at all times so that the field will be ener
gized as soon as the main motor switch is
closed. The resistance in series with the field
is cut out gradually until the position 1 of the
controller is reached, when the resistance is all
out and the full current is on the field.
At position 4, which is the first running posi
tion, current will enter through T2, pass direct
ly to R4, thence around the blow-out magnet
and to the armature, returning to AAi and the
contact strips to T3. The course of the field
current has not been modified in any way. Be
tween positions 4 and 18, resistance is gradually
cut into the field circuit, thus increasing the
speed of the motor, while the armature contacts
are not changed in any way. On passing from
position 18 the armature is connected through
contact Ti, contact strips and the contact Ri to
the outside wire Ti, the resistance of the start
ing rheostat being at the same time thrown in.
The current returns as for position 1.
The field connection is changed as indicated
by the row of figures B, so that the contact arm
B comes into service and all resistance is cut
out of the field circuit, but this is done by de
grees since the contact B comes into the position
of the contact strip A, as shown, before A
breaks contact with the last contact point, and
between positions 18 and 19 B is passing over
the three right-hand contact points of the field
rheostat. Between positions 19 and 22, the start
ing rheostat is cut out of circuit so that at 2:.
the motor is running with the armature and
field both connected without resistance between
wires Ti and T3. Between 22 and 36 field re
sistance is cut in the same as between positions
4 and 18, and at 36 the motor is running with
full voltage on the armature and with the field
strength reduced to the lowest working value.
In reverse running the same sequence of
events follows for the armature as in forward
running, but no provision is made for altering
the field strength, a single speed only being pro
vided.
Fig. 12 shows the diagram of R43 for shunt
wound motors, and R45 for compound wound
machines is similar. The method of action of
the two is alike, the difference being that in
R43 resistance is used in the shunt field circuit
for controlling the speed, while in R-45 resist
ance is used only in the armature circuit. The
functions of the overload and no-voltage coils
are exactly what the names would indicate, viz.,
to break the circuit in case the load becomes too
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heavy, or in case the voltage goes off the line
for any reason. The blowout coil is, as in all
controllers, for the purpose of blowing out the
arc at the time of breaking contact on the con
troller clips. The brake resistance is employed
to short-circuit the armature when stopping,
thus assisting in bringing the motor to rest. In
the case of R43 the contact strips shown by the
heavy black lines will move to the left, the same
positions being available whether the motor is
running backward or forward; the reversal of
direction is accomplished by the reversing

passes through the middle strip by the connec
tion shown, and out of the middle contact point
over to the reversing switch. If that switch be
in forward position, it will pass to the con
tact point AA down to the motor armature and
back to the contact point A, thence through the
reversing switch to the point E and down to
the wire R5. As it cannot escape from this
wire directly, it passes through a section of the
armature rheostat to R4, and out from this to
the arm of the lever controller strip, through
this to the contact point L— and out through the

FIG. II. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC, H-6 CONTROLLER.

switch, whose contacts are shown at the upper
right-hand side of the diagram with the forward
and backward contacts marked.
Positions 1 to 4 are starting positions only, as
the armature rheostat is not made heavy enough
to carry full current for any considerable period.
If it were, positions 1 to 4 could be used as
running positions. Five to 10 are running po
sitions, the speed being controlled by introduc
ing the sections of the shunt field rheostat. In
position 4, for instance, current comes in on the
positive lead marked L+. The shunt field cur
rent passes through the field coil and out by the
wire Si to the contact point Si of position 5. It
passes by a cross connection over to the contact
point of position 4, and to the contact arm which
extends down from the lower controller contact
strip.
The armature current comes in on L+, passes
through the current point marked L+, and from
this to the upper controller strip. From this it

overload coil, the terminal and blowout coil to
the line wire L—. The only difference at any
other position is that for positions I, 2 and 3
more of the armature rheostat will be in cir
cuit than for position 4. At position 5 the ar
mature is all cut out, and at 6 a section of the
shunt field rheostat is cut into the field circuit,
the amount of such resistance being increased
in positions 7, 8, 9 and 10. The only difference
for controller R45 is that no rheostat is used in
the field, the variation of speed being obtained
by resistance in the armature circuit, which is
cut out by gradual steps.
In the case of induction motors the General
Electric Company uses secondary control, which
employs a resistance introduced in the circuit
of the secondary or rotating member of the
motor. This regulating resistance is mounted
within the armature spider and is controlled by
a handle at one side of the motor. The action
is very much the same as that of a shunt-wound,
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direct-current motor controlled by resistance in
the armature circuit. The company also man
ufactures two-speed motors, in which half the
normal speed is obtained by changing from nor
mal to double the normal number of poles. The

ENGINEER.

ROCHESTER ELECTRIC CO.'S METHOD.
The variable speed motors built by the Roch
ester Electric Co. of Rochester, N. Y., are of the
compound-wound, direct-current type, the series
field windings being used to give large starting
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Jan. 1, i9°4pole tips being such that they are saturated eveil
under the weakest condition of the field, and
there is, consequently, a uniform fringe of mag
netic lines for the commutation of current in
the armature, and hence no tendency to spark.
In this method there is very little heat lost
in resistance and there is no sparking at the
controller. As wide a variation as is required
in ordinary practice may be obtained by using
a mechanical speed-changing device in connec
tion with this method. The advantage of this
method lies in the fact that there is no un-
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FIG. 12. CONNECTIONS FOR R-43 CONTROLLER.

motor has, however, at half speed only half its
rated capacity.

METHOD OF THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
For the regulation of motor speed this com
pany has found the use of a starting resistance
in the armature circuit and a resistance in the
shunt field circuit a very satisfactory combina
tion. A motor is used of sufficient capacity to
ensure sparkless commutation with the weakest
field on which the motor will have to run.
The company finds no difficulty in increasing
the speed 25 per cent from the lowest value,
which is sufficient for its purpose.
Fig. 13 shows a controller made by the
Cutler-Hammer Co., which is used in connection
with this system. The long contact strip at the
top is connected to the shunt field and throws
full current upon the windings as soon as con
tact is made. The lower contacts are in the ar
mature circuit and serve to cut out the starting
resistance gradually until it is all out. If the
lever is left resting on both contact strips the
lowest speed is secured. Four higher speeds,
varying by 4J4 per cent, are obtained by moving
the lever to the left, thus cutting resistance into
the shunt field circuit by means of the four con
tact buttons shown.

torque together with slow speed. The series
coils are short circuited by the controller as the
speed increases, the higher speeds being ob-

FIG. 13. C.&H. COMPOUND STARTING RHEOSTAT FOR
CONTROL BY SHUNT FIELD RESISTANCE.
tained by inserting resistance in the shunt field
circuit. The pole pieces are built up of punchings of annealed sheet iron, the shape of the

necessary complication in the wiring and no
need of any extra generating apparatus. This
system is both satisfactory and economical in
operation, besides being cheap to install.

STOW MULTISPEED MOTORS, STOW MFG. CO.
The Stow Mfg. Co. of Binghamton, New
York, have had on the market for several years
a line of variable speed motors to which has
been given the trade name of "Multispeed Mo
tors." This term has been adopted from the
fact that the machine is capable of an infinite
number of speeds within its range, since the reg
ulation is effected by the gradual displacement
of masses of iron within the pole pieces. This
motor is the only one in this country in which
the regulation of speed is effected by varying
the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, the meth
od being covered by patents in the United States
and foreign countries.
In distinction from all other motors, where
in a wide range of speed is obtained by varying
the field strength, the Stow Multispeed motors
are not larger than standard motors of the same
horsepower and minimum speed as built by the
leading companies, while the range of speed
through which they carry their full load is four
times as great.
These motors are of the constant output type
—that is to say, they will carry their full rated
load at any speed within their range ; in other
words, the horsepower capacity of the motor is
not increased by increasing the speed, nor is the
capacity reduced by reducing the speed.
The secret of the improved results secured
by this motor lies entirely in the special con
struction of the pole piece, which is made hollow
and is provided with a large iron core or plunger
adjustable by means of a hand wheel. The ac
companying cut, Fig. 15 shows the manner of
moving the plungers in and out of the multi
polar motors. It should be noticed that in these
machines the polepieces are stationary, and that
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the plungers only are adjusted to secure the
speed changes.
'
Like the ordinary shunt motor with field reg
ulating rheostat, these motois owe their speed
regulation to the variation of field strength, but
unlike the common shunt motor, the flux at the
pole tips utilized in commutation is by a spe

ENGINEER.

sparking is not due to the reduction in total
magnetism, but is due to the reduction of mag
netic strength at the pole tips only. It becomes
apparent, therefore, that, if any means are em
ployed by which to maintain a practically con
stant strength of magnetism at the pole tips,
the speed could then be varied over a greatly in

FIG. 15. MOVABLE POLE PIECES, STOW MOTOR.
cial construction, maintained practically con
stant, irrespective of the changes of total flux
acting on the armature.
When the plunger is adjusted so that its in
ner end comes nearest the armature, the mag
netic circuit is most complete and of minimum
reluctance, and since the current in the field coil
remains constant, the volume of magnetic flux
becomes a maximum and the speed minimum.
As the plunger is drawn away from its inner
most position, a column of air is interposed
which gradually increases the reluctance of the

creased range without causing sparking at the
commutator. This desirable condition is realized
in the special construction of pole piece adopted
in the Stow motor its action being to force a
gradually increasing proportion of the total
magnetism down to the pole tips as the plunger
is withdrawn. A commutating field of sufficient
intensity to secure sparkless commutation under
full load, over a wide range, is thus obtained.
In these motors no resistance whatever is
utilized in accomplishing the speed control, and
therefore the efficiency is practically uniform

FIG. l6. SHOWING EFFECT OF MOVABLE PLUNGER IN REDUCING CROSS MAGNETIZATION.
throughout the entire range of speed. Also,
magnetic circuit as long as the plunger con
tinues to be withdrawn. When the plunger owing to the absence of auxiliary resistance, the
reaches the limit of its outward movement, the horsepower capacity is the same for all speeds,
reluctance of the magnetic circuit, and hence the and the speed practically constant under changes
speed, becomes maximum.
of load.
The special construction employed in these
Another feature worthy of notice is the
machines makes it possible to obtain a working marked effect of the special polepiece construc
range of speed under full load from 125 to 150 tion upon the armature reaction. In the or
per cent above the minimum or normal speed of dinary motor with solid or laminated poles,
the motor, thus furnishing a 1 to i1/* ratio be there are two separate and distinct conditions
tween the speed limits of the motor.
which make it impossible to obtain a wide speed
To those familiar with the action of field- range by weakening the field strength—first, the
regulated shunt motors of ordinary type such weakening of the commutating field at the pole
a wide variation in speed by a corresponding tips, and second, the cross magnetizing effect of
variation of the magnetic flux would seem im
the armature reaction, which, acting transversely
possible of realization on account of the difficulty through the pole piece, distorts the magnetic
of securing sparkless commutation when the field field and shifts the neutral line. Both these
strength of the motor is so abnormally reduced. conditions cause sparking at the brushes.
It should be remembered, however, that the
In the Stow multispeed motors, however, the
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operation is such that, as the plunger is being
withdrawn, the air column within the polepiece
offers a gradually increasing barrier to the cross
magnetizing effect of the armature, until, when
the field strength is reduced to minimum by fully
withdrawing the plunger, the armature reaction
is also reduced to a minimum from lack of a
conducting path through which to act. This ef
fect is clearly shown by reference to Fig. 16.
Again, the construction of the pole- piece
and plunger is such that, as the volume of
magnetism is reduced by the outward movement
of the plunger, the remaining magnetic flux is
forced more and more in the direction of the
pole tips, thus furnishing a magnetic field at all
times of sufficient intensity to insure sparkless
operation at the commutator.
The advantages afforded by this method may
therefore be summarized as follows : Only one
voltage required to operate ; total absence of
auxiliary machines, wiring and apparatus ; full
rated horsepower capacity at all speeds ; any
speed within its range ; great steadiness of speed
under load changes; high efficiency throughout
entire speed range ; efficiency practically inde
pendent of speed variation ; no controller or con
trolling resistances ; machine entirely self con
tained.
The above characteristics are such as to make
these motors specially well adapted for the driv
ing of individual machine tools, lathes, planers,
milling machines, slotters, boring mills, printing
presses, power pumps and other apparatus in
which variable speed driving is necessary.
REGULATING AND REVERSING CONTROLLER FOR DIRECT
CURRENT MOTORS, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND
MFG. CO.
The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. has
placed upon the market a new and improved
controller of the commutator type. This con
troller is similar to' the well known Westinghouse commutator type controller which ha»
been in use for several years, but also embodies
several changes and improvements. It is de
signed especially for the control of direct-cur
rent motors used to operate cranes, hoists, and
like appliances requiring variation in speed to
gether with frequent stops and reversals.
The controller consists of a cast-iron frame,
inside of which is mounted the required resist
ance, and on the outside of which is fastened
the commutator or control dial for regulating
the amount of resistance to be thrown into the
circuit and for reversing the motor. In all the
smaller types the resistance is of the ventilated
cell type, as shown in Fig. 17, a construction
which is the same as that used in the Westinghouse standard railway controller resistance, in
which service its efficiency and durability have
been thoroughly proven by years of usage. In
all the larger types the resistance is made up of
strongly constructed cast-iron grids, which are
capable of standing the severest strain, it being
practically impossible to burn them out or to
injure them in any other way. These also are
the same as those used in railway service.
The contact dial or commutator is made up
of copper contacts which are fastened to the
periphery of a large circular slab of marble of
good mechanical strength, which affords a firm
support and gives excellent insulation for the
parts. The contacts are simple and so made
that they can be easily removed and replaced
when injured by any possible arcing or by wear.
Their total makes possible a correspondingly
large number of steps of resistance, giving a
very gradual regulation of the motor.
When the circuit is opened, the arc is di
vided into four breaks by the brush holder.
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which is fitted with four arms. Each contact
arm is provided with a powerful blowout mag
net which reduces the arcing to a minimum and
makes the maintenance of an arc impossible.
The whole construction has been made as com
pact as possible, every care being used to make

ENGINEER.

ods constitute probably 90 per cent of all the
mechanical speed changing apparatus in use at
the present time.
The cone step pulley has a number of faces
or grooves of different diameters by which the
speed of the countershaft may be varied. The
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conical pulley moving to or from the center of a
disk wheel. This method is not adapted for the
transmission of any large amounts of power, but
has worked well on small machinery.
Following are descriptions of some special
devices which are adapted to be used with con
stant speed motors for regulating the speed of
the driven machinery.

THE

FIG. 19.

FIG. 17. REGULATING AND REVERSING CONTROL
LER. WESTINGHOUSE ELEC. & MFG. CO.
this controller peculiarly applicable to crane
use, while fitting it to answer equally well
for use with elevators, hoists, and all classes of
work where series motors are used intermittently.
MECHANICAL METHODS OF SPEED
CONTROL.
Perhaps the most common method of me
chanical speed control is by means of the step

VIEW OF NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL
CO.'S SPEED CHANGER.

disadvantage of the stepped pulley lies in the
fact that it has only as many speed variations as
it has faces; there are no intermediate speeds.
A modification of the step cone pulley is one
where the steps have been eliminated, leaving a
simple cone. The two reversed cones either
have a belt passed around both, as with the or
dinary pulley, or a loose belt around one of them
and pressed tightly between the two cones by
means of screws or levers. In both cases the
velocity ratio of the two cones is varied by a
lateral movement of the belt. This is a natural
outgrowth of the step cone pulley and has the
advantage over it of being easier of adjust
ment and giving any speed within the range of
the cones.

c
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NATIONAL

MACHINE TOOL CO.'S
CHANGER.
The National Machine Tool Co., has put upon
the market a mechanical speed changer which is
a combination of the step gear and the friction
clutch. The method of operation is that of rais
ing the gears by means of a cam on a sliding
shaft, and in this way fixing them to the clutch.
The frame, or gear casing, is oil tight, so
that the gears may be run in an oil bath. It is
also provided with oil ring bearings of babbitt.
The casing has planing pads running its entire
length on four sides, so arranged as to receive a
form of hanger which can be attached to the top,
for bolting it to the ceiling; to the sides, for
bolting it to the wall; and to the bottom for
bolting it to the floor. In using it as a regular
countershaft, it is only necessary to have the
gear casing and hanger required for attaching
it. The usual one pulley countershaft may be
cut off at the cone and attached to shaft A of
the speed changer by a coupling. This speed
changer may be connected directly to an elec
tric motor, giving a mechanical speed change of
from two to one to eight to one, arranged in
geometrical progression. The cone on the slid
ing shaft C imparts vertical motion to the gears
by its lateral motion, meshing and unmeshing
them from their mates on shaft A as it passes
through their hubs.
This shaft is made of
tool steel, and the enlargement is beveled down
at both edges and provided with tool steel spring
keys to clutch into the seats of the bores. Lat
eral motion is imparted to shaft qy the wheel B.

THE REEVES VARIABLE SPEED TRANSMISSION, REEVES
PULLEY CO.
In the Reeves method of variable speed trans
mission an adaptation of the cone pulley is used.
The main features are two sets of cone disks
mounted on two parallel shafts, to which they
are splined. On each shaft, one disk of each set
is attached to one end of a pivoted bar, which bar
<i If*
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FIG. 20. PLAN VIEW OF REEVES VARIABLE
TRANSMISSION.

FIG. l8. DETAIL

OF

MECHANISM

cone pulley; second comes the use of the change
gears, and next the two combined. These meth-

OF

NATIONAL

SPEED CHANGER.

A third method of control is by the use of a
friction pulley traversing a conical drum, or a

is operated by a screw in such a way as to bring
together one set of disks as the other set is forced
apart. This combination of bars and pivots is so
arranged as to produce a uniform tension on the
belt, which uniformity of tension is of the great-
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est importance, as on this depends, to a large de
gree, the practicability of the pulley.
Referring to the figures, it will be seen that
the inner sides of the disks form a V-shaped

FIG. 21. ELEVATION OF REEVES VARIABLE SPEED
TRANSMISSION.
groove, in which fits an especially designed belt,
which differs from the ordinary belt in that the
tractional bearing is on the edges instead of the
inner face. This is accomplished by having a
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THE SPEED-CHANGING PULLEY. SPEED-CHANGING
PULLEY CO.
An excellent system of mechanical drive is
that introduced by the above-named company.
Fig. 23 shows this speed-changing transmission
used on a lathe directly connected to the motor
by means of a gear and chain. This makes a
self-contained and compact construction.
The motor is of the constant-speed type and
all speed changes are made by simply turning
the small hand-wheel, by which speeds in the
ratio of from one to seven by any steps may be
obtained.
This combination of a constant-speed motor
with a speed-changing transmission is econom
ical in installation and maintenance. Its noise
less motion and fine regulation make it pecul
iarly desirable for machine tools.
From the cross-sectional view of this device,
Fig. 24, it will be seen that it is built directly

FIG. 22. VIEW OF REEVES VARIABLE SPEED TRANSMISSION COMPLETE.
V-shaped belt, the sides of which have the same
angle as the sides of the disks. The operation of
these pulleys is very simple. When the bearing
diameter of one pulley is increased the diameter
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It will be seen from Fig. 25 that there are
three transmitters, which turn together in the
following manner: Upon the yoke shaft at F is
placed a worm wheel which is meshed into a
worm, the worm being fast to the handwheel
shaft; the yokes are geared to each other by the
bevel gearing at G and G. It is seen from this
that as one yoke is turned all three must turn.
The transmitter shaft is made fast to the
transmitter by a setscrew and is hollow. It is
fitted with a grease cup which forces the grease
to this hollow shaft and out through small open
ings into the bronze bearings. This grease cup
is of the compression style, and consequently
feeds only as lubrication is desired. The trans
mitters are faced with a leather fiber especially
made for this purpose, which is practically the
only thing about the pulley that will wear out,
and is easily replaced at a small expense.

FIG. 24. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF SPEED CHANGING PULLEY.

upon a sleeve bored to any required size so as to
slip on the motor shaft, to which it is fast
ened by the setscrew H.
The disk A is feathered to this sleeve and is
held in contact with the transmitter E, and the
transmitter to the disk B, by the spring C. If a
belt be run on the belt pulley D, the power will
be transmitted to the lathe shaft through

THE SIMPLEX VARIABLE SPEED COUNTERSHAFT,
SPEED CONTROL CO.
Another method of speed control is the Sim
plex, which is a combination of two pulleys of
variable diameters. The drums of the pulleys
are composed of slats which travel up or down
in grooves milled in the faces of V-shaped disks.
Transmission is accomplished through the use
of three belts, as shown in Fig. 27. The two
belts situated near the disks are the driving
belts, and contact is secured by the use of idlers,
as shown in Fig. 26. The third is simply a re
taining belt
The power capacity of the Simplex is large,
on account of the great surface of contact due

r
FIG. 26.
DIAGRAM OF ARRANGEMENT OF BELTS
AND IDLERS FOR SIMPLEX SPEED CHANGER.
fig. 25.
FIG. 23. SPEED-CHANGING PULLEY USED BETWEEN
A CONSTANT-SPEED MOTOR AND LATHE.
of the other is correspondingly decreased. The
power is transmitted with a ratio of speeds which
may be anything between two possible extremes.

DETAIL OF SPEED-CHANGING PULLEY.
END VIEW.

the transmitter B, disk A, and the sleeve. All
the running parts of this apparatus are fitted
with bronze bushings, which are made standard
so as to be easily duplicated.

to idler pulleys. Variation of the diameters is
accomplished by the use of pivoted bars. The
capacity of the Simplex is stated to be from
1 to 500 horsepower. The belt takes a polygo
nal form, flattening out between the slats, but
from practical experiment is shown to transmit
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more power when both drums are partly expanded
than when one is contracted to a perfect circle.
The weight of the slats together with the
centrifugal force developed will keep the driving
belts at the necessary tension. The machine
may be fitted with a safety device which retains
the slats in their proper positions even when the
belts are removed.

ENGINEER.

ELECTRIC DRIVE FOR MACHINE TOOLS
WITH METHODS OF VARIABLE
SPEED CONTROL.
THE question of whether or not in machine
shops power shall be distributed by means
of electricity, is today hardly considered, as
the advantages obtained by this method have
been so successfully proven that there is little

FIG. 27. DETAILS OF SIMPLEX SPEED CHANGER.
In a discussion before the Pennsylvania Street room left for doubt. The subject which is given
attention, therefore, is what method of electric
Railway Association on the subject of super
heated steam the following points were brought distribution shall be adopted and in what manner
out : Difficulties with superheaters have been shall we arrange the electric motors with respect
largely from the liability of superheater tubes to the work which they have to accomplish.
In considering the subject of individual driv
to burn out, and from trouble in lubricat
ing the engine valves. It is stated, however, by ing, some writers have said, "that while con
those who have had experience that, if proper sidered alone and for the individual tool, this
method is ideal, yet the objection will occur
care be taken, there is no trouble with a super
heater when handling temperatures up to 940 that the enormous multiplication of small motors
degrees F., and that with gridiron or poppet means increased complication and greatly in
valves there is little trouble with lubrication. The creased cost and that, if this method is em
testimony of those who had had experience was ployed, it should be limited to tools requiring
that an independent superheater is on the whole from 5 to 10 horsepower and upwards and that
more satisfactory than the use of a superheater group driving should be used where the tools
with each boiler. With respect to valves, it is require less than these amounts."
If only the saving in the coal bill due to the
recommended that for superheating of more than
100 degrees, the poppet type be used, although decreased losses in transmission obtained by in
with gridiron valves there is little likelihood of dividual drive throughout in a machine shop or
trouble up to 150 degrees. For Corliss valves not factory is to be considered, the objection above
over 50 degrees is allowable. The net saving in referred to might, in a measure, be correct, but
coal from the use of superheated steam runs from as a matter of fact, the coal bill in a year amounts
8 to 40 per cent, depending upon the style of the to such a small percentage of the total operating
engines ; the saving being of course greater expenses of any manufacturing establishment that
where a more wasteful type of engine is used. a small variation in this one way or the other
For lubrication the best quality of cylinder oil hardly merits more than passing consideration.
The element in factory costs which requires
should be used, and a positive feed employed to
.make sure that the oil reaches the valves. All most careful consideration is that of the labor
pipes and cylinders should be covered with at cost involved in turning out a given piece of
work.
least 3 inches of pipe covering in order to main
A very small percentage of decrease in the
tain the superheating. In general it has been
found that about 0.15 pound of coal is required total labor bill will, as a rule, justify a greatly
to superheat a pound of steam 250 degrees F. and increased first cost, provided that cost will di
rectly bring about a reduction in the labor bill.
a superheat of 200 to 300 degrees will give super
Besides eliminating the disadvantages of line
heated steam at the exhaust from the high-pres
shafting,
belting and the inflexibility of location,
sure cylinder.
the individual drive of machine tools by electric
motors increases the efficiency and output of
In small engines it is a mistake to employ too machine shops.
mild a steel for crank shafts. A steel of good
It is not necessary, therefore, to lay down
quality and of a tensile strength of 40 to 45 long any specific line of demarkation as to the size of
tons, known as Admiralty Gun Steel, is excellent the tool on which it would be advisable to apply
for crank shafts in high-speed engines. It is stiff an individual motor, but rather to determine
and rigid, and is not likely to bend or twist. Stiff in the case of each particular tool the class of
material and large diameter are the effectual cures work which is to be done and the character of
of weak shafts. The latter of course gives higher the shop in which the system is to be installed,
velocities of rubbing and thereby increases the as to whether or not the increased facilities
friction, but at the same time it increases the which the individual motor-driven tool affords
bearing area, and, with the forced lubrication now in the direction of variable speeds under instant
common, the shaft is really afloat on the oil, hence control over any range with every speed con
no great increase in the friction follows the use stant regardless of the load, and the horsepower
of a larger diameter.
of the motor but slightly in excess of that re
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quired by the tool, as well as the ability to main
tain high cutting speeds due to superior facili
ties for manipulation and the absence of shut
downs due to belt troubles, will not offset the
objection claimed against the individual method
of tool drive, which is "greatly increased first
cost."
If we fail to find that the advantages just
mentioned offset the only objection claimed, be
fore dismissing the problem there must be cred
ited against the first cost of the individually
driven tool the cost of countershafts, hangers and
belts, also the cost of the increased power to
overcome friction losses due to the shafts get
ting out of line and the tool operator's time lost
in lacing and repairing the belts, to say nothing of
the unhandy methods which are required for
starting and stopping and shifting from one
speed to another. Upon giving all of these points
careful consideration, we shall find that the first
cost of the individually equipped shop is not
much, if any, greater than one arranged for
group drive, particularly in the face of the ad
vantages obtained by the former method of drive.
The practice of using portable tools and bring
ing the tools to the work rather than the work
to the tools, which is becoming so popular to
day, is only a further development of the in
dividually driven motor tool idea. The portable
tool, which cannot be operated unless it is driven
with individual electric motor, serves as an ex
cellent example of what we should endeavor
to accomplish in efforts to make all machine

CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE Co'S. NO. 3
GEARED-FEED MILLER | DRIVEN BY A
HORSE
POWER shunt-wound motor. (With the Crock
er-Wheeler system of control this gives 36 speeds
with a total range of spindle speed of 278 to 14
revolutions per minute.)
tools as simple and useful as possible. They
should not be so arranged that they must al
ways be in one particular location in a shop, for
it may be desirable to use this portion of the
shop, as time goes on, for other purposes ; or pos
sibly it will become necessary to crowd in ad
ditional machines of the same type as those al
ready in use, and it is not every shop that is so
arranged as to permit of the installation of
additional tools without necessitating very awk
ward connections to the line shafting.
If the tools are all individually driven, this
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difficulty does not exist. While the individual
method of electric drive provides a material re
duction in the cost of power, this factor is not
its greatest recommendation, the greatest bene
fit being derived from the elasticity which is

51-INCH BORING AND TURNING MILL BUILT BY
THE BAUSH MACHINE TOOL CO. ; DRIVEN BY
CROCKER-WHEELER 15-HORSEPOWER FORM I MOTOR.
(Capable of 21 speeds in either direction, which
with three back gear combinations give a total
range of table speed of 76.3 to 1 revolutions per
minute.)
obtained only by the adoption of this method.
With individually driven tools there is no longer
any necessity for the rigidity of arrangement
which obtains with shafting and belting, so that
if it becomes necessary to rearrange the plant
at any time, the expense is reduced to a mini
mum.
The valuable light, which possibly the build
ing has been constructed especially to provide,
can only be maintained by avoiding the adoption
of any equipment requiring overhead construc
tion, which must necessarily prove an obstruc
tion in this regard.
A study of the evolution of the introduction
of electricity into industrial plants, first for lights,
second for cranes and elevators, third for con
stant speed motors for group drive, and lastly,
variable speed motors individually connected to
the tools, indicates clearly that the group method
can hardly be compared with individual drive so
far as advantages are concerned, or it would not
have been necessary for manufacturers to spend
their energies in developing the ingenious .appli
cations of individually driven motor topi equip
ments which have been offered to the market
during, we may say, the past year.
While the driving of groups of tools by means
of constant speed belted motors permits of the
elimination of very heavy belting and long line
shafts, and in this respect is an advance towards
the ultimate end,—electric drive of individual
machines,—it does not and cannot offer that
which is by far the most important feature of
electric driving, i. e., the possibility of placing
speed control of the driven tool at the immediate
will of the operator.
With these preliminary remarks as to gen
eral problems governing questions which have to
be determined before a purchaser can properly
select the electric system which is best suited
for his own particular plant, we will pass to a
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description of a particular system of electric
drive which offers certain positive advantages
due to its methods of variable speed control.
The system which we will describe is that of
fered by the Crocker-Wheeler Co., of Ampere,
N. J., and the information given below will be
particularly valuable to any one interested when
making a comparison between the method of
individually driving tools and that of operating
them in groups.
The ordinary belt driven tool usually has a
speed range obtained by mechanical means, of
from 20 to 1 up to 50 to 1 with increased speed
steps of about 30 to 50 per cent'. The CrockerWheeler system for the multiple-voltage opera
tion of machine shops not only extends the speed
range but also reduces the spted increment per
step to about 1 per cent, which has been found
by experience to be as small an amount as would
be desirable to use. This system is a method
of electric power distribution at different voltages
which enables standard motors to be operated
by changing the potential of the current at their
terminals. The generating plant supplies the
highest voltage of the system. This voltage may
be termed the primary and is divided by a threeunit balancing transformer into three unvarying
voltages of unequal value which are maintained
between the wires of a four-wire circuit, various
connections of which offer six different and dis
tinct voltages.
The principle on which this system of speed
control is based is that in a separately-excited,
shunt motor the speed of the armature is propor-
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tors. The intermediate wires of the system are
extended to the variable-speed motors only, the
constant speed and crane motors and the light
ing being supplied in the usual manner from
the outside wires at the generator voltage.
Those motors requiring variable speed are
connected to the four-wire circuit by means of a
controller of the drum type adapted for mount
ing on the tool in a place' convenient to the
operator. The action of this controller is such
that, as the drum revolves, the armature ter
minals of the motor are connected to the six
circuits afforded by this system, in the proper
sequence, and the travel of the drum from one
position to the next is so quickened by the ac
tion of a spring that contacts are made and
broken at a high rate of speed, preventing the
formation of arcs and eliminating the possibil
ity of the drum stopping between contacts. This
gives six fundamental motor speeds which are
subject to a further refinement by varying the
motor's field strength sufficiently to cover the
gaps between them.
The speed range obtained on the voltage points
alone is 6 to 1, being proportional to the ratio of
maximum to minimum voltages. The addition
of field resistance points, above the highest volt
age points, extends the total range of the con
troller to a value of 10 to 1. For exceptional
cases the range may be increased to a maximum
of 12 to 1, the proper range in any case being
determined by the character of the machine and
the work which it performs.
The Crocker-Wheeler system as outlined, has

HENDEY NORTON IMPROVED SCREW CUTTING LATHE; DRIVEN BY A 5-HORSEPOWER SHUNTWOUND crocker-wheeler motor. (With the Crocker-Wheeler system of speed control this
gives 21 speeds to the motor. With two back gear combinations a total range of spindle speeds
from 285 to 400 revolutions per minute is provided with 42 working speeds inside the range.)

tional to the voltage supplied to its terminals.
If this voltage remains constant, the speed will
remain constant, even with varying load.
•It is the function of the balancer to maintain
these voltages constant and to accommodate the
unbalance of currents between the four wires of
the distribution circuit.
As the conditions of machine tool operation
will result in the various motors of the system
being nearly equally distributed on the circuits,
the unbalanced current will be but a small per
centage of the total current taken by all the mo-

certain positive advantages of which the most
important are the following:
1. Variable speed, under instant control,
over any range.
2. Every speed constant regardless of the
load.
3. Controllers simple and convenient of at
tachment.
4. ' The horsepower of the motor but slightly
in excess of that required by the tool.
5. Output of machine tools much greater
than when they are belt-driven.
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6. Ease of adaptation to existing shops with
a two-wire system of electric power distribution.
7. Employment of standard motors.
8. Ability to maintain high cutting speeds
due to superior facilities for manipulation.
Motors used in an ordinary shop equipment
may be divided into classes A, B, C and D, ac
cording to the nature of their duty.

ENGINEER.

regulation as they may require can be obtained
by rheostatic control.
The other two classes, C and D, are controll
able speed motors for the drive of individual
tools where the speed should be maintained con
stant at any one of a number of fixed values.
Class C covers motors driving pressure blow
ers, punch presses, planers, etc., which demand

Generator iwVoits
DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE CROCKER- WHEELER SYSTEM OF MULTIPLE VOLTAGE
SPEED CONTROL.
Class A are constant speed motors such as
drive groups of small tools by shafting, this class
being kept as small as possible consistent with
best judgment based on careful study of all of
the advantages which *should be credited to the
individual drive idea in comparison with the one
disadvantage which may or may not exist, which
is that of a possible slight increase in first cost,
which may be lost sight of entirely in the face
of the advantages which are to be obtained
through flexibility of location and ease of man
ipulation.

approximately constant torque at all speeds, the
horsepower diminishing with the speed. This
characteristic of the tool being identical with the
power characteristic of the motor on this sys
tem, the normal horsepower of the motor need
not be greater than the maximum demanded by
the tool.
Class D includes those motors which operate
lathes, boring mills, etc., where the torque in
creases as the speed diminishes. If the range
required by these tools were to be obtained by
using a motor through its maximum range, the

BALANCING TRANSFORMER FOR THE CROCKER- WHEELER MULTIPLE VOLTAGE SYSTEM.
(It Sub
divides the generator voltage and automatically assists any overloaded circuit with power drawn
from more lightly loaded ones. The output of each of its units is but a small per cent of the
horsepower of the motors on that particular circuit.)
Class B are controllable speed motors, gen
erally of the series-wound type, as used on
cranes.
The duties which the motors in both of these
classes have to perform is such that their de
mand for current is intermittent and often ex
cessive, consequently they are best suited for
connection to the outside mains and such speed

motor would be very large and unnecessarily ex
pensive. For this class a speed range of approxi
mately 3 to 1 has been selected as a basis for
the determination of the most suitable sizes of
motors with respect to the duty which they have
to perform. A motor, therefore, to give a con
stant horsepower throughout this range, must
have a normal rating of about twice the horse
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power required by the tool. This range, how
ever, may be extended to cover the entire range
required by the tool by using one or more ad
ditional gear runs. The method is an advan
tageous compromise between the use of an ex
cessively large motor with no gears and a con
stant speed motor with many gears.
The extreme facility of manipulation which
this system affords enables the machinist to push
his tool to the highest limit of cutting speed,
thereby giving large increases in output. Re
sults show that as much as 20 per cent increase
in output over a belt-driven tool may be ob
tained by this system of motor drive. As by actual
test in commercial plants it has been shown that
2% per cent increase is sufficient to warrant the
outlay necessary for individual drive, the possi
bility of large saving in operating expenses
through the adoption of this systetm is at once
apparent.

VARIABLE SPEED INDUCTION MOTORS.
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
One of the strong points in favor of the induc
tion motor, whether for multiphase or single
phase circuits, is the excellent speed regulation
obtained on account of its tendency always to
run at practically a constant speed. When
operating without load, such a motor will run at
what is called synchronous speed, determined
entirely by the frequency of the circuit from
which the current is supplied. At no load it
will drop off perhaps 2 per cent or 3 per cent,
but when compared with the direct current
motor this drop is so small that for many classes
of service the advantage obtained thereby is
worth considerable additional expense.
For
these reasons the induction motor is not inher
ently adapted for variable speed control, but the
difficulties in obtaining such speed control are
not by any means insurmountable, and through
the ability of our modern engineers to solve
problems which on their surface appear very
difficult, it is possible to adapt the induction
motor to many kinds of service wherh variation in
speed is necessary. The Stanley Eledtric Mfg. Co.
is giving this matter special attention and study,
and through their courtesy we are able to pre
sent a general outline of the situation as it
stands today.
We may say that there are four general
methods in use for varying the speed of the
multiphase induction motor :
First, by inserting resistance in the secondary
circuit; second, by varying the voltage on the
primary circuit of the motor with a high re
sistance secondary; third, by changing the fre
quency of the circuit from which current for the
motor is supplied; fourth, by changing the num
ber of poles in the winding.
The first method mentioned, viz., that of in
serting resistance in the secondary circuit of the
motor, is the one which has been most commonly
used. Ordinarily the secondary circuit is the
revolving part and has a three-phase winding
with three collector rings, so that resistance may
be connected to these rings for varying the
speed. Generally there are three branches to
this resistance with star connection, and a con
troller is used for short circuiting • connections
of the resistance, which is equivalent to moving
the neutral point gradually up to the ends con
nected with the collector rings. When these
three ends are short circuited the motor acts
similarly to an ordinary motor with short-cir
cuited low-resistance secondary winding. With
this arrangement a very complete control of
speed can be obtained, the regulation depending
entirely upon how expensive and complicated it
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is best to make the controller and resistance. It
is possible to obtain any speed from zero up to
full speed at any value of torque which the
motor is capable of developing from zero up to
its maximum, which is ordinarily perhaps two

ENGINEER.

on the primary, has many advantages, for it is
possible in this way to use a squirrel cage arma
ture which is most simple and reliable. The arma
ture winding in this method of speed control is
usually made of a high resistance material, so as

THREE-PHASE STANLEY INDUCTION MOTOR WITH RESISTANCE IN THE SECONDARY.
and one-half to three times the torque which it
develops when running at its rated horsepower
and full speed.
The chief disadvantage of this method of
speed control is the low efficiency obtained if it
is necessary to develop large torque at low
speeds. The efficiency varies approximately as
the speed for a given value of torque develop.
For instance, if the motor when running
at full load speed has an efficiency of 90 per cent,
when developing the same torque at half speed
the efficiency will be approximately 45 per cent,
most of the loss being dissipated in the resistance.
The use of this method is, therefore, generally
confined to those cases where efficiency is not
of very great importance or where the motor

to give a large starting torque and considerable
slip at full load and normal voltage. The volt
age on the motor is then varied with a resulting
variation in slip, so that nearly as wide variations
in speed and in torque can be obtained as in the
method of speed control by varying the second
ary resistance. The voltage on the primary may
be varied by inserting or cutting out resistance,
and this is the cheapest arrangement, so far as
first cost is concerned. Considerable saving in
current is obtained, however, by using a poten
tial regulator, transformer, or compensator, the

WOUND SECONDARY FOR INDUCTION MOTOR.
runs at low speed only a comparatively small
portion of the time. It is very commonly used
for mine hoists and is especially well adapted to
work of this nature where perfect speed control
is necessary and the load must be brought to full
speed in a short time. Rapid acceleration of the
load is possible with a comparatively small cur
rent This type of motor is also used frequent
ly in cranes of large sizes.
The method of speed control by means of
varying the resistance in the secondary circuit
deprives the induction motor, to a certain extent,
of one of its strong points, which is simplicity
of construction.
On this account the second
method mentioned, that of varying the potential
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trolling device, whereas six or seven wires will
be required for a motor having collector rings.
Motors of this type are frequently used for
smaller sizes of cranes with considerable satis
faction.
As compared with the method of varying re
sistance in the secondary circuit, this method has
the disadvantage of slightly lower efficiency and
power factor. Another objection, which in some
cases may be serious, is that the energy lost when
running at low speeds and large value of torque
is all dissipated in the motor and not in the ex
ternal resistance, so that if the motor must run
for a long time under these conditions it is often
necessary to use a machine somewhat larger
than would be used in the first method of speed
control. Nearly all of this lost energy is, how
ever, dissipated in the armature rather than in
the field, and inasmuch as the armature is of the
squirrel cage type with exceedingly low voltage
on its winding, little or no insulation is neces
sary, so that very high temperatures are not in
admissible. Special methods are generally used
to prevent this heat developed in the armature
from being transmitted to the field to an injuri
ous extent.
A further objection, which under certain con
ditions is an important one, is the tendency of
this type of variable speed motor to change its
speed considerably for small variations in volt
age or load when running at very low speeds,
with the result that the speed is sometimes un
stable and cannot, therefore, be controlled with
the same nicety as in the motor where variable
resistance in the secondary circuit is used. It
is peculiarly suitable, however, for installation
in powder mills, oil refineries, oil wells, etc,
where it is absolutely necessary to avoid the
slightest possibility of an arc, for there is noth
ing whatever on the motor that could possibly
form an arc, and the controller can be arranged
to make and break all contacts under oil.
The above first and second methods of vary
ing the speed are capable of giving an indefinite

SQUIRREL CAGE SECONDARY FOR INDUCTION MOTOR.

latter being merely a single coil transformer
with a number of taps for the secondary voltage.
Some kind of controller is, of course, necessary
for whichever of these devices is used.
This type of speed control has the great ad
vantage that there is nothing in the armature
that requires attention or can get out of repair,
and the motor can, therefore, be put in a com
paratively inaccessible place since the only thing
about it needing attention is to see that the oil
in the self-oiling bearings does not give out.
The motor can be put in very dusty and dirty
places where motors of any other type could not be
used. Also it is necessary to run only three or
possibly four wires to the motor from the con-

number of speeds, depending upon how expens
ive it is advisable to make the controller, but
aside from the disadvantage of low efficiency at
low speeds, they have a further disadvantage
for some classes of work, that the speed will
vary with the load, if the controller is set at
any one point, the action being very similar to
that of the direct-current shunt wound motor,
whose speed is controlled by inserting resistance
in the armature circuit. This is objectionable
for some kinds of machine tools, where the tool
leaves the metal during part of the operation,
for under these conditions the motor would
speed up on account of the load having been re
duced, and when the tool starts to cut again the
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speed would be so high that breakage would re
sult. The third method of speed control, there
fore, that of changing the frequency of the cir
cuit from which the motor is run, has a consid
erable advantage, for certain classes of work, as
compared with the other methods. By this
means the motor is made to run at a speed de
termined entirely by frequency, and since a low
resistance armature is used, the variations in
speed due to change in load are practically noth
ing. The efficiency is very high at all speeds
and the squirrel cage armature can be used

ENGINEER.

ble, so that a number of different speeds can be
obtained, and when combined with a satisfactory
device for changing the speed mechanically an
almost indefinite number of speeds can be se
cured with quite satisfactory results.
Under
certain circumstances other combinations of the
different methods are possible, but they are not
so commonly advocated.
Just as the induction motor was somewhat be
hind the direct-current motor in its development
for constant speed service, so it has been behind
in the development for variable speed.
For

CONTROLLER FOR OPERATING STANLEY INDUCTION MOTOR AT VARIABLE SPEED.
without any difficulty. The different frequen
both classes of service it has presented more
cies are usually obtained by means of several difficult problems for solution before it could be
sets of wires and generators arranged to give satisfactorily applied. But to the same extent
several different frequencies.
Two additional that the induction motor is now showing much
wires are generally used on multi-phase systems more rapid advancement for its application to
for each additional frequency, a common return constant speed work, so the indications are that
wire being used for all of the frequencies. This before a great while its application to variable
method is being used now to some extent in ma
speed service under many conditions will be as
chine shops with very good results. It is evi
general as that of the direct-current motor. The
dent, however, that only a comparatively small fine variations of speed possible with the shuntnumber of speeds can be obtained.
wound, direct-current motor by means of varia
The fourth method of speed variation, by tions in field strength are a point in its favoi,
but in actual practice it is found that the cases
changing the number of pole's in the motor, ac
complishes practically the same results as where such a speed variation is essential are
changing frequency and without the necessity few. A shunt motor so controlled has a weak
of having more than one frequency from the field and, therefore, poor commutation, under
generator. One method of accomplishing this just those conditions where the best commuta
is to place two or more entirely separate primary tion is desirable. Furthermore it is handicapped
windings in the slots of the motor, each having by a commutator which is always a possible
source of trouble and it must, therefore, be in
a different number of poles and separate ter
stalled where it can be kept clean and is easily
minals to which the supply circuit may be con
nected. The tendency with this arrangement is accessible.
The Stanley Company are attacking this prob
to somewhat increase the expense of the motor
and to slightly impair its efficiency and power lem with a great deal of energy and with a dis
factor. Another method is to use a special tinct view of future possibilities, and through
scheme of connecting a single primary winding their efforts we hope to see immediate develop
so that two or three different numbers of poles ments in this very interesting field.
may be obtained by a change in the connections
of the motor terminals, an arrangement which
A novel method of straightening a motor
is more economical of the material in the shaft was recently employed by W. A. Lon
motor. A combination of these two arrange
don at the works of the Nordyke & Marmon
ments is, of course, possible, giving a larger Co. The bearing could not be. turned down or
number of speeds. The squirrel cage armature hammered, so a block was made which would fit
is not only possible but necessary with this one-third of the way around the shaft and was
method of speed control, since the number of heated red hot. This was applied to the con
poles in such an armature does not depend upon cave side of the bend until the heat expanded
its winding, but entirely upon the number of that side of the shaft so that it sprung a little
poles in the field in which it is placed.
more than back to straight. On removal of the
Obviously, a combination of the third and block the shaft became straight and remained
fourth methods of speed control is quite possi- so.

Jan. i, 1904SPEED CONTROL OF ELECTRIC MOTORS
FOR PRINTING PRESSES.
BY S. L. BARRIETT.
There are several methods for varying the
speed of an electric motor, the result of each
method being different, yet each being useful for
certain purposes. For large cylinder presses do
ing one class of work it is not necessary to have
a speed-varying device. But on pony cylinder
presses, where the number of impressions varies
from 1,500 to 2,700 per hour, it is necessary to
have a speed controller in series with the arma
ture of the motor, also a rheostat in series with
its field circuit. A drum controller is used ordi
narily, as it requires less space than an ordinary
spaed controller, the resistance being placed un
der the press or in any suitable place. A large
catalogue cylinder press usually makes from 500
to 1,500 impressions per hour. The same ar
rangement of controlling apparatus is to be used,
a drum controller and a field rheostat arranged
as above described. The drum controller is so
made that the operator may reverse the motor
and back up the press at will, or may vary the
speed of the motor within the full range of the
controller.
Small job envelope presses usually make about
1,200 impressions per hour, and an ordinary ma
chine-type speed controller is all that is need
ed to vary the speed of the press for various
kinds of work. A large platen press, when
printing color work, should make about 700 im
pressions per hour with machine-type controller;
when used for embossing, it should make about
700 impressions per hour and should have a start
ing rheostat ; the speed should be varied only by
means of the rheostat in series with the field,
since this method of varying the speed will
allow the motor to hold at nearly constant speed
under varying load and will not cause the motor
to stall at the point where the press requires
the most power. A motor controlled entirely by
a resistance in series with the armature will not
run at a constant speed with a varying load as
does a shunt motor where no resistance is kept
in series with the armature after the motor is
started.
The effect of varying the speed of a motor
with a resistance in series with the armature is
as follows : When the resistance is all in, the
speed of the motor is reduced to a minimum
with that resistance, and when the resistance is
all out the motor will run at its normal speed.
If it is desired to increase the speed above nor
mal, resistance is introduced in series with the
field winding, thus reducing the field strength,
which results in increasing the speed of the mo
tor. The increase of speed caused by inserting
a field resistance varies approximately in the
same ratio that the resistance inserted bears to
the whole field resistance. For example, if the
normal speed of the motor is 1,000 revolutions
per minute, and it is found that the resistance
of the shunt fields is 500 ohms, inserting a re
sistance of 125 ohms, one-fourth that of the
field, in series with the field coils of the motor
would cause the motor to increase in speed onefourth the normal, or 250 revolutions per min
ute, making the speed 1,250 instead of 1,000 rev
olutions.
The method of introducing a variable resist
ance in the field circuits is a simple, economical
and compact means of regulating the speed of
electric motors, providing that the motor is a
well-designed machine having a "stiff," or, as
more commonly stated, a "strong," field, as in
serting a resistance in the field reduces the
strength and tends to cause sparking at the
brushes. If a motor has a weak field, it will
not permit much resistance to be used as above
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stated, and the only thing that can be done is to
proportion the driving pulleys or gears so that
when the motor is running at its normal speed the
press will have its maximum speed and to pro
vide a variable resistance to be inserted in series
with the armature in order to reduce the speed
as desired.

ELECTRICITY AS A MOTIVE POWER IN
GREAT BRITAIN.
BY ARTHUR H. ALLEN.
{Continued from page 6.)
be driven by shunt-wound motors. A curious
system put forward by one firm involves the
use of a series motor and a shunt motor; for
starting and at low speeds, these are put in
series, while for higher speeds they are put in
parallel, but the combination differs materially
from the usual series-parallel system. Another
system which has been widely used, especially for
large printing presses, employs a small pilot
motor for starting and turning slowly, and a
large motor for the high speeds. The small motor
drives the shaft of the large one through worm
gearing, which is automatically uncoupled when
the large motor is brought into action. This
system has decided advantages, and has been
very successful.
A notable application of the electric motor is
to the direct driving of planing machines, with
quick return. The motor is automatically re
versed at the end of each stroke, and a resistance
is at the same instant introduced into the shunt
field circuit, so as to give the quick return; at
the end of the back stroke, this resistance is
automatically short-circuited, giving a strong
field for reversing the motion of the armature,
and the slow speed for the working stroke This
method is very satisfactory, doing away with the
use of crossed belts and similar devices, which
occupy much space and are costly to maintain,
and simplifying the construction of the planer.
By proper design it is possible to keep the re
versing current down to about the normal full
load current.
The rheostats used for starting are generally
of the liquid resistance type, of which many sat
isfactory patterns are in use. One of the best
consists of a drum containing the liquid, which is
carried on trunnions ; to start the motor, the drum
is rotated, bringing the liquid into contact with
the electrodes inside the drum. Simple overload
and no load release devices are combined with
the rheostat, and the liquid is wholly enclosed,
the drum being water-tight. A small safety valve
is provided to allow of the escape of vapor. For
shunt regulation there appears to be no limit
to the patterns of resistance available.
Where induction motors are in use, they are in
all sizes above about 5 horsepower and generally
provided with wound rotors. In this case speed
regulation is possible, by inserting resistance in
the rotor circuit, but it is a wasteful method. In
fact, the great drawback to the use of induction
motors is the difficulty of economically varying
the speed. A line of motors with two or more
sets of stators and rotors in one frame has been
introduced by a Continental firm, a method which
gives a number of speeds with economy, but at
an increased initial cost. Great attention is
now centered upon single-phase repulsion motors,
of which one or more types are now on the mar
ket In this type, the rotor is provided with a
commutator and runs up to speed as a repulsion
motor; on attaining synchronism, it runs as an
ordinary induction motor. The starting torque
is said to be satisfactory, but the facility of speed
variation is still deficient. Accounts from Ger
many relating to the single-phase motor devel
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oped by the Union Co. are very promising; it is
said that this motor is superior even to the directcurrent motor as regards starting effort and ease
of regulation, but it is not on the market as yet.
POWER OF BOILERS.
BY WARREN O. ROGERS.
The habit of rating boilers by horsepower is
a custom that has been handed down from Watt's
time and bids fair to continue with us for some
time to come, notwithstanding the fact that the
method of rating boilers at that time was con
siderably different from that of today.
The traditional method is to consider 62J4
pounds of water evaporated per hour into steam
as equivalent to 1 boiler horsepower.
The
method of today is one that figures on evaporat
ing 30 pounds of water per hour from 100 degrees
F. and at 70 pounds gauge pressure as equivalent
to 1 boiler horsepower. This standard is also
equivalent to the evaporation of 34.5 pounds of
water per hour from and at 212 degrees F. As a
boiler can in no way develop power of itself it
would seem that to assign to it the term horse
power is illogical, because economy in the use of
steam must depend upon the engine alone, and
economy varies greatly with the various types
of engines.
The term horsepower, as applied to a boiler,
seems justified, however, as a matter of conven
ience, and probably conveys as intelligent an idea
as to the power the boiler is able to furnish as
any other term.
The power of a boiler to make steam depends
upon the amount of heat generated in the furnace,
and on the proportion of that heat which is trans
mitted to the water in the boiler.
The amount of heat liberated through com
bustion depends upon the quality of the fuel, the
rate of combustion and the size of the grate.
The value of coal for steam making cannot be
determined except by careful and accurate tests
with apparatus which operating engineers are
not supplied with ; but if the manufacturer in
sisted more strongly that his coal should not pro
duce more than a certain per cent of ash or clink
er—to vary according to the price paid per ton—
he would find that fuel expenses would materially
decrease.
The rate of combustion varies with the draft,
quality of coal and the skill with which the fire
is handled. As a general rule a moderate rate
of combustion is preferable, as the combustion is
more likely to be complete and the heating sur
faces are thus permitted to take up a larger por
tion of the heat produced, while if the combus
tion is too rapid a large amount of heat escapes
to the stack. On the other hand, when the com
bustion is too slow a considerable excess of air
is admitted to the furnace through fhe grates and
the loss of heat by radiation and conduction is
proportionately increased.
The heating surface of a boiler is a factor
which also requires consideration. The heating
surfaces of the various kinds of boilers differ in
their efficiency ; thus, for instance, the tubes of
a return tubular boiler are not equal in radiat
ing value to the shell for equal areas. Neither
can both ends of a tube be of equal value, as the
value decreases with the length of the tube—it is,
therefore, of little advantage to have the length
of the tube more than fifty times its diameter.
The rating of a boiler as now sold is figured
from the amount of its heating surface, allowing
from 11 to 12 square feet per horsepower. It is
evident that this method of rating is an invitation
to boiler makers to increase the heating surface
at the expense of the capacity.
It is because of this rating that boilers (hor
izontal tubular) often contain tubes so small and
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so close together that they occupy a height equal
to about three-fourths of the diameter of the
shell, consequently the attendant is forced to
carry a high water level, which reduces the steam
space, thus causing some water to pass to the
steam mains, with an excellent chance of dam
aging the engine.
When we consider all the factors which tend
to increase or decrease the power of a boiler we
find it difficult to define the term horsepower as
applied to a steam boiler, and after all, the old
centennial rule as adopted and used will undoubt
edly stand in the rating of boiler horsepower.
One of the largest contracts for steam turbine
and electrical power machinery recorded in Amer
ican territory has just been closed by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., with the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Co., covering 15,000 kilowatts ca
pacity of steam turbines and approximately 50,000
kilowatts capacity of electrical generating and con
verting machinery, for equipping the new rapid
transit subway and elevated system, now under con
struction in Philadelphia.
. The most interesting point in regard to the
equipment to be installed, is that steam turbines
are to be used exclusively for power generation
in the new central station now under construction.
Three turbines will be installed, each of 5,000
kilowatts normal capacity, which will be of the
type now being built by the Westinghouse Ma
chine Co., for large powers. The turbines will be
direct-connected to Westinghouse three-phase,
25-cycle generators, and the units will run at 750
revolutions per minute with 175 pounds of steam
pressure, 27^ inches vacuum, and, possibly, 100 to
150 degrees F. of superheat. The three units will
operate in multiple upon a common busbar, and
power will be distributed directly from the sta
tion at a nominal potential of 13,000 volts, without
the use of any intermediate transformers; for
this purpose the generators are wound for high
potential.
The new power station will be located upon the
Delaware river, near the foot of Green street,
and is laid out for an ultimate capacity of 50,000
kilowatts, the idea of its designers being to con
centrate at this point the entire power generating
equipment at present distributed among a num
ber of smaller stations. The location of the new
station upon the river bank secures excellent coal
ing facilities and an inexhaustible supply of water
for condensing purposes.
The present equipment will furnish power for
the subway and some reserve power for the sur
face traction system pending the execution of pro
posed plans for centralizing the entire power sys
tem.
The contract also comprises a large amount of
transforming and converting machinery, to be in
stalled in the several sub-stations, which will be
built at various locations in the district covered
by the transit system. This machinery will be
used for converting the high-tension A. C. power
received from the main station into low-potential,
direct current for feeding the third rail of the
traction system. The first installation will com
prise fourteen 1,000-kilowatt and two 500-kilowatt rotary converters. Each of the 1,000 kilo,
watt rotaries will be furnished with three 375-kilowatt step-down transformers, and each of the 500kilowatt rotaries with three 175-kilowatt trans
formers of similar design.
The new rapid transit system, now under con
struction, will cover the entire business district
of Philadelphia, and includes a two and fourtrack subway about 1% miles in length, extending
from the Delaware river along Market street, to
a point near 23d street, a short distance from the
Schuylkill river. At Broad street an appropriate
central terminal station will be erected.
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PUMPS AND PUMPING MACHINERY.
RAISING WATER BY SUCTION.
SUCTION is a term commonly employed to
denote vacuum or the absence of atmos
pheric pressure. When a pump raises
water by suction the water is raised by virtue of
the vacuum created in the pump cylinder and in
the suction pipe. As a vacuum does not exist
under natural conditions, but must be created
by mechanical or other means, the natural tend
ency is to destroy the vacuum and to equalize
the pressures inside and outside the pump and
suction pipes. If the pipe were to be lifted free
of the water, air would rush in and destroy the
vacuum, but if the pipe be submerged and a
vacuum then created above the water, the air
pressing on the water forces the latter into the
pipe and pump and destroys the vacuum. By
creating a vacuum in the suction pipe a differ
ence of pressure is caused, and the natural re
sult is that the flow of air and water is from
the higher to the lower pressure, and in the case
of the pump, the lower pressure being within the
suction pipe, the flow of air and water is natural
ly from the outside into the pipe.
The pressure on a unit of area is always the
same at the surface of the water, and is equal
to the pressure of the atmosphere whether the
unit of area lies inside or outside the suction
pipe. This may be understood by referring to
Fig. 1, which represents the water cylinder and
suction pipes of a pump.
Before starting the pump, the pressure of air

FIG. I. WATER LEVEL IN SUCTION PIPF DUE TO
GIVEN VACCUM.
both inside and outside of the pipe is the same
viz., 15 pounds per square inch in round num
bers. At a temperature of 60 degrees F. 1 cubic
foot of water weighs 62.355 pounds—that is,
this pressure is upon 144 square inches; there
fore, the pressure on 1 square inch is 62.355 -H
144 = 0.433 pound. That is the pressure of a
column 1 inch square and 1 foot or 12 inches
high. The height of a column of water 1 inch
square which weighs I pound is 12 -— 0.433 = 27.7
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inches. Now, suppose we expel a certain quan
tity of air from the suction pipe and thus reduce
the pressure 1 pound; we now have a vacuum
equivalent to 1 pound, and, as air cannot enter
the suction pipe, it forces the water into the pipe
and destroys the vacuum. In order to do this
the water will have to rise in the pipe a distance

pressure at the surface of the water in the res
ervoir was 15 pounds. When the water rises 27.7
inches it balances 1 pound pressure on the out
side; therefore, in order to balance the total
outside pressure of 15 pounds, it must rise
27-7 X IS = 405 5 inches, practically, or 34 feet,
which is the greatest height to which the water
can rise in the pipe, because at this height it bal
ances the full pressure of the atmosphere.
It is well known that in practice it is imprac-

HEIGHT TO WHICH PUMPS CAN RAISE WATER BY SUCTION.
Vacuum Air Pressure in
Inches Suction Pipe,
Mercury. Lbs. per Sq. In.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
14
15

14.21
13.72
13.23
12.74
12.25
11.76
11.27
10.78
10.29
9.80
9.31
8.83
8.33
7.84
7.36

Calculated
Lift
in Feet.

Actual
Lift
in Feet.

Vacuum,
Inches
Mercury.

Air Pressure in
Suction Pipe,
Lbs. perSq.In.

Calculated
Lift
in Feet.

1.128
2.256
3.384
4.512
5.640
6.768
7.896
9.024
10.152
11.280
12.408
13.536
14.664
15.792
16.920

0.902
1.804
2.707
3.609
4.512
5.414
6.316
7.219
8.121
9.024
9.926
10.828
11.731
12.688
13.536

1«
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
80

6.86
6.37
5.88
5.89
4.90
4.41
8.92
3.43
2.94
2.45
1.96
1.47
0.98
0.49
0.00

18.048
19.176
20.204
21.482
22.560
23.688
24.816
25.944
27.072
28.200
29.328
80.456
31.584
32.712
83.840

equivalent to 1 pound pressure, which was found
to be 27.7 inches. The pressure of air at the
surface of the water outside of the pipe is 15
pounds, and the pressure at the same level inside
the pipe is 14 pounds air pressure and 1 pound
water pressure, making a total of 15 pounds
within the pipe. If no more air be removed
from the pipe and no air be admitted into it,
the water in the pipe must remain at a height
of 27.7 inches, because no unbalanced vacuum
exists in the pipe, which is the natural condi
tion of things. If another pound pressure were
removed from the pipe the pressure on the out
side at the water level would be 15 pounds, and
on the inside only 13 pounds; consequently the
15 pounds would force the water up another
27.7 inches, making the total height 55.4 inches.
Two pounds air pressure have now been re
moved from the pipe and 2 pounds water pres
sure have been forced into it, so that the total
weight on the unit of area at the surface of
the water is still 15 pounds both inside and out
side of the pipe.
It will thus be seen that a pump is enabled to
draw or to lift water by reason of the constant
air pressure outside and the varying air pressure
inside the pipe. It will also be seen that were
the vacuum created both inside and outside the
pipe there would be no difference of pressure
and the water would remain at the level in the
reservoir. The water is therefore raised by the
pressure of the atmosphere which can move a
piston or the water in a suction pipe only when
a portion of that pressure is removed from one
side of the piston or from the surface of the
water.
Nature constantly endeavors to equalize pres
sures. If steam be admitted into a cylinder of
sufficient length, it will push the piston forward
until the pressures inside and outside the cyl
inder become equal, when the piston will stop
Steam will continue to escape from a boiler un
til the pressure inside is the same as that out
side ; the pressure of air on the outside of a suc
tion pipe will continue to force water into the
pipe until the pressure inside is equal to that
outside the pipe at the same level, viz., at the
base of the column. If all the air (pressure) be
removed from the suction pipe, there would be
15 pounds on the outside and none inside, and
water would be forced into the pipe until the

Actual
Lift
in Feet.
14.488
15.840
16.163
17.145
18.048
18.946
19.852
20.755
21.657
22.760
23.462
24.364
25.267
26.169
27.072

ticable to expel all the air from the suction pipe
owing to imperfections in the pump, which allow
more or less air to leak in. Sufficient air can be
expelled to reduce the pressure to about 2}4
pounds, leaving about 12*4 pounds unbalanced
pressure, which will raise a column of water in
the suction pipe 27.7 X 12.5 -f- 12 = 28.8 feet A
pump must be in practically perfect order to be
able to reduce the pressure in the suction pipe to
2% pounds, and the majority of pumps when in
good working order will not reduce the pressure
to less than 3% or 4 pounds, thus leaving an un
balanced pressure of from 11 to 11% pounds,
which corresponds to a height of from 25^ to 26
feet. This, therefore, is the greatest lift at which
pumps can be operated with a fair degree of
economy.
Assuming 4 pounds to be the lowest pressure
obtainable by the average pump in practice, it will
be seen that, as the altitude above sea level in
creases, the height to which water may be raised
by the pressure of the atmosphere decreases be
cause the pressure of the atmosphere which forces
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT DIFFER
ENT ALTITUDES.
With Equivalent Head of Water and the Vertical
Suction Lift of Pumps.
EquiTalenl
Altitude,
Head of
Pressure,
Miles
Water,
Lbs.
per
Sq.
In.
Aboro Sea Level.
Feet.
Sea Level
X
'4
X
1
1*
I'A
2

14.70
14.02
13.83
12.66
12.02
11.42
10.88
9.88

33.95
32.38
30.79
29.24
27.76
26. 3S
25.18
22.82

Practical
Snction
Lift of
Pumps, Ft.
25
24
23
21
20
19
18
17

the water into the suction pipe is less and there
fore it is unable to balance as high a column of
water as at sea level. As a matter of fact the
pressure of the air in the suction pipe at moderate
altitudes can be reduced below 4 pounds, because
the difference of pressure between the air outside
and inside the pipe would be less and consequently
the loss by leakage of air would be correspond
ingly less. Just what this reduction would be will
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depend entirely on the efficiency of the pump pis
ton and valves which will be found to vary in
nearly every case. It is probable that 3 pounds
would represent the lowest obtainable pressure in
average practice at the higher altitudes at which
pumps are commonly employed. The following
table shows the heights to which water may be
raised by atmospheric pressure with pumps in
good working condition:
The same power is required to raise water by
suction as to force it the same distance above the
pump. In the first instance, the resistance to the
piston, on the discharge side, is due to atmospheric
pressure, and in the second, to water pressure.
When water is raised, say 20 feet, by suction,
the pressure of air in the suction pipe must be re
duced to 15— (20X0433) =61-3 pounds; conse
quently the pressure of the atmosphere on the dis
charge side of the piston will be 82-3 pounds,
which is the pressure against which the piston
must work in order to raise the water 20 feet.
Now, when the pump merely forces the water up
ward a distance of 20 feet, the piston must work
against a pressure equal to the weight of a col
umn of water 20 feet high, which is 20 X 0.433 =
8 2-3 pounds. This serves to show that, when find
ing the power required to raise water, the total
distance should be taken, viz., the height meas
ured from the surface of the water from which
the supply is taken, to the point of discharge. It
will be seen that the height of the pump above the
water does not enter into the calculation at all.
The power required to force water to a given
height depends principally on the vertical distance
through which the water must be raised. The
steam cylinders of nearly all pumps are of larger
diameter than the water cylinders, the diameter
of the steam cylinders being usually from 25 to 50
per cent greater. In pumps used for boiler feed
ing the ratio of diameter of steam to water cyl
inder is generally about 1.25. In pumps used ex
clusively for low-pressure work, that is, for mov
ing large volumes of water under low pressure,
the ratio is less, and for high pressure work it is
considerably greater.
The steam pressure reqnired in any pump is
found by dividing the pressure of water per square
inch against the water piston by the ratio of the
area of the steam cylinder to the area of the water
cylinder. The total pressure acting upon a piston
is found by multiplying the area of the piston in
square inches by the pressure in pounds per square
inch, and the ratio of areas is found by dividing
the area of the steam piston by the area of the
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water piston, both areas being taken in square
inches.
It will be seen that the steam pressure is asmuch less than the water pressure as the area of
the steam piston is greater than the area of the
water piston.
To illustrate this point, suppose that we have
a pump with a 6-inch steam piston having an
area of 28.27 square inches, and a 4-inch water
piston of 12.566 square inches. The area of the
steam piston is 28.27 -3- 12.566 = 2% times the area
of the water piston, and, if the water pressure is
100 pounds per square inch, the steam pressure
required will be
of the water pressure, or
100 -7- 2.25 = 44 pounds. The total water pres
sure against the piston is 12.566 X 100 = 1256.6
pounds. This pressure also acts on the whole
area of the steam piston, consequently the pressure
on one square inch of the steam piston is 1256.6 ■+■
28.27 = 44 pounds. It will be seen that the pres
sures in the two cylinders of a pump are inversely,
(oppositely), proportional to the area of the piston,
that is, the larger piston requires the lower pressuie and vice-versa. It is also plain that the areas
of the pistons are inversely proportional to the
pressure, hence the following rules:
Water pressure
= steam pressure.
Area steam cy1. ■+- area water cy 1 .

that is required is to know what the resistance is,
expressed in pounds. It is obvious that the same
rule applies to all means of producing and utiliz
ing power by mechanical means, consequently this
is the method employed when finding the power
required to raise water whether it is accomplished
by suction or by forcing the water, or by a com
bination of these processes.
The resistance offered by a pump is that due
to the weight of a column of water, which is
found by multiplying the height of the column in
feet by 0.433.. This weight or resistance acts on
each square inch of the water piston, hence the
total resistance on the piston is found by multiply
ing the resistance on I square inch by the num
ber of square inches. The piston speed in feet per
minute is the distance or space through which this
resistance is overcome in that time, and resistance
in pounds multiplied by distance in feet equals
foot-pounds.
It will also be seen from an inspection of the
rule for finding the power required that it is not
necessary to know the area of the water piston ;
all that is necessary is to know the resistance in
pounds and the distance in feet through which it
is overcome in 1 minute. Resistance to a pump
piston is represented by the weight of water, so
that by knowing the weight of water in pounds
and the distance it is raised per minute, the power
required can be found by simply multiplying to
Area water cyl. X water pressure
= steam pressure. gether those two quantities. Suppose, for illustra
tion, that 100 gallons of water, weighing 833
Area steam cylinder
pounds, are to be raised 100 feet in 1 minute. The
Water pressure area steam cylinder
number of foot-pounds of work is 833 X 100 =
83,300, and, since this work is accomplished in 1
Steam pressure
area water cylinder
minute, the power required is 83,300 foot pounds
Area water cyl. X water pressure
= area steam cyl. per minute. Since 33,000 foot-pounds per minute
represent 1 horsepower, it will require 83,300 -4Steam pressure
33,000 = 2.5 horsepower to raise 100 gallons of
Area steam cyl. X steam pressure
= area water cyl. water a minute to a height of 100 feet.
This explains how the following rules for find
Water pressure
ing the horsepower of a pump are obtained :
Area steam cyl. X steam pressure
weight of water in pounds X verti
= water pressnre,
cal distance in feet per minute.
Area water cylinder
(1) Horsepower=
33.ooo
In the foregoing rules the pressures are to be
taken in pounds per square inch, and the areas of
area water cylinder X water pres
sure X piston speed
cylinders in square inches.
The term power refers to resistance overcome (2) Horsepowei —
33.000
through a given space in a given time. The re
and since area water cylinder X water pressure =
sistance is generally expressed in pounds, the area steam cylinder X steam pressure, we have:
space or distance in feet, and the time, 1 minute.
area steam cylinder X steam pres
From this it is evident that it is not necessary to
sure X piston speed
know what offers resistance, whether it is air, (3) Horsepower =
33,000
water, gas, the force of g'ravity or a spring. All

CALCULATED HORSEPOWER REQUIRED TO RAISE WATER TO DIFFERENT HEIGHTS.
Height in Feet to Which Water is Raised.
Mfcnte.
5

10

15

.006 .012 .019
.012 .025 .037
.019 .037 .056
20
.025 .050 .075
25. . . * . .031 .062 .093
.037 .075 .112
35
.043 .087 .131
40
.050 .100 .150
.056 .112 .168
50
.062 .125 .187
60
.075 .160 .225
75
.093 .187 .281
.112 .225 .337
90
100
.125 .250 .875
125
.150 .312 .469
.187 .375 .562
150
.219 .437 .656
.250 .500 .750
200
250
.312 .625 .937
.375 .750 1.125
800.,
.4.37 .875 1.812
850
.500 1.000 1.500
500
.625 1.250 1.875
10

20

25

30

85

40

45

50

60

.025
.050
.075
.100
.125
.150
.175
.200
.225
.250
.300
.375
.4:,o
.500
.625
.750
.875
1.000
1.250
1.500
1.750
2.000
2.500

.031
.062
.094
.125
.156
.187
.219
.250
.281
.312
.375
.469
.562
.625
.781
.937
1.093
1.250
1.562
1.875
2.187
2.500
3.125

.037
.075
.112
.150
.187
.225
.262
.300
.337
.875
.450
.562
.675
.750
.937
1.125
1.312
1.500
1.875
2.250
2.625
3.000
3.750

.044
.087
.131
.175
.219
.262
.306
.350
.394
.437
.525
.656
.787
.875
1.094
1.312
1.531
1.750
2.187
2.625
3.062
3.500
4.375

.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.60
.75
.90
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.50
8.00
3.50
4.00
5.00

.06
.11
.17
.22
.28
.34
.39
.45
.51
.56
.67
.84
1.01
1.12
1.41
1.69
1.97
2.25
2.81
3.37
8.94
4.50
5.62

.06
.12
.19
.25
.81
.87
.44
.50
.56
.62
.75
.94
1.12
1.25
1.56
1.87
2.19
2.50
3.12
3.75
4.37
5.00
6.25

.07
.15
.22
.30
.37
.45
.52
.60
.67
.75
.90
1.12
1.35
1.50
1.37
2.25
2.62
3.00
3.75
4.50
5.25
6.00
7.50

75

90

.11
.09
.19
.22
.34
.28
.45
.37
.47
.66
.67
.56
.79
.66
.76
.90
.84 1.01
.94 1.12
1.12 1.35
1.40 1.69
1.68 2.02
1.87 2.25
2.34 2.81
2.81 3.37
8.28 3.94
8.75 4.50
4.69 5.62
5.62 6.75
6.56 7.87
7.50 9.00
9.37 11.25

100

125

150

175

200

250

800

350

400

.12
.25
.37
.50
.62
.75
.87
1.00
1.12
1.25
1.50
1.87
2.25
2.50
3.12
3.75
4.37
5.00
6.25
7.50
8.75
10.00
12.50

.16
.81
.47
.62
.78
.94
1.08
1.25
1.41
1.56
1.87
2.34
2.81
3.12
3.91
4.69
5.47
6.25
7.81
9.37
10.94
12.50
15.62

.19
.37
.56
.75
.94
1.12
1.31
1.50
1.69
1.87
2.25
2.81
3.87
8.75
4.69
5.62
6.56
7.50
9.37
11.25
13.12
15.00
18.75

.22
.44
.66
.87
1.09
1.31
1.53
1.75
1.97
2.19
2.62
3.28
3.94
4.87
5.47
6.56
7.66
8.75
10.94
13.12
15.31
17.50
21.87

.25
.50
. .75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.S5
2.50
3.00
8.75
4.50
5.00
6.25
7.50
8.75
10.00
12.50
15.00
17.50
20.00
25.00

.31
.62
.94
1.25
1.56
1.87
2.19
2.50
2.81
3.12
8.75
4.69
5.62
6.25
7.81
9.87
10.94
12.50
15.72
18.75
21.87
25.00
31.25

.37
.75
1.12
1.50
1.87
2.25
2.62
3.00
3.37
3.75
4.50
5.62
6.75
7.50
9.87
11.25
13.12
15.00
18.75
22.50
26.25
30.00
37.50

.44
.87
1.31
1.75
2.19
2.62
8.06
3.50
3.94
4.87
5.25
6.66
7.87
8.75
10.94
18.12
15.81
17.50
21.87
26.25
80.62
35.00
43.75

.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
6.00
7.50
9.00
10.00
12.60
15.00
17.50
20.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
50.00
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friction in the suction pipe be kept at as low a
value as possible so that at high speeds the pump
may be able to get as much water as can be han
dled by the pistons at the given speed. This is
accomplished by making the suction pipe larger,
and it will generally be found to be considerably
larger than the delivery pipe. The pressure tend
ing to force the water through the delivery pipe
depends upon the pressure of steam employed,
which may be increased or decreased as desired
without materially interfering with the working
or economy of the pump, the maximum pressure
being represented by the product of the area of the
steam piston multiplied by the steam pressure, and
this product divided by the area of the water pis
ton. The quotient thus obtained will be found to
be many times the maximum pressure tending to
force the water into the suction pipe, and as more

It will readily be seen that the first rule is
applicable to all kinds of pumps, vis., single and
double acting, piston and plunger pumps, ejectors,
injectors, rotary pumps, centrifugal pumps, air
lift pumps, and pumping engines ; so that when an
engineer can find the horsepower of one kind of
pump he should have no difficulty in finding the
horsepower required or developed by any other
kind.
As previously explained, the resistance offered
to the water piston of a pump is due to the weight
or the pressure exerted by a column of water. The
accompanying table shows the pressure of water
in pounds per square inch corresponding to differ
ent heads or heights of column. The pressure
due to a head not given in the table is found by
multiplying the given head in feet by 0.433, °r by
dividing by 2.302.

HEAD OF WATER AND CORRESPONDING PRESSURE PER SQUARE INCH.
1
Head.
Feet

Head.
Feet
8 .
li
li

fi
h
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
14
15
16
17
18
19
SO
ai
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
8132
83
34
35
86
87
38
89
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

0.48
0.86
1.30
1.78
2.16
2.60
3.08
3.46
3.89
4.33
4.76
5.20
5.63
6.06
6.49
6.98
7.36
7.79
8.22
8.66
9.09
9.53
9.96
10.39
11.82
11.26
11.69
12.12
12.55
12.99
13.42
18.86
14.29
14.72
15.16
15.59
16.02
16.45
16. 8»
17.32
17.75
18.19
18.62
19.05
19.49
19. »2
20.35
20.79
21.22
21.65
22.09
22.52

Feet
Head.

58
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
98
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
108
104

22.95
28.39
23.82
24.26
24.69
25.12
25.55
25.99
26.42
26.85
27.29
27.72
28.15
28.58
29.02
29.45
29.88
30.32
80.75
31.18
31.62
32.05
32.48
32.92
83.35
33.78
34.21
34.65
35.08
35.52
35.95
86.39
36.82
37.25
87.68
38.12
38.55
88.98
39.42
89.85
40.28
40.72
41.15
41.58
42.01
42.45
42.88
43.81
43.75
44.18
44.61
45.05

Feet
Head.

is
45.48
45.91
46.84
46.78
47.21
47.64
48.08
48.51
48.94
49.38
49.81
50.24
50.68
51.11
51.54
51.98
52.41
52.84
53.28
58.71
54.15
54.58
55.01
55.44
55.88
56.31
56.74
57.18
57.61
58.04
58.48
58.91
59.34
59-77
60.21
60.64
61.07
61.51
61.94
62.37
62.81
63.24
63.67
64.10
64.54
64.97
65.40
66.84
66.27
66.70
67.14
67.57

The head corresponding to a given pressure
not found in the table may be ascertained by di
viding the pressure by 0.433, or by multiplying by
2.302.
SIZE OF SUCTION PIPE.
The greatest natural pressure tending to force
the water into the suction pipe is, in round num
bers, 15 pounds per square inch. This pressure
cannot be increased regardless of the size or speed
of the pump, hence it is very necessary that the

PrepersanreLba.
Sq.
In.,

Head.
Feet

209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
228
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
281
232
238
234
235
286
237
288
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
258
254
255
266
257
258
259
260

90.53
90.96
91.39
91.83
92.20
92.69
93.13
93.56
93.99
X4.43
94.86
95.80
95.78
96.16
96.60
97.03
97.46
97.90
98.33
98.76
09.20
99.63
100.00
100.49
100.93
101.36
101.70
102.23
102.66
103.09
103.53
103.96
104.39
104.83
105.26
105.69
106.13
106.66
106.99
107.48
107.86
108.29
108.73
109.16
109.59
110.03
110.46
110.89
111.32
111.76
112.19
112.62

265
270
275
280
285
290
295
300
305
810
315
320
H25
830
835
340
345
850
355
860
365
370
875
380
885
890
395
400
425
450
475
600
525
550
575
600
625
650
675
700
725
750
775
800
825
850
875
900
925
950
975
1000

Prepers ure Sq.
Lba.
Id.,

£ is
Is

§ -

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
. 122
123
124
125
126
137
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
187
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

Feet
Head.

157
158
159
160
161
162
168
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
208
204
205
206
207
208

68.00
68.43
68.87
69.31
69.74
70.17
70.61
71.04
71.47
71.91
72.34
72.77
73.20
73.64
74.07
74.50
74.94
75.37
75.80
76.28
76.67
77.10
77.58
77.97
78.40
78.84
79.27
79.70
80.14
80.67
81.00
81.43
81.87
82.80
82.73
83.17
88.60
84.08
84.47
84.90
85.33
85.76
86.20
86.63
87.07
87.50
87.93
88.86
88.80
89.21
89.66
90.10

114.79
116.96
119.12
121.29
128.45
125.62
127.78
129.95
132.12
134.28
136.46
138.62
140.79
142.95
145.12
147.28
149.45
151.61
158.78
155.94
158.10
160.27
162.45
164.61
166.78
168.94
171.11
173.27
184.10
195.00
205.77
216.58
227.42
288.25
249.09
259.90
270.73
281.56
292.40
303.22
314.05
324.88
335.72
346.54
357.87
368.20
879.03
889.86
400.70
411.54
422.35
433.18

water can be delivered with a given sized pipe
under high than low pressure in the same time, it
is evident that the necessity for large delivery
pipe is not nearly as great as it is in the case of
the suction pipe.
It has been found that a velocity of about 200
feet per minute is as high as can be employed with
economy under ordinary conditions of pipes and
heights of lift. When finding the size of suction
pipe required, it is first necessary to find the ve
locity of the piston. If the velocity of the water

in the suction pipe could always be kept the same
as that of the piston, then the area of the suction
pipe might be made equal to the area of the cyl
inder. But that is not necessary, and, on the
other hand, in some instances it might be desirable
to have the area of the pipe greater than the area
of the piston, but in the majority of cases it is
just as economical to have it smaller. The area
of the suction pipe can, therefore, be made as
much smaller than the area of the piston as the
piston speed is less than 200 feet per minute,
hence 200 : piston speed : : area of cylinder : area
of suction pipe, consequently,
Area of cylinder in square inches
X piston speed
• = area suction.
200
pipe in square inches. The velocity, 200, is ap
plicable where the suction pipe does not exceed 25
feet in length and when it does not contain more
than two or three right-angle elbows and two
valves, a foot valve and a stop valve. For 50 feet
length, substitute 180; for 100 feet, substitute 150,
and for 150 feet, 125, provided the number of bends
and valves remains the same. The same rule ap
plies to the delivery pipe, except that the velocitymay be increased to 350. When calculating the
size of suction and delivery pipes the maximum
piston speed at which the pump is likely to be run
should be employed.
LOSS DUE TO ELBOWS AND VALVES.
The loss due to elbows and valves is not a
fixed value and varies according to the conditions
of the fittings and also with the velocity of the
water. It will serve every purpose when making
estimates of this kind to assume that the loss due
to each elbow is equivalent to the loss in a straight
pipe the length of which is equal to 60 times the
diameter of the given pipe, and that the loss due
to a globe valve is equivalent to a straight pipe
having a length equal to 90 diameters.
The following table gives the loss due to el
bows, expressed in equivalent lengths of straight
pipe of the same size :
RADIUS OF ELBOW EXPRESSED IN DI
AMETER OF PIPE.
X

1

I'A

2

3

5

EQUIVALENT LENGTH OF STRAIGHT
PIPE IN DIAMETERS.
121

35

17tf 12* 10'A

9

8*

7#

Unless pumps are specially constructed for
high speeds, it is not economy to run them at
higher speeds than is absolutely necessary. For
pumps of the usual construction and of medium
size, say, from 4 to 10 inches diameter of water
cylinder, the more economical average speeds for
continuous service will be between 25 and 40 feet
piston speed per minute. When pumps are used
occasionally and for short lengths of time the pis
ton may reach 60 or 75 feet per minute without
undesirable results. As the friction of water flow
ing through pipes, passages, etc., increases as the
square of the velocity, it is advisable to keep the
velocity as low as possible without necessitating
the use of abnormally large pumps and piping for
a given capacity. When the velocity of water is
doubled the friction is increased four times, and
when the velocity is trebled the friction is in
creased nine times, so that a comparatively slight
increase in the speed of the pump increases the
loss by friction to a considerable extent.
PUMPING HOT WATER.
When pumping hot water it is generally neces
sary to arrange the pump so that the water can
flow into it, thus confining the work of the pump
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to merely forcing the water to the point of de
livery. The ability to raise water by suction de
pends upon the temperature and the height of lift;
the greater the lift, the lower the temperature
must be for equal results, because water gives off
vapor, and boils at a lower temperature in a vac
uum than under the full pressure of the atmos
phere.
Under a pressure of 8 pounds, water will give
off vapor rapidly at a temperature of 183 degrees.
If the pressure in the suction pipe be reduced to
8 pounds, 7 pounds of the air pressure must have
been removed by the pump, which corresponds to
a height of 7X2.302=16.3 feet, which is the
greatest height to which water can be raised at
that temperature, that is, if the pump be placed at
a greater height above the water, the latter can
not be raised by suction as long as the tempera
ture remains at 183 degrees. Water at 200 de
grees will give off vapor when the pressure in the
suction pipe is reduced to 11^ pounds, and the
maximum lift will be 8.1 feet. It is probable that
the calculated lifts just given cannot be realized
in practice owing to friction in the pump-passages
and pipes, which will necessitate a higher vacuum
and consequently will reduce the lift to a value
considerably below the figures given. When the
temperature of water reaches 190 degrees it is in
advisable to attempt to raise it by suction; better
arrange the supply or change the position of the
pump so that the water can flow into it by
gravity.

FIG. 2.
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ter is generally uniform, it is readily understood
that a varying water pressure would cause the
pump to run at a very irregular speed. Increas
ing the water pressure is equivalent to reducing
the head or the pressure against which the pump

packing in good condition. This is due to the ac
cumulation of mud and sand in the dead end of
the main. Where these conditions obtain it is ad
visable not only to flush the main at short inter
vals, but to place a settling chamber in the suc
tion pipe close to the pump. The settling chamber
should be provided with a liberal sized blowoff
valve and a means of inspecting and cleaning the
interior. Two simple arrangements of that kind
are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 and will frequently
save much annoyance and expense, as well as in
jury to both the water and the steam cylinders.
PUMP SLIP.
Pump slip or slippage is a term used to de
note the difference between the calculated and the
actual discharge of a pump, and is generally ex
pressed as a percentage of the calculated dis
charge. Thus, when the slippage is given as 15
per cent it indicates that the loss due to slip
amounts to 15 per cent of the calculated discharge.
Slippage is due to two causes, the time required

CONSTRUCTIONS OF WATER PISTON.
FIG. 3.

The principal difference between pumps adapt
ed to pumping cold water and hot water is to be
found in the construction of the water ends. In
hot water pumps the pistons are packed by means
of metallic piston rings, similar to those in the
steam pistons, or merely by water rings, the latter
consisting of a number of shallow grooves cut in
the outer surface of the piston. The several con
structions of water piston are shown by the ac
companying drawing, Fig. 2. In cold water pumps
the packing generally consists of a number of
rings of square hydraulic packing, either fitted
into separate grooves in the piston or placed side
by side and the whole secured by a follower plate.
With the latter style of piston it is not always
necessary to remove the piston when renewing the
packing.
TAKING WATER UNDER PRESSURE.
In cities and large towns the water supply is
generally taken directly from the mains and con
sequently the water enters the pump under pres
sures varying from 5 to 50 pounds per square inch,
depending on the size and length of the suction
pipe and the size of the main, and also the dis
tance from the city pumping station.
The pressure in the mains is constantly chang
ing, due to water being drawn off at various
points in the system, and oftentimes considerable
difficulty is encountered in maintaining a uniform
speed of the pump. This is particularly noticeable
in boiler feed pumps, because a variation of speed
•either raises the water level in the boiler too high
and oftentimes very rapidly, or the level falls too
low. Under these circumstances boiler feed pumps
especially require close watching in order to main
tain a uniform water level and steam pressure in
the boiler.
When water is taken under pressure the water
^pressure assists the steam pressure, and as the lat

METHOD OF PROTECTING THE SUCTION

is working, consequently when the water pressure
increases the steam pressure should be decreased
and vice versa. The steam pressure required to
balance a given water pressure may be found by
means of the rules already given, and a few ex
amples will serve to illustrate the cause of the
uneven speed of pumps connected directly to city
mains.

FIG. 4.

ANOTHER ARRANGEMENT FOR
THE SUCTION CHAMBER.

In order to minimize the changes in speed
three methods are resorted to; one is to place a
reducing valve in the suction pipe; another con
sists in throttling the supply, thus causing the
pump to "draw" the water through the valve, and
the third is the use of a pump governor. The
latter method is preferable, as the speed can be
kept practically constant under widely varying
pressures. When pumps are located on what are
called "dead" ends of a system considerable dif
ficulty is experienced in keeping the piston and rod

FIG. 5. LIFT OF VALVES AT HIGH SPEED.
for the suction and discharge valves to seat, due
to excessive speed. When pumps run very fast
the piston speed is so high that the water cannot
enter the pump fast enough to completely fill the
cylinder and consequently a partial cylinder full
of water is delivered at each stroke. High speeds
also increase slippage, due to the seating of the
valves. Fig. 5 represents a sectional view of the
water end of a pump, showing the position of the
valves during a quick reversal in the direction of
the arrow, which illustrates the position of the
valves corresponding to high speed. The valves
in a pump, like almost everything else in the
operation of machinery, do not act instantane
ously, but require a certain length of time in
which to reach the seats. When pumps run at high
speed the piston will move a considerable distance,
while the valves are descending to the seats, and
water flows back into the pump cylinder until
the valves are tightly closed. The valves will
remain in the raised position shown in Fig. 5
until the piston stops at the end of the stroke,
and under high speed the piston will reach the
position on the return stroke indicated by the
dotted line L by the time the valves are closed.
The cylinder will be filled up to this point with
water from the delivery chamber, so that no vac-
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uum can be formed until after the piston reaches
this position. The volume of water that can be
drawn into the cylinder must necessarily be rep
resented by a cylinderful minus the quantity
which flows back during the time the valves are
closing. It will thus be seen that the actual vol
ume of water discharged is considerably less than
a cylinderful, and the difference, whatever it may
prove to be, is called, and is due to, slippage.
Fig. 6 represents the same pump running at a
comparatively low speed. It will be noticed that
the valves have not been raised as high as in Fig.
S, because a longer time being allowed for the
discharge of the water, a smaller orifice is suf
ficient. It will be seen also that the piston, mov
ing at a lower velocity, cannot travel as far in
Fig. 6 before the valves seat, and consequently a
vacuum can be created in the cylinder earlier in
the stroke, and a larger volume of water can
therefore be drawn in during the return stroke.
In the latter case it is evident that the volume
of water drawn into the cylinder will more nearly

FIG. 6. LIFT OP VALVES AT MODERATE AND LOW
SPEEDS.
equal a cylinderful and consequently the loss by
slippage will be correspondingly less.
In order to reduce the loss by slippage sev
eral valves are used instead of a single valve of
equal area. A flat disk valve will rise a distance
equal to one-fourth the diameter of the port or
the opening in the seat in order to discharge the
same volume of water that can flow through the
port in the same time. In practice the tise ex
ceeds this proportion of one-fourth, a trifle ow
ing to the friction of the water, and this is es
pecially true at high speeds.
SIZE OF PUMP VALVES.
To illustrate the advantage of having a number
of comparatively small valves instead of one large
one, suppose a pump to be fitted with four 354inch delivery valves at each end, the valves cov
ering ports 2j4 inches in diameter. The area of
each port is 4.9 square inches. In order to pro
vide an equal area between the valve and the seat
the valve must rise a distance equal to onefourth the diameter of the port, or
inch. The
combined area of the four ports is 19.6 square
inches, which corresponds to the area of a circular
opening 5 inches in diameter, one-fourth of which
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is iJ4 inches. It will be understood that the
smaller valves can reach the seats much more
quickly and with less wear and jar fhan can the
larger one, hence a larger number of small valves
is not only better because of the great reduction
in slippage -obtained by their use, but they are
also more economical, being subjected to less
wear and tear. The combined area of the suc
tion valves, that is, the area of the ports which
they cover, varies with different builders from 30
to 50 per cent of the area of the water piston, or
pistons if a duplex pump. The combined area
of discharge valves is practically the same.
In order to secure quick running, it is well to
select a pump for ordinary service in which the
valves do not exceed 4 or 454 inches in diameter,
and in which the combined area of the valves is
not less than 35 per cent of the area of the water
cylinder, or plunger, as the case may be. If the
pump is to make 100 feet piston speed per minute,
which is rather too high for the medium size of
direct acting pumps, the combined area of the
valves should be at least 45 per cent of the area
of the water cylinder.
For elevator service and similar purposes the
maximum speed of direct-acting pumps should
not exceed 60 strokes per minute, regardless of the
piston speed. For boiler feeding, where absolute
reliability is demanded, the speed should be kept
down to from 25 to 35 strokes per minute.
AIR CHAMBERS.
Air chambers are used on pumps for the pur
pose of causing a steady discharge of water and
allowing a quick running pump. The water
contains a certain quantity of air and, air being
lighter than water, naturally seeks the highest
point in the valve chamber. An accumulation of
air at this point would soon interfere with the
working of the pumps, especially under low pres
sure. The air chamber being situated at the high
est point on the discharge chamber permits the air
to rise and relieves the chamber of such accumula
tions. The air in the air chamber is made to
serve a useful purpose by virtue of the high de
gree of compressibility possessed by it. The
water being under pressure in the discharge
chamber, compresses the air in the air chamber
during each stroke of the water piston and, when
the piston stops momentarily at the end of the
stroke, the air expands to a certain extent and
tends to produce a gradual stopping of the flow
of water, thus permitting the valves to seat easily
and without shock or jar. The air provides a
cushion for the water, the result being practically
the same as would be obtained if a small cylinder
fitted with a spring-pressed piston were to be sub
stituted for the air chamber. During each stroke
of the piston the spring would be compressed, and
at the ends of the stroke, the spring pushing the
piston downwards would tend to produce a grad
ually diminishing flow of water, thus allowing
the valves to seat easily.
The volume of the air chamber varies in differ
ent makes of pumps from 2 to 354 times the vol
ume of the water cylinder in single cylinder
pumps, and from 1 to 2l/2 times the volume of the
water cylinder in the duplex type. The volume
of the water cylinder is represented by the area
of the water piston multiplied by the length of
stroke.
For single-cylinder, boiler-feed pumps and
those employed for elevator and similar service
the volume of the air chamber should be
3 times the volume of the water cylinder, and for
duplex pumps, not less than twice the volume of
the water cylinder. High speed pumps, such as
fire pumps, should be provided with air chambers
containing from 5 to 6 times the volume of the
water cylinder.
The diameter of the neck should not exceed
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the pumps work under pressure exceeding 85 or
90 pounds per square inch, it is frequently found
that the air gradually disappears from the air
chamber, the air passing off with the water by
absorption. In this case air should be supplied

FIGS. 7 AND 8. FORMS OF VACUUM CHAMBER.
to the air chamber unless the pump runs at very
low speeds, say, from 10 to 20 strokes for the
smaller sizes and from 3 to 5 strokes per minute
for pumping engines. At higher speed and with
no air in the air chamber the valves are apt to
seat heavily and cause more or less jar and
noise, and the flow of water will not be uniform.
In large pumping plants small air pumps are em
ployed for keeping the air chambers properly
charged. In smaller plants an ordinary bicycle
pump and 'a piece of rubber tubing are used to
good advantage. The water level in the air cham
ber should be kept down to from one-fourth to
one-third the height of the air chamber for
smooth running at medium and high speeds.
VACUUM CHAMBERS.
It has been pointed out that the pressure
which forces the water into the suction pipe is

FIG. 9. VACUUM CHAMBER OPPOSITE WATER INLET.
limited and never exceeds 13 or 1354 pounds per
square inch. For this reason it is necessary to
economize this pressure as much as possible and
that is done by reducing to a minimum the re
sistance offered to the flow of water in the suction
pipe and pump passages. When the column of
water in the suction pipe is once set in motion.it
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is quite important, especially under high speeds,
to keep the water in full motion, and when it is
stopped, to stop it gradually and easily. This is
accomplished by placing a vacuum chamber on the
suction pipe.
Vacuum chambers are practically of two de-
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than without the vacuum chamber, and conse
quently the pump can be run at higher speeds
without increasing the loss due to slippage and
without becoming noisy.
Vacuum chambers should he slightly larger
than the suction pipe and of considerable length

31
The valves are carried by two plates or decks,
the suction valves being attached to the lower
plate and the delivery valves to the upper one,
as shown in Fig. 12. The upper deck, and some
times both decks, are removable. The valves are
secured to the plates by means of bolts or long

FIG. 10. VACUUM CHAMBER AT SIDE OF PUMP.

FIG. 14. VALVE BOLT SCREWED INTO SEAT.

signs, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The one shown
in Fig. 8 should be placed in such position as to
receive the impact of the column of water in the
suction pipe. In order to do this effectively it
should be placed in the position shown in Figs. 9,
10 or 11. The chamber illustrated in Fig. 7 is
placed in the suction pipe below, but close to the
pump.
The action of the vacuum chamber is practical
ly the reverse of that of the air chamber. The

machine screws, which, in turn, are secured into
the bridge across the port in the plate, as shown
in Figs. 13, 14 and 15. The valves in practically
all pumps except the larger sizes, which may
properly be classed with pumping engines, are
ot the flat disk type, with a hole in the center
to enable the valve to rise easily on the bolt, the
latter serving as a guide. A conical spring is em
ployed to hold the valve firmly to its seat, the
spring being held in position by the head of the
bolt, as shown.
Certain improvements in pump-valves have
been made which tend to increase the durability
and to prevent the liability to sticking, which is
not an uncommon occurrence when the valves
become badly worn. The improved forms of
pump valves are shown in Figs. 13 and 15.
When the valves leak through slight wear the
disk may be reversed, using the upper side of the
disk next to the valve seat. This can be done
with ordinary valves also, provided the spring has
not injured the upper surface of the disk. Valve
stats are generally pressed into the plate, al-

FIG. 12. ARRANGEMENT OF THE WATER VALVES.
rather than of large diameter and short. The size
of the neck is substantially the same as in the
air chamber.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE WATER END.
The construction of the water ends of single
cylinder and duplex pumps is practically the same ;
any slight differences which may be found are
confined to minor details, which in no way affect
the general design or operation of the pump. The

FIG. II. VACUUM CHAMBER AT END OF PUMP.

FIG. IS- METHOD OF PROTECTING THE VALVE DISK.

object of the vacuum chamber is to facilitate
changing continuous into intermittent motion. The
moving column of water compresses the air in the
vacuum chamber at the ends of the stroke of the
piston, and when the piston starts the air ex
pands (thus creating a partial vacuum above the
water) and aids the piston in setting the column
of water in motion again. Thus the flow of water
into the suction chamber of the pump is much
more uniform during each stroke of the piston

though instances may be found where they are
screwed in. When merely pressed in they may be
withdrawn by substituting a bolt having longer
screw threads than the regular bolt, and pro
vided with a nut, as shown in Fig. 16. The bolt
is slipped through a yoke and screwed into the
bridge. By turning the nut the seat can gen
erally be started without difficulty.
The operation of a pump may readily be un
derstood by referring to Figs. 5 and 6, which

FIG. 13. VALVE BOLT OR GUARD SECURED BY CAP.
single acting steam pump is practically obsolete;
the single acting cylinder being confined to power
pumps usually of the belt-driven variety. Steam
pumps, and particularly direct-acting pumps, are
almost invariably double acting except for very
high pressures.
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show the position of the suction and discharge
valves during the movement of the piston.
STEAM END OF DUPLEX PUMP.
The steam end of a duplex direct-acting pump
is illustrated in Fig. 17. The general construction
of the piston artd valve is not unlike that of sim
ilar parts of steam engines. The valves in duplex
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off and, as the steam port is closed by the valve,
the remaining steam is compressed between the
piston and cylinder head, thus arresting the mo
tion of the piston gradually and without shock
or jar. In pumps of larger size, where the parts
are relatively lighter and consequently the danger
from high speed or racing is greater, cushion
valves are introduced for the purpose of regulat
ing the degree of cushion at the ends of the
stroke and thereby adjusting the stroke to the
most economical length, which is the greatest
length obtainable without danger of the piston
striking the cylinder head.
Fig. 20 serves to illustrate the operation of the
cushion valves and ports, which, as will be seen,
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The valves of the duplex pump, having no lap,
would, if connected rigidly to the valve stem,
open one port as soon as the other had been
closed and this would occur at about midstroke
of the piston, thus cutting down the stroke to
about one-fourth the usual length. To obviate
this difficulty the valves are given considerable

FIG. l6. METHOD OF REMOVING VALVE SEATS.
FIG. 21. METHOD OF REGULATING LENGTH OF
STROKE.

pumps, however, have no lap, the outer edges of
the valve coinciding with the outer edges of the
steam ports. In order to reduce the va've travel
to twice the width of the steam port and still have
sufficient bearing surface between the steam ports
md the main exhaust port to prevent the leakage
of steam from one to the other, separate exhaust
ports are provided, which enter the cylinder at
FIG. 19. METHOD OF CUSHIONING THE PISTON.

lost motion, as shown in Figs. 18 and 19. Thus
the valve stem imparts no motion to the valve
until the piston operating it has nearly completed
the stroke. The extent of the lost motion be
tween the valve and the nut on the stem depends
on the stroke of the piston and is generally from
one-fourth to one-third the width of the steam

connect the steam and exhaust ports. When the
cushion valves are set as shown at the left in Fig.
20, comparatively little compression is obtained
and the piston will approach the heads quite
closely, except at the very lowest speeds. When
the cushion valves are closed, as at the right in
Fig. 20, the shortest stroke will be obtained and,
by opening the valve a little at a time, any inter
mediate length of stroke can be obtained.
It is obvious that, as the speed of the pump
is increased the cushion valves should be closed a
corresponding amount in order to preserve a safe
fig. 17. CONSTRUCTION OF STEAM END OF DUPLEX
FUMP.

FIG. 22. METHOD OF OBTAINING LOST MOTION.

nearly the same point as the steam ports. This
arrangement of ports also offers a simple means
of cushioning the piston by exhaust steam, thus
preventing it from striking the cylinder heads at
the ends of the stroke.
Fig. 18 represents the valve and piston of one

port. If the piston does not make a full stroke
the lost motion should be slightly increased and
vice versa.
In some makes of pumps the stem is rigidly
attached to the valve, the lost motion in this case
being adjusted outside of the steam chest, as

FIG. 20.

FIG. l8. POSITION OF PISTON AND VALVE AT COM
MENCEMENT OF STROKE
side of a duplex pump in the position occupied at
the commencement of the stroke. At one end of
the valve the steam port is open wide and at the
opposite end the exhaust port is open wide. When
the piston nears the opposite end of the stroke
and reaches the position shown in Fig. 19, the
escape of steam through the exhaust port is cut

POSITION OF CUSHION VALVE.

length of stroke. In the smaller sizes of pumps
small ports connecting the ends of the cylinders
with the exhaust ports serve to release the con
fined steam at the ends of the stroke and after the
main exhaust port is closed by the piston, the
effect being the same as is obtained by the use of
cushion valves. The length of the stroke is
usually indicated by means of a pointer attached
to the piston rods, as shown in Fig. 21, and two
marks on the frame or cradle indicating the ex
treme length of stroke or the striking points. The
movement of the pointer should always be kept
within these two marks.

HO. 23. ANOTHER METHOD OF OBTAINING LOST
MOTION.
shown in Figs. 22 and 23, which represent two
common constructions of duplex valve gear.
SETTING DUPLEX PUMP VALVES.
There are two methods of setting the valves of
duplex pumps, which give approximately the
same results when properly used. One method
necessitates taking measurements, while with the
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other method the extent of the adjustments is
always in plain sight, which generally tends to
simplify matters. In both methods the steam
chest cover is first removed and the glands in
the stuffingboxes of the piston and valve rods
slackened considerably so as to permit of the rods
moving freely through the packing. In the first
method the rocker arms are brought into a ver
tical position, as shown in Fig. 24. It is not
necessary to use the plumbline and bob when
doing this, because any person with a good "eye"
can tell by simply looking at the levers whether
they are plumb or not with sufficient accuracy
for the purpose of setting the valves.
It is possible by the careful manipulation of the
throttle to stop the pump with the valve gear
nearly in the proper position.
When the levers are plumb they occupy the
position known as midstroke and, were it not for
the play necessary between the valves and the
lock nuts on the valve stem, the valves would

FIG. 24.

POSITION OF GEAR WHEN SETTING THE
VALVES.

occupy the corresponding position known as midtravel. Pump valves have no lap, so that when
they are placed at midtravel the ends of the
valves should just cover the steam ports, the
edges of the valves and the outer edges of the
steam ports being then in line.
When the valves are properly set, should the
rocker arms be stopped in the position shown in
Fig. 24, the valves would occupy the positions
illustrated in Fig. 21, except that the ports will
be wide open. One steam port leading to each
cylinder, in Fig. 21, is partly open, one piston
having been removed in one direction and the
other in the opposite direction.
The lost motion between the valves and the
lock nuts on the stems renders it impossible to
stop a duplex pump in any position from which it
cannot be started by simply admitting steam, and
for this reason the pump has no dead center.
When one piston moves to the end of the stroke
it pulls or pushes the opposite valve to the end
of its travel ; then, owing to the lost motion be
tween the valve and the nuts on the stem, when
the piston starts back to the other end of the
stroke the valve remains stationary until the pis
ton has completed about one-half of the stroke.
During this time the opposite piston has com
pleted a full stroke and the valve operated by it
will have opened the steam port wide, so that
while one valve covers both steam ports the
other is at the end of its travel.
After placing the rocker arms plumb, measure
the width of the steam port and then set the
valves squarely over the ports so that both steam
ports on both sides of the pump will be closed.
The space between the nuts and the lugs on the
backs of the valves should be equal to one-half
the width of the steam port, that is, if the valves
were now to be moved in either direction, the
steam ports would be one-half open.
Two
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wrenches should be provided, one to hold the nut
nearest the valve while the other is being tight
ened. If only one wrench is used the inside nut
is liable to be moved while tightening the outer
one, which will necesssitate going over the work
again.
As the valves will now be in a position to
entirely prevent the admission of steam into the
cylinders it will be necessary to move at least one
of them so as to open one of the ports. The
chest cover may then be put on and the stuffingbox glands tightened sufficiently to prevent leak
age.
If, upon starting the pump, one piston
should move slowly when approaching the end
of the stroke, or perhaps fails to complete the
stroke, the pump should be stopped after the pis
ton has moved as far as it will go and the chest
cover removed.
It will generally be found that the port ad
mitting steam is not wide open, which may be due
to one of the nuts having been moved too far. In
creasing the lost motion lengthens the stroke and
decreasing it shortens the stroke. If the port is
found to be wide open the difficulty will be found
in the cylinders or in the stuffingboxes on the pis
ton rods. These, of course, should receive at
tention, so that the pump may be able to work to
the best advantage.
The second method of setting the valves con
sists in stopping the pump with the pistons as
near the end of the stroke as possible. Then the
proper position of the piston should be marked on
the rod at both ends of the stroke so that the
correct position may be obtained when moving the
pistons by hand. Assuming that the steam chest
cover has been removed, the valves will be found
approximately in the position indicated in Fig.
25. It the steam distribution has been bad, the
valves will either not open the ports wide, as
shown in the drawing, or will have opened
them too wide, depending upon at which end the
difficulty occurs.
To set the valve see that the piston is at the
end of the stroke, as shown in Fig. 25, in which
view the valve his considerable "under travel";
that is, it does not make a full stroke and there
fore cannot open the port as wide as it should.
The nuts on the stem must be screwed up, push
ing the valve along until it opens the port wide.

1
FIG. 25. SHOWING THE VALVE WITH "UNDER TRAVEL."
Lock the nuts in this position and then push the
piston to the other end of the stroke and see
that the opposite steam port is open wide, as
shown in Fig. 26. If it is not thus opened, it
indicates that the upper-rocker arms are not long
enough to give the valve full travel. In this case
the nuts now in contact with the valve should be
set up or moved towards the valve an amount
equal to one-half the difference between the port
opening, as observed at both ends of the valve,
and the nuts at the opposite end backed off a like
amount. The valve will then open both ports the
same amount when the piston reaches the ends

of the stroke. The opposite side of the pump it
adjusted in a similar manner.
It will be noticed that with this method the
port is opened wide instead of being closed when
the valves are properly set. Consequently when
setting them the valves must be moved by means
of the jam nuts until the proper position is
reached, which is easily done, because both edges
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FIG. 26. PROPER POSITION OF VALVE AT COMMENCE
MENT OF STROKE.
of the port and the ends of the valve are in plain
sight during the entire operation.
The latter method has its drawbacks, how
ever, because the pistons have to be moved from
one end of the cylinder to the other in order to
equalize the travel of the valves. The former
method is preferable when setting the valves of
large pumps, where it is generally inconvenient to
move the pistons back and forth by hand, while
the latter method will best meet the needs of
persons who prefer to have the limits of adjust
ments always in plain sight, thus obviating the
necessity of taking measurements.
Certain makers of pumps employ the styles of
adjustment illustrated in Figs. 22 and 23, especial
ly on the larger sizes. In these gears the ad
justing nuts are outside of the steam chest and
are loosened and tightened by inserting a steel
pin in the small holes in the periphery of the nuts
and screw heads. The valves, however, are set
in exactly the same manner with the outside nuts
as with the inside nuts, those on the outside be
ing adjusted with reference to the sleeve or slide
block, as the case may be, the same as the in
side nuts are with reference to the lugs on the
backs of the valves.
One advantage possessed by the two latter
styles of adjustment is that the valves may be set
without removing the steam chest cover. This is
accomplished by making a gage long enough to
reach from some fixed point on the chest to a
point on the valve stem. When the valve is
placed squarely over the ports, place the gage
against the chest and make a mark on the valve
stem at the end of the gage. Then move the
piston (and valve) to the ends of the stroke and
make a similar mark, which should be made when
the ports are wide open. The stem is generally
not adjustable at the valve when this style of gear
is employed, so that when again setting the valves
the latter may be placed centrally over the ports
by means of the gage ; all that is necessary is
simply to bring the mark on the stem under the
point of the gage. When the second method of
setting pump valves is employed the lines rep
resenting the position of the valves when the port
is wide open will be used instead of the central
mark.
COMPOUND PUMPS.
Direct-acting pumps are generally operated at
very low speeds, and as the parts are light and the
momentum very low, so that it is usually more
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than absorbed by friction, it is not practicable to
work the steam expansively by providing either a
hand-adjusted or an automatic cutoff valve gear.
In the ordinary single-cylinder and duplex pumps,
therefore, the steam is admitted during the full
stroke of the piston. In order to economize by
utilizing the necessarily large quantity of steam
more fully either a second cylinder of larger di
ameter is provided, which combination is known
as a compound pump, or the pump may be run
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depending upon whether the pump is to be run
non-condensing or condensing.
The preceding table gives the sizes of cylinders
for compound, direct-acting pumps and for dif
ferent ratios of expansion. These are calculated
sizes and in the majority of cases the commer
cial sizes will be found to include the nearest
whole number, fractional parts of an inch being
avoided in practice whenever possible.
Compound pumps are not recommended where

sure cylinder will, however, be variable, as the
pressure depends on the distance the piston has
moved in the stroke. The terminal pressure can
not be lowered beyond a certain point, which is
SIZES OF CYLINDERS USUALLY FUR
NISHED FOR COMPOUND PUMPS, AND
CORRESPONDING RATIOS OF EXPAN
SION.
Diameter
High Pressure
Cylinder.
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18

FIG. 27. STEAM CYLINDERS OF COMPOUND, DIRECT ACTING PUMP.
condensing. Still further economy may be re
alized by running the compound pumps con
densing. The same economy cannot be expected
of compound, direct-acting pumps, either con
densing or non-condensing, as is obtained with the
compound steam engine. The conditions are by
no means the same, hence the results will vary
widely.
In the compound direct-acting pump
there is practically no momentum of moving
parts; there is no flywheel to store up energy
during the early part of the stroke to be given up
during the latter part. Furthermore, the terminal
pressure must be the same at the end as at the be
ginning of the stroke, because of the uniform
resistance to the pistons and the absence of mo
mentum. Compared to the compound engine, the
compound pump must work at a great disad
vantage, which has its effect upon the economy.
The usual number of expansions is from 2 to 4,
DIAMETERS OF HIGH AND
SURE CYLINDERS OF
PUMPS CORRESPONDING
ENT RATIOS OF PISTON

the boiler pressure is below 5° pounds, but for
pressures from 75 to 100 pounds the saving over
the simple pump will range from 20 to 35 per
cent for non-condensing pumps and from 25 to 40
per cent for condensing pumps, depending on the
initial pressure and ratio of expansion.
Two arrangements of cylinders in compound,
direct-acting pumps are shown in Figs. 27 and 28.
The smaller or high-pressure cylinder receives
steam from the boiler. The exhaust from the
high-pressure cylinders is conducted through the
side pipes to the steam chest of the low-pressure
cylinders, the low-pressure cylinders receiving the

.

Diameter
Low Pressure
Cylinder.
10
12
12
14
16
18
20
24
80

Ratio
of
Expansion.
2.78
2.94
2.25
2.42
2.60
2.25
2.04
2.25
2.77

not much below the initial pressure, without af
fecting the speed. This explains why the ratio of
expansion is invariably kept quite low, although it
is somewhat higher in condensing than in noncondensing pumps.
When compound pumps are used in connection
with elevators and for fire protection it is very
desirable that they be provided with a high-pres
sure attachment for use in emergencies. This
consists in connecting a branch steam pipe of, say,
one-half or three-fourths the area of the regular
pipe, either to the side pipe connecting the high
and low-pressure cylinders or to the low-pressure
steam chest direct A throttle should be put
in the branch at a convenient distance from the
floor so that it can be quickly and easily reached.
Under ordinary conditions this throttle will re
main closed. In case of fire, or when an un
usually heavy load is to be raised on the elevator,
the pump can be connected directly to the piping
leading to the elevator, or to the fire mains, as the
case may be. Then, by opening the auxiliary
throttle in the branch steam pipe, the pump is
converted into a simple, direct-acting pump having
high-pressure cylinders of the size of the low-

LOW PRES
COMPOUND
TO DIFFER
AREAS.

Ratio of Piston Areas.
Diam.
High
Pres
sure
Cylinders.

2 to 1

2>£tol

3tol

S^tol

4tol

Di< meter of Low Pressure Cylinders.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

8^
10
11
18
14
15K
17
18'A
20
21
22^
24
25^
27
28
30
81
32^
84

9'A
11
12'/$
14
16
17*
19
20K
22
24
25
27
28K
30
81 'A
33
85
36K
38

ioy2
12
14
15K
17
19
21
22 A
24
26
28
29^
31
33
34K
36lA
38
40
il'A

11
13
15
17
19
20K
22 'A
24^
26
2i
30
32
33^
85 n,
87^
39
41
4.3
45

12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
80
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
4*5
4S

FIG. 28. ANOTHER ARRANGEMENT OF STEAM CYLINDERS.
steam in the same manner and at the same time
as the high-pressure. The exhaust from the lowpressure cylinders is carried to the condenser or
flows into the atmosphere as the case may be.
The valves of both cylinders have the same
travel, the ports being of the same width and
neither the high nor low-pressure valves have
lap or lead, the steam ports and the exhaust
ports being wide open throughout the entire
stroke. The pressure of steam in the low-pres-

pressure cylinders, because the high-pressure cyl
inders will become inoperative and will practically
be cut out of service, the low-pressure cylinders
working with steam at boiler or initial pressure.
In this way the water pressure may quickly be
increased to a considerable extent. When the
auxiliary throttle is closed the pump automatically
becomes compound again.
In pumps of small and medium size the small
cylinders are generally placed tandem to and are
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supported by the low-pressure cylinders by means
of a distance piece, the support for the steam cyl
inders being under the low-pressure cylinders
only. In the larger sizes the arrangement of the
cylinders is reversed, the low-pressure cylinders
being placed at the end and the high-pressure cyl
inders connected to the frame of the pump.
When fuel is very expensive and pumps are
used for continuous service under high and in
ordinately high pressures it is oftentimes advisable
to run the pumps condensing. This may be done,

FIG. 29. PUMP ARRANGED TO RUN CONDENSING.

when the pump lifts water by suction, without a
separate condenser by connecting the exhaust pipe
with the suction pipe. Fig. 29 illustrates such a
method of connection. After the pump is started
and has been working properly for from 3 to 5
minutes, the valve A is nearly closed and the
valve B opened a little, after which the valve A
is quickly closed and B opened. When operating
these valves both hands should be used, so that
the valves may be opened and closed simultan
eously, or as nearly so as possible.
PACKING PUMP PISTONS.
The economical operation of a pump depends,
to a great extent, upon the condition of the pack
ing in the stuffingboxes and pistons. The con
dition of the packing in turn depends principally
upon two things, viz., the quality of the packing,
which includes its adaptability to the particular
requirements, and the method of placing the pack
ing in the stuffingboxes and pistons.
As a rule the stuffingboxes on pumps are too
shallow and the glands are too short. In order
to keep the rod tight under these conditions the
packing must be of the proper size and quality,
and it must be put in with a view to securing the
greatest possible degree of elasticity, so that the
rod may be kept tight with the least pressure on
the packing.
In order to do this, it is better to select packing
which will permit a number of narrow rings to be
used instead of a few wide rings. The rings next
to the glands will become dry and hard before
those next to the bottom of the box are half
worn out. If a number of narrow rings are used
the dry ones may be removed and replaced by new
ones without disturbing all the packing in the
stuffingbox. This method not only prevents a
tight yet freely working rod, but oftentimes re
sults in a decided economy in packing.
When patent packings that are square in cross
section are used it will make less difference
whether the rings are narrow or wide, because the
surface in contact with the rod will be nearly
continuous in either case. '
When cutting packing rings the length should
be such that the ends will not come together
within % inch when put into the stuffingbox, and
the several rings should be put in so as to break
joints, which prevents leakage from one ring to
the next.
When inserting the packing put the rings in
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one at a time, using a piece of soft wood to push
the rings firmly to the bottom of the stuffingbox
and also firmly against each other. Put in enough
packing to fill the stuffingbox, that is, as full as
it can be filled and be able to start the cap on the
threads by hand. Screw up the gland (cap) with
the hand and then start the pump slowly. If leak
age occurs do not attempt to tighten the gland
while the rod is in motion, and in any case
tighten it merely enough to stop the leakage. A
slight leakage at the water end is not harmful. A
little cylinder oil and graphite occasionally ap
plied to the rod will tend to keep the rod smooth
and bright, which condition is favorable to the
durability not only of the rod, but of the pack
ing also.
When cutting rings of packing for the piston
the same rule applies with reference to the
length, viz., the rings should be from % to 3-16
inch short, that is, the ends should not meet by
that amount.
Packing should fit the grooves in the solid type
of piston moderately tight and so that the pack
ing can be pushed into the grooves with the fin
gers and without the necessity of pushing the
rings in. The depth of the packing should be
such that the rings will fit the bore of the water
cylinder snugly when first put in. If packing of
the proper depth cannot be obtained it is better to
have the grooves turned deeper in the lathe than
to attempt to cut down the packing. Cutting
hydraulic packing is not only a tedious job, con
suming a great deal of unnecessary time, but it
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making a pattern ring, which is nothing more or
less than a ring of packing which has been fitted
into the piston and is known to be of the proper
length. The extra rings can then be cut at odd
times and should occasion demand it the water
piston can be packed and the pump started in less
than half an hour.
Care should be taken when about to pack a
boiler feed pump or other pump subjected to high
pressure to see that the cylinders are relieved of

FIG. 31. METHOD OF PACKING A FOLLOWER PISTON.

FIG. 30. METHOD OF CUTTING HYDRAULIC PACKING.

is difficult to cut the packing evenly, and if the
rings have an uneven bearing on the bottom of
the grooves leakage is liable to occur when the
pump is first started.
When it becomes necessary to cut packing to
reduce it in depth, a convenient method consists
in placing the packing in a vise, allowing the
thickness to be removed to project above the
jaws. Then, with the aid of a draw-knife, as in
Fig. 30, the work can be quickly and easily done.
The following type of water piston can readily
be packed without removing the piston from the
cylinder, provided rings of the proper depth and
length, are at hand. The old rings can be re
moved with a packing hook. Then take the new
ring and start one end, and with a soft stick
push the remainder of the ring firmly against
the collar or flange at the inner end of the piston,
as shown in Fig. 31. Arrange the several rings
so as to break joints. Coating the sides of the
rings with a thick paste composed of cylinder oil
and graphite will prevent the rings from sticking
together when attempting to remove them.
As pump packing cannot be readily examined
and is liable to fail at any time, it is a good plan
to keep several rings, cut to the proper length,
constantly on hand. This may be easily done by

pressure before loosening the cylinder head bolts.
This may be accomplished by closing the valve in
the delivery pipe, and also in the suction pipe, if
the pump receives water under pressure, and
opening the air cock on the air chamber.
Figs. 32 to 34 inclusive illustrate different con
structions of plunger pump. In the first of these
the plunger is not packed with ordinary packing.

FIG. 32. PLUNGER WITH METAL PACKING RING.

but simply works through a close fitting ring of
considerable width. When leakage becomes ex
cessive it is necessary to renew the ring, which
as will be seen, is readily removable. In Fig. 33
the plunger is packed with hydraulic packing and
in the same manner as when packing the follower
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type of pnmp piston. In Fig. 34 the plungers are
outside packed and are rendered water tight in
the same manner as are piston rods in the piston
type of pump.

FIG. 33. PLUNGER PACKED WITH HYDRAULIC PACK
ING.

Second. The better economy claimed for the
single cylinder pump is due to the smaller radi
ating surfaces for a given capacity, and to much
smaller clearance space in the steam end. The
latter is due to the fact that the single cylinder
pump has two main ports leading to the cylin
der instead of four in each cylinder as in the
duplex. In several makes of single cylinder pump
the number of working parts is less than in the
duplex type, while the liability to derangement,
and the necessity for readjusting the valves is
almost wholly eliminated.
These are the principal reasons why the single
cylinder is, to many persons, preferable to the
duplex type.
The following descriptions embody, wherever
necessary, a simple method of setting the auxil
iary valves and of adjusting the lengths of the
stroke of the main piston.

FIG, 36, PLAN AND SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE BLAKE.

FIG. 35. INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION OF THK MARSH.

U

FIG. 34. OUTSIDE PACKED PLUNGERS.
ing piston on the other side, the stroke on the
tight side is apt to be considerably shortened,
which reduces the volume of water delivered
corresponding to a given number of strokes per
minute. In the single cylinder pump the piston
never starts on its return stroke until it has trav
eled the full length of its stroke in either direc
tion, since the admission of steam is controlled by
the motion of the same reciprocating parts which
it operates.

following the passage indicated by dotted lines to
the cylinder cap, F, in the cylinder cover, through
the attached tube, G, and the hollow piston
rod, H.
This pressure is used only for the purpose
of tripping or reversing the valve, by admitting
steam alternately against the outer surface of
the valve heads, C, through the connecting

THE MARSH, AMERICAN STEAM PUMP CO.
The accompanying drawing, Fig. 35, shows
the interior construction of the Marsh pump.
The steam entering the chest, A, is passing to
the left, through the annular opening, B, formed
between the reduced neck of the valve and the
bore of the first chest wall. It is thus projected

SINGLE CYLINDER STEAM PUMPS.
The following descriptions of the steam ends
of single cylinder pumps include nearly all makes
of pump to be found in power plants, office
buildings and for general service. The descrip
tive matter is arranged in alphabetical order
with reference to the names of builders.
The single cylinder pump is preferred by many
persons for several reasons, and among others
are, first, that the single cylinder pump of given
capacity is said to deliver more water in propor
tion to the size and to steam used than the
duplex. This is due to the fact that the volume
of water delivered by each side of the duplex
pump is dependent to a considerable extent upon
the friction in each side. If the stuffingboxes of
one side, for instance, are tightened more than
on the opposite side, the pistons on the tight
side will move more slowly, and as the valve on
that side is actuated by the more rapidly mov-

V_,
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against the inside surface of the valve head, C,
before escaping through the port, D, and passing
to the cylinder.
Both the pressure and impulse due to velocity,
acting on the valve head, C, operate to close or
restrict the admission port, B, at the annulus, by
forcing the valve to the left, or in the direction of
the current of steam. On reaching the cylinder,
and driving the piston, E, toward the right, the
reactive effect of the cylinder steam upon the
opposite side of the valve head, C, entering the
outer end of the chest chamber, is pressing the
valve toward the right, a movement which would
give the admission more port opening at B and
deliver more steam to the cylinder.
The valve then holds a position depending upon
the relative strength of the two forces which
tend to move it in opposite directions, admission
steam, which tends to close the valve, and cylin
der steam, which tends to open the valve wider.
This constitutes the governing element.
The steam valve, therefore, is always in a per
fectly balanced position.
The steam piston, E, consists, as shown, of a
spool form, each head of which is provided with
a metal packing ring, the interior space forming
a reservoir for live steam, which is supplied from
the upper chamber of the chest, above the valve,

passages, / /, near each end of the steam cyl
inder.
When cutting gaskets for the Marsh pumps, the
gasket between the steam chest and cylinder must
be patterned from the planed surface on top of
the cylinder, not the lower part of the chest,
carefully duplicating all holes and making certain
that the drilled ports at each end are unobstruct
ed and register with corresponding holes in the
chest.
The cylinder cover must be so placed, when
bolting to the cylinder, that the continuation of the
passage shown in dotted lines, carrying the trip
supply steam to the piston, shall register in the
head and cylinder, and a thin gasket be placed
under the cover, with a hole to connect the
passages.
The trip-tube stuffingbox in the steam piston
must be repacked occasionally.
THE BLAKE, GEO. F. BLAKE MFG. CO.
In the Blake single cylinder pump the main
valve, which controls the admission of steam to,
and the escape of steam from, the main cylinder,
is divided into two parts, one of which, C, Fig. 36,
slides upon a seat on the main cylinder, and at
the same time affords a seat for the other part,

FIG. 37.

ENLARGED VIEW OF MAIN VALVE.

D, which slides upon the upper face of C. As
shown in the drawing, D is at the left hand end
of its stroke and C at the opposite or right hand
end of its stroke. Steam from the steam chest,
/, is therefore entering the right hand end of the
main cylinder through the ports, E and H, and the
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exhaust is escaping through the ports, RltEx,K
and M, which causes the main piston, A, to move
from right to left. When the piston has nearly
reached the left hand end of the cylinder the
valve motion moves the valve rod, P, and thus
causes C, together with its supplemental valves, R
and 5" 5, Fig 37, which form, with C, one
casting, to be moved from right to left. This
causes steam to be admitted to the left hand end
of the supplemental cylinder, whereby the piston,
B, will be forced toward the right, carrying D
with it to the opposite or right hand end of its
stroke; for the movement of 5" closes N, the
steam port leading to the right hand end, and the
movement of S1 opens N1 the steam port leading
to the opposite or left-hand end, at the same
time the movement of V opens the right hand
end of this cylinder to the exhaust, through the
exhaust ports, X and Z. The parts C and D
now have positions opposite to those shown in
the drawings, and steam is therefore entering the
main cylinder through the ports A', and ffx, and
escaping through the ports H, E, K and M,
which will cause the main piston, A, to move
in the opposite direction, or from left to right,
and operations similar to those already described
will follow, when the piston approaches the
right hand end of the cylinder. By this simple
arrangement the pump is rendered positive in
action, that is, it will start and continue working
the moment steam is admitted to the steam
chest.
The main piston, A, cannot strike the heads
of the cylinder; for the main valve has lead,
or, in other words, steam is always admitted in
front of the piston just before it reaches either
end of the cylinder, even should the supple
mental piston, B, be tardy in its action and re
main with D at that end toward which the piston,
A, is moving, for C would be moved far enough
to open the steam port leading to the main cylin'der, since the possible travel of C is greater
than that of D.
The supplemental piston, B, cannot strike the
heads of the smaller cylinder, for in its alternate
passage beyond the exhaust ports, X and X1, it
cushions on the vapor entrapped in the ends of
the cylinder.
To set the valve, having no previous knowl
edge of the condition of the pump or marks
known to be correctly located, remove the steam
chest together with the valve stem. Place the
piston at midstroke. Then take out the member,
C, and the valve stem and replace these parts
in their proper position on the cylinder. Loosen
the collars on the valve stem, and then push
the piston to the end of the stroke, or to within
the width of the steam port of striking the cylin
der head, say, at the front end of the cylinder.
Move the valve stem and the slide, C, until the
supplemental valve 5" opens the small steam port,
N, farthest from the piston. Then slide the col
lar that is nearest the steam cylinder along on
the valve stem until it touches the sleeve, then
tighten the set screw. Push the piston to the
corresponding position at the opposite end of the
stroke. Move the slide, C, until the supple
mental valve, S, opens the small steam port near
est the water cylinder. Slide the loose collar
along on the valve stem until it touches the
sleeve, then tighten the set screw. Mark the
position of the collars on the valve stem, after
which replace the slide, C, in the steam chest
and put the chest back on the cylinder and put
in the bolts. After replacing the collars on the
valve stem start the pump and equalize the stroke
of the piston if need be by adjusting the posi
tion of the collars, moving them toward the
cylinders to lengthen the stroke, and closer to
gether to shorten the stroke.
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THE BLAKESLEE, BLAKESLEE MFG. CO.
Referring to the accompanying drawing, Pig.
39, A is the slide valve chamber, which is
fitted to the cylinder seat. The slide valve, B,
is fitted in the valve chamber, A, the cutoff valve,
C, working on top of the slide valve and is oper
ated by the valve stem, D. The lever, F, which
operates the valve, is attached to the crosshead
and is moved by the steam piston. While the
crosshead moves the length of the stroke, the
cutoff valve, C, is moved twice the width of
the steam ports in the cylinder. The opening in
the cutoff valve, C, is equal to the length of
the dog, E, plus the throw of the slide valve, B,
plus one-sixteenth inch. The length of the valve
chamber on the inside is equal to the length of
the cutoff valve minus the throw of the cutoff
valve. The valve stem, D, fits in the cutoff valve,
C, so that it moves the latter valve a distance
proportional to the movement of the steam pis
ton. The opening through the cutoff valve is
equal in width to the distance from inside to
inside of the ports on top of the slide valve.
It will readily be seen that as the piston moves
to the right, as shown in the drawing, the cutoff
valve is moved to the left, so as to open the
right hand end of the valve box and admits
steam, which acts upon the slide valve and
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of this valve is very nearly the same as would
be obtained by means of an eccentric. The strokes
of the valves are so timed that as the piston
nears the end of the stroke the movement is
sufficiently retarded to permit the water valves
to seat quietly and without jar, and also, in
starting on the return stroke, the steam is so
gradually admitted that the piston moves with
ease and gradually increasing speed to the middle
of the stroke; the speed then gradually decreases
towards the opposite end. By the proper adjust
ment of the cutoff valve the piston can be made
to stop momentarily at the ends of the stroke
and with no possibility of striking the cylinder
heads.
SETTING THE VALVE.
Adjust all points so that there will be no lost
motion in the valve gear. Then move the crosshead to the end of the stroke, and see that the
cutoff valve opens the valve chamber 1-16 of
an inch, and that the steam valve closes the
port leading to the cylinder to within 1-16 of
an inch. Then move the crosshead to the other
end of the stroke and see that the valves are in
the same relative position. If, from any cause,
the cutoff valve does not travel correctly, and
so as to open the valve chamber at the ends of
the stroke of the piston, the valve can be short
ened slightly by filing off the ends; but this
should not be done until all lost motion has been
taken up.
THE CAMERON, A. S. CAMERON STEAM PUMP WKS.
In the Cameron pump the plunger is reversed
by means of two plain tappet valves, shown in
Fig. 39, and the entire mechanism thus con
sists of four pieces only, all working in direct
line with the main piston. It is simple and with
out delicate parts.

FIG. 38 CYLINDER AND VALVES OF THE BLAKESLEE.
moves it to the left hand end of the valve box
thereby opening the port wide in the slide valve,
which registers with the port leading to the
cylinder, but on the upper side of the slide
valve the port is nearly closed by the cutoff
valve, so that little steam is admitted to the
cylinder; and, consequently, the piston is gradu
ally started on its return stroke. When the re
turn stroke is commenced the cutoff valve be
gins to move and opens the port on top of slide
valve, the latter standing still until the piston
has made one-half stroke, at which time the
full port opening to the cylinder is obtained,
and at the same time the cutoff valve, C, engages
with the dog, E, and both the slide valve and
cutoff valve move together to the end of the
stroke. Now, it will be observed that as soon as
the cutoff valve, C, engages with the slide valve
and begins to move it, the port to the cylinder
is being closed, so that at the end of the stroke
but little steam can get to the piston. It will
also be seen that the cutoff valve opens the
valve box, A, to admit steam to complete the
stroke of slide valve, and should it fail to throw
the slide valve, the piston, by means of the
cutoff valve, C, causes the slide valve to move,
thereby opening the opposite port and rendering
it impossible for the piston to strike the cylinder
head. The lower corner of the slide valve, B,
is removed and a slot cut to the exhaust pocket,
the slot being of sufficient size to release the
steam from the ends of the valve box and exhaust
it into the pocket of the slide valve.
It will very readily be seen that the movement

FIG. 39 LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF THE CAMERON.
A is the steam cylinder; C, the piston; L, the
steam chest; F, the chest plunger, the right-hand
end of which is shown in section; G, the slide
valve; H, a lever, by means of which the steamchest plunger. F, may be reversed by hand when
expedient ; // are reversing valves ; KK are the
reversing valve chamber bonnets, and EE are
exhaust ports leading from the ends of steam
chest direct to the main exhaust by means of
passages, MM, which lead directly thereto, al
though the connection is not shown, being cut
away in the sectional view, and closed by the
reversing valves, //.
The piston, C, is driven by steam admitted
under the slide valve, G, which, as it is shifted
backward and forward, alternately connects op
posite ends of the cylinder, A, with the live
steam pipe and exhaust. This slide valve, G,
is shifted by the auxiliary plunger, F; F is hol
low at the ends, which are filled with steam,
and this, issuing through a hole in each end.
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fills the spaces between it and the heads of the
steam chest in which it works. Pressure being
equal at each end, this plunger, F, under ordinary
conditions, is balanced and motionless; but when the
main piston, C, has traveled far enough to the left
to strike and open the reverse valve /, the steam
exhausts through the port, E, from behind that
end of the plunger, F, which immediately shifts
accordingly and carries with it the slide valve, G,
thus reversing the pump. No matter how fast
the piston may be traveling, it must instantly
reverse on touching the valve, /. In its move
ment the plunger, F, acts as a slide valve to
close the port, E, and is cushioned on the con
fined steam between the ports and steam chest
cover. The reverse valves, //, are closed as
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cam, C, holds the valve by means of the valve
pin, D, so that ports, E and Eu admit the steam
to one end of the chest and connect the other
end with the exhaust port; the steam, acting on
the valve pistons, will move both the valve pis
tons and the valve, opening the main ports, F
and , thus admitting steam to one end of the
steam cylinder and opening the other end to the
exhaust. If the valve occupies any other posi
tion, the main ports, F and Ft, will be opened
for the admission and exhaust of steam; conse
quently it is evident that there is no dead point
and that the pump will start from any point of
the stroke.
Steam being admitted to the cylinder by one
of the main ports, as F, in the illustration, the
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stroke or until the inner edge of the port and
the piston coincide, then, after loosening the
side lever, turn the cam, C, until the valve piston
uncovers the auxiliary steam port, E, leading to
the end of the steam chest corresponding to the
position of the main piston.
Secure the cam in this position, and then con
nect the side lever to the connecting rod. The
side lever will now occupy the correct position
with reference to the cam, consequently the lever
should be secured to the cam shaft while in this
position. The stroke of the pump is regulated
by raising and lowering the end of the connect
ing rod in the slotted end of the slide lever. Rais
ing the connecting rod shortens the stroke and
lowering it lengthens the stroke. When making
the foregoing adjustments it is well to have the
connecting rod at or near the bottom of the
slot as shown in the drawing.
THE DEAN BROS., DEAN BROS. STEAM PUMP WKS.,
OF INDIANAPOLIS.
In Dean Bros.' valve gear the auxiliary valve,
A, Fig. 42, is provided on its under side with
diagonal exhaust cavities, B B,. The ports. CC,,
and the exhaust port. D, are arranged in the shape

FIG. 41. SECTION OF THE STEAM END OF THE DEAN
BROS.
FIG. 40.

CYLINDER AND VALVE GEAR OF THE DAVIDSON.

soon as the piston, C, leaves them by a constant
pressure of steam behind them conveyed direct
from the steam chest through the ports, NN,
shown by dotted lines.
THE DAVIDSON, M. T. DAVIDSON.
The valve gear of the Davidson pump consists
of a valve, valve pistons, valve pin and cam. The
valve is actuated by a positive mechanical con
nection with the main piston rod and by the
action of steam on the valve pistons. The illus
tration, Fig. 40, shows the valve gear and
steam cylinder in detail. The steam chest con
sists of the cylinder, M, valve, A, and valve pis
tons, B and B,. The pistons are connected, suffi
cient space being allowed between them for the
valve, A, and the steam ports, F and Ft. The
parts are few and not liable to derangement from
wear or other causes.
The valve is controlled and operated by the
steel cam, C, acting on steel pin, D, which passes
through the valve into the exhaust port, N, in
which the cam is located. In addition to this
mechanical operation, steam is alternately admit
ted to and exhausted from the ends of the steam
chest by ports, E and E , , operating the pistons,
B and Bt.
The pump being at rest with the valve, A,
covering the main steam ports, F and F , , the

steam piston, cam, valve, etc., will move in the
direction indicated by the arrows. The first
movement of the cam will be to oscillate the
valve, preparatory to bringing it in proper posi
tion for the opening of the auxiliary steam port,
E, to live steam, and Elt to exhaust, and sec
ondly, to close the valve mechanically slightly
before the end of the stroke of the main piston,
thereby causing slight cutoff and compression,
and fully opening the auxiliary port, E, to steam,
and £, to exhaust. By the admission of steam to
one end of the chest, the other being open to the
exhaust, the valve pistons will move the valve
to such position as will allow the admission and
exhaust of steam to and from the cylinder for
the return stroke.
The main valve being as much under the con
trol of the piston rod as is the valve of an
ordinary steam engine worked by an eccentric,
secures a positive action, the pump being capable
of starting from any position and maintaining
a uniform and full stroke.
The steam piston is prevented from striking
the cylinder heads by virtue of the mechanical
valve closure, although the clearance at the end
of the cylinder is very small. This is one of the
more important features of the pump.
To set the valve piston, all that is necessary
is to push the main pistons to the end of the

of a triangle, the diagonal cavities diverge from
each other, whereby the cavity B, when the valve
is turned over, connects the ports C j and D, and
cavity B, connects the ports C and D, when the
valve, A, is at the limit of the stroke.
When the piston moves from left to right the
valve, A, is moved in an opposite direction, open
ing the port, C, admitting steam to the auxiliary
cylinder at the moment the main piston has
reached the limit of its stroke, whereby the auxil
iary piston, E, is forced to the left, opening the
main port and admitting steam to the steam
cylinder, consequently reversing the movement of
the main piston. On the return stroke of the
main piston the movement of the auxiliary valve
is reversed, whereby the port, C, is closed, and
at the moment the main piston has reached the
limit of its outer stroke, the port, C,, is opened
by the valve, A, causing the auxiliary piston, E,
to reverse its motion, opening the main port and
reversing the motion of the main piston.
The arrangement of ports admits of a short
valve with a long travel. The length of the
stroke of the pump can be regulated by moving
the stud, F, Fig. 43, up or down in the seg
mental slot, G, as this varies the travel of the
auxiliary valve, thereby reversing the stroke of
main piston earlier or later.
The motion of the auxiliary steam slide valve
is continuous, like that derived from an
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trie. The ports leading to the chest piston are
closed, except at the moment the main piston
is being reversed; hence, there can be no blow
ing through or waste of steam in case the chest
piston becomes worn. The stroke of the pump
can be quickly regulated by moving the stud in
the slot at the upper end of the lever. If raised,
the pump will make shorter strokes; if lowered,
it will make longer strokes.
The auxiliary valve, having a long stroke and
a rapid motion, insures a prompt reversal of the
piston at the proper time.

o

3
vi ,'\y
B, C, B
FIG. 42. AUXILIARY VALVE AND PORTS.
There can be no waste of steam or poor work
ing incident to the wearing of the chest piston.
The stroke of the pump can be quickly changed
by shifting the position of the pin, F, in the
slot. G.
When setting valve and placing the steam
chest in position, turn steam chest upside down.
Put valve rod through stuffingbox and attach
the clamp for small slide valve. The valve rod
has a space turned so as to reduce the diameter
of rod where clamp is to be attached.
Screw up tight the stuffingbox nut without
packing in it. Now move valve rod with small
valve so as to open 1-16 inch the small port
at the right of valve. Scratch a mark on the
valve rod close to the stuffingbox nut. Then
move valve rod with the small valve in the
opposite direction, so that the port at the left of
valve so as to open the small port 1-16 inch
mark on valve rod.
Replace steam chest on cylinder.
Loosen screw in crosshead and slide crosshead
toward the water cylinder until it is even with
the end of lever.
Set valve rod so that the outer scratch is even
with nut, as it was when scratch was made.
Now tighten the set screw in valve rod dog, there
by fixing it to the valve rod.
Move the crosshead toward the steam cylinder
until it is even with the end of lever as before.

FIG.

43. ARRANCEMENT FOR
STROKE.

REGULATING

THE

This ought to bring the other mark on valve rod
even with the stuffingbox nut, or in the position
where it was marked. If not quite even, move
the valve rod half the amount it is out. In put
ting steam chest on cylinder use a thin board
not more than % inch thick, or, better still, a
piece of sheet iron, to prevent the main slide
valve from falling out when chest is turned over
to put on steam cylinder. This piece of board
can be easily drawn out as soon as steam chest
is in position.
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In setting the valve it will be noticed that it is
not a tappet valve ; that is, it has no lost motion
about it or springs or tappet, but is connected
direct to the valve stem, and when the pump is
in motion the small steam valve is in motion
like the slide valve of an ordinary slide valve
engine, and the operation of squaring the valve
with ports is the same as in slide valve engine.
The parts should not be changed by filing or
fitting, or lap or lead looked for. Bolt the steam
chest down tight, and if the steam valve is prop
erly set the pump will work properly with an
easy, noiseless motion.
When cutting a gasket to place between the
face of the steam chest and steam cylinder use
the face of steam chest as a template and do
not neglect to cut hole to match small hole in
center of bridge of steam chest.
THE DEANE, DEANE STEAM PUMP CO., OF H0LY0KE.
The accompanying drawings show the details
of the valve gear used on the Deane single cylin
der steam pumps. The main valve is operated
by a small piston called the valve piston, shown
in Fig. 44- The ears on the main valve fit
tightly in a slot cut in the valve piston, so that
when the valve piston moves in either direction
it carries the main valve with it.
The valve piston is fitted to and slides in a
cylindrical bore in the valve chest and is actu
ated by steam admitted to the opposite ends of
the chest. The admission and exhaust of this
steam is controlled by a secondary valve, which
admits or exhausts the steam for the valve pis
ton through the small ports at the sides of the
cylinder and chest. The secondary valve de
rives its motion through the valve rod, tappets
and links shown, from the main piston rod. Thus

FIG. 44. STEAM CYLINDER AND VALVE OF THE DEANS.
the movement of the secondary valve, and hence
the valve piston and main valve, are controlled
by the main piston. The valve piston, it will
be noticed, has a steam jacket which ensures
equal expansion of the parts and prevents bind
ing.
The piston rod arm is securely fastened, to
the piston rod and through the connection of
lever and links its motion causes the tappet block
to slide back and forth on the valve rod be
tween the two tappets. These tappets are keyed
to the valve rod so that when the tappet block
strikes either tappet it carries with it the valve
rod and secondary valve. When the piston mov
ing in the direction indicated by the arrow has
come almost to the end of the stroke, the tappet
block comes in contact with the left-hand tappet
and the further movement of the piston throws
the secondary valve to the left until the edge,
A, Fig. 45. uncovers the small port, 5". The
port, 5, together with passages in the cylinder
and valve chest, allows the steam to fill the
space between the right hand end of the valve
piston and the valve chest head, and exert a
pressure forcing the valve piston in the direc
tion indicated by the arrow. In the illustration,
Fig. 44, the valve piston has already moved
part of the way, carrying the main valve with it
far enough to partially open the steam port which

admits steam to the right hand end of the cylin
der, and the main piston is ready to start back
in the other direction. The port, E, and the
chamber, F, in the secondary valve, as shown in
Fig. 45, provide for the exhaust of steam from
behind the left hand end of the valve piston in
the same manner and at the same time that
steam is admitted behind the right hand end. The
location of the exhaust ports in the chest is
such as to allow for proper cushioning of the
valve piston to prevent its striking the heads.
The small ports on the other side of the steam
cylinder, Fig. 45, control the motion of the
valve in the other direction and act in exactly
the same manner. In case the steam pressure
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FIG. 45 VALVE CHEST AND AUXILIARY VALVE.
should for any reason fail to start the valve
piston at the proper time there is a lug, B, Fig.
44, provided on the valve rod which comes in
contact with the valve piston and brings to bear
the whole power of the steam cylinder to start
it. It is readily seen that the correct timing
of the valve movements is independent of the
position of the tappets. If they are too near to
gether, the valve will be thrown too soon and
thus the stroke of the pump will be shortened,
while on the other hand if too far apart, the
pump will complete its stroke without moving
the valves. As the pumps are all adjusted and
thoroughly tested before shipping, these tappets
are not made adjustable, but are set before leav
ing the factory and keyed securely in place.
The exhaust from the cylinder is cut off when
the piston covers the inner port, and there is
thus provided a steam cushion for the piston to
prevent it striking the heads.
SETTING THE VALVES.
Place the steam piston so that it is at its ex
treme inward position. Place the secondary valve
so that it will uncover the left hand secondary
steam port, 51. Place the tappet next to the
steam cylinder on the valve rod against the tap
pet block and fix in this position. Slide the
secondary valve forward until the right hand sec
ondary steam port is uncovered and place the
steam piston in its extreme ' outward position,
then place the other tappet against the tappet
block and secure it in place. Now place the
valve so that the inside main steam port is open.
With the valve piston in position to engage the
main steam valve, place the valve chest on the
cylinder and secure it in place. The pump will
then be ready to start on the admission of steam
to the steam chest. If at any time the pump
refuses to start, simply move the valve rod by
hand to the end of its stroke and the pump will
start without trouble.
In renewing the packing between the steam
chest and cylinder always cut openings for the
passage of steam through the ports provided for
the moving of the valve piston.
THE EPPING-CARPENTER, EPPING-CARFENTER 00.
Another style of steam cylinder and valves for
single cylinder pumps is that of the Epping-Carpenter pump, shown in Fig. 46.
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The main valve is of the flat D slide pattern
and is actuated by a double valve piston or a
piston valve immediately above it. The valve
piston and the flat main valve are practically
one piece as shown. The valve piston in the
auxiliary cylinder is steam actuated, steam being
admitted to and released from the auxiliary cylin
der by an auxiliary slide valve situated in
a small steam chest on the side of the auxiliary
cylinder as shown. The auxiliary slide valve is
actuated by the valve gear, which receives mo
tion from the piston rod of the pump. On the
valve stem are two tappets, whose position is
adjustable by what are known as lost motion
nuts. A sliding sleeve on the valve stem strikes
the tappets at each end of the stroke and thus
imparts motion to the auxiliary slide valve. As
neither the auxiliary nor the main valve has lap,
there can be no dead center, because the auxiliary
valve is always in a position to admit steam to
the main valve piston, the slightest movement
one way or the other serving to reverse the
steam distribution.
To set the valves, place the main piston in
mid-stroke position, as shown in the drawing.
The rocker arm should then occupy a vertical
position, and the sleeve on the valve stem should
be midway between the tappets. The valves
should now be placed centrally over the ports.
To adjust the amount of lost motion between the
sleeve and the tappets, move the main piston
to one end of the stroke. The auxiliary slide
valve should now have opened the steam port
leading to the valve piston operating the main
valve. The position of the auxiliary slide valve
may be adjusted, if need be, by moving the tappet
on the valve stem, which will allow the valve
to be correctly placed. Then push the tappet
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ing the main steam ports of the main steam
cylinder. The sides of this valve are cut to form
the notches, C and D, which are for the purpose
of opening and closing the small steam ports,
and by their action admit steam to the valve pis
tons; it is also provided with L shape slots for
the purpose of alternately exhausting steam from
the valve pistons through the steam ports.
Steam being turned on, the main piston rod
commences its forward stroke and its motion
is communicated to the vertical arm, which moves
forward on the rod until it engages with one of
the cams, E, Fig. 47, adjusted on the valve
rod. This engagement of the arm with the in
clined faces of the cam imparts a sidewise oscil
lating movement to the rod and valve. This

other cam on the valve rod, and gives a reverse
oscillation and backward motion, the valve clos
ing and opening the alternate ports to admit and
exhaust steam to and from the pistons. At the
same time it cushions the piston at the end of

FIG. 40. SECTION OF CYLINDER OF THE GUILD AND
GARRISON.
FIG. 47- VALVE CHEST AND VALVE OF THE FOSTER.
oscillating movement of the valve opens one of
the notches, C or D, cut in the side of the valve
and admits steam through one of the ports to
one of the valve pistons. At the same time the
oscillating movement of the valve opens the slot,
F, opposite the opened notch, and exhausts steam
through the alternate port from the other piston.
The steam thus admitted to one of the pistons,
while the steam is exhausted from the other pis-

stroke, which prevents the piston striking the
steam chest heads. The valve, being steam actu
ated, gives free and easy movements to all the
working parts.
THE GUILD AND GARRISON, GUILD AND GARRISON.
The steam chest of this pump is a rectangular
chamber provided at each end with suitable cyl
inders to receive the pistons of the valve driver,
E, Fig. 49. At the side of the valve driver,

FIG. 46. STEAM END OF THE EPPING-CARPENTER.
against the sleeve and tighten the nut. Push
the main piston to the opposite end of the stroke
and adjust the position of the opposite tappet.
In cases where the auxiliary slide valve does not
open the ports wide when the main piston
reaches the ends of the stroke, the port opening
should be equalized so that the same pressure
of steam may be applied to both ends of the
valve piston. When the adjusting nuts and lost
motion nuts on the tappets are once firmly set
there is practically no opportunity for derange
ment except by wear, and all wear can be taken
up by simply adjusting the position of the tap
pets on the valve stem.
The main piston is of the follower type, and
is fitted with spring rings which furnish automatic
adjustment for wear. By removing the covers
from the steam chests and cylinder the interior
working parts can be plainly seen and the exact
position of each accurately determined.
FIG. 48. VALVE GEAR OF THE FOSTER.
THE FOSTER, FOSTER PUMP WKS.
The valve in the Foster single cylinder pump
is compound in its nature and answers the pur
poses of a main and auxiliary valve. It is seated
over the main steam cylinder on the web or
casting connecting together the valve pistons, and
is provided at the bottom with vents or open
ings, A and B, Fig. 48, for opening and clos

ton, carries the valve lengthwise over the main
steam cylinder, and by means of the vents, A
and B, steam is admitted through one of the
main steam ports and exhausted through the
other. When the main piston rod has completed
its stroke, it moves backward and carries with
it the arm, which in turn strikes against the

E, and in the steam chest is an auxiliary slide
valve 6, Figs. 49 and 51, which admits and
releases the steam from the ends of the valve
driver. The valve driver, E, has two slots at
the center, the lower one receiving the lug on
the back of the main valve and the upper one
the toe on the rocker shaft, D. The rocker
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shaft has two toes, the larger one engaging with
the valve driver, and the smaller one with the
auxiliary slide valve, G, as shown in Fig. 50,
Both the main and the auxiliary valves are plain
slide valves, so fitted as to take up wear auto
matically. The pendulum lever, J, Fig. 50, caus
es the shaft, D, to rotate and by means of the
toes previously referred to the valves are caused
to move in unison.
The auxiliary valve, G, is in every respect
similar to the slide valve of an engine, and
admits and releases the steam to and from the
ends of the valve driver.
The operation of the valves is as follows:
The piston being at the end of the stroke steam
is admitted by the main valve, and the piston
moves toward the opposite end of the stroke.
The two valves are also moved in the same direc
tion by means of the rocker shaft and the toes.
This movement is continued until the piston
has nearly completed the stroke, when the aux
iliary valve opens one of the small ports leading

FIG. t;o.
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ing link connecting the right and left hand piston
rods, are shown four periods in the cycle or
revolution of the pumping engine.
The pump cylinders are of usual construction,
and may be of any type suitable for the service.
In diagram A, Fig. 52, the direction of the
piston motions is shown by the arrows. On
the left side the low and intermediate pistons
have just completed their upward stroke and
are starting on the downward stroke. The right-

tension when arranged 'as shown in the dia
gram. The compensating mechanism has no dead
centers, so that the engine can be started in any
position. In this respect its action is like that
of a pair of engines when quarter connected. Evi
dently the strokes are positive and fixed in length,
so that a minimum clearance is made possible.
The strokes are related to each other as in any
ordinary duplex pump. The length of stroke,
however, is fixed, and gives a minimum clearance.
The valve mechanism is equally effective and
simple as the compensating device. It gives the
much-desired quick opening and closing valve
action with an intervening pause. It can be
readily adjusted for leads and cutoffs, as any ordi
nary gear ; and because of the quick action at the
proper instant, accurate equalization of cutoff
can be secured without any unnecessary refine
ment in adjustment, and which is not seriously
affected by excessive wear of the exceedingly
simple linkage shown by the cut. When desired,
the valve gear can be made adjustable for cut
offs, or controlled by a governor. Each side con
trols its own point of cutoff, but the time of
admission is effected by the piston movement of
the other side or engine, as in an ordinary duplex
pump. However, the valve motion cannot cause
the short strokes so common in direct acting
pumps.

SHOWING THE AUXILIARY VALVE.

to the end of the valve driver, thus admitting
steam at one end and releasing it from the
other, which causes the valve driver to move
from one end of the steam chest to the other,
which movement also shifts the position of the
main valve and reverses the motion of the main
piston. The valve driver is moved the greater
part of the distance by means of the toe on the
rocker shaft, the stroke or travel of the driver
being completed, thus reversing the steam distri
bution, by steam pressure, which brings the op
posite end of the slot in the driver in position
to be again engaged by the toe on the rocker
shaft for the return stroke.

FIG. 51. CROSS SECTION OF THE VALVE CHEST.
The steam-actuated throw of the main valve
occurs only near the ends of the valve travel,
and the valve being already in motion requires
but very slight impulse to complete the stroke
quickly, but without shock.
The motion of the auxiliary valve being prac
tically continuous there can be no dead center.
The motion of the valves is such as to render
them very durable and free from leakage.
There is practically no valve setting in con
nection with this arrangement of valves, because
when assembling the parts all that is necessary is
to have the centers of the pendulum lever and
the toes on the rocker shaft parallel. As there
are no adjustable parts there is practically no
valve setting.
THE HEISLER, HEISLER PUMPING ENGINE CO.
In the four diagrams outlining the steam and
pump cylinders, with the intervening compensat

FIG. 52. DIAGRAMS OF THE HEISLER PUMPING EN
GINE.
hand piston is going upward, having nearly com
pleted the first half of the upward stroke, and
is just beginning to receive the necessary aid
through the compensating link from the left side,
which, being at the beginning of its stroke, has an
excess of piston pressure; consequently, to avoid
undue acceleration, it needs retarding by ap
proximately the amount of aid extended to the
right side, which, without such aid, would hesitate
and stop before the completion of the upward
stroke. In diagram B the right side has com
pleted the upward stroke and is returning to re
pay the aid borrowed from the left side, which is
nearing the end of its downward stroke. In dia
gram C the right side is again about to receive
aid, and in diagram D is preparing to help the
left side, which completes the cycle of operation.
Fig. 53 is a perspective view of the entire machine.
It will be seen that, because of the angularity
of the compensating link, the right side or high
pressure piston is aided through nearly twothirds of its stroke, upward or downward, and
it only extends help to the low pressure side for
about one-third of the Iatter's stroke. Because
of this peculiar and valuable feature steam can
be cut off early in the stroke of the high pressure
cylinder. By careful design a very uniform pis
ton motion can be secured when having but one
cylinder on the right side and two on the left
side, as shown in the diagram. Moreover, it is
manifest that since the low pressure cylinders
cut off steam later than the high pressure cylin
ders they need aid only when nearing the end of
their strokes. Their excess of power is very
readily transmitted through the compensating link
to the high pressure side. Further study will
reveal that the compensating link is always in

FIG. 53. HEISLER COMPOUND PUMPING ENGINE.
SETTING THE VALVES.
The valve setting is not difficult to one famil
iar with adjusting ordinary steam engine valves.
Plain slide valves are used and are set without
lead, i. e., line-and-line. As in setting a pair of
quarter connected engines, one of the pistons,
say, on the right hand or high pressure side, is
placed at the extreme end of its stroke by lifting
the left hand or low pressure crossheads until
the left end of the floating or compensating link,
J, is directly over the center of the left hand rock
er arm shaft, 2. This causes the high pressure
rocker arm, 5, to make an angle of about 45 de
grees. Having placed the high pressure crosshead, 10, at the lower end of the stroke, the high
pressure valve stem nuts are adjusted so the lower
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edge of the high pressure slide valve just about
opens the lower steam port. By further lifting
the low pressure crosshead the high pressure
valve begins to open the port very rapidly and
gives a full opening by the time the high pres
sure piston has lifted a distance equal to the width
of the steam port, at which time both pistons are
lifting and the high pressure piston is aiding the
low pressure piston to complete its stroke. The
high pressure valve after a short pause with
a wide open bottom port, quickly closes it at
approximately mid-stroke of the high pressure
piston, a further upward movement of this piston
causes the low pressure piston to stop and return
downward and transmit through the floating rod,
J, some of its excess of power to the high pres
sure side as the latter is nearing the upper end
of the stroke. The downward motion of the low
pressure side must be stopped as the left end of
the floating rod, I, again is directly in line with
the low pressure rocker arm, 4, and over the cen
ter of the rocker shaft, 2, which position de
termines the upper end of the high pressure pis
ton's stroke. Examine the upper edge of the
high pressure valve and note its position with re
lation to the edge of the steam port. If by
chance the high pressure lead pin, 6, is properly
set, the upper edge of the valve will also be lineand-line as for the corresponding position of the
high pressure piston when at the bottom of the
cylinder.
If the valve is "blind," i. e., laps over the
port, say, % inch, then lower the valve 1-16, as
in ordinary setting, giving the valve 1-16 inch
negative lead top and bottom. After doing this
move the high pressure piston to the lower end
of its stroke and it will be found that the lower
edge of the valve also shows line-and-line or zero
lead. To give a longer cutoff, move the link
block pin, 7, at the upper end of the cutoff link,
11, to the right. The low pressure side is set in
the same manner. The low pressure lead pin
is at 8 and the cutoff pin at p. The port open
ing and closing of all valves follow in the same
order as in a quarter connected pair of engines
such as a locomotive. The leads are but very
slightly changed by different adjustments of the
cutoff.
It is interesting to note that by moving the
lower end of the high pressure cutoff link the
lead is changed, and by moving the other end
of the same link the cutoff is changed.
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The auxiliary slide valve is operated by means
of a double-cone tappet on the piston rod, which
strikes a rocker bar pivoted to the frame of the
pump. The rocker bar carries an arm or lever
at right angles to it and to this arm the valve rod
is connected.
A short shaft runs through the upper part
of the steam chest and is provided with a toe,
as shown, by means of which the chest piston may
be moved by hand when necessary and without
disconnecting any part of the pump or valve
gear.
The port valves provide a simple means of
regulating the velocity of the up and down strokes
to meet the requirements of the water ends of the
pump so that uniform strokes may be obtained
regardless of the resistance offered the main
piston.
When adjusting the auxiliary valve, all that
is necessary is to place the rocker bar parallel to
the piston rod and so that the arm to which the
valve rod is connected will stand at right angles
to the piston rod. The auxiliary valve should
then occupy its mid-position over the ports.
The upper or outer end of the arm on the rocker

located in the under side of the chest piston in
proper position with reference to the correspond
ing ports, A B, cut in the steam chest. The
steam entering through the port at one end and
filling the space between the chest piston and
the head, drives the chest piston to the end of
the stroke and carries the main slide valve with
it. When the chest piston has traveled a certain
distance, a port in the opposite end is uncovered
and steam enters, stopping its further travel by

FIG. 55- SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE KNOWLES.

THE HILL, HILL MACHINE CO.
This is a deep well pump with a steam-actu
ated valve, and port valves to regulate the up and
down strokes of the main piston. The main and
auxiliary valves are both flat slides, each cover
ing five ports, as shown in Fig. 54- The main
valve is actuated by means of a valve driver or
chest piston, the steam being admitted to and
exhausted from the ends of the chest piston in
precisely the same manner that the main valve
controls the admission and release of steam in
the main pump cylinder. One of the auxiliary
ports enters the end of the main steam chest,
and the other enters at a point nearer the middle
of the chest. The end ports are used for admis
sion only and the inner ones for exhaust. It
will be seen that when the auxiliary valve reaches
the upper end of its travel, as shown in the draw
ing, the admission port is opened at the bottom of
the steam chest, while the one at the top is
closed. At the same time, the upper end of the
steam chest is open to the exhaust. The admis
sion of steam drives the chest piston upward, but
before reaching the end of the stroke it closes the
exhaust port, as shown in the drawing, thus en
trapping a portion of the exhaust steam, which
serves to cushion the chest piston at the ends of
the stroke.
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FIG. 54- STEAM CYLINDER OF THE HILL.
bar is slotted, and by moving the valve rod pin
toward the end of the arm lengthens the stroke
and moving it toward the piston rod shortens it.
THE KNOWLES, KNOWLES STEAM PUMP WORKS.
What is known as the dead center is avoided
in the Knowles pump by a very simple and in
genious mechanical arrangement, i. e., by the use
of an auxiliary piston, G, Fig. 55, which works
in the steam chest and drives the main valve.
This auxiliary or chest piston, as it is called, is
driven backward and forward by the pressure of
steam, carrying with it the main valve, which
valve in turn admits steam to the main steam
piston that operates the pump. The main valve
is a plain slide valve of B form, working on
a flat seat.
The valve or chest piston is slightly rotated by
the valve motion; this rotative movement places the
small steam ports, D E F, Fig. 56, which are

giving it the necessary cushion. In other words,
when the rotative motion is given to the aux
iliary or valve-driving piston by the mechanism
outside, it opens the port to steam admission on
one end, and at the same time opens the port on
the other end to the exhaust. Thus a quick and
positive motion is secured with but few working
parts. There is no point in the stroke at which
either the chest piston or the main piston is not
open to direct steam pressure, hence the immunity
from any dead point.
The operation of the pump is as follows: The
piston rod with its tappet arm moves backward
and forward with the steam piston. At the lower
part of this tappet arm is attached a stud or bolt,
on which is a friction roller. This friction roller,
with its bolt and nut, can be lowered or raised
when it is desired, to adjust the pump for a longer
or shorter stroke. The roller, coming in con
tact with the rocker bar at the end of each
stroke, operates the latter. The motion given
the rocker bar is transmitted to the valve rod,
causing the valve rod to partially rotate. This
action operates the chest piston, which carries
with it the main slide valve. The main valve
giving steam to the main piston, the operation of
the pump is complete and continuous. The up
per end of the tappet arm does not come in con
tact with the tappets on the valve rod, except
the steam pressure from any cause should fail to
move the chest piston, in which case the tappet
arm moves it mechanically.
This makes the
pump absolutely positive.
To set the chest piston, loosen the set screws
in the tappets on the valve stem. Then place
the vertical arm on the piston rod at midstroke.

FIG. 56. CHEST PISTON AND PORTS IN THE KNOWLES.
and have the rocker bar, H, in a horizontal posi
tion, as shown in the drawing. The chest piston
should then occupy the position shown at C, Fig.
56. The chest piston may be rotated sli51itly
in order to obtain this position by adjusting the
connection between the rocker bar, H, and the
valve stem. Then turn the valve piston, G, one
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way or the other to its extreme position and put
on the chest cover, and start the pump slowly.
Should a pump make a longer stroke one way
than the other, simply lengthen or shorten the
rocker connection so that the rocker bar, H, will
touch the rocker roller, /, equally distant from
the center pin, /.
In case the pump hesitates in making its re
turn stroke, it is because the rocker roller, /, is
too low and does not come in contact with the
rocker bar, H, soon enough. To raise it, take
out the rocker roller stud, K, give the set screw
in this stud a sufficient downward turn, and
the stud with its roller may at once be raised to
the proper height.
Should the valve rod have a tendency to
tremble, slightly tighten the valve rod stuffingbox nut. When the valve motion is properly ad
justed, the vertical arm should not quite touch
the collar, L, and the clamp, M. Rocker roller, /,
coming in contact with the rocker bar, H, will
reverse the stroke.
The water piston is adjustable by means of
segments that can be seen by taking off the fol
lower, and the packing quickly set out to insure
oerfect suction and at the same time not to be
so tight as to bind. All wearing parts are made
adjustable, easily gotten at, and to remedy any
trouble it is rarely necessary to take a pump apart.
THE LAIDLAW-DUNN-GORDON, LAIDLAW-DUNN-GORDON CO.
The single cylinder pumps built by this com
pany are equipped with the gear illustrated in
Fig. 57, in sizes varying from 4 inches in diame
ter by 5 inches stroke to 28 inches in diameter
by 24 inches stroke.
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is admitted to the main exhaust port, G, Fig. 59,
through the port, E. The piston, P, in its travel
carries with it the piston rod to which is attached
the crosshead and by which the valve gear is
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FIG. 58. VALVE CHEST OF THE LAIDLAW-DUNN-GOR
DON.
operated, and when the piston has reached its ex
treme position to the left, the auxiliary slide
valve, B, Fig. 59, has been drawn to such a
position in the direction indicated by the arrow
in the smaller drawing in Fig. 59, as to bring

valve, A, toward the opposite end; the exhaust
steam from the steam chest escaping from before
it, through the exhaust port, K, the opening of
which into the chest is at such a distance from
the head as will permit sufficient exhaust steam
to remain, to afford a cushion to the piston valve.
With the auxiliary slide valve in position to
bring the hole, H, over the port, /, it will be
seen from Fig. 59, that the exhaust through the
port, K, will be brought in communication with
the main exhaust through the port, L. With
the main piston valve at its maximum point of
travel toward the right, it will be seen from Fig.
58, that the ports, E and L, which correspond
to F1 and F, respectively, in Fig. 58, are opened
in such a manner as to ■ exhaust steam to the
atmosphere from the housing end of the steam
cylinder through the port, F, and live steam
from the chest to the head end of the main
cylinder, through the port, F1, thus driving the
main piston, P, toward the housing end of the
cylinder, or toward the right. The piston and
reciprocating parts moving in this direction move
the auxiliary slide valve to its maximum point
of travel in the opposite direction, thus opening
the opposite auxiliary steam and exhaust ports
and again driving the main piston valve toward
the head, D, of the steam chest when a new
cycle is begun.
Lost motion in the valve gear is provided by
adjustable links, on all sizes above 7 inches
diameter by 10 inches stroke and on some sizes
below this, thus making it possible to adjust the
gear with great facility.
Cushioning of the steam pistons in the larger
sizes is accomplished in the manner shown here
with, and consists of a connection between the
valve port and the extreme end of the cylinder
bore, which can be opened or closed by means of
a suitable valve called cushion valves. These
valves are supplied on all sizes above 8 inches
diameter by 18 inches stroke. In the smaller
sizes sufficient cushioning is obtained by causing
the exhaust steam from the clearance space near

FIG. 57. CYLINDER OF THE LAIDLAW-DUNN-GORDON.
The arrangement of valves and ports is shown
by the drawings, Figs. 58 and 59.
The admission of live steam to the cylinder
and of exhaust steam to the atmosphere is con
trolled by a piston valve, A, shown in Fig. 59.
which is actuated by live steam, the admission
of which is controlled by an auxiliary slide valve,
B, shown in Fig. 59, which is operated by means
of a valve rod and link, the latter being driven
from the crosshead.
Assume that the piston is in its central posi
tion, and that both the main and auxiliary valves
are covering both their respective steam ports.
By means of a starting bar, operating through a
stuffingbox in the valve chest, the piston valve,
A, is moved toward the head of the steam chest,
D, thus opening the ports, E and L, and admit
ting live steam through L, from the cavities, S,
of the piston valve, which is always filled with
steam at throttle pressure, to the housing end
of the main steam cylinder, through the port, F,
Fig. 58, forcing the main piston, P, toward the
opposite end of the stroke, or toward the left in
the drawing. The port, E, Fig. 59, also being
open, the exhaust steam receding from in front
of the main piston through the port /•'',Fig. 58,

FIG. 59. AUXILIARY VALVE AND PORTS.
a small hole, H, over the auxiliary steam port, /,
thus admitting live steam to the end of the steam
chest, D, Fig. 59, and forcing the main piston

the head to pass through a small drilled hole com
municating with the main port.
From the foregoing description, it will be seen
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that with the lost motion properly adjusted to
give the correct amount of travel to the auxiliary
slide valve, the operation of the gear is positive,
being effected by the action of live steam at
throttle pressure ,on the face of the piston valves.
THE MASON, MASON REGULATOR CO.
The valve mechanism of the Mason pump con
sists of an auxiliary piston, a main valve, a pre
liminary valve and a yoke connected directly to
the valve stem, as illustrated in Fig. 60. The
auxiliary piston is contained in a cylinder above
the steam chest, and is connected with the main
valve by means of a pin, which projects into a
pocket in the top of the valve.

ENGINEER.

posite end, and with it is carried the main valve
independently of the yoke. The travel of the
main valve causes it to cut off the exhaust from
the auxiliary cylinder, and the remaining steam
cushions the auxiliary piston.
The travel of the main valve also opens the
main steam port to the forward end of the pump
cylinder, and connects the back end of the cylin
der with the main exhaust, reversing the motion
of the piston. This action is repeated at the ertd
of each stroke. It will be seen that, in whatever
position the piston may be, the pump will start
when steam is supplied, as there is always a con
nection either directly from the steam inlet to one
of the steam ports, or, if the main valve has

FIG. 60. VALVE MECHANISM AND CYLINDER OF THE MASON.
It will be seen that the main valve and pre
liminary valve travel on the same seat, and re
ceive their motion from the yoke, E, Fig. 61 ,
which surrounds them. The yoke fits the prelimi
nary valve tightly, but allows an independent
travel of the main valve and auxiliary piston.
The preliminary valve is of the ordinary D
type and controls three ports, as shown in Fig.
61, the two smaller ones are connected with
either end of the auxiliary cylinder, and the
larger, or exhaust, is connected with the small
port, A, in the main valve seat. The duty of
the preliminary valve is to alternately connect
each end of the auxiliary cylinder with this port.
The main valve controls four ports, and is of
the ordinary D type, with an extended cavity to
connect the exhaust from the preliminary valve
with the main exhaust. The main valve also
controls the main steam and exhaust ports of the
pump cylinder.
Steam enters the chest through the steam in
let, passes around the central portion of the
auxiliary piston and through the passages in the
piston to both ends of the auxiliary cylinder,
thus balancing the auxiliary piston.
The yoke and auxiliary valve have been car
ried to the back end of the chest, and have
moved the main valve enough to bring its aux
iliary cavity over the auxiliary port, A, Fig. 61,
in the main valve seat, which connects the back
end of the auxiliary cylinder with the main ex
haust, the steam from the end of the chest passing
up through port, B, down through port, C, and
up through port, A, into the exhaust port, D, in
the main valve. This unbalances the auxiliary pis
ton, which is driven back by pressure on the op-

covered both steam ports, it is in a position to
connect the auxiliary cavity in the main valve
seat with the main exhaust, which at once releases
the steam from one end of the auxiliary piston,
and the pressure on the other end drives the pis
ton, thus moving the main valve and giving direct
communication between the steam inlet and one
of the main steam ports.
It will thus be seen that the pump cannot get
in such position that it is possible for it to be
out of action, and therefore it must respond to
the steam pressure.

FIG. 6l. PLAN OF VALVE CHEST OF THE MASON.
The work of setting the auxiliary valve is very
simple and consists in placing the main piston in
the midstroke position. The rocker arm should
now be plumb, and and the auxiliary valve should
be at midtravel, which position may be obtained
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by adjusting the position of the clamp on the
valve rod. Then move the main piston sufficient
ly to cause the auxiliary valve to open one of
the ports.
THE M'GOWAN, JOHN H. M'GOWAN CO.
In the McGowan single cylinder pump the
main valve is of the B form and is driven by a
chest piston or valve driver, as shown in Figf.

62. Steam is alternately admitted through one
of the cavities in the valve and is released through
the other, the central port in the valve seat ad
mitting the live steam. Immediately below the
ends of the steam chest are two tappet valves,
which normally cover the auxiliary ports, shown
by dotted lines, leading to the ends of the steam
chest and connecting the latter with the main ex
haust ports. The tappet valves are raised by
means of levers, the ends of which project down
ward and into the cylinder so that when the
piston nears the ends of the stroke it comes
into contact with the levers and raises them
slightly, the movement being merely sufficient to
unseat the tappet valves.
The tappet valve levers are pivoted on a pin
in a recess near the main ports, the latter being
indicated by dotted lines, which keeps them in
their proper position.
When the piston reaches the end of the stroke
one of the tappet levers is raised slightly and the
corresponding valve is raised from its seat. This
opens the port leading from the end of the steam
chest to the main exhaust port and permits steam
to escape into the latter. The pressure is thu»
lessened on one end of the chest piston or valve
driver and the steam pressing on the opposite
end forces the valve driver to the opposite end of
its stroke, thus reversing the distribution of steam
to the cylinder and starting the piston on the
return stroke. The chest piston is caused to
move back and forth by live steam, the ends
of the steam chest being filled with steam at in
itial pressure. Permitting steam to escape from
one end of the steam chest causes a difference
of pressure on the two ends of the chest piston,
which difference represents the propelling force
that moves the main valve. The tappet valves
have a very slight lift, so that they operate with
out shock or noise and with the minimum of
wear. The main valve is connected with the
chest piston or valve driver in such a manner
that all lost motion and wear is taken up auto
matically.
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A short rocker shaft, extending through the
steam chest and at right angles to the valve
travel, carries a toe which depends in a slot in
the top of the chest piston, so that in event the
latter should chance to stop with the ports closed,
the valve can be moved by hand without discon
necting any part of the pump.
No valve setting is required in this pump,
as there are no adjustable parts to be set, and
practically no parts subject to derangement. The
steam valve, if kept clean and properly lubricated,
should cause no trouble except by wear, and with
proper care should last as long as the pump it
self.
THE NATIONAL, NATIONAL STEAM PUMP CO.
The valve piston or driver that operates the
main valve is steam actuated, the steam being
admitted to and released from the auxiliary cylin
der by means of a small slide valve operated
by the valve gear. The small slide valve is simi
lar in every essential feature to the slide valve
of an engine, admitting and releasing the steam
in precisely the same manner. In this pump the
usual collars and tappets on the valve stem are
dispensed with, the stem receiving motion by
means of a roller carried by a slide block to which
the valve stem is attached. The roller is given
a lateral motion by set screws in the forked
ends of the rocker arm. By adjusting the posi
tron of the set screws the travel of the small

FIG. 63. MAIN AND AUXILIARY VALVES OF THE NA-

slide valve is varied to suit the speed of the
pump, thus preventing the main piston from
striking the heads under varying speeds.
Fig. 63, is a sectional elevation of the cylin
der and main valve showing the connection of
the valve driver or piston to the main valve.
The upper view illustrates the construction of the
small slide valve. The valve gear is provided
with roller bearings, thus reducing the friction to
the minimum.
To set the small slide valve, push the main
piston to the end of the stroke, or so that the face
of the piston and the edge of the steam port are
flush or line-and-line. The set screw in the
rocker arm that is nearest the roller on the valve
stem should be adjusted so that when the roller
is in contact with the set screw the small slide
valve will have opened the steam port corre
sponding to the position of the main piston. Then
push the main piston to the same position at the
opposite end of the stroke and adjust the set
screw that is nearest the roller on the valve stem
in the same manner as before, viz., so that the
small slide valve opens the steam port leading
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to the valve piston in the auxiliary or small steam
cylinder.
Next find the striking points and mark the
piston rod near the stuffingboxes. The striking
points are located by pushing the piston against
the cylinder heads and putting a mark on the
piston rod close to the stuflfingbox. Start the pump
slowly at first, gradually increasing the speed,
and keeping close watch of the striking points to
see that the piston does not strike the cylinder
heads. If the stroke is too short the set screws
should be backed out, a little at a time, until the
stroke is lengthened to the desired amount.
Screwing in the set screws tends to shorten the
stroke and to increase the clearance at the ends
of the stroke. The stroke should always be as
long as possible, and at the same time be in no
danger of the piston striking the heads.
THE HOOKER, RELIANCE MACHINE AND TOOL WKS.
Inside Valve Mechanism.
In this pump the steam admitted to the center
of the valve chamber exerts itself on the main
and supplemental flat slide valves, F and G, Fig.
64, and also in the recess in the center of the
supplemental piston, E, which incloses the main
valve, F, and causes it to move with the supple
mental piston whenever steam is supplied to or
exhausted from it. The live steam passes through
the left hand port, drives the main piston to the
right and the exhaust passes out through the
right hand port and under the flat slide valve, F,
to the atmosphere.
When the main piston approaches the right
hand port, it comes in contact with arm, K,
which is fixed to the rock-shaft, L, and causes it
to oscillate.
Attached to this rock-shaft in the valve
chamber is a cam-shaped arm, which moves the
supplemental flat slide valve, with a constantly
accelerated motion, to the left, thereby allowing
the live steam to pass to the right of the supple
mental piston and exhaust from the left.
The live steam on the right of the supple
mental piston moves it and the main valve to the
left, the steam entering the right hand port,
while the steam escapes from the left hand port.
The pump then commences its return stroke and
the operation just described becomes continuous.
After the main piston has closed the exhaust port
to the right, its motion is retarded by compressing
the exhaust steam, which has failed to escape, the
auxiliary port (not shown in the drawing)
leading to the cylinder having been closed by the
main valve, which controls both main and aux
iliary ports, steam being supplied through both,

FIG. 64. SECTION OF STEAM CYLINDER OF THE
HOOKER.
but exhausted through the main port only. This
compressed exhaust steam, besides forming a
cushion for the piston, allows the water valves
to close quietly, and also fills the space between
the cylinder head and the piston, thereby sav-
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ing live steam. The rock-shafts, L, are tapered
and ground to fit the seats in the valve chamber
and the steam pressure holds them firmly to the
seats, allowing no leakage of steam from the
valve chamber to the cylinder; no stuffingboxes
are required for this purpose.
Steam from the valve chamber is alternately
supplied to and exhausted from the supplemental
piston through one and the same port. The sup
plemental piston is cushioned by cushion valves,
which are simply loose valves inserted in the

FIG. 65. THE HOOKER WITH OUTSIDE VALVE GEAR.
supplemental piston near the ends, thus obviating
the necessity of a tight supplemental piston to
prevent leakage. The supplemental valve cannot
reverse until the main piston is at the end of
the stroke and has moved the valve into position
to open the ports.
THE HOOKER, WITH OUTSIDE VALVE GEAR.
The steam on being admitted to the center of
the valve chamber exerts pressure on the main
valve, A, and on the supplemental slide valves, B.
The recess in the center of the supplemental pis
ton, C, encloses the main valve, which is actuated
by the supplemental piston when steam is supplied
to or exhausted from each end of this piston. Fig.
6SThe live steam passes through the left hand
ports, D and E, and drives the main piston to
the right and the exhaust passes out of the right
hand port, F, into the cavity in the main valve, A,
thence through the port, G, into the atmosphere.
As the main piston nears the right hand port,
the valve lever, H, attached to the piston rod
brings the dog, /, on plate, /, in contact with
the valve arm, K, and moves the supplemental
valve, B, to the right, thus supplying live steam
to the right of the supplemental piston, C, and re
leasing the steam from the left hand end through
the ports, L, and the main valve, being enclosed
by the supplemental piston, is moved with it to
the left. Steam now enters the right hand main
port and is exhausted from the left hand port.
The main piston then commences its return stroke
and the operation just described becomes con
tinuous. After the main piston closes the main
port, F, to the right, it is cushioned on com
pressed exhaust steam, because the main valve,
A, has then closed the auxiliary port, M, leading
to that end of the main cylinder, the steam being
supplied through the main and auxiliary ports, but
is released through the main port only.
This movement of the main piston at the ends
of the stroke causes the pump valves to seat
quietly, and gives the pump cylinder time to fill
with water, thus effectually preventing shock and
noise. The supplemental piston, C, is cushioned
by means of cushion valves, which are simply
loose valves inserted near the ends in the sup
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plemental piston. By removing the steam valve
chamber, the main and supplemental valves can
be readily examined and repaired. The valves are
the ordinary plain flat slide valves with which
all engineers are familiar.

shortens the stroke of the piston and moving the
collars farther apart lengthens the stroke. The
stroke should always be as long as possible with
out danger of the piston striking the cylinder
heads.

THE SNOW, SNOW STEAM PUMP WKS.
In this pump, which is illustrated in Fig 66,
the auxiliary valve is a plain flat slide actuated
by a valve stem, the latter being moved back and
forth by means of a rocker shaft, the upper arm
of which strikes the collars on the stem.
The outer end of the valve stem is supported
in a sleeve carried by the upper end of the rocker
arm, as shown. A knuckle joint near the stuffingbox permits the rod to be raised and lowered
without causing any stress on the stuffingbox
gland or cap.
On either end of the auxiliary valve is a
spring, which tends to keep the valve in its cen
tral position, so that when the rocker arm en
gages one of the collars, the valve is drawn
toward the 'end of the stroke against the spring.
The result is that the stem and valve follow the
rocker arm on the return stroke to the midposition, and are started on the latter half of
the stroke by the stem, but without shock or lost
motion. This arrangement is particularly val
uable in the case of condensers and in pumps
where the first part of the stroke is made quick
ly and the piston is then suddenly stopped by
coming in contact with a solid body of water,

THE MOORE, UNION STEAM PUMP CO.
This is a design of single cylinder pump in
which no outside valve mechanism is employed.
The valve for admitting and releasing the

FIG. 66. STEAM END OF THE SNOW.
the latter part of the stroke being made much
more slowly. The springs on either side of the
auxiliary valve prevent lost motion and keep
the parts in firm contact, thus preventing shock
and rapid wear.
The auxiliary valve admits and releases steam
to and from the ends of the steam chest and
chest piston in the same manner that an ordinary
slide valve governs the steam distribution in a
slide valve engine. The chest piston or valve
driver is connected to the main valve, which
it operates in such a manner as to allow the
valve to find its own bearings on the seat, thus
not only taking up the wear automatically, but
producing even wearing qualities and tightness.
When setting the auxiliary valve all that is
necessary is to see that the valve is in its central
position when the rocker arm is plumb, and
that the collars on the valve stem are located at
equal distances from the ends of the sleeve. When
the piston is moved to one end of the stroke, the
auxiliary valve will have opened the small port
at the opposite end of the steam chest, provided
the collars on the valve stem have been properly
located.
Moving the collars closer together

Jan. i, 1904The exhaust steam may be allowed to flow
into the atmosphere or into the suction chamber,
as desired. A valve is located in the base of the
pump, which changes the course of the steam
from the atmospheric discharge to the suction
chamber. The valve is operated by a lever
shown by dotted lines. When the lever is turned
down toward the steam end, the steam is directed
into the atmospheric exhaust, and when turned
in the opposite direction the steam will enter the
A
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FIGS. 67 AND 68. SHOWING OPERATION OF VALVE IN THE MOORE.

steam to and from the steam cylinder is contained pump suction and be condensed.
within the cylinder and moves with the steam
There is no valve setting to be done on this
piston.
pump. Should the pump fail to work properly,
The piston, and also the valve, are of the due to the failure of the steam end, all that is
form of a spool and comprise a hollow sleeve with necessary is to take out the valve and piston
a packed piston head at either end. The piston and clean them thoroughly and after replacing
is secured to the piston rod, and the sleeve con
them and starting the pump to see that these
necting the two heads serves as the valve seat parts are properly lubricated. The remainder of
for the cylindrical valve.
The sleeve of the the pump requires the same care and attention
piston contains two longitudinal ports, one port that is, or should be, given all pumps.
communicating with one end of the cylinder, and
the other port communicating with the opposite
THE BURNHAM, UNION STEAM PUMP CO.
end. Suitable holes drilled through the walls
The accompanying drawings illustrate the
of the sleeve and communicating with the longi
steam end of the Burnham single cylinder pump.
tudinal ports, serve as admission and exhaust
Fig. 69, is plan of the main cylinder face,
ports, with which the holes and cavities in the having the same arrangement of ports as the
sleeve register at the proper point in the stroke. cylinder shown in Fig. 70.
The operation of the valve and piston may be
A longitudinal section of the steam cylinder
understood by referring to the accompanying is shown in Fig. 70. Motion is imparted to the
drawing, Fig. 67, which represents the parts slotted arm and cam, A, by means of a crosshead
in the position occupied when ready to commence and a roller on the piston rod.
the stroke from left to right. When the piston
This cam comes in contact with blocks on the
reaches the end of the stroke steam enters at A, valve stem, and by this means the stroke may
between the pistons, and forces the valve to "the be shortened or lengthened, as the case may
left as shown. This movement opens the port, B,
and also brings the cavity, C, in communication
with port D, steam being admitted through ports,
B and D, into the longitudinal port E, thence into
the end, G, of the cylinder. This causes the
piston to move toward the right. When the
piston moves a short distance to the right steam is
admitted into the space, H, surrounding the valve,
and passing into the cavity, C, and through the
port, D, furnishes steam to complete the stroke.
Should the piston stop at midstroke it will
start again as soon as steam is turned on, be
FIG. 69. PLAN OF VALVE CHEST OF THE BURNHAM.
cause the port, D, remains open until the valve
is reversed at the opposite end of the stroke.
When the piston reaches the latter position, require. The valve stem, on which is fastened
the auxiliary valve, H, Fig 71, moves in a di
Fig. 68, the valve is reversed, due to steam en
tering at A, and again forcing the pistons apart, rection opposite to that of the piston.
The alternate action of this valve admits
as shown. The steam, which drove the piston
from left to right, now escapes through the port steam through the double ports, //, and KK, to
/, into the cavity, /, and around the sleeve to the each end of the chest cylinder, causing the chest
holes. K, Fig. 68, where it enters the hollow piston, /, to move the main slide valve, D, which,
piston, and finally escapes through the hollow in turn, admits steam to the main cylinder through
rod, L, and the port, M. The live steam for the the double ports, EE, and LL. As the travel
next stroke from right to left, now enters through of the cam is only one-fifth of the piston travel,
ports, N and O, Fig. 68, and flows through the it will be seen that the valve moves slowly, and
without the jar or noise due to long travel and
longitudinal port, P, into the end. Q, of the cylin
rapid motion.
der.
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Steam is admitted into the steam chest at B,
into the space, F, between the chest piston heads
and into the auxiliary valve chest, G, shown in
Fig. 71. When the auxiliary valve, H, is in
the position shown, steam passes into both ports,
/1 and K, but as the port, /,, is closed by the chest
piston, /, no steam can enter the chest cylinder

ENGINEER.

The motion of the steam piston is controlled
by steam valve, A, which is a hollow cylinder
and slides horizontally in steam chest, D. The
cylindrical valve is prevented from revolving by
cap screw, B. Small drilled openings, C, C, per
mit the steam to pass from the steam valve to
each end of the steam chest, D. Steam valve,

FIG. 70. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF CYLINDER.

through it, but the other port, K, extends to the
extreme end of the chest cylinder, and never being
covered by the piston, is open, and admits steam
into the space, M ; as the port is quite small the
space is filled slowly and the piston moves gradjally until it uncovers the large port, Jx, when the
full volume of steam is admitted, moving the
piston over to the opposite end of the chest cylin
der. During this movement of the chest piston,
the large port, /, is open to the exhaust until it
is covered by the chest piston; when the port,
J, is covered by the valve as at _/, , it has no
connection with the exhaust, and, consequently,
there being no outlet for the exhaust vapor, it is
compressed and forms a cushion for the chest
piston, /. The chest piston in its movement
carries with it the main valve, D, admitting
steam to the main steam cylinder through the
double ports, E, E, and L, L, which are ar
ranged the same as in the chest cylinder and the
same cushioning and slow starting of the piston
occurs in the main as in the chest cylinder.
The advantages of this arrangement are a
perfect cushion, insuring a uniform travel of
piston under varying degrees of load ; a momen
tary pause of the piston at each end of the stroke,

A, is moved horizontally in either direction by
steam pressure, and the movement is controlled
by auxiliary valve, E. The openings, F, F, con
duct the steam from the ends of the steam chest
to the auxiliary valve, which is connected to the
piston rod by tappet rod, and the side arm, X.
When steam is admitted to steam chest, it will
pass through steam valve, A, to ports, H, H.
As the construction permits but one of the ports,
H, H, at a time to be in communication with
one of the passages, /, /, leading to the opposite
ends of the steam cylinder a dead center is an
impossibility. While one of the ports, H, H, is
in communication with one of the passages, V, /,
it will be seen that the opposite passage, /, is
in communication with the exhaust, /.
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the stroke, then swing the pendulum lever toward
the end of the cylinder corresponding to the pis
ton and until the auxiliary valve uncovers the
port leading to the end of the valve chest farthest
from the piston. Connect the horizontal rod to
the bottom of the pendulum lever. Then remove
the lever from the auxiliary valve stem and re
place the bonnet and pendulum lever. The length
of the stroke is regulated by raising or lowering
the end of the horizontal rod in the slotted lower
end of the pendulum lever. Lowering the rod
produces a longer stroke and raising it shortens
the stroke.
POWER DRIVEN PUMPS.
The practical utility of the power driven pump
is evidenced by the rapidly increasing number in
stalled, while the uses to which this type of pump
is put are varied and includes all purposes for
which the direct acting pump has been or may
be profitably employed. The power driven pump,
like the direct acting type, is compact and simple
in construction, and in many cases occupies less
floor space for a given capacity than the latter
type, while the loss by friction is but little greater
than in the direct acting type. Where fuel is
expensive, the power driven pump possesses a
distinct advantage over other types in point of
economy. In the simple, direct, acting type it is
impracticable to use the steam expansively. In
the compound style the ratio of expansion seldom
exceeds 2.5, and while the flywheel type offers
greater advantage as regards economy this is ob
tained largely at the expense of simplicity, which
is very essential in machines designed for contin
uous service, whether it be light or heavy. The
power expended in operating the power driven
pump is obtained at the same cost as that required
by the machinery in the mill or factory, and as
a modern automatic cutoff engine will develop
a horsepower with considerable less steam than
the direct acting steam pump the cost of the power
required by the power driven pump is corre
spondingly less.
For this reason the power driven pump is

FIG. 72. LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS SECTION OF THE WEINMAN.

FIG. 71. AUXILIARY VALVE AND CHEST.

causing the water valves to seat quietly, without
shock or jar, and slow initial movement of the
piston whereby the water columns are started
gradually, relieving the pump and piping of undue
strains.
THE WEINMAN, WEINMAN MACHINE WKS.
The sectional view, Fig. 72, shows the general
construction of the steam end of the Weinman
pump.

When the steam piston has moved its full
stroke the auxiliary valve, which, as stated
above, is connected to the piston rod, is shifted.
This releases the steam from one end of the steam
chest, D, through port, K, to exhaust, L. The
steam pressure at the opposite end of the steam
chest causes the steam valve to slide to opposite
end of the steam chest, thus reversing the motion
of the main steam piston.
To set the auxiliary valve, remove the pendu
lum or tappet lever, X, and the cap or bonnet, O,
and take out the auxiliary valve. With a straight
edge and scriber indicate the working edges on
the end of the valve, and mark the edge of the
port on the valve seat so that it can be seen when
the auxiliary valve is in its proper place. Replace
the valve, and the pendulum lever, omitting the
bonnet. Push the steam piston to one end of

oftentimes the more economical, and especially
where shafting is adjacent to the location
of the pump or can be conveniently arranged by
simply adding another length of shafting with
the necessary pulleys, or by cutting suitable open
ings through the walls for the belts.
When pumps are operated at a considerable
distance from the main plant, the electrically
driven pump, or the pump driven by an explosion
engine furnish cheaper and a more satisfactory
method of supplying water. This style of pump
requires the minimum of attention and repairs,
while the capacity is as variable and as easily regu
lated to meet the requirements as with any other
type.
Power pumps are built with one, two, three,
four or five cylinders and for either high or low
pressure or general service as desired.
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The following illustrations present several
styles of power driven pump, and clearly indicate
the simple construction and compact arrangement
of a type of pump which has rapidly grown in
favor, and justly so, among power users gen
erally.
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The connecting rods are long, being equal to
six cranks in length, and are fitted with adjust
able bronze boxes secured to the rod by steel
straps. The crossheads have adjustable shoes
working in bored guides.

THE RIEDLER, ALUS-CHALMERS CO.
The accompanying photograph, Fig. 77, illus
trates the Riedler power driven pump.
The principal feature of the Riedler pump is
its mechanically operated valve shown in Fig. 75,

THE ALDRICH, ALLENTOWN ROLLING MILLS.
In the design illustrated in Fig. 73, the pump
takes the water from a state of rest and delivers
it into the discharge pipe at a uniform velocity not
to exceed 3 feet per second. To produce this
result, five single acting plungers are used, which
are operated from one crank shaft, the crank
bearings or pins being placed 72 degrees apart.

FIG. 75. RIEDLER MECHANICALLY OPERATED VALVE.

tlC. 73.

ALDRICH QUINTUPLEX PUMP.

The pump barrels are cast with spherical ends,
and rest on the vertical standards and the base
of the frame. The barrels contain both the suc
tion and delivery valves, which are accessible
through large handholes. The throats of the
barrels are lined with bronze, and the area of
the passages through the pump is such that the
velocity of flow is not greater than 3 feet per
second.

The valve and valve seat are circular In form,
and made of bronze. The valve has a lift of
from 1 to 2 inches, and an area of such amount
as to reduce the speed of the water flowing
through it to but a few feet per second.
At the beginning of the stroke the valve opens
automatically, controlled, however, by a very sim
ple and effective mechanical device, and it remains
open during practically the entire stroke. When

The latter design of pump is known as the
Aldrich quintuplex pump.

near the end, it is positively closed at the proper
moment by the controller.

The resultant action is produce a continuous
stream without the aid of vacuum chambers or
other compensating devices.
The working load being divided among five
plungers, the stress on the gearing is practically

FIG. 74.

SECTION VIEW OF ALDRICH AUMP.

uniform and the liability to breakage reduced
to the minimum.
The sectional view, Fig. 74, shows that the
course of the water is always forward and up
ward, no reversal of flow taking place in the pump
or its immediate connections.
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In the Riedler pump there is but one valve for
the suction and one for the discharge, which
greatly simplifies the pump end. When working
against high pressures, the ordinary rubber or
leather faced valves are oftentimes pounded to
pieces, but in this pump, on account of the me
chanical control, the valves work equally well
under all pressures.
Because of the high rotative speed at which the

FIG. 77- THE MEDI.ER BELT-DRIVEN PUMP.

pump may be safely run, due, as already explained,
to the mechanically controlled valves, the Ried
ler pump is especially well adapted for what is
commonly known as power driving. By a powerdriven pump is meant one driven by electric mo
tor, gas engine, water wheel, gearing, belting,
friction, rope transmission, or by direct connec
tion to a power shaft. As the pump normally
runs at a comparatively high number of revolu
tions, when gearing is used, single reduction only,
is required. When driven by belting or rope
transmission, the reduction being small, allows the
pulleys or rope wheels to be made of convenient
size and proportions.

ENGINEER.

a much higher speed, where, for instance, it is
desired to connect directly to a high speed electric
motor or water wheel already installed. To meet
these conditions, a special design has been intro
duced which is known as the Express pump, a
sectional view of which is shown in Fig. 76.
The main feature of this pump, the part in
fact that permits running the pump at such a high
number of revolutions, is its suction valve. This
valve is concentric with, and outside of the
plunger, and lifts in the opposite direction to the
plunger when on its suction stroke. At the end
of the suction stroke, the plunger presses the valve
to its seat, thus making it certain that the valve
is seated when the plunger starts on its delivery
stroke, allowing practically no slip. A high air
suction chamber containing a column of water is
placed immediately before the suction valve, thus
making it certain that the pump will fill as the
plunger moves to fill the chamber. Ordinarily
the pump would not completely fill, owing to the
high speed of the plunger.
Two chief points of advantage of this con
struction are : Smaller dimensions than for an
ordinary pump of equal capacity, and the possi
bility of direct connection to gas, oil and high
speed steam engines, fast running light shafts,
electric motors and water wheels.
These pumps are also built with steam cylin
ders both of the plain slide valve and Corliss
patterns, one of the steam driven designs being
illustrated in Fig. 78.
The increased speed of the pump due to the
mechanically operated water valves has a marked
effect upon the economy of the steam end, inas
much as the piston speed is considerably increased
and the expansive force of the steam more fully
utilized by an earlier cutoff. This economy is'
even more marked in the medium and smaller
sizes than in the large ones, since the smaller
pumps are generally much more wasteful of steam
than the pumping engines.
THE DEANE, DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.
In this machine, illustrated in Fig. 79, the
pillar or column design of frame is employed
which gives maximum strength with the least
weight and at the same time renders all parts
accessible for adjustment or repairs. The bear
ings for both the main and pinion shafts are un-

FIG. 78. ONE DESIGN OF STEAM-DRIVEN PUMP.
When convenient, belting or rope driving is
preferred to gearing, as more quiet running re
sults, and the cost of repairs is generally less.
In many cases the pump may be run directly
from the driving shaft, and thus intermediate
gearing, belting or rope transmission avoided.
The standard Riedler pumps are commonly run
at 150 revolutions per minute and sometimes even
faster, yet occasionally conditions arise requiring

usually long, thus reducing the pressure per
square inch and incidentally increasing the dura
bility. The shafts are of steel, and the crankpins
are set 120 degrees apart. By this arrangement
the strokes follow and overlap each other, thus
insuring an easy flow through the delivery pipe.
The crank shaft is of composite design, with the
center crankpin a part of the shaft, the ends of the
shaft being fitted with disks and crankpins.
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The composite design of shaft has the advan
tage that any part of it can be replaced without
requiring an entire new shaft. The connecting
rods are of the solid end type, provided with ad-

FIG. 79- THE DEANE TRIPLEX POWER PUMP.
justable boxes, which permit of accurate adjust
ment by means of wedge and screws. The brasses
are lined with a special antifriction metal and
bored to exact size.
The crossheads are of the box type, with ad
justable shoes having large wearing surfaces, and
working in bored guides. These are secured to
the frame by studs and nuts.
The plungers are outside packed, and these,
together with the cylinders, are submerged, thus
keeping the pump primed at all times.
The
plungers are bolted to the crossheads and are
readily removed when necessary. The cylinders
are cast separate from the base and other parts
of the machine, so that repairs can be made at
small cost, and, furthermore, should it be desirable
to use the pump for moving liquids which would
be injurious to cast iron, cylinders of other metal
can readily be substituted. The water chest is
also cast separate from the cylinders and is pro
vided with large handholes, giving easy access
to the interior and to the valves for inspection
and cleaning. The handholes are so arranged
that any valve may be removed independent of
the others.
Lubrication is furnished by means of improved
grease cups, which are placed on all the bearings.
This type of pump has become very popular
among the users of power driven pumps and is
generally selected for high pressures and for hot
or gritty water. The simplicity of design and
construction and the convenient arrangement of
the working parts render it well adapted to iso
lated places where the minimum attention is likely
to be given pumps of any kind.
.
THE GOULDS, GOULDS MFG. CO.
Fig. 80 illustrates one of the many designs of
triplex single acting power pump built by the
Goulds Mfg. Co. The frame consists of two
standards, which contain the two end cylinders,
and the seats to which the outside crosshead
guides are bolted. These are held together by
two castings, one containing the center crosshead
guide, and the other the center cylinder. The
crankshaft is a solid steel forging, while the
bearings are of phosphor bronze, and the pinion
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shaft bearings are of babbitt. The double gearing
is machine cut, the pinion and the adjacent teeth
of the gear being covered by suitable guards.
The crossheads are provided with adjustable
shoes, which work in bored guides. The connect
ing rods are fitted with bronze boxes, which are
adjustable for wear by means of strap and
wedge, the wristpin brasses being of the marine
type. The cylinders are provided with bronze
liners, which are readily removable when neces-
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The pump is of the Deming standard type, coupled
to an explosive engine. These pumps are built
for hard, continuous service and are provided
with cut gearing, steel shafts, separate valve cham
bers and brass valve seats. These outfits reduce
the cost of pumping to the minimum. They re
quire the least attention possible and when the
pump stops, all operating expense ceases.

out to resist the corrosive action of water con
taining acids. The motive power consists of two
125-horsepower General Electric direct current
motors, which may be operated either in series or
multiple.
All valves of this make of pump are accessi
ble through covers held in place by hinge-bolts.
For lifts greater than 800 feet the water valves
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FIG.82. JEANNESVILLE TRIPLEX DOUBLE ACTING PUMP.
THE JEANNE SVILLE. JEANNESVILLE IRON WORKS CO.
The photograph, Fig. 82, shows a horizontal
pump having three double acting, outside packed
plungers operated from a crank shaft, which is
driven by electric motors through single reduc
tion gearing. There are three separate water
cylinders, the design of which varies according
to the pressure against which the pump is to op-

are grouped in heavy "Colorado" pattern cham
bers which are bolted to the water cylinders.
Each chamber contains one or more bronze wingvalves, sufficient in number to give the required
area. The wing-valves are fitted with hard rub
ber or oak-tanned leather faces, working on
bronze valve seats, and have inclined guides,
which turn them every stroke, thus insuring even

FIG. 8o. GOULDS SINGLE-ACTING POWER PUMP.
sary, the plungers being ground to size, thus
presenting a smooth polished surface to take the
wear. The valve boxes are separate castings,
and each contains a set of suction and discharge
valves. The valves are rubber disks, held firmly
against the bronze seats by cylindrically wound
springs. These pumps are furnished with air
chambers, but vacuum chambers are only provided
when the nature of the service demands it. All
valves and other working parts of the pump are
accessible for inspection, cleaning and repairs, all
internal parts being arranged within easy reach
through the large handholes.
THE DEMINC, DEMING CO.
Fig. 81 illustrates a pumping outfit designed
with especial reference to the demand for prac-

FIG. 83. LAIDLAW-DUNN-GORDON ELEVATOR PUMP.

FIG. 01. DEMING PUMP CONNECTED TO GAS ENGINE.
tically a self-contained machine for small water
works pumping plants and for railway tank work.

erate. The pump shown herewith is designed
to pump against a head of 800 feet and to de
liver 1,150,000 gallons per day. The water end is
what is known as the standard "Anthracite" pat
tern, outside connected, and wood lined through-

wear on the valves and seats.
The entire design is in keeping with the severe
duty imposed upon pumps working against a head
of 800 feet or approximately 350 pounds pressure
per square inch.
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the laidlaw-dunn-g0rd0n, laidlaw-dunn-gorDON CO
The absence of gearing in this design makes
possible noiseless running at high speeds, and with
correspondingly high capacities ; while the single
acting plungers permit of an unsually compact
arrangement. These features adapt the machine
for service in office buildings and apartment
houses where floor space is limited and where
quiet operation is essential. The cranks are
spaced at 120 degrees and the flow of water is,
therefore, very steady.
When an electric motor is used, idler pulleys
or other devices for taking up slack are usually
employed, obviating the necessity for long belts,
and enabling the motor to be placed either close
beside or above the pump.
The pump end is built with separate valve
chambers for pressures up to 750 pounds. For
lower pressures and larger capacities, a design
somewhat similar to that shown is used, except
that vacuum and air chambers of liberal pro
portions are employed.
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The connecting rods are fastened in the lower
end of the plungers by a patent device, and all
wear or lost motion can be quickly taken up by
simply tightening the two bolts shown on the
top end of the plungers.
The pump bodies are not cast on the frames,
but are rigidly held in place by four bolts, there
fore should an accident occur to a body, by un
screwing the four bolts, a new body can be put in
place at small cost. In pumps having the bodies
cast on the frames, when an accident occurs to
the body, the whole pump becomes useless.

usually called, that is, according to the construc
tion and arrangement of the butments. The
butment receives the force of the water when
driven forward by the pistons or impellers and
also prevents the water from being carried
around the cylinder, thus compelling it to enter
the delivery pipe. In the construction of the
impellers or pistons, and of the butments, lies the
principal differences in rotary pumps. In some
pumps the butments are movable, and are ar
ranged to draw back, as shown in Fig. 85, to al
low the piston to pass. In others the pistons give
way when passing fixed butments, and in others
the pistons are fitted with a movable wing, as in
Fig. 86, which slides radially in and out when
passing the butment.

STEWART BOILER FEEDER, STEWART HEATER CO.
Fig. 84 illustrates a boiler feed pump built by
the Stewart Heater Co. These pumps are made

FIG. 86 PISTON FITTED WITH MOVABLE WING.
The bronze metal valve seats are screwed into
the valve chamber, and the valves or seats can
be duplicated at any time.
The crabs securing the valve bonnets are in
halves, and by simply giving one nut one turn
both the suction valves or discharge valves can be
examined and the bonnets replaced in from one
to two minutes.

FIG. 84 STEWART BOILER FEEDER.
strong and heavy for continuous service. They
have long heavy bearings, lined with babbitt
metal, steel shafts and crankpins, the pulleys are

ROTARY PUMPS.
Rotary pumps are employed for lifting and
forcing water and other liquids. For low heads
they are somewhat more efficient than the direct
acting pumps and the absence of close fitting
parts renders it possible to handle water contain
ing a considerable quantity of impurities, such
as silt, grain and gravel. This type of pump is
compact and is generally self-contained, espe
cially in the smaller sizes, and will deliver more
water for a given weight and space occupied than

FIG. 88 ROTARY PUMP WITH TWO IMPELLERS.
The principal objection to rotary pumps in
general is that they are apt to become noisy,
due principally to the gearing and to the high
speeds at which they are generally run. The
wear is oftentimes rapid and repairs are usually
expensive.
Pumps of this type having no packing and
springs to prevent leakage and in which the
pistons work in cylindrical casings or cylinders
are very durable and in many instances have been
known to run for months without stopping and
without giving trouble. The latter construction
of pump is shown in Fig. 87. The latter styles
of pump are more economical, as a rule, owing to
the fact that the strain on the belt is uniform at
all points in the revolution of the pistons.

FIG. 87 ROTARY PUMP WITHOUT PACKING.

FIG 85 ROTARY PUMP WITH MOVABLE BUTMENT.
tight and loose, and the gears are cut from the
solid metal.
(

the reciprocating types, while the simplicity of
construction not only lessens the liability to de
rangement, but enables persons having a lim
ited knowledge of machinery to handle them suc
cessfully. Rotary pumps are driven by means of
belts from line shafting and by wheel gearing,
and also by direct connection to any prime mover
such as a steam or gas engine.
Rotary pumps may be divided into several
classes according to the forms of and methods
of working the pistons or impellers, as they are

FIG. 89 BLACKMER ROTARY PUMP.
The arrows in the several drawings indicate
the course of the water through the pump.
Still another style of rotary pump is illus
trated in Fig. 88. This pump contains two im
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pellers, each carried on a steel shaft running in
bearings in the ends of the cylinder. The shafts
are coupled together by wheel gearing, the power
being applied to one of the shafts.
THE BLACKMER. DETROIT PUMP CO.
This pump is so constructed that the wear of
the buckets is taken up automatically, in fact the
buckets may wear down nearly one-half and not
interfere with the working of the pump. The
working parts of the pump consist of a spider,
clearly shown in the photograph, Fig. 89, and
four buckets, one of which is shown by the small
line drawing, Fig. 00.

FIG. 90. BUCKET OF BLACKMER PUMP.
The shaft is placed eccentric to the center
of the pump chamber and the centrifugal force
of the buckets is sufficient to keep them in firm
contact with the walls of the chamber, whether
the pump be used in a vertical or horizontal posi
tion.
The water is drawn in through the opening
shown at the right, and is discharged at the left,
the outflow of water being nearly continuous, due
to the four buckets.
When wear becomes excessive, which is par
ticularly noticeable in the buckets, the latter may
be renewed at small expense and the pump ren
dered as good as new.
THE ROOTS. P. H. AND F. M. ROOTS CO.
The type of rotary pump illustrated in Figs.
91 and 92, consists of half circles, AA, with
air chambers, DD, cast with them, the head
plates, B, carrying the bearings, and the impel
lers, CC, together with shafts, EE. The shafts
carry involute gears at each end which keep the
lobes of the two impellers in their relative posi
tions, and rotate them. Either shaft may be
made the driving shaft and to deliver water, as
shown by the arrows in the cross section, the
shafts revolve so that the tops move toward each
other.
The action of the pump is as follows : The
suction pipe on starting, being full of air, the first
few revolutions of the pump expel the air until
the required vacuum is formed, which allows
atmospheric pressure to raise water to the pump.
It then flows between the case and the lobes
of the impeller into the space, F, and is carried
by the revolving impeller to the discharge edge of
the case, point, G, where it enters the discharge
pipe. Each succeeding lobe brings up an amount
of water equal to space, F, thus delivering six
amounts per revolution. After delivering water
into the discharge outlet, the continued motion of
the impellers brings them into contact at the cen
ter line, thus preventing the return of water into
the suction side.
Heads of from 10 to 250 feet are successfully
handled by this type of pump, with a water slip
of from s to 15 per cent, according to the dis
charge pressure.
The three-lobe impellers give a double lock
against the return of water between the case and
impellers, at the same time allowing a very free
inlet and outlet for the water. The delivery of
water is smooth and continuous, and unless air
leaks are present, the pump is free from disagree
able water hammer.
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Ths absence of valves and the necessity for
priming renders these pumps simple, efficient
and economical of power. Under average condi
tions, the loss between the indicator card and the
actual amount of water delivered does not exceed
25 per cent.
The pump may be driven by motor or engine,
through belt gearing or by direct connection.
THE WOOD PROPELLER PUMP. P. K. WOOD.
In this pump the water is lifted by screws,
somewhat similar to propeller screws, termed
"runners," each consisting of two half circular
inclined blades fastened to a shaft at intervals
of 3 to 5 feet, and of slightly less diameter than
the casing, so as to revolve freely within the wellcasing, with a boxing for the shaft placed im
mediately underneath each of the runners. The
general arrangement of the pump is shown in
Fig. 93. The boxing is held in position by a set
of spring blades, termed "guides," set lengthwise
of and engaging the well casing, and thereby held
firmly in position, and so arranged as to inter
rupt the whirling motion imparted to the water
as it is thrown upward by the runners, and so
turn the water back in the opposite direction, and
thereby deliver it into the revolving blades of the
runners in a direction opposite to that in which
the runners are rotating. By this method the
whirling motion of the water is utilized and the
capacity of the pump largely increased without
any increase of power.
With this pump water may be raised from
several hundred feet below the surface by ex
tending the shaft and runners down the wellcasing to the desired depth ; it being necessary,
however, to always have the lower runner sub
merged in water. Then as the shaft is rotated
the lower runner lifts the water up to the runner
above it, and that one to the next, and so on

Jan. i, W4on the water by one runner in lifting; it at a
given rate of speed is repeated by each runner.
For example, if one runner running at a given
rate of speed, gives 10 pounds pressure per square
inch, then two runners would give 20 pounds ;
three, 30 pounds, and so on. For this reason
water may be elevated higher above the dis
charge with this pump than can be done with a
centrifugal, for, as will be seen, it would require
a higher rate of speed to lift a given amount of
water 20 feet with one runner, than to lift the
same amount 5 feet. Hence the advantage of
compounding the runners as the lift is increased.
This compounding of runners is one of the main
features of success and efficiency of the pump,
when accompanied by devices termed "guides,"
which deliver the water onto each of the runners,
whirling slightly in the opposite direction to
that in which the runners are turning. Without

FIG. 91. ROOTS THREE-LOBE PUMP.
guides arranged in this manner to control and
direct the course of the water, increasing the
number of runners would be useless.
These pumps are provided with ball bearings
so arranged as to hold the shafts and runners

FIG. 92. A LARGE ROOTS ROTARY PUMP.
until the water is delivered to the surface, or
above the surface if desired; the distance depend
ing upon the size and pitch of the runner, the
number of runners, and the speed at which they
are run.
No increase of speed is required for additional
depth, because more runners are added as the
depth is increased, and this compounding of the
runners increases the efficiency of the pump, for
whatever number of pounds pressure is exerted

suspended in the well, and to carry the entire
weight of all the movable parts of the pump,
and also the entire weight of the column of water,
thereby making a saving of power. For extreme
ly deep lifts, cone roller bearings are used in
place of the ball bearings.
The pumps are made to fit all sizes of wells
and of any desired capacity. Runners of various
pitches are made in the different sizes in order
to suit the supply of water or the power avail
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able. If after testing a well, the supply of water
is found to be limited, the runners are changed
and others substituted of a capacity equal to the
supply; or, if one has a well of a certain size and
wisnes a pump to nt the well, and also to raise
the amount of water a given horsepower will raist
a given distance, then runners will be furnished to
fit the well with a pitch just suited to lifting that
particular amount of water that distance. There
fore different size pumps may vary in capacity
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no effect upon its operation. Centrifugal pumps
used for moving water containing any impuri
ties that would destroy the valves and other parts
of reciprocating pumps will not raise water with
out first being primed and when practicable the
lift should be reduced to a few feet Cen
trifugal pumps designed to raise water should be
used for pumping clear water only.

pressure of the blades on the water and partly
by centrifugal force. The ratio which each of
these forces bears to the other varies in the same
pump, depending upon the proportion the speed
bears to the height of lift. With low lifts and
high speeds the water is discharged with but little
rotary motion, the resistance to the outward mo
tion of the water being so small that the oblique
action of the blades is sufficient to effect the dis
charge without imparting to the water the same
speed of rotation as is given the fan. The prin
cipal object in this type of pump is to effect the
discharge of as large a volume of water as pos-

FIG. 94 SINGLE SUCTION HORIZONTAL PUMP.
This type of pump consists of a revolving fan
having two or more blades, either straight or
curved, although preferably the latter, attached
to a suitable shaft, the fan fitting in a case or
shell so arranged that the inlet is at the center
of the wheel or fan, and the delivery placed tan
gent to the circle described by the outer ends of
the blades.
The efficiency of the centrifugal pump de
pends mainly upon the form of the blades of the
fan, the best form being that in which the blades
curve back or in the opposite direction to that in
which they revolve.
The following table illustrates the differences
in efficiency due to the form of the blades :
FIG. 93 WOOD PROrELLER PUMP.
Whenever the well casing is sound and smooth,
and not perforated above where the bottom run
ner is to be located, and the supply of water is
equal to the capaci:y of a pump to fit the casing,
it may be used for the pump casing, otherwise it
will be necessary to insert an inner casing.
Experiments have demonstrated the fact that
more water can be raised with a given speed by
putting the runners close together at the bottom
of the pump.
There are many places where the water is be
yond the suction limit of steam force pumps,
where this pump can be used to advantage in rais
ing the water to the surface, discharging into
the suction of the force pump. In this manner,
whatever surplus of power there might be left to
the propeller pump in raising the water to the
surface, would be utilized in helping force the
water through the force pump.
The speed of rotary pumps is generally high,
ranging from 800 revolutions per minute for the
small sizes to 250 revolutions for the larger sizes.
In a number of experiments made upon this form
of pump the highest efficiency was obtained with
pressures ranging from 30 to 50 pounds per square
inch, and speeds ranging from 475 to 575 revolu
tions per minute. The average efficiency of the
rotary pump will be found from 48 to 52 per
cent.
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
Centrifugal pumps are employed where large
volumes of water are to be handled quickly, such
as in tanneries, paper mills, dry docks, etc. The
centrifugal pump is valveless and in consequence
floating matter, sand and gravel have practically

Height Dis
of
charge. Eeve. per|Kf]ici no
Lift {Gala. per| Minute per cent.
in Feet. Minute.
Radial Arms.
Straight Inclined
Curved Arms.

18
18
8.2
9
18.8
19.4
27.6

474
736
2100
1664
1164
1286
691

720
690
828
620
792
'788
876

FIG. 97 FAN WITH HOLLOW ARMS.
sible with the least rotary motion. The power
absorbed in imparting the latter motion is not
given up later on and consequently is lost, while
tne rotary motion tends to impede the flow of
water.
The passages through the pump should be so
designed as to produce a gradually increasing
velocity in the water until it reaches the circum
ference of the fan, then a gradually decreasing
velocity until it is discharged from the pipe.
These conditions are met by having a conical end
to the suction pipe, and a spiral casing surround
ing the fan. The form of the casing should be

24
43
59
65
65
68
46

FIG. 98 FAN USED IN DREDGING PUMPS.

FIG. 95 DOUBLE SUCTION CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.
FIG. 06 DISK STYLE OF FAN.
The general form of the blades is of great
importance in this type of pump, because the
water is driven through the fan partly by the

such that the water flowing round the casing will
move with the same velocity as that issuing from
the fan, the casing then enlarging into the dis
charge pipe.
A rotating fan will support a column of water
whose velocity due to the height is equal to the
tangential velocity of the circumference of the
fan.
A small increase in the number of revolutions
of the fan after the pump commences to discharge
produces a large increase in the volume delivered.
Sectional elevations of two styles of centrifugal
pump are shown in Figs. 94 and 95.
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Fig. 96 illustrates a revolving disk with arm
blades for imparting the proper direction to the
water and also the required velocity into the spiral
chamber surrounding the circumference of the
blades. Fig. 97 represents a hollow arm fan, which
is employed for pumps designed for raising clear
water and thin liquids only. Fig. 98 shows the gen
eral design of fan employed in dredging pumps.
As far as the operation of the centrifugal
pump is concerned it is immaterial whether the
position be horizontal or vertical. The horizontal
pump is, however, somewhat more readily ex
amined and repaired in case of accident.
Where there is a lift of several feet, the dou
ble suction pump is to be preferred to the single
suction.

lSJ
17

M

FIG. 09. EJECTOR FOR PRIMING PUMP.
The latter pump will pass anything that will
enter the suction opening, while the former is
adapted to pumping clear water only.
When the pump is placed above the water it
is first necessary to charge it before working.
For this purpose an ejector, or exhauster, is
frequently employed, which will exhaust the air
and draw water up from the required depth. The
arrangement of the ejector is illustrated at A in
Fig. 09, and is very simple, being the smallest
and most convenient contrivance that can be used
for this work. It is screwed in the highest part
of the pump, and is connected by a separate steam
pipe to boiler. In a short time after turning on
steam, the pump will be primed, the pump re
maining stationary during the operation of prim
ing.
To prevent air returning through the dis
charge pipe, a check valve is used. For largt
pumps a gate valve is generally employed.
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The accompanying table gives the speed and
capacity of centrifugal pumps.
Until recently it was thought that centrifugal
pumps were limited to a short suction lift, and
that the distance water could be forced above
the pump was from 15 to 25 feet, but many ex
periments covering long periods have proven that
a remarkably high efficiency can be obtained on
the higher lifts heretofore thought impossible.
SPEED AND CAPACITY OF CENTRIFUGAL
PUMPS.
DPi)
eliivery
Diam.

SPip
ucition
Diam.

Ci:apC3.5
acityM
25-ft..
Gala,perLift.

Revt.per
iSide
Suction. Min.

Horsepowef<
RequiredFooEach
Lift.

a
© p^
"IS

«t
1450
750
.05
1^
2
75
1150
595
120
.07
2
2K
.14
820
500
250
3
S'A
.25
725
425
450
4
5
700
.84
600
380
6
5
345
.64
525
1,200
6
6
475
300
2,000
1.10
8
8
450
265
1.62
10
3,000
10
255
2.26
400
4,500
12
12
240
325
3.50
15
15
7,000
185
5.05
285
18
18
10,000
140
7.06
275
20
14,000
20
255
110
18,000
10.20
24
24
The speed for a given capacity varies as the square- root
of the lift nearly.

The turbine pump, while fulfilling the general
requirements of pumping service, requires a high
peripheral velocity of the runner for satisfactoryoperation, and was specially designed to meet the
De Laval steam turbine speeds.
The De Laval Steam Turbine Company manu
facture complete pumping units consisting of
steam turbine and turbine pump mounted on a
suitable base and direct connected by a flexible
coupling, the whole being shipped as one unit, as
illustrated in Fig. 104. These units are showing
exceptional economy, and their construction is
very simple and practical. They are assembled
complete at the shops, are subject to exhaustive
tests before shipment and are ready for operation
when placed upon their foundations and the steam
and water connections made. The perfect balance
of the turbine pump renders heavy foundations
unnecessary.
The design of both steam turbine and turbine
pump is symmetrical, the unit presenting a neat
and attractive appearance. All parts are manu
factured to gage and are interchangeable. Both
pump and steam turbine are liberally proportioned
as to their rated capacity, and will carry such
overload as is common in general practice.
As neither pump nor steam turbine has valves,
there is little danger of the apparatus getting out
of order ; the only moving parts are the shaft and
runner, the latter being of bronze and operating
freely in the pump case. The only wearing parts

This has been made possible by the improvements
in construction, and by the use of two or more
pumps coupled or piped in series, by which
means, in the work of raising water 150 to 500
feet, good efficiency is obtained. The latter type
of pump is illustrated in Figs. 101 and 192. The ar
rangement of pump shown in Fig. 101 is one of
the many styles built by the Lawrence Machine
Co., Lawrence, Mass., while Fig. 102 represents

FIG. 102. THREE-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.

FIG. IOI. COMPOUND CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.

FIG. 100. VERTICAL TYPE OF SUBMERGED PUMP.
A foot valve should also be used as it keeps
the pump always primed and ready for immediate
use. These should be fitted with a strainer to
keep out obstructions likely to clog the pump.
Centrifugal pumps are built both with single
and double suction, as shown in Figs. 94 and 95,
which represent recent designs by the Morris
Machine Works, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

a three-stage pump manufactured by the Kingsford Foundry and Machine Works, Oswego, N.
Y. The latter form of construction, aside from
the question of economy, insures a much slower
belt or engine speed than could be had were one
pump used.
THE TURBINE PUMP, DE LAVAL STEAM TURBINE
The steam turbine pump has been found
several years of practical demonstration to
most satisfactory and in many respects as
ficient a pump as has yet been placed upon
market.
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are the bearings, they being interchangeable and
readily renewed or replaced at small expense.
The bearings are all ring-oiling, and are entirely
separate from the packing chambers of the pump.
The shaft is self-packing, the pressure of the
water accomplishing this result. A special drip
chamber is provided which catches any leakage
from the pump case and prevents the water from
entering the bearings and mixing with the oil.
All parts of the shaft exposed to the action of the
water are fitted with renewable brass sleeves,
which are manufactured to gage and readily re
placed.
It is obvious that the efficiency of these units
under actual running conditions does not vary
from that under test. Fig. 103 illustrates the
pump with the cover removed and shows the
runner, bearings and packing. One great advan
tage is that the entire working part of the pump
can be reached by simply removing the cover, and
this without disturbing any of the operating parts.
The cover can then be replaced without any ad
justment whatsoever.
The larger size units consist of two turbine
pumps driven by one steam turbine, permitting
their operation in parallel for low pressure, or in
series when high lifts are desired. The standard
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turbine pumps are built in sizes ranging from
3 horsepower to 300 horsepower, and for all
heads up to 300 feet.
For high pressure service the pumps are simi
lar in construction to the pump shown in Fig.
104, viz., compound ; two pumps being used in
series, one being coupled direct to the high speed
steam turbine shaft and the other to a shaft

The Rife hydraulic engine is illustrated in
Fig. 105. A section of the so-called doubleacting or double supply type is shown in Fig.
106. Considering it first without regard to the
double supply feature, suppose the opening at H

geared down and operating at a lower speed.
With these turbine pumps heads as high as 550
feet may be obtained. They are built on the same
general lines as the standard turbine pumps, and,
as in the latter, all parts are manufactured to
gage and are interchangeable. They are well
adapted to the requirements of water works, hy
draulic elevators, and all high-pressure work.
They are built in sizes ranging from 50 to 300
horsepower.
To meet the demand for a high grade elec
trically-driven pump, both high and low pressure

to be closed. The valve at B being open, the
water from the source of supply at more or less
elevation above the machine flows down the drive
pipe, A, and escapes through the opening at B
until the pressure due to the increasing velocity
of the water is sufficient to close the valve, B.
At the moment when the flow through this valve
ceases, the inertia of the moving column of water
produces the so-called ramming stroke, which
opens the valve at C, and compresses the air
in the air chamber, D, until the pressure of the
air plus the pressure due to the head of the water

turbine pumps are built direct connected to elec
tric motors. Both pump and motor are mounted
on a common bedplate, the turbine pumps being
of similar construction to the steam turbinedriven type. The motor is especially adapted to
this class of work, being designed for direct or
alternating current and any desired voltage.

in the main, is sufficient to overcome the inertia
of the moving column of water in the drive pipe.
This motion may be likened to the oscillation in a
U-tubc. It this instant the column of water in
the drive pipe has come to rest, and the air
pressure being greater than the static head alone,
the direction of motion of the moving column
is reversed and the valve, C, closes. The water
in the drive pipe is then moving backward, and
with the closing of C a tendency to a vacuum
is produced at the base of the drive pipe; this
negative pressure causes the valve, B, to open
again, completing the cycle of operations. At

Good practice provides 1 >^toi% horsepower per
kilowatt of dynamo output, 0.5 to 0.6 boiler horse
power for one engine horsepower and storage for
500 to 1,000 pounds of coal per boiler horsepower.
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THE RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE.
POWER SPECIALTY CO.

the moment of negative pressure the little shift
ing valve, E, admits a small quantity of air, and
at the following stroke this passes into the air
chamber, which would otherwise gradually fill
with water, the air being gradually taken up by
water.
In this machine the valve, B, is made as light
as is consistent with the necessary strength; the
negative pressure at the end of the stroke is re
lied upon to open the valve. With the largest

FIG. 105 RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE.
size of these machines this valve is 18 inches in
diameter, with a head of 8 feet, which is a com
mon head for use with hydraulic rams ; the static
pressure on the under side of this valve is 883
pounds ; it can be seen that the great shock of a
valve of this weight would rapidly destroy the
valve and its seat.
The waste mechanism of the Rife engine con
sists of a large port with ample opening and
a large rubber valve with a balance counterweight
and spring seating, removing almost entirely the
jar of closing. The valve, C, in the air cham
ber consists of a rubber disk with gridiron ports
and convex seats, fastened at the center and lift
ing at the circumference. The effort is to trans-

FIG. I06 SECTIONAL VIEW OF DOUBLE SUPPLY PUMP.
fer the shock from the power of the driving water
through to the air cushion with the smallest pos
sible amount of friction and jar.
After the closing of the valve, C, the pres
sure of the air in the air chamber forces the
water in the air chamber out into the delivery
pipes. The Rife engine is said to elevate water
30 feet for every foot of fall in the driving head;
the machine is built in capacities as high as 150,000 gallons per day, the efficiency being 82 per
cent.
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The engine illustrated in Fig. 105 weighs
approximately 2,800 pounds; the capacity of the
air chamber is 20$4 cubic feet ; diameter of drive
pipe, 8 inches ; diameter of the waste valve 18
inches ; weight of waste valve 50 pounds ; diame
ter of delivery pipe, 4 inches ; height to top of air
chamber 7^ feet.

ENGINEER.
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PUMP SPEED GOVERNORS.
THE CARR GOVERNOR, E. M. CARR.
The object of this governor is not only to
maintain a uniform water pressure in the mains,
but also to prevent the pump from racing in case
a greater quantity of water should be consumed

GALLONS DELIVERED PER 24 HOURS BY RIFE ENGINE FOR ONE GALLON PER
MINUTE SUPPLIED.
Power
Head
in
Feet.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
29
24
26
28
30

valve of the increased strain, which would be
liable to injure it or buckle the stem.
The reg'iiating hand wheel always remains
cool and can be handled without injury to the
hands. The regulation is very simple and ii
quickly obtained by simply turning the wheel
to the right or left, to increase or decrease the
pressure. No locking device is necessary, as the
wheel will always remain in any position.

Pumping Head in Feet.
4
562

60

70

80

90

100

120

225 150 112
337 225 168 112 84
450 300 225 150 112
562 375 281 187 140 112
450 837 225 168 135 112
525 394 262 197 157 131
450 300 225 180 150
506 337 253 202 168
562 375 281 225 187
450 337 270 225
525 394 315 262
450 360 300
506 405 387
562 450 375
506 412
532 450
488
525
562

112
128
145
160
192
225
257
290
321
353
885
417
450
482

112
126
140
168
196
225
253
2V1
308
337
365
394
422

112
125
150
175
200
220
250
275
300
825
350
375

112
135
157
180
202
225
247
270
292
315
337

112
131 112
150 128 112
168 144 126
187 160 140
206 176 154
225 192 168
244 208 182
263 224 196
281 240 210

10

15

20

30

40

50

140

160

180

200

112
125 112
137 123
150 135
162 146
175 157
187 168

The most important detail in which the Rife than the pump is capable of delivering, as in the
engine differs from the ordinary hydraulic ram case of bursted mains or hose.
The speed controlling device of the style A
is the waste valve. It will be seen in Fig. 106
that the counterweight on the projecting arm governor shown in Fig. 2 is very simple and can
of this valve permits the adjustment of this valve be so set as to prevent the pump from racing,
to suit varying heads and lengths of drive pipe. regardless of the drop in water pressure.
Surrounding the upper end of the valve stem
By adjusting the counterweight so that the valve
is nearly balanced, the valve comes to its seat is a coil spring, which acts as a cushion for the
very quickly after the flow past it begins. The valve and stem, and by the use of the spring,
result is that the ram makes a great number the stem can be much smaller, which reduces the
of short, quick strokes, which are much easier friction in the stuffingbox to a minimum. The
on the mechanism than slower and heavier
strokes. Of course the stroke must be sufficiently
powerful to act efficiently in overcoming the
head in the delivery pipe. The adjustable weight
permits this to be effected with great nicety.
The question of efficiency of hydraulic rams
has been much discussed. The Rife Hydraulic
Engine Co., however, uses Rankine's formula in
calculating efficiency which is
q h
E—
(0-9) H
where Q is the quantity of water flowing per
second in the drive pipe ; g, the quantity flowing
per second to the stand pipe through the dis
charge pipe; H, the height from the escape valve
to the level of the reservoir which feeds the drive
pipe; and h, the difference in the level of the
water supply reservoir and the water in the stand
pipe.
D'Aubisson states the formula for ef
ficiency as
q (H-h)
E=
OH
D'Aubisson's is the correct one, considering the
mechanism as a machine receiving energy at one
end and delivering it at the other, while if the
machine is considered as elevating water only
from the one reservoir to the other, Rankine's
formula is the correct one to use.
When a pipe is attached to H, the engine is FIG. I RENEWABLE COMPENSATING VALVE SEAT AND
VALVE.
termed double acting ; spring water, or that
which is purer than the water used to drive the
engine, may then be supplied through /, and by tension of this spring is sufficient to firmly seat
a proper adjustment of the relative flow of the the valve, but if excessive pressure is exerted on
impure driving water, and that of the pure sup the piston, which is often the case when two
ply, the engine may be made to deliver only the or more pumps are connected to the same mains,
pure water into the mains. This method is used the spring will be compressed, allowing the sleeve
to slide down on the stem, thus relieving the
where the supply of pure water is limited.

FIG. 2 STYLE A. CARR PC MP GOVERNOR.
The cylinder will not lime, but will retain
a smooth surface over which the piston travels,
thus insuring free action, and no leakage around
the piston. The drip is placed at the extreme
upper travel of the piston, so as to retain suffi
cient water in the cylinder to prevent any air
from coming in contact with the leather piston
packing. That arrangement insures a tight piston
as the leather packing will remain soft and plia
ble and at the same time the water serves as a
lubricant for the interior of the cylinder.

FIG. 3 STYLE B, CARR PUMP GOVERNOR.
The hand wheel can be placed in different
position and all that is necessary to make the
change is to simply take out the bolts and move
the regulating hand wheel to the position desired.
By this arrangement the engineer can place the
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hand wheel in the most convenient position re
gardless of the arrangement of the steam pip
ing.
All sizes, including i^-inch and smaller, are
made as shown in style B, Fig. 3, and are not
provided with an automatic speed controlling de
vice. This style is made especially for boiler feed
pumps and for supply pumps for the street sys
tem of hot water heating. They are also fitted
with a special valve for pumps working under
very high steam and low water pressure.
The Carr steam pump governors are neatly
finished, the finished parts being nickel plated.
The valves and seats in the pump governors
and pressure regulators are renewable, and the
tools necessary to remove the seats are a wrench
and a flat piece of iron wide enough to span
the lugs on top of the upper seat. The upper
seat is threaded and is screwed into the upper
opening in the valve chamber. The lower valve
seat is fitted into the lower opening, making a
steam-tight fit, but is free to move sufficiently
to compensate for the expansion of the valve.
It will be seen in the illustration that the
bridges, which bind the seats together, contain
about the same amount of metal, and are of the
same length, as the post that binds the valve
disks, thus insuring a perfectly tight valve, re
gardless of the temperature of the steam.
This governor is manufactured by E. M.
Carr, New Castle, Ind.

ENGINEER.

oil or glycerine. The plunger, AA, is connected
through the arm, /, to some reciprocating part
of the pump and works in unison with the
strokes of the pump, thereby drawing the oil up
through the check valve, DD, into the chambers,
//, whence it is forced alternately through the
passages, BB, through another set of check
valves into the pressure chamber, EE. The oil
then runs through the orifice, C, the size of which
is controlled by a key inserted at N, into the
lower chamber, to be re-pumped as before. In
case the pump or engine works more rapidly than
is intended, the oil is pumped into the chamber,
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and get it working well ; then, placing the key
in the keyhole on the side of the governor, turn
to the right until the speed of the pump has
diminished slightly. Then open the throttle valve
wide, when the pump will be under the full
control of the governor. Should there be much
jumping or fluctuating of the ball, remove the
screw, T, insert a small screwdriver, and screw
the adjusting screw in at K until the jumping
ceases. After the governor has run a little
while, it will be found that the oil in the glass
gage has lowered considerably. It should thon
be refilled, so that the glass will be about half

MASON PUMP GOVERNOR.
The Mason pump governor, shown in Fig.
5, is attached directly to the piston rod of the

FIG. 6. SECTION OF PUMP PRESSURE REGULATOR.

FIG. 4.

MASON PUMP GOVERNOR

pump, and operates a balance valve placed in the
steam pipe, thereby exactly weighing the pres
sure of steam to the needs of the pump. As all

FIG. 5. SECTION OF MASON GOVERNOR.
the working parts are immersed in oil, the wear
is reduced to a minimum.
The Mason governor consists mainly of a
cylindrical shell, or reservoir, Fig. 4, filled with

EE, faster than it can escape through the outlet
at C, and the piston, GG, is forced upward, rais
ing the lever, L, with its weight, and throttling
the steam. In case the pump runs slower than is
intended, the reverse action takes place, the
weight on the end of the lever, L, forces the
piston, GG, down and more steam is let on. As
the orifice at C can be increased or diminished by
adjusting the screw at N, the governor can be
set to maintain any desired speed. The piston,
GG, fits over the stationary piston, forming an oil
dashpot, thereby preventing fluctuation of the
governor. This dashpot is fed from the pressure
chamber, E, through a passage which is con
trolled by an adjusting screw, K, which is set by
screwdriver, after removing, the cap screw, T.
It requires no further attention after once ad
justed.
For duplex pumps up to 2-inch steam pipe,
inclusive,' the governor is fitted with a duplex
valve, which prevents the escape of oil from the
pressure chamber through the orifice, C, and
thereby prevents the steam valve from opening
wide during the momentary pause of the pump
piston.
The governor is placed on the pump at some
point where the requisite motion can be obtained
for operating it, and also in such a way that a
rod can be run from the knuckle joint on the top
lever, I, to the valve in the steam pipe. Then
place the valve in the pipe, so that the stem
shall be in a direct line with the knuckle joint on
the lever, pull out the valve stem to its full
extent, then, with the ball on the governor in
its lowest V°siti°n> connect the valve rod with
the lever. The governor is then ready to fill.
To do this, remove the plug in the top of the
gage glass, and fill the governor about half full
with a good, clean, light grade of mineral oil.
The governor is then ready for work.
Start the pump at about the speed it is to run,

FIG. 7. MASON PUMP PRESSURE REGULATOR.
full when the governor is at work. Under no
circumstances should the gage be full, as it will
prevent the ball from coming down and opening
the valve when the steam lowers. As there is no
pressure upon the gage, the governor may bo
filled while in motion by removing the plug in
the top of the gage glass.
THE MASON ELEVATOR PUMP PRESSURE REGULATOR.
This regulator, which is illustrated in Fig.
7,. is designed for the larger sizes of steam
pumps operating hydraulic elevators. The im
portant feature in this machine is that it op
erates on the slightest change of pressure, open
ing and closing the steam valve to its fullest
extent promptly and with certainty.
Referring to the sectional view, Fig. 6, the
operation is as follows: Steam from the boiler
enters the regulator at the inlet, and passes
through into the pump, which continues 'n mo
tion until the required water pressure is ob
tained in the system, which acts through a Vainch pipe connected at A upon the diaphragm, B.
This diaphragm is raised by the excess water
pressure, and carries with it the weighted lever,
C, opening the auxiliary valve, D, and admitting
the water pressure from the connection, E, to
the top of the piston, at the same time opening
the exhaust ports under the piston, thus allow
ing the water under the piston to escape into the
drip pipe, thereby pushing the piston down, which
closes the steam valve and stops the pump.
As soon as the pressure in the system is
slightly reduced, the lever, F, on account of the
reduced pressure under the diaphragm, is forced
down by the weight, carrying with it the auxiliary
valve, thus opening the exhaust to the top of the
piston, and at the same time admitting the water
pressure under the piston, which is now forced
up and opens the steam valve, again starting
the p-. mp-
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Jan. i, 1904Greeting.
It is but natural, as we pause at the threshold
of a new year to cast a retrospective glance over
past accomplishment and dream a bit of future
achievement. If the retrospect is satisfactory,
the dream is likely to have pink tinges. If the
past shows somewhat of cause for regret it should
act not as discouragement, but as an incentive
to greater striving and more careful planning in
the future, and the dream should be one of de
termined action.
For ourselves, both backward look and air
castle are of a composite nature. Some things
which we had planned to do, it has been impos
sible to complete, hence we are laying more care
ful plans for future developments. Lest, as in
the past, some promises on which we rely may
not be fulfilled, we prefer to say nothing as to
details, but it is our purpose to make The Engi
neer still more fully and broadly a power plant
paper than it has been—to give more attention
to electrical matters and the rapidly growing
field of gas power, to keep our readers fully posted
on developments abroad as well as at home, and
to make the Questions and Answers department
a clearing house for our subscribers' troubles.
We wish to make The Engineer more than
ever a medium for furnishing the information
which our readers need and will be glad of
suggestions of specific points on which articles
are desired. Such matters will have attention as
soon as received, but readers should remember
that it takes some time to get articles written
by busy men who are authorities on the subjects
to be treated, that it takes time to get drawings
and illustrations made and to set up type and that
unavoidable delays will sometimes occur all
along the line.
The outlook for the future of power plant in
terests is bright ; more and more is power be
coming an essential of every branch of industry
and relieving the race from laborious drudgery.
Even the smallest towns are now dissatisfied un
less electric light and power are available; no fac
tory is even fairly well equipped which does not
have power-driven machinery for saving labor
and eliminating severe physical exertion ; no horse
railway but has abandoned, or is planning to do
so, its primitive means of locomotion for com
pact, powerful and reliable mechanical propul
sion.
On the business side, the situation is the
same as in other lines of manufactured products.
Buying is not so feverishly active as a year ago,
but the call for apparatus is large and steady,
with prices holding up well. The terminal equip
ments of the Pennsylvania and New York Cen
tral Railroads in the East overshadow all other
developments, but the single-phase railway instal
lation at Baltimore may be of quite as much
ultimate importance, since it is likely to be the
beginning of an important change in traction
methods.
While large corporations are spending million?
and manufacturers thousands of dollars for in
creasing the development and application of pow
er, it would seem that those whose work is in
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the power plant field may allow their dreams
to have a roseate hue, and to all our friends
everywhere we send the wish that the fulfilment
of the year's hopes may be more happy and more
satisfactory than their dreams have pictured.
Pumping Machinery.
The portion of this issue devoted to pumps
will be found especially interesting and instructive
to persons operating steam, compressed air and
power driven pumps. Particular attention has
been given to single-cylinder steam pumps be
cause of the great variety of steam-actuated valves
to be found in practice, each differing from the
others in one or more essential features.
It is due very largely to the numerous de
signs of steam valves that the engineer has en
countered difficulty in managing single-cylinder
pumps as successfully as those of the duplex type,
the similarity of construction in the latter type,
even in minor details, being much more marked.
The successful operation of a pump depends
to a great extent upon the intelligence displayed
in its management, and an engineer can scarcely
hope to obtain quiet and smooth running pumps
and freedom from breakdowns and perplexing
delays except by a thorough knowledge of the de
tails of construction and operation.
The rules and formulas for making the
various calculations pertaining to pumps have
been reduced to the simplest form possible, while
the large amount of data given in the tables will
in many instances furnish the necessary informa
tion without calculation.
Speed Control.
The general and growing application of elec
tric power to the driving of all kinds of machinery
for all sorts of purposes makes the question of
motor driving one of the most important in the
power field. For many purposes, a single speed
is sufficient, but for others, it is imperative that
the speed should be variable; and for still others,
though not absolutely necessary, a speed adjust
ment is very desirable.
The articles by men who have made a special
study of the problems involved in speed control,
and the descriptions of the details of systems in
actual use, will, we feel, be appreciated by our
readers, who, from the nature of their work,
are, or are liable to be at any time, in daily con
tact with such machinery.
While the direct-current motor has been
in this field so long that its properties are well
known, and its possibilities fully developed, the
alternating-current motor has, so far, had com
paratively limited application in variable speed
work. It is, however, being rapidly developed,
and, if the single-phase motor can be brought to
a state of satisfactory working with variable
speeds, it will surely have a large field of useful
ness.

The world is moving forward. Are you coming
too? The only way is to keep step with the lead
ers and push onward.
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ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES
On the evening of Dec. 3, Massachusetts
Association No. 1, N. A. S. E., held the eleventh
annual ball in the Paul Revere Hall. The grand
march was started at 9 o'clock after a preliminary
concert. The grand march was led by Bro. EL
•H. Kearney and Miss Etta M Fife. Supper
was served at 1 1 130, and afterward the dancing
was continued until nearly 2 o'clock. Altogether
there were some 200 guests present, among whom
were noted the following: P. H. Hogan, Na
tional President ; T. N. Kelsey, Mass. State
Deputy ; Emma M. Stone, National President
of the Ladies Auxiliary; Chas. F. Blodgett, State
President; W. N. Beal, State Secretary; W. M.
McLean, President Boston No. 12, and W. F.
Brown, Vice-President, Roxbury No. 14.
The committee that had charge of the arrange
ments consisted of John I. Green, chairman ; John
F. Fife, treasurer; Ed H. Kearney, floor director;
Geo. F. Barry, floor marshal ; Geo. W. Hayes,
Hugh Gunneson, James Henderson, John P.
Woodside, John H. Mullen and Ole B. Peterson.
On the evening of Dec. 16 the Electric Club
of Cleveland held a musicale and smoker for
members and their friends.
The Brooklyn Engineers' Club held their
annual meeting at their rooms on Dec. 10th. The
board of directors presented their annual report,
and election of officers took place. The names
presented by the nominating committee were for
president, Othniel F. Nichols ; secretary, Jos.
Strachen ; treasurer, John Middleton. The an
nual dinner of the club was held on Dec. 15th.
A meeting of the American Institute of Elec
trical Engineers was held on Dec. 18, at which
the topic for the evening was "Central Stations."
Papers were presented as follows :
Overhead High-Tension Distributing Sys
tems in Suburban Districts, by Geo. H. Lukes;
Automatic Apparatus for Regulating Generator
and Feeder Potential, by E. J. Bechtel ; Safe
guards and Regulations in the Operation of Over
head Distributing Systems, by W. C. L. Eglin ;
Gas-Power for Central Stations, by J. R. Bibbins.
Royal D. Tomlinson has been appointed
State Deputy President, and C. J. Palmateer and
John H. Foote, Special Deputy President of the
N. A. S. E., for New York.
The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia held a
regular meeting on December 5th, at which an
illustrated paper was presented by Mr. H. D.
Hess on the subject, "Proportions of Regenera
tive Gas Furnaces, with Special Reference to
Open Hearth Furnaces." The tellers reported the
election of six new members to active member
ship. The nominating committee submitted a re
port of nominees for offices for the ensuing year
as follows : President, Carl Hering ; vice-presi
dent, T. C. McBride; directors, William Easby,
Jr., Geo. C. Davis, and Washington Devereaux ;
secretary, J. C. Clarke ; treasurer, Geo. T. Gwilliam.
At the last regular meeting of Roxbury,
Mass. Association No. 14, N. A. S. E., about fifty
brothers were present and listened to an interest
ing lecture on Elevators by Jos. Duncan, of
Massachusetts No. I. Mr. Duncan is well known
as an expert on this class of machinery, and
was able to give, both in his lecture and in replies
to questions, a great deal of valuable information
to those who heard him. After the meeting ad
journed the representatives of the Garlock Pack
ing Co. provided a substantial luncheon, followed
by coffee and good cigars, which sent the mem
bers in attendance home comfortable and happy.
A. J. G.
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NEWS NOTES.
Walter H. Whiteside, the manager of the
Detail and Supply Department of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., has been
made the general manager also of the SawyerMan Electric Co., and has added the duties of
this new office to his former ones. Mr. White
side has been connected with electrical trade in
terests for nearly 20 years and, during that time,
has extended his acquaintanceship to every part
of the country and made strong friendships wher
ever he has been.
Mr. Whiteside's experience in the electrical
field began with the Westinghouse Co. in 1898.
After a year as salesman in Chicago he went
to Washington, D. C, where he was in charge of
government sales until 1900, when he was made
manager of the company's office for that dis
trict From there he went to the Pittsburg office
to take charge of the detail and supply depart
ment, which under his management has greatly
increased its business.
The Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co., of Cleve
land, O., have acquired from the John Cockerill
Co., of Seraing, Belgium, the exclusive right to
manufacture and sell in the United States the
Cockerill type of gas engine.
H. F. J. Porter, who has been associated with
Westinghouse interests since the first of the year,
and has held the position of assistant manager
of the Publishing Department with offices in East
Pittsburg and 10 Bridge street, New York, has
been made second vice-president of the Nernst
Lamp Co., of which enterprise George Westing
house is president, with the duties of general
manager, and headquarters at Pittsburg. He as
sumed charge on December 1st.
An interesting lecture was delivered re
cently before the Austrian Engineering Society
in Vienna by Prof. Riedler on the new steam
turbine, which is in part his invention. The ma
chine is similar in style to the De Laval, but
has a large number of nozzles around the rim
instead of a few, thus avoiding the resistance of
the empty buckets which will, of course, tend
to create a suction on the disk. The Riedler
turbine is also arranged to divide the steam jet
at the middle in the same way that the water jet
is divided by an impulse waterwheel bucket. The
turbine tested has shown a steam consumption
the same as the very best reciprocating engines,
and the cost is estimated at 1-5 to 1-6 that of
a piston engine of the same horsepower for small
sizes, and 1-10 for larger size. For use direct
connected to these, Prof. Riedler has developed a
new line of compressors, condensers and pumps
which will run at 3,000 revolutions per min
ute.
It is an interesting fact that the radium
industry in Germany and France has developed to
a considerable extent. The material is sold for a
a little less than $2,000 per gram, but the manu
facturers state that they have orders at this
price for several hundred grams. The use is
largely for medical purposes in place of the
X Rays and for experimenting by scientists.
The electric light plant at Livingston, Ont.,
was recently destroyed by fire and is to be re
built. The company is in the market for dyna
mos, engines and boilers, and any letters ad
dressed to William Soratt, Jr., Chief Engineer,
Livingston Electric Co., Livingston, Ont., will
receive prompt attention.
The production of nitrogen for fertilizing pur
poses from the atmosphere has been perfeoed by
Dr. Erlwein. The process consists in bringing the
nitrogen of the atmosphere in contact with a mix
ture of powdered charcoal and lime in an electric
furnace.
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THE BUFFALO STEAM PUMP CO.'S SINGLE
CYLINDER TYPE.
The figure shows a Buffalo valve gear and a
section through the steam cylinder. The drawing
shows the piston and valves in the center of
their travel. In actual practice this condition
never obtains; if it did the pump would stop.
The valves and pistons being at one end or the
other of the stroke, thus uncovering the ports,
the moment steam is admitted the pump will
start. Referring to the drawing, A, is the steam

ENGINEER.

cannot strike the heads of the chest. The adjust
ment of the pump is controlled by the tappets,
L. L., and by setting these closer together or far
ther apart the length of the stroke of the main
piston, H, can be very accurately adjusted. When
the pump is running very fast the momentum of
the moving parts is greater and the tap
pets will have to be set closer together than
when the pump is running slowly. The tappets,
M M, are also adjustable so that they can be set
in exactly the right relation to the tappets, L L.
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parts of iJ4-inch special extra flexible steel wire
rope, and the auxiliary hoist by four parts of
^-inch. This rope is manufactured expressly for
the Shaw Co. The hooks are forged from the
best refined iron.
The crane is provided with all the appliances
necessary for its convenient handling and con
trol. These include circuit breakers and limit
switches, which prevent the bottom blocks
being raised to a point where the lower sheaves
would strike the sheaves in the girt. A neat and
substantial platform extends the entire length of
the front girder. The bridge is equipped with
the Shaw patent spring buffers, which relieve the
entire structure from shock, even if the trolley is
run to the end of the bridge at a considerable
speed.

THE KLINGER REFLEX WATER GAUGE.
This device, which is shown in the illustration,
is designed to show the engineer at all times ex
actly the height of the water in the glass. With
the ordinary gauge glass tube, it is often impos
sible to tell whether the glass is full or empty,
and unless the lighting is very good, the level at
which the water stands is difficult to detect.
With the Klinger glass, the part which is filled

BUFFALO STEAM CYLINDER AND VALVES.
pipe to the main chest, and B, the pipe to the aux
iliary steam chest, these pipes being in commu
nication within the casting so that the one supply
pipe answers for both. Imagine the valve, C.
to have been moved to the left so that the port.
D, is uncovered. Live steam flows from the
chest through the port, D, and pushes the bal
anced piston valve, E, to the left. This in turn
carries the slide valve, F, also to the left, so that
the port, G, is open to the steam cylinder. The
steam entering through the port, G, pushes the
main piston, H, to the left, thereby making one
stroke of the piston. As the piston travels to the
left the crosshead, /, through the medium of lever,
/, is pushed to the right. This in turn opens the
corresponding ports on the left hand end of the
cylinder and the piston valve, E, is pushed to
the right, which admits the steam to the left
hand side of the main piston through the port, K.
This causes the piston to travel to the right
when the second stroke of the piston is made.
This operation being continued the piston travels
with a smooth and uniform movement. The aux
iliary slide valve, C, is moved by the crosshead,
/, coming in contact with the tappets, L L.
This is the essential feature of the valve move
ment. The auxiliary tappets and stem, M M,
theoretically can be done away with, but they are
inserted for the reason that sometimes the valve,
E, might stick, due to the pump standing still,
or for some other cause. Therefore as soon as
the crosshead, /, is pushed to the right by the
action of the main piston it comes in contact with
the tappets, M M, which causes the piston valve
to start, when the steam will complete the work.
In actual practice, when the pump is running, the
crosshead, /, never quite touches the tappets,
M M, because it just engages with the tappets,
L L, and this admits steam into the piston valve
and shifts it before the tappets, M M, are
reached. The reason for the double ports being
in the auxiliary steam chest is to have one port,
D, for the steam and one port, N, for the ex
haust. Steam then being entrapped between two
ports forms a cushion so that the piston valve

The various adjustments and the general sim
plicity make an extremely reliable and efficient
single cylinder valve motion—one that any engi
neer can readily understand. There are no com
plicated internal parts to be adjusted and every
thing is in plain sight and can be handled when
the pump is running. This motion enables the
pump to run from the fastest to the slowest
speeds with absolute certainty.

A LARGE ELECTRIC CRANE.
The great crane which was installed at the
West-Allis works of the Allis Chalmers Co. by
the Shaw Electric Crane Co. of Muskegon, Mich.,
and a view of which is shown in Fig. 10 of our
leading article of this issue, on page 5, has the fol
lowing dimensions :
Capacity of the main hoist, 60 tons ; of the
auxiliary hoist. 20 tons; span, 78 feet; hoisting
distance, 35 feet ; electromotive force at which
the current is supplied, 220 volts.
The bridge is of the box girder type, each .
girder having separate truck beams ; each truck
beam carrying two wheels, so that the crane is
supported by eight wheels—four at each end. The
girders are connected by plates and angles in
such a way as to allow sufficient vertical move
ment to enable the structure to conform to such
slight irregularities as there may be in the run
ways, but they are rigidly held from getting out
of square. This style of construction has been
used by the Shaw Co. with marked success for
many years on cranes of large capacity and long
span
The motors and^ controllers were built by The
Shaw Electric Crane Co, and were especially de
signed and constructed for crane service. The
motors are slow speed, have large overload ca
pacity, and are strongly and substantially built.
The controllers have large heat radiating capac
ity, being thoroughly ventilated, and have a large
number of steps and consequently fine graduation.
The main bottom block is carried by eight

HUNGER GAUGE GLASS.
with water appears black, while that which is
empty appears white, so that there is no possi
bility of mistake. Another advantage is that the
glass is surrounded by metal so that change of
temperature in the boiler room, or drafts of cold
air. will not cause breakage. The gauge with
special fittings is for sale by William T. Bonner
& Co., S3 State street, Boston, Mass.

Now is the time to tell your friends of the good
you are getting from reading The Engineer.
They ought to have it too.

Ja.v. i, 1904.
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AN IMPROVED GOVERNOR.
The Improved Governor Co. of 81 Thomas St.,
Worcester, Mass., have delayed putting their new
governor on the market for a considerable length
of time, for the simple reason that they wished
to prove first the merits of the governor which
they are now advertising widely, and which is
their standard machine.
Mr. Lombard has had, during the past 12
years, a great deal of experience in governing
water wheels, having installed governors for up
ward of 300,000 horsepower. He is the inventor

THE IMPROVED GOVERNOR.
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it fails to operate to the satisfaction of the pur
chaser, it will be removed at the company's ex
pense.
THE WATERS GOVERNOR.
This improved form of steam engine governor,
which is manufactured by the Waters Governor
Co., 34 Oliver St., Boston, Mass., has several
points of advantage. The centrifugal force of
the balls is resisted by springs so that gravity
has no effect on the action of the governor, and
it will run in one position as well as another ;
the valve and valve seat are made of composition
metal which will not rust or corrode with any
impurities which may be in the steam; the parts
are made interchangeable so that any part can be
renewed in case of necessity without special fit
ting.

FIG. I. WATERS GOVERNOR, CLASS A.

The valve is hollow and the steam passes
of the well-known Lombard Governor and his
through it by means of three openings which al
experience showed him the importance and ad
vantage of having a governor which could be low ample area so that, when the valve is fully
placed on the market at a reasonable figure, and, open, there is no wire-drawing of the steam.
The valve seats, which are four in number, are
at the same time, have great power.
all
made in one casting, which is separate from
Since Mr. Lombard severed his connection
with the Lombard Governor Co., some 2 years the body of the valve, so that the seats are always
ago, he has perfected and patented the particular in line and at the proper distance from one an
other. The valve is evenly balanced and has
class of governor referred to above.
The governor which is shown in the figure several ports, giving a large opening for a small
has been designed to have powerful and rapid travel. Fig. 1 shows the class A governor, which
action by means of a hydraulic piston which is made in sizes for 1 54-inch pipe and upward.
opens or closes the gates to the wheels with Fig. 2 shows the class B governor, which is made
without the automatic stop motion. In the class
only 15 to 25 pounds of water pressure. The
piston is only 3 inches by 12 inches, but will han
dle the heaviest gates. Special attention has been
given to designing the details so that action is
obtained without the use of high-pressure tanks
and piping, dashpots which require adjustment, or
specially fitted valves whose action will easily be
deranged by dirt.
The governor top is enclosed so that it does
not throw oil and all bearings are equipped with
ring-oilers so that they require a minimum of at
tention.
Water pressure is used and is held constant,
however often the governor may act, so that the
governor always has the same power.
The piston acts through a rod and gearing
to move the gates or to hold them in any posi
tion. The regulating power is a fly-ball gov
ernor which admits water pressure to one or
the other side of the piston according as the
speed rises above or falls below the normal value.
FIG. 2. CLASS B, WATERS GOVERNOR.
The governor is driven by belting, or sprocket
wheels and chain, from the turbine shaft
The Improved Governor Co. are so certain of A governor a spring is used to throw the shaft
the ability 6f the governor to answer all de
out of gear ; the tension of the belt will hold
mands made upon it that they are ready to place the gear in mesh, but, if the belt runs off or
it in any plant with the understanding that, if breaks, the spring will act to stop the engine.

AN ARMORED PUMP VALVE.
The life of an ordinary rubber pump valve de
pends largely upon the quality of the rubber used
in its manufacture. If a poor quality of rubber is
used the valve will chip off, crack or press down
through the seat under a pressure of 60 pounds
per square inch or over.
The temptation to use a poor quality of rub
ber in making valves is very great because of the
similarity of appearance to the better material,
but all users of pumping machinery will agree
that it pays to use a good valve. The recent
rise in the price of rubber has made the cost of
good pump valves large, and this has naturally
led to the invention of the Armored pump valve,
which is designed to minimize the amount of
rubber used per valve and supply strength by a
metal plate or disk which is moulded into a rub
ber margin. By this means a thin valve .is given
the full strength of a thick valve made entirely
of hard rubber.
Because of the small amount of rubber neces
sary for each valve, the highest quality may be
used at a much lower cost than would be neces
sary, if the valve were made altogether of rub
ber of even inferior quality.
An additional advantage is derived from the
metal bearing which the disk provides for the
spring as well as the length of spring allowable
for a given size of valve guard, and, as this valve
rests entirely on the seat without having any
bearing on the radial ribs, which are necessary
to support the ordinary rubber valve, the former
is not only more sure of closing tightly and
not leaking, but it gives less opportunity for for
eign matter to lodge underneath and hold the
valve up.
These valves are made by stamping a metal
disk out of steel which is then plated with cop
per to preserve the surface and secure the ad
hesion of the rubber. Marginal notches are left

ARMORED PUMP VALVE.
on the inside and outside edges of the plate and
rubber is moulded around these, as shown by the
cut, and then vulcanized to the required hardness.
When desired, a brass or bronze plate is used for
the body instead of steel and sometimes the plates
are corrugated radially to increase their stiffness
when the area of the valve is large.
The high grade of rubber used in these valves
insures their great durability, and the design is
such that they may be used for very much heavier
pressures than have ever before been contem
plated for rubber valves, as well as being suita
ble for both hot and cold water. They were de
signed as the result of long experience in pump
operation and construction and are calculated to
overcome the causes of failure in the ordinary
rubber valve found on the market.
The Armored valves are made by the Power
Specialty Co., 126 Liberty street, New York City.
If you have devised some way of doing a job
which you find handy, pass it along to the other
fellow.

THE
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THE CYCLONE GRATE.
This is a grate made up of rocking bars which
have as a special feature an irregular upper sur
face, giving them the power to break up clinker
and to keep an open space for draft at all times.
The bars are so designed that they give a large
amount of air space and thus increase the natural
draft. They have been used with particularly
gratifying results for burning cheap fuel, such
as coal screenings and run of mine.

ENGINEER.

pendent of them. The pumps have four suction
openings leading from a main suction pipe which
connects with the hot well. The hot well is
located in the centre of the engine room, the
engines being in three of the four corners, leav
ing a space for an additional unit. The con
densers are located in the suction pipes and an
attached air pump driven by the main engine
delivers the water of condensation to the pump.
Four discharge openings come together and

THE CYCLONE GRATE.
The grate is arranged, as shown in the cut,
so that it can be installed without change of the
plant in any way. It acts both as shaking and
dumping grate, but is so designed that there are
no rockers or complicated parts underneath the
grate bar to get out of order or obstruct the draft.
The space in the ash pit is the same as for
an ordinary grate bar, which is 4 inches, and
00 per cent of underdraft is available for pro
ducing combustion.
The frame, all parts of which are trussed to
give greater strength, is so arranged that the air
passes over the top, thus keeping it cool and
preventing warping. The rights to manufacture
and sell this grate bar in the United States have
recently been acquired by the Steam Boiler
Equipment Co., 20 West Houston St., New York
City. The bar has been used in many large
plants in Canada, and the reports of the engi
neers using it are highly commendatory.

PUMPING ENGINES USING SUPERHEATED
STEAM.
Two interesting water works pumping sta
tions have recently been installed by the City of
Chicago. One of these is located at Springfield
Avenue and Bloomingdale Road, and the other
at Central Park Avenue and Filmore Streets.
Both of these stations are on the West side and
are supplied with water from Lake Michigan
by means of a 12-foot tunnel. The equipment
at both stations is identical, and consists of
three vertical, triple-expansion engines built by
Henry R. Worthington. They are of the duplex,
direct-acting, high-duty type and have doubleacting, outside-packed plungers.
The steam cylinders are supported on A
frames directly over the pumps and are inde-

deliver the water to the city mains direct, this
being a direct service, with no reservoirs or stand
pipes. All of the steam cylinders are steam
jacketed and have reheaters between the high
and intermediate, and between the intermediate
and low-pressure cylinders. The dimensions of
the engines are as follows :
Diameter of high-pressure cylinders.. 21 inches
Diameter of intermediate cylinders. . 33 inches
Diameter of low-pressure cylinders.. 60 inches
Diameter of plungers
34^ inches
Stroke of all pistons and plungers... 49 inches
Steam is supplied to these engines by boilers
of the internally-fired, return tubular type, of
which there are six at each station. The boilers
are equipped with Morison furnaces and the
Hawley down draft system. The dimensions of
the boilers are 10 feet in diameter by 12 feet
long and each contains 140 2}^-inch tubes. Their
nominal rating is 225 horsepower.
In the back connection of each of these
boilers, as shown by the illustration, is located
a superheater, designed and built by the Power
Specialty Co., of New York. These superheaters
consist of straight lengths of cast-iron pipe con
nected at the ends by return bends so that the
steam has a continuous passage through the
superheater. The iron used is of a special mix
ture adapted to this purpose, and the various
parts are of sufficient thickness to insure great
strength. The straight lengths have cast on their
outer circumference gills or flanges for the
double purpose of adding strength and increasing
the heating surface. These gills are placed about
i]/2 inches apart for the entire length of the
pipe. The joints between the straight lengths and
thr return bends are flanged and a metallic gas
ket is used, the bolting being extra heavy.
Being located in the back connection, the
-nperheater comes in contact with the hot gases
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just after they have passed through the Morison suspension furnaces and before they enter
the tubes ; the temperature at this point varying
from 1,500 to 1,800 degrees F. The superheaters
are designed to superheat the steam supplied by
the boilers at 140 pounds pressure, 150 degrees F.,
corresponding to a final temperature at the boiler
of 510 degrees.
,
Recent tests of these engines show a very
interesting comparison between saturated and
superheated steam. Below is a schedule of a
test showing that with saturated steam con
taining about 7.2 per cent of moisture the engineuses about 14.7 pounds per pump horsepower
per hour and that when the steam is superheated
154 degrees the engine uses 11.32 pounds per
pump horsepower per hour, showing a saving
in the steam used of over 20 per cent.

THE FOSTER SUPERHEATER.
Tests of Chicago Pumping Engines :
Using
Using
Saturated Superheated
Steam. Steam.
Steam pressure at engine, pounds . ..
144.89
144.45
Temp, steam at engine, degrees F...
363.10
516.91
Moisture in steam, per cent
7-22
Degree superheat, degrees F
154.0
Vacuum, inches of mercury
26.78
26.98
Tot. water load. head on plungers, ft.
151.98
152.89
Gallons pumped in 24 hours
21.869,598 21,975,885
Pump horsepower
582.8
589.2
Steam used by engine 24 hrs.. lbs... 198.206
160.134
Steam used by engine per hour, lbs . .
8.258. 5
6.672. 2
Dry steam used by engine 24 hrs. .lbs. 183.900
Dry steam used bi engine per hr .lbs. 7.662
Steam per pump horsepower per hr..
lbs
14.17
11.32
Dry *team iter pump horsepower per
hour., lbs
IS. 14
Saving over using wet steam.per cent.
20.1
Saving over u»ingdry steam,per cent.
13.8
From a thermodynamic standpoint, the com
pression of the exhaust steam should commence
at such a point that it will be nearly at Ihe
pressure of the entering steam at the point of ad
mission. But there are sometimes other matters
to be considered than slight economic gain. It
might be that a very even turning moment
would be of more importance than a small ther
modynamic gain. In this event the amount of
compression should be determined with reference
to the inertia of the' reciprocating parts. The
area under the compression curve, as shown on
an indicator diagram, is largely dependent on the
volume of the clearance space. While it is ad
vantageous to cut down this space in a cylinder
to decrease the losses there, it must not be for
gotten that the area under the clearance line
may, with too great a decrease in clearance, be
made such that smooth running would be imprac
ticable, when heavy and high speed reciprocating
parts are used.—Dixie
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SHELBY
"USEFUL LIGHT"
INCANDESCENT

LAMPS

NOT LIKE OTHER LAMPS
AND
OTH*S CAN'T MAKE LAMPS LIKE SHELBY.

Dollars

vs.

"Eureka"

If you really want to do all that's possible on
your part to have your engine do her full duty
and at least expense, then you can't go back on

50 to 1 00 %

It's in

More Light

the Flat Coil

in Useful
Direc

It is

tions.

Patented

OUR COMPETITORS FIGHT US BECAUSE THEY KNOW
SHELBY ufflL LAMPS

"EUREKA"
It's the PACKING that gives full service, does
its work right, does it without creating friction
and loss of power—does it at one-half the cost of
any other—lasts the longest, very much the long
est—the kind that's economical—"EUREKA"
with red diamond label.

Ask the ENGINEER
"higher up" how he got there.
Ten to one he will tell you his
knowledge of the INDICATOR
did more than anything else.
Why don't you write today
and learn how little ROB
ERTSON-THOMPSON will
cost you.

You Know
what it means to have water
in the cylinder and oil in the
boiler. If the engine or boiler
should be " put out of busi
ness" wouldn't it reflect on
YOU ? Get our circular and
price and then talk to the boss.

ARE BEST
For all Purposes where Light In Useful
Directions Is Desired.
Sand and Order for Trial Now.
Fully Guaranteed.
THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.
100 Park Ave.
SHELBY, OHIO.

J. H. BISHOP CO.
Wyandotte,Mich..l2.1,'0S.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.,
Gentlemen :—
We have two nine rope
drives from 100 H. P. en
gine, inch rope used. One
drive is 92 ft. centers, and
the other is 79 ft. centers.
We have used ClingSurface in these ropes
over 10 months and its
result has been to pene
ape, keep
trate into the rop
ing it very pliable, by I
believe surrounding each
internal fibre with a lu
bricant, and this has also
prevented internal chaf
ing of the fibres. It has
protected the rope from
lnfiuenceof damp weath
er and has Oiled np the
outside surface
until we have perfectly round cables, touching the pulleys at all pointa. SlipYonrs. Gilbert Gikabdin, Ch. Engr.
ping is e ntirelyr prevented.

Cling-Surface for Rope
If

You

Own

an

INDICATOR

you will want a REDUCING WHEEL. The Victor
is head and shoulders over any other. It's
always ready for any stroke or speed and costs
but little.
.
WILLIS PLANIMETER has the record for correct,
easy work, compared with others it's like a Waltham against a dollar watch. Their cost is not
near so high as the quality. Have you our
catalog?
JAS. L ROBERTSON & SONS,

204 Fulton Street,
NEW YORK.

It's as good for rope as for belts. Read the letter above.
Ropes have great internal friction. They wear inside.
Cling-Surface penetrates into them and prevents it; sur
rounds every fibre with a preservative oil bearing.
It makes rope water, steam and weather proof. Keeps it
pliable, long-lived and stops all slipping.
It will easily double a rope's life—oftentimes more.
Get a trial package for your ropes.
CLING-SURFACE MFG CO
H161-170 Virginia t
BUFFALO N Y
Boston
Philadelphia
New York
Chicago
t Louis
an Francisco
New Orleans
Denver
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TRADE NOTES.
THE HARTFORD BLOWER CO., of Hart
ford, Conn., manufacturers of the Hartford im
proved adjustable blowers and exhaust fans, have
just received another order from the L. S. Starett
Co., of Athol, Mass.
This is their third order from this firm, and,
coming as it does from a conservative firm, who
purchase only the best improved machinery, is a
flattering testimony to the excellent quality, work
manship and efficiency of the Hartford blowers
. and fans. The Hartford Blower Co. also manu
factures the Hartford exhaust system and me
chanical draft apparatus.
JAMES M'CREA & CO., manufacturers of
steam specialties, 67 W. Washington St., Chi
cago, have recently placed complete stocks of
their Climax Steam Joint Clamp and the H. H.
steam trap with Thomas Somerville & Sons,
Washington, D. C. and with the S. M. Price Ma
chinery Co., Norfolk, Va. There is hardly a city
in the United States that has not one or more
dealers that can supply these clamps up to 12
inches and the traps in all sizes from stock.
THE WRIGHT MANUFACTURING CO.,
of Detroit, have opened a New York office and
salesroom last month at 149 Center St., corner
of Walker St. Mr. James H. Pearson is in
charge. A complete line of the Wright Co.'s
steam specialties will be carried in stock, includ
ing the Wright and Victor improved safety water
columns, Emergency high-pressure steam traps,
Victor low-pressure steam traps, Cyclone ex
haust heads, etc. This company reports a great
er demand than ever before for their goods,
but is able to keep abreast of orders, as its shop
facilities were considerably enlarged a few
months ago.
THE HOMESTEAD VALVE MFG. CO., of
Pittsburg, Pa., have completed the installation
of a large iron foundry plant which was started
on Dec. 7. Converting furnaces, driven by a
heavy blast, are used in order to produce a pure
metal ; semi-steel is one of the company's spe
cialties.
THE REEVES ENGINE" CO. are installing
two of their vertical cross compound engines in
the new plant of the Megargee Paper Co. at Modena, Pa. The largest is a 650 horsepower en
gine, designed for direct connection to the main
shaft of the mill so that the closest regulation is
required. The smaller engine is to operate the
electric plant.
THE GENERAL SPECIALTY CO., of Buf
falo, N. Y., have received from the Mineral Pt.
Elec. Lt. Co. of Mineral Pt., Wis., the following
letter :
"We intended writing to you sooner, but in
tended to go over our boilers once more before
writing to you and let you know how well pleased
we are with the Torpedo cleaner.
"To say that we are pleased with the cleaner
does not express it. Our boilers were very badly
scaled, a great deal worse than we had any idea,
and did not find it out until we used the Torpedo.
We took nearly three kerosene barrels full of
scale out of our two boilers, and we know by
going over them once more we can get out over
another barrel full.
"When we get through with another cleaning
I think we will have some one come down
with a kodak and send you a picture of the pile
of scale.
"We are satisfied we will save about one-half
our fuel. Any one troubled with scale on the
flues of their boilers is standing in his own light
if he does not get one of your boiler cleaners.
We expect to run with one boiler, instead of two,
after cleaning again with the Torpedo."
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THE INDICATOR CONTEST held by the
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., 104 Broad St., Boston,
Mass., closed Dec. 12, 1903. It was participated
in by hundreds of engineers from all over the
country, and great interest was taken. Mr. J. P.
Kennah, 13 Holden St., Dorchester, Mass., was
the lucky engineer, and will enjoy the pleasure
of using one of the finest indicators of the Rob
ertson-Thompson make. The indicator has been
delivered and we expect to hear from Mr. Ken
nah later.
THE CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS of
the power plant at the Louisiana Purchase Ex
position at St. Louis have specified Reliance
steam traps of the largest pattern, also Reliance
water columns throughout on the boilers.
This power plant will be inspected by people
from all parts of the world, and the Reliance ap
pliances in use there will be familiar features
to most visitors. The Reliance apparatus is made
by the Reliance Gauge Column Co., of 72 East
Prospect St., Cleveland, O.
MR WM. M. PECKHAM, of the Pyle Bldg.,
New York City, writes to the Standard Steam
Specialty Co., 542 and 544 W. Broadway, New
York, as follows :
"I would say that we have been using the
14-inch Utility combination since Dec. 9, 1902.
It gives me pleasure to state that every feature
has worked well from the start. Since the in
stallation we have been able to save much of the
condensation that previously went to waste be
cause it was greasy and unfit to return to the
boilers. I feel safe in saying that the steam and
condensation after passing through the extractor
are practically free from oil."
The above company have taken orders for
the Utility combination for the following plants:
Mutual Life Insurance Co., Whitehall Bldg.;
Hanover National Bank Bldg., Corn Exchange
Bank Bldg., Methodist Book Concern, Grace
Church, Pinchbeck Hotel, Barbey Bldg.
THE NEW ENGLAND BRANCH of the
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co., at 170 Summer St.,
Boston, were gratified to receive the following
indorsement from Norcross Brownstone Co., of
Worcester, Mass. :
"Replying to your favor of October 9 re
garding the i.ioo feet of rope drive which we
have at East Longmeadow, Mass., and on which
we have used your Cling-Surface preparation.
"We beg to advise you that our engineer in
charge reports as follows : 'This preparation ap
pears to be doing all that is required of it. The
rope has run about 1 month longer than the
average, and I think there will be no question but
what it will double the record of the other ropes.
The tension on this rope is only one-half as
much as was on the former ropes used, requiring
less power, less strain on the bearings, and,
also, there is less slipping. The rope has not had
a fair trial. It was put on June 3, 3 days before
we could get any of the preparation onto it, and,
that month being very wet, we could not give it
the treatment it should have got, as it is ex
posed to the weather its entire length.'
"In this connection we beg to say that we are
perfectly well satisfied with what it has done,
and our intention is, when we put on another
rope, to give it a thorough application of your
Cling-Surface before the rope is put on."
ENGINEERS WHO ONCE TEST AL
BANY GREASE for lubrication troubles quick
ly get the habit and thereafter it is the usual
practice to continue using it for years. The
Charlottesville Woolen Mills. Charlottesville, Va.,
writing under date of Dec. 1, 1903, to Messrs.
Adam Cook's Sons, 313 West St., New York
City, the only makers of Albany grease, state

Jaw. I, '904that they have been using Albany grease for 20
or 25 years and always with the greatest satis
faction.
John Walters, engineer of H. Croft Sons &
Co., Camden, N. J., writes: "I have used Al
bany grease over 10 years and have never had
hot bearings.
I want no other but Albany
grease."
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care The Engineer.
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Ohio
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employers. Address M. W. K., care The Engineer.
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engineer
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electric lighting, dynamos and motors. 35 year* of age.
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engineer
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power
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master
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man of good ability, not afraid of work and can furnish
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Rox 1618. Pittsburg. Penna.
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88
electrician
with
some
construction
or
elecruMiiuii trjc company. Have had several years' ex
perience in light and power plants. Am sober and can
give good reference. Addross H. B. S.. care The Engineer.
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HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM, NEAR SASSENAGE, ISERE, FRANCE.
BY E. GUAMNI.
The system near Sassenage which has recently
been put into service was designed by M. Rontin
and built by the E. C. Grammont Industrial
Works. The plan is as follows :

FIG. I.
Two central stations generate three-phase cur
rents at low voltage which is stepped up by trans
formers to 15,000 volts and fed to a network 25
miles long, which furnishes energy for lighting
and power to Grenoble and its suburbs, and to
some other smaller towns, Fure, Courblevie and
Engins. For use, the three-phase current is
stepped down to 120 volts. The high-voltage
sides of the transformers are connected in paral
lel.
In connection with this system it is worth
while remarking that in this case at least it has

been found no more costly to generate current at
low voltage and step it up by transformers than
to generate directly at 15,000 volts in the dynamo.
Besides, in this way, absolute safety is secured

protect them from lightning, but this would be
impossible with a high-voltage generator on account of the resulting danger to attendants.
The two central stations are driven by the

CENTRAL STATION AT SASSENAGE, NEAR GRENOBLE, FRANCE.
for employes, since there is no occasion for them
to have anything to do with the high-tension ap
paratus. It is also an advantage to have the
generators thoroughly protected by the trans
formers against injury from lightning discharges,
which in that region are frequent. If, spite of
the lightning protectors, the discharge enters the
station, the transformer, which can be made with
much more substantial insulation and is less
costly to repair than the generator, receives
the discharge. The transformers can be abso
lutely isolated and insulated from the earth to

stream of Furon. The plant at Engins utilizes a,
fall of the respectable height of 935 feet and with
a mean flow of 21.2 cubic feet per second. There
are five horizontal turbines of the Girard type
arranged to run at any gate opening. Three of
these are direct connected to generators, are of
500 horsepower capacity each and run at 300
revolutions per minute. The other two, which
drive the exciters, are of 30 horsepower each
and run at 950 revolutions.
Two of the three generators are of the Labour
type; the third is an Oerlikon machine. For use
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in case of low water, a steam engine is provided,
which may be used to drive this last dynamo.
Current is generated at 125 volts and a frequency
of 50 periods per second. For each of the alter
nators is installed a battery of two transformers.
The station at Sassenage, Fig. 1, uses a fall
of 442 feet. There is at present one 280-kilowatt
unit, but others will be installed as needed.
The power transmitted by the two plants is,
therefore, 1,850 horsepower.

FIG. 2.

ENGINEER.

volts ; it is placed behind the switchboard, which
reduces the cost for copper ; it is accessible only
to the superintendent of the station. It has three
cores mounted on one base, as seen in Fig. 2, the
entire winding being exposed to the air without
oil insulation or casing. The core is in the shape
of a St. Andrew's cross, a form which is econom
ical of iron, cheap to construct and gives good
ventilation, and the coils art cylindrical. The
windings have been designed for a density of
current which gives the minimum of copper and
insures a reasonable distribution of heat among
the coils. The guaranteed efficiency at full load
is 94 per cent; at half load, 92 per cent; the
maximum rise of temperature is 80 degrees.
(5) Switches, lightning arresters and ter
minals for the high-tension line. This line is
some 25 miles long and traverses Sassenage,
reaches Isere, then climbs up to Grenoble. It
is composed of three wires of 0.0124 square inches
cross-section supported on triple petticoat insu
lators on poles 130 feet apart.
Fig. 3 shows the type of three-phase motor
used on this system* It is of 20 horsepower and
runs at 580 revolutions on 120 volts electromotive
force. It is used in an artificial cement factory.

I5,O0O-V0LT TRANSFORMER AT SASSENAGE.

The turbines . at Sassenage are of the same
type as those at Engins; that for the generator
is of 350 horsepower and runs at 370 revolutions,
while the exciter turbine is of 20 horsepower and
has a speed of 950 revolutions. The alternator
turbine is equipped with a governor for regu
lating the speed and a compensator for relieving
the shock when the gate opening is changed in
regulating for constant speed. Regulation can
also be controlled by hand by means of an aux
iliary motor operated from the switchboard.
This motor is one of the special, features of
the plant. Its peculiarity is a magnet connected
in series with the gate which it is possible
to operate automatically without disconnecting
or stopping the operation of the plant by an ar
rangement of the compensator gate which it is
possible to control without regard to the maxi
mum flow for which it is set by a speed-limiting
magnet operating the circuit breaker of the feeder,
if the speed rises to twice its normal value.
The electric equipment includes the following
apparatus :
(1) A three-phase Grammont alternator of
280 kilowatts capacity and 250 volts electro-motive
force; its speed is 379 revolutions and frequency
50 cycles per second ; it has a revolving field and
stationary armature, and gives a full-load effi
ciency of 92 per cent.
(2) An exciter driven by a 20-horsepower
turbine.
(3) A switchboard for high voltage current,
on which the instruments for both high and low
tension are mounted, and whose operator can
control the turbine.
(4) A 379-kilowatt Grammont transformer,
which steps up the electromotive force to 15,000

FIG. 3. THREE-PHASE MOTOR IN CEMENT MILL.
By reason of this installation, the small facto
ries and farms can enjoy the convenience of elec
tricity, which otherwise they would not have
had. It is an example of the extension which is
bound to come for electricity in such sections
where it can furnish the best and most conven
ient light and power.
Frank Greiner, in the American Machinist,
writes as follows in regard to a much maligned but
necessary piece of machinery :
The counter-shaft of an automatic machine ran
at about 250 turns. The loose pulley, which was
about two inches wide, and provided with the
customary oil-hole, was mounted in a slipshod
manner between the tight pulley and shaft collar;
before long the loose pulley showed signs of wear,
requiring frequent oiling, and soon cutting deep
into the shaft. The machines which were driven
by this countershaft were carefully designed and
built to stand hard usage, but within six months
after being put in service the countershaft had
to be taken down and the loose pullev fitted with a
bushing.
It seems to be the fixed habit of most firms
building machines to regard the countershaft as
.1 necessary evil, and to treat it with contempt.
They take great pride in little improvements in
tlieir machinery' ; why should not the counter
shaft receive the same attention? It docs not pay
to have a man on a ladder twenty times every
morning to see that a countershaft is in order.
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BRIQUETS m.
BY W. H. BOOTH.
There have for many years been great dif
ferences of opinion between the single and dou
ble compression schools of briquet manufac
turers.
In favor of double compression it is urged
that, when a briquet is compressed from one side
or face only, there is set up a certain supporting
effort upon the paste by the boundary of
the mould which is sufficient to prevent
equal
compression
extending
throughout
the mass. There is, of course, something
in this theory. Some support must be given by
the mould and there must be a certain degree of
lack of homogeneity in the briquet.
The advocates of single compression allow
this, but claim, all the same, that the difference is
so small that it need not be taken into account,
and they further state that, when briquets of
both kinds have been broken and presented to
experts to say as to which system of compres
sion has been employed upon them, such experts
have been unable to decide.
In South Wales, Mr. Stevens of the Uskside
Engineering Co., is one of the best known repre
sentatives of the single compression school of
thought. He points out that a great advan
tage of single compression lies in the fact that
in the press there is a piston in each mould and
there is no risk of breakage such as may occur
in double compression machines, as will be
shown later.
In the far East the mining of coal produces
sometimes as much as 70 per cent of small. In
Great Britain the small varies with the colliery
and with the seam thickness, and is always more
than desirable. In the old days, the small went
to the waste heap. In the system of briquets ad
vocated by Mr. Stevens for South Welsh coal
the coal is reduced to 3-16 or % inch diameter.
Fine grinding is a mistake, because coarser
grained coal burns more freely.
The cementing material is pitch of such hard
ness that it will grind freely. The coal is lifted
by an elevator chain and the ground pitch by a
similar, smaller chain; the two are discharged
together into a disintegrator, which both reduces
and mixes the two very intimately. The mixed
material then passes by another elevator to a
pug mill, which is simply a vertical cylinder with
central spindle and steel mixing arms. Steam at
70 pounds, which ought to be superheated, is
passed directly into the pug mill and melts the
pitch so that the mixture becomes pasty. It is
discharged into an open pan and exposed to the
air, which is said to exert some good effect upon
the paste.
The paste is then pushed into the moulds,
which are ten in number, cast in the die table,
which is a horizontal revolving wheel. As each
mould is brought to a certain position the piston
it contains comes over a lever, which is pressed
upward by a steam piston and brings to bear
about 1,400 pounds pressure per square inch
of briquet face upon' the mould.
Some briquet presses give 4,400 pounds pres
sure, which is said by the advocates of lighter
pressure to be too much, and to cause crushing
of the coal and reduction of the inner part of
the briquets to dust.
After a briquet has been pressed, the mould
plate revolves through another angle and a sec
ond block is formed.
The blocks previously
pressed are then forced gradually out of their
moulds by means of an inclined plane, up which
the base of the mould' pistons travel and force
the blocks out of the open tops of the moulds.
The moulds are pressed from below, and, at the
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pressing position, the mould to be pressed passes
under a top plate, against which the block is
formed.
Presses are made in some six sizes, from
1,200 pounds capacity per hour to 26 tons, the
briquets weighing from 54 to 16 pounds each.
A plant of 100 long tons capacity per day
requires the following labor, some of which may
apparently be looked on as superfluous and prob
ably to be exchanged for machinery:
One pressman.
,
Two boys loading blocks from press to trol
leys.
One man unloading coal.
One boy unloading coal.
One man at pitch mill.
One man on top floor.
One engineer.
One fireman.
Two laborers.
With this amount of labor briquets are found
to cost $1.84 per ton, with coal at $1.25 and pitch
at $8.
The actual year's cost per ton of making 80
tons per 9 hour day with two presses making
4-pound blocks was $2, with coal at $1.16 and
pitch at $6.30, allowing 7 per cent for interest
and depreciation. The amount of pitch used was
nearly n per cent of the total weight, because
it was of poor quality, but less than 8 per cent
of good pitch is usually enough in the Rhondda
Valley (South Wales).
It is essential that the machinery be very
strong and durable. A 400-ton plant in New
port during the first 5 years of work is said
not to have cost $350 in repairs during the whole
period, while a 25-ton plant erected in 1889 had
not cost above $125 in repairs to date.
Mr. Stevens corroborates the writer's opinion
that pitch is the material for binder. Though
dear, it is satisfactory.
A pitch grinding mill is like a domestic coffee
mill, the runner being a cone fitted, with coarse
teeth on the upper narrow part and the lower
part having fine-toothed removable steel plates.
It revolves in a hollow .cone of similar construc
tion.
In hot climates pitch cannot always be ob
tained sufficiently cheap, nor can it be easily
used, as it cannot be ground when soft and
sticky. Binding material has been made with
meal and lime, and a fair fuel produced, though
not equal to pitch bound briquets. They are said
to burn better in conjunction with an equal quan
tity of large coal and to require a good draught.
It need hardly be said that the use of bind
ing material is merely to hold the coal in shape,
and that the binder should be employed in the
minimum possible amount.
Pitch, of course,
will burn, but it is expensive. Because of the
cost of binder, it is avoided in case of bituminous
coals, which are sufficiently "fat" to develop
their bituminous qualities when heated.
This
should be accomplished rapidly, so that too much
evolution of gas is not caused, and if then com
pressed, the coal will cohere. In this case the
binder is really formed out of the coal itself.
Welsh coal is too dry for this process and
cannot be so briqueted. It is stated that a
temperature of 800 F. is probably necessary to
soften the coal.
Much argument may be advanced upon the
proper shape for a fuel briquet. An advantage
of block fuel is that much of it may be stowed
in a small space, and in a warship this space is
an object and cost need not be considered. This
is undoubtedly a powerful argument.
Actual
handling of fuel is too costly for commercial
work, and briquet fuel must be handled block
by block if it is to be packed regularly in place.
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It must then be broken before serving out to the
firemen, and altogether it certainly involves a
good deal of labor.
The soap-cake variety can be handled like
coal and demands no special stowage and no
rnore breakage or handling than does coal ; it ap
pears to be very good, also, on the score of even
fire. Small briquets are made either of this
form or somewhat egg-shaped, in which case it
is customary to mould them upon the outer rims
of two opposing wheels or rollers which run
together and press the briquet paste between
them, the half moulds being in each face. The
press of Messrs. Hall, of Nottingham, is of the
edge wheel variety, and produces blocks of the
ovoid or of the soap cake variety.
Experience at sea has shown that the large
brick-shaped briquets are not favorites with the
stokers. They are too cumbersome for easy
movement, and require also to be broken up.
The ball form of fuel had too little individual
stability and rolled too freely out of bunkers
and upon the bunker floors. The objects aimed
at in the shape of a briquet are stability in the
heap, which is fairly well secured by the soap
cake form ; ease of shoveling which is attained
by the rounded or chamfered edge of each little
block, and a large surface to facilitate combus
tion. Fuel can only burn upon its exposed
surfaces, and when in too large pieces, the ratio
of exposed surface to cubical mass is too small to
permit of sufficient exposure to air to secure the
production of enough heat on a given grate area.
In large briquets, this area is secured by per
forating the blocks. Perforations, of course, re
duce the mean specific gravity per unit of space
occupied, and so far destroy such advantage
as attaches to the rectangular block form. For
naval purposes, briquet fuel possesses special
advantages, as it does not deteriorate like coal.
It forms, therefore, a specially valuable form of
fuel for coaling stations and may be stored in
quantity in advance of any special need. Coal
cannot thus be stored.
Large blocks cannot be handled well by ma
chinery. An elevator, let down into a ship's hold,
cannot penetrate into a store of blocks, however
loosely tipped in. But, with ovoid blocks, there
is no such resisting power to the advancing edge
of an elevator bucket, and all coal or fuel con
veying must be done mechanically for the sake
of economy.
Such, it seems to me, are the advantages to be
claimed for ovoid and similar small briquets.
Obviously, since pitch is expensive, as little of
it is employed as possible, and, to a very con
siderable extent, the proportion of pitch ought
to -be regulated in accordance with the use to
which the fuel is to be put. If for naval pur
poses and long carriage, the briquets must be
well bonded by a fairly liberal use of pitch. If
for use in domestic work, and not to be carried
far, the pitch may be employed more sparingly.
For domestic use,, briquet fuel is recommended
as a slow combustion fuel that will keep an open
fire for a long time at a small expense.
Briquets of dry coal soon fall to pieces on
the grate unless strongly fortified with pitch ;
hence the use of a mixture of bituminous coal to
help out the dry coal. But these mixtures are
very clearly inferior to semibituminous coal
briquets, even if their total volatile matter is
equal in amount ; they burn with some difficulty
and produce a fusible cinder For steam pur
poses a fusible cinder is particularly objection
able because of the choking of the grate surface
which is caused by the clinker.
In France, briquets are very carefully pur
chased and tested. From each wagon of fuel
delivered, a piece of about 6.5 pounds is selected.
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At the end of a month all these pieces are put
together and 100 pounds are taken and broken
to about i-pound pieces for the cohesion test, de
scribed in the first article (April, 1903), and if
the cohesion falls below specification a reduc
tion in the contract price is made of about 3
cents for each per cent deficiency below 5° per
cent and of 5 cents for each 1 per cent when the
cohesion falls below 40 per cent, the stipulated
cohesion being, say, 50 per cent.
Some purchasers refuse to accept anything
less than 40 per cent cohesion ; others, less ex
acting, accept as low as 30 per cent, subject to
the above named reduction in price. Sometimes,
rather than refuse even a poor sample, the pur
chaser will claim a reduction of 6 cents for each
percentage below 50 per cent. Thus a briquet
of 30 per cent cohesion would be mulcted to the
extent of $1.20 per ton.
The whole of the samples, including the
parts tried for cohesion, are then powdered and
mixed carefully and a pound is taken and pow
dered more finely to pass a number 60 sieve (60
meshes per square centimetre). This powder is
then burned, the mean of three tests being taken,
to show the mean percentage of ash in the de
liveries of the month. The percentage of ash
which is allowed may be 7% per cent. If more
ash is found to be present, the price of the fuel
is reduced by 0.2 cent, or, as agreed, for each
1 p*r cent of ash above the agreed figure. From
6 to 9 per cent of ash is usually tolerated, and
the reduction in price is sometimes fixed on a
rising scale, the fuel being rejected when above
a certain impurity.
Samples are also treated for percentage of
volatile matter, three tests being taken to supply
a mean figure, which should not usually be less
than 16 per cent, below which the price may be
reduced 0.2 cents per each 0.01 per cent lacking.
Tests of calorific power are not always made,
but some companies claim a reduced price of I
cent for each 10 calories = 40 British thermal
units, per French tonne of 2,200 pounds.
Various other tests are made at times by
different purchasers, as, for example, a test for
softening by heat by exposure for 24 hours to a
temperature of 140 degrees F. ; tests for specific
gravity sometimes demanded as high as 1.5 ; a
test for coking to prove a nonfriable coke; a
drying test to avoid too great a content of mois
ture.
Briquets have been made in France from
small coke, or "breeze," as it is termed, in Eng
land by mixture of the coke with small coal and
pressing when hot. The method is not success
ful with the usual class of English coal sold
in France, which is the dry Welsh coal.
It appears probable that the dirty briquets
used on some of the continental locomotives are
compounded partly with tar, which is productive
of smoke. Certain precautions are required in
regard to the water or moisture contents of
briquets. A small percentage appears useful, but
if the mixture is put through the press in too
heated a condition there is a tendency to a cer
tain disruptive effect. Toward 200 degres F. the
release of pressure enables the hot vapor in the
body of the briquet to exercise a bursting effect
and the briquets are rendered less coherent. At
least 2 to 3 per cent of moisture may well be
left in the mixture. When more than 5 per cent
is left the briquets ought to be dried subsequent
ly.
Excessive water will be expelled by the
press.
A favorite press of French make is the Bietrix Couffinhal. In this press the double com
pression system is followed, the pistons which
enter the moulds being attached to a pair of
nut-cracker levers, placed respectively above and
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below the mould, and having a short vertical
stroke. Each face of the briquet is equally
pressed, and a uniform pressure is secured also
by means of a hydraulic cylinder and escape
valve. Various other presses are very similar
and produce square or rectangular blocks.
For briquets of the ovoid form, the Hall type
of press is employed. It is believed that this
ovoid form originated in Belgium and it is
claimed to require a smaller percentage of pitch
and to give very sound pieces. As half the
briquet is formed in each mould wheel, it is
essential that the holes should come exactly to
gether as the wheels revolve, as otherwise a fin
or an overlap is formed. The briquets may be
made with perforations by hanging a comb of
round rods between the mould rollers, the bri
quets being moulded around these comb teeth.
This, however, is not to be recommended for the
•small briquets usually made, which have a large
area of surface for a small bulk and burn at a
reasonable rate.
American practice with hard coal has amply
proved the advantage of grading this fuel so
■that every piece in the furnace shall be ap
proximately the same size as every other piece.
This is the principle that has been applied to
the making of the ovoid briquet. They are all of
small size and can be thrown whole upon the
fire, and, if they hold together well, they will
l)urn freshly and admit air in abundance. When
large blocks are used, they must be broken into
pieces, and to this extent they resemble coal.
The pieces are of all shapes and sizes, like
Tjroken coal, and some labor is involved in the
process. If the briquets become warm they are
more difficult to break, because they become
tough, the plastic nature of the pitch being de
veloped. This emphasizes the desirability of care
in manufacture, briquets for use in hot climates
requiring the use of a somewhat brittle pitch so
tthat the tough condition will less readily develop.
So long as a briquet is not too brittle to stand
carriage, less small stuff will be produced by the
one smart rap necessary to fracture a briquet
than by the two or three pounding blows re
quired to break a tougher block. It may, in
deed, be accepted as an axiom, that briquets are
best when most brittle, since this condition ap
plies to the briquets when upon the fire, where
they should not soften down or lose their shape.
This best condition, however, does not fit well •
with the exigencies of wear and tear, and the
briquet as made is really a carefully compounded
compromise. In the ovoid or soap cake form,
also, there is embodied considerable thought.
Briquets which are smooth and free from cor
ners and sharp edges do not wear each other to
pieces so rapidly as sharp-edged pieces. Sharpedged pieces, however, lie more quietly in the
heap. The soap cake form is the happy com
promise.

Discussing the question of single-phase motors
on polyphase lines at the recent meeting of the
Pacific Coast Electric Transmission Association,
ttTie experience of those who had used motors of
•fhis class was all in their favor. Motors are now
•manufactured up to 40-horsepower capacity, but
mot larger, the majority of those in use running
ffrom 1 to lYi horsepower, although the 40-horse"power size have been in use for a period of 3 years
•with satisfactory results. No difficulty has been
found with unbalancing of load or with fluctua
tion of the lights when using the single-phase
motors in a lighting system, and the fact that the
motors are usually run during daylight hours
makes it usually unnecessary to install any extra
capacity in transformers.
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THE SERIES AND PARALLEL OPERATION
OF GENERATORS.
BY F. C. CALDWELL.
(Continued.)
So far we have considered only similar ma
chines, but it is very common to find machines
of different sizes running in parallel, and we
shall see that, if such machines have approxi
mately the same regulation curve, they can not
only run in parallel satisfactorily, but will share
the load in proportion to their size, no matter
what that load may be. Suppose that in parallel
with machine A above we undertake to run a
machine of 25 amperes capacity, having a sim
ilar external characteristic—that is, having the
same electromotive force—at full load, half load,
and so on.
If the two machines be adjusted to carry 40
and 20 amperes, respectively, and then the com
bined load be decreased to, say, 30 amperes, ma
chine A should carry 20 and machine B 10 am
peres, this being in each case half load, and if,
as above assumed, the voltage of each machine
is the same on half load, the machines will di
vide the load in this way; the same will also be
true of whatever load may be thrown upon
them. If, however, the external characteristics
are not similar, the load will not be uniformly
divided. Thus, if the characteristic of machine
A were higher at half load than the character
istic of machine C, we might have A carrying
22 and C carrying 8 amperes.
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open. If the speed of the engine-driven ma
chine B should decrease, the current given by B
might decrease until it became zero, and then, as
in the case of the shunt machine, begin to flow
backward through the armature and also through
the series coil. The current through the shunt
coil would, however, remain in the same direc
tion as before.
We should thus have the series coil working
in opposition to the shunt coil—that is, tend
ing to weaken the field and thus lower the elec
tromotive force. This would allow a larger
current to flow backward through the armature
and series coil, which would still further weaken
the field, and the action would go on rapidly un
til the effect of the backward current through
the series coil just balanced the effect of the shunt
coil, at which time there would be no field, con
sequently no electromotive force given by the
machine. Then as the armature and series field
circuits have a very low resistance, we should
have the condition of a short circuit upon ma
chine A, which would blow its fuses, if, indeed,
they had not already been blown before this
point was reached.
If. however, the "equalizer" circuit joining
the positive brushes has a very low resistance
and the switch in it is closed, wc shall find that",
even if the speed or excitation of machine B
should be so much reduced that it gave no cur
rent at all to the circuit, or even if the current
flowed backward through its armature, driving
it as a motor, still the current from A to the
busbars would divide, part of it going through
its own series coil and part of it in the right
direction, as shown by the arrows through the
series field coil of machine B. This must nec
essarily be so, as long as machine A is giving
any current to the outside circuit, because, if
any current is flowing through its own series
field, there will be a certain fall of potential
between the terminals of that coil; and the ter
minals of the series coil of machine B, being di
rectly connected to and consequently of the
same potential as those of the series coil of the
machine A, the current must also flow in the
same direction through this coil. This addi
tional circuit joining the inside terminals of the
series coil, is called the equalizer circuit or
FIG. 5. PARALLEL CONNECTION FOR COMPOUND simply the equalizer.
DYNAMOS.
Let us consider the steps to be followed in
connecting the compound machine B in Fig. 5,
in parallel with the machine A, which is sup
The reasons for the steps taken in throwing posed to be already running and carrying a
shunt machines in parallel will now be apparent. load. With its main switch open, machine B is
For example, suppose machine B, above, is to to be brought up to speed and excited until its
be thrown in parallel with machine A. When voltage becomes equal to that of the line; first
machine A is giving 40 amperes and 08 volts, the equalizer switch, then the main switch are
in order that B should give no current on clos now to be closed, care being taken that the opera
ing its switch, its voltage should be 98 also. tions are performed in this order. In throwing
Furthermore, as it is not easy to get the voltage out the machine, the reverse order is to
at exactly the same value, it is preferable that be followed. When done in this way, machine
it be made a little higher than that of the cir
B will begin to give a considerable current as
cuit with which it is to be connected, so that the soon as its switches are closed, for the reason
ammeter in the machine circuit will not read that a part of the current from A will be sent
backward when the circuit is closed. No harm, through B's field, thus increasing its excitation
however, would result if a slight reversed or and consequently its electromotive force. This
motor current were taken at the time of closing method, however, is usually entirely satisfac
the switch.
tory.
We come now to the more complicated case
If machine B were supplied with single pole
of the parallel operation of compound generators. switches, the equalizer switch and the switch
These must not he connected in parallel at their connecting the series coil to the positive line
terminals only, as was done in the case of shunt might be closed first, and the excitation of ma
machines, but must have also a connection of chine B then adjusted till its electromotive force
very low resistance joining the points where was equal to that of the line. Then, upon clos
their series windings are connected to the com
ing the other switch of machine B, no current
mutator brushes, as is shown in Fig. 5.
would flow until its voltage was adjusted by
The reason for this is as follows : Suppose means of its shunt field. If the resistance of
each of the machines A and B in Fig. 5 to be the equalizer circuit were considerable, it would
giving 20 amperes to the outside circuit, and not properly fulfill its function of maintaining
suppose the switch in the equalizer circuit to be the different field-coil terminals at the same
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potential, and it might easily be possible for the
current to flow backward through the series
coil of an under-excited machine, giving the
same result as if the equalizer were not used.
In the case of machines which have a shunt
circuit in parallel with the series coil used
as described on page 512 of The Engineer for
July 1, 1903, it is to be noted that this shunt is not
available for adjusting the different machines
so as to have the same amount of over-com
pounding; this follows because any shunt cir
cuit is connected by means of the equalizer di
rectly in parallel with all the series coils and
will therefore produce the same effect upon all
the machines, Fig. 6. When compound ma
chines are connected in parallel, if it is found
that one machine takes more than its share of
the increasing load, the difficulty is to be reme
died by placing a low resistance in series with
its series coil instead of in shunt with it. As a
result of this, less current will pass through the
series field of this machine and a lower electro
motive force will be generated by it, which will
in turn result in its giving a smaller current.
Of course the amount of overcompounding of
all the machines working together can be ad
justed by shunts placed around the group of
series coils, one for each machine or one for all
the machines, placed at some point between the
equalizer and the positive busbar.

FIG. 6. SHOWING THE PARALLEL CONNECTION
OF SERIES COILS BY THE EQUALIZER.
Another interesting point in connection with
the parallel operation of compound generators
has to be considered when several overcompounded machines are to be run in parallel or
singly, according to the needs of the service.
Consider the case of two machines overcompounded to give constant voltage at the end
of a line having a resistance of 0.01 ohm, and
designed to transmit 600 amperes ; each machine
will supply 300 amperes and will then be overcompounded so as to raise its electromotive
force 6 volts when its current reaches 300 am
peres. Suppose, now, that only one machine is
running on the line and is supplying its full
load of 300 amperes, the drop in the line will
now be 300 x 0.01, or 3 volts, but the generator
will be overcompounding its full amount, or 6
volts. We shall, therefore, have the potential
at the end of the line 103 volts, or 3 volts higher
than it should be.
This difficulty may be overcome by having
single-pole switches in both sides of the ma
chine circuits, as well as in the equalizer, and
then keeping both the series coils in circuit all
of the time, whether both machines are running
or not; the current from either machine will
then divide between the series coils of both ma
chines and the proper amount of overcom
pounding will be obtained. Thus, in the case
considered, 150 amperes, or half load current,
will be passing through the series coil of the
running machine, and its over-compounding will
be one-half what it would be with 300 amperes,
i. e., 3 volts, thus giving the correct voltage at
the end of the line.
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This method is often objectionable, because
all machines must be connected to the circuit,
whether they are in use or not, which may re
sult in trouble when they are being cleaned or
repaired. The same result can be obtained if a
set of resistances are used, each equal to the
EQUALIZER
rri orheo.

FIG. 7.
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RESISTANCES FOR KEEPING THE LINE
VOLTAGE CONSTANT.

resistance of one of the series coils, and so ar
ranged that one or more of them can be thrown
in parallel with the operating machines, as
shown in Fig. 7.

STORAGE BATTERY LOCOMOTIVES FOR
MILL YARDS.
BY EDGAR H. BERRY.
(Abstract of paper read before the New Eng
land Cotton Manufacturers' Association.)
Assuming that such a locomotive is needed,
what should be its characteristics in order that
it may be best suited to the conditions under
which it is to operate? We may answer briefly
that it must be safe, and that the cost of trans
porting material with it must be less than the
cost of handling in any other way. Let us set
down the features which such a locomotive
would have to possess if it were absolutely per-

ccrtainly operate without giving off sparks, drop
ping hot cinders, or requiring the presence of a
flame. I wish to lay particular emphasis on this
question of the fire risk, as I believe it relates to
an actual danger which is often belittled or even
entirely ignored. The locomotive must perform
its work without endangering the life or limbs
of those who may have to cross the tracks, either
mill employes within the yard, or the general
public, in case the tracks run on or across a
highway. This calls for a moderate speed of mo
tion, and perfect control under all conditions.
The locomotive must perform its work with
out endangering the life or limbs of those who
may have to cross the tracks, either mill em
ployes within the yard, or the general public,
in case the tracks run on or across a highway.
This calls for a moderate speed of motion and
perfect control under all conditions.
Convenience and economy dictate that the lo
comotive be handled by one man of ordinary in
telligence, without requiring him to possess the
special technical training that is necessary in the
case of a locomotive engineer. A machine meet
ing this requirement possesses the further advan
tage that a substitute can take charge of it in
case of the absence of the regular operator.
The mechanism should be simple, rugged in
construction, and easily accessible. The locomo
tive should be self-contained—that is, it should
be capable of operating on any track of standard
gage, either permanently or temporarily laid,
without necessitating the previous erection of
a trolley wire or other connection to a source of
power. It should be available for service at
any time—nights, Sundays, or holidays—and it
should be available at a moment's notice, with
out waiting to get up steam from a boiler full
of cold water, or waiting to start up an engine
and generator in a distant power house.
The first cost of the locomotive should be
reasonable, and it should operate economically,
even when it is called upon only for intermittent
service. This last condition means that there
must be no consumption of power and no coal

STORAGE BATTERY LOCOMOTIVE, MADE BY THE C. W. HUNT CO.
feet, and let us then endeavor to approach our
ideal as nearly as we may.
Our ideal machine, which has to be in close
proximity to highly inflammable material, should

burned to keep up steam while the machine is
standing idle.
The power is furnished by storage batteries,
which are located in the sloping compartments
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at either end. Through the open door we can
catch a glimpse of one of the two motors. Above
this is the electrical indicating instrument,
which shows the amount of power being used
by the locomotive, and also indicates the state
of the charge of the battery. To the left of this,
but hidden by the door jamb, are the two opera
ting levers. One of these levers is set in the di
rection in which it is desired to move, and the
second one controls the speed. As far as the
operator is concerned, these levers constitute
the entire controlling mechanism.
The controller is so constructed that the
motors can only be reversed when the speed
lever is in the off position, thus preventing a
careless operator from burning out the motors
or stripping the gear teeth by reversing while at
full speed.
There are two motors, each with its own
reduction gearing, and; in an emergency, one mo
tor can be entirely cut out, and the locomotive
operated at a diminished speed by the remaining
motor. The motors and gearing are located in
the cab, where they can be conveniently inspect
ed at any time, and they are so proportioned
that they will safely stand any load that the
locomotive can pull on a sanded rail without
slipping the wheels.
Now, a few words in regard to the storage
battery itself. As its name would indicate, a
storage battery is a device for storing energy,
not for making it. A battery of a certain size
and style has a definite capacity, which may be
expressed by saying that when it is fully
charged it can safely be called upon to deliver
a certain amount of power for a certain number
of hours.
Of course, you will understand that there is
no hard and fast rule by which this can be fixed.
In regard to this point, the user must trust to
the knowledge and integrity of the manufac
turer. In a general way, however, I may say
that the factor of safety is very high in the best
makes of battery.
Owing to the weight of the materials used
in its construction, a storage battery is neces
sarily heavy. This has been a great stumbling,
block in the case of batteries intended for pro
pelling street cars or automobiles, and the fact
that batteries are used for automobiles in spite
of their weight speaks volumes for the desirable
features they must possess in other respects.
In a locomotive, on the other hand, weight is
not a disadvantage. If the batteries were not
heavy, the locomotive would have to be loaded
with pig iron or equivalent material, in order to
give the necessary adhesion to the rails, and
there is therefore not the least objection to
using a battery of the heaviest and most durable
type ; in other words, the battery which is usual
ly employed only for stationary work.
In the locomotive I have just described, the
batteries are of this type, and furthermore, their
capacity is so chosen that they can safely deliver
sufficient power to enable the locomotive to
slip its wheels on a sanded rail. This is the
maximum power that can ever be demanded of
them, and the slipping of the wheels, therefore,
provides a safety valve of admirable simplicity
for the protection of the storage battery.

A good rule for finding the surface in
feed-water heaters is: Divide the pounds of feed
water used per hour by 100 for copper, 90 for brass,
and 60 for iron pipe; the quotient will represent the
required square feet of heating surface. Conden
sing engines require approximately 1%. gallons of
condensing water per minute per indicated horse
power.
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MOTOR CONTROLLERS FOR CRANES.
For operating the motors on a crane, special
controllers must be provided, which are adapted
to reverse and vary the speed of the motors
within wide limits, and over a considerable range
in load. Each motor must have its own con
troller, and each controller must be governed
by a single handle which will start the motor and
operate it in either direction as the handle is
moved from the central or off position.
As cranes are used in a great many shops
and for many different purposes, a great variety
of conditions are found, and a great variety of
controllers have been produced to meet them.
In some places the work is rough, and requires
that the motor be brought up to speed in the
shortest possible time and stopped again as
quickly. Here it often happens that the man be
hind the controller reverses his motor to stop
it quickly, and. although the practice is not to
be recommended, it is often necessary, to get
within the time limit. To meet such conditions
requires a motor and controller having great
mechanical strength, and capable of handling very
heavy overloads.
On the other hand, it is often required that the
load be started very gently, accelerated very
gradually, and stopped as easily. Such conditions
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if the motor is occasionally very lightly loaded,
control is difficult on account of the characteristic
of series motors, of running faster, the lighter
the load. This characteristic is, of course, one
of the advantages of such a motor, as, of itself,
it tends to start a heavy load slowly and smoothly

FIG. 2. CROSS TRAVEL MOTOR CONTROLLER CONNEC
TIONS.
and will run slower with heavy load than with
light. The control of its speed, however, at very
light loads is not an easy matter for this very
reason.
The usual arrangement on traveling cranes is
to have a motor for each motion ; one for hoist
ing, one for main travel and one for cross travel.
The motors for main travel and cross travel
always have some load, even with nothing on the

FIG. I.

REVERSIBLE CONTROLLER, % TO 4 HORSE
POWER.

are met in large foundries where the heavy
flasks and patterns arc handled with the crane.
The crane must lift the cope or set it in place
without the slightest jar, and draw a pattern
slowly and steadily.
Any one controller or motor will not, of
course, fill all these conditions, but, when prop
erly designed for the work, it will do it in a
manner far superior to any other method.
For controlling the speed of crane motors, re
sistance is used, and for reversing the direction
of rotation it is customary to reverse the arma
ture connections, leaving the field always ener
gized in the same direction. It is possible, how
ever, to reverse the motor by reversing the field
connections, allowing the current to flow through
the armature always in the same direction.
The speed control of a crane motor is not
difficult, if it is always more or less loaded, but,

FIG. 3.

REVERSIBLE HAND-OrERATED CONTROLLER, 5
Til 10 HORSEPOWER.

hook, on account of the weight of the crane it
self, so that the control of these two is a simple
problem. With the controller for these motors
it must be possible to start the crane or trolley
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smoothly and to operate it at speeds generally
from yi up to full speed.
With the hoisting controller, the case is dif
ferent, as it very often happens that there is
scarcely any load on the motor. A heavy load
on the crane will even drive the motor. In
a case like this, resistance in series with the
motor is useless, as it will have little or no effect
on the speed of the motor.
To meet conditions such as this, the CutlerHammer Mfg. Co. has designed a controller
which gives the operator perfect control over the
motor with any load from the lightest to the
heaviest.
A heavy load may be lowered very slowly and
steadily, or any load picked up and started with
out the slightest jerk. To obtain this result
the controllers are arranged with resistance in
series with the motor in the usual manner, and
in addition are arranged to connect a certain
amount of resistance directly across the terminals
of the motor armature. This resistance con
nected across the armature, or in shunt to the
armature, allows a certain amount of current to
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operator has positive control over his motor
under all circumstances. He can lift the empty
hook very slowly so as to pick up the load with
out a jerk, and can hoist or lower any load
as slowly or as rapidly as desired.
To fill the various requirements of crane
work, the Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. have devel-

ler handle and thence to one or other terminal
of the armature according as the handle is thrown
to the left or right of its middle position. The
current returns from the armature to the con
tacts and upper arm of the lever, thence through
the resistance coils to the field.
Type 60, as illustrated by Fig. 3, is suited for
the larger motor operating the main travel of the
crane, and to all sizes of hoisting motors. These
controllers have a positive latch for holding or
catching the lever in the central position, which
is released by pressing a button in the end of the
handle.
Connections of the type for plain resistance
control are given by Fig. 4 and for the shunt re
sistance control by Fig. 5.

FIG. ~.

FIG. 5.

SHUNT RESISTANCE CONTROLLER DIAGRAM.

oped quite a variety of crane controllers. Type
61, as illustrated by Fig. 1, is suited for motors
operating the cross travel of cranes, or to small

REVERSIBLE ROPE-OPERATED CONTROLLER, 3
TO 5 HORSEPOWER.

In this type, Fig. 4, the current flows first to
the resistance at the upper end of the controller,
thence through the lever to the armature and
back to the lower arm of the lever, by which it
passes to the fields and out to the negative main.
In Fig. s the connections are complicated by
the introduction of the shunt resistance. If the
lever is on the first position to the left so that
it rests on contacts R-, 4, 6, 9, 11 and 13, current
will flow from the positive lead into resistance
R, thence across to contact R, down through
wire 1 and block 5 to contact 11. From here it
will pass through the controller lever to block
13 and over to 12, up to 14 and out to the nega-

fig. 4. PLAIN TYPE RESISTANCE CONTROLLER DIA
GRAM.

flow across the line and through the field wind
ing, regardless of the load on the motor, so that
tr.e field is stronger than if excited by the arma
ture current only. This shunt resistance also
serves to apply a certain low voltage to the arma
ture so lhat it cannot race with light loads.
Again, if the load on the crane is so great as
to drive the motor, the motor runs as a dynamo,
driving current through this shunt circuit. This
current then furnishes a load for the motor, hav
ing the same effect as applying a mechanical
brake, which holds the load on the crane back.
The shunt resistance is adjustable by the control
ler so as to meet the varying conditions and is
low enough to furnish the necessary braking
current at a very low speed of the motor.
By means of this principle of control, the

FIG. 8.

REVERSIBLE ROPE-OPERATED DRUM CONTROLLER, I TO IS HORSEPOWER.

FIG. 6. TYPE C, REVERSIBLE DRUM CONTROLLER.
main travel motors. The connections for this
controller are shown by Fig. 2.
It will be seen that current flows from the
positive main to the lower point of the control-

tive main by way of the field. The
meantime is short-circuited through
Dy the part 2, 11, g, 8, Ri, 4, 3.
When the handle has moved over
rest on the fourth contact of the upper
rent, after passing the resistance R,
either to R, and by the same path as

armature
resistance
so as to
row, cur
can flow
before to
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the fields, or to 4, through the armature and to
II so that only part of the current flowing
through the field coils is sent through the arma
ture.
For some classes of work, as outdoor work,
the drum type controller is used, because it is
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Suitable resistance for crane controllers is
very important, not only as regards material but
also insulation. The resistance must be very
compact in order to economize space, yet it must
withstand very heavy overloads without deteri
oration, even if heated red hot.
For insulation, mica is the only material that
will satisfactorily fill all conditions and is used
throughout. For the heavier sizes a cast metal
grid is used, as illustrated by Fig. 9, and, for the
smaller capacities, a heavy steel ribbon is used,
as shown by Fig. 10. Both types fill the speci
fications and arc practically indestructible.
Besides a good and adequate form of con
troller it is necessary to have a motor which if

as shown in Fig. 12. The arrangement of the
motors on a crane (s controlled, to a certain ex
tent, by the design of the crane, but the maintravel motor is usually mounted at one end of
the bridge while the cross-travel and hoisting mo
tors are carried on the trolley. This arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 13.
A new method of CURING peat by the use of
electric current has recently been developed in
Germany, and is described by Consul Frank H.
Mason in the reports of the Department of Com-

FIG. 9. VENTILATED GRID RESISTANCE, 30 TO 50 AM
PERES.
enclosed and protected, and also on account of its
rugged construction. These controllers are bailt
in several sizes, and are arranged for the same
method of control as the open type, that is, the
plain resistance and the shunt methods described
above. For putting out the arc which will occur
where the circuit is broken in stopping the motor,

L.v-V

FIG. II. NORTHERN

ELECTRIC MFG. CO. S
MOTOR.

CRANE

well adapted to the work. This must be de
signed with great mechanical strength to with
stand the severe service of heavy loading and
quick stopping and starting, ana must also be
little liable to sparking, since, at light loads, the
field strength is much reduced. On account of
its exposed position, the ironclad or enclosed type
is generally preferred.
A motor for such service of special design
as manufactured by the Northern Electrical Mfg.

FIG. 12.

BRUSH HOLDER DETAIL FOR CRANE MOTOR.

merce and Labor. The current is used for dry
ing out the peat, a process which has heretofore
been carried on by spreading it in the sun and
which was therefore only possible during pleasant
weather. The peat is first dried as far as possible
by centrifugal force and electrodes are then intro
duced into the mass which becomes a medium for
completing the electric circuit, and the heat
thus generated carbonizes the material.
The
mass is then compressed into briquets, which are

fete

FIG. 10.

VENTILATED IRON RIBBON-WOli ND RESIST
ANCE. 2 TO 20 AMPERES.

magnets are provided at the points where this
arcing is liable to occur. A magnet, when ar
ranged with the proper polarity and in the proper
relation to an electric arc, will repel the arc, and
if made strong enough will put it out almost
instantly. This principle has been used with
great success on these controllers, Fig. 6.
On some of the smaller cranes the operator's
cage is dispensed with and the controller ar
ranged to be operated from the floor by cords
or chains. Controllers arranged for this work
are shown by Figs. 7 and 8.

FIG. 13. ARRANGEMENT OF CRANE MOTORS ON TROLLEY.

Co. is shown in Fig. 11. It will be noted that the
design is such as to give great compactness and
to make injury from without almost impossible.
The motor is of the four-pole two-circuit type
with brushes mounted on a common rocker ring

reported to have a thermal value of 9,000 British
thermal units per pound. The cost of producing
a ton of fuel in this manner is stated to be $1.21,
and it is equivalent to a ton of Welsh coal which
costs $2.02.
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SUPERHEATED STEAM.
A paper was read recently by Mr. W. H.
Booth, before the Glasgow Technical College Sci
entific Society, on superheated steam, with spe
cial reference to the Cruse superheater. The au
thor first pointed out that the main object of
superheat is to provide dry saturated steam up
to the point of cutoff in the cylinder, the super
heat fulfilling its purpose by compensating for
radiation losses and preventing initial condensa
tion in the cylinder. In this way, the output of
the plant can be kept up to the maximum, as,
if more highly superheated steam be used, it
will contain less heat per unit volume, and for
the same volume would therefore be able to do
less work.

The author thought that a great error is
committed in thinking that a superheater is a
cheap adjunct to a boiler, whereas it should be
high-class apparatus, with plenty of cross-section
to prevent loss of pressure. As often made, the
cross Section is small, giving a high velocity to
the steam, and a drop of 15 pounds is sometimes
met. (The Chairman remarked that he had met
with as much as 25 pounds.)
The author disapproved of superheaters com
bined with water-tube boilers, considering that
the separately-fired superheater is more efficient,
but in the latter, in order to prevent overheating
the tubes, a great excess of air is often admitted
into the furnace, thereby seriously reducing the
efficiency.
The Cruse superheater is provided with a
feed-water reheater which reduces the tempera
ture of the furnace gases before they come in
contact with the superheater pipes, without
waste. The superheat is controllable by means of
a series of copper pipes inside the superheater
pipes, but not communicating with the latter;
the feed water is caused to circulate through these
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copper pipes at a suitable rate, to give the de
sired superheat, while preventing the overheating
of the outer pipes. The water in the boiler can
also be circulated through the superheater control
tubes, or water from the feed-water heater drums
can be circulated in the same way. By these
means a perfectly effective control over the tem
perature of the steam can be ensured, without
loss of economy and without risk of overheating
the pipes. A number of lantern slides were
shown illustrating different forms of the super
heater.
A. H. A.
GAS DRIVEN BLOWING ENGINES.
Mr. Tom Westgarth, in a paper before the In
stitution of Civil Engineers of Great Britain, says :

The Cockerill Co. were the pioneers in the mak
ing and using of large-size blowing engines to
work with blast-furnace gas. Their engines work
upon the Otto cycle, and for blowing work have
usually one single-acting cylinder.
The air-cylinder of this engine is fitted with a
large number of small circular valves. These
ha^-e proved to give very good results at speeds up
to 80 and 90 revolutions per minute, but I am now
building two of these engines fitted with the
Southwark sliding-valves, from which I expect
still better results, as I think the sliding valve,
mechanically controlled, will prove to be more
suitable for the high speeds at which gas engines
must run to be economical. The engine has a
single-acting gas cylinder 515/2 inches in diameter
by 55 inches stroke, a blowing cylinder 72 inches
in diameter by 55 inches stroke, and is to work
at 80 revolutions per minute.
As to whether steam-driven or gas-driven
blowing engines are more economical and more
suitable for the work to be done, I have no hesita
tion in saying that, speaking generally, in my
opinion the gas engine is more suitable, providing
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always there is a ready means of using the gas
which will be saved by using the gas engine.
If an entirely new steel works with blast fur
naces, etc., is to be put down, undoubtedly th»
whole of the blowing power for the furnaces
should be derived from gas ; and, if the gas be
cleaned, as it should be for the stoves, it will be
found that there is a considerable surplus which
can be sent to the steel works boilers or used for
gas engines to generate electricity : but if a blast
furnace plant is to be erected without steel or
other works, and there are no other outlets for
surplus power, there is probably not much dif
ference between using steam-driven or gas-driven
blowing engines. In these days of universal ap
plication of electricity it is very unlikely, how
ever, that a blast furnace plant would be erected
where surplus power could not profitably be used.
I think the question between steam-driven and
gas-driven blowing engines is more open for con
sideration where existing works requiring in
creased blowing power have to be dealt with,
and then it would turn largely upon a question of
existing boilers, condensers, etc. If these are
ample and are in good condition and there is no
easily found means of using surplus power, many
people would prefer to put down steam blowing
engines; but if the condenser and new boilers have
to be put down it would appear to be wiser, in
stead of using steam blowing engines, to adopt
gas-driven engines.
To consider the whole question, it may safely
be assumed that the quantity of gas used by gasdriven engines would be about one-fourth that re
quired to raise steam in good boilers for steamdriven blowing engines. It may also be considered
that, broadly, the cost of a steam-driven blowing
engine of modern construction, say a compound or
triple-expansion engine with Corliss valves and
mechanically-controlled air valves, together with
the necessary boilers, condensing plant, etc., will
be somewhat more than that of gas-driven blowing
engines with the necessary gas-cleaning plant, for
a given amount of work to be done.
It may also be assumed that the consumption
of oil for a gas engine will be slightly greater than
for a slower- running steam engine, although not
much, this matter of oil consumption having been
greatly exaggerated. Also the consumption of
water for a gas engine will be less than for a
steam engine.

Preparations for the fair at St. Louis are
being pushed forward as rapidly as possible, and
the commissioners who have the different state
exhibits in charge, are planning some unique
and interesting displays. Among those of Louisi
ana will be the historic Cabildo building where
the treaty, which ratified the Louisiana purchase,
was signed. This will be an exact reproduction
of the building and its furnishings as it stood on
the day when the treaty was completed. Utah
will display a machine, illustrating how gold is
extracted from its ores, the entire process be
ing carried on in a single concentrator encased
in glass. From Idaho will come a great nugget
of silver, weighing more than a ton, and also
samples of the opals taken from the mines of
that state. New Jersey will send a reproduction
of the revolutionary headquarters of General
Washington at Morristown, and from Pennsyl
vania will come the kindred relic of the revolu
tion, the famous Liberty Bell. An interesting ex
hibit from Mississippi will show all the processes
of the cotton industry from the time it is planted
until it is made into cloth. All states are pre
paring displays which will illustrate their agricul
tural, mineral and manufacturing resources in
the best possible way.
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THE CAPITAL GAS ENGINE.
Among the more recent engines placed upon
the market is the Capital. This does not mean,
however, that this engine is an experiment, or the
product of inexperience since the designer has,
for 27 years, been actively engaged in the develop-

As in all engines, the valve mechanism is one
of the most important features. The construction
of this feature is shown in the cross-section, Fig.
I. All the moving parts confined in the engine
(excepting, of course, the piston), are contained
in the head, making it a convenient and compact
construction requiring but one packing and mak
ing adjustment or repairs a simple operation.

Gas

is heated, the mixture passing through it is kept
warm, drying the air and keeping the quantity of
vapor at an even temperature so that it will ignite
much more readily than a mixture of cold or
damp air. On the outward stroke of the piston,
the induction valve C is mechanically and positive
ly opened, allowing the graduated charge to pass
through the opening at D into the compression
chamber in the cylinder. On the return or inward
stroke of the piston the charge is compressed, and
ignited by the electric spark. The rapid combus
tion and expansion of the gases produce the pow
er stroke. On the return of the piston, the ex
haust poppet valve E is opened by the lever L
actuated by a cam on the revolving shaft M.
The products of combustion escape through the

FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT OF MODEL L ENGINE.

FIG. I. SECTIONAL VIEW OF VALVE MECHANISM.
ment and building of all sizes and kinds of gas
engines.
The points to which special attention has been
given in working out the design are close
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The gas and air are represented by arrows as en
tering the mixing valve where they are auto
matically mixed and vaporized in the right pro
portions. They pass into the throttle chamber,
the throttle valve, A, controlled by the governor,
opening just far enough to allow a sufficient
quantity of the mixture to enter at each induction
stroke in accordance with the load. Being under
perfect control of the governor and perfectly bal
anced, the slightest change in speed suffices to

exhaust pipe. The igniter is located immediately
in front of the induction valve C, where the fresh
charge is rapidly drawn into the cylinder and
over the igniter points, keeping them cool and
clean. This head is completely water jacketed.
It will be seen that the admission and exhaust
valves are so arranged and provided with handhole plates that they can be removed and cleaned
without disturbing any other parts of the engine
except the levers F and L.
The appearance and general arrangement of
the Model L engine in the 30-horsepower size are
shown in Fig. 2. The throttling governor, which
controls valve A, Fig. 1, is driven from the side
shaft by spiral gears, and is of the weighted Por
ter type. The sparker is placed in the head as
shown and is operated by a catch on the eccen-

£ Oil Wtpte ■

FIG 3. DETAIL OF IGNITER PLUG.
regulation, efficiency, simplicity and durability. It
has been the aim of the builders to make the
engine, as a machine, the equal of the steam
engine.
The advantage of the gas engine in point of
possible efficiency is too well known to need dis
cussion, also the saving in labor of attendance,
when only small power is required.

FIG. 4. SECTION OF PISTON AND CONNNEl'TING ROD.

operate this valve. It can readily be seen that
the action is absolutely positive, keeping the speed
of the engine to the smallest degree of variation.
As the chamber surrounding the cylinder head

trie rod from the side shaft.
igniter plug is seen in Fig. 3.
mer-break type, with all parts
ing points outside the cylinder

The detail of the
It is of the ham
except the spark
and in plain view.
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All pieces of the plug are combined into a single
unit, which can be quickly removed without dis
turbing any other part of the engine. " The spark
ing points may be removed separately by unscrew
ing the large nut seen in Fig. 3. The spark may
be set for any point in the stroke, and will so
remain, but there is one point for which the en-

REPAIR SHOP KINKS.
HOW TO MAKE A CHEAP STUFFING BOX.
It frequently happens that it is necessary to
rig up a force pump temporarily, or sometimes
permanently. Very often a common pump cylin-

FIG. 5. 200-H0RSEP0WER, MODEL M ENGINE.

gine develops the most power, and to this the
igniter is adjusted at the factory.
The construction of the reciprocating parts is
shown in Fig. 4. The piston is of the trunk type,
with the crosshead pin located at the middle of its
length. Oiling of this pin is accomplished from
an oil cup of the ordinary sight feed type as in
dicated. The connecting rod is long to avoid
great pressure of the piston against the top and
bottom of the cylinder, and has adjustable phos
phor bronze bearings at either end. Oiling at
the crank end is secured by means of a mechanical
wiper device as in steam engine practice.
The model L engines are made in sizes from 6
to 50 horsepower. The smallest size takes a floor
space of 24 x 60 inches, and the largest 60 x 130
inches. For sizes above 50 horsepower, double
cylinder engines are used of Model M, Fig. 5.
This model is built in sizes from 100 to 300 horse
power, giving a regulation of 2 per cent. The
method of operation is the same as for Model L,
but the details are changed to make it specially
suited for heavy duty. The frame is made low
and of the form which has proven most satisfac
tory in steam engines, giving support to the whole
length of the cylinder. The exhaust valve is a
combination of piston and poppet types construct
ed to utilize the pressure in the cylinder to open
the valve and the vacuum during the suction
stroke to hold it to its seat, thus preventing the
fouling of the fresh charge by the admission of
exhaust gases.
Duplicate igniters are provided on the engine
so that one can be removed and cleaned or re
paired while the other is working and without
stopping the engine.
These engines are the product of the Capital
Gas Engine Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., who also
build a line of portable engines for gasoline from
6 to 25 horsepower, and a line of smaller vertical
engines of from 2 to 5 horsepower.
The Capital engines require about 12,000 Brit
ish thermal units per hour per brake horsepower,
and 3I/2 to 4 gallons of cooling water, running at
rated horsepower, which is given for the brake
value. At underloads, the heat consumption per
horsepower hour will be somewhat greater, but
the water needed will be practically the same.
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der with piping and rods is at hand. But where
it is desirable to force the water above the point
ot delivery a stuffing box of some sort is neces
sary. These are not generally carried in stock
by most hardware stores and are usually more
or less expensive. But a stuffing box which will
answer any ordinary purpose can easily be con
structed with no other materials than a pipe
coupling, a pipe plug of corresponding size and
two washers of such a diameter that they will
slip easily inside of the coupling, but will not go
inside of the pipe itself.

the plug should be slipped over the pump rod.
The packing is inserted between the two washers
and adjusted by screwing down the plug with a
wrench. It is not absolutely necessary to use the
upper washer at all.
Pipe plugs are usually made with the threaded
part tapered in order to more successfully fulfill
the purpose for which they were originally in
tended. It is evident that this is an objectionable
feature when they are to be used for stuffing box
glands, as the packing can be tightened but little
before the plug will become tightly screwed into
the coupling. This undesirable state of affairs
can largely be overcome by taking a socket
wrench and screwing the pipe plug nearly or quite
through a pipe die of the same size. This will
make the plug of the same diameter throughout
its length, and on account of fitting more loosely
in the coupling give a wider range of adjustment
to the packing.
It is not necessary that the stuffing box should
be of the same pipe size as the delivery pipe. For
instance, if the delivery is I J4-inch, the stuffing
box can be reduced to i-inch and will answer the
purpose just the same, although it is not ad
visable to make it too small. One inch is a good
size for pump rods of the usual diameter.
A pipe bushing or even a nipple can be used
for a gland in the place of a plug, although in
this case the use of the upper washer cannot be
dispensed with; but the plug is preferable if
properly drilled, because it acts as a sort of guide
to the rod in case of any side strain, and thus
lengthens the life of the packing.—American
Thresherman.

SHAFT STRAIGHTENER.
A small Jim Crow is a very useful device
about a repair shop. The figure gives the details
of one, which may be used to straighten trolley
poles, dash posts, shafts, etc. It is not too heavy

TROLLEY POLE STRAIGHTENER.

The hole in the center of the washers should
be of such a size as to permit their free passage
over the pump rod, but no larger. A hole must
be drilled through the pipe plug of the same diam
eter as the holes in the washers, and it must
be as near the center as possible.
If there is any difference in the lengths of the
pipe couplings at hand it is better to secure one
of good length, as the stuffing box will then hold
a larger amount of packing, which reduces the
liability of leakage.
After the coupling has been screwed to the
end of .the pipe, first the two washers and then

to take on the roof of the car, and a trolley pole
may be straightened without removing it from the
stand.—Proc. Am. Ry., Mech. & Elec. Assn.
Experience in England has shown that
for the distribution of producer gas, steel pipes
give much better service than those made of
iron. The only difficulty encountered is in form
ing the longitudinal joints and in suitable coup
ling connections, but these have been satisfac
torily overcome, and a large concern in Glasgow
is now proposing to manufacture steel pipes up to
48 inches in diameter.
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PRACTICAL
LETTERS,
This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
TWO SATISFACTORY REPAIR JOBS.
Editor The Engineer :
I am sending you herewith sketches of two
repair jobs I did recently on our plant, which
may prove of interest. Fig. I shows the pistons
and rod of a duplex pump we had here which
broke the rod in the spool. We had no extra

FIG. I. POSITION OF CLAMPS ON THE SPOOL.
Tod and the pump had to run. I had four clamps
made to fit the rod on both sides of the spool
and drilled a 54-inch hole through and placed
some steel pins in this. Then with some Yiinch bolts I drew the break together in the spool,
as shown. This pump has been running now for
2 months and I have not changed it.

FIG. 2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PIPE CLAMP.

even when the boiler is blown down under
pressure.
As "Student" seems to think that because I
am feeding my boilers throrjgh the blowoff that
all the dirt in the feedwater together with what
old scale is coming loose during a month's run
travels right straight to the front and settles on
the front sheet, I must say that, as long as the
boiler is running the lower front sheet is al
together too hot a place for anything to settle,
whether the feed enters through the blowoff, the
top or any part of the boiler imaginable. Never
theless, if one has occasion to take charge of
boilers that have been allowed to get very dirty,
and he starts to clean them out by using chemicals
or otherwise, he will find that most of the scale
which has come loose during the run is piled
up on the front sheet, and the reason for the
same is simply this :
When the boiler is running, the general direc
tion of the circulation is that the heated currents
rise from the hottest part of the shell directly
over the furnace, pass up through the centre row
of tubes and down the sides ; but when the boiler
is laid off for cleaning and the fire drawn or
allowed to burn down, the shell directly over
the furnace becomes the coolest part, while the
brickwork on the sides keeps up its heat for a
comparatively long time, causing a complete re
versal in direction of currents, the circulation now
being up the sides and down the centre. The
loose scale and sediment carried along by the
current settling in the now coolest part of the
boiler, i. e. on the fire sheet as the circulation
gradually dies out.
Chicago, 111.
R. Cederblom.
A THREAD-CUTTING KINK.
Editor The Engineer :
I have a little kink that has proven itself use
ful to me many times. Cutting a left hand thread
witrr a right hand tap and die is something that
everyone cannot do. I will try and explain my
method of doing it. Referring to the drawing,
/, is a tap which may be of any size, 2 and 2,
are pieces of sheet brass or copper placed be-

We had here a io-inch steam pipe, which was
leaking very badly and after trying several pat
ent clamps I made the one shown in the sketch,
Fig. 2, which did the business. By filling the
space D between the clamp and the tee with
lead and then screwing up on the set screws the
leak was stopped entirely.
Daytona, Fla.
T. M. Street.
FEEDING THROUGH THE BLOWCFF.
Editor The Engineer :
I wish to reply to Student's letter in the
Engineer of Dec. i, in which he makes some
comments on my letter in an earlier issue. My
letter was in behalf of the practice of feeding
boilers through the blowoff, a method con
demned by the majority of correspondents. As it
had been stated by someone that feeding through
the blowoff prevents the sediment from settling
near this opening whence it can be readily blown
out, I asked the question why a pile of loose
scale is often found on the front sheet merely
to show what little effect the blowoff has in
removing sediment, as this is often the case

CUTTING LEFT HAND THREAD WITH RIGHT
HAND TAP.
tween the tap and the die and between the bar
and die to prevent the crossing of the threads,
and to keep the die from tearing out the threads
cut by the tap. The tap is right hand and cuts
the left hand thread. Part, 3, is the die that
holds the combination of brass, tap and the iron
rod in place while part, 4, is the rod qn which
the left hand thread is to be cut.

It may be readily seen that, by placing the
combination on the rod as shown and turning
the die to the left viz., in the direction of the
arrow, after the first thread is started the rest
will follow and will be found to be a perfect
left hand thread.
New Haven, Conn.
S. X. Callahan.

A SIMPLE AND ECONOMICAL OILING SYSTEM.
Editor The Engineer :
Take any good oil filter and support it at
some convenient place in the engine room and
from 4 to 8 feet above the top of the engine or
engines. Then place an auxiliary tank that will
hold about 6 quarts of oil at some convenient
place on top of each engine frame, and run J4inch nickel plated pipes from the auxiliary tanks
to the bearings, using sight-feed valves at each
bearing, and placing stop valves on each outlet
from auxiliary tanks, as close to the tank as con
venient. Then, run a main line of bronzed iron
pipe of ample size from the filter across the line
of engines, supporting the pipe from the ceiling
of the engine room by means of screw-eyes and
No. 18 steel wire. If possible have the auxiliary
tanks in line with each other as they will have a
better appearance. In the main line leading from
the filter, place a tee and valve over each auxil
iary tank; have the auxiliary tank fitted with a
suitable strainer, and run the outlet pipes from the
main oil line down to within 3 or 4 inches of
the top of the auxiliary tanks, so that you will
be able to see the oil running into the auxiliary
tanks from any point in the room.
The next thing in order is to get the waste
oil from the engine bed back to the filter to be
used again. Well, any engineer can construct a
simple plunger pump, which can be attached to
the rocker arm of the engine, and thus the waste
oil can be automatically pumped back to the
filter. When new oil is needed it can be pumped
direct from the oil tank to the filter by means of
a hand pump provided for the purpose. It is ad
visable to keep the auxiliary tanks about half
full so as to allow for variation in the supply
from the filter. The filter should be emptied and
cleaned whenever the condition of the oil re
quires it.
I adopted this system of continuous oiling 3
years ago, and find that it not only saves a great
deal of labor in the engine room, but it also
saves oil and greatly reduces the chances of hav
ing hot bearings. There is more oil wasted in
handling, where the oiling is done with cans,
than one would at first imagine. Besides this, it
gives the oilers more time to clean and polish
up the machinery, and to keep the floors, win
dows, etc., of the engine room clean, thus adding
to the appearance of the engine room, and to the
credit of the engineer in charge.
Boswell, Pa.
Zim.

DAVIDSON TRIPLE-EXPANSION PUMPING ENGINE OF
1888.
Editor The Engineer :
In your number of November 16th, I note
the statement that the first triple-expansion, di
rect-acting pumping engine in this country was
installed in the City of Concord, N. H., 11 years
ago, and was manufactured by the Worthington
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Co. of New York. Now as I believe you would
like to publish only facts, for the benefit of
your readers I beg to correct this statement.
The direct-acting, triple-expansion, engine was
invented and designed by me in 1887 and patented
in Jan., 1888, as you will see by the inclosed.

Ho. 376,639.

Patented Jan. 17, 1888.
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who favor license laws, have not studied the op
eration of such a law carefully, especially one of
the Massachusetts variety. A license law, 300
or 400 miles away in another state, may seem
to be a very benevolent institution, but close by
it sometimes loses some of its glitter.
If a man is satisfied that he is thoroughly
posted on every branch of the business, tHen,
as I said before, the law may be a good thing
for him, and I should advise him to hustle for
it without resting. But if any one has any doubt
about their qualifying in this class, it would be
a good idea for them first to investigate the na
ture of the license law a little at close quarters.
One sensible man has done so, and judging from
the account of his experience, which he has
fully given us, he has learned something by it.
It would seem as though this case, and we
arc told that it is only one of the many, might
furnish some food for thought among the
thoughtfully inclined. A 50-horsepower license
for a man possessing the abilities of this writer
seems a little curious, and causes one to wonder
whether this state of affairs has anything to do
with the large percentage of special licenses that
are issued.
Therefore, to any who may feel a burning
desire to go up against the license law, I would
suggest that he take a trip to Massachusetts and
to any district examiner's office, even if he has
10 take up a temporary residence, and take the
examination for first or second-class license.
This will, perhaps, give him a better idea as to
whether he can use a similar institution at home
or not, to good advantage, and it will also give
him a chance to change his mind if he should
happen to want to and before it is too late.
Archibaldus.

stroke, how many double strokes of the piston,
C, will be required to produce a vacuum of 24
inches of mercury in the chamber, AT
Give the method and reasoning by which the
result is obtained.
R. A. Niven.
CONCERNING J. W.'s FEEDER CONNECTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
In the Nov. 2 issue of The Engineer, page
316, J. W., of Philadelphia, Pa., wants to know
if his arrangement for introducing boiler com
pound into his boiler will work. I would saydecidedly: "No." But with a few changes in
the piping, and a couple of valves, he will have
no trouble, and can introduce all the compound
he wants to, without allowing it to pass through
the feed pump.
I would first put a valve at /, and a tee at 2.
Put a tee between the top cap and valve, 4, then
run a pipe from tee, 3, to tee, 4, with an elbow
at 5. Put a valve at 3. Now we will suppose
that the reservoir is full of compound and that
the top and bottom valves, also valve, 3, are
closed, valve / being open to let the feed water
pass from the pump to the boiler.

THE FIRST TRIPLE EXPANSION PUMPING ENGINE.

The first direct acting, pumping engine of the
triple type erected in this country or any other
as far as known, was made by me for the Brook
lyn Water Works in 1887, capacity 6,000,000 gal
lons. Later, in 1889, I built for our city three
of the same type, capacity 12,000,000 gallons in
24 hours, and one of 4,000,000 gallons in 24
hours; all the above are still in service and in
good condition. The large engines referred to
operating under a pressure of 125 pounds and
having steam cylinders iiJ4, 20 and 36 inches
in diameter, water cylinders 36 inches and all
were of 36-inch stroke, of the packed-piston type.
The steam cylinders were jacketed arrd had all
modern devices for economy. Since that, I have
placed two others of the same capacity in the
same building.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
M. T. Davidson.

CONCERNING THE LICENSE LAW.
Editor The Engineer :
I have read with a great deal of interest the
letters that have appeared from time to time on
the subject of the engineers' license law.
There seem to be two principal reasons ex
pressed why such a law is necessary. One of
these, I think, I covered fully in a previous let
ter.
In regard to the other, that is a matter of
individual opinion.
That such a law should
benefit the men of long experience, who are
familiar with all the different types of machinery,
I do not doubt. But I do not see where younger
men, with from 2 to 6 or 8 years' experi
ence, can have anything to gain, but, on the
contrary, they have much to lose.
I judge from some of the letters I have read
that many of the residents of "no-license" states

AN AIR PUMP PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer:
I would like to submit to the readers of The
Engineer for solution the following problem :

PROPER CONNECTIONS FOR FEEDER.

s iminiiiiii s
puiaiiii! §

DIAGRAM OF AIR TUMP AND CHAMBER.

Suppose A, is an air-tight vessel, say, a condenser,
which is 12 times the volume or capacity of the
cylinder, B, which is an air pump.
Now assuming that all joints are tight and
that no air can enter the vessel, A, after the
pump is started, and that the piston, C, removes
the full volume of the cylinder, B, each upward

First open the bottom valve under the reser
voir, then open valve, 3, and close valve, I. The
feed water will have to go around valve, /, pass
ing through the reservoir, and will force the
compound before it.
We might use an angle valve instead of the
elbow, 5, which will take the place of valve, 3.
Think it would be well to put a water glass on
the reservoir, so as to be able to tell when the
compound is gone.
F. P. Kinder.
Saxonville, Mass.

INDICATOR CARDS FROM A SIX-YE \R-OLU.
Editor The Engineer:
Certain writers to your paper have mentioned!
the liability of high-speed engines to fall topieces after a few years of hard work. I send!
you some diagrams taken from a 13 x 12-inch
automatic engine which makes 300 revolutions
per minute and has had to work seven nights a
week for over 6 years on electric lighting ser
vice. The engine governor is of the shaft type
and needs overhauling, for its pins are worn and
must be replaced before the regulation can be
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improved. This will all be done as soon as we
get our new power house into operation so as to
be able to relieve the old machines and allow
us time to repair the engines.

The cards represent the condition of affairs
in the engine after 6 years of daily operation
with no more repairs than could be made without
interrupting the lighting service. Figs. I and 2
were taken on a. moonlight night, the former

FIG. 2.
showing the lighting load, and the latter the
friction load only. The scale of the indicator
spring is 60 for both diagrams, the boiler pres
sure being 80 pounds for the first diagram and
70 pounds for the second.

FIG. 3.
Fig. 3 is a diagram from the head end of
one steam cylinder of an 18 x 10V2 x 12-inch
duplex pump, making 75 strokes per minute, lift
ing water 12 feet and working against a head
of 125 pounds by the water pressure gage. The
scale of the indicator spring is 60 here also. This
pump has, like the engine, been at hard work for
more than 6 years.
Kamloops, B. C.
T. A. Shackleton.
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boiler sheets, unless the water is unusually foul,
and consequently there is very little sediment in
the boiler to be blown out through the blowoff.
There is a cover on the box held in place by a

ARRANGEMENT OF SCALE -BOX.
couple of bolts and nuts, and once every two
weeks when washing out the boilers I have the
box cleaned.
J. E. N.
SOLUTION OF MR. TYLER S PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer :
In reply to Mr. E. N. Tyler, with reference to
his problem which appeared in The Engineer
Nov. 2, I wish to submit the following sketches
and my solution of the problem, which is as
follows :
Area swept over by the rope when carried
around the side of the building, as in Fig. 1, is
found by adding together the following areas :
Square feet.
Area of % of circle with radius of 300
feet
31,416
Area of Y% of circle with radius of 200
feet
70,686
Area of % of circle with radius of 150
feet
17,671.5
Area of Y* of circle with radius of 50
feet
1,963.5
Total area
121,737
and 121,737 H- 9 = I3.526-33 square yards swept
over by the rope.
The area swept over by the rope when carried
around the end of the building, as in Fig. 2, is

feet

7,854

Total area
145,299
and 145,299 -f- 9 = 16,144.33 square yards swept
over by the rope.
M. P. L.
Ashtabula, O.
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.*
Editor The Engineer :
I submit the following list of questions which
are the ones (as near as I can remember), which
it was necessary for me to answer to secure a
second class certificate.
1. What is the tensile strength of steel?
2. What is the difference between steel and
iron ?
3. What effects do heat and cold have on
steam boilers?
4. What are the effects of unequal expansion
and contraction?
5. When a new boiler is put into service and
shows signs of distress, and leaks after a few
days or weeks' use, what is usually the cause and
how can it be remedied?
6. Describe incrustation and scale and how
to treat.
7. Describe the different kinds of riveting
and caulking.
8. Is a double riveted seam as strong as the
plate? Give your reason.
9. What is the advantage of the automatic
cutoff in steam engines?
10. What are clearance, lap and lead ?
11. What is a vacuum?
12. When putting in a new engine shaft, how
would you adjust the eccentric?
13. How would you test for a leaky slide
valve ?
14. How is the horsepower of an engine
found ?
15. Is the sound of steam from a safety
valve a sign of danger, Why?
16. What three elements enter into each cal
culation relating to the safety valve?
17. Why will a pump not lift hot water?
18. What is the main difference between the
steam pump, and the injector?
19. The length of a safety-valve lever is 20
inches. The weight is 20 pounds and is at the
end of the lever and the short arm is 4 inches ;
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Editor The Engineer:
/
s
I have been deeply interested in the practical
s
30O FT. RAD.
letters pertaining to the different methods of 1
Vi
feeding water to a boiler. In the Sept. 1 issue I
noticed a method which, in my opinion, is one
of the best, namely, the Snowden system. But
for stationary work I think I can add an im
FIG. I. ILLUSTRATING THE AREAS IN THE FIRST
provement. I have charge of four return tubu
PROBLEM.
lar boilers in which the feed pipe is fitted up as
B. S. recommends, but with the addition of a
sediment box as illustrated in the accompanying found by adding together the areas :
Square feet.
drawing.
The box is of cast iron about }i of an inch Area of Y% of circle with radius of 300
feet
70,686
thick, and of any convenient size. The feed
water enters near the top of the box at the end, Area of % of circle with radius of 250
feet
49.°87-5
and leaves the box near the top through either
Area of Ya of circle with radius of 150
side. A large amount of sediment is thus depos
feet
17,6715
ited in the bottom of the box. This prevents a
considerable deposit either on the tubes or the Area of Ya of circle with radius of 100
SCAI.E-BOX FOR TOP FEED.

300 FT.

RAO.

FIG. 2. AREAS IN THE SECOND PROBLEM.

the spindle weighs 1 pound, the lever V/2 pounds;
the valve is 2 inches in diameter; at what steam
pressure will the valve open?
20. How can the mean effective pressure be
found without the aid of the indicator?
Besides the questions given here the examiner
asked me a number of others which I cannot
•The answers to these questions will be published in the
issue of March 1.

Jan. is, 1904.
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remember, but the foregoing had to have answers or less in length is to be cut. After taking the
first cut, the lathe is to be stopped and a template
written in the presence of the examiner.
made 4 inches in length, which is laid on the
A New One.
work so that the edge or end, A, coincides with
the point of the tool. The carriage can then be
WHAT CAUSED THIS DIAGRAM ?
disengaged and moved to the beginning of the
Editor The Engineer :
cut and stopped so that the point of the tool
The accompanying indicator diagrams Fig. coincides with the other end, B, of the template.
1, were taken from a 14 x 36 Hewes and Phil
This will be the proper point to engage the car
lips single eccentric Corliss engine. The exhaust riage with the lead screw. This plan is espe
valve at the crank end rattles badly and the cially convenient in case the lathe has no back
admission at the head end is very late. The com ward motion to the spindle, or when the thread
pression seems to be nearly right. What I want is unusually long.
I. F. A.

to know is, how shall I adjust the gear to stop
the rattling in the exhaust valve, and what
changes will be necessary to produce a good
diagram? How can I find the actual horsepower
developed by an engine when the diagrams are
badly distorted?

and I thought that possibly your readers would
like to hear from this part of the country. We
have ten large Babcock & Wilcox water-tube
boilers with three double deckers of the same
style. Some time ago we had occasion to burn
wood, as we could not get coal for love or
money. The only wood we could get was lob
lolly pine and old wet slabs. Now, here was a
proposition which would have worried almost
any one to make steam with fuel that would
hardly burn even when saturated with kerosene
oil. Well, to speak plainly, I was up against it,
as we say in dear America. Something had to
be done and done immediately, so I wrote to a
master mechanic who had had some experience
with that kind of fuel for advice about having
the grate bars changed to suit, and his answer
was that I must get all the draft possible under
all circumstances. Well, I tried to follow his ad
vice, thinking it was all right, when, lo and be
hold ! I could not keep steam at all. The fire
would nearly go out. Well, I tried another
boiler on to see if that would help, and that
did not help any, so I made up my mind to see
if cutting off the grate surface would get me
out of my dilemma. I first tried brick, but the
firemen, when charging the furnace, would push
bricks out of place, as the wood was so irregu
lar in shape and size. I next tried an old boiler
made of 5/16-inch steel, cutting it up into sheets
2 feet wide by 8 feet long. Our furnaces being
8x8 feet, this arrangement made them 6x8
SUGGESTIONS WILL BE APPRECIATED.
feet. Well, we did better right away, and, as we
Editor The Engineer:
The indicator diagrams herewith were taken had done so well, I thought I would add 2 feet
from an old Corliss engine with cylinder 24 x 48 more, making the furnaces 4x8 feet. We did
inches making 61 revolutions per minute. The still better. I then added 1 foot more, making the

FIG. 2. DIAGRAM OF VALVE GEAR.
In the following diagram of a valve gear,
is the eccentric rod direct or indirect acting?
As I understand the gear, if the eccentric were
to be set in the same position as on a plain
slide valve engine, the engine would run "under."
I should like to know whether this is correct or
not.
Harrison, N. J.
Single Eccentric
A THREAD-CUTTING KINK.
Editor The Engineer:
The majority of threads cut on a lathe do not
bear the proper relation to the thread on the
lead-screw to enable the carriage to be disen
gaged, moved by hand to the beginning of the
cut and then re-engaged. By making a gage 1
inch, 2 inches, etc., in length according to the

DIAGRAMS FROM AN OLD CORLISS ENGINE.
boiler pressure was 138 pounds, and the vacuum
24 inches. As I wish to obtain the most econom
ical adjustment of values possible any sugges
tions to this end will be appreciated.
Buffalo, N. Y.
J. H. Burley.

SHOWING THE POSITION OF THE TEMPLATE.

THE MONKEY PROBLEM DEMONSTRATED.
Editor The Engineer:
I see the monkey problem is still with you.
Well, the monkey goes up the rope and the
weight stays on the floor. We know it by a prac
tical demonstration.
The fireman was the monkey and a box of
fittings the weight. We used i-inch rope, the pul
ley 16 feet from the floor, the monkey and weight
weighing 120 pounds each. By adding to the
monkey's weight we found it would take a 140pound monkey to raise the 120-pound weight as
fast as the monkey, both reaching the pulley
at the same time.
Monkey.

length of the thread to be cut the correct point
of engagement on the lead-screw can be readily
found. For instance a thread, say, of 4 inches

BURNING WOOD UNDER BOILERS.
Editor The Engineer :
I have charge of the Charleston Consolidated
Railway, Gas & Electric Co., as chief engineer,

furnaces 3x8 feet, and by covering the steel
over with ashes to keep it from warping, cured
all the trouble. The fires burned nicely, keeping
steam up to 150 pounds pressure and cutting the
amount of wood consumed in 24 hours in half.
I hope this will be of material benefit to some
brother engineer.
Charleston, S. C.
J. O. Moisson.

THE CYLINDER BOLT QUESTION.
Editor The Engineer:
I would like to say a few words in regard to
the "Strain on the Bolt" problem. I think Mr.
Brock in the Dec. 15 issue ought to figure again.
Mr. Willison is right. If the nuts were
screwed up against the head with a tension of
9,000 lbs. on each practically, the head is push
ing back against the nuts, the same pressure or
9,000 lbs. pressure on each nut. This leaves 1,000
lbs. on each bolt to be applied on the inside, or
10,000 lbs. on the ten bolts.
C. M. B.
Redkey, Ind.
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THE
FOUNDATIONS.
BY JOHN E. SWEET.

(A paper read before The Engine Builders'
Association of the United States, December,
1903.)
IT is quite probable that if any one man were
in possession of all the facts and experience
of all men concerning engine foundations,
he would have ample material for a suitable paper
for this Association. But not being that man I
have undertaken to try to say enough to call out
the experience and practice of others so that the
knowledge in regard to the subject may be more
general.
To give the subject a little interest, let me
refer to foundations in general and recount some
facts about special cases. I suppose no one
knows anything about the foundations of the
pyramids unless perhaps that they rest upon the
sand, but the pyramids are not shaking machines
and are of such shape that they would be higher,
if they fell over, than they are now, so they stand
still. Usually, large bridge foundations go down
to solid rock, one of the most conspicuous ex
amples being the piers of the Brooklyn bridge,
which, I believe, go down 100 feet below water
line and probably contain as much material as is
above water.
Aside from the bridge, perhaps the largest
steel structure is the Eiffel Tower, erected on
the bank of the Seine, in Paris. This does not
go down to rock, but rests upon a bed of gravel
at four points about 300 feet apart. At each cor
ner there are four posts, and in the base of each
post there is an 800-ton hydraulic jack, so that
if either foundation gives way the tower can be
kept upright. It was said at the time that when
it was completed up to the first stage about 300
feet in height, it was leveled up by two men
working on the jacks. Washington Monument,
on the bank of the Potomac river, 50 feet square
at its base, and resting upon a foundation 80 feet
square, when at the height of perhaps 150 feet,
began to lean over, and it remained for 20 or 25
years, to use the slang of the day, "a what is it I"
A government engineer burrowed under the origi
nal foundation and built a new one 15 feet thick
and larger all the way round, and at the same
time straightened up the shaft, after which it
was completed.
In the construction of the Auditorium at Chi
cago, Alder & Sullivan, the architects, had the
earth under all the walls tested as to its carry
ing capacity, and proportioned the entire foun
dation according to the carrying capacity of the
ground and load it had to carry, and this would
have remained a monument of foundation build
ing had not the owners increased the height of
the tower and added 6,000 tons to its weight,
which perhaps they now lament.
The capitol at Albany, if I have been rightly
informed, was built upon a slab of concrete 7
feet thick, extending over the entire area cov
ered by the building ; a worse plan, probably could
not be devised. The walls cracked the slab of
concrete as a man cracks thin ice when he steps
upon it ; and the edges, coming up in the middle
of the rooms, cracked the floors, flipping the
tiling up and endangering the people, to such
an extent that some of the rooms were abandoned
for a time because of the danger.
This has nothing to do with engine founda
tions, except to emphasize the fact that the foun
dation should be in proportion to the load and
the center of the foundation under the center of
pressure.
Perhaps the reason of my taking a particular
interest in foundations, and becoming a crank
on the subject, grows out of the fact of my liv
ing in a city where the ground never stands still.
1
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Some years ago we were called upon to find
out what was the matter with a Corliss engine
and to fix it. It was one of the sort made some
years after the original design, that is, one with a
support under the end of the guide running down
to the foundation. The lower guide was ,cut and
when the nuts were slacked off the cylinder end,
the cylinder went up in the air. Simply too much
foundation under the light load, or, in other
words, depending on the mason to build the en
gine frame, which has always seemed to me to
be a reflection on the engine builder.
Another engine of the same class was being
erected in the city and the writer happened to be
in as they were finishing it up. This central
post did not rest on the foundation within about
a quarter of an inch. The floor was fitted around
it to cover up the crack, and that engine we have
not been called upon to repair, at least not in
that place.
We have two planing machines, one with 17foot bed, set on three points, one under each
housing and one 3 or 4 feet from the end ; it has
never given any trouble. Another, with about
12-foot bed, set on a solid masonry foundation
in the orthodox way, warped out of true about
the thickness of cardboard and the ways are cut
as bad as any.
All foundations except those founded upon a
rock, settle, and some kinds of masonry settle.
The ordinary brick walls of buildings, if built
at a fair rate, will settle about an inch in 30 feet
of height. It is not likely that good cement com
presses much but some of the cements swell after
setting, fearfully.
We have had two engine bases split open be
cause the owners wanted a good job and filled
them with Portland cement concrete. It would be
hard to find anything worse for an engine bed
than that sort of cement.
The law for building foundations is, as said
before, to have the area of the foundation in
proportion to the load and the center of the
foundation under the center of pressure, and he
who wants to build his foundation right, must
follow the same law. It is a matter of no conse
quence how much a foundation settles, if the
whole structure goes down uniformly.
What a difference there is between the foun
dation furnished for a marine engine which stands
up endwise 30 or 40 feet in the air, resting upon
a flexible ship's bottom, swinging from side to
side 30 degrees and pitching endwise 15 degrees,
and the stationary engine which ought to be selfcon'ained, but many of which depend wholly upon
the foundation to keep them together; with great
masses of masonry, not simply to hold them up,
but to which they are bolted with all sorts of bolts
and anchor plates. When an engine is not itself
heavy enough to resist the null of the belt or when
coupled to mill work, to keep the engine from ro
tating around the crank, it is necessary to bolt it
down !
If an engine and dynamo are in one complete
structure, why should it not, if sot on a level
foundation, stay there? If the engine is vertical
and unbalanced, or an over-balanced horizontal
that tends to jump up to such an extent as to
lift itself off the foundation, which defects cannot
be corrected, then it had better be bolted down
to the foundation, and then it will tend to lift
the foundation off the ground. But, if it will
not lift itself off the foundation, it will jounce
the foundation no less when bolted to it than
when not.
We have now, for 2 or 3 years, been setting
our direct-connected engines on plain level foun
dations without bolts and they run all right. It
not only saves the cost of the stuff, saves bother
in building the foundation, and what all know to
be a bother in erecting, but besides, the fellow

Jan. is, iox>4who always wants to use the monkey wrench
whenever he sees a nut, cannot draw the bed out
of shape.
We align the engines in the shop after level
ing the base by wedging under three points and
when' the base is set on the foundation we level
it by wedging under the same points, then use
concrete enough to insure a solid bearing and
fill the rest of the base with sand to prevent it
from becoming a sounding box. When we fear
complaint from vibration from the engine, (and
this is likely to occur when the foundation goes
to the rock), we put a couple of inches of sawdust
under the foundation and around the sides and
it works all right. The notion might be that it
would rot out, but it cannot so long as the air
does not get to it.
So long as we depend upon the foundations
only to carry weight, it is a matter of indifference
what the masonry is, provided only it is some
thing that forms a heavy mass which will hold
together.
You who have had experience in building
foundations for heavy engines want to enhance
this dry paper by a free discussion of that sort
or work, and that part will be most valuable
which tells of your failures. The man who fails
has learned something; "the man who succeeds,"
as George Dickie says, "does not know how near
he came to making a failure."
A BRITISH CENTRAL STATION ENGIN
EER'S VIEWS.
In his recent inaugural address to the Glasgow
Local Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, the Chairman, Mr. W. A. Chamen,
electrical engineer to the Glasgow Corporation,
referred to the remarkable progress which has
been made in the development of the steam tur
bine in recent years. Owing to the success of this
type of prime mover, he said, the Glasgow Cor
poration would adopt it for future extensions, in
preference to the gas engine, which had been
under consideration. The reason for this choice
is that, while the fuel economy of modern gas
plants is undoubted, the capital cost is greater
than that of boilers and steam turbines. Seeing
that '.he cost of fuel per kilowatt-hour at Glas
gow is only 5 cents, while the total average
cost is 5.88 cents, it is evident that anything
which adds more to the capital charges than it
knocks off the fuel cost would be worse than
useless. This view of the comparative merits of
steam turbines and gas engines, emanating from
so responsible a source, deserves due considera
tion. Mr. Chamen states that the system of
charging a uniform rate for electricity supply to
consumers of power and light is not only an in
justice, but is even impossible; the long-hour
power consumer must be supplied at a low rate,
as is his right. Since this policy was accepted by
the Glasgow Corporation, the horse-power of
motors connected to the mains has increased 50
per cent in one year, and is rapidly growing. He
also pointed out that radiators and cooking stoves
supplied at power rates were commercially prac
ticable, and thought that a great deal could be
done to extend the application of these and similar
devices.
Commenting on the address, Mr. H. A. Mavor
agreed that the cost of a gas engine alone was
equal to that of the whole of the steam plant,
for equal power, without reckoning the additional
cost of the gas producer, cleaning plant, etc.
A. H. A.
To frost brasswork and give it an ornamental
finish, boil the article in caustic potash, rinse in
water and dip in nitric acid until all oxide is re
moved ; then wash quickly, dry in boxwood saw
dust and lacquer while warm.
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FIRE ARCH FOR STEAM BOILERS.
This invention provides a fire arch of boiler
plate made to conform to the desired shape of the
fire door, or doors, and is adapted to withstand
boiler pressure. The fire arch is nominally equiv
alent to a section of the front boiler wall, and
provides a suitable opening for feeding the fire,
the brickwork being placed on and around the
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proper position to get under the scale and chip it
off. Herbert C. Ryding, Elyria, O., is the in
ventor.
REVERSING MECHANISM FOR ENGINES.
The direction of rotation with this mechanism
is reversed by means of a sliding plate situated
immediately beneath the valve seat. When the
plate is moved to one end of its travel the steam
is admitted into the cylinder, say, at the righthand end first, and the piston then moves
toward the left when starting. When the plate
is moved to the opposite end of its travel the
order of admission is reversed and the piston
moves toward the right when starting. With the
plate in its present position, the steam entering
the shallow port a is conducted through a side
passage and enters the port b to the right hand
end and exhausts through port c, which also
serves as the admission port for the left-hand
end of the cylinder. When the plate is reversed
the steam for the left-hand end enters at A
and by means of a side port enters at the point

when the valve closes the ports it will have suffi
cient lap to prevent leakage. The valve is se
cured to the valve stem and rotates with the
latter. Outside of the steam chest is a hollow
cylinder surrounding the valve stem. The walls
of this cylinder are slotted in such a manner that
the steel pins in the valve stem which work in
the slots are given a slight rotary motion near
each end of the stroke, the rotary motion being
merely sufficient to open the ports, that is to say,
the valve is rotated so that when moved end
wise on the next stroke the port will be opened
at the proper time. The closing of the port at
the desired point is effected by a raised portion
of the cylinder at about the middle of the length
of the slot which rotates the valve in the direc
tion to close the ports before the valve reaches the
ends of its travel. By connecting the cylinder to
a governor the cutoff is varied automatically.
Chas. A. Marrder, New York, is the inventor.
GOVERNOR FOR STEAM PUMPS.
This is a simple governor for ste»m pumps,
and is designed to maintain a uniform speed
under varying steam pressures. The governor is
composed of two cylinders cast in one piece and

BOILER ARCH.
arch. The arch is at all times full of water
under boiler pressure, in fact the boiler may be
fed through the arch when desired. Communica
tion is had with the interior of the boiler by
means of two pipe connections with the boiler
head, one entering the head near the bottom of
the boiler and the other entering the head higher
up, and preferably above the water level in the
boiler. By this means a positive circulation is
kept up in the fire arch which prevents the burn
ing of the plates or otherwise injuring the shell
of the arch. The latter is provided with a blowoflf pipe, and a hand hole by which access is had
to the interior for thorough cleaning. The object
of the invention is to provide an indestructible
opening into the furnace, and incidentally a
means of purifying the feed water before it enters
the boiler. The inventor is Neil W. Macin
tosh, New York City.

BOILER TUBE CLEANER.
This cleaner is composed of a number of cut
ter bars resembling chisels which are pushed
lengthwise through the tube and clip off the
scale, the same as might be done by the ordinary
hand tools. The cutter bars are hinged to a suit
able head, the latter being carried at the end

A NOVEL REVERSING GEAR.
b, while port a then serves as both the steam and
exhaust port. The reversing plate is moved by
means of a lever situated outside of the steam
chest and is provided with a notched quadrant
to secure it in the proper position. The inventor
is Amos H. Kooms, Martinsville, Ind.
AUTOMATIC CUTOFF.
With this cutoff mechanism the point of cut
off may be changed by hand or by means of the
ordinary type of flyball governor. The valve is
of the piston variety with hollow open heads, the

AUTOMATIC CUTOFF.
A NEW TUBE CLEANER.
of the cleaner rod. The bars are pivoted near
middle of their length—the ends opposite to
cutting edge being curved and depressed by
springs. By compressing the curved ends,
cutting edges are forced outward against
surface of the tube and are thus kept in

the
the
flat
the
the
the

walls of which are slotted to a depth equal to
the width of the steam ports leading to the
cylinder. The ports are formed by a number of
slats such as are produced by the bridge formed
by bushings when the latter are employed. The
tongues left on the heads of the valve are slightly
wider than the ports in the valve seat so that

STEAM PUMP GOVERNOR.
fitted with pistons. The upper cylinder is pro
vided with a steam inlet and outlet and a port
running parallel to the bore of the cylinder. The
two pistons are attached to the same piston rod,
the upper piston being pressed downward by a
coil spring which holds the piston at the end of
the cylinder, thus keeping the port open. The
upper opening conveys steam from the boiler,
while the second opening receives the steam pipe
leading to the pump. The bottom opening in the
second cylinder receives the steam pipe from
the boiler, the pressure of steam tending to raise
the pistons against the coil spring and thus to
close the port leading to the pump. The speed
of the pump may be changed by screwing the
plug at the top of the upper cylinder either in
or out according to whether the speed is to be
increased or decreased. The upper piston is bal
anced, having full pressure at both top and bot
tom. The piston rod, where it passes from one
cylinder to the other, is packed in the usual man
i-.er and the stuffing boxes can be gotten at from
the outside. It is the invention of David W.
Porter, Sewickley, Pa.
When you see a useful fact or statement, nail
it. Put it where you can find it when wanted, and
your reserve fund of knowledge will soon grow
tremendously.

THE
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To one who is observant of the signs of the
times, recent developments in the world of capi
tal and labor are cause for somewhat of fore
boding. The attitude of employers and workers
toward each other seems to be one of growing
distrust and dislike, whereas it should be and in
some instances is one of mutual helpfulness and
increasing confidence.
Both are, without question, partly to blame for
this condition of affaira because of their treatment of
each other, but the one thing which contributes more
than anything else to increase distrust and dislike
is the disregard of law and justice by combina
tions of employers and combinations of workers.
In this matter, those who have the larger
opportunity and the greater chance of initiative
are the more to blame, whether their breach of the
law is as open and as flagrant as those which are
commonly credited against the workmen or not.
If either those who have the control of cor
porate action or those who, at least do not dis
countenance violence in connection with nonunion
workers would stop to consider where a reign
of lawlessness must lead, we believe they would
oppose the first step toward it with all their might,
instead of countenancing it.
The French Commune and its accompanying
horrors stand as a warning to humanity of the
condition which human passions uncontrolled by
law or justice will produce.
If the business manager who takes an illegal
advantage of a competitor or does an employe an
injustice stopped to consider that he is paving the
way for a like disregard of law by his com
petitors and patrons, and that the natural reply
to injustice is violence, would he take the step?
If the promoter or financier who, creates ficti
tious values on which dividends must be paid,
thereby reducing the fair proportion of the pro
ceeds of the business which is paid for labor,
realized that he is compelling the employment of
poorly paid and therefore inefficient assistance
by the operative managers and inviting strikes
and destructive violence from dissatisfied work
men which will decrease the value of his holdings
and possibly destroy his properties, would he
cheerfully set the waterworks in operation to
swell his stocks? If the workman realized that
the breaking of laws, carried to the legitimate
outcome, means that no property rights would
be recognized and no life safe except by the
continual watchfulness which the wild animal
and the savage must exercise; that if he counte
nances the destruction of the property of others,
he has no claim on Society or his fellow men
for the freedom of his own home and its furnish
ings or even the money in his pocket from de
struction and depredation ; that, unless he throws
the weight of his influence against the doing of
personal injury to any one he has no claim to
protection for himself, his wife or his children
from assault, murder or worse by degraded
wretches in human form who prey on the com
munity ; if he thought of these things, should
we see the members of unions, whose power for
good is great and whose influence, for their own
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safety, should always be on the side of law and
organized government, winking at the commis
sion of crimes under circumstances which lay
all the odium of their commission at the doors
of the unions, whether it rightfully belongs
there or not?
The fact is that all lawbreakers want their
own rights protected, but want to be free to over
ride the other fellow's. They count on the other
fellow not taking the same advantage to infringe
their rights. But no one has a right except as
he grants the enjoyment of the same to his fel
lows in exchange for their granting it to him.
This is the basis of all law and order and this
basis must be maintained, not only by those in
charge of the government, but by the individuals
and organizations by whose consent the govern
ment exists. Unless we are willing to be with
out the pale of the law, we must obey the law
and uphold its enforcement.
Learning; From Great Disasters.
The horror of the fire in the Iroquois thea
ter has aroused the conscience of those respon
sible for the safe construction of buildings where
large numbers of people assemble so that there is
activity in the building departments of all large
cities. The terrible loss of life and the great
publicity given to the details by the daily press
have emphasized the needlessness of this partic
ular form of accidents, if ordinary wise precau
tions are taken to avoid them.
This is well, but it does not go to the root of
the matter. It is usually the case that the start
ing of any great disaster may be traced to a
small bit of carelessness on the part of some
one who took chances. That the loss of property
or life might have been and should have been
much diminished in the final result by proper
safeguards does not remove the fact that care
lessness in some seemingly little thing is usually
the immediate cause of the accident.
The only accidents which cannot be prevented,
if all possible care is used in construction, in
spection and operation of our modern industrial
systems, are those due to great natural causes
such as floods, storms and the change in the
nature of materials under stress.
This brings us to the point that often it is
some member of the engineering fraternity whose
casual, "that will do well enough for now," has
been to blame for small or great trouble. It
takes but a small spark from a carelessly installed
switch to set fire to a powder magazine ; but it
takes a long time to put things back where they
were before the spark fell. It is ever so much
easier to let things go than to fix that fitting
which is out of order, but it is impossible to re
place the lives lost when the boiler or steam
pipe explodes "mysteriously."
In' the case of the Connellsville accident on
ihe B. & O. railroad, it was quicker for the
man loading that flat car with ties to use the old,
worn side stake than to get a new one which
would hold ; but, if he knows of the consequence,
he will have many long hours of regret for the
seventy lives lost in consequence. It is usually
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such a small matter which we slur over that it
does not seem that there can be any serious re
sult ; yet what are the few minutes saved com
pared to the vain remorse when things go wrong
and it is our fault?
It is easy to be careless. It pays to be care
ful.

DECEMBER MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,
A large number of members assembled Dec.
18 in the chapter room of Carnegie Hall to con
sider the papers on Central Stations. President
B. J. Arnold being absent, Mr. Calvin W. Rice
occupied the chair. The papers presented were
Overhead High-Tension Distributing Systems in
Suburban Districts, by Geo. H. Lukes; Auto
matic Apparatus for Regulating Generator and
Feeder Potential, by E. J. Bechtel ; Safeguards
and Regulations in the Operation of Overhead
Distributing Systems, by W. C. L. Eglin; Gas
Power for Central Stations, by J. R. Bibbins.
The first two papers, in the absence of their au
thors, were read by Mr. H. B. Geer, of the Chi
cago Edison Co., who also presented a written
discussion of the paper on overhead distributing
systems, in which he commended many points of
Mr. Lukes' paper, recommending particularly that
power wires should always be carried above tel
ephone lines, such practice having been found
preferable in the experience of the Chicago Edi
son Co. to the opposite arrangement.
In the general discussion the question of how
to prevent the grounding of wires on trees was
brought up. Mr. Eglin, replying, stated that
he had not found any successful device for run
ning wires through trees. It seemed to be the
general sentiment that the only ways out of the
difficulty are either to cut the trees away or to
carry the wires above them by the use of high
poles. Mr. Ralph D. Mershon inquired in re
gard to reasons, if any, for the use of weather
proof insulation on primary circuits, as he could
see no good reasons for its use. It usually goes
to pieces quickly, and at all times is of doubtful
value as protection. In his opinion, it is prefer
able to use bare wire. M. P. Rider said it was
his experience that it is unsafe to depend on any
insulation of wires. He has found, however,
that in heavy weather the use of weatherproof
wire often delays trouble, and rnay thus have
some value on circuits carrying up to 2,200 volts
•electromotive force. Mr. Eglin's opinion was
that weatherproof insulation has no merit.
Mr. Geer said that although weather
proof insulation might not actually in
sulate, the fact that the wire was "in
sulated" had great weight with a jury in an
accident case, in view of which circumstance
he thought the use of weatherproof wire advis
able. Mr. Geer had found that the Underwrit
ers' rules requiring a protective network be
neath power wires, and a certain minimum dis
tance between buildings and power lines were
impracticable. In this general connection Prof.
G. F. Sever, of Columbia University, said that
he considered the crossing of power and signal
wires a possible source of great danger, men
tioning several instances in which serious dam
age had resulted from such crosses, and citing
one instance that had come under his observa
tion where a 13,000-volt line, in crossing a tel
ephone line, was carried through the line with
nothing to prevent contact in case of the sag
ging of either line.
A point receiving considerable attention in
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the discussion was the matter of the proper use
of lightning arresters. An experiment made on
a railroad in Western Pennsylvania to deter
mine the number of arresters necessary was
cited. An arrester was put on every pole, and
the number of arresters actually operating per
mile was noted after each storm. It was found
that four arresters per mile were active, show
ing that number to be sufficient. The point was
made that a discharge from a line sometimes
occurs even in the immediate vicinity of an ar
rester. Mr. M. P. Rider stated that the great
est lightning trouble occurs at the ends of cir
cuits, and that protection at other points is un
necessary. Mr. Geer had found that arresters
% mile apart give satisfaction. An arrester
to operate satisfactorily must receive proper in
spection and care, on which account Mr. Eglin
preferred to place arresters in the station, where
they can more easily be kept in good condition.
Mr. P. M. Lincoln criticised the statement
in Mr. Eglin's paper that pins should be boiled
in linseed oil, if the object sought to be attained
thereby is the improvement of the pin as an in
sulator. He maintained that the insulator only
should be relied upon for insulation. There
is some leakage over the insulator in any event,
and the pin will be burned less if made a good
conductor. Mr. Eglin, replying, agreed that the
function of the insulator is to insulate, and of
the pin to support. In addition he stated his
conviction that the use of rubber gloves by
linemen should not be allowed. It is impossible
to be sure of the continued insulating value of
the gloves, and he had found that there are
more accidents with gloves than without. It is
the practice with his company to ground lamps
on poles before trimming, as 75 per cent of the
accidents have occurred in trimming. H. G.
Stott, of the Manhattan Railway Co., consid
ered the grounding of the seconda'ry a most effi
cient means of protection from crosses with
high tension primaries. He believes that on the
score of simplicity, all automatic apparatus of
whatever kind should be concentrated at the
station.
Mr. Bibbins' paper on Gas Power for Central
Stations came in for a large share of the discus
sion. Mr. Mershon opened by criticising the
paper as not comparing gas plants and steam
plants on the proper basis, thereby making the
results appear unduly favorable to the gas en
gine. He thought the paper showed clearly
that gas-driven electric generators in connection
with gas plants were an economy, but that the
comparative economy of gas-driven generators
and of steam generators was not shown. He be
lieved that the time will come when producers
and gas engines will be installed instead of steam
engines. He has found gas engines already
much used abroad, especially the "suction" type,
which does not require gas holders. At the
present time he finds the cost of gas-engine
plants much above that of steam-engine plants,
and likewise the cost of maintenance and at
tendance. It has been his experience that Ameri
can prices for gas engines are unreasonable as
compared with the prices of steam plants or
European prices. Mr. Bibbins stated the cost to
be $100 for steam plants and $125 for gas plants
allownig for holder capacity. In Mr. Bibbins'
paper figures are given showing how greatly
the economy of certain gas plants has been in
creased by the addition of a gas-driven electrical
plant, making it possible to produce a larger
amount of gas at a lower rate. In this connec
tion P. Torchio pointed out that the curves of
Mr. Bibbins' paper between cost per 1,000 feet
of gas and size of plant are very steep for small
outputs, the cost decreasing rapidly with output,
but becoming very flat at between five and ten
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millions of cubic feet per year. From this he
argued that the increased economy in the case of
a large plant would not be nearly as marked.
H. A Wagner instanced a ioo-horsepower gas
engine operating alternators being replaced with
a steam plant with decided advantage, showing
that the gain is not always in favor of the gas
engine. He admitted, however, that the gas
engine was not of the latest type.
OVERHEAD HIGH-TENSION DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEMS IN SUBURBAN
DISTRICTS.
BY GEORGE H. LUKES.
(A paper read before the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers.)
In the process of development, electric light
ing plants are erected in the larger villages near
a city and their pole lines are extended in time
to the smaller villages near by to supply in
candescent and street lamps. A large proportion
of these small plants cannot be operated at a
profit, and the result is a gradual deterioration
in the stations and distributing systems, result
ing finally in consolidations which bring large
districts under the control of one company. It
then becomes necessary to tie the various sys
tems together, operating some of the stations
as peak plants and turning others into substa
tions, thus taking advantage of the fact that
the peak may occur in the summer in one vil
lage and in winter in another.
Suburban business is so scattered that the
cost of underground work is prohibitive and
the distribution must be made by overhead wires.
Public opinion is, however, intense in its op
position to overhead construction. The suburban
ite objects to the multiplicity and unslghtliness
of the pole lines. He is in business in the city
where the agitation against overhead wires has
resulted in their being placed underground, and
he refuses to believe that conditions are different
in the country. In many communities local ac
tion has been taken compelling the use of joint
lines by electric light and telephone companies.
These have been erected and operated success
fully in many cases without any great danger.
Joint lines ought to be avoided if possible, and
it is important that every effort be made to
make the pole lines as unobtrusive as possible.
The poles should be well painted with a dull
color, such as a dark olive green; the wires
should be kept taut and the connections made in
a neat symmetrical manner.
An overhead distributing system must be con
structed so that the service will be reliable and
not subject to frequent interruptions. The volt
age regulation must be as good as possible and
danger to life and from fire reduced to a mini
mum. This can be accomplished without adopt
ing an extremely expensive method of construc
tion. The great proportion of accidents and
interruptions are caused by defects which are
very easily guarded against, provided they are
looked for.
MAIN LINES AND BRANCH CIRCUITS.
Main lines leading from stations should be
on not less than 40-foot, and preferably on 45foot poles. This gives plenty of room for addi
tional circuits and makes it easier to cross
above telephone and telegraph lines. The branch
circuits can be on shorter poles, but it is not
advisable to use poles shorter than 30 feet.
Where branch lines are taken off, the poles
should be double-armed and buck-armed. Trans
formers, fuses, lightning arresters and other de
vices should not be installed on main lines
where it can be avoided.
POLES.
In the Middle West, the poles available at
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present are Michigan white cedar and Idaho
cedar. Michigan poles are better proportioned
than western poles and are longer lived. Mich
igan poles should have a top diameter of not'
less than 7 inches. If western poles are used,
it is well to note that 8 or 9-inch tops should
be specified in order to obtain proper butt diam
eter. Michigan poles are sorted and sold under
the specifications of the Northwestern Cedarman's Association and it is therefore cheaper to
buy under the above specifications and sort out
to suit.
Poles should be shaved, roofed, and given
one coat of paint in the yard. Poles are painted
in order to improve their appearance, but the
question of whether or not it adds to the life
of the pole is an open one. In setting, particular
care must be taken to select the best poles for
the corners, turns, and ends of the line. If the
line is on a highway that curves, set as many
poles in a straight line as possible and make
the turns on one or two poles, which can then
be properly guyed. A line that changes its direc
tion at every pole can never be held in position.
Poles should be double-armed at corners, curves
and end=.
"UYING.
This is one of the most important features
in pole-line construction and is often neglected.
Corners, junctions, and ends si.^uld be carefully
guyed. Wherever the line changes n direction,
even if the change is very slight, a guy should
be placed. Patent guys and land anchors should
be used with great caution and only on light
work. The best guy is the old-fashioned one
consisting of a guy stud, set at some distance
from the pole with a galvanized iron anchor
rod bolted to a slug buried in the ground. Strain
insulators should be inserted in the guy wire
and care should be taken to make sure that
the anchor rod and guy wire attached to it
are grounded electrically.
CROSS-ARMS.
The best cross-arms at present are made of
southern yellow pine. They should be straight
grained, well seasoned, free from knots, and
purchased unpainted. They are the first part
of the line to give out. The action of the sun's
rays causes the arms to crack on top and they
soon rot around the pin holes. The usual method
of treating is to paint them with white lead
and oil, but in the West cross-arms boiled in
carbolineum have been used to some extent.
The matter of the proper dimensions and pin
spacing for cross-arms has not received the at
tention it should, and it is high time that an
attempt be made lo standardize 4, 6 and 8-pin
arms for use on circuits up to 5,000 volts. The
proper 6-pin arm for such use should have
approximately the following dimensions: Sec
tion, 3J4 by 4'4 inches; length, 8 feet; spacing
between pins about 16 inches, between pole and
pin about 22 inches. Cross-arms for junction poles
should be of special size with greater distance
between pins.
insulators.
The ordinary deep-grooved, double-petticoatcd insulator has proved satisfactory 011 2,000-volt
incandescent and petlicoat insulators on 4,000volt polyphase work.
Fuse blocks and lightning arresters are
sources of trouble on pole 'ines. In some in
stances systems have been operited entirely with
out fuse blocks on the outside lines excepting,
of course, the transformer blocks. The best plan
is to install them on branch lines where there
is a chance for trouble. Lightning arresters
should be installed to protect groups of trans
formers and branch lines. They should be fre
quently inspected and the ground-wires tested.
Transformers should be hung on double arms
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below the lowest arm. If they are of large size,
the arms should be extra heavy and bolted se
curely to the pole. Methods of bringing the
primary wires down ,from the circuit to the
transformer are various and all are open to
obj ections.
It is usually impossible to keep a regular
arrangement of circuits upon cross-arms for the
reason that as the business grows, circuits of
all kinds are added. It is desirable, however,
that circuits be kept in the same relative position
throughout their length in order to facilitate
tracing. Houses should be, as far as possible,
grouped upon three-wire secondaries which
should be carried on the lower arm. The in
stallation of 200 to 400-volt, three-wire seconda
ries would facilitate this work wonderfully in
scattered districts. The neutrals of three-wire
secondaries should be grounded on the first
pole away from the transformer.
All series, alternating, arc lamps should be
provided with absolute cutouts and high-voltage
insulators in the lowering cable. Windlasses for
raising and lowering lamps should be perman
ently grounded and an arc lamp when suspended
from span wires should be connected so that
should it fall, the lamp will not fall toward the
windlass but away from it.
The importance of frequent inspections of
pole lines cannot be overestimated. Old pole
lines can be made reliable, provided they are
well guyed and weak points kept in repair. For
inspection work, linemen of considerable experi
ence are needed, because only long years spent
in repair work give the ability to predict where
trouble is likely to occur.
Accidents caused by overhead wires are re
markably infrequent, considering the number of
miles of pole lines operated. They occur most
often to electric linemen, less often to telephone
linemen and very rarely to citizens. Accidents to
linemen can largely be prevented by employing
on live work only steady and tried men and
using the inexperienced and floating men on
new construction work. Accidents to telephone
linemen are mostly the result of want of care
on the part of the men themselves. Accidents
to citizens can be reduced to a minimum by care
in constructing and maintaining lines.
The danger from fire is in the possibility of
high-voltage current reaching buildings ; first,
through defective transformers, and second,
through crosses between primaries and telephone
wires. The first can be eliminated by grounding
the secondary ; the second can be made remote
by proper co-operation between electric light and
telephone companies in the erection of junction
poles and substantial construction. The danger
from fire is somewhat overestimated and it is
to be sincerely hoped that any restrictive regula
tions will not only be carefully considered be
fore final action is taken, but worked out in
actual pi^.'.ce to determine whether or not their
enforcemc.i would introduce risks which would
More than offset any advantage gained.
In a recent discussion before the Master
Steam Boiler Makers' Association, Mr. J. J.
Fletcher expressed his distrust of the present
method of bracing boilers by the use of diagonal
stays having solid ends riveted to both head and
shell. His argument was that with this form of
stay it is often, and even usually the case that
the strain instead of falling on two or more
rivets at each of the stays is carried by a single
rivet. He advocates having an eye joint in one
end of the stay which will connect by a pin to the
crowfoot, thus giving the rod a chance to
move and equalize the strain on two or more
rivets. Also the eye can be made with Y end,
which shall take hold on an angle bar riveted
clear across the head of the boiler.
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SAFEGUARDS AND REGULATIONS IN OPPERATION OF OVERHEAD DIS
TRIBUTING SYSTEMS.
BY W. C. I.. EGI.IN.
(.Abstract of a paper presented before the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, New
York, Dec. 18, 1903.)
When it is considered that an overhead dis
tributing system is subjected to many varied
conditions, such as the weather, extreme changes
of temperature, extraordinary storms, interfer
ence from other lines, interference by building
operations, excavations, fires and other casual
ties, and sometimes a willful interference by the
public (not to overlook the small boy with a
stone), it should be readily appreciated that all
of these varying conditions must be considered
in the construction of the line. There are two
divisions of conditions : First, the mechanical or
structural features, and secondly, the electrical
features.
The first group will include the study of the
territory in which the line is to be run, width
of streets, kind of buildings, height of buildings,
other distributing systems, possibilities of in
terference with these systems : amount of power
to be transmitted, and whether the system con
sists of a simple power transmission circuit, or
one complicated with distributing mains covering
the larger part of the territory occupied by the
transmission system.
Also to be considered are the weather con
ditions ; windstorms, rainstorms, snowstorms,
lightning-storms, and changes in temperature
from summer to winter. The method of erect
ing the conductors so that they can be properly
repaired or additions made without endangering
the lives of the men engaged in this work must
be carefully planned. Unless these various
points are all considered in the construction of
the lines, no rules or safeguards for their opera
tion will be of material benefit.
The second group includes the electrical re
quirements—the conductors, the insulating
methods of support, and the means provided to
take care of any undue disturbances due to light
ning or other causes on the line, such as light
ning arresters, fuses, switches, etc.
specifications for material to be used.
All of the material entering into the con
struction of a transmission system should be or
dered under specifications which shall clearly set
forth the character of the material to be used,
and also that all of the material will be inspect
ed before it is used on the work, and that tests
will be made of samples of all material fur
nished. The more general requirements are as
follows :
Poles.—Poles should be as short as possible
to meet the conditions and preferably made of
good sound chestnut. Southern cedar and pine
poles are sometimes used when chestnut is not
obtainable. It may also be necessary to use
iron poles under certain conditions; but iron
poles are to be avoided, principally on account
of danger to linemen and also because of the
short life of the pole, due to rusting. The pole
should be roofed at the top to form a right
angle, and gained to form a flat of about 5
inches for the attachment of the cross-arms.
All poles, upon which are located devices re
quiring regular inspection, should be provided
with steps in order to facilitate this work. Spac
ing of the poles should be carefully considered
and should not exceed from 40 to 45 yards. End
and corner poles should be braced, and at least
every tenth pole throughout the line should be
guyed with 5^-in. or ^-in stranded galvanized
wire. Regular inspections, at least annually.
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should be made of the condition of the pole.
When poles are used as junction poles—that is,
when lines are run at right angles and attached
to the same pole, special care is necessary.
Switch boxes, fuses, lightning arresters or trans
formers should not be attached to such poles,
but on the first pole removed from this junction
pole. Junction poles can frequently be avoided
by the use of two poles making a "Y" connec
tion of the line. By this arrangement the con
nections are very materially simplified.
Cross-Arms.—Cross-arms should be spaced at
least 24 inches between centers', the top of the
first arm being 1 foot from the top of the pole.
Braces.—Braces should be made of galvan
ized iron not less than 1% x 3/16 in. thick and
about 28 in. long.
Pins.—Pins should be made of locust wood
well boiled in linseed oil, for voltages of 5,000
volts and under. For higher voltages, pins
should receive special consideration.
Insulators.—-The insulator on the pole line
fulfills two functions, viz., the mechanical sup
port of the line, and the insulation. The glass
insulator is more uniform in quality of material
than the porcelain, so that for low voltages glass
insulators are recommended. For high voltages
porcelain insulators are preferred for the follow
ing reasons : Greater mechanical strength, bet
ter insulating qualities, and greater ability to
withstand severe weather conditions.
Insulators for high voltages should be made
up of a number of parts cemented together so
as to obtain more uniform insulation and to in
crease the factor of safety from defective manu
facture.
The method of attaching the conductor to the
insulator should be carefully considered ; first,
to see that the wires can be properly fastened
to the insulator, and, secondly, to see that the
strain is transmited without a twisting or bend
ing strain in the insulator; the only strain per
mitted should be in compression.
The method of distributing the wires on the
pole lines depends on the number and character
of the various circuits to be installed. For all
voltages below 6,000 volts, the wire should be
brought out of the station through long porce
lain tubes, properly supported ; the various cir
cuits being grouped together but well spaced,
and preferably being distributed in a single, or
not more than a double row of wires. This fan
effect allows the circuit to be distributed to the
poles without any undue bunching, thus making
each circuit easily distinguishable.
The top gain of all poles should be left va
cant so that guard wires can be placed at any
point on the line, should they be required. Those
transmission circuits which are alive 24 hours
per day should be placed on the top arm ; that is,
the trunk lines should occupy the position where
there will be the least liability of coming into
contact with the other wires or with the men
working on the poles. " All other circuits should
be placed below, series arc circuits occupying the
lower arms, the distributing series circuit being
placed on the lower arms on the outer pins occu
pied by such circuits. The bottom cross-arm should
be used for such secondary circuits or low-tension
lines as may be required. Space should always
be provided for an extra arm on the pole for the
erection of a transformer. Protective devices for
each circuit may be classified as follows : Cir
cuit breakers, fuses for branch circuits, and light
ning arresters. Also indicating instruments as
follows : Voltmeter, ammeter or wattmeter, and
ground-detector.
In the arrangement of the protective devices
it is desirable to locate as many of them as pos
sible in the Nation or substation, for the reason
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that they are more readily inspected and kept in
perfect working order. All circuits of 200 kilo
watt capacity or over should be protected by
means of oil circuit breakers in preference to
fuses, on all voltages over 1,000 volts. These
circuit breakers should be attached to both ends
of the line, when two or more feeders are used
and connected to the same bus; and there should
be no other circuit breaker or fuses which are
automatic in action placed at any other part of
the line. Small branch circuits may be taken
care of when necessary by fuse-boxes, placed
upon the first pole of the branch circuit. These
fuse-boxes, however, should be avoided when
ever possible, which can be accomplished by mak
ing a branch circuit about the same as the main
circuit, depending entirely upon the circuit break
er in the station to protect both lines.
When
small
branch
circuits are
de
sired, place fuse boxes, with, prefera
bly, an enclosed fuse of the cartridge type
mounted on a porcelain base, the whole enclosed
in a fireproof and waterproof compartment, usu
ally an iron box with a cover and rubber gas
ket, clamped so as to make it water tight.
Lightning Arresters.—Lightning arresters
should be installed at both ends of the line, in
the station and substation, on each conductor.
Special care should be used in their installation,
and provision made that in the event of a break
down of the lightning arrester, current may be
interrupted by means of a circuit-breaking de
vice.
Series Arc Loop Cut-Outs.—These should
consist of a mechanically operated switch which
closes the circuit at the point of the loop and
disconnects the loop from the main line. For the
use of constant potential circuits, there may be
either a fuse-box provided with solid catches, or
fuses depending on the conditions. All of these
devices being enclosed in fire and water proof
cases.
Before considering the actions of the safety
devices, it is necessary, first, to examine the
faults which may develop and the functions
which the safety devices are required to fulfill.
If the condition of a wire parting is first con
sidered, we have first the liability of the wire
coming in contact with some of the other cir
cuits; secondly, its liability to fall into the street;
and, thirdly, its remaining suspended clear of all
circuits and the ground.
The first condition : The effect of coming in
contact with other wires would immediately raise
the voltage to the more powerful of the two
circuits, so it is evident that the insulation of
the other circuit must either be good or there
will be a liability of the insulation breaking down
at some point on the weaker circuit. This will
first be detected at the station by showing that
the load is dropped from this circuit; and it
demonstrates that the insulation of all circuits
must be the same when placed on the same pole
line, unless means are provided to take off
extraordinary high voltages. This can be done
by placing spark gaps, which will relieve the
high tension from any low-tension circuits, or
by grounding a point on the lower-tension cir
cuit.
Wires falling on the ground will indicate im
mediately in the station, on the ground-detector,
that there is a ground on that circuit and instruc
tions should be given that as soon as a ground
shows on the circuit and the circuit is not carry
ing the load, to disconnect it.
The third condition will indicate in the sta
tion that the load is dropped and will not show
a ground. The circuit should be cut off in this
case also, and inspectors sent out to look after
the trouble.

Interference with Other Wires Falling or
Coming in Contact with the Power Circuits.—If
these wires cross the power circuit and drop
loosely on them, the effect will be to short-cir
cuit the power circuit on constant potential cir
cuits; the defect develops immediately. The
wires either burn off or an arc may be estab
lished which will burn off the power circuit,
breaking the wires and the connection.
A single wire may merely come in contact
with one wire of a constant potential circuit and
assume the same voltage as that circuit; there
will be no way of determining this at either
the station or substation unless that wire ground
ed and the ground is indicated on the ground'
detectors.
In the event of this falling wire coming in
contact with both sides of the series arc circuit,
a portion of the circuit will be cut out and in
dicated on the voltmeter at the station. Should
it come in contact with only one wire of the
circuit, no indication will be made at the sta
tion unless the wire be grounded. For this rea
son, inspection should be made and all such
wires changed so as to come below the power
circuit and not above it. This demonstrates the
necessity of placing protective devices on foreign
wires which may come in contact with power
circuits.
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for Line Voltap

Open

Lightning Storms.—The installing of efficient
lightning arresters as specified may protect the
apparatus at both the generating station and sub
station, but fail to protect apparatus at inter
vening points, particularly the transformers. It
is possible that lightning may jump from pri
mary to secondary of transformers during a se
vere storm. This would be indicated by the pri
mary fuse blowing in the transformer; and, after
the blowing of the fuse from this cause, tests
should be made of the transformer as follows :
It is essential that when a primary fuse on a
transformer is blown through any cause, the sec
ondaries should be disconnected from the trans
former, and the latter tested to full line voltage
between the primary and secondary coils, so
as to determine that there is no breakdown in
the insulation between these coils.
There are two methods by which these tests
may be readily made by the linemen without
removing the transformer : First, take from the
station a 600-watt transformer, connect its pri
mary for the line voltage and its secondaries for
100 volts, and connect a 50-volt lamp across the
latter. Attach one primary lead of this test
transformer to one secondary wire of the line
transformer, and place 1 -ampere fuses in the
primary cutouts protecting the line transformer.
(Fig. 1.) Now connect the other primary lead
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of the test transformer, first to one and then to
the other of the main primary lines. If the 50volt lamp filament becomes red, the line trans
former is defective, and should be returned to the
station.
Second method : If impossible to use the first
method, proceed as follows : Attach a short piece
of heavily insulated rubber wire to one of the
secondary wires (A, Fig. 2) leading from the
transformer. Then place i-ampere fuses in the
cutouts, and connect the specially insulated rub
ber wire first to one and then the other of the
main primary lines. If the fuse blows, or a
spark shows when contact is made, the trans
former is defective and should be removed from
the line.
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"THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE N. A.
S. E."-A CRITICISM.
By E. S. Conser.

On page 661 of the Engineer for 1903 an un
known author, who, we are assured in a foot
note, is "one of the best known and most highly
respected members of the N. A. S. E.." discusses
the past and future of that great organization.
With that portion of our unknown brother's ar
ticle which deals with the past, no fault can be
found, but that portion outlining a course for the
future contains so many remarkable views that
they should not pass unchallenged by those who
have the future welfare of the organization at
heart.
With our unknown friend's opinion that the
wording of the preamble to the constitution "in
some minor respects might be improved," I can
Primary
Line
readily agree, and as a tentative proposition
would suggest the following : "Neither the Na
tional Association nor the Subordinate Associa
tions shall, at any time, participate in, or be used
i-Amperc
SECOND
to further the interests of labor troubles. We
Fuse
METHOD
believe that there should be identity of interest
between employer and employe, and therefore
will countenance no project nor enterprise that
VWWWWVW
will interfere with harmony between them." The
above embraces the same idea, substantially, with
WWWWVWM
regard to strikes that the present preamble ex
Secondary
presses. At the same time it cuts out the harshOpen
sounding word "strikes," and eliminates the at
present unattained notion that there is perfect
'"identity of interest between employer and em
ploye."
We all, that is all right-thinking people, be
In the event of lightning arresters being,
lieve that there should be identity of interest be
placed on the pole line, all such lightning arrest
tween the laborer and his employer, yet all sen
ers should be inspected after each heavy light
sible people know that this ideal condition of af
ning-storm.
fairs
does not now exist (except perhaps in rare
Transformers.—Transformers when support
ed on the poles should be hung on an extra instances), and until mankind has much of the
egotistic feeling eliminated and much more of the
cross-arm provided for that purpose. The pri
mary leads from the line to the fuse box and to altruistic principle imbued in it, this happy, ideal
condition between employer and employe will not
the transformer should be insulated with rub
be realized.
ber-covered braid, for the line voltage. Trans
Just what steps are necessary to eliminate the
formers should not be attached to buildings or
requisite amount of egoism, and instil the neces
in such locations as to be handled by unauthor
sary amount of altruism to bring about perfect
ized people, and when they are placed in build
ings, they should be put in a separate, fireproof harmony is a matter for teachers of ethics and
closet or room which is controlled only by the professors of political economy to discover. There
operating plant. Inspection should be made to fore I shall enter upon no discussion of that sub
see that the cases are properly filled with oil, by ject here.
an inspection force, and not by men erecting the
While the proposed change does not assert
transformers.
that there is identity of interest between em
Inspection.—The greatest safeguard in a ployers and employe, it does say that we believe
transmission line is regular inspection. At least there should be identity of interest. This is as
a monthly inspection should be made of all far as a strict recognition of attained conditions
devices attached to the line, if a continuous requires us to go, and at the same time it in
service is desired.
volves the idea that we believe that when the
It may be necessary on some parts of the line ethical evolution of man has progressed so far
to introduce cable, but this should be avoided that man has reached that point of development
where he not only believes, but is willing to put
whenever possible, for the reason that the con
ductors are brought close together at this point that belief into execution, that the general good
is more to be desired than selfish personal ad
and static discharge is liable to puncture the in
sulation. This is best provided for by a series vancement, the happy condition of identity of in
of gaps of the lightning-arrester type at each terest will be attained. Thus much concerning
end of the cable. Standard lightning arresters the preamble.
can usually be used for this purpose. They
Now to proceed with a consideration of our
should, however, be provided with a small fuse friend's views concerning the reorganization of
in series with the connection to the line so as to the National body. With regard to his first
prevent short-circuiting the lines in case of proposition to "have the National Association a
failure of the spark gaps.
law-making and governing body only, supreme in
all its functions and owning all books, blanks,
seals and other general property of the entire or
"Luck means rising at six o'clock in the morn
ing, living on a dollar a day if you earn two, mind ganization, etc.. the writer would venture the
ing your own business and not meddling with other opinion that the National body as at present con
people's. Luck means appointments you have stituted has all the supremacy and power to make
never failed to keep, the trains you have never laws that are necessary. A people who love "home
failed to catch. Luck means trusting in God and rule" and "local self-government" as much as
the American people do, are disposed to look
your own resources."

Jan. is, i9°4askance at any proposition which has in view the
concentration of power in the hands of the gen
eral government, or central organization. There
fore it is my opinion that a submission of this
proposition to a referendum vote of the various
subordinate associations would subject it to a
deserved and overwhelming defeat.
The second proposition is to "Have the Na
tional body composed of its officers (12 in num
ber), standing committees (22 members), and
one representative from each state for each one
thousand members, or majority fraction thereof."
One representative for each one thousand mem
bers, or majority fraction thereof, would, under
our present membership, give 13 representatives,
distributed as follows: California, 1; Illinois, 1;
Massachusetts, 2; Michigan, 1; New Jersey, 1;
New York, 3 ; Ohio, 3 ; Pennsylvania, 1. The
other 33 states, territories and the District of
Columbia would be absolutely without represen
tation in the National body, except at the begin
ning, when some of the National officers might
hail from states having less than a majority
fraction of one thousand members. The author
of this new scheme further along says the per
capita tax would be divided between the state
organizations and the National body. The 33
states, territory and district that are denied rep
resentation in the National body would doubtless
fall over each other in their efforts to be the
first to divide their per capita tax with that or
ganization. If this scheme would not involve
"taxation without representation" with a venge
ance, I should like to have some one point out
why it would not. If our unknown friend thinks
that the subordinate associations of 33 states and
territories would tamely submit to this, his "think
tank" is evidently sadly in need of stimulation
from some good "brain food."
In proposition No. 3 our author says : I
would require a state to have 500 members or
more before applying for or being entitled to a
charter for a state association. With their pres
ent membership this would entitle eight states to
form state organizations.
Again, our friend says : "Until a state has five
subordinate associations and 500 or more mem
bers, such state shall be attached to and a member
of the nearest state association." Let us consider
this proposition from the standpoint of geo
graphical distribution; what would be the result?
Take, for instance, the territory west of the Mis
sissippi river, which embraces more than half the
area of the entire country. In all this vast ex
panse of territory but one state, California, would
be entitled to a state organization. Attached as
satellites to this state organization we should have
the sixteen states of Utah, Oregon, Washington.
Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota. Minnesota, Iowa, Mis
souri, Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas. Coming
east of the great river, in the North Central
group, we find three states entitled to a state or
ganization, namely, Illinois, Michigan and Ohio.
Attached to Illinois would be Wisconsin, and,
say, Tennessee. Or we could take some of the
nearer states west of the Mississippi from Cali
fornia and attach them to Illinois. To Michigan
we would attach Indiana. To Ohio, Kentucky
and West Virginia. To Pennsylvania we would
join Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, the District
of Columbia, North and South Carolina, Ala
bama and Georgia. New Jersey would have an or
ganization of its own ; so would New York. Mass
achusetts being the only state in New England
having 500 members or over, would have attached
to it Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode
Island and Connecticut. This covers the eight
states that would, at present, be entitled to state
organizations, and shows how the various states
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would possibly be grouped geographically. I The members of the Supply Men's Association brought about its general use except for supply
leave the subject for the consideration of the va
would not travel hundreds, and in some cases ing such small quantities of air as can be deliv
rious organizations of the states interested.
thousands, of miles to put on exhibtion their ered by the single cylinder of the "straight-line"
or single crank tandem compressor of small size. It
As the time has not come "for action," and wares for the inspection of a handful of presi
will probably not arrive in the near future, the dents and past presidents. Neither would they is to the common type of duplex compressor
various states will doubtless have ample time to go down in their pockets to furnish the funds with Meyer steam cutoff valve gear and me
work out the details of desirable geographical dis necessary to entertain royally this little coterie chanically actuated air-inlet valves that the con
tribution.
of men. Next to education, the social feature in struction to be described applies.
One of the advantages our friend sees in his our great organization stands out most promi
The main steam valve of a Meyer or riding
new scheme is "that license law work would be nently, and, if it have any value at all (and cutoff gear is set exactly like any plain side
where it belongs, in the hands of local men who who shall deny its value?) is it not highly de
valve, being laid out to give proper steam lead,
know full well the needs of license legislation." sirable to dispense its advantages among as exhaust opening and exhaust closure or com
I should like to ask him what special advantage great a number of our members as possible?
pression, without regard to the point of cutoff,
license legislation, say in Missouri, for instance,
The organization has existed for 21 years which will therefore come somewhere around
woud gain by having that state attached to the on substantially its present basis, and from an or T/f, full stroke. The riding cutoff valve is
state organization of California? Or Tennessee infinitesimally small beginning it has steadily operated by an eccentric set either just opposite
legislation by the state's being attached to Illi
grown and prospered until it has reached its the crank, or, better, a little back of this posi
nois? Or Georgia, by belonging to the Pennsyl
present splendid proportions. Is it not good tion. The air-inlet valves are usually of rotary
vania organization? This arrangement would, in
business sense to "let well enough alone," instead type, driven like Corliss steam valves by a rock
deed, be placing license legislation in "local of flying off at a tangent on doubtful experi
er or wristplate connected to the valve arms
hands" wth a vengeance.
ments? If our present national structure is not by short links, or they may be plain side valves.
Right here I would like to call the attention perfect, would it not be the part of wisdom to In any case the inlet valve must close as the pis
of our unknown brother to a fact which has seek to remove the imperfections one at a time, ton reaches the end of its stroke, and open
forced itself upon the attention of every worker rather than to tear down the whole edifice and shortly after it commences the suction stroke,
for a license law who has ever appeared before a seek to start over again from the beginning? the lateness of opening being for the purpose of
legislature in advocacy of a bill. This is that the _Should the question ever come to a vote, it is allowing the air contained in the clearance space
rural members who are generally the most stren
my opinion that an immense majority of our to expand to the pressure of the air in the in
uous opponents of license legislation, are usually members will decide to "let well enough alone.' take. The required position of the eccentric
more amenable to arguments which are backed up
operating air-inlet valves is therefore approxi
by a National organization than when those argu
mately at right angles to the crank operating the
AN IMPROVEMENT IN VALVE-MOTION piston, or more or less back of this position.
ments have but local influence behind them.
OF DUPLEX AIR COMPRESSORS.
Our brother continues : "In order to get a
Air compressors of the type just described
BY STERLING H. BUNNELL.
very much increased membership in the subordi
have been regularly provided with six eccentrics
nate associations, I would require that before a
(A paper presented at the New York meeting to operate the double steam valves and air-inlet
man could be president of his own association he December, 1903, of the American Society of Me
valves of the two sides of the duplex machine.
A moment's consideration of the preceding par
must have been vice-president, and must have chanical Engineers.)
filled one office before he could be vice-president." THE use of poppet valves held down by agraph will show that the cutoff valve eccentric
of one steam cylinder and the air-inlet valve
I fail utterly to see how the fact that it is made
springs operates in pumps handling incom
more difficult than before to be elected to office,
pressible fluids merely to increase the work eccentric of the opposite cylinder are a little
can possibly "get a very much increased member done by the piston, generally only by a back of the position opposite the crank on the
ship in the subordinate associations." The nat trifling amount. The same system of valves steam cylinder side, while the alternate steam
ural conclusion would be, that anything which applied to a compressor working with an and air cylinders have valves to be actuated by
would make election to office more difficult elastic fluid not only involves a similar loss eccentrics, one set back of the position opposite
would have a tendency to keep official aspirants
away from rather than attract them to an as
sociation. While not hailing from Missouri, I
am yet sufficiently near to that old common
wealth to make it necessary for our brother to
"show me" just why his proposition would
work out as he says it would.
The brother's scheme to send none but "pres
idents or past presidents to state associations,
and only representatives to state organizations
to be sent to national conventions" would not
establish a "limited monarchy," but an autocra
cy, which is a still more intolerable form of
rule. Besides, I would like to call to the broth
er's attention the fact that it is not always the
best and ablest men in an association who are
elected president and vice-president. On the
FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT OF STEAM VALVES FOR MEYER CUTOFF.
contrary, it frequently happens that the popu
lar, hail-fellow-well-met person is elected to
office, irrespective of his ability, while the by the friction of the fluid in passing the the crank and the other 180 degrees from the
really able members are held in the background. spring-loaded valves, but also decreases the first. It is only necessary to modify the ar
With regard to sending delegates to state density of the fluid filling the cylinder at rangement of valve arms and links of the inlet
and national conventions, associations usually each stroke, so that the total weight of valves of the latter compressing cylinder, using
have sufficient pride to send their best and ablest gas handled falls considerably below that cor
precisely similar valves, valve arms, and other
men, and it is more than doubtful if our friend's responding to the swept capacity of the cylin
gear, except the rockers or wristplates, to al
scheme would result in having any abler men at der. Such valves, by reason of their inertia, low of driving the air-valve gear of each side
national conventions than now attend.
tend also to delay closing till after the reversal of the machine by direct connection to the cut
One of the worst results of our friend's of the motion of the piston at the end of its off valve rod of the other side.
The details of the gear are clearly shown by
scheme to cut down the size of the national stroke and thus to cause a further loss by slip
convention to sixty members (though the real page. For these reasons mechanically actuated the illustrations. Steel tube is common enough
number, based on our present membership, inlet valves are generally applied to compressors today to allow of using it for the right and left
would be considerably less, as I have elsewhere of medium and large size. The adaptability of threaded sleeves of the cutoff valves. Through
each sleeve is passed a smaller solid rod con
shown) would be the destruction of the social the duplex or two-crank type of direct-connect
nected at one end by means of suitable rockers
ed air compressor to varying capacity require
features which now form so prominent and de
and pins to the eccentric rod, and at the other
lightful a part of each yearly gathering. No ments and occasionally unusually low speed, to
city would take any special pains to furnish gether with the superior economy of its steam end to an arm 'carried on a cross shaft. This
social entertainment to fiftv or sixtv delegates. cylinders working under short cutoffs has rod drives the encircling sleeve, and. therefore,
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the cutoff valves carried on it, through the me
dium of two simple split clamps touching the
ends of the sleeve. The cross shaft passes
through bosses on the compressor cylinder cast
ing and terminates in a boss on the opposite
compressor cylinder, and carries adjacent to the
latter boss the wristplate or rocker driving the
inlet valves of this side. This description ap
plies also to the details of the corresponding
gear of the other two cylinders. It happens

ENGINEER.

parts of cylinders and over the guides add
greatly to the rigidity of the whole.
A number of these machines have been con
structed ranging from 12 to 24 inches stroke, all
of which have been shipped without taking apart
and leveled upon foundations in a few minutes'
time. Some of these compressors have been
continuously operated at speeds up to 200 revo
lutions per minute for months together, and
none of them have developed any objection to

IQ—
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FIG. 2. VALVE DIAGRAM FOR AIR COMPRESSOR.

that there is absolutely no difference between
the two sets of parts except in the two wristplate rockers, and in the fact that one of the
long rods is a little longer than the other be
cause the center of its rocker is farther back
on the air cylinders.
It looks at first sight as if this combination
would be troublesome to lay out and to adjust
in erecting the compressor. There is really no
additional complication, for it is only necessary
to slack off the clamps on the long rods, set up
the air-valve motion in the usual way, locate the
eccentrics as required, and then set the sleeve
along the rod to give even cutoffs and tighten
the collars. The cutoff valves can be changed
to equalize the cutoffs at any time without dis
turbing the long rod, /merely shifting the clamps
as desired, and the air valves may be shifted or
reset without disturbing the equality of the cut
offs. The net result of the arrangement is the
saving of two eccentrics, straps, rods, and rock
ers, and of the space between or outside the cyl
inders that would otherwise be occupied by
these parts, at the cost of substituting a piece
of steel tube for a solid rod, and of enlarging
the diameters of steam chest glands to corre
spond. The feature of operating one side of the
machine alone in case of necessity is not lost,
because as long as the crankshaft is not broken
and the cylinder castings remain in position, the
eccentric driving the air-inlet valves of the
cylinder which is to be operated may as well be
on one end of the shaft as on the other.
The compressy shown embodies a modifica
tion of the usual framing, which has some ad
vantages. The two separate bed plates are bolt
ed together along their center lines, and are
further bolted to a single cross member lying
under the cylinders. The strains which tend to
work the ordinary duplex machine on its
foundations are thus resisted directly by the
cross frame, making the machine nearly inde
pendent of a masonry foundation except as a
mere support. Tie rods between the upper

the combination of valve mechanism described,
or have shown the tendency of the usual duplex
compressor with independent frames to shift on
its foundations, and thus work out of alignment.

Jan. is, 1904pert is telegraphed for from a distance, and if he
simply keeps to himself the cause of the failure
of the pump, and if he is shrewd he will, for the
cause is usually very simple, it is still a mystery
to those most concerned; that is, the engineer
and the man who pays the bills. Now to help
any ambitious engineer to find out for himself
what may be the trouble with his pump, and thus
save expense for his employer, I will give a chap
ter from my own experience, gained by long hours
of anxious thought and toil.
My first case was a simple one, but, as the
experience gained at that time gave me confi
dence and taught me to depend on myself, I will
begin with that. I have taken for my motto
"What man has done, man may do." This pump
was located in a tack and rivet factory, and was
one of the first ones (this was 30 years ago) of
the Knowles make to have the steam valve motion
operated by a lever of the reverse-motion type,
and to have a link from the crosshead to control
the rolling motion. This link motion was ad
justed by a set screw through a collar on the
valve stem. The earlier type of this make had a
fork on the valve stem. Up to that time I had
never had anything to do with a steam pump, so
that when one night, after shutting down and
trying to fill the boilers the pump refused to
move, I was puzzled.
The fatherly old watchman with tears in his
eyes begged me not to go home until the boilers
were filled. I satisfied him that such was not my
intention. Now in trying to find the trouble with
a steam pump, if on giving it steam it moves all
right, then of course it is plainly to be seen that
the difficulty is in the water end. In this case
the pump would not move, so I reasoned that
somehow or other the valve motion had been de
ranged. Upon taking hold of the valve stem and
turning it, I found that the pump would make a
stroke and that turning it back caused a stroke

FIG. 3. BROWN-COCHKAN AIR COMPRESSOR WITH POSITIVE AIR VALVES.

STEAM PUMP TROUBLES AND REMEDIES.
I suppose that of all the parts that go to make
the complete whole of a steam plant, none other
is so little understood by the average engine run
ner as the steam pump. Half the time it is located
in some dark corner, dirty, seldom oiled, and
never wiped, but somehow with a lot of oil on and
over it ; a faithful and uncomplaining servant,
abused and neglected, yet one of the most import
ant members of the plant of which it forms a part.
When, after years of faithful service, some day
it fails in its functions, what a wail goes up from
those who have unconsciously been depending
upon its faithful service. In many a case an ex-

the other way. A closer examination showed
that the small set screw in the sleeve had be
come loosened. Setting the valve where I thought
it should be and screwing up the set screw, the
steam was turned on and the pump began to work
promptly, causing the watchman to rejoice. As
for myself, I shall never forget the thrill that
went through me when I saw that pump begin to
work so nicely. The cause of the whole trouble
was that a boy had been monkeying with the
pump, but I have always been glad that he did.
If your earnings are now large, it is the right
time to put by large savings.

Jan. is, 1904.
THE EXPLOSION AT THE GEYER AVEN
UE POWER HOUSE IN ST. LOUIS.
One of the worst boiler explosions recently re
corded, both as to loss of life and destruction of

property, occurred in the power house of the
Transit Company, corner of Geyer and Missouri
avenues, on Dec. 21.
The station is a total wreck and six firemen
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This gives no clew as to the cause of the explo
sion, unless it shall prove to be the case that some
valve was left closed, confining the steam to that
one boiler or preventing a proper registration of
the water level by the gage glass.

The boilers were some 12 years old and were
last inspected about a year ago, when they were
found in. good condition. The water tender who
was on duty states that he had just made a round

PIG. 2.. THE WRECKED GENERATING ROOM AT THE GEYER AVE. (ST. LOUIS) POWER HOUSE.
were killed. The boiler which exploded was one
of a battery of seven and had been cleaned and
put into service on the day of the explosion.

of the boilers, and that the water level showed
all right. He is corroborated by Chief Engineer
Fortran of the plant.
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The boilers were 18 feet long with two 30-inch
steam drums, and each boiler contained 113 tubes
3'/i . inches in diameter. The pressure allowed
was 125 pounds.
Inspector Branch took up the matter vigor
ously and summoned the engineer of the plant for
an inquiry.
The tremendous force of the explosion and the
complete wreck which was made of the plant are
shown by the accompanying photographs.
Many guesses have been made as to the cause
of the disaster, but we prefer to await the results
of careful inquiry both official and unofficial be
fore taking up this phase of the matter.
GAS AND ELECTRIC POWER.
Men and machines are alike in one way; they
can usually be depended on to do a certain thing
a certain number of times and then miss, or,
rather, the man forgets. There are some things
a man should never forget. If he is running an
engine that uses electric ignition, he should never
forget to see that the battery is shut off when the
engine stops ; the current may be all used up by
morning if he doesn't.
When a gas engine stalls, and you take out the
igniter plug to see what is the matter, don't hold
a lighted match at the opening and peep in at
the same time; for, if an unexploded charge is
left in the cylinder, and there usually is, you may
regret it. At least, most people who have tried
it have. Better explode the charge first and
look in afterward.
As a rule an engine builder buys his grease
cups, sight-feed oilers, oil pumps and such gear
from another manufacturer who makes a specialty
of these things. It is often worth the purchaser's
while to make a study of these accessories, for
he can have the best put on nearly as cheaply as
the poorest, and this will mean much in the life
of his engine, its efficiency, its reliability and in
his bill for repairs.
Electric motors are now furnished with an
apparatus which shuts the current off when the
motor is overloaded ; this saves them from being
burnt out. Some one ought to bring out a simple
device which would automatically break the cur
rent when a gas engine stalls, so that if the
operator is careless, his battery will not be
spoiled. Batteries, however, are now largely re
placed with igniting dynamos, and where these
are properly adjusted so that they do not give
too much current when the engine is running
fast, or too little current when the engine is run
ning slow, they are a great improvement over
the battery. We advise such of our readers as
have had trouble with their igniters and batteries
to study the question of the igniting dynamo, and
to write to those who make them.
A man will usually oil an engine carefully for
months, but sooner or later he will forget to turn
on the oil for just a little while, and then more
damage may be done in a few minutes than by
months of ordinary wear.—Gas Power.
In a recent investigation in Germany, on the
effect of the amount of piston lubrication upon the
mechanical efficiency and gas consumption of a
gas engine, a 10-horsepower unit was used, and
one drop of oil used every 40 seconds, the load
on the engine being constant. The mechanical
efficiency figured out at 70.6 per cent, with a con
sumption of 29 cubic feet of gas per hour per
brake horsepower, or 20.5 cubic feet per indicated
horsepower. With the oil running in an almost
continuous stream, it was found that the mechani
cal efficiency had increased to 79 per cent, and the
gas consumption fallen off to 23.2 and 18.3 cubic
feet , respectively, per brake horsepower and
indicated horsepower hour.
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QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS.
In this department uue will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply'is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have allpossible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for -want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jtf Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
(3208) A. B. : Enclosed find two diagrams taken
from a Corliss engine. We have two of these
engines, one a 23.6x47.4, and the other a 15.7 x
31.5. Kindly tell us the cause, and also what is
to be done, when the compression appears to
be right, and yet a considerable shock occurs at
the back end of the cylinder. There is no shock
at the opposite end of the cylinder, and when
the vacuum is poor, say 25.4 inches, the shock
disappears. This occurs in both the engines."

parts and thus take up all lost motion by the time
the steam valve opens, a shock would probably
result. If, by increasing the compression, and
giving the steam valves enough lead to produce
a straight, vertical line on the diagram, the shock
does not disappear, then we should look for some
mechanical cause, which will undoubtedly be lo
cated in the exhaust valves or piston.
(3209) R.G.: "We have a pair of 20x48 Corliss
condensing engines. Our work usually requires

DIAGRAM FROM HEAD END, OR OF FORWARD STROKE.
A.—It is rather difficult to say correctly just
what causes the shock without having some
knowledge of the details of construction, particu
larly of the valves and piston. Furthermore, the
fact that the shock occurs at the back end of the
cylinder may or may not refer to the end of the
stroke corresponding to this end of the cylinder.

400 horsepower. We get from 26 to 27^ inches
vacuum, and the boiler pressure is 80 pounds.
The engines make 63 revolutions per minute.
Now, suppose we change these engines to com
pound condensing, allowing the boiler pressure
and speed to remain the same. How much would
we gain? How much would we gain by com-

MAGRAM FROM BACK END, OR OF RETURN STROKE.
If the shock occurs when the piston reaches the
end of the stroke corresponding to the back end
of the cylinder, we think it probable that the
steam distribution is responsible for the shock.
When the vacuum is decreased the back pressure,
and consequently the pressure of compression, will
be increased, and as the increase in compression
causes the shock to disappear it seems very proba
ble that more compression with the higher vacu
um will remedy the trouble. The steam valves
are both late in opening, and. if the compression
shown by the diagrams is not sufficient to com
pletely arrest the motion of the reciprocating

pounding without the condenser? We now ex
haust into a Eerryman heater, and thence into
the condenser. This arrangement furnishes feed
water at a temperature of about 120 degrees.
What would be the additional cost if we were to
run the engines 20 per cent faster?"
A.—It is impossible to suggest the probable
saving to be obtained by replacing one of the
high-pressure cylinders by a low-pressure cylin
der, thus converting the engine into a compound.
It is necessary to know something of the condi
tions obtaining at present, which can best be
indicated by a number of indicator diagrams

taken under different conditions of load. We
should not advise attempting to run non-con
densing. As you are now equipped with con
densers, it will be much more economical to
run condensing, especially if the load is variable.
Better results can be obtained with the present
arrangement by increasing both the steam pres
sure and the speed, raising the pressure to 95
or 100 pounds, and the speed to at least 70 revotions per minute. The increase in pressure and
speed will also be advisable should the engine
be changed to a compound The feed water can
probably be heated to a higher temperature by
the addition of an auxiliary heater, provided
there are a number of pumps, besides the con
densers, running for a considerable portion of
the time. The exhaust steam from the pumps
and condensers can be run into the auxiliary
heater, the feed water passing through the pres
ent heaters, then through the auxiliary heater.
This arrangement should add to the economy of
the plant as a whole.
As a rough estimate the saving effected by a
compound condensing engine over a simple noncondensing engine may be taken at about 20 per
cent, while the saving over a simple condensing
engine may be taken at from 7 to 12 per cent.
(3210) W. J. M., To settle a dispute will you
please state, so as to leave no room for a new
argument, just what causes the report when
firing a gun?
A.—In any explosion, the report comes from
the expansion of gases. In firing a gun com
bustion takes place almost inst mtaneously,
changing the solid gunpowder into the gaseous
state. When a solid is transformed into a gas
there is immediate explosion, and the gases, under
high pressure, coming into contact with the at
mosphere, make a loud report. For instance
take an ordinary toy balloon. Originally it may
have had a diameter of 2 inches. At present it
is inflated and expanded to a diameter of, say,
8 inches. Naturally the gas is under compres
sion ; prick it with a pin and see what happens.
The sudden liberation of the gas, and its contact
with the atmosphere gives rise to a greater or
less report depending upon the pressure of the
gas and consequently upon the force and sud
denness with which it is expelled.
(321 1) W.A.T. 1. "I have from twelve to twenty
charges of dynamite to explode at one firing
and wish to use the current from a 1 10-volt
circuit for the purpose. The several caps of the
charges are connected in series but the center
holes always fail to explode at the first firing
and have to be again placed in circuit and fired
alone. Please give me a reason for this. 2. One
man claims to be able to discharge twenty or
more holes at one firing with the same manner
of connections and a small hand battery. Which
is the better method and why?
A— (1). If your connections are to he in
series a voltage of no volts is altogether too
light. With an ordinary hand battery the voltage
goes up into the hundreds and for that reason
twenty, or even twice that number of charges,
may be connected in series and all discharged
at one firing.
(2). If your connections are to be in series
the hand battery will give the best results, but
if you have a no-volt circuit close at hand, con
nect your charges in parallel on the no-volt
circuit.
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OIL BURNING UTILITIES AND FUTILITIES.
BY AMANDA T. JONES.
I WISH to scrutinize the tables so freely
thrown open to inspection by the Naval
Bureau's admirably selected Liquid Fuel
Board, in order, so far as possible, to ascertain
how nearly atomizing and oil-scattering injectors
attain to that maximum economy which is the
concomitant of efficiency.
The Hohenstein boiler, devoted to these tests,
has a grate surface of 50.14 square feet. Its
ratio of grate area to its area of air space is
from as 1 to 0.555 to as 1 to 0.6; about 30
square feet of grate and 20 square feet for air
permeation and uptake through layers of ob
structive combustible.
To offset this 50.14 square feet—covered with
burning coal and heating chiefly by radiation (to
the great loss of the 2,174 square feet of waterlined surfaces to be affected) —were set, in each
oil test, six so-called "burners," supposedly in
line before the 8-foot wide fire chamber, as
evenly as possible, distributing, under strong
pressure, the disassociated hydrocarbons of the
liquid fuel.
It would seem that a combustible so eminent
ly inflammable as petroleum, whatever its gravity,
cannot require as much air as even wood or coal,
and certainly not a breath more than needful for
development of the latent energy of its heat
units.
Certainly air was not lacking throughout these
tests. Here is one manner of its supply : "Pro
vision was made for introducing extra air at the
sides of the furnace. Holes were cut 8 by itf
inches through the side walls on a level with
the furnace floor and close to its back wall. A
flue was built of loose firebrick across the fur
nace floor, thus connecting the two openings.
The roof of this flue had openings between the
bricks, thus permitting extra air to' be intro
duced where the combustion was most intense.
This extra air supply was cut off during the
natural draft and maximum forced draft trials."
Now during at least half these tests, the ag
gregate area of all openings for the admission
of air—considering them as quite unobstructed—
seems to have been largely in excess of the de
mands of a coal fire, which necessarily sup
presses, in good part, the supply contributed by
its area of air space. A fan blower gave forced
draft when desired. The air burners were run
by a Root blower which delivered 8 cubic feet
of free air per revolution, with many revolutions
per minute. There was steam pressure in other
cases for atomizing purposes, while still others
were provided with chambers from which com
pressed air flowed into the furnace through en
larged or supplementary nozzles—always six in
number. This makes necessary another table
to show the air supply accorded in each In
stance :
It will be discovered that the highest evapor
ative efficiency attended the very least air supply
and vice versa. This principle exhibits itself
throughout.
These draft openings varied in location. In
some cases spaces 8 inches square, aggregating
384 square inches, were left open at the burner
entrances, in addition to certain ash pit openings
of about 60 square inches area. During the tenth,
eleventh and twelfth tests deflectors were placed
in the ash pan openings, so as to cause the air
to be drawn up near the burners, thus effecting
combustion near the front of the furnace.
Well—but entrances for air should not "furnish
exit for heat to any noticeable extent; yet re
garding the general question of atmospheric sup
ply, it is remarked that "air should be heated,"
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and "it would seem that, particularly in a watertube boiler, such heating could be effected in a
simple and cheap manner by utilizing the heat
radiated to the ash pit." No heat should be
radiated to the ash pit; there should be no ash
pit.

OIL BURNING UTILITIES AND FUTILITIES.
Blower Speeds, Air Cham- EvaporNo. of Draft OpenE. P. M.
ber, Pres- ation,
Teat. ing„ 8q. Id. Fan. Boot, rate, Lbs. Lbs.
I
.666
327
126
12.70
2
666
423
179
12.18
3
124
100
1443
4
666
483
219
11.73
5
275
135
....
14.22
6
348
98
14.12
7
642
246.7
13.29
8
642
506
248
10.77
9
180
20.3
13.89
10
500
20
13,47
"
500
30
13.45
12
500
45
13.58
13
165
215
20
14.35
14 ...408 to 664 ....
239
20
14.06

It will be observed that during four of these
fourteen oil tests forced draft was used, by way
of comparing the results with those secured in
using coal under the same conditions. It is
within the writer's knowledge that, without ques
tion as to the amount of fuel required, more ef
fective work in steam generation can be done
with oil than with coal. Properly managed, the
unforced oil fire should generate as much steam
as the forced coal fire, and without time exten
sion at that. It should meet emergencies more
readily, and do so without persistent smoke
drifts.
Oil test No. 3, carried on chiefly by natural
draft, used 765 pounds of fuel (2.45 barrels) per
hour, maintaining as high pressure as any coal
test, with better quality of steam, and securing
the highest evaporation noted from first to last
—showing 1.2 per cent increase over that effected
with the least amount of coal. Per contra, oil
test No. 8 used 3,303 pounds of oil (10.77 bar
rels) under forced draft conditions, per hour,
making a gain of only 17 per cent over coal run
No. 17, using 3,620 pounds. And with all that
cyclone there was "thick, black smoke !"
But did this superabundance of air supply
effect smokeless combustion? Note the com
ments :
1. Smoke very uniform and much thinner
than by chart I.
2. Smoke averaging % by Ringelmann's
charts.
3. Smoke very uniform and barely visible.
4. Smoke average, 2.5.
5. Smoke very uniform, averaging 0.4.
6. (Not recorded).
7. Smoke averaged about 0.4.
8. Smoke very thick and black throughout
test.
9. Smoke ranging from /2 to 1.
10. Smoke averaging about %.
11. Smoke averaging about %.
12. Smoke averaging
13. Smoke very little ; at times none.
14. Smoke averaging J4.
Here again is the least smoke attending the
least air supply and the highest evaporation, 14.43
pounds, while the greatest air supply developed
great smoke and the lowest evaporation shown
throughout.
Here is further matter for study: With oil
spray flying in every direction except backward,
the entire combustion chamber, instead of being
almost solely a place for flame production, is
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made a trap for its absorption. In just so far
as liquid fuel is made to spend its force upon
brickwork, it is degraded to the lowest level of
solid combustibles, which, every good fireman
knows, fail to give out a great proportion of
their latent heat values, however humored and
coaxed.
For example, to go on with the tables of th,e
board :
1. The floor of the furnace badly warped
from heat! Back wall and first two baffles red
hot. Two accumulations of red-hot carbon on
back wall.
2. A red-hot area of about 30 square inches
on the outside of the boiler casing, increasing
to about 144 square inches ! Two carbon crat
ers.
3. Temperature of floor of furnace 1,600 de
grees F. to 1,950 degrees F.
Three carbon
patches, on side and back walls.
4. A pane of glass, weakened by direct radia
tion from a large red-hot area of boiler casing 3
feet away, blew out. About one-third of casing
red hot outside of combustion chamber on one
side. Root blowerrengine crankpiu smoking hot.
Very little caked carbon. Second boMe badly
damaged.
5. Casing and baffles overhauled and re
paired ; comparatively cool. Temperature over
middle burners 2,200 degrees F.
6. Temperature of gases at base of stack
during endurance test of 116 hours, averaging
585 degrees F. Burned per hour averaging 832
pounds = 2.68 barrels.
7. Temperature near middle of furnace 2,200
degrees F. Toward close temperature over plat
form in Are room 220 degrees F.—a serious
objection to this mode of forcing combustion.
8. 42 pounds of carbon removed from fur
nace.
9. A few ounces of carbon. Burners made
only a quarter as much noise as compressed air
burners, but on the other hand, flames were
longer.
10. Angular setting of side burners changed.
Heretofore the side walls have absorbed an un
due amount of heat as shown by their glow after
extinguishing burners. Disk of carbon on back
wall 9 inches in diameter.
11. Deposit of carbon slight and fairly uni
form across back wall. Temperature of super
heated steam for burners, 408.2 degrees F.
12. No increase in deposit of carbon. Burn
ers run by superheated steam.
13. Deposit of carbon on bridge wall. Per
forations in bridge wall partially choked with
slag melted out of the brickwork.
14. Eight inches removed from top of bridge
wall; brick up-takes built in the furnace so as
to lead the air from the old ash pit openings
vertically upward to the burners. Openings in
bridge zvall tilled with slag!
The italics and exclamation points are due
to the writer, whose amazement at such waste
of precious fuel passes expression.
Now it should be said on behalf of the Liquid
Fuel Board that the members are furnace ex
perts in the use of coal, but not accustomed to
petroleum. They most fairly gave each inventor
full opportunity to prove himself master of his
own oil-burning equipment and of the conditions
most favrable to its success. Meeting him upon
his own ground, they essayed to carry out his
plans, making every imaginable excuse for short
comings and giving him the benefit of every
doubt. Their records are rather dismal, but
their prognostications arc, on the whole, hope
ful.
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After all, it may be truly said that liquid
fuel has not had time and opportunity to prove
its mastership. We demand of it smokeless com
bustion and an absolute rendering up of its latent
calorific values ; but it demands of us that we
give it free rein and an open road, burden it not
too heavily nor spur it beyond reason, if, like a
slender race-horse, it shall distance its heavier
competitors. Men have burned wood in prehis
toric times and ever since, but are not even yet
burning it absolutely well. Hundreds of years
have been spent in trying to use coal with the
highest economy and the least smoke; and it is
still admitted to be a nuisance.
Not 44 years ago Col. E. L. Drake completed
the first oil well. About January, 1861, the price
of the precious product fell to $6 per barrel.
After that a gradual increase of supply led people
to speak of it as a possible fuel, and certain ven
turesome fellows set it on fire. So easy to burn,
but alas ! so ready to explode. How many lost
their lives, the records will not say.
Direct feeding, with absolute safety, was the
problem then—and is, or ought to be, the problem
now.
Perhaps 35 years ago a man thought to make
an incalculable fortune by burning crude oil on
water. Ridiculous? Not at all. His burning pan,
extending across the entire fire-box, did not
menace life and property, and it had the first
and greatest of merits : It supplied a rising flame
utilizing natural draft, that wasted no appreciable
heat upon fire-bricks, but went on about its
legitimate business and, once at least, under the
observation of the writer, established steam pres
sure with reasonable facility. Certainly its energy
was evenly distributed from start to finish. If
only the water had not spluttered so, after a
time.
The "Columbia" oil burner was ridiculous.
It hurt no one, however, but the stockholders of
the company organized to put it upon the market
for steam generation and metallurgical work,
after the inventor had spent 8 years in experi
mentation. They were pleasant, honest men and
furnished their offices handsomely. By their di
rection the writer visited a deep, safe glen up
the Monongahela river from Pittsburg (where
government boilers were being fired for explo
sion and consequent discoveries as to causes of
danger), and there saw the promising device in
full operation. It is worthy of description as
illustrative of the babe-like ignorance of natural
laws characterizing a thousand devices for burn
ing oil or rather not burning it, with wonderful
deficiency.
A cast-iron box, having a perforated cross 8
inches down, for admission of oil, was set in
the furnace and filled with fragments of fire
brick. An open space, all around, about 15 square
feet in area, provided air. Around the box edge
ran a four-square pipe with inward, side perfora
tions, meant to supply the steam which would
do something or other in aid of combustion. Oil
was let in below, a hot fire of wood or coal was
built on top, and presently you got smoke ; but
that you squelched with steam. At last liberated
gases blazed up well and the flames rolled them
selves into a big ball revolving and ever revolv
ing. And the heat went round, and the air went
up to keep the boiler cool. Once only, so the
fireman said, the boiler gage showed 20 pounds
pressure—never any machinery in operation.
Thereafter men arranged coils on coils of
perforated pipes within the furnace for the con
veyance and distribution of petroleum, to get
as much as possible under heat at once ; and
wicks of asbestos, to get as little as possible ; and
layers of asbestos to check the carbon particles
from injudicious flight and consequent combus
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tion; and rows of tubes with upward nozzles for
oil escape—handy also for coke manufacture; and
downward nozzles, preceded by protective goose
necks ; and vessels to catch the drippings ; and
tanks of water to accommodate the leavings. And
they all found out one thing, viz. : gases will
burn more readily than solids. They found out
little else.
Thereupon their ranks divided. Part were
for separating the lighter and grosser elements,
that the former might burn and the latter go.
These devised "generators" that ten men could
hardly handle, set them under boilers, heated
them red hot with coal or wood first, and oil
having been admitted, boasted that presently the
oil fire sufficed to keep them fairly hot. A man
or two got himself killed now and then by ex
plosion of some stopped-up castings, so as to
save the boilers from being blown up. Extra
furnaces were constructed and the gas generated
therein was sent off to the working boiler. Then
steam was resorted to and driven into the gen
erators wet, and driven in dry, and driven in
superheated, to clear out escape pipes and accom
pany the gases to the fire-box, where it was be
lieved to aid combustion with its hydrogen. This
system is dead.
But the other system evolved out of this
creative turbulence is not dead, but very much
alive and in full vigor of a quarter of a century
of existence. It is the system we have been
considering—that of atomization preliminary to
combustion. We have seen what it has done
under the fostering care of our government's
Naval Bureau; we shall see what it will even
tually do—if we live long enough.
Whatever the conclusions of others may be,
those of the writer may be summed up in this
wise :
1. The principle of direct feeding with fur
nace-wide distribution is adaptable to existing
furnaces.
2. Natural draft should be aided, but never
superseded by forced draft.
3. Flames should not be flung about as with
cyclones, chilling and wasting by the way, but
should revolve as a unit, sustaining each other
while being prepared for upward flight.
4. Neither air nor steam should enter the
furnace at any point beyond the combustion
chamber.
5. Reverberation should be encouraged all
along the way to the smokestack for the con
servation of heat—not to melt bricks, but to evap
orate water, or manipulate metals as desired ;
and smoke will be conspicuous by its absence.
22,000 HORSEPOWER IN WESTINGHOUSE
STEAM TURBINES FOR P. R. R.
An order for three steam turbines of the
largest size has recently been placed with the
Westinghouse Machine Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.,
by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.. acting as
engineers and constructors for the Pennsylvania
Railroad in connection with the New York Ter
minal equipment.
These machines will form the initial installa
tion in the new Long Island power house, on
which construction is just beginning and which
will serve the traction in the tunnels for the
Hudson and East Rivers and the New York Ter
minal at 32nd street and 7th avenue, and also
such part of the Long Island Railroad System
as is in process of conversion of electric traction.
The turbines will be of the Westinghouse hor
izontal short barrelled type mounted upon a single
bedplate, resulting in a particularly compact ar
rangement and great economy of floor space;
they will have a capacity of approximately 7,400
electrical horsepower each, and will drive 5,500-
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kilowatt, three-phase, alternating current gener
ators operating in parallel. Their overload capac
ity will be over 11,000 horsepower and each tur
bine will be provided with a bypass automatic
ally controlled by the governor to accommodate
abnormal fluctuations in load. This will also per
mit operation at full load non-condensing.
The turbine equipment will operate under
conditions favotable to the attainment of high
economy, viz : 200 pounds steam pressure at
the throttle, 28 inch vacuum and 175 degrees F.
superheat.
The generator will be direct connected to the
turbine shaft through a flexible coupling, each
section of the unit having two bearfngs of ample
proportion, thus avoiding shaft stresses. The
three-phase winding will deliver current directly
to the distribution system at 11,000-volt, no stepup transformers being employed. The machines
will be separately excited and will carry full load
continuously at 100 to 80 per cent power factor, with
a rise in temperature of 35 degrees C, or one-half
overload for two hours with an increase in temper
ature rise of slightly over 50 degrees Each turbo
unit will thus be capable of delivering 8,250 kilo
watts for reasonable intervals and considerably
in excess of this figure during momentary load
fluctuations.
The entire equipment will be delivered by July
1904, one year from the date of contract. It is
somewhat significant of the state of the turbine
industry that eleven Westinghouse turbines of ap
proximately the same size are under construction
for heavy electric railway service, both in this
country and abroad.
The Nashville (Tenn.) Railway & Light Co.'s
new power plant, costing $500,000, is practically
completed. The building is 212 x no feet, with
smokestack 200 feet high. The floors are of con
crete and the girders reinforced with the same
material. Two generators have been installed to
supersede the 16 small machines formerly used,
and it is expected that the capacity will be
doubled. The generator that will supply power
for the street railway is of 1,600 kilowatts capac
ity, and that for lighting, 1,250 kilowatts. Both
are directly connected to the engines, but cannot
be used interchangeably. By means of a re
versible rotary converter, however, the current
of either can be changed from direct to alter
nating, and vice versa. In the steampipes, run
ning the length of the basement, 200 feet expan
sion and contraction are provided for by semi
circular sections of copper pipe. For the con
densing apparatus two chambers were construct
ed 50 feet underground, a shaft 16 feet in diam
eter leading to them. From the bottom of the
condensing wells a tunnel was blasted through
solid rock to the river, and two 30-inch pipes
were laid therein, one a suction line for cooling
water, etc., and the other a drainage pipe for dis
charge water and waste. The switchboard is pro
vided with oil switches. The oiling is done auto
matically, by the gravity-feed system.
A good "rule of thumb" for placing lugs on
boilers is to put them not over four diameters
of the boiler apart. Thus, in the case of a 60inch boiler, two sets of lugs will be found suffi
cient, unless the boiler is more than 20 feet long;
while in the case of a 36-inch boiler, a support
would be required every 12 feet. Where only
two pairs of lugs are used, a convenient method
of locating them is to divide the distance between
the tube sheets into six equal parts, and place
each of the lugs one of the parts distant from the
tube sheet. Thus, in the case of a boiler 15 feet
between heads, place the centers of the supports
2l/2 feet from the tube sheets. By this means the
stresses are very evenly distributed.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Associa
tion.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., J. D.
Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Railway, Cleve
land, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Philadelphial Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway. Mechanical and Electri
cal Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society cf Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
January 19-21, 1904. Annual meeting in New
York City.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
May, 1904. Spring meeting in Chicago. Secy.,
Prof. F. R., Hutton, 12 West 31st street, New
York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Philadel
phia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, III.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., F. P. Ide, Springfield, 111.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next .convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association cf
Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union cf Steam Engineers.
Sept., 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria,
111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Associatlon.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May. 1904, annual convention at Boston. Secy.,
Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New York
City.
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National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
January 20, 1904. Annual convention at Mil
waukee, Wis. Secy., T. R. Mercein, 85 Michi
gan street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Ed
ucation.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.

Mr. John B. Allan, who has been for 20
years connected with the E. P. Allis and the Allis-Chalmers companies, has been elected a vicepresident and made general manager of the latter
company. Mr. Allen is a graduate of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute in the class of 1880 and has
earned his way upward from a position as drafts
man through the engineering and business depart
ments to his present well deserved post of great
responsibility.
Mr. Thomas C. Frenyear, who has for the
last 8 years been with the Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co., and since Nov. I was in charge of
the sales department of the new Canadian West
inghouse Co., died of typhoid .fever at Fort Wil
liam, Canada, on Dec. 10.
Mr. T. F. Manville, President of the H. W.
Johns-Manville Co., 100 William St., New York,
started for the west on Dec. 22, and before re
turning to New York will visit the company's
branches in Milwaukee, Chicago, St. Louis and
New Orleans.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia held a
regular meeting on the evening of Jan. 2 at
which a topical discussion on Concrete, Its Prop
erties and Applications, was opened by Prof. Ed
gar Marburg. Following Prof. Marburg, Chas.
M. Mills and Henry H. Quimby took up the sub
ject and showed examples and lantern slides of
recent concre.e construction At the December
meeting the tellers reported the election of 6 act
ive members and I junior.
The election cf officers of No. 3 Firemen's
Union of Boston, Mass., took place on Dec. 28.
The following officers were elected: President,
P. J. Shehan; recording secretary, James V. Hill;
vice president, P. J. Thornton ; financial secretary,
Jos. L. Muilaney ; treasurer, M. P. Flanagan.
a. j. G.
The Norwich (Conn.) Association of sta
tionary engineers recently elected the following
officers for the ensuing 6 months : President,
Geo. M. Ellis ; vice president, Fitch A. Dolbeare ; past president, Geo. K.
Sanders ;
secretary, Geo. P. Thomas ; treasurer, Ar
thur A. Kenerson ; conductor, Harold Stark ;
doorkeeper, William R. Mott. Geo. P. Thomas,
Geo. K. Saunders and John L. Duguid were ap
pointed trustees. They were installed at the
January meeting by Deputy J. L. Duguid.
The stationary engineers of Hazlewood,
Ind., held a meeting on Dec. 23, and formed an
association of the N. A. S. E. The following offi
cers were elected : Past president, T. N. Rouse ;
president, Henry Droch ; vice president, Earl
Jones ; corresponding secretary, F. J. Shalk ;
financial secretary, C. M. Hall ; treasurer, George
Myers ; doorkeeper, J. O. Bcnefiel, and conduc
tor, M. M. Haynes.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
Mr. Frans Mulle of 60 Rue Linnee, Brus
sels, Belgium, who is a competent mechanical en
gineer, and has had experience with Bollinckx
& Co., is desirous of representing one or more
good engineering firms in his country, and would
be glad to hear from such firms desiring a foreign
representative.
Charles Pratt, who has for sometime been
general manager of the Marine Engineering &
Machine Co. of Harrison, N. J., has severed his
connection with that firm and opened an office as
Consulting Engineer at 160 Fifth Ave., New
York City, where he will make a specialty of ele
vator work.

NEWS NOTES.
Cleveland capitalists are about to establish a
plant to furnish heat, light and power for stores
and buildings in the city's largest and busiest
block. A company called the Central Heat,
Light & Power Co. has been organized, whose
address is 1013 New England building, Cleve
land. The block to be supplied is bounded by
Euclid avenue, Ontario, Sheriff and Prospect
steets, and includes the two largest department
stores in the city. The new company has bought
land on Hickox alley, in the center of this block,
and here its plant will be erected. There are at
present in operation in this block 26 boilers, all
of which will be put out of commission when
the new plant is in operation. Specifications for
machinery and boilers for this plant have not yet
been prepared, and no step toward the purchase
of equipments has been taken.
H. & s.
The City of Boston has opened its public
school " buildings for evening industrial classes.
The most popular branch of instruction for men
is steam engineering. The school in South Bos
ton has nearly 4,000 students registered, and an
average attendance of about 1,000. The steam
engineering classes meet Tuesday and Thursday
evenings, and are under the instruction of Mr.
P. H. Hogan, Chief Engineer at the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, and also National
President of the N. A. S. E. The lectures are
largely attended and highly appreciated by those
who are fortunate enough to be able to attend.
A. J. G.
A new company has recently been organized
by W. H. Fickling, who is president of the con
cern. It is called the Southern Mill, Mine &
Railway Supply Co., and is located at Nashville,
Tenn., at 214 Court Sq. The company will make
a business %>f supplying the wants of the coal
mines, saw and planing mills, and other indus
tries in the southern region, and are in the mar
ket for all kinds of material for this class of
business.
The Loomis Pettidone Gas Machinery Co.,
of 52 William St., New York City, has recently
opened branch offices in Boston at the State Mu
tual Bldg., in Pittsburg at the Farmers' Bank
Bldg., and in Chicago at the First National Bank
Bldg.
A movement is on foot for passing a license
law for stationary engineers in the state of New
Jersey. The act as drawn applies only to munici
palities, and places the appointment of examiners
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with the governing bodies of the cities. The re
quirements for license are a year's experience in
an engine 6r boiler room, and the passing of the
examination. A license for a particular plant
may be granted to an engineer who has worked
for three years in a boiler or engine room, with
out examination. The fee for license is placed at $2
and for renewal at $1. The law is being pushed
by John Calahan of 119 Lembeck Ave., Jersey
City, who is State Deputy President of the
N. A. S. E.
The Baum Separator & Machine Co., who
have heretofore had their office at Reading, Pa.,
will remove the office after the first of January
to Mannheim, Pa., where the foundry and ma
chine shop of the company are located. This
change is made with the belief that by being in
closer touch with the plant better service can be
given to customers, and the ■ business which has
greatly increased during 1903 be taken care of in
better shape.
An ingenious application of the "press the
button" system has been devised by Edward Rathbun of Toledo, Ohio. He has arranged a system
for starting the gasoline engine of an automobile
by the pressing of a button which ignites the ex
plosive charge always stored in the engine.
An unfortunate accident occurred at the
Ohio Kid Leather Works in Cincinnatti on Dec.
29. The assistant engineer was in a boiler clean
ing it when someone turned on the steam. For
tunately he was near the manhole and escaped
alive, but was severely scalded about the neck
and face.
Such accidents as this are always
avoidable, and the man in charge of apparatus
should see to it that valves are never opened
until all possible consequences of such action
have been thoroughly investigated.
A first step toward changing the British
system of weights to decimal form has been
authorized by the Board of Trade. Heretofore
the standard of weight has been the hundred
weight of 112 pounds, and in converting to the
system used by United States or Continental
manufacturers, the conversion factor has been
a most awkward one. To obviate this a weight
of 50 pounds has been authorized as a legal stand
ard, and this will eventually lead to the decimal
system of division.
A new electric light plant is to be installed
at Lewiston, Mich. The requirements will call
for a 250-light dynamo for incandescent lamps
driven by a Corliss engine. The town is also
talking of installing a 10 or 15 lamp arc-light
system. Our correspondent, M. Zernichow, is
in charge of the arrangement of the plant.
The engineers in the state of Iowa are
moving to secure the enactment of a law for li
censing engineers in that state. The bill provides
for the appointment of a chief examiner by the
Governor. The chief examiner is to appoint four
district examiners to act in various parts of the
state.
Graded licenses are provided in three
classes; unlimited, 125 horsepower and underv
and 25 horsepower and under. Special license
for any particular plant may be granted, without
examination, to an engineer who has been in
charge of that plant for 5 years or longer. The
fee for license is $3 and for renewal, which must
be taken out yearly, but without examination, $1.
The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
have secured, in a suit brought against the Sangamo Electric Co., of Springfield, 111., an order
restraining the Electric Appliance Co., of Chi
cago, from selling or manufacturing the Guttman recording wattmeter. The order w-as granted
on the basis that the meter is an infringement of
the Tesla patents on a rotating magnetic field.
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The Ironton Engine Co., of lronton,0.,have
given the agency of their Alfree automatic expan
sion engines for the Pittsburg district to Edward
Schenk.
Mr. Schenk is a thorough engineer who for
many years has been connected with contracting
and estimating; he has already met with a suc
cess in his new position which justifies him in ex
pecting to develop a large and lucrative business.
He has opened offices at No. 308 House Bldg.,
Pittsburg.
The Crane Co., of Chicago, manufacturers
of pipe and fittings, gave to each employe who
had worked for it in the past year a sum equal to
10 per cent of the amount received by him as
a Christmas present. The company had a year
of great prosperity and took this means of shar
ing its good fortune with those who serve it
Every employe shared in the distribution, the
total sum of which was some $250,000.
The Diamond Drill & Machine Co., of Birdsboro, Pa., have opened an office in the Farmers'
Bank Building at Pittsburg. This will be in
charge of Mr. G. B. Nutt, the Pittsburg repre
sentative of Pilling & Crane, who are agents for
the Diamond Drill & Machine Co.
THE HOT WATER METER FOR BOILER
EVAPORATIVE TESTS.
BV JOHN A. DREW.
Every engineer who has control of a boiler
plant must feel the necessity of having some
simple device by which the amount of water fed

coals, with a view to determining which of sev
eral is the most economical in developing power.
There was a time when it was not necessary
to keep a close record of the cost of operation
of large power plants, but now the ever-increas
ing competition and the necessity of lowering
the cost of production demand the very closest
scrutiny of every possible source of economy.
With the introduction of electricity and the con
sequent installation of large central power sta
tions, and in large manufacturing establishments
where the cost of power is an important item
in the cost of the product, a very careful record
should be kept of the performance of the boiler
plant, and there are but few, if any, plants to
day where a close record of the coal consumption
is not kept. But, while this is valuable informa
tion in itself, it is only part of the data that
should be obtained. If the amount of water
evaporated is not known, there is no way of
separating the performance of the boiler itself
from the balance of the plant.
This separation is important, indicating as it
dbes, the efficiency of the boilers. It shows when
the boiler is affected by scale or soot and deter
mines the most economical fuel, as well as de
termining the best method of firing, either by
hand or by mechanical stokers.
In the past, the customary method of determin
ing the amount of boiler feed water has been
by weighing or measuring it. This is laborious,
even for short tests, and is utterly impracticable
for daily work. The use of the feed water meter,
on account of its simplicity, accuracy and re-

CONSECTIONS FOR TEST OF METER.
to the boiler can be accurately measured. With
such an appliance at hand, it becomes an easy
matter to test the evaporative values of various

liability in evaporative tests, is now universally
adopted by engineers for daily work, as well
as for trial tests.
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NEW CENTURY BOILER TUBE CUTTER.
We illustrate in this issue a new tool which
is the invention of Mr. J. S. Hill, chief engineer
of the Interior Department of the U. S. Govern
ment, and is manufactured by the Kendrick Au
tomatic Damper Regulator Co., of Washington,
D. C.
The New Century boiler tube cutter is a tool
designed to cut boiler tubes of any size, when it
is desired to remove them from a boiler for
any cause, and also to cut off the ends of the
tubes at the required length for beading. The
tools are made in sizes to suit, and are adapted
for use in any variety of boiler. Each tool has
three or more roller, knife-edged disk cutters with
mechanical adjustment by means of a hand screw,
and is operated by a ratchet crank. The disk cut
ters are made of tool steel especially tempered
with reference to speed and durability.
This tool is so constructed as to automatically
oil the tube at the point of contact with the cut
ting edge of the disk cutters. Owing to the
peculiar construction of the New Century Tube
Cutter it can be used without burring or ex
panding the tube at the point where it is cut off
or elsewhere, thus making it possible to draw
the tube out through the tube hole in the boiler
head or sheet without the injury to the boiler
WORTHINGTON HCT WATER METER.
which often is done when tubes are removed in
the ordinary way. Any tube can be cut off in
from 2 to 5 minutes with this tool.
The pistons are closely fitted and move in
So simple is the working of the cutter that
parallel lines. The design, arrangement and con
any one possessing ordinary intelligence can use
struction of valves and parts is such that the it, which is, in itself, a desirable characteristic
strokes of the two pistons alternate, the valves in a tool of this class.
actuated by one, admitting pressure to the other.
From Fig. 1 it will be seen that the working
At the end of each motion, the pistons are parts of the tool are enclosed in a cylindrical
brought to rest by adjustable buffers which de shell. Lengthwise of this shell passes a shaft
termine the length of the stroke. One of the pis
tons is constantly in motion, giving uniform flow
of water, free from pulsation or shock. The
meters are perfectly noiseless in their perform
ance. These test meters are designed and con
structed of materials uniformly affected by ex
Fgagg»
pansion and contraction in passing water of
various degrees of temperature, thus .further en
suring their accuracy as measuring devices.
For an ordinary test, "one of these meters
was calibrated.
By deducting the weight of
water as found by the meter registration front
the actual tank weight, the figures showed the
meter to be correct to within 1-5 of I per cent.
This is considered a very satisfactory showing
for every-day work. To obtain correct results,
these test meters should be properly applied for
operation, the size selected should be ample for
the service, insuring slow piston speed, and pipe
SECTION AND END VIEW OF
connections should be made so that at any time
the meter can be cut out for examination or re
pairs without shutting down the boilers.
The illustration, furnished by Henry R. with right and left threads. Around this shaft
Worthington, shows the plan and elevation of a are two cylindrical blocks, fitting into the shell
and worked by means of the shaft on the right
test meter with its pipes and connections, as ap
and left threads, so that the blocks approach or
plied to boilers for test, or for daily record.
A and B are three-way cocks to pass water recede from each other. The shaft is made to
revolve by means of an adjustment wheel at
through the meter and to the boiler, or, for cali
bration, to allow water to pass by the angle valve tached to the outer end of the shaft. Into these
£ to a tank placed on scales for weighing. By cylindrical blocks are inserted beveled sliding
this arrangement it is possible to test the meter blocks, dovetailed into the cylindrical blocks.
as frequently as desired. By setting the cocks These sliding blocks are carriers of the knifeA and B and breaking the couplings F and C, edged roller, disk cutters.
A turn of the adjustment hand wheel serves
the meter may be removed without interrupting
the operation of the boiler plant in any way. C to raise the disks into contact with the tube
through slots made in the shell for that purpose
is a gage for indicating pressure ; D is a ther
mometer for indicating the temperature of the or to lower them as may be required. Cast with
the shell is an extension or hub on which is
water; H and / are pipe couplings. These con
fitted a yoke to serve as a bearing against the
nections should all be made of brass.
boiler, and also on this hub is fitted a ratchet
The meter is made by Henry R. Worthing
crank.
ton, of 114 Liberty St., New York, N. Y.

The most reliable test meters are of the posi
tive displacement type, the best known of which
is the duplex pattern, measuring water by the
means of two chambers alternately filled and
emptied by the motion of their pistons. These
meters are so constructed that it is impossible
to pass water without a corresponding registra
tion, for, in order to pass through the meter, the
water must be displaced by the motion of the
pistons, and, therefore, recorded by the counter
attachment.
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The tool is inserted into the tube until the
prongs of the yoke come in contact with the
boiler head, and is then held firmly until the disk
cutters are brought into contact with the tube
and a turn or two is made with the crank. The
entire too! revolves except the yoke, as the crank
is turned, care being taken to keep the cutters
up against the tube by means of the adjusting
hand wheel.
Before inserting the tool into the tube, a
quantity of oil should be poured into the shell
through the cutter slots, and it will then feed
automatically, as required, to the cutter.
The American, spirit is to get things done in
the shortest possible time, and any kind of a de
vice which will save time and labor is invaluable.
Every hour saved is money in pocket. American
brains have been devoted to this problem of
saving time and labor, and have been rewarded
to a remarkable degree ; the nation is in the
front rank in this respect. Mr. Hill's invention
of the New Century tube cutter is a valuable
contribution to this end, and supplies a perfectly
practical tool that will greatly shorten the task
of removing boiler tubes which have ceased to
be useful or have become dangerous or disabled.
At best it is a disagreeable task to cut off and
remove a tube from a boiler, and anything which
will greatly lessen, if not entirely remove, this
disagreeableness is to be commended.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Practical Lessons in Electricity. The
American School of Correspondence, Chicago,
1903. Price 70 cents.
This is a compilation from the instruction
papers of the School, and it is needless to say
that, since the book contains 230 pages, the price
asked bears no relation to the value of the book.

NEW CENTURY TUBE CUTTER.

Important articles on Electric Wiring, by H. C.
Cushing, Jr., and Storage Batteries, by Prof. F.
B. Crocker, of Columbia University, contain some
of the best brief discussions on these important
subjects which have been written. The sections
on the Elements of Electricity and the Electric
Current take up the phenomena from the stand
points of physics, discussing the static and dy
namic effects of electrical energy, and showing
the elements of telegraph and telephone systems,
and giving the simple computations pertaining to
the electric circuit. The sections on Electric
Wiring and Storage Battery deal with the prac
tical part of the engineering of these subjects.
The object of the School in publishing the book
is to spread knowledge as to the real value of its
text-books, and not to make profit, as the price
charged is so small that it cannot possibly cover
the cost of making the book.
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Notes on Electric Railway Economics and
Preliminary Engineering. By W. C. Gotshall.
McGraw Publishing Co., New York, 1903. 252
pages. Price $2.
This book is based upon a series of lectures
delivered at Lehigh University last spring, the
subject of which dealt with the economics of
the preliminary determinations and of the con
struction and operation of high-speed interurban
electric railroads. The author has filled out the
lecture notes, in some places adding matter
thereto, and has arranged the subjects so as to
follow the order in which they would be taken
up in the investigation and construction of an
electric railway undertaking of the type consid
ered.
With a few exceptions all of the full-size orig
inal drawings and diagrams which were used in
the lectures have been reduced and reproduced
for this volume, and appear at their proper places
in the text.
The book treats exclusively of high-speed in
terurban railways. Taking up the project from
the preliminary office investigation of the prob
able earnings and expenses it carries it through
the course of track location and construction un
til the time that it is ready for operation.
Part of the book is devoted to a statement of
the principles which should be followed in locat
ing a proposed route so as to derive the maximum
benefit from the territory to be served. The con
siderations pointed out are new and important.
One of the most interesting and valuable parts
of the book is Chapter VI, relating to the detail
of the computation and determination of the
probable passenger and freight gross earnings.
The part relating to the passenger earnings is
especially clear and well put and shows a broad
grasp of the economics of the subject and of im
minent population developments in the vicinity of
large cities.
The detail costs of operation and their com
putation for different schedules are clearly dis
cussed in Chapter VII. Analyses and applica
tions of the results which are being obtained by
existing systems are made and the results ap
plied to different schedules in a most valuable
way. The author has placed at hand a method of
accurately determining the costs of operation for
almost any proposed system, and points out the
fallacy as well as danger of using the percentage
of gross receipts method now so commonly em
ployed.
There is in Chapter X an excellent discussion
of third rail vs. trolley systems, showing the ap
plications and limitations of each.
The data relating to the determination of the
probable cost of construction and of the mooted
question of train resistance are very complete.
In one chapter relating to this latter subject are
shown all of the results which have been derived
to date. Tables and diagrams are also given
showing the relation between the energy con
sumed for different schedules and different dis
tances between stops, and are worthy the careful
consideration of engineers and financiers having
the determination of such matters. The rela
tively great cost of high speeds is strikingly
shown.
The book concludes with a set of complete
specifications for the construction of a moderate
sized high-speed interurban electric railway oper
ating over its own right of way.
Mr. Gotshall has certainly made an important
and opportune contribution to railroad literature
in this book.
Proceedings of the American Water Works
Association. Published by J. M. Diven, Secre
tary, Elmira, N. Y.
The appearance of this volume so promptly
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after the convention which was held in Detroit,
Mich., the latter part of June, speaks much for
the executive ability of the Secretary of the
society, and is in contrast to the lateness of ap
pearance of the proceedings of some other tech
nical bodies. We do not know by what means
it is possible to secure this rapidity of operation
of the society machinery, but it would seem to
be a matter worth while investigating by other
secretarial staffs. The material contained in the
volume is of vital interest to all who have to do
with the administration of waterworks systems,
and contains much valuable information to the
works manager of private plants, as for instance,
the paper on Private Fire Services, which takes
up the experience of the waterworks department
of Atlanta, Ga., in this field, and in the discus
sion of which paper much of valuable data was
brought out; also an article on Plumbers and
Plumbing which is a topic of entrancing interest
to every householder. Space does not allow of
our giving a full list of the papers presented, but
the subjects cover the entire field of waterworks
installation, care and economics. The next meet
ing of the association will be held at St. Louis
in the early part of the summer of 1904, the ex
act date to be decided by the locaj committee.
Threads and thread cutting, by Colvin and
Stabel. The Derry-Collard Co., New York,
1903. Price 25 ctnts.
This it Ho. 4 of the series of practical papers
published b> this company. It is f mewhat
larger than me previous papers and d- als at
length with the subject. It treats oi t'le pro
portions ot U. S. standard thread , square
threads and other forms in common use. It
shows how to cut inside and outside threads,
both single and multiple, and gives in detail,
with instructive illustrations, the lathe opera
tions necessary in all kinds of threading work.
It also tells how to cut threads on a milling
machine as well as in the usual way. The use
of a hob and chaser for cutting screw gears is
shown. These practical papers are a most ad
mirable series and are well worth the attention
of the designer as well as the man in the shop.
The Calendar of Invention and Discovery,
compiled and edited by John C. Wait. McGraw
Publishing Co., New York, 1904.
This calendar is unique both in its functions
and in its material. It is issued in three forms,
as a wall calendar, as a desk memorandum, and
as a pocket-book arranged to be used as a diary.
The wall or desk forms are 60 cents. The pocketbook, which is bound in a substantial and attrac
tive cloth cover, is $1. The calendar is made up
in double-column form, each day having an ap
propriate account of two men famous in the
annals of invention, discovery or science. The
leading facts in regard to each one are set forth
and quotations suitable to his career are in
cluded. The quotations are all from classical
English literature, and are well worth memoriz
ing. The work is an encyclopedia of great men,
and what they have accomplished. A carefully
arranged index makes accessible the quotations,
the events mentioned and the names of the men
whose achievements arc here recorded.
Mr. Wait is to be congratulated on having put
otherwise dry scientific history into an attractive
and convenient form, and in such shape that by
a year's use of this calendar one is bound to
become considerably familiar with many things
he should know.
The Practical Engineer's Electrical Pocket
Book and Diary for 1004. Published by The
Technical Publishing Co. For sale by DerryCollard Co., New York. Price 75 cents.
This is a companion book to the Practical
Engineer's Pocket Book, taking up the subjects
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of electrical engineering. It deals with methods
of wiring, measuring instruments and their use,
the properties of magnets and the calculation of
magnet windings, the construction and operation
of dynamos, both as to electrical and mechanical
details, the transmission of power by shafting and
belting and by rope drives, proportions of toothed
gearing, theory of alternating currents, primary
and secondary batteries, arc lighting systems,
motors and electrolysis. The mathematical ta
bles inserted are to a certain extent the same as
in the Practical Engineer's Pocket Book. The
diary feature is also inserted.
The price seems more astonishing when it is
considered that the books are well bound with
flexible leather covers and gilt edges.
THE SMOOTH-ON MFG. CO., of Jersey
City, N. J., have sent us a convenient office cal
endar for 1904. This company have issued a
booklet, describing the uses of Smooth-on and
its different combinations. The latest applica
tion is a combination of Smooth-on with rubber
which is found to make an excellent sheet pack
ing and one that will withstand very high tem
perature and pressure. The catalogue will be
sent to any one who mentions The Engineer.
THE SERIES OF CALENDARS issued by
the Bullock Mfg. Co. continues its lives of great
men of science. The set for 1904 is as tastefully
designed with regard to decorations and color
scheme as those which have preceded. On the
back of each calendar is a short summary of the
life-work of the man whose portrait is given on
the front. The present series includes Sir Oliver
J. Lodge, Thomas A. Edison, William Spottiswoode, Andre E. Bloudell, Charles P. Steinmetz,
Sir William Siemens. Alexander G. Bell, Dr.
Michael I. Pupin, Frank J. Spraguc, Joseph
Henry, Sir William Crookcs and Nikola Tesla.
THE ASHTON VALVE CO., of 271 Frank
lin St., Boston, have sent out to friends a beauti
ful calendar in the form of a three-color picture
of childhood's summer days with a gray mat of
tasteful design on which is mounted the calendar
printed in a dark brown.
THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S REF
ERENCE BOOK, by. Henry Harrison Suplee. a
member of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, is recently from the press of the J. R.
Lippincott Co., of Philadelphia. The demand for
this book has been so large that a second print
ing was required before the date of publication
of the book, but the publishers are now pre
pared to fill all orders.
The work contains over 8co pages and 450 il
lustrations, and is furnished with a very com
plete index. It is of pocket size, bound in limp
leather, and can also be supplied with a thumb
subject index for 50 cents additional to the reg
ular price, which is $5 net.
ROSSITER.MACGOVERN & CO., 17 Batteiy
Place, New York City, N. Y., issue from time to time
a complete list of the apparatus which they have
in stock. The list of Dec, 1903, includes rail
way generators, alternating current generators,
steam turbine units, rotary converters, transform
ers, arc and incandescent lighting dynamos, steam
engines, water tube and fire tube boilers, condens
ers, pumps and railway equipments. This appar
atus is in stock in all sizes and is ready for de
livery.
THE NOVEMRER PROCEEDINGS of the
Engineers' >ociety of Western Pennsylvania contain
interesting articles on the Pittsburg rapid transit
problem. An article by Emil Swenson takes up
the question of rapid transit as applied to Pitts
burg, and the paper by N. W. Storer deals with
the effect of multiple control on the traction
problem.
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CALENDAR is issued by the American Steam
Gauge and Valve Mfg. Co., of Boston, Mass.
THE JANUARY CALENDAR of the Lumen
Bearing Co., Buffalo, N. Y., is a beautiful repro
duction of one of Asti's paintings.
THE CHICAGO MICA CO., of Valparaiso,
Ind, are sending out a New Year's greeting typi
cal of the season, calling attention to the value
of Micabond as insulating material.
THE POPE BICYCLE DAILY CALEN
DAR, which is this year reissued, may be consid
ered the opening gun proclaiming the natural and
healthful return of bicycling. Col. Albert A. Pope,
the founder of our bicycling industries and the pi
oneer in the Good Roads Movement, is again at
the head of the bicycle industry. The 366 calendar
leaves contain freshly written lines from the pens
of our greatest college presidents, doctors, clergy
men, statesmen, and other eminent men and
women, all of whom enthusiastically support bi
cycling. Half of- each leaf is blank for memo
randa. This calendar is free at the Pope Manu
facturing Co.'s stores, or any of our readers can
obtain it by sending five 2-cent stamps to the Pope
Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn., or 143 Sigel
street, Chicago, 111.
THE NATIONAL ENGINEER is pre
senting its readers as a New Year's card
a finely printed half-tone on heavy bristol board
showing in a group the portraits of Messrs.
Ingleson, Hogan, Hart, Wilson and Raven of the
national board of officers of the N. A. S. E.
and our fellow worker, Editor John W. Lane, of
the National Engineer.
THE CURRENT NUMBER OF GRAPH
ITE, which is a bright little paper published by
the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of Jersey City,
N. J., contanis much that is sound advice and
much that is entertaining for any person, whether
he be connected with their firm or not.
THE C. W. HUNT CO., of West New Bright
on, N. Y., in pamphlet No. 037, describe their con
veying machinery, automatic railways, hoisting
engines, coal crackers and screens, and industrial
railways. The position of this company with
regard to its product is well illustrated by the
following quotation taken from the catalogue :
"We do not care to sell any machine that is
not as good in every respect as though the pur
chaser himself had selected the materials and
personally supervised its construction in our fac
tory."
DODGE AND DAY, who adopt the unique
title, "Modernizing Engineers," are issuing their
bulletin No. 144, which tells in detail of the
work they have done in helping manufacturers
to decrease their expenses and better their man
agement. The name given is Betterment Re
ports, and the effort of the firm is to better the
business methods of a concern by a careful study
of its present system of doing work, and an
analysis of how that system may be improved.
The points taken up in such reports are the
buildings, the handling of material, pattern shops,
foundry methods, the kind and arrangement of
tools, the use of jigs and templets, the method
of driving tools, and the kind and arrangement
of power distribution to be used.
A series of comments from some of their
clients is appended. The catalogue, itself, is a
distinct novelty, and is most attractively gotten
up. The cover is a halftone, showing a col
lection of reports in substantial binding which
have been made for prominent firms throughout
the country by Messrs. Dodge and Day.
THE COLUMBIA NOVELTY CO., 1537 N.
Broadway, St. Louis, recently received the fol
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lowing testimonial from Hafner Manufacturing
Co., H. F. Hafner, President:
Gentlemen :—Answering yours of the 17th,
beg to state that we have found your belt hook
entirely satisfactory and shall continue to use
same. The fact that we are willing to continue
the use of same would show that we appreciate
the article.
THE N. L HAYDEN MFG. CO., 172 West
Locust St., Columbus, Ohio, in a finely gotten-up
catalogue just issued, describes its specialties, the
Downing metallic packing, the Tippett piston
safety valve, and the Hayden relief valve. The
catalogue is of more than ordinary value because
of the detail shown in regard to the apparatus
described. Large and well-planned illustrations
show exactly the construction and operation of
the different devices and the ways in which the
metallic packing is applied for various uses, such
as piston rods and valve stems on pumps, engines
and air compressors. The same comment applies
with regard to the treatment of the safety valve
and relief valve.
THE CROCKER-WHEELER CO., of Am
pere, N. J., are issuing a bulletin describing the
mechanical equipment of the Orange Brewery in
Orange, N. J. While this is, of course, published
with the primary object of showing the generat
ing equipment which consists of Crocker-Wheeler
generators and Watertown engines, yet it gives a
very complete description of the entire plant in
cluding refrigerating machinery, pumps and other
apparatus. It is a pamphlet which is well worth
possessing for anyone interested in power plant
machinery.
THE NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG.
CO., Madison, Wis., describes in Bulletin No. 34,
the ■ application of motors for the operation of
large valves. The Northern Electric motors are
shown in combination with Coffin valves for use
in hydraulic plants, or for gate valves in large
steam piping. The construction of the motor is
fully shown by detailed cuts, and also the meth
ods of connection to valves. A smaller catalogue
gives further information in regard to the small
spherical motors manufactured by the same Com
pany.
THE FRICK CO., of WAYNESBORO, PA.,
in a pamphlet of 177 pages, extend their 20th an
niversary greeting to the engineering world.- The
catalogue is descriptive of the ice and refriger
ating machines manufactured by this company,
but goes much further than this and gives a
description of the works and the history of the
company's growth. In addition, it sets forth
what the catalogue calls the "secrets of the re
frigerating business," and gives a great deal of
valuable information in regard to refrigerating
machinery and the care of refrigerating plants.
The Eclipse machinery is fully described and
the details of the compressors, engines, piping
and valves are fully shown. The book is one
which is well worth possessing, and we would
strongly advise every engineer who is interested
in refrigeration to own a copy, which can be
had by writing to the company and mentioning
The Engineer.
THE HARTFORD BLOWER CO., 118 Suffield street, Hartford, Conn., have gone to press
with a new catalogue, of which the title will be,
The Hartford Blowers & Exhaust Fans, Sectional
Catalogue, 56.
It will illustrate and describe the well-known
Hartford patent improved adjustable blowers and
exhaust fans, steel plate steam and pulley fans,
disc fans, counter shafts, blast gates, dust col
lectors, etc. It will be printed on good paper,
well bound with a nicely designed cover.
The Hartford Blower Co., who make a spe

cialty of the removal of shavings, saw dust, etc.,
as well as of installing heating, ventilating and
mechanical draft apparatus, will send one of the
new catalogues as soon as issued, free of charge,
to any one interested.
THE BUFFALO DISK WHEELS, driven
by pulley, steam engine or electric motor, as made
by the Buffalo Forge Co., are described in a con
venient little catalogue recently issued by them.
The cover is a most attractive design of lotus
flowers and leaves, and the pages inside are as
attractive to the engineer as the outside would
be to the casual reader.
The same comment would apply to the cata
logue on the Buffalo Improved Ventilator issued
by the same company. This ventilator is made to
operate without regard to the direction of the
wind and is intended for use on large public
buildings either attached to a flue or directly to
the roof.
THE HOPPES MFG. CO., of Springfield,
Ohio, are issuing a new catalogue of their steam
separators and oil eliminators. This is finely
printed on heavy coated paper with tinted bor
ders, and gives full descriptions of the separators,
exhaust heads and feed water heaters and puri
fiers manufactured by this company.
WOODMAN'S RAILROAD TICKET
PUNCHES are thoroughly described and illus
trated in the catalog issued by R. Woodman Manu
facturing & Supply Co., of 63 Oliver St., Boston.
THE ROTARY ENGINE CO., of 135 So.
Second St., Philadelphia, in Bulletin No. 1, de
scribes fully the construction and operation of
its direct connected generating sets for power
and lighting. These sets are made in capacities
of I2]4 to 13 kilowatts and are guaranteed as
to steam economy and giving satisfactory service.
The bulletin is interesting and well worth read
ing.
THE HYATT FLEXIBLE ROLLER, as ap
plied to bearings for heavy duty at slow speed, is
described in Bulletin No. 20 of the Hyatt Roller
Bearing Co., of Harrison, N. J. The construc
tion of this form of bearing is shown in detail,,
and the arguments in its favor are fully pre
sented. Applications to various classes of heavy
duty work, such as cranes, foundry wagons, con
veying machinery, etc., are shown and a dimen
sion table, which' gives the proper size bearing
for any load.
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRE
SPONDENCE, Armour Institute, Chicago, is is
suing the December edition of its bulletin, which
is published quarterly. This gives a complete
list of the Board of Instruction and of the text
book writers who have contributed to making the
course of this school "thoroughly representative
of the best modern engineering practice." The
bulletin is one which cannot fail to interest every
engineer who is desirous in any way of improv
ing his condition either mentally or financially as
the list of subjects in which instruction is given is
voluminous, and covers the entire scientific
field. The standing of the instructors and auth
ors is sufficient guarantee of the high quality of
work carried on by the school.
THE EAGLE OIL & SUPPLY CO., of 104
Broad gt., Boston, have issued a caalendar hand
somely illustrated with halftones appropriate to the
seasons. The supply of these calendars is limited
and the Company requests that those who really de
sire a copy shall enclose ten cents in stamps to
cover the cost of mailing the calendar. The cal
endar will not be sent unless ten cents is en
closed.
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THE D'OLIER ENGINEERING CO., Phila
delphia, are illustrating by a mailing card their
method of driving centrifugal machinery by
means of motors.
THE AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE CO.
have supplied a large amount of information in
regard to wire-rope sizes and uses in their cata
logue called "Wire Rope and Fittings." All
styles of rope which are manufactured by this
Company arc illustrated and the sizes and prices
given. A novelty is the flat cast-steel rope com
posed of a number of "flat rope strands" placed
side by side and sewed together with iron wire.
This rope is used principally for hoisting pur
poses. Besides ropes proper, fittings, such as
clips, sockets, thimbles and hooks are shown
and tables of dimensions given.
THE DULUTH STOKER CO., whose works
are at Duluth, Minn., are, as their name would
indicate, manufacturers of a mechanical stoker
which is commanding wide attention. That this
is true is evidenced by the fact that a considerable
space is given to the description of their plant
in the issue of an extra number of the American
Journal of Progress, which is devoted to a de
scription of Duluth and its industries.
THE SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO. of
New York City, in a 2S-pagc pamphlet, show the
construction and the results of tests on SawyerMan Incandescent Lamps. The pamphlet is of
much interest to anyone who has to do with
lighting problems.
THE MERIAM-ABBOTT CO. of Cleveland,
Ohio, makes a specialty of small electric light
ing plants consisting of a gas engine direct-con
nected to a generator. They are sending out a
folder describing one of these plants recently in
stalled on a stock farm in Kentucky.
"KINGSFORD PUMPS" is the title of a
catalog issued by Kingsford Foundry and Ma
chine Works of Oswego, N. Y. These pumps
are of the centrifugal type of all sizes and for all
uses. The catalog gives full information in re
gard to what they will do and how they should
be installed. The Company also manufacture
spiral-riveted pipes, foot valves, vertical engines
and marine and stationary boilers.
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY ENGI
NEER is the title of a pamphlet by Victor C.
Alderson, President of the Colorado School of
Mines. The book calls attention to the needs
of a trained engineer in this day of specializa
tion, and particularly to what can be done for
him by the engineering school. President Alderson's standing in the educational world is so
well known that words coming from his pen
must command the greatest interest and atten
tion.
THEQFOLLOWING BULLETINS have
been received from the. General Electric Co., of
Schenectady, N. Y. : No. 4348, describing auto
matic circuit breakers, type C; No. 4349, de
scribing belt-driven, continuous current genera
tors; No. 4350, describing generators built es
pecially for electroplating and similar work ; No.
4351, describing the type T. A. alternating cur
rent generators.
THE POWER PLANT of the Moctezuma Cop
per Co., a paper read by John Langton before the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, de
scribes fully the plant of the company which is
furnished with power by producer gas engines,
the gas for which is furnished by Loomis-Pettibone producers. The method of running these
producers is fully described, the gas in this in
stance being made from wood. Results of a 6days' record run are given.
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THE HENRY VOGT MACHINE CO., of
Louisville, Ky., are manufacturers of boilers,
tanks and sheet-iron work. Their catalogue de
scribes the tubular boilers and the settings, grate
bars, steel smoke stacks and exhaust heaters of
both vertical and horizontal type manufactured by
the company. The catalogue also contains sev
eral convenient tables of chimney data, areas of
circles, dimensions of boilers and other useful
information.
C. II. BROWN & CO. of Fitchburg, Mass.,
who are manufacturers of the Brown engine,
have a handsome catalogue in which they
describe, in great detail, the construction of the
valves, valve gear and other portions of the
engine. A new feature is the governor which has
recently been changed so as to give a direct
action upon the valve shaft, thus securing the
very closest regulation. The Brown engine is
built in various types of cross-compound and
tandem forms and these are fully illustrated in
the catalogue.
THE ELECTRIC CLUB JOURNAL is the
name of a new publication which will appear the
first of February, 1904. It is published by the
Electric Club, 735 Penn Avenue, Wilkinsburg,
Pa., and will contain the best of the lectures
and talks delivered before that club as well as
other interesting matter contributed by its mem
bers on engineering topics. The Journal will
be published monthly. The subscription price
is $t per year.
PUMP DATA NO. 5 IS THE TITLE of a
bulletin on the Aldrich variable speed triplex
pump manufactured by the Allentown Rolling
Mills of Allentown, Pa. The pump is electric
ally driven and the speed is controlled by varying
the resistance in the shunt field circuits of the
motors. It is possible also to use a resistance
in series with the armatures as supplementary
to the field regulation. The motors are used
connected to a single shaft, and are arranged
so that they can be operated in parallel or in
scries. The bulletin gives a full list of the sizes
and capacities of the pumps.
THE ACTUAL RESULTS obtained by the use
of electricity in agriculture for the stimulation of
growing plants is the subject of a pamphlet by
E. Guarini. This is for sale at a price of 25 cts.,
plus postage, by Ramlot Freres, Rue Gretry 25,
Brussels, Belgium.
THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
MFG. CO., of Pittsburg, have developed a line of
electric motor vehicle equipments and of iron-clad
type with controllers suitable for use with these mo
tors. The outfits are described and dimensions
given in circular No. 1059.
THE LOOMIS GAS MACHINERY CO., of
52 William St., New York, in a cirdular entitled
Gas for Furnace Work, gives the comparative
cost of fuel in the form of oil and of gas made
by the producer, for firing furnaces for such
purposes as annealing, welding, etc. Illustrations
of gas plants installed by the company are shown.
THE ROLLINS ENGINE CO., Nashua, N. H.,
are sending out a mailiug card, notifying those in
terested in engines to "Let Us Give You a
Hand."
JEFFREY SCREENS is the title of catalog No.
69, issued by the Jeffrey Mfg. Co. of Columbus,
Ohio. These screens are made for all purposes
and in any size of mesh. Full particulars and
illustrations are given in the catalogue.
IN REPORT No. 1828 of the department of
Commerce and Labor, issued on Dec. 17, will be

Jan. is, 1904found regulations concerning foreign commercial
agents in the South American countries. These
contain many points which will be useful for ex
porters to bear in mind.
THE LAIDLAW-DUNN-GORDON CO., of
Cincinnati, O., who are well known as pump man
ufacturers, also make a line of air compressors
and are now describing in their bulletin No.
L 509 a line of these machines having the Meyer
cutoff gear on the steam cylinders, thus permit
ting the adjustment of the cutoff, and having
either poppet valves for both inlet and outlet or
mechanically operated inlet valves and poppet out
let valves on the air cylinders. These compressors
are of the duplex type with frames designed
after the pattern usually chosen for rolling mill
engines. The bulletin gives a full list of sizes
and dimensions of these compressors, which run
from 468 to 2,220 cubic feet of free air per min
ute, at pressures from 80 to 100 pounds per square
inch.
WE ARE INDEBTED TO THE D'OLIER
ENGINEERING CO., of New York and Phila
delphia, for a convenient cover in which to file
the interesting bulletins sent out by them from
time to time.
THE AMERICAN STEAM PUMP CO.. of
Battle Creek, Mich., are sending out a neat cal
endar printed from a steel engraved plate, show
ing a view of the company's works' and of the
Marsh steam pump which is manufactured by
them.
THE BROWN & SHARPE MANUFAC
TURING CO. of Providence, R. I., have re
cently issued catalogue No. 105, showing their
machinist's tools of al lkinds and descriptions.
The quality of work turned out by this firm is
too well known to need comment. The catalogue
shows tools of every description, gives sizes
and prices and the purposes for which they are
adapted.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., of
Schenectady, N. Y., in flyer No. 21 18, de
scribes its single-wire porcelain cleats which
are made for cables from J4 inch to V/2
inches in diameter. Price list No. 5115 gives
a revised list for Edison incandescent lamps,
and 51 16 gives the price on the repair parts of
Form 6, alternating-current, series enclosed arc
lamps. The pamphlet on multiple, enclosed, arclight systems gives information on the care of
the lamps, lamp adjustment, the making of renairs and testing of the lamps. It also gives sug
gestions in regard to methods of transporting
repair parts and shows a convenient form of cart
for the trimmer's use. Bulletin 4345 describes the
induction motors made by the General Electric
Co. for standard speed and for variable speed.
No. 4346 gives information with regard to the
CR feeder regulators, and shows the method or
application. No. 4347 describes the G.E.-14 mo
tor for street cars, showing the construction in
detail, and giving a series of test curves from
motors of various types. For Christmas and other
decorations the company is putting up special
electric lighting outfits consisting of 50 feet of
flexible cord with an attachment plug and 3
branch festoons provided with sockets for 8 min
iature incandescent lamps. With the outfit are
supplied twenty-eight small lamps in various
colors. This is ready for immediate use in
holiday decoration of Christmas trees or other
like purpose.
THE WHITMAN CO., 116 Nassau St., New
York City, N. Y., are mailing a circular, explaining
why some salesmen do better than others on
their first trip.
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NEW FORT

EXTENSIVE building operations have been
under way for the past year in the factory
plant of the Fort Wayne Electric Works.
Several new buildings have been added and several
old buildings torn down and rebuilt. A general
overhauling of all the buildings has been made
in order to increase manufacturing facilities and
efficiency.

WAYNE
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branches of the U and other small testing build
ings and office buildings outside the U. The power
house is situated between the ends of the two
branches, a location which was selected in order
to provide for future growth and extension of the
shops along the lines already laid out and to se
cure the final central location of the power house.
The power house is a brick structure with iron

WORKS

other heavy apparatus are composed of 12-inch
skeleton walls of brick filled with concrete. The
foundations are over 12 feet deep and necessarily
very complicated in outline, because of the various
ducts required for steam pipes, passageways, etc.
Over two million pounds of concrete were used in
building the foundations for the engines and other
machinery, and more than 125 anchor bolts were

FIG. T. GENERATING AND MOTOR-GENERATOR SETS IN FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS POWER HOISE.
To provide power for increased manufacturing
facilities, a new power house has been built which
entirely replaces the old source of power and
which furnishes energy for operating motors
throughout the factory buildings direct connected
or belted to various tools, and other power uses.
In addition to furnishing power for driving the
factory machinery, the generating plant furnishes
electric light for all the factory and office build
ings and factory yard. The exhaust steam from
the engines is utilized for heating the factory and
office buildings.
The main shop buildings are arranged in U
form with smaller shops located between the

girder-truss roof with two iron stacks rising from
near the center of the building. The engine
room is approximately 55 x 55 feet with a hip
roof with 12 x 40-foot sky light on each side
of the roof. These together with plenty of large
windows make the room very light and airy.
A 10-ton hand operated crane is mounted on
special rails supported by the side wall, thus fur
nishing means for moving apparatus in the engine
room. No steam pipes obstruct the free passage
of the loaded crane in any part of the room, all
steam and exhaust pipes being conducted under
the engines in proper ducts to the boiler room.
The foundations for the engines, boilers and

set into the concrete when it was poured, some
of these bolts extending to a depth of 10 feet into
the concrete. It is interesting to note that, al
though these foundations were constructed some
6 months before the engine was received, it was
not necessary to shift or cut out any of the anchor
bolts.
The prime movers consist of two tandem-com
pound, Hamilton-Corliss engines. The smaller
engine has cylinders 12 and 18 x 36 inches and
is direct connected to an 8-poIe, 200-kilowatt type
MPL, 250-volt generator running at 120 revolu
tions per minute. The larger engine has cylinders
20 and 32 x 42 inches and drives a io-pole, 400

100
kilowatt, 250-volt, type MPL generator at 100
revolutions per minute. These two direct-con
nected units are installed on one side of the room,
Fig. 1, with the generators facing opposite ways,
thus bringing together, within small space, all the
controlling stands for the valves in the admission
and exhaust pipes located beneath the floor.
An aisle down the middle of the engine room
separates the engines from a number of motorgenerator units.
All of these generators and motors are con
nected through approved armored ducts under
the floor to a 16-panel marble switchboard extend
ing the width of the back of the engine room,
Fig. 2. On this switchboard are a number of
transfer switches by means of which various com
binations of circuits can be readily obtained. The
panels, which are all of blue Vermont marble and
are 90 inches high with 28-inch sub-base, are
equipped with Wood instruments and circuit
breakers. The board is made up of two generator
panels, five feeder panels in use and two reserve
feeder panels, two circuit panels and five motor
generator panels.
The two generator panels are at the left and are
each equipped with voltmeter, ammeter, field
rheostat, ground detector lamp, double-throw bus
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wing of the main shop; panel 7 has a capacity
of 600 amperes and furnishes power to the arc
testing room for motors driving arc machines and for
power circuits for testing lamps for those voltages;
panels 8 and 9 have capacities of 600 and 300 am
peres respectively and are both held in reserve
for future extension; panel 10 carries a doublethrow, double-pole switch connecting the watch
man's patrol circuit to either busbar. A 600ampere ammeter is on this panel.
Panel 11 carries a small switch also connected
to the patrol circuit. The upper points of the
switch are connected to a 75-kilowatt Curtis tur
bine generator and the lower points to the lower
busbar, so that the patrol circuit can be connected
through this panel to the turbine generator or the
lower busbar. By means of a dummy switch, this
change can be made without interfering with the
circuit. This is done by connecting the lower
points to the switch points with the dummy switch
before disconnecting the switch from the upper
point. The reverse operation is performed when
shutting down at night, in changing the patrol cir
cuit from the busbars to the turbine generator
which runs all night.
Panel 12 is a motor generator panel and carries
an ammeter for the motor and voltmeter and am

Feb. i, 1904.
testing room circuit may be changed from one
frequency to the other. The motor generator set
for this panel consists of a 125-horsepower, 230volt motor, direct coupled to a 1100-volt singlephase, 60-cycle alternator. One reserve circuit is
available on this panel for future extensions of
lighting circuits.

FIG. 3. INTERIOR OF BOILER ROOM AT FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC WORKS, STIRLING BOILERS.

bar and equalizer switches. There are two sets of
busbars on the board to which either or both gen
erators can be connected by throwing the genera
tor switch up or down. The sub-base of the sec
ond panel carries a coupler switch by which the
busbars may be connected together for multiple
running.
The first panel accommodates the 400-kilowatt,
250- volt generator and carries an 1,800-ampere
ammeter and 400-volt voltmeter with field rheo
stat and ground detector lamps. The second panel
accommodates the 200-kilowatt, 250-volt generator
and has an 1,100-ampere ammeter and 400-volt
voltmeter with field rheostat, ground detector
lamps and coupling switch. Panel 3 supplies power
to the testing department at 250 volts for use in
testing generators, motors and arc lamps, the
ammeter on this panel having a range of 1,000
amperes.
Panel 4 furnishes 600 amperes at 250 volts to the
new shop in which the largest generators are
made ; panel 5 supplies power to the motor circuit
driving the machine tools in the north wing of the
main shop; panel 6 furnishes 600 amperes for
operating motors driving machinery in the east

meter for the generator. The motor-generator set,
controlled through this panel, is mounted on a
wooden base on the engine room floor and con
sists or a 145-horsepower, 230-volt motor, direct
coupled to a type MPL 6-100-550. 500-volt genera
tor, which furnishes power for testing lamps and
machines on 500-volt circuits.
Panel 13 is another motor-generator panel with
300-ampere motor ammeter, alternating-current
ammeter and voltmeter. The motor may be con
nected to either busbar by a double-pole, doublethrow switch, as on all the other motor-generators,
feeder and patrol panels. The motor-generator
set consists of a 60-horsepower, 230-volt motor
direct coupled to a iooo-volt, 140-cycle, singlephase alternator to which is belted a 110-volt
exciter, an outfit which furnishes 140-cycle current
for lighting the office building and for testing
purposes in the transformer testing room. On this
panel are also reserve circuits for future use.
Panel 14 is a 60-cycle, motor-generator panel
and furnishes current for incandescent lighting
circuits fcr the -iiops, and for transformer testing
purposes at this frequency. In the testing depart
ment is a transfer switch by means of which the

Panels 15 and 16 are both generator panels for
series, arc-lighting sets. Each panel carries sev
eral reserve plugs to provide for the growth of
the lighting circuit. The motor-generator set on
panel 15 consists of a 65-horsepower, 230-volt
motor direct coupled to a No. 9 Wood arc gen
erator furnishing 6.5 amperes for 75 enclosed arc
lamps used for lighting the machine shop. The
set for panel 16 consists of a 105-horsepower, 230volt motor direct coupled to a 9B Wood arc
machine furnishing 9.6 amperes for 125 open,
series-arc lamps in use in the yard and main
shop.
All motor-generator panels are provided with
motor starting rheostats mounted on the subbase.
The boiler room, Fig. 3, is separated from the
engine room by a brick wall and is reached by
stairs from the engine room. This is 65x30 feet
with a high roof and furnished with proper venti
lators. The equipment consists of four 250-horsepower, high-pressure Stirling boilers, which arc
designed for a constant pressure of 250 pounds
per square inch, in order to provide for possible
future use of turbine generators in the power
house in addition to the Corliss engines already
installed, or to replace them. The boiler shells
are %-inch thick to withstand the high pressure
used in turbine work. At present, however, they
are operating at 150 pounds per square inch.
An iron stack 100 feet high and 5 feet in
diameter rises from each pair of boilers, Fig. 4.
These stacks are constructed of j4-inch wrought
iron for two-thirds of their length and 3-16-inch
wrought iron the balance. They arc very sub
stantial and arc expected to do good service for
many years. They were furnished and erected by
the Bass Foundry & Machine Co. of Fort Wayne,
Ind.
The coal used in the boiler room is stored in a
bin parallel to the outside wall of the boiler room,
and having a capacity of 1,000 tons. This is filled
from a spur of the railroad track on trestle work
between the boiler house and the bin, Fig. 4.
The space under the track has a capacity for about
100 tons of coal. Coal is passed from the bin
to the boiler room through cast-iron chutes built
into the boiler room wall and passing under the
track.
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Feed water for the boiler can be obtained from
two sources and can be supplied to the boiler
by two independent methods, the feed water supply
system being so arranged that all water supplied
to the boiler must pass through the hot well lo
cated outside the power house. This well is 25 x
14x11 feet deep and has a division wall which
filters all water passing through the well.
In Summer, the exhaust steam from the engine
passes through the separator above the roof and
the water from this is conducted to the hot well
in the yard. All waste water from the roof, drips
and overflow is conducted into one side of the
hot well and the feed pumps draw it from the
opposite side after it has been filtered. Proper
provision has been made for skimming any oil or
dirt that gets in, so that it is practically impos
sible for anything but clean water to be taken up
by the feed pumps. City water or river water can
be obtained for boiler use, through suitable auto
matic valves and bypasses which have been ar
ranged so that, when necessary, water from either
of these sources can be drawn into the hot well
and mingled with the water separated from the
exhaust steam.
No water is allowed to go direct into the boilers
or heaters, but all must be filtered before reaching
the circulating pumps. There is a siphon ejector
installed for cleaning the hot well, the pipe from
which is so connected at the bottom of the well
that, by turning on a steam jet, any sediment which
has settled to the bottom can be blown out.
Two Worthington, vertical boiler feed pumps
are located in the cellar of the power house, and
are used as auxiliaries when the electrically-driven
Deane, triplex pump, which is used while the
generators are running, is unavailable.
Either of the Worthington pumps are ample for
the needs of the entire boiler equipment, but two
pumps are installed in case of accident to either
one. The feed water for the boiler is heated by
passing through a Webster-Star Vacuum, feedwater heater, purifier and filter, which is supplied
by the feed pump from the hot well. All the
steam piping in and about the power house is of
the high-pressure type, constructed with flange
joints, and it, together with all the high pressure
valves, separators, steam traps and other devices,
was installed by the company's own fitters. All
piping plans were made and material prepared
under direction of the mechanical department of
the factory organization.

FIG. 4. EXTERIOR VIEW OF POWER HOUSE, SHOWING
STEEL STACKS ERECTED BY THE BASS
FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.
During the winter months the exhaust steam
from the power house is piped to the factory build
ings through a brick subway. A 12-inch pipe,
mounted on roller bearings in this subway, con
ducts this steam to the various circulating pipes.
The new machine shop is heated by direct radi
ation from eight i-inch pipes which extend all
around the first floor and gallery and are con
nected at the ends with manifolds. Exhaust steam
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obtained from the main supply line in the subway
for supplying these pipes heats the shop very
satisfactorily. The office building is also heated
by radiators connected to this source of steam
supply. In the old shops and storeroom which
had been heated, in past years, by means of hot
air piped from furnaces and circulated by fans, the

and driven by a i-horsepower motor. This was
considered entirely inadvisable because of the fact
that most of the machinery is in continuous opera
tion, thus leaving practically no reason for sub
dividing the motor power to the extent indicated
above. Still another reason for using main-shaft
motor drive, lies in the fact that, until a year ago,

FIG. 5. INTERIOR OF NEW MACHINE SHOP AT FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS.
exhaust steam has been made use of by passing
it through coils of pipes enclosed in sheet iron
casings. Electrically driven blowers force fresh air
across these nests of steam pipes into ducts sup
plying different departments in the building.
The use of electric drive in the different depart
ments throughout the factory building has been
generally adopted, the current being carried by
suitable cables strung on cross arms mounted on
frames on the roofs of the buildings.
In the west wing of the main building on the
first floor, which is used for building and erecting
alternators and direct current generators of med
ium capacity, are three 30-horsepower type MP
motors, one driving the main shaft to which are
belted a number of lathes and drill presses; the
second motor drives a large planer, while the
third furnishes power for the elevator.
The second and third floors of this wing and
three floors of the north wing are devoted to the
manufacture of special apparatus such as type K
integrating induction wattmeters, Wood series arclight dynamos, switchboards, rheostats, fan motors
and Wood arc lamps.
On the second floor of the west wing are two
motor generator sets for testing transformers,
consisting of type MP motors driving type WAL
alternators of two frequencies. Also in the fan
motor department are a number of small motordriven, direct and alternating-current dynamos for
testing the fan motors in large quantities.
In all of the motor installations thus far men
tioned, the use of the main shaft driven by a
single motor has been adopted in preference to
a number of smaller motors direct-connected to
the machines driven from the main shaft. This
was done because of the relative small amount of
power consumed by the individual machines, which
in a majority of cases could be grouped in pairs

the entire main shop was driven by a single engine
located in an extension to the building. The power
was transmitted to the different floors and wings
by means of long heavy belts and right angle
bends. When the new power house was com
pleted, the change from engine drive to motor
drive was made without causing the slightest in
terruption to the manufacturing process. All the
motors were installed in the different departments
on platforms, mounted on posts or walls properly
loaded, so that it was necessary only to mount
an extra pulley on the main shaft and belt the
motor to it after the wiring was completed and
the power house in running condition.
A striking illustration of the superiority of
electrical transmission over belt transmission was
brought out about this time when tests were made
to determine the proper sizes of motors to instalt
in the different departments. This was done by
driving all the machines in all the departments
and taking indicator cards on the engine; then one
department at a time was thrown out of connection
with the driving belt and main shaft, and indicator
cards again taken until sufficient data was ob
tained to separate the different loads carried in the
different departments. After all the machines were
disconnected from the shafts and the engine was
driving only the main transmission belt with
necessary pulleys, idlers and shafts it was found
that the cards indicated that the engine was run
ning at over one-third its rated capacity.
This result was verified later by driving the
engine and the same shafting by means of a.
generator used as a motor and belted to thecounter shaft on the first floor with the engine,,
the power for this being furnished by the new
power house.
From the above results it can safely be stated
that between 50 and 60 per cent of the output of
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the engine was being consumed by the main shafts
and vertical belts between the floors, including
countershafts and idler belts. By discarding the
old engine and floor-to-floor belt transmission of
power, an actual saving of 25 per cent has been
made in the power required to drive the ma
chinery in one large building.
In the new machine shop, Fig. 5, motor drive
was provided for in the original building specifica
tions. On the ground floor of this building large,
direct-connected, direct-current generators are con
structed, assembled and tested. The gallery is
occupied by lathes and winders and contains brushholder and commutator departments on one side
and the small-armature winding department on the
other side. The small machinery on the first floor
of the building is grouped under the galleries
in four sections, each section being driven through
a short line of shafting by a 35-horsepower motor
belted to the shaft and installed on a shelf at
the shaft level. A number of machine tools are
operated by direct-connected motors as follows :
A 25-horsepower, 230-volt motor geared to a 60inch planer; a 10-horsepower semienclosed motor
geared to a 12-foot horizontal boring mill; a 10horsepower motor, geared to a 76-inch horizontal
boring mall ; a 6-horsepower motor, chain geared
to a 40-inch vertical boring mill, Fig. 6 ; a 5-horsepower motor chain geared to a 37-inch boring
mill; a 3V.>-horsepower motor, chain-geared to a
37-inch boring mill ; and a 5-horsepower motor
belted to a 100-inch pit lathe.
The 25-ton Sellers traveling crane is operated
by three motors controlled from the operator's cab
suspended at one end of the crane. The elevator
for this building is operated by a 15-horsepower
motor mounted on a shelf on a post near the eleva
tor shaft.
The east gallery, occupied by the armature
winding department, has a single line of shafting
driven by a io-horsepower motor. The west gal
lery, containing the commutator and brush holder
departments, is divided into two sections for con
venience of operation, each section of the over
head shaft being driven by a 15-horsepower motor
belted to the shaft, which drives a number of
small lathes, drill presses and automatic ma
chines.
Adjoining the large machine shop is a building
devoted to the treatment of material used in type
A transformers and armatures. Half of the
ground floor of this building is devoted to the
vacuum drying and substitution process, through
which all coils for type A transformers must pass
and which gives them a practically indestructible
insulation. In this room are also located the
japanning machines by which the sheet iron lami
nations used in constructing armatures are coated
on both sides with a thin varnish and dried by
air blasts while passing through the machine. The
various pumps and hoists used in this department
are operated by a 30-horsepower motor, belted to
the main shaft overhead. The other half of the
lower floor of this building is devoted to the an
nealing ovens- in which the sheet iron used in the
various products of the works is given the proper
treatment to fit it for electrical use.
The second floor of this building contains sev
eral drying and heating ovens in which armatures,
commutators, field coils and transformer coils are
passed through suitable processes of baking and
drying. A novel use of the electric motor to re
place hand labor is here made: Outside one of
these ovens are two or three reels carrying cotton
covered wire or cable strips, and in line with
these are several peculiar looking pots mounted
on standards with a number of grooved wheels.
These are shellacing machines. The wire is
threaded through these machines and led away
over pulleys, entering small holes in the wall of
the oven; it passes around the inside walls of the
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same, out through another opening and to a spooi
outside. A small motor furnishes the driving
power for this train of spools and pulleys.
The motor has an extended shaft carrying pul
leys around which the wire is wrapped so that the
revolution of the motor shaft draws the wire
through the shellacing machines, wipers and oven
where it is thoroughly dried before rewinding on
the last spool. The process is entirely automatic
and continues from the time the spool is con
nected until the wire is all treated with shellac.
In the old method, the shellac was applied with
a brush by hand and wiped by hand after which
it was baked dry on the spool.
In another part of the second floor of this
building is a small hoisting motor on a traveling
crane movable by hand which is used in trans
ferring transformer coils between the ovens and
treating room below through an opening in the
floor.

FIG. 6. TYPE E MOTOR, CHAIN GEARED TO 4O-INCH
VERTICAL BORING MILL.
In another new building are grouped several
minor departments which have in the past been
scattered about the plant. These are the pattern
shop, carpenter shop, buffing department, dipping
room and mica department. The shafts and ex
hauster system in the buffing department are driven
by motors of proper size.
The blacksmith shop in another building is fur
nished with power by a 5-horsepower motor which
drives trip hammers and forge blowers, and in
addition, there is a small motor-generator set con
sisting of a 6-horsepower motor direct-connected
to a low-voltage, 1,200-ampere generator used in
the process of preparing permanent magnets for
type K wattmeters.
The various testing departments, located in dif
ferent parts of the works, are all equipped with
generators, motors and other apparatus for most
effectively conducting tests on the various types
of apparatus manufactured.
The general testing room, in which are tested
direct and alternating-current generators and
motors of 150 kilowatt or under, contains a num
ber of machines which can be shifted about to the
best advantage in the various combinations found
most suitable for economical testing. They can be
located in any desired position in the testing room
and can be operated either as generators or mo
tors.
There is a motor-generator set consisting of two
125-volt machines mounted on one base and con
nected through flange couplings, but having, be
tween the two machines, a pulley. These two ma
chines can be connected in series or in multiple
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for 125 or 250 volts and are used in testing motors
of generators of either of these two voltages.
The arrangement of the testing room is such
that a single jack shaft,to which is direct coupled
a 30-horsepower motor, furnishes means of dis
tributing the power used in testing, so that large
machines can be tested at an expenditure of power
equal to the loss of the several machines in opera
tion. One way of doing this is to belt the genera
tor to be tested to the jack shaft and, if it hap
pens to be a 250-volt generator, its terminals are
led to the switchboard and connection made to the
terminals of the motor-generator set, using both
machines as motors and connected in series. This
double motor set is belted back to the jack shaft
and helps to drive it, thus returning to the prime
mover the energy generated in the machine under
test. In this department is a small Marine Type
generating set, consisting of a Racine engine driv
ing a 15-kilowatt generator which furnishes power
to the heating fans throughout the shop buildings
during the winter at night when the factory power
station is not in operation. This generating set
was located in this department so as to have it
under the attention of the men in the testing room,
which usually operates night and day.
An auxiliary testing room is located in the new
machine shop where the largest generators are
constructed and tested. Suitable machines are
available for testing generators and a large testing
stand capable of holding two 800-kilowatt gener
ators is located at one end of the room. By con
necting, electrically and mechanically, the various
machines under test with the regular shop test
ing generators and motors, it is possible to give
every generator of any voltage a complete test
under operating conditions.
In the arc testing room is located machinery for
testing direct-current constant potential arc lamps,
and alternating-current, series and constant po
tential arc lamps.
In addition to the above permanent equipment
for the arc testing room several Wood series arc
machines are constantly in test after construction
and furnish series direct current at 6.5 and 9.6
amperes for testing form C enclosed and old
form A open arc lamps constantly in production.
A convenient use is made of the new arc ma
chines in testing the new arc lamps, both the prod
uct of the same establishment.
Among the alterations made in the factory build
ing and equipment is the installation of an indus
trial railroad through the shop and yards connect
ing the different departments and casting yards.
These tracks are intended for a trolley system
of small freight cars in the near future, as the
rapid increase in the number of buildings occu
pied by the Fort Wayne Electric Works has made
it necessary to resort to this means of linking
together the different departments and portions
of the yards.
A large addition to the office building has just
been completed and is now occupied. The old
portion of the office building is being thoroughly
overhauled and renovated and, when complete,
will have the same internal finish and external
appearance as the new addition with hard wood
floors and natural pine finish for wainscoting and
window frames. The office space will be prac
tically doubled to accommodate the increased
office force rendered necessary by the greatly in
creased business. Every department will have a
room, subdivided to suit its special needs. A
wide hallway extends the length of the building
in the center of the first two floors, glass plates
being set into the floor in the upper hall to light
the lower hall, in addition to windows which are
set into the roof and inside walls of the rooms
opening from the hall. The third floor will be
occupied for storage purposes and for blue print
ing in connection with the draughting room, which
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has large, well-lighted quarters on the second
floor. The six large storage vaults are located in
the back of the building and extend up through the
roof.
The first floor will be occupied on one side
of the hall by the general sales department, on
the other by the purchasing, production and ac
counting departments. The second floor is occu
pied by the engineering, draughting, construction,
publication and factory managers' offices and
the directors' meeting room.
The office building is lighted by form C enclosed
arc lamps on alternating current circuits for gen
eral illumination and incandescent lamps for desk
outfits. All parts of the office and factory are
interconnected by telephones through a central
exchange located on the first floor, long distance
telephone booths being located in the sales and
construction departments and a private telegraph
station in the office connected with the local
offices of the Western Union and Postal Telegraph
Companies.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
GOVERNOR.

ENGINEER.

the load increases; third, those in which the lead
increases with the load.
Referring now to an ideal type of governor,
I am of the opinion that it should be one in

The type of governor shown in Fig. 3, which
was designed by F. A. Sheffler, represents one
of the simplest governors known to the writer,
it shifts the eccentric bodily across the shaft,
thereby increasing its throw, giving a constant
lead and progressive change in the compression.
This governor, however, wasted a great deal of
its force in overcoming its own friction, also
one of the weights "ran into the wind" as we
might say, in contra-distinction to the descrip
tion that nearly all pivoted centrifugal governor
weights "trail into the wind," and this had
a bad effect tending to reduce the sensitive
ness of the governor. The apparatus was also
defective in having too many moving parts and
fulcrums entailing unnecessary wear to be taken
up. In fact, this latter objection may be said to

SHAFT

BY WILLIAM O. WEBBER.
The credit of the original practical application
of a shaft governor to steam engines probably be
longed to the late J. C. Hoadley of Lawrence,
Mass. This governor is shown in Fig. 1, and
consisted of two elliptical leaf springs with

FIG. 2. IMPROVED FORM OK INERTIA GOVERNOR
FIG. 4.
which both centrifugal action and inertia are
the governing functions ; it should be of the
fewest and simplest parts ; it should be so con
structed as to operate with a minimum amount
of friction and consequently the least amount
of wear possible; and it should increase the
lead with the load so as to produce the best
distribution of steam. I have endeavored to de
sign a governor of this type, a sketch of which
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SWEET SHAFT GOVERNOR.

apply to all of those governors which use a
double set of centrifugal weights, levers and
springs.
The ideal governor of the centrifugal type
is, probably, that of Prof. Sweet, which is shown
in Fig. 4. The next improvement over Prof.
Sweet's governor was probably that now known
as the Rites, which consists of a double-end lever
pivoted at one point, so that one end of the
lever acts as an inertia weight. This single
piece carries upon itself either the valve-moving
eccentric or eccentrically placed pin to which
the eccentric rod is attached ; the necessary posi-
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FIG. I. THE HOADLEY CENTRIFUGAL SHAFT
GOVERNOR.

weights attached to the centres thereof. These
weights cause the eccentric or rather the valvemoving mechanism, to shift its position in a
right line across the shaft, which resulted in a
constant lead, and in this feature was superior
to some of the later devised governors. There
were also other features embodied in this gover
nor to which allusion will be made later.
Briefly speaking there are three classes of
shaft governors which should be considered sep
arately : First, those relying upon the centrifu
gal action of a pivoted weight, counterpoised by
the centripetal action of a spring; second, an
other type which relies upon inertia alone ; third,
a combination of the two above mentioned types.
These may also be subdivided into three other
classes : First, those in which the lead re
mains constant throughout all changes of load ;
second, those in which the lead decreases as

FIG. 3.

SIIEFFLER CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNOR.

is given in Fig. 2. and to which allusion will be
made later.
Probably the governor patented by J. D.
Austin, June 21, 1839, was one of the first, if
not the first, of this type of governor, which
employed inertia as well as centrifugal force,
but in this governor, the eccentric was rotated
around the shaft by the action of the weights
and, while the position of lead was changed
when the crank was on the centre, the amount of
lead was not changed. This was also true of
the governor used by the Buckeye and the
Cummer engines.

FIG. 5.

BALL INERTIA GOVERNOR.

tion of the pivot pin causes the lead to decrease
as the load increases.
Mr. Frank Ball suggested an improvement
on this type of governor as shown in Fig. 5, in
which he interposes a lever having a reverse
position, to that of the single pivoted arm, with
a link connection between the two so as to re
verse the motion of the lever and get the in
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creased lead as shown in the diagram Fig. 6.
This is, however, complicated by the added
number of parts.
In the sketch of an ideal governor, to which
I have alluded before, I have overcome this
feature by making a slot in the single arm, into
which a roller projects which is carried by an
arm pivoted far enough on one side of the centre
of motion to cause either the valve-moving eccen
tric or pin, to describe a path like that shown in

fig. 6. DIAGRAM SHOWING MOTION OF BALL
GOVERNOR.
Fig. 6, thereby increasing the lead with the load.
Also, this governor is so designed that turning
the lever over bodily so that its front side be
comes its rearward side and rotating the roller
carrying lever 180 degrees around the shaft on
which it is fastened, will make the engine run in
the reverse direction.
I am of the opinion that this design, con
sisting as it does of a single weight lever carried

ENGINEER.

violently and cause what is commonly known as
"slamming". The action is made worse by the
necessary evil of having two weights and two
springs in order to insure a running balance.
Then again when the double weight and spring
are used, if they arc not exact duplicates of each
other, not only with regard to amount of weight
and resistance of spring, but also in ratio and
position of leverages, one weight and spring
will temporarily gain an ascendency over the
other to be in turn overcome by the first set,
and the governor will cause the engine to grad
ually accelerate and then retard through a
definite range of revolutions, producing what is
called "hunting".
To overcome both of these troubles, the dash
pot has been introduced upon a number of gov
ernors, being considered, however, as a necessary
evil. The writer believes that both of these
features can be overcome without the use of a
dashpot by so arranging the combinations in
which the two levers and springs are used that
the forces exerted by one set will oppose the
forces exerted by the other set at opposite sides
from the neutral point at whieh it is desired
that the governor shall run, so that the inertia
that one set opposes to the other set, gives the
necessary steadying effect.
Another point which the writer has felt was
of value is that the connections between the
weights and springs should be made at such an
gles that, in all the extreme variations from
innermost to outermost positions, these connec
tions will not assume an angle of less than 90 de
grees with each other, and, in fact, the more
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depended upon in the governor to overcome the
resistance of the valve. It seems to me that this
is very plain mathematics and has been so care
fully gone over before, with tables for both
problems carefully computed and published in
the technical papers, that it does not seem worth
while to go into the subject again. I believe
that it is as purely a mathematical problem
capable of demonstration, as that of the capa
city and movement of the spiral spring.
One other point to which I should have
called attention among the practical qualifica
tions in ideal types of shaft governors is, that
the positions of weights and fulcrum points
should be changed as little as possible, and
that the necessary changes should preferably be
made by adding bodily to the amount of weight
without changing its rotative centre of gravity
and by actual tension of, or increased capacity of
the springs themselves.
When once a satisfactory adjustment of mo
tion has been obtained which combines stability
with quickness of adjustment of position to a
changed condition, it should be let severely alone.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC CCS SYSTEM
FOR CONTROLLING THE SPEED
OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
THE Western Electric Co. recognizes that,
for machine-tool driving by means of elec
tric motors, no system has yet been de
vised which entirely solves the problems arising
with different classes of machines. The problems
which are encountered are of such a nature that a
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FIG. I. WIRING DIAGRAM OF CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MACHINE TOOL WORKING. FIG. 2. WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.'s COMPENSATOR USED ON THE THREE-WIRE SYSTEM.
on one bearing, a single spring and a single
valve-moving piece or its equivalent, embodies
the simplest construction that can be devised.
Without going into the details of the forces
brought into action on all these governors with
the necessary formulas for their determination,
which have lately been so thoroughly explained
in articles on the theory of the shaft governor
by Prof. Carpenter, F. M. Rites, Henry E. Longwell and others, it seems to me that it would be
interesting to call attention to some of the
practical problems which have been discovered
by nearly everyone who has gone practically into
shaft governor construction.
In the first place, I would refer to the ex
treme sensitiveness which is obtained when the
centrifugal force produced by the weight and
the centripetal resistance interposed by the spring
are in exact balance, in this case, the governor
will be so extremely sensitive that it will vibrate

obtuse these angles can be kept without leading
into another bad feature, of having the spring
itself acted upon by centrifugal force, the better.
Referring to this latter point, the writer is
of the opinion that the position of the spring
should be as nearly radial as possible; a spring
in extension should be used in preference to a
spring in compression ; a long spring should be
used in preference to a short spring, and the
point of connection between the spring and the
weight should be as near the centre of gravity
of this weight as possible. Of course some of
these points may have to be compromised in order
to make a governor reversible and for sim
plicity's sake, but they all have their bearing
upon the subject in question.
I have been very much surprised to see some
statements as to the inability of ascertaining
the exact amount of power required to move
the steam valve of an engine or that can be

system which is entirely satisfactory for one con
dition seems to be entirely inapplicable to an
other. As an illustration of what is meant, tools
such as planers and shapers which require a
variable cutting speed also require a constant re
turn speed, which can best be met by using a
constant speed motor with a mechanical attach
ment for meeting the above conditions ; whereas
for such conditions as are met on milling ma
chines and drills of various kinds a motor is re
quired which will give its maximum horsepower
on the slowest speed, and when high speeds are
used the power required is insignificant. This
class of conditions requires a motor which has a
wide range in speed by means of field control.
Still another class of conditions arise, such
as are to be found on lathes, boring mills and
other large and heavy machines where the multivoltage system best meets the conditions, and to
meet this requirement the Western Electric Co.
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has recently perfected a system of variable speed
motors and reconmmeds for certain kinds of ma
chine-tool work a three-wire, equal-voltage sys
tem employing from 220 to 250 volts across the
outside wires, giving from 110 to 125 volts be
tween the middle and outside wires. This gives
a speed ratio of 1 to 4 and intermediate steps. A
portion of the range of working is taken care of
by the use of resistance in the field circuit.
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parts interchangeable. It is supplied with mag
netic blowout of novel construction, which ac
complishes its purpose without introducing com
plicated parts, and with a reversing attachment
which permits the same number of speeds on the
reverse as on the forward motion, a feature
which will be appreciated by machine-tool users.
Fig. s represents one of the motors and a T. W.
4 controller connected to a Niles 28-inch lathe.

FIC. 3. WESTERN ELECTRIC VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR.
Fig. I gives a diagramatic arrangement of the
wiring of this system showing the incandescent
and arc lamps in position, as well as the machine
tool, controller, balancing set and station genera
tors. For low speeds, the motor is connected be
tween the middle wire and an outside with full
strength on the field ; by weakening the field, the
speed is increased to nearly twice the lowest
value when the connection is changed so as to
throw the motor across the outside wires with
full strength again on the field.
From this speed, increase is obtained by again
weakening the field until the speed is doubled.
By the use of such a system, not only can
machine tools be operated at a range of speed
of 4 to I, which is wide enough to suit all
ordinary requirements, but incandescent and arc
lighting which every shop requires are secured.
The wiring is simple, and its cost of installation
reduced to a minimum.
By the use of a Western Electric compensator,
Fig. 2, which is placed either in the engine room
or in some convenient location near the center
of distribution, the voltage between the middle
and either outside wire is kept constant for all
changes of the load, and even though the power
service fluctuates through wide ranges, the incan
descent and arc lighting service will be prac
tically undisturbed.
The motors which are used with this system,
Fig. 3, are specially designed for machine-tool
work and are equipped with a single commuta
tor and windings which give a 100 per cent in
crease in speed by a weakening of the field.
These motors give practically constant horse
power throughout the entire range of speed, and
operate sparklessly without injurious heating
under all ordinary conditions. They are, further
more, designed for wide overload ranges which
make them particularly well adapted for this
service.
Fig. 4 shows a controller specially designed for
machine-tool work. This is constructed in a sub
stantial manner, with a particular view to keeping
the outside dimensions as small as possible, but
without crowding the working parts of the
mechanism. All live parts are readily accessible,
easily removed in case of necessity, and all similar

FIG. 4. CONTROLLER FOR VARIARLE SPEED MOTOR
SYSTEM.
This lathe can be operated from the apron by
means of the hand wheel shown in Fig. 5, at
the right of the apron, on forward or reverse at
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any speed, making it unnecessary for the opera
tor to leave his position at the tool to get any
speed within the range of the controlling ap
paratus. This is a step in advance and a laborsaving device which will be appreciated by the
men who handle the lathes.
The controllers and motors are made in all
sizes needed for machine-tool working. Other
machinery such as generators, compensator,
switches and field resistances are of standard
construction and may be used interchangeably on
power or lighting system. Simplicity and the
use of standard apparatus are always to be de
sired and the Western Electric Co. has carefully
embodied these features in its system.
COAL WASTES IN A POWER PLANT.
The data obtained by the test of steam used
up in leakage and condensation of a power plant
sometimes furnish information of the greatest
importance in determining losses, the extent of
which can hardly be realized without their aid.
That part which is represented by condensation
in the steam pipes can readily be calculated and
allowed for, and the quantity due solely to leak
age losses determined. These are the losses pro
duced by leakage of inefficient steam traps which
drain the system of piping and reheater, and leak
age of stop-valves which cut off the working part
of the plant from the heating mains and from
Engineer i6p Nov 17 Hagadorn .. Fifty-two...
parts of the plant that are not in use, to say
nothing of the numberless steam joints involved
in the construction of the boilers and piping.
In a plant which is working only a part of the
day, say 10 or 12 hours, the fires being banked
the remaining time, these losses, which may be
termed the standby losses, are continually going
on for the entire 24 hours, and they represent a
larger percentage of the total fuel consumption
than they do where the plant is in operation the
whole time. Another loss in plants of this kind
which is apt to go on while the fires are banked
is by no means insignificant. This is the loss of
fuel which results from too much draft being on
during that time, either from improperly fitted
dampers in -the smoke pipe, or from carelessness
in handling. The flow of air over the bank of
fire produces combustion, the heat from which is
expended in merely warming the air, which then
passes off through the chimney to waste.—George
H. Barrus, in Cassicr's Magazine.

FIG. 5. VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR AND CONTROLLER AS APPLIED TO 28-INCH NILES LATHE. CONTROL
LER WORKED BY HAND WHEEL, WHICH MOVES WITH THE APRON.
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GAS-POWER FOR CENTRAL STATIONS.
BY J. R. BIBBINS.
(A paper presented before the American Insti
tute of Electrical Engineers.)
The basis of this paper consists of data collected
from various electric light and power plants in
the United States using gas engines as their prin
cipal motive power. A number of these plants
being operated in connection with iiluminating-gas
works, it has been possible to observe the some
what unique position of the gas-engine station as
a direct though affiliated competitor of the gas
works.
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ment is not all that could be desired for furnish
ing results of great accuracy, but owing to the
more or less uncertain calorific value of the fuel
gas used, errors of a few per cent in particular
cases will not have much effect upon the general
result. In any event, the average cost of power
charged against the station is the desired figure.
SERVICE REQUIREMENTS.
In considering the subject in hand from an un
biased standpoint it is important to enumerate the
qualifications imposed upon the gas engine, in or
der to determine its actual merits.
1. Continuity of service at any cost.
- 2. Simplicity of operation, conducing to the
above and securing low cost of attendance.
3. Reasonable cost of equipment.

TABLE I.—GAS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT.
Engines

I
Plant
Nu.
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8

2
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2
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serve capacity should be available for use during
peak loads.
The skill required for operating a gas plant is
apparently no greater than for a steam plant.
In several instances where the latter have been re
placed, the old employes have been retained. In
newly established plants steam engineers have in
variably taken charge after short preliminary in
struction from the builders' erecting engineer.
In plant No. 11. weekly inspection of bearings,
igniters and valves was at first carried out. This
was found to be unnecessarily frequent and it is
now done once a month. The cylinders are in
spected occasionally throughout the year. This
plant of 800 horsepower capacity, is operated by
three day men and one night man, 10 hours to a
shift.
In cost the gas-engine equipment is quite com
parable with that of a steam plant. The engine
itself costs more than a steam-engine of cor
responding size, on account of the increase in
metal required by the higher pressure dealt with.
With the cost of condensing machinery charged
to the steam engine, however, this disparity is
much reduced.
With natural or illuminating
gas available, the equipment cost would fall con
siderably below that of a steam equipment of
boilers, engines, condensers, heaters, pumps, etc.

840
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...

568
(a) Largely railway load—running 15-18 hours per dsy, 550 volt, d. c, two generators. (6) Exclusively arc.
(<•) Monocyclic system—runs 24 hours per day. (ti) Plants operate 24 hours per day—Natural gas. (e) Nat
ural gas. (/J Operates in parallel—Natural gas. (x) 8-horse power engine belted to air compressor and pump.

EQUIPMENT.
Table 1 presents the most important data upon
the general equipment and. service rendered by
the first twelve plants considered. The identity
of the exhibitors is withheld, in most cases by re
quest, thus making available more complete and
valuable data. These plants are located in centers
ranging from 2,000 to 20,000 inhabitants, and, in
most cases, where the cost of fuel is high. The
equipments average about 315 brake horsepower
capacity and operate every standard form of gen
erator for arc and incandescent lighting and for
railway or general power service. All the gen
erators are belted, the majority directly but a few
through the medium of a jackshaft, the latter ar
rangement being employed in order to obtain the
desired flexibility of service without installing a
number of engines of small size.
Plants 13 to 15 are somewhat larger and gener
ate polyphase power for industrial works. These
three plants average approximately 570 brake
horsepower and the units are all direct-connected
and run in parallel. Operative results have been
obtained from plants 1 to 1 1 inclusive, the first
and last furnishing excellent data upon the com
parative economy of the present gas engines and
the steam engines which were replaced.
In general, the character of electrical equip-

4. Economy of fuel and supplies.
A 65-horsepower two-cylinder vertical engine of
the type employed in the plants here considered
has made the following record:
Load
Fan Blower.
Total elapsed time
8472 Hours. 100.0%
Hours run
8230 Hours. 97.0%
Hours shut down.
Changing igniters
38hours-4S%
Taking up bearings
13 hours.15%
Painting
179 hours
Repairing blower
5 hours
Changing gas supply
7 hours
Total
242 hours 3.0%
Ditto chargeable to engine
0.6%
During this period the engine ran. without stop
ping, 1 157 hours, and was then shut down to re
pair a broken belt.
In a pumping station located on the Allegheny,
a short distance from Pittsburg, five 85-horsepower engines of the same type operate regularly
at full load through the week without stopping,
except on Sunday, when the units are shut down
in rotation for inspection and repair. Each en
gine operates from 96 to 98 per cent of the elapsed
time. It is needless to state that such service
would not be required in central stations, as re

FIG. I. CURVES OF GAS ENGINE PERFORMANCE.
In the case of a producer-gas plant installed to
supply the gas engines, the cost of the respective
equipments, each of 1,000 horsepower, is at a
parity, although depending somewhat upon the
gas-storage capacity provided. This, however,
amounts to much less than electric storage. For
producer gas the former costs in the neighbor
hood of $7-35* per horsepower-hour and the latter
$100. Considerintr the increase in productiveness
of labor which is stated by a prominent gas en
gineer to be fully ico per cent (owing to the
fact that one man can handle twice the amount of
coal), the advantage, if any, held by the steam
plant, disappears.
In economy of fuel the gas engine admittedly
has no rival. The present limit of steam-engine
practice is 10 pounds of water per indicated horse
power, or ii pounds per brake horsepower. With
an evaporation of 10 pounds of water per pound
of good coal (14,000 British thermal units per
pound) a performance of I.I pound coal, or 15,400
British thermal units per brake horsepower is
realized. The gas-engine at present delivers, at
full load, a brake horsepower upon 10.5 to 11 feet
of gas (of 900 to 1,000 British thermal units per
cubic foot, calorific value), which is equivalent to
10,000 to 11,000 British thermal units per brake
horsepower. Fig. 1 shows a typical test-log upon
a 550-horscpower engine of the three-cylinder,
vertical type, employing the four-stroke cycle. The
thermal efficiency shown is the true or "kinetic*'
efficiency, viz. :
* S190 per M-cubic feet.
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Output

British thermal units equivalent of work
done

Input

British thermal units value of gas.

At full load this appears at 25 per cent. Con
sidering the comparative remoteness of the theo
retical limit of gas-engine efficiency, and the fact
that the theoretical efficiency of a steam engine
working between the usual units of 150 pounds

cast-iron or coil-pipe radiators being used for this
purpose. One station partly supplies a municipal
heating system, thereby deriving direct revenue
from a w<fste product. Part of the return water
is sent again through the jackets, the temperature
being lowered to the proper degree by adding
fresh water from the station supply main.
Station No. 14 returns hot jacket water to a
large cistern where it partially cools and is again

FIG. 2. VIEW OF BELTED STATION WITH JACKSHAFT.

boiler and 3 pounds condenser pressure has
already been exceeded, there appears to be an en
couraging future for internal combustion motors.
ADVANTAGES.
The advantages of the gas engine for central
stations may be summarized thus :
1. Minimum fuel and heat consumption.
2. Light load efficiency higher than for steam
engine of corresponding size.
3. Low cost of operation and maintenance.
4- Simplification of equipment.
5- Small number of auxiliaries required.
6. Absence of "standby'' losses.
7. Quick starting.
8. Waste heat in jacket water suitable for
building heating.
9. Ease of extending equipment.
10. Absence of high pressure except in engine
cylinder. No danger from explosion outside, as
a mixture of proper proportions is required.
11. Power can be stored during light loads at
small cost in the form of gas in the holder.
12. Subdivision of units more easily accom
plished, yielding higher all-day efficiency.
An important source of economy in gas plants
is the fact that as soon as an engine is shut down
all heat losses cease. Also, during operation no
heat is lost by the gas in transit from the pro
ducer, and the plant is not hampered by inefficient
auxiliaries such as steam pumps, condensers, re
turn traps, etc., all of which largely increase the
general complexity of the system.
In quick starting, the gas engine fulfils every
requirement. The 280-horsepower pumping units of
the Philadelphia high-pressure fire system have
been repeatedly started cold, brought up to speed
and the pumps loaded to the required pressure.
(300 pounds per square inch), within a period of
40 seconds from the starting signal. In plant No.
11, employing 133-cycle, high-speed generators, the
units are regularly started in 2 minutes, and this
may be reduced to 1 minute in case of necessity.
A number of plants make use of the hot jacket
water for heating offices and buildings, ordinary
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pumped through the iackets emerging at a temper
ature of 200 degrees Fahrenheit before being dis
charged into the sewer. As return water from a
heating system is also discharged into this well,
a small amount of cold water from artesian well
or city water system is added from time to time,
to reduce the general temperature of the circu-

the variable character of load incidental to large
industrial works operated by induction motors.
All the units are of the direct-connected type with
standard flywheels. A spring coupling provides
a flexible connection between engine and genera
tor, to absorb speed variations. The usual cop
per dampers on the pole pieces assist in preventing
hunting. In general, a low frequency seems to be
desirable, with high peripheral speed and moder
ate reactance in the generator to assist in damp
ing current fluctuations. The suddenness of the
impulse in a gas-engine cylinder offers, to be
sure, greater difficulties than in the case of a
steam engine, but the remedy has apparently been
found.
(To be continued.)

Dr. A. B. Storms, President of Iowa State
College, in the course of his report to the Board
of Trustees, makes the following argument for
the establishment of a course in architecture at
that college:
"The time will doubtless come, and should be
anticipated, when the college with its basis of
enerineenng courses will place in its curriculum
a course in architecture. The architect is becom
ing a more and more important factor in all
building purposes. Men see the folly of going on
ignorantly in location and construction of build
ings, often marring the streets of cities, towns
and country by unsightly structures, and wasting
valuable ground and material by putting up ex
pensive buildings that are, when finished, but
poorly adapted to their intended uses.
"When courses in architecture are introduced,
we shall stand in need of an art gallery for the
proper preservation and location of photographs
and other illustrations of architecture of different
periods.
"A new and commodious library building
will therefore meet some very important needs
of the college, and should not be delayed."

FIG. 3. GAS ENGINES BELTED DIRECT TO DYNAMCS.
lating system. In another plant, the jacket water
is utilized in winter for warming the water in the
gas holders to prevent freezing. This was for
merly done by using live steam from a boiler used
in making water-gas. It is estimated by the man
ager that a saving of $250 per year is effected. In
locations where water is expensive, a small cool
ing tower may profitably be installed to cool the
jacket water which may then be saved.
In the matter of parallel operation of alternat
ing-current generators, plants 13, 14 and 15 have
been distinctly successful, particularly in view of

To REVERSE a single valve enging put the crank
on either center and scribe a line on the valvestem next to the stuffing box ; loosen the eccen
tric and turn it on the shaft until the mark in
the valve stem is again even with the face of the
stuffing box; tighten the eccentric and the engine
will run in the opposite direction to what it for
merly had. Care should be taken not to move
the stuffing box during the operation and to see
that the crank is still on the same dead center
when tightening the eccentric that it was at the
outset.
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be lielpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
AN EFFICIENT HOME-MADE SEPARATOR.
Editor The Engineer :
I am very much gratified that I am a sub
scriber to your valuable paper. I have been great
ly entertained and benefited especially by the sug
gestions, discussions and questions by the differ
ent writers whom, I observe, are practical men
and not mere theorists. Among others was a de
scription of a reducing valve or pressure regu
lator by "A Tramp Engineer" which has led me
to think that another appliance made up of pipe
fittings would interest some of your readers.
Enclosed is a sketch of a steam separator
made of pipe fittings which is of simple construc
tion, and anyone who understands connecting pipe
and fittings correctly can easily make one.
TO

TO
BOILER

nuts are screwed up, no additional strain will
SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
come on the bolts.
Editor The Engineer :
J.' N. also asks an interesting question about
In The Engineer of Nov. 2 is a letter and a putting compound in boilers. » I am afraid his
pair of diagrams from Mr. Jas. A. Sweeney. The contrivance, which is shown by full lines in Fig. 2,
diagram from the crank end shows several pounds will not work.
higher pressure than the head end, and Mr. Swee
ney asks why that is so. He tells us none of the
conditions under which the diagrams were taken
but I should presume that he uses a three-way
cock and for some reason it is placed nearer the
crank end than the head end. These conditions
will certainly cause a higher diagram on the crank
end, and I have proven the fact several times.
I would suggest to Mr. Sweeney that if the
three-way is not located centrally between the ends
of the cylinder it would be better to remove the
three-way cock and connecting piping, and con
nect his indicator to each end of the cylinder
separately and then tell us the result.
In the same issue of The Engineer J. A. Willison brings up the old question of the strain on
cylinder head bolts. He asks if there is an ad
ditional strain on the bolts when there is steam
in the cylinder. He says there is, and his friend
says there is not, so the question is left for the
readers of The Engineer to decide. I must be
counted on the negative side of the question. Mr.
Willison's friend is right about the matter. To
prove it let him assume the following conditions :
Suppose you place a stiff spring between two tim
bers, as shown in the accompanying drawing, Fig.

FIG. 2. PIPING FOR COMPOUND FEEDER.

SEPARATOR MADE OF PIPE FITTINGS.
It is made by taking a tee a little more than
twice the diameter of the steam pipe and fitting
in each of the ends a bushing reduced to the size
of the steam pipe. On the end nearest the boiler,
the steam pipe is provided with a long thread to
enter the horizontal part of the tee far enough to
carry securely an elbow into which is inserted a
short nipple, the end of the nipple being cut off at
an angle of 45 degrees. The face of the end
thus cut off is to be turned at right angles to
the direction of the flow of steam or to the steam
pipe as shown. In the bottom opening of the tee
a piece of pipe not more than 1 foot in length is
screwed in and on the lower end is screwed a cap
or outside reducer tapped to receive the proper
size of pipe to connect the separator to the stearr.
trap. At the end of the tee towards the engine,
the steam pipe is connected in the usual manner.
The steam enters the elbow and is deflected,
together with the entrained water, downward by
the elbow apd nipple, thus sending the water to
the bottom of the chamber while the steam rises
around the nipple, and "whipsawing" past the
elbow flows on to the engine in practically a dry
state. It can be plainly seen that if the separator
is correctly proportioned according to the size of
the steam pipe it will work successfully.
Coarsegold, Cal.
R. J. W.

fig. 1. ILLUSTRATING STRAIN ON CYLINDER HEAD
BOLTS.

I, and then screw up on the top nut until there
is a strain of 100 pounds on the springs, or until
the collar, A, bears on the timber with 100 pounds
pressure. Then hang a weight of 100 pounds on
the hook at the bottom. That will just balance
the strain on the spring; the pressure of the col
lar on the timber will be removed, but no more
strain will be on any part of the apparatus than
there was before the weight was attached.
When steam is admitted to the cylinder it
acts in precisely the same manner as the weight
on the spring. So that until the pressure of the
steam exceeds the strain put on the bolts when the

If he will connect a small pipe to the feed line
anywhere between the tee at the bottom of the
cup and his pump, and attach the other end to
the top of his cup, placing a stop valve in the
feed pipe between the cup and the small pipe, as
indicated by the dotted lines, he will find that by
closing this valve and opening the others he can
force the compound into the boiler at any rate of
feed desired.
Allow me to answer one more question and
then I am done. J. A. R. wants to know how to
prevent oxalic acid from leaving a frosty appear
ance when cleaning hot iron, or brass work. If
when using the acid he will have some other kind
of metal polish mixed with a liberal quantity of
kerosene oil, and will apply it immediately after
using the acid, he will have no further trouble.
Take the acid swab in one hand and the polish
swab in the other so that the metal polish and oil
can be applied at once and before the metal ha«
time to tarnish. Then dry off with whiting when
the bright work will be all right. S. J. Smith.
THE STAYBOLT QUESTION.
Editor The Engineer :
"Well, well, Mr. Wester, I have been up to
the examiner's office to try for a license, and I
have been successful in getting it after a hard
trial, and, further, I am going to look after the en
gine and boiler at Woodford's flour mill. I want
to thank you for your assistance in regard to the
many difficult examples that you instructed me in
and the many little things (?) that you taught
me while in your employ."

Feb. i, 1904.
"Don't mention it," said I, "for I always be
lieve in encouraging a deserving young man and
I invariably find that such help is for the good of
the business."
The young man sat down while I was attend
ing to my regular duties of oiling the bearings
and when I came back to my desk he told me
that he wanted to know something about some of
the questions that had been asked him. The first
one that puzzled him was the staybolt question.
He said he could not see why a man had to
spread a lot of figures over a sheet of paper to
answer what he thought was just a catch ques
tion. "Well, my young man, you are very wrong,"
said I. "This question is asked you for this rea
son : To impress deeply upon your mind what
the safe working pressure on flat surfaces stayed
with staybolts should be, so that when you are
carrying, say, 100 pounds per square inch, you
may know just how many pounds' pressure each
bolt has to withstand.
For instance, suppose we take the fol
lowing example: With i-inch bolts placed
fi inches apart, 125 pounds pressure per
square inch on the boiler, what is the strain per
square inch of area of one of the stays? Well,
to begin the pressure each bolt has to withstand
is that acting on an area 6x6 inches, or 36
square inches. The pressure per square inch is
125 pounds, hence the pressure on 36 square
inches is 36x125 pounds or 4,500 pounds. This
is nearly the pressure each bolt has to withstand.
Taking account of the area of the bolt would
make a slight difference. Now all iron or steel
used for staybolts is tested in the direction of the
resisting force, by a pulling or tensile strain. The
bar is put in a machine especially made for the
purpose and pulled until it separates, noting- at
what strain the bolt gives way. Such strain is
known as the tensile strain that the bolt was sub
jected to, in this case, say, 30 tons or 60,000
pounds per square inch. However, staybolts as a
rule are not subjected to so much strain, but I
have taken 60,000 pounds in this ease simply to
carry out the example.
This explanation of the tensile strength
of the staybolt goes to show that the bolt
will stand a great deal more pressure be
fore it breaks than the example calls for. But
right here I will say that all laws pertaining to
boiler construction and in regard to staybolts re
quire a factor of safety; so that if the bolt pulled
apart at 60,000 pounds one-tenth of that would be
a safe load on each bolt, or, in other words, use a
factor of 10 for the safe load. Now in this exam
ple we will use the factor 8. We then have for a
safe load on the bolt 7,500 pounds. Now our ex
ample shows that each bolt has a strain of 4,500
pounds to withstand, so there is ample margin
left for any extra strain that might be put on the
bolt by the breaking of one near it, or when the
boiler is subjected to a hydrostatic test. In the
latter case, the pressure is sometimes run up to
1% times the regular running pressure, so that
these things must all be taken into consideration
when calculating the pressure for boilers, espe
cially those with flat surfaces."
"Well, well, Mr. Wester, I am surprised. I
little thought that example so all-important in
the operation of a steam plant. I thank you very
much for the information. I will be in again
soon to ask you about another question I am in
doubt about. And I'll let you know how I get
along at the mill. Good day."
Depew, N. Y.
C. W. Dunlap.
COMBINING PIPE AREAS.
Editor The Engineer:
The busy engineer is often called upon to
quickly decide for himself or for his steamfitter
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the size of pipe that should be employed for a
main in order that its area shall be equal to the
combined areas of two or more branches of given
sizes. It is seldom that tables of areas of circles
are at hand, especially if the fitting is to be done
away from the plant and perhaps at some isolated
spot. In this case the engineer has to get along
the best he can with what he has. To the practi
cal man figuring is inconvenient and tedious and
if there is any way to get around it he will.
With the view of helping solve the problem I
will give the method I used this summer on a
job of pipe fitting.
The diameter of a pipe whose cross-sectional
area will be equal to the combined areas of two
others may be found as follows : Draw a straight
'/?. perpendicular to BC. Lay off on AB
the distance, Bz, equal to the diameter of one of
the pipes, and on BC lay off the distance, B3,
equal to the diameter of the other branch. Then
the distance from the point, 2, to the point, 3,
as indicated by the dotted line will be the diame
ter of a pipe whose area will be equal to the sum
of the areas of the pipes having respectively
diameters, B2, and B3.

The first radius will be 300 feet long and
the rope will have this radius for 135 degrees
and will sweep over an area of
Hi * 3°°2 X 3-Mio = 106,029 squarejfeet.
The second radius will start from corner 2
as a center and will swing from 2' to 3' or
through 90 degrees. It will cover.
2002 X 3.1416 X 5S0 = 31,418 square feet.
The third radius will start from corner 3 as a
center and swing from 3' to 4' or through 20 de
grees. It will cover:
150' X 3.1416 X jjjjj = 17,721 square feet.
The
last radius will be 50 feet, will have 4 as a
center and swing from 4' to corner 1 or through
90 degrees. It will cover an area of 1,964.5 square
feet. This will make a total of 157,132 square
feet, or 17,459 square yards and 1 square foot.
The area will be changed if the rope is started
at points B or A or intermediate points.
In answer to J. S. Willison, would say that
he is right; that if the bolts are screwed up so
that there is a tension of 9,000 pounds on each
bolt, and the bolts' breaking strength is 10,000
pounds, there being ten bolts, it will take 10,000
pounds pressure on the inside of the cylinder
head to break the bolts.
10 X 1,000 = 10,000 lbs. steam pressure.
10 X 9,000 = 90,000 lbs. strain from nuts.
Total

100,000 lbs.

METHOD OF COMBINING PIPE AREAS.
iS
In this manner, by extending the process, we
can find the diameter of a main whose area will
be equal to the combined areas of any number of
branches. The diameter, »j, found as above,
may not be a commercial size, in which case
select the next larger or smaller commercial size
for the main. For exhaust pipes always take the
next larger, but for supply mains the next
smaller will usually answer, especially when the
branches are under 3 inches in diameter. The
flow of gases, vapor or liquids is considerably less
in smaller pipes in proportion to their areas,
both on account of the greater proportion of re
duction of area by the ordinary pipe cutter.
Should it be desired to find the diameters of
two branches whose combined areas will equal the
area of a main, we must first select a size for one
of the branches, and find the diameter of the
other by inverting the process just described.
For this purpose lay off B3 equal to the
diameter selected for one of the branches, and
measure from point, 3, across to the line, AB,
as shown by the dotted line, 2,3, to the line rep
resenting the size of the main. Then the distance
from 2 to B will be equal to the required diam
eter of the other branch.
R. E. Verse.

THE ROPE PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer :
In answer to E. N. Tyler's problem, which is
very wide in its range of possible conditions :
If the rope is drawn from corner 1 to point /
—which is one of the points to which it might be
drawn—the area that will be swept over by the
rope may be found as follows :
It will be noticed that there will be four
radii, each of different length, over which the
rope will sweep.

A SOLUTION OF THE ROPE PROBLEM.
The 90,000 pounds is not independent of the
cylinder or bolts. The cylinder holds one end
and the head the other end of the bolts and the
90,000 pounds may be considered as being be
tween the cylinder and head, and forcing them
apart, but the strength of the bolts Is such that
it will take 100,000 pounds to separate them,
therefore there will be a difference of 10,000
pounds that will have to be overcome from the
inside.
P. M. Elder.
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
ABOUT THOSE CARDS.
Editor The Engineer:
About those cards from two Mcintosh &
Seymour engines shown on page 855 of The En
gineer for 1903 : The nameless man gives but
little to work on aside from the cards. In the
card marked No. 1 compression sets in too early.
On all four cards this could be reduced at least
one-third, but I believe it would be better to
reduce it one-half unless the engines run quite
fast. When this is done the steam valves should
be advanced, as there probably will not be
enough lead.
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Make the corner joining the admission and
steam lines in the new card look like the one in
the high-pressure crank end card from engine
No. i and you will also probably get a better
steam line.
The head-end high-pressure card shows too
early an exhaust opening; this should be adjust
ed to open a little later so as to make the line
from the point of exhaust around the end of the
card rounded much like the exhaust line in the
head-end, low-pressure card from engine No. 2.
The admission and exhaust are both late in
the low-pressure cards for engine No. 1 and cut
off should be adjusted so it will be equal at the
two ends of each cylinder. By the way, how
did you take those cards from the high-pressure
side of engine No. 1? I notice that the line is
unbroken around both cards, which makes those
cards look like a joke on somebody.
What applies to engine No. 1 will apply to
engine No. 2 ; if both engines are of the same
type, both should take the same type of card.
Would it not be better in sending in cards to
give more data, such as steam pressure, diameter
of cylinder, length of stroke, number of spring
used in taking the card, speed of engine, and
type of engine?
Expansion.

FLUCTUATION IN ENGINE SPEED.
Editor The Engineer :
The fluctuation of the governor on engines of
the Corliss type has caused engineers more or
less concern, and many unsuccessful attempts to
locate the cause have frequently been made.
When the governor is fluctuating, or hunting,
as it is sometimes called, it is an indication that
the speed of the engine is not as constant as is
desirable. The speed of all stationary engines is
subject to fluctuation to a greater or less de
gree, for as soon as the required speed is at
tained, the governor balls rise, thereby causing
an earlier cutoff, in consequence of which the
engine speed falls below normal. Then the gov
ernor balls drop, thus causing a later cutoff, and
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Probably one of the most frequent causes for
unsteady governor action is the unequal amount
of work done in each end of the cylinder. This
can only be determined by means of the indi
cator. How often we see diagrams that have
several different pencilings of the steam and ex
pansion lines. The engineer says they are due to
the varying load, and, in some cases, this would
be true, but in others it is not, except that the
change of load is due to the fact that one end of
the cylinder does more work than the other, and
with the governor trying to act, the load of both
ends must vary somewhat. If an indicator dia
gram were to be taken under those conditions it
would be found in all probability that the initial
pressure in one end of the cylinder was greater
than in the other.
The reason for this will be understood by re
ferring to the accompanying diagram, which is
exaggerated from the original in order to make
the explanation more clear. Admission at the
head end is much later than at the crank end, in
fact, the piston commences to move away from
the head end of the cylinder before the steam
valve opens at all, the head end valve being
considerably later than the crank end valve in
opening with reference to the piston motion. It
will be seen from the steam line that the valve
does not at any time open wide enough to admit
the full boiler pressure. This is because the
volume of the cylinder increases rapidly, due to
the movement of the piston, and that the capac
ity of the steam ports is inadequate to supply
sufficient steam.
When the engine takes steam on the crank-end
side of the piston, it takes a larger volume than
on the head-end side, which, of course, tends to
increase the speed of the engine. As the piston
is making the stroke toward the crank end, the
speed, therefore, is somewhat less, and the gov
ernor is immediately affected.
As the speed increases, due to the greater
amount of steam admitted at the crank end, the
governor balls are raised slightly, and the head
end steam valve is tripped earlier in the stroke in
order that the speed may be normal. The gov

DIAGRAM SHOWING CONSTANTLY C HANGING CUTOFF.
the engine speed is again increased. This fluctu
ation is practically unnoticed when the valves are
properly set and the governor is in proper work
ing order.
Various causes have been assigned to account
for the unsteadiness of engines and governors,
which causes, undoubtedly, have been the root of
the trouble in many instances. The sticking of
the governor, occasioned by worn parts, the use
of oil in the dash pot which has a tendency to
gum, the wrong adjustment of screw, disk, or
whatever the arrangement in the dash pot may be,
will cause the plunger of the dash pot to act
stiffly. All these are causes for governor fluctu
ation.
Kerosene oil is the most desirable oil for the
dash pot, as it is thin and does not gum.

ernor balls then drop slightly, and the crank end
valve trips later in the stroke. This means that
the crank end is doing considerable more work
than the head end. With this condition of affairs,
one end of the engine is doing more work than
the other, and the other end is trying to effect a
balance and thus keep a uniform speed. The con
sequence is that the governor changes the point of
cutoff at each stroke which not only accounts
for the numerous expansion lines, but also pre
sents a very substantial reason why the governor
action is unsteady.
Another thing that is apparent is that when
the adjustments are such as to produce the condi
tions mentioned, with one end of the cylinder
reacting after the other, there must be a greater
amount of steam used to do a certain amount of
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work than when each end is carrying its fair
load, because the engine does not and can not do
its work properly.
In small electric light plants, unsteady lights
are often noticeable which, no doubt, is due to
improper adjustments of the valves, the engine in
many cases being belted to a jackshaft, which in
turn is belted to the dynamos so that any un
steady motion of the engine from any cause is
multiplied several times.
Let us not be too hasty in condemning the
governor, but rather let us look elsewhere for the
cause of hunting and unsteady speed.
Baldhead.
A SIMPLE HOME-MADE PACKING.
Editor The Engineer:
A description of a home-made packing which
is especially adapted to piston rods that are worn
and scored may be of interest to engineers. Al
most every engineer has the material at hand with
which to make it because all that is required is a
piece of rubber hose and some hemp. The hose
should be as heavy as can be obtained.

HOME-MADE ROD PACKING.
To apply the packing cut off a length of hose
equal to the depth of the stuffingbox, leaving
about Y\ inch for the gland to enter the box and
also leave room for the rubber to expand when it
gets warm. When the hemp is well soaked
with cylinder oil, either braid or twist the hemp
to fit the space between the rod and the rubber
cushion and drive it in with a piece of soft wood
until solid. Then screw up the gland tight enough
to render the packing firm. When the packing
gets warm begin to slacken the gland bolts so that
the rod will not heat.
When starting the engine in the morning, it
will leak some but as soon as it gets warm the
leak will stop, and when properly adjusted this
packing will run for 3 or 4 months. When re
newing the packing just loosen the gland and add
some more hemp.
C. E. Reeves.
Peru, Ind.
A FAULTY HEATING ATTACHMENT.
Editor The Engineer:
In a recent issue of a mechanical paper I
noticed a letter from a correspondent in regard
to a heating attachment he intended for his boil
ers. The following experience the writer once
had with a similar device might be of interest to
others.
Fig. 1 illustrates an arrangement I found in
stalled under three boilers I had occasion to
take charge of. It consisted of about 200 feet of
2-inch pipe running the full length of the boiler
and close to the shell. What the inventor tried
to accomplish with such a device I do not know,
hut the "improvement" was sold to the concern
for a high price, including, of course, the usual
guarantee of a saving of 30 per cent of the coal.
I had my doubts about the economy of such
an arrangement when I first heard of it in the
superintendent's office and before I had seen the
plant. His statement that a test made shortly
after the devices were installed had shown a
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saving of 33 per cent made me a little suspicious
of things in general about the plant. However, I
went to look it over and the first thing I noticed
in the boiler room was a split water end on the
feed pump, a piece of board being placed against
the crack to keep the hot water from reaching the
ceiling. Not getting any satisfactory explanation
as to the cause of this accident I at once sus
pected the coil and an investigation later on
proved this to be the cause.

FIG. I. THE ORIGINAL ARRANGEMENT.
Having a small test gage handy I screwed it
on to an aircock on the pump-discharge and
found what I almost expected, viz., a pressure
of 180 pounds in the pipe, the boilers carrying
100 pounds at the time. At the first opportunity
I cut the pipe at A and B in order to begin an
examination of the coil and found the cause of
the trouble right at this point. From the tee, A,
where the feed water pipe is tapped into the cir
culating pipe, to a point about 2 feet distant
the pipe was reduced from 2 inches to less than
l/2 inch. What pressure is required to feed a
16-inch x 18-foot boiler through a J^-inch pipe
can perhaps be imagined. The scale I found
grew gradually less from the reduced portion
until at a point where toward the bridge wall the
pipe was practically free from scale. As this
arrangement had been in operation only about
three months, and the 6-inch blowoff and i%inch pipe, C, which was the original feed pipe,
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pipe for a mud-drum, and the amount of sedi
ment that settled in the drum was surprising and
was fully as much as could be expected from a
live steam purifier handling the same weight of
feed water.
The attachment in Fig. 2 has some good
points. For instance, the sediment in the mud
drum can be cleaned out while running and
without stopping the circulation in the coil
which, of course, cannot be interrupted for a
minute without injury to the coil. Furthermore,
there would be little danger of the pipes scaling
if it were not for the attachment as originally
installed. There is nothing in favor of the latter
and if it ever did show any saving it must have
been on account of the boilers being dirty at the
time of installation and, of course, 200 feet of
new pipe put in the most effective place in the
furnace would naturally have some effect on the
evaporation.
In a well designed plant with ample boiler
capacity, an attachment of this kind is out of the
question, but where the boiler is forced beyond
its capacity it adds to the heating surface and in
creases the circulation.
R. Cederblom.
Chicago, 111.
A QUICK REPAIR JOB.
Editor The Engineer :
Will some of the readers of your paper please
inform me of the proper way to put on nuts for
the manhole cover of a boiler? Some engineers
say that the flat side of the nut should be next
the plate, and some that the round side is better.

SHOWING BROKEN AND REPAIRED GLAND.

FIG. A. THE NEW ARRANGEMENT.
were both as clean as could be expected after
four years' service, the only way I can account for
the heavy deposit from A to B is that the hot wa
ter circulating through the coil raised the temper
ature of the entering feed water sufficiently to
cause an immediate precipitation of the carbonates
and sulphate of lime held in solution. I may be
mistaken in this and somebody will probably say
that there would not be time for such a process
to take place, but considering the high tempera
ture under 100 pounds pressure, and the short
time required for two liquids to attain the re
sulting temperature if thoroughly mixed, I think
it quite possible for a considerable deposit to
occur rapidly.
I made some experiments' with the arrange
ment shown in Fig. 2, using a piece of 12-inch
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Some time ago, a careless engineer in our
plant dropped a wrench between the crosshead
and the stuffingbox bolts of our Barber air com
pressor, and, as a consequence, the gland was
wrecked. It was repaired as shown in the sketch
by the use of a wooden follower made in halves
and bolted together around the ro'd and gland
bolts. The broken end of the gland was ground
off true and the hard wood follower piece forced
against it. The compressor was shut down only
an hour, and the repair lasted satisfactorily until
a new piece was received.
R. F. D. Xo. 2.
AN INGENIOUS GUIDE PULLEY.
Editor The Engineer:
After a number of machinists had endeavored
to prevent a belt from running on the flange of a
small pulley on an extractor used in a laundry
for wringing clothes, and which on two occasions
had broken the flange as well as destroying the
belts, an idea struck me that by placing a guide
pulley underneath the belt and a little higher
than the flange it would have a tendency to alle
viate the trouble. So I made a pulley from an
ordinary 3-inch pipe socket. I first plugged it
with wood, then drilled in the center for a
$4-inch pipe and in the end of the plug I drilled

a hole, and also through the pipe, for an oil hole.
Then, after finding a suitable bolt 1 drilled and
tapped 0110 of the legs of the machine and mount-
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ARRANGEMENT OF THE GUIDE PULLEY.

ed the pulley on the bolt. It has answered the
purpose very well and is running satisfactorily.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Stephen Bigg.

STOPPING A BAD POUND.
Editor The Engineer :
I was very much interested in the story of
D. No. 145 in The Engineer in which he
related his experience with the brasses in the
connecting rod of his engine. It brought to my
mind very vividly a similar trouble which I had
from the same cause. I have charge of an oldstyle Corliss engine, with half-round brasses in
both ends of the connecting rod.
A noise occurred one day in the crosshead end
of the connecting rod, but the rod gave us no
trouble aside from the annoying pound. No fairy
disturbed our sleep to tell us how to fix it, as in
the case of D. 145, and so it was a case with us
of digging it out. After a long continued search
we found that when the key got a little slack the
circular brass box in the strap would roll slightly
and this made the annoying noise.
We found it was very desirable to have the
round end of the box fit very nicely in the cir
cular end of the strap, in fact, if it is expected to
have the engine run well, this must be done.
When new boxes are put in, great care should be
taken in fitting the boxes into the strap. About the
best way to insure a good fit is to make up some
red lead very thin and paint the inside of the
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SHOWING THE STRAP AND PIN.

strap. Then put the boxes in carefully and finally
be sure they find a bearing. Afterwards remove
them and see where they have touched the red
lead. With a fine file or scraper remove the
spots where they touch. Repeat the operation un
til the brasses fit nicely.
When the proper fit is secured have a small
pin made as shown in the drawing, put the
brasses into place in the strap and with the aid
of a block, key them up tight. Then drill a small
hole in the strap, drilling far enough to mark
the box. Take out the box and drill a hole large
enough to receive the large end of the pin. Put
the pin in the strap and place the round box in
the strap, driving it firmly into the strap by

IJ2
means of the other half of the box. This will
hold the box firmly in place and make a finished
job.
Student.
Watertown, Mass.
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24. Give two points a good suction hose must
possess.
25. Explain how a pump can lift water from
a tank below it, and how high is it possible to
lift it?
26. Tell, from your experience, various causes
'examination questions.
of a pump working badly, and how you would
I. In a return tubular boiler where is the fusi detect, prevent and remedy them?
ble plug located? What shape is the filling?
27. In replacing the steam-chest cover of a
Why is it that shape?
Knowles or similar feed pump, what care is taken
2. What is the best way to set two 60-inch in cutting the gasket?
boilers? Give the thickness of walls, materials,
28. Where heating returns come to a closed
bridge wall from shell, and other dimensions?
tank at a high temperature, and are then pumped
3. Are the diameters of a tube and a pipe to the boiler, what pipes are tapped into the tank
measured on the inside or outside?
and where located?
4. What are the usual fittings on a boiler?
29. What difficulty does a pump ever have in
5. What care in position is necessary in set drafting water from this tank? Under such diffi
ting up a "water column" or "combination box"? culty how would you maintain the water level
I low kept in good order?
in the boiler?
6. Suppose after two gauges show in the glass
30. What is the difference in principle of
that the pump was stopped. Five minutes after operation between an automatic cutoff and slidethat you notice water at the top of the glass. valve throttling engine?
What would you do, and what was the cause of
31. How do you set the valves of a common
difficulty, boiler not foaming?
slide-valve engine?
7. In case of violent foaming what would you
32. Give two reasons why "lead" is usually
do?
given a valve.
8. Suppose feed pump working, but water level
33. Give two reasons for use of compression
in boiler gradually dropping. Name the different in an engine.
places you would look to find the difficulty.
34. How do you set the valves of one of the
9. What is the purpose of a check valve in automatic cutoff engines named in your declara
a feed pipe on a battery of boilers? Where put? tion? (Give name of engine selected.)
What care does it need?
35. Is it necessary in setting valves to block
10. Give advantages and disadvantages of the up the governor? In what positions would you
open heater. What attention does a closed heat block it? Explain in detail what you would do,
er ever require?
or what points to look out for when governor
II. What is your practice in blowing-off a is so blocked.
boiler?
36. How can you tell that an engine will
12. Where two boilers are in battery and not race dangerously should the main belt break,
blowoff pipe of one should burst inside the set or the governor belt break?
ting, what would you do? In such accident, would
37. If the valve stem of the steam valve of a
the water line of the other boiler be affected, Corliss engine should break, what could be done
blowoffs being independent? How?
to prevent a shut-down?
13. If you observe, while running, that no
38. In keying up crankpin and wristpin
water appears in the gauge glass, what would brasses, give two reasons for the use of the
you do?
"shim." Under which brass is it put, and why?
14. How should a safety valve be connected
39. By what symptoms do you tell when
■to a boiler?
a
belt
is overloaded and when it is not safe to
15. What portions of a safety valve are liable
further tighten it?
to give trouble? How kept in good order?
40. If a belt driving from one shaft to another
16. A safety valve is 4 inches in diameter, is overloaded, how can the belt be made to
astern and valve weigh three pounds, lever (of transmit the same power without overloading?
uniform section) is 24 inches long, weighs 16
41. Suppose a belt running near a wall and
pounds, fulcrum stem 4 inches, ball 100 pounds,
the
belt overhangs the driven pulley and rubs the
20 inches from fulcrum. At what pressure will
wall. To correct this, would you move the bear
ithe valve blow?
17. If a boiler is left with banked fires, safety ing nearest the wall away from, or toward, the
■valve set to blow at 60 pounds and you return and driving shaft?
42. Draw an indicator card with admission
tfind the pressure gauge indicates 140 pounds, the
•safety valve being stuck somewhere, tell in detail showing late, wire drawing steam line, cutoff slow
at one-third stroke, excessive leakage of piston,
just what you would do.
very late release beyond the center, slight back
18. In cleaning and inspecting a return tubu
pressure,
and no compression.
lar boiler what do you do, and what points do you
43. Why is a compound more economical than
iparticularly look out for? In a vertical boiler?
19. What is the difference between blister on a simple engine, both working at the same pres
sure and ratio of expansion?
a boiler and a bag? When are they dangerous?
44. Is a receiver more needed on a cross-com
20. What is the difference between a soft
pound
than a tandem? If so, why?
.and a hard patch ? Should a boiler be patched on
45. What is the effect on receiver pressure of
ithe inside or outside? Why?
2a. An upright boiier is double riveted, shell cutting off late in the first cylinder?
46. In a triple engine with the second cylin
of steel, 60 inches diameter, ffs-inch thick; stay
■bolts arc round and 1 inch diameter in rows 10 der doing much more work than the low pressure,
■inches apart horizontally and 8 inches vertically. how can cutoff be best adjusted in either cylinder
What pressure is it safe to run regularly? At to balance the load between the cylinders?
47. With the ordinary cross-compound engine
■what pressure would the shell burst?
when the high-pressure crank is stuck on center,
22. What care should be taken in erecting
main steam piping from a battery of boilers? how can the engine be started without barring the
Where in piping should the main stop valve be wheel ?
48. How do you figure the horsepower of
placed ?
a
compound
engine?
23. What is the difference between a duplex
49. If the high-pressure valve gear should be
pump and a double pump?
broken, how could you keep a compound engine
* The answers to these questions will be published May 1. running?
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50. Give the method of starting a large com
pound, condensing engine, with jet condenser di
rect connected.
51. Is there any valve between the air pump
and jet condenser? What is its purpose? What
trouble does it give?
52. Give several ways vacuum may be lost.
53. Do you open the injection valve before
or after starting engine, and in stopping is it
closed first or last? Why?
54. How and when is a cylinder most likely
to be flooded from the condenser?
55. What automatic valves are usually placed
on an independent condenser, and what are they
for?
A. J. G.
HOME-MADE STEAM WATER HEATER.
Editor The Engineer :
Seeing a great many schemes and kinks in your
valuable paper, I would submit one I think is
new, and possibly of value to engineers. Where
water or other liquid is boiled with direct steam
there is a disagreeable rattling noise, and to stop
that disagreeable pound and rattle is the object of
the device shown herewith. First procure fittings
as follows : One 1 l/t x reducer, one Y± x }& flush
bushing and one ^ x 2-inch nipple. Bore the re
ducer full of j£-inch holes, being careful not to in-

CONSTRUCTION OF HOME-MADE HEATER.
jure the threads. Now screw the *6-inch nipple into
the flush bushing, then screw the bushing and nip
ple into the reducer so that a \ -inch coupling can
be screwed onto the bushing, as shown. Now cut
a piece of ij^-inch pipe and screw
it into the big end of the reducer. The large pipe
should be 14 or 16 inches long. Then make the
steam conections by means of J^-inch
coupling. Be sure to place the device at the bot
tom of the containing vessel. When the steam is
turned on, the steam and water circulate together
and the steam is thus condensed as fast as it is
sues from the nozzle, and without any noise. I
have six in successful operation.
Chicago, 111.
John A. Waldorf.

BLOWING OFF UNDER PRESSURE.
Editor the Engineer:
I would like to say a few words for the benefit
of Sgt. Claud B. Heeter.
First: I think Mr. Heeter does not quite
understand my meaning in regard A> the use of
the blowoff. Where a plant is run night and
day it is necessary to blow off under pressure, of
course, and I do not say that a boiler should not
be blown off under high pressure, I only said I
was not in favor of it, nor am I when it can be
done with low pressure. As to its being danger
ous to blow off under full pressure, I only re
ferred to sudden opening and closing of the blowoff as being dangerous.
In many cases the blowoff pipe is where it
conies in contact with the fire and, should mud
settle in the pipe, it will soon burn off or burn
until it is very thin so that it will not stand as
much as a new pipe. Suppose that the valve is
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wide open and under 80 or go pounds pressure, the
steam and water will rush through with great
force. Now we close the valve suddenly ; the
force of the water hammers against the valve
and more than doubles the pressure for an in
stant. Should the pipe happen to be a little de
fective, what might the result be? As I said
before, I have seen two blowoff pipes burst in
my time and I consider the blowoff a very poor
plaything. I think, furthermore, that Sgt. Heeter's leak was not caused by blowing off under
pressure.
W. W. Russell.
Conneaut, Ohio.
THE

RIVA

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER
STATION.
BY FRANK C. PERKINS.
THERE are three water powers near Riva,
which place is situated in Tirol on Lake
Garde; the Albole, a small river having a
fall of about 656 feet; the waterfall at Varone,
which has a head of 328 feet ; and the Ponale falls,
whose height is about 197 feet. The Ponale has a
minimum flow of water of 70.6 cubic feet per
second, and receives its supply from Lake Ledro,
which lies about 1,970 feet above Lake Garde and
forms a natural reservoir of immense capacity
with an underground outlet. The Ponale is 10.56
miles distant and the water is carried by an open
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horsepower each, two are of the Girard type, and
develop their normal power under a head of 328
feet, while the third is of the Leffel wheel type
and was designed to operate at a head of 380 feet
when developing 150 horsepower, with an efficien
cy of 81.33 per cent ; while at half load it has an
efficiency of 80.84 per cent.
The last turbine installed has a capacity of 300
horsepower, and is of the Rusch type of Leffel
water wheels.
The three generators first installed were of the
Oerliken drehstrom, 150 horsepower, revolving
field type, a similar machine of 300-horsepower
capacity, being directly coupled to the Leffel tur
bine in the new installation, provision having been
made for another unit of this size to be installed
later. Each generator supplies a polyphase cur
rent with frequency of 50 periods and a potential
of 3,460 volts, and its insulated by elastic coup
lings from its turbine. The exciting directcurrent machines are each mounted on the ex
tended shaft outside of the main bearing of th<

FIG. 2. PROFILE OF PIPE LINE.
alternator. The three 150-horsepower alternators
operate at a speed of 500 revolutions per minute,
the exterior diameter of the revolving field mag-

of copper conductor .114 x .138 inch in section;
while the field magnet exciting coil consists of 805
turns of copper conductor .15 x .169 inch in
cross section.

The 300-horsepower alternator runs at 430
revolutions per minute. The internal diameter of
the armature is 51.2 inches, and its winding con
sists of 21 coils laid in 42 slots; each coil havinp
42 turns of copper wire .173 x .197 inch in cross
section. The field magnet has a diameter of 50.8
inches, and differs in construction from the
smaller machines, in having, instead of a single
large exciting coil, 14 spools connected in series,
each having 130 turns of copper conductor .236 x
256 inch in section. The controlling switches,
instruments and panels are located in the switch
board room, which covers a floor space of 236
square feet, and in this room is also located a 5kilovvatt transformer for lighting the power
station.
The primary high-tension line consists of three
conductors of copper wire, .2165 inches in dia
meter mounted on porcelain insulators and iron

FIG. I. CANAL AND TUNNEL ENTRANCE.
canal 115 feet long, 6.56 feet deep and 7.21 feet
wide to a gallery 786 feet long, and finally through
another canal 26.25 feet long to a gallery 525 feet
long, which ends in a small reservoir. The water
is conducted to the turbines in the power house, a
distance of 558 feet, through a steel pipe 27.58
inches in diameter. The power house at Ponale
falls is 2.175 miles from Riva, and is constructed
of iron, brick and wood, being about 150 feet long
and 50 feet wide. The central generator and tur
bine room was constructed first, and was equipped
with three units of 150 horsepower each, the tur
bine and generator of each unit being directly
coupled and having a speed of "500 revolutions per
minute. The new generator room has an area of
925 square feet and at present has installed 2
horizontal turbine and generator units of 300
horsepower each. Each turbine room is equipped
with a 5-ton crane for handling the heavy parts
during repairs and installation. The high-pres
sure piping and reservoirs of the hydraulic instal
lation were constructed by the Machinenfabrik J.
Ig. Rusch of Dornbirn, Vorarlberg, and the elec
trical equipment was installed by the Maschinenfabrik Oerliken of Oerliken near Zurich, Switzer
land. Of the three first turbines installed of 150

FIG. 3. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF POWER HOUSE AT PONALE
net being 39.4 inches, and the internal diameter
of the armature is 39.9 inches, .5 inch being the
clearance allowed on these machines. The armature has 18 coils, each two of which has 60 turns

and wood poles ; two telephone conductors are
provided, each consisting of bronze wire .0985
inches in diameter. The high-tension line to Riva
is 2.175 miles long. Three other power transmis
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sion lines are installed, one to Torbole, a distance
of 2.79 miles, a second to Varone, 1.86 miles long,
and a third to St. Giancome, a distance of 1.24
miles.
There are seven transformer substations at
Riva, three of which are equipped with 40-kilowatt step-down static transformers, three others
have 30-kilowatt transformers, and another has a
20-kilowatt machine installed. The substation at

MECHANICAL STOKERS FOR POWER
STATIONS.
A paper was recently read by Mr. Albert Gay
(electrical engineer to the Metropolitan Borough
of Islington, London) before the Society of Engi
neers, on this subject. The author emphasized
the necessity of perfect combustion, in order to
get the highest efficiency out of the coal, and

FIG. 4. VIEW OF TUKBINES AM) GENERATORS AT PONALE.
St. Giacome is supplied with a 30-kilowatt trans
former, while one of the substations at Varone has
two transformers, one of 20 and the other of 30kilowatt capacity, and another is equipped with a
50-kilowatt machine. The low-tension distribu
tion is made on overhead copper conductors .158
to .316 inch in diameter.
The motors operate at a potential of 190 volts
from the secondary circuits. At Varone two
motors of 15 and 80 horsepower each are used for
operating the paper works. At Riva, and other
places the motors range from 1 to 18 horsepower
and are used in the various industrial establish
ments. The lighting of the streets of Riva is ac
complished by the use of both arc and incandes
cent lamps, frequently both being employed on the
same poles, the arcs of 800-candlepower and the
incandescent of 20 and 32-candlepower. In Riva
the incandescent lighting amounts to 47,455
candlepower. while that at Varone, St. Giacome
and Torbole, is 2.000, 1,000 and 3,910 candlepower
respectively. The charge for motors is $12.20 per
horsepower per year, and for incandescent light
ing, 20 cents per candlepower. The working staff
consists of a director, one chief engineer, three
machinists or electricians, one line foreman and
four assistants. The power plant is in continual
operation day and night throughout the week and
shuts down only from 12 to 2 p. m. on Sundays.
A new flooring material is being exploited by
an architect in Lucerne, Switzerland, in the
shape of hollow concrete beams. These beams
are formed over iron molds and are delivered
to the builder ready to put in place, the same as
planking. The advantages claimed are that ma
terial can be kept in stock, the same as for wood
en flooring, and can be put in place by unskilled
laborers at any time, regardless of the weather.
The beams are manufactured with a uniform
breadth of about 10 inches, and with depths of
3V2, 4yi, 6, 7 and 8 inches according to the
length of span and the load to be carried.
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showed that the average hand stoker did not take
pains to attain this object. The ideal mechanical
stoker should possess the following qualities :
1. Increased economy compared with hand
firing. 2. Absence of smoke, even with bitumi-

ning cost. 9. Adjustable feed. 10. It must be au
tomatic.
The author proceeded to describe examples
of the sprinkler, coker and underfeed types
of mechanical stoker, with illustrations, and
gave the results of tests carried out under his
supervision, showing an evaporation of between
8 and 9 pounds of water per pound of coal, having a
calorific value of 12.000 to 12.500 British Ther
mal Units per pound. Other figures were also given,
and the cost of maintenance was stated to be
about 10 per cent per annum of the cost of
the machines.
Tde following objections were said to be
advanced by some users :—No economy ; lowgrade coal is not worth burning, and smokes
anyway; excessive cost of upkeep; supplemen
tary hand firing necessary on account of varying
load in electric power stations ; frequent need
of repair ; reduced capacity of boiler.
As the result of a series of questions ad
dressed to engineers in charge of large power
stations, a variety of opinions were expressed,
but most were opposed to the use of stokers in
London. Many stated that they had found them
unsatisfactory, costly, and uneconomical.
The
author pointed out that good coal cost $2 a ton
at the pit's mouth, and the cost of carriage
to London amounted to as much more, making
about $4. Low grade coal, suitable for use with
mechanical stokers, cost $1 at the coal fields,
but by the time it got to London it cost $3, and
the advantage in price was practically lost. Where
coal was cheap and handy, however, considerable
advantage might be derived from the use of
mechanical stoking.
It may be added that in almost all the more
recently erected power stations in England, me
chanical stokers are in use, generally of the
chain grate type, which is highly spoken of,
and in conjunction with water-tube boilers. It
cannot be said that they are entirely smokeless,
but their efficiency, when properly managed, is

FIG. 5. SECTION SHOWING METHOD OK GOVERNING THE TIRB1NES.
nous coal. 3. Few wearing parts. 4. Reliability
5. It must be self-contained.
6. Small capital
cost. 7. Small maintenance cost. 8. Small run-

high and their upkeep moderate. Moreover,
they can conveniently be used for hand firing if
required.
A. H. A.
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NEW

THE
IDEAS.

FEED WATER HEATER AND PURIFIER.
This apparatus consists of a vertical cylinder
containing a number of compartments filled with
filtering material. The exhaust steam enters at
the bottom and flows into the first compartment
through a short pipe, thence through the annular
opening surrounding the second compartment,
into the latter, thence through another annular
opening into the next compartment and so on
10 the top of the cylinder or casing.
After passing through the annular openings,
the steam comes in contact with baffle plates,
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the springs tend to rotate the valves in the oppo
site direction, thus closing them. The point of
cutoff is varied by means of a second sliding bar
situated immediately below the first one, and hav-

ders are caused to revolve around the end of the
shaft, the steam distribution being effected by
means of the cam-shaped slotted plate.

SAFETY WATER GAGE
The water gage shown herewith is designed
to prevent the injurious results which are apt
to attend the breaking of gage glasses. The usual
glass and fittings are made use of, and in addition
to these a metal tube is fitted to the ends of the
gage glass by means of suitable flanged sleeves.
The sleeve is placed in one end of the glass,
the metal tube inserted from the other end, and
finally the second sleeve is put on opposite the
first one. The glass is then put into the fittings
in the usual manner. The metal tube is pro-

A NEW FORM OF RELEASING GEAR.
ing a curved upper side for the purpose of raising
and lowering the upper bar, thus causing the catch
blocks to release the valve stems earlier or later
in the stroke. The second bar is also given a
reciprocating motion, which motion is regulated
by the governor. The exhaust valves are of the
semirotary type and are operated by means of
a wrist plate in the usual mmner. While this
gear employs no dash pot, the valves, nevertheless,
are given a quick closing motion and without
shock or noise. This gear is the invention of
Henry L. Dickson, Smithville, Tex.

A COMBINED FEED HEATER AND PURIFIER.
which direct the steam through the falling water,
thus condensing a large part of the steam, thereby
transferring the heat to the water. The water
enters at the top through perforations in a ringshaped pipe, the water falling upon a baffle plate,
which delivers it into the upper filtering com
partment. From the latter compartment the
water falls in drops through the current of steam
into the second filtering chamber or bed and so
on to the storage reservoir at the bottom. A
ball float is connected with the water-regulating
valve at the top and maintains a constant water
level in the storage reservoir. A sealed overflow
pipe prevents the water in the reservoir from
overflowing into the exhaust pipe. The feed
pump takes the hot water from the reservoir at
a point near the bottom, thus avoiding any oil
that might be present at the surface. This puri
fier is the invention of Robert D. H. Anderson,
Cincinnati. O.
RELEASING VALVE GEAR.
The object of this gear is to secure the ad
vantages of the Corliss gear with fewer small
parts for operating the steam valves. The valves
are of the semirotary type and are rotated by
means of a sliding bar actuated by the steam ec
centric. The sliding bar is provided with catch
blocks at the ends which engage similar blocks at
tached to the valve stems. The valve stems carry
cam shaped blocks, which work between the free
ends of flat springs so that as soon as the catch
blocks on the sliding bar release the valve stems,

ROTARY CYLINDER ENGINE.
The accompanying drawing illustrates a ro
tary cylinder engine recently invented by James
G. Gracey, St. Louis, Mo. It consists of two
cylinders arranged in line with each other and
fitted with steam-tight pistons, both pistons being
connected to the same rod. The main shaft is
located a little out of the center of the cylinders
and is provided with a double crank arm at the
end nearest the cylinders. One crank arm is con
nected to the piston rod, while the other is fitted
with a slide block, which travels the groove in
the cylinder frame. A valve-actuating plate is

SAFETY WATER GAGE.

vided with a series of holes near the top and
bottom through which water and steam reach the
interior of the glass. Should the glass break, the
rush of steam and water is confined to the series
of small holes in the metal tube, and thus the
streams are directed in such manner as to enable
the attendant to close the valves without personal
danger. Henry G. ' Brooks, Marshall, Mich., is
the inventor.

A NOVEL ENGINE.
mounted behind the cylinders, in which is a camshaped slot. In the slot is fitted a slide block,
which is also connected to the valve stem. When
steam is admitted through the trunnion steam
connection at the rear of the engine, the cylin-

In a series of tests on a steam driven
alternator made by Prof. Ewing at Manningtree,
Eng., upon a 300-horsepower, compound, con
densing engine with cylinders 15 and 24 by 28
inches, using steam which was superheated to
800 degrees F. at a pressure of 140 pounds, the
following results were obtained:
Indicated
Steam per
horsepower.
horsepower hour.
31
94
239
9
175
9-5
While the steam was superheated at the boil
er to 800 degrees F., it lost about 50 degrees on
the way to the engine and afterward gave up
170 degrees in superheating the steam in the re
ceiver, so that it entered the high-pressure steam
chest at about 580 degrees F. A vacuum of 27
to 28 inches was maintained in all tests.
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In our issue of Jan. 15th were given the de
tails of an explosion at the Geyer Avenue power
house, St. Louis. Since the time of the explosion
an investigation has been carried on by Joseph
G. Branch, Chief Inspector of Boilers and Eleva
tors for the City of St. Louis, and by the Board
of Engineers of the City to determine the cause,
and place the responsibility for the accident. The
report of this Board has just been made public,
and shows a condition of affairs which is dis
creditable to the Transit Company who own the
power house, and to the engineers who had it in
charge. It seems that there were twenty-three
boilers in the plant, of which seven were in
stalled in the wrecked portion of the boiler room.
These boilers were in three batteries, one having
three boilers, and the other two having two each.
The boilers were of 60,000-pound flange steel,
two of them having shells 5-16 inch thick and
the rest % inch. The heads were of ^-inch
flange steel. The boilers were 19 feet long, with
two main drums 30 inches inside diameter and a
steam drum 30 inches by 7 feet above the main
drums. The boilers were of the Heine watertube type, the tubes being 3]4 inches diameter by
16 feet long expanded into the tube sheets.
Inspector Branch figures the efficiency of the
longitudinal seam in the drum at 66.3 per cent,
which would give a bursting pressure of 633
pounds. If the tensile strength is assumed at
40,000 pounds, instead of 60,000 pounds, the
bursting pressure would be 422 pounds. Each
boiler was equipped with a pop safety valve 4
inches in diameter, all being of well known
makes. Fusible plugs were originally placed in
the boilers, but the evidence seems to show that
these had become worthless.
Two of the boilers were put in place in 1800,
two in 1892 and three in 1899. All had been in
continuous service, and were for the most part
worked night and day, being heavily overloaded
during the hours between 5 and 7 p. m.
From the evidence given, it appears that one
boiler exploded first, tearing the main drum loose
from the water legs, and that the others in the
battery then gave way successively. The tre
mendous force of the explosion can be seen by
the fact that one boiler was hurled forward into
the car barns 150 feet away, while another drum
was carried over 300 feet, and a third weighing
1,600 pounds, passed over several houses and
landed 600 feet away from the power house. The
nature of the breaks in the sheets shows that the
material of which the boilers were constructed
was excellent, and the joints and fragments on
careful examination show that the workmanship
was good, but many of the pieces, particularly of
the water legs, show a great deal of discoloration
from fire, and were warped and twisted from
overheating.
The boilers were last inspected for the city in
January and February of 1003. The steam pres
sure allowed was 125 pounds, and although the
safety valves on testing were found to open at
142, 155, and 170 pounds ; yet it is not likely that
this would have caused an explosion since the ex
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cess of pressure would not be dangerous. The
opinion of the Examining Board is that stoppage
in the connections to the water glass and in the
feed connections, together with the fact that the
boilers were continually overloaded between the
hours of 5 and 7 to such an extent that the water
would at times entirely disappear from the gage
glass, caused low water in the boilers, resulting
in overheating of the tubes with consequent
weakening and final rupture.
It seems incredible that any engineer with
sufficient knowledge to procure the license neces
sary in St. Louis, before he could take charge of
the plant, would allow boilers to be abused as
these were.
Cheap firemen were employed,
who gave the boilers irregular attention, took
no pains to try their gage cocks when the
water was below the gage glass, and made no
inspection to see whether the feed connections
were clear. It appears that one boiler let go
first, and tore away the main header to which
all boilers were connected. This, of course, re
lieved the pressure in the other boilers, which im
mediately became magazines of explosive energy
and utterly destroyed the plant. The engineer
must have known that he was taking the chance
of just this kind of a disaster, and it would
seem that he must have been forced to this prac
tice by the orders of the officials of the com
pany, who knew little and cared less about the
possible results of this method of handling the
plant.
The fact that the boilers which exploded
were of the water-tube type is no condemnation of
this type of boiler. The tremendous pressure gen
erated when a body of highly heated water under
pressure is allowed to flash into steam by the re
lief of that pressure is such that no structure yet
devised could stand the strain. The chances are
that fire-tube boilers would have given way long
before, but any boiler which is continually over
heated by forcing and carrying the water too low
is weakened throughout its every part and must
eventually give way. The safety of the water-tube
boiler lies in the fact that the chance of its
being weakened throughout is very small, and
usually the one part which is injured will rupture
without causing serious loss of life or property.
The fact that a single instance has occurred in
which water-tube boilers exploded after being
maltreated every day for a long time, should
not be taken as an argument against the real ad
vantage of this type of boiler on the score of
safety.
Electricity Direct From Heat.
On account of the low ratio of conversion in
steam-driven prime movers, the field of invention
for converting heat energy directly into the form
of electric current has been an attractive one. So
far, what success has been attained has been along
the line of using a carbon electrode for one side
of the battery and a metal of some description
for the other side, the electrolyte being a sub
stance which ordinarily is solid, but which be
comes liquid at a high temperature.
The Jacques battery which was much heralded
in the technical press a few years ago was of this
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form, and appeared to work by a consumption of
the carbon electrode. The first reports gave an
efficiency for this battery, which if verified, placed
it far ahead of any process previously known;
but more careful investigation revealed the fact
that when the heat necessary to keep the battery
''liquid" fused was taken into account the efficiency
was no better than by the familiar method of
conversion into steam and a subsequent trans
formation into current.
The new claimant, Mr. J. H. Reid, of Newark,
f\. J., has recently brought out a form of cell
which works along somewhat similar lines, but
uses as its active material a form of producer gas,
this gas, which by the way is made in a novel
type of producer capable of utilizing any material
which can be carbonized, is conveyed into the
hollow carbon electrode. It passes through the
carbon and bubbles through a mixture of sodium,
calcium chloride and iron oxide and escapes
through a perforated iron pot, which forms a
second electrode of the battery. The gas, which
before it enters the battery, has been mixed with
40 per cent of air, is converted, during this pas
sage, into carbon dioxide and water, the usual
products of combustion. These waste gases pass
off through an opening in the top of the battery.
The temperature of the liquid must be kept at
about 390 degrees F. in order that it may remain
fused, and this requires an application of a con
siderable amount of heat to the outside of the
iron containing vessel. In the experiments which
have been shown, this outside heat is furnished
by a gas flame, but for commercial purposes it
will use the coke from the gas producer and also
the waste gases coming from the battery, which
are not completely burned and will take fire on their
.escape, producing a considerable flame.
The battery has %hown itself capable of pro
ducing or.c ampere of current for each 5 square
inches of carbon plate surface at an electromotive
force of 0.9 volt for each couple in the battery.
A continuous run for 27 days has been made, giv
ing off power at the rate of 95 watts, and with
an efficiency of 78 per cent from the heat value of
the gas supplied to the electrical energy deliv
ered. The waste energy in the gas as it escapes
from the batten- is some 20 per cent of that sup
plied by the entering tfas.
The inventor
claims that the efficiency of the gas producer is
some 80 per cent, which would give an efficiency
of 60 per cent between fuel supplied and energy
delivered; but no data have as yet been given to
show that the heat available from the producer
coke and from the waste gas of the battery is
sufficient to keep the electrolyte in liquid form.
In order to be conservative, the inventor claims
only 45 per cent efficiency for the system.
While a process for the direct conversion of
heat to electricity is much to be desired and is en
tirely within the possibilities of modern scientific
research, yet the great liability to neglect a suffi
cient amount of energy so that the results of
experiments on a small scale are unreliable, makes
us skeptical as to the revolutionary nature of this
invention. For the sake of progress, we hope that
it may be all the inventor claims, but the history
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of the Jacques battery and other attempts of simi
lar kinds at revolutionizing industrial methods
make it wise to be conservative in accepting new
devices.

THE STEAM ENGINE.
On Jan. 7, Ex-Mayor J. H. Blessing of Al
bany, N. Y., delivered a lecture before Hudson,
(N. Y.) Association No. 33 N. A. S. E. in its
rooms at the Farmers' Bank Building. The sub
ject discussed was the Steam Engineer, and the
lecture was listened to with the greatest of inter
est.
The meeting of the association was an im
portant one inasmuch as there has been much
feeling in the Hudson Valley between employers
and workmen, and organizations of employes are
looked upon with somewhat of disfavor. At this
meeting many manufacturers had been specially
invited to attend so that they might get a correct
idea of the purposes of the N. A. S. E., and Mayor
Blessing was asked to speak because he undei stood
these, and also because he represented both the
working man and the employer of labor. The adaddress was therefore of a nature, not only to show
the importance of knowledge to the engineer and
to his employer, but to show that the N. A. S. E.
was organized, and is conducted for the purpose
of assisting engineers to gain that knowledge.
Mr. Blessing spoke from notes, so that it is
impossible to reproduce his address in full, but
the substance of his remarks was as follows:
Professor Joseph Henry, working in the City
of Albany, conceived the idea about 1831, that, by
applying power in a certain way to an electro
magnet, electric current could be produced in un
limited quantities. This in its application has
resulted in the dynamo, the motor and all our
various electrical machinery, and has created a
demand for steam power never before dreamed of.
This demand has stimulated the improvement of
the steam engine, and it is largely due to this fact
that the engines of the present day have reached
the perfection now obtainable. Notwithstanding
this, to the casual observer, it would seem that
the results are not greatly improved over the
best work obtained by James Watt nearly a cen
tury ago.
The problem of the steam plant is to con
vert the potential energy set free in combustion
into dynamic energy, and that steam engine is the
best which can obtain the most power from the
least coal.
The conversion of water into steam is a fixed
and definite process, and no efforts can change
the heat needed to accomplish it. It is conveni
ent to remember that for practical purposes the
work needed to change a cubic inch of water
into steam will lift a ton 1 foot high.
By means of sketches on the blackboard Mr.
Blessing showed the saving by expansion. Ex
panding to double the original volume will add
69 per cent to the work done by steam ; to three
times will add 100 per cent, and to 100 times
will add nearly 500 per cent. Evidently all the
work done beyond the original amount of lifting
a ton i foot is clear gain since the heat needed
to make the steam is the same, whether the ex
pansive energy be used or neglected.
In order to get high degrees of expansion, it
is necessary to start from a high pressure. The
higher the pressure, the greater the amount of
energy needed to make steam, and, therefore, the
greater the amount of work which can be re
turned by the steam. The amount of energy
added for increasing the pressure is, however,
but small as compared with that required to pro

duce steam at low pressure, so that the three laws
governing the problem may be stated, as follows:
A cubic inch of water converted into steam will
do a definite amount of work which is equivalent
to lifting a ton 1 foot. It costs practically the
same to evaporate the water at high pressure as
at low. The gain in power depends on the num
ber of expansions permitted.
On account of the fact that a large part of the
energy needed to evaporate water cannot be re
claimed as mechanical energy, even the best of our
engines which give a horsepower for an hour with
2 pounds of coal are using only about one-tenth
the heat energy in the coal, but this is a condi
tion which cannot be avoided. By carrying steam
at 250 pounds pressure, and expanding it 100
times, the power gained would be about 5.6 times
as much as without expansion, and, under these
conditions, a horsepower for an hour should be
developed on % of a pound of coal, but this is
using only one-quarter of the energy in the coal.

CHICAGO ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.
A movement is on foot to have the Chicago
Electrical Association incorporated with the
Western Society of Engineers as the electrical
branch of that society, and a resolution to that
effect is now under consideration by the mem
bers. At the meeting held Jan 8, the 'following
list of officers wa« elected for the ensuing year :
President, W. B'. Hale ; vice president, F. M. Holbrook; secretary, D. W. C. Tanner; treasurer.
H. G. Dimick ; auditor, H. Cochrane.
After the business meeting the Association
listened to an address by Charles G. Y. King,
Mechanical Engineer of the Commonwealth Elec
tric Co. He chose as his subject The Installa
tion of a S.ooo-Horsepower Steam Turbine, illus
trating his lecture by lantern slides, showing the
gradual growth of the plant. The ultimate ca
pacity of the plant will be fourteen turbine genera
tors, each of which will require eight boilers to
supply it. One of the turbines is now practically
completed and preliminary tasts have been made
for readjusting.
The foundation is concrete, laid upon piles
which are driven 50 feet to solid rock. A tem
plate is first built of wood, the shape of the de
sired foundation, and the concrete is rammed in
layers inside this template. After the concrete,
the bedplate is set in place and the distance-piece
put on, which determines the height of the lower
part of the turbine above the bedplate. The plate
on which the vertical shaft of the turbine re
volves is next placed in position, an operation
requiring the greatest of care.
The bucket wheel is then lowered into posi
tion, and the buckets bolted on the edge, about
I,000 buckets being used on each wheel. The
outside of the first stage of the turbine is then put
in place. All this work requires great care and
skill in the use of overhead cranes, since the
parts are all heavy, and the clearance spaces be
tween parts are comparatively small. The steam
valves, which are on two sides of the turbine and
are divided into numerous sections, are operated
by solenoids controlled by the centrifugal gov
ernor.
As the speed increases, the governor
moves to revolve its drum in such a direction that
the magnets will tend to close the valves until the
steam needed is just sufficient to do the work
required. A butterfly valve is placed in the main
steam pipe to cut off the supply quickly in case of
emergency. The condensing water for the plant
is handled by centrifugal pumps driven by Corliss
engines, each pump being 10 feet in diameter. A
condenser is used for each turbine unit, each one
containing nearly 5,000 tubes 16 feet long by 2^
inches dianrter.
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ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF ALTER
NATING CURRENTS, ni.
BY PROF. TELL.
IN the last article, Nov. I, 1903, of this series,
we showed that, if a loop is rotated at a uni
form velocity in a uniform magnetic field,
an E. M. F. will be induced in it that can be cor
rectly represented by a sine curve. Such an
E. M. F. is called a sinusoidal or harmonic E. M.
F. With a loop revolving at a uniform velocity,
it is possible to induce a sinusoidal E. M. F. only
when the magnetic field is of uniform strength
throughout the space in which the loop revolves.
A field of this type can be obtained, if we place
two poles, with flat faces parallel with each other,
in the manner shown in the illustrations of the
last article, but the uniformity will not extend
to the extreme sides of the poles ; it will only
cover a comparatively small area at the center of
the pole faces. This fact can be readily realized
by the aid of Fig. 16.
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field would be more dense at the sides than at the magnetism developed by it, and the E. M. F.
the center owing to the fact that the edges of the induced by this magnetism will also be of sinu
soidal form; but, if the first current is not sinu
poles would be nearer to each other. This in
creased density at the sides is indicated by darker soidal, the second E. M. F. will not be sinusoidal,
shading. If we rotate the loop A in such a field, and neither will the second current. If the second
the E. M. F. induced in it will rise more rapidly current varied in a manner similar to the first one,
when starting from the zero value, that is, when the fact that it was not sinusoidal would be of
crossing line O T, than the sine curve; and. when slight consequence, but. when the first current
reaching the maximum value, will not increase is not sinusoidal, the second current will not re
so rapidly, owing to the fact that along the center semble the first one, and the difference between
portion of the pole faces the magnetism is some
them may be decidedly great. Owing to this fact,
what weakened on account of being concentrated if a generator develops a current that is not sinusodial, or nearly so, the results obtained when the
at the edges.
In all the foregoing, we have spoken of the current is passed through other apparatus may be
effect that would be produced by rotating a loop very unsatisfactory.
in the magnetic field ; but the result would be pre
The design of Fig. 16 can be made to develop
cisely the same, if we substitute a coil of wire for a sinusoidal E. M. F. by making the poles of
the loop, the only difference being that, with the sufficient width, as has already been explained ;
coil, the E. M. F. induced would be higher. With but such an expedient would result in making the
a single loop, there are only two wires to cut machine unnecessarily large and would greatly
through the magnetic field, hence, the E. M. F. reduce the efficiency, as all the magnetic field not
cut through by the rotating coil would be wasted.
induced is proportional to two wires.
If we substitute for the loop a coil having
ten turns, then there will be twenty wires to cut
through the magnetic field, and the E. M. F.
induced in each one of them will be just the same
as that induced in one of the sides of the loop.
As all the turns of the coil are parts of one contiuous piece of wire, all the E. M. F.s induced in
the individual turns are added to each other, so
that the total E. M. F. is ten times as great as
that obtained with the loop. If the coil has one
hundred turns, the E. M. F. induced in it will be
one hundred times as great as that of the loop,
and so on for any number of turns ; that is, the
E. M. F. will increase in the same proportion as
the number of turns of wire in the coil is in
creased.

FIG. l6. DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD BETWEEN
FLAT POLE FACES.

FIG. 18. FLUX DISTRIBUTION FROM CURVED POLE
FACES WIDER THAN ARMATURE CORE.
P

In this drawing, the magnetic field between the
poles P and N is indicated by vertical shade lines.
As there is no known insulator of magnetism, the
magnetic flux or stream cannot be confined within
fixed boundaries but will spread out at the sides.
Owing to this spreading the density of magnetisa
tion around the outer edges of the magnetic field
will be reduced. In the illustration we have tried
to make this fact more clear by drawing the shade
lines further apart. Now it can be seen at once
that, if the loop A is rotated around the center j
its sides will not move all the time through mag
netic flux of the same density ; hence, when pass
ing the position in which the loop is drawn, the
E. M. F. induced will not be quite as great as it
should be to correspond with a sine curve. On
the other hand, when the vertical position is being
passed the E. M. F. will probably be a little too
high.
If the poles P and N are made several times
as wide as the diameter of the loop A, then the
latter will be wholly enveloped in a magnetic field
of uniform density, and it is for this reason that,
in the illustrations of the last article, we showed
the poles as if broken off on the sides so as to
indicate that the part shown in the drawing is only
the center portion of poles very much wider than
the diameter of the loop.
If we were to rotate a loop between poles of
the shape and size shown in Fig. 16, the E. M. F.
induced would have to be represented by a curve
that would not rise as rapidly from the time line
O T, and, when reaching the maximum value,
would become more pointed than a sine curve.
If we modified the shape of the poles in the
manner indicated in Fig. 17, then the magnetic

FIG. 17. DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD FROM
CURVED POLE FACES WITHOUT ARMATURE CORE.
While it is perfectly possible to induce an al
ternating E. M. F. with an arrangement of poles
such as is shown in either Fig. 16 or Fig. 17, such
a design would not be used in a generator made
for commercial purposes as its efficiency would be
very low, and, in addition, the E. M. F. induced
would not be sufficiently near to the sinusoidal
form to be suited for practical purposes. As will
be explained at the proper time, it is very desir
able that alternating E. M. F.s and currents be
sinusoidal, and generators are designed with a
view to developing such currents. We cannot ex
plain fully at this point why it is necessary that
the current be sinusoidal, but, in a general way,
we can say that an alternating current develops
an alternating magnetism, and this magnetism in
duces a second E. M. F. This second E. M. F.
can develop a second current, and this second
current, like the first one, can generate a third
current. Now, if the first current is sinusoidal.

The principal cause of lack of efficiency in the
designs of Figs. 16 and 17 is that there is too
great an air space between the pole faces. In
actual generators, the air space is made as small
as possible so that the electric current required to
magnetize the field may be reduced to the mini
mum amount. For the purpose of making the
air space small, an iron core is mounted upon the
shaft that rotates the coil, as shown in Figs. 18
and 19. With this type of construction it is pos
sible to so proportion the poles as to obtain an
E. M. F. in the coil A that is very nearly sinu
soidal in form.
In both these figures, the shading indicates
the density of the magnetic field, and also the
direction in which it flows. Looking at Fig. 18
it will be noticed that the shade lines are not
parallel with each other but run nearly in a radial
direction. The reason why the direction of the
lines is not the same as in Fig. 16 is that the
attraction of the core draws the magnetic flux
toward it. This is the common way of explaining
the action, but the correct explanation is that
iron is a better conductor of magnetism than air
and as a result the magnetic flux will flow to
ward it.
As the direction of the magnetic flux in the
space through which the loop rotates in Fig. 18
is nearly radial, the sides of the loop will cut the
flux faster when passing under the pole corners
than is necessary to develop an E. M. F. of sine
form. If, however, the poles are made narrower,
as in Fig. 19, then the magnetic flux will be con
centrated at the center of the pole face and as a
result the E. M. F. induced in the coil will not
rise fast enough when near the zero value, and
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will rise too fast when approaching the maximum
value, to produce a sinusoidal E. M. F. Thus
it will be seen that, with the form of Fig. 18, the
E. M. F. will rise too rapidly when the impulse
begins and too slowly when the maximum value is
reached ; and that, with the form of Fig. 19, the
action will be the reverse of this, so that, with
proportions somewhere between these two, the
rate of growth of the E. M. F. will be practically
sinusoidal.
The foregoing shows that by properly propor
tioning the poles of a generator the E. M. F.
induced in the rotating loop or coil can be made
sinusoidal, and the result can also be accom-
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ceed to fasten them on to the beams. Previous
to this, however, it is better to strike a line on
the under side of the beam corresponding to the
line of the front of the sole of the hangers—that
is, at a distance X from the center line of the
shaft. Having marked this line on each beam,
we can secure our front blocks to the beams,
bringing the front of each to coincide with our
line. The back block may be left loose until we
raise the hangers. After having fastened on all
the blocks, we can proceed to lift up the hangers;
as these are usually provided with slot holes
for adjustment, we require some means of test
ing them to see that the center of the shaft is
parallel with our original line, and for this pur-
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discharge valves and passages, and trouble is
often experienced in properly lubricating the air
cylinder.
Especially is this the case where compressors
are run at high speed and the temperature of in
take air exceeds 80 degrees, or where an inferior

LUBRICATOR FOR AlR COMPRESSORS.

FIC. 19. CONDITION WHEN NARROW POLE FACES ARE
USED.
plished, with a coil, by properly distributing the
turns of wire. Commercial alternating-current gen
erators are made with a large number of poles
so that the arc of the circle covered by each one
is small and the path traversed by the coils in
passing under each pole is not far from a straight
line ; therefore, the velocity with which the coil
cuts through the magnetic flux is practically the
same from one side of the pole to the other, and
the sinusoidal form of E. M. F. is obtained princi
pally by the proper proportioning of the poles and
the coils.
(7*0 be continued.)

pose I had a frame made to fasten to the beams,
with two arms projecting from it, one on each
of the bushes, and also a small piece of shaft to
fit the bushes, and project beyond, 3 or 4
inches. Fig. 2 shows the frame, also the way it
was used to bring each of the hangers into line
bv making the piece of shaft which projects
through the bushes touch the ends of the arms
on the frame. If everything has been done care
fully, each hanger being tested and brought up to
the ends of the arms of our frame, also noticing

REPAIR SHOP KINKS.
FIXING SHAFTING
The following method of fixing shafting to
the under side of steel I-beams is at once rigid,
simple and speedy. To begin with, let us sup
pose that the beams are level both laterally and
transversely, and also that the hangers are of the
usual type with sole as shown at A, Fig. 1. The
first thing is to get blocks cast for each hanger
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FIG. 2. FRAME FOR TESTING SHAFTS ON I BEAMS.
at the same time if the front blocks are exactly
up to the line, then the shaft will be practically
parallel with it, and all that is necessary to do is
to adjust the hangers for level. I adopted the
above method some time ago when putting up
five lengths of 3-inch shaft each 140 feet long,
and it worked first rate and saved a good deal of
lime in erecting—Feilden's Magazine.

FIG. I. SHAFT HANGERS ON I REAMS.
corresponding to the dimensions of the sole of
hanger as shown by B, with holes cored in them
for the hanger bolts and also for the head of the
bolts, so that the heads do not project above the
flush. Next we require four castiron clips as
shown at C bolted to the blocks B, and gripping
the lower flange of the beams. If these have
been cast and prepared, then we can at once pro-

LUBRICATOR FOR FEEDING SOAPSUDS
TO COMPRESSORS.
Compressed Air tells how to use soapsuds for
lubrication where oil fails. In compressing air
to 90 and 100 pounds gage pressure with a single
stage air compressor, the temperature of the air
after compression frequently reaches 450 degrees
to 500 degrees F. This high temperature results
in more or less carbon being deposited on the

grade of oil is used. To overcome this trouble
soapsuds has frequently been used as a lubricant
instead of oil with good results.
The illustration herewith shows a novel way
of feeding soapsuds into a cylinder provided with
piston inlet valve, and will be of interest to en
gineers who are using machines of this kind and
have experienced the trouble referred to above.
The device consists of a small galvanized iron
watertank, A, about 7 inches long, 6 inches wide
and 12 inches deep. Inside of this tank is a
smaller one, B, which is soldered to the large
tank, and the bottom of which is about two inches
above the bottom of the large tank. In the bot
tom of the small tank are a number of holes
Hi-inch in diameter, shown at C. Soft brown
soap (cut up in small pieces) is put into tank B.
Water is then fed into the large tank through a
"4-inch pipe, D, and passing through small holes
at C, dissolves some of the soap, and rises to the
top of the "4-mcn pipe, E, through which it passes
down into the inlet of the compressor. The
water is regulated at D, the small cock under the
tank being left wide open. Just before shutting
down the compressor the water is turned off at
D and oil is fed into the small tank, B, from
the cup, G, and the compressor is run with oil
for half an hour to prevent rust. It is important
tO. use soap that will sink in water, otherwise
small chips of soap will float to the top of the
tank, B, and pass down through the pipe, E.
This device is used on an Ingersoll-Sergeant
compressor having a steam cylinder 14
inches in diameter by 18-inch stroke, and when
running at 150 revolutions per minute, with an
air pressure of 90 pounds, the water is fed
through D at about 45 drops per minute. Soap
suds has been used in this cylinder for the past
4 years and no trouble whatever experienced in
properly lubricating it. The engineer reports the
walls of the cylinder in perfect condition.

The experiments on the high speed railway
near Berlin have advanced so that the speed of
i2S'/2 miles per hour has been attained. The en
gineers in charge believe that 140 miles is pos
sible, and are prepared to advocate running 93
miles regularly in commercial work.
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CONVENTION OF THE NORTHWESTERN
ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.
Numerous papers on live topics of great in
terest, lively discussions full of the facts of ex
perience, a large attendance, enthusiastic mem
bers, and attractive exhibits contributed to a suc
cessful meeting and well repaid all present for
attending.
The morning session was called to order by
President F. W. Bowen. Formal preliminaries
were omitted. After listening to the secretary's
report, which spoke of the association's progress,
its satisfactory financial condition, and the like
lihood of a fall meeting jointly with the Na
tional Electric Light Association at St. Louis,
the meeting adjourned until afternoon.
At the afternoon session Committee on Uni
formity of Advertising Literature reported good
progress and the assistance of technical papers.
Several firms have adopted the form and size
of bulletins suggested by the association. On the
recommendation of the commitee, it was contin
ued with the addition of H. Almert, and the
power to act in conjunction with F. G. Bolles
and Prof. P. E. Woodworth.
President Bowen named the following com
mittees : On nominations, R. N. Kimball, Ke
nosha; H. W. Frund, Vincennes, Ind. ; P. H.
Korst, Janesville. On membership, J. H. Har
ding, LaPorte, Ind.; W. H. Schott, Chicago;
J. P. Lord, Waupala. The latter committee
reported favorably on the following names and
they were elected : Active members, Geo. W.
Colles of Milwaukee ; associates, J. R. Kimball
of the Walker Electric Co., American Radiator
Co., F. F. Skeel of the Crouse-Hinds Co., J.
H. Harris of the Heine Safety Boiler Co.
President Bowen then presented his annual
address, which was in part as follows :
"It is held by some that the better way to
get at the 'meat' of a paper is by the pre-ar
ranged discussion of the papers by those who
may perhaps be thought the most competent, but
I am of the opinion that where this method is in
vogue, the membership generally does not get
sufficiently interested to bring forward many
points that might suggest themselves, and the
'cut-and-dried' method of discussion gradually
undermines the active interest of the members
generally and destroys in great measure the use
fulness of such associations as ours and interest
in the proceedings wanes.
"It is unnecessary to add that the commercial
side of every proposition is the one which most
appeals to the central station man, and it is to be
expected therefore that those side lights will be
thrown on the papers to be read, and it is right
and proper that it should be so. It is, of course,
from the technical side that the papers are
written, and it is from the operative side that
they are in measure discussed.
"I shall not here inflict upon you my per
sonal views as to the rights of the municipal
authorities to enter upon a commercial venture
in competition with their fellow citizens, but in
some occult or obscure way our business seems
to be a target, though why other lines, such as
provisions, fuel and other public necessities, es
cape such proposal on their part does not make
itself entirely clear to me."
A paper by W. H. Schott, on Central Station
Heating, was then presented. This took up the
question in detail and gave much valuable data
derived from experience.
The discussion
brought out the points that a system on which
automatic regulation of the temperature in the
buildings is employed will need 40 per cent less
heat than one without such regulation. Also
that per annum the coal needed per square foot
of radiating surface connected to a system will
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be about 70 pounds of Illinois slack. The drop
in temperature in the supply main from power,
house to customer should be not over 2 to 3 de
grees on a system where the average length of
the supply lines is l/2 mile. The drop in the re
turns should be less than half this figure, and the
total drop from supply to return at the power
house should be not over 30 degrees. It will be
larger in hot weather than in cold, because, in
hot weather the radiators are closed for longer
periods by the regulating system than in cold,
the water becomes cold, and when it is released
into the return mains, lowers their temperature.
The fall in temperature in any house should be
about 12 degrees and the drop in pressure 1
pound.
Mr. Harding told of finding the best drop to
use from supply to returns to be 40 degrees.
These values all apply only to hot-water heat
ing.
Mr. Schott further stated that his experience
showed that the heating surface which could be
cared for by 100 horsepower of exhaust steam is
about 17,500 square feet when using hot water
and 6,800 square feet when using steam. With
respect to the relative amount of steam required
for power and heating purposes in large build
ings he had found that the lighting in the case
of stores and offices required greater horse
power than the heating, so that the steam from
the engines was more than sufficient to heat the
building. A convenient table of values for deter
mining the radiators needed was given as fol
lows:
Temperature of water,
decrees F.
140
150
100
170
1M)
200
L'lll
220

B. T. U. radiated
sq. ft. per hr.
115
135
155
117
19!)
250
270
300

The next paper taken up was by Richard
Varley and Chas. R. Underhill, and was read
by Mr. Underhill. The subject was Coil Wind
ings for Electrical Purposes. The paper described
in detail the requirements for properly construct
ing an electromagnet, and gave the conditions
for securing any kind of a pull desired. Several
equations were given for determining the size
of wire needed in any case.
The subject was one which did not admit
extended discussion, and after passing the vote
of thanks to Mr. Underhill, the next paper, by
Mr. W. Scheidel, on Rectifiers for Alternating
Current, was read by the Secretary. The points
made in the paper are as follows:
ALTERNATING CURRENT RECTIFIERS.
New inventions have to be made marketable,
and methods of manufacture perfected before
any real success is achieved. The alternating
current rectifier is no exception to this rule.
It is no newly discovered fact that aluminum and.
some other metals will develop an insulating
film on their surfaces when in contact with
certain solutions, but the fact has not hitherto
been commercially utilized.
A single plain cell will suppress part of a
cycle of an alternating current, but it is still
alternating, only one alternation is larger than
the other. The leakage current passes partially
through the rectifier in a reverse direction, and
if the current be used for charging a storage
battery, this will partially discharge it at each
reversal. This necessitates extra charging cur
rent, so that for a battery requiring 60 volts
direct current to charge it, 75 volts alternating
will be needed. This would give, say, 50 am
peres charging current of which 10 are used in
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actual charging and 40 are wasted in leakage.
Such working would rapidly destroy both bat
tery and rectifier.
The Churcher rectifier is a perfected appara
tus using but one cell and set of electrodes,
yet giving absolutely rectified current. As the
resistance can be made barely enough to guard
against mechanical short-circuiting, the loss from
this source is negligible. The only loss of con
sequence is that due to the leakage current,
which passes only through the rectifier solution,
hence does not affect the storage battery.
To operate the rectifier requires a transform
er having a secondary voltage twice that needed
to charge the battery by direct current. This
secondary coil is tapped at the center and this
tap, by action of the rectifier, is made at all times
positive. In the rectifier are electrodes of alum
inum attached to the secondary terminals, the
number depending on the number of phases of
the alternating current supply.
Between these electrodes, but insulated from
them, is placed one of inactive material, prefer
ably platinum. The battery to be charged is con
nected between this electrode and the center tap
of the .transformer, or a direct-current motor
may be operated in place of charging the battery.
The current passes from the tap to the bat
tery, from this to the electrode, and thence
through the solution to one or the other active
electrode, depending on which is at any instant
negative to the center of the transformer. Th«
film on the aluminum plates prevents the current
from passing from one of these to the other.
Regulation of the direct current can be at
tained by an adjustable inductive coil between
the transformer terminals and the active elec
trodes, or by such a resistance in the main sup
ply line or by varying the number of active
primary turns in the transformer. It is well
known that a pulsating direct current is espe
cially well adapted for charging batteries, though
the reason is not understood.
One Churcher cell will operate satisfactorily
on 70 volts, direct current ; two cells, with two
secondaries from the transformer on 140 volts,
and so on. The rectifier can thus give any di
rect-current voltage from any alternating current
circuit.
The paper by Geo. C. Keech of the Bryan
Marsh Lamp Co. on the Smashing Point of In
candescent Lamps was read, and a considerable
discussion followed on the advisability of run
ning a lamp at a voltage somewhat higher than
that for which it is rated, so that it will burn out
at the end of its useful life. The facts brought
out by Mr. Keech may be summarized briefly
thus:
SMASHING POINT OF LAMPS.
About 10 years ago the phrase, "smashing
point" was coined by Carl Hering, and it quick
ly became recognized that after a lamp has fallen
to 80 per cent of its initial candlepower its use
fulness is over. It was then recognized that
an ideal lamp is one which would automatically
die at the end of its useful life
The tendency is for a user to let a lamp burn
after it becomes dim and then to condemn the
company which furnishes the current.
Alexander Dow has stated that go per cent of
customers' complaints are due to dim lamps,
and might be done away with by frequent renew
als. Dim lamps either annoy the user or, if
he uses more of them in order to get sufficient
light, increase his bills, to his utter disgust.
By recent improvements, lamps have now
been brought to such a point that when they
have fallen to 80 per cent of their rated candlepower, they will burn out, thus automatically
making renewal necessary. The working is not
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exact, but is nearly enough so for practical pur
poses.
In the discussion Mr. Schott advocated the
burning of a 3j^-watt lamp at 1 or 2 volts above
its normal rating, and stated that this would
give practically the same effect as that mentioned
by Mr. Keech. He also questioned the ad
visability of free renewals, and stated that on
the average he had found that one renewal will
be needed for each lamp connected to the system
per year. He stated that I volt increase will
raise the candlepower 6.2 per cent, and decrease
the life of the lamp 25 per cent.
Mr. Keech showed by means of curves on the
blackboard that, with the lamp described in his
paper, the maximum candlepower is reached at
100 hours, and the smashing point at 80 per cent
of the rated candlepower of the lamp, is reached
at the end of 800 hours. If the lamp is burned at
3 per cent above voltage, a 35^-watt lamp will
act like a 3.1-watt lamp. It will reach its max
imum candlepower after about 50 hours, and will
come to the smashing point and burn out at 450
hours, so that its life is decreased 50 per cent.
The lamp will burn out when it reaches the
proper smashing point as determined by its can
dlepower, whether it is run below, at, or above
the normal voltage. The best results are, how
ever, always obtained by burning a lamp at its
rated power, and if higher intensity is wanted
using a lamp of smaller wattage.
THURSDAY MORNING.
The session of Thursday was opened with
the paper by W. L. Waters of the National
Electric Co. on Double Current Generators. Mr.
Waters showed that in small stations where it
is necessary to have both direct and alternating
current, it is usually the case that for a con
siderable portion of the day, both classes of ma
chinery will be underloaded. If a single engine
is connected to both a direct and an alternating
current generator, the difficulty is helped some
what, but two machines are still necessary, and
this involves extra floor space and extra cost of
installation.
A double current generator overcomes both
these objections, but there are difficulties in the
way. The usual trouble is» with the frequency.
If a machine is specified to give a certain fre
quency, it often requires that the whole design
and construction must be special, which will
practically double the cost. In some cases, how
ever, a direct-current machine can be chosen
which runs at nearly the desired frequency, so
that a slight speeding up will accomplish the
purpose. The alternating current can then be
tapped off ta collector rings on the back of the
machine, at an added expense of only 15 to 20
per cent. The following tables show what ma
chines arc available for the standard frequencies
of 25, 40, and 60 cycles in the standard directcurrent generators built by the National Elec
tric Co.
Steam
Engine Type Bolt Driven. Turbine Driven.
Kilowatt.
250 V. 500 V. 250 V. 500 V. 250 V. 500 V.
25
15
15
40
40
50
14
14
33
SS
100
IS
13
35
35
60
80
250
12
8
27
23
60
90
500
12
8
31
25
80
80
750
14
10
..
..
70
1000
15
13
1500
20
16
2500
22
18
Other makes will vary slightly from these
figures, but not sufficiently to cause any great
inconvenience. It will be seen that, for the en
gine type, 25 cycles is the only possible fre
quency, and this only in the largest machines.
For the belt-driven type, frequencies of either
25 or 40 are available, and for the steam turbine
driven type, which necessarily run at very high
speeds, only 60 cycles can be considered.
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Of course, a double-current generator can be
built of any frequency and any size, provided the
purchaser is willing to pay the cost, but if a
machine can be chosen which will come within
the range of the table, it will cost much less
than the special machine, repair parts can be
secured readily, and it can be sold second-hand
when the user is through with it.
In the interim between the presentation of
papers, Secretary Mercein announced that Mr.
Varley of the Varley Duplex Magnet Co., had
kindly offered to present to each member of the
association a copy of his work on the electro
magnet, and a vote of thanks was tendered for
this thoughtful kindness. The H. W. Johns
Manville Co. and the O. R. Lansingh Co. were
also added to the list of associate members
elected.
The paper by Professor C. F. Burgess of
Wisconsin University on Alternating Current
Rectifiers was then read by the author.
ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIERS.
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the electrodes. The cost of running the rectifier
is estimated at 0.3 cent per kilowatt hour.
In reply to questions Professor Burgess stat
ed that the cell can stand for any length of
time without injury. It will start up when de
sired, and begin to work as soon as the nitrate
is fused. The attention required is the addition
of two or three sticks of sodium nitrate for
every 10 hours of actual working.
The cost of a 300-watt cell was estimated
at from $35 to $40 when put on a commercial
basis, and the weight was given as 28 pounds.
For an outfit which was made to furnish 40
amperes at 60 volts for charging an electric
launch, the weight was 90 pounds. In connec
tion with the matter of efficiency, attention was
called by one of the members to the fact that
motor-generator sets in small sizes have an effi
ciency of not over 60 per cent, while the rectifier
runs up to 50 per cent.
The report of the nominating committee was
presented and the chairman was instructed to cast
a single ballot for .this list. The officers elected
were : President, F. F. Grover, Fond du Lac,
Wis. ; 1st vice president, Geo. H. Lukes, Evanston, 111. ; 2nd vice president, Ed Daniell, Menom
inee, Wis. ; secretary and treasurer, T. R. Mer
cein, Milwaukee, Wis. ; directors, W. H. Schott,
Chicago, 111., D. C. Jackson, Madison, Wis., and
H. Almert, Oak Park, 111.
It was decided that the summer meeting
should take place in September instead of June,
and should be held during the electrical week
when other associations are to meet in St. Louis,
probably the third week in September. It was
also voted that Secretary Mercein should be sent
to the meeting of the National Electrical Light
Association at Boston as the representative of
the Northwestern Association.

The electrolytic form of rectifiers is as de
scribed by Mr. Scheidel in a previous paper,
and acts like the check valve in a hydraulic
system to allow impulses to pass in one direction
only. The time for the action of this electrical
valve has been found to be 1/1100 of a second.
In tests on this form of rectifier it has shown an
efficiency of not much over 50 per cent, and the
electromotive force which can be handled by a
single cell is from 50 to 60 volts. These limita
tions would indicate that the type is available
only for small power purposes, such as the charg
ing of a few cells of storage battery. The limit
of useful working was placed at a capacity of
about 1 kilowatt. The attention needed by these
rectifiers is to renew the electrolyte about once
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
in 10 hours of working and to clean the cell
occasionally so as to remove the corrosion which
The first paper of the afternoon session by
takes place on the electrodes.
J. J. Gibson on Standard Practice in the Use of
One difficulty in making tests for efficiency Alternating Currents was read by J. R. Kimball
has been that the ordinary direct-current am
of the Walker Electric Co. In the discussion,
meter and voltmeter do not indicate correct the question of shell type vs. core type trans
values since they are not adapted for a pulsating formers arose, but no one seemed inclined to
current. Another thing, if the temperature of a push the matter. Mr. James Lyman stated that
cell rises above 30 degrees Fahrenheit, the ef good transformers could unquestionably be made
ficiency is lowered when a water solution is used. of either type, and more important than type
For this reason it has been found better to use as is the proper designing to insure that the heat
the electrolyte some substance which at ordinary shall be carried away from all points of the
temperatures is a solid, but which becomes fused transformer so that the temperature will never
at a temperature of 200 to 400 degrees. In ex
rise at any point above the safe value. Also care
periments carried out at Wisconsin University must be taken that the core loss and the copper
sodium nitrate has been found the best substance loss are kept at a small figure, and that the reg
for this purpose when aluminum plates are used ulation is good. These are matters of careful de
for the active electrodes. A strip of iron is sign and not of type.
used for the inactive electrode. The sodium ni
The paper by J. M. S. Waring on Storage
trate fuses at 350 degrees, and must have heat Batteries for Small Central Stations showed the
applied in order to render it liquid before the advantage of using the battery both in keeping
apparatus will start to work. After once started the generating machinery always well loaded,
the heat wasted by the rectifier will keep the and in helping out during a heavy peak load
nitrate in liquid condition.
which comes either at the usual time or unex
The rectifier which was shown consists of a pectedly on a cloudy day. For small stations
special autotransformer built to connect to a there is also the advantage that, with a battery
of reasonable size, service can be furnished for
1 10-volt circuit, and having the ends of the sec
ondary connected to two aluminum plates in the 24 hours a day while machinery need be run for
cell. For heating the cell, the iron electrode only 7 or 8 hours. Other points of advantage
mentioned were the increase in reliability, since
is arranged with connections so that a large cur
rent at low potential can be sent through it for the battery avoids having to cut off customers
when anything goes wrong with the plant; the
a short time. As soon as the cell is heated suffi
ciently, the iron strip is connected to the direct- reduction in the capacity needed of boilers, en
current derived circuit. The aluminum plates gines and generators ; the steadying of electro
were some \]A by 2 inches, and were placed in motive force on a line where the load fluctuates
the bends of the "S" shaped iron strip which was rapidly; and the supplying of exciting current on
about iyi to 2y2 inches on each leg. The cell a system where direct-current exciters are
has a capacity of 10 amperes at 30 volts. It will driven by alternating-current motors. The paper
run at SO per cent overload for several hours was illustrated by slides, showing the details of
without apparent injury, and has been run for battery installations, the load curves from sta
some 800 hours without excessive corrosion on tions using batteries.
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Special uses of the battery which were men
tioned in the discussion of the paper were for
supplying direct current to a railroad system
from an alternating current station by the use
of rotary converters, and the division of a
550-volt batttery into four banks so that it could
be used with two banks in series and two in
parallel on a no-volt three-wire lighting system.
The battery thus arranged could be thrown on
either railroad or lighting system as required.
Mr. Lyman's paper on the Curtis Steam Tur
bine was read by the author and illustrated by
lantern slides showing the construction of the
machine, the method of .governing, and a number
of installations where it is in use. The closing
work of the professional session was a lecture
by Professor R. A. Milliken of Chicago Uni
versity on Radium and Similar Substances.
This was a most interesting presentation of what
is known in regard to this remarkable sub
stance, and also of the facts recently discovered
which give reasonableness to the idea that all
matter may finally be found to consist of a
single kind of material, the different substances
known as elements having greater or less num
bers of particles combined in each atom. The
lecture was illustrated by experiments which
vividly emphasized the facts described. In the
evening a banquet was enjoyed at the Hotel
Pfister by members of the association and
guests. This was entirely informal and the
jollity under the direction of Secretary Mercein,
who acted as toastmaster, was thoroughly en
joyed by all present.
EXHIBITS AT THE CONVENTION.
As is usually the case at conventions, the
exhibitors, who were well in evidence, contrib
uted as much to the pleauire and instruction of
the meeting as did the regular program. The
lobby and corridors of the first floor of the hotel
were ablaze with the signs which swore genially
at each other in violent contrast of colors, appar
ently emulating the friendliness with which the
representatives of competing companies hob
nobbed during the convention.
The one company which had a strong advan
tage over all competitors was the Holophane
Glass Co., which had a most convincing exhibit
in the lighting of the hotel lobby in which the
Holophane globes are used. The management
had been able to change the 16-candlepower
lamps to 10 candlepower after the Holophane
globes were put on, and yet had plenty of light.
The General Electric Co. held open house
in Parlor 9. and its representatives. Messrs. F.
M. Boyer, Thomas Ferris, and W. J. Ferris,
welcomed all visitors. The company is bring
ing out a new line of single-phase self-starting
motors of from 1 to 15 horsepower, which are
of especial interest to engineers.
Fort Wayne Electric Works exhibited its in
tegrating wattmeter, the convenient little re
volving fan motor which has become a great
favorite with the trade, and a line of arc lamps
for direct and alternating-current circuits. Their
representatives. W. S. Goll. manager of the Chi
cago office, J. W. Raymond, and C. E. Sedgwick,
had on hand a full line of the bulletins issued by
the company. A new device was a transformer
for operating arc lamps on multiple circuits
where only a few lamps were used. This is a
compact piece of apparatus and is used in place
of the ordinary series regulator.
The Milwaukee Electric Co. was represented
at the convention by I. B. Cary and Walter
Cary. They exhibited a line of standard motors
from % to 20 horsepower and a new design of
motor with open ends and special windings in
the larger size.
The National Electric Co. is bringing out a
line of alternating-current generators for large,
direct connected units. Photographs of these
were on exhibition, showing a number of fine
installations which have recently beeni made,
and also the regular line of direct-current gen
erators and rotary converters made by the com
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pany. A handsome mailing card showing the
direct-connected, 200-kilowatt, two-phase unit
made by this company was presented to visitors.
Messrs. C. G. Burton, C. P. Tolman, A. P.
Peck, W. L. Waters, C. D. Knight, and H. M.
Klingenfeld represented the company. A number
of visitors at the convention availed themselves
of the invitation to visit the company's shops,
and were well repaid for the time spent.
The Crouse-Hinds Electric Co. was represent
ed by F. F. Skeel, of the Chicago office. Mr.
Skeel is western manager for the company and
had a large line of panel boards, switchboard
panels and Norbitt specialties on exhibition. The
company is making a specialty at present of the
new Crouse-Hinds Imperial headlight for interurban trolley cars, and of a new guy anchor
which can be driven with a sledge and yet will
hold firmly in position.
The Walker Electric Co. of Philadelphia,
through their representative, J. R. Kimball,
showed the heavy blade and quick-break switches
which they manufacture. These are of particu
larly strong design, with large contact surfaces.
The method of connecting the clips to the posts
is novel, and gives a firm and perfect joint,
which is not likely to be loosened by overheating
or by abuse. Another specialty is a bus bar
connector which avoids drilling the bars for
making a branch connection. Mr. Kimball is
also associated with the Central Engineering Co.
which undertakes the redesigning of old central
stations, to put them on a modern and paying
basis.
The Browning Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee ex
hibited a line of motors and of parts to show
the construction. These motors are built with
formed coils, and with reaction brush holders
shaped so that the brush cannot slip out of posi
tion. A new type of motor which is being put
on the market has open ends, with a back bear
ing, having three arms, thus giving free access
to the oil ring; both inside and outside the arms.
The representatives at the convention were
Franklin Sweet and F. W. Ells.
Mr. Jacobs of the Triumph Electric Co. was
present at the convention and was distributing
bulletins, describing the company's machines.
The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. was
represented by A. L. Millard, W. D. McDonald,
Norman Stewart, and G. A. Ross. The device
to which special attention was called was the in
tegrating wattmeter, with ball and jewel bear
ing, devised to do away with all side thrust.
The wattmeter also has a sliding shunt for ad
justing for friction. Westinghouse transform
ers and other goods were on exhibition by
Julius Andrae & Co. of Milwaukee.
Besides the exhibit above mentioned, the
Holophane Glass Co. showed in its portable
dark room the effects which can he obtained bv
use of the Holophane reflectors. Visitors to its
exhibit were rewarded by the company's rep
resentatives. V. R. Lansingh and H. M. Lauritzen, with samples of the globes and shades
manufactured by the company.
The Wagner and Bullock 'Electric companie<
had a combined exhibit which showed the con
struction and operation of their machinery by
means of circular literature. E. G. Bissell. as
sistant manager of sales for the Wagner Com
pany, was present from St. Louis, and H. J.
Meyer and L. G. Bassett of Chicago also repre
sented the company.
Thomas G. Grier exhibited for the American
Circular Loom Co. a full line of their flexible
conduit and Geo. A. Gray as representative of
the Thomas G. Grier Co.. showed the Hubbell
specialties, including a pull switch and socket
and new attachment plue, which avoids twisting
the cord, Kinsman reflectors, Chase-Shawmut
fuses and knock-out boxes, and the Wotton
loud-ringing extension bell.
The Bryan Marsh Lamp Co. was represented
by Geo. C. Keech.
The Jandus Electric Co. of Cleveland, O.,
exhibited, in the upper corridor, one of their
arc lamps guaranteed to burn 200 hours with a
single trimming.
The Haller Machine Co. of Chicago was rep
resented by William Goltz and W. E. Sinclair,
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who showed samples of grooved and box-letter
signs operated by an ingenious dimming switch
and motor. A special feature of the grooved
signs was the sharp, clean angles which are
secured by the use of a machine designed by Mr.
Sinclair. An interesting device was the time
switch which by means of two clocks will throw
in a circuit at a certain hour, and will disconnect
it at any other hour as may be required.
Duncan meters with detachable spindle point
ahd other late improvements were exhibited at
the convention by W. F. Cothran and Thomas
Duncan.
The Alphaduct flexible conduit, which is fire
proof and is strongly made, so that the inside
will not pull out was exhibited by the Western
sales manager, William M. Porter. To prove
the fireproof qualities of the conduit, Mr. Porter
presented visitors with pipes made from sec
tions of the tube.
The Nernst Lamp Co. made a practical ex
hibit of their 44-watt direct-current lamps, which
are adapted for use in the ordinary Edison sock
et. These were shown with ground, clear, and
opal globes in various designs. G. E. Bennett,
manager of the Chicago office, represented the
company.
The Minerallac Co. of Chicago, which makes
a specialty of insulating compound for joints, in
sulator pins and similar work, was represented
by A. D. Gillespie. He also exhibited samples of
the medical sets for emergency work, a voltmeter
switch for throwing on to different busbars,
without jerk of the needle, and the specialties
made by Thomas Wrigley & Co. These consist
ed of a steel toggle bolt for securing fixtures to
brick walls and similar places, arc lamp hangers
ready for immediate use, steel girder clamps and
the Wrigley pipe bender.
The Central Electric Co. of Chicago was
represented by John W. Mason and W. W.
Geisse. The company handles as specialties
Okonite wire, D. & W. cartridge fuses, Colum
bia incandescent lamps, and Pittsburg transform
ers.
P. F. Lyons represented the National India
Rubber Co., manufacturers of rubber covered
wires and steam packing.
The Kester Electric Mfg. Co. had an at
tractive exhibit of their self-fluxing solder,
soldering pastes and salts. The solder is m^de
in hollow tubes with the right amount of flux
placed inside; then the tube is crimped so that
the flux is retained in place. No acid or salts
are required. The companv was represented by
F. G. Dickerson of the Chicago office and J.
Goodwin.
The Standard Underground Cable Co. showed
samples of the line of paper insulated cable
manufactured by it. These are for all pur
poses—telephone, lighting, or power transmission
work—at any voltaee. The company's repre
sentative was E. J. Pietzcker of Chicago.
The Pardridge reflector was placed on many
lamps about the halls and rooms by the inventor
to show the application of the device.
The Elliott Addressing Machine Co. exhibited
its system of caring for large mailing lists in the
balcony. It was represented by R. St. John.
The Simplex Electric Co., whose main office
is in Boston, was represented by W. F. Hruby of
the Chicago office. The company manufactures
the Climax and Simplex brands of wire, both
of which are covered with seamless rubber
forced on under pressure, and protected by a
braided outer covering. The brands are similar
except that the Simplex has a higher grade of
insulation. The company also manufactures
flexible cord for all purposes and lead covered
cables.
The Western Electrician was represented at
the convention by F. L. Perry, assistant business
manager, and H. W. Young of the editorial staff.
The Electrical World and Engineer was rep
resented by J. V. S. Church, Western manager,
and R. E. Sack.
The Kuhlman Electric Co. of Elkhart, Tnd.,
was represented by Mr. Kuhlman. Their bulletin
No. 14 explains in full the construction of a
line of transformers of the composite type.
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In this department we -will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have all possible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jfj Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
(3212) L. D. H., "A friend of mine claims to be
able to take a cubic foot of water ; put it in a
pipe suspended vertically, the pipe to be of such
length and diameter as to contain exactly I
cubic foot of water, and cause it to create 1,000
pounds pressure at the bottom of the pipe. The
pipe is to be so suspended that its weight is
not on the platform of the scales, and in the
bottom of the pipe is to be fitted a piston with
a short stem to press on the scales. If a steam
gauge is attached to the bottom of the pipe
what pressure will it indicate?"
A.—Your friend evidently did not mean to
convey the idea that the weight of a cubic foot
of water could be made 1,000 pounds, but that the
weight or pressure per square inch could be in
creased by increasing the depth. According to
the law of hydrostatics the pressure on a unit
of area in the bottom of a vessel containing a
liquid, is independent of the quantity of liquid
in the vessel, but depends upon the depth and
density of the liquid.
It is evident from this that, if the pipe were
of such diameter as to contain 1 square foot
area the depth of water would be 1 foot, and
the pressure per square inch would be that due
to a depth of 1 foot which is equal to 62.4 pounds,
the weight of I cubic foot of water, divided by
the number of square inches on which it rests
which is 144. Therefore, the pressure will be
624 -7- 144 = 0.433 pounds per square inch. The
total weight of the cubic foot of water is still
62.4 pounds and cannot be diminished or in
creased whether the water be in a vessel of the
form of a cube or in a pipe of any diameter
and length. But the pressure on one square inch
of surface supporting the 624 pounds can be in
creased by changing the form of the cubic foot
of water so as to increase the depth. Thus, if
the cubic foot of water be confined in a vertical
pipe having an area of exactly 2 square inches,
the length of the pipe will be 1,728-7- (12 x 2)
= 72 feet, which is also the depth of water over
each of the 2 square inches in the bottom. Now
there are 2 square inches sustaining the weight
of the cubic foot, each sustaining one-half of
62.4 pounds or 31.2 pounds. A pressure gage
is constructed to show the pressure on 1 square
inch of area so that, were a gage to be attached
to the bottom of this pipe, it would indicate 31.2
pounds. If the water be confined in a pipe of
exactly ]/i square inch area, the pipe would be
288 feet high. In 1 square foot there are, of
course, 288 halves of a square-inch, and if the
whole square foot sustains 62.4 pounds, one of
the one-half square-inches will sustain a pressure
or weight of 62.4 -4- 288 = 0.2166 + pound, the
depth of the water being 1 foot. It is evident
that there will be a pressure of 0.2166 + pound
on each one-half square inch for each foot in
depth and consequently with a depth of 288 feet,
this pressure will be 288 X 0.2166 + = 62.38 4pounds, and as it takes the whole of the cubic
foot to produce a column 288 feet high it is
evident that the one-half square inch sustains the
full weight of the water and that it cannot be
increased above 62.4 pounds. This seems to
illustrate that a cubic foot of water at a given
temperature cannot be made to weigh or to
exert a total pressure, on a surface, greater
than its weight at the given temperature no matter
what the form of the containing vessel may be.

W. H."I have charge* of the plant in a small
hotel and the only serious trouble I have is with
the hot water. The accompanying sketch shows
the exterior of the heater, and the mains, the
dotted portions showing the changes I propose.
The hot water leaves the heater at B and returns
to the heater at A after circulating through the
entire building. The circulation seems to be poor
and the superintendent will not allow anyone to
open any of the valves in order to allow the water
to circulate until it becomes hot, but expects it
to run hot at once.

FROM
CITY MAIN
<EqiiO lib

is

HEATER WITH POOR CIRCULATION.
Can I connect the return from the house to
a pump and discharge into the heater, in order
to assist the circulation, without the loss of
water? I should place a valve at A and run a
line of pipe to the pump, then return to the
heater as shown by the full lines. Please tell me
if this scheme is practical."
A.—Your scheme will give better results
than your present system but will still be far
from satisfactory. In the proposed arrangement
the discharge from the pump enters the heater
above the hot water outlet while the cold water
from the city mains enters at the bottom. The
hot water from the return is not mixed with
the cold water and therefore your circulation
will be poor.
The better plan is that shown by the dotted
portion C to D. Plug the heater at A and dis
charge both the return and cold water into the
heater at D.
(3214) V.T. K.: "I have just noticed the answer to the question regarding the horsepower
transmitted from an engine by means of different
sized pulleys, which appeared in The Engineer
of Oct. 1, page 765. Now, suppose an indicator
diagram shows that 23 horsepower is developed
in an engine cylinder. The pulley on the engine
shaft is 42 inches in diameter, and the crank is
7 inches long, then, as I figure it, the horsepower
at the rim of the wheel is 23X7-^21=8 horsepower
nearly. Is this not correct? If so, then from this
point on the horsepower will be the same at any
point in the system. If this is not correct, please
indicate where I am wrong."

A.—In your calculation you have assumed that
the horsepower transmitted by an engine is pro
portional to the leverage obtained at the crank
and that as the diameter of the engine pulley
increases with reference to the length of the
crank, the horsepower delivered is correspond
ingly less. That is obviously wrong, because it
is not in keeping with the definition of power.
Power is represented by a given resistance in
pounds multiplied by the distance or space in
feet through which it is overcome in a given
time. Leverage, it will be noticed, does not enter
into the calculation in the manner you have
assumed. This may be explained as follows:
An engine developing 23 horsepower performs
759,000 foot-pounds of work per minute. If
we assume the piston speed to be 400 feet per
minute, which corresponds to 171.5 revolutions
per minute, the total mean effective pressure on
the piston will be 1,897.5 pounds. Now, neglect
ing the effect of friction, there will be 1.897.5
pounds pressure against the piston, and the re
sistance which can be overcome at the crank pin
is 759,000 -r- (14X31416-=- 12) X 171.5 = 1.207-5
pounds. The resistance which can be overcome
at the engine pulley will depend upon the lever
age, which is 21-7-7 = 3, and the resistance is
found to be 1,207.5 -f- 3=" 402.5 pounds. The space
through which this resistance is overcome per
minute is equal to the circumference of the pul
ley in feet multiplied by the number of revolu
tions per minute, and is found to be (42 X 31416
-i- 12) X 171.5 = 1.885.74 leet Per minute. The
horsepower delivered is 1,885.74X402.5-7-33,000
= 23 horsepower. The horsepower delivered at
the crankpin is 1,207.5 X (14 X 3-MI6 + 12) X
171.5-7-33,000 = 23 horsepower.
It will be seen that by changing the size of
the pulleys the leverage is changed, and, in turn,
the resistances that may be overcome at the
crankpin and at the rim of the pulley, but chang
ing the sizes of the pulleys also changes the
speeds, and it will be seen that as the resistance
is decreased, the speed, and consequently the
space passed through in a given time, is increased.
Thus the product of the resistances, multiplied
by the spaces through which each is overcome
in a given time, will remain unchanged, and the
power, therefore, will be the same, whether a
large or small pulley be employed.
(3174) J- S. C. : "Can the time a crosshead is
at rest be calculated? Is there a formula for so
aoing?"
A.—This question has been discussed pro and
con at various times, the results denoting that
some progress has been made in handling the mat
ter. For some time it appeared to be a question in
most cases whether it stopped at all. We do not
believe that any practical formula can be devised
for a ready calculation of the time the crosshead
stands still. To get an absolutely accurate result
the crosshead and crankpin keys must be driven
in until there is no lost motion at either end of
the connecting-rod. Then the stretch of the con
necting-rod and also of the piston-rod while under
tension, and compression, should be taken into
consideration. The time that is required for the
crosshead to move, say 1-100 of an inch at the end
of each stroke, might be estimated but the time
that it is actually at rest is practically an indivis
ible space, especially in fast running engines.
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RED-HOT BOILERS AND COLD WATER.^
BY FRANK R. WILLIAMS.
Subscriber asks in a recent issue if water
turned into a red-hot boiler will explode it. In
the light of all the scientific and practical experi
ence extant I would say positively and emphat
ically that it will not.
This most unfortunate theory, vie, that cold
water put into a hot boiler will explode it, which
seems to be much believed, was born of the ig
norance and error of an English professor, who
only partly completed his experiment, while oth
ers who have completed the experiment have
found a rise of only a few pounds in pressure,
followed by an immediate fall in pressure; and
that while there may be burned, warped, or buck
led plates, and even rupture, or a ruined boiler,
the fact remains that water coming in contact
with hot plates never causes a direct or imme
diate explosion.
The beginning of this most unfortunate "redhot cold water" boiler explosion theory was a
philosophical experiment conducted by an English
professor as follows : He first observed that
water in small quantities dropped upon very hot
metal did not wet the metal, nor was it evaporated
in the usual way. He then took a platinum dish,
heated it red hot by means of an alcohol lamp,
and into this poured a small quantity of water;
he found that it assumed globular form without
seeming to touch trie metal, and appeared to be
held away by an invisible cushion. It did not
evaporate rapidly, but slowly dried away, until at
a certain time the remaining drop exploded with
great violence. He then deduced and proclaimed
the theory of the spheroid condition in red-hot
boilers which was to account for all mysterious
boiler explosions.
I have repeated this experiment to ascertain
what the final actual results would be. I found
first that a quantity of fresh water dropped upon
a red hot plate did not explode, neither did it
evaporate rapidly, nor did it produce a large quan
tity of steam suddenly.
Second, that as long as the metal was suf
ficiently hot, any quantity of water might be
added without chilling the metal. The water did
not seem to touch the metal, nor to wet it, but was
held up by an invisible cushion, and when in
this condition a strip of soft solder could be put
down through the water, and the end touching the
dish would melt and lie in the dish just as
though no water was present ; neither did the
water seem to be affected by the presence of the
solder.
Third, by allowing the dish to cool to a cer
tain critical temperature, the water would sud
denly wet the metal. Now, if there be a consid
erable quantity of water in proportion to the
amount of metal in the dish, the latter will chill
suddenly, but there is no explosion and only a
slight puff of steam. If, however, there is but a
small quantity of water in proportion to the
amount of metal in the dish, the water will evap
orate quickly, but there will be no explosion.
Fourth, if water be put into the cool dish and
the dish be highly heated, it produces violent boil
ing but no explosion.
Fifth, if the dish be closed the action will be
more quiet than when the dish is open.
Sixth, if the dish be kept hot and undisturbed
the water will remain quiet and will gradually
diminish until but a drop remains ; this drop,
seemingly surcharged with heat, explodes violent
ly, scattering particles of water in various direc
tions, which burn the face and hands like melted
lead.
Seventh, it is only the last small drop of
water which explodes, and this gives off such' a
small quantity of steam that the increase of pres
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sure in a boiler would be only slight, probably in
sufficient to give one jerk of the gage hand.
This, however, might disturb the delicate adjust
ment of the gage spring and thus indicate the
presence of a greater pressure. The quantity of
absolute heat contained in 8 pounds of red hot
iron at a temperature of, say, 1,200 degree's, is
about enough to evaporate 1 pound of water into
steam, which shows that, if the lower shell of a
boiler were red hot, and if this heat were in
stantly transferred to the water within the boiler,
it would result in only a few pounds pressure in
the boiler.
It may surprise some engineers to know that
there is a class of boilers, of which I have run
two, and one of which I made, which are usually
started by first heating them quite hot—sometimes
red hot—and then pumping in the feed water.
This class of boilers has been used extensively on
government boats, private yachts, steam fire en
gines and threshing engines, and are now being
used in automobiles in France and in the United
States. The rapid fluctuations of steam and
water in these boilers would frighten many engi
neers.
My native city used several of the original
Amoskeag steam fire engines, which had ordi
nary vertical shell boilers with the usual fire
box 20 inches high, short vertical tubes, and low
inside upper head. A long water glass reached
from a point 3 inches below the crown sheet to
about half way up the shell. The usual height of
water was 2 to 4 inches above the crown sheet,
but I have often seen the water in the glass 2
inches below the crown sheet while the engine
was working. The engineer told me that they
steamed better and that it did no harm, as they
made very wet steam.
There is another theory of the cause of boiler
explosions. That is that the sudden opening of a
valve lifts the water and strains the boiler. If
this be true, what dangerous things pop safety
valves must be.
The water lifted last year in the boiler that I
am now operating and the incoming water at
the same time cooled the lower side of the flues,
warping them 4 inches. Some years ago I oper
ated a boiler which had had several light
"touches" until the tubes were bent several inches.
I do not write this to say that it is good or safe
practice to open and close valves suddenly nor to
advise any one to do so when it can be avoided;
neither do I seek to hide the danger actually ex
isting, but I do say that when it is necessary to
operate valves in this manner do not run and
shout explosion, and perhaps create a panic, which
may cause more damage than is done to the
boiler, but stand at your post quietly and firmly,
doing everything within your power to lessen the
danger, knowing what to expect and what not to,
with the probability that you will insure the safe
ty of yourself as well as of others by so doing. I
also wish to say that this ignorant, foolish and
unreasonable theory is used as a scapegoat in lieu
of many other faults which are of a dangerous
and usually preventable nature.
A broad distinction should exist between ex
plosion and rupture. Explosion is the sudden and
violent rending of the plates which usually occurs
unexpectedly and without warning, while rupture
is a slower and more gradual result due to the
failure of some defective part, often with suffi
cient warning in advance to give a chance to avert
the danger by proper and intelligent action.
The following defects usually give some warn
ing before the injured parts finally give way, viz.:
burning, bagging, buckling, blistering, cracking,
corroding, straining, pitting, seams springing,
braces breaking, flues splitting and collapsing,
pipes and fittings failing. These usually give
warning sufficiently far in advance to prevent
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before, but more especially at the time of danger.
Many serious accidents do occur unexpectedly
and are practically unpreventable. A pipe thread
once stripped and caused the death of nine per
sons, while the mechanical damage was less than
a dollar's worth. In another case a globe valve
failed and resulted in the death of a young en
gineer, in full view of twenty shop mates who
were helpless to rescue him.
It is a common saying that a boiler cannot
explode when it contains the proper quantity of
water, but this statement is wholly untrue, as will
be perfectly obvious to any intelligent person
upon a rational consideration, as well as being
positively proven by actual explosions which have
occurred. It is stated on good authority that
the most violent and disastrous boiler explo
sions have been those in which there was a
considerable quantity of water in the boiler, and
this agrees with the rational philosophy of
boiler explosions. The reason that little water
is seen after an explosion is probably on account
of its rapid evaporation when liberated and the
absorbing property of air.
It is not true that iron cannot be burned
when covered with water, even though the iron
be clean. This I know from experience and ob
servation. I do not believe in any mysterious
explosive gas generated spontaneously in a steam
boiler, other than a small quantity of hydro
gen, which is not explosive as long as it is in
contact with steam, but is only explosive when
mixed with a certain amount of air—for in
stance, after a boiler has been opened but not
sufficiently ventilated.
Some persons believe that a boiler is perfect
ly safe provided it has been tested to a pressure
higher than the usual working pressure, but
that is not true and is manifestly absurd. That
would be equivalent to saying that overload
ing a wagon makes it stronger and safer.
I trust that the foregoing may dispel some
incorrect information and lead to more rational
thought on this important subject.
It has become of recent years the pleasant
custom of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers to hold an annual dinner. This has
usually been held in honor of some noted elec
trical engineer, and this year very appropriately, it
is to honor the birthday of Thomas A. Edison.
The members of the Institute will meet in the
grand ball room of the Waldorf-Astoria on Feb.
11, at 7 o'clock, and after the usual dinner will
listen to speeches by members of the institute and
invited guests. President Arnold will open the
meeting. T. C. Martin, who always inherits from
himself the office of toastmaster from year to
year, will fill this position to the entire satisfac
tion of the guests.
A notable feature of the event is the founding
of the Edison medal of honor which will be be
stowed each year on that student in electrical
engineering whose thesis or work of investigation
shall be deemed most worthy of commendation.
The Institute has agreed to act as trustee for this
medal. The conditions of the deed of gift and of
the award will be announced later.
Mr. Edison will, of course, be the guest of
honor on this occasion, and the presidents of the
other national engineering societies, the heads of
colleges, and many engineers of prominence have
been invited.
The Edison Medal Association has as its offi
cers Samuel Insull, chairman ; Charles Batchelor,
vice-chairman ; Frank S. Hastings, treasurer, and
Robert T. E. Lozier, secretary.
Subscriptions to the medal fund should be sent
to Frank S. Hastings, treasurer of the committee,
80 Broadway, New York City.
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STEAM PIPES AND THEIR CONNECTIONS.
BY ROBERT C. MONTEAGLE.
«
(A paper read before the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers, New York,
1903.)
The causes of failure in steam pipes may be
classified as follows : First, faulty design. Sec
ond, bad workmanship. Third, defective ma
terial.
One form of faulty design is in the employ
ment of copper for pressures exceeding, say, 150
pounds per square inch. Owing to the number
of accidents occurring with copper steam pipes,

FIG. I. A COMMON FORM OK EXPANSION JOINT
this material is being used less frequently in each
succeeding year. The elastic limit of good sheet
copper is reached at from 5.300 to 5,600 pounds
per square inch, and the ultimate tensile strength
at about 30,000 pounds per square inch. In good
steel pipe the elastic limit reaches 30,000 to 35,000 pounds per square inch, and the tensile
strength 53,000 to 60,000 pounds per square inch.
These figures alone demonstrate the hopeless in
feriority of copper for use in steam pipes as
against steel.
It may be accepted as a fact, also, that copper
in the vicinity of brazing is more or less injured
by the heating, and in some cases by the over
heating, to which it is subjected, yet where cop
per steam pipes, say 6 inches in diameter and
over, are used, the best practice is to "make
them up." My reasons for so stating are that
solid drawn copper piping of such diameter and
of the necessary thickness required is almost in
variably of a nonuniform thickness and frequently
possesses the undesirable characteristic of a ten
dency to split longitudinally.
Another form of faulty design is frequently
found in the method of allowance for expansion.

FIG. 2. IMPROVED DESIGN OF EXPANSION JOINT.
The two ordinary methods are illustrated by Figs.
1 and 4. The method at Fig. 1 has the drawback
of being unbalanced, and therefore must be fur
nished with "preventer bolts" so that the sleeve
may not be forced out of place by the unbalanced
pressure. The adjustment of these bolts must be
accurately made, or an undue strain will be
brought on the piping, either when steam is
turned on or when the piping is cold. The other
method, at Fig. 4, is a simple dependence on the
flexibility of the piping itself to take up the ex
pansion. With piping, say 3 inches in diameter
and over, this is not a good practice, as the metal
will become crystallized after constant working,
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and is liable to crack or break at the most rigid
point.
Another form of faulty design, and a common
one, is in the formation of depressions, however
slight, in the piping; or, in other words, dropping
from one plane to a lower and rising to the orig
inal plane again. When steam is turned on, the
body of water which has collected in this depres
sion is set in motion and carried to the engine,
where damage is done or excessive strains set
up. In any case, separators of ample capacity
should be placed near the engine, so that they
may collect any water in the pipes. It is ab
solutely certain that after entrainment of water
takes place, no possible arrangement of piping
can be made to carry such water back to the
boiler without the intervention of an efficient sep
arator. A method which will somewhat mitigate
this evil is to superheat the steam as it leaves
the boiler, and should the quantities of water
carried over not be too great this will possibly
obviate the trouble.
The second, division, as classified, of the causes
of failure of steam pipes is bad workmanship.
This may be subdivided again into bad workman
ship at the mill and bad workmanship by the
fitter who puts the piping in place. Bad work
manship at the mill is beyond the control of the
users of steam pipe, whether that pipe be made
of copper or of steel, and the following remarks
are equally applicable to the manufacturer of
both kinds of pipe. It is nothing short of crim
inal on the part of the manufacturer of piping
to neglect taking all the precautions possible to
inspect the material before, during and after the
process of manufacture. Possibly this is done,
but I regret to state that such is not my belief.
On the contrary, my belief is that inspection at
the mill is not rigid enough and that this is why
we have some of our failures of steam pipes.
The builder of a steam vessel, who installs all
machinery, and makes all connections, is held re
sponsible for this machinery, piping, etc., until the
vessel is delivered, and frequently for a much
longer time. Should any part of the piping fail,
possibly causing the loss of life, the builder is
held responsible. Does not this seem unjust?
Providing that the fault be in defective piping,
the onus of blame should be placed on the manu
facturer of the pipe, and he should be obliged to
pay for the damage done. This method, if en
forced, would, undoubtedly, have the desired ef
fect of better inspection at the mill and the pro
duction of better piping. Regarding bad work
manship by the coppersmith, it has been my ob
servation that the greatest number of cases of
bad workmanship in copper piping are directly
connected with the brazing of flanges to pipes.
The copper is frequently injured by excessive
heating. To what extent the tensile strength of
copper is lessened by such bad workmanship is
very difficult to ascertain, but when such cases
are discovered, however slight the burn, it is im
perative to condemn the work. The heavier cop
per piping is, the greater danger there is from
"burning" during the process of brazing joints,
and hence further danger in its use for high
steam pressures. The fitting of steam pipes of all
kinds is a very important matter. Through the
careless work or bad judgment of pipe fitters,
strains are brought on piping which are a con
stant source of danger. Expansion not allowed
for, joints made up where flanges do not meet
fairly, proper allowance not made for gaskets, and
no allowance having been made for possible
change of form ; these are a few instances of bad
judgment or carelessness of pipe fitters, and they
might be multiplied. The inspection of piping
during the time of putting in place is therefore
important, and should receive the constant atten
tion of individuals who first of all possess the
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knowledge of what is required, and, secondly,
whose duty it is to see personally that it is put
in right.
The third division, as classified, of the causes
of failure of steam pipes is defective material.
We may consider all material defective which
fails to satisfy safely the necessary conditions of
its use. The failure to comply with these condi
tions may be due inherently to the quality of the
material, or to the kind of material used. For
the first of these we must hold the mill respon
sible, and for the second the designer. The ma
terial worked up into piping, whether of copper

FIG. 3. COMBINED EXPANSION JOINT AND ELBOW.
or steel, should be, and no doubt is, subjected
to tests to prove its fitness for the purpose re
quired. The question then arises : Are these tests
sufficiently severe to develop the possible fact of
weakness or positive fracture? Should it not be
made an absolute certainty at the mill that all
steam piping shall stand the pressure for which
it is intended? There is only one satisfactory
method of doing this, and that is to subject each
section of pipe to, say, not less than five times
the working pressure required. As a matter of
fact this is never done unless under direct in
structions of the consignee. As before remarked,
a characteristic tendency to split longitudinally
has been observed in solid drawn copper piping
of large diameter, when subjected to high pres
sures, and this tendency seldom exhibits itself
at the initial test. Nevertheless, the initial test
will undoubtedly develop an existing weakness
in however small a degree, even though that
weakness be not manifest. A second or a third
test at the place where the piping is installed
may then fairly be expected to cause fracture in
piping which is inherently weak. All steam pipe
which is "made up" by the coppersmtih should

FIGS. 4, 5 AND 6. LONG BENDS FOR TAKING UP
EXPANSION.

be tested in the same manner and as many times.
The fact that a pipe fractures under a water test
pressure should never be considered a misfortune,
however much it may appear so. It is a warning
to be heeded, and the interpretation of the warn
ing is to insist upon having better material and
better workmanship.
PROVISIONS FOR EXPANSION.
In making a general arrangement of steam
pipes two requirements of vital importance should
be borne in mind—viz. : Ample allowance for ex«
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pansion must be made and, if possible, there
should be no pockets in the steam line. Perma
nent set will occur when metals are strained be
yond the limits of their elasticity ; hence the ab
solute necessity of proper attention to expansion
Should permanent set occur, it is only a mat
ter of a short time till fracture takes place, due
to the brittleness thus engendered. Metals of
all kinds, subject to great variations of tempera
ture and to varying strains, are constantly chang
ing their molecular structure. In copper piping,
therefore, where the elastic limit is so low, this
should be neutralized by annealing the pipe at
well advised intervals. The weight of piping and
connections should be carried by carefully ar
ranged hangers suspended from beams, spaced
at freguent intervals. These should allow perfect
freedom of movement, and at the same time be
constructed so that the vibration will be absorbed.
An expansion joint made in either of the forms
shown at Fig. 2 or Fig. 3 is a very satisfactory
method of allowance for expansion, provided that
there be a good packing in the stuffing box. It

FIGS. 7 AND 8.

FLANGE JOINTS FOR HIGH
PRESSURES.

will be noted that either form is perfectly bal
anced. There are several good packings in the
market for this purpose, but one notably so is a
flexible metallic packing very much in use. Stuff
ing boxes for this purpose should be exceptionally
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simply extended through the main casting and
has a stuffing box on each end. In the sleeve is
cast a deflecting diaphragm, turning the steam
into the side branch. By giving a few figures it
will be readily seen how important a function the
balanced expansion joint performs, the importance

FIG. II. PIPE EXPANDED INTO THE FLANGE.
of this function increasing rapidly as the diam
eter of the piping increases. Take for example a
15-inch steam pipe with 200 pounds working pres
sure of steam. The area of a 15-inch circle equals
176.78 square inches; then, 176.78X200 = 35,356
pounds, or 1,578 long tons, unbalanced load on
the steam pipe. With the ordinary type of ex
pansion joint, shown at Fig. 1, this unbalanced
load must necessarily be taken up by the pre
venter bolts, subjecting these bolts and the cast
ings to which they are attached to this strain.
Two other good methods of allowance for expan
sion are shown at Figs. 5 and 6, which show
simply an S-bend and a U-bend, respectively.
These should be used only in moderate sized
piping, as the larger the diameter of the pipe
the more rigid it becomes, this rigidity being en
hanced by the necessarily increased thickness of
the material. An apparent drawback to this
form is that it occupies much more space than
an expansion joint, and the claim cannot be made
that it is any lighter.
B

deep, as it is not necessary then to pack them so
tightly, and, as a consequence, a freer movement
is permitted to the sleeve. The expansion joint
shown at Fig. 2 has an enlargement cast on the
sleeve, which forms a piston at the end of the
sleeve adjacent to the casting having the large
stuffing box. The end of this piston next to the
large stuffing box is open, and is guided by the
same. In the sleeve below the piston are drilled
holes which permit the admission of live steam.
The area of the piston on which the steam acts
must be made equal to the area of the main steam
pipe, so that, while permitting perfectly free ex
pansion, it is also perfectly balanced.
The expansion joint at Fig. 3 is simpler than
that at Fig. 2, and may be used to good advan
tage where a right or more acute angle is re
quired in the main steam pipe. The sleeve is

THE IDEAL STEAM PIHNG.
With the perfection to which the manufac
ture of steel pipe has been brought, the ideal
steam pipe for high pressures has been realized.
Add to this steel flanges welded to the pipe, each
pair of flanges being made male and female, and
having a wire insertion gasket between them, and
we have reached the acme of steam piping at the
present stage of steam engineering. It is true
that in mercantile work such piping with welded
flanges is too expensive and difficult to be used
in the majority of cases. A good substitute is
made by expanding the pipe into the flange and
turning it over into a recess formed in the flange
for this purpose, as illustrated at Fig. 7. This
method has the decided advantage of being
readily fitted at the place of installment.
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discussion.
In discussing this paper, Mr. Forbes stated
that the joint with the flange faces slightly
dished, as shown in Fig. 8, had served him
well. The dishing need not be as great as
shown, since the edges of the flanges are drawn
together somewhat in making up. Another de
vice is a pipe elbow, Figs. 9 and 10, which is
adjustable to any angle from 90 to 180 degrees
by rotating the two sections on the ground joint,
f, f. The bolt c serves to hold the parts to
gether and leakage around the head is prevented
by the composition gasket, d.
In making up joints at irregular angles, the
bolt may be loosened until the pipes assume their
natural relation, and then be tightened.
Fig. 11 shows a method of expanding piping
into flanges by a machine made for expanding
flues. The method has been devised by Mr.
Lovekin, of Philadelphia. The three grooves
shown are each Mi-inch wide, and from 1-64 to
1-32 inch deep.
The opinion was expressed by Mr. Newman
that expanding would be bad in the case of cop
per pipes, since the high temperatures, produc
ing expansion and contraction, might loosen the
pipes in the flanges. Steel piping with rolled
flanges was thought to be better.
M. Hospitalier recenly exhibited his "Ondograph " ( or " Wave-recorder " ) before the
British Institution of Electrical Engineers, Lon
don, and read a paper describing the instrument.
This has been in use in France for a considerable
time, but has not been previously brought be
fore a foreign audience. The instrument is
designed to facilitate the examination and regis
tration of periodic movements of all kinds, by,
so to speak, drawing them out over a compara
tively long period. For example, in recording
the wave-form of an alternator, the frequency
of which is 50 cycles per second, the record is
gradually drawn down during a period of 20
seconds—equivalent to 1,000 cycles. The instru
ment is based on the "strobosropic" principle,
according to which successive points are ob
served on consecutive waves, until the whole
wave-form has been traversed ; thus no single
wave is recorded, as in the Duddell oscillograph,
but the diagram is built up of points from 1,000
waves, exactly as in the Joubert point-by-point
method, but far more expeditiously. The appa
ratus is automatic, being driven by a little syn
chronous motor, and records the shape of the
wave on a sheet of paper rolled up on a cylinder.
Into the numerous ingenious and beautiful de
tails of the apparatus we cannot enter; it is
made in two or three forms, and can be used
for recording the wave-form of the current,
pressure, power, or all three simultaneously, in
any circuit, the fluctuations in the exciting cur
rent of an alternator, the effect of armature re
action in alternators and rotary converters, the
charging of condensers, etc., etc. ; but apart from
electrical phenomena, it can also be used for
such purposes as recording the valve motion
of a gas engine, the formation of the stitch of
a sewing machine, and so on. Obviously, there
fore, the instrument has a very wide range of
utility.
A. H. A.
An engineering feat of no small importance
will be in the razing of the Eifllel tower in Paris.
The concession for the building of the tower will
expire in igio. but the famous tower is begining to
lean to one side. The Eiftlel tower was designed
to stand erect, and any great amount of declination
will displace the center of gravity to a point dan
gerously near the outside of the base, so that it
must be taken down for safety's sake.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Associa
tion.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., J. D.
Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Railway, Cleve
land, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Folndrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electri
cal Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
May, 1904. Spring meeting in Chicago. Secy.,
Prof. F. R, Hutton, 12 West 31st street, New
York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Philadel
phia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., A. M. Wickens, Toronto, Ont. Can.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., F. P. Ide, Springfield, 111.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L* Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society cf Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of
Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept., 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria,
111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Sept. 1904. Annual Convention, St. Louis, Mo
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, III.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May 21,1904, annual conventionat Boston. Sec'y
Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New York
City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy, T.
R. Mercein, 85 v ichigan street. Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
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Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Ed
ucation.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, III.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
The spring meeting of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers will be held in Chicago
during the latter part of May. Although the
date has not been definitely decided, it is probable
that the meting will open on Tuesday, May 31st.
The British Institution of Mechanical Engineers
has accepted the invitation of the American So
ciety to meet with them in joint session, and
some 200 members of the British Institution have
intimated that they will probably attend. Mr.
Robert Hunt is Chairman of the Local Committee
in Chicago, and has charge of the arrangements.
The Brooklyn engineers' club held a regular
meeting on Jan. 14th at the club rooms. Mr.
George Berry presented a paper on Hydrographic
Surveys in Florida, and two members were elect
ed to corporate membership. After the meeting
light refreshments were served.
The 25th annual meeting of the Engineers'
Club of Philadelphia, was held Jan. 16th. The
annual reports of the Board of Directors and
treasurer were presented, and the election
of officers announced as follows : President,
Carl Hering; vice president, Thos. C. McBride;
secretary, J. O. Clarke ; treasurer, Geo. T. Gwilliam; directors, George C. Davis, Washington
Devereux and William Easby, Jr.
The stationary engineers of Butte, Mont., held
a ball on New Year's eve, which is the 13th
annual event of the kind. Music was furnished
by the Arion orchestra, and the same careful
attention to all details was given to this affair
by the engineers that they give to their usual
work, so that the success which resulted was
but the natural consequence of their efforts.
The Cincinnati Union of Steam Engineers at
a banquet held on Jan. 4th, installed new officers
as follows : George B. Williams, president ; Peter
Sayre, vice-president ; Joseph Ahlers, financial
secretary ; William H. Flynn, corresponding sec
retary; August Oster, recording secretary; John
Schuller, treasurer ; Emil Ritze, guide ; Anthony
Deutsch, guardian ; Chas. Bond, Philip Brady and
August March, trustees ; Thomas Bishop, busi
ness agent.
The Michigan Engineering Society held its
25th annual convention in Lansing, Mich., on Jan.
12 The session was devoted to the discussion of
professional pn.pers, and to social intercourse
among the members.
W. E Kennedy, Chief Examiner of Engineers
for Ohio, reports for the month of December the
number of applications for license received as
137, refused 32, issued 105, renewed 697.
The annual meeting of the Montana Society
of Engineers was held at Helena Jan. 9. The offi
cers elected were: President, Geo. Moulthrop;
treasurer, Samuel Barker, and secretary, Clinton
H. Moore
The 24TH annual convention of the In
diana Engineering Society w;: held at the Com
mercial Club, Indianapolis, beginning Jan. 14. The
topic of chief interest was the plan for testing
locomotives at the St. Louis Exposition, which

was described by Professor Goss of Purdue Uni
versity.
Marine Engineers' Benevolent Association
No. 1 of Buffalo, N. Y., installed officers on Jan.
9. This associatipn held its annual ball on Jan.
11, at which some 2,000 guests were entertained.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
S. J. Sparling has been engaged by Payne &
Joubert, of 423 Carondelet street, New Orleans,
to represent their Boiler and Sheet Iron Depart
ment. He is entirely familiar, from long experi
ence with this class of work.
Mr. N. S. Braden, formerly manager of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.'s
district office at Cleveland, O., has been appointed
sales manager of the new Canadian Westinghouse
Co., Ltd., and assumed the duties of that office on
Jan. 1. Mr. Braden succeeds the late Thomas C.
Frenyear, who died on Dec. 10. Mr. Braden will
make his headquarters at Hamilton, Ontario. He
was born at Indianapolis, Ind., 34 years ago. He
finished his schooling in 1892, and went with the
Jenny Electric Motor Co., in his native city, re
maining with them until 1899, when he joined
the Cleveland district sales office of the Westing
house Electric & Manufacturing Co. as a sales
man. Later he became manager.
Irving H. Reynolds, formerly with the AllisChalmers Co., and for many ■ years in charge
of their Pumping Engine Department has ac
cepted a position with the William Tod Co., of
Youngstown, O., as consulting engineer. He is
in charge of the department devoted to the build
ing of large, high-duty crank and flywheel pumps,
giving most of his attention to this branch of the
business.
W. J. Johnston has sold to H. M. Swetland
his interest in the Engineering and Mining Jour
nal. Mr. Johnston will in the future devote his
time to the Pacific Coast Miner, which he has
owned for some time past.
NEWS NOTES.
A plant will be put in operation at Nantes,
France, during the year for the manufacture of
briquet fuel from coal dust and pitch. The new
plant will have a capacity of 100,000 tons an
nually.
The total destruction by fire on Dec. 28, 1903,
of the printing house of Mcllroy & Emmett, at
108 Liberty street, New York City, means con
siderable loss of time and material to the Ameri
can Institute of Electrical Engineers. The
amount of the financial loss cannot be even ap
proximately estimated.
Secretary Pope estimates that on the evening
of Dec. 28, the following unfinished work was
contained in the printing shop:
Electrotype Plates:
Pages.
Vol. XX, Transactions, Sept. to Dec,
1902
306
Vol. XXI, Transactions, Jan. to June,
1903
601
Vol. XXII, Transactions, July to Dec,
1903
336
Total Electrotype plates
i>243
Type : Page Forms :
Vol. XXII, Transactions
414
Advance copies December papers
47
Pocket Catalogue of Membership, Edition
of August, 1. 1903
87
Total
Galleys :
Mailing List
New Catalogue of Membership

548
Galleys.
29
36

Total
65
It is possible that some of these plates and
galleys may be saved. The amount of salvage,
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however, cannot be determined until the insurance
adjusters have finished their work.
The Institute office has on file authors' cor
rected copies of all the papers and discussions,
also copy for the mailing list and Catalogue of
Membership, so that nothing has been lost which
cannot eventually be reproduced. The reproduc
ing of the papers and discussions will, however,
take considerable time.
The Ashcroft Mfg. Co., who are manufacturers
of the Tabor steam engine indicator, have found
it advisable to open a western office at 22 to
26 South Canal street, Chicago, from which
they will fill orders for the western terri
tory more promptly than has been possible from
the New York office. Messrs. H. S. Whitney
and M. A. Hudson, who have been connected with
the company for a number of years, will have
charge of the western office, and will be pleased
to see all friends and customers and show them
the lines of goods carried.
Warren Webster & Co., of Camden, N. J.,
inform us that the suit brought by the Ameri
can Steam Heating Specialty Co., which is a subcorporation controlled by Warren Webster & Co.,
against the firm of Braman Dow & Co., has been
decided by Judge Colt in U. S. Circuit Court at
Boston. The decision is in favor of the com
plainant, and injunction has been entered re
straining all companies from the use of the ap
paratus involved.
The New Era Iron Works, of Dayton, Ohio,
has changed its name and will hereafter be
known as the New Era Gas Engine Co. It
will manufacture a complete line of gas and gaso
line engines, including the New Era and the
Little Giant.
A summary of the mineral production in Brit
ish Columbia given by the Nelson Daily News,
states that the value of the minerals for 1903 is:
Gold
204.147 oz. $4,219,718.49
Silver
3471,421 oz.
1,839,953.13
Copper
24,866,977 lbs.
3,332,174-92
Lead
10,168 tons
489,792.56
Total metallic production
Coal
652,000 tons
Coke
166,000 tons
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and 36 x 48, and another 22 and 44 x 48. These
engines were all of the Allis-Corliss make. A 10
and 18 x 10-inch Westinghouse compound was
used for light load running. Wheeler surface
condensers were used to furnish vacuum, and
the boiler plant consisted of seven fire-tube boiltwo of 250 horsepower each. Fortunately the
ers 66 inches diameter by 16 feet long, two Aultman-Taylor boilers of 320 horsepower each, and
engineer in charge of the plant was standing at
one side of the engine and promptly shut off
steam at the boilers so that no one was injured.
The makers of the engine are furnishing repairs
promptly, and the plant will soon be running
again. The cause of the breakage is supposed to
be crystallization of the metal in the thread at
the end of the piston rod. The product of the
mill is the familiar Quaker oats, and other cereal
foods.
. C. H. C.

metal melted. The whole furnace is of heavy and
substantial construction, and will be found very
durable. On account of the simple form of the
tile it is easy to reline, which wai not found
to be the case in some other types of furnaces.
This furnace is made in two sizes, the No. 1
size having a capacity of 550 pounds of metal per
heat, and the No. 2 size having a capacity of
1,200 pounds.

THE OHIO EXHAUST HEAD.
The Ohio Exhaust Head is a distinct departure
in that class of apparatus. Before the Ohio came

A NEW METAL MELTING FURNACE.
The cut herewith illustrates the Lunkenheimer
metal melting furnace, which has been found to
afford an efficient and economical method of
melting metals, particularly brasses and bronzes.
This type of furnace was evolved after experi
menting with nearly every type of furnace on the
market, and is the result of much study. As will
be seen from the figure, the furnace consists of a
cylindrical sheet-steel drum A, having cast-iron
heads. The interior of the drum is lined with
fireproof tile, and has two openings on opposite
sides. Only one of these openings is in use, the
other being closed by a fire clay filling, the object
of having two openings being to increase the life
of the linings of the furnace. It has been found
that the furnace wears out quicker around the
filling hole (which also serves as outlet for the
flame) than elsewhere. The advantage that the
Lukenheimer furnace has over other makes is

FIG. I. A ROOF WHERE NO EXHAUST HEAD IS USED.
into general use, it was the almost universal
practice to surmount the exhaust pipe with some
form of device, in which were placed baffle plates
or metal shelves, against which the steam im
pinged. This caused more or less of the water to
be deflected into a drain pipe provided to carry it
away. These baffle plates or shelves, produced a
great deal of back pressure upon the engine,
which made an increased consumption of coal
necessary. In a short time the plates rusted loose,
or were blown out, destroying their usefulness.

$9,881,639.10
$1,304,000.00
747,000.00

Total mineral production
$11,932,639.10
The report of State Factory Inspector McAbee for the past year shows that thirteen
boiler explosions took place in Indiana, and that
all of them could be traced to incompetent en
gineers. As a result, there is a strong movement
on foot in that state to have a license law passed
which shall insure the careful inspection of all
steam boilers and the employment of only com
petent men to have charge of power machinery.
The Whitehead Machinery Co.. of Davenport,
la., have removed to the 3rd floor of the Hageboeck building on West Second street.
J. K. Haigh, Vice President of Buffalo Asso
ciation No. 16 N. A. S. E, and for the last four
years Chief Engineer with the National Lead Co.
of that city, has resigned his position with the
Lead Co. to accept one as salesman with the
Snow Steam Pump Works of Buffalo.
On the afternoon of Jan. 15, while running
at about the regular load, the piston rod on an
18 and 34 x 48-inch tandem-compound engine in
the B mill of the American Cereal Co. at' Cedar
Rapids, la., broke from the crosshead. This re
sulted in wrecking both cylinders, including the
heads, guides and in fact pretty much everything
but the flywheel and shaft. This plant was strict
ly modern and up-to-date in every particular. It
consisted of the wrecked engine, and a steeple
compound 18 and 36 x 36, a cross compound 18

OIL
1

THE LUNKENHEIMER METAL FURNACE.
that when one filling hole is worn out, this can
be closed by fire-clay filling and plate, the furnace
reversed, and the other hole cut out and put in
service.
The oil burner is of a special type, designed to
give a great amount of heat with a minimum con
sumption of oil. In the Lunkenheimer foundry
ten of these furnaces are in use, and give from
six to seven heats per working day of 10 hours
from each furnace. The weight of each heat will
average about 550 pounds, and the oil consump
tion varies from 2 to 2]/2 gallons of crude oil
per 100 pounds of metal melted.
The life of the linings is from three to four
hundred heats, this varying with the kind of

FIG. 2. THE OHIO EXHAUST HEAD
AND THE IMPROVEMENT EFFECTED
BY IT.
The Ohio head is simple, yet positive, in its
action. It employs centrifugal force. Every head
is positively guaranteed to separate all water from
the steam, yet to produce no back pressure upon
the engine.
The two cuts here shown, forcibly illustrate
the condition of the roof around the exhaust pipe
where an exhaust head is not, and where the Ohio
is used. In the one the roof is wet, and soon rot?
away; in the other the roof is always dry, and
lasts indefinitely. These photographs arc from an
actual installation.
The Ohio Exhaust head is made by the Ohio
Blower Co., Cleveland, O., from whom catalogs
and prices can be obtained upon request.
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THE HARRISON CONVEYER.
This conveyor, which is made by the Borden
& Selleck Co., of 48 Lake street, Chicago, has
been developed for handling raw material in
bulk and has been in service so long that a few
illustrations may be of interest to those who are
not familiar with its efficiency and durability as
well as to those who have been using it for many
year3.

THE

or ashes in a vertical direction, steel buckets are
fastened to the chains as shown in Fig. 4, two
chains being used for greater strength and steadi
ness.

■..->r"*v;y

fig. 1.

SCREW CONNECTING LINK FOR CONVEYOR
CHAIN.

For the single chain system, flights or plates
are attached to the chain by special links, Fig. 1,
and are drawn through a trough taking the mate
rial to be conveyed with them as shown in Fig. 2.
This particular trough is of cast iron with heavy
runs which form the conveyor wheel support.
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FIG. 4. CONSTRUCTION OF STEEL ELEVATOR BUCKET
AND CHAINS
A plant in which both styles of conveyor are
used has been installed in the Chicago Public Li
brary Building. The coal is delivered from the

run ; this, in turn, delivers it to hoppers which
feed the furnaces automatically, so that, if the
fireman in this plant is weary and dirty at night
it is not on account of the coal he has heaved.
The ashes are dropped from the ash pits of
the boilers into cars and delivered to the bucket
elevator which lifts them to the large ash hopper
seeD in the illustration. For compactness, clean
liness and convenience, it would be difficult to
devise a better arrangement.
Besides conveyors and elevators, the Borden
& Selleck Co. manufacture all kinds of scrapers,
friction-drums, buckets, cars, car pullers, patent
roller disk screens, revolving and shaking screens,
coal crushers and transmission machinery.

A centrifugal pump of novel design and un
precedented capabilities will be exhibited at the
St. Louis Exposition by Henry R. Worthington,
of New York City. That this pump marks a
distinct departure from the usual centrifugal prac
tice will be appreciated when it is stated that it
will be capable of delivering about 500 gallons
of water per minute against a head of 250 pounds
per square inch, and with high efficiency. This
pump is of the type known as the multi-stage,

fig. 2. TROUGH AND FLIGHT WITH ROLLERS FOR ASH
CONVEYOR.

When large amounts of material are to be
moved, a very heavy chain or two strands are
used in connection with a more substantial con
struction and the arrangement shown in Fig. 3
is adopted. This has heavy beams at the side for
carrying the weight of the material and the con
veyor, the iron trough being made fast to them.
The flights or plates are also of heavy construc-

fig. 3. DOUBLE STRAND CONVEYOR FOR BITUMINOUS
COAL.

tion and with a space between the trough bottom
and the plates to avoid any possible friction of
parts when in operation.
Numerous other styles of conveyors are made
to fit all sorts of requirements. For raising coal

FIG. 5. CONVEYING PLANT AT THE CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY.
wagons into a receiving hopper seen at the rear
of Fig. 5 ; from there it passes to an inclined
conveyor, which carries it up to the horizontal

turbine centrifugal, and differs in a great many
respects from the centrifugal pumps with which
engineers have been familiar.
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INDICATORS AND REDUCING WHEELS.
Many indicator manufacturers provide the
mear.s for adjusting the spring in the drum of
the indicator, but fail to provide for the adjust
ment of the spring on the reducing wheel. As
the wheel moves with much the greater velocity,
this defect allows a whipping of the cord, thus
introducing an error in the diagram. In the
new "Faultless" reducing wheel, manufactured
by the Trill Indicator Co., of Corry, Pa., the
spring on the reducing wheel can be instantly
adjusted to meet the requirements of any speed.
In this wheel, see Fig. 1, are combined many
desirable features, strength combined with light
ness, in order to avoid bad effects of inertia, and
adaptability to a wide range of speeds.
Immediately beneath the nest of bushings,

when the instrument is used with the large piston,
the steam soon cuts the }4-inch cylinder, ren
dering it unfit for use.

FIG. 2.
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CAM FOR HOLDING INDICATOR CORD.

For ammonia cylinders, indicators with steel
cylinders, piston, couplings and cocks are used.

THE HART FORCE SIGHT FEED OIL PUMP.
The importance of proper and certain lubri
cation of the working parts of machinery cannot
be overestimated. A stoppage of the necessary
flow of oil, for even a short time, is likely to
result in a repair job, which means a fat profit
for the machine shop or a lot of work for the
engineer.
The only way to make sure that oil is being
properly fed to bearings or cylinder is to have a
sight-feed device, so that you can see the oil go
in ; and the only way to be sure of making it
go in is by a positive pump, which will furnish
pressure enough to get it there.
The Hart pump, made by the Sherwood Mfg.
Co. of Buffalo, N. Y., combines these two essen
tials.

FIG. I. THE FAULTLESS REDUCING WHEEL.
surrounded by the cord which goes to the indicator
is a flange, Fig. 5, in the edge of which appear
alternate holes and recesses for the reception of a

FIG. 4.

PISTON FOR GAS ENGINE WORK.

pawl. By inserting a pin in one of these holes
and withdrawing the pawl, by pressing the lever,
of which it forms a part, the flange may be turned
in either direction, thus putting any desired ten
sion upon the spring, which is attached to the
lower end. Another feature, shown in Fig. 2,
is the little cam which controls the tension of
the cord leading to the indicator. When it is
desired to stop the indicator, the cam is thrown
down, but as the cord is still free to draw out,
no jerk will come upon the instrument. When
the instrument is in motion, the cam is thrown
back into the dotted position, which leaves the
cord perfectly free, and when the instrument is
removed from the engine, the cam is thrown
down and holds the cord under sufficient tension
to keep it in place.
The "Triumph" indicator, Fig. 3, made by the
same company, is a full size standard instrument,
having a piston of Vi square inch area, provided
with shallow grooves which retain moisture and
oil, thereby preventing undue leakage and at the
same time lubricating the cylinder.
For gas engine work, an auxiliary cylinder
with a piston of l/i square inch area is provided,
as shown in Fig. 4, and is threaded to screw
into the plug. The practice of boring the plug
to receive the small piston is not advised, as

FIG. 3.

It is often convenient to change the position
of the atmospheric line on the card, and this
can easily be done in the following manner :
First, unscrew the cap from the cylinder and
raise it, then turn it to the right and the piston
will be screwed off the swivel and the position of

THE TRIUMPH INDICATOR.

This pump is of the duplex type, the piston
having two diameters. The large diameter forces
the oil into the regulating chamber, whence the

FIG. 5. ADJUSTING FLANGE OF REDUCING WHEEL.
the atmospheric line raised. The parallel motior
which is made of tool steel, has no cams, rollers
or slots, but is of a type which has been stand
ard for many years. This instrument : ■ very
convenient to handle and operate ; it is quickly
and easily taken apart to permit of cleaning,
as no special tools or wrenches are required.
All fitting is carefully done in order that
the piston may have a true and smooth cylinder
in which to work, and as the cylinder is a special
bronze casting, the instrument is insured a long
life, if properly handled.

HART FORCE SICHT FEED OIL PUMP.

desired amount is admitted through the sight
feed glass to the high-pressure piston and the
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surplus returned to the reservoir through a by
pass.
The advantage of this simple and unique con
struction is apparent. In the first place, the oil,
being held in the regulating chamber under pres
sure, the feed will be uniform regardless of the
height of oil in the reservoir, a result which cannot
be obtained where oil is fed by gravity.
The surplus oil from the regulating chamber
is returned to the oil reservoir through a bypass
and over a strainer, thus keeping up a constant
filtration of the oil.
The sight feed being in plain view, it is a
very simple matter to adjust the feed to the re
quired amount.
The piston rod is packed and arrangement

made to take up the wear by using the piston as
a wrench, this packing of the piston being im
portant, as every engineer well knows.
The pump can be worked by hand when oil is
desired before starting the engine or when the
engine is in motion. The clutch is of the roller
bearing type, all parts are made of drop forged
steel and case hardened, and all parts are made
to gauge so that they are interchangeable.
The pump is compact, strong, positive in its
action and noiseless. It embodies many points of
excellence, is carefully designed and constructed
and is attractively finished. The Sherwood Mfg.
Co. make it in all sizes from 1/3 pint to 1 gal
lon and with from one to four feeding pistons,
according to size and requirements.

A new kink in the division of an odd number
and a fraction is given in Machinery and may
prove useful to those who have any computing to
do. It is this : To divide an odd number and a
fraction by 2 write the expression in the ordinary
manner. Draw a line beneath it and add together
the numerator and denominator of the fraction.
Use this sum as the numerator of the fraction
of the quotient and for the denominator multiply
the denominator of the original by 2. Deduct 1
from the whole number and divide the remainder
by 2. The resulting whole number and fraction
wili be the quotient desired.
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A NEW BACK-PRESSURE VALVE.
The Reliance Engineering Co., of Duluth,
Minn., have recently perfected a new form of
back-pressure valve which has several novel and
advantageous features. The valve proper is of
the Corliss or rotating type, and is operated by
pistons which engage crank pins. These pins
project from one end of each valve, and the
valves, two in number, are operated by separate
pistons. On top of each piston is a coil spring
whose tension can be adjusted to suit the pres
sure desired.
The exhust from the engine enters the piston
chambers at the bottom by means of a port, and
tends to force the pistons upward against the

pressure of the springs. This motion, by means
of the crank pins, rotates the cradle valves which
are triple ported. The amount of opening of the
valves decides, of course, the pressure on the
inlet side. The arrangement of these valves and
pistons can be clearly seen in the illustration
herewith.
This design does away with all need for levers,
weights and similar attachments, and gives to the
back-pressure valve, the same simplicity which
is found in the pop safety valve. The round
bearing ends make it impossible for the valves to
leave their scats, and as there is no backlash, the
valves are simply rotated noiselessly so that
there is no pounding or jamming of seats. The
valves have been fully tested, and are found
durable, reliable and perfectly satisfactory in their
action. The valve has been designed and per
fected by H. J. Wessinger, Mechanical Engineer
of the Oliver Iron Mining Co.
„, NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Fowler's Electrical Engineers' Year Book
for 1094. The Scientific Publishing Co., Man
chester, England.
This book is a companion to the Mechanical
Engineer's Pocket Book, and covers the electrical
field in the same manner that the latter covers
the mechanical field. The first part of the book
is devoted to the elements of electricity, taking
up the units of measurements, and the methods
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of measuring resistance, electromotive force and
current. Wiring regulations are given, but these
are, of course, for English requirements. The
action and construction of electrical machinery
are treated at considerable length. In the section
devoted to electric lighting, the material has
been brought up to date very completely. There
is considerable information on the Nernst lamp
and on the Cooper Hewitt Vapor lamp as well
as the older forms of incandescent and arc lights.
The subjects of alternating currents, transform
ers and induction motors are treated rather briefly,
while electric traction is treated quite fully. A
short section near the end is devoted to the sub
jects of steam boilers, refuse destructors, engines
and condensers, the subject of engines being
dismissed with barely two pages. The book im
presses one as being hardly what a pocket book
should be, since it is neither a reference book
of tables and methods of design, nor does it
give in detail such practical hints in regard to the
handling of a plant as are useful to the running
engineer. It would seem that it might well
be made one thing or the other, and somewhat
avoid its present condition of being an ab
breviated treatise On all kinds of subjects.
The Practical Engineer's Pocket Book for
1904. Published by the Technical Publishing Co.'
For sale by the Derry-Collard Co., 257 D, Broad
way, New York. Price 75 cents.
This is the yearly edition of this well-known
publication. There are the usual mathematical
tables, but one in particular giving the areas of
circles by thirty-seconds and sixteenths up to 6
inches, by eighths up to 100 inches in diameter, is
very convenient. Also the table of equivalents of
millimeters and inches has been reduced to a
particularly handy form for ready reference. The
book is divided into sections on steam boilers
and furnaces, boiler mountings, steam engines,
gas and oil engines, refrigeration, hydraulic ma
chinery and transmission of power. There is
also a section devoted to shop practice, which in
cludes such subjects as cutting tools, proportions
of gearing and screws, machine details, ball bear
ings, proportions of rolled shapes and so on.
The book is of convenient pocket size and con
tains 577 pages of text, besides' some 30 or 40
pages for notes and diagrams, this latter part
being printed also as a diary for the year with the
six working days of a week to each page. The
book is certainly big value for the money, as the
articles on different subjects are all furnished by
well known authorities.
J. B. LIPPINCOTT CO., of Philadelphia,
have issued a new handbook for mechanical en
gineers called The Mechanical Engineer's Ref
erence Book, by Henry Harrison Suplee. Mr.
Suplee is editor of the Engineering Magazine of
New York and London, and a member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and
several foreign societies. He is one of the fore
most authorities in his field, and the new volume
is intended to form a standard hand-book for the
mechanical engineer and designer of machinery,
supplying in convenient form such general in
formation as is constantly required. The work
will embrace mathematical tables, the principles
of statics and dynamics, machine design, mate
rials of construction, hydraulics and hydrostatics,
steam engineering, heat motors, the mechanical
applications of electricity, and modern machine
shop methods, including works management and
systems, cost keeping, intensified production, and
the general relation of engineering to production.
THE NEW ERA GAS ENGINE CO., of
Dayton, Ohio, are issuing a catalog descriptive
of. the New Era gas engines and showing in de
tail the construction of these engines and their
special features.
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THE INCANDESCENT LAMP Department
of the General Electric Co. of Harrison, N. J.,
are issuing a large poster, showing the different
styles and sizes of lamps manufactured by them.
These run from 150 down to 1 candle power, and
are made in a number of designs for special pur
poses as well as the usual pear shape for ordinary
work.
THE SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., in in
struction book No. 104, gives directions for the
installation and care of its direct connected M.
L. type generators.
THE HALL STEAM PUMP CO., of Pitts
burg, Pa., issues an attractive and valuable cata
logue, full of information which an engineer
who has to do with air and gas compressors ought
to have in his possession. The catalogue is, of
course, descriptive of the product of the com
pany, but it also deals with the subject of com
pression of gases from an engineering stand
point. A brief description of the Hall air lift
pump is given and several pages are devoted to
mathematical tables and engineering data.
WATER METERS IS THE TITLE of a
pamphlet just received from the Henry R.
Worthing Co., whose new disk meter is described
and illustrated with cuts showing the internal
construction. The pamphlet also describes the
standard duplex piston meter, which has long
been well known for its accuracy, and the Worthington hot-water meter, which is considered an
essential part of an engineer's equipment for
boiler testing. The latter device has been found
of great value in boiler plants for checking up
the evaporative values of different kinds of coal,
the efficiency of firemen, etc.
This pamphlet is an innovation in the way of
small leaflets. It is of the standard size for en
closure with letters, 3^x6 inches, but instead of
being printed upon ordinary coated paper, a high
grade of tinted enamel cardboard is used, ren
dering the pages much more durable and satis
factory to handle. To water works officials or
others interested in water supply, the pamphlet
will be well worth the asking.
TYPE H INDUCTION MOTORS for con
stant speed are described in circular No. 1066
by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., of
Pittsburg. The principle of operation is shown
and detils of construction given for both primary
and secondary. Also diagrams are given show
ing how the current varies at starting.
A. D. HAMILTON, 2025 FORBES ST., Pitts
burg, Pa., sends us a catalog of the Pittsburg
Fuel Saving Co., showing the construction of
their new fuel saving furnace.
POWER PROBLEMS IS THE TITLE of a
handsomely printed and illustrated catalog is
sued by the Power Installation Co., of Buffalo,
N. Y., of which company, Mr. Geo. F. Wescott
is vice-president and general manager. The busi
ness of the company is to design, furnish, and
install complete power equipments of any kind
of work and in any size. The catalog shows in
stallations and apparatus for the improvement of
plant economy, and is full of bright epigrams ap
plicable to life at large. A unique feature in the
catalog is the use for illustrations of brown
prints from tracings and photographs tipped in,
instead of half-tones, giving a particularly rich
effect.
THE NATIONAL BRAZING CO., 23 Mich
igan St., Cleveland, Ohio, who are experts in the
brazing of cast iron, are sending out a circular,
showing some jobs of brazing which they have
done, and which have saved a very considerable
expense for new parts. They show testimonial let
ters from a number of firms for whom they have
done work, and who express themselves uniformly
as much pleased with the results.
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RICHARD THOMPSON & CO., of 126 Lib
erty St., New York City, describe the Thompson
damper and pressure regulator fully in a catalog
which they are just issuing. The method of
working of all parts of the regulator are shown
in detail and fully explained.
WYMAN & GORDON of WORCESTER,
MASS., will continue, during 1904, the issue of
short stories of great inventors and engineers.
Later, these will be collected in book form, and
will make a most interesting biographical study.
The company is issuing a list of crank sizes which
they manufacture in drop forgings. The pam
phlet tells of the methods of making these forg
ings and of the tests which they will stand. Full
dimensions for three throw, double throw and
single throw cranks with oval or square cheeks
are given.
BELL'S STEAM HAMMERS is the title of
an interesting catalog issued by the David Bell
Engineering Works of Buffalo, N. Y. These
hammers are made in four sizes, having cylinders
from 6 by 16 inches up to 12 by 30 inches. The
specifications and directions for constructing
foundations are given in the catalog.
THE POWER & MINING MACHINERY
CO., 52 William street, New York City, which is
a consolidation of the Loomis Pettibone Gas Ma
chinery Co., and the Holthoff Machinery Co., de
scribes in a catalog which is a model for this
kind of work, the American Crossley gas engine.
The construction of the engine is fully shown by
sectional views which give the action in detail of
the valve mechanism, and by halftones which
show the applications of the engine.
THE THIRD EDITION of the catalog, de
scriptive of the State Steam Engineering School
conducted by James Coyne at 27 Tremont Row,
Boston, is received. This school is established
for the teaching of stationary engineers, and is
conducted with the use of apparatus such as is
employed in the examinations for license.
CINCINNATI AIR AND GAS COMPRES
SORS are described in Pamphlet L-26-A, just
issued by the Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Co., of 114
Liberty street, New York City. These machines
are of medium and small sizes, the steam ends
being equipped with plain slide valves and Meyer
valve gears and the air ends with poppet valves.
One of the compressors is of an entirely new type
in that the air cylinders are provided both with
mechanically moved valves and with poppet valves,
all points in the compressor cycle being deter
mined by the mechanically moved valves, with the
exception of the opening of the exhaust, which is
determined by the poppet valves. This arrange
ment combines the positive action, noiseless ope
ration and durability of mechanically-moved
valves with the elasticity of poppet valves, at the
same time avoiding the noise and rapid wear of
the latter. This pamphlet, which is of convenient
pocket size, will be sent upon request to those
interested.
THE
CATALOG
OF THE
CASE
SCHOOL of Applied Science, Cleveland, O.,
shows several interesting views of the Campus,
and gives a full description of the engineering
courses in the departments of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical and Mining Engineering. The list of
studies and the synopsis of the subejets treated is
given at considerable length and also lists of the
students and Alumni. The number of students
at present enrolled is 453.
THE HOLMES METALLIC PACKING CO.
has been reorganized and consolidated with Geo.
D. Rollins & Co. The business which is located
at Wilkesbarre, Pa., and the manufacture of the
Holmes metallic packing for piston rods and valve
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stems will be continued The packing is fully de
scribed in a folder which is sent out by the company.
THE FRANCE PACKING CO., of Tacony,
Philadelphia, describes its steam stopper pack
ings of the metallic and fibrous types in an in
teresting pamphlet which it is sending out to
power users. The different styles of packing
manufactured are fully illustrated so that their
action can be perfectly understood. Besides the
special metallic packings, the France Co. manu
facture rubber and flat packings for steam and
hydraulic work of all kinds.
THE AMERICAN STEAM PUMP CO., of
Battle Creek, Mich., in catalog No. 12, de
scribes the Marsh steam pumps for all duties.
The'distinctive features of this pump are the pat
ent self-governing steam valve and the easy seat
ing water valves. The catalog contains 140
pages of clear and instructive illustrations, de
scriptive matter, tables and sizes, and capacities
and information relative to the product of the
company.
THE 1904 CATALOG of the Knowles Steam
Pump Works, 114- 118 Liberty street, New York
City, is a book of about 150 pages showing
nearly half as many full-page illustrations of diffrent types of direct-acting steam pumps for
boiler feeding, mine drainage, waterworks service,
etc. ; also electric and belt-driven pumps, artesian
well pumps, air compressors and ammonia pumps
—both flywheel and direct-acting—jet condensers,
relief valves, air and circulating pumps, wrecking
pumps, vacuum pumDS, sugar-house pumping ma
chinery, and, in fact, pumping machinery of every
type and for every purpose found in engineering
work. This catalog will be supplied free upon
request to those interested.
THE NEW ERA GAS ENGINE CO., of
Dayton, O., makers of the Little Giant gas and
gasoline engines, describes and illustrates this
machine in a well printed little folder which they
are sending out.
THOMPSON RECORDING WATT ME
TERS is the title of catalog No. 9126 issued
by the General Electric Co. The general features
of these watt meters are well known to most sta
tion engineers, but the parts are illustrated and
described in great detail so that the working of
the meter can be fully understood. The proper
connections for various classes of meters are
shown, and the provision by which the meter may
be used for prepayment service is described.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., in price
list No. 5117, gives the principal parts of the
form 8 D. C multiple enclosed arc lamps. No.
51 14 gives prices of Edison minature incandes
cent lamps, and No. 51 13 is for the same lamps
in various decorative forms. No. 5118 gives
prices for the Thompson recording watt meters.
Besides these, flyer No. 2122 describes the
punched clip spring switches, No. 2123 gives a
list of porcelain knobs and cleats, No. 2124 de
scribes attachment plugs. No. 21 19 describes flush
wall receptacles, No. 2120 describes the Edison
socket rings and No. 2121 the standard porcelain
receptacles.
H. BOLLINCKX, of Brussels, Belgium, is
issuing a novel form of advertising matter con
sisting of mailing cards on which are printed
photogravures of the interiors of the different
shops of the company. This firm is well known
as a European builder of large steam engines
which have made exceptionally fine records in
the matter of steam consumption.
THE PITTSBURG GAUGE & SUPPLY CO.
are sending out a striking folder, describing their
boiler appliances, which include gauges, gauge
cocks, water columns, safety valves and recording
gauges.
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THE MANHATTAN ELECTRIC SUPPLY
CO., of 32 Cortlandt street, New York City, is
issuing a pamphlet of electrical apparatus, such
as portable lamps, galvanic coils, drop annuncia
tors, telephones, etc.
THE STANDARD STEAM SPECIALTY
CO. of 542 West Broadway, New York City,
describes its steam specialties in a standard size
6 x 9-inch catalogue which is accompanied by a
large lay-out sheet showing the connections and
operation of their Utility exhaust heating and
other apparatus. This apparatus combines an
oil separator, a return tank, a pump governor
and a feed water heater all into one device which
can be installed in any convenient location in
the boiler room. Besides this, the company
makes pump governors, boilers, feeders, back
pressure valves, blowoff cocks, reducing valves,
separators and exhaust heads. The catalogue
contains many flattering testimonials from wellknown engineers as to the efficiency and economy
of the Utility apparatus. The large diagram is
particularly interesting as it shows the appli
cation of the Utility specialties to a plant and
how each one should be erected.
THE CHARTER GAS ENGINE CO. of 9
Wallace St., Sterling, 111., shows in its catalogue
the construction and method of installation of
the Charter gas and gasoline engines. These are
made in sizes from 1% up to 40 horsepower
in styles suitable for all kinds of work. Engines
are shown which are adapted for general power
purposes for pumping for portable use, for
traction work, and for hoisting.
THE WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFAC
TURING CO., of St. Louis, describes its light
ing and motor transformers in bulletin No. 65.
This shows the detail of construction of coils and
cores, and gives a full list of sizes with the ca
pacity in lamps and the primary and secondary
voltages for which each is designed.
THE SPECIALTIES manufactured by the A.W.
Cadman Mfg. Co. of Pittsburg, consisting of In
destructible gauge cocks, the Indestructible blowoff valve and the Cadman aluminum babbit metal,
are shown in neat advertising circulars in the
form of blotters which have recently been re
ceived.
THE D'OLIER ENGINEERING CO. of
Philadelphia, describe in their bulletin F I their
system of electric wiring for light and power, and
show some of the buildings for which they have
done this work.
A. BOLLINCKX, of Buysinghen, Belgium,
describes in a pamphlet, printed in French, the
gas and gasoline engines manufactured by the
Joint Stock Gas Engine Co., of that city. The
details of the engine are described much more
fully than is the custom with American manu
facturers, and much real information as to the
construction and handling of this type of engine
can be gained by a careful reading of the cata
logue.
FILTRATION EXPERIMENTS AT AL
EXANDRIA, EGYPT, is the title of a pam
phlet sent out by the New York Continental
Jewell Filtration Co., of 15 Broad St., New York.
The experiments described were made to deter
mine the performance of the Jewell Filter in
stalled in the plant of the Alexandria water
works, and were made by Dr. H. Bitter. They
are very complete, and the information shows
the efficiency of the filter in removing bacteria
of all descriptions. The pamphlet also includes
an historical sketch of the Alexandria Water Co.
by H. R. C. Blagden, Chief Engineer of the
company.
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A LIST OF PRODUCTS of the American
Steel & Wire Co., which is published by them,
shows almost every kind of wire or product made
from wire which can be imagined. Ordinarily,
we do not think of shafting as being classed with
wire, but this list includes cold drawn and turned
shafting in sizes up to 2J4 inches in diameter,
squares I'/i inches and smaller and hexagons
of the same size. The company has offices in all
important cities. The main office is in Worcester,
Mass.
NO. 3 OF THE SECOND VOLUME of the
Index to the Technical Press comes to hand in an
enlarged form with several new features. Card
indexing and the supply of press clippings have
been added to the activities of the Association,
and a convenient index to subjects is printed with
the pamphlet index to the technical articles. One
change which does not seem desirable is the
printing of indexed items on both sides of the
leaf. In the earlier issues, the indexed headings
were on only one side of the leaf, so that all
clippings were available for use in a card index.
As at present printed, it will often be the case
that two references, both of which it is desired
to preserve, will come on opposite sides of the
same leaf, thus making it impossible to use both.
TRADE NOTES.
THE STANDARD STEAM SPECIALTY
CO., of New York City, have received from W. F.
Williams, engineer at the Metropolitan Musuem of
Art in New York, the following letter:
In answer to yours of Dec. 2, I would say after
having used one of your 12-inch Utility tanks for
one year, also one of your 12-inch Utility combi
nation tanks with feed water heater attached, I
am pleased to state it has fulfilled the guarantee
in every particular.
We take temperature readings every 15 min
utes and under all conditions ; the feed water
temperature during the past 6 months has aver
aged 214 degrees.
In regard to its merits as an oil separator, I
beg to state that previous to the installation of
same, the heating system was so impregnated with
oil that most of the air lines were stopped up,
rendering one of the wings of this building
almost impossible to heat. After having replaced
the old air lines with new ones, I have found
that since the installation of the Utility tanks, the
heating system to which they are attached is free
from oil.
I am running the plant this season with six
boilers, instead of ten, and the saving in fuel
and water will soon pay for its cost.
Of all heaters or combination tanks having
come under my supervision, the Utility has been
the most satisfactory.
THE UNION ICE CO., of Bakersfield, Calif.,
have recently purchased a 300-horsepower Ball
automatic engine from the Ball Engine Co., Erie,
Pa.
FRANK A. SIMONDS, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., sends the following letter from the Widdicombe Furniture Co., which tells the story:
Dear Sir:
With this we hand you check covering your
invoice of Dec. 26 for "Receiver and Separator"
installed upon our engine Dec. 23 and 24.
While handing you this check, we cannot re
frain from mentioning our satisfaction with the
device. It relieves our battery of boilers from
the objectionable vibration caused by the action
of the engine and maintains a pressure upon the
cylinder nearly uniform. We deem this improve
ment alone as fully compensating us for the
cost of the device and would say we are especially
pleased with its action in every respect.
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M. GRADSTONE CO., 2 and 4 Stone St.,
New York City, are representatives of American
manufacturers of the Russian export trade. They
deal entirely with this special field, and are ready
to furnish the best of information as to possibili
ties there. The industries of Russia are yet in
their infancy so that the 141,000,000 people who
occupy an area nearly three times as large as the
United States, must have their demands .supplied
by outside manufacturers. The company have
representatives in all the large cities of Russia,
and have been for years perfecting their organiza
tion for the introduction of goods. They seek
to promote direct shipments to Russian ports of
entry on a cash basis, and thereby secure the 20
per cent reduction in import duties which is
thus made available. They will be glad to take
up this question with any manufacturer, and to
receive complete catalogs of articles to be intro
duced.
IN NO BRANCH OF GOVERNMENT
SERVICE has the matter of ventilation been
given such serious consideration as in the Navy.
The construction of the modern vessel renders it
extremely difficult to secure proper ventilation
in some portions below the water line. Notice
able for its novelty, among the various methods
used to properly ventilate such places is the port
able ventilating set, consisting of a small ex
hauster of the Monogram type directly connected
to an enclosed electric motor. It is very light,
moves a large body of air, and is provided with
handles for carrying from place to place, enabling
the crew to work in any portion of the vessel
with comfort, and is but one of the many types
of blowers manufactured by the B. F. Sturtevant
Co., of Boston, Mass.
THE CENTRAL BREWING CO., of New
York, when erecting their plant in 1898, installed
a "Utility" Exhaust Muffler, Oil Separator, Return
Tank and Pump Governor, under a guarantee
from the Standard Steam Specialty Co., the manu
facturers, that the "Utility" would separate the
oil from the exhaust steam so that all of the ex
haust condensation could be returned to the
boilers. At that time, it was the general belief
lhat for brewery work the exhaust water could
not be saved. The " Utility " filled every guar
antee and in Feb., 1903, on account of a closed
feed water heater in the plant getting out of re
pair, the " Utility " Heater was connected to
the " Utility " combination and heats the boiler
water to 212 degrees for the entire boiler plant
of six horizontal tubulars of a total capacity ot
1,200 horsepower. With the " Utility " system of
heating the water, the exhaust steam must be free
from oil or the brewmaster would know it at
once. The size of the heater doing the above
work is 10 inches in diameter and 49 inches high.
The following plants have recently adopted the
" Utlity " Combination : Metropolitan Life In
surance Co., Manhattan Life Insurance Co.,
Wall Street 'Exchange. Minnesota State Capitol,
Broadway Central Hotel, Perry Payne Co., J.
T. Stanley, Estey Piano Co., Ludin Realty Co.,
Broadway Improvement Co., Metropolitan Print
ing Co.
THE LOOSE-WILES CRACKER & CANDY
Co., of Kansas City, Mo., has recently completed
the construction of a new factory, located at
Eighth, Santa Fe and Henning streets, Kansas
City. The new building, which is of modern
mill construction, is 184 feet long by 128 feet
in width, and consists of six stories and base
ment. The power equipment of this factory em
braces one 75-kilowatt and one 100-kilowatt
Westinghouse generator connected to Straight Line
high-speed engines. There are also a number of
Westinghouse motors in use in this establishment.
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North Branch Lumber Co., Chicago, 111., 24 x 48
The current, which is supplied to these motors tos yarn and spun with metallic wire. This pack
at no volts, is conveyed from the switchboard ing has been adopted by a number of railroads Corliss engine; Adam Schillo Lumber Co., Chi
by means of rubber-covered cables. The power for use on locomotive air pumps. The company cago, 111., 22 x 42 Corliss engine; City of Algoma,
is economically distributed, a separate motor be
is issuing a most complete catalogue for 1904, Wis., 17 x 36 Corliss engine; C. A. Lawton Co..
ing provided for each department. All motors are which is now ready and will be gladly sent to all De Pere, Wis., 12 x 30 Corliss engine; C. F.
suspended from the ceiling and are connected to who ask for it and mention this paper.
Baum Co., Chicago, 111., 12 x 36 Corliss engine.
the machinery by belts. The switchboard ap
THE HOCKING VALLEY RAILROAD has
paratus was also supplied by the Westinghouse
Co. The connections between switchboard and recently placed a contract for three direct-con
generators are such as to allow the operation of nected units. The Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pa.,
j& WANTED &
either generator for power or light exclusively; furnish the engines.
or both generators may be used for light and
THE VILTER MANUFACTURING CO.,
power at the same time. The boiler plant consists builders of refrigerating and ice making machin
of six P. Delaney & Co. tubular boilers, each ery, Corliss engines, brewers' machinery and bot
fotition wanted advertuement* not exceeding to word*,
for tubieriber* to The Engineer will be interted twice free
60 inches in diameter by 16 feet long. These
of
charge.
boilers are equipped with Roney mechanical tling outfits, Milwaukee, Wis., have recently closed
Help wanted and tpeeial advertUemenU, to word* or
contracts
with
the
following
parties
:
Mesa
Dairy
leet, $1.60 per iruertion; additional word* I at*, each.
stokers. All of the apparatus in this plant was
Original letter* of reference should not be enclosed with
installed by the Reed-Squires Electric Co., of & Ice Co., Mesa, Ariz., 20-ton refrigerating and repliet
to advertisement* appearing in (he** column*, a*
6-ton ice plant; Adam Scheidt Brewing Co., Nor- they arefrequently
mitlaid and lost. A copy of the ref
Kansas City.
erence
will
serve the 1
ristown, Pa., 100-ton refrigerating machine ;
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF THE UNI
Brownsville Brewing Co., Brownsville, Pa., 100- Fnr ^aIs* Steam Automobile—"Milwaukee" steam runI ur Jalt about, in first class condition. Baa S-inch
VERSAL SATISFACTION the Simonds Im
ton and 50-ton refrigerating machines and 30-ton Diamond
tires, side steer. Kelley Generator, cross-head
proved Receiver and Separator is giving is con
pumps
for air and water, sight feed lubricator: boiler never
ice plant ; Shreveport Brewery, Shreveport, La., been burned.
for selling, have bought large car.
tained in the following letters. The first is two 35-ton refrigerating machines ; Cornell Bros., Price, $250 cash,Reason
f.o.b. Chicago. Address, "Automobile,"
from the Alabastine Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., Huntley, 111., 20-ton refrigerating machine ; Bay 1638 Monadnock, Chicago.
5
to Mr. Frank A. Simonds : "Having had your City Ice, Light & Power Co., Bay City, Tex., \UmnioA Position as engineer and fireman for some
naillCU 8mall power plant. Address, H. R. care The
receiver and separator in use on our 18x42 Cor
rs-ton ice plant with 3-ton refrigerating machine; Engineer.
5
liss engine steam pipe now for about I year, we Dalhart Ice & Electric Co., Dalhart, Tex., 30-ton
Cif
iisf
S/\n
As
first
or
second
engineeer
in
good
plant,
consider a testimonial is due you on the success refrigerating machine; Leetsdale Ice Co., Leets- kjliuauuil First class Ohio license ; 8 year's experience
Corliss engines ;compound and condensing. Familiar with
of the same.
dale, Pa., 20-ton ice plant; Spangler Brewing Co., boilers, refrigeration and electricity. Furnish indicator if
required ; technical education : best of city references. Ad
"Before installing this device, we were Spangler, Pa., 65 and 35-ton refrigerating ma
dress, P. G. C. care The Engineer.
S
troubled with a violent vibration in our steam chines with 30-ton ice plant; Idaho Brewing Co.,
Wanted
Position
as
engineer
in
small,
or
assistant
in
pipe, which is rather long; also troubled with Boise, Idaho, 25-ton refrigerating machine ; F. A. "
large plant. Am at present employed, but can
good reasons for change. Can give good references.
wet steam. Since installing the device, we have W. Kieckhefer, Dairy Farm, Pewaukee, Wis., give
Address, Engineer, L. Box 302, Buffalo Center. la.
5
no vibration whatever in this pipe, although it is 8-ton refrigerating machine with 500-pound ice
WanrPfi
^
position
in
water
works
or
hot
water
heating
not braced in any way. Our steam to the engine plant; Arbogast & Bastian Co., Packers, Allen- TralllCU piant. Would consider any good stationary
engineer position. 12 years experience. Best of reference.
appears perfectly dry, and lubrication is effected town, Pa., 18-ton ice plant; Washington & Vir
Married and 34 years of age. Address, E. M. C, care The
3
with less cylinder oil than ever before.
ginia Stock Yards & Abbattoir Co., Jackson City, Engineer.
"We consider the device a perfect success for Va., 35-ton refrigerating machine ; Azusa Ice & Learn Indicating By Mail. f£ -Jumna0 /b-dt
the duty for which it is devised, and trust you Cold Storage Co., Azusa, Cal., 35-ton refrigerat our plan to teach, at a small cost, all about indicators re
motions, planimeters ; how to make your own in
will meet with the encouragement on sales that, ing machine; Southern California Ice Co., San ducing
strument; all about regular and "freak" indicators and
diagrams.
Write for price of complete correspondence
you should."
Bernardino, Cal., 35-ton ice plant ; University of
to "first comers. Address. Indicator Instruction
The second is from the Carrom-Archarena Wisconsin, Madison, Wis., refrigerating machine course
Company, Scranton, Pa.
Co., Ludington, Mich., to Mr. Simonds: "We Cresson Springs Brewery, Cresson, Pa., two 30- Pncitinn As chief or second Strictly temperate, a
are much pleased with the separator which we ton refrigerating machines with 10-ton ice plant; rusiiiun student in I. C. 8. Experienced with Corliss
and high speed engines, alteruatinfir and direct currant.
bought of you for our main steam pipe. This Charleston Brewing Co., Charleston, W. Va., 50- 24
years old and single. I will consider no offer for less
than £65 00 per month. References from past and present
gives us dry steam for the engine, and we can ton refrigerating machine with 10-ton ice tank; employers.
Address. A. D. 8.. care The Engineer.
3.
see a great difference in its working since in
Ph. Schneider Brewing Co., Trinidad, Colo., Pncitinn
By
unmarried
man,
27
years
old,
as
engineer
rvnuuii in small power plant. Flour mill, saw mill,
stalling the separator.
125-ton refrigerating machine and 30-ton ice
mill or heating plant; or as fireman in large power
"We trust you will meet with the success plant; Tube City Brewing Co., McKeesport, Pa., paper
plant, or motorman on electric railway. Sober and indus
Excellent recommendations. Address, O. J. O..
which your ability warrants in securing new 50 and 100-ton refrigerating machines and 15-ton trious.
care of The Engineer
business."
ice plant; Bluefield Brewing Co., Bluefield, W.
assistant
in any
large steam
jiiuauun A>
plant
4 yearsengineer
experience
on Corliss
auto
Orders have been received and this receiver Va., two 50-ton refrigerating machines and 20- Sltliatirtn
matic,
and
other
high
speed
engines.
D
C.
and separator installed, lately, in the factories of ton ice plant; Krantz Brewing Co., Findlay, O., pumps, return tubular and water tube boilers;dynamos,
will pur
indicator if desired. I am strictly temperate, am
the Imperial Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., 100-ton refrigerating machine and 25-ton ice chase
bitious, haTe a course in Correspondence Engineering, and
for a 200 horsepower engine; a second order plant; Tivoli-Union Brewing Co., Denver, Colo., can furnish best references. Age 20 years. I now bare em
ployment, but wish to change. Address, J. 11, P., care
from the Advance Thresher Co., Battle Creek, 100-ton refrigerating machine; Nelson Morris & The
Engineer.
Mich., for their 350-horsepower engine; the Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 10-ton refrigerating ma
Wanvvri
and saleamen
handle and
Franca
TTdlHCU Engineers
"Steam Stopper"
brands oftometallic
fibr
Widdicomb Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., chine; Smith Bros., New Bedford, Mass., am
ous
packing
as
a
Bide
line.
Good
ind
.
ts
to
the
right
suitable for 300-horsepower engine ; the Colum
party, Address. France Packing Company, Tacony, Philamonia condenser and direct-expansion piping; delphi
, Pa.
5.
bia Water and Light Co., Columbia, Tenn., suit
Philadelphia Brewing Co., Philadelphia, Pa., WantVri Position by young man 22. with special license
able for a 150-horsepower engine.
direct-expansion piping; Escanaba Brewing " ou,l*'u as assistant engineer in power plant or factory.
Am sober and can give good reference. Address, P. A. G.,
NATURALLY, THERE WAS GREAT Co., Escanaba, Mich., brine piping; P. M. care The Engineer.
3.
COMPETITION for the contract to furnish Smith, Wellsville, O., condenser, piping, etc.; Pncitinn By young man 28. A first-class machinist and
rusiiiun
engineer;
am
well
up
in
rolling
mill
and
fac
packing for the engines in the Rapid Transit Pittsburg Brewing Co., Wainwright Branch, tory work and repairs ; can furnish the best of reference.
employed at the present time, but would like a change,
Subway Power House of New York City. The Pittsburg, Pa., condenser; Diamond Ice Co., Am
preferably the south. Address, W. H . VV . care The Engin
Stamford, Conn., ammonia condenser; Ruem- eer.
fortunate company which is to furnish pack
3.
ing for the piston rods is the France Packing meli-Dawley Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo., for cus
Wanted Po.sit.io" as engineer in small steam oreleetri
pl<mt. Have had several years. Am ternCo., whose Steam Stopper metallic packing will tomers one 12 x 36 ammonia compressor, one giralte and cal
steady. Will consider no salary less than
3.
be used. The company wishes us to convey its 40-ton and one 50-ton refrigerating machine. . O0(00. Address. G. E B.. care The Engineer.
thanks to the engineers who give them hearty Milwaukee Malting Co., Milwaukee, Wis., 24 x 42 Fnr t*.l»> C heart Full line of brass patterns (gated,)
TUr Jflie V/neap. ,llo .n machinery and stock of
support by specifying this brand, and also the Corliss engine; Hastings Wool Boot Co., Hast
the New Engineers' Favorite Flue Cleaner. For further
Water Stopper brand of fibrous packing when or
ings, Mich., 18 and 28 x 42 cross comp. Corliss particulars inquire of Stewart Heater Co., Buffalo, N. Y.tf
dering from dealers. The plan which the engine; Milwaukee-Western Malting Co., Mil
regarding
wants,
to
France Co. has devised to enable engineers to waukee, Wis., 20 x 42 x 16 x 36 Corliss engine; WanfpH
" ■MW information
insert in our from
wantyon
columns.
Thisyour
Is the
easiest
equip themselves with every tool required, from Imperial Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., way for you to make known your needs for help or situation,
and the quickest way to obtain the required result. The
a monkey-wrench to a steam engine indicator, is 18 x 42 Corliss engine; Menasha Wooden Ware Engineer
Publishing Co., Chicago. 111.
tf
proving a great success, and a large number are Co., Menasha, Wis., 20 and 40 x 48 cross comp. Wanf (fti 10 correspond with parties wanting a snperinT'auicu
tendent
or
manager
for
electric
light
or
water
availing themselves of it. The company placed Corliss engine; Independent Malting Co., Daven
3.
port, la., 16 x 36 Corliss engine ; Ward-Corby plant. Address. Supt., care Engineer.
on the market some time ago a new high pres
PositionAddress.
as engineer
or headG.fireman
nunieu plant.
Engineer,
W. L. in power
8.
Co., Providence, R. I., 10 x 24 Corliss engine; Wanto/4
sure packing ring made of the finest fibre asbes
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POWER PLANTS FOR COTTON MILLS.
BY W. H. SMEAD.
The work of designing steam power plants for the relation of boiler to engine, heater, etc.
cotton mills is variable, due to :
While the position of any particular apparatus
First, the size and general arrangement of en
might not decrease or increase the efficiency of
gine and boiler rooms, as well as the relative lo , the plant in general, a misplaced apparatus would
cation of the mill proper.
increase the first cost.
Second, the kind and class of machinery that
The general method of placing boilers and en
is purchased by the mill people for the plant.
gine is to locate them in one building with a
Third, the surrounding conditions, such as wall between, and to place them in parallel rows,
kind and quantity of water and fuel supply.
with the cylinders of the engine next to the rear
Fourth, the class of mechanics and labor that of the boilers. This is the best arrangement, if
are to be employed.
the plant is likely to be enlarged in the future.

paratus is a very important one with the mill peo
ple or the engineer. Every precaution must be
taken to buy economical and substantial machin
ery to suit the surrounding conditions.
The prevailing conditions are important and
care must be taken to select apparatus which
will fit them. When the mill is located where
only bad water is found, special arrangements must
be made in boilers, heaters and pumps in order
to get the best results. The kind of fuel which
is to be used ought always to be considered when

FIG. I. SECTION OF POWER PLANT FOR COTTON MILL.

This last item may seem of little consequence
to the casual observer, but in the South it must
always be considered by an engineer when de
signing a steam power plant.
In regard to the location of boiler and en
gine rooms, the relative position may greatly in
crease or decrease the first cost as well as the
efficiency of the plant.
Also there should be considered the relative
arrangement of the various apparatus, such as

By it, a neat and substantial steam connection
can be made between boilers and engine at the
least cost, and at the same time, all due allow
ance can be made for expansion and perfect drain
age of the steam main.
The make of apparatus purchased by the mill
is of little importance to the designer and con
tractor, except that they must know the exact
location of all inlet and oulet connections ; but,
on the other hand, the question of purchasing ap-

boilers are purchased and every precaution should
be taken to have the grate area the right size
to suit the fuel used. When water is plentiful,
a condensing plant is generally installed, if the
mill is of considerable size, and in some cases,
when water is not plentiful, it is economy in the
end to install a cooling tower.
With regard to the class of labor employed,
the question should be settled before the ap
paratus is bought. If cheap labor is to be em

136
ployed, it is useless to install machinery which
needs competent men to operate it, such as com
plex boilers, economizers, open heaters or any
other apparatus of similar nature.
It is always economy in the end to employ
competent men to handle a steam plant and espe
cially when the latest improved machinery is in
stalled.
Figs. 1 and 2 prepared especially for this ar
ticle will give the reader a general idea of the
steam power plants that are installed in the
average cotton mill, say of 10,000 to 25,000 spin

THE

ning the low-pressure engine, can be kept high
enough to run the condenser pumps.
All valves, fittings and flanges used on highpressure steam lines are extra heavy, and the
pipe must have full weight; all joints are flanged
and packed with best quality gaskets of rubber or
copper.
Fig. 1 shows the method of supporting the
steam drum over the boilers, and also shows how
to connect the boilers to the engine and allow
for all expansion.
The arrangement of exhaust piping between

FIG. 2.

dies, or in other words, a 750 to 1,000 horsepower
plant.
The arrangement of boilers and engines of Fig.
1, in which a separate steam connection is taken
from the steam drum to each engine, is most
commonly followed when designing a power
plant.
The method of running the steam main is
arbitrary, but the one shown is generally used by
engineers when both high-pressure and low-pres
sure cylinders are to be connected direct to the
boilers. In this case, long-turn bends are used
between boilers and steam drum and between
drum and engines, thus eliminating undue fric
tion and expansion joints.
All valves which are on high-pressure
steam lines and which are worked frequently have
a bypass so as to be operated easily in case of
emergency. A pressure reducing valve is placed
in the steam line to the low-pressure cylinder so
that either 'or both cylinders can be run at the
same time with live steam, while the boiler pres
sure is high. If this is undesirable, the valve in
the steam drum can be closed and the battery of
two boilers can be run at low pressure, while the
remaining boiler runs at high pressure. In this
condition the steam pressure, on the boilers run-
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the exhaust. Brass pipe, valves and fittings of gal
vanized iron are used on runs where hot water is fed.
The injector is connected to the feed piping
so that the water can be taken direct to the
boilers. In some cases the discharge from the in
jector is arranged so that the water can be
passed through the heater before entering the
boilers, but as an injector is mostly used in cases
of emergency, this provision is frequently omitted.
The steam drum and all steam mains are
drained through two high-pressure steam traps,
and overflows and drips are connected to the

PLAN OF ARRANGEMENT FOR MILL PLANT.

high and low-pressure cylinders shown in Figs. main blowoff in the rear of the boilers, with the
necessary checks and valves for regulating them.
1 and 2 is common, but the arrangement of ex
The blank outlets left on steam and exhaust
haust piping from low-pressure cylinder to the
condenser and the atmosphere is a variation from lines to and from the condenser, are for use in
the ordinary method, which of late is coming case an electric light engine is added in the future
In connection with every plant, a fire pump is
into practical use.
In Fig. 2, it will be seen, first of all, that both installed and a separate connection should be
cylinders can be run at high pressure, while the taken from the steam drum direct to the pump.
exhaust from both can be taken either to the
Industrial consumption of alcohol, for
condenser or to the atmospheric outlet. Again,
the high-pressure cylinder can be run noncon- light, heat and power purposes, in Germany, in
densing and the exhaust can be used for heating creased from 8,800,000 gallons in 1891 to over
purposes, while the low-pressure cylinder is run 24,000,000 gallons in 1901 ; and the Germans
with live steam and condensing. One particular now burn half of their total alcohol produc
advantage of this arrangement is that, if ever the tion, while the imports of petroleum have fallen
capacity of the mill is increased, the motive power off correspondingly. In France the movement in
can be increased to correspond without installing favor of indigenous alcohol is gaining ground ;
additional apparatus, and by so doing the mill the newly formed Compagnie des Alcools being
could be heated by exhaust steam, if previously able to sell carburized and denaturalized alcohol
arranged with the necessary bypass on the heating suitable for all industrial purposes at a price of
about 26 cents per gallon. When it is remem
system.
The exhaust steam from the auxiliaries is bered that this can be produced from a great
variety of vegetable substances, the question nat
taken to a closed heater; in this connection a by
pass is installed as shown in Fig. 2 so as to urally arises in those countries, why resort to
take the exhaust steam around heater, in case of evil-smelling petroleum, when all the necessary
a break down. The feed piping connections to light, heat and power can be grown at home?
the heater are also bypassed for the same reason as
s. K.
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FEED WATER PURIFICATION.
BY WALTER W. EDWARDS.
THERMAL MEANS.

THE
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higher the temperature at precipitation the slower
will be the process of re-solution.
The fact that the bi-carbonates are precipitated
by a temperature of 212 degrees F., which is the
temperature of steam at atmospheric pressure, and
that the sulphate of lime requires a temperature
of 300 degrees F. has led to the invention and
adoption of two separate types of steam purifiers,
known as live steam purifiers and exhaust steam
purifiers. Live steam purifiers, as the name indi
cates, use steam directly from the boiler and of
a pressure not less than 50 pounds gage, as this
is the lowest pressure that gives the required
temperature.
A live steam purifier is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists of a cylindrical shell resting on suitable
foundations with the interior fitted up with re
movable pans. These pans are arranged in
two lengths, with six pans in a tier. By thus divid
ing the pans at the middle of the heater they are

THERMAL purification, or purification by
means of heat, depends for its operation
on the fact that some impurities are solu
ble in cold water, but become insoluble in warm
or hot water. The most common of the impuri
ties that are precipitated by means of heat, are
bi-carbonate of lime and sulphate of lime. In
fact, so very common are the lime or calcium salts
in feed-water that the apparatus for the removal
of feed-water impurities by means of heat are
sometimes called lime purifiers. This name is
somewhat misleading, as there are compounds of
lime to be found in water that heating will not
precipitate, and there are also other compounds
containing no trace of lime that may be precipi
tated by heat. Chloride of calcium may be men
tioned as an example of a lime compound that
heat will not render insoluble and bi-carbonate of
magnesia is a compound that, although it con
tains no lime, is precipitated by thermal means.
The carbonate of lime, it will be remembered,
is only soluble in water containing carbonic acid.
The resulting compound known as the bi-car
bonate of lime is changed to the insoluble car
bonate if the carbonic acid is absorbed by other
chemicals, as in chemical purification, or if the
carbonic acid is driven off by heating the water.
In either case the carbonate of lime is precipitated
and forms a soft slush or mud on the bottom of
the vessel containing the water. The heat will
in time bake this slush or mud hard and then it
forms scale which must be removed by mechan
ical means. It is not advisable to leave the de
posited lime in the bottom any great length of
time as the water may reabsorb carbonic acid gas
from the atmosphere or other source and the de
posited lime will become dissolved again. Pre
cipitation of the carbonate of lime is complete at
a temperature of 212 degrees F.
The sulphate of lime is one of the very few
exceptions to the statement that all compounds
are more soluble in hot water than in cold. The
THE HOPPES LIVE STEAM
temperature at which it is most soluble has been
found to be 95 degrees F., and, at this tempera
ture, its solubility is given at 178 grains per gal
made shorter and lighter, which facilitates han
lon. This rapidly decreases as the temperature dling.
The water to be purified enters the tee
either rises or falls until at 32 degrees F. only
and
is
carried along the top of the shell in the
143 grains per gallon of water will pass into solu
pipes until the ends of the pipes are directly
tion and at 300 degrees F. it becomes insoluble
over the centers of the tiers of pans. The
and is precipitated. If the water contains com
ends of the pipes extend below the surface of
mon salt, the sulphate of lime is much more solu
the water in the two upper pans, and this
ble. At a temperature of 65 degrees F. and with device, together with the inverted U bend in
enough salt present to make the specific gravity of
the pipe just before it enters the shell, forms
the water equal to 1.034, 1 Rallon of water will dis
a very effectual water seal. This precaution is
solve 423 grains of the sulphate. This is the necessary, as without it, the steam would enter
maximum amount of sulphate of lime that it is the feed lines where it would meet the cold feedpossible to dissolve in water under any circum
water and be condensed. The result would be a
stances. It is not known how the salt acts upon water hammer and the eventual destruction of the
the calcium sulphate to make it more soluble, al
feed line.
though the fact that it does is well established.
The purifier is connected to the boiler by two
It must not be assumed that the precipitation lines of piping. One line communicates with
occurs immediately and completely when a tem
the steam space of the boiler, and furnishes
perature of 300 degrees F. is reached. The sul
the live steam of full boiler pressure to heat
phate of lime begins to be deposited long before the feed-water, while the other joins the boiler
300 degrees F. is reached and continues for a below the water line and furnishes the way
long time thereafter. Precipitation has been by which the purified feed-water enters the boiler.
known to continue even after the water has cooled The drain leads to the sewer, and is used when
to the temperature at which the sulphate is the washing out the heater. A glass water-gage is
most easily dissolved.
fitted so that the height of the water in the heater
The precipitated sulphate of lime will in time can be readily ascertained. This glass should not
re-dissolve, so that it is desirable to draw off the be allowed to become more than half full of water,
and, as the middle of the glass is only a few inches
purified water in order to prevent this. The tem
perature at which the precipitation took place has above the bottom of the purifier, it follows that
a distinct effect upon the rapidity with which the water should not be more than a few inches deep
precipitate will again pass into solution. The within the shell. If the purifier is allowed to fill

to a greater depth than this, the lower pans are
submerged and the capacity of the purifier is re
duced. As the purifier is always placed at least
2 feet above the boiler that it supplies, it is easy
to maintain the water-level in the purifier at any
desired height.
When the water enters the filter it falls directly
into the uppermost pans of each tier. When these
pans are full, the water overflows, and, by adher
ing to the under side of the pans, is exposed in
very thin sheets or films to the action of the
steam. Owing to the enormously greater inti
macy of mixture of the steam and water on the un
derside of the pans, it would be expected that a
much greater deposit of impurities would occur
here than occurs inside of the pan. Actual ex
periment proves this to be the case, and it is not at
all unusual to find a deposit of
to 2 inches in
thickness on the underside of the pans, while at
the same time within the pans the thickness of
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the deposit is less than Yi inch. It is necessary
for efficient work that the purifier be of ample
size, because, as was pointed out in the first part
of this article, the precipitation of the sulphates is
not instantaneous the moment the water is heated
to 300 degrees F. or over, but requires more or
less time for completion. An approximate rule
for the size of purifier is one-half square foot of
lime catching surface for each horsepower of the
boiler.
When water is heated, gases that may have been
taken up when the water was cold are given off,
and unless means are provided for their removal,
they accumulate in the shell and eventually im
pair the efficiency of the purifier by occupying
space that should be filled with steam. It is usual
to provide for this emergency by supplying tne
feed-pump or some other machinery with steam
taken from the purifier. In this way the accumu
lation of gases within the purifier is prevented.
It is sometimes claimed that there is a saving
in heat by using live steam for heating the feedwater, and tests are quoted that actually show an
increased efficiency of the boiler from using live
steam for feed-water heating. Nothing can be
more certain than the fact, that, if we take a cer
tain quantity of heat out of the top of a boiler
and put it into the boiler again at the bottom, we
have not changed the quantity of heat within the
boiler. This truth is so simple that it would be
absurd to try to prove it. As the tests referred
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to the foregoing are reputable and the results ob
tained have frequently been verified, it is evident
that we must look further for the cause of the in
creased efficiency.
The formation of steam in the hottest part of a
boiler causes the water to rise in that part and to
flow downward into the cooler parts, so that a
rapid circulation of water is established within
the boiler shell. This circulation causes an in
crease in the production of steam in several ways,
among which may be mentioned, that the coldest
water is brought into contact with the hottest
plates, thus increasing the transfer of heat from
the plates to the water, so that the separation of the
globules of steam from the water is facilitated,
EXHAUST ) INLET EXHAUST T OUTLET

FIG. 2. EXHAUST STEAM FKED-WATKR PURIFIER.
and that the loss of heat caused by the production
of wet steam is prevented. The introduction of
cold feed-water is well known to have a greatly
retarding effect on the circulation of the water
within the boiler, and it is to this fact that the
increased efficiency due to hot feed-water must be
attributed. When the feed- water has a tempera
ture equal to, or slightly below, the temperature
within the boiler, there is no disturbance of the
conditions producing the circulation of water, and
consequently the gain due to a good circulation is
not lost.
It now remains to describe the type of purifier
that is used when only the carbonates are to be
precipitated. As the carbonic acid gas is driven
off by heating the water to a temperature of about
212 degrees F., it is possible to utilize the exhaust
steam from the engine for the source of heat. It
is this fact that gives this type of purifier its name
of exhaust steam purifier in contradistinction to
the type known as the live steam purifier. In the
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best forms of exhaust steam purifiers the exhaust
steam and water do not mix, and thus the oil
from the engine cylinder is not taken into the
boiler.
An exhaust steam purifier that well represents
the type is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen to consist
of a vertical cylindrical shell made of boiler plate.
The lower end of the shell is riveted to a conicalshaped .cast iron bottom which is supported by
three cast iron legs. The upper end of the shell
is riveted to a flanged ring. The flange on this
ring extends outward from the shell a distance of
about 3 inches so that the tube sheet and top bon
net can be easily secured to the heater and purifier
by bolts and nuts. Within the shell are a large
number of brass tubes extending parallel to the
axis of the heater. The upper ends of these tubes
are expanded into a tube sheet, while the lower
ends are expanded into the conical upper surface
of a closed vessel situated entirely within the
shell. This vessel is made of two pieces ;
the upper of which is conical in shape while
the lower one is hemispherical in form. The
surface of the cone makes an angle of 45 degrees
with the axis of the cylinder, and, as the brass
tubes enter the walls of the vessel at right angles
to the surface, it is necessary to bend the tubes
at an angle of 45 degrees. A drain-pipe ex
tends from the bottom of the closed vessel uut
through a stuffingbox in the bottom of the purifier
to a trap. By using a stuffingbox to pass the
drain through the purifier bottom, the expansion
of the tubes is amply provided for. The bend in
each tube permits the expansion or contraction of
that individual tube, without causing the others
to leak where they are expanded into the tubes
sheets. Experience shows this to be a highly de
sirable feature, as one of the greatest causes of
leaking tubes is the unequal expansion of different
sets of tubes.
The operation is as follows : Steam from the
engine enters the heater and purifier through the
exhaust inlet, and passes downward through the
brass tubes on the left into the closed vessel
whence it passes upward through the brass tubes
on the left and out through exhaust outlet to drying
rooms, to a heating system, to a condenser, or into
the atmosphere. Owing to the sudden change in
the direction of the flow of steam and also to the
fact that the temperature of the water separator is
kept comparatively low by the cold feed-water, all
the oil and water in the exhaust steam remains in the
vessel, from which it is removed through the
drain. The separation of entrained water and
oil at this point is so complete that the steam,
after being used for drying or heating purposes,
may be mingled with the feed-water without the
danger of introducing oil into the boiler.
The cold feed-water enters the heater and purifier
at the cold water inlet and rises slowly as the water
is drawn off through the hot water outlet, The ex
haust steam within the brass tubes heats the water as
it rises until its temperature is very nearly 212 de
grees F. as it leaves the purifier. All impurities
in the water such as the carbonates that are pre
cipitated at this temperature, settle to the bottom
of the purifier and form a soft deposit within the
cool settling chamber. Owing to the fact that the
settling chamber is always kept cool by the enter
ing feed-water the deposited carbonate of lime is
not baked into a hard scale, but remains in the
form of a soft slush or mud until blown out by
using the bottom mud blowoff This type of
purifier is useless where sulphate of lime is
found in the water, as complete precipitation of
this impurity does not take place at a temperature
lower than 300 degrees F. Since some impurities
rise to the surface when the water is heated it is
necessary to provide a surface skimmer. This
consists of a pan with a pipe connected to the bot
tom. The pan is just below the surface of the
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water and by opening a valve in the pipe connect
ed to the pan bottom, the pan is emptied and the
floating impurities are drawn into the skimmer and
out through the scum pipe.
When the problem of installing a steam purifier
comes up for decision, one of the first questions to
be decided is which type shall be used : the live
steam or exhaust steam purifier. Without doubt
the exhaust steam purifier is much more econom
ical, because it restores to the boiler a large per
cent of the heat that would otherwise be exhausted
into the atmosphere. On the other hand the ex
haust steam purifier will not remove the sulphate
of lime, and where this salt is present recourse
must be had to the live steam purifier. If only the
carbonate of lime is present the exhaust steam
purifier will remove the impurity, and, consequent
ly, should be installed. A complete chemical an
alysis of the water is always essential to an in
telligent choice, and should always be obtained
from a disinterested chemist.

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF ALTER
NATING CURRENTS. III.
BY PROF. TELL.
( Concluded)
CONNECTING ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN PARALLEL.
Alternating currents can be connected in paral
lel in the same manner as continuous currents, but
the results obtained are not in every case the same
as with the latter type of current. If two con
tinuous currents of 5 amperes each are con
nected in parallel, the resulting current will be
of 10 amperes. If two alternating currents of 5
amperes each are connected in parallel, the re
sulting current may be 10 amperes or it may be
zero, or any value between zero and 10 amperes.
Why it is that two alternating currents combined
in parallel can have so many diffrenet values will
be explained in connection with Fig. 20. In this
figure, let the two sine curves A and B represent
two alternating currents whose maximum values
are 5 amperes. As will be seen from the diagram.

FIG. 20. COMBINING OF ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN
PARALLEL.

these two currents are in phase with each other
for both of them begin to rise positively at the
points O. Owing to the fact that the two cur
rents are in phase, they act together at all times
so that their full values at all times must be
added to obtain the resulting current, which
is shown in the curve C.
Now let us suppose that the current A is
half a period out of time with respect to current
B, then the portion of the curve that begins at b
will have to be shifted back to O. Under these
conditions it will be seen that the A current
will start to flow in the negative direction at
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the very same instant of time, 0, when the B
current starts to flow positively. Thus we have
two currents that begin to flow at the same in
stant of time, but in opposite directions, and, as
both are of equal value, one will just offset the
other at all times; as a result there will be no
current. From this, it will be seen that, if the
two currents which are joined in parallel are in
phase, the resultant current will be equal to their
sum, but, if the two currents are 180 degrees
out of phase, the resulting current will be the
difference between the two; and, if both are
equal, this difference will be zero, hence the re
sulting current will be zero.
Let us suppose now that the current A lags
behind current B by one-quarter of a period,

FIG. 21. DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE THE RELATION BE
TWEEN MAXIMUM AND EFFECTIVE VALUES
OF AN ALTERNATING CURRENT.
which will bring it into the position of curve D.
Looking at the diagram, we see that at the instant
O the B current is zero, and the D current is
at the maximum negative value, hence the only
current flowing in the circuit is D and this is
negative ; so at this instant, the E curve, which is
the resulting current, has a value equal to the
maximum of D and is negative.
At the instant represented by line d, both cur
rents have the same value, but one is positive
and the other negative, hence the actual current
flowing in the circuit is zero and, as shown, the E
curve crosses the O T line at this point. At the
instant a, the value of the B current is zero, while
the D current is at the maximum positive value,
and curve E has this value at this instant. At the
instant c, the D current is zero and the E cur
rent has the value of the B current, which is its
maximum negative value.
From an examination of the three curves, B,
D, E, it will be seen that when two alternating
currents are combined, which are out of phase by
an angle of less than 180 degrees, the values of
the two are added when both flow in the same
direction, and that when they flow in opposite
directions the value of one is deducted from that
of the other, the difference being the value of the
resulting current.
It will also be seen that while the two cur
rents D, B are out of phase 90 degrees, D start
ing from a and B from O, the resulting cur
rent is not in phase with either one, but occupies
a position between them. In this particular case
E lags behind B 45 degrees, and is 45 degrees
in advance of D ; that is, it is out of phase 45 de
grees with both currents, or occupies an angular
position midway between them. This happens to
be the case in the diagram because the two cur
rent, D, B, are of equal value, but, if they were
not, the resulting current would have a posi
tion nearer in phase with the larger current than
with the smaller one.
EFFECTIVE VALUE OF AN ALTERNATING CURRENT.
Since each impulse of an alternating current
varies in value from zero up to a certain maxi
mum, it is evident that its effective value lies
somewhere between these two extremes, that it
is equal in its effect to a continuous current of
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a strength less than the maximum and more than after the other begins to flew in the same direc
the minimum. The effective value of an alternat tion, then the second current lags behind the first
ing current is equal to a trifle more than seven- one-quarter of a period, or 90 degrees. We also
tenths of its maximum value, providing the cur define the time relation between these two currents
rent is sinusoidal.
by saying that they are out of phase 90 degrees,
The relation between the maximum and the or one-quarter of a period, or that the phase dif
effective value of an alternating current is shown ference is 90 degrees.
in Fig. 21. If the curve A, which is a sinusoid,
In the sine-curve diagrams shown, it will be
represents the current, then its effective value seen that the angular position of the loop, which
during the positive impulse is the same as it is supposed to generate the current, corresponds
would be, if during the whole time of the im with the angular position of the sine curve; that
pulse, it had the value represented by the line is, when the loop is in the horizontal position, the
a a. During the negative impulse, the effective corresponding point on the sine curve is on the
value is the same as it would be, if during the 0 T line, which indicates zero value. When
whole time, the value was equal to that repre the loop is in the vertical position, the correspond
sented by line c c'. Thrs is true for an alternating ing point on the sine curve is at the crest and
E. M. F. as well as for a current. Looking at indicates the maximum value. If we have two
the half circle at the left of the diagram, it will
be seen that the lines a a' and c c' are drawn
from points where the radius b makes an angle of
45 degrees with the horizontal, hence the effective
value of an alternating E. M. F. is equal to the
value obtained when a loop is passing the angular
position of 45 degrees, if rotating in a uniform
magnetic field. At this point the E. M. F. is
equal to 0.71 of the maximum because the sine
of an angle of 45 degrees is 0.71, or, to be more FIG. 24. VECTOR DIAGRAM OF THREE-PHASE CURRENTS
exact, it is 0.707,11. For all practical purposes
AT 120 DEGREES APART.
an alternating current is equivalent to a continuous
FIG.
25.
DIAGRAM
OF THREE-PHASE CURRENTS AT 6©
current of a strength equal to seven-tenths the
DEGREES APART.
maximum value of the alternating current. Thus,
if we have an alternating current whose maximum
value is 10 amperes, it is equal to a continuous curves that are out of phase 90 degrees, the loops
current of 7 amperes. This relation is true for which generate them are at an angle of 90 degrees
alternating and continuous E. M. Fs., so that with each other. From this it can be seen that
an alternating E. M. F. having a maximum value the phase relation between two currents can be
of 100 volts is equal to a continuous E. M. F. represented by two lines drawn to form a corre
sponding angle with each other, and the magnitude
of 70 volts.
of the currents can be indicated by the length of
CLOCK DIAL, OR VECTOR DIAGRAMS.
From an examination of the sine-curve dia the lines. Diagrams constructed upon this prin
grams presented in the foregoing, it can be seen ciple are called vector or clock dial diagrams,
that it requires some time to draw them, especially and are used extensively on account of their sim
if we want them to be very accurate, for, in plicity.
The simplest form of clock dial diagram is
that case, the circle and the line O T must be
one
which represents a single current or E. M. F.,
divided into a large number of parts. For the
purpose of considering the effect of several as is shown in Fig. 22. In this diagram the radius
alternating currents or E. M. Fs. acting in a cir A of the circle i" represents either a current or
cuit, it is not necessary to go to all this trouble, an E. M. F. As there is but one current, it has
because, as shown above, we know that the effect- no phase relation, since there is no other current
or E. M. F. with which it can be compared. Under
such conditions we draw the line A in the hori
zontal position to the right of the centre O. If
this line represents the maximum value of the
current or E. M. F. and we desire to know the
/s
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:
v
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value at any instant during the entire period of
I1
A. ! !
0
the current, we simply draw a line of the same
i—rt
t
% 11
length as A in the proper angular position, as illus
/
\\
trated at a, and drop a perpendicular from its
s
end to the horizontal line, thus obtaining the
length O b which represents the value of the cur
FIG. 22. SIMPLE FORM OF VECTOR OR CLOCK DIAGRAM rent corresponding to the phase position a.
If we have two alternating currents 90 de
FOR ONE CURRENT.
FIG. 23. VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR TWO EQUAL CURRENTS grees out of phase, both being of the same
strength, we represent them by two lines of the
AT CO DEGREES APART.
same length drawn at right angles to each other,
as is shown in Fig. 23 at A and B. From this
ive value is seven-tenths of the maximum, hence, diagram we see that, when A is at the maxi
by comparing the maximum or the effective values mum value. B is zero. If we desire to know
of the currents, or E. M. Fs., we can find out the value of both currents at any instant of time
what the effect is for all other values. What we we draw them in the angular positions that in
really have to know to be able to determine the dicate that time, as shown at a' and b' and by
effect produced by several currents, or E. M. Fs., dropping the perpendiculars to the horizontal line
acting in a circuit, is the phase relation of these obtain the values O a" and Ob" of the two cur
and their effective value.
rents for the given instant.
The phase relation is simply the time relation;
The simplicity of the clock dial diagram can
thus, if two currents of the same freqnency begin be realized by comparing Figs. 13 and 23, as both
to flow in the positive direction at the same instant represent two currents 90 degrees out of phase
of time, they are in time with each other, or in the and of the same magnitude. Figs. 24 and 25
language of alternating currents, they are in phase represent the same currents as arc shown in
with each other. If one current begins to flow Figs. 14 and 15, viz., three-phase currents at 120
positively one-quarter of a period, or 90 degrees and 60 degrees apart, respectively. In Fig. 24
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current A is of the maximum value, positive,
in the position in which it is drawn,
because it is on the horizontal line
to the right of O. The currents B, C,
are both negative because they are drawn
to the left of O and each one has the value O a,
so that both combined have the same value as A,
Oa being one-half the length of A. For any
other position of the currents such as n, the values
will be: O d for A, O b for B, and O c for C,
the first being positive and the last two negative.
In Fig. 24 the lines, A, B, C, are drawn at angles
of 120 degrees with each other, which is the phase
relation of the curves in Fig. 14. In Fig. 25
the lines, A, B, C, are drawn 60 degrees apart, as
this is the phase displacement of the curves in
Fig. 15. When A in this diagram has the maxi
mum positive value at the position, in which it is
drawn, B has a positive value Oc' and B has a
negative value 0 b. These two values are oppo
site and equal, and, therefore, just balance each
other. If we take the instant when C has the
phase represented by c, then A will be at o and
B at b' and these two currents will be equal, while
the value of C will be zero. When A is in the
position, d, C will be in the position of A, and
B in the position of C. In this position all the
currents are positive and A and B are at onehalf the value of C. From these explanations
it will be seen that to obtain the values of the
currents at any time the lines that represent them
are rotated like the hands of a clock, but in the
opposite direction, to the proper angular position,
the lines being supposed to be locked together so
as to not change their position with reference to
each other.
In a recent test ot a kerosene oil en
gine, at Ithaca, N. Y., the heat balance showed
a net efficiency of 17 per cent; 18 per cent was
absorbed by the jacket; while the balance, or
nearly two-thirds of the entire amount of heat
supplied to the engine, was chargeable to the
exhaust, radiation and loss. The brake horse
power was 7.83 ; indicated horsepower, 9.22 ;
mechanical efficiency, 85 per cent ; oil used, per
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THE BROWN CORLISS COMPANY'S WORKS.
THE works of this company are impressive
because of the fact that they are equipped
with machinery for building the largest of
engines, yet the company has been in business
only about 2 years. This is the result of a def
inite and closely followed policy on the part of

The usual course of a manufacturing com
pany is to start with small machinery or ap
paratus, and gradually, as the business grows, to
take up larger and larger work until the very
largest is within its scope. This results in the
accumulation of a mass of machinery adapted
for small work, and more or less out of date,

FIG. I. VIEW IN THE FOUNDRY AT THE BROWN CORLISS ENGINE CO. S WORKS.
the management, and the fact that the company
has succeeded in getting business of this kind suf
ficient to keep a large force of men employed,
and in the face of competition from older con
cerns, speaks volumes for the energy and business
ability of the management.
It was the good fortune of the writer, on a
recent trip of business, to call at the works at
Corliss, Wis., and to spend an afternoon in look
ing over the work in progress and the facilities

FIG. 2. LARGE BORING MILL FOR CYLINDERS 92 X 0X> INCHES.
brake horsepower hour, 0.97 pound, and per in
dicated horsepower hour, 0.824 pound. The en
gine ran at 410 revolutions per minute. The
cylinder measures 7 inches in bore, with a stroke
of 8 inches.
s. k.
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which have been provided for carrying it on. The
plant is located at a short distance from the
tracks of the St. Paul railroad and is accommo
dated by a spur line which runs directly into the
main shop.

much of which is used at a considerable disad
vantage on the large work which comes in the
course of progress, because it is on hand, and to
save buying new equipment. Also the buildings
are apt to be more or less ill-suited to the pur
poses for which they are used because of the fact
that they have been outgrown by the business.
At the Brown Corliss works everything is differ
ent.
Instarting the business W. S. Whiting, President,
and W.F. Brown, General Managerof the Company,
believed that, by building a plant especially adapted
to the work and by establishing a reputation for build
ing high-grade machinery of careful design, large
business could be at once secured, and the outcome
of this faith and work is evident in the present plant,
and the business which the company is doing.
The plant is arranged with a foundry and ma
chine shop parallel, and some 70 feet apart, the
space between the shops being used as a storage
yard for materials and having an overhead crane
for handling them. Everything has been laid out
on a large scale. The foundry, an interior view
of which is shown in Fig. I, is 160 feet long by
72 feet wide with a wing 42 feet wide, seen at the
right of the illustration, and containing the large
cupola which has a capacity of 14 tons. The
foundry is to be doubled in the near future to
take care of the increasing business which is al
ready overcrowding it.
The kind of work done is indicated by the half
flywheel, shown in the picture, suspended from
the crane which spans the entire width of the
foundry. This crane, which was installed by
Pawling & Harnischfeger of Milwaukee, has a
capacity on the main lift of 60,000 pounds, and for
the auxiliary lift of 10,000 pounds. It is electric
ally driven, and is so arranged that it can reach
any part of the foundry floor. A smaller crane
is installed in the wing where brass parts and
small castings are made.
The machine shop is 400 feet long by 68 feet
wide in the main bay, and has a gallery 50 feet
wide running the full length in which are in
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stalled the smaller machine tools. The shop is
of steel frame construction with brick walls and
an ample provision of window space so that splen
did light is had at all points. Plenty of floor
space has been provided so that in the erection of
large, vertical engines and horizontals, the work
can be carried on rapidly and without cramping
for lack of room or facilities.
Over the main bay two Pawling & Harnischfeger cranes, each with a capacity of 60,000
pounds, are placed. In this bay are located the
large machine tools used for finishing the cylin
ders, frames and flywheels of the great engines
built by the company. Among those which at
tract special attention on account of their size
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is 22 feet in diameter and has a face 70 inches in
width, is being turned on its own shaft and in its
own bearings.
The galleries at the side of the main bay are
used for smaller machine tools for the manufac
ture of valves, governors and valve gear. The
second floor of the gallery is used as a pattern
shop and for the storage of lumber, while at the
end over the engine room, the office and drafting
room are located. This end of the shop which is
next the street is utilized in the lower story for
the power plant and blacksmith shop.
The power plant is provided, as of course it
should be, with a Brown Corliss engine, 12 and 22
by 36 inches, and running nt 135 revolutions per

Hi
zontal tubular boilers manufactured by the Oil
City Boiler Works.
#
The impression made upon the visitor is most
pleasant. The buildings are large, well lighted,
and of the best modern construction, and the
tools provided for doing the work are of sizes
fitting them for it, and have the latest devices
for working rapidly and accurately.
The success which the company has attained
is evidenced by the fact that in a short time they
have turned out twenty-seven engines, the largest
order being for a lot of six of the compound,
vertical type, having cylinders 32 and 64 by 54
inches, one of which is shown in Fig. 5. The fly
wheels for these engines were 21 feet in diameter

FIG. 5. CYLINDER FOR 54 X 64-INCH COMPOUND VER
TICAL ENGINE.

FIG. 3. PLANER WITH TRAVEL OF 30 FEET AND 12 X I2-F00T HOUSINGS.
and special adaptation to the work done, are the
great boring mill, shown in Fig. 2, which is pro
vided with a main bar for boring the cylinder
and two side heads for boring the valve bearings,
these operations all being carried on at the same
time. The machine can take a 90-inch cylinder
of 72-inch stroke and bore the main diameter, the
counterbores and all valve seats at one setting
of the casting.
Opposite this on the main floor is a planer,
shown in Fig. 3, which has a travel of 30 feet,
and can take a casting 12 feet wide by 12 feet
high. This is used in facing off the valve flanges,
cylinder ends and cylinder feet, and is of a size
seldom seen even in the largest shops.
There is also a vertical boring mill, which can
handle castings 10 feet in height and 16 feet in
diameter and a number of large lathes for ma
chining the cranks and crank shafts, having 60inch swing and long enough to take in a shaft 22
feet in length.
By the side of the boring mill is a tool spe
cially provided for the big engine work, and
which has been found of the greatest use, yet
which is often not provided. This is a hydraulic
press having a capacity of 500 tons, for forcing the
cranks on to the shafts. By means of this all
cranks are forced on cold, thus avoiding any dis
tortion strains due to heating.
For the great engines built, it is necessary to
make special provision to turn the flywheels in
place on their shafts, and, for this purpose, a
wheel-lathe, shown in Fig. 4, is installed which is
capable of taking wheels up to 30 feet in diam
eter. The wheel shown in the illustration, which

minute. This drives a Ceco generator made by
the National Electric Co. which supplies the
lights, and the electrical power system for the shop
For the earlier work of the company, a second-hand
Ball high-speed engine was installed, but, as soon
as possible, this was replaced for regular service
by the Brown Corliss now in use, and is at pres-

FIG. 4. 30-FOOT WHEEL LATHE AT BROWN CORLISS
WORKS.
ent held as a reserve. The lighting system is run
on 110 volts while the Bullock system of multiplevoltage control is used for power, the extra volt
age being supplied by a balancer set installed in
the upper gallery. Steam is supplied by two hori

and weighed 130,000 pounds each. The shafts
were of hollow steel construction with an outside
diameter of 30 inches. The rated horsepower of
the engines was 3,000. Another large order was
for rope drive engines for the Lorain Steel Co.,
having 20-foot flywheels grooved for 2 inch rope,
and cylinders 30 and 60 by 60 inches. These last
mentioned engines were of the horizontal type.
Interesting experiments have been carried
on recently to determine whether fog can be
dispelled by the use of electricity. This is not
a new discovery, as Prof. Tyndall and Sir Oli
ver Lodge have worked upon the matter for a
number of years, but recent developments are
on a large scale and give promising results.
The air in which the fog is held is electrified by
means of a static machine which discharges into
a number of points like the terminals of a light
ning rod. The difficulty encountered in the ear
lier experiments was to get continuous current
at high voltage, but by the use of a CooperHewitt mercury rectifier, alternating current can
be changed into continuous current at any volt
age. By this means Prof. Lodge was able to
disperse a fog artificially produced in a large
glass chamber and cause it to fall like snow,
leaving the air perfectly clear.
Two possibilities seem to be brought up by
the results of this experiment. First, the fog
over large cities and rivers where there is a
dense traffic may be cleared away. Second, a
reasonable method of rain making when there
is cloudy weather but no fall of rain seems to
be in sight.
A remarkable job of screw cutting recently
performed by Messrs. Somers of Halesowen,
Eng., was the making from a single ingot of
steel of a screw 11^2 inches in diameter and 85
feet 7 inches long. The pitch of the thread is 2
inches, and it runs the entire length of the
bar.
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LARGE DOUBLE ACTING GAS ENGINES.
BY FRANK C. PERKINS
THE growth of the gas engine has been mar
velous during the past decade and this
has been largely due to the demand for
an engine of large capacity of the internal com
bustion type to make use of th« waste blast
furnace gases of the modern iron and steel
plants in this country and abroad.
Foreign engineers have attacked this problem
with greater energy than American engineers and
at the present time there are thousands of horse
power being developed in the power houses of
iron and steel works abroad, while in this coun
try steam engines are more commonly employed,
in many cases utilizing the blast-furnace gases
under the boilers as fuel.
The greater economy of the gas engine and the
fact that it can now be constructed in sizes prac
tically as large as any steam engine means a
great future for the gas engine industry. Singlecylinder, single-acting engines have been con
structed ranging in capacity up to 600 and even
1,200 horsepower, and by operating the cylinders
in tandem engines have been built of 1,500 and
2,000 horsepower.
Much attention has recently been paid to the
double-acting gas engine by many prominent
engineers and several types of practical gas en
gines of this kind have been designed and con
structed. The two-cycle engines have been ex
ploited by Koerting Bros., of Hanover, whose
engine is made in America by the De La Vergne
Refrigerating Machine Co., and the Oechselhauser
engine by the Deutscher Kraft Gas Gesellschaft
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or in tandem, and the largest engines being of the
double-tandem, double-acting type and having
a capacity of 6,000 horsepower.
One of the latest double-acting, tandem Cockerill engines is shown in Fig. 1. It is to be oper
ated by waste blast furnace gases at the Works of
the Societe d'Ougree-Marihaye. This engine has
a capacity of 1,200 horsepower ; the cylinders are
39.4 inches in diameter, the stroke of this engine
is 39.4 inches and the speed at which it operates
is 100 revolutions per minute. At the Works of
the Societe d'Ougree-Marihaye at Ougree there
are now in operation two blowing engines of this
type of 600 horsepower capacity each, which are
single cylinder engines. In the electric power

cylinders and valves but does not show the cool
ing arrangement of the pistons, rods and packing
boxes. The engine is supplied with mechanically
opened and closed induction, and water cooled
exhaust valves and special provision is made for
compensating for the differential expansion of
the cylinder walls.
The annular system of mixing the air and gas
is utilized by most engineers, control being by
direct cutoff or by throttling. The double-tandem,
double-acting Nurnberg gas engine of 2,000 horse
power capacity manufactured in this country by
the Allis-Chalmers Co., has a 44-inch stroke and
cylinders 34 inches in diameter. The lubrication
is accomplished in most of these engines by means

FIG. 2. DIAGRAM SECTION OF COCKERILL ENGINE.
house of the same plant, there are in operation a
600-horsepower, single-cylinder Cockerill gas en
gine and a 1,200 horsepower, double-acting, tan
dem engine for the generation of electricity for
light and power service about the works.
At the St. Louis Exposition, there will be in
operation a tandem, double-acting engine of the
John Cockerill type above mentioned having a
capacity of 3,000 horsepower. By constructing a

of pressure pumps, forced lubrication being con
sidered the safest and most satisfactory method..
The governor controls the mixture of air and
gas according to the load and a suitable flywheel
aids in providing a regularity which is suitable
for operating alternators in parallel when directconnected to the engines. The double-acting tan
dem cylinders give two impulses per revolution
which greatly aid in the regularity of operation.

FIG. I. I,2OO-H0RSEP0WER COCKERILL ENGINE FOR BLAST-FURNACE GAS.

of Berlin, while the four-cycle engines have been
developed by the Gasmotorenfabrik Deutz, of
Koln-Deutz, Souest & Co., of Dusseldorf, John
Cockerill of Seraing, Belgium, the Nurnberg Co.,
and the Westinghouse Machine Co.
Recently the Societe Anenyme John Cockerill
of Seraing, Belgium, have taken up the design
and manufacture of double-acting engines of very
large sizes. The smaller sizes are double-acting,
single-cylinder engines, the larger sizes having
two cylinders, double-acting, arranged side by side

6,000 horsepower electrical generator and utilizing
two of these double-acting, tandem engines, one
on either side of the generator, the full power
could be developed. This would then form a
double-tandem, double-acting engine of 6,000
horsepower capacity.
Fig. 2 shows the general arrangement of the
Cockerill, two-cylinder, tandem, double-acting gas
engine of 2,500 horsepower. The cylinders are 51
inches in diameter and the stroke is 55 inches.
The drawings indicate the water cooling of the

A crosshead guide is adopted instead of a trunk
piston and the exhaust port is so arranged as to
facilitate the removal of dust, a special system
being provided for lifting the exhaust valve.
In England several Cockerill, tandem, doubleacting gas engines are being constructed for elec
tric plants ranging from 500 to 700 horsepower for
the Frodingham Iron & Steel Works of Frodingham, Cochrane & Co., of Middlesborough.
These engines are being built by Richardsons,
Westgarth & Co. of Middlesborough.
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In France, the electric power plant of the Societe des Acrierie de Longwy is to be equipped
with four double-acting, tandem gas engines of
this type, each having a capacity of 850 horse
power, while three 1,200 horsepower Jumelle,
double-acting engines will be used at the same
works as blowing engines.
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Deutz, double-acting gas engine constructed at
Koln-Deutz by the Gasmotorenfabrik Deutz. This
is also a double-acting gas engine of the four-cycle
Otto type. It will be observed that at each end
of the cylinder the mixing inlet valve is combined
with the air and gas valves on the same spindle,
while the exhaust valve is arranged at a low posi-

nut for which it is fitted by any slipping of the
wrench. Sets of these wrenches may be made
up with handles and sockets interchangeable, so

SOCKET WRENCH.
that at slight expense they may be available for
any size of nut. We are indebted to Machinery
for the suggestion.

FIG. 3. KOERTING DOUBLE-ACTING, TWO-CYCLE ENGINE.
The Koerting, double-acting, blast-furnace gas
engine is of the two-cycle type, while the Cockerill works on the Otto, four-cycle system. Fig. 3
shows the arrangement of the Koerting double-

WRENCH FOR POLISHED BOLTS.
A convenient tool for screwing up studbolts
or finished pipe is described in the American Ma
chinist and shown in the accompanying figures.
As will be noted, it is a split clamp so arranged
that the action of the lever closes the clamp by
means of the roll working against the cam sur-

tion. The piston, cylinder and valves are watercooled and compressed air is used to relieve the
pressure on the valve shaft during the lifting of
the exhaust valve. The double-acting, two-cycle

FIG. 4.—DEUTZ, FOUR-CYCLE ENGINE
WRENCH FOR POLISHED BOLTS.
acting engine which has a water-cooled piston
and working cylinder. The admission valves are
supplied in the first place with a current of air
as soon as the power piston has uncovered the
central exhaust ports. The hot, exhaust gases
are thus cleaned out before the charge of air
and gas is delivered by the two charging pumps.
This is accomplished before the closing of the ex
haust ports by the power piston and during the
time that the crank is on dead center. After
the charge has been compressed to about 8 at
mospheres, it is ignited, forcing the piston back,
and the same thing is repeated indefinitely. It
will be noted that this engine operates like a
steam engine, but there are no exhaust valves re
quired, as the products of combustion escape
through the slots cast in the middle of the cy
linder from which the exhaust pipe leads. These
slots are covered by the power piston itself and
for this reason the piston is made very long and
is packed at each end by self-closing spring
rings.
Sixteen of these engines of 2,000 horsepower
each are to be used as blowers for the Lacka
wanna Steel Works at Buffalo and eight of the
same type of 1,000 horsepower capacity each are
directly connected to direct-current and alternat
ing-current generators for supplying current for
light and power purposes about the plant. These
are all to be supplied by the De La Vergne Co.
Fig. 4 shows the details of construction of the

gas engines are smaller for a given capacity than
the double-acting, four-cycle engines, and both of
these types are smaller far a given output than
the ordinary single-acting engines and also are
more uniform in operation. They are said to have
a higher mechanical efficiency than the single-act
ing engines.
It has been asserted that Professor E. Meyer
has experimentally determined a thermal efficiency
of 38 per cent for the Koerting, double-acting,
two-cycle engine, while it is with extreme diffi
culty that the thermal efficiency of a multipleexpansion steam engine can be made to exceed
22 per cent. This would indicate that the gas
engine is likely to find an immediate place in the
largest power plants of the world. Especially
where natural gas, blast-furnace gas or cheap
producer-gas can be utilized, it can easily compete
with any other prime mover possibly excepting
large hydro-eleciric units favorably located and
with an abundance of water available.
REPAIR SHOP KINKS.
A SOCKET WRENCH.
A socket wrench with adjustable stem for use
in awkward places is shown in the accompanying
cut. By the use of a jointed stem, as shown, the
wrench is made available for nuts in almost any
position and, of course, will avoid marring any

face. The large illustration shows the studclamp
and the detail shows the pipe wrench, which
is arranged with a pivoted joint in order to al
low wider range in the sizes which can be taken.
The same lever will answer for both.
Writing from Barcelona, Spain, U. S. Con
sul-General Julius G. Ley calls attention to the
insecure packing used by many American ship
pers, and to the resulting loss by breakage. He
gives a list of goods which might well be ex
ported from United States to Spain, and empha
sizes the fact that it is necessary to give Span
ish merchants at least 6 months' credit on goods
sold to them. The products which interest manu
facturers of power-plant supplies are as follows:
Asbestos products ; babbitt metal ; boilers ; boiler
compound ; boiler covering ; bolts and nuts ; ele
vators ; friction clutches ; air compressors ; con
densers of all kinds ; electrical conduits ; electric
cranes ; dynamos ; electrical supplies ; gas and
gasoline, hoisting, pumping and traction (locomo
tive ) engines ; steam, gas and water fittings ;
gas producers, water and steam gages; hose,
injectors; insulating material; leather belting; gas
works, ice making machinery; sawmills, motors
of all kinds; oil purifiers; asbestos packing; cast
iron and wood pulleys ; pumps of all kinds ; iron
and steel rivets ; rope and wire ; rubber goods and
valves.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge of power machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
KEYING UP AN ENGINE—REPAIRING A PISTON.
Editor The Engineer :
It is bad practice to key up an engine just
before leaving the engine room at night. An
engineer can't tell what may happen to him dur
ing the night to prevent him from working the
next day, and if he has keyed up something too
tight there will be trouble. It is best not to key
up anything at night, but in the morning and
before starting. Then an engineer can watch the
bearings himself.

SHOWING GROOVES IN PISTON.

I keyed up my crankpin brasses one night
just before I went home, and became ill during
the night so that I could not go to work the
next morning. Another person started the engine,
and in half an hour the crankpin became hot and
before the engineer saw it the babbitt was melted
out of the brasses. That meant a shut-down for
4 hours. If I had been there it would not have
happened because I should have watched the pin
more closely and should have given it more oil.
Then if it had become hot I would have driven
the key back a little.
It is quite probable some of the readers are
troubled by the water glass being eaten away or
wasting away at the top. Now I think this is
due to blowing out the gage glass too much.
I found this to be the cause by blowing out one
of my glasses for a period of two weeks, as often
as ten or twelve times a day. At the end of the
two weeks I removed the glass and found it in
bad condition at the top. I put in a new glass,
and for the next two weeks I only blew it out
three times a day, morning, noon and evening.
At the end of the two weeks I again removed
the glass and found it just as good as new.
I think blowing out a gage glass three times a
day is sufficient. Of course when the water is
very bad the gage should be blown out more
frequently. I should like to hear from readers
on this subject.
I have a steam pump in which the packing
rings and cylinder were worn very much, and
steam leaked through to such an extent that the
pump would just about move, and I could not
spare the pump for the length of time it would
take to replace the rings.
I will explain how I made a quick repair job
so I could use the pump until I could send it to

the repair shop. We first removed the follower
plate and cut a groove in the edge as shown in
the sketch, and also drilled some holes about 2
inches apart, to obtain ample anchorage, in the
bottom of the groove, for the babbitt, then we
filled the groove with good hard babbitt, allow
ing it to run over the edges of the goove until
the follower plate was % inch too large for the
cylinder. We then turned the babbitt in a lathe
until a good fit was obtained in the cylinder.
The pump has been running for 6 months and is
still giving good service. Care must be taken,
however, to give the piston plenty of cylinder oil
when first starting.
After stopping my engine at night I look
over all the bearings to see if any of them are
too warm. If one is found I give it more oil
the next day. It is also a good thing to give
an engine cylinder plenty of oil Saturday night
just before shutting down. The oil will keep the
cylinder, piston and valve from rusting during
Sunday when the engine is cold. I pulled out
a Corliss valve one Sunday morning and found
it had begun to rust, although the engine had
only been standing idle since Saturday night.
Milwaukee, Wis.
H. A. Jahnke.

remaining solid, the strain due to the thrust of
the connecting rod was brought upon the barrel
resulting in a crack at d which extended nearly
two-thirds around the barrel. This crack was
patched with two pieces of J4-inch steel as
shown, and then things were allowed to run as
they would.
Two years later I took charge of the plant
knowing nothing of the condition of things, and
the way I found that engine running was a reve
lation to me. Had I not been confronted with

SOME RESULTS OF CARELESS ENGINEERING.
Editor The Engineer :
Perhaps readers of The Engineer will be in
terested in an account of some engineering care
lessness, which resulted in a broken engine bed,
and the method that was finally employed to an
chor the bed down to the foundation.
The engine was an 18x42 Corliss with a mod
ern heavy duty bed, and together with another
of the same make but much larger was placed in
an electric power station, for railway and lighting
service.

the facts, no amount of testimony could have con
vinced me that an engine could pull its load and
be subjected to heavy overloads under the exist
ing conditions.
At every stroke of the piston, the crack in the
barrel opened and closed allowing the bed to slip
back and forth y2 inch. There was also a side
swing to the end of the bed and the main bearing,
and as the outboard bearing was solid, thus hold
ing that end of the crank-shaft in place, the
movement of the bed caused the shaft in the main
bearing to bind so that the quarter boxes had to
be kept slack enough to allow about

The engine was set on a brick foundation with
cement filling and the first trouble showed up
after running about 3 years. First quite a per
ceptible movement of the entire frame occurred
at each stroke of the piston due to a slight set
tling of the foundation under the main bearing.
The cause was evidently overlooked at the time
for no attempt was made to wedge it up and fill
in under the frame. The only remedy attempted
was an unsuccessful endeavor to make the frame
solid by straining the foundation bolts. Finally
the combined efforts of several men with a large
wrench resulted in twisting off one of the bolts
at A, Fig. 1. The engine was permitted to run
in this condition, and as the frame continued to
work loose from the foundation, the cylinder

inch play for the shaft. Under heavy strains it
seemed as if the piston would strike the cylinder
head, and to say that the engine pounded and
knocked would not begin to express it. A heavy,
high-speed pile driver would be the only thing
that could compare with it in the way of pound
ing. The engine ran "under" thus causing the
pressure due to the crosshead to come on the top
guide. The thrust of the rod tended to raise the
guide barrel, there being no bolts holding it down,
and at times it seemed as though the whole thing
would double up and fly through the roof. The
corner of the bed under the main bearing had
worked itself down y± of an inch into the founda
tion. This settling having been gradual all the
bearings adjusted themselves to the conditions

FIG. 2. LOCATION OF THE RAILS.
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and everything ran remarkably cool under the
circumstances.
I "got busy" at oncp on a plan to put the en
gine in shape without buying a new guide barrel,
and with the shortest possible shutdown as we
could ill afford to have either engine entirely out
of service for any length of time. My plan for
making the repairs is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A
hole was drilled into the foundation at A, Fig. I,
and a piece of 40-pound rail cemented solidly in
place. A truss-rod, with a turnbuckle at the
middle, was made of i^-inch round iron with a
flat piece fij x 4 inches welded to the rod and
drilled to fit over the foundation bolt b. At B,
an excavation was made 3 feet 6 inches long by 18
inches wide, the end of the hole being carried
down even with the engine bed. The brick and
cement around the broken bolt not being removed
until a depth of 4 feet 6 inches was reached. At
this point the bricks were removed and the bolt
sawed off, then loosened and pulled out, and a
new bolt 4 feet 6 inches long with a bottom plate
was cemented in place. Posts 18 inches long
made of 40-pound rail were cemented solidly at
C and C, Fig. 2. Before these were set, however,
the bed was leveled and wedged up in place. A
jack-screw was placed at B, Fig. I, and with the
crack in the barrel tightly closed, the turnbuckle
was drawn up.
With the jackscrew still in place, the posts
were set at C and C, and the cement allowed to
harden. Scrap babbitt metal was melted and run
under the bed to make a solid foundation surface.
The engine was then thoroughly overhauled and
when all the bolts were tightened up and 36
hours had been given for the cement to harden
the bed was found to be as solid as if it never
had been broken. Getting the bearings back into
shape was no small feature but in a short time I
had the engine running very nicely and expect
soon to have it running without a jar.
The job was completed without interruption
to the plant, and with but 36 hours interruption
in the operation of the engine. The expense in
curred was confined to the charges for blacksmith
and machine work on the truss rod and the
foundation bolts.
John W. Hinchcliff.
Jackson, Miss.
CURING PUMP TROUBLES.
Editor The Engineer :
I have been very much interested by your
paper. The indicator problems are very useful
and your semifictional articles such as the
Trouble Man are most interesting and make the
paper pleasant to read.
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There was a foot valve on the end of the
suction pipe, but it was at the bottom of a sump,
which took us 3 or 4 hours to drain, so that, if
the foot valve, which was a flap valve, got any
dirt or sticks in it, the water would drain back
from the suction pipe into the canal.
Of course, we had to charge the pipe, but we
had only a J/2-inch pipe from the mains to do it
with and it was a tedious job, especially if any
thing happened to get into the valve, because it
would then leak faster than we could put water
in, and so we had to clear out the sump.
Well, I got tired of this, so I did some think
ing, and, as a result, I got some 2-inch pipe and
a valve, and connected it to the suction pipe
and to a convenient tee between the boiler feed

for the same purpose as the one described. Each
is connected to a 40-inch exhaust main, and these
two exhaust mains convey the steam from five
50 and 96 x 60-inch vertical, cross-compound,
condensing, blowing engines of 8,000 horsepower
each, made by the E P. Allis Co., to surface
condensers. This plant has been in operation
three years.
Cape Breton.
Joe Bradley.
WHAT CAUSES THE THUMP ?
Editor The Engineer:
The accompanying indicator diagram was re
cently taken from my engine. I would like to
know what causes the engine to thump as the

WHAT CAUSES THE THUMP ?
pump and the inlet to the economizer. That cured
it. If we wanted to charge the suction pipe, we let
her have it full force, taking care not to let the
feed pump race, and it filled the pipe in no time,
and too, generally washing away any small bit
of dirt in the foot valve.
At the same place I had some bother with
water-hammer in the boiler feed suction, owing
to the long distance from the canal. There was
no air chamber on the suction so I hauled out
a 5-foot length of 4-inch pipe and connected it
to a tee, which had been previously blanked off
as shown in the illustration. The top end I
fitted with a small cock to admit air when neces
sary. This worked all right and we had no more
bother from hammering.
I would like to ask a question of your readers.
Would a steam meter, that is to say an instru
ment which would accurately measure and, if
necessary, record the weight of steam passing
from a boiler or going to any engine, be a
useful thing? I have found by trial and experi
ment that if an ordinary check valve be calibrated
as to its opening, the amount of opening will be
always in proportion to the amount of steam
passing through it under a given pressure, and
so will measure the steam ; I have proved its
accuracy.
I may say that I have protected it by patent
but people are somewhat slow in taking to any
thing new over here, and it seems it is the first
one thought of.
Manchester, Eng.
R. S. Boynton.

crank passes over the first quarter. The engine
runs under.
New Harmony, Ind.
Thos. J. Phillips
HIGH VS. LOW FEED WATER DISCHARGE.
Editor The Engineer:
Some months ago I wrote a letter on high
vs. low feed water discharge in boilers, advocat
ing the practice of high feed, and invited readers
of your valuable paper to discuss their views
on this very important subject. The only one
that answered my letter was Subscriber.
I now beg to thank Subscriber for his criti
cism, although I do not agree with his views,
and I know that I am backed up in my opinion
by some of the best authorities in England, which
I would quote if space allowed. Subscriber says :

WHERE MUD BOX IS GROOVED.
TO
PUMP'

CANAI3

A HOME-MADE AIR CHAMBER.
One job I was on had three 1,000-horsepower
engines with ejector condensers. The water for
these was brought from the canal, and raised
by centrifugal pumps, but as the canal was at
some distance a suction about 250 feet long was
necessary and to make matters worse the water
had to be raised 15 feet.

A LARGER RELIEF VALVE YET.
Editor The Engineer :
In reference to the article, "A Large Relief
Valve," published in the Dec. 15 issue of The
Engineer, I notice that it states the 36-inch
valve to be the largest made. Now I am sure
that it is your wish that articles published in the
columns of The Engineer be statements of facts
so far as possible, and to this end I want to say
that in the plant where I am chief engineer, the
blast furnaces of the Dominion Iron & Steel Co.,
I have two 40-inch relief valves made and used

"In the case of top feed the feed water in its
downward course takes its heat from the water
already in the boiler, which of course causes loss
of power, while in the case of bottom feed, the
water receives its heat while it passes through
the blow-off pipe, which has a larger diameter
than the feed pipe and thus causes the water to
flow through it at a slower speed, thus receiving
additional heat. In the one case heat is taken
from the boiler where it is most needed, and in
the other from the heated gases, which would
otherwise pass up the chimney unutilized."
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In answer to that statement I would ask :
Why unutilized? If the blowoff pipe is consid
ered part of the heating surface of a boiler, it
must of necessity absorb the heat from the gases,
no matter whether the feed water passes through
it or not, therefore, in that respect it does not
matter where the feed water enters, for it must in
either case rob the water of its heat. He goes
on to say: "By either of these methods it is true
that the boiler plates are somewhat contracted,
but I claim that the difference in contraction will
amount to less than the loss of heat passing into
feed water when top feed is used."
There can be little or no contraction to the
shell plates, although I will admit that it is
somewhat injurious to the boiler tubes, which are
of less value, if it is delivered at top, say, a few
inches below the low water level, for by the time
it reaches the plates it would be nearly, if not
quite, as hot as the water in the boiler. On the
other hand, if it is delivered at the bottom, it
comes in immediate contact with the shell plates.
Again, he says : "As circulation is formed by
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at A, B and C, and increasing into a hole at B,
which is caused by the plates bending backwards
and forwards, from unequal expansion and con
traction due to variation in temperature when the
feed pump is put on and stopped. I may add
that this is the fifth case of a similar nature that
has come under my notice.
The lower shell plates at the feed end of the
boiler invariably pit and groove. I take Sub
scriber's criticism in good part and I hope he
will write again.
E. Y. C.
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and tapped one for
and two for j4-inch pipe,
as shown in the sketch.
The condenser pipe of the lubricator was
afterwards cut and a tee inserted as indicated.
The drain cock was then taken off and a short
nipple and a !4 x ^ x J^-inch tee screwed on
in its place, the drain cock being screwed into
the bottom of the tee. The oil reservoir was

ANSWER TO OBSERVER—ENGINE OVERLOAD.
Editor The Engineer :
In the Oct. 15 issue of The Engineer I saw
a letter by Observer entitled : When is an en
gine overloaded? As he says he will start the
ball rolling, I will try to help him keep it going
by presenting an indicator diagram from the
high pressure cylinder of a compound Corliss en
gine, which I think is fairly well loaded. This
is not a special diagram at all, but one that can

SHOWING THE ARRANGEMENT OF PIPING.

heated particles rising and cold ones falling, the
cold water entering from the top interferes with
the ascent of the hot water, thus diminishing
rather than increasing circulation."
I consider that argument hardly correct when
we take into consideration the large area of the
boiler in proportion to the area of the orifice of
the feed pipe, because the downward flow being
increased by the force of the pump as well as the
heavier, colder water gravitating would be in the
center of the boiler, while the upward flow would
be at the sides, thus tending to keep the colder
water off the plates, and as I pointed out before,
would increase circulation.
The sediment does leave the water as the lat
ter becomes heated, but it would be carried down
by the downward current. Some authorities
recommend that a trough be fixed below the ori
fice of the feed pipe to catch the sediment. My
experience teaches me that when the bottom feed
is adopted, it has another evil, viz., the feed water
flowing forward, due to the action of the pump,
forces the mud before it, and lodging it at the
fire end of the boiler, it gets baked over the rivet
heads and the bottom of the face plate, thus
causing the plates to crack.
Finally, he argues: "That water fed down
ward causes disturbance in the boiler, thus mak. ing it more liable to prime." In actual practice
I do not find this the case. I have boilers under
my charge, with both arrangements of feed, and
those with top feed are no more liable to prime
than the others.
My reason for bringing up this subject again
is, that I have just had another case of trouble
from bottom feed. A boiler with a rectangular
mud box, made as shown in the accompanying
sketch, has given out from being badly grooved

be obtained from the engine very frequently dur
ing the peak of the load. The engine is in an
electric light and power station.
I know I am sacrificing economy for power,
but I have already reached the speed limit, 102
revolutions per minute, and I am beating a shut
down by long odds. We do not know one-fourth
cutoff in our engine, and if ever it should cut
off at that point, we would not know what to do.
As it is we are going right along, and pins and
bearings are giving no trouble.
Pound-Thcm-on-the-Back.

A HANDY CYLINDER LUBRICATOR.
Editor The Engineer:
Upon taking charge of a steam plant several
months ago, almost the first thing that attracted
my attention was the lubricator on the engine
which had evidently been picked too soon and
was not sufficiently developed. The engine was
in a very worn condition, especially the auto
matic governor, which necessitated copious lubri
cation for quiet running. The third article of
the combination was a half barrel labeled cylin
der oil, of the kind made to sell irrespective of its
lubricating qualities.
After a week's run I was convinced that some
appliance must be devised to overcome these dif
ficulties or else hire a boy to connect the oil
tank to the lubricator with a bucket. In looking
through a job-lot of old material that accumulates
in the stockroom of every shop, and which was
very abundant in ours, I discovered a piece of
4-inch pipe about 3 feet long and capped at each
end. This answered my purpose admirably and
after plugging a few unnecessary holes, I chipped

then placed beneath the steam chest in a recess
formed by the chest overhanging the engine bed,
and supported by a couple of blocks of wood.
The reservoir was connected by % and f£-inch
pipes to the lubricator as shown in the sketch,
union valves being used at B and C and a
]/2 x $i x yi-'mch tee at H.
By closing the valve, A, on the lubricator, and
opening valves, B and C, the water of condensa
tion passes through the pipe, E, to the reservoir
beneath, and the oil ascends through the pipe,
F, to the lubricator whence it is fed in the usual
manner.
By closing valves, B and C, and opening the
valve, A, the lubricator can be used as usual,
while the reservoir can be drained through the
valve, D, and refilled by removing the J/^-inch
plug in the top of the tee, H.
All the material used in making this apparatus
was found among the discarded material in the
storeroom, and did not cost the company a red
cent. The reservoir holds about 2 gallons of
oil, and saves one lots of worry and time, to say
nothing of wear and tear on the engine by reason
of the little lubricator running dry occasionally.
And, too, the oil is always warm which gives
a chance for the sediment, and there is plenty of
it, to settle to the bottom of the reservoir where
it may be drained out with the water.
To overcome the dirty oil clogging the lubri
cator on the pump, I put on a %-'mcXi condenser
pipe about 8 feet long, and the pressure due to
this head forces out everything and permits of
closer regulation.
Geo. H. Wallace.
Racine, Wis.
A BACKWOODS ENGINEER'S EXPERIENCE.
Editor The Engineer:
I see you admit backwoods writers in your
Practical Letter pages, who amuse and interest
the readers fully as much as to instruct them,
so I thought you might print my first experience
with an engine.
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As I had worked up quite a saw gumming and
filing trade, I told my brother I guessed I would
buy a small engine and not gum the saws by hand
power any more, as it was rather hard and fast
work. Then we could grind a little feed and
run the grindstone too.
So last spring, having a saw or two on hand,
to gum, I sent, in an offhand manner, for a I
horsepower engine and boiler, supposing it to
be a coal burner. On going to the depot for it,
I found it to be a kerosene engine that sprayed
the oil under the boiler and made steam same
as a coal burner.
Well, I started out to the shop the first morn
ing that I ran my engine with considerable nerv
ousness, and my knees knocked together some.
There was no whistle on the engine, so I took
the dinner horn along, telling my brother if I
had any difficulty I would blow the horn.
The feed water did not bother any as the pump
and a float kept the water at tne proper height
in the boiler. But I soon had a column of fire
coming out of the funnel of the boiler that
reached almost to the roof, caused by turning on
too much oil. I thought this would be a good
time to call for help, so blew the horn lively
and brother came running out of the house fully
expecting to find the roof blown off and every
thing ablaze. He found only a much excited
amateur engineer and the shop filled with steam,
which came from the lubricator as I had turned
the feed screw out so far that it blew out on
the floor. After groping around in the steam
awhile, I found the plug and screwed it in place,
and got the fire regulated. Brother took care of
the engine quite handily and I was soon gum
ming saws at a great rate, finding it much easier
and quicker than doing it by hand. We learned
something about running the engine every time
we fired up and now have no trouble in running
it properly. The readers can see where I made
two mistakes, first in sending for an engine with
out a cut and description, and, also, I should
have had an experienced engineer to help get
the hang of it the first day's run. I would advise
having an expert to help set up and start a gaso
line or kerosene engine for anyone not used to
running this class of engines. Fearing the waste
basket I will shut down.
M. J. Lawrence.

BOILER FEEDING AND SETTING, AND THE STACK
QUESTION.
Editor The Engineer:
Having been transferred with Steam Engi
neering to The Engineer, I am not acquainted
with the letters of the Young Man from Boiler-

the proper point at which to connect the boiler
supply pipe.
B. S., in the letter referred to, is in error in
three statements : The United States law does
not require Snowden heaters ; in marine engineer
ing practice the scale is not always found near the
after end of the boilers ; and one can find many a
boiler on western river steamers fed through the

a case of cool down, put in a blind joint and
warm up again.
Of the seven boats with which I have some
thing to do, two of them invariably pile the scale
directly over the bridgewall.
Of these seven
boats, four have top feed, two feeding through a
spray cup, as shown in Fig. I, one feeding
through a spray pan, as shown in Fig. 2, and

FIGS. 2 AND 3. TOP FEED AND FEEDING INTO MUD DRUM.

mud drum, where a top feed could be used just
as easily.
The local inspectors of steam vessels may have
required Snowden heaters in the district where
B. S. served just as the local inspectors of our
port of register desire a stop cock between the
blowoff valve and the boiler. This is not required
by law, but the local inspectors want it that way

FIGS. 4 AND 5. SECTIONS OF STACKS.
because many years ago when the inspector of
boilers was a running engineer he could not close
the blowoff on account of a rivet being caught
in the valve. Had his boiler been fitted with a
stop cock between the blowoff and the boiler
he could have closed the cock, taken the blowoff
apart and removed the rivet without cooling down.

FIG. I. BOILER AND SETTING ON WESTERN RIVER STEADOATS.
ville and those of the Old Man from Boston, but
from the tone of B. S.'s letter in a previous issue,
page 682, I infer that they pertain to the un
settled question as to the proper location of or
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All of our boats have not this arrangement, but
it would perhaps be better if they did. Only last
year we had a blowoff valve on one of the boats
burst its shell. There being no stop cock it was

the other feeding through a Snowden heater. Of
the other three boats, two feed through the after
mud drum, as shown in Fig. 3, and the other
feeds in the side a1 little below the low water
line.
For the benefit of our land brethren as well
as the marine boys on the lakes, I have made Fig.
1 show the complete setting of one battery con
sisting of two boilers 40 inches by 20 feet, with
five 9-inch flues, just as this battery is installed
on one of the seven boats referred to. Personal
ly, I prefer the four flue and the six flue boilers
to the five flue because of the greater ease with
which they can be repaired.
Referring to Fig. 1, the longitudinal section
shows a fusible plug directly under the spill of the
spray cup. This boat blew out that plug twice
when there were over two gages of' water in the
boiler. We concluded that mud caked on the
plug and caused it to melt, so in order to avoid a
recurrence of the blowout from that cause we
put in a gas-pipe plug and moved the fusible
plug farther forward.
It is our practice to fit all of our boats so
that the exhaust from the engines can be dis
charged into the chimneys, as a little extra draft
comes in handy when another boat is coming
along behind and looks as though she wanted a
little race. When the exhaust is not fitted with
a good water trap, considerable water is dis
charged into the chimneys at times. This would
leak through the joints of the stacks, when
built, as shown in Fig. 4, and make dirty streaks
down the outside. To stop this, we turned the
stacks upside down, as shown in Fig. 5, but
found that their life was shortened, so now we
build them right side up, as shown in Fig. 4,
and keep the water out by the use of good water
traps. So far as strength and stability of stack
is concerned, I see no objection to its being built
up-side down, or as shown in Fig. 1 of D. Kirkwood's letter in the volume for 1903, page 684,
but my experience has been that a stack so built
does not last as long as one built right side up.
Peter Riley.
A CURIOUS THERMOMETER.
Editor The Engineer :
I am one of the many admirers of your paper
and I am glad to say that I have received a lot
of good information from a perusal of the dif
ferent articles published in each issue. I take a
great interest in the practical letter department
and I shall try to introduce a new device. In each
and every issue of The Engineer I find articles
which are sure to interest not only myself but
a great many practical engineers.
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Some time ago I had the pleasure of seeing is warm the hair and paper will expand and the
a curious thermometer in the engine room of a pointer will descend. A scale should be made,
friend. I think it would amuse most people and and degree marks laid off by marking the posi
perhaps give some of them a practical idea of tion of the pointer corresponding to the indica
expansion and contraction by heat. The ther tions of a mercury thermometer.
mometer is simple and can be made by almost
You will notice that this thermometer works
any one. A few pieces of paper, small pieces of diametrically opposite to the mercury thermome
wood and several strands of coarse horsehair ter, the pointer descending with rising tempera
are the materials needed. I enclose a sketch of ture, and rising with falling temperature. A very
the thermometer and if it is made according to slight expansion or contraction of the paper and
the following directions it will record the changes hair will move the pointer a considerable dis
in temperature quite accurately, and furthermore tance.
will be a great curiosity to those who have never
My friend informs me that he first saw instruc
tions for making this curious thermometer in an
seen anything of the kind.
The strips, A and B, are cut from thick brown old English paper. .While the paper may have
wrapping paper, the coarser the better. Cut the been old the thermometer was certainly new to
strip, A, 1 inch wide and 30 inches long, and me and I think it will interest most persons who
B, 1 inch wide and 20 inches long. Cut button- have never seen the device. I am of the opinion
that there are a number of curious scientific ar
rangements known to different engineers which
would be amusing as well as instructive if pub
EI
lished. If engineers would take the trouble to
V
explain some of these interesting devices, I am
sure it would add considerable to the already en
tertaining, features of the practical letter depart
ment.
Jas. E. Noble.
Toronto, Ont.
FEEDWATER HEATER SCALES BADLY.
Editor The Engineer :
I take the liberty of asking for a little in
formation through the columns of The Engineer.
I have a patent feedvvater heater constructed as
shown by the accompanying drawing. The heater
has been in use for three months and has given
perfect satisfaction as far as heating the water
is concerned, but the trouble is that it scales badly
although we have very little lime in the water
in this part of the country.

A CURIOUS THERMOMETER.

holes in the end of each strip as shown. The
piece, C, is about 1 foot long, and is made of
thin wood. The hole, E, is 4 inches from the
wide end. The hand, D, is made of very thin
light wood and tapers to a point at one end.
a circle being formed at the other end to act as
a counter weight. The principal thing to be re
membered in connection with tire pointer is to
have the pointed end just heavy enough to over
balance the round end so that it will descend by
its own weight.
A small circle of wood, F, is fastened with
glue on the large end of the pointer to which the
horsehairs are attached.
Select a place on the wall where you wish
to locate the thermometer. Then first put up
the lever, C, by driving a smooth wire nail, or a
screw, through the hole, E. Button on strip, B,
and with the lever, C, in a^ horizontal position
put a tack or screw through the button hole, G,
in the lower end of B. Now button on strip, A,
to the other end of the lever, C. To the lower
end of strip, A, attach three or four strands of
the horsehair, bringing the strands down about
6 inches and fastening them to the under side
of the small circle of wood, F, on the pointer,
D. Then fasten the pointer, D, to the wall with
smooth nail or screw, which is to be put through
the center of the small circle, F. The lever, C,
and the pointer, D, must work perfectly free
and easy on the screws.
When it is cold the paper and horsehairs will
contract and the pointer will rise, and when it

SHOWING CONSTRUCTION OK HEATER.
What I should like to know is, whether there
is any satisfactory method of preventing scale
in a heater of this kind and ir so what it Is.
How is scale prevented in boilers of the Salamandrine type, for instance in the east where
they have so much lime in the water?
Any practical suggestions along this line will
prove of great benefit to me.
Farmington, Wash.
Chas. G. Taylor.
ANOTHER SOLUTION OF MR. TYLER S I'ROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer:
In the following solution of Mr. Tyler's rope
problem I have assumed that the rope is tied at
the corner, A, and that the free end is carried
around the building in both directions from a
given point of starting, thus the area swept over
when carried in one direction does not overlap
or include a part of the area swept over when
carried in the opposite direction.
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When the rope reaches the position A B in
the diagram, the point around which the outer
end is carried is shifted from A to C, conse
quently the point, C, becomes the center of the
circle of which C B is the radius, and the end, B,
when carried in the direction of the arrow, /,
will describe the arc B D.
Now, with the rope in the position A E, when
carried in the direction of the arrow, 2, the
point around which the rope swings will be
shifted from A to /•', which point becomes the

SOLUTION OF MR. TYLER'S PROBLEM.

center of a circle whose radius is F E, and the
end, E, when carried in the direction of arrow, 2.
will describe the arc E G. Now, it will be seen
that the point of intersection, S, represents the
limit of the movements of the rope when carried
in both directions because if the end be carried
beyond that point the areas would overlap, con
sequently the point, 5", becomes the starting point
or the stopping point when carrying the rope in
either direction.
Starting at the point, 51, and carrying the
rope in the dircetion of arrow 3 it will be seen
that the rope sweeps over the segment of a cir
cle C S B C, then over three-fourths of the
large circle, whose radius is A B or A E, and
also over the segment of a circle F E S F, there
fore the total area swept over by the rope is
equal to the sum of the areas of the segments
C S B C and F E S F plus three-fourths of the
area of the large circle whose radius is A B.
After locating the point, S, the angle, H,
will be found to be 50.72 degrees, and the angle,
K, 65.165 degrees. The area of the circle whose
radius is C B is to the area of the segment
C S B C as 36b degrees is to the number of
degrees in the arc B D, consequently the area
of the segment C S B C is, 360 150.72 :
( (2 B C)' x 0.7854) : area. Substituting the
actual length of the rope from B to C we have.
360. : 50.72 : : ( (2 x 200)' x 0.7854) : 17,704.2
square feet. For the segment F E S F we have ;
360 : 65.165 : : ( (2 F EY x 0.7854) : area, and
substituting the length of F E we have 360 :
65.165 : : ( (2 x 250)' x 0.7854) : 35.540.')
square feet. Three-fourths of the area of the large
circle is, (2 x 300)* x 0.7854 x % — 212,050.5
square feet. Adding these three areas together
gives a total area of 265.301.6 square feet or
29,477.9 square yards swept over by the rope.
A Boy.
It is stated that there are upwards of 175,000
horsepower of blast-furnace engines in success
ful operation, or in process of erection, in Eu
rope,
s. K.
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der cavity, T, with the cavity, U, in the auxiliary
DRYING OUT A GENERATOR.
cylinder.
Editor The Engineer :
The operation of the valves is as follows : The
I was interested by an article in The Engi
gas mixture enters from the carburetor, or mixing
neer of Dec. 15, in which an engineer tells of valve, through valve, A, which is an atmospheric
his method of starting a generator which had ally operated valve, and opens when the piston,
been under water for some days. The plan was P, starts on the downward stroke, remaining open
a new one to me, but it was undoubtedly safe.
Last spring I had the same problem to solve.
The generator was a General Electric threephase alternator of 400 kilowatts at 240 volts,
direct connected. The water was 18 inches over
the engine room floor for some days.
As soon as the water receded I had the wheelpit pumped out, washed the mud out of the gen
erator and cleaned the field and flywheel, finish
ing about 4 p. m. (We started pumping about
g a. m.) The engine was then started. The
centrifugal force threw the water out of the
revolving field very quickly and the air soon
dried off both field and armature. The fields
were then excited, very little current being
passed through at first, and the voltage was
gradually raised.
The next morning the generator started at 7
a. m. and carried the load all day. There was
no unusual demonstration and I could see no
danger in handling the machine in that way.
Had the insulation been wet, though, a low ten
sion exciting current would probably have dried
the insulation without injuring it, and if it had
started to smoke, the switch could have been
pulled.
FIG. I. SECTIONS OF CYLINDER AND PISTON.
I do not favor heating insulation to the
smoking point, but I think that any damage done
by my way of starting could have been repaired as long as a partial vacuum exists in the cylinder,
for less than the cost of getting ready to dry T, and closing at the beginning of the return
out the other way, and we were using the ma
stroke of the piston, thus causing compression of
chine the next morning after the water left the the gas in the cylinder. When the piston is in a
engine room; that would have paid for winding position to start on the next downward stroke,
a few field spools. I would not hesitate a min
the gas mixture in the cylinder is ignited by an
ute, under the same conditions, to do the same electric spark at N, causing a high pressure in
thing again. I was ready to furnish the house the cylinder and forcing the piston downward.
with power within three hours of the time the
When the piston reaches the lower end of the
pit was pumped out.
stroke it causes port, R, to be opened, and a por
If I did take any chances, I would like to tion of the initial pressure passes through the
hear from those who know. I know for a cer
port into the cavity, U. This forces the auxiliary
tainty that I could have put in a week or 10
days getting the machine ready to start and
looked very grave while telling the firm that I
was saving them the price of a new generator,
and my standing would have been better than it
ever was.
As a rule, the man who does not keep his
employer posted on the difficult jobs he has and
the masterful manner in which he overcomes
them, will not command a large salary or the
Tespect of his employers, even though the plant
runs just the same as the other fellow's.
X. Q. S.
GAS ENGINE EXHAUST VALVE.
Editor The Engineer:
In the hydro-carbon engine, illustrated here
with, an improved method of manipulating the ex
haust valve has been introduced.
The general design of this engine does not
vary from that of all internal combustion en
gines. The engine is what is known as a four
cycle engine, and consequently has one explosive
impulse to each two revolutions.
It consists of a cylinder, M, Fig. I, surround
ing the piston, P, which is connected by rod, L,
to the crank shaft, K. The port or cavity, X,
surrounding the cylinder wall is the water jacket,
and is connected by suitable pipes to a source of
circulating water, so as to keep the cylinder cool.
The auxiliary cylinder, F, attached to cylinder,
M, contains the auxiliary piston, E. R and S,
are ports or passages connecting the main cylin
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FIG. 2. PLAN OF VALVE CHEST.
piston, E, away from its seat, thus opening the
exhaust valve, B, and holding it open until the
piston, P, completes the upward stroke, which
allows the burnt charge to pass out into the
atmosphere, while the lower edge of the piston,
P, by opening the port, S, allows the pressure to
fall to zero behind the auxiliary piston, E. The
spring, Z, then forces the auxiliary piston, E,

to its seat thus opening the port, J?, and closing
port, S, and valve, B. When the piston, P, starts
downward the gas valve, A, is opened, thus ad
mitting another charge of gas mixture, and a
succession of the events just described occur.
The valve, Y, serves as a check valve to re
tain the pressure in the cavity, U, until released

FIG. 3. AUXILIARY PISTON.
by the opening of port, S, which is effected by
the piston, P. The spring, G, is so placed as
to cause a slight tension on valve, A, so as to
keep it normally closed.
The auxiliary cylinder, F, may be placed on
any part of the cylinder, M, with suitable port
connections to the cavity, U, directly operating
the valve, B, without departing from the nature
of the invention.
Leandrew J. Goodrich.

REPAIRING A BROKEN GLAND.
Editor The Engineer:
I wish to submit the following method of
repairing stuffingbox glands which I have used
and have found it absolutely self-contained. It

THE TEMPORARY FLANGE.

is, I think, far preferable to the method given by
Gas Belt in the Oct. 1 number of The Engineer.
When using this device the piece that is broken
off should be put back in place. Otherwise the
device needs no explanation.
Makeshift.
AN EXPLODED WATER FRONT.
Editor The Engineer :
The water front in a kitchen stove in the
house of Chas. E. Lancaster in our city, exploded
one morning recently, blowing the stove to frag
ments. The water front in the stove constituted
a part of the fire box. It is supposed that the
pipes leading into the water front and out had
frozen during the night so that when the fire
was lighted, the water in the water front formed
steam which was confined and reached an ex
tremely high pressure. It seems to me, however,
that this is not a logical explanation as the heat
of the pipes would probably have thawed the
ice sufficiently to relieve the pressure, before
steam had reached a pressure high enough to
cause an explosion.
I shall be glad to hear what other engineers
think about it.
Columbia City, Ind.
A. E. Corse.
A form of gas producer is used in England
for use with gas engines, in which, instead of
storing the gas in a holder, it is sucked through
the generator and scrubber by the engine.
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THE TROUBLE MAN. NO. VL
BY WARREN O. ROGERS.
Labor Day, the first Monday in September,
found Jake with grip in hand making his way
toward the ticket office of the B. & M. R. R,
around which gathered a throng of pleasure seek
ers bent upon a day of sport, rest, or whatever
might please their fancy. All seemed prepared to
get as much pleasure from the holiday as pos
sible.
But not so with Jake. A trouble call was
the cause of his being at the station on the way
to a steam plant situated in the western part of
the state. Securing his ticket he leisurely passed
through the gates to his train while fervently
wishing there were no such things as broken
down engines, especially on a holiday.
Reaching his car, he selected a seat midway
of the car upon the shady side, and after deposit
ing his grip in the rack overhead, settled himself
comfortably in his seat and opened up the last
issue of "The Engineer," which he had received
just as he was leaving the shop office. "
Jake soon became oblivious to all his sur
roundings as he read an article entitled City Or
dinances in Regard to Boiler Inspection and En
gineering Licenses, which proved most interest
ing, as well as the Editorial on Enginers' License
Laws.
He had just finished reading the latter when
his seat mate remarked :
"You will pardon me, I hope, but how does this
Engineers' License Law impress you? You are
evidently connected with the business."
"What makes you think so?" inquired Jake, as
he turned toward his questioner. "Do I look
greasy."
"Oh, no !" rejoined his companion, with a
smile.
"But, being an engineer myself, I'm
naturally able to distinguish others of my craft.
It's rather strange, isn't it, the way we fellows
cling to habit? I'll bet you've looked at that gas
pressure gauge at the end of the car a dozen times
in the last half hour."
"Shouldn't wonder!" said Jake, nonchalantly.
"But to return to your subject. What do you
think about this question of the License Law?"
"Well I" replied the stranger, "I must admit
that it is a job that would puzzle Solomon—wise
as he is said to have been—to frame a license law
that would fill the bill in every particular. All
license laws have some good points, but they all
have objectionable ones, too, according to my view
of the subject. To my mind, the Massachusetts
License Law is about the best, so far, but its
special license clause spoils the whole thing. I
can show you a special license, hung in an engine
room of a first class engine, running condensing,
belonging to a man who has had next to nothing
of experience. As far as engineering goes, he
is incompetent in every way, and the officials of
the firm know it ; but he is cheap on the pay roll,
and that is what counts. Why ! In the clause in
the Special License which reads 'to have charge
of and operate,' the words 'to have charge of
are lined out ; so, you see, under his license he
can simply shovel coal, oil up, and start and
stop. If anything happens he will be 'in the
soup.' Whichever way you look at it, he is tak
ing the place of some man who ought to have the
place, one with a first-class license. It looks to
me as if there was a whole lot of tommy-rot in
the whole business wherever you go," and the
stranger's tone expressed supreme disgust.
"Such cases do seem unjust to the boys who
are really capable of getting licenses to hold such
jobs," rejoined Jake. "And the case you have
just given is the nearest to the limit of which
I ever heard. That man must have had a nice
little note to help him along from someone who
knew how to pull a string, and which string to
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pull. If he isn't allowed to have charge of the
plant, who is? Somebody must be boss."
"Oh ! There's another special license fellow
in the plant. They run day and night. The other
fellow hasn't got the 'to have charge of scratched
out, so I suppose he is the chief. Then there is a
machinist, a blacksmith, and two or three team
sters, besides a number of helpers; so there is
plenty of good help handy, you see !"
"I should say so," replied Jake, with a laugh.
"It ought to be a pretty good plant in a year or
so. Those fellers have got about all the show
there is ! They come pretty near having as much
as the boys down in St. Joseph, Mo."
"How is that?" inquired the stranger.
"Why; down there they give a man all the
show any one could possibly want. If a fellow
misses an examination, he waits 2 weeks before
taking another; and if he don't get his license
after three trials, he has to wait 6 months before
he can come before the board again."
"Does he have three more trials at the end of
the 6 months?" asked the stranger.
"I dont know," replied Jake. " 'The Engineer'
doesn't say ; but I should guess they do from the
show they get at the start-off. What would you
Massachusetts fellows think if you had such a
snap thrown at you?"
"Faint, I guess," the stranger replied with a
chuckle. "There's a good point in the law en
acted by the city of Detroit, Michigan ; and that
is, the record of inspection, which gives among
other items the age of the boiler, which to my
way of thinking is a mighty good piece of in
formation for an engineer to have, as well as the
inspector. I'll bet that not one-half of the engi
neers in the United States know just how old
their boilers are, or how long they have been in
active service. Now, a good many of the boys
can figure the safe working pressure just as well
as the inspector can, and there are mighty few
of them who would like to carry 100 pounds of
steam on a boiler 15 years old or more, if the safe
load was only 105 or no pounds, when new. They
would most likely prefer to be on the right side of
the fence, and would figure on a lower steam
pressure before the inspector compelled them to
lower it. Then the duplicate copy of inspection,
having all the particulars, is a reference for the
new engineer, who, by looking it over, can form
a pretty good idea as to the usage the boiler has
received from his predecessors."
"Yes, I should say that is a good thing for
everybody concerned," agreed Jake, as the other
ceased speaking. "This New Haven license law
seems to be hot stuff," continued Jake, "and the
boys have got a snap if they only know it."
"How is that ?" asked his companion.
"It seems to be a pretty easy matter to get a
license in that town," replied Jake. "You see,
after a fellow has applied for a license for some
plant, he has a right to run the place for 30 days,
and I should say that, if he cannot look up enough
on his own plant in 30 days to get a license for
it, he doesn't amount to much as an engineer.
How would you Massachusetts engineers like
such a snap as that?"
"Don't ask such a question," replied the stran
ger. "It almost makes me wish I lived in New
Haven. But," continued he in a more serious
tone, "that New Haven law is open to the same
objections as some of those in other cities, and
that is—political play. It seems rather strange to
suppose that any one would be willing to serve as
an examiner without pay. I always supposed that
men were too busy hustling for what is called
'The root of all evil,' to spend much time filling
an office that gives no returns. It isn't reason
able to suppose that any one would consent to do
it unless there was some consideration coining in
somewhere, even if it was for the public good.
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The whole thing lies with the Mayor, and, of
course, he will appoint some friend to the office
of inspector if he is built like most men. The
other two members of the Board can be hod-car
riers, farmers, or of any craft other than that of
engineering. I wonder how an up-to-date engi
neer would like it if some farmer or storekeeper
who had been appointed on the Board of Inspect
ors should conduct the examination as to his fit
ness and capabilities for operating a steam plant !
It makes me laugh to think of it."
"I suppose they would have something to do
in the examining line," responded Jake, "if they
know what they are on the Board for. I guess
some pretty funny questions would be asked.
What a contrast there is between the New Haven
and the Buffalo, N. Y., law; in fact, the two
are not to be compared. It appears that Buffalo
has got rid of the bad clauses of the Massachu
setts License Law, too. Their special license
states the limit of a special license, which cannot
apply to a boiler over 10 horsepower. They have
their four classes, and let it go at that, and it
seems to me that, if a man isn't able to get into
one of them, he had better look up another trade."
"I note that Denver, Colorado, has a clause
requiring an engineer taking charge of a plant to
at once make an examination of it and report its
condition to the Board of Examining Engineers,"
observed Jake's companion.
"That, I should
judge, would not only force a new man to find out
just what his plant is like at the beginning and
not trust to the judgment and efficiency of the
man who was in the place before him, but would
also make the old engineer leave things in good
condition in order to have a clean record with the
Board of Examiners, as it wouldn't be a very good
recommendation as to one's ability and fitness to
have bad reports go in concerning the condition
of the plants he had left. It ought to be a sort
of brake against negligence."
"That's so," agreed Jake. "Now, Chicago has
somewhat the same law, only the report is called
for twice a year. Such a law, if enforced, gets
steam users to keeping their plants in pretty good
shape, or the inspectors will get after them, that
is, if the engineer gives true reports, and I should
think it would be to his best interest to do
so, as he is the one who will get his head blown
off, if any one does. There is one feature of the
Omaha, Nebraska, law that must surely appeal to
every engineer in the United States as having
considerable merit ; and that is the stamping of
condemned boilers and a fine for using such a
boiler of from $100 to $1,000. By George !" con
tinued Jake, "I have known of boilers that had
been in use 25 years, and along comes a fellow
who wanted to buy it after it had been condemned
and laid out in a vacant lot for a couple of years.
Fortunately, the owner refused to sell such a
death trap, but there are a good many who
wouldn't let a few scruples prevent them from
making a dollar, let the consequence be what it
might."
"And that's only one case of many," added
the stranger. "There are hundreds of boilers in
use to-day that passed their safety limit years
ago. Taking all the state and city laws proposed
and enacted, one finds some pretty good points
as well as some mighty peculiar ones."
(To be continued.)
A private residenxe at Bayville, L. I., is
lighted by a small electric light plant, which fur
nishes a current of 50 amperes at no volts. The
dynamo is driven by an engine running at 350
revolutions per minute, which consumes 10 pints
of oil an hour. Current may be furnished either di
rectly from the generator to the main circuit or to
a storage battery having a capacity of 240 am
pere-hours.
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NEW IDEAS.
ELECTRICAL LOW-WATER ALARM.
This alarm is not intended to be used in case
of low water only, but to indicate the changes in
the water level between the high and low water
marks. A float is provided with a large stem,
which is fitted with an electrical contact piece at
the upper end. A series of similar contacts are
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piston within the cylinder. A small steam pipe
connects the upper end of the cylinder with the
live steam chamber beneath the valve, the steam
acting on the small piston tending to hold the
valve against the seat.
The pressure at which the valve opens is
regulated by means of the spring in the usual
manner.
The office of the small piston is to cause a
quick closing of the valve when the pressure
under the valve falls to nearly that at which
the valve is intended to open. The action of
the device is substantially the same as the quick
closing pop valves of ordinary construction.
SHAFT GOVERNOR.
The feature of particular interest in this gov
ernor, which was invented by Calvert P. McGahey, Elkton, Va., is to be found in the ec
centric and eccentric strap. The governor weight
is circular with one part considerably heavier
than the other as shown. To the circular weight
is attached the eccentric arm, the whole being
pivoted on a stud secured in one of the arms
of the governor or flywheel. The eccentric arm,
which extends from the weight ring inwardly
towards the wheel hub, carries the eccentric
strap instead of the eccentric, as is usually the
case. When the speed of the engine varies, the
eccentric strap is moved across the end of the
engine shaft and as the eccentric is fitted in the strap,
it is given a greater or less movement, depending
upon the position ot the weight ring and eccentric
arm. In this governor the eccentric strap revolves

attached to the casing and connected with a source
of electricity, and with a suitable bell. When
the water level changes, corresponding to the dis
tance between the contacts, the circuit is closed
and the alarm sounded, the water level being also
indicated by means of an annunciator.
The inventor is John R. Flood, Spokane,
Wash.
POP SAFETY VALVE.
A novel construction of pop safety valve is
shown herewith, the invention of John Collis,
Des Moines, la. In this valve the spring is sit
uated outside of the valve casing or body and

SHAFT GOVERNOR.

POP SAFETY VALVE.

is connected to a suitable arm integral with the
valve body, and to a lever at the top. The valve
proper and the lever at the top constitute prac
tically a lever safety valve, the construction
of these parts being very similar to that of the
latter type of valve. The arm forming part of
the valve body carries a small vertical cylinder,
while connected to the lever above is a yoke to
which is attached a piston rod carrying a small
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with two grooved wheels pivoted so that the
flanges just clear, thus leaving an opening be
tween the bottoms of the grooves of the same
size and shape as the pipe. The lower wheel
is of such size as to give the pipe the proper
radius after it is bent, the bending being accom
plished by the upper wheel, which is rolled
around the lower one. The device is adapted to

n

PIPE BENDING MACHINE.

bend the pipe without kinking or crushing it,
and with one stroke of the lever.
The radius to which the pipe is bent may be
changed by substituting wheels of different
diameters at the fulcrum, or in place of the lower
wheel.
BOILER TUBE EXTRACTOR.
This is a simple tool designed by Jaris W.
Matthews, Bridgeport, Conn., for removing tubes
from steam boilers. It consists of a cylinder,
having a flange at one end which rests against
the tube plate, and a nut at the other end into
which is screwed a pipe. The pipe is capped at
the outer end, the cap being screw-threaded and
receiving one end of an expanding bar, as shown.
The inner end of the bar is tapered for a certain
distance and fits the bore of the pipe, which is
tapered to receive it. The outer surface of the
pipe or tube is milled so as to present a rough
surface to the bore of the tube. By drawing
the expanding bar upwards, the end of the pipe is
expanded until it presses firmly against the inner
walls of the tube. The nut at the top of the
cylinder is then turned, which draws the pipe
towards the nut and draws the tube into the

around the eccentric, carrying the latter with it, so
to speak, while in the ordinary governor the eccen
tric revolves within the strap, carrying the strap
through a larger or smaller circle, depending upon
the load on the engine. A weight pivoted to one of
the spokes of the wheel and held in position by
means of a spring serves to counterbalance the
weight ring. When the latter changes its posi
tion the counterbalance will change its position
also, thus being adapted to maintain a perfect
balance at all times.
PIPE BENDING MACHINE.
A simple machine for bending pipe is shown
by the accompanying drawing. It is the inven
tion of William R. Smith, Boston, Mass. The
machine consists of a suitable pipe holder, which
securely clamps the fixed end of the pipe, and
a bending lever operated by hand for giving the
pipe the proper form. The lever is provided

BOILER TUBE EXTRACTOR.
cylinder. When the tube projects beyond the
plate a distance equal to the length of the cylin
der, suitable clamps can be applied to the ex
terior of the tube and the latter can then be
readily drawn out of the boiler.
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AN ANNOUNCEMENTWe want to help
to become
better and more skilful and we believe that we
can do it if we can talk with him twice every
month. The only way this can be done is for
'1'm t0 ^ecome a resu'ar subscriber.
Our readers often tell us how much benefit
they get. from
r
The
ti_ Engineer
tandj the thousands
.,
,
who read its pages agree that it is well worth
the price we have asked for it. But it is our
desire to help the whole body of engineers and
to do this, The Engineer must be read by every
power plant man in the country. It is our ambition to accomplish this result. As a number of
engineers have felt that a popular price will
greatly assist in reaching the entire body of those
6
'
6
'
interested in power plants, we have decided to
adopt the suggestion and take advantage of this
...
"
,
, ,
,,,
...
aid to an increased usefulness. We will not
.
...
allow a matter of price to stand in the way of
helping the greatest possible number of power
P'ant workers to increased knowledge which
.
means a fatter
pay envelope.
The number of our readers has grown steadi300,000
*> and men
^
in but
the country
we ™ «ot
who ™
are directly
*» the
interested in power plants. The greatest literary
magazines today are sold at a popular price and
^ achieved a circulation unheard of in the
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old days of high prices. Along the same path
lies the greatest success and usefulness for trade
. Polishers
1
•
JOUrnaIs and. the
of» -p,
The Engineer
propose to follow it.
The size of the paper and its quality both as
,
, details
, ., and, articles
. , published
... , , will
.„
to mechanical
be kePl UP t0 the nigh standard which has given
The Engineer a leading place in the power plant
c
„
,
, . .
.
c
field' But the subscnption price, from March I
will be reduced one-half. It will be $1.00 a year
,
c
.
.
for twenty-four issues. All subscribers who have
paid $2.00 in full for a year's subscription will
,
,.r
iri.
. .1
be extended from March I at the new rate,
TTiJncr
using Fnnatinnt
liquations.
Most of us are inclined to be scary of mathematicaI equations, particularly if they look at
,,
.. . . «T .
., .
all complicated. Not necessarily because we cann0t solve them- if we want t0> but because they
involve some difficult brain work or we imagine
that they will. As a matter of fact> ;t ;s usual,y
.....
the case that an equation or formula is merely a
simple and abbreviated form of writing out some
engineering facts, and it is easier to work with
^ statement made ;„ th;s
than jt t

158
158
160
161
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163
163

derstand what is meant by writing out the fact
;n WOrds. All the same, we do hate to tackle
■
tnat
equation.
In nine cases out of ten, this is the fault of
some former experience we have had in which
equations were used without sufficient explanation as to what they meant or the symbols were
nQt carefulIy defined. Of course, those of us

164
16.-)
165
166
166
167
167

whose education has been with the coal shovel
and mfyefen wrench are not in position to
solve differential equations, but the fact that
we see A and B used instead of writing out the
expressions, "pounds of coal per hour" or
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"pounds of water per hour," should not discour
age, but rather encourage, us to look farther
and see if the equation is not readily understood.
In many cases the equations used by a writer
are nothing but arithmetical formulas, the letter
symbols being used in place of the names of
quantities in order to make the statement of the
formula short. In some cases, particularly in
treating of alternating currents, it is necessary
to use algebraic equations and some expressions
taken from trigonometry. Here again the let
ters of the algebraic equations are only symbols
representing certain quantities; the expressions
taken from trigonometry are usually simple, and
can be easily found in any hand-book on engi
neering, and tables of the values will also be
given there. The greater part of the labor in
understanding nearly all the equations found in
technical journals is in getting to know just
what is meant by the letters used. After these
are once thoroughly in mind, the meaning of the
equation becomes clear, and it will usually be
found an easy matter to use it for any purpose
we may require.
If, however, there is difficulty it is neither
good policy nor good sense to lie down and let
the matter go, if it is one which really concerns
us. The fellow next door or some other fel
low whom we know can usually help us out,
and will be glad to do so. The equation once
understood, becomes a convenient tool, the same
as a foot rule, but if passed over, it is so much
dead wood, and can never help us.
It would seem that the United States is the
natural source of supplies for manufactured arti
cles for Mexico. United States manufacturers
have every advantage over European competi
tors, but recent reports of Consul General Bar
low of Mexico show that the increase of Euro
pean trade is nearly six times as great during
the past year as that with the United States. He
attributes this to causes which have been com
mented upon by consuls of other countries and
which are well worth careful attention by our
manufacturers. The American business man is
likely to try to force his own business methods
upon foreigners, instead of adapting himself to
theirs. His own methods may be better, but it
is not wise to insist on them, when trying to sell
goods. Americans also try to sell their standard
goods instead of making articles which the Mexi
cans want.
European manufacturers are willing to do
business in the Mexican fashion and to supply
those things with which Mexicans are familiar.
European houses are also familiar with the sys
tem of long credits which prevails in Mexico,
and, for this reason, are able to secure many
sales which would naturally go to American
houses, if the same credit facilities were extend
ed by them as are given by the Germans. The
matter of advertising is also given too little at
tention by American firms which are trying to
introduce their goods in Mexico. If the goods
are to be sold direct to consumers, the advertis
ing must be in local papers and in the language
with which the customers are familiar.
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of the better type. It is not necessary to shut
off the draft in order to remove the ashes from
the ash pit, as it is with forced draft. It is partic
(A paper read before the Engine Builders' ularly well adapted where economizers are used
Association, )
for heating the feed water, using heat that would
Mechanical draft is divided into two types, otherwise be wasted and pass up the stack.
depending upon the manner in which the fans
With induced draft no trouble is experienced
are applied. In forced draft, as the name im
from the fire or gases leaking out of the boiler,
plies, the fan is so arranged that it supplies the as all the leakage is inward, with the additional
air to the closed ash pit under the fire at a pres
advantage that the boiler room is thoroughly ven
sure necessary to produce the required combus
tilated. This system induces the draft over the
tion. The best method of introducing the air entire grate surface without any tendency to
into the ash pit is through a hollow bridge wall, make pockets or holes in the fire, and the depre
the outlet being provided with a damper which ciation in a boiler plant so equipped should be
deflects the air downward towards the bottom of no greater than with a stack.
the ash pit and causes it fo spread out evenly
For induced draft, steel plate fans are used ex
under the grate before rising through the fire. clusively and their design must, to a certain, ex
Locating the damper in the bridge wall has tent, be special. Owing to the fact that the tem
also the advantage that the ashes are carried perature of the gases handled by induced draft
toward the front of the boiler by the air cur
fans is comparatively high, sometimes reaching
rents, where they can be easily removed.
600 or 700 degrees F., it is necessary that the
When induced draft is used, the fans are bearings of the fan should be water jacketed so
located in place of the chimney, a vacuum being that a stream of water can pass through
maintained in the furnace by the fans, thus in
them at all times and keep them cool. It has been
ducing a draft through the fire from the open found preferable also to make all of the blast
ash pit, the gases being drawn into the fan and wheels of induced draft fans overhanging, by
then discharged into a short steel stack.
carrying a large cone in the engine side of the
Mechanical draft of either type is absolutely fan, and mounting the fan bearing on the engine
independent of atmospheric conditions, and a sub-base, the sub-base being constructed similar
sudden or large increase in load can be easily to those which are provided for generators.
provided for by speeding up the fan.
The speed of the fan should be controlled au
Forced draft is particularly suited to plants tomatically by the boiler steam pressure, so that
where it is desired to procure a high rate of the fan will be slowed down when the steam
pressure is raised above that desired or will
combustion, such as on board ship, and installa
tions where from 30 to 125 pounds of coal is to be speeded up when the pressure falls. The con
be burned per square foot of grate per hour. trolling device should be capable of reducing the
It is also considered the better for burning the speed to 10 per cent of the maximum, and should
very lowest grades of fuel such as anthracite operate on a difference of 4 or 5 pounds. There
culm, which in years gone by has accumulated are regulating valves that will operate on a va
through regions of Pennsylvania, and which is riation of 1 to 2 pounds, but they are liable to
open too quickly and flood the engine with water.
now being used as fuel in that vicinity.
In some cases, such, for instance, as the large
Mechanical draft fans may be driven either
power houses in New York, where it is absolutely by belts, direct-connected motors, or direct-con
necesary that high stacks be provided in order to nected engines. The last is, in the majority of
convey the smoke and gases to such a height as cases, considered the best way. While it is true
not to be objectionable to the surrounding build
that, occasionally, the power to drive the fans
ings, forced draft is more desirable than induced. can be developed and transmitted through a
In these installations the fans are designed to motor to the fan more economically, still the
furnish sufficient air for the combustion at the motor does not give the nicety of variation in
peak of the load. The only duty of the stacks speed called for by mechanical draft so readily
in these plants is to provide sufficient draft to as an engine. Owing to the fact that the power
carry away the gases from the furnaces.
necessary to operate the fan varies as the cube
All stokers of the underfeed type require of the speed, where a motor is designed to carry
forced draft of rather high pressure, generally the maximum speed and the speed is reduced
through some regulating apparatus to 10 per cent
as high as 3 inches of water.
In a large number of cases where forced" of the maximum, the efficiency of the motor is
draft is used, sufficient attention is not given to probably no greater than that of a steam engine
the size of the stack necessary for carrying off working under the same conditions.
The horsepower consumed by a properly de
the gases of combustion. It is not necessary
signed and installed mechanical draft plant rarely
that the stack should extend higher than is re
quired to convey the gases above the building, ever exceeds 2 per cent of the boiler horsepower
developed, and, in a large number of cases, is less
but it should always be of sufficient cross-sec
tional area to allow the gases to pass off with a than 0.75, varying of course, with each installa
minimum amount of friction. Of course, where tion.
For burning 20 to 25 pounds of the better
forced draft is being installed with the intention
of increasing the output of an existing plant, the ■ grades of anthracite or non-caking bituminous
stack, already being in position, must remain as coal per square foot of grate per hour, forced
originally installed. The trouble arising from draft fans may be run at a speed that will give
a peripheral velocity of the wheel as low as 4,500
a stack of small cross-sectional area is the lia
bility of the gases and flame to be forced out of feet per minute, corresponding to approximately
the fire doors when opening for firing, owing to ^ inch static pressure under the grate; but
this restriction. This has often been cited as an for burning the same amount of the lower grades
objection to forced draft when in reality it was of anthracite or a caking bituminous coal, the
peripheral velocity should be between 5,000 and
the fault of the installation rather than the sys
5,500 feet per minute, corresponding to the static
tem.
Induced draft, owing to the fact that it gives pressures under the grate of iJ4 arid lYi inches.
a more even draft over the grate, and its action With a pressure of 2 to 4 inches, as high as
100 pounds, and on torpedo boats with 5 or 6
is very similar to natural draft, with the excep
tion that it is positive and independent of weather inches, as high as 200 pounds of coal can be
condition?, is usually used in new installations burned per square foot per hour.
MECHANICAL DRAFT.
BY J. I. LVLE.
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Owing to the higher temperatures of the gases
handled by induced draft fans, the peripheral
velocity corresponding to
t°
inches pres
sures will vary from 5,500 to 8,000 feet per min
ute.
With natural draft, the intensity depends en
tirely upon the difference in the weight of the
rarefied heated gases in the chimney and a coluumn of external air of equal height. The volume
primarily depends on the cross-section area of
the stack. It follows, therefore, that it is neces
sary for the escaping gases to leave the boiler at
a comparatively high temperature to produce a
draft of sufficient intensity. Actually the gases
escaping up the stack rarely ever are lower than
350 degrees and often as high as 700 to 800 de
grees, with a probable average of about 500 de
grees F.
For every pound of carbon burned, theoret
ically, approximately 12 pounds of air are re
quired to procure perfect combustion without any
excess air, but, in practice, it is never possible
to attain these perfect results.
Every pound of air at 50 degrees F. which is
supplied to the furnace in excess of that required,
and passes out the stack at 470 degrees, will carry
away 100 British thermal units, which is equal
to from 7-10 to 1 per cent of the total heat con
tained in a pound of coal. If the amount of
air per pound of coal can be reduced from 6 to 12
pounds, it means a saving of 4.2 to 12 per cent.
This is exactly the result attained by the proper
use of mechanical draft.
It is an excellently designed and proportioned
plant using natural draft where as low as 24
pounds of air are required per pound of coal, the
average being probably about 30 pounds. With
mechanical draft the amount of air and the in
tensity of the draft is entirely independent of the
temperature of the flue gases or weather condi
tions. Because of the fact that the air can be
delivered to the fire at the proper pressure or
intensity to bring it in close contact with the in
candescent fuel, the amount of air per pound of
coal varies from 14 to 22 pounds, with an aver
age of 17 to 18 pounds..
But the reduction of the waste heat escaping
up the stack is not the only saving resulting from
the decreased air supply. The excess air supplied
to the furnace has to be raised in temperature to
that of the furnace, so it follows that the less air
supplied, the less to be heated, therefore a higher
temperature will result.
The rate of conduction of the heat from the
gases to the water in addition to depending on the
conductivity and thickness of the metal of the
boiler, also varies as the difference in temperature
between the two sides. So if the initial tem
perature is increased, the rate of conduction will
also be increased, and it is probable that the final
temperature will be slightly increased, but not in
anything like the same proportion owing to the
greater rate of conduction. The volume of the
gases being smaller, they can pass through the
boiler more slowly, thus giving more time for
the heat to be conducted to the water.
The third source of saving by mechanical
draft, which depends somewhat on the location of
the plant, is its adaptability to the burning of the
lower grades of anthracite or soft coal slack, or
a mixture of the two. The cost of these coals,
as compared to the other grades, depends largely
upon the distance of the plant from the mines, as
the freight rate is the same on all grades. There
is one large electric light plant in New York
state where the first cost of the mechanical draft
apparatus was saved in less than 6 months, owing
to the fact that No. 3 Buckwheat could be used
instead of No. 1.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF HEATING AND VEN
TILATING ENGINEERS.
The society held its tenth annual meeting in
the hall of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York City, Jan. 19 to 21.
The first day's session was called to order at
2:30 p. m. by President H. D. Crane, who ex
tended a pleasant welcome to the members and
guests. In the course of his remarks, he said :
"Truly time's noblest offering is her last and
we are most happy today in the possession, at
last, of an association to which it is an honor
to belong, not only because it is recoignized
throughout the engineering world as the origi
nator of nearly all of the available literature
printed in the English language on its subjects,
but because it comprises in its membership al
most all of the brightest minds in the world
working in this line."
The Board of Governors, in an interesting
report, were against forming local branches in
different parts of the country on account of the
limited membership.
Topic 13 was taken up for discussion. In mak
ing screwed joints, is it better to use some com
pound or to make them up iron to iron with no
compounds ?
Mr. Cary said that it was the custom in New
York City to use no compound but to make the
joints iron to iron and he so specified on all his
plans. He said he did not object to the use of a
little oil. Mr. Langdon asked if linseed oil did
not help make up joints?. Mr. Cary thought that
it would, but where only oil was used it should
not be linseed oil. If oil and graphite were used
the mixture should be very thin. He had come
to the conclusion that, if no compound be used,
better and more careful work will be done.
President Crane said that it was their custom
to use red lead and to instruct their workmen not
to put any in the fittings, but only on the pipe.
This would prevent any stoppage in the pipes
due to the red lead. On ground-flange work the
flange was painted with oil and graphite and
where gaskets were used they were also painted
with the same mixture. "In pipes used for oil,
he had the joints made up with black asphaltum,
as this gives good results.
Topic 12 was then taken up. Has the need
been demonstrated of some method of ventilation
in connection with accepted systems of heating ?
Mr. Cary said that no svstcm was complete
without some system of ventilation, and described
a form of window ventilator that he had used
with success. He also described a house having
a central fireproof shaft through which the smoke
pipe from the hot water heater, and all risers for
the heating system, passed ; the different rooms
were then ventilated into this shaft.
Mr. A. B. Reck, of Copenhagen, Denmark,
said that they had obtained better results by thor
oughly ventilating the halls so that the rooms will
be ventilated when the doors are opened in pass
ing back and forth.
It was also brought out that in hot air heat
ing, the cold air shaft is in most cases too small
for the furnace.
TUESDAY EVENING.
The tellers reported the following officers
elected for the coming year:
President, Andrew Harvey, Detroit, Mich. ;
first vice president, John Gormly, Philadelphia ;
second vice president, R. C. Clarkson, Philadel
phia; secretary, W. M. Mackay, New York; treas
urer, M. G. Scolley, Brooklyn. Board of gover
nors : H. D. Crane, Cincinnati ; Prof. R. C. Car
penter, Ithaca, N. Y. ; C. B. J. Snyder, New York ;
A. E. Kendrick, Brookline, Mass.; J. J. Blackmore, New York.
The reading of the first paper was then taken
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up—A Short History of Our Society, by Stewart
A. Jellett.
Topical discussions were then in order. On
the question, "Has latest practice demonstrated
the advisability of using smaller sizes of pipe in
hot water heating systems in green houses?"
Prof. Carpenter said that it was Prof. Bailey's
experience with the large greenhouses at Cornell
University that, on very cold nights, the house
heated with 4-inch cast iron pipes held its tem
perature better than the house heated with small
wrought iron pipe.
Mr. Mackay thought that, if a large boiler with
deep fire box is used so that large capacity can be
had in the boiler instead of in the pipes, the
small pipes will give better results ; because, hav
ing a small quantity of heat in the pipes the tem
perature of the room can be controlled better. He
cited two plants which had the same size boilers,
same amount of radiating surface on each and
all the conditions as nearly alike as possible ex
cept that one had large cast iron pipe and the
other small wrought iron pipe. The results ob
tained favored the small pipe. He also made ref
erence to a greenhouse that was heated by steam
using iVi-inch pipe which was not satisfactory.
It was changed to a hot-water system using 2inch pipe and much better results were obtained.
Mr. Barron said his experience had been that
the small pipe was the better and that, as a rule,
hot water gave better results than steam.
Prof. Carpenter spoke of tests made at Cornell
University greenhouses, where it was found that,
for a small house, hot water was satisfactory but,
for a large building, steam gave about 15 per cent
better results.
Mr. Harvey said that many greenhouses near
Detroit had taken out hot water and were using
steam. During the middle of many days, the
sun gave nearly enough heat for the room, but
at night, the heat had to be turned on. Under
these conditions, with hot water the windows had
to be opened during the day and heat wasted,
while with steam, the heat could be regulated and
not wasted.
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
H. J. Barron presented his paper on Some
Heating Literature, followed by that of Anders B
Reck on Hot Water Heating Apparatus at Schioldann Institute. This is a system entirely new in
this country for heating water by means of lowpressure steam the same as in a feed- water heater.
The water can be heated to boiling point and the
circulation hastened by means of a device which
mixes live steam with the water in the main
riser pipe. Any steam rising from the water in
the expansion tank is taken to a small surface
condenser where the heat is abstracted by the
water in the riser, and the water of condensation
is returned to the boiler. This system is especial
ly suited to heating with hot water by means of
exhaust steam from an engine plant.
In the discussion it was explained that, by
closing one valve, the system would work like
an ordinary hot-water system. For very tall
buildings, it is better to divide into sections of
about five stories for each hot-water circuit. It
was argued that, by placing the mixing device at a
lower point, the circulation could be made more
rapid. In reply to a criticism by Mr. Paul that,
if the steam pipe cooled down, a vacuum would
form and water be drawn up from the mixer, it
was explained that a check valve prevented this.
Professor Kinealy then read the paper on
the Metric System by C. F. Hauss, who was absent
In the discussion, Professor Kinealy- said that the
law now allowed anyone to use the metric system
and he did not believe it right to compel its use.
We arc bound by our own system and a change
will cause all records and existing literature to be
changed.
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Mr. Harvey stated that many large machine
shops now are using the metric system and Mr.
lialdwin stated that many shops are using the deci
mal but not the metric system.
THURSDAY.
Dr. G. M. Aylesworth read his paper on Hot
Air Heating with Radiators.
Mr. Barron thought that much smaller pipes
could have been used owing to the increased ve
locity. Dr. Aylesworth said that the temperature
of air at the inlet of radiators was about 213 de
grees F. and m degrees F. at the outlet. W. F.
Wolfe said there was no doubt that the scheme
was perfectly feasible, but that smaller pipes
could have been used. He did not believe that the
air would deteriorate owing to high temperature.
Mr. Richardson thought it would work better
than the ordinary furnace as it would overcome
the trouble we have in getting air to flow into the
cold-air box.
Mr. Snow thought that some regulation should
be had to control the furnace for, if a number of
the radiators were closed, the furnace might be
overheated.
A vote of thanks was tendered to Dr. Ayles
worth for the paper.
Papers were then taken up as follows: Figur
ing Heating Work Accurately, by C. F. Hauss,
read by William Kent; Necessity of Moisture in
Heated Houses, by R. C. Carpenter; A Battery
System of Warm Air Heating, by C. E. Oldacre.
The opinion seemed to be general that the usual
water pan in a hot-air furnace is of little value.
President Crane thanked the members for their
support and installed the new officers.

A TANK EXPLOSION AT QUINCY, ILL.
On the morning of Dec. 30th an explosion oc
curred in Dick Bros. Brewery. Quincy, 111.,
which completely wrecked a considerable portion
of that substantial plant.
Fortunately it happened at about 4 a. m., when
few persons were about the plant, otherwise there
would doubtless have been a long list of fatali
ties to record. As it was, only one man was in
jured, and he not seriously.

VIEW OF THE WRECKED PORTION OF THE
BUILDING.

The exploded tank was located in the third
story of the building and was used as a rice
cooker. It was a closed cylindrical vessel 8 feet
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in diameter by 14 feet long, with shell plates of
flange steel 5-16 inch thick and with longitudi
nal seams lapped and double riveted.
The heads were Vi inch thick and were
bumped or dished to the radius of the shell. The
tatik had been in service for about 5 or 6 years.
The wrecked building was 97 feet high and had
a ground area of 72 x 120 feet. About one-third
of it was destroyed, together with much valuable
machinery. In point of construction, it was re
markably substantial, yet the heavy walls and iron
framework were crushed like egg shells by the
violence of the explosion.
The property loss is estimated at about $50,000.
Some idea of the terrific force of he explosion
can be had by reference to the photograph re
produced herewith.
An examination of the exploded shell made
after the accident showed the plates to be badly
corroded, "as thin as paper in some places," as
expressed in the report of one who carefully ex
amined it.
So far as can be learned, there was no reduc
ing valve on the steam pipe connecting the cooker
with the boilers. And although the cooker itself
was provided with a ball and lever safety valve,
connected on top, yet according to the engineer's
statement, it was never used ; the ball had been
removed and the lever was tied down with a
string. The sole means of regulating the pressure
in the cooker was by means of a throttling or stop
valve controlled by an attendant.
In view of the fact that this is the third dis
astrous explosion of similar character which has
recently occurred in neighboring localities, it
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derlying these disasters, and efforts made to pre
vent similar occurrences in the future In the
present instance, the scanty evidence furnished
by the facts presented is sufficient to point out
certain dangerous methods of management and
lack of care that are, in a measure at least, re
sponsible for this explosion.
It is apparent from the general construction
of the cooker that it was never designed to with
stand high pressure, and it is said that the normal
working pressure carried was only 10 pounds per
square inch. Yet the sole means of regulating
the pressure seems to have been a throttling
valve operated by an attendant, unaided by any
automatic device cither for reducing of relieving
full boiler pressure, which through his careless
ness or inattention might be admitted at any
time. Notwithstanding the apparently dangerous
character of such practice, it seems to be com
mon enough in breweries and distilleries where
such cookers are operated.
Whatever may be the considerations dictating
this practice, safety of operation is certainly not
one of them.
,
Again it is difficult to understand how, under
any adequate system of inspection, the plates of
this cooker could have become so badly corroded
without the knowledge of those operating it.
Certainly any reasonably careful inspection would
have disclosed such patent defects. It may be
presumed, however, that in this, as in many sim
ilar cases where low pressures are used, the need
of vigilant care was not realized and the ordinary
precautionary measures of safety demanded in
handling high pressures were not thought to be

sure. Back-pressure valves, safety valves and
other regulating devices should be used of course
but, in event of failure of any or all of them, the
vessel should be strong enough to carry boiler
pressure and that with a good margin of safety.
Over pressure is the cause assigned for the
explosion in this case and the correctness of the
theory can hardly be questioned. It would be
interesting to know how little would constitute
over pressure in many similar cases and cause
like results.
A. L. C.
THE CENTRAL COMPRESSED AIR PLANT
AT THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE
EXPOSITION.
THE central compressed air power plant at
the St. Louis Exposition will contain two
main compressing units; one cross-com
pound, two-stage, Cincinnati-gear compressor,
having 13 and 24-inch steam cylinders, 22 and
14-inch air cylinders and 24-inch stroke with a
displacement, at 125 revolutions per minute, of
1,300 cubic feet per minute, and one cross-com
pound, two-stage, Meyer-gear compressor having
12 and 20-inch steam cylinders, 18 and n-inch
air cyclinders and 18-inch stroke, with a displace
ment, at 100 revolutions per minte, of 530 cubic
feet per minute. The first machine is to supply
the general compressed air requirements of the
Exposition, while the second is to supply the
transportation exhibits.
The larger machine is of special interest as
being the first compressor of its type publicly ex
hibited, although a number of similar machines
have been, and are being installed in private

"I

FIG. I. AIR COMPRESSOR FOR ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.

should certainly be worth while to make a search
ing analysis of the conditions that are responsible
for the trouble. This can not be done, however,
without full and complete information on all the
details bearing upon each individual case. A re
gard for the safety and welfare of employees
and the public, not to speak of the property in
terests involved, would indicate that vigorous
steps should be taken to ascertain the causes un

necessary. The tendency to corrosion in tanks of
this character is so well known that careful in
spection should never be omitted, no matter what
pressure is used.
One other fact stands out clear in this con
nection; no vessel connected up to and taking
steam from boilers should ever be constructed
with a safety limit below that of full boiler pres
sure, regardless of the ordinary working pres-

plants. A 2.800-foot machine is at the present time
being placed in the Jersey City power house of
the Central Railroad of New Jersey.
The general construction of one of these ma
chines is shown in Fig. 1. The frames, as will be
noted, are of massive construction, with a long
bearing on the foundation, while the steam and
air cylinders, joined in the direct line of thrust
by heavy cast iron housings, are also supported
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by bed plates under their entire length, the weight
of each side being thus taken on two large bear
ing surfaces extending to the ends of the ma
chine, avoiding the objectionable features of over
hung cylinders, and giving the compressor great
stability.
The steam valve gear is of the four-valve type.
Steam distribution is effected by means of short,
double-ported, slide valves, working at either
end of the steam chest on a valve face as close
as possible to the cylinder bore, the port volume
being restricted as far as the large valve area will
allow.
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direction of the arrow C until about mid stroke,
when it reverses, as shown by arrow E, bringing
the valve back so as to close at position 3 on
the ideal card shown in Fig. 4. On the return
stroke, the valve still moving in the direction of
the arrow E returns at position 4, Fig. 4, to the
position shown in Fig. 3, the discharge edge of
valve A being in line with the upper edge of the
port B and opening.
After the mechanical valve opens, the poppet
valves, G, which have had the entire return stroke
in which to seat, prevent the flow of air back from
the discharge passages to the cylinder, and remain

Feb. is, 1904by the automatic poppet valves, which are re
lieved, however, of the necessity for quick clos
ing.

FIG. 3. SKETCH ILLUSTRATING THE ACTION OF AIR
VALVES.
These machines are built by the Laidlaw
Dunn-Gordon Co. of Cincinnati, O.

FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW SHOWING AIR CYLINDER AND VALVES.

The exhaust valves are of the Corliss rotary
type and are placed at the bottom of the cylinder.
This construction has been followed in order to
produce a valve gear having the essential advan
tages of a Corliss, v\z., separate passages for the
steam and the exhaust, giving corresponding re
duction in cylinder condensation, with short,
straight ports, and small clearance.
On the
other hand, the complicated Corliss releasing
gear, which is necessarily prejudicial to even
moderate speeds, has been eliminated, the action
being positive throughout.
The air-valve gear is, however, the distin
guishing feature of this machine, combining the
positive action, noiseless operation and durability
of the mechanically moved valve with the elas
ticity of the poppet valve. The noise and rapid
wear of the poppet valve, due to the impact of
the valves closing at the reversal of stroke, are
eliminated by mechanically closing the passages
underneath the poppet valve, and leaving a cush
ion of air upon which the latter seats. The ac
tion of the valve gear is clearly indicated by Fig.
2 showing the general arrangement of the cylin
der, and Fig. 3 showing the details of the valve.
At the beginning of the forward stroke of the
piston, indicated by position 1 in Fig. 4, the me
chanical valve A, as shown in Fig. 3, is just
closing the port B, the discharge edge of A
being in line with the upper edge of the port
B, and the valve moving in the direction shown
by the arrow C. As the piston advances the
valve opens port B and continues to move in the

closed until position 5 in Fig. 4 is reached, when
the pressure inside the cylinder slightly exceeds
the pressure in the discharge passages. The pop
pet valves, G, thereupon open and remain open
until position 1, Fig. 4, is reached, at which point
the valve A, which in the meantime has changed
its direction to that shown by arrow C, has re
sumed the position shown in Fig. 3, thus leav
ing a volume of air under discharge pressure in
5

FIG. 4. INDICATOR DIAGRAM FROM THE AIR CYLIN
DER SHOWING THE EVENTS OF THE STROKE.

the space between the mechanical valve and the
poppet valve, permitting the light springs, back
of the poppet valve G, to seat it easily and gently
during the return stroke.
It will thus be seen that the three fixed points
in the compression cycle, i. c, the opening of the
inlet, the closing of the inlet and the closing of
the discharge, are positively and mechanically con
trolled; the opening of the discharge, which is
the only variable point in the cycle, is controlled

An indication of the large amount of river
and harbor improvement work now under way
or contemplated by the United States government
is given by the fact that at present ten suction
dredges are being built, two of which will be
sent to the Great Lakes, two to New York Har
bor, two to the Mississippi river, two to
Charleston, S. C, one to Galveston, Tex., and
one to Savannah, Ga. Of these, five are being
constructed by the Maryland Steel Company, two
by the Jas. Reilly Repair & Supply Co., and one
each by the W. R. Trigg Co., the Petersburg Iron
Works Co. and the New York Ship Building Co.
The mechanical equipment of the dredges for
salt water service will include surface condenser
outfits with Blake air pumps, feed pumps, fire
pumps, etc. The dredges for the Great Lakes
are provided with very large Blake cross-com
pound, double-acting, air pumps and jet condens
ers with the usual complement of Blake vertical
duplex feed pumps, fire pumps, etc The air
pumps are of a novel arrangement, so that it
is possible by the manipulation of valves and
cocks provided for the purpose to cut each pump
in half and run one side entirely independent of
the other side.
A flexible tube 12 to 15 inches in diameter
drops down from the side of the vessel 20 feet
or more to the bottom of the river or harbor
upon which the dredging operation is being per
formed. The upper end of this tube is connected
to an immense rotative centrifugal pump revolving
at several hundred revolutions per minute and
capable of handling many hundreds of tons of
water per hour. The lower end of the tube is
manipulated from the vessel against the sand
bars and mud banks and, as the water is sucked
upwards by the centrifugal pumps, a large propor
tion of sand and mud goes with it. The centrif
ugal pumps discharge this water with its sus
pended material into the tanks on board the ves
sel or into scows, where the heavy matter quickly
settles to the bottom, the water flowing back
into the sea.
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In this department we it/ill answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have all possible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jfj Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
SUPERHEAT BY THROTTLING.
T. P. T.—Does passing steam through a
reducing valve superheat the steam on the lowpressure side? For instance, if saturated steam
at 210 pounds absolute pressure be reduced to
100 pounds absolute, will the steam on the lowpressure side have a temperature greater than
that due to its pressure, and if so, how much?
Give formula for determining.
A.—If steam be perfectly dry and saturated
it will superheat when its pressure is reduced
by wiredrawing. Usually, however, saturated
steam will contain 0.1 to 2 per cent or more of
moisture, and a considerable reduction of pres
sure is necessary in order to dry out this moist
ure so that superheating can take place.
In the example stated, the total heat in a
pound of steam at 210 pounds absolute is 1,231.6
British thermal units, while that at 100 pounds
is only 1,213.8. Since no heat is lost in passing
the reducing valve, except by radiation, an
amount which by proper coverings may be made
negligible, there will remain 17.8 heat units
to produce superheating. It requires 0.48 ther
mal unit to heat a pound of superheated steam
1 degree F., so that 17.8 units will raise the tem
perature 17.8 -j- 0.48 = 37 degrees, and the steam
will be at that much higher temperature than
the one due to 100 pounds pressure, or 364.6 de
grees F.
,
In the form of a general equation, let H be
the total heat for the higher pressure and H1
that for the lower. Then the degrees F. of su
perheat will be:
H — Hx
I =
■ 0.48
A. S.; lining a shaft; babbitting a journal;
WHY TWO ECCENTRICS ARE USED.
"1. Please give a method of locating and
lining-up a shaft or shafting. 2. How are
journals babbitted? 3. What is that part called,
on a duplex pump, which is attached to the pis
ton rod for the purpose of operating the rocker
arms? 4. Why are two eccentrics used on the
Watertown slide valve engine?"
A—1. Stretch a line along the piers or ceil
ing at the point or height at which the shafting
is to be placed. Build out or cut away the
supports wherever necessary to bring the bear
ings for the hangers in line. Then mark the
height of the line on the supports. Secure one
bearing or hanger at one end of the line, then
put up the remainder in the same position rela
tive to the marks previously referred to.
Stretch the line again, this time at a dis
tance of from 12 to 18 inches from the center
line of the bearings. Place the lengths of shaft
ing in the bearings and tighten the couplings,
then level the shafting. Cut a strip of wood
about 2 inches shorter than the distance be
tween the line and the shafting. Drive a large
pin into the ends of the stick so that the pinheads will just touch the line and the shaft
ing. Then bring the shaft into line horizon
tally by calipering the distance between the
shaft and the line at each of the hangers and
by adjusting the bearings as need be.
2. It depends somewhat on the size of the
shaft as to the best method to employ when
babbitting bearings. For bearings up to 6
inches in diameter the babbitt may be poured
into the bearing without removing the latter

from the shaft, that is, the babbitt may be fair amount per day of 10 hours, the engine de
poured around the shaft instead of removing the veloping about 85 horsepower? What is the
bearing and using a separate mandrel. First highest temperature at which an injector will
clean the bearing of the old babbit, and replace raise water, the lift being about 5 feet and the
the bearing. Then level the shaft and adjust the steam pressure, 80 pounds?"
bearing so that the shaft lies centrally within
A.—The method you now have of preventing
the bearing. Before placing the bearing in po
scale is the proper one, and, no doubt, is as
sition, smear the shaft with graphite or pow
cheap as any in the long run. If you can keep
dered chalk to prevent the babbitt stick
the boiler clean with the apparatus you have,
ing, and wipe out the bearing with oily waste we should not recommend the use of chemicals.
to remove any moisture that may be present.
The proper time and place to remove the
When the bearing has been properly adjusted scale-making elements from the feed water is
put liners between the upper and lower halves before it enters the boiler, and if your purifier
and bolt the cap in place. Close the annular does this, at reasonable expense, there will be
openings at the ends of the bearing with clay, nothing gained by adding the chemical. What
leaving a vent at the top at each end. Heat effect the trisodium may have on the wheat, we
the babbitt until it chars a soft pine chip quick
are unable to say. A simple experiment would
ly. Have sufficient babbitt to complete the job be the more satisfactory method of determining
at one pouring. When cool remove the bear
just what the effect, if any, would be.
ing, take off the cap, clean up the edges and cut
When running 10 hours per day, from 3 to
the oil grooves in the bearing surfaces. Also 5 pounds of the phosphate may be put into the
bevel the longitudinal edges of the bearing at water two or three times a week.
the joint so that the oil will not be stripped
It is better to use solvents continuously than
from the shaft. Replace on the shaft, and give to introduce large quantities periodically. When
the bearing plenty of clean oil for a day or considering the requirements of the engine only,
two after starting.
about 3 pounds of coal per horsepower-hour
3. When the part referred to is fitted with a would be a reasonable amount. The highest
sliding block attached to the rocker arm it is 'temperature an injector will ordinarily raise
called the crosshead slide or guide block. When water by suction under the conditions named is
the lower end of the rocker arm is circular and about 160 degrees.
works between two flanges or collars, it is
J. L. B'. ; MEANING OF TERM HIGH DUTY.
called the spool or tappet, and when the rocker
"When speaking of pumps or pumping en
arm is connected to this block by means of a gines, to what does the term high duty refer?"
link it is called the crosshead block. The terms
A.—It refers to the economy of the pump rel
given this part of the pump indicate without ative to that of pumps in general or to the ordi
further explanation the method of connecting nary pump, whether large or small. The term
the rocker arm with the block.
high duty has been used with reference to ca
4. The arrangement of valves is what is pacity, and to both capacity and economy, but
known as the riding cutoff, one eccentric actuat
with such use the term becomes more or less
ing the main valve and the other eccentric, the ambiguous.
cutoff valve. The main valve determines the
lead, latest point of cutoff, the point of exhaust J. T. T. ; PRESSURE OBTAINABLE WITH AIR COM
PRESSOR.
opening and the amount of compression in so
"We have an air compressor in which the
far as it is regulated by the point of exhaust
steam and air cylinders are of the same size,
closure. The cutoff can only be varied by the cut
off valve to meet the needs of changing load and viz., 18 x 24 inches, the compressor being direct
acting without crank and flywheel. We have
varying steam pressures.
been using steam at 80 pounds pressure and com
pressing the air to 40 pounds. We wish to in
W. J. B. J MEANS OF PREVENTING SCALE.
"I am informed that the latest chemical for crease the air pressure to 100 pounds without
removing and preventing scale is trisodium making any alterations, the steam pressure re
phosphate, which is said to be harmless, not maining at 80 pounds. Can this be done?"
A.—No. The highest air pressure obtainable
only in case of the boiler, but when used in
under the present conditions will depend upon
drinking water. I have a clean boiler at pres
the mechanical efficiency of the compressor. If
ent, but it is a continual fight to keep it so.
"I have a 62-inch by 14-foot boiler and an the efficiency is, say, 75 per cent, you will be able
underfeed stoker, a Wheelock engine and a feed to get 60 pounds air pressure, and if the effi
water heater and purifier. The purifier is built ciency should run as high as 80 per cent, you
up in three sections, containing excelsior and will get 65 pounds air pressure with 80 pounds
steam pressure. In order to obtain 100 pounds
charcoal. I use the steam from the heating sys
tem, together with the exhaust from the stoker, air pressure with the same efficiency, viz., 7i
in the heater, the engine running condensing. per cent, the air cylinder should be bushed down
to 14 inches in diameter.
The water is oftentimes so hot that we have dif
ficulty in pumping it. What I should like to
know is, whether better results can be obtained
Pitcairn borough in Allegheny county, Pa., has
by using the chemical either separately or in
connection with the present apparatus. We use a gas-engine-driven municipal light plant, located
steam for steaming the wheat, so that kerosene in the basement of the municipal building, which
furnishes light for 43 arc street lamps, and 55 pri
is out of the question.
"About how much trisodium phosphate should vate consumers. The engines are two in number,
be used in a boiler of the size mentioned, and of 500 horsepower each, and the plant cost, for ma
how much slack coal should be considered a chinery, about $8,000.
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MEETING OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
The January meeting of the Institute was
held on the 29th, at the Chemists' Club, 108 West
Fifty-fifth Street, New York City. President
B. J. Arnold presided and a large number of the
members were present. The papers presented
were The Alternating-Current Railway Motor
by C. P. Steinmetz and Speed-Torque Charac
teristics of the Single-Phase Repulsion Motor
by W. I. Slichter, both of the General Electric
Co.
The discussion was opened by B. G. Lamme
of the Westinghouse Co., who said that, about
a year ago, he advocated an alternating-current,
series motor with a closed coil winding, but
many were skeptical about its operating success
fully without sparking. Opinions have changed
now, however, since it has been proved that this
can be done. There are two classes of series
alternating-current motors, the straight series
and the transformer series, that is, where the
current is introduced into the armature through
the medium of transformer action. This latter
class, the transformer series, may be divided
into motors having a transformer separate from
the armature, which receives current from its
secondary; and the type where the armature it
self acts as a transformer secondary, the brushes
being short-circuited. This latter type is the re
pulsion motor.
Mr. Lamme stated that to obtain a high
power factor, the only practicable way is to de
crease the field turns and increase the armature
turns; so that we have a motor in which the
number of armature ampere turns is several
times as great as the field ampere turns. This
can be carried as far as desired and a high
power-factor obtained. Mr. Lamme pointed out
that there was no advantage in the transformer
motor with separate coils over the repulsion
motor, and compared the latter with the straight
series motor. The repulsion motor really has
twice the number of poles of the series motor,
hence more material is needed. In the arma
tures, there is no difference, but the armature
of the series motor carries only the working
current, while the repulsion motor has also to
carry a magnetizing current; but the increase
from this cause may be so slight as to be unim
portant. In both motors, the short-circuited
coils act like the secondary of a transformer
and with equal fields and armatures, there
would be equal currents flowing in the shortcircuited coils. One way which has been em
ployed abroad to decrease this transformer ac
tion was to use narrow brushes about 0.2 inch
wide, bul Mr. Lamme's experience has been
that these cannot be depended upon to wear
properly, as they will chip and break under
service conditions.
The repulsion motor cannot, of course, flash
over. The cause of flashing with direct-current
motors is that, when the current is interrupted
momentarily, the field becomes zero. Then when
the current comes on again the field does not
reach its full strength immediately so that ex
cessive distortion and flashing occur at the
commutator. This cannot, however, happen
with the alternating-current, series motor, be
cause the magnetic field becomes zero at each
alteration, hence the motor is designed to meet
this condition.
Mr. Steinmetz did not agree with Mr. Lamme
in his conclusions about the relative weight
of a straight series and a repulsion motor, and
stated that his experience has been that the se
ries motor is the heavier, because, with a re
pulsion motor, a distributed winding can be
used, hence a low inductance will result, thus
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giving a high power factor. Hence it is possi
ble to approach nearer saturation and thus de
crease the weight of the field. With the straight
series motor, on the other hand, it is essen
tial to have definite polar projections as in a
direct-current motor. Mr. Steinmetz thought
that the probable cause for the difference of
opinion upon this point resulted from an at
tempt to make a comparison by running the
motor both as a series and as a repulsion motor.
The two motors are, however, so widely differ
ent in their construction that a good series
motor would not run well as a repulsion motor,
and vice versa, so that a reliable comparison
cannot be made in this way.
With regard to the possibility of using the
repulsion motor on direct current, which would
be desirable during the period of transition from
a direct-current system to one wholly alternat
ing, A. H. Armstrong said that a good repul
sion motor would be good enough to run the
car through a town with direct current if nec
essary, but that it was impossible to make a
good direct-current motor and a good repul
sion motor at the same time. Either one or the
other would have to be sacrificed and it simply
was a question of the relative importance of the
two requirements. As far as the motor is con
cerned, it is perfectly feasible to wind a repul
sion motor for 2,000 volts, but there is some
doubt about the insulation keeping in good con
dition under the vibration in service. As to a
method of control, this could be accomplished
either by a compensator or resistances. In the
latter case, the losses would not have a serious
effect on the efficiency, because wherever such
high voltages would be used the stops would not
be very frequent.
The most that can be said about weight is
that the alternating is somewhat heavier than
the direct-current motor, but how much cannot
be stated. The weight of the control equip
ment will not be appreciably more than for di
rect current unless a transformer is required on
the car.
D. B. Rushmore asked if it could not be said
that alternating-current motors must have inher
ently a somewhat lower efficiency than directcurrent motors because of the hysteresis and
eddy-current losses in the field? Mr. Steinmetz
in reply said it was really imposible to answer
definitely, as the alternating-current motor could
not be properly compared with the highly devel
oped direct-current motor, but that the differ
ence in efficiency is less, considering the degree
of development of each.
In reply to questions, Mr. Steinmetz said that
the repulsion motor could be reversed t>y chang
ing the position of the brushes or altering the
point in the field winding to which the current
is supplied. The repulsion motor field takes
more copper and less iron than that of a directcurrent motor. As regards the series, alternat
ing-current motor, he could not speak definitely,
not having made sufficient experiments in that
direction, but he thought that the same thing
would be true in this case also.
Upon further questioning regarding the max
imum size of motor which could be placed on an
ordinary truck, Mr. Slichter said that he could
not make any very definite statement ; that a
100-horsepower motor could be used, but how
much larger than this could be employed he was
unable to say. Mr. Lamme said that in the case
of an alternating-current series motor he could
use one of 150-horsepower with 33-inch wheels
or 200-horsepower with 3oVinch wheels.
An airship competition is to be held at the
Liege (Belgium) exposition in 1005 for which
$19,300 in prizes will be offered.

Feb. is, I9°4THE MOSHER WATER TUBE BOILER.
BY JOHN T. UNDERHILL.
Mosher boilers while widely known and ex
tensively used for marine purposes, are equally
well adapted for stationary work, particularly
where the water used has large quantities of im
purities and scale -making matter, on account of
the convenience for cleaning and repair. As
many as thirty tubes in the stationary boiler or
forty-five tubes in the marine boiler may be
cleaned through a single hand hole, so that, in a
250-horsepower boiler, it is necessary to remove
the covers from only twelve hand holes to get
at the entire three hundred and forty tubes,
whereas, with many other types of boiler, it is
necessary to have a hand hole at each end of
every tube, or six hundred and eighty hand-hole
plates would have to be removed as against
twelve in the Mosher boiler.
The great amount of time and labor required
for breaking and making so many joints, in many
cases, precludes the possibility of properly clean
ing these boilers in the time available for a
shut down with the result that a boiler is only
partially cleaned at any one time, necessitating
several periods of working at it. For each
period, it is necessary to empty the boiler and
wait for it to cool off which means a large
total amount of lost time. This sometimes
makes it absolutely necessary to have an extra
boiler so that one can be always out of use for
cleaning, and usually results in a boiler being
kept in service after it should be cleaned, with a
corresponding loss in steaming capacity, excess
in amount of fuel used, and serious deteriora
tion in the boiler. Burned tubes, leaky joints,
and frequent and extensive repairs result, all of
which might be largely avoided by having a
boiler, all parts of which are conveniently ac
cessible.
Another important factor in keeping the
boiler clean, is the addition of a feed water
heater, which not only adds to the efficiency of
the boiler, but extracts in the heater, the larger
part of the impurities in the water. It is well
known that most of the sediment or scale mak
ing matter is thrown down as the tempera
ture of the water is raised. Very little of this
sediment, however, is precipitated until the water
has been heated to a temperature in excess of
212 degrees, which is the practical limit in an
open heater; therefore such a heater fails to pre
vent the impurities from reaching the boiler, a
thing which the feed-water heater here shown
effectually accomplishes.
The special features of construction of the
heater are similar to those of the boiler proper.
The great facility with which it can be cleaned,
leaves no reasonable excuse for not keeping it,
as well as the boiler, clean, thereby enabling
the boiler to realize the highest efficiency. The
feed water is first delivered into the lower drum
of the feed-water heater, whence it passes up
through the tubes to the upper drum of the
heater ; from there, it is piped to the steam drum
of the boiler and distributed through the large
return pipes, which support the steam drum ;
thence through the large side pipes, shown on
each side below the grate, then up through the
large pipes supporting the water drums, whence
it passes directly into the tubes. The angle of
these, as will be seen, is about double that of
most other boilers so that every bubble of steam
which forms may pass directly to the steam
drum. There are no tortuous passages or pock
ets in which the steam will collect, hence the
boiler works with the utmost steadiness without
any irregular action, due to limited volume of
water at the supply end of the tubes. The large
diameter of the steam drum provides a large
amount of room and releasing area.
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By referring to Fig. 1 it will be seen that
this boiler is reduced to the utmost simplicity.
It consists of only four elements : The steam
drum, water drum, tubes and return pipes.
The steam drum is suported at each end by
large return or circulating pipes with the nec
essary fittings ; these fittings are provided with
hand holes in the front end, from where the cir
culating pipes extend forward on each side with
the necessary connections for supporting the
water drums. The tubes are expanded directly
into the steam and water drums, and may be
conveniently reached for expanding through man
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flaring the end of the copper tube by drawing
the conical head of the bolt into the same, thus
forming a steamtight metallic joint, the pressure
always being on the head of the bolt, thereby in
creasing the tightness of the joint.
These boilers are constructed in standard
sizes up to 2,500 square feet of heating surface
and larger sizes to meet any special requirements.
The standard boilers are fitted with cast iron
grate bars, but wrought iron bars may be fitted
when required for special service.
By referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that there
are no baffles provided for distributing the gases

size of the drums, the tubes may be placed suf
ficiently close together to reduce the draft area
to slightly more than that of the stack. As will
be seen by referring to Fig. 1, the tubes of the
feed-water heater extend the whole length of the
tubes of the boiler, thus forcing the gases, in
order to get sufficient area for egress from the
boiler, to spread over all the surface of the gen
erating tubes as well as that of the feed-water
heater.
The importance of this will be evident when
it is considered what a large factor the element
of time is, in causing the heat of the gases to be

FIG. I. SECTIONAL SIDE AND END VIEWS OF THE M0SHER BOILER.
holes in the heads of the drums. The tubes are
given a slight curve and by the dotted lines it
will be seen may be cleaned, withdrawn or re
placed through a single row of hand holes in
the front portion of the steam drum. As many
as five vertical rows or 30 tubes may be cleaned,
withdrawn or replaced by removing the cover
from a single hand hole.

FIG. 2. MOSHEK HAND-HOLE PLUG.
The feed water heater consists of two steel
drums connected by slightly curved tubes, which
are expanded into them. The water drums are
fitted with a row of hand holes, and a large num
ber of tubes may be cleaned or withdrawn
through a single hand hole the same as in the
boiler proper.
The drums of the feed water heater are fitted
with large hand holes in each head for access in
cleaning. The drums are placed out of the path
of the gases of combustion, thus preventing the
possibility of injuring them, regardless of the
amount of scale or sediment that may collect in
them.
The hand holes are closed by a special plug
or cover which consists of a conical-headed
bolt provided with a short piece of copper tube,
a washer and nut, Fig. 2. The head of the bolt
and copper tube may be inserted in the opening
(or hand hole), from the outside of the drum,
after which the nut may be screwed up, thereby

of combustion. This is accomplished, by special
means, in a far more effective manner. The
great objection to the usual baffles is well known
as they make it practically impossible to clean
the tubes, besides providing shelves or pockets
for soot and ashes to collect on, and further
they cause the gases to take a diagonal course
over the tubes, thus failing to sweep over a large
portion of their surface.
Due to structural conditions in most other
boilers, and particularly those constructed with
headers, it is necessary to space the tubes so far
apart that baffles must be used to prevent the
gases from taking a direct course to the stack,
which would cause great sacrifice to the effective
heating surface. As will be seen by Fig. 3, if the
tubes are spaced a considerable distance apart,
they allow the gases to pass off without coming
in contact with the upper third of their surface,
shown by the shaded triangular space above each
tube. The gases are further kept from com
ing in contact with this upper portion of the
tubes by soot and ashes which collect there, as
shown by the dark portion just above the tubes,
(which the gases have no tendency to disturb).
In the Mosher boiler, the tubes are spaced so
close together, Fig. 4, that each tube acts as a
baffle for the tube below it and effectually dis
tributes the gases over the entire surface of the
tube, keeping all the tubes swept free from ashes
and soot, and thus allowing the full capacity of
the boiler to be realized.
Even in the Mosher boiler it is impossible to
place the tubes as close together as desired for
the purpose of reducing the area between them
to approximately that of the stack; the gases,
therefore, would have some tendency to take a
direct course to the stack and not pass over the
tubes at the ends and corners of the furnace.
This is effectually overcome by the Mosher feedwater heater, in which on account of the small

absorbed by the tube surface with which they
come in contact, by keeping the gases of com
bustion in contact with the tubes a longer period
on account of their slower velocity. The gases,
when passing at high velocity over the heating
surface only have time to give up the heat of
that film which is in the immediate contact with
the tube. This allows a great loss when the
channel for the gases is too large, in which case
a large portion of the gases will not come in
contact with the tubes, hence will fail to give up

FIG. 3. FLOW OF GASES BETWEEN TUBES WIDE
APART.
FIG. 4. SPACING OF TUBES IN MOSHER BOILER.
their heat which will pass off to the stack, with
a corresponding loss in efficiency of the boiler.
The Mosher boilers have been supplied for
eleven torpedo boats and the monitor Florida in
the U. S. Navy, with a total of over 26,000 in
dicated horsepower, six torpedo boats for the
Russian navy, two gunboats for the Mexican
government, one torpedo boat and one cruiser
for the Brazilian government, and numerous
other yachts, vessels and installations.
An interesting series of tests has been run
upon the water-tube boilers in the monitors of
the United States Navy, a report of which,
showing the specifications and performance of
the Mosher boiler, can be obtained by application
to Charles D. Mosher, 1 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
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BRACING THE HORIZONTAL TUBULAR multiply the distance from A to D by the distance
from C to D. Subtract this product from the
BOILER.-IL
first product, and the remainder will be the area
BY M. W. CAMPBELL.
in square inches. In working out the segment in
IT will be found that every part is able to sus
this article, it will be found that the distance
tain the pressure for which it was designed,
except the flat surfaces on both heads above
AREAS OF SEGMENTS.
and below the tubes, and these must be strength
ened by some system of bracing. Let us first
Area
Heigbt
Area
Height
see what amount of surface there is above the
.373891
.387
.280669
.397
tubes that requires bracing.
.380
.273861
.281643
.388
We find that we have a segment of a 66-inch
.381
.274832
.282618
.389
.275804
.390
.283593
.382
circle whose height is 27 inches. It has been
.284569
.383
.276776
.391
found that in flanging a boiler head, a degree of
.392
.285545
.384
.277748
stiffness is imparted to the plate for a distance
.286521
.278721
.393
.385
of at least the radius of the flange ; so that, in
.279695
.386
estimating for bracing, that portion may be con
sidered as able to take care of itself. If we allow around the curved line from A to B is 36.3 inches,
2 inches as the radius of the flange, and then which multiplied by 27 = 980. 1 inches. The. dis
draw our circle accordingly, we will find we have tance from A to D is 26 inches and from C to D
a circle 62 inches in diameter and a segment is 6 inches; then 26X6=156, which we now
whose height is 25 inches.
subtract from the first product, 980.1 — 156 = 824.1
The distances between centers of braces on square inches of area. Let us see how this com
flat surfaces not otherwise strengthened should pares with results obtained when worked out by
not exceed 8 inches; and, as it is not necessary the table of areas of segments of circles, which
to carry the braces any nearer than 8 inches to will be found above.
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By this system of bracing we have imparted
a degree of stiffness to the head and have also
done away with the main objection to bracing,
viz., the possibility of poor welding; therefore,
it will hardly be necessary to use such a large
factor of safety as 8; but, under the conditions,
a factor of safety of 6 would be sufficient. If we
take 50,000 pounds as the tensile strength, we
50,000
have
= 8,333 pounds as the safe working
6
pressure on a brace of i^-inch round iron, then
82,400
= 10 braces.
8,333

O

O

FIG. 3. METHOD OF BRACING BOILER HEAD.
There should be two horizontal braces of
1 Hi-inch round iron running from head to head
under the tubes ; the ends fastened to the back
head should be brought close together, as there
is more surface here unsupported, for we have
cut a hole for a hand plate at this end.

mm
FIG. I. SECTION OF BOILER AND SETTING DESIGNED IN THE FIRST ARTICLE, DEC. 15, IOO3, ISSUE.
the outer edge, we can allow the flange to take
care of one-half of the distance, or say 4 inches;
so we again draw our circle whose radius is 4
inches less than the preceding one, and find that
we have a circle 54 inches in diameter and a
segment whose height is 21 inches. This is the
flat surface whose area must be ascertained.
One of the simplest ways to figure out this
area is to lay out the circle, with a vertical and
horizontal line through the center and a line

FIG. 2. TO FIND THE AREA OF THE SURFACE TO BE
BRACED.

showing the height of the segment, Fig. 2. Then
carefully measure around the curved line from
A to B, and multiply this distance by the radius
of the circle, or the distance from B to C. Then

We first divide the height of the segment by
21
the diameter of the circle, — = 0.389. Find this
54
quotient in the column marked "height" in the
table, and multiply the area opposite it, by the
square of the diameter of the boiler. The area
opposite 0.389 is 0.282618; this multiplied by the
square of the diameter = 54X 54 X 0.282618 =
824.1 square inches as before.
Now multiply this amount by 100, the pres
sure on each square inch, and we get the total
pressure that must be sustained; 824X100 =
82,400 pounds. By adopting the standard of the
United States inspectors, allowing 6,000 pounds
for a brace of i-inch sectional area, we find that it
will require 14 braces of i^-inch round iron. This
rule assumes a factor of safety of over 8, and
is no doubt a good one where the old-fashioned
crowfoot brace is used, or in fact any brace that
is welded.
It will be found that this number of braces
can be placed upon the head by keeping the
braces close together toward the center and about
4 inches from the tubes.
The best plan for bracing this boiler would be
to first rivet to the heads, in a radial direction,
pieces of 4-inch T-iron ; then, in making the
braces, use i^-inch round iron of the best qual
ity, upsetting one end sufficiently so that a jaw
can be formed out of the solid iron. The hole
in this jaw and also in the T-iron should be
drilled, and the bolt turned and fitted with a nut
on one end. The other end of the brace should
be upset, flattened, and fastened with two rivets
to the shell, Fig. 3.

Comparative tests of steam and electricity
for the driving of drills used in mining, at Rossland, British Columbia, have given interesting
results. Each of the plants tested being modern,
and representative of its respective type, an op
portunity was given for a comparative test, such
as rarely falls to the lot of an engineer under
such favorable conditions. The tests extended
over a period of 30 days, without interruption,
both plants being run under exactly similar
conditions as to air pressure. The cost of op
erating the steam plant 30 days, exclusive of
maintenance and depreciation, was $3,737-75,
which is $5.15 per horsepower per month, of
which $3.96 was for wages. As the compression
amounted to 325,920 cubic feet of free air per
hour, this represented a cost per 100,000 cubic
feet of $1.56, or $1.25 per drill shift at an average
consumption of 80,000 cubic feet. In the elec
tric plant a smaller total amount of work was
done, the total cost of operation in the 30 days
amounting to only $2,087.86, which represents
$3.87 per horsepower per month, or $1.46 per
100,000 cubic feet, equivalent to $1.17 per drill
shift. The saving due to the use of electricity
thus figures out 8 cents per drill shift, or 6.4 per
cent.
s. k.
Authorities claim that, for the proper venti
lation of buildings, there should be supplied not
less than the following amounts of air per
hour: For hospitals, 3,600 cubic feet per bed;
legislative and assembly halls, 3,600 cubic feet
per seat; barracks, bedrooms and workshops,
3,600 per person; schools and churches, 2400
cubic feet per person; theaters and halls, 2,000
cubic feet per person ; offices and dining-rooms,
1,800 cubic feet per person.
s. K.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., J.
D. Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Railway,
Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Next annual convention, Allentown, Pa., May
9-11.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electri
cal Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilat
ing Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
May, 1904. Spring meeting in Chicago. Secy.,
Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street, New
York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Com
panies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., A. M. Wickens, Toronto, Ont., Can.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., F. P. Ide, Springfield, 111.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept., 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria,
111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Sept., 1904. Annual Convention, St. Louis, Mo.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood
avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May 21, 1904, annual convention at Boston.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New
York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
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NOTRHWESTERN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy., T.
R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo.. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Ed
ucation.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Pittsburg was recently the scene of an in
teresting meeting of engineers at which A. A.
Hammerschlag, Director of the Carnegie Tech
nical School, spoke on the aims of the school.
He said that the school was as much to help
the older men who are already at work as to
train the younger ones who are just beginning
life. He also said that he hopes to profit by the
assistance of those in the stationary engineering
field who have made a specialty of various
branches, to help in the instruction given by the
school.
Charles H. Garlick of Pittsburg presided at
the meeting and spoke of the work of the N. A.
S. E. and of the assistance which it is giving to
its members in perfecting themselves in their
calling. Addresses were also made by J. A.
Blair, Assistant City Attorney, National Presi
dent P. H. Hogan and John W. Lane, Editor
of The National Engineer.
In the evening a dinner was given in honor
of the national officers at which some 300 engi
neers and guests were seated. Past President
Garlick acted as toastmaster, and speeches were
made by Professor J. A. Brashear, P. H. Hogan,
Herbert A. Stone, S. B. Force, R. G. Ingleson
and C. F. Hart.
W. H. Hancock, retiring president of the
Jamestown, N. Y., association of the N. A. S. E.,
was presented with a gold headed cane by the
members of the association at a recent meeting.
Engineers at Biddeford, Me., have formed
an association, Saco River No. 3, of the N. A.
S. E., the body being instituted on Jan. 21 by
District Deputy A. K. Jackson of Portland. Six
teen charter members form the organization, the
officers being ; president, E. J. Sullivan ; vicepresident, J. M. Foss; recording secretary, F. W.
Mclntyre; financial secretary, C. E. Swift; treas
urer, R. D. Fairfield ; conductor, W. R Wentworth ; doorkeeper, L. O. Bullock.
At the recent meeting of the Indiana En
gineering Society in Indianapolis, R. L. Sackett
was chosen president ; J. B. Nelson, vice presi
dent; R. P. Woods and J. W. Fulenwider, mem
bers of the executive committee. The question
of smoke prevention came up for discussion and
the general opinion was that automatic mechan
ical stokers are of great assistance in this con
nection. A proposition was taken up to com
bine the Indiana Society and the Indianapolis
Technical Club so as to strengthen both socie
ties, but no definite action was taken.
The Cincinnati branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers held its annual
meeting and dinner at the Grand Hotel on Jan.
18. During the evening a lecture was given by
Professor L. T. Moore of the University of Cin
cinnati, on Radium, and a number of photo
graphs taken by means of this element, were ex-
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hibited. The officers elected were president, B.
A. Behrend; vice-president, J. H. Hallberg;
secretary and treasurer, L. E. Bogan.
The electrical engineers of Atlanta, Ga.,
are taking steps to establish a branch of the
American Institute. The leaders in the move
ment are J. G. Rossman, A. M. Schoen, Pro
fessor Floyd Furlow and Rawson Collier.
The Stationary Engineers and Firemen's
Association of So. Hanover, Mass., held its sec
ond annual ball in Odd Fellows Hall on Jan.
29. It was most successful.
A valuable feature of the N. A. S. E. asso
ciations of Brooklyn, N. Y., is the information
bureau which is conducted by the secretary and
treasurer, C. H. Palmateer. The method for
carrying on this work which has been perfected
by Mr. Palmateer is very successful, and over
two hundred members have been placed in posi
tions during the past year. One of the devices
adopted for securing publicity is a handsome
calendar of appropriate design, which sets forth
the objects of the bureau. These can be obtained
for 10 cents each by addressing Mr. Palmateer,
Masonic Temple, Brooklyn.
Association No. 2 of Greenville, S. C, was
recently instituted by State Deputy G. H. E. Sigwald of the N. A. S. E. The following officers
were installed : President, Wm. H. Trammell ;
vice president, J. P. Moran ; recording secre
tary, George Hill; corresponding secretary, E. F.
Adams; financial secretary, J. G. Her; treasurer.
Chas. B. Her; conductor, C. A. Deadwyler;
door-keeper, James McCabe ; trustees, E. F.
Adams, A. Her and J. H. Askew.
Indiana Association No. 4 of Indianapolis,
recently celebrated the beginning of its 21st year
with an open meeting and supper. A short his
torical account of the association was read, and
National Vice-President Charles F. Hart, gave
one of his interesting talks on the best method
of advancing in the calling. He urged engineers
to think as well as work, and to study what oth
ers are accomplishing. Other speakers were Mr.
De Vries, chief engineer of the Atlas Engine
Works, and Mr. Cox who spoke on Relations
Between Employer and Employe.
Illinois No. 2 of Chicago has arranged for
the following lectures: January 23—Automatic
Air Valves and Vacuum Heating, by E. P. Al
len; February 13—The Use and Abuse of the
Steam Engine Indicator, by Charles F. Hart;
February 27—Tactful Relations Between the En
gineer and Employer, by J. W. Lane, Jr. ; March
12—Chemical Refrigeration, by R. A. Whalen;
March 26—A School for Engineers, by Charles
W. Naylor ; April 9.—Radium : Its Discovery and
Some of Its Properties, by W. A. Converse.
Rhode Island No. 1 on the occasion of its
24th anniversary, enjoyed a social reunion and
banquet in Providence on Jan. 20. The associa
tion was organized in 1879 with ten members
and today has one hundred. M. M. Childs acted
as chairman on the occasion and made the ad
dress of welcome. Colonel Liddell who spoke in
place of Governor Garvin, urged active work on
the part of members to secure the passage of the
license law now before the Legislature. National
President Hogan also was present and spoke ac
ceptably as usual.
The American Society of Mechanical En
gineers has at various times held monthly meet
ings at the headquarters, 12 West 31st St., New
York City. The first one of the present winter
was held on Jan. 26, on which occasion John A.
Brashear of Pittsburg, whose instruments for
astronomical and physical work are known
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throughout the world, gave a most interesting
talk on the Evolution of Measurements, and the
methods for making accurate measurements and
measuring machines such as are used in astro
nomical work. Mr. Brashear said in part that
the present refinements in measuring are due
chiefly to the accuracy demanded by astronomers
in their working instruments. There is at present
no such thing as a perfect straight edge or a
perfect screw, and probably never will be, al
though the variations are reduced to minute
quantities.
Changes in temperature are more troublesome
than anything else in doing fine work; even the
heat from a workman's hand often throwing the
delicate instruments out of accurate adjustment.
The most perfect dividing engine now made has
an error of one second of arc, which would
amount to about one inch in three miles if taken
on the earth's hurface.
The accuracy of the time kept by astrono
mers is such that the variation is within 3-10 of
a second per month. In the study of the Heav
ens astronomers rely largely on the photograph
ic plate, a good photograph showing about 200,000,000 stars while not more than 2,800 can be
distinguished by the eye. Two of the most won
derful instruments used in astronomical work are
the spectrometer for determining the composi
tion of the various stars and for computing their
distances and the bolometer which is used for
measuring variations of temperature, and will
indicate less than one one-millionth of a de
gree Fahrenheit.
The Society is planning for similar meetings
in the months of February, March and April,
probably on the last Tuesday in each month.
M. & s.
The i8th annual convention of the Ameri
can order of Steam Engineers will be held in the
city of Allentown, Pa., on May 9 to II, 1904.
The headquarters will be at Hotel Allen, and in
formation concerning rates, etc., can be had from
J. J. Harris, proprietor. The usual exhibition
of engineers' supplies, steam specialties, etc., will
be held in connection with the convention. The
officers of the local committee are A. P. Driesbach, chairman ; A. J. Strauss, secretary ; Edwin
Brade, treasurer. The office of the committee is
at 607 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.
The New York Electrical Society at its
meeting on Jan. 27, listened to an interesting
lecture by Prof. W. E. Goldsborough, who is in
charge of the Electrical Department of the St.
Louis Exposition. Pr.of. Goldsborough spoke of
the different applications of electricity in the
large exposition, and showed a number of views
illustrating the work at St. Louis. He also
spoke of the gradual evolution of decorative
lighting and presented views of several of the
large expositions of the last twelve years, and
gave an idea of what would be done at St. Louis
next summer.
m & s.
Ohio, No. 49, N. A. S. E., installed officers
on Jan. 27. After the installation a banquet was
served at which Henry Ketter acted as toastmaster and addresses were made by several of
the members.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
W. H. B'loss, Chief Engineer of the Union
Traction Co.. at Anderson, Ind., has resigned
his position to accept one with the Paige Iron
Works of Chicago.
Richard C. Nelson, formerly of Springfield,
Ohio, has recently received a well-deserved pro
motion on the Pacific Coast. He has resigned
his position as mechanical engineer for the
power house of the Los Angeles City Railways
to become chief engineer for a large irrigating
plant at Perris, California.
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Fred H. Kimball has been appointed chief
engineer of the Massachusetts state house. Mr.
Kimball has been in the engineering field since
1885 and has had charge of many important
plants.
Mr. F. C. Randall who is well known in
railway circles from his connection with the
J. G. Brill Co. and Christensen Engineering Co.
and to the power plant fraternity as the general
sales agent of the National Electric Co., has
been elected vice-president and general manager
of the National Electric Co. to succeed R. P.
Tell who has resigned.

Mr. Randall's success in increasing the sales
of the Christensen air brakes from less than 200
equipments to over 11,000 is a strong guarantee
of the future success of the company whose af
fairs he is now to control. Mr. Randall is of
Yankee extraction and was graduated from the
English High School of Boston in 1875, at once
entering his father's office and engaging in the
importing of English iron and steel of special
grades. After two years he became "perform
ance of engine" clerk in the Norwood, Mass.
shops of the N. Y. & N. E. R. R., and later was
promoted to be chief clerk of the motive power
department of that road, for all divisions west
of Willimantic, Conn. He left the N. Y. & N.
E. R. R. Co. to take a similar position with the
Boston & Lowell R. R.
When this road was consolidated with the
Boston & Maine, Mr. Randall left the railroad
field to take up manufacturing and entered the
shops of the Tripp Mfg. Co. to learn the con
struction of electric railway car trucks. He be
came foreman and later superintendent of these
shops, finally resigning to go with the J. G.
Brill Co. jS eastern sales agent. Later he took
charge of the western sales for the Brill Co.
with headquarters at Chicago.
After six years with this firm he severed his
connection with them to become eastern sales
agent of the Christensen Engineering Co. and
soon was put in charge of the entire sales de
partment with the result heretofore noted. With
the change of name to the National Electric Co.,
Mr. Randall retained his position in charge of
sales and made even more perfect the organiza
tion of the corps of salesmen and engineers which
has enabled him to achieve remarkable results.
While much of his success is due to the knowl
edge of organization gained in his railroad ex
perience and to his intimate knowledge of
electric railroading, yet his business acumen
and his ability to make friends among the
large circle of electric railway managers, with
whom he has come in contact, are sufficient
guarantee that he would have won success even
without that valuable experience. In his new po
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sition Mr. Randall will continue in charge of the
sales of both air brake and electrical machinery
departments of the company and we look to see
a continued large increase in the business of
both.
William Toothe, who was vice-president of
the Nathan Mfg. Co. from the time of its for
mation in 1884, and had for many years been as
sociated with the firm of Nathan & Dreyfus,
which preceded that company, died at his home
on Jan. 24, in his seventy-third year.
A great affliction has recently befallen Na
tional Treasurer C. F. Wilson of the N. A. S. E.
in the loss of his wife. Mr. Wilson has the sin
cere sympathy of all engineers, both in and out
of the association in this his time of deep trouble.
P. F. Doyle, who was active in the organiza
tion of the International Union of Steam Engi
neers, died at Mercy Hospital in Chicago re
cently, as the result of an operation for appen
dicitis.
Amos G. Nichols, who has for many years
been president of the New York Safety Steam
Power Co., died at his home in Hope Valley,
R. I., on Jan. 13. He was born in that village
in 1829, and spent a long and useful life largely
within its confines. After a good education, he
entered the shops of the Nichols & Langworthy
Co., and was shortly given an interest in the
business. He continued with the firm, and in
1881, on its conversion into a stock company, he
was made its president. He was one of the in
corporators of the New York Safety Steam
Power Co., and even the week before his death
was in New York attending to his duties as its
president. He was honored and trusted among
his fellow-men, being president of two banks,
of the Wood River R. R., and the public library
of his town. Mr. Nichols' life was a pleasant
example of the best a man can do. He was
active in church and Sunday school, was a lover
of music, was always ready to lend a helping
hand to others, and enjoyed social and fraternal
meetings. He leaves a wife and two adopted
children.
T. H. Bailey Whipple has returned to the
Sawyer-Man Electric Co. to the position which
he left last summer in order to take part in the
reorganization of the Sales Department of the
Nernst Lamp Co. of Pittsburgh. Mr. Whipple
is an old hand in the commercial end of the
electric lighting field. He was general sales
agent with the Buckeye Electric Co. of Cleve
land, Ohio, and held a similar position with the
Jandus Electric Co. which was an off-shoot of
the Buckeye Company. During his connection
with these two companies, he established most
of their agencies throughout the United States.
Early in 1903 Mr. Whipple went to the SawyerMan Electric Co. where he remained until he
was called as above noted to the Nernst Lamp
Co.
Thos. G. Keogh, who has for many years
been with Jas. L. Robertson & Co., has changed
his position and will hereafter represent the
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Keogh's large acquaintance among engi
neers will unquestionably make him most valu
able in his new connection. It will seem strange,
however, to associate him with other than the
Robertson specialties. His office will be at 141
Broadway, New York City, where he will be
pleased to see all friends.
Professor M. E. Cooley, who is in charge
of the Engineering Department at the University
of Michigan, has recently been made Dean of the
Department, to succeed C. E. Greene, deceased.
Professor J. B. Davis has been appointed vicedean of the same department.
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NEWS NOTES.
The movement for an International Elec
trical Congress at St. Louis in September is
progressing rapidly. This will be held during
the week beginning the 17th of September, and
will be the occasion for the meeting of most of
the important electrical societies of the country.
President Elihu Thomson has appointed the fol
lowing officers for the various sections of the
Congress : A, General Theory, mathematical, ex
perimental ; Prof. E. L. Nichols, Cornell Univer
sity, chairman; Prof. H. T. Barnes, McGill
University, secretary: B, General Application; Dr.
C. P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y., chairman;
Prof. S. Sheldon, Polytechnic Institute, Brook
lyn, N. Y., secretary: C, Electro-chemistry;
Prof. H. S. Carhart, University of Michigan,
chairman; Carl Hering, Philadelphia, secretary:
D, Electric Power; C. F. Scott, Pittsburg, chair
man; Dr. Louis Bell, Boston, secretary: E, Elec
tric Light; J. W. Lieb, Jr., New York, chairman;
Gano S. Dunn, New York, secretary: F, Elec
tric Transportation ; Dr. Louis Duncan, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, chairman; A.
H. Armstrong, Schenectady, secretary: G, Elec
tric Transmission, F. W. Jones, New York, chair
man ; B. Gherardi, Jr., New York, secretary:
H, Electric Therapeutics; Dr. W. J. Horton,
New York, chairman ; W. J. Jenks, New York,
secretary.
The state senate of Ohio recently passed
the Pollock bill, which seeks to cure the uncon
stitutional portion of the law creating a state
examiner of stationary engineers. The depart
ment was first authorized 6 years ago, and subse
quently was declared unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court. Two years ago the Legislature
passed another stationary engineers' bill, which
was supposed to correct all the evils of the for
mer measure. Then the Muskingum County
Courts declared that law unconstitutional.
The new Pollock bill, as passed to-day, pre
sumes to correct all technical errors. It also
increases the annual fee for renewing a license
from $1 to $2.
The American Water Softener Co., of
Philadelphia, at the first of the year, opened a
branch office in the Outlook Building, in Co
lumbus, O. The office is in the immediate charge
of W. H. P. Fisher, General Sales Agent of the
company, and A. C. Tomlinson, Manager of the
Columbus office, who for some time has been
assistant manager of the Philadelphia office.
The Manheim Casting Co. and the Baum
Separator and Machine Co. have been consoli
dated and will hereafter be known by the lat
ter name. The business will be carried on at
Manheim, Pa., and the Reading office will be
discontinued.
The Shepherd Engineering Co., of Frank
lin, Pa., have just opened a western office in the
First National Bank Building, Chicago. L. J.
Highland is the representative in charge.
A project is under consideration for build
ing an electric railway from Cienfuegos, Cuba,
for 30 miles into the interior, to connect with
several important villages. The company under
taking the work is the Cienfuegos, Palmira and
Cruces Electric & Power Co., with offices at
Cienfuegos. Application has been made for a
charter and grading will be commenced before
long.
It will probably be of interest to many
people, who may be in a position to avail them
selves of the opportunity, to know that the Reeves
Engine Co., the sale of whose product has met with
remarkable success, are about to establish selling
agencies throught the South and West. For the
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present, inquiries should be addressed to the sales
offiee of the Reeves Engine Co., 87 Liberty Street,
New York, and this will bring full particulars.
Rhode Island is moving for a license law for
engineers and firemen. Mr. Galligan of Provi
dence, on Jan. 19 introduced the bill which was
referred to the committee on special legisla
tion. The matter has been under careful consid
eration by the engineers' associations in the
state, and has been modified and revised until its
provisions embody the best thought on the sub
ject of all interested.
The Crocker-Wheeler Co. announces that
the Chicago office has established headquarters
for Western Ohio at 1232 Union Trust Building,
Cincinnati. Mr. H. A. Brown will act as repre
sentative at this office.
Andrew Carnegie has raised his gift for the
Union Engineering Building in New. York from
one million to one and a half million dollars,
in order to have the accommodations for all
societies ample.
The city of Bellefontaine, Ohio, is making
plans for the erection of a new pumping station,
and the matter is now in the hands of the Board
of Public Service.
The General Electric Co. recently acted as
host for a large party of the New York Cen
tral officials, the purpose of the visit being to
consider the feasibility of high speed experi
ments .on a section of roadbed near Schenec
tady. The tests are to be made with electric
locomotives such as will be used in the New
York City terminal, and it is hoped to beat the
record made in Germany last fall of 1303^ miles
per hour.
The Berlin Society of Wireless Telegraphy
has installed on the Norwegian Loffoden Is
lands two wireless telegraph stations, at a dis
tance of 30 miles apart, the points chosen being
separated by high and continuous rocky masses
so as to oppose material obstacles to the passage
of the electric waves. These experiments were
made with a view of testing the safety of the
system under especially unfavorable conditions.
The above stations were operated by means of
dry cells so as to ascertain whether very small
amounts of energy would allow of communica
tion being secured over the distance of 30 miles.
On account, however, of the obstacles interposed
in the direction of telegraphing, the primary
energy of a limited number of dry cells was
found to be insufficient, an amount of energy as
high as about 200 watts being necessary to en
sure a safe communication.
A. c.
In consequence of the successful high-speed
experiments with electric cars and the efficiency
developed in- the braking apparatus, the Prus
sian government has decided that much higher
speeds than are now used can be maintained
with the ordinary steam equipment. Experi
ments will soon be tried at running trains with
steam locomotives up to speeds of 85 to 95
miles per hour.
A. G.
The American Motor League estimates that
the number of automobiles in use in the United
States is about 54,000, which figure is increasing
at the rate of some 1,200 or 1,500 per month.
s. K.
One of the features of the new plant of
the B. F. Sturtevant Co., Hyde Park, Mass., in
dicative of the permanent character of the new
works now under construction, is the steam tun
nel, i,Yi feet in width, and 6V2 feet high, ex
tending from the power plant to the most re
mote part of the manufacturing buildings, a
total distance of about 800 feet. This tunnel,
which is of concrete construction, will not only
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accommodate all of the steam piping, but. also
the electric wires for power, light, telephone,
standard time clock, and other service, together
with oil, hot water and other pipes for general
distribution to the various buildings of the plant.
None of these features of the equipment will
be carried above ground at any outdoor point.
While the expense of such an installation is
large, the convenience of access for changes and
repairs will in the future much more than offset
any fixed charges thereon.
The Franklin Railway & Supply Co. is
the name by which the Coffin-Megeath Supply
Co. will hereafter be known. The company's of
fices will remain at Franklin, Pa., and the per
sonnel will in nowise be changed.
The Electric Club of Cleveland held a
meeting on Feb. 10, at which a paper was read
by Arthur B. Kratz, on "Telephone Switch
boards."
Bion J. Arnold has been for some 2 years
at work on an electro-pneumatic system of trac
tion using alternating current. The motor may
use either single-phase or multiphase currents
and runs at constant speed continuously. In the
experiments made, single-phase current was
used.
Both rotor and stator of the motor are ar
ranged to revolve, and are connected separately
to two air compressor cylinders, which deliver
air to storage tanks. The rotor always keeps
the same speed with respect to the stator, and
the speed of the stator, which is geared to the
axle and drives the car, is regulated by the
valve openings from the air cylinders to the
tanks. The air cylinders may act as compres
sors, taking energy from the motor and storing
it, or may be reversed and help out the motor.
In an emergency, the compressed air may even
be used to start the train.
Engineers in Perth Amboy, N. J., are plan
ning to organize a branch of the International
Union of Stationary Engineers.
TRIPLEX CHAIN BLOCK.
An extremely practical time-saving and
labor-saving device is that known as the "Tri
plex" hoisting block, which is made by the Yale
& Towne Manufacturing Co., of New York City.
Figs. 1. and 2 are sectional views of this block.

FIG. I. SECTION OF YALE & TOWNE TRIPLEX BLOCK,
SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF GEARS.
The uses for this block are numerous and its
capacity large, the regular makes ranging in
carrying capacity from ]/3 to 20 tons.
The hoisting mechanism consists of a direct
train of spur gears from the small pinion on
the central shaft to the internal gear wheel cast
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within the main frame. The two intermediate
gears are carried on a circular frame or cage,
and roll around with the internal gear, thus
forming a sun and planet motion giving the de
sired leverage.

FIG. 2.

HALF SECTION OF BLOCK SHOWING GEARS
AND FRICTION BRAKE.

The great advantages of the double arrange
ment of intermediate gears are balanced jour
nal pressures, increased wearing surface, subdi
vision of strains, and an accurate equalization
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pawl. The hand chain wheel is screwed upon THE ECONOMIC CONDENSING EXHAUST
HEAD.
the central spindle as shown, and clamps the
disks tightly to the shaft in hoisting, or if the
The functions of this apparatus are to reshaft tends to revolve under the pull of the • move the moisture from the steam before it es
load. The parts thus clamped together act as capes into the air and to reduce the noise of
one, and the ratchets offer no resistance in the exhaust.
hoisting. When the direction of the hand chain
The steam from the exhaust pipe first ex
wheel is reversed in lowering, it unscrews, the pands into an upper dome; from here, with all
ratchet disk being held by the pawl, and the contained moisture and oil, it flows downward
load is lowered against the friction of the disks
under control of the hand chain, the stoppage of
which causes the disks to tighten and sustain
the load perfectly.
Fig. 3 shows the general form of the Triplex.
It will increase the output of any factory by
reducing the time taken up in hoisting, and
also by saving the waiting time of expensive
machines dependent on busy traveling cranes, or
on slow hoists and men who must be called
from other work. This great saving of time
and labor is accomplished by separating the
sustaining mechanism from the hoisting gear,
so that the operator is not wasting the larger
part of his effort in overcoming friction.
In the foundry it is especially effective and
economical, as all parts of the foundry and
yard may be reached by means of an overhead
tram rail, so that one man is enabled to han
dle and transport to any part of the works
any desired weight with a triplex block hooked
to a trolley.

FIG. I. EXHAUST HEAD, EXTERIOR VIEW.
in a number of pipes, whose area is sufficient to
prevent any throttling of the steam, to the water
level of the open tray, which forms the lower
part of the head. These pipes present a large

FIG. 4. THE TRIPLEX BLOCK IN A BOILER SHOP.

FIG. 3.

A TRIPLEX CHAIN HOIST.

of the load, resulting in diminished friction and
wear. The frame carrying these gears is keyed
fast to the hub of the hoisting chain sheave, and
the central pinion shaft is driven by the hand
chain wheel, so that the power is transmitted
from the hand chain to the load chain through
a direct spur-gear train of high efficiency.
The sustaining mechanism at the hand chain
end of the block, seen on the right of Fig. 2,
consists of a set of disks, one of which has ex
ternal ratchet teeth engaging with a drop forged

Assuming that 4 feet is an average lift, the
table herewith gives the time required per lift
and the saving of time as compared with the
ordinary screw-block. It will be seen that
while the speed obtained with electric hoists
is higher than with the Triplex block, the latter
is so much faster than the ordinary hoists as
to effect a very important saving, amounting
to two-thirds of that obtained by means of
power hoists. Laborious hauling is saved to
an equal extent by the great increase in speed
and power, which is obtained in the Triplex
block by doing away with needless friction.
In the table a light load is taken for illus
tration, but the percentage of time saved in
creases with the load :
LIFTING TIME FOR 3OO-P0UND LOAD.
No. of
Time in Saving in
men. Kind of Hoist.
seconds, seconds.
1 Common Screw Hoist
60
1 Y. &T. Duplex Screw Hoist. 48
12
1 Y. & T. Triplex Block
24
36
1 Electric Hoist
15
45
Fig. 4 shows the handling of a finished boiler
with a 6-ton Triplex block on a hand traveling
crane.

FIG. 2. SECTION OF THE ECONOMIC EXHAUST HEAD.
surface to the atmosphere, so that a part of the
steam is condensed and collected below, the
remaining part escaping into the open air. Due
to the large area of the head and the condensa
tion in the pipes, the steam has expanded so
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much that the atmosphere absorbs its heat with
out drops of moisture being formed, conse
quently no deposit of water takes place. The
condensed water is drawn from the lower part
of the tray by the bent drip pipe to some point
where it can be taken to the boilers and the oily
scum, which floats on the surface, is carried off
by an overflow pipe.
The economic results due to the condensa
tion of the steam may be computed as follows ;
for each surface of 100 square feet, exposed, for
300 days of ten hours each, to an average wind
of 9 miles an hour, at an average temperature
of 55 degrees F., 114 pounds of water per hour
are returned to the boiler. The fact that this
water is returned at 180 degrees F., gives a
slight saving in heating the feedwater, and the
reduction of the back pressure, as explained
above, will add somewhat to the effective pres
sure in the cylinders.
These exhaust heads, which are the design
of Reginald Pelham Bolton, are made in sizes
from 5 to 20 inches and can be arranged to re
ceive the exhaust from either below or above.
The makers are Thorpe, Piatt and Co., 97 Cedar
street, New York City.
THE WEINLAND DIRECT MOTOR BOILER
TUBE CLEANER.
This boiler tube cleaner, Fig. I, has a 12-inch
water wheel and is attached directly to the shaft
carrying the cleaner head. It is driven by wa
ter, under a minimum pressure of 150 pounds,
through a l}4-inch wire-wound hose, the water
being discharged through a hose attached to the
bottom of the motor and returned, if desired, to
a convenient reservoir to be used again. The
motor under the above conditions develops about
5 horsepower.
The cleaner itself is adapted for heavy as
well as thin scale. The screw and cone-cutters
in front loosen up and remove the heavy de
posits, while the straight cutters which follow,
remove the remaining particles of scale and pol
ish the metal.
There are various ways of supporting the
motor, but the method shown in Fig. 2 seems
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Three lengths of shafting suited for any
length of boiler tube and 10 feet of discharge
hose, together with a liberal lot of extras, are
furnished with each direct motor cleaner.
This motor, guaranteed to outlast any ten

A CHANCE TO LEARN ABOUT THE' INDICATOR.
Indicator work taught by mail is a new de
parture, but from the vital interest of this matter
to all progressive engineers, it seems that such

^
FIG. 2.

I

A WEINLAND DIRECT MOTOR CLEANER AT WORK.

turbine cleaners, is a design of Mr. Weinland's
and is manufactured by the Lagonda Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Ohio.

a proposition, if carried out conscientiously,
should appeal to many thousands of engineers
who are desirous of learning this most important

r

FIG. I. THE WEINLAND DIRECT MOTOR BOILER TUBE CLEANER.

to be the most convenient. The motor, while
it is being worked back and forth in cutting
away the scale, rests on two pipes inserted in
tubes on either side of the one which is being
cleaned. The weight, which is attached to the
motor as shown in the cut, acts as a counter
balance and makes it possible, with but slight
effort to the operator, to move the motor from
tube to tube as the cleaning progresses.

The Electric Club of Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
which is an association of engineers for social
engineering and physical improvements, issues a
most attractive prospectus, giving its committees
and showing some interesting views of the quarters
occupied by the club. The membership is 492, and
the activities include drawing classes, excursions to
engineeering works, classes in electricity, talks and
lectures, athletic and social entertainments.

branch of engineering, and who have hesitated in
taking it up, due to the fact that they neither
had instruments, nor any one to "start them out
right." Many have hesitated about purchasing
indicators, fearing that such delicate mechanism
would be irretrievably ruined, during the "learn
ing operation." We learn that a correspondence
school to teach indicator work is about to be
started, and that the instruction will be under the
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direction of A. C. Lippincott, who will personally
reply to the questions received, and will prepare
the instruction papers. As he is, and has been,
for many years an authority, not only in the use,
but the designing of indicating instruments, no
further comment seems necessary on this point.
There are many excellent correspondence
schools in existence, proving that this form of
instruction is popular, and eminently successful,
but none of these make a specialty of indicator
work, and this course is therefore desirable for
students of other schools.
It is stated that tests will be made and re
ported, which will involve the damaging of many
instruments, to show the actual results of all usual
maladjustments, and wear, a feature not possible
to anyone who has not an unlimited number of
instruments, and perfect manufacturing facilities.
It is intended to treat on this subject thor
oughly, from the bottom up. Indicators, reducing
motions and planimeters, old, new, known, un
known, regular and "freak," will be described.
Simple instructions for making these instruments
in any small shop will be given. Instruments
will be loaned at the company's risk, to be used
in learning. Comprehensive instruction papers
will be issued frequently, to cover every point
deemed material. Students will be invited to write
in about all questions which come up in order to
enable them to understand every point thoroughly.
These papers will be in a form suitable for
binding, and will make a valuable indicator treat
ise, different from any present work on this sub
ject
Graduates of this course will be given a cer
tificate, and some will be employed as representa
tives, to enroll students, and give local, personal
instruction.
As the terms for this instruction will depend
somewhat upon the number who signify their
willingness to enroll, if satisfied with the terms,
it would be well for all interested engineers to
write at once, giving the names of any others who
may be eligible. Special rates are promised to
"charter members."
Address letters to Indicator Instruction Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
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or baffle plates in the exhaust head does away
with back pressure.
Fig. 2 shows one of the heads in position on
the Manchester - Street power house of the
Rhode Island Suburban Railway Co^ Provi
dence, R. I. These heads are manufactured by
the Sterling Blower and Pipe Mfg. Co., 982
Wehasset street, Hartford, Conn., who are will
ing to give guarantees that no back pressure
will be produced and no condensation will es
cape, the heads to be returned if not as repre
sented.

struction may be seen in Fig. 2, which shows the
valve in its closed position. The floats are of
seamless copper and guaranteed to withstand a
constant working pressure of 20 pounds per
square inch.

THE COOKSON STEAM TRAP.
The body of this trap, Fig. 1, is of heavy
cast iron, and consists of two chambers, the re
ceiving chamber, into which the water enters, and

FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE STEAM TRAP.

fig. 1.

VIEW OF THE COOKSON STEAM TRAP AS
SEMBLED.

the discharge chamber, into which it flows after
passing through the valve. The cover is also

The trap is simple and can be taken apart
in a few minutes, without breaking pipe con
nections, by removing the cover, which exposes
the valve and seat in their working positions.
It is built for all working pressures, being con
vertible into a high or low-pressure trap by
changing the valve and seat. The manufacturer
guarantees these steam traps for 1 year, or will
furnish them on 30 days' trial from date of
shipment. The maker is T. J. Cookson, 1,112
Traction Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
A new engineering building is in course of
construction at Texas University, Austin, Tex.

STERLING EXHAUST PIPE HEADS.
Two large exhaust heads, each 80 inches in
diameter and 96 inches high, are shown mounted
on a flat car in Fig. 1. They are of the regular
Sterling Centrifugal pattern and,—so the makers
state,—are built of heavy galvanized sheet steel,
closely riveted and well soldered. The steam

FIG. I. EXHAUST HEADS LOADED ON FLAT CARS.
from the exhaust is carried from the top of
the head, through three branch pipes, and so
discharged as to impart to it a whirling motion,
which, by centrifugal force, drives the moisture
out of the steam and allows it to escape in a
practically dry state. The absence of partitions

FIG. 2. STERLING EXHAUST HEAD IN POSITION.

of cast iron, and has a projection on the inside
extending over the valve and forming a hood for
deflecting the incoming water into the receiving
chamber. The object of this is to prevent any
dirt or grit getting into the valve.
The valve mechanism is of brass. The con-

It will be of yellow brick, four stories in height.
The ground floor will be used for laboratories in
Civil, Electrical and Mining Engineering. The
second floor will be devoted to class and instruc
tion rooms. The third floor to class rooms and
a museum, and the fourth to drawing rooms.
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THE SHALLOW AUTOMATIC WATER
GAGE.
Every engineer of any experience has, at
some time, had the uncomfortable experience of
a broken gage glass, a boiler room full of steam
and, probably, a bad burn before the valves
could be closed. It is needless to say that pro
vision sI.l .It1 be made against this ; everyone
knows that, But not all boilers have such pro
vision.
A device which will supply this lack is the
one illustrated herewith, which is made by Shal
low & Co. of 142 South Third St., Philadelphia.
This has two valves at each end, one the usual
screw valve to be operated by hand, the other
an automatic valve which is closed by the rush
of steam or water if the glass breaks and is
held closed by pressure.
The cutoff valve, operated by the hand wheel,
has a conical bearing on its seat. The auto
matic valve is a disk closing upon a flat seat,
and opened by means of the knob on the out
side. So long as there is the same pressure on

THE SHALLOW AUTOMATIC WATER CAGE.
both sides of the disk, there is no tendency for
the automatic valve to close ; but when the pres
sure is reduced by the breakage of the glass or
blowing out of the packing, the unbalanced pres
sure at once closes the valve and holds it firm
ly to its seat.
Since the cut-off valves are between the boiler
and the automatics, the latter can be removed
for examination or adjustment while the boiler
is under pressure. The position of the outside
knob shows whether the automatic is open or
closed, so that there is no danger of the water
gage being shut off without the fireman's no
ticing it. The gage has been thoroughly tested
on railroad, steamship and power plant service
and has met all demands made upon it.
It has been found that, by leaving a gap in
the circuit outside the spark plug of a gasoline
engine, a spark will be secured in the engine,
even though the points be considerably fouled.
The fact seems to have become public through
its accidental discovery by a workman in the
Panhard factory. Scientists state that the phe
nomenon is not new, but that this application
of it is.
s. k.
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NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Locomotive Break Downs, by Geo. L. Fowler.
Norman W. Henley & Co., New York. 1903.
Price $1.50.
This volume by a well-known consulting en
gineer takes up the accidents which are likely to
happen to locomotives while in service, and ex
plains the possible methods of getting out of dif
ficulties. The parts are taken up systematically,
each one being treated in a separate chapter, and
the accidents which are likely to happen to it
fully considered. Thus, Chapter I takes up valve
defects, Chapter 2, accidents to the valve motion,
and 55 pages are devoted to the consideration of
these subjects. Next, Chapter 3 takes up cylin
ders, steam chests and pistons, devoting 11 pages
to these, and so on. The book is well illustrated
with appropriate drawings, showing exactly how
repairs are to be made.
The convenient form of question and answer
has been adopted, and has the advantage that it
is likely to fix in mind the classes of accidents
and, in each case, to associate the remedy with
the difficulty.
A Manual on the Care and Handling or
Electric Plants, by Norman H. Schneider.
Spon & Chamberlain, New York, 1903. Price $1.
This book is in pocket size and is intended
as a handbook of practical information for those
who have to operate an electric plant without
having had extended experience. It takes up in
various chapters the electric current, dealing with
the resistance of wires and measurements of cur
rents, the drop of potential on a circuit, etc.;
dynamos and motors, in which is considered the
action of dynamos, the function of a commutator,
the action of a magnetic field, and methods of
generating current, also the different styles of
field windings, how to stop and start dynamos
and motors, and the care of these machines. The
chapter on electrical measuring instruments takes
up the voltmeter and its uses, the ground de
tector, the ammeter of various styles, and the
wattmeter. Chapter IV treats of the storage
battery, describing the action of the cells, and
giving detailed information as the use of
the various switches employed and the connec
tions of the switchboard, the methods of chang
ing and testing a battery are given in considerable
detail. The chapter on incandescent lamps dis
cusses the construction, the method of testing
for candlepower, and the advisable time for using
a lamp before throwing it away. The final chap
ter treats briefly on the management of an oil
engine, dealing particularly with the HornsbyAckroyd engine as made by the De La Vergne
Refrigerating Machine Co. The book is elemen
tary in character, but is clearly and careiully
written and will be useful to beginners in the
care of electrical machinery.
Fowler's Mechanical Engineer's Pocket Book,
for 1904, by William H. Fowler. Scientific Pub
lishing Co., Manchester, Eng.
This is the yearly issue of this pocket book,
which is written by the editor of Mechanical
Engineering. It has been carefully revised and
the section on the gas engine has been largely re
written with the assistance of Mr. James Dunlop.
The book contains the usual matter on geometry,
mensuration, mathematical tables, data in regard
to materials of construction, etc. The matter on
proportioning of machinery is, of course, taken
from English practice, but is eminently conserva
tive. A large amount of attention is paid to
steam engines and boilers and the part devoted to
gas engines is particularly complete, containing
considerable new matter. There is also a section
devoted to metal-cutting tools which gives much
detailed information as to the best shape of tool
and cutting speed to be used.
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The price, which is 1 shilling and 9 pence, or
about 50 cents of American money to any part
of the United Kingdom, seems ridiculously low
for the information contained. In the issue of
the present year all electrical matters have been
placed in a separate volume called the Electrical
Engineers' Year Book.
Proceedings of the Mechanical & Metallurgi
cal Society of South Africa, published by the So
ciety. For sale by The Engineering & Mining
Journal, 262 Broadway, N. Y.
This is the second volume of the Society
proceedings and covers the period from Feb.
1897, to September, 1899. The publication at this
time is testimony of the far-reaching effects of
war on the industries of a country, as the delay
has been due to the absence of many authors of
papers in service in the South African irregular
regiments. The volume contains 917 pages and
consists of the papers presented before the So
ciety on subjects connected with mining in South
Africa, the inaugural addresses of the various
presidents and the records of meetings. As would
be expected, the papers have largely to do with the
assaying and handling of gold ores, taking up
the cyanide process, the treatment of battery
slimes, stamping, milling, and the economizing *
of water in concentration. The society holds
monthly meetings, has a strong membership and
is doing good work.
Engine Tests and Boiler Efficiencies, by J.
Buchetti, translated by Alexander RusseL Nor
man W. Henley & Co., New York. 1903. Price
$3Prof. Buchetti was formerly at the Central
Technical School, Paris, and prepared this vol
ume as a text for the use of classes. The first
part of the book takes up the matter of testing
apparatus such as indicators, reducing gear, and
the study of the indicator diagram. The measure
ment of brake horsepower by the prony brake
and the more elaborate forms of dynamometer is
fully treated. A rather larger amount of space
than seems necessary has been devoted to what
may be termed "freak indicators," and the illus
trations are hardly what would be considered
first-class in American publications. The chapter
on Continuous Recording Indicators is interest
ing, and shows several novel devices for the
measurement of horsepower direct. Also the
treatment of the study of diagrams is exception
ally full and instructive, both as regards the in
terpretation of the actual card and the treatment
of the theoretical. The book is. well adapted for
the purpose for which it was intended, and it is
interesting to compare the methods used in
France with those in use here for the same pur
pose, but one does not gather that we have much
to learn from the French in this field.
Mechanical Engineers' Pocket Book by D. K.
Clark. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, iooj.
Price $3.00.
This is the 5th edition of a work which has
proved its value by the necessity of frequent re
issues and by the place which it has made for
itself in the multitude of pocket books. The pres
ent edition has been revised by H. H. P. Powells,
the section dealing with electrical matters being
largely rewritten and additions made to bring the
subject up to present development. The book is
designed for the use of mechanical engineers, and
with this purpose tabulates such data, formulas
and rules as are likely to be wanted by the engi
neer in daily practice, leaving out theoretical dis
cussion and the derivation of equations except in
a few instances. If any criticism of the book were
to be made, it would probably be on the ground
that it has given more space to mathematical ta
bles than is warranted in a pocket book, but since
other subjects are treated at sufficient length this
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fault is one which may be passed over; but it
is unfortunate that the subject of alternating cur
rents which is of so great importance at the pres
ent time has not had fuller consideration.
Compressed Air, by Wm. C. Popplewell, Scien
tific Publishing Co., Manchester, Eng., 1903. Price
$2.
This work treats particularly of the trans
mission of power by compressed air, and of its
utilization in various tools and appliances. In the
first chapter the subject of air compression con
sidered from the theoretical standpoint is taken
up, followed in Chapter II by a consideration of
the details of various makes of air compressors,
air motors, which by the way, are largely of Eng
lish and French designs, although in the treat
ment of compressors American tools occupy a
quite prominent position ; shop tools such as
hoists, riveters, drills, hammers, etc., are fully
considered and final pneumatic pumping machinery
is treated. The special details of piping needed
in using compressed air are described, and the
efficiency of compressed air systems, both from
theoretical considerations and practical tests, closes
the volume. The descriptions of pneumatic ma
chinery are especially complete and very in
structive.
Arithmetic of Electricity by T. O'Conor Sloane.
Norman W. Henley & Co., New York, 1903.
Price $1.00.
Many books on the subject of electricity give
rules and equations for solving problems, but do
not show their applications in a practical way.
The Arithmetic of Electricity is intended not only
to give rules for the solution of all electrical prob
lems, but takes the practical data, and shows how
the problems can be worked out. The subjects
dealt with are Ohm's law, resistance and con
ductance, electromotive force, drop of potential,
sizes of wire, systems of distribution, work and
energy, batteries, electrical machinery and alter
nating currents. The book will be found a use
ful addition to the library of anyone who is
studying the subject of electricity, and wishes to
make practical application of his studies to actual
power plant work.
The Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book.
By Henry Harrison Suplee, B. Sc., M. E Phila
delphia, 1904. J. B. Lippincott Co. Price, net,
$5. With thumb index, $5.50.
This is a reference book of 834 pages, 3^x6
inches, containing tables, formulas and methods
for engineers, students and draftsmen. It is in
no sense a treatise, but is designed for the con
venience of mechanical engineers and draftsmen,
and will be found a handy book for ready refer
ence. It is assumed that the user is well grounded
in the fundamental principles of mathematics, me
chanics and engineering, and that his needs,
therefore, are confined to a mere refreshing of his
mind concerning certain methods and engineering
data. To this end, the work is devoted princi
pally to formulas and tables, the latter being un
usually complete and including a number espe
cially prepared for this work. The metric con
version tables are very comprehensive and many
other tables contain both the English and metric
units. These will be found useful to drafts
men who are obliged to employ both systems
in designing, and in preparing drawings of ma
chinery. A judicious selection of formulas has
been made by which a number of the older and
less reliable forms have been eliminated, thus
relieving the engineer of the necessity of using
his own judgment in the selection of formulas
best suited to present-day requirements.
The arrangement of the text is an improve
ment upon many of the earlier handbooks. The
book is divided into sections, each section being
indicated by means of a thumb index, which
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facilitates opening the book at once at the be
ginning of any section desired. The first sec
tion comprises 233 pages and is devoted to mathe
matics and mathematical tables; the next section
takes up Mechanics; the next, Materials of En
gineering ; then follow : Strength of Materials,
Machine Design, Heat, Air, Water, Fuel, Steam,
Steam Boilers, Steam Engines, Internal Combus
tion Motors, Electric Power, Cost of Power, and
Works Management. The sections devoted to
cost of power and works management will be
found of particular value not only to consulting
engineers, but to superintendents of plants, both
large and small. The work is well illustrated,
the illustrations being clear and in many instances
much more appropriate and serviceable than sim
ilar illustrations in many older works.
In addition to the thumb index, there is the
general index by which any item may be found,
irrespective of the section to which it belongs.
The work is well bound in red morocco and is
of convenient size for desk or pocket use.
Practical Journalism, by E. L. Shuman.
D. Appleton & Co., New York, 1903. Price $1.50.
What happens in a newspaper office is, to the
average layman, much of a mystery. He im
agines the hurry and drive of the reporter's life,
and the digging and toiling of the editorial staff
but has little idea of the details of the work.
Many young men with a college education or
without, imagine that no special preparation is
needed in order to take a position on the staff
of the great city newspaper, and that anyone who
can write English with a fair degree of correct
ness is eligible to such a position.
Mr. Shuman has behind him a long experi
ence in newspaper work, and writes with the
attractiveness of one who is thoroughly familiar
with his subject. The book attracts not only
because of the information it gives in regard to
work with the result of which we come into
daily, familiar contact, but also because it tells
the story of the reporter, the editor and the copy
reader in an intensely human way. To anyone
who has to do with writing of any sort, the book
is a convenient reference as to what should and
what should not be done in the preparation of
manuscript. For all who have any leaning
towards journalistic work of any description, the
advice given is sound and valuable. For those
who have only a curiosity as to the workings of
a newspaper office, the descriptions will be found
interesting. For the man who has to do with
advertising, the chapters on Filling the Ad. Col
umns and Writing Advertisements, which deal
not only with getting advertising but with the
proper preparing of copy, is well worth reading.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY, by
Sylvanus P. Thompson, has long been known as
a standard authority in its field. The last previ
ous edition was written in 1895, and has there
fore been for sometime out of date in its de
scriptions of machinery. Professor Thompson
has recently made an entire revision of the work
and has rewritten the book bringing it up to the
present time. It is now published in the seventh
edition which will contain 996 pages, 573 illus
trations, 4 colored plates and 32 large folding
plates. The authorized American edition is pub
lished and for sale only by Spon & Chamberlain,
123 Liberty St., New York, N. Y.
THE JANUARY NUMBER of the Publicity
Magazine, issued by the Underfeed Stoker Co.,
contains much interesting matter regarding the
Jones stoker. The December issue shows the
application of the Jones stoker to the Scotch
marine type of boiler.
CRANDALL PACKINGS, which are manu
factured solely by the Crandall Packing Co. of
Palmyra, N. Y., are described in detail in a
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55-page catalog which tells all about the various
kinds and their uses, as well as the boiler com
pound, gage tubes and pump valves made by
the same company.
THE LUMEN BEARING CO. of Buffalo,
N. Y. manufacturers if bearing metals, are send
ing out as the February calendar of their illus
trated series a three-color reproduction of John
son's painting Making the Harbor.
THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., of Chi
cago, 111., are agents for the Pittsburg type K,
oil transformers, for the D. & W. specialties,
consisting of nonarcing fuses and safety devices,
and for automatic time switches which are de
signed to switch on electric lights and turn
them off at predetermined times. The company
also handles the Columbia incandescent lamps.
These products are described in interesting and
convenient pamphlet catalog issued by the com
pany.
THE UNITED TELPHERAGE CO., 20
Broadway, New York, are issuing circulars Nos.
36, 38 and 42, describing the operation of their
machinery in cotton and woolen plants, for auto
matic conveyance of fuels, ashes, etc., and for
use in coal storage plants.
TRADE NOTES.
THE HARTFORD BLOWER CO., of Hart
ford, Conn., have received an order for fur
nishing exhaust systems for the Buffing and
Plating Departments of the N. Y., N. H. &
H. R. R. Co., at their new shops at Readville,
Mass.
The apparatus consists of two special directconnected motor-driven Hartford adjustable ex
haust fans, Hartford patent improved dust collec
tors, galvanized sheet steel piping, hoods, etc,
with many new special fittings and attachments.
This order is flattering testimony to the high
quality of apparatus furnished by this company,
and one of which they may be justly proud.
THE JAPANESE are credited with know
ing a good thing when they see it. That their
judgment is sound -as far as pumping machin
ery is concerned was demonstrated when M. T.
Davidson made an exhibit of triplex pumps at
the recent Fifth National Industrial Exposition
of Japan. The exhibit was made through Mr.
Davidson's Japan agents, Bruhl Freres, who
have received acknowledgment in the folowing
communication :

"We consider the exhibits (triplex plant)
shown in the Foreign Department of the Fifth
Industrial Exposition by Messrs. Bruhl Freres
in the year 2563, Japanese era, viz., the 36th year
of Meiji (1903), especially useful and of great
merit, and wish to express our thanks to M. T.
Davidson and his agents for the valuable dis
play. By order of the President, Prince Kotohito, Grand Order of Merit, etc., etc., by Baron
Hirata Tosuke, Vice-President, The Fifth Na
tional Industrial Exposition."
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THE WORK IN STEAM ENGINEERING AT TUSKEGEE, (ALA.) INSTITUTE.
BY D. L. PARKER.
MANY of our readers have heard of the
Tuskegee Institute and its educational
work for colored youth in industrial
as well as academic lines. It is situated at
Tuskegee, Ala., a town of 2,100 population, 45
miles northeast of Montgomery, and 165 miles
southwest of Atlanta, Ga. The only railroad by
which the institute may be reached is the West
ern of Alabama, having a station at Chehaw, 5
miles distant from the school. From this station
the passenger is carried over a branch road to
the' school grounds, which is the terminal of this

The enrollment this year has reached 1,800,
almost all of whom are boarding students. Over
a score of industrial subjects are taught to both
boys and girls. The rapid growth of the South
has called for skilled steam engineers, especially
in the rural districts, where many mills are lo
cated, and Mr. Thomas has for 8 years made it
a part of the work of his steam engineering divi
sion to give full instruction to farmers and mill
owners on the care and management of boilers,
engines, injectors, etc., and many visits are made
to the school by those seeking information.

FIG. I. APPARATUS FOR FIRST LESSONS IN STEAM ENGINEERING.
branch line. The institution is situated in what
is known as the Black Belt of the South, where
in some places the blacks outnumber the whites
6 to 1.
This great surplus of ignorant labor is a
menace to the South's best interests, and Booker
T. Washington has been laboring zealously for
22 years to enlighten these people in the agri
cultural and mechanical arts and sciences. He
has searched all over the country to find young
colored men highly skilled in industrial lines to
help him in this work. One of them, Mr. H. E.
Thomas, from Ohio, has organized the mechan
ical engineering department, and the extensive
equipment in this line at Tuskegee has been
from his plans.

The school buildings, including shops, dormi
tories, academic buildings and barns, make a
group of over sixty buildings, covering about 700
acres; many of these are sttam heated and elec
trically lighted from the school plant. Thirteen
steam engines, ten steam boilers, 12 miles of
steam and water piping, eleven steam pumps,
and numerous boiler accessories are used in the
engineering plant at the school for both actual
work and instruction.
Most of the boilers are 60 inches by 16 feet
of the horizontal tubular type, and 44 inches by
14 feet, of the same type. Automatic devices are
used in the plants only for instruction, as the ob
ject is to make the students responsible for
water heights, pressures, furnace firing, etc.

The work here varies from the usual run
of school instruction inasmuch as the steam
plants are called on for a full day's work each
day, and night runs are made at the electric
plant and the heating plants for electric light
ing, steam cooking, laundry and lumber dryers.
A waterworks plant is owned by the school,
water being brought by gravity from springs in
the woods a distance of 2,700 feet to a brick
reservoir near the heating and pump plant.
From here it is pumped by Deane duplex pumps
into the mains, which run through the streets
on the campus.
The water consumption is never over 150,000
gallons per day. A 6-inch castiron water main
is also brought from the town 1 waterworks sys
tem to the school grounds, furnishing about 30.
000 gallons through a Worthington meter with
bypass used in case of fire. This connection
from the town furnishes water to supply a de
ficiency in the capacity of the school plant. The
water from the school plant is excellent for feed
water, as it shows no scale deposits or injurious
effects on boilers. Several boilers in use for
11 years show practically no scale, pitting, or ob
jectionable conditions.
There are two bath houses, one for girls and
the other for boys, with swimming pools, rain
baths, sanitary closets and heating coils, which
require 55,000 gallons of water raised from an
average of 48 to 78 degrees for the swimming
pools twice each week.
Crosby recording gauges are used to keep
"tab" on the steam pressures during day and
night runs and the student's mark of progress
is largely determined by the red curve on the
recording chart. The chief engineer is kept in
touch with the working forces by two telephone
systems, one being the general school system
connecting the institution witli long-distance
lines, and the other a private system connecting
only the steam plants and used only by the engi
neers and assistants. Over this line the inspec
tor engineer, who is always an advanced student
in steam engineering, makes his reports during
the day to the chief of the condition in which
he finds the plants during his hourly visits.
When the inspector finds any duty neglected at
any place he telephones the facts to the chief and
the student who has been neglectful is relieved
to report to the chief and explain matters.
The electrical equipment is under the charge
of Mr. Charles W. Pierce, a young colored grad
uate of the Electrical Engineering Department of
Armour Institute of Chicago. A 50-kiIowatt
moncyclic generator, belt-driven from an Ames
high-speed engine of 125 horsepower is now in
stalled to light the buildings and a Brush arclight machine furnishes current for street lights.
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A 150-kiIowatt generator, of General Electric
make, is now being installed for additional light
for buildings.
A general meeting is held each week by the
corps of 27 instructors and assistants in the vari
ous mechanical branches to discuss industrial
subjects. Occasionally a paper is presented by
one of them bearing on some phase of industrial
work or method of teaching the same. At the
present time, additions and new installations are
being made to the mechanical engineering equip
ment to the value of $13,000. All plans and in
stallations are made by the instructors, using the
students as the working forces, and each stu
dent is held accountable for the amount of in
formation he has grasped while doing such
work.
There are more than 40 students composing
the steam engineering corps, no paid firemen or
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Both one and two-pipe systems are used with
cast iron radiators and automatic air valves. Sec
tional magnesia pipe covering is used inside and
under buildings, on steam mains. Berryman
feed-water heaters are used in the boiler rooms
and the classes in engineering have extended all
feed-water pipes through the heads of all boilers
to the steam space, allowing the water to pass
through more than a length of pipe before being
discharged into the water space. Thus all feed
water is discharged at high temperature.
In addition to the regular class work in the
elementary branches, all students in steam engi
neering are required to work out a series of
practical and theoretical examples which have
been devised by Mr. Thomas. These are put in
blue-print form, mounted on cards and hung on
the walls of engine and boiler rooms.
An effort is made to have the young engi
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day. Here cylinders are rebored, valves ground,
connecting rods fitted, new machine parts made,
and journals babbitted and scraped. In this shop,
all the repairing of steam machinery, as well as
wood and metal working machinery used in the
school, is done, and it often happens that one
steam plant force is sent to the shop to work
on repair jobs while another set of boys is put
in charge of the plant.

FIG. 4. 7-HORSEPOWER HOISTING ENGINE BUILT IN
THE INSTITUTE SHOPS.
A foundry and pattern shop are used for
instruction and for doing repair work, thus per
mitting the students to carry a job from the
drawings to the finished piece ready to go into a
machine. Last October, some castings were made
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EXPLAINING THE GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENT OF A STRAIGHT LINE ENGINE.

engineers being employed. The steam machinery
is used from 9 to 20 hours each day, often re
quiring three shifts of engineers. A part of the
boys work all day for 2 years in the plants, and
others, known as normal students, work half the
day and go to academic classes the other half.
Each begins as coal passer and is promoted to
be wiper, fireman, assistant engineer and first
engineer successively.
From the heating plant, three lines of piping
are carried through brick conduits, the pipe lines
being 5, 6 and 8 inches, respectively, to carry
steam to the buildings. These pipe lines are cov
ered with sectional asbestos covering, and expan
sion hangers and expansion joints are supplied
at proper intervals. Austin steam separators are
used on the lines to take out water of condensa
tion, and return drip lines carry all hot water
to the boiler rooms, where Marsh and Snow au
tomatic pumps and receivers pump this water to
the boilers.
The pressure on the heating mains is 30
pounds (the cooking and bath house require
ment) and at each building there is a pressure
regulator reducing the pressure from 30 to from
2 to 10 pounds, according to the size of the
building and the conditions met.

neers familiar with the biographies and inven
tions of America's noted steam engineers, and
occasionally instruction is given on the engineer
ing equipment and performance of some new
plant in which unusual features are employed.
When a student has advanced far enough in
mechanical drawing, he is required to make a
design of some piece of apparatus which may be
used in a steam plant. Fig. 3 shows a design
made by a student of a charcoal forge for plants
having compressed air connections for the blast.
This enables the engineer to do many repair
jobs of small size and has been used at Tuskegee with much success for some time. A new
reversing gear for hoisting engines was also de
signed recently by one of the senior class, for
which a patent has been granted. A 3-horsepower engine was built in the school shop by
the classes in machine shop and engineering
practice, fitted with this valve gear and a 7horsepower hoisting engine and gearing was last
year built for raising lumber to new buildings
now being constructed on the grounds.
Before being considered competent to act
as first engineer, the student must serve time
in the school's machine shop where repairing and
construction is going on for g]4 hours each work

5. KEYSEATING MACHINE BUILT BY THE STU
DENTS, IN USE ON JACKSHAFT IN THE
ELECTRIC PLANT.
in this foundry to be used in Africa in one of the
German colonies for a special machine used in
cotton pressing, the order being given by a rep
resentative of the German Government, who was
visiting the school. The graduates from the
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steam engineering work have been much in de
mand in the South by planters, mill-owners and
manufacturing establishments, and there is never
any trouble in finding positions for competent
young men.

VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL.
BY BUDD FRANKENFIELD.
BY speed control of an electric motor is
meant the changing of speed at the will of
the operator. This term is often confounded
with "speed regulation," which means the inher
ent tendency of the machine to regulate for con
stancy of speed, or for a definite linear relation
between speed and load.
The introduction of electric traction furnished
the first stimulus for the development of motor
control. This was followed by considerable ac
tivity in elevator work and in crane and other
hoisting applications. Railway and hoisting mo
tors are so thoroughly standardized that they
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tem of this kind had a great many advantages
over the old method of long lines of shafting,
but it did not give all that the electric drive has
to offer.
The general subject of shop drive has been
voluminously discussed in the technical press
and before engineering societies. Most of these
papers have been of a proselyting character, and
advantages, both real and imaginary, have been
set forth in favor of the electric equipment. Most
of the points, however, have been proved by ex
perience to be well taken. The electric drive is
here to stay and the question now is how to use
it to the best advantage.
It may be proper in the case of constant-speed
working to consider the question of grouping
versus direct connection from the standpoint of
minimum output of motor that can be economic
ally operated. In the case of variable-speed,
working however, the conditions are different. A
variable-speed motor should be used only be
cause of advantages, inherent in the electrical
method of speed control, that are sufficient to
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FIG. 3. CHARCOAL FORGE DESIGNED AND BUILT BY STUDENTS.

need not be considered in detail in the present
article, and we will pass at once to the more re
cent application of the variable speed motor to
shop drive.
An early attempt was made to apply the electrict motor to the direct driving of machine tools
requiring a variation of speed, but it failed, main
ly on account of the conservatism of machine
shop managers; but partly because of the diffi
culty of the problem. For a number of years
the development of shop drive was confined al
most wholly to constant-speed working, and the
equipment of the most up to date shop consisted
of a grouping of the tools in small clusters, each
operated from a single constant-speed motor, with
perhaps a few large tools direct driven. A sys-

warrant the extra cost of equipment. The chief
gains are compactness of the unit of tool and
motor, and increased output, this increase being
due to the fact that the most economical speed of
operation can always be obtained by the simple
moving of a lever.
CLASSIFICATION OF SERVICE.
It is one thing to point out the advantages of
an ideal system of speed control ; it is another to
furnish the modus operandi for such a system.
No single method of control is suitable for all
applications. There are several classes into which
the loads imposed on variable speed motors may
be divided:
1. Loads requiring low speed range, 1.3 to I.
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2. Loads requiring medium speed range, 2 to
1 or 3 to 1.
3. Loads requiring great speed range, 6 to 1
or higher.
4. Loads requiring constancy of speed for
any given position of the controller.
5. Loads requiring constancy of torque, i.
power increases directly with the speed.
6. Loads requiring a driving torque that in
creases more rapidly than the speed.
7. Loads requiring frequent starting with
great torque.
8. Loads of a violently fluctuating nature.
9. Loads requiring a driving torque that va
ries inversely as the speed, «. e., a constant power.
Two or more of the requirements are usually
included in the demands of a single machine.
Several typical loads are now cited :
The power taken by a fan blower operating at
constant gate opening varies almost as the cube
of the speed. In the majority of applications,
only a slight speed variation is required. Regu
lation should be close at any position of the con
troller.
Hoisting and traction motors must be capable
of starting frequently at an excessive torque, and
of operating under a rapidly fluctuating load. A
certain amount of speed control is necessary for
acceleration, and in order to have absolute mas
tery of the rate of motion of the load, a wide
range of speed is demanded. It is permissible to
sacrifice inherent regulation to this end.
Punching presses usually operate at a single
speed, but for general work it would be advan
tageous to furnish a means of variation. The
load is extremely fluctuating, varying as much
as six to one in a single complete stroke of the
ram. Close regulation is not demanded and it is
advisable to use compound wound motors so as to
minimize the fluctuation. It is almost needless to
add that a flywheel is a necessary adjunct.
Circular saws for woodworking are represent
ative of a similar class of loads. The maximum
demand continues for a longer period, however,
and the motors are usually direct coupled and of.
high speed.
Shapers and slotters likewise furnish varying
loads. A medium range of speed is required in
order that different metals may each be worked at
the most economical rate of cutting. Compound
wound motors are desirable, and a flywheel should
be used with the larger sizes of machines.
Drilling machines and milling machines re
quire a wide range of speed with close regula
tion. The load on a drill increases gradually
with the depth of hole, while a milling cutter
gives a constant load for a given piece of work,
unless the depth of the cut varies.
Lathes and boring mills require a wide range
of speed and close regulation. A peculiarity of
these tools is that, regardless of the speed of ro
tation, the power remains practically constant
for a given weight of material removed per unit
of time by a given cutting tool, ».
the torque
varies inversely as the speed.
Planers offer several problems according to
the method of drive. The common way is to
belt or gear a constant speed motor to the coun
ter-shaft, only one method involving the variable
speed motor having been commonly applied. Here
a medium range compound motor with flywheel
attached is direct connected, the mechanical re
versing device being retained. The load fluctu
ates violently, and is a maximum at the instant
of reversal. Running light, it is greater on the
return than on the forward stroke. Taking a cut,
it is usually heavier on the forward stroke, the
variation in power being sometimes as high as
eight to one.
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A method which has been tried with technical
success involves the use of two motors, one to
drive the bed forward and the other for the re
turn. The motors revolve continuously and the
load is shifted from one to the other. The meth
od works well, the only objection being the large
initial cost as compared with a single motor
equipment. It has a possible advantage in that
the quick return ratio may be readily adjusted.
A method has been proposed which consists
in the use of one motor, the direction of rotation
of which is reversed at the end of each stroke,
the reverse run being made at a higher speed
than the forward run. In this system the motor
would have to be heavily compounded, but a fly
wheel could not be used. In fact, to work on this
plan to the best advantage, a specially designed
planer with a light bed is needed; it would be
preferable to employ compression springs or air
cushions at the end of each stroke to help out in
the reversal, which device would have to be ad
justable to various lengths of stroke. Add to this
a general speed control system to accommodate
different classes of work and it is seen that the
method involves difficulties both electrical and
mechanical.
The direct-current motor lends itself more
readily to speed control than the alternating-cur
rent machine, and, as a consequence, is used in
this class of work almost exclusively. Further
more, direct current practice is now limited to
constant pressure two-wire or multiple-wire sys
tems.
DIRECT CURRENT METHODS OF CONTROL.
A short review of the direct current methods
of speed control is best introduced by a glance ai
the formula for speed :
Ep x 10* x 60
N —
S F P
where N = speed in revolutions per minute.
E = pressure at motor terminals less resist
ance drop.
p = number of bifurcations of armature wind
ing.
5 = number of armature conductors.
F = magnetic flux per pole.
P = number of pairs of poles.
It is seen that the speed is directly propor
tional to the impressed pressure less the resist
ance drop, and to the number of armature bifur
cations, and that it is inversely proportional to
the number of armature conductors, to the flux
per pole and to the number of poles. The speed
may be varied by changing any one of these
quantities. So far as the formula is concerned,
it is immaterial which of the factors is varied ;
but when it comes to an interpretation of this
formula in a structure of iron and steel it is
found that each method has its advantages and
its limitations.
One more elementary principle; torque, is pro
portional to the total magnetic flux multiplied by
the number of armature conductors, multiplied
by the current per conductor. It is well to re
member this in the discussion of the various
methods.
One of the simplest ways of controlling speed
is the method of rheostatic control. A controll
able resistance is placed in series with the arma
ture and the speed is changed by changing the
amount of this resistance in circuit, thus varying
the resistance drop. This is applied to both se
ries and shunt motors.
In the case of a shunt motor, the field is con
nected directly across the line, thereby insuring
constant excitation. With this connection, good
commutation is assured throughout a wide range
of speed, the speed being a maximum, when all
the resistance is cut out of the armature circuit.
The maximum running torque is practically the
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same at all speeds, so that the capacity of the
motor varies almost directly with the speed, be
ing subject to a slight diminution at the higher
velocities. The system has two decided disadvan
tages : 1. It is extremely wasteful of power. 2.
The regulation is something atrocious.
It is therefore limited to applications where
power is cheap and where close regulation is no
object.

MAIN
)J EXHAUST

USING EXHAUST STEAM.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
As the size of power installations increases,
greater attention is being paid to utilizing as
completely as possible the energy produced. Ac
cumulators for taking up lost energy and re
storing it as needed are helpful in this connec
tion. A steam accumulator, which serves the
same purpose of storing energy as the storage
battery, has recently been invented by M. Rateau, and is being manufactured by Sautter,
Hade & Co., of Paris.
EXHAUST

OIL OVERFLOW
1 1 Safety valve

OAST IRON
PLATES

FIG. 2.

EXHAUST
TO TURBINE
BLOW OFF

FIG. I. VERTICAL ACCUMULATOR WITH CAST-IRON
PLATES.
A second common method is that of field
rheostatic control. Applied to a shunt motor, a
regulable resistance is connected in series with
the field winding. Increasing this resistance in
creases the speed, but the operation is rather in
volved. First, the excitation is decreased, which
reduces the flux, hence the counter electromotive

ACCUMULATOR AT BRUAY, MADE OF
RAILS.

While steam motors for continuous running
have long since been greatly improved by
compounding, and the addition of condensers
and superheaters, machines for intermittent
working have not been, and are very spend
thrifts of steam. M. Rateau's accumulator seeks
to recover part of this lost energy. The sys
tem includes a combined accumulator and reheater of steam, and a steam turbine for low
pressure coupled to an electric generator, a cen
trifugal pump or a blower fan. Steam from the
primary engine is exhausted in spurts into the
accumulator, and low-pressure steam is drawn
off in a continuous flow. A condenser is pro
vided to give the best possible vacuum for the
turbine and some accessory machinery to insure
RELIEF VALVE
TO AIR

STEAM INLET

TO TURBINE

AUTOMATIC
•VALVC FLOAT

FIG. 3.

ACCUMULATOR USING ONLY WATER AS A RESERVOIR.

force of the armature. More armature current is
admitted as a result, and, the armature resistance
drop being small, the increase in current is so
much greater than the decrease in flux, that their
product, the torque, is increased. This increases
the speed. The effect of a change in field
strength upon the speed hinges on the value of
the armature resistance; in fact, a special arma
ture could be built having a high resistance,
which would actually decrease its speed with a
decrease in field. Such machines are built and
used as meter motors.
(To be continued )

the independence of the main engine and the
secondary motor.
The combined accumulator and reheater con
sists of a shell containing the parts which are
to act as reservoirs of heat. The steam flows
into the accumulator, and when it is coming in
in large quantities, the pressure and temperature
rise. When but little exahust steam is coming
from the main engine, the temperature and pres
sure fall and the water which has been con
densed is re-evaporated. The pressure is low
ered by the drawing of steam from the accumu
lator by the turbine. The heat absorbed, dur
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ing the rapid flow of steam, by the internal parts
of the accumulator is given up during the reevaporation.
In practice, the change in temperature is re
duced from five to eight degrees, which cor
responds to a change of pressure of 2.5 to 4
pounds per square inch. Beyond these limits,
the changes can be controlled by a choice of
suitable weight, of the parts forming the heat
reservoir and by regulation of the exhaust
valve.
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rising above that of the atmosphere and an au
tomatic float valve to keep the water from ris
ing too high in the heater.
The valve, which controls the atmospheric
exhaust, acts as an outboard exhaust for the
primary motor when the turbine is not running.
It is double seated, with large area for dis
charge so that it has but small rise, and will
act under small differences of pressure. The
pressure can be regulated by means of the ten
sion on the spring.

STMM DRUM I
LIVE STEAM

ACCUMULATORS

FIG. 4.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE INSTALLATION AT BRUAY.

The accumulators are made in three princi
pal forms. The first consists of ribbed castiron plates in a copper cylinder arranged in a
vertical pile forming thin annular vessels in lay
ers in which the water condenses, and between
which the steam circulates, Fig. I. The steam
flows from the primary motor through the ex
haust pipe into the central canal, part of it going
immediately through a special pipe to the tur
bine. Another part is condensed during the
time of exhaust from the engine, and re-evap
orated when the engine is riot running.
The second type is a simplified affair made
up of old pieces of iron instead of cast-iron
plates ; old rails or any similar material may
be used, Fig. 2. The cylinder is then placed
horizontal and the effect of the water con
tained in the annular plates is lost so that the
action is not so sensitive as in the first type,
but, if old iron is easily available, a very con
siderable economy can be effected by its use, and
the reduced cost will probaly make up for the
loss in efficiency.
The third form, Fig. 3, uses as a reservoir
for heat, simply a mass of water. Water is the
cheapest material which can be used for this
purpose, and has a large capacity for heat, so
that it is natural to adopt it; but its very
poor conducting power makes this difficult.
M. Rateau overcomes the difficulty as fol
lows : A cylindrical heater is placed horizon
tally, and more than half filled with water. On
the inside are placed several large pipes of an
elliptical cross section, running the length of the
heater, and having between them, vertical spaces
which will allow circulation in the heater. The
exhaust steam is brought into these tubes and
discharged into the circulation spaces through a
great number of small holes, thus setting up a
rapid circulation. Horizontal baffle plates turn
the current sidewise, and prevent the water
being thrown upward into the outlet pipe. A
safety valve is added to prevent the pressure

It may happen that the primary motor does
not furnish steam enough to run the turbine.
In that case the turbine can be run by steam
taken directly from the boilers, Fig. 4, which is

FIG. 5.

the main engine prevents the return of steam
from the accumulator at those times when the
turbine is running with live steam.
The turbine and condenser are not the only
system possible. If a central condensing sys
tem is used, the accumulator and turbine can
be placed between the condenser and the main
engine. The system is not costly, and greatly
aids economy. It calls for but little atten
tion.
The turbines for low pressure which are
used in the system are the usual Rateau type,
and may be used to drive alternating current
generators, centrifugal pumps or ventilating fans,
and either jet or surface condensers may be
used, as convenient.
The installation made at the mines of Bruay,
Fig. s, has given results agreeing with the pre
dictions of the inventor. The additional power
recovered from the exhaust steam of a smelter
engine is about 300 electric horsepower with an
installation of only moderate size. The tur
bine drives two direct-current dynamos, the
whole forming a generating unit which is 15 feet
long, 6 feet wide and 7 feet high. Two other
installations are in course of erection, one at
the Reunion mines in Spain, the other at the
mines of Bethune, near Calais. The 'first will
include two turbines of 300 horsepower each,
taking the exhaust steam from a smelting engine
and the pumping engine. They will drive alter
nating-current generators of 220 kilowatts, fur
nishing three-phase current at 1,000 volts and 40
periods per seconds. At shaft No. 9 of the
Bethune mines, the installation is to compress
air to a pressure of 75 pounds per square inch.
The exhaust from the smelting engine and from
various other machines will be used. The sys
tem is capable of application to steel works,
sugar works, and other industrial establishments
as well as to mines.

THE BRUAY GENERATING SET.

the object of the automatic governor valve.
This acts only when the pressure in the accu
mulator falls below a certain definite value,
which can be fixed at will. This steam from the
boiler is passed through a reducing valve and
after that will give all the power that the tur
bine is capable of developing; or a primary
stage can be added to the turbine which will
act only during the time when the main engine
is stopped. The valve in the exhaust pipe from

A HUNGARIAN inventor now claims that by
using porous bricks made of a composition of lime
and fuel of different degrees of combustibility,
arranged between portions of the fuel in the fur
nace, these will serve as purifying filters for the
gases. A suitable combination is 10 to 15 parts
sawdust, 30 to 35 parts coke and anthracite coal,
20 to 25 parts coking fuel and 30 to 35 parts
of lignite from peat mixed with 6 to 20 parts
of caustic lime.
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COMBUSTION ENGINES
USING WASTE HEAT FROM A GAS
ENGINE.*
BY H. B. MAC FARLAND.
The utilization of the waste of heat motors
is, at the present time, an object of no small
importance, especially in view of the fact that
these wastes seem to be reduced to a minimum
so far as design and proper conditions of lubri
cation and smooth running are concerned, and

FIG. I. TWELVE-HORSEPOWER GAS ENGINE
A, MAIN EXHAUST TO OUTSIDE AIR ; B, AUXILIARY
D, AUXILIARY EXHAUST TO SUPERHEATER J E, GAS
WATER PIPE, TO TANK J J, ENTERING AIR.
since the success of a heat waste engine has
been commercially attained through the notable
experiments of Professor Josse at the Charlottenberg Technical High School, Germany.
The statement is not a new one that "the
gas engine more than any other heat motor, be•Abstractof a thesis presented to the faculty of Cornell
University, Juno, 1903, for the degree of M. M. E.
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cause of the elevation of its lower temperature
limit, needs to be supplemented by a waste heat
engine, which in turn may be supplemented by
another waste heat engine using a fluid with a
still lower boiling point." This statement, so
beautifully expressed in theory, had not been
substantiated by experiment and the writer un
dertook research along this line.
The apparatus used consisted of a gas engine,
steam engine, boiler, condenser, calibration tank,
superheater, air meter and gas meter.
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cylinder. The greater volume of the burned gas
was, however, forced out by the piston through
the main exhaust.
The steam engine was a simple Payne, with
9 x 16-inch cylinder, developing a maximum of 6
horsepower at 200 revolutions per minute. It
required a large amount of steam per horse
power, which was supplied by a Roberts watertube boiler. A Wheeler surface condenser was
used for determining the steam consumption,
but without vacuum.
A superheater was constructed from an old
reheater once used in an air compressor. It con
sisted of one frustum of a cone within another,
the exhaust gases passing through the inner and
transmitting heat to the steam in the outer
frustum. The heat transmitting surface was
approximately 2 square feet. The superheater
gave results unexpectedly satisfactory.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the gas and steam engines
respectively and, by the aid of Fig. 3, which is
a diagram of the arrangement, the principal con
nections may be traced.
As shown, the main exhaust from the gas
engine was piped to the outside air; the auxil
iary exhaust was piped to the outside air and
also to the superheater. The exhaust pipe
through the superheater led down and then up
through the two compartments of the calibra
tion tank and thence to the outside air. By
closing the valve to the air in the outboard
branch of the auxiliary pipe, part of the exhaust
gases at high temperature and pressure passed
through the superheater, where they were some
what expanded and transferred heat to the
steam ; they then passed on through the cali
bration tank to the outside air. The back pres
sure on the gas was not raised by this arrange
ment, although it probably would have been had
the piston been required to force the main ex
haust through the superheater. As the pressure
and temperature in the auxiliary exhaust were
much higher than those in the main exhaust, it
is probable that it carried out more than half of
the exhaust heat.
The water entered the jacket of the gas en
gine from the water mains, then passed to the
calibration tank, where it was measured and re
ceived further additions of heat from the ex
haust gases. From there it was pumped to the
boiler and then went as steam to the superheater
and on to the steam engine. It was finally con
densed and weighed.
The gas and air were
measured by their respective meters.
The problem was to find if heat could be
given to the steam engine fiom the gas engine
in such a way as to decrease the heat supply
taken from the boiler and yet produce the same
constant work from the engines.
In order to measure any gain due to com
bination of steam and gas engine, it was neces
sary to run each separately, noting the total
power developed and the heat units supplied ;
then to run them in combination, developing the
same power and noting the heat units supplied.
Experiment showed that the back pressure
USED IN THE WASTE HEAT EXPERIMENTS.
on the gas engine was not changed, whether the
auxiliary exhaust passed directly into the air or
EXHAUST; C, AUXILIARY EXHAUST TO OUTSIDE AIR;
into the superheater and then into the air. It
PIPE; F, COLD JACKET WATER PIPE J G, HOT JACKET
was then necessary, in order to determine
whether there was any gain by the combination,
The gas-engine was of the four-cycle type, to run the steam engine singly, noting the
having a hit-or-miss, inertia governor, with a amount of heat supplied at the throttle ; then to
9 x 16-inch cylinder, hot-tube ignition. It was run it under the same pressure of steam at the
rated at 12 developed horsepower, running at same number of revolutions and with the same
brake load, noting the heat supply in each pound
200 revolutions per minute and using illuminat
ing gas. It had an auxiliary exhaust, which was of steam entering the superheater and the heat
carried by each pound of steam as it passed the
uncovered near the end of the stroke, thus great
ly reducing the pressure of the gases in the throttle.
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The pressure of gain would be not only the
per cent of heat supplied by the exhaust gases to
the steam, thereby increasing its quality, but the
effect of this supply of heat in decreasing the
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(C) 120 pounds absolute, while the revolutions
per minute were respectively 205, 201 and 207.
3.4 horsepower was produced in tests (A)
and (B), and 2.2 horsepower in test (C)

FIG. 2. SIX-HORSEPOWER PAYNE STEAM ENGINE TAKING HEAT PARTIALLY FROM THE GAS
ENGINE EXHAUST.
A, AUXILIARY EXHAUST FROM GAS ENGINE; B, SUPERHEATER; C, AUXILIARY EXHAUST FROM FEED
WATER TANK TO AIR/ D, FEED WATER PIPE FROM TANK TO BOILER J E, JACKET WATER FROM GAS EN
GINE TO FEED WATER TANK; F, EXHAUST STEAM PIPE.
heat units needed by the steam engine to give
a certain power. Furthermore, in estimating this
gain, the heat supplied by the superheater should
be subtracted from the heat supply to the steam
engine since it has already been accounted for
in the gas engine efficiency. Since all measure
ments were made upon the two engines as a
system, the total heat supplied to the boiler by
the gas engine through the feed water should be
figured from the number of pounds oi steam
actually used by the engine, and the difference
in temperature of the feed, when it entered the
calibration tank and when it entered the boiler.
The tests were for 2 hours each, observa
tions being made simultaneously on both en
gines. The data recorded from the gas engine
was the same as in the gas-engine tests. The
revolutions per minute of the steam engine were
obtained by a tachometer, or indicating speed
counter, the indicator diagrams by a Thompson
indicator and the brake load by a friction brake,
consisting of ropes and blocks of wood. The
quality of the steam as it entered the superheater
was found by means of a throttling calorimeter,
and the temperature and pressure of the steam
were observed when it left the superheater. The
exhaust was condensed at atmospheric pressure
and weighed in order to find the steam con
sumption per hour.
A preliminary test was made to get the
proper conditions for running. Three tests were
run, during which the gas engine ran at about
200 revolutions per minute and with a brake load
of 115 pounds net, developing 1 1.5 horsepower.
The steam pressure for test (A) was 130 pounds
absolute; for test (B), 105 pounds, and for test

by the steam engine. Steam entered the super
heater after passing through about 40 feet of
bare pipe in tests (A) and (B), but a separaro atmoSPhEPE

The summary for the records of the three
tests is given in Tables I, II and III. Tables I
and II are for the gas engine which ran under
the same conditions, both when the steam engine
was in use and alone. Table III gives the re
sults for the steam engine when run separately
and as part of the combined system.
From
these tables deductions can be made, showing the
heat transferred in various parts of the system
as follows:
For the combined system in test (B) the
British thermal units supplied would be, to the
steam engine 255,610; to the gas-engine 196,885.
The heat extracted from the exhaust gases by
the superheater is 8,195 thermal units, and that
extracted from the jacket water and exhaust
gases given up to the feed water is 21,550, the
two items of supply in the steam and gas give
a total of 452,945. Subtracting from this 29,745,
which is the amount taken up by the feed water
and steam, it leaves 423,200 British thermal
units as the net supply of heat to the system.
The thermal equivalent of the work done by
the steam engine is 8,475 heat units, and that
done by the gas engine 29,170, a total of 37,645.
The efficiency would then be 37,645 423,200 =
8.9 per cent.
For the gas-engine run singly, in test (B),
the heat supplied to the steam engine is 306,686;
that supplied to the gas-engine, as before, is 196,885, a total of 503,571 British thermal units for
the two engines. The work done by the steam
engine was slightly less than before and its ther
mal equivalent is 8,434 heat units. For the gasengine the power was the same and its thermal
equivalent is 29,170, a total for the two engines
of 37,604. The efficiency of the two is then 37,604 -r- 503,571 = 7.48 per cent. This shows a
gain in efficiency of 8.9 — 7.48 = 1.42 per cent of
the heat supplied, or the efficiency if the system
is increased by 1.42 — 7.48 = 18.98 per cent of
its lower value.
This gain is considerable in view of the fact
that the steam consumption of the engine per
developed horsepower was high, and that the
heat gained from the wastes of the gas engine
was only a small part of the total supplied to the
gas engine.

HHAusr TQ SUPERHEATER

FIG. 3. ARRANGEMENT AND CONNECTIONS OF APPARATUS FOR WASTE HEAT EXPERIMENTS.
tor was placed near the superheater for test
(C) so that the quality of the steam was 99 per
cent dry when it entered the superheater.

The temperature of the exhaust gas was
taken after it had passed through the calibration
tank and was found to be only a little above that
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of the feed water, so completely had the heat
been abstracted from the gas.
Reducing this heat analysis to percentages, it
appears that, of the heat supplied to the system,
56.52 per cent was supplied to the steam en
gine and 43.48 per cent to the gas engine. The
heat extracted from the exhaust gases by the
superheater was 1.81 per cent of the total amount

B.
U.Jtoacket
T.

Temperatures
i
a
lih
S
d
£

Symbol

Heat to various losses
5M57
Thermal equivalent, I. H. P
35,767 18.1
Thermal equivalent D. H. P
29,170 14.8
Heat extracted from exhaust
8,195
4.2
Heat extracted from jacket water. 21,550 10.9
As a result of experiment I conclude that the
heat wastes of a gas engine can be applied to
a secondary engine and a gain thereby can be

SUMMARY FROM LOGS OF GAS ENGINE TESTS.

table 1.
mBeT.inperute.

Jacket Water

■*£m
P4
i
68
66
69

Air
ft.
Cu.
hr.per

Mu
&
3
0
*c
6

Phr.operunds

Deg.
Tern.
F.

(A) 196.6 93.0
(B) 210.5 105.25
(C) 208.8 102.8
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Inlet.
COa
i

715 89
765 93
780 87

49
51
51

a
a .
oa
.■

Wt.

159
198
197

641.1
516.0
436.7

supplied to the system, and that extracted by the
feed water from exhaust gases and jacket water
was 4.75 per cent, so that the net amount of heat
supplied to the system was 93.44 per cent of the
apparent supply.
Comparing the performance of each engine
when run singly and in the combined system, the
following results appear:
The gas engine, run singly, received 196,885
heat units and the equivalent of the work done
was 29,170 heat units, which gives an efficiency
of 14.8 per cent. When run combined, the heat
taken up from the exhaust was 8,195 heat units,
and that given up to feed water 21,550 heat units,
or a total of 29,745 which were used in the steam
engine, thus leaving the net amount charged to
the gas engine as 167,140, which is 84.92 per cent
of the total supply to the engine. The equivalent
of the work done was as before, 29,170, which is
14.8 per cent of the heat supplied so that
the heat efficiency when running combined is 14.8
-=- 84.92 = 17.45 per cent, a gain of 2.65 per cent.
For the steam engine when running alone,
the heat supplied was 306.686 British thermal

2,542
2,613
2,644

Waterperhr.
P.
fl.
D.

H.
I.
P.

292.6 67,107
849.1 72,145
333.1 67,719

12.56
14.05
13.81

10.77
11.58
11.46

made, and that this gain is of such magnitude
as to make such a system as here proposed com
mercially successful.
There is a maxim temperature possible for
TABLE II.

DEDUCTIONS FROM LOGS OF GAS ENGINE TESTS.

Jacket Water

Sup
Gas
inB,
U.
T.
hoar.pliedper

to
Gas
of
Ratio
P.
D.perup
taken
B.T.U. H.
Air.

4*
2■ .a§
s I

P.
H.U.B.
I.
T.per
hour.

u

Degre s
F.

Symbol

per cent by extracting heat from the main ex
haust.
The heat in the exhaust, as seen from the
foregoing analysis, is 19 per cent of that sup
plied to the gas engine, so that by the use of a
secondary engine 50 per cent of this, or 9.5 per
cent of the heat supplied to the gas engine, may
be saved and used in the steam engine, and
moreover, in a form available for superheating
the steam.
Of the 72,000 British thermal units going to
the jacket water, 22,000 were given up to the
secondary engine—if the efficiency of the boiler
was 100 per cent; that is 31 per cent of the heat
in the jacket water, or 11 per cent of the heat
supplied to the gas engine, was given up to the
steam engine in an available form. Thus a total
of 20 per cent of the heat supply of the gas
engine, which is usually wasted, would be avail
able for the secondary engine. Since the water
rate of the secondary engine was enormously
high, the heat supplied through the superheat
was only 3 per cent of the supply by the boiler.
If the water rate of a steam engine is decreased,
the heat supply from the exhaust of the gas
engine becomes larger in proportion. The result
of this increase in efficiency of the steam engine
would be to give the waste heat from the gas

Am
a

P.
H.
D.U.
toB.
T.
hour.

Per cent of B. T. U. Sup
plied to

fa
p!

P.D.
H.

Jacket

|
hr.per

Range.

M

Id
oa
(A) 110
(B) 142
(C) 146

8.6
6.0
5.5

6,234 41 to 8.34
6,257 81 to 7.76
5,855 51 to 7.65

168,545
196,885
190,125

67,107
72,147
67,719

the leaving jacket water which renders the gas
engine most efficient and concentrates the heat
leaving through the jacket in a small quantity
of water at a high temperature. In the case in

A
81,966 26,400 32,025
35,767 29,170 37,514
85,139 29,073 85,588

15.7 39.8
14.8 36.6
15.3 35.8

-a
s
1
H

!

19.0 25.5
19.0 29.6
18.7 31.7

greater effect in cutting down the heat supplied
to the steam engine from the boiler.
The increasing use of gas engines developing
large amounts of power, and the demand for

TABLE III. SUMMARY FROM LOGS OF TESTS.

Engine
Steam
i

Ban ing

Sa
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t

44a
8

Condensing
Water
*
a
-<->

Condensed
Steam

Singly
Combined

(A) 181.0
130.9

206 95.8
205 96.5

sD
d
a
&■
1
1o
■*
a
en
£
£1
4.66 3.38 48 58 302 77 237.5
8 4.89 8.42 48 61 248 78 224.0 22,400

Singly
Combined

(B)

108.8
105.8

201 96.0
202 95.9

4.85 8.31 51 61 287 78 263
7 4.54 8.33 50 60 315 78 215.5 21,550

Singly
Combined

(C)

121.9
121.1

207 99.0
3.80 2.18 49 59 270 77 205
208 99.0 8.7 8.28 2.19 46 54 336 73 174.7 17,475

Symbol
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CMI

b
O09
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P.H.I.

units, and the equivalent of the work done was
8,434, which shows an efficiency of 2.75 per cent.
When in the combined system the heat supplied
was 255,610, and the work done was 8475 heat
units, which shows an efficiency of 3.32 per cent,
a gain of .58 per cent.
An analysis of the heat distribution and re
distribution reveals the following facts regarding
the gas engine when running in combination :
Per
B.T.U. Cent.
Heat supplied in gas
106,885 100.0
Absorbed by jacket water
72,147 36.6
Heat to exhaust
37,514 190

P.
H.
D.

a
i
"3
s
"3

d
a
£
"3a

I
06

B. T. U. per D. H. P. per Hr. li
SJ K
K
£0 Us
0
s
in
"Sa
ill Jill "J
COa
o-sS
il 111
3
C9«i^
r*
272,840 272340 80,257 8(1.257
80.257
7,787 258,898 266,185 76,661 74,453
68,905 7.8 14.2

B. T. U. per Hour
(fa
a
K
ft*
11
if. L
b ** ft
H
il
03 teS
COp
Sf
a
I5

306,686 806,686
8,195 247,515 255,610

a
CD1
h
is
II
3.18
8.83

91,122 91,122
76,653 74,140

91,122
67,665 18.9 25.7

2.80
3.88

235,817 235,817 110,231 110,531
1,846 205,734 207,580 95 171 94.094

110,531
86,042 14.9 23.6

2.80
2.68

hand, where the entering jacket water had an
average temperature of 50 degrees F., the final
temperature should be 180 degrees F.
The heat from the exhaust gases is readily
transferable to the steam through the super
heater.
Assuming that half of the exhaust heat
passed out of the auxiliary exhaust, or 16,000
British thermal units per hour, it is seen that
8,000 British thermal units are absorbed in the
superheater and 2,000 in the calibration tank;
that is 33 per cent of the heat carried away in
the gas-engine exhaust is saved by the secondary
engine and this could easily be increased to 50

maximum efficiency in power systems may re
sult in commercial use of such a system as was
here experimented upon. The problems to be
solved are the proper ratio of the secondary en
gine to the primary, although a primary engine
of three to four times the power of the sec
ondary engine would seem about right; the
proper proportion of superheating surface or of
vaporizing surface if a fluid other than steam
is used; the devising of a method for util
izing the main exhaust so as not to increase
the back pressure on the gas engine, and, finally,
the design of a system which as a whole shall
be a compact and convenient unit of power.
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GAS POWER FOR CENTRAL STATIONS.
BY J. R. BIBBINS.
( Concluded.)
FUEL GAS.
Several distinct fuel gases suitable for gasengine use are available.
When reduced to
calorific values per foot of explosive mixture of
proper constituency, the ratings are nearly equal :

in some cases "over-dynamoed," the engines are
generally underloaded and frequently so much
so that good economy could hardly be expected.
The average gas consumption per kilowatt is 39.0
cubic feet. Assuming an average calorific value
of 625 British thermal units per foot for coal gas,
water gas, or mixed gas, the heat consumption
is 24,400 British thermal units per kilowatt-hour,
18,200 British thermal units per electrical horse-

equivalent to 0.0495 cent per British horsepowerhour at 80 per cent combined efficiency.
The gross station economy in the case of plant
No. 6 is shown on curve No. 1. These obser
vations were taken when the station was first
started and operating under an extremely low
load-factor.
Table No. 2 gives the operating cost of plant
No. 9 for 6 months, during 1902. The average
cost of gas is 1.22 cents per kilowatt-hour and the
total operating cost 3.18 cents per kilowatt-hour.
Considering this to be a plant of but 135 horse
power the results are good.
The above data shows in a 'general way the
results that may be accomplished by gas-power
plants, even though running under a burden of
expense for fuel that would be quite out of the
reach of steam plants.

Approximate B. T. U. per cu. ft.
Gas.
Mixture.
1. Natural-Gas
1.000
91.0
a. Coal-Gas
650
91.7
3. Water-Gas
300
88.0
4. Carburretted Water-Gas. . 600
92.0
5. Producer-Gas
120 to 145 6oto 68
6. Coke-oven gas
600
90.0
7. Blast-furnace gas
90
53.0
The power to be developed by an engine of
given proportions does not therefore vary within
appreciable limits, except on producer gas and
blast-furnace gases, when larger engines are re
quired, or larger cylinders on the same engine
frames. The rate of combustion is, however, less
rapid with these than with other gases, due to the
large amount of inert gases such as nitrogen and
carbon dioxide present in the mixture. The com
pression may also be carried much higher without
risk of pre-ignition or "back-firing," thus increas
ing the efficiency of the cycle. With water-gas
the high percentage of hydrogen occasions quick
er combustion and higher flame temperatures
with so considerable a tendency to pre-ignition
and back-firing that this gas is not well adapted
to gas-engine work.
Assuming the calorific value of coal as 14,000
British thermal units per pound and the ef
ficiency of the gas-making process as 80 per cent,
the heat available at the engine is 11,250 British
thermal units, which is equivalent to about one
British hprsepower.
This duty, one British
horsepower per pound of coal, should therefore
be expected from a well-equipped, gas-power
plant.
STATION ECONOMY.
Returning to the consideration of the plants
under exhibit, the average station economy ob
served is shown in Table II. Averages for sev
eral months' operation have in most cases been
given so that the results represent the efficiency
of the entire station, day in and day out, with
various generating outfits running at varying loadfactors, and including errors of measurements
encountered in every-day operation. Although

power-hour, and 14,500 British thermal units per
brake horsepower hour. The average cost of gas
charged to the engine is 33.9 cents per 1,000 feet,
which is, in nearly all cases, considerably above
the cost in the holder to companies operating
both plants, with the result that the gas works
realizes a handsome profit from the electric sta
tion in addition to the decrease in cost per unit

FIG. 5. CURVE SHOWING RELATION OF COST OF
POWER TO OUTPUT IN STATION NO. 6.

A comparison of the cost of coal-gas, watergas, and mixed gas for approximately 500 gas
plants in the United States brings out the follow
ing points:

TABLE II. COST OF OPERATION—(FUEL ONLY.)
cEtohnagrigneds
Cost
Used
Engines
for

Cof
Loadharacter
Generated,

Plant
Number
S
0
1

%
1

Railway Mixed

2
3
4
5

Ark
Incan.
"
Ark and
Incan.
Incan.
I.

6
8
9
10
11

"
Incan.
and Ark

54

Coal
Coal
Water
Mixed

31
30
37.5

Coal
Coal
Water
Coal
Natural

26
5
19.5
15.0
100

Average

Cost per K. W.

1

Percent,
Gas
total
of

KGasat.perW.H.
I
M
I s0
£a
s
a
c/m
18
18

19
.,
10
10

Switchboard

OTotalperating

S%tteamation
Remarks

Expenses

ft.
43.75
28.40
46.57
33.64
53.02
41.6

c
•.
...
...
...
...
3.95
•.■

39.8
33
29.5
20
15.0
16.0

48.4
28.5
41.7
41.9
12.4
21.5

••

33.9

89.0

c/m
37. 5T
at 18
18
62
59.3
84.6

ATerage cost per KW Hr. at 20c., gas (excluding No. 11)
cu. ft. gas per KW. Hr

with increased production. This point will be
brought out later. Assuming an average produc
tion cost of 20 cents per 1,000 feet the average
cost of power is 0.83 cents per kilowatt-hour,

3! is
...

ita
O
■3
a
c
1.65
1.07
0.84
0.61
3.3
2.46
•■.
1.98
0.94
1.22
0.98
0.18
0.34

%
Av. 6 mo.
18 All day ran.
63.5 Gas at cost.
24.5 Av. 14 mo.
At. 6 mo.
Av. 20 mo. 190M902
Output not metered

26

Av. 9 mo. 1902
Night ran 65« ratine
At. 6 mo. 1902
Av. 19 days. Aug. '02.
Special Test.
At. 6 mo.

1.4
828
39.0

1. Cost per unit decreases as output increases,
most rapidly in coal-gas plants and less rapidly
in water-gas plants.
2. Decrease in cost per unit in small plants of
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2 to 10 million feet per year output is very marked,
being greatest in water-gas plants and least in
mixed-gas plants.
3. The greatest opportunity for increasing
revenue from combined gas and electric stations
appears to be in the case of small coal and watergas plants under 10 million feet output. The
smaller the plant the greater the profit.

ENGINEER.

after it has run for a day or two the locality of
the splice can not be detected by the most care
ful examination.
Wire rope is susceptible of the most perfect
splicing; a smoother and better splice can be
put in wire rope than in any other kind, for the
simple reason that it is made with a view to this
purpose. It has just the desired number of
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will interlock regularly with each other, Fig. 3.
Third, unlay any strand. A, and follow up with
No. 1 strand of the other end, laying it tightly
in the open groove made by unwinding A ; make
the twist of the strand agree exactly with the
twist of the open groove. Proceed with" this
until all but_ twelve inches of 1 are laid in, or
until A has become 10 feet long. Then, cut off A,
leaving an end about 12 inches long.

TABLE III. OPERATING COSTS—GENERATING STATION. *PLANT NO. 9.

Month 1902.

Works
Cost Gas Total cost Operating
Co. ft. per
K. W. H. M-ft. Gas
Cost
K. W. Labor and Cost per
K.W. hoar
Generated to Engines Materials per□our
Materials K. W.
only

5465
4489
4186
4670
5124
5246

May
Average

....

187.6
170.7
180.2
226.6
227.1
231.3

c/m
32.2
32.5
31.0
31.0
28.0
22.5

34.4
37.0
43.0
48.5
48.4
44.0

c
1.1
1.2
1.34
1.5
1.21
0.99

29.53

41.7

1.22

$
14M.07
145.84
146.02
168.31
161.70
153.73

c
2.74
3.24
8.5
3.61
8.16
2.93

Remarks
FIG. 4. THE LAYING IN COMPLETED
At. 19% %
Total Gas
Generated
Used by
Engines

' 3.18

♦Capacity plant, 130 H. P.
In Table No. 2, plants I to 2 inclusive operate
combined gas and electric works and all success
fully. Although production-cost of gas is not
in all cases available, in most cases the power gas
is charged to the engine at such a rate as to insure
a handsome profit to the gas works.
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FIG. 6. RELATION OF COST OF PRODUCTION TO OUTPUT.
Fig. 6 shows graphically the saving due to in
creased production, part of which is traceable to
the electric plant and part to consumers.

REPAIR SHOP KINKS.
HOW. TO SPLICE WIRE ROPE.
The following method of splicing a wire rope
is so well described in the book published by A.
Leschen & Sons Co. of St. Louis, and the matter
is one of such importpiace that we here reprint the
chapter.

strands, namely, six, and a hemp core, which pro
vides a place for fastening the ends.
The necessary tools include a hammer and a
sharp cold chisel for cutting off ends of strands;
a steel point or marlin spike for opening strands;
two pieces of heavy tarred marlin or thin rope
with sticks ; a pocket knife for cutting the hemp
core; a wooden mallet and block; and a rope
clamp, Fig. 5, for untwisting the rope.

FIG. 2. AFTER UNLAYING.
First, put the rope around the sheaves and
heave it tight with a good block and fall, Fig.
1. The blocks should be hitched far enough apart
so as to give room between to make a 20-foot
splice. A small clamp may be used to prevent the
lashing from slipping on the ropes where the
blocks are hitched. Next, see that the ropes
overlap about 20 feet, about 10 feet each way from
the center as shown in Fig. I, and mark the center
of each overlapping end with a piece of chalk, or
by tying on a small string. Now proceed to put
in the splice, with the blocks remaining taut when

FIG. 3. LAYING IN THE STRAND.

FIG. I. DRAWING THE ROPE INTO POSITION.
fhe splices for running rope are all of the
kind known as the long splice, and should be put
in 20 feet long. The diameter of the rope is not
increased or diminished, or the strength of the
rope perceptibly weakened by this splice, and

it is necessary; but the better way is to remove
the blocks, throw the rope off the sheaves, let it
hang loose on the shafts, and proceed with the
splice on the floor, or scaffold, as the case may be.
Second, unlay the strands of both ends of the
rope for a distance of 10 feet, or to the center
mark as shown in Fig. 2. Cut off the hemp cores
close up as shown in Fig 2, and bring the bunches
of strands together so that the opposite strands

Fourth, unlay strand 4, of the opposite end,
and follow with strand D, laying it in the open
groove as before, and treating this precisely as in
the first case, Fig. 3. Next, pursue the same
course with B and 2, stopping 4 feet short of the
first set. Next, with 5 and E, stopping as before,
then with C and 3 ; and lastly with 6 and F. The
strands are now all laid in with ends 4 feet apart,
as shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 5. ROPE CLAMP.
FIG. 6. THE ROPE CLAMP IN USE.
Fifth, the ends must be secured without enlarg
ing the diameter of the rope. Take two rope
clamps, Fig 5, and fasten them to the rope as
shown in Fig. 6; twist them in opposite directions,
thus opening the lay of rope, and cut out the hemp
core about 12 inches on each side. Now straighten
the ends and slip them into the place occupied by
the core, then twist the clamps back, closing up
the rope, taking out any slight inequality with a
wooden mallet. Shift the clamps and repeat the
operation at the other five places, and the splice is
made.
If the rope, in time, becomes slack, and runs
too loose, a piece can be cut out and the rope
tightened up. This will require a piece of rope
about 40 feet long, and two splices, one splice to
put on the piece of rope, and the other splice to
join the two ends together.
The Essen Electricity Supply Works has placed
an order with Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co., of
Baden, Switzerland, for a steam turbine direct
coupled both to a 5,000-kilowatt 5,000-volt threephase alternator and a 1,500-kilowatt 600-voIt
continuous current dynamo. The combined out
put of these two generators absorbs about 10,000 horsepower, measured at the turbine shaft.
This set will thus be considerably larger than any
existing unit, so that the Essen central station
will possess the largest steam dynamo in the
world. The complete machine will be about 60
feet long ; the height and width will be less than
10 feet. The 10,000-horsepower turbine itself will
only be about 23 feet long. The machine will be
so arranged that each individual part can be at
tended to from the engine-room floor, thus ob
viating the necessity for the men running up and
down several floors, as is the case with vertical
reciprocating engines or turbines. As regards the
efficiency of this enormous group, it is guaranteed
that the steam consumption per kilowatt-hour
will be less than 15J4 pounds. This figure cor
responds to a steam consumption of about 9
pounds per indicated horsepower per hour.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge of power machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
HINTS CONCERNING BOILERS.
Editor The Engineer :
I saw a pair of tubular boilers recently that
showed that the builders had not studied costs and
competition closely, as a healthy condition of their
pocketbook would seem to demand. The boilers
in question were sold under close competition", yet
the builders threw in 10 tubes to each boiler more
than other builders would put in and ten more
than good engineering practice would permit.
The standard number of tubes of 4 inches in
diameter for a 66-inch head with man hole below
the tubes is 54. In the boilers mentioned there
were 64 tubes. These extra tubes were really of
no value; in other words, the circulation would
be impeded and the facilities for cleaning inter
fered with.
The builders furnished 160 feet of tubes, to
gether with the necessary labor required to put
them in, and now the engineer of the plant is
discussing the advisability of removing the extra
tubes and closing the tube holes with pockettubes. It is obvious that the material, labor and
money spent on the extra tubes is wasted and all
parties concerned would have been benefitted had
the standard number of tubes for this sized head
been put in.
The boilers in question have no domes, and the
builders put in a 7-inch dry-pipe about 8 feet
long. This dropped downward until it was only
8 inches from the tubes. In the upper side of
the pipe were drilled four rows of J^-inch holes.
Branches were run each way from a 7-inch tee,
the ends of the branches being closed with screwed
caps.
Obviously this rig was faulty.
If we are to have a dry pipe put it up within
an inch of the shell. But why have a dry pipe
in view of the fact that other ways are better
and cheaper for the builder? I am speaking, of
course, of tubular boilers, and assuming the water

Take a sheet, say, of No. 11 plate, and 3 feet
long. Lay off a chord 5 inches from the shell,
as shown in Fig. 1. Fit the plate to the shell
by flaring down a lap of 2 inches. Place this
under the main steam pipe and secure it in place
by means of four rivets on each side, and the job
is done. This makes a good separator, as no
water can run up the plate, because the latter
would be cut off, while the entrance for steam is
represented by the segments above the plate and
this gives ample area. I have seen baffle plates
made on this order, but not of this value, in which
the plate was curved and run down the sides of
the shell to the tube line. Clearly this was a
waste of material and without as good results.
Referring to the dry pipe as described, it is
obvious that the cost of the pipe, the fittings, and
the labor is vastly more than a baffle plate to the
builder, and he would have saved money by doing
some thinking. For the present, however, the
thinking is being done by the owner in the way of
getting the pipes out without taking out the
tubes.
The advantages of the butt-strapped triple and
quadruple riveted seam makes it certain that they
are here to stay. Buyers are advised to have no

FIG. 3. TUBES ARRANGED IN CIRCLES.

FIG. 2. ANGLE IRON FOR MUD RING.

FIG. I. SEPARATOR MADE OF FLAT PLATE.

to be at the proper height in the glass, if a boiler
sends over water to the engine, either foaming
or priming is taking place. If the former, the
boiler needs cleaning, but if the latter, the dry
pipe should act as a separator. When a boiler
primes the water flows up the shell and out
through the steam pipe. Suppose then we use a
baffle plate for the separator.

them. A person wonders who the jobber is and
how he does it. Does he steal his material and
work Chinamen? If not, how does he offer low
prices? A person thinks he can't do it, and so
lets the matter drop.
1 recently saw three 42-inch x 7-foot boilers bought
at a very low price, but as they had no stay bolts
in them a man of local reputation got in a bill that,
as he said, "riz 'em some" in price. The shells
were ^-inch plate, the efficiency of the seam, 70

other styles of joints, and engineers everywhere
support the claims made for them.
It seems to me here is an opening for some
body to make a specialty, viz., that of getting
out the straps for these joints. Starting with a
48-inch head and adding the 54, 60, 66 and 72inch sizes of heads a person could rig up ap
pliances so as to turn out the straps with the rivet
holes punched and reamed, and do it with profit,
and too, cheaper than can the other fellows.
As with braces and flanges, a person can buy them
cheaper than he can make them, and the other
party makes a profit also. A person would need
a multiple punch and drill, and the buyer would
punch the corresponding rivet holes below size,
bolt on the straps and with an air drill ream to
size.
Boilers around Chicago at least will have no
other seams on account of the recent passage
of an ordinance on this subject, and so the field
for a specialty of this sort looks good.
There is also a steady market for the small,
vertical, tubular boiler. But, really, who builds
them? When a buyer makes inquiry he usually
states that he can buy of a jobber at about
one-fourth less than a fellow can decently build

per cent, and the firebox was of 5-16 inch material.
No mud ring was used, but the firebox had the
common ogee flange out to the shell, which is
a cheap joint, if cheapness is all that is needed.
By the way, this ogee flange is not durable.
The expansion and contraction of the firebox
causes bending in the ogee and this deteriorating
action is further augmented by scale wedging in
the lower part, causing distortion, corrosion and
leakage. At this point the temperature is low
and corrosion more rapid. I recently saw two
such boilers in which new tubes had been set,
the boilers being in good condition for 100 pounds
pressure, save at the ogee flange.
Here the
bending action, together with slight leakage, had
caused corrosion to such extent as to be unsafe,
and new fireboxes were necessary.
In my opinion the ogee flange for this job is
not anywhere near as good as a mud ring. But
the cost of the latter is prohibitive to most buyers.
Could a fellow use a form of steel angle of shape
shown in the drawing, Fig. 2 ? Rivet on the
firebox at A, insert it in the shell and rivet at B.
The flat part would need to be, say, 3 inches
wide, which is the usual or average distance be
tween the shell and the firebox. Of course, the
steel angle would have to be heated, formed and
welded, but then the holes could be punched
while the double joint to be riveted is not as
costly as drilling a mud ring.
Such boilers arc made 36 and 42 inches, and
the forms could be used indefinitely.
Steel
angles are strong at the fillet, which is desirable,
while the inside would be flat and easy to clean.
While discussing this type of boiler let us take
up another point. Consider the tube head in the
firebox. It is exposed to great heat, and so are
the tube ends, and a small amount of scale will
easily cause trouble.
To enable this sheet to be easily cleaned would
necessitate buying a well-made boiler and that
should prove a valuable argument when selling.
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Consider the scale falling from the tubes and
choking the space between them, and in the mean
time the only way to clean them is to shut down
and remove the tubes. Thi6 should not be the
case, but it is due simply to the fact that
the tube holes are laid out or arranged in
circles. The proper way is to lay out the tube
holes on straight lines, as shown in Fig. 3. Draw
a straight line across the head. Bisect it, and
where these lines touch the shell locate a hand
hole; four hand holes are better than two.
Draw lines at proper intervals parallel to the
lines mentioned, and at the intersections locate
the tube holes. It is now clear that with tubes
thus set, and with an elbow nozzle, a man could
reach each tube on four sides and thus remove the
scale. He may rig up a scraping tool to screw
together inside, and flail down lodged scale.
Area.
COLD EXPERIENCES OF AN ICEMAN.
Editor The Engineer :
Have you ever had any trouble with an am
monia pump? I have. One of the pumps is a
duplex 4H and 10 x 12 with a double stuffingbox
and a heavy flywheel. During the first year it
wore down eight pump rods, which were well
done, too, as the rods were made of very hard
cast steel. The next year I tried softer steel for
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Next time I may tell you something about the
valves, and a new and cheap h<wie-made gov
ernor for an ammonia pump whicL will enable
you to leave the pump untouched for 100 years
should it last that long.
H. Westergaard.
WHAT CHANGES ARE NECESSARY?
Editor The Engineer :
The accompanying diagrams, Figs. I and 2,
were taken from our 12 x 20 Watertown slide
valve throttling engine. I should like to hear
from engineers with reference to improving the
economy of the engine. In our opinion it runs

In the case of the blowoff, however, the shock
would be lessened, even if the blowoff was shut
carelessly under pressure, as there is always a
quantity of steam in the boiler which is elastic,
and would take up the shock the same as the air
chamber on- a pump, or the piece of pipe, run
beyond a faucet on a water pipe, and filled with
air to prevent a shock when the water is shut
off suddenly.
As Sgt. Heeter speaks of banking his fires, it
is safe to assume that the boilers are shut down
for a few hours at least, and I should think it
better practice to let the boiler stand until just
before starting up and let some water out of the

FIG. I. DIAGRAM WITH NO LOAD.
pretty well as it is. One of said diagrams, Fig.
1, was taken with no load on the engine, and the
other with half load, as we had no chance to put
the full load on at that time.
The engine is used to drive four 70-saw Mur
ray gins and a 45-inch exhaust blower, one grist
mill, one double box friction-geared press. We
only had the four 70-saw gins and the 45-inch

blowoff then, as I think he would remove more
sediment, at that time.
E E Russell.

exhaust fans on when the diagram shown in
Fig. 2 was taken.
We trust we may receive the opinions of some
good engineers on these diagrams.
La Grange, Texas.
Balzer & Diers.

very quick repairs to make on steam engines.
A few years ago I was called upon to find out
what the trouble was with a 26 x 48 engine. It
was running when I reached the engine room
and doing a lot of groaning or rather cutting.
It required but a moment to find the trouble,
and the man in charge asked me what I thought
about it. I said : "Well, I'll tell you what the
trouble is. The packing rings are broken and
you are cutting that cylinder to pieces by running
the engine in that condition. You had better
shut it down if you want to save the cylinders
from being destroyed." So we talked the matter
over with the superintendent. Of course they
had no duplicate rings on hand and it would take
four days or more to get them from the build
ers.
Well, the engine had to be attended to at
once, so we arranged to stop the engine and
make temporary repairs. We stopped it with
the crank as far back as possible avoiding the
dead center, which you know is a bad place for
the crank of a large engine to stop. After we
got the cylinder head off and had removed the
follower I found very little of the packing ring
left, but fortunately the bull ring was not dam

SOME QUICK REPAIRS.
Editor The Engineer :
We have at times some very odd and some

APPLICATION OF THE DISTANCE-PIECE.

the rods, but used the same kinds of packing, viz.,
rubber and square flax, with the result that two
stuffingboxes split through and through, and two
gland nuts pulled in two.
Rubber packing is very good, but it becomes
hard when under pressure in the stuffingbox and
in this condition wears the rod badly. Flax pack
ing does the same. The next year we used pure
gum altogether, and with better results. While
we did not break anything still the rods wore
some and especially in one place.
Finally I discovered the cause. The two
stuffingboxes were too close together. A portion
of the rod traveled in both stuffingboxes, and the
portion which passed through both boxes wore
down considerably faster than the remainder of
the rod. When the thinner place, near the center
of the rod, came through the outer stuffingbox,
ammonia would pour out. The engineer tight
ened the gland and then the thicker part of the
rod was forced through the packing with diffi
culty, and after making one or two strokes it
would leak again. The rubber packing would
not yield sufficiently, while the pure gum would,
therefore, the gum proved better.
The remedy was as follows : The parts, A
and B, formerly came face to face. Part C is %
cast iron ring which was inserted between A and
B to increase the distance between the stuffingboxes. One set of rods has been running 1 '/2 years
and still we lose no ammonia. We continue to use
pure gum and always keep a coat of graphite
and black cylinder oil on the rod. As long as
the graphite stays on the rod there seems to be
no wear on it.

BLOWING DOWN BOILERS UNDER PRESSURE.
Editor The Engineer:
In answer to Sgt. Claude B. Heeter's inquiry
of Dec. 1, I will give my view of blowing down
a boiler under pressure.
As he speaks of blowing down his boiler every
night, I understand him to mean the blowing out
of a limited quantity of water, not the emptying
of the boiler for cleaning out.
I do not think there is any danger, or any
damage done, by opening the blowoff slowly and
closing slowly, let the pressure be what it may
up to the pressure allowed on the boiler.
It is always to be understood that all valves
on a steam plant should be opened very slowly
and closed slowly to avoid sudden shocks, and
I desire to emphasize this point. Remember
that the higher the pressure the greater the
shock.
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aged. Where the pieces of the broken packing
ring went to is a mystery. I presume they were
ground into powder and carried into the ex
haust ports. That would have been possible as
the engine was of the four-valve type.
There was no time to think or to guess what
to do, so I cleared the piston of what was left
of the packing rings, and sent the engineer for
15 feet of ^-inch square duck packing. With
this I made two rings and forced them back into
the bull ring, arranging them to break joints,
We then put on the follower and cylinder head,
started the engine and put on the full load,
The engine continued to run in this condition
for two weeks before it could be stopped for
permanent repairs, that is, to put in the new
rings, which had arrived. When Sunday came
we again started to work on the engine. After
taking off the cylinder head and follower we were
surprised to 'find instead of the packing being
worn out it was as good as when first put in,
and the part next to the wall of the cylinder
had been given a hard smooth polish.
About nine out of every ten engineers would
laugh at a person had they mentioned putting
soft packing rings in a piston. Young engineers
should profit by such experiences because they
will prove valuable when a fellow gets into the
same difficulty.

FIG. I. CLAMP APPLIED TO STRAP-END.
PIG. 2. CONSTRUCTION OF CLAMP, AND THE GIB.

A few days later I had another job on this
engine. The gib in the crankpin box gave out
This called for another hurry up job. We got
two J^-inch bolts, two pieces of i^-inch square
iron, and in the middle of the square iron we
filed a place to fit over the top and bottom of
the gib as shown in Fig. 2. We then drilled a
J^-inch hole in each end of both pieces, A and
B, for the bolts thus forming a strong clamp for
the broken gib. The gib had to be filed to form
a notch top and bottom so that the clamp could
not slip off. The job did not look very neat, as
indicated in Fig. 1, but that made no difference;
it did the work and that was what was needed.
Possibly some of the young engineers will
ask what broke the gib. Running an engine too
loose and allowing it to pound, is one cause,
and another is a poorly fitted gib and key. Then
too, some men have a very poor way of keying
up an engine. I have watched more than one
engineer key up his engine in a way that made
me wonder why the boxes did not heat and even
break.
These men simply take a wrench, loosen the
set-screw, take a steel hammer and drive the
key down a little, then tighten up the set-screw
and let her go. Sometimes it goes all right, but
more often it goes all wrong. The crankpin of
an engine is one of the parts that requires more
care than almost any other, because there is no
other part that is keyed up as often . as the
crankpin boxes. This work should be done in
such a way that you may know positively what
you are doing. A little advice on this point to
beginners will not be out of place.
Before you loosen the set-screw holding the
key, sharpen a lead pencil and take out your rule
and lay it on edge on the strap, and holding it
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tightly against the keys draw a line across both by the time it reaches the outlet, which is always
the gib and key. Now loosen the set-screw, and open. By regulating the amount of water sprayed
with a copper hammer drive the key down hard, into the 2-inch pipe I can regulate the pressure.
then draw another line across the gib and key I do not want a large volume of steam but
holding your rule as before and being sure desire only pressure.
to keep the pencil down on the rule. Then drive
A friend of mine, who has studied chemistry,
the key up again to a position half way between says I will be able to make steam but that the
the two pencil lines. A very little practice will apparatus will decompose it and turn it into
give the engineer a proper method of keying up hydrogen gas, rust out the pipe and blow me to
his crankpin boxes and it will relieve him of a kingdom come. I should like to know whether
vast amount of worry concerning the liability to I can produce hydrogen this way. Can hydrogen
have a hot pin after keying up. Some engines be produced by passing steam through a red-hot
require that the key be driven back two-thirds pipe? Not wishing to leave this earth at present
the distance between the pencil lines and in others I should be pleased to have the readers set me
aright through the columns of The Engineer.
one-third will do, but usually one-half will an
swer the purpose, the actual amount in any case The opinions may benefit other engineers also.
depending upon the amount of cushion.
<
Frank Harris.
A few days ago I happened to be near a
party of engineers who were debating as to how
DRAINS ON SIPHON CONDENSER.
*
a crosshead key became bent. One thought it
Editor
The
Engineer:
.
was on account of the crank shaft being low
in the bearings, another thought it was because
I believe siphon condensers are the cheapest of
the engine took a dose of water and the third any and I presume give the least trouble. About
fellow, well, he could not understand how a all the difficulty one has is with small stones and
key could become bent. The fourth fellow asked leaves lodging in the condensing nozzle. When
me what I thought about it. "Well," I said, "I this occurs, remove the ell on top and clean out the
will tell you that you are all wrong. The trouble nozzle. A hand hole plate on the ell would be
with that key is simply this, the engine has been
running with the key loose in the crosshead and
that is just what caused it to bend." One of the
party said: "Well, that is what did it, for Joe
said it was loose and that he pulled it out with
his hand when we laid up for repairs."
These incidents may be looked upon by some
as merely entertaining reading matter, but they
are intended to be helpful to young engineers
that they be able to guard against just such
accidents. Si'ch cases as have been enumerated
a-e the result of carelessness on the part of the
person in charge and usually occur through his
not watching these parts or his not having suffi
cient experience to know where to look for
trouble.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
M. W. Campbell.
WILL THIS ARRANGEMENT WORK?
Editor The Engineer :
Enclosed is a sketch of a piece of pipe work
of which I should like to have the opinions of
engineers in order to settle a dispute. I claim I
can place this piping inside the firebox or
furnace of a boiler as shown and raise 15 pounds
of steam at the "4-inch outlet. My plan is to
turn the water into the }4-inch pipe, which, being

SHOWING DRAINS ON SIPHON CONDENSERS.

MEANS OF GENERATING STEAM.
inside of the firebox, heats the water. The water
then forces through the J^-inch pipe, which is
perforated, thus spraying the hot water against
the 2-mch pipe and generating steam. The steam
rising through the two upper coils is superheated

a nice thing for builders to consider, because it
would be easier to remove than the ell, especially
when the condenser is high up on a steel tower.
Referring to the sketch, it will be seen that
there is a drain pipe in the exhaust pipe. This
is not always put in by the erecting engineer, but
when you start the engine, if there is no way to
get rid of the water, it goes through the con
denser and tends to destroy the vacuum in nearly
every case. It is well to put in the small bleeder
of i-inch pipe with a check valve, as shown and
run it into the hot well. The other pipe is not
absolutely necessary, but it is well to have it
This should be of ij^-inch pipe, with a suitable
valve having a long stem and a floor stand in
the engine room, so that, when shutting down
at night, it can be readily opened, but do not for
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get to close it before starting up in the morning.
Run the larger pipe just outside of the wall. Put
the check valve on the small pipe in such a position
that the vacuum will close it. Some engineers
prefer a trap to get rid of the water of condensa
tion, but I believe it is only money wasted to use
a trap with this kind of condenser.
Palmetto.
REPAIRING AN ECCENTRIC STRAP.
Editor The Engineer :
The loss of one of the bolts from the strap of
a locomotive eccentric caused the strap to as
sume the shape illustrated in Fig. I. The
eccentric and strap were of brass, and for
tunately the eccentric itself was uninjured. In

STRESS ON CYLINDER HEAD BOLTS.
Editor The Engineer :
The question of the strain set up in bolts
subject to an initial stress and a working load
applied in addition offers considerable chance
for difference of opinion. Below I offer a short
explanation of the way I see it.
Fig. 1 represents a cylinder with head held
on by stud bolts. We will consider first that the
bolt and cover are of mild steel, and that the
bolt in tension and the cover in compression
have the same coefficient of elasticity. Let the
bolt, also the cover, have an initial stress which
is represented in Fig. 2 by O A for the bolt and
O A' for the cover, as the strain or stretch is
proportional to the stress up to the elastic
limit, then the strain in the bolt, which is rep
resented by A B will equal the strain in the
cover, which is represented by A' B'. Since one
of these is compression and the other tension
they are of opposite sign and their difference
will equal 2 A B, because A B — A' B' and O A
= O A'.
E

FIG. I.
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SHOWING THE DISTORTED STRAP.

order to repair the strap without the neces
sity of removing and resetting the eccentric, an
iron disk was turned in the lathe, the diameter
of the disk being made a trifle less than the
diameter of the eccentric and of such width as
to fit the strap as shown in Fig. 2. The strap
was then heated and placed on the iron disk
as shown in Fig. 3, and by hammering the strap
and at the same time drawing up the bolts, the
strap was gradually brought back to its original
shape.
It was then fitted to the eccentric in the
usual manner with small spacing strips between
the lugs on the strap which are filed down when

FIGS. 2 AND 3. STRAP ON THE IRON DISK.
it is necessary to take up the lost motion. After
thus repairing the strap it was found to be in
as good condition as it was before the accident.
Referring to Mr. Tyler's rope problem, if Mr.
Frank Dolphin were to carry the rope in the
left hand direction he would find that the area
covered should be as follows :
Ya, X (600* X P-7854) = 70,686 sq. ft.
% X (5oo' X 0.7854) = 49,087.5 sq. ft.
'A X (300* X 0.7854) — 17,671.5 sq. ft.
y4 X (200' X 0.7854) = 7,850 sq. ft.
giving a total of 145,295 square feet which gives
an area of 145,295—121,737 = 23,558 square feet
larger than when turning to the right.
Ancona, France.
C. Carini.

FIG. I. PORTION OF CYLINDER HEAD AND FLANGE.
FIG. 2. DIAGRAM SHOWING STRESS IN BOLT.

Now it is evident that to relieve the strain
A' B' in the cover, we will have to increase the
strain in the bolt to 2 A B which is represented
by C D.
James Clark.
Suppose that the strain 2 AB = CD, will
be put on the bolt by the working load F. This
load is then proportional to the strain C D, and
is represented by O C. Since the triangles are
similar, AB : CD : : OA : OC; but CD =
2 A B, hence O C = 2 OA. Now O A is the ini
tial stress, hence O C or the working load must
equal twice the initial stress before the initial
compression stress in the head disappears. This
is true when the coefficient of elasticity of the
bolt in tension equals that of the cylinder head
in compression.
Further, if A' B" is the initial strain in the
cast iron cover, due to the initial stress O A'—
which would be the condition if the coefficient
of elasticity of the cast iron cover were half that
of the steel bolt—then to relieve the initial stress,
it will be necessary to apply a working load
great enough to strain the bolt to an amount
equal to 3 A B or E F, and this would take a
working load equal to O E, which is 3 OA, or
3 times the intial stress before the compression
in the cylinder head would disappear.
If The Engineer seems a big value for Si,
tell the other fellow about it so that he can get
it too.

ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
(The questions to which these answers belong
will be found in The Engineer, Dec. 15, 1903,
page 921.)
1. If this question applies to a Corliss en
gine and the engine is turned over very slowly
by hand, the cutoff will commonly be found to
be between 35 and 40 per cent of the stroke, but
when running up to speed, say, from about 115
revolutions per minute for a small engine down
to perhaps 70 revolutions for a large engine, the
latest point of cutoff, as indicated by the indi
cator cards, will be from 40 to 50 per cent of the
stroke, varying with the make of engine and the
lap and lead given the valves. If the latter part
of this question applies to a double eccentric en
gine, we may say that the latest point of cut
off found by turning the engine over very slowly
by hand is commonly at about 55 per cent of the
stroke for a Corliss, or when running up to
speed at from 60 to 70 or even 75 per cent of
the stroke. The difference in the point of cut
off when the engine is running slowly, and up to
speed, is caused by the time it takes the dashpot to close the valves, during which time the
piston is still traveling on, often at a velocity
of 600 to 1,000 feet per minute. We say 600
to 1,000 feet per minute because when the pis
ton is near the middle of the stroke it travels
at about the same speed as the crankpin which
of course is much faster than the mean piston
speed. If these two questions are intended to
apply to slide valve engines we may say that
the latest cutoff may be from about one-half to
full stroke, according to the lap and lead given
the valve. For instance, if we make a slide
valve without lap, or with negative lap, that is,
so that when the valve is properly adjusted
on the valve stem, and the eccentric is set at 90
degrees to the crank, the cutoff would be at full
stroke, but if we make a valve with half as
much negative lap as we would give it lead and
then set the eccentric to give lead we shall
still have full stroke cutoff. If the question re
lating to double eccentrics is applied to the
Meyer cutoff then the cutoff often runs as late
as $i stroke in practice. If the question applies
to a link motion, such engines commonly cut off
when actually running, as shown by indicator
cards, from about JHs to nearly Ji stroke.
2. Many pistons of this type have small pin
holes drilled through a part of the bull rings
and also the packing ring. When so made a
small pointed wire nearly as large as the pin
hole may be pushed through and thus prevent
the parts of the packirtg from getting into the
ports. Should the piston be not made in this
manner or should the rings have become worn
so that the pins cannot be pushed through the
pin holes in the packing rings a sheet of thin
metal should be pushed into the cylinder as far
as the counterbore and then secured by means of
clamps, which may be of wood held in place by
the nuts on the cylinder head studs. The piston
can then be pulled out, the sheet of metal pre
venting any parts of the packing rings from fall
ing into the ports.
3. In case of a horizontal Corliss engine or
other engines having ports on the side I would
turn the valve on the lower side of the cylinder
so as to close the top of the valve chamber,
then after putting in the piston I would examine
the port to see that no part of the piston or
rings had dropped into it. Commonly the engine
is on the back center when a piston is put in, in
order to make it more convenient, in which case
if the piston be secured in place in the crosshead, the connecting rod being on, I would
measure from the follower plate to the end of
the cylinder and then see that this distance is
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more than the depth of the cylinder head and
yet not so much more as to cause the piston to
strike the front cylinder head.
4. The boiler should be carefully examined
to see that all braces are sound, both in the body
of the brace and at the heads, and that all the
rivets or bolts holding them to the heads are
tight and sound. Carefully examine the crown
sheets to see that they have not been overheated.
Examine the crown bars and the crown bar
staybolts to see that they have not been strained
or injured by heat. Examine the plates over the
bridgewall to see that that part has not been
injured by excessive heat. Examine the plates
along the water line to see that the shell of
the boiler and the joints have not been cor
roded or pitted by impurities in the water ; also
examine the fittings of the blow-off pipe and
gage connections to be sure that they are not
becoming stopped up with scale.
5. Generally speaking, the butt joint is con
siderably stronger than the lap joint because in
shells provided with the butt joint the plates re
main in the form of a perfect circle after being
riveted, while with the lap joint the circle is
distorted to the extent of the thickness of the
plate. The stress on the plates at the joint, in
the butt joint, has less tendency to bend or
kink the plates along the row of rivets than in
the lap joint where there is a slight offset in the
plates. This, of course, refers to the form of
joint rather than to the strength of the rivets,
the latter being readily increased and decreased
as desired.
6. Place the center of the crosshead, in the
center of the guides and measure from the cen
ter of the croshead pin, to the center of the
shaft ; this gives the length of connecting rod.
Next move the crosshead back until the piston
touches the head of the cylinder and make
a mark on the crosshead and slides. Now put
the crank on the dead center nearest the cylin
der; measure from the center of the crankpin
to the center of the crosshead pin. The dis
tance the crosshead will have to be moved
forward from the mark on the slides in order
to coincide with the length of the connecting rod
will be the clearance in parts of an inch.
1— 1

FIG. I. SHOWING LOCATION OF LINES.

7. Most modern engines are made with the
•crank cases removable in which case testing the
alignment is easily done by putting a line
through the engine and lining up in the usual
manner. But assuming that the engine is like
the one shown in Fig. 1, in which we cannot get
to the crank, we may line it up by setting a line
exactly parallel with the axis or center line of
the engine, only off to one side, then set another
line quite near the flywheel and parallel to the
first line. Then make a mark on the flywheel
near the line and measure the distance from this
point to the line, turn the wheel half over and
again measure from the same spot to the line.
If these two measurements are exactly the same
the shaft is in line.
To adjust line, A B, parallel to the axis of
the cylinder without dismantling the engine, se
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cure one of the brackets to the crosshead and
then adjust the line so that it will lie exactly
midway between the lines on the blocks when
the crosshead is at both ends of the stroke.
To go into this work more in detail, procure
a line of braided silk and stretch in exactly a
horizontal position as near the axis of the shaft
as possible and without coming into contact with
it or with other parts of the engine. This line
is to be set exactly parallel to the center line of
the engine which is readily done by means of
the small blocks shown in the small view in Fig.
1. Secure the line at the ends of the engine to
suitable standards or brackets in which narrow
slots should be made, the line being attached to
cross sticks so as to allow for ready adjustment.
After the line, A B, is correctly set, measure
carefully from the wheel at E, to the line mark
ing the wheel at this point. Then turn the wheel
round so that the mark is opposite the line at F.
If the distance from the wheel to the line is the
same as at E, the shaft is at right angles to the
center line of the engine.
If the engine is of the side crank pattern
the line, C D, must be put up parallel to the
first line, A B, being careful to have the lines
equally distant at / and K. Then measure at H
and G the same as at E and F. The small
blocks shown in Fig. 1 may be covered with
white paper or cardboard and the two lines
drawn on the paper, the distance between them
being 1/16 or 3/32 inch. The blocks are secured
to suitable brackets and in the positions indi
cated in Fig. 1.
8. Most careful men in taking charge of such
an engine would mark it as soon after taking
charge as possible. They would also examine
the engine and measure the lead when on the
dead center, and also get and preserve the same
indicator cards for future reference. If a man
had this information he could very easily reset
the governor, but should he not have this infor
mation he should remove the indicator plugs
with the engine on the dead center and then
turn the governor wheel on the shaft while the
throttle is slightly open, and in this way when
he found that he had turned the wheel in the
direction in which the engine should run until
the steam just began to blow out of the indica
tor plug hole he would know that his valve had
just passed being line and line. A slight addi
tional movement would give the proper lead and
he should secure the governor wheel in that po
sition.
o. It should not be placed on the dome as
it would then have a tendency to cause the
water to rise, and cause the boiler to prime,
owing to a large amount of steam being dis
charged from one place, namely, at the pipe
leading to the engine, and to the safety valve.
The safety valve, therefore, should be placed on
the highest part of the boiler, but at some dis
tance from the connection to the engine.
10. Rust is the oxidation of the surfaces of
metals when exposed to air and moisture. Cor
rosion is the eating and wasting away of the
metal under the action of air, water and steam.
It is increased sometimes by acids, and galvanic ac
tion .of copper and brass. Scale is due to the
presence of salts, carbonates and sulphate of
lime, and magnesia which are held in the
water, but are precipitated when the water is
heated and form a hard deposit upon boiler
plates. Pitting is the eating of holes in the
boiler plate, especially in the tubes. It is caused
by the action of oxygen, which has been held
in solution in the water; its action is greatly
increased by the presence of carbonic acid gas,
which is liberated when the temperature of the
water is raised. Boilers used for low pressure
heating are generally affected more or less.
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11. The longitudinal seam, because the force
tending to burst the boiler on a horizontal line
1 inch long, is equal to one-half the product ob
tained by multiplying the diameter of the boiler by
the pressure per square inch, for example, boiler
diameter 36 inches, pressure 100 pounds, then
36 X IOO -H 2 = 1,800 pounds per inch of length.
The area of the head — 1,017.88 X 100 = 101,788 pounds. This pressure is resisted by the
circumference of the shell, which is 36 X 3-i4'6
= 113.09 inches, and 1,017.88 ~ 113.09 = 900
pounds. Just half the pressure on the longitu
dinal seam.
12. Roughly, in case of an engine with a
short exhaust pipe, running non-condensing, we
can often observe this by watching the exhaust.
If it is a Corliss engine we can often notice this
by the action of the valve gear, but to get some
idea of how much difference there is in the
points of cutoff at the two ends of the cylinder
we can mark the governor column with a piece
of chalk about where the cross arm commonly
stands when running, then after shutting down
the engine at noon or night we can block up
the governor to this chalk mark and turn the en
gine over by hand, marking the guides at the
points where the valves trip. If it is a high
speed engine we can mark the valve stem by
holding something against it when the engine is
running with the average load, then after shut
ting down at noon or night we can block out the
governor weights to such position that the valve
stem may have the same stroke as when run
ning. Now, to find whether the point of cutoff
is equal at the two ends, we may remove the
valve chest cover and watch the valve while
the engine is being turned over by hand, mark
ing the guides as mentioned for a Corliss, or
we may admit a very small amount of steam
to the chest and then turn the engine by hand
and observe when it ceases to blow out at the
indicator plug holes, the plugs having been re
moved for this purpose. In moving an engine
by hand with a small amount of steam pres
sure in the valve chest great care must be taken
that this pressure does not accumulate and cause
the engine to move rapidly while the men are
turning it, because this might cause a serious ac
cident.
13. I would look for leaks and corrosion
where it is connected to the boiler, and elbows
if there are any exposed to the flame. I would
connect the blowoff pipe to the bottom of the
boiler about 6 inches from the back head, pro
vided it was over i^-inch pipe. I would
strengthen it by a flange riveted to the bottom
of the boiler. The blowoff pipe should extend
straight downward into the combustion chamber
to avoid an elbow near the boiler, and it should
be covered with a larger pipe to protect it from
the heat. If a nipple and elbow must be used,
and exposed to the flame, they should be cov
ered with a large pipe extending to the outside
of the brick wall to allow circulation of air for
protection.
14. This might be due to the ring surround
ing the outside body or the shell of the valve,
not being adjusted properly. The point of clos
ing is determined by screwing this ring up or
down. This may also be due to corrosion of the
working parts of the valve, causing it to stick.
, 15. A corrugated furnace is commonly round
in section, that is, cylindrical, and looking at
them sideways they appear to be made up of a
number of grooves or rings called corrugations
as in the illustration, Fig. 2, 184. The exact shape
of these corrugations varies with the manufac
turer according to the size of the boiler and
many other details.
16. For all practical purposes in horizontal
tubular boilers, the pressure is the same in all
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parts, and in the water tube boiler it is very
nearly so. For instance, in a horizontal tubular
boiler 72 inches in diameter having 48 inches
depth of water measured from the bottom, we
have about 1% pounds more pressure per square
inch at the botom than we have at the water line
owing to the depth of water. In a water tube
boiler having 10 feet of water measured from
the bottom of the mud drum to the level of the
water line we would have about 4 pounds per
square inch more pressure in the mud drum
than in the steam drum owing to the head of
water.

FIG. 2.

CORRUGATED FURNACE FLUE.

17. If the safe working pressure is to be
figured according to the bracing only, I would
consider the number, size, and the area to be
stayed, and then allow a stress of 7,000 pounds
for steel, and 6,000 pounds for iron stays on one
square inch of area of stay. If the pressure
wanted exceeded the pressure thus obtained I
would not consider it altogether safe to increase
it.
18. If there were no clearance we should
get four expansions, because the volume of
steam at the end of the stroke would be four
times the volume at the point of cutoff, but the
actual number of expansions will of course vary
in different cases owing to the fact that engines
have different amounts of clearance. To find
the number of actual expansions we add the
volume of clearance to the displacement of the
piston for one stroke and divide this by the sum
of the volume of clearance added to the volume
of the piston displacement at the point of cut
off.
19. In a slide valve engine this causes less
lead and earlier cutoff, and to get the same lead
makes it necessary to give the eccentric a greater
angle of advance.
20. In a slide valve engine this causes later
exhaust opening and earlier exhaust closure
and therefore more compressioa
21. To avoid the necessary care and expense
in flanging the plates. These flanged corners
gather mud and scale and are hard to clean,
and in case of bad corrosion they are hard and
expensive to repair. Cast iron rings are less
expensive, easily cleaned, and less expensive to
repair.
22. Firing first one boiler and then the other,
or firing one harder than the other or having
the lower dampers open on one, and not on the
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other. Different steam leads, one taking more
steam than the other; steam main too close to
the water line. The boiler may not be large
enough to do the work, or the steam and return
valves may not all be wide open.
F. W. S. & C. J. V.
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notwithstanding the fact that he was an experi
enced locomotive and stationary engineer. The
examiner placed before him a blue-print similar
to Fig. i, and said : "There are two boilers of
the same size having separate furnaces, and are
run separately or together, as may be required.
The arrangements for feeding and blowing out
are all right, while C and D are cast iron stop
valves. Now, what do you think of the ar
rangement? Is it safe? Can you find aay fault
with it?"
The next question was : "Suppose you were
running an engine with a shaft governor, at
300 revolutions per minute, and you were to
throttle the engine down to one revolution per
minute, would the engine cut off?"
The third question was : "Suppose you
were running a plain slide valve engine, with a
flyball governor, at 135 revolutions per minute,
and you were to throttle the engine down to one
revolution per minute, would the engine cut
off?"
The last question was: "Suppose you had a
battery of six boilers, with branch steam pipes
leading to a main steam pipe, all properly
equipped with stop valves, and you wanted to
cut in one of the boilers after it had been
washed out. Suppose that on entering the
boiler room you found plenty of water in this
boiler, a brisk fire in the furnace, its safety
valve stuck down, and the steam gage indi
cating 180 pounds pressure, the normal work
ing pressure on all six boilers being only 90
pounds per square inch, what would you do?"
I do not know what answers the examiners
required to those questions, but I do know that
the applicant was told to come back in two
weeks time, and in the meantime to post himself
up on steam boilers and valve motions, notwith
standing the fact that the applicant for license
was an experienced steam engineer, and thought
he knew his business perfectly.
D. B. D.

DURABLE CROSS ARMS.
Editor The Engineer :
I received the last Engineer and its perusal
gave me much pleasure. I was struck with an
article by Geo. H. Lukes on Overhead High
Tension Distributing Systems in Suburban Dis
tricts. Under the heading of Cross Arms in this
article Mr. Lukes has this to say : "The best
cross arms at present are made of Southern
yellow pine, etc., etc."
I take this means of calling the attention of
Mr. Lukes and others interested to the fact that
there is a much better wood used in the manu
facture of cross arms than the pine mentioned.
This wood lasts a great many years and does
not "rot around the pin holes," as Mr. Lukes
states of the yellow pine. In fact, it is little
affected by the weather and is mostly heart,
which lasts almost indefinitely. It has been used
by the Postal Telegraph Co. and the Southern
Bell Telephone Co. for a great many years in
this territory, as well as by a number of others,
and is purchased in preference to the southern
pine or the creosoted, short-leaf pine arm. It
is made up in the usual sizes and painted.
The wood to which I refer is White Cedar.
The arms are sawed from the young growth or
from logs that are clean of limbs and about 7
inches diameter so that each arm is a section
of the tree and has greater strength due to this
fact, and this should be specified. This wood is
sometimes incorrectly called "Juniper," but it is
botanically the "Cupressus Thyoides," and has
no connection with the tree "Juniperus Virginianus," from which is derived the word Juniper.
It grows to its greatest size and reaches its
best quality in the Dismal Swamp of Virginia A SUGGESTION ABOUT PAUL R. WEST'S DIAGRAMS.
and North Carolina.
Editor The Engineer:
Geo. W. Roper.
The Engineer is one of the most valuable of
the
many technical papers published and I have
COULD NOT ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS.
been an interested reader of it for some time,
Editor The Engineer :
and I consider it of great practical value to the
Acting upon your suggestion found on page engineering student.
921 of the December 15 issue of The Engineer,
My time has been so taken up with work that
I have not been able to devote the time to techni
cal reading during the last few months that I
like to do. Thus it is that I am now looking
over the number for Aug. I, 1903.
I would like to make a suggestion to Paul R.
West of Brockport, N. Y., who has submitted
cards from the Cooper-Corliss engine for criti
cism, and hope that it will be of mutual benefit
to all of us who read the columns of Practical
Letters. In taking indicator diagrams, unless
it is desired to study the variations in load as
shown by the various steam lines, care should
be exercised that the pencil or tracing point re
main on the card during only one revolution. It
is evident. I think, that this will facilitate criti
cisms pertaining to the steam distribution and
will make possible much more reliable computa
tions than would be the case in the example
given where there is more or less confusion oc
casioned by the multiple "steam lines." In slowspeed engines, the precaution mentioned is not
at all difficult and a little practice makes rea
sonably perfect when it is applied to high-speed
engines.
ARRANGEMENT OF VALVES IN BLUE-PRINT.
In general, the steam distribution as indicated
by the diagrams submitted seems to be very sat
I send you four of the questions recently asked isfactory and impresses one with the thought that
an applicant for engineer's license. I wish to the engineer in charge was "onto his job."
add that the applicant missed all four questions,
Seattle, Wash.
J. C. Thorpe.
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NEW IDEAS.
ADJUSTABLE ECCENTRIC STRAP.
This invention provides means for making
very accurate adjustments of the eccentric strap,
and for securing the strap in the new position.
Both halves of the strap are provided with lugs
of special form, which are arranged to receive
a screw-operated wedge or key.
The key is
made with a comparatively slight taper so that
by turning the adjusting nut a fraction of a
revolution an extremely close adjustment of the
strap can be obtained.

ADJUSTABLE ECCENTRIC STRAP.
Set screws arranged to follow the strap as
adjustments are made, prevent the strap from
binding, while the wedge and key prevent the
strap from becoming loose after it is once set up.
By marking the key it is possible with this ar
rangement to loosen the strap any desired
amount and to tighten it again to exactly the
original position. This is a valuable feature, es
pecially in connection with large engines, where
it is difficult to test the adjustment before start
ing up or to measure the movements of the strap
when making adjustments.
Walter Harling, Blaine, Wash., is the inventor.
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or fan draws the shavings into the bell-shaped
mouth of the intake spout and delivers the shav
ings into a suitable hopper above the shavings
bin, from which they feed down by gravity into
the furnace. The fire can be regulated by vary
ing the speed of the fan and by means of a
slide in the shavings pipe near the boiler. The
system provides the automatic disposal of shav
ings from the factory or shop, and feeds them
into the boiler furnace without the necessity of
handling them by scoops or other similar means.
The shavings are not only delivered into the fur
nace, but a sufficient volume of air is also sup
plied above the fire, which is very essential when
burning shavings and fine wood dust.
This system is the invention of John C.
Leary, San Francisco, Calif.
GAS SOLDERING IRON.
A practical gas soldering iron, illustrated
herewith, was recently placed upon the Berlin
market. The copper bit is movable and can be
placed at any desired angle. By virtue of this
construction the iron is of great convenience in
soldering metallic edges so located as to be diffi
cult of access. The heat is generated by a Bunsen burner and is utilized to its fullest extent in
the hollow part, A, which prevents rapid radia
tion and concentrates the heat upon the copper
bit, B. This system of heating develops a suf
ficiently high temperature to permit of the em
ployment of a comparatively small piece of cop:
per in the bit and also economizes the amount
of gas consumed. It is reported that a soldering
iron of this kind, which does the work of an
ordinary soldering iron possessing a copper bit

ing is provided with a large oil reservoir, in
which is supported a flat wick. The bearing is
also provided with openings at the sides, the bot
toms of the openings being inclined toward the
shaft. The ends of the wick rest in these open
ings and deposit the oil on the inclined surfaces
whence it flows to the revolving shaft. The oil
being fed by capillary attraction increases in
quantity as the oil is used more rapidly by the
bearing, and reducing in quantity as the oil ac
cumulates in the side openings. Thus the bear
ing becomes self-oiling and with the minimum of
oil at all times. When the bearing becomes
warm, the oil will flow faster and the shaft will
receive a greater supply of oil and when run-

LUBRICATOR FOR BEARINGS.
ning cold the opposite will be true. The oil
fed to the bearing is not only automatically ad
justed in quantity within certain limits, but it
is thoroughly filtered as well, thus insuring a
supply of thoroughly clean oil regardless of the
condition of the oil in the reservoir below.
STEAM ENGINE.
In operation this engine is just the reverse of
the ordinary reciprocating engine in that the
pistons are stationary and the cylinder moves
back and forth in suitable guides. The pistons
are fixed at the ends of a substantial portion of
the frame and are of the form of an arm or
rod of large diameter. The cylinder may be said
to be double-ended, being open at the ends and
having a steam-tight partition located at the mid
dle of its length. The cylinder slides back and
forth in guides, the travel being regulated by
the throw of the crank and the connecting rod,
the latter being connected to wrist pins secured
in the outer walls of the cylinder. Steam is ad
mitted into the cylinder through the pistons and

SHAVINGS FEEDER.
Feeding shavings into a steam boiler furnace
by hand is usually unprofitable unless special
conveniences are provided, which is seldom the
case.
With the system of feeding shavings illus
trated herewith, the shavings are deposited in a
bin or other suitable receptacle, from which they
are withdrawn automatically and deposited in the

GAS SOLDERING IRON.

SHAVINGS FEEDER.
feeder spout connected with the boiler furnace.
The intake spout is hinged to the main conveyor
or pipe so that it can be swung back and forth
as the size of the pile changes. The spout is
counterbalanced by a system of weights so as
to be easily moved in all positions. A blower

weighing iJ4 pounds, consumes but 3.2 cubic
feet of gas per hour, which, according to the
prevailing price of gas in Berlin, represents a
cost of from 3 to 5 cents per 10 hours. The size
of the flame can be regulated at will and the ap
paratus attached to any gas jet by means of a
rubber tube, and operated without the employ
ment of a bellows. The short length and com
paratively light weight of the iron makes it a
most convenient and handy tool to manipulate.
LUBRICATOR FOR BEARINGS.
A new style of lubricator for bearings recent
ly brought out by the Westinghouse company is
shown by the accompanying drawing. The bear

STEAM ENGINE.

rods, the valves being located near the crank
shaft, where they are operated by means of an
eccentric and rocker shaft. There are two con
necting rods, one on each side of the cylinder,
and consequently two cranks. The engine is
very compact, being but little longer than the
connecting rods and guides of an ordinary en
gine.
This engine is the invention of Marcellin
Castelnau, Paris, France.
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much to be desired. At any rate, it would seem
An Unnecessary Tax of Industries.
that
the largest usefulness can never be attained
House Bill No. 9302 has been introduced by
by
any
national society until it has local branches
Representative Boutell of Ilinois, designed to do
which
meet
regularly, thus bringing the members
away with the tax on alcohol which is to be used
into
closer
touch
with one another, and with the
for industrial purposes. To come under the pro
parent
organization,
so that each will feel some
visions of this bill, the alcohol must be mixed
kindling
of
enthusiasm
for the work which the
with some noxious substance so that it will be
national
body
is
carrying
on, and will get tangi
unfit for drinking purposes, but will still be use
ble
benefit
from
connection
with it more often
ful as a fuel or otherwise in the arts. The
than
at
the
time
of
the
yearly
or semiannual
substances which may be used for "denaturizing"
meetings.
the alcohol as it is called, are sulphuric ether,
' Recently the question has come up in vari
methyl alcohol, wood naphtha or other similar
ous
forms in connection with the American So
liquid. When so treated, the distilled spirits are
ciety
of Mechanical Engineers, and it seems to
to be removed from bond without taxation. The
be
the
feeling among those living at a distance
packages containing the treated spirits will be
from
the
Society's headquarters in New York,
stamped with a special mark to distinguish it
at
which
occasional
meetings are held during the
from the taxed material, but the only expense
winter
season,
that
similar privileges should be
will be for the stamping. The bill also contains
accorded
to
them
as
are given to New York
penalty clauses for violation of its provisions.
members.
Under
the
present
rules it lies in the
In consideration of the importance of alcohol
discretion
of
the
Council
of
the
Society to au
in the arts at the present time, and the extent
to which it is used in Great Britain and the thorize the organization of local sections, and it
Continental countries for power and light, it is probable that they would be willing to take
seems absurd that the United States should hold such action, if the members in one or two cities
back industrial progress by a tax on alcohol used showed an agreed desire to take this step,
We believe that it would be well, in the interest
for industrial purposes. There is no more rea
of the Society and of the members outside of
son why alcohol used for blow lamps, or in alco
New York, to push this matter.
hol motors, should be taxed than for the taxa
tion of gasoline or petroleum. The purpose of
Chicago's New Underground Road.
taxation of distilled spirits is to raise a revenue
The underground railroad for carrying pas
from the luxuries used by those classes who
sengers has been worked out carefully in Paris,
can well contribute to the support of the gov
London, and New York. The small amount of
ernment. It was not the intention of law mak
traffic on the London system, and the horrible
ers to hamper manufactures or industries by the
accident which took place last fall in the Paris
tax an alcohol, but without such provision as is
tunnel, have put a large question mark against
embodied in the present bill, there has seemed
this method of transporting passengers.
to be no way of making a distinction between
A system of underground tunnels has just
alcohol for industrial use and as a beverage.
been completed, and is being put into use in Chi
The bill apparently overcomes the difficulty and
cago, which, instead of carrying passengers un
makes for progress in the evolution of motors
derground, seeks to place the trucking business
and lighting as well as placing a convenient and
there, thus leaving the surface of the streets
important fuel at our disposal, a thing much to
free for passenger traffic, either in street cars or
be desired in the present condition of rising
otherwise. The Chicago system has some 20 miles
prices.
of track, and covers practically all of the loop
section of the city. The main tunnels are 11 feet
Sections of National Engineering
Societies.
wide by 12J4 feet high, and the laterals are 6 feet
It seems strange that but one of the national wide by 754 feet high.
engineering societies has, until recently, taken
The cars will be of all steel construction to
up the question of local branches. Particularly avoid the possibility of their burning, and will
in view of the great success which has been be 12 feet in length. Electric power will, of
achieved by that one and by the German Engi
course, be used, and the trains will be drawn by
neering Society. Possibly this has been be
specially designed locomotives. It is expected
cause of the small number of members in any that 150 locomotives and 3,000 cars will be put in
one section, but the experience of the American use as soon as the tracks are ready to take care
Institute of Electrical Engineers in starting its of the enormous volume of goods received daily
local branches seems to prove that the very or
in the loop -district. It is estimated that of coal
ganization of these branches increases the mem
alone four million tons will be handled annually.
bership substantially.
Direct current for operating the motors is fur
The ideal • system for an organization of en
nished at 250 volts. For the present it will be
gineers of the country in a given line would supplied by the Chicago Edison Co., but a 5,000
seem to be a national body of which branches are horsepower generating plant is to be installed
located in all the important centres of industry. for this purpose.
At the present time, there are local engineering
As a means of relieving the congested traffic
societies in several different cities, and it is prob
in the city streets, this scheme would seem to
ably too much to hope that these may be brought have great advantages, but it does not solve the
into cooperation by federation with the national problem of more rapid transportation of passen
bodies working along the same lines, yet this is gers than is possible on the surface lines. The
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elevated railroad seems to be the only solution
of this difficulty. The deep-level, underground
passenger system can never be a popular one in
this country, as, aside from the loss of time in
getting to and away from the trains, the somberness of underground travel does not appeal to
American passengers, but there is no reason why
the freight should cumber the surface of the
streets, when it can as well be carried under
ground.
OIL BURNERS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES.
BY AMANDA T. JONES.
Our Navy Department's expert engineers of
the fuel-oil committee inform us that there is
"a wealth of literature bearing upon the sub
ject of oil burning," but add that much of the
published data they "have found to be unre
liable." Since the use of petroleum for steammaking (and no less for manufacturing and
metallurgical work) seems desirable, a full dis
cussion of ways and means to that end is surely
in order even yet, in view of such uncertain
ties.
Naturally, there has been much laudation of
the prevailing oil-burning method, which has
shown a considerable measure of practicability.
Still, it has not in any sense been so absolutely
successful as to be secure from adverse com
ment, and because the writer has bad personal
experience on this line, she ventures upon open
speech and plain argument in demonstration of
her fixed belief that a better method is easily
attainable.
The chief embarrassment of the "liquid fuel
board" when ordered by the Bureau of Steam
Engineering to conduct tests for demonstration
of the relative efficiencies of coal and oil, lay in
choice of burners. As a matter of fact, there
were under consideration over two thousand
sets of drawings and specifications, with pre
sumably many proffers of apparatus for trial.
Three of these devices were chosen, and in due
time installed under the government's experi
mental marine boiler, the Hohenstein, while a
fourth, whose patents were pending, was as
signed to the single screw, iron steamer Mari
posa, a voyager to and fro between San Fran
cisco and Tahiti, one month, or 22 sailing days,
being required for the round trip.
It is explained that these were taken as
"types of their several classes." They were all
injectors, of course—nothing else being in vogue
—but differed as to the injecting force, and
somewhat as to the manner of effecting deliv
ery to the furnace. All but the last (the Grundell-Tucker burner) were named by the writer
in a former article (see Steam Engineering,
Aug. 10), but in order to understand their need,
or supposed need, of accessories a more definite
characterization is of importance.
The Hayes Hydro-Carbon Burner, when in
stalled for work was "made to project diamet
rically through a pipe filled with hot air," which,
it was claimed, would cause the oil to be "com
pletely gasified before escape from the burner
orifices," an escape induced wholly by steam.
This contention will hardly bear close scrutiny.
To "completely gasify" oil means, according to
the writer's understanding, to volatilize all its
constituents, over 83 per cent of which is car
bon—perhaps not to vaporize them quite as the
dust of a meteor is vaporized during its fiery
rush through resisting atmosphere, but at least
to break them up into infinitesimal, invisible,
and wholly combustible atoms.
Now, a heat that will effect so much is be
yond any that could be acquired from a furnace
by air traversing vicinal passages. We are not
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told whether the steam which coexists with the
oil in the discharge pipe, subject to the same
heat, is also gasified—that is, decomposed—or
merely well dried. As the two are concomitant,
some just claim may be made here; for if steam
is to be hurled toward the furnace at all, it
should be at a high temperature; and it would
be fine should it cease to be steam before ap
proach to the flame zone.
Meantime, in the process of distillation, as
applied to the Beaumont crude oil used through
out these tests, a temperature of 680 degrees F.
will evaporate only 40 per cent, so that 60 per
cent must be subjected to far greater heat in or
der to volatilize it completely for combustion;
and the report shows that even 1,980 degrees F.
within the fire chamber did not absolutely "gas
ify" and so consume all the hydrocarbons; for
there were traces of smoke at the stack, and
drifts of deposited carbon near the burners.
Considered as an aid to economical firing,
the use of this accessory hot air pipe may be a
mistake. No doubt it acts to prepare the oil
in some measure for rapid and reasonably thor
ough gasification further on, and also to dry
the injecting steam; moreover, it is brought to
bear at exactly the right place, near the point
of exit. But the contrivance for superheating
which is shown in the report showed signs of
injury after having been in use but 20 hours,
and should it be taxed by no more than a week
of uninterrupted firing would probably be unfit
for use. Its original cost is not much to be re
garded, but it is so placed in the fire chamber
that any substitution of new pipes would involve
stoppage of steam generation. It will be agreed
that a boiler must not be left to "cool its heels"
for a day or so to humor the whims of oil
burners.
Another ■ appliance—the Oil City Boiler
Works burner—used, by preference, compressed
air for injection of liquid fuel, although permit
ting a transference to steam. Its accessory, the
Root blower, delivered 8 cubic feet of air per
revolution, giving an average pressure of 3.25
pounds per square inch. The first eight runs
of the series are reported as having been made
with this, as an "air burner." Rather oddly, in
each case there is a not inconsiderable item
charged against it for "steam used in spraying
oil"—about 1-3 pound per pound of fuel ; while
when rated in three other runs as a "steam
burner" it used but little over ]/2 pound.
One infers that the pressure of compressed
air did not suffice, and so was supplemented by
another force. Certainly as a so-called air
burner it made for itself the best of the records
given—3.56 pounds of oil to equal a ton of coal
in one instance, 4.90 in another, with an average
of 4.22 for the entire number of its tests.
Still another, the F. M. Reed burner, frankly
combines both air and steam to get an injecting
force, its promoters making a merit of the fact
and rejoicing in its ability to use from 78 to 81
cubic feet of air and a pound of steam per
pound of oil; its one accessory—counting out
the steam—being the Root blower. Now this
extravagant expenditure of air need not of it
self trouble the economist, but this atmospheric
rush must have a cooling effect upon the steam,
which it accompanies or closely follows. Now,
when you cool steam so used its injecting pull
upon the oil is weakened, and for that reason
you must increase the quantity to sustain the
effect. Anyhow, this burner consumed from 6
to 8 per cent of all the steam it generated, yet
did not contribute to the fire as much oil per
hour, by many pounds, as did the other burn
ers tested at the same plant.
{To be continued.)
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PREVENTING DISASTER-I.
BY C. N. OATBOOK.
A RUNAWAY ENGINE.
TO SOME engineers the unwelcome experi
ence of a smashup in some important and
costly part of an outfit is not unknown.
If one is fortunate enough to note some indica
tion of a probable breakdown before the crash
comes, he is that much ahead of the game. Per
haps experience in the operation of machinery
which is driving heavy loads aids the perceptive
faculty in the operator. To look wise is not
enough. He must act wisely.
Without imposing the strain of mental worry
upon himself at all, he can anticipate trouble,
be a Sherlock Holmes in his reading of the
signs of trouble and in the regular round of ob
servation display the keen vigilance which may
detect a fault in some part of the anatomy of
his running outfit and therefore prevent disaster.
Sometimes, the chance of such misfortune is
made possible by the neglect of a preventive pin,
locknut or safeguard of some kind that should
have been where it is not at the time of the
emergency. If such be the case, the experience
serves to promote a vigilance which "never
sleeps" in such matters.
The present incident has to do with a runaway
engine 24 x 36 inches using a pressure of 100
pounds per square inch, having two heavy balance
wheels and a line of main shaft on each side.
The speed was 100 revolutions per minute.
This machine was driving a heavy load all
day, and as the day's work was just closing,
perhaps some signs of weariness might be ex
pected from it rather than the antics of an un
broken colt. ' But the steam-horse never tires.
"Harness him down with your iron bands;
Be sure of your curb and rein,
For he scorns the strength of your puny hands,
As the tempest scorns the chain."
I was standing by the main door, about 60
feet distant when the whistle blew for 6 o'clock
and it so happened this time that the entire load
of belted and friction-driven machines went off
at once. This was such a relief to the engine
that it raced into speed above the normal suf
ficient to not only close the damper governor
valve, but to open it the other way. Right here
she did jump indeed, and, in an instant, there
was a runaway engine. When the acceleration
began, there sounded a few sharp, square and
trumpet-like exhausts, and then a steady roar of
the same, because the flight for wild destruction
was fairly on.
And these movements occurred while I was on
the way to prevent a smashup. I got there about as
fast as one of the McWhirler brothers might make
it, had he turned himself into a revolving wheel.
There was a stairway to the platform, but that
was scorned as I reached the throttle as if I
had been shot from a catapult. It was a screwthrottle, but was free in its whirl, and it re
ceived a good one. A second whirl and it was
shut. My position was directly, or nearly so,
in front of one of the flywheels, so I jumped to
the floor and well clear of flying segments if they
were to come.
Now, I did not measure it, by the watch, but
before that awful motion was checked, there was
more than a perceptible pause so mighty was the
momentum of the mass of weight.
The wheels seemed invisible and to have be
come wind-fans. As the engine was coming
slowly back to rest, I sat down near by until
composure of mind displaced a very natural agita
tion of pulse and heart.
Moral: The governor spindle received that
very night a pin and ring-lock that would ever
lastingly prevent the Judson valve from doing
that trick again.
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THE FLEMING FOUR-VALVE ENGINE.
THIS engine, which is manufactured by the
Harrisburg Foundry and Machine Works
of Harrisburg, Pa., was designed with the
object of combining the advantages of the slowspeed, Corliss type, with the compactness, higher
rotative speed and closer regulation of the auto
matic engine. The economy of the Corliss en
gine is due to sharp cutoff and good steam dis
tribution which keeps up the pressure until the
admission valve closes.
In the early stages of development of the
Fleming engine it was deemed necessary to use
the disconnecting cutoff, vacuum dash pots, and
other features of the Corliss motion, but later
the company's engineers discovered that, by
using a peculiar arrangement of bell cranks and
levers, shown in Fig. 1, it was possible to se-
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is possible to use a shaft governor, thus securing
the close regulation obtainable with this type. The
steam valves on the low-pressure cylinder are
driven by a fixed eccentric so arranged that the
cutoff can be varied only when the engine is at
rest.

bitted, and all valve-gear pins are case hardened
and ground. All connections are made with pro
vision for taking up the wear without filing or
removal from the engine.
The governor is of a centrally balanced, iner
tia type as seen in Fig. 4. It is designed so that,

FIG. 3. CROSS SECTION OF TANDEM COMPOUND ENGINE.

FIG. I. BELL CRANK MOTION FOR STEAM VALVES.

cure, with a positively-driven valve, all the ad
vantages accruing to the Corliss motion. The
rod A is driven by a rocker arm which in turn
is moved by an eccentric. The bell crank B,
swings about the centre C, and drives through

The exhaust valves of both cylinders are
driven by a third eccentric which- is fast to the
shaft. In each case, a rocker arm is employed
between the eccentric rod and valve rod, so that
adjustments can be made on each valve as is nec
essary. The three eccentrics are arranged side by
side on a shaft, the rocker arms being placed as
indicated in Fig. 2.
The valves are of the multiple ported type,
the steam valves having three ports on the highpressure cylinder and two ports on the low-pres
sure cylinder, while the exhaust valves have a sin
gle port of ample area. These valves are cylin
drical in form as shown in Fig. 3, and are so designet! that they are slightly unbalanced, the
pressure always tending to keep them properly
seated. The admission valves are provided with
removable bushings, thus making accurate re-

by means of moving the attachment blocks at the
ends of the springs or by changing weights on
the governor arms, speed may be changed or the
sensitiveness regulated to any degree desired. In
order to reduce friction, which is one of the
great sources of sticking in a governor, the main
bearings are equipped with rollers and steel
pins.
The bearings are lubricated by a system which
has been carefully worked out to act automatic
ally, and needs no attention by the engineer in
charge except to fill it with oil at regular inter
vals. The result of combining these features has
been the production of an engine free from loose
joints and noise which will run at a high rate
of speed and which gives unusual results in its
working.
The engine tested was of the nominal capac-

F1G 2. FLEMING ENGINE DIRECT-CONNECTED TO GENERATOR.
the link D, the crank E, which rotates the valve.
The governor is arranged so that it controls
the position of the eccentric and thus regulates
the cutoff. Since the valve motion is positive, it

pairing easy. For the largest sizes of engines, the
exhaust valves are also made double ported.
In order to secure continuous service for long
periods, the bearings on rocker arms are bab-

ity ot 500 horsepower, running
per minute with a pressure of
throttle and 26 inches vacuum.
inder volumes was 1 to 7.33 as

at 150 revolutions
150 pounds at the
The ratio of cyl
advocated by Geo.
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I. Rockwood. The general dimensions are as fol
lows :
The steam used during the test was taken from
horizontal, water-tube boilers, and had from 0.6
to 1.25 per cent moisture. In nearly all the tests
the throttle pressure was 150 pounds with the ex-

tributed to the fact that the reheater was suffi
ciently large to superheat the steam entering the
low-pressure cylinder up to this point.
The conclusions from the tests are as follows :
First: That as a prime mover the elaborate
dash pot or other accelerated cut-off devices used

15 inches
40«
•'
27
2JJ "
$ »
1 to 7.33
3.95%
4.67%
0237
174

•ception of those at $6 and 1-6 load for which
130 and go pounds, respectively, were carried.
The water of condensation was weighed as it
came from the condenser; also the steam from
the reheater was condensed, and is included in
the results given in the tables. This reheater

NO. 4. HARRISBURG CENTRIFUGAL AND INERTIA GOV
ERNOR.
was placed in the steam passage between the cyl
inders, and no steam jackets were used.
The table shows the results of the tests and
Fig. S is the curve of steam consumption. It will
be noticed that this curve is remarkably flat, and
shows a consumption at very low loads, much
less than usual even for the most efficient engines
of the Corliss type. The usual marked rise in

H-P.
H-P
Gauge Vacuum
Duration Revolu pressure
pres- low pres
by gauge high
tions
in
sure
sure
per
mlnutel
^
^s.^1
inches
hours
cylinder cylinder
155.18
151.25
152.33
150.09
I4*. 89

Test at about j, load
Test at about : load
Test at about A load
Teat at abont fall-rated load
Tfst at about lA loid

89.72
129.9
149.4
152.0
153.0

in present Corliss engine practice are unneces
sary complications and unwarranted when results
are compared.
Second: That the centrally-balanced, directacting flywheel device serves its purpose to bet
ter advantage than the indirect flyball governor.
Third: That there is better warrant for short
strokes and moderately high speeds than for long
strokes and resultant low speeds, notwithstand
ing the element of clearance.
Fourth: That self-lubrication without addi
tional apparatus requiring attention to secure it,
enters as an improvement in net efficiency, to say
nothing regarding maintenance.
Fifth: That an engine of the described de
sign, although of marked improvement in point
of simplicity, will equal or even exceed the more
elaborate practice heretofore established at nor
mal load and excels comparable prime movers in
a marked degree where the work is of a widely
fluctuating character.
Sixth: That considering a resulting decrease
in the cost of foundations, building, floor space,
and (in electric practice), generators, due to
higher speeds, the design described is important
from the standpoint of investment.
POINTS ON JUPITER TRANSMISSION ROPE
The advantages of rope driving have for
years been understood by those who use powertransmitting appliances. The high efficiency and
extreme compactness of rope drives, together
with their ready adaptability to a large variety
of conditions, has made them deservedly popu
lar. From the small drive of one rope, used to
transmit perhaps
a horsepower, to drive a

H 10
•1 ■
8
100

±1
250 300 350 400 450 500
Indicated Horse Power
FIG. 5. CURVE OF STEAM CONSUMPTION.
150

been expended in the effort to improve their
performance.
It is claimed by users that Jupiter Transmis
sion Rope is a marked advance over any other
rope used for transmission of power. Jupiter
Transmission Rope is constructed on scientific

RESULTS OF TESTS ON FLEMING ENGINE.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS OF ENGINE
High
cylinder,
diameter
Low Pressure
"
'•
"
Stroke
Diameter piston rod, H-P
Diameter piston rod. L-P \ g^ShS? . ] \ \ \ \ \ \
Ratio of areas of cylinders
Clearance H-P cylinder
Clearance L-P "
Con - tan t for 1 lb. M. E. P. and 1 revolution H-P
cylinder
Constant for 1 lb. M. E. P. and 1 revolution L-P
cylinder
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300

steam consumption at low loads is conspicuously
absent, and the difference between the highest and
lowest values is only a little over 2 pounds. From
the table it will be seen aso that the distribution
of work between the two cylinders is nearly uni
form at all loads up to the full rated capacity.
Possibly this uniformity of results is due to the
throttling action of the governor at light loads,
as it is well known that the throttling governor
tends to produce such a result. The best econ
omy was obtained at about
l°ad which is at-

550

600

blower in a blacksmith shop across the street,
to the gigantic drives in our modern rollingmills and large factories, transmitting many
thousand horsepower; from the short drive be
tween flywheel and jackshaft to the cross-coun
try transmission, involving miles of ropes, noth
ing has ever been discovered to exactly replace
the rope drive.
However perfect the rope drive in itself may
be, the defects of the ropes employed have long
been realized, and much thought and labor have

36.5
26.0
26.0
25.9
25.5

44.34
167.73
176. 19
249.96
267 24

42.73
153.81
172.09
251.59

H-P
Total
87.07
321.54
348.28
501.55
553.49

principles. It is composed of wire strands, sim
ilar to those entering into the construction of or
dinary wire rope, but each strand is compactly
served with extra combed, tarred, hemp marline
of the best quality laid up around a specially
prepared heart or center. The marline does not
add to the strength of the rope but is provided
for the purpose of protecting the wire strands
from wear by contact with outside objects or
with each other. The wear on the inside of
an ordinary rope, whether of wire or manila, is
quite as important as that on the outside, and the
prevention of this destructive internal wear is
an improvement, the importance of which can
hardly be overestimated.
After running over sheaves for a short time,
the marline becomes packed, completely filling
the interstices between the strands, and presents
a smooth cylindrical surface, resembling hard
rubber. This is really the normal condition of
the transmission rope. When in this condition
the metallic part of the rope is entirely protected
from moisture and therefore cannot rust.
The surface formed by the packed marline
gives the coefficient of friction to which, in con
nection with its great strength, Jupiter Trans
mission Rope owes its remarkable capacity. The
coefficient of friction is, in fact, so large that it
has been found unnecessary to adopt the Vshaped grooves used with manila ropes, grooves
for Jupiter rope being made so as to fit the curv
ature of the rope's cross-section as closely as
possible. As a result of the great capacity of
Jupiter Transmission Rope, in comparison with
manila, fewer ropes (or fewer wraps of rope)
are required to transmit the same amount of
power, which means that sheaves of fewer
grooves, and therefore lighter weight, may be
used, thus reducing not only the first cost of
installation, but also, to a considerable extent,
the friction occasioned by shafts heavily loaded
with pulleys.
Jupiter transmission rope is not subject to a
large amount of stretch, and does not swell or
shrink when the weather changes ; hence, it does
not require the periodical shortening and resplicing which cause the use of fibrous ropes to
be attended with much annoyance. Jupiter ropes
are now working perfectly on drives of both
English and American systems, transmitting
from 1 horsepower to 3,000 horsepower, and on
spans ranging from 20 to over 300 feet. The
splice put in endless transmission ropes by the
manufacturers is fully guaranteed, and is so per
fect that it cannot be found by the closest exam
ination after the rope has been running a short
time.
The claims made for Jupiter Transmission
rope are not based on theory alone, but on results
obtained in actual practice, and on reliable tests.
This rope is made by the Durable Wire Rope
Co., 297 Congress street, Boston, Mass.
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THE PRODUCTS OF THE BUFFALO STEAM
PUMP CO.
The design and manufacture of steam pump
ing machinery has reached such development
as to leave little reason to doubt that the gen
eral types of pump best adapted to meet any
service whatever have already appeared, thus
leaving for the future the development of de
tails of construction and of economic methods
of manufacture.
There are many details which are looked
upon as quite unimportant and which when compar
ed with the designing of complete pumping engines
are apparently of small consequence. Neverthe
less oftentimes the success or failure of almost
any machine depends as much upon the correct
ness of design and the proportions of the socalled minor details as upon the design and
arrangement of the machine as a whole.
The accompanying illustrations show a num
ber of different constructions of pumps built by
the Buffalo Steam Pump Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
In exterior appearance the similarity between
these and a number of other makes is, perhaps,
noticeable, but it is to recent improvements in the
details rather than in general design to which
we would call attention.

TIG. I. THE BUFFALO DUPLEX STEAM PUMP.
Each of the following styles is built in all
sizes necessary to adapt it to any service to
which the design is best suited.
The internal construction of the Buffalo du
plex steam pump is shown by the sectional ele
vation Fig. 1. It consists of two steam pumps
placed side by side, the slide valve, which con
trols the admission and exhaust of steam for
one piston, receiving its motion from the other
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the link, G, connected to the valve rod, H. On surance inspectors with fire pumps. It has not
the valve rod is a single nut, /, which engages been uncommon to find fire pumps partly dis
the lugs on the slide valve, /. This slide valve abled and giving evidences of deterioration which
controls the admission and exhaust of steam render them incapable of delivering the rated
for the left hand cylinder. In a similar manner volume of water without serious water hammer
the left hand* piston rod, B, operates the right when suddenly called into service in an emer
hand valve, /. Each valve having lost motion, gency.
The steam ports, water passages and air
the piston has a slight pause at the end of each
stroke which allows the water valves to seat chambers in this pump are much larger than will
quietly, and thus prevents jarring or slamming.
As one of the steam valves, by this arrange
ment, must always be open there can be no dead
point and the pump is always ready to start
when steam is admitted.
A noticeable feature in the design of these
pumps is the liberal water valve area, which
adds more than anything else to the smooth and
easy working of the pump. All the standard
pumps are regularly fitted with packed pistons
and removable, cast brass linings, which are
superior to the solid iron plungers and drawn
brass tubing often employed. All the valve
seats, valve bolts and springs are made of a
high quality of bronze, which is extremely tough
and durable. All parts are designed with regard
to the work they have to do, and the severe
usage to which pumps are subjected necessitates
the best of workmanship and material. In the
matter of comparison it is seen of course that
the duplex pump is in reality two steam pumps
FIG. 3. THE UNDERWRITERS' FIRE PUMP.
working side by side and taking steam from
one valve and discharging water into one pipe,
thus giving double the capacity per minute of the be found in the ordinary trade pumps, so, that
single cylinder steam pump of the same diameter a larger volume of water can be delivered with
of piston, while to possess the same capacity for out water hammer. Furthermore, these pumps
are made rust proof, in order that they may
service a single cylinder pump must have a pis
ton or plunger of twice the area of one of the start quickly after disuse. This is done by mak
ing the piston rods and valve rods of Tobin
plungers of the duplex pump.
bronze
instead of steel and by making the water
The Buffalo low service pump is shown in
Fig. 2. It is designed for pumping against light pistons, stuffingboxes and rocker shaft bearings
pressures or where liquids are to be raised to of brass instead of castiron. The valve levers in
moderate heights. The steam end and valve certain sizes of pump are of wrought iron, and
motion are of the standard Buffalo duplex type in others, of steel castings.
The fire pump is invariably provided with
except the lost motion link, which has an out
side valve adjustment for close regulation. Both the following attachments, which, in the case
of the ordinary pump, are considered extras viz.,
suction and discharge valves are above the pis
tons so that the pump is always primed. They a vacuum chamber, two pressure gages, a relief
valve, brass priming pipes with four special tee
have ample valve area and large water pas
sages. These pumps are built with any number checks, four %-mc\\ air cocks and check, lever

FIG. 4. BUFFALO INDEPENDENT JET CONDENSER
AND PUMP.

piston. The piston, A, carries the piston rod, B,
and to this rod is fastened a spool, C, which
by its motion causes the lever, D, to rotate a
shaft in the bearing, E. On the opposite end of
this shaft is fastened a crank, F, which carries

of combinations to meet the requirements of
any particular service.
The underwriter fire pump illustrated in Fig.
3 is of the duplex type and is built with certain
improvements suggested by the experience of in

handle air cocks, from two to six hose valves, a
stroke gage, capacity plate, sight-feed lubricator
and a castiron relief valve discharge cone.
By reason of the larger ports, water pas
sages and pipes, the large number of valves and
the added attachments, the fire pump necessarily
costs more than the ordinary trade pump of the
same nominal size, but the cost per gallon of
water discharged in an emergency is about the
same as for the ordinary pump, and in the opin
ion of insurance companies and inspectors what
little extra cost may be entailed, due to the at
tachments mentioned, is money well invested.
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The condensing apparatus built by this com
pany is of the independent single cylinder jet
type and is illustrated in Fig. 4. The steam cyl
inder of the condenser is provided with the
standard Buffalo single cylinder valve motion
and contains all the qualities requisite for a
durable and reliable condenser as suggested by
experience and modern power plant practice.

ENGINEER.

stopped, and the flooding of the engine cylin
ders prevented. The lining of the pump cylinder,
valve seats, valve bolts, etc., are gun-metal com
position with brass-faced water piston and steel
piston rod. The arrangement of the suction
valves insures a uniform and almost perfect
vacuum.
Fig. 5 shows a sectional elevation of a Buf-

*9J
every opportunity for easy packing and the as
surance of tight joints, hence there is no leakage
or slip as is common in pumps packed inside the
pump cylinders where the working parts are hid
den from view.
The compound pump or pumping engine is
designed to use steam expansively and thus to
obtain as nearly as possible the same high econ-

FIG. 5. THE END-PACKED, PLUNGER TYPE FOR HIGH PRESSURES.
The weight of injection water required to
maintain a vacuum of from 24 to 27 inches in
the condenser will be about twenty to twenty-five
times the weight evaporated in the boiler and
used in the engine. The hot water from the
discharge can, by means of the feed pump, be
returned to the boiler at about 100 degrees, and
at a very much higher temperature when a
heater is used.
A single condenser can be used with one or
more pumps or engines, one or all of which
may be stopped without interfering with the
action of the condenser.
This type of condenser is recommended for
use in connection with vacuum pans, either sin
gle, double or triple effect, in sugar refineries, or
in any other business where vacuum pans are op
erated; also in mines where underground pumps
or engines are used, and where exhaust steam
is objectionable. It lifts its own injection water,
and will maintain a high and steady vacuum, no

falo end packed plunger pump for high pres
sure. The steam end and valve motion are of
the standard Buffalo duplex type. In this pump
the two ordinary, interior, double-acting plungers
are replaced by four, single-acting plungers hav
ing external adjustable packing, the plungers
working into the ends of the cylinders as shown.
Each valve is in a separate chamber and may be
quickly removed, in case of necessity, by remov
ing the cover over it.
The Buffalo center packed plunger pump with
the standard Buffalo duplex valve motion is de
signed for service where there is more or less

FIG. 6. COMPOUND PUMP WITH HIGH-PRESSURE CYLINDERS INSIDE
matter how variable the load on the engine may
be. The condenser is so constructed that the
distribution of the injection water is uniform
throughout, giving complete condensation of
steam with the least injection water.
The condenser is provided with an automatic
attachment so that if, through any unforeseen
accident, the air pump fails to act and vacuum
is destroyed, the inflow of the injection water is

foreign matter in the water and is particularly
adapted to pumping gritty liquids. The steam
end is cast separate from the water end and
all the parts are of the simplest construction.
The water end is designed to have all parts ac
cessible. The necks of the pump carrying the
plungers, as well as the glands, are made deep
so as to give ample bearing surface. The ad
justment of the glands from the outside gives

omy of steam as is obtainable with the best auto
matic cutoff steam engine. The compound pump
effects a saving in fuel over the ordinary pump
of 30 per cent and upward, the economy depend
ing, to some extent, upon the size of the pump.
It is evident that less boiler capacity is re
quired for the compound than for the plain,
direct-acting pump of the same rated capacity
thus bringing the cost of the complete outfit,
boiler and compound pump, down to about the
same as that for the ordinary pump.
Managers of large buildings, public institu
tions and city and village water works fully ap
preciate the advantages gained by using com
pound pumps, the saving in fuel being such as
to justify the additional expense due to the
compound construction.
The cradle member in these pumps is of re
cent design. It is of the girder pattern and,
while affording the greatest strength with the
least metal, affords easy access to the stuffingboxes, crosshead, levers and links. In the regu
lar construction of these pumps will be found re
movable sieves, bronze-faced pistons, fibrous
packed, bronze valve seats and bolts, brass valve
plates and springs, steel piston rods and either
soft rubber or metal valves as desired.
Any of the ordinary forms of Buffalo steam
pumps can readily be fitted with compound cyl
inders, the proportions of which can be made to
meet the requirements of any service. The Buf
falo compound pump with the high pressure cyl
inders inboard is shown in Fig. 6. With this
arrangement the cylinder heads and pistons can
be removed without disturbing any of the other
parts. The , piston rods are connected in the
center with steel keys, thus allowing either steam
or water end of the rod to be withdrawn sep
arately. This decreases the end room required
for taking out the pistons and allows the work
to be performed much more quickly. The valve
motion has the outside adjustment, and cushion
valves are placed at the ends of the steam cylin
ders. These pumps can be built with any num
ber of combinations to meet the requirements of
any particular service. The water valves are
placed in the decks above and below the pistons
which gives the water a straight course up
through the two sets of valves. The water pas
sages are direct and free and the valve areas are
large, thus allowing the pump to run at high
speed without shock or jar.
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ANSWERS,

In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have all possible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer,
Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
C. F. L. EDISON DYNAMO.
"I have charge of a plant in which there
is an Edison dynamo. One year ago, this machine,
running at 1,500 revolutions per minute, would
easily supply current to sixty 16-candlepower
lights and maintain proper voltage. At present
the dynamo with a speed of 1,640 revolutions per
minute will not supply the same number of
lamps and keep up voltage. Nothing has been
changed except the disposition of the lights.
Can you suggest some reason for the behavior
of the machine?"
A. From your description of the machine,
the trouble probably arises in the compound coils
of the dynamo. Look at these coils and see if
you can find anything wrong with them. Per
haps you will find them disconnected or a poor
contact at some point. If this were the case, the
compound coils would be thrown out of service
and voltage would drop as you describe.
T. T. M. ; LUBRICATOR FEED GLASS CHOKES UP.
"The feed glass on my lubricator chokes up
with oil, requiring frequent cleaning of the glass.
The lubricator is attached to a Corliss engine
and, so far as I can see, is properly connected
up. What would cause the glass to stop up with
oil?"
A.—The stoppage of the sight feed glass on
engine lubricators is generally due to one (or
more) of three causes; first, the oil may be too
viscous (thick) to permit the oil to be fed at the
required rate; second, the connection between the
steam pipe and the lubricator may be too long,
or it may be slightly inclined towards the lubri
cator; and, third, the lubricator may be situ
ated in a draft of cold air, or the nozzle may
allow too large drops to enter the connection to
the steam pipe. When a highly viscous oil is
used, the drops are generally too large, and if
the rate offered be governed, by the number of
drops fed per minute, the quantity of oil will
be found to be greater than can flow through the
horizontal connection to the steam pipe. It
will be noticed that when the glass has been
blown out, and for some time after that opera
tion, the lubricator will work perfectly. The
shank of the cup is then hot or warm, and as
the viscosity of oil is diminished by heat, it flows
freely until the shank cools down again, which is
due to the lack of circulation in the sight feed
glass. When the water in the glass, and the
shank, have cooled, the oil flows into the steam
pipe very slowly; consequently, if the oil is fed
any faster than it can flow into the steam pipe
it begins to clog the connection to the latter. It
will also be understood that when the lubricator
is situated in a draft of cold air, the shank be
comes cooled to such a degree as to almost stop
the flow of oil, and unless the oil be quite thin
or light, the glass will clog with even a moderate
rate of feed. The oil, when quite cold, will feed
freely from the nozzle or needle-point, because
of the pressure of water in the condensing pipe
and bulb, but once it is liberated in the sight
feed glass and rises to the surface of the water,
it must find its way into the steam pipe by
gravity. Consequently, a very slight obstruction
is sufficient to cause it to clog. The remedy, in
this case, will be, first, to shorten the connection
between the cup and the steam pipe to the least

length possible, provided the lubricator is situated
in a cool place or is exposed to cold drafts; sec
ond, to obtain a less viscous oil, that is, one
that will feed more freely and possibly in smaller
drops ; and third, be careful not to allow the
lubricator to feed too fast, as it will oftentimes
when started and then left unnoticed for awhile.
As the oil becomes warm after starting, the rate
of feed will be found to increase automatically.
See that the feed glass is not too long, and
is properly packed, and that no leakage occurs,
and do not start the feed, after blowing out, for
several minutes after the glass appears to be full
of water.
H. N. G. COMPOUND WOUND DYNAMO.
"Please show a sketch and explain how
the wiring of a compound wound dynamo should
be changed to make it run as a compound
wound motor."

t
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FIG. I.

FIELD WINDINGS OF A COMPOUND WOUND
MOTOR.

A.—The accompanying drawing will show
how a compound wound motor is connected. To
regulate the speed of the motor, the series coils
must be connected so that they oppose the shunt
coils and tend to demagnetize the field. As the
load increases, the current in the series coils in
creases and weakens the field just enough to
make up for the loss of speed, which would re
sult from the heavier current flowing in the
armature. Thus, in making the change from a
dynamo to a motor, the series coils would have
to be reversed.
The compound machine, unless designed to
run as a motor, is apt to give considerable
trouble, especially if the dynamo has a heavy
compound winding.
H. H. R.;
REMOVING GRAPHITE FROM EXHAUST;
MOISTURE IN COAL; VOLATILE MATTER IN COAL;
ROPE AND BELT DRESSINGS.
"1. Please inform me of some device that
will remove graphite from exhaust steam. 2.
How is the amount of moisture in coal deter
mined? 3. What is meant by volatile matter?
4. What materials make good rope, and belt
dressings?"
A.—1. We know of nothing better than a
separator in which a number of baffles change
the course of the steam abruptly. Separators of
this description will be found on the market.
2. It is determined by weighing a sample

of the coal taken from the pile, then drying
the sample where the temperature is 100 de
grees and upwards, as for instance above the
boilers, for from 12 to 15 hours, depending on
the temperature, after which the sample is again
weighed. Subtract the weight of the sample
after drying from the weight before drying;
the difference is the weight of moisture. Mois
ture is usually expressed as a percentage of the
original weight, and is found by dividing the
difference in the weight of the sample before
and after drying by the weight before drying.
The scales used for this purpose should be ca
pable of weighing at least to half-ounces.
3. Volatile matter is that part of coal which
is evaporated or baked out of it by the heat of
the fire. A considerable portion of the volatile
matter of coal can be consumed by admitting
just the proper quantity of air, otherwise it
passes up the chimney and adds to the density
of the smoke, or unconsumed volatile matter.
4. It depends upon the kind of rope and to
what use the rope is put, and upon the condi
tion of the belt. For manila rope for power
purposes, pine tar serves as a good preserver.
The tar may be melted by means of hot water,
and the quantity of tar applied may be regu
lated by the quantity of water used. From 6 to
8 times as much water as tar may be used
to start with, decreasing the quantity of water
if a thicker coating of tar is desired. Bloodwarm tallow thoroughly rubbed in makes a
cheap and very good belt dressing. When belts
become very dry and hard they may be softened
by applying a little neatsfoot oil thoroughly
rubbed in, after which the belt should be al
lowed to dry for several hours, then apply the
tallow. For belts running in damp places a
very little resin may be added to the tallow, but
not enough to render the surface of the belt
sticky to the touch.
P. G. C.; BLOCKING OUT WEIGHTS OF GOVERNOR.
"Kindly inform me how to block out the
weight of a shaft governor to the position it will
occupy when the engine is in motion and mak
ing a certain number of revolutions per minute.
Directions tell us to block out the weights
until they occupy the running position, but if
I have never seen the engine running how am
I to ascertain that position?"
A.—As a rule, it would make little differ
ence whether you had seen the engine in opera
tion or not, because the position of the weights
in a wheel revolving at comparatively low speed
can not be seen clearly enough to be of service
when blocking them in position. If you have
no indicator diagram taken when the engine
was making the desired number of revolutions
under the usual load, but one method remains.
The horsepower rating of automatic cutoff en
gines generally corresponds to % cutoff unless
otherwise stated, so that if the weights are
blocked out until the valve closes the port
when the piston has traveled Yi, stroke they will
occupy the position reached when the engine is
developing its rated power. Unless the engine
is known to be considerably underloaded or
overloaded that will be the proper position in
which to have the weights when adjusting the
lead or other functions of the valve.
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AN INTERESTING WEATHER RECORD.
D. F. Fero of Corning, N. Y., has an inter
esting record of the cold wave of the first two
weeks of January which was made by a reg
istering thermometer. The record was started
on the morning of Jan. 4 and at once took a
downward course. By 6 a. m. Tuesday, Jan. 5,
the temperature had fallen so low that the
pen which registered the line on the record
chart, had moved off the ruled field which was
marked for only 20 degrees below zero, and
had gone to a point which by measurement was
found to be 30 degrees below. The record chart
showed clearly the fluctuations for the follow
ing week when the pen hovered around zero
the largest part of the time, the warmest point
recorded being freezing at 8 p. m. on Friday.
Such a chart of an unusual "spell of weather"
makes a most interesting record for study and
comparison in future times of record breaking
achievements of the weather bureau. The
thermometer on which the record was made
is manufactured by the Helios-Upton Co. of
Peabody, Mass.
A NEW FORCE FEED LUBRICATOR.
One of the latest inventions in this class of
Lubricators is shown in the illustration herewith:
Its principal features are: First, the two
ratchets, one of which is used to drive the
plunger, while the other acts on the plunger
itself.
Second, the location of the valves, which are
in the centre of the oil reservoir.
The advantage of two ratchets is that they are
interchangeable and, as the wear only comes on
the outer ratchet to which the lever is attached,
when worn to such an extent that the dog will
not hold, it can be replaced by the ratchet acting
on the plunger, and the life of the Lubricator
thereby doubled. As the ratchet is the first thing
to wear out, the value of this device is obvious.
The advantage of having the valves feed from
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screwing down the nut B and operating the
plunger by hand. The cup can be cleaned from
a hole in the bottom, designed for that purpose.
This lubricator is manufactured by the Penberthy
Injector Co., of Detroit, Mich., which manu
factures the well-known Penberthy Automatic
Inj ector.
IMPROVEMENTS DM CYLINDER CON
STRUCTION.
The view of the cylinders of the Reeves en
gine shows an important addition, made use
of in the compound type. The added improve
ment is the chamber. A, around the sleeve in
which the admission valve works, this sleeve,
instead of the valve, receiving the direct impact
of the steam. This prevents the valve from get
ting out of balance, as all of its exposed parts
are under constant uniform pressure. The cham
ber acts as a separator, draining all of the dirt
and scale, which may come from the inside of
the steam pipe, from its lower end, thus protect
ing the valves and cylinders from injury. The
areas of each of the openings in the sleeve are
larger than that of the steam pipe, giving free
access to the cavity inside. To guard against
friction, caused by having the steam flow in
smaller pipes near the engine, the cubical con
tents of the chamber, A, together with the space
inside the sleeve, is made greater than the vol
ume of steam taken by the high-pressure cyl
inder at three-quarters cutoff. Thus the space
also acts as a storage and, as a consequence,
there is but slight difference in the initial pres
sure of the cylinder and the pipe line pressure.
The lower cylinder heads are cast in one

PRACTICAL LUBRICATION OF ENGINE
CYLINDERS WITH GRAPHITE.
The use of graphite as a lubricant for engine
cylinders and pumps has received so much atten
tion that its value and economy for this purpose
are generally accepted, but the problem which

FIG. I. SECTION OF GRAPHITE FORCE PUMP RESERVOIR.
has confronted most engineers has been the
difficulty of feeding it satisfactorily. A great
many engineers, who have been troubled with wet
steam and the condensation washing the oil from

A VERTICAL CROSS SECTION OT THE CYLINDERS IN A REEVES COMPOUND ENGINE.

FIG. I. THE PENBERTHY FORCE FEED LUBRICATOR.

piece with the cylinders, reducing the number
of joints. The piston valves can be adjusted and
made steam tight without removing them from
their seats and while steam is in the engine, by
means of the bolts in the ends of the valve
heads. The engine is made by the Reeves En
gine Co., 85 Liberty St., New York City.

the center of the oil reservoir is that they can
not be affected by changes of temperature, and
will, therefoie, handle oils very difficult to feed
through the ordinary hydrostatic cups.
Closing the jaws of the lubricator by means
of the nut B increases the feed ; opening, de
creases it. When the proper amount of oil is
being fed, screw down the lock nut D so as to
hold rigidly in place. Extra oil can be had by

Turbine steamers for crossing the ocean
have not been attempted until now, although they
are running regularly in river and channel serv
ice in England. The new turbine steamer Vic
torian, of the Allan Line, is now nearing com
pletion, and its performance will be watched with
the greatest interest. The arrangement of pro
pellers has been modified in this boat so as to
give the quickest possible turning power, and to
secure increased comfort for the passengers.

their cylinders and valves, have found a temporary
remedy in graphite used occasionally by hand,
and probably most engineers have at one time
or another resorted to its use when oil alone did
not produce satisfactory lubrication. But the use
of an excessive quantity of graphite at irregular
intervals often produces conditions as unsatisfac
tory as those which it is intended to remedy,
and the best mechanical and economical results
can only be obtained by feeding the graphite at
regular intervals and in quantities adjusted to
the requirements of the engine.
For this purpose the Milwaukee Metal Work
ing Co. has placed on the market a new pump
or force feed lubricator, which, it is claimed, will
feed any lubricant from the lightest oil to the
heaviest grease or mixture of graphite and oil.
It feeds automatically, with positive force feed
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(which may be adjusted to the requirements of
the engine) and without the possibility of accu
mulation or clogging at any point. This is accom
plished by introducing boiler pressure back of
the lubricant in the reservoir, Fig. I, forcing the
lubricant, even in the form of a heavy paste, to
the pumping pistons, and by avoiding any form of
check valves, or other points at which an accumu
lation of graphite might occur.
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by the decrease of pressure area on the upper side
of the reservoir piston, Fig. 1, due to the rod run
ning to the open air through the top of the lubri
cant reservoir, and this difference puts the lubri
cant in the top of the reservoir under slightly
more than boiler pressure and would force it into
the engine cylinder without any pumping mechan
ism. The pistons alternately permit and check this
flow and the quantity of lubricant allowed to en
ter the cylinder at each stroke is accurately and
easily regulated by the adjusting screw on the
rear frame, which regulates the distance between
the pistons when taking in a charge.
As the equalized pressure makes the only duty
of the pump that of overcoming the friction of its
own working parts and the friction between the
lubricant and the pipes, its period of usefulness is
greatly lengthened and the possibility of wear or
breakage reduced to a minimum. In the multiplefeed pumps, each feed is regulated separately and
independently and on all pumps there is positive
indication of the quantity of lubricant fed at each
charge, of the quantity fed in any given interval

POWER PLANT ACCIDENTS.
Within the past 30 years the number of boiler
explosions has increased with such alarming ra
pidity that many states have passed laws restrict
ing the pressure carried and requiring examina
tions at frequent periods as a safeguard. Yet
during the past 20 years there has developed
another factor in the power plant that is even
more dangerous, namely, the flywheel break, and
records show a large loss of life and property
from this source. The increase of heavy strains
in the exacting duty of street railway, lighting
and power work is, in a measure, responsible for
this, but in the main the trouble can be traced
to the same cause as that which produces the
boiler explosion, overload. With a mistaken idea
of economy, an engine which may be large
enough when purchased, is overloaded when
business increases, and new machines are at
tached until it becomes necessary to increase
the speed or steam pressure to enable the engine
to pull the overload.

FIG. 4. PISTONS AT INTAKE BEFORE TAKING
IN CHARGE.

FIG. 2. VIEW OF RESERVOIR AND SECTION OF FORCE
PUMP.

Fig. I shows the manner in which pressure,
upon water of condensation, is introduced
into the lubricant reservoir under a piston
carrying double leather cups.
This keeps
the lubricant under constant pressure and
'forces it through the curved channel at the top
of the reservoir directly to the pumping pistons.
Fig. 4 shows these pistons about to take in a
charge of lubricant. The right hand piston, car
ried by the rear sliding frame, which in turn is
operated by the larger part of the central double
cam, travels independently to the right as far as
the adjusting screw on this frame permits, and the
space thus created between the pistons is filled
by lubricant, under pressure, from the reser
voir, Fig. 2. When the screw on the rear frame
(seen at the left of Fig. 2) engages the front
frame, the left hand piston, which is operated by
the front frame, follows the right hand piston in
its travel toward the discharge port, the two pis
tons remaining a fixed distance apart, Fig. 5.
When the discharge port is reached, the right
hand piston remains stationary while the smaller
half of the double cam engages the front frame
and carries the left hand piston forward towards
the stationary piston, forcing the charge of lubri
cant out into the discharge port, Fig. 6. The
two pistons, abutting one another, are then carried
back to the intake port and the operation re
peated. No check valves are necessary, as the
right hand piston closes the discharge port when
the intake is open, while the equal pressure on
both sides of the pistons effectually prevents
any possible leakage around them.
While the lubricator has a positive pumping
mechanism, this operates, practically, only as a
measuring device, which takes a given quantity of
lubricant, under pressure at one point of the
pump barrel and transfers it at practically the
same pressure to another point. The lubricant,
whether in the lubricator reservoir, between the
pumping pistons, in the discharge pipe or enter
ing the steam main, is always under practically the
same pressure. What difference there is is caused
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FIG. 5. PISTONS AT DISCHARGE PORT WITH
CHARGE.

FIG. 6. PISTONS AFTER CHARGE IS EXPELLED.
FIG. 3. ASSEMBLAGE VIEW OF PUMP.
of time, and of the amount in the reservoir.
The apparatus before being placed upon the
market was put in actual service, under the
heaviest duty, in several power plants for a period
of 2 years, and both the mechanical and econom
ical results were highly satisfactory. In every in
stance graphite was used, and the chief engineers
reported a great advantage in quality and sav
ing in cost of lubrication over that obtained by
using oil alone. The saving varied from 25 to 50
per cent in actual cost of lubrication, the varia
tions being occasioned by the difference in the
percentages of graphite and oil used. The device
is manufactured by the Milwaukee Metal Work
ing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.
The official figures showing the number of
persons killed and injured in railway accidents
in th? United States during the last 12 months
have been published. They give a total of 3,554
killed and 45,997 wounded. This is an advance
on the previous year, when the numbers were
2,819 killed and 39,800 wounded.

This increasing of work done by an engine
over its rated capacity is taking long chances.
So long as everything runs smoothly the engine
may hold, but let, for an instant, the load sud
denly decrease ; the overtaxed governor finds it
impossible to take care of the wide load varia
tion and what happens? The engine speeds up
for a few revolutions far above its normal speed.
Each revolution means an extra strain on the
already strained flywheel until its safety limit
is exceeded, and then—crash—huge pieces of
iron are thrown in all directions, carrying away
everything within range ; it may be the lives of
owner or employes.
Then comes the estimate of loss, the cost of
a wrecked building, the repairs of a totally dis
abled engine or perhaps the purchase of a new
one—the loss of production while the wreck is
being cleared away and repairs made, and ar
rangements made for new power. And why?
All because the management failed to take the
necessary precaution to protect itself against such
loss. It undoubtedly arranged for fire insur
ance, covering building and machinery. It un
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doubtcdly insured all of the boilers, and possi
bly placed an accident policy on the flywheel.
We say possibly because this kind of insurance
is of recent adoption and not very generally car
ried as yet.
Whether a flywheel accident insurance policy
was carried or not, there is another precaution
that is becoming more generally recognized by
power plant managers and mill owners, namely,
the automatic engine stop, which is a mechanical
device operated by electricity. This device will
npt allow an engine to make a single revolution
above the predetermined speed so that the fly
wheel can never reach the danger point, and by
equipping with this automatic engine stop, acci
dent is entirely averted, thus saving lives, de
struction of property and the loss of business due
to shutdown for repairs.
This preventative feature surpasses ordinary
insurance, for the latter only remunerates, and
that after the damage is all done. Some man
agers argue that the initial outlay for engine-stop
equipment is expensive, and brings no direct re
turn, but they fail to look ahead and realize
that, if they once have a runaway engine acci
dent, it will do many times more damage, in 3
minutes, than it will cost to equip every engine
•in the plant. Furthermore, the initial outlay is
final and no more expense attends the equip
ment, while with fire and boiler insurance, the
premiums have to be paid annually, which
amount to thousands of dollars.
With engine-stop "Insurance," there is only
one premium to pay—the first cost of the appa
ratus—and if the engine races, the engine stop
prevents an accident and no property is de
stroyed.
The Monarch Engine Stop and Speed Limit
System made by the Consolidated Engine Stop
Co., of New York, supplements the governor
and when that fails from any cause the Monarch
Speed Limit automatically shuts down the en
gine. It is endorsed and has been installed by
such representative consulting engineers, light
ing and railway companies and manufacturing
establishments as Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co., Stone & Webster, United Gas Improvement
Co., Sanderson & Porter, Boston Elevated R. R.
Co., United States Steel Corp., American Brass
Co., Niles Tool Works, Proctor & Gamble Co.,
B. F. Goodrich Co., and Midvale Steel Co. ; in
fact, about every industry in the country is rep
resented among the users of the Monarch Sys
tem.
ATLAS REMOVER FOR BROKEN TAPS.
This device, illustrated in the accompanying
figure, is adapted to engage and remove pieces
of taps, which have been broken off in a tapped
hole. The remover consists of a cylindrical
holder, whose diameter is substantially equal to
the diameter of the tapped hole and the end of
which is provided with a square section to re-

FIG. I. THE ATLAS REMOVER FOR BROKEN TAPS.

ceive a wrench. This holder has longitudinal
grooves corresponding with the longitudinal
grooves in the tap, for the purpose of receiving
the sliding tap-engaging bars. These bars are
fixed at their upper ends in a sliding collar by
which they are moved lengthwise of the cylin
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drical holder. After the remover is applied to a
broken tap, a loose sleeve is slipped over the
holder and pushed down close to the work, thus
supporting and holding the bars in their respect
ive grooves, at the point where the strain is ap
plied.
This is a simple, strong and reliable device.
It engages the broken piece of tap, unscrewing
and removing it from the tapped hole without
damage to the work. It is always ready for use
and saves time and expense.
A set of six sizes is made for standard taps,
ranging from
to $4 inches, and other sizes
will be made to order. The manufacturer is the
Atlas Machine Co., Providence, R. I.

ing the hinge by great pressure, caused by ma
terial getting on the valve seat. The areas of
the water ways exceed that of the pipe from
20 to 25 per cent. The water is received close
to the bottom, thus enabling the operator to
take practically all the water from any recep
tacle without drawing air in the suction pipe.
The leather or rubber packing is held in posi
tion on the valve gate with screws instead of
rivets, thus allowing the packing to be removed
with but slight delay.
Fig. 3, which is a sectional view, shows plain
ly the construction of the valve and strainer.

THE EMERSON STRAINER AND FOOT
VALVE.
A new and important departure in pumping
devices has been designed by the Emerson
Steam Pump Co. This device, known as the
Emerson Quick Cleaning Strainer and Foot
Valve, was originated to eliminate the difficul
ties arising in cleaning foot valves with fixed
strainers. With this appliance, the entire strain
er, Fig. 1, can be quickly raised from its posi
tion at the lower end of the suction pipe,
cleaned and lowered into position again, with
out disconnecting anything whatever, without
the use of tools of any description, and without
raising the suction pipe out of the water.

FIG. 3.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE EMERSON VALVE
AND STRAINER.

This appliance is built to correspond with
the sizes of commercial pipe above 2 inches in
diameter. The strainer may also be obtained
alone, for the purpose of lifting and cleaning,
when a valve is not needed. The makers are the
Emerson Steam Pump Co., 1410 G street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

FIG. I. STRAINER LOWERED FOR PUMPING.
FIG. 2. STRAINER PARTIALLY RAISED FOR CLEANING.
The strainer is made of perforated steel, and,
in order to withstand the rough usage to which
it is liable, is riveted to a substantial top cast
ing. This top casting fits loosely around the
suction pipe, which acts as a guide when the
strainer is raised or lowered, Fig. 2. The ag
gregate area of perforations being in liberal ex
cess of the area of the suction pipe, and the
comparative ease of cleaning, naturally resulting
in a more frequent performance of that opera
tion, insures at all times a free and full inlet
to the suction pipe.
A special feature of the valve itself, is, that
the valve gate has no spindle, spring, or hinge,
and slides freely in guides provided, in the valve
body. The absence of these customary details
obviates the objectionable features of cramp
ing the gate and bending the spindle or break

In a recent investigation in Moscow, a lamp
using carbureted air was found to be success
ful, but the treated air flowed downward like a
liquid, which was objectionable, as it caused dan
ger of back firing from the flame to the reser
voir. In an improvement made by Dr. Hugh
Marshall of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the
fuel is carried upward to the burner, so that the
body of the. lamp can be below the flame. The
system has been applied to various forms of
lamps for indoor and outdoor use, and shows a
brilliant light without liquid or wicks.
The largest reported flow in 25 hours from
any of the wells in the Texas field is said to
be 80,000 barrels. This figures out 140,000 gal
lons per hour, a total of 1,072,000 pounds, each
of a calorific value of 19,000 British thermal
units, or a total of more than 20,000,000,000 Brit
ish thermal units. With an engine of perfect effi
ciency, this is equal to the generation of no
less than 8,000,000 horsepower continuously. Al
lowing a fuel supply of one pound of oil per
horsepower hour, which is ample, a total of over
1,000,000 horsepower could be continuously ob
tained from this one well. The price of this oil
at the wells was at one time only 10 cents a bar
rel of 322 pounds, net. This means that, on the
basis of one pound of oil per horsepower hour,
the fuel cost of a horsepower for one hour would
be only $0.00031, or less than one-third of a mill.
s. K.
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ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Providence Association No. i, N. A. S. E.,
gave a reception to National President Hogan
and National Secretary Raven on Jan. 30. Pawtucket Association No. 2, by invitation, met with
the Providence Association and joined in the
reception.
Meetings have been arranged by the West
ern Society of Engineers as follows: March 3,
paper by John M. Sweeney on the Use of Pul
verized Coal; March 17, George S. Rice on the
Use of Structural Steel in Coal Shaft Tipples ;
March 31, Oscar Sanne on the Civil Engineer;
April 7, M. F. Ewen, Converting Wood Cellu
lose into Sugar; April 21, Railroad Signalling
by G. E. Ellis; May 5, William B. Phillips on
Texas Oil and Asphalt; May 19, Geo. W. Jack
son, Freight Transportation and Electric Loco
motives ; June 2, Geo. W. Scott, Exhaust Steam
for Heating; June 16, W. A. Shaw and Guy
Miltimore, Construction of Intercepting Sewers
for Chicago; June 30, R. B. Wilcox, Construc
tion of 39th Street Conduit. The series of pa
pers presents an interesting variety, and is a
credit to the care of J. H. Warden, Secretary,
who has made arrangements for them.
Montana Society of Engineers held its 14th
annual meeting at Helena on Jan. 8 and 9. Fri
day was devoted to a trip to the plant at Can
yon Ferry some 18 miles from Helena, where
the Society was the guest of the company at
luncheon. Friday evening was given up to a most
enjoyable smoker. On Saturday, the time was
devoted to discussion of engineering topics large
ly in connection with matters of special interest
to the Montana men. Officers were elected as fol
lows : President, G. E. Moulthrop, Butte ; 1st
vice-president, E. W. King, Bozeman ; 2nd vicepresident, M. L. MacDonald, Butte ; secretary
and librarian, C. H. Moore, Butte; treasurer,
Samuel Barker, Jr. ; trustees, C. H. Repath, E.
L. Blossom, C. H. Bowman. The annual ban
quet was held on Saturday evening.
Baltimore Association No. 2 of the N. A.
S. E. entertained the National officers of the As
sociation and of the American Order of Steam
Engineers on Feb. 2. Messrs. Raven and Wil
son of the N. A. S. E. and Messrs. Pierson and
Stallings of the A. O. S. E. spoke on the bene
fits of education and responded to the address
of welcome made by James A. Townsend, presi
dent of the local association. The evening was
spent in social enjoyment, which was added to
by a specialty and musical program.
On Monday evening, Feb. i, the ten united
associations of the N. A. S. E. in New York
City held their second annual entertainment at
the Grand Central Palace. This consisted of a
minstrel show by the Bay Ridge Athletic Club,
and of a ball following. The committee who
had the affair in charge are to be heartily con
gratulated on the success which they attained.
The officials were R. D. Tomlinson, chairman ;
H. H. Nelson, secretary; Ira Watts, treasurer;
C. W. Martin, Jr., chairman of the entertain
ment committee.
Fall River (Mass.) Association No. 6 was
host for New Bedford Association No. 6 on the
evening of Jan. 30. The occasion was entirely
social, the time being occupied with a banquet
and after-dinner speaking.
A regular meeting of the Brooklyn Engi
neers' Club was held on Feb. 17, when C. R.
Van Buskirk presented a paper on Rail Joints
and their Relation to Pavements. Seven mem
bers were elected.
Arrangements for the annual convention
of the American Order of Steam Engineers are
progressing satisfactorily. The local committee
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at Allentown, Pa., are making extensive arrange
ments with the expectation that this will be the
largest convention ever held by the Order, and
are planning a program for the week beginning
May 9 which will keep delegates and visitors
fully and profitably occupied yet will give them
ample opportunity to inspect the exhibits of en-

LOCAL COMMITTEE FOR THE ANNUAL CONVENTION,
AMERICAN ORDER OF STEAM ENGINEERS AT AL
LENTOWN, PA. FROM LEFT TO RLGHT, A. J.
STRAUSS, SECRETARY; A. P. DREISBACH, CHAIR
MAN ; EDMUND BRADER, TREASURER.
gineers' supplies which will be especially attract
ive. Space for these exhibits will be furnished
free. The local committee has, however, to meet
large expenses for the convention and it is de
sired that exhibitors should contribute for this
purpose to such extent as they can. Exhibitors
should notify the committee as soon as possible
in regard to their wants.
Allentown is in the great cement region of
Pennsylvania, and many large mills are located
there. The officers of the local committee whose
portraits are given herewith, are devoting their
energies to make this meeting a success, and
have made gratifying progress.
A party including Secretary Raven and
Treasurer Wilson of the N. A. S. E. and Presi
dent Martin and Secretary Sly of the National
Supply Men's Association of the United States
were in Richmond, Va., early in February to
arrange details in connection with the coming
N. A. S. E. convention to be held in that city
the first week in August. They found Richmond
an ideal city for such a convention, and the local
engineers, supply men and business interests very
enthusiastic. A call was made upon Mayor Tay
lor, who assured the Committee that every cour
tesy would be extended and that every effort
would be made to cause visitors to this conven
tion long to remember the hospitality of Rich
mond. Murphy's Hotel was selected as head
quarters. Meetings of the N. A. S. E. will be
held immediately across the street from the hotel
in the Bijou Theatre, and the Richmond Armory,
which is near by, will be used as the exhibit
hall. The size of this building permits of every
exhibitor having all the space he can use to ad
vantage ; all will be in the same room, and all
will have equally good position. A large number
of the entertainment features also will be given
in this room.
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During January an important step was taken
by the Massachusetts branches of the Interna
tional Union of Steam Engineers. By action of
delegates assembled in Boston 4,000 engineers
represented were consolidated into a state organ
ization for the conserving of the interests of
members. The state license law was thoroughly
discussed, and steps were taken to have defects
in it corrected, the essential changes being as
follows: Practical experience to be required be
fore the granting of a license ; application for li
cense to be sworn to ; at least six inspectors to
be added to the force now employed ; engineers
holding second class license allowed to operate,
but not to have charge of first class plants, and
those with third class license allowed to operate,
but not have charge of second class plants. The
officers elected were : William R. F. Whelan,
Boston, president ; Arthur M. Huddell, Boston ;
E. N. Bean, Brockton ; Charles Collis, Salem ;
M. S. McMahon, Milford, and P. E. Reardon,
Worcester, vice-presidents ; Wesley A. Good
win, Boston, secretary. Another convention will
be held in Boston on Sunday, June 12.
A. J. G.
Evansville, Ind., Association No. 7 of the
N. A. S. E. and Crescent Auxiliary No. 2 gave
their second annual ball and supper on Feb. 4.
Covers were laid for 450 and all enjoyed the oc
casion to the fullest degree.
The local members of the American So
ciety of Mechanical Engineers met on Feb. 13
in the rooms of the Western Society of Engineers,
Chicago, and listened to the report of the tem
porary general committee appointed at a former
meeting to lay out a plan of action for the prep
arations for the spring meeting of the society.
The committee's report recommended the appoint
ment of sub-committees on finance, meetings,
transportations, printing, entertainments and ex
cursions. The executive committee is to be made
up of a member of each of the sub-committees
and of Robert W. Hunt, who has so far had
charge of the arrangements. The committee also
presented a recommendation as to the composition
of the sub-committees, and that a secretary
be employed by the executive committee to as
sist in their work. The committee's report was
accepted and adopted by the meeting, and the sub
committees instructed to organize as soon as pos
sible.
Automatic telephony was the subject dis
cussed at the meeting of the Chicago branch of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers on
Feb. 16. Papers were read by R. L. Ames for
F. J. Dommerque who could not be present, on
the Commercial Aspect of Automatic Telephony,
and by C. S. Winston, on Toll Board Connec
tions for Automatic Systems. Mr. Dommerque's
paper stated that the Stroger system was on the
principle of the multiple connection board of the
manually operated type, and that the Faller board
was on the express or trunking principle. The
principle and some of the drawbacks of the au
tomatic systems were explained, and a compari
son made of the yearly expense of running an
automatic system and a manual system, consid
erably to the credit of the latter, the data being
for an exchange of 5,000 subscribers. The in
vestment for the automatic system was much
larger, though the running expense was less.
The paper by Mr. Winston described the toll
connection systems installed in the Dayton, 0.,
and the Grand Rapids, Mich., exchanges. In the
discussion, Mr. Dyson gave figures to show that
in a 5,000 line exchange, the advantage in yearly
expense was greatly on the side of the automatically
operated board, and also disputed the statements
of Mr. Dommerque's paper on several other
points. The advantages claimed by the advocates
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of the manual system were greater flexibility and
quicker operation, accomplished with simpler and
more reliable apparatus. These points were all
disputed by the champions of the automatic sys
tem, and it seemed to be a drawn battle between
the factions.
The next meeting will be held on March 8,
when papers on the possibilities of the alternat
ing current motor will be taken up.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
P. H. Wilhelm, formerly representing the
New York Car Coupler Co., the Washburn Car
Coupler Co., The Buckeye Malleable Iron &
Coupler Co. and The Railroad Supply Co., of
Chicago, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., has
accepted a position as railroad representative of
the American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass., with branch offices at New York.
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Wilhelm has spent the greater portion of
his life in actual railroad service and in 1893, he
was, on the recommendation of a majority of
the railroads, appointed division superintendent
of transportation at the World's Fair in Chicago.
After the close of that exposition, he took up the
active business of railroad supplies which he has
followed until the present time. Mr. Wilhelm
has been prominently mentioned for the position
of superintendent of transportation at the St.
Louis Exposition, but he prefers to remain in
active railroad supply business.
The American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg.
Co. now has one of the largest plants in the
country devoted to the manufacture of steam and
other gages, safety valves, steam engine indi
cators, whistles and steam supplies in general,
and, being among the oldest houses in this coun
try in its particular line, Mr. Wilhelm will have
the satisfaction of representing one of the best
houses in the country.
John T. Schuler, the recently appointed
deputy inspector of engineers for the southern
district, State of Ohio, was entertained at a ban
quet by the members of local No. 1, I. U. of
S. E., of Cincinnati, on Feb. 8. W. B. Ken
nedy, state inspector, was present and was ac
cused of the intention to commit matrimony, but
refused to deny or affirm the story. Speeches
were made by Mr. Kennedy and by District In
spector Harmon of Columbus, President Wil
liams of the local association, James H. McCabe,
William J. White, Jos. Ahlers and others.
HERMON BEARDSLEY BUTLER.
Hermon B. Butler, vice president and treas
urer of the firm of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son,
Chicago, died at his home, 1920 Wellington Ave.,
in this city, on Wednesday. February 10th, after
an illness of less than a week. Mr. Butler was
born in New York City on August 4th, 1856, and
was the son of Cyrus Butler, a prominent metal
broker. Alter finishing his education in the Shef
field Scientific School of Yale University, Class of
'76, he entered his father's employ. In 1884 Mr.
Butler came to Chicago where -.e at once formed
a business connection with Mr. Edward L. Ryer
son, who had been his cl .ss mate at Yale, and
who was then a member of the firm of Joseph
T. Ryerson & Son. When the firm was incor
porated after the death of Mr. Joseph T. Ryerson,
Mr. Butler became vice president and treasurer,
in which position he was largely instrumental in
building up the present business. Mr. Butler's
activities were not confined to business, however,
he was prominent in every movement for the
betterment of Chicago and gave much of his at
tention to both charitable and civic affairs. He
was prominent as one of the founders of the Mer
chants' club, of which he subseouently became
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president. He also gave much attention to the
affairs of the lving-in hospital and those of St.
Peter's church, of which he was a warden at the
time of his ueath. Mr. Butler was also a pro
moter of the State Pawners' Society, a director
of the University Club, and was recently elected

a member cf the commercial Club. In addition
to membership in these organizations, he was also
a member of the Chicago Athletic, Unwentsia and
the Saddle and Cycle Club. In June, 1886, Mr.
Butler was married to i Iiss Jessie Peabody,
daughter of Francis B. Peabody, who with four
children, three sons and one daughter, survives
him.
On feb. 10, Kufus R. Wade, head of the State
Police, and therefore the Examining Board for
engineers of the state of Massachusetts, died at
his home at West Somcrville. Mr. Wade had for
many years been a public official, and was un
ceasing in his efforts to have the best laws en
acted and properly enforced after enattment. His
duties included the supervision of factories, to
see that rules with regard to hours of labor, the
employment of women and children and the
proper observance of sanitary rules were com
plied with. In addition to this the inspection of
all boilers of the state was under his charge, and
the licensing of all engineers is a part of the
duty of the boiler inspectors.
W. G. Wentworth, General Sales Agent for
the Pittsburg Valve and Fittings Co., which has
works at Barberton, Ohio, has recently removed
his office to 1,611 Frick Building, Pittsburg. Mr.
Wentworth was for 15 years general sales agent
for the Crane Co. of Chicago. The Pittsburg
Valve & Fittings Co., which he now represents,
possesses one of the finest plants in the country,
and is working out new and valuable ideas in
valves. It is designing special machinery for
producing true and uniform work which will
at all times come up to the standard which it
has set.
NEWS NOTES.
The engineers of Kentucky are moving for
the enactment of a license law, and a bill is now
before the Legislature for that purpose. This
provides for an examining board consisting of a
chief and three assistants, whose salaries and
expenses are to be paid from the license fee
charge. The bill is backed by both the Interna-
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tional Union of Steam Engineers, and the Na
tional Association of Steam Engineers, and the
only opposition is encountered from those unprogressive workers in the steam engineering
field who have not joined either Association, and
who do not believe in improving their condition,
and from employers who wish to hire unskilled
men if they so choose and can get them at a low
price.
Firms along the Mahoning River at
Youngstown, Ohio, were seriously inconvenienced
by the recent flood. At the plant of William
Tod Engine Co., the entire floor was covered by
3 feet of water, resulting in the loss of many
thousands of dollars. Mr. Kneeland, Manager
of the company, informs us that the greatest
damaged was done in the foundry.
New buildings and equipment are being in
stalled by the Republic Engineering Co., which
succeeds the Diescher Coupling Co., in Pitts
burg. The new works are located at 41st St.
and the Allegheny Valley Railroad, and will
manufacture transmission equipments, pipe coup
lings and elevating and conveying machinery.
The officers are: President, L. E. Diescher;
vice-president and manager, Major James E
McNary; secretary and treasurer, F. E Russell.
Major McNary will have entire management of
the sales department.
Keasbey & Mattison Lo. have opened a de
partment at their office, 84 John St., New York
City, for the direct sale of their pipe coverings
and packings to customers. These products com
prise all styles of magnesia sectional coverings,
asbestos coverings of the molded and air cell
types, building papers and similar material.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGUES.
Machine Design, Part i, is the title of an
instruction paper prepared by Chas. L. Griffin
for the American School of Correspondence,
which is located at the Armour Institute of
Technology, Chicago. Mr. Griffin was formerly
Professor of Machine Design at Pennsylvania
State College, and succeeded in building up
there a course which was remarkable for its
strength, and its individuality. The present in
struction paper embodies much of the course as
taught at the Pennsylvania State College. It is
notable for the method of leading up to the
subject of Machine Design and the treatment
of that subject rather than for any new infor
mation, but in this, as in many other things, the
method of going at a problem is all important.
Problems are handled from the standpoint of
shop design. It is not so much the making of
a good looking drawing which Mr. Griffin has
in mind, although this is of course, desirable,
but teaching the student to keep in mind what
he wishes to accomplish, and to use the best
possible means to attain that end both as to the
method of making the design, and the developing
of the different parts of the machine under con
sideration. Particularly noteworthy is a para
graph in regard to the making of calculations
which is here quoted :
"The wrong way of making calculations is the
loose and shiftless fashion of scratching upon a
scrap of detached paper marks and figures, ar
ranged in haphazard form, and disconnected and
incomplete. These calculations are in a few
moments' time totally meaningless, even to the
author of them himself, and are so easily lost or
mislaid that when wanted they usually cannot
be found.
"Engineering calculations should always be
mad» systematically, neatly, and in perfectly legi
ble form, in seme pern'.mertly bound blank book,
so that reference mvy alwavs be had to them :it
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any future time fjr the r.-.upose of checking or
reviewing. Put all thr. cffa down. Do not lc ivc
in doubt the txact conditions under which the
calculations nere made. Note the date of calcu
lation.
'"If a mistake in figuics is made, or a change
is found necessary, neve: rub out the figures or
tear out the leaf, or in any way obliterate the
figures. Simply draw a bold cross through the
v/rong part and begin again Often a calculation
which is supposed to be wrong is later shown
to be right, or the facts which caused the error
may be needed for investigation and comparison.
Time which is spent in making figures is always
valuable time, time too precious to be thrown
away by destroying the record."
Mr. Griffin illustrates his method by the de
sign of a rope driving mechanism, both in gen
eral outline and in detail. Thus the student is
shown not only how to apply existing formulas
to the proportioning of the parts of a pulley,
shaft or what-not, but is also shown how to at
tack the problem of making a preliminary general
layout and to work from this to the design of
detailed parts, and the frame work. The instruc
tion oaper combines good knowledge of how to
teach with good common sense as to what to
teach.
Electric Toy Making by T. O'Conor Sloane.
Norman W. Henley & Co., New York, 1903.
Price $1.00.
This is the 15th edition, revised and enlarged,
of this popular little book. Prof. Sloane's writings
in the electrical field are so well known that he
needs no introduction to technical readers. The
devices described in the present volume are such
as can be made by anyone having a few tools, and
will be found, not only instructive and interesting
to the younger generation, but in many cases of
use to older persons:
ENGINEERS' CHUMS is the title of a folder
sent out by the Mound Tool and Scraper Co., of
710 Howard St., St. Louis, Mo. This folder de
scribes the Mound scraping tools, for scraping
down valves, journals and bearings, the Mound
cold chisels which are made up in sets of five, in
cluding a flat chisel, a narrow cape chisel, a bent
grooving chisel for cutting oil ways, a diamond
point and a calking tool. The folder also de
scribes the Mound packing tools, which are made
of special tool steel and warranted not to break
in removing packing from stuffing boxes. One of
these packing tools will be sent free to all en
gineers who mention that they have seen the
advertisement in The Engineer. This offer holds
good for this month only.
THE PITTSBURG GAGE & SUPPLY CO.
is pushing its departments of wrought iron pipe,
and of nails, bolts and rivets by means of mailing
cards well designed for the purpose.
TRADE NOTES.
THE MOUND TOOL & SCRAPER CO.
offer to all engineers who mention that they have
seen the advertisement of the Mound tools in
the columns of The Engineer, a souvenir packing
tool free of charge. The offer holds good for
this month only, so that engineers should take
advantage of it at once.
AN IMPORTANT EXPORT ORDER has
just been closed with the Manila Construction
Co., an American corporation conducting opera
tions in the city of Manila, P. I., for a complete
power equipment for the city traction system.
The order was secured through Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Company, and comprises the fol
lowing machinery: 3 750 kw. Westinghouse
Turbo-generator units; 2 compound engine ex
citer units ; 1 motor-driven exciter unit ; 3
500 kw. rotary converters ; 1 300 kw. rotary
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converters; 4 250 kw. oil-insulated transform
ers; a complete switchboard; 1 series booster,
mounted on the extended shaft of one of the ro
tary converters.
The first turbo-generator unit will be deliv
ered in about 9 months. The turbine will op
erate at 150 pounds steam, 26 to 27 inches
vacuum and 150 degrees superheat. It is fitted
with the usual bypass for securing an overload
capacity of 50 per cent, and also with a quickclosing throttle valve.
The turbo-generators will furnish threephase, 60 cycle currents at 380 volts ; part of the
current will be converted to direct by the power
house railway substation, and the remainder will
go to transformers for supplying a high-tension
distributing system. The transformers are con
nected in the two phase to three phase, or Scott
system for three-phase transmission.
THE EAGLE OIL & SUPPLY CO., 104
Broad St., Boston, Mass., reports that there was
such an interest taken in its indicator contest and
that it has been asked by so manv engineers if
they intend to have another, that it has decided to
start Feb. 15 another indicator contest. Numbered
cards will be furnished with each package of sup
plies ordered from the company and at the allotted
time the company will give free to the lucky en
gineer a "Lippincott" steam engine indicator com
plete, also one reducing wheel attached to the
same with bushings for all strokes. Engineers,
who are interested, can receive further informa
tion by writing to the above --Tied company.
THE NEW DESIGN of inside-pistonpacked pumps, recently gotten out by the Canton
Pump Co., Canton, Ohio, is proving very popu
lar with, the trade, and while the design does
not differ materially from that of other stand
ard manufacturers, it is the result of 20 years'
experience in pump building, is carefully made
in every respect, and is, therefore, easily sold in
competition. Both the domestic and foreign
trade have placed large orders for this new
design, within the last 6 months, and the fac
tory is now finding it difficult to keep pace with
the demands.
The new design is a departure from the old
style "Canton" and is quite different in appear
ance. The makers have done away with the
side pocket arrangement holding the suction
valves, which adds to the symmetrical appear
ance of the pump.
The Canton Pump Co. has recently increased
and improved its factory facilities to such an
extent that it is now able to take care of any
demands that may be made upon it. It has put
in improved machinery, and, at the same time,
increased its factory room to such an extent
that the very best of service can be rendered.
The foreign trade, especially, has grown very
rapidly within the past year and now extends
to the farthest ends of the earth. Consignments
to China, Japan, the East Indies, Eastern Amer
ican possessions, South Africa and European
points arc as regularly made as to American
consumers within the boundaries of the United
States.
The manufacture of the older style Canton
has not been discontinued, as there are still a
large number of consumers throughout the coun
try who prefer this design. This company is
prepared to furnish both designs and, as stated
above, can give the very best of service.
THE YORK MFG. CO., York, Pa., has re
cently received contracts from the Erie Ice and
Cold Storage Construction Co. for one complete
30-ton ice making plant ; from the Schaller Brew
ing Co. for the machinery of a 100-ton compres
sion side; from the Ancho/ Cold Storage Co. for
the machinery of a 30-ton compression side.
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♦ ^ WANTED
»WVV,V,V,e,S,PViVl TTtTTwTTv^rsrwsrw'w
Position wanted advertisements not exceeding SO words,
for subscribers to The Engineer will be interted twice free
of charge.
Help wanted and special advertisements, SO words or
let; $IM> per insertion ; additional word* I ett. each.
Original letters of reference thould
should not be encloted
enclosed with
1
replies to advertisements appearing in these columns, as
they are frequently mislaid and lost. A copy of Out ref
erence will serve the purpose.
88 "™man
or oiler,on in
plant Age
or as21 years.
salesmanI.
rPosition
vxuuii for
good concern
salary.
C. S. Student. Temperate. 10 months experience flreing
and running 60 H. P. slide valve. Good education. Will
go anywhere. Address, C. A. W., care The Engineer. 6
Position aae,loctrician with some construction or electrie company. Have had several years' ex
perience in light and power plants. Am poberand can give
good reference, Address, H. B. s . care The Engineer. 6
Want
eii Position
as engineer
in some alectric
light and
and
rraJiicu
water pla"t.
Am experienced
with Corliss
high speed engines, A. C, ana D. C. dynamos, boilers,
pumps and air compressors. Have diploma from the In
ternational Correspondence School, on electricity. Am so
ber and can give best of reference. Address, A. W. J., care
The Engineer.
t
Position
w*nt'1Q
RS
fireman
in
large
plant
or
to
work
rVNUVIl in machine shop of some kind. Have certifi
cate to run engine of small size in the state of South Dako
ta. Age 22. Temperate and steady. Address, J. E. T., care
The Engineer.
6
WantpH
position
as
fireman
;
am
willing
to
begin
in
TV ail leu amall way if there is a prospect of promotion.a
Have had no experience, but am a correspondence school
student. Strictly temerate. Reference. Address. H, care
The Engineer.
.t
Position
"*
assistant
engineer
in
large
power
or
refrigruDillUfl erating plant, or as oiler where th»re is chance
for promotion. Fonr years experience with Corliss auto
matic slide-valve engines, boilers, pumps and dynamos.
Single sober and steady. Student in Stationary Engi
neers' course, Scranton schools. Good reference. Address
"O Her" care The Engineer.
6
Th#
Author
of
"Oil
Burning
Utilities
and
Futilities"
I lie nuuivi (see Steam Engineering, Aug. 10, and
The Engineer, Jan. 15) solicits correspondence with a view
to securing exploitation of her original system of heating
furnaces with? liquid fuel, based upon principles formula
ted in said articles. Address, Amanda T. Jones, Junction
City. Kansas.
5
World's
Fair
Pnsitinn
w»nted.
Age,
30
years,
good
TTOria S rair rOSIUOn address. Technical educa
tion. 12 years' experience operating telephone and electric
lighting plants. Hold first-class U. 8. marine engineers'
license, and can give best of reference as to ability, sobri
ety and integrity. Opportunity to learn at the fair, desired,
more than large salary. Address, A, & A,. S. B., care The
e
Wanted
Position
as
ehief
engineer
or
master
mechanic
noii»u of factory or power plant by engineer of un
doubted ability, and best references from past and present
employers. Salary not less than $125 per month. Satis
faction guaranteed. Add., J. C. B., care The F
Wanton1
Positionor aslight
engineer
assistant
in small
tt aiutu gteam
plant. orHave
bad experience
with dynamos and motors. Address, S. A. H. . care the En
gineer,
t
Wanted
*
Cleveland
and
Pittsburg
representative
to
TTanicu handle output of high grade machinery. Mnst
be thoroughly competent. Address, giving particulars,
A S. I. Co., care Engineer.
6
Position
wmQted
as
assistant
engineer
in
large
plant,
or
rSJSIllVIl engineer in small plant. Held my present
situation over nine years. Temperate habits. Have my own
tools. 28 years of age and married. Address, C. H. W„
care The Engineer.
6
Fnr
^alp
Steam
Automobile—"Milwaukee"
steam
ranI UI Jaic about, in first-class condition. Has S-inch
Diamond tires, side steer, Kelley Generator, cross-bead
pumps for air »nd water, sight feed lubricator ; boiler never
been burned. Reason for selling, have bought large car.
Price. $250 cash, f.p.b. Chicago. Address, "Automobile,"
1636 Monadnock, Chicago.
5
\JjanioA
Position
as
engineer
or
fireman
for
soma
rtaiucu small power plant. Address, H. B.. care The
Engineer.
5
^iinatinn First
As nr8t
<»r Ohio
secondlicense;
engineeer
in good
plant.
ouuaiiUH
class
8 year's
experience
Corliss engines ; compound and condensing. Familiar with
boilers, refrigeration and electricity. Furnish indicator if
required ; technical education ; best of city references. Address, P. G. C. care The Engineer.
5
Wanted
Position
as
engineer
in
small,
or
assistant
in
TTdiucu large plant. Am at present employed, but can
give good reasons for change. Can give good references.
Address, Engineer, L. Box 302, Buffalo Center, la.
5
Wanfod
Engineers
and
salesmen
to
handle
France
VTdlUKU -steam Stopper" brands of metallic and fibr
ous packing as a side line. Good inducements to the right
party. Address. France Packing Company, Tacony, Phila
delphia, Pa.
5.
Fnr ^al*> Chean Full line of brass patterns (gated,)
the New Engineers' Favorite Flue Cleaner. For further
particulars inquire of Stewart Heater Co.. Buffalo. N. T. tf
Wanted
Information
regarding
wants,
to
TV anicu insert
in our from
wantyou
columns.
Thisyour
is the
easiest
way for you to make known your needs for help or situation,
and the quickest way to obtain the required result. The
Publishing Co., Chicago, 111.
tf
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THE CANAL OF JONAGE.
A PRIVATE ENTERPRISE WHICH HAS COST $10,000,000.
BY ENRICO BICNAMI.
THIS great enterprise of the Lyons Society of
transportation for the Rhone, is a striking ex
ample of the power of faith and the good ser
vice of a right idea. The work was undertaken and
finished without the assistance of state or city,
and without any special monopoly or grant, with
out trespassing on the rights of any outside per
son, and withal has accomplished a real advance
in the interests of over 600,000 people.
The canal, which is on the North Rhone near
the village of Lyons, has been thus called from
its origin at Jons near Jonage, about 11 miles
from that great manufacturing center. It re
enters the river near Lyons, below the falls of
Cusset, now used to develop 12,000 effective horse
power.
THE CANAL PROPER.
About 900 cubic feet of water per second is
taken from the Rhone at the time of low water,
the amount increasing with the rise of the river
up to 1,400 cubic feet. The necessity arising
to carry on shipping on the Rhone at low water,
it was necessary to build a canal which should
be navigable at all times. The difference in level

dam ensure navigation with a minimum draft of
6 feet, and a waste way (Deversior) at a point
some 5 miles from the inlet disposes of too great
a flow into the canal.
Traffic over the canal is cared for by seven
great bridges, indicated by vertical lines in Fig.
2. Arches and aqueducts insure the flow of
water in the canal or from lateral streams across
the canal.
The parts of the canal are properly divided
as follows : The intake, a headgate for regulating
the water, a lockgate, a waste way, a dam and
power plant forming a single division ; a double
lock, seven large bridges, arch bridges, aqueducts,
and other secondary structures.
THE INTAKE.
From its origin to the power house, i. e.,
throughout the length of the intake canal, the
channel follows on the left side the foot of a
ridge called the "Balmes Viennoises," which was
the left bank of the Rhone at the time when its
waters filled all this valley. This fortunate cir
cumstance reduced the work of embankment to

Along the first 3 miles of the canal, which is
at the level of the Rhone, the dike has been made
only
feet higher than the high water mark
at the inlet to the canal.
CAM,POWtR HOUSi AND
DOUBLE LOCK

THE TOLL LOCK AND WATER INTAKE.
Below the lock for the inlet of water, the dikes
are established 12 feet lower than those on the
upper part of the canal, and the water level is
3 feet below the top of the dike. There is then
at the toll lock a difference of level of 12 feet
between the water above and below, which head
is not used.
From the intake to the entrance of the reser
voir, the least width of the canal at the water
surface is 180 feet. From the outlet of the reser-

FIG. 3. ENTRANCE TO THE CANAL VI JI'NAt E.

FIG. I. GENERAL MAP OF THE CANAL.
between the inlet and discharge of the canal varies
from 40 to 55 feet, but for 300 days in the year,
it remains in the neighborhood of 42 feet. The
canal is 12 miles long, and has open connection
with the Rhone from its inlet to a point about
3 miles from that place, where there is estab
lished a toll-gate and lock (Ouvrage de Garde).
From this point to a distance of about 8 miles
from the inlet, the canal forms a great reservoir,
in which the water level varies about 6 feet. At
the 8-mile point, the water is kept back by a
gate beside which is a power station. The water
is taken back to the Rhone by a discharge canal
about 1% miles long. The single lock at the
entrance to the reservoir (Ouvrage de Garde, on
Fig. 1), and a double lock at the power-house

the construction of a right bank, and the natu
ral hillside has been disturbed only for the build
ing of a tow path. The canal is thus enclosed
between a natural bank and an artificial dike.
Near the middle of the inlet, the Balmes bends
back, forming a large bay of 400 acres which acts
as a reservoir for 36,000,000 cubic feet of water,
and thus increases the storage capacity of the
canal ; so that, at certain hours of the day, it
is possible to take at the power house an amount
very much larger than the normal supply. This
is known as the compensating reservoir.
Beyond the power house, i. c, in the dis
charge canal, the channel returns to the plain,
following the fortification wall of the city of
Lyons ; it is entirely an excavation.

voir to the power house, the width is 315 feet.
The slope of the embankment o-i the outside,
also the slope of the excavation is three to one.
For reasons of economy, this slope has been re
duced on the side of the Balmes to two to one
from the intake to the lock.
The dike on the right bank carries a tow
path, with roadway 18 feet wide and has, with
the walls, a width of 27 feet at the top. The
discharge canal has a normal width of 210 feet
at the estimated water level, with a slope on the
banks of two to one.
The cross section of the inlet canal from
the intake to the reservoir has been designed to
take care of a flow of r,ioo cubic feet per sec
ond, with a fall of 7 feet per mile and a depth
of water of 7;/' feet. From the reservoir to the
power house, the channel has been calculated to
carry 2,000 cubic feet under the same conditions.
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The lock and water inlet at the 3-mile point
are designed to shut off connection with the
Rhone in case of accident, or for making repairs,
to measure the amount of water given to the
canal, and to regulate this amount according to
the water level in the canal and in the river.
THE FLOOD GATE.
The protective structure next to the hillside
of Balme consists of an anchorage of inverted
arch form, Fig. 4, made by sinking eight caissons,

FIG. 4.
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THE POWER HOUSE DAM.
This is a retaining wall below which is built
the power house in two stories, Fig. 5. The build
ing is carried by arches upon the piers which
serve as abutments for the dam. Flumes practi
cally in the retaining wall carry water into the
casings of the turbines, which are installed in
the lower story of the building. The upper story
is a great hall about 460 feet long by 30 feet
wide, where the dynamos are installed. Between

TOLL GATE AND FLOOD GATE.

in a width of 285 feet. These caissons are sunk
to a layer of blue clay, and are capped by a con
crete wall built up to the level of the dam, and
finished with a flat top.
Along the side bank, next to the flood gate,
is carried a retaining wall 140 feet long. There
is a mass of concrete below the wall of a width
of 100 feet, and six arches traverse this mass.
An embankment, which rests against the wall,
extends out over these tunnels. In the retaining
wall, are seven sluice gates, controlling the tun
nels. The sluice gates can be worked by hand
by two or four men, and each wheel is also
provided with means for working it by steam
or water power. The water motors take water
under a pressure of 113 pounds per square inch,
pumped up by a small turbine and rotary pump
located in the gate house.
The locks of the Canal de Jonage are of the
type used at Sault on the Upper Rhone 15 years
ago, a time when a change of the shipping on the
Rhone was foreseen. According to the specifica
tions, it was to have, as in the lock at Sault, a
length of 480 feet and a width of 50 feet. These
dimensions would take in a convoy of a double
row of three boats, each 120 feet long, and one
row of boats 60 feet long. As the tendency to
long boats is apparently decreasing on the Upper
Rhone, the state has allowed the locks on the
canal Jonage to be built with an available length
of 315 feet, and a width of 50 feet.
THI WASTE WAY.
Down stream from the inlet gate is a waste
way, built to carry back to the Rhone any ex
cess of water which may accidentally pass the
inlet. It has been placed at a distance of about
5 miles from the inlet, because at this point the
canal comes within about 1,200 feet of the river.
The outlet is a construction about 480 feet in
length, and is built at a level of 5 feet below the
dike. It is composed of five basins, each one
having a double wall in the shape of a semi
circle, 60 feet in diameter.

the two stories a platform has been built for the
accommodation of small apparatus, and for in
specting the turbines. The piers divide the lower
story into as many tail races as there are
turbines, while the break waters of the piers,
form entrances for the intake channels, so
that each turbine has its own intake and dis
charge outlet. The building, Fig. 6, is composed of
two wings separated by a central chamber which
gives an enlargement in the engine room.
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this width the length of the down-stream front
The main hall, however, extends to the front of
the arches so that there is no balcony along this
portion. This gives a width to the generator
room of 36 feet in the center and 31% feet in
the wings. On the up-stream side an ample path
way is provided between the wall of the build
ing and the inlets for the water.
Each wing carries a skylight, 240 feet long,
the frames resting on the main trusses. The
hollow sheet iron sides serve as ventilator tubes
and can be opened or closed by shutters oper
ated from the main floor by means of chains.
Further ventilation is provided by chimneys which
discharge from the upper part of the central
hall.
Large windows in the two side walls, with
metal frames and hammered glass, furnish an
abundance of light.
The gallery on the upper wall at 9 feet above
the floor is used for placing the winches which
work the head gates and as a visitors' gallery.
A traveling bridge crane is installed for
handling the larger parts of the turbines and
dynamos. The track consists of I beams resting
on the abutments of the wall which are capped
with cast iron plates.
The use of false piers made possible rapid
and inexpensive construction of the down-stream
wall. These harmonize well with the rest of the
building. The decoration of the main facade was
given special care by M. Tournaire, the govern
ment architect, and gives the building an appear
ance at once simple and imposing, entirely in
keeping with its character and use.
To preserve the false piers and the facings
of cement mortar from the action of rain, heat
and frost, fluosilicate, or briefly, fluate of zinc
dissolved in water, was brushed over the piers
and the facing. This forms an insoluble mass of
silica, fluor spar and carbonate of zinc and gives
off carbonic acid. The amount to be applied
either in one or several coats is 4 ounces per
square yard. The change penetrates about 04
inch into the surface if the walls are well set
and dry as they should be before the application

FIG. 5. UP STREAM ELEVATION AND PLAN OF THE POWER HOUSE.
Smaller buildings are connected with the
power house to serve as lodgings for the operat
ing force and as repair shops.
The generator room consists of a main pavilion
and two wings, but without dividing walls, the
total length being somewhat over 457 feet. The
floor is set at io}4 feet above high water level.
The up-stream wall is supported on the dam while
the down-stream rests upon piers and arches.
This latter is set back some 4V2 feet from the
face of the arches, thus allowing a balcony of

is made. Two coats should have at least 24
hours between applications.
The generator room is paved in mosaic squares.
The walls to a height of 4% feet are faced with
crystal plaster which is a novelty. It is the pro
duct of a devitrification of glass obtained by a
softening followed by slow cooling. The glass be
comes opaque and has the appearance of stone,
marble, pottery, china or other substance, depend
ing on its composition. The glass which answers
best is that with a base of sodium, that is the
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cheap grades such as are used for bottles. When
the stone-glass is in the pasty stage, it can be
molded into decorative forms.
To make the stone-glass, the glass is well
washed and dried; it is then broken and sorted
into sizes from dust up to pieces ^ to 1
inch in diameter, all operations except washing
being mechanical. The pieces are placed in sand
molds according to size, the larger ones below
and the dust on top. The sand molds are built
upon nonfusible plates by means of removable
sheet-iron forms.
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THE STEAM TURBINE.
IN a paper on the Steam Turbine, read before
the Manchester section of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers of Great Britain, William
Chilton describes the different types of steam
turbine which have been developed, and gives
many of the details of each. He explains, also,
some of the reasons why high vacuum is neces
sary for the best economy of the steam turbine,
as follows:
The steam turbine, in order to work satisfac
torily, must have a high velocity of flow of the
steam, and at low pressure the volume, and hence
the velocity of flow increase at a rapid rate. The
following table will show the relation between
the volume and pressure of saturated steam :
Vacuum in ins. of
mercury
0
25
■team in cubic feet. 26.36 145

FIG. 6. VIEW OF POWER HOUSE LOOKING UP STREAM.

The molds and contents are phiced in a fur
nace having several stories and drawn out when
the material has reached the pasty condition. The
fluid mass is then forced, by hydraulic pressure,
a plate and a cast steeli former producing
any decorative form in relief. It is thus molded
by pressure and at the same time trimmed by
knives so that the angles are perfectly regular.
It is then placed in a furnace and submitted for
several days to a slow cooling.
On account of the placing of the glass, the
large pieces on the under side offer the needed
roughness for the setting in cement while the
upper surface is smooth and can be polished like
a stone, when the piece is finished. By using
colored glass on the upper side, veins like those
of marble can be produced and the inventors
hope to be able shortly to produce any color by
the use of enamel.
The stone-glass has great density and resists
scratching, blows, rubbing and cracking by frost
With these qualities, its usefulness is great if the
cost of making can be sufficiently lowered.
THE DOUBLE LOCK.
The power-house dam ends at the right bank
in the wall of the lock of which it forms a part.
On the left it reaches deep into the bank by a
terraced bank wall. This lock is of the same
type as the toll lock and consists of two locks
end to end; the first cares for a difference of level of
18 to 20 feet and the second for a difference of 20-12
feet.
(To be Continued.)
At the forthcoming exhibition at St. Louis
comparative tests of the various types of locomo
tives represented there will be made. The Penn
sylvania Railroad Co. are having a complete test
ing plant installed at the exposition for
the testing of locomotives and they have
agreed to allow this exhibit to be used,
as continuously as possible, during the 7
months of the exposition, under the di
rection of a committee of experts. The locomo
tives will be mounted on rollers, so that they can
be run at the highest speed obtainable, and every
conceivable appliance will be used to record the
heat generated, the power developed, the work
done and the efficiency of the engines. The re
sults, though not obtained under the same con
ditions for which the engines were designed,
should prove to be valuable and interesting in
formation.
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Comparison between the action of recipro
cating engines and turbines at high vacuum was
made as follows:
Now, it is not that reciprocating engines, as
such, would not give better results at high
vacuum than at low, but because the low-pressure
cylinder, valves, passages, and exhaust pipes
would have to be made of such large sizes to deal
with the enormous volumes at low pressures, that
25 inches vacuum is generally found to be about
the economical limit.
In high-speed, reciprocating work, too, it is
mostly found necessary to place the condenser at
some distance from the engines. In turbine
plants, on the other hand, it is convenient and also
economical in first cost to place the condenser
immediately below the turbine; the exhaust pipe
is only a few feet in length, and can be from four
to six times the area of that of a reciprocator of
the same output; the drop in pressure between
condenser and cylinder is, in consequence, con
siderably less.
Again, steam used in a turbine can easily be
expanded 70 to 100 times, and delivered to ex
haust at exhaust pressure, whereas in the recip
rocator it is not convenient to expand much be
low atmospheric pressure, and there is often a
large drop from the pressure at release to that
10
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FIG. I. GAIN IN STEAM EFFICIENCY PER INCH OF
VACUUM.
of exhaust. In the turbine a drop in pressure
between condenser and cylinder of % to Y\ inch
of mercury may be expected, but in reciprocating
sets a difference of 5 inches between the mean
back pressure in the cylinder and the absolute
pressure in the condenser is quite common. It
follows that, in the turbine, the gain in economy
per inch increase of vacuum above 25 inches is
much more than in the reciprocator, and for this
reason it is advantageous to incur the slight extra
cost of a condensing plant capable of giving the
high vacuum necessary for high economy. The
difference in vacuum in the condensers them
selves, however, in the two cases, for the reasons
already stated, is not so great.
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If we require a mean vacuum during exhaust
of 23 inches inside the low-pressure cylinder of
a high-speed engine it will be unwise to design
the condenser to give less than 27 inches vacuum,
whereas, in a turbine set, 27 to 27% inches vac
uum could be expected in the cylinder with 28
inches vacuum in the condenser.

FIG. 2. CURVES SHOWING THE EFFECT OF SUPER
HEAT.
Fig. I, shows two curves giving approximately
the saving which may be effected per inch in
crease of vacuum from o to 28 inches. The up
per curve gives the actual steam consumptions
at full load and the lower curve the percentage
of saving. The rapid rise of the lower curve well
illustrates how much the turbine gains by work
ing with high vacuum.
The following tabular comparison of the con
densing plants required for reciprocating and tur
bine sets of 500 kilowatts output will be of interest:
Reciprocator
Consumption of steam per k.w. hour, lbs. 25
Steam to be condensed per hour, lbs
1^5<J0
Tube surface in square feet......
1 ™.
Vacuum in condenser, inches of mercury. 28.5
Air pump capacity, cubic ft. per min
125
B. H. P. to drive air pump
SJ
Circulating water, gallons per min
730
B. H. P. to drive circulating pump
5.5
Temperature circulating water inlet
J»°F
Temperature circulating water outlet. . . .
Mean temperature in condenser
i!»«£n
Cost prime mover and generator
*iS™n
Cost condensing plant
«*»«w
Total cost S19.030 1 $18,445
Mr. Chilton gives the gain from superheating
as follows : For the first 50 degrees, 8 per cent ;
for the second 50 degrees, 6 per cent; for the
third 50 degrees, 5 per cent; for the fourth 50
degrees, 4 per cent.
This gain is due to the removal of surface
friction between the steam and the turbine blades,
by doing away with all particles of water. It
will be noted from the curve in Fig. 2,
that the gain by superheating gradually falls
off, but it is not carried far enough to give
any indication of the point at which economy
from superheating stops. In this connection, it
is interesting to consider whether greater gain in
economy is to be found with the steam turbine
by adding heat in the form of superheating, or
by raising the steam pressure. Of course, in the
former method, heat can be carried up to any
temperature which the materials will stand, while
the rise of pressure will be limited by the ex
pense of building boilers to carry the increased
stress.
Consul Richard Guenther reports from
Frankfort, Germany, the discovery of a new al
loy called Invar. This consists of nickel and
steel, which when combined in proper propor
tion produce the new metal. The peculiar prop
erty of Invar is that by slight changes in the pro
portion of the metals it can be made to contract
when heated, instead of expanding as do most
metals ; or it can be given such a composition
that it does not change its length when heated.
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INCRUSTATION AND SCALE.
BY W, D. SPOONER.
NEARLY all waters used for making steam
contain foreign substances in a greater
or less degree, and although this may
be a small amount in each cubic foot, it be
comes of great importance where large quan
tities are evaporated. The nature and hard
ness of the scale formed by these sub
stances will depend upon the kind of matter
held in solution and suspension. An analysis
of a great variety of scale has shown that
carbonate and sulphate of lime form the greater
part of their composition, those composed of
sulphate being hard and crystalline and those of
the carbonate being soft and granular. Organic
substances in connection with carbonate of lime
will also make a very hard and troublesome scale.
The most important minerals in boiler scale
are carbonate of lime, sulphate of lime, and car
bonate of magnesia. Sometimes small amounts
of alumina and silica are found, and coloring
matter such as oxide of iron.
Chemically speaking, carbonate of lime is the
same as limestone or marble, and sulphate of
lime the same as plaster of paris. Carbonate of
lime will not dissolve in pure water, but will dis
solve in water containing carbonic acid gas, COj.
Sulphate of lime dissolves readily in cold water
but not in water that has been heated up to the
boiling point, 212 degrees. As soon as the water
becomes heated and approaches the boiling point
the carbonic acid in the water begins to be driven
off and the carbonate of lime can no longer be
held in solution. In a like manner sulphate of
lime will not remain dissolved after the water
reaches the boiling point.
When the temperature of the water within the
boiler reaches 290 degrees the water will hold
neither carbonate nor sulphate of lime in solution.
It is all precipitated in the solid form. Small par
ticles of the carbonate and sulphate of lime appear
in the water in the solid form, remaining sus
pended for a time, but gradually settle upon the
plates, tubes, and other internal surfaces of the
boiler. Carbonate of magnesia is usually found in
much smaller quantities than the other two, and
for this reason is not so troublesome. The carbon
ate of magnesia behaves in somewhat the same
manner as the carbonate of lime; that is, a rise in
temperature frees it from solution, but instead of
sinking to the bottom it rises to the surface and
floats there. In a few weeks, if no means of pre
vention are used, the inner surfaces of the boiler
will be covered with a crust from 1-16 to 1-2 inch
in thickness.
A scale of 1-32 inch or less thick, is thought
by many to be an advantage, since it protects the
plates from the corrosive action of acids that are
sometimes contained in the water. When, how
ever, the scale becomes very thick, say, % inch or
more, heat is transmitted through the tubes and
plates with difficulty, and there is danger of over
heating the plates. Incrustation in many cases
has stopped up the feedpipe, the blowoff pipe, and
the connections to gageglass, all of which lead to
danger and disaster. Again the coat of scale may
hide a dangerously corroded plate or a defective
rivet head, which would otherwise be noticed.
The most efficient way of dealing with scale
is to prevent it from entering the boiler. This
may be done by passing the water through a puri
fier. In passing the purifier the water comes in
contact with either exhaust or live steam, and its
temperature is raised until the carbonates and
sulphates are precipitated. The water passes on
into the boiler, while the scale remains in the
purifier, from which it may be removed without
trouble. In cases where water contains a large
amount of mud or earthy matter, it should be
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filtered through filtering beds of some kind before
being used.
Various chemical substances are introduced
into the boiler to combine with the scale form
ing matter and to change its character. The fol
lowing are fair samples of those in use, with their
results :
Oak, hemlock, and other barks and woods,
sumac, catechu, and logwood are effective in wa
ters containing carbonates of lime or magnesia,
by reason of their tannic acid, but are liable to
injure the iron by corrosion and are not to be
recommended.
Molasses, cane juice, vinegar, or fruits and
distillery slops have been used with success so
far as the scale is concerned, by reason of the
acetic acid which they contain, but this is even
more injurious to the iron than the tannic acid,
while the organic matter forms a scale with sul
phate of lime when it is present in the water.
Where waters are charged with bicarbonate of
lime, milk of lime and metallic zinc have been
used with success in reducing the bicarbonate to
the insoluble carbonate.
Soda ash and other alkalies are very useful in
waters containing sulphate of lime, by convert
ing it into a carbonate and so forming a soft
scale, which is easily cleaned. Soda ash will
cause foaming when used to excess, and particu
larly when there is oil coming into the boiler,
with which it forms soap. All soapy substances
are objectionable for the same reason.
Kerosene oil has been useful in preventing
and removing scale. It is also effective in break
ing up and loosening hard scale after it is formed.
For muddy water, particularly if it contains
salts of lime, no preventive of incrustation will
prevail, except filtration in connection with some
means of precipitating the solid matter from solu
tion. When boilers are coated with a hard scale
difficult to remove, the addition of % pound of
caustic soda per horsepower, and steaming some
hours before cleaning, will render the scale soft
and loose, and greatly facilitate the cleaning op
eration.
Chemists have found that if ordinary soda be
added to feedwater containing carbonate and
sulphate of lime, the soda acting upon the car
bonate of lime will change it to carbonate of soda,
the very substance that is needed to convert
the sulphate of lime into the less harmful sub
stance, carbonate of lime. In no case, however,
will the action of a chemical cause scale forming
substances to disappear from a boiler. All that a
chemical can do is to convert them into as harmless
a form as possible, but they will still remain in
the boiler, either in the form of scum, mud, or
sediment, and must be removed periodically by
mechanical means.
Organic matter is scarcely a scale forming sub
stance, as its presence usually involves corrosion
bv means of the acid that is present, and will
thus very quickly make its presence known. To
prevent this corrosion the feedwater must be
freed from its corrosive impurities. The latter
can be neutralized by adding alkaline substances,
such as caustic soda or soda ash.
Zinc is used in many boilers to prevent corro
sion. It is believed that corrosion is due in a
measure to galvanic action between the nonhomogeneous portion of the iron or steel plates. By
placing the plates in connection with slabs of zinc
a galvanic action is set up between the iron and
the zinc, which destroys the latter and leaves the
former untouched.
Acid may be tested with litmus powder, which
may be obtained in two colors, red and blue. If
blue litmus paper turns red when immersed in a
sample of the water, the water contains acid and
must be neutralized by adding soda to it. The red
litmus paper determines the quantity of soda that
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must be used. Take a sample of water from the
boiler after soda has been added and let it stand
until cool. Immerse the red litmus paper in it and
if it turns blue, enough soda has been added; if
it remains red, the acid has not yet been neutral
ized, and more soda must be added.
It is absolutely essential to the successful op
eration of any boiler that it shall be accessible
for the removal of scale and periodical examina
tions, particularly when using scale preventatives.
A periodical examination will enable one to
clean boilers, all scale forming substances must
he removed from the feedwater before it enterj
the boiler.
THE PRACTICE OF ECOMOMY.
BY H. C. JONES.
In these days of fierce competition the practice of
economy is of the utmost importance. The steam
engine, as a machine, has attained almost perfection,
owing, in a great measure, to the growing use of the
indicator. And it is a fact that every engineer who
is at all ambitious desires to own an indicator and
understand it fully. The efficiency of the engin.
eer depends upon the proper distribution of steam
to suit the various loads, which can only be obtained
by the proper setting and adjustment of the
valves.
The old methods of setting valves by measure
ment or by guess allowed wide variations in the
steam distribution which could not be detected;
but now the indicator is used to adjust the valve,
and many engineers can tell of the saving, in
many cases a large one, effected by a slight valve
adjustment which would not have been made but
for the application of the indicator, hence it is
quite common to find the engineer using the indi
cator at regular intervals, maintaining the valve
adjustment found most economical, and, at the
same time, keeping an eye open for further im
provements. This is to be commended, for every
engineer is proud of an engine which gives a good
even diagram.
Leaving the indicator and its uses, we will turn to
another side of the subject, one which does not re
ceive the same careful consideration as that which
has just been discussed, although it is every bit as
important if not more so. This is the steam gener
ator or boiler, for the engine depends upon the heat
in the steam to furnish it with ihe energy of motion;
yet the steam is produced by the boiler through
the agency of the fuel burned under it; hence the
entire action depends upon the heat obtained
from the fuel fed into the furnace.
Take, for example, a plant burning 10 tons of
coal per day, costing $3 per ton ; the fuel cost
per day is $30. If, through careless firing and in
complete combustion, 10 per cent of the coal is
wasted, it gives a loss of $3 per day. If the fire
man receives $2 per day, he is wasting more than
his wages in heat and coal. Now there are many
plants run on just this plan, some not so bad,
others worse.
I recall an instance where, a short time ago,
I asked the engineer of a new plant which had
only just finished its trial run if he had any
cards from the engine. He said that it was not
necessary to have an indicator, as the valves
should run without any adjustment for at least 3
years, and that they had never had an indicator
on the engine since it had been in the place, but
he supposed the makers had used one before the
engine was shipped. This engine, which is of
about 100 horsepower, was built by a prominent
builder, and, as there is a coal yard connected
with the plant, perhaps the engineer was right,
as it is not necessary to indicate the engine at
stated intervals to see that the valve adjustment
is the best that need be, or to bother about econ
omy in the boiler room.
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What is the use of trying to gain a fraction of
1 per cent in efficiency in the engine if there is
to be a constant and unhindered loss at the fur
nace? Is this economy? Now the reason for this
lack of attention to the boiler is clear. It is a
pleasant, clean bit of work to take diagrams, com
pare them and make experimental adjustments;
but to go to the boiler room, take the shovel, ex
periment with the coal, and observe the process
of combustion, is neither pleasant nor clean, al
though it is just as necessary as the former work.
Let us see what the losses amount to between
the coal pile and the jack shaft with ordinary
conditions. First, a 10 per cent loss due to poor
firing, bad design of boiler or furnace, or both,
leaving 90 per cent of the heat to be transmitted
to the water. Radiation and flue gases will carry
away 30 per cent of this, leaving only 63 per cent
in the water. If the steam pipe is well covered,
the loss between boiler and engine can be omitted.
It is in the engine itself that the largest loss
takes place; even the most perfect engine cannot
utilize all the heat in the steam, since at its very
best, the engine discharges the steam at a vacuum
of but a few pounds, and even then the steam
contains much heat. The amount of heat really
converted into useful work by the engine and
made available at the shaft is from 15 to 20 per
cent of the heat supplied in the steam, and this
only with the best types of triple and quadruple
expansion engines. With the ordinary single cyl
inder engine it is doubtful if it would utilize
more than 10 per cent of the heat. This would
leave but 6.3 per cent of the total heat in the
coal transformed into useful work at the shaft,
showing a loss of 93.7 per cent between the coal
pile and shaft.
This sum is large, but our best engines fitted
with steam jackets, reheaters, multiple expansion
and condensing apparatus only give about 15 per
cent of the total heat in the form of work. The
steam engine, as a machine, has attained nearly
mechanical perfection, but, as a heat transformer,
it leaves much to be desired. It is plain, however,
that the opportunity for economy is greater in
studying the combustion in the furnace and ex
perimenting with furnace designs and different
modes of firing, than in trying to make a saving
of a small amount in steam consumption, though
the latter is not to be belittled. The saving at
the power end should not overshadow the saving
possible at the generating end of the plant, while
economy at both ends is most earnestly to be de
sired.
In connection with the present war in the far
East, it is interesting to note that the Russian
vessels Variag and Retvizan are equipped with
the Niclausse water-tube boilers made by the
Stirling Co., and that the gunboats Khraby and
Okean are also equipped with these boilers. To
a certain extent therefore, the naval evolutions
will be a test of the efficiency of the water-tube
as compared to the Scotch marine type of boiler.
A process has been devised by a Mr. Maestracci for making petroleum briquettes, resem
bling those made of coal. To a gallon petroleum
are added 20 ounces of soft soap, 20 ounces of
resin, and 40 ounces of caustic soda lye wash.
This mixture is heated and well shaken. As
soon as the mass begins to solidify, which is in
about 40 minutes, the progress of the operation
should be very carefully watched. To prevent
the mixture running over a little soda is poured
into the vessel, the mixture being then shaken
until solidification is complete. When the oper
ation is finished the product is run into moulds
to be made into briquettes, which are then
heated for 10 or 15 minutes, and afterwards al
lowed to cool.
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ENLARGEMENT OF SCOPE OF THE ALLIS- scription direct connected to generators or other
CHALMERS CO.
machinery for any purpose and to fill contracts
Most important changes have just been decided for such plants entirely with products of their
upon by this company, and final arrangements own manufacture, which, it is needless to say,
have been made to engage in the manufacture of is of the best.
Steam Turbines, Hydraulic Machinery, Gas En
In addition to the announcement made above
gines and Electrical Machinery.
In the manufacture of steam turbines, the which is official, it is reported in the daily
company has become part of the Steam Turbine press that Charles Allis, president ot the AllisAdvisory Syndicate of England, which includes Chalmers Co., has tendered his resignation from
the following firms : Yarrow Shipbuilding Co. ; that office in order to take a European trip for
Tweedie (Vulcan) Shipbuilding Co. ; Willans & the sake of Mrs. Allis' health. Mr. Allis will
Robinson ; Mr. Fullager, formerly chief engineer retain a share in the active management of
for the Parsons Steam Turbine Co. ; and the the company's affairs, but feels that the good
of the business requires the constant personal
Allis-Chalmers Co.
The turbine which the Allis-Chalmers Co. will attention of its president, and this he cannot
manufacture will be of the horizontal type, the give while traveling.
same as the Parsons turbine and that manu
It is reported also that a consolidation has
factured by Brown-Boverie & Co. This decision been effected of the Bullock Electric Co., of
was reached after an investigation by the engi Cincinnati, with the Allis-Chalmers • Co. This,
neers of the company, extending over a period of with the arrangements as detailed above, places
more than two years, and they are convinced that the Allis-Chalmers Co. at once in the front rank
the turbine is the equal in efficiency of the Parsons of electrical manufacturers, as the Bullock Co.
or the Curtis, which are the two types best known. ranks with the General Electric, Westinghouse,
The company is now prepared to enter into the and the Western Electric companies in the pro
building of steam turbines of the following sizes : duction of electrical machinery. The new com
500, 750, 1,000, 1,500 and 5,000 kilowatts, and can, bination will make it possible for the electrical
if required, build up to units of 10,000 kilowatts. branch to secure any type of steam, water or
The largest size that has ever been built of any gas-driven prime movers best adapted to drive
type of turbine is 5,000 kilowatts. The license alternating or direct-current generators under any
from the Advisory Turbine Syndicate concedes conditions. The advantages of this policy of
all of the United States, Canada and Mexico, with providing for the making of all machinery
equal rights and privileges in South America, needed for a plant in the shops of a single
and rights to do business elsewhere in the West
corporation are obvious, and the magnitude of
ern Hemisphere.
the enterprise is typical of the modern tendency
The Allis-Chalmers Co. has concluded arrange
to reduce unproductive costs and to carry on
ments with Escher-Wyss & Co. of Zurich, Switz
an aggressive campaign for the retaining and in
erland, whereby it becomes the sole licensee for creasing of business.
the Western Hemisphere of this famous hydrau
lic machinery, several types of which have been
The bill before the Ohio Legislature to
installed at the Niagara Falls plant of the Cataract remedy the unconstitutional features of the en
Construction Co., aggregating 85,000 horsepower. gineers' license law has been passed by the
Escher-Wyss & Co. have long enjoyed, and still House and is therefore in force. This bill raises
enjoy the reputation of being one of the best the fee for the renewal of license from $1 to $2.
known manufacturers of turbines in the world. We do not know the motives which led to the in
Niagara Falls is only one of the plants employ
troduction of this clause, but it seems to be a
ing thousands of horsepower installed by them.
move in the wrong direction. From the reports
It has been known for some time that the of past years, the income from the licensing sys
Allis-Chalmers Co. had secured the license to tem at $1 renewal fee seems to have been suffi
manufacture the Nurnberg gas engines from the cient to take care of .the expenses of the depart
Nurnberg Machine Co. The company is now pre ment. The only argument for a license fee of any
pared to manufacture that engine in sizes up to sort, if the law is for the protection of the pub
any required horsepower. At the present time lic, is that if the expense of carrying on the de
engines are being built from 250 to 1,500 horse partment were to be paid by an appropriation it
power, suitable for city gas or taking waste blast
furnace gas and utilizing either with efficiency. would create an opposition resulting in the de
Engines of this make are now in operation in feat of license legislation. This is not a question
Germany of 1,500 horsepower, and the license was of theory, but of fact, and has to be faced. The
secured by the Allis-Chalmers Co. only after a fee should, however, unless graded, be made as
two years' investigation of the merits of the low as is consistent with the efficient working
of the department, and the move just made seems
various engines at work in Europe.
On the electrical side, the company will en to be in the opposite direction. If the|$2 fee were
adopted for a first-class, and a less one for other
gage in the manufacture of generators, motors
and electrical apparatus in all its branches for grades, it would be a logical arrangement.
both stationary and railroad work. It will handle
A newly discovered process for the preserva
power plants for railroads, lighting and trans
tion of wood consists in forcing zinc sulphate
mission circuits. To take charge of this depart
ment of the business, John F. Kellcy, formerly of in the wood at one end, driving the sap before it
and out at the other end. One end is then
the Stanley Electric Co., has been engaged. Wil
liam Stanley, formerly of the same company, sealed and the zinc sulphate solution forced
has been secured as consulting engineer, and John throughout the whole mass towards the surface.
Calcium chloride under pressure is then used to
H. Kelman, formerly superintendent of the Stan
penetrate far into the wood. This reacts on the
ley Co., will act as superintendent of this depart
ment. Others from the Stanley Co.'s staff and zinc sulphate, forming the preservative zinc
chloride, which is enveloped and penned in by
from the corps of other of the best electrical es
tablishments of the country have been engaged the almost insoluble calcium sulphate.. The
where their services could be used by the Allis- double reaction, consisting of the formation of
Chalmers Co. The engineering staff has been an insoluble guard to prevent the loss of the
preservative salt, is the chief feature of the
made complete in every branch.
This latest growth of the company places it process, which is a distinct advance over the old
method of steaming the wood to remove the sap.
in position to furnish prime movers of any de
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THE AMERICAN CROSSLEY GAS ENGINE.
RIGHTS to build the Crossley gas engine in
this country have been obtained from the
English firm of Crossley Bros, by the
Power & Mining Machinery Co. of New York
City. This engine has made an excellent record
and over 52,000 engines have been built in Man-
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Various types of this engine have been de
signed for different kinds of work, but all fol
low the same general construction and mode of
operation, the chief difference being in the num
ber of cylinders.
The type of engine, described more fully in
this article, has two cylinders, one at each end
of the engine. It has a center crank, the con
necting rods working on one crank pin, one rod
having a single box and the other a forked end,

the end first exposed to the high temperature
and pressure of the gas. This construction great
ly strengthens it and adds to the cooling surface
of the cylinder. The cylinder head is a hollow

fig. 3. PLAN VIEW OF THE ADMISSION AND CUT-OFF
VALVES.
casting, containing the admission and exhaust
ports. It is necessarily cut away in places and is
therefore strengthened by stay bolts, so as to
avoid any undue stress caused by unequal ex-

FIG. 4.
FIG. I. LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH ONE CYLINDER.

METHOD OF OPERATION OF THE ADMISSION
AND CUT-OFF VALVES.

Chester alone. The American Crossley engine is
built from the original Crossley drawings, with
some modifications in details, especially of the
valve gear. The engine is of the single-acting,

with two boxes, straddling the box of the first
rod. Two heavy castings on side frames, bolted
at the ends to the cylinders, carry the main bear
ings. A steel plate crank-pit, which receives

pansion, due to difference in temperature at dif
ferent points. The exhaust valve box is water
cooled and is independent of the cylinder, being
bolted on below.

four-cycle type and is built in single cylinder,
double-cylinder and four-cylinder units, of from
50 to 1,300 horsepower rated output. The maxi
mum capacity exceeds the rated output by about
15 per cent.
The engines are simple in construction and
require but little skilled attendance; this is dem
onstrated by the fact that many of them are op
erating successfully in mining plants in the west
ern states and in Mexico, where skilled labor is
not available.

the waste oil, is bolted on between these frames
and a sheet steel oil guard covers them. The
crosshead pins are pressed into the connecting
rods and work in adjustable bearings in the pis
tons, which are water cooled and provided with
adjustable slippers.
The main cylinder casting, Fig. 1, forms a wa
ter jacket and is provided with flanges on the
sides for bolting to the side frames and a foot at
the bottom for foundation bolts. The working
cylinder is ribbed around its circumference on

The valve gear is driven from the main shaft
by means of spiral gears and the larger side
shaft shown in Fig. 2, while the governor is
driven in the same manner by the smaller side
shaft shown in the figure. The valve gear and
governor operate on each cylinder of the engine
in the following manner : Air and gas enter the
mixing chamber through a proportioning valve;
the air enters directly, while the gas enters
through a separate gas valve, Fig. 3. From the
mixing chamber, the gas and air pass to a cut-off
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valve and the main admission valve. The admis
sion valve is operated by a cam on the secondary
shaft, A, Fig. 4, by means of a modified bell
crank, B B'.
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fulcrum, D, thus altering the point of cut-off.
This method controls the speed of the engine
through the ordinary range of loads, but when
the load is too light to use this method econom
ically, the engine changes over to the hit-andmiss mode of operation.

good regulation at full load, also proves satis
factory in the hit-and-miss method. By the com
bination of these two methods, the loss in power,
due to the throttling of the engine under light
loads, is disposed of and the economy of the en
gine is kept up.

fig. 5. PINION AND SCREW MECHANISM CONNECT
ED WITH THE CUT-OFF VALVE.
FIG. 7. INDICATOR DIAGRAM SHOWING THE VARIABLE CUT-OFF EFFECT.
The cut-off valve is independent of the admis
sion valve and is operated by means of a rocker
arm, C. This is fulcrumed at D and receives its
motion from the secondary shaft, A. If the load

FIG. 6.

THE EXHAUST VALVE.

is constant, the cut-off takes place at the same
point in each stroke. When the load varies, the
governor, in changing its speed, moves a rod, E,

Fig. 3 is a drawing to a larger scale of the
admission and cut-off valves, showing the ar
rangement of the valve spindles. The head of
the admission valve rocker-arm, B', in Fig. 4,
when operating the gas valve, works between
the end of the valve spindle and the crosshead K.
which is attached to the two stems of the cut-off
valve. A block is interposed between the link
pivoted to the crank arm, B', and the end of the
valve stem. When the load on the engine drops
to the point determined upon, the governor, by
means of a reach rod, removes this block, allow
ing the gas valve to close through the pressure
of a spiral spring surrounding the valve stem.
The admission valve continues to work and
floods the cylinder with air. The point where the
change of the method of regulation is made de-

FIG 8. DIRECT-CONNECTED LIGHTING SET.

Fig. 5, which, by means of a rack, turns
the pinion, F, and the screw G. This moves the
rod H in or out and changes the position of the

pends on the quality of the gas, and may be
varied by adjusting the length of the reach rod.
The weight of the flywheel, figured to give

The exhaust valve, seen at the bottom of Fig.
1. is shown in detail in Fig. 6. It is of the pop
pet type and the relation between the valve and
its seat is the same as in the ordinary mush
room form of valve. An oscillating arm, re
ceiving motion from the cam on the secondary
shaft, A, operates' the valve. The valve and stem
are hollow and water, for the purpose of inter
nal cooling, is conveyed through the pipe, shown
at the left in the drawing. The water escapes
around this pipe, through a second pipe, the di
rection being indicated by arrows. This valve
has the unusual advantage of traveling in double
guides, one on each side of the exhaust, which
prevents the pressure from within throwing it
out of alignment with the seat. Oil ducts, for the
purpose of lubricating the guides of the valve
stem and valve shell, are shown in the drawing.
As stated above, the exhaust-valve chamber is a
separate piece, bolted to the under side of the
cylinder and can be taken off without interfering
with any other working parts of the engine.
Fig. 7 shows an indicator diagram taken from
a Crossley engine with the type of valve gear
just described. This diagram was taken at dif
ferent points of cut-off and will be recognized,
by men acquainted with the gas engine, as a very
good card.
Fig. 8 is a direct connected lighting set, whose
operation is practically the same as the two-cyl
inder engine. A difference in the arrangement of
the governing mechanism will be noticed. This
unit forms a very compact set, is simple and all
its parts are made to guage, making renewals
and repairs easy.
Fig. 9 shows the type of gas producer used
in the Crossley system. The producer, shown at
the left, is a cast iron cylinder, fitted with suita
ble fire brick lining and furnished with a charg
ing hopper of large storage capacity. A boiler
for the purpose of cooling the gases occupies the
upper part of this cylinder and raises the steam,
necessary in the operation of a gas producer, by
utilizing the heat of the gas.
Two small cast iron scrubbers arranged in se
ries, are connected with the producer. On the
connection pipe a blow-off cock is fitted for the
purpose of allowing the waste gas to escape on
starting the plant after a period of idleness.
The remaining piece is a cast iron expansion box,
fitted with screwed connections for the main gas
pipe. It is placed in a convenient position near
the engine.
An automatic governing arrangement takes
care of a variation in the load and admits the
proper amount of moisture to the fire. The gas
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supply is kept up by the suction of the engine
and the consumption of fuel is guaranteed to be
not more than 1% pounds anthracite coal, or its
equivalent, per brake horsepower hour. The pro
ducers are designed to operate with anthracite
coal, coke, or charcoal and range in capacity from
5 to 150 horsepower.
The ventilation and heating of a theater
presents a problem not easily mastered by heating
engineer. It may be a simple matter to heat the
building to a required temperature before the
curtain rises, but to maintain a constant tem
perature and a pure atmosphere while the play
progresses is not so easily accomplished. The
heat given off from the bodies of the closely
seated audience is sufficient to raise the tempera
ture in the house from 5 to 10 degrees during the
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3,000 HORSEPOWER GAS ENGINE PUMPING
STATION FOR HIGH PRESSURE
SERVICE.
BY J. R. BIBBINS.
A N important der\ velopment in
the applicacation of gas power is
marked by the estab
lishment of the Phila
delphia high-pressure
pumping station. This station supplies water at
necessery pressures up to 300 pounds per square inch
to a high-pressure pipe network covering the down
town business district, which has been designated
by insurance companies as the "Danger" district.
The ultimate capacity of the station is approxi-

March is, 1904that water is always available on any floor of the
tallest building.
The establishment of the Philadelphia station
was directly brought about by the action of the in
surance companies in raising rates throughout the
"Danger" district. This movement was necessi
tated by the severe losses which have been sus
tained as a result of lack of adequate fire ap
paratus, both in point of power of the portable
steamers and also of capacity of pipe lines. The
recent appalling destruction of property in Balti
more, due largely to inadequate facilities for
fighting fire in the business district, brings into
prominence the pressing need of such facilities
in many cities, and presents a parallel case to
that of Philadelphia previous to the establish
ment of the system under discussion.
The system extends from the Delaware River
on the east to the City Hall and Broad St. on the
west, and from Walnut St. on the south to Race
St. on the north. It covers an area sixteen blocks
long by eight blocks wide, and has hydrants and
fireboat connections ; telephone connections direct
to fire headquarters, are also established at all im
portant points. On Race St. the main is of 12inch pipe, on Arch St. of 12-inch, on Market St.
of 16-inch, and on Walnut St. of 12-inch. Eightinch cross lines are run on Delaware Ave., Sec
ond, Fifth, Eighth, Eleventh and Broad Sts. Two
hydrant connections are placed in each block.

FIG. I. TESTS OF STREAMS FROM HIGH-PRESSURE
SYSTEM.
This high pressure piping system has been
installed about 2 years, and was served by three
fireboats, plying along the Delaware River front,
FIG. 9. SUCTION PRODUCER FOR THE CROSSLEY GAS ENGINE.
pending the completion of the central pumping
station. With these fireboats, a pressure of 225
mately 3,000 brake horsepower, or 12,700 gallons pounds per square inch has been obtained upon
performance. Fresh air must be supplied con
stantly to the occupants and the impure air re of water per minute—over 18,000,000 gallons for the system at the most distant point, Broad St.,
moved. Evidently a system giving a forced cir 24 hours. Up to the present time, 2,200 horse
and results secured far superior to that possible
power in engine capacity has been installed and the with present portable fire-fighting apparatus. The
culation of air is necessary to meet these require
plant will be extended in the future when required. aggregate capacity of the fireboat pumps is 9,000
ments. In a recent installation in the New Frank
The desirability of providing separate mains gallons per minute, and the three boats have
lin Square Theater at Worcester, Mass., the heat
ing and ventilating apparatus consists of an elec for domestic water supply and for fire service has maintained twelve iJ4-inch streams, with an aver
trically driven fan and heating coils, located in a long been evident to those interested in fire in
age pressure of 180 pounds at the pumps, cover
corner of the basement. Fresh air is drawn from surance matters. The existance of two systems ing a horizontal distance of 150 feet. Four 2the outside and circulated through coils of steam of mains not only greatly diminishes the possi
inch streams were thrown 190 feet, with a pres
pipes enclosed in a fire-proof casing and distrib bility of a failure of the water supply, but very sure of 237 pounds at the pumps, and a single 2uted through ducts by means of the fan to the often makes it possible to carry a pressure suf
inch stream was thrown 315 feet horizontal and
desired parts of the theater. There are pressure ficient for fire protection without the need of fire 230 feet vertical distance, with a pressure of 230
engines. This is of special importance in crowd
chambers under the orchestra floor and first bal
pounds at the pumps.
ed districts where fire engines are frequently sub
Fig. 1 shows a test conducted before represent
cony from which air is admitted through open
atives of the Board of Underwriters at Phila
ings in the chair legs giving an even distribution ject to delay and often prove inadequate in fight
throughout the house. The low velocity with ing fire in modern high office buildings. While it delphia on Sept. 15, 1902. Although no
which the air enters prevents annoyance from would be possible to carry a high pressure in the tests have been made upon the station, much
draughts. The foul air is exhausted through regular service mains, it is entirely impracticable, better results are anticipated by reason of the
grills in the dome of the theater and by means not only because of the extra expense of pumping largely increased pumping capacity and the high
er pressure that may be carried. During the
of an electric exhaust fan is discharged through all the water at a high pressure, but also the in
the roof. The B. F. Sturtevant Co. of Boston, creased leakage and cost of fittings, loss of pres tests with the fireboats, a loss of pressure of
Mass., were the heating and ventilating engineers, sure, etc. Where a high pressure is maintained 47 per cent with twelve streams and 34 per cent
and the apparatus installed is of the Sturtevant in separate fire mains, the individual fire protec with four streams was observed between fireboat
tion systems of buildings may be so connected and hydrant, this loss occurring over a network
manufacture.
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of piping 1 miles from end to end. With the
higher pressure available at the pumping station,
a corresponding increase in pressure at the hy
drants will be available, thus enabling a much
greater number of streams to be maintained than
before. The fireboat service will not be discon
tinued, but will be maintained as an auxiliary to
the gas pumping station.
Gas engines were chosen for service in the
pumping station for a number of reasons ; pri
marily, the question of expense involved in the
maintenance of a steam station is effectively
solved by the use of gas power; secondly, the
operation of the pumping station is simplified
to the extent that a complete boiler plant has
been dispensed with ; third, engines of compara
tively small capacity may be employed with the
same economy and reliability as larger ones, thus
enabling the entire capacity of the station to be
subdivided among many power units. This is a
feature of every electric central power station,
and it is evident that the risk from disablement
of power machinefy varies inversely with the
number of units installed. The gas engine sta
tion is particularly suited to intermittent service,
and has been brought to a state of reliability equal
to that of the steam station.
Electric motors supplied from the local electric
distributing system were at first considered for
operating the pumping units in the station. This
arrangement would obviously provide the greatest
convenience of operation, but in the present in
stance the liability of accident to power house and
transmission line, and the fact that the entire
fire situation would then be in the hands of inde
pendent corporations, prohibited the use of the
motor.
The comparative cost between a steam and a
gas plant is well shown by the following excerpt
from a report by the Chief of the Bureau of
Water, F. L. Hand:
Steam
OAS
Items
Plant
Plant
Number of engines
3
8
Capacity, million gallons per 24 hrs . . 15
16
none
8
Cost—engines, boilers and stack .... $140,000
$150^000
Wages, per month
$660.00
450.00
Coat of coal, at $2.00 per ton
500.00
Coat of gas. at $1.00 per M
392' 00
(39 20)
(50.00)
4*. 00
48.00
85 00
85.00
$975.00
Running expenses per month. 1 1.283 00
$15,396.00 $11,700 00
Saving in per cent of steam plant
"Upon a basis of equal pumping capacity, the
saving due to the use of gas amounts to over
21 per cent of the initial investment and 29 per
cent of operating expenses. Even at the figures
quoted for fuel expense, the saving is important,
but it should be borne in mind that the estimate is
based upon an average total run of 10 hours per
month. Under actual conditions, the total run
would be considerably less, and it is evident that
the precentage saving will increase in inverse
proportion to the total length of run per month.
"In the above figures, no fixed charges upon
the station have been considered : Assuming an
interest rate of 5 per cent and an average depre
ciation of 7V2 per cent, a further saving of 21
per cent on this item alone is realized. Thus a
total saving of 50 per cent in aggregate operating
cost is secured by utilizing gas power instead of
steam power. The general economy due to the
former thus comprises not only net operating
expense, such as fuel, labor and repairs, but also
maintenance expenses and the^oss of interest on the
funds invested in the equipment of the station.
These fixed charges evidently form as important
and legitimate factor in the total charges against
the station as the cost of fuel charges."
In locating the pumping station, two sites
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were considered, one on the Delaware and the
other on the Schuylkill, the former proving more
desirable even at greater cost, on account of the
loss in pressure which is avoided in the pipe
main connecting the station and the distrbuting
network. The station is located at the corner of
Race St and Delaware Ave., facing the river
front. It is thus within the area covered by the
network and by means of a trunk main extending
along Water St. in the rear of the station, the
five feeders extending west into the business dis
trict are directly supplied. Unexpected difficul
ties were encountered in the preparation of the

form part of the present equipment. The ac
companying figures show further the general ar
rangement of the engine room, which is modern
in its design and resembles in many respects the
arrangement of power units employed in any upto-date central station supplying electric power
instead of water under pressure.
The foundations of the engines are of brick,
extending to within 12 inches of the floor level.
At this point, a ledge is formed supporting cross
beams, between which concrete arches are sprung
for forming the floor construction.
On account of the necessity of placing the

foundation, by reason of the unsubstantial char
acter of the subsoil, which proved to be little
better than river-bed muck. The subfoundation
is of a solid concrete plate, 5 feet in thickness,
upon which rests the building and engine piers.
The maximum concentrated load upon the subfoundation is about 4,000 pounds per square foot,
and the concrete was therefore reinforced by
steel mat construction built of i-inch round rods
assembled in layers near the upper and lower
surfaces of the plate. Fifty-five thousand pounds
of steel and 1,700 yards of concrete were used in
the construction of the subfoundation, which in
creased the expense for the building over 12
per cent.
The building construction, see initial cut,
is of a very substantial character, consisting
of dark red, smooth-finished brick with terra
cotta exterior trimmings, the interior finished with
light reddish brick and cream colored glazed brick
wainscoting. The floors are of concrete, and
the roof of a slate supported by Fink trusses.
A copper monitor provides ample ventilation, and
assists in illuminating the interior. Offices and
lavatories occupy the western end of the build
ing, a gallery being constructed for this purpose
on a level with Water St. In a basement beneath
this gallery are located the air compressors, air
storage tanks, igniter generators and building
heating apparatus. The building is approximately
130 x 68 feet interior dimensions, of which about
US feet are devoted to the engine room, which
is entirely clear of columns or other obstructions.
A hand-operated traveling crane serves the en
gine room throughout its length. The weight of
the crane is borne by steel H-columns embedded
in brick pilasters, which stiffen the walls at the
points of support of the roof trusses.
The engine room accommodates ten 300-horsepower units, of which seven are at present in
stalled, also two 125-horsepower units, which

pumps entirely above the floor level, the engines
are mounted upon an extension to the pier, 28
inches above the floor level. Dressed stone caps
12 inches in thickness are used, and that part of
the piers extending above the floor Jevel is fin
ished in glazed brick similar in color to the trim
mings of the wainscot, as seen in Fig. 5. A tun
nel 6 feet wide and gyi feet deep runs the entire
length of the engine room, and contains the
suction, discharge and overflow piping. The suc
tion piping extends under Delaware Ave. to the
river bulkhead. The discharge piping similarly
runs through the building and communicates with
the cross main in Water St
The main pumping units, Fig. 5, consist of an
18 x 22, 300-horsepower Westinghouse, threecylinder gas engine, direct connected to an Ilj4x
12-inch Deane, single-reduction, double acting,
triplex pump. The connections of piping to the
pumps are shown in Fig. 8. The pumps are lo
cated on the main aisle- in order to minimize
piping, and so that the control valves and indicat
ing gages may be more readily accessible and
kept in constant view of the operators. After
the engines are started, the entire manipulation
of the plant is taken care of at the pump end
by means of these valves.
The engines operate on the four-stroke cycle,
giving a power stroke at each two-thirds of a
revolution. They conform in every particular to
standard Westinghouse construction, and are not
machines newly developed for this particular serv
ice, but have the advantage of long usage in other
fields of power application. By reason of the
general attitude toward the gas engine for this
service, the specifications of the Bureau of Water
clearly defined the requirements, as follows :
"Director of Public Works desires it to be
understood that he will not try or accept any
thing experimentally nor use the first engine of
its kind built by any manufacturer.
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"No bids will be considered on engines or
pumps which have not demonstrated their ca
pacity to operate in the size herein contemplated
in regular every day service, and each bidder
is required to submit with his proposal a list of
the plants in which such size engines are in
operation."

The main engines on each side of the station
are connected by an iron gallery, from which
all the valves, regulators, igniter cabinets, and
upper works of the engines are accessible. The
gallery platforms consist of corrugated iron
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of Holyoke, Mass., and are brass fitted
throughout in order that they may be able to start
after long periods of idleness. They are connect
ed to the engines by steel flanged couplings, and,
through a gear reduction of 5 to 1, giving rela
tive-normal speeds of 200 and 40 revolutions per
minute respectively. A gear casing surrounds
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uniform discharge necessary is the principle oi
regulation employed in governing the speed of
the engines. No idle cycles are admissible, as in
the case of the so-called "hit and miss" method
of governing. The valve mechanism regularly
admits a charge of explosive mixture, of con
stant and uniform quality, to each cylinder, at
every other downward stroke, which mixture is
in turn ignited at each succeeding stroke. This
secures uniform effort upon the crank shaft par
ticularly suitable for pump driving, as heavy wear
on the gears and sudden thrusts upon the incom
pressible water in the pump cylinders, unavoidable
in other methods of governing, are done away
with.

the gear mesh in order to protect workmen. An
especially massive construction is employed in
the pumps in order that the high pressure may
be carried with a sufficient factor of safety. By
the use of the triplex design, discharge of great

FIG. 4. ARRANGEMENT OF WATER CONNECTIONS ANDVALVES.

plates, on brackets bolted to the engine cylinders
and protected by pipe railings. Subplatforms are
also bolted to each engine at such a level as to
facilitate the operation of the air and exhaust
valves shown in Fig 3. and inspection of the
enclosed working parts.
The pumps, Fig. 5. were especially designed
for fire service by the Deane Steam Pump Co.

uniformity is secured, which, at the high pres
sure employed on the mains, becomes a necessity.
As an extra precaution a large air chamber has
been installed at the end of the pressure main,
which provides the desired air cushioning effect
and protects both mains and pump cylinders
from water hammer due to any cause.
A further important point in securing the

In the design of the pumps, the various parts
have been built separate wherever possible, in
order to facilitate repair in case of breakage.
Thus the suction and discharge boxes are cast
separately from the pump barrels, which are in
turn made separate from the bed, these sections
being united by flanges. In both pumps and en
gines all important moving parts are adjustable
to compensate for wear.
A striking feature of the equipment is the
provision of a motor-driven bypass or overflow
valve, controlling the output of the pump. This
valve is located, as shown in Fig. 4, in a branch
from the main pump discharge and connects with
the overflow piping. It is operated by a simple
scries motor through a large gear reduction, so
that about 1 minute is required for closing or
opening the valve, so that sudden shock upon
the pipe system due to the quick closing of the
valve is automatically avoided.
(To be continued.)
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. T?ic editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
AIR COMPRESSOR TROUBLES.
I WAS once called in to locate and remedy a
pound in a 12-inch by 12-inch by 18-inch
tandem duplex air-compressor. This pound,
which had been going on for some time, proved
an adept at hiding whenever one looked for it. I
went all over the machine looking for lost motion,
but the engineer had been ahead of me, and every
thing was running warm, it was so tight. Still at
irregular intervals would come the thump.
I opened the air-cylinders and ran her again,
but not a pound could I hear, until at last I
noticed an occasional cluck, like an old hen
with chickens, and located it in one of the aircylinders.
Taking off the nut and removing the pistonhead, it showed the trouble at once. This pis
ton, one of the so-called solid pattern, had been
forced (?) on the rod end, against a shoulder
about 1-32 inch larger than the end of the rod,
but from some cause it had worked loose and
the rod shoulder had broached the hole in the
piston out to its own size and about 3-16 inch
deep.
A quick repair was the one thing needful, and
this was made by counterboring the piston
inch deep and 1 inch larger than the rod diam
eter, and making a tool steel ring to fit this counterbore exactly, and at the same time be a
shrinking fit on the rod end. This took but a
little while and was put in with the idea of

FIG. I. AIR COMPRESSOR CHECK VALVE.
making a permanent repair later, but at pres
ent writing it is still running and giving no
trouble whatever.
At another time I was called upon to do
some other repairs on this same air-compressor,
the results of which were so very satisfactory,
and the total cost for materials and stoppage
so low, that it seems worthy of reproduction.
On the top of the air cylinder, which was
horizontal, were four check valves, set at an
angle of about 60 degrees from the horizontal,
two on each end of the cylinder. These valves
were seated on mild steel seats, screwed into the
cylinder body, which was counterbored until a
square surface was obtained. As these valve
seats were situated in the air receiving chamber,
which was connected to the receiver proper by
a 5-inch pipe, they were not easy to get at when
there was any trouble with them. Fig. I shows
the valve, and Fig. 2 the plug casting in which
it worked easily, having a light spring inside to
make it more positive in its movements. The
seat is shown in sketch, Fig. 3, the slots being
cut to fit a flat steel wrench used in screwing
same into place.
The repair referred to above, was the re
placing of one of the valve-seats, that had in
some manner worked loose without attracting

the attention of the attendant, and had slipped up
and down until it had worn every vestige of
the thread from the hole in the cylinder body.
As the valve plug hole in the top of the air
chamber was only 4 inches in diameter, and as
the hole in the cylinder body was 3 9-16 inches
in diameter, and, as I would have to allow for a
good broad shoulder on the seat to make it stiff
enough to stand the repeated blows of the valve,
it made a peculiar combination of circumstances
that had to be met in planning the actual work
on the job.

FIG. 2. PLUG, ACTING AS GUIDE FOR CHECK

The cylinder was too bulky to move to the
machine shop, even if adequate tools had been
available for doing the work, nor could the com
pressor be spared for so long a time, as it was
used to pump non-flowing artesian wells, and the
water must be had or the plant would have to
shut down.
I first secured a castiron plug 5 inches in
diameter, and about 10 inches long; through this
I bored a i^-inch hole, and turned and threaded
one end to fit the hole in the air-chamber occu
pied by plug, Fig. 2, letting the thread fit fairly
easy, so that I could screw it down to a good
square shoulder. I then made a boring bar 24
inches long, from a piece of old shaft and
ground it to a nice fit for the ij^-inch hole in the
plug, made a cutter for it, and was ready for
the first move.

FIG. 3. SEAT FOR CHECK VALVE.
It took about two hours to put on the rig and
bore the hole to 3 11-16 inches in diameter, using
a dog on the top end of the bar and a short
stick and a man to complete the drive. The old
seat was then put in place again, with the valve
on top and the whole blocked down so we could
run that cylinder with the other three valves
working. Of course, it leaked some, but not
enough to disable the machine. I then procured
a block of steel and made a special tap to fit
the hole just bored, cutting 12 threads per inch
on same.
As the hole in the cylinder would have to be
counterbored larger for the seat ring shoulder,

and as the cutter would only cut on two sides
a large part of the time, I made a small plug
about 3 inches long, to screw into the hole from
the inside of the cylinder, to support the end of
the boring bar during the counterboring, making
the hole in the plug to fit the bar nicely. After
the hole was tapped and the counterboring
started, I found that the cutter would follow the
contour of the cylinder surface, and would not
cut the scale, merely sliding over it.
This was stopped by placing a J^-inch by
2-inch set screw, with its head ground conical
and fitting easily in a block of cast iron, inside
the cylinder to support the bar from the center
hole, while a ratchet screw was rigged on the
outside end; this gave a positive feed and the
counterbore was completed in a short time. The
seat ring, which had been made in advance, was
next put in, planing flats on two opposite sides
'of the large diameter, so the ring, which was
4}£ inches in diameter, would go through a 4inch hole.
This accomplished, the seat was screwed
firmly into place and has never given trouble
since.
I have conducted a number of experiments
with air lift systems of pumping, and in some
future articles I will try to give some of those
experiences in detail.
L. L. Arnold.

TAKING ANOTHER ENGINEER'S JOB.
Editor the Engineer:
I have recently read a number of interesting
letters in The Engineer. In answer to a letter
I read some time ago about taking another engi
neer's job I would say that circumstances have a
great deal to do with it. If a man has a large
family to provide for and has been out of work
for a long time I should not blame him for try
ing all kinds of tricks to get a job, either fair
or foul.
One case of which I have personal knowl
edge is that of an engineer who owns two
houses, the rents from which amount to about
$120 a month. Sometime ago he put an ad in
the Boston Herald which read as follows:
First-class licensed engineer wanted. Address
Herald, Box
I answered the ad. and two
days later my boss came down with the letter
with which I had answered the ad. and wanted
to know what I meant by writing for another
job. I told him I was not satisfied with several
things that had occurred in regard to a damper
regulator. I had asked to have one put in and
my request was refused. I told him the old
story, vis., that I would pay for the damper if
he would give me the value of the coal saved.
The understanding was that he was to put in
the damper and that if the saving did not equal
the cost of the damper in one year I was to pay
for it. I am glad to say it paid for itself in 7
months and since then I have been able to get
anything I want.
To go back to my answer to the ad. The
boss told me a man was up stairs and had
asked for the job, saying that he was sure I
was expecting to leave on very short notice. As
the boss and I had come to an understanding
concerning my leaving, there was no throwing
up the job in that manner. I asked the boss to
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take the name and address of the man up stairs,
as he might need it at some future time. This
he did, and later on, after learning the man's
name, it occurred to me what a dirty piece of
busines's it was. I sent for the boss and told
him what I thought of the matter, and he fully
agreed with me.
Later on I started out to investigate on my
own hook and found out that the fellow who
advertised had been a strike breaker in a recent
strike at a brewery. I think if he had known
that he was to render my job better and more
secure by applying for it he certainly would have
staid away.
Edward.
Cambridge, Mass.
ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
(The questions to which these answers apply
will be found in The Engineer, Dec. 15, 1903,
page 921.)
1. The slidevalve engine is operated with one
eccentric and in general practice, with a range
of cutoff from five-eighths to seven-eighths of
the stroke. With a much earlier cutoff than this,
there is excessive compression or an early re
lease, or both. With a later cutoff, there is loss
of expansion and excess of back pressure. Since
the steam distribution is controlled by one valve,
the range of cutoff is determined by these ex
tremes.
Tn automatic cutoff engines with positive valve
gears and one eccentric, the range of cutoff va
ries from zero to three-fourths of the stroke.
The eccentric is slotted so that it can move
across the shaft, under the control of swing
ing weights attached to the flywheel. This shift
ing of the eccentric will increase or decrease
the travel of the valve to such an extent that
the cutoff will take place from zero to threefourths of the stroke.
In automatic drop cutoff engines with a single
eccentric, the range of cutoff controlled by the
governor, varies from zero to one-half the stroke.
The eccentric is connected to the admission
valves by a releasing mechanism, which can be
tripped by the governor cam only during the
time that the eccentric is moving in a direction
to pull the releasing mechanism towards the cam.
But when the eccentric has completed its travel
and begins to move it in the opposite direction,
away from the cam, the governor is no longer
operative, and cannot trip the valve until the
next stroke. In order to open or close the ex
haust valve correctly, the eccentric is set a little
more than 90 degrees ahead of the crank. Then
by the time the crank has reached half stroke,
the eccentric is at the end of its travel, ready
to move the releasing mechanism away from the
cam, thus preventing cutoff by the action of the
governor. The eccentric, if cutoff has not al
ready taken place, will now close the valve thus
giving a late cutoff.
With two eccentrics, one for the admission,
and the other for the exhaust valves, the range
of cutoff will not be limited by the correct ac
tion of the exhaust valves, as it is when only
one eccentric is used.
The admission eccentric is set only a very
short distance ahead of the crank. With the ec
centric in this position, it will not reach its ex
treme throw or travel, until the crank has
reached about seven-eighths of its stroke, and
cutoff is controlled by the governor up to this
point.
2. The ports should be well blocked to pre
vent the packing rings from springing into them,
when taking out the piston or junk rings.
3. Remove the blocks from the ports, and all
tools, if any have been used, from the cylinder.
Lubricate the walls of the cylinder, put on the
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head, connect piston to crosshead, and find strik
ing points. Then mark these on the crosshead
and slides so that when connecting the crosshead to the connecting rod, the clearance will be
shown.
4. Deposits and incrustations, pitting or
honey-combing, fractures, uniform corrosion,
broken, corroded or partly stopped up feed pipes,
grooving, sediment in the connections to water
column and gage glass, corroded or pitted tubes
and seams, especially at water line, sediment in
blowoff pipe, defective fusible plugs, corroded
safety valves, laminated plates, blisters, corroded
rivets in braces, anglebars or seams, grease on
the plates and tubes, especially those which come
in direct contact with the heat from the furnace,
broken, corroded or loose stays and braces,
bagged plates and defective construction. Flat
surfaces should be examined to see that they are
not bulged between the staybolts, and the curved
surfaces, to see that they have not changed from
their original shapes.

FIG. I. SINGLE RIVETED LAP JOINT.
FIG. 2. BUTT JOINT WITH SINGLE COVER PLATE.

5. The efficiency of a butt joint with a single
cover plate is about the same as that of a lap
joint, since in both cases, the rivets are in single
shear. A lap seam like that shown in Fig. 1,
when subjected to tension will draw into the
form indicated. This strain will also pull the
plates apart where they lap over each other. The
same action occurs in a double riveted lap joint,
but in a less degree. The butt joint with a single
cover plate, does the same thing, acting like two
lap joints placed together as in Fig. 2. The re
sult is, every time the pressure in the boiler
changes there will be a slight bending of the
plates back and forth, which will develop a frac
ture. The efficiency of a double-cover butt joint
is higher because the rivets are in double shear
and offer twice the area to resist shearing. In
this joint the plates come fairly in line with
each other and when under severe tensional
strain will not assume the forms shown in Figs.
1 and 2.

FIG. 3. METHOD OF LOCATING STRIKING POINTS.
6. Remove the rings from the piston, then
push the piston toward the other cylinder head
until it strikes and makes' another mark on the
position of the crosshead on the guide by draw
ing a line across both, as shown at A, Fig. 3.
Push the piston toward the other cylinder head
until it strikes and makes another mark on the
guide to coincide with the line, A, Fig. 3. These
marks shown at C, and A, are the striking points
of the piston. Place another mark, 5", on the
guide equidistant from the striking points, and
from either side of the line, S, measure off a
distance equal to the length of the crank. These
are the running points, and are shown at M and
N. The distance between the running and strik
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ing points is the clearance between the piston
at ends of the stroke, and the cylinder head. To
find the total clearance, that is, the space be
tween the piston, valve face and cylinder head,
when engine is on the center, find the number of
cubic inches in a bucket of water, then fill up
the space level with the steam and exhaust ports.
See how much water there is left in the bucket.
The difference is the volume of the clearance
in cubic inches.
7. Take off cylinder head and run a line dia
metrical and horizontally across it, parallel to
the shaft, the line to just touch the cylinder.
Measure from the line at a point close to the
cylinder, to the center of the shaft near the
pillow box. Measure again from the line to the
end and center of the shaft parallel to the first
measurement. If these two measurements coin
cide, the crank is in line. Connecting rod may
also be taken down, and in replacing it, note if
there is any lateral binding of the conecting rod
and crosshead, if not, it is reasonably safe to as
sume that the crank is in line.
8. The position of the wheel containing the
governor is determined and keyed to the shaft
before it leaves the shop. This method of fast
ening the wheel prevents all possibility of its
slipping. If required to determine this position,
the following method can be used in nearly all
cases. Place the eccentric and governor wheel
on the shaft and attach the eccentric rod to the
rocker arm. Turn the wheel about the shaft to
see that the rocker arm moves an equal distance
on each side of its vertical center line. If not,
adjust the length of the rod until it does. Place
the engine upon the dead center and move the
flywheel about the shaft in the direction which
the engine is to run until the eccentric leads
the crank and the valve has the required lead.
This is the correct position of the governor
wheel on the shaft and should be keyed there.
The adjustment for the valve is to place the
rocker arm or crosshead, whichever it may be,
in its central position and then connect the
valve stem so that the valve will be in its cen
tral position.
9. I would place it directly on the highest
part of the boiler, making it separate, and inde
pendent of any other connection, so that it can
not be shut off from the boiler by closing a
valve.
10. The reddish or yellowish coating caused
on iron or steel by oxidation by the action of
air and moisture, is rust. Corrosion, means the
wasting away of the iron of boiler plates, by
pitting, grooving, etc. The acids and minerals
in the water cause this, being liberated by the
heat.
Pitting or honey-combing is due to chemical
action of acid in the feed water. It is found in
the form of holes and patches varying from y2
to 18 inches in diameter and assumes most irreg
ular forms. The depth of the cavities varies
from 1-32 to % inch or more.
Scale is a form of incrustation. Some of the
minerals which constitute the basis of the scale
which forms in boilers are sulphate of lime,
phosphate of lime, carbonate of lime, magnesia,
silica, with small quantities of oxide of iron,
baryta, carbonic acid, sulphuric acid, potassa,
soda and calcium.
11. For a girth seam, a weaker joint is used
because the stress on it is one-half that on the
longitudinal seam. The pressure on the head
and the magnitude of the force acting in the
direction of the length is : Diameter of boiler
shell 36 inches, pressure per square inch 100
pounds, thickness of plates V4 inch, length of
shell 120 inches. Then 36* X 0.7854 X 100 =
101,187.8 pounds. This force is resisted by the
tenacity of 36.5' X O.7854 — 36' X 0.7854 = 28-471
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square inches of material. The stress per square
inch of section is 101,187.8 -=- 28.471 = 3,575.14
pounds.
The magnitude of the force acting perpendic
ular to the axis equals 36 X 120 X 100 = 432,000
pounds. The area of the material resisting this
force equals 120 X 0.25 X 2 = 60 square inches.
The unit of stress is 432,000 -=- 60 = 7,200 pounds
per square inch. 7,200 -h 3,575.14 = about twice
the resistance to transverse rupture that there is
to rupture in a longitudinal plane.
12. Block the governor in the position that
it would occupy with the ordinary load, and turn
the engine over, observing how far the crosshead
has moved from the end of the stroke when
cutoff takes place. Repeat the operation for
the other stroke. If the travel of the crosshead
up to the closing of the valve is the same for
both strokes, the cutoff is equal. If not, the
later cutoff is on the stroke with the greater
travel.
13. There should be places around a blowoff
pipe, a covering of fireproof material to protect
it from the hot gases to which it is exposed.
There should be a reinforcing ring riveted to^ the
shell where the blowoff pipe enters. The pipe
should come flush with the inside of the shell.
There should be as few elbows in the pipe as
possible. Care should be taken to prevent the
pipe from leaking where it enters the boiler.
14. A piece of scale, or other substance might
have got between the valve and valve seat; valve
stem may have become bent causing undue fric
tion; the weight could possibly have moved
closer to the fulcrum while blowing off. If a
pop valve, the adjustable ring might have be
come loose, or the lock nuts on top of the spring
may be loose. Steam gage may not show the
actual pressure.
15. A corrugated furnace is a large iron or
steel flue. It may be 20 or 60 inches in diameter,
and from 5-16 inch to y$ inch in thickness. They
are placed in and near the bottom of the boiler
and are surrounded by water, and fired inter
nally. They are corrugated from end to end to
a greater or less degree. These corrugations are
a series of integral rings, giving great rigidity
and strength against external, or collapsing pres
sure. They also add to the heating surface of
the boiler, and to a great extent eliminate the
evil effects of unequal expansion and contrac
tion. They are considered safer and more eco
nomical than other internally fired boilers with
straight or flat furnace surfaces requiring stays.
No. 16. No. The pressure is greatest on the
bottom of the boiler, as; it must sustain the
steam pressure, as well as the weight of the
water.
17. Increasing the pressure on a boiler
should only be done after consulting a competent
boiler inspector and after a thorough examina
tion of the boiler. The method usually followed
to find the number of stays required for a boiler
carrying a given pressure per square inch is:
Find the area of the segment of the boiler head
to be braced. Multiply this area by the pressure
per square inch. This will give the total pres
sure on the segment to be braced
Divide by the safe load that a stay 1 inch
in diameter will carry which is equal to 5,000
pounds per square inch of brace. Boiler is; 60
inches in diameter. First row of tubes is 7
inches above the center of boiler. Diameter of
stay V/2 inches. Height of segment 21 inches,
56sXo.7854
....
and
= 1231.5 square inches which is
2
the area cf half of the head.
The area of the rectangle, A B C D, Fig. 4,
is equal to 7X56 = 392 square inches. 1231.5 —
392 = 839.5 square inches area of segment.
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839-5 X 100 = 83,950 pounds total pressure on
segment. Area of stay is 1.5 X i-S X -7854 =
1.76 square inches which, multiplied by 5,000 =
8,800 pounds safe load on stay, and 83,950 -f8,800 = 10 stays nearly.

FIG. 4. CORRUGATED BOILER FURNACE.
18. The number of expansions in an engine
with a single cylinder is the ratio between the
volume of steam in the cylinder and clearance
when the piston is at the end of its stroke, and
the volume of steam behind the piston at the
point of cutoff. If there is 15 cubic feet of
steam in the cylinder at the end of the stroke,
and 5 cubic feet at point of cutoff, the ratio is
15 divided by 5 which equals three expansions.
The number of expansions in a multicylinder
engine is the ratio between the volume of steam
behind the low pressure piston at the end of its
stroke and the volume of steam back of the pis
ton in the high pressure cylinder at point of
cutoff. If there is 60 cubic feet of steam in the
low pressure cylinder and 3 cubic feet at point
of cutoff in the high pressure cylinder, the ratio
is 60 divided by 3 which equals twenty expan
sions. The ratio of expansion is independent of
the low pressure cutoff or the volume of the re
ceiver.
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FIG. 5. FINDING AREA OF HEAD TO BE STAYED.

19. The effect of outside lap is to cause the
admission valves to close earlier in the stroke,
giving an earlier cutoff and allowing a greater
degree of expansion.
20. Inside lap causes the exhaust valves to
close earlier in the stroke, thereby increasing
compression, and also causes the release to take
place later.
21. The only place where cast iron is used
in constructing the water legs of boilers, is be
tween the inside and outside plates at the bottom
of the furnace as shown at A, Fig. 5. This ma
terial is very unreliable because of its brittle
and treacherous nature, but owing to low cost, it
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■is sometimes used instead of wrought iron, or
flanging the sheets. When used in large masses,
as it would be for a water leg, the strains caused
by sudden and unequal expansion and contrac
tion would be very disastrous to it
22. This unsteady action of the water level
would certainly indicate a disturbing influence
somewhere, which should be looked for and
when found it should receive immediate and
careful attention. It would be almost impos
sible, without knowing more about the conditions
under which the boilers are run and the connec
tions to the heating system, to tell just where
and what the cause might be. If the boilers
were foaming, it might cause the water in the
glass to act in this manner. If a large quantity
of condensed steam from the heating system
should be suddenly returned to the boiler, it
might affect the water level in the same way.
The sudden opening of a valve, calling for a
large quantity of steam might also produce this
effect. If the upper connection to the water
column is connected to the boiler near the main
steam pipe, it will cause the water in the glass
to become unsteady.
R B. C. & C. J. V.
INSTRUCTIONS TO BEGINNERS.
Editor The Engineer:
Recalling many high-flown, carefully worded
instructions reminds me of days gone by when,
a lad of 10 years, I sat with my mother in the
little church and watched the men, women and
children go to sleep under the influence of a
preacher noted for the soporific quality in his
good sermons. He uttered words of truth and
taught high moral principles, but alas ! the dron
ing voice, the even tones, perhaps the very enemy
he fought against, put the most of his audi
ence into a gentle slumber.
Quite different, indeed, were the results when
I went to a minstrel show. No one asleep there,
and yet so foolish, so idle, was it all that in
a week naught of value, if it ever had value, re
mained. I thought then, if the good pastor had
only combined with his learning some study
of actual human nature, he could, at least, have
kept his audience awake.
So also in the line of teaching or trying to
teach men whose early education has been neg
lected, the essential thing is to get them awake,
and keep them so, even if slang or a story is
needed to do it. Take Pray's Twenty Years
with the Indicator. Every engineer likes it be
cause it is full of life, of practice. Other men
have written equally well, doubtless, but the run
ner wants that book.
When it comes to breaking in a new fireman,
the college man, realizing the wide margin be
tween his own knowledge and that of the begin
ner, feels the task is very great and he must
caution him on every point. He therefore lays
out, in carefully chosen words, every minute de
tail connected with the generation of steam;
speaks of heat units, latent heat and calories
until poor Jim lies down and really snores. No
fault of either one, of course, only the former
ought to visit a minstrel show before he writes
again. But his book or article goes on the
shelf to accumulate dust, though worthy of se
curing dust of another kind.
I do not say it is well to run a jokelet in a
work on algebra—not at all. But with men,
actual live ones—successful and who are to be
come successful—you will find good humor, wit
and fair appreciation of ginger in a book or
article. Doubtless many of your older readers
will recall Chordal, who wrote years ago for
the American Machinist. I was then an engi
neer in a large factory. Men read Chordal the
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first thing; indeed, many took the paper in order
to read his letters. Alas ! we have no Chordals
today in the boiler line to tell the beginner how
to start in and how to evaporate 10 pounds of
water with a pound of slack.
The beginner is afraid of the college man,
and the college man will not shovel coal ; so
there we are. Really, though, I think the col
lege man ought to start in at cleaning hot boilers
on Sunday and get soaking wet with a hose in
side of a boiler. It would increase his practical
knowledge some and melt down his superior air,
don't you think? It happens that I have been
along the line myself and to hear some solemn
duck expound knowledge he read from the expe
rience of the generation now sleeping with their
fathers, is really a cure for insomnia. Try it and
see.
What Jim wants is some one to "show him,"
being from Missouri, and he will get the results.
The brightest men operating plants today started
in with the shovel, not with the indicator. And
the man at the shovel today will, in a few years,
be wearing a white shirt and sitting at a desk.
I know a man who is pulling out $25 a week
who 5 years ago spoke to me to aid him in get
ting his first license. He had been firing 15
years and was 40 years old. To my surprise, he
did not understand the rudiments of arithmetic.
But he was a strictly high-class man in practice.
I took him over to—well, a glass of Milwaukee,
and told him to dig up and get busy doing it.
Said I, "Here you are at 40 and can't figure.
Now you get going or die with that number
5 scoop. You are a blooming beauty, you are,
coming along here with silver in your hair, and
can't make good for a license. Do you expect
your little girl will be proud of you when she
grows into a woman? It's your move; well,
move!" "How?" said he, and he got the how.
Now, I like to help a man like that ; in 6 months
he got his license, but the thirst for knowledge
grew and expanded in that man's mind until
today he is "way up."
During that 6 months, he hustled, though
he fired three boilers, 300 horsepower, and
chalked the cement up with areas of circles,
square feet of heating surface, contents of cylin
ders, etc. At night he went over it again and
saved the results to show me. His face glowed
with the pride of conscious knowledge, and
when he got the areas of the segments in those
boilers correct, he had gained a different air, a
new expression.
The moral is thusly: It's in them all right,
every one of them, and it's not their fault if it's
not brought out. Meet them half way and sling
everyday English at the boys, and they will buy
your book and call you blessed. But quit putting
them to sleep, as it injures others' chances and
makes some of them think it impossible to ever
get that license anyhow ; so the matter will get
hung up.
Really, when I have a man tell me he has
had no education, and yet is in charge of a lot
of boilers and taking care of them in tip-top
shape, too, I surmise he has learned the main
points of the game and doesn't know it, and the
bridge he has to cross to get his license is after
all but a little one. When such a man does get
his license and an engine, he is there with the
goods. Years of firing, cleaning boilers, repair
ing pipe, helping on brickwork, assisting on en
gine repairs, have taught him what books do not
contain, and lucky is the man who hires him
while the glory of that framed license is radiat
ing a halo over the engine. Been there myself
and know how I worked to keep things right,
even if I am now old and lazy and willing to
sit and smoke while another does the scoop act
with the heat units.
Duplex.
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A PUZZLING QUESTION.
Editor the Engineer:
The feed water for a boiler is contained in an
air tight tank, /, which is connected with an
air compressor, so that, if necessary, the feed
water can be forced into the boiler by means of
compressed air acting upon the surface of the
water in the feed tank.
The three following experiments are sup
posed to be tried, so that while in operation the
surrounding conditions are to be precisely alike,
viz., pressure, temperature, quantity of water de
livered and the time required to deliver it.

■ FIG. I. THE FEED ABOVE THE WATER LINE.

The loss of heat by radiation is to be ignored.
The heat in the feed water, and the gain in
energy owing to the compression of the steam
being the same in each case, are also to be
ignored, no heat is to be added to or taken away
from the boiler for any purpose, except as men
tioned, and finally the air compressor is to be
run by some entirely separate source of energy
as for example a waterpower.
First Experiment : A cubic foot of feed
water is to be delivered into the steam space
or above the water line, Fig. 1, and in the form
of a jet or spray in order to condense as much
steam as possible. In this case the feed water
absorbs heat from the condensing steam. The
temperature and pressure would change, but not
a particle of heat, heat energy nor available
energy would be lost or used in any sense of
the word, it would be simply a case of mixing
of the two mediums, steam and water of differ
ent temperatures.

FIG. 2. FEEDING BELOW THE WATER LINE.

Heat is a source of energy solely on account
of its temperature in the boiler and under the
conditions of the experiment the only possible
loss is by radiation which we are to ignore.
We therefore have in the boiler the same heat,
heat energy or available energy that we had
before the experiment began. ( ?)
The amount of energy that must have been
expended in order to force the cubic foot of
water into the boiler against a pressure of 100
pounds per square inch was about 144 X 100 X
1 = 14,400 foot pounds.
Second Experiment : The same amount of
feed water is to be delivered to the boiler but
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this time it is to enter below the water line, Fig.
2. It is clear that the final results would be
exactly the same as in the first case. ( ?)
Third Experiment : In this case the feed
water is to be delivered by an injector which
is to be in operation on its own account, the
delivery pipe from the feed tank is to be the
suction pipe of the injector, Fig. 3. In this case
running of the air compressor may be dispensed
with by simply allowing atmospheric pressure
to act on the surface of the water in the feed
tank. According to all the best authorities,
the heat used by the injector is absorbed by the
feed and is returned with the feed to the boiler,
or in other words the heat passing through the
injector is returned to the boiler, and this is a
fact that no one in his right mind will dispute,
least of all the writer.
The final results therefore as to temperature,
pressure, available energy, etc., are precisely the
same as in experiments 1 and 2, (?) in other
words the injector has used neither heat, nor
heat energy and we have at hand the same
amount of available energy (or more, if the
heat in the feed water and the compression is
taken into account, but as this total would be
exactly the same in each case we may ignore
it). The mere fact that the steam in passing
through the injector is condensed cuts no figure
or no more than in the first case. It is heat and
not steam that is the source of energy and the
fact that it is all in the boiler after the experi
ment is conclusive that it has not been used in
any sense of the word in any of the above

FIG. 3. FEEDING WITH THE INJECTOR.

cases. In this case there is work done and none
of the medium, supposed to be the source of
energy, is used or lost; this result corresponds
exactly with what is required of an instrument,
which would be entitled to be called a perpetual
motion—in other words, it would do, precisely
what the injector appears to do in this case.
Question: Why is it, since the injector uses
neither heat units, nor heat energy, that to feed
the boiler requires only atmospheric pressure
in the case of the injector and about 100 pounds
air pressure in the other two. Also since the
temperature and gage pressure after the first
two experiments were alike, why should there
be any difference in the third, and if there is a
difference, is the gage pressure greater or less?
It is plain that, if the gauge pressure were
the same after each experiment, the condition
of affairs would also be the same in each case
(?). Wind and heated air can be used as a
source of energy, and ordinary atmospheric press
ure can be so used under certain conditions as in
the dash pots of the Corliss engine, the suction
pump and the Newcomen or atmospheric engine.
To all appearances ordinary atmospheric pres
sure seems to do something in this case, but
appearances are sometimes deceitful.
Myron G. Stolp.
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feed water purification.
Editor the Engineer:
We beg to call your attention to the following
points in the article entitled "Feed Water Purifi
cation," part 3, by Walter W. Edwards, which
appeared on pages 137 and 138 of The Engineer
for Feb. 15, 1904.
1. "All the impurities in the water, such as
the carbonates that are precipitated at this tem
perature (212 degrees) settle to the bottom of the
purifier and form a soft deposit within the cool
settling chamber."
Since the purifier alluded to is a closed feed
water heater, the precipitated carbonates would
have to settle against the force of the water which
is pumped through the heater under a pressure
exceeding the pressure in the boiler. This being
the case, it stands to reason that only a small
proportion of the precipitates will find their way
to the bottom of the settling chamber, the greater
proportion being forced through the heater into
the boiler.
Mr. Edwards calls attention to the fact that to
precipitate the carbonates of lime, the carbonic
acid gas must be driven off by heating the water
to about 212 degrees. This statement is true,
but in the case of a closed heater there is no vent
to the atmosphere through which this carbonic
acid gas can escape, therefore it must remain
in the water until it reaches the boiler and can
pass off with the steam. For this reason only a
small proportion of the carbonates of lime will
be precipitated before reaching the boiler. Open
feed water heaters, however, are usually properly
vented so that the carbonic acid gas can be
driven off, thereby precipitating the carbonates
of lime.
2. "In the best forms of exhaust steam puri
fiers, the exhaust steam and water do not mix,
and thus the oil from the engine cylinder is not
taken into the boiler."
There is no excuse at this time for the asser
tion that the oil in the exhaust steam used in an
open feed water heater need be carried into the
boilers with the feed supply, if the proper precau
tions are taken. Over 4,000,000 horsepower of
boilers are being successfully protected from cyl
inder oil in the exhaust steam by one make of oil
separators. This is unanswerable proof that the
oil can be effectively eliminated from the exhaust,
and as our oil separator is attached to and forms
a part of each of our open feed water heaters, it
follows logically that, if the heater is properly in
stalled and operated, there is no danger of the
cylinder oil contaminating the feed supply. We
could easily refer you to hundreds of users of
open feed water heaters (more than 2,000,000
horsepower of which are in present service) who
are not troubled with oil in their boilers.
As between a closed heater such as is shown in
the accompanying illustration, and an open heat
er the latter is, without question, the more effi
cient feed water purifier. In the first place, large
depositing trays are provided upon which some of
the precipitates are deposited. Then in the ca
pacious settling chamber there is an efficient filter
bed for catching and holding back the precipitates
and the mud and other solid impurities which
would otherwise be pumped right through into
the boiler. In addition to this there is an effect
ive skimmer and overflow at the top of the set
tling chamber for carrying to waste the lighter
impurities which rise to the top of the water.
In the closed heater the only surface provided
in the way of depositing trays is the surface of
the tubes and coils, through which the exhaust
steam passes. Part of the precipitates will be de
posited on these surfaces, and it is very evident
that whatever purification is accomplished by the
depositing of the precipitates on the heating sur-
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faces, is at the expense of the efficiency of the heat
er, for just in proportion as scale or oil is deposited
on the tubes or coils their capacity for transmit
ting the heat from the steam to the water is reduced.
Again, in the case of the closed heater, there is
nothing in the way of a filter bed for retaining
the precipitates in the heater, and it is, therefore,
natural for these scale-forming impurities to be
pumped through into the boiler.

THE COCHRANE OPEN FEED HEATER.
A moment's consideration of the conditions is
sufficient to show that the skimmer in the closed
heater, illustrated in the article referred to, can
not be nearly so effective as the skimmer in an
open feed water heater. In the latter case, the
skimmer is at the surface of the water in the
settling chamber and the water is pumped away
at the bottom, while in the case of the closed
heater the skimmer and the "scum blow-off" arc
several inches below the top of the water in the
heater and the water is taken from the heater
near the top. Now what is there to prevent
the lighter impurities at or near the top from being
carried right through with the water?
Moreover, in the open heater all of the conden
sation of the exhaust steam used in heating the
water is added to and forms a part of the boiler
feed supply. This condensation usually amounts
to about one-seventh of all the water required for
the boilers. In the case of the closed heater,
however, the condensation of the exhaust steam
used in heating the water can not be used as a
part of the boiler feed, unless there is provided an
independent oil separator in the exhaust line ahead
of the heater, so that the oil will be removed from
the steam before the steam enters the heater. The
oil separator contained in the closed heater illus
trated in Mr. Edwards' article will not answer
the purpose, for while it may give fairly good re
sults in the way of purifying the exhaust steam
which passes through the heater to the atmosphere
or to the heating system, still the condensation of
the steam actually used in the heater is drained
through the oil separator and there mixed with
the oil.
3. "The exhaust steam purifier will not re
move the sulphates of the lime, and when this salt
is present, recourse must be had to the live steam
purifier."
This statement is true where the purification is
accomplished by heat alone, but it is possible,
and quite practicable, in an open feed water heat
er to supplement the heat with chemicals by pro-
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viding a tank for holding the chemicals, and a .
suitable means for feeding the chemicals into the
heater in proportion to the quantity of impurities
contained in the water to be purified. That this
can be accomplished is shown by the results which
have been obtained with the above system for
thoroughly heating and purifying water. The ad
vantage of using this system instead of a live
steam purifier is unconsciously admitted by Mr.
Edwards in his statement, "without doubt the
exhaust steam purifier is much more economical
because it restores to the boiler a large per cent
of the heat that would otherwise be exhausted
into the atmosphere."
We have presented these considerations at this
length because we feel that their importance en- '
titles them to the attention of your readers, quite
as much as the facts presented in Mr. Edwards'
article, much of which is admirable. We feel con
fident that you will agree with us that your read
ers are entitled to all of the evidence as to the
comparative merits of open and closed heaters
(regarding them as heaters or as heaters and puri
fiers) and we trust that you will find space in The
Engineer for a further discussion of these points.
Russell H. Ramsey.
CONCERNING THE PREVENTION OF SMOKE.
Editor The Engineer:
The smoke preventing device described by
your correspondent "Studious" on page 920 of
the Dec. 15 issue, is somewhat of a new departure
in the matter of coal burning in that it dispenses
with a smoke stack. Of course, if it does away
with smoke there is no necessity for a smoke
stack, but there is one factor in the perfect com
bustion of coal that cannot be dispensed with,
and that is a good draft of air, either natural or
artificial. If the draft is to be natural a chimney
is absolutely necessary; if it is to be artificial,
then pans or steam jets must be resorted to,
while at the same time a stack or flue of some
kind is needed to convey away the noxious gases.
In the device referred to the draft appears
to be maintained by a blast of steam through the
i-inch pipe which is certainly quite a draft on
the boiler. The steam jet is one of the main
factors in nearly all smoke preventing devices
where the firing is done by hand, and when
rightly applied it will give good results, but in
too many of these appliances it is simply a steam
waster.
There is a smoke preventer being used to some
extent in this city which is almost precisely like
the one described by "Studious," with but two
exceptions, viz., there is a smokestack required
and the supply of fresh air, or rather a portion
of it, is drawn in through two 1 54-inch openings
directly connected with the two*steam jets over
the fire doors. The two vertical pipes leading
from the breeching down to the furnace are each
about s inches in diameter, tapering to about
inches where they enter the boiler front just
above the fire doors. At this point the 54-inch
steam pipes are also connected with the large pipes.
The steam is blown in through a nozzle, the
action of which is similar to an injector or si
phon. It draws cold air in through the ij4-inch
openings, and at the same time a certain portion
of the hot gases from the breeching is drawn
through the vertical pipes and forced into the
furnace over the fire. There is a small deflector
placed in the breeching in order to deflect the
gases towards the 5-inch pipes.
The device gives excellent results, there be
ing no black smoke escaping from the stack
while it is in operation. The hot gases drawn
from the breeching mix with and heat the cold
air drawn in through the 1 54-inch pipes and the
result is good combustion.
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A VISIT TO A SAW MILL.
A SIMPLE SCHEME FOR AN ARC LIGHT.
It should be noted that air is also supplied
under the grates through the ash pit doors in the Editor The Engineer:
Editor The Engineer :
ordinary manner, as the furnace is a common
Knowing of some changes to be made in a
I wish to submit the following scheme for
hand-fired furnace with shaking grates.
making a cheap, but serviceable, arc light for a local saw mill, I went to see what I could learn
One of the principal points to be attained in dark engine room, which can be made by any and observe. A new boiler of 125 horsepower
the combustion of coal is to have the supply of engineer from odds and ends generally found had been installed to take the place of the old
fresh air enter the furnace at as high a tem
around the plant. I made one of the following one, which was only 40-horsepower, so they have
perature as possible, and when this can be ac
description in a few hours, and it gives a bright boiler capacity enough for a long time to come.
complished through the agency of heat that would
After the boiler had been run about 3 months
and steady light.
otherwise be wasted, great economy will cer
It will be noted in the sketch that the feed the safety-valve would not close as it ought to.
tainly result Therefore, any device which util
machinery
is nothing more than the magnets, It would blow full blast at 120 pounds and not
izes a portion of this wasted heat is to be com
stop blowing until the gage registered 100 or 105
mended, provided that too much live steam is not armature and hammer of an old electric 5-inch pounds.
bell.
The
magnets,
with
a
16-candlepower
in
used in operating the device.
I noticed they had a box built around the
candescent lamp in* series with them, are con
Each pound of ordinary bituminous coal re
valve,
and, upon inquiring, was told that it
quires for its perfect combustion a large volume nected across a resistance of about 25 ohms, leaked at the side so that it filled the room full
of air, theoretically 152 cubic feet, or by weight
of steam and rusted everything. In the winter,
12 pounds, but in practice a much larger quan
if it blew off in the night, the room up stairs
tity than this is used. If this air can be heated
would be covered with such heavy frost that it
before entering the furnace by means of the waste
looked like snow all around the sides and ceil
gases on their way to the chimney, the percentage
ing.
of saving in fuel will be very large besides re
To replace the old one, they had installed a
ducing the volume of smoke to a minimum. For
Corliss engine so old that when they came to
example, the specific heat of air, or to make it
repair it the builders had no records of ever
more plain, the quantity of heat required to raise
having built such an engine, although they had
the temperature of 1 pound of air 1 degree is
records for more than 20 years back. The en
0.2375 of a heat unit. Assume the air required
gine was erected and put in operation and made
for combustion to be entering the furnace at a
a splendid appearance compared with the old
temperature of 60 degrees F., which is probably
one.
not far from the average throughout the year,
It ran about 2 days and then stopped with a
and that the temperature of the escaping gases is
bang. On investigation, the piston was found to
460 degrees. Now, 400 degrees of this tempera
be broken into about fifty pieces. The pistonture has to be supplied from the heat energy in
rod was bent and cracked so that a new piston
the coal, each pound of which requires at least 12
had to be made. The cause was unknown.
pounds of air for its combustion. We then have
The engine ran for quite a long time without
12 X 0.2375 X 400 = 1,140 heat units taken from
being repaired. After a while the exhaust had
each pound of coal to heat the air required, which
a long leg and a very short one. The engineer
is 9.5 per cent of the total heat in the coal, as
tried to fix it, but failed to remedy it any. At
suming that there are 12,000 heat units in each
last an expert was called in and he said that the
pound.
valves ought to be renewed, the seats rebored,
In practice the quantity of air admitted to the
and a few other changes made.
furnace is generally much larger than that indi
The seats were rebored and new valves put
cated by the above figures, and the percentage of
in the engine. The engine was started, but the
heat required to raise the temperature of the air
old trouble was there just the same. All the ex
is increased accordingly. Therefore any appli
pense had accomplished nothing.
ance looking towards the utilization of the waste
Another expert was called in, and he claimed
heat in the escaping gases, for the purpose of FIG. I. A VIEW OF THE ARC LIGHT, SHOWING CON
that the cylinder was worn on one end and not
heating the air required for combustion, deserves
NECTIONS.
on the other, caused by the guides not being
to be given a trial at least.
properly adjusted. It tipped the piston so as to
Chicago, 111.
C. F. Swingle.
make it wear the cylinder out of round. As no
which may consist of 3 or 4 coils, taken from an indicator was applied nor the piston tested for
old rheostat or a bank of lamps in multiple. leaks, nobody doubted him.
LOSS OF PRESSURE DUE TO FEED WATER.
As soon as possible, the cylinder was rebored,
The magnets and the 25 ohms resistance are in
Editor The Engineer :
multiple and are connected to the positive lead, and new rings put in, and the trouble stopped.
While I was in charge of a certain plant, I had which is clamped to the top carbon. The nega
It was told that they ran shy of cylinder-oil
some trouble with my feed water. I carried the tive lead is simply connected to the %-inch pipe, so they used machine oil just before the engine
steam pressure at 90 pounds, and the safety valve where convenient.
gave any trouble.
blew off at 95 pounds. The boiler was fed with
The next trouble was the foundation. It
Sliding loosely on the top carbon is an iron
an inspirator. When I wished to put any water in washer with a small hole drilled near the edge broke in two about 4 feet from the crank end
the boiler, I would get the steam up to the blow- with a thin lace passed through it and tied to and about 5 feet down.
ing-ofT point and then start to put in water. the end of the hammer. The spring on the arma
Every time the cranks went over the founda
Before I had put in 4 inches, the pressure would ture must be bent so there will be no make-and- tion would lift up, and when it came back it
be down to 50 or 60 pounds. I thought some
break action. As current passes through the would go down with a thump.
To remedy the trouble a 6x6 was braced from
thing was wrong, so while we were shut down magnets, the hammer pulls on the washer, caus
the pillow-block cap to the roof. The engine
for two or three days, I went inside of the boiler ing it to grip the carbon and lift it up, thus form
and found the trouble. The feed water entered ing the arc as the carbon burns away, less current was started and went all right until the big
the boiler at the top through a i-inch pipe, which passes through the magnets, causing the carbon saw was started. Then the roof started heaven
was threaded and screwed through the shell about to lower and keeping it the right distance from ward, but came down to the old place again, and
2 inches. Thus when the water entered, it the lower carbon. When the hammer has low
the mason was sent for.
Observer.
would drop through the steam space and con
Brockton, Mass.
ered as far as it will go, the washer on the car
dense the steam, causing the drop in pressure.
bon should be low enough to strike on top of the
To remove the trouble, I screwed on a coup
The Mersey tunnel, in Liverpool, Eng., shows
drop tee, causing it to release its grip on the car
ling and added a length of pipe sufficient to bon and allowing the carbon to fall. More cur
a 37 per cent increase in traffic since steam was
reach within 2 inches of the boiler tubes. To rent now passes through the magnets and the superseded by electricity for haulage. With
this I added a tee and screwed a pipe in each carbons are pulled apart again, the iron washer steam locomotives there were 283 trains a day.
end, making the pipes run crosswise of the boiler having taken another grip. This action is con
Now there are 750 trains a day, operated by
and long enough to reach within 2 inches of the tinuous and the lamp can be adjusted, so there electricity. In the first full week of service
shell. To finish up with, I put a tee on the end will be no flickering in the light whatever.
there were 125,272 local passengers, an increase
of each pipe and after that I had no trouble.
of 37,619 over the number carried in the last
George W. Walsh.
week of steam service.
Drip.
Haverhill, Mass.
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THE TROUBLEMAN No. 6.
(Concluded.)
BY WARREN O. ROGERS.
"Well!" said Jake, as he stretched his legs
into a new position and turned to the editorial
columns, "there are a good many things in this
article, 'Engineers' License Laws,' that about fit
my way of thinking. I believe it hits the nail on
the head when it says there is more 'diversity of
opinion' respecting the question of grades than
on any other point, and it seems to me that a good
point is made, further on, that fourthclass
licenses
should
be
confined to
simple engines of 50 horsepower or under;
third-class licenses to cover up to 125
horsepower; second-class licenses up to 500, and
first-class licenses, of course, unlimited and diffi
cult to get. That would do away with your
much-discussed special license and give every man
a good, fair show to get on in the engineering field,
and if he can't get either one of the four classes
of license, he doesn't deserve any kind at all
until he is better fitted to care for a steam plant."
"There is one point in that editorial that I
don't believe in," said the listener, as he pointed
to the paragraph relating to the question of
license fee."
"Don't you? Why not?" asked Jake.
"In the first place, you will admit that an engi
neer in a location operating under a license law is
better informed as a rule than one in places not
under such a law?"
"Yes," said Jake.
"Well ! Why is he better informed, and more
to be depended upon? It's because the license
law has forced him to dig in and get after things
that he never knew before ; and it's a mighty good
thing he has had to do this, but it has cost him
money and time to get there, and I don't know
that he is thought much more of or paid any
better salary than he ever was ! Why, there are
hundreds of first-class engineers in Massachusetts
working for less than $3 a day, and glad of the
chance to do it; but that editorial favors the 'ex
cellent feature' of graded fees ; that is, the more a
man knows, and the more capable a man is, the
more he will be forced to pay for, being better
informed than some other man in the business.
No, I can't see it in the editor's way, myself."
continued Jake's new-found friend, with
vehemence. "It's the public that is getting all the
protection by these laws, and it seems to me that
it's the public that should stand the expense for
their protection, and not the engineer, who is stuck
into all kinds of engine rooms and who works
under all kinds of conditions. It would be sim
ply forcing a man to pay the state or city so many
dollars each year for the privilege of earning an
honest livelihood. What would the police force
of a city think if they were made to pay a fee
to help cover the running expenses of the police
system simply because they are engaged in pro
viding a safe condition of affairs for the public
to enjoy? But they don't; it's the public that foots
the bill, and it ought to, and I can't see any differ
ence in the case of the engineer, I'll be blowed if
I can ! Why
"
"But," interrupted Jake, "the fee is small, as
is stated here, ranging from $1 up to $s; that
ought not to break a man."
"No it ought not to, and it wouldn't,
either, for that matter, but, just the same, that
$5 would pay for five years' subscription to that
paper, and I could go on all day enumerating
articles that that $5 would purchase; and, what's
more, I have yet to meet with the man who has
got $5 more than he knows what to do with. But
that isn't the point. I could pay my $5 and not
go in need until the next pay day. It isn't that.
It's the principle of the thing. I maintain that
what the people enjoy they should pay for, and
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it doesn't seem right to me that a man, just be
cause he has chosen, been forced into or stumbled
into the engineering world—where he takes big
responsibilities in some cases—should be obliged
to pay $5 or 5 cents for that privilege, which is
no privilege at all. Then it says that such a high
fee would prevent a man from applying for a
grade of license he felt he was not fitted for, be
cause he would not care to spend a large fee for
a license which he knew he was not likely to get.
Well! I suppose there is something in that, but
on the other hand, a man isn't apt to lose a day's
pay and spend carfare just for the fun of getting
turned down by the inspector, and from what
I've seen of inspectors they don't spend all day
asking questions of a man who has no excuse for
being up before them other than a misguided
opinion of himself, and don't you forget it! I
am strictly in favor of running the inspection de
partment by means of taxation ; then the engineer
will pay his proportion, and no more, for protect
ing the public and his employer's property against
accident."
"What do you think of the matter of punish
ment for violation of the License Law?" asked
Jake, who was highly entertained by the earnest
ness of his companion.
"It should be enforced !" was the prompt re
ply. "If I get drunk, I am willing to stand the
consequences; and if I am negligent I don't see
why I should expect the matter to be winked at.
The law is framed to cover just such things. But
between you and me, I can point out cases where
an engineer has run his engine while in a regu
lar trance until he took a notion to shut down,
and then tried to lick all hands, proprietor includ
ed, but nothing was ever done by the inspector
who knew all about it. So you see, there are
corners and curves to all things."
At this juncture the train slowed down at
Jake's destination ; so, bidding his talkative friend
"Good day and Good Luck," he stepped from the
train, which was soon lost to sight in the dis
tance.
HIGH PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF GAS
POWER.
A gas power installation of exceptional in
terest is now under construction by the Laclede
Gas Light Co. of St. Louis, Mo. The system
has for its object more efficient distribution of
gas over larger areas than may be economically
covered by the simple method of running large,
low-pressure pipes from a centrally located plant
to supply all parts of the city. The system under
construction is intended to supply the entire
city of St. Louis, embracing an area of approxi
mately 65 square miles.
It is evident that, in order to serve the out
lying districts of such an area, one of three
methods must be employed: First, large, lowpressure feeders, from a central holder to the
center of the district to be covered ; second,
medium-sized feeders from the main holder to
auxiliary holders in the center of the district;
and third, a high-pressure feeder to distributing
center, using pressure-reducing valves at this
point for obtaining the proper pressure upon the
service lines. The enormous expense for con
struction entailed by the first two methods has
practically prohibited their use in St. Louis, and
the high-pressure system is being installed.
This gas distribution system as a whole pre
sents a striking similarity to the ordinary alter
nating current distribution system with primary,
high-pressure feeders, reducing transformers and
secondary low-pressure distributing lines, the
theory of high-pressure transmission being in
both cases identical.
The pressures to be employed in the system
under construction at St. Louis are approxi
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mately S pounds per square inch for the me
dium-pressure feeders and from 20 to 80 pounds
per square inch for the high-pressure suburban
feeders. On account of the use of castiron
mains, the 5-pound limit was chosen for the
medium-pressure system, but for the high-pres
sure system, iron pipe with screwed fittings will
be used. With this construction, any desirable
pressure may be carried with entire safety and
the radius of distribution extended to 100 miles
if necessary.
In the medium-pressure system, the gas pres
sure will be supplied by a blowing unit, consist
ing of a standard Connersville blower direct
driven by a 300-horsepower Westinghouse hori
zontal gas engine. The engine is of the type re
cently brought out for high-power work and em
bodies a number of newly developed features
which distinguish the construction of the hori
zontal type. The engine has two double-acting
cylinders, arranged in tandem with a single
crank. It uses for fuel the ordinary illuminating
gas such as is distributed to customers, and
draws its supply directly from the gas main, op
erating upon the four-stroke cycle. The method
of governing secures a constant quality of explo
sive mixture at all loads, the quantity of the
mixture being proportioned by the governor to
the load on the engine. Electric ignition is em
ployed.
In this particular installation, the engine is
controlled by an automatic pressure governor
which adjusts the speed of the unit in direct
proportion to the demand for gas, the speed thus
being in inverse proportion to the pressure in
the distribution main. So sensitive is this con
trol that the variation in pressure will not ex
ceed 8 ounces for a 50 per cent range in gas
output.
The regular centrifugal speed governor is,
however, also used in order to prevent, under
any conditions, the engine from running at ex
cessive speed.
The St Louis installation is one of the first
of its kind in the illuminating gas field, al
though the system has long been in successful
use in the distribution of natural gas over large
districts adjacent to natural gas fields. The St.
Louis system is in charge of W. A. B'aehr, Engi
neer of the Laclede Gas Light Co.
Aluminum is now employed for three of the
largest electric transmission lines in North Amer
ica. In the longest single line—that from the
Electra power house to San Francisco, a dis
tance of 154 miles—aluminium is the only con
ductor used. The 144-mile transmission between
Colgate and Oakland is carried out with three
aluminium and three copper wires, while the
third transmission from Shawinigan Falls to Mon
treal, a distance of 85 miles, uses all aluminum'
conductors.
At a recent meeting in Berlin, H. Sackur
brought out the following points on the instal
lation of a plant for electroplating. The meth
ods of electro chemistry should be carefully
studied, and the composition of liquids and the
decomposition of salts taken into account. High
pressure steam should be used in the boilers,
and the steam jet utilized for carrying off the
nitrous acid vapors from the bath. For drying
the finished goods, a special device is used,
which has a boiler some feet away from the
wall where the furnace is located, and is con
nected to the wall by a smoke pipe. Close by
the wall is placed horizontally a flat box con
taining a 2-inch copper tube, which forms the
bottom of the drying jacket Above this jacket
is a broad box, filling the space between the
boiler and the wall, the height being sufficient
to take in the smoke pipe of the boiler.
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Unwise Opposition.
We note that the joint legislative committee
of the Board of Trade, the Commercial Club,
and the Employers' Association of Louisville,
Ky., will work against the passage of the sta
tionary engineers' license law in that state.
With the advantages which have been secured in
other states in the way of increased efficiency in
engineering and the protection of life and prop
erty, this attitude of those bodies of men, who
are presumably enlightened and looking for the
best interests of the state, is incomprehensible.
It is said that the action is taken because the
business men of Louisvile believe that the bill is
unfavorable to the city's interests. It is, of course,
true that any board of officials, elected or ap
pointed for any purpose whatever, may become
the means of political corruption, but it is not a
common practice to do away with the board of
aldermen and the police force in cities, simply
because certain of their members are corrupt.
No more is it good policy to neglect any possi
ble precautions for the safety of the people and
for the securing of a high grade of engineers to
care for steam machinery—which is admitted to
be dangerous apparatus—simply because, in some
cases, the examining boards have become tools
of political bosses. Even granting that the boards
are politcal in their make up and that the granting
of licenses has sometimes been a matter of pur
chase, yet some system of inspection of boilers,
and some degree of knowledge on the part of en
gineers has been assured, and the condition is
much better even at its worst than it would be
if no ordinance were in force.
The only other argument which is brought up,
i. e., that the law is an attempt of the union to
force higher wages, does not apply, since the bill
has nothing to do with regulating hours of labor
or amount of pay of engineers, any more than
does the law which requires a practicing physi
cian to have a certificate of competency. It
would seem that the gentlemen in Louisville must
have bene misled by some one into taking the
action which has been reported.
The Problem of The Injector.'
It is often interesting to hunt out the fallacy
in a proposition which, on the surface, seems rea
sonable, yet which is contrary to well estab
lished facts. Sometimes the fallacy seems so
much more reasonable than any explanation of
its error which we are able to make, that we are
almost tempted to accept the new proposition as
truth, even though it is contrary to all the rest
of our experience. In any case, it is good prac
tice to seek out the truth in such a seeming con
tradiction, as we are trained to more readily de
tect wrong reasoning and to find the trouble
when things do not go right. To many, the ac
tion of the injector is a mystery, as steam leaves
and enters the boiler at the same pressure with
out any apparent change, yet forces water in
against boiler pressure. The mathematical the
ory usually given is not easily understandable,
and the statement resolves itself into the fact
that the heat from the condensation of the
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steam by the entering water is converted into
mechanical energy of motion, and the boiler
pressure is thus overcome by the velocity of
the water.
The article by Mr. Myron G. Stolp in this
issue is a questioning of this view. Mr. Stolp
is a dissenter from the accepted theory of the
injector, and has a theory of his own which
he promises to give later for the benefit of our
readers. Meanwhile, the explanation of the ap
parent inconsistency which is presented in the
article gives a chance for careful reasoning. The
principle of the conservation of energy is one
which cannot be set aside in the present state
of our knowledge, and Mr. Stolp has no quarrel
with it, so that the question is: Are the supposi
tions in the article wrong, or is there a trans
formation of energy in the process which has
not yet received attention?
Catalog Literature.
Manufacturers are certainly convinced of the
wisdom of carefully prepared and finely printed
catalogs as is proved every day by the number
and quality of those which come to the office of
any prominent engineering firm. There is no dis
position on the part of the more progressive
firms to pinch or save in the matter of providing
creditable advertising circulars and pamphlets,
but too little attention is given, in many cases, to
getting into the catalog material which will
be of interest and value to the recipient and to
using such size and forms that the books will be
convenient for reference, so that they will be
sure of preservation.
In the present age of mechanical development,
it is the exception rather than the rule that any
person who is interested in buying machinery or
supplies has not a considerable knowledge of the
requirements for supplies properly suited to
his purpose. Although pictures are good, still
they do not tell the buyer what he wants to
know. Of course, anyone purchasing a machine
prefers to have one which is well finished, com
pact and of good appearance, but, if he is intel
ligent and fit for his position, he will choose the
machine which may be lacking in these qualities, but
which is simple, with few and substantial parts,
and properly designed to give good economy and
be easily cared for.
It is usually assumed that reputable makers
will use material for the^ different parts of their
machines which are best suited for the purpose,
but a buyer will usually have strong prejudices
as to how his machine shall be arranged, and
there will often be some particlar feature, which
his experience has shown him to be desirable, on
which he will insist. This is quite as likely to
be a detail of internal construction as anything
which will show in a photograph.
Information is what the purchaser wants, not
pictures, and the manufacturer who keeps this
fact in mind when getting up a catalog stands
a much better chance of making sales than the
one who neglects it. With regard to size and
shape, it is obvious that the catalog which
opens at the side, instead of at the end, is much
more convenient to handle, and is more easily
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filed in pigeon holes or on shelves. Also odd
and peculiar sizes stand much less chance of
being preserved than those which conform to the
usual size of books, and will therefore fit easily
into book shelves.
The sizes which have been adopted by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
Northwestern Electrical Association and other
societies, have been chosen by many of the larger
firms and are convenient for most purposes.
These are: 9 by 12 inches; 6 by 9 inches; 4%
by 6 inches ; 3 by 4!^ inches.
THE APPLICATION OF INDUCTION MO
TORS.
BY ARTHUR B. WEEKS.
The uses to which induction motors are now
put are constantly on the increase, these motors
having long been known to be superior to any
direct-current apparatus' for certain forms of
work. For this reason the following descriptions
of methods of application will be timely.
Where a plant receives alternating current
from an outside source, and direct current is de
sired, for charging storage batteries, for annun
ciators, telephones, phonographs, or for operat
ing elevators, machinery of modern design makes
it possible to utilize alternating-current apparatus
to secure the desired results.

FIG. I. HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCH BOARD.
For instance, Fig. 1 shows the receiving panel
for a 400-horse power plant, the two-phase curTents in this case being received at 2,300 volts.
The selector switches, which are operated by
means of a short wooden lever, are double blad.■ed. There is a single-phase Westinghouse inte
grating wattmeter on each phase, also a circuit"breaker for each phase. Practice has proved the
necessity for ample sized marble barriers sep
arating each conductor switch.
For applying an induction motor for charging
storage batteries, the two-phase induction motor
is direct connected to a direct-current generator.
The induction motor is started in the usual way,
t>y means of an auto-starter. There should be a
panel near at hand for the fuse blocks and main
switch, which need be only a four-pole singlethrow switch. If direct-current apparatus is de
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sired for elevator driving, a rotary converter can
be very conveniently used for that purpose. This
makes an ideal arrangement, since the fluctuation
in voltage due to starting is very slight, which is
far from being the case with direct-connected
alternating-current elevator operation.

FIG. 2.

ELEVATOR CONTROL SWITCH FOR IN
DUCTION MOTOR.

The induction motor may be belted to a line
shaft and run continuously, which is considered
very good practice, or it may be direct connected
to the elevator mechanism. This motor may be
for either constant or variable speed. The latter is
coming into more general use where there is need
for one or the other. It is well to remember
that the latter is also preferable, owing to the
fact that the starting resistance is less liable to
injury and burn out. In the constant speed, Ger
man-silver coils of flat ribbon are a part of the
controller, Fig. 2, and burn outs are frequent and
delays common, if the operator is careless in
handling the elevator. Much also depends upon
the inspector, who should keep the controller con
tacts smooth with emery or sandpaper, and keep
just enough lubricant on the contacts to prevent
cutting. The dashpot should also be kept in
good condition, for, upon this, much of the suc
cess of the apparatus depends. Half water and
half glycerine is the proportion used. Clean out
the dashpot thoroughly with benzine before refill
ing. Sometimes the tapered pin which is driven
through the crank and shaft at the dashpot end
drops out ; then there is no cushion from the
dashpot. and the controller goes with a quick
jerk.
The operator should not attempt to run his ele
vator when anything unusual happens, for he may
be sure the apparatus needs immediate attention.
With the gridiron resistance which is used with
the variable speed motor, burn outs are reduced
to a minimum. The controller is not a part of
the resistance, as in the case cited.
Figure 2 shows an end view of a direct con
nected controller frame, indicating the manner of
fastening the angle irons to the motor frame,
and also showing the rack and pinion. In this
view, the controller is in the off position, and is
thrown either forward or reversed by the oper
ator on the elevator car in the usual manner. The
armature shaft is connected to the elevator worm
shaft by means of an ordinary coupling, but the
parts are insulated from each other by paper
fibre or some similar material. The holes for the
coupling bolts are bushed with the same ma
terial.
Fig. 3 shows a 3-horse power induction motor
belted to a line shaft for the purpose of driving
a rotary wringer, a tumbler and a mangle used in
the laundry of a large manufacturing plant of
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Cleveland. As shown, an asbestos covered board
is secured to the brick wall, and the fuse block
and switch are neatly placed thereon. The twophase induction motors in this factory range in
capacity from 1 to 100 horsepower. The motor
shown averages 8 kilowatt-hours for an 8-hour
day run, with the above named machines.
Induction motors are also well adapted for
crane operation. Fig. 4 shows an electrically op
erated crane, one motor being for north and south
operation, one for east and west, and one for
raising and lowering. This particular crane is of
2.000 pounds capacity, built by the Case Manu
facturing Co., of Columbus, Ohio. The main or
feeder wires run horizontally along the right hand
wall, and trailing pulleys take off the current.
There is a double-throw switch which controls
each motor, giving one direction when thrown on
one side, and the reverse on the other. The
switches are all within easy reach of the operator.
Current for the motors is taken from bare wires
which are strung from insulators across the
crane from end to end.
Induction motors are used on a large scale in
the city of Buffalo for operating grain elevators,
and in many factories for receiving power through
the long-distance transmission lines from Niagara
Falls. These motors receive current, not direct
ly from the transmission lines, whose voltage is
22,000 volts, but through a local company which
distributes the current at various voltages. The
Light & Power Co. of Buffalo has done away with
steam, operating arc-light dynamos by means of
direct-connected synchronous motors. An arclight machine is direct-connected to each end of
the motor shaft. Induction motors also sup
planted the steam plant at the Buffalo and Niag
ara Falls Light & Power Co., at Niagara Falls,
N. Y. The motors are belted to a line shaft,
and the several arc and incandescent machines
are in turn belted from this shaft.
Induction motors are often used for driving
machinery by means of a sprocket and chain.

FIG. 3. INDUCTION MOTOR INSTALLATION.

There are many styles of conveyors, any of which
can be economically and conveniently operated by
induction motors. One special conveyor, the Robbins, consists of a leather belt running over cone
pulleys placed at an angle forming a V, in which
grain, for example, may be conveyed for any de
sired distance. At the Cleveland plant of The
Sherwin-Williams Co., a i-horsepower motor
drives a box conveyor which is placed outside
the building; the boxes being unloaded from a
wagon direct to the conveyor while it is in mo
tion.
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These motors possess in a greater degree than
do those of other types the advantage of sim
plicity of construction, costing very little for
maintenance. They should receive a daily in
spection soon after being started, to ascertain
whether the oiling rings are revolving.
One of the unique features of the electric ap
paratus at the plant of The Sherwin-Williams Co.
is its freight car travelling across a bridge.
The induction motor is placed beneath the
car platform, and the only "controller" necessary
is a two-phase, double-throw switch, which is so
connected that the car runs in the direction in
which the switch is thrown. Bare copper wires
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VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS FOR A SINGLE
VOLTAGE.
KIND OF LOAD.
THE application of the electric motor to the
driving of a great variety of machinery has
developed the fact that special designs of
machines are necessary in order to fulfill the re
quirements of the various classes of work which
are to be accomplished. The variety of require
ments might be grouped into the following main
divisions :
First. That class of machinery requiring a
fixed speed, independent of the load, for which a

essary to run the work at the greatest cutting
speed and take the heaviest cuts the tool will
stand, whatever may be the nature of the work.
To accomplish this the horsepower of the mo
tor must not fall off when run at the low speeds
required for large diameters.
It is for this class of service that the variable
speed machines described herein are especially
adapted. The general construction of these ma-

FIG. I. COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.'S VARIABLE
SPEED MOTORS.
chines is similar to that embodied in the gen
eral lines of constant speed machinery which have
been on the market for the last decade; conse
quently any "experimental stage" is eliminated.
OPERATION.
The Commercial variable speed motors accom
plish the variation in speed by means of a double
commutator armature, having two different
windings, but each winding is of the same size
conductor and of the same ampere capacity. A
speed controller is furnished for making the
FIG. 4. INDUCTION MOTOR APPLIED TO CRANE WORKING.
are stretched the entire length of the bridge, and
the current is taken off these for the motor by
means of sliding contacts. The light mains are
tapped for this motor, which is operated at 110
volts.
Major James E. McNary, vice-president of
the Republic Engineering Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.,
in a recent conversation on the question of tur
bine engines for marine service, expressed the
opinion that the application of the steam turbine,
as a substitute for the reciprocating engine in
ship propulsion, has at last reached a stage where
the investigations of naval men are directed,
not so much to the principle of using the steam
turbine, as to the question of efficiency and com
parative economy of the two types of engine.
This is a marked change from the old attitude
of derision and sarcasm. The secretary of the
United States Navy, in his recent annual report,
recommended the experimental installation of the
new form of engine in one or more or our war
ships. This attitude in the navy department is
strengthened in an interview by the ex-chief of
the department of Steam Engineering, Rear Ad
miral Melville, who lately said in an interview
in London : "There can be no doubt of the
economy of the turbine engine as an electrical
driver, for this has been proved. The question
of employing it in marine work is a new prob
lem, but so far as I can see, there is no reason
why we should not be able to obtain in ships all
the economy that is secured in stationary en
gines."
During the year 1902 coal was produced as
follows in various countries : United States,
269, 19S.000 tons; United Kingdom, 227,095,000
tons; Germany, 150,600,000 tons; France, 29,574,000 tons; Belgium, 22,769,000 tons.

standard shunt wound machine is especially suit
able on account of its automatic regulation of the
speed within very close limits.
Second. That class of machinery requiring
frequent starting and stopping under load, and
which does not require constant speed and in
which the operation of the machine is at all
times directly under the control of the operator
by means of a lever, wheel or some similar con
trolling device. For this class, of which cranes,
hoists and rolling-mill machinery are examples,
the series wound motor is especially adapted on
account of its ability to exert a strong starting
torque with a comparatively small flow of current
and its characteristic of running at high speeds
under light loads and low speeds under heavy
loads, which is frequently the normal condi
tion of operating such machinery.
Third. That class of machinery in which an
approximately constant speed is desired, but in
which the perfection of regulation given by a
shunt motor is not necessary and in which the
occurrence of sudden wide fluctuations of load
or the necessity of frequently starting or chang
ing the direction of motion of a mass having large
inertia requires the ability to develop a large
torque with a small flow of current. For this
class, among which are printing presses, eleva
tors, punches and shears, a compound wound
motor is especially suitable, as it combines the
characteristics of the strong starting torque of the
series motor with an approximation to the
automatic regulating feature of the shunt motor.
Fourth. Those machines which require a
great variation in speed, with the heaviest torque
or pulling power, at the slowest speed, and a less
torque at a higher speed, the actual horsepower or
rate of doing work being the same at all speeds.
Lathes, boring mills, milling machines, drills,
with many others, belong to this class, and to
secure the greatest output from them it is nec

FIG. 2. UNIVERSAL CONTROLLER AND STAND.
necessary combinations of these armature wind
ings and for varying the field strength to secureintermediate steps between the armature com
binations. These controllers are simple and com-
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CURVES OF EFFICIENCY FOR COMMERCIAL
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR.

pact and the changes from minimum to maximum
speed are easily and quickly effected. The con
trollers are made reversible.
Included in the above controller is the rotary
starting and reversing switch, by means of which
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the motor is started, stopped and reversed, while
the speed control is set at any desired point. The
speed controller and starting switch are combined
into one piece of apparatus and enclosed in a
neat compact case which can be placed at any
desired point on a driven tool, or which can be
mounted on a stand conveniently located by the
side of the tool.
The advantages of Commercial variable speed
motor system and its characteristics and perform
ances are as follows :

i '
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Special attention is called to the very high effi
ciencies obtained on the slow and medium ranges.
It is especially desirable to obtain these high effi
ciencies within these ranges, as it is customary
to use the machine the greater portion of the
time within these limits, and as the power con
sumed within this range is ordinarily greater than
at the maximum range, the efficiency within
the lower limits is of greater importance.
Curve No. 2 shows the efficiency for a motor
operating at various loads and at the lowest
speed. It will be seen that the efficiency at each
point throughout the curve is equal to the high
est obtainable efficiency of a constant speed mo
tor designed for a corresponding output at a cor
responding speed.
It will be noted in Fig. 4 that the variation be
tween no load and full load on each speed step
is very slight. For instance, on the eighth step,
it will be noted that the speed at no load is 1,110
revolutions, while at full load it is 1,060, while
on the first step the speed at no load is 500 revo
lutions, while the speed at full load is 450. It is
also noteworthy that the speed steps between
the minimum and maximum are not overlapping
and are practically evenly divided.
Throughout the entire range of speeds on a
15-hcrsepower variable speed machine the maxi
mum variation in efficiency when developing full
load at any speed does not exceed 2]/i per cent.

4001
hopse power output
FIG. 4. VARIATION OF SPEED WITH LOAD ON VARI
OUS STEPS.

AUTOMATIC APPARATUS FOR REGU
LATING GENERATOR AND FEEDER
POTENTIALS.
BY <. J. BECHTEL.

First. A range in speed of four to one in
twelve uniformly graded steps without overlap
ping.
Second. The greatest torque, or pulling power,
at the slowest speed, so that pieces of large di
ameter may be turned with as heavy cuts as
smaller pieces.

(A paper presented before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.)
Since the introduction of electricity as a
source of illumination, one of the most important
problems has been that of potential regulation.
The efficiency of the conversion of electricity
into light depends greatly upon the maintenance
of a constant potential at the lamp terminals.
For instance, a system having a potential regu
lation ot 2 per cent can profitably use incandes
cent lamps which consume 3.1 watts per mean
horizontal candlepower based on the oval fila
ment type of present quality, while a poorer
regulation factor would require the use of lamps
consuming from 3.5 to 4 watts per candle power,
representing a sacrifice of from 12.5 to 30 per
cent in conversion efficiency.
The potential of a shunt-wound generator
drops very materially as the load increases. To
overcome this drop, compound-winding of gener
ators was introduced, being a step towards auto
matic potential regulation; but this only com
pensates for the inherent loss in the generator
itself and is not capable of regulation for
speed losses nor variations due to outside causes.
Thus, if it is desired to maintain a constant
potential at the switchboard or centei o( distri
bution under changes of any, or all conditions,
an external automatic potential regulator must
be used.
There are a number of types of automatic
generator potential regulators using different
methods to accomplish the result. One type, has
been in use in our station for the past 4 (years
on generators up to 250-kilowatt capacity operat
ing under extreme conditions, and has given ex
cellent service in alternating work, as [shown
by the curve on a recording voltmeter chart
where the variation for 4 hours is less than I volt
This line was fed by a 150-kilowatt, 60-cycle
alternating-current generator supplying current
for the daylight alternating-current incandescent
load and operated from a jackshaft driven by an
engine which also operates a direct-connected.

FIG. 5. COMMERCIAL MOTOR DRIVING LATHE.

Third. A constant maximum horsepower at
all speeds ; it does not fall off in capacity at the
low speeds when the greatest effort is usually re
quired.
Fourth. A practically constant speed at all
loads when the controller is set at a given
point. It does not slow down when you strike
a deep cut and speed up when the tool runs out
into air.
Fifth. A practically constant efficiency at all
speeds, and a high efficiency at all loads. It
wastes no power in heating resistance coils or
dinarily used to control the speed.
Sixth. It can be installed on any standard system
running from the same wires as constant speed
motors or lights already installed.
Curve No. I, Fig. 3, shows the efficiency of
the 5-horsepower motor at various speeds when
developing 5 horsepower through the entire range.
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500-kilowatt, 500-volt, direct-current generator,
supplying current for the street railway system.
The larger part of the engine-load being very ir
regular, and the engine governor not of the best,
there are sudden fluctuations in speed, as shown
by the continuous speed recorder.
This type of regulator while very satisfactory
as a generator potential regulator, and perhaps
sufficient under favorable line and load condi
tions in small stations, does not correct the
potential for variation in power factor nor rela
tive changes in the load on different feeders.
The 2,300-volt, single-phase lighting circuits
are connected to the different phases and neutral,
balanced as nearly as possible between the dif
ferent phases in regard to load conditions. Even
with extreme care, a perfect balance cannot be
maintained on account of variations of load
at different times on the individual circuits. To
overcome this, we have ordered nine automatic
feeder potential regulators of the boosting trans
former type, having the secondary winding in
series with the circuit and divided into small
sections which are capable of being automatic
ally cut in or out, step by step, as the conditions
require, to maintain a desired voltage at the
individual feeder terminals.
These regulators are to have the necessary
capacity to maintain a pressure of 10 volts, (200
volts primary), above or below that of the bus
bars.
Feeder potential regulators are not advisable
for use on direct-current systems on account of
the necessity for using batteries, rotary-boosters,
or dead resistance in series with the different
feeders.
This problem is, however, not serious, as the
entire system may be formed into a network
and operated as one unit. Good distribution and
regulation can be obtained by the use of a system
of interconnected mains, tied together wherever
possible with feeders from high and low bus
bars to determined points, and by the use of main
storage batteries.
The automatic generator potential regulator
first described as, being satisfactory on alternat
ing work, was not satisfactory on a direct-cur
rent, three-wire system. We installed two of
these regulators on a pair of 200-kiIowatt gener
ators for the purpose of steadying the potential
of a three-wire system of about 2,000 kilowatts
at peak load ; but they are not capable of doing
this, nor even of maintaining a potential regula
tion of less than from 2 to 4 per cent of their
capacity while operating on a separate load. The
greatest fault is the tendency to surge or pump,
(even with a properly adjusted oilrcushion),
probably on account of the greater time required
to increase or decrease the magnetic density of
the solid field poles of the direct-current gener
ator, as against the laminated ones of the alter
nator.
I believe, however, that a later form of regu
lator now on the market is capable of maintain
ing a uniform potential under these conditions;
instead of cutting resistance, step by step, in or
out of the field-circuit, it cuts a large resistance
instantaneously in or out of the field-circuit, and
reverses the operation when the potential rises
or falls above or below the normal, repeating
the performance as often as required. On large
machines this regulator operates upon the fields
of the exciter instead of on the fields of the main
generators.
The largest searchlight in the world has
been completed and will be used for advertising
purposes at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
The machine weighs 7,000 pounds, is of 2,250,000
candlepower, and projects a beam of light 7 feet
in diameter.
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LIQUID RESISTANCES AS SAFEGUARDS ously on two or more wires of different polarities,
the line thus being short-circuited through the
AGAINST EXCESS OF VOLTAGE.
ground. In order to prevent this, noninductive
BY ALFRED GRADENWITZ.
resistances are cut into the earth wire of a spark
PLANTS comprising both underground cables gap, these resistances being so high as to elim
and overhead wires for transmitting elec inate any danger to the machines arising from
tric power, are especially exposed to the short-circuits, while transmitting an amount of
occurrence of excess voltage. On this account, it current sufficient to carry off extra high voltage.
has been found necessary to protect them by spe
The Berlin Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellcial safeguards.
schaft has recently obtained patents for a liquid
If a wire having a coefficient of self-induction
L be traversed by a current of intensity /, the
whole of the electromagnetic energy stored up
in the wire will be y2 L P. Now if the current /
be suddenly broken, the energy present will be
converted into electrostatic energy. The ca
pacity of the wire being C and the tension E, the
amount of electrostatic energy will be yi C E'.
Apart from the energy losses due to the interrup
tion, the two amounts of energy should be equal,
hence yi L P = % C E2, approximately. The
voltage produced will be

As is seen, the voltage produced will be pro
portional to the current intensity before existing
in the wire, and is also dependent on the ratio
of the self-induction to the capacity of the wire.
This ratio, while being small in the case of
cables, will have large values in the case of over
head wires. In plants containing only cables,

FIG. I. A

LIQUID RESISTANCE
CIRCUITS.

FOR

POLYPHASE

there will therefore be little chance for the oc
currence of excess voltage ; on the other hand,
wherever only aerial wires are used, high tension,
though occurring frequently, will not be able to
produce any seriously bad effects. If, however,
an aerial wire section be connected to a shorter
cable portion, the high voltage originated by the
overhead wire may be discharged through the
cable so as to destroy it. In order to have an
approximate idea of the magnitude of the ten
sions produced, E may be taken as about 200 /.
Each phase should be protected separately, as
electric arcs are frequently produced simultane
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will not boil in less than an hour in the above
rheostat. Now as actual loads are always mo
mentary—apart from the current intensity having
to be smaller than the above value—this design
appears to meet all requirements even under un
favorable conditions. These resistances, as a
matter of course, should be protected against
frost, and an occasional refilling will be necessary
to ensure proper working.

MALLEABLE IRON FLANGES FOR STEAM
PIPE.
BY JOHN B. BERRYMAN.
The question of pipe fittings is one of vital
interest to every engineer. Nothing is more dis
turbing than a cracked or broken fitting, yet
the fittings and especially the flanges in a sys
tem, are points where trouble is more likely to
occur than anywhere else. Cast iron fittings
are usually amply strong to resist pressure, but
on the other hand, they are easily broken by any
bending strain or by a blow. Cast steeel fittings
have been used to a certain extent but are ex
pensive. Malleable iron fittings are, for all
practical purposes, equal to steel, cost less and
can be furnished more promptly.
Careful tests made by the Crane Co. of Chi
FIG. 2. FRONT VIEW AND SECTION OF LIQUID cago have developed the following facts with
RESISTANCES.
regard to malleable flanges:
1. They are stronger than the standard weight
of pipe to which they may be attached. This
resistance, which seems to be particularly avail
has been proved by screwing malleable flanges
able in this connection. It should be mentioned, on pipe, and then bursting the pipe under hy
in the first place, that this resistance may be draulic pressure as shown in Fig. 1. This was a
used constantly for a certain length of time 10-inch pipe, some 4 feet in length, and was
without becoming too hot and without the liquid burst by bolting blank flanges on the end, and
being projected ovitside or the resistance tubes then subjecting it to hydraulic pressure. Rup
being destroyed. The main feature of this re
ture occurred under a pressure of 1,900 pounds
sistance, which is specially designed to be con
which did not affect the flanges in any way.
nected to polyphase wires, consists of the path of
2. Extra heavy malleable flanges are stronger
the liquid being closed, so as to secure a per
than the bolts by which they are connected. Hy
manent circulation and to prevent any splashing draulic tests made by bolting two flanges togeth
of the liquid.
er, with an iron ring
inch thick between them
An exterior view of such a resistance for and inside the bolt holes, showed, in every in
polyphase systems is given in Fig. 1, and the stance, that the bolts could be broken without
details may be seen in the drawing, Fig. 2. The injuring the flanges.
apparatus consists of a box, A, of galvanized
3. Malleable flanges are stronger than the
iron ; this box, which is intended to be filled with
the liquid, is closed by a perforated cover, B,
easily removable. Three tubes, communicating
with the inner compartment, are fixed to the
front wall of the box, the brass elbows of C
having joints both above and below, and the
middle brass pieces, D, carrying screws for con
necting the wires. The connecting tubes, E, are
of hard rubber, so that any voltage connected
to the middle pieces cannot pass to the earth box
except through the water column filling the tubes.
A water gage glass, F, shows whether the liquid
level is high enough, 1. c. whether the upper
tube ends are covered.
When the above device is put into operation
the current will traverse the resistance, heating
the liquid in the tube.
The liquid will
therefore rise towards the inner part of
the box, any steam produced escaping through
the perforated cover, and cold water will FIG. I. PITE WITH MALLEABLE FLANGES USED
PRESSURE TEST.
follow from below, thus producing a com
plete circulation. The resistances proper are the
liquid columns in the tubes E, one pair for each
phase. The vessel A, being neutral, will have to cast iron flanged fittings, cast iron valves or
be earthed. In the case of direct or single-phase other apparatus used on the piping system in
alternating currents, separate vessels with one every power plant.
tube each would have to be used. The current
4. By care and perfected methods in casting
intensity may be regulated by adding a conven
and annealing, malleable flanges are produced
ient amount of salt to the liquid, and by choosing which are much more uniform in solidity and
proper values for the inner diameter of the strength than steel castings.
tubes E.
5. Malleable flanges will stand a great amount
Experiments have shown that in the case of a of hammering and abuse without injury, a point
permanent load as high as 5 amperes the water which is of great vaue in erection.
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TESTS ON FLANGES.
The amount of distortion which a malleable
flange will stand, is shown in Fig. 2. This
flange was for 6-inch pipe with an outside dia
meter of 11 inches. One side was cut in two as
shown, and by means of a testing machine, the
ends of the ring were sprung apart to a distance
of 6yi inches as indicated on the figure. The
flange is I inch thick on the rim and iyi inches
on the neck. It is certain that a cast iron flange
would have been snapped under such a test with

FIG. 2. A FLANGE TWISTED TO SHOW ITS RESISTING
POWER AGAINST BENDING STRESSES.
practically no distortion whatever. The malle
able flanges are arranged for fastening to pipe
either with the ordinary screwed joint or by
rolling the pipe into grooves in the flanges as
shown in Fig. 3. This rolled form of joint has
been found particularly satisfactory in highpressure work, and the joints have been tested
up to a pressure of 3,100 pounds per square inch
before rupture occurred.
The material then gave way, but the joint was
not injured. The rolled joint is made on pipe of
any size from 6 inches up, either with flat face
on the flange, or with the recess and tennon
joint as shown in Fig. 3.
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sarily conclude that cast iron for this purpose is
a fairly reliable metal.
When a line with cast iron flanges has been
erected and warmed up without trouble, the
chances are that the flanges will never crack, as
serious accidents arising from the failure of
cast iron flanges in a running plant are exceed
ingly rare. Now and then we hear of a cast
iron flange giving way while being bolted up, or
as the line is being warmed up for the first
time. This may result from any of the follow
ing causes :—
1st:—Careless bolting such as drawing all the
bolts tight on one side and then following with
the bolts on the opposite side, or, if the flanges
have raised faces with a gasket between so that
the outer edges stand about 14 inch apart, unless
the bolting is very carefully done, the flanges
will be broken through the great leverage ex
erted by the bolts. We have found that, if a
6 inch cast iron flange is deflected at the outer
edge 1-16 inch the flange will break. The large
sizes will probably stand a little more, but not
much.
2nd:—Internal stress set up in the flange by
forcing it on a piece of pipe on which the diame
ter and length of thread do not correspond ac
curately with those in the flange.
3d :—Improper provision for expansion in the
piping system.
Malleable flanges are proof against destruction
by the bolting or internal thread stress and
practically proof against expansion strains, be
cause, should such strains be set up, other parts
of the system would probably be destroyed be
fore the flanges.
It is evident that malleable flanges may with
advantage be used on any piping system, either
high-pressure or standard, but they are espe
cially valuable on pipe bends where such bends
are used to take up expansion and on high-pres
sure piping which must be operated continuous
ly, such as electric light or street railway sta
tions.
Standard and extra heavy malleable flanges
are exactly similar to cast iron flanges in diame
ter and thickness of metal, hence designs need
not be altered in order to use them.
THE NEW FITCHBURG ENGINE.
WE are illustrating herewith an engine which
has been known by name to the public
for 30 or more years, through the constant
improvements which have been made upon it to
keep it in the front rank make it necessary for
engineers to keep up with its growth.

principles of standing and centrifugal balance of
all parts (allowing as low as 40 revolutions per
minute or as high as 350 revolutions), and of
throwing the eccentric in a straight line across
the shaft, keeping a constant lead opening for all
points of cut-off, and for both strokes, instead
of swinging the eccentric from a pin, a method
which gives a variable lead opening, differing
for the two strokes.
The company in 1870 adopted the piston valve
under the T. S. Davis patents, using first a solid
valve, but in 1876 patenting an expansible piston
valve, the principle of which under successive
patents has since been used in all of their engines.
The steam valves of all four-valve horizontal
engines are also made double ported, which
with the Corliss wrist cam action, as described
later, gives the equivalent of a multiported, grid-

FIG. I. THE FITCHBURG GOVERNOR.
iron valve, with releasing cut-off though with
many less pieces. This possibility of expanding
the valves gives the means of keeping them ab
solutely tight for many years with no other trou
ble or expense than an hour's time of the engineer
once in 12 to 18 months. As these valves have
been used more than 25 years, the assertion as to
their keeping steam tight is predicated on actual
experience, not guesswork.
Several years ago the company patented the
cam valve motion by which, through a Corliss
wrist action, the steam valves are alternately
swiftly opened and closed, remaining at com
plete rest during more than half of the stroke.

FIG. 3. MALLEABLE FLANGE WITH GROOVE
FOR ROLLING IN PIPE.
There can be nothing gained by using a
stronger material for flanges than malleable iron,
for the reason that when a plant is fitted up
with malleable flanges, they are the strongest
part of the system ; stronger than the pipe, fit
tings, valves, boilers or engines. If they had
ten times the strength, it would be of no benefit.
The fact that steel has a greater ultimate
strength does not make it more desirable because
that ultimate strength is not, and never can be,
utilized in practice. The limit of strength of a
joint is reached the moment the bolts commence
to stretch, and the limit, using the usual highpressure bolting, is arrived at long before an
extra heavy malleable or steel flange will give
out.
MALLEABLE FLANGES COMPARED WITH CAST IRON.
When we consider the thousands of cast iron
flanges which are turned out every week, and
the small number of breakages, we must neces-

FIG. 2.

VALVES AND VALVE GEAR.

The Fitchburg Steam Engine Co., among the
first to apply the shaft governor, Fig. I, to the
control of automatic cut-off engines more than 30
years ago, has seen that method of securing au
tomatic cut-off grow until there are more makers
of engines using it than are using other methods.
While improving the details and workmanship
of the governor, the company has held to its first

By doing away with the release motion, a sav
ing of 60 to 150 pieces in the valve mechanism
is effected ; an absolutely quiet valve motion ob
tained, and the closeness of regulation much im
proved. This positive valve motion also gives
an opportunity for higher rotative speeds than
are possible when the valves are alternately
caught and dropped. The motion is running 150
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or more revolutions upon 500-horsepower or
larger engines, and 200 or more revolutions upon
smaller engines, with perfect quiet of valve mo
tion and other parts.
The cam, a, Fig. 2, is so made that its actuat
ing pin, carried by a short swinging crank and
carrying a hardened antifriction roll, traverses
an arc concentric with its own centre of motion
for something more than half its whole travel
without moving the cam or valve. A tangential
reverse curve starts the cam very gently at first,

men at any time and at least half the orders
come from those who have used their engines
from 5 to 25 years. Recently a seventh engine
of 1,200 horsepower was sent to parties who put
in the first one 24 years ago. Also the eleventh,
a 600 horsepower, to a man who put in the first

FIG. 3. SINGLE-CYLINDER FITCHBURG ENGINE WITH TANGYE BED.

then with rapidly increasing velocity until, when
the valve has been moved to the extent of its
lap, the actuating pin has reached the vertical
part of the cam slot, giving its most rapid mo
tion to the valve, more than twice in velocity
and distance what it could be without the Cor
liss principle. The closing of the valve is at the
same velocity of travel as the opening and this
quickness of motion, with the double ports, gives
quick admission and sharp cutoff with all the ad
vantages of the balanced valve and positive valve
motion.
The steam being at both ends of each valve,
they are balanced endwise with the exception of
the area of the valve stem, and this small un
balanced area gives one of the strong features
of the valve motion, as it keeps the easy side of
the cam always against the actuating roll, the
other side doing no work so long as there is
steam pressure in the steam chest.
The first cams placed in use more than 8
years ago and running an average of considerably
more than 10 hours a day, 307 days in a year ever
since, have not had the file marks worn off yet
and have had nothing done to them. For low
pressure valves, the stems are made larger, so as
to accomplish the same result with the low re
ceiver pressure. The valve stems are held to the
cams by set screws and the valve can be very
easily adjusted by moving the stem in or out of
the cam.
The exhaust valves are upon one stem, driven
by a separate eccentric and adjustable to any ex
haust release or closure desired. Any valve can
be removed and put back in place in 10 minutes'
time, every part being easily accessible and eas
ily adjustable.
Water cooled main bearings are furnished, if
desired, with larger engines of 200 to 1,200 horse
power. The company has not run short time for
25 years nor with less than 75 per cent of its
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one nearly 20 years ago, and is now using two
of 600 horsepower, two of 500 horsepower, two
of 350 horsepower and one of 250 horsepower, the
others having been exchanged for the larger
ones. Fig. 3 shows a tangye bed, single-cylin
der, and Fig. 4 a tandem-compound, both showing
the simplicity of the valve motion. The corn-

COAL CONSUMPTION IN
STATIONS.

CENTRAL

In a paper read by A. S. Giles before the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Manchester,
England, the author considers seriatim the vari
ous losses which occur in the generation of elec
trical energy, pointing out that an ordinary cot
ton or weaving mill produces an indicated horse
power for 2 pounds of good coal, whereas many
electricity works consume five or six times as
much. The low load factor of lighting stations
is of course accountable for much of the loss,
but by no means all. The author advocates
careful trials and calorimetric tests of the coal
used, and shows that in his works (Blackburn)
the lowest cost is obtained with coal which is
neither so clean nor so high in calorific value as
many of the samples tested. Mechanical stokers
are advocated for all but small stations, as an
economy of even 30 or 40 per cent can often
be realized as compared with hand firing. The
importance of frequently analyzing flue gases,
in order to detect the admision of excess of air
and incomplete combustion, is pointed out, and
the use of continuously recording instruments
for this purpose is commended. Serious losses
result from bare or insufficiently covered boilers
and pipes; on the other hand, a marked econo
my can be effected by using even a moderate de
gree of superheat, which prevents condensation
in the pipes and in the cylinders. In the author's
experience, high speed engines are as economical
in steam consumption as low speed Corliss en
gines; a consumption of 18.7 pounds of steam
per kilowatt-hour has been obtained with a 1,500kilowatt Belliss high speed engine at Leeds.
The poor vacuum at the engine often observed
in central stations is frequently the result of
faulty design ; long lengths of exhaust piping,
with numerous sharp bends and tees, are met
with in central condensing plants; separate con
densers are free from these defects, as well as
from the leakage of air into the pipes at the
numerous joints, and give better results. The
author finally advocates the careful study in
detail of the chain of heat losses in central sta-

FIG. 4. TANDEM-COMPOUND ENGINE.
pany also makes vertical engines of all sizes, and
distinctively high-speed engines, all these types
being made with single cylinder or compound,
direct-connected to generator or otherwise. The
head office of the Fithcburg Steam Engine Co.
is at Fitchburg, Mass., with branch offices at
Taylor Building, New York; Mutual Life Build
ing, Philadelphia; 1501 Fisher Building, Chicago,
and with agencies in several other places.

tions, with a view to introducing small improve
ments which in the aggregate may lead to large
economies.
A. H. A.
Beginning march I, a slow train will leave Paris
for Pekin, over the Trans-Siberian Railroad daily.
The fare will be $94.65. Twice a week a fast ex
press will start on the same trip, the fare being
$195.54 first-class, and S136.35 second-class.
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In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have allpossible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer,
Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
E. L. J OPERATION OF TWO LIGHTS.
"How can I wire in two lamps in a house,
one upstairs and one downstairs, so that I can
turn either of them off or on at either place,
using two switches? They are now on two threeways. If this cannot be done with two switches,
please show a method by which it can be done."
A.—Your scheme cannot be worked out with
two switches, unless the two lights are in series,
going off and on together. For absolute and in
dependent control of the two lights you would
have to use two three-way switches, or their

A SCHEME OF CONNECTIONS FOR THE TWO
LIGHTS.
equivalent, for each lamp. The accompanying dia
gram shows a scheme, by which the above condi
tions may be met with the use of two single-pole
double-throw switches and two single-pole singlethrow switches. A and B are the double-throw
switches, C and D the single-throw switches.
Either light may be turned on or off at A, and
if left on, can be cut out upstairs at D. The
same thing applies to B and C. A and C are
downstairs and B and* D upstairs.
W. C. B. ; TWO LAMPS IN SERIES ; VOLTAGE OF A
DYNAMO; DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DIRECT AND
ALTERNATING CURRENT.
"1. Why do not two lamps, connected in
series, each take full voltage, as a steam connec
tion would do ? 2. Would a dynamo, designed to
deliver current at 110 volts, produce a current
at 220 volts, if the speed was increased, and could
a 220-volt machine be slowed down so as to give
110 volts? 3. What alterations are necessary to
make a motor, designed for 220 volts, run at no
volts? 4. Does direct current differ from alter
nating current, when both are at the same voltage,
and will either current run an induction motor?"
A—1. Two lamps connected in series are in
the same condition as two cylinders of a com
pound engine. We do not get full steam pressure
in the low-pressure cylinder, but only a reduced
pressure, which may be one-half, or it may be
one-fourth of the boiler pressure, depending on
the difference in size of the two cylinders. In
the same way two lamps, which are connected in
series, divide up the electric pressure or voltage
between them. If they are alike, each lamp will
take half the pressure. If they are of different
sizes, this will not be so. In the case of the
steam engine the size of the steam pipe, which
supplies it, would make no difference about the
division of steam pressure between two cylin
ders.
2. A dynamo designed to give no volts would
give 220 volts, if the speed were practically dou

bled. Actually it would have to be rather less
than double. Of course, it is not safe to do
this, as the armature may not be strong enough
to stand the increased speed. A dynamo which
gives 220 volts, if run at somewhat over half speed,
will give no volts, but there is a certain mini
mum speed below which any dynamo will not gen
erate at all, so that the ratio is not exact. A
difficulty in changing the speed of a dynamo to
change its voltage is that, if it is self-excited and
slowed down, the lower electromotive force will
not be sufficient to furnish the required current
to the fields, while if it is speeded up, the excess
of electromotive force will give more field strength
than is needed, and will overheat the fields
This can be regulated to a certain extent by the
field rheostat. The slowing down process is, of
course, safe, while the speeding up process is
always risky.
3. In the case of a motor designed for 220
volts, a voltage of no on the fields will not give
sufficient strength, and it is probable that the
speed would be high. It is impossible to prophesy,
without full data in regard to a motor, what its
speed would be at half voltage on both fields and
armature. If the field can be excited with the
voltage for which it is designed, the armature can
be run at half voltage, and will then run at half
speed without any change whatever. Of course,
in this case the field must have a separate circuit
to the leads from which exciting current is taken.
4. The direct current in a circuit has a con
stant value, and flows in one direction.
The
alternating current flows first in one direction,
then the other, and has a value that varies from
zero to a maximum in either direction. In the
direct-current circuit, the electromotive force
never rises higher than the value indicated by the
voltmeter. In the alternating circuit the electro
motive force, shown by the voltmeter, is about 0.7
of the maximum value. The same is true of the
current. Direct current will not run an induction
motor.
In this connection I would advise you to read
the articles by Prof. Tell on Elementary Prin
ciples of Alternating Currents.
Q. ; HOW TO MAKE A BATTERY.
"How can I construct a battery to be used for
different purposes, and how can I increase its
strength ?"
A.—The simplest way to make a battery is to
put a strip of zinc and a strip of copper into a
weak solution of sulphuric acid. Keep these two
strips apart by mounting them on a block of wood,
which may act as a cover to the vessel containing
the liquid, and connect a wire to each strip. Join
the other ends of the wires to the apparatus you
wish to have in the circuit, and put a switch in
the circuit, so the battery will not run down, and
current will flow only when the switch is closed.
If you wish to increase the voltage, make
several cells and connect them in series, that is
the copper of one to the zinc of another. If you
want a larger current, connect the cells in paral
lel by joining copper to copper and zinc to zinc.
To prepare the liquid, pour 1 part of sulphuric
acid into 10 parts of water. Remember, to pour
the sulphuric acid into the water, and not the
water into the acid.

C. W. H. ; BATTERY AND DYNAMO IGNITION.
DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR BATTERY AND DY
NAMO IGNITION IN GAS ENGINES.
",i. I wish to run a gasoline engine with a bat
tery for starting and switch over to a dynamo
when the engine is running. I have a singlepole double-throw switch and one spark coil.
Please show a diagram of connections. 2. Will it
be possible for a current from the dynamo to pass
through the battery and destroy it? 3. What
effect will the current from a dynamo have on a
battery? 4. How can one tell which is the posi
tive or negative terminal of a dynamo?"
A—1. The diagram represents the correct
connections. D is the dynamo, B, the battery, G,
the gas engine, and S, the spark coil. L is the
spark plug in the cylinder of the gas engine. It is
connected with the secondary terminals, M, of the
spark coil. H is the primary terminals of the
spark coil. P represents the apparatus con
nected to the shaft of the engine, which is used
for timing the ignition of the gas in the cylin
der. A is the single-pole, double-throw switch
by means of which either the dynamo or battery
can be thrown in the primary circuit.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR BATTERY AND
DYNAMO IGNITION IN GAS ENGINES.I

2. It will not be possible for a current to pass
through the battery from the dynamo, as the
double-pole switch cuts one of them out of the
circuit when it throws the other one in.
3. If the current is not large enough to burn
away the connections of the battery, no special
harm will be done. The circuit being closed
means that the battery will run down, but if given
time enough, it will recuperate and regain its
former strength.
4. In direct current apparatus, the current
flows out through the positive lead and returns
through the negative lead. If you do not possess
a voltmeter, use a compass in the following man
ner: Hold the compass beneath one of the hori
zontal leads; if the north pole of the compass
points to the left, the current is flowing away
from you. In this way the direction of the cur
rent can be determined and from this the polarity
of the terminals.
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speed. The I pound of steam, on the other hand, expanded within the nozzle from the initial pres
STEAM TURBINES.
will correspondingly develop 250,000 foot pounds sure to the pressure of the exhaust, and the
BY FRANCIS HODGKINSON.
of energy, and will have a theoretical discharge energy thus given up by the expansion will be
There are in operation in the field and in velocity of over 4,000 feet per second. A bucket used in giving the jet greater velocity. Therefore,
course of construction at East Pittsburg, about wheel of the dimensions quoted above should re when the steam arrives at the end of the nozzle,
111,000 kilowatts of Westinghouse steam tur volve at 38,300 revolutions per minute, a speed its heat energy will be expended and converted
bines.
for which difficulty would be found in designing into energy of motion. There will be a fall of
A 5,500-kilowatt turbine and its generator are a strong enough wheel.
temperature, and as no heat is added, some of the
shown in Fig. I. Some few of its leading dimen
The phenomenon of the steam jet has, until latent heat of steam will be given up as work,
sions may be of interest:
lately, been surrounded with a good deal of mys which, of course, will result in considerable con
Extreme length, including generator
47 ft 3 in. tery—but it is now generally understood. Its densation. This condensation would amount to
Extreme width, including generator. ... 16 ft. o in. investigation, however, forms a most interesting 23 per cent by weight, if the nozzle were perfect
Height above floor, including generator. 14 ft. o in. study.
and expanded from 150 pounds gage pressure to
The maximum overload capacity of this tur
The function of the nozzle is to direct a jet 28 inches vacuum.
bine will be about 13,000 horsepower. On this of fluid in a predetermined direction with the
To return to the subject of an elementary
basis, we have over 17 horsepower to the square greatest velocity attainable. In the case of a turbine : if the form and speed of the paddles
foot, including the generator.
steam jet, it is obvious that the steam must be were such that they might wholly absorb the
A steam turbine, for many reasons, makes an thoroughly expanded within the nozzle, so that velocity of the jet without friction, the condition
ideal engine. There are no rubbing surfaces ex the energy due to the expansion of the steam of the steam leaving the buckets would be the
cept at the bearings, and these are found to be may be utilized in giving the jet the maximum same as when it left the jet, except that it would
actually exempt from wear. The fact that there possible velocity. If any expansion takes place no longer have velocity, but as a matter of fact
are no internal rubbing surfaces means a great after the steam has passed the nozzle, this expan there are many causes of loss. The velocity may
deal. High superheat may be taken advantage sion is uncontrolled by the walls of the nozzle and not be entirely absorbed ; that is to say, the steam
of. Cylinder lubrication is unnecessary, hence consequently will be in other directions than the may issue from the buckets of the wheel with
the condensed exhaust steam is pure distilled one in line with the axis of the jet. When the considerable velocity, which is a direct loss.
water, and is the best kind of feed water for the pressure into which the nozzle is discharging is There will be a reduction of velocity due to sur
greater than 56 per cent of the initial pressure, face friction and eddies of steam in the buckets,
boilers.
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FIG. 2. FORM OF BLADE OF WESTINGHOUSKparson's TURBINE.

FIG. I. A 5,500-KILOWATT TURBINE AND GENERATOR.
With turbines the cost of foundations is small ;
in fact, with the exception of something that will
hold up the weight of the turbine, none are need
ed. Holding down bolts are never used except
on ship board.
The foundations for the 1,500-kilowatt turbine
instilled at Hartford, Conn., cost $300. The foun
dations for two i.soo-kilowatt turbines for the
Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co. at Elyria,
Ohio, consist simply of two longitudinal walls for
each turbine. They are made of concrete about
1 foot thick. Between the walls and underneath
the turbines are located the condensers, which
makes an ideal compact arrangement.
It may be said that the laws that govern the
design and form of the buckets and passages of
water turbines are equally applicable to steam tur
bines. The difference lies in the fact that steam
is elastic, while water is inelastic, and the former
being a much less dense medium than water, con
sequently attains much higher velocities.
To show the force of these remarks, compare
the energy of one pound of steam and one pound
of water at, say, 150 pounds per square inch
gage pressure, discharging into a 28-inch vacuum,
or at 1 pound absolute pressure. The water will
be theoretically capable of developing 379 foot
pounds of energy and will discharge with a veloc
ity of about 156 feet per second. The best speed
of a wheel of the Pelton type of, say, 1 foot in
diameter, to deal with this velocity, would be
1,490 revolutions per minute—a very comfortable

all that is required to satisfactorily expand the
steam is an orifice having a well rounded en
trance. But should such a nozzle be subjected
to a greater range of pressure than the above,
that is to say, should the discharge pressure be
less than 56 per cent of the initial pressure, then
the expansion of the steam would not be com
plete within the nozzle; there would be consider
able lateral expansion outside of it. In this case
a nozzle, to give the best results, must be of some
length and have divergent walls, such that it is
smallest at the rounded entrance and then becomes
of increasing cross section until the end is
reached.
The reason for the divergence is plain when
it is considered that the work done by the ex
panding steam varies something like in direct
proportion to the number of expansions, and also
varies directly as the square of the velocity. The
volume of the steam therefore increases much
more rapidly than the velocity, and room must
be provided at the outer end of the nozzle to per
mit of the proper expansion of the steam. The
expansion of steam in a nozzle follows closely the
adiabatic line.
Considering this subject further, suppose we
have an elementary turbine like that made use of
in the comparison between a steam and water
turbine, consisting of a nozzle which directs a jet
of steam against the paddles of a rapidly revolv
ing wheel. The steam flows through the nozzle,
and if this is properly constructed it will be fully

which results in heating up the steam, causing
a re-evaporation of some of the water condensed
in the nozzle.
If the turbine had its nozzles mounted on a
wheel, no buckets would be necessary, but in
order to be equal to the bucket form in efficiency,
the wheel would have to revolve at twice the
speed of that in the case we have considered.
The foregoing is the fundamental principle of
steam turbines.
Probably the turbine manu
factured by The Westinghouse Machine Co., in
outward appearances, resembles the above type
less than any other type of turbine. The great
feature of this turbine is that the energy is frac
tionally abstracted from the steam. The steam
enters at the high pressure end and travels to the
exhaust. In its passage are arranged several
rows of turbine blades, at each of which the
steam falls in pressure by steps, so to speak, giv
ing up part of its energy at each successive step.
The form of the blades is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. The steam, in expanding from
state P to Pi, attains velocity and strikes the mov
able blades 2, causing them to revolve. It again ex
pands from Pi to P2, attaining another velocity,
which, reacting on row 2, again causes it to re
volve. Thus ;he motion of the revolving blades
is due to two causes : one, the steam striking
them ; and the other, the steam leaving them.
The velocity of the steam, it will be plainly
seen, may be controlled within whatever limits
are desired, according to the proportioning of the
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turbine. In practice, these velocities are from
150 to 600 feet per second, which is a speed
comparatively slow and one which it has been
found will cause absolutely no cutting of the
buckets, and at which the skin friction of the
operating fluid passing over the bucket surfaces
will cause but little friction.
However, "The proof of the pudding is in
the eating thereof." The Westinghouse Machine
Co. has installed a testing room for its steam tur
bine work, by means of which turbines are thor-
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A brake test of a 400-kilowatt turbine, No. 52,
showed the range of overload possible on a turbine^
and the economy at such overloads:
tiperons
Lbs.
ste'm brakeperhp
bar
hour
Boiler Pres ure
Vacu m ref.30-to iuch
Revolu minute Brake Horse Power
F. Super
Deg.
heat
150
151
152
150
150
143

45
41.3
44.7
41.8
44
44 6

28
28
28
28
28
27.8

3.549
3,526
3,511
3,478
3.436
3,414

258.1
424.6
621.5
755 9
824.6
1,028.2

15.55
14.16
13.56
13.23
13.36
14.13

expand steam to the limits of the condenser pres
sure without the losses encountered with a re
ciprocating engine, such as the friction due to an
enormous increase in the size of the low-pressure
cylinder, and the condensation and re-evapora
tion losses due to the cylinder being alternately
filled with live and exhaust steam. The latter
loss is aggravated by the fact that the temperature
of steam falls much more rapidly as it reaches the
low pressures.
Some types of turbines are unable to show

FIG. 3. CURVES FROM TESTS OF TURBINE FOR THE NEW YORK SUBWAY.
oughly tested and their economy tested beyond
dispute. It has condenser capacity for condens
ing 60,000 pounds of steam an hour, which per
mits of testing turbines of large powers, up to
their ultimate capacity. All turbines are thor
oughly tested, and these tests are frequently car
ried out in the presence of the purchaser's repre
sentative, who thus obtains an exact knowledge
of the performance of the apparatus.
Hereto are added some results of tests which
have been selected, more or less at random,
from records of from 900 to 1,000 tests of tur
bines of various sizes.
Fig. 3 shows the results of a series of tests on
one of the turbines for the lighting of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co. of New York. These
tests were witnessed and verified by engineers of
the staff of Julian Kennedy, of Pittsburg. One
curve shows how the economy of the turbine
holds up with overloads.
Some tests were lately made by F. W. Dean,
of the firm of Dean & Main, on a 400-kilowatt
turbine, No. 55, showing the following results :
Boiler Deg.F. Vacuum Revolu Brake Lbs. steam
Pres Super ref. to 30- tions per Horse per brake
sure
heat inch bar minute Power hp hour
151
3.481
763.5
182
28
11.25
154
3.543
592.3
181
28.1
11.45
( The same turbine without superheat, gave re
sults as follows:
Vacuum Revolu
Brake Lbs. steam
I Boiler
to 30- tions per Horse per brake
Pressure ref.
inch bar minute
Power
hp hour
13.63
153
3,481
728.4
28
154
3,545
593.2
13.91
28
14.48
156
27.9 .
3.584
448
156
3.602
241 3
16.06
28

The brake test of a 400-kilowatt turbine, No. 54,
with 150 pounds boiler pressure, 150 degrees F. su
perheat, and 28 inches vacuum, was as follows:
Boiler Deg.F. Vacuum Revolu
Brake Lbs. ste'm
Pres Super
ref. to tions per Horse p'r brake
sure heat 30-in. bar minute Power hp hour
11 88
151
3,537
626
139
28
11.86
3,586
451
149
158
28
3,596
296.8 18.2
150
150
28
A test of a 1,500-kilowatt turbine, No. 31, with
150 pounds boiler pressure, superheated 25 degrees
F. and 27^ inches vacuum gave:
Electric'l
kilowat's
epcert.
ste'mLbs. el|
inch
bar tionspor
Pres ure
hour
F.Deg.Super Vacu m 30-ref.to Revolu minute Loadin
P.
H.
Boiler
hp.I
heat
146
144
147
155

28
28.4
27 6
29.9

27.5
2'. 6
27.5
27.5

1.476
1,490
1.502
1,507

1,557.6
1,839.8
767.9
383.4

2,087. 8
1,662.0
1,028.1
513.9

13.67
13 94
16.05
20.04

An electrical test of a 1,500-kilowatt turbine,
No. 32, with 150 pounds boiler pressure, dry satu
rated steam and 27-inch vacuum, gave:
Electric'l
kilowa'ts
bar
of Vacu m inch
Steam
in
Lead
£
P.
H.
x = Quality
20-ref.to
CO © — 2
Pg
a
0
0-2
OSS S
k£
14.8
2.051
.992 27.0 1,186 1,530
148
.994 27.0 1.202 1,154.5 1.547.7 15.01
146
17.21
792.1
1,061.6
.992 27.1 1,206
149
526.14 20.19
392.5
149 .991 27.1 1.221
The preceding results are, for the most part,
under good operating conditions, that is, high
vacuum and superheat. A high vacuum is more
desirable for a steam turbine than for a recipro
cating engine, because the turbine can successfully

good economy except with the highest vacuum,
due to the fact of having wheels revolving in the
more or less dense medium of the exhaust pres
sure. The Westinghouse turbine, however, has
no such limitations. It can show an admirable
performance with low vacuum and low boiler
pressure.
Brake test of a 400-kilowatt turbine, No. 28,
with 125 pounds boiler pressure, dry saturated
steam, and 26-inch vacuum:
ste'm
Vacuum Revolu Brake Lbs. brake
Boiler Quality
of ref. to Sc tions per Horse per
Pressure Steam
inch bar minute Power hp hour
15.41
3,536 580
1.0015
26
126
.999
3,555 457.2 16.36
26
125
17.89
3,545 326
.999
26
131
Electrical test of a i^oo-kilowatt turbine, No.
17, with 150 pounds boiler pressure, dry saturated
steam, and 25-inch vacuum:
Revolu Load (Electric'l Lbs. ste'm
Boiler Vacuum
in
Horse per brake
to 3^ tions per
Pressure ref.
inch bar minute Kil'wat's Power hp hour
16.33
1,508
2,015
25.0
1.498
149
18.82
1,224
1,503
914
25.0
150
28.1
1.500
310
417
25.2
151
Electrical test of a i.ooo-kilowatt turbine, No.
15, with 130 pounds boiler pressure, dry saturated
steam, and 27-inch vacuum:
kilowat's Electric'l Power
inchbar Revolu tionsperminute
Boiler Pres ure Quality Steam Vacu m |
Horse
Load in
i||
ref30to
of
en cp-h
132
133
134
139
— The

.999 27.0
.999 27.0
.999 27.1
.997 26.8
Electric Club

1,489 1,101.7 1,476.8
1.498 786.6 1.054.5
1,508 530.7
711.4
1.513 380.01 509.4
Journal.

&
14.9
15.99
17.95
20.75
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A 4,500 HORSEPOWER FEED WATER
HEATER.
The accompanying photograph, Fig. I, illus
trates a 4,500 horsepower National feed-water
heater recently built by the National Pipe Bend
ing Co., New Haven, Conn., for the Old Colony
Street Railroad Co.

FIG. I. 4,500 HORSEPOWER NATIONAL FEED WATER
HEATER.
This heater, which is one of the largest of
its kind in use at the present time, consists
of a steel shell built of heavy plate with doubleriveted, longitudinal seams, the curvilinear seams
being single riveted as usual. At each end of
the shell is riveted a heavy cast iron ring car
rying the flanges to which the heads are bolted,
the exhaust steam entering through one head
and discharging through the other.
At each end of the cylinder is a manifold
riveted to the shell and provided with flanges to
receive the water supply and discharge pipes.
These manifolds are also provided with large
removable plates, thus affording easy access to
the interior for cleaning and inspection. Within
the steel shell are six cells of seamless drawn

FIG. 2. INTERIOR OF THE HEATER.
brass or copper tubing, the ends of which are con
nected to the shell within the manifolds, as
shown in the photograph, Fig. 2. This view of
the interior illustrates the method of securing
the coils in the shell, at the same time allowing
for free expansion when the tubing becomes
heated. The photograph also illustrates the fa
cility with which the coils can be removed,
should occasion demand it, and also that one coil
or more may be stopped off at any time and the
heater still continue its work of feeding the
boiler. It will be seen that the feed water does
not come into contact with the shell, but is con
fined within the coils, so that the shell is sub
jected to the pressure of the exhaust steam only.
Owing to this construction, the shell is not sub
ject to corrosion or pitting and, therefore, will
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last indefinitely, while the material of the tubing
is not affected by acids or scale making elements
in the feed water.
The joints in the tubing are brazed, no screw
joints being employed in any part of the heater,
consequently there is no opportunity for leaks
due to expansion and contraction. The method
of connecting the coils to the shell, as well as
the form of the coils themselves, permits unequal
expansion in the shell without bringing the
slightest stress on the coil connections.
Causing the water to flow through six coils
instead of one affords good opportunity for the
rapid absorption of heat since it brings small
quantities of water into contact with the exhaust
steam, while the arrangement of the coils causes
the steam to impinge with great intensity against
the entire heating surface.
The area for the passage for exhaust steam
is nearly ten times that of the exhaust pipe which
effectually prevents any impediment to the flow
of steam, the rapid absorption of heat by the
coils when used in condensing plants adds con
siderable to the efficiency of the condensing ap
paratus.
Where this style of heater is used in a noncondensing plant the temperature of the feed
water may be raised to 200 degrees without the
slightest difficulty, higher temperatures being the
rule rather than the exception. This type of
heater possesses the special advantage that it
may be converted into a reheater by simply sup
plying live steam to the coils instead of water,
the exhaust steam passing through the shell in
the same manner as when used for heating feed
water.
AMERICAN THOMPSON IMPROVED IN
DICATOR.
The radical improvements, as made in the
old style Thompson indicator, consist of light
ening the moving parts, substituting steel screws
in place of taper pins, using a very light steel
link instead of brass one, reducing the weight of
the pencil lever, also the weight of the squares
on the trunk, piston and the locknut on the end
of the spindle, and increasing the bearing on the
connection of the parallel motion. By shorten
ing the length and reducing the actual weight of
the paper cylinder just one-half, and by shorten
ing the bearing of the spindle, also lowering
the spring casing to a plane nearer to that in
which the cord runs, the momentum of the paper
cylinder has been reduced to a very small
amount. All of these improvements have les
sened the friction, which was heretofore very
small, but is now reduced to a minimum.
The parallel motion is accurate and errors in
drawing correct vertical lines do not appear in
the limited movement of the pencil in taking dia
grams from a steam engine.
The parallel movement of the pencil is se
cured by a link attached to and governing the
lever direct, as shown in Fig. 1. The pivots of
this link are free from lost motion, and remain
so indefinitely.
The force required to guide the lever in its
parallel movement is received on the pivots of
the link alone, where the friction is practically
inappreciable.
The paper cylinder movement is so con
structed that the tension of the coiled drum
spring within the paper cylinder can be increased
or decreased for different speeds of engines.
As little or as much of the spring can be taken
up or let out as desired, thereby providing for
fine adjustments.
For high speed the instrument gives accurate
results for all practical purposes, without any
special adjustments further than to give suffi

cient tension to keep the cord taut at all points.
When exceptionally accurate work is desired,
the length of the diagram may be carefully
measured and compared with the length of a
line traced on paper when the engine is work
ing slowly. If the diagram is found to differ
in length from this line, the tension of the
spring may be varied till they agree.

FIG.. I. AMERICAN THOMPSON
TOR.

IMPROVED INDICA

The leading pulley works in a sleeve, which
rotates in the stand according to the adjust
ments required, and which is held in its position,
where adjusted by the thumbscrew, which acts
as a binding screw working in the groove on
the sleeve. By this it is held in any posi
tion, and yet is free to revolve the moment the
binding screw is loosened, without any possi
bility of interfering with the motion. It also
gives all the desired freedom of motion and
facility of adjustment.
By means of the set screw, the stand which
carries the wheel can be adjusted to run the
cord to any angle.
In the swivel pulley the use of carrying pul
leys is done away with, and from the fact that,
no matter in what direction it may be necessary
to take the cord, it will work smoothly; for
the pulley face and the face of the groove on
the paper cylinder are always in the proper po
sition to take the cord to the motion, wherever
that may be arranged.
The best quality of steel wire is used in
making the springs, which are wound on a man
drel and carefully tempered. The springs are
wound on mandrels from four to four and onehalf threads to the inch, which gives ample
wire to each spring, and this reduces the strain.
All springs are scaled, providing for vacuum,
and the capacity of any spring can be ascertained
by multiplying the scale of spring by 2^, and
subtracting 15; the result will be the limit of
steam pressure to which the spring should be
subjected.
To adapt the indicator to all pressures, the
springs are made to the following scales, which
are most generally used : 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24,
30, 32, 40, 48, 50, 56, 60, 64, 70, 72, 80, 100, 120,
150 and 200.
The improved detent motion possesses many
valuable qualities, especially when applied to
high speed, stationary engines, locomotives and
marine engines. In taking indicator diagrams
from high speed engines it is very difficult often
times to take off one card and put on another,
for the reason that the movement of the drum
carriage must be stopped while changing the
card, or while the drum is removed and put on
again. This is wholly obviated, as the drum
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carriage, after it is once connected with the re
ducing motion, need not be disconnected until
desired.
In operating the detent drum stop motion, to
stop the motion of the paper drum, move lever
A, Fig. 2, in the direction traveled by the paper
drum until the drum releases itself, then return
the lever to its place. When ready to take the
diagram, turn the paper drum by means of the
milled rim B on top forward until it catches,

A CONVENIENT METHOD OF PACKING
SURFACE CONDENSERS.
The accompanying cut shows a convenient
method, invented by Joseph Allen, for packing
condenser tubes.
The packing tool proper is a rod with two
diameters, that of the end being equal to the
internal diameter of the condenser tube, while
the remaining portion has a diameter equal to
the external diameter of the tube.

A NEW METHOD OF PACKING CONDENSER TUBES.
causing the drum to revolve in the usual man
ner; then take the diagram and release the
drum as described above. Before taking dia
gram, see that the parts are cleaned and well
oiled. To oil, remove the knurled nut F, take off
the paper drum, then with the wire clip (which
is sent with each indicator), remove the aux
iliary spring case H by catching the end of the
clip in the notches of the spring case, turn it
forward until it releases from, the catches, then
remove the spring and inner sleeve /. After
cleaning and oiling, replace the inner sleeve /
by inserting it into the drum so that the pin
on the outside of the sleeve will enter the slot
inside of drum bearing, and turn it until it comes
to stop; then with the wire clip catch hold of
the auxiliary spring holder H and give the aux
iliary spring E a tension of about V* turn, and
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The end of the rod is inserted into the con
denser tube until the shoulder of the larger por
tion comes into contact with the end of the con
denser tube, then the tubular packing, which
has previously been placed on the packing tool,
is simply pushed over the condenser tube and
rammed into place in the stuffing box by means of a
piece of tubing, which slips over the packing tool.
Sufficient packings and tools for a trial may
be obtained free by sending a ferrule, and giv
ing the depth of the stuffing box, to the maker,
Joseph Allen, Collingswood, New Jersey.
THE GWYNN GAS BURNER.
The accompanying reproduced photograph,
taken at the plant of the W. W. Lawrence Paint
Co., is a good illustration of the burner which has
given good satisfaction throughout the gas territor
ies and about 20,000 horsepower of which were pu
into use during the last year. It insures a high effi-

fig. 2. SECTION OF PAPER DRUM, SHOWING DETENT
MOTION.

FIG. I. GWYNN GAS BURNERS INSTALLED AT THE
PLANT OF THE W. W. LAWRENCE PAINT CO.

catch the points on the spring case H into the
slots provided for them.
These indicators are made with electrical at
tachments for taking a number of diagrams with
different instruments, simultaneously.
The American Thompson improved indicator
is manufactured by the American Steam Gauge
& Valve Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

ciency of combustion and has good control of
both gas and air, so that either can be changed to
suit different conditions.
The gas enters through the inlet pipe, Fig. 2,
and is admitted to the mixing chamber through
openings around the circumference, arranged in
three rows. Each row has different sized open
ings and is controlled by a valve, the object be-

ing to control the quantity of gas admitted to the
mixing chamber, without changing the velocity of
the jets, which will insure any mixture of gas
and air that may be desired.
The contents of the mixing chamber being
given a rotary motion by the manner in which
the gas enters it, insures a complete mixture of
air and gas before they escape into the furnace.
Should the gas pressure be very low, means are
provided for the introduction of steam or com
pressed air jets into the mixing chamber, whereby
the air and gas may be kept at the proper velocity
to mix readily with each other. In this manner,
the burner may be used to its full capacity, with
gas as low as atmospheric pressure, with nearly
as good economy as with a higher gas pressure.
It can also be forced to 100 per cent overload, if
desired.
It may be easily adapted to all kinds of service
where the complete combustion of gas is required,
and it is made in sizes to suit all classes of service
by C. N. Hays, 412 Empire Building, Pittsburg,
Pa.
The following is a copy of a test, made by J.
R. Brown, to determine the cost of natural gas
as fuel, at the plant of The Aultman and Taylor
Machinery Co., Mansfield, O. The kind of fuel
used was natural gas from West Virginia and the
furnace was a chain grate stoker with twelve
AIR REGULATOR
.OAS 'Vi£T

- STEAM INLET
FIG. 2. A SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE GWYNN GAS
BURNER.

Gwynn gas burners. The water-heating surface
was 3,021 square feet. The test, if studied care
fully, will give a good idea of what the burner
will do and the cost at which it may be operated.
TOTAL QUANTITIES.
Duration of trial
Hra
10
Cu. ft. of gas
, 214,220
Total weight of water fed to the boiler.. .Lbs. 154,115
Water actually evaporated, corrected for
moisture or superheat in the steam. ..Lbs. 153,190
Equivalent wuter evaporated Into dry steam
from and at 212 degreos
Lbs. 183,828
HOURLY QUANTITIES.
Cu. ft. of gas
21,422
Water evaporated per hour, corrected for
quality of steam
Lbs. 15,319
Equivalent evaporation per hour from and at
212 degrees
Lbs. 18,383
AVERAGE PRESSURES, TEMPERATURES, ETC.
Steam pressure by gauge (corrected)
87.2
_
Lbs. per sq. In. 87.2
Temperature of feed water entering boiler. ..
_
Degrees 54 . 3
Temperature of escaping gases from boiler . . .
_Force of draft between damper and boiler...
Degrees
475
Ins. of water 0.17
Percentage of moisture in steam
0.7
HORSEPOWER.
Horsepower developed at 34 ft. of water at
212 degrees
H.P. 532.8
Builders' rated horsepower
H.P. 302.1
Percentage of builders' rated H.P. developed,
Per cent. 176.3
ECONOMIC RESULTS.
Water apparently evaporated under actual
conditions per cu. ft. gas
0.719
Equivalent evaporation from and at 212
degrees per cu. ft. gas
0.853
COST OF EVAPORATION.
Cost of gas per 1,000 cu. ft. delivered in
boiler room
$ 0.10
Cost of gas required for evaporation 1,000 lbs.
of water from and at 212 degrees
0.116
(Signed)
J. ROWLAND BROWN.
Remarks.—Gas pressure varied due to poor regu
lation of reducing valve. Compressed air was used for
forcing the burners.
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A series of tests made at the Rankin Power
House of the Pittsburg Railway Co., to determine
capacity and efficiency, are given below.
FIRST TEST FOR CAPACITY.
Duration of test
Hrs.
4
Total amount of water evaporated
Lbs. 63,018
Total amount of gas used
Ft. 84,700
Horsepower developed
540.6
Builders' rating
300
Per cent above rating
80.2
Cu. ft. of gas used per H. P. hr
39.16
Temperature in stack
Degrees
506
Gas pressure
Oz. 4.50
Draft in stack
Incbes 6.50
First hour—
Gas used
Ft 19,600
Water evaporated
Lbs. 13,923
Above rating
Per cent. 58.66
Gas used per H. P. hr
Ft. 41.17
Second hour—
Gas used
Ft. 21,000
Water evaporated
Lbs. 17,017
Above rating
Per cent.
94
Gas used per H. P. hr
Ft. 36.09
Third hour—
Gas used
Ft. 22,200
Water evaporated
Lbs. 15,470
Above rating
Per cent.
76
Gas used per H. P. hr
Ft. 41.96
Fourth hourGas used
Ft. 21,900
Water evaporated
Lbs. 16,608
Above rating
Per cent.
89
Gas used per H. P. hr
Ft. 88.55
SECOND TEST.
Above rating
Per cent.
21
Gas pressure
Oz.
4
Gas used per H. P. hr
Ft. 37.36
THIRD TEST.
Above rating
Per cent.
7
Gas pressure
Oz.
5
Gas used per H. P. hr
Ft. 37.26
FOURTH TEST.
Above rating
Per cent.
16
Gas pressure
Oz.
4
Gas used per H. P. hr
Ft. 37.20
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commutator type, as made by the Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co. for use with direct-current
series, shunt and compound motors is shown in
the accompanying illustrations.
For convenience of installation, it is made in
two forms. In Fig. I, the controlling mechanism
is mounted on the side of the frame contain
ing the resistance, and in Fig. 2, it is mounted

REGULATING AND REVERSING CON
TROLLERS.
Controllers for motors, used upon cranes and
in other places where frequent stops and reversals
are necessary, must have unusual strength in
order to withstand the strain and wear due to
constant motion. They must also be simple and
positive in action in order to give good control of
the speed and direction of rotation of the mo
tor with the fewest possible movements of the
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with the motor armature. There are sixteen steps
in each direction, thus giving close regulation
of speed.
When the controller is placed in the rear of.
a crane cage, it is operated by a crank and lever
directly attached to the spider which carries the
brushes. The type in Fig. 2, with the controller
mounted above the resistance, is very generally
used for this purpose.
The resistance used with controllers of large
capacity is of the grid type, which is a simple
and desirable form. For small capacities with
large ohmic resistance, an improved cell resist
ance is employed with ventilating spaces between
the coils, which are separated by noncombustible
insulating spreading blocks. This form is dur
able, is well insulated and has good ventilation.
The resistance is varied for the different capaci
ties and uses of the motor which the controller
governs, a different resistance being used for
crane controllers where a close regulation is re
quired from that which is provided for roll
tables and soaking pits where sudden and re
peated starting and reversing are the principal
requirements.
The chief characteristics of this type of con
troller are its simplicity, durability, and ease of
manipulation. Any mechanic can take care of
one and keep it in order, the cleaning, oiling and
renewal of contacts when necessary, being all
that is required. All parts are exposed to view,
and connections are easily made.
Controllers of the commutator type are made
regularly in capacities from io to 75 horsepower,
but can be furnished specially for any capacity
desired. For less than 10 horsepower, the West
inghouse Co. makes a face plate style of con
troller, which contains some of the main features
of the device already described.
It is small and compact; has contacts and fin
ger tips which are easily renewed without dis
turbing the connections ; has a powerful magnetic

FIG. 2. CONTROLLER, MOUNTED ABOVE RESISTANCE.

FFG. I. CONTROLLER,

COMMUTATOR
MOUNTING.

TYPE,

SIDE

handle, for with the almost incessant operation
of the controller any inconvenience in handling
would be a serious drawback.
To meet the requirements of such service,
controllers possessing the desired features have
been designed. One style of such a device, the

above the resistance as shown. The space avail
able for installing controllers for motors used
with cranes and other machinery is usually re
stricted, and this provision for adapting the de
vice to the place in which it is to be used is of
corresponding value.
The controlling mechanism is mounted upon
a circular slab or base of insulating material,
which provides an insulation between adjacent
contacts and between the contacts and the ground.
Throughout the entire controller, ample provision
for insulation is made.
Both the contact and finger tips can be easily
removed and renewed without disturbing the
connections. The contacts are arranged in par
allel rows along the periphery of the disc, the
relative position of the contacts and the finger
tips being the same as that of the brushes and
commutator in a generator or motor. The same
contacts are used for application of the current
in either direction, thus lessening the number
required, while an effective magnetic " blowout
makes it impossible to maintain an arc and pre
vents burning of the contacts.
Each controller has four brush holders
mounted upon a rocker arm to which the handle
is attached directly, working without gears or
pinions. A single movement to right or left
applies or reverses the current, and the distance
the handle is moved determines the motor speed
by varying the amount of resistance in series

fig. 3. CONTROLLER, DIAL TYPE, FOR LESS THAN IO
HORSEPOWER.
blowout, and in principle and manipulation is
the same as the commutator type. The resistance
used is especially designed for the purpose and is
effective and durable, withstanding a large
amount of heat without impairing its efficiency.
A view of this controller is shown in Fig. 3.
The three types illustrated give a choice of a
regulating and reversing controller suitable for
any service within the range of the capacity
named.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' AssocxaNext convention, St. Louis Oct. 4-6, 1904. Secy,
J. D. Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Railway,
Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, ^lew
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Annual convention, Allentown, Pa., May 9.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Long, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electri
cal Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
E^NGINEERS
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
May3l-June3. Spring meeting in Chicago. Secy,
Prof. F. R., Hutton, 12 West 31st street, New
York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
May 31-June 3. Secy, Edgar Marburg, Univ. of
Pa., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., A. M. Wickens, Toronto, Ont. Can.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., F. P. Ide, Springfield, 111.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of
Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept., 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria,
III.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Sept. 1004. Annual Convention, St. Louis, Mo.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May 21, 1904, annual conventional Boston. Sec'y.
Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New York
City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy., T.
R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, o.
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Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Ed
ucation.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., T. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
At the regular meeting of the Engineers'
Club of Philadelphia on March 5, the discussion
on the topic Conflagrations in Cities was: opened
by Dr. Henry Leffmann.
At the meeting on Feb. 20 the question of Re
inforced Concrete in Building Construction was
taken up. The discussion was opened by an il
lustrated paper read by Emile G. Perrot. At the
meeting two members were elected to active mem
bership, four to junior membership and two as
associates.
On Feb. 23, Major Rogers Birnie, of the
United States Ordnance Board, addressed the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in
New York City on Modern Ordnance. The
address treated the subject in a general way, deal
ing with the construction of various types of
guns and carriages, and the effects of solid and
explosive projectiles. Major Birnie also de
scribed the modern methods of range finding and
control of the guns.
The Bellefontaine, O, Association of Sta
tionary Engineers held an open meeting on
Feb. 19, at which addresses were made by Mr.
Harmon, of Columbus, Ohio, by A. J. Miller, R.
P. Dixon, Luther Stough, and W. R. Niven, of
Bellefontaine, by Mr. Yager, of Cincinnati, Mr.
Lewis, of Columbus, and others. The topic con
sidered was the benefit to be derived from selfeducation by the engineer, and the speeches were
all along this line.
Chicago Electrical Association at a recent
meeting voted unanimously to unite with the
Western Society of Engineers. This will give
both organizations increased strength, and enable
them to accomplish much more for the engineer
ing fraternity in the West.
An important meeting of the Fitchburg,
Mass., Association, No. 20, N. A. S. E., was held
on Feb. 28. Representatives from a dozen other
branches, including Worcester, Waltham, Marl
boro, Athol,. Gardner, Lowell, Ayer Junction,
South Framingham, and Boston, were present.
The number of guests and members present
amounted to over one hundred. The matter of
changes in the state license law was taken up,
and addresses were made by National President
Hogan, R. R Bradley, chairman of the state
license committee, state deputy, T. N. Kelsey,
and representatives from the visiting associations.
The members were practically unanimous in
favoring the proposed new legislation, and a
strong effort will be made to push the matter
to a successful issue. The meeting was made
particularly enjoyable by the serving of a
luncheon at 1 o'clock, provided by the courtesy
of the members of the Fitchburg Association.
The New York State Association of Sta
tionary Engineers will hold its summer meeting
at Niagara Falls, June 10 and 11. Elaborate
arrangements are in progress for the enter
tainment of those attending the convention and
arrangements have been made for securing a
rate of a fare and one-third for the round trip
from any point in New York. Full particulars
can be had from Hubert E. Collins, secretary,
Produce Exchange Building, New York City.
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Association No. 49, of Elgin, 111., N. A. S. E.,
held an open meeting on Feb. 24, at which past
President C. W. Naylor delivered an address on
Combustion in place of National Vice President
Hart, who was unable to be present. John W.
Lane, editor of the National Engineer, also ad
dressed the meeting informally, and Vice Pres
ident Walen, of Illinois No. 2, spoke on Refrig
eration. National Secretary Raven was also
present and addressed the meeting.
On Feb. 24 Lynn Lodge No. is, of Mass.
N. A. S. E., held an open meeting, to which
friends were invited. The meeting was called to
order by Joseph W. Paine, president, and was
addressed by National President Hogan, who
spoke of the history of the Association, of the
developments in engineering during the 22 years
of its existence, and of the relation between the
association and the union. Mr. Hogan was fol
lowed by State Deputy T. N. Kelsey, of Lowell,
and by Lewis A. Rowell, special New England
Deputy of Springfield, Mass. The evening was
concluded with an entertainment by various
specialists, consisting of songs and recitations.
Six applications for membership were received,
and a number of others promised.

OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
Joseph E. Shaw of Lynn, Mass., has been
appointed by Governor Bates to succeed Rufus R.
Wade, late chief of the state police of Massachu
setts. Mr. Shaw has been for many years in the
department and was deputy chief under Mr.
Wade. He will have charge of all boiler inspec
tions and engineers' examinations in the state.
Herbert W. Cole, who established the Star
Drilling Machine Co., of Akron, O, has or
ganized the Crown Drilling Machine Co. of Ak
ron, O, for the manufacture of the Crown Drill
ing machine. Mr. Cole's long experience in this
line of manufacture should enable him to make
his new venture an unqualified success.
John T. Corbet, of the Jos. T. Ryerson Co.,
delivered an address on Internally Fired Boilers
before Knoxville, Tenn., Association of Sta
tionary Engineers on Feb. 24, which was fully il
lustrated by lantern slides and was greatly en
joyed by the members and guests present. Mr.
Corbet will deliver a similar address before a
number of associations in the south, where he is
now making an extended trip.
George Frederick Gilbert died of typhoid
fever at St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester, N. Y.,
on Jan. 12, aged 42 years. Mr. Gilbert was a
resident of Lakeville, Livingston County, N. Y.
For several years he was engaged in the produce
business and was Postmaster for four years under
Cleveland. In 1896 he became connected with the
H. W. Johns-Manville Co., New York, and was
their general sales agent for Northern and West
ern New York. He also represented the company
in connection with work for the state government
In 1890 he married Miss Mary Halleran, at
Rochester, N. Y., who, with his mother and a
brother, survives him.
Arthur Warren, who created and organized
the Westinghouse Companies' Publishing Depart
ment, and has managed it from the beginning,
resigned his position on Feb. 1.
John T. Schueller, of Cincinnati, has been
appointed Deputy State Examiner of Steam En
gineers for the seventh district of Ohio.
Edward P. Burcii of Minneapolis has been
appointed consulting electrical and hydraulic en
gineer to have charge of the improvements at
the Marquette, Mich., power plant.
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NEWS NOTES.
The Cincinnati Office of the Stirling Co.
has been removed from the Neave Building to
the thirteenth floor of the new concrete Ingalls
Building, corner of Fourth and Vine streets.
Whitehead Machinery Co., have opened an
office at 517 Park Bldg., Pittsburg, to take care
of the increasing Eastern business. Harry G.
Adams, who was for many years with Wickes
Bros., of Saginaw, Mich., and knows the second
hand machinery business thoroughly, will be in
charge of the office.
A hearing was recently held by the commit
tee on special legislation, of the Rhode Island
House of Representatives, upon the bill for
licensing stationary engineers and firemen in
that state. The bill under discussion is one made
up from the best sections of several bills which
have been introduced during the session. It
has the usual provisions with regard to licensing,
and the constitution of a Board of Examiners,
and also provides that licenses are to continue in
force for 3 years, the license fee for engineers
to be $2 and that for firemen, $1.
Seven forms of licenses were provided : First,
the unlimited engineer's license; second, limited
engineer's license, for not over 1,000 horse
power; third, second class license, for not over
250 horsepower ; fourth, special license for a
particular engine or boiler; fifth, hoisting and
portable license for any boiler or engine of this
class; sixth, first class fireman, for stoking,
water tending, or operating any boiler or boilers ;
seventh, second class fireman to stoke or water
tend any boiler under the immediate supervision
of a licensed engineer or first class fireman.
At the hearing the bill was opposed by a
representative from the manufacturers, and by a
man from Boston, who said he had been invited
by a number of engineers to attend the hearing.
It was favored by P. H. Hogan, of Boston, A.
B. Martin, of Providence, Samuel Babbitt, of the
American Oil Co., and various other gentle
men.
The bill was indefinitely postponed on March
2, by a vote in the house of 49 to 17.
In connection with the subject of Steam
Engineers' Schools in Boston, it is interesting to
note that a course has been laid out by Mr.
Speare, who is in charge of the educational work
at the Y. M. C. A. in that city. The courses are
for firemen and engineers who wish to secure a
license, and are made complete in every detail.
The courses take up theoretical questions, and
also give practice in the actual handling of boilers
and engines. It would seem that there is an ex
ample here, which might well be carefully con
sidered by the directors of the educational courses
of associations in other cities, since there is al
ways a popular demand among engineers for such
education.
a. j. c.
The Standard Gauge Manufactuing Cp. is
now opening up its western branch at 58 Wash
ington street, Chicago. This will be in charge
of the treasurer, W. G. Holbrook. This has
been made necessary in order to take care of
the company's growing business, particularly in
that section, and put it in a better position to
serve customers promptly. A complete stock of
goods will be carried in the new office and it
is proposed to make a complete and artistic
show room as well. Mr. Holbrook will be glad
to meet his numerous friends at any time.
Strong evidence of the necessity for includ
ing all boilers and engines under the inspection
laws is furnished by the recent explosion in New
York City of a hoisting engine boiler at the
Darlington Hotel. 63 W. 46th street. Eleven
workmen were killed and twenty-five others in
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jured. It is possible that others not yet ac
counted for may be dead.
Examinations will be held on April 6, 7,
8, 1904, by the United States Civil Service Com
mission at various cities throughout the coun
try for Engineer Draftsman, one at $1,400, and
the other at $1,600 a year, in the office of the
Supervising Architect. All American citizens, 20
years of age or over, are eligible to this examina
tion. The subjects will be mathematics (includ
ing calculus), theoretical and applied mechanics,
materials of design and drawing. All who wish
to compete should apply at once to the United
States Civil Service Commission, Washington,
D. C, for application form 1312.
An examination will also be held on April 1
for Constructing Engineer on the reclamation
service of the Geological Survey. From the list
selected, appointment will be made to the position
which carries a salary of $3,600 to $4,800 a year.
Experience is necessary in hydraulic and con
struction work. Application form 304 must be
filled out and filed with the commission at Wash
ington before April 1, 1904.
New Jersey's House committee bill for the li
censing of stationary engineers was given a hear
ing on Feb. 17, and a large delegation of engineers
spoke in its favor.
The bill provides that the mayor of each city
shall appoint an engineer of at least 10 years'
experience to act as examiner. This engineer
shall receive as compensation 50 per cent of the
fees, the fee being $2.00, and a renewal of license
being necessary each year. The railroads are
fighting the measure, apparently because they be
lieve the engineers will try to have the bill apply
to the stationary engineers in the employ of the
railroads, although the bill distinctly exempts such
men from its provisions.
W. H. Coverdale & Co. has recently been in
corporated to do a general engineering and con
tracting business, with offices at 66 Broadway, New
York. The organization includes engineers of
experience in all matters relating to the design
and construction of steam and electric railroads,
lighting and power plants, coal and ore handling
machinery, etc.
Mr. Coverdale was for many years in the en
gineering department of the Pennsylvania lines
west of Pittsburg, and was track elevation en
gineer of that company in Chicago during 189899. He was also prominently identified with the
construction of the Westinghouse shops at East
Pittsburg, and for the last 3 years has been civil
engineer for a New York firm of engineers and
contractors.
The New York Gate Bar Co. has moved
its offices to Liberty Building, 123 Liberty St.,
New York City. The company will occupy suite
202, and the telephone number is 6671 R. Cortlandt.
It is seldom that a manufacturing company
has its branches so widely distributed and has
so many people in its employ that it feels the
necessity of a convention of its selling staff,
in order to give all employees a clear understand
ing of the business of the company. This is,
however, the case with the H. W. Johns-Manville Co., as is indicated by the convention re
cently held at Hartford and New York from
Feb. 15-20. The meetings in Hartford were held
on Feb. 15, 16, and 17, and gave an opportunity
to the branch managers', department managers,
and salesmen to inspect the different depart
ments of the factories, and to get answers to all
questions in regard to the manufacture of the
products made by the company.
The New York meetings were held on Feb.
18 and 19. The Brooklyn factory was visited
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on the 18th. During the convention on that
day and on the following two days, papers were
read by different members of the staff, describ
ing the different brands of packings, pipe cover
ings, fire extinguishers, roofing, and electrical
specialties manufactured by the company, and
also taking up such important business topics
as advertising, contract work, credits, collections,
systems of securing and following up business.
The address by Henry W. Hart, manager of
the advertising department, on the subject of
advertising is one well worth the attention of
every man who has to do with the subject. It
is reprinted in full in a pamphlet issued by
the H. W. Johns-Manville Co.
In Connection with the Visit of the
British Institution of Mechanical Engineers
to this country, which will take place in May,
Prof. F. R. Hutton, secretary of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, is requesting
that firms should co-operate with him in arrang
ing for a visit to their works, by notifying him
that the members of the British Institution will
be welcome, and by forwarding catalogs which
will give an idea of the products and processes
to be seen in the factories.
For the spring meeting of the Society, the
Committee on Meetings has asked suggestions
in regard to subjects for papers, and authors
for papers, and the secretary is sending out a
list of subjects on which topical discussions
might be profitable, or on which papers might
well be presented. These include all kinds of
topics and are classified under the titles of Shop
Management, Shop Practice, Shop and Power
Plant Equipment, Machine Tools and Steels,
Special Machinery and Appliances, Electrical
Equipments, Power Plants, Engines, Metallurgy,
and Miscellaneous. The list of topics is long
and well chosen, and can be obtained on appli
cation to F. R. Hutton, secretary, 12 W. 31st
street, New York City.
The King Lubricator and Brass Supply Co.,
of Steubenville, O.. has recently been incorpo
rated with a capital of $50,000 by J. V. Clarke,
H. S. Blynt, E. M. Fisher, E. D. Erskine, and
John Baxter. The officers are E. M. Fisher, presi
dent, H. S. Blynt vice president and general
manager. B. F. Fisher secretary, and H. S. Wil
son treasurer. The company is erecting and
equipping a large plant with the latest improved
machinery, and expects soon to be in a position to
fully supply the demand for its specialties, of
which it manufactures some fourteen kinds.
The city of Ocden, Ia., has appointed Dow
& Hadfield, of Ames, la., its consulting engineers
and authorizes them to prepare plans and specifi
cations for a city lighting plant. Specifications
will be drawn up and bids received on the fol
lowing :
An electric plant of approximately eighteen
hundred lights, a gas plant of eighteen hundred
lights and a combined gas and electric plant.

NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGUES.
The Layout of Corliss Valve Gears, by Sanford A. Moss. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York,
1003. Price 50 cents.
This book takes up the kinematic rather than
the constructive features of the Corliss valve gear.
Its method of treatment is rational and the book
may be used by anyone familiar with the theory
of the common slide valve. A preliminary ac
count is given of the usual mechanism of the
valve gear and its operation. Reference is made
to the Corliss valve motion with double wrist-plate
and long range cutoff, but the complete kinematic
theory of this is not given.
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William U. Ray severed his connection with
the Westinghouse Traction Brake Co., on March
i, and has entered the steam specialty field. He
will represent several well-known manufacturers
and will have an office at 312 Electric Bldg., Cleve
land, O.
F. E. Myers, the newly elected president of
the National Association of Agricultural Im
plement & Vehicle Manufacturers, was born
in Ohio, having first seen the light on a farm in
Ashland county, 6 miles east of Ashland, O.
He passed through the usual vicissitudes that
beset the farm boy's life and acquired a strong
physique and good health, which have not
deserted him to this day. His college course
was three months' attendance in winter at the
district school. There came a time in his life,

F. E. MEYERS, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL AS
SOCIATION OF IMPLEMENT AND VEHICLE MFRS.
however, when his services were no longer re
quired 011 the farm, and his parents thought it
advisable to seek employment with neighboring
farmers, but the young man felt that life held
more in store for him than following the plow,
and started his career at the county seat in one
of the leading dry goods stores, with the tremen
dous salary of $100 per year. After remaining
in this store for several years he took up the sale
of farm implements, traveling over the country
day after day in a buckboard drawn by a sorrel
horse, for which he went into debt to the amount
of $150. In this way he canvassed Ashland and
adjoining counties and in a few years built up
a profitable business.
Seeking a wider field of operations, in com
pany with his brother, P. A. Myers, he opened an
implement store in Ashland. His wide acquaint
ance among the farmers brought the firm a large
volume S) business until at one time they had the
largest retail implement business in the state and
were handling implements in carload lots.
P. A. Myers, being of an inventive trend of
mind, quietly began to put into practical opera
tion some of his ideas about force pumps, which
proved such a success that the firm began to
manufacture pumps in the basement of their
implement building, adding hay tools, and con
ducting their manufacture of these lines in con
nection with their implement trade. The manu
facturing department grew so rapidly that the
implement business soon became of secondary
importance, and outgrew the little basement. A
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new plant was erected in another part of the
town and large additions made, as necessity de
manded, until now the plant covers SlA acres and
500 men are constantly employed.
Mr. Myers is vice president and a director
of the First National Bank of Ashland, one
of the best managed financial institutions in the
state, and is connected with a number of other
financial and manufacturing interests.
NEWS NOTES.
Appointment of a Board of Examiners to
license stationary engineers in Nashville, Tenn.,
has been argued before Mayor A. S. Williams,
some of the business men of the city taking the
stand that such licenses were unnecessary, al
though they were not able to bring convincing
arguments to back up their stand in the matter.
The strongest point that they could make seemed
to be that such a board could not determine a
man's character, but, as an application for license
must in all cases be signed by engineers in good
standing, who will vouch for a man's character,
there does not seem to be great force left in this
argument. Mayor Williams apparently thought
the same way, as he has decided to appoint an
examining board. J. M. Snider, city boiler in
spector, will be one member of the board and the
other two, who will be appointed by the mayor,
are not yet announced. The fight is not yet won,
however, as it is now rumored that the council
will refuse to confirm the mayor's appointment.
Andrew Carnegie has met the situation
in regard to the Union Engineering Building by
a new offer which gives to the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers and the American Insti
tute of Mining Engineers the trusteeship of a
building to cost a million and a half of dollars.
It is expected that a number of other engineering
societies will find headquarters in the building
so that it will be to the fullest extent a center
for the engineering interests of the country. The
Engineer's Club will have a separate building of
its own and will also benefit by Mr. Carnegie's
generosity. This happy outcome of a rather puz
zling situation is most gratifying and cannot fail
to be of the greatest benefit to all the societies
and to all branches of the profession.
Directors of the Stillwell-Bierce and SmithVaile Co., organized recently at Dayton, Ohio,
electing L. P. Clauson, of Hamilton, Ohio, as
president ; J. M. Hutton, of Cincinnati, vice-presi
dent and treasurer; G. N. Bierce, of Dayton, sec
retary, and F. A. Rother, of Cincinnati, chairman
of the board.
Springfield, O., recently met with misfortune
in the destruction of the village electric lighting
plant, which was installed in the grain elevator
of Chamberlain Bros., at North Lewisburg.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
The U. S. Graphite Co. is about to start
work in a new factory at Saginaw, Michigan.
At North Tonawanda, N. Y., a box factory
and planing mill is soon to be started by Chas.
G. Butts & Co.
The Hudson School Furniture Manufact
uring Co. is about to establish a factory at
Logan, West Virginia.
The Harrison Machine Works will soon
erect a new factory at Belleville, 111.
Work will soon be started on the new
power house of the Sandusky & Southwestern
Traction Co., at Kenton, Ohio.
A $50,000 waterworks system will soon be
installed at Ottawa, Ohio. •
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Work will soon be started on the erection
of a new furniture factory at Pueblo, Colorado,
by F. S. Keating, of the Keating Mantle, Tile &
Marble Co.
The Waukegan, III., plant of the Warner
Sugar Refining Co., which was recently de
stroyed by an explosion and fire, is to be re
built at a cost of $500,000.
Ayers Lord Tie Co., whose headquarters are
at Chicago, will soon establish a large barge
and boat building plant at Evansville, Ind.
G. W. McClure, Son & Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.,
have removed their offices from the Smith block
to rooms Nos. 705 and 706 in the new Bessemer
building, corner Sixth St. and Duquesne Way,
where they will continue as heretofore to make
blast furnace construction, hot blast stoves and
brick work of all kinds a specialty.
Work will soon be begun on a new factory
for the Great Western Manufacturing Co., at
Bloomington, Illinois.
The officers of the Chamber of Commerce in
Cincinnati, O., are considering the replacement
of the present power plant equipment with some
thing more modern. The matter is in the hands
of President Bailey, of the Chamber of Com
merce.
A new addition to the Griffin Mills at Griffin,
Ga., will be started by April 1.
Work will soon be started on a new factory
for the Queen City Furniture Manufacturing Co.,
at Shreveport, La.
Specifications for a complete electric light
plant for New Haven, Ind., will be sent upon
payment of $5. Sealed proposals are now being
received by the town trustees.
For manucacturing stoves, refrigerators, etc.,
a plant will be erected at St. Paul, Minnesota, by
the Gruenhagen & Frances Co.
A NEW PLANT WILL BE ERECTED at Joplin, Mo.,
by the Reynolds Carriage Manufacturing Co.
The Penn American Plate Glass Co., at
Alexandria, Ind., is arranging to greatly enlarge
its plant.
Work will be commenced at once on the erec
tion of a large plant for the Fowler-Stufflebeam
Manufacturing Co., at Judyville, Ind.
At Barberton, O., a site has been purchased
for a new canning factory to be built by the
Barberton Canning Co.
Plans have been prepared for a new factory
to be built at Mershon, Michigan, near Saginaw.
The Columbian Foundry Co. will start work
at once on a new plant at New Richmond, O.
At Jamestown, N. Y., the Century Furniture
Co. will shortly erect a new factory.
Contract has been let for a new factory for
the White Trunk and Bag Co., at Nashville,
Tenn.
Henry Muntz and associates will soon es
tablish a factory at Elgin, 111., for the manufacture
of dairy machinery and supplies.
Fire destroyed the plant of the Crystal Ice
Co., at Wichita, Kansas, a few days ago, and it
will be rebuilt at once.
The Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction
Co., with offices at Cincinnati, have secured a site
for a new power house at Hamilton, O.
Permit has been issued for the erection of a
two-story box factory at Redding Road and Dor
chester Ave., in Cincinnati. Also, ground has
been purchased for a new co-operative brewery
in the same city, of which John J. Westercamp is
president.
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Ground will be broken immediately for a
new plant at New Orleans, La., to be erected by
the Southern States Alcohol Manufacturing Co.
Work has been started at Tipton, Ind., on a
large canning works, to be built by Grafton John
son.
Extensive improvements are planned to the
electric lighting plant at New London, Wis. This
has recently been purchased by the city from the
local company who were running it.
Word comes from Bloomingdale, Ind., that the
Van Camp canning Co. will erect a canning factory
at that place.
The Warren Steam Pump Co., of Warren,
-Mass., has bought the assets of the Slater Engine
Co. It is uncertain yet just what disposal will be
made of the business, but it will probably be In
corporated with that of the Pump Co.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Steam Boilers, Their Theory and Design.
By H. de B. Parsons. Longmans, Green & Co.,
New York, 1903. Pp. 375. 155 illustrations.
Price $4.
This work comprises a series of lectures de
livered by Professor Parsons to the senior class
of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
N. Y. These lectures have, however, been care
fully rewritten and the more important points
amplified to a considerable extent so that in the
present form they constitute a comprehensive
work on the design and construction of steam
While the work is, perhaps, applicable more
particularly to the needs of the drafting room
it is nevertheless a valuable book for operating
engineers in charge of power plants, since it
points out by a method of reasoning, rather than
mere statements of fact, the advantages and dis
advantages of certain types of boilers for a par
ticular service, and enables the engineer to study
the efficiency of steam making apparatus and the
necessary adjuncts to better advantage.
It is only by careful study of details that
the engineer effects substantial improvements,
and any work that aids him in drawing correct
conclusions and in preparing accurate estimates
must be considered a necessity by all progressive
engineers.
The illustrations are large and clear thus
bringing out the minutest details in a manner
that is at once appreciated by the practical reader
whether he be draftsman or engineer.
There is just enough of mathematics to add
interest to the clear yet concise explanation of
boiler designs and constructions and to render it
valuable as a work of reference on construction
problems.
Machine Design, Part II, by F. R. Jones.
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1904. Price $3.
This second volume deals with the forms,
strength and proportions of all parts of machin
ery. Chapter I takes up the questions of bear
ings and lubrication, and discusses the proper
forms and proportions of sliding bearings, jour
nals, ball and roller bearings and other forms
for various classes of machinery. Chapter 2 deals
with spur and friction gears; Chapter 3 with
belts and ropes for power transmission; Chapter
4 with screw gearing, screw fastenings, keys,
pins, and force and shrinkage fits are given in
Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 8 deals with methods
for coupling shafting. Chapter 9 takes up briefly
friction couplings and brakes. Chapter 10 dis
cusses at considerable length the subject of fly
wheels and pulleys, and the proportions best
suited for different kinds of work. Chapter 11
is devoted to cylinders, tubing, pipes and pipe
couplings, but the last mentioned subject is hard
ly given the attention which its importance in
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present-day construction seems to warrant. Chap
ter 12 is on riveted joints, and discusses the usual
forms and gives the equations for finding the effi
ciency. Chapter 13 takes up the frames for punch
ing, shearing and riveting machinery, discussing
the stresses set up in these frames and the forms
best adapted to meet them.
The book was first published in 1899 and the
present volume is the third edition, which shows
that it has made a place for itself among the
many treatises on this subject. The discussion of
ball and roller bearings is particularly full and
interesting and gives much information as to
what may reasonably be expected and the pro
portions needed to get the best results.
The Metric Fallacy, by Halsey & Dale. D
Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1903. Price $1.
The agitation for the introduction of the
metric system into the United States has been
carried on largely by those who are interested in
computations and in measuring things, and who
are not concerned with manufacturing. Un
questionably a system of measurement which
corresponds to the decimal system of number
ing which we use, would much simplify the mak
ing of computations. It is, however, a matter of
the gravest doubt whether the metric units are
well adapted to the purposes of everyday life.
The beauties of the system in making computa
tions have been fully set forth by its advocates,
but little has been said on either side in regard
to the actual working of the system when put
into use. Unquestionably, if we had always used
the metric system, we should find it easy to do
so, and might prefer it to any other, but unfor
tunately the tendency of mankind in making
measurements is to divide things -by two. We
naturally think in halves, quarters, eighths and
sixteenths, or in thirds. The division of a dis
tance into fifths is not a natural one, and this
point constitutes a serious weaknes of the metric
system.
The book under discussion is the record of an
investigation of the working of the metric sys
tem in those countries where it has been adopted.
It is full of interesting evidence upon this point,
and is written in a vigorous and interesting style
which drives home the antimetric arguments with
great force.
Of course, there are two sides to every ques
tion and the metric system has its advantages.
That it can be used satisfactorily by English
speaking people, is proven by the fact that this
is done in many shops, both in England and the
United States, but that it has any advantages
over the use of the English system, having the
inch divided into tenths as well as sixteenths, is
a point not yet proven. We would commend the
book to the careful consideration of every man in
the country who has to do with manufacturing or
measurements.
Modern Wiring Diagrams and Descript
ions for Electrical Workers; by H.C.Hortsmann and Victor H. Tousley. Frederick J. Drake
& Co., Chicago, 1004. Price S1.50.
This book is issued in convenient pocket size,
with flexible leather covers and round corners, so
that mechanically it is well suited to its purpose.
It is designed as a pocket assistant for the man who
does electrical wiring, and is complete and compre
hensive. It takes up all classes of wiring, from bell
call and alarm circuits through telephones, fire
alarm, electric lighting, power circuits and testing
circuits, and shows the method for connecting all
kinds of apparatus for each of these classes of work.
The diagrams are clear and instructive, and taken
in connection with the text, should enable a wireman to handle any kind of work correctly.
THE DESMOND-STEPHAN MANUFAC
TURING CO., of Urbana, Ohio, manufactures
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the Desmond injector, the Desmond inspirator,
and the Desmond emery wheel dresser. Each of
these specialties is described in folders which are
sent out by the company.
THE IMPROVED CINCINNATI AIR
COMPRESSOR is described in bulletin L 508,
issued by the Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Co., of 114
Liberty St., New York. The air compressor is
of a new type, as recently described in the
columns of The Engineer, the admission to the
air cylinders being through slide valves and the
exhaust through a combination of Corliss and
poppet valves. The pamphlet contains full de
tails in regard to the compressor and intercooler and a full list of sizes and capacities of
the machines. This is printed on a fine quality
of coated paper and handsomely illustrated. The
company will send it on application to any one
interested.
"HARD WATER MADE SOFT" is the title
of an interesting pamphlet issued by the Indus
trial Water Co., 126 Liberty St, New York.
The catalog describes some of the plants in
stalled by this company for the treatment of
feed water for stationary plants and for use
in locomotives, to prevent scale formation in the
boilers. The company does not sell a boiler
compound or any chemical preparation but in
stalls plants for the treating of water to remove
all scale forming material by the use of any
chemical suitable for the purpose.
HIGH GRADE ELECTRICAL SPECIAL
TIES consisting of sockets, attachment plugs,
clusters, switches and other similar devices are
made by Harvey Hubbell of Bridgeport, Conn.,
and are described in catalog No. 7 issued by
the maker. The attachment plug is a distinct
novelty designed to do away with twisting the
connecting cord. The base is a solid piece of
porcelain screwed into the ordinary Edison
socket. The attachment plug has two brass
prongs which are forced into spring clips in the
porcelain plug, thus avoiding any twisting mo
tion in making connection. The attachment plug
is made up for ball sockets, chandeliers and
Chapman receptacles.
BUFFALO CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, as
made by the Buffalo Forge Co., run in sizes from
iyi to 12 inches, and with capacities from 65 to
5,000 gallons per minute. They are made in verti
cal and horizontal types' for belting or direct con
nection to prime movers. These and other pump
ing machinery manufactured by the Buffalo Forge
Co., are described in a pocket pamphlet issued by
the company.
THE ATLAS CAR & MFG. CO. of Cleve
land, O., in a handsome, 100-page catalog de
scribes the steel cars for all purposes manufac
tured by it. The cars are made in standard
gage for railroad work and in narrow gage for
mines and factory use.
CROSBY SAFETY VALVES are found
everywhere. For those who do not know them,
there is a leaflet issued by the Crosby Steam
Gage and Valve Co., which gives "facts for the
consideration of boiler makers and boiler own
ers."
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES of all kinds for
water systems, sewerage systems and toilet rooms
are carried in stock by B. Karol of 231 West Har
rison St., Chicago. These are fully described
and prices given in a convenient pocket catalog
issued by him.
THE WIELAND PIPE THREADING and
cutting machine which is manufactured by the
Standard Manufacturing Co., Ellwood City, Pa.,
is described in a folder which is sent out by the
company.
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POWER PLANT OF THE NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY CO.
BY H. R. COBLEIGH.
ONE of the greatest difficulties that confronts
the engineer when designing a power plant to
serve a factory located within the limits of a
large city, where land is expensive, is the placing
of the apparatus in the smallest possible space
without overcrowding it. This problem has been
masterfully handled in the New England Confec
tionery Co.'s works, in Boston, Mass., as a con
sideration of the dimensions and a reference to
the illustrations will show. The buildings are

The greatest extravagance of space seems from
the plan to be in the boiler room, which contains
3,53° square feet—until one considers that this
includes a storage space for about 200 tons of
coal and purposely allows for the future installa
tion of double the present equipment of boilers.
The three now in place, shown in Fig. 1, are
of the return tubular pattern built by Edward
Kendall & Sons, Cambridgeport, Mass., and gen
erate steam at a pressure of 145 pounds. Each
is 78 inches in diameter by 18 feet long, contains
one hundred and sixty-six 3-inch tubes, and has
a total heating surface of 2,376 square feet and
a. grate surface of 49 square feet. A 10-inch
gage, a 5-inch safety valve and a Reliance water
column are provided for each boiler. The smoke
outlets connect to a breeching 4 x 6'/2 feet in

off near one end of the 12-inch header and con
tains a Locke emergency automatic safety shutoff valve and an 8-inch Cochrane steam separator.
From the other end of the header, through an
other Locke shutoff valve, a 10-inch connection
is made to a short auxiliary header in the engine
room, which supplies the various pumps, and,
through a 6-inch Watts regulating valve, reduc
ing to 90 pounds, connects to a riser which con
veys about the building the steam used at this
intermediate pressure for manufacturing pur
poses. Through another Watts reducing valve
from the auxiliary header, 15 pounds pressure is
obtained for manufacturing use and the heating
system, when the exhaust from the various
pumps and the small nonconden.sing engine is
not sufficient. On the low-pressure side each re-

FIG. I. VIEW OF THE BOILER ROOM.
located on the South Boston side of Fort Point
Channel, opposite the South Terminal Station,
are five stories high, of brick and stone, and cover
a ground area of about 40,000 square feet.
The demand of this plant for power is not a
small one. For general power purposes about
forty Crocker-Wheeler motors, aggregating 365
horsepower, are used, mostly for group driving
by belts and shafting. In addition there are five
elevators direct driven by Holtzer-Cabot motors
and five Sturtevant fans for ventilating, driven by
direct-connected motors of the same make, the
ten outfits representing a combined total of no
horsepower. Two ^-horsepower motors for a
pneumatic tube system and some fifteen desk fans
complete the list of the power consumers.
For lighting, the building is provided with
about 1,300 16-candlepower incandescent lamps
and three arc lamps. So it is seen that a very
fair sized mechanical plant is necessary, and it
is quite remarkable that all of the apparatus, in
cluding the boiler equipment, engine-generator
equipment, refrigerating outfit and pumps for
boiler feeding, condensing, house service, returns
from heating system, etc., are contained in a sec
tion of the basement 6,038 square feet in area,
or but 15 per cent of the total ground area occu
pied.

FIG. 2. THE ENGINE ROOM, SHOWING THE LARGER UNIT OF 37O-KILOWATT CAPACITY.
cross section, which contains a Mason damper
regulator and leads to the base of a stack 6 feet
in internal diameter and 125 feet high. The
steam outlets, each 6 inches in diameter, connect
through Wainwright corrugated expansion joints
to a 12-inch header at the rear of the boilers, in
which provision has been left for the connection
of the thiee additional boilers, as it becomes nec
essary to erect them.
The live-steam main for the engines is taken

during valve has a Crosby Inspector's safety
valve, the first set to blow off at 100 and the
other at 25 pounds. The steam piping is of
wrought steel with Van Stone flange joints for
5-inch and above, and the sizes below arc wrought
iron with flanges screwed on.
The engine-generator equipment includes two
direct-connected sets, delivering direct current at
230 volts. The larger one, Fig. 2, used during
working hours, consists of a twelve-pole Crock
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er-Wheeler generator of 370 kilowatt capacity,
driven at 120 revolutions per minute, by a 16
and 32 x 36-inch Corliss-type compound engine,
built by the Filer & Stowell Co., of Milwaukee,
Wis. During the lunch hour this set is stopped
and a smaller set, Fig. 3, having a capacity of 5°
kilowatt, often used for night loads also, is run
instead. The dynamo is a six-pole Crocker-

FIG. 3.
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the oil is passed through two 20-gallon White
Star filters made by the Pittsburg Gage and
Supply Co., and is returned to the storage tank by
a 2^2 and llA x 3-inch Warren pump.
From the generators to the switchboard the
feeders are taken in conduits under the floor.
The switchboard is simple in arrangement and
handily located near both generators and away
from the wall, so that all parts are accessible.
It is 78 inches wide by 84 inches high and was
built by the Albert and J. M. Anderson Mfg. Co.,
of Boston, Mass. The equipment is clearly
shown by the accompanying view, Fig. 4, and is
as follows (reading from left to right and from
top to bottom) : A voltmeter with a 250-volt
scale ; a 2,000-ampere ammeter for the large gen
erator; a 300-ampere ammeter for the small gen
erator; a double-pole, single-throw switch for the
engine and boiler room lights; four similar

The pumps for the most part are placed ver
tically along or close to the walls, and it is in
this way that the great saving of floor space in
the engine room is effected. Inasmuch as the
plant is located on the shore of the Fort Point
Channel, an inlet from Boston harbor, salt wa
ter is available in large quantities and at no ex
pense. Advantage was taken of this condition of
affairs by utilizing salt water for condensing pur
poses and for use in toilet fixtures, the city sup
ply of fresh water being drawn upon only for
the boiler feed, manufacturing service and drink
ing water. The salt water supply is taken
through two 8-inch pipes leading from the harbor,
each having a removable Blake copper wire
strainer. These discharge into a 14-inch pipe
which passes along a trench into the engine room,
where it enlarges to 16 inches and connects to
the suction ends of two Warren steam pumps,

THE 50-KILOWATT SET.

Wheeler machine and is driven at 275 revolutions
per minute by an 11 x 12-inch, simple, horizontal
Ames Iron Works engine. This set is run noncondensing and exhausts into the low-pressure
system, as previously stated, throngh a 5-inch
Lowden oil extractor. The compound engine ex
hausts to a Knowles 9 and 18 x 12-inch vertical
twin air pump and jet condenser, which main
tains a vacuum of about 26 inches. Between the
high and low-pressure cylinders there is a gage
board containing a clock, a gage for the initial

FIG. S. LAYOUT OF THE PLANT AND MACHINERY.

FIG. 4. FRONT OF THE SWITCHBOARD.
steam pressure, one for the pressure at which the
steam is exhausted from the first to the second
cylinder, and one for the vacuum in the con
denser.
In addition to the ordinary oil cups, which
are used only in case of emergency, all bear
ings and rubbing parts' are lubricated through a
gravity oiling system from an elevated reservoir,
having a capacity of 60 gallons. After being used

switches for the lighting in the first, second,
third and fourth buildings ; a plug switch for
connecting the voltmeter with either generator;
a ground-detector lamp for each machine ; a field
rheostat for the large machine ; three doublepole, single-throw switches for power in the
first, second and third buildings; a rheostat for
the small machine; a double-pole single-throw
switch controlling the feeders to the elevators ; a
double-pole, double-throw switch for connecting
the busbars to either generator, and a doublepole, single-throw switch for the power in the
fourth building.

the compound-engine condenser and the ammonia
condensers. The discharge from the condensers
passes into a waste elbow through the wall be
tween the engine and boiler rooms to the east
end of the latter and returns to the channel.
All the salt water piping is of cast iron, ex
tra strong, coated inside and out with tar and
made up with flanges. The salt-water pumps
which supply the circulating water for the re
frigerating system and that used for sanitary pur
poses have cylinders 14 and 9 x 12 inches, and
are cross-connected so that they may be used
interchangeably.
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The fresh water supply is taken from the
street main through a 3-inch connection which
immediately enlarges to 6 inches and finally to
& inches near the pumps. For boiler feeding
there are two vertical cross-connected 8 and 5 x
12-inch Warren pumps. Another vertical pump
of the same make with cylinders yz/i and 4 x 10
inches is for hose service, and discharges through
air chambers' which provide the pressure neces
sary to distribute it to all parts of the building,
the pressure on the air chambers being provided
by an air compressor, manufactured by the New
York Air Brake Co. The hot water house serv
ice is obtained from a heater, the steam supply
to which is controlled by a Curtis thermostat
made by the Julian D'Este Co., of Boston. On
their steam supplies all the pumps are provided
with Locke governors, making them automatic
in their operation, and the feed, salt-water and
house-service pumps have American Steam Gage
Co.'s water relief valves, connecting the discharge
and suction ends. The one on the feed pump
opens at 200 pounds and the others at 100.
The exhaust steam from the pumps, combining
with that from the Ames engine, goes into the
low-pressure system for heating and manufactur
ing purposes. Condensation from this system
and the drip from all clean steam pipes is with
drawn through V. D. Anderson steam traps and
brought back to a receiver, 3 feet in diameter by
4 feet long, connecting with a Deane, 8 and 5 x
12-inch horizontal return pump, which discharges
direct to the boilers. Greasy drips such as those
from the oil extractors or from parts of the ex
haust piping containing unclean steam are dis
charged into the salt-water waste pipe. All traps
are bypassed.
The feed water heater is of the National closed
type and receives steam from the low-pressure
system, the excess being passed out through an
8-inch, spiral-riveted, galvanized iron exhaust
pipe, containing a Schutte back-pressure valve
and leading to the roof, where it ends in an ex
haust head. This same riser has a connection to
the large engine exhaust pipe, which contains an
8-inch, Bake, automatic, exhaust relief vaive.
In case of any trouble with the condenser, this
valve will open automatically and allow the en
gine to exhaust direct to the atmosphere. The
feed pumps discharge through the heater, but
they are also arranged to deliver cold water di
rectly from the city mains to the boilers. The
feed piping between the pumps and heater is of
wrought iron and that between the heater and
boilers is of brass, the size and thickness of ironi
as is also the discharge pipe from the return pump.
The refrigerating equipment operates on the
ammonia absorption system, has a capacity of 100
tons of refrigeration per 24 hours, and was in
stalled by the Carbondalc Machine Co. It in
cludes a Hendrick brine cooler, a generator, an
absorber, two condensers, two ammonia pumps
and two brine pumps. The connections and lo
cations of the parts are clearly indicated in the
accompanying plan. The ammonia pumps are
cross-connected and of the same size and make,
i. e., Deane, 14 and sYz x 12-inches. The brine
circulating pumps are also cross-connected and
of Deane, of Holyoke, make, one having 14 and
x 12-inch cylinders, and the other y]/2 and &y2
x 10-inch. For the circulating of the drinking
water a 3 and 2 x 3-inch duplex Warren pump
is used, drawing from a supply tank, which is
cooled by brine coils and kept filled by a float
valve controlling a connection from the city
service. All pumps are duplex with the excep
tion of the ammonia pumps, and all arc placed
vertically except the ammonia pumps, brine
pumps, drinking water pump and hot-water re
turn pump.
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To Messrs. Dean and Main, of 53 State Street,
Boston, engineers and mill architects, are due
the structural features and general layout of the
apparatus in the power plant, as well as the re
frigerating system. E. F. Brigham, who remains
in the employ of the company, was the engineer
for the electrical work, and the present chief en
gineer in charge of the plant is F. C. Kennedy.
The steam piping and heating system were in
stalled by the Walworth Construction and Sup
ply Co., of Boston.
CRANKPIN BEARING.
BY C. H. BIERBAUM.
A STRIKING illustration of the extremes to
which mechanics at times carry matters with
a view to overcoming difficulties, and in at
tempting to guard against trouble, is brought out
very forcibly by the following conditions and per
formances of a crankpin bearing. The bearing
in question was on a double, cross-compound,
low-speed pumping engine, built and erected by
an old established concern of more than national
reputation. The fitting up and the condition of
the bearing could, therefore, in no sense reflect
upon their standard practice.
The peculiarity of this bearing was that it re
quired cylinder oil for its lubrication instead of
engine oil. At the time the writer's attention
was called to it, it seemed to be in a very satis
factory condition, oiled with cylinder oil, and
running perfectly cool. The only objection ap
parently was that one oil cup had to be filled
with cylinder oil, while the remainder of the en
gine was oiled with engine oil. The natural in
ference was that the engine oil must be of an
unusually low grade, for if it was of standard
quality such a condition would seem to be para
doxical, since the lubricating value of engine oil
should be considerably higher than that of cylin
der oil, and in addition to this fact the tempera
ture corresponding to the maximum lubricating
value of engine oil is far below that of cylinder
oil, thus for either one or both of these reasons
the bearing should have run cooler with engine
oil than with cylinder oil.

running at slow speed while the bearing was
flooded with a view to again gradually increasing
the speed. But after a few hours run at the re
duced speed it was found that the bearing was
getting altogether too hot to continue to run with
safety. The bearing was therefore taken apart
and examined. The accompanying illustrations
are exact representations of impression sheets
made from the bearings, the shaded portion in
each diagram representing the surface which did
not bear upon the crankpin.
The impression sheets were made in a very
simple manner. The bearings, after being taken
out, were cleaned by washing with gasoline, and
thoroughly wiped. A sheet of thin white writing
paper was then laid into the convex bearing
surface in each half bearing, and carefully held
in position, while the blunt end of a lead pencil
was used to follow up the different lines in the
bearing. Very accurate impressions can be taken
in this way, their accuracy depending entirely
upon the care exercised, and the latter is indicated
by the sharpness of the lines made. Fig. 1 shows
the position of the brasses in the rod-end.
LOWER SIDE

UPPER SIDE
FIG. 2.

FIG. I. LOCATION OF BRASSES.
A sample of engine oil was obtained, which
was guaranteed to be of the very highest grade
of mineral oil made. The sample was used on
the bearing, which, at the time the investigation
was begun, was lubricated with cylinder oil and
running at normal speed and at a temperature
not appreciably above that of the engine room.
After flooding the bearing with the sample of
special oil the oil cup was removed, filled with
the special oil, and replaced. A few moments
after the first application of the special engine
oil, it was surmised that a slight rise of tempera
ture had occurred, and 10 minutes later the rise
of temperature had become quite noticeable.
After continuing with an increased feed of
oil for half or three-quarters of an hour, the tem
perature of the bearing increasing meanwhile,
the engine was slowed down somewhat and kept

DIAGRAM UF BEARING SURFACE IN COOL
BEARING.

It will be noticed that an unwarranted portion*
ol this area is represented by oil grooves. The
dimensions of the engine and other data are as
follows :
High pressure cylinder diameter... 18
in.
High pressure cylinder area
254.4 sq. inLow pressure cylinder diameter... 36 in.
Low pressure cylinder area
1,017.8 sq. in.
Crank pin diameter
4.625 in.
Crankpin length (bearing) ■
5.5 in.
Steam pressure H. P. cylinder (ad
mission)
85
lbs.
Steam pressure L. P. cylinder (ad
mission)
25
lbs.
Vacuum pressure L. P. cylinder
(exhaust) 24 in
11. 7 lbsTotal piston pressure on H. P.
piston 254.4 x 60
15,264
lbs_
Total pressure on L. P. piston
1,017.8 x 36.7
37,354
lbs.
Maximum total pressure on crank
while passing dead center
52,617
lbs-.
Projected area of actual contact
surface represented by Fig. 2... 18.55 sq. in.
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Projected area of actual contact
surface represented by Fig. 3... 17.05 sq. in.
Total projected area crankpin. . . . 25.44 sq. in.
Ratio of projected actual bearing
surface in Fig. 2 compared with
projected area of crankpin .... 72.7%
Ratio of projected actual bearing
surface in Fig. 3 compared with
projected area of crankpin
66.
Pressure per sq. in. of projected
area of actual bearing surface
lbs.
for Fig. 2. 52,617
18.55
2,830
Pressure per sq. in. of projected
area of actual bearing surface
lbs.
for Fig. 3. 52,617 -r- 17 05. .... 3.080
LOWER SIDE
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Second. Within certain limits the thickness of
the film decreases as the time during which it is
subjected to pressure, increases.
Third, ldcreasing the area of the film increases
the pressure resisting capacity per unit of area.
Applying the foregoing conclusions to the par
ticular bearing under consideration we have in
the first instance a striking illustration of the
preservation of the film of cylinder oil owing to
its higher viscosity ; the second conclusion having
no appreciable bearing upon the facts in this case,
since the variation of speed was not sufficient
to introduce the element of time as a factor.
With refernce to the third conclusion it would
have required the fitting of a new bearing in or
der to demonstrate the effect of increased area.
The corresponding bearing on the opposite
side of the engine was lubricated with engine
oil, and while doing exactly the same amount of
work, was running perfectly cool, which shows
that the bearing in question was properly propor
tioned. The pressure of 3,000 pounds per square
inch of projected area of actual bearing surface
is of course far in excess of what any bearing
could endure continuously or even during a com
plete revolution without destroying the oil film.
In the engine under consideration this excessive
pressure is exerted for a very short time only,
viz., for just an instant as the crank passes the
dead center, the heavy flywheel serving for its
inertia effect only, since the work is delivered by
means of a walkingbeam communicating with
the crosshead.
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THE RUSSELL ENGINE.
The accompanying photograph, Fig. I, shows
a portion of the engine room of the United
States Steel Corporation's plant at Sharon, Pa.
Six Russell engines with cylinders 20 and 35 x 27
inches direct-connected to 400-kilowatt directcurrent generators, are installed in this plant.
The engines are of the four valve type and
run at a speed of 150 revolutions per minute.
That the metal used in them is judiciously dis
tributed so as to lend beauty of outline as well as
strength to the design, is established by the
figure.
The cylinders are jacketed to prevent radia
tion and the joints at the ends are ground to
make, without any packing, a tight and permanent
joint, regardless of variations in temperature or
pressure.
The admission valves are of the balanced
gridiron type with riding cutoff. The main
valve is triple ported on the side next to the
cutoff valve, allowing the cutoff to take place
in one-sixth the time required by a single ported
valve. It is practically composed of two valves,
one for each port, which are held together by
stretcher rods. At each ' end is a large port
which conveys the steam, admitted through the
smaller ports in its outer face, to the cylinder
port, and then into the cylinder.
Steam is admitted between the faces of the
valves, as shown by the open spaces in Fig. 2,
reducing the load on the valves and making
them practically balanced.

UPPER SIDE
FIG. 3. DIAGRAM OF BEARING SURFACE IN HOT
BEARING.
Several years ago while in charge of oil and
lubricant tests in the experimental engineering
laboratory of Cornell University, the writer made
numerous experiments to ascertain the pressure
necessary to squeeze out oil films. Owing to the
great number of variables brought to bear on the
subject, no general or final data were established
which would be applicable to all conditions, and
consequently general conclusions only were
drawn. The variations encountered were : First,
that of the oil itself. Second, the temperature
at which the pressure occurs (the temperature
of the rubbing film of oil is not necessarily
the average temperature of the bearing). Third,
the time during which the pressure occurs.
Fourth, the necessary thickness of film of
different oils which depends upon the condition
of the surfaces, and finally, the smoothness of
the bearing surfaces themselves.
The difficulty in obtaining the latter quality
can be appreciated by any one who has ever
attempted to fit up two sets of bearings for fric
tion test machines, and has succeeded in having
them exactly or even approximately close in
duplicating results. It can, of course, be done,
but any one who has done this can appreciate
the difficulty referred to, for until the surfaces
are equal in fit and finish to such as would give
duplicate results for the coefficient of friction,
they would not be sufficiently accurate for giv
ing reliable results for the study of films. How
ever, the following three general conclusions
were fully warranted by the results of the in
vestigation :
First. Oils of high viscosity have greater pres
sure resisting capacity.

FIG. I. RUSSELL ENGINES INSTALLED AT THE PLANT OF THE UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION,
SHARON, PA.
In crankpin bearings diagonal oil grooves can
serve no purpose whatever. The pressure is ex
erted alternately in opposite directions, and while
the pressure is being exerted against one side of
the crankpin, the other side is having the oil
film wiped upon it. When the adjustment of the
bearing is such that the film of oil cannot form,
then an increase of the number of oil grooves
can only serve to diminish the bearing surface,
and this increases pressure per unit area of bear
ing surface. Two parallel grooves in a crankpin
bearing one in each half is all that can serve a
useful purpose.

The exhaust valves are cylindrical with triple
ports, a construction which reduces the travel
to a minimum and makes the operation of the
valves easy. The faces are on the bottom, so
that wear will make them tight rather than
leaky. This arrangement is also well adapted
to relieve the cylinder of water of cendensation.
An eccentric on the main shaft actuates the
steam valves, while the exhaust valves: receive
their motion from a small wrist plate by suit
able connecting links to the- rocker shaft, which
in turn is driven by the main eccentric. The
cutoff eccentric is connected to the governor.
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moving the cutoff valve by means of a rock
shaft and arms. The extreme range of cutoff
is from o to
stroke, where it meets the cutoff
by the main valve.

FIG. 2. RUSSELL STEAM-CHEST AND VALVES.

A shaft governor is used to control the speed
of the engine. The weights W W, Fig. 3, are
thrown outward by centrifugal force against the
tension of the springs S S, and thus turn the
eccentric about the shaft. The tension of the
springs can be adjusted by means of the screws
A A, and the position of the weights altered on
the arms B B, so that the governor can be easily
brought to suit special requirements of speed
or regulation. The inertia of the weight /
tends to prevent oscillations but increases the
sensitiveness of the governor to sudden changes
of speed.
Each flywheel is 10 feet in diameter, weighs
40,000 pounds, and is placed next the armature
between the bearings. It is cast in halves and
connected by links shrunk into the rim and bolts
at the hub.

FIG. 3.

THE RUSSELL GOVERNOR.

The bearings are adjustable for both sidcwise
and vertical motion. A wedge key prevents the
side motion, while a cap on the top resists any
upward movement of the shaft. Both these
adjustments are made by means of bolts passing
through the cap to the bearings, either adjust
ments being accomplished without removing the
cap.
A constant supply of oil is insured by means
of chains which run over the shaft from an oil
reservoir in the bearings. The shape of this
reservoir is such that oil may be drained out
clean at any time, while a sight glass tells the
amount of oil contained. The cranks are pro
tected by guards which prevent the throwing of
oil.
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THE ECONOMY OF SUPERHEATED STEAM.
BV E. A. REYNOLDS.
(Abstract of a paper read before the Rugby,
Eng., Engineering Society.)
The adoption of superheated steam in steam
engines was made possible by the manufacture
of heavy mineral oils with high ignition points
and the now common practice of using metallic
packing. From a purely theoretical point of
view, the advantage gained is small, and if the
condition;, were those of the ideal engine, super
heating would never have been heard of. On
entering the cylinder of a steam engine, part
of the steam is condensed, without doing any
work, by coming in contact with the walls and
piston, cooled from the previous exhaust stroke.
This reduces the working value of the steam and
coats the cylinder with a film of water, which
conducts the heat much more readily to the
cylinder walls than in the case of dry steam.
The principal object of superheating is to re
duce this transfer of heat and initial condensa
tion ; for although the steam gives up some
of its heat to the metal on admission, there is
no condensation, the only effect being a reduc
tion of volume and a fall in temperature. Super
heating also tends to prevent leakage at sliding
surfaces, such as piston rings, valves, etc. No
matter how tight they are when at rest, a film
of water, creeping along between the sliding
surfaces, will cause steam to leak through when
the engine is running.
At 300 degrees F. of superheat the volume
of steam is increased about 50 per cent and,
owing to this increase in volume, less heat
is required to produce the same volume for
superheated steam than for saturated steam at
the same pressure. Thus less heat enters the
cylinders at each stroke, and as the same amount
of heat is converted into work in each case,
the economy of superheating is apparent.
It has been found that to attain a certain
velocity of steam in a pipe, superheated steam
requires a smaller drop in pressure than satur
ated steam and, as less steam is required per
horsepower when superheated, a reduction of
20 per cent may be made in the size of the piping,
which again will greatly reduce the cost as well
as the loss from radiation.
A separator will be unnecessary, which also
reduces the radiating surface, and the absence
of water in the steam pipes does away with all
risk of getting water into the cylinders'.
The superheater may have three different posi
tions relative to the boiler: 1. It may be placed
in the flue so as to extract heat from the
gases as they leave the boiler. 2. It may be
placed in the path of the gases between the
fire and the boiler proper. 3. It may be quite
separate, and independently fired.
In case 1, a good boiler should take up
enough of the heat from the gases to allow
them to pass out at a temperature but little
above that of the boiler. If only a low degree
of superheat is required, this position is much
the simplest and cheapest.
Case 2 is the most economical method from
point of view of fuel required, but the difficulty
of regulating the temperature is much greater.
In the last method the temperature can be easily
regulated and the superheater readily cut out
when required. It is a more wasteful method
than either of the other two, but as little coal
is quired by the superheater when compared with
the boiler, the loss does not count for much.
It may be taken as a general rule that the
better, the economy of an engine the less gain
there will be from superheat. Thus the best
results should be looked for in a simple engine
with a low steam pressure.
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In triple and compound expansion, the gain
is small unless the superheating is carried to
high temperature. It varies, of course, with the
point of cutoff, and the ratio of expansion.
There is little gain due to superheating in
any cylinder after the stage is reached in which
the steam is kept dry throughout the whole ex
pansion, the only object of taking the superheat
higher is to obtain dry steam as far as possible
during the whole expansion of the engine.
The same effect may be obtained by reheat
ing the steam in the receivers between the dif
ferent cylinders, so that it will enter each cylin
der superheated sufficiently to ensure that it will
be dry at the end of the stroke in that cylinder.
This can be effected by passing the superheated
steam through coils in the receiver, so that it
may give up part of its heat to the steam that
has already expanded in the previous cylinder
and pass on to the steam chest of the engine at
a lower degree of superheat. This method gives
the advantage of a high degree of superheat
without the disadvantage of extremely high tem
perature in the cylinders.
The effect of superheating in turbines is
somewhat different from that in engines. In
some turbines, the potential energy of the steam
is transformed into kinetic energy before being
available for doing work. This is effected by
means of a large drop of pressure through a
small nozzle. Some of the heat appears as
kinetic energy and, if saturated steam were used,
there would be water present at this pressure.
If superheated, the extra heat in the steam would
prevent any condensation and increase the volume
and velocity of the steam. With this form of
turbine the high temperature steam never comes
in contact with the working parts and the only
limit to the degree of superheat is apparently
the temperature at which the strength of steel
begins to be affected. Results of a trial have
been published lately on a De Laval turbine
using steam at 930 degrees F., with no serious
difficulties encountered.
In defining the word "engineering," Prof.
William Kent, dean of Smith College of Applied
Science at Syracuse, says : "Engineering is not
only the science and art of utilizing the forces
of nature for the benefit of man, as Tredgold
defined it, but it is also the art of overcoming
the resistance of nature, including human nature."
One of the most important processes in
coated and wall paper making is the drying op
eration. For this the paper is hung in festoons
passing over rollers a horizontal distance of about
50 feet; hot air is blown against the paper in
such a way that distribution is uniform over the
entire surface of the paper. The air must enter
the room at a certain temperature and must be
free from all particles of dirt and dust to keep
the paper perfectly clean. The air is drawn
from outside by means of a fan, screened, passed
over steam coils enclosed in a steel plate, fire
proof casing, and distributed through galvanized
iron ducts to the desired places for drying. Ex
haust fans for removing the moisture-laden air
keep the atmosphere within the room dry, pure
and healthful. With the fan system, light coated
paper and light weights will dry in one-third the
time required to dry by means of steam coils
placed under the festoons of paper. Recent in
stallations for drying paper by the Sturtevant fan
system have been made at the Merrimac Paper Co..
Lawrence, Mass., the Whitmore Mfg. Co..
Holyoke, Mass., and the Dill & Collins Co., Phil
adelphia, Pa., the complete outfits for each be
ing furnished by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., of
Boston, Mass.
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THE NEW ERA GAS ENGINE.
NEW ERA gas and gasoline engines have
been in use for over 12 years and are
giving uniform satisfaction all over the
United States. They are of pleasing design,
strong, simple, and run at a comparatively low
speed.
The valves are raised vertically by steel cams,
rotating on a lateral shaft, which drives the
governor by means of bevel gears, and, in turn,
is driven itself by spiral gears on the crank shaft.
These valves are arranged so that they can be
taken out or ground in, by removing the cap that
holds them, without disturbing any other part of
the mechanism. These features and the absence
of rods, elbows, arms, eccentrics, cranks, etc.,
give simplicity to the engine and make easy
the adjustment of any of its parts.
A feature of the engine is the valveless port
in the side of the cylinder, which is automatically

FIG. I.
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being on the same side of the engine, are operated
by cams or gears on the side shaft, thus doing
away with long rods. The angle pillow block and
spiral gears take the first shock of the explosion
at the bottom of the box, making it easy to take
up the wear.
By a special arrangement, the gas valve can
not remain open when the engine is at rest, mak
ing it impossible for the engine room to become
flooded with gas.
The cylinders are kept cool by the circulation
of water in a jacket around them. The cylinder
walls and head are cast solid, insuring against
the leakage of water into the cylinder and re
quiring no packing for the head. The connect
ing rod is a regular strap rod made of forged
iron, has brass boxes, and is held in place by a
gib and key.
This engine is made in a number of sizes
up to 25 horsepower and can use either natural
or artificial gas for fuel, acme gas, gasoline, kero
sene or distillate. A change from one fuel to

IO-HCRSEPOWER NEW KRA GAS ENGINE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

uncovered by the piston at the end of its out
ward stroke. Part of the burnt gas passes
through this auxiliary opening into a pipe or ves
sel, while the remainder of the gas escapes
through the regular exhaust at nearly atmospheric
pressure. This prolongs the life of the exhaust
valve and its seat and saves the power lost in
operating it under a high pressure.
The governor is of the ball type, is extremely
sensitive, and governs the engine by cutting out
the fuel entirely, when the speed rises above that
for which the governor is set. Under less than
full load, when the speed is too high, the fuel
valve remains closed and only pure air is drawn
into the engine by the suction of the piston. This
air in due course is driven out through the ex
haust valve and not only cleans the cylinder of
burnt gas, left from the previous explosion, but
tends to cool the valves and cylinder. The process
is known as "self-scavenging."
All the working parts are so arranged as to
be free and independent of each other, so that
one part can be taken out without disturbing any
other part. The valves, igniter and governor, all

the other can be made without stopping the en
gine.
A portable gasoline engine, of the same type
as the stationary engine, is made, ranging in size
from 5 to 26 horsepower. Where little power
is required, a small engine, known as the Little
Giant, of 2 and 4 horsepower capacity, is built by
the makers, The New Era Gas Engine Co., cor
ner Second and Dale Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
What is likely to happen where no regu
lar system of boiler inspection and licensing is
in operation is shown by an instance reported
from Indianapolis. At the City Hospital the boil
ers, which were originally built to carry 60 to 65
pounds pressure, are being run at about 90
pounds on account of increased demands for
power. This is the report of an inspector
for one of the insurance companies. The en
gineer says that the pressure carried is only 70
pounds and that the boilers would carry 150
pounds if necessary. A regular system of boiler
inspection by the city would do away with dis
putes of this kind.
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THE GAS ENGINE FOR CENTRAL STA
TION SERVICE
BY RALPH D. MERSH0N.
(A paper read before the New York Electrical
Society.)
The first gas engines or explosion motors were
operated by admitting to the cylinder in the prop
er proportion gas and air at atmospheric pressure
and then igniting them. This method of opera
tion, however, does not result in a high efficiency.
The efficiency of a heat motor such as we are dis
cussing depends upon the initial and final temper
atures of the working fluid. Anything which
will increase the former, or diminish the latter
will, in general, increase the efficiency. Now the
limiting point to which the final temperature can
be decreased is soon closely approached, but it is
possible, theoretically at least, to increase the ini
tial temperature indefinitely by compression of
the charge of gas and air before it is ignited.
This fact was appreciated for some time before
advantage was taken of it.
In order to secure these conditions, Otto's
scheme of operation was to have a single-cylin
der, single-acting engine. This engine on the
forward stroke was to draw into its cylinder a
proper mixture of gas and air. On the return
stroke it was to compress this charge, and at the
return stroke the charge was to be ignited. The
next stroke was to be the working stroke, near
the end of which the exhaust valve opened.
The next return stroke forced the products of
combustion out of the cylinder through the ex
haust valve, which remained open until the
stroke was completed. The cylinder was then in
condition to repeat the cycle. As will be seen,
there was one working stroke in every four
strokes, or one working stroke for every two
revolutions. For this reason this method of op
eration is often designated in this country as
"four cycle," although the designation of "four
stroke," given by the Germans, is much to be
preferred.
Compression, therefore, is one of the chief
elements conducive to high efficiency in gas en
gines. There is, however, a limit to this. The
compression of the charge necessarily heats it
and, if the compression be carried to a high
enough point, firing of the charge will result,
due to compression alone. Indeed, in some types
of engines, ignition is accomplished altogether by
means of high compression. In the gas engine
as ordinarily employed, however, ignition due to
compression, or "pre-igrrition," as it is called,
is carefully avoided, principally because of the
difficulty of controlling it and of its consequent
unreliability. Ignition is generally accomplished
by an electric spark, which method is capable of
the complete control necessary for successful op
eration.
Pre-ignition takes place more readily in a
"rich" explosive mixture; that is, one whose cal
orific value is high, than in a "lean" mixture, or
one whose calorific power is low, and it is, there
fore, possible to compress lean mixtures to a high
er point than rich ones. There exists, therefore, a
condition which at first thought is rather surpris
ing, viz., that, in general, it is possible to obtain
a higher efficiency in the gas engine when a lean
gas is employed than when a rich one is used,
because of the higher point to which compres
sion may safely be carried. For this reason, a
considerable excess of air is often employed, that
is, a good deal more air than is necessary to
completely consume the gas supplied to the en
gine, and in some cases there is mixed with the
gas, when a rich gas is the one available for use
in the engine, an inert gas such as for instance
the cooled and cleaned products of combustion
from the gas engine itself. By using these ex
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pedients a higher compression may be employed
and with resulting higher efficiency. Lean mix
tures are also more readily ignited by the ignition
spark when the compression is high.
In addition to the four cycle, or as we shall
call it the four-stroke method of operating gas
engines, there is another known as the "two
cycle," or the "two-stroke" method. These two
methods are the ones most generally in use and
the only ones, therefore, which we will consider.
The method of accomplishing this may best be
explained by reference to Fig. 1, showing in sec
tion the cylinder of a, two-stroke engine. This
view shows a double-acting cylinder; that is, one
in which there is produced alternately working

FIG. I. CROSS-SECTION OF KORTING CYLINDER AND
VALVES.

impulses on each side of the piston. We will,
however, consider for the present only one end
of the cylinder. Suppose the piston to be at the
back end of the cylinder, and in the clearance
between the end of the piston and the cylinder
there shall be a charge of gas and air compressed
by the previous stroke of the piston. If this
charge be ignited the piston will be urged forward
until it begins to uncover the ports at the middle
of the cylinder through which the exhaust passes.
These ports begin to be uncovered when the
piston is near the end of its stroke ; that is, a
little before the crank has reached the dead cen
ter. The ports, therefore, remain more or less
open from the time the crank has reached the
position somewhat before the dead center posi
tion, until it has reached a corresponding posi
tion on the other side of the dead center; that
is, the exhaust ports are open for quite an appre
ciable portion of the time occupied by a stroke
of the, engine, since they are open at a time
when the piston is moving at a comparatively low
speed. The instant these ports are opened the
hot gas that is in the cylinder begins to rush out
through them, most of the products of combus
tion passing out, and the pressure falling to that
of the atmosphere. Shortly after this the inlet
valve at the back end of the cylinder opens, ad
mitting a certain amount of pure air which has
been previously compressed by a suitable pump.
The air thus admitted pushes forward the prod
ucts of cumbustion in the cylinders, forcing out
of the exhaust a portion of what remains in the
cylinder after the presure has dropped, to atmos
pheric ; so that, theoretically at least, there is
next to the piston a layer of the products of
combustion, and next to that a layer of pure air.
The gas-supply valve now opens so that along
with the air being admitted there is also taken
in the proper proportion of gas for an explosive
mixture, and it is admitted in such a way as to
produce a thorough mingling of the gas and air
entering the cylinder. The gas, like the air, is
compressed by a pump to the low pressure neces
sary for forcing it into the cylinder. While the
gas and air are entering the cylinder more of the
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products of combustion are being forced out of
the exhaust ports, which are still open, and this
admission of gas and air continues until suffi
cient of the mixture has been admitted for the
work which the engine is doing.
The exhaust ports have, during all this time,
been more or less open, as previously explained,
and the admission of the layer of pure air and the
succeeding layer of the mixture has been accom
plished and the admission valve closed before the
exhaust ports are closed by the piston making its
return stroke. The piston now begins its return
stroke, closing the exhaust ports and compress
ing the stratified contents of the cylinder, and
near the end of the stroke the charge is ready for
ignition and for a repetition of the cycle outlined.
It is clear that this engine will give a work
ing impulse every forward stroke just as in the
case of a single-acting steam engine, and that if
we duplicate the cylinder at the other end of the
piston, there will result a double-acting engine
giving us an impulse every stroke as in the case
of the steam engine. Such an engine as described
requires separate pumps for forcing the gas and
air into the working cylinder. Just below Fig. 1
is shown an indicator diagram from the working
cylinder showing the relation between the differ
ent points of the diagram and the cylinder itself.
This indicator diagram will also serve to give an
idea of the general form of the gas engine indi
cator card. As will be seen, there is nothing cor
responding to the admission line of the steam en
gine card since there is no such admission, the
gas engine card corresponding more nearly to the
steam engine card at very light load. It will be
noted that the engine just described has no ex
haust valves proper, the piston itself acting as
the exhaust valve. The two-stroke engine de
scribed is the KOrting, made by the De La Vergne
Refrigerating Machine Co., the only engine of
that type, I believe, manufactured in this country.

FIG. 2.

during admission. The air and the explosive
mixture are compressed in a separate pump L
(driven by an extension of the main piston rod)
to the pressure necessary to force them into the
main cylinder, the air being compressed on one
side of the piston of this pump and the mixture
on the other.
Suppose, first, the cranks to be 180 degrees
from the position shown in the figure, which will
bring the pistons well into the cylinder, their
opposing faces being a certain small distance
apart. Suppose that in the space left between
the two pistons when in this position there is a
mixture of air and gas which has been compressed
by the movement of the pistons toward the mid
dle of the cylinder, and that this compressed mix
ture be fired. The pistons will be driven apart
by the explosion of the working stroke, and near
the end of this stroke they will open the portsCa,
CI and Cg. These ports do not, however, open
simultaneously. The exhaust ports Ca open first,
allowing the products of combustion to pass out
through them and lowering the pressure in the
cylinder. Shortly after this the ports CI are un
covered, allowing a puff of air to enter the cyl
inder and to sweep out most, if not all, of the
products of combustion remaining in the cylinder.
After this the ports Cg open, admitting the ex
plosive mixture which in entering forces out
through the exhaust ports its equivalent volume
of the air and waste products in the cylinder.
The return stroke now begins, the piston Ki
closing first, the ports Cg, then the ports CI, and
finally the ports Ca are closed by the piston K,.
The compression of the contents of the cylinder
now begins, and when the pistons have reached
the inner end of their stroke, the explosive mix
ture is compressed ready for firing, and for rep
etition of the cycle.
Various means have been employed for ignit
ing the charge in the cylinder of the gas engine,

SECTIONAL PLAN OF OECHELHAEUSER ENGINE.

There is another type of two-stroke engine in
practical operation which is so interesting and so
unique that it is thought worth while to describe
it here. This is the Oechelhaeuser engine ; it
has neither admission valves nor exhaust valves.
Its action is best explained by reference to Fig.
2 showing the engine in plan with the cylinder in
section. The engine has two pistons' moving in
opposite directions in the same cylinder, and as
will be seen the forward piston has a connecting
rod to a crank on the main shaft, while the rear
piston has connecting rods to two cranks on the
main shaft on either side of the first crank men
tioned, and 180 degrees from it. Both pistons are
shown as at the end of their strokes, when the
forward piston Ki has uncovered the exhaust port
Ca, while the rear piston A"3 has uncovered the
ports CI for the admission of air and the ports
Cg for the admission of the explosive mixture.
In this engine, unlike the one previously de
scribed, the gas and air are mixed before being
admitted to the cylinder instead of being mixed

some involving the use of a hot tube, some a
platinum wire heated electrically, some a gas flame
which by various ingenious methods is made to
ignite the charge, and some involving the use of
an electric spark. The latter method is the one
usually employed, the spark being obtained in one
of two ways. One is to produce, by means of an
induction coil, a continuous stream of sparks be
tween two platinum points which are at the
proper moment brought into contact with the
charge in the cylinder by means of a valve. The
other, which is that most generally employed, is
to make use of a small magneto-electric generator
for furnishing the current required for, the spark
which takes place between two points normally
in contact but separated by a cam movement at
the instant when ignition is desired.
Various methods have been devised also for
governing gas engines, but only two of these
have been used practically to any great extent.
One method consists in causing the engine to miss
one or more working strokes. That is, instead of
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a working stroke in every four there would, at
light loads, be a working stroke in every eight
or every twelve, depending upon the load which
the engine was carrying. This method of gov
erning has the disadvantage of requiring a heavy
flywheel, and even with a heavy flywheel, there
will be considerable variation in speed. It has the
advantage, however, of high efficiency at all loads,
since, whether the load be heavy or light, the
quality of the mixture and the compression pre
vious to ignition are the same. The irregularity
of the speed, however, consequent on this method
of operation is such as to render it unsuitable for
many kinds of work, especially for the driving
of alternators in parallel.
The method usually employed, therefore, in
governing gas engines, especially for large sizes,
and for electrical work, is that of varying the
amount of mixture admitted to the cylinder, at
the same time endeavoring to keep its quality
constant. With heavy loads, when the engine is
taking a cylinder practically full of explosive mix
ture, the mixture can be suited for the compres
sion which takes place, but with lighter loads it
is evident that, since the cylinder must be full,
the only way to preserve the quality of the mix-
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of the generator. We may consider that the ac
tion in this generator is a combination of the
actions previously mentioned.
The mixture of air and steam come in con
tact with the hot fuel at the grate bars, and the
air burns a portion of the fuel, thus forming
carbonic acid gas and supplying heat to split up
the steam into its elements. The oxygen of the
steam combines with a certain proportion of the
incandescent carbon to form carbon monoxide.
As this combination of carbonic oxide, carbonous
oxide and hydrogen passes up through the hot
bed of carbon, the carbonic oxide takes up an ad
ditional atom of carbon, forming carbonous oxide.
There passes over from the generator, therefore,
by way of the pipe B a mixture of hydrogen,
carbon monoxide, and the nitrogen contained in
the air required for the process, along with a
small proportion of carbonic acid. The generator
is fed as shown by a properly sealed opening at
the top, so that it may be charged without inter
fering with its operation. After leaving the gas
generator, the hot gases pass out through the pipe
B, heating in their course the water in the boiler
and evaporating the steam for use in the gener
ator. The gases then pass into the scrubber and
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FIG. 3.

POWER GAS GENERATING PLANT.

ture the same or approximately the same will be
to endeavor to stratify the contents of the cylin
der. That is, as has previously been explained in
connection with the two-stroke engine to first
admit air to the cylinder and then a layer of the
mixture, endeavoring to admit the mixture in
such a way that it will mix with the air to only
a small extent, and so that at the back end of the
cylinder, at least, there shall be a mixture suffi
ciently rich to properly ignite under the compres
sion which takes place.
Whether or not this stratification actually does
take place has been the subject of considerable
dispute, but, whether this theory be wholly or only
partially correct or not correct at all, the fact re
mains that engines are operated successfully in
the manner described.
The gas generators employed in connection
with gas engines are of various types, but all de
pend upon the same general principle.
As an example of the gas generator I would
call attention to Fig. 3, which represents a gas
generating plant. At the left is shown the gen
erator filled with the fuel from which the gas is
to be obtained. This fuel burns at the bottom of
the generator by reason of the air admitted to it
at that point through the grate bars. The air,
however, is not admitted by itself, but is' forced
in along with and by means of a steam jet en
tering the fire box below the grate bars by way
of the pipe shown. The steam is supplied by the
boiler, B, heated by the hot gases as they pass out

the cooling chamber FF, in which the gas is
cooled and cleaned by a spray of water sent
through a checker work or through loosely piled
coke. Thence it passes through the purifier G,
which removes such dust as may remain in it
and takes out the superfluous moisture. H is a
small gas tank or equalizer for reducing the
pulsation in the main occurring at the time when
the engine is drawing a supply of gas.
The generating plant here shown is after the
designs of the Julius Pintsch Co., of Berlin, Ger
many. The particular generator described gives
satisfactory results only with anthracite coal or
coke. The generators for using bituminous coal
require a somewhat different method of construc
tion and operation, because, from bituminous coal
are given off a number of tar products which
must all either be converted into gas or com
pletely washed from the gas before it is used in
the engine. If the gas contains any considerable
amount of these tar products there will be trou
ble in the operation of the engine due to the
gumming up of the cylinders and valves.
The gas generator for bituminous coal has not
in the past received as much attention as that for
anthracite coal or coke, and is not now so gen
erally in use.
In a number of the bituminous generators in
which the products of distillation are not all con
verted into gas, there are obtained, in the course
of purification, byproducts of sufficient value to
enable in some cases a return of about $1 per
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ton of coal used over and above the expenses of
operating the plant ; such a showing as this
can, however, be made only in plants of
considerable size. The thermal efficiency of these
gas generating plants is generally about 80 per
cent ; that is, the gas produced by them contains
about 80 per cent of the total calorific power of
the coal used.
Returning again to the question of the engine,
one of the first points which arises when consid
ering it for electrical work is that of the opera
tion in parallel of direct-driven generators. With
generators for direct current, the problem is
comparatively simple, since it depends principally
upon the action of the governors of the various
engines, and is not very difficult of solution.
With alternators, however, there is a further
question of the angular variation in the rotative
effort of the engines due to the impulses on the
piston. This problem, as involved in connection
with the steam engine, is much simpler than
in the case of the gas engine. In the case of a
single-acting, four-stroke engine giving an im
pulse for only one stroke in every four, it is
evident that, in order to obtain a sufficiently uni
form rotative effort, a much heavier flywheel
will be required than in the case of an engine
giving an impulse every stroke. In order to keep
down the weight of flywheel required, various
expedients have been resorted to. One of these
is to use in one engine a number of single-acting
cylinders each acting upon its own crank and so
arranged as to give a rotative effort as uniform
as possible. In order to accomplish this to the
best advantage, as will be seen later on, pairs
of cylinders should be arranged facing each
other, although they are sometimes arranged in
tandem and sometimes side by side. The present
tendency, especially in large engines, is to make
them double acting, and to arrange the cylin
ders in tandem in such a way as to produce an
impulse for every stroke of the engine. The
method of making the two-stroke engine double
acting has already been described. But. in the
case of the four-stroke engine, it is necessary,
in order to obtain an impulse every stroke, not
only to employ a double-acting cylinder, but to
use two such cylinders in tandem. In' this sys
tem there will be two impulses for every four
strokes, and these impulses will come one im
mediately after the other, so that in operation we
shall have two impulses in succession, then two
idle strokes, then two impulses in succession
again. This sequence will require a heavier fly
wheel than if there were an impulse every other
stroke, and will require a considerably heavier
flywheel than if there were an impulse every
stroke.
In order, therefore, to obtain a
still more uniform effect, two cylinders are
generally combined in tandem. The present
tendency of gas engine design for electrical work
is toward this arrangement, and in many cases
two such systems are employed, each connected
to its own crank, the cranks being approximately
90 degrees apart.
By making use of the two double-acting, tourstroke cylinders as described, or one of the dou
ble-acting two-stroke cylinders, it is possible to
obtain the required uniformity of rotative effort
for the proper paralleling of alternators, and the
result may be accomplished without excessive
weight in the flywheel or reciprocating parts
The cost of the gas engine is somewhat in
excess of that of the steam engine, and as' com
pared with the steam turbine the discrepancy is
even greater. The steam turbine and steam en
gine have a certain amount of overload capacity.
That is to say, they are capable of operating,
though at somewhat impaired efficiency, at loads
considerably in excess of their rated output or
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the output at which they give the best perform
ance.
The gas engine, however, has, properly, no
overload capacity. Its performance improves up
to the point where it cannot carry any further
load, and at which any further loading causes
it to slow down. It is necessary, then, in pur
chasing gas engines, to provide for a rated ca
pacity approximately equal to the overload which
will have to be carried at any time, so that a
comparison of prices on the basis of the cost per
horsepower does not always give a correct idea
of the relative cost, because in case of the gas
engine, we must provide for a greater total num
ber of rated horsepower. The quoted prices on
the gas engines in this country at the present
time vary quite surprisingly. Depending on the
maker quoting, the prices per horsepower range
from 60 per cent greater than for a steam engine
to over twice the steam engine figures.
The cost of the gas generating plant for use
in connection with the gas engine may be taken
as about twice the cost of the steam boilers
necessary for use in connection with a steam
prime motor. This is for a simple gas generator
and cleaning plant, without any installation for
the production of byproducts.
It will be seen, therefore, that the cost of a
gas engine plant including the necessary gas gen
erator, is quite in excess of the cost of a steam
plant for the same service, especially if the steam
prime movers be turbines. The cost of main
tenance and the figure which must be taken for
depreciation on such a plant are, therefore, corre
spondingly higher. On the other hand, the effi
ciency of the gas plant is very much better than
that of the steam plant, the gas plant requiring
for the same service about half the coal re
quired by the steam engine plant and a little
more than half that required by the steam tur
bine plant.
In order to give an idea as to the relative
costs of electric power by the three types of
plant and the influence that the cost of fuel has
upon the cost of power, I have prepared some
figures for a steam engine plant, a steam turbine
plant, and a gas engine plant, for the same serv
ice. In these figures I have included everything
properly chargeable against the cost of power.
It is assumed in each case that current is to
be supplied to a load having a load factor of 0.5,
and that the peak load is 1,500 kilowatts. It is
assumed that this load will be carried by four
generators having a rated capacity of 400 kilo
watts each, and operating when necessary at 25
per cent overload. The generators to be cut in
and out of service in such a way that the average
efficiency of each unit will be the same as though
it ran continuously at 75 per cent of its rated
capacity. The value of the coal is taken as 12,500
British thermal units per pound, and it is as
sumed that this coal will evaporate 7 pounds of
steam when burned under the boilers, and when used
in the gas generators will produce gas having
a total thermal value of 10,000 British thermal
units. It is assumed that a steam pressure of 150
pounds is to be used, and that the steam is to
be superheated to 150 degrees F. above its nor
mal temperature. Under these conditions, the
following figures for performance are taken, be
ing such as will be guaranteed by the makers
of the various pieces of apparatus :
Steam engine, 12 lbs. per brake horsepower
per hour.
Steam turbine, 18 lbs. per kilowatt hour.
Gas engine, 10,000 British thermal units per
brake horsepower per hour.
Suitable modifications of these values were
made to take care of the fact that the units are
to run at 75 per cent of their rated capacity and
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to take care of condensation and auxiliaries in
the case of the steam plants. Making use of
these figures in connection with the costs neces
sary for such estimates, there were obtained
the results embodied in the curves in Fig. 4. It
is to be understood that these curves include
everything properly chargeable against the cost
of power including interest, depreciation and re
newals on the whole installation and supplies,
labor and fuel. The line A shows the cost for
a steam engine plant, B for a steam turbine plant,
and C for a gas engine plant. The slope of these
lines shows in each case the increase in power
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FIG. 4. COST OF POWER WITH STEAM AND CAS.

cost as the cost of fuel increases. The point at
which the line C crosses the other two lines
shows the cost of fuel at which the gas engine
plant is on a parity with the steam engine plant
and the steam turbine respectively as regards
the total cost of power. These curves give us
an idea, therefore, of the cost of fuel at which
it would pay, under the present prices for ap
paratus, to install a gas-engine plant rather
than a steam plant. As will be seen from the
curves, the gas-engine plant and the steam en
gine are at a parity with coal costing about $1.85,
while the point of equality with respect to the
steam turbine plant is with coal at about $3. It
is believed that these curves show the relative
performance of such plants under the condition
assumed pretty fairly no matter what modifica
tions might be made in the estimates, since, while
the modifications might change to some extent,
the actual value for the cost of power, the rel
ative value will not be much changed by a mod
ification common to all of the plants. It should
be borne in mind also that these figures are made
on the assumption of a load having a load factor
of 0.5 and that for more continuous service the
gas engine will make a much better showing. It
should also be borne in mind that these esti
mates are made without reference to any re
covery of byproducts, and that such recovery
would very materially alter the showing made.
An inspection of these curves at the point
where the value of the fuel is zero shows very
plainly that if, as it has sometimes been pro
posed to do, plants be installed at coal mines
for the generation of power, a steam turbine and
not a gas-engine plant should be used unless a
plant for the recovery of byproducts be made a
part of the installation.
The relative values here arrived at will no
doubt have to be changed with the progress in
the gas-engine art. The gas-engine equipment
will become cheaper as its use becomes more
general, and this, in connection with the fact
that some hard work is being done in the en
deavor to produce a gas turbine, makes me think
we may look forward to a time not far off when
gas prime movers of some sort will be installed
instead of steam prime movers.
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3,000 HORSEPOWER GAS ENGINE PUMPING
STATION FOR HIGH PRESSURE
SERVICE.
BY J. R. BIBBINS.
(Continued)
The switch control motor is seen in Fig. 6,
and the direction of rotation of the motor is changed
by reversing the switch. Current for the motor is
taken from the station mains, with a duplicate
supply from the city lighting system, if necessary.
The main pump discharge is controlled by a
12-inch outside screw and yoke valve, Fig. .4. pro
tected from back pressure by a check. When
this valve is closed and the bypass valve opened,
water drawn from the suction main is delivered
into the discharge main at no pressure. If the
bypass valve be then closed, the pressure in the
pump gradually rises to 300 pounds, when, if
the main valve is not opened, a relief valve upon
the rear water box opens, again turning the
pump discharge into the overflow.
The method of operation is as follows : While
the engine is starting, both valves are opened. As
the work done upon the pump is then simply that
of mechanical and fluid friction, practically no
load is imposed upon the engine in starting.
When the normal speed is reached, however, the
switch controlling the bypass valve is closed and
the bypass discharge is gradually throttled until
the pressure upon the pump rises to 80 pounds,
at which pressure the check valve in the discharge

FIG. 6. SOUTH SIDE OF STATION FROM ENGINE GAL
LERY.

main opens against the city pressure, which is al
ways kept upon the distributing system. At the
opening of this check, the pumps then begin to
deliver water to the city system, and, if no hose
connections have been made, the pressure rises
rapidly to 300 pounds. At this pressure the relief
valve comes into action and the entire pump dis
charge is turned into the overflow until fire
apparatus at some part of the system is put into
service.
As soon as the demand for water exceeds the
capacity of a single pump, the operator notices the
pressure on the system falling and another unit,
which has in the meantime been started, is imme
diately thrown into service, this operatfon being
repeated until the demand for water is met.
In the daily tests upon the station equipment,
the starting operations are regularly gone through
with on each unit in order that the equipment
may be kept in serviceable condition.
Each pumping unit is fitted with a gage
board, shown in Fig. 6. The instrument equipment
comprises a direct reading pressure gage and also
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a direct reading suction gage for indicating
the condition of the suction piping. A stop
page of the intake or the unsealing of a
pump valve by foreign matter is readily indi
cated by this suction gage. Daily records of
the operation of each unit in the station, the time
of daily tests', and, in case of fire, the duration
of the high-pressure service, are kept on file for
reference. These records are obtained by 24-hour
Bristol recording pressure gages shown at the
top of the gage boards. These gages are kept
locked in order to prevent tampering from any
source, and the records secured by this means
furnish the station engineer an accurate record
of the operation of his station and, also, absolute
evidence in the event of criticism of the service
or disputes subsequently arising.

FIG. 7.

B*AK£ HORSC POWCR
CURVES OF TEST OF 3OO-HORSEPOWER CAS
ENGINE.

The output of a pumping unit is determined by
a speed counter mounted upon the pump frame,
Fig. 2. This instrument gives the plunger dis
placement, which, with the average discharge
pressure shown by the recording gages, furnishes
data from which the output of the engine may be
estimated and the gas consumption approximate
ly determined. At present, no meters are in
stalled for measuring the gas consumption, as a
considerable amount of valuable space would be
taken up by the meters, and, on account of the
intermittent service, the consumption can be ap
proximated with sufficient exactness. In order
to facilitate the computation of gas input, a
chart is made use of, based upon the results of
tests of the engines at the works of the builders,
representing the average gas consumption. One
of these tests taken at random from the build
ers' records is shown graphically in Fig1. 7, to
gether with a sample indicator card. The dotted
lines indicate the gas consumption with Philadel
phia gas.
The gas supply of the plant is drawn from
a 20-inch trunk main one block distant, which
main connects two large gas holders located re
spectively on the north and south sides of the
city. The gas is furnished by the United Gas
Improvement Co. of Philadelphia, from its local
distributing system, and is the ordinary illuminat
ing gas. The average analysis is given by the
chief inspector of meters as follows : (*)
Percent.
Carbon Dioxide
2.89
Oxygen
60
Hydrogen
32.7
Carbon Monoxide
21.2
Methane
26.3
Nitrogen
4.7
Illuminants
11.61
The average calorific value of the gas is 675
British thermal units per cubic foot, as determined
by both chemical and calorimetric tests at the
United Gas Improvement laboratory.
♦Report Bureau of Gas, 1902.
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The gas is led to the station by a 16-inch
main, which divides, inside of the engine room,
into two 12-inch mains supplying the two rows
of engines. These mains are supported by cast
iron brackets, Fig. 6, bolted to the H-crane col
umns. A valve located in the 16-inch main out
side of the station controls the entire supply to
the station. The supply line to each engine is
similarly controlled by a valve located at the junc
tion of branch and station main. This valve is
readily accessible from the platform and a dis
abled unit may be quickly isolated in case of trou
ble, thus avoiding the crippling of that part of
the station.
Gas is supplied to the engines at approximate
ly atmospheric pressure, the reduction in pressure
from that of the street main being accomplished
by automatic regulators inserted in each supply
line. A throttle valve at the engine is ordi
narily used to control its operations, while the
above mentioned valve in the supply line is left
open in order to reduce the duties of the operator
in starting. A mixing valve behind the engine
throttle controls the proportion of gas and air,
and at the same time the quantity of mixture
admitted to the engine cylinders. The definite
proportion of the mixture may be permanently
adjusted by hand levers, the best mixture being
actually determined by shifting the levers back
and forth when the engine is running, when it be
comes a simple matter to determine the relative
position that gives an explosion of maximum
power. Thus for a given gas, the most effective
mixture may be maintained, and consequently the
highest efficiency of operation may be secured,
which would not be the case with any other
form of governing.
The speed of the engine is controlled by a
sensitive centrifugal governor, driven through
gearing from the main shaft, this governor di
rectly controlling the quantity of mixture admit
ted to the cylinder by the mixing valve. Clause
S3 in the Specifications indicates the degree of
regulation required :
"The regulation and governing of the engines
shall be such that in the event of the load being
suddenly thrown off, such as would be caused
by the bursting of a water pipe, the speed of the
engine shall not increase more than 2 per cent
from its speed at full load."
Special care has been taken in providing the
ignition current supply to avoid interruption. A
duplicate set of igniters is supplied on engine
cylinders, so that if one fails the other may
be thrown into service. The switch controlling
these igniters is on top of the cylinders, and con
sists of three single-pole, double-throw switches
mounted upon an ordinary cast iron junction box
with slate front. Leads are brought to the engine
in iron ducts, to insure greater safety.
Three sources of ignition current are available,
viz. : current from a duplicate set of 7^2-kilowatt, 220-volt, direct-current generators belted to
the smaller engines ; 220-volt current from the
Edison mains; and, finally, current at 8 volts
from primary cells. The various circuits are led
around the station in armored conduits and are
controlled by igniter cabinets located at each en
gine upon the galleries, in the case of the larger
units. One of these is shown in Fig. 8. In
order to reduce the voltage to that suitable for
use in igniters, a small motor generator is mount
ed on each igniter cabinet, controlled by automatic
starting boxes, shown at the right of the genera
tor. By means of the switches shown, the motorgenerator may be supplied from either station gen
erator or Edison mains, it being necessary to em
ploy it in order to avoid grounding the Edison
circuits. No handling of the switches can result
in interference between the various sources of
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supply and a hasty closing of one switch will
always result in current at the igniters.
An important point in the operation of the en
gine is the control of the cooling water. A
single valve, Fig. 3, controls the entire supply
to each engine. The various parts are, however,
supplied directly from the horizontal distributing
main, the water finally discharging into a similar
main at the top communicating through a water
seal with the sewer.
Distribution of the cooling water supply to the
cylinders, exhaust valves and the three branches
of the exhaust boxes is controlled by small valves,
which may be permanently adjusted for any de
sired temperature of parts. Thus the opening of
one valve controls the entire engine. In prac
tice, this valve is opened previous to starting. If,
through the forgetfulness of the attendant, it
should not be opened, the temperature of the
jacket water would gradually rise, but this neg
lect would be shown by the tell-tale pipe, at the

FIG. 8. IGNITER CABINET WITH MOTOR-GENERATOR
AND SWITCHES.

top of the water seal. As soon as the temperature
in the jackets rises to 212 degrees, steam would
issue from this pipe, thus warning the station at
tendant that the inlet valve had not been opened.
No danger would result from this negligence if
the warning were heeded without unreasonable
delay.
( To be continued.)
By an oversight, acknowledgement was omit
ted from the article on the American Crossley
engine, in the issue of March 15, for Fig. I,
which was used by courtesy of the American
Electrician.
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketchesfor illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is corrtct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
STRAIN ON THE BOLTS.
Editor The Engineer:
Mr. George Brock, in his letter with the above
heading, in The Engineer of Dec. 2, page 919,
has stilted the case correctly, provided that the
material in the cylinder and the head is not elas
tic. But all solids change their shape, to a
greater or less extent, when subjected to a con
siderable force, and come back to their original
form, or nearly so, when the force is removed.

FIG. I.

TESTING THE STRETCH OF A CONNECTING
ROD.

An easy way to observe this is to bolt, or clamp
a small bar of steel to one end of a connecting
rod, then at the other end of the bar, make a fine
scratch on the connecting rod, as at A in Fig. 1.
Now with the maximum steam pressure on the
piston acting in thrust or compression, make
another mark at the end of the bar on the rod
as at A". With a like pressure on the opposite
side of the piston, mark A' can be made, which
will be the same distance from A, as A", except
the very slight difference caused by the differ
ence in total pressure on the piston due to the
area of the piston rod. The difference in the
length of the connecting rod, due to the push
and pull of the piston is small, but is readily seen
when a magnifying arrangement is used as in Fig.
1. Some engineers do not believe that a rod
changes its length at each stroke, and such the
writer had in view when writing the above.
It will be seen that the metal in the cylinder
and the head will be compressed when bolted to
gether, and that it will expand when the presure between the surfaces is relieved, hence the
studs must stretch when the joint pressure is
reduced by the steam pressure in the cylinder. If
Mr. Brock had referred to a safety valve, instead
of a cylinder head, his reasoning would have
been correct, or nearly so. On the other
hand, if we have a spring-loaded safety valve,
having a seat that is just as elastic as the spring,
then the blowing-off pressure will always be
double the pressure between the valve and seat
when there is no steam in the boiler, because the
seat follows the valve up to a point where the
spring is twice as stiff, when the tension of seat
and spring are equal. As a further illustration,
take an indicator with a 40-pound spring, then
hitch another of like scale to the bottom of the
piston, so that one spring is compressed and the
other stretched with any movement of the pis
ton. It is plain that we have practically an indi
cator with an 80-pound spring.
The writer believes that the safety valve with
an elastic seat, represents about the condition un
der which cylinder studs are placed. The body
of the cylinder head bolts and studs are usually
turned to the same diameter as the outside of the

thread, which localizes the strains and much of
the elasticity, to the bottom of a few threads.
The better plan is to make the body of the bolt
or stud, where the circumstances will permit, as
small as the bottom of the thread, making the
bolt like the deacon's wonderful one hoss shay,
which did not have any weakest place.
Engineers who have their routine duties down
"pat," and have time to burn, will find the
strength and elasticity of materials a very interest
ing and important branch of engineering.
It is not to be supposed that the subject will
be mastered instanter, but many of the elementary
and more important laws which govern the action
of bodies when subjected to various forces, can
be readily learned. The following quotation is
from Trautwine's engineers' pocketbook :
"Nearly all the scientific principles which con
stitute the foundation of civil engineering are
susceptible of complete and satisfactory explana
tion to any person who really possesses only so
much elementary knowledge of arithmetic and
natural philosophy as is supposed to be taught to
boys of 12 or 14 years in our public schools.
"The little that is beyond this might safely
be intrusted to the savants. Let them work out
the results and give them to the engineer in in
telligible language. We could take their word
for it, because such things are their specialty; and
because we know that they are best qualified to

FIG. 2.

MEASURING ELONGATION OF STUD.

investigate them. On the same principle we in
trust our lives to our physician, or to the captain
of the vessel at sea; medicine and seamanship are
their respective specialties."
These quotations have stimulated more than
one man to tackle any subject that he wanted to
know about, and when it is mechanical, there is
no better work than Trautwine's to help him
along. The work was written for civil engineers,
but it treats upon many subjects that are of in
terest to steam engineers in a very reliable and
understandable way. The word, caution, often
occurs in the book wherever there is a probabil

ity that the reader will draw wrong conclusions,,
or in any way be mistaken in ,the author's treat
ment of the subject. Acting on this word, cau
tion, as a hint, let us consider further the cylin
der head problem.
Many cylinder heads "breathe" with the pul
sations of the steam in the cylinder sufficiently
to be seen without the motion being magnified,
and all heads do this to a greater or less extent
when subjected alternately to high and low pres
sures. This action will change the tension on
the studs because the forces make a fulcrum of
the end of the cylinder, but whether the spring
of the head will more than compensate for the
elasticity of the metal at the joint is still a ques
tion. An expert with all the data for a given
case, might be able to calculate the effect on the
studs, due to the bulging action of the head, but
it seems to me the more accurate way will be to
make a rig such as is shown in Fig. 2. The
pointer will show whether the length of the stud
changes with the pulsations of the steam, and if
it does, the tension will also change. The rig
does not seem to call for any explanation, except
that if it is to be used in a horizontal position, a
spring should be placed behind the pointer. The
body of the stud is shown reduced to the diam
eter of the bottom of the thread, which is one of
Prof. Sweet's innovations.
Ralph Bennett.
ABOUT MR. NOBLE'S THERMOMETER.
Editor The Engineer.
In looking over Mr. Noble's sketch of a ther
mometer, I concluded to make one on the same
principle, but, in order to take up less room on
the wall, I dispensed with the lever C and in
stead of two strips of paper I used one, in this
way.
I made a spindle out of a piece of darning
needle and fixed it in a frame. On the end of the
spindle I fastened the pointer. The whole con
trivance I fastened near the ceiling.
I then fastened a strip of paper on the wall
near the floor and ran the other end up to within
a couple of inches of the spindle and fastened a
horsehair to the end of the strip, wound it twice
around the spindle and hung a small weight on
the end.
I watched for it to "mete" ; it did, but not
the temperature, as I had expected that it would.
What it measured I did not know, until the
clothes-bar, with wet clothes, was brought into the
room, when the pointer began to move, so to me
it appears to be a hybrid between a thermome
ter and a hygrometer, and by noting the position
of the pointer once an hour from 7 a. m. until
noon, any one would think that it was a chro
nometer, for at 7 o'clock it is on that position on
the dial where the VII would be on a clock and
at noon where the XII should be; after that it
does not always go much farther, but sometimes
to where the III should be. This daily move
ment is caused, I think, by the air becoming
dryer in the room. I would ask Mr. Noble if he
has tried this thermometer himself so as to know
that it registers the temperature or if he has
just been told so. Mine certainly does not and
I hardly see how this little difference in con
struction can make so much difference.
G. W.
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KEEPING A SIPHON CONDENSER CLEAR.
Editor The Engineer :
Have just read an article by Palmetto in
the current issue of The Engineer on draining
siphon condensers, in which he says the only
trouble with this type of condenser is due to
leaves and stones clogging the nozzle, thus neces
sitating the removal of the ell to clean the noz
zle. This is all very true, and when the con
densers are used in connection with electric light
ing or power engines a stoppage of the nozzle
in the condenser oftentimes necessitates running
the engine for several hours with a poor vacuum,
and as such things usually occur when the con
denser is most needed, viz., during the peak of
the load, nothing can be done until the en
gineer can get time to take off the ell and clean
the nozzle, which cannot always be done as soon
as the trouble occurs. The eliminating of diffi
culties of this kind becomes a problem of no
small importance.
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imum at all times, and the cone of the condenser
need never be taken out.
Palmetto or any other engineer who is
troubled in this way by lessened economy will
find it worth while to look into the merits
of such an arrangement. It is just as ap"
plicable to the suction pipe of a pump and
stops anything from getting under the pump
valves, thus preventing no end of trouble.
G. U. Merrill.
WHAT DID WE DO TO THE VALVES ?
Editor The Engineer:
The accompanying indicator diagrams were
taken from a 20 and 36 x 30 Buckeye engine
making 126 revolutions per minute, steam pres
sure 125 pounds and spring No. 60. Diagram 1
was taken just as the engine was set up, and
diagram 2 was taken with a load of about 200
horsepower on the engine.
When diagrams 1 and 2 were taken, the en
gine pounded very hard. When we started up
after changing the valves and took diagram 3
the pound was gone. What did we do with the
valves ?
I notice that E. Y. C. calls me to account in the

COMMENTS ON A HEATING SYSTEM.
Editor The Engineer :
I am engaged in the heating business and
each fall I think, "This winds it up; I shall
have nothing to do now but look after the oper
ation of the plant." But about the time winter
gets a good hard grip on us, I am called into the
superintendent's office and told that those new
rooms which are being put up will have to be
heated, and of course it will not do to interfere
with the heating business during those little
changes of radiators, etc. This last admonition
does not prevent our breaking a fitting in an in
accessible place and freezing everybody to death
for two hours.
Putting in a heating plant from the start is
comparatively simple. It is the additions to it
that break your heart and cause you to lie awake
of nights, wondering how in the world you are
going to get the steam to, and the returns away
from, those new coils. If you put enough hard
thought on the problem, you will usually solve it
in a way reasonably satisfactory to the superin
tendent and yourself.
All the new coils we put in this winter are
equipped with an automatic air-valve and a yi
inch pet cock for handling the air. We use both

DIAGRAM I.

THE IDEAL TWIN STRAINER.
Many electric light engines have to carry an
overload during the peak of the load of from 1
to 25 per cent, and if the condenser does not
maintain the vacuum to near the maximum or
should the vacuum fail through the cone becom
ing clogged, thus allowing insufficient water to
pass the nozzle to condense the steam, the speed
of the engine will not be uniform and the lights
will grow dim, due to the lower speed. Should
the engine be able to maintain the speed when
running noncondensing it would call for an in
crease of steam of from 20 to 25 per cent, which
the boilers might be able to furnish for a very
short time, provided they were not pushed to
the limit with the engines running condensing.
The latter condition is often found in electric
stations.
To eliminate the condenser trouble mentioned
and the consequent annoyance and expense,
a twin strainer may be adapted to be
placed in the injection pipe to the con
denser, thus catching leaves, sticks, or eels that
would clog the cone, and at the same time allow
ing the engineer to remove the obstruction with
out interrupting the flow of water to the con
denser or even breaking the vacuum. This can
be readily done by means of the valves shown
in the illustration, which close either strainer
while the other is in operation. The clogged
strainer can then be taken out in about a min
ute and cleaned, and replaced ready to be put
into service as soon as the vacuum shows any
signs of the condenser not getting water enough.
Thus the vacuum can be maintained at the max-

case of my vertical pipe on the section line, but by
reading his article, down near the bottom I find he
did the same thing when he put the pipe between
the hot well and pump, and running it above the
water line. Now I will give him the accompany
ing sketch of my plan, Fig. I.
As to his snifting valve, as he calls it, I see

in starting the coil, and expect the automatic to
take care of the air after the coil is in operation,
which it does in a fairly satisfactory manner.
On the outlet, we use a swing check-valve, which
offers very little resistance to the passage of the
water, prevents the air valve from being shut
up by the steam from the return lines, and

DIAGRAM 2.
them every day, on passenger elevators. These
are for the purpose of doing away with the air
pump on the pressure tank. But I used just
an ordinary check valve and put it on as shown
in Fig. 2.
When the piston is drawn from the head, air
goes in with the water, but not in such quantities
as to break the vacuum. When the piston forces
the water out again, the air goes into the tank
and keeps the pressure up to 80 pounds.
Job Lots.
On page 213 of the March 15 issue, 21 lines from
the bottom of the first column, the paragraph should
read: "As between a closed heater and an open
heater such as is shown," etc.

keeps the coil from being filled with water by
leaving the inlet open and closing the outlet-valve,
as quite often happens.
Sometimes a wall coil will heat up with the
exception of 1 or 2 pipes, which will remain
cold. In this case I usually find that the cold
pipes have a sag in them, which waterseals them
and prevents circulation. We usually aim to
straighten the pipes before putting them in, but
hand dies are about as apt to cut a crooked
thread as a straight one. We try to get all the
crooks in a horizontal plane, if possible, so as
to drain the pipes and prevent this watersealing.
We also try to give the coils and returns a pitch
of about Y% inch in 10 feet. We are always care
ful about this, as it is a poor system which will
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not do fairly well if the pitch is all right. We
had a coil which worried us a little until we
found a bunch of waste lodged against the inlet
valve. We had enclosed our return lines in a

should not be made to work successfully on a
pressure at least as low as J^-pound. Notwith
standing this, we believe that a vacuum- system
is the one to install in most cases, only we won-

DIACRAM 3.

box and packed it full of mineral wool. The
next time we will lay the pipes on rollers about
3 inches above the bottom of the box and use
no packing.
The ground, through which the return pipe
runs, has generally a lot of seep water. This as
a rule first drips into the packing box and fol
lows along the line to the receiver pit, from
which it can be removed with a steam jet. If
our system was extensive enough, we would use
a double box with an air space to prevent the
escape of the water. Packing in the box sur
rounding the pipe only serves to hold the water
in contact with the pipes.
One of the steam plants here put in an ex
haust system for heating with a vacuum pump
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der wherein is the economy of the system when
we see the indicator cards, from engines dis
charging their steam into such systems, register
ing from 1 to 3 pounds back pressure. A vacu-

SOME CENTRAL STATION EXPERIENCES.
Editor The Engineer:
We oftentimes see articles in engineering
journals on central station experiences, etc., and
they bring to my mind some experiences I have
had during the 10 years I have been in a central
station.
There was a fireman in this plant who had
had considerable experience in the navy and also
in the merchant marine service as fireman, and
he told a great many stories of unusual experi
ences, such as working in a boiler room with
the temperature 220 degrees and crawling in over
the fire to plug tubes, etc..
He had quite a following among the loafers
about town, as his leisure time was spent with
them in playing cards for fun (?). He was
looked upon by them as quite a hero, and when
any knotty problem arose in their councils' they
very naturally referred to Jerry (as we may call
him for convenience). One day one of them
said : "Say, Jerry, what is a good way to clean
a beer barrel?" "Well," says Jerry, "you just
bring it down to me tonight and I'll clean it for
you, all right."
So after supper that night two of them
brought it to the boiler room to be cleaned.

DIAGRAM FROM LOW PRESSURE CYLINDER.
OPEN'"*
um of 15 inches on the tail of the system with a
back pressure of 2 pounds against the piston is
not economical heating, when the same results
can be secured with a nonvacuum system at not
over 2 pounds back pressure. Against the vacu
um system we must charge the cost of mainte
nance, the price of the steam used by the extra
apparatus and the interest on the investment,

FIG. I. SHOWING PUMP CONNECTION TO HEATER.

attached to the return line and a washer with
about a J4-inch hole in the outlet from the coils.
It might be possible to get the proper sized hole
for one rate of condensation, but when the rate
varies, as it does from hour to hour and day to
day, there would either be a waste of steam, or
the coil would fill with water. The main feature
in the vacuum systems, anyway, is the automatic
appliance for removing air, and it seems to me
that any effort to design a vacuum system with
out a good automatic appliance must result in
failure. As far as my experience goes, I see
no reason why a nonvacuum exhaust system

FIG. 2. CHECK VALVE CONNECTED TO PUMP CYL
INDER.
over the cost of the nonvacuum system. When
it is taken into consideration that the cost of a
vacuum system will be almost double that of a
plain system, it will be seen that there is a pos
sibility of the economy being on the side of the
nonvacuum apparatus, even though the vacuum
system throws no back pressure on the piston.
Gas Belt.

Jerry brought out his tube blower and un
screwed the blower from the end of the pipe
and was going to put it into the barrel to steam
it out. But as it wouldn't go in easily he screwed
it into the hole, and then "cracked" the valve, as
he said afterwards; consequently the barrel soon
had 120 pounds pressure in it. The barrel wasn't
brand new, and the 120 pounds pressure did not
stay very long. Pieces of it went in all direc
tions. One piece went right through the heavy
boiler room doors, and others were found lodged1
in various places years afterward.
Fortunately, nobody was badly hurt. Jerry
was scalded a little about the legs, but the others
were not injured at all. It seemed almost a
miracle that they were not hurt.
After looking things over after the explosion
we came to the conclusion that the barrel was
standing on one head and that the other blew
out, thus throwing the barrel into the air, and
taking a brace 1 inch in diameter which held an
ovefhead track, along with it, bending it in
the shape of the barrel. It then came down
about 15 feet in the rear of where they were
standing.
They were all pretty well scared, Jerry in
cluded, though he wouldn't admit it. Next day
he was relating stories of similar accidents
aboard ship, which put that in the shade.
It is unnecessary to say that Jerry soon re
established his prestige, but for a little while he
was under a cloud.
Another experience in the same station was
quite amusing.
Originally the three high-speed engines m the
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plant were oiled by hand, and the chief engineer
thought he could save considerable labor and ex
pense by installing an automatic oiling system.
He put a large tank, that would hold about 60
gallons, near the roof in the boiler room on a
platform that was just large enough to hold the
tank and so that one man could stand beside it.
This tank was piped to the oil cups on the en
gines and the oil flowed into the cellar through
an oil filter into a reservoir and was then
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This is the first diagram taken from this
engine after running 365 nights a year for 21
years, and we do not think it anything remark
able.
This is a municipal plant, one of the very first
to be installed in the country. That we are not
"spring chickens" is proven by the fact that the
dynamos' discarded 2 years ago were Nos. I and
3 made by the Fort Wayne Electric Co., then
called the Fuller-Wood dynamo, the balance of

tical arm of the bell-crank again returns to the
position shown in the drawing.
It will be seen that, should the engineer for
get to remove the safety stop, thus preventing
the governor from reaching its lowest position,
no damage will be done in case of the failure
of the governor belt because the safety stop in
this case is automatically removed as soon as the
steam pressure is sufficient to run the engine
at full speed.
The diaphragm I obtained from an old steam
gage, the remainder of the device being home
made.
B. E. Mitterling.
Chicago, 111.

C

AFTER 21 YEARS SERVICE.
pumped by a small steam pump back into the
supply tank. In the course of time this tank
became foul and partly filled with sediment, and
it became necessary to clean it. It was thought
the best way to clean it was to take it down. So
an eye-bolt was made fast to the roof and a rope
tied around the tank to hoist it after disconnect
ing the pipes.
The feed pipe ran up into the tank about 6
inches, so as to allow the water and sediment
to settle and not be drawn into the pipes. The
pipes were disconnected about 8 inches below the
platform, so the tank had to be hoisted that
much before it could be lowered.
There was one man on the platform, one on
a ladder underneath, and one at the end of the
rope on the floor. The tank was' hoisted until
the two blocks came together, but the pipe on
the bottom did not clear, so the man on the lad
der gave orders to the man overhead to lift the
tank to ma1<e it clear, and stepped off the ladder.
The man overhead obeyed orders, and after lift
ing it told the man below to lower away, but
found he had the whole weight of the tank, be
cause in lifting the tank the hitch on the tackle
tiad slipped off, so all he could do was to drop it.
The man below got out of the way pretty lively,
and the man who was on the ladder felt very
grateful that he stepped off when he did.
The tank struck the floor in such a manner
that it sprayed an air pump and condenser with
a mixture of water, oil and sediment, which we
were quite a while getting off. Incidentally it
came very near spraying an oil drummer who
was just coming in, and if he had gone 10 feet
farther he would have gotten a pretty good
taste of oil.
In all the accidents that have happened in
■this particular station it is very seldom that any
body is seriously hurt. We don't know whether
•it is a guardian angel hovering over us, or
whether it is our ability to get out of the way.
Crosshead.

HOW IS THIS FOR GOOD SERVICE?
Editor The Engineer :
In the Jan. 15 number of The Engineer, Mr.
Shackelton shows diagrams taken from an elec
tric light engine, 13 x 12 inches, making 300 rev
olutions per minute, which has been running
7 nights a week for 6 years.
The accompanying diagrams were taken from
one of our Ball automatic cutoff engines, 10 x 12
inches, making 343 revolutions per minute with
a load of 9.6 amperes at 2,654 volts, steam pres
sure 80 pounds and spring 80.

the equipment being just as it was put in orig
inally.
Harry Ellsworth.
Meadville, Pa.
SAFETY STOP FOR CORLISS ENGINES.
Editor The Engineer :
Reading from time to time of engines going
to pieces, due to the failure of the governor
caused by the belt breaking or running off the
pulley, and also to the old saying that necessity
is the mother of invention, have led me to de
vise and construct a safety device designed to
prevent such accidents.
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STOP FOR CORLISS ENGINES.
If I had had the device a few months ago
it might have proved its value, but as it hap
pened I was standing near the throttle, so that
no damage was done after all.
The device consists of a bracket, B, bolted
to the governor post, as shown in the drawing.
On this bracket is bolted a pressure diaphragm
C, which is connected by means of a small pipe
to the cylinder. A is an arm or bell-crank pivot
ed to the bracket just below the block that slides
up and down in the governor post, and is held
firmly against the diaphragm by means of a
sprrng.
When steam of sufficient pressure enters the
cylinder it presses against the under side of the
diaphragm, which raises the latter and causes the
vertical arm of the bell-crank to swing to the
left, thus releasing the sliding block in the gov
ernor post. The bell-crank lever remains in the
latter position as long as there is steam pressure
in the cylinder and consequently under the dia
phragm. As soon as steam is shut off the ver

WHAT CAUSED THE UNEQUAL CUTOFF?
Editor The Engineer :
Referring to Fig. 1 on page 79 of The En
gineer of Jan. 15, with reference to the noise in
the valve, would say that that is a difficult mat
ter to determine unless one could see the en
gine, but the indicator cards indicate trouble
not very hard to diagnose.

A DIFFICULTY WITH REACH RODS.
Admission on the head end is late. Remedy,
shorten or lengthen the rod connecting the wristplate to the valve. Whether to shorten or
lengthen will be determined by the type of gear
employed. There is also an unequal didstribution on the two ends that can probably be rem
edied by changing the length of one or both
of the reach rods from the governor to the cutoff
cams. There also seems to be a little piston
leakage.
The unequal distribution of steam shown
brings to mind a rather odd experience of the
writer with a Corliss engine last year in which
if the valves were adjusted for an equal cutoff
at one load, at another the points of cutoff would
be widely different.
Referring to the accompanying drawing, A
and B are the centers of the steam valves, AC
and BD are the cranks attached to valve stems,
CE and DF are the reach rods, and EF, with
pivot at G, is the governor link that actuates the
reach rods. The relative position and dimen
sions' of the parts of the valve motion and the
governor were approximately as shown. The
trouble was located and remedied after a little
thought, but it may interest some of the readers
more to study this out than to be told, so that I
leave it as food for a little thought.
R. L. Ellis.
WHICH IS RIGHT?
Editor The Engineer:
A friend of mine, who is possessed of a wide
knowledge of things scientific, and is usually con
sidered an authority on general topics, had a dis
cussion with me on the relative weight and
pressure of the atmosphere and smoke. My con
tention, based on experience, is that smoke will
rise higher, and that a freer natural draft can
be maintained in a furnace when the atmosphere
is light.
He asserts that the higher the barometer
reading, the higher the smoke will rise, and that
with a light atmosphere the smoke will stay
close to mother earth, instead of ascending
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toward the celestial planets. I would be pleased
to have some readers of your valuable paper
narrate their experiences and observations.
Logic.
Washington, D. C.
THAWING OUT FROZEN PIPES.
Editor The Engineer :
Having read the account of Mr. A. E. Corse
on page 149 of the Feb. 15 issue relative to the
explosion of a water back in an ordinary cook
ing stove, would say that I had a somewhat sim
ilar experience several years ago while in the
northern part of Georgia, and am confident that
the bursting was due to the inlet and outlet
pipes being frozen, and that long before the tem
perature of the room was high enough to thaw
the pipes, the pressure in the waterback exceed
ed the strength of the metal, which is usually
cast iron.
Several days ago I tested this matter to see
how long it would actually take to thaw out a
frozen pipe when applying steam at one end. I
took a piece of 1 inch pipe 24 inches long and
filled it with water. By morning it was frozen
solid. Then I screwed it into a tee on a 1 inch
steam pipe, the surrounding temperature being
about the same as that in which the pipe was
frozen. I turned on steam at 45 pounds pressure
and it took just 70 minutes to melt the ice out
of the pipe, the steam being applied at one end.
Of course during that time the surrounding tem
perature increased somewhat, but I do not know
how much.
My advice, as a machinist and engineer, is,
first of all, to try the spigots to see that the
water flows freely before forcing or building a
fire.
Engineer.
REPAIRING A BROKEN FOLLOWER.
Editor The Engineer :
I had been sent to repair a 16 x 30 horizontal
slide valve engine. The engine had considerable
more load at times than it was built for, and the
result was that at one of these particular times
the follower plate of the piston was broken. This,
however, was not caused by the extra load di
rectly.
From what I learned from the engineer, and
by examining the engine, I found that when the
load was removed quickly the governor did not
respond as it should, being more or less gummed
up, and the result was a run-away. When the
engine increased its speed suddenly, it caused the
boiler to prime, and this was the direct cause of
the broken follower. The engineer told me that
he had had a great deal of trouble with loose
follower bolts, and asked me if I could remedy
the trouble.
When the new follower was made I put in the
bolts in the following manner: The holes for
the follower bolts were laid out and drilled prop
erly, then the follower was counter-bored to re
ceive the bolt-heads and the copper washers,
which were placed under the bolt-heads, making
the depth 13-32 inch. I then took a hollow mill
\Vz inches outside diameter and Yz inch inside
diameter and milled down into the follower to
a depth equal to that of the counter bore for the
bolt, and close enough to it to have the two holes
run together as shown in the drawing. The hol
low mill left a small projection or boss ]A inch
in diameter in the hollow place next to the
counter-bore for bolt-head. I then had pieces
of copper 3-32-inch thick cut out, in such shape
and size that they would fit snugly over the
projection or boss, and still allow the follower
bolt to drop through them easily. This per
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mitted enough of the copper to extend out from
under the bolt head, to be bent up on the sides
of the bolt-head, and then down again over the
top, thus preventing the bolts from working out.
It will be seen that the bolts could not work out
even if the severe strains should at any time
break them off.

When my engine was set up there were no
trimmings of any kind for the engine room; no
gage board nor place to keep something like forty
different wrenches. I have three gages and ha*
made a suitable board of 2-inch plank by cutting
an eight-cornered block about 2 inches larger
than the gage. Then after beveling the edges
they looked pretty good.
For my wrenches I had a 4 x 8-foot space t>«side the compressor, and on the side of the tame,
which is finished with common barn boards and
makes a smooth back. I took a piece of 1^x4inch wood and laid out my wrenches on it. then
bored holes to fit the different sized wrenches.
By means of screws I put my eye-bolts and

METHOD OF SECURING THE FOLLOWER BOLTS.
The copper washer was made to fit snugly
over the pin or boss left by the hollow-mill so
that the washer had to be driven on tight. When
the follower bolt is pulled down tight on the
copper washer the latter must be cut with a chisel
to allow it to lap nicely over the bolt-head. The
best place to cut the washer is at the corners of
the bolt-head. The accompanying sketch will
doubtless make clear any details not thoroughly
explained.
On steel followers the boss or projection can
be riveted over so as to securely hold the copper
washer. This will insure the bolt-!iead remain
ing in position until the piston is taken apart by
the engineer.
Renchuzer.
Depew, N. Y.
ENGINE ROOM CONVENIENCES.
Editor The Engineer :
A good motto for every engine room is a place
for everything and everything in its place. In the
first place, it is necessary to have a place for tools
of all kinds, especially in large steam plants
where everything is first-class.
The builders
furnish nearly all the necessities, such as wrench
rack and steam gage plates, etc., but in the small
er plants the engineer is often thrown on his
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FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT OF WRENCHES.

own resources and must find a convenient place
to keep tools, etc. We very often find tools scat
tered around and usually where they were last
used.

FIG. 2. HOLDER FOR STARTING BAR.

packing tools underneath the other, reversing the
sizes, as in Fig. 1. I placed the pipe wrenches
at bne end and the 5" wreches at the other, and
hanging the hooks and some odd ones wherever
they would fit in. This made quite a nice ar
rangement. Later I built a closet for waste and
miscellaneous articles that will accumulate in an
engine room. Then 1 put up a vise bench.

FIGS. 3 AND 4. BROOM HOLDER AND NAILS FOR
CARRYING HEAVY WEIGHTS.

All Corliss engines have a loose starting lever,
or bar, but you will seldom find it in a convenient
place when not in use. In many places it is kept
on the cylinder, and when it is wanted it is so hot
that it cannot be handled. In the frame of my
engine there are two holes for bolting the
cylinder to the frame. In one of these I fitted
a block of wood and bored a hole in the end
to receive the starting bar, so that I always have
it handy, clean and cool when I want to use it.
This device is shown in Fig. 2. I made holders
for my broom out of good stiff telegraph wire,
as shown in Fig. 3, and put them up in convenient
places.
There are few boiler rooms where the firing
tools are handy, because they are thrown on the
floor or beside the boiler, or one on top of the
other. I took a piece of 2 x 4 and nailed it across
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the studding and drove 20-penny spikes into it,
Now I hang all the fire tools on it.
A good way to drive nails to hang things on
is to drive in two, as shown in Fig. 4. I also
have a nail lower down for the ash shovel, and I
keep an old one to shovel ashes with, and I never
allow the coal scoop to be used for ashes. All

A BRACKET HOOK OF NAILS

these things add to the appearance of the room,
keep the tools from getting lost, and if you keep
them in their places by putting them away as
soon as you are through with them you will
always know where to find them.
I never allow any nails to be driven in the en
gine room for the purpose of hanging up clothes
or anything cf that sort. A well-arranged and
well-kept engine room will give the engineer a
good name, and many a time will assist him in
getting employent when he needs it.
My engine runs continuously, and has to be
cleaned while running. It is wiped off every 12
hours, and, when needed, we give the polished
parts some Bon Ami and have no trouble in keep
ing things quite decent and respectable. A few
clean pictures also add to the appearance of an
engine room.
Iceman.

ENGINEER.

would open any valve of small size a very little,
and should there be none, I should open the
main valve by hooking a monkeywrench on the
hand wheel, and by striking the wrench while
holding back the wheel with the other hand, the
valve can be moved just enough to loosen it
from the seat, and, by doing this the boiler can
be more quickly, yet safely, relieved of over
pressure.
W. S.

because the engineer ought to know all about
it, while the employer, a layman, would not
be expected to know.
However that may be, it is certain that a
license should be a guarantee that the bearer
can be trusted with the plant and the examiner
in the case cited was /right in refusing the
license, don't you think so?
Karl K. Kornstein.

WHY THE ARRANGEMENT IS DANGEROUS.
Editor The Engineer:
In the March 1 issue of your valuable paper
I read with great astonishment the contribution
of D. B. D., giving questions asked during an
examination for engineer's license. The article
referred to was entitled : Could not answer
these questions.
As is very plainly seen from the drawing,
the two boilers have only one pressure gage and
only one safety valve, these being connected to
the steam header and not to the boilers. Now
supposing the valves, C D, are closed and the
fires started. There is absolutely no pressure
gage or safety valve in the boilers.
It was said that the boilers could be run
separately or together. Let us suppose that the
boiler, A, is being fired having, say, 75 pounds
pressure, and that boiler, B, is being washed
out. Naturally valve, D, must be closed. Now
if the fire is started in boiler B, how can anyone
tell what the steam pressure is without either a
gage or safety valve? Besides, one safety valve
and one pressure gage are little enough for one
boiler, let alone for two.

COMMENTS ON ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
Commenting on the answers to examination
questions given by F. W. S. and C. J. V. in the
March I issue, page 128, I wish to say that there
is quite a long answer to question 1, and still the
question is not answered. They have the point
of cutoff all the way from one-third to full
stroke. Referring to answer 3, what are the loose
parts of the piston or rings that could drop into
the parts'? And in answer 6, how are we go
ing to "place the center of the crosshead in the
center of the guides" in case the travel of the
crosshead had not been previously marked? With
reference to answer 8, suppose the valves were in
bad shape and leaked badly, what then? And
in answer 9, in the first part of the answer we
are told not to put the safety valve on the dome,
and later on we are told to put it on the highest
part of the boiler. Question 19 is not answered
at all. Does not outside lap increase expansion
regardless of the style of valve?
In answer to D. B. D., same issue, page 184,
would say that these are stereotyped questions
asked by all examining boards and should be
easy even for a beginner. Answer to question 1
should be that it is a dangerous arrangement.
There should be two safety valves instead of
one, one on the shell of each boiler and without
valves between them and the boiler. Answer to
Nos. 2 and 3 is simply "No." Answer to 4 is,
bank fire with green coal, just crack valve in
the main, but under no circumstances disturb
the safety valve until the pressures are equalized.
Then cut out the boiler again and get busy with
the safety valve.
St. Louis, Mo.
W. G. J.

SOME ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer:
On page 922 of the Dec. 15, 1903, issue of
The Engineer one of the examination questions
asks for the number of expansions when steam
is cutoff at one-fourth stroke. The answer given
on page 184 of the March 1 issue gives the
number as four or about four. I do not under
stand how that can be the case, because after
the valve closes the steam will expand to the
end of the stroke. I should like to have some
one explain how cutting off at one-fourth stroke
gives four expansions.
On page 184 of the March 1 issue appear
four questions asked an applicant for license.
My answers to these questions would have been
as follows: The greatest objection to the ar
rangement shown by the sketch is to having
the stop valves placed between the boiler and
the safety valve, and, furthermore, it would be
better to connect the main at the middle of the
steam drain instead of at the end.
Replying to the next question, I should say
that an engine with a shaft governor will have
the latest point of cutoff as soon as the speed
falls much below the normal speed, the point
of cutoff, of course, varying according to the
design of the valve. An engine witn a plain
slide valve and fixed eccentric, will have the same
point of cutoff at all speeds, the point of cutoff
varying with the lap and lead of the valve.
With reference to the last question I should
say, cover the fire with coal or ashes, close the
damper and ashpit doors, leave fire doors open
and allow the boiler to cool down until the
pressure reaches the normal pressure. Then
raise the safety valve a little, thus restoring it to
the proper working condition. In practice I
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I really cannot see how an engineer, who
does not understand the above or similar ar
rangements, can conscientiously take charge of a
boiler plant knowing what a dangerous thing
the boiler plant is, especially when not under
stood and handled right. I think an engineer,
and especially a licensed engineer, should
thorouhgly understand the plant he is taking
charge of, and should be able to take care of it
without any outside advice. Very often it is
left to the engineer in a new plant to place the
boiler fittings, etc., sometimes even to drilling
and tapping the holes for them. If he does not
know better he would make bad work of it, like
the arrangement referred to; this employer
would naturally think that everything was O. K.

THREAD CUTTING KINK A LOT OF WORK.
Editor The Engineer :
I noticed a thread cutting kink in your January
issue by I. F. A., which appears to me a lot of
extra work .making templets for different lengths
of threads. If he will set the tool so that when
the carriage is back against the tailstock, he will
have about a J4-inch clearance and then make a
chalk mark on the shears any number of inches
ahead of the carriage and bring the carriage up
to the mark and stop. Then put a mark on the
faceplate. By bringing the carriage up near the
mark on the shears, the mark on the faceplate
will tell him exactly where he is at. This will
save him a lot of trouble making templets and
will also save time.
Robt. A. Wanless.
Sarnia, Ont.
A new metal has been discovered by a
French engineer, and after him is called Nudium.
It is manufactured by an electric process, and is
similar to steel in appearance. Its weight is less
than that of aluminum, and its resistance against
breaking is about 600 pounds per square inch. It
can be cast like aluminum and has a conductiv
ity for electric current as high as copper of equal
weight. Like aluminum, it is noncorrosive. It
is estimated that by the use of water power, it
can be produced at a cost of about 15 cents per
pound.
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REPAIRS IN A POWER PLANT-J.
BY WILLIAM J. KAUP.
THE mere doing of the work itself, is to
the workman what dessert is to a good
dinner. It is the study of conditions and
methods of doing the work that is really the
substantial meal, and the valuable man is he who
can plan these methods and look after the neces
sary conditions. The cheap man can carry them
out.
The first article will deal with conditions,
whose understanding is essential to the mechanic,
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basis of our working face, hence it will plane
wedge-shaped, rig. 1. Therefore, it is evident
that this condition must be important, and must
be corrected. The first duty of the operator is to
prove the correctness of the relation between the
cross rail, on which the tool head travels, and
the bed. This is done readily by placing a rod
of steel or even a tool in the tool post and, by
means of inside calipers or standard plug gage,
getting contact on the extreme ends. If any dif
ference exists, loosen the nuts which hold the
cross rail on one side only and by means of the
handle the cross rail can be raised or lowered the
slight amount necessary.
A more accurate way to obtain parallelism is
shown in Fig. 2. Use a round rod with convex
end, leaving only a point contact ; bring this rod
down by means of the screw which operates the
tool slide, to within a few thousandths of the
bed and, by means of a niece of hard paper such
as white envelope, get contact, using the paper to
feel the contact, and proceed as before.
ROD IN
TOOL POST
DEAD JAW

FIG. I. RAISING AND LOWERING GEAR OF A PLANER
SHOWING THE ACTION OF UNEVEN SETTING AT
THE SIDES, DOTTED LINES SHOW UNEVEN
SETTING AND THE WEDGE SHOWS THE
RESULTING WORK. DISTANCES A
AND B SHOULD BE EQUAL.
be he machinist or engineer, and we will first
deal with the planer and shaper. This is the
simplest of machine tools to manipulate and one
can obtain fairly good results with limited knowl
edge of the tool itself. The planer is designed
to take in a wide range of work with respect to
size and weight and the first important point to
observe is, that conditions change every time the
cross rail is raised on the housings to accommo
date the machine to varying heights of work.
Observe that the means of raising the cross
rail is by screws at either end, these screws re
ceiving their rotary motion by means of bevel
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FIG. 3. TESTING ACCURACY OF TRAVEL OF SHAPER
TOOL.
This of course refers to work that is clamped
directly on the bed, but, in many cases, the work
is done in a chuck, clamped to the bed, when
other conditions enter which are not taken care
of by this means, although this should be the first
condition looked to. In chuck work on a planer,
or vise work on a shaper, the movable jaw is
constantly subjected to wear, and is used only
as a clamping piece; so the first important point
to examine in this case is whether the stationary
or dead jaw of the chuck is at right angles to the
plane of the tool travel. This is done as shown

cast iron designed for blocking purposes and
commonly called a parallel strip. It must be re
membered that a certain amount of draft is given
to all patterns, to enable the moulder to draw
them from the sand, hence the castings will not
have parallel sides to start with, Fig. 4.
DEAD
JAW
A

■■

I 1 1 I-, , lij

3=

FIG. 5. DEVICE FOR GETTING TRUE WORK IN A PLANER
CHUCK.
In machine work of this character one of the
largest flat surfaces, A, will be machined first
and used as a working face. The face A is then
clamped against the true or dead jaw of the vise,
and the edge B machined, after which the oppo
site edge, C, is finished, keeping the working
face, A, always against the dead jaw. Lastly,
D is planed. This order will insure accurate
planing. The reasons for this method are as
follows: We know that the sides of the castings
are not parallel, to start with, we know that the
movable jaw is constantly subjected to wear
and, in clamping work, as soon as the pressure
necessary to hold the work, is brought to bear
upon it, that it rises according to the amount of
its wear. This tends to lift the work with it.
The jaw will, invariably, conform to the irregu
lar sides of the castings, so that, if one flat side
is machined, and we attempt to machine the op
posite side, this difficulty always confronts us.
A good method for overcoming this tendency to
raise the work, is to insert a round rod as shown
in Fig. 5, when any tendency to rise on the part
of the movable jaw creates only a rolling motion
on the rod, and does not affect the work.
( To be continued)
IMPROVED GOVERNOR PULLEY.
A device which overcame difficulty with oil
on a governor belt is given in Fielden's Magazine.
The old pulley was 8}i inches in diameter
and ran at about 250 revolutions per minute, being
driven by two chain belts, each 2 inches wide.
The oil from the cup leaked over the end of the
bearing on to the pulley, until it finally reached
the belt. The result was that the belts wore

FIGS. I AND 2. CONSTRUCTION OF GOVERNOR PUL
LEY AND SECTION OF RIM.
FIG. 4. A PARALLEL PLANER STRIP.
FIG. 2. METHOD OF TESTING FOR EVEN SETTING.
CONTACTS AT 0 AND P SHOULD BE THE SAME.
gears engaged from a common shaft, Fig. 1.
This method does not give assurance that both
ends will rise to the same height. Understand
that this is no criticism of the machine design,
but the correct condition is too often taken for
granted and errors ignored by the operator.
If the rail does not rise equally at both ends
(and in nine cases out of ten it does not), it
will not be parallel to the bed or platen, the

in Fig. 3 by delicately clamping a true square
in the chuck and getting contact on the extreme
end of the square-blade as we did on the planer
bed. If an error exists, the jaw should be taken
off and ground to meet the error, or packed with
thin sheet metal until the error is corrected.
With the best of conditions, however, unless
the worker follows his work in logical se
quence, he will have trouble in planing or shaping
a piece of work square and parallel. To better
illustrate what difficulties are to be met with, we
will plane the simplest piece of work, a bar of

rapidly, commenced to rot, and caused a great
deal of annoyance by slipping. To prevent this
a pulley was made, as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged section, showing the
grooving on the inclined faces of the outer
edges. The centrifugal force being sufficient to
keep the oil in the outside edge, there would
be a tendency for the oil to gather on the belt
when at rest. The oil leaking from the bearing
collects on the rim of the sharp ledge. When
the pulley stops, some of this oil trickles down
the incline, but is caught in the grooves and
conveyed to the under side, where it drops off.
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Engineer's Examinations.
From the viewpoint of the applicant for
license it is, perhaps, unfortunate that in the
absence of personal knowledge of an engineers
ability to care for and properly operate a steam
plant, there is no way of finding out what he
knows of steam engineering other than by ask
ing questions. If other means were prac
ticable there would be no use for an examination,
and, in many instances, the applicant for a
license would be saved the discomfort attending
want of success.
Failure to answer the prescribed number of
questions in a satisfactory manner is, in many
instances, due as much to a confused state of
mind as to actual lack of information. Con
fusion is nearly always brought about by having
to answer a question in a number of different
ways and this in turn due largely if not en
tirely to the incompleteness of the answer to the
first question.
It should be remembered that brevity in
answering questions avails nothing as far as sav
ing time and thus shortening the examination
is concerned. On the other hand, brief replies
nearly always lead to a reptition of the question
in another form, and in endeavoring to answer
this question in several different ways the appli
cant becomes confused and breaks down.
As an illustration of the effect of too brief
a reply, suppose the applicant is asked how
he finds the horsepower of different types of
boilers, and replies that he divides the heating
surface by 12 or 15. While the answer is cor
rect, yet the examiner practically has no idea
of the applicant's knowledge of the proper
methods for finding the horsepower of a boiler.
Owing to the incompleteness of the answer,
several questions must now be asked in order
to draw out statements which should have been
given in the first answer. The examiner
naturally suspects lack of information and ex
perience and when this is the case he begins to
probe deeper in order to satisfy himself that
the applicant has sufficient knowledge of the sub
ject.
The same principle applies to numerous other
processes, in fact to everything touched upon
in an examination. The object of the examina
tion is not to confuse, but to bring out to the
fullest possible extent the applicant's working
knowledge of the machinery and processes with
which he has to deal.
It is obvious, therefore, that the more com
plete and detailed the replies, the fewer questions
will be asked, and consequently the less the lia
bility to confusion. It is much better for the
applicant to go into details too deeply, and to
be requested to be brief, than to partially answer
the questions.
The propounding of so-called catch questions
has always proved a bugbear to the average
engineer seeking a license, but we think that
the extent to which this time-wasting method of
carrying on engineer's examinations is practiced
has been considerably overestimated. Examin
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ers who have a proper conception of the objects
of the license law and who devote their efforts
to securing the benefits to be derived from
the proper enforcement of the law, have no time
to give to useless questions.
Justice to the examiner demands that some
distinction be made between catch questions im
properly so-called, and thoroughly useless and
needless questions. Any question which the ap
plicant is wholly unable to answer is in one
sense a catch question although perfectly proper
in the common acceptance of the term.
It frequently happens that very brief replies
result in a question involving fundamental prin
ciples and, if the applicant is not well grounded
in the principles as well as the details of con
struction and operation of machinery he is apt
to be confronted with what he chooses to call a
catch question. Questions involving underlying
principles are not only proper but desirable since
they tend to show general information, and the
extent of observation and study along particular
lines.
Since the sole object of the examination is to
indicate, beyond doubt, whether the applicant
possesses a sufficiently practical and thorough
knowledge of steam machinery to entitle him
to a license, we recommend making the replies as
complete as possible and endeavoring to tell all
one knows of the particular subject in hand.
Every operating engineer with a cent's worth
of ambition looks forward to the time when he
shall be chief of a plant, but comparatively few
who are gazing with longing in this direction are
taking steps to fit themselves for the new duties
which will come with responsibility. Any one
who has been there will bear witness that it is a
very different matter to make repairs, overhaul
machinery, look after equipment, and do what the
boss orders, from what it is to take responsible
charge of a plant and have to watch every pos
sible source of loss, to foresee points where dif
ficulty is likely to occur, and take steps to pre
vent trouble, to study where the efficiency of the
plant may be increased by changes in the arrange
ment or by the introduction of new methods and
machinery, and last but not least, to plan the
work for the force under one's charge, so that
it shall work to the best advantage, and to main
tain proper and effective discipline.
Only those who have been through the mill
are able to speak with authority or give advice
on these points, and it is for this reason that we
are asking a number of prominent engineers to
furnish us articles on the duties which fall to a
chief engineer and to a chief electrician. The
first of this series, by Geo. A. Burnham, takes up
the question of inspection of dynamos by. a chief
electrician who has taken charge of a new
plant. The series will carry out inspection of
other apparatus along the same lines, and will
take up thoroughly the methods of making tests
on all machines, to discover possible faults and to
locate the seat of the trouble. The series on the
duties of a chief engineer will begin in a later
issue.
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FINDING DYNAMO EFFICIENCY BY THE
ELECTRICAL METHOD.
BY F. C. CALDWELL.
THE question of efficiency of machinery is
one which appeals to every user, because
upon it depends the cost in dollars and
cents of the power or fuel that must be con
sumed in order to produce a certain result. But,
perhaps on account of the ease and exactness
with which determinations can be made upon
electrical apparatus, careful attention is usually
given to the efficiency of this class of machinery.
While some other ratios are at times called
efficiencies, the only one that really deserves the
net output
name is the
, both numerator and
gross output
denominator being expressed in the same unit
of power or energy. With most apparatus, the
only practical method to determine efficiency is by
measuring both the output and the input. Since
however, the output is equal to the difference be
tween the input and the power lost in the ma
chine, we can also express the efficiency by
Input — loss
either of the two following ratios :
Input
output
or
. Thus, if it is practicable
out + loss
to measure the losses for a given output or input,
we have all the data necessary for calculating
the efficiency.
The determination of the losses with a con
siderable degree of approximation requires only
a few simple tests involving nothing but elec
trical measurements, and the great simplicity and
accuracy with which such measurements can
"be made as compared with measurements involv
ing the use of Prony brakes or mechanical trans-mission dynamometers gives this method a great
advantage. The fact also that in most elec
trical apparatus the losses are small as compared
with the output of the machine, gives the method
-of loss measurement a peculiar advantage.
In the determination of efficiency by measur
ing both the output and input an error of I per
-cent in either of these measurements will pro-duce the same percentage of error in the final
result. On the other hand, if the losses should
■constitute 10 per cent of the output, then an
•error of even 5 per cent in their determination
would produce an error of only about Y2 per
• cent in the efficiency. The only weak point in
the electrical determination of efficiency is the
assumption which must be made, that certain
.losses are the same at no load as they are at full
,'load, providing that the speed be made the same.
But although this assumption is likely to cause
•some error in getting the losses, the above data
shows that such error produces relatively little
• effect upon the resulting value of the efficiency.
The losses occurring in the dynamo machine
•may be divided into three classes; friction losses,
.iron losses and copper losses. The friction loss
is not materially different in dynamos from that
■ which we find in other kinds of machinery ; the
' larger part occurs in the bearings and is sub
ject to the same laws that govern friction loss in
-other machinery, running at similar speeds. One
• exception to this statement might be made in the
case where the armature is displaced from its
> proper position centrally between the pole pieces,
in which case a strong magnetic pull may be pro1 duced, which will be added to or subtracted
from the pressure due to gravity and belt pull
according as it is in the same or in the opposite
direction. In addition to the friction loss in the
' bearings, dynamo machines are also subject to
slight friction loss due to the pressure of the
' brushes upon the commutator and to the friction
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and fan action of the revolving armature upon
the air. The friction losses vary with the speed
at which the armature runs, but are not directly
dependent upon the load which the machine is
carrying.
The second class of losses, the iron losses,
are due to the magnetic phenomena, hysteresis,
and to local currents produced in the mass of
the metal and commonly called "eddy currents."
The hysteresis loss is supposed to be a kind of
friction between the little molecular magnets, of
which the iron is assumed to be composed, as
they rub upon each other, due to the change
of their position when the directtion or amount
of magnetizing force is altered. This loss va
ries directly with the speed at which the arma
ture runs, but, like the friction loss, is not di
rectly dependent upon the load. The eddy cur
rent losses, which are usually small, vary as
the square of the speed, but are also independent
of load.
1 ,

-

FIG. I DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR TESTING DY
NAMO AS A MOTOR TO DETERMINE LOSSES.
In the electrical determination of the effi
ciency, it is customary to assume that all of the
above friction and iron losses are the same when
the machine, run as a motor, is running discon
nected from load as when under full load, pro
viding that the speed at no load be made equal
to the full-load speed, by placing resistance in
series with the armature, and providing also that
the fluid current is the same in both cases. In
order, then, to determine these losses for any
given load upon the motor, it is necessary to
know at what speed the motor will run at such
load. If it is convenient to load the motor,
this speed may be obtained by actual test. Some
times, however, this is not practicable and in
such a case the full load speed as given by the
makers will be sufficiently accurate. A speed
for intermediate loads may be determined closely
enough by assuming the drop in speed to be pro
portional to the load. Thus, a motor which will
run at 1,000 revolutions per minute at no load
and 960 at full load, might be assumed to run
980 at Yi load. In the absence of any data with
regard to the speed regulation of the motor, a
drop of 2 or 3 per cent in speed from no load to
full load may be assumed and will give approx
imately correct results.
Having determined this, the normal voltage
of the motor must be applied to its field termi
nals, while a regulating resistance and low read
ing ammeter are placed in series with the arma
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ture, as shown in Fig. I. A voltmeter is con
nected to read , the pressure applied to the ar
mature, but not including the drop through the
rheostat. If, then, the speed of the armature is
adjusted by varying the regulating resistance
until it becomes the same as that corresponding
to the load for which the efficiency is wanted, the
product of the current through the armature
times the volts across its terminals will give the
watts that arc being expended in the iron and
friction losses plus a small and often negligible
resistance loss in the armature conductors.
There remain to be considered the third class
of losses, which are known as the copper or
I'R losses, (I = current, R = resistance). As
suming that, in the case of the shunt motor, the
electromotive force applied to the field is main
tained constant, the current through the field
will not change, and, therefore, the copper loss
in the field itself which is equal to the product
of the held resistance times the square of the
field current, will be independent of the load.
On the other hand, the copper loss in the arma
ture, since it is the product of the armature re
sistance times the square of the armature cur
rent, will vary as the square of the load. If,
however, the armature resistance is known or
ha; been carefully determined, the calculation
of this loss for any given current input by the
above formula becomes a very simple matter.
E
Since, by Ohm's law, I = —, and E = RI,
R
where I represents the current, E the voltage and
E«
R the resistance, we have I'R = IE = — ; if.
R
therefore, in the case of the field loss, it is con-,
venient to measure both the electromotive force
and the field current, their product will give the
field loss, and the resistance measurement will
not be necessary ; or if the resistance is known,
the loss can be calculated directly from the
electromotive force and resistance without meas
uring the current. It is, however, to be noticed
that neither of these last two forms is available
for determining the loss in the armature; be
cause, when the armature revolves, driven by the
electro-magnetic pull, there is set up an electro
motive force just as when it is driven by a belt.
The difference of potential between the armature
terminals when it is running, is then the sum of
the resistance drop and this so-called counter
electromotive force and the product EI is . the
sum of I'R loss used up in overcoming resist
ance in the copper and the power which is con
verted from electrical to mechanical form in the
armature. Therefore, for the armature loss, the
expression I'R is the only one that can be used.
The measurement of the resistance of the ar
mature circuit requires particular care. It is
made up in part of the resistance of the contacts
between the brushes and the commutator, and in
small part of the resistance of the brushes and
the connecting cables. This armature resistance
is also very low, being usually only a fraction,
often only a few hundredths or thousandths of
an ohm, and the part which is due to the brush
contact is liable to be rather variable. This meas
urement, therefore, should be made for the arma
ture turned to several different positions, and
after the run while the armature is warm, a mean
being taken of all the results obtained.
The best satisfaction can be obtained by put
ting as large a current as practicable up to the
capacity of the machine or the measuring instru
ments through the armature, measuring this cur
rent and the drop in voltage across the terminals
of the machine. This drop will, of course, be
small, hence requires a low reading voltmeter.
The so-called calibrating coils, which should al
ways be specified in ordering high-potential volt
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meters, and which usually give a full swing of
the needle for from one to two volts, is suitable
for this purpose. In this measurement, the field
must of course be disconnected and left unexcited and the armature must be stationary at
the time that the readings are taken ; otherwise,
induced electromotive forces are set up which
will vitiate the results.
Suppose, then, that it is desired to determine
the efficiency of a certain 500-volt, shunt motor
with a full load current capacity of 5.5 amperes,
along the lines laid out above, and that it is
the full load efficiency which is required. First,
the speed at which the motor will run with 5.5
amperes and at 500 volts is to be determined by
test or otherwise as described above, and is
found to be 1,160 revolutions. The motor is
now to be connected up to the line, as shown in
Fig. 1, care being taken that the pressure upon
the field is the normal electromotive force at
which the motor is supposed to run, in this case,
500 volts. The resistance, Rlt Fig. 1, is then
to be adjusted until the armature runs at 1,160
revolutions per minute.
The voltmeter across the brushes is now
found to read 455 volts and the armature cur
rent is 0.75 ampere; the input into the armature
is then 455 X 0.75 = 341 watts. The armature
resistance has been found to be 3.8 ohms and the
I!R loss in the armature during this test will
then be 3.8 X 0-7S* = 2 watts, and the difference
339 watts is the power which is being used for
iron and friction losses at this speed, and which
may be assumed to be the same when the arma
ture is running under full load at the same
speed.
The field current is 0.21 amperes and this
multiplied by 500 gives a field loss of 105
watts. Since the whole current supplied to the
motor is 5.5 amperes, and the current taken by
the field is 0.21, it follows that the current in
the armature will be 5.29; in order, therefore,
to obtain the armature loss under full load, 5.29
must be squared and multiplied by the armature
resistance, 3.8, which will give 106 watts. Add
ing all these losses together, we get as the total
loss in the motor, 550 watts. The total input
into the motor is 500 X 5-5, that is, 2,750 watts
and subtracting the losses as obtained above,
gives an output of 2,200 watts, or, dividing by 746,
2.95 horsepower. The efficiency then for this input
2,200
will be

,
=80 per cent

2,750
Instead of obtaining the efficiency for a cer
tain current input, it is often desirable to obtain
it for a particular power output; thus, it might
be desired in the case of the above motor to as
certain the efficiency with an output of 2.5 horse
power. It is not practicable by this method to
determine the efficiency directly for a single
definite output, and it will, therefore, be neces
sary to obtain the efficiencies by the method
above described for several different inputs cor
responding to outputs above and below the par
ticular one for which the efficiency is desired.
Thus, from the determination described above,
we have an efficiency of 80 per cent for an out
put of 2,200 watts; but 2.5 horsepower = 1,867
watts; we must, therefore, obtain one or two
points for slightly lower inputs in the same way
as described above for 5.5 amperes. We may,
for instance, obtain the following values:

Current
4.5
5.0
5.5

Output
1,736
1,969
2,200

Efficiency.
77.0
78.7
80.0
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We may now plot a curve with these 3 outputs
as abscissa; or horizontal coordinates and the cor
responding efficiencies as ordinates or vertical
coordinates, as shown in Fig. 2; following along
the abscissa; then to 1,865 watts (18.65 kilowatts)
and measuring the corresponding ordinate, we
find it to represent an efficiency of 78 per cent.
In place of getting the efficiency for a particu
lar output, it may be required to obtain the effi
ciency curve for the motor, and for this curve
either the watts or the horsepower output or
input may be used as abscissae; in either case
it will only be necessary to obtain more points
in the same way as those obtained above, and
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FIG. 2. PLOTTING OF THE EFFICIENCY CURVE.

plot them. Such a curve for the motor in ques
tion is shown in Fig. 3, expressed in horsepower
output. After such a curve has been obtained
the efficiency corresponding to any output can be
obtained directly from the curve.
With slight variations this method may be ap
plied to the determination of the efficiency of a
shunt or compound generator, series motor or
other form of dynamo machine. Take for ex
ample the case of the shunt generator; the iron
losses will be obtained by running the machine
as a motor at the proper speed, exactly as in the
case of the shunt motor; but the speed at which
the machine must be run will be determined by
the regulation of the machine driving the genera
tor. The field loss in this case will depend upon
the electromotive force given by the generator
for the particular load in question and should
include also the loss in the field rheostat; as this
resistance is variable it is usually best to deter
mine the field loss by measuring the field current
for the particular case, and multiplying it by the
electromotive force given by the machine.
Of course in the case of a generator, the elec
trical power measured is the output and the
mechanical power input is obtained by adding the
losses to the output, and dividing by 746 if the
horsepower input is desired. In this case, the
efficiency for a certain electrical output is al
most always required and can be determined.
For example, suppose that the machine con
sidered above is being run as a generator giving
5.5 amperes at a speed of 1,300 revolutions.
Suppose that, at this speed with the field rheo
stat all cut out, the machine gives an electro
motive force of 500 volts : to determine the iron
losses 500 volts must be applied to the field ter
minals and the pressure on the armature adjusted
until the speed becomes 1,300. The iron loss in
this case might be 380 watts. The armature
current will now be the 5.5 amperes given to the
outside current plus the field current. The field
current is 0.21 amperes as before, and the arma
ture current will therefore be 5.71 amperes; the
armature loss will be 3.8 X 5-7is = 113; the field
loss will be 105 as before; the total loss will

therefore be 598 watts; the output is 500 volts
X 5-5 amperes = 2,750 watts ; the input is 2,750
2,752
+ 598 = 3,348 watts, and the efficiency is
3,348
= 79 per cent.
If the machine to be tested is a compound
generator, then the loss in the series field muf!
be considered, this varies as the square of the
current, as in the case of the armature loss.
The test of a series motor is performed in
much the same way as that of the shunt motor;
but here, on account of the great variation of
speed with load, the exact speed at which the
armature will run with a given current through
field and armature must be carefully determined.
The iron losses corresponding to this current
input must be determined for this speed and with
the field separately excited by the same current ;
that is, the field must be disconnected from the
armature and a resistance placed in series with
it, which will allow exactly the desired current
to pass. Further more it will be noted that the
loss in the field is not constant as in the case
of the shunt motor, but like the armature loss,
varies as the square of the current.
It is often desired to measure the power that
is being taken by a machine, electrical or other
wise, which is operating under particular condi
tions. An instrument for measuring power in
this way is known as a transmission dynamo
meter and there are various forms of mechanical
apparatus intended to perform this duty. One of
the most efficient, reliable and accurate methods of
making this measurement is by using a so-called
"rated motor," as a transmission dynamometer.
This consists simply of a shunt motor of suit
able capacity, the losses of which have been de30
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termined by the method above described, for a
number of different currents, ranging from no
load to the full load of the motor. From the
electromotive force supplied to the motor and the
current taken, the input corresponding to each
of these currents can be obtained, and by sub
tracting from these inputs the appropriate losses
the corresponding outputs can be calculated. If
a curve with current supplied to the motor as
horizontal ordinates and watts or horsepower
output as vertical ordinates is plotted, it would
be possible to determine at once for any reading
of the ammeter in series with the motor, just
what power output is being furnished by the mo
tor to the machine which is being investigated.
Fig. 4 shows such a curve for the motor men-
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tioned above. It is, of course, important in this
case that the motor should always be supplied
with a constant electromotive force, equal to
that for which the losses have been determined.
If the available line pressure should be too
variable, it may be necessary to place in series
with the motor a variable resistance or rheostat.
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TWO POWER PLANTS OF THE INTERURBAN RAILWAY AND TERMINAL
CO., OF CINCINNATI.
The Interurban Railway and Terminal Co. of
Cincinnati, Ohio, incorporated Nov. 1, 1902, is a
consolidation of the Interurban Terminal Co.,
the Rapid Railway Co., the Suburban Traction
Co. and the Cincinnati & Eastern Electric Rail
way Co.
Power station No. 1 is located at Coney
Island and supplies power to both the Cincinnati
& Eastern and the Surburban division.
The entire building was erected on concrete
foundations and was constructed of buff colored
pressed brick with Bedford stone trimmings, giv
ing it an attractive appearance. Heavy steel
roof trusses support the roof and the structure
throughout was made as near fireproof as pos
sible. The engine room, 59 x 125 feet, is

Westinghouse generators. They supply power
for the Cincinnati & Eastern division.
The Suburban division is supplied with
power by two Buckeye engines of the same type,
22 and 40 x 36 inches, with a rated capacity
of 800 horsepower and an economical range of
600 to 1,080 horsepower. The engines are direct
connected to two 500-kilowatt alternating-current
10,000-volt Westinghouse generators of the re
volving field type.
Two exciter sets are used, one is a direct
connected 3734-kilowatt motor-generator set, the
other is a high-speed Buckeye engine, 7J£ x 12
inches, direct connected to a 37^-kilowatt, 125volt, Westinghouse generator. Fig. 2 shows the
engine room containing the equipment just de
scribed. A plan of the main and exhaust piping,
showing the relative positions of the different
units with their auxilaries, is given in Fig. 1, for
which we are indebted to the Street Railway Review.

AMPERES INPUT
FIG. 4. CALIBRATION CURVE FOR 500 VOLT, 5.5 AMTERE RATED MOTOR.

The losses of the motor may then be determined
for the lowest value to which the line electro
motive force is liable to fall and the pressure
may be maintained constant at this value by
means of a rheostat.
Thomas A. Edison has recently patented a
method for using the motor of an automobile to
charge its battery. In doing this, he mounts a
small steam or other fluid pressure engine, pref
erably of the turbine type, on the shaft of the
motor. This engine may be connected at all
times to the armature of the motor, and if of the
turbine type, may act as a flywheel, or the con
nection may be made by a suitable clutch, so that
the engine can be thrown on or off as desired.
By changing the electrical connections of the
motor, or reversing the direction of rotation of
the ai mature, the machine will run as a generator
and charge the battery. During charging, the
drive wheels may be either raised in the air or
disconnected from the armature shaft by means
of a clutch.
The engine, when in the form of a turbine,
adds but little to the weight and bulk of the
entire apparatus. This invention would seem to
increase the radius of action of electric auto
mobiles-, as even in a small town it is possible to
secure a supply of steam, when other means of
charging a battery are not available.
Comprehensive license law amendments
have been proposed in Ohio, requiring firemen to
have licenses, and all engineers without regard to
the size of engine. The present law exempts fire
men not in charge of plants, and engineers whose
plants' are less than 30 horsepower. The pro
visions seem reasonable, but the law is badly
drawn inasmuch as it would require an engineer
who does his own firing to take out two licenses.
This point should be attended to.
It is probable that the amendments cannot
be passed, as the opposition to similar clauses was
great when the present law was passed, and the
clauses had to be stricken out.

FIG. I.

PLAN OF MAIN AND EXHAUST PIPING, POWER STATION NO. I.

separated from the boiler room, 60 x 125 feet,
by a fireproof dividing wall.
The building occupies a position at the junc
tion of the Cincinnati & Eastern and the con
necting track of the Suburban division. It is
near the center of distribution for the power it
supplies and is surrounded by nearly 5 acres
of grounds, which are well situated and near
the lake from which the water supply is taken.
The grounds are well graded and the approaches
to the building are terraced and sodded and
enclosed by a rustic wall. Gravel driveways
are on each side and concrete walks with wide
steps lead from these roadways to the building.
The generating equipment of the engine room
consists of two heavy-duty condensing crosscompound Buckeye engines, 1854 and 36 x 33
inches; these engines have a rated capacity of
600 horsepower each with an economical range
of from 450 to 850 horsepower, and are direct
connected to two 400-kilowatt direct-current

The boiler room contains six horizontal, sec
tional water-tube boilers, each with 3,209 square
feet of heating surface, made by the Aultman
& Taylor Machinery Co., one Cochrane heater
and purifier of 2,000 horsepower capacity, and
two McGowan boiler-feed pumps, either one of
which is large enough to supply the plant.
Wheeler surface condensers of the Admiralty
type in connection with combination air and
circulating pumps are used. The condensers on
the smaller engines, used for driving the direct
current generators, are 12, 14 and 14 x 12 inches,
and are capable of condensing 12,000 pounds of
steam per hour with a cooling surface of 1,230
square feet. The condensers on the larger en
gines are 12, 16 and 16 x 16 inches. Each one
is capable of condensing 16,000 pounds of steam
per hour and contains a cooling surface of 1,410
square feet.
The piping of the plant was designed for
high-pressure work, extra heavy Sittings and
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pipe with long bends being used. It is practically
made in duplicate and any unit or section can
be shut off from the system without interfering
with the operation of any other part of the
plant.

house generators, which are used for exciters,
each having a capacity sufficient to excite both
generators.
Substation No. 4 is also located in this build
ing, containing a 400-kilowatt, three-phase rotary

FIG. 2. INTERIOR OF POWER STATION NO. I.

Extra-heavy high-pressure valves, made by
the Fairbanks company, with removable bronze
seats and rings and bronze stems, are used on all
the main and exhaust steam lines. On the
water lines, Fairbanks standard valves are used,
and in the main exhaust line between engines
and condensers Cochrane oil separators are in
stalled.
The piping system was put in by the John H.
McGowan Co., of Cincinnati.
The coal supply is taken from barges on the
Ohio river and a large lake, located near by,
furnishes the water supply for the boilers and
condensers. All foundations of the building, ma
chinery, etc., are made of concrete and vary in
depth from 14 to 20 feet. The steel stack is
self-supporting, is 10 feet in diameter, 150 feet
high, and stands on a concrete foundation 20
feet square and 28 feet deep.
The entire construction and equipment of this
plant is of the most substantial order and the
design throughout represents the best engineer
ing practice.
Power station No. 2 is located at South Leb
anon and supplies power for the Rapid Railway
division. It is situated on the banks of the Mi
ami river, from which the water supply is taken
and stored in large cisterns. From here the
water is pumped into a tank and fed to the boil
ers by gravity. The coal supply is obtained over
the Pennsylvania railroad, which has a side track
in connection with the plant. The building is
of brick and steel structure, 120 x 125 feet, with
a dividing wall between the engine and boiler
rooms.
The engine room equipment consists of two
heavy-duty, direct-connected, condensing, crosscompound, Buckeye engines, with a rated capacity
of 800 horsepower each and an economical range
of from 600 to 1,080 horsepower. The engines
are direct connected to two 500-kilowatt, 10,000volt, Westinghouse, alternating-current generat
ors of the revolving field type. Two high-speed,
Buckeye engines ~Y\ x 12 inches' are direct con
nected to two 37J/2-kilowatt, 125-volt Westing-
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converter and three self cooling oil transform
ers.
The boiler room is equipped with four hori
zontal, water-tube boilers made by the Aultman
& Taylor Machinery Co. Each contains 3,209

FIG. 3.

No. 1, is designed for high pressure, extra-heavy
piping and fittings of standard design being used.
On the high-pressure lines, Fairbanks high-pres
sure valves with bronze stems and removable
seats are used throughout, and on the exhaust
and water lines standard valves of the same make
are installed. Cochrane steam separators, Coch
rane vacuum oil separators and Flinn differential
steam traps are also used with this equipment.
The coal supply yards, with the switches and
sidetracks, having a capacity of several thousand
tons of coal, are located in the rear of the build
ing.

STEAM PUMP TROUBLES.
I was running a waterworks pumping station.
The supply main had been used about twenty
years and there was a lot of sharp quartz
like sand in it. The water drawn through
this pipe carried along this sand, and the
main pumps finally became so clogged that
I had to shut down and wash all the sand down
from there to the pump well in the cellar. To
get the water out of the pump well it was neces
sary to use the boiler feed pump, but it would
not pump a drop of water. Thinking the valves
might have been battered, I reground them ; then
as no water came I repacked the plunger rods,
»nd put in new gaskets all around. 5till no water.
Finally I stretched the springs as long as I dared
to without fear of breaking them. Putting them
back and starting the pump, I found I had rem
edied the trouble.
To set the valves on a duplex pump : Place the
pistons at midstroke and have the valves set so
that they exactly cover the ports, or, place one
side at the end of the stroke, and set the valve on
the opposite side so that the port is wide open,
feeling with the forefinger to see that the edges of

INTERIOR OF POWER STATION NO. 2.

square feet of heating surface and has a rated
capacity of 320 horsepower. One Cochrane feedwater heater and purifier of 2,000-horsepower
capacity is used, two McGowan boiler feed
pumps, each large enough to supply the plant,
and two condensers, one for each engine.
The piping, as in the case of power house

the valve and port are in line. Then push the
same side to the other end of the stroke and
see that the opposite port is open ; if not, equal
ize. Do the same with the other side. Before
replacing the steam chest cover, be sure that one
of the ports is open so that the pump will start
when given steam.
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INSPECTION OF PLANTS—I
BY GEORGE A. BURNHAM.
WE will take up the inspection of plants un
der three separate heads—i, Dynamos and
Connections; 2, Switchboards and Instru
ments; 3, Transmission Lines and Outside Ap
paratus. The first of these, Dynamos and Con
nection, will be taken up in the present paper,
The object is to point out the troubles which are
liable to occur in the operation of any electrical
equipment, and a simple and efficient method of
locating and remedying the same.
THE ARMATURE.
We- will first consider the internal troubles of
a machine starting with the armature and collect
ing devices, which are the vital parts of all dy-

FIG. I.

DIRECT DEFLECTION METHOD FOR TESTING
THE INSULATION RESISTANCE OF AN
ARMATURE.

namo-electrical machinery. An armature should
run without heating excessively. If it does heat
to any extent, it may be due to several reasons.
The armature may be damp and steam, thus ma
terially weakening the insulation. To determine
whether the insulation is defective, a measure
ment of the insulation resistance should be taken.
This can be done with any high-reading volt
meter by the direct deflection method, as shown
in Fig. 1, where A is the connection to the com
mutator, yis the voltmeter and B is some source
of current, C being the connection to the shaft.
Suppose that we have a voltmeter reading to 300
volts, with a total resistance of 5,204 ohms, and
the source of current is at 250 volts. After
making the connections according to the diagram,
we press the key, K, and the needle is deflected
250 divisions, but on opening the key, if we still
have a deflection of four divisions, this indicates
a leak in the insulation. Let R equal the insula-

FIG. 2. LOCATING VARIOUS TROUBLES IN AN ARMA
TURE.
tion resistance, r the resistance of the voltmeter,
v the deflection with the instrument across the
source of current and v the deflection with the
armature in series with the voltmeter. Now by
substituting these values in the following formula
we have
fv
\
/ 250
\
A' = r y — — I j = 5,204 X
1J - 320,046
ohms.
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which is much too low. The insulation should test
out about 500,000 ohms when hot. This armature
should be taken out and baked thoroughly, after
which another test should be made to insure a
safe condition of the insulation. If it continues to
run hot, the coils may be short circuited, one upon
the other, and being rotated in a strong magnetic
field the excessive heat would char the insulation
and soon destroy it. The coils may be short cir
cuited by the band wires, or the commutator
segments may be bridged across by some for
eign matter.
A simple method for locating these and vari
ous other troubles which may occur is shown
in Fig. 2, where the winding of a closed coil
armature is shown, 5" being the source of current
used for testing, and L, a bank of lamps, used
to regulate the flow of current through the arma
ture, which should enter at two points diamet
rically opposite. Two flexible leads should be
connected to a low reading voltmeter or a gal
vanometer, which will indicate the drop across
the adjacent segments.
To illustrate this method, suppose the coil B
to be short circuited, the coil A on open circuit,
and the coil C to have its connection reversed,
we will also suppose that the armature coils have
a resistance of 0.1 of an ohm, and the bank of
lamps is regulated to give a current of 10 am
peres. From Ohm's law the current multiplied
by the resistance equals the electromotive force.
We now place the voltmeter leads across the ad
jacent coils, 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on around the com
mutator until we bridge across the adjacent seg
ments 7 and 8, when we get a sharp, quick de
flection, which indicates that there is an open cir
cuit in the coil A and that the voltmeter closes
the circuit through the other half of the arma
ture. In all probability the break is in one of the
leads which is soldered to the commutator seg
ment and can be easily repaired by soldering
firmly with hard solder, using resin as a solder
ing flux. Anyone, acquainted with the different
sparks that accompany the various troubles,
would detect it at a glance. The sparking, which
occurs when an open circuit takes place, is more
of the nature of a small ring of fire which com
pletely encircles the commutator.
Suppose, now, that the open circuit having
been remedied, we start at the segments 13 and 14,
we find that there is no drop across the coil for
the reason that the brush short circuits the coil. We
now proceed around the commutator and find we
have a drop across the segments of I volt, then, as
stated in Ohm's law, the product of the resistance
and the current flowing in the coils equals
0.1 x 10 = 1 volt, the difference of potential be
tween the adjacent segments. There should be
practically the same drop all the way around the
commutator, with the exception of the coils
13 to 14.
If when we come to 21 and 22, we find a drop
of nearly 2 volts, and on trying the next two,
22 and 23, we find the needle deflected in an
opposite direction, this tells us immediately that
the coil C is reversed ; probably the ends were
mixed in the connection of the coils to the com
mutator. The drop across the segments 23 and
24 will of course be the same as that of 21 and
22. This high reading is caused by the leads of
coil C being reversed, therefore making two of
the coils come in series across two adjacent seg
ments.
An important point is the overloading of di
rect current armatures, which is in most cases
the seat of all commutator troubles, especially in
plants of medium size. This excessive heating
of the conductors and sparking of the brushes
and commutator leads to troubles similar to those
from open and short circuits previously men
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tioned, and the cutting and pitting of the com
mutator. The overload is sometimes caused by
errors in the measuring instruments, but more
often by ignorance or neglect on the part of the
attendant. There is, as a rule, a tendency on the
part of the management to keep increasing the
load, little by little, until the machine is carrying
much more than that for which it was designed.
The voltage begins to drop, and, of course, the
first thing that is done is to raise the electro
motive force at the board and compensate for
this.

FIG. 3. FIELD WINDING OF A SERIES MACHINE.

If he thinks at all about the result — which
is doubtful—the attendant supposes that, so long
as the electromotive force at the board is not
raised above its normal value, no harm can fol
low. He does not consider that the amount of
current flowing in the armature is what causes
overheating and that no matter if the drop is
compensated by raising the electromotive force
developed by the dynamo, the heating is going on
just the same, and the insulation is being in
jured.
THE FIELD.
The field coils like the armature are liable to
various faults, and are of four kinds; the series,
shunt, compound and separately excited.
The connection of a series winding is shown
in Fig. 3. The main current flows through the
fields before going out on the line. As these coils
carry the main current, they must be of sufficient
cross section to carry it without an excessive

FIG. 4. FIELD WINDING OF A SHUNT MACHINE.

drop in the fields. The current being compara
tively large, only a few turns are required to
produce the proper magnetic flux in the field
poles. If a short circuit should occur in either of
the fields, there would be a considerable drop in
voltage at half or full load, accompanied by ex
cessive sparking due to the weak field of the short
circuited coil. If an open circuit occurs, it
merely opens the field and prevents the machine
from generating. A ground in the field coils
will cause no damage to speak of, unless it oc
curs in each coil or on wires of opposite polarity,
which would, of course, be the same as a short
circuit. On a machine operating with a ground
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return, a ground in the fields would cut out some
of the turns, thereby weakening the field, causing
the voltage to drop and violent sparking to oc
cur.
The shunt winding is radically different from
that of the series, Fig. 4, showing the winding.
It will be seen that the current has two paths,
dividing at the positive brush. Part of the cur
rent flows through the external circuit and part
of it is diverted through the field coils, each re
turning to the negative brush. In this type of
connection, instead of the fields having a small
number of turns and a large amperage, they have
a great number of turns and a very small cur
rent. A short circuit in the fields of a shunt
dynamo may be located by measuring the drop
across each coil separately; as for instance, a
machine generating 125 volts with four poles,
should show a drop across each of about 20
volts, and, if the reading across one should be
but 12 volts, we would no doubt find the field
short-circuited. A short-circuited field may also
be located by taking the temperature of the field
coils after the machine has been stopped, the de
fective coil will be much cooler than any of the
others. An open circuit will act the same as in
the series machine, preventing the machine from
generating. A ground in the shunt field has
the same effect as in a series field. It is an un
usual case, but can be located by taking a read
ing with a low reading voltmeter from the field
leads to the frame, as shown in Fig. 5, in which
A is the connection to the field leads, B the con
nection to the frame, and V the low reading volt
meter, C being the source of current taken from a
dynamo or battery.
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magnetic field, increase the speed, or increase the
number of conductors cutting the lines of force,
the first of these being the easiest. This may be
done by increasing the number of turns on the
field magnets, or by increasing the current flow
ing through them. The latter method is the one
used to regulate the voltage of the shunt machine
and is accomplished by means of a resistance in
series with the field winding. Cutting out resist
ance in the field circuit allows more current to
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THE NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.'S
WORKS.
MANUFACTURING interests and large fac
tories have long been ought of as ex
isting only in the astern art of the coun
try, but the recent developments of the great
West and Northwest have made a demand for
machinery and manufactured articles which has
created centers of industry all through the mid
dle section of the country. Particularly is this
true of the regions near the Great Lakes where
cheap shipping facilities are available, and even
cities which are at some distance from these wa
terways have been able to compete with eastern
cities in furnishing facilities to manufacturers.
Among the great industries of the Northwest is
that of the Northern Electrical Manufacturing
Co., whose plant is located at Madison, Wis.
This occupies several large buildings, which are
specially equipped with modern machinery for
rapid manufacturing and testing of dynamos' and
motors.
Practicing what they preach, the company has
equipped its works with motor-driven machine
tools in practically all departments, so that over
head belting is almost entirely done away with,
giving a light and convenient shop, all parts of
which can be easily reached by overhead cranes.

FIG. 6. FIELD WINDINGS OF A COMPOUND MACHINE,
SHOWING THE LONG SHUNT

flow, thereby strengthening the magnetism, and,
in turn, raising the voltage to the proper value.
The regulation of the compound machine is
effected automatically by the series field coils.
The strength of the shunt fields remains con
stant, and as the main current flows through the
series winding, any change of load will produce
a proportional change in the strength of the
field, thus in turn regulating the voltage accord
ingly.

FIG. 5. DETECTING A GROUND IN A SHUNT FIELD.
The compound wound machine is a combina
tion of the series and the shunt winding, a
diagram of the connections representing the
long shunt is shown in Fig. 6. The light lines
show the path of the current in the shunt
winding, and the heavy lines indicate the
path of the main current through the external
circuit. The short shunt winding is taken di
rectly across the brushes and as the resistance
of the fields remains practically the same, not
considering the increase in resistance caused by
the heating of the field coils, the current will re
main constant, so that the strength of the field
will also be constant. If there is an increase of
current in the armature, the voltage of the dy
namo will drop, consequently the strength of the
field will be weakened. To keep the field at nor
mal voltage one of three things must be done:
either increase the number of lines of force in the

The maximum boiler horsepower in central
power stations is only attained during a few
hours of the day. During the greater part of
the day the capacity required is much less than
this maximum. On this account it has been
found economical and practical to design the
boilers and chimneys of ample capacity for this
load and to force them above and up to the
maximum by means of mechanical draft. This
is applied with equal success to old and new
plants. In the new power station of the Den
ver Tramway Power Co., Denver, Colo., me
chanical draft is used as an auxiliary to the
natural draft provided by a chimney 240 feet
high. Artificial draft is furnished by three
Sturtevant electrically driven steel plate fans.
The boiler capacity of the plant is approxi
mately 6,000 horsepower.
Losses of life in railway accidents are so com
mon that the trial of the new apparatus for insur
ing the safety of railway trains, held near Venice,
Italy, recently, is of more than passing interest.
This trial is reported by Vice Consul Alexander
Thayer in the daily consular reports. The ap
paratus gives warning to an engineer of the ap
proach of another train, and also shows on a dial
in the train dispatcher's office the approximate
position of all trains on the line, and whether they
are stationary or in motion.

FIG. I. HEADSTOCK END OF TURRET LATHE EQUIPPED
WITH SPINDLE AND TRAVERSE MOTORS.
Motors especially designed for direct attachment
to tools, are one of the standard products of this
company, and they have provided liberally mo
tors for their own tools.
The Northern Electrical Mfg. Co. has evolved
for its own purposes a hydraulic press for man
ufacturing armature cores, Fig. 2. After the ar
mature disks are assembled on the shafts, by
suitable hydraulic pressure, they are made into a
solid mass, and the disks, ventilating and end
plates are securely bolted or keyed in position.
The press consists of two parts, a press and a
pump. The press proper consists of two hy
draulic cylinders or plungers under the platen.
The upper head is balanced by counter weights
and travels on four vertical screws each 4 inches
in diameter. To save blocking up work, an aux
iliary electric motor is mounted on the upper
head which moves the head through suitable
gearing. The pump is operated by a Northern
back-geared motor through Renold Silent chain.
The controlling mechanism for this, as well as
the auxiliary motor, is mounted on a suitable
panel, convenient of access. In designing this
press, Mr. Drohan, the superintendent of the
Northern shops, used standard apparatus as far
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as possible. Of course the heads and screws were
special, but the motors, controlling apparatus,
hydraulic punlp, etc., are all standard.
A notable feature in the shop is the use on
large turret lathes of two motors, Fig. 1, one for
the regular operation of the lathe, and a second
small motor for running the turret head back
and forth as may be required. The engineers of
the company have made a most careful study of
the requirements for direct electrical driving, and
have developed the Northern motors to meet
these requirements. All armatures are wound
with formed coils, even down to the little %horsepower machines. The brush holders are of
special design, light and flexible, yet holding the
brushes always at the proper position, so that
there is no chattering.
One of the best tests of what the Northern
electric machinery can do is the record made in
the company's own power plant. The generators
are four in number. The largest is of 200-kilowatt capacity, driven by an 18 x 36 Vilter-Cor-
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load or even 50 per cent overload on the gener
ator instantly.
The power plant of the works furnishes cur
rent at 220 volts on the two-wire system ; 220volt lamps are used with the usual fixtures for
such work, and are giving the best of satisfac
tion. All wiring in the engine room is carried
through under ground conduits and the floor is
all cement, while the engine foundations are con
crete.

FIG. 3.

returns being brought to the boiler room, and
the condensed water forced into the Cochrane
heater by a steam ejector system devised by Mr.
Oltz. The feed heater is of the Cochrane open
type, Fig. 5, and the oil is so effectually sepa
rated that no trouble has been found from it in
the boilers. The electric pumps in Fig. 4 are
operated continuously, while electric power is
available to furnish all water needed. The steam
pumps are used for boiler feeding when neces-

50-KILOWATT NORTHERN ELECTRIC GENERATOR DRIVEN BY BALL ENGINE AND 200-KIL0WATT GENERATOR DRIVEN BY V1LTER-CORLISS ENGINE.

An interesting feature is the fire system which
is supplied by pumps at 145 pounds pressure, the
fire pumps operating only in case of emergency.
Scotch marine boilers with Morrison furnaces
are used in the plant and have given the best of

FIG. 2.
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sary. In Fig. 3 is shown a crane way for a
hand power traveling crane, which is shared bythe engine room and the finishing shop; a fireproof partition affords ample safeguard. The
power plant, and, in fact, the entire works, are

HYDRAULIC I'KF.SS FOR ASSEMBLING ARMA
TURE CORES.

liss engine at 100 revolutions per minute, Fig. 3.
This machine has been running for over a year
without a change or adjustment of the brushes in
any way. No compound is used on the commu
tator except a bit of oil and no sand papering
has been done. The surface of the commutator is
like glass, and there is not the slightest sign of
sparking, while the wear is so small that there is
no change in level that can be detected between
that part on which the brushes bear and the part
near the tail pieces, which has no brushes bear
ing on it.
A second unit in the power plant consists of
a compound engine 14 and 22 x 16 inches, built
by the Ball Engine Co. of Erie, Pa., and driving
two 75-kilowatt generators, one on either end of
the shaft at 250 revolutions per minute, Fig. 4.
The third unit is an 11 x 12-inch Ball engine,
driving a 50-kilowatt generator, Fig. 3. The
smaller machines have made as good a record as
the large ones, although the load at times, par
ticularly during the summer when a motor-driven
dredge is in use, will vary from zero to the full

FIG. 4.

BALL ENGINF. DRIVING TWO "j-KILOWATT NORTHERN GENERATORS.

satisfaction. Mr. Oltz, the engineer, states that
he would never consider the installation of any
other kind, as he is getting splendid results from
these, and he finds them much more convenient
to care for than the ordinary tubular form, while
the expense of keeping in repair is less on ac
count of the absence of brick settings. The ex
haust steam is used for heating the building, the

modern and carefully kept up, so that the work
men have the best possible incentive to produce
good work. The business of the company is
large and is increasing rapidly. The entire estab
lishment bears witness to the interested care and
wise judgment of the genera! manager, Mr. A.
O. Fox, who is responsible for it.
The most recent development for electrical
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driving of machine tools is shown in Fig. 6. This
is a lathe driven by a single motor which runs
at constant speed and is never changed. By a
system of levers, shown on the front of the lathe,
which controls nests of gears and a clutch mech
anism, it is possible to get all needful speeds
on the lathe without stopping the motor or chang
ing connections in any way. It gives the maxi
mum possible simplicity in electrical equipment
and reduces cost of electrical driving. The com-
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HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION.
THE RELATIVE FIRE-RISK OF OIL AND AIR-BLAST
TRANSFORMERS.
BY E. W. RICE, JR.
(Introduction to a discussion before the Ameri
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, March 25,
1904.)
THE "oil transformer" relies upon oil as the
cooling and insulating fluid. The "air-blast
transformer" contains insulation material
mainly of cloth, paper, and wood impregnated
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an air-blast transformer is, as stated, relatively
small, it has an extended surface exposed to a
large volume of air, and therefore, if a fire
starts from internal causes, such as short-circuit
or extreme overload, is capable of rapid combus
tion.
An oil transformer properly cooled is probably
not particularly subject to ignition of the oil
from internal burn outs or arcs.
The vapor above the oil may, however, be'
ignited by electrical discharges. Even in this
case, while the quantity of combustible material
is enormous, the surface exposed is relatively
small.
"fhe air-blast type, however, is limited
in practice to pressures of about 30,000 to
3S,ooo volts, as the static discharge which occurs
at much higher pressures would in time break
down the insulation. It is, therefore, necessary
to employ oil insulation on the higher pressures
now common.

fig. 6.

FIG. 5.

PUMPS AND COCHRANE OPEN FEED HEATER AND PURIFIER IN BOILER ROOM.

pany has been experimenting with this lathe for
some time and finds that it gives the best of sat
isfaction.
Investigation of the scientific world into the
posibilities of radium is progressing apace, the
results in most cases being most gratifying. As
an instance, a contemporary states that radium
has lately been found to exercise a distinct but
variable influence on the growth of tadpoles, their
development being retarded, quickened or pre
vented thereby. This should prove welcome news
to the tadpole family, which has hitherto been re
garded as a somewhat ignominious specimen of
animal life.

with oil or varnish, and is cooled by the circula
tion of a blast of air. In both types the insulating
material is of an inflammable nature and under
certain abnormal conditions may take fire with
more or less serious consequences.
The inflammable material in an air-blast trans
former of say 1,000-kilowatt capacity will amount
to about 800 pounds ; in an oil-cooled transformer
of the same capacity the amount will be about
7,300 pounds. While this comparison cannot be
taken as a measure of the relative fire risk, it is
an indication to be considered, especially in view
of the fluidity, the low temperature of ignition,
and high calorific value of oil.
While the quantity of inflammable material in

electrically driven lathe with me
chanical SPEED CHANGING.

The fire risk can be practically eliminated by
placing such transformers in a room or rooms
separated by suitable fire walls from other parts
of the plant. Much may be done to limit the
risk, even when the transformers are placed in
the same room with other apparatus, by proper
systems of piping for drainage of the oil away
from the building, and by placing the transformers
in a depressed area of concrete arranged for rapid
drainage.
■
USE OF GROUP SWITCHES IN LARGE POWER-PLANTS.
BY L. B. STILLWELL.
In a number of large electric generating plants
recently designed in America, the feeder circuits
are divided into a plurality of groups, and a switch
designated a "group switch" is connected into the
circuit between the main bus-bars and each group
of feeders.
Probably no one who knows what engineering
means would affirm without qualification either
that he does or does not approve the use of
group switches.
The arguments in favor of the group switch, as
used in the plant of the Manhattan Railway Co.,
are : I. It affords an additional means of open
ing a feeder switch that fails to open its cir
cuit, when operated for that purpose. The ad
vantages of the group switch in respect to this
function today appear materially less than they
did S years ago, for the reason that the poweroperated oil switch within the period named has
demonstrated a high degree of reliability. It
cannot, however, be assumed that the feeder
switch is invariably reliable,
2. It affords means of reducing aggregate load
more rapidly and less objectionably than the usual
method of cutting off individual feeders. It will
sometimes happen in the operation of a power
plant that it suddenly becomes necessary to shut
down one of the generating units. If the load
carried at the time be such that the shutting down
of the generator necessitates reduction of the
external load, this can be accomplished most con
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veniently by operating one or two group switches.
3. Where duplicate main busbars are used, it
facilitates transfer of load from one set to the
other, in case it suddenly becomes necessary, in
operation, to make such transfer
4. The grouping of the external feeder cir
cuits in units bearing a simple fixed relation to
the generator units establishes a symmetry and
proportion most useful to the operator, particular
ly in times of emergency.
The arguments against the group switch are :
1. It introduces additional apparatus and, there
fore, in itself increases the risk of interruption
due to failure in switch insulation, etc. The suc
cessful operation of many plants, particularly in
America, has been interfered with by the intro
duction of too much switch gear and too many
safety devices. And it is to be noted that the
group switch implies the auxiliary busbar. Here
again it is impossible to dogmatize, for as the
result of additional experience, the judgment of
today may be reversed 5 years from now.
2. The group switch and busbars imply an in
creased cost of plant. In case of the Manhattan
plant this increase is about 10 per cent of the cost
of the switch gear and measuring apparatus, and
about four-tenths of one per cent of the cost of
the plant.
In the plants in which the feeder unit equals
or exceeds the dynamo unit of power, the group
switch, of course, disappears. In this case, how
ever, it may still be advisable to use two feeder
switches in series in order to avoid the necessity
of shutting down the entire plant in case of the
failure of a single feeder switch.
OIL SWITCHES FOR HIGH PRESSURES
BY E. M. HEWLETT.
This paper naturally compares the oil-break
switch with the air-break switch. In treating this
subject, the following points appear to be the
main points for consideration:
1. Abnormal Rise in Pressure ; owing to the
fact that in oil switches the circuit is opened at
the zero point of the wave, the rise of pressure
found in the air-break switch is not experienced.
This point is of particular importance in highpressure, long-distance lines, and in cables carry
ing considerable energy.
2. Capacity ; experience has proved that oil
switches may be designed to break circuits of
practically unlimited capacity.
3. Length of Arc; owing to the smothering ac
tion of the oil on the arc, the length of arc under
oil is only a fraction of its length in air.
4. Insulation; the insulating qualities of the
oil decrease the distance required to prevent leak
age and arcing.
5. Size of Switch ; owing to the fact that the
arc length is materially decreased and the value
of the oil as an insulation reduces the creeping
surface, an oil switch can be made very much
more compact than an air switch.
6. Remote Control ; the design of the oil
switch lends itself readily to operation by con
trol from a distance.
~. Arc Confined; the fact that the arc is rup
tured under the oil within the switch has two
advantages; 1st, switches can be placed close to
gether without danger of short-circuit ; 2d, in case
of emergency, confusion is avoided as there is no
visible arc to disconcert the attendant.
8. Station Arrangement; the flexibility of the
oil switch places no limitations on the station ar
rangement, permitting the circuits and buses to
be arranged in the most advantageous manner.
9. Isolation of Phases ; the possibility of com
plete isolation of the phases in a reasonable space
is easily secured by the use of oil switches.
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TERMINALS AND BUSHINGS FOR HIGH-PRESSURE
TRANSFORMERS.
BY WALTER S. MOODY.
LOCATION OF TERMINALS ON COILS.
It is much better to have the high and lowpressure terminals at opposite ends of the struc
ture, for it is almost impossible to keep safe dis
tances between the terminal and connecting coil
leads, when all are at one end.
INSULATION OF TERMINALS ON COILS.
In an oil-filled transformer, this presents little
difficulty, as it is only necessary to have all leads
rigidly held a safe distance from each other and
from the coils, and covered with sufficient water
proof insulation to prevent any moisture penetrat
ing the coil around the terminals before the oil
is put in.
In air-blast transformers, however, the case is
different ; here all terminals must be covered with
an insulation continuous with that on the coil
itself, to a distance from the coil that provides
plenty of surface insulation, even when the lead
is covered with dust and dirt.
Often the insulating strength of a transformer
is materially lowered by allowing the coil-ter
minals or taps to project beyond the sides of the
coils, thus shortening the distance between the pri
mary and secondary. Usually the problem can be
solved by so winding coils as to have only outside ter
minals and locating such coils as have taps on the
outside of the coil structure.
LOCATION OF MAIN TERMINALS.
The best location for these naturally varies
with the type of transformer and its pressure ;
for the air-blast type, the air-chamber forms a
convenient and natural location for the lowpressure wiring, and the terminals of these are,
therefore, usually located in the base of such
transformers and made accessible by doors in the
side of the base. For pressures not exceeding
25,000 volts, the high-pressure wiring can also be
placed in the air-chamber, without making the
air-chamber of excessive cross-section, so that
all transformer terminals are in the base and
exposed wiring is avoided. Heavy, rubberinsulated cable is to be avoided in such construc
tion, however, for should the rubber take fire
from short-circuit or other causes a draft of
air will carry the fire along the duct and into the
transformers with great rapidity.
In oil-filled transformers the terminals are, of
necessity, located at or near the top of the case.
Often, for convenience in external wiring, pro
jecting pockets are provided through which ter
minal-leads may leave the case in a downward
direction. With such construction, it is necessary
to have a solid section in the cable, just above
the oil line, and to have this section uninsulated
or covered with an insulation impervious to oil,
otherwise the cable and insulation will act as a
siphon and discharge oil.
INSULATION OF MAIN HIGH-PRESSURE TERMINALS.
Below 40,000 volts, the insulation of terminals
offers no special difficulty ; porcelain or glass
bushings can readily be obtained which are safe
for this pressure, even if the conductor has no
insulating covering. For higher pressures, the
problem is more difficult, if no insulation is used
on the conductor; the bushings become expensive
and so large that there is scarcely room on top
of a moderate size transformer for as many ter
minals as are often required.
Wooden tubes of the necessary size cannot be
thoroughly dried and filled. Hard rubber is apt
to contain impurities so that it is unsatisfactory;
moreover, it deteriorates rapidly if ozone is gen
erated near it. Glass is fragile and must be pro
tected with other semi-insulators. Porcelain, or
any smooth tube, must be very long to have suf
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ficient leakage surface to be safe when dirty,
and even the best shapes of corrugated bushings
are large and expensive when capable of with
standing a test of from 75,000 to 160,000 volts.
All things considered, the writer has found the
following practice, quite satisfactory for testpressures not exceeding 160,000 volts :
Insulate the lead with varnished wrappings
that will safely withstand for 1 minute about half
of the test pressure to be applied, bringing out this
lead through a porcelain bushing having the same
strength as the insulation of the lead, and suf
ficient surface to prevent leakage at this pressure
when dirty.
In leads requiring a test of 100,000 volts or
more, the surface discharge may be broken up,
so that it will appreciably reduce the surface re
sistance, by bell-shaped pieces of rubber, porce
lain or other insulation slipped over the lead be
fore all the varnished wrappings are put on, and
having its small end so shaped as to allow of its
being buried in the outer wrappings.
In transformers designed for Y-connection
with grounded neutral, some transformer build
ers, in order to save expense on high-pressure
bushings, have grounded one terminal on the case
and insulated only such leads as are to be con
nected to the line ; this prevents operation with
delta connections, but otherwise seems unobjec
tionable.
INTERNAL TERMINALS.
It is common for manufacturers to be asked
to make transformers that can be operated at sev
eral voltages on the high-pressure side. The re
sult, whether accomplished with series-multiple
connection, changing from delta to Y, or simply
by taps, usually requires so many terminals, that
it becomes quite impracticable to place all the
necessary leads outside of the case ; consequently,
accessible terminals inside the case must be pro
vided. Again, it is usually desirable to provide
for a limited range of adjustment in the ratio,
say by 2 per cent, with a total of 10 per cent ; such
changes are usually too small to be made except
by means of taps on the high-pressure windings.
Except in transformers of very large capacity,
there would be no room safely to insulate so
numerous terminals above the surface of the oil ;
the practice is, therefore, to locate such terminals
just under the oil and make them as accessible
as possible, either by the removal of the trans
former top, or through an auxiliary cover on
the top of the case. It is better that each of these
terminals be separately supported by glass or por
celain insulators, for a single support, such as a
slab of marble, is almost sure to collect suf
ficient semi-conducting material to cause trouble
sooner or later.
Instead of supporting the transformer proper on
the base of the case as usual, it may be hung from
a strong cover, and the interior terminals placed in
the usual position, supported by the bolts carying
the transformer. To get at these terminals raise the
cover with the transformer, until the terminals
are on a level with top of case .
LOW-PRESSURE TERMINALS.
When transformers are connected in multiple
and deliver 500 amperes or more, special caution
should be taken that all joints are soldered or
that terminals are of such construction as to have
extremely low contact resistances.
Current in excess of 500 amperes should never
be brought out through separate openings in
the case, otherwise there will be local heating
around the terminal and needless reactance intro
duced into the circuit.
The advertising pages of any periodical are
almost as useful as the editorial pages. They
tell you what you want and where to get it.
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In this department we ■will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have allpossible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jtf Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
A. W. S. ; MANHATTAN ARC LAMPS.
"Several Manhattan arc lamps for street light
ing are connected up in series of 110 volts each.
After burning for about an hour, they will go out,
but if shaken up they will burn for a few minutes
longer. If left out for some time, they will light
up and burn from 30 to 60 minutes, and go out
again. What is the cause of this?"
A.—From the description it is evident that
the trouble is due to the heating effect of the cur
rent. The trouble may arise in the series coil,
or shunt coil, or may be a mechanical defect in
the operating mechanism. Take one of the lamps
that is giving the trouble and carefully examine it
for mechanical defects. Then measure the drop
over the series and shunt coils until the light goes
out, and send us the data you obtain. This will
give a basis on which to judge, to better advan
tage, the defect of the lamp.
C. W. R. ; TWO-PHASE ALTERNATOR J RESULTANT VOLT
AGE ; NEUTRAL point; COMPOUND ENGINE.
I. "A certain 750-kilowatt, 2,300-volt twophase alternator is to be run as a three-phase syn
chronous motor. How should the terminals of
the machine be connected so as to properly receive
the current from the 2,300-volt line? 2. What
is the resultant voltage of a two-phase machine?
3. Since the current is the same for all loads,
why, then, does the neutral point shift with a
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I. THE SCOTT SYSTEM OF TRANSFORMATION.

change of load in a constant-current dynamo?
4. Suppose, that a compound engine is carrying
a certain load and the cutoff on the low pressure
cylinder has been adjusted so that the load is
equalized between the two, then, if the cutoff
is lengthened or shortened the same amount in
both cylinders, when a change of load takes place,
will the load be equalized between the two cylin
ders for all points of cutoff? 5. Should the cutoff
take place in both cylinders of a tandem com
pound engine at the same time, or should the load
be equalized between the two cylinders and let the
cutoff take place where it will?"
A.—1. Suppose, that you have changed the
two-phase alternator, as stated in your question,
into a three-phase synchronous • motor, then the
question resolves itself into how should a three-

phase motor be connected with a two-phase,
four-wire line. This may be done by the Scott
system of transformation, which will require two
transformers, connected as shown in the ac
companying drawing.
If one of the transformers has a ratio of 10
to 1 with a tap at the middle of its secondary
coil, the other must have a ratio of 10 to 0.869.
One terminal of the secondary of the latter is
connected to the middle of the former, while the
three remaining terminals would be connected

FIG. 2. TWO-PHASE, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM.
respectively to the three-phase line, which in this
case runs to the motor. Of course the ratio of
transformation in the illustration is an arbitrary
one. The correct ratio in your case would be de
termined by the voltage in the two-phase line
and the voltage at which. the motor is to run.
2. The voltage between the terminals of a twophase machine depends on whether a four-wire or
three-wire system is used. In the case of four
wires, the armature is wound with two coils,
which are independent of each other, therefore
you get no resultant voltage, but simply the volt
age between the terminals attached respectively
to each coil. If three wires are used, the con
nections may be represented as in Fig. 2. Let A
and B represent the two coils and L, M and TV
the three terminals, then the pressure between M
and N or between L and N would be E volts
and the pressure between L and M would be 1.41
x E volts.
3. When a change of load takes place in the
circuit, such as throwing on or off a number of
lamps, the voltage varies. If the load is in
creased, it takes a larger voltage to drive the
same current through the resistance of the cir
cuit. If the load is decreased, less voltage is re
quired.
Between every north and south pole there
is a magnetic field composed of lines of force.
The path of these lines varies as the strength of
the field varies. The neutral point on an arma
ture is the place where its conductors cut no
lines of force. Now, when the field varies, due
to a change in the load on a machine, the neutral
point will vary, which requires a shifting of the
brushes to keep the machine from sparking.
4. Changing the point of cutoff in the lowpressure cylinder merely changes the receiver
pressure and consequently apportions the load
between the two cylinders. When the cutoffs in
both cylinders are varied proportionately, the load
will be equalized through a limited range of cut
off, but beyond a certain point the apportionment
of the load will not be equal, the load on the low

pressure becoming relatively higher as the cutoffs
are shortened and relatively lower as the cut
offs are lengthened.
5. From the mechanical standpoint it makes
little difference what proportion of the load is car
ried by each cylinder since the total load is the
same in any case, and the thrust of the two pis
tons is transmitted to the crank through the
same reciprocating parts. But from the thermal
viewpoint the load should be so apportioned by
regulating the cutoff in the low-pressure cylin
der that the back pressure in the high-pressure
cylinder will be kept high enough to render the
ran^e of temperatures in each cylinder nearly
equal.
C. E. P.; GETTING RID OF CONDENSED STEAM.
"We have two 18 x 42 Corliss engines
driving paper machines, and two machines driven
by water power. The machines driven by the
engines use exhaust steam for drying, and the
water-driven machines use live steam. When the
live steam is turned on, the back pressure on the
engines rises to 15 and 20 pounds, and we have
difficulty in getting the water away from the dry
ers. We use no traps, but the condensation is
returned to the feed water heater. Would a vac
uum pump help to get rid of the returns and
should not all returns be piped into a return
main?"
A. It will depend somewhat upon the pres
sures required in the two sets of dryers. If one
set requires steam of higher pressure than the
other, traps should be used on the returns from
the dryers using the higher pressure of steam, the
traps discharging into a return main. A vacuum
pump might be required on the returns from the
exhaust steam dryers and would assist in re
moving the water, provided sufficient fall cannot
be given the return main. If all the dryers use
steam of the same pressure, the returns can be
connected to a main and a trap placed in the
main between the dryers and the feed-water
heater. By means of a reducing valve in the live
steam connection, and a back pressure valve near
the engine, the pressure can be regulated auto
matically and kept at a uniform value throughout
the dryers. If the dryers will work properly with
low-pressure steam, the vacuum pump would
probably enable all the drying to be done with
exhaust steam, and incidentally remove the diffi
culty of getting rid of the water of condensa
tion. We should need considerable more data
than you have given to enable us to recommend
the arrangement best adapted to the particular
plant in question.
L. R. G. ; FROZEN SERVICE PIPE.
"Please tell me how I can thaw out frozen
service pipes between the main and the house.
Where can I obtain a book on the subject?"
A. Service pipes usually freeze in the vicin
ity of the main, since the depth below the surface
of the ground is generally least at that point.
We can suggest no better way than to dig down
to the pipe and thaw out by hot applications.
Then cover the pipe for some distance by means
of a box, 10 or 12 inches square in cross section,
filled with fine sawdust. This in most cases will
be sufficient to prevent further trouble. We are
unable to recommend a book on the subject.
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A TEST OF PULVERIZED FUEL.
The subject of pulverized coal as fuel under
■steam boilers is one which has interested engineers
and large users of coal for a long time. The best
results that can be obtained by burning coal of all
sizes and all degrees of moisture or with coal
crushed to some degree of uniformity, such as is
used in some forms of mechanical stokers, is
Tecognized as being wasteful as compared with
what can be obtained when all the heat units of
the coal are released at a point where they can

vators, conveyors, and storage tanks. The feeder
is designed to be attached to the bottom of a stor
age bin of any desired capacity located in front
of the boiler as shown in Fig. 2.
The operation of firing is as follows : The
coal dust is fed from the storage bin to hopper
A. It passes along the feed worm B, drops down
spout F, direct to air spout D, where it is caught
by the air draft and fed into the' furnace, through
the opening in cast iron spout G.
The amount of feed depends upon the speed

FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT OF THE APPARATUS.
be utilized by the steam boiler. Numerous de
vices and systems have been suggested and de
veloped to pulverize and burn coal and much suc
cess has been achieved in its use in cement kilns,
heating furnaces, annealing ovens and some other
places, but when the same system has been applied
to steam boilers, conditions obtaining have ren
dered a number of systems worse than useless.
One of the bad features has been that the fur
nace construction has; in case of accident to the
feeding apparatus or the coal supply, left no
alternative but to shut down the boilers and stop
the plant.

The C. O. Bartlett & Snow Co., of Cleveland,
taking all the bad features into consideration,
have developed a system which, with dry coal pul
verized to pass a 40-mcsh screen, will give re
sults as shown by the reports of tests recently
made in Chicago, copy of which follows and
which have been proven by 8 months' continuous
use at the company's plant in Cleveland.
The complete system comprises: First, a dryer,
a pulverizer and a feeder as shown in Fig. 1
for each boiler, together with the necessary ele-

ternational Harvester Co. It was sought to main
tain usual conditions in running, so that the
tests would be a fair comparison of dust firing and
hand firing.
Four tests were run by the engineers of the
McCormick division, two of which are given at
considerable length. The other two were run
to verify results and a summary is given. During
the tests no changes were made in the furnaces
or setting, so that the comparison seems as fair as
could be devised.

FIG. 2. PULVERIZED COAL FEEDER AS INSTALLED FOR THE TEST.

of the feed worm, which is driven by the friction
wheel / running against the flange plate H. This
friction is moved in or out, by the handle so as
to get any speed desired, which can be changed
at any time, by turning the handle. The air is
furnished by fan C, the amount being controlled
by valve E.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
1G.
17.
18.

fig. 4. PLANT AS OPERATED IN THE HAND FIRING
TEST.

FIG. 3. ONE BOILER OPERATED WITH FEEDER, THE
OTHER BY HAND.
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One water tender for six or eight boilers is
the only attendance required. There is no deposit
of ash or cinders in the furnace and a deposit
of fine ash only in the combustion chamber. Black
smoke is entirely eliminated.
One of the best features of the system is the
fact that the same furnace and grate bars used
for hand firing are best suited for its purpose and
that in case of any accident the burner can be
removed from the furnace in 10 minutes and the
boiler fired by hand. Fig. 3 shows one burner
removed from its furnaces and one in operation ;
and Fig. 4 shows both burners detached and the
boilers hand fired.
The tests were made by the courtesy of the
general superintendent and the engineering de
partment of the McCormick Division of the In-

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Test With Pulverized Coal.
Total Quantities.
Date of trial.—February 2nd, 1904.
Duration of test.—8 hours.
Two boilers used.
B. A W. water tube boilers, straight grate, 140
rated H. P. each, 63 4- In. tubes. 18 ft. long,
one 36-ln. drum, 18 ft. long. Safety valve
pops at 90 lbs. Closes at 87 lbs.
Total water heating surface.— (each boiler) 1,400
sq. ft.
Grate surface.—4 ft. 6 in. X 7 ft. = 31.5 sq. ft.
(each boiler).
Ratio heating surface to grate surface.—44.4:1.
Kind of fuel—Pulverized coal from Illinois
screenings, 40-mesh fine.
Kind ef furnace.—Straight grate, pulverized
coal blast.
Fuel as fired.—9,713 lbs.
Moisture in coal.—3.5%.
Dry coal consumed.—9,383 lbs.
No ashes in pit.
Ash and refuse in coal.—17.5%.
Water fed to boiler.—66,255 lbs.
Water evaporated corrected for moisture or super
heat in steam—64,940 lbs.
Factor of evaporation.—1,079
Bqulv. water evap. into dry steam from and at
212 degrees F.—70,070 lbs.
Furnace practically smokeless.
Flues blown before starting test.
Small amount of fine dust, ashes falls off
tubes.
Screw on pulv. coal feed is 4-ln. dia. and
runs 17 rev. per min.
Grate bars clean at end of test. Bright red
light shows through bars.
Light bed of clinkers (1 in. thick) used on
test. No fusion of same.
Light dust on tubes. No soot. No appre
ciable fusion on outside of tubes.
Hourly Quantities.
Dry fuel consumed per hour.—1,214.1 lbs.
Dry fuel per hr. per sq. ft. grate surface.—19.27
lbs.
Water fed per hr—8,283.1 lbs.
Equiv. water per hr. corr. for quality steam—
8,758.78 lbs.
Equiv. water per sq. ft. htg. surface per hr.—
3,128 lbs.
Average Pressures, Temperatures, Etc.
Average atmospheric pressure.—14.7 lbs. per sq.
in. (assumed.)
Average boiler pressure.—79.8 lbs. per sq. in.
Average temperature of feed water.—169.7 de
grees F.
Average temperature of escaping gases.—506
degrees F.
Average force of draft in flue—0.525 ins. of
water.
—2% moisture assumed in steam.
Horsepower.
Horsepower developed.—253.9 H. P.
Builders'
rated
horse
power.—280
H. P. power.—■
Percentage of builders'
rated horse
90.7%.
Economic Results.
Water apparently evaporated per lb. fuel
(actual conditions) 6,822 lbs.
Equiv. water per lb, fuel as fired.—7.214 lbs.
dry fuel.—
7.476 lbs.
" " combustible.— 9.132 lbs.
Efficiency.
Heating value of fuel used per lb.—12,555 Brit
ish Thermal Units.
Cost of Evaporation.
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42. Cost fuel per 2,000 lbs. del. boiler room, $2.10
pulv. coal per ton.
43. Cost to evap. 1,000 lbs. water
from and at 212 degrees
F. 14.55 c.
Exclusive of firing, repairs, depreciation, etc.
Hand-Firing.
Total Quantities.
1. Date of trial.—February 3rd, 1904.
2. Duration of test.—8 hours.
3. Two boilers used.
4. B. & W. water tube boilers, straight grate, 140
rated H. P. each, 63 4-ln. tubes, 18 ft. long,
one 36-in. drum, 18 ft. long. Safety valve
pops at 90 lbs. Closes at 87 lbs.
5. Total water heating surface.— (each boiler) 1,400
sq. ft.
6. Grate surface.—i ft. 6 In. X 7 ft.=31.5 sq. ft.
(each boiler).
7. Ratio heating surface to grate surface.—14.4:1.
8. Kind of fuel—Illinois coal screenings.
9. Kind of furnace—Hand fired.
10. Fuel as fired.—9,400 lbs.
11. Moisture in coal.—10.5%.
12. Weight dry coal consumed.—8,413 lbs.
13. Ash and refuse.—1,934 lbs.
14. Ash and refuse In dry coal.-—20.57%.
15. Water fed to boiler.—43.193 lbs.
16. Total water evaporated corrected for moisture or
superheat In steam, 42,329.
17. Factor of evaporation.—1.079.
18. Equiv. water evap. into dry steam from and
at 212 degrees F. 45,673 lbs.
Considerable smoke produced during entire
test.
Flues blown before starting test.
Fires cleaned three times during test.
Small amount of clinkers and small amount
of soot on tubes.
Hourly Quantities.
19. Dry fuel consumed per hr.—1,175 lbs.
20. Dry fuel per hr. per sq. ft. grate surface, 18.65
lbs.
21. Water fed per hr.—5,399.1 lbs.
22. Equiv. water per hr. corr. for quality steam.—
5,709.1 lbs.
23. Equiv. water per sq. ft. htg. surface per hr.—
2,039 lbs.
Average Pressures, Temperatures, Etc.
26. Average atmospheric pressure.—14.7 lbs. per sq.
in. (assumed.)
27. Average boiler pressure.—79.4 lbs. per sq. in.
28. Average temperature of feed water.—172.1 de
grees F.
29. Average temperature of escaping gases.—458.3
degrees F.
30. Average force of draft in flue.—0.424 ins. of
water.
31. 2% assumed moisture in steam.
Horsepower.
32. Horsepower developed—165.5 H. P.
33. Builders' rated horsepower.—280 H. P.
34. Percentage of builders' rated horsepower.—59%.
Economic Results.
35. Water apparently evaporated per lb. fuel
(actual conditions) 4.595 lbs.
36. Equiv. water per lb. fuel as fired.—4.859 lbs.
37.
"
dry fuel.—
5.429 lbs.
38.
"
"
" " combustible.— 6.941 lbs.
39. Heating value of fuel used per lb.—11,300 Brit
ish Thermal Units.
Cost of Evaporation.
42. Cost fuel per 2,000 lbs. del. boiler room.—$1.72.
43. Cost to evap. 1,000 lbs. water from and at 212
degrees F.
17.70 c.
Exclusive of firing, repairs, depreciation, etc.
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rings. On the upward stroke the rings B and C
are lifted by the plunger, allowing the oil to be
admitted. The opening is closed on the down
ward stroke, preventing the admission of exces
sive oil. The operation is as follows :
Water is first placed in the receiver so as to
stand above the end of the tube <?. The receiver
is then filled with oil to the bottom of ring C.
It is obvious that the plunger will be efficiently
lubricated, and that any drops of water, which
may leak past the stuffing box, will fall through
the oil to the water level at the bottom of the
receiver and be ejected through the tube 6.
In this lubricator, no oil can escape, and little
labor or attention is required. It prevents scor
ing and pitting of the plunger, and stops the
leaking of water, thus increasing the life of the
packing. The lubricator is made in sizes, rang
ing from 3]/2 to 12 inches, by Lovegrove & Co.,
143- 145 N. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

machine in order to comply with the altered con
ditions.
The housing is of steel plate of such thickness-

THE HARTFORD EXHAUST FAN.
THE HARTFORD EXHAUST FAN.
The exhaust fan, shown in the accompanying
view, was made by the Hartford Blower Co. It
may be used for a large variety of purposes, such
as the handling of shavings, corn, flour, smoke,

as to withstand the abrading action of the ma
terial. A heavy iron pulley standard attached tothe housing carries continuous oiling boxes madeby the company. The shaft is 'of the best turned

The other pair of tests gave practically the
same results. The hand-fired test made a some
what better showing than in the second test just
given. The equivalent evaporation was 7.721
pounds, the horsepower 231.8 and the cost per
1,000 pounds of water evaporated 16.67 cents.
The results for the dust-fired test varied only
one per cent from those already given.

A PLUNGER LUBRICATOR.
The accompanying cut represents the plunger
of a hydraulic elevator with a stuffing box.
1, designates the plunger; 2, the stuffing box,
around which is a liquid-tight casing or receiver
3, provided with a cover 4, and having an open
ing 5, through which the rod 1 passes. Extend
ing nearly to the bottom of the receiver is a tube
connected at the upper end to a spout 7. The
receiver may also have a drawoff cock ;, and a
gage 10.
A is a solid ring and fits the plunger loosely.
B and C are adjustable, being kept in place by
the springs, and act as wipers both on the upward
and downward strokes of the plunger, allowing
only sufficient oil to adhere to the plunger to
properly lubricate the same and keep the packing
pliable and water repellant. D D are. adjustable
attachments, which regulate the space between the

A SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE BROWN PATENT PLUNGER LUBRICATOR.

odors, etc. The fan is also of service in heating
and conveying systems, also for forced and in
duced drafts.
It may be placed upright on a floor, or suitable
foundation, or reversed and bolted direct to over
head timbers, saving the cost of building an ex
pensive platform. All machines are interchange
able. Right hand machines may be changed to
left hand, or vice versa at any time, either as
upright or suspended machines. The discharge
outlet may be adjusted to point in any desired
direction at will, upright or suspended machines
being adjusted with equal convenience, and after
using the machines in one position for a time.,
they may be changed without requiring a new

and ground shafting, with the blast wheel overbung upon the end, leaving the inlet free for thepassage of the material handled.
The blower is thoroughly tested before leav
ing the factory, and lightness, strength, quality
and durability are the claims of the makers.
Advices from the Dominion state that the
Canadian government is looking into the sub
ject of the electrical smelting of iron, and is
sending a commissioner to Europe to study up
the subject. Canada has' many available iron
ore deposits in the vicinity of large water pow
ers, where coal may happen to be difficult of sup
ply.
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THE MARTIN ROCKING GRATE.
The Martin Grate Co. have apparently been
very fortunate in the largely increased sales of
their Martin Rocking grate, and as indicating the
interest taken in the question of burning the slack,
screenings and cheaper grades of the Western
soft coals, point to the following recent installa
tions in Illinois: Paris Water Works, Waukegan
Water Works, Charleston Gas & Electric Co.,
Hoopeston Electric Light & H. Co., Kankakee
Electric Light Co., Jacksonville Gas Light & Coke
Co., Economic Light & Power Co., Joliet, and to

ENGINEER.

THE GROWING USES AND IMPORTANCE
OF ASBESTOS.
Asbestos is a paradox among minerals ; al
though mined like anthracite coal, its fibres, when
separated by machines, from the rock, are soft,
white and delicate, resembling wool or cotton,
though not inflammable. The principal supply of
crude asbestos, suitable for commercial use,
comes from Canada, in the province of Quebec. It
is found attached to a rock of dark green shade,
but when detached is perfectly white.
As it
comes from the mine, it costs $200 per ton, but
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THE PATTERSON STEAM SEPARATOR.
The accompanying illustration gives a good
general idea of the internal construction of the
Patterson steam separator and oil extractor, which
has been designed after long experience with
such devices. It will be seen that the steam does
not meet any obstruction at right angles with its
course on entering, but the deflector is so curved
that the current of steam and water is deflected
in an easy natural path without shock or loss
of pressure. The deflector is so shaped that the
water is thrown to the side of the separator, strik
ing it at a very gentle angle, and then passes
down into the reservoir at a much reduced veloc
ity. The movement of the water is quickly
checked at the bottom by means of a large dia
phragm which reaches across the reservoir except
for a space at the bottom which is left to provide
communication between the two chambers formed
by the partition. The steam passes under the de
flector and makes an abrupt turn in passing up
to the outlet, so that whatever water remains is
thrown to the bottom by centrifugal action.

FIG. I. THE MARTIN ROCKING GRATE.
such repeat orders as the Union Horse Nail Co.,
Tosetti Brewing Co., Hoerber Brewing Co., Crane
Co. of Chicago, Wayne Knitting Mills, Berghoff
Brewing Co. and Western Gas Construction Co.
of Fort Wayne, Ind.
We illustrate one of these grates in Fig. I.
Fig. 2 shows one of the grate bars. The slot near
each end to allow of expansion, with the thorough
cross ventilation and the fact that the heavy part
of the bar is 5 inches below the fire line, where

after the separation of the fibres, it is worth
$1,500 per ton.
The fibres are made into yarn, and woven into
cloth in much the same way as cotton. It is then
made into packing in various forms, sheeting,
tapes, gaskets, and for various other uses, as theatre
curtains, furnacemens'' aprons, leggings, firemen's
clothes, gloves, etc.
The important developments in the use of
triple and quadruple expansion engines, and high

SEE THAI OPENING

FIG. 2. SIDE VIEW OF THE ROCKING GRATE BAR.
it can not get hot enough to warp, seem to bear
out the claims the manufacturers make for its
long life.
The makers also emphasize the fact that this
grate bar has no long fingers, it is not possible to
leave any part of it projecting up into the fire
to be burned off, and that the operation of the
grate does not enlarge the spaces between the
bars. In consequence there is no loss of fine unconsumed fuel into the ashpit.
The Martin Grate Co. has it? office at 277
Dearborn St., Chicago.
Syria offers a promising market for small
steam and oil engines largely for agricultural
purposes.

pressure engines generally, during the last 10 or
12 years,have rendered necessary corresponding im
provements in jointing and packing materials. To
meet these demands, the New Jersey Asbestos
Co., of Camden, N. J., began the manufacture of
asbestos sheeting, spinning a fine brass wire into
the center of the threads of both warp and woft,
thereby adding additional strength, and making it
capable of resisting high pressures. It is made
waterproof by being coated with a solution of
india rubber. The firm secured patents on a num
ber of styles of packing and gaskets, and placed
them on the market under the trade mark of the
Gladiator Asbestos-Metallic Goods. These goods
have given good satisfaction, and have met the
approval of engineers in general.

THE PATTERSON SEPARATOR, SHOWING
CONSTRUCTION.

The Patterson separator is provided with deep
ribs which exercise a scrubbing action on the
steam and form channels to conduct the water to
the bottom without disturbance by the passage
of steam. Great care has been taken to design this
separator so that there will be no loss of pres
sure. As the passage through the device is nearly
twice the area of the steam pipe and as the separa
tor is generously proportioned, the velocity
through it is very much reduced, thus materially
facilitating the separating action.
The Patterson separator is made in both hori
zontal and vertical styles and both are provided
with an extra large hand hole, so that the separa
tor may be cleaned at any time without disturb
ing the piping. Each separator is tested to 400
pounds hydraulic pressure and all castings are
guaranteed perfect and to be of the best quality
of close-grained iron with extra thick walls and
heavy flanges. With each separator are included
two companion flanges with bolts, one set of
gage-glass fittings and glass.
In regard to the efficiency, the makers guar
antee that the leaving steam will not contain more
than Y2 of one per cent moisture, when the enter
ing steam does not contain more than 10 per
cent of water, and with 20 per cent entrainment
the leaving steam will be at least 99 per cent dry,
provided the separator is not unreasonably over
loaded. It is made by Frank L. Patterson & Co.,
of 26 Cortlandt St., New York City.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Annual meeting, Washington, April 7, 8 and 9,
1904.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Annual convention, Indianapolis, June 7, 8 and
.9; and St. Louis, June 10.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Libertv Street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Annual convention, Allentown, Pa., May 9.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Long, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box, 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
May 31-June 3. Spring meeting in Chicago.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hurtton, 12 West 31st street,
New York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
May 31-June 3. Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ.
of Pa., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, week beginning
June 6, 1904.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Annual convention, Hamilton, June, 1904.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry
& Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy.. R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria, III.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May 23, 1904, annual convention at Boston.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New
York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14, 15
and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
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Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Next meeting, Columbus, O., May 13-14, 1904.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Ed
ucation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September 1, 2,
3, 1904.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy.. J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Before the Western Society of Engineers, at
a meeting on March 2, John M. Sweeney pre
sented a paper on the Use of Pulverized Coal for
Fuel Under Steam Boilers. He gave a number
of interesting facts and figures, as follows: The
great difficulty in the past has been to pulverize
coal to a uniform size at a reasonable cost. This
has now been brought down to 10 cents per ton,
which makes it a commercial possibility.
At present two methods of using the coal are
adopted, one with a separate pulverizing plant,
the coal dust being stored in hoppers and used as
wanted, the other a combined plant where the
dust is fed as fast as pulverized. The feeding
is accomplished either by the use of a circular
brush of steel bristles, or by blasts of air or steam;
so far as economy is concerned, there seems to be
little choice.
Mr. Sweeney then gave some data which ap
plied only to the brush type of machine. The
results showed that in a test where 1,640 horse
power was developed the equivalent evaporation
from and at 212 degrees was 9.6 pounds of water
per pound of fuel, and that the pounds of coal
per developed horsepower were 3.59. The coal
used in this test had the following analysis : Fixed
carbon, 54.7 per cent ; volatile matter, 34.8 per
cent ; ash, sulphur, and moisture, 10.5 per cent.
Comparing the use of pulverized fuel with hand
firing of the ordinary coal, the gain in evaporation
per pound of fuel was 12 per cent, and in pounds
of fuel per horsepower we developed, 12.6 per
cent. This was owing to the fact that, with pul
verized fuel, the horsepower was somewhat less
than with the hand firing. A second test with the
pulverized fuel gave results practically identical
with those of the first. The use of pulverized
coal also was stated to give practically smoke
less combustion.
Mr. Sweeney thought, however, that the best
form of furnace has not yet been settled upon.
He mentioned two types, one in which a tunnel
form is used, and the other one in which the
combustion chambers are brick lined and sur
rounded with a water jacket.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Engineers' Club held a
meeting on March io, at which a paper was pre
sented by H. S. Wynkoop on Gas Corporations
and Consumers. Fourteen members were elected
to full membership.
At the regular February meeting of the
Montana Society of Engineers, five new mem
bers were elected and several names proposed.
The evening was spent in a general discussion of
engineering topics.
Plainfield, N. J., has a new association of the
N. A. S. E., organized on March 5. Temporary
officers, including A. L. Case as chairman, and A.
Brokaw as secretary, wore chosen to serve until
regular election. The new association will be
known as Safety, No. 12.
On March 4 the Roxbury, Mass., Association
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No. 14, of Boston, listened to a talk by H. G.
Greene on "How to Overcome Difficulties in the
Engine Room." This was illustrated by a num
ber of blackboard drawings, intended particularly
to assist the younger members, and was greatly
appreciated by the fifty or more members pres
ent.
The annual meeting of the American Electro
chemical Society will be held in Washington,
April 7-9. The headquarters in Washington for
hotel accommodations will be at the Shoreham,
15th and H Sts., N. W. Meetings will be held at
the Columbian University, opposite the hotel
headquarters. On Thursday and FrTHay after
noon visits will be paid to the scientific labora
tories and governmental institutions in the city.
Thursday evening will be devoted to the presi
dent's address, and on Friday evening a sub
scription banquet will be in order at the Shoreham. The morning sessions on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday will be devoted to technical papers,
of which a large number have been announced,
dealing with electrolysis, electrochemistry, and
electrometallurgy.
Lowell, Mass., Association of the N. A. S.
E. is at present the largest branch in New Eng
land. The membership includes 133, which makes
it among the largest in the country.
At the meeting of the Portland, Me., asso
ciation of the N. A. S. E., on March 9, the usual
exercises were omitted and the evening devoted
to social entertainment and a banquet in honor
of the first use of the new rooms in the Union
hall.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
Philetus W. Gates and Henry W. Hoyt.
respectively general superintendent and second
vice-president of the Allis-Chalmers Co., are about
to retire from active participation in the manage
ment of that company.
Mr. Gates was president and Mr. Hoyt secre
tary and general manager of Gates Iron Works
for 15 years prior to the incorporation of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., in 1901. They have been
prominently connected with the manufacturing in
terests of Chicago and have taken an active part
in all of the manufacturers' associations. The
late P. W. Gates (father of Philetus W. Gates)
was the pioneer manufacturer of Chicago and the
region west of the Alleghenies, having established
his business in 1842. From 1861 to 1871 the Eagle
Works Manufacturing Co., of which he was presi
dent, employed about one thousand men, and in
those days was a noteworthy industry. In 1871
the Eagle Works Manufacturing Co. went out of
existence and from it were organized Gates Iron
Works and Fraser & Chalmers, each taking a por
tion of the business. Both of these companies
were, in turn, taken over by the Allis-Chalmers
Co., in 1901.
Messrs. Hoyt and Gates, after a well-earned
vacation spent in traveling, will re-engage in busi
ness in Chicago.
Albert S. Smith, chairman of the National
Educational Committee of Stationary Engineers,
visited the Milford, Mass., Association on March
19. A special meeting was arranged by the asso
ciation, and several questions from the educa
tional list prepared by the committee were taken
up.
C. J. Maural, formerly chief engineer of the
National Candy Co., with headquarters at St.
Louis, and who was previously with the United
States Casualty Co., of New York, has accepted
a position as special sales agent with the Under
feed Stoker Co. of America, in the general of
fices at Chicago.
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A LARGE TRIPLE-EXPANSION PUMPING ENGINE.
BV A. H. ALLEN.
A LARGE triple-expansion pumping engine, arate from the latter. The arrangement of cyl
built by Fairbairn, Lawson, Combe and inder and side pipes enables the tops of the cylin
Barbour, Ltd., Belfast, Ireland, is shown ders to be removed with a minimum of trouble,
by the accompanying photograph, Fig. T. and the interior of the cylinders can be examThe same design of cylinders, valve gear
and frame is employed in both power and
pumping engines. The trip gear which this
company has designed for Corliss engines
is shown in Fig. 2 and is exceedingly
simple and efficient. The rod, A, is actuated by
an eccentric, and moves the slide, B. In the
position shown, the slide, B, is at one end of its
stroke, and the movable steel die, C, which is
carried by the slide, B, and pressed upwards by
means of two small springs, is in position for
actuating the steel die, D, which is attached to
the trunk, E. To the inner end of this trunk
is fixed the piston, F, which is kept back in the
dashpot cylinder by means of a flat spiral spring,
M, placed inside the dashpot as shown. At the
outer end of this trunk is a pin, P, which car
ries in the center, the valve rod, G, the latter
being attached to the valve lever, H. The outer
ends of the pin, P, carry two trip levers with eccen
tric ends, /, Fig. 3. As the slide and trunk travel
forward, the ends, /, come into contact with
case-hardened rollers, K, carried on the ends of
the steel die, C, thus forcing it down and disen
gaging the trunk, E, which is then carried back
into the dashpot cylinder by the spring aided by
the vacuum behind the dashpot piston. There is
an arrangement for cushioning the piston, F, so
as to arrest the motion without shock when the
dies, D and C, are released. The two quadrants,
L, are connected to the trip levers by means of
two small rods, R R, Figs. 2 and 3, the quad
rants being under the control of a powerful gov
ernor.
The special feature claimed by the makers for
this motion is its compactness, while the entire
mechanism is carried on the cylinder, greatly
simplifying the construction and erection. The
dies, C and D, Figs. 2 and 3, are very readily
replaced, and each die has four working edges.
The spring in the recoil cylinder is also readily
replaced, and there are no strains on the valve
spindle other than the direct thrust of the one
rod on the valve lever pin. The strain of the
dashpot, with its spring is on the same center
line, and works through the same rod which act
uates the valve. The exhaust valves are actuated
by means of rods from a wrist plate, thus giv
ing a quick opening of the valves and little or FIG. I. TRIPLE-EXPANSION PUMPING ENGINE, BUILT
BELFAST,
no motion when the valves are closed.
Fig. 4 shows a section of the cylinders and
valves. It will be seen that the valve chambers ined through the ports at any time without re
are located in the cylinder ends, and that the moving the cylinder heads. This arrangement
ends as far as possible are jacketed with the in
of valves reduces the clearance spaces and sur
coming steam. The steam passages between the faces to the minimum, and the internal surfaces
two ends of the cylinders are kept entirely sep- of the cylinder covers and the whole of the pis-

ton are turned and polished to reduce cylinder
condensation.
The photograph is of a large pumping engine,
fitted with the gear previously described. The

BY FAIRBAIRN, LAWSON, COMBE AND BARBOUR,
IRELAND.
pumps are placed underneath the floor. The
frame extends below the floor line, and while
the whole of the engine is of massive build, all
the parts are convenient of access, with large
bearing surfaces, and all are highly finished. The
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difference in construction between this engine
and the Continental engines of the same type
is very noticeable.
THE INTERNAL SURFACES OF STEAM
ENGINES.
BY W. H. BOOTH.
SO long as the false idea prevailed that superheat
in a steam engine could be argued upon the
thermodynamic basis, the amount of internal
surfaces of a steam engine did not enter into the
discussion. It is a fact that should be recognized
by every steam engineer that thermodynamic theo
ries and the steam engine are far removed from
one another. This is not because of the thermo
dynamics themselves, but in spite of them. Na
ture has set her face against man's practice along
thermodynamic lines. For nearly 20 years the
steam engineering of the electrical community
of Great Britain has been fenced in by a ring of
practice supposed to be based on theory-. Origin
ating in pure experiment, the mathematical genius
began to play with the question and got as far
as the high-pressure engine of single acting type,
the one virtue of which was that it possessed the
quality of drainage. High reciprocating speed was
claimed to reduce the time of exposure of the
steam to the cylinder surfaces, and so far this
was sound; but in securing this result other bene
fits were sacrificed.
Thus an engine 12x12 inches, at 200 revolutions
per minute, has, under equal conditions, four
times the power of an engine 6x6 inches, at 400
revolutions per minute. Yet it exposes a total
surface of double area. Similarly an engine 6 x 12
inches, with 200 revolutions per minute, has the
same power as one 6x6 inches, with 400 revolu
tions per minute, and exposes under equal con
ditions of cutoff little more than half the surface
to the steam, a fact which goes far to discount
the advantages claimed for high reciprocation.
A recent paper by one of the leading electric sta
tion engineers shows that better economy is se
cured from slow running Corliss engines than
from high-speed engines.

FIG. 3. SIDE VIEW AND PLAN OF VALVE GEAR.
Even if they were tempted to give some study
to steam practice, many engineers have been
frightened away by the terrors of entropy. Fear
some diagrams have been waved before their
eyes until they have been led to believe that
steam engineering is all a matter of mathematics
and thermodynamic functions, instead of being
simply a common-sense application of heat and
materials. After 20 years of theory, the best re
sults of modern practice with high-pressure steam
fall short of the best results obtained a quarter
of a century ago with steam at 60 pounds pressure
and old slow rotation engines. Probably the main
causes of the want of progress are the modern
carelessness in respect to a good vacuum, the in
ordinate use of auxiliary apparatus of a wasteful
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order and the excessive use of steam pipes and
valves with the consequent wetness of steam.
Of all faults, there are none worse than wet
ness. Much of it may be removed, but high-pres
sure steam, especially, must always carry water.
It seems rational to suppose that high-pressure
steam will carry a greater load of watery parti
cles than is carried by steam of lower pressure
and less density. Moreover, the loss of a unit
of heat from a pound of high-pressure steam
will cause the condensation of about double the
weight that would condense as the result of a

exposed of these deep covers will be D X
3.1416 X 2 X P- In a cylinder of 10 inches
with a cover projection 6 inches deep, the sum
of the minimum area and the exposed area
of the cover would thus be equal to A
= W X i-57) + W X 377), which in the
present instance amounts to 157 + 377 = 534
square inches, of which 377 is needless and avoid
able, for the joint of such a deep cover ought to
be made at the face of the projection and not
at the face of the cylinder. In this manner the
annular space would be shut off from steam con-

FIC. 2. DASHPOTS, PISTONS, AND TRIP LEVERS OF THE COMBE-BARBOUR ENGINE.
similar heat loss from low-pressure steam. It is,
therefore, clear that modern high-pressure steam
is a substance that requires fully as much care
in its use as steam of lower pressures.
The wide differences between the performances
of different engines may be ascribed very largely
to the amount and quality of their internal sur
faces, which are exposed to the working steam.
In an ideal engine, the minimum surface exposed
to the steam, which first enters the cylinder,
would be the area, /4 = D1 X 1-57, where A is
the area in square inches and D is the cylinder
diameter. This area is simply that of the piston
face and the cylinder cover with no clearance

tact. In practice, where the annular space is very
narrow, it may become filled with thick, dirty oil,
and thus the loss it causes will be checked.
In addition to these clearances, there is a
length of the cylinder barrel exposed to steam
up to the cutoff point, and there is also the length
of piston rod and some area inside the neck gland.
The total exposed area may be from three to
five times what it might be made. Whatever the
area exposed, it should all be of the best quality,
that is, as smooth and polished as it is possible
to have it, for the interchange of heat is small
with good surfaces, while the rough cast surfaces
of pistons and deep covers are most active in

FIG. 4. SECTIONAL VIEW OF CYLINDERS AND VALVES.
included. This minimum area is practically im
possible and it is increased in various ways. First,
the steam ports increase considerably the initial
exposed area, and the clearance adds the area of
a band of the cylinder equal to the clearance
length multiplied by the circumference of the
cylinder.
All cylinders have covers which enter the
cylinder to a depth of from 2 up to even 15 inches.
The writer has seen engines in which the cylin
der covers were deeper than the cylinder diame
ter. The joint of this deep cover is made upon
the extreme end of the cylinder and there is a
narrow annular space between the cover projec
tion and the cylinder into which steam can enter
freely. If P is the projection length, the area

absorbing heat from the entering steam and giv
ing it out to the departing water. This condition
intensifies the bad effects of heat interchange.
Xo one knows to what depth below the sur
face the material of a cylinder assumes the tem
perature of the steam with which it is in contact.
In the preceding example, with a 3-inch cutoff,
the exposed area at cutoff would be at least 700
square inches. If penetrated by a temperature
variation of 100 degrees to a depth of only 0.001
of an inch, the weight of metal affected would
be nearly 0.2 pound, and the change of heat would
be 4 British thermal units.
The steam contained in the cylinder at cutoff
would weigh 0.05 pound at a pressure of 155
pounds per square inch. The latent heat of steam
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at this pressure is 853, so that the latent heat
in 0.05 pound of steam is about 42 British ther
mal units. As 4 British thermal units are given
up to the cylinder surfaces, nearly 10 per cent
of the entering steam must be liquefied, on the
assumption that the temperature range is 100 de
grees F., and that the range extends only 0.001
inch into the surface. We know that in practice
as low as 10 per cent condensation is unusual,
20 to 50 per cent being common, and it may
therefore be assumed that the temperature effect
extends more deeply than 0.001 inch.
There is no help for this. Expanding steam
must lose temperature. It is one of the proper
ties of steam. The temperature range in any one
cylinder is reduced by the compound system, but
a total range of some 250 degrees must be han
dled. The water condensed from the initial
steam is re-evaporated during expansion and ex
haust and robs the cylinder of more heat than it
gave up in condensing, for the latent heat is
greater at lower pressures. Steam jackets, to
keep the clinder hot and to transfer condensation
from the cylinder, where it can be re-evaporated,
to the jacket whence it can be returned as hot
water to the boiler, are beneficial, but to be really
effective, must be fed with steam hotter than the
working steam, and jackets as a rule have not
been a great success.
In one way only, can the interior surfaces be
made hot without producing condensation. They
may be supplied with steam heated above the
temperature of formation. This steam is said
to be superheated and it can be cooled through
the full range of its superheat without condensing.
It will, therefore, carry heat to the cylinder sur
faces and raise them to the temperature of the
boiler without suffering condensation itself. That
is to say, it will do this, if it possesses a suffi
cient degree of superheat. The superheat should
be such that when the piston has reached the
point of cutoff, the surfaces will be all at the
boiler temperature and the steam in the cylinder
will have lost its superheat but will be dry.
Dry saturated steam posseses more heat per
unit of volume than any other quality. It has,
therefore, the maximum capacity per cubic foot
of doing work. Superheated steam is not wanted
to do work as such ; its duty is simply to carry
heat to the cooled surfaces of the cylinder, in
order that the presence of water in the cylinder
may be avoided. If a cylinder be dry, it cannot
give up heat in re-evaporating water which is not
there, and it will not give up heat freely to a
dry exhaust. Obviously the cooling of the cylinder
is much reduced and this accounts for the large
gain from a few units of heat employed in super
heating. The effect is cumulative. A hot cylin
der condenses less steam and a dry cylinder is less
cooled by re-evaporative effects.
The superheater is placed between the boiler
and the engine. The work done with the piston
up to the point of cutoff is accomplished by the
expansion of the steam in the cylinder at satura
tion temperature. The superheated steam merely
serves as a means to carry the push of the boiler
to the piston. All superheat has practically dis
appeared at the cutoff point, and expansion pro
ceeds from cutoff temperature. The maximum
working temperature is, . therefore, that of sat
uration, and it displays an entire misconception
of the whole subject to attempt an investigation
of its economy on thermodynamic lines. The
physical properties of actual cylinders are such,
that the behavior of steam cannot be reasoned
on lines apart from those properties and the ac
tions they set up.
It may be taken as probable that, excepting
the valves which admit the steam, no working
part, such as a piston or piston rod, ever gets hot
ter than saturation temperature, because those
surfaces of the piston and cover that are touched
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by the fresh steam have been most cooled by the mainly for the induction valve, the eduction valve
exhaust, and the moving piston simply uncovers being able to take care of itself.
The piston valve has been here especially
cooler surfaces fresh from the temperature of the
named because it appears to have attracted a large
exhaust.
The piston retreats before the entering steam amount of attention of late, as though the idea
which expands and gives up its superheat to the of a drop piston valve was quite new. The writ
cylinder barrel and cover. The piston rod only er's experience of years ago with these valves
runs into its packing from its sojourn in exhaust was not, however, with superheated steam, but
steam. It does not go direct from contact with with ordinary steam, with which they worked ex
superheated steam. Lubrication of the cylinder ceedingly well and were easy to keep steam-tight.
Those piston valves were of the piston body
ought, therefore, to take place directly and not
through the steam chest where full superheat type, that is to say, the whole valve was in one
temperature acts on valves and rod; hence the piece having no packing rings, being itself one
importance of admitting superheated steam inside wide ring capable of slight expansion and elastic
the valve and exhausting to the valve chest so to an extent sufficient to give adjustment enough
as to avoid a superheated valve rod ; hence also to keep the valve always tight. The modern piston
one reason for the admission of steam by means valves, which have so often proved troublesome,
of drop valves exposed as little as possible to the have been more like main pistons with spring
packing rings. Nothing could be less suitable
steam, especially when moving.
If a sound view be taken of superheat and for sliding to and fro across ports. The success
its action, it w ill soon become clear that many sup of the drop piston valve will probably be assured
posed difficulties do not exist and others may be by a return to the old solid form, no part of
which can sink into and get caught in the edges
eliminated by suitable design of details and com
of steam ports.
mon-sense operation.
Finally, if success is to attend the use of
Ordinarily, it may be claimed that steam, hot
superheat, the use of • the ordinary lubricators,
ter than 500 degrees F., should not enter a cylin
der, but this statement applies rather to the which inject the lubricating oil into the steam,
valves which admit it, for it is certain that the must be discarded. No oil is made that will live
effect of the first exposure to extensive surfaces at a superheat of 600, or at most 650 degrees F.
of cooled metal is to reduce the steam at once To inject it into the hot steam is to cause its de
to saturation temperature, a very thin sheet of struction. The temperature of the steam is so
much above that of the cylinder that other meth
steam of no weight being then sandwiched in be
ods must be devised, and it would appear sounder
tween two wide surfaces.
In designing any engine, therefore, with a theory and safer practice to introduce the lubri
view to diminishing its internal surfaces to a cant at the middle length of the cylinder if it
minimum, the following points demand attention. cannot be introduced actually through the piston
All the internal parts must be smooth and close itself, by way of the rod, a method which is per
grained. The piston packing rings must come as haps, too finicky. The valves, if of piston type,
close to the face of the piston as is consistent with should similarly receive their lubricant well be
sound work. The cylinder cover joint must be hind their exposed ends. By such means, the
made at the extreme face of the inset cover. excessive heat of the steam will never act fully
The steam ports must be as short as possible. upon the lubricant. Sight feed lubrication of the
The valves must be as small as possible. The steam itself, well enough with saturated steam, is,
natural corollary to the latter point is that drop or should be, an exploded idea where superheat is
valves on the cylinder -end should be employed, concerned. The sight feed lubricators must not
be used beyond the second cylinder. For the first,
but this is subject to the question of drainage.
With superheated steam the drainage question they are no longer permissible.
becomes less important and the drop valve in the
cylinder cover certainly forces itself upon one's
In Daily Consular Reports, which are now
attention. Piston valves of a type suitable for issued by the Department of Commerce and La
this position were familiar to the writer 30 years bor, Consul-general Cole, of Dresden, Ger., calls
ago and have lately been revived by continual attention to a new fire extinguishing liquid which
makers. There is, however, nothing novel in he saw demonstrated by the inventor. This gen
them. Their present application is to replace the tleman, Max Eberhardt by name, states that the
old poppet valves which closed upon a circular powder, used with water to make the solution,
ring seating. Those valves were simply mush
costs about 5 cents per pound. The solution has a
rooms with a controlling dashpot.
chalky appearance, but it is stated that it will not
The drop piston valve is simply a piston which stain or damage any woolen or cotton material.
moves across a ring of ports in a cylindrical
In the test, strips of bagging were saturated
shell. Its particular suitability for superheated with petroleum, and when the material was blaz
steam lies in the fact that, when the hot steam ing, the inventor dipped his hands into a bucket of
is flowing into the cylinder, the end of the valve the solution and rolled up the material into a
is lifted out of the rush of steam, and when the ball, putting out the fire without injury. This
steam is cut off, this is done by a sudden dropping was done several times, and also by one of the
of the valve across the ports, when, the flow of on-lookers, with the same result.
steam being stayed, there is very little weight of
A vat about 5 feet by 3 feet was filled with
superheated steam in contact with the valve. It
is not absolutely essential that such valves should coal tar, and petroleum poured over the top, and
be placed in the cylinder covers. The extreme this was set on fire ; when the flames were so hot
complication of the gear of the Sulzer engines at that by-standers had to retreat, a bucket of the
Willesden, which have drop valves so placed, is solution was dashed over it and completely ex
tinguished the flame.
an argument in favor of choice of some other po
As a final test, a pile of logs were built cobsition. Even on the cylinder side, the drop piston
house
fashion to the height of some 12 feet, and
valve would have excessive surface exposure.
loose straw stuffed in the openings. Two buckets
With superheated steam it is, of course, desir
able that parts subject to the direct influence of of petroleum were then poured over the whole
the steam should move as little as possible when and the mass was set on fire. After burning for
hot so as to require minimum lubrication. It has 5 minutes, the solution was sprayed over with a
already been shown that the exposure of the hand pump and hose, which extinguished the fire
cylinder interior to the influence of the exhaust in about 30 seconds.
Mr. Cole vouches that the facts' as stated are
must seriously modify the extreme effect of
superheated steam, and that attention is demanded exactly as he saw them.
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CONDENSING STEAM FOR BOILER FEED.
BY ARTHUR PENNELL.
T N many locations power plants are compelled to
JL use for boiler purposes, water which is more or
less heavily charged with scale-forming min
eral matter. This not only shortens the life of the
boiler, but results in constant trouble and ex
pense to keep it in a usable condition.
By feeding these boilers with water resultant
from the condensation of the exhaust steam all
scale is excluded and this expense eliminated.
The accompanying sketch, Fig. 1, shows a sec
tional view of a flask designed for a modifica
tion of the Pennell saturating-air surface condenser
now being installed in small power plants where
the available water supply is objectionable for
boiler purposes, and where obtaining condensed
steam at 212 degrees F. for boiler feed is of far
more economical importance than is a vacuum
in the engine cylinder.
These flasks are set in a housing, forming a
flue, which stands over the curb wall of a cis
tern as shown in Fig. 2.
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over 500 B. T. U. per square foot per hour for
eacli degree F. difference of temperature between
that of the condensing steam inside, and that of
the water film outside the flasks. Also that a
wet surface constantly at 180 degrees will sat
urate an air current, passing over it at a velocity
of about 450 feet per minute, with water vapor
at about 150 degrees.

(

FIG. 2. HOUSING AND CISTERN.
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FIC. I. SIDE AND SECTIONAL VIEW OF FLASK.

The exhaust steam enters the large flange at
the bottom and follows the zigzag course bounded
by the internal stay channels, condensing as it
goes, and driving before it the noncondensable
gases to the outlet at the top, where they escape
as thin fog. The condensed steam finds its way
to the small outlet at the bottom, whence it
flows to the hotwell, leaving the condenser at the
boiling point under all circumstances.
The current expense involved is that of a
circulating pump raising about 1-3 gallon per
minute per horsepower from the cistern below
the flasks to the distributing gutters above, a lift
never exceeding 20 feet. Also the water, from
an outside source, required to make good the
loss by vaporization from the wet surfaces of
the flasks, which loss seldom exceeds 66 per
cent of the weight of steam condensed inside the
flasks.
Exhaustive tests have demonstrated that steel
plate covered with a thin film of water transmits

The weight of a cubic foot of saturated air
at 150 degrees is 0.058416 pound, while the weight
of a cubic foot of atmosphere in the hottest
weather will exceed, at sea level, 0.07 pound,
which difference, if the height of the housing be
only 10 feet, will induce an upward draft of 450
feet per minute.
As the latent heat of 1 pound of steam at at
mospheric pressure is about 966 B. T. U., each
degree of difference of temperature will transmit
sufficient heat per square foot per hour to con
dense more than l/2 pound of steam, while with
30 degrees difference, each square foot will trans
mit sufficient heat to condense over 15 pounds
of steam per hour.
The main point is that the formation of
scale is transferred from the boiler, where it is
dangerous, expensive and troublesome, to the
outside of the condensing flasks where it cer
tainly is not dangerous even if allowed to accu
mulate, and as there is almost 20 inches between
the flasks, it is easily removed.
When designing this modified condenser, the
actual weight of water to be evaporated in the
boiler per hour is the important value to be as
certained. From that the flasks can l>e designed
and made, while plans and specifications can be
furnished whereby the customer can build the
cistern and erect the housing, either of cypress
or pine as he sees fit.
One side of the housing is a door through
which the flasks are introduced and mounted on
their supports, being held in a vertical position
by set screws, which pass through lugs from the
horizontal bars of the housing ; when the flasks
are thus secured they are ready for the pipe con
nections.
The Blackmer rotary pump is probably the
best for circulating the water from the cistern
below the flasks to the gutters above, as it can
be easily and quickly cleaned of scale.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CURTIS
TURBINE.
(Abstract of a paper read by W. L. K. Emmet,
before the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia,
Mar. 19.)
MR. EMMET, as is well known, is in charge
of the development department of the
General Electric Co., at Schenec
tady, N. Y., and is, by virtue of his in
timate personal connection with the work
treated of, exceptionally well qualified to
speak upon this interesting and important
topic. He briefly traced the h"istory of the
work of his company in developing the
Curtis turbine, from its inception about 3 years
ago to the present time. The first commercial
installation of these turbines was at Newport,
R. I., in July, 1903, where several 200-kilowatt
units were erected for electric railway work.
In October, 1903, a 5,000-kilowatt unit was
erected in Chicago.
Tests made of the Newport turbines showed a
steam consumption of something like 15 pounds
per kilowatt-hour, remaining practically uniform
at all loads, regulation being accomplished sim
ply by opening and closing the inlet valves,
admitting more or less steam to the nozzles.
These sets were run under severely variable
loads, speed regulation being held within 2 per
cent variation, no load to full load.
No official test has yet been made of the Chi
cago machine. It has, however, been kept in
constant operation, sometimes not being stopped
for 5 days. Some slight changes in the valve
mechanism found necessary in the Newport tur
bines have also been made in the Chicago ma
chine, the alteration being effected in such man
ner as not to interrupt operation. The 5,000kilowatt turbines weigh about 400,000 pounds,
the moving element weighing about 140,000
pounds. The height of the set is about 25 feet.
Mr. Emmet presented a great number of
views, including photographs of a line of tur
bines from the i,'4-kilowatt headlight outfits to
the large 5,000-kikiwatt sets recently developed,
as well as of structural details of the turbines,
including governor, valves, nozzles, blades, bear
ings, etc. Horizontal machines were the first to
be built, and this is now the form used in sizes
up to 25 kilowatts, larger units being built in
the vertical type. Whereas, heretofore, the twostage type has generally been built, four stages
will in the future be generally employed.
The internal mechanism of the turbine was
very thoroughly shown. Steam first enters a
steam chest at the top of the turbine proper,
and passes thence through one or more of sev
eral valves which are controlled by the gov
ernor, to the first row of nozzles. It then
passes alternately between the moving and sta
tionary blades, giving up its velocity, until it
emerges almost "dead," and is again expanded
through a second set of nozzles, which are of
course larger than the first set, to deal with
the greater volume of steam, and placed on a
greater radius, corresponding with the higher
velocities due to the latter stages of expansion.
It is in turn delivered by these nozzles to mov
ing and stationary blades, and passes, perhaps,
to further successive stages, and finally to the
exhaust. The moving blades are cut by a spe
cial machine, in the periphery of disks mounted
on the shaft, the outside edges of the blades
being covered by steel bands pinned into tennons on the blades.
The stationary blades are carried in dia
phragms projecting inwardly from the turbine
shell, the inner edges being fitted to the hubs
of the revolving disks These disks and dia
phragms are so formed and mounted as to re
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sist the pressures to which they are subjected
by the expansion of the steam. Exhaust pas
sages are sometimes located at an intermediate
stage, for use in running non-condensing. Or
dinarily, the exhaust is carried by a very large
passage from the last expansion chamber to the
condensers, which are placed immediately be
low the turbine proper and enclosed by the same
casing.
The governing mechanism consists of a sim
ple centrifugal governor, mounted at the top of
the turbine, which actuates a series of pop
pet valves and solenoids or springs which con
trol the valves or disks covering the steam
inlets, the latter being opened or closed suc
cessively, as the load may require. The exhaust
steam from the governing valves is piped to the
third stage of the turbine, further work being
thus derived from it.
The step bearing, which is a peculiar feature
of the vertical turbines and naturally attracts a
great deal of interest, was shown to consist of
a large disk forming the foot of the turbine
shaft, and supported by water forced at a pres
sure of about 900 pounds per square inch be
tween the disk and a wooden bottom block,
the clearance between the two being 0.02 inches.
Water passes through at the rate of about a
tumblerful a minute, and provision is made, by
the employment of an accumulator, to store up
sufficient water under the requisite pressure to
supply the bearing for several minutes, in case
of interruption of the pump service, affording
the attendants time to remedy the difficulty. The
accumulator is also arranged to sound a warn
ing whistle several minutes before the supply
of water has been exhausted.
Oil was at first used as a bearing medium,
but water has been found preferable as having
a better action upon the fibres of the wood.
The carrying disk of the 5,000-kilowatt turbines
is 17 inches in diameter.
A safety device is also provided, consisting
of chilled bearing or brake shoes carried by
levers, the shoes normally lying 0.02 inches
below a collar located on the shaft above the
steady bearing, the collar coming down and run
ning upon these shoes in case of failure of water
under the step bearing. By means of the levers,
the shoes may be raised and the shaft adjusted,
the horizontal plane of the latter being always
indicated by a micrometer scale. Mr. Emmet
said that the touching of the disk upon the
wooden bottom block is no very serious matter,
as a rough surface of the block produced by
rubbing can frequently be removed by simply
raising and lowering the shaft, letting the disk
touch the block momentarily several times until
the surface is re-established. The wooden block
has been found to wear down, when running
dry, at the rate of about 0.01 inches per minute.
The clearance between the revolving disks and
stationary diaphragms in the turbine is 0.05
inches, and by the greatest possible dropping
of the shaft, only large, smooth surfaces of the
discs and diaphragms are brought into contact.
Mr. Emmet said that the vertical type of
turbine had been adopted largely for the reason
that it was considered desirable to concentrate
the troublesome bearing problems in the one
step bearing ; that this type also virtually elim
inates the consideration of distortion in parts
of the turbine, as well as minimizing the diffi
culties arising from lack of perfect centrifugal
balance of the moving element.
Tabulated data gave details of tests of the Curtis
turbines. Varying results have been noted with
different types of valves, the general results
showing that a steam consumption of about 15
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pounds per kilowatt-hour may be obtained under
suitable conditions of superheat, steam pres
sure and vacuum. A test has recently been
made of a 200-kilowatt unit running noncondensing, the consumption being about 28 pounds
per kilowatt-hour, which Mr. Emmet regarded
as excellent. Upon the subject of superheat,
Mr. Emmet said that he had not formed final
opinions, but inasmuch as the Parsons turbine
seems to have obtained improved economy by
the use of superheat, he was disposed to think
that the general trend in operating Curtis tur
bines would lie in the same direction. At pres
ent, the turbines are supplied to use any degree
of superheat that may be found available in each
individual case.
Answering a question concerning wear of the
turbine blades, Mr. Emmet said that the wear is
confined to the first row of nozzles and station
ary blades, and in extent is almost negligible.
He estimated that in 2 years of running, these
parts would be worn so little that they could
be filed back to correct shape, making them good
for 2 years more of service, and that the cost
of renewal in a 500-kilowatt turbine would be
only about $20.
In answer to a question as to the total per
centage of advantage in thermal efficiency pos
sessed by the turbine over the Corliss engine,
due to the practical elimination of cylinder
condensation and greater expansion range, in
asmuch as cylinder condensation and high ex
haust temperatures constitute the greatest losses
now present in the Corliss engine, Mr. Emmet
said that, while the gain of the turbine due to
its superiority in these respects is very large,
the realization of this gain is obstructed by
losses inherent in the turbine type. He added,
however, that the Curtis turbine is expected to
attain a thermal efficiency of about 70 per cent,
that is, to return in the form of useful work
about 70 per cent of the energy delivered to it
in the steam.
Answering a question, Mr. Emmet stated
that means had not yet been provided for ex
tracting the condensation from the steam during
its passage through the turbine, but that as it
seems quite likely that these would be found of
advantage, steps may be taken along that line.
The commutator end of a 500-kilowatt directcurrent dynamo to run at 1,800 revolutions per
minute, of the turbine type, was illustrated. Mr.
Emmet . said that this generator represented a
radical departure in dynamo building, and had
proved entirely successful, the commutation
being absolutely sparkless. Special ventilating
apparatus, consisting of large fans revolving
about the commutator, is a feature of the ma
chine. Mr. Emmet stated that the General Elec
tric Co. is prepared to put out direct-current
generators of the turbine type in all sizes.
In answering a question, Mr. Emmet said
that the Curtis turbines are capable of working
through a wide range of speeds, one speed, of
course, being most economical for a given set
of conditions, and loss in efficiency being in
volved as this is departed from. Mr. Emmet
also said that the amount of power required for
the driving of all auxiliaries averages about
three-quarters of one per cent of the total power
capacity of the unit served.
Mr. Emmet stated that experiments, which
had been conducted in \is department, seem to
show that a serious error exists in the current
assumption that the specific heat of superheated
steam is 0.48, for all pressures. Calculations
made by taking the volume, temperature and
pressure of steam entering and leaving the tur
bine, and including the known quantity of work
performed and heat radiated, have shown that
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the specific heat rises with the pressure, pres
sures having been used which indicated a spe
cific heat of as high as 0.7.
CAUSES OF INJECTOR TROUBLES.
Engineers sometimes experience considerable
difficulty in finding the cause for the failure of
the injector to work properly and oftentimes
attempt to interfere with the interior of the
injector. In many cases the trouble lies in the
steam and water connection and therefore it is
advisable to examine these before disconnecting
the injector. When making pipe connections,
it is necessary to blow out the pipe clean be
fore connecting the injector, in order to re
move all red lead, scale and other substances that
may be in the pipes and which would otherwise
fill the nozzles of the injector and impair its
operation.
After the connections have been examined,
and if found in good order, the injector is dis
connected and the cap or plug removed for the
purpose of cleaning the nozzles. As a rule,
when the injector fails to lift water probably
the difficulty is with the suction, which must
be absolutely air-tight. Another cause of fail
ure is the overflow. When the latter is choked
or badly piped up, and is not wide open, the
steam and air do not have free vent, and will
not let the water rise in the suction pipe. When
the supply pipe is very hot, it should be cooled
with cold water or by turning the steam on and
off suddenly at the starting valve, until the hot
water is disposed of.
When the lift is out of proportion and is too
high for the steam pressure, and, too, when
the steam pressure is alternately too low and too
high, as well as a lack of water, will also cause
an injector to fail. The strainer also may be
clogged up, and when an injector will lift water,
but will not force it into the boiler, the trouble
is generally caused by not giving enough water.
A defective check valve in the delivery pipe
may be stuck down, or is not set properly and
gives insufficient rise or lift, or a leak in the
supply pipe, admitting air to the injector or the
delivery nozzle, may have become dirty, and
need cleaning; all these things tend to produce
failure of injectors.
When the injector starts properly, but breaks
the vacuum it indicates that either the supply
of water is not properly regulated or a leak ex
ists in the supply pipe or that the disk of the
steam valve is loose. Connecting the injector
steam pipe to pipes used for other purposes also
causes numerous difficulties which are often
times hard to locate.
A large shipment to the St. Louis exposition
was that of the big steam engine, the product of
the Allis-Chalmers Co., which made a train load
of twenty-one cars. The engine is rated at 5,000
horsepower and will be installed in the center of
Machinery Hall. The total gross weight of the
shipment was 720 tons, the heaviest single pack
age being the engine shaft and hub of the fly
wheel, which together weighed 73 tons. The
foundations extend 22 feet below the floor level,
and the engine, when erected, will occupy a space
50 x 40 feet and will rise 39 feet above the floor.
The generator which will be driven by this en
gine was made by the Bullock Electric Co., of
Cincinnati, and required seven cars for its trans
portation. To assist in installing this engine, the
Shaw Electric Crane Co., Muskegon, Mich., has
furnished one of its electric cranes with a lifting
power of 75 tons, which will be able to take the
largest single casting from the car and deposit
it in place.
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COMBUSTION ENGINES. without the delay incident to filling water tanks is the exhaust valve spring, which holds the
and thawing out partially frozen valves.
valve firmly against the seat. The end of the
THE FULLER AND JOHNSON GASOLINE
Heat radiators are connected to the cylinder valve stem is provided with a collar nut, G,
ENGINE.
jacket, and after being filled with the heat con against which the spring, F, rests, while the valve
ONE cause of annoyance and expense at ducting liquid they are sealed and require no is closed. The circuit breaker is insulated from
tending the use of gasoline engines for further attention in either cold or warm weather. other parts of the engine, except when in contact
hoisting and portable purposes is the emp
The radiators are of cast iron and of the usual with the collar, G, therefore no current can flow
tying and refilling of water tanks in cold weather, construction for heating systems. These form through the engine when the exhaust valve is
and the replacing of broken cylinders and pipes an integral part of the engine ; they are filled open and the contact at G is broken.
when water has been allowed to freeze in them with a mineral oil and sealed at the factory, re
and in the water jackets. Water circulation has quiring no further attention. There is no loss
been almost universally employed for removing by evaporation, practically speaking, and the cyl
the surplus heat generated in the engine cylin
inder is kept at a safe working temperature with
der, and although a cheap and efficient method the minimum expense. In the larger sizes of en
in warm weather, it has, in many instances, been gine, a rotary oil pump is placed above the cyl
very expensive in winter. The number of gaso
inder for the purpose of maintaining a steady cir
line and oil engines used in isolated places for culation of the oil through the jacket, the pump
hoisting, sawing wood and similar small power' being driven from the crank shaft by means of a
service is rapidly increasing and no doubt the round belt as shown in the photograph, Fig. I.
number would have been much larger had some This cuts down the radiating surface needed,
practical means been provided for preventing the hence the cost of the engine.
FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE ENGINE.
injury, loss of time and expense due to the use of
The drawing. Fig. 2, shows the arrangement
cooling water, the emptying and refilling of tanks, and general design of the interior of the engine,
and the replacing of parts which have not been and the simple method of taking up lost motion
The details of the igniter are shown in Figs.
thoroughly drained. The small gasoline and oil at both the wrist and crankpins, both ends of the
engine in many instances has displaced the wind- rod being adjusted at the crank end without 4 and S, Fig. 4 representing the exterior mechan
mil! altogether for furnishing power in rural disturbing the piston. The crank case con ism and Fig. 5 a sectional and end view of the
communities.
tains a certain amount of cylinder oil for lubri .plug showing the platinum contact points, M.
Contractors and builders find in the com
cating the pins and bearings. Attached to one The mechanism operating the igniter is extremely
bustion engine a cheap and convenient means of of the crankpin brasses arc two wires, L, which simple and consists of the lever connected to the
serving tall buildings during the process of con
dip into the oil and throw a small amount at a actuating rod, /; this lever carries an igniter
struction, and doing away with the liability to time over the pins and shaft bearings. It has pawl, C, pivoted on an arm attached to the ful
freezing overcomes what has been the great been found that when large quantities of oil are crum pin. The position of the pawl is adjustable
by means of the screw, H, and the lock nut, E.
drawback to the gasoline engine for contractors' employed for internal lubrication, a smoky ex
haust results, and that by using wires the excess thus making it possible to set the pawl so that
use.
ignition will take place at any desired point.
Shortening the screw H, by screwing it into
the lever causes the upper end of the pawl, C.
to break contact with the loose catch, D, on the
movable electrode, /, later, thus lengthening the
screw and causing ignition to occur earlier. Thus
the timing of the ignition can be regulated closely
and quickly.
Fig. 5 also shows the relative positions and
forms of the movable and fixed electrodes, the
insulation and the binding post on the fixed elec
trode. The igniter plug is secured to the cyl
inder by means -of two bolts only, and may be
easily removed for cleaning or inspection.

FIG. 3. THE CIRCUIT IIFEAKER ON THE EXHAVST

The simplicity and accessibility of parts,
which are too often hidden by portions of the
frame, render this engine especially well adapted
to service in isolated places and to be cared for
and adjusted by persons whose previous knowl
edge of engines of any kind is very limited.
The Fuller and Johnson engine is equipped
with a special cooling and circulating apparatus
which dispenses with the use of water, no water
being used about the engine for any purpose. The
engine can be operated in exposed positions with
out freezing, and is always ready to be started

The governor is of the centrifugal type and
of oil usually thrown upon the working parts is is connected to the secondary shaft. It is very
avoided, at the same time insuring ample lubri sensitive, responding quickly to slight changes
cation to prevent overheating and excessive wear. in the speed of the engine, thus adapting the en
Ignition is by electric spark, although an ig gine to any service requiring close regulation.
niter tube, P, Fig. 2, is provided as an auxiliary
The sizes smaller than 8 horsepower have the
means if desired. As the timing of ignition is crank shaft and connecting rod enclosed in a
much more difficult with the hot tube, which on dust proof casing which completely protects them,
the whole is less reliable, electric ignition is pro so that the engines can be successfully operated
vided for regular service.
in locations where the open frame type would be
By means of a circuit breaker, illustrated in quickly ruined by dirt and grit. The casing can
Fig. 3, no current can flow through the engine be quickly opened when access to the working
while the exhaust valve is open. The coil spring parts is desired.
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Fig. 6 shows the engine as built in sizes above
8 horsepower, the photograph being of the 12horsepower size. This engine may be used for
either oil or water cooling as desired, but the
greater expense of the oil installation generally
influences the purchaser in favor of water cool-

FIG. 4. IGNITER MECHANISM.
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EXPERIENCES WITH GAS AND GASOLINE
ENGINES.
BY A. EDWARD RHODES.
ABOUT 3 months ago the owners of one of
our factories wanted to increase the ca
pacity of their power plant by about 50
horsepower, to be used only at certain intervals
of about 2 hours duration. In this one depart
ment the power was obtained from a 75-horsepower gas engine, and the mill was so arranged
that it was not practicable to divide the load when
the additional power was applied. The cost of
operating a larger engine during the periods of
lighter loads prohibited using an engine large
enough to give the desired increase in power,
and the mill owner would not consider scrapping
the old engine, but said it must be used, some
how, in connection with other supplementary
power.
It was, finally, decided to install a 50-horscpower gas engine, beside the old one, and belt
both engines to the same main shaft, which was
done, against the advice of the builders. The

"I don't know, but expect it was the man that
looks after my horse. What's the matter with
it ?" was the reply I received. I only said :
"Smell"
It afterwards transpired that Mr. F. told his
man to fill the tank with oil, and the man, with
the usual thoughtfulness of his kind, emptied the
contents of the kerosene can into the tank. That's
all, excepting that someone had a nasty job clean
ing the inside of that tank, for I said: "If the
least particle of foreign matter remains in that
tank, the machine will not work."
Another time a threshing machine man bought
a gasoline engine. Everything went lovely for a
few weeks, then I was competed to ride 12 miles
into the country because the engine wouldn't
work. Arriving upon the scene of inactivity, I
started the engine ; she gave a few puffs and then
stopped, seemingly like grandfather's clock, never
to go again. Investigating the pump which de
livered the gasoline from a small tank to the en
gine, I used a pair of pliers to give the packing
gland about three-fourths of a turn, started the

ing. The general construction of valves is the
same as for the enclosed type, but the gearing is
driven from a side shaft which carries a series
of cams and the inlet valve is positively driven.
The engines are rated well within their pos
sible load and will carry a considerable over
load if given proper attention.
The enclosed type is made in sizes from l1/,
to 6 horsepower and the open type from 8 to 18

horsepower. The credit for developing this form
of oil cooling is due to the manufacturers, The
Fuller & Johnson Mfg. Co., of Madison, Wis.
A NEW PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING zinc white,
a paint pigment which is worth $146.00 a ton,
from refuse heaps of the Welsh mines, has been
perfected by Sir William Ramsey and E. Ellershausen. The process avoids the use of spelter,
which has been the cause of the previous high
cost.
Discovery has been made in the northern
part of Emery county, Utah, of an immense de
posit of rock which, it is said, contains a large
quantity of radium. The deposit of this rock
is located on a ranch, and can be traced to the
surface for 3,000 feet.
A new use for concrete is the manufacture
of railway ties, which are now being tried in
France. These are made of iron and cement, the
invention of M. Sarda, who designed them for
use in the colonies near the tropics, where wood
en ties are soon destroyed by insects, and iron
ties quickly rust out. A thin layer of compressed
felt is put between the tie and the bolt head to
take up the jar of the track. About 100 yards
of track has been equipped on the state railways
of France, the cost of each tie being from $2.70 to
$2.00. The experiment has not been in prog"-es<
a sufficient time to determine the usefulness of
the ties, but their cost seems to be prohibitive
for ordinary work.

FIG. 6. OrEX TYPE 12- HORSEPOWER ENGINE.

engines were of different makes and the builders
claimed we would break a shaft or an engine, or
have at least as disastrous results.
Both pulleys on the main shaft, to which the
engines were belted, were driven by friction
clutches, so that either engine could be thrown
in or out of service. After adjusting the gov
ernors to the required speed, and testing the en
gines for uniformity of speed when running
light, we put them both to work, pulling the full
load with satisfactory results, having only a
speed variation of about 3 per cent, which I con
sider good for the type of governor we had to
deal with, and certainly good enough for the
work done in this factory.
Having assisted a man in deciding in favor
of a gasoline motor driven automobile, I one
morning received a telephone call to "come at
once and tell me what ails my blamed 'mobile;
it won't go." Upon looking it over, running my
hand into the gasoline tank and noticing the
drippings remaining on mv fingers, I asked :
"Who last filled the tank?"

engine again and went home. Not forgetting, of
course, to advise that while the little adjustment
I made seemingly cost considerable, it was cheap
est in the end to have all adjustments made by
someone who has made a life study of machinery,
because just such a little turn as was made, if
done by an inexperienced person, will sometimes
cause a costly stoppage or a breakdown.
Another instance: A young machinist, who
was a good mechanic and ambitious, decided to
start a machine shop. As his cash was limited,
his whole outfit, including a 5-horsepower gaso
line engine, was second-hand, and all in that
stage of wear best described by the word, de
crepit. But, says he, "Being a machinist, and as,
no doubt, there will be times when I won't have
any orders to work on, I can repair these tools
and they will be good as new, and, therefore,
worth more than I paid for them."
The gasoline engine was of the tube ignition
type, and an ever increasing source of interest
to the proprietor and his apprentice. This ap
prentice was never allowed to stop or start the
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engine, as it was supposed to require an amount
of skill possessed only by the boss himself to run
an engine like that. After a month or so, the
little wonder went on a rampage. There was a
puff, a sudden roar, a great spout of flame, hoarse
shouts of "Look out ! The engine's blowed up,"
and a hasty exodus from the supposed burning
building. A fire alarm was sent in from the
nearest station. "What was the damage," do
you say? Echo answers: "By water only."
Cause? Oh, a burst igniter tube—that's all.
Not long after the above exciting event, the
proprietor, who, by the way, is an expert on
steam engine repairs, decided that he would give
his gasoline machine a good general overhauling.
He babbitted all the boxes, put in new piston
rings, reground the valves, polished all the fin
ished parts, and painted all the rest of the ma
chine, until it was a veritable beauty in white
and gold. Every part of it looked fine and all
hands (proprietor and apprentice) said that she
was much better than a new engine, because the
job was well done—not thrown together to sell
cheap.
But why in the mischief wouldn't she run?
The gasoline tank was full, the pump worked to
perfection, and the igniter tube was hotter'n
Tophet! But she was as contrary as a govern
ment mule, and absolutely refused to go; to
make even a solitary turn without man power
applied at the flywheel.
After screwing here and there, and doing a
few such tricks as, "Well, let's try it again," the
man who sold the engine was called in. He tells
me that the engine was running all right inside
of 10 minutes after he got there, and that the
trouble was simply that no attention had been
paid to the relative position of crank and cams,
hence, no compression, no explosion, and, there
fore, no go.
Now for the latest of my experiences with
small gasoline engines. A printer bought a new
2-horsepower gasoline engine, and I was re
quested by the agent to start it and see that it
made the wheels go round, to the satisfaction
of the purchaser. It was sold on 60 days' trial.
I bought enough gasoline to fill the tank, started
the engine and left it running in good shape.
Yesterday in comes the devil (printer's appren
tice, I mean), saluting me thus: "Say, Mr. Type
says for you to come over at once and get that
engine to runnin' or else take it out. And, say,
he is mad all over; he has some rush orders to
go out today."
I soon arrived at the printing office, found the
gasoline tank empty, filled it and started the en
gine. Mr. Type was present watching every
move I made. When he saw the engine running,
he talked as humbly as I could desire, and hand
ed me a check to forward to the selling agent,
with the request that I say nothing further than
that the engine was satisfactory.
A Danish engineer has concluded that the
limit of electromotive force for long distance
transmission is 50,000 to 60,000 volts on account
of insulation difficulties. In the light of Ameri
can experiments, however, this seems altogether
too low, and 100,000 volts seems nearer the prob
able limit.
The water used by a water wheel of 340
horsepower, operating under 1,470 feet of head
in a plant on the Isere River in France, is meas
ured as follows : The discharge is emptied into
a large funnel-shaped vessel, the upper part of
which is cylindrical and is pierced with 80 rec
tangular openings placed around the periphery.
The water flows out of these openings and one
of the streams is passed through a water meter,
the reading of which, multiplied by 80, gives the
total volume.
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3,000 HORSEPOWER GAS ENGINE PUMPING
STATION FOR HIGH PRESSURE
SERVICE.
BY J. R. BIBBINS.
(Concluded)
THIS overflow pipe also serves to indicate a
stoppage of the overflow pipe leading to the
sewer. Fig.g shows the exhaust connections
to each of the main engines. It will be noticed
that the horizontal part of the exhaust piping is
thoroughly drained at the junction with the
vertical. As this drain pipe connects permanently
with the sewer, the filling of the cylinders is
thereby prevented. All of the exhaust boxes at
the engine and the succeeding piping are arranged
with a sufficient dip to carry away all of the cool
ing water.
The engines are started by compressed air, at
pressures ranging from 150 to 200 pounds, by
means of a complete system of storage tanks
located in the basement. With the tanks full,
at 200 pounds pressure, sufficient air is available
for starting up the entire station independent
of the compressors. Air is supplied to the tanks
by a duplicate set of Rand two-stage compres
sors, shown in Fig. 10, each provided with an au
tomatic relief valve, which "unloads" the com
pressor when a discharge pressure of 200 pounds
is reached. After the valve operates, the com
pressor cylinders are bypassed, so that the load
falls to that of friction. As soon as the pres-

FIG. 9. ARRANGEMENT OF ENGINE EXHAUST PIPING.
GENERATORS IN BASEMENT.
sure falls below 200 pounds, however, the valve
again automatically places the compressor cylin
ders in action. Ordinarily one of the small en
gines is started after the first or second main
unit, during the wait for increased demand upon
the fire system.
Part of the storage system is kept in reserve in
case of accidental loss of pressure from the re
mainder of the system. Starting one main unit
reduces the pressure in two tanks about 50
pounds, or in one battery of four tanks about 25
pounds, so that the necessity for the starting of
the compressors at thi same time as the first
unit is not imperative. Extra heavy pipe and fit
tings are used throughout. Each tank is pro
vided with, a pressure gage and may be isolated
from the supply main and a system of drip piping
keeps the cylinders free from condensed vapor,
the tanks being mounted with a slight slope for
this puropse.
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The water suction and discharge mains were
specially designed for this plant. As no pres
sure is carried on the suction main, it consists
simply of a 30-inch steel pipe riveted and calked.
The connections to the pumps consist of cast
steel nozzles riveted to the top of the pipe, so
that sediment and foreign matter accumulating
in the bottom of the suction main are prevented
from entering the pump cylinders.
On each
branch to the pumps, there is also located a small
air chamber, as shown in Fig. 4> which gives an
air cushioning effect, although opposite to that
of the main air cushion on the discharge pipe.
The 36-inch suction main extends across Dela
ware Ave. to the river bulkhead, where it is water
sealed several feet below low tide water. An
automatic check valve located in a large manhole
in Delaware Ave. prevents the main from being
drained.
The high pressure line consists of 21-inch spe
cial, extra strong, rolled steel pipe, approximately
^6-inch in thickness, with rolled steel flanges.
The flanges are recessed, and the ends of the pipe
expand into this recess, the flange being ma
chined after bending. The two sections are then
joined by bolts with corrugated copper gaskets.
Special cast steel nozzles are also employed on
the discharge main, the pump discharges being
introduced at an angle of 45 degrees, in order to
avoid eddies at the junction. For the purpose
of absorbing possible shock, a large air chamber
is mounted above a tee in the discharge piping,
its position being shown in Fig. 4.
Critics of the gas engine have said that the
operation of a station is attended by more com
plexity and uncertainty than in the case of a steam
station. The Philadelphia station has already pro
duced conclusive evidence against this contention,
and it is of interest to observe the operation as at
present carried out. Through the 6 weeks prior
to the placing of the station in operation, syste
matic training of attendants was carried on in
three shifts of 3 hours per day, Sundays ex
cepted. During each shift the alarm was sounded
without warning and several units gotten under
way. The regular station operating force during
any shift consists of two men—the engineer and
his assistant—the entire station being under the
direct charge of a superintendent.
The total
number of distinct operations required in starting
each unit is seven, of which five are performed
by the engineer and two by his assistant, as fol
lows :
Engineer: Upper platform ; close ignition
switch ; open engine throttle ; lower platform,
throw compression air valve; throw exhaust
valves ; turn on cooling water.
Assistant: Main aisle; open suction valve;
close motor switch on "bypass" valve.
When it is considered, however, that each group
may be performed without either attendant mov
ing more than 3 feet, the operations are in reality
reduced to three in number.
The superintendent's record of the 6 weeks'
trial shows the following results :
1. Not more than 25 seconds required to ob
tain full speed at each unit.
2. Not more than 45 seconds required to ob
tain full 300-pound pressure.
3. 7 minutes required for placing the entire
seven units in service.
4. During the 36 days' trial, out of a total of
over 100 alarms, not more than four misses have
been made in getting a single unit started. In
these four cases the engineer neglected to open
the engine throttle or turn on the ignition cur
rent.
These results indicate that even in the extreme
case of a sudden demand for the total capacity
of the station, the average time required for
placing the station in service is 60 seconds per
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unit, from the time of signal from fire head
quarters, and it is thus evident that 1 minute
after the alarm full pressure is available at any
part of the system or buildings connected to the
system. In practice, only a limited number of
hose connections can be made within this time,
with the result that the first unit started usually
discharges for several minutes through the relief
valve. As the fire apparatus is, however, gotten
into operation, unit after unit may be placed in
service without suffering a loss of pressure in the
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management of Chief of Bureau F. L. Hand;
while the operation of the pumping station and
the service system is conducted by the Bureau of
Fire, a bureau of the Department of Public
Safety. Throughout the entire work, the closest
co-operation between the chief engineer, his as
sistants, and the contracting engineers was main
tained, with such fortunate results as to have
already insured success to an enterprise posses
sing some of the most novel features in the mod
ern application of modern power apparatus.

FIG. 10. AIR COMPRESSORS, TANKS AND IGNITER GENERATORS IN BASEMENT.

meantime, due to excessive demand on the sys
tem. It thus appears that the ability of the pump
ing station to supply any water demand with
expedition is at present far greater than that of
the fire department to connect up their apparatus,
and if portable engines were considered, this ad
vantage would be even more apparent.
No complete trials of the station and system
have, up to the present time, been carried out,
as the pipe system has already been tested be
fore representatives of the Board of Underwriters
and the pumping station has been so constantly
under the observations of the city officials as to
require no official test. At a preliminary test on
Dec. 11, 1903, conducted at the Race St. wharf,
four streams from 2!/i-inch nozzles, through 50
foot lengths of 3^-inch hose, were easily main
tained over a horizontal distance of approximately
250 feet, with a pressure at the station of 225
pounds. This pressure was not carried higher
for the reason that, on account of the slight
loss of pressure between station and nozzle, the
reactive force of the stream became so great
as to render a further increase of pressure hazard
ous to the firemen, without further means of se
curing the hose nozzles. The unexpected diffi
culty thus arises from an excess of power in dis
tricts located near the station, which trouble would
obviously not occur in districts farther away from
the station, on account of the intermediate loss
of pressure.
The pumping station was officially accepted by
the Bureau of Water at the close of 1903 from
M. R. Muckle, Jr., & Co., Engineers, of Philadel
phia, who designed and installed the entire power
equipment of the station. The engineering de
tails and design of the building were executed
by John E. Codman, chief draughtsman of the
Bureau of Water, and carried out by John W.
Weaver, superintendent of construction.
The
execution of the important work of establishing
the high pressure fire system has been accom
plished by the Bureau of Water, a bureau of the
Department of Public Works, under the efficient

REVISION IN CHICAGO'S BOILER ORDIN
ANCE.
At a regular meeting of the Chicago City Coun
cil on February 8th, an ordinance was passed
amending the ordinance of March 23d, 1903, re
lating to the Inspection of Steam Boilers and
Steam Plants, a digest of which was presented
in the Editorial pages of The Engineer in the
issue of Nov. 16, 1903.
Attention was called at that time to certain
conflicting paragraphs in the ordinance, the in
tent and purpose of which it was impossible to
clearly determine from the text, and which, in
one case at least, was so involved in contradiction
as to be capable of diametrically opposite con
structions.
The main purpose of the present revision seems
to have been the elimination of these defects
and to broaden the scope of the law so as to make
it apply to "all vessels under pressure of what
ever kind" except those specifically exempted.
Sections 9, 12, 13, 15 and 23 were the only ones
affected by the new amendment, which, save in
section 9, makes no material changes except to
specify what vessels are to be excluded from the
Board's control.
Section 9, however, has been radically changed
in some respects, and since it relates largely to
requirements in tests of material and rules of
construction, its provisions should have the care
ful attention of all designers and manufacturers
of boilers and pressure tanks for this market.
The full text of this section, with the amended
portions in italics, reads as follows :
Section 9—Duties of the Board : It shall be
the duty of the Board to inspect all boilers, tanks,
jacket kettles, generators or" other apparatus used
for generating or transmitting steam for power,
or using steam under pressure for heating or
steaming purposes, and all other tanks, jacket
kettles and reservoirs under pressure of whatso
ever kind, except as hereinafter provided, as often
as once in each and every year, by making a
hydrostatic pressure test where such tests shall
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be deemed necessary; provided, that the hydro
static pressure used in such test shall not exceed
the maximum working pressure of said appara
tus by more than fifty per cent; and by making
a careful external and internal examination. In
all cases where hydrostatic pressure test is used
an internal examination of said apparatus shall
afterwards be made. In certifying the working
pressure allowed on each steam boiler, steam gen
erator or other apparatus the same shall be de
termined by multiplying one-fifth of the lowest
tensile strength of any plate in the cylindrical
shell of said steam boiler or steam generator or
other apparatus by the lowest efficiency of joint
in such cylindrical shell expressed in decimals,
and by multiplying the product by the thickness,
expressed in inches or parts of an inch, of the
thinnest plate in the same cylindrical shell and
divide by the radius, ilso expressed in inches. This
quotient will be the pressure allowable per square
inch of surface.
Any boiler, tank, jacket kettle, generator or
reservoir having been in use eight years or more
and its condition being such that in the opinion
of the inspector the same should be drilled in
order that the exact thickness and condition may
be ascertained, he shall report the same to the
Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers, who shall serve
the owner or agent with a written notice to show
cause to the Chief Inspector within five days
why such boiler, tank, jacket kettle, generator or
reservoir should not be drilled.
If, after the owner or agent has been heard,
or at the end of five days, the Chief Inspector
deems it necessary that the boiler, tank, jacket
kettle, generator or reservoir may be drilled at
points near the water line, and at the bottom
of shell of boiler, or such other points in the
boiler, tank, jacket kettle, generator or reservoir
as the inspecting officer may direct, and the thick
ness of said material shall be determined there
after at such annual inspection as the inspecting
officer may deem necessary, and the steam pres
sure or other pressure allowed shall be governed
by such ascertained thickness and general condi
tion of boiler, tank, jacket kettle, generator or
reservoir. And the drilling and plugging of said
holes shall be done at the expense of the owner.
Any boiler may be tested and rated in accord
ance with the United States Marine Inspection
Law governing the inspection of steam boilers.
But no boiler, tank, jacket kettle or jacket con
structed or re-constructed of boiler plates here
after, where the same are required, shall have
stay bolts of less than seven-eighths of an inch
in diameter and pitched more than seven inches
apart. And all stationary boilers, tanks, jacket
kettles or jackets carrying a pressure of one hun
dred pounds or over to the square inch, the con
struction of which requires stay bolts, shall be
equipped with hollow stay bolts. All boiler heads
made of boiler plate shall be made with braces,
the sectional area of which shall not be less than
one square inch each, so pitched that a greater
strain than six thousand pounds per square inch
of section shall not be carried by any one brace or
stay bolt. In computing the strain on braces in
flat surfaces the diameter of brace rivets shall
be considered. In computing the strain on shells
having dished heads the pressure will be figured
according to the radius of the heads.
The former ordinance contained a provision
in this section that required all boilers having
cylindrical shells or drums of more than 42 inches
in diameter to have all longitudinal seams, either
single or double butt, strapped, when designed
for more than 20 pounds pressure.
This is admittedly the best and safest form of
construction in riveted seams, since it not only
secures greater joint efficiency than is possible
with any other style of lap riveted seam, but it
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THE STEAM TURBINE
IN a paper on this subject, read before the In
stitution of Electrical Engineers, England,
Mr. W. Chilton described the Parsons type
of turbine in detail. Speaking of the blades, Mr.
Chilton says they are drawn from a special mix
ture of brass or from copper, in lengths of 12 to
15 feet, and cut to the required length. Grooves
about '4 inch deep are turned on the outer per
iphery of the rotor and the inner surface of the
cylinder, and in these the blades are placed in
radial directions. The width of the grooves is
such that the blades naturally, take up their
proper angular positions with regard to the axis
of rotation. Calking pieces of soft drawn brass,
of a length equal to the depth of the grooves,
are then placed in the latter between the blades,
and are tightly calked home with special tools.
Occasionally it has happened that a row of
blades has been ripped out while at work, owing
to unequal expansion causing the blades' to foul
the cylinder walls, or to their being thrown out
of the grooves by centrifugal force. However,
even if several rows of blades are stripped, no
bad results ensue as a rule, the turbine contin
uing to run without other indication of damage
than a lowered efficiency. Such accidents are rare.
The proper conformation of the fixed and
moving blades is a very important matter in its
influence on the efficiency of the machine.
Abrupt changes in direction of flow of the
sieam must be avoided. Drawings and curves
were given by the author, showing the effect of
different angles of entrance and exit upon the
efficiency of the turbine. The best result is gen
erally obtained when the velocity of the blades
is about half the absolute velocity of the steam.
It is claimed that for units of 500 kilowatts
and upwards, the turbine is more efficient than
the reciprocating engine. This is largely due to
the fact that the former can with advantage
make use of a much higher vacuum than the
latter. The volume of a given weight of steam
at 28 inches vacuum is twice that of the same
weight at 26 inches vacuum, and at 29 inches
the volume is four times that of steam at 26
inches. Consequently reciprocating engines,
in order to utilize a vacuum of 28 inches,
would have to have low pressure cylinders
twice as big as at present, with enormous valves,
ports and exhaust pipes. On the other hand,
the turbine, having no exhaust valve, and being
mounted on the top of the condenser, with a
very short distance for the steam to travel can
deal with very high vacua, expanding the steam
to the very utmost. A difference of 2 inches
in the vacuum means 3 pounds per kilowatt-hour
in steam consumption, no small saving. Examples
were given showing how far the vacuum in the
cylinder of a reciprocating engine fell below
that in the condenser, and what a marked effect
a high vacuum has upon the economy of a steam
turbine. The capital cost of a 500-kilowatt turbo
generator, with condenser, air and circulating
pumps, is shown to be about $19,500, or nearly 3
per cent more than that of a reciprocating engine
set of equal size, but the foundations, build
ings, etc., for the turbine are so much less costly
as to far more than compensate for the differ
ence. Further, less oil is used in the tur
bines, and no oil passes into the steam, which
when condensed can at once be used for boiler
feeding.
.
Superheat is of benefit to the reciprocating
engine by reducing the initial condensation; the
turbine, on the other hand, is not troubled with
When at anchor, the Russian Pacific squadron initial condensation, but derives marked benefit
is said to use §1,030,000 worth of coal a year. One from superheat, which ensures dryness of the
of the big iron-clad battleships uses 12 tons of coal steam, a condition under which the turbine
daily for electric lighting alone.
shows the best results.

practically eliminates that familiar and prolific
source of danger known as the lap crack.
The effectiveness of this progressive rule was,
however, nullified by a subsequent paragraph un
der which any boiler might be "tested and rated
in accordance with the United States Marine In
spection Law governing the inspection of steam
boilers," which, as is well known, contains no
such requirement. In the amended ordinance the
former rule is omitted, and the latter—itself sadly
in need of revision—is retained.
Another change is observed in the rule for de
termining' the working pressure to be allowed
for boilers. Under the old ordinance it was found
by multiplying one-sixth of the tensile strength
of shell plates by thickness expressed in inches
and dividing by the radius, the sum being the
allowable pressure per square inch of surface
for single riveting. Twenty per cent was added
for double riveting, and 30 per cent for triple
butt-strap riveting.
The new rule, it will be noted, takes account
of joint efficiencies in calculating working pres
sures, but fails to give any directions for deter
mining these efficiencies and cites no formula for
their computation.
Special attention is directed to the final para
graph of section 9, which relates to the bracing
of heads.
The common rule with most boiler shops, and
one followed by the Hartford Steam Boiler In
spection and Insurance Co., allows a strain for
head braces of 7,500 pounds per square inch of
weakest net section. As a matter of fact, how
ever, this rule is practiced only in theory by
many manufacturers who fail to take into con
sideration the metal removed by the rivet hole
in the flat portion of the brace. Braces commonly
used, of whatever design, generally exceed the
required strength at all other points, but fre
quently fall below the specified requirements at
the section through the rivet hole in the blade.
While the language of the new law is not entirely
clear and explicit in its statement, it is presumed
that the diameter of the rivet hole rather than
the rivet itself will be considered and only the
actual net section of metal at this point will
figure in the result.
Another point which should not be overlooked
is that the strain per square inch of section is
limited to 6,000 pounds. Inattention to, or igno
rance of this fact, on the part of manufacturers,
has already caused the rejection of several boilers
otherwise up to the standard of legal require
ments.
The following rules in regard to blowoff pipes
on tubular boilers have been adopted by the Board
of Inspection : On boilers 30 inches in diameter,
2-inch blowoff pipe; on boilers 36, 42, 44 and 48
inches in diameter, 3-inch blowoff pipe ; on boil
ers 54, 60, 66 and 72 inches in diameter, 4-inch
blowoff pipe.
These pipes are to be made of extra strong
piping, all fittings to be of malleable iron, and on
the outside end of the pipe, which projects
through the brick wall, is to be placed a malleable
iron cross 4x4 and 2x2 inches or larger if neces
sary. The end of this cross is to have a steel
plate bolted on so that it can be removed when
washing the boiler.
It is also requested that a V-shaped pier be put
from the bottom of the boiler to the bottom of
the combustion chamber, the said pier to have
a space of not less than 6 inches between the
blow-off pipe and the pier, and to be so arranged
as to protect the blowoff pipe.
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In conclusion, a table was given showing the
relative weights of slow and high speed en
gines and turbines, from which it appears that a
2,000-kilowatt slow speed engine weighs 530 tons,
a high speed engine 120 tons, and the Parsons
2,000-kilowatt turbine only 25 tons !
A. H. A.
INSTRUCTIONS TO OHIO ENGINEERS.
For the information of engineers in that
state, William E. Kennedy, chief examiner of
engineers for Ohio, has issued a bulletin of
instructions to applicants, part of which is as
follows :
It is unlawful for any person to operate a
stationary steam boiler or engine, in the state
of Ohio, of more than 30 horsepower, excepting
boilers and engines under the jurisdiction of the
United States, and locomotive boilers and
engines, without being duly licensed.
It is unlawful for any owner or user of any
stationary steam boiler or engine, in the state
of Ohio, of more than 30 horsepower, excepting
boilers and engines under the jurisdiction of the
United States, and locomotive boilers and engines,
to operate or cause to be operated such steam
boiler or engine without a duly licensed engineer
in charge.
Any person desiring to act as a stationary
engineer is required to make application to
the district examiner of his district, upon a blank
furnished by the examiner, and is required:
(a) to be twenty-one years of age; (b) to have
had at least 1 year's practical experience as an
engineer,, fireman, or oiler, of steam boilers and
engines; (c) to answer correctly at least 60
per cent of the required list of questions; (d) to
pay a fee of $2 at the time he makes application
for examination. (This fee is not returned to
the applicant should he fail to pass the examina
tion.)
Licenses are issued only by examination.
Examinations for engineers consist of fifty
questions upon the construction and operation
of steam engines, steam boilers, steam pumps,
and hydraulics.
Examinations for firemen consist of forty
questions upon the construction and operation
of steam boilers, steam pumps and hydraulics.
Application blanks and list of examination
questions, will be furnished only at the time of
examination, and under no circumstances can
they be furnished by mail.
Examinations are written, and the average
length of time required is from 5 to 6 hours.
For this reason, applicants are required to meet
the examiner as early in the day as possible.
Ninety days must elapse between all examin
ations.
All licenses are good for 1 year from the date
of issue, and must be renewed on or before
the date of expiration.
The fee for the renewal of license is $2
yearly.
No license can be renewed until it is in the
hands of the district examiner of your district
for cancellation; and the renewal fee of $2 must
accompany such license.
Every person holding license will be notified
by postal card at least 15 days ahead of the
expiration of his license.
All information regardling violations of the
law will be kept strictly confidential.
Each district examiner will be found at his
home office every Monday; and the balance of
the week he will be on the road examining appli
cants and renewing licenses. (This does not
apply to the examiners in the Cleveland and
Cincinnati offices, as they may be found there
every day in the week.
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience -which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
SOME ENGINEERS' TROUBLES AND THE REMEDIES.
Editor The Engineer :
Perhaps engineers are aware that many very
small, and some quite important things are gen
erally neglected in a newly constructed plant.
The firm is generally at fever heat trying to
get things moving so that they can begin to
see some returns on the money invested. The
returns, by the way, could be greatly increased if
the proper steps were taken, and many times it is

FIG.- I. SHOWING LOCATION OF TRAP.
up to the engineer to take them. After making
an explanation of the need of a device, which
would be entirely for the benefit of the firm, if it
is then rejected, an engineer should not hesitate
to look elsewhere for a job. These little acts
go to show the quality of an engineer.
I think one great fault of the engineering
profession is that the members are tipped and
tossed by men who do not know what work is,

FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT FOR FILLING LUBRICATOR
and whose only knowledge of employment is to
sit by a warm radiator in the office, thinking of
something to whirl at the engineer when on their
next walk through the engine room, such as
telling him not to burn the coal just because
it is there, and that Mr. So-and-so says that by
mixing graphite with the cylinder oil for the
pump, it will get into the boiler and cause it to
become overheated, and that he just came down
thinking you did not know better than to use a

barrel of it at a time. I will mention a few
such instances which I have experienced.
A certain oil company had talked the firm
into signing a contract for oil before I took
charge. I condemned the oil shortly after taking
charge, as the engine would squeal like an In
dian unless I gave it twice the right amount.
The oil men called at the office and told the firm
it was all the engineer's fault. I suggested that
they get another man or different oil. They
immediately got one barrel of engine oil and one
of cylinder oil of my own selection, and the
amount used did not cost one-half as much as
before the change. The first firm was notified
to come and get their oil, and their excuse for
the poor quality was' that they had employed a
man to compound their oils who did not under
stand his business. Did they ever mention this
fact before trying to put the blame on the en
gineer? I guess not.
Another instance was that concerning our
heating system, the firm expecting heat from a
low pressure system with a vacuum pump hooked
on the return pipe as shown in Fig. 1. The
trouble was' with the engineer until I threw out
the pumps and hooked on three traps, one of
which is shown. Then there was no complaint.
Another device I have fitted up for my own
good, as well as the good of the firm, is a
cylinder oil feeder or supply tank, shown in Fig.
2. The receiver is of 6-inch pipe, 24 inches
long, capped at each end and connected by pipe,
A, to the main steam pipe. A drip at B serves
to blow it out. The pipe, C, is ^ inch and is
connected to the feed pipe supplying the lubri
cators, the latter being % inch pipe. The re
ceiver is large enough to hold oil lor 6 weeks'
run, and there is no waste of oil when blowing
out and filling a lubricator once every day or
two. The outfit did not cost $5 and consequently
the firm made no kick.
Trouble Hunter.
Chicago, 111.
AN EXPERIENCE WITH CHIMNEY DRAFT.
Editor The Engineer:
No doubt a good many of our engineering
friends have been troubled at some time in their
experience with the draft question. Now we all
know, or presume to know, that good draft is
essential to perfect combustion, or, I might say,
to good combustion, because perfect combustion
is never attained in practice, since there is a
large number of heat units lost, passing out of
the stack and numerous other places. I will try
to tell the boys a little experience that a friend
of mine had in that direction.
About 2 years ago the factory where he is
employed, being rather cramped due to lack of
facilities, it was decided to enlarge it. Among
other alterations it was decided to build a new
boiler and engine house. The site was selected
and in due time the building was finished. Of
course, the location of the boiler was a matter of
very little importance, as it usually is, any old
place being good enough for boilers. According
ly a large hole was dug, the sides of which were
built up with stone, thus forming a boiler cellar,
for that is the best name I can give it. This
was done, I have since learned, to accommodate a
house or other building overhead, although plenty

of room was to be had, and why the boilers
were sacrificed in this manner I do not know.
The outfit of the old plant consisted of two
return tubular boilers, 54 inches in diameter by
16 feet long, connected to a 32-inch stack 60 feet
high. The boilers were removed to the new site
and two additional second-hand return tubular
boilers 60 inches by 20 feet long procured. All
four of the boilers were set in the boiler cellar
previously mentioned. The ashpits were about 6
feet below the surface of the ground, which was
found to be bad to begin with.
The old stack had been in use about 10 years
and was pretty well rusted out, holes being visi
ble in spots, but it was decided to paint it up
and utilize it. Two new iron stacks were built
to correspond with the old one, not in age by any
means, but in appearance, because it seemed that
appearance cut quite a figure in this instance.
The new stacks were built of the same size as
the old one, 32 inches in diameter by 60 feet
high. A brick base was built up to the level of
the boiler house wall, on top of which was placed
an iron base plate to receive the three stacks, as
shown in the drawings. Next a flue was con
structed to connect the stacks with the toilers, as
in Fig. 1.

FIG. I. PLAN OF UPTAKES AND FLUE.
FIG. 2. LOCATION OF SAFETY VALVE.
Now another wave of economy seems to have
struck the management, for it was decided that
the base could be constructed out of some heavy
sheet iron, the work being done by the all-around
man of the place, and that it could be built cheap
er than a new one could be bought. It did
not matter whether the joints were quite tight or
not, because they would soon fill up with soot
anyway. Now, when the brick base of the stack
was built it was expected to have two flues,
therefore two holes were left in the wall, as
shown in Fig. 4, to receive them. This plan
was changed later to the square home-made de
sign. When the handy man proceeded to meas
ure for the flue he found that the safety valve
connection to the outside boiler nearest the stacks
came directly in front of one of the openings in
the base of the stacks, as shown in Fig. 2, and
this interfered with the placing of the flue. He
decided he would build around it, as shown by
dotted lines. This was done, and after a time
the flue was completed and the boilers were
fired up.
From what I have heard they did not know
that they had a flue at all. The job was not fin
ished, the soot seal had not got in its work, and
large volumes of smoke poured from the ashpit
and furnace doors, accompanied at times by
back drafts, which made it rather dangerous for
the fireman standing in front of the furnaces,
to say nothing of the inability to raise steam.
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As soon as the engines were started down came
the steam. Of course the fireman came in for a
full share of the blame, and finally was discharged
as incompetent. Another was engaged, only to
receive, in a short time, the fate of his prede
cessor. And still more came and all went the
same way, till it seemed to be impossible to ob
tain a fireman. The job seemed to be hoodooed.
One day while watching the stacks the engi
neer noticed that a comparatively small amount,
and, at times, no smoke at all, came from the
center stack. Upon going to the roof of the
boiler house to investigate and placing his hand
on the center stack he was surprised to find it
quite cold, while the other two were hot and one
hotter than the other. Upon investigating the
matter he found that the currents of air instead
of coming from the furnaces through the tubes
to the stack, they were coming down the center
stack and passing up the outside stacks, as shown
in Fig. 3. This seemed to account for not get
ting any draft.

FIG. 3. DOWN DRAFT IN MIDDLE STACK.
FIG. 4. LOCATION OF SHEET-IRON PARTITIONS.
FIG. 5. ELLIPTICAL STACK.

A number of sheets of iron were then pro
cured with which to partition off the base of
the stacks, as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 4.
Still the boilers worked no better. It was then
discovered that the circulation was around the
center of the brick work between the two holes
in the base, as shown by the drawing in Fig. I,
thus he was getting the same results as before.
More sheet iron was procured and the flue of the
boiler next to the stacks was partitioned off, so
as to get the benefit of one stack. This im
proved matters somewhat, for this particular
boiler, but the results were not what they ought
to have been, because the joints were not made
with any degree of tightness, the soot seal being
relied on to finish the job, as at first. The other
boilers, however, were not any better, so it was
finally decided to take down the three stacks and
erect a large one instead.
A 54-inch by 80-foot iron stack was built,
with an elliptical base, as shown in Fig. 5, so as
to take in the three openings in the base plate.
The partitions were removed and another trial
made. The conditions were now improved a
great deal, but still the affair was not as it
should have been. The stack "drew" a great deal
better, but a steam jet had to be employed to ob
tain the desired results, and that proved a great
waste of steam.
One day while the flue was being cleaned the
engineer got in to investigate things, and re
moved the bricks from the center of the two
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openings, thus making a large elliptical opening,
as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 5. When
the boilers were fired up the next day it was
found that the problem was solved, the draft be
ing in every way satisfactory. The only ex
planation to be given of the last trouble is that
we know without doubt that water or air will
not go around corners if they can go direct, and
as one opening in the base of the stack was in
front of the safety valve, and the flue being built
around it, the stack was partly cut off, so that
the draft naturally sought the first and most di
rect opening, notwithstanding that the area was
decidedly less than the combined area of the
tubes. The small area put a check on the draft.
It also shows that if any firm which contem
plates making changes will consult a good prac
tical man and get his ideas on the subject it
would probably save a great deal of expense, to
say nothing of the loving wishes that are meted
out by the men who have to battle with similar
adverse conditions. They say that experience is
a hard master, and to this should be added, an
expensive one as well.
Grate Bar.
TESTING FOR GROUNDS.
Editor The Engineer :
A simple testing device, that may help those
who are not up to the top round and ' have not
had much experience in testing motors or gen
erators for grounds and short circuits, is shown
in Fig. 1. It is the proper way to test for
grounds, and requires but one wire from the
switchboard, B, to the voltmeter, V, and hence
to the commutator, A.
When testing for short circuits in the com
mutator, the proper arrangement is a fork as in
Fig. 2. The two points, E E, are separated by a
good non-conductor, a wire being connected to
each side of the fork and then branching off,
one leading to the voltmeter, V, and the other
to the positive switch. The wire on the negative
side of the voltmeter is connected to the nega
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without permitting it to pass through the pump.
I do not think his arrangement will work, be
cause as the feed pipe is always full of water, the
liquid compound will not run down and mix with
the feed water.
His connections, if placed on a steam pipe,
would work all right, but on a water pipe, as I
have said, I do not think it will work.
Enclosed is a sketch of a feeder which is
working all right at the plant which I have in
charge. One trouble with J. W.'s sketch is that
he has no way to draw the water off when about
to refill the reservoir.
To fill the feeder shown in the drawing shut
valves 1 and 2, and open 3 and 4. Valve 4 allows
the water to flow from the reservoir while valve,
3, acts as a vent When the water is out close

ARRANGEMENT OF COMPOUND FEEDER.
valve, 4, and fill through the funnel above valve,
3. To start the feeder partly close valve, 5, and
open valve 2, then regulate amount you wish to
feed by valve J. I am using f£-inch pipe on
mine.
E W. M.
S. Hadley Falls, Mass.

ted
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FIGS. I AND 2. DIAGRAMS OF TESTING DEVICES.
tive switch. The fork is now placed with one
leg on one segment and the other leg on another
segment. If the voltmeter shows no voltage
that section is clear. The commutator is tested
in this manner until all the segments are clear
or the short circuit is found.
Cambridge, Mass.
W. A. Dow.
ANOTHER SUGGESTION FOR J. W.
Editor The Engineer:
J. W. wishes to know if his connections are
right in order to feed compound into a boiler

CONCERNING ANSWERS TO CERTAIN QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer:
I have read and studied over the answers to
examination questions signed R. B. C. and C. J.
V. in your issue of March 15. The answer to
question 11 is not in line with the question as it
is propounded. If both the girth and side seams
are single riveted, the side seams are the weaker
because the strain upon them is twice that upon
the girth seams.
Why does the boiler maker single rivet one
seam and double rivet the other? Evidently that
one seam may be as strong as the other; other
wise, it would be a waste of time and material
to make the side seams double riveted.
Why could the process not be put in a simpler
form? The radius of the boiler is 18 inches.
Then, 18 X 100 = 1,800 pounds = the strain upon
each linear inch in the length of the boiler—the
thickness of metal cuts no figure. Then again,
36 X 3- 14!6 = 113.0976 inches = the circumfer
ence of the boiler. And, 36' X 0.7854 X 100 =
101787.84 pounds = the total pressure on the
boiler head. The rest is simple.
101,787.84
= 900 pounds.
113.0976
This is the strain upon each linear inch in the
circumference of the boiler, or just one-half the
strain of 1,800 pounds.
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Answer 21, also, is not in line with question
21, which runs as follows : "Why are the waterlegs of a boiler made of cast iron?" Fig. 5 shows
a mud ring, at A, and in no way can a mud ring
be considered a water leg.
Critic.
KEYING UP AN ENGINE.
Editor The Engineer:
In reply to the brother from Milwaukee as
to the best time to key an engine, I do not quite
agree with him that the morning is the best time,
when everything is cold, but after the day's run,
when the bearing has attained its running tem
perature. The practiced ear can detect just how
much lost motion there is and how much must
be removed. Then if the engineer has good judg
ment (and most engineers have) he need not
fear the other fellow (the pin) having any trou
ble, at least I find it so. I have eight crankpins,
making from 100 to 210 revolutions per minute,
to watch, and I do all my adjusting at night and
with perfect safety.
He is quite right about a water glass being
worn out by too much blowing, and that it is
good practice to feel all bearings and other run
ning parts every night after shutting down. That
is why he should know and remedy any fault be
fore leaving the engine room lest he forget, and
make all adjustments before contraction takes
place.
W. D. Ranney.
EFFICIENCY OF COMPOUND ENGINES AT LIGHT
LOADS.
Editor The Engineer :
After reading with interest the article pub
lished in the March 1 issue of The Engineer, re
garding the Fleming four-valve tandem com
pound engine, and the data of tests, together
with the efficiency curve shown, I should like to
ask why the tests of $i and 1-6 loads were made
with a throttle pressure of but 130 and 00
pounds pressure, respectively. While with these
pressures at the small loads an efficiency curve
is produced which is pleasing to the eye, is it
quite fair to the prospective individual purchaser
of the engine?
—Uoo°9|
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HORSEPOWER
DUTY CURVE OF TANDEM COMPOUND HIGH SPEED
ENGINE.
As it is not the general custom, especially
where two or more engines are in operation in
the same plant, to increase or decrease the
throttle pressure as the load increases or de
creases, why should not the test be made with
a constant pressure of 150 pounds, and the effi
ciency curve plotted from the results obtained
during such test? If such a test were to be made
I believe that it would be much easier for a
draftsman to plot that part of the curve show
ing the efficiency at ]/i load and less, with his
irregular curve than for him to use his triangle
or straight edge, especially that part of the
curve which would show the steam consumption,
say, from 150 horsepower to friction load.
Suppose, for example, that specifications were
submitted for a proposal, and a guarantee of
steam consumption asked for at
% and
full load, based on a certain speed and steam
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pressure. If the purchaser were to note the
guarantee he would hardly expect that it would
be necessary for him to make provision for a
change of throttle pressure in order to obtain
the guaranteed economy at the two smaller
loads; but he would, or at least I should think
he would, expect to obtain the guaranteed econ
omy at all loads with a constant pressure as
specified or the pressure upon which the rating
of the engine was based. And that for any
change of pressure he would expect greater or
less efficiency, depending entirely upon the load,
provided the other conditions were unchanged.
I herewith submit a curve plotted from the
results made by me of a 10^ and i8}4 x 14-inch
tandem compound single valve automatic cutoff
engine rated at 160 indicated horspeower based
on 125 pounds initial pressure, 245 revolutions per
minute, 24 inches vacuum and cutting off at about
4-10 stroke in the high pressure cylinder. As
the condenser was a trifle small, a constant vac
uum of 21 }/2 inches was maintained throughout
the entire range of loads shown, and with a
constant throttle pressure of 125 pounds. Ratio
of cylinder areas, 3 to 1.
As there was no reheater between the cylin
ders, nor steam jackets used, and no allowance
made for moisture in steam, I believe the effi
ciency obtained compares quite favorably with
that obtained by the Fleming engine when the
size of the engine is taken into consideration.
Tests were made at 42, 79, 116, 153 and 184
indicated horsepower with corresponding steam
consumption of 21.4, 19.3, 18, 17.8 and 18.2
pounds of water per indicated horsepower per
hour, respectively.
The water of condensation was weighed as it
came from the condenser, and indicator cards
were taken at half-minute intervals during the
entire test.
J. C. Gaskill.
PREJUDICE AGAINST ENGINEERING STUDENTS.
Editor The Engineer :
I have noticed in the columns of The Engi
neer from time to time letters from different
parties about the engineering schools of Boston,
and about the license law. Now, I want it un
derstood in the first place that I am not inter
ested in any of these engineering schools; they
must either stand on their own merits or fall.
I notice in a few of the letters what seems to be
prejudice against those who attend engineering
schools for the purpose of learning the princi
ples upon which steam plants of the present day
are to be managed successfully. Success de
pends upon how much a man knows of the prin
ciples and of the different methods of running
and caring for the different kinds of machinery
in the steam plant.
I know of one case here in Boston where a
man has held a second class license for over 3
years. He had had nearly 12 years' experience,
having had charge of two different plants, one
for 3 years, and the other for over 2 years, in
addition to several years' experience elsewhere.
He has a first class recommendation from each
firm for being sober, industrious and faithful.
This engineer has been employed for the past 3
years in one of the large buildings here in Bos
ton as assistant engineer. He was prevented
from obtaining a higher position merely on ac
count of the prejudice against him owing to the
fact of his having gone to an engineering school.
Now, I am not making an attack on anyone
in the matter of prejudice against a fellow for
trying to learn a little more, perhaps, than some
others know ; nevertheless, I should like to hear
from such fair-minded men as Mr. W. H. Wake-
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man and others, as to whether they consider it
an injury, and whether a man should be snubbed
because he has attended an engineering school
and reads books and engineering papers.
Fair Play.
SIMPLE DEVICE FOR COUNTING EXPLOSIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
So far as I have learned, the usual method
of counting the explosions in testing a high
speed gas engine is to use a revolving indicator.
The card obtained shows a succession of projec
tions like comb teeth, high ones for the explo
sions and lower ones for the misses.
Now, the use of an indicator requires that
the cylinder be drilled and tapped. This is not
always acceptable even if one has the indicator
to spare.

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF EXPLOSION COUNTER.
The accompanying drawing shows a method
used by the writer and one that is original as
far as he is concerned. D is the end of the ex
haust pipe, A a sheet metal clapper pivoted on
a wooden block and held against the pipe by a
spring, C. The clapper, A, is joined by a wire
to a reciprocating counter, B. The spring is reg
ulated so that an exhaust following a miss will
not give the clapper motion enough to register.
Readings at the beginning and end of a test
give a true basis for the computation of the
heat account
J. C. Spence.
March 17th, 1904.
WANTS RELIABLE INFORMATION.
Editor The Engineer:
I have received the first number of The Engi
neer and Steam Engineering and am much
pleased with the bill of fare served up.
I should like to have Mr. C. A. Collet, or
some other of your various competent corre
spondents, give his opinion on the proper speed
of water in suction pipes, both for deep well
pumps and for pumps drawing water from a
river at a distance of, say, 550 yards, cast iron
pipes being laid from the river to pump.
I was much interested in the article by G. W.
Bissell and H. W. Dow on Corliss valve ad
justing, and I shall look forward with pleasure
to future articles which you promise on this sub
ject. When taking up the subject of Corliss en
gines it would, I am sure, be interesting to many
of your readers if some opinions could be given
as to the most economical velocities for steam
in steam pipes, and about what the friction is in
ordinary cast iron, steel and copper pipes, and
which of the three materials is preferable and
least subject to accident.
Kafr-el-zayat, Egypt.
Carrick.
IMPORTANCE OF FREQUENT INSPECTION J TROUBLE
WITH A WATER METER.
Editor The Engineer :
To show how necessary it is to frequently
examine the water end of a steam pump, and
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not wait until the pump gives out, I will state
the experience I had with one of my pumps.
Some time ago one of my pumps gave out
and after taking off the cylinder head on the
water end I found that all of the packing had
disappeared, although I had just packed the
pump about a week before it gave out. After
I had the new packing in place and wanted to
start the pump it would not work, so I re
moved the valve chest cover and examined the
valves. I saw that some of the old packing had
gotten under the valves', so I removed the pack
ing, and replaced the cover, and again tried to
start the pump. It still refused to work. Then I
happened to think that some of the packing
might have gotten into the feed pipe. I removed
the cap of the check valve next to the boiler,
and found most of the old packing pressed tight
ly to the seat of the valve, and found it neces
sary to pull the pipe apart in order to get at
the packing.
I am using city water in my boilers, and our
water meter used to get out of order and for a
long time we could not find the cause of the dif
ficulty. The pipe from the meter runs direct to
the feed pump, and I thought this might be the
cause of the water failing so often, so I put in
a swing check valve between the pump and
meter, and since then I have had no trouble
with the water.
H. A. Jahnke.
Milwaukee, Wis.
THE MARSHALL VALVE GEAR.
Editor The Engineer :
In the issue of Nov. 16, 1903, of your valu
able paper I saw some discussion of the Marshall
valve gear and hope that the following will be
of some use to your readers. My experience
has been wholly with marine engines and I shall
refer to the Marshall valve gear generally used
in the United States navy and on large ocean
steamships.
In Fig. 1, X X is the axis of the cylinder, O
is the center of the shaft, and C is the crank
pin. The eccentric center is at E, the eccentric
imparting motion to a short and massive eccentric
rod, E G, which is guided by the link B Dt or
F D, and is' connected to the valve-spindle V.
Fig. 2, by a valve rod. G Vi. The guiding link
B Di, Fig. I, is supported by the bell-crank lever
D B, S, Fig. 2, having its axis at Bi, the rod 5 T
being connected with the reversing shaft, U, by

FIC. I. DIAGRAM OF THE MARSHALL GEAR.
the arm T U. In Fig. 2 the engine is at a dead
point, so that the guided point, F, Fig. 1, of the
eccentric rod, E G, coincides with the axis of the
bell-crank lever, D B\ S.
Fig. I shows the center lines of the gear in
two positions ; the heavy lines indicate the posi
tion of full gear and the lighter lines' the midgear position. O C is the center line of the
crank ; £ is the center of the eccentric ; F D is
the guiding link ; and B Di is the arm of the bell
crank lever, having its axis at B in Fig. 1 and Bi
in Fig. 2.
When the bell crank lever is set to give the
mid-gear motion of the valve, D is found at B D,,
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and the guided point F. moves on an arc of a
circle that nearly coincides with the dotted line
O V, the point E describes a circle, and all the
other points of the eccentric rod describe el
lipses which are more or less elongated, accord
ing to their position ; that is, whether they are
near or removed from the guided point F. In
the latter setting of the gear, the horizontal mo
tion of the point G is made equal to the lap plus
the lead, so that the valve receives motion like
that given by an eccentric having 90 degrees an
gular advance, and as G is located beyond F,

FIG. 2.
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the center, E, of the eccentric probably coincides
with the crank. At any other position than midgear, for example, with D set for full gear, the
vertical movement of F will have two compon
ents, one along the axis O Y, and one perpendic
ular to it.
The second component, with some modifica
tion, is transferred to G and gives to the valve
an additional movement like that from an eccen
tric with no angular advance. Since the guided
point, F, is always brought into coincidence with
the axis of the bell-crank lever when the engine
is on the dead center, the lead is the same for
all positions of D.
The cutoff is shortened by making D ap
proach Di, the light lines showing the gear set
for a cut-off at about % stroke. The engine is
reversed by carrying D beyond M towards Di.
The ellipses shown would indicate a marked in
equality in the maximum port opening, but this
defect is overcome by some builders by the adap
tation of the Sweet method for equalizing the
cutoff of a plain slide-valve engine, viz., by
the use of a rocker arm or bell-crank lever. In
some cases the point, G, is located between the
eccentric and the guided point. F, in which case
the center, E, of the eccentric is set opposite
the crank. The Hackworth gear only differs in
having the guided point, F, car-ried by a block
sliding in straight guides, thus avoiding the ir
regularity due to the guiding link. The irregu
larity of the valve motion is then less than when
the original Marshall gear is used, and the max
imum port openings can be made about equal.
Chicago.
L. J. Goodrich.
EFFECTS OF RATID THROTTLING.
Editor The Engineer:
I have been a constant reader of your paper
for a few years, and am still, although I am a
locomotive engineer.

I saw a letter by Mr. Bennett regarding boil
er explosions, in which he says he never saw a
notice in the round house that rapid throttling
was prohibited. No, and he never will. The
throttle is opened easily when starting trains,
and when open from
to 1 inch is sufficient to
handle trains. After starting a train I have not
moved throttle until ready to stop. It is not
w'ide open, but generally eased off and the fire
permitted to burn down at regular stops to pre
vent blowing off.
In case of danger ahead or of being flagged,
steam is shut off quickly, and the brakes applied
in order to stop in time if possible.
If Mr. Bennett was on an engine and saw
danger ahead he would not take time to ease off
the throttle, but would shut off quickly and ap
ply the brakes, and, if he thought he was not
going to stop in time, he wrould be looking for
a good place to get off.
I believe that rapid throttling with the stand
ard engines is the cause of many broken stay
bolts. When the drivers would slip on a bad rail
it was the custom to shut off and then pull the
throttle clear out. With large engines that would
mean pulling out draw bars, and then large
engines do not slip to amount to anything, ex
cept compounds, and those require light throt
tling. Very often locomotive engineers are held
responsible for burning an engine when they are
not to blame at all ; when the authorities are
short of power they continue to use an engine
when they should have held it until repaired.
Jas. C. Stewart.
A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE OILING SYSTEM.
Editor The Engineer :
I am enclosing a description of an oiling system
that gives good satisfaction. The plant is of
1,000 horsepower, with two compound condensing
Corliss engines. The tank is placed about 20 feet
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above the floor and is set on 2-inch planks placed
between two girders, which support the roof.
The capacity of the tank is two barrels. There
is a J^-inch drip pipe connected at the bottom
for cleaning, as shown in Fig. I. The main cir
culating pipe starts with ij^-inch pipe, and runs
to the basement to a i^-inch tee bushed to %inch at the bottom for the discharge from the
oil pump. The ij/i-inch pipe then runs between
the two high pressure cylinders and finally
branches both ways with a l^-inch valve on
each branch. From the valve a iVi-inch is run
to another branch between the high and low
pressure sides, where it is reduced to % inch.
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The pipe is reduced to ]/2 inch for the risers that
feed the ways, and to the main bearings and ec
centrics.
The pipe is run to brass valves, one end of
which is reduced to % inch, and then ]/% inch
to the cups. The other end of the valve is %
inch and supplies three cups for ways and crosshead, as shown in Fig. 2.
The cups are ordinary flush feed cups, sol
dered at the filling hole and thus made for forced
feed. The pipes for the eccentrics, main bearings
and cranks are shown in Fig. 3.

Columbus, Bloomington or Des Moines and no
oil will get into the boilers via the heater.
Why? In those cities there is a, large amount
of solids set free in a heater. With an open one
the solids liberated absorb the oil that gets
past the separator. Also the deposited solids
afford a rough surface, which retains oil very
well and afford a tomb that effectually kills and
buries that curse. With lake Michigan water
on the other hand, the solids set free under 212
degrees are not of sufficient quantity to be of im
portance. Thus a closed heater in Chicago runs
for years, doing very good work, and allows no
oil to enter the boiler while holding up high tem
perature of feed water. But a closed heater would
be thrown away in the towns named after 6
months service owing to the impossibility of re
moving the solids and to the decrease in obtain
able temperatures due to scale formation. With
regard to the scale that may settle on the tube of a
closed heater in Chicago it is usual to pass the
boiler compound through the heater, which has
ample time to dissolve the little to be obtained
and the oil collecting on the steam side is af
forded such ample separating surface as to be a
lesson to the open heater advocates using lake
Michigan water.
I have known personally much trouble with
oil in boilers located in Chicago, chargeable to
separators on open heaters, but really due to the
FIG. 2. DISTRIBUTING PIPES AT THE ENGINE.
facts as above stated, lack of solids precipitated
to hold the oil in addition to the oil separator
not being anywhere near large enough to ac
The waste oil is returned through drips, run
complish a task that is really very difficult.
ning to a 1 inch main, and then to a Robertson
Oil in boilers is a curse that usually results
oil filter,
feet high and 2 feet in diameter. in expensive repairs. It is therefore desirable to
The filter is in the basement, the arrangement
being shown in Fig. 4. The oil pump is a
Knowles 2l/2 and 2l/2 x 3-inch, with a 54-inch
steam pipe and a •Hj-inch discharge, the suction
pipe being y2 inch. A galvanized iron tank
catches the oil from the filter, and from this
tank the oil goes to the pump.
This system has been running 2 years with
out any trouble.
Water Tube.

FEED WATER HEATERS.
Editor The Engineer :
Noting the remarks of Russell H. Ramsey
in issue of March 15, in relation to heaters, I
beg to say that a wide experience covering va
rious heaters in different localities using water
more or less impregnated with solids, leads me
to differ with his opinions. First, with regard
to precipitation in a closed heater, it is not cor
rect to assume that the solids set free will be
pushed on and carried over to the boiler. Compare
the area of feed pipe to and from heater with
cross sectional area of heater. Gravity will en
sure the settlement of solids even more than in an
open heater, for in the latter the receptacles or
pans are washed by the flow of incoming water
and disturbed by the steam current. Under
equal conditions the sediment set free will be
retained in the closed heater.
With regard to car
bonic acid gas set free in the closed heater, I beg
to observe that this type are usually vertical. If
such gases do not readily pass over to the boiler
they may gather in the tipper section and be re
lieved by a scum cock. The point is, that in
either heater, the solids which will liberate at the
temperatures obtained, will be set free.
With regard to oil separators attached to
open heaters it must be confessed perfection has
not thus far been reached. Tn Chicago, for ex
ample, practical men know that open heaters with
attached separators allow oil to go over to the
boilers. Take the same heater in Indianapolis,

FIG. 3. OIL PIPES AT CRANK AND ECCENTRICS.

avoid it. With regard to settlement of light
sediment in closed heaters, these are settled ex
actly on the laws that are shown in a well de
signed boiler skimmer with an outside receptacle
to retain the solids. I have found such to re
move that very floculent substance, magnesia,
from a boiler and quietly drop it in the drum
outside.
Steam condensed in an open heater equals the
admission of oil, for it is patent that no separator
thus far has taken out all the oil, and therefore
the condensed steam contains oil. As the cost
of water does not figure very high, we may let
the one-seventh go to get rid of the oil con
tained.
If with an open heater we introduce the
scale solvent through the heater, it is clear that
we throw away its value, for the solids other
wise deposited will absorb the solvent and rob
the heater of its sole argument. The resultant
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sludge would pass through the hot water pump
and assist in placing that fractious article in the
scrap.
With regard to an open heater restoring to
the boiler heat that otherwise would be wasted,
the open and closed types are equal. Nobody
has denied the value of heating feed water by
exhaust steam. If the feed water is of such
character as that of the lakes, use a closed heater
by all means. But if the feed water contains a
large amount of solids that will liberate at or
below 212 degrees then buy an open heater. In
this latter event get the heater that, per horsepow
er, has the largest amount of scale catching sur
face and in addition the best separator. If you
have solids, say like in Indianapolis well water,
or, indeed, from the White river, or such water as
in Bloomington, 111., you will need all the scale
catching surface you can get and often wish you
had bought one or two sizes larger. And if your
path in life has landed you where such water is
all there is to be obtained don't buy a closed
heater under any persuasion.

FIG. 4. OIL FILTER AND PUMP.

In my opinion, from the facts stated, each type
has a field of its own with the lines clearly and
distinctly drawn. Providence has also ordained
that whenever either one gets in the wrong
pew the buyer will wish he had not bought it
and will revile at that type for life. As I do
not buy or sell heaters, I trust the fraternity
that does will not be disturbed by a presentation
of this to the men who buy and run heaters.
Duplex.
* SOME EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
The following list of questions was given me
when obtaining a third-class license in New
York City :
1. Set slide valve and put on loose eccen
tric. (A small slide valve engine is put on the
table for applicant to work on.)
2. What is negative lead? .
3. What is lead for?
4. What causes the crank to have the dead
center when there is negative lead?
5. What is lap on steam side of a valve for?
6. What is lap on the exhaust side for?
7. Does lap on the steam side decrease or
increase the power of the engine?
8. What is lap? Give definition.
9. Does lap on the exhaust side of the valve
decrease or increase the power of the engine?
10. What is the object of compression?
11. Line up the main shaft with the center of
the cylinder.
•The answers to these questions will appear in the June
15 issue.
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12. How do you find the piston clearance?
13. How do you find the proper length of
the connecting rod?
14. How do you find the center of the crankpin when measuring the length of the crank arm?
15. Why do you clean out the boiler?
16. Why do you remove the scale from the
sheets ?
17. With a full head of steam and a good
fire what would you do in case you had to shut
down suddenly?
18. How many valves should be between the
boiler and the engine?
19. If there was water in the steam pipe how
would you get it out?
20. What causes water to get into the steam
pipe?
21. What causes water to be carried over
into the engine?
22. How many valves are there between the
boiler and pump?
23. What is a check valve for?
24. How would you set the valves of an or
dinary duplex pump?
25. Figure out the safe working pressure
of a boiler.
26. What is a safety valve for?
27. How do you know that the safety valve
is in working condition?
28. What benefit is derived from working
steam expansively?
29. If you had water in the gage glass and
found no water when opening the try-cocks
where would be the trouble?
30. How do you start to get up .steam in a
boiler?
31. What causes unequal contraction and ex
pansion.
32. What would you do if your pump was
air bound and would not start?
Newport, R. I.
P. J. L.
ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
I have read carefully the answers to examina
tion questions in your issue of March 1 signed F.
W. S. and C. J. V., and they appear to me, for
the most part at least, to have been very care
fully framed, and I dare say that an engineer,
whether licensed or not, would find considerable
profit in studying them. There are, however,
several answers that in my opinion are either
hazy, misleading or entirely wrong. For instance,
the latter part of answer No. 9 contradicts the
first part The highest part of the boiler is the
top of the dome. If the safety valve is "not to
be placed on the dome," it certainly cannot be
placed "on the highest part of the boiler." Aside
from this incongruity, the proper place for the
safety valve is down on the boiler shell immedi
ately over the furnace, because this is the hot
test part of the boiler. A steam dome on a boiler
acts as a condenser.
In answer No. 10, rust and corrosion are at
tributed to the same cause, viz., "air and moisture"
for rust, and for corrosion, "air, water and
steam." This looks like a distinction without a
difference. Answer No. 11 is not very clear, but
this question is not properly stated. It should
read as follows : Upon which is the greater strain
in a horizontal cylindrical boiler, the girth seams,
or the longitudinal seams, the steam pressure be
ing the same in both cases? As the question and
answer stand now, they might place an appli
cant for license in an awkward position before
the examiner.
The latter part of answer No. 15 is wrong in
so far as the Morison furnace is concerned. In
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a Morison furnace, "the exact shape of the cor
rugations is always the same, regardless of size,
but the pitch of the corrugations alone, varies.
What are the "many other details" mentioned in
this answer? The examiner perhaps might want
to know.
Answer No. 19 is misleading, because lead
should not be mentioned at all in this answer.
Outside lead and outside lap on a slide valve
are not to be taken together. A valve may have
any amount of outside lap and no lead whatever.
If I am wrong I am open to conviction.
D. B. D.
OPEN VS. CLOSED HEATERS.
In an open letter on page 213 of the March
15, 1904, issue of The Engineer, R. H. Ram
sey makes objection to three statements in my
article on Feedwater Purification by Thermal
Means in the Feb. 15 issue. It may be well
to call attention to the fact that I am not in
terested financially or otherwise in the success
of any particular heater, and that my state
ments, therefore, cannot be suspected of having
any other than a professional motive back of
them. I used a special heater to illustrate my
article because I consider it a good apparatus
and well adapted to make my points clear.
Mr. Ramsey's first objection is in regard to
my statement that the precipitated carbonate will
fall to the bottom of the heater, and gives as
his reason that "the precipitated carbonate
would have to settle against the force of the
water which is pumped through the heater under
a pressure exceeding the boiler pressure." The
water enters the heater in question through a
comparatively small inlet near the bottom and
rises through the body of the heater to a point
near the top. The velocity of the water in the
pipe connection is small and even this small ve
locity is greatly reduced when the water begins
rising in the large body of the heater where
the precipitation actually occurs. The current
in the shell of the heater is far less than it is
in boilers due to circulation, and it is a matter
of common knowledge that the carbonates are
precipitated in all parts of boilers, regardless
of the much more rapid circulation currents.
Another point that is mentioned is that as a
closed heater is not vented, the carbonic acid
gas must enter the boiler and pass off with the
steam, and from this statement the conclusion is
drawn that the major portion of the carbonates
are precipitated in the boiler. This conclusion
is hardly warranted by the facts. The important
point in the precipitation of carbonates by heat
is that the extra molecule of carbonic acid gas
shall be separated from the bicarbonate, so that
the impurity may be precipitated as a carbonate.
The fact that the carbonic acid gas passes into
the boiler or into the atmosphere is an imma
terial one so far as the precipitation is con
cerned.
The second objection is to my statement that
"in the best forms of exhaust steam purifiers
the exhaust steam and water do not mix, and
thus the oil from the engine cylinder is not
taken into the boiler." That most of the oil
can be removed from the steam or water by
means of a separator is true, but published tests
show that it is not all taken out and, there
fore, some oil must enter the boiler. It cer
tainly needs no extended discussion to prove
that if two substances are not mixed, they will
not be together ; hence, my statement. Mr.
Ramsey's statement that closed heaters get dirty
and their efficiency falls is true, but I think that
closed heaters have no monopoly of this trait.
The purification of exhaust steam by means of
a separator was taken up by me in Part I of
my article on Feedwater Purification.
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The last statement to which Mr. Ramsey ob
jects is that "the exhaust steam purifier will not
remove the sulphate of lime, and when this
salt is present, recourse must be had to the
live steam purifier." Mr. Ramsey admits this
statement is true when heat is the medium of
purification, but adds that the exhaust steam
purifier can be and is supplemented by the use
of chemicals. I would call Mr. Ramsey's atten
tion to the fact that only thermal means was
under discussion in Part III and that "Thermal
Means" was the subtitle of the article. I fully
agree with Mr. Ramsey that the exhaust steam
purifier can be used in connection with chem
ical tanks, but if chemicals are to be used at
all why not use those that will remove all the
impurities and thus render the steam purifier
unnecessary? The heating effect would, of
course, be lost, but heaters considered solely as
such are not under discussion.
I desire to thank Mr. Ramsey for his com
pliment in the closing paragraph of his letter.
I do not wish to have my remarks construed as
disparaging open heaters. Both open and closed
heaters have their advantages and disadvantages,
which I do not feel called upon to discuss. My
only reason for taking the matter up again has
been the implication that I have endeavored to
conceal any portion of the facts bearing on the
subject of water purification.
Walter W. Edwards.
QUICK METHOD OF LINING-UP AN ENGINE.
Editor The Engineer :
1 was called on two or three years ago to ex
amine an engine that was running very badly,
and a glance showed me that it was badly out of
alignment. The superintendent did not want to
stop the plant, if possible, to take down the en
gine and align it. and he asked if I could not
help matters a little so that he could run a few
months longer, when he would be in position to

SHOWING LOCATION OF THE LINES.

stop and have the engine thoroughly overhauled.
At noon, with the help of the engineer, I re
moved the cylinder head from the head end and
stretched a fine line across the end of the cylin
der at A, as shown in the accompanying draw
ing. With the line in a level position I
leveled the engine shaft and drew a center line
on it at B, then moved the outer end of shaft
until C and D measured the same. I then put
the head on and started the engine on time at I
o'clock, and it gave no further trouble. Six
months afterward, when I overhauled the engine,
I drew a line through the center of the cylinder
and found the alignment perfect.
Muscogee, Fla.
J. W. L.
A new form of phosphorus has been discov
ered by Prof. Schenck, as announced in the Daily
Consular Reports. It is non-poisonous, and does
not require the use of specially prepared friction
surfaces, as do the ordinary safety matches.
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REPAIRS IN A POWER PLANT I
BY WILLIAM J. KAUP.
{Concluded.)
The function of the apron A, Fig. 6, is too
often ignored, sometimes intentionally, but more
often from ignorance. That it has a distinct use
is apparent from its careful construction. The
tool holder proper, indicated by B, being pivoted
on the rod F, provides for the lift, primarily to
avoid wear on the tool during the return stroke
of the machine ; this will be obviated in some de
gree, if the machinist gives proper attention to
the timing of the feed of the tool, which should
take place just after the return stroke is com
pleted and before the tool starts to cut; not dur
ing the return, nor during the cut. This means
that there must be a good clearance between
the work and the point of reverse. It is only
another little point, but one that, if observed,
makes it possible to do much work with little
grinding of the tool. The stroke should be
enough longer than the work to allow for tool
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The next important step, after seeing that
conditions are right, is the clamping of the work
upon the machine. If a piece of work was laid
on the platen, with no stops or clamps to hold it,
and the machine started, as soon as the tool
came in contact with the work it would shove it
along bodily, hence the first step should be to see
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FIG. 7- V BLOCK FOR USE ON PLANER BED.
that proper stops are placed to resist the cutting
force, and as there is really no tendency to raise
the work on the part of the tool, only sufficient
clamping is necessary to keep it solid. The work
should be well wedged if it does not rest level
on the bed, especially under the clamps, so that
there will be no spring of the work due to clamp
ing, and in every case the clamps should be re
lieved of most of their strain before taking the
finishing cut.
The whole tool head of the planer or shaper
swings on a common center, also, and the grad
uation on the circular part, indicates degrees,
which enables the operator to plane at any angle
he desires for dovetailing.
Here another little thing is worth noticing;
don't take for granted that, when you have set
the head over the desired degree, it will plane
that angle, for very often it does not ; the side
may be worn, and off straight; and again the
lines of graduation are quite wide so that it is
difficult to get an accurate setting. When it is
important that the angles on both sides of the
piece should be alike, the proper course is to
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the edges D D planed. A square nose tool is
used to plane the slot E for the tool to run out.
Lastly, for the sides, F, the tool head is swung
around to 45 degrees, and one side planed ; then
the clamps are loosed and the work turned to plane
the opposite side of V. This not only insures
the same angle but will bring the V in the cen
ter of block, central with the tongue, which is an
advantage in setting the tool for many pieces
of work.
Fig. 8 will give some idea of tool setting, also
clearance. The planer tool has very little clear
ance as it needs the heel well down to sustain
the cutting edge during the performance of its
work. Also the apron should be run well down
and the tool gripped short to avoid spring in the
shank of the tool. As indicated at the left the
tool should be set at right angles to the face of
the work. When so set any side motion will
let the tool draw away from the work, as at A.
If set as at B, the side wedging action of the
cutting point drags the tool into the work and
makes it difficult to get a true surface.
PRONY BRAKE.
In the December issue of Machinery, Mr.
James H. Taylor describes a useful quick-act
ing attachment for a prony brake. The action of
this brake is to create friction upon the rim of
a pulley by means of a band which is held sta
tionary while the pulley revolves. The amount
of load on the pulley is determined by the pres
sure between the band and the rim. In the
cruder forms of brake this change of pressure is
secured by screwing up a nut with a wrench,
thus tightening the band on the wheels, but this
method is slow, and, where the speed is variable

CHUCK
FIG. 6. SETTING FOR PLANING VERTICAL SIDES. SLACK
UP BOLTS EE AND SET THE HEAD AS INDICATED
BY THE ARROWS. FOR DOVETAILING, LOOSEN
BOLTS GG AND TURN THE HEAD THE
REQUIRED NUMBER OF DEGREES.
feed, the greater clearance being given neces
sarily at the starting point, and only enough at
the finish to allow the tool to clear the work.
The reasons being now clear why the tool
box has lift, a word about the apron, of which
the tool box is a part. It is so arranged as to
swing on a pivot which is located at about the
center, X, of the box, B, from this center the
arc, C, is described.
In vertical planing, the apron is moved right
or left according to which side the machinist is
working upon, this moving from the vertical posi
tion changes the line of center of the tool, so that
in raising the tool it rises away from the work,
and relieves it from drag on the return stroke.
If there was no spring or deflection in the tool
and work, this would not be such a serious mat
ter, but no matter how carefully the angle of
cutting edge has been studied, when the tool
starts to do its work, there is considerable spring
of the tool away from the work, and for this very
reason, after the finish of the cut this resistance
ceases, and the tool would ride hard on the
work during the return stroke. Fig. 6 indicates
by arrows the direction of apron throw, planing
to the right, S, and to the left, /?.

QUICK-ACTING ATTACHMENT FOR PRONY BRAKE.
9
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FIG. 8. METHOD OF SETTING TOOL WITH PROPER
CLEARANCE AND AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE
WORK.
make proper allowance for turning the work, side
for side, and allow the head to remain in its
original position setting.
To better illustrate this let us take a set of
V blocks and plane them from the rough.
V blocks are used as master appliances on
planers, for holding round work, end shafts,
boring bars, piston rods, etc., and must of neces
sity be accurately aligned and planed on the
same line. Fig. 7 will give a clear idea of their
proportions. The full set, either two or four,
are clamped on the planer and the side A planed,
after which they are reversed and the opposite
side B planed.
Now the sides A and B are planed on all the
blocks. They are all gripped together in a chuck
and the side C planed leaving the tongue T to fit
the slot in the planer platen accurately. The
blocks are then placed on the platen in their
proper groove and clamped on the sides K K and

or the lubrication is not good, it results in an
uneven loading. The attachment consists of a
small cylinder about 3 inches in diameter fast
ened to half of the brake band as shown by the
figure. To the upper end of the piston rod is
connected a short lever which carries a cam on
the end next to the band. This lever is pivoted
securely to the head of a bolt which joins the
two ends of the band. Pressure of air, steam or
water is admitted under the piston to any re
quired degree, forcing the piston and lever up
ward and increasing the pressure on the brake.
As shown, the pressure in the cylinder is con
trolled by a plug cock, but any form of valve
may be used for this purpose.
The bill for licensing stationary engineers,
which was introduced in the New York state leg
islature by Representative Sullivan, has been
practically killed in committee. In its amended
form, it was not satisfactory to the engineers of
the state, and it was felt that a bill which did
not receive the hearty support of all interested
should not be made a law. The constitutionality
of some of the provisions of the measure were
also seriously questioned.
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One of the most vexing problems in the hand
ling of a plant is the matter of repairs. If we
could get material which would never wear out
and would never break, it would be comparatively
easy to install a plant which would give no trouble
from the time it was started until it was thrown
away; although exactly why a plant should be
thrown away which would not wear out and
would not break is perhaps a puzzler. Unfortu
nately, it is not possible to secure this ideal con
dition, and the engineer is continually confronted
with the question—how to get the plant running
again in the shortest possible time. In the larger
plants, machine tools are available for such work,
but in many of the smaller plants, this is not the
case, and all repairs have to be made by hand, or
at most, with the assistance of a small lathe.
The possibilities of doing work under these
conditions are, however, great, if one has ingen
uity and a realizing sense of what may be ac
complished by make-shift methods. In order to
bring out these possibilities, we have arranged
for a series of articles on repair work, which
takes up, first, the use of machine tools, in order
to give a clear idea of how such jobs are handled
when conveniences are available, and will later
take up the methods which may be used to ac
complish the same results in emergencies. We
believe these articles will be helpful and of great
importance to engineers. It is often the man
who is resourceful and has expedients at his
fingers' ends, who can save much valuable time
in case of a shut-down or even avoid the neces
sity for shutting down. The ability to meet diffi
culties comes, in very few cases, from natural
ingenuity, but is usually the result of careful
study as to what others have done in similar
emergencies and the storing up of useful knowl
edge as to how things may be done. It is just
this kind of information which this series of ar
ticles will furnish.
The Amended Boiler Ordinance.
In another column is given at some length the
substance of the revision made in the ordinance
of the city of Chicago relating to boilers. It is
not quite clear whether the last state is worse
than the first or not.
A contradiction of two sections has been re
moved by the omission of what seemed a good
provision in regard to the use of butt-strapped
joints. Presumably this was •done in order not
to conflict with the Marine Law in regard to
the machinery in vessels.- This may have been
policy, since it is impossible, for a time at least,
to change the Marine Law, but, if so, the occa
sion for the change is regretable.
The inclusion of all vessels to be used under
more than 10 pounds pressure in the jurisdic
tion of the board is certainly a move along right
lines. A steaming drum in a brewery or dye
house should no more be allowed to fall into a
condition which is dangerous to life than should
a boiler used for power purposes, and several re
cent explosions have borne witness that such drums
may often cause great destruction. They have
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often been built with too low a factor of safety,
for the pressure carried, a condition which might
easily have been remedied by the addition at
slight expense of a proper system of ring and
angle bracing.
The third change in requirement of the factor
of safety is in the right direction, but, apparently,
it was nearly time to adjourn when this matter
came up and the Council was content to base
the factor of safety on the efficiency of the joint
without defining how that efficiency should be
reckoned. Of course, if the joint is properly pro
portioned so that it is equally strong against rup
ture by tearing of the plate, shearing of the
rivets or crushing of the metal in front of the
rivets, this would not matter, but in case of dis
pute it will always be possible for the fellow
who is getting hit to contend that the efficiency
of the joint should be figured some other way
than that used by the inspectors. It would seem
well to take one more try at it and get the effi
ciency strictly defined as the ratio of the tensile
strength along the weakest sections to the full
strength of the plate, and then to provide that
joints must be so proportioned that they shall
be as strong to resist rupture by any means as
is the plate to resist tearing apart along its weak
est section.
Oil Insulation.
In the discussion before the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers on High-Voltage Trans
mission, it seemed to be the general feeling that
for very high potentials, the oil bath is the safest
kind of insulation possible. The reasons advanced
were the power of oil to renew its full insulating
value after a discharge and the assistance it af
fords in stopping an arc.
In the case of the switch there is no offsetting
advantage in favor of air insulation, since, if suf
ficient copper be provided, there is no need of
cooling. For the transformer, the air-blast offers
a cheaper means of cooling than the water coil
immersed in oil insulation. This fact and the
greater convenience of getting out leads inclined
some to the air insulated device. As to the dan
ger from fire, opinion seems divided, some hold
ing that the greater damage is done when the oil
does get on fire more than offsets the less like
lihood of fire starting, * and others thinking the
opposite.
There seemed no disagreement on the point that
above 30,000 volts oil is the only possible means
of insulating a transformer.
These are largely matters to be settled in speci
fications and by manufacturers, but the conditions
for properly installing transformers need to be
carefully studied by every engineer who has to
do with alternating-current installations since the
setting of a transformer is often left in his hands.
A room free from dampness; incombustible walls,
floor and ceiling, good circulation of air and
provision for getting rid of the oil are the essen
tials as stated by those whose experience makes
them competent to judge.
Success in engineering demands perseverance,
attention to details and thoroughness.
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ELEVATORS: THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION. HORIZONTAL CYLIN
DER, HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS,
PUSHING TYPE.
BY WILLIAM BAXTER, JR.
THE difference between the pulling and the
pushing types of horizontal hydraulic ele
vator machines is that in the former the
traveling sheave is pulled toward the cylinder by
the pressure of the water acting upon the pis
ton, while in the latter type the traveling sheave
is pushed away from the cylinder. Owing to
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pilot valve lever N is connected with the oper
ating lever in the car; and Fig. 89 shows the plan
outline of the elevator well and also the location
of the overhead sheave and the supporting frame
work.
The valve gear used with these machines is
of a somewhat different design from that used
with the Whittier machines. The pilot valve is
located at M and the main valve is within the
casing L L. The automatic stop valve is at K
and is actuated through the rod / in the follow
ing manner : The double arm lever G H to
which / is connected is rotated, through a suf-

and the second a vertical end elevation. The
shipper bar for operating the pilot valve, as can
be seen in Fig. 91, differs slightly from the con
struction of Fig. 88, the main difference being
that the latter is provided with an additional over
hanging bearing. In all other respects the de-

FIG. 90. VERTICAL SECTION OF OTIS HORIZONTAL ELE
VATOR.

signs are identical. From a close inspection of
Fig. 91 it will be seen that the main as well as
the pilot valve, are arranged to operate in the
same manner as the valves used with the Whit
tier machine, and as the latter was fully explained
in a former article, it will not be necessary to
give a detailed description of Fig. 91.

FIG. 88. OTIS, PUSHING TYPE OF HORIZONTAL, HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR.
FIG. 89. PLAN OF OTIS HORIZONTAL ELEVATOR.
FIG. 93.
this difference, the stationary and the traveling
sheaves are both located at one end of the ma
chine in the pulling type, while in the pushing
type the stationary sheaves are placed at one end
and the traveling sheaves at the other. The
appearance of the pushing type of horizontal
hydraulic elevator machine is well shown in Fig.
88 which is a side elevation of the machine made
at the Chicago shops of the Otis Elevator Co.

ficient angle to close the valve K, by means of
rollers carried by the frame
This latter frame
is attached to the end of a rod upon which the
stop balls C D are fastened. From the frame
of the traveling sheave an arm E projects and
surrounds the rod on which C and D arc mounted.
When the traveling sheaves B reach either end
of their travel one or the other of the rollers on
F will strike one of the arms G or H and swing

END VIEW OF THE MAIN CYLINDER AND
VALVE.

Fig. 93 is an end view of the main cylinder,
the main valve and the automatic stop valve K,
from which the relative location of the valves and
their position with reference to each other and to
the cylinder can be understood.
The construction and operation of the auto.matic stop valve K can be understood from the

^
FIG. 91. SECTION OF THE PILOT AND MAIN VALVES.
Fig. 89 is a plan view of the same machine and
Fig. 90 is a vertical section through the elevation
Fig. 88.
Figs. 88 and 89 not only show the construc
tion of the machine, but also its location with
reference to the elevator well. Fig. 88 in addi
tion illustrates very clearly the way in which the

the lever in a counter clockwise direction, thus
drawing rod / to the right, and thereby closing
the automatic valve K. The construction of K
will be explained presently, but before doing this,
we will describe the construction of the main
and pilot valves, which are shown in Figs. 91 and
92, the first being a vertical elevation in section,
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FIG. 92. END VIEW OF THE PILOT AND MAIN VALVES.
details Figs. 94 and 95. The first drawing is a
section through the valve and valve chamber, and
Fig. 95 is a section through the valve chamber
taken at right angles to Fig. 94. As will be seen
from Fig. 94 the valve moves endwise in the
valve chamber and when it is in the position
drawn the upper part of the valve chamber is
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separated from the lower. The main valve rests
upon the upper flange in Fig. 94 and the lower
flange is bolted against the main cylinder as is

FIG. 04. CROSS-SECTION OF AUTOMATIC STOP VALVE.
FIG. 95. END SECTION OF AUTOMATIC STOP VALVE.
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The way in which pushing machines are
decked is shown in Fig. 96, which is a vertical
elevation and plan of a three deck machine.
These drawings are specially instructive because
in addition to showing the general arrangement
of the machines themselves, they show their loca
tion with respect to the elevator well, the way
in which the overhead sheaves are disposed and
supported, the location of the car counterbalances
and the position of the elevator cars in the
wells corresponding to given positions of the
traveling sheaves. It will be seen that the
elevator car on the left is at the top of the
well. This car is operated by the top machine
the traveling sheaves of which are at the ex-

upper arm of the automatic stop valve lever with
it. Thus in both these machines the automatic
stop valve lever is moved into the same posi
tion, but in the upper machine the movement
is effected by the lower roller on the shipper
frame while in the lower machine it is effected
by the upper roller. In both cases, however,
the stop valve is moved in the same direction.
In the middle machine neither roller on the
shipper frame is in a position to move the stopvalve shifting lever ; hence, the valve remains
open and the car is free to run under the con
trol of the main operating valve and its pilot
valve. The rope connections between the pilot
valve and the car are not shown but they can

more clearly shown in Fig. 93. From this it will
be understood that the rod /, in Fig. 88, when
drawn toward the right pushes the valve in and

FIG. 97.

DOUBLE DECK HORIZONTAL ELEVATOR.

treme right-hand position. The middle car is in
a position intermediate between the top and bot
tom, and the middle machine which operates this
car has its traveling sheaves in a position mid
way between the extreme right and left positions.
The right-hand car is shown at the bottom of
the well, and the lower machine which operates
it is shown with the traveling sheaves in the ex
treme left position.

FIG. 96. TRIPLE DECK OTIS HORIZONTAL ELEVATOR.

thus closes it. To avoid confusion it may be well
to say that the position of the valve and cham
ber 111 Fig. 94 is the reverse of that in which it is
shown in Fig. 88, so that, while in the former,
moving the valve toward the left would open
it, 111 the latter, movement in this direction forces
it into the chamber and closes it.

Looking at the top machine it will be seen
that the shipper frame is drawn to the right
and that the lower roller has carried the auto
matic stop valve lever with it, thus stopping the
machine automatically. Looking at the lower
machine we find that the shipper frame is moved
to the left and that the top roller has carried the

be readily understood as they are fully shown
in other illustrations, namely, Figs. 88 and 96.
At the top of the vertical view and the left
side of the plan view, the way in which the
overhead sheaves are located so as to lead the
lifting ropes to the elevator cars, the positions
of the counterbalances and the sheaves over which
the counterbalance ropes run and the arrange
ment of the framing for supporting the overhead
work are fully shown. The lifting ropes run
straight up from stationary sheaves of the ma
chines, one passing up from the sheave on the
valve side of the machine, and two from the
sheaves on the opposite, or wall side. Owing to
this arrangement the overhead sheaves for the
left side and the middle elevators have to be set
one above the other, as is shown in the eleva
tion. This' being the case, the ropes from the
upper and the middle machines have to run side
by side, and in order that they may not rub
against each other; the sheave of the top machine
is made of smaller diameter than that of the
middle machine. For the purpose of having the
ropes in line with each other, the sheave of the
lower machine on the valve side is made of the
same diameter as the leading off sheave of the
middle machine. In the plan it will be seen
that the two outside sheaves are of larger diam
eter than the three intermediates. Both large
sheaves are not on the same machine, the one
next to the wall is on the middle machine, and
the one on the valve side is on the lower ma
chine. On the top machine all the sheaves are
of the same size. The fact that only the two
lower machines have enlarged side sheaves is
clearly indicated, for the ropes are shown run
ning from the traveling sheaves on the right to,
and around the small sheaves, and also around
the large one which is the last, or leading off
sheave.
( To be continued)
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LODGE NIGHT.
BY JOHN H. RYAN, JR.
AS you are well aware, the most of the time at
association meetings is taken up by members
airing personal views, which are of no interto the majority. This fact is well known, and
yet at our last meeting an order giving the chair
man power to stop this useless talk was defeated
by a vote of 90 to 5. It looks as if they were
afraid of giving the president too much power.
In concluding his report the business agent
said: "Last Friday one of our charter members
came in and asked me to let him know whether
I had heard of any jobs. As everyone thought
he had a home in the Mills building I naturally
inquired the cause of his being out of employ
ment. His story was one that should interest
and be a lesson for all of us, and I convinced
him that he ought to tell us how it happened,
for it is a story that most of us could tell if we
had nerve enough."
The brother who stood up made the following
remarks: "Mr. Chairman and Brothers: My
recent experience proved to me the truth of that
old saying that there is no fool like an old fool,
and again, they say that confession is good for
the soul, so it is up to me with the ashes.
"I went to work for old man Mills nearly 15
years ago. At that time I did my own firing
and got $11 a week. The business was growing
and in time the mechanical department was en
larged and renewed until my salary was raised
to $30 a week, and my manual labors reduced to
such an extent that I forgot what black-tipped
finger-nails looked like. I remember overhearing
the oiler tell the assistant that the reason I did so
much sitting down was that I knew so much
that it made me tired to carry it around.
"When an engineer gets in this condition his
duties consist mostly of accepting cigars from sup
ply salesmen. I claim to be as nonest in a busi
ness way as the rest of the craft, that is, I con
sider it foolish not to accept a thing when I know
the police are not interested. Furthermore, as
I always ordered from the salesmen, I generally
had my cigar case full and also something in the
large drawer at the bottom of my desk. But you
know how it is yourself.
"In course of time a purchasing agent was
added to the executive staff of the concern, and
of course all the perquisites were side-tracked in
his office. The salesmen, being empty-handed,
never bothered about visiting the engine-room,
and time was hanging heavy on my hands. After
the change, when ordering supplies I always
named the make of goods I desired and things
ran along in that way for a few months, but one
day I ordered some packing of a certain brand
and another brand was delivered to the engine
room. I have never found out whether or not
the buyer was honest and working for the inter
ests of the firm, and simply found out that there
were other brands of packing on the market equal
ly good for less money, or whether the firm which
formerly supplied us had refused him the com
mission he desired.
''At any rate the change was made without
asking my advice in the matter, and of course I
instantly made a row.
"I went down town and saw the salesman of
the old firm. I explained matters and he agreed
with me that the new brand of packing was no
good. No doubt he was unreasonably biased, but
I was only looking for some one to agree with
me, and between the two of us we fixed up a
report, which I sent to the manager. In this
report it was stated that during my 15 years' ex
perience with the plant I had tried nearly every
brand of packing on the market, and that I had
found the brand of packing we had used for the
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last 4 years to be best suited to the particular
style of apparatus in the plant.
"The report dilated on the subject of spoiling
rods and increased friction due to poor packing,
and concluded with the opinion that, whatever its
cost, the brand we had been using would prove
to be the more economical in the end. I received no
reply to my protest, but in a few days the pur
chasing agent came down to the engine room and
said that the manager had handed my letter to
him for consideration. Then what do you think
he did? He passed me a catalog full of testi
monials setting forth the good qualities of the
new packing. This had the same effect on one
that a red umbrella has on a turkey gobbler, and
I was more determined than ever to have my
way in this matter, and I intended to get it in
any manner possible.
"My opportunity came in a few days, when
the assistant started one of the air compressors
without turning on the water for cooling the
jacket of the air cylinder. We carried 100 pounds
air pressure, and, being compressed in one cylin
der, of course the cylinder got red hot. The rod
packing was burned hard and fluted the rod in
great style. I took off the gland and allowed
the air pressure to blow out the packing. Then
I took the burned packing off the rod and saved
it. Next I pulled some packing out of a stuffingbox on a valve stem of a high-speed engine which
was only holding back exhaust steam, and of
course it was soft ar|d nice. Then I washed up
and took my samples of packing to the manager's
office.
"I claimed that the burned packing was some
of the new packing and had been in use less than
month, which was quite true. I drew a word
picture of its failings and how it had spoiled the
piston rod, also what it would cost to replace
the rod, not to mention the danger of the plant
being shut down, as we were then depending on
one unit to furnish the compressed air. The
other exhibit I painted in glowing colors, telling
how it had been in the hardest service for 8
months and that it was still as good and as soft
as ever. I told him that if we continued to use
the new brand of packing that the men would
be asking for a raise in wages because of the
work they would be doing on Sundays renewing
the packing.
"I believe the manager was convinced of the
truth of my argument, at any rate he wrote a
note to the purchasing department to the effect
that my judgment in the matter of rod packing
appeared to be sound, and he suggested that they
return their patronage to the old firm, as the
goods sold by them appeared to be better suited
to our needs.
"The next lot of packing I ordered was sup
plied by the old firm and my cranium immediately
enlarged about six sizes, and I went around tell
ing what I thought of buyers in general, and our
purchasing agent in particular.
"A few days afterwards the manager asked for
a report on the last supply of packing, and I
was loaded up and waiting for something like
that. I made the report quite lengthy, and in it
I explained in detail just why the only brand of
packing gave satisfaction when put to the hard
service the plant imposed upon it.
"The report was out of my hands about 10
minutes when the manager came down to the
engine room and said that he had decided to make
a change in my department, at d he told me a
few things that were strong enough to hoist any
man out of his job.
"It appears that when I had ordered the last
lot of packing the buyer purchased the same
amount of each brand of packing and then he
changed the contents of the boxes before certain
witnesses, and of course I was praising the brand
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that I had convinced the manager was not worth
the powder to blow it to Chelsea.
"Of course there was nothing doing but what
was headed my way, and I got it all with my
half-filled pay envelope as a souvenir. •
"Now, I would like to know who was to blame
in the matter. Was it the buyer, the packing
people, or I ? Don't you think that human nature
is about the same in all stations of life? And yet
I must admit that the buyer's trick was away
ahead of my story about the burned packing."
Dead silence reigned in the hall as the brother
sat down. I suppose the members were all re
calling similar experiences of their own. For my
part I know of one where the oil was changed
without the consent of the chief engineer. An
oiler started an engine and neglected to put the
oil on the main bearings, and of course hot boxes
were the natural result. After the smoke had
cleared away, and the oil running a good stream,
the hot bearings were reported to the chief, who
brought the purchasing agent down to feel of
them himself. The engineer actually supposed
that it was the oil, and the oiler had a hard time
holding his face as he listened to the stories he
was supposed to support by his own testimony.
For the benefit of those who are unable to
take a full engineering course, or do not desire
to spend the time necessary for this, the Uni
versity of Wisconsin offers Summer School
Courses for Artisans under the direction of the
College of Engineering. The session for 1904
will begin on June 27 and end Aug. 4.
Courses of study are offered in the following
subjects: Steam, gas and other heat engines;
applied electricity; mechanical drawing and ma
chine design; materials of construction; fuels and
lubricants; shop work. In all courses, lectures
are given on the theory of the subject and labora
tory practice is required, to give practical work
ing knowledge.
The fee for the summer school is $15, payable
at the beginning of the course, and in addition,
there will be a shop and laboratory charge of 5
cents per hour for actual time spent in any shop
or laboratory. The outlay for the six-weeks'
term, including school and living expenses, is es
timated by the university at $50.
The instructors who give these courses are
members of the regular faculty of the College
of Engineering. The apparatus and experiments
are the same as used in the .regular engineering
courses.
The requirements for admission are—a work
ing knowledge of English and Arithmetic. The
course has been offered for 3 years past and has
been very successful. This work gives to those
who are taking correspondence instruction an op
portunity to supplement their regular work by
practical experience and experiments, which is
most valuable.
Further particulars can be obtained from F. E.
Turneaure, Madison, Wis.
In Massachusetts, much interest is now
aroused over the bill before the legislature to
amend the license law. The bill as presented
provides that in applying for first-class license a
man must have 3 years' experience ; for secondclass, 2 years' ; for third or fourth-class license,
1 year. A new class, the fourth, is provided for
portable and hoisting engineers. The person hold
ing a second-class license may operate a firstclass plant, but not have charge of it; likewise,
a person holding a third-class license may operate
a second-class plant, but not have charge of it.
The firemen are opposing the bill, on the
ground that it debars them from applying for an
engineers' license because the law requires experi
ence as engineer before making such application,
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ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
-L
BY S. S. EDMANDS.
BY usage "galvanometer" lias come to mean an
instrument for measuring only small cur"
rents, hence instruments of this class are of
sensitive and often delicate construction in order
that they may respond to these minute currents'.
Since the difference between gavalometers and
instruments for the measurement of compara
tively large currents is one of detail rather than
of principle, the consideration of the galvanosuspension
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It is evident, however, that the deflection for
a given current would not always be the same
unless the Earth's field were always the same in
intensity and direction and not affected by mag
netic disturbances such as those due to conduc
tors carrying current, stray fields from mag
nets, etc. ; hence though these instruments are
of great value in the laboratory of the physicist,
they are not well adapted to meet the require
ments of practical electrical work. Small in
struments of this type may, however, be simply
and cheaply constructed and give satisfaction
for zero measurement, i. e. when only an indi
cation of the direction of the current is required,
as with a Wheatstone bridge, if magnetic dis
turbances are not too sudden or intense.
For greater sensitiveness the instrument is
modified as shown in Fig. 2, two magnetic
needles of nearly equal strength rigidly con
nected being employed instead of one. They
are arranged with like poles pointing in opposite
directions, one inside of, and the other above
the coil. Magnetic needles so arranged are said
to be "astatic," that is the control of the Earth's
field upon the direction in which they point is

several small magnetic needles suspended oppos
ite the centers of and between the coils of each
set. Fig. 3 shows the moving system suspended
in front of the back upper and lower coils,
the front coils being omitted for the sake of
clearness.
The pointer consists of a beam of light
reflected from the mirror upon a scale. The
control of the moving system is made indepen
dent of the Earth's field by means of a bar
magnet placed below the instrument, its poles

FIG. I. PRINCIPLE OF THE TANGENT GALVANOMETER.
FIG. 4. COMMERCIAL FORM OF THE THOMSON GAL
VANOMETER.

meter may properly precede that of the voltmeter,
ammeter and other instruments employed for
the measurement of electrical quantities.
THE TANGENT GALVANOMETER.
Three types of galvanometer have been
developed and extensively used, the "Tangent,"
the "Thomson," and the "D'ArSOnval." The
tangent galvanometer, Fig. I, consists of a nar
row coil of wire with a magnetic needle, N-S,
suspended at its center and free to turn. In
use the needle behaves like a compass, and with
no current in the coil its iV pole points toward
the north. The coil should be placed so that its
plane stands north and south as indicated by
the needle. If now a current be sent in at
Ci and out at d, thus circulating clockwise
around the coil, it will tend to create a magnetic
field perpendicular to the plane of the coil, and

FIG. 3. ELEMENTS OF THE THOMSON GALVANO
METER.

FIG. 2. TANGENT GALVANOMETER FOR LABORATORY
USE.
the needle if screened from the Earth's field would
turn till its N pole pointed west. The position
actually assumed by the needle will be an inter
mediate one N'-S' depending upon the relative
magnetic strength of the coil and the intensity
of the Earth's field. It may be shown that the
current in the coil is numerically equal to a
certain number called the galvanometer "con
stant" multiplied by the tangent of the angle
of deflection ; or the instrument may be grad
uated to read directly in amperes, if desired.

greatly diminished and would be neutralized
completely if the magnets were exactly equal
in strength. The coil acts with undiminished
force upon the needle inside of it and, in addi
tion, upon the needle above it, tending to turn
both in the same direction. As a result, the
instrument is much more sensitive, since the
controlling force is less while the deflecting
force is greater. In some cases the magnets
are made equal in strength and the control of
the Earth's field done away with altogether,
small springs arranged like hairsprings being
substituted to act against the coil. The instru
ment may thus be made compact and portable
and satisfactory for zero measurements, though
still susceptible to magnetic disturbances such
as that caused by the opening and closing of
a telegraph relay or sounder near by.
THE THOMSON.
In any case, the tangent galvanometer is not
extremely sensitive, a defect that is overcome
in a modified form, known as the Thomson
galvanometer. It is commonly constructed, Fig.
3, with two sets of coils, two in each set, the
sets being arranged one above the other and

attracting opposite poles of the lower set of
needles and causing them to lie parallel to the
bar magnet. By raising and lowering this con
trol magnet or by diverting its field more or
less by means of soft iron pole pieces which
may be shifted, the controlling force exerted
upon the galvanometer needles may be adjusted
in intensity, and by swinging the control magnet
about, the zero position of the pointer may be
adjusted.
A current entering at G and leaving at C*
would set up a magnetic field in the upper coil
which would draw the .V poles of the small
needles and urge out the S poles. The same
current passing through the lower coil would
there establish a magnetic field that would draw
in the S ends of the lower set of needles and
urge out the N ends, the effect being opposite
to that in the uper coil because the current
circulates around the coil in the opposite direc
tion. Since, however, the lower set of needles
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FIG. 5. ELEMENTS OF THE D'ARSONVAL GALVANO
METER.
is reversed in polarity with respect to the upper
set, so as to render the instrument astatic, it is
evident from the figure that both sets of needles
act to turn the mirror in the same direction.
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For small deflections such as are ordinarily
used, the amount of deflection is proportional
to the current passing through the coils, a
feature of great convenience. In the most
accurate instruments the suspending fibre is made
of quartz that has been heated and drawn out
to an almost invisible filament. Such suspen
sions have the property of being almost perfectly
elastic so that the needle will return perfectly
to zero after being deflected. This property is
essential to an accurate galvanometer, since, if
any permanent set is produced in the suspension
by a deflection, it becomes difficult to determine
the true amount of the deflection. The Thom
son galvanometer may be of very high sensi
bility, but as in the case of the tangent galvano
meter, its readings may be influenced by str^y
fields, a defect that becomes more serious as
the sensibility of the instrument increases.
Attempts have been made to shield these
galvanometers' from magnetic disturbances by
surrounding them with heavy iron cases. Such
attempts are not usually entirely successful and,
in any event, interfere seriously with portability
and convenience in use. This type of galvano
meter is used in commercial measurements
except in places where stray fields render its
employment impossible. A commercial form of
the instrument is shown in Fig. 4, one view
showing the front coils removed, while in the
other view the instrument is completely
assembled.
THE D'ARSONVAL.
At the present time the Thomson galvano
meter is being displaced by the D'Arsonval,
which for most work possesses the merits of
the Thomson, yet is independent of stray fields.
It consists, Fig. 5, of a light coil of wire

fig. 6. d'arsonval galvanometer of high sensi
bility.
suspended in the strong field existing between
the poles of a permanent magnet. The principle
of the instrument is that a current sent through
the suspended coil tends to set up a magnetic
field through the coil of a certain polarity which
is reacted upon by the field of the permanent
magnet, causing the coil to turn against the
opposition of the suspension in the same way
that a magnetic needle of like polarity would
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be turned, if substituted for the coil. It is evi
dent that the amount and direction of the
deflection will depend upon the amount and
direction of the current flowing through the coil.
Referring to Fig. 5, if current circulated
around the suspended coil in the direction of the
hands of a clock, the front side of the coil would
be of 5 polarity and would consequently turn
toward the N pole of the permanent magnet,
thereby turning the mirror. The current is led
into and out of the coil by the suspending fila-

FIG. 7.

REFLECTING TYPE OF D'ARSONVAL.

ment and the loosely coiled spiral below. Since
the suspension must carry current, quartz can
not be used and phosphor-bronze or steel is sub
stituted. These metals have the disadvantage
of not being entirely free from set after a deflec
tion, a defect which, however, is largely over
come by skillful manufacture of the suspensions ;
blued steel has been found quite free from set
though not so sensitive as phosphor-bronze. It
was the difficulty of securing a suitable suspen
sion which prevented an earlier general use of
the D'Arsonval type of galvanometer, the obstacle
being that a noncorrodible metallic filament which
was delicate enough to give high sensibility
would acquire a set after a deflection, making
the zero uncertain.
The great superiority of the D'Arsonval gal
vanometer lies in its possessing a very strong
field of its own, thus making it insensible to
ordinary magnetic disturbances near by and
reliable in situations where the use of a Thom
son would be out of the question. To give the
instrument increased sensibility and freedom
from outside magnetic effects, the air gap
between the poles of the permanent magnet is
diminished by fixing a stationary iron core inside
of the coil, thus making the magnetic field more
intense. The core also acts in a measure like
the armature or keeper of an ordinary horse
shoe magnet, making it more permanent.
The field is almost uniform in intensity, so
that the deflection of the needle is proportional
to the current, a feature of great practical
importance in using the instrument. Such an
instrument, having a uniformly divided scale,
may be readily calibrated, as it is necessary to
determine only a few points, since for other
points the readings arc proportional.
D'Arsonval galvanometers may be obtained
of any desired sensibility up to that at which
a current of 0.000,000,000,66 ampere will produce
a deflection of one scale division on a scale
one thousand scale divisions distant. This is
commonly referred to as a sensibility of 1,500
megohms, that being the resistance through
which one volt will send a current of 0.000.000.000,66 ampere. Galvanometers of such extremely
high sensibility are usually made with long and
narrow coils without any iron in the core. Fig.
6 shows a galvanometer such as would be
employed for the delicate work of cable testing.
The magnet is laminated, or built up, to secure
greater intensity, and the coil and suspension
are enclosed in a brass tube which is removable
for convenience in changing suspension and coil
to adapt the instrument to special work. An
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ordinary sensibility for D'Arsonval galvano
meters is about 300 megohms, such an instru
ment being shown in Fig. 7. It is provided at
the end of an arm with a scale graduated on the
side facing the mirror.
The scale is read by means of a telescope
having a hair line which appears to stand in front
of some particular point on the scale, depending
upon the deflection of the mirror. Such an
arrangement is called a reflecting galvanometer,
and may be best understood by referring to Fig.
8, which shows a slightly different scheme for
reading the deflection. Suppose the mirror to
stand so that the line MO is perpendicular to its
plane. The filament of the incandescent lamp
placed directly under O will then be reflected as
shown by the line drawn through O, appearing
as a bright line on the ground glass scale.
Suppose now the mirror is turned by a current
in the coil until MP is perpendicular to its
plane; in other words, by the amount of the
angle OMP. The bright line will now be
reflected to the point D, making the angle PMD
equal to the angle OMP in accordance with the
well known mirror law- that the angle of inci
dence is equal to the angle of reflection. The

FIG. 8. PRINCIPLE OF REFLECTING TYPE.
THE GALVANOMETER.
distance OD in scale divisions is called the deflec
tion, and is evidently twice as great as would
be obtained if a material pointer were used
instead of the mirror, since such a pointer
would have moved only to the point P. If the
lamp were replaced by a telescope the same
principle would still hold, and under the same
conditions the point D would be seen in the
telescope, and its value on the scale read as in
Fig. 7When speed of working is requisite, galvano
meters are "damped," so that they will quickly
return to zero after a deflection. This is accom
plished either by a light vane attached to the
mirror and moving in an enclosed space, or
better by a light rectangle or closed loop of
wire placed upon and around the coil. In the
latter case, a method applicable only to D'Arson
val instruments, the rotation of the coil causes
the damping loop to move through the field of
the magnet, thereby inducing in it a current that
circulates around the loop and opposes a drag
to the motion of the coil, bringing it to rest
more quickly.
For some work, notably capacity tests of
cables, it is necessary that the galvanometer shall
be "ballistic," that is that its first throw or
deflection shall be proportional to a quantity of
electricity instantaneously discharged through the
coil. Both Thomson and D'Arsonval instru
ments, if undamped, possess this property. An
air damped instrument is not ballistic, while one
damped with a closed loop is ballistic, a feature
of superiority in the case of the D'Arsonval
type, because an undamped instrument requires
an excessive time to return to zero after a reading.
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MARCH MEETING OF THE AMERICAN bustible is exposed the least, which is, of course,
in case of fire, and suggested a form of trans
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
the case with oil insulated transformers. Judging former which would allow this to be safely done.
ENGINEERS.
from the behavior of oil transformers in these The case would be capable of standing a pres
fires, the following conditions should be fulfilled. sure of 100 pounds per square inch, the leads
The regular monthly meeting of the Insti
The transformers should be set on a substantial entering through stuffing boxes. A pipe near the
tute was held on the evening of March 25, Presi
foundation, such as a concrete floor, and n^ver bottom would allow the admission of water into
dent Arnold presiding.
C. F. Scott told of the progress made with on a wooden structure, so that oil cannot be the case, thus displacing the oil, which would
the arrangements for the erection of a Union spilled by the upsetting of the transformers due escape into the sewer through a pipe connected
Engineering Building. C. W. Rice, chairman of to the burning away of the supports. The cases at the top. He did not agree with Mr. Dow,
the committee to raise funds for the purchase should be of heavy construction so as not to be but thought that the tendency now is toward
of the necessary land for the building, reported punctured by falling objects and should never multiple operation of the whole station.
that the Institute would have to raise $170,000. have soldered joints if any other type of con
At the preesnt day, oil switches are more
At present $40,000 has been subscribed, but the struction is possible. The oil should never be pliable than the rest of the apparatus used, that is
rest must all be raised in order to receive Mr. drawn off from the transformers, but the circu
for voltages up to 6,000, so that the use of addi
lation of water should be maintained. When tional switches is not justifiable.
Mr. Carnegie's gift.
The papers presented at the meeting took the there is any danger of an interruption of this
Mr. Mershon said that oil switches were not
form of "Introductions to Discussions," and were water supply, the transformers should be kept necessarily the kind to use for voltages up to
in a pit arranged so that it can be immersed 30,000 or 40,000. He did not believe in the use
given in abstract in the issue of April I.
The discussion was opened by C. C. Chesney, in water nearly to the top but not far enough of cables for high tension work when they can
who said that there are a number of types of high so as to enter the case, for if this happens the be avoided. Generally they would be necessary
tension switches—first, the open air type, where oil would float on the water and would burn. if oil switches were used. He agreed with Mr
the arc is allowed to form freely in the air; sec Under the above conditions, the transformers can Moody that marble terminal boards should not
ond, the enclosed air type, where the arc is con be depended upon to go through a fire unharmed. be used for the high tension terminals of trans
fined in a partially closed space ; third, the en
J. S. Peck agreed substantially with Mr. Rice. formers. Instead, each terminal should be mount
Air blast transformers are more likely to be ed on a separate insulator. He spoke of a num
closed fuse type, where the final break of the cir
cuit is made by the melting of an enclosed fuse; damaged by static discharges, but owing to the ber of cases where marble boards had been scored
and, fourth, the oil switch by which the arc is small amount of inflammable material there is by a discharge and rendered conducting, so that
broken in a bath of oil. The fourth type, the oil little danger of this communicating a fire to sur
the only way to restore the insulation was to
switch, is the only one suitable for high tension rounding apparatus. There are two dangers that chip away the marble sufficiently to remove all
use, as it will open any kind of a load or a low exist with an oil transformer. The first is that traces of the deposit formed by the discharge.
resistance short-circuit. It has been proved, by due to the burning of the oil. This oil burns
P. M. Lincoln called attention to the fact
the use of the oscillograph, that this form of with an intense heat, giving off a dense black that in the air blast transformer, there existed
smoke, but as the fire test is high, being about both the combustible and the supporter of com
switch does not produce high voltage oscilla
tions. The reason for this as explained by 400 degrees F., it requires a large number of heat bustion, and all that is necessary to start a fire
units to raise the whole mass to the ignition is a sufficiently high temperature. With the oil
one experimenter is, that as the oil is incompressi
ble, it confines the vapor formed by the arc, thus point. The second source of danger is that from transformer the combustible and the supporter
maintaining a path for the current, until the next the possibility of an explosion due to a mixture of combustion can be separated by a fire-proof
of oil vapor and gas. Tests were made with a wall.
zero point of the wave when the arc is extin
guished. Another explanation is that the oil forms transformer case containing oil. When brought
C. E. Skinner said that oil for a transformer
a high resistance path and that the opening of up to the ignition point, the oil burned with a should have a flash point above the temperature
the circuit is made gradually. It is probable that dense black smoke, but the flame was easily ex
that would be reached on an overrload. Too
tinguished by putting on the cover so as to ex
both of these explanations are correct.
high a flash point is undesirable, however, be
cause the viscosity would then be so great as to
Mr. Chesney then sooke of a high-tension oil clude the air. Attempts were then made to ob
switch which was tested on the lines of the Bay tain an explosive mixture of oil vapor and air prevent the proper circulation of the oil. Re
Counties Power Co. This was of the three-pole inside the tank. The explosions were not, how
garding bushings for transformers, he recom
type and was placed in circuit so that each pole ever, very violent, as they only lifted the trans
mended that they be made up of alternate layers
of the switch short-circuited one of the three former cover a few inches. It is probable that of mica and paper and be passed through a marble
phases. The voltage of the line was about 40,000 the pressure which could be exerted by an ex
slab. He protests, from the manufacturer's
and about 11,000 kilowatts capacity in generators plosion would be comparatively small and would standpoint, against the multiplicity of taps some
was connected to the circuit. The switch was not exceed 100 pounds per square inch. Unless times called for, as they are a possible source
operated repeatedly and opened the circuit very the oil is at the temperature of ignition, it can
of breakdown.
satisfactorily either when it was connected close not be set on fire by a flame. This is well shown
H. G. Stott spoke in favor of group switches
to the power house or when there was consid by a case where a transformer, which had been as a safeguard against the trouble which would
lifted
out
of
the
oil
and
accidentally
set
on
fire
erable length of line in the circuit. There was
be caused by the failure of a feeder switch to
about 5 inches of oil over the contacts and at by a soldering torch, was lowered into the oil operate properly. There are 160 oil switches in
each break a slight spark could be seen, but the again and the flames thereby extinguished. There the Manhattan power house and during the 2
oil was only slightly displaced at the surface just are very few records of fires starting inside the years that they have been in use, not one has
transformer itself. The only one to Mr. Peck's failed to open the circuit even when short-cir
above the contracts.
F. A. C. Perrine gave an example of a switch knowledge was that at Snoqualamie, where a cuits involving 100,000 kilowatts have occurred.
similar to that described by Mr. Chesney which self-cooling transformer took fire and the oil Nevertheless, the group switches form an addi
was tested at Mission San Jose, 98 miles from leaked out owing to the unsoldering of the joints tional safeguard which he considers desirable.
the power house of the Standard Electric Co., in in the case. He advocated the following precau
P. N. Nunn, replying to a question asked by
about the same way. Dr. Perrine did not think- tions : The case should be capable of withstand
Mr. Stott, said that he was replacing air
that the greater fire risk would be occasioned by ing 100 pounds pressure. Where this is impossi
switches in the Telluride plant, and that by
the type of transformer which contained the ble, as is the case with self-cooling transformers, oil switches as rapidly as possible, not only be
greatest amount of combustible material. The there should be some kind of a valve which will cause of the reasons already given, but because
insurance companies agree that the relative fire relieve the pressure, but prevent the escape of they cannot be made automatic. He disapproved
hazard does not depend so much upon the quan- . any oil. The oil should be drawn off if neces
of the tendency, on the part of some, to under
tity of combustible as upon its disposition. This sary. Each transformer or group of transformers estimate the dangers due to the large amount
is a fact generally accepted by the best authori should be installed in a separate fire-proof vault of inflammable material present in oil transform
ties. There is one point to be considered, and and adequate fire extinguishing apparatus should ers. He said that he had lost two substations
that is the great fire risk incurred by the presence be provided.
by fires, which, while they probably did not start
R. D. Mershon agreed with Dr. Perrine that in the transformers, yet were rendered much more
of dust in the various portions of the apparatus.
severe by the presence of the oil. He considers
Dr. Perrine then cited several instances of the relative fire hazard depends not on the quan
tity of material, but upon its location and distri
air blast transformers far better in some respects.
the very rapid spread of a fire due to a compara
O. S. Lyford Jr. thought that where water for
tively small quantity of dust distributed through bution, and also upon the methods of coping
a building. He gave details regarding several with the danger. He did not approve of putting cooling is available, the oil transformer should
fires where oil transformers had been involved transformers into separate vaults, as this would be used. If water cannot be obtained cheaply,
then in the case of a small plant, like a substa
and, as a result of these, arrived at the conclusion require insulated conductors, which are undesir
that the safest transformer is that where the com- able for high voltage work. He advocated that tion for an interurban railway, the self-cooling,
the oil should be drained out of the transformer oil-insulated transformer would be suitable. For
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larger installations where the cost of the blowing
outfit would be relatively small, the air blast
transformer would be more suitable. He agreed
with Mr. Townley, that the fire risk from trans
formers is small in any case, and advocated mak
ing a power station absolutely fireproof.
POWER FROM THE WIND.
BY ALFRED GRADENWITZ.
PROF. LATOUR of the Askov (Denmark)
Popular Academy has for some years
been engaged on behalf of the Danish
government in investigating the problem of
utilizing wind power in connection with
small electricity works, as electrical energy
is easily stored up in small amounts. If,
however, the dynamo be directly coupled to
the wind motor, the results obtained are not
satisfactory on account of the variable speed of
the latter. As pointed out in an address re
cently delivered by Prof. Latour before the Co
penhagen Technical and .Hygienic Congress, he
has met with difficulties in designing a suitable
regulator for controlling the speed of the dy
namo. These difficulties appear to have been
overcome, however, as an electric central station
near Askov has been worked with wind power
for nearly a year with quite satisfactory results.
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FIG. I.

DIAGRAM OF ARRANGEMENT FOR A WIND
POWER ELECTRIC STATION.

The arrangement of such a works is repre
sented diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The regulat
ing device itself is made up of two parts, one
mechanical in case the wind motor runs too fast,
and one electrical, operating if the speed falls
too low. The mechanical regulating device is
intended to maintain at constant value the belt
pull transmitted to the pulley of the dynamo.
The two pulleys R R are mounted on a mova
ble arm A, bearing a counterweight P. The re
sulting tension of the belt is thus maintained
constant, depending on the weight of the pulleys
as well as the counterweight. The belt tension
controls the maximum pull which can be trans
mitted by the belt so that the torque transmitted
from the wind motor to the pulley R cannot ex
ceed a given value. Any surplus energy devel
oped by the wind motor is lost as heat by the
friction of the belt.
A constant torque on the dynamo axle will
correspond with a constant current intensity in
the armature. In the case of the shunt dynamo
the load is practically proportioned to the speed,
so that the intensity of the current may be re
garded as constant ; this is borne out by the
author's measurements. The current from the
dynamo is used to charge an accumulator bat
tery indicated in Fig. 1. The cut-out switch F
remains closed, provided the current be not
under its normal value. The dynamo D there
fore works at a variable speed. In the case of
the wind being so strong that part of the energy
is absorbed by the friction of the belt, the sys
tem will work in the following way :

ENGINEER.

Assuming the accumulator battery to be near
ly discharged and the crank of the cell controller
to be adjusted for the total charge of the battery,
the dynamo will run at a speed so high as to be
quite sufficient to charge the battery with the
normal current, say, 50 amperes. As the charge
increases, the dynamo will automatically increase
its speed and load so as to keep the charging
current constant. The cell controller will have
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EXPERIMENTAL WIND POWER STATION AT
ASKOV, DENMARK.

newal and interest charges on the plant, being
more than sufficient with a capital of $4,320. The
price of energy could therefore be further low
ered.
In the case of small electric plants intended
for the use of a limited number of houses, the
petroleum motor might be replaced iby a horsedriven contrivance. Moreover, in the case of
the proprietor of the works being his own con
sumer, the consumption of current may be reg
ulated according to the actual power of the
wind, so that in calm weather there would be
no energy used except for light. The first
cost will thus be considerably diminished. Ac
cording to Prof. Latour's calculation, a plant
suitable for a farm would cost from $800 to
$1,000.
The problem of utilizing wind power may, ac
cording to the above, be considered as being
solved both from a technical and economic point
of view. It will no doubt be of the highest im
portance in rendering electricity available at
relatively low cost even to small communities
and farms. Many operations done at the pres
ent time by means of expensive human power,
will then be performed by machines in a more
economical and satisfactory way.

to be resorted to in charging only in excep
tional cases, as for instance, if the charging and
discharging of the battery are taking place at
the same time.
The electrical regulating device is located in
the interrupter F, being mainly an ordinary
minimum current interrupter, disconnecting the
dynamo as soon as the current falls below its nor
mal value. This arrangement is necessary to pre
vent the accumulator battery being discharged
through the dynamo in the case of the strength
of the wind being smaller and driving both the
dynamo and windmill. The interrupter will,
however, automatically insert the current as soon
as the wind again assumes greater strength. To
this end the interrupter is provided with a cen
trifugal regulator, which closes the circuit as
soon as the speed of the dynamo has sufficiently
increased. In the case of a variable wind, the
plant may thus regulate for any amount of wind
available, the interrupter opening and closing the
connections continually.
A small electric plant arranged in accord
ance with the above principle, has, as above
mentioned, been in operation in Askov since the
beginning of last Autumn, supplying the inhab
itants of the neighboring communities with
electric current. The constant normal current
supplied by this works is 60 amperes, the elec
tromotive force being 220 volts. As a reserve,
however, in case of several days of calm
weather, a petroleum motor had to be installed.
The plant has so far given good satisfaction,
requiring no superintendence worth speaking of.
The man in charge has been away for whole
days, so that there has been no supervision ex
cept at morning and evening, and in case the
petroleum motor was working. The capacity of
the accumulator battery is sufficient to supply
the maximum amount of energy required dur
ing 48 hours.
As regards the economic side of the question,
a similar plant has been found to pay very well.
The first cost at Askov has been abount $4,320,
out of which $810 is for the petroleum motor
outfit. The electric current is supplied to con
sumers at the 'same price as in Copenhagen, i. e.,
at 13.5 cents per kilowatt-hour for lighting and
4 cents per kilowatt-hour for power purposes.
The receipts for energy sold work out at about
$756, the expenses being about $216 per year.
There will thus remain $540 to pay for the re

VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS.
BY BUDD FRANKENFIELD.
The chief advantages of field rheostatic con
trol are high efficiency and close regulation at all
speeds. The chief disadvantage is the liability
to spark on a weakened field. It is lim
ited to low range with standard motors
and to medium range with special motors.
An ordinary shunt motor of average de
sign will stand an increase of 30 per cent
in speed without sparking, and a special field
winding can generally be applied so that a de
crease of 20 per cent may be obtained without
overheating, which gives a range of 1.6 to I. A
ratio of 2 to 1 is possible in a specially designed
machine. The system is suited to constant power
service requiring a torque that varies inversely as
the speed.
Field rheostatic control applied to a series
motor is in the nature of a regulable resistance
shunting all or a part of the field winding. In
creasing the resistance decreases the speed. The
method is employed in connection with traction
motors.
Field commutation also furnishes a means for
.controlling speed. In this method, some of the
field turns are short circuited, thus causing a de
crease in magnetism. It is used on series and on
compound wound motors, applied to hoisting and
like purposes, and is rather more of an accelerat
ing than a controlling device.
Speed may be varied by changing the value of
the magnetic reluctance, as can be done in sev
eral ways. One of the most interesting and per
haps the only practical method is found in the
hollow field core and plunger system. An iron
plunger is shifted in or out of a cavity located
axially within the field core. The pole pieces
are so shaped that the magnetism will be con
centrated largely in the pole tips when the plun
ger is withdrawn, whereby good commutation is
secured.
A peculiarity of the variable reluctance motor
is that large sizes give a greater speed range than
small ones, because the magnetic reluctance of
tne iron forms a greater proportion of the total
reluctance of the magnetic circuit in a large than
in a small frame. The reason for that is a cer
tain amount of clearance is required between ar
mature and field for mechanical reasons and the
air gap is, therefore, proportionally longer in a
small machine.

FIG. 2.
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This system is applicable to medium range
motors, especially for constant power service. It
operates with high efficiency and close regula
tion and has the advantage of a perfectly smooth
gradation of speed. If the plunger be adjusted
manually, the method is limited to applications
where the motor is within reach of the operator.
A system much used is the multivoltage sys
tem, in which control is effected by changing the
armature terminals from their connection with
a line of one pressure to a line of another pres
sure. Thus eliminating the waste of power in
herent in armature rheostatic control. The va
rious pressures are supplied by a multiple wire
system, fed by a series of generators, by one
generator with a motor generator balancer, or by
one generator and an accumulator balancer. This
supplies the basic steps of the system, and inter
mediate speeds are obtained through field rheo
static control, the field regulating mechanism be
ing so arranged that there is a sudden change
to full excitation at the instant the armature
connections are changed. The field is alway3
excited from one pair of wires. This system
operates at good efficiency and with close regula
tion, and is capable of a wide range of applica
tions. Six to one is a variation commonly ob
tained with a four-wire system.
The common three-wire system is sometimes
used for multiple voltage control. It gives two
basic speeds and has been pushed, by means of
field regulation, to a 4 to 1 range.
A system capable of numerous special appli
cations, such as the turning of turrets on a manof-war, involves the use of a regulable voltage
generator, or perhaps a special booster, for each
motor. Speed is controlled by changing the pres
sure of this generator or booster, and a smooth
gradation is possible at good efficiency and with
a wide range. The objections urged against this
method are that the first cost is prohibitive for
general purposes, and the multiplicity of ma
chines is too great.
The multivoltage idea may be applied to the
counter-electromotive force of the motor, thus
reducing the plant and wiring to the common
two-wire system. This is accomplished by fur
nishing the armature of each motor with a plu
rality of unequal windings. With two windings,
four steps are possible : »'. c, they may be connect
ed either one separately to the line, or in series cu
mulatively, or in series in opposition. The wind
ings may oe proportioned so as to give basic
steps that vary by the same percentage and inter
mediate speeds are easily obtained by field rheo
static control. The system is capable of wide
range and operates efficiently and with close
regulation. It is specially adapted to constant
power service. What it really amounts to is the
varying of the number of armature conductors.
When the windings are made equal, they may
be connected in only three ways : In series cumu
latively, and either singly or in parallel, the last
two connections giving the same speed. Single
connection is never, used because the parallel con
nection is the more efficient. Barring a slight
increase in core loss, the capacity of the motor, is
doubled with the multiple connection and the
method is therefore specially applicable to loads
requiring an increase of power with speed ; but
it is limited to medium speed range.
A method of operating on the number of ar
mature conductors is furnished by the wellknown slip ring and choke coil device, as often
applied to single generators on a three-wire sys
tem. In its simplest form, the armature wind
ing is tapped at two electrically opposite points
from which leads are brought out to slip rings.
These are connected through brushes to the ter
minals of an impedance coil, the central point of
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which will be at neutral potential to the direct
current mains. If one of the direct-current leads
be disconnected from a terminal of a motor so
equipped and connected to the neutral point of
the choke coil, the armature will instantly speed
up to double its former rate, because only half
the number of conductors in series are now avail
able to produce the counter electrical pressure.
Another interesting method of operating on
the number of armature conductors is as follows :
A gramme ring armature is mounted in a fourpole field consisting of two independent horse
shoe magnets. Four brushes are used with points
of commutation 90 degrees apart. The speed is
changed by reversing the current in one field
magnet, thus producing a two-pole field, shifting
the points of commutation to an angular dis
tance of 180 degrees, hence the line must be
shifted to connect to diametrically opposite brush
es. The motor will now operate at half the
former speed. The action is this : The number
of poles has been halved but the flux per pole
doubled so that no change in speed can result
from this operation on the magnetism. But the
number of armature conductors in series between
brushes of opposite polarity is doubled and this
halves the speed. The method is also operative
on motors having a greater number of poles.
Speed can be controlled in a multipolar ma
chine by cutting out poles. The more highly
multipolar the machine, the greater will be the
possible range of speed, and the finer the grada
tions. The greatest range is obtained when the
excited poles are adjacent. This cquses a flexure
stress in the shaft, but this is easily withstood be
cause a multipolar construction allows of a short
distance between bearings, and the extra fric
tion introduced is of little moment. Sparking is
avoided because one or more poles are always
highly magnetized. The method can be carried
to the extent of reversing some of the poles, but
it is necessary to combine them so that a prepon
derance of torque is always in the same direc
tion. A perfectly balanced magnetic field can be
obtained by operating on poles in pairs situated
on a diameter, but the range of speed is thereby
reduced.
A two path armature winding is necessary in
this system of pole commutation, which gives a
wide range of speed and can be obtained effi
ciently and with close regulatioa
EFFICIENCY.
The efficiency question has been emphasized
altogether too much by writers on the subject
of shop drive. The cost of power in manufac
turing averages only about V/z per cent of the
cost of the finished product. It is true that the
electrical drive wastes less power than the old
system of belts and shafting, but the greatest ad
vantage that is gained lies in the increased out
put per tool when direct-connected, variablespeed motors are used. The average increase is
30 per cent, and there are numerous special cases
where the gain has been 100 and even 20b per
cent.
In comparing one electrical system with an
other, however, it is in place to consider the effi
ciency in its relation to the size of motors and
of generating plant required. A few hints will
now be given to show how this may be done.
Where armature rheostatic control is em
ployed, the external resistance loss is equal to
the armature current multiplied by the drop
across the rheostat. At half speed, practically
half the power taken from the mains is lost in
the controlling device, being in addition to the
losses in the motor.
Any other system of changing the impressed
pressure, like the multivoltage system, eliminates
this loss.
(To be continued)
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THE CANAL OF JONAGE.
BY ENRICO BIGNAMI.
AS before stated, seven great bridges span the
canal, the greatest distance between them is
7.% miles. The upper three have ouly one
wagon track, while the lower four have a
double roadway.. All masonry piers and hut
ments and steel floors, the height of the under
side above maximum high water being 16 feet.
THE SECONDARY WORKS.
These consisted of the digging of a ditch
at the side of the canal, the changing and
enlarging of that ditch ; the building of bridges,
arches, acqueducts and bulkheads over this ditch
and the tow path ; building retaining walls in
the trench ; devising siphon aqueduct for cross
ing the canal with a water supply and a tem
porary siphon for filling the canal; finally build
ing two lock-keepers' houses. The only ones
worthy of special mention are four bridges of
concrete-steel, the siphon aqueduct, the siphon
for filling the canal and the houses.
In the construction work of the canal of
Jonage, 357,809 cubic yards of concrete were
used in building 497.000 cubic yards of masonry.
Concrete was specified, because the materials for
it—sand and gravel—were found in the excava-

FIC. 7. 1,250 HORSEPOWER TURBINE ]1Y SCHNEIDER
& CO.
tion, while stone for masonry would have to be
brought by rail at least 18.5 miles. Besides, this
kind of masonry has been used in Switzerland
and other countries with great success, although
French engineers have been timid about adopt
ing it. The result of its use at Jonage shows
that, with proper care in construction, it is as
solid and reliable as stonework, and its lower
cost allows of work for which the price of
stone piers would be prohibitive.
The concrete for all the work on the canal
was made by mixing mortar with the sand and
gravel as they came from the ditch, as is the
custom at Lyons. This reduces the labor and
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it is conceded that it gives a concrete of good
quality. It is claimed that the cement adheres
better to pebbles, but the chief advantage of
the as-it-comes concrete is the greater body
which it has with the same material.
The use of unsifted material requires
vigorous mixing which can be secured only by
using machinery. At Jonage both horizontal and
vertical mixers were used. The concrete was
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120 revolutions per minute. The weight of the
shaft and wheel and armature which it carries
is taken by water pressure on a piston con
trolled by a system of automatic gates. The
turbine is enclosed in a casing to which the
water is brought by a horizontal flume. This
is carried on masonry by a ring base which rests
at the mean level between high and low water.
At high water the casing is 8 feet under water,
Fig. 9.
Regulation of the gate is by hand or auto
matic. Half the wheels are fitted with both,
the other half have only hand regulation. In all
cases the hand regulation is so arranged that it
can be supplanted eventually by the automatic
regulator. This automatic regulator has the
advantage of acting promptly in spite of the great
variation in the work between running empty
and running with full load. The devices are
installed in the generator room, one in front
of each alternator. They are connected through
arched openings with the auxiliary apparatus
on the intermediate platform.
,The exciter turbines are of the same type and
construction as the generator turbines and are
also provided with automatic regulators. They
are specially constructed with two sets of blades
facing in opposite directions, so that the thrust
on the shaft is always balanced. They are

DISTRICT EXAMINERS IN OHIO, AND
COUNTIES IN EACH DISTRICT.
The state of Ohio is divided into the follow
ing districts : First District—George G. Ben
nett, Atwater Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio. Cuyahoga,
Lorain and Medina. Three counties. Second
District—Thomas Winship, The Spitzer Bldg.,
Toledo, O. Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Henry, Lucas,
Ottawa, Paulding, Sandusky, Williams and
Wood. Ten counties. Third District—E. H.
Harman, State House, Columbus, Ohio.
Auglaize, Champaign, Clark, Darke, Delaware,
Fairfield, Franklin, Licking, Logan, Madi
son, Mercer. Miami, Pickaway, Shelby and
Union. Fifteen counties. Fourth District—
August Deschler, Scioto Gazette Bldg., Chillicothe, Ohio. Adams, Brown, Butler, Clinton,
Fayette, Gallia, Greene, Highland, Jackson, Law
rence, Montgomery, Pike, Preble, Ross, Scioto,
Vinton and Warren. Seventeen counties. Fifth
District—James A. Manning, 878 Lake St.,
Ashtabula, Ohio. Ashtabula, Columbiana, Gea-

FIG. 8. VERTICAL TURBINE BY ESCHER-WYSS & CO.
ground and mixed by heavy wheels revolving in
a circular vat and the process completed by hand
shoveling in the moving vat. The crushing of
the small stones made the gravel angular and
increased the holding power of the cement, thus
giving a concrete much superior to that made by
raking.
THE HYDRAULIC PLANT.
This includes eight turbo-generators of 1,250
horsepower each, eight of 1,350 horsepower each,
and three exciter units of 250 horsepower.
From the careful observation of the level
of the Rhone during the construction period, the
height of fall at the power house, deducting
the fall in the intake, varied between 36 and 42
feet for more than 300 clays of the year, with
a flow of at least 130 cubic yards per minute.
During the 60 days of high water the head was
reduced to 36 feet, but the greater volume of
flow more than made up for the loss of head.
At all times there is available more than 14,500
horsepower.
Energy will not be wasted since it is stored
by the constant flow. At certain hours of the
night, the consumption of current is practically
nothing, and in winter it reaches a maximum at
5 o'clock in the evening. If the working day is
taken as twelve hours the power available is
double that stated. Allowing for all losses in
canal, turbines and dynamos, an available power
of 12.000 horse was counted on and the instal
lation made on that basis, with provision for
20,000 at certain hours of the day. The instal
lation is completed only for the 1,250 horsepower
units and the exciter units and these only will
be described.
The turbines are of the usual reaction type
with vertical shaft and inward, radial flow. They
were furnished by Schneider & Co., Fig. 7, of
Crensot and Escher, Wyss of Zurich, Fig. 8.
They are designed for a head of from 40 to 35
feet ; a flow of 2,770 to 3.200 gallons per second ;
an output of 1.250 horsepower at a speed of

FIG. 9. CROSS SECTION OF POWER HOUSE, SHOWING INSTALLATION OF MACHINERY AND
CONSTRUCTION OF DAM.
designed for a head of 36 to 40 feet, a flow
of 580 to 660 gallons per second, and capacity
of 250 horsepower at a speed of 250 revolutions
per minute.
( To be continued.)
An example of strict attention to duty is
given in the case of Charles Wolf, a motorman
on the Reading (Pa.) and Allentown road, who
while running his car past his own home in Wal
nut, noticed flames issuing from the building.
Such was his idea of duty that he ran his car to
Reading without trying to save his house. Here
he secured a relief man and went on another car
to his home, which he found in ashes.

uga, Lake, Mahoning, Portage, Stark, Summit
and Trumbull. Nine counties. Sixth District—
Joseph H. Ebright: Greenwood and Summit,
Zanesvillc, O. Athens, Belmont, Carroll, Guern
sey, Harrison; Hocking, Jefferson, Meigs, Mon
roe, Morgan, Muskingum. Noble, Perry, Tusca
rawas and Washington. Fifteen counties. Sev
enth District—John T. Schuller: Hulbert Bldg.,
Cincinnati, O. Clermont and Hamilton. Two
counties. Eighth District—W. E. Haswell : Bucyrus, O. Allen, Ashland, Coshocton, Crawford,
Hancock, Hardin, Holmes, Huron, Knox, Ma
rion, Morrow, Putnam, Richland, Seneca, Van
Wert, Wayne and Wyandot. Seventeen coun
ties.
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In this department ive will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining- to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some lime to gel matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have all possible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jtf Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
L. C. ; READING ELECTRIC METERS.
"1. Will you kindly explain how to read cor
rectly the dials on an electric meter? Please read
the dials shown in the accompanying drawing
and explain the result. 2. What does 10,000,000
Watt-hours mean? 3. Is the gas meter read in
the same way? 4. On Dec. 22 the dials regis
tered 43,716 and on Dec. 31 the reading was 33,936. How much power did we use in that time?
A —1. The meter generally has five dials; the
lower right hand dial records in one revolution
1,000 watt-hours, and is divided into 10 divisions,
each representing 100 watt-hours. Each succeed
ing dial reads ten times larger and a division on
one dial is equal to the whole revolution of the
dial preceding it. In reading the instrument, put
down the nearest number of 100 watt-hours from

ELECTRIC METER DIALS.
the right hand dial. In the accompanying di
agram the result would be 000. Then read dials
No. 2, 3, 4 and 5, putting the results down to the
left in each case. The relation of the dial to each
other must be borne in mind when reading, and
when the hand stands between two numbers, the
smaller one just passed is the one to record. Thus
the reading in this case would be 4,323,000 watthours or 4,323 kilowatt-hours.
2. The watt is the unit of electrical power,
and it takes 746 of them to make a horsepower.
10,000,000 watt-hours would represent the prod
uct of the watts in a circuit X the hours during
which they had been used.
3. The gas meter is read in the same way as
the electric meter, only the result is expressed in
cubic feet instead of watt-hours.
4. Your reading indicates that the meter was
running backward, as it registers less power on
Dec. 31 than on Dec. 22. Look over the con
nections of the meter and see if you can find
some mistake in the wiring.
A. L. R. J PENDULUM AND LOADED GOVERNORS.
"1. What is the effect of increasing the length
of the arm in a flyball governor? 2. What is the
effect of increasing the weight of the balls?
Please state in detail how it affects both the
simple and loaded types of governors. 3. Give
rules for calculating the proportions and speed
of governors."
A.—1. Lengthening the arm of a governor
means that its speed will be decreased and the
action of the governor will be slower than with
a shorter arm. By the formula from Haeder
and Powles' Handbook on The Steam Engine,
9.748
N* H
Where .V = speed in revolutions per second, H
■= height in inches of the point of suspension of
the arms from the plane of rotation of the balls.

It is evident that if H is lengthened, N will be
decreased, and vice versa. H is the altitude of
the triangle of which the length of the arm is the
hypotenuse.
2. The weight of the balls is independent of
the speed and the altitude H, and they will ro
tate in the same plane as lighter balls. Increas
ing the weight gives a more powerful governor
and one that will respond more quickly to
change in speed. The force exerted by the gov
ernor depends directly on the mass of the balls,
thus the heavier they are the greater the force
available to overcome the friction and resistance
of the valve, which the governor controls.
In the case of loaded governors, the extra
weight is generally hung on the central spindie,
so that it does not affect the centrifugal action
of the balls, but simply adds its weight as a
force to be overcome by their momentum.
3. For the speed and proportions of the gov
ernor, we would refer you to A Manual of the
Steam Engine, part 2, by Thurston, or the Hand
book on The Steam Engine, by Haeder and
Powles. These books take up many different
forms of governors, giving tables and formulas.
A. R.; EXPANSION OF WATER; TIME TO EMPTY
TANK.
"1. Suppose I have a glass jar of the
size indicated in the accompanying sketch, which
is filled with water so that the water level
stands, say, 1 inch in the neck of the jar. Now
if the water be heated and the temperature raised
40 degrees F., what pressure, with a given length
of neck, will be created in the jar tending to

secured in the neck, at what point would the
jar be likely to rupture, provided the pressure
rose high enough to burst the jar? 4. How
long a time will be required for water to run
out of a tank so as to reduce the level a given
amount or to empty the tank entirely, say, a
tank representing 1 cubic foot with an opening
of 1 square inch in area?"
A.— 1. Water when heated expands and in
creases in volume at the rate of 0.000264 of its
volume at 32 degrees for each degree of rise of
temperature. The number of cubic inches gained
by expansion is found by means of the formula
v — V X 0.000264 (T — t), and the distance
the water will rise in the neck is equal to v ■*•
a — inches, in which V = the original volume,
v — the cubic inches gained by expansion, T —
the temperature to which the water is heated, t
— the original temperature of the water, and a
the area in square inches of the neck of the
jar. The pressure created by expansion is equal
to
X
14.7
14.7 = gage pressure
X—x
in which X = the length of the neck above the
water level and below the cork, and x the dis
tance the water rises due to expansion. Assum
ing the jar shown in the sketch to contain 3,625
cubic inches of water at 32 degrees F., the area
of the neck 7 square inches, and the rise of
temperature 40 degrees, the distance the water
will rise in the neck is 3,625 X 0.000264 X 40
■+■ 7.06 = 5.42 inches, and assuming x = 8.5
inches the pressure under the cork is equal to
14.7 X

14-7 = 25-87
8-5
5-42
pounds per square inch.
2. Ordinarily there would be provided the
thickness of the glass were made approximately
the same as in carboys.
3. Near the top of the body of the jar.
where the neck broadens into the body.
4. The time required for the water level to
descend a given distance is found by means of
the formula
7.4
t =
(V" v/A)
4.96 a
and the time required to empty a vessel is found
by the formula
2 AH

FIG. I.

4.96 a ^/H
in which t — the time in seconds. A = area of
water surface, H = higher water level, h ■=
lower water level, 0 = area of orifice in square
feet. Applying the formula to the case of the
tank 1 foot square we have
2 AH
2 X 1 X I

raise the cap or cork? 2. If the jar is of uni
form strength and the cork not secured by means
of wire or other fastenings, will there not be
greater probability of the cork being blown out
than of the jar bursting? 3. If the cork were

4.96a ^/H
4.96 X 0.00694 X ^/l
58 seconds.
E. S. U. ; STEAM METER.
"Can you tell me whether there is such
a device or apparatus on the market as a steam
meter?
A. A steam meter is manufactured by G. C.
St. John. 143 Liberty St., New York.

GLASS JAR SHOWING NORMAL WATER
LEVEL.
FIG. 2. TANK CONTAINING I CUBIC FOOT.
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DETROIT SEPARATORS.
All operators of power plants readily appre
ciate the advantages of dry live steam and puri
fied exhaust, and that for attaining this purpose
a separator is the most effective machine yet
placed on the market. Wherever live steam is
used, condensation, with its attendant loss of
power, necessarily takes place. By connecting
a separator in the steam pipe, practically all con
densation is extracted, so that possibility of acci
dent from water in cylinder is overcome, the en
gine runs smoother, and greater power is ob
tained.

THE

lated. This, added to the per cent of moisture
in the steam after leaving the separator, gave
the total amount of moisture in the steam as it
entered the system. During the test all parts
were very carefull lagged with hair felt.
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FIG. I. RECEIVER SEPARATOR FOR HORIZONTAL PIPE.
FIG. 2. VERTICAL TYPE OF DETROIT SEPARATOR.
The construction of the Detroit separator is
plainly shown by accompanying cuts. There are
no small or intricate parts to get out of order,
nor any ducts to become clogged up, so that the
separators need no care or cleaning.
There are no baffle plates or other obstruc
tions against which the steam is projected, but
the steam is given a natural, easy flow, and all
water it contains is thrown into the well of the
separator.
All separators are made from the best gray
iron and tested before leaving the shop, to a
hydrostatic pressure of 250 pounds.
Fig. 1 shows the separator as used for hori
zontal lines. If no provision is needed /or re
ceiver capacity, the lower chamber can be re
duced in length by one-half. This type is made
in cast iron for pipe from ij4 to 16 inches, for
larger sizes the general design is the same, but
the shell is made of steel plate with heads and
nozzles riveted on.
Fig. 2 shows the vertical form ; if designed
to act also as a receiver it has a larger water
chamber, but the same in other respects. This
style is made for pipe from lj£ to 12 inches.
In a test on a 2!^ inch separator made at
the engineering laboratory of the University of
Michigan by John R. Allen and Homer J. Parker
arrangements were made to introduce moisture
into the steam in the form of a fine spray. The
flow of steam was regulated by a valve through
which the steam must pass after passing the
separator. A thermometer cup was placed on
either side of this valve and the temperature
taken before and after throttling. A manometer
was also attached to get the pressure after throt
tling. The steam was condensed in a Wheeler
surface condenser.
From the readings of the two thermometers
and manometer, the moisture in steam, after
passing the separator, was calculated as in any
throttling calorimeter. From the weight of water
separated and steam condensed, the per cent of
moisture removed by the separator was calcu
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9.46 .27 99.73
9.80 .30 99.7
9.50 .50 99.5
8.10 .54 99.46
5.86 .57 99.48
8.50 .60 99.4

The results showed that at a pressure of 61
pounds and with 312 pounds of steam passing
per hour, the separator reduced the moisture
from 1 1.2 per cent to one-tenth of one per cent;
with 606 pounds of steam flowing at the same
pressure the moisture was reduced from 9.8 to
3-10 of one per cent. At 83 pounds pressure,
and with 429 pounds of steam flowing, the re
duction of moisture was from 12.94 Per cent to
0.14 of one per cent; with 855 pounds flowing,
from 5.86 per cent to 0.57 of one per cent, thus
giving practically dry steam under all conditions,
for which the separator was adopted.
The Detroit separator is made by the Detroit
Separator Co., 162 Griswold St., Detroit, Mich.
HEAT ABSORPTION IN FEED WATER
HEATERS.
Other things being equal, the efficiency of a
feed water heater depends upon the readiness
with which the heat may be transferred from the
steam to the feed water through the walls of the

to secure the best possible contact between the
water and the walls of the tubes.
Water has a tendency to form a cold core in
the center of the tube, and it is difficult to over
come this even at high speed of flow. Corrugated
tubes, as used in the Wainwright, disturb the
current and give to the water a tumbling motion,
constantly bringing fresh particles into contact
with the walls of the tubes. As water is a poor
conductor of heat, the rate of absorption is di
rectly proportioned to the disturbance of flow.
Elaborate and careful experiments, in which
the rate of absorption was measured at varying
rates of flow, for both smooth and corrugated
tubes, result in the curves shown in Fig. 1. The
horizontal scale indicates the rate of flow in feet
per minute. The vertical scale shows the number
of British thermal units absorbed per hour per
square foot of surface for each degree F. of dif
ference of temperature, between steam and water.
Thus, at a speed of 25 feet per minute, the rate
of absorption in smooth tubes, is 150 British ther
mal units, and in corrugated tubes 350.
The Wainwright Evenflow heater is made by
the Taunton Locomotive Mfg. Co., of Taunton,
Mass.

THE KIRKWOOD GAS BURNER.
The Kirkwood gas burners, made by Tate,
Jones and Co., Pittsburg, Pa., have proven their
efficiency as a burner, and seem to be giving good
satisfaction, as 10,000 of them have been already
installed, and new orders keep on coming.
One of the especially attractive features of this
burner, or group of burners, is the extreme sim
plicity and convenience of arrangement, which not
only tends to lessen the amount of attention re
quired by the attendant, but also greatly facilitates
making adjustments and repairs when necessary.
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FIG. I. KIRKWOOD BURNERS INSTALLED UNDER A
500-HORSEPOWER MORRIN CLIMAX BOILER.
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FIG. I. .HEAT ABSORPTION CURVES FOR SLOW AND
RAPID FLOW.

tubes. When the tubes are of pure copper, as in
the Wainwright Evenflow, the resistance is slight
and may be ignored. The problem, therefore, is

A general idea of the burner may be had from
Fig. 1, which shows the burners mounted under
a 500-horsepower Morrin Climax boiler, which is
one of a battery of three boilers, exhibited at
the Pan-American Exposition and used for supply
ing steam to the engines, pumps, etc., in Ma
chinery Hall. Fig. 2 shows the burners, mounted
on a Geary water tube boiler at the plant of McElvain Furniture Co. The picture was taken
when the burners were not in operation, and
shows how. they may be installed without inter
fering with the use of stokers.
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AN OMMISSION IN OUR APRIL J ISSUE.
In our description of the power plant of the
New England Confectionery Co., which appeared
'n the April I issue, we neglected to mention the
fact that the contract for covering the steam
piping and boilers was awarded the C. W. Trainer
Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass. The coverings used were
of carbonate of magnesia, 85 per cent efficiency,
and were manufactured by The Philip Carey
Mfg. Co., Lockland, O.

It consists of an outer and inner casing, form
ing a circular space, into which a large number
of small, spiral tubes, having fine holes or jets,
are introduced. An opening is provided for ad
mitting the gas into this circular space, from which
it enters the tubes and comes out of the open
ings with a swirling motion, mixing thoroughly
with the air, which is drawn through the end of
the burner, as may be seen in the accompanying
illustrations. The burner is about 7 inches in
diameter and 18 inches high and is figured to take
care of about 25 horsepower of boiler output.

THE KING LUBRICATOR.
The accompanying illustrations represent two
of the later forms of lubricator manufactured by
the King Lubricator and Brass Supply Co., 128-B
South Fifth St., Steubenville, O. A sectional view
of the sight feed head is shown in Fig. 1.
While the principle of operation is the same
as in all hydrostatic lubricators, there are nu
merous improvements in this device which cannot
fail to interest the engineer. In Fig. 1 A is the
condensing pipe, which passes through the small
chambers, B, in which there is practically no cir
culation and consequently it is cool, thus this por
tion of the small pipe becomes an efficient con
denser, and in addition to the remainder of the

cause a positive flow into the pipe or chest, thus
eliminating a common source of trouble, i. e., the
stoppage of the passage, G, which invariably re
quires the thorough cleaning or blowing out of
the entire lubricator. The feed through the sight
glass is controlled by the value, /.
One of the more interesting features of this
sight-head is the introduction of the valve, K. It
will be seen that by closing valve, /, and opening
K, oil is fed in a large or small stream directly
into the pipe or chest, which is a particularly
valuable feature when the head is connected di
rectly to the valve chest. This head virtually
performs the functions of both hand pump and
sight feed lubricator. Oil may be introduced im
mediately in front of the valves and at any time,
and between times the oil is supplied a drop at
a time by the sight feed lubricator.
When cleaning the head, the valve, K, also
serves a useful purpose, since the passage, G,
maybe thoroughly cleaned without permitting the
sediment to enter the sight feed glass and nozzle,
H. This by-passing of the sight feed glass keeps
the latter clean and the water clear at all times.
Fig. 2 shows the system of reservoir and heads
used on Corliss engines. By this arangement, one
valve may be given more or less oil than the

!
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FIG. 2. KIRKWOOD BURNERS USED WITH A GEARY
WATER-TUBE BOILER.
A test, made on the three boilers of the PanAmerican plant, is given below, which will dem
onstrate the efficiency at which the burners may be
expected to operate. The results were carefully
obtained by the chief engineer of the boiler com
pany, assisted by one of the Wcstinghouse engi
neers and an engineer representing the manufac
turers of the burner. The fuel was natural gas
of 1,000 British thermal units per cubic foot, and
was measured, as well as the water, used in the
boilers, by a Westinghouse meter.
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The temperature in the boiler room ranged be
tween 78 and 82 degrees F., the average calori
meter reading of the steam was 356 degrees F.,
and the pyrometer reading of the flue gases 405
degrees F.

FIG. 2. CORLISS ENGINE SYSTEM.

tube supplies as much condensation as is usually
provided by the ordinary condenser bulb. The
tube, A, conducts the water to the bottom of the
oil reservoir, the oil surrounding the tube, and
flowing through the port, D, escapes into the
sight feed glass, which is secured between the
packing nuts C C. The oil rises through the
£ as
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FIG. I. SECTIONAL VIEW OF SIGHT HEAD.
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water and flows down the inclined port or pas
sage, B, thence through the passage, G, into the
steam chest or steam pipe as the case may be.
The inclined surface, B, provides a slight
pressure of oil in the passage, G, sufficient to

other, and both valves can be given large quan
tities of oil when required, as for instance, just
before ■starting, without interfering with the prop
er functions of the sight feed lubricator which
supplies oil to both valves drop by drop.
The company also manufactures special reser
voirs to be used in connection with these heads.
These reservoirs are of any capacity desired, and
are situated in the most convenient place in the
engine room, nothing but the sight feed head be
ing seen on the engine. This arangement not only
economizes space, but greatly simplifies the con
nections at the cylinder and facilitates filling, and
and cleaning the entire apparatus.
The sight feed head is made in one piece with
no joints to give trouble due to expansion and
contraction or to the breaking of the sight feed
glass due to the same course, and also to frequent
blow'ing out, which, with this construction is un
necessary.
A portable kerosene engine has recently
been built in New York, which is destined for
unique service. It consists of a four-horsepower
engine, mounted on steel trucks, and belted to a
2j4 kilowatt generator. It is to be shipped to
India, where the outfit will be hauled from one
village to another by bullocks or horses, and will
be used to generate current for an arc light in
halls or theaters where moving pictures, kinetoscopes or other attractions will be exhibited. The
total weight of the outfit is about 4500.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Annual meeting, Washington, April 7, 8 and 9,
1904.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Annual convention, Indianapolis, June 7, 8 and
9; and St. Louis. June 10.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty Street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Annual convention, Allentown, Pa., May 9.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Long, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box, 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
May 31-June 3. Spring meeting in Chicago.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hurtton, 12 West 31st street,
New York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
May 31-June 3. Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ.
of Pa., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, week beginning
June 6, 1004.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554 Bloor
Street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Annual convention, Hamilton, June, 1904.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Hanrisburg Foundry
& Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy.. R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1004.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May 23, 1904, annual convention at Boston.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New
York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14, 15
and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
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Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Next meeting, Columbus, O., May 13-14, 1904.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Ed
ucation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September I, 2,
3. 1904.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
The Western Society of Engineers has re
cently completed arrangements whereby the Chi
cago Electrical Association becomes the electrical
section of the first-named society. A meeting of
this section was held on March 18, at which a
paper on Opportunities in the Electrical Business
was presented by Geo. A. Damon. Mr. Damon
gave the results of one hundred letters of inquiry
sent out to prominent electrical engineers in and
near Chicago, showing the average incomes of
these men at various ages, the incomes for dif
ferent classes of work, and giving opinions ex
pressed on the advisable course for getting a
start in the electrical field.
In addition, Mr.
Damon presented what he called a "specification
for success," which embodied partly the results of
his inquiries and partly his own ideas. The pa
per was a model in its way and evoked hearty
commendation from those who took part in the
discussion.
The more important points brought out in the
paper and discussion were—that to achieve the
best success, a careful preparation by means of a
course in a technical school and some years of
practical experience is necessary. General opinion
favors the getting of practical experience during
the vacations of school work and after gradua
tion rather than by an intermediate year during
the school course. The necessity of keeping up
study and reading and of keeping in touch with
fellow engineers by attending meetings of engi
neers' associations, was strongly emphasised.
The question of correspondence instruction was
touched upon, and it was agreed that, although
this cannot take the place of attendance at the
usual technical course, either at day or night
school, yet the correspondence courses are of great
value. They cannot give a student training or
knowledge without effort on his part any more
than can the personal attendance schools, but the
man who is willing to work can get great bene
fit from them.
The attendance at the meeting taxed to its
capacity the rooms of the Western Society, which
was most gratifying for a first meeting of the new
section.
On March 21, a nump.er of the members of
the Marlboro, Mass., branch of the N. A. S. E.
visited the association at Wcstlwro and were
entertained by the Westboro association. The talk
of the evening was given by the superintendent
of the Westboro Electric Light Co., on Electric
ity. Short after-dinner speeches were also made
by national president, Hogan, state president, W.
P. Blodgett, and state deputy, T. N. Kelsey.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee
of the International Association of Municipal
Electricians, held at Brooklyn, N. Y., April 2,
the following papers were selected and assigned,
to be read at the ninth annual convention to be
held at St. Louis, Sept. 13-14. I9°4: Street
Lighting, Principles Involved and Systems used,
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A. S. Hatch, Detroit, Mich. The Limitations of
the Telephone, for Fire Alarm Purposes, Adam
Bosch, Newark, N. J. The Inspection of Thea
tres, from an Electrical Standpoint, Wm. H.
Thompson, Richmond, Va. Methods of Testing,
Walter M. Petty, Rutherford, N. J.
At the twenty-fourth annual convention
of the American Waterworks Association, at St.
Louis, in the week beginning June 6, the head
quarters will be at Jefferson Hotel, and meetings
will be held in the old Exposition Hall, 13th and
Olive Sts. Arrangements have been made for pa
pers on Electrolysis, Standard Specifications for
Cast Iron Pipe, Uniform Classification of Ac
counts, Standard for Water Rates, Insurance, and
Constitution and By-laws. Full information in
regard to hotel rates and transportation may be
obtained from J. M. Diven, secretary, Elmira,
N. Y.
Pawtucket and Providence engineers visited
the electric plant of the Rhode Island Co. on Manchaster St., Providence, on March 14. The Paw
tucket delegation were guests of the Providence
men and were given a cordial welcome, both at
the power station and at the Providence head
quarters, where an entertainment and refreshments
were provided. A pleasant feature of the even
ing was the presentation of a roll-top desk and
chair to H. H. Hopkins, secretary of the Provi
dence association.
A combination meeting of the four Boston
branches of N. A. S. E. and other branches in
the state was held in Boston on March 24. About
500 sat down to the tables and listened to the
interesting speeches of National President Hogan
and State Inspector J. H. McNeill.
The eighth annual report of The Interna
tional Association of Municipal Electricians in
cludes the papers presented at the meeting held
at Atlantic City, N. J., last September. Papers
are included on Electrolytic Corrosion of Cables,
by J. Murphy; on Records and Reports, by A. S.
Hatch; on The Importance of a Fire Alarm
and Police Telegraph, and on The Economy of
Time, by H. W. Pope.
Engineers of Pine Bluff, Ark., organized an
association to be known as the Pine Bluff No.
2, N. A. S. E., with twenty-four members, on
March 16. The lodge was organized by Fred
Wilcox, state deputy.
On March 12, the stationary engineers of
Dayton, Ohio, were the guests of their brothers at
Piqua, and enjoyed a visit to the electric light
plant, and afterward an evening of music followed
by the serving of refreshments.
Wm. T. Bonner, of Wm. T. Bonner & Co.,
Boston, on the evening of March 17, spoke before
Pawtucket, R. I., Association No. 2, N. A. S. E.,
giving a general description of the history and de
velopment of steam boiler accessories from the
ancient Pompeiian boilers down through the Newcomen and Watts period, and discussed particu
larly the more recent development along the line
of water gages. The paper was closed by a de
scription of the Klinger water gages and examples
of these gages, fitted with the Wiltbonco mount
ings and valves, were shown and were of great
interest to the members and guests who were
fortunate enough to be present.
J. T. Cordett, of the firm of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, delivered an illustrated lec
ture before the Evansville Association, N. A. S.
E., on March 17.
Herbert E. Stone, of the Chapman Valve Co.,
recently lectured before the Atlanta Association
of the N. A. S. E. on subjects of interest to the
profession.

THE
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
Mr. F. L. Cleveland, who is the secretary and
treasurer of The Erie Engine Works, Erie, Pa.,
has for eleven years held that position and been
to a considerable extent the guiding spirit in the
growth and progress of the company's operations.
Mr. Cleveland brought to his work as an execu-

F. L.

CLEVELAND, SECRETARY AND TREASURER
OF THE ERIE ENGINE WORKS, ERIE, PA.

live a training of nineteen years in the commer
cial business work of the company, a training
which gave him an insight into the necessities
of the engine business and made him familiar with
the details of steam machinery. Mr. Cleveland's
has been a practical training arrd a practical ca
reer, and the great success which has attended
his efforts is a tribute to the ability and hard
work which have won it.
The company has prospered and grown strong
as the years have gone by, increasing its output
in the lines already established, and continually
taking on new lines of goods, until at the present
time it includes among its products types of high
speed engines both center and side crank, with
throttling and automatic governors, the sizes run
ning from 4 up to 125 horsepower for the throt
tling type, and from 26 up to 156 horsepower for
the automatic. These engines, when made double,
are built up to 350 horsepower. They are made
in the portable type, mounted directly on a loco
motive style of boiler, in sizes from 6 to 50 horse
power; and in the portable engines on wheels, up
to 35 horsepower.
A novel type of boiler is the return flue
portable, which is particularly adapted for the
burning of light material, such as straw and
wood. Portable boilers of the vertical type are
also manufactured.
Stationary, tubular boilers of the usual design,
with half front and with full front, vertical boil
ers with submerged tubes, feed-water heaters,
grate bars of various types for various fuels, and
the Erie shaking grate are among the other spe
cialties manufactured by the company. These
lines are manufactured in large quantities and
used not only in the United States but in every
country in the world; and to this result, Mr.
Cleveland has contributed his full share.
William R. Grace, late president of the IngersoIl-Sergeant Drill Co., died recently, being suc
ceeded by W. L. Saunders, who has been vicepresident since 1897.
At a meeting of the board of directors of the
company, held March 24, the following resolu
tion was unanimously adopted :
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"Resolved, As God, in his wisdom, has seen
fit to take away our president and friend, William
Russell Grace, that this board wishes to express
its deep sorrow at the loss of one, whose wise
counsel and able direction, during the past 15
years, have brought progress and prosperity to the
company. We mourn the loss of a citizen, whose
public spirit has left a lasting impression for
good ; of a business master, who won success by
industry, joined at all times with sterling integ
rity; of one, whose charity always sought the
weak and lowly, and who gave quietly and bounte
ously ; of one, whose good fellowship was well
known to those, who, by close association, really
knew him ; of one, who was great in many things,
but greatest in his home, as husband, father,
brother and friend. We extend to his widow and
family our deep sympathy."
C. C. Starr, who was formerly connected with
the firm of John Starr, Son and Co., has been
recently engaged by the Canadian Westinghouse
Co.. Limited, of Hamilton, Canada, to act as
their representative in the Maritime Provinces,
with headquarters at 134 Granville St., Halifax,
Nova Scotia.
The Maritime Provinces are included in the
district of the Canadian Westinghouse Co.'s Mon
treal office, and Mr. Starr will consequently be an
attache of that office.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Bay City, Mich., Traction and Electric Co.
will soon establish a $5,000 storage battery.
Large additions will be made to the plant of
the Cooper & Wells Knitting Co., at St. Joseph,
Mich.
Cannon Falls, Minn., is to have a large
packing plant built by the Cannon Valley Canning
Co.
Business men of Lead and Deadwood, S.
Dak., will soon erect a large gas plant at Pluma.
The company is known as the Lead-Deadwood
Gas and Fuel Co.
A new plant is to be built at Washington
Court House, Ohio, by the Circleville Sweet Corn
and Canning Co.
The plant of the Carroll-Jamieson Machine
Tool Co., at Batavia, Ohio, is to be greatly en
larged.
Fire destroyed the factory of the Pelham
Oil and Fertilizer Co., at Pelham, Ga. It will
be rebuilt at once.
At Connellsville, Pa., a box factory will be
established by the Knockdown Box Co., of which
J. M. Sisley is manager.
Dayton Reduction Co., of which W. F.
Winchet is president, will start work at once on
a new plant at Dayton, Ohio.
Plans for a new building for the gas plant
of the Negaunee and Ishpeming Street Railway
and Electric Co., at Marquette, Mich., are now
ready.
Alpena, Mich., has voted bonds for a $150,000 water-works.
Kenton Marble and Graphite Co. will soon
start work on a new plant at Kenton, Ohio.
Extensive additions will be made to the plant
of the Wheland Machine Co., of Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Plans for a new pumping station for the
Muncie Heating, Light & Power Co., at Muncie,
Ind., have been prepared. The station will be
built in the coming summer.
Work has been started on the foundation for
a large shingle mill to be erected on the lake
front, by Wm. H. White, at Boyne City, Mich.
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Plans and specifications have been received
for a new factory to be erected by the Delphos
Can Co., at Delphos, O.
At Springfield, Ohio, a new planing mill is
being erected by Joseph Murphy, at the corner
of West Court and Russell Sts.
Buffalo Box Factory, of which Jas. Fenton
is proprietor, will be rebuilt at Buffalo, N. Y.
Plans are being prepared for the new paper
plant to be erected at Merrill, Wis. C. B. Pride,
of Appleton, Wis., has the work in charge.
Contract has been let by the Stevens Organ
& Piano Co. for a new factory building at
Marietta, Ohio.
Ground has been secured for a new manu
facturing plant by the Brownlee Lumber Co., at
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Work will soon be started on a new plant
for the Pintsch Compressing Co., at Washington,
D. C.
Summit City Soap Co. will erect a threestory brick factory at Fort Wayne, Ind.
Bay City, Mich., Gas Co. are making prepara
tions for building a new plant.
NEWS NOTES.
We are informed by W. P. Hunt that the
safety stop for Corliss engines, described in the
issue of April 1 by B. E. Mitterling, is a device
patented some years ago by Jas. Barclay, and
that it has been on the market for a number of
years. He states further that this has been used
by a number of prominent engine builders, and
that it is now made by The Moline Tool Co., of
Moline, 111. We give this information to avoid
any infringement of patents by our readers.
Free dinners for the officers of the National
Electric Co., the employes in the executive of
fices, the engineering department and the heads
of the departments, will be served daily at the
expense of the company. Two pleasant dining
rooms, a butler's pantry and a kitchen have been
fitted up in the new office building, recently erect
ed at the company's plant near Riverside park.
The dining rooms and kitchen are located on
the second floor of the building. One dining
room is for the officers of the company, their
guests, and business men from other cities, who
come to Milwaukee to inspect the plant. It is
expected that the officers will get into closer
personal touch with each other by dining to
gether each noon, and that many informal exec
utive sessions for the discussion of the company's
interests will be held over the coffee cups and
cigars.
The second dining room will be for the em
ployes of the offices and engineering department.
The chef will have entire charge of the prepara
tion of the dinners, which will be served promptly
at noon.
There will be no charge whatever to the em
ployees for the dinners, as the company believes
that the plan will be mutually beneficial to em
ployer and employed, and expects to be more than
repaid for the expenditure by the increased in
terest which their employees will take in their
work, and by the time which will be saved. The
employees now have an hour and a half for the
noonday luncheon, but with dinners served at
the plant, it is expected that the men will be
ready to return to their desks at 12 145 instead of
1 :30 o'clock. In the additional work, which will
be accomplished in this time, and in the increase
of personal interest, which it is hoped will re
sult from the social hour, the company expects
to find its recompense.
A new combination in the consulting engi
neer field is the Roberts & Abbott Co., of Cleve
land, O. This has been organized to take over
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A BLAST FURNACE GAS ENGINE ELECTRIC STATION.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
THE greater progress the world makes, the
more intense becomes competition, and the
more necessary it is to get a profit from
those things which heretofore have been thrown
away, hence blast-furnace gas has been used in

which the average production is 220 tons of iron
per day. These furnaces are so fully employed
that a fourth is in process of construction. The
quality of the gas is very uniform. Since coal is
very dear at Ilseder, on account of the great dis-

blowing engines of 500 horsepower each, which
replaced the steam engines formerly employed,
The gas thus used is besides that which drives the
Oechelhaeuser gas engine units,
The generating set consists of a three-phase

FIG. I. GENERATOR ROOM IN THE ILSEDER POWER STATION.
Germany for some time on a large scale for driv
ing engines and furnishing power. Among the
more recent installations, one of the most inter
esting is that of the metallurgical power station
at Ilseder. The machinery was furnished by the
Oechelhaeuser Gas Engine Co., the Siemens and
Halske Electric Co. and the Union Electrical Co.
The gas used comes from three furnaces, of

tance from the mines, a part of the furnace gases
is used to heat boilers, furnishing steam for a
central electric station having a capacity of 1,830horsepower. The energy thus generated is used
in the power house of neighboring iron mines,
and in the rolling mills at Peine, where the iron
produced at the Ilseder furnaces is worked up.
The blast furnace gas is also used to operate two

alternator driven by two gas engines, one on each
side of the armature. The armature runs at 129
turns a minute and supplies current at 10,000
volts and a frequency of 45 cycles per second.
The speed is very regular, the factor of fluctuation
at full load being 1 in 350. The armature is
mounted on a quill shaft, so arranged that it can
be connected to either of the two crank shafts of
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the gas engines. Thus the generator may be
driven by one or both engines as occasion re
quires.
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feet and is 56 feet high. It is designed to receive
six generating units of 1,000 to 1,200 horsepower
each. It is constructed almost entirely of iron,
and light is provided for, even to excess.
The greater part of the current produced by
the new station is used in the mines and rolling
mills already mentioned. These mills are entirely
electric driven, the rolls being operated by motors,
a method which gives very good results. This field
seems to be a promising one for the electric
motor, as this rolling mill is not the only one so
driven in Germany, the steel mills of the German
General Electric Co. being operated in the same
way.
The results given by the plant up to the pres
ent time are so satisfactory that a number of

FIG. 2. BLAST FURNACES AT THE ILSEDER WORKS.
This generating unit works perfectly in parallel
with the steam-driven units previously installed,
even when it is driven by only one of the gas en
gines. The governors of the engine are controlled
electrically from the switchboard, so as to facilitate
throwing the generators in parallel. The principal
switchboard is placed on a gallery and is of the
type used in low potential working. It carries
only the measuring instruments and the handles
of the circuit breakers. All apparatus carrying
high voltage current is enclosed in separate cham
bers.
Before passing to the gas engines, the gas is
purified in two centrifugal washers designed to
care for 29,000 cubic feet of gas per minute. The
consumption of water is 440 pounds a minute when
developing 110 horsepower.
The engines are of the two-cycle type, having
two pistons working in each cylinder. These pis
tons move in opposite directions and are so ar
ranged that, on arriving at the end of the stroke.

FIG. 4. MOTOR FOR TURNING OVER THE GENERATOR
TO START OR FOR REPAIRS.
others of the same type will probably be estab
lished immediately. Blast-furnace gas promises
to be to the lowland countries what waterfalls
are for mountainous regions, the most economical
source for producing electrical energy.

FIG. 3. POWER STATION WITH WORKS IN THE BACKGROUND.

they uncover the admission ports and also exhaust
ports, thus doing away with the use of other
valves, as explained in the article by Mr. Mershon
in the issue -,f April 1. On an extension of the
back end of the piston rod is placed a pump, which
forces gas and air from its two ends respectively
through the admission ports in the engine cylin
der, at a pressure of a few pounds per square inch.
Compression is produced in the engine cylinder
by the moving together of the two pistons at the
middle of the cylinder. The speed is governed by
the varying proportions of the mixture of gas and
air.
The plans of the station have been prepared
for an installation of 6,000 to 12,000 horsepower.
The generator room is made up of two bays, each
provided with a traveling crane, capable of carry
ing 26 tons. The building measures 147 x 214

One ( f the most interesting features of the
new plant now being erected by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., at Hyde Park, Mass., is an elaborate
testing plate for its engines. With an output of
a thousand engines or more per year this is an
essential for a careful system of manufacture and
testing. The plate, or more properly the plates,
will be supported upon a series of heavy parallel
walls, between which steam and exhaust pipes are
carried, so that at almost any point in the entire
area of the floor, measuring about 30 by 60 feet,
steam and exhaust connections may be made to
any engine. Testing facilities will be provided,
and a transfer crane overhead will make it simple
to locate cr remove the engines. The same crane
will transport them to the packing department,
and load them directly upon cars which traverse
the end of the building.
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GLIMPSES OF THE NEW TURBINE PLANT
AT SOUTH BOSTON.
BY JOHN H. RYAN.
The entire building is closed in and temporary
heating apparatus installed to facilitate working
during the cold weather. The tunnels for con
densing water, of course, have to be finished first.
It looks to me as if the water tunnels are deep
enough to allow tide water to flow right into the
station. There are board coverings over parts of
the condenser foundations, and a glance through
the cracks shows water below. The pipes which
carry the rainwater from the roof are also led into
the condenser foundations instead of into the city
sewer.
All foundations are of concrete, with the ex
ception of the upper part of the condenser foun
dations, which are of brick topped by I beams,
which cover the openings to the water below.
At present they are working on but one foun
dation for the turbines. I believe the intention is
to install one at first.
The foundation does not look very massive
for a 5,000-horsepowcr engine.
The engine room looks as though it were in
tended for a church or a library reading room.
It is about 215 feet long and 80 feet wide. There
is a skylight the full length of the building, while
the ends arc almost wholly given to large church
windows. The walls are paneled, each panel be
ing 25 feet wide and extending from the floor to
the crane track. The columns and arches of the
panels are of white tile, as are also the walls
above the crane. The panels will be covered with
tile, the color of which runs from green to yel
low.
The boiler room is about 150 feet square and
the boilers are set on a higher level than the en
gine room floor to allow for large ashpits under
the boilers, and also sufficient space for the con
veyor, which takes the ashes from beneath the
ashpits without going below the street level. The
boilers are furnished by the Babcock & Wilcox
Company. There are to be sixteen installed at
present, of which one-half are already erected,
and it is expected to have the others finished some
time in June.
Each boiler has two drums and 252 tubes.
The boilers are fitted with two superheating coils,
the steam passing through them in series, first
through the long coils close to the drums, then
through the shorter coils nearer the tubes, and. of
course, hotter. There are no steam outlets on
top of the drums. The dry pipe is run straight
down through the bottom of the drums and ex
panded into the header of the superheating coils.
Roney stokers are used and there are about
no square feet of grate surface in each furnace.
I saw no signs of economizers, and judging
by the construction of the flues it does not look
as if economizers were to be used.
There will he some kind of machines for op
erating all the stop valves, because the Boston
Edison Company have had several experiences
showing that human hands can not close a gate
valve when one end of the pipe is open and 160
pounds pressure of steam on the other side of
the valve.
The stack fills the space between the two rows
of boilers and so a passage was built through the
center of the stack at the boiler room level. An
other interesting thing about the stack is that
there arc 121 empty bottles buried in the walls.
The builders must have been a jolly crowd or
else they needed Dutch courage.
The station is .lot expected to be in operation
before August.

May i, 1904STEAM TRAPS-I.
BY WALTER W. EDWARDS.
THE purpose of a steam trap is to remove
automatically all the water of condensation
from a system of steam pipes and at the
same time prevent any waste of steam. No mat
ter how well a steam pipe may be covered with
non-conducting material, condensation is bounc! to
occur, and the resulting water gravitates to the
lowest point of the system. Unless some means
of removal are provided, this water will con
tinue to accumulate until there is great danger of
water hammer and leaky joints, or until the pip
ing is completely filled and, therefore, no longer in
condition to perform its work of heating rooms or
conveying steam.
It is a noteworthy fact, that a joint on a steam
pipe, which will hold a steam pressure of 200
pounds, will often leak badly when subjected to
a water pressure of only half that. The reason
for this is not far to seek. Steam of a given pres
sure must have the temperature which corresponds
to that pressure and can have no other, unless it
is superheated; as a result, the pipe and joint
have practically the same temperature as the
steam and, therefore, are expanded by the heat so
that all the leaks are closed. With water the case
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As the water of condensation enters the trap
at the point C, it rises until the lower end of the
pipe H is covered with water to a depth of about
4 inches. This amount of water is always re
tained in the trap and thus furnishes a very effect
ual water seal to the outlet. As the water con
tinues to rise in the trap, the float E rises and lifts
one of the levers G, thus opening one of the out-

tem to be drained enters at A and passes upward
through several small passages, one of which is
shown at B, into the body of the trap. Water
continues to accumulate here until the float is
lifted, thus opening the small pilot valve C. The
water passes through this valve, around the- cup
shaped piston D, which is made a loose fit for this
purpose, and thence through the outlet E.
Ordinarily, enough water will pass around the
piston D to care for all the condensation, but if an
extraordinary amount of water is to be disposed
of, the pilot valve is opened wide by the float, and,
as the space around the piston D will not longer
carry off all the water, the pressure above the
piston forces it down, thus opening the valve F
and allowing the water to pass directly into the
drain pipe without entering the body of the trap at
all.
The discharge from a float trap is, in almost
every case, a continuous one. The height of the
float, consequently the area of the outlet, is pro
portional to the amount of water present.
A bowl trap is shown in Fig. 4. The water en
ters the trap through the hollow trunnion B and
rises in the bowl until its weight overcomes the
weight of the counterpoise D, and the bowl
drops to the bottom of the opening in the guide
G. As the body A falls, the ring E, through
which the stem of the valve F passes, engages the
nuts on the valve stem and opens the valve F, so

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF THE VALVES AND SEATS OF THE
TRAP SHOWN IN FIG. I.
let valves. If for any reason the condensation
enters the trap faster than one valve can take
care of it, the level of the water in the trap rises
and causes the float to open another one of the
valves. If the trap is as large as it should be

FIG. I. A FLOAT TRAP HAVING THREE OUTLETS FOR
THE WATER.

FIG. 4. A BOWL TRAP.

is wholly different; the pressure on the water is
entirely independent of its temperature, conse
quently, when the water of condensation collects
in a pipe and cools, the pipe also cools and con
tracts, so that the joints open enough to allow
leaking. As soon as the water is drained, the
steam heats the pipe again, and the resulting ex
pansion causes all leaks to stop.
According to the principle of operation, steam
traps may be divided into four general classes,
viz., float traps, bowl traps, bucket traps, and ex
pansion traps. Depending on their use, traps are
sometimes divided into two classes, return and
non-return.
Float traps are those in which the outlet valve
is operated by means of a hollow sphere that rises
as the water of condensation collects in the body
of the trap. The motion of this sphere may oper
ate one or more valves, depending on the design
of the trap. Fig. 1 shows a trap, using the float
principle and having an outlet for the water con
sisting of three valves.
In the interior of the trap is the float E,
connected to the three horizontal levers marked
G, which, in turn, arc connected to three vertical
valve stems within the vertical pipe H. At the
upper end of these valve stems, are three conical
valves that fit into three corresponding valve
seats. The details of the valves and seats are
shown in Fig. 2.

as to admit full boiler pressure onto the surface of
the water in the trap. The steam pressure is ad
mitted to the trap through the bent pipe shown in
the interior of the bowl. This bent pipe dis
charges into the uppermost part of the bowl, thus
bringing the steam pressure on top of the water,
instead of compelling it to force its way up
through the water from the bottom of the bowl.
The water in the trap will now flow into the
boiler by gravity, if the trap is above the water
level. Since this trap will return the water- of
condensation from a pipe system of low pressure
into the boiler, where the pressure is much higher,
it belongs to the class known as return traps.
Due to this fact, it can be used successfully
as a boiler feeder. The only requirements are,
that the trap shall be placed 3 or more feet
above the water line in the boiler, and that the
feed-water temperature shall be not less than 100
degrees F. By placing it above the water line,
the hydrostatic pressure of the water in the con
necting pipe will cause the trap to quickly empty
into the boiler. By having the feed water tem
perature at 100 degrees F., or over, the steam
that is admitted to the trap will not be condensed
and interfere with the working of the trap. Of
course, the water supply must be higher than the
trap or under sufficient pressure to rise to it, other
wise the trap will not fill. If for any reason, the
water supply will not fill the trap when it is above

FIG. 3. ANOTHER STYLE OF THE FLOAT TRAP.
for its location, one or two valves are sufficient to
take care of all the water. This leaves the third
valve, which is operated when the float rises to
its highest point, as a reserve to take care of any
unusually large amount of water that may be
present.
The trap, shown in Fig. 3, has a float with a
different means of caring for an excessive amount
of condensation. The water from the piping sys
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the boiler, another trap, lower down, must be
used to lift water to the trap above the- boiler.
The connections for this lifting trap are similar to
the feeding trap. Bowl traps are necessarily inter
mittent in their discharge.
Bucket traps are distinguished from other types
by the fact that the operating mechanism is actu
ated by means of a bucket that fills and drops to
the bottom, thus opening the discharge. Such a
trap is shown in Fig. 5, and operates as follows:
The condensed steam enters at P through the
cored passage and the small opening C into the
body of the trap. The diaphragm D causes the

FIG. 5. A BUCKET TRAP.
water to flow into the space around the outside of
the bucket. The bucket itself is not filled until
the outside is full, and the water runs over the
sides. When this occurs, and the weight of water
within the bucket is sufficient to overcome its
buoyancy and the steam pressure on the under
side of the discharge valve, the bucket sinks and
opens the valve O. The pressure within the trap
forces the water in the bucket up the sleeve M,
through the valve O and out of the trap at the
discharge V.

ENGINEER.

considerable back pressure, but as the back pres
sure must always be less than the pressure within
the pipe system, it can hardly be called a return
trap in the strict sense of the term. At 5 is
shown a bypass valve that, when open, connects
the inlet and outlet passages so that any great
quantity of water may be discharged without
passing through the trap. This valve is not auto
matic and must be operated by hand. The dis
charge from this trap is intermittent.
An expansion trap is shown at Fig. 6. As its
name indicates, its operation depends on the ex
pansion and contraction of certain parts of the
trap when exposed to water or steam. Water
enters the trap at the point A and passes up
through the opening B into the vertical chamber
containing the expansion bars C. As the water
cools below the temperature of the steam, the ex
pansion bars are caused to contract, thus opening
the pilot valve D. This admits water to the upper
side of the piston E and, if the quantity of con
densation is large, the piston is forced down and
the main valve F is opened, allowing a discharge
of water the full size of the connecting pipes.
When the quantity of water is small, it all passes
by the piston E, as this piston is purposely made
a loose fit in its casing. The action of the main
valve is identical with the one shown in Fig. 3.
When all the water is drained out, steam enters
the trap, and as its temperature must always be
212 degrees F., or more, the expansion bars ex
pand and close the pilot valve D. The opening
of the pilot valve can be regulated by the threaded
stem at the top of the trap.
Another form of trap, in which the expansion
of metal is utilized in the operation of opening
and closing the discharge, is shown in Fig. 7.
The water of condensation enters the trap at the
point N, passes through the pipe O, then down
ward to the main body of the trap, and back to the
outlet valve C. Beneath the pipe O and parallel
to it, is an iron rod S, the end of which is the
support or fulcrum of the lever R. The lower end
of this lever is connected to the stem of the valve
C so that any movement of the lever is com
municated to it.

OUTLET
FIG. 7. A FORM OF AN EXPANSION TRAP USING A
BRASS PIPE.

OUTLET

FIG. 6. AN

tPANSION TRAP USING EXPANSION
BARS.

As the water leaves by this course the bucket
slowly rises, thus keeping the lower end of the
sleeve M submerged until practically all the water
is drained out of the bucket, when the spindle
closes the discharge valve. These operations are
repeated as long as water continues to flow into
the trap, and there is sufficient pressure to force
it up the sleeve M. If the pressure in the pipe
system is sufficient, the trap will discharge against

When the trap is cold, the valve C is open and
all the water of condensation passes out. The
moment that steam enters the pipe O, it expands.
The amount of expansion is multiplied several
times by the action of the lever R, so that the
movement of the valve stem is much greater than
the expansion of the pipe O. This pipe is made
of bras, as the amount of expansion of brass is
much greater than that of iron. By a careful ad
justment of the nuts on the end of the iron rod
S, the discharge from this form of expansion
trap may be made continuous ; this trap will also
discharge against considerable back pressure, but,
as it will not return water to the boiler, it must
be classed as a nonreturn trap.
A third form of expansion trap, in which the
action of a volatile liquid is utilized, is shown in
Fig. 8. The metallic tube spring A is partially
filled with a liquid having a low boiling point, so
that the presence of steam in the casing surround-

Mav i, 1904ing the tube causes an increase in pressure within
the tube, tending to straighten it out. The cross
section of the tube is elliptical. A straight tube
of elliptical cross section will hold more than a
bent one, and as the internal pressure tends to in
crease the capacity of the tube to its greatest pos
sible limit, it follows that the tube straightens out
an amount proportional to the pressure within it.
Advantage is taken of this fact, and the movement
of the tube is caused to operate the small valve
B in the lower part of the trap.
When the trap is cold, the tube A contracts,
opening the valve B, and allowing all the cool
water of condensation to run out of the piping
system. The moment that steam enters the casing,
however, the increase in temperature within the
trap, causes the spring to lengthen and close the
valve. The pin C is used for the purpose of
changing the position of the tube spring and

FIG. 8. AN EXPANSION TRAP DEPENDING ON THE
ACTION OF A VOLATILE LIQUID.
valve so as to vary the temperature at which the
valve will close. The trap, by this means, is
capable of exceedingly close regulation, but as it
has little or no space for holding water, it is
necessary to provide a pipe, say 15 or 20 feet in
length, between the trap and the pipe system, in
which the water of condensation can cool suffi
ciently to allow the trap to open. This length of
pipe is in no sense a condenser; it is simply a
reservoir to hold the hot water until it has cooled
below 212 degrees F.
Expansion traps, because they are open when
cold, will never freeze, as all the water drains out
long before the temperature reaches 32 degrees F.
They are usually of very light weight, which, in
some classes of work, is of considerable advantage.
Aqua ammonia is an excellent extinguisher
for a gasoline fire, as is illustrated by an incident
which is reported as having occurred in Savenay,
France, where the vapors from a tank containing
fifty gallons of gasoline caught fire. A druggist,
whose shop was next door, seized a demijohn con
taining a gallon and a half of ammonia water and
threw it into the room where the fire was raging,
breaking the demijohn. According to the report,
the fire was almost instantaneously extinguished,
and workmen who entered the room a short time
afterwards found the iron gasoline tank intact.
It is reported that laboratory experiments
have made it possible to construct a generator
which will permit a gas to be generated from lig
nite, on a commercial basis. The gas is said to be
colorless; to have a specific gravity less than that
of ordinary coal gas, and to have an odor of ben
zine. One cubic meter (35.3 cubic feet) of it
gives 1.556 calories. It may be used for illumi
nating and heating purposes as well as in gas en
gines. It is a mixture of several gases, such as
hydrogen, nitrogen, methane, ethylene, carbonic
oxide, etc.
Prof. Heinstedt of the University of Frei
burg has determined by careful investigations that
natural springs of water and petroleum wells
give off a heavy gas whose radiations are similar
to and probably the same as those of radium.

May i, 1904BOILER HORSEPOWER.
BY CHARLES L. HUBBARD.
THE standard adopted as a "boiler horse
power" is the evaporation of 30 pounds of
water per hour from a temperature of
100 degrees F. into steam at 70 pounds gage pres
sure. This is equivalent to the evaporation of
34.5 pounds per hour from a temperature of 212
degrees F. into steam at atmospheric pressure,
and requires 33,305 British thermal units, which
for practical purposes we may call 33,000 units,
per hour. The fact that an engine horsepower
represents work done at the rate of 33,000 foot
pounds per minute often leads to more or less
confusion among those not familiar with the
meaning of the term horsepower as applied to
the two cases. A boiler of 100 horsepower may
supply sufficient steam for a 200-horsepower com
pound, condensing engine of the best make, or it
may only be able to provide steam for a 50- or 75horsepower simple, noncondensing engine of old
style with plain slide valve. In each case, „ the
boiler would be furnishing the same amount of
steam and would be running at its normal rating
of 100-horsepower, but the work delivered by the
engine would vary from 50- to 200-horsepower,
depending upon its water rate.
We have seen from a previous article on steam
that the latent heat of evaporation varies with the
pressure and that the heat in the liquid varies
both with the pressure and with the temperature
of the feed water. From this it is evident that,
in making comparisons of the efficiency of boilers
working under different conditions, we must first
reduce the working conditions of each to
a common standard. This standard is called
the "equivalent evaporation from and at 212
degrees," and is best explained by the follow
ing example : A boiler carrying a pressure of 90
pounds gage, and supplied with feed-water at a
temperature of 60 degrees F., evaporates 3,000
pounds of water per hour; what is its equivalent
evaporation from and at 212 degrees? From a
steam table we find the temperature of steam at
90 pounds pressure to be 331 degrees F. and the
latent heat of evaporation 881 British thermal
units ; then, for one pound of water the heat in the
liquid above the temperature of the feed water is
331—60=271 British thermal units, and the total
heat is 271+881=1,152 British thermal units.
Therefore, the heat required to raise the tempera
ture of 3,000 pounds of water from 60 degrees F.
and evaporate it into steam at 90 pounds pressure
will be 1,152X3,000=3,456,000 British thermal
units.
Referring again to the steam table, we find the
latent heat of evaporation for steam at atmo
spheric pressure, to be 966 heat units, therefore,
3,456,000-^-066=3,577 pounds, which is the weight
of water that would be evaporated from a tem
perature of 212 degrees into steam at atmospheric
pressure by the above amount of heat. The ratio
3,577-f-3,ooo=i.i9, is called the "Factor of evapora
tion." Tables giving the factors of evaporation
for various initial temperatures of feed water and
steam pressures can be found in most engineers'
handbooks and in many boiler catalogs.
The horsepower of a well designed boiler is
based upon its heating surface.
For the best economy a boiler should be so
proportioned that it will have at least one square
foot of heating surface for each three pounds of
water to be evaporated from and at 212 degrees
per hour. This gives 34.5-5-3=11.5 square feet of
heating surface per horsepower. It is customary
for most builders of tubular boilers to rate them
on a basis of 12 square feet of heating surface
per horsepower, which is a safe figure provided
the tubes are kept free from soot, and so arranged
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as to produce an even flow of hot gases over the
entire heating surface.
The interior of the boiler must also be kept
free from incrustation, if the best results are to be
obtained.
As it is practically impossible to run a boiler
under these favorable conditions at all times,
especially in heating plants of small or medium
size, it seems best to make a slight allowance by
providing 15 square feet of heating surface per
horsepower, which has been found safe and results
in a durable construction. This also allows a
margin for forcing in case of emergency. With
clean tubes and careful firing, a boiler having these
proportions may be made to develop a capacity at
least 30 per cent above its nominal rating.
Authorities differ in regard to the proper
method of computing the heating surface of
tubular boilers.
A safe rule is to take one-half the area of the
shell, two-thirds of the area of the rear head less
the area of cross section of the tubes, and the
interior surface of all the tubes. In the case of
water-tube boilers, it is customary to allow 10
square feet of heating surface per horsepower, on
account of the more effective circulation.
Rate of Combustion.—The .coal burned in power
plants per square foot of grate area per hour
under natural draft, averages from 12 to 15
pounds for anthracite, and from 15 to 18 pounds
for bituminous.'
When forced draft is employed, a combustion
of 20 to 40 pounds per square foot of grate per
hour is often obtained with stationary boilers,
while a much higher rate is common in locomotive
practice.
In the case of heating boilers, from 8 to 10
pounds is a fair average; this however is often
much less in poorly cared for boilers of small
size. House heating boilers of the cast iron
sectional type usually burn about 5 pounds of coal
per square foot of grate when properly cared for.
The rate of evaporation in well proportioned
boilers with clean tubes, varies from 8 to 10 pounds
of steam per pound of coal ; the latter representing
more nearly the performance of the best makes of
water-tube boilers. In the case of small heating
boilers, of below 20-horsepower rating, the evapor
ation is more commonly from 6 to 7 pounds per
pound of coal.
The required amount of grate surface per
horsepower and the proper ratio of heating surface
to grate surface vary a good deal, depending upon
the character of the fuel and the chimney draft
By assuming the probable rates of combustion and
evaporation, we may compute the required grate
area for any boiler by the equation
S=H.P.X34-5
in which
EXC
S=total grate surface, in square feet,
E=pounds of water evaporated per pound of coal.
C=pounds of coal burned per square foot of grate
per hour.
The following table gives the approximate
grate area in square feet per horsepower for dif
ferent rates of evaporation and combustion as
computed by the above formula:
GRATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET PER H. P.
Pounds of coal burned per square foot
Pounds of
of srate per hour.
Steam per
pound of
10
12
15
20
Coal
8
10
9
8
7
6

.48
.48
.54
.62
.72

.35
.38
.43
.49
.58

.28
.32
.86
.41
.48

.23
.25
.29
.33
.88

.17
.19
.22
.24
.29

With an evaporation of 10 pounds of steam
per pound of coal and a combustion of 15 pounds

of coal per square foot of grate per hour, which
may be taken as the average performance in a
first-class power plant with water-tube boilers, 0.23
square foot of grate surface would be required per
horsepower. For a heating plant with tubular
boilers and rates of evaporation and combus
tion of 8 and 10 respectively, 043 square foot of
grate per horsepower would be required.
The difference in efficiency between the boil
ers in a power plant and those in a heating plant
does not depend, in any way, upon the use made
of the steam, but upon the size of the boilers, the
care bestowed upon them and the employment of
experienced firemen in the former case.
The ratio of heating to grate surface in tu
bular boilers usually varies from 30 to 40 under
ordinary conditions. With the lower figure and
assuming 15 square feet of heating surface per
horsepower, a grate area of 0.5 square foot per
horsepower is called for, while with the higher
figure an area of 0.38 square foot is required. In
the case of water-tube boilers, the ratio is usually
somewhat larger, running from 40 to 50 under
ordinary conditions.
Taking these figures and assuming 10 square
feet of heating surface per horsepower, we find
the required grate areas to be 0.25 and 0.20 square
foot respectively. All of the above results cor
respond very closely with the figures given in the
table for the corresponding types of boilers. The
ratio of heating to grate surface in cast iron boil
ers for house heating ranges from 15 to 25 in the
best makes.
It has been found from experience that a com
bustion of about 0.3 of a pound of coal per hour
for each square foot of heating surface seems to
give the best results. This gives an average coal
consumption of i5X-3=4-5 pounds per horsepower
per hour for tubular boilers and ioX.33=3-3
pounds for water tube boilers.
Computing boiler horsepower usually comes
under two heads, "Heating and Ventilation," and
"Power."
The boiler power required for heating may be
computed in two ways. In the case of new
buildings the thermal unit method is usually em
ployed, which is as follows : Compute the total
heat loss from the building by one of the numer
ous methods for determining the leakage through
wall and window surfaces, and divide the result
by 33,000. This gives the boiler horsepower
necessary to evaporate the required amount of
steam from and at 212 degrees. The conditions
of temperature and pressure are, however, so
similar in low pressure heating to those for
"equivalent evaporation" that no correction is
necessary.
Sometimes it is desired to install a boiler plant
in a building where the radiators are already in
place. In this case, we may use the following
relations between radkiting surface and boiler
power :
Under ordinary conditions one boiler horse
power will supply
130 square feet of direct cast iron radiators,
100 square feet of direct wrought iron pipe coils,
50 square feet of indirect cast iron radiators.
20 square feet of direct steam blast coils.
The boiler power computed in this way should
be increased about 10 per cent to cover the radia
tion losses from the steam mains and returns.
The boiler power required for ventilation pur
poses may be determined as follows:
The heat units required to raise any given vol
ume of air through any number of degrees F. of
temperature is equal to
Volume of air in cubic feet X degrees raised.
55
Having determined the number of heat units
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required, the necessary boiler horsepower may be MEASURING THE INDICATOR DIAGRAM
found by dividing the result by 33,000 as before.
AND COMPUTING THE HORSE
For example : The heat loss from a building is
POWER OF AN ENGINE.
1,650,000 heat units per hour ; there is to be an air
BY H. H. KELLEY.
supply for ventilation of 1,500,000 cubic feet per THREE methods are ordinarily employed by en
hour, which is to be raised through 70 degrees F.
gineers for finding the mean effective press
What will be the total boiler power required?
ure from or by means of the indicator diagram.
1,650,000
The simpler method consists in dividing the diagram
For warming, horsepower =
=50.
into ten equal parts and measuring the length or
33,000
height
of the spaces, the measurements being taken
1,500,000X70
on the dotted lines or in the middle of each of the
For ventilation, horsepower=
=58.
55X33.OO0
ten spaces. A quick method of measuring the
Total horsepower=io8.
lengths or height of these spaces is by means of a
Computations for boilers to be used for power
purposes are based on the steam consumption of
the engine. The following table, from Professor
Thurston's "Manual of the Steam Engine," gives
the average quantity of steam required per horse
power per hour by different types of engines work
ing under various ratios of expansion. This ap
plies to the best class of engines in common use
when of moderate size and in good condition :
NON-CONDENSING ENGINES.
Ratio of Expansion
10

Boiler
Pressure
30
45
60
75
90
105
135

Pounds of Steam per H. P. per hour
40
40
40
89
42
34
35
36
36
38
26
30
28
27
30
28
26
27
25
27
25
24
28
25
26
25
24
22
23
22
24
23
22
21
20

45
40
32
29
27
21
20

CONDENSING ENGINES.
Ratio of Expansion.
Boiler
Pressure
15 .
30
45
60
76
105
135

2
Pounds of Steam per H. P.
30
28
30
28
28
27
26
27
27
26
25
24
25
25
23
26
26
24
24
22
23
25
23
22
25
23
22
21

10
per hour.
35
40
28
32
25
27
24
22
21
20
21
20
20
19

Small engines having greater proportional
losses in friction, leaks, radiation, etc., and, be
sides, receiving less careful construction and
operation than larger ones, require more steam
per horsepower. In such cases the figures in the
tables should be increased at least 50 per cent.
Having ascertained from the tables the weight
of steam required per hour by the engine, and
knowing the probable temperature of the feed
water, and the toiler pressure to be carried, the
weight of steam can be reduced to an equivalent
evaporation from and at 212 degrees, and this re
sult divided by 34.5 will give the boiler power
required.
When a building contains a power plant, the
exhaust steam is usually turned into the heating
system. In this case the boiler power for supply
ing the engine is first computed, and about 80 per
cent of the steam furnished for this purpose may
be considered available in the exhaust for heat
ing purposes. About one-fifth of this should be
reserved for heating the feed water. If the re
mainder is less than is required for heating, in the
coldest weather, additional boiler power must be
provided to make up the deficiency.
In designing a plant of any considerable size,
it is better to use two or more boilers of a
smaller size rather than a single large one, and
it is also well to provide for a certain amount of
reserve power for use in case of a breakdown, or
when shutting down a boiler for cleaning or in
spection.

MEASURING LENGTH OF ORDINATE* WITH STRIP
OF PAPER.
strip of paper. Place the paper on the diagram
so that the edge of the strip coincides with the
dotted line. With a sharp pencil indicate the
length of the space on the edge of the strip;
then move the strip along to the next dotted line
and lay off the length of the next space in a

May I, 1904sures are to be added together and the sum di
vided by 10, the quotient representing the mean
effective oressure.

THE AMSLER POLAR PLANIMETER.
There are but three or four styles of planimeter
regularly employed by engineers for measuring
the areas of indicator diagrams. These are the
Amsler, Lippineott, Willis, and Coffin. The ex
treme positions of the Amsler polar planimeter
are indicated in the accompanying drawing. It is
not advisable to either close or open the instru
ment much beyond the positions shown, and of
course that will not become necessary when
measuring indicator diagrams.
Place the diagram on a sheet of smooth draw
ing-paper, tacked on a suitable board large enough
to accommodate the sweep of the planimeter. The
second illustration represents the Amsler No. 3
planimeter, with adjustable tracing arm. Turn
the instrument upside down and take the length
of the diagram between the points A, S. Then
turn the instrument over and place it in approxi
mately the position indicated in the drawing. The
tracing point is to be carried around the diagram
in the same direction that the hands of a watch
move, viz., from left to right, as indicated by the
arrows. Before starting to trace the diagram,
press the tracing point into the paper so as to in
dicate the starting point after going around the
diagram. The reading is taken as follows : The
figures on the horizontal counting disk are to be
read as hundreds ; those on the roller wheel as
tens ; the intermediate graduations units ; and the
vernier readings tenths. The instrument is used
in the manner explained, but it is desirable to
commence with the wheel at zero. As, however,

MEASURING ORDINATES BY MEANS OF SCALE.
similar manner, and so on throughout the ten
spaces. Then with a rule measure the combined
length of the spaces on the strip of paper and
divide it by the number of spaces, viz., 10, which
gives the average height of the spaces or the
average height of the diagram. As the height of
the diagram is proportional to the pressure, the
average height of the diagram is proportional to
the average pressure. If the spring used was No.
40, each inch in height represents 40 pounds pres
sure ; therefore, the average height of the diagram
in inches multiplied by the number of the spring
used in the indicator gives the average pressure ;
and as this pressure is measured above the back
pressure, it also represents the mean effective
pressure. It will be seen that when the heights of
the ten spaces are measured with a scale corre
sponding to the spring used in the indicator, the
pressure represented by the height of the several
spaces may be read directly. In this case the pres

THE AMSLER NO. 3 INSTRUMENT.
the reading obtained with the foregoing adjust
ment of the tracing arm will be the average height
of the diagram in fortieths of an inch, the figures
on the horizontal counting disk do not usually en
ter into the result. When the scale of the diagram
is 40, the reading will be the required mean effective
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pressure per square inch ; for other scales it is
necessary to divide the observed reading by 40
and to multiply by the scale of the diagram. Thus,
if the roller wheel gives 42 and the vernier 8, the

ENLARGED VIEW OF INDEX WHEEL AND VERNIER.
reading is 42.8 and the average height of the
diagram is 42.8 -f- 40 = 1.07 inches, which, when
multiplied by, say, 60, as the scale of the diagram,
the mean effective pressure is 1.07 X 60 = 64.2
pounds per square inch.
On the side of the tracing arm will be found a
light line and the figure 10. When the length of
the tracing arm is adjusted so that this line coin
cides with the end of the sleeve at the hinge, the
reading of the index will represent the area ex
pressed in square inches.
Persons handling the Dlanimeter for the first
time may find it desirable to place the index
wheel at zero before starting, in which case the
area may be read directly from the wheel after
tracing the diagram. When one becomes accus
tomed to reading the index it is easier to take the
reading of the index as it stands, and after trac
ing the diagram take the reading again. The dif
ference between the two readings gives the area.
An enlarged view of the index and vernier of
0 b r d$ e ( h 0
I1 11 1 1 1
mmm m I 1 II 1 1 mini niniiiit
1

4

s

1

7

COMPLETE INDEX WHEEL AND VERNIER.
the planimeter is given to illustrate the method
of reading the area.- The circumference of the in
dex wheel is divided into ten parts, each division
representing 1 square inch of area.
These divisions are divided into ten parts, each
of the subdivisions representing V10 square inch.
The length of the vernier, it will be seen, is ninetenths as long as the principal division .on the
wheel ; consequently each of the divisions, a, b, c,
etc., of the vernier is nine-tenths as long as the
divisions A, B, C, etc., on the wheel. From o to a
on the vernier is nine-tenths of the space from A
to B on the wheel, and therefore the space be
tween the line a on the vernier and the line B
on the wheel is one-tenth of the space from A to
B or V100 of the space between 4 and 5 on the
wheel. Consequently, when the line B coincides
with the line a the wheel will have moved a dis
tance corresponding to V100 square inch area, and
when line C coincides with the line line b the
wheel will have moved a distance corresponding
to Vim square inch area, and so on. First read
the figures on the wheel to the left of the 0 line
on the vernier; this indicates square inches. Then
count the number of lines, A, B, C, etc., between
the figure and the o line on the vernier. These in
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dicate tenths of a square inch ; then look for the
line a, b, c, etc., which coincides with one of the
lines A, B, C, on the wheel. This will indicate
hundredths of a square inch. The large index
reads 4 square inches, and 2, or 4.2 square inches.
The drawing of the index-wheel reads, 4 square
inches, V,0 square inch, and we find that the line g
on the vernier is opposite a line on the wheel,
and as line g is the eighth line from o on the
vernier it indicates *AM, and the reading is there
for 4.38 square inches.
The area of an indicator-diagram divided by its
length ogives the average height, and as the aver
age height is proportional to the average pressure,
The latter is found by multiplying the average
height by the number of the spring used in the
indicator. The mean effective pressure is there
fore, area X scale -s- length.
In the Lippincort and Willis planimeters the

DIACRAM SHOWING LOST WORK.
mean effective pressure is read directly from a
scale placed close to the wheel, the scale corres
ponding to the number of the spring used in the
indicator. The length of the diagram is first
taken between the points A B, in the same man
ner .is with the Amsler instrument previously de
scribed. It is then turned over and placed in the
position indicated in the drawings. The tracing
point is carried around the diagram in the direc
tion of tie hands of a watch. When tracing the
diagram illustrated in connection with the sev
eral instrtrnents, if the lines were traced as di
rected, the tracing point would pass over the
diagram in the direction of the hands of a watch.
The same should be done with the diagram
from the high-speed engine, in which consid
erable lost work is represented. The ex
pansion line is represented by a heavy line and the
back-pressure line by a lighter line. If the rule
be followed it will be seen that the tracing point
will follow the loop representing lost work, in

from the index wheel and vernier. The indicator
card is placed under the clips A and B, with the
atmospheric line parallel to the lower limb of the
clip A. The diagram is placed so that the left-

THE LIPPINCOTT.
hand end touches the clip A, and the right-hand
end touches the clip B. The tracing point is then
placed on the diagram at any point which is
against the clip B, and the reading of the index
wheel taken. The tracing point is then carried
around the diagram in the direction of the hands
of a watch, and back to the starting point; then
carry the tracing point up the clip B until the
index-wheel returns to zero. Press the tracing
point into the card at this point. With a scale
corresponding to the number of the spring used
in the indicator, measure the vertical distance be
tween the starting point and the place where the
tracing point was Dressed into the card. This
vertical distance represents the average height of
the diagram, and consequently the average and
also the mean effective pressure.

THE IT)FF|N AVERAGING PLANIMETER.

THE WILLIS PLANIMETER.
the opposite direction to the hands of a watch,
and, as a reversal of the direction of the tracing
point deducts instead of adds area, the area rep
resenting lost work will thus be automatically
deducted.
When using the Coffin averaging planimeter
the reading is taken the same as the Amsler, viz.,

The horsepower of a simple engine is found by
multiplying the area of the piston in square inches
by the mean effective pressure and by the piston
speed in feet per minute, and dividing the last
product by 33,000. The area of the piston may
be found in two ways : First, by squaring the
diameter of the piston and multiplying by the
decimal .7854; and second, by squaring the radius
and multiplying by 3.1416. The piston-speed may
be found in two ways : First, multiply the
length of the stroke in feet by the number of
strokes per minute ; second, multiply the length of
the stroke in inches by the number of revolutions
per minute and divide by 6. In each case the re
sult will be the piston-speed in feet per minute.

THE
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THE FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO.'S LIGHTING
PLANT.
THIS plant, installed in the basement of
Fairbanks-Morse Co's. main office building,
at the corner of Franklin and Monroe
Sts., Chicago, is a combination steam and gas
plant, supplying heat, light and power for the
entire building, which is six stories high and about
100 feet square.
The boiler room contains two 50-horsepower
return tubular boilers, 46 x 16, made by J. D.
Murphy of Chicago. They carry an average steam
pressure of 70 pounds per square inch and furnish
steam to the heating system, two elevator engines
and one Blake pump, 10 x 10 x 6, used for rais
ing Water to the supply tank on top of the build
ing. The feed water is heated by exhaust steam
and is pumped into the boiler by a 6 x 4 x 6 duplex
steam pump.
The heating system of the building is divided
into four main circuits, into which steam enters
direct from the boilers. Steam traps on the return
end separate the water from the steam, allowing it
to return to the feed water tank. Radiators and
circulating coils of i-inch pipe distribute the heat
on the different floors.
The two engines, used in connection with the
elevators, develop 24 and 32 horsepower respec
tively. The former is used for running the pas
senger elevator, and is a vertical two-cylinder en
gine, 7x9, the driving mechanism being of the
worm gear type. The second engine, 8 x 10,
drives the freight elevator by means of belt trans
mission to the drum. The exhaust steam from
the two engines is used to heat the feedwater.
The lighting of the building is accomplished by
a single direct-connected unit, Fig. i, both engineand generator being of the company's own make.
The engine is a 50-horsepower two-cylinder gas
engine of the vertical type, running at 300 revolu
tions per minute, and driving a 30-kilowatt directcurrent, compound-wound generator. It is of the
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operated, the mechanism being controlled by a
cam in connection with the shaft. •
A throttling governor of the centrifugal type,
used in connection with the flywheel, controls
the speed within a range of 2 per cent. The gov
ernor is attached to the controlling air and gas
valves by a bell crank lever, which by means of
its position, regulates the charge.
In this engine, splash lubrication is not de
pended on, all bearings and runnings parts, includ
ing the crank, being oiled from a positive oiling
system. The system consists of one central sup-

F1C. 2. FORM OF IGNITER USED.

May i, 1904connection with the shaft, to make the circuit at
the proper time.
The circulating water for cooling the cylinders,
drawn directly from the city water mains, is
forced up through the cylinder by its own pressure
and conveyed to the feedwater tank, thus serving
a double purpose.
The generator, as previously stated, is a 30kilowatt, direct-current, compound-wound ma
chine. It has four poles, and is rated with a cur
rent of 240 amperes at 125 volts. A novel fea
ture of the machine is the manner in which the
brushes are supported. The brush rocker is
placed against the field frame, as shown in Fig. 1,
and is securely held in place, yet is free to revolve
with the brushes to the best point of commutation.
Another feature of the construction is the
longitudinal adjustment of the bearing. Screws
pass through lugs on collars, which are shrunk
on the shaft at each end, Fig. 4, and take into
tapped holes in the yoke. By turning them in or
out, the armature can be adjusted longitudinally
and brought into magnetic alignment with the
field. This is of special convenience when chang
ing armatures, as two armatures are seldom ex
actly alike.
The generator furnishes current to all the
lights in the building— 150 incandescents and 37
arcs—also to four motors, including three 3-

ply reservoir, from which the oil is distributed by
gravity through a system of pipes to the various
parts, each journal being supplied through a
sight feed lubricator.
An essential feature of the engine is a hand
operated pump, attached to the cylinder for the
purpose of starting. A charge is inserted in the
cylinder by means of this pump, which, after igni
tion, expands with sufficient force to start the
engine under about half load.
The igniter, a form of which is shown in
Fig. 2, is a simple electric apparatus, having pla
tinum points. It is mechanically operated, and is
fitted with late and early adjustment, late adjust
ment being used to facilitate starting and to pre
vent gas ignition before the crank has passed the
center. The igniter is connected to two sources
of current by means of a double-throw switch D,
;\< .liiiwn •!. Fir .; In starting, thi
rrent is

FIG. 3. DIAGRAM OF IGNITER CONNECTIONS.

FIG. I. FAIRBANKS-MORSE LIGHTING SET, SO HORSEPOWER ENGINE AND 3O-KILOWATT GENERATOR.
enclosed crank case type, and uses natural gas as
fuel, 12 cubic feet per horsepower being consumed
in this case.
The valves are of the poppet or taper seated
type, are forged solid and finished, and accurately
ground to their seats. They are mechanically

taken from the battery B in connection with the
spark coil
After the engine is up to speed,
current is taken directly from the mains, being
passed through the lamps in order to cut down
the voltage to a proper value for the igniter /.
A is a representation of the mechanism, used in

horsepower and one 1 "^-horsepower, together with
fifteen or twenty desk fans. Six circuits running
from the main bus to cutout cabinets in the base
ment and on the respective floors, supply the
lamps and motors. Each arc lamp is on a separatecircuit, brought out from the cutout boxes, while
the incandescent lights are grouped in circuits of
ten.
The current on dark days averages 190 am
peres, and the voltage, regulated to variations of
less than 1 per cent, remains almost constant at
US volts.
The switchboard consists of a single marble
panel, which is mounted on iron risers, bolted to
the floor. It contains the usual direct-current ap
paratus, consisting of ammeter, voltmeter, gener
ator switch, six supply switches and the field
rheostat.
The unit in general is of pleasing design, is
compact in form—taking up but little floor space,
and efficient in operation, as in the mode of regula
tion.
It has been in operation for nearly one year,
and, as everything about the unit is practically
automatic, little attention has been required and
no repairs.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CON
STRUCTION AND WORKING OF
GAS ENGINES.
At a recent meeting of the Junior Institution
of Engineers (London, England), Prof. D. S.
Capper read a paper on "Recent Developments in
the Construction and Working of Gas Engines."
After referring to the history of the gas engine,
he described the principles upon which the Otto
gas engine was first constructed and compared
these with the steam engine, showing the disad-

rotary turbine, there is little doubt that the future
of the latter bids fair to equal, probably to sur
pass, the steam engine for universal applicability.
Many experimenters are working on the problem
of a gas turbine, and there are even rumors that
a solution has been found. There is little doubt
that as Mr. Parsons has converted the engineer
ing world to the real merits of an economical
steam turbine, (though many had, from fre
quent disappointment, learned to regard a rotary
engine as approaching perpetual motion in the

FIG. 4. FAIRBANKS-MORSE ARMATURE SHOWING ADJUSTABLE BEARINGS.
vantages of the former. Turning to the devel
opments made in recent years, the efforts of ex
perimenters have been chiefly directed either to
the improvement of the Otto cycle or to en
deavoring to replace the Otto cycle by one which
shall give greater efficiency and easier regulation.
A third direction in which development has
been made is the cheapening of fuel by the in
troduction of producer gas and the use of blast
furnace gas. Prof. Capper then described the
modification in the Otto cycle engine introduced
by various makers, resulting in the consumption
of coal gas being reduced, the inequality of the
crank effort being partly overcome and the speed
being kept constant to about 1 per cent by auto
matic governing. Probably the largest engines
on the Otto cycle hitherto constructed have been
made by the Societe Cockerill, of Seraing. En
gines with two tandem cylinders 51 inches in
diameter have been made by this firm, and de
velop 2,500 indicated horsepower.
Among earlier attempts to replace the Otto
engine was that made by Dugald Clerk, who per
formed the suction and compression strokes in a
separate pump cylinder. Although this engine did
not supersede the Otto, it has been reintroduced
with modifications as a double-acting engine by
Messrs. Korting and is now being manufactured
in sizes up to and over 1,000 horsepower. An
other departure from the Otto principle is the
engine made by the Diesel Co., which closely fol
lows the Carnot cycle. If this can be success
fully applied to gas engines of large size, constant
pressure ignition in a gas engine will be an ac
complished fact. The engine recently invented by
Messrs. Vogt and Recklinghausen was designed
to overcome the difficulty of cooling with the
thicker castings rendered necessary by the in
creased explosion pressures, and promises to give
striking results.
From the above facts it will be gathered that
the gas engine has been brought by recent im
provements in construction to a point where it
surpasses the steam engine in economy ; and in
regularity of running, steadiness, size, and handiness for given power, it approaches very closely,
and promises to surpass, the steam' engine also.
Compound gas engines have been tried by Messrs.
Crossley, and by other makers, but, although
these have been successfully worked, the gain
has not been commensurate with the added cost,
and they have, therefore, not been adopted as a
commercially possible type.
If the reciprocating engine gives place to a
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improbability of its successful achievement), so
the gas turbine will in the future, possibly the
near future, be an accomplished fact.
The place which the reciprocating gas engine
has already won is shown by the significant fact
that even firms which have created the demand

A GAS ENGINE LIGHTING UNIT.
BY J. B. MERIAM.
Gas engines are being installed in places where
10 years ago the steam engine had no rival. A
careful inspection of a modern gas engine will
tell the reason for the change. The design and
control have been improved until, for many classes
of work, the gas engine is better than the steam
engine because it is more economical. It is rap
idly forcing its way into new and more difficult
classes of work.
But a few years ago the gas engine was con
sidered unfit to drive electrical generators. In the
few installations made, the engine was belted to
a countershaft, winch was in turn belted to the
generator. The countershaft carried a heavy fly
wheel. The design and construction of the mod
ern engine will permit of direct coupling to a
dynamo, and thousands of such plants are now
running with highly satisfactory results.
Advertisements in the engineering papers tell
us very plainly that many of our largest and most
prominent steam engine builders are beginning
to realize the superiority of the gas engine as a
power producer. '1 ney are ready to build gas
engines equal in capacity to the largest of steam
engines, and to guarantee satisfactory operation
under the most severe demands of street railway
service.
The figure shows a small set of 9 kilowatts
capacity which furnishes an ideal electrical gener
ating unit of moderate size. Such units are used
for lighting large residences, small apartment or
business blocks, or for any power purpose where

A 9 KILOWATT DIRECT CONNECTED GAS ENGINE GENERATING SET.

and met the supply for high speed steam-electric
generators, are, almost without exception, exper
imenting with gas engines as the coming product
which will supply the second, if not the first,
string to their bow.
A. H. A.
Chinese wood oil is rapidly being put into
use by United States firms. It is used as a var
nish for the finer kinds of furniture, and has
quick drying qualities, which give it special
value. It is also used in Europe for making
soap. The oil is prepared from a peculiar tree,
known as the oil tree. The cultivation of this
variety is now being introduced into California.
Bonds are to be issued by the village of
Monticello, Wis., for the purpose of installing an
electric lighting plant.

smoothness and regularity of operation are de
manded.
The engine is of the twin-cylinder, vertical
type, working on the four-cycle principle, the
cranks moving together. The system of ignition
is peculiar to this engine, only one nonvibrating,
high-tension coil being used.
The make and break of the contactor is be
neath oil. The ignition plugs are }i inch pipe
size, to provide perfect insulation, and are so ar
ranged in an ignition chamber that either plug
may be renewed for inspection while the engine
is in full operation.
The Meriam-Abbott Co. of Cleveland, Ohio,
who are the manufacturers of these units, will
have one of 9 kilowatts capacity on exhibit in
the Electricity Building at the St. Louis Exposi
tion.
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A GAS TURBINE.
It is but natural that the great increase in the
use of the steam turbine and the economic
achievements of the gas engine should cause in
ventors to try to combine the two, and perfect a
turbine engine which shall use gas as a motive
power. It has remained, however, for an Eng
lish inventor, F. W. Lanchester. to take up the
problem of utilizing the exhaust from a gas en
gine for driving a gas turbine. The mechanism
of the device is shown in the accompanying cuts.

FIG. I. SIDE VIEW OF EXHAUST GAS TURBINE.

Fig. I is a side elevation, partly in cross section,
and Fig. 2 is a partial plan of the turbine. It is
arranged to be attached to the side of the cylin
der of the gas engine so that it will use the
pressure of the exhaust gases as they leave the
engine.

FIG. 2. PLAN VIEW OF GAS TURBINE.

The gases pass into the turbine through the
port B, in the cylinder and the inlet D, of the
turbine. The working parts of the device con
sist of two disks, one of which, E, is fixed, and
the other, F, free to revolve. The disk, E, is
formed by the extension of the casting, G, which
is provided with a saddle adapted to rest against
the heat-conducting ribs of the gas engine cylin
der. The faces of the disks E and F, where they
come together, are carefully machined to provide
smooth working surfaces. The disk F, is mounted
on the spindle J, which is screwed in to the disk
E.
The gases from the cylinder enter the pas
sage, X, and are directed by openings, Y, into
the pocket, IV, whence they pass by a port, T,
into the chamber, Z, and thence out to the at
mosphere. The circumference of the revolving
disk, F, is provided with vanes, K, which cause
a suction of air through the annular space, L, and
the space, M, in the casting so as to keep the
turbine cool. The revolving disk may be supplied
with more than one ring of pockets if desired.
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TANGENTIAL WATER WHEEL BUCKETS.
IN the issue of August 15 was printed a paper
by Geo. J. Henry, Jr., on the subject of
Tangential Water Wheel Efficiency. This
was read before the Pacific Coast Transmission
Association, and in the course of the discussion
many points of interest were brought out, some
of which are of sufficient importance to be worth
reproducing even at this somewhat late date.
In response to questions by the members, Mr.
Henry stated that chemical and mechanical erosion
occurred in both bronze and steel buckets. The
bronze seems to be no better than the steel or
even than cast iron. The bronze buckets are used
for small sizes and the cast steel for large sizes
on account of mechanical strength. The erosion
seems to be due to impurities in the water, since
with perfectly clear water there is no wear. If the
buckets are kept properly painted, the cutting will
be prevented, and it is well worth while to pro
vide for the periodical repainting of the buckets.
Mr. Hutton brought up the point that there is
erosion on the inside of the nozzles as well as on
the buckets, and that in one instance, after reboring a nozzle and lining it with babbitt metal, the
cutting was much less than on the iron. He sug
gested that galvanizing the buckets might help
the question of wear.
Mr. Henry said that the wear in nozzles is
often due to incorrect shape and to a sudden
change from curvature to a straight bore. The
chemical erosion usually starts by the formation
of a vacuum at some point which results in the
separation of the water into hydrogen and oxygen
and allows the collection there of acid gases which
attack the metal. Sometimes, also, there will be
sufficient chemicals in solution to cause a rusting
and pitting of the pipes. The collection of air in
a pipe and the absorption of air from air chambers
is apparently erratic, since in cases which seem
to be exactly alike the action will be entirely dif
ferent. This seems to be due to the different
kinds of gases in solution in the water. If car
bonic acid gas or any of the lighter gases which
are not extremely soluble are present, they will
easily collect at the highest point in the pipe and
may cause trouble.
W. A. Doble, in discussing the paper, spoke
somewhat as follows : He called attention to the
form of the Pelton bucket and the new style,
which is more properly the Henry bucket, and
which is a radical departure from the early type of
Pelton. Mr. Doble claimed that the new type
of bucket was a step in the progress of evolution,
and that the ellipsoidal bucket avoided eddy cur
rent and whirlpool action almost entirely ; that the
maximum discharge was from the corners rather
than from the sides, and that this produces erosion
in the corners of the bucket. He claimed, also,
that the ellipsoidal buckets presented were not
properly designed, which accounted for the ir
regular wear. If so large a part of the water
as was shown in the diagrams passed through a
notch cut out of the ellipsoidal bucket, then it is
surprising that the wheels should have done so
well as they have. The object of cutting away
the outside lip of the bucket is to prevent the
slapping of this lip on the jet, which Mr. Doble
considered would change the form of the jet ma
terially. He objected to the experiments shown
on the ground that the conditions were not the
same as those in actual running, because the wheel
did not run free but was driven by the gear in
the end of the shaft. Also, he claimed that the
illumination had much to do with the apparent re
sults, and that optical illusion entered into the
effects.
Mr. Doble made some, other statements, which
were characterized rather more by enthusiasm for
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all of them were straightforward and fair.
Mr. Henry, in reply, stated that Pelton buckets
were of a dozen different patterns adapted .for dif
ferent sizes of nozzles, different heads and differ
ent speeds. The Pelton Co. does claim, however,
that the deepest part of the bucket should be a line
rather than a point. He stated that the tests were
made with the greatest care to see that all con
ditions w:ere exactly the same as for actual run
ning.
Dr. Doble stated that the structure of the metal
had much to do with the cutting and erosion. He
called attention to a wheel built in Switzerland
for a head 3,000 feet, which showed on test only
56 per cent efficiency, whereas American built
wheels under 1,900 feet head show 85 per cent
efficiency.
Mr. Henry stated that his company would
build wheels for 5,000 horsepower under 3,000
feet head, and are today building three 750-kilowatt units in single wheels to run under 2,100
feet head. For the plant of the Columbian Im
provement Co. they are building wheels to operate
under 850 feet head, which will have buckets 24
inches wide aitd will use streams something over
7 inches in diameter. This is a very large jet,
and it is possible that better results might be ob
tained by using a number of smaller jets dis
tributed around the wheel.
That continual progress is being made in our
knowledge of improved materials is witnessed by
the following extract from the Report of the
Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, U. S. N. :
The use of nickel steel for the manufacture
of heavy ordnance being comparatively a new
industry in this country, it is of interest to note
that excellent progress is being made in the
manufacture of these gun forgings.
"The difficulty at first experienced in getting
good results from transverse test bars has been
overcome, and the average results now obtained
are considerably above the requirements of the
specifications.
"The following, taken at random from a num
ber of test sheets, shows the average of a number
of tests :
c-3
Sg
^0
Lbs.
96.750
90,000
Formerly required (carbon steel) 85.000

JO
Elas lim

. aO
M•°S
a
«5

~±
Lbt.
65.875 19.2 36.5
55.(100 18.0 30. 0
4S.0U0 18 0 30.0

It is interesting, in view of the hostilities in
the far east, to compare the service furnished by
the Trans-Siberian Railway with what might be
furnished if the methods of American railways
were adopted. In a run on Feb. 13 from Chicago
to St. Louis, a Chicago and Alton train made the
trip in 6 hours 12 minutes. From this should be
deducted stops of 7 minutes for train orders, 6
minutes for changing engines. 8 minutes for
water, and I minute on account of adverse, sig
nals, so that the total time lost was 22 minutes,
or the actual running time for the 283 miles was
5 hours 50 minutes.
The distance from Moscow to Vladivostok is
5,320 miles, and if the Chicago and Alton schedule
were maintained, the distance would be covered
in 5 days, as against 18 days for the Russian fast
trains, and a month for the accommodation trains.
It is safe to say that under the necessities of war,
the Chicago and Alton and many other of the
great American railways would be able to keep
up a 6-day schedule between Moscow and the east
coast of Asia.
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
SEVERAL STYLES OF PIPE HANGER.
Editor The Engineer :
It may be interesting and helpful to some to
relate my experiences when a boy in the steamfitting department of a large paper mill. Our
foreman was a man of wide experience in pipe
bending and in the construction of pipe hangers,
and a description of some of the hangers used
by him may be helpful to those who have had lit
tle or no experience with this kind of appliance
or fixture.
In Fig. 1 is shown a hanger used for small
water pipe, which consisted of a %-inch pipe

FIGS. I AND 2. TWO CONSTRUCTIONS OF WALL
BRACKET.
about 5 inches long, in one end of which we
sawed slots so as to divide it into four sections.
A bolt was made about 12 inches long and
threaded for about 7 inches. A nut was then
put on, the nut bearing against the wall. The
end of the bolt was then heated and upset and
inserted in the hole drilled in the brickwork, as
shown in Fig. 1. The upset end of the bolt
being a little larger than the inside diameter
of the pipe, caused the pipe to expand when the
bolt was- tightened. The outer end of the pipe
was bolted to a brace, the lower end of which
sunk into the brickwork for support. The bolt
was then placed in the hole and the nut tightened,
thus drawing the bolt into the pipe, making a
good tight fit. The hook rod was threaded on
one end and put through a hole in the flat end
of the bracket, as shown.

FIG. 3. TWO PIPES SUSPENDED FROM GIRDER.
FIG. 4. SWINGING HANGER FOR ONE PIPE.
Another method of attaching the hanger to
the wall is shown in Fig. 2. Expansion anchor
bolts are used to hold the bracket to the brick
work, the hook rod in this case being merely
hung on the outer end of the bracket, thus bring
ing no strain on the bracket due to the expansion
and contraction of the pipe, because in this case

the hook swings on the horizontal rod. Fig. 3
illustrates the way hangers were connected to
the bottom of girders. Two hooks were made
to fit over the flanges of the girder and bolted
together. A hook is formed at the lower end of
each to receive the pipe. This style of hanger
we used mostly for gas pipe.
Fig. 4 shows a hanger connected to the girder
in a similar manner. The sling is hooked over
the projecting bolt or rod as in Fig. 2. This
hanger was used for small steam pipes. Fig. 5
is a nut placed in the wall by cutting out the
brickwork. The bricks are then put back around
the nut and cemented. In case the hanger is
removed the nut may remain and the hole be
plugged with wood. We often used these nuts in
stead of the expansion bolts shown in Fig. 2. In
Fig. 6 the hanger is connected to two girders,
which permits a number of small water or gas
pipes to be suspended by a single hanger.
Fig. 7 illustrates the form of hanger used for
steam pipes over 6 inches in diameter. The
bracket bolts go through the wall with nuts on
both ends, so that the brackets can be removed
without disturbing the bolts. A roller was placed
under the pipe to avoid strain on the bracket ex
cept due to the weight of the pipe. Fig. 8 shows
the form of hanger used for large water pipes.
There was never any trouble experienced with
these forms of pipe hangers, because of the fact
that due consideration was taken of the necessity
for allowing for expansion and contraction of the
pipes.
Cambridge, Mass.
W. A. Dow.
REPLY TO MYRON G. STOLP.
Editor The Engineer:
Replying to Myron G. Stolp in the March 15
issue, I would say he is much mistaken in saying
that to feed a boiler with an injector requires
only atmospheric pressure. The action of the
injector is explained thus : When the steam
valve is opened the steam rushing across the
pipe-opening and the orifice between the nozzles
creates a vacuum, and the only thing that the
atmosphere docs is to push the water up in the
suction pipe, which is placed in the tank or barrel.
The water rises until it meets the steam, which
is then condensed, and thus the steam continues
to create a vacuum, into which the water and
steam will continue to flow with sufficient velocity
or momentum to raise the check valve and enter
the boiler.
There is no getting away from the fact that
there is no such thing in the world as doing work
without using more or less energy. There is
the friction of the piping to be overcome, and
radiation losses to be made good, and no matter
in what form it may be attempted, the trans
formation of energy cannot take place without a
certain percentage of that energy being used in
making the transformation.
I believe in having an injector on each boiler
as a stand-by when not using the pumps, but
this argument, that, because the injector re
turns a large percentage of the heat to the
boiler from which it was taken, it is therefore
«conomical, is all nonsense. I reason the matter
thus : Suppose you have 100 gallons of water
in the boiler, the water containing 1,000,000 heatunits, and you pass through the injector another

100 gallons, you will then have twice as much
water in the boiler, but each individual gallon
will contain only half the heat-units it contained
before the addition was made.
Many times after shutting down the lighting
plant in the morning I have started the injector
to bring down the steam pressure, and it does
it very quickly, too. While running compound
condensing the pump sends the feed water
through a primary heater, which raises the tem
perature of the water to 140 degrees. The pump

FIG. 5. NUT IMBEDDED IN WALL.
FIG. 6. HANGER ATTACHED TO TWO GIRDERS.
of course takes some steam and some of the
heat from the pump exhaust helps to raise the
feed water to 140 or 150 degrees. Shut down
the pumps and start the injectors which heat
the water to 170 degrees, thus tending to render
the steaming of the boilers easier, and note the
result. Do they steam easier? Not much. But
the pressure comes tumbling down unless you
give your fires a vigorous push and hustle them.
The trouble is that the common idioms of speech
are misunderstood. We speak of such-and-such
a pump, an injector, etc., but those who study
know very well that pumps and injectors do not
suck the water up, but simply create a vacuum.
I enjoy reading the practical letters better
than anything else I read, but I don't think it

FIG. 7. REMOVABLE WALL BRACKET.
FIG. 8. LARGE PIPE SUSPENDED FROM FLOOR.
profitable to the rank and file of engineers to at
tack well-known engineering principles in the
manner in which Mr. Myron G. Stolp has taken
up this subject.
Kamloops, B. C. Thomas Albert Shackelton.
MR. FRADY'S BOILER INSPECTOR.
Editor The Engineer :
I was very much amused when I read the ac
count of Mr. Frady's experience with a wouldbe boiler inspector and consulting engineer. It is
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my opinion that the would-be inspector must have
been troubled with a disease of the mind. In
my judgment none but expert boilermakers
should be employed as boiler inspectors, and
they should be endowed with common sense and
good judgment and be able to know when a
boiler is safe to do the work it is required to do.
The argument that a boiler will not explode
from any cause save that of low water is ab
surd. I know of a case where a 60-inch x 16-foot
horizontal tubular boiler exploded with two
gages of water. The water was thrown all over
the building; even the rooms on the third floor
were flooded. The boiler had a defective longi
tudinal seam and the strength was insufficient
to withstand the pressure, and finally let go, de
molishing the whole plant
It is a fact that a good many well-built boil
ers are ruined and rendered unsafe by unskilled
and reckless management. It is also a fact that
unequal and too sudden contraction or expansion
has rendered boilers unsafe and unfit for duty,
and therefore, in my judgment, none but experi
enced and skilled boilermakers should be em
ployed as boiler inspectors. There are many
defects in boilers that can only be detected by
the trained eye and the sound of the hammer
when in the hands of an experienced man.
It is the "duty of every engineer to inspect his
own boiler, at least once a month, both inter
nally and externally, so that he may know for
himself that the boilers are in safe working con
dition, and thus not be dependent upon someone
else's say-so. The steam generating plant is no
place for trifling. It is my opinion that the boiler
inspector should be employed by the government
and that he should inspect every plant where
steam is used, and see to it that only competent
men are in charge. Then boiler explosions would
be seldom heard of. It is a deplorable fact that
there are men in charge of steam generating
plants who are not capable of boiling water on a
kitchen stove and not burning it. And the public
wonder why there are so many boiler explosions.
Is it any wonder to those who are familiar with
the true state of affairs? Is it not time that
something was done to abate this evil?
Greenville, Mich.
A. C. Benton.
TESTING SMALL VARIATIONS IN SPEED.
Editor The Engineer:
Some time ago we desired to know how near
to absolute synchronism we could run two 220volt, direct-current motors of the same type.
The speed indicators gave us approximately the
number of revolutions per minute made by each
motor, but it was desired to know whether in, say,
JL

FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT OF THE MOTORS.
I minute one armature had turned as much as
54 revolution more than the other. To determine
this both motors were placed as shown in the
sketch, Fig. I, that is, so that the disks on the
ends of the shafts were as close together as pos
sible. The disks were of heavy card-board and
about 16 inches in diameter. In each disk were
cut four curved slits about r/8-inch wide, as shown
in Fig. 2.
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The motors were connected to the circuit so
as to revolve the disks in the same direction.
Then by looking at the side of one disk and
holding a light back of the other a ring of light
was seen at the points of intersection of the slits.
This can be understood by referring to Fig. 3.
The ring of light will appear at the intersection
of the curved slits at a distance equal to A B

so it would certainly require a lot of heat to
thaw it out. I have seen a water pipe frozen
and a man thawing it. He started at one end
of the pipe, and although he held the flame of a
torch on one spot until the pipe was very hot, at
a point 6 inches beyond the pipe was dead cold,
cold enough to cause a moist finger end to ad
here to it.
Another cause that would help to retard thaw
ing the pipe is lime or scale. In many stove
connections it is not a very long time before a
coating of scale forms on the inside of the
pipes, and, as all engineers know, it requires time
for heat to penetrate scale. There are other
causes that might account for the explosion men
tioned, but I think I have shown that the expla
nation previously given may have been right.
J. E. Noble.

FIG. 2. SLOTTED DISKS WITH REVERSED CURVES.

With a slide wire rheostat in the shunt field
of one motor, we were able to cause the ring of
light to remain stationary as long as the voltage
did not vary. A slight- variation in the voltage
would cause the ring of light to move one way
or the other on account of the difference in speed
of the two motors.
H. H. W.

WANTS PRACTICAL INFORMATION.
Editor The Engineer:
We are considering the installation of an
electric lighting and power station, a small
one of probably not over 200 horsepower, at full
load, and should like very much to see the fol
lowing points discussed or questions answered in
The Engineer:
For a 200-horsepower electric generating plant
is a slow speed Corliss or a high speed automatic
engine the more advisable, and why?
- To obtain best economy of steam, what
boiler pressure would it be advisable to figure
on? It is the intention to use compound con
densing engines.
It being claimed that the economy of electri
cally operated mills and machinery rests largely
with saving friction and cost of belting, what
subdivision of power would be advisable; that
is, would it be advisable to drive each line shaft
with a separate motor when all the machinery
upon such shaft is not in constant operation, or
should each machine be driven by its own motor
in case of machines requiring as low as 10 horse
power or even lower?
Would such a plant be suitable to furnish
electricity for town and private lighting pur
poses without the addition of much special ar
rangement or expensive accessories?
In answering the above queries, please bear
in mind that fuel is an object, but that the
water is as good as it is possible to obtain any
where, and that there is plenty of it.
H. B. Messenger.

CAUSE OF EXPLOSION OF RANGE BOILER.
Editor The Engineer:
The explanation given in the letter by A. E.
Corse in the February 15 issue of The Engineer
is quite logical when the way in which a number
of stoves are connected, and other conditions are
taken into consideration. Of course, we have not
all the necessary information concerning the mat
ter to enable us to make a positive declaration.
If the connections between the stove and the
range boiler were of any considerable length, say,
a couple of feet or more, sufficient time would be
allowed to thaw the ice in the castiron front, and
to get up considerable pressure before the heat
from the stove would thaw out the pipes. If
there was a couple of feet of ice in the pipe, the
heat conducted through the pipe would not thaw
it out for a long time, probably an hour or more ;
therefore, it would depend on how much heat
radiated from the stove, before the air around
the pipes reached a temperature high enough to
warm them and melt the ice. Probably they
would remain frozen.
Another thing to consider is whether the
water in the range boiler was also frozen. If

HOW SOME PUMP TROUBLES WERE REMEDIED.
Editor The Engineer:
I will explain how I overcame some of the
troubles I have had with pumps. The first was
where the foot valve leaked and when the pump
was stopped for any length of time it had to be
primed. This was done by removing the air
chamber, and after cleaning up the water after
the operation a few times I changed the suction
pipe by carrying it above the air chamber, using
a return elbow on the top of which was a small
air valve. When the pump was stopped the valve
was opened so as to keep water in the pump at
all times. In starting, the valve was closed, and
there was no trouble getting water.
I had charge of another pump where it was
impossible to keep the water from leaking at
the glands, although the rod was not worn much,
and soon came to the conclusion that the trouble
was somewhere else. On examination I found
the feed pipe almost closed with scale. After
changing the pipe, the trouble appeared in an
other place. When we used the drop feed it be
came almost impossible to keep the pump from
racing, and whenever it did race the engine had

from the center. In the drawing at the right,
one disk has revolved
revolution, and the
points of intersection have moved out to A' and
consequently the ring, of light will appear at the
distance A' B' from the center, and a new ring
will appear at c. These rings will form at the
circumference and move toward the center, or
they will form at the center and move outward
according to which motor is running the faster,
but if the ring appears stationary then both arma
tures must be running at exactly the same speed.

FIG. 3. ACTION OF THE CROSSING CURVES.
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a bath. This was caused by the feed pipe being
broken just inside the boiler and very near the
pipe to the engine. The rush of steam caused
the water to be carried into the steam pipe.
Changing the place of feeding put an end to the
trouble.
A certain pump was replaced by one of
larger size, and when run at the proper speed it
would knock. I had trouble in convincing the
owner that the suction pipe was too small. As
he would not have the suction pipe enlarged the
whole length, about 3 feet near the pump was
made one size larger, and a check valve placed
so that, when the pump was run fast enough, a
certain amount of air was taken in to avoid
knocking.
Another pump that gave me considerable trou
ble was in a hotel. It was used for all purposes,
and took water under pressure. Between the
boiler and closed heater was a pipe for supply
ing hot water to different parts of the house.
The pump would stop, if running slow, when
ever water was drawn out. After trying several
things to overcome the trouble I placed a valve
in the pump exhaust. This did the trick, al
though it took a little more steam, but I was
always sure the pump would run at the same
speed whether water was drawn or not.
A Tramp Engineer.
THE JOY VALVE GEAR.
Editor The Engineer :
Following my recent letter on the Marshall
valve gear, the writer submits the following with
reference to the Joy valve gear, which will aid
those who are interested in making a compari
son between the two gears. In the accompanying
drawing XX' is the center line of crank and
connecting rod, and xx' is the center line of the

DIAGRAM OF THE JOY VALVE GEAR.

valve spindle. The end of the lever, a b e, is
guided by the rod, g c, and is attached to the
connecting rod at a point, a, which describes an
ellipse, having the length ai a* equal to the stroke
of the piston. This ellipse, which is omitted to
avoid confusion, is symmetrical with regard to
the axis, XX', and is slightly more pointed at
the crosshead end than at the crank end.
The point, b, which describes the irregular
ellipse b, bt, bi, takes the place of the
single eccentric used with the Marshall
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valve gear, and acts on the lever,
b i, while e is guided on the circular arc, f, ft, by
the sliding block B and the point, e, which de
scribes the ellipse e, tt, d carries the valve rod,
e d. The connecting rod, C D, the valves rod,
e d, and the rod, c g, are in the same plane; the
levers, a c, and b e, and the curved guide-bar, /, ft,
are double, one set of levers being on each side
of the connecting rod. In the drawing the system
of levers in front of the connecting rod is omitted
to show the construction more clearly. The
guided point, i, could be guided on the arc, /, fi,
by a link centered at k ; such a construction is
frequently used in marine engines.
A comparison of this gear with the Marshall
valve gear will show much similarity. The es
sential points of difference are:
1. The radius of the guiding link, /, ft, is
always equal to the length of the valve rod.
2. The irregularity due to the angularity of
the lever, b i e, is compensated for by the action
of the lever, a c, somewhat in the manner that
the linkage known as Watts' parallel motion is
made to give nearly a straight line of motion.
These advantages are attained at the expense of
greater complication and cumbersomeness, but
the inequality of port opening, which is the nota
ble defect of the Marshall gear, may be nearly
if not entirely remedied by making the length
of the guiding link equal to the length of the
valve-rod, but such a construction is usually im
practicable, since it requires either an extreme
length for the guiding link, or else a short valve
rod, and a long valve spindle, which must be
guided at the outer end. The guiding bars, f ft,
are hung on trunnions with the axis at the point,
h, and are connected at f to the reversing lever.
The gear is shown in full-gear position for left
hand rotation; it may give a shorter cutoff if
the guiding bars, /, ft, are given less inclination
from the horizontal or midgear position, and
when in midgear it will give the valve a motion
equal to the lap plus the lead; and when the
guiding bars, f, fi, are inclined the other way, the
engine will be reversed.
When properly proportioned the Joy gear
gives rapid motion to the valve when opening
and closing, less compression at short cutoff than
does the link motion, and the cutoff can be made
nearly equal for all positions of the gear. Like
many other valve gears, it gives constant lead.
The principal defects are the number of parts
and joints that are liable to wear loose, and
the obstruction that it offers to inspection and
to proper care of the crankpin and crosshead
when the engine is running.
Chicago, 111.
Leandrew J. Goodrich.

REPAIRING A BROKEN GLAND,' BELT CLAMP.
Editor The Engineer:
I noticed in a recent issue of The Engineer
that G. B. gives a way of making temporary re
pairs on a stuffingbox gland. His scheme is
good where it can be conveniently applied, but
it cannot be applied in all cases. I have had
trouble of my own along that line. At two dif
ferent times during the past few months a large
compound pump broke the stuffingbox stud on
the water end and finished by breaking the gland
square off.
My method of making temporary repairs was
not quite as mechanical as that given by G. B.,
but it served the purpose. I sawed a piece of
2x4 just the right length and drove it in, one
end bearing against the loose end of the gland
and the other end wedged against the frame of
the pump.
Now I want to tell you how we repaired the

broken gland. The pump is in a pit walled with
stone so that the rod could not be gotten out
without a great deal of time and labor. So we
had the blacksmith rough out a gland in two
pieces. We then finished it the right size for the

FIG. I. THE NEW FLANGE MADE IN TWO PARTS.
rod, as shown in Fig. 1. The two parts are held
together by two bolts, two pins being 'put in to
help keep the pieces in position. This rig could
be put on without disturbing the rod and made a
strong, neat job.
As to J. E. N.'s belt clamp we have three
similar to the one shown in Fig. 2, which we use

FIG. 2.

BELT CLAMP WITH LEVER-NUTS.

to relace our belts ,of different sizes. It is sim
pler and handier, I think, than the one suggested
by him.
Frank Middleton.
REPLY TO F. R. WILLIAMS.
Editor The Engineer :
I am always deeply interested in anything
pertaining to the care and management of steam
boilers, and more particularly in any matter that
would tend to throw some light on the cause
of boiler explosions. For this reason I have
carefully read, not once only, but several times,
Mr. F. R. Williams' article in your Feb. I issue,
entitled: Red-hot Boilers and Cold Water.
While I fully agree with Mr. W., in a general
way, in what he says, there is one statement to
which I must take exception, because in my
opinion it is very misleading, to say the least, and
fraught with danger to any engineer who might
be led to take a similar view of the matter. Mr.
Williams says: "There is another theory of the
cause of boiler explosions. That is that the
sudden opening of a valve lifts the water and
strains the boiler. If this be true, what danger
ous things pop safety valves must be."
I infer from this that Mr. W. takes the nega
tive side of the question, and I am inclined to
believe that he penned this paragraph without
due reflection, because the sudden opening of a
pop valve and suddenly opening a 10-inch or
even a 6-inch, globe or gate valve are two en
tirely different propositions when considering the
area of the outlet for steam. Now, in or.ler to
treat this subject fairly, I think a distinction
should be made between suddenly opening a
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boiler stop valve when it is under normal or
working pressure, and when it is under abnor
mal or very great overpressure.
It is true that a pop valve ooens much more
suddenly than a globe or gate valve does when
operated by hand. But, when a pop valve opens,
the steam pressure is but a trifle in excess of the
working pressure, and the area of opening pro
duced by the lift of the valve will scarcely ex
ceed 1 square inch. It is not so, however, with
a 10-inch or even a 6-inch stop valve on a boiler.
When a valve of this kind is thrown open as
quickly as possible an area of 78, or of 28, square

weeks ago caused by the breaking of a header or
main steam pipe, thus suddenly releasing the
steam, at working pressure, in seven water tube
boilers, the shells of six of them being more
or less ripped and torn.
It strikes me that the sudden opening of a
very large stop valve in a main steam pipe would
come pretty nearly being analogous to the break
ing of the pipe itself. Mr. W. may be right, and
his contention may be based upon experiments,
but the facts which I have so far presented are
against him.
Farther along Mr. W. says : "I do not write

FIG. I. HIGH PRESSURE DIAGRAM FROM RIGHT SIDE.
inches is afforded for the outrush of steam, and
the lifting and surging of a large body of water
produces such a tremendous water hammer that
no boiler can withstand it. This is what Mr.
W. calls "an ignorant, foolish and unreasonable
theory." and perhaps it is, notwithstanding the
fact that this theory is now pretty generally held
by engineers.
Now for a few facts to support this theory.
A few years ago, the sudden opening of a valve
caused a fatal accident on the Atlantic liner St.
Paul. At Swift & Co's. plant, in Chicago, the
sudden opening of a valve on a boiler being cut
in, caused a very disastrous boiler explosion.
Suddenly opening the stop valve on a boiler be
ing cut in, in a Pittsburg rolling mill some months

diagrams taken from the right hand side, and
Figs. 3 and 4 were taken from the left hand
side of the engine.
John L. Cooper.
SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING LICENSE LAWS.
Editor The Engineer :
I have been much interested in the articles
appearing in The Engineer entitled, The Trou
ble Man, by Mr. Rogers. I think the trouble
man is up against it when he tackles the license
question. Some want high license and others, no

FIG. 3. HIGH PRESSURE DIAGRAM FROM LEFT SIDE.

this to say that it is good or safe practice to
open and close valves suddenly nor to advise
anyone to do so when it can be avoided ; neither
do I seek to hide the danger actually existing,
etc." The italics are mine. If I catch the mean
ing of the above paragraph rightly, Mr. W. ad
mits that the sudden opening of a boiler stop
valve is dangerous practice, and that the belief
that it is such is not a fad founded upon "an
ignorant, foolish and unreasonable theory." In
conclusion I would say that my contention is in
regard to large valves only, because I do not
believe that suddenly opening a I inch valve or a
pop valve would cause any dangerous disturb
ance of the water in a boiler, even under exces
sive overpressure.
D. B. Dixon.

FIG. 2. LOW PRESSURE DIAGRAM FROM RIGHT SIDE.
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license, and still others believe in the open shop.
I agree with Mr. Rogers that the Massachusetts
state law is the best state law that has yet been
enacted, and. furthermore. I am of the opinion
that the special license clause is not the worst
feature of the law.
It seems to me the chief trouble is that cer
tain essential features, which should be incor
porated in the license law in order to protect
the public and at the same time be fair to the
engineer, have been omitted. For instance, there
are no rules or regulations governing the con
struction or erection of either boilers or piping,
and it seems to me there should be several sec
tions of the law devoted to specifications for
methods of construction and kinds of material

FIG. 4. LOW PRESSURE DIAGRAM FROM LEFT SIDE.

ago, caused a fatal boiler explosion. The engi
DIAGRAMS FROM A PUMPING ENGINE.
neer, a few days later and just before he died,
acknowledged that he made a mistake when he Editor The Engineer :
I am enclosing herewith four indicator dia
ordered the water tender to open the stop valve
on a boiler, with the safety valve stuck and grams taken recently from a Holly-Gaskill
carrying oo pounds overpressure.
The water pumping engine, thinking possibly some of the
tender, no doubt, eager to relieve the boiler of readers of The Engineer might be interested in
surplus steam, opened the valve as quickly as he them. Diagrams from pumping engines of large
size are not as common as those from engines
could.
Granting that the valve should not have been " both large and small.
opened at all under the circumstances, is it not
The steam pressure was 76 pounds, watersafe to presume that no disastrous results would pressure 40 pounds, vacuum 25 inches and the
have followed if the valve had been opened very speed. 31 revolutions per minute. A No. 40
slowly and a little at a time ? Here in my own spring was used in the indicator.
city we had a terrific boiler explosion a few
Figs. I and 2 are the high and low pressure

used, and especially as regards the longitudinal
seams of boilers.
Very plain but strict rules in regard to the
erection of both steam and water piping should
be incorporated, the method or methods of
feeding a boiler, and whether it would be allow
able to operate a boiler with a single means of
feeding or not, that is, whether a pump is suffi
cient or whether a pump and injector, or two
pumps, should be installed.
Regarding the steam piping, it is my opinion
that the boiler is not always primarily responsi
ble for accidents and explosions, which are of
almost daily occurrence, and I believe the recent
explosion at St. Louis strengthens this position.
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fications which would meet the requirements of
every detail of every plant, but I do believe
that as far as safety is concerned they could be
so drawn as to apply in a general way to every
plant. It seems to me that a law framed along
these lines, and impartially enforced, would be
a benefit both to the owners and to the engineers.
There is one other thing that should be speci
fied, and that is the length of time a man should
be employed in a steam plant before applying
for a license. The cases of the two special licenses
Mr. Rogers refers to I think are exceptions, but
at the same time should not be allowed. The
reason why so many special licenses are issued
is that the inspectors seem to favor that class
of applicants. I have in mind several cases
where the applicants had had no previous ex
perience as engineers, yet were given first-class
licenses. Did they make a success as engineers?
Not much.
One fellow in particular, after firing for sev
eral years, thought he must be an engineer, and in
this case the short cut to obtain a license was
found in one of the engineering schools in Bos
ton. This fellow went to Boston, attended the
school for a period of three months, obtained a
first-class license and then secured a position as
chief engineer of a small power plant. How long
did he hold the position? About the same length
of time he attended the school.
This goes to show that it is not the license,
but the man, that counts, and that is why I claim
there should be certain rules and regulations
incorporated in the license law. Then the fact
that a man is not familiar with the rules should
be sufficient cause for rejection, and in addition
to that, if he has not served the prescribed time
in an engine room, he should not be granted
a license.
But, as Mr. Rogers says, it would require the
wisdom of a Solomon to. frame a law that would
satisfy every one, and while I am not claiming
much of the aforesaid wisdom, yet I believe if
we express our ideas, some one will have the
wisdom to sift the chaff from the wheat and
give us a law that will have more to commend
it and one embodying fewer objectionable features.
In conclusion, I will add that it seems to me
an engineer should have some legal authority
when he is licensed, so that when taking charge
of a plant which is known to be unsafe and
that is not in accord with the rules and regu
lations, it would be in his power to have the
dangerous conditions remedied. But as it is
now, he must take things as he finds them, know
ing that it is optional with him whether he stays
or leaves, and that he must trust to Providence
and to his ability to lead the management to see
things as they are or look for a new job.
G. E. C.
CROSS-EXHAUST VALVE FOR STEAM PUMPS.
Editor The Engineer :
I would like to make a few supplementary re
marks to what Mr. John A. Drew says in his
lecture, "A History of Pumps, Ancient and
Modern." about the cross-exhaust on direct act
ing compound and triple expansion pumping en
gines. ' It is a matter of some moment to re
member that when running such engines with the
cross-exhaust valve open there is a loss in econ
omy due to the fact that the exhaust from the
high-pressure cylinder on one side of the engine
passes over to the low-pressure (in the case of
a compound engine) cylinder of the other side at
a time when the pistons of that side have trav
eled from one-half to two-thirds stroke. The
steam therefore expands from the volume of the
high-pressure cylinder to a volume equal to that
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of the high-pressure cylinder plus that portion
of the low-pressure cylinder due to the fraction
of the stroke the pistons have traveled when the
exhaust opens on the opposite high-pressure cyl
inder.
The loss of economy is not so great in the
case of triple expansion engines because there
is a third cylinder for the steam to expand in ;
that is, in case only the cross-exhaust between
the intermediate and low-pressure cylinders is
used, or in case the high and intermediate are
used.

FIG. I. LOC ATION OF DASH-RELIEF VALVES.
Sometimes a pump that ordinarily will not
make a full stroke will do so by opening one
cross exhaust and sometimes by opening the
other, while at other times it will be necessary
to open both.
It may be of interest to call attention to the
course of the steam in multiple expansion en
gines. Referring to Fig. 2, if, say, the steam

Referring to the subject of dash-relief valves,
Fig. 9, page 845, in the November 15 issue of
The Engineer, does not show the valves as
clearly as the accompanying drawing, Fig. I. The
dash-relief valves are located at A and A, and
it will be seen that the cylinder is double ported.
When the piston travels in the direction of the
arrow and covers the port I, if there were no
other avenue of escape, the steam would be com
pressed, thus forming a cushion for the1 piston,
and just how near the piston comes to making a
full stroke depends on the speed. This is the
case when the valve, A, is closed. By opening
the valve, the steam exhausts through <? into I,
and the piston makes a full stroke and will strike
the cylinder head if the speed is high.
With reference to Fig. 10, page 845, would
say that the cross exhaust does not control com
pression as this term is understood. The cross
exhaust, as Mr. Drew (I have the honor of a
personal acquaintance with him) says, gives the
piston, when just about to complete the stroke,
a sudden or extra impulse to enable it to make
a full stroke. Of course we could say it con
trols compression by forcing the piston to com
press the steam on the other side, but this
would stretch the meaning of the term to the
elastic limit. The dash-relief valves are the
valves which control compression.
R. A. Niven.
GAS ENGINE IGNITER.
Editor The Engineer :
Perhaps some engineer has had trouble with
his gas engine igniter, and so I will give the
details of the trouble we have had, and the
FROM EXCITER

ARRANGEMENT OF PANEL BOARD.
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c
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FIG. 2. CROSS-EXHAUST PIPES AND VALVES.
enters the high pressure cylinder, A, and the
cross-exhaust / is open, a part of the steam
will pass to B, and a part to B\ A part of the
steam passing over to 5l will go to C and part
will cross over to the side from which it started,
1. c, the steam crosses alternately from one side
to the other.

remedy. We have a loo-horsepower triple-cylinder
gas engine belted to a 60-kilowatt alternator
used for lighting the town.
When first installed we had trouble with the
igniters. The cylinders would miss an explosion,
thus making the lights very unsteady. This was
accompanied by numerous complaints from the
consumers. We were using eight cells of Edison
Lalande battery, type RR.
We now have a hardwood panel with fuse
block at the top, double-throw switch at the
bottom and three lamps of 110 volts on each side
as shown in the accompanying diagram. The
lamps are to regulate the amount of current
used. We get the current direct from the exciter,
which is of 125 volts.
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When starting the engine we put the switch
on the lower points thus using the battery. When
the engine is up to speed the switch is changed
to the upper points thus using current from the
exciter. We no longer have trouble with the
cylinders missing explosions.
The contact points on the igniters were of
platinum, but when the second set were used
up we began using common wire nails and they
give excellent results except when using the
battery, the latter not furnishing enough current
to make a large enough spark.
Knightstown, Ind.
E. A. Heiny.
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The cause of the accident was thought to be
an old fracture in the metal, which could not be
detected with the naked eye.
The engine had to be repaired immediately.
The whole job only took five days, and at the
end of that time we had the engine running again.
While the work was being pushed in the machine
shop two men were busy with the boring bar and
ratchet. In the first place the boring bar was
put through the cylinder and centered at the head
end and also between the guides. The inner
head was then cut away, leaving the sides in the
shape of a pipe joint, 2^ inches of the head
being left all around. In this flange or rim there

shaft close to the bearing, as in Fig. 1, but leav
ing it quite slack. Bring the ends together and
fasten them at the bottom of the loop, so that
the wicking cannot revolve with the shaft. Ar
range the bottom of the loop so it will drain
into the crank pit or other suitable receptacle.
As the shaft revolves, any oil that works past
the bearing will immediately be absorbed by the
soft packing and led away.
The water supply for the boiler is taken from
driven wells and then sent through a feed water
heater, bringing the temperature to about 210
degrees before entering the boiler. I found the
water rather hard and that it had a corrosive effect

WANTS SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
I believe that freak cards, which can be
analyzed only by expert and experienced engi

ne. I. DIAGRAM FROM HIGH PRESSURE CYLINDER.
neers, and also the nearly ideal ones, which are
the result of expert practice, are not as interesting
to the average engineer as others which are
slightly defective. I wish, therefore, to submit,
for criticism and suggestion by the readers of The
Engineer, a set of cards taken from a 26 and 52
by 48-inch cross-compound engine direct connected
to a three-phase alternator making 100 revolutions
per minute.
I should be pleased to know what other engi
neers think about equalizing the load, and what
should be done to improve the cards. Values at
the engine gage-board were as follows : Steam
127 pounds, receiver pressure 12 pounds, vacuum
25 inches, scale of spring 100 for the high pres
sure and 10 for the low pressure.
N. Decatur.
A CORLISS ENGINE WRECK AND THE REPAIRS MADE.
Editor The Engineer:
In the vicinity of this city there is a 20 x 42
Corliss engine making 45 revolutions per min
ute. Some time since an accident occurred to
the connecting rod. At the time of the acci
dent the engine was driving two vertical ammonia
compressors. The steam cylinder and also the
valve chambers of the engine had been rebored
and all other parts thoroughly overhauled in Jan
uary, 1901. In March of the same year the mor
tise In the connecting rod at the crankpin gave
way, the break occurring across the top of the
brasses.
As it gave way during the backward stroke,
the reciprocating parts crushed out the cylinder
head and smashed it into fragments of all sizes,
and also sheared off every stud bolt which held the
head in place. The new piston rod was forced
into the piston fully 3-16 of an inch, fracturing
the piston in several places. The cross-head shoes
were broken as they passed into the tapered end
of the frame behind the guides.
The piston rod was threaded into the crosshead and provided with a jamnut, the nut striking
the gland with such force as to break the inside
cylinder head and push gland and stuffingbox into
the cylinder. The inside head with the stuffingbox is cast in one piece with the guides, thus
making it a difficult job to repair it.

FIG. 2 DIAGRAM FROM THE LOW PRESSURE.
were drilled ten iJ4-inch holes to receive i,'4x3inch stud bolts.
A false head, with suitable joint and stuffingbox and new gland, was bolted securely in place.
A new piston was shrunk on the piston rod.
a new cylinder head cast and turned and two
crosshead shoes, which were in the shop and hap
pened to be of the right size, were babbitted to fit
the guides.
The old connecting rod was cut off and a new
piece having a mortised end was welded on.
I believe this represents as much work as can
well be done in that length of time and goes to
show what can be done when necessity demands
Fort Worth, Texas.
P. A. H.

upon the piping and plates. After introducing
some common soda into the feed water, I was
surprised at the good effects, the corrosive ac
tion being entirely stopped.
Fig. 2 shows the method I use for introducing
soda into - the feed water. The soda is first
dissolved in a considerable quantity of warm
water, and then poured into the supply tank. The
valve on the glass gage is then opened a trifle,
and the vacuum created by the pump draws the
soda water into the suction pipe, either in drops

TWO HANDY DEVICES.
Editor The Engineer :
I find that in some high speed engines there
is a tendency for the oil from the main bearings
to creep along the shaft and eventually to find its

FIG. I. METHOD OF REMOVING OIL FROM SHAFT.
way into the wheel. Oftentimes considerable of
it is thrown on the walls and floor, and when
a belt runs from the wheel, it gets more oil
than is needed to keep it soft.
Having had considerable difficulty along this
line. I studied some means to prevent it, and by
a simple arrangement have effected a complete
cure. Take a piece of soft asbestos wicking from
H to % inch in diameter, and loop it around the

ARRANGEMENT FOR FEEDING SODA WATER.

or in a steady stream, as may be desired. The
soda will have to pass through the pump, but
the quantity is so small in proportion to the
volume of water that it cannot even be tasted.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
J. C. F.
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BY EUGENE L. GRIGGS.
FILING is one of the fine arts. It requires
years of constant practice on all kinds of
jobs, and with many kinds of files, in
order to become expert in their use. I will un
dertake to give a few pointers in relation to this
subject.
One of the commonest jobs met with by the
average engineer consists in filing down a pair of
brasses that have become bound through wear.
This is often done in a haphazard mariner, and
the result is a poor piece of work. The first
thing to be done is to mark off on the brasses the
amount which it is desired to remove. This makes
the work much easier, as you then have a guide to
go by. For instance, suppose it is desired to
take off 1- 16 inch on each half of the box. Scribe
a fine line along that distance from the top. Now
put one of them in the vise, or both of them to
gether if they are small enough, and with long,
even strokes work it down, beginning at one end
and going right across. Keep this up until the
box is about down to the scratch and then finish
with a fine file. It is necessary to ease off the
rounded edge of the brass, where it fits against
the pin, so that it will not hug and thus make
trouble in case the box should begin to heat.
In using the file, pressure should only be ex
erted during the forward stroke, relieving it in
copiing back. If you will look at the teeth of a
file, the reason for this will readily be seen. If
the brasses are very large, or considerable is to
be taken off, it is better to chip off most of it
with a chisel and hammer. In chipping, work
along lengthwise of the box, that is, parallel to
the axis of the pin which the box encircles. Hold
the chisel at a sharp angle to avoid cutting too
deep. Then start in with a coarse file and work
it down, finishing with a smooth one. It is
a good plan to try the box on the pin occasionally
if possible, to see if the metal is being taken off
evenly.
To the novice I wish to say that there is
nothing like experience for a teacher. If an old
pair of boxes can be obtained, it is a most ex
cellent plan to practice on these, and in a little
while you will be surprised at the improvement
made. As a certain philosopher once said, "How
strangely easy difficult things are."
Another good plan for practice is to get an old
nut and attempt to file the six surfaces around
it perfectly smooth, flat, and of the same size.
After you have worked at it a spell, if you hold
it to the light and lay a straight-edge against it,
you will be surprised at its unevenness. But
keep at it, and in time you will conquer.
A file brush is indispensable for the proper use
of a file. This should be used frequently, rubbing
it lengthwise of the teeth. On some work there
will be a tendency to scratch the surface, owing
to particles of metal catching and working back
and forth. This can be obviated by chalking
the file. If a file doesn't bite good, owing to
grease, etc., dip it in gasoline occasionally; the
effect is instantaneous. It is a good kink to
have a long, narrow bottle, such as oil samples
are kept in, with a tight fitting stopper, in a con
venient place on the bench, for use as occasion
demands.
Drawfiling is frequently practiced, for instance,
in dressing a key or gib. The file should be
grasped firmly in each hand, and moved back and
forth something similar to the operation of a
spokeshave. Use pressure only on one stroke, and
be sure that this is on the cutting edge of the
teeth, always remembering that this is on the
side farthest from the handle. The file should
not be held exactly at right angles to the direc
tion of movement, but swung around a little, so
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that the teeth will come into play better. There
is nothing like a little patience to produce a good
job. Take the work out of the vise frequently
and examine it ; lay a straight edge against it
and note where it is out; don't be in a hurry.
"The greater haste the worse speed," says the
adage.
If the teeth get clogged with wood, and a file
brush doesn't seem to clear it in good shape, hold
the file in boiling water a minute or so, and then
it can easily be cleaned with the brush. It is
very hard on files to throw them into a drawer,
or upon a bench where there are a lot of other
tools; be just as careful with them as though
they were razors. It is a good plan to make a
little rack out of wood and keep all the different
files in it. Then you always know just where
they are, and they will also last much longer.
An old, half-round file makes an excellent
scraper. Take it to an emery wheel and dress
it down smooth, taking care not to overheat it.
You will find that it will take a fine edge. If it
is desired to have the end curve up, heat and
then bend it, afterwards heating to the right
temperature and then plunging in cold water to
get the temper.
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trical railways, to mention only a few of the
classifications.
Each one of these trades, professions and great
enterprises has journals devoted to its own par
ticular interests. And these journals are sub
scribed to, paid for, and read by the men in these
lines. And the advertising pages are read no less
thoroughly and interestedly than the others.
The men who read these papers are the men
we want to buy goods. One of the cheapest and
best ways of keeping these men posted in regard
to what we have to sell is by printing the facts
in good big type where they cannot help but see
them—and that is in the trade papers that they
read. Where there is a babel of tongues, we
must speak loud to be heard, and speak often to
be understood.
This is not doing the work of the salesman.
It is doing the work the salesman should not
have to do. It is clearing the way for the sales
man, so that he can do more of the work that
shows on the books—the actual selling of goods,—
and less of the missionary or educative work
which is more cheaply and more thoroughly done
by proper advertising. If the salesman has to
spend a part of his valuable time doing mission
ary work, he frequently cannot clinch the order
on the spot. But the competitor who follows
finds things in nice shape to make a sale.
In other words, if our salesmen had to spend
all their time explaining why covering pipes and
boilers saves coal, they would have no time to
actually sell coverings made for the purpose. The
next salesman who obtained an audience, how
ever, would find the prospective customer already
convinced of the advantage of insulation and
ready to hear about the special covering that
would meet his requirements.
We must, therefore, by advertising, prepare
the way for our salesmen to do business, and not
leave them merely to prepare the way for our
competitors' salesmen.
Besides this, the largest selling force could
actually see and interview only a very small per
centage of the 100,000 possible customers. But
constant advertising can, and does, see and inter
view them all. It is the man known to be inter
ested in our goods whom we want the sales
man to interview. Advertising can create this
interest and can ferret out the interested man.
Of the thousands of trade papers published,
50 of the very best will usually cover adequately
all the various interests that one concern wishes
to reach. And in these 50 should be used, not
spaces 2 or 3 inches square (th; size of a couple
of special delivery stamps), nor one-eighth pages,
the size of « postal card,—but quarters, halves,
and a few whole pages that will really advertise.
It is sometimes questioned whether advertis
ing in trade papers pays. If a man should ask—
Does twice two make one and a half? you would
wonder whether it would be possible for you to
explain to that man just what the answer was,
and why.
No business could be done without advertis
ing. The printing of the firm's name and a list
of the goods on a letter head, the hanging of a
sign over the door, is advertising, and is the
result of the instinctive conviction that advertis
ing is a necessity. If this much advertising is
good, more is better.
(To be continued.)

A TALK ABOUT ADVERTISING.
BY HENRY W. HART.
(Extract from an address before the conven
tion of branch managers of the H. W. Johns-Manville Co.)
AMONG manufacturers who, like ourselves,
do business with special classes—the trades
and supply houses—might be mentioned
a number of well-known concerns, made so in
great part by advertising;—Allis-Chalmers Co.,
Westinghouse interests, H. R. Worthington, Gen
eral Electric Co., The Edison interests, Peerless
Rubber Co., etc.
If advertising did not pay, we cannot suppose
for a moment that such concerns as I have men
tioned, occupying as they do foremost positions
in the business world, presumably because of farseeing business acumen, would be false to those
business principles in one instance, and spend this
money uselessly.
And we can pretty accurately gauge what is
being spent, because the amount of space used,
and some idea of the quantity of the printed mat
ter issued is made as public as possible; and we
know what space and printing cost.
Advertising is not an expense, but a profitable
investment. The three departments vital to the
development of any business of to-day are the
Manufacturing, the Publicity and the Sales de
partments,—all of practically equal importance
to the business—each indispensable to the other.
The publicity or advertising department is per
haps most closely allied with the sales depart
ment; these two working together for the com
mon end—the selling of goods. The advertising
preparing the way,—sowing the seed, as it were,
—for the sales department.
METHODS OF ADVERTISING
can be broadly divided into three general classes—
trade paper advertising, printed matter and circu
larizing.
Trade Paper Advertising.
"Constant dropping will wear away even
stone." Constant advertising is not less potent
to make its impression even on the hardened mind
of the purchasing agent. The single drop has
ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
no effect beyond a temporary dampness. The sin
The answers to the examination questions print
gle ad. is not even damp.
It is the cumulative force of advertising that ed in the February 1 issue have been unavoidably
delayed and will appear, in part, in the issue of
pays.
At a conservative estimate, there are 100,000 May 15, and the rest, in the issue of June 1. Lists
concerns and individuals in this country that of answers if sent in at once will be in time for
the issue of June 1. Answers which are accepted
should be buying goods. There are the manu
facturing plants of all kinds classed as steam to each list will be published in the practical let
ters department and paid for at regular rates.
users, the engineers, electrical power plants, elec
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Maiine License Legislaticn.
Recent advices from Washington indicate that
action has at last been taken, looking to a re
vision of the Federal Statutes governing the con
struction and inspection of marine vessels, boil
ers and apparatus, which promises soon to result
in the accomplishment of that long sought and
much desired end.
A bill drawn for that purpose by Deputy
Commissioner Smith of the Bureau of Corpora
tions, was recently forwarded to Congress by
Secretary Cortelyou and simultaneously intro
duced in both houses. Considering the fruitless
results that have attended former attempts in
this direction, backed as they have been by a
genrally admitted need of such action and the
persistent efforts of large interests affected, it is
gratifying to know that the present bill has been
accorded such attention as warrants the hope of
its final adoption.
It has already been favorably reported by the
Senate Committee on Commerce, and it is
thought it may yet be passed by the present Con
gress.
The bill under consideration is drawn to re
vise and amend Sections 4.405. 4,414 4.415. 4,417,
441S. 4.423. 4.433, 4,449. 4,47°, 4.483, 4.491 and 4.498
Revised Statutes, and in its general features con
forms to recommendations made by the Ameri
can Boiler Manufacturers' Association through a
special committee of that organization. When
the present law was enacted, it no doubt embod
ied the then best known principles of boiler con
struction and practice, but it unfortunately con
tained no provision for future progressive devel
opment, through improvement and invention in
this important industry.
Detailed specifications as lo material, method,
and form of construction were rigidly fixed by
statutory enactment, and could therefore be
changed only by an act of Congress. The diffi
culty of securing such action naturally proved an
obstacle to the adoption of new ideas and im
proved methods, regardless of their worth or
merit.
Thus, notwithstanding the long apparent and
urgent need of revision, made necessary by
changed conditions of marine requirements, and
advancement in the science of mechanical con
struction as applied to steam vessels, it has hith
erto been impossible to secure the passage of an
act amending this antiquated law. The framers
of the pending bill having these facts in mind
have sought to make it more elastic in this re
spect, and to this end they have eliminated all
details of construction from its provisions, leav
ing them to be fixed as conditions may demand
from time to time by regulation controlled by
the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, to whose
department the Steamboat Inspection Service was
last year transferred. Under this act it will be
possible, when it becomes apparent that certain
regulations do not conform to improved meth
ods or principles of construction and practice, to
change them without the vexatious delay incident
upon Congressional action.
Certainly this feature of the proposed law
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interested in matters relating to marine construc
tion.
Another commendable change contemplated in
the new law is contained in a provision under
which local inspectors will be paid fixed salaries,
graded according to the districts in which they
work, instead of their remuneration being based
upon the number of vessels inspected, as is now
the cas£. This will remove the temptation to
make hasty, superficial examinations in the inter
est of personal gain.
Provision is also made for the exemption
from inspection of vessels out of commission, by
regulation, so that vessel owners may not be
burdened with unnecessary inspections which have
heretofore been a source of cost and annoyance.
The obvious trend of the bill is toward gener
alization in its provisions, leaving details subject
to regulation by the Secretary of Commerce and
Labor, who will thus be enabled to keep the prac
tice of the service abreast of the times.
The progress will be watched with interest
by all persons interested in matters pertaining to
marine service and equipment, coupled with the
hope that it may become a law.
A comprehensive digest of the measure will
be published in a later issue of the Engineer.
The Steam Turbine Problem.
Steam turbines have come to stay. This fact
seems to be undisputed, but the exact field
which they are to occupy is not so well settled.
It is worth while to examine the evidence to
date. The turbine has proved itself in moderate
sizes and for condensing plants. In the De Laval
type, it has been used for years for small powers
—-20-300 horsepower—and with uniform good re
sults. In the smallest of these, economy is a
secondary matter, but many will object to the
high speed used, and for what rank as large
machines, 500 horsepower and over, the single
stage turbine cannot give good economy.
Overlapping this type, the multi-stage ma
chine in sizes from 200 to r.000 kilowatts has
shown itself durable, reliable and economical
when run condensing with high vacuum. It
will run non-condensing, or at low vacuum, but
with much lowered economy.
Units above 1,000 kilowatts are, so far as the
public is concerned, an unknown quantity in
actual operation. It is admitted that for best
economy particular care must be taken in installing the condenser, the exhaust piping and the
pumps, involving an expense in this part of the
plant which somewhat offsets the less cost of
(he engine proper. What the extra expense on
this account of upkeep will be after several years
of service is not yet known.
Corliss and four valve engines have not driven
high speed And single valve engines to the wall,
and the turbine has not yet proved that it cm
supplant the reciprocating machine for non -con
densing work and for very large installations.
The outcome of the development will be of
vital interest, since it will affect the whole power
plant problem, but the end is not yet.
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ELECTRIC TRACTION WITH ALTERNA
TING CURRENTS.
BY A. GRADENWITZ.
SOME further particulars as to the interest
ing electric traction experiments, in which
the Berlin Union Electrical Corporation are
engaged on the Spindlersfelde-Johannisthal sub
urban line, have just come to hand. It should
lie remembered that it is not intended in these ex
periments to attain very high speeds, but rather
to study the problem of electric traction under
existing conditions and not in the last place
that of electric operation of narrow gage rail
ways.
The above line has been in regular operation
■ever since August 15, and was inspected by
numerous engineers, both German and foreign.
The motor car, which now is exclusively run (it
Tjeing intended to run experimental trains later
•on), with the whole of its equipment, weighs
52 tons, the electric equipment being represented
by 6 tons. There are two 125-horsepower motors,
mounted on the same swinging frame, one excit
ing system and one switching controller at either
■end.
As the car is designed for multiple control,
any desired number of similar carriages may be
■coupled together and operated by one guard.
The current is collected by means of two short
contacts, the system being protected against
excessively high currents by an automatic circuit
breaker, and by fuses. There is further, in the
-car, a small transformer, supplying the current
for the pneumatic pumps as well as for steering
and electric lighting; there is no shunt resistance.
The motors are designed, according to Winter
& Eichberg's data, are intended for a tension
of 6,000 volts and a frequency of 25 periods.
They arc permanently connected in series, and
though their efficiency at full speed is, as a mat
ter of course, somewhat less than the efficiency
of direct-current motors, the advantage of the
latter is overbalanced by their high consumption
of energy in starting.
The tension applied is, nearly everywhere, 190
volts, any danger to operatives being thus elimi
nated. For lighting purposes this tension is
even lowered to 35 volts by a second trans
former, so as to enable each lamp to be switched
in and out separately. The trolley wire of the
line conveys the current at electromotive force
of 6,000 volts, the track serving as return con
ductor.
The trolley wire construction shows some nov
elties as the working wire, instead of being held
by transverse wires, is supported by longitudinal
wires in the form of nearly free catenary curves.
To these longitudinal wires, there .are attached,
about 10 feet apart, thin vertical wires support
ing the contact wire. Part of the track is fitted
with one and part with two supporting wires.
Experiment will show which is the better course.
This arrangement of the trolley wire, eliminating
almost entirely any tension from the supports,
lowers to a noticeable degree the danger of frac
ture of the wire. As on the other hand, the
points of suspension are situated at distances
apart not greater than 10 feet, the danger from
a fracture is also largely diminished, since the
end of a broken wire is out of reach of the
railway employes.
Whereas, the Lamme and Finzi motors, will
take directly only tensions less than about 160
volts, so that the electromotive force has to be
reduced to this amount, the motors here used will
take directly any tension, only a small portion,
t*is., about one-sixth the total energy, having to
be reduced to low voltage.
On account of these advantages, the cars
may be lighter and the power higher, the former
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point l>eing specially important in connection with
narrow-gage railways. Also the high frequency,
40 periods, will avoid all difficulty in lighting
the cars. The greatest advantage, however, is the
fact that the alternating current railways accord
ing to the Union system may be fed directly from
generators designed for lighting and power pur
poses ; narrow-gage railways with small traffic
will, therefore, require no special plants or ma
chinery.
These electric traction experiments are likely
to have important results for the electric indus
try. In many cases where present systems were
not able to insure savings sufficient to warrant
electrification, the Union Co.'s system will in
all probability, be advantageously employed, on
account of doing away with substations requiring
continual superintendence, lowering the cost of
equipment, while giving satisfactory efficiency of
power transmission. This system will be espe
cially suitable for mountain railways, including
extensive tunnels sections, for metropolitan and
suburban lines as well as narrow-gage roads.
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF ALTERNA
TING CURRENTS.-IV.
BY PROF. TELL.
SELF-INDUCTION.
WHENEVER an electric current passes
through a wire the space surrounding the
latter becomes a magnetic field. This fact
can be easily demonstrated in the following man
ner :
Place a wire in a north and south position and
directly above it suspend a magnetized needle,
the point being made the north magnetic pole.
If there is no current flowing through the wire,
the needle will point toward the north ; but if
there is a current in the wire, the needle will
swing to one side or the other. The direction in
which the needle will point depends upon the di
rection of the current flowing in the wire. If the
current flows from south to north, the point of
the needle will swing toward the east, and if the
current flows from north to south, the point will
swing toward the west. If the needle is placed
under the wire it will swing in the opposite direc
tion ; that is, toward the west if the current flows
to the north, and toward the east if the current
flows south.
If we have a needle arranged to swing in a
vertical plane, like the walking beam of a steam
engine and balance it so that it will rest in a
horizontal position normally, then if it is placed
on the east side of the wire when a current is
flowing through the latter toward the north, its
north end will dip toward the earth. If wo place
this needle on the west side of the wire while the
current is still flowing north, its north end will
rise.
From all the foregoing we see that when a
current flows through the wire a force is de
veloped which throws the needle away from the
north and south position. When there is no cur
rent passing through the wire the needle points
north because the magnetism of the earth attracts
it into that direction ; therefore, the force that
diverts it from this position when an electric
current flows through the wire must also be mag
netic.
If the magnetic needle is placed very close to
the wire, it can be made to swing around almost
at right angles to the wire, if the current is suf
ficiently strong. The stronger the current the
greater the angle through which the needle will
swing, which shows that the stronger the cur
rent the stronger the magnetic field developed
around the wire by it. If we place the needle close
to the wire and the current flowing in the latter is
strong enough to swing the needle through a wide

angle, and then, if we slowly draw the needle away
from the wire, we shall find that as the distance is
increased, the angle of swing will be reduced.
This shows that the strength of the magnetic
field developed around the wire by the electric
current flowing in it is not the same at all points,
but gradually decreases as we recede from the
wire.
The magnetic field developed around a wire by
an electric current flowing in it is in general as
illustrated by Fig. 20, in which A represents the
wire, and the circles a represent the magnetic
lines of force; or, in other words, the direction
in which the magnetic force acts. The arrow b
indicates the direction in which a magnetized
needle will be drawn when the current in the
wire flows in the direction of the arrow drawn on

FIG. 20.
FIG. 21.

RELATION BETWEEN CURRENT AND MAG
NETIC FIELD.
DISTRIBUTION OF MAGNETIC FLUX ABOUT
A WIRE.

A. If the direction of the current is reversed,
the direction of arrow b is reversed.
Fig. 21 shows a wire at A in which a current
is flowing in a direction from the paper toward
the reader. The circles drawn around this wire
represent the magnetic field, or lines of force, and
the direction in which they would cause a magnet
needle to point is indicated by the arrow heads.
If the direction of the current flowing in A is re
versed, the direction of the lines of force will be
reversed. A little reflection will make it evident
that the lines of force must disappear before they
can change their direction.
In the previous articles of this series we have
shown that an alternating current stops flowing in
one direction before it begins to flow in the oppo
site direction. Now at the instant when the cur
rent stops flowing, the magnetic lines of force
surrounding the wire must disappear, and as soon
as the current begins to flow in the opposite di
rection the lines must reappear, but they must be
oppositely directed. We have just shown that the
strength of the magnetic field around the wire
increases with the strength of the current, hence,
if an alternating current is flowing in wire A, the
magnetic field surrounding it must reduce to
zero strength each time the current reduces to
zero, and it must increase in strength from the
zero value just as fast as docs the current.
When the current begins to decline, after hav
ing reached its maximum value, the magnetic
field around the wire must begin to decline. To
picture this action of the magnetic field, or flux,
that surrounds the wire, we can assume that
while the current is increasing the circles that
represent the magnetic lines of force are expand
ing, and that When the current reaches its maxi
mum value the circles stop expanding. As the
current now begins to reduce in strength, we can
assume that the circular lines of force begin to
contract, becoming smaller and -smaller as the cur
rent weakens. When the current reduces to zero,
the circular lines of force will have contracted
to their smallest possible diameter, which is a
point at the center of wire.
As soon as the current reaches the zero value,
it begins to increase, but flowing in the opposite
direction, and as soon as the current begins to in
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crease the circles of force will begin to appear
again, but they will be oppositely directed ; that is,
if during the first impulse of the current they
were directed so as to draw the north end of a
magnet needle in the direction of the arrow heads
in the illustration, then when they reappear in
conjunction with the second impulse of the cur
rent they will be directed so as to draw the north
end of a needle in a direction opposite to that of
the arrow heads.
From the foregoing it will be seen that, when
an alternating current is flowing through a wire,
an alternating magnetic field is developed around
the wire, and this field we can regard as expand
ing away from the wire as the current increases,
and as contracting toward the wire as the current
decreases. This being the case, it is evident that
if there are other wires placed parallel with A
and not very far from it, they will be cut by this
continually expanding and contracting magnetic
flux. As we have already explained, whenever
a wire crosses through a magnetic flux, an
EM.F. is induced in it. It makes no difference
whether the wire moves through the flux or the
flux moves across the wire, the result in both
cases is the same. It is, therefore, evident that so
long as an alternating current is flowing through
wire A, E.M.F.'s will be induced in wires
placed at B C D, and, as can be seen at once, a
greater amount of the magnetic flux will sweep
over B than over C, and more over the latter
than over D. From this it follows that a greater
EM.F. will be induced in B than in C, while the
lowest E.M.F. will be induced in D.
Inasmuch as the magnetic circles of force
must contract to a point at the very center of A
before they reverse, they must at each expansion
and contraction cut through wire A itself, and,
furthermore, since every line of force of the mag
netic field starts from a point at the center of A,
the entire flux cuts this wire, so that an E.M.F.
is induced in A, and it is greater than the EM.F.
induced in B or in any other wire no matter how
close it may be placed to A.
The E.M.F. induced in A by its own mag
netic flux, or more properly speaking, by the
flux induced by the current that flows in it, is
called the E.M.F. of self-induction. The EM.F.
of self-induction of a single wire is small in com
parison with the EM.F. that drives the current
through the wire, owing to the fact that, although
all the magnetic flux cuts through the wire, it
only makes one cut each time the flux expands
or contracts. If a wire is wound into the form
of a coil of many turns, the self-induction be
comes much greater. As can be easily seen, if
the coil has ten turns, the magnetic flux surround
ing each wire cuts through itself and through the
other nine turns. If the coil is wound with the
turns close together, the E.M.F.'s induced in the
nine outside wires will be little, if any, lower
than that induced in the wire itself, so that each
turn of the coil can be said to induce ten times as
great an E.M.F. as that which, is induced in the
straight wire. As there are ten wires, or turns,
in the coil, the combined effect is one hundred
times as great as that obtained in a single wire.
Another way of putting it is to say that the
magnetic fluxes of the ten turns in the coil are
combined and make a total flux ten times as great
as that of a single turn, and this increased flux
cuts through ten times the number of wires. The
EM.F. of self-induction induced in a close wound
coil can be said to increase as the square of the
number of turns of wire. This relation is prac
tically correct for coils wound upon iron cores.
The E.M.F. induced in a wire that moves
through a magnetic flux, or that is moved through
the flux, is proportional to the rate at which the
flux is cut. In the case of a flux expanding from
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and contracting upon a wire, as is illustrated in
Fig. 21, it is clear that when the current flowing
in the wire is increasing at the maximum rate,
the magnetic flux will be expanding outward at
the maximum velocity, and that when the rate at
which the current is increasing is the lowest, the
outward movement of the flux will be the lowest.
At the instant when ,the current reaches its
maximum value it stops increasing ; therefore, at
this instant, the magnetic flux stops expanding.
Since at this instant, when the current reaches its
maximum value, the magnetic flux stops expand
ing, the E.M.F. induced in wires B, C, D at this
instant will be zero, because the magnetic flux,
being at a standstill, will not cut the wires. Thus
it will be seen that at the instant when the current
flowing through wire A reaches its maximum
value, the E.M.F. of self-induction in this wire,
and all the other wires, is zero. This is true for
every instant when the current reaches the maxi
mum value, whether it is positive or negative.
Inasmuch as the maximum value of the self-in
ductive E.M.F. must come half way between the
zero values, we can see at once that when the
current flowing in the wire is zero, the self-induc
tion is at the maximum value.

FIG. 22. PHASE RELATIONS OF CURRENT, ELECTRO
MOTIVE FORCE AND SELF-INDUCTION.

It is generally difficult for learners to under
stand how this relation can be possible, for they
are accustomed to consider that an EM.F. is in
duced in a wire by the cutting of a magnetic flux
across it, and naturally reason that, at the instant
when there is no current in the wire, there is no
magnetic flux around it and consequently there
can be no E.M.F. induced, and yet they are asked
to believe that at this very instant the maximum
E.M.F. is induced. The natural conclusion of
the learner is that the maximum E.M.F. will be
induced at the instant when the maximum mag
netic flux surrounds the wire, which is the in
stant when the current is at the maximum value;
but at this instant the EM.F. of self-induction
is zero.
The reason why the learner finds it difficult
to understand this point is, that in so far as he
can see, a strong magnetic flux sweeping over a
wire will induce in it a high E.M.F. while a
weak flux will induce a low E.M.F. This rea
soning is perfectly correct if it were not for dif
ference in the velocity with which the flux crosses
the wire ; but, as is shown above, when the mag
netic flux reaches its maximum value, it is at a
standstill and, therefore, does not sweep over the
wire at all. An inspection of any of the sine
curves shown in the last article will show that, at
the instant when the current reaches the zero
value, it is changing its value with the greatest
rapidity, and at the very instant when it reduces
to zero flowing positively, it begins to increase
from zero flowing negatively; in both cases the
rate of change in strength is the maximum. The
magnetic flux increases and decreases in time with
the current, hence, the rate at which it changes
is the maximum when it is crossing the dividing
line between positive and negative.
As can be readily understood, if we had a
single file of soldiers running at the rate of a
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mile a minute, a large number of them would
cross a line in one second; but if we had a whole
company front marking time not one of them
would cross the line. From this we can realize
that a weak magnetic flux moving at a high
velocity can produce a greater inductive action in
a wire than a very strong flux moving at a low
velocity, and this is the reason why the flux sur
rounding an alternating current produces the
highest inductive action when the current is
changing from positive to negative, or from nega
tive to positive ; and no action at all at the in
stant when the current reaches the maximum
value, either positive or negative.
The maximum value of the E.M.F. of selfinduction comes at the instant when the current
is zero, hence the phase difference between the
two is 90 degrees or one-quarter period, that is,
the self-induction is out of phase with the current
90 degrees. At the instant when the current be
gins to reduce, the self-induction begins to in
crease and reaches its maximum value when the
current reduces to zero. From this it will be
seen that the self-induction lags behind the cur
rent.
The fact that the E.M.F. of self-induction lags
one-quarter period behind the current causes the
latter to lag more or less behind the primary
E.M.F, which causes the current to flow in the
circuit. This primary E.M.F. is called the im
pressed E.M.F., and since it. is the real and only
force that impels the current, it must be of such
magnitude as to counteract the self-induction in
addition to overcoming the resistance of the cir
cuit which impedes the flow of the current. The
impressed E.M.F. must not only be of the proper
magnitude to drive the current through the cir
cuit and to overcome the self-induction, but it
must also be in the proper phase relation to both
the current and the self-induction, for if it were
not it would be too great at some instants, and
not great enough at others. The proper phase
relation of the impressed E.M.F. with respect to
the current and the self-induction can be ex
plained by the aid of Fig. 22.
In this diagram, curve C represents the cur
rent, and e is the self-induction, while E repre
sents the impressed E.M.F. The curve C alsorepresents the E.M.F. required to force the cur
rent through the circuit, that is, to overcome the
resistance of the wire. To make this curve serve
to represent the E.M.F. as well as the current, alt
we have to do is to select the proper scale for the
EM.F. and then use this same scale for curves
e and E. By resorting to this expedient the three
curves show us the relative magnitudes of the im
pressed E.M.F., the self-inductive E.M.F. and the
E.M.F. that forces the current through the cir
cuit.
If we consider the instant represented by point •
O on the time line O T we find that at this in
stant the current is positive and its E.M.F has a
value equal to O o', while the self-induction is
negative and has a value O n. Now the im
pressed E.M.F. at this instant must be of a mag
nitude equal to both these E.M.F.'s so as to just
balance them, hence we add O n to O 0' and ob
tain O n' as th( value of the impressed F.M.F.
at this instant. If we consider the instant repre
sented by point o' we find that now the selfinduction is zero, so that the impressed E.M.F.
must be equal to the current E.M.F. and, as will
be seen, at this instant curve E crosses curve C.
If we consider the instant a we shall find that the
self-induction is positive and of the same magni
tude as the current E.M.F. ; hence, the impressed
E.M.F. must be zero for if it were not it would
either increase or decrease the current ; increasing
it if it were positive, and decreasing it if it were
negative. As will be seen, the imp/essed lil.M.F^
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curve E crosses the zero line at a. At the instant
The angular relations between the current and
d, the current is zero and so is its E.M.F. ; there
the impressed E.M.F. are not fixed, but vary ac
fore, the impressed E.M.F. has no resistance to cording to the magnitude of the self-induction
encounter but the self-induction. This being the E.M.F. The latter must always be 90 degrees be
case, the impressed E.M.F. must be equal to the hind the current, because it is induced by the
self-induction, and as the latter is positive, the magnetic flux that the current develops ; therefore,
former must be negative. From the diagram it its phase relation with respect to the current is
will be seen that d e is equal to d E, and that fixed and unalterable ; but the phase relation be
the first is positive and the second negative. At tween the current and the impressed E.M.F. may
b the conditions are just the reverse of those at vary all the way from an angle of zero to an angle
O, that is, the current and impressed E.M.F. are of 90 degrees. If the self-induction is very small,
negative while the self-induction is positive, but the difference of phase between the current and
the values are the same and the impressed E.M.F. impressed E.M.F. will be very small ; but if the
is accordingly made of such magnitude as to equal self-induction is sufficiently great, the current can
the other two E.M.F.'s. At c the self-induction lag nearly one-quarter period behind the im
and current are again equal and the impressed pressed E.M.F.
E.M.F. is zero.
THE NEW MURRAY CORLISS ENGINE:
From the above explanation of diagram Fig.
22 it will be seen that, in order that the impressed ABOUT 2 years ago, the Murray Iron
E.M.F., E, may be of the proper magnitude at all
Works Co., of Burlington, la., de
times to overcome the self-induction and the cir
signed their new type of rolling mill
cuit resistance, it must have a maximum value
engine, illustrated herewith. While this
equal to O n' and must be in advance of the cur
design is new to the average person, yet
rent by the angular distance a d. Thus we find it is. old enough to have proved beyond ques-
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work to which the ordinary heavy duty type, so
called, is not perhaps as perfectly adapted. The
range of adaptability of the new engine is much
greater. While the new design may properly re
place that of former years, the earlier types cannot
well be substituted for the later style.
The working out of the new design, as will
be seen by referring to the illustrations has not
been confined to the frame, but includes the cylin
ders, which have been better adapted to high
pressures and high speeds, and also the valve gear,
which has been proportioned with especial refer
ence to durability under high speed and continu
ous service.
Fig. i illustrates the front of the simple en
gine, which is fitted with separate eccentrics for
the steam and exhaust valves, and a high speed
governor, making between 200 and 300 revolutions
per minute, the latter possessing the same desira
ble qualities which have produced such exception
ally close regulation in this make of Corliss en
gine. The simple engine is built either for direct
or belt connection, this being merely a matter of
proportions of the main shaft. The distribution

FIG. I. FRONT VIEW OF THE MURRAY CORUSS.

that the current lags behind the impressed E.M.F.
by the angular distance a d which is 30 degrees
for the volume of current, impressed E.M.F., and
self-induction here assumed, and the self-induc
tion lags behind the current by the distance d f,
which is 90 degrees.
The angular relations of the impressed E.M.F.,
the current and the self-induction are clearly
shown in the semicircle to the left of Fig. 28.
The impressed E.M.F. is represented by the
vertical radius E of the outer circle. The cur
rent and current E.M.F. are represented by the
radius C which is 30 degrees behind E. The selfinduction is represented by the radius e of the
inner circle, which is 90 degrees behind C, or 120
degrees behind the impressed E.M.F., E. ,

tion the perfect adaptability of the engine to the
service for which it is intended. Although this
style of engine has been regularly built during the
past two years or more, there has been no de
tailed descriptive matter sent out, it being the
policy of the company to test thoroughly in actual
service all new designs and improvements before
bringing them to the notice of the engineering
public. The new rolling mill type of engine is,
therefore, more than 2 years old, engines of
this pattern being in operation in all parts of
the country.
The essential features of design of the Murray
Corliss have been retained, the new engine repre
senting a redesign of the Murray heavy duty
Corliss engine, thus adapting it to a class of heavy

the metal in the frame is such that while in
outline it possesses a light, neat appearance, it is
sufficiently massive to preclude the possibility of
springing. The design is devoid of angles and
sharp edges and contains a large amount of metal
in the direction of the greatest strains. This
feature is particularly apparent between the guides
and main bearing and at the end of the frame,
where the pedestal slopes with graceful lines from
the base to the main bearing cap. The head at
the base of the frame, and the sloping bed from
the guides to a point under the disk are features
that will be appreciated by engineers. The openbottom, heavy duty frame is perhaps satisfactory
as far as rigidity is concerned, but it cannot be
kept in as attractive condition as easily as can
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the new frame. The head at the base of the
frame prevents the oil from reaching the founda
tion and incidentally facilitates the collecting of
waste oil, which in most plants is filtered and re
turned to the storage tank. The guides are well
supported, and the crosshead may be easily reached
at any point in the stroke.
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Fig. 2 is a rear view of the tandem compound
engine, with a grooved wheel for rope driving.
Aside from the important features of the design
of frame, which have already been pointed out,
the more interesting part of this engine is the
valve gear. The arrangement of the rods from
the separate steam and exhaust eccentrics is ex-

FIG. -'. KEAK VIEW OK THE TANDEM COMPOUND.
The connecting rod, which is also plainly
shown in this view, is of solid-end or mortised
type, the bronze boxes being adjustable by means
of wedges and screws. The brasses are put in
from the front of the rod, which permits them
to be removed without removing the rod from
the crank pin, another advantage apparent to the
engineer. The main bearing is adjustable in all
directions, which is a necessary feature of en
gines designed for heavy and continuous service.
It will be seen that the newly-added features not
only tend to obtain greater rigidity under severe
strains, but to secure silent operation and a much
more attractive appearance.
One of the more noticeable features is the
location of the dash pots, which are carried by
open brackets bolted to the sides of the cylinders.
This keeps these important adjuncts to everv
Corliss engine well above the floor line, where
they arc free from dirt and dust, easily inspected
and cleaned, and incidentally it simplifies the work
of keeping the engine clean and of neat appear
ance. Both the high and low pressure sides are
provided with the Murray high speed governor,
thu< insuring prompt action of the governor and
close regulation under varying .steam pressures
and widely fluctuating loads. The governor col
umn or post is carried by the heavy webs at the
rear of the frame, this part of the frame being
cast hollow to afford greater stiffness laterally,
the bearing for the bevel gearing and governor
shaft being located within this part of the frame,
where they are easy of access and at the same
time thoroughly protected from dust and grit.
The cylinder foot or pedestal of the high pres
sure cylinder is apparently cast solid, but is pro
vided with a neat door on the front side, through
which the exhaust connection to the cylinder can
be easily reached. It will be noticed that this
design affords no recesses or cavities between the
frame or cylinders and the foundation, which in
variably become catchalls for dirt and grease and
only tend to mar the appearance of an otherwise
handsome design. While the design is massive,
yet all the working parts are in plain view at all
times and easily accessible, which is an impor
tant consideration in a heavy duty engine.

tremcly simple and gives to the whole a symmet
rical appearance unobtainable with any other ar
rangement. The governor actuates the trip cams
of both cylinders, provision being made for the

FIG. 3.

desirable in the necessarily long valve gears of
tlie tandem engine. The distance-piece, while
heavily ribbed, is open on both sides, the opening
extending a sufficient distance to bring the stuffingbox glands into plain view from both sides of
the engine.
Fig. 3 illustrates the releasing gear of the
standard design of simple engine. This gear is
of the well-known hook type, which has been
modified to the extent of better adapting it to
high speeds, and with a view to increasing the
durability of the gear when subjected to long con
tinuous runs. To this end the wearing surfaces
have been made unusually large, and the die
blocks, which are of hardened steel, have eight
wearing edges and are quickly changed when wear
occurs. The wristplate is of the open or spider
pattern, which facilitates cleaning while the en
gine is in motion, and adjustments can be more
readily made when necessary. As the details of
the releasing mechanism are so fully shown a
detailed description seems unnecessary.
The cylinders have been carefully re-designed
with a view to better adapting them to the re
quirements of high steam pressures and high pis
ton speeds. Special attention has been paid to
the minimizing of what are commonly called un
avoidable losses due to condensation and clear
ance. The cylinders are arranged for extra heavy
lagging all around the barrel, while the heads are
amply protected by dead air spaces of liberal pro
portions. The clearance has been reduced to the
minimum, the ports being short and straight.
The valves opening with the current of steam
give quick admission, thus insuring a horizontal
steam line on the diagram up to the point of cut
off.

THE Mt'RRAY RELEASING GEAR.

separate adjustment of the low pressure gear
as to obtain the proper relative distribution
steam in the latter cylinder. The arrangement
the rocker arms gives a straight-line effect,

so
of
of
so

. When the exhaust valves are open the steam
upon being released from the cylinder flows
through a perfectly straight passage into the
exhaust chamber, which is well down and away
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from the cylinder as shown in Fig. 4. The con
struction of both steam and exhaust valves is such
that the tendency always is to wear tight. By
a suitable design of cylinder head the clearance
is kept as low as possible and yet be safe. The
cylinders are heavily ribbed so as to insure abso
lute rigidity, and perfect alignment at high tem
peratures, thus producing even wearing qualities
throughout the piston stroke. The stuffingboxes
are deep and are adapted to contain enough pack
ing, when fibrous packing is desired, to insure an
absolutely tight box with the least pressure on
the gland and consequently with the least liability
to injure the rod.

bearings are lined with babbitt and bored to ex
act size, with oil grooves for the proper distribu
tion of the oil. The baseplate is provided with a
raised edge to prevent oil from reaching the foun
dation, and incidentally adds to the neat appear
ance of the bearing.
The dashpot is of the vacuum type, a sectional
view of which is shown in Fig. 5. It is bolted to
an extension of the cylinder foot or to a bracket
on the side of the cylinder as shown in the illus
trations. The plunger is of two diameters and is
finished all over. It will be noticed that no screws
or bolts are used in its construction which can in
any way get into the cylinders and cause damage

FIG. 4. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF CYLINDER.

The pistons are of the follower type and are
pressed on the rods by hydraulic pressure and
after being properly fitted are secured to the rod.
The piston and rod are then finished as one piece,
being turned and finished all over. The follower
bolts have extra long threads, and hexagon heads
fitting in recesses in the follower plate, thus giv
ing the least possible clearance and also the least
striking clearance consistent with safety.
The Murray governor is of the high speed
weighted type. An interesting feature of this
governor is the method of eliminating friction and
wear at high speeds. The heavier parts of the
governor and those subjected to the strains inci
dent to sudden changes of load, are provided with
ball bearings automatically adjusted for wear and
requiring no oil whatever. This enables the gov
ernor to run indefinitely without attention or wear
and without the slightest tendency to stick, due
to the oil becoming gummy or to the absence of
lubrication due to the accumulation of dirt in the
bearings. For this reason the efficiency of the
governor, even after long continuous runs, is not
impaired in the least and therefore the regulation
is uniformly close. The automatic stop is of the
simplest construction, so arranged as to always be ,
operative when needed. The central weight is also
adjustable so that it can readily be made heavier
or lighter to meet the demands of the closest reg
ulation under all conditions of service.
The outboard bearing is readily adjustable in
all directions. By means of a wedge having a
bearing surface equal to the area of the low^er
face of the bearing, the latter is raised and low-ered
until the shaft is brought into perfect alignment
with the main bearing. The bearing is also ad
justable laterally by means of screws bearing
against the ends of the bearing plate or base.
When the adjustments have been properly made,
the whole is clamped together by four vertical
bolts, thus converting the baseplate, wedge, and
the base of the bearing into one solid block. These
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to the plunger or valve gear, or loss of vacuum.
The smaller portion of the plunger is provided
with oil grooves to prevent the leakage of air,
and beneath which the vacuum is formed. Any
leakage of air which may take place at long in
tervals is expelled through the bottom of the cylin
der, while the air which serves to cushion the
plunger escapes tnrough the adjusting valve, the
latter being made a part of the dashpot and is
placed at the side. The lower end of the drop

FIG. 6. THE MURRAY CROSSHEAD.

rod is attached to the plunger by means of a balland-socket joint which relieves both the plunger
and the rod of any side strains incident to long
strokes due to late points of cutoff.
The crosshead is of the box pattern and is ad
justable vertically by means of wedge-shaped
shoes operated by nuts on both sides of the
heavy lug, as shown in Fig. 6. By the aid of the
inside nut the shoes can be adjusted to a nicety
and securely held in position at all times. The
piston rod is screwed into the neck of the crosshead and secured by locking collars and a polished

nut. The neck of the crosshead is made to give
double the breaking section of the ordinary cylin
drical design, thus securing a degree of rigidity at
this point unattainable by other forms of neck.
The shoes are faced with babbitt and have a bear
ing the full length of the crosshead. The shoes
are prevented from working loose by means of
two bolts, which, while affording an absolutely
firm and secure construction, also permit the
shoes to be readily removed when desired. The
outer surface of the shoes being turned to a true
circle, binding in the guides is impossible regard
less of the adjustment that may at any time he
required.

FIG. 5. SECTIONAL VIEW OF DASHPOT.

METALLIC PACKINGS.
BY CHARLES L0NGSTRETH.
THE purposes of a piston-rod or valve-stem
packing are to prevent leakages of steam
both along the rod or stem, and also between
and around the packing, and to do this with mini
mum pressure and friction. At the same time
the packing should not be designed to act as a
guide for the rod or stem, thus partly usurping
the function of the crosshead guide. The packing,
on the contrary, should he designed so that it will
be sufficiently flexible to follow slight lateral
movement of the rod while remaining steamtight.
It is to the satisfaction of this latter requisite
that the more recent designs of metallic packing
owe their superiority over the early ones.
In designing packing, we must consider the
character of the rods or stems to be packed—that
is, whether the moving parts have a rotary or re
ciprocating motion. If the moving parts require
no guiding, as in the ordinary type of steam
pumps, the problem is a comparatively simple one.
If the moving part has a slight vibratory as well
as a reciprocating motion, then the problem be
comes quite difficult to solve. This vibratory mo
tion, being caused by the slight difference in dia
meter between the piston and cylinder, as well as
by the play between crosshead and guide, changes
at every point of the stroke and varies with every
position of the connecting rod.
In order properly to classify packings to meet
the varying conditions to which they are subjected
we should divide them into two general classes :
(a.) Rigid packings of the male and femalering order.
(b.) Flexible packings, which can again be
subdivided into two types—the segmental or block
design and the conical-ring form.
Rigid packings are illustrated by Fig. 1. They
prevent the leakage of steam around the stuffing
box. by having the outside of the female rings
1
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pressed against the stuffing-box wall. In order to
prevent the leakage of steam along the rod, the
inside of the male rings is pressed toward the rod.
The force holding these rings against the various
surfaces is exerted by pressing the gland against
the end of the rings. As ordinarily designed, it
will be observed that the great trouble with such
packings is to secure a steamtight joint against
the wall of the stuffing box, as there is no wear
there. This can only be accomplished by produc
ing great friction and pressure against the rod,
and as the packing fills the entire space between
the walls of the stuffing box and the rod, it does
not allow any of the vibratory motion previously
alluded to.
Where vibratory motion exists and this class
of packing is used, the packing is compelled to do
a large amount of the guiding that should be
taken up by the walls of the cylinder and the
guides. The absurdity of attempting to do this
part of the work with a surface so small and a
material so soft as that of the packing will be at
once apparent to the engineer. It ca.n readily be
seen why piston rods fitted with this type of pack
ing require such an excessive amount of lubrica
tion to prevent the rods from running hot. Fre
quently, with packings of this type, rods become
so hot as to melt the antifriction metal and cause
it to run from the stuffing box. This packing,
therefore, can only be used with success on valve
stems and rods of auxiliaries, as well as on ap
purtenances to boilers and engines.
It is possible, however, to design this packing
so that the amount of pressure against the rod
may not only be reduced, but at the same time the
leakage around the wall of the stuffing box may
be stopped. It goes without saying that this pack
ing may be used where the motion of the rod r
stem is comparatively small or infrequent.
It is usual in most cases to place one turn of
fibrous packing under the gland ; often it is
claimed that this turn of soft packing is for lubri
cating purposes, but as a matter of fact the manu
facturer of the class of packings under considera
tion knows that it is really placed there to prevent
the slight leakage of steam due to improper de
sign of packing. Some properly designed pack
ings of this character may be used with a turn
of soft packing while they are being broken in.
After the metallic packing has worn down to a
bearing the soft turn may be removed, since the
metallic packing will be found to be steamtight.
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duly taken care of by metal or other gaskets under
glands, and by sliding faces ground steamtight.
The gland is thus pulled up tightly against the in
tervening joint and the cylinder head, and all the
adjustment takes place from the inside.
The segmental ring or block form of flexible
packing is shown by Fig. 2. These packings are
usually metallic segments, although it is often the
case that they are simply blocks of metal held
fairly close to the rod by some form of pressure—
that is, either by means of a spring, by the pres
sure exerted by the steam, or by a combination of
both these forces.
Those in charge of steam machinery should be
impressed with the fact that the quality of the
steam supplied to the engines will have a very
important influence upon the life of the packing.
There is no doubt but that even a slight amount of
water in suspension in the steam brings with it
■ IRON- f
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BRASS RETAINING RING
FIG. 2. SEGMENTAL PACKING.
from the boiler some gritty substance. While this
amount may be apparently of an inconsiderable
nature, it is sufficient to greatly increase the wear
of the packing.
The relative life of the packing when using
both dry and saturated steam was evidenced in the
case of engines of sister ships belonging to the
same line, running on the same service and
carrying the same pressures. On the high-pres
sure rod of one ship, where no care was taken to
secure dry steam, the life of the packing averaged
about 30 days' wear. On the engines of the sister
ship, where care was taken to secure dry steam,
the same packing has been in use for several years.
The principal objection to segmental packings
is that they are expensive to manufacture and
necessitate care in maintenance. They are gen
erally of a complicated nature, since they com
prise a large number of springs, segments and
rings. As the packing is forced to the rod by the
steam pressure, the friction on the rod or stem
increases proportionally with increase in boiler
pressures. In other words, it is almost impossible
to use packings of this character on a tripleexpansion engine and obtain anywhere near the
same length of wear from the packings for the
three different cylinders ; the high wearing out
most rapidly, the intermediate wearing out next,
and the low lasting the longest.
( To be continued.)

The discoveries with regard to radio-active
■substances are numerous in these days when all
the world of science is wondering what new mar
vels will appear in connection with the substance
of Radium and Thorium. The most recent achieve
ment is that of Prof. Charles Baskerville, of the
RINGS OF ANTIFRICTION METAL
University of North Carolina, who has succeeded
FIG. I. RIGID METALLIC PACKING.
in splitting up Thorium into two other elements
which he has christened Carolinium and Berzilium. Prof. Baskerville has at present five grams
The succeeding types of flexible packings, of Carolinium oxide and 2'/2 grains of Berzilium
which may be considered as designed on engineer
oxide. The former is a purplish powder and the
ing principles, differ entirely from the foregoing. latter has a greenish tinge, while Thorium, from
The new designs do not attempt to fill the entire which the two are derived, is pure white.
stuffing box, as steam is allowed to enter the stuf
Thorium is the earth from which Welsbach
fing box and the packings thus have a chance gas mantles are manufactured and the two new
freely to acquire a vibratory motion. The steam elements will presumably be valuable for the
leakage around the walls of the stuffing box is same and similar purposes.
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OIL BURNERS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES.
BY AMANDA T. JONES.
(Concluded)
As to the Grundell-Tucker burner selected
to propel the Mariposa, the description of its ac
tion and appearance under "marching orders"
will be given further along. Its accessories are
two, vis., a compressor—horizontal, doubleacting, duplex, capacity at 120 revolutions 1,000
cubic feet of free air per minute, compressed up
to 30 pounds, and an air heater. The last
named device is a hollow, iron casting through
which the air passes on its way to the burners.
Being part of the furnace front this affair "ac
quires merit" by proximity to high heat—al
though it must burn out now and' again. The
compressor is not to be thought of as a costly
adjunct, for it is an essential part of the whole
battery of burners— unless, indeed, the feeding
force be changed from air to steam, as may be
done upon emergency.
The Board, having furnished each inventor
with detailed drawings of the "experimental
plant" and made him acquainted with the se
verity of the imposed conditions, must have been
startled if not dismayed, to discover that the
knowledge of each was chiefly confined to the
injecting apparatus. "Up to this time," com
plains the report, 6 month later, "no firm has
been able to tell the board the best manner in
which its device should be operated I" Its mem
bers wished to learn and expected to be in
structed how to burn oil advantageously for
the benefit of the U. S. naval service, not for
personal profit. They were not there to invent
or assist in the invention of oil burners, or
to instruct inventors as to the proper manage
ment of their own devices.
It must, therefore, have been disheartening
to find at the very outset "a wide divergence of
opinion as to the pressures at which oil, air
and steam should be delivered to the burners I"
One cannot perceive that a single problem
had as yet been solved, except the injection.
Six burners were used with the Hohenstein
boiler, and they were called upon to deliver,
under natural draft conditions, from 2 to 4.88
barrels, and under forced draft, from 5.68 to
10.63 barrels of oil per hour. Scrutinizing the
tabular statements we discover that six of any
of these burner types ranged before a single fur
nace will, under conservative management, spray
out 84 gallons per hour, .or 14 gallons apiece,
without much smoke (no smokeless combus
tion is reported), but, if pushed to extremity by
dint of forcing with blowers, air heaters and
steam superheaters, each burner of itself may
blow in over 74 gallons per hour! In such a
manner you consume a maximum of "steam for
spraying oil," produce a minimum effect of heat
upon boiler surfaces and evaporate, on the
whole, 3 pounds less of water per pound of fuel
than if you had not forced the draft. As compen
sation, however, you get "a continuous flaming in
the stack," a two-fifths' increase of "dry gases
escaping therefrom," "very thick, black smoke
throughout" and after a 3 hours' run "42 pounds
of carbon," left in the fire-chamber.
Now, the writer humbly suggests that a
forced draft should never be made use of in
burning oil save for the legitimate purpose of
effecting smokeless combustion. It lies within
her personal experience that liquid fuel can be
so fed to a furnace by simple force of natural
gravity, duly restrained, and so evenly distrib
uted therein (never by injection), as to admit
of a natural-draft air-supply facing and attack
ing the flames that mass themselves to receive
its onset; and that if such natural air currents
be supplemented by steam jet or compressed air
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blasts the fire so originated may be agitated U does nothing of the kind! "Drops which can gether by shrunk links. The rim of the wheel
be seen" are not "atoms!" Yet this burner dares has a channel cross-section co which the casta white-heat fury.
Such a fire carries with it high calorific to go on, all 24 burners dare to go on, and take steel pole pieces are bolted. The field ceils com
value and the writer believes that, once well the Mariposa clear to the South Sea Islands and prise 65 turns of i]/2 x Vs inch copper strap,
under way, it may take in and consume, with
back.
wound on edge and thoroughly insulated, the
out appreciable srrioke, oil enough to outclass,
Nevertheless, the writer, being herself a her
outer edge of the coil being exposed to the at
for emergency work any coal fire ever subject
etic,.is not sensible of any shock, but passes on to mosphere for cooling. Laminated pole shoes are
ed to forced draft. This is an opinion. Here note that heated air accompanying heated oil into secured to the ends of the pole pieces and serve
are other opinions—not put forward as dicta :
a fire chamber gets a very good chance to create to hold the field coils in position. These shoes
Should your method of oil supply be at fault a conflagration; and we do hear, at last, some
cover a large polar arc, distributing the magnetic
you cannot amend it with accessories. Super
thing about "smokeless combustion" when the flux evenly.
heat both air and steam if you like, and can man in charge was good and meant to do his best.
The field coils are insulated from the pole
stand the expense, but even so there will be no And each burner, by contributing 22 gallons per pieces by fuller board, and from the pole shoes
economy in burning oil.
hour, helped all the other burners to propel the and spider ring, by heavy fiber The revolving
Now, oil feeding by injection is haphazard Mariposa at the rate of 13.58 knots, an average field is 16 inches in diameter ?nd /.eighs ap
work, and in the very nature of the case cannot of 302 barrels in 24 hours time, all in visible proximately 50,000 pounds.
be carried on with precision and sureness. droplets.
The frame is a circular cast iron housing
While those fuel atoms or globules are being
When all is said, the one inevitable accessory
sprayed into disassociation they cannot build up to oil-burning is—air. Not tornadoes, but good into which laminated punchings with inwardly
projecting teeth are assembled, for the reception
a body of flame sufficiently dense to take in air stiff trade winds streaming from the right quar
currents, even by natural draft, without danger ter straight into the fire zone ; strong enough to of the armature windings. The frame is ex
of being here and there considerably cooled ; buffet its flames and keep them well awhirl, so tremely heavy and stiff, not requiring any external
support, and is divided horizontally, .the halves
and, to cope with violent blasts, flames must that they may engulf every hydrocarbon mole
mass themselves as a bulwark, or be in some cule, yet not so wild as to drive them smoking, being firmly bolted and keyed together. The bolts
and keys are contained entirely within the cross
measure blown out of existence. Therefore, on and up through the stack.
section, obviating the use of side lugs. Large
the operator, to keep his fire going, turns in oil,
Given a wise method of oil supply, well ar
open
spaces are provided in the sides of the
frequently beyond the point of rational supply, ranged draft openings, fire bridges, furnace floors
taking into account its inherent heat-making and exits, then can be decided with approximate frames, allowing a free passage of air from the
certainty the relative evaporative efficiencies of ventilating ducts in the core.
value.
The arfnature core is built up of laminated
This, however, is clear : The device is a true coal and liquid fuel.
soft steel punchings, being annealed and japanned
air-burner. The able officer in charge was not
called upon to compute the percentage of steam A BIG NATIONAL ALTERNATOR FOR before assembling, and ventilating space blocks
are inserted at suitable intervals, providing open
used in running it. All that puzzle about the
ST. LOUIS.
ings extending around the circumference and al
pressure at which steam should be administered,
Following is a description of the National al
or whether its entrance into the fire gives it fuel- ternating-current generator to be installed at the lowing a free passage for the heat generated in
the windings. There are six slots per pole, 2l/i
value or is detrimental to other fuel-values is put Central Power Station at St. Louis. This alter
inches deep by V/2 inches wide each being wound
one side and you think just about air—which is nator will be direct connected to a 2,250 horse
rather puzzling, too, as to its pressures and tem
power Hamilton-Corliss, vertical, cross-compound with 14 conductors of 0.37 x 0.28 inch compressed
peratures.
engine. The rated output is 1,500 kilowatts a: copper strand. The internal diameter of the
Now the compressor furnishes this burner with
breath enough not merely to blow in the oil, but
in good measure to burn it while on the wing;
and the air-heater qualifies both oil and air for
more hurried combustion. There is a third ac
cessory—an "air-receiver" between compressor
and heater, to "minimize pulsations," and prevent
the small hurricane from blowing in gusts. And,
if you want more air, there are doors in the low
er furnace front with louvres, or you swing them
open on hinges.
Now there were 24 burners installed under
the two double-ended boilers of the Mariposa,
developing from 1,500 to near 3,000 horsepower,
and it is not alarming to learn that the com
pressor weighed nine tons, appropriating for its
revolutions no horsepower—probably contributed
by the auxiliary boiler which burned coal and
did the little odd jobs anyway—ice-machine, dy
namo, flushing pump, feed injector, steam pump,
etc. And this is how each burner was operated
by the said compressor.
"The air, first heated by compression up to
20 pounds, is further heated to a temperature of
I,500-KILOWATT NATIONAL ALTERNATOR FOR THE ST. LOUIS EXI>OSlTION.
3500 F. in the air chamber surrounding the burn
er and called the superheater. This air under the
armature is 16 feet
inch and the width of the
pressure of about 20 pounds surrounds the oil 25 cycles and 6,600 volts, running at 83 revolu
pipe in the burner and passes axially along the tions per minute and the power generated will be core 16 inches.
used for various purposes.
.
Cast iron collector rings and carbon brushes
pipe till near the end, when it is given a whirl
Like all standard alternators built by the Na
are used, making it possible to operate the ma
ing motion through small helical passages ar
tional Electric Co., it is of the revolving field chine with a minimum amount of attention. The
ranged like the rifling of a gun. It crosses ax
ially and whirling through the fine oil streams type, leaving the armature stationary and easily collector gear will carry a heavy temporary over
load.
spurting radially from the end of the burner, accessible, so that the difficulty of properly insulat
The net weight of this alternator is 135,000
breaks up the oil into fine spray, the drops of ing the armature coils is eliminated and the wind
pounds, and following are the guarantees the Na
ings are not subject to mechanical strains. The re
which can be seen before they ignite!"
Why, this is flat heresy ! "It may, therefore, volving field is of large diameter, giving additional tional Electric Co. offers on this machine:
Efficiency— ij4 load, 95.5 per cent; full load,
be affirmed," says the report in another connec flywheel effect to the engine, and the construction
tion, "that the efficiency of the burner is simply of the field coils makes them practically inde 95.5 per cent ; l/2 load, 94.75 per cent.
Regulation—5.5 per cent on power factor I ;
proportional to its power to atomize the oil and structible. All parts are accessible and the method
22 per cent on power factor zero.
then turn those minute particules of oil into a of ventilation ensures low temperature.
The revolving field is mide up of cast steel
The temperature will not exceed 30 degrees
mixture of combustible gas and >fine particles of
carbon," but, look you ! here is a burner that in halves, which are bolted and also secured to- on armature and magnets on a continuous run at
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full load, and 40 degrees on the armature and
magnets on a continuous run at 25 per cent over
load. The National Electric Co., successor to the
Christensen Engineering Co., although only en
tering the electrical field about 2 years ago, is
doing a constantly increasing business and the
demand for its direct and alternating current ap
paratus is a strong evidence of satisfactory per
formance.
MILNE WATER-TUBE BOILER AND SUPER
HEATER.
THIS apparatus is a combination of four parts,
ti's., an upper and a lower drum, connected
by a number of sections of 4-inch seamless
drawn steel tubes, arranged in staggered effect. To
these is coupled an independent feed water sec
tion composed of a single staggered row of tubes.
No superfluous material, nor complications are
to be found in the design, only materials neces
sary to generate steam efficiently, and with the
most perfect fuel economy being employed.
The drums are set one above the other, and
connected by a number of rows of 4-inch tubes,
put in with expanded joints. The tubes are all
curved to a 5-foot radius, so that there are but
five different bends in a complete set of tubes,
the front and back rows being interchangeable.
Tubes are spaced and arranged so that any of
them can be removed and replaced without dis
turbing the brick work or the tubes adjoining.

FIG. I.
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the feed water. Feed water is not admitted to
the upper steam and water drum.
This feed water section takes up considerable
heat otherwise wasted, as it presents a cool sur
face to the escaping gases, and adds another ele
ment of safety in protecting the drum plates from
the influence of the feed water, particularly in
case of low 'water ; much drier steam is produced,
as fluctuations in temperature, due to variable
feed supply, are impossible.
The design of the furnace and the situation
of the heating surface are such as to favor com
plete combustion because the fire brick arch cov
ering the furnace maintains the high tempera
ture required to ignite and burn the fuel gases,
and as the heating surface is situated at the back
of the furnace and bridge wall, this high tem
perature is maintained until combustion is com
pleted.
The boiler is constructed of wrought steel
throughout, and contains no fiat, stayed or in
accessible surfaces. The vertical position of the
tubes prevents the collection of dust and ashes,
thereby insuring a rapid and uniform transmis
sion of heat, and as the gases of combustion
travel about 70 feet over the heating surface, and
finally over the feed water section before escap
ing, high fuel economy is insured.
The tubes can be cleaned easily and at small
expense ; scaffolding or other structures are not
needed, and there are no hand-hole plates to re-

plest form, being composed of an upper and
lower steel header, having each end of the super
heating tubes expanded therin, the flexibility of

FIG. 2. BACK VIEW OF MILNE BOILER, SHOWING THE
ARRANGEMENT OF FEED HEATER TUBES.

these tubes amply providing for expansion and
contraction. Being situated in the front of the
boiler, it is directly accessible for any purpose,

SECTIONAL VIEWS OF MILNE WATER-Tt HE BOILER AND SUPERHEATER.

The feed water section is composed of a single
staggered row of 4-inch tubes, extending com
pletely across the back of the boiler, their upper
ends expanded into an independent header (not
connected with the upper drum) which receives

move and replace. One manhole gives access to
every tube in the boiler, and any of the mechan
ical rotary cleaners, now so extensively used,
will clean them in the most direct manner.
The Milne Steam Superheater is of the sim-

and in case of serious derangemnt can be re
moved entirely, while the boiler is under press
ure.
The simple nature of the connections per
mits instantaneous flooding, accompanied by a
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perfect circulation of the water in the boiler, and,
equally important, the degree of superheat can be
varied to suit all practical working conditions, by
spraying in moist steam.
Simplicity of the complete boiler and super
heater, ease and efficiency in operation, cost for
maintenance, large water holding capacity, and
ample steam liberating surface, insuring steady
water level and dry steam, are the salient fea
tures.
These boilers and superheaters are con
structed in all sizes up to 1,000 horsepower and
for any steam pressure, the design permitting
ample grate area for capacities far in excess of
the rating. They are made by the Milne Boiler
Co. of 97 Liberty St., New York City.
A NEW APPARATUS FOR REMOVING OIL
FROM EXHAUST STEAM.
The Austin "Special" oil separator is not in
tended to supersede any of the many different
forms of separators introduced at various times
during the past twelve years, but has been de
vised expressly for removing oil from steam, an
economy whose value has long been recognized
by the best engineers. The separation of engine
cylinder oil or grease from exhaust steam, so that

DRAIN
SECTIONAL VIEW OF AUSTIN SPECIAL OIL SEPARATOR.

the latter, when condensed, will be practically
pure distilled water, which may be returned to
the boilers, permits a continuous use of the
same feed water, with a consequent saving of
the heat units contained. The condensation may
also be used for ice-making and other purposes.
That the Austin "Special"' oil separator gives
perfect results has been thoroughly demonstrated
by many of these machines already in practical
use.
Oil in exhaust steam has a strong tendency
to adhere in fine particles to the sides of the pipe,
gradually collecting at the bottom and flowing in
a sluggish current toward the separator under
pressure of the steam.
This oil, together with other impurities which
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have entered through the pipe, is caught by a
flange gutter, just inside the inlet to the separa
tor. An opening from this flange drains the oil
into the receiver.
By this arrangement a large part of the oil is
disposed of, without chance for it to break up
into small particles, so that the process of per
fect separation is much less difficult.
The remaining oil, held in suspension by the
steam, is carried over and impinges against the
baffle plate. This plate holds the minute drops
of oil until, by the addition of other drops, they
increase in size and are carried around the cir
cular grooves by gravity and the action of the
steam, down into the receiver chamber. The
grooves are of ample depth to hold all of the oil,
and lead to a common centre at the base, thus
preventing any of the oil being carried over with
the steam to the condenser.
The extremely large surface area of the baffle
and its position directly opposite the inlet, af
ford the best means of securing the desired re
sult.
The ports, or passageways, for the steam are
many times larger than the inlet opening. The
good general design of this separator and the
form of the baffle plate, with overshot, side re
lief and undershot passageways for steam, are ar
ranged so that at no time will the steam come in
contact with the oil or water, after having im
pinged against the baffle plate. This makes it
almost impossible for any fine particles of oil to
be caught up and carried over into the con
denser.
Should any oil or other impurities still re
main in the steam after striking the baffle plate,
they will be carried against the sides and top of
the separator, and be caught in the flanged
groove ring on the inside of the separator at the
outlet. Being carried around to the bottom of
this ring by gravity, they are deposited in the re
ceiver part of the separator.
Where very high vacuum is carried the sep
arator is fitted with a spraying device. Expe
rience has proven that the face wall of the baf
fle should be wet, so that the oily particles will
adhere until there is such an accumulation as
will yield to the laws of gravity. If the plate
were not moistened by this patent spraying de
vice, the fine particles of oil would rebound from
it with the steam and be carried over through
the pipe to the condenser.
The device shown sprays water directly on
the face of the plate, keeping the latter at all
times thoroughly wet.
The body of the separator is .all in one cast
ing, thus avoiding the use of gaskets except at
the inlet and outlet flanges. The grooved baf
fle plate is cast in the separator in such a way
that there is free passageway for the steam at
top and sides. The separator is made for all
sizes of piping from 12 to 42-inch, by the Austin
Separator Co., of Detroit, Mich.
GRAPHITE FOR LUBRICATION.
The t'.se of graphite as a lubricant is known
to have considerable advantages, but difficulty
has always been encountered in getting the
graphite to the place where it will do the most
good.
An improvement recently brought out by the
Grapho Manufacturing Co., of Rochester. N. Y.,
bids fair to overcome much of the trouble here
tofore experienced. The prepared graphite, or
plumbago, is put up in small cakes, which can
be mixed with cylinder oil, and is stated to feed
perfectly through all lubricators, cither force
feed or sight feed. The preparation, which is
called "Grapho." can also be used in solid form
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for a bearing which gives trouble by heating. It
can l>c dropped directly into the grease box and
will melt and flow to the bearing as required.
One cake of Grapho is stated to be sufficient in
most instances for a gallon of oil. It is sim
ply stirred up with the oil while warm and
poured into lubricators as usual.
SUPERHEATED STEAM VALVES.
These valves for highly superheated steam
are designed to withstand the highest steam
pressure and temperature that have yet been
reached with water tube boilers and direct fired
superheaters.
The metal in the body and bonnet is dis
tributed so that the expansion to which the
valve is subjected when used on highly super
heated .steam will be uniform throughout the
entire valve. No severe strain is placed on any
one part.
The seats and dies are nickle-bronze. This
metal is so made that it has the same coeffiicient
of expansion as cast iron. While it is more
expensive than any other metal the results that
have been obtained by its use for saturated and
highly superheated steam have been most satis-

VALVE FOR HIGHLY SUPERHEATED STEAM.
factory and the makers will not consider using
any other metal.
The bypass on all large valves is cored in
the body. The reason for doing this is to dis
pense with outside piping and joints. When the
valve is wide open, the stuffing box can be re
packed if necessary. Steam is shut off the stuff
ing box by a self-packing locknut on the top of
the disk, coming in contact with a seat that
is fitted on the inside of the bonnet.
All valves are guaranteed for 250 pounds
steam per square inch, superheated to 840 de
grees F. The valve is made by the NewBedford Boiler & Machine Co. of New Bedford,
Mass.
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THE FAHNESTOCK SPRING BINDING POST
Good binding posts are a matter of interest
to every electrician or engineer who has to do
with temporary connections, and we have never
yet known of one who did not have to do tem
porary work at some time or other. The ordi
nary screw binding post is unsatisfactory in
many ways. The contact is along a single line.

THE SPRING Cl.IP BINDING POST.
The screw usually bends or breaks the wire, and
after a little the screw thread is often stripped
and becomes useless. To remedy these difficulties
the Fahnestock Transmitting Co. has put on the
market a spring clip binding post, shown in the
illustration which is simple, quickly put in place,
easy to connect and avoids the difficulties men
tioned. The address of the company is 74 Cortlandt St., New York City. The cut is' practically
self-explanatory.
THE STAR IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE
INDICATOR.
The indicator, shown in Fig. 1, is of the exter
nal or outside spring type, this construction being
adopted on account of the extreme high pressures,
carried at the present time. The area of the pis-

an inspection of its operation at any time, and it
should not deteriorate as rapidly as when im
mersed in the hot steam. The pencil movement is
opposite to that in the inside spring types, the
atmospheric line being at the top of the drum
instead of the bottom.
From the sectional view, Fig. 2, the construc
tion of the cylinder and drum may be seen, and
the method of operation readily understood. It
will be noticed, that the connection to the cylinder
is at the side, an angle cock being furnished for
use with horizontal engines. The piston is below
the inlet and does not come in contact with the
outer wall of the indicator. It works in an en
closed cylinder, which is screwed to the outer
wall at the bottom, as shown in Fig. 2, leaving a
narrow space into which steam may enter, and
practically forming a steam jacket. By unscrew
ing the cap on the lower end, the piston can be
removed at any time for cleaning or oiling with
out disturbing the other parts of the mechanism.
The indicator is in universal use in power
plants throughout the country and is made by the
Star Brass Mfg. Co., 108-114 East Dedham St.,
Boston, Mass.
ROD PACKING.
This invention relates to packing for pistonrods and plungers.
The drawing represents a vertical section of
a stuffingbox provided with packing rings ac
cording to this invention in which A is the stuf
fingbox, provided with a gland B, and C is the
piston-rod.
The packing consists of one or more rings
D. Any desired number of similar rings may be
used. Each ring consists of a packing section E,
and a filling section F. The packing section is
offset upon the side of the filling section, so that
a projection / is formed next to the rod, while G
is a wafer seal chamber formed by the packing
ring between the filling section and the rod. The
packing section has a solid core /, of indiarubber
or other suitable packing material, which is pref
erably round in cross-section, and the filling sec
tion has a similar core K.
The portion H is flexible material, sudi as
cloth or canvas, which is wrapped around the
cores and is wrapped several times around the

FIG. I. EXTERNAL VIEW OF THE STAR INDICATOR.
ton is % of a square inch, allowing a smaller
and more elastic spring, which has the unusual
feature of being elongated or pulled apart rather
than being compressed or pushed apart. It is
exposed to view, as shown in Fig. i, allowing
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May i, 1904ton rod. The chamber G allows the packing to
be tightened without binding the rod tightly, as
well as affording a water seal.
The flexible packing material is secured to
the cores and to itself in any approved manner,
as by adhesive material or cement.
The essential feature of this packing is to
provide means of maintaining a constant tem
perature of the packing and piston rod which
will not exceed the temperature due to the
steam. This is accomplished by making two
sections known as the packing-section and the

SECTION THROUGH STUFFINGBOX AND PACKING.

filling-section. The filling-section separates the
packing-sections and provides a space, which
fills with moisture and thus determines the tem
perature at which the packing will run. This
space serves to prevent the rise of temperature,
and provides a water-seal against the passage of
steam, which also serves as a lubricant, thus
tending to reduce friction to a minimum.
The space referred to allows the packing to
expand and contract, and to yield to any uneveness of the rod, without causing friction. The
packing cannot easily burn, carbonize or get hard

FIG 2. SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE STAR INDICATOR.

round core /. The core H is square in crosssection ; but the forms of the cores may be varied
in carrying out the invention. The flexible ma
terial H secures the two cores together, and
they are then formed into a ring around the pis-

as the temperature does not rise to the burning
point. The life of the packing is not impaired
by overheating, and it will not scratch or score the
rod. It is the invention of C. B. Risley, Prince
ton, Ind.

May i, 1904A PATENT BAR TRACK AND TROLLEY.
Among the various styles of overhead track
ing, the patented bar track and trolley, manufac
tured by the New Jersey Foundry and Machine
Co., 9 and 15 Murray St., New York City, pos
sesses features which recommend it to those hav
ing use for apparatus of this nature.
The brackets or hangers have cast lugs, as
shown in the accompanying figure, which bear
the weight of the track and relieve the bolts, used
for fastening the tracks to the brackets, of any
strain from this source ; the bolts being used to
hold the track to the hanger and not to support
the load. With this construction, vibrations on
the track will not tend to work the bolts loose so
readily and cause uneven joints between the sec
tions. The trolleys are roller-bearing and are
provided with bottom rollers to prevent them from
jumping the track, which can be furnished up to
6,000 pounds' capacity.
Both hanger and track are durable, easily
erected and can be used to advantage in a great
many places, i. e., cotton mills, foundries, boiler
rooms, etc.
TEST WITH AND WITHOUT SUPER
HEATED STEAM.
In the early part of this year, one of the boil
ers at the Spring Creek Pumping Station of the
Brooklyn Water Works was equipped with a
Foster Superheater, the idea being to determine
the amount of saving due to superheating the
steam, by comparative tests.
The Spring Creek Pumping Station is one of
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pipe from the driven wells and deliver it through
separate delivery pipes into the conduit, the total
head against which they work being in the neigh
borhood of 30 feet. On its way to the conduit
the water flows over a Weir, making it easy to
check the plunger displacement. One of the boil
ers was equipped with a Foster Superheater, as
shown in the illustration. The superheater was
connected up to the old steam main, making it
possible to run a test on each boiler under the
same conditions.
It was decided to run two tests—one using the
boiler containing the Foster Superheater and a
second using the boiler without the superheater.
In both tests the main object was to determine
the amount of work which could be developed
per 100 pounds of coal. It was decided to base
the results on the Weir measurement and careful
measurements were taken and checked by plunger
displacements. In the first test the "slip" was
22.3 per cent, in the second 22.2 per cent—
checking very closely. That these figures are so
high is explained by the fact that the water as
it comes from the wells contains a very large
quantity of air, and further, that the pumps did
not make full stroke. The coal and feed water
supplied to the boiler during both tests were
carefully weighed. The station was in charge of
the regular crew and no attempt was made to
direct their handling of the plant during either
test
The first test was made using the boiler con
taining the Foster Superheater and lasted 24
hours, starting at noon Feb. 8 and ending
roon Feb. 9. The boiler without the super-

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE TRACK AND TROLLEY.

a number of small stations which secure their
supply from driven wells and deliver into a con
duit which carries the water to the Ridgewood
Pumping Station. From there it is delivered to
the reservoir by more economical engines of
larger size and power.
The equipment of the Spring Creek Pumping
Station consists of two horizontal return tubular
boilers, each 60 inches in diameter by 15 feet long,
having sixty-six 3-in. tubes and 914 square feet
•of heating surface. Each boiler has 25 square
feet of grate and natural draft The fuel burned
was large size, white ash anthracite.
The pumping plant consists of two Knowles
Compound Condensing direct-acting duplex
pumps, size 6Va and iis/i x 16 x 24 inches, and one
Davidson Triple condensing direct-acting simplex
pump, size 8 and 14 and 24 x 24 x 24. These three
pumps are equipped with independent jet con
densers, the exhaust steam from which is used
to heat the feed water to the boilers. These
pumps get their water through a common suction
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the superheater and the station records show that
during the five days without the superheater the
station pumped 21,956,400 gallons of water with
31,760 pounds of coal, and that with the super
heater the station pumped 22,337,500 gallons of
water and burned 23,730 pounds of coal, showing
a saving of about 25 per cent. Following are
the figures obtained during the two 24-hour runs :
With
Without
Superheater Superheater
Time of start.
12 noon, Feb. 8 II am Fob. 11
Time of finish .
12 noon, Feb. 9 II a m Feb. 12
Hours run
24
24
Average steam pressuro ...
79.8 lbs.
79.4 lbs.
" water pressure triple
cxp. hoad in ft.
........
0.99 ft.
1.05 ft.
' compound head in ft.
7.10 ft.
7.10 ft.
41 vacuumof suction for]
triple and compound inches
of morcury
22.90
23.21
Total head on triple feet of
water
29.05
29.46
Total head on comp. feet of
water
83.04
33.39
Total double strokes, triple..
30,V.7
34,114
"
"
"
comp...
35,395
32,158
Galls, pumped from piston
displacement, total, triple..
2,854,023
3,186,247
2,93 1,708
11M
**u
"combined
comp.
2.662,682
5,784,720
5,848,930
Galls, total, pumped as meas
ured by weir
4,492,680
4,549,480
Per cent slip
22.3
22 2
Foot lbs. weir
1,163,815,819 1,184,98.V*6
Total coal consumed
5,015 lbs
6,410
lbs
Per cent refuse
23.7
18.7
Total refuse
1,188
1,203
Total feed water
38.399
50,960
Duty per 100 lbs. coal
23,200,(196
18,486,483
" " 1,000 lbs. steam ...
30,308,498
23,253,213
Per cent increase of work per 100 lbs. coal
25.5
" increase of work per 1,001' lbs. steam.. .30.2
" saving in coal per foot pound work 20.2
" saving in feed water per ft. pound work 23.2
Average temp, steam leaving superheater
527.4 degs.F.
41 temp, steam entering superheater 320.1 41
" Beg. superheat
207.3 "

FOS1EK SUPERHEATER COMBINED WITH BOILER.

heater was then cut in and the other shut down.
After running a few days to get properly warmed
up, a 24-hour test was started, using the boiler
without the superheater, starting at 11 a. m.
Feb. 11 and ending 11 a. m. Feb. 12.
The results obtained on the two tests were
figured back to the same basis for comparison,
that is, the foot pounds of work done by the
pumps (as measured by the Weir and the total
head pumped against) per 100 pounds of coal and
per 1,000 pounds of steam, termed duty of the
pump. It was shown by this comparison that
25^3 per cent more work was developed from 100
pounds of coal and 30.2 per cent more work was
developed from 1,000 pounds of steam when su
perheated about 200 degrees than was developed
when the steam was saturated. Also that the
same amount of work was accomplished with a
saving in coal of 20.2 per cent and a saving in
feed water of 23.2 per cent.
Since making the above test a five days' run
was made with an equally long run without

These tests are particularly interesting as show
ing the value of superheated steam in a plant
which is of ordinary low duty type and has been
in operation for several years on regular city
service. No special arrangements were made for
the introduction of superheated steam and no spe
cial oil or stuffing box packing nor steam pipe
gaskets were used. The plant is in the same
condition as it has been running for years past
The percentages of saving by superheating may
appear to be high, but experience has shown that
a greater gain in economy is to be obtained in
a low duty than a high duty plant. Mr. Dean
remarked in a recent address before the New
England Water Works Association that one of
the most promising fields for increasing the duty
of steam pumping engines, and in fact about the
only remaining correction or radical improvement,
was using superheated steam in place of saturated
steam. The results obtained in Brooklyn would
seem to bear out this opinion with greater posiliveness.
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In this department ive will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers, ft should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have all possible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jy Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
E. J. W. ; LOSS OF PRESSURE IN A WATER TANK.
"We have a pressure tank on the roof of a
building to supply an automatic sprinkler sys
tem. The insurance company requires us to keep
this' tank at 80 pounds pressure per square inch,
but for some reason the pressure drops from 10
to 15 pounds per day. We have thoroughly
tested the system and can find no leak in the air
pipe. Do you think it possible for the tank
pressure and the street pressure, which is about
45 pounds, to equalize, providing the check valve
on the water supply pipe leaks?"
A.—A check valve, which is not used very
often, would undoubtedly allow some water to
escape, thus reducing the pressure, but the chief
cause for the loss of pressure is probably the
difference in temperature of the air on entering
the tank and after it has remained in the tank
for some time. From your description we take
it, that the water required for the sprinkler sys
tem is allowed to flow into the tank and the
pressure is brought up to 80 pounds by means of
air forced into the tank from an air compressor.
In the majority of air compressors, the air leaves
the machine considerably warmer than on enter
ing. Of course it will cool some on its way to
the tank, but we will assume a difference of
temperature of 50 degrees F.
As air follows very nearly the laws of a per
fect gas, we may apply Charles' Law, which is
as follows : When the volume remains constant,
the absolute pressure must vary directly with the
absolute temperature.
Expressed mathematically :
P_ t
P~ T
Where P = initial absolute pressure in pounds
per square inch.
p = final absolute pressure.
T = absolute temperature of air on enter
ing the tank at pressure P.
t = absolute temperature after cooling.
Absolute zero is approximately 460 degrees
below Fahrenheit zero, so that if we assume a
temperature of 120 degrees F., for the air on
entering the tank, the absolute temperature would
be 460 + 120 = 580 degrees and the absolute tem
perature, /, would be 580 — 50 = 530 degrees.
Absolute pressure would also have to be used in
the formula. This is obtained by adding 15
pounds, or atmospheric pressure, to the gage
pressure, making in this case a pressure of 95
pounds per square inch. Substituing these values
in the formula, we have :
P _ 530
95 580
from which £=87, and subtracting the 15 pound
atmospheric pressure, we obtain a gage pressure
of 72 pounds, representing a loss of 8 pounds
per square inch.
A difference of 50 degrees will probably not
correspond with your case, but the result shows
plainly the effect of a fall in temperature of the
:iir.
F. P. LA V. ; VIBRATIONS IN BOILER.
"What causes a 60-inch by 14-foot boiler
to vibrate? The boiler pressure is 80 pounds,
the steam pipe 5 inches in diameter, connected

to an automatic cutoff engine developing about 75
horsepower. The engine makes 250 revolutions
per minute."
A. The vibration is probably due to vibra
tions in the steam pipe, which in turn is caused by
the motion of the engine. It can be prevented by
supporting the pipe at shorter distances, thus
preventing the pipe from moving. The supports
should be so arranged as to allow the pipe to
expand, and thus avoid the tendency to buckle.
A. L. ; HOW TO GET WATER OUT OF TANK.
"The accompanying sketch represents a
tank from which I wish to lift water, taking
the water from near the bottom. I have 40
pounds water pressure that could be used in a
suitable device. What is the best method of
getting the water out of the tank?"
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TO GET THE WATER OUT OF THE TANK ?

A. We presume that the tank is situated be
low the ground level or otherwise located so that
the water cannot be drained through the sides or
bottom. If so, the simplest arrangement is the
siphon shown by dotted lines. If no pressure can
be obtained in the tank when it is desired to drain
it a connection can be made with the water pipe
from the city main as shown, and by means of the
two stop cocks, the siphon can be primed and
started. In case sufficient fall cannot be ob
tained for the discharge leg of the siphon, a
water-operated pump will be found satisfactory.
These are built by nearly all pump manufactur
ers.
J. N. W.," COST OF OPERATION OF STEAM AND CAS
ENGINES, AND ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED.
"About what is the proportional cost of power
devloped by steam and gas engine units, and what
items should be considered when obtaining the
total cost of power in any particular case?"

A. A general average of proportional cost
cannot well be given and do justice to either type
of engine. The relative cost varies widely ac
cording to conditions, and also with the power de
veloped, the difference being considerably less
with the larger sizes than with very small engines.
Thus the cost of operation of a 15 horsepower gas
engine is about one-half that of a steam engine
of the same power. The relative cost of operation
for engines of from 25 to 35 horsepower is about
as 1% to 1, and for engines of 100 horsepower
it is about as ij^ to 1 in favor of the gas engine.
The items to be considered when figuring total
cost of power or of operation per horsepower
arc, fuel, labor, oil, supplies, repairs, depreciation,
interest on investment, taxes and insurance.
J. L. C. ; FEEDING BOILER; HORSEPOWER OF ENGINE.
"1. Can I feed my boiler satisfactorily
with a Penberthy injector when taking water
under pressure from the city mains, and when
feeding through the blowoff? 2. Please indicate
the method of finding the horsepower of an en
gine 11 x 18 inches, 60 pounds pressure on 'he
piston, and making 150 revolutions per minute.
3. When making engineering calculations will
the results be sufficiently accurate for practical
purposes if the common fraction 11-14 is used in
stead of the decimal 0.7854?"
A.— I. An injector will work as satisfactorily
when feeding through the blowoff, and when tak
ing water from the city mains, as from a tank or
cistern, provided the supply is throttled by suit
able valves in the suction pipe. When the pres
sure of water is very high, say 60 pounds or
more, two valves in the suction pipe give better
results. The first valve is placed from I to 2 feet
below the injector, and the suction pipe so ar
ranged that the second valve can be placed from
10 to 15 feet from the first one, or as far as cir
cumstances will permit. The second valve is
opened, a little less than the first, and when
starting the injector, the supply is regulated by
means of the first valve until the discharge from
the overflow ceases. Under lower pressure one
valve is generally sufficient.
2. The horsepower of any engine is found by
multiplying together the area of the piston in
square inches, the mean effective pressure on one
square inch and the piston speed in feet per min
ute ; the last product divided by 33.000 will give
the horsepower. When the clearance and back
pressure are not known the horsepower of an en
gine may be closely approximated by first finding
the mean effective pressure by multiplying the
boiler pressure, plus 15, by the decimal corre
sponding to the given point of cutoff and sub
tracting 20 from the product, then use the rule
previously given. The horsepower of the engine
mentioned is equal to 11 X " X 07854 X 60 X
3 X 150 -+- 33,000 — 77.7. If the boiler pressure
had been 60 pounds, the mean effective pressure
for % cutoff would have been equal to 60 — 15
X 0.74 — 20 = 35.5 pounds, and the horsepower
would have been 11 X " X 0.7854 X 35-5 X 3
X 150
33,ooo = 45.8.
Cutoff
% % % H V2 H 2/3 J4 H
Decimal 0.48 0.59 0.67 0.74 0.84 0.91 0.93 0.96 0.99
3. Yes. In computing the area of a 60-inch
circle the error is but a trifle over 1% square
inches.
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"Please tell me how to find the pressure
that would be required to burst the ring seam in a
tubular boiler."
A. Divide the circumference of the shell by
the number of rivets to obtain the pitch of the
rivets. From the pitch of the rivets subtract
the diameter of one rivet hole and divide the re
mainder by the pitch. This gives the relative
strength of the plate along the row of rivet
holes, the solid plate being represented by unity
or 1. Call this quotient (I.) Multiply the area of
one rivet by the shearing strength of the rivet
per square inch of section, usually taken as
38,000 pounds, and divide the product by the
pitch of the rivets times the thickness of the
plate in fraction of an inch times the tensile
strength of the plate, and call this quotient' (2.)
This gives the relative strength of the rivets in
the seam. Multiply the tensile strength of the
plate by the thickness in fraction of an inch and
by the circumference of the shell and this prod
uct by the smaller of the quotients, (1) and (2),
then diyide the result by the net area of the
head of the boiler; the quotient is the bursting
pressure. The net area of the head* is the area
subjected to pressure and is equal to the area of
the whole head minus the combined area of the
tubes. To illustrate the rule, assume a boiler
6o'/2 inches in diameter, the ring seams con
taining 95 %-inch rivets. The boiler is of steel,
having tensile strength of 55,000 pounds per
square inch of section, thickness of plate
inch,
and containing 50 4-inch tubes. The pitch of
the rivets is 60.5 X 3- "4*6 ■*■ 95 = 2 inches,
and the pitch minus the diameter of the rivet
hole, or 13-16 inch, and divided by the pitch
gives(2 — 0.812)-^ 2 = 0.59 or 59 per cent =
quotient (1.) Quotient (2) equals (0.75" X 0.7854
X 38,000) -4- (2 X 0.375 X 55,ooo) = 0.477 or
47.7 per cent. The net area of the head is equal
to 60.5" X 0.7854.— (4* X 0.7854 X 50) =
2,246.76 square inches. The bursting pressure is
55,ooo X 0.375 X 0.477 X 190 ■+■ 2,246.76 = 832
pounds per square inch.
d. w. ; scraping tubes; water in ashpit.
"1. What benefit is to be derived from
scraping tubes where soft coal is used day and
night, and about how often should tubes be
scraped? 2. What benefit is to be derived from
keeping water in the ashpit?''
A.—1. When the tubes are cleaned by blow
ing them out with an ordinary steam tube clean
er, a hard crust forms on the inner surfaces of
the tubes. The thickness of the crust or scale
is quite variable, while the surface is very rough,
both qualities tending to impede the draft and.
furthermore, soot collects on the rough surface
much faster than in a clean tube, the soot also
impeding the draft. Then, too, the scale referred
to is a good non-conductor of heat and thus les
sens the efficiency of the tube surface. As a
rule the greater the quantity of sulphur in the coal,
the more rapid will be the accumulation of scale.
The frequenty with which tubes should be scraped
will depend upon the quality of coal, the amount
consumed in a given time, the frequency with
which the tubes are blown out and the intensity
of the draft. No general rule can be given, the
time for scraping can best be determined by in
specting the tubes after blowing them out. It is
not advisable to scrape the tubes oftener than
is necessary. In some plants the tubes are blown
out daily and scraped once each week; in others
they are blown out twice a day and scraped once
a month. Tubes should be cleaned in some
manner at least twice in 24 hours when running
night and day, and when the draft is not par
ticularly good, once in 8 hours will give results
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enough better to warrant the extra labor.
2. None. When a very flashy coal is used,
and also coal which causes a soft, sticky bed of
fuel, it is frequently desirable to wet the coal
which enables Ihe fire to be more easily broken
up for the free passage of air. When wetting
coal it should be allowed to drain thoroughly
and used when thoroughly damp, but not drip
ping wet. Coal that requires wetting can gener
ally be used to better advantage by carrying
a moderately thick fire, say, from 6 to 8 inches
and even deeper, provided the draft is strong
enough to cause the coal to burn freely.
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seemed as though it would go to pieces. I am
using a large quantity of oil on the gear, viz.,
about three quarts a day of 60-cent oil. What is
the cause of the lever shaking?"
A. First examine the link or slide and see
that the upper end of the eccentric rod works
freely up and down in the guideways. If the
trouble is not found at that point it will be
found in one of three places, viz., the eccentric,
the valve stem guide and stuffingbox, or the
valve. It is probable that if a part of the oil
used on the gear can be got to the valve the
shaking will cease. A new engine requires a little
more oil than older ones do, especially for the
I_ C. M. HORSEPOWER TO RUN PUMP,' CAPACITY OF first two or three weeks, but you are using five
FLUME.
times as much oil on the gear as need be, and pos
"Please inform me how the size of en
sibly not enough on the cylinder. The bearing
gine is obtained that will be required to run a surfaces of the eccentric, the valve stem guide
centrifugal pump. The pump is to raise water and valve should be examined. It is probable
15 feet, and discharge at a point 25 feet above one or more of these has begun to cut. The
the pump. The amount of water required per quantity of oil applied cannot always be taken
minute is 600 gallons. 2. How can I find the as a correct indication of the degree of lubrica
amount of water flowing per minute through a tion.
4 x 4-foot flume."
C. K. B. ; THERMAL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE
A— 1. It is first necessary to find the num
"About what would be the thermal effi
ber of foot pounds of work required per minute
to raise the water, to which is added the power ciency of an engine requiring 30 pounds of steam
necessary to overcome the friction of the engine per horsepower hour, the efficiency of the boiler
and pump. This sum divided by 33,000 will be being 70 per cent and the total number of B. T.
the horsepower of the engine. One gallon of U. in a pound of coal 12,000?"
A. The thermal efficiency of an engine is the
water weighs approximately 8.32 pounds, and 600
gallons will weigh 8.32 X 600 = 4,992 pounds. ' ratio of the number of heat units utilized in the
The weight of water multiplied by the lift in engine to the number supplied the engine in the
B. T. U. utilized
feet gives foot pounds which is 4,992 X 40 =
.
199,680 and 199,680 33,000 = 6 horsepower, and steam or efficiency —
B. T. U. supplied.
adding 30 per cent for friction gives 8 horse
If the fuel yields 12,000 B. T. U. per pound,
power. An engine of this power would ordinarily
and
the efficiency of the boiler is 70 per cent,
be run at a piston speed of 400 feet per minute,
then
70 per cent of 12,000 or 8,400 heat units per
and if the mean effective pressure is, say, 30
pounds per square inch, the area of the piston pound of fuel will be utilized in making steam.
Assuming 3.5 pounds of coal to be burned per
is equal to
horsepower
hour, the number of heat units sup
Horsepower X 33,ooo
plied the engine per horsepower is 8,400 X
Piston speed X M. E. P.
3.5 = 29,400 heat units per hour. One horsewhich in this case is 8 X 33,ooo (400 X 30) =
1,980,000
22 square inches, which corresponds to 5 5-16 power hour requires the expenditure of
778
inches, say, 5% inches in diameter. In small en
gines it is common practice to make the length = 2,545 heat units, and the efficiency of the en2,545
of stroke about twice the diameter of the cylin
der, which may be 10 inches in this case. The gine only is 29,400 — 0.0862 or 8.62 per cent.
speed required to produce 400 feet piston speed
A. B. ; WEAR ON AXLE OF TRACTION ENGINE.
per minute with a 10-inch stroke is : Piston speed
-r- (stroke in inches -*-6) = 400 -~- ( 10 ■*■ 6) = 240
"A certain traction engine is carried by
revolutions per minute. Therefore the size of axles attached to the sides of the firebox. The
engine required is 5% x 10-inch stroke, and the axle wears faster at one side or at one end of
speed, 240 revolutions per minute.
the hub than at the other, and causes the driving
wheel to lean towards the boiler. Is there any
2. * The number of cubic feet of water flow
ing through a flume per minute is found by mul
way to remedy this without buying a new axle?'"
tiplying 50 times the cross sectional area of the
A. Two very important facts in the case
flume by the velocity of the current in feet per have not been mentioned, viz., the construction
second. The cross sectional area is found by of the axle referred to and the extent of the
multiplying the breadth of the flume by the depth wear on the axle and in the hub of the wheel.
of water, both in feet. The velocity can be con
The method of repairing, and whether or not it
veniently measured by selecting two points on the can be repaired without weakening the axle too
flume, say, 50 feet or more apart. Drop a chip much depend entirely upon the construction and
into the flume at a point 10 or 15 feet above the condition of the axle and hub. If the axle is
first place of observation and note the time at slightly worn it may be turned down in a lathe
which it passes the two points on the flume. The and the wheel bushed to fit the smaller axle.
distance between those points divided by the num
If the axle is considerably worn, turning it down
ber of seconds required by the chip in floating in a lathe will probably weaken it to such an ex
from one point to the other gives the velocity tent as to endanger the operation of the engine.
in feet per second. Repeat the operation a num
A competent machinist should be able to advise
ber of times and take the average time when you as to what is best to do. He must cither
using the rule. The number of cubic feet multi
inspect the axle or be given all the facts concern
plied by 7.5 gives the number of gallons.
ing it.
J. M. ; REVERSING LEVER SHAKES.
"I am running a 20-horsepower J. I. Case,
An automobile has recently been completed
traction engine, fitted with the Woolf reversing in France having a gasoline engine of 165 horse
gear. The engine is a new one and has been power with eight cylinders. On the second speed
the car is geared for 80 miles an hour; the first
running smoothly until very recently, when it be
gan to shake the reversing lever, so that it speed is left to conjecture.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1004.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed. 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Annual convention, Indianapolis, June 7, 8 and
9; and St. Louis, June 10.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty Street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Annual convention, Allentown, Pa., May 9.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Long, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical.
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mb., Oct. 12
and 13Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay. P. O. Box, 1818. New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street,
May 31-June 3. Spring meeting in Chicago
New York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
May 31-June 3. Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ.
of Pa., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Annual convention, St Louis, week beginning
June 6, 1904.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Companies.
Secy., W. Hr Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engineers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554 Bloor
Street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Annual convention, Hamilton, June, 1904. Secy.,
C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Works. Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engineers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May 23, 1004, annual convention at Boston.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New
York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14, 15
and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1004. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
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Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Next meeting, Columbus, O., May 13-14, 1904.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Short) street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Annual convention June 21 and 22.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September 1, 2,
3, I904Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Mbnadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
New York State Association, N. A. S. E.,
will hold its 9th annual convention at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., June 10th and nth. The official
headquarters will be in the Imperial Hotel and
the convention meetings in the Odd Fellows' Hall,
4th and Niagara streets. The convention will be
called to order and committees appointed at 12
o'clock on June 10. The afternoon meeting will
be called at a quarter of two when the annual ad
dress by State President Charles A. Baker will
be given, and also an address of welcome by the
mayor, John M. Hancock. The response will be
given by National President P. H. Hogan, who
will be followed by National Vice-President
Charles F. Hart, and National Secretary Raven.
At 4 o'clock delegates and friends will as
semble for a trip through the plant of The Niagara
Falls Power Co., which will take up the rest of
the afternoon. In the evening a trip will be
made through the great gorge route, starting at
7 o'clock and returning with searchlight on the
car.
Saturday, June nth, will be devoted to business
meetings. At 9:30 the meeting will be called to
order and routine business taken up and a second
session will be held at 4 o'clock. While the dele
gates are in active session, guests and ladies will
be escorted for a carriage ride about the Falls,
stopping at historical points, and in the afternoon
at 2 o'clock a visit of inspection will be made to
the plant of the Natural Food Co. During the
afternoon the ladies will make a trip up the river
on the Maid of the Mist. In the evening the
annual banquet will be held at Hotel Mayle.
Further information can be had by addressing
William G. Green, 473 2nd Street, Niagara Falls,
N. Y.
Massasoit Association, N. A. S. E., of Spring
field, Mass., held its seventh annual banquet April
9, at which some seventy members and guests were
present. State inspectors, Freeman Sanborn and
Louis Arnell, were the guests of honor, and spoke
on the growth of the association. The evening
was largely devoted to a musical entertainment
and to the usual after-dinner speaking.
The Brooklyn Engineers' Club held their
regular meeting at their rooms, 197 Montague
Street, on April 14. J. S. Langthorn presented a
paper on "Types of Movable Bridges," which was
fully illustrated by lantern slides. Four members
were elected to full membership and one to asso
ciate membership.
On July 8th and qth the Massachusetts State
Association of the N. A. S. E. will hold its regular
convention with Massachusetts Association No. 15,
in Lynn. The date has been moved forward one
month in order not to conflict with the National
Convention at Richmond. C. A. Cowles, of Lynn
Pumping Station, is chairman of the local com
mittee.
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gaged in making preparations for the seventh an
nual convention of the State Association, which
will be held in the Queen City June 15, 16 and 17.
The five local associations working harmoniously
have appointed a committee of thirty to make
all necessary arrangements to entertain the largest
state meeting of engineers ever held in the coun
try. The prosperous condition of the associations
throughout the state, as well as the interest mani
fested in license laws, education, standardization
of material, reduced railroad rates for the first
time, etc., is sufficient to ensure a full representa
tion. The exhibition of steam machinery and ap
pliances, which has been quite a feature of past
conventions, bids fair to be outdone by the dis
play next June. Cincinnati with her institutions
of arts and sciences, zoological gardens, numerous
summer resorts and attractions, her ability to
entertain and a committee which promises to set
a pace for committees of the future, should be
an inducement sufficient to attract visitors in large
numbers.
Further particulars can be had from the secre
tary, Wm. P. White, 308 Plum St., Cincinnati, O.
At the annual meeting of the Associa
tion of Electric Lighting Engineers of
New England, held at the Parker House,
Boston, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year :
President, J. W.
Cowles, Boston; vice-president, F. S. Richardson,
No. Adams; secretary and treasurer, C. R. Brown,
Boston; directors, J. H. Coughlin, Worcester; F.
E. Smith, Somerville ; W. C. Woodward, Provi
dence; W. E. Holmes, Newton; S. F. Smith, Sa
lem; E. H. Mather, Portland.
The State Convention of Engineers' Unions
for Massachusetts will be held at 994 Washington
Street, Boston, on June 12. Three delegates from
each local will be entitled to seats in the con
vention.
At a recent meeting of the Safety Associa
tion, N. A. S. E. No. 12, of Plainfield, N. J.,
Arthur Case was elected president ; John Schenck,
vice-president; Carroll Runyon, secretary, and
Wm. Renimann, treasurer. Sixteen charter mem
bers were placed on the roll of the association.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers will hold its regular meeting
at Columbus, O, on May 13 and 14. Friday morn
ing will be devoted to business and to papers on
Blowing Engines ; Bonding Rails ; and Combus
tion by Messrs. Pillichody, Shelton and Adams.
In the afternoon papers will be read by Messrs.
Holloway, Davis, Miller and Hogan on Elevating
and Conveying Machinery; Lubrication of Steel
Works Machinery ; Shop Management and Re
frigerating Machinery. The evening session will
be taken up by papers on Reciprocating Engines
vs. Steam Turbines; Crucible Cast Tool Steel,
and Condensers by Messrs. Bennett, Probert and
Crocker. Saturday morning will be given to a
visit to the laboratories of the Ohio State Uni
versity and to papers on Boiler House Appli
ances, Riverwells and Horizontal Delivery of
Water by Messrs. Jackson and Friederick and to
Topical Discussions. The afternoon will be
available for visiting plants or trips for pleasure,
as may be desired.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
Ervin Dryer has resigned his position in con
nection with the Westinghouse Electric & Manu
facturing Co., and has accepted an appointment
with the Allis-Chalmers Co.
Mr. Dryer's connection with the Westinghouse
Co. extended over a period of 16 years. He is
one of the most competent salesmen in the elec
trical and mechanical field, and his wide acquaint
ance throughout the western part of the United

May i, 1904States will be of great service to the Allis-Chalmers Co. in the extensive new developments which
it has undertaken.
Mr. Dryer has already entered upon his new
duties and his headquarters will be at the offices
of the Allis-Chalmers Co. in the New York Life
Building, Chicago. He will give his attention to
engine work as well as to the sale of Bullock elec7
trical apparatus, which the Allis-Chalmers Co. now
controls through its acquisition of the Bullock
Electrical Manufacturing Co., of Cincinnati.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Youngstown Bronze Co. will erect a modern
machine shop in connection with their plant at
Youngstown, O.
Large extensions are to be made to the De
troit branch of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,
better known as The Boyer plant.
NEWS NOTES.
A DOUBLING OF ITS CAPITAL STOCK, which has
been $1,000,000, is announced by Crocker-Wheeler
Co., manufacturers and electrical engineers, of
Ampere, N. J. This company was organized in
1892 by Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler and Prof.
Francis B. Crocker, on a relatively modest basis.
It now has fifteen branch offices from Boston to
San Francisco and does one of the largest busi
nesses in the world in electric power apparatus.
The capitalization was several times increased un
til in 1899 it had become $1,000,000. In view of
the rapidly expanding business the stockholders
have now decided to increase this amount to
$2,000,000.
Plans for securing books which are needed
or desired by engineers have been offered from
time to time involving the partial payment method,
but the most comprehensive system which has
come to our attention is that of the Derry Collard
Company, of 257 D Broadway, New York City.
The company allows the payment of one, two,
three or five dollars per month, as the member
may choose. Books up to the value of three
months' payments will be sent at the time of join
ing and these books may be on any subject by
any publisher. The books are sent on approval
and can be returned in good condition within 5
days. If a member does not care for any par
ticular books in a given time, the amount of his
monthly payments goes to his credit to be drawn
against whenever he desires. No obligation is
incurred as a member can quit at any time by pay
ing the amount due on the books already sent to
him. Books, on which the price is less than $1
and those which are not on mechanical subjects,
cannot be sent on approval, but will be sent on
order to be paid for on the club plan. If a
member continues in the club for a full year he
gets the twelfth month free. The plan is one
which should interest many readers and prove
extremely popular.
Shepherd Engineering Co., of Franklin, Pa.,
have recently opened a branch office in the Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia, of which Edward D.
Sidman will have charge.
Examinations will be held on May 11 for
assistant steam engineer w'ith knowledge of re
frigerating machinery. The position to be filled is
at the U. S. State Penitentiary at Atlanta, Ga.,
and is worth $900 a year. The age limit is 20
years or over and application must be made to
the Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C,
for application form 1093.
Examinations will be held on May 3 and 4
for Junior Draftsmen in the Ordinance Depart
ment at large at Rock Island, III., at the salary of
$900 a year. Application should be made to the
Civil Service Commission at Washington for form
1312-
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A bad fly wheel accident occurred recently at
the works of the W. W. Rice Leather Company,
Kegomic, Michigan. The wheel, which was II
feet in diameter and weighed 14,000 pounds, was
running at a high rate of speed when the racing
of the engine suddenly exploded it, wrecking the
engine room and completely destroying the roof
and walls of the pump house. One piece of the
wheel passed through two walls, each a foot thick,
and buried itself in the ground 500 feet from the
engine room.
The cause of the accident is not definitely
known, but the engine and boiler room are some
distance apart and the engineer was obliged to as
sist in firing the boilers, so that the engine was
oftentimes without supervision -and it is probable
.that some derangement to the governor allowed
the speeding up of the engine.
1. w. w.
The Henry R. Worthington hydraulic
works, at the corner of Rappelyea and Van Brunt
Sts., Brooklyn, are shortly to be removed to Har
rison, N. J., to occupy the new $2,000,000 plant
of the International Steam Pump Co., now nearly
completed. The Brooklyn site consists of two
city blocks, or about 4s/2 acres, while the Har
rison plant is located on a 35-acre tract and con
tains 18 acres of floor space. The Worthington
Co. is one of the oldest and largest manufacturing
concerns of Brooklyn, having been founded in
1843 by Henry R. Worthington, the inventor of
the duplex steam pump and other hydraulic de
vices. About 2,000 men are employed in the
South Brooklyn works and many will undoubted
ly go to the new plant at Harrison, which will
accommodate from 5,000 to 6,000 men. The
Brooklyn works will probably be sold, the com
pany having already disposed of its large foun
dries at Elizabethport, N. J.
The Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co. has recent
ly increased its working capital by issuing new
stock, from $200,000 to $400,000. The new issue is
to provide for increased business of the company
and for the marketing of new devices which they
are bringing out. It has all been subscribed by
members of the company.
In the issue of April 1, referring to Fig. 6
on page 256, the statement was made that the mo
tor driving the lathe runs at constant speed. This
was an error as the motor is a variable speed ma
chine and the levers are simply to furnish auxil
iary speeds. The motor equipment of the lathe was
of Northern Electrical manufacture and the lathe
itself was of the Milwaukee Turret type.
Unusual Interest is being manifested by
Supply Men in the N. A. S. E. Convention to be
held in Richmond in August. Most of the con
cerns who have exhibited at these conventions
in years past, and a great many who will be rep
resented for the first time, have already expressed
their intention to exhibit. Anyone wishing infor
mation in regard to exhibits, hotel accommoda
tions or other matters in connection with the
Supply Men's Association can obtain full informa
tion by addressing G. E. Sly, Secy., World Build
ing, New York.
The Canadian Rubber Co., of Montreal, re
cently remodelled their power plant and found
that the tall brick chimney, no feet high, would
not give the proper amount of draft necessary
in connection with the four new Stirling boilers
they were to install. Mechanical draft was neces
sary and for this purpose a large Sturtevant steel
plate fan, driven by a Sturtevant horizontal en
gine, was installed and now the proper amount
of draft is easily attained and regulated at will,
regardless of the weather conditions. This in
stallation is another illustration of the usefulness
of mechanical draft, especially in connection with
the remodelling of old boiler plants.

NEW OFFICERS OF THE ALLIS-CHALMERS
CO.
The reorganization of the Allis-Chalmers
Co. has included the appointment of B. H. War
ren as president of the company, A. M. Mattice
as technical director, and Arthur Warren to have
charge of the department of publicity.
B. H. Warren was in active service afloat and
ashore from the time of his graduation until 1878.
when he resigned from the navy and became asso
ciated with the Hancock Inspirator Co. of Bos
ton. He was with that company until 1890, first
as mechanical engineer, afterwards as manager of
the London office and superintendent.
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In 1890 Mr. Warren went to the Yale &
Towne Co. as manager of the hoisting machinery
and pulley block department, remaining in that
position until 1895, when the business was sold.
He then went, temporarily, with the Pratt &
Whitney Co. of Hartford as assistant secretary
and treasurer, but in 1896 became assistant gen
eral manager of the Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Co. and after 10 months second vice-presi
dent, holding the latter position until 1902.
The experience thus briefly outlined is most
t admirably calculated to develop the qualities
needed in the president of a great organization
like the Allis-Chalmers Co. Both commercial and
manufacturing details are entirely familiar to Mr.
Warren, and his ability to devise and carry out
broad plans for development and improvement
which has often been shown in the past will now
have wider scope and reach than before.
Mr. Warren is of Boston origin, which helps
to justify the claim of that city to being the
fount for the intellectual population of the coun
try. He is a member of many technical and so
cial organizations.
Mr. Warren is now completing a trip of in
spection of the company's plants at Scranton,
Cincinnati, Chicago and Milwaukee, after which
he will establish headquarters at 71 Broadway,
New York City, in the Empire Building.
Mr. Mattice was a classmate of Mr. Warren,
and after finishing his course at the Naval
Academy, served in the engineer corps from 1874
to 1889. During these 15 years, he served 3 years
as instructor of engineering at the Naval Academy
and 3 years as assistant to the engineer and chief
of the Navy at Washington. The rest of his
term of service was spent on board ship and at
various navy yards in the country. Resigning in
1889, Mr. Mattice took a position as principal
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assistant with E. D. Leavitt, of Cambridgeport,
Mass., in which position he was in charge of the
designing of large pumping and mining machinery
for mill plants and power plants, as well as a
great mass of miscellaneous engineering such as
comes to the office of a successful consulting en
gineer.
In 1900 Mr. Mattice resigned his position with
Mr. Leavitt and for a time engaged in independ
ent consulting engineering, but in December was
prevailed upon by the Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Co. to accept a position with them as chief
engineer. He remained in this capacity until
June, 1903, when he was made chief engineer of
Westinghouse Machine Co., and consulting engi
neer for the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.
These positions he held until the management of
the Allis-Chalmers Co. persuaded him to change
his allegiance.
Mr. Mattice brings to his work in the west
a record which would be considered satisfactory
achievement for the life of a man, but the oppor
tunities which lie before him and his success in
the past indicate that still greater achievement and
higher reputation will yet be his.
The third member of the Westinghonse or
ganization to take a position with the AllisChalmers Co., Arthur Warren, is well known
among the advertising fraternity and technical
firms as the man who created the first advertising
department for a manufacturing firm. It is his
success and his leadership in the work with the
Westinghouse Companies which has brought about
the establishment of advertising departments by
practically every big industry in the machine
field.

ARTHUR WARREN, MANAGER OF PUBLICITY DEPART
MENT, ALLIS-CHALMERS CO.
Mr. Warren, in his early training, became fully
acquainted with technical matters by actual shop
work and afterward, while traveling on the com
mercial side of the business, he wrote about the
things he saw. His natural inclination was to
ward journalism, and in 1883 he joined the staff
of The Boston Herald, with which paper he
remained 14 years, becoming its leading writer on
special topics of economics, literature and biog
raphy. During this time he also took up other
work, as assistant editor of The Beacon, and
from 1886 to 1888, editor of The Boston Home
Journal. In 1888 he was sent to London by The
Boston Herald, as its correspondent, and re
mained for 9 years in that position, writing also
for other publications in both England and
America.
In 1897, Geo. Westinghouse was looking about
for a man to carry out his plans for pushing the
Westinghouse interests, and asked Mr. Warren
to meet him in New York. The result of this
conference was that within 24 hours Mr. Warren
was a member of the Westinghouse forces and
proceeded to organize the Westinghouse publi
cation bureau, whose record is too well known
to need comment. Plans were laid out for the
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complete organization of this department and de
velopment of all its branches, and these were
completed during the last year. With the com
pletion of these plans, Mr. Warren felt that his
work was finished and resigned his position in
February, 1904. Since that time he has been en
gaged in literary work and has had many flatter
ing offers. He planned a trip abroad, and was to
have sailed March 12, but the management of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., in arranging for the enlarge
ment of its field, felt that Mr. Warren was the
proper man to place in charge of the publishing
department and prevailed upon him to accept the
arduous position. The company is to be congrat
ulated on securing so valuable a man for this
position, and the mechanical interests of the coun
try are fortunate that he is not to be lost from
this field.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Compendium of Drawing, Mechanical, Ma
chine Design, Pen and Ink Perspective, and
Architectural, compiled from the courses of the
American School of Correspondence, Chicago, 111.,
1904, in two volumes. Price $5 per volume, or $8
for the two.
The instruction papers of The American
School of Correspondence are known to those
who have had the good fortune to read them and
use them in daily engineering work as excellent
treatments of their respective subjects. The
problem of correspondence instruction is one that
requires careful thought, since a student has to
depend absolutely on himself and instruction
papers. If he finds it necessary to write for
further explanation, it involves a delay, which
is uncomfortable, and takes away somewhat from
the enthusiasm with which work is carried on.
With a full realization of this necessity, the
writers of the volumes on mechanical drawing,
etc., have gone into detail very minutely and in
a way which gives one familiar with engineering
work a first impression that the book is unneces
sarily long-drawn-out. If one puts himself in
the place of the student, however, and considers
what he would want to know in order to make
satisfactory progress, he realizes at once that the
book is most admirably adapted to its purpose.
Particularly worthy of remark is the paper
on perspective drawing. The writer thinks back
to the days when this somewhat perplexing sub
ject was first presented to him by a teacher, who was
thoroughly familiar with such work, but who did
not exactly appreciate the difficulties which it
presented to one who had never before dabbled
in it. There was a certain fascinating lingo in
regard to the vanishing points, points of sight,
picture planes, and so on, that sounded as though
they ought to mean something, but as a matter
of fact conveyed no definite impression to the
mind of the budding engineer. One might con
sider this as personal stupidity, but for the fact
that all other members of the class, some fifty
in number, seemed to be in the same uncertain
condition. The treatment of the subject given
in this compendium is clean cut and understand
able, and brings the matter plainly before the stu
dent, so that he is able to understand what is
meant by the different terms, and also how to
apply his knowledge to the construction of per
spective drawings. Starting with the simplest per
spective of straight lines, he is led by easy steps
through the perspective of planes and solids, until
he is carried through the drawings of the sim
pler forms of buildings. If he has given careful
attention to his work, he will have a thorough
grounding in the elements of perspective draw
ing.
Another attractive paper is that on the subject
of drawing in pen and ink, which explains briefly
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and what is poor work, and gives the principles
of composition which should govern a correctly
arranged drawing.
Other subjects taken up in the first volume are
the elements of mechanical drawing, such as
the use of instruments, geometrical definitions
and problems in geometrical construction and de
scriptive geometry, lettering, making of blue
prints, method of intersections and projections,
the determining of shades and shadows and let
tering of architectural drawings.
Volume 2 takes up the subject of working
drawings, mechanism, machine design, and sheet
metal work. We have had occasion to speak
in these columns of the work on mechanical
drawing which has been prepared by Prof. Chas.
L. Griffin and which is worthy of the most
hearty endorsement. The chapter on mechanism
takes up the problems of pure motion and the
transmission of motion by different kinds of ele
ments, such as cones, cylinders, belts, gears, fric
tion clutches, and screws. The work as a whole
is well given.
The subject of cams is rather briefly treated,
and it would seem that more attention might
have been given to this subject, which is of vital
importance in the designing of automatic ma
chinery.
The principles which have been brought out
under the subject of mechanical drawing and
mechanism are applied in the section devoted to
machine design. In this work, a definite problem
is taken up and the method of solving it, both as
to general arrangement and the working out
of detail parts, is fully shown. The work is
distinctly good and could hardly be improved
upon.
Tin smithing and sheet metal working, which
are subjects involving complicated intersections,
are treated in about 110 pages, giving examples
from all kinds of practice.
If one were to criticise at all, it would be
with regard to the putting of so much material
into two books. It is truly a compendium of the
subject, and is most convenient as a work of
reference or as a text book, but the breaking
up into smaller volumes might probably enable
many persons to get those parts which they de
sired without taking other material which will
be of comparatively little use to them.
Treatise on Friction and Lost Work in
Machinery and Millwork, by R. H. Thurston.
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1903. Price $3.
This is the seventh edition of a book well
known to the engineering world and calls for
little comment. It is safe to say that the im
portance of careful study to do away with need
less friction in manufacturing plants is not
yet appreciated by many engineers in charge of
such plants. The work describes the various
kinds of lubricants in use, methods of applying
them to machinery, and the proper chemical and
physical tests to be applied to lubricating oils.
The laws of friction are discussed with full
mathematical treatment, involving the use of a
considerable amount of calculus and trigonome
try, but, in further treatment of the subject, the
discussion is along practical lines, and deals with
facts and methods rather than with theory and
mathematics. Chapter 9, dealing with recent
investigations and conclusions, is practically new
matter, and shows the results of the most recent
tests on the value of lubricating oils and bearing
metals.
A Manual of Marine Engineering, by A. E.
Seaton. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1904,
price $6. This work has for years been a stand
ard of reference on all subjects pertaining to the
steam engineering of vessels, and the present edi
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The success of the C-W Installations is due
to the fact that we are engineers and give
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ment we make.
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GUESS

We are going to give §300 in
gold to the three best guessers
among the engineers using
Eureka Packing. To the en'
gineer guessing nearest to the
number of people admitted to
the St. Louis Exposition on
July 4, 1904 (as shown by the
official report) we will give
£$200 in Gold
To the next nearest guesser we
will give
$75 in Gold
The third nearest will receive
$25 in Gold
In case of a tie the money
will be evenly divided between
the tied parties. In every box
of Eureka Packing is a coupon,
and each engineer may guess
as many times as he has
coupons. As a guide for guess
ers, we give the following facts:
On July 4th, the number ad
mitted to the World's Fair,
Chicago, was 324,342; to the
Pan-American Exposition, Buf
falo, 71,024.
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Some engineers get into the
habit of guessing. Many guess
that the packing they are using
is the best without trying
Eureka. Probably you know
some of them. They spend
every Sunday packing the box.
If they used Eureka they could
enjoy the majority of their Sun
days. We wish you would tell
one or two of them about
Eureka. It would only take
you a moment, and would make
life much easier for them and
save their employers money.
Our catalog of steam specialties
is free for the asking. Write
for it.

Jas. L. Robertson & Sons
204 Fulton Street
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Steam
Engineers'
Formulas
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We are about to publish a booklet for the
use of engineers and power users. To make
it as complete and practical as possible, we
want every engineer or power user who has
a tested recipe—not mathematical prob
lem—relating to boiler or engine room
practice, to send it to us, no matter how
simple or old it may be. With the formula
send this advertisement, your name and the
address of. the concern you work for.
We will promptly send a Yankee Rachet
Screwdriver, a "Which Way" Nickle-plated
Level, or a Packing Hook— which ever you
prefer—and, later, the booklet. Every good
formula accepted will be published with the
name of the man who sent it in.
Send your formula today, as we wish to
print the book soon. State premium desired.
Jas. L. Robertson & Sons,
204 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.
EureluPaclung.Indjcaloriandother SteamSpecialties
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tion, which is the fifteenth, is a careful revision of
the work. Although the book is intended pri
marily for designers of marine machinery, yet it
gives practical details and rules which are of
value to anyone who has to do with such ma
chinery.
The first part of the book is devoted to a gen
eral introduction, which takes up the various types
of engines in use and discusses the general sub
jects of horsepower, efficiency and details of con
struction. A chapter is devoted to the resistance
of ships and the horsepower needed to drive
them, followed by a chapter describing modern
marine machinery, and taking up in detail the
multiple expansion engine of the present day.
The remainder of the book is devoted to the de
sign of details and gives fully the methods of
determining the size of engine needed for a given
horsepower, the sizes of detail parts, the proper
materials of construction, and the proper relation
between pumps, boilers, condensers, and engines.
All parts of the power plant are carefully con
sidered and also auxiliary apparatus, such as the
screw propeller, electric lighting outfits, bilge
valves and sea cocks, starting gear, reversing gear,
etc. The present volume, in its revised form, is a
book which deserves to stand, as have former edi
tions in the past, as a standard book of reference
for stationary as well as for marine engineers.
BULLETIN NO. 8, issued by the Electric
Controller & Supply Co., of Cleveland, O., de
scribes fully the Dinkey ventilated controllers
manufactured by the company. These control
lers were originally brought out at the Home
stead Steel Works to meet the severe require
ments of steel mill service. They have been de
veloped for S years under severe usage, and the
the points particularly considered have been sub
stantial mechanical construction, simplicity of
operation, compactness and a thoroughly venti
lated resistance. The construction is fully dis
cussed in the catalog, and sizes and prices arc
given.
THE FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO. of
Madison, Wis., describe their oil-cooled gasoline
and gas engine in a catalog which shows the
construction of the engine and gives the experi
ence of those who have used it.
POWER STATION SPECIALTIES is a
pamphlet describing power house auxiliary ma
chinery for vacuum making and boiler feeding
recently developed by the Geo. F. Blake Mfg.
Co.. of 114 Liberty St., New York City. The
list includes rotative, dry-vacuum pumps, verti
cal, cross-compound, simplex boiler feed pumps,
Admiralty type surface condensers with com
bined air and circulating pumps, vertical twin
air pumps, combined pot-valve, outside-packedplunger, duplex feed pumps and centrifugal
pumps for circulating condenser water. This ap
paratus has been designed to meet the exacting
requirements of steam-turbine and reciprocating
engine units of 5,000 to 10,000 horsepower ca
pacity, using steam of 200 to 300 pounds pres
sure per square inch. The publication is num
bered B-62 and will be sent upon request to
those interested.
AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM CO. of
Lockport. N. Y., has a catalog explaining in
detail the apparatus and arrangement of the
Holly steam heating system for the distribution
of heat from central stations. The pamphlet
treats of both live and exhaust steam heating,
and takes upon the economic as well as engi
neering features of the system.
CROCKER WHEELER CO. of Ampere,
N. J. in a series of flyers devoted to the equip
ment of machine tools with electric drive, shows
the attachment of motors to all kinds of machine
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tools, both for regular service and for specially
severe work. The arrangement and connections
of the multiple voltage system are explained in
full.
WEINMAN STEAM PUMPS are fully de
scribed in a general catalog of pumping ma
chinery just issued by the Weinman Machine
Works of Columbus, Ohio. The construction
of details is shown by halftones made from wash
drawings, and by diagrams illustrating the in
terior construction. The general appearance of
different types is seen in halftones of photo
graphs. Pumps are shown for boiler feeding
work, for high-pressure service, for elevators,
tank service and condensers. A line of air com
pressors based on the same principle as the
steam pumps is also shown. The catalog is care
fully prepared, finely printed, and contains much
valuable information.
C. & C. MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS and
motors manufactured by the C. & C. Electrical
Co., 143 Liberty St.. New York, are fully de
scribed in bulletin No. 149.
THE SECOND EDITION of catalog No.
15, the general condensed catalog of the B. F.
Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass., is now ready for
distribution. This catalog describes and illus
trates a number of new kinds of apparatus manu
factured by this company, among which are:
a new type of hand-blower; several new types and
sizes of forges'; new sizes of vertical, single and
double engines; a new type of enclosed vertical
compound engine ; new type of semienclosed bi
polar and four-pole motors'; new sizes of gener
ating sets with vertical compound engines; fac
tory equipments, such as benchlegs, pattern stor
age shelf brackets, electric hoists, cast iron sinks,
trench coverplates, etc. ; industrial railway equip
ments, such as cars, truck ladles, turntables,
T-rails, etc. It also contains a description of the
various Sturtevant systems, such as heating and
ventilating, special ventilating, drying, conveying
and mechanical draft systems.
THE RUSSELL ENGINE CO. of Massillon,
O.. builders of automatic cutoff steam engines,
will send their catalog descriptive of four-valve
engines on request. The engine has flat grid
iron admission valves and round triple-ported
exhaust valves. The catalog describes and illus
trates the details fully.
AUTOMOBILE CHARGING OUTFITS are
described in the Westinghouse circular, No. 1061.
This shows an arrangement of charging panels of
various types, and an apparatus which is installed
on these panels for controlling the charging of
automobile batteries. Motor generator charging
outfits are also described.
QUEEN & CO. of Philadelphia have for 50
years been known as makers of measuring in
struments for physical and electrical testing. A
pamphlet in commemoration of the fiftieth an
niversary of the firm describes the work of the
different departments and shows some of the in
struments made.
THE FOSTER PATENT SUPERHEATER
is fully described, and its application as an inde
pendent apparatus, and as an attachment for
boilers of the water tubes of tubular type is fully
shown in an interesting pamphlet, issued by the
Power Specialty Co., 126 Liberty St., New York
City, N. Y.
THE CHICAGO BELTING CO. of 66 South
Canal St., Chicago, who manufacture the Re
liance brand of belting, have sent out an attract
ive circular, showing the finish of the race last
August between the boat which bears this name
and the Shamrock III. The circular also con
tains a summary of all international yacht races
which have been sailed for the America's cup.
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and steam engines, which are made by the Lom
bard Governor Co., 36 Whittier St., Boston,
Mass., are fully described in a catalog issued by
the company.
THE C. W. HUNT CO. of West New
Brighton, Staten Island, New York, has re
cently issued catalog No. 038, describing In
dustrial Railways. These narrow-gage rail
ways for factory and work operation have been
devised with special regard to ease in putting
down and changing over tracks, and for light
running. In other words, the railway is con
sidered as a tool for moving material, and is de
vised with this one object in view. The advan
tages of this type of railway are fully explained.
The narrow gage results in the considerable
saving of space and the lessening of first cost as
well as making a much easier track to move
about for temporary work. The cars arc made
with a flexible wheel base and outside flanges
on the wheels, which allow the axles to take a
natural position when running around a curve.
Different methods of installing track are
shown in the pamphlet and the various devices
used, such as curves, crossings, switches, etc..
are illustrated. The company manufacture a full
line of cars and locomotives for all purposes,
which are also illustrated. Special cars for car
rying bulky material, for liquids and for boiler
room use are features which are noted in the
catalog. One important point is that a full
stock of track and parts for cars is kept con
stantly on hand ready for immediate delivery.
The book is finely printed and illustrated, and
contains more information in regard to railways
for industriaj work than any other publication
that we have seen.
THE HARTFORD BLOWER CO., of Hart
ford, Conn., makes a specialty of installing heat
ing, ventilating, drying system, etc., as well as ex
haust and blow pipe systems, and forced and in
duced draft systems. The company is issuing a
new catalog, No. 57, entitled "Dust Collecting."
which describes their Hartford adjustable blowers
and exhaust fans, illustrating their application to
wood-working machinery. A letter, addressed to
the company at 118 Suffield St., will receive
prompt and courteous attention.
AN INTERESTING PAMPHLET is issued
by the A. W. Harris Oil Co., of Providence, R. I.
This is entitled An Oily Tale, and gives a most
interesting account of the experiences of various
engineers. There is, of course, a moral, and it is
worth finding out. It costs only a two-cent stamp
to get it by the coupon cut from this issue.
TRADE NOTES.
A. LESCHEN & SONS ROPE CO., of 922
No. 1st St., St. Louis, have designed a gage for
rope, giving the size of the rope in the same
way that a wire gage gives the size of wire. The
gage is of size to fit into the vest pocket and is a
device which will be of use to anyone who handles
rope either for hauling, rigging or lifting work.
Tlie company will be glad to send a gage to any
one on request.
BEING UNABLE to make satisfactory ar
rangements for space at the St. Louis Exposition
in the Mechanical Building, The De Laval Steam
Turbine Co. has erected a buildinc of its own.
in which will be installed a complete exhibit of the
steam turbines, motors, and pumps manufactured
by the company. This will include a steam tur
bine driven generator for direct current, consist
ing of a 300-horsepower turbine and the 200-kilowatt generator, of motor-driven pumps of various
sizes, of a turbine-driven pump of 40 horsepower,
which will be in operation, and of separate pieces
of apparatus arranged for all kinds of service.
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THE BUILDING OF A 255-FOOT CHIMNEY.
BY J. W. BUZZELL.
JHE construction of chimneys, whether
large or small, has always been in
teresting work, as a certain element
of risk is always present, which in
variably creates interest, and also
because the work, involved, is dif
ferent in a great
many respects from
ordinary masonry
construction.
From the time
chimneys were first
thought of until com
paratively recent
years, their construc
tion was entirely from the exterior, which was not
only expensive, but a very slow process. The cost
of the exterior staging was very high, compared
with the cost of the chimney, and the time for
constructing the staging formed a large per
cent of the total time, required for its construc
tion. The old methods of supplying the masons
with materials were also crude and slow, varying
from hods carried up a succession of ladders, to
loaded buckets hoisted by hand, winches, horses,
or engine ; the laborers employed at the base in
preparing and loading the materials were con
stantly subject to serious, if not fatal injury,
caused by bricks falling from the staging above.
Just the reason for the continued use of the ex
terior rather than the interior construction can be
accounted for only by the fact that it is extremely
difficult to persuade most people to cast aside prin
ciples and customs that have been handed down
for hundreds of years and adopt methods that are
radically new and varied. Even today, chimneys
can be seen throughout the country, which are
being constructed from the exterior.
By the old methods, the cost of the exterior
staging was one of the largest items of the total
cost, while by the new method, this item is so
small that it is a matter of almost no importance
in the total cost, and can be ignored, almost entire
ly, in the construction of a large chimney. As a
comparison, a chimney the size of the one described
in this article would cost about $i,6oo by the ex
terior method, to furnish labor and materials,
erect and take down the staging, to say nothing
of the delay caused by the time required in its
construction, which would be in the ratio of about
8 to i. By the interior method, the cost would
not exceed $300.
During the construction of this chimney a pe
culiar phenomenon was noticed, which never has
been satisfactorily explained. About 250 feet from
the base of the chimney, an engine exhausted
steam from a pipe about 25 feet from the ground.
When the chimney reached a height of about 140
feet, the whole mass seemed to get into synchron
ism with the puffs of steam from the pipe, caus-

ing it to vibrate so perceptibly, that it interfered
with the work of the masons until the height was
increased several feet, when the vibration gradu
ally decreased and finally disappeared.
It is surprising how sensitive a chimney is to
vibrations, taking place within a radius of several
hundred feet of its base. The writer, standing

by piles ; the two foundations, however, were en
tirely independent.
LOCATION.
The chimney is located at the intersection of
Western Ave. and the Charles river, Cambridge.
It forms a part of the new lighting and power
plant of the Cambridge Electric Light Co., and

FIG. I. THE PLANT AND CHIMNEY OF THE CAM:
on top of a chimney, located at Plymouth, Mass.,
could easily count the revolutions of a flywheel
on a 120-horsepower high-speed engine, supported

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

furnishes natural draft for 5,000 boiler horse
power. An end view of the plant, showing the
chimney, is seen in Fig. I.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The chimney is isolated from the' boiler house,
standing 12 feet from the nearest wall, resting on
separate and independent foundations, and is oc
tagonal in shape for a height of 45 feet, where it
becomes round and continues round to the head,
at which point it flares to receive the iron cap.
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The bricks used were what are called hard
burned, red, water-struck, and were carefully se
lected for hardness, all light and punky brick be
ing rejected. The mortar, laid in the outside or
shell wall, was composed of one part Portland ce
ment, three parts sand and five parts lime, while
that used in the inside or core wall, consisted of
one part Rosendale cement, three parts sand and
one part lime. From a point 45 feet above the
ground, the chimney was constructed entirely from
the inside. All masonry below this point was laid
from stagings, both outside and inside, on account
of the ornamental work on the octagonal portion.
The outside staging may be seen in Fig. 6.
DIMENSIONS.
Total height above foundation. 25s feet o inches
Diameter of flue
9 feet o inches
Largest diameter at base.... 25 feet o inches
Length of each side of octagon. 10 feet o inches
Outside diameter at point of
flare
12 feet 2 inches
Extreme diameter of flare.... 16 feet 4 inches
Thickness of outside shell at
base
32 inches
Thickness of outside shell at
point of flare
12 inches
Thickness of core wall at base.
20 inches
ALL THESE SPACES FILLED
SAME AS A

FIG. 2. THE LOWER, OCTAGONAL PART OF THE CHIM
NEY.

The first 5 feet of the shell are of dressed Deer
Island granite, laid in courses, and, from the point
where the granite drops off to the point where the
chimney becomes round, the octagonal portion is
paneled, for ornamental purposes only, as shown
in Fig. 2. A plan view of the same is shown in
Fig. 3, while a plan of the round part of the chim
ney is given in Fig. 4, showing the shell and core
walls, and the construction of the inside staging
FIG. 4 . PLAN VIEW OF THE UPPER OR CIRCULAR PART
OF THE CHIMNEY.

FIG. 3. CROSS-SECTION OF THE OCTAGONAL PART OF
THE CHIMNEY.

of the chimney. Fig. 5 is a sectional elevation of
the entire chimney, giving the overall dimensions,
the diameter at the top and bottom of the tapered
portion, and also the distance between the off
sets of the inner wall or core.

QUANTITIES.
Red brick
690,000
Fire brick
18,000
Atlas Portland cement (barrels)
1,080
Rosendale cement (barrels)
300
Lime (barrels)
50
TESTING OF MATERIALS.
For the construction of a chimney as large as
this one, it is extremely essential that all materials
and workmanship be of the best obtainable and,
for that reason, those in charge of the actual con
struction were constantly on the watch for any
thing that would in any way tend to impair the
stability of the structure when completed. In
order to ascertain whether or not the brickf were
strong enough to resist the tremendous pres
sure placed upon them by the weight of the ma
sonry and the additional pressure caused by wind,
samples were selected and sent to the Watertown
Arsenal, where they were crushed under the su
pervision of United States Government Experts.
The results, given below, show that the bricks
were unusually hard and especially adapted for
this class of work.
The compressed surfaces were faced with
plaster of paris to give a smooth surface, so that
the crushing force would be applied evenly to the
brick.
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FIG. 5- SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF THE CHIMNEY.
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Dimensions.
Surfaes
Height
Comp.
2.13
2.11
2.13
2.00
3.13
2.15
2.24
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.19
2.03

3.46
3.48
3.4S
3.47
3.51
3.T8
3.66
3.56
3.47
3.19
3.4*
3.40

7.68
7.70
7.70
7.61
7.62
7.96
8.06
7 S8
7.59
7.38
7.64
7.59

THE

TESTS OF BRICK.
Ultimate Strenffth
Total,
Lbs.
Lbs.perInch.
Sq.
Comp. Area LoadFirst Crack
26.57
26.80
26.87
26 51
26.75
28.50
29.50
28.05
26.31
25.02
26. IS
25.81

39,000
13,000
29,000
16,000
31,000
53,000
82,000
127,000
38,000
51,001
74,000
.33,000

303,000
278,000
353.000
253,000
369,0T0
241,000
196,000
304,000
281,000
420,800
372,000
359,000

11,400
10,370
13,140
9,560
13,790
8,460
6,640
10,840
10.820
16,820
14,240
13,910

The cement and sand were also tested from
time to time, and all that did not conform strictly
to test was immediately condemned and taken
away.
The cap, weighing 4,200 pounds, was made of
cast iron in eighteen sections, which were made
alike so that all of them could be cast from one
pattern. After these sections had been placed in
position and thoroughly bolted together, the ma
sonry was carried up under the cap and all joints
carefully sealed. Each section was provided
with a boss, cast at its lightest point, to which
were attached the clips holding the lightning rod
in position. The rod completely encircled the cap,
and was connected by two copper ribbons with a
large ground plate of sheet copper, which was
buried in coke at the lowest point of the founda
tion. Another connection was made from the rib
bons to a nearby water main.
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION.
Before the excavating was started, borings
were made to determine the nature of the earth,
giving a basis for estimating its bearing capacity
and the size of the foundation necessary to prop
erly distribute the load. When the excavation
reached the level intended for the beginning of
the foundation, a stratum of hard clay was en
countered, which was all that could be desired.
Pumps were used to free the pit of water, and
the concrete foundation immediately started ; in
fact, concrete was going in on one side of the pit
while excavated material was being taken from
the other. The foundation was 44 x 44 x 10 feet
(717 yards), being composed of concrete in the
following proportions : 1 part Portland cement, 2
parts sand and 5 parts broken stone, deposited in
layers about 8 inches thick.
In placing large masses of concrete, the prob
lem always presents itself, of taking the mixed
concrete away, from a mixer of high capacity,
fast enough to provide for the continuous running
of the machine at its full output. The usual way
is to run the batches through the mixer, then wait
until the product is disposed of, when mixing is
resumed, thus causing loss of time, and conse
quently of money. The problem was solved by
taking the mixer away from the mixed concrete,
leaving the product to be spread and rammed,
where deposited, when mixing was immediately re
sumed.
To accomplish this, a portable gravity concrete
mixer, invented by the writer, was suspended in
a wooden frame, about 14 feet high, resting on
four legs, and designed in such a way, that it
could be picked up bodily by a steam derrick and
placed in a new position, ready for use, in less
than 3 minutes, the services of but one man being
required. In the old method it would take several
men, with wheelbarrows, about 15 minutes to dis
pose of the mixed product, to say nothing of the
loss of time, owing to the fact that no concrete
was being mixed, while waiting. The half tone,
Fig. 7, shows the mixer in operation.
Formerly the ingredients, composing the con
crete, were wheeled to the mixer from the stock
piles, spread in layers on the mixing board in
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their proper proportions, and then mixed by hand
or shoveled into a mixer, which was a long and
expensive operation, with very limited capacity.
All this labor was saved by the use of iron boxes,
which were dropped by the steam derrick directly
beside the stock piles. The layers of broken stone,
sand and cement were spread in these boxes in
correct proportions ; the boxes were then lifted by
the steam derrick and dumped directly into the
mixer, the product falling into its final place, while
the other derrick boxes were being loaded at the
stock piles. This method saved the cost and time
of shoveling the ingredients into wheelbarrows,
wheeling them to and spreading them on the mix
ing boards, shoveling them into the mixer, and
conveying them away from the mixer. It also
made possible almost continuous mixing, giving
a large capacity, as a cubic yard passed through
the mixer in about 28 seconds.
By the use of wooden forms, the block of
concrete was stepped up in the form of a truncat
ed pyramid, as shown in Fig. 8. When the pyra
mid was completed, the forms were taken away,
and the space, between the pyramid and the side
of the pit, filled with earth and rammed. A wood
en template, the exact size of the base of the chim
ney, was made and placed concentric with the pyr
amid, as a guide for the masons in setting the
first course of stone. A plug was also imbedded
in the exact center of the pyramid to be used for
plumbing the chimney, as it increased in height.
To keep a chimney of this size and height

swinging motion. The greatest deviation of this
chimney from the perpendicular was
inch.
METHOD OF SUPPLYING STOCK TO THE MASONS.
By statistics, kept on previous work, the writer
discovered that the capacity of a bricklayer is ex
tremely elastic, and is in direct proportion to the
amount of material, supplied to him ; in other
words, if the supply is small, his capacity adapts
itself to it, and vice versa. Thus, in working out
the method of supplying materials to the masons
on this chimney, advantage was taken of this in
formation, and the working parts were so de
signed, that when they were operated to their
fullest capacity, the supply was so rapid that the

plumb, is a difficult matter and must be watched
with the greatest care. A special plumb bob had
to be used as none could be found of sufficient
weight. It was made of steel with a hollow center,
and was 3 inches in diameter and 16 inches long,
being turned and ground to a needle point. The
space, inside, was filled with mercury which gave it
a weight of about 35 pounds. A coil of piano wire
was attached to it, and when it was necessary to
plumb the chimney, which occurred every 10 feet,
the bob was dropped to within % inch of the plug,
and the wire moved slowly along a board at the
top, placed on the diameter; if the two centers aid
not correspond, the chimney was not plumb. As
the chimney increased in height, the bob, in find
ing its center, had a tendency to swing like a pen
dulum. To obviate this, it was placed in a pail
of water, when the friction soon stopped the

capacity of the masons was raised to a high de
gree, being limited solely by their endurance.
In ordinary brick masonry construction, such
as mills, power stations, or thick walls, a mason
will lay from 1,000 to 1,700 brick per day of eight
hours, including the time, consumed in raising
stagings, which occurred, in this case, on the aver
age of once a day.
In order to lay the largest number of brick, all
materials were supplied by an elevator, located in
side the chimney and operated by a steam engine,
30 feet from the base. As previously mentioned,
an outside staging was used for the first 45 feet
on account of the ornamental work extending to
that height. The inside elevator, however, was in
stalled and started at the same time, so that the
masons were supplied both ways, until the out
side staging was omitted entirely.
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The car, a plan and elevation of which are
given in Fig. 9, was made of steel, and the plat
form, being 38 x 38 inches, was capable of holding,
when fully loaded, 300 brick, or 15 pails of mor
tar. The cross pieces at the top and bottom of the
car served as shoes for the guides, which were
made of 6 x 6-inch spruce in lengths of 15 feet,
and were bor^J every 15 inches in height with a
i-inch hole. The crosshead, Fig. 10, carrying the
cable sheave of the car, was fastened by bolts,
passing through the holes in the guides, above
mentioned. The guides were stayed by 2 x 8-inch
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then passed up in sections, placed in position, and
work was resumed in about 50 minutes, as com
pared to several hours, which would be required
by the old method.
When inside elevators for chimney construction
first came into use, this being of comparatively
recent date, the bricks and inortar were piled into
hods on the car at the bottom, the car was hoisted
and emptied at the top, meanwhile, the tenders at
the bottom were unoccupied during the time re
quired for the car to go up, unload, and return,
causing waste of labor. This was obviated by

the empty elevator. The mortar was conveyed in
pails, piled in tiers on the trucks, fifteen pails
making a load.
A man was stationed at the bottom of the chim
ney, whose business it was to superintend the
loading of the materials and to keep accurate rec
ord of the amount of the materials delivered, the
number of trips of the elevator, time per trip, etc.
If the time, required for a trip was longer than it
should be, the cause for the delay was immedi
ately ascertained and the trouble remedied. It
has also been found that the men all work better
when they know that a record of each day's work
is being accurately kept.
The shell and core walls were divided at the
top into four equal parts, each mason having his
portion. If the foreman found that any one of
the four was keeping the others waiting by not
completing his portion on time, he was replaced by
another mason immediately ; thus, by placing a
rapid man as a leader, the maximum amount of
work was obtained. To construct the flare on a
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FIG. 7. THE CONCRETE MIXER IN OPERATION.
putlogs built into the chimney every 5 feet. The
stays also carried the platform, which supported
the workmen and materials, being circular and
conforming in size to the flue. Other small plat
forms were made, which were used to cover the
space between the outer shell and the core, when
the masons were working on the shell.
Signals for raising and lowering were con
veyed to the engineer by an electric bell, with
buttons at the top and bottom of the chimney.
The code was arranged in such a way that the
engineer could tell whether the car was loaded
with men or materials, thereby avoiding acci
dents.
To prevent brick from falling and striking the
tenders while they were loading the car at the
bottom, and also while it was ascending, a cover
was placed at the top on a level with the staging.
It entirely covered the elevator shaft, and was
raised by the ascending car, when it reached the
level of the staging. The cover also served as a
standing place for the tenders.
When it was necessary to raise the staging,
once in 5 feet, the materials remaining on the
platform were placed on the completed walls, the
elevator was lowered to the bottom, and the ca
ble overhauled and lashed. Tenders, using the
bolts, passing through the lower holes in the
guides, as a ladder, ascended each guide, raised
the cross head on their shoulders to the desired
height, and bolted it in place. The platform was

loading the car when it was not there, rather an
unusual proceeding. To accomplish this, trucks
were made a trifle smaller than the platform of the
car, and an iron track, with a slight incline toward
the elevator, was laid from the brick pile and
mortar beds to the elevator. These trucks, some of
which were loaded with mortar and others with
brick, were rolled toward the entrance to the ele
vator, one behind the other. Whenever the ele
vator came down, a tender pulled off the empty
truck, which was purposely made of light weight,
another tender pushed the loaded truck on the
elevator, gave the signal, and the elcvrtor was
started on another trip in less than a minute ;
meanwhile, the other tenders were busy loading
the empty truck.
The method of loading the trucks was also
new and caused a great saving of time. A large
number of boards were provided, 7 inches wide
and 1 inch thick, and a little less in length than
the width of the truck. Upon these boards, twen
ty brick were piled in two tiers of ten brick each ;
these loaded boards were then piled on the truck,
one on top of the other in three piles five tiers
high, the last tier being placed crosswise to serve
as a tie for the entire load ; thus making a total of
300 brick on each truck. When the elevator
reached the top, the tender, taking an end of the
board in each hand, threw the twenty brick
wherever desired, and continued in this manner
until the car was unloaded, returning the boards to
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FIG. 9. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF THE ELEVATOR CAR.

chimney, it is necessary to project each succeed
ing course of brick beyond the one below it a suf
ficient amount to bring the circle to the diameter,
required at the point of maximum flare, varying
from 1-16 inch to 2 inches, as the occasion dc
mands. When the brick are projected, one beyond
the other, in the same plane, they are said to be
lipped, and, when viewed from a point near the
base of the chimney, the effect is very unfinished
and displeasing to the eye, for the reason that the
underside of each course can be seen. In the case
described, the bricks were rolled, which was ac
complished by tipping up the back of the brick,
until the top of the front face projected the re
quired amount. When viewed from below, no bot
tom faces could be seen, the effect being one con
tinuous curve.
On account of rolling instead of lipping the
brick, the chimney is said to have the best shaped
head of any in greater Boston. A sectional view
of the head is shown in Fig. 11, giving the overall
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dimensions and showing the increase made in the
diameter at various points along the height.
To secure an even roll, and as a guide for the
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FIG. IO. CBOSSHEAD, USED TO SUPPORT THE ELEVA
TOR.
masons, a wood form was constructed, the exact
size and shape of the finished head, and the brick
pushed forward until they exactly fitted the curve
of this form. The construction of this form was
a hazardous undertaking as the men were obliged
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with 280 brick or twelve pails of mortar and start
ing it on another trip.
The masons laid an average of 558 brick per
mason per hour, which if continued through the
day would amount to 4,464 brick, laid per mason
per day of 8 hours.
The average time, consumed by the elevator in
ascending 100 feet 4 inches, unloading at the top,
and returning to the bottom, was 4.6 minutes.
The sheet, referred to, was not a record of the
best day's work, but was one taken at random
The best day's work showed an average of 4,800
brick, laid per mason per day of 8 hours.
By referring to records taken on days, when
the height of the chimney reached 250 feet, the
writer ascertained that the height of the chimney
has little or no effect on the time, consumed by
the elevator in making a round trip.
After the cap was in place and bolted together,
the chimney was washed down with acid and
water by a laborer sitting in a boatswain's chair,
suspended from the cap by ropes.
The method of removing the interior staging,
after the chimney was erected, was practically the
reverse of that used in erecting it and consumed
about 4 days.
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There are, however, many to whom the ice-ma
chine is as much a mystery as the induction
motor, and to such this brief explanation is ad
dressed.
Whatever theories have been held concerning
the real nature of the phenomena of temperature,
one law is universally admitted—that heat, like

THE COMMON SYSTEMS OF MECHANICAL
REFRIGERATION.
BY STERLING H. BUNNELL.
Refrigeration by the use of natural ice is sub
ject to serious limitations, the most important of
which are the dampness of the atmosphere of the
refrigerators, the presence of impurities in the
ice from nearly all bodies of water, the inability

FIC. 8. CHIMNEY FOUNDATION IN THE FORM OF A TRUNCATED PYRAMID.

to work 240 feet above the ground, with exceeding
ly limited standing room.
From a record, taken from the time and stock
sheet for Aug. 8, 1901, from 7:55 a. m. to 11:58%
a. m.. the following interesting facts appear:
From the time the elevator reached the bot
tom, but one minute was consumed in loading it

to produce a lower temperature than 35 to 40
degrees Fahrenheit, and the expense of harvesting
ice, storing it from winter till summer, and dis
tributing it to the ice boxes. Mechanical refriger
ation, being an advantageous, sanitary, effective
and economical process, is already in use in hun
dreds of places throughout the civilized world.

FIG. II. SECTIONAL ELEVATION AND PLAN OF THE
HEAD OR FLARE OF THE CHIMNEY.
•
water, will not run up hill. But similarly to the
raising of water by pumping, this law of heat may
be circumvented by the operation of a machine.
Everyone is familiar with the heating of air dur
ing compression ; this is easily observed in the
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bicycle pump when inflating a tire rapidly. Let a
quantity of heat from, say a body of water which
it is desired to freeze, be allowed to flow into cold
air confined in pipes. Then by compression cause
this air to become warmer than before, but yet
without adding heat from outside. Finally aliow
this heat to escape into the atmosphere, and re
turn the confined air to its former condition by
letting it expand in the cylinder of an air-motor
or engine. The water is thus cooled by the sim
plest form of refrigerating machine—the atmos
pheric.
The objection to this sort of a machine is the
enormous quantity of air which must be handled
in order to cool a little water. One pound of air
carries away but a small fraction of the heat
contained in one pound of water, so that the
capacity of the compressing cylinders must be
large, even if the air is worked under a pressure
of several atmospheres. The same holds true of
all so-called permanent gases, so that a machine
of this type is of inferior efficiency.
Much greater economy is afforded by employ
ing an easily liquefiable gas instead of a perma
nent gas, and taking advantage of the phenomena
of latent heat. Under atmospheric pressure, wa
ter boils at 212 degrees F. and will not exist in
liquid form at a higher temperature, while liquid
carbonic anhydride boils at 124 degrees belowzero, liquid ammonia at 29 degrees below, sulphur
dioxide at 14 degrees above, the compound, "Pictet
fluid," a mixture of sulphur and carbon dioxides,
at 2 degrees below, and so one, each gas having
its own particular relation between evaporation
temperature and pressure.
All liquids absorb certain definite amounts of
'heat per pound in changing to the gaseous state,
though the resulting gas is at no higher tempera
ture than the liquid from which it is forming.
Similarly, heat is given off in considerable quan
tities by gases in condensing into liquid form, yet
the liquid is no colder than the gas from which
it is being formed. If the lower gage cock of a
working steam boiler be opened, there issues not
a solid stream of hot water, but a mixture of
water and steam ; with high pressures there is
very little water. The water issuing was previ
ously prevented by the high pressure from becom
ing steam until much hotter than its usual boiling
point of 212 degrees, and therefore is too hot to
remain water when outside the boiler. Some of
it flashes into steam on passing through the gage
cock, abstracting heat from the remainder until
all has cooled to 212 degrees in supplying the
necessary heat for forming the steam, and there
fore ceases boiling.
If, instead of using water at a high temper
ature and pressure, we experiment at ordinary at
mospheric pressure and temperature with a vessel
containing liquid sulphur dioxide, which boils at
14 degrees F. instead of at 212 degrees, a similar
effect will be observed. On opening the valve
communicating with the vessel, there will issue
a jet of gas mixed with liquid, at a temperature
of 14 degrees above zero. If the jet be conducted
inside of a pipe through a tank of water, the
liquid remaining will boil into gas, taking away
heat from the surrounding water in so doing. By
passing enough liquid through the water the latter
can be frozen. This is the whole basis of mechan
ical refrigeration by liquefiable gases.
A refrigerating plant on the compression sys
tem consists of three principal elements :
A set of expansion coils, placed in the sub
stance to be cooled, into which is admitted through
a small valve a stream of the liquefied refrigerant.
This liquid, being under a suddenly reduced pres
sure, commences to evaporate, becomes corre
spondingly cold and takes up the available heat
from the surrounding substances in changing into
gas, thus producing the required cooling effect.
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A compressor pumping off the gas formed in
the expansion coils and compressing it to a pres
sure proper for liquefaction in the condenser.
A condenser into which the compressed gas is
conducted, there to be cooled by water from any
convenient supply. The gas being forced into
the condenser at a pressure higher than its boiling
point at the temperature of the circulating water
gives up heat to the water and condenses into
liquid, ready to he again admitted to the expan
sion coils. It is evident that the refrigerating
gas is used over and over, and not being chem
ically altered would last forever except for leak
age.
Certain variations of the above process are in
use. With a gas which has a great affinity for
water, such as anhydrous ammonia, it is possible
to omit the compressor entirely. The gas, on
evaporation, is conducted over water, which rap
idly absorbs it ; then the water is pumped to a
still and heated so as to drive off the ammonia
gas under pressure, this gas being condensed as
with the compression machine and evaporated as
before. This process is called the Absorption Sys
tem.
Still another process dispenses with a refriger
ating medium and makes ice by exhausting the
interior of a closed vessel containing water until
the pressure is so far reduced that it commences
to boil rapidly at its existing temperature. Ex
hausting (by an air pump) is continued, removing
the vapor as fast as formed, so that the remaining
water becomes continually colder and finally
freezes solid. This is known as the Vacuum
System.
Each system has its own distinctive points of
advantage and disadvantage. The dry air system
demands enormous pumps and large pipes to pro
duce the required effect, so that the space occupied
by machinery and pipes, the cost of plant, and the
great friction of machinery make it the most ex
pensive of all. On shipboard, however, the fact
that no special chemical need be carried to re
plenish in case of leakage, and the harmlessness
of the apparatus in case of leaks, are matters of
some importance. The vacuum system is very ineffi
cient, and can be used only for producing ice, not
for cooling rooms or getting a temperature below
the freezing point of water ; in fact, machines on
this system are not on the market at all. The
absorption system is peculiarly liable to the pro
duction of acids, which eat into the metals of the
plant, and may corrode the parts, even to danger
ous weakness ; but the only moving machine re
quired is a comparatively small pump, and as the
heating of the still may be done by exhaust steam,
the plant may he run absolutely without noise,
and, in cases where non-condensing steam engines
are in use, without expense, conditions which
make these plants desirable for large city build
ings and similar situations.
The compression system is quite the one most
commonly used, being compact, suited to any serv
ice, and more economical of power and condensing
water than the others. The essential parts of the
plant are the same in type, no matter what gas
is used, but details and management vary widely
according to the refrigerating medium. Of many
gases that have been tried for refrigeration with
some success, only four have come into any con
siderable use. These are sulphur dioxide, a com
bination of sulphur and carbon dioxide known as
"Pictet fluid" from the name of its inventor,
anhydrous ammonia and carbon dioxide.
Of these, the first requires the largest compres
sor cylinders, because, as the gas evaporates under
very low pressure, a greater volume must be
pumped than with any of the other three; while
any water leaking into the pipe system forms
sulphuric acid, which is destructive to the metal
of the cylinders and pipes. The second is better
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favorite refrigerating gas in any part of the world.
It is more dense than sulphur dioxide and will
do the same work by the use of smaller cylinders,
but in general results it differs little from the
latter.
The third, anhydrous ammonia, is the basis of
the two most widely used systems of mechanical
refrigeration. It is in most localities easily con
densed at pressures below 200 pounds, does not
seriously attack steel or iron, and requires only
moderate cylinder capacity in the compressors,
while absorbing about the same horsepower per
ton of effect produced as do the other refriger
ants. The gas, however, is extremely poisonous,
blinding and suffocating the unfortunate man who
may be exposed to it, as in case of leakage, often
with serious or even fatal effect; it attacks nearly
all common metals, so that pipes cannot be gal
vanized, ordinary noncorrosive metals cannot be
used, nor can bronze or brass form any part of
the system ; it has a penetrating odor, making it
necessary to use great care in prevening leaks,
and making the use of safety valves to relieve
any excessive pressure quite impossible. Under
certain conditions it is explosive, and when escap
ing from the apparatus during a fire seems to add
fuel to the flames, besides making it impossible
for firemen to work in the neighborhood. Skillful
attendance and well-constructed machinery and
piping are necessary in plants using ammonia gas,
and constant vigilance in keeping up stuffing-box
packing is required to prevent troublesome or
dangerous leakage.
■ The remaining one of the four principal re
frigerants is carbonic anhydride, otherwise known
as carbonic acid gas, carbon dioxide, or by its
chemical formula CO:. It is the product of com
plete combustion, as of charcoal in a furnace, and
is accordingly inert under all conditions. It there
fore cannot corrode any substances or taint or
affect the most delicate fruits or meats; on the
contrary, it is a preservative by reason of hinder
ing decomposition, which is a form of combustion
requiring free oxygen like any other fire.
• It is not dangerous to life, even when present
in large proportion in the atmosphere of a closed
room ; 10 per cent of carbon dioxide in the air
being not at all harmful to persons breathing
such an atmosphere for several hours, while in
contrast to this, one-half of one per cent of am
monia in the atmosphere may cause lasting injury
and sometimes death. In great quantity carbonic
anhydride acts precisely as would a blanket
thrown over one's head, in cutting off the supply
of air from the lungs, and has no different after
effects in such cases than Would the blanket.
That is, if a man became aware by his unsually
rapid breathing that he stood in an atmosphere
containing too much carbon dioxide, he would
merely have to go to a window to be entirely
free from the difficulty, and he would not experi
ence any discomfort or choking effect. However,
the escaping of a whole charge from a large car
bonic anhydride refrigerating plant would not
bring the atmosphere of the containing building to
this condition.
The harmlessness of the gas is evident from
its use in aerated drinks of all kinds—beer, soda
water, and the like. It is not to be confounded
with carbon monoxide, commonly produced by
poor combustion in house stoves and defective fur
naces, this being highly dangerous to life by chem
ically acting on the blood. Its boiling temperature
is such that very low temperatures can be ob
tained at will with much higher evaporating pres
sures than the other refrigerants. The refrigerat
ing effect produced per cubic foot of gas handled
is so great that the cylinder capacity required is
much less than with any other gas ever used for
this purpose, about one-fifth that required with
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solutely impossible to cause a dangerous accident
by improper handling of gas in a carbonic acid
machine, for ordinary safety valves may be pro
vided to operate in case of excessive pressure.
While the pressures used with carbonic an
hydride are higher than any other refrigerant,
this is not a serious objection. Extra heavy pipe
can be tested to a pressure of 3,000 pounds per
square inch without rupture, and if the pressure
is further increased till the pipe bursts, the failure
is by splitting the weld, which relieves the pres
sure without danger.
The extreme pressure carried in operating
carbonic anhydride refrigerating machinery with
water at 90 degrees is 1,350 pounds, and this is
safely held by compressing cylinders of forged
steel, valves and fittings of steel or bronze, extra
heavy wrought iron pipe never over 2 inches in
diameter (this being large enough for a main
suction pipe of 100 tons refrigerating capacity),
and flange or union couplings with metallic or
fibre gaskets held by tongue and groove joints.
The table gives evaporating pressures and cor
responding temperatures of the four principal re
frigerants, and thus affords a means of deter
mining the ratio of compression required for any
given refrigerant under definite condensing and
evaporating temperatures.
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COAL AND ASH HANDLING MACHINERY
FOR THE NEW YORK SUBWAY
POWER HOUSE.
THE coal and ash handling machinery for the
Subway Power House is in keeping with
the high standard of capacity and efficiency
to be found in other parts of the plant.
After a careful examination of the various
types of conveyors used for this kind of work,
the management decided to place this contract with
the Robins Conveying Belt Co., this decision be
ing based mainly upon the fact that the Robins
conveyors are not liable to unexpected break
downs, which of all things must be avoided in
a power plant of importance. In fact, it is usual
in such plants to install all the important machines
in duplicate, so that, if one should break down,
there is always another to fall back on ; but the
record of the Robins conveyors in this respect was
so. good that it was not considered necessary to
duplicate any part of the conveying plant. It
was expected, and with good reason, that it would
run continuously without breakdowns or stoppage
of any kind whatever. The great capacity of these
conveyors was a strong factor in the decision to
adopt them.
While the Robins conveyor is by no means
new, its application in this installation contains
so many novel features as to warrant a more com-

Temperatures and Gauge Pressures at boilingpoint of liquids used in refrigeration. Pressures in
pounds per square inch above atmosphere.
Temp.
Sulphur
Anhid. Carb. An
Pictet Fluid A'moniu
Dioxide
hydride
-10 — 7. lvac.) — 3 (Tac.)
245
9
— 5 — 5.5 "
— 1.5 "
12
271
0 — 4.8. "
+ .3 "
16
296
+ 5 — 3. "
1.5 "
20
323
+10 —■1- 1.3
3.2
24
352
5. •'
.5 ""
+15
28
385
7. 11
+30
2.5 "
418
33
+25
4.5 "
9.1 "
39
455
+30
8.9 "
11.3 "
492
45
+35
9.5 "
13.6 "
51
528
+10
12.8 "
59
572
16. "
+45
15.3 "
18.7 "
66
616
+50
18.6 "
21.5 "
66t
74
719
+55
22.2 "
83
24.6 "
+«0
26.0 "
27.7 "
756
93
815
+65
30.3 "
31.3 "
103
+70
34.9 "
35.1 "
114
874
+75
89.2
"
S9.7 "
928
126
43.7 '•
+80
45. "
985
139
The temperature inside of the pipes is evident
ly somewhat lower in the evaporating system and
higher in the condenser than the temperature of
the brine, water or air outside, and an allowance
of 10 to 15 degrees should be made in determining
the pressures to be carried. Assuming for pur
poses of compression that refrigeration is per
formed at 10 degrees and condensing water is at
70 degrees, the temperature inside the pipes will
be near 5 degrees below zero and 80 degrees
above, and sulphur dioxide must be compressed
to 6.5 times its evaporating pressure, Pictet fluid
to 4.4 times, ammonia 5.8 times and carbonic an
hydride 3.5 times. The advantage in compress
ing ratio and corresponding economy is on the
side of the carbonic anhydride machine.
The ammonia and carbonic anhydride refriger
ating machines have heretofore hardly come into
competition in the United States, whereas in
Europe the latter system of refrigeration has
made strides, and throughout the world is the
favorite for use on shipboard, where accidental
escape of ammonia might drive the engineers from
the main engines or permeate the whole vessel
with the pungent and destructive gas. There is
no apparent obstacle in the way of a much wider
use of the carbonic anhydride refrigerating sys
tem on land as well as at sea.
The heat units developed per cubic foot of
acetylene and coal gas are 1,850 and 630, re
spectively.
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conveyor on the dock level which carries it as far
as the western side of Twelfth Ave. At this
point it is transferred to an underground con
veyor which runs to the western end of the power
house. Here, instead of being elevated vertically
in the usual manner, the coal is raised by a series
of inclined conveyors which zigzag up the west
ern front of the building until it is delivered at
a height of 110 feet to two conveyors which run
lengthwise over the coal bunkers. The use of a
series of switchback conveyors as just described
will appeal to engineers who have suffered from
disastrous breakdowns with vertical bucket ele
vators of great height. The conveyors are en
tirely concealed by the end of the boiler house,
so that they do not present the strange appear
ance shown in the drawing.
The trippers for distributing the coal in the
bunkers move backward and forward, reversing
themselves automatically at each end of their run.
The power for moving them is taken from the
conveying belt itself, in such a way that by a
simple arrangement they can be stopped or started
whenever desired.
The main conveyors are all of the 30-inch
size and are expected to carry about 250 tons
of coal per hour. That they will do this easily
will be appreciated when we state that conveyors
of the same size have frequently carried 500 tons
an hour at other points.
The ash handling system consists of a com
bination of steel cars drawn by a storage battery
locomotive for handling the ashes while hot and
a system of belt conveyors to handle them when
somewhat cooled off. The cars are of the double
side dump pattern, containing no unusual features,
but the storage battery locomotive is such a novel
contrivance as to deserve description. It is an
articulated machine, consisting of two units con-

COAL AND ASH HANDLING PLANT IN THE NEW YORK SUBWAY POWER HOUSE, SHOWING THE
BELT SYSTEM AND SHORT VERTICAL HOIST.
plete description than present space permits.
Briefly, the arrangement is as follows :
Commencing with the coal as received in
barges or schooners, the first operation is unload
ing, which is done by means of an electric hoist
ing tower with a capacity in excess of any coal
hoist ever built. This is attained in two ways ;
first, by the use of very large and powerful directcoupled electric hoisting engines with a perfect
system of control, and, second, by a patented ar
rangement of the tower which greatly reduces the
height of hoist. In towers of the usual construc
tion, containing crusher and scales, it is necessary
to hoist the coal about 25 feet higher than in the
present case; but, in the Subway hoist, the weigh
ing is done in a separate building connected with
the main tower, the coal being elevated by a belt
conveyor from crusher to the automatic scales,
made by the Richardson Scale Co. These ma
chines are absolutely automatic, requiring no at
tention whatever and working well within the
allowed variation of one-quarter of one per cent.
From the scales, the coal is delivered to a

nected in such a manner as to require the least
possible space in going around curves. The over
hang of a machine of the same length and power,
if made in the usual manner, would be 24 inches,
while with this machine, it does not exceed 12
inches even when going around curves of 12 feet
radius. The batteries arc so designed and mount
ed as to render them immune to the effects of
jars, leakage and abuse by the operator. The
driving gear is of a simple, efficient type ; the
control is without rheostats, and so located that
the operator can run the machine in either direc
tion without changing his position. The motors
are entirely supported on springs.
The remainder of the ash-handling system con
sists of conveyors distributing the coal into a
1,000-ton Berquist patent bunker and loading the
ashes into barges. This part of the system con
tains nothing of especial interest, but, as else
where in this plant, it would seem that the most
suitable machine has been chosen for each kind
of work, which after all is the chief problem of
the modern designer of power plants.
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from which it flows by gravity. This tank may
be in any convenient position, but should be placed
at least 4 feet above the burner. The air suction
pipe, Ar, is turned at right angles and carried
inside the base of the engine to prevent the pick
ing up of dirt and dust from the air of the room.
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the plant
when viewed from the back end of the cylinder,
the cooling water for the cylinder being supplied
from a water tank. A small pump is driven by
an eccentric attached to a side shaft on the engine
frame opposite the valve gear, which shaft is
driven by a sprocket chain from the main shaft
of the engine, and takes water from the bottom
of the tank and forces it into the lower part of
the cylinder jacket. The water rises through the
jacket and returns to the tank through the upper
pipe. The sprocket chain is made the breaking
piece ki this arrangement, so that in case of stop
page of the pump the chain will be the part to
give way.
A drain valve should always be attached, as
shown, so that when the engine is not in use. the
jacket and pump may be entirely drained. Then
if the suction pipe is pitched toward the water
tank, an air cock in the suction pipe will allow
of draining all the water back into the tank. Of

ENGINES.

THE CHARTER ENGINE.
WHETHER the combustion engine is to
supersede the steam engine in all fields,
it seems certain that, for small iso
lated plants and portable units, the great
er convenience, less attention required and
adaptability to impossible locations is giving the
small gas and gasoline engine supremacy. Many
a farm and small shop now enjoys the comfort
and convenience of power for driving machinery
which never would have been thought of if the
gasoline engine had not come to the front.
Outfits for hoisting, for pumping, for sawing,
for threshing, and for general use are turned out
bv numerous manufacturers. Each has its dis
tinctive features, but practically all work on the
familiar Otto four-stroke cycle.
Among the older builders is the Charter Gas
Engine Co., of 9 Wallace St., Sterling. 111. Though
in the business for a long period, the company has
not gone to sleep, but keeps its shop equipped
with modern machinery and its designs continu
ally improved. Engines are built for both gas
and gasoline, but the gasoline type is the one to
which most attention is given.
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May is, 1904maximum amount of gasoline needed when run
ning at full load.
Electric igniters are furnished with each
engine, and also battery, spark coil and switch, or,
if desired, the battery may be replaced by a small
dynamo at a slight additional cost. This dynamo
is run from the flywheel rim and is so arranged
that no battery is needed at starting. The hot
tube igniter, when used, is a short metallic tube,
closed at the outer end, communicating with the

FIG. 2. END VIEW- OF ENCINE AND WATER TANK.

inside of the cylinder. It is heated by a Bunsen
burner and enclosed by an asbestos lined chimney.
The cylinder and base of the engine are cast
separately, so that, if a break occurs, a thing
which, by the way, is unusual, only the broken
part need be replaced. The exhaust is carried
into a muffler to deaden the noise and to keep
down the back pressure.
Both ends of the connecting rod are adjustable
to take up wear, but as the wearing surfaces on
the brasses are made large and carefully scraped
to a good bearing, the wear is slight. In the
vertical engines a single flywheel is used, as this
allows of putting more weight in the rim, which
is the effective part of the wheel. Fo^the hori
zontal engine two wheels are used, since it gives
a better balance to the engine. The great diffi-

FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT OF CHARTER GASOLINE ENGINE PLANT.
The arrangement of a unit and the construc
tion are shown in Fig. I. For safety, the tank is
buried, with pipes extending to the surface of the
ground for filling, drawing out and return of
the overflow from the engine.
The gasoline is drawn from the tank by a
pump geared to the main shaft and is forced
into the air pipe, N, through the nozzle. H. The
flow is regulated by the throttle valve, A, the
overflow returning to the supply tank through
the vertical pipe. Gasoline can reach the cylinder
of the engine only when the plunger, G, is opened,
which occurs only during the suction stroke of
the engine, when the spray will be drawn up to
the valve, B, and carried into the cylinder with
the air supply. When the engine is above speed
so that no gasoline is desired, the governor pre
vents the plunger, G, from opening. This iso
lating of the gasoline from air except at the time
when it is carried to the cylinder reduces the
chance for an explosion to practically nothing.
Valve B is of the mushroom type and works
by suction to admit the charge of air and gas
or gasoline. Hot-tube ignition is used, the fuel
for this being supplied from a separate tank, /,

course, if water under pressure is available, the
pump mechanism may be omitted from the engine
and water supplied directly from the pressure sys
tem.
The exhaust from the cylinder is controlled
by the valve, D, Fig. 1, which is operated by a
cam from the geared shaft. The arrangement of
this mechanism is indicated in Fig. 3.
The great advantage claimed for the Charter
engine is simplicity. The working parts are made
few and strong, and operation has thus been made
reliable. The special features may be taken up in
some detail, as they are of a good deal of interest.
The governor, which is seen in Fig. 4, is of the
centrifugal type and operates on the rod of the
pump G, Fig. 1. The plunger G is driven by a
vertical lever seen in Fig. 1, wihch is moved by
a cam on the geared shaft. This vertical lever
strikes a projection on the horizontal rod con
nected to the bell crank, which operates the
plunger G, and the governor swings this side rod
out, so that the vertical lever does n.>t come in
contact with its striking piece when the engine
does not need to take a charge. The engine when
doing no work will take about one-fifth of the

FIG. 3. SECTION SHOWING THE EXHAUST VALVE AND
PUMP MECHANISM.

culty in the starting of an engine of the com
bustion type is often with the compression before
a stroke can be obtained. To overcome this diffi
culty, a relief valve is placed on top of the cylin
der, as indicated in Fig. 1.
The smaller sizes are made of the vertical
type, as this is somewhat more economical of
space and more convenient to give attention. For
the horizontal type, engines are made from 4 to
ac horsepower. All engines have the same con
struction as to valve and pump mechanism, but
different arangements of frame parts are adopted
for engines to be used for pumping and for port
able work, although the principle is the same.
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The engine will use about a pint of 74 degrees
PRODUCER GAS POWER.
gasoline per brake horsepower per hour and will A PAPER was read on this subject before the
carry load up to its full rated power without
Junior Institution of Engineers of Lon
difficulty. If used with gas, about 25 cubic feet
don, England, by S. Cutler, Jr., who
per brake horsepower-hour will be needed.
drew attention to the disadvantages of the
For the combined engine and pump, a fric Dowson
system of low-pressure producer gas
tion clutch is placed on the crank shaft, so that
and after describing the principles of
the engine can be started without load and after plants,
ward thrown in on the pump. The standard sizes bituminous fuel gas producers, dealt with the
are the 3 and 4^2 horsepower engines connected suction type of producer, which is being
to pumps which range in sizes from 4x8 up to largely used on the Continent for small powers.
8 x io, the capacities being from 40 to 185 gallons Regarding the recovery of byproducts from bi
per minute. For hoisting work the engine is tuminous plants, it was pointed out that whilst
made with a special frame having a winding the only byproducts available are sulphate of am
drum mounted in the bearings forward of the monia and steam, it does not pay to recover the
crank shaft and driven by spur gearing from the former from plants of smaller power than 3,000
to 4,000 horsepower. Steam, however, can be
shaft.
A novel arrangement for starting consists of
the match striker and air pump shown in Fig. =
This is used on engines of 20 horsepower and

and on portable engines of like sizes. The pump,
which is worked by hand, compresses air and
gasoline in the combustion chamber of the cylin
der and this mixture at the proper time is ignited
by a match which is placed in the match striker.
For smaller sizes this device is not found neces
sary.

generated as a byproduct from any gas engine
over 50 horsepower, the method being to employ
a boiler patented by Mr. Wilson, which was placed
on the exhaust pipe of the engine, and acted as
an exhaust silencer. With this boiler, as much
as 2 pounds of water can be evaporated, and
steam raised to 100 pounds pressure, per brake

An unusual method of mining coal has been
carried on in Nova Scotia and is now to be ex
tended. There is an area estimated at 27 square
miles, and containing 240,000,000 tons of coal
under the bed of the ocean to the east of Cape
Breton. In 1860, some 7.000 tons were taken
from this vein.
A large pumping engine at the Waihi mines,
in New Zealand, is of the Cornish cycle type,
with compound cylinders, and a beam transmitting
the power to the pump. The high pressure cyl
inder is 60 inches in diameter with a 6-foot
stroke, and the low pressure 110 inches by 12
feet, giving a piston ratio of 3.35 and a cylinder
volume ratio of 6.7 to one. The pump plungers
are 23 inches in diameter, with a stroke of 12
feet. The engine is designed to raise 1,500 gal
AND AIR PUMP FOR START
lons per minute from a total depth of 1,550 feet. FIG. 5. MATCH STRIKERING.
Working at seven strokes per minute, the engine
develops 730 horsepower. The rocking beam,
built of steel plates and angles, is 48 feet long, horsepower-hour. Steam raised in this way might
be very valuable to certain industries requiring a
8 feet deep at the center, and weighs 50 tons.
small amount for manufacturing processes. Tak
s. K.
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ing the average run of factory steam engines in
Great Britain, not less than 4 to 5 pounds of coal
per brake horsepower-hour arc required.
In the bituminous plant, as much as 150,000
cubic feet of power gas, having a calorific value
of no to 150 British thermal units, could be gen
erated from 1 ton of slack coal. A gas engine of
40 brake horsepower required from 70 to 80
cubic feet of power gas per brake horsepowerhour; larger engines from 6b to 70 cubic feet.
This means that whereas a steam engine requires
from 4 to 5 pounds of coal per brake horsepowerhour, a gas engine would only require 1 pound.
Further, the coal used in the former case must
be of a better quality than in the latter. The au
thor pointed out the advantages of the suction
type of gas producer. With this type, 1 brake
horsepower-hour can be generated from 1 pound
of anthracite coal, with the advantage that gas
was only generated by the engine as it is renuired, and that consequently there is no waste.
Comparative costs of power between electricity
derived from a supply company's mains, gas from
a company's mains, and gas generated in a pro
ducer gas plant, were cited. Numerous practical
hints were given upon the working of gas engines,
and the paper concluded with a brief reference
to plants for generating producer gas from wood,
it being stated that as much as 1 brake horse
power-hour can be obtained from the destruction
of 4 pounds of wood.
A. H. a.
NOTES FROM ABROAD.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
MLEON GERARD, one of the best-known
electrical engineers of Belgium, has re
cently presented to the Belgium Society
of Engineering and Industry and to the Belgium
Electrical Society at a joint meeting a very inter
esting paper on Steam Turbines.
After describing the various types, De Laval,
Parsons and Rateau, M. Gerard compared the
turbine with the reciprocating engine for central
station practice. He placed the turbine on the
same footing as the most perfect type of steam
engines. It costs less and combines better with
electrical machinery on account of its uniform
speed of rotation, as well as reducing the con
sumption of oil and the space occupied. It is nec
essary, however, to consider carefully the power
and the cost required in each case, and the actual
contest between makers of engines and makers of
turbines will finally reduce to one of cost in which
the turbine, being much more simple, can hardly
fail to win. From the consideration of economy
of fuel and of steam, the best engines built in
Switzerland and Belgium actually have some ad
vantage. Finally, M. Gerard stated that the com
petition would continue and the price of machines
would diminish considerably, thus permitting the
public and the electrical industry to enjoy the
advantages of perfected methods.
In Europe, as the figures quoted by M. Gerard
show, the Brown-Boveri-Parsons turbine has
taken the lead, and its use is already considerable.
Several important installations have been recently
made at Frankfort and Neufchatel. The installa
tion at Frankfort-on-the-Main, Fig. 1, presented
serious difficulties, as it was the first time that
the steam turbine system was applied to electrical
units of so large power, and it was only after long
study and thought that the machine was built.
These units have a power of 3,500 kilowatts, or
5,000 horsepower at the steam end. Since the
economy is greater as the units become larger, the
makers guaranteed a consumption of 15.4 pounds
per kilowatt-hour, or 9.2 pounds per indicated
horsepower-hour.
At Neufchatel, the turbo units, Fig. 2, are of
300 kilowatts capacity, steam being furnished at
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165 pounds pressure at the throttle when running
condensing. The speed of the unit is 3,000 revo
lutions per minute at full load and 3,050 when
running empty. This speed can be varied 10 per
cent above or below this value by regulation of
the reaction spring of the governor. The turbine
has four distributing nozzles and as many rows
of buckets mounted on three cylinders of increas-
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Elba, where it is stated that the price of making
a ton of cast iron has been reduced from $4.00 to
$2.50 by the complete utilization of the blast fur
nace gas.
At the central station of this plant are installed
three generator units, each composed of a Westinghouse dynamo of 100 kilowatts capacity at 250
volts driven belted to a gas engine of 200 horse-

a height of 92 feet, 2,300 tons of ore and coal, in
24 hours. Four groups of centrifugal pumps are
also driven and several cranes and transfer tables,
an aerial railway, and other machinery.
A producer gas station of a different kind is
the lighting plant at Tunis, installed by the gas
company. Producer gas engines were adopted in

FIG. 3. VANDEN KERCHOVE VALVES AND GEARS.

FIG. I. 5,000- HORSEPOWER TURBINE GENERATOR AT FRANKFORT ON THE MAIN.
ing diameter. Disks of the same diameter revolve
between fixed crowns of blades without friction,
the pressure along the axis being balanced. The
steam central station at Neufchatel is destined
to supplant the hydro-electric station, which has
become too small. .Steam turbines have been de
cided on because of the small space which they
require. Comparison with the multiple expansion
piston machines has shown the wisdom of the
choice.
In the contest to which M. Gerard made allu
sion are concerned not only the makers of tur
bines, but also the makers of multiple expansion
engines, who arc trying to achieve victory by the
perfection of their apparatus. An example is fur
nished by the firm of Vanden Kerchove, which,
while having constructed the Corliss type until
now, is about to construct a new type of valve,
Fig. 3, in which they have endeavored to com
bine the advantages of the Corliss and of the
Sulzer mechanisms. As a cylinder cover, they
adopt a cylindrical casing containing four sep
arate compartments. The valves are of piston
form, tightness being assured by rings similar to
those of pistons. These valves work vertically in
tubes cast in the head of the cylinder and formed
by rings joined to the cylinder casting. These
rings are pierced with a series of windows which
open on a passage leading to the cylinder. The
alternate up and down motion of the upper valves
insures the opening and closing of the admission,
while the action of the lower valves controls the
opening and closure to the exhaust pipe. There
are no cams or springs.
It is not only with steam turbines that the
steam engine is competing, but also with producer
gas engines, which are beginning to be used for
high powers and are being introduced extensively.
One of the most recent applications is that of the
blast furnace at Porto Ferrago on the island of

power. These are single cylinder engines of the
four cycle type and single acting, made by the
Cockerill factory, and are so arranged that the
machine will stop automatically in case the cool-

FIG. 2.

order to use the coke made by the gas works, in
making producer gas. When the stock of coke
from making gas for lighting purposes becomes
too large, it is used up in the gas producers and
engines, and when the stock of coke is low, the
engines are used with lighting gas. The producer
is of the Pierson type, consisting of three units,
each capable of delivering 150 horsepower. In the
engine room are four Crosley gas engines of 106

3OO-KII.OWATT TURBINE UNIT AT NEUFCHATEL.

ing water fails. Motors and dynamos are sepa
rated by a space of about 37 feet.
The current thus produced is used for lighting
40 arc lamps and 250 incandescents, and for driv
ing machinery, which raises two charging cars to

brake horsepower each, driving four dynamos
each of 70 kilowatts at 240 volts. The engines
can be changed from producer gas to lighting gas
without stopping.
(To be continued.)
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketchesfor illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
WHAT WILL IMPROVE THIS VALVE GEAR?
and this might in some cases introduce a decided
■ element of danger, or at least, produce wet
Editor The Engineer :
steam.
The accompanying sketch represents the slide
A simple calculation will give some idea of
valve of an 8 x 12 reversible engine. It has a how great this difference is. For the purpose
single eccentric and is reversed by shifting the
eccentric across the shaft. The engine was not of illustration assume
Steam pressure
125 pounds
built to be "hooked up," but as the point of cut
Temperature of water in boiler. . .350 degrees F.
off varies from 9 inches with the reverse lever Temperature of water in column
leg
100 degrees F.
in the "corner," to 3 inches with the lever near
Then the length of a column of water at 100
the center notch, it is run with the cutoff at 3
degrees necessary to balance 72 inches of water
or 4 inches most of the time.
72 x SS7
at 350 degrees equals
equals 64.7
62.
inches.
Difference between the actual height of water
in the boiler and that shown by the gage glass,
7.3 inches. The difference actually noticed was
not as great as this, probably not being over 4
or 5 inches, as doubtless the water in pipe, B,
particularly near the connection to the boiler,
CROSS SECTION OF THE VALVE AND PORTS.
was over 100 degrees.

the connecting rod, the condition of affairs is
as shown in the sketch, the piston occupying a
position toward the crank from the middle of
the cylinder when the crank is at 90 degrees to
the center of the engine. The amount of varia
tion in the position of the piston from mid-stroke
under these conditions decreases' as the length
of the connecting rod increases, and is equal to
the difference between the length of the connecting
rod and the distance from the crosshead pin to
the center of the crank shaft in the sketch.
The piston of a steam engine moves, during
one complete revolution, twice the lengtih of

What changes should be made in the valve
or gear? The eccentric rod could be made 12
inches longer if necessary. The valve travels 2%
inches with the lever in the corner and 1 inch
when in the center notch. The connecting rod is
32 inches long and the eccentric rod 30 inches
long, and the maximum speed of the engine is
400 revolutions per minute.
H. T. P.

the stroke, while the crank in the same time
moves a distance equal to 3.1416 times the stroke.
Thus the crank during each revolution moves
3.1416 —■ 2 = 1.5708 times as far as the piston,
yet this amount does not represent the relativt
speeds of crank and piston at more than four
instants, two during each stroke, since the piston
starts from rest at the beginning of each stroke,
gradually increasing its speed up to that of the
crank and for a short distance even exceeding
the crank speed, then slowing again to come to
rest at the end of the stroke.
By a simple rule we may calculate the dis
tance which the piston has moved past a central
position on the forward stroke or has lagged
behind on the return stroke. This rule is based
upon the fact that the distance from the crosshead to the crank shaft in the sketch is the base
of a right-angle triangle whose hypotenuse is
the length of the connecting rod and whose alti
tude is the length of the crank. The base of this
triangle is, of course, found to be the square
root of the difference of the squares of the
lengths of the connecting rod and crank. The
rule is as follows : From the square of the
length of the connecting rod subtract the square
of the length of the crank ; the square root of
the remainder subtracted from the length of
the connecting rod, gives the distance required.
For example, suppose the length of a connecting
rod is 72 inches, and that of the crank 12
inches. We have, then 72* = 5,184; I21 = 144;
5,184 — 144 = 5,040; then V 5,040 = 70.992,
and 72 — 70.992 = 1.008, which, in inches, is the
desired variation of the piston from mid-stroke
when the crank stands at 90 degrees above or
below the center line of the engine.
Huntington, W. Va.
Henry B. Turner.

ANOTHER WATER COLUMN PRANK.
Editor The Engineer :
I have been much interested in Mr. J. G.
Gladish's letter in regard to his water column.
From his description, the only explanation I have
to offer is that there was probably an obstruction
in the lower connection to his gage glass. This
would not necessarily be blown out by shutting
off the lower connection to the column and blow
ing out with steam, but might eventually become
dislodged after one or two attempts.
This whole matter reminds me of a personal
experience some years since, which brings up a
possible clanger in this connection. I was em
ployed to run a test on a certain type of vertical
boiler, and accordingly obtained the height of the
water as shown by the gage glass at starting,
and ran the test through, without incident, until
shortly before the time for closing, when, wish
ing to bring the water level to the same posi
tion as at starting, I opened the blowoff valve,
to clear -the water connections of the column.
To my surprise on reclosing the valve, the water
immediately rose in the glass and almost disap
peared from sight. After a few minutes, it began
to recede and eventually assumed a level about
the same as before. This naturally led to an
investigation, and a comparatively simple ex
planation soon became apparent.
The water column piping on this boiler was
somewhat as shown in the accompanying sketch.
The boiler was well lagged, and the connections
to the water column were in consequence com
paratively cool. Evidently the column of water
in pipe B was, on account of its lower tempera
ture, more dense than that in the boiler, and
consequently a shorter column was required to
balance the pressure. Accordingly when the col
umn showed two gages in the glass, the water in
the boiler must have been considerably higher,

DIFFERENCE OF LEVEL DUE TO EXPANSION.
Evidently this pipe was poorly designed, and
the connection of B to the boiler should have
been directly under the water column, as is the
common practice. ■
Horace Williams.
RELATIVE MOVEMENTS OF CRANK AND PISTON.
Editor The Engineer:
The idea too generally prevails among en
gineers that the crank of a steam engine travels
faster at one part of the stroke than at some
others. This is evidently a mistake, for the
crank of an engine turning at a uniform speed
must travel at a constant rate throughout the
complete revolution. The piston, however, not
only travels at constantly varying speeds, but
actually travels faster during the first half of its
outward stroke than during the corresponding
portion of its return stroke. If the connecting
■rod were infinitely long, or if a slotted yoke
were substituted for the connecting rod, the
movement of the piston would be determined
by the crank alone and its points of mid-travel
would correspond exactly to those of the crank,
but in consequence of the distorting action of

EFFECT OF CONNECTING ROD ANGLE ON PISTON POSI
TION.

NOVEL WAY OF CURING A GROAN.
Editor The Engineer :
I had been outside engineer and machinist for
a large engine shop for some 3 years, when I was
called one day to look at some bad pistons in
boiler feed pumps at Wellville. After a careful
examination of the rings I found that they did not
have a very good bearing, so I scraped them down
carefully, and put them back, and made sure that
they fitted. I also examined the condition of the
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bore of the cylinders, and quality of cylinder oil, one boiler, and I did the firing. The next day
and, in fact, I looked for most everything that we could not get the steam up to 60 pounds dur
ing the entire day. The elevator pump requires
would cause groaning piston rings.
After satisfying myself that this pump was not less than 50 pounds pressure and most of the
in fair shape to run, I examined the other one, time it was just moving and barely keeping the
which had given the same trouble, and apparently elevators moving. After the test was over and
from the same cause, since the rings did not fit the temperatures averaged, we found that dur
any too well, that is, they showed a very poor ing the first day we saved 55 per cent over the
bearing on the cylinder walls. I took them out second day and from that time to this we have
and treated them in the same manner as the others had no trouble with the heating system. We
and, by the way, when we tried the first set the never have to run more than one boiler; the
pump ran as good as any pump could run. So elevator pump runs along nicely and during the
after trying each for an hour or more, I took my coldest day we can keep the building warm with
steam at atmospheric pressure.
departure.
The only difference between this and the old
The next day I was called to the front to ex
plain what I had done at Wellville, and after I had system is that we have to keep everything packed
carefully explained matters, the general foreman tight and have swing checks on all drips, and
told me to go back there, see what the matter was, have to keep all joints tight. I can get com
and to stay "till it is O. K. if it takes a month." plete circulation through the building in 8 min
I was soon at the pump room, and such a utes. The first thing in the morning I turn
inch pipe,
groaning I never heard before or since. The steam on the ejector, which is a
and
in
about
5
minutes
I
have
10
inches
vacuum
strange part to me was that there were no signs
of cutting and that both the rings and the cylinder and the system is completely cleared of air. Then
were all right. The tool marks were not yet worn I turn the steam on, and before the system is
from the cylinder. I was puzzled, for I had never filled with steam it pulls pretty hard on the
seen anything just like it before. I had done boiler, but in about 30 minutes the boiler steams
everything that I knew of to remedy the matter, easily.
There is no trouble running up to rooms and
excepting to change the rings and put in the new
set I had with me. Then a novel idea struck my putting pails under the vents ; no spoiled car
mind, viz., why not change the pistons around, pets, no foul air in the rooms, and everybody
that is, take them out of one pump and put them satisfied. The engineer who can best appreciate
this system is the man who has handled both
in the other? Well, I tried it, as they were dupli
cate pumps, and—would you believe it?—neither systems. The only loss of steam is that required
by the }£ inch ejector, the valve of which is
of those pumps have ever groaned since, and they slightly
opened. This steam, of course, goes into
are running steadily all the time. What could the sewer.
have been the cause? I think it was just the na
There can be other sources of waste if every
ture of the iron in the rings and cylinders ; they thing is not regulated properly. The air vents
simply could not agree.
D. 145
on the radiators, for instance, have to be set so
that they will not blow steam through, for if they
do, the steam flows away to the sewer. I set the
MY EXPERIENCE WITH THE PAUL SYSTEM OF HEAT
air vents so that the air pipe gets hot for about 12
ING.
inches from the air valve. All good things re
Editor The Engineer:
quire proper attention, and when these valves are
I have been working for the past 4 years in correctly set there is no way for them to get out
an office building seven stories in height. When of order. I think the Paul system is about the
I commenced we had an overhead gravity return best friend the engineer has in the line of heat
system, which we worked during the winter ing systems, both for economy and ease of opera
under 5 pounds pressure, and in very cold weath
tion.
er we had to run two boilers, each 48 inches x
Chicago, 111.
J. Carter.
14 feet. We have only hydraulic elevators and a
10, 16 and io,'/2 x 12-inch tandem compound
SOME HANDY KINKS.
pump. When we had 5 pounds back pressure on
Editor
The
Engineer:
the pump it would pound and work so hard that
The accompanying drawings represent three
in very cold weather we had to turn the exhaust
outside or into the atmosphere, and then put kinks which may prove of interest and benefit to
straight live steam pressure of 5 pounds on the others. Fig. 1 represents a difficult job of pipe
fitting recently done on some boilers installed in
house, thus causing a great loss of fuel.
One day a solicitor for the Paul system came New York. The boilers were divided into two
in and talked things over. He said he could
guarantee a saving of 20 per cent. After making
the proposition to the owner the latter decided
to install the system. We started to put it in
about a week before Christmas and had it com
pleted about the first of February. We could
not work very fast on account of the steam being
on and had to do most of the work nights and
Sundays. When we had it completed and had
everything tight, we could get, with 70 pounds
boiler pressure, 18 inches vacuum on the ejector
gage, and 10 inches on the riser just back of the
regulator valve. The regulator is a Davis valve
and the first to be put on the Paul system.
FIG. I. A DIFFICULT JOB OF PIPE FITTING.
We then proceeded to make a test. The first
day we heated at atmospheric pressure and took
outside and inside temperatures every hour. Dur
ing the test the exhaust was on the house. We sections or batteries, one section being placed in
weighed all the coal during the test, which lasted a vault or fire room under the sidewalk and con
12 hours. The next day we turned the exhaust tained two boilers, one placed on the left of the
outside and kept 5 pounds live steam pressure building and the other on the right. The boiler
on the house. The first day it was a snap keep
on the left had just been installed and the steam
ing up steam, although we made the tests with cut off from that side of the building, the main
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made it necessary to make connections after 12
o'clock Saturday night.
The mains were 4 inches in diameter and car
ried cast iron fittings, the openings between the
two tees being only 16 inches apart as shown.
In this distance we had to put a 4-inch valve,
the 4-inch flanges and the necessary nipples. All
kinds of short nipples were tried and discarded.
The piece containing the valve was made up on
the floor several times, but without success, be-

FIG. 2. PIPE STAND MADE OF PIPE AND FITTINGS.

cause both pipes were immovable and could not
be sprung 1-16 inch. The valve measured 7
inches, the flanges 2 inches, and there were three
li^-inch nipples. Finally we made up the two
halves on the floor, and by means of a crowbar
and several blocks of wood we managed to force
them into place.
Fig. 2 represents a supporting column for
carrying a steam main between two hothouses.

FIG. 3. PIPE HANGER FOR TEMPORARY USE.

The distance between the two houses was 15 feet.
The column or stand is composed of pipe and
fittings and an ordinary pipe-hanger. The col
umn is of 2-inch pipe supported by an 8-inch floor
flange. On the 2-inch pipe is screwed a reducer
and into the reducer is screwed a i-inch nipple
which carries the pipe-hanger. The main is of
5-inch pipe.
In order to render the column secure a hole
2 feet deep was dug and a foundation built bv
first imbedding broken stone in cement, and on
this were brick laid in cement. After placing
the flange, the whole was covered with cement,
which was heaped up cone shaped around the
2-inch pipe as shown.
An improvised pipe-hanger is shown in Fig.
3. This is made by heating and bending a piece
of J^-inch iron or steel about 3 feet long to fit
over the I-beam, and bending the other end to
receive the pipe. This is a simple and very good
hanger for temporary use.
New York, N. Y.
A Traveler.

May 15, 1904WANTS HELP IN ARRANGING THE HOURS.
Editor The Engineer :
I should like to have sorrte of the readers of
The Engineer help us arrange our watches or
shifts. We have three engineers with license and
one without. It is necessary that two men be
on duty from 5 o'clock in the afternoon until
12 o'clock midnight, the 24 hours being divided
between the four engineers, each working 12
hours one day and 9 hours the next.
For instance, I go on duty at 7 o'clock one
night and work until 7 o'clock the next morning.
My partner comes on at 5 o'clock and works
until 2 o'clock the same night. The day engineer
relieves me at 7 o'clock in the morning.
What I want to know is, how can we arrange
it so that each engineer can have every other
Sunday off without working an extra long watch,
and every man working the same number of
hours per week?
New York.
Jas. F. Carman.
TROUBLE IN A SAW MILL.
Editor The Engineer:
There is a small saw mill located about a mile
from here with a 60 horsepower and a 45 horse
power engine. The boss said they could not af
ford to keep an engineer so they employed a
blacksmith and all-around handy man.
About a week ago the engine commenced to
pound, not a little, but in every sense of the
word. The blacksmith went after the pound,
and at last arrived at the conclusion that it was
in the crosshead pin. This was keyed up but
still the engine pounded. Next the crank pin
and main bearing were keyed up and still that
pound was there, sticking to the old fellow closer
than a brother. About this time pressure could
not be maintained, so they would stop until the
pressure reached to 100 pounds, then start up
and saw a couple of cuts. By that time the steam
was down to 50 pounds. After a week of that
sort of work, the owner asked me to go out and
help them. When I arrived the blacksmith was
sitting on a block looking at the cylinder head
with an expression on his face that spoke vol
umes. Every now and then he would give a sigh
and remark that that was the "most contrary
old engine."
After he had exhausted his stock of profanity
he explained how it was. I got some of the men
together and had them pull the crank over.
When on the back center it was hard to get it
past the center. I saw at a glance what the
trouble was. The piston rod had worked loose
in the crosshead and gradually screwed itself
out until the piston struck the back head. This
was remedied in a few minutes, we started up and
the engine had hardly arrived at full speed be
fore it was smoking at every bearing. The
blacksmith had even tightened up the guides on
the valve stem until it ran hot. I stopped the
engine, loosened up all bearings, then set them
up again about right, after which they went
ahead and have had no trouble since.
This is an example of the supreme kindness
of Providence that is shown to some people.
The engine is a plain slide valve making 250
revolutions per minute and is set on a foundation
made of round logs crossed on each other. When
running at full speed, it shakes so that an oil
can will not stand on it. The outboard bearing
is perfectly steady, while the lateral motion of
the engine is fully an inch. With all this the
boss remarked that they were doing very well
and that his man had proved to be all right.
"Why," said he, "we had a small Atlas engine
down the road which we ran at over 200 revolu
tions per minute for 2 years, and she did not
make enough noise so that you could hear it
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for more than 200 yards away."
I told him that was pretty good, but when an
engine got to making enough noise for me to
hear it 200 yards away, I would not hear it at
all, for the simple reason that I should get
away from the neighborhood as quickly as I
could. I can hear their whistle blow every
morning and night, and I keep wondering how
long it will be before some of the poor fellows
around there will be knocked so far by that old
engine and boiler that the sound of the whistle
will never reach them.
T. M. Street,
Daytona, Fla.
CIRCULATION IN BLOWOFF PIPE.
Editor The Engineer :
I send you herewith some information in re
gard to the blowoff pipe which I think may be
of benefit to my brother engineers. Difficulty with
a blowoff is usually due to lack of circulation
of water in the pipe. A blowoff pipe should never
be less than 2l/2 inches in diameter and should
always be made of extra heavy pipe. It should
be furnished with malleable iron fittings through
out. After the pipe goes through the setting
a cross should be put on and ij4-inch pipe be

V-SHAPED PIER OF FIRE BRICK.

run from the steam space of the boiler to the top
of the cross, having the riser run from 2 to 3 feet
above the shell. This will insure the circulation
of water through the blowoff, and will prevent
burnouts. A burnout in the blowoff pipe is gen
erally dangerous, as the rupture occurs when the
fire doors are opened to put on coal, and the cold
air strikes the pipe, cooling it quickly. This will
be especially liable to happen if the fittings are
cast iron. It is also well to build a V-shaped pier
of firebrick, as shown in the sketch, in front of
the blowoff pipe to protect it from the hot gases.
Dundee, 111.
M. McPhee.
ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
(The questions to which these answers belong
will be found in The Engineer, Feb. 1, page
112.)
1. The fusible plug in return tubular boilers
is generally located in the rear head, and 2 or 3
inches above the tops of the tubes, the height de
pending on the inclination given the boiler for
draining. The plug in all cases should be placed
low enough to avoid melting out except in cases
of extremely low water, where any further re
duction in the level would endanger the shell and
tubes by overheating. In many boilers the fusible
plug is placed 1 inch above the tubes, which is
high enough when the boiler is properly set. The
filling is usually of banca tin and is cone shaped
to prevent it from being blown out instead of
melted out. Sometimes the filling is of the form
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of two cones, with the smaller ends together,
which shape prevents the filling from blowing
out and offers larger surface on the water side
of the plug, thus preventing overheating except
when the plug is practically uncovered.
2. It would be very difficult to name the best
way of doing anything in a steam plant. A good
way to set two boilers is to make the settings
practically independent, merely closing in the
space between the settings at the ends of the
middle walls, thus leaving a dead air space be
tween the two inside walls. This allows either
boiler to be thoroughly cooled and kept so if
desired while the other is under pressure.
The materials should preferably be of hard
burned common brick for the setting proper and
soft firebrick for the furnace linings and bridgewall facings. The inside walls should be not less
than 17 inches thick when carrying the weight
of the boiler, and 13 inches thick when the weight
of the boiler is borne by steel or iron columns.
The outer walls should be not less than 21 inches
thick and provided with a 4-inch dead air space
etxending from a point slightly below the grate
level to a point just above the closing-in line or
all the way up if desired. The dimensions given
include the mortar. The furnace lining should be
gin one course of brick below the grate level,
extending vertically to the closing-in line or to
the "spring" of the arch, provided the boilers are
to be arched in, and horizontally to a point half
way between the bridgewall and the rear end of
the boiler shell. The first course of brick in the
arch should be soft brick laid on f^-inch strips
of soft wood laid lengthwise of the shell, the brick
being laid in mortar containing a large percentage
of fireclay. The second course may be of hard
brick laid in and covered with good lime mortar.
The firebrick should be laid with fireclay only
and with as little mortar as possible. The bridgewall may be 24 inches thick up to the grate level
and then sloped back if desired. The bridgewall
should be straight across the top, and the distance
between it and the shall made equal to one-fourth
the diameter of the shell for boilers 2 inches in
diameter and over, and 10 inches for the smaller
sizes. The grates should preferably be one-half
the diameter of the shell below the shell for diam
eters down to 42 inches, and not less than 20
I should try the gagecocks to see whether the
glass indicated the correct level. If water could
be got at the second gagecock and not at the
third, I should shut off the glass and use the gagecocks only until I could cool off the boilejr and
clean out the connections to the glass. In this
case the upper connections would be found par
tially or wholly stopped up.
7. Reduce as much as possible the outflow
of steam and deaden the fires enough to prevent
a rise of pressure ; then I should get as much
clean water into the boiler as possible, blowing
off the surplus through the blowoff valve. If a
surface blowoff was connected with the boiler I
should discharge the surplus through this instead
of through the main blowoff, and I should allow
the surface blowoff to remain open a little most
of the time until I could clean the boiler.
8. First blowoff valve, second, the gagecocks
to see whether the glass indicated the proper level,
if so, then the trouble would be found at the
pump.
9. The main check valve relieves the pump
of pressure when not running. The individual
check valves prevent the water from running back
into the main and thus increasing the supply to
the other boilers, and at the same time prevent
lowering the level in the first boiler. The check
valve is placed between the stop valve and the
feed main. It requires occasional inspection to
note the extent of wear and the general condition
of the interior, and when practicable to test it
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for leakage by disconnecting the feed pipe be
would begin to blow off when the pressure slight
tween the valve and the main.
ly exceeded 43>4 pounds by the gage.
10. Absence of pressure, accessibility for
17. In any case I should permit the pressure
cleaning and repairs, precipitation of large quan
to fall to about 55 pounds and endeavor to care
tity of sediment, permits the introduction of solv
fully release the valve. At first opportunity I
ents into feedwater, heats water to high tem
should inspect the boiler internally, looking espe
perature and returns to boiler steam condensed cially for broken stays.
in heating water, utilizes a larger percentage of
18. Clean off the tubes and plates and also
heat in exhaust steam. The disadvantages are the heads as far as practicable, seeing that the
that some oil is liable to get into the boilers, and stays are sound, the pipe openings clear, and that
a pump capable of pumping hot water must be the feed apparatus and blowoff pipes arc clean.
used, the hot water pump requiring more care After cleaning the plates I generally follow the
than those used for cold water. A closed heater seams as closely as possible in search of evidences
needs occasional inspection to see that no leaks of pitting, grooving or cracks. Little can be done
occur, and the removal of deposits from the in
with a vertical boiler of ordinary size, as about
terior of the coil or tubes.
all that can be seen is a very small portion of
11. The principal advantage in opening the the interior of the waterleg. By placing a light
blowoff valve is to keep the pipe clear of sediment in one of the hand holes the extent of the accumu
and other obstructions, so that the boiler can be lation of scale on the crown sheet, and a few of
readily emptied when not under pressure. As the stays can be seen.
accumulations occur more rapidly while the boiler
19. A blister is caused by the laminations or
is not in use, the morning is the better time to layers of metal in the plate separating, the layer
open the valve. The frequency with which the next to the fire expanding enough more than the
pipe should be cleared will depend upon the rapid
others to cause it to bulge outward, resembling
ity with which accumulations occur.
a shallow pocket or depression in the plate. A
12. Open fire doors and close damper so as bag is the letting down or stretching of a portion
to turn the draft or current of steam out through of the plate, thus forming a depression in the
the doors and thus reduce the temperature of the inner side and distending a like amount on the
tubes and setting as quickly as possible. The wet outside. Blisters and bags, as a rule, may be
steam and spray would soon put out the fire. I said to be always dangerous.
should also shut off the feed and close the stop
20. A soft patch is a plate bolted to the shell
valve on top of the boiler. The water level in by means of patch-bolts, which are screw-thread
the other boiler would not be materially affected ed, the plate being prevented from leaking by a
because the escape of water would not be rapid layer of some kind of packing, usually red lead,
enough to lower the pressure before I could ac
placed between the plate and the shell. A hard
complish all that I have mentioned above.
patch is a plate riveted to the shell. Ordinarily
13. Try the gage cocks. If no water appeared it makes but little difference as far as the boiler
at the lower one I should open the column blow- is concerned. Patches are generally put on the
off. If water escaped I should start the pump outside because of greater convenience in fitting
working faster, but if no water appeared I should and riveting. When put on the bottom of a
deaden the fire and allow everything to run as boiler a shallow pocket is formed inside the
it had been running until the engine stopped. Then boiler which is liable to fill with mud and cause
wait until the water showed in the glass, after trouble, but when the patch is put inside this
which I should start the fires. The water in a cannot occur.
case of this kind would not be much below the
31. Assuming the tensile strength of the plate
lower column pipe, in which case the conditions to be 55,000 pounds, and the efficiency of the joint
in the boiler would be not unlike those obtaining 70 per cent, the safe working pressure will be
in the vertical tubular, and the pump would not 55,000 x 0.375 xo.7
have to run long, possibly 2 or 3 minutes, after
= 78.7 pounds, and the burst6 x (60-4-2)
the engine stops before water would appear in
the glass. The exact conditions are not stated ing pressure is 78.7x6 = 472.2 pounds per square
in the question. There are conditions under which inch. Using a factor of safety of 5, the safe
I should not consider it safe to do what I have working and bursting pressures are respectively
96.25 and 481.25 pounds per square inch. The
just described.
13. Small valves may be screwed into the. top staybolts have nothing to do with the safe pres
of the dome or a short nipple and coupling may sure because the strength of a boiler is governed
be used and the valve screwed into the coupling. by the weakest part.
22. To allow for expansion and drainage.
Large valves should be flanged and the flange
bolted directly to the top of the dome or nozzle Next to the boiler.
23. A duplex pump is one in which the oper
as the case may be.
15. The valve disk and the scat. A safety ation of one side depends upon the operation or
movement of the opposite side. A double pump
valve can generally be kept in good order by per
mitting it to rise occasionally, once in 24 hours is the combination of two pumps each capable
is sufficient, and carefully noting the pressure at of operating independently.
24. It must be air tight and capable of with
which it begins to blow and closes. When it gets
out of order, which it seldom does when tested standing an external pressure of at least 15
every day and not tampered with, the cause pounds per square inch without collapsing.
25. The pressure of air on the surface of the
of the difficulty should suggest the operations re
water
in the tank is in round numbers 15 pounds
quired to put it in order again.
16. The lever and valve will exert a down- per square inch, so that if the pressure be removed
from any portion of the surface, the water will
24 x 16
ward pressure of
(- 3 = 49.125 pounds. be immediately forced upward until the column
2x4
of water thus raised equals either the pressure
The ball will exert a downward pressure of removed or that on the remainder of the surface,
100 x 20
vis., 15 pounds per square inch.' A pump re
= 500 pounds, thus giving a total pres- moves the pressure from a portion of the area
4
of the tank, this portion having an area equal to
549.125
sure of 500 + 49.125 = 549-125 or
= 43.7 that of the suction pipe, consequently water is
4!x O.7854
forced up into the suction pipe, and if the pump
pounds per square inch. Consequently the valve be not too high above the tank it will be forced
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water, strictly speaking, it merely removes the
air pressure, the atmospheric pressure on the sur
face of the water in the tank forcing the water
up to the pump. A column of water 1 inch
square and 2,302 feet high weighs 1 pound, there
fore it will require a column 2.302x15=34,53
feet high to balance the pressure of the atmos
phere. As a pump can remove but about 75 per
cent of the pressure from the surface of the water,
the pump cannot be placed higher than 75 per
cent of 34 feet, or about 26 feet.
26. When a pump fails to raise water it indi
cates lack of supply and either a leaky suction
pipe or clogged strainer, pipe or ports, or the
packing and valves are dry and need pruning or
the valves may be broken or out of place, or the
packing may be out of the plunger. W'hen a pump
groans it indicates friction and poor lubrication,
which will be found at the piston, plunger or the
rods, and the steam valves and stuffingboxes.
When a pump fails to move when steam is turned
on it indicates either that the steam valves are
out of order or the valves in the delivery pipe
are closed, or that the steam cylinders are full
of water. When a pump pounds it indicates in
sufficient cushion or that the speed is too high
to allow: the water cylinder to fill with water at
each stroke, or some part of the pump may be
loose. When one side makes a longer stroke
than the other it indicates either excessive friction
or that the lost motion between the jamnuts and
valve should be increased on the side making the
short stroke. When a pump works nicely under
pressure only, it indicates something wrong with
the delivery valves. These are the commoner
defects met with in practice.
27. To provide an opening corresponding to
the auxiliary steam and exhaust ports.
28. Inlet in side or top for returns and cold
water supply, vent in top, drain in the bottom, and
suction in side near the bottom.
29. That due to the vapor rising from the
water which causes the pump to alternately race
and run steadily. By means of the injector or
by admitting sufficient cold water to the tank to
reduce the temperature low enough to enable the
pump to work properly.
30. In the first, the speed is governed by
varying the quantity of steam admitted during
each stroke, the pressure remaining constant. In
the other, the speed is governed by varying the
pressure, the quantity of steam admitted at each
stroke remaining constant.
H. K. S.
A PECULIAR FRACTURE IN BOILER PLATE.
Editor The Engineer:
I would like to have the opinion of some of
your readers concerning a fracture in a boiler in
my charge. The boiler is a 60-inch x 12-foot re
turn flue and has been in service 12 months. The
shell is made of two sheets, the seams running
parallel on the sides. While making some repairs
to the brick-work in the arch I found a crackin the boiler about 3 feet from the back end. The
crack was 18 inches long and I inch wide, run
ning straight up the left side. It started 6 inches
from the center of the bottom of the boiler and
penetrated to a depth of half the thickness of the
plate and spread out evenly y2 inch on either side
of the crack, thus forming a blister.
I examined the inside of the boiler through
the manhole in the front end, but could discover
no sign of fracture, scale or leak. I then got
the boiler maker to put a patch on. He stated
that he had repaired several boilers of that con
struction, namely, with the bottom sheet running
the entire length of the boiler, which had devel
oped a similar fracture, caused by the unequal
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spot in the plate.
The fuel, which is sawdust, is fed by means
of a conveyor through a sheet-iron spout enter
ing at the front left-hand corner of the arch,

LOCATION AND NATURE OF THE CRACK.

where the fuel is scattered over the grates by a
steam jet. There is considerable wind created
by the saw and jointer, which are connected to
the same conveyor. These give quite a blast of
air in the conveyor, which is air-tight and leads
to left-hand side of the boiler, which is the side
the fracture is on.
I think the cold air striking the side of the
boiler causes unequal expansion, which is respon
sible for the fracture.
Marysville, Wash.
C. E. Hotham.
CAUSE OF POUND ON THE QUARTERS.
Editor The Engineer :
In the Feb. 15 number of The Engineer is
a pair of cards with the question : What causes
the engine to pound on the quarters? The first
thing that comes to mind is that the shaft is not
level. When this is the case there will be a
side slap on the pin when the crank reaches the
quarters, and a crank or crosshead pin put in
crooked might cause it. Sometimes the guides
are a little crooked, and this will cause a pound.
Guides called V or box guides may cause a
pound almost anywhere in the stroke.
In one case where the junk ring was not set
out with centering studs, but simply rested on
two bars at the bottom, the centering was done
with shims, and the piston wore in such man
ner that it ran out of center and when shims
were put under one side to straighten it a pound
occurred on the quarters. The shaft on this en
gine was not level and it appeared to need but
very little change to cause a pound.
W. E. Crane.
REPLY TO FAIR PLAY.
Editor The Engineer:
I noticed in your April 15 issue what "Fair
Play" says about prejudice against engineer
ing students. While it may be true that a
large number of engineering students fail as en
gineers. I do not believe that it is due to preju
dice, but instead it may be attributed to lack of
those qualities which go to make up the success
ful engineer. By those qualities I mean the
ability to think rapidly and to think engineering,
and thus to act. For instance, suppose we have
a break down in the plant. The chief is immedi
ately called upon to exercise his ingenuity to
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find a way to make repairs with the least possible
delay, and at the same time make the job as
substantial as possible. The men under him look
up to him, confident that he will find a way out
of the difficulty. Why? Because very likely he
has had a similar experience before, or, if not,
he has passed up through the ranks to the posi
tion of chief by thinking, and doing it rapidly,
and exercising his ingenuity to the utmost.
There is no business which offers a wider
field for the use of wits than that of engineering.
Place a student of engineering in the chief's
place. The student has had no opportunity to
learn the practical points of the game. Where
and how could he? He spends four years at col
lege and while there gets a smattering of the
practical points of the game and a very thorough
knowledge of the principles of engineering.
Neither trigonometry nor calculus will raise a 25ton shaft in order to replace burnt out shells, nor
cool off hot brasses or tell of a loose follower.
I have had a great deal of experience with
students of engineering and graduates of our
technical schools, both successful and unsuccess
ful men. I have one in mind whom I believe to
be the best authority on pumping engines in the
country, if not in the world. But it was only
through hard work and the liberal use of his
wits that he has succeeded. Another, who was a
graduate of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, is
today vice-president of one of the largest engi
neering concerns in the world. Cases may be
cited by hundreds where college men have
achieved a large degree of success, and I could
name a dozen acquaintances who hold positions
paying from $150 to $200 a month; men who are
not yet 30 years of age.
Those who fail have none but themselves to
blame. Those I have known lacked the ability
to concentrate their minds on their work. They
thought when they came from college that the
engineering world would fall over itself in order
(o give them a "soft snap.*'
A great many men are averse to soiling their
hands or wearing overalls. They would rather
lean over a drafting board all their lives than
to go into a shop for a year or two and learn the
practical part of the business. The man who
is afraid to wear overalls or dirty his hands or
face in this business had better get out of it, as
it is sometimes in the dirtiest places that he finds
the shining facts and points in engineering.
I think if a boy wishes to become an engi
neer, the best way to go about it is to enter a
shop when about 15 years old and stay there for
3 or 4 years, then go to college. He will then
have a pretty thorough knowledge of the practical
side of the business and will be able to under
stand far more easily what he is in college for.
He will learn why he did certain things when
in the shop, why he used a certain sized bolt or
stud in a certain place or for a certain pressure.
He will learn why a cylinder head had been pol
ished inside as well as outside, why valves are
set with a certain amount of lap and lead, and
lastly, he will appreciate why he is in college.
Practice and theory should go hand-in-hand.
The man who is merely theoretical is in the
same position as he who knows only the practical
side of the business. The man who has the theo
retical knowledge and knows how to apply it
will outstrip both, leaving them to wonder how he
did it.
The engineer of today is not the engineer of
50 years ago. He must be a business man, he
must have and use judgment, know when to talk
and when to keep his mouth shut. Application to
the work, concentration of mind on one's work,
and constant study are the keynotes of success in
engineering.
I have tried to give a fair and impartial opin-
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ion of this question and trust it will meet with
the approval of Fair Play. In conclusion, I wish
to say that I have worked through the ranks
myself, not having had the benefit of a college
education, but that did not keep me from trying
to advance.
C. F. Z.
SUGGESTS COPPER WIRE FOR THERMOMETER.
Editor The Engineer :
I notice in the April 1 number an article
on Mr. Noble's thermometer. I would suggest
that G. W. use several strands of fine copper
wire in place of the piece of paper, using a
short thread to connect with the spindle. This
arrangement records the temperature, and should
he wish a hygrometer, a few long strands of
hair, preferably human hair, can be used. The
instrument will then record the humidity of the
air. I would also advise using extra long
pointers as the variations will be slight
In reply to Logic, I consider his friend right,
for when the atmosphere is light the smoke is
heaviest and sinks to the ground, but when the
atmosphere is heavy it then being heavier than the
smoke, the latter ascends.
Wm. D. Bell.
REPLY TO LOGIC, AND TO OTHERS.
Editor The Engineer :
Referring to Logic's letter in the issue of
April I, page 244, I would say: My experience
of 40 years with smoke, chimneys and stacks
is diametrically opposite to his experience. But,
it depends upon what Logic calls a light atmos
phere."
The man who wrote, "Lowering clouds ac
companied by a heavy and oppressive atmos
phere," was perhaps a good novelist, but his
knowledge of natural philosophy was rather
crude. If he had written light instead of heavy,
he would have written consistently.
On a bright sunshiny day, when the tempera
ture out of doors is 60 degrees F., and the
barometer stands at 30 inches, the atmosphere
is heavy, having a pressure of 14.7 pounds per
square inch, and all other things being equal,
Logic should get the best natural draft in his
chimney on such a day.
Just before a thunder storm, when the at
mosphere is charged with noxious gases, and
when the smoke will stay close to Mother Earth,"
the atmosphere is light—with a low barometer—■
and Logic should have impaired draft at such a
time.
Answering the question put by W. S. in the
same issue I would say: Take a cylinder in
which the piston sweeps through a volume of 4
cubic feet in one stroke. If the engine cuts off
at % stroke—neglecting cylinder clcrance—
when the piston reaches the middle of its stroke,
it has swept through a space of 2 cubic feet,
and the steam will have expanded to lynx its
original bulk and, therefore, there will be two
expansions. When the piston reaches
stroke
the steam will have expanded to three times its
original bulk and there will be three expansions.
When the piston has completed the stroke, the
steam will have expanded to four times its
original bulk and we shall have four expansions,
or in other words, we say that the steam ex
pands four times.
W. G. J. in the same issue, seems to treat
the four questions sent in by D. B. D. as merely
trifles and scarcely worthy of notice. If he were
to go before the St. Louis board of examiners,
with merely "No" for an answer to questions
(2) and (3) he would be turned down very
quickly. A plain slide valve engine, having a
valve with outside lap, be it ever so little, and
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with a fixed eccentric, will cut off at any speed,
no matter how fast or how slow. The answer
to this question should be "Yes." With a shaft
governor engine having a valve with outside lap,
the answer may be "Yes" or it may be "No."
If the question is referred to the governor, the
engine will not cut off, because the governor
is dead and will not act until the engine speeds
up sufficiently to create centrifugal force of a
given value. But if the question is referred to
the valve, the engine will cut off, just as a
plain slide valve engine would under the same
circumstances.
Critic
THINKS MR. HARMS' ARRANGEMENT IMPRACTICABLE.
Editor The Engineer :
The arrangement for making steam mentioned
in the March 15 issue can not work safely when
the quantity of water sprayed into the 2-inch pipe
is not sufficient to keep the pipe at a compara
tively low temperature, for instance, 600 degrees
F., because when the pipe becomes red-hot it can
burn and produce rupture. If the pipe in ques
tion is of iron, and the sprayed water is not
sufficient to cool it, so that it becomes red-hot,
a portion of the water or steam produced will be
decomposed, because the oxygen of the water will
soon combine with the iron of the pipe, thus pro
ducing oxide of iron (2Fe + 3HaO = FeaO« +
6H), the hydrogen gas remaining free and rising
into the boiler with the steam. This phenomenon
necessarily produces internal corrosion ; meantime
the fire continues to heat the external surface of
the red-hot pipe, which soon wastes away.
The proposed arrangement should certainly
produce this result, because the steam cannot pass
through the 54-inch pipe quickly enough and con
sequently produces oxidation of the iron pipe.
Another danger is encountered by reason of the
hydrogen that rises with the steam into the upper
boiler. It is not the proper thing for a steam
engine and can readily produce an explosion when
a light is introduced into the empty boiler.
Ancona, Italy.
C. Carini.
OPEN VS. CLOSED FEED WATER HEATERS.
Editor The Engineer:
In the letters by W. W. Edwards and Duplex
on the feed water heater question, in your April
15 issue, there are several statements to which
exception should be taken.
Both Mr. Edwards and Duplex contend that
because of the large cross sectional area ofi the
closed heater as compared with the diameter of
the inlet pipe, and the consequent slow current
of the water passing through the heater, the pre
cipitated solids will settle by gravity to the bot
tom of the heater against the current of the
water. This, however, presupposes a compara
tively quiet current, but by reason of the action
of the feed pump and the agitation due to the
heating of the water, it must be plain that this
current is not a quiet one, but that there are
currents which will tend to keep the precipitates
mixed with the water. Therefore these precipi
tates to a very large extent must be carried into
the boilers, particularly as there is no filter bed
in the heater to stop them. Mr. Edwards thinks
that these precipitates will settle in the heater,
notwithstanding the currents due to circulation,
and cites the fact that precipitates settle in all
parts of boilers where the circulation is much
more violent than in closed heaters, but he evi
dently overlooked the fact that in boilers the
precipitates are concentrated to a very great ex
tent, which is not the case in the heaters. Duplex
admits the whole proposition by saying very
frankly that where he had to deal with water con
taining a large quantity of scale-forming im
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purities he would not buy a closed heater under
any persuasion.
Anyone who has had much experience in exam
ining closed heaters which have been dealing with
bad feed water for any length of time will admit
that the condition of these heaters proves that
what impurities are precipitated in the closed
heaters are deposited largely on the surfaces of
the tubes or coils. Mr. Edwards admits this. No
argument is necessary to show that this condi
tion greatly lowers the efficiency of closed heat
ers. On the other hand, in the open heaters
the precipitation of the scale-forming matter does
not detract from the efficiency of the heater, since
the scale does not come between the steam and
water and therefore the heat does not have to be
passed through it.
Duplex says that the degree of efficiency ob
tainable in oil separation in an open feed water
heater depends largely on the quality of the feed
water ; that is, where there is a considerable
amount of impurities precipitated the impurities
absorb the oil carried past the separator, but that
where the feed water is comparatively good the
oil is not taken up in this manner and passes on
to the boiler. He gives the lake Michigan water
used in Chicago as an instance of this kind. This
is a very pretty theory, but it does not appear to
be sustained in practice, for there are numbers of
open feed water heaters and oil separators used
in Chicago in plants where no trouble is experi
enced from the oil in the boilers. The opinion of
Duplex is doubtless based on general observa
tions and reports. He evidently takes into ac
count open heaters as a class. Considered as a
class, his statement may be true that open heaters
and oil separators are not as successful in Chi
cago as in some other places. Duplex's investi
gations, however, probably have not been suffi
ciently extensive and specific to develop the fact
that there may be a particular oil separator, used
either with an open heater or independently,
which can take the oil out even when dealing with
Chicago water.
Against Duplex's experience the writer places
hundreds of reports which he has seen of open
heaters and independent oil separators success
fully dealing with oil even where good, as well
as bad, water is used. And before he can estab
lish his theory Duplex must dispose of the hun
dreds of office buildings, etc., where exhaust
steam heating systems are used, in which practic
ally all of the exhaust is condensed and returned
to the boilers, and where independent oil separ
ators are successfully taking out the oil.
Duplex does not seem to regard as important
the saving of fresh water which can be made in
an open heater. Let us see. Take the case of a
5,000-horsepower plant using 30 pounds of steam
per horsepower hour, and running 10 hours a day
for 300 days in the year. In this case the water
that must be raised to the boiling point and evap
orated into steam would amount to 750 tons per
day, or 225,000 tons per year. Now if the average
initial temperature of this water the year round
is 60 degrees F., and if there is sufficient exhaust
steam to heat this water in an open heater to 210
degrees F. (not an uncommon set of condi
tions) the open heater would save about oneseventh of this water (more than 64,000,000
pounds, or say 30,000 tons per year) by replacing
it with the condensation of the exhaust used in
heating the water. Possibly Duplex may think
this saving insignificant, but as a rule it is not so
regarded by steam users who have to pay for
water or who have to think about heating or puri
fying the boiler feed supply. Of course all power
plants are not 5,000-horsepower plants, but
whether they are larger or smaller the saving
under the conditions stated would be propor
tionate.
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heater returns to the boilers as much of the heat
in the exhaust steam as does an open heater,
but a moment's consideration of the operation
of the two types of heaters will show that this
cannot be true, for in addition to returning to
the boilers the heat transmitted to the cold water
entering the open heater, it also conserves the
heat remaining in the condensation of the exhaust
steam used in heating the cold water. In the case
of the closed heater this condensation, with the
heat which it contains, is thrown away. Under
the conditions stated in the preceding paragraph
a closed heater would require over 35,000 pounds
of exhaust steam per day more than the open
heater to give the same result because of the hot
condensation which the closed heater wastes. The
open heater leaves this 35,000 pounds of exhaust
available for other purposes.
Mr. Edwards appears to question the advisa
bility of using chemicals in connection with an
exhaust steam feed water heater and purifier for
the purpose of precipitating impurities that can
not be brought down at the temperature due to
the exhaust, and asks why it would not be better
to use chemicals that would precipitate all of the
impurities, thus rendering the exhaust steam puri
fier unnecessary. He answers his own question,
however, by admitting that in the latter case the
value of the exhaust steam for heating and puri
fying water would be lost. In addition to this the
feed water heater, considered as an exhaust steam
purifier, is a less expensive and a more compact
and economical installation.
Summing it all up, the open heater will supply
a given quantity of water at a given temperature
with less exhaust steam than will a closed heater,
or it will supply a given quantity of water at .a
higher temperature with a given quantity of ex
haust steam than will a closed heater. The open
heater will give a degree of purification that can
not possibly be obtained with a closed heater,
and do this without lowering the heating capacity
of the heater. The open heater saves heat and
pure water which the closed heater throws away;
and, besides all this, the open heater is easier to
clean and requires fewer repairs.
Russell H. Ramsey.
SUGGESTIONS FOR G. W.
Editor The Engineer :
If G. W. will arrange the different parts of
the thermometer as explained in the issue of Feb.
15 and have the thermometer in a room where
the atmosphere is reasonably dry, he will find
that it will register the temperature fairly well.
I have never used one, as I explained in my
previous letter, but my authority for the descrip
tion I gave can be relied upon.
The necessity for having a fairly uniform at
mosphere for such a thermometer is so obvious
that I did not think of mentioning it in the ex
planation. If G. W. wishes to make the ther
mometer so that it will work in a wet or dry
atmosphere all he will have to do is to substitute
metal strips instead of the paper strips.
J. E Noble.
The Niagara Falls Power Co. sells about
57,500 horsepower at Niagara Falls, and over
30,000 outside, three-fourths of the latter going to
Buffalo. The largest customer is the Union Car
bide Company, with 15,000 horsepower. The value
of the property of the Niagara Falls Power Co.,
as represented by the outlay, is about $13,000,000,
on which the taxes represent practically one-fifth
of all the taxes paid to the city of Niagara Falls.
The maximum distance to which Niagara power
is transmitted is 39 miles, this being for tractive
purposes.
s. k.
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PEPABRS IN A POWER PLANT-IL
BY WILLIAM J. KAUP.
ASSUMING that there is no end thrust or
lost motion in the bearings of the lathe
spindle, the most important thing to ob
serve before beginning a piece of work is that
the centers fit in their respective spindles. They
should be taken out and brushed clean, not wiped

FIG. I. USE OF A SIDE TOOL FOR TRUING THE LIVE
CENTER

off with a piece of cotton waste, which leaves
lint hanging to parts of it, but with a small brush,
such as jewelers use, and which should be a part
of every good mechanic's kit; a reamer of the
same standard taper as the centre should be run
around in the spindle, by hand, to pick up any
particles of dirt or foreign matter which may
have been lodged there.
Being satisfied on that point, the next step of
importance is to prove the live center by running
the back of a tool up to it and by holding a
piece of white paper underneath. Note the slight
est variation of the face of the center while run
ning, for it is essential that it should run per
fectly true, if accurate work is expected. The
live center is usually soft, for there is no fric-
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for the purpose, or any old mandrel or piece of
scrap rod, always to be found around a shop, will
answer. The piece is placed on the centers, the
tool brought up to within a short distance of the
carrier, and a light cut taken just wide enough
to allow a micrometer measurement to be taken;
the work is taken from the centers and the car
riage moved down to the dead center end of the
work without changing the cross travel of the
tool; the work is then placed on the centers and
a cut taken on the extreme end of the rod; if
the micrometer measurements are alike the cen
ters are properly aligned. Any adjustment that
is necessary is easily made by means of the
screws on the side of the poppet head. After
adjustment the same testing process should be
repeated.
Now we are ready to be busy, and will take
for example the piston rod of an engine, and go
through the various operations from roughing to
finish. Assuming the rod to be of forged steel

Vi inch—about 1-7 the diameter. Both ends
should then be faced, this is important as one
of the first operations before turning, as the fol
lowing reason should be sufficient to prove:
When the turning tool starts to cut, the resist
ance due to the chip, creates a crushing force

TAPER /z PER FOOT

on the dead center ; in other words, the center re
sists the tendency of the tool to push the work
away, hence unequal bearing on the center is
affected unequally, as the smallest surface will
be affected the most, hence the center will wear
out of round. Fig. 5 will better illustrate the
point.
A roughing cut is next taken, and here the
tool conditions must be studied, the cutting angle
of the tool should be about 55 degrees, the tool
caught short to reduce spring and set at right

iPilil
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-25*FIG. 3. DRAWING FOR PISTON ROD.
to finish to size as indicated by Fig. 3. First, it
is important that the work be carefully centered,
no matter how much stock is left for finish, for
the nearer the cutting resistance comes to being
uniform the nearer round will the piece be turned.
Fig. 4 may be of interest as showing what really
takes place in turning ; it shows the rough forg
ing, 1, also the piece after turning, 2, and the
bottom figure on the sketch illustrates the tool
and the method of obtaining the record lines. A
long light lever has a point of contact at one
end near the fulcrum, which bears against the
periphery of the work; on the other end is a
lead pencil attachment with the point bearing
against the card indicated; the card travels at
the same rate of speed as the work, but in the

FIG. S. SHOWING THE RESULT OF TURNING BEFORE
FACING THE ENDS. A IS THE LENGTH OF BEARING
ON ONE SIDE, B ON THE OTHER. THE WEAR AT A
WILL BE GREATER ON ACCOUNT OF THF. SMALLER
SURFACE TO RESIST CRUSHING.

FIG. 6. PROPER SETTING OF DIAMOND POINT IN
LATHE.
angles to the plane of the work, thus eliminating
the possibility of the tool being drawn into the
work during the cutting process as indicated in
Fig. 6.
After roughing the work, the next step would
be the cutting of the thread for the nut. As
thread cutting requires more skill than plain turn
ing, the advantage of this is, that if any accident
happens by which the thread end is spoiled, the
time required for turning and finishing the whole
rod and fitting tapers, is thereby saved.
{To be continued)

FIG. 2. TESTING FOR ALIGNMENT OF CENTERS.
DOTTED LINES SHOW PIECE AS HELD OFF CENTER
WHILE MOVING THE TOOL OVER . FOR THE SECOND
CUT.
tional wear on it, its function being that of a cen
tralizing support only; being soft, it has the added
advantage that the operator can true it by turn
ing, without unnecessary delay.
When necessary to true a center, make it a
rule never to use a file for finishing, but tool it
true, and this, by the way, is a good rule to
follow on all work. It is an utter impossibility
to file work round in a lathe, if for no other
reason than that you cannot maintain equal cut
ting pressure throughout the entire length of the
file stroke. For turning the center there are
several tools which might be used, but perhaps
none more efficient than a side tool used as in
Fig. 1, by running the lathe backward and having
the side tool set level.
The third step of importance is the alignment
of centers to insure parallel turning. Ordinarily,
the operator will push the tail stock up until the
two centers meet and line it by eye, but this is
only an approximation and depends entirely upon
what kind of an eye the operator has. A sure
way to test the center for alignment is shown in
Fig. 2.
The work itself, if it is to be a plain cylinder
or piston rod or piece of shafting, can be used
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FULCRUM FIG. 4. TEST FOR INACCURACY OF TURNING.
direction of the axis of the work; any unevenness
in the surface of the work raises or lowers the
point of the pencil, and as the ratio is as great
as 20 to 1, the variation in the line is quite
marked.
Starting at the arrow and developing the line of
the circumference in a straight path, we will get
a line like (1). After turning and repeating the
process, the developed line will look like (2).
The centers should be large enough not only
to carry the weight of the bar, but to withstand
the crushing effect that takes place during the
turning; in a bar of this size the outside diame
ter of the centre when finished should be about

Milk is usually considered as the staff of life
during our earlier years and a necessary article for
household uses at all times. It is with somewhat of
a shock that we learn from Consul Richard Guenther that in Vienna the success of a creamery does
not depend so much on the price of butter as on
the profits derived from skimmed milk, and this
is no reflection on the milkman either.
It seems that the skimmed milk is used not
only for the creation of summer drinks and the
manufacture of cheese, but for making glue, putty,
and other substances. Further, by a chemical
process, the casein is precipitated as a brown
powder and mixed with formaline, producing a
substance called milk stone, which is used for
handles of knives and forks, marble and stone or
naments, paper cutters, billiard balls, and what
not. Twenty thousand quarts of skimmed milk
are daily used for this purpose in Austria.
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lead is obtained, which is measured at the valve
and not at the eccentric. As the lead with a
given lap depends more or less upon the lap and
upon lost motion in the gear, it is evident that
these quantities must first be determined and the
eccentric moved backward or forward on the
shaft until the desired movement of the valve is
obtained.
When the required steam distribution has
thus been established the eccentric will occupy
the proper position for producing the results, and
it will be seen that it makes absolutely no differ
ence to the engineer whether the eccentric leads
the crank by 98 or 105 or any other number of
degrees. The position of the eccentric in all
cases of valve setting and gear adjustment takes
care of itself.
It will no doubt be apparent that the truly im
portant point to be observed is the effect of lap
and lead on the steam distribution. When these
have been properly determined and the move
ments of the valve regulated and timed to pro
duce them, the eccentric will be found to be lo
cated at precisely the proper angle with refer
ence to the crank. The proper positions of the
valve must be determined at the valve, whether
the position of the eccentric be located first or
last, but when observing the valve first no atten
tion need be paid to the position of the eccentric.
Few of us would care to undertake the work
of placing the center of the eccentric at a given
angle to the center of the crank, and no matter
how carefully the work may be done, an inspec
tion of the valve, in nine cases out of ten, will
prove the time and labor to have been expended
uselessly. For this reason when an engineer ob
tains the exact angle between the crank and ec
centric centers he usually has a bit of informa
tion having about as little practical value as any
thing he possesses.
Repairs.
Why is il that so many superintendents and
managers are unwilling to buy for their en
gineers the supplies and repair parts actually need
ed about a plant? Of course, there are some peo
ple who have the habit of parsimony—not econ
omy— so ingrown that they refuse to buy any new
tool as long as the old one will hang together.
Rut others, who are liberal enough in supplying
new lathes, grinders, looms, motors or what not,
seem to regard the engine room expense as non
productive and to think that a dollar spent for re
pairs on boilers, piping or shafting is wasted. It
is the province of the engineer in such a plant to
show by convincing figures the advisability of
keeping everything up in good shape. This is the
season when, in most plants, it is possible to have
an overhauling, repair the breaks, tighten up
joints, rebush and rebore and replace worn parts.
The engineer can, by planning and ingenuity,
do much himself to help matters. It is well not
to trouble the authority higher up until all re
sources at hand in the plant are exhausted.

May 15, 1904THE COMBINED USE OF ALTERNATING
AND DIRECT CURRENT FOR CEN
TRAL STATION WORK.
BY F. C. CALDWELL.
(A paper read before the Ohio Electrical So
ciety.)
SOME 20 years ago the advocates of alter
nating and direct current were in violent an
tagonism, and many were the heated discis
sions as to which of these two forms of cur
rent distribution was essentially the better; it
seemed, at that time, to be a common belief that
sooner or later either the alternating or the di
rect current would gain entire possession of the
field.
From the standpoint of dividends, it would
seem that in the long run the direct-current men
have had the best of the argument, at least under
the conditions of the past. How much of this
advantage has been due to an essential superi
ority of the direct current, and how much to the
factor of superior organization and management,
we will not undertake to discuss.
Conditions, however, have been greatly
changed since the time of these debates, and
with the enormous increase in the amount of
■electric energy distributed, and with ever-grow
ing ambition to cover larger fields, the direct-cur
rent man has found himself obliged to utilize al
ternating current to help him out, nor has the
alternating-current man failed to do his share in
burying the hatchet.
The question has now become,—-"In what pro
portion should alternating and direct currents be
used in any particular plant?" There may still
be found those who claim that the alternating cur
rent is competent to take care of all the business
of the central station, but such a stand finds
few supporters.
We may, in general, divide plants1 in which the
use of alternating and direct currents is combined
into those where the alternating is used for
transmission only, the distribution being entire
ly by direct current, and those where the alter
nating current shares this function with the direct.
There would seem to be little or no justification
for the first class1, since there must be in any
case, much work which can be performed by the
alternating, at least as well as by the direct cur
rent. The second class of plants may be dis
cussed, first, for the case of new or entirely re, organized plants, and, second, for that of the
extension and improvement of plants already in
stalled.
In the first case, a plant could be established
which would be as near the ideal in all respects
as engineering knowledge could make it. This
case, while unquestionably the more interesting,
is, nevertheless, seldom met with in practice ; it
may, however, be well to consider it first and
then to notice what modifications will be in
troduced because of the fact that the system
must be made of parts, at least, of a plant al
ready established.
For convenience, we may consider the prob
lem first from the point of view of the consumer,
second from that of the distribution of the cur
rent, and third from that of the station.
Incandescent lighting is the only important
use of electricity where it is a matter of entire
indifference to the consumer whether the current
be alternating or direct, providing only that the
frequency of the alternating current is high
enough to prevent flickering. When we come
to the question of arc lights, there is liable to be
a preference which would generally be on
the side of the direct-current lamp, because of
its greater quietness and steadiness, although
occasionally the somewhat superior distribution
of the light from the alternating arc might have
weight. The Nernst lamp, in so far as it has
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been developed in this country, is much more
satisfactory for alternating than direct current,
while, on the other hand, the new Cooper-Hewitt
mercury vapor lamp can be used only with di
rect current.
Summing up the conditions, then, for the
lighting business, it would appear that the hon
ors are about even for alternating and direct
currents. What the future developments, in the
use of the two forms of lamp last mentioned,
may bring forth remains to be seen, but it is
not likely that for some time to come they will
constitute a determining factor in the problem.
Turning next to the matter of power, there
are doubtless many customers who are quite
indifferent as to whether their power be supplied
from a direct-current, shunt motor or from an
induction motor, though at present the greater
cost of the latter is likely to have weight. A
considerable number, however, which will be
larger or smaller according to the character of
service, will have a more or less decided prefer
ence for the one or the other form of motor.
Leaving out the factor of first cost, probably the
larger part of these would want the alternating
current on account of the great simplicity of the
induction motor and the small amount of care
needed to obtain satisfactory service from it.
On the other hand, those that wish for the di
rect current motor would generally be more
insistent in their demands.
Among these by far the most important class
for the average central station in the larger
towns and cities would be the elevator motor;
the importance of this work is shown by a state
ment that in Chicago it constitutes i2]/2 per cent
of the total output of the central stations. So
far the induction motor has proved distinctly un
satisfactory for this work and seems, indeed,
entirely incapable of handling the high-speed
service of the tall buildings now becoming so
common. Not only is the operation of the induc
tion motor unsatisfactory for this purpose, but
the heavy and lagging starting current proves a
most inconvenient factor in the distribution
problem.
Another class of work where the induction
motor has so far failed to give satisfaction, is that
requiring a variable speed. While the speed of
the shunt motor can be varied by resistance,
either in the field or in the armature, the simple
induction motor does not lend itself to such
methods of speed regulation, having always a
strong tendency to approach a synchronous speed.
Another class of work in which it would
seem that the induction motor could not give
satisfaction is where it is desired to open the
circuit immediately upon the appearance of an
overload, as, for instance, in the case of a motor
running a large printing press. On account of
the heavy starting current necessary for induction
motors, it is impracticable to use with them cir
cuit breakers or enclosed fuses which are rated at
a reasonable percent above the normal full load
current.
Traveling crane work and other similar cases
where characteristics peculiar to the series mo
tor are required would also, in the present state
of the art, fail to find entire satisfaction in the
alternating current, though it is possible that
the recent development of the series alternating
motor, due to Mr. B. G. Lamme, may alter this
condition.
For electro-chemical work, direct current alone
is available, though the possibility of obtaining
the exact voltage needed may make the use of
alternating current converted to direct more sat
isfactory. There are also a number of minor
uses of electricity where one or the other form
has a decided advantage ; thus, for charging au
tomobile batteries and also medical and other
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small batteries, the direct current alone is avail
able; though, of course, the conversion of the
alternating to the direct on the spot by the use
of a rotary converter is always possible; the ex
pense, however, of this method is often pro
hibitive.
On the other hand, the alternating is much
more available for producing the high-potential,
high-frequency currents used in the X-ray and
other forms of medical manipulation; it is
also much more convenient for use with the or
dinary form of dry electric welding.
In view of these facts it appears that the
desirability of one form of current or the other,
so far as the consumer is concerned, will depend
much upon the class of work—apart from light
ing—which is being done ; thus in the center of
a large town the elevator problem proves a strong
advocate for the direct current, and in manufac
turing districts the preference for the direct or
alternating would depend upon the class of fac
tories that were being supplied.
If the character of the work required
an approximately constant speed and was such
as to make the care of motors with commutators
difficult, the alternating current might have a
decided advantage, while, on the other hand, if
the work required variable speed, the direct
current would be preferred.
Looking at the matter now from the stand
point of the distribution of the current, a rather
complicated problem or set of problems presents
itself, and it will be well to consider several dif
ferent cases separately. First, suppose that the
generating station, as has been common in the
past, is located in the center of a considerable
concentrated load. As between generating and
distributing direct current' or alternating cur
rent, the following advantages are to be noted :
For direct current, great simplicity throughout
the system, hence less liability to trouble, also
an entire absence of danger to life, and an invest
ment for copper in the conductors instead of for
insulating materials.
On the other hand, these advantages are bal
anced by the serious disadvantage of the lim
ited area of distribution possible for the or
dinary three-wire system. This may, in some
cases, be increased by using 440 volts, but then
the problem of a satisfactory lamp presents itself,
and does not yet seem to have been entirely
solved.
For alternating current we have the great
advantage of an unlimited extension of our
distribution, increased distances only requir
ing higher voltages on the primary circuits.
The facility with which the constant-poten
tial, alternating current can be converted into
constant current for series, arc lighting is
also a considerable advantage to be credited
to the side of the alternating current; likewise is
to be noted the facility with which the electro
motive force upon the different feeders can be
regulated by means of the various inductive
voltage regulators.
To set against these advantages, however,
wc find a series of troubles coming from the in
ductive character of the alternating current, es
pecially when induction motors form a consid
erable part of the load, and the power factor is
consequently low. This has the effect of de
creasing the capacity of the lines, transformers
and generators, and also of seriously affecting
their voltage regulating qualities, though this
latter effect has been overcome in the case of one
generator now upon the market.
With the use of large conductors, especially if
the distance between them is considerable, and if
the load be a lagging one, considerable drop is
produced by the inductance. The so-called skin
effect also comes in to keep down the size of
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conductor that is available. Thus, a conductor
one inch in diameter has its apparent resistance
increased 1 1 per cent for a 60-period current, while
a conductor of two million circular mils would
be quite impracticable on account of a similar
increase of 35 per cent. These facts are doubt
less ample warrant for the condition of affairs
which we find in general existing in such sta
tions, that is, the generation and supply of di
rect current for the district immediately sur
rounding the station, with the use of alternating
current for more distant areas.
If, however, as is coming to be more and more
the case, all power is generated at one or more
distant stations and transformed at substations
suitably located to take care of the load, the
problem becomes somewhat more difficult. As
has been shown above, a large part of the demand
for current probably ranging from 80 to 90 per
cent can be as well met with the alternating as
with the direct current, and it certainly seems at
first sight, rather a useless expenditure to con
vert the whole output of the substation because
from 10 to 20 per cent of the load needs a direct
current for its proper operation. It would seem
advisable to make sure that no other more sat
isfactory plan could be devised.
Might it not be possible to have a general
system of distribution by alternating current, sup
plemented by a 500-volt, direct-current power
line for the operation of elevators and other mo
tors requiring direct current? It has even been
suggested that it might be more economical to
install inducting motors driving direct-current
generators which in turn should operate the el
evator motors, rather than to convert the whole
output of the substation for the benefit of this
comparatively small part of the whole load. It
must be remembered that we are so far consid
ering only the case of the establishment of a
new . plant.
Taking up next the power station we find
some important considerations bearing upon the
question. Probably the most vital of these is
that of the storage battery, which has come to be
regarded by managers of most of the larger sta
tions as quite indispensable to satisfactory op
eration. The battery, of course, makes the use
of direct current, at least between its terminals,
absolutely essential, and, so far as the author
knows, no satisfactory applications of it to the
working of an alternating current system has so
far been carried out, although it has been sug
gested that a rotary converter might be placed be
tween the storage battery and the alternating
current system upon which it is floating.
Even if this arrangement could be made to
work, it would in practice involve so large a con
verter in order to get the full advantage of the
capacity of the battery, when used at a i-hour
discharge rate that the expense would probably be
prohibitive. The importance of the battery in
the larger stations is so great that this might
often amount to a determining factor in the
problem.
Again, we have the present wonderful de
velopment of the steam turbine directly con
nected to alternating-current generators, and it
seems doubtful whether the same degree of sat
isfaction will be possible in applying the steam
turbine for direct-current work.
To sum up, the conditions as they appear in
the newly established plants of the present day,
the evidence for the smallest plants having no
large concentrated load and little or no elevator
work, seems to favor a distribution entirely by
alternating currents. For larger stations located
near their load centers, there seems to be no
doubt about the use of direct current supple
mented by the storage battery for the district
surrounding the station, and including the con
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centrated load, and the generation of alternating
current for transmission to and distribution in
the regions more distant from the station.
For the generation of power in this case, sev
eral different arrangements are possible; one of
them is the use of double generators, but a dif
ficulty presents itself here in that these are
usually made for a frequency which is too low
for satisfactory lighting. Another plan is the
use of the direct-current generator and steam
turbine alternator with a rotary converter to con
nect these, and make it possible to carry the
whole load, when light, on either of the two ma
chines alone. In some cases it may be possible
to omit one or the other of the generators, at
least temporarily, producing all the power as
direct current and converting for the alternating
current distribution, or vice versa according as
the demand for one or the other form of current
is the greater.
Lastly comes the case of large towns where it
is desirable to generate the power at a greater
or less distance. Here the almost universal
practice is to have rotary converter substations
at the center of the concentrated loads, where the
alternating current generated at the main power
station or stations, is converted to direct cur
rent; this is then distributed as such with the
aid of the battery located in the substation,
while the more distant and less concentrated dis
tricts are supplied with alternating current. Here
the question of frequency comes in again, as a
complicating factor.
Rotary converters operate more satisfactorily
on low frequency but this is not suitable for
lighting purposes. The question therefore must
be decided as to whether to sacrifice the best
interests of the converter stations and use a
frequency of 60, or to use 25 periods for the
transmission to the substations and raise the
frequency to 60 for use in the suburban districts;
of course, the relative importance of the two
kinds of service would have considerable in
fluence in deciding this question.
We must now consider the effect upon this
problem., of the adaptation of plants already in
stalled, so as to fit them for modern conditions.
Such plants, if located near the center of dis
tribution, will generally be direct-current plants
and unless the development of business is such
as to warrant the establishment of a new gen
erating station at a distance from the center of
distribution, their development will naturally fol
low the lines that have been laid out above ; that
is, direct current will be retained for the trans
mission in the vicinity of the power house, and
alternating current generators will be added for
the more distant districts. If the development of
business has been such as to warrant the es
tablishment of a distant generating station, the
old power house will usually become a substation
with rotary converters for supplying the old
direct-current districts, the alternating current
districts being supplied directly from the new
generating station. The question then arises
as to what shall be done with the generating
outfit that has heretofore been used. If this is
antiquated it may well be dispensed with en
tirely, or, if room will permit, maintained simply
for emergency work and for times of the peak
load of the year during the Christmas holidays;
if, however, the direct-current equipment is
modern, it will be advisable to consider whether
it should not be kept in constant commission
to take care of the daily peak, the load being
taken care of entirely by the main generating sta
tion through the converter, during the remainder
of the day and night.
Where the station to be remodeled is an al
ternating-current plant at a distance from the
center of the city, if it has been well located,
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erating station, and the question of the estab
lishment of a direct-current, rotary-converter sta
tion in the growing center of the town will have
to be decided. In this case, the factors to be
considered are practically the same as in estab
lishing a new plant.
In the above discussion it has been assumed
that only general power is under consideration.
Of course, if railway power is also to be fur
nished, a direct-current supply to that extent at
least, is, and probably for a long time will be,
necessary. This railway current might be made
to take care of elevators and other motors need
ing direct current, were it not for the National
Code rule prohibiting such usage, so that unless
this rule is neglected the question of whether
railway power is supplied from the same power
house or not, will not materially affect the dis
cussion as given above ; except that if it should be
considered best to have a special direct-current
motor circuit, it ^tvould naturally be made of the
same voltage as the railway circuit in order that
generators and rotary converters might be
switched onto either the railway or the motor
circuit at pleasure.
Assuming that the plant is to comprise both
alternating and direct current distribution, the
question arises as to what part the direct and
alternating currents should take, respectively, in
the distribution. Three different arrangements
are possible ; the districts covered by the direct
and alternating currents may be entirely separate,
or the alternating and direct currents may both
be available to the consumer throughout a con
siderable part of the system, or the alternating
and direct current districts, while in general sep
arate, may overlap on their borders. The first
of these conditions, if practicable financially,
would be the most satisfactory to consumer,
making it possible for him to have either form
of current as best suited to his particular needs.
It is doubtful, however, whether conditions
would often permit of such a double distribution
unless it were in a case where polyphase alterna
ting currents were used for the general distribu
tion of light and power supplemented by a 500volt, direct-current circuit, used only for such
motors as required this current for their satis
factory operation. Otherwise it would seem that
the entire separation of the districts covered by
the two forms of current would be the only ar
rangement which could be worked without dan
ger of a considerable amount of friction with
customers desiring a form of current different
from that most available in their district.
In conclusion, it is interesting to consider the
probable effect of future developments upon this
problem. There has already been presented to
the electrical public a piece of apparatus which
may go far toward making the alternating current
satisfactory for universal distribution, at least
so far as customers are concerned ; this is the
Cooper-Hewitt, mercury-vapor converter. If this
simple instrument does what is hoped for it,
and if it is sold at a reasonable price, it should
make it possible for any customer upon an al
ternating current system to obtain direct current
of any amount with a very moderate expenditure.
The Ordnance Bureau of the United States
War Department has been experimenting with a
motor battery wagon. It is driven by a 40-horsepower. four-cylinder gasoline motor, and is
mounted on 54-inch wheels, fitted with solid rub
ber tires. The total weight of the wagon is about
12.000 pounds, and it has a carrying capacity of
some 5000 pounds. The maximum speed is about
twelve miles an hour. The vehicle is practically
a machine shop on wheels, and is to replace a
wagon drawn by six horses.
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THE STEAM TURBINE I
BY H. BOYD BRYDON.
T N the following articles it is the intention to
Jl explain the laws under which a steam tur
bine operates, to describe the principal types
of turbines now on the market in this country and
in Europe, the steam economy at present obtain
able and the applications of turbines as means of
power production.
A turbine is a machine by which the energy
of a moving fluid may be directly transformed
into mechanical energy of rotation.
When a difference of pressure or level exists
between two connected portions of a fluid which
is free to move, motion between those portions
follows. By causing the moving fluid to act on a
number of blades or paddles arranged round the
rim of a wheel, the wheel may be made to revolve
and do mechanical work. Pressure and head are
two different ways of expressing the same thing.
By the first, reference is made to two unitsweight and area ; in the second the force is
measured in terms of the height of a column of
the fluid under consideration.
Liquids, gases and vapors are all fluids; but
while the density or weight per cubic foot of a
liquid is practically independent of the pressure
acting on it, the density of gases and vapors is
almost directly proportional to that pressure.
Herein is the essential reason for the difference
between a turbine to be operated by a liquid and
one to be operated by a gas or vapor. The veloc
ity or flow of gases and vapors being many times
that of liquids for the same difference of pres
sure or head, constitutes another but minor rea
son for difference between the two machines.
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between pressure and the temperature of the boil
ing point. The water boils because the force in
the water itself with which the molecules tend
to fly apart is equal to the outside pressure on the
surface of the water. The further addition of
heat simply drives off the molecules into the sur
rounding space. As each molecule flies off it
carries with it just the amount of heat energy
necessary to separate it from the liquid, hence
the temperature of the water does not rise any
higher.
The heat required to raise 1 pound of water
1 degree F. from 60 to 61 degrees has been
taken as the standard unit quantity of heat, called
the British thermal unit and abbreviated B. T. U.
Joule, by experiment, found that heat energy
and mechanical energy are interchangeable, and
that, in order to raise the temperature of a pound
of water 1 degree, an amount of work must be
done equal to raising one pound 772 feet high.
Recently more careful experiments by Rowland,
Griffiths, Reynolds and Moorby have shown that
this value is too low and that 778 foot-pounds is
closer to the true value and that even 780 may be
correct. The value usually taken is 778. This
mechanical equivalent of a heat unit is usually
represented by the symbol J. The heat energy
absorbed by the water per pound in becoming
steam is termed the "heat of evaporization" or
the "latent heat" of the steam. Its amount de
pends on the temperature at which the evapora
tion takes place. When the steam is to be con
densed this latent heat must be taken out of it.
The latent heat is used in doing two things :
first, in separating the molecules; second, in push
ing back the atmosphere to make room for the

temperature and volume of gases. They are ab
solutely true only for a perfect gas ; that is to
say, one which cannot be liquefied. They are very
nearly true for gases like hydrogen, oxygen and
air, and still less true for steam, which is in a
half-way stage between a liquid and a gas.
The first of these laws is
Boyles' Law: If the temperature of a given
mass of any gas be kept constant, its volume
varies inversely as its pressure. Thus if V is the
volume of a given mass of gas and P its pressure,
/
V varies as — or
P
7
V = — X C or Py = a constant,
(1)
P
where C is some constant depending on the par
ticular gas considered, and the temperature.
For example, the volume of one pound of dry
air at 62 degrees F. at an absolute pressure of
15 pounds absolute per square inch is 12.86 cubic
feet. At a pressure of 30 pounds absolute per
square inch (twice the original pressure) its vol
ume at 62 degrees F. is 6.43 cubic feet.
Pressure X volume = constant.
12.86 X IS = constant = 192.90
6-43 X 30 = constant = 192.90
constant
Or volume =
pressure
What will be the volume of one pound of dry
air at 62 degrees F. at an absolute pressure of 93
pounds per square inch?
Volume = 192.9 ■*- 93 = 2.074 cubic feet.
Charles' Law: If a gas be heated under con
stant pressure, its volume increases proportion
ately to its temperature.
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LAWS OF GASES.
When the quantity of heat in water is in
creased, the temperature of the water rises and
the water expands slightly. When the water
reaches a certain temperature its physical state
changes. The molecules, which have been slid
ing over one another faster and faster as the
water gets hotter, begin to fly off into the atmos
phere, and the water is said to boil. The temper
ature at which this takes place depends on the
pressure of the atmosphere above the water. At
28 inches vacuum, or a pressure of 1 pound per
square inch, for example, water boils at a temper
ature of 102 degrees F. At 170 pounds absolute
pressure (155 pounds gage pressure) water boils
at 368.3 degrees F. Fig. 1 shows the relation
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steam. The first part is spent in increasing the
internal energy in the substance : the second part
in doing work against the surrounding atmos
phere.
If the steam is being generated in a closed ves
sel, the pressure will increase as the quantity of
steam increases and, as the volume cannot change,
the heat absorbed is all used in increasing the in
ternal energy of the steam, hence its temperature
rises If the steam is taken away as it is made,
the temperature and pressure remain constant.
The heat energy absorbed per pound of steam
made is greater by the work done in pushing back
the steam already made to make room for the
steam being made.
Two important laws relate to the pressure,
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Giarles also found that equal volumes of dif
ferent gases increase equally for the same in
crease in temperature.
Experiment shows that the amount by which
the volume of a gas increases per degree Fahren
heit rise in temperature is 1-493 of its volume at
32 degrees Fahrenheit* So that if its volume
be taken as 493 at 32 'degrees, at 31 degrees its
volume will be 492, and at o degrees 461, and so
on.
Were this rate of decrease of volume main
tained then it is evident that at —461 degrees F.
the gas would have no volume. This point has
•Throughout these articles, unless otherwise stated, di
mensions are iu pounds, feet and inehes: teni|>erntures in
degrees Fahrenheit.
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therefore been taken as the absolute zero of
temperature.
Temperatures on the Fahrenheit scale can be
changed into the absolute scale by adding 461
to them.
No gases actually follow this law exactly.
They condense into liquids before reaching abso
lute zero. At ordinary temperatures, however,
most gases do follow it very closely. A perfect
gas is one which would follow it absolutely.
Charles' law may be variously written : V
varies as T, or V = T X constant, or V + T =
constant.
(2)
Example : At atmospheric pressure one pound
of dry air at 70 degrees has a volume of 13.34
cubic feet. Find the constant in the equation.
Volume = absolute temperature X constant,
volume
Here constant =
—
temperature
13-34
13-34
=
=
= 0.0252, nearly.
70 + 461
531
What will be the volume of one pound of dry
air at 1,500 degrees?
Volume = (1,500 + 461) X 0.0252 = 49.34 cu
bic feet. D. K. Clark's Rules, Tables and Data
gives 49.27 cubic feet.
Combining these two laws we may write
PV = RT
(3)
where R is some constant.
Examples : 1. At a temperature of 600 degrees
a pound of dry air has a volume of 26.66 cubic
feet and exerts a pressure of 28.82 pounds per
square inch. Find R.
Pressure X volume
R; 600 + 461 = 1,061
Absolute temperature
= T.
28.82 X 26.66
= 0.750 = R.
1,061
2. If 1 pound of dry air at a pressure of 50
pounds per square inch occupies 20 cubic feet,
what will be its temperature?
Pressure X volume = R X temperature
50 X 20 = 0.75 X temperature
Whence (absolute) temperature = 1,333 de
grees; or 1,333 — 461 =872 degrees F.
3. If this air were to be compressed to 10
cubic feet and its temperature allowed to run up
to 1.000 degrees F., what would be its pressure?

work is done and all heat is used in increasing
the stock of energy contained in the steam, there
fore its temperature; consequently Kv (Tj — 7\)
= (atp-/?) (r.-ro,
whence Kv = Kp — R.
( To be continued.)
ELEVATORS, THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION. HORIZONTAL CYLIN
DER, HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS,
PUSHING TYPE.
BY WILLIAM BAXTER, JR.
(Concluded)
There are many horizontal-cylinder machines
in use, of the type described in this article, which
are not provided with a pilot valve and car lever
control, but are equipped with a hand rope and
simple operating valve which is moved directly
by the hand rope. A double decked machine pro
vided with this type of valve is shown in Fig.
97, which is a side elevation and plan. The
valve of the top machine is moved by a hand
rope that passes around sheave A and the bot
tom machine valve is actuated by a rope that
passes around sheave B. In order that the hand
ropes may not interfere with each other, they
are mounted on opposite sides of the valve as

0.75 X temperature
Pressure =
volume
O.75 X ( 1,000 + 461 )
: 109.5 pounds per
10
square inch.
The quantity of heat that must be put into 1
pound of a gas to raise its temperature 1 degree
is called its specific heat. The specific heat of a
gas evidently depends on whether the heating
is done with pressure constant or volume con
stant.
If one pound of steam be raised from Ti to T>
at constant pressure P, the volume will increase
from Vx to Fa.
The specific heat at constant pressure being
Kp, the heat put in will be given by the expres
sion Kp (T2 — T.).
The work done will be the increase in volume
times the pressure, or P (V, — V,) but as PV
= RT, P (V*—Vx = R (T, - r»).
(4)
Then the increase in the internal heat energy
of the steam will be the remainder, or Kp (Ti —
r.) — R (Tt — T,) = (Kp — R) (T,— TO- (5)
If the steam be heated without change of vol
ume instead of at constant pressure, from Ti to
7%, the total heat added would be shown by the
expression Kv (Ti — Ti).
(6)
As the volume does not change, no external
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FIG. 98. END VIEW OF DOUBLE DECK ELEVATOR.
can be readily understood from an examination
of the plan view and Fig. 98, the latter being
an end view of the machines taken from the right
of the elevation in Fig. 97. The main valve
has an extended rod made in the shape of a rack,
and upon the hand rope sheave shaft is a pinion
that meshes into this rack so as to move the
valve. This construction is substantially the same
as that of the simple vertical cylinder valve.
Above the main valve is located the automatic
top and bottom stop valve which is actuated
through the shipper rod D. When the elevator
is running anywhere between the top and bottom
landings, the lever C is in the vertical position,
and the stop valve is opened. The rod D and
lever C are held in central position by the ten
sion of the two springs / and H which press
against the guide bracket G. When the travel

ing sheaves are at the extreme right side, asshown in the top machine, the projection F on
the sheave frame carries E on the right-hand
end of shipper rod D with it and thus the lever
C is moved to the right and the stop valve is
carried into the position that stops the flow of
water into the cylinder. As soon as the sheaves
begin to move to the left, on the return stroke,
the spring H, which is compressed, extends and
thus returns D and the lever C to the central
position. When the sheaves move to the left, as
in the bottom machine, the projection F carries

FIG. 99.

LENGTHWISE SECTION THROUGH SAFETY
STOP VALVE, AND END VIEW.

the left-hand arm E with it and thus moves
lever C to the left, and compresses spring /.
The movement of C to the left carries the stop
valve into position to prevent water from escap
ing from the cylinder. Thus the movement of
C to the right shuts off the inlet to the cylin
der, and its movement to the left shuts off the
outlet.
The actual construction of these valves is
^hown in Fig. 09, which is a longitudinal section
through the valves and chamber, and an end
view taken from the left side. In this figure, it
will be seen that the lower valve is actuated by
the rotation of the hand rope sheave A which
turns the pinion that meshes into the rack 011
the end of the valve stem. With this valve in
the position drawn, the water in the cylinder
cannot escape into the discharge pipe, and water
cannot enter the cylinder from the pressure tank.
If the valve is moved to the right, E will uncover
the cylinder port and allow the water to escape.
If the valve is moved to the left, D will uncover
the cylinder port and water will flow in from the
supply pipe. These actions will take place if the
stop valve on top is in the position drawn, but if,
when water is flowing into the cylinder from
the supply pipe, lever C is moved to the right
so as to move F to the left, then this valve will
stop off the passage from the supply pipe and
the elevator will stop as no more water can enter
the cylinder. If the lever C is moved to the
left, H will be moved to the right so that if water
is passing out of the cylinder, its flow will be
stopped as H will close up the opening through
/. The arrows indicate the path through which
the water flows in and out of the cylinder when
the main valve is moved in the proper direc
tion, and the movement of the stop valve is al
ways in the proper direction to close off the com
munication.
The electric lighting business of the cen
tral stations of the United States last year
brought in a total income of upwards of $70,000,000, of which about $50,000,000, or 71.8 per cent,
was obtained from lighting dwellings, business
houses or offices, and nearly $20,000,000, or 2i\.2
per cent, from lighting streets, parks and public
buildings. Of the total amount, over $25,ooo.ooo>
is credited to arc lighting, of which $8,500,000.
or 33.2 per cent, was from lighting commercial
or private properties, and $17,000,000, or 66.8 per
cent, from lighting streets and other public places.
Of the $45,000,000, nearly, due to incandescent
lighting, $42,000,000, or 93.8 per cent, was from
commercial or other private sources, and less than
$3,000,000 or 6.2 per cent, from public lighting.
S. K.

May 15, 1904THE CANAL OF JONAGE.
BY ENRICO BIGNAMI.
(Concluded.)
The electrical layout was planned by a com
mittee composed of Messrs. Ferraris, Eric Gerard
and Picou. The committee recommended poly
phase, alternating current, generating units' of
1,000 horsepower each, giving a potential of
5.500 volts at the switchboard, a primary net
work of six feeders and two substations dis
tributing the current at 110 volts, one for motors
for small industries and the other for lighting.
The commission, assembled to pass judgment on
the recomendations of the committee, chose twophase current with distribution on three wires
as most suitable. This offered the advantage
in case of accident of being able to change over
to two single-phase circuits by the addition of
a fourth wire ; but after a trip of inspection
undertaken by Messrs. Rachct. the acting director
of the society; Henrard, chief engineer of con
struction, and Eric Gerard, member of the com
mittee, the superior advantages of three-phase
current seemed established by a number of
existing installations and its application reduced
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this last fault would have been quite serious
as the distribution is entirely underground.
The frequency was fixed at 50 periods per
second, so as to be available for both power and
lighting. Low frequencies are best for motors,
as they make it easier to start up and give a
lower speed. High frequencies are favorable
for lighting and keep down the size of trans
formers. The frequency of 50 is well adapted
to the (composite) system of the Lyons plant.
It is not too high for motors and yet is suitable
for incandescent lamps. Arc lamps flicker a
little at this periodicity, but the fluctuations are
not discernible, when the arc is enclosed in an
opal globe and an enameled sheet iron reflector
placed around the upper carbon.
The power of the generating units which was
first placed at 1,000 horsepower was raised to
1,250 in conference with the builders. The total
electric installation at the power house is as
follows : 16 three-phase alternators arranged at
uniform distances along the center of the main
aisle, Fig. 10, with a capacity of 900 to 1,100
kilowatts each ; three exciters with a capacity
of 174 kilowatts each, at the middle of the length
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factor of 0.74. These figures have been sur
passed in the tests. The exciters give 1,533
amperes at 120 volts electromotive force, and a
speed of 25 revolutions. These are four pole
machines for direct current, made by BrownBoveri & Co., and self excited.
Current is taken from the alternators to the
central switchboard by cables laid in trenches in
the power house floor. Above these cables the
exciter leads, laid upon bricks, are taken from
the central switchboards to the fields of the
alternators. The central switchboard, Fig. n,
is composed of a middle section for handling
the alternating current. The current from
exciters is received on bus bars from which
they can be disconnected by blade switches.
DISTRIBUTION.
Power is sent out to the city of Lyons and
to the villages of Villeurbanne, St. Fons, Vinissieux, Caluire, and Cuire on a primary and
a secondary network. The primary network
consists of twelve feeders. Current is trans
formed to no volts for the secondary system by
rotary converters placed in small buildings on
the public highway. All parts of the primary
transmission system are so installed that they
can be connected into a single network. Switches
placed in the transformer stations allow of con
necting the different feeders, so that if one of
them is accidentally put out of commission, the
network depending on it can still be fed by its
neighbors. The load is so distributed that the
three phases will be balanced. For ordinary
power there are established, either on the public
highway or in private buildings, transformers
whose secondary current supplies a group
of customers in one district. The secondary
network at no volts is reserved for small indus
tries and for lighting. Even in the center of the
city, the stopping and starting of motors has
no effect on the steadiness of the light, on
account of the starting device for motors. The
motors on the secondary circuit draw current
equally from the three phases.
When the lighting in a building is of small
amount, lamps are connected from the same
section in such a way as to make the current
output to several installations balance, but in
large establishments the lighting is divided
among the three phases so as to give as small
difference of potential as possible. Three-phase
induction motors are ordinarily used. The instal
lations are divided into three classes, those of
less than 20 lamps connected on a single phase,
large installations for lighting, and installations
for power using all three conductors of the net
work. For small systems, two-wire recording
meters of the makes Thomson, Hummel and
Blathy are employed, while for the more import
ant lighting installations and for power circuits
three-phase Thomson and Aron meters are used.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.
FIG. 10. VIEW OF THE DYNAMO ROOM.
The Lyons Power Co. of the Rhone has a
capital of $5,000,000, but it had spent on the
to standard practice. Three-phase current also of the power house ; a switchboard at the center 31st of December, 1901. by authority of its
seemed to have the advantage over continuous of the building for regulating and distributing charter and by various special grants, $5,000,000,
current of giving a smaller spark between trolley the exciting current and for receiving and so that the total of its financial reserves was
rearranging the alternating current ; a feeder raised to $10,000,000, spent as follows :
and trolley wire, consequently allowing to a cer
tain extent of a smaller wire. The three-phase switchboard at one end of the power house for For land
$ 622,308.15
distributing the main current to the feeders of For canal
4,425,828.49
current was finally chosen.
For power plant installation
2,598,540.02
The electromotive force, designed to be at the system.
For int. on capital and incidentals.. 1,265,332.59
The
alternators
are
capable
of
delivering
a
5,500, has been lowered to 3,500 volts effective.
For material, personal property and
It has been deemed wise to keep below this current of 200 amperes on each phase with a
tools
65,154.42
figure so as to use underground cables with power factor of 0.-4, and at a potential of 3,500 For motors, meters and material in
stock
251,761.05
paper insulation. Above that voltage, it would volts when running at a speed of 120 revolu
be necessary to use rubber, as the insulating tions per minute. The field revolves and the Cashetcon hand, advances on supplies, 770,985.28
material, and rubber has the disadvantages of armature is fixed. The efficiency guaranteed by
Total
$10,000,000.00
high cost and of losing slowly its insulation the builders was 95.2 per cent with a power
The company has now more than 5,000 cus
resistance. In the distributing system at Lyons factor of 1, and 94 per cent with a power
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tomers at the following rates for electrical
energy, the price being per kilowatt-hour :
In city buildings
10 cents
In buildings for factory use
10 cents
In cafes and restaurants
12 cents
In stores and offices
13 cents
In apartments
16 cents
Discounts on above rates for restaurants,
stores, offices, and apartments are given as fol
lows :
For a consumption of $ 20 a month, 1 per cent.
For a consumption of 50 a month, 2^2 per cent.
For a consumption of 100 a month, 5 per cent.
For a consumption of 200 a month, yl/2 per cent.
For a consumption of 300 a month, 10 per cent.
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SCALE IN CORRUGATED FURNACE BOIL
ERS.
BV T. T. PARKER.
WITH internally fired boilers, using the Morison suspension furnace, the usual meth
od of feed water entrance is above the
tubes but below the water line, the feed pipe ex
tending usually well toward the rear and discharg
ing on the tubes. The object of this method is to per
mit of the feed water becoming heated to very near
the temperature of the water in the boiler—a con
summation devoutly to be wished for, as thereby
undue strains caused by inequalities of tempera-

May 15,.1904Few types of boilers, indeed, offer such an easy
solution of the problem as does the internally

FIG. 2. CROSS-SECTION OF BOILER SHOWING FEED
DISCHARGE PIPING.

FIG. II. 'SWITCHBOARD FOR EXCITER AND GENERATOR.
The receipts for the year closing June 30,
1903, were $600,000 and would have been more
if they had used the canal Jonage for distribuing the water for Lyons and Villeurbanne. By
article 40 of its charter, the company is author
ized to dispose of a part of the water of the
canal at a slight rental, either for industrial
purposes or for irrigation. The level of the
water in the canal on an average is 33 feet
above that part of the town on the left side
and makes almost an island of the city of Lyons.
It is 20 feet above a large part of the village
of Villeurbanne and of the market garden quar
ter of Monplaisir. The canal is, therefore, an
inexhaustible reservoir for the towns of Lyons
and Villeurbanne, from which they can draw
for the watering of the streets, the flushing of
the sewers, the irrigation of gardens, and indus
trial purposes'. They might even use this water
or a part of it for certain domestic purposes by
putting it through filter basins located above the
power house. If the pressure were found too
low, it would be sufficient to make a reservoir
upon the hill of Bron, 66 feet above the canal
level and to raise the water to this reservoir by
means of power from the power house. This
would serve all of Villeurbanne and threefourths of the city of Lyons. This is aside
from the supply which Lyons has partially
secured by taking the water of the Rhone at
Grand Camp, 53 feet lower than the canal, and
building a power house with steam engines for
raising the water to a reservoir with a capacity
of 700,000 cubic feet, on the hillside of Bron.

A fireproofing process invented by Mr.
Gautsch of Germany consists of placing timber
in a vacuum, thereby removing the air from the
cells of the wood, and then forcing in under
pressure a solution of sulphate of ammonia.

ture arc avoided. In this connection I would say
many men think such feeding is wrong, as they
are of the opinion wet steam would result there
from. However, the change from a lower to a
higher temperature is completed very quickly,
and the contents of the boiler being proportion
ally much larger than the amount entering in a
given period of time, it is doubtful if the absorp
tion would lower the temperature to any material
extent.
FEED
-8BLOW
OFF\

FIG. I. LENGTHWISE SECTION OF CORRUGATED FUR
NACE BOILER.
Tests made by various persons have confirmed
this statement as to the dryness of the steam with
this type of boiler. However, another factor en
ters in, namely, the solids set free, due to the in
crease in temperature. If we allow these solids
to be deposited on the upper rows of tubes, we di
minish thereby their capacity in transmitting heat.
Opinions differ as to the actual loss due to scale,
possibly because of the* different conditions under
which the data was obtained. Doubtless the more
dense the scale, the greater the losses thereby.
But to my mind the proper method would be to
so design that the scale can be handled without
heat loss, and without the other, and probably
greater losses in wear and tear, repairs, etc.

fired with Morison furnace, and the plans here
with submitted, which I have designed, certainly
afford relief from the always present evil, scale.
Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, a pipe, say, 12 inches
diameter, for a 200-horsepower boiler, is used
with flanges on each end, which are riveted on
each head, slightly above the tubes, but near the
shell and therefore not in the way of entrance
through the top man head. The pipe thus at
tached easily supports the area of each head that
it covers. We may now assume it is partly in the
steam room and partly in the water space, but
clearly it is not interfering with either steam or
water, save in absorption of heat, which action,
however, is similar to taking money out of one
purse and putting it into another, both purses be
ing yours. We may enter the feed water either
at the front or the rear head ; but, assuming the
former, it is noted the entrance is in the upper
part of the large pipe. With a 2-inch feed pipe,
the cross-sectional area being 3.1416 square
inches, the water enters a 12-inch pipe with crosssectional area of 113 inches. Now the velocity
through this pipe will be reduced in proportion to
the ratio of their respective areas, or 37 times.
The heating surface of the interior pipe will be
its circumference multiplied by its length. Let
the latter be 13 feet, then the exterior surface
would be 40 feet. The feed water would then be
heated in this large chamber to a temperature
equivalent to that of the steam, and the solids
would be set free in this chamber.
The solids are not on surfaces that are fire
swept, and while in water are of the consistency
of mud. I have noted this fact in live steam
purifiers. It appears true that solids settling on
surfaces swept by fire "dry out," and are not
readily changed again into the consistency of
mud.
The feed under these conditions travels
through the pipe and then out as shown, its final
discharge being on the bottom of the shell, which
locality is thus brought to an equality of tempera
ture with the top of the boiler. Any solids not re
tained in the 12-inch pipe are dropped on the
bottom, where they are harmless and easily re
moved.
The blow-off attachment shown would cause
a flow of water backward through the large pipe,
and the frequent use of this would carry away the
solids. Decent hand holes in the ends aid
in cleaning, and the 2-inch pipe in the boiler
can be readily examined or renewed. I believe
the results obtained amply justify the slight cost
of the device, and prove it a valuable aid in se
curing economy of fuel and repairs. — Ryerson's
Monthly.
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In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have all possible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jfj Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
J. B. I DEAD WEIGHT SAFETY VALVE J CAPACITY OF conduit, in feet, v = velocity of air in feet per
FAN.
second and d, the diameter of the conduit, in
"i. A dead weight safety valve is loaded feet.
with sixteen circular cast iron weights each 15.4 J. G. J DIVISIONS OF GAGE DIALS J FLOW OF STEAM.
"1. Why are the last ten divisions on the
inches in diameter and 1% inches thick. Allow
ing nothing for openings or slots in the weights dial of a pressure gage, and the first and last
for the valve stem, nor the weight of the valve four divisions on the dial of a combination vac
and stem, at what pressure per square inch will uum and pressure gage closer together than the
remainder of the divisions? 2. Please give a
a 5-inch valve begin to blow off? 2. If the dis
tance between the bottom of the weights and the formula for finding the flow of steam in a pipe."
A.—1. Steam and vacuum gages are made to
valve, which is supposed to be flush with the
seat, is 2 inches, and the weights be surrounded register the pressure and vacuum shown by a
by a water jacket open at the top with J4-inch mercury column, and are tested by comparing
space all round and the jacket be filled level full them with the mercury column. The divisions
of water, at what pressure will the valve blow of the dial are so spaced as to cause the pointer
to indicate the same pressure or vacuum as is
off? 3. Please give a rule or formula for find
ing the volume of air discharged by a ventilating shown by the column of mercury and as the re
fan and the pressure in inches of water when sistance of the spring in the gage is not uniform
for all positions or all degrees of extension, the
the effective horsepower is given."
A.—1. The pressure will be equal to the divisions on the dial cannot be equally spaced in
combined weight of the disks divided by the all cases.
2. The velocity of steam flowing through a
area of the valve in square inches. The weight
of one disk is equal to 15.4* X 0.7854 X i-75 X pipe is found by the formula :
0.2608 =: 108.24 pounds and sixteen disks will
weigh 108.24 X 16 = 1,731.836 pounds. The
weight or pressure per square inch of the valve
and the value of H is equal to v p 144, in which
area is
V = the velocity in feet per second, v — the
1,731836
= 88.2
volume of 1 pound of steam at the initial pres
5' X 0.7854
sure, L = length and D the diameter of the
pounds.
2. When the disks are immersed in water pipe, both in feet, and p, the difference of pres
the combined .weight will be reduced an amount sure between the two ends of the pipe. The
equal to the weight of the water displaced by number of cubic feet per second is equal to Va,
the disks. Then if the buoyant effect of the where a is the area of the pipe in square feet.
water exceeds the pressure due to the head, the Assume a pipe 6 inches in diameter conveying
valve will blow off with less pressure and vice steam 50 feet from a boiler carrying 85 pounds
versa. The pressure of water due to the head is gage or 100 pounds absolute pressure. The dif
equal to 1.75 X 16 + 2 X 0.433 ■+■ M = 1.082 ference of pressure between the two ends of the
pounds per square inch. The buoyant effect pipe is, say, 5 pounds. The volume of I pound
of the water per square inch is equal to the of steam at 100 pounds absolute pressure is 4.29,
weight of the volume of water displaced by the and we find H = 4.29 X 5 X '44 =3088.8, then
II088X
disks divided by the area of the valve. The vol
v— 5° I
0.5 = 278 feet per second.
ume of the disks is equal to 15.4* X 0.7854 X
X 50
1-75 X 16 = 6,640 cubic inches. The weight of
The area of a 6-inch pipe expressed in square
1 cubic inch of water is 0.0361 1 pounds, conse
feet is equal to 6* X 0.7854 -f- 144 = 0.196, and
quently the water displaced weighs 6,640 X the number of cubic feet of steam flowing per
23977
0.0361 1 = 239.77 pounds, or
= 12.21 second is equal to Va = 278 X 0.196 = 54.488.
5' X 0.7854
C. W. ; FOUNDATION TEMPLATE; USE OF GRAPHITE.
pounds per square inch of valve. The difference
"1. Please explain the use of the template
between the buoyant effect of the water and the
pressure due to the head is 12.21 — 1.082 = 11.128 when building foundations. 2. Is graphite
pounds, and consequently the valve will begin of any benefit in an engine working wet steam,
to blow off or will balance a pressure of 88.2 — and can it be fed satisfactorily by means of a
common oil cup?"
1 1. 128 = 77.072 pounds per square inch.
A—1. The template is merely a frame for
3. The volume of air discharged or moved
per second may be estimated by means of the holding the foundation bolts in the proper posi
tion until the brickwork or concrete is carried
formula :
up high enough to support them. The center
106 H.P.
3.1416 D r 2
line of the machine is transferred to the tem
V=
, h =
plate as at A and B, and the template brought
-*
3,519
or if the dimensions of the fan are not known into the proper position with reference to the
building, by means of the line, C D, which also
the value of h may be found by the formula :
represents the center line of the machine. When
lv*
lines, A and B, have been brought under, and
h = —
exactly parallel to the line, C D, the bolts are
156,800 d
in which V — volume in cubic feet per second, hung from the template and the brickwork com
H. P. = net or effective horsepower, h = height menced. The template should be built and placed
at such height that the anchor plates will lie at
of water column or number of inches water pres
the proper depth in the foundation, and also, so
sure, D = diameter of fan in feet, r = revolu
tions per second, / = length of pipe or other that the tops of the foundation bolts will be at

the proper height to receive the frame of the
machine and allow the nuts to be put on.
2. Graphite is beneficial when used in any
engine, although a somewhat larger quantity will
be required in an engine using very wet steam.
It will depend somewhat upon the construction

SHOWING TEMPLATE IN POSITION.
of the cup whether graphite can be fed without
difficulty due to stoppage of the oil passages. It
has been done, but we believe it is advisable to
use either an oil pump or a regular graphite lubri
cator.
H. W. B. ; MEANING OF TERM, INCHES OF VACUUM ;
EFFECT OF TYPE OF BOILER ON RESULTS
OF LOW WATER.
"1. What is meant by the term, inches of
vacuum? 2. Which is the more liable to explode
from low water, the horizontal or vertical tubular
boiler? 3. Explain the working and uses of the
hydraulic ram."
A—I. Vacuum is generally measured in
inches of mercury instead of pounds for square
inch, and vacuum gages indicate inches of mer
cury, instead of pounds pressure. When the
vacuum gage registers 26 inches it indicates that
sufficient pressure has been removed from the
condenser to enable the pressure of air on the
outside to support a column of mercury 26 inches
high. The pressure of air on the outside of the
condenser is 26 X 0.49
12.74 pounds per square
inch and the pressure inside the condenser is
equal to 14.7 — 12.74 = T-96 pounds. Inches of
vacuum really means inches of mercury and re
fers to the heights of a mercury column which
the pressure of air outside of the condenser will
balance or sustain.
2. That is problematical. No doubt under or
dinary conditions of service one would be as lia
ble to explode as the other. If any difference ex
ists it is probably in favor of the vertical boiler
since the shell plates in the horizontal boiler will
become overheated with a much less fall of water
level.
3. The hydraulic ram was illustrated and de
scribed in the January 1 issue, page 55.
Knoxville, Tenn., is to have new machinery
installed to enlarge the capacity of the power
house in that city.
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THE TERRY STEAM TURBINE.
THIS turbine, recently invented and patented
by Edward C. Terry of Hartford, Conn.,
is something new in the steam line, its
method of operation being briefly as follows :
The steam from the nozzle is directed tangentially to the periphery of the wheel, doing
away with the end thrust, which is common to
all forms, through which the steam passes paral
lel to the axis. The steam first enters the buck
ets on the wheel and is deflected to a correspond
ing set of stationary buckets, which return it to
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turbine wheel made 3,300 revolutions per minute.
The shaft runs in ordinary ring-oiling bearings,
and the speed is regulated by a Pickering gov
ernor, which runs at the same speed as the shaft
and, being a throttling governor, controls the
weight of steam entering the turbine. Three
nozzles are used in supplying the steam to the
wheel, as may be seen in Fig. 2, which shows a
view of the case with the wheel removed. The re
versing chambers, in groups of five each, are
easily distinguished, taking up but one-third of
the circumference of the case. With a similar
distribution of these groups around the entire
circumference and a corresponding number of
steam jets, the same size of turbine might be used
up to a capacity of 100 horsepower.
The wheel, shown in Fig. 3, is 2 feet in di
ameter and contains 70 buckets, two-thirds of
which are inactive at any instant. It consists
of two steel disks, which are fastened to a cast
steel hub on the shaft, and are bolted together
near their outer edge, thus clamping the dropforged buckets. The stationary reversing chamT
bers are fastened in the same manner.

May 15, 1904however, and the plates may be considered as
practically parallel.
By referring again to Fig. 4, the path of the
steam may be traced, while imparting its energy
to the wheel of the turbine. It enters through the
nozzle, A, and comes in contact with the bucket at
the point B, the amount being regulated by the pin
C. It follows around the curved walls of the
bucket D and reversing chamber E, being returned
to the bucket, next in order, to follow around in

FIG. 4. A SECTIONAL VIEW SHOWING THE BUCKETS
AND REVERSING CHAMBERS IN POSITION.
FIG. I. THE TERRY STEAM TURBINE. EXTERIOR VIEW.

the wheel. This is repeated until all the effective
energy of the steam has been used, when it is
allowed to escape into the exhaust chamber of
the turbine. Thus, all the energy of the steam
is not absorbed by one bucket, but its force is
divided among several, and in this way a compar
atively low speed is obtained without the use of
a reducing mechanism.
An exterior view is given in Fig. 1 of a tur
bine, which, by actual test, developed 30 horse-

FIG. 3. THE TURBINE WHEEL.

FIG. 2. VIEW OF THE CASE WITH THE WHEEL RE
MOVED.
power, when operating noncondensing with steam
at 145 pounds pressure. The steam consumption
was 32 pounds per brake horsepower per hour,
and a speed of 2,600 revolutions per minute was
attained. When exhausting into a condenser, the

Both the buckets and reversing chambers,
which may be seen in Fig. 4, are in the form
of semi-cylinders, consisting of two flat plates,
between which a curved wall is set perpendicular
to their faces. The buckets are 2J4 inches long
by iJ4 inches deep, with a space of I inch be
tween their edges. They are set at an oblique
angle to the circumference of the wheel, and are
arranged around the periphery, one overlapping the
other, as shown in Fig. 4. The open ends of
buckets and chambers naturally face each other,
and the edges are inclined at a slight angle to
the direction of the shaft, so that the steam, after
being reversed, will enter the following bucket on
the wheel. The flat plates or barriers forming the
buckets, are bent longitudinally so as to give more
space between their edges, than would be ob
tained if they were straight. The curve is slight.

the same manner, as before. The steam, while trav
eling these circuits, gradually expands, widening
its path, as represented by the dotted lines, until
it reaches the opening G, through which it ex
hausts.
The number of reversals, which take place be
fore exhaust, of course, depends on the number of
reversing chambers. Any number of these might
be used, but the inventor, from his experiments,
has decided that four or five give the best average
results. If the number were greater, the loss, due
to the friction of the steam, would be increased,
and if a less number were used, the speed would
be too high, requiring the installation of reducing
gears. By the use of five reversing chambers, as
in the turbine described, a comparatively low
speed is possible with high efficiency.
There are several modifications of this tur
bine, which might be built and still comply with
the same principle of operation. The buckets
might be on both sides of the wheel, instead of
on the rim, with the reversing chambers in cor
responding positions. The end thrust on one side
would then be balanced by an equal thrust from
the other side. Should a turbine to revolve in
either direction be desired, the buckets on one
side could be set to act opposite to those on the
other side, the direction of rotation depending on
which side of the wheel the steam was admitted.
Some experiments were recently carried out
in Austria on the relative heating values of gaso
line and denaturalized alcohol. For motive pur
poses, a pair of 8-horsepower engines—one de
signed for gasoline, the other for alcohol—were
compared. The gasoline had a specific gravity
of 0.7, and a calorific value of 7,700 calories per
liter ; the consumption per horsepower per hour
was 340 grams. The alcohol was 90 per cent
pure, and had a calorific value of 4,900 calories
per liter ; the consumption was 373.5 grams per
horsepower per hour. The efficiencies were, there
fore, 16.5 per cent for the gasoline, and 28 per
cent for the alcohol.
s. k.
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MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES.
The idea of operating valves on a large scale
by electric motors was taken up about 3 years
ago by Gustave Bouscaren, chief engineer of the
Cincinnati Water-Works commission.
Mr.
Bouscaren, in connection with engineers of the
Coffin Valve Co., and the Northern Electrical
Mfg. Co., considered the application of elec
trical motors for operating sluice and gate
valves. The result was the following system of
motor and valve control :
In a Northern back geared motor operating
a Coffin valve with rising screw, the armature
shaft is geared to the countershaft, which is
supported by the frame of the motor. The
countershaft has a speed of 120 to 180 revo
lutions per minute, depending on the size of the
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speed and the valve operated by throwing in the
clutch.
The motor used in this equipment is of a
design similar to that shown in Fig. 2. The
field frame is a cast ring, which is machined for

FIG. 2.

NORTHERN MOTOR, UNIVERSAL TYPE.

accurate alignment with the shaft. This makes
it possible for the motor to enter readily into
the design of other apparatus. When the motor
is arranged to operate vertically, the construc-

FIG. I.
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set of balls below the rotating nut carries the
entire weight of the • shaft and valve. To take
care of the thrust when the valve is closing a
single set of balls is provided above the nut.
The advantages of electrically operated valves
are numerous. The motor is geared directly
to the valve mechanism and is always ready for
operation. It can be operated from a central
point, at any distance from the valve, at a mo
ment's notice. This is especially advantageous
when there are several valves at some distance
apart. The mechanism is clean, economical in
the use of power, and is not affected by the
weather as is the case with hydraulic power.
The safety and indicating divices, which cut the
motor off the circuit, prevent injury to the
valve, if the operator neglects to shut off the
power. The makers of the motor are the North
ern Electrical Mfg. Co., Madison, Wis., 'and of
the valve, the Coffin Valve Co. of Boston, Mass.
A NEW SELF-CLOSING WATER GAGE.
It is a well-known fact that the water glass
is the weakest point on every boiler, and for this
reason one of the most dangerous duties per
formed by the fireman is blowing out the glass
and putting in a new one in case the glass breaks.
With the water glass there are no signs of dis
tress, no bagging or other evidences of growing
weakness ; the glass simply cracks, and often
times bursts without the slightest warning.
With the ordinary gage glass fittings the fire
man is obliged to climb a ladder when the glass
breaks, and with covered head and hands he
must feel round for the valves and close them

MOTOR OPERATED GATE VALVE.
WATER GAGE WITH SELF-CLOSING VALVES.

motor. The whole combination is self contained
and no special construction of the valve stand
ard is necessary, except a support for the motor.
The countershaft, bearings and gears are aligned
before leaving the factory. A removable crank is
mounted on the countershaft for giving the last
few turns by hand, in closing or opening the valve,
when automatic devices for stopping the motor
are dispensed with. The screw itself indicates
the position of the valve.
Fig. 1 illustrates the standard Coffin gate
valve equipped with a Northern Universal
motor. The gate proper is of the ordinary type,
with a one piece valve not easily injured by
jamming the plug to its seat.
The motor is supported in a split bracket
■which is solidly bolted to the gate cap. The
gearing is simple and provides proper reduction
of speed for operating the bronze screw. An
indicator wheel placed close to the handle shows
just how far the gate is open or closed and,
by reversing the position of the lever, the opera
tion of the gate is stopped. Provision is made
for the operation of the gate by hand when this
is essential.
If the valves are not accessible for lever
throw devices, gates can be arranged to be con
trolled from a common switchboard from any
distance. The motor is first brought up to

tion of the oiling mechanism is such that only
one oil cup is necessary and the oil can not
spatter down on the commutator.
A special feature of the valve is illustrated
by Fig. 3. The rotating nut in the ball bearing

fig. 3. ASSEMBLY VIEW OF COFFIN RALL BEARING
STAND AND BEARING.
standard, which carries the weight of the valve,
is secured and rests on ball bearing races, mak
ing the operation of the valve 60 per cent easier
than when ball bearings ->r- not used. A double

one at a time. After putting in the new glass he
must stand close to the water column while open
ing the valves and should the glass burst before
it is fairly under pressure he oftentimes gets the
full force of the hot water and steam.
Water glasses should be shut off when the
fireman leaves the boiler room for any consider
able length of time, otherwise should the glass
break, the water level might become dangerously
low before discovery is made. Owing to the in
convenience of closing the valves, the water
glasses are seldom shut off, and the boiler and
other valuable property endangered thereby.
In order to overcome these difficulties and to
remove the danger attending the frequent manip
ulation of the water glass, the Standard Gauge
Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y., have recently brought
out a very simple appliance for operating the
valves of the water glass. The device is shown
\by the accompanying illustration.
Both valve stems are fitted with bent levers of
neat design, to the ends of which are connected
small chains, the latter being provided with suit
able handles at the lower ends. Suspended from
the end of the lower lever, by means of a spring,
is a ball which keeps the wire attached to
the glass taut at all times. If the glass cracks
enough to let out steam or water in sufficient
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quantity to injure the attendant or to endanger
the boiler, the ball is of sufficient weight to pull
out the glass and shut off both steam and water
simultaneously.
The device not only permits the valves to be
closed without injury in case of breakage, but
actually does this work positively and automatic
ally. After putting in a new glass the valves
may be opened from the boiler room floor with
out the slightest danger. The device should prove
to be particularly valuable in the cast of heating
boilers and on acid and expansion tanks which
are frequently unattended for hours at a time.
At the same time the breaking of the gage glass
would cause the loss of many dollars worth of
property.
The design is such as to materially add to the
neat appearance of the boiler front, and as there
is nothing to get out of order its reliability as a
safety appliance is always assured.

MOTOR-DRIVEN BUFFING LATHES AND
DRY GRINDERS.
In order to supply the demand for effective
electric motor-driven buffing lathes and dry grind
ers a line of these has been placed on the market
by the Bridgeport Safety Emery Wheel Co., and
the Crocker-Wheeler Co. It is a complete line
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Machines of this class must, of course, be fully
enclosed, and the problem of cooling by air is
difficult. This has been solved by having the
lower half of the motor open directly into the
base casting. The air contained in the inside of
the base is thus added to the quantity that circu
lates around the inside of the motor, and enables
it to run much cooler than an ordinary fully en
closed motor of the same size and capacity. By
this method of enclosure from five to eight times
as much cooling air is available as in ordinary
fully ' enclosed motors of equal power, the base
also giving an increased surface from which to
radiate the heat.
The armature and brush mechanism is covered
with an end shield, split horizontally. The lower
half contains the brush holders and wire connec
tions; the upper half is attached to the motor
frame by cap screws. This upper half of the
frame can thus be readily taken off, giving quick
and easy access to the armature and brushes.
The machines are equipped with ring oiling
bearings. On the outer end of each box is a
dust-proof collar, held in place by a key with
two ring nuts, to compensate for all end wear
and thrust of the spindle. The machines are
strong, rigid, compact and self-contained. All
wires and connections being inside, a short circuit
through outside terminals is impossible. The
starting box and switch are inside the base and

May is, 1904difference in the weight of two columns of water,
one of these columns connecting to the chamber
O is constant, while the other, of which the water
in the boiler forms a part, is variable.
Refering to the figure, the pipe G comes from
the steam space of the boiler. This pipe is hori
zontal and should be at least 6 inches long. It
acts as a condensing pipe, keeping the piping
between it and the chamber O full of water by

ARRANGEMENT OF THE T. & W. WATER GAGE. 1

of motor-driven tools of this class, of neat and
effective construction. Instead of extending an
ordinary motor spindle and making a base to fit
the motor, the emery wheel builder supplies shafts
upon which the Crocker-Wheeler Co. mounts its
armatures. The shaft is larger and stronger than
necessary for an ordinary motor shaft and sup
ported by extra long bearings to secure rigidity
against the vibration to which these tools are
subject. The design of the motor is slightly
modified to make the two a harmonious unit.

are easily reached by the operator through a door.
The machines can be used with cither underneath
or overhead wiring as desired, and are complete
with starting box, with novoltage release, knife
switch, and fuses ready to connect the line wires.
THE T. & W. VISIBLE WATER GAGE.
This gage consists of two reservoirs N and 0
connected by the glass tube A', in which mercury
indicates the water level in the boiler. Movement
of the mercury in this tube is produced by the

condensation, which gives a constant head of wa
ter on the chamber O. The pipe connecting to
the chamber N comes from the water space of
the boiler, thus forming a column of variable
height, and giving a variable head of water in
the chamber. The difference between these two
heads of water is balanced by the mercury in the
chamber .V and the glass tube X.
Assume the water in the boiler to be on a level
with the bottom of the pipe G; mercury is then
put into chamber A' until it stands at a distance
.V from the lower packing nut, which distance .Y
is equal to the distance from the top of the lower
packing nut on the gage glass to the bottom of
the pipe G. Now, as the water level in the boiler
falls, the pressure in the chamber .V is decreased,
while the pressure in the chamber O remains
constant. The mercury in the glass tube, there
fore, falls. As this mercury falls, the water in
the pipe R tends to lower, but the condensation
in pipe G keeps the pipe R full, so that the pres
sure in the chamber O remains constant. The
gage is so proportioned that when the water in
the boiler has fallen the distance X and stands
in the gage glass at the top of the lower packing
nut, the mercury in the gage has fallen an equal
distance, and stands at the top of the packing nut
on the chamber N.
In placing this gage above the water level of
the boiler, or when the piping to the gage runs
above the water level, loops are put in both pipes
just beyond the valves E and F and form water
seals. The steam pressure then forces the water
upward into the piping. The same differences of
pressure exist in the chambers A' and O as is
the case when the gage is put below the water
level.
This gage is for sale by W. D. Ray, 312 Elec
tric Bldg., Cleveland, O. The advantage of being
able to place the water gage in any part of the
boiler room and at any level is obvious.
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American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed. 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Annual convention, Indianapolis, June 7, 8 and
9; and St. Louis, June 10.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Annual meeting, May 17, 18, New York City.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty Street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Long, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 12
and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay. P. O. Box, 1818. New
York. N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street,
May 31-June 3. Spring meeting in Chicago
New York City.
American Society for Testing Materials.
May 31-June 3. Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ.
of Pa., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Annual convention, St Louis, week beginning
June 6, 1904.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Companies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engineers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont, Can., 554 Bloor
Street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Annual convention, Hamilton, June, 1904. Secy.,
C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Works. Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha, Neb.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Peoria, I1L
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, iood.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engineers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond. Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
May 24, 1904, annual convention at Boston.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New
York Citv.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14, 15
and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton. Utica. N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 1 14 Liberty street. New York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
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Ohio Society of Mechanical. Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street. Can
ton. O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
A.nnual convention June 21 and 2a.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg.. San
Francisco. Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention. St Louis, September 1. 2.
3, 1904.
Secy.. C. A. Waldo, Purdue University. La
fayette. Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block.
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
The National Electric Light Association
will hold its annual meeting in Boston May 24
to 28. The hotel headquarters will be at the
Vendome, which will also be the place for the
meetings. President Chas. L. Edgar has been
working hard to make the meeting a success and
has the details practically completed. The As
sociation includes practically all the lighting and
power distributing properties in the country, ex
cept the street railway interests, and some twenty
or more papers are to be presented at the meet
ing. Professional sessions will be held in the
morning of each day, and entertainment features
will be arranged as follows : On Tuesday after
noon, the ladies will be taken for a carriage
drive through the parks and to points of interest
about the city. Tuesday evening a smoker and
lantern slide lecture will be given at the Ven
dome, on "Boston, Historical and Electrical."
Wednesday morning will be devoted by the ladies
to a shopping tour while their inferior partners
are discussing the possibilities of electric lighting.
On the afternoon of Wednesday, all hands will
enjoy a trip down the harbor, with luncheon
served on the boat, and will stop on the return
trip at the South Boston station of the Boston
Edison Co. Wednesday evening a popular con
cert will be given at Symphony Hall, at which
space has been reserved for the visitors. On
Thursday, the ladies will enjoy a ride in auto
mobiles to the Wayside Inn at Sudbury, where
luncheon will be served. Friday will be devoted
to excursions about Boston for pleasure or in
struction. Special trips have been arranged to
Concord, Salem, the Fore River Ship and En
gine Company's works at Quincy, the General
Electric works at Lynn, the works of the Simplex
Electrical Co., the Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.,
and other large plants about the city. The labora
tories of Harvard University will also be open to
visitors.
a. j. g.
Efforts Are being made to organize a local
chapter of The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, in Cincinnati. Although it has not
been definitely announced that the Council will
authorize branches, yet there seems to be a move
ment in several cities looking to such organiza
tions as soon as the national body are ready to
co-operate. At Cincinnati, a committee was ap
pointed to draft a constitution and by-laws, and
the meeting was postponed for two weeks, when
active organization will be perfected.
One of the liveliest of the New England
Associations of the N. A. S. E. is that at Pawtucket, R. I. The association arranges for dis
cussions among its members, for lectures by au
thorities on all kinds of interesting subjects, and
for visits of inspection to important power plants.
On April 14, at the regular meeting, a valve
model was received from A. Harvey & Sons, of
Detroit, Mich., and a number of mechanical pa
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pers from Jas. L. Robertson Co<, of New York.
Arrangements were made for the annual outing
at the Haut Rive Club on June 26, and other
routine business was transacted.
A week previous, the association listened to a
lecture by Prof. John H. Appleton, of Brown Uni
versity, on Radium, and the following week the
members went to Providence as guests of the
Providence Association.
The state convention of the Brotherhood of
Stationary Firemen of Ohio met in Columbus
during the week of April 11 to 16. The organi
zation is 4 years old, and represents over 4,000
members. The sessions were largely devoted to
routine business, Monday evening only being de
voted to the social graces. On this occasion, ad
dresses were made by officers of the Trades As
sembly of Columbus and by the officers of the
union. Officers were elected as follows : Presi
dent, Frank C. Swallow, Cincinnati ; first vicepresident, E. E. Smith ; second vice-president,
D. F. Bartlett, Columbus ; third vice-president, H.
Rosenbrock, Toledo; fourth vice-president, Louis
Boecher, Cincinnati ; fifth vice-president, William
T. Allebough, St. Marys; secretary-treasurer,
Clyde Gilmore, Hamilton.
Waltham, Mass., was recently the scene of
an interesting reunion of engineers under the
auspices of Norumbega Association, No. 16.
Representatives were present at the meeting from
Natick, Marlboro, Ayer, Fitchburg, Boston, Hyde
Park, Lowell and Roxbury; and among the guests
of the occasion were Messrs. P. H. Hogan, T. N.
Kelsey, and W. A. McLane.
The principal speech of the meeting was made
by national president Hogan on Association and
the Benefits Derived. He was followed by Mr.
Kelsey, Mr. McLane, and other speakers. After
the speaking, the company adjourned to the ban
quet hall, where the time was passed pleasantly
in social intercourse until a late hour.
The annual meeting of the New England
Cotton Manufacturers' Association was held at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Boston April 27 and 28. At the first meeting,
the association was welcomed by president
Pritchett of the Institute, and after some routine
business, papers were read on the Cotton Situa
tion, by T. H. Price, and on Preparation for Mill
Managers, by R. W. Eaton. At the afternoon
session, papers were taken up by James Clark on
the Origin of Sewing Cotton; by W. F. Draper
on the Spindle Situation; by F. S. Greene on
Rope Transmission in Textile Plants; and by
E. N. Vose on Export Markets for Cotton Goods.
The evening was left open for social engagements
of the members.
Two sessions were held on Thursday, the
morning session being devoted to papers on the
Carding Department, by E. C. Willey; Humidity
in Cotton Manufacture, by Geo. A. Ayer; Roving
Transverse Motion, by Logan Owen; Yarn As
sorting Balances, by G. W. Thomas ; Gas Power
in the Textile Industry, by B. H. Thwaite; Cost
of Mill Buildings, by Chas. F. Main ; and Electric
Transmission of Power, by E. W. Thomas.
H. E. Stone of the Chapman Valve Company
was recently a guest at the meeting of the Knoxville, Tenn., Association of the N. A. S. E. Mr.
Stone formally organized the Ladies' Auxiliary,
Knoxville No. 2, with the following officers:
President, Mrs. Hattie Wideman; vice-president,
Mrs. Jennie Ruof; secretary, Mrs. Henrietta
Neal ; treasurer, Mrs. Jennie McAdoo ; conductor,
Mrs. Kate Miller ; herald, Miss Ella Miller ; chap
lain, Mrs. Frances Hood ; door keeper, Mrs. Annie
Montgomery.
In the evening a joint meeting was held of the
new Auxiliary and Knoxville Association No. 6,
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ganization, and particularly, of the life insurance
feature. He was followed by Columbus Dill
who happened to be in the city at that time, and
as everybody knows Columbus, he was, of course,
taken into camp.
R. A. Fliess addressed the New York Elec
trical Society on April 27, taking as his subject
The Edison Storage Battery. The address was
illustrated by a large number of lantern slides,
and a very full account of what has been accom
plished by the battery was given. The society is
in a flourishing condition, and at the last meeting,
31 members were elected.
Texas State Association of Stationary En
gineers met at San Antonio, Tex., on April 20,
with about one hundred delegates in attendance.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
A. M. Barron has recently returned to Joplin,
Mo., to take charge of the power lighting plant
of that city. Nine years ago, he was managing the
plant, but was called away to take positions as
manager, superintendent, and president of im
portant water works and lighting plants in the
north and west. Southwest Missouri Light Co.,
which owns the plant, has enlarged its works,
and at present has a generating plant at Grand
Falls and distributing stations at Webb City,
Cartersville, and Joplin. Extensive improve
ments to the plant and substations are contem
plated and the establishment of the entire service
on a conservative business basis. Mr. Barron has
has been called to superintend these changes.
Those of our readers who have been inter
ested in the humorous yet .thoughtful Lodge
Night articles, by John H. Ryan, Jr., will sym
pathize with him in the sad loss which has come
to him. On April 18, his father, John H. Ryan,
who was engineer in the Youth's Companion
Building, Boston, was killed by an elevator which
fell on him while he was making some repairs.
Mr. Ryan had been with the Youth's Companion
4 years, and for a number of years previous, was
with the Nantasket Electric Light Association.
a. j. c.
James L. Teller, for 34 years prominently
identified with the Fishkill Landing Machine Co.,
Fishkill-on-the-Hudson, N. Y., as secretary and
treasurer, died at his home in Newburgh on the
18th inst. About a week before his death Mr.
Teller suffered from a stroke of paralysis, from
which he was unable to recover. He was 66
years of age and leaves a widow and two daugh
ters. During the many years Mr. Teller was con
nected with the Fishkill Landing Machine Co.
he became widely known among manufacturers
and was universally esteemed for his many ster
ling qualities. His death will be deeply felt by
all who have been brought in business or social
contact with him.
David J. Havenstrite, one of the pioneers in
the industry of ice-making and refrigeration and
until recently head of the Havenstrite Engineer
ing Co., has joined the staff of the Engineering Co.
of America, and will continue to devote his atten
tion to his specialty. Mr. Havenstrite has in
stalled many of the largest ice-making and refrig
eration plans in this country.
W. F. Warden, president and general man
ager of The Burt Manufacturing Co., Akron, O.,
sailed for Europe on the steamer Celtic of the
White Star Line, from New York, in April.
Mr. Warden goes in the interest of his com
pany, to look after its large foreign trade in the
principal countries of Europe, as there are few
places where lubricating oils are used and steam
plants are in evidence that the company and the
Cross Oil Filter and Burt Exhaust Head have
not been adopted.
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Mr. Warden will, on this trip, visit agents of
the company in England, France, Germany, Bel
gium, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Russia, and if
time permits he will visit those in Switzerland,
Greece and Spain.
In Mr. Warden's absence J. Asa Palmer, sec
retary of the company, will have full direction
of its affairs.
John B. Allan, general manager of sales of
the Allis-Chalmers Co., has resigned his position
and will take a vacation for a couple of months,
in order to recuperate from overwork and the
strain of his responsibilities.
Arthur West, assistant chief engineer of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., has resigned his position, and
will go to the Mediterranean for a holiday trip.
In his letter of resignation he states "for the last
two years I have been regularly overworked, and
my most urgent need is rest."
John L. Weeks, treasurer and general man
ager of the American Steam Gage Valve Manu
facturing Co., died at his home on April 2. Mt.
Weeks had been with the company for more than
15 years and his influence in the councils was
always a strong one. The company and a large
circle of business acquaintances which Mr. Weeks
has made into strong friends will greatly feel the
loss.
SPRING MEETING OF THE AMERICAN SO
CIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
From May 31 to June 2 the American So
ciety of Mechanical Engineers and the British In
stitution will meet in joint session in Chicago.
The local committee, under the direction of Capt.
Robert W. Hunt, has been making elaborate prep
arations for the accommodation and entertain
ment of guests and has perfected a most profit
able and enjoyable program. The sub-committee
on entertainments and excursions and in particu
lar its chairman, Mr. Geo. M. Brill, have given
a large part of their time for the past month to
ensuring that every detail is provided for, so that
the success of the convention shall be assured.
As usual, Tuesday afternoon, May 31, will be
left without special appointments to allow of the
gathering and registration of members and guests
at the hotel headquarters in the Auditorium.
Tuesday evening will be devoted to the opening
session in the Fine Arts Building ; the societies
will be welcomed at 8:30 by Mayor Harrison and
responses will be given by Ambrose Swasey, presi
dent of the American Society of Mechanical En
gineers, and J. Hartley Wicksteed, president of
the British Institution. An informal reception
will be held, after the session, in the parlors of
the Auditorium.
Wednesday morning will be taken up with a
business and professional session on the 9th floor
of the Auditorium, commencing at 10 o'clock.
Papers will be read by Harrington Emerson on
The Wages Problem, by George Watson on
Some Recent Examples of Destructors for Town
Refuse, and by Newton C. Russell on Refuse
Destruction by Burning and the Utilization of
the Heat Generated. Luncheon will be served at
the close of the session. The ladies will, mean
time, be taken in tally-ho coaches for a drive
through the parks, luncheon being served at the
German Building in Jackson Park, and a visit
paid to the Field Columbian Museum.
The ladies will join the men-folk in the after
noon for a visit to the works of the Illinois Steel
Co. at South Chicago.
In the evening at 8:30 a professional session
will be held in the Fine Arts Building, the sub
ject being Steam Turbines. The papers will be
as follows : Some Theoretical and Practical Con
siderations in Steam Turbine Work, by Francis
Hodgkinson; The DeLaval Steam Turbine, by
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bine, by W. L. R. Emmet ; Steam Turbines, by
A. Rateau, and Potential Efficiency of Prime
Movers, by C. V. Kerr.
Thursday morning at 9:30 the meeting will
take up professional papers in the hall on the 9th
floor of the Auditorium. The paners will be by
J. H. Wells on Power Plant of a Tall Office
Building, by R. P. Bolton on Power Plants of
Tall Office Buildings, by V. L. Raven on Middlebrough Dock Electric and Hydraulic Power
Plant, by L S. Marks on Use of Superheated
Steam and Reheaters in Large Compound En
gines, and by W. P. Flint on Commercial Gas En
gine Testing. The ladies will spend the morning
in a visit to Marshall Field & Co.'s store, where
luncheon will be served.
On Thursday afternoon excursions are planned
to the Fiske St. Station of the Chicago Edison
Co. and to the packing houses of Swift & Co..
while for the ladies Mrs. Robert W. Hunt will be
At Home from 4 to 6 o'clock.
In the evening, a reception will be tendered
to the societies at the Art Institute at 9 o'clock.
Friday morning will be spent in the closing
professional session to be held at Lewis Institute.
Papers will be presented on Cast Iron Composi
tion by W. J. Keep, on Effects of Strain and
Annealing by Wm. Campbell, on Experiments
With a Lathe-Tool Dynamometer by J. T. Nichol
son, on Road Tests of Locomotives by E. A.
Hitchcock and on Locomotive Testing Plants by
W. F. M. Goss. The ladies will be taken for a
drive through the parks and will join the mem
bers for luncheon at Lewis Institute.
Friday afternoon will be devoted to excursions
to Fiske St., to the Clearing Yards of the Chi
cago Transfer Railway Co. or to the Drainage
Canal as guests of the Chicago Edison Co., the
Railroad Co. or the Western Society of En
gineers.
The closing assemblage will take the •form of
a special concert by the Thomas Orchestra in
the Auditorium at 9 o'clock.
NEWS NOTES.
The inauguration of Dr. Chas. S. Howe as
president of the Case School of Applied Science
will take place at Cleveland, O., on May 10
and II. On the evening of May 10 an informal
reception will be tendered to the delegates from
other clubs and from engineers' societies; and
on May 11, the exercises proper of the inaugura
tion will take place. These exercises will be
held in the Euclid Avenue Congregational Church
and will consist of an address by Dr. Worcester
R. Warner on behalf of the Board of Trustees,
an address by President James B. Angell, of the
University of Michigan, an address by President
Henry S. Pritchett, of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, an address by John R. Freeman,
an address by President Chas. F. Thwing, of the
Western Reserve University.
An examination will be held on May 21
for Chief Marine Steam Engineer in the quarter
master's department at large. The salary of this
position is $1,500 a year, and the position is open
to all United States citizens of 20 years or over.
Application should be made to the civil service
commission at Washington for form 1093
amended.
On the same date, examinations will also be
held for Assistant Marine Engineer and for
Marine Firemen in the same department. For the
assistant marine engineer's position, the salary is
$1,080 a year, and the applicant must have marine
engineer's license for ocean going vessels of at
least 500 tons register. For the marine firemen,
the pay is $660 a year. Application should be
made in the same manner as for the first named
position.
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matics, Shop Work, Drawing, Electricity, Civil
Engineering, and Chemistry are announced to be
.held at the Armour Institute of Technology from
June 27 to August 5. The institute has a full
equipment of apparatus for laboratories and shops,
which will be available to students taking the
summer courses. The courses, as laid out, cover
the subjects treated thoroughly, and the location
of the institute is such that it will give to those
attending, chances for observation among the great
industries of Chicago which cannot be had in a
smaller place. The pamphlet containing full in
formation in regard to the courses will be sent
on application to the institute.
The Nernst Lamp Co. has recently removed
its Boston office from 131 State St., to 501 At
lantic Ave. The office will as heretofore be in
charge of Geo. C. Ewing as district manager, and
will carry a complete stock of Nernst lamps and
supplies, insuring prompt service to customers.
Twenty courses of instruction in engineering
subjects are offered in the summer session of the
University of Michigan. Five of these are in
drawing; two, civil engineering; four, mechanical
engineering; one, electrical engineering; one,
metallurgy; and seven, shop practice. Some of
the courses are : Geometrical drawing, free-hand
drawing, free-hand lettering, strength and resist
ance of materials, elements of machines, steam
engines and boilers, dynamo-electric machinery,
carpentry, pattern making, forging, foundry work,
and instrument making.
The William Tod Co., of Youngstown, O., are
preparing to build a full line of high duty crank
and flywheel pumping engines of the well-known
Reynolds type, which have been designed by Irv
ing H. Reynolds, formerly with the Edward P.
Allis Co., and now manager of the pumping de
partment for William Tod Co.
The Lunkenheimer Co., of Cincinnati, O., will
have a comprehensive display of their high grade
engineering specialties in location 5-G, block 26,
of Machinery Hall, at the St. Louis Exposition,
which engineers can find by looking for the sign
of the hand and valve.
Neil W. McIntosh has removed the office
of the Steel Water Arch to 150 Nassau Street,
where he will in the future be found.
Crocker-Wheeler Co., manufacturers of elec
tric generators and motors, on May 10 opened a
branch office in the Hibernia Bank Building in
New Orleans. W. P. Field, of the St. Louis
office of the company, will be the representative
in charge. Although there are fifteen CrockerWheeler branches from Boston to San Francisco,
including St. Louis and Atlanta, the establish
ment of this new office has become necessary, in
order to accommodate the increasing market for
electric machinery in the South and Southwest.
The Shepherd Engineering Co., of Franklin,
Pa., has removed its Boston branch office to the
Oliver Building, corner of Oliver and Milk
Streets, Boston. Mr. W. N. Clifford is in charge
of the office and will handle all business in the
New England territory.
The Robb Engineering Co., of Amherst, Nova
Scotia, builders of the Robb Armstrong engines
and the Robb Mumford boilers, have recently
moved into their new plant. The company was
founded in 1848 for general work on coal mining
and lumber machinery. It has grown until the
new works occupy a space devoted to the build
ing of engines alone which is 100x248 feet.
The Franklin Electric Manufacturing Co.,
of Hartford, Conn., which manufactures the Femco
lamps of the reflector type, have taken out a li
cense under the recent decision of the courts
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from the parent incandescent lamp companies, so
that all patrons will be fully protected against
any litigation.
An industrial map of the Erie Railroad,
showing the distribution of coal areas for both
soft and hard varieties and gas and oil producing
strata, is an interesting folder which is sent out
by the Industrial Department of the company,
located at 21 Cortlandt Street, New York City.
United States Civil Service Commission will
hold an examination for engineers in the Indian
service on June 15. The examination will in
clude the subjects of steam engineering, electrical
engineering, heating, refrigeration, gas and gaso
line engines, and hydraulics. Applications must
reach Washington prior to June 8 and must be
made on form 1093. The salaries range from
$480 to $1,000 a year, the majority being about
at $800.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Bevel Gear Tables, by D. A. Engstrom. The
Derry-Collard Co., New York, 1904. Price $1.
The author of this work has made a specialty of
bevel gears and has devised a series of tables to
avoid the calculation of gear dimensions. No
knowledge of trigonometry is necessary in order
to use the tables in designing gears of any size.
First are taken up the definitions of pitch, adden
dum, clearance, etc., and the relations of values
are explained. Tables are given of the tooth ele
ments, of circular and diametrical pitches. Dia
grams are then given of bevel gears, showing the
various dimensions needed in making shop draw
ings and giving brief dimension as how to lay
out a pair of gears. The collection of bevel gears
and the forms of teeth are briefly explained, fol
lowed by directions showing how to use the ta
bles. These tables give the outside diameter, the
distance between centers, the radius for the out
side of the cone, the face angle, the edge angle,
the cutting angle and the number of the cutter,
thus giving all dimensions necessary. The values
are worked out for a diametral pitch of 1, but
values for any other pitch are found by dividing
the tabular values by the number of the pitch. It
is safe to say that the author is correct in his
prediction that "few people who have once used
the book for obtaining the data for a bevel gear
will ever again resort to the tedious process of
figuring out dimensions."
Facts About Peat, by T. H. Leavitt. Lee and
Sheppard, Boston, 1904. Price, $1.00 net, post
paid $1.10.
This book, containing additional and more
recent data on the subject, is a substitute for a
volume of the same title, written previously by
the author. It takes up and discusses in detail
the value of peat in its crude state, what it is
and where found, its' increased value when
manufactured and put in merchantable condi
tion, the methods by which it can be put in
such condition, and its superior fitness for cer
tain classes of service.
Peat as a disinfectant and deodorizing agent
together with several other uses for which it is
adapted, are also dwelt upon. Fifteen halftones
illustrate the machinery, tools', etc., used in con
nection with peat.
The book should prove to be useful and in
structive to anyone interested in peat and its
different uses.
Free Hand Lettering, by Victor T. Wilson.
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1903. Price $1.
This book, instead of being a collection of
sample letters, takes up in a clear and log
ical manner the construction of letters and
proper proportions and how to go about design
ing a new style of lettering if one wishes to do
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it. Such details as the best kind of pen for let
tering work, the best ink and paper, and method
of holding the pen and direction of the stroke
seem, perhaps, elementary, but are, nevertheless,
of importance if one is to learn the correct
, method for doing free hand lettering well and
rapidly.
The principles of design which apply to the
laying out and lettering of a title are discussed,
and the proper styles of lettering to be used for
various kinds of drawing are given attention.
At the end of the book, samples of different
styles with the proportions of each letter in each
style are given so that sufficient hints as to
desirable forms of letters will be before the
draftsman to guide him in making a choice.
Condensation of Steam in Covered and Bare
Pipes, with a Translation of Peclet's Theories
and Experiments on the Transmission of Heat,
by Chas. F. Paulding, D. Van Nostrand Co., New
York, 1904. Price $2.
The subject of pipe covering is one of great
importance to the engineer, and yet about which
accurate information is comparatively scarce.
Many and extensive experiments have been made,
and all show conclusively the value of pipe cov
erings ; but the relative value of different sorts is
a question about which there is still much dis
agreement. The book under consideration is based
on Peclet's formulas and experiments, but the con
stants have been modified in accordance with the
tests of Mr. Barrus at the Manhattan Railway
Co.'s power house, and the tests of Professor
Jacobus at Stevens Institute. The tests made by
Mr. Brill and those by Mr. Norton at the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology were also taken
up, and the results carefully examined.
The conclusions are summarized in four
courves : The first shows the relation between
thickness and conductivity of the pipe coverings ;
the second shows the effect of difference of
steam pressure on the conductivity of coverings ;
the third curve shows the thickness of covering
needed to keep the loss per square foot constant
as steam pressure is increased ; and the fourth
curve shows the thickness of covering needed
for a constant loss as the size of the pipe in
creases. The conclusions from the curves are that
it pays to use a covering at least il/2 mches thick
on a 2-inch pipe, that the thickness must be in
creased, approximately, directly as the pressure,
in order to keep the loss per square foot constant,
and that for small pipes the covering must be
much thicker than for large ones, if the loss per
square foot is to be kept the same.
The translation of Peclet's paper on Emission
and Transmission of Heat is interesting, and
shows how his experiments were conducted and
how he arrived at the equation which is used in
the earlier part of the book. The equations are
rather complicated, and the graphical curves are
really the important feature to the practicing
engineer.
Swingle's Twentieth Century Handbook for
Steam Engineers and Electricians; by C. F.
Swingle, with an electrical division by H. C.
Horstman and V. H. Tousley. Fred J. Drake
& Co., Chicago, 1904. Price, $2.50.
This book has been prepared particularly for
the man who runs the engine and cares for the
electrical machinery about a plant. The early
chapters are devoted to the apparatus of the boiler
room and treat of boilers, gears, safety valves,
grates, settings and tests. Succeeding chapters treat
of valve setting on slide valve and Corliss en
gines ; the use of the indicator ; the analysis of
indicator diagrams for the setting of valves and
finding the horsepower of an engine. ' Under the
heading of engine operation the action of con
densers and governors is taken up rather briefly.
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The section on electricity is particularly well suited
to give the operating engineer such information
as he needs in his daily work. It starts with the
units of electrical measurement and with the in
stallation of wire systems and calculation of size
of wire needed for various circuits. Chapter III
takes up the action of the dynamo and the matter
of dynamo details, followed in chapter IV by a
description of different systems showing the ac
tion of the Brush arc lighting machine and the
Thomson arc lighting dynamo and the construc
tion and connection of arc lighting switchboards.
Motors are taken up particularly with reference to
caring for them, and the corrections for different
types of starting boxes shown. Alternating cur
rent motors are dismissed with a couple of para
graphs occupying less than a page. The chapter
devoted to meters shows the principle of action
of a number of types and gives a reasonable idea
of their working. Brief treatment is given to the
subject of arc lamps, incandescent lamps, and
Nernst lamps, and short chapters are devoted—one
on each subject—to line testing, storage batteries,
electrolysis and lightning arresters.
The book is written in simple, plain language
and can readily be understood by anyone, but its
name is somewhat misleading, since it is hardly
in the nature of a handbook ; it is more of an
elementary text book on subjects of which it
treats.
A short story of Thomas Newcomen is con
tained in the March issue of the series of "Bi
ographies of Engineers", published by Wyman and
Gordon, of Worcester, Mass. The facts brought
out in regard to the life of this early pioneer of
steam engineering work are most interesting and
worthy of careful attention.
Electric Street Railways is the name of a
Journal published in the interests of street rail
roading, by R. Oldenburg, at Munich, Germany.
Heretofore, it has been a monthly, but for the
coming year, it will be issued twice a month and
will contain sixteen pages of reading matter in
each issue. The subscription price for the new
form will be $4.00 a year, as heretofore. The
magazine is printed in German. The volume for
1903, which has been sent us, treats fully the sub
jects pertaining to street railway work.
AN INTERESTING SERIES OF LEC
TURES on Commerce is published by the Uni
versity of Chicago Press, at a price of $1.62,
postpaid. These lectures are by such men as E.
D. Kenna, Luis Jackson, H. F. J. Porter, James
H. Eckels, A. F. Dean, and others who speak
with equal authority on their subjects. The de
partments covered are Railway Management and
Operation in all branches, both financial and me
chanical; Steel Making; Fire Insurance; Advertis
ing; Methods of Banking, etc. The lectures are
full of valuable information, and the authors give
information which they have gained at first hand,
and which is, therefore, of double importance.
THE D'OLIER ENGINEERING CO., of
Philadelphia, in its bulletin G, No. 2, describes
some of the Nordberg-Corliss engines recently in
stalled by the Nordberg Manufacturing Co., of
Milwaukee, Wis.
STEEL AMMONIA FITTINGS, such as are
manufactured by the Triumph Ice Machine Co.,
used in refrigerating plants, are fully described
in a handsome and convenient catalog, published
by that company. The fittings include valves and
various kinds of expansion cocks, strainers,
crosses, tees, elbows, and flanges. Full lines are
also shown of return bends for making up ex
pansion coils.
The company also manufactures a line of
supplies and accessories for the manufacture and
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handling of ice. The catalog will be sent on re
quest to anyone interested, by the Triumph Ice
Machine Co., 610 Baymiller St., Cincinnati, O.
WARREN WEBSTER & CO., of Camden,
N. J., describe in their general catalog the ap
paratus employed to utilize exhaust steam. The
catalog includes parts devoted to feed water heat
ers and purifiers, the Star vacuum purifier, filter,
and receiver ; the vacuum system of steam heat
ing, as installed by this company, and the Webster
motor valve, which controls the steam circulation
in this system. The set of catalogs is full of in
teresting information, and is splendidly gotten up.
PUMP MACHINERY FOR BEET SUGAR
FACTORIES is the title of the catalog issued
by the Knowles Steam Pump Works, of 114
Liberty St., New York City. The catalog de
scribes the use to which pumps are put in beet
sugar plants, and shows the types of pumps which
are available for such uses. Full tables are given
of capacities and sizes in all types.
BROWN & SHARPE MANUFACTURING
CO., of Providence, R. I., are issuing their catalog
for 1004, which contains 482 pages. It is made
up of a large number of tables and of general
information, which makes it valuable as a book
of reference. The catalog will be mailed to any
address, upon application, without charge.
A FULL LINE OF ENGINES AND BOIL
ERS is manufactured by the Erie City Iron
Works, Erie, Pa. This includes the Erie City
water-tube boilers, which are fully described in a
special catalog ; Erie City, four-valve engines, hav
ing rotating exhaust valves, and double-ported,
balanced, flat admission valves, of which full de
tails are given in a special catalog ; the Erie City,
counter-current, feed-water heater, which is so
made that the casing may be readily removed
from the pipes ; and the ordinary type of vertical
locomotive and portable fire-tube boiler ; special
Economic return-tubular boiler; the usual type
of return-tubular stationary boiler; and throttling,
slide-valve engines of various types and sizes from
55 to 350 horsepower. The company also man
ufactures a high-speed, automatic engine from
30 to 150 horsepower. The engines and boilers
are described in their general catalog.
THE ERIE MANUFACTURING SUPPLY
CO., of Erie, Pa., is engaged in the manufacture
of automatic engines and "Erieco" engines, "Riblet" feed-water heaters, and "Hardwick" feedwater heaters. The engines are fully described in
catalog A, issued by the company, which is finely
illustrated with reproductions of wash drawings,
showing all parts of the engines. The Governor,
in particular, has some novel details, which are of
interest.
STURTEVANT BLOWERS, engines, motors,
forges, and steam heating apparatus are described
in a condensed catalog for desk use, which is is
sued by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, Mass.
This is known as catalog No. 115, and is now run
ning in the second edition of 1004. It will be sent
on request to anyone interested in any of the
lines mentioned.
THE STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.,
of Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers of pressed
steel shaft hangers, are issuing a 20-page booklet,
describing the hanger, with illustrations, and giv
ing reasons for a more careful selection of the
hanger.
WORTHINGTON CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS,
manufactured by Henry R. Worthington, of NewYork City, are fully described and illustrated in
a 48-page catalog issued by the firm. The pumps
are divided into three classes, i. e., turbine, volute
and conoidal, the distinction being fully explained
in the catalog.

May 15, 1904CHAS. D. MOSHER, No. 1 Broadway, New
York, manufacturer of the Mosher Steam Sep
arator, describes the construction and operation
of this apparatus in a folder which contains much
interesting information. The Separator is adapt
ed for use either inside or outside of a boiler.
CROCKER WHEELER CO., of Ampere, N.
J., is sending out Bulletin No. 44, which gives a
description of the Conneaut and Erie Interurban
Street Railway System.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., in Bulletin No.
216, describes and lists the sizes of its M. C. type
motors for direct current.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Permit has been issued to L. P. Hazen Co.,
of Cincinnati, O., for a planing mill.
Contract has been let for rebuilding the
Ansted Axle Works at Connersville, Ind.
Manitowoc, Wis., is to have a modern electric
light plant built and equipped by the West Side
Fleet ric Power & Lighting Co.
F. E. Myers & Bro. have let the contract for
an addition to be built to their foundry and storage
room at Ashland, O.
Beach Bros. Co., of Lyon, Mfich., have chosen
a location for a new shoe factory at Charlotte,
Mich.
Large additions will be made to the power
house of the Parkersburg, Mariette & Interurban
Railroad at Parkersburg, West Virginia.
The Aetna Machine Co. will erect a new ma
chine shop in West Toledo, O.
Machinery in the boiler and engine house at
mine No. 268, Rendville, O., owned by The Con
tinental Coal Co., was recently destroyed by fire
and will be rebuilt.
New machinery is to be installed at the box
factory on Tonawanda Island, N. Y., owned by
White, Rider & Frost, to double the capacity
of the plant.
Permission has reen granted to Steinman &
Meyer, of Cincinnati, O., for the erection of a
brick and stone furniture factory.
Plans have been completed for a new addi
tion to the factory of Root & Vandervoort En
gineering Co., at Moline, 111.
Goldhill Mining Co., of Arbacoochee, Cle
burne Co., Ala., is preparing to erect stamp mills
on property recently acquired.
A large addition will be built to the plant of
the Rock River Mfg. Co., at Dixon, 111.
Burke Bros., of Chattanooga, Tenn., have let
the contract for a new shop to manufacture gaso
line engines.
An ordinance was recently passed by the city
council of St. Marys, O., for the repair of the
water works of the electric light plant.
C. J. Stelzner, of Minneapolis, Minn., is plan
ning to establish a new flour mill at Frazee, Minn.
Factories of J. M. Martinez & Co., recently
destroyed by fire, at West Tampa, Fla., are to be
immediately rebuilt.
A new 300 horsepower engine will soon be in
stalled at the Seymore Woolen Mills, Seymore,
Ind.
At Stephenson, Mich., a new pickling factory
is to be built by Alart & McGuire, of New York.
The erection of a new factory for the Chan
delier & Art Brass Co. will soon be commenced
at Richmond, Ind.
Eureka Stave & Heading Co., of Chicago,
will erect a $25,000 plant at Hope, Arkansas.
Fire recently destroyed the shingle mill at
Abbeville, Ga., owned by A. V. Russell. It will
be rebuilt as soon as new machinery can be ob
tained.
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SERIES ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LIGHTING PLANT IN THE UNION STOCK YARDS.
' I '•HIS plant which contains the largest
|[ series enclosed arc lighting system,
installed in Chicago at the present
time, was built by the Union Stock Yards
and Transit Co., as an addition to their
pumping station, to take the place of an older
plant, which was equipped with out of date ma
chinery of low efficiency and was not large enough
to meet the lighting demands of the company.
The larger part of the load consists of arc lamps,
which are used throughout the yards for both
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somewhat of a novelty. In addition to the pump
ing apparatus, an Allis air compressor, 18 and
17 X 36 inches at F and an Ingersoll-Sergeant
Drill Co's. air compressor at G, with 13 and 20 X
12 inches compound steam and 14V2 X 12-inch
duplex air cylinders, are installed.
A live steam connection is made at H, which,
together with exhaust steam from the Ingersoll
air compressor, is used to heat the exchange
building. The rest of the exhaust steam is used
at present to heat the feedwater. Anderson steam
traps and Cochrane separators are installed with
the piping, the overflow from both passing into
the sewer.
The new addition or electrical part of the plant
is of special interest, as it is strictly modern and
contains a complete equipment of the latest opcrating devices. It is well arranged and is neat
and attractive in appearance. The walls are lined
with white enameled brick to a height of 7 feet,

30, has a normal rating of 480 horsepower, with
an ultimate capacity of 600 horsepower. It runs
at a speed of 150 revolutions per minute and is
guaranteed for a steam consumption of 20 pounds
per horsepower-hour. The smaller engine, 14%
and 25 X '8, is rated at 300 horsepower, with an
ultimate capacity of 400 horsepower. It has a
speed of 200 revolutions per minute and a steam
consumption of 21 pounds per horsepower-hour.
The speed of either, which is regulated by a shaft
governor, does not vary more than 2 per cent.
The engines are oiled by a gravity oiling system,
of which the supply lank is located in the base
ment. From this the oil is forced to an 85-gallon
pressure tank by compressed air, at such a height
that it is carried by gravity through Turner fil
ters and the fresh oil tank, and delivered at the
desired p'ressure to the engines. Thence it is re
turned through drip pipes to the tank in the base
ment. Rourdon steam gages give the pressure

FIG. 2. 300-KIL0WATT, THREE-PHASE ALTERNATOR
AND 480-HORSEPOWER CROSS-CONNECTED
BUCKEYE ENGINE.

interior and outdoor service and for lighting the
tracks of the Chicago Junction Railway Co. for
a distance of 2x/i miles. Eleven of the three
hundred arcs in service are used for commercial
lighting. The rest of the load consists of incan
descent lamps, installed in the Exchange Build
ing and the Transit house, located in the yards,
and a small motor load, the greater part of which
is taken by two elevators in the exchange build
ing.
The boiler room contains three 250-horsepower
Aultman and Taylor water-tube boilers, which
supply steam to both stations and heat the ex
change building. They are hand fired and carry
a steam pressure of 130 pounds per square inch.
From Fig. I, which is a plan of the plant, the
relative position of the units and apparatus in
the two stations may be seen.
The pumping station, which is used to supply
the water tanks in the different pens, contains
the following apparatus; two Deane duplex
boiler feed pumps at A, an enclosed feed water
heater at B, two Worthingion pumps, one
14. 20 and 15 X IS inches at C, the other 14 and
14 ',4 X 10 inches at D, and a Heisler pumping
engine 21, 48 and 16X24 inches at E. This
pump is capable of delivering 6.000,000 gallons
in 24 hours against a head of 158 feet, and is

FIG. 3. 2I0-KIL0WATT THREE-PHASE ALTERNATOR AND 300- HORSEPOWER CROSS-CONNECTED
BWCKEVE ENGINE.
above which buff pressed brick is used. A flat
mosaic floor, with a mosaic border, also adds to
the appearance of the room, which is 54 feet long
by 45 feet wide.
The generating equipment of the plant consists
of two units, one having a capacity of 300 kilo
watts and the other a capacity of 210 kilowatts.
Cross-connected Buckeye engines are used for
both units. The larger engine, 16IA and 28^ X

directly at the engine and Hill-McCanna oil
pumps are used in preference to lubricators to
feed oil into the cylinders. A hand pump is also
installed in case of emergency.
The generators are both General Electric
three-phase, 60-cycle alternators1 of the revolving
field type. The larger one shown in Fig. 2 has
a capacity of 300 kilowatts, revolves at a speed of
150 revolutions per minute and is designed to de
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liver a current of 75% amperes at 2,300 volts. It for the instruments as well as the recording watt
On the wall side, the chains pass up through
floor tubes to the regulator. The distance to the
is excited by a 30-kilowatt generator, which is meters are mounted on wall panels.
wall is only 5 feet, but as the buses are mounted
rated for 240 amperes at 125 volts and is belt
The regulators for the series incandescent cir
driven from the flywheel of the alternator at a cuits are placed against the wall and are chain overhead, a free passage is left back of the board,
speed of 675 revolutions per minute.
The smaller alternator is shown in Fig. 3. It
is rated at 210 kilowatts and gives a current of
S3 amperes at 2,300 volts, running at 200 revolu
tions per minute. The exciter is a i7j4-kilowatt
machine, which is rated for 140 amperes at 125
volts.
The switchboard, shown in Fig. 4, is of blue
Vermont marble and contains 13 panels. The
instruments, switches and other auxiliary appar
atus, mounted on the board, were furnished by
the General Electric Co. Beginning at the left,
the first two panels are for the 30-kilowatt and
17.5-kiIowatt exciters. It will be noticed that the
main switches are three-pole, the equalizer con
nection between the two machines being made at
the board instead of at the exciters. The third
rheostat is used, so that the two exciters may be
operated in parallel and controlled by the one
constant current regulator, to be described later.
The third and fourth panels are the 300 and 210kilowatt generator panels, while the fifth controls
the power circuit. The next three panels are for
the series incandescent lighting of the Transit
House, Exchange Building and a third circuit
FIG. 4. THE THIRTEEN-PANEL SWITCHBOARD.
scattered throughout the yards; 7%-kilowatt cur
rent regulators are used on each of these circuits.
The next panel contains the main switch of the
arc light buses, while the remaining four panels operated. The shaft, with a sprocket wheel on and, as the potential transformers for the instru
are equipped with the plug switches for the vari each end, is fastened underneath the floor to the ments, compensating devices and other apparatus,
ous arc light circuits. The Lincoln synchronizer framing, and is connected by chains to corre
mounted back of the board, are on wall panels,
and current regulator for the generators will be sponding wheels, mounted on the shafts of the they are easily accessible for inspection or repairs.
noticed on the extreme left and the ground de- handle and rheostat respectively. The generator
A wiring diagram, showing representative
panels and giving the connections of the instru
ments in each case is given in Fig. 6.
The series enclosed arc lighting system is
shown at the left and is equipped with Western
Electric transformers, regulators and lamps.
There are four systems, similar to the one shown,

OF THE UNION STOCK YARDS
TRANSIT CO'S. PLANT.

tectors, mounted at the right of the board.
Two sets of buses are used and double-throwoil switches on the high-potential circuits. In Fig.
5, which is a side view of a generator panel, the
two sets of buses may be seen mounted overhead.
They are supported by the rods, which tie the
board tc the wall and are held in place by glass
insulators clamped to these rods. All cables from
the wall to the board are carried overhead and
supported by cable racks as may be seen. The
current transformers and potential transformers

FIG. 5 SIDE VIEW OF A GENERATOR PANEL.

rheostats are located in the basement and are also
chain operated. A narrow slot, cut through the
floor directly behind the board, gives the desired
opening to the basement for the chains and cables.

three of which are in use at the present time. A
56-kilowatt, oil-cooled transformer, three of which
may be seen in Fig. 7, is used on each system.
The primaries are connected to the arc light buses,
as shown, which in turn may be thrown on either
of the main buses through a double-throw oil
switch. The potential on the primaries is 2,300
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volts, which is stepped up to 4,600 or 9,200 volts,
depending on whether the coils of the trans
former are connected in series or multiple. With
an inductive load, however, only 8,600 or 4,300
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third current transformer and connecting the
three ammeters, one to each phase, the open delta
system is used, the third instrument being in
stalled so that it reads the resultant current of

storage battery, shown in the diagram, is used
with a system of bells and has nothing to do with
the excitation of the generators.
The connections of the regulator for the ex
citers operating in parallel is of special interest in
this diagram. This regulator has both direct and
I2SV. EX BUSES

BAT
CIRCUIT

ARC CIRCUIT

ffiir-C.RRES.
HC.CTCIRCU1T

FIG. 8. DIAGRAM OF THE EXCITER CIRCUITS.
MOTORCIRCUIT

OENCIRCUIT

FIG. 6. WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE SWITCHBOARD CIRCUITS.
volts are obtained. A double regulator, one for
each secondary circuit, is mounted on top of each
transformer. With the system of plugging con
nections, used on this panel, A representing trans
fer plugs and B open circuit plugs, any lighting
circuit may be thrown on any transformer as de
sired. The transfer buses are tapped to each cir
cuit, as shown in the representative panel, and
open circuit plugs are provided on each side, so
that the circuits will operate independently and
not in parallel with each other. At present, two
50-light circuits are operated in parallel, but these
may be joined in series, making a 100-light cir
cuit, which is the capacity of one transformer.
The lamps take 72 volts at the arc and 76 at the
terminals, but provision for 86 volts per lamp is
required, due to line and regulator losses.. Light
ning arresters are placed across the secondaries of
each circuit and are mounted on the wall above
the board.
The next circuit, proceeding to the right, is a
representative incandescent lamp feeder. A sin
gle-phase circuit is used for this purpose, which,
as in the case of the arc- lamp circuits, may be
thrown on either bus. The instruments used are
an ammeter, wattmeter and voltmeter, which is ac
companied by a compensating device to give a
corrsct reading of the voltage at the center of
distribution with a varying power factor. The
device is composed of an inductive and a noninductive resistance, both of which may be varied
and made equal to the resistance and inductance
of the line. The potential regulator, previously
mentioned, will be noticed and also the current
and potential transformers for the generator regu
lator.
The power circuit is three-phase and is con
nected to the buses by two interlocked oil
switches, which are operated by two automatic
circuit breakers, tripped by an overload relay.
The connections of the polyphase wattmeters in
this panel will be of interest.
On the generator panel, two wattmeters are
used to measure the power on the three-phase cir
cuit, and three ammeters indicate the current
flowing in each phase. The method of connect
ing the ammeters is unusual ; instead of using a

EXCITER
CIRCUIT

the other two phases, which, of course, must be
equal to the current in the third phase. The Lin
coln synchronizer will also be noticed in connec
tion with this panel.

alternating current portions and maintains a con
stant voltage on the generator by cutting in or
out the rheostats in the shunt circuits of the ex
citers. The alternating-current portion of the
regulator consists of a differential wound magnet
A, with a potential winding B, and a compensating
current winding C. The potential and current
transformers for these windings will be noticed on

FIG. 7. THREE WESTERN ELECTRIC POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS AND REGULATORS.
A diagram of the exciter system is given in
Fig. 8, showing the two compound-wound exciters
and the usual direct-current instruments. The

the incandescent light circuit in Fig. 6. When a
load is thrown on, the voltage tends to drop and
the winding B will be weakened, thus allowing
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the current coil to pull down the core and raise
the other end of the lever to which it is attached.
This brings the contacts D together and closes
the direct-current circuit through one coil of the
differential relay F. In doing this, the magnetism
of the other relay coil, which .'s permanently con
nected to the direct-current buses, is neutralized
and the spring F, raises the relay armature and
closes the shunt circuit around the exciter
rheostats. With the rheostats cut out, the ex
citer voltage and consequently the generator volt
age, increase until the direct-current magnet C
has sufficient attractive force to open the contact
at D, when a balance is restored and the regula
tor is ready to repeat the operation. The con
denser is placed across the relay c6ntacts to take
up the field discharge when the shunt circuit is
opened. When the regulator controls two ex
citers, operating in parallel, an equalizing
rheostat is placed in series with the rheostat of
the machine, which tends to take the greater part
of the load. This rheostat, of course, must re
main in the circuit and is not cut out with the
other two. The shunt circuit may be easily traced.
When contact is made by the spring F, the current
will naturally prefer the path of least resistance
and, evading the exciter rheostat, will Mow to the
contacts H, thence through the reversing switch A."
and around the circuit, made by the relay contacts,
back to the negative bus through the contact L.
When the circuit is broken, the current flows
through the rheostats as before. The reversing
switch is used to change the direction of the cur
rent so that the contact points on the relay will
wear evenly, and will need to be replaced less
frequently. The switch should be reversed every
day.
George M. Brill of Chicago, consulting en
gineer, designed the building and had charge of
all the installation work in the plant, acting for
A. G. Leonard, who is general manager of the
Union Stock Yard and Transit Co.
We are often called upon to pay tribute to
the heroism of locomotive engineers who stick
to their posts in the face of certain death when
duty calls, and it is only just that we should do
homage to the men whose bravery is thus shown
and who receive due recognition of their faithful
ness. It is more seldom that the stationary engi
neer is called upon to face danger in the per
formance of his duty, although his responsibility
is often times as great, both for life and prop
erty, as that of his brother who handles a locomo
tive throttle. When occasion does arise, however,
it is seldom that the stationary engineers are
found wanting, and it is with pleasure and a
thrill of pride that we, who are of the stationary
fraternity, read of the performance of James Shay
at the Blue Ridge Colliery in Pennsylvania.
On Saturday afternoon, when a heavy wind
was blowing, and a gang of men were working
at the bottom of the shaft, it was discovered that
the fan house was on fire. If this fire could not
be checked, and the fan should stop, the lives
of the men in the mine were lost. Shay discov
ered the danger and at once notified the pump
runner at the foot of the shaft, who in turn gath
ered the men from the different parts of the mine
at the foot of the shaft to be hoisted to the sur
face. The flames jumped to the engine house and
yet the engine must be kept running, if the men
were to be raised to safety. An alarm of fire was
sent in, but the wind was so high and the fire
had such a start that, although water from a line
of hose was kept playing upon Shay as he stood
at his post at the throttle of the hoisting engine,
he was burned so that when the last man was
safe on the surface, he came out and sank to the
ground, overcome with smoke and flame. A few
seconds after he left the building, it collapsed.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC SYSTEMS.
BY RICHARD FLEMING.
THE construction of the multiple, alternating,
enclosed arc lamp is very simple. Nu
merous experiments were conducted, by
a number of engineers, notably Elihu Thomson,
toward the rectifying of alternating current and
the application of the resulting unidirectional cur
rent to arc lighting, using lamps of the directcurrent type. The method was to use the con
stant-current transformer of Prof. Thomson to
obtain alternating current of constant value from
the secondary, which current was then passed
through a rectifier to the lamps in series. It was
found that the constant current transformer
could be depended upon, under all conditions,
to supply the required constant current, but dif
ficulties in rectifying this current appeared.
TRANSFORMERS.
The transformer being developed into a most
beautiful and satisfactory device, the first series
of lamps, operated in this manner, were installed
at Hartford, Conn. The transformer had a single
primary and a single secondary coil, Fig. 1,
which latter had attached to it cylindrical air
floats, while the whole was immersed in oil.
The floating secondary was connected to the cir
cuit through sliding contacts, and provided with
guides to insure its rising and falling around the
central member of the extended core in a ver-
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Since the introduction of the constant-cur
rent transformer, several different forms of au
tomatic reactive coils have been used for obtain
ing constant current from constant potential cir
cuits. With these, Fig. 3, the usual practice is to

MULTICIRCUIT TRANSFORMER FOR CONSTANT
CURRENT.

connect the reactive coil and arc lamps in series
across the primary circuits. This has the dis
advantage of connecting the main distributing
systems and the arc light distributing systems
together, thus introducing excessive liability to
trouble, due to short circuits and grounds on the
arc light circuits, which are very difficult to main■ tain in first-class condition, as regards insulation,
owing to the necessity of providing means for

FIG. I. CONSTANT CURRENT TRANSFORMER CONNEC
TIONS, SINGLE CIRCUIT.
tical line. This floating coil was also provided
witli adjusting weights, so that the current could
be adjusted to any desired amount, within cer
tain limits. The device proved a success from
the start, and as soon as possible thereafter, 600
lamps with six ioo-light, constant-current trans
formers were built and installed in the city of
Hartford. The first 30-light transformer was, in
appearance, not much unlike an enlarged washtub, and on account of this, was dubbed, by one
of the many visitors to this installation, "The
Tub System." The system also became largelyknown as the "Hartford System," and may be
frequently beard designated by cither term, even
at this late day.
The small transformer supplied a single cir
cuit of lamps, and it soon became apparent that
for large units, this method had the objection of
very high voltage. For this reason the multi
circuit system, Fig. 2, was adopted, which at
once reduced the working potential to one-half
the maximum potential of the transformer, as
suming that two circuits were used. Transform
ers have been built supplying four circuits, thus
reducing the working potential to one-quarter
the maximum potential. In general practice,
however, this is rarely, if ever, used.

FIG. 3. AUTOMATIC REACTIVE COIL SYSTEM FOR USE
WITH CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER.
lowering the arc lamps to the street level for
trimming. This difficulty is overcome by intro
ducing between the automatic reactive coil, and
the primary distributing systems, a suitable trans
former, whose insulation interposes a barrier,
between the primary system and the arc light
ing circuits. This system introduces many com
plications which are absent from the constantcurrent transformer system.
Various schemes have been proposed for ob
taining constant current from constant potential
circuits by means of combinations of condensers
and reactances. These devices have many ap
parent advantages on account of the fact that
they can be built without moving parts. They
have several disadvantages, chief among them
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being the effect of the distortions caused by the
condensers on the arc.
Two principal schemes have been devised,
one called by Dr. Steinmetz "The Monocyclic
Square," shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4. If
the reactances and condensers on different sides
of the square are properly balanced, an almost

I—x-x-x-x
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namely, the differential, Fig. 6. Owing to the
inductive nature of the circuits of these lamps,
it is necessary to wind both shunt and series
magnets on separate magnetic structures. It is
not practical to place both windings on the
same core, as has been frequently the practice in
series, direct-current work. The differential ac
tion is produced by mechanical means. In these
lamps, the design has been prepared with the
view of maintaining uniform arc voltage under
all conditions, and to maintain the power factor
at the highest possible limit.
To do this, special forms of solenoids were
necessary, the shunt solenoids requiring very
particular attention. The iron cores are, in near
ly all cases, worked well up to the saturation
point, which has the double effect of reducing the
weight of the moving parts to a minumum, and
also of giving a constant pull, and approximate
ly constant impedance under varying conditions.
In the series solenoids, the core is U shaped and
is, approximately, the length of the coil, while in

actance is interposed in series with the lamp,
which more than offsets the disadvantage of the
series coil in the differential type of lamp, in its
effects on the power factor of the system.
The shunt lamp also tends to instability in
that the lamp acts as a resistance, having a very
large negative temperature coefficient. An in
crease of current through the lamp actually de
creases the resistance, tending to cause a still

I
x-x-x-v—I
FIG. 7. CONNECTIONS OF SHUNT LAMP.

FIG. 4. CONNECTIONS OF STEINMETZS "MONOCYCLIC
SQUARE" SYSTEM.
larger current to flow, and as the lamp is not af
fected by the amount of current passing, the reg
ulator in the circuit, of whatever type, has to be
depended upon to meet all these viariations ; as
the inertia of the moving parts is too great to
meet the rapidly changing conditions, instability
results. This conditions cannot exist in the dif
ferential type of lamp, as each lamp in itself is
inherently a good, constant current regulator.
A lamp suitable for operation on 220-volt cir
cuits has frequently been demanded. This can

perfect constant current can be obtained on the
arc circuit as shown when the other side of the
square is_ connected to a circuit supplying alter
nating current at constant potential.
Another device, invented by M. O. Troy, has
given very good results. This is a combination
of condenser, reactance and resistance in se
ries, and has been termed "The Series Conden
ser System," Fig. 5. If condenser and reactance
are connected in series and adjusted to pass a
current of any desired value, approximately con-

REACTANCE
FIG. 6. DIAGRAM OF SERIES DIFFERENTIAL LAMP.
CONDENSER

mnnr

nrunr~~~~~iFirmr
FIG. 5. SERIES CONDENSER SYSTEM.
stant current will be obtained from no load to
full load, provided the lamps, or other load in
troduced in series, have a power factor of, ap
proximately 0.70. The advantages claimed for
this system are, that it operates with lead
ing current, and consequently neutralizes a cer
tain portion of the inductive load usually found
on distributing systems. This is an important
advantage, as thereby the power factor of the
system is increased, thus increasing the availa
ble capacity of the generators, transformers, and
line.
THE LAMPS.
A number of lamps have been designed for
use on series, alternating circuits. Practice has
now settled down to one general type of lamp,

the shunt coil, the moving member is an abbre
viated U. In the upper end of the solenoid, a
permanent core is located, the air gap being in
the centre of the coil. This construction, even
with the varying impedance, due to the position
of the core and the consequent great variation
in current through the coil, gives a close ap
proximation to a constant pull over a wide range
of motion, a point which is of extreme impor
tance in the design of a lamp of this type, hence
the construction indicated has been almost uni
versally used.
Numerous attempts have been made to pro
duce a lamp of the so-called shunt type. In the
differential lamps, carbons are brought together
by gravity, while in the shunt lamps, Fig. 7, car
bons are held apart by means of counterweight
or spring, and are brought together by the pull
of the shunt solenoid connected across the arc.
This lamp was thought by many to have supe
rior advantages for series alternating work, on
account of the seeming simplicity of construction
that may be used. In practice, however, these
advantages and simplicity are not easily realized;
besides this type of lamp has several inherent dis
advantages. The shunt lamp is an extremely dif
ficult lamp to operate, as it tends to instability
of the circuit, unless an excessive amount of re

fig. 8.

STANDARD 1 10-VOLT LAMP FOR PARALLEL
WORKING.

best be made by using the standard lamp for 1 10
volt circuits, Fig. 8, in combination with a com
pensator supplying one or more lamps. Lamps
have been designed for this work, having two
arcs in series, steadied by a single reactive coil.
This lamp requires two sets of carbons, and as
it- necessarily operates at low current value, its
efficiency is low.
Requests have been made for series lamps of
larger power than the usual standard. A lamp
consuming about 500 watts is as large a unit as
should be generally used. Occasionally it has been
required to go above this to meet contract re
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is used, however, only in laboratory work for
PRINCIPLES OF PHOTOMETRY.
quirements. In general, however, it is poor prac
tice, as the carbon life will be short, requiring IN comparing different sources of light and the standardizing of the test lamps, since it is
too fussy and delicate a piece of apparatus for
frequent trimming, and the globe breakage will
ascertaining the value of each, it is neces
commercial
use.
be large, both on this account and on account of
sary to have some means of measuring per
Evidently the distance K, which is measured
the fact that the heat generated is very great. In formance and getting numerical values which shall
from the center of the unknown light to the
any case, cost of maintenance will be high, and show the comparative efficiencies. For this pur
center
of the screen, is equal to the distance /,
the chances for dissatisfaction are good.
pose, it is not essential that any absolute unit
Alternating lamps are of special value in pho
of light shall be chosen, since all measurement from the center of the standard lamp to the
center of the light to be measured, minus R,
tographic work, and can be operated with a con
must necessarily be comparative.
siderable degree of satisfaction. In this case it
The effectiveness of a light depends upon the or K=l—R. It is usually more convenient to
is best to omit all outer globes that a free circu
clearness with which all objects are made visible. take the measurement in this way, since the
lation of air may pass over the surface of the en
A system of lighting which produces very bright scale need then be graduated from one end only.
closing globe, so as to carry off the heat as rap
In order to get accurate results, it is neces
spots in one part of the room and comparative
idly as possible. Under these conditions, a lamp darkness in another part is not desirable, except sary that no light should reach the screen except
can be built for from 9 to 10 amperes, consum
for fine work, which requires very high lighting from the two sources of illumination, and that
ing 700 to 750 watts, and by adjusting the arc directly on the work. The result of this is that no reflected light should enter into the observa
as long as possible, a powerful actinic light can a diffused and even light of low intensity is usu
tions. For this reason the walls of the room and
be produced.
all apparatus in it are usually painted black, so
ally better than light which is of higher inten
The question of the best lamp to select for a sity, but is produced by intense points, so that that the light rays will be entirely absorbed. The
given purpose is continually up for settlement. small areas are strongly lighted.
light measured at A may be in the form of lamp.
As a result of experience, it is the writer's opin
ion that a lamp consuming from 425 to 500
watts is the most satisfactory for general street
illumination. Lamps of low current value, and
consequently low energy, have been suggested
from time to time for street work, their lack of
IMiiiiiiiifiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiilini^liillililllillliiiiiliil ii|iiii[iii,|iiii|ii>>fi.ii|iiii|.i>i|lMi|iin]iiii|
power being made up by installing a larger num
ber of lamps closer together ; this, undoubtedly,
produces a uniform illumination. Lamps of low
::-y : ->
energy consumption will suffer from the disad
vantage of low light efficiency per watt of ener
gy consumed. For this reason, it is generally
advantageous to use a lamp of medium energy
consumption. Again, a too powerful light unit
is not desirable as the lamps are generally in
stalled too far apart, producing a glare at one
point, and relative darkness between the lamps,
which is an extremely unsatisfactory form of il
FIG. I. SIMPLE FORM OF THE PHOTOMETER.
lumination. As stated before, the limit should
be between 425 and 500 watts, the most useful
unit being that consuming about 425 watts. The
gas flame, or candle. For incandescent lamps it
It is a well-proven fact of physics that the in
500 watt enclosed lamps are frequently used to tensity of light varies inversely as the square of is generally possible to make the measurement
displace 500-watt lamps of the open-arc type, the distance from the source of light; that is, the by direct comparison, setting the light to be
and also to meet contract specifications.
object which is at I foot from a lamp receives measured directly on the track or base on which
For interior illumination, series alternating four times the intensity of illumination that the the frame carrying the screen is moved back and
arcs are seldom, if ever, used, this field being same object 2 feet from the same lamp gets. forth. For working with arc lamps, the intensity
covered entirely, and in a very satisfactory man
Another fact which can be easily demonstrated of the light is so great as compared with the
ner, by the multiple lamp. The question of the is that a semi-opaque spot in the middle of an standard incandescent lamp employed that the
best unit to use for this class of work has also opaque sheet, if equally illuminated from both
been given a great deal of consideration. Lamps sides, is not visible, while if lighted on one side
M >r
wound for 4, 6 and 75^ amperes were standard. by a stronger light than on the other, it will
Here again a lamp of medium power seems to show either as a dark spot or a light spot on the
be most desirable.
<-—
sheet, depending on which side receives the
Alternating enclosed arcs of the multiple type greater illumination.
11
become very sensitive as the current is reduced
For comparing two sources of light, such a
to low value, hence the tendency to unsatis
spot is arranged so that light from one source
factory operation as, the size of unit is reduced. shall fall on one side, and from the other source
This, in addition to the low light efficiency per on the other side. The "grease spot" or screen
watt, reacts seriously against the small unit lamp is then moved back and forth until it becomes
of this type, so that in general practice, lamps invisible, which indicates that the illumination
FIG. 2. BUNSEN SCREEN BOX.
consuming a moderate amount of power are on both sides is the same. The intensity of the
again at an advantage, 400 to 450 watts being two sources of light will then be directly as the
the usual practice. A unit of more than 425 squares of the distances from the screen to the distance K becomes very great and one or more
watts is generally of too great brilliancy for in
two light?. For instance, in Fig. 1, if A be the mirrors are usually employed so that the arc lamp
terior illumination, unless in special situations source of light to be measured, B, the screen, can be placed to one side of the track, avoiding
where a lamp is installed in a high position, and and C, the standard of light, the intensity of the the necessity for a room of great length.
where the surrounding surfaces are highly ab
light A is to the intensity of C as the distance
It is obviously necessary to have the incan
sorbing, such as machine shops, ship yards and K2 is to the distance R*. The precautions to be
descent lamp which is used as a standard kept
similar places.
observed are that the center of the source of at constant voltage, since the candlepower will
Reflectors of high efficiency are now pro
vary with the electromotive force at the terminals
light at A, the center of the screen at B, and
duced for general interior illumination, giving the center of the standard of light at C must all of the lamp. For this purpose it is usual to in
excellent results, and much more attention is paid be on the same horizontal line, which is at right stall a finely graduated resistance in series with
to illuminating engineering than heretofore, so angles to the screen.
the standard lamp and to have a fine reading
that during the past few years, results of a high
voltmeter connected across the terminals, so that
For a standard of comparison at C, it is cus
class have been obtained.
tomary to use, for commercial work, a 16-candle- the electromotive force can be held constant. If
Artistic results are sought after and obtained, so power lamp, which has been carefully tested by a storage battery is available, this will give the
that interior of ornate appointments can now be one of the manufacturing companies. The ulti
most constant possible source of current. . If this
illuminated, by arc lamps, with most gratifying mate standard of comparison is a lamp flame cannot be had, the next best thing is a constant
results, in quality of illumination and general using as an oil amylacetate and having a wick of potential generator which is carrying either no
artistic effect.
given diameter and a flame of given height. This load or a steady load.
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The grease spot, which is ordinarily known
as the Bunsen screen, is made by melting a very
small piece of paraffin wax on clean white blot
ting paper. If this is looked at with the stronger
light shining on it from the same side as the
observer, the spot will appear dark; while if
the stronger light is on the side opposite the
observer, the spot will appear lighter than the
paper. This screen is placed in a suitable frame
and enclosed in a box, so that it will receive
light only from the two sources to be com
pared. The box is painted black on the inside
and is open at the ends. It is mounted on a
sliding support, so that it can be moved back
and forth on a straight track, and is usually
provided with some sort of wedging device to
hold it in any position desired.
In order to compare the two sides of the
screen, mirrors, M M, are placed so that the
observer looking in at the front of the box
can see the reflection of both sides of the screen
at the same time. It is usually the case that
the spot will apparently disappear on one mirror
before it does on the other when moving towards
the left, and the disappearance will come first
on the other mirror when moving towards the
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ferent positions. Fig. 4 gives an idea of the
result obtained with a flat filament lamp, and
shows the distribution for a loop with a single
turn. The distances from the center in each
case show the intensity of the candlepower as
measured in that direction.

sf C4ndls Power
FIG. 4. HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT FOR
AN INCANDESCENT LAMP.
In the case of the incandescent lamp, it is
possible ta get the average horizontal candlepower by placing the lamp in a revolving socket,
spinning it rapidly while taking the measure
ment. This cannot be done in the case of arc
lamps, since the apparatus is too cumbersome.
We have also to contend with the fact that the

FIG. 3. LUMMER-BRODHUN BOX.
right, so that in order to get the average value,
positions are taken when the spot apparently
disappears moving in each direction, and the
point midway between these two positions is
taken as the correct one.
Another form of screen is that known as
the Lummer-Brodhun, shown in Fig. 3. In this
form, the screen is of fine white porcelain, and
is arranged so that the two sides will be seen
at the same time when looked at through the
telescope. The reflecting prisms are treated so
that the image of the side A of the screen ap
pears smaller than that of the side B, and the
image of B will, therefore, form a ring around
A either darker or brighter than the central spot,
depending , upon the illumination of the two
sides. If the illumination is exactly the same
for the two sides of the screen, there will be
no outline between the ring and the disk. This
is, of course, a piece of apparatus which must
be manufactured by a skilled instrument maker,
and can be bought of any of the large com
panies which deal in such apparatus.
Even in the case of the incandescent lamp,
where the source of light is not at a very high
temperature, it is evident that the amount of
light which an object will receive depends upon
whether it is faced by the flat side of the carbon
loop or by the thin edge, and in many forms
of lamp where the filament is made into a coil,
the greatest intensity of light is thrown from
the end of the bulb. In such case, it is neces
sary to specify, in stating the candlepower,
whether this is to be measured from the side
of the filament, from the edge, or from the end.
It is customary to designate for incandescent
lamps the mean horizontal candlepower, that is,
the average of the values obtained by taking
measurements with the lamp revolved into dif
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as well as at all points around the arc. Although
the circular form of the carbons and the arc
would seem likely to give equal illumination in
all directions horizontally, yet the traveling of
the arc about on the surfaces of the carbons, and
the effect of the side rods which support the
globe affects this distribution.
Fig. 5 shows the intensity of light at differ
ent angles for various forms of arc lamps meas
ured above and below the horizontal. Curve A
is for the open arc using direct current of 9.6
amperes and having a clear outer globe. Curve
B is for the enclosed arc lamp using direct cur
rent and 6.6 amperes, having an opal inner globe,
a clear outer globe, and a street reflector to
throw the light downward. Curve C is for the
enclosed lamp using alternating current of 7.5 am
peres, the globes and reflector being the same as
for curve B. The intensity of light for the
arc lamp at these various angles must be meas
ured by the use of mirrors, as explained in the
article by Professor Matthews following:
It is convenient to use a simple formula for
finding the candlepower of the unknown light
when the observations have been taken. If /
is the distance from the center of the standard
light to that of the unknown source, R the dis
tance from the standard to the screen, Ij the
candlepower of the standard lamp, and Ix the
candlepower of the unknown, then by the law
of squares, we have for a setting
fx ■ Ib "• (I — K)% : j?.2 Solving this proportion
for Ix gives:
Thus, if the total distance
I be 20 feet, A' be 5
16 candlepower, we
f 20 — 5
I*. = 161

feet, and the standard lamp be
should have,
v2
I — 144 candlepower.

ARC LIGHT PHOTOMETRY.
BY C. P. MATTHEWS.

FIG. 5. VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT FOR ARC
LAMPS.
useful light in the case of the arc lamp is
usually that which is thrown downward, because
arc lamps are suspended at a considerable height
above the ground, and light rays which are sent
out horizontally are less effective.
As previously explained, the electric arc,
when formed by a direct current which has
the positive carbon on the upper side, acts as a
reflector to throw the light downward, but un
fortunately the cup shape of the crater makes
this intensity very great near the lamp and
cuts off nearly all rays which are at less than
45 degrees below the horizontal. This makes
it necessary to measure the intensity of light
at varying angles with the horizontal direction

THE first essential is a suitable photometer
room. Such a room must be of considera
ble length, first, because the ordinary arc
lamp is a large source of light, and requires a
relatively great distance between the lamp and
the photometer screen in order that the law of
inverse squares may apply without large error;
and, second, because it is desirable to avoid too
high an illumination of the photometer screen.
Where the space is available, a room 30 feet or
more in length should be set apart. The width of
the room need not be more than 10 or 12 feet.
The walls and ceiling of the room and even the
floor should be painted a lustreless black.
Some difference of opinion exists as to the
necessity for painting a photometer room in
terior black, and, indeed, it may be said that
much good photometry is now done in rooms
that are only partially darkened. The two essen
tials are that no diffused or stray light shall
reach the photometer screen and that the ob
server's eyes shall be protected from all light
other than that which comes from the screen
surfaces that he is viewing. On account of the
fact that stray light frequently reaches the pho
tometer screen from unsuspected sources, the un
skilled observer, especially, will do well to blacken
all surfaces in his photometer room.
The equipment of the room consists, in gen
eral, of a crane, or other device for supporting
the lamp to be tested ; of one or more mirrors
for directing the light from the test lamp to
the photometer screen ; a suitable photometer or
"spot-box" ; a bar on which the photometer and
working standard may travel ; and the necessary
equipment of circuits, switches, instruments, etc.
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The photometer proper may be of the Btinsen,
Leeson or Lummer-Brodhun type. A rather
small Leeson disk will usually prove more satis
factory than the Bunsen or "grease-spot" form.
If the Lummer-Brodhun photometer is used, it
should be the form employing the contrast prin
ciple.
Two different equipments for simple or uni
directional arc-light photometry are described be
low. Either equipment possesses certain advan
tages and certain disadvantages. One contem
plating the use of apparatus of this kind will
naturally select the equipment best adapted to

the bar and the photometer carriage moved until
a setting is obtained. The single mirror method
differs in this respect from the other method, to
be described later, which requires a fixed pho
tometer carriage with movable woking standard.
What is known as the "substitution method"
should always be employed in arc-light photome
try. That is to say, an incandescent lamp of
known candlepower is placed in the position or
dinarily occupied by the arc. This lamp is
brought to rated candlepower and a photometer
setting made, the working standard being main
tained meanwhile at a constant voltage. Now,

ll|llll|MII|IMI|llll|fmjT7^Sjlm|m!|IJII|MII|
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FIG. t.

ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS FOR SINGLE MIRROR METHOD.

the character of the measurements to be made
and the conditions governing the installation.
SINGLE MIRROR METHOD.
Fig. I shows a sketch for an arc-light testing
outfit such as is to be found, as regards its es
sential features, in many laboratories about the
country. The arc lamp A to be tested is sus
pended from one end of an arm B, which may
be raised or lowered by means of a pulley, or,
better, counterbalanced as shown in the figure.
The latter is preferable, since the danger of the
lamp falling because of a slipping cord is ob
viated. The 45 degree mirror M directs the
light of the arc to the photometer screen. This
mirror must be of ample dimensions, so that
the light-giving parts can be seen in their en
tirety when the eye is placed at the extreme end
of the bar D. It will readily be seen that the
distance from arc to mirror remains constant if
the' arc is initially adjusted to the same height
as the screen, while the supporting arm is hori
zontal. A turn-buckle in the lamp suspension
is a convenience in making this initial adjust
ment. The axis of rotation of the 45-degree
mirror should coincide with the line passing par
allel to the photometer track D, and through the
center of the photometer screen. If desired, the
lamp arm and the mirror may be caused to
move as one system by means of a suitable con
necting rod. It will in general be found most
convenient to ascertain the angular position of
the lamp by noting the reading of the dial on
the mirror axis when the image of the lamp is
well centered in the mirror. For example, a set
of readings having been taken, the mirror is
turned say 15 degrees, and the lamp arm moved
until the image of the lamp is again centered in
the mirror. This operation is manifestly simpli
fied when the arm and mirror move together as
one system.
The working standard of light will commonly
be an incandescent lamp of suitable intensity.
Since the light from the arc proceeds down the
bar always parallel to the axis thereof, the
working standard may be fixed at the end of
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if the arc be used instead of the incandescent
lamp, any setting R divisions from the working
standard means that the candlepower of the
arc is
[/ — Ro -.2 r
R— -,2 /o
/to J L l -- R J
where A = the candlepower of the arc lamp,
/o = the candlepower of the substitute,
R = the distance of the screen from the standard
lamp, for the arc lamp setting,
a'o = the similar distance for the substitute,
I = distance from the standard lamp center to the
lamp to be measured, taken along the path of the
light rays.

i' to the screen, by the difference between the
total distance, I and R. Square the quotient.
Multiply together the two squares and the known
candlepower of the substitute lamp, and; the
product will be the candlepower of the arc lamp.
In order that the substitute reading Rv
may lie approximately in the same region as
the arc reading r, it is necessary to use a high
candlepower lamp. A ioo-candlepower lamp is
ordinarily of proper intensity for substitution
use. It is often convenient to graduate the bar
in terms of the light ratio

The candlepower of the arc is then propor
tional to the value of this number as read from
the bar. It is evident that the "substitution
method" makes it unnecessary to determine the
mirror co-efficient.
The chief objection to the single mirror
method is found in the great fluctuation in the
illumination of the photometer screen. This
fluctuation is so great that a value of candlepower, which represents the mean intensity, can
be obtained only by averaging a large number of
settings. Some observers content themselves with
the average of the values found when the arc is
in such a position as to yield a maximum in
tensity ajld the values found when the arc is in
such a position as to yield a minimum intensity.
This method requires an additional observer,
whose duty it is closely to watch the position of
the arc.
DOUBLE MIRROR METHOD.
The simple expedient of taking light simul
taneously from both sides of the arc will be
found to reduce the troublesome changes in the
screen illumination that have been referred to
above. It is only necessary to employ, instead
of one mirror, two symmetrically placed mirrors,
as shown in Fig. 2. Here direct light from the
arc is screened off and the two images A, and
At may be regarded as jointly illuminating the
screen. When the arc shifts so that Ax is bright
Ai is correspondingly dim, and vice versa. The
result is a range of fluctuation in screen illumi
nation not more than one-third that found in
the single mirror method.

a, —

33:

Hi]

FIG. 2. PLAN VIEW OF THE DOUBLE MIRROR METHOD.

Put in words, this rule is : With the lamp of
known candlepower in position, find the screen
setting which causes the "spot" to disappear.
Read the distance, /?n. from the standard lamp.
S, to the screen, P. Subtract this from the total
distance, /, from the standard lamp to the sub
stitute, and divide this remainder by the distance,
Ro. Square this quotient. Place the arc lamp
in position ; get the setting of the screen and
divide the distance, R, from the standard lamp

The two mirrors Mi and Mt should be cut
from the same piece of glass, so that no adjust
ment to correct for inequalities in reflecting
power is necessary. As in the foregoing case,
the mirrors must be large and the supporting
arms of such length that the mirrors do not in
terfere with each other, when the attempt is
made to measure the candlepower in angles near
the vertical, such as. for example. 75 degrees be
low the horizontal. The double mirror method
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requires a fixed photometer carriage and a mov
able working standard. It will be found a con
venience to have available several working stand
ards bearing known candlepower ratios to one
another, since it frequently happens that the
attempt to measure a weak illumination will
carry a given standard to the extreme limit of
the bar. In such cases it is a simple matter to
substitute a weaker working standard.
The "substitution" reading should be made
with a high-candlepower incandescent lamp,
whose intensity in diametrically opposite direc
tions is known. In view of the fact that incan
descent lamps are ordinarily rated on a basis of
mean horizontal candlepower, it will be found
best to arrange to spin substitute lamps about a
vertical axis at about 180 revolutions per min
ute. If Rt be the distance between the working
standard and the photometric screen when the
substitute is used and R the corresponding dis
tance when the arc is used, we have for the
candlepower of the arc

ENGINEER.

terruptions caused by the disk is approximately
the same as the frequency of those caused by the
current. The difficulty can be overcome by using
a disk with a large number of open sectors, the
total angular opening remaining the same. Ab
sorbing screens of smoked glass are often used
but the sectored disk is more convenient because
its coefficient can be determined from its dimen
sions, whereas, the coefficient of smoked glass
must be determined experimentally
After all there is no method of reducing
illumination quite so satisfactory as that afforded
by distance.
COMPUTATION OF MEAN SPHERICAL CANDLE-TOWER.
The most convenient method of computing
this quantity is that of the Rousseau diagram,
Fig. 3. Let A B be the polar curve of candle-
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TYPES AND PECULIARITIES OF ARC
LAMPS.
PHENOMENA OF THE ARC.
THE electric arc, as defined by Crocker, is
"the phenomenon of light and heat occur
ring when an electric current persists in
maintaining itself across an opening made in its
circuit."
The arc may be maintained by either alter
nating or direct current and must be established
with the two electrodes together, as several thou
sand volts are required to strike an arc across
an air gap. As soon as the terminals are pulled
apart, an arc is formed, vaporizing a part of the
electrodes and thus furnishing a conducting vapor
path for the current. As the energy is concen-

/a -

/„
Rl
where h is the mean horizontal candlepower of
the spinning lamp. In this case it is convenient
I
to graduate the bar in terms of R* or some
quantity proportional thereto.
In the method previously described it has
been said that the distance from arc to screen
should be large. There is in this case an addi
tional reason for maintaining that feature. In
the double mirror method, light does not strike
the photometer screen normally. It is found that

DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT AT THE GROUND LEVEL FROM
DIFFERENT TYPES OF LAMPS.

fic. 3. METHOD OF COMPUTING MEAN SPHERICAL
CANDLEPOWER.
light striking a photometer screen at any angle
on one side of the normal 'will not produce the
same illumination as light incident at the same
angle, but on the other side of the normal. This
is due to the fact that the angle between the in
cident light and the line of sight is different in
the two cases—the line of sight being oblique
in all the forms of photometer in common use.
When the light path from arc to screen is long
and the angle of incidence correspondingly
small, this error tends towards a negligible quan
tity.
In spite of the existence of a long light path
on the arc side of the photometer screen it will
sometimes be found necessary to reduce the in
tensity of the light a known amount by some
absorbing device. A rotating disk with open and
closed sectors is often used for this purpose. The
assumption being made that the intensity of the
transmitted light is proportional to the per cent
angular opening. The disk must be rotated at
a speed sufficient to avoid flickering.
In the case of alternating-current arcs diffi
culty is often experienced from a beating effect
in the illumination of the screen. This arises
from the fact that the frequency of the light in

power distribution. Draw a circle of convenient
diameter D li. Project the extremity F of the
radius O F on to the line Di Ei, which is drawn
parallel to D E. From F, set off normal to D\
E, the candlepower /. Proceed similarly until
a sufficient number of points has been obtained
to determine the curve Di Pi Ei. The area of
this figure divided by the base Di £1 is the mean
spherical candle-power. This area may be meas
ured with a planimeter or by the method of the
average ordinate as in the case of an indicator
card.
It is stated that the engines in the central
electric stations of the United States, with not
over 500 horsepower, form 91.9 per cent of the
total number of engines in such stations, and the
total horsepower from such engines is 61.5 per
cent of that from all the engines. The engines
of 1,000 horsepower or more form only 3.4 per
cent of the total, and develop 24.4 per cent of the
total horsepower. In municipal stations the pre
dominance of the small engine is still more
marked ; only 0.4 per cent in number and 2.9 per
cent in horsepower being reported for engines of
1,000 horsepower and over, while 90.7 per cent
of the total horsepower is developed by engines
of 500 horsepower or under.
s. k.

trated in a small space, giving an intense heat,
and as the intensity of the light depends on the
temperature to which the electrode can be raised
without being vaporized, a highly refractory sub
stance like carbon is required for the terminals.
The hottest portion of the carbon attains a
temperature of 6,300 degrees F., which is taken
to be the boiling point of carbon. At this tem
perature the tips of the carbon have the appear
ance of boiling.
That carbon actually vaporizes is shown by
the deposits on the globe after an arc lamp has
been burning for some time, the amount volatalized depending on the current. The voltage
required to maintain the arc depends on the boil
ing point of the carbon, and anything which tends
to change the boiling point alters the voltage re
quired to maintain the arc. The resistance of the
arc increases with the length and diminishes with
the cross section of the flame, but the arc resist
ance is largely at the surface of the carbon. The
carbons used in arc lighting are of two forms,
solid and cored, and may be of any diameter.
The carbon in general use has a resistance of
about 0.15 ohms per foot and is % inch in diam
eter. The solid carbons vary according to their
purity, hardness and the quality of the carbon,
whether coarse or fine grained. The cored car
bons have a hole through the center, which is
filled with softer and more volatile material, with
the object of reducing the voltage for a given
length of arc or increasing the length of the
arc for a given voltage. A greater supply of
vapor is also obtained from the core, maintain
ing the stability of the arc and locating it in one
place so that it will not travel around the carbon,
seeking the path of least resistance and cause ob
jectionable flickering, as the shadow shifts in dif
ferent directions.
In alternating-current, enclosed lamps, the arc'
takes about y'/i amperes at 70 to 80 volts and will
operate at any frequency exceeding 40 cycles per
second. Below this number, the alternations are
visible to the eye.
Owing to the reversals of the current, each
carbon is positive at every other alternation so
that no crater is formed and the carbons waste
away almost equally, the upper one being con-
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arc lamps may be spaced for an assumed mini
sumed about 10 per cent faster, due to the ascend are assigned to each 500-watt arc for one candle- of
mum illumination of 0.02 candle-foot at a point
foot
minimum
intensity,
and
1,000
to
1,500
square
ing heat.
The efficiency of the alternating arc increases feet to a 350-watt arc, depending on the efficiency midway between the lights :
slightly with the frequency and depends a great of the lamp and whether reflectors and clear or
SPACING OF ARC LAMPS.
deal on the form of the current wave, the flat-top translucent globes are used.
Distance Lights
Between
To give the best results, the arc is hung com
Kind of Light.
wave giving a higher value than the sharp pointed
Lights.
wave as it causes less interruption to the flow paratively high, whenever possible, the best loca
•5
of current and gives less time for the cooling of tion being 20 to 25 feet above the ground or floor. 6.6 ampere enclosed D. C. Arc 340
17 ■
open D. C. Arc
3'5
carbons, thus keeping up the supply of vapor in The alternating arc may be placed considerably 9.6 "
19
"
enclosed A. C. Arc 275
the arc. Cored carbons also assist in this respect. lower and, at a distance of 15 feet from the floor, 6.6
20
260
6.6 "
open D.C. Arc
The peculiar hum, which is frequently noticed gives a better diffusion of light, as the rays are
These distances will vary depending on the
in alternating arcs, is caused by the expansion thrown out more nearly horizontal.
Where very strong light is needed, as in a surroundings.
and contraction of the arc stream with the cur
drafting room or reading room, the arcs may
Lamps are usually suspended at a height of 20
rent. The noise corresponds in pitch to the alter
be inverted in order not to present too powerful to 25 feet and, at this distance, as shown in the
nations and is produced by corresponding vibra
tions of the surrounding air. The hissing noise a light to the eye, and the rays are reflected on illustration radiate most of the light at a short
is another defect and is caused by too short an the ceiling, from which they are diffused, giving distance from the pole. The distribution of the
an even, pleasant light. With this method, it light at a distance from the lamp could be im
arc or too rapid vaporization of the carbon, re
sulting in a loss of light, low resistance and con may be necessary to furnish one candle power proved by a further elevation of the arc but at
sequently a reduction of the efficiency of the for every 2 square feet of area, or even per the expense of the total illuminating effect, so
lamp. The traveling of the arc around the car square foot. The height of the arc depends on that the present height of 25 feet seems to be best
bon is remedied by the use of smaller carbons, the appearance and on the purpose of the light, adapted to suit all conditions. The alternating arc
giving less area at the end or by the use of cored but will usually be from one-half to three-quar
may be placed somewhat lower, as more light is
ters the height of the room. A continuous cur
carbons as previously mentioned.
given off in a horizontal direction. The distribu
rent arc of 500 volts will, in this way, illuminate tion from either direct or alternating lamps is
DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT.
The distribution of light along the ground 250 to 300 square feet on the basis of 1 square greatly improved by the use of translucent globes.
The den e shadows of the open arc are perceptibly
from both direct and alternating current lamps foot per candle power. An alternating arc, be
may be seen in the illustration taken from a paper ing less efficient, will not give as good a result, lessenecfand the illumination made more uniform
throughout the lighted area.
by W. D'A. Ryan read before the Ohio while enclosed arcs of either type will light satis
factorily not more than 175 square feet, on the
Electric Light Association. This shows graph
LIGHT EFFICIENCY.
ically the relative intensity of the light same basis.
An idea of the relative efficiency of the differ
The chief advantage of diffused lighting is ent classes of lights may be formed from the fol
from the lamps at various distances from
the pole. Curve A, A is for a 9.6-am- that a very brilliant illumination is obtained lowing table given by Bell in his Art of Illumina
pere, direct-current open arc, B, B for a without injury to the eyes from the light itself. tion :
6.6-ampere, direct-current enclosed arc, and C, The illumination is generally shadowless, and the
RELATIVE ECONOMY OF ARC LAMPS.
light has no definite direction, thus presenting
C for , a 7.5-ampere, alternating-current, en
closed arc. The curves for the direct-current a peculiarity which is troublesome in some kinds
Watts
per
arcs show the greatest illumination at a point of work, but is easily remedied by placing the
Remarks
Kind of Arc
Spheri
lamps
in
a
row
at
one
side
of
the
room,
this
cal
CP.
15 feet from the pole and at an angle of 59 de
grees with the horizontal plane through the arc. giving a predominant direction to the light. In
Medium power arc
1.0
D. C
No outer globe
24
As the distance from the pole increases, the in shops where colored fabrics are woven, or in
D. C
Clear outer globe
2.9
enclosed
tensity of the light drops off rapidly and, at a stores where they are sold, the white light of D. C.
Clear outer globe
C
3°
distance of 150 feet, is only .02 candle-foot, which, the arc is of special value and is therefore most A.
No outer globe
2-5
enclosed
A. C.
frequently
used,
400
to
600
square
feet
being
al
in the latitude of the northern states, represents
an illumination equivalent to that of moonlight. lowed for each lamp.
With the exception of the first, the lamps were
The distribution of light, shown in the curve for
STREET LIGHTING.
operated at constant potential. It will be noticed
the alternating arc, is more uniform, though the
In street lighting, the conditions are radically that the direct-current arcs require, in each case,
intensity of illumination is not so great in the different from those of interior lighting. There less watts per spherical candle power than the
immediate vicinity of the pole. This is an im
is unlimited space to contend with, and but little alternating lamps, but in watts per horizontal
portant point in favor of the :lternating arc, even diffusion or reflection of light takes place from candle power, the enclosed arcs, especially those
though the curve C, C shows less light than either surrounding objects, hence the light above the for alternating current, make a much better show
of the other two, as the valuable effect of the horizontal plane is of little value and most of ing than indicated in the table.
The operating cost per lamp or candle power
light is increased by the reduced contrast. When it should be reflected and distributed as equally
per year is always an important item in the choice
the eye is exposed to the intense glare of the as possible along the ground.
direct-current arc, it recovers foo slowly to get,
The minimum illumination allowable midway of a lamp or system, and the table computed by
in passing on, the full value of the relatively between lamps usually determines the candle- H. H. Waitt gives a basis on which to compare
feeble light at a distance from the pole.
power and distance apart, but the general effect the different systems employed at the present
INTERIOR LIGHTING.
INSTALLATION AND OPERATING COSTS OF ARC LAMPS.
The fundamental purpose of interior lighting
is to produce a certain intensity at the plane of
Candleillumination, which is taken to be 3 feet above
Installation Cost
Operating Cost
power per| Watts and Type
Systems
Lamp
the floor. The intensity of illumination may vary
Nominal
Total I Per C. P. Per Lamp Per C. P.
from Y-2 candle-foot to 2 candle-feet,* but in com
puting the lighting, an assumed value between A. C. C.-C. Transformers
0.1540
146.50
0.0556
950
400 encl.
0.1349
155.24
0.0503
57.85
these limits is generally taken as the minimum A. C. C.-C. Transformers. . . .
1150
450 encl.
0.1470
139.80
0.0535
50.75
950
400 encl.
intensity of the light in any part of the space. A. C. Series Ind. Reg
0.07t)5
91.14
0.0399
45.89
1150
460
encl.
A.
C.
Series
Ind.
Reg
Incandescent lamps are used for lighting where
0.1460
131.42
0.0513
46.03
300 encl.
D. C. Driven by A. C. Motor .
900
0.1310
work requiring close attention is performed in
117.90
0.0464
41.75
300 encl.
900
D. C. Belted
0.0980
147.00
0.0374
56.07
1150
450 encl.
D. C. Belted
the illuminated area or where artistic effect is
0.0713
142.60
0.0342
68.53
2000
430
open.
D.
C.
Belted
desired ; but where ordinary work is carried on
0.0668
100.40
0.0358
53.93
D. C. Driven by A. C. Motor.
450 encl.
1500
or the light is to be diffused to illuminate all
parts of an interior, arc lamps are used, as they
are cheaper and more efficient than either of the must also be considered. Unless the total candle- time. The operating costs include everything that
other two methods and when shaded by ground power is large, many small lights will give a pertains to the maintenance of the lamp and sys
or similar globes give a very satisfactory light. dingj' appearance to the street, while a few lamps tem ; the total cost is the cost of the lamp, circuit
For arc lamps, about 2,000 to 2,500 square feet of high candlepower will brilliantly illuminate and all the steam and electrical apparatus used
in generating the current.
parts of the street, although the minimum inten
*Tho candle-foot is the intensity of illumination at a dis- sity of the light may be very small.
The costs of the direct-current systems are
tnneeof n foot from astandard randle. The candle-feet of
illumination varies directly as the strength of the source of
The following table, given by Bell, will serve considerably lower, as they are less complicated
light and inversely as the square of the distance from the to show the distance at which the different types than alternating installations, and as the efficiency
source.
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of the direct-current arc is somewhat higher, the
use of a direct-current system is recommended
by Mr. Waitt when arc lighting is the only con
sideration. Alternating systems are generally con
ceded to be better and are more commonly used
when but part of the load is assigned to arcs
and a considerable portion is used for power and
incandescent lighting.
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territory covered by the incandescent mains. In
general, this system can be installed in any locality
requiring street lighting, but the particular cases,
where its application is most profitable, are in
small towns and suburban sections, already sup
plied with an alternating incandescent lighting
system.

WOOD SYSTEMS OF THE FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC WORKS.
THE multiple system of alternating current
enclosed arc lighting for street service,
perfected by the engineers of the company,
was designed to fill the demand for a simple
method of lighting small towns or isolated sec
tions of larger places. The general plan of the
system is shown in Fig. I. It is a three-wire,
single-phase, high tension system, with a two or
three wire secondary distribution for incandes
cent lighting, and a two-wire multiple arc light
ing circuit for each lamp.
The incandescent circuits are supplied from or
dinary transformers, having a ratio of 10 to 1 or
20 to 1, giving standard voltages for the operation
of the house circuit.

FIG. I. GENERAL PLAN OF MULTIPLE ALTERNATING
CURRENT STREET ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM.
The arc lighting circuit consists of one of the
incandescent mains and an additional third wire,
connected at the switchboard to the other side
of the incandescent lighting circuit through a sin
gle-pole, single-throw switch, controlling the arc
lighting circuit. Each lamp is connected between
the third wire and a common wire of the incan
descent circuit.
The power factor of the system is high, and
is approximately a constant value, as it depends
on the individual power factors of the transform
ers and lamps, which are in multiple with each
other on the line. For a similar reason, the effi
ciency is good, and is practically constant, as the
generator output depends directly on the number
of lights in the circuit. Lamps of a different
candle power, or current value, can be used on
this system by the use of a specially wound type
MA transformer. In this way, arc lamps for in
terior lighting or outdoor service may be used
on the same circuit, or arc lamps may be installed,
if necessary, on an incandescent lighting circuit.
In installing the system, it is necessary to
run one additional wire along with the two incan
descent lighting mains, wherever these mains are
installed, or extend one of the incandescent lines
and add the third wire for the arc circuit return,
if it is desired to install arc lamps outside the

FIG. 2.

SINGLE-PHASE OO-KIL0WATT WOOD ALTER
NATOR.
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ing and is provided with a German silver strip
shunt, Fig. 3, wound on an insulated form and
mounted on an insulated block in the base of the
collector end pedestal.
The armature cores of the alternators are of
the iron clad ring type, built up of small overlap
ping sheet steel punchings, annealed and japanned
to reduce the loss caused by hysteresis and eddy
currents. The method of assembling the lamina
tions in building these armatures is unique.
The punchings are all of the same size and
shape, each containing two holes at opposite edges.
In assembling, they are slipped into place in pairs
in such a manner as to leave a space between
the ends of two adjacent pairs in a layer equal
to the thickness of the two laminations and the
width of the slot into which the armature coils
are wound. By staggering the next layer of punch
ings, this space is covered, since each punching
is the width of two teeth. This leaves a com
paratively large space from the interior of the
core to the bottom of the slot. The entire length
of the core under each coil is thus composed of
alternate spaces and laminations, but the body of
each tooth is solid.
Since the coil, with the wedges necessary to
retain it in place, entirely fills the slot, these
spaces do not connect with the outside of the
core through the slot. To complete the passage
from the center to the surface of the core, the
following arrangement serves : The slot in the
punchings is exactly central between the holes in
the two ends of the punching, but the two holes

The Wood alternating current generators,
manufactured by the Fort Wayne Electric Works,
have held for years a prominent position in the
field of electric light distribution by alternating
current. They are standardized for the two fre
quencies, most commonly used, 60 and 140 cycles'
per second. The general design of the alternator
for the two frequencies is the same, the change
consisting chiefly in the speed, number of poles
and dimensions of armature and field frame. The
alternators are wound for standard voltages of
1. 100 and 2,200 volts, and are overcompounded
to compensate for line drop. Each generator is
supplied with an exciter belted to a small pulley
on the alternator shaft and mounted on a separate
sub-base joined to the alternator frame. A 60cycle, eight-pole, 90-kilowatt alternator is shown
in Fig. 2.
In the smaller sizes, the base bearing pedestal
and field yoke are cast in one piece and mounted
on cast iron sub-bases, but in the larger sizes the
pedestal and field yoke are separate castings bolted
to the cast iron base and mounted on rails for
belt adjustment. Two bearing frames are used
on all machines under 150 kilowatts capacity, but
the larger machines demand a more rigid support
and are built with three bearings. A distinctive
feature of the Wood frame is the overhanging
pedestal on the collector end, designed to increase
the available space between the bearings without FIG. 4. WOOD ALTERNATOR ARMATURE, CORE SECTISN.
increasing the length of the base and for the
purpose of securing a more even balance of weight
are slightly displaced from the central position.
on the sub-base.
In stacking the armature, therefore, by placing
alternate layers overlapping, a small duct is
formed, which is twice the width of the displace
ment, and which leads from the space between
the ends of adjacent punchings around the coil
and the slot to the surface of the core at the tips
of the teeth. This is plainly shown in Fig. 4,
which represents the top of a core, stacked on
steel pins, with coil and wedges drawn in cross
FIG. 3. GERMAN SILVER FIELD SHUNT.
section. The arrows indicate the direction of
rotation of the armature and the resultant passage
The pole pieces are assembled before the field of air around the coil and through the teeth.
Additional ventilation of the core is secured, in
frame is cast, and consist of sheet iron punchings, held together by long bolts. After the field the larger sizes, by air ducts, at intervals in the
frame casting is made, the pole pieces are cast length of the core and around the ends.
The armature coils are handwound with bar
welded into the yoke.
The field coils are machine wound on forms copper, each coil surrounding one tooth. The pro
jecting top of the T-shaped tooth covers the coil
with insulated copper wire, one spool con
taining both shunt and compound windings. The entirely, holding it in place and protecting it from
mechanical injury. The coil is insulated from
compound winding is wound over the shunt wind
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the core, and both ends are protected by brass
shields, fastened to the armature spider.
The collector rings are mounted on the shaft
inside the bearing but a few inches from the
armature, allowing the use of short lends from
the armature and lessening the possibility of
grounds or short circuits.
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the entrance of moisture. They consist of brass
studs and are so placed that the wire can enter
in a vertical position.
The operation of the lamp depends on two
series solenoids, acting on an inverted U-shaped
core, which is suspended from one end of a brass
frame. This frame, supported at the center by
two brass springs, carries on its other end the
carbon clutch rod. When a strong current flows
through the series coils, the core is drawn down,
raising the carbon, and increasing the resistance
of the circuit, so that the current is weakened in
the solenoids. The plunger will then move up
wards until a balance is obtained. The amount
of current may be regulated by adjusting the
tension of a spring which opposes the pull of the
solenoids.
To prevent any violent action of the mech
anism, two dashpots are supported from each end
of the armature lever, the plungers, in each case,
being supported from below. The use of the two
dashpots equalizes the strain on the armature
lever. Since the two dashpots move in opposite
direction, their retarding forces would tend to
combine, as the lever to which they are attached
is supported at the middle. To do away with this
double damping effect when the lamp is feeding,
two relief ball valves are used. One is placed
in the plunger of the armature dashpot. while
the other is put in the end of the dashpot on the
carbon rod side. By these means, when the car
bon is feeding, both valves are open, and the car
bon is free to drop. This action is further assisted
by an adjusting spring, in opposition to the mag
nets and on the carbon rod side of the armature
lever. When the solenoids are acting to lengthen
the arc, both valves are closed, and the full retard
ing effect of both dashpots realized. In this way
a quick feed and a slow recovery are secured—
the elements of a steady light and close regula
tion. The functions of the reactance coil corre
spond to those of a steadying resistance in a

FIG. 5. MECHANISM OF IO4-VOLT FORM C LAMP.
Each alternation is designed to carry its rated
noninductive load, at normal speed and voltage,
for ten hours with a rise in temperature not ex
ceeding 72 degrees F. and a 25 per cent noninductive overload, immediately following the tenhour run, for one hour with a total rise in tem
perature of not over 99 degrees F. ; the rise in
temperature being based on a surrounding temper
ature not exceeding 45 degrees F., and ordinary
conditions of ventilation.
The insulation is tested with 5,000 volts alter
nating current for ten seconds.
ARC LAMPS.
The enclosed alternating-current, 104-volt arclamp of multiple type, Figs. 5 and 6, is built upon
a central brass carbon tube. On the upper end
are mounted two brass frames, between which
the reactance coil is clamped. To the upper
frame of the reactance coil the lamp hood is bolted
by means of the binding posts. A brass casting,
supporting the magnet coils and several adjust
ments, is mounted in the lower part of the mech
anism chamber, and a radiator casting, mounted
on the lower end of the carbon rod, supports the
lower parts of the lamp.
The hood, made of cast iron, heavily copper
plated and japanned, overhangs the cylindrical
case, which encloses the mechanism chamber and
is rolled from heavy sheet copper. This form of
construction makes the lamp adaptable to out
door service as well as interior use.
The terminals, as may be seen in Fig. 5, are
provided with porcelain petticoat insulators, capped
by a dished brass washer for mechanical protec
tion, and seated on a rubber washer to prevent
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coil, affords means for adjusting
ous frequencies by changing, in
the number of turns of wire in
magnetic circuit is given greater

the lamp to vari
a larger degree,
the circuit. The
reluctance by in-

FIG. 7. REACTANCE COIL FOR IO4-VOLT FORM C LAMP.
terposing an air gap, filled with a fibre spacing
strip, as shown in the illustration, Fig. 7, which
shows the coil and core mounted, with temporary
clamps on the core.
A series of taps are brought out from the coil,
giving nine adjusting steps for various line volt
ages, and two leads are available for adapting
the lamp to 60 or 140 cycle circuits, with a varia
tion of 10 per cent either way from each frequen
cy. The range of voltage adjustment, covered by
the standard reactance coil, is from 100 to 120
volts. By reference to the diagram of connections
of the lamp, Fig. 6, the previous description will
be more apparent.
The standard clutch, shown in Fig. 8, is com
posed of five parts—the body, trip lever, shoe and
two pivots. The body of the clutch has four con
tact points, so that the clutch may be termed a
five-point clutch, the shoe constituting the fifth
point. The clutch is adjustable as to size of car
bon and length of "pick up."
Another type of lamp is used, in which a spe
cial transformer, type M A, takes the place of the
reactance coil, the series coils and a tension spring,
opposing the pull of the solenoids, being the only
mechanism in the lamp. The transformer will

VOLTAGE. ADJUSTIN6 LOOP

FIG. 8.

FIG. 6.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF THE WOOD
LAMP.

constant potential, direct-current arc lamp. The
additional resistance, supplied by the coil to that
of the arc and series magnet coils, serves to steady
the arc voltage and furnishes means of adjusting
the lamp for various voltages, while the reactance,
introduced into the circuit by the iron enclosed

CLUTCH, TRIPPING LEVER SIDE.

operate satisfactorily between line voltages of
1,000 and 1,100 or 2,000 and 2,200 volts, being de
signed for either voltage, but not for both. It
works on the principle of a modified constant
current transformer, changing from constant pri
mary voltage to constant secondary voltage. Con
stant energy is maintained in the secondary circuit
by varying the position of the primary and sec
ondary coils on the core. To adjust the trans
former for a 60-cycle circuit, two laminated iron
plugs. C and D in Fig. 9, are inserted between
the secondary coil A and primarv coil B, E being
a wooden wedge to hold the coils in place. When
adjusting for 125 to 140 cycles, the plugs are
removed and the coils pushed together.
Either lamp is adjusted to operate on a con
stant line potential of 104 volts with a current
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of 6 amperes and 72 volts at the arc, but may be
adjusted for line voltages from 100 to 120 volts
at either 60 or 140 cycles.
FORT WAYNE SERIES ALTERNATING SYSTEM.
This system in commoii with other alternat
ing series arc lighting systems, consists of a com
bination of a constant current regulator and a
number of arc lamps connected in series. Th*
Fort Wayne system includes the use of a reg
ulator, which is mechanically different from oth
ers on the market, and Form C Wood arc
lamps specially designed for this service.
The automatic regulator consists of a U
shaped laminated iron core and a reactance coil
surrounding the center leg of the iron core. The
coii and core are hung on levers supported on
knife edges in such manner that the coil and
core counterbalance each other and are both
movable. Through the lever system, the coil
forms a counterbalance to the heavy core, and
the levers are so arranged that of the total travel,
the coil moves over the greater portion of the
distance. It is required to lift the core through
only a short distance. The regulator coil is con
nected in series with the arc lamp circuit to
which it furnishes a constant current suitable for
the arc lamps on the line. The regulation is au
tomatic. *
r

1

may be connected directly to the machine cir
cuit without the use of transformers. When,
however, it is necessary to install this series arc
system on a machine supplying other circuits, a
transformer is recommended. This transformer
is connected between the machine and the series
arc regulator circuit, insuring perfect separation
of its circuit from any others supplied from the
same machine.

^

FIG. IO

FIG. 9.

ENGINEER.

POSITION OF TYPE M A COILS FOR A FRE
QUENCY OF 60.

Any change in the resistance of the arc lamp
circuit tends to produce a corresponding change
in the current in the circuit, since the line volt
age remains constant. But any change in the
current changes the relative positions of the core
and coil, an increasing current bringing them
closer together, a decreasing current allowing
them to move farther apart.
As the core enters the coil when they ap
proach each other due to an increase in current,
the additional reactance, caused by the magnetic
condition thus created, serves to counteract the
decreasing resistance of the line and secures
such an impedance that the current remains con
stant.
Any decrease in the load tends to increase the
current and draws the coil and core together,
thus increasing impedance in the circuit, while
any increase in the load tends to decrease the
current and allows the core and coil to separate,
thus decreasing impedance in the circuit. The
result is that the current is maintained at its
normal value automatically. So perfect are the
mechanical construction and electrical propor
tions of the regulator that the load may be
gradually reduced from full load to no load, un
til the regulator is directly across the line in
short circuit, without causing any marked change
in the current. The load may also be changed
from full load to short circuit with but momen
tary current variation. This insures perfect pro
tection to the system against short circuits due
to failure of insulation of the outside lighting
circuit.
When this regulator is used on a small sys
tem of 25 lights or less, the lighting system

WOOD REGULATOR.

Transformers for this use are furnished with
I :l ratio or, if higher voltage is required, with
the proper ratio to obtain the desired voltage for
the arc circuit.
It is frequently necessary in installing arc
lighting systems to consider extensions of the
system to meet the growth of the community.
The Fort Wayne series alternating system is de
signed to take care of extensions and at the same
time to operate efficiently with the initial load.
This is done by installing a regulator large
enough to meet the maximum future demands
and a transformer furnishing proper voltage to
economically operate the regulator with this par
tial initial load. This lower voltage is obtained
from a series of secondary taps by means of
which the arc circuit voltage may be varied from
50 per cent of full voltage up to maximum sec
ondary voltage in steps of such value that the
circuit will always be working at approximately
full load efficiency. This method of transforma
tion will allow a lighting plant to practically
double its series arc lighting output without any
increase in the regulating system or transformer,
by simply changing the connections on the sec
ondary taps of the transformer, and at all times
insures the highest economy and maximum power
factor in the regulator circuit.
Fig. 10 shows the Wood regulator mount
ed on a stand for station installation. The
knife edges are mounted on the casting supported
on two A frames between which the regulator is
suspended. The joints in the levers furnish
means for adjusting the regulator for the proper
current.
What is probably the smallest vessel ever
built for the freight traffic is the Grace J., which
will run on a line of its own for carrying fruit
between Manistee and Chicago. It is driven by
a 30-horsepower, three-cylinder, Fairbanks-Morse
gasoline engine, and is the only gasoline freight
ship which has ever been given papers by the
United States inspector at Chicago.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S ALTERNATING
CURRENT ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
AND APPARATUS.
THE series alternating system of arc light
ing has been used by the General Elec
tric Co. since its introduction by W. L.
Robb at Hartford in 1808. It has become widely
known and has met with considerable success,
being in use in over 700 central stations. The dis
tinguishing features of the system are the regu
lating device or constant current transformer,
which will be described later in detail, as well
as the lamp and alternating current generators.
Complete alternating systems are now manu
factured by the company for 25, 35, 50, 75 and 100
lamps, the three larger sizes beihg arranged for
multicircuit connection, thus diminishing the po
tential strain on the circuit. This potential on
fully loaded systems, with the load equally di
vided on the two circuits of the larger sizes, is
approximately as follows :
No. of Lamps.
Volts per Circuit.
25
2,080
35
2,920
50
2,080
75
3,ioo
100
4,150
The generator circuit varies, of course, with
the type and number of phases of the machine,
but Fig. 7, which is a wiring diagram for a threephase generator, separately excited, may be taken
as a' typical illustration of the primary circuit.
The feeder circuit, with a 50-Hght current trans
former, installed, may be seen in Fig. 9, which
diagrams are explained under switchboards and
transformers.
We may first consider the advantages of the
system. The transformers may be located in sub
stations or vaults or in any place where a free
access of air can be obtained, hence they do not
occupy valuable space or overcrowd the engine
room. Each size can be adjusted for different
numbers of lamps and, in some of the transform
ers, arrangements are made for different fre
quencies and voltages, thus giving a system of
great flexibility. When fully loaded, this system
operates with good efficiency, but it is not so well
adapted for circuits where a light load is carried
a' large part of the time. This, however, is not
a serious objection, as in most cases the arc lamps
on a circuit, especially in street lighting, are all
turned on or off at about the same time.
ENGINE-DRIVEN REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATOR.
These alternators run at a low speed and are
adapted for direct connection to engines, being
made in standard sizes up to 3,500 kilowatts for
three-phase circuits of 25, 40 or 60 cycles. A
two-phase 60-cycle machine of this type is also
made. A 750-kilowatt revolving field alternator
is shown in Fig. 1. The stationary armature of
these machines avoids the use of collector rings
and brushes for the armature current and allows
the coils to be safely insulated, as they are not
subject to the strains of the revolving armature,
so that this type of alternator is especially adapted
for high voltages.
The frame is of cast iron, containing a large
number of ventilating spaces, through which the
air circulates when the machine is in motion. The
iron punchings of the armature core are . dove
tailed into this frame, and carry the windings in
slots, held in place by wedges driven over them.
For the revolving field, a heavy cast iron
spider and rim usually support the coils, but in the
larger sizes the rim is made of cast steel and bolt
ed to the spider. The pole pieces are laminated, be
ing built up of sheet iron, with a shoulder on the
outer end for holding the coils in place. They
are fastened to the rim by bolts, passing, through
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them, or, as in the case of higher speed machines,
may be dovetailed to the rim.
Two methods are used in constructing the
field coils. For the smaller machines, wire is
wound on the spools, which are slipped over the
pole pieces before they are bolted to the rim and
held in place by the enlarged pole tips. In the
machines of larger capacity, a continuous strip
of copper is used, which is wound on edge, ex
posing an edge of each turn to the air for cooling.
The alternators are designed to carry a full
noninductive load continuously, with a rise of
about 72 degrees F. above the surrounding air.
COMPENSATED REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATORS
This type of machine introduces a new feature

ENGINEER.

in the end shields, as may be seen in Fig. 2,
which represents an 8-pole, 100-kilowatt. 2,200volt machine. The larger sizes, which are made
up to 500 kilowatts, have three bearings, mounted
on a cast iron base. In addition to the collector
rings, previously mentioned, the shaft carries two
other collector rings, which are placed next to
the commutator and deliver current from the
commutator to the fields of the alternator.
These collector rings are made of cast iron,
are ventilated and made in two parts, allowing
them to be easily removed from the shaft. Car
bon brushes are used for both commutator and
collector rings, and, as they operate below 125
volts, they can be handled without danger.
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the three-phase, four-wire system may be used
with this machine.
ARC LAMP.
The lamp, used in connection with this system
by the General Electric Co., is of the carbon feed
enclosed type. Fig. 4 shows the mechanism of
the lamp, and Fig. 5 a diagram of the con
nections, illustrating more plainly the method of
operation. Two series and two shunt magnets
are used to operate the lamp on the differential
principle, the series magnets tending to pull the
carbons apart, while the shunt magnets oppose
this movement. While the lamp is at rest, the
carbons are together, but when the current is
turned on. the series coils, being energized first,

FIG. 2. IOO-KILOWATT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPENSATED REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATOR.

FIG. I.

750-KILOWATT, ENGINE DRIVEN, GENERAL
ELECTRIC ALTERNATOR.

in the alternator line, as it compensates not only
for variations of load, but also for changes in
the power factor of the circuit. The exciter is
mounted directly on the generator shaft, has the
same number of poles, and, in addition to its
commutator, has collector rings, shown at the
end of the shaft, which receive alternating cur
rent from series transformers, placed in the gen
erator mains. These currents pass through the
exciter armature and react upon the exciter field
in proportion to the strength and phase relation
of the generator current. Thus the magnetic
field of the exciter, and consequently its voltage
depend on the combined effect of the shunt field
current of the exciter and the reaction of the
alternating current. In this way, regulation is
made for inductive as well as noninductive loads
without any mechanical adjustment. The belted
generators, up to and including 200 kilowatts ca
pacity, are supported by two bearings, mounted

FIG. 3. ALTERNATOR FIELD AND EXCITER ARMATURE MOUNTED ON THE SAME SHAFT.

The construction of the revolving field, and
the exciter armature, mounted on the same shaft,
may be seen in Fig. 3. The field coils are made
of flat strip copper, wound on edge and insulated
between turns by paper. They are held in place
by the enlarged pole tips of the core, which is
laminated and fitted into dovetailed slots in the
steel hub with taper keys.
The armature coils are mounted on the frame
in the usual way and are insulated in the same
manner as in the machines for higher potential.
The standard sizes of the alternator are adapt
ed to either three or two-phase windings without
change except in the coils themselves, the
exciter armature and other accessories being the
same in either case. Both types of windings are
designed for 240, 480, 1,150 and 2,300 volts, but
the three-phase windings, arranged for 2,300 volts,
are considered standard. For the two lower volt
ages the windings are star connected, so that

pull them apart. The shunt coils, which are
inactive as long as the carbons are together, now
exert an opposing force and thus regulate the
length of the arc. A sliding weight, shown
in Fig. s, is used for accurate adjustment
of the arc voltage. It is fastened to the lever,
to which the two armatures are attached, and, by
moving it towards the clutch rod, the voltage is
decreased, while, by moving it in the opposite
direction the voltage is increased. As this type
of lamp has a low resistance when the current
is first turned on, a starting resistance is used,
which is cut out after the lamp is in operation.
The armatures are laminated and the vibrations
of the core, which frequently cause a humming
noise, are absorbed by a leaf spring, attached to
each armature. A dashpot, fastened to the car
bon tube and series armature, tends to prevent
any sudden motion of the mechanism. The car
bon tube is slotted and the carbon holder is at
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tached to the series magnet by means of a flexible
cord.
The 6.6-ampere lamps of this type require
about 430 actual watts at the terminals, 30 watts
being lost within the lamp, while the 7.5-ampere
lamps consume about 490 watts. With the normal
current, a pressure of 72 volts is maintained at
the arc in each case.
ALTERNATING GENERATOR PANELS.
A series of panels, ranging from 30 to 180
kilowatts capacity, and designed for a current not
to exceed 100 "amperes and for electromotive
forces under 2,500 volts, has been prepared by
the General Electric Co. These panels are de
signed for systems operating inductive loads, and
are distinguished from the panels used on multi
ple incandescent lamp systems by the use of oil
switches in preference to air-break switches. They
vary in the arrangement of parts and minor de
tails according to whether they are to be applied
to single-phase, two-phase or three-phase sys
tems, but the general construction is the same,
whether for single or polyphase operation. They
differ from the panels, designed for voltages ex
ceeding 2,500 volts, as the current transformers,
which are interposed between all the devices on
the face of the board and the service for the high
voltages are omitted, making them unsuited for
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on the front. The back of each panel is coated
with insulating varnish, which serves to protect
the marble from any discoloration from oil or
grease. The panels are all 2 inches thick, 32
inches wide and 90 inches high, including the
subbase, which is 28 inches in height. They are

CUT-OUT
STARTING
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transformer without oil on the series alternating
system of arc lighting. It can be made to oper
ate on 60, 125 or 133 cycles for any reasonable
voltage. The standard makes include the 60-cycle
and the interchangeable 60-125 cycle transform
ers. They are built in 25, 50 and 100-light sizes,
which are furnished with taps in order to keep up
the power factor and efficiency when transformers
are operated at partial load.
The 25-light transformer is provided with taps
for operating 15 and 20 lamps, the 50-light trans
former for 30, 35, 40 and 45 lamps and the 100light transformer for 60, 70, 80 and 90 lamps.
All leads are brought outside of the transformer
case, where the connections for the various loads
can be made.
The interchangeable 60 and 125-cycle type are
built with an extra lead from the primary coil,
so that in changes of frequency the connections
can be made outside the transformer. A 75-light
size is also built with coils adapted for inter
changeable primary voltages of 2,200 and 1,100
volts.
The transformer is comparatively light in
weight and is surrounded by a corrugated sheet
iron casing, having a cast iron base and top. The
casing is provided for mechanical nrotection of
the coils, and the base and top have suitable open
ings for ventilation.

FIG. 5. WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
LAMP.
supported by angle iron frames, which are pro
vided with turnbuckles and clevises, between
which a J^-inch pipe is inserted for fastening
them to the wall. All frames are drilled alike,
and foot angles are provided for attachment to
the floor. The rheostats are generally mounted
on a tripod back of the board, but may be placed
GEN. o

FIG. 7.

FIG. 4.

OPERATING MECHANISM OF THE GENERAL
ELECTRIC SERIES ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.

application to potentials above the prescribed
limit. The feeder circuits are controlled from
independent panels, and separate exciter panels
are made and recommended for use in stations
containing more than two alternating current gen
erators.
Front and side views of a three-phase gener
ator panel for a separately excited generator are
given in Fig. 6, showing the instruments and
apparatus used on the board, and the rheostats
and busbars. The generator switch on the face
of the board has no electrical connections, but
simply acts as a lever to control the mechanism
of the switch. Fig. 7 is a wiring diagram of the
generator circuit to the busbars, giving all the
connections of the instruments shown in the front
view of the panel.
The material used for these panels is blue
Vermont marble with beveled edges and polished

fig. 6. FRONT AND SIDE VIEW OF A THREE-PHASE
GENERATOR PANEL.
under the floor or wherever desired and operated
by sprocket wheels and chains in conection with
the shaft.
CONSTANT CURRENT TRANSFORMER.
The transformer is air-cooled and was de
signed to meet the demand for a constant current

WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE THREE-PHASE
PANEL.

All transformers, up to and including 50-lamp
capacity, are built with two flat coils enclosing
the central limb, as shown in Fig. 8. The lower
coil, which is the primary, is fixed in position,
while the upper one is carried on a balanced sus
pension. The suspended coil moves freely along
the central limb of the core.
The 75 and 100-light transformers have the
same form of core, but have four coils—two pri
mary and two secondary. In the 75-light trans
former the two primary coils are fixed at the
extreme upper and lower ends, while the sec
ondary coils are free to move up and down along
the central limb of the core. The 100-light aircooled transformer is arranged with the secondary
coils stationary and the primary coils movable.
In the two-coil transformer, a lever is sup
ported by knife-edge bearings, on hardened steel
tables, which are clamped to the top of the core.
One end of this lever is provided with two fixed
arcs, to which are attached two cables, which
support the movable coil. At the outer end of
the lever an adjustable arc carries a counterweight
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by a cable suspension. The amount of counter
weight is adjusted to balance the whole weight
of the movable coil, less the electrical repulsion
due to normal currents in the coils.
In the transformers, having two primary and
two secondary coils, the movable windings are
balanced, one against the other, by a system of
double rocker arms, supported on knife edges.
The weight necessary to balance the repulsion be
tween the primary and secondary coils is carried
on a small auxiliary lever.
The adjustable arc on the end of the lever is
provided with a screw, by means of which accu
rate current adjustments may be made.
A double acting dashpot, having a close fitting
piston and provided with an adjustable bypass,
is connected to the lever to prevent any sudden
motion of the mechanism, due to a change of
load. It may be regulated by adjusting the valve
on the bypass, thus restricting or enlarging the
opening and stiffening or weakening the action
of the dashpot.
Within the working limits, the electrical re
pulsion between the fixed and moving coils of
the system, for a given position, is proportional
to the current flowing in the coils. The trans
former is therefore adjusted to different currents
by changing the amount of counterweight.

FIG. S. OPERATING MECHANISM OF A 50-LIGHT
CONSTANT CURRENT TRANSFORMER.
In the transformers having but one moving
coil, the counterweight equals the weight of the
coil less the electrical repulsion, and a reduction
in the counterweight will produce an increase in
the current.
In the transformers having two sets of mov
ing coils balanced one against the other, the coun
terweight serves merely to draw the primary and
secondary coils together in opposition to the re
pulsion effect. In this case, a decrease in the
counterweight is followed by a decrease in the
current.
The arc on the counterweight lever is made
adjustable because the repulsion exerted by a given
current flowing in the coils is not the same for all
positions of the coils, as previously stated, being
greater when the primaries and secondaries are
close together, and less when the coils are
separated. By means of the adjustable arc, the
effective radius of the balanced weight is changed
as the coils move through their working range.
When an equilibrium has once been established,
the coils will always take up such a position as
to keep the current constant in the secondary
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coils, regardless of the external resistance. With
a current less than normal, the repelling force
diminishes, and the coils approach each other,
bringing the current back to normal. When the
current is high the opposite action occurs.
The secondary connections of the 75 and 100light sizes are arranged so that the lamps can
be divided between two circuits. The 50-light
transformer has but one secondary coil, which is
divided into two parts and may be connected, if
desired, for two circuits. As the voltage is not
excessive, even if all the lights are connected in
series, the transformer is seldom operated in this

FIG. 9.
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CONNECTIONS OF A 50-UGHT AIR-COOLED
TRANSFORMER.

manner, and, together with all the smaller sizes,
it is generally designed for a single circuit sec
ondary. A diagram of connections for the trans
former is given in Fig. 9, showing the manner
in which the connections are made for the various
loads. The connections are made as follows :
60 per cent load connect A to I, B to 4, L to /
and M to A.
70 per cent "load connect A to 1, B to 4, L to H
and M to A'.
80 per cent load connect A to I, B to 4, L to G
and jU to A'.
90 per cent load connect A to 2, B to 4, L to G
and .1/ to K.
Full load connect .-J to 3, B to 4, L to G and M
to A.
In the 75 and 100-light transformers with
out taps, the two primary coils may be connected
in series for 2,200 volts or in parallel for 1,100
volts. In polyphase circuits, a transformer is gen
erally installed in each phase, but, as is often
desirable, two transformers may he used on a
three-phase circuit, by winding them specially for
the three-phase to two-phase transformation, and
by changing the primary connections on the out
side of the case, they can be adapted for singlephase transformers.
Standard panels are designed for installation
immediately beside the transformer, equipped with
an ammeter, the necessary plugs and receptacles
and, in some cases, with a recording wattmeter
for measuring the total input.
The efficiency of the transformer at full load
varies at 60 cycles from 96 to 94.6 per cent. The
power factor of the system at full load with stand
ard differential lamps is about 0.76 to 0.78 per
cent, while the rise in temperature above the sur
rounding air at full load for 12 hours does not
exceed 99 degrees F.
A new method of making pure iron at a cost
of one cent a pound, it is claimed, has been dis
covered by Prof. C. F. Burgess and Carl Hambouchin, of the College of Engineering of the
University of Wisconsin. The process is simi
lar to that used in refining copper, an electric
current taking the iron from one plate and de
positing it in a pure state on the other. The dis
covery, which is the result of 3 years of re
search, should prove to be of special value, es
pecially in the manufacture of electrical appar
atus.

SERIES ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC
LIGHTING BY THE GENERAL IN
CANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.
IN the. field of series alternating lighting, the
General Incandescent Arc Light Co. is par
ticularly well situated for meeting varied con
ditions, as the company is in a position to supply
either the shunt type or the differential type of
lamp with complete regulating and auxiliary sta
tion and line apparatus.
For circuits of not more than twentyfive lamps and with a line electromotive force
below 2,500 volts, the shunt type of lamp, shown
in Fig. 1, is well adapted. It has no series wind
ing, but simply two shunt coils, connected across
the arc to feed the carbons. A weight, which is
connected through the feed lever to the U-shaped
armature of the shunt coils, opposes the pull of
the shunt windings, adjusting the arc by gravity
instead of employing the usual series coils. The
dashpot will be noticed in front of the two shunt
coils and also the clutch mechanism, which is of
special interest. The clutch proper consists of a
ring, jointed at the middle with an interior diam
eter slightly exceeding that of the carbon when
the two halves of the ring lie in a horizontal
plane. In gripping the carbon, the two clutch
links, which are attached to either side of the
ring and are joined at their upper ends forming a
triangle, tend to tilt the halves of the clutch and
cause the upper corners or knife edges to grip
the carbon from both sides, thus holding it
securely in place.

FIG. I.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT SHUNT-WOUND
LAMP.
FIG. 2. GENERAL INCANDESCENT DIFFERENTIALLYWOUND LAMP.
In addition to the operating mechanism pre
viously mentioned, the lamp is provided with an
automatic cutout, which switches into the circuit
the reactive coil, shown at the top of the lamp,
thus protecting the shunt coils and giving a
continuous circuit for the operation of the rest
of the lamps.
As these lamps are operated from a constant
potential circuit, the voltage at the arc is inde
pendent of the arc current, which may vary in
a circuit of shunt lamps from 4 to 7% amperes
without a readjustment of the operating mechan
ism and without affecting the operation of the
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lamp further than varying the intensity of its
illumination. The change in current is made by
adjusting the circuit regulator at the station and
is of special importance in street lighting, as the
illumination can be varied to comply with pre
vailing conditions. On a foggy night the full y1/?.

attention is given to the insulation of alternating
current series lamps.
REACTIVE REGULATOR.
For maintaining the current constant through
a series of either shunt or differential lamps,
operated from a constant potential, alternating

fig. 3. EXTERIOR OF THE GENERAL INCANDESCENT
LA M P.

FIG. S- WIRING DIAGRAMS OF SERIES ARC CIRCUITS,
OPERATED FROM CONSTANT POTENTIAL SYSTEM.

vided with an adjustable counterweight for cur
rent adjustment, and with an oil dash pot. There
are no moving coils or flexible leads in the regu
lator. The magnet coils are mounted in a spring
supported frame, and the W-core is also flexibly
supported, thus tending to eliminate all vibra
tions from the regulator frame. The regulator
will maintain the current, through a series of
lamps, very nearly constant with any condition
of load from one lamp to full load, and will also
protect the lamps and station apparatus against
short circuits or grounds upon the line.
Fig. s shows diagrammatically the connections
and necessary apparatus for operating a 50-light
series alternating circuit from a constant poten
tial system. The lamp circuit is operated directly
from the mains or through a constant potential
transformer as shown in the illustrations. The
former method is not recommended when the
primary pressure exceeds 2,600 volts, the maxi
mum pressure for 30 lamps, while the use of the
potential transformer is always desirable as it
insulates the arc system from the primary circuit.
The transformer secondary has a number of taps,
which are brought out to a marble plug board
so that the secondary voltage may be varied in
steps of 500 volts up to full voltage. By this
means the power factor of the system, which is
from 07s to 0.80 at full load, can be main
tained within s per cent maximum with any
number of lamps above one-third load. The
efficiency of this system including lamps, regula
tor and transformer is above 90 per cent.

amperes can be used, while on a winter night
with snow upon the ground 4 amperes will often
give sufficient light ; with the 4-ampere current
the power factor of the circuit will be lowered
but the efficiency of the lamp not greatly reduced.
The lamp at full current has an efficiency of 98
per cent with a power factor ranging from 0.88
to 0.92.
The differential type of lamp, Fig. 2, for series
alternating connection is used where more than
twenty-five lamps are to be placed in series or
where it is desired to operate incandescent lamps
in series with the arcs. The operating mechan
ism consists of two series coils, which are placed
above the shunt windings, the finer adjustment
of current and voltage at the arc being obtained
by the weight and practically the same system
of levers as are employed in the shunt lamp. As
the resistance of the lamp is naturally low when
cold, the starting resistance shown at the right
of the mechanism chamber is used, being cut
out when the lamp is in service.
The series coils are attached to the upper car
bon by a small and flexible cable composed of
very fine strands of copper wire, the cable being
fastened to a socket, which fits over the carbon
and slides freely within the hollow tube sup
porting the mechanism of the lamp. The power
factor of this type of lamp varies from 0.85 to
0.87 while the efficiency averages 95 per cent.
The outer casings for both lamps, Fig. 3, are
constructed of heavy steel, or of solid sheet cop
per, are made interchangeable, and may be read
ily removed, giving convenient access to any part of
of the lamp mechanism. For outdoor service,
they are thoroughly watertight and practically
bug and dust proof. Either type of lamp can be
fitted with a trim device suitable for receiving
open-bottom inner bulbs or a device to take
closed bottom bulbs, each being equipped with
outer globes, or with both metal reflectors and
outer globes.
The lamps are built, inspected and tested with
great care, before they are allowed to leave the
testing department of the factory, and special

system, the General Incandescent automatic re
active regulator shown in Fig. 4 is used. This
consists principally of two form-wound magnet
coils surrounding two legs of a W-type lamin
ated iron core. The core is practically suspended

The Schweizerische Bauzeitung is author
ity for the statement that a power gas plant at
the Embrach Pottery, Switzerland, ran for 8,235
hours during 1903, developing a mean of 43.13
kilowatts, or a total of 355,233 kilowatt-hours, on
a coal consumption of 1.56 pounds per unit, or

FIG. 4. GENERAL INCANDESCENT REACTIVE REGULATOR.
in the magnetic field of the coils when the regulator is in operation, and is free to move into
and out of the coils in such a manner as by its
reactive effect to keep the current through the
coils practically constant. The regulator is pro-

0.99 pound per horsepower-hour. The plant ineludes three 250-horsepower gas generators and
three 100-horsepower gas engines. The plant was
in operation an average of 22.56 hours per day.
S. K.
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THE WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.'S SERIES
ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC
LIGHTING SYSTEM AND
ITS APPLICATION.
THE alternating current arc lighting system
of the Western Electric Co. has been on
the market for several years and has been
successfully introduced in a large number of
plants in the United States and Canada. In de
signing the system, the company recognized the
necessity of regulating the current in the circuit

increase to any appreciable extent the terminal
voltage of the lamp over the arc voltage. The
arc lamp and circuit regulating device are ac
cordingly well adapted for a system with a high
power factor and high efficiency.
The arc lamp is so designed that all parts are
readily accessible, and the points in the lamp re
quiring insulation, are few in number, mica, porce
lain and lava being used for this purpose. The

FIG. I. OPERATING MECHANISM OF THE WESTERN
ELECTRIC SERIES ENCLOSED ALTERNATING
ARC LAMP.

FIG. 3. TUBULAR GUIDE WITH UPPER CARBON HOLDER
AND COPPER RIBBON.

by a device, which at full load should introduce
but a small impedance and, at the same time, effect
a close regulation, insuring a constant current
under all practicable conditions. Experience had
also demonstrated that, for successful operation,
the mechanism of the arc lamp should simultan
eously regulate the current and the voltage of

casing of the lamp is well ventilated, insuring a
low temperature rise of the operating parts, and
the heat of the arc is largely dissipated in a body,
located between the mechanism of the lamp and

inner globe is of large size, preventing deposits
from being burned into the glass, and the
upper extremity of the globe is provided with an
annular lip, which prevents the nicking of the
surface of the glass resting against the enclosing
cap, thus reducing to a considerable extent the
maintenance account of the system. The life of
the carbons in the lamp is prolonged by a gas
checking device, which effectually regulates the
ingress of air, its mixture with the gases of the
lamp and the escape of an excessive amount of
gas.
The operating mechanism of the lamp is shown
in Fig. 1. The view at the left shows one
series coil and one shunt coil, the lever movement,
and the adjusting weight, which is mounted on a
threaded rod and can be moved backward or for
ward as required, being clamped in position when
the correct adjustment is obtained. The middle
view shows the two shunt spools, the starting re
sistance at the top of the mechanism chamber
and the cutout contacts, while the view at the right
shows the two series spools, the short circuiting
switch projecting from the cap of the lamp, and
the manner of suspending the dashpot, which is
inverted, allowing any dust, which may accumu
late, to fall out of rather than into the dashpot.
A diagram of connections is given in Fig 2, from
which the operation of the mechanism may be
more readily understood.
A and B are the lamp terminals,
C the short circuiting switch,
D the series magnet.
E the shunt magnet,
F the cutout contacts and
G the starting resistance.
The opposing action of the series and shunt
coils, with the assistance of the weight previously
mentioned, regulates the arc voltage; springs are
not used for adjusting any part of the arc mech
anism.
A special feature of the lamp is the tubular
guide and shield for the upper carbon holder,
shown in Fig. 3. The carbon holder slides freely

JL

fig. 2. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF THE WESTERN
ELECTRIC LAMP.
the arc. This led to the adoption of the fourcoil, differential movement in the arc lamp, the
reactive drop of the magnets was reduced by
proper proportioning to a figure where it did not

FIG. 4. WESTERN ELECTRIC REGULATOR.
the enclosing globe. This body, which is known
as the waist of the lamp, also serves for the sup
port of the outer globe, which is carried by a sub
stantial ring that can be readily detached. The

within the square tube and is positively connected
to the circuit by a copper ribbon in preference to
rolling or sliding contacts.
The coils are wound on spools formed of metal
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having a low conductivity, decreasing the loss
usually present in brass spools and overcoming
the objectionable warping of paper or vulcabeston
spools. The small resistance which causes the
lamp to strike the arc and which closes a by-pass
around the lamp when the carbons are consumed,
is mounted on a porcelain drum of such a shape
as to make failure due to short circuiting of turns
or slipping of turns impossible.
TO SEN.
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and the efficiency curve of a 75-light circuit is
shown in Fig. 6, from " which it is evident that
the system can be operated at fractional loads at
a high economy.
The largest and most modern plant to use
alternating current, is undoubtedly the new
municipal plant in the city of Columbus, Ohio,
now in process of erection. It represents the
most modern engineering designs and furnishes
current exclusively for arc lighting.

lator when once adjusted consumes a small amount
of energy and maintains the current constant with
in a small fraction of an ampere. For capacities
exceeding seventy-five lights, a line of multi-cir
cuit regulators and transformers are made to
diminish the potential strain on the circuit.
In order to insulate the arc circuits from each
other and to localize grounds on a circuit, a con
stant-potential transformer is used, even in in
stallations where the station pressure is sufficient
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FIG. 5. CONNECTIONS OF A 75-LIGHT CIRCUIT.
The standard current adjustment for the sys
tem is 7 amperes ; 6.6 amperes and 7.5 amperes
are often called for, but experience has shown
that the 7-ampere series alternating current arc
can not only displace the so-called 2,000-candlepower, open direct current arc, but also exceed
the effective illumination of the latter. The lamps
are usually operated on systems having a period
icity of 60 cycles per second. A few plants on
the Pacific coast operate systems having a fre
quency of 50 cycles; 125 and 133 cycles are used
only in small plants, where old machines are
pressed into service for arc lighting. The number
of lamps operated in series seldom exceeds seven
ty-five, requiring a pressure at the terminals of the
transformers of about 6,500 volts, which does not
present serious difficulties for line insulation and
the insulation of the lamp from ground.
The circuit regulating device, Fig. 4, is so
designed that the operating parts are as light as
possible consistent with strength. A laminated
iron core, composed of three vertical limbs cross
connected at the upper end is supported on rigid
uprights, attached to an iron subbase.

/
TURBINE SET'

FIG. 7. PLAN OF THE NEW MUNICIPAL PLANT OF COLUMBUS, OHIO.
for operating arc circuits of considerable size.
The transformer is provided at its secondary side
with taps, giving a 50 per cent regulation in the
terminal pressure in small steps, so as to allow
the regulator coil to float in a position where its
impedance is the lowest.
A diagram of connections for a 75-arc light cir-

Three two-phase 500 kilowatt 2,300 volt alter
nators, turbine driven, are now being installed.
The small floor space occupied by these sets is
shown in Fig. 7. At the right of the station
entrance, will be located the switchboard gallery,
below which the regulators and transformers will

FIG. 9.
FIG. 6. EFFICIENCY AND POWER FACTOR CURVES OF
A 75-LIGHT CIRCUIT.

FIG. 8. SIDE VIEW OF SWITCHBOARD SHOWING REG
ULATORS AND TRANSFORMERS IN POSITION.

The reactance coil of the regulator is mounted „cuit is shown in Fig. 5. B represents the pri
below the core. It is wound in sections, which mary connection board of the transformer, con
have horizontal and vertical ducts, permitting the nected in series for 2,200 volts, C the primary con
free circulation of air, and is suspended by means nected in parallel for 1,100 volts and D the sec
of chains from a lever, which rocks in a ondary connection board with the eleven taps.
roller bearing. The free end of this lever carries For half load 1 is tapped to 9, for three-quarter
load 1 to 10 and for full load 1 to 11. The regu
an adjustable weight, which is moved to a posi
tion where it balances that portion of the weight lator will be noticed at R and the stab switches
of the coil, not lifted by the attractive force, thus at E.
The general shape of the power factor curve
regulating the current in the circuit. The regu

TYPE OF INSULATOR USED TO SUPPORT LAMP.

be mounted, as shown in Fig. 8. The first installa
tion comprises 1,900 lamps, twenty-seven 75-light
regulators and transformers and the necessary
switching apparatus.
The arc lamps will be adjusted for 7 amperes
and 75 volts at the arc. They will be suspended
by means of the wooden section insulator shown
in Fig. 9, which consists of three parts, a lower
cast iron receptacle rigidly connected to the frame
of the lamp, a wooden section fastened at its
lower end to the receptacle and at its upper end
to a bell-shaped casting, which protects the wooden
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section. The latter is subjected to a special treat
ment, making it moisture and weatherproof.
These insulators are in extensive use in the city
of Chicago, having shown superior results over
glass and porcelain insulators. They will stand
successfully a breakdown test of 35,000 volts be
tween lamp frame and ground. Absolute cutoff
switches for the arc lamps were seriously consid
ered for this installation, but as they were found
to lower the insulation resistance of the line, it
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provided and connected by means' of manually
operated oil switches to the main busbars. Should
it become desirable to shut down a generator, re
duce the load of the plant, or should any unfore
seen trouble arise, the group switch is of consid
erable value. Provision was also made for oper
ating any arc circuit, in case its transforming or
regulating apparatus should get out of order,
from a spare set. For this purpose, two transfer
buses have been provided, extending across the

WESTINGHOUSE SERIES ALTERNATING
ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM.
rpHE superiority of the enclosed arc lamp over
I the old style of open lamp is now univer
sally recognized, and the field for dis
cussion of arc lighting methods has accord
ingly been shifted from a comparison of
open and enclosed lamps with their operat
ing apparatus to a consideration of the com
parative values of the different enclosed arc-light-
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was decided to omit them. The opening in the
bottom of the open-base globe is 7 inches, allow
ing the ready removal of the inner globe, the carboning of the lamp and the cleaning of the inside
of the 12-inch outer globe. The metal shade re
mains stationary while the lamp is being trimmed.
A trimmer can take care of at least 20 per cent
more lamps with this style of trim, and the break
age of outer globes is also considerably reduced.
The tranformers are of the oil-cooled type,
wound for 2,300 volts primary and 6,500 volts
secondary. The secondary is provided with taps
for the operation of seventy-five lights or frac
tions thereof at nearly maximum power factor.
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entire board. Each transfer bus can be divided
into three sections on the group panels, so that
the arc circuit can be fed from the transfer buses.
These transfer buses may also be used for oper
ating two circuits in series, should this necessity
arise. A voltmeter bus and a ground wire also
extend across the board.
The voltmeter
bus is connected with the primary of a
7,500-volt potential transformer, having in its
secondary a 150-volt instrument.
Suitable
plugs allow the measuring of the insula
tion resistance of the circuits from either
side to ground and the reading of the terminal
pressure of the circuits. The approximate loca
tion of a ground on the circuit can therefore be
determined within one or two lamps, while the
circuits are alive. Each arc circuit is also pro
vided with an ammeter jack, allowing the compar
ison of the switchboard instrument with a stand
ard, and.a ground jack is placed on each arc panel
for the permanent grounding of the two sides of
the circuit during the day.
T. T. Parker informs us that patents
have been allowed on the device for preventing
scale on corrugated iron boiler furnaces described
by him in The Engineer of May 15.

The tanks of the transformers are grounded and
connected by means of a 2-inch outlet to a drain
pipe, so that the tank can be emptied in a short
time should the necessity arise. The regulators
are mounted in front of the transformers so as
to be readily accessible. In starting a circuit, the
regulator coil is moved in the position of maxi
mum impedance, thus allowing a flow of current
of sufficient strength to heat the tips of the car
bons and establish the arcs without setting up
undue strains in the circuit or in the lamps. After
a lapse of about 60 seconds, the regulator coil is
released and takes its position in the field, where
the current is automatically maintained constant.
The switchboard, Fig. 10, consists of twentythree panels of 2-inch white Italian marble, name
ly : One exciter panel for the control of two ma
chines operating in multiple," three panels for the
500 kilowatt alternating current generators oper
ating in multiple ; one totalizing and group panel ;
two group and test panels ; sixteen panels for two
arc circuits each.
The large number of arc circuits to be con
trolled made it advisable to operate them in three
groups from the main busbars, as shown in Fig.
11. For this purpose three sub-buses have been

It is suggested that electric elevator mechan
isms, as a possible source of fire, should not be
placed at the bottom of open elevator shafts and
should be enclosed in fireproof compartments.

II.

ARC CIRCUITS OPERATED IN
GROUPS FROM THE MAIN BUSBARS.

ARC CIRCUIT PANELS

23-PANEL SWITCHBOARD.

THREE

FIG.

SEC.PANEL

An automatic electric piano player has re
cently been devised by Timothy B. Powers and
Major R. Jewell, both of New York City. The
inventors claim that their apparatus will not only
cause the piano to play, but will faithfully repro
duce the tone and expression of the music.
Electromagnets operate each key and also
actuate the pedals. A sheet of brass, perforated
to correspond in position and interval to the
notes of the music, controls the electro-magnets.
The sheet is rolled from one drum to another,
and contact fingers, following over the surface,
slip into the perforations and close the circuits
of the electromagnets, sounding the correspond
ing notes on the piano. In order to give expres
sion to the music, rheostats are placed in each
circuit and are controlled by separate electro
magnets, which are operated from a different set
of perforations in the brass sheet. By increasing
the resistance, the magnet is weakened and con
sequently the tone of the note softened.

ing systems. For general use, the open arc lamp
has no defender, but each of the enclosed lamps
has its champions, who endeavor to secure its
adoption and claim for their especial appliance
qualities which they think will bring it into gen
eral use.
A study of the various systems offered for
popular approval results in a classification into
three distinct types, based upon the varying rela-

FIG. I.

WESTINGHOUSE ENGINE TYPE ALTERNATOR.

Hons of price and quality, the designing engineers
evidently having endeavored to demonstrate :
1. How cheap a cheap system can be produced.
2. 1 low good a cheap system can be produced.
3. How cheap a first-class system can be producecl.
The first system is, of course, only to be con
sidered where there is not money enough at hand
to buy good apparatus, and is dear at any price.
The second is installed with a lower first cost,
but a rapidly increasing expense for maintenance
and reduction in value and efficiency ; the third
aims to give the maximum result for the amount
of current used, and through length of life of
apparatus, reduced expense in care and upkeep,
and general excellence to prove itself the cheapest
in the end.
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It is to the last-named class that the Westinghouse system described herein belongs. In its
design and construction the controlling idea has
been to produce apparatus that shall in all par
ticulars be among the best of its kind. The de
gree of success attained may be gathered from the
following descriptions:
ENGINE TYPE ALTERNATORS.
The alternators, manufactured by the Westinghouse Co., are divided by mechanical charac-

be carried. The wire winding, which is used on
alternators of high voltage and small current
capacity, consists of machine wound coils, which
are insulated and ready for service before they are
placed in the armature slots. The strap winding,
used on alternators of lower voltage and greater
current capacity, consists of copper strap, insu
lated and bent into the required shape, so that no
mechanical bending, which might injure the insultation, is necessary in mounting the winding.
Where the slots are partially closed, the winding

FIG. 2. PORTION OF A BAR-WOUND ROT/ TING ARMATURE. '

teristics into three general. types, as follows: Beltdriven type, direct-coupled type and engine type.
The latter type, a view of which is shown in Fig.
I, is divided into two classes, i e., generators with
rotating armatures and rotating field machines.
The core of the rotating armature consists of
a castiron spider, which supports a laminated steel
ring,, constituting the magnetic circuit of the
armature core. The ring is built up of thin
punchings of the best annealed sheet steel, which
are cut in such a form that when they are assem
bled on the spider, the armature core is pierced
with the necessary slots for the windings. These
slots are partially enclosed and 'serve to hold the
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is slipped in from the end, and when the slots are
open, wedges of hard fibre are used to hold the
coils in place. The Bar winding is held in place
by the overhanging tips of the teeth, which prac-

thin steel punchings of suitable form, which are
annealed and then cast into the field yoke.
The field coils are machine wound and in the
larger alternators are usually composed of copper
straps bent on edge, wire being used in the smaller
machines. Lugs or brackets are provided with the
coils to receive the bolts, which fasten them to the
field frame, as the lugs only cover a small surface
of the coil, which surface can be easily insulated.
The field excitation is usually supplied from
direct-current generators, giving 125 volts, the
voltage of the alternator being controlled by the
field rheostat. Alternators of small size, however,
up to about 200 kilowatts, with rapidly fluctuating
loads, are provided with a composite winding to
maintain the voltage. This winding is placed
on the fields and is independent of the direct
current excitation, being connected through a spe
cial commutator to a series transformer, placed
in the armature circuit of the alternator. A dia
gram of connections for a three-phase 2,000-volt
alternator, showing this winding, is given in Fig.
3. where G is the armature of the alternator, F
the series transformer, D the collector rings, E
the commutator, K the composite winding and H
the separately excited field.
REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATOR.
These alternators, although their efficiency is
slightly lower than the previous type, offer better
facilities for insulating the armature windings
and require the field current instead of the arma
ture current to pass through brushes and collec
tor rings. Thus they are better adapted to high
voltages or large current output.
Fig. 4 shows the rotating field under con
struction. The shape of the steel punchings and

FIG. 4. LAMINATED POLE PIECES FOR A ROTATING FIELD ALTERNATOR.

I SEN. RHEO.
) FIELD PLUG
1—o
FIG. 3-

t—lEX.RHEO,
FIELD PLUG

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR COMPOSITEWOUND THREE-PHASE ALTERNATOR.

winding in place as well as give it mechanical
protection. In building up this ring from the
punchings, ventilating spaces are left at intervals,
extending around the circumference of the amature face, through which air is driven during the
operation of the alternator, cooling both the core
and windings. This construction is shown in
Fig. 2.
The armature winding consists of wire, strap
or bars, depending on the amount of current to

tically make the armature iron clad. The end con
nections of the bar windings are made after the
conductors are in place. In many of the larger
alternators of this type, the conductors arc not put
in place until the armature core has been mounted
and keyed to the engine shaft., as the installation
will then have progressed to a point where there
is no longer any danger of injuring the insula
tion.
The field frames of the large alternators arc
cast in two or more pieces, the divisions being
either vertical or horizontal. When the frame is
divided vertically, it may be pulled back in a di
rection perpendicular to the shaft, and when the
division is in a horizontal plane, the frame, which
is provided with massive shoulders resting directly
on the guide plates, is moved away from the arma
ture in a direction parallel to the shaft. The field
poles, like the armature core, are constructed of

the manner of assembling the field may be seen in
this view. The laminated plates arc arranged to
break joints and are held together by bolts. The
ventilating plates in the pole pieces will be no
ticed, which register with those in the armature,
so that during operation a constant circulation of
air is maintained it; these spaces.
The field coils are machine wound upon forms,
wire or copper strap being used, depending on the
size of the alternator. They are held in place by
retaining wedges of copper, which is one of the
most important features of the construction of the
field. The large external lips, which overhang
the beveled edges of the poles, not only hold the
coils in place, but tend to retard any shifting of
the field across the pole faces.
This type of alternator is rarely composite
wound, the exciting current being wholly supplied
by direct-current generators giving 125 volts.
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The alternators of either type are built for sev
eral standard voltages, i. c, 220, 440, 1,100 and
2,000 volts with either two-phase or three-phase
windings and standard frequencies of either 60
or 25 cycles per second. The machines may be
wound for 6,600 volts or 13,200 volts three-phase.
The standard two-phase winding is the closed-coil
series type, such as is used on direct-current ma
chines, while the three-phase windings may be
either delta or star connected.

FIG. 5.
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The case and cap are piessed from No. 17 gage
high grade copper with corrugations, which add to
the strength. The cap is formed from a single
piece and has the shoulders of the terminal sup
ports pressed into it. The entire exterior is fin
ished in natural copper, which soon assumes a
lustreless black color, resembling bower barff.
The absence of any exposed iron parts in the lamp
makes it unnecessary to paint or otherwise refinish the exterior to preserve a good appearance.
The case is well ventilated with openings arranged
so as to be proof against weather, and protected
with wire gauze to keep out insects, as shown in
Fig. 6, which is a view of the interior of the cap.
The door, shown in Fig. 7, forms one-third of the
case and gives ready access to all parts of the
mechanism. The terminals are cast of composi
tion metal, set on petticoated porcelain insulators,
and are prevented from turning by a square
recess in the insulator, which engages a projec
tion on the terminal.
The lamp switch, also shown in Fig. 6, is
worthy of special attention. The switch blade is
formed of a heavy piece of vulcabeston with a
large copper stud moulded in the stem. When
the current is applied, a pressure on the handle
brings the imbedded button into contact, on the
upper side, with the brass bolt to which the bind
ing post is secured, and on the lower side with a

The operating mechanism of the lamp may be
seen in Fig. 8. Two series and two shunt coils
are used with the usual U-shaped cores and lever
connecting the two. The dashpot, which in this
case is connected to the top of the mechanism
chamber, will be noticed, and also the adjusting
weight, which is used in connection with the

WESTINGHOUSE ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC
LAMP.
FIG. 8.

THE SERIES ALTERNATING ARC LAMP.
The Westinghouse lamp contains a number of
valuable features, which materially affect its regu
lation, durability, and convenience in handling.
As shown in Fig. 5, it is symmetrical in form, well
balanced in proportions and ornamental in general
effect. It has a differential control, employing the
usual series and shunt windings, and has good

FIG. 7. VIEW OF LAMP SHOWING DOOR TO THE MECH
ANISM CHAMBER.

FIG. 6. INTERIOR VIEW OF CAP TO WESTINGHOUSE ARC
LAMP.
regulation throughout the life of the carbons, the
variation in potential being less than 5 volts.
The lamp hanger loop, which may be plainly
seen in Fig. 5, is large and heavy and supports
the lamp on a porcelain bushing, which is held
to the fork of the support by a composition cotter
pin.

heavy piece of spring brass, which is attached to
the central tube. The cut out always stands closed
when the lamp is not lighted, and the contacts
which are made of coin silver and attached by
rivets which prevent them from being loosened
by the heat, are designed to carry five times the
normal current of the lamp without undue heat
ing, and at the end of a run will cut out a lamp
with the normal feeding voltage. The starting
resistance is wound on two porcelain spools,
placed on opposite sides of the lamp, which are
grooved so that it is impossible to make a mistake
in the number of turns, if it is desired to rewind
the spools. Their resistance is not large and, of
course, is only in the circuit ivhen the lamp is
cut out.

OPERATING MECHANISM OF THE LAMP.

lever to give a more accurate adjustment of the
arc voltage. The weight is made from brass and
is mounted on a threaded brass rod along which
it moves and to which it may be clamped by a
screw provided for the purpose.
The series and shunt coils are wound on
moulded vulcabeston spools, which material has
been found to be better for alternating current
work, as by its use eddy cuirent losses, with the
consequent heating and rattling of the core, are
avoided. The connections, wherever possible,
are made permanent, leaving but two leads, one
from the cutout to the resistance and one double
lead from the shunt and series coils to the lower
carbon. These wires, which may be seen in Fig.
8, are covered with woven asbestos cord and
painted with insulating compound.
The gas check consists of an insulating ma
terial, with a smooth and comparatively soft sur
face, which does not chip the edge of the inner
globe and thus create a draught to shorten the
life of the carbon. It has a high heat conductivity,
and its surface is the coldest point adjacent to the
arc, so that the residue of the burnt carbon, which
is always deposited on the coldest surface near it,
seeks the gas check instead of the globe, thus giv
ing a high light efficiency to the lamp.
The outer globe is supported by a soft copper
ring, which has sufficient flexibility to give close
contact around the entire lip and to yield at the
upper edge, when subjected to the ordinary strains
of service, so that the glass will not be broken.
The collars are interchangeable and are attached
to the lamp by a chain with a snap hook, making
it possible to exchange extra globes with collars
attached for broken ones on the line in a short
space of time.
The reflector is made of enameled steel, and is
placed inside the outer globe. This position is
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unusual in arc lamp construction, but does not
detract from the appearance of the lamp, as may
be seen from Fig. 5, and has the advantage of not
causing the lamp to sway in the wind with con
sequent injury to the leads, loosening of the
globes and rattling of the carbons through the
clutch.
The lamp has a low temperature rise, due to
the ventilating spaces and the complete separation
of the combustion and mechanism chambers, and
is designed to operate at a current of 6.6 or 7.5
amperes.
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each secondary, thus giving four circuits from each
regulator.
The windings are insulated for a voltage con
siderably in excess of the requirements of the
service, and the coils have connections brought
out so that a maximum power factor can be ob
tained on voltages 10 per cent above and below
the normal rating, and on loads of 80, 90 and 100
per cent of the rated capacity.

ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS
OF THE BULLOCK MANUFACT
URING CO.
THESE generators are made in two styles;
one to be belt driven, the other for direct
connection to water wheels and* steam en
gines. This apparatus has been developed since the
early part of 1900. It includes sizes from 20 to 1,500
kilowatts capacity. The marked features of ex

FIG. I. BULLOCK ALTERNATOR WITH DIRECT CONNECTED EXCITER.

FIG. 9.

WESTINGHOUSE AIR-COOLED, CONSTANT
CURRENT TRANSFORMER.

THE REGULATING TRANSFORMER.
The illustrations of the Westinghouse constantcurrent regulating transformer show the air-cooled
type for a single 50-light circuit, and the oilcooled type for two 50-light circuits. The aircooled transformer, shown in Fig. 9, has a per
forated metal guard surrounding the coils, and
providing ventilation and protection from acci
dental contact, while the oil-cooled type, shown
in Fig. 10, has the transformer submerged in a
special insulating oil.
The transformer is of the repulsion coil type,
designed to give a constant secondary current
and to insulate the line from the primary circuit.
For capacities of seventy-five lamps or less, there
is one primary and one secondary coil, the pri
mary being stationary, and the secondary or con
stant current coil being suspended on chains and
so balanced by weights that the repulsion between
it and the primary, changes the distance between
them with variations of the load, the induced cur
rent in the secondary being thus kept constant.
When the required current passes through the
moving coil, the forces are balanced. An increase
in the current increases the repulsion and causes
the coils to separate, while a decrease in the cur
rent will cause the coils to approach each other
until the normal balance is restored.
For capacities from 100 to 150 lamps, each reg
ulator has two secondary coils. A separate cir
cuit of lamps may be operated from each second
ary, the two circuits being operated at different
currents if desired. The 200-lamp regulator is
similar except that two circuits are operated from

The moving coil and counterbalancing weights
are hung upon ball-bearings and are delicately
balanced, so that they are sensitive to a slight im
pulse. An adjustment is also provided in the
chain wheels, which permits of operating at a

cellence arc the narrow armatures .specially adapt
ed to give good ventilation, the formed armature
coils which make replacement of windings simple,
large ball and socket bearings designed to give
low bearing pressures, and field coils wound up of
copper strip bent on edge.
The appearance of the belt driven type with its
exciter mounted on the outer end of the generator
shaft is shown in Fig. I. This, like all of these
machines, has a stationary armature with a re-

FIG. 2. STATIONARY ARMATURE AND FRAME OF A
60O-KII.OWATT BULLOCK ALTERNATOR.
FIG 10.

WESTINGHOUSE OIL-COOLED, CONSTANTCURRENT TRANSFORMER.

lower current at light loads than at full load, thus
compensating for the effect of the change of wave
form on the lamp. The standard regulators are
wound for 6.6 amperes and 7.5 amperes, and for
three-phase circuits, regulators are furnished in
pairs to give a balanced load.

volving field inside. The frame, for the smaller
sizes, is made in a single casting, and, for the
larger sizes, is divided horizontally but with all
the bolts at the joint placed inside the frame, so
that the graceful outline of the machine is not
broken.
The plates for the armature core are made
of mild annealed steel 14 mils thick, and are
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japanned to reduce eddy currents. Wide air
ducts are provided for ventilation and a generous
proportioning is used for the windings, so that
the machines are capable of carrying a 50 per
cent overload for a considerable time, and a
momentary overload of 75 per cent. All of these
generators are particularly designed to carry
their full rated kilovolt amperes on a load of any
power factor.
The coils are wound in exact duplicate on cast
iron formers, and are connected up after being
laid in place in the armature slots. For high
potentials, each coil is carefully subdivided into
individual sections, which are insulated from each
other and the insulation from the core is also
heavy and substantial. Units of as small a ca
pacity as 200 kilowatts have been built for 12,000
to 13,000 volts. A portion of the armature of a
600-kilowatt machine is shown in Fig. 2.

ENGINEER.

chines reach an efficiency at full load of gs'A per
cent, while 3,000-kilowatt generators have reached
an efficiency of 97l/2 per cent.
The Bullock machinery is now handled by the
Allis-Chalmers Co., of Chicago.
ALTERNATORS OF THE NATIONAL
ELECTRIC CO.
THESE alternators are of the revolving
field type and are made in standard
sizes as belted, engine type or directcoupled machines. The belt-driven genera
tors are built in sizes ranging from 37V2
to 750 kilowatts, while the direct-coupled
and the direct-connected or engine types have ca
pacities up to 1,500 kilowatts. The alternators
are made for either single, two or three-phase
currents and are wound for the standard voltages
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tions per minute, can be moved parallel to the
shaft until clear of the revolving field, allowing
access to field and armature coils without discon
necting the windings. The supporting feet on
the lower half of frames for engine type genera
tors are mounted, in high-speed engines, on
the same sub-base, and with Corliss engines on
sole plates. In belt driven generators, the frame
is supported on a sub-base or slide rails, the belt
tension being regulated by adjusting screws.
The armature core is built up of soft sheet
steel punchings, which are treated in special an
nealing ovens to reduce hysteresis and are japan
ned before assembling in order to insulate them
from one another and reduce the Foucault cur
rent losses. The core is usually designed with

FIG. 3. REVOLVING FIELD OF BULLOCK ALTERNATOR.
Fig. 3 shows the revolving field and shaft with
the flange coupling for direct driving and the
slip rings for carrying currents to the field wind
ings. The drum part of the revolving member
is built up of cast steel and the laminated poles
are fastened to the spider either by dovetailed
slots or heavy bolts. Windings for the field coils
are made up of a copper strip bent on edge with
the turns carefully insulated from one another.
The small difference of potential between the
turns, amounting to but a fraction of a volt, pre
vents troubles with insulation.

FIG. I. NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.'S BELT-DRIVEN ALTERNATOR.
of 220, 440, 1,100 and 2,200 volts at frequencies of
25 or 60 cycles per second. Compounding is
omitted in these machines, the changes in voltage
being taken care of by hand regulation of the
field excitation, which is furnished by a small di
rect-current generator, belted to the alternator.
A three-phase belt-driven alternator may l>e seen
in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. BULLOCK BRUSH HOLDERS.
The brush holders, Fig. 4, which carry current
to the fields, are so designed as to allow of the
easy removal of the carbon brushes upon occa
sion, while during use they produce a practically
uniform pressure over the whole surface of the
carbons.
In designing these machines, special attention
has been paid to regulation through the shaping
of the pole pieces and the choosing of the proper
number of armature slots per coil to get the best
possible conditions. The success of the design
ers is shown by the fact that the 600-kilowatt ma-

The frame consists of a circular castiron
housing, containing a large number of openings
for ventilation of the armature coils. In belt
driven types, it is cast in one piece, while in
the direct-driven machines it is divided
horizontally and in some of the larger sizes also
vertically. The sections are held in place by bolts
and keys, access to the bolt heads being obtained
through openings in the outside frame above the
supporting feet. The frames of all engine type
machines, and of the belt and direct driven alter
nators, operating at speeds less than 900 revolu-

six slots per pole, so that the generators may be
wound or rewound for one, two or three-phases
as desired. Ventilating discs are inserted between
the laminations, Fig. 2, to provide openings for
the passage of air through the ventilating ducts
in the core and the openings in the frame ; this
construction insures a low temperature in the
armature.
The windings for alternators of high voltage
and low current consist of wire wound coils, and
for machines of large current capacity, the strap
winding is used. Each coil is wound on a form
and thoroughly insulated by sheets of in
sulating material, applied in over-lapping
layers and wrapped with linen tape be
fore being placed in the slots. The com
pleted coils are then dipped in an insulat
ing compound and baked in a drying oven until all
traces of moisture are removed. The coil is now
ready to mount and is able to stand without in
jury the highest temperature to which the ma
chine will attain in service. The slots are lined
with sheets of insulating material, providing ad
ditional insulation between the coils and the core,
and the end windings are arranged as shown in
Fig. 2. For single-phase generators, the coils are
connected in series, and for two or three-phase,
the coils are connected to give the proper phase
relation, the star winding being adopted for all
three-phase armatures. Fibre wedges, driven
into notches at the top of each slot, secure the
coils, which, due to their distributed form
of winding, have a low inductance, and thus give
a low armature reactance.
The field magnets or pole pieces of the revolv
ing field on all alternators, operating at a speed
of 400 revolutions per minute or higher, are of
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steel cast solid with the spider, which is mount
ed on a forged steel shaft. At speeds below 400
revolutions per minute, the steel pole pieces are
bolted to the rim of the spider, as shown in Fig.
3. and can be removed without shifting the armar
ture frame. Laminated pole shoes are bolted on
the ends of the pole pieces to reduce the eddy
currents, which would flow if the pole pieces
were solid, and, as they cover a larger polar arc
than the core, tend to distribute the magnetic
flux more evenly as well as to bold the field coils
in position.
The field coils are composed of rectangular
copper straps bent on edge and are connected in
series by heavy copper straps as shown in Fig. 3.
They are slipped over the pole pieces and held in
place by the pole shoes, thus being removable
without dismantling the machine. As the excit
ing current is of low voltage, paper insulation is
used between the flat sides of the winding, fuller
board between the coils and pole pieces, and a
heavy fibre separates the pole shoes and spider
from the coil.
The brush holder studs are of rod brass, and.
on belted and direct coupled types are supported

THE

their co-efficient of adhesion is greater than that
of cast iron pulleys.
One of the chief advantages, claimed for
this alternator is its good regulation, which is
due to the large number of slots for each pole
per phase and the low armature reaction and selfinduction. With non-inductive loads the voltage

FIG. 4.

BRUSH HOLDER.

varies from 6 to 7 per cent at 100 per cent power
factor, and at 80 per cent power factor from 16
to 18 per cent. The alternators will operate in

FIG. 2.- ARMATURE WINDING SHOWING VENTILATING SPACES BETWEEN THE COILS.
from two arms, cast on the inner side of the
bearing cap. On direct connected types, the studs
are usually secured to an upright support, bolted
to the foundation and entirely separate from the
machine. The brush holders are made of cast
brass and brush tension is secured by duplicate
brass springs, as shown in Fig. 4. 'Hie brushes
are of carbon, capped with sheet brass, two
brushes being generally used for each collector
ring.
The collector rings are made of castiron and
are supported by a castiron spider, which is
keyed directly to the shaft and insulated from
the rings by fibre bushings and washers.
The bearings are self-oiling and self-align
ing, oil rings being used to convey the oil from the
reservoir in the pedestal to the bearings. Sight
glasses are used and openings are provided on top
of the bearing caps to inspect the oil rings. The
shaft is made of forged steel and all belts aredriven by either paper or composition pulleys, as
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FIG. 3.

ADAMS-BAGNALL ALTERNATING CUR
RENT SERIES ARC LAMP AND
REGULATOR.
THESE lamps are made in two different
types, 1. c, shunt and differential, their
outward appearance being identical. The
cases are made of pure lake copper, while en
ameled reflectors, made from stamped steel, and
both inner and outer globes, in connection with
all outside work, are used.
The mechanism of the differential lamp, Figs.
I and 2. consists of double solenoids and "U"shaped cores, which are connected by a flexible
lever, rocking over a knife edge. The two shunt
coils A and the two series coils B are at opposite
ends, the clutch mechanism being connected to the
former. The spools are designed, so that the
armature practically floats, when the lamps are
in operation, and by a peculiar shaping of the poletips, together with an inductive resistance, a uni
form range of voltage is obtained from the point
of pickup to that of feeding.

REVOLVING FIELD OF THE ENGINE TYrE ALTERNATOR.

parallel with each other or with other standard
makes, providing the frequency, voltage and
phases are the same, and the angular velocity does
not vary more than 2\'2 electrical degrees.

In the United States there are 987 companies
operating street or interurban railways, having a
total of 16.648 miles of line, and a total of 22,589
miles of single track. At the end of last year
there were operating on these roads a total of
67,199 cars, of which 60.290 were passenger cars.
The aggregate makes about four cars per mile
of line. The power was supplied by 2,337 steam
engines, of a total of 1,298,000 horsepower; and
3,257 dynamos of an aggregate of 1,200,000 horse
power ; not to mention that supplied by water
power. The number of "fare" passengers carried
was 4,813 million, and of transfer passengers 1,063
millions, a total of 5,876 millions, or 360.000 per
mile of line, and 97,500 per car.
s. K.

The cutout has silver contacts and is closed by
an insulated swaybar. The clutch consists of a
porcelain washer, held loosely in a steel cage,
which carries the airpot piston. The weight of
the piston causes the clutch to grip the carbon,
and the choke of the airpot makes this grip more
secure. At each side of the airpot, mav be seen a
flat phosphor bronze spring, on pressing which,
the entire moving part of the mechanism can be
disengaged. All insulation consists of porcelain
and sheet mica.
The operation of the shunt lamp ot tnis type
is as follows : Primarily, the shunt circuit is the
only path across the lamp, but in the case of a
70-volt lamp, this circuit closes at 80 volts and
is cut off from any higher pressure ; as soon as
the current is turned on, the pressure across the
lamp rises to 80 volts, and a small auxiliary cut
out operates, closing the circuit through the main
cutout winding. The armature of the cutout
spool is now attracted and drawn upward until
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the carbons come together. The carbon path,
offering the lowest resistance, takes, practically,
all the current. The armature of the cutout spool
now begins to fall, separating the carbons, until
the pull of the shunt balances that of the cutout.
If for any reason, the carbons do not come to
gether, the armature of the cutout spool continues
to rise until contact is made with the main cut-

ENGINEER.

When the regulator is in operation, the coun
terweight is adjusted so as to balance the weight
of that part of the coil, not lifted by the attractive
force, this arrangement resulting in little weight
of the moving parts and, thus, in minimum inertia.
Oil dashpots are provided to insure steadiness
in operation and to prevent any violent movement
of the coil, due to grounds or short circuits cut
ting out any considerable number of lamps.
For the operation of differential lamps, it is
necessary to have the regulator respond to the
slightest variation in voltage. To obtain this re
sult, dashpots are used with light moving parts
and slotted connections to the moving coil, so
that, from 75 per cent load to full load, the regu-

FIG. 3. THE ADAMS-BAGNALL REGULATOR.
lator is left free to follow the variations in volt
age, but, in case of sudden reduction of load, the
dashpots are picked up, and the violent move
ments of the regulator checked enough to prevent
any possible damage.

FIC. I. DIFFERENTIAL SERIES ALTERNATING CURRENT
ARC LAMP—FRONT VIEW.
out, and the lamp is shut off as long as current
flows in the circuit. Taps on the series coil,
shown at C in Fig. 2, are provided for regulating
the current and adjusting screws at D to vary the
length of the arc.
A

B

CUT OUT

FIG. 2. SIDE VIEW OF THE LAMP.

RECULATOR.
The alternating constant current regulator,
made by the company is shown in Fig. 3. The
essential parts of this regulator are an M-shaped
iron element, and a movable coil, partly counter
balanced by a weight, working over a knife-edge
bearing. The coil is wound in sections to avoid
excessive voltage between adjacent parts, and is
constructed to run at a low ■ temperature, which is
an important feature to the life of the coil as
well as to economy of operation.

A TALK ABOUT ADVERTISING.
BY HENRY W. HART.
(Concluded.)
It is impossible and unnecessary to attempt al
ways to trace direct results from periodical ad
vertising, unless one is doing a strictly mail-order
business. But I venture to say that if we stopped
advertising altogether, in all trade papers, and sent
out no more printed matter, business would fall
off fully one-half.
The right kind of advertising costs money,
but it is not expensive, because the returns in
actual business are manifold.
In order to secure the maximum benefit from
advertising space, the advertising "copy" must be,
first of all, of such a nature that it will be im
mediately noticeable among the hundreds of other
ads. that surround it. This is perhaps best ac
complished by means of some striking design
incorporating an original idea, which arrests the
reader's attention. Having thus button-holed the
audience, your story can be told. And this story
should be such as to hold the attention aroused
by the striking idea,—it should tell something
definite about the goods advertised; tell why they
are better than all the other goods of the same
kind, and this, either because they are cheaper
or higher grade, or possess some individual ad
vantage peculiar to these goods alone.
The object is, not to print your entire catalog
in a quarter page ad., but to arouse the reader's
interest sufficiently to insure a certain familiarity
with the name and quality of the goods adver
tised, or even to induce him to write for further
information.
In this connection, let me quote from an article
(published in the January Atlantic Monthly) en
titled "The Psychology of Advertising," by Wal
ter Dill Scott, Professor of Psychology in the
North:
' i University.
i
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"There are many advertisements that do not
pay. One man has roughly estimated that 75
per cent of all advertisements do not pay, yet the
other 25 per cent pay so well that there is scarce
ly a business man who is willing to stand idly
by and allow his competitors to do the adver
tising. The expense connected with advertising
has increased, the competition between rival con
cerns has become keener, and consequently the
demand for good advertising has become impera
tive.
"One of the greatest weaknesses of the pres
ent day advertising is found in the fact that the
writer of the advertisement fails to appeal either
directly or indirectly to the senses.
"A piano is primarily a thing not to look at
or an object for profitable investment, but it is
a musical instrument It might be beautiful and
cheap, but still be very undesirable. The chief
thing about a piano is the quality of its tone.
Many advertisers of pianos do not seem to have
the slightest appreciation of this fact.
"The following is a quotation in full of an
advertisement of a piano, but with the words
"sewing machine" substituted for "piano." This
advertisement contains no illustration, and it will
be noted that there is nothing in the text which
does not apply equally well to a sewing machine.
V
SEWING MACHINES
Have Been Established Over 51 Years.
"They are perfect examples of sewing
machine strength. The Construction of
the V
is the result of 50 years of de
velopment and the application of the high
est mechanical skill to the production of
each separate part.
"By our easy payment plan, every
family in moderate circumstances can
own a fine sewing machine. We allow
a liberal price for old instruments in ex
change, and deliver the sewing machine
in your house free of expense. You can
deal with us at a distant point the same
as in Boston. Send for our descriptive
catalog H, which gives full information."
This then is the object and the value of trade
paper advertising—to go where as many prospect
ive customers as possible can be reached and their
attention drawn to something we wish to sell
them. It is a field, fruitful in the past, but open
to infinitely greater development, and one that
cannot well be disregarded.
THE PRINTED MATTER
of a house, issued to influence trade, should be
attractive, definite, conclusive and by no means
cheap looking. The first impression of a house
is often obtained from its printed matter,—its
catalog most likely. First impressions are last
ing, and it is therefore well to make them as
favorable as possible. A salesman would not be
allowed to represent the house in shabby and
cheap-looking clothing. Neither should printed
matter be allowed to go out poorly dressed. It is
human nature to judge first, superficially—by ex
ternals.
In addition to catalogs, a liberal use of en
velope enclosures, folders, etc., is of the greatest
advantage. Every customer, as well as every
prospective customer, should have dropped on his
desk, every month at least, and possibly every 2
weeks in the season, some attractive, convincing
printed matter, keeping your name favorably and
pleasantly before him at all times.
It is always profitable to co-operate with the
retail dealer and the supplv houses, in articles
for which a demand can be created in part by
the display of attractive and striking window
cards, hangers, etc.
The most powerful automobile in the world
has been turned out in France for M. Bellemy, of
Paris. It is equipped with an engine of 165 horse
power, and is geared to a regular speed of 80
miles an hour.
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BRISTOL RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.
THE aim of the Eristol Co., of Waterbury,
Conn., who are the manufacturers of
Bristol's recording volt, ampere and watt
meters for both direct and alternating current is
to produce commercial forms of these instru
ments without sacrificing sensitiveness, delicacy
and accuracy. The following brief descriptions
clearly show the simple construction of the in
struments, which is the foundation of their suc
cess.
RECORDING VOLTMETERS.
The interior construction of this instrument is
illustrated in Fig. I, which shows the current
coils, one of which is rigidly secured to the back
of the instrument. The other is movable and is
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working or useful portion of the chart. With each
voltmeter, an auxiliary resistance is furnished in a
separate box, which is connected in series with
the instrument and is usually located behind the
switchboard upon which the recorder is mounted.
For voltages above 800 volts the recorder is de
signed to be used with a potential transformer,
which generally reduces the voltage on the in
strument to the common standard of no volts.
RECORDING AMPERE METERS.
Fig. 2 illustrates the interioi construction of
the recording ampere meter.
A is a stationary coil or solenoid through
which the current passes, while B is a very thin
disk or armature of iron, secured to a non-mag
netic shaft extending through the center of the
solenoid A, and supported at its opposite ends on
the steel knife edge springs C and D. The re
cording pen arm E is secured directly to the
steel spring support D, and partakes of its angu
lar motion as the armature is attracted by the cur
rent passing through the solenoid. The actual
distance that the armature itself moves is small,
but due to the angular motion transmitted to the
pen arm, a wide range of movement is obtained
on the chart without the use of multiplying de
vices between the spring and the pen.
A novel feature of this instrument is the form
of armature which is used to procure a chart with
the divisions nearly uniform throughout its range.
It consists of two parts, a flat and very thin disk
of iron and a small sleeve or core of iron on a
nonmagnetic shaft. The sleeve is completely con
cealed from view within the solenoid. The disk
is stiffened by a plate of nonmagnetic metal. If
the armature consisted simply of the flat disk por
tion, the magnetic attractive force would increase
very rapidly as it approached the solenoid, giving
a chart with divisions as in the Bristol recording
voltmeter, contracted at the middle portion o!
the scale, but very open at the outer edge ; while

FIG. I. INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION OF BRISTOL VOLT
METER.
supported by a pair of frictionless spring knife
edges resting in the V cuts, placed at opposite ends
of a shaft through its center. The pen arm is
attached directly to the right hand spring and
partakes of its motion, recording the changes of
voltage on a uniformly moving chart, driven by
a clock, designed for this purpose, to make one
revolution in 15 minutes, 1 hour, 6 hours, 12
hours, 24 hours or once in seven days. The 24hour charts are most generally used. For record
ing the voltage of currents, which are rapidly
fluctuating over wide ranges, a "damping de
vice," shown in Fig. 2, as applied to a recording
ampere meter, is furnished to make the instru
ment "dead beat."
It will be observed that the voltmeter is con
structed on the electric balance principle without
permanent magnets.
This instrument is designed so that it is es
pecially sensitive at the upper portion of the
scale, the divisions on the charts gradually in
creasing toward the top, so that within the work
ing ranges the records show completely the
changes that have occurred in the voltage, even
though in many cases the variations are only
small fractions of one volt. Voltmeters, con
structed on the principle of the recording ampere
meter, are made with nearly uniform divisions
over the entire scale, while the other volt meters
have enlarged uniform scale divisions for the
1

FIG. 2.

MECHANISM OF THE BRISTOL RECORDING
AMPERE METER.

if the armature consisted only of the core portion,
the attractive force upon it would decrease as it
approached the central or neutral position of the
solenoid, and the divisions for the middle por
tion would be quite open, becoming contracted
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toward the upper limit. After considerable ex
perimenting, a combination disk and core arma
ture was found, which allowed an almost uni
formly divided scale. The armature and moving
parts are reduced to a minimum in size and
weight to avoid magnetic lag and the effect of
the inertia, when current is thrown off and on.

FIG. 3 VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF A BRISTOL WATT
METER.
In direct-current instruments up to 1,200 amperes
capacity, the solenoids are designed to carry the
entire current, but for ranges over this, the ex
cess passes through a shunt, which forms a part
of the instrument. In cases where there are ex
tremely rapid and large fluctuations in the cur
rent to be recorded, as, for example, on an elec
tric railroad, a damping device is provided, as
shown at F in Fig. 2. It consists. of a box con
taining oil, and an arm G, attached directly to
the moving armature and carrying a very light
vane, which is immersed in the oil.
For alternating current where the potential
does not exceed 800 volts, the entire current
passes directly through the instrument, but for
circuits of over 800 volts or when the current is
more than 300 amperes, series transformers are
used, and the instruments are connected to the
secondary circuits and wound for a maximum
current capacity of 5 amperes.
RECORDING WATTMETERS.
The construction of this instrument is shown
in Fig. 3, in which the coil A, wound with fine
wire, is mounted on knife edge and spring sup
ports, and is free to move toward the stationary
coil B, which is wound with a heavy conductor
capable of carrying the entire current to be meas
ured. The terminals of coil A are connected
across the circuit, thus the magnetic effect of the
current through this coil of high resistance will
be dependent upon the voltage, while the mag
netic effect of the main current through the coil
B of low resistance will depend upon the number
of amperes passing. The mutual attraction of the
coils will be the product of these magnetic forces
and will be proportional to the number of watts.
The marking arm F is attached directly to the
knife edge support of the movable coil and par
takes of its motion, recording the variations of
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electrical energy on a uniformly revolving chart.
In this instrument, one of the knife edge sup
ports is made with a double bearing, which re
places one of the spring supports, employed in
the usual type of recording volt and ampere
meters. By using this form of support the mo
tion of the movable coil is multiplied, the poten
tial and current coils can be located very closely
to each other, and, consequently, it is possible to
obtain an evenly divided scale, as the magnetic
field is quite constant over the short distance
through which the coil moves. The only bearings
in the instrument are the knife edge supports of
the movable coil, thus the friction is slight and
the wattmeter is sensitive to small changes of
current. The magnetic balance principle is em
ployed in the operation of the meter, and the
use of permanent magnets avoided.
To provide' for recording the watts in a case
where there are quite frequent and large changes
in the current, as would be the case in driving
machinery, which is used intermittently, the
damping device, shown in Fig. 2, is used.
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STANLEY RECORDING WATTMETER.
FROM alternating-current meters of the in
duction type, the Stanley recording watt
meter is especially distinguished by the
use of a magnetic suspension in preference to a
jewel bearing for supporting the armature. The
flat aluminum disk composing the armature is
mounted on a soft steel core, which is drawn up
by the attraction of a permanent magnet, allow
ing the armature to practically float in air and in
this way avoiding the friction of jewel bearings.
This friction, although it may be small in a new
instrument, increases and in time impairs the ac
curacy of the record, due to the vibration, im
parted to the armature shaft by the alternations
of the current, which roughens and destroys the
smoothness of the jewel bearing.
Fig. I is a side view of the glass enclosed
switchboard meter, showing the details and me
chanical construction of the instrument. The
magnetic shield, shown in the middle, constitutes
the division plate between the back and front of
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sition as shown. The air gap between the poles
can be adjusted by a screw, placed in the yoke
below the disk, thereby changing the rate of disk
rotation by varying the reluctance of the air gap
and the magnetic flux passing through it.

FIG. I. SIDE VIEW (E A GLASS ENCLOSED STANLEY
RECORDING WATTMETER.
A view of the magnetic suspension element
may be seen in Fig. 3. The different parts con
sist of the permanent magnet 1' and the steel
plugs or pole bushings, A and B. while the rotat
ing parts, floated in air, are the aluminum disk
and the soft steel vertical shaft, called the sus
pension core, to which the disk is rigidly at
tached. The lower end of the suspension core is
flanged larger, while the upper end is turned
Series and potential transformers are used
when the pressure exceeds 800 volts and the cur
rent 200 amperes. As in recording voltmeters,
the potential coil of the wattmeter requires an
auxiliary resistance, which is supplied with each
instrument and which should be located in series
with the potential coil.
The current coils are generally wound for a
maximum current of 5 amperes, and the potential
coil for a maximum voltage of 125 volts, when
used with series and potential transformers.
Fig. 4 gives the connections of the meter for
a balanced three-phase circuit, using both series
and potential transformers.
A large variety of charts have been prepared
for these instruments to meet all commercial
ranges of voltage and current capacity, and charts
with new ranges are continually being added to
the list.
These instruments are also equally applicable
to direct-current circuits.
What is claimed to be the first American
central station equipped throughout with Diesel
oil engines has been operating for some months
in Jewitt City, Conn. The station contains two
60-kiIowatt, single-phase, 2,200-volt, 60-cycle al
ternators, each belt driven by a 75-horsepower,
triple-cylinder Diesel motor, with cylinders 11
inches in diameter by 15 inches stroke, the cranks
being 120 degrees apart. A brick chimney 8 feet
high carries away the exhaust gases. Under the
engine room are two storage tanks, with a com
bined capacity of 6.500 gallons. Crude oil is used,
at an average cost of 4.6 cents per gallon, s. k.

the meter ; in front of the magnetic shield plate
are mounted the disk shaft and its bearings, the
train gearing and dial, and the brake magnet
with air gap adjusting screws, shown at the ex
treme left of the illustration. Back of this divi
sion plate may be seen the actuating part of the
meter, consisting of two series coils, which are
ribbon-wound and mounted one below and one
above the disk, and four shunt coils, which are
carried on a laminated yoke and have projecting
pole pieces straddling the series coils.
The potential circuit consists of the four shunt
coils, which are wound on the laminated yoke, and
as two of these coils are placed above and two
below the disk, as shown in Fig. 1, the magnetic
circuit contains two air gaps, the reluctance of
which are so proportioned that an initial angle of
lag of about 80 degrees is obtained. When the
armature disk is introduced into these air gaps,
the resultant eddy currents, set up in the disk,
react on the magnetic flux and displace the ef
fective flux by some angle more than 90 degrees
from the impressed voltage of the system, the
angle depending on the conductivity of the arma
ture. Thus a revolving magnetic field is set up
by the series and shunt fields, inducing eddy cur
rents in the armature, the reaction of which on
the primary fields causes the armature to revolve
at a speed proportional to the energy or watts
passing in the circuit.
Fig. 2 is a front view of the supporting frame
of a metal enclosed meter, showing the brake
magnets, dial, etc. Pole pieces are provided with
the magnet, which are mounted in a vertical po-

FIG. 2. FRONT VIEW OF A METAL ENCLOSED STANLEY
WATTMETER.
smaller in diameter than the body of the core.
The flanged lower end of the core rests in a cup
formed in the lower pole bushing B and the up
per end, when in magnetic suspension, is just
inside of a recess in the upper pole bushing A.
The difference in diameter between the flange
of the core and the cup in the lower pole bush
ing B. as also between the upper end of the core
and the recess in the upper pole bushing A, is
such that there is a predetermined space all
around the flange in pole bushing B. and all
around the upper end of the core in pole bushing
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A. When the suspension mag;:ct is not in place,
the flanged end of the core, due to gravitation,
will naturally rest on the surface of the cup in
pole bushing B ; but, due to the difference in dia
meters, it will not touch the circumference of the
cup at any point. The upper end of the core will
be slightly below the lower edge of the upper
pole bushing A.
Magnetism, passing between the ends of the
plugs, attracts the steel suspension core, with the
disk attached, in an upward direction, lifting the
lower end from contact with the surface of the
cup and carrying the upper end of the core into
the recess in the upper pole bushing A. The mag
netic field, into which the core with its attached
disk is thus attracted, acts uniformly upon the
suspension core, holding the rotating parts in a
definite position in space, free from mechanicaj
support or contact of any kind. This device does
away with bearing friction, but there are several
other considerations pertaining to the friction
losses of the meter, which will be considered in
the following :

FIG. 3. THE MAGNETIC SUSPENSION ELEMENTS OF
THE STANLEY WATTMETER.
In the disk of a meter, through which passes
the alternating magnetism employed to cause its
rotation, the direction of the flow of the currents,
induced in the disk by the shunt system, is in the
form of eddies varying and widening about the
centers of the north and south poles; the inner
and adjacent circumferences of these eddies being
a center between the poles "N" and "S," which
is displaced with reference to the center of the
pole producing the eddies, the consequence be
ing that the currents, flowing towards those cen
ters tend to flow across the pole "S" from right
to left, and across pole "N" from left to right
and vice-versa alternatingly to a greater degree
than they flow in the contrary direction.
It is a fact well known, that, when a current
is caused to flow through the field of a magnet,
a thrust is produced at right angles to the field
and at right angles to the current flow.
In the disk of a meter this thrust is in the di
rection from the circumference of the disk to
wards the center between the two circles of cur
rent flowing about the poles "N" and "S" and
directly towards the center of the disk ; such
thrust tends to move the disk bodily away from its
normal position forcing'its spindle or shaft against
the journals of the bearings. In the Stanley me
ters, this thrust towards the center of the disk
from one side is counter-balanced by closed cir
cuited copper rings placed over the side of the
field or shunt pole nearest to the edge of the
disk. The result of this construction is that a
thrust is set up across the field pole in the oppo
site direction to that produced by the eddies in
the disk. This secondary or opposing thrust is
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so proportioned that it counterbalances exactly
the side push.
A second source of friction is that due to the
unsymmetrical relation of the shunt, or shunt and
series system with reference to the disk. A com
mon method of applying the shunt system is that
whereby the magnetism made by the shunt coil
placed above the disk, passes through the disk
from the pole "N" to a yoke beneath it and back
again to pole "S," and vice-versa.
In such an arrangement, it can be readily per
ceived that the magnetic potential of the circuit
above the disk is greater than it is below it. It
is well known that a conductor carrying a current
always attempts to move from a point of higher
magnetic potential to a lower magnetic potential..
Consequently the effect of the method of con
struction above indicated, is to press down the
disk, at or near its periphery away from the shunt
coils placed above it, with a force proportional to
the square of the shunt magnetism. This effect
can be readily and easily demonstrated by sus
pending a disk by a fibre or thread so that it is
free to move; then if one side of the freely
suspended disk be brought below a shunt coil,
and the magnetism produced thereby be caused
to pass through it to a yoke beneath, it will
be perceived that the disk will dip downward and
will tend to move out of the magnetic field, caus
ing it to have a slant instead of being hori
zontal and flat, and causing the suspending thread
to hang at an angle instead of being perpendicular
to the horizontal or level line.
This downward and sidewise thrust upon the
disk which tends to bind its shaft between the
journals of the bearings and increase the normal
friction of the meter, is avoided in the Stanley
meter by placing the coils on each side of the
disk so that the forces tending to push the disk
up or down neutralize each other.
Large errors are sometimes caused in the rec
ords of meters of this type, by the vibration of
the armature, caused by the magnetic attraction
and repulsion existing between the magnets and
the moving parts. The eddy currents generated
in the disk, are out of phase with the magnetism
producing them.
During the first quarter period of a cycle, these
eddies arc repelled by the magnet ; during the
second quarter period, they are attracted by the
magnet ; again, on the third quarter period, they
are repelled and finally, in the last quarter period,
they are again attracted. These attractions and
repulsions occur because the eddies in the disk
are not in phase with but are displaced at some
angle (more than 90 degrees) from the fields
producing them, as previously stated.
If, however, the magnetizing coils are placed
upon each side of the disk and the disk is located
midway between the magnets ; that is, at a point
zero of magnetic potential in the air gap with
reference to the magnets on either side of it, the
thrusts from the magnets, being in opposite di
rections, simply tend to compress the metal of the
disk without causing it to tremble; while the at
tractions exerted between the magnets and the
disk tend to expand or separate the disk in oppo
site directions, with the result that trembling or
vibration of the disk is obviated when it is placed
at the zero magnetic potential position.
The meter is sealed air tight, excluding dust,
insects, etc. The energy consumed in the po
tential circuit is about 2|4 watts, and the copper
losses in the field are small due to the short
length of the conductors. The torque of the meter
is not any larger than that of many others, but the
friction is constant and so small that the ratio be
tween the two is large, insuring a high degree of
accuracy even on very light loads.
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AMERICAN ORDER OF STEAM ENGIN
EERS' CONVENTION.
During the week of May 9-14, the Eighteenth
National Convention of the American Order of
Steam Engineers was held at Allentown, Pa., with
about 300 members in attendance. The sessions
were occupied with the routine business of the
Order and the afternoons with excursions and
social intercourse.
On the evening of May 11, a banquet was
held at Hotel Allen which was an unqualified
success in every way.
In connection with the convention a Manu
facturers' Exhibition was held, in which the fol
lowing firms were represented : The Nonpareil
Cork Manufacturing Co., of New York City,
showed an exhibit of wood inserted sheet cork
steam pipe covering, which attracted much at
tention ; Norristown Covering Co. showed as
bestos, felt, and wool pipe coverings ; Sayen &
Schultz, of Philadelphia, showed a line of hose
packings and other rubber materials; The H. W.
Johns-Manville Co., of New York City, had a
fine exhibit of packing rings, flange joint gas- ■
kets, gas engine cylinder gaskets, etc. ; Allentown
Reed Harness and Mill Supply Co. had an ex
tensive exhibit of Detroit and Chicago injectors,
oil cans, lubricators and shaft hangers, Penberthy steam gages and pulleys, catalogs of the Wilmot & Hobbs Manufacturing Co., showing steel
oilers, lamps, etc., and catalog of the Draper Man
ufacturing Co., describing valve facing tools, ball
check valves, etc. ; Jenkins Bros, showed a line
of their '96 packing, gasket tubing and the old
familiar Jenkins valve ; E. F. Houghton & Co.,
of Philadelphia, were on hand with a line of Vim
leather packings and an exhibit of the Marck
steam trap; The Lagonda Manufacturing Co., of
Springfield, O., distributed catalogs of the Weinland turbine tube cleaners ; Keystone Lubricating
Co., of Philadelphia, were represented by Chas.
A. Hopper with a line of lubricants and grease
cups ; Lackawanna Lubricator Manufacturing Co.
had an important exhibit of grease cups, a large
5-gallon, cylinder-oil lubricator and a double-feed
locomotive lubricator; Greene, Tweed & Co., of
Xew York City, furnished catalogs describing
their various packings, cylinder-oil pumps, etc.;
The Central Machine Co., of Philadelphia, dis
tributed a catalog which described the Copes au
tomatic boiler feed and house tank regulator; The
Home Rubber Co., of Trenton, N. J., showed a
line of N. B. O. hose, pump valves, gaskets, etc. ;
H. S. Meacham, of Philadelphia, had an exhibit
of the Anderson steam trap; Albright Son & Co.,
of Allentown, were distributing a catalog of the
Eureka steam trap which is made by the Eureka
Iron Co., of Chicago ; A. A. Griffing Iron Co., of Jer
sey City, N. J., exhibited a working model of the
Bundy steam trap and distributed a catalog of the
Bundy feed water heater; The Collins automatic
damper regulator was on exhibition by the Col
lins Manufacturing Co., of Conshohocken, Pa. ;
The Ridgeway Dynamo & Engine Co., of Ridgeway, Pa., distributed a catalog showing the Thom
son-Ryan dynamo and the Ridgeway engine ;
Sight Feed Oil Co. had a catalog of the Richard
son sight feed oil pump; John T. Lindstrom, of
Allentown, Pa., showed a full line of Lindstrom
separators and traps and also distributed cata
logs of the C. and G. Cooper Corliss engines; The
Fulton Iron Works, of St. Louis, distributed cat
alogs of the St. Louis Corliss engine; The Crescent-Lackawanna Manufacturing Co., of Scotdale, Pa., had on exhibition a full line of lubri
cators and grease cups; Garlock Packing Co., of
New York City, showed a line of its famous
packings.
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JOINT MEETING OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, AND INSTITUTION OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

AUDITORIUM HOTEL AND ANNEX. HEADQUARTERS OF THE CONVENTION.
TUESDAY afternoon will be devoted to as
sembling and registration at the head
quarters in the Auditorium Hotel and to
visits to local points of interest.
In the evening the societies will be welcomed

tion and guests are present, among them being
Messrs. Henry Lea, Sir Thomas Richardson,
Mark Robinson, J. W. Spencer and Henry H.
West of the Council.
In the afternoon, the ladies will join the gen
tlemen in an excursion to the works of the Illi
nois Steel Co. at South Chicago.
Wednesday evening, a professional session
will be devoted to the Steam Turbine. Thurs
day morning will be taken up with a session in
the Auditorium hall, and the afternoon by ex
cursions to the Fisk St. station of the Common-

by the local members to the societies at the Art
Institute.

ART INSTITUTE FROM THE SOUTH.
Friday morning, the societies will meet at
Lewis Institute for a final professional session,

AMBROSE SWASEY, PRESIDENT OF THE A. S. M. E.
to the city by Mayor Harrison, whose address
will be responded to by President Ambrose Swasey for the American Society and by President J.
Hartley Wicksteed for the British Institution.
After the meeting an informal reception wili
be held in the parlors of the Auditorium and a
smoker in the lobby.
Wednesday morning will be devoted to a busi
ness and professional session, the work of the
meetings being arranged by Prof. F. R. Hutton,
secretary of the A. S. M. E., and Mr. Edgar
Worthington, secretary of the Inst M. E.
About two hundred members of the Institu

J. HARTLEY WICKSTEED, PRESIDENT OF THE INST. M. E.
wealth Electric Co. and to the Union Stock
Yards.
Mrs. Robert W. Hunt, chairman of the ladies'
reception committee, will be at home at 604 East
Division St. from 4 to 6 in the afternoon.
Thursday evening, a reception will be tendered

LEWIS INSTITUTE BUILDINGS.
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side parks, joining the men at luncheon at the
Institute. The session will be in some sense a
tribute to the late John A. Roche, who was a
member of the society and President of Lewis
Institute Board of Trustees from 1894 to 1904.

ENGINEER.

THE ENGINEERING BUILDING.
THE program for the selection of an archi
tect for the Engineering Building in New
York City has been sent out by the commitee which has charge of the building. This
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As technical adviser to assist in making the
award, Prof. William R. Ware has been appoint
ed. Six firms have accepted the invitation to
compete in the preparation of designs. These
are Messrs. Ackerman and Partridge, Carrere
and Hastings, Clinton and Russell, Lord and
Hewlett, Palmer and Hornbostel, Whitfield and
King. The committee has agreed to pay each
of these firms $1,000 as compensation for pre
paring designs. In case one of these is the suc-

IjCBBY CF THE AUDITORIUM HOTEL HEADQUARTERS.
The afternoon will be spent in an excursion
to the Drainage Canal and the Clearing Yards
of the Chicago Terminal Railway, and the eve
ning in listening to a concert by the Thomas Or
chestra in the Auditorium Theater.
The success of the meeting is due largely to
the devoted efforts of the local committees and
especially to the chairmen. These are: Robert
W. Hunt, Chairman ; Louis Mohr, Chairman, Fi
nance Committee ; Geo. M. Brill, Chairman, En
tertainment and Excursion Committee ; Wm. L.
Abbott, Chairman, Hotel and Reception Commit-

committee, which consists of three members from
each of the interested societies, The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, American In-

ROBERT W. HUNT, CHAIRMAN OF THE LOCAL COM
MITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.
cessful competitor, the money paid to it will
apply on the architect's commission. From other
firms, plans will be received if the firms have
been in actual practice for 2 years previous to
the 1st of July, 1904, and are acceptable to the
committee. Evidence and applications should be
submitted to F. R. Hutton, secretary, 12 W.
31st St.

EDGAR WORTHINGTON, SECRETARY OF THE INSTITU
TION OF M. E.
stitute of Electrical Engineers, American Insti
tute of Mining Engineers and the Engineers'

F. R. HUTTON, SECRETARY OF THE A. S. M. E.

MRS. ROBERT W. HUNT, CHAIRMAN OF THE LADIES'
RECEPTION COMMITTEE.

tee; Francis W. Lane, Chairman, Printing Com
mittee; W. H. V. Rosing, Chairman, Transporta
tion Committee ; Paul M. Chamberlain, Chairman,
Meetings Committee.
Trans-Siberian Railway.—The construction
of the 5,995 miles of track of the Trans-Siberian
Railway involved an outlay of approximately
$470,987,000, giving an average of $78,563 per
mile. There are now 7,000 cars upon the system
for the conveyance of laborers, emigrants and
recruits.

LOBBY OF LEWIS INSTITUTE.
Club, has decided on a competition for the plans,
the rules to be as follows :

Four $400 prizes have been offered to archi
tects outside of the firms already mentioned, and
if one of these proves to be the successful com
petitor, the prize will be considered as a credit
on his commission.
The committee will expect to receive a care
fully studied general scheme, which will show in
what way details can be carried out, but will
not include definite plans for such details. Any
information given by the committee to one of the
architects will, at the same time, be given to all
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the rest, but all such questions must have been
submitted before the 20th of May to the secretary.
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have a frontage of 50 feet and the same depth
as the other.
Fifteen per cent of the space occupied by

be somewhat as follows: Reception room, 1.000
square feet; editorial room, 300; secretary, 300;
counting room. 600; office staff, 900: committee
rooms. 1,000; stationery and transactions, 1,200;
storage rooms, 400. There will be provision for
a library containing 50.000 volumes, but accom
modations will be provided for six or eight
times that number, and provision must also be
made for book stacks.

A CORNER IN ONE OF THE GALLERIES.

INTERIOR OF RAIL MILL, ILLINOIS STEEL CO.'S PLANT.
The money available for the two buildings.
i. e.. The Engineering building and the house
for the Engineers' Club, is about $1,000,000. The
rear and side walls are to have a reasonably
finished appearance. The libraries, assembly
hails, offices, and meeting rooms of the various
organizations will be in one building, ample in
size for purposes for which they are to be used.

the Engineering building must be open space,
under the city ordinances. Three stories at the
top of the building will be held for the use of

Below the offices and library will be lecture
rooms of various sizes, the largest having a seat
ing capacity of 1,000 on the floor and half as
many more in the gallery.
Adjoining this room will be an assembly and
smoking room for informal meetings, which
may also be used on occasion for the serving of
refreshments. Space will also be provided for
museum collections either in separate rooms or
in the corridors.
On the lower floors, provision will be made

ORE DOCKS AND PILES, ILLINOIS STEEL CO. S WORKS AT SOUTH CHICAGO.
technical and engineering societies who may
hereafter be invited to occupy them. Each of

UPPER HALL OF THE ART INSTITUTE.
and so arranged as to give separation to the
space allotted to the different societies. The
Engineering building will have a frontage of 125
feet on West 39th St., and a depth of 98 feet
9 inches. The Engineers' Club building will

LOWER HALL OF THE ART INSTITUTE.
the societies interested in the building will re
serve a floor for its own uses, and the division

for ample coat rooms, and bijreau of information
containing telephone and telegraph offices, a post
office, and also shipping and receiving offices.
The basement will contain storage for trans
actions and other property of the societies, and
in the sub-basement will be located the power
plant, which will occupy about 3,600 square feet.
Communication will be had with the Engineers'
Club by a passage way at the street level and by
a bridge in one of the other stories. Provision
will, of course, be made for an elevator, mail
chutes, and other conveniences.
The Engineers' Club building will be 11
stories high, with a half-story additional in the
rear for the kitchen.
The sub-basement will be devoted to the
power plant ; the basement to storage rooms,
locker rooms, and lavatories ; the main floor to
reception room, cafe, office, and similar require
ments ; the club room floor to a smoking room,
library and hall; the billiard room floor to pro
visions such as its name indicates ; the dining room
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floor to a large banquet hall ; the breakfast room
floor to smaller dining rooms ; and the other
floors to bedrooms of various sizes. The roof
half-story will contain provisions for kitchen and
pantry accommodations and for lodging rooms for
the servants:
It will be seen that the above outline makes
provision for all the activities in which the so
cieties or the club are likely to become inter
ested, and that the committee has gone about
its work in a broad-minded way, looking to the
future as well as the present.
The great body of engineers in the country
is to be congratulated, first, that it is the re
cipient of so generous a benefaction from Mr.
Carnegie, and, second, that it is able to command
the services of a committee composed of men
so well fitted for the carrying out of a great
work in a great way.
JANDUS INTERCHANGEABLE ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS.
WHEN, in 1894, The Jandus Electric Co.
brought out its standard enclosed arc
lamp, the conditions then were very
simple, calling for a long life lamp on direct-cur
rent circuits of constant potential. The success
of the new lamp soon led to a demand for its
application to multiple, alternating circuits and
later to constant-current circuits, both alternating

FIG. t. COMMON STRUCTURE OF
THE JANDUS LAMPS.

several of which are employed by almost every
modern central station, viz.: no-volt direct-cur
rent ; 220 to 250-volt direct current ; multi
ple alternating; series multiple; constant direct
current (series) ; and constant alternating current
(series).
The problem has been to produce a common
arc lamp structure adapted to all the above men
tioned six classes of service and embodying all of
the features required by the best modern practice ;
and to produce therefrom by simple adaptations,
six lamps, each of which shall be well adapted for
its particular service. The solution worked out
by the company is the Jandus interchangeable en
closed arc lamp, a single structure for every de
partment of arc lighting. It is not experimental,
but has gone into service to the extent of many
thousands in many important installations.
THE COMMON STRUCTURE.
The structure of the lamp, shown in Fig 1, is
common to all types, being adaptable without
change to each of the regulating mechanisms, em
ployed for the different circuits.
The common structure consists of the hood,
which carries the switch, the center tube remova
bly attached to the hood, and carrying at its
lower end the expansion chamber, the floor plate,
the globe cap and the lower carbon holder and
inner globe holder. The clutch and clutch-rod
are also parts of the common structure, as are the

FIG. 2. THE JANDUS MULTIPLE
OR SHUNT LAMP.

and direct current. Enclosed arc lamps were de
signed to meet these demands, and today there are
a multiplicity of such lamps.
To the simplification of these conditions, and
to the production of a single enclosed arc lamp
applicable to every class of service or character
of circuit, the engineering force of The Jandus
Electric Co. has devoted its time for 2 years.
There are six classes of service in common use,
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FIG. 3. JANDUS DIFhEKhNTIAL
LAMP FOR CONSTANT CURRENT.

bell-mouthed sheath and cable carried in the cen
ter tube.
The casing is identical for all the lamps, and
is removably attached to the frame by means of
two screws with milled heads which bear upon
a beveled floor plate and thus seat the case
firmly in the hood. The main portion of the cas
ing consists of a single piece of copper or steel
rolled by special machinery into cylindrical form
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without introducing stresses or checks in the
stock. The lower part of the casing is attached
to the outer globe, and is removed in trimming
the lamp, by the working of a simple cam move
ment, which the trimmer operates- with one hand
and thus exposes to view the sheath and clutch,
as well as the inner globe.
MULTIPLE LAMPS.
The multiple lamp, shown in Fig. 2, is adapt
able to either direct or alternating current, the
exchange being effected by removing the rheostat
in the direct-current lamp and replacing it with a
reactance coil ; a stiffer dashpot is also used in
the alternating lamp.
For direct current, two solenoids are em
ployed, the wire being wound on nonmetallic bob
bins, and the two mounted between clamping
plates are secured by spring members to support
ing brackets in a manner to facilitate ready re
moval. An armature of laminated iron plates
operates within the solenoids and its movement is
transmitted to the clutch rod through the medium
of a lever mounted on a knife-edge. The sole
noids are provided with taps to permit of an ad
justment for current desired.
The reactance coil consists of a laminated iron
core carrying a series of independent form-wound
coils of wire, connected on the outside of the core.
The connections are utilized in making the neces
sary adjustment to adapt the lamp to the voltage
and frequency of the circuit on which it is to be
operated. Should a coil be damaged, it may be
replaced by another, without rewinding of the
whole apparatus.
To change a lamp from no to 220-volt circuits
direct-current, involves the changing of magnet
spools and resistances only. It is not necessary to
take apart any portion of the lamp.
A porcelain block, through which the upper
carbon passes, is placed immediately above the
arc to prevent short circuits between the upper
carbon and adjacent parts when the arc flames.
The shield consists of a flange depending from the
metallic seating surface against which the inner
globe bears, and screening the upper end of the
globe from the heat and flame of the arc when the
lamp is freshly trimmed.
The Jandus patented rheostat employs three
identical porcelain sections fitting tongue and
groove fashion, and forming a cylinder around
the center tube which can be readily assembled
without disturbing the lamp hood. The cylinder
has aligning grooves, amply ventilated, in which
the specially coiled resistance wire is laid and
connected to the lamp circuit by binding posts
conveniently located. Sufficient grooves are pro
vided to take care of resistance for 250-volt lamps.
These lamps operate under good efficiency and
being enclosed are guaranteed to operate for 150
hours without retrimming.
SERIES LAMPS;
The constant current or differential lamp is
shown in Fig. 3 and contains the usual series
and shunt coils with laminated armatures, the
whole being integrally mounted so as to be
clamped upon the central stem in place of the
mechanism of the multiple lamp with which it is
interchangeable. The regulation of the lamp is
very sensitive and is maintained by means of an
adjusting coil, embodied in the structure of the
series magnets. At 6 amperes, the lamp is guar
anteed to burn for 175 hours, and at 7 amperes for
150 hours. For street lighting, the lamp is fitted
with a porcelain enameled reflector, and an outer
globe, open at the bottom.
The constant-current alternating lamp has sole
noids and laminated armatures instead of electro
magnets ; the cutout, dashpot, switch and adjur
ing coil are the same.
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The Convention.
The most delightful of spring weather in a
most beautiful country, hosts anxious to please,
and guests eager to enjoy, abundant store of in
teresting papers, and ample provision of delight
ful cntertainment,-^how could it but be a success?
The custom of appointing committees and re
porters to give special and full treatment to sub
jects of importance to the members is one which
has filled the proceedings of the Association with
valuable monographs, and it is a source for con
gratulation that these are now to be made avail
able by a carefully prepared index. This form of
committee habit is a good one and may well be
followed by other societies.
Exchange of experiences in minor details of
operation by means of the Wrinkles and Question
Box is also of the greatest service.
The greatest novelty was, perhaps the "lu
minous" arc and the most important report that
on the steam turbine, but where there was so
much of value, choice was difficult and judgments
will vary. The attendance was practically 1150.
The convention was the best yet.
Arc Light Progress.
The greatly increased use of electric light for
all classes of work during the past few years has
brought forth many improvements, which have
tended to a great advance in the art. The in
candescent lamp is, in the minds of laymen, the
same thing perhaps that it was a few years ago,
but the anchored filament and multiple coil, the
tipless bulb and the "turn down" lamp are all de
velopments which show progress. The only indi
cation of a radical departure for small interior
lighting is in the use of the Nernst lamp, and so
far that has occupied a place intermediate be
tween the incandescent and the arc.
Arc lighting, on the other hand, has undergone
almost a revolution. Twenty years ago, the only
arc lighting system was the direct current open
lamp furnished with current from a special gen
erator. This was and is the most efficient trans
former of mechanical energy into light yet known
except the Cooper -Hewitt lamp, which can hardly
be called a commercial proposition in its present
stage of development. The change from street
lighting to commercial lighting for arc-lamp sta
tions, and the great advantage of trimming but
once in a month instead of every day were power
ful factors in hastening the development of the
enclosed arc, and this development was what
has really made possible the use of arc lamps with
alternating current. An open alternating arc
lamp has never been a pronounced success.
At the present time, it is possible to get from
a number of commercial companies, complete arc
lighting systems using alternating current, and
all are systems which have been carefully worked
out and thoroughly tested. Like all commercial
propositions, there is no one of them which is
always best. The conditions of an installation de
termine the matter, but, with the extended use of
alternating currents which is now common, the
alternating arc in one or other of its forms would
seem to be the most promising method of light-
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ing for streets and large interiors now on the
market.
Turbine vs. Engine.
The question of steam turbines versus recipro
cating engines is as important at present, per
haps, as any in the power plant field. In one of
our contemporaries, the reciprocating engine build
ers have at last turned on the steam turbine man
ufacturers, who have been claiming that the re
ciprocating engine has had its day, and Mr. Sey
mour of the Mcintosh and Seymour Co. has called
attention to the greater economy which the re
ciprocating engine has at light loads than the
turbine. Attention is also called to the fact that
the difference between steam consumption per in
dicated horsepower and per developed horsepower
in the best reciprocating engines is not so great
as has been stated. In this article, tests, made at
the Atlantic Avenue Station of the Boston Ed
ison Co., by Messrs. Moultrop and Curtis, are taken
up and the steam economy shown to be 11.54
pounds per indicated horsepower-hour. Mr. Sey
mour brought out the point that the refinement,
which is being accomplished in the steam en
gine by using small clearance and long stroke, has
greater effect on the efficiency at light loads than
at heavy loads.
Mr. Seymour's letter has aroused much dis
cussion in the columns of the "Electrical World
and Engineer" and the question of efficiency is
being thoroughly thrashed out. So far the points
made by the turbine people are that the turbine
can run up to full load at the best economy, where
as the reciprocating engine, as usually built, must
run at about 25 per cent under its rated load.
The turbine is stated to hold its original efficiency
for at least 5 years, as shown by experience in
station practice, and the fact is brought out that
the turbine will carry full load without vacuum
if necessary. The economy is, of course, some
what lowered, as in the case of a reciprocating en
gine, and Mr. Hodgkinson, of the Westinghouse
Machine Co., estimates that from 27 inches down
to 25 the economy will fall 3 or 4 per cent for each
inch of vacuum. The advocates of the recipro
cating engine, on the other hand, show that the
steam consumption of the best modern engines
compares favorably with that of the steam tur
bine, and that it is not so much subject to loss
from low vacuum as is the turbine.
Mr. Seymour shows that, from half to full
load, the steam consumption per horsepower per
hour for the engines mentioned is practically con
stant. On the other hand, he states that the tests
of steam turbines which have been in service for
some time are not as favorable as might be de
sired.
The outcome of the discussion, so far, has
shown that the reciprocating engine is not so bad
a machine at light loads as it has sometimes been
accused of being, and that at the present time, so
far as efficiency is concerned, the best develop
ments of the two types are about on an even
footing. The questions to be determined are
operating expense and cost, this latter item in
cluding depreciation over a term of years.
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THE fine, old-fashioned courtesy for which
Boston is noted extended even to the
weather department, which brought out
for the meeting of the N. E. L. A. some of the
best samples of Spring weather that it had in
stock.
And thoroughly did the delegates, gathered
from all parts of the country, appreciate the spirit
of hospitality and enjoy the generous store of
work and pleasure provided for them.
Monday night saw a large number of guests in
the various hotels about Copley Square, although
the headquarters at the Vendome were rather
sparsely filled, many of the delegates staying in
their rooms for rest after the journey.
TUESDAYS MEETINGS.
The real work began on Tuesday morning
with the opening session of the convention. Pres
ident Charles L. Edgar called the meeting to
order. Secretary Davis read letters and telegrams
of regret and acceptance of invitations from a
number of invited guests, among others being
J. W. Lieb, Jr., Samuel Insull, T. A. Edison, Dr.
Louis Duncan, Prof. Ira N. Hollis, Pres. Pritchett, A. M. Young, C. F. Brush, Prof. E. L. Nich
ols and T. D. Lockwood.
In his address, President Edgar referred to
the meeting at the Parker House in 1887, when
the Lynn works of the Thomson-Houston Co.
were the largest- in the world and the total load
on the Boston Edison system was equal to the
fortnightly increase during the year past. He
spoke also of the change from the old horse car
system on Tremont street to the present electric
road in the subway and on the elevated, and of
other changes in the city and Association during
the 17 years since the former Boston meeting.
The invitation to occupy permanent headquar
ters in the Union Engineering Building in New
York City was mentioned and its acceptance
strongly urged.
A change in the By-Laws was recommended
so that those in charge of branches of the large
companies, which are now being formed by the
absorption of smaller companies, may become
junior active members with certain rights and par
ticipation in the work of the Association.
The preparation of an Index to the papers and
reports of the Association was announced ; also
the appointment of G. F. Porter as Master of
Transportation, vice C. L. Baker, who resigned.
President Edgar took occasion to thank the
authors of papers who co-operated in getting them
in early so that they might be sent out in printed
form in advance of the meeting, and asked that
those who took part in the discussion would see
that their remarks were corrected before leaving
Boston, thus saving months of time in getting
out the report. He recommended the appointment
of a permanent committee on municipal owner
ship and that the Executive Committee have meet
ings once in 3 months so that it might take an
active part in managing the affairs of the Asso
ciation.
On motion of H. L. Doherty, which was car
ried, Secretary E. H. Davis appointed Messrs.
Doherty, Geo. W. Brine of Atlanta and H. T.
Hartman of Philadelphia to consider the presi
dent's address and make recommendations.
Report of Progress was then made by T. C.
Martin for the committee: Figures quoted from
the census for 10x12 gave the yearly rate of in
crease of business as about 10 per cent; the num
ber of central stations as 3,620; the cost of con
struction and equipment as $504,740,352 ; gross in
come, $85,700,605, and net income as $17,619,230,
or about 3H Per cent on tne investment. The
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steam horsepower installed is 1,379,941 and the tory results obtained in art galleries by its use.
power in waterwheels 438472. These figures do This was supplemented by Mr. Martin, who called
not include the 252 railway power plants nor the attention also to the special field for the Cooper50,000 isolated plants. Electric lighting employs Hewitt lamp for lighting large and gloomy in
about 450,000 horsepower more than railways, teriors.
Walter I. Barnes of Providence then read his
though the railway plants run more hours in a
paper on A Three-Wire, 500-Volt Lighting
day.
System. This described the details of the system,
Speaking of conditions in England, Mr. Mar
tin called attention to the growing use of 220- used by the Narragansett Electric Lighting Co.,
volt, incandescent lamps, the considerable use of which was begun in 1899. It uses 250-volt lamps
Nernst lamps at that voltage and of Osmium on either direct or alternating-current systems
lamps at 25 and 30 volts giving 2-3 candlepower with underground mains laid in clay ducts and
feeders laid from manholes in iron pipe.
per watt.
The incandescent lamps take 3.3 watts per
Attention was directed to the German practice
of supplying several small towns from a •single candlepower and burn for 4,000 hours. The arc
station, 66 towns being handled in one instance lamps have two sets of carbons in the same en
closing globe, the two arcs being run in series so
at distances of 9 to 12 miles.
Mr. Martin noted the interesting fact that in as to use 2.3 amperes with an electromotive force
England the open arc lamp is still the favorite, of 80 volts on each arc. The energy is about 575
as labor and carbons are cheap, while current is watts per lamp.
A storage battery is used in connection with
expensive, the cost of an arc lamp in London
the
direct current system, having a capacity of
running up to $225 per year.
Attention was called to the possibility for the 840 amperes at an 8-hour discharge rate. The
development of power load, , which might easily cells are mounted on a double tier of insulators,
be five times the present amount in many cities, a beam of hard pine and a set of tiles boiled in
and to the tendency to lower rates, which are now paraffin being placed between the tiers of insu
from 10 to 18 cents a kilowatt-hour for lights, lators. This with frequent washing of the floor
with discounts to large consumers, as against 20 and cleaning of the insulating system has re
cents a few years ago, and 5 to 8 cents for power duced leakage to earth to a minimum.
current.
As fittings, the fibre-lined socket with mica
Progress of the Nernst lamp was mentioned disk was used, and the best types of modern
and Mr. Martin noted that it is used exclusively switches, fuse blocks, etc. The older wiring was
in the Fine Arts building at St. Louis. It is refitted and much of it replaced, resulting in a
more in use abroad than here and has shown in great saving of copper. The area covered eco
Buckingham Palace a current saving of 50 per nomically from a station was sixteen times as
great with the new system as when using 125cent, with a life of 600 to 900 hours.
The Osmium lamp was briefly considered and volt lamps. The sizes of service feeders from the
shown to have a power consumption of about mains are given in the table on the following page .
half that of the carbon filament lamp for the
The insurance feature was considered and the
same candlepower. The candlepower holds up system decided to be unobjectionable, which has
throughout the life of the filament, which is some been justified by 5 years of use without a single
3,000 hours
fire loss.
Other topics of interest were the comparison
The author advocated a solid neutral wire
of gas and electric arcs for street lighting, the without fuses running from the current supply
improvement and gradual introduction of the to the point of use, and well grounded at every
Cooper-Hewitt mercury vapor lamp, the use of possible point on the customer's premises, as well
special reflector lamps such as the Meridian, made as on the network of mains and feeders. In the
by the General Electric Co. in sizes of 16 to 50 Union Trust Building at Providence, a continuous
candlepower to give better distribution of light, copper conductor runs as a neutral- for the entire
electric heating, which is an unworked but prom
twelve stories and is bonded to the frame and
ising field, and three-phase central stations.
pipe system of the building. All tap circuits are
Three-phase working was discussed in connec
single wire, the frame and pipe system being
tion with the new system in Dublin, Ireland, used as a neutral return to the neutral riser.
where a four-wire system has replaced the old
In the discussion of this paper, which was car
single-phase plant, the old circuits being joined ried on by Messrs. Woodward of Providence,
up in three-phase connection for the new method.
Junkersfeld and Ferguson of Chicago, Dow of
In discussion of this paper, Mr. Weeks of Detroit, Doherty, Williams and Hallberg of New
Kansas City spoke of the continuance of many
original members on the rolls of the Association, York and Brophy of Boston, the points were
brought out that the rewiring was at first paid
of the combination of science and practice repre
for by the company, but is now done by the con
sented by the work done by the Association and
sumer;
that no faults had developed and no de
its members and of the great progress seen during
the past 21 years, much of which is due to the fects been found on the system ; that the meter
slip must be increased by the high voltage and
members.
Mr. McCabe of Lewiston, Pa., called attention small current ; that losses in the incandescent
to the fact that only zlA Per cent was shown as lamps might be saved, but those in arc lamps
would be increased ; that the double-arc lamp was
the earnings on investment for electric light sta
not
so efficient as the single arc, that densely
tions, and Mr. Martin stated that the figures were
settled
parts of a system might readily be better
based on returns made by members of the lighting
served
by
a lower voltage.
fraternity, but that the capital might represent
Mr.
Dow
questioned whether the grounded
some inflated values, which, however, he quali
fied by suggestion of Mr. Scovil of Cleveland neutral might not make bad work from the effect
to include much of accumulated experience, skill of railway current flowing over the neutral and,
possibly, overheating it.
and judgment.
In reply Mr. Woodward said that the lead
Arthur Williams of New York spoke of the
Nernst lamp as having a field intermediate be
sheaths of the cables are joined to the neutral
tween the incandescent and the arc which is pe
and made part of the return network, and no
culiarly its own and of the particularly satisfac
disturbance has been found from railway current,
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with the exception of one section of the city;
there the neutral has been carefully bonded to
the piping system. Where no steel frame is avail
able in a building, an entire neutral system of
copper has to be installed, but this is well ground
ed at numerous points. Mr. Barnes of St. Louis
stated that he had been using the lead sheaths
of the cables as a neutral return for 3 years with
excellent results.
i Welles E. Holmes next read a paper on The
Luminous or Flaming Arc, in which he described
a new type of direct current open arc light just
brought out bv The General Electric Co.
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I will call the burning segment for the reason
that the arc does not burn where it is struck, but
the two segments change places, as it were, after
the lamp is started ; the reason for this change I
will explain later.
This positive burning electrode of rolled cop
per is not consumed, but rather is inclined to in
crease in weight due to the deposit of oxide from
the negative magnetite stick.
Coming now to the operation of the system,
we have a direct-current lamp requiring 4 amperes
and 80 volts, and, as we had no 4-amper^, directcurrent generator, we cut down the current

WIRING TABLE FOR 25O-5OO VOLT SYSTEM.
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lamp to strike its arc as many times during the
night as if may go out.
Just over the arc and fitting around the base
of the chimney is a reflector inside the globe. In
our observations of the lamp, this reflector is
found to add about 10 per cent to the light dis
tributed, and, on account of the arc being fixed,
this small reflector gives better results than the
larger reflectors commonly used.
In treating of comparisons, I use only the
watts at lamp terminals. Our question now is
this : Does this 320-watt luminous arc lamp give
more light than any one of the following lamps?
340-watt 6.8-ampere open arc ; 460-watt 6.6-ampere series direct enclosed ; 460-watt 7.5-ampere
alternating enclosed.

3 WlRS LlOHTIMfi
2 WIRE-MOTORS
DISTANCES IN FEET H P OF MOTORS
DISTANCES Q) FEET
IO
20
SO
IO 20 30 40 60
40
SO
IO Calculations are basod on No 10 .0 10 10 10
1 to 6
No. 10
10
10
10
10
16 . 224 ampere per 1 6 C P lamp No 10 10 10 8 8 6 to 10
8
No. 10
8
10
8
ao at 250 volts or 8. 94 lamps No 10 10 8 8 8 11 to 16
no. e
e ,
e
4
4
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THE LUMINOUS OR FLAMING ARC.
The Luminous is an open arc, that is, there is
no enclosing inner globe, the exclusion of the air
not being depended upon as a factor in the life
of the electrodes and, except for its chimney
top, the general appearance is not unlike that of
other arc lamps ; the outer globe performing the
same office as has heretofore been customary.
The lamp, notwithstanding the fact of its be
ing an open arc, is a long burning lamp, the elec
trodes having a life of about 150 hours. In de
signing the lamp, it early became evident that
some substance or combination of substances must
be used to produce an electrode of long life, low
cost and good conductivity, and to the chemical
research of Dr. Steinmetz of the General Electric
Co., we are indebted for the magnetite stick which
forms the lower and negative electrode of this
lamp. This stick, as its name implies, is made of
magnetite, but may be compounded with other
substances to obtain a, desired result. We have
been from the start experimenting with differently
compounded sticks, some of them being solid like
a' section of steel rod and others being made by
enclosing powdered magnetite in a thin iron
sheath ; the stick made by filling a sheath with
the magnetite compound has given the better re
sults.
We have tried jX-inch sticks and %-inch sticks.
The J/2-inch sticks vary from 63 hours to 95 hours
life ; on the %-inch stick we have already ob
tained an average life of 182 hours with a maxi
mum on an individual stick of 211 hours, so that
it now seems possible to produce a stick with
an average life of 200 hours. Just at present we
are using a 54-inch stick having an average life
of 100 hours. Before leaving the subject of mag
netite sticks, I would say that we can be assured
of the supply of this article, as it is a very com
mon iron ore, and the magnetite stick from the
General Electric Co. is to cost us $50 per thou
sand, or 5 cents for each trim.
For the upper or positive electrode, we have
two segments of copper, one segment, which I
will call the striking segment from the fact that
the arc is struck by contact with it, is made of
cast copper; the other segment, of rolled copper.

strength of a multicircuit Brush generator from
6.8 to 4 by passing some of the current through
a rheostat and letting the regulator do the rest.
This is done successfully, but at first we tried to
run the lamps on 3.4 amperes, and this made the
field so weak as to be unstable for good practice,
sometimes causing the generator "to die" during
its run ; also the arc in the lamps was unsteady.
The General Electric Co. is now building direct
current generators of the Brush multicircuit type
and wound for 4 amperes in 100, 125 and 150 light
sizes. These machines have an efficiency of about
89 per cent and can be regulated for any current
within one ampere either way from 4
The action of the lamps is as follows : When
started, the pickup magnet draws the magnetite
stick up until it strikes the cast copper or striking
segment, previously referred to, and immediately
falls away to its burning position about 1 inch be
low the copper, at the same time drawing its arc.
The striking segment then draws away, the burn
ing segment taking its place, the arc following
from one segment to the other. In the action of
changing segments, the arc is not interrupted, as
the distance between the magnetite electrode and
these segments is maintained the same by reason
of the segments swinging in the arc of a circle.
The lamp now burns with a.n arc about 1 inch
long and a fine smoke is given off by the magne
tite electrode, which smoke is taken care of by
the chimney occupying the central portion of the
lamp. The lower opening of this chimney is im
mediately over the arc, the top of the chimney
being open to the air and provided with a proper
rain shield.
Some of this smoke or oxide dust is deposited
on the burning electrode of rolled copper in the
form of a fine powder. If this dust were de
posited on the striking electrode, it would be liable
to prevent the lamp striking its own arc again
after it had started the first time. Therefore it
is seen that the striking electrode, by reason of
its drawing away after having struck its arc, is
always maintained in a clean condition for strik
ing the arc again, while the rolled copper or
burning electrode may become covered with dust
without in any way affecting the ability of the
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We have determined this by the Luminometer,
a simple instrument for comparing the strength
of illumination at points distant from the lamp
by reason of the light being thrown upon a printed
card within the instrument. For the 460-watt
lamps, the average readable distance is 267 feet,
while with the 320-watt luminous arc, the average
was 325 feet.
You have in the case of the luminous arc
an illumination of 1 foot per watt expended and
in the carbon arc an illumination of about 0.53
foot per watt expended, and further, the reduc
tion in C'R loss is certainly an item to be con
sidered, for the line loss per mile of No. 6 wire
would be, with 7.5 amperes, about 120 watts, with
4 amperes about 40 watts per mile, a saving of
80 watts for the luminous arc.
As to the maintenance, there is no expense
for inner globes or the washing of them. The outer
globe is the same standard article you now buy.
The expense of lamp repairs should be no more
than at present, as the lamp is not delicate or
complicated in its mechanism. The globe pan
with its consequent shadows, is something we still
have to keep, but this shadow can be in a great
measure eliminated by the use of a half ground
globe.
Much interest was manifested in this paper
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and many questions were asked, which brought
out the fact that the electromotive force on the
arc is about 80 volts and the regulation steady at
any current for which the dynamo may be set.
The lamp needs an up draft to carry away the
smoke, but this smoke does not reach the working
mechanism, so that there is no corrosion. The
maximum of light is in a horizontal direction, and
the tests with the Luminometer were made as the
various arcs were found in practical use. The
quality of the light can be varied by the compo
sition of the magnetite stick, but for the arc, as
now used, is nearest to sunlight of anything yet
devised and is much liked by the people.
If the current increases, due to a fault of the
regulator at the station, the lamp will carry 6
amperes, but with considerable jumping. At a
little distance, the flame appears steady, but on
close inspection looks as if there were a current
like running water, which, on account of the heat,
appears to flow upward.
Mr. Hillman stated that the city of Jackson,
Fla., has contracted, after a careful investigation
by the mayor and council, for three hundred
lights on a 10-year contract, on the basis of 325
feet illumination. It was possible to use a 6.6ampere lamp, but this would give a much stronger
illumination than is usual or necessary, so that
the smaller current was chosen and the station
manager given the benefit.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Robert Howes of Spokane, Wash., read the
first paper, entitled A One Hundred Mile Trans
mission Line. The details of the plant were fully
described and the method used in starting up and
testing the line. It is a water-power plant having
8,000-horsepower capacity at 71 feet head. Current
is generated at 4,000 volts and stepped up to 43,000
for transmission. The electrical apparatus is all
of General Electric make ; the wheels were made
by the Stillwell-Bierce and Smith-Vaile' Co. and
are regulated by Lombard governors. Local light
ing is carried on 2,300-volt, single-phase lines,
while the local power at 4,000 volts and the trans
mission circuits are three-phase.
Further description will be given in a later is
sue. The feature of the paper, which brought
forth comment, was the action of a 300-horsepower induction motor at the end of the line ; this
was used for hoisting at a mine and was continu
ally started and stopped, with the result that, with
light load on the line, the voltage was affected
and rose and fell about 12 per cent due to the
lowering of the power factor. This made trou
ble from unsteadiness of lights and variable speed
of motors, and has been remedied by using finer
steps in the starting resistance for the motor and
making it heavier so that it can be turned on
more slowly.
The line has been working 7 months and the
circuit-breaker has been tripped, accidentally, but
eight times, four of these being due to trouble on
customers' circuits. The time that power has been
off on this account is 32 minutes altogether.
In discussion, Mr. Howes stated that the regu
lators hold the electromotive force within 3 volts
either way and that the new starting controller
keeps the variation down to 5 per cent at the sub
station—even for extreme cases. In reply to ques
tions, he said that aside from the shutdowns due
to the tripping of the circuit breakers, the only
stops had been for cutting in substations as they
were completed. Lightning had caused trouble
only once, and then had punctured the insulation
on a high-tension transformer.
Dr. Bell emphasized the importance of provid
ing, for large induction motors, a controller care
fully designed to prevent just the difficulties en
countered by Mr. Howes. Small motors may live
up to the popular expectation of giving no trouble,
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He called attention to the load as a desirable
no matter how they are used, but large ones cer
tainly will not. Another point made was the one, and the convenience as likely to keep the
advisability of carrying the power factor a little customer satisfied with electric service. Com
under unity to avoid an over-sensitive condition paring gas and electric cooking he gave the fol
in which the system will fluctuate from leading lowing table showing the price at which current
must be sold to compete with gas on an economic
to lagging current.
Dr. Bell, reporting for the committee on stand basis :
Dollars per 1,000 cubic ft.
ard incandescent lamps, said that lamps were now Cents per k.w.-hr.
for current.
for gas.
so nearly standard that there is no need of fur
4 54
$2ther work in this direction, and asked the dis
3-40
I -SO
charge of the committee, which was voted.
2.83
1.25
George N. Eastman of Chicago presented his
2.27
1 .00
paper on Grounding the Neutral of High Voltage
In the discussion as to the kind of load which
Generators in abstract. This was a discussion this would give it was stated that the current
based on actual operation of a system and con
used by an electric kitchen for a family of ordi
sidered the conditions likely to arise on a three- nary size would amount to 30 amperes or about
phase, four-wire system from a ground on any 3 kilowatts, of which two thirds would be in use
of the other wires, when the neutral is grounded. for 3 to 4 hours a day, but not at the peak of the
He showed that grounding the neutral bus will load.
eliminate the possibility of getting high voltages
Mr. Dow told of his experience with electric
between the system and ground under any condi
cooking and summarized his conclusions as fol
tions, and that a ground on one of the lines will lows : The cooking does not add to the substa
either be burned off or will cut out the circuit by tion load, but does add to the station load, the
means of the fuses. The use of this method has peak, however, preceding that due to lighting.
done away with much trouble on the Chicago Such load runs for about 700 hours per year. It
Edison system.
is important that the apparatus which is to go
Mr. Eastman recommends that the grounding on an electric heating disk have a smooth clean
should be made through as low a resistance as surface and intimate contact with the disk, prefer
possible so as to keep down the voltage between ably by clamping. Cords are a nuisance and are
the system and ground. The system has been in suc
best disposed of by being carried down through a
cessful operation for 4 years.
hole in the table. Regulating resistances are
Mr. Hallberg stated that in Cincinnati the likely to get out of order, and the best device
same practice is followed and with good results. is a double throw switch which cuts off current
He thought the secondary network of the system when open, gives a simmering heat on one side
should also be grounded in such cases.
and full heat on the other. The worst feature is
William H. Cole of Newton, Mass., read his the repair bill, which so far is too large to be
paper on Remote Control of Electrical Appara
comfortable on all sorts of apparatus.
tus, which described a method for automatically
C. W. Humphrey of Denver next read the re
controlling constant-current transformers for arc port on Lost and Unaccounted for Current. He
light circuits in substations by means of a pump divided the losses on the system which has singleand float system acting on the counterweight, phase alternating current at 2,400 volts, into
which is immersed in oil to a greater or less transformer iron losses, primary and secondary
depth, depending on the current.
resistance losses and meter shunt losses. Meth
Samuel G. Rhodes of the New York Edison ods of testing for these losses were described and
Co. read parts of his paper, which dealt with the record sheets for transformers and feeders given.
Organization and Equipment of an Arc Lamp Curves and tables of results were shown, indicat
Department. This described the methods, forms ing that the known loss due to difference be
and some apparatus used in a department formed tween station and customer's meters was 10.8
to foster the arc lamp business of the company per cent and the unaccounted for 5.22 per cent of
and the results attained.
the input.
The main features of the system as described
Much of this could be and has been stopped
were, free lamps and care furnished by the com
by removal of grounds, correcting of meters and
pany ; careful reports by all workmen on troubles ; detection of theft.
reports of new installations of high power light
Mr. Matlack brought out the point that the
ing of any description ; careful organization of the unaccounted for current, if it could be saved and
force and planning of their work to secure ef
sold, would increase the net receipts of the com
ficiency and large output ; complete and detailed pany 25 per cent.
records for comparison and analysis ; and use of
During the afternoon the ladies enjoyed a
labor-saving machinery. Mr. Rhodes' statement tally-ho ride under the escort of Messrs. Charles
that eight hundred arcs had been added to the J. Hatch, W. E. Holmes and D. P. Robinson,
system since March 31 called forth a demand through the Fenway, out past the Chestnut Hill
for explanations from other managers, and he Reservoir, and through the grounds of the
attributed it to the liberal policy of the company Country Club to the Chestnut Hill Club, where
and the co-operation of linemen, trimmers, patrol
afternoon tea was served. The return was made
men and the contract department.
through Brookline in time for dinner and the
Douglas Burnett of Baltimore questioned evening lecture which was given by Samuel C.
whether the cost of such service as Mr. Rhodes Clough of the Boston Edison Co. His subject
described was not considerable, but Mr. Rhodes was Historic and Technical Boston, and was full
thought not. Mr. Burnett stated that it is the of interesting bits of information in regard to
duty of the company to give advice as to the best modern as well as ancient landmarks which makt
use and placing of lights, the amount needed and the beautiful "Hub" one of the most attractive
the best methods of caring for lights.
of American cities.Mr. Rhodes said that, for a small number of
Wednesday's sessions.
lamps, care by the user does not give good re
sults ; but for a large number, as in a big store,
President Edgar called the meeting to order
it worked out well.
promptly at 10 o'clock and Edgar B. Greene of
Past President James I. Ayer then read his Altoona, Pa., read his paper on Economy in
paper on Electric Heating, which dealt with the Minor Station Supplies.
use of current for household purposes such as
Mr. Greene told of the method used by his
cooking ovens, flatirons, chafing dishes, heating company of training up men from apprentices on
pads, griddles, etc.
the steam or electrical side, th^e time of training
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being suited to the ability of the man. He recom
mended the correspondence courses for employes
as the result of experience in this line. Standard
izing of fittings, valves, nipples, etc., was advo
cated, and it was stated that Greenfield tubing—
a flexible tube made by the Sprague Co. and
about 1 inch outside by jkj inch inside diameter—
increased fourfold the life of the steam hose used
for blowing off soot from boiler tubes.
Other devices were described for bendintr
boiler tubes, repairing valve stems, loading ashes,
making brushes, filtering oil and caring for arc
lamps, which will be described more fully later.
In reply to questions, Mr. Greene stated that
standard Edison fuses are supplied free to cus
tomers, but safety fuses and parts of Nernst
lamps are not so furnished.
E. E. Arnold next presented his paper on the
Internal Combustion Engine for Central Station
Practice, which told of the types in use, sizes
available, uniformity of turning effort and regu
lation. Under performance were taken up results
actually obtained on Westinghouse engines in
shop tests, and finally a method was discussed of
determining whether investment in a gas-power
plant or in a steam plant will prove more profit
able.
In order to economize time, the papers on en
gine practice were all read and then discussed to
gether.
/. D. Andrew abstracted the paper of himself
and W. F. Wells giving the details of an Economy
Test of a 5,500-Horsepower, Three-Cylinder Com
pound Engine and Generator. The engine was
installed at the Waterside station of the New
York Edison Co. The engine was a vertical, com
pound with three cylinders taking steam at 175
pounds and exhausting into 27-inch vacuum. The
valves were of poppet type with gear working on
the Corliss principle. Cylinders were 44 and
75.6 inches by 5 feet with clearances in the highpressure of 575 and T'5.1 per cent on the two
ends and in the low-pressure of 4.22 per cent.
The cylinder ratio is six to one.
The generators were of General Electric make
having a capacity of 3,500 kilowatts at 6,600 volts,
furnishing three-phase current.
The test was supervised by Jay M. Whitman
and was made according to the code of the Amer
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers. Diagrams
of connections and graphical charts of the ob
servations were given in the paper and the re
sulting curves of efficiency and water consump
tion.
IV. L. C. Eglin then presented the report of
the Committee on Steam Turbines. This was ex
haustive and valuable and is worthy of reproduc
tion in full. It took up the history of the de
velopment, the details of the types now on" the
market and the operation. Much of this will be
published in full.
The conclusions reached by the committee
were that the governors are sensitive and the
regulation good. The buckets, though subject to
wear, do not furnish a serious item in this respect.
Superheated steam is specially desirable, even
as low as 60 degrees, as it obviates the cutting
of buckets. Special generators have been de
veloped for both alternating and direct currents
which have good efficiency and are mechanically
satisfactory. In the Westinghouse direct-current
machine, the commutator is grooved to give
greater radiating surface, while in the General
Electric type, an insulated wire binding is placed
around the center of the bars. Lower voltages
than 220 are not readily obtained on account of
the difficulty of commutating the larger currents.
Tests were made on a 400-kilowatt Parsons
unit and a 2,000-kilowatt Curtis and results of
these tests were given in the report. The advan
tages, summed up, were: "Higher efficiency;
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lower first cost ; minimum amount of labor :
lower depreciation and maintenance ; small
amount of oil required ; freedom from vibration :
lower cost of buildings and foundations ; uni
form rotation which is especially desirable for
operating alternating current generators in paral
lel ; the machine can be started as quickly as the
reciprocating engine ; can be governed as closely
as the steam engine; full load can be thrown on
or off instantaneously without in any way endan
gering the turbine ; condensed steam is free from
oil so that the water can be returned to the boil
ers, this being especially valuable where a bad
feed water is used ; simplicity of packing ; small
number of bearings; all parts can be made to
gages ; minimum amount of fittings and easy to
renew the parts ; operates equally well condensing
or non-condensing ; freedom from breakdowns
owing to water in the steam ; relatively small
size of all parts, insuring more perfect material ;
high economies at light loads ; good regulation of
generator.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the Com
mittee for its valuable work.
Francis Hodgkinson then presented, in ab
stract, a paper entitled Practical Notes on Steam
Turbines. This discussed the sources of loss,
the types of turbines and particularly the details
and results obtained from the Parsons type as
built by the Westinghouse Machine Co. Curves
of tests were given and a large number of plants
illustrated by lantern slides. Designs for layouts
of plants were also shown, giving an idea of the
compactness obtainable in a plant of this type.
It was shown that, for a 1,500-kilowatt unit, the
decrease of steam consumption due to 28 instead
of 26 inches vacuum will amount to $1,030 per
year, and the extra cost of plant to secure the
lower vacuum would be about $4,000.
Before beginning the discussion, time was
taken to receive the report of the committee on
the Doherty Medal. This was awarded, with
well chosen remarks by Dr. S. S. Wheeler of
the Crocker-Wheeler Co., to W. P. Hancock, su
perintendent of stations of the Boston Edison
Co., whose paper on Underground Construction
was unanimously selected by the committee.
In making his report, Dr. Wheeler said that
the paper submitted by W. H. Blood, Jr., was
remarkably good and worthy a prize, but that
the great mastery of detail shown by Mr. Han
cock made the decision as given inevitable.
Mr. Hancock received the medal with a short
speech of thanks and Mr. Doherty expressed him
self as well satisfied with the outcome of his ef
fort to place the underground construction on a
somewhat more standard and reasonable basis.
Opening the discussion on prime movers, R.
D. Mershon questioned the basis of Mr. Arnold's
comparison of gas and steam engines. He argued
that the margin of capacity is not usually large
enough in gas engines and that, if the plant is
divided by the gas engine advocates into small
units for their own convenience, that is no reason
why these should be compared with steam units
of small size which are uneconomical and would
not be used in good engineering. Also Mr. Ar
nolds' prices did not agree with those Mr.
Mershon had been able to get and $150 per kilo
watt seemed to him fairer than $125 for a gas en
gine plant.
Capt. Tarr of R. D. Wood & Co. stated that
the greatest obstacle to gas engine development
has been the lack of development of a producer
until 2 years ago. His company now offers the
Mond system for by-products which is an ex
pensive process costing for plant some $1,500 per
ton of coal gasified in 24 hours and reduces the
cost of coal $1 per ton by recovering by-products.
It is only applicable where plants use 50 tons or
over per 24 hours.
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Tne Taylor process is now perfected so that
it will handle bituminous coal and is now in use
at the company's works. It costs $17 to $20 per
horsepower.
E. W. Rice, Jr., of the General Electric Co. read
a discussion in which he gave the strong features
of the Curtis turbine. These were, in part :
multi-stage expansion, solid buckets cut from the
metal, admission around only part of the rim.
He stated the saving at high vacuum as 5 to 6
per cent for each inch of increase. He advocated
the surface condenser and stated that a large
number of stages gives less wear of nozzles and
buckets. He thought that the turbine will hold its
economy better after long use than the recipro
cating engine because there is no need of tight
joints.
H. L. Doherty discussed the problem at some
length and ventured the prediction that the gas
engine rather than the turbine is the ultimate
prime mover. The gas engine has its best effi
ciency at full load. The reciprocating engine is
also not good for variable loads on account of its
poor economy when underloaded. His suggestion
was, therefore, to use gas engines for the 24-hour
load, keeping them always fully loaded, and carry
the variable load on steam turbines which show
better efficiency at variable load. He believed
there is great chance for development in the gas
engine
Mr. Doherty believed that the jet condenser
is as good as the surface, but had not been able
yet to devise a system for it. He spoke of the
trouble encountered with burning of superheaters
due to lack of circulation, which makes the prob
lem one of conducting heat through a dry vapor.
Mr. Arnold, in closing, said that the efficiency
of a gas engine at low load is not so good as at
high load, but is as good as most engines show
at full load, being 10 per cent at great underload
and 26 per cent at full load. The skill required
in caring for gas engine plants is about the same
as for steam engine plants. He stated that for
a plant having 5 units with a total of 800 horse
power on 24-hour service, the yearly repair bill
was $102 and that plants have been running for
4 years on 24-hour service with alternating-cur
rent generators in parallel without difficulty. The
fuel cost per kilowatt-hour is from 2 to 3 mills.
L. R. Alberger and W. L. Abbott brought out
the point that for closed hot wells, it is advisable
to separate the air and the water of condensation,
and to keep the water away from air until it is
returned to the boiler, as it lessens corrosion and
increases boiler capacity. This can be accom
plished by the dry vacuum system.
Edwin Yawger of Pittsburg then read a paper
on the Mechanical Stoker and the Human Oper
ator, in which he argued for the design of a
stoker equipment as a whole so that the furnace
may be adapted to the fuel which it is to handle,
the type of boiler to be used, and the character of
the operator. The last factor is one of the most
important and the stoker must be so designed
that clinkers can be easily removed and the fire
kept clear if good care is to be secured.
Mr. Yawger believed in high temperatures and
intense draft to secure this. He said that uni
formity of conditions are needed to get good and
uniform product and the mechanical stoker, prop
erly designed and handled, helps to secure this.
In discussion, it was stated that for best re
sults, a boiler should be run at 25 per cent above
its rating.
R. S. Hale, in a written discussion, opposed
the idea of intense draft on the ground that the
gases will pass too quickly over the heating sur
faces of the boiler and will not have sufficient
time to give up their heat. High temperature is
good, but not at tlje' expense of ample time for
transfer of heat.
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The afternoon was spent in a delightful sail
down the harbor, ending with a visit to the L
street station of the Edison Co., where a steam
turbine plant is in course of installation. As the
turbine had not kept its appointment, President
Edgar had thoughtfully provided an exact model
in paper, so that the plant was complete with
piping and auxiliaries.
Sweet strains of music whiled the evening
hours away at the "Pop" concert by members of
the famous Symphony Orchestra, forming a fit
ting close to a perfect day.
THURSDAY.
Early astir were the ladies in anticipation of
a royal trip through a region richer, perhaps, in
natural beauty and historical interest than any
other in the country. All day through country
lanes and over well-paved roads, they passed vis
iting the most famous historical and literary land
marks in the country north of Boston.
Meantime the members were engaged in re
ceiving and discussing reports.
C. L. Wakefield of Dallas, Tex., read his pa
per on Electric Light and Power Plants in Con
nection with Ice Plants. He advocated the in
troduction of electrically driven ice and refriger
ating plants, since it gives a constant load, keeps
men employed during the summer who otherwise
would have little to do.
In discussion, it was stated that the power
used in a plant running two 5-ton machines was
75 kilowatt-hours per ton of refrigeration.
Arthur Williams told of an advantageous ar
rangement by which electrically driven refriger
ating plants can be added to the station load, the
machine motors being cut off during the peak of
the load, leaving only the brine pumps working.
Mr. Gilchrist of Chicago emphasized the ad
vantage of contracts with plants which will cut
off the machines during the peak period in winter,
vis. from 3 to 8 o'clock, and the saving by using
refrigerating machinery instead of ice, thus doing
away with all carting.
The reports on Decorative and Sign Lighting
by Arthur Williams and on Advertising by La
Rue Vredenburg were abstracted by the authors
and discussed together. President Edgar an
nounced that these papers were the gifts of the
New York Edison and the Boston Edison com
panies respectively.
Mr. Williams discussed methods of increasing
the use of electric signs and submitted many re
views showing striking effects, and letters testify
ing to the satisfaction of customers who have
used this means of getting publicity.
The paper by Mr. Vredenburg gave the expe
rience of the Boston Edison Co. with different
methods of advertising including newspapers, fac
simile letters, circulars, electric signs, street cars
and posters. Posters and theater programs were
condemned ; other means had all proved useful.
In the discussion which was carried on by
Messrs. Tibbs, Marsh, Burnett, Gillespie, McCabe and Kimball, the question of advertising for
smaller companies was taken up and the opinion
advanced that it is necessary but that it must
be done in an inexpensive way. Encouraging the
use of motors of proper size, by proving increased
efficiency, furnishing and care of signs without
expense to the customer, renewing lamps, encour
aging supply houses to rent fans and apparatus,
training up solicitors by the education of bright
wiremen, were some of the policies advocated.
Answering questions in regard to the results
from advertising of the Boston Edison Co., Mr.
Vredenburg stated that about 56 per cent of re
plies were received from the letters sent out with
stamped envelope or postal enclosed and that 5
per cent of the gross income was spent in adver
tising.
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Booklets distributed in the street cars were
suggested as an inexpensive and effective means
of reaching the general public.
President Edgar appointed as a nominating
committee to report at the executive session
Messrs. P. G. Gpssler of New York, D. P. Rob
inson of Seattle, Irvin Butterworth of Denver,
W. C. L. Eglin of Philadelphia, and F. E. Smith
of Somerville.
Following this, H. L. Doherty reported for the
committee on the president's address. The report
recommended the appointment of committees on
membership, by-laws and municipal ownership,
strengthening of the executive committee and its
holding of three meetings a year, arranging for
headquarters in the Union Engineering Building,
the printing of papers in advance of the meeting
and appointing a committee to report on thawing
water pipes by electricity to be ready by Sept. 15.
As to by-laws, Mr. Doherty reported sugges
tions as follows : Individual memberships to be
created, for officers of companies, the initiation
fee and yearly dues to be $5 and such members
to be entitled to papers and notices, but not to
vote.
The reports on advertising were to be contin
ued and the Wrinkles and Question Box kept
separate.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Mr. McCabe of Lewiston, Pa., presented a re
port on the subject of District Steam Heating,
which told of the experience of stations with fur
nishing heat by both water and steam. In most
cases, the replies to the circular of inquiry were
favorable, but there was no uniformity in charg
ing of expenses of the operating system, and the
committee suggested a standard form of account
ing for the heating system.
The lack of good action in a steam meter was
attributed to imperfect mechanical detail, and the
need of a hot water meter was mentioned. Stand
ard rules for piping were also advocated.
In discussion, Mr. Parker gave an unfavorable
report as to his experience with two plants in
which the demand for high-pressure steam made
the systems unprofitable.
In reply to questions Mr. McCabe stated that
depreciation of the distributing piping is very
small; one company reported 2yi per cent in 15
years and another nothing in 8 years.
Mr. Williams stated that it is usually the case
that steam made for power and used as exhaust
for heating in isolated plants will require 50 to 100
per cent more coal than if used at low pressure for
heating alone. One horsepower will heat 8,000
cubic feet in office buildings and 15,000 cubic feet
in department stores ; the costs of coal and labor
will be 0.15 of a cent and 0.3 of a cent respective
ly for the two cases.
Office Methods and Accounting was reported
on by F. W. Freuauff, who described the sys
tem used by the Denver Gas and Electric Co.
The discussion was brief and related simply to
the method of distributing expenses.
H. P. Davis read his paper on a Proposed
System of Standard Instruments, advocating the
establishment of a system of secondary standards
to be sold to stations as a basis of comparison for
their working instruments, but to be kept in cali
bration by the makers. "
W, A. Layman of the Wagner Electric Mfg.
Co. on Single Phase Power Motors. He advo
cated this form of motor on account of its sim
plicity of installation, low first cost, and low oper
ating cost. He showed that operating single-phase
motors on polyphase generator circuits or lighting
circuits involved only good transformer and feed
er capacity and a regulator on each feeder to
keep the voltage at a proper value. It is well
also to use a flywheel on the motor if the load is
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variable. The paper and the discussion on it
showed that companies are favoring the use of
single-phase motors for capacities under 15 horse
power and that the cost of a distributing system is
considerably lower where this practice is fol
lowed.
H. L. Doherty presented a report on Arc Light
Photometry, saying that the occasion for the ap
pointment of the committee, )'. c., the introduction
of the enclosed arc lamp, had largely passed
away, and that the committee should either have
its scope increased to include all new forms of
lamp, or be discharged.
Speaking for the committee on Flue Gas Analy
sis, he asked that the committee be discharged
and a committe appointed on fuel economy to
recommend a method of analysis and other prac
tice which can be applied by the operating en
gineer, so as to get the best possible results from
his plant.
He next presented the Wrinkles in place of
Charles H. Williams, who had acted as editor,
and stated that Mr. Williams could not act further
in that capacity.
The recommendations with regard to commit
tees were adopted and a vote of thanks tendered
to Mr. Williams for his excellent work.
H. T. Hartman in presenting the Question
Box, called attention to several questions which
had received inadequate answers.
A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Hartman for his careful work in connection with the
Question Box.
C. E. Skinner then presented a paper not down
on the program entitled Oil for Insulating Pur
poses. This discussed the properties of oil which
make it desirable for insulation, methods of test
ing for flash-point, evaporation and moisture and
specifications for a desirable oil.
Discussion by Messrs. Abbott, Kimball, Hunt
and Eastman, showed that trouble had been found
from water collecting underneath the oil in trans
formers until it reached the windings and caused
short circuit, and from absorption of water by the
oil so that its insulating value was decreased. The
first trouble can be avoided only by careful period
ic inspection, the latter will be overcome by heat
ing the oil to the boiling point of water, thus driv
ing out the moisture.
The evening session was opened by a lecture
by Dr. F. A. C. Perrine of the Stanley Electric
Mfg. Co. on Types of Large Water-Power In
stallations. This was fully illustrated with nu
merous lantern slides showing modern plants and
illustrating the great difficulties which have been
overcome.
The balance of the session was taken up by
an executive session at which were considered re
ports of officers and committees.
The election of officers resulted in the choice
of the following:
President, Ernest H. Davis, Williamsport, Pa.;
1st vice-president, W. H. Blood, Jr., Seattle,
Wash. ; second vice-president, Asbur Williams,
New York City ; secretary and treasurer, Dudley
Farrand, Newark, N. J. ; executive committee,
Samuel Scovil, Cleveland; J. Decamp, Philadel
phia, and W. A. White, St. Louis.
Friday was devoted to excursions, parties be
ing formed for trips to the great factories and
power stations and to the points of historic inter
est.
SEEN AND HEARD IN THE CORRIDORS.
Among the men of science whose names
stand high in the electrical field were noticed Prof.
Elihu Thomson, Prof. A. E. Kennelly of Har
vard, Dr. Louis Duncan of M. I. T., Dr. Louis
Bell and Prof. H. E. Clifford of M. I. T.
The display of portable instruments made by
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
was striking, including not only the usual am
meters, voltmeters and wattmeters, but also the
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manager Boston office ; E. D. Mullen, manager
frequency indicator, power factor indicator, syn
chroscope and prepayment meter. This was not Philadelphia office ; A. F. Giles, manager Atlanta
all, for a line of arc and incandescent lamps well office ; J. B. Pevear, manager Cincinnati office ; E.
illustrated the various types, and special attention H. Mullin, and A. D. Babson of New York; C.
D. Haskins, H. W. Hillman, E. E. Gilbert, P. D.
was given to demonstrating the Nernst and Coop
er-Hewitt lamps. Larger work was illustrated Wagoner, D. R. Bullen and F. G. Vaughen of
by photographs of machinery and plants, and by Schenectady; W. C. Fish, manager Lynn works;
the valuable descriptive bulletins which the com- R. Fleming, Lynn, Mass. ; F. M. Laxton, Atlanta ;
J. C. Calish, Buffalo ; W. J. Hanley, Cincinnati ;
paines' Publishing Department prepares.
J. Scribner, Chicago ; W. T. Wooley, Denver ;
The companies forming the Westinghouse In
terests were represented at the convention by a H. L. Monroe, Dallas, Texas ; A. D. Page, man
full delegation as follows : Frank H. Taylor, vice- ager lamp sales department, Harrison, N. J. ; G.
president, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., F. Morrison, manager lamp works, Harrison ; H.
Pittsburg; Arthur Hartwell, sales manager, W. E J. Buddy, Philadelphia ; T. E. Bibbins, San Fran
& M. Co., Pittsburg; W. H. Whiteside, manager cisco; H. H. Crowell, Syracuse; F. W. Wilcox,
detail and supply department, W. E. & M. Co., Harrison; J. P. Felton, F. M. Kimball and S. B.
Pittsburg; R. L. Warner, New England manager, Paine, Boston, Mass.
The luminous arc lamp was one of the features
W. E. & M. Co., Boston ; C. B. Humphrey, man
ager W. E & M. Co., Cincinnati ; W. F. Fowler, of the convention.
manager W. E. & M. Co., Baltimore; H. D.
Parlor F was the headquarters of the Fort
Bayne, manager Montreal office, Canadian West
Wayne Electric Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. The com
inghouse Co., Ltd. ; C. W. Underwood, Manager pany had as representatives F. S. Hunting, gen
W. E. & M..C0., Buffalo; G. B. Dusinberre, man
eral manager; A. A. Serva of Fort Wayne; T. L.
ager W. E. & M. Co., Cleveland; D. E. Manson, Sturgeon, manager Philadelphia office ; J. C. Lott,
manager W. E & M. Co., Boston ; Andrew Rae- manager New York office; J. Allen Smith, man
burn, manager Westinghouse Machine Co., Bos
ager Boston office; James Kent, of Boston, and
ton; C. C. Chappelle, manager W. M. Co., J. Hilgerman of the home office.
Chicago ; L. L. Brinsmade, manager W. M. 1 The Fort Wayne pendant fans were great com
Co., New York ; H. P. Davis, assistant chief forts in the convention hall and added greatly to
engineer, detail department, W. E & M. Co., the effectiveness of the display of fans, meters
Pittsburg; S. H. Anderson, credit manager W. E. and descriptive literature.
& M. Co., Pittsburg; C. W. Register, W. E. &
Stanley Electric Instrument Co., Great BarM. Co., Chicago; J. B. Comstock, W. E. & M. Co., rington,
Mass., had in parlor 70 a new type of
Pittsburg; A. Goodby.W. E.-& M. Co., Pittsburg; testing
for testing recording wattmeters
Henry Watts, W. E. & M. Co., Buffalo ; Geo. W. as well standard,
as other instruments, pleasingly arranged.
Pulver, W. E. & M. Co., Syracuse ; Frank B. There were
present at the convention the follow
Erwin, W. E. & M. Co., Syracuse; O. T. Smith,
gentlemen representing the company : W. C.
W. E. & M. Co., New York ; C. E. Skinner, W. E. ing
S. O. Ochs, F. W. Sanford and F. J.
& M. Co., Pittsburg; E. E. Arnold, W. M. Co., Andrews,
Pittsburg; Francis Hodgkinson, W. M. Co., Pitts Addison, of the sales department, and E. W.
burg; Edwin Yawger, W. M. Co., Pittsburg; F. Gough of the engineering department.
E. Conrad, W. E. & M. Co., Pittsburg; J. H.
Among the delegates was E. A. Merrill, New
Smith, W. E. & M. Co., Pittsburg; H. R Stuart, York manager for Mcintosh & Seymour Co., of
W. E & M. Co., Pittsburg; R. L. Rathbone, W. Auburn, N. Y., builders of the celebrated Mcin
E. & M. Co., Detroit; C. S. Jennings, Sawyer- tosh & Seymour engines, and J. A. Seymour, of
Mann Electric Co., New York; C. G. Wilson, W. Auburn, N. Y.
M. Co., Boston ; S. M. Braman, W. M. Co., Bos
Franklin Phillips, representing Hewes &
ton ; F. F. Breed, W. M. Co., Boston ; J. W. Lucas, Phillips,
engine builders of Newark, N. J., was
W. E. & M. Co., Philadelphia, and from the Bos
present
and
added to his large circle of friends
ton office of the W. E. & M. Co., Messrs. C. L.
Abbott, E. D. Mills, M. H. Merrill, G. M. Bates, R. among the members.
S. Brown, F. S. Perry, G. L. Osborn, G. S. Gibbs,
Pettengill and Andrews are one of the big
T. W. Varley, C. P. Wahn, M. N. Davis, W. H. supply houses of New England with headquarters
Baldwin, T. B. Sweeny, G. L. Griffiths and L. P. at Boston. Their exhibit at the convention com
Trudeau.
prised product from the best known manufactur
The Sawyer-Mann Co. made a special point ers of apparatus as well as specialties of their own
of its new "Lumino" incandescent lamp.
make.
Adams-Bagnall arc lamps occupied the center
Parlors 14 and 16 formed an especially attrac
tive and comfortable resting place. They were of the room, and divided honors with the Coopertastefully decorated with palms, ferns, smilax and Hewitt lamp, their working being explained by
cut flowers, giving the rooms the moist and shady G. E. Palmer of the Pettengill-Andrews Co. and
atmosphere of a conservatory, which was most G. A. Thompson of the Adams-Bagnall Co. About
the room were displayed samples of the Bryantrefreshing. Against this background were dis
Perkins Co's. pull-sockets, plug-switches, Locke
played drawings and photographs of the machin
high-tension insulators, D. &. W. fuses, Okonite
ery built by the Allis-Chalmers Co. and the Bul
lock Mfg. Co., to which was added section views wire, the Sprague Electric Co's. Lundell fans,
of the single-phase motors and large oil and air- Osburn Co's. "Flexduct" tubing and PettengillAndrews, primary, oil-break switches and fixtures.
cooled transformers which are made by the Wag
ner Electric Mfg. Co. Many of the drawings Most novel among these were the big Locke insu
were sent from the exhibit at St. Louis specially lators, 14 inches in diameter and a foot high, and
the oil break switches for opening a transformer
for the convention.
Representing the combined Allis-Chalmers and primary when the secondary circuit is opened.
As representatives of the various companies
Bullock interests were Arthur Warren, manager
of the Department of Publicity, H. E. Rundlett, were present, for Pettengill-Andrews Co., C. B.
Boston district manager of Allis-Chalmers sales, Price, general manager; F. S. Price, secretary;
G. H. Berg, Boston district manager of Bullock W. J. Keenan, sales manager; F. W. Crampsales, G. W. Goldschmidt, New York district horn, superintendent, and others.
manager, and E. T. Pardee and W. N. 6ber, dis
Representing "Okonite" products were Captain
trict sales agents of Boston; also John Jeffrey, Candee, president of the company ; Geo. T. Manof Cincinnati, assistant secretary of the Bullock son, superintendent, and Mr. Strout of Philadel
Co.
phia ; A. N. Palmer represented the Phillips In
The Wagner Co. was represented by W. A. sulated Wire Co., and Paul Burton the Bryant
Layman, general manager of St. Louis, E. W. and Perkins porcelain specialties.
For -the D. &. W. Fuse Co. were present W.
Goldschmidt, New York district manager, John
Mustard, Philadelphia district manager, and T. Sisson, secretary, and Wm. C. Woodward; H.
W. Osburn, president, C. E Corrigan, general
Brooks Faxon of Boston.
manager, and Calvin Roulet represented the Os
Following its custom the General Electric burn
Flexible Conduit Co'.
Co. explained its apparatus to convention visitors
Geo. Ewing, whose efforts were largely re
by means of catalogs and bulletins. A line of the sponsible for the success of Wednesday evening's
Meridian lamps was exhibited and a new cata
concert, ran the photograph gallery for the Coop
log explaining fully the Curtis Turbine was pre
er-Hewitt Electric Co.
sented for the first time.
Alexander Henderson and H. C. Farnsworth
Besides the scientists already mentioned whose
names are closely allied with the work of the looked after the Sprague Electric Co's. interests.
Charles H. Munder, president and treasurer of
company there were present as representatives,
Messrs. E. W. Rice, Jr., Schenectady, N. Y. ; J. the Munder Electric Co., combined business and
R. Lovejoy, general manager railway, lighting and pleasure at the convention.
supply department, Schenectady; C. B. Davis,
Among the pleasant spots at the convention
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was parlor 52, where the Stanley Electric Mfg.
Co. of Pittsfield, Mass., established its headquar
ters.
A. A. Morton, manager of the Department of
Publicity, made every one feel at home by his
genial hospitality and was assisted by Messrs. A.
W. Henshaw, manager Induction Motor depart
ment; M. C. Canfield, manager R. R. Motor de
partment ; E. P. Barnes, manager of the Boston
office, and N. C. Ross, engineer of the Boston
office.
Thos. Duncan and W. H. Sinks occupied
parlor 8 with a unique display of their Duncan
electric devices.
The ladies were especially interested in the
exhibit of the Simplex Electric Co. in parlor 116.
Every kind of cooking and heating device was
shown and all heated by electricity. They were
attractive, too, as well as practical.
The interests of the company were well taken
care of by Jas. I. Ayer, past president of the
Association, Everett Morss, A. W. Doe, H. A.
Morss and C. W. Richards.
One of the most complete displays noticed
was that of H. W. Johns-Manville Co., which oc
cupied parlor 120.
The exhibit of Sachs Noarc fuse devices and
Vulcabeston devices and insulation was very at
tractive.
The company was represented by Joseph Sachs,
inventor of the Noarc fuse, and James Hum
phreys, manager of the electric department at Bos
ton.
Among the manufacturers represented was
the American Diesel Engine Co., whose interests
were carefully looked after by Norman McCarty
of New York, sales manager, and J. P. McPherson, assistant chief engineer.
Massachusetts Chemical Co. was represented
by Mr. Farrington, chief engineer; Mr. Green,
electrical engineer, and L. O. Duclos of the sales
department. Its headquarters was parlor 174,
where a useful souvenir was given to all delegates
and friends.
A pleasing display was that of Phelps & Co.,
Detroit, Mich., which is sole maker of the cele
brated Hylo lamps. A neat circular, "How to
Read the Meter," was distributed. W. E. Phelps,
president, and F. L. Du Broy, sales manager, were
present, and made all welcome at their headquar
ters in parlor 154.
Dr. F. A. C. Perrine, first vice-president and
general manager of the Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.,
was gladly welcomed by the many friends who
enjoy his interesting stories. His lecture on
Thursday evening was a revelation to most of
those present of the great work which has been
accomplished in long distance transmission and
the every-day use of high potentials.
Crocker-Wheeler Co's. interests were repre
sented by Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, presi
dent of the company, A. J. Newell, Charles R.
Metchear, and R. N. C. Barnes of the Boston of
fice.
C. W. Cartwright of the Boston office, repre
sented the Shelby Electric Co. of Shelby, O.
General Incandescent Arc Lt. Co. was rep
resented by Almon Foster, Boston sales manager,
and R. S. Hale, of the meter department ; Francis
Raymond, of the Chicago office.
M. E. Baird of Milwaukee, and J. D. MaGuire
of New York were present in the interests of the
National Electric Co.
Charles R. Bishop of Lockport, N. Y., and
H. C. Eddy of Chicago, represented the American
District Steam Co.
Triumph Elec. Co. of Cincinnati had no ex
hibit, but the New England manager, Charles A.
Cotton, was at the convention.
Wm. H. Edgar, president of the Dearborn
Drug and Chemical Works, is so extensive a trav
eler that it was a rare pleasure to find him at the
convention, a circumstance which was heartily
appreciated by his large. circle of friends. W. B.
McVicker of the New York office was also at the
convention in the interests of the company.
L. R. Alberger and H. M. Montgomery of the
Alberger Conaenser Co. evidently do not advo
cate dry vacuum under all conditions.
Power and Mining Machinery Co. was rep
resented by F. P. Thorp of Boston.
A. K. Ashworth of Boston looked after the
Buckeye Engine Co's. interests at the convention.
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WARREN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.'S INDUC
TION TYPE OF ALTERNATOR.
THE distinguishing characteristic of this ma
chine is, that both the armature windings
and the field windings are placed on the
frame or stationary part of the generator, current
being induced in the former by the rotation of iron
pole pieces in close proximity thereto. This ro-

iron. The bearings are self oiling and self
aligning and can be adjusted while the machine
is in motion. An assembled view of the alter
nator is shown in Fig. 1, from which an idea
may be had of the general appearance and
minor details of the machine. Several types and
sizes are made, among which may be included
the direct connected or engine type, the belt

FIG. I. THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.
tating iron part is called the "inductor," and,
likewise, the type of machine employing it has
come to be commonly known as the "inductor
type."

driven type, and a type designed for use in con
nection with water wheels.
The internal arrangement of the alternator
may be seen in Fig. 2. The ring of poles, fast-

FIG. 2. VIEW WITH ROTOR REMOVED, SI IVING FIELD
AMI STATIONARY COILS.
The removal of the winding from the rotat
ing element of the generator, allows all connec
tions to be made on stationary parts, dispensing
with commutators, collectors or brushes. The
circular frame of the alternator is made of cast
steel, while the base and subbasc consist of cast
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one large ring and mounted on a projecting
flange or hollow cylinder, shown in the interior
of the frame.
The rotor, shown in Fig. 3, is a cylinder of
cast steel, into which the shaft is fitted and
forced. The end, revolving in the cylindrical
field, is turned smooth, fitting the bore with a
very small clearance. On the other end, revolv
ing within the armature coils, projections are built
up of their sheet steel.
The operation of the machine may now be
explained as follows :
The field windings are supplied with direct
current from an exciter, belted to the alternator.
This current sets up a flux in the projecting
cylinder, on which the field is mounted, which
flows across the circulator, steel frame of the
alternator into the pole pieces of the armature,
thence into the teeth of the rotor and back along
the rotor to the starting point. The relative
position of the teeth and pole pieces of the
armature, by varying the reluctance of the path
of the lines of force, cause the current, induced
in the armature coils, to rise and fall from zero
to a maximum, and the reverse, thus producing
an alternating current.
The armature reaction and self induction are
reduced as low as possible, and the machine op
erates at a very good efficiency. It is better
adapted, however, for lighting and synchron
ous motor circuits, than an inductive load, as
this type of machine prefers a leading rather
than a lagging current.
The advantages, claimed for the alternator,
are the high speed at which it may be driven,
reducing the size for a given output, and, as
all windings are stationary, the increased volt
age which may be used in the coils, due to the
added facilities for insulation. This does away
with stepup transformers in a great many cases,
allowing a direct circuit from the line to the
generator.
The cost of water power in France ranges
from a nominal charge up to more than the cost
of steam power. In Switzerland, the average
value is about $30 per horsepower per annum.
At Niagara it varies with the amount used per

FIG. 3. ROTOR OF THE WARREN ALTERNATOR.

ened to the circular frame of the machine is, in
reality, the armature. The armature coils are
placed over these poles and are connected, one
to another, to complete a scries of coils for
whatever voltage may be required.
The field or magnetitizing coil is wound on

month, from about 2 cents per hour per kilowatt
to one-third of that amount. In some parts of
the southern states the cost works out at less
than y2 cent per kilowatt-hour, this figure cor
responding to about $15.25 per horsepower per
year, delivered at the transformer.
s. K.
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A NEW LINE OF DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
There has just been placed on the market a
new line of direct-current motors and dynamos,
which possess many novel features and which are
well worth describing. This line is the product
of The C. & C. Electric Co., of New York, whose
works are at Garwood, N. J., and comprises
standard sizes of slow and moderate-speed dyna
mos and motors, ranging from 1 to 50 kilowatts
capacity, inclusive. The machines are known as
Type "S," signifying Standard. The most novel
feature about these machines is the design and
construction employed to secure a forced circu
lation of air through the commutator and arma
ture for the purpose of cooling these vital parts
of the machine.
As will be seen by reference to Fig. 1, which
is the 10-horsepower slow-speed size, and which
equally well illustrates the entire line, the
machine is of pleasing appearance, its lines being
graceful and well chosen.
The magnet frame is of soft cast steel, the
supporting feet or brackets and the four pole
pieces being cast as part of the frame. The pole
shoes, or tips, are also of a special grade of soft
cast steel, and are bolted to the pole pieces, after
proper machining, by means of bolts passing
through from the outside of the frame. The field
coils are wound on metal bobbins and the wire
is protected by means of cord, thus insuring
against damage to the windings. The brackets
which carry the bearings are cast with the fin
ishing rings, which are secured to the magnet
frames by means of four bolts and dowel pins.
Lugs are cast on the front finishing ring, to
which the brush-rocker mechanism is secured.
The four brush-holder studs are attached to a
cast-iron ring, which is free to move between
clamps on the four supporting lugs. The brushholder studs are suitably insulated from this
frame, but at the same time are supported rigid-

FIC. I. IO-H0RSEP0WER C. & C. MOTOR.
Iy therefrom. This method of brush-holder sup
port assures rigidity and stability, and over
comes the tendency 1 to vibration of the brushes,
which exists when the brush mechanism is sup
ported from the front bearing, as is usually done.
The brush-holders are of the reaction type,
fitted with carbon brushes, which assures perfect
contact with the commutator. The bearings are
of the self-oiling, self-aligning type, in which
the oil is supplied to the shaft by means of two
bras6 rings in each bronze journal.
The armature body is of the ventilated, slotted
type. The laminations, or disks, are composed
of a special grade of soft sheet steel. These
disks are of such shape that when they are
mounted upon the shaft three tunnels parallel
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with the shaft are formed. A spacing star is
placed in the middle of the core thus formed,
which has six arms radiating from the shaft,
three of which pass upward through the centres
of the so-called tunnels. The end plates of the
armature body, that is, the plates between which
the core is clamped, are so formed that the back
plate supports the back ends of the armature
coils and the front plate carries a shoulder
which extends outward to the commutator shell.
These end plates are of spider shape, as is the
commutator shell, which is keyed and screwed

fig. 2. BACK END OF ARMATURE SHOWING THE
VENTILATING OPENINGS.
to the armature shaft. The spokes of the com
mutator, of the end plates and of the spacing
star are so designed that they act as the vanes
of a fan and when the armature is revolving the
air is drawn through the commutator shell and
forced rapidly through the ducts in the armature
body. Part of the air is deflected by the spacing
star and is forced up through the space between
the two sections of the core against the pole pieces
and the field coils, while the remainder passes
out through the back end of the armature. In
this way a forced circulation of air is effected
with great reduction of temperature rise and
without any appreciable loss in the efficiency of

The C. & C. Electric Co. guarantees that the
machine, when wound for its standard settings,
will operate under its full rated loads for
periods of 24 hours with temperature rise on no
part exceeding 54 degrees F., and that after a
continuous run of 12 hours at full load, followed
by a run of 2 hours at 25 per cent overload, the
temperature rise on no part will be over 63 de
grees F. ; furthermore, that the machines will
stand overloads of 50 per cent for 2 hours, or
100 per cent for J^-hour, without injury. The
company furthermore claims that the commuta
tion will be sparkless at all loads up to 50 per
cent overload.
The manufacturers are now prepared to sup
ply these machines as motors or as dynamos in
all the various standard styles ; that is, as open
or enclosed type machines, vertical or horizontal,
and suitable for mounting on the floor, wall or
ceiling, or suitable for direct connecting, gearing,
belting or chaining to their work.
AN INTERESTING EXHIBIT AT ST. LOUIS.
An interesting exhibit in the Machinery build
ing at St. Louis, which will be well worth the
careful attention of every visitor, is that of the
Dodge Manufacturing Co., of Mishawaka, Ind.
This not only shows in an interesting way the
application of the rope transmission and pulleys,
which are the specialty of the company, but also
has some ingenious features in the way of decora
tions and methods of displaying the special prod
ucts. The display, which by the way was in run
ning order on the opening day of the Exposition,
occupies about 900 square feet in section 31, and
was arranged under the personal supervision of
W. B. Hosford, vice-president of the company.
The entrance to the exhibit is of hardwood

FIG. 3. PARTS CF THE TYPE S MOTOR.
the machine. Fig. 2 shows an end or rear view
of the armature and gives a good idea of the
ventilation and the method of obtaining same.
The commutator is built up of hard-drawn
copper bars of liberal wearing depth, and is in
sulated from the shell with formed mica. The
armature coils are form wound and of the barrel
type, so-called. The armature slots are insu
lated with a special material which, while having
practically the same insulation resistance as
micanite, is much more pliable and reliable. The
coils are secured in the slots by means of hard
wood wedges, which are driven above the coils
between two nicks which are punched in the
teeth. Fig. 3 gives a very good idea of the com
ponent parts of the Type "S" machine.

lagging in half section, such' as is used on the
engine flywheels for rope drive, with the Dodge
American system of rope transmission. The lag
ging is built up into an arch of attractive design,
which admits to a passageway lined on either side
with clutches, ball and socket floor-stands and
other specialties made by the company. The feat
ure which is most striking as one enters the
exhibit is a representation of the complete sys
tem of rope transmission, showing the drive run
ning from an engine flywheel to a jack shaft, the
flywheel being represented by a lagging 168 inches
in diameter, arranged for ten i%-inch manila
ropes.
At one side is an exhibit of a Dodge, woodrim dynamo pulley with iron center, which was
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tested before shipment to a rim speed of 28,889
feet or SV2 miles per minute. It was the intention
to run the pulley up to a bursting spee'd, but the
speed given was the maximum available at the
time and the breaking limit was not reached.
Built in the form of a balcony is an office and
reading room for the use of the friends of the
company. This is supported on eight lengths of
shafting carrying a wood-rim pulley with iron
center, 172 inches in diameter with 10^-inch face.
The shafting pillars are placed one under each
arm at the point where the arm is anchored to the
pulley rim, and a central support is also provided.
The railing around this balcony is made up of
standard iron split pulleys and bushings.
An interesting feature of the exhibit is a main
jack shaft 4 7-16 inches in diameter and 30 feet
long, on which is a driving sheave mounted on a
quill shaft with a friction clutch, operated by a
geared shifter from a floor stand. The shaft is
also furnished with a split-pulley clutch cutoff
coupling and wooden split pulley for driving the
shaft.
Another novelty is an automatic friction clutch
which has just been brought out. This clutch is
operated by the power of the shaft itself and auto
matically tightens with increased load.
Friends of the company may have mail ad
dressed to the care of the company's exhibit and
make their headquarters in the exhibit office dur
ing the Exposition.

especially in those having long cores. A thin
sheet steel casing is used with this type to re
duce the weight and to give a thinner cross sec
tion of metal, through which the heat may radiate
more rapidly.
The type I transformer is made for sizes larger
than 100 kilowatts, being designed for long-dis
tance, high-voltage transmission on single or multi-

THE HORNBERGER-LRWIN TRANSFORMER
The Hornberger-Irwin transformer is of the
core type and is made in a great variety of sizes,
which are classed by the kilowatt rating. The
type G transformer, the coils and core of which
are shown in Fig. 1, is made in sizes up to 15 kilo
watts, and consists of a cast iron casing, which is
arranged for the use of oil and equipped with the
usual steel hangers. The cable terminals are
brought out from the case through porcelain
bushings, cemented in place, and all connections
to the coils are made permanent, so that, in trans-

phase circuits. It is made for foundation sup
port only and can be arranged for either oil, air
blast or water circulation. The multi-coil con
struction, common to type H, is also used in this
transformer. The best grade of steel is placed

THE DUNHAM STEAM TRAP.
This is a steam trap built expressly for low
pressure heating and for oil separators. The
trap is especially adapted to varying conditions
and requires no attention or readjustment in
order to successfully remove the water of con
densation against any back pressure less than
the initial pressure.
,

AM*
I

THE DUNHAM TRAP SHOWING POSITION ON PIPE, AND VALVE REMOVED.

FIG. I. COILS AND CORE OF TYPE G TRANSFORMER.
formers wound for two primary or two secondary
voltages, any variation in the connection of the
coils is made from the outside of the casing.
The type H transformer is made in sizes from
20 to 100 kilowatts inclusive, being of the multicoil core type, as shown in Fig. 2. Each coil is
wound with the required number of ratio turns
and is connected in parallel with the other pri
mary or secondary coils to the terminals, so that
if one winding is disabled the transformer will
still operate, its capacity being reduced by the
number of coils not in operation. This construc
tion also allows the oil to come in contact with the
core and reduce the internal temperature, which
usually runs too high in the core type transformer,
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FIG. 2.

Ml'LTI-COIL CORE TYPE TRANSFORMER.

in the cores, and mica insulation is used through
out in the construction of the coils. The trans
former operates at a good efficiency and is given
a break-down test of 10,000 volts, applied between
the primary and secondary windings as well as
between the windings and the core, before leav
ing the factory.
The United States has 18,000,000 incandescent
and 385.000 arc lamps in operation.

The accompanying photograph shows the trap
properly connected up, and also with the valve
removed for inspection. It will readily be seen
how easily and quickly the valve may be taken
out and replaced when necessary. The dia
phragm, shown in the view to the right, contains
a volatile fluid by means of which the walls are
caused to expand and contract to a considerable
extent with but slight variations of temperature.
A slight rise of temperature vaporizes the
fluid and causes the sides of the diaphragm to
expand, which movement closes the valve. When
the temperature falls the vapor condenses and a
partial vacuum is created in the diaphragm, which
causes the walls to contract thus opening the
valve again. There are no springs, levers, weights
or working joints to get out of order, and after
removing the cap the internal mechanism can
readily be taken out, consisting as it does of but
a single piece or part. The trap is constructed
wholly of phosphor bronze.
When the valve requires refitting after long
service it is ground to its seat without remov
ing the trap from the pipe, the trap having been
designed with this in view. The application of
the trap is practically unlimited since position
has no effect upon its operation. Owing to the
fact that the valve is always open when not in
use, it is especially serviceable in heating sys
tems where it is desirable to have the drains open
when the system is not in use.
This trap is manufactured by the C. A. Dun
ham Co., Marshalltown, la.
How many foremen have to go to all sorts of
tricks and intrigue to get what is actually needed
about the mill—anything short of highway rob
bery to get some broken or wornout part mended
or renewed. When he asks for some of these nec
essary parts he is met with a rebuff that makes a
cold shudder run down his back, and he swears
by all the saints in the calendar that whatever
may happen to the •—— old machines, he will
never ask for what he can borrow, beg or steal.
This is not an ideal fiction, but a too-often preva
lent fact. Every owner or manager should thor
oughly look over his machines and to their needs,
and furnish the necessary parts, without obliging
his foreman to steal them.—Texas Trade Review.
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STURTEVANT IMPROVED HAND
BLOWERS.
In these modern times men are always seek
ing devices by which they may accomplish the
greatest results with the least exertion. To this
fact, doubtless more than any other, was due

THE STURTEVANT HAND BLOWER.
the rapid introduction of the hand blower as a
subsitute for the old time bellows. During the
years which have elapsed since this change, the

design known as Style B as herewith illustrated.
These hand blowers have been extensively in
troduced in connection with new forges of all
kinds and have likewise been applied to old style
brick and iron forges as simple, efficient and
economical substitutes for the bellows. Not only
are they adapted to forge blowing, but can readily
be applied as portable ventilating apparatus.
The blower is adjustable on the shaft and its
outlet may thus be set to discharge in any direc
tion and readily connected to the forge tuyere
by means of galvanized iron piping. The blower
is of cast iron, strongly constructed in every par
ticular, has a steel shaft running in babbitted
boxes and a fan wheel of galvanized steel solidly
riveted to a composition hub with extending arms.
The frame is carefuly designed, well braced
and is so arranged that the slackness of the belt
driving the blower may be taken up by lowering
the blower shaft which is supported by collars
sliding on the frame. The feet are provided with
holes, so that the hand blower may be readily
screwed to the floor.
These hand blowers are made in two sizes.
The total length on the floor of Style B-i is 18
inches, while the total height of the frame, not
including the handle, is 48 inches. The driving
wheel is 24 inches in diameter, the blower outlet
is 3Y2 inches in diameter and the complete out
fit weighs but 135 pounds.
Style B-2 is of slightly larger dimensions and
has proportionately greater capacity for delivering
air. The driving wheel is 24 inches in diameter,
the blower outlet is 4^4 inches in diameter and
the complete outfit weighs 155 pounds.
AN AUTOMATIC SMOKE PREVENTER.
Preventing smoke is one of the most perplex
ing problems with which the engineer has to deal.
Any device which will assist in the solution of
this problem or will solve it is therefore of the
greatest importance, and should be carefully in
vestigated and gladly welcomed if found availa
ble. Tests recently made by Prof. M. E. Cooley

FIG. I. SIDE VIEW OF THE AUTOMATIC SMOKE PREVENTER.
B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, Mass., pioneers
in the manufacture of blowers, have been perfect
ing design and construction until the hand blower
known as Style A has shaped itself into a new
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FIG. 2.
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Fig. 1 shows the side view of the apparatus,
and Fig. 2, the front view as attached to the
boiler. As the fire door is opened, it moves a
lever which admits pressure to raise the weighted
piston, thus allowing steam to be sprayed into
the furnace and also opening a draft in front
of the fire door and allowing air to pass from
the ashpit up over the top of the fire. This
gives both steam and heated air to assist in the
burning of gases coming from the fresh coal and
the dropping of the piston, which falls slowly,
gradually shuts off both steam and air openings,
so that when the combustion of the smoke from
the fresh coal is completed, the draft will be
simply that which is suitable for the depth of
fire carried under ordinary combustion.
The difficulty heretofore encountered in smoke
consuming devices, i. c, that, if sufficient air and
steam are furnished to prevent smoke directly
after fresh coal is put on, the amount is too great
after the first rush of gases is burned, so that
the fire is thereby cooled, has been done away
with, and the results, as given by Prof. Cooley.
are decidedly encouraging.
Two tests were made by him August 9 and 10,
one without the preventer and the other with it.
The tests showed a gain in economy of 16 to
17 per cent, the steam used for the jets amount
ing to 1. 18 per cent of the steam used by the
boiler, leaving a net gain of 15 to 16 per cent
in fuel used. In addition to this, the smoke, which
without the device was black and dense, was
reduced to a small quantity of light brown color,
and the tubes, which without the device soon be
came clogged with soot, were kept free from this
when the device was in use.
The tests were conducted according to the
rules of the American Society of Mechanical En
gineers, water being measured by means of two
calibrated barrels, the quality of steam being
measured by a Barrus calorimeter, and the coal
weighed on Fairbanks standard scales. The tubes
were scraped before each test and were blown
out before the second test. The fuel used was

FRONT END OF BOILER WITH SMOKE PREVENTER ATTACHED.

on the automatic smoke preventer, manufactured
by the Automatic Smoke Preventer Co., of Jack
son, Mich., seem to show that the device bids
fair to be of great assistance in this connection.

Massillon lump coal, burned at about 24 pounds
per square foot of grate surface per hour. Each
test was 8 hours in length and the conditions were
kept uniform.
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STEAM TURBINE "PLANT FOR THE BOS
TON NAVY YARD.
An interesting departure in engineering prac
tice by the authorities of the United States Navy,
Department of Yards and Docks, is marked by
the introduction of Westinghouse-Parsons steam
turbines for furnishing power for lighting the
buildings and yards, and power for operating
dry dock pumps and miscellaneous machinery.
The initial installation of this character is in
process of construction at the Charlestown Navy
Yard, Boston, Mass., and for the present one
Westinghouse-Parsons turbine generating unit of
750 kilowatt capacity will be placed in service.
This turbine will be of the new short-barreled
type and is now under construction at Pittsburg.
A Worthington surface condenser will be em
ployed, using salt water for circulation. The
condensers will be located between the founda
tions, which consist of concrete piers. A run
ning vacuum of 28 inches will be secured through
the aid of a dry vacuum air pump. Steam will
be furnished at 150 pounds pressure by Babcock
& W ilcox boilers in units of 350 horsepower,
equipped with Roney mechanical stokers. Coil
superheaters in the boiler settings will furnish
to the turbine a superheat of about 100 degrees F.
The boiler house will be equipped with a com
plete outfit of coal and ash handling machinery.
The present power plant is the outcome of an
appropriation made in 1898 by Congress for a
dry dock and pumping plant to be located at the
Charlestown Navy Yard, the new plans for a
dry dock equipment providing for a power plant
located near the outer end of the new dock with
piping connections to both old and new docks,
so that the one pumping plant would be able to
handle them simultaneously or separately. During
the period of construction of the new dock the
Department of Yards and Docks at this navy yard
underwent considerable enlargement necessitat
ing an immediate increase in an electrical generat
ing equipment for supplying light and power to
buildings and departments.
In view of this situation, it was decided to
supersede the dock pumping plant, originally pro
vided for, by a central lighting, power and heat
ing plant for the entire department, although re
taining the dry dock pumping equipment which
will now be electrically driven from the central
station. It is also intended to supply from this
plant electric light and power to the vessels dock
ing which do not happen to be under steam.
The power system as now under construction is,
therefore, considerably more comprehensive than
originally laid out.
The turbine plant will supply three-phase al
ternating current at 2,300 volts, this voltage being
used for general distribution and directly in the
larger motors, while for lighting, lower voltage
will be provided by transformation. The turbine
generator will be served by a 37%-kilowatt Westinghouse compound exciter unit.
The engineering work is under joint execution
by the Department of Yards and Docks and the
constructing engineers, Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co., who are installing the plant.
The electric arc is conceded to be the most
efficient source of illumination known at the pres
ent time. The value 'for its efficiency is gener
ally accepted as 13 per cent, while the corre
sponding values for the efficiencies of the other
sources of light are, for the gas flame I per cent,
the candle V/2 per cent, the Welsbach light 2J/2
per cent, the incandescent electric light 5 per
, cent, and the magnesium light 12 per cent. These
values are, perhaps, too high, but are only used
as comparative figures.
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NEW MANAGER OF THE POWER DEPART
The Allis-Chalmers Company paid Mr. Lyons
MENT OF THE ALLIS-CHALMERS
a high compliment, not only as to his engineering
COMPANY.
but also his commercial ability, in sending him to
Europe
in 1903 to investigate and study the pracThe Allis-Chalmers Company has recently an
nounced the appointment of Mr. James W. Lyons < tices of European builders of steam and gas en
gines and turbines. This visit resulted in his con
as manager of its power department. This de
partment will have control of the commercial cluding negotiations in England for valuable steam
affairs pertaining to all classes of reciprocating turbine patents, on the basis of which the Allissteam engines, rolling mill, blowing and hoisting Chalmers Company has actively and successfully
entered the turbine field.
engines, air compressors, gas engines, steam tur
It is needless to add that Mr. Lyons has under
bines, turbo-generator sets and pumping engines
him
a most capable staff of engineering salesmen,
of all types.
and that he will maintain and extend the excel
Both the Allis-Chalmers Company and Mr. Ly
lent reputation of the company with which he has
ons are to be congratulated.
so long been associated.
His headquarters will be at the Chicago offices,
where he will be in close touch with the com
pany's works in Chicago and in Milwaukee. From
these headquarters" he will direct the affairs of
the power department in this country and abroad.
Mr. Lyons has resided in Chicago during the
past fifteen years, his home life having been
blessed by a charming wife and two children. He
is a member of the American Society of Mechan
ical Engineers, and also of a number of com
mercial organizations.

JAMES W. LYONS.
Mr. Lyons is one of the best as well as one
of the most prominent engineers of the country,
having had 22 years' experience in the various
branches of the machinery business. For the
past fifteen years he has been continuously en
gaged in the steam engine business, and during
ten years of this period he has been recognized
as the most successful engine salesman in the
employ of the Edw. P. Allis Co. and the AllisChalmers Co., his position previous to that,
to which he has just been appointed, having been
that of manager of the engine sales department.
His wide experience has made him an ex
pert in his particular line. Being an expert,
his duties have necessitated his visiting every
section of the country ; and this has, of course,
brought him into intimate relations with all
men connected with the branch offices of the
company. These various employees today consti
tute Mr. Lyons' strongest personal friends, and
their hearty co-operation in performing the multi
farious duties of his office can undoubtedly be
assured.
Mr. Lyons, as a result of his long, practical
and technical training, never does anything by
guess. His varied experience enables him closely
and accurately to follow the work from the draft
ing room through the foundry, machine shop, and
to the final erection of the machinery in the plant
in which it is installed. He is not only watchful
of the interests of the Allis-Chalmers Company,
but he invariably guards the interests of his cus
tomers, as well. His close attention to details and
to every feature of the work which he may have
in hand has won for him the absolute confidence
of power plant builders everywhere. To such
an extent is this true that his ability and judg
ment are implicitly relied upon. In fact, it is
often the case that upon his shoulders is thrown
the entire responsibility of selecting and arrang
ing, both in general and in detail, the power plant
itself. Many of the plants to which this has
reference are among the largest in the country.
His thorough knowledge of the engineering side
of the business, combined with his close and
friendly acquaintance with both salesmen and cus
tomers, fit him fully and completely to manage
the important department to which he has been
appointed.

THE BUILDING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
OF ST. LOUIS.
The International Correspondence Schools, of
Scranton, Pa., is represented at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition by a handsome building,
which faces the Plaza in the Model Village.
The lower floor of the building is devoted to a
public exhibition of the plans and methods of the
Schools, with specimens of the work of students.
The second floor, furnished with all conveniences
and comforts, is used as a postoffice, reading room,
writing room, and, in fact, a rendezvous for I. C.
S. students and their friends.
These Schools have had a wonderful growth,
and their history is unique. About 15 years ago,
the legislature of Pennsylvania passed laws re
quiring a great many officials in the coal mines
to pass strict examinations. Many of these men
were capable of performing their duties, but how
to pass the technical examinations became a
serious problem. Mr. T. J. Foster, now president
of the Schools, conceived the idea of training these
men, in the theory of their work, by correspond
ence instruction. He prepared a course in coal
mining in the simplest language possible, but com
plete in every detail. The course met with im
mediate approval and success. In a short time a
thousand students were enrolled.
To meet a demand for correspondence instruc
tion, from men and women in other vocations, the
International Correspondence Schools were
founded in 1891. The best experts obtainable were
engaged to prepare the various courses and di
rect the instruction. Today the institution has
one hundred and seventy courses, and, in 12 years,
has enrolled over 650.000 students in all pirts of
the world. The simplicity that characterized the
first course issued has been preserved in the prep
aration of all subsequent courses.
The accounts of the rise of some of the I. C.
S. students read like a romance. Many of their
experiences have been published in book form,
and are exceedingly interesting. The book is en
titled "1001 Stories of Success," and can be had
for the asking.
It is stated that nine persons out of every
ten. who use the telephone, hold the receiver to
the left ear, and find it difficult to hear at all over
the telephone with the right ear. This is prob
ably due to the fact that telephones have always
been made left-handed.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest Street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Annual convention, Indianapolis, June 7, 8 and
9; and St. Louis, June 10.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty Street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Long, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., October 12
and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street.
May 31-June 3. Spring meeting in Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials.
May 31-June 3. Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ.
of Pa., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, week beginning
June 6, 1904.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Companies.
' Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Annual convention, Hamilton, June, 1904.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Assfciation.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam* Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha,
Neb. Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, III.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, III.
National Electric Light Association.
May 24, 1904, annual convention at Boston.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, New
York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14,
15 IT
and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica,
XT
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New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R.v Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Annual convention June 21 and 22.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September 1, 2,
3. I904Secy.. C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, III.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Delegates and visitors to the convention
of the Ohio State Association, N. A. S. E., can
secure round trip tickets for one and one-third
fare on the certificate plan.
On Wednesday evening, June 15th, there will
be a reception for delegates and visitors at the
Grand Hotel, Cincinnati, and also the opening of
the exhibit rooms, which will be quite a fea
ture at this convention.
During the evening there will be addresses
in the convention hall by national and state of
ficers, interspersed with music, etc.
The convention will be called to order at ten
o'clock Thursday morning, June 16, when the
delegates and visitors will be welcomed to the
city by Mayor Julius Fleishman, the response
being made by past national president John
Fehrenbatch.
On Thursday afternoon, the delegates and visi
tors will be taken on an excursion to visit various
points of interest including some large steam
plants. A trip will also be made around the hill
tops, giving visitors an opportunity to see some
of the beauties of the residence district. The
evening will be spent at the Zoological Gardens,
where a banquet will be served, accompanied by
other features which will make an enjoyable even
ing.
During the sessions of the convention the
ladies will be entertained by the ladies of the
auxiliary, who will take them to Ft. Thomas,
Ky., Eden Park, Art Museum, Rookwood Pot
tery and other points of interest.
Further information can be had by addressing
the Secretary, Wm. P. White, 308 Plum St., Cin
cinnati.
Brooklyn Engineers' Club held a regular
meeting on May 12, at which Chas. B. Martin
presented a paper on Power Supply System of
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. Four members
were elected to corporate membership.
The second anniversary of the Stationary
Engineers' Union of Brockton, Mass., was cele
brated by a banquet on the evening of May 2j, at
which state president W. R. Whalen was the
principal guest.
Seth Boyden Association No. 7, N. A. S. E.,
of Newark, N. J., recently held a smoker to
celebrate the first meeting in their new head
quarters at 124 Market St. Delegations were
present from other locals.
E. H. Foster gave a talk on Steam Superheat
ers before the John Ericsson Association No. 27,
of New York City, early in May.
Marlboro, Mass., Association of Stationary
Engineers recently gave a dinner to national pres
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ident P. H. Hogan and state officers, John Nut
ter, C. F. Blodgett, and T. N. Kelsey. Delegates
from Worcester, Boston and Leominster were
present at the meeting.
George H. Lukes, superintendent of the
North Shore Electric Co., of Evanston, delivered
an interesting lecture on "Suburban Electric
Lighting" before Robert Fulton Association, No.
28, of the N. A. S. E., on May 21.
A movement is under way to have the 1905
convention of the N. A. S. E. held in Louisville,
Ky., and the board of trade of that city will join
with the local association in trying to secure this
result.
Charles H. Garlick delivered a lecture before
the Knoxville, Tenn., Association of Engineers
on May 12, taking as his subject "Steam Engine
Economy."
The Philadelphia Associations of the N. A.
S. E. held a meeting on May 11 with Takony As
sociation No. 9. The national president and vicepresident were in attendance and addressed the
meeting.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
John F. Wallace, of Chicago, has been
appointed chief engineer of the Panama Canal
construction. Mr. Wallace is a man whose
achievements well entitle him to be called to this
important position, and aside from local pride,
the interest of desiring the best man to be placed
in charge of this important work calls for the
heartiest commendation of the appointment.
LeRoy W. Stanton, consulting telephone
engineer of Cleveland, O., has been experiment
ing with simultaneous telephone and telegraph
equipments in various forms. The advantage of
using the same wire for both telephone and
telegraph work is obvious and will tend to reduce
the cost of telephoning for long distance work
in the same way that the multiplex telegraph re
duced the cost of telegraphy.
J. C. McQliston, formerly secretary of the
Westinghouse Companies' Publishing Depart
ment, has been appointed superintendent and
responsible head of the department. He will have
charge of all matters of advertising and similar
nature. His previous experience in this work
and natural adaptation for it ensure that the
department will go forward in the same success
ful course that it has pursued in the past.
H. V. Croll, who has been in charge of the
Salt Lake City, Utah, office of the Allis-Chalmers Co., for several years, and who was before
that the representative of the E. P. Allis Co. at
Spokane, Washington, has been appointed to the
charge of the Allis-Chalmers office in San Fran
cisco, to succeed George Ames, who has resigned.
Mr. Croll's San Francisco address is 623 Hayward Bldg.
NEWS NOTES.
The Engineers of Wisconsin are starting
a movement for the establishment of a state
license law. The officers of the committee are
H. J. Clark, chief engineer of the Oshkosh
Electric and Power Co., John Davis, chief engi
neer of the Winnebago Traction Co., and P. L.
Getchel, of the Pulp Plaster Co. Work is to be
taken up at first for securing the passage by the
city council in each city of ordinances requiring
boiler inspection and engineers licenses.
Entrance examinations for the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will be held on June 30
to July 2, and a second series on September 20 to
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with the tendency in favor of the use of meters.
This seems a logical conclusion to reach, as it
is surely fairer to both seller and buyer that
payment should be made for the power actually
used than for the amount that supposedly may
be used with a given installation. Granted that
metering is the proper method, then the ques
tion of the proper kind of meter and how it is
to be installed and used, is of the utmost im
portance, to the electric companies, to the op
erating engineers and to consumers. The pres
ent work discusses the measurement of power
in both direct ,and alternating current circuits,
showing the requirements for a good meter in
each class of service. Commercial considerations
are then taken up, and the matter of selecting
a meter for different sets of conditions is care
fully considered.
Following this, the meters in most common
use in American practice are described in detail,
the connections, construction and operation of
each being shown. Some of the meters described
are the Edison chemical meter, the Thomson,
Duncan, Stanley and Guttman recording watt
meters, and the Westinghouse induction meter.
For the man who has charge of the general
management of a meter department, the keeping
of records, testing of meters and general policy
are given consideration. The reading of meters
is taken up and the losses from meters with
their relative importance is considered. The
question of differential rating is discussed in
Chapter 15, and the final chapter, 16, is devoted
to the elements of photometry as applied to in
candescent lighting.
The book as a whole is a satisfactory treat
ment of the subject. It deals in a practical way
with practical matters, and is brought up to
present practice so that one gets information of
immediate importance and value from it.
PCCKETBOOK OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS. By S.
Herzog. R. Oldenburg, publisher, Munchen and
Berlin, Germany. Price $2.
This is a compact yet comprehensive work on
electric railways, giving in condensed form the
principles involved, the necessary calculations
pertaining to the selection of systems, the con
struction and installation of railway power sta
tions and the equipment of the entire line. The
work is divided into seven parts as follows :
Parts I and II deal with the subjects already
mentioned; Part III takes up more in detail, ac
cumulator systems, requirements for economic
operation, directions for the care and manage
ment of dynamos and the care of persons injured
by electricity. Part IV gives directions for the
safety and the proper management of electric
railways. Part V is devoted to numerous tables
and formulas pertaining to the operation of elec
tric railways. Part VI gives the various stand
ards of material and of buildings, etc., Part VII
is devoted to mathematical tables. The work is
profusely illustrated by diagrams and line draw
ings, many halftone illustrations of important
apparatus being also included. The quality of
the illustrations is considerably above the aver
age in books of this kind and being uptodate
in every detail adds materially to the value of
the work.
It is a book that should be found of consid
erable value to persons requiring information on
electric railways in condensed form.
Electrical Engineering Experiments and
Tests on Direct Current Machinery, by Geo.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
F. Sever. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1904.
American Meter Practice, by Lyman C. Price, $1. The author states at the outset that
Reed. McGraw Publishing Co. 1903. Price $2. he has two purposes : First, to adapt the book to
those who do not make a specialty of electrical
The question of flat rate vs. meters for sell
ing electric power is one which has been widely engineering, but are called upon to give their
discussed by engineers and engineering societies opinion as to the merits of different types of

22. Subjects for examination are solid geometry,
English composition, history, elementary alge
bra, plane geometry, French, German, advanced
algebra, physics, and for candidates for advanced
standing additional examinations will be given in
French or German. The Institute offers summer
courses during the months of June and July.
These include courses in mathematics, shop work,
drawing, modern languages, sciences and engi
neering. A fee of $25 will be charged for each
course.
Those who are visiting St. Louis and trav
eling over the Erie Railroad will be interested
to know that G. C. Cormany has been appointed
passenger agent of that company with an office
at 102 North 4th St., St. Louis.
The electric lighting plant at Leon, Iowa,
which is now owned by the city and which fur
nishes current for a population of about 2,000,
is offered for sale. Particulars can be had by
writing to I. N. Beard, chairman of the com
mittee.
Wetmore Iron Works, of Lowville, N. Y., who
are large manufacturers of wood pulp machinery,
have removed to their new quarters and have
a shop which is modern in every respect. New
machinery has been installed and the company is
prepared to fill orders promptly.
The Canadian business of the Allis-Chalmers
Co., which recently acquired the Bullock Elec
tric Manufacturing Co. of Cincinnati, will here
after be conducted by a new organization bear
ing the name Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd. The
works and principal offices of this important, new
Canadian company are in Montreal.
The Carborundum Co., of Niagara Falls,
N. Y., has just shipped two freight cars* loaded
with products to be displayed at the St. Louis
Exposition. The exhibit will occupy Block No.
16 in the Machinery Building, and will be one of
the most elaborate ever made by the company.
One of the principal features will be .1 great
pyramid of Carborundum crystals, 7 feet high
and 6 feet in diameter at the base.
The crystals are of the most beautiful shapes
and colors, and will produce a really dazzling
effect when properly lighted. The balance of the
exhibit will be made up of Carborundum wheels,
sharpening stones, and other products ; also sam
ples of different work that has been made pos
sible by the use of Carborundum. It will be one
of the notable exhibits in the Machinery Building.
The display will be in charge of William H.
Arison, who had charge of the Carborundum ex
hibit at Buffalo, and E. W. Taylor, who was in
charge of the Charleston, S. G, display.
The Power Specialty Co., 126 Liberty street,
New York, manufacturers of the well-known Fos
ter Superheater, have opened an office at Room
No. 305 Monadnock Block, Chicago (Telephone
Harrison 4433). This office is in the charge of
Mr. Alexander Bradley, who will give prompt
and careful attention to all inquiries in that ter
ritory.
The flywheel at the works of the Remington
Typewriter Co., Ilion, N. Y., burst shortly after
1 o'clock on April 30, and fragments were thrown
in all directions. The breaking of the governor
belt, allowing the engine to race, is given as the
cause of the accident.
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electrical machines ; second, to bring before those
who are engaged in engineering the methods of
dynamo and motor operation and testing, which
he has found advisable; so that these may become
more common. The book gives general instruc
tions in regard to the taking of observations and
the working up of a report and the plotting of
curves, and also gives general equations which
are applicable to .direct-current electrical ma
chinery.
The schedule of experiments considered is as
follows: Measurement of drop along a conductor;
measurement of resistance of a conductor by the
drop method, characteristics of incandescent
lamps; measurement of the resistance of arma
ture and field ; operation of a shunt-wound dy
namo; determination of the magnetization curve,
the external characteristic, and the armature char
acteristic ; operation of a compound dynamo, and
determination of the compound characteristic ;
operation of a shunt-wound motor, and determina
tion of efficiency; operation of a series-wound
motor, and test of efficiency ; test of efficiency of
a dynamo by the "stray power" method ; shunt
dynamos in parallel ; compound dynamos in
parallel ; operation of a constant current arc dy
namo, and the study of arc lamps.
In each case diagrams and connections are
given and forms for report blanks are shown.
The directions are clear and readily understood.
The use of the book necessitates a knowledge of
the elements and theory of electrical machinery
and the ability to handle algebraic equations. It
is a work which will be found of value to teachers
in laboratory work and to engineers who have oc
casion to test direct-current machinery.
Pratt Institute Monthly for March con
tains the annual report of the Department of
Science and Technology, submitted by Prof.
Arthur L. Williston, director of the department,
to the board of trustees, and also the report of
S. S. Edmands, instructor in applied electricity,
on the work in his course during the year.
The report of Prof. Williston shows that two
new evening classes have been started, one in
practical mathematics, which gives training for
the other evening technical courses, and a course
in modern machine shop practice, which takes up,
by illustrated lectures, the various processes of a
machine shop. The total number receiving in
struction in the science and technology depart
ment has been 1,115, of whom 356 are in the
evening classes, 222 in the evening trade classes,
and 241 in day courses. The remainder are stu
dents from other departments of the Institute,
who receive instruction in the science and tech
nology department.
The growth of the courses is shown by the
fact that in 1894 the total number of graduates
from the day courses was 9, while in 1903 the
number of graduates was 66.
The most important development at the pres
ent time is the establishment of a 2-year day
course in applied chemistry, which will be co
ordinate with the present courses in applied elec
tricity and in steam and machine design. This
course is established to train young men in tha
knowledge of the chemical industries which play
such an important part in the economy of manu
facturing work, and is an outgrowth of the 3year evening course in chemistry which has at the
present time 77 members in attendance. A new
building will be erected, and the courses will be
ready in the fall.
The erection of the new building will, also,
allow of additional equipment for the machine
shop, which will enable that work to grow as its
requirements demand. The new expansion will
enable the Institule to give instruction to 365
additional pupils in various courses.
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Mr. Edmands' report takes up the work done
in the 2-year day course in applied electricity and
gives an idea of the purpose of this course, which
is to train young men for such positions as in
spectors, department foremen, assistant superin
tendents, foremen of erection, chief engineers,
etc. An outline is given of the subjects taken up
in the courses and the methods of handling the
work in the class room and laboratory.
An interesting list of graduates of the De
partment of Science and Technology, showing the
positions which they now hold, is included in the
issue.
"Pattern making," part 11, an instruction pa
per of the American School of Correspondence,
continues the work where it is left by the first
section. It takes up the construction of simple
patterns, the use of cores and the making of core
boxes, the construction of builtup patterns, fillets,
and patterns of special forms. The method of go
ing at the work is carefully discussed in each case
and full drawings are shown indicating the differ
ent steps in the process.
QUAKER CITY RUBBER CO., of Philadel
phia, are sending out an interesting catalog de
scribing the Daniel P P P packing and showing
the saving which has been effected in some in
stances by the use of this brand.
STEAM RECEIVERS AND SEPARATORS
is a treatise on some points often overlooked in
steam plant details. Frank A. Simonds, Grand
Rapids, Mich., who is responsible for the treatise,
has published it 'for those owners and engineers
who are progressive and looking for best results.
It describes a Simonds improved steam receiver
and separator, showing the construction and giv
jng the advantages to be secured by using it. A
number of interesting testimonial letters are also
given.
CONVEYING MACHINERY is the title of
the new catalog just issued by the Borden & Selleck Co., of 48 Lake St., Chicago. The catalog
describes conveyors, elevators and freight-han
dling machinery for carrying boxes, barrels, and
packages of all kinds ; also coal and ash handling
machinery, and revolving screens for the sizing
of any ground material. The company also manu
factures the Howe gas and gasoline engines, in
stationary form from 5 to 65 horsepower, and in
portable form from 5 to 28 horsepower.
. THE HARTFORD Steel xPIate Blowers and
Exhaust fans are fully described in catalog No.
56, which has just been received. The company
makes a specialty of these fans in connection with
heating, ventilating and drying systems, as well
as for forced and induced mechanical draft. The
catalog fully illustrates and describes the fans in
detail, and shows, also, blast gates for various
purposes. The company, as stated in the catalog,
is ready to submit designs and estimates without
charge, and will send copies of the catalog to
any one interested.
FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO., in a new cata
log describe their hoists driven by gasoline and
oil engines. These hoists are made for all kinds
of work, and have the advantage that the gaso
line engine can be started in a few seconds by
anyone, that there is no expense when the engine
is not working, and that the water used is only
that for keeping the cylinder cool, so that the
plant can be located without regard to the water
supply. The engines are geared to the hoisting
drum, which is started and stopped by means of
a clutch mechanism. The hoists are made with
idrums from 4 to 48 inches face, and with hoisti'ig
speeds of 15s to 368 feet. The smallest size •
used, an S-horsepower engine, takes a load of
1,300 pounds. The largest size used, a 60-horse-power engine, lifts a load of 6,000 pounds. The
engine is furnished with the patent self starter,
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which by means of a hand pump forces a charge
into the cylinder, thus giving the first revolution.
The application of this system of hoists for vari
ous purposes is described and illustrated, and a
number of flattering testimonials from those using
it are given.
THE MAY NUMBER of "Short Stories of
Engineers" sent out by Wyman & Gordon, of
Worcester, Mass., gives an account of the life
of Richard Trevithick, who was one of the early
workers in the locomotive field, and who was the
originator of the automobile coach, which he per
fected to such a point that it was used for pas
senger service on the roads of England in 1803.
It is an interesting little story and is worth
reading.
CATALOG NO. 9127 of the General Elec
tric Co., gives Fifteen Years' Experience in
Transformer Manufacturing, and shows the de
tails which have been arrived at as the result.
No. 7584, the catalog of marine supplies, shows
the switches, receptacles, junction boxes, switches
and sockets made especially for this class of
work. Catalogue No. 91 18 describes the General
Electric railroad which has been equipped along
the bank of the Erie canal for railway experi
mentation. It is about 1 1-3 miles long of stand
ard construction and is used for all sorts of tests.
Among the interesting new devices described, is
a protected third rail, designed to prevent the
possibility of contact, and to keep the rail free
from sleet. Other interesting devices are shown
and the methods used in testing, together with the
results obtained are described.
DERRY-COLLARD CO. is issuing an inter
esting set of folders describing the books which
they pifblisji, and their unique system of sending
out books for inspection. The address of the
company is 256 Broadway. New York City.
JEFFREY MACHINERY for saw mill, lum
ber and wood-working industries is the title of
a catalog issued by the Jeffrey Mfg. Co. of Co
lumbus, O. It is known as catalog 57A and is
full of good information as to conveyors, ele
vators, chain and sprocket wheels, belting and
pulleys.
THE CASE MFG. CO. of Columbus, O.,
manufacture a large line of cranes, to be oper
ated by air, electricity or hand power and in
jib or bridge styles. A special design is their
traveling jib crane described in bulletin 16. Cat
alog 15 tells all about the details, how they are
made and what they do. It is a splendidly illus
trated book on the subject. The company also
issue a catalog of power transmission machinery,
some specialties being the Hercules steel face
split pulley and the Falls friction clutch.
THE WRIGHT MFG. CO. of 92 Woodbridgc
St. West, Detroit, Mich., manufactures the
Wright specialties, including steam traps, ex
haust heads and safety water columns. These are
described in a striking folder which tells how
dollars may be saved.
THE SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., 527 West
34th St., New York City, give in bulletin 103 a
full description of their dynamotors and motorgencrator sets.
A SYSTEM OF ENGINES, which is the
title of a catalog issued by the Harrisburg
Foundry and Machinery Works of Harrisburg,
Pa., is thoroughly descriptive of the book. The
mechanical work on this catalog is equal to
that in the special editions of literary works.
The illustrations arc made from wash drawings
with the finest effects known in engravers' work.
The type is clear and artistic, and the pages
are surrounded with attractive border designs.
The paper is heavily enamelled which makes a
most substantial and durable material for the
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purpose. All the different types of engines man
ufactured by this company are fully described.
These include the Ideal, high-speed, simple en
gine, the Standard Harrisburg engine of the same
type but of slightly different construction, tan
dem compounds of the high-speed type, the Flem
ing four-valve engine in simple and compound
construction, the Harrisburg Corliss, both simple
and compound and heavy-duty engines of all
types. The catalog also describes the boilers
manufactured by the Works, and gives instruc
tions for the care and management of engines.
THE BUFFALO FORGE CO. of Buffalo,
N. Y., are issuing a series of pocket pamphlets
describing their various products. Those which
have just reached us are descriptive of the Buf
falo "B" Volume Blowers and Exhausters, of
Mechanical Induced Draft, and the apparatus,
and of a Compound Engine Test made at Sib
ley College by Professor R. C. Carpenter. The
test is particularly interesting as it shows the
possibilities of the high-speed, compound engine
when carefully manufactured. The pamphlets
are gotten up in the attractive style for which
the printed matter of this firm is always noted.
MOSHER WATER TUBE BOILER CO.
of No. 1 Broadway, New York, describes in in
teresting pamphlets the marine and stationary
types of its water-tube boiler, and gives the record
of an official test made on the Monitor "Florida,"
which contains some interesting facts and figures.
ABENDROTH & ROOT MANUFACTUR
ING CO., of Newburg, N. Y., in folders recently
received, describes and gives sizes of the Abendroth & Root improved exhaust heads, and shows
also the construction of the Root sectional water
tube boiler made by the company.
MURRAY IRON WORKS, of Burlington,
Iowa, is issuing a fine catalog of its Corliss en
gines, with half-tone illustrations of the different
types, full tables of the sizes, and description of
the details. The catalog is well worth owning,
both for the beauty of the typographical work
and for the information contained in its pages.
The company also describes the boilers manufac
tured for high pressure working, the Murray air
compressor, feed water heaters of both closed and
open types, and water tube boilers.
NON- RETURN STEAM TRAPS, as manu
factured by The Albany Steam Trap Co., of Al
bany, N. Y., are fully described in a folder which
is sent out by the company. The latest type is
the class D, which has just been patented. A
feature of the advertising literature of this com
pany is the card of standard size, adapted to be
filed in a card index, and containing such informa
tion as one would want in looking up the matter
of steam traps.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Improvements to the value of $5,000 will be
made at Knoops Home, Troy, O., consisting of
machinery, out-buildings, etc.
A factory for the manufacture of concrete spe
cialties will soon be erected at Goshen, Ind., by
J. Mitchell and Bert Cripe.
Waite Chair Co., of Baldwinsville, Mass..
will erect a modern factory on the north side of
the river.
Nelson Morris & Co., of Chicago, are about
to erect a cold storage plant at Lincoln, 111.
Thomson, Ga., is to have a new water works
and electric light system.
Stamps, Ark., is to have a new electric light
plant.
Delphcs, O.. Foundry Co. is to erect in the
roar future a new foundry building with engine
and boiler room, office, warehouse, and other
buildings.
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THE POWER PLANT OF PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.
BY A. M. FELDMAN.
UNDER the management of an independent
corporation, the University Power Company, Princeton University, last winter
completed a new power house which provides
heat, light and power for the entire institution

reducing valve in the usual way. As the heating
is done with the Webster vacuum system, the
steam pressure on this main, hence the back pressure on the engines, is only slightly above atmospheric. Parallel with this low pressure pipe, is a

the gymnasium, a 20-inch branch is taken off
through a double bend to the basement of the
gymnasium for heating the latter, and also the
free exhaust pipe located in one of the turrets. In the engine room, one to-inch branch is

FIG. 2. DIRECT-CONNECTED GENERATING UNITS.
(forty buildings), and is also planned with the
intention of furnishing light and heat outside of
the grounds of the University proper. In fact,
steam heat is already furnished to several large
buildings, banks and hotels. This plan influenced
the character of the design of the installation.
The main steam heating line, which carries all
the exhaust from the engines, is 20 inches in diam
eter, and to it, before this pipe enters the conduit,
a live steam pipe is connected through a pressure

io-inch high pressure line, carrying 8o pounds'
pressure, which is used to supply additional steam
at various pcjints through pressure reducing valves
to the low pressure heating main, and also to run
several pumps and ventilating fans located at
some distance from the power house.
The main exhaust pipe runs in a duct under
the engine room floor, in front of the engines,
passing through an oil eliminator out to the main
conduit. Just before reaching the front end of

taken off to the Webster feed-water heater, and a
12-inch branch for heating another section of the
University buildings.
The power house is unique in its architectural
treatment, having been located below ground, in
the rear of the new gymnasium building, the
architect giving it the appearance of a terrace, as
Fig. i plainly shows.
To avoid the disfigurement of a stack and
free exhaust pipe, both were located inside of
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separate turrets which are parts of the architec
tural treatment of the gymnasium. The stack is
located in the turret to the left, and extends about
65 feet above grate level. It is separated from
the stone structure by an air space averaging 3
inches. The stack proper is of brick and fire
brick lined to one-half its height.
THE ENGINE ROOM
equipment consists at present of three directconnected units, though floor space is provided
for several more units. The engines are Reeves
vertical cross-compounds of the noncondensing
type, two 15 and 26 x 18-inch direct connected to
210-kilowatt Westinghouse, and General Electric

fig. 1. EXTERIOR OF THE POWER HOUSE, SHOWING
THE STACK IN THE TURRET.
alternating current generators for 2,300 volts, giv
ing two-phase currents at 120 cycles per second.
Their speed is 200 revolutions per minute. There
is one engine, 12 and 20 x 14-inches direct con
nected to a no-kilowatt General Electric alternat
ing current generator, giving 2,300 volts, at a
speed of 257 revolutions per minute. These en
gines have the Reeves patent adjustable pistonvalves, which permit wear to be taken up with
the valves in place, and provide a steam distribu
tion which secures exceptionally good economy.
The pistons are faced with Allen's red metal to
reduce condensation.
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are designed so that dash pots can be employed, possible breakdowns. The main steam header,
which is 12 inches in diameter, loops around the
none are used; but, instead, the automatic revolv
boiler room in front of the boilers, and is pro
ing bearing device, Fig. 3, is expected to pro
duce perfect continuous regulation, so that the vided with stop valves between the batteries. The
generators can readily be run in parallel. The two main lines continue through the engine room,
regulation is very close and for medium loads, the
machines synchronize, without throttling or any
governor adjustment.
In addition, there is installed in the engine
room a 55-horsepower De Laval steam turbine
direct-connected to a 30-kilowatt Westinghouse
generator, for 125 volts and 240 amperes, running
at 1,500 revolutions per minute. This unit is
used as an exciter for the alternating cur
rent generators, and is employed only to start
the latter, after which a motor-driven exciter is
thrown in, thus furnishing a reserve for the tur
bine-driven unit to guard against a shut-down,
which would cripple the plant. The motor is of
the induction type, for 220 volts and 200 amperes,
receiving current through a step-down trans
former, and is direct connected through a flexible
coupling to a 30-kilowatt Westinghouse, 125-volt
generator.
THE BOILER ROOM.
The boiler room and pump-pit floors, whose
location is shown in Fig. 4, are a few feet lower
than that of the engine room. The boiler room
equipment consists of three batteries of two boil
ers each. Four boilers are of 250 horsepower
each, and two of 350 horsepower each, with room
reserved for a fourth battery. All boilers were
manufactured by Aultman and Taylor. On ac
count of the low stack, a mechanical induced
draft system was installed with an American
FIG. 3. REEVES AUTOMATIC REVOLVING BEARING
Blower Co.'s. 11-foot fan, direct connected to a
DEVICE.
vertical steam engine.
The pump room equipment consists of a Web
ster 2,000-horsepower water heater, purifier and and independent branches are taken off from them
filter, two 8 and 14 x l6-inch Knowles vacuum to the engines and pumps, as shown in Figs.
pumps, connected to the Webster vacuum system 4 and 5.
of heating, which is used in all the buildings, and
All the high-pressure piping in the power house
four 6 and 4 x 6-inch Worthington feed pumps.
is extra strong, with extra heavy fittings, which are

FIG. 4. PLAN OF THE PLANT AND PIPING.
The engines, Fig. 2, are designed to carry the
rated load with about 33 per cent cutoff in the
high-pressure cylinder, all three engines being
equipped with Rites governors. Although they

PIPING.
The entire piping of the plant is interesting
on account of the care with which the design
and installation were carried out to provide against

flanged with the Van Stone type of joints made by
the Walworth Manufacturing Co. The latter had
the contract for the furnishing and installation of
the piping. The H. W. Johns-Manville Co. fur-
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nished covering for all pipes throughout the sys
tem. All valves are of the gate type.
The electric lighting is conducted with alter
nating current, 110-voit incandescent lamps, the
wiring in the buildings being laid out on the
three-wire system, with 220 volts across the out-
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TREATMENT OF CRUCIBLE CAST TOOL
STEEL, WITH CHEMICAL COMPOSI
TION OF HIGH SPEED STEEL.
BV RICHARD H. PROBERT.
(A paper read before the Ohio Society of Me
chanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers.)
At our meeting held in Cleveland, May 23d,
1903, I commenced this paper on crucible tool
steel and in my former paper took up principally
the manufacture and chemical composition, giv
ing an explanation of various methods employed
in producing the different grades of steels, and
also mentioning the metals used as a base for the
construction of crucible steel, thereby endeavor
ing to make its manufacture and properties less
of a mystery to some of our members who have
not had the opportunity to become familiar
with it. In this paper I shall take up and discuss
the treatment of carbon tool steel, including selfhardening high speed steels, but in so doing it
will be necessary for me to refer briefly to the

that steel is scaled in this way and then be
cause it does not cut well, it is customary to
heat it again and still hotter in order to over
come the trouble; while the fact is, that the
more this operation is repeated, the harder the
steel will work because of tne hard scale and
the harsh grain underneath.
Third, A high scaling heat, continued for a
little time, changes the structure of the steel,
destroys its crystalline property, makes it brittle,
liable to crack in hammering and impossible to
refine. A good illustration of the destruction
of crystalline structure by long-continued heating
may be had by operating on chilled castiron. If
a chill be heated red hot and removed from the
fire as soon as it is hot, it will, when cold, re
tain its peculiar crystalline structure ; if now it
be heated red hot, and left at a moderate red
for several hours ; in short, if it be treated as
steel often is, and be left in a furnace over night,
it will be found, when cold, to have an uncrystallized structure, every trace of chill crystals

chemical composition and base metals used in its
manufacture.
ANNEALING.
Owing to the fact that the operation of roll
ing or hammering steel makes it very hard, it is
frequently necessary that steel should be annealed
before it can be conveniently cut into required
sizes for tools. Annealing or softening is ac
complished by heating steel to a red heat and then
cooling it slowly to prevent it from getting hard
again. The higher the degree of heat, the more
the steel will be softened until the limit of soft
ness is reached, vis., when the steel is melted.
It does not follow that the hieher a piece of
steel is heated, the softer it will be when cooled
no matter how slowly it mav be cooled ; this is
proved by the fact that an ingot is always harder
than a rolled or hammered bar made from it.
Therefore, there is nothing gained by heating a
piece of steel hotter than a bright cherry red ;
on the contrary, a higher heat has several dis
advantages.
First, If carried too far, it may leave the steel
actually harder than a good red heat would leave
it.
Second, If a scale is raised on the steel, the
scale will be granular oxide of iron and will
spoil the tools used to cut it. It often occurs

will be gone and the whole piece will be noncrys
talline gray castiron. If this is the effect upon
coarse castiron, what is to be expected from
fine cast steel? A piece of fine tap steel after
having been subjected to a long soaking heat
will be harsh in the lathe and spoil the cutting
tool. When hardened it will almost certainly
crack; if it does not crack, it will have proven a
remarkably good steel to begin with. When the
temper is drawn to the proper color and the
tap is put into use, the teeth will either crumble
off or crush down like so much lead. Upon
breaking the tap the grain will be coarse and
the steel brittle.
To anneal any steel, heat it red hot ; heat it
uniformly, that is, taking care not to let the ends
and corners get too hot. As soon as it is hot,
take it out of the fire (the sooner the better)
and cool it as slowly as possible. A good rule
for heating is to heat steel at so low a red that
when the piece is cold it will still show the blue
gloss of oxide that was put there by the hammer
or the rolls. Steel annealed in this way will cut
very readily and smoothly; it will harden very
hard without cracking, and when tempered it will
be very strong, nicely refined and will hold a
keen, strong edge.
Be careful not to overdo the annealing process.

FIG. 5. VIEW IN BOILER ROOM.
side wires. This voltage is obtained by stepdown transformers from the two-phase, 2.300-volt
lines, which run in conduits underground.
Arden Post was the consulting engineer who

FIG. 6. A PORTION OF PUMP ROOM.
designed the system for the University Power
Co., and he also had entire charge of the installa
tion of the power house equipment and the piping
in all outside conduits. W. G. Freer, chief engi
neer, and Frank Martin, chief electrician, ably as
sisted Mr. Post in their respective lines.
The composition of the light of an arc lamp
has been determined by Meyer to be as follows,
where the intensity of yellow light is expressed
by unity : Red and orange 2.09, yellow 1.00,
green 0.99, blue 0.87, indigo 1.03 and violet 1.21.
The composition of the light, however, may be
changed by existing conditions, such as hardness
of carbon, current, voltage, etc., so that these
figures cannot be followed too closely.
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If carried too far it does great harm and it is one
of the commonest modes of destruction met with
by the steel-maker.
For "burned" steel, which is oxydized steel,
there is only one method of restoration, and that
is, through the remelting furnace.
HEATING STEEL.
There are three distinct stages or times of
heating, first, for forging; second, for hardening;
third, for tempering. The first requisite for a
good beat for forging is a clean fire and plenty
of fuel, so that the jets of hot air will not strike
the corners of the piece; next, the fire should
be regular, and give a good uniform heat to the
whole part to be forged. It should be keen
enough to heat the piece rapidly, and allow it
to be thoroughly heated through without being
so fierce as to overheat the corners. The trouble
in the forge fire is usually an uneven heat,—not
too high heat.
Suppose the piece to be forged has been put
into a very hot fire and forced as quickly as
possible to a high yellow heat so that it is almost
up to the scintillating point. If this is done, in
a few minutes the outside will be quite soft and
in nice condition for forging while the middle
part will be not more than red hot. The highly
heated soft outside will have very little tenacity ;
that is to say, this part will be so far advanced
toward fusion that the particles will slide easily
over one another, while the less highly heated
inside parts will be hard, possessed of high tenac
ity and the particles will not slide so easily
over each other. In some cases a high heat is
more desirable to save heavy labor, but in every
case when a fine steel is to be used for cutting
purposes, it must be borne in mind that very
heavy forging refines the bars as they slowly cool ;
and if the smith heats refined bars until they are
soft, he raises the grain, makes them coarse and
he cannot get them fine again unless he has a
very heavy steam hammer and knows how to use
it well. There is a still greater danger to be
avoided. That is incurred by letting the steel
lie in the fire after it is properly heated. When
the steel is heated through, it should be taken
from the fire immediately and forged quickly.
Soaking in the fire causes steel to become
"dry" and brittle, and does it more injury than
any bad practice known to the most experienced
person. By observing these precautions a piece
of steel may always be heated safely, up to
even a bright yellow heat when there is much
forging to be done on it, and at this heat it will
weld well.
The best and most economical of welding
fluxes is clean, crude borax, which should be
first thoroughly melted and then ground to fine
powder. Borax prepared in this way will not
froth on the steel and one-half of the usual quan
tity will do the work as well as the whole quan
tity unmelted. For the second stage of heating
for hardening, great care should be used, first,
to protect the cutting edges and working parts
from heating more rapidly than the body of the
piece; next, that the whole part to be hardened
be heated through, without any part becoming
visibly hotter than the other. A uniform heat,
as low as will give the required hardness, is
the best for hardening.
For every variation of heat which is great
enough to be seen, there will result a variation
in grain, which may be seen by breaking the
piece, and for every such variation in tempera
ture there is a very good chance for a crack to
be seen. Many a costly tool is ruined by inat
tention to this point. The effect of too high
heat is to open the grain and to make the steel
coarse. The effect of an irregular heat is to
cause irregular grain, irregular strains and
cracks. As soon as the piece is properly heated
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for hardening, it should be promptly and thor
oughly quenched in plenty of the cooling medium
water, brine or oil as the case may be. An
abundance of the cooling bath, to do the work
quickly and uniformly all over, is very necessary
to good and safe work. Much uneven harden
ing is caused by the use of too small baths.
For the third stage of heating, to temper, the
first requisite is again uniformity. The next
time, the more slowly a piece is brought down
to its temper the better and the safer the opera
tion.
FURNACE.
Every shop should have a furnace and should
have at least one man trained to its use, to
do the hardening and tempering for the whole
shop. There is no more absurd nor wasteful sys
tem than that of requiring a smith at his anvil
to harden and temper his work. His fire, to be
gin with, is not fit to heat steel for tempering,
and even if it were he never has time to do his
work properly. If you heat even the finest steel
in dirty, slack fires, you will get dirty coats of
sulphurous oxides on it, and no good results.
Clean hard coke is the only proper fuel for such
a furnace and for such work unless you use a
gas furnace, which is now extensively used with
good results.
TEMPERING.
Tempering steel constitutes one of the most
delicate, curious and useful branches connected
with mechanical art; it is an art of very long
standing and always one of anxiety. In drawing
the temper, the hardened steel is usually reheated
until the scale of oxide on the surface assumes
a certain color, which color indicates a certain
temperature and is constant, or nearly so, for
any particular steel and is slightly different for
different steels.
The colors and the tempers obtained are usu
ally given as follows :
Temperature. Color.
Use.
Degs. F.
428
Pale yellow.
Surgical instruments.
446
Straw.
Penknives, razors.
491
Brown, yellow. Chisels & Scissors.
509
Purplish.
Axes, heavy knives.
527
Purple.
Table knives, springs.
534
Pale blue.
Watch springs,swords.
563
Dark blue.
Fine screws.
600
Very dark blue. Hand saws.
662
Very dark blue, Too soft for ordinary
verging on green, tools.
A rod of good steel in its hardest state is
broken almost as easily as a rod of glass of the
same dimensions, and this brittleness can only be
diminished by diminishing its hardness, and in
this management consists the art of tempering.
The surface of the hardened steel is brightened
and exposed to heat. As the heat increases there
is a curious and uniform change in the clear
color of the surface. The colors which appear
upon the surface of the steel are supposed to
be the result of oxidation. The thickness of the
coat or film of oxide determines the color, and
the thickness of the coat depends upon the tem
perature to which the work is exposed.
When it is required to temper an article or
articles to any of the colors previously men
tioned, they must be brightened after they are
hardened, but the person doing the hardening
ought always to make himself sure that the arti
cles are quite hard. After the articles are bright
ened, the hardness can be reduced to any particu
lar standard by placing them upon a hot bar or
plate of iron, or upon the surface of melted lead,
or in a bath of a more fusible metal kept at a
certain heat, or in hot sand, or burning charcoal.
Or the articles may be held in the inside of an
iron ring heated to redness, or they may be placed
in the mouth of a furnace, or in an oven heated
to the proper temperature, or they may be placed
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in or upon a gas stove specially constructed, or
heated in any other convenient way.
Too little attention is generally paid to the
quality of the material when required for very
particular tools, or, in other words, for tools that
require a great amount of labor and time to make
them. When it is required to make an expensivV
article, and when there is great risk of breaking
in hardening, the first thine to be done is to select
the proper steel for the purpose and afterwards
to anneal it to the fullest extent. The hardener
ought to bear in mind that steel breaks in harden
ing from unequal contraction at different parts,
the danger increasing with the thickness and bulk,
and more especially when certain parts are un
equally thick and thin. If it were possible to get
every particle of the steel cold at the same mo
ment, there would be an end to the danger of
steel breaking in hardening, but, as this cannot
be done, we must approach it as near as we can.
In making steel tools or steel articles of any
description, sharp internal angles should generally
be avoided, as they are very unfavorable in the
hardening process ; consequently the key-ways
in cutters should be a half circle. In all kinds
of articles sharp internal angles are unfavorable
to the strength of the articles, so that it becomes
necessary 'to leave all the internal corners a little
rounded. The above methods of applying the
heat for tempering are adapted to the kinds of
articles which have been wholly quenched. When
any of the above methods of applying heat are
adopted, and the articles are exposed to a higher
degree of heat than that required to reduce them
to the exact temper, they must be removed from
the source of heat immediately upon attaining
the desired color, otherwise the temper will be
come too far reduced, or in other words the
articles will be too soft for the purpose they are
intended for. After they are removed from the
heat they may be immersed in water or oil, or
they may be allowed to cool in the air; for it
matters not how they become cold, providing the
heat has not been too suddenly applied. When
the articles are removed from the heat they can
not become further heated, consequently the
temper cannot be reduced beyond the correspond
ing point. But those kinds of tools which are
heated further than is required to produce the
desired degree of hardness, such as a large va
riety of small tools for turning, cold chisels, and
the larger sizes of drills and a number of other
tools, which are only partially dipped, and are
afterwards tempered by heat from the back of the
tools. These must be cooled in water the mo
ment the cutting part attains the desired color,
otherwise the body of the tool will continue to
supply heat, and the cutting part will become
too soft.
(To be rontinued.)
A gun looks to be a comparatively simple
piece of machinery, even when fitted with the
most modern mechanism, and few people would
imagine that a 12-inch gun would cost as much
as about four high-class locomotives, yet such
is the case. The Mechanical Engineer quotes prices
on guns approximately as follows :
The expenditure involved in the bare con
struction of a 12-inch wire gun amounts to $45,000; of a 9.2-inch wire gun to $26,000, and of a
6-inch wire gun to $8,000, while a quick-firing
4.7-inch gun costs $3,000 and a 6-inch siege
howitzer of 30 hundredweight, $2,800. The costs
of the automatic sighting gear in all but the
last-named are respectively $1,000, $800, $400 and
$425.
At the close of June, 1903, there were 324
electric-lighting plants in Canada, with 14,780
arcs and 1,212,861 incandescent liehts.
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METALLIC PACKINGS.
BY CHARLES LONCSTRETH.
(Concluded,)
The last type of packing to be considered is
usually known as the conical ring, and is shown
by Fig. 3. This type of packing has given better
satisfaction under adverse conditions than all
others, and is the packing used on 90 per cent
of the locomotives running in the United States,
which in itself is an evidence of its ability to run
under adverse conditions with little repair.
The principle of this packing is that conical,
soft-metal rings are pressed against the rod, and
thus packing is accomplished by the rings being

FIG. 3. CONICAL PACKING.
forced into a solid cup bored to conform to the
outside of the rings. These rings are pressed into
the cup partly by a spring, but principally by the
steam itself. If the pressure of steam was con
stantly on the packing the springs would be un
necessary, as the springs are used merely to hold
the packing in place while steam is shut off the
engine.
In order that this packing shall be satisfactory,
the cup must not be allowed to touch the wall of
the stuffing box at any time. The proper design
as well as the character of material of these pack
ings is therefore the most difficult problem to be
solved in the packing business, as the mixture of
metal in the rings, as well as the form of the out
side of the rings, must be such that the packings
will merely prevent the leakage of steam and not
cause excessive friction.
Where properly designed, these packings can
be made to give approximately the same length of
wear on all the rods of a multiple-expansion en
gine. However, in practice it has been found that
this is not entirely desirable, and so, when usually
designed by first-class manufacturers, the highpressure packings wear out a little while before
the intermediates and low.
It will often be noticed that the shape of rings
in packings of this character on the high-pressure
rods is slightly different from that on the inter
mediate and low. In order to permit cheap and
rapid repairs, it is desirable to have a uniform
quality of metal used for the rings, while it is also
necessary to have the form of rings balance differ
ences in pressure.
With this type of packing there is absolutely
nothing that comes in contact with the rod except
the white-metal rings, the glands, neck bushings,
cups, followers, etc., being bored considerably
larger than the diameter of the rod or stem, and
as the rings are made of soft metal and properly
designed, they will cause very little friction and
wear on rods.
Many experiments and tests have lately been
made with packings of this nature, and where
proper provisions are made to allow the rings
and their enclosing cups to move freely with the
rod they have been universally satisfactory. In
order to allow the cup completely to accommodate
itself to this condition, it is advisable to provide
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a ball joint in addition to the sliding face pre
viously alluded to. A hot rod from packings of
this type is rare and the wearing parts are inex
pensive and easy to replace.
The disadvantage of these packings, if it can
be called a disadvantage, is that they will not
work properly on a rod unless the rod is cylin
drical, but if the rod is cylindrical, even though it
is grooved, these packings in a shorir time will be
come steamtight. There are many cases on record
of extremely long service without renewals of this
class of packing. Cases are on record of 10 years'
run, although the average life may be taken as
from 2 to 5 years, and then the packings may be
put in as good condition as they were when new,
by supplying new soft-metal rings.
It really requires very little cross-section of
rings to do the work of packing, provided every
thing is properly designed ; and the old notion,
that the more rings and the deeper the stuffing
box the better the packing, should be discarded
as entirely wrong. If the packing manufacturer
were consulted at the time engines were designed,
it would often be possible on the ordinary marine
engine to lower the cylinders from six to eight
inches, and keep the other proportions of the en
gine exactly the same. From this can be readily
seen the importance of this subject. Think of the
weight of metal saved in six inches of housings,
piston rods, valve stems, etc.
To go into this matter fully would require
quite a long paper. To get an idea of how much
thought and care is required to design the conical
type of packing it should be borne in mind that
the amount of curvature of ball joints bears quite
an important relation to the wear of rings for
different kinds of service. . Also, as previously ex
plained, the shape of the interior of cup and whitemetal rings should vary to a certain extent with
the steam pressure, and again the quality of metal
used for the wearing rings requires deep study to
meet the varying conditions.
As superheated steam is slowly coming into
use, the packing manufacturer must also follow
and be able to take care of this question, and this
requires a renewed study of the case and much
experiment.
In practice, for most stationary and marine
engine work, double packing is used, as shown
by Fig. 4; that is, practically two stuffing boxes,
the packing nearest the cylinder doing all, or
nearly all, of the real work. The outer packing
does little or no work until the inner packing is
worn out and leaks, when the lower packing
catches this leakage or takes up the work in case
of failure.
Regarding care and maintenance, we quote
from instructions given by one of the well-known
packing companies:
"The soft-packing metal rings which come in
contact with the rod, and which do the actual
work of packing, are cut in halves with a small
open space between them when first applied, so
that they may rapidly conform to the surface of
the rod. When they have done this the open space
between these rings will be closed up, ends coming
solidly together, and in this condition rings are
intended to wear, and will last four or five times
longer than they would if continually cut so as
to stand apart.
"One-sixteenth of an inch is. all the space re
quired between the ends of the packing rings
when they are applied.
"If rings are continually cut apart at joints
the wear on the rods will be large, and rings
themselves will have an extreme tendency to force
out between the opening, of the vibrating cup and
rod. If these rings do not work properly when
thus applied, and packings blow, there is some
thing wrong, either with the mixture of the metal

rings, the manufacture of the same, or the rod is
taper or badly shouldered.
"In applying new rings, or investigating trouble
with packing, see that joints of rings are broken.
Examine faces of ball joint and vibrating cup and
see that they are clean. Often packing will leak,
due to foreign matter between ground faces of
gland, ball joint or vibrating cup. Vibrating cups
should fit within 1-64 inch of rods or stems. This
will also prevent packing rings from being forced
out between vibrating cup and rod, and will in
sure greater service of the rings. If absolutely
necessary, soft packing may be used in the vi
brating cups until rings are obtained, although it
is far better to have spare sets of rings always on
hand."
With double packings oil may be introduced
into the outer stuffing box by means of a force
pump. This oil when forced into the gland will
entirely surround the rod, and the rod will then be
running in a bath of oil. Should any leakage of
water occur, it may be drained off and a little
more oil introduced. By this means of lubrica
tion swabbing of rods may be entirely dispensed
with and a large amount of oil saved. In apply
ing this method of lubrication it is well to be care
ful regarding low-pressure rods when working in
connection with the condenser, in order to prevent
oil from being drawn through the inner packing
into the cylinder.

FIG. 4. DOUBLE CONICAL PACKING.
In connection with low-pressure cylinders it
should also be noted, in packings of the conicalring type, that it is necessary to make the springs
in this case sufficiently strong to counteract the
tendency of the air to unseat the packings and
enter the cylinder. This is the only case in which
springs bear an important relation to packings of
this type.
The packing manufacturer, in addition to his
usual troubles, is often handicapped because he
does not hear enough of the success or failure of
his goods. If engineers assisted the packing
manufacturer in this matter, stating the causes
of trouble when it occurs, and working together
with him in this way, I feel that much better re
sults could be obtained than is the case at the
present time.
One of the greatest enemies and causes of
trouble to any first-class packing is water in the
cylinders, which, when it occurs, demoralizes the
packing. Strange to say, no metallic packing has
been designed which will give first-class results
as a water packing—the water rods of pumps, for
instance. When first applied they usually work
with fair success, but soon commence to leak and
continue doing so. Also no thoroughly satisfac
tory packing has been invented and used for ex
pansion joints. There is quite a large field for
investigation in this direction. —Journal of Amer
ican Society of Naval Engineers.
The total gold production of the world from
the discovery of America by Columbus to 1900
is computed by the United States Mint at $9,811.000,000. Pure gold of this value would weigh
about 16,272 tons and would occupy a space equal
to 27,039 cubic feet.
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THE OTTO SUCTION GAS PRODUCER.
THE Otto suction gas producer, in connection
with the Otto engine, comes near to solv
ing the problem of obtaining an econom
ical power plant requiring the least atten
tion, and occupying the smallest amount of
floor space.
This producer has been de
veloped from the well-known pressure gas,
or semiwater gas producer, in which fuel
gas is generated and kept under pressure by
forcing steam-saturated air through a bed of in
candescent coal. It differs from this older method
in not requiring a costly steam boiler or large
and expensive gas holder, and in having the
apparatus arranged so that the gas generated is
always under less than atmospheric pressure, thus
rendering the escape of gas into the room im
possible.

ENGINEER.

servative estimate, with coal costing $4 per ton,
the cost of the fuel would be less than ]/$ cent
per horsepower hour. In most localities suitable
coal can be bought at still lower figures, while
even in places farther away from the anthracite
fields the economy of the producer is very pro
nounced.
Aside from the usual small amount of care
required to keep the engine in order, the labor
expended in operating the producer is limited
to keeping the grates free from clinkers, remov
ing the ash and filling the hopper with coal. The
actual time spent in these operations does not ex
ceed V/2 to 2 hours per day, according to the size
of the plant.
The genera! arrangement of the various parts
of the plant is shown in Fig. 2. In most cases
it is convenient to have the gas plant in the
immediate vicinity of the engine room, which is
preferable. Where conditions require it, the pro
ducer and scrubber may be located at any dis
tance up to 300 feet from the engine. Naturally,
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FIG. I.

PRODUCER FOR ENGINES UNDER SO HORSEPOWER.

The partial vacuum created in the engine is the increased cost of piping longer distances
used to draw the air and steam necessary for makes it desirable to keep the gas apparatus as
close as possible to the engine.
generating the gas through the producer, in quan
tities required and regulated by the power de
veloped. The plant consist in the main of the
producer, scrubber, gas receiver and the engine.
The producer is a cylindrical stove lined with
firebrick and filled with anthracite coal, with a
grate below and a coal hopper and cover above.
Fig. 1 illustrates the type of producer used
with engines up to 50 brake horsepower, while
the type used in connection with larger engines
is shown in Fig. 2. When stopping the plant,
the generator is shut off from the scrubber and
opened to the atmosphere. The natural draft
keeps the fuel burning moderately, so that the
producer can be put in operation again within
a short time. The small amount of gas gener
ated while the plant is standing idle, escapes
through the smoke pipe. A hand blower serves
to start and revive the fire before putting the
producer in operation. When building a new
fire, it requires about 30 minutes from the time
of starting to obtain gas of good quality. After
shutting down over night, a period of 10 min
utes' blowing by means of the fan is sufficient
to insure gas of proper quality for starting the FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT OF THE LARGER SIZES OF
PRODUCER.
engine.
The most satisfactory fuel is anthracite pea
coal. When using coal of suitable quality, the
In the construction and erection of the pro
fuel consumption is guaranteed not to exceed ducer every precaution has been taken to make
ilA pounds per horsepower hour under full load, it absolutely safe. The gas and smoke gener
though actual practice has shown considerably ated while starting the fire are carried away by
more favorable results. Based on the above con- a separate pipe into the outer atmosphere. The
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valves and pipe connections are so arranged as
to prevent air entering the producer from outside
while the plant is idle. While the engine is in
operation, only the required amount of gas, regu
lated automatically by the amount of power taken
from the engine, is generated. The pressure in
any part of the apparatus, while the engine is
running, is always below that of the atmosphere,
consequently no leaks of gas to the outside are
possible. No gas whatever is generated while
the engine is idle. In case of imperfect joints,
no gas can escape ; on the contrary, the lower
pressure in the producer and connections tends
to draw air into the apparatus, and the amount
of air that might be admitted through a leaky
joint is not nearly enough to form an even ap
proximately explosive mixture. Should a more
serious leak develop, the quality of the gas will
become so poor as to compel the attendant to
locate the cause and remedy it.
The Otto suction producer is built by the
Otto Gas Engine Wks., Philadelphia, Pa.
TEST OF GAS-DRIVEN PUMPS AT PHILA
DELPHIA.
BY JAS. A. CHARTER.
THE following is a record of the capacity and
economy test of two 60-horsepower gaso
line engines, manufactured and erected by
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. of Chicago, direct con
nected to two 10 x 12-inch double acting triplex
pumps, in the upper Roxboro filter plant, Phila
delphia.
While these engines are operated on gasoline,
they are also fitted and arranged for gas fuel,
thus giving them a double equipment, or a choice
between the two fuels. Referring to the illustra
tion, it will be noted that the engines are of the
single cylinder horizontal type, working on the
hit and miss principle. The engines are direct
connected by means of a friction clutch coupling
to the pinion shaft of the double acting triplex
pumps.
The engines are also fitted with a hydraulic
diaphragm speed regulator, arranged to maintain
practically a constant pressure in the discharge
pipe. As the pressure increases in the discharge
pipe, the water backing up into the diaphragm
depresses it, and changes the tension on the en
gine governor, thus decreasing the speed of the
engine to that required to maintain constant pres
sure.
The device, as will be understood from the
brief description, is very simple, and being direct
connected to the governor, is positive and reliable.
Additional safeguard has been provided in the
way of pop valves on the discharge pipes close
to the pump to take care of any accident which
might occur by the closing of a valve, thus stop
ping the entire discharge from the pump.
The following is an extract from the working
specifications which were called for to be per
formed during the test which was run prior to the
formal acceptance of the plant by the city. The
specifications require that each pump shall de
liver 1,200,000 gallons of water each 24 hours
against a static head and suction lift of 200 feet
when running at a speed not to exceed 40 revo
lutions per minute of pumps, gear 5 to 1 ; engine
speed at crank shaft not to exceed 200 revolutions
per minute, and that the engine be fitted with a
special regulator to vary the speed automatically
so as to maintain uniform pressure in discharge
pipe, and also the water consumption, within the
above limits.
Each engine and pump must deliver, under
the above conditions, 6,000 gallons of water with
each gallon of gasoline consumed, and that both
engines and pumps must be subjected to a test for
endurance for a period of one week, of 7 days,
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24 hours per day, without break or stop, except
to allow for stops to key up and adjust the work
ing joints and to perform the usual work of
maintenance, the aggregate length of stops for
all purposes not to exceed 5 hours.
The following extracts from record of econo
my and capacity test of Nos. I and 2 engine and
pump previous to endurance test serve to clearly
illustrate the performance. In order to make the
test of capacity, one of the filtration basins was
carefully measured and the capacity estimated
from the dimensions of the reservoir; 1 foot ele
vation or depth of water equaled 228,350 gallons.
The elevation or depth of water at the start
and elevation of water at the finish, was taken
from the measured capacities of the filtration
basin. A careful record was made of the exact
speed by means of a revolution counter attached

quantity of gasoline consumed, the tank was
gaged and it was found that each inch of depth
or elevation corresponded to 17.75 gallons.
Immediately following this long run of 163
hours came another economy and capacity test
of 10 hours on each engine and pump, with the
following results:
The 10-hour test started at 10:30 A. M. and
stopped at 9:30 P. M., thus giving an even 10
hours' continuous run.
Average speed of pump, 40,055 Revs, per min.
Average suction lift, 8.5125 feet.
Average discharge head, 192.425 feet.
Average total head, 200.9375 feet.
Elevation of water at the start, 416.104; ele
vation at finish, 418.531, giving a difference of
2.427 feet, which corresponds to 552,204 gallons
pumped. To this is added 3,500 gallons used in

to the pump, and that wherever the revolutions
were above or below the required speed a correc
tion for the number of gallons was made.
During the capacity test on Aug. 4, 1903, en
gine and pump No. 1 discharged into filter bed
No. 4. The test was started at 11 :$o A. M., and
time of stopping 4 :so P. M., giving a 5 hours'
run. The revolution counter at the start regis
tered 50,023 and at the finish 62,244, the differ
ence being 12,221 revolutions. The number of rev
olutions divided by 5 and multiplied by 40 gives
221 revolutions excess speed per hour.
The elevation of the water at the start was
417.65 and at the finish, 418.89, the difference being
1.24, which corresponds to 285,364 gallons purriped.
After deducting 5,304 gallons due to excess speed
we have 56,012 gallons per hour.
On the same day a capacity test of engine and
pump No. 2 was made, the pump discharging
into filter bed No. 4. Time of starting, 9 130 P. M.
and of stopping 2:30 A. M., giving exactly 5
hours' run. The revolution counter at the start
registered 57,345 revolutions, and at the finish,
69,318, the difference being 11,973 revolutions.
The elevation of the water at the start and
finish, respectively, was 417.89 and 419.06, the
difference being 1.17, which corresponds to
267,386 gallons pumped. Adding 27 revolutions
and multiplying by 24 gives 648 gallons, from
which 100 gallons leakage in city relief valve
is to be deducted, thus giving 53,706 gallons per
hour.
The engines were guaranteed to pump 6,000
gallons of water for each galldh of gasoline con
sumed, this duty to be performed under 200 feet
head when the pumps were working to the guar
anteed capacity. In order to note accurately the

engine cylinder, making a total of 555,704, which,
divided by 10, gives 55.570-4 gallons pumped per
hour.
The average speed of pump was 40.055 revolu
tions per minute, which gives 15 revolutions ex
cess speed in 10 hours; and 15X24 = 360, which,
divided by 10 and the quotient deducted from
55,570, gives 55,534 gallons pumped per hour at
40 revolutions per minute.
It was specified that the water used in the
cylinder should be deducted.
The elevation of gasoline at the start was
35.50; elevation at finish, 31.00, the difference be
ing 41/2 inches, and 4.5 X 1775 = 79-82 gallons
consumed. This divided into 555,704 = 6,961.96
gallons of water, pumped against an average total
head of 200.9375 feet, per gallon of gasoline.
Since the removal of certain restrictions, placed
on the engines during the tests, the plant has
daily shown an increase in economy of over 30
per cent. During the endurance test, not to ex
ceed 5 hours total stoppage would be permitted
during the 7 days of continuous run of 24 hours
per day. These engines not only fulfilled that
requirement, but not one minute was lost during
the entire test.
Another very interesting feature is that the
test made to determine the capacity and economy
was made first, and immediately after, the en
durance test of 7 days' run, and at the close of
163 hours' continuous run immediately starting
another capacity and economy test of 10 hours,
showing most gratifying results.
Mr. Harry Ml Hillegass, engineer in charge
of the plant, represented the city, Fairbanks,
Morse & Co. being represented by L. C. Huber
and J. W. Motherwell.
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POWER AND HEATING GAS IN ENGLAND.
CONSUL Frank W. Mahin in a recent
report has the tollowing to say in regard
to the power gas situation :
Power gas in recent years has been slowly,
through various tests and processes, brought to a
state of relative perfection. There are several
patented processes of recognized excellence, all
tending to the same end and differing only in
minor detail, for the production of power gas in
this country. The folowing particulars will apply
generally to all of these processes :
The gas is not an illuminant, being designed
for heat and power only. It is made from the
cheapest refuse of bituminous coal. The first
apparatus for converting slack into combustible
gas, operated in Cheshire, consumed a ton or so
of slack per day. By gradual accretions, as the
success of the experiment became manifest, the
producer plant can now gasify 250 tons of slack
daily, from which the yield is about 150,000 cubic
feet of gas per ton, besides the ammonia equiva
lent of about 90 pounds of sulphate of ammonia
from each ton. This gas product is used in va
rious nearby industries for power, heating, and
cooking workmen's meals, for certain operations
in chemical establishments located there, and as
fuel for the generation of electricity for municipal
purposes in a neighboring town.
A large undertaking is now being developed
some 30 miles southwest of this city in Stafford
shire, where material is abundant and industries
to consume the gas are numerous. The company
is incorporated under a special act of Parliament
of 1901 with a capital of $1,000,000. It proposes
to supply gas to a territory covering 120 square
miles, generated at a central station near the
middle of this area and at several other stations
to be placed at convenient points.
For the Staffordshire company it is stated that
the gas may be transmitted long distances through
pipe mains laid underground without depositing
any tar. The purified gas, after being compressed
in horizontal compressors driven by a steam en
gine with Corliss gear, enters the trunk mains at
about 7 pounds pressure per square inch. At
present it is intended to take the gas about 6
miles from the central station, which is capable
of producing daily about 40,000,000 cubic feet of
gas. The population of the entire territory of
120 square miles, to be eventually supplied with
gas, is 640,000.
The slack used costs from 60 cents to $1.75
per ton, dependent upon distance from a coal pit.
The price of the gas to the consumer varies
from 4 to 8 cents per 1,000 cubic feet. This is
from one-seventh to one-fifteenth the price of
other gas in this section. The process altogether
is claimed to be by far the cheapest way of mak
ing coal gas known at present.
In the use of on. for cooling the cylinders of
small gas and gasoline engines, it has been found
by Fairbanks, Morse & Co. that the following con
ditions should obtain in order to give the best
results : In the cooling chambers, 30 square feet
of cooling surface should be provided per horse
power. The volume should be arranged so that
there will be for a 2-horsepower engine about 5^
gallons of oil ; for a 3-horsepower engine, 7 gal
lons, and for a 6-horsepower engine, 8 gallons.
Pump capacity should be provided so that the
circulation through the cylinder jacket will be as
follows : for a 2-horsepower engine, % gallon per
minute ; for a 3-horsepower, 1 gallon per min
ute; for a 6-horsepower,
gallons per minute.
The oil used by this company is that known
as the Zero oil 25 per cent, made by The Standard
Oil Co., and costs from 16 to 20 cents a gallon,
depending on locality.
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TESTS OF TURBINE PUMPS.
AN interesting and instructive series of tests
was recently made by Prof. William Kent
and Prof. James E. Denton on a number
of centrifugal pumps at the works of the De
Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton, N. J. From
the report submitted we abstract as follows:
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desired amount of lift and water delivery. This
object was accomplished by the direct measure
ment of the brake horsepower in the case of
pumps Nos. 1 and 2, for which efficiency curves
are given, Figs. 2 and 3. The brake horsepower
of the two-stage pump, however, could not be
determined without the construction of a new
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3 was measured by the use of a surface con
denser, and the results are shown by the duty
curves of Figs. 2 and 4.
3. To provide the means of determining the
economy of the electrically driven pump, by re
cording the brake horsepower of its motor at
various lifts and water deliveries of the pump,
whereby the duty of a pump, per unit of elec
trical energy supplied to any electric motor driv
ing it, can be determined, when the ratio of the
brake to the electric horsepower of the particular
motor used is given by its makers. This object
is, therefore, attained by the production of the
"brake horsepower and gallons curve" of Fig. 3.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TESTS.
Each pump was arranged to lift water about
3 feet from a storage tank in the floor of tbe
testing room, and to deliver it to a Weir tank,
through a throttle valve at the outlet of the
pump case, and thence through about 15 feet of
pipe terminating in a vertical converging nozzle,
whose outlet was located about a foot above the
■ top of the back end of the Weir tank.
Each pump was first run at its governor speed,
and the delivery measured under approximately
the designed total head or total lift, which was
found as follows:
The total head, or total lift, is the sum of the
suction and the delivery pressure, both expressed
in feet head of water. The suction was deter
mined by a mercury gage placed in the suction
pipe near the pump case, and the delivery pres
sure by a pressure gage inserted in the delivery
FIG. I. DE LAVAL TURBINE PUMP.
pipe near the pump, at the same level as the
point of insertion of the mercury gage. The suc
tion pipe and delivery pipe being of the same di
shaft to accommodate a prony brake. The loca
DESCRIPTION OK THE PUMPS.
tion of the conditions of maximum efficiency of ameter, no correction for difference in velocity in
Three pumps were tested, namely ■
1. A single-stage centrifugal pump, without the two-stage pump must therefore be inferred these two pipes is required. In the case of the
No. 3 pump the delivery pipe, where the gage
stationary outlet guides, designed for a delivery from the duty curve, Fig. 4.
of 1,700 gallons per minute and a lift of 100 feet
when running at 1,545 revolutions per minute. 150
This pump was driven by a 55-horscpower De
Laval steam turbine by direct connection with its
geared shaft. Its dimensions were as follows :
Diameter suction, 8 inches ; diameter discharge.
8 inches ; diameter pump wheel, 13.75 inches.
2. A single-stage pump, without stationary
outlet guides, driven by direct connection to a MO u, 20-horsepovver direct-current electric motor, de
signed for 1,200 gallons per minute delivery, a
lift of 45 feet and 2,000 revolutions per minute.
The dimensions of this pump were as follows:
Diameter suction, 8 inches ; diameter discharge,
8 inches ; diameter pump wheel, 8.3 inches.
3. A two-stage pump, without stationary out
let guides, for high pressures, designed for a
delivery of 250 gallons per minute, and lift of
700 feet, the large pump wheel driven at a speed
of 2,050 revolutions per minute by direct connec
tion to the geared shaft of a De Laval steam
turbine, and the small wheel at 20,500 revolutions
per minute by direct connection to the high-speed
shaft of the motor. The dimensions of this pump
are as follows :
Low Press. High Press.
Diameter suction
6 inches.
6 inches.
Diameter discharge
6 inches.
4 inches.
Diameter pump wheel... 9 inches.
2.84 inches.
OBJECT OF THE TESTS.
100 200 300 400 600 600 I0O BOO 900 1000 110O 120O 1300 1400 1 SOO lbOO 1700 1800 1900
The object of the tests was to record the per
formance of the pumps and motors in the fol
FIG. 2. EFFICIENCY AND DUTY CURVES FOR PUMP NO. I.
lowing particulars :
1. To measure the efficiency of the pumps, or
the ratio of the water horsepower of the pumps
2. To determine the economy of the steam was attached, was of smaller diameter than that
to the brake horsepower of the motors, over a driven pumps as measured by the duty in millions of the suction pipe, but the error due to neglect
range of heads, and water delivery sufficient to of foot-pounds per thousand pounds of commer
ing this fact is insignificant in view of the high
determine their maximum efficiency, and at the cially dry steam, or as measured by the pounds pressures involved. This total head, or total lift,
same time show that the proportions of such of steam consumed per hour per water horse
was multiplied by tbe weight of water delivered
pumps can be controlled so as to cause the maxi
power. To accomplish this object, the steam in computing the water horsepower.
mum efficiency conditions to coincide with any c msumption of the motors of pumps Nos. I and
The total head was increased and decreased
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during the different tests, by means of a throttle
valve in the delivery pipe, and the water deliv
ery at different heads was measured, so as to
secure points of a curve of "Total lift and gal
lons" on either side of the designed conditions,
as shown by Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The total head,
or total lift, with zero gallons, or with the throttle
valve closed, was observed with each pump, to
locate the left extremity of the curve, the tabu-
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STEAM AND ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS.
The steam consumpton was measured by ex
hausting the steam turbines into a surface con
denser and weighing the delivery of the latter's
air pump on a calibrated platform scale. Tests
were made to determine that the delivery of the
air pump was sufficiently uniform to make the
steam consumption measurements over 10-minute
intervals satisfactorily accurate. The quality of

the steam used by it when driving the pump at
the same speed, and with the same steam pres
sures, and by plotting the record of brake horse
power and steam pressure it was found that the
results formed a straight line, giving the follow
ing formula : B. H. P. = 0.4064 X steam pressure
—3.5.
This formula was used in calculating the brake
horsepower of the test of the large turbine on
April 5.
BRAKE TEST ON MOTOR. NO. 2028.
/
»—Bz
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FIG. 3

EFFICIENCY AND DUTY CURVES FOR PUMP NO. 2.

lated data in the tables for this condition being
marked "Shut Off." The conditions for which
the pumps were designed is marked on the "total
lift and gallons" curve by a shaded angle.
The weirs used were made of Vi-inch brass
plate with edges chamfered at 45 degrees so as
to leave a flat surface % inch thick for the orifice.
The notches were rectangular and 24 inches wide,
for pumps Nos. 1 and 2, with values of h vary
ing from 0.8 to 0.5 feet, and 12 inches wide for

of
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6
7
S
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11
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TEST OF ELECTRIC MOTOR PUMP. NO. 2028.
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17.80 14.94 1996 3.126 3.217 .972 10.67 30.12 1403
19.14 16.22 1996 2.885 2.977 .970 11 80 36.1 1295
20.39 17.41 2000 2.525 2.603 .971 13.08 15.66 1133
20.71 17.71 2003 2.197 2.251 .976 13.12 52 . 7 <I86
790
20.11 17.14 20O3 1.760 1.803 .976 11.71 58.76 1417
17.94 15.07 2006 3.158 3.290 .961 10.25 28.52 1268
20.24 17.27 2005 2 826 2.910 972 12.18 38.05
1124
21.30 18.28 2005 2.504 2.602 .964 13 40 47.25
21.30 18.28 1997 2.179 2.244 .972 13.15 53.28 978
779
58.10
11.42
1.735
1.791
.969
2007
20.41 17.43
68.39
11.30 8.74 2040
B. H.P. calculated from formula.
Tests 1 to 7. suction valve wide open.
7 to 11, "
'" throttled.
7
delivery valve wide open.

No. 3 pump, the value of h varying from 0.4
to 0.3 feet. The measurements of the depth
of water over the weir were made by a hook
gage placed in a half barrel of water ad
joining the tank, and connected to the latter by
a i-inch pipe, which was laid to a point in the
bottom of the tank 6 feet back from the weir,
with its open end at right angles to the flow.
During the preliminary tests of April 4 the
surface of the water approaching the weir was
unsatisfactorily rough, and measurements made by
the weir were inaccurate to the extent of several
per cent. This roughness was overcome after
some experimenting to locate boards to act as
dams in the weir tank, in addition to the grill of
wooden rods and two dams of baffle boards near
the entrance of the tank, which were included
in the original design of the latter.

the steam was determined by a calorimeter, which
showed moisture not exceeding 1.7 per cent. No
correction was made for this moisture in com
puting the steam consumption, the steam being
considered "commercially dry."

.2 =
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K
24.61
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16. 38
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9 32
Ti.76
24.92
5.74
2.13.)

2004
2034
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20T>1
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H
c
Bra
21.38
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10.25
6.87
3.45
21.75
3.47
0

cv aa.
5 *>
Ei
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.868
.859
.830
.805
.737
.599
.872
.606

In like manner, the pump driven by the elec
tric motor was removed from its base, a Prony
brake substituted, and the motor then run at the
same volts and amperes as were used during the
test of the electric motor pump. These brake
tests also gave a straight line formula connecting
the brake horsepower and electric "horsepower,
which is B. H. P. = 0.954 E. H. P.—2.04.
CONCLUSIONS.
The large steam-driven pump designed for
1,700 gallons and 100 feet of total lift delivered a

PUMP DESIGNED FOR 250 GALL. P.M. X 700 FEET
AT 2000 AND 2000O R.P.M.
1100

800
700
coo
500

100

150
200
250
300
350
400
FIG. \. DUTY CURVE FOR PUMP NO. 3.

E'RONY BRAKE TEST.
After making the steam and water tests of the
Xo. I pump on April 5 it was removed from its
base, and a Prony brake substituted to absorb
the power of the turbine. This was run at the
same speeds, as controlled by the governor, and
the same pressures of steam below the governor
valve that were used in the previous tests of the
pump. The steam used by the turbine was again
measured and found practically to agree with

maximum quantity of 1,978 gallons per minute
against a total lift, including suction, of 46 feet,
the delivery decreasing to 1,759 gallons per min
ute for a total lift of 100 feet, and to 1,001 gal
lons per minute for a lift of 126 feet. When the
delivery valve was shut, the maximum pressure
shown was equivalent to a lift of 142 feet with
no delivery.
The water horsepower of the pump was at a
maximum of 44'^ horsepower for a delivery of
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1,760 and 1,860 gallons and corresponding to lifts
of 100 and 95 feet, and the horsepower decreased
when the delivery was either increased above
1,860, with diminishing head, or was decreased be
low 1,760 gallons with increasing head. The effi
ciency of the pump, which is the ratio of the
water horsepower to the calculated brake horse
power, ranged from 0.743 to 0.756 for delivery
between 1,398 and 1,860 gallons per minute, de
creasing as the delivery was either decreased or
increased beyond these limits. The duty of the
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1 15.5 and 95 feet. These deliveries and heads
therefore cover the economical range of the pump,
and show that the conditions for which it was
designed coincide with those of maximum effi
ciency.
The tests of the electrical motor pump, de
signed for 1,200 gallons at 45 feet lift, showed
a delivery ranging from 790 to 1,403 gallons per
minute at total lift heads respectively of 59 and
30 feet. The electrical horsepower was 20.11, or
17.14 brake horsepower, for the smallest delivery

BRAKE TEST OF STEAM TURBINE. NO. I977.
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Steam pressure
Time of the test at tho governor
Year. 1904.
valve. Lbs.
Day. April 8,
per square in.
Hoar.
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Four nozzles, steam pressure below valve, 154.3 lb*. 59.2 B. H.P.
"
"
"
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"
121 "
47 7
28. 3
11 .'>
11.IS
Relation of B. H. P. to steam pressure.
= 0.4064
28.3
0.4064 X 154.3 = 62 7
59.2
B, H.P. = 0.4064 X steam pressure — 3.5
3.5
This formula used in calculating B. H.P. in test of pump, April 5.
pump when the turbine was running condensing
ranged from 60 to 61.86 millions of foot-pounds
per 1,000 pounds of steam within the same limits,
decreasing to 54.47 millon foot-pounds for a de
livery of 1,001 gallons against a total lift of
126 feet, and to 37.43 millions at the maximum
delivery of 1,978 gallons per minute against a
total lift of 46 feet. Three tests were made with
the turbine running non-condensing, which gave
a duty ranging from 44.6 to 45.15 millions, for
deliveri* of 1,629 to 1,826 gallons, and total heads
respectively of 104.42 and 95.14 feet.
TEST OF STEAM TURBINE PUMP. NO. I977.
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at the highest head, and 17.80 electrical horse
power, or 14.94 brake horsepower, for the largest
delivery at the smallest head.
The maximum electrical horsepower, or 17.72
brake horsepower, was attained at a delivery of
986 gallons per minute, and a total head of 53
feet. The efficiency of the pump, which is meas
ured by the quotient of the water horsepower
divided by brake horsepower, ranged from 0.714
for the maximum delivery of 1,403 gallons a min
ute to 0.750 for a delivery .of 1,133 gallons, fall
ing to 0.683 for the minimum delivery of 790 gal-

TEST OF STEAM TURBINE HIGH PRESSURE PUMP.
NO. 2026.
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855.
1
109. 28.5
to 48.15 for 244 gallons delivered at 781 feet
head. The duty in million foot-pounds was a
maximum of 48.88 for delivery at the highest
head and decreased to 41.55 for 328 gallons de
livery at 494 feet head, and to 18.63 millions for
the maximum delivery of 373 gallons at the head
of 136 feet. The steam per water horsepower
per hour ranged from 40.5 for the maximum
horsepower and highest head to 106.2 for the
maximum delivery, lowest head and lowest horse
power. This lowest horsepower is only about
one-fourth of the highest horsepower delivered
by the pump. Both the electrical and two-stage
pumps therefore realize their maximum efficien
cies at practically the designed conditions of lift
and water delivery.

PUMP WHEEL NO. 509. 1,700 GALLONS PER MINUTE.— IOO FEET HEAD. 1,500 REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE.
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change in the efficiency. With throttled suction,
the range of efficiency was 0.655 to 0.733, showing
a decreased efficiency of only about 2 per cent.
The two-stage, or compound pump, designed
for 250 gallons at 700 feet head, showed a deliv
ery of from 244 to 373 gallons per minute against
heads, respectively, of 781 and 136 feet. The
water horsepower increased from 12.83, corre
sponding to 373 gallons delivered at 136 feet head,
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The steam per brake horsepower per hour,
running condensing, ranged between 24.06 and
24-53 pounds for delivery between 1,398 and 1,860
gallons per minute, corresponding to heads of
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STEAM PER B. H. P. PER HOUR.
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Formula
B. H.P.
47.7
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57.7
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24.33
58.9
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24.14
59.6
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Ions a minute at the highest head of 59 feet.
Four tests of this pump were made with the suc
tion throttled to a constant suction lift of 20
feet to determine if the throttling made any

' Pitot
Weir
Q
Q
19
4.144
4.246
3.919
4.09
3.599
3
3.78
3.114
4
3.23
2.231
5
2.29
—
6
4.407
4.069
7
4.26
3.906
4.08
8
3.630
9
3.79
—
10
4.362
Averag*
Av. omitting No 1-5.
No.

Din*.
0
+ .09
+ .18
— .05
-.07
0

Ratio
977
958
.953
964
.975
—
.956
.958
.958
—

Table for the test of No. I pump is given in
full. For lack of space, important readings and
results only are here presented for the other
tests.
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This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience -which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this deptrtment. We pay for all acrefled lettrt s in cash.
WANTS CHEAP METHOD OF RAISING WATER.
Editor The Engineer: I should like to have
some ideas from engineers about raising water.
There is a river about 800 or 900 feet from the fac
tory and about 30 feet below the level of the first
floor of the shop. We now use city water and re
quire a large quantity, which is supplied through
a 6-inch meter, and the cost of water runs up very
high.
I should like to get some ideas from practical
engineers on how to get water from the river in
the cheapest and best manner. There is no dam
here at present.
D. McNamara.
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN VS. STEAM ELEVATOR PUMPS.
Editor The Engineer:
Why not dispense with the old duplex steam
pump and use an electrically driven pump for
hydraulic elevator service? Would not the change
be beneficial from the economic point of view?
Let us take for example the Masonic Temple in
Chicago, which originally had fourteen hydraulic
passenger elevators. The water was pumped by
three compound Worthington pumps, with 1854,
29 and 17 x 16-inch cylinders. The electric plant
consisted of two 24 x 42 Fraser and Chalmers
Corliss engines, making 90 revolutions per minute,
one engine to every six Thomson-Houston 1,200light dynamos. Would not an electrically-driven
pump handle the water more economically than
those big steam pumps? But we must remember
this plant is now out of date.
A more modern plant would consist of a com
pound or triple expansion engine and a direct
driven generator. Assuming the building to be
equipped with hydraulic elevators, which change
would be the most beneficial, considering the
service rendered ; vis., to replace the hydraulic
elevators with electric elevators, or to change the
pumping machinery from steam to electrically
driven? I for one should vote for the hydraulic
elevator every time and for the following reason :
Take the plant described for example. With
fourteen elevators, the speed of the electricallydriven pump would be constant, while a modern
engine and generator would carry the load with
practically no variation. On the other hand, were
electric elevators used, we all know the heavy
load that would alternately be thrown on. and
off the engine, due to the elevators, and we also
know about how much steam the steam-driven
pumps would consume when supplying such a
plant.
Of course, the exhaust steam is used in the
heating system, but that is for 6 months in the
year only and during the other 6 months it does
not count. As far as running expenses for repairs
are concerned, it is a stand-off because as much
cable is needed for electric as for hydraulic ele
vators, except in some cases where the electric
motor is located on the roof. As for oil, the
hydraulic elevator is in the lead, and three pack
ings a year will keep any hydraulic elevator in
good condition.
Practically all the large office buildings
throughout the country have their own electric
light plants, and all have elevator plants. A
number have changed from hydraulic to electric,
and now what is needed to keep pace with mod

ern times is the electrically-driven pump. A mod
ern engine and generator will handle it with ease,
and at the end of the year will show a balance
on the right side. Furthermore, we would not
see the lights throughout the building flicker as
we do now in nearly all buildings where electric
elevators are used, and one engine used for both
lights and elevators.
Arthur M. Gwin.
Kansas City, Kansas.
SOLUTION OF THE AIR PUMP rROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer:
I send the following solution to the air pump
problem submitted by R. A. Niven in the Jan.
15 number. The ajr is to be reduced in pressure
from standard conditions of 29.9 inches of mer
cury, to a vacuum of 24 inches, which is a press
ure of 29.9 minus 24 = 5.9 inches of mercury.
This pressure is less than the original in the
ratio of 5.9 to 29.9 or as 1 to 5.06, and this
means that the volume of a given weight of the
air has been increased to 5.06 times its original
volume, and therefore a given volume of the air
will now contain but 1 ■*■ 5.06 or 0.197 of the
original weight of air. In other words, we must
exhaust the vessel, A, until but 0.197 of the orig
inal air is left.

DIAGRAM OF AIR PUMP AND CHAMBER.
Now, one double stroke of the pump will re
move 1/12 of the air in A, and will leave 11/12
of the original weight of air, and thus the second
double stroke will leave 11/12 of 11/12 of the or
iginal weight of air, and so on, so that x number
of strokes will leave 11/12 raised to the xth pow
er, of the original air. The answer to the problem
is evidently : To what power must we raise the
fraction 11/12, so that the result will equal 0.197?
This is found as follows, 11/12 = 0.916, and thus
0.916 x = 0.197, and using logarithms, we have,
x log 0.916 = log 0.197, and the log of 0.916 is
— 1. + 0.962 = — 0.038 and the log 0.197 = —
1. + 0.294 = — 0.706, whence x = 0.706 -H 0.038
= 18.5. Therefore we must make 18.5 double
strokes of the piston in order to produce a

vacuum of 24 inches, starting with a pressure of
one atmosphere or 29.9 inches of mercury.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Elmer G. Eberhardt.
AN EXPLANATION OF THE CYLINDER HEAD PROB
LEM.
Editor The Engineer:
Not seeing how S. J. Smith's illustration in
the Engineer of Feb. 1, page 108, applies to the
cylinder head problem, I beg to offer the follow
ing: I must confess that I am unable to see
how his illustration has any bearing on the ques
tion. In the first place, if he had put a screw
jack under the hook and then pressed upward
he might have given the appearance of a com
parison because the steam would then be in
the cylinder pressing outward, and not in the
engine room trying to get into the cylinder.
We will first consider the strain on the stud
caused by the wrench turning the nut on the
thread of the bolt, the thread being an incline
plane wound spirally around a supporting center
and this acting like a wedge. One end of the
stud-bolt is made fast in the end of the cylinder ;
the head is drilled with holes large enough to
slip over the stud-bolts and to press against the
end of the cylinder; the nuts are placed on the
ends of the stud-bolts and bear against the cylin
der head. One side of the cylinder head bears
against the end of the cylinder, and the other
bears against the nut. the cylinder head being
between the end of the cylinder and the nut, the
two latter parts being connected by the studbolt, which passes through holes in the cylinder
head, the holes being large enough to allow the
cylinder head to move freely on the stud-bolts.
When we tighten the nuts we try to compress
the cylinder head between the end of the cylin
der and the nut, putting a strain on the studbolt tending to stretch it, and this tension will
depend on the length of the wrench and the
force applied. The tension will remain until the
stud-bolt stretches, which, however, does not
usually, if ever, happen in practice, as the in
stant the bolt stretches and relieves the tension
the steam leaks out between the end of the cyl
inder and the head.
We might stop for a moment and consider
how much pressure it would take to stretch a
stud-bolt $i inch in diameter at the bottom of
the thread. The area is equal to 0.5625 square
inch, so that ten bolts would give 5.625 square
inches. It has been found that the ultimate
tensile strength of wrought iron varies from
40,000 to 75,000 pounds per square inch. If
we take 60,000 pounds as an average we find
it would take 337,500 pounds to break the ten
strands, or it would require 33,750 pounds for
each stud-bolt.
In practice, it is the custom to allow what is
called a safety factor, that is, to allow only a
certain percentage of the breaking strain for the
working strain. While we have reason to be
lieve it would require 60,000 pounds per square
inch to break the stud-bolts, the engine builder
would probably figure on about 7,000 pounds as
the safe working stress. It is not probable that
we would have a strain which would stretch the
stud-bolt, because as the head is confined be
tween the end of the cylinder and the nut, the
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pressure against the nut tends to stretch the
stud-bolt, and the steam, being in the cylinder
and forcing the piston ahead on one side, reacts
against the head and forces the head against the
nut on the stud-bolt, thus tending to stretch the
bolts, both strains being in the same direction
and both tending to stretch the stud-bolts. There
fore, the strain on the stud-bolt would be the
strain put on by the wrench added to the strain
due to the pressure of the steam on the inside
of the cylinder head and until this pressure is
great enough to stretch the stud and thus re
lieve the strain due to the wrench on the nut.
I think this never happens in practice, be
cause if it did the cylinder head would be no
longer tight at the joint. Only once have I been
in an engine room when I had reason to be
lieve enough pressure was brought to bear on
the cylinder head to stretch the stud-bolts or
to spring the head enough to relieve the ten
sion caused by the wrench on the nut.
The circumstances under which it occurred
were these : The condenser, a new one, was
not giving satisfaction, and the firm which fur
nished it being notified had sent a man to find
the cause of the trouble. The condenser was
located in the boiler room, while the engine and
other machinery was in a room near by.
The condenser man had the engineer start the
engine slowly while he handled the condenser.
The engine was running slowly when suddenly
a fine spray was forced out of the cylinder, fill
ing the room. As the engineer stood at the
throttle he closed it immediately. It was found
that the condenser man had shut down the con
denser and the engine was flooded. As we were
unable to find any crack, and as the cylinder did
not leak while working under the usual condi
tions, the only explanation that could be given
was the stretching of the studs, and that the
pressure being relieved so quickly, they returned
to their original length, owing to the fact that
wrought iron is elastic within certain limits.
E. E. Russell.
AUTOMATIC ALARM, AND HANDV TORCH.
Editor The Engineer :
In reading J. G. Gladish's letter in a
cent issue of The Engineer reminds me of
same experience I once had with a water
umn. After shutting down after the day's
I took the fitting apart, and the cause of
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FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT OF AUTOMATIC ALARM.
water not filling the glass was soon located. A
piece of packing had worked its way into the
pocket under the glass and was stuck fast to the
valve stem. By opening the drain below the glass,
the water had a free passage to the ashpit, but as
soon as the drain valve was closed the pressure
from the boiler forced it up into the opening
to the glass in the valve chamber. Thus it acted
as a check valve.
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It is evident that scale or a piece of packing
played the same trick with J. G., but by blowing
down so often cleared the way. If I had been in
J. G.'s place I would run by the gage cocks until
shutting-down time, and then take the fittings
apart, for by so doing 1 could see what caused the
trouble and thus add another point to my refer
ence book.
Where sewers are to be pumped out, as is
common in large steam plants, some device is
necessary to notify the engineer when this work
is neaded. Fig. 1 is a kind that works well. In
the drawing P is the condenser, pipe R being
tapped into it for the purpose of draining or
pumping out the trench. Oftentimes this duty
has been neglected, and the water rising in the
sewer causes the dirt and oil from the drips to
cover the basement floor. The valve, S, was
opened and the water pumped out, but this did not
end the trouble, for oftentimes the valve would
be forgotten and the trench would be pumped
low enough to admit air to the pump through
the pipe, R. In order to keep clear of accident
a high and low water alarm was put in which noti
fied the engineer of the condition of the sewer.

w

FIO. 2. TORCH MADF. OF 1'II'E.
A float was made and put into the sewer, as
shown at F. A J^-inch brass pipe is made fast
to it, and projects up through the floor. A Y*inch pipe about I foot long is screwed into the
floor plate and acts as a guide for the float stem.
An ell is screwed onto the upper end of the float
stem and a short piece of pipe, flattened at one
end, is screwed into the ell. When the water
raises in the trench, the float is carried up with
it until the short pipe, Q, comes under end of bar,
L, and raises it, while the spring, A, pulls the
float stem until the contact points are brought to
gether. A circuit is thus formed by means of
the wires H. The switch, B, is opened to keep
the bell from ringing.
The valve, S, is opened and water is pumped
from the sewer. After the depth of water is re
duced to a safe point the float, E, drops back with
it and in so doing the cord, U, is drawn tight,
which releases lever, 2V, as shown. Lever, N,
is pivoted in the center and the spring pulls one
end in the direction of the arrow, until the other
contact pieces are brought together. A circuit is
again formed through wires H. The attendant
then opens the switch and closes valve, 51, and
resets the alarm for another call. It may be a
day or a week between calls, depending upon
the accumulation of water in the sewer.
Fig. 2 shows a torch made from pipe. The
body is made of 2-inch pipe and is 10 inches long.
A 3-inch flange is made fast to the bottom, and
the end of the pipe is filled with lead, as shown
at C. A brass coupling is cut in halves, one piece
being used as the top and screws onto the pipe.
A short piece of J4-inch pipe is centered in the
coupling and extending downward to one-half the
depth of the coupling. The coupling is filled
with babbitt, which securely holds the 24-inch
pipe in the center. The small pipe is then filled
with lamp wicking, and the top unscrewed to fill
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the body with oil. This will be found a very
handy torch to use when inspecting the boilers.
It can be attached to a pole and passed through
the hand hole in the boilers and a good inspec
tion of the tubes and shell made without entering
the boiler, if desired.
I once had a quick repair job to do on a large
pipe, which caused me no little worry. I had
to make over the joint at the middle of a long
pipe with flanged joints. It was a step joint, and
I tried everything in endeavoring to get the
flanges together, but it was of no use until very
near time for starting up, when a new idea came
to me. I simply pulled the flanges up good and
snug, then after hitting the flanges a few good
hard raps the leak stopped, the jar causing them
to drop into their proper places, and with great
relief to me.
Cambridge, Mass.
W. A. Dow.
ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
(The questions to which these answers belong
will be found in The Engineer, Feb. I, page
112.)
31. First turn the crank to the dead center.
Then turn the full side of the eccentric to the
same dead center. Turn the eccentric on the
shaft in the same direction in which the engine
is to run until the valve opens the port, at the
end of the cylinder corresponding to the dead
center on which the crank is placed, to the ex
tent of the lead which is ordinarily 1-32 inch.
Tighten the eccentric and turn the crank to the
opposite dead center. Then adjust the valve
stem so as to move the valve an amount equal
to one-half the difference between the lead shown
at both ports, thus equalizing the lead. It is as
sumed that the gear is direct and the valve of
the plain slide pattern, also that the eccentric
rod was of the proper length to begin with, since
the question mentions setting the valve only.
32. To provide full steam chest pressure the
moment the crank leaves the dead center, and
to aid in cushioning the piston at the ends of
the stroke.
33. To cushion the piston, and to reheat as
highly as possible the surfaces which would other
wise be exposed to the incoming steam when the
valve opens the ports at the ends of the stroke,
thus tending to reduce cylinder condensation.
34. Plain slide valve with indirect valve gear.
Place crank on one dead center and the full part
of the eccentric on its dead center on the oppo
site side of the shaft. Turn eccentric in the
direction the engine is to run until the valve
opens the port, at the end of the cylinder cor
responding to the position of the crank, to the
extent of the lead. Tighten the eccentric and
proceed in the same manner as indicated in
answer 31.
35. No, not in all cases. When the lead
varies considerably between zero and latest cut
off, I should first set the valve as in answer 31
or 34. depending on the style of valve gear, then
I should place the crosshead at % stroke and
block out the weights until the valve just closed
the port. Then move the crank to the dead cen
ter and turn the governor wheel until the valve
opened the port 1-32 inch to start with and until
I found out whether it needed much or little
lead when running. Then remove the blocking
from the governor weights.
36. Place the crosshead at about
stroke.
Remove the governor belt - and turn on steam.
If the engine started it would indicate that if
the belt should break while running, the engine
in all probability would race. Next, place crosshead in the same position. Raise the governor
balls to the highest position and have steam
turned on. If the engine did not move it would
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indicate that no steam could reach the piston
when the balls occupy their highest position.
37. Taking this as a general proposition, noth
ing could be done except to substitute a new
stem. There might be conditions of load which
would permit the engine to be operated when
taking steam at one end only, and there are a
good many cases in which certain things are
possible but not at all practicable at the time
of the accident.
38. To keep the wedge or key up high
enough to allow of subsequent adjustment, and
to keep the connecting rod of the proper length.
When the inside brasses only are adjustable the
length of the rod increases as the end brasses
wear, consequently in order to take up the wear
of the end brasses and to restore them to their
original position, shims must be placed behind
the end brasses, and the inside brasses then
backed off to allow the two brasses to be moved
toward the center of the connecting rod, thus
tending to shorten the rod. Shims may be used
at one end or both ends of the rod as desired.
39. When it slips, and when the tension is so
great as to cause the bearings to heat or to re
quire excessive lubrication when known to be
in line and in good condition.
40. If practicable, by increasing the speed of
the shafting. If this could not be done then
larger pulleys could be obtained for this particu
lar belt, the belt spliced to lengthen it and run
on the larger pulleys which would increase the
belt speed without changing the number of revo
lutions of the shafts.
41. Towards the driving shaft because a belt
usually runs to the high side of the pulley and
to cause the opposite side of the pulley to be
come the high side, the bearing nearest the wall
should be moved towards the driving shaft.
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and adding the mean effective pressure in the
low pressure cylinder.
49. By disconnecting the high pressure valve
gear, blocking the valves open thus permitting
steam to blow through the high pressure cylinder.
Disconnect the connecting rod from the high
pressure crank and secure the crosshead in the
guides. Run the low pressure side as a simple
engine.
50. Open drains and get all the water out of
the engine and condenser and also the piping.
Warm the cylinders by working the valve gear
by hand. Then start the engine and after the
crank has made, say, one revolution open the
injection valve a little, then as the speed of the
engine increases, continue to open the injection
valve, the rapidity with which it is opened and
the volume of water admitted, however, cannot
be described, but must be determined by closely
watching the vacuum gage.
51. A check valve, which prevents the water
removed by the air pump from flowing back into
the condenser or condensing chamber and thus
destroying the vacuum. Leakage of this valve
causes a loss of vacuum because the object of
the valve is not realized which is to accomplish
the purpose named above.
52. Leakage of valves and pipe joints and
joints in the condenser, stoppage of injection or
suction pipe, too much and too little injection
water.
53. With direct connected air pump it is
shut off either immediately before or at the
time of stopping the engine. It is usually opened
as described in answer 50. With direct con
nected air pumps the latter cannot work until
ihe engine is started and as steam cannot reach
the condenser until the engine has made at least
one revolution, there is no need of injection
water until the engine begins to move. In order
to avoid too great an accumulation of water in
the condenser when the engine stops the injec
tion is closed at the same time or •immediately
after closing the throttle. In separate or inde
pendent condensers the condenser is started be
fore the engine is started, and stopped after
stopping the engine.
54. When starting and stopping owing to
the low pressure cylinder tending to operate as
an air pump.
42. DIAGRAM ANSWERING QUESTION 42.
55. A vacuum breaker, which is an automatic
valve for breaking the vacuum when the water in
43. Principally because of smaller loss by the condensing chamber rises to a dangerous
cylinder condensation, which, in turn is due to level. In some instances the automatic atmos
the smaller range of the temperature obtained in pheric valve is also placed on or adjacent to the
condensing chamber.
H. K. S.
each cylinder.
44. On the cross compound because the
Owing to a mistake in the printing office the
cranks are placed 90 degrees apart and the high
following answers were omitted in the May 15
pressure cylinder exhausts before the low pres
sure takes steam, consequently a larger space issue, p. 343, eight lines from the end of Answer 2:
is required for the steam than in the tandem inches for the smaller sizes. For anthracite coal
compound where the low pressure cylinder takes these distances may be less, although no par
steam at the same time that the high pressure ticular benefit will be realized by decreasing them
cylinder exhausts.
The rear wall should be not less than one-third
45. The pressure is increased, especially when the diameter of the shell from the rear head, and
the cutoff on the low pressure is hand-adjusted. the rear arch to be wholly of firebrick laid in
46. Shorten the cutoff in the low pressure fireclay. Floor of space back of bridgewall to be
cylinder.
sloped to the rear wall and paved with common
47. By using the auxiliary throttle admitting hrick.
steam to the steam chest of the low pressure
3. When used for conveying fluids or liquids
cylinder, or if a Corliss, work steam through the the inside measurement only is taken, but when
high pressure cylinder by operating the wrist- used for heating as in heating coils and in steam
plate ; this will produce sufficient receiver pres
boilers it is customary to use the external dimen
sure to start the engine.
sions principally for the reason that the sizes
48. By using the same rule as for simple run in even inches and half inches. When heat
engines except that I substitute the "equivalent" ing liquids by means of liquids, the mean dimen
mean effective pressure when using the rule. The sions are employed.
4. Beginning at the top, we have the safety
equivalent mean effective pressure I find by
dividing the mean effective pressure in the high valve, stop valve, water column, column blowoff,
pressure cylinder by the ratio of cylinder areas. gage cocks, glass water gage and blowoff valve,

pressure gage, stop valve in feed line, check valve,
and the blowoff valve.
5. To see that it is located at the proper
height with reference to the tops of the tubes,
so that when water appears in the glass a safe
depth will be had over the tubes. The bottom
of the glass should be the danger line, and this
is generally 3 inches above the tops of the tubes.
The connections to the column can only be kept
in good order by frequent inspection and the
thorough swabbing-out of the pipes and valves
at regular intervals, supplemented by occasionally
blowing out the pipes and glass every day.
6. Presuming the boiler to be under pressure.
SOME QUEER REPAIRS, AND CONDITIONS.
"'There is something wrong with that old side
crank engine down at the Canal Mills. I think
the piston rod is bent, and perhaps some other
things may be wrong. Look it over carefully
and see if you can straighten things out for them."
Well, the next day I arrived at the flour mill
and found the engine in pretty bad shape. The
engineer admitted to me the usual cause of the
bent piston rod (water accumulation in the crank
end of cylinder). He owned up that he had
come to work late that morning and in his hurry

PISTON SWUNG BETWEEN CENTERS.
had failed to be sure if the cylinder drains were
open, and of course if this was the only time
they were left shut, it would be the time he
would get caught, as he put it. Well, before I
got through with the repairs I found that I was
up against a queer outfit, and a man with some
queer ideas of the steam engine. As I have
siated, it was a plain slide valve, side crank en
gine, box frame, size, I think, 16 x 28 inches. The
first thing I did was to take off back cylinder
head, then tram the piston rod and take it out ;
the piston screwed into the crosshead and 'was
held in place by a jam nut. I noticed that this
nut had been tampered with, which I will ex
plain later. Well, after taking the piston out I
had to arrange some way to try the piston to
find out if it was bent or not; so, after looking
around I found two pieces of oak 14 inches long
by 10 inches wide and 2 inches thick. I then
hunted up two large spikes about 40 penny. I
filed round points on one end of each one and
drove one in each piece of wood about 2 inches
from its end (the wood), having each spike pro
ject through the piece of wood about half an
inch. I then got the length of the piston rod be
tween centers, and cut a piece of plank I inch
longer than the piston rod. This answered as
a distance piece between the two pieces that had
the centers in them. After fastening these three
pieces together I put the piston center on one
spike point and the threaded end on the other,
and drove one of the spikes into the center, and
the rig swung the piston and rod nicely. This
was a crude arrangement, the drawing showing a
hetter one. The rod was bent' very badly in two
places and seemed to have been strained by tor
sion, for the bends were in spiral shape. The
piston was sent to the shop, and a new one sent
out in its place. The next thing that attracted
my attention was the crosshead pin oiler; instead
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of having the cup fitted to the strap over the pin,
a hole had been drilled through the side of the
crosshead in through the center of the pin, (in
order to do this the crosshead had been taken
out), and meeting this hole at the center of the
pin was another hole drilled up through the pin,
to meet in the exact center of the crosshead pin.
These two holes, meeting as they did, allowed for
a free flow of oil, but the oil did not lubricate
the whole pin. The engineer's idea was that by
putting the oil cup on the side of the crosshead
that the flow of oil would amply lubricate the
pin. Upon examination of the pin I found that
the top half of the bearing surface was badly
cut, on both the pin and brasses, but not so but
what they could be repaired by hand. I then ex
plained to the engineer where he was wrong in
the crosshead pin oiler, and afterward when I was
ready to put the engine together, I simply turned
the crosshead over so that the oil hole led up
from the centre instead of down, and with proper
oil creases in the brasses, and flattened clearance
space on both sides of the pin the connection
was O. K. I next turned my attention to the
connecting rod to see if the water (?) had done
any damage to it. When I undertook to drift the
key after loosening the set screw, I noticed on the
end of the strap (around the brass) a compression
cup was fitted. I asked the engineer why he
had done this and he said that, "by puttin' the
grease on that end 'twould stop her poundin'
when a heavy load wus on the engine, and with
thet 'ere hose, (pointing to a piece of J^-inch gar
den hose hanging to the journal cap), I have no
trouble to keep her cool." I took the connection
down and 'twas no wonder he put water on it,
"fur it needed something to keep it cool." In
calipering the pin there was a variation of onesixteenth of an inch in the diameter, on the
length of the pin ; it was badly cracked and there
were several flat places in the pin, but 'twas solid
in the disc, and the rod was all right for line up
to the brasses, on the pin. I dressed the pin off as
best I could under the circumstances, I pened
down the cracks well, before I started to file the
pin. In filing the pin I took out a good share "f
the flat places. I then turned my attention to the
brasses ; they were bad, yes bad. There were no
oil creases in them, there was no clearance space
and the strap brass rolled in the strap at least
!4 of an inch each way. There was m
opening between the brasses for take-up fronv
wear. I calipered the pin and took the brasses
to the shop and bored them out, milled the clear
ance space in them, fitted distance pieces between
them, brought them back, and spotted them down
to the pin, taking off the compression cup, plug
ging the hole and using the centrifugal oiler. I
used the distance pieces to keep the strap brass
from rolling in the strap, and cramping on the
pin; I examined the main journal and it was
in good shape. I had to raise the outboard
bearing about l-l6th of an inch to get the
shaft level. Well, with this done, I turned my
attention to putting back the piston, which was
ready by this time. While we were putting it in
the manager came in, and while looking around,
he asked the engineer if he had found out what
was the cause of the trouble. The engineer spoke
up and said yes. he had, and "just as soon" as we
get her together I'll show you what done it."
In a few minutes I had the piston into the crosshead and tried the tram, allowing for the half
turn I had given the crosshead, and sure enough
we (?) found the trouble—on prying the engine to
the front center, the piston fetched up on the
front head. See, says the engineer, the nut on
the crosshead worked loose and she finally struck.
I thought it a pretty good one, but the manager,
being ignorant of engineering, took the fellow's
story and walked away, telling us to hurry the
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thing along as much as possible. I disconnected
the connecting rod from the crosshead and after
putting the cylinder head on, I tried the engine
for the striking points. Here is where the engi
neer had made the mistake. It seems that the
day before the accident (?) he had had the piston
out and had forgotten to tram it or didn't know
how to, perhaps, and in putting it back he
screwed it in two threads short, and in lining his
connections' on the rod he had been shoving the
crosshead toward the crank end instead of even
ing up matters. The result was of course as pre
viously stated. But think of it how frankly he
told me that water was the cause and how bare
facedly he told the boss that the fault was in the
loosening of the piston rod nut. So goes the
world ; 'tis not the first time that same thing has
happened. One strange thing about this job was
the piston's being bent the way it was. I don't see
how it could have been bent if it didn't have water
in the back end, but the cylinder head did not
show any signs of water, and they generally do.
We got the old machine together once more and
there has been no trouble there since ; the first
day the pins warmed a little, but they soon got
down to business and have given no trouble since.
During the course of the repairs I glanced around
the engine room for reading matter, and instead
of finding an engineering magazine, I found Dr.
Pain's almanac, the Fireside Family Story Paper
and Rod and Gun. I suggested to the engineer
to take an engineering magazine, and he said "No,
I can't afford it, and you don't get any prizes" with
them papers like you do with this one," pointing
to one lying .on the bench. All right, says I, you
are safe to stay in the rut, and he is still there,
and always will be, it is likely.
PRACTICAL HINTS.
Editor The Engineer:
Some time ago one of our high-speed engines
was started early in the afternoon in order to
permit oiling. and inspection of the governor of
another engine that had been running for a long
time. The assistant started up No. 1 engine, built
up the voltage, threw in the equalizers and main
switch, and cut out No. 2. It is necessary to stop
these engines after a 48-hour run, because the
peculiar design o. the governor prohibits any
oiling when it is once in motion. No. I ran along
nicelv during the remainder of the evening until
the load began to build up, and, as the load
usually came on slowly, no further attention was
paid to the engine beyond the usual oiling. Now
when the load reached the point where a shift of
the brushes had to be made, it was noticed that
the voltage was only 105, and as we always car
ried 112 volts at that hour, it was necessary to
A

was falling. It was finally decided to start up
another engine, and, upon closing down No. I, it
was quickly discovered that the throttle-valve was
opened only about half a turn. Of course the
throttle was opened full and everything went along
nice'-- Simple things sometimes occur that tax
our best ability, and after they are discovered a
smile or laugh is always sure to follow, because
we were so easily fooled.
The boilers at this plant are of the water-tube
type, and each boiler is shut down at proper inter
vals for cleaning and inspection. The night engi
neer was instructed to run the boilers down about
two gages every night after the load came off and

FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT OF VALVES AT RECEIVER.
his pressure fell, as this assisted materially in
keeping the boilers free from scale. One night
the engineer reported that he could not get the
water out of No. 3 boiler. Asbestos-packed cocks
are used for blowdown valves, and it was thought
that in all probability some scale might have
become lodged in the blow-cocks ; so, in order to
free the blow, a hydrostatic pressure was em
ployed, together with a vigorous use of the ham
mer. During the operation the blow-a. -V was
kept wide open, but no results were obtained.
After this failure to clear the boiler of water it
was decided to take out a handhole plate and
ascertain the cause of 'the difficulty. After the
handhole plate wras removed and all of the water
had run out, an incandescent lamp was inserted
through the handhole, which showed that a piece
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FIG. 3. TUBE BLOWER ( F STRAIGHT PIPE.
FIG. 4. BLOWER WITH PERFORATED HEAD.
FIG. 5- FLATTENED PIPE FOR SPEEDING JET.

FIG. I. SCALE OVER END OF BLOWOFF PIPE.
cut out resistance in order to reach 110 volts.
After a very short time it was necessary to cut
out all of the resistance. The dynamo attached
to No. 1 engine was overcompounded, and, con
sequently, as the load increased, the voltage should
have increased, but in this case the voltage felL
Now that the load was increasing rapidly and the
voltage falling, something had to be done. Steam
gages were inspected, bearings looked over, crankpin felt, but nothing could be discovered that
would give the least clue as to why the voltage

of scale, nicely fitted and very strong, had become
fixed over the blow-pipe, as shown at A, Fig. 1.
The diameter of the blow-pipe B is 2V1 inches,
and a pressure of no pounds is carried. Hence this
piece of scale must have withstood a load of over
500 pounds. This seems incredible, nevertheless it
is a positive fact.
Fig. 2 shows how the water of condensation is
returned to the boilers. Valves B, D and E are
on the lines leading from different parts of the
building. Valve C is on the line leading from the
hot water heaters and valve F is on the relief line
on the main exhaust, connected directly between
the atmosphere and back-pressure valve. The
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object of the line F' is to relieve the back-pressure
valve from any extra pressure that might accu
mulate, owing to leakage and consequent con
densation. Whenever the amount of returning
water was insufficient, valve C was "cracked" off
the seat in order to supply the deficiency in water.
The fireman on watch usually attended to water
regulation, and had been feeding by means of
valve C over 3 years without encountering any
serious difficulty. One evening, however, the float
situated in the receiver R failed to work, and
before it was discovered the entire heating system,
together with the exhaust pipe, became full of
water, there being no check-valves on any of the
return lines. Fortunately it was discovered in
time to prevent a serious accident that would un
doubtedly have occurred had this state of affairs
existed for any considerable length of time. The
valve V connects with the sewer, and, on being
opened, relieved the entire system of water.
Where boilers of the water-tube type are em
ployed for the generation of steam, the outside
surfaces of the tubes become coated with soot and
ashes, and, if allowed to accumulate, these will
greatly reduce the steaming qualities. In order to
prevent this accumulation of ashes, etc., from
adhering to the heating surfaces of the tubes, they
are blown either by compressed air or steam by
means of a piece of pipe, termed a blower, con
nected to a steam hose, which, "in turn, is con
nected either to the steam line or air-reservoir.
This piece of pipe or nozzle is thrust between the
tubes, steam is turned on, and you continue to
blow the tubes until all of the ashes have dis
appeared. Fig. 3 shows the kind of nozzle or
blower employed to blow the tubes at this plant.
It will be seen that a blower constructed like
Fig. 3 is a failure, owing to the fact that it blows
in one direction only. Fig. 4 is a decided im
provement over Fig. 3. A piece of 54-inch steam
pipe is used in constructing such a blower. A
J^-inch cap is first drilled for eight '/winch holes.
Six of the holes are drilled around the cap, and
two are drilled in the top. Now, by screwing on
the cap so that the holes will remain open, we
can screw on our hose connection, as shown, and
go ahead. To blow the tubes, first blow out all
water of condensation ; then attach your hose and
blower and warm up the blower by allowing some
steam to flow through the holes, as shown. Now,
by inserting the blower between each row of tubes
and allowing the steam to flow through at as high
pressure as possible, we will be enabled to do a
fine job. Another form of steam blower is shown
in Fig. 5. This blower is constructed from a
piece of steam pipe, forged with a fantail opening,
as shown, but it is absolutely useless in blowing
the tubes in a longitudinal or vertical direction.
The darts indicate direction of steam during the
operation of blowing.
W. Kavanagh.
THAWING FROZEN SERVICE PIPES.
Editor The Engineer:
In the issue of April 1 the question is asked
regarding the thawing of service pipes. As I have
had some successful experience in that line, my
methods may be useful to others. I assume that
pipes are located in a town where electric current
is used.
First, if there is high voltage it will require
a large transformer or a number of smaller ones
connected together so as to give about 200 am
peres. The connections are then made in the
usual way with temporary leads to mains.
Second, a water rheostat is used, a good one
being made by taking a good-sized washtub ; fill
it partly full of water, then solder some copper
plates on two pieces of wire, connecting one of
these to the secondary lead of the transformer
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and the other one to a current indicator or amme
ter. From the indicator run a wire to the faucet,
making the connection so as to get good contact.
Then run the other secondary from the trans
former to the service box or hydrant and make
firm. With one of the copper plates out of the
water turn on the current, afterwards placing the
copper in the tub and as far as possible from the
other. Then move the plates towards each other
until you get 150 or 200 amperes at about 100
volts. The next thing is to await developments.
The water will usually start in from 10 to 45
minutes, according to the length of pipe and the
distance it is frozen. After the water starts, cut
off the current and let the water run until it cuts
the ice out of the pipes. If you can obtain cur
rent from a machine of low voltage it will not
require a transformer and is much easier handled.
Derby Line, Vt.
W. G. Mayhew.
FIRING THE BOILER.
Editor The Engineer :
But few letters on the subject of firing and
the work of the fireman in the power plant seem
to be written for your columns. I think nearly
all engineers will agree that a poor fireman usually
can use a third more coal than a good one, so
that this is a good place for the engineer or the
owner of a plant to begin to practice economy.
In the first place, in order to do the best work,
a man must have the most convenient tools, es
pecially those for cleaning his fire, so that the fire
doors may be kept open as short a time as possible
for this job. Opening the fire doors is bad, since
it not only checks the making of steam but cools
the lining of the furnace and causes severe strains
in the shell of the boiler.
I find one of the best ways to meet the door
opening proposition is to arrange the damper with
a chain passing from an arm on the spindle of the
damper over a sash pulley and down in front of
the boiler. On the end should be arranged a num
ber of S-shaped links about 2 inches long, so ad
justed as to hook over a bolt or special hook handy
to the fire doors. At the end of the links should
be a ring so adjusted that it will let the damper
open a very little when it is placed in the hook.
The link nearest the chain should be so placed
that it just catches the hook when the damper is
wide open. By this means the fireman can conven
iently regulate the draft and can close the damper
so that there is barely sufficient passage when
he has the door open to prevent the dust from
blowing out into the fire room.
For tools a fireman should have at least one
long hoe with which he can reach the back of
the furnace, one short hoe that will reach about
half the depth of the, furnace, a slice bar, a rake,
and a side hoe. For a slice bar, a piece of \Y2inch pipe with the end flattened like a. chisel, and
a piece of wood about 2 feet long in the other
end, does very nicely. A lazy-bar on which to
rest the tools when cleaning the fire is a great
labor saver and is well worth while. With some
classes of coal it will save as much as 10 minutes
in cleaning a bad fire, and that is not a small
factor when the steam pressure is going down.
The side hoe is a tool which I have seen in
use very little, but is a great convenience. It is
made of i-inch pipe, and a piece of J^-inch sheet
iron about 6 by 12 inches, as shown in Fig. 1. The
plate is riveted or bolted to one end of the pipe,
which is flattened for this purpose, and the other
end of the pipe is bent for a handle. The lazybar should have a piece of
by 3-16 iron fast
ened to it and turned up at the ends, as shown
in Fig. 2, so that the ends will stand about 1
inch above the bar. The lazy-bar should be made
of stock of about I inch by Jlj.
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To use this tool, push the fire back from the
front, say, 2 feet, with the short hoe. Put on
the lazy-bar, and with the side hoe resting against
one of the lugs, throw the fire off the ashes on
one side of the grate. Pull out the ashes thus
uncovered, and then throw the fire all over on
the clean grate and pull the ashes from the other
half. Spread the fire evenly over the whole grate
and the job is done. This is a much better
method than pulling the fire down to the front
and then pulling the back ashes over the fire.
It also gives better chances to clean hard clinkers
off the grate than any other plan, and if once
tried, will always be used.

FIG. I. THE SIDE HOE
FIG. 2. LAZV-BAR ALTERED FOR USE WITH THE SIDE
HOE.
The kind of coal used has much to do with
the firing.
Of course, some will form hard
clinker, while other and particularly washery
coal, which is derived from the culm piles, has a
large proportion of slate and calls for a thick
bed in order to keep sufficient fuel in use. In
each case, the fireman should study the condi
tions of his coal and should first try a thin fire
and then a thick one, and also strong and light
draft until he finds just the best conditions for his
particular boiler and fuel.
If soft coal is used, it should be tried first
by the coking process of throwing the coal on the
front and pushing it to the back of the grate
when it is partly burned. This usually gives the
best results, but in some cases the alternate firing
by putting coal first on one side of the grate and
then on the other is found better. The amount
of air let in over the fire is also a thing which
should be carefully studied, as it has a marked
effect on economy.
Whatever the conditions, coal should never be
thrown on because it will be "needed in a few
minutes." Wait the few minutes, then put the
coal on at the right time, and in the amount re
quired to keep the steam pressure steady. If the
load is constant, the fireman should plan to do
his firing by the clock once in so often, and to
watch the water glass, so as to hold the water at
a given level all the time. The nearer one can
come to doing things absolutely by system, the
better will be the results obtained.
If a good shaking grate is used, it is seldom
necessary to have a regular cleaning, but the fire
should be shaken about once in 2 hours. It is
a good plan to keep the ashes in the pit wet
all the time in such furnaces, since this prevents
dust when taking out ashes, and avoids the pos
sibility of burning the grate. A good shaking
grate is a good investment, and will save its cost
in coal many times before it is burned out. It
will cost more than the old style flat grate, but
will last much longer, and in the end the expense
will be less. Care should be taken, however, to
get a good grate, as some of those on the mar
ket are not satisfactory.
L. A. Oaks.
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HOW WILL THE FEEDER WORK IN MY CASE?
Editor The Engineer :
I should like to ask E, W. M. whether his
arrangement for feeding compound, shown in The
Engineer, April 15, will work all right in my
case. I have a barrel which I fill with water and
put in about 15 pounds of sal soda and let it .dis
solve. I have a %-inch pipe running from the
bottom of the barrel, with a valve to regulate,
and connected to the suction side of the pump.
I am pumping from a hot well with a triple
plunger, belt pump fitted with brass valves some
thing like horizontal check valves. The valves
have a coil spring on top, and are continually
corroding with a thick, mud-like substance, which
causes considerable trouble. I lay it to the com
pound, but with E. W. M.'s arrangement, in which
the compound does not go through the pump,
I think this can be avoided. Which side of the
valve, s, should I place the tank, and does he
leave the valve, 5, partly closed when feeding com
pound ? How can he tell how to regulate valve, 1 ?
S. H. W.
ARRANGEMENT OF JOINTS IN STEEL STACK.
SHOWING PIPE CONNECTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
In a recent issue of The Engineer, Mr. D.
Kirkwood thinks the joints in his new stack are
incorrect. Most engineers in this vicinity have
come to the conclusion that joints made as shown
in his drawing are correct, and we believe we
have very good reasons for thinking so.

JOINT IN MR. KIRKWOOD'S STACK.
If the top section laps over the under one a
hard rain or snow will cause the water and creo
sote to trickle down the inside onto the outside,
and in a few months the stack will be streaked
from top to botom with red, white, brown and
all colors and it will be found almost impossible
to keep the stack looking decent. Some may
argue that the rain in running down on the inside
might cause the stack to rust, but we do not be
lieve it will, especially one that is in use 24 hours
a day, because any water that does get in is pure
rain water and will have but very little effect on
the joints. On the other hand if the water runs
from the inside to the outside, it carries with it
considerable creosote and other matter injurious
to the rivets, and consequently there is far great
er tendency to weaken the joint. The joint is the
part we need most to protect, as it is almost al
ways the first place to give out.
We have a 100-foot stack which is wrong
end up, as we call it, and we find it necessary to
paint it every 2 years in order to keep it pre
sentable, while one of our neighbors has one with
the lower sections over the top ones, and this
stack has not been painted for 3 years. He uses
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the same graphite paint that we do, and it never in the proper position the compasses should reach
has shown a sign of rust or corrosion. We have both lines when the reversing lever is in the
improved the appearance of our stack quite a lit
full forward and full backward positions. This
tle by calking some of the joints, and stopping adjustment should be made first.
C. M.
the others with putty made of Portland cement
and graphite paint. If the joints were lapped the
WHAT CAUSES THE THUMP.
other way most of the cracks would be filled with
paint after the first painting ; those that are too Editor The Engineer :
large for the paint to fill could easily be stopped
The indicator card shown herewith was taken
with the cement mentioned. Our stack is but 7 from a 24x48 Lane and Bodley Corliss, making
years old and shows signs of weakness at the riv 85 revolutions per minute. I took the card dur
ets, although it has been painted regularly and has ing the heaviest load, and I should like to have
had the best of care. I must say I am sorry some of the boys tell me what causes the thumps
it is wrong end up.
in the cylinder.
I have not tried to tell Mr. Kirkwood whether
The thump is very peculiar to me, as it is very
he is right or wrong, but have simply stated the changeable, first occurring in the head end, then
facts as I see them, and if we were to erect a new in a short time it will appear in the crank end and
steel stack I would surely order the joints made at only one end at a time. The engine was thump
to lead the rain in instead of out, and I believe ing at the head end when I took this card.
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THUMP OCCURS AT THE HEAD END.
the stack would last longer by so doing. When
going through the country should you see a steel
stack rusted and streaked from top to bottom,
you can bet four dollars it is wrong end up, that
is, according to my way of thinking. It must be
granted that others have a right to think differ
ently if they wish to.
Vinton, Iowa.
A. M. Reeve.

The difference in the areas of the crank and
head ends of the card was caused, we discovered,
by a loose plate on the crank end, which shortened
the cutoff considerably. I should like very much
to get some information in regard to this thump,
because otherwise the engine runs very nicely.
The engine runs under.
Job Jones.

SETTING ECCENTRIC OF RUSSELL ENGINE
Editor The Engineer :
Some time ago a method of setting the valve
on a Russell traction engine was given in The
Engineer. The method given was correct but
there is an additional kink in setting this valve
that may save a fellow considerable work when
making adjustments.
Immediately after placing the crank on the
exact dead center, place the reversing lever in
one of the extreme positions, viz., either fully
forward or full backward position. Then take a
pair of compasses, and after making a light line
on the valve stem, place one leg of the compass

TROUBLE WITH PUMPS.
Editor The Engineer :
I see some of the fellows are having trouble
with their pumps. I am afflicted that way my
self sometimes. We have a s}4 and 3^4x7-inch
single steam pump which took a spell the other
day and required the attention of someone all
the time to keep it going. After doing every
thing to it that I could think of, or that was*
possible in the time allowed, I ordered a new
steam chest and valves, as the chest piston was
quite loose in the bore, and the pump could not
be spared long enough to make the repairs. The
embarrassing part is that about the time I had
ordered the repairs, it began working better,
and has not bothered us so much. I am of the
opinion that a leaky chest piston and about 30
feet of new steam pipe were the causes of the
trouble.
Some of the brethren seem to think that
blowing the shavings and sawdust into the fur
nace will cause the boiler to leak. I have had
some experience with that method of firing, and
did not have any trouble with leakage. No
more blast should be used than necessary to
carry the shavings on to the grate. In so far
as I was able to judge, it is a more economical
way to burn that kind of fuel than by shoveling
it into the furnace. I think there are more
boilers caused to leak by pumping cold water
into them, especially with a low fire. My in
structions to the boiler tenders are to never
pump cold water into the boilers, and to always
have a brisk fire when pumping up. An injec
tor is also used nights and Sundays in filling
washed-out boilers.
Gas-Belt.

TESTING POSITION OF ECCENTRIC.
on this line, extending the other leg far enough
to reach the stuffingbox, on which a line is also
made as shown in the drawing.
Now place the reversing lever in the opposite
extreme position, when the compasses should
reach the two lines as before. If the distance is
greater or less than at first the eccentric should
be moved on the shaft. When the eccentric is
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of thread cutting is with the point of the tool. 1-32 inch and is then ground to standard size on
The flat surface, which should be on the end of a grinding machine; if, however, there is no such
the thread tool for each different size of threads, machine in the shop, it must be turned to size,
is figured by taking % of the thread pitch ; for in which case a ring gage of standard size is
used to follow up the cut. The tool should have
example,
1
just enough of a flat edge to cover the feed; for
for 8 threads per inch % of Vs = — = flat for 8 instance, if the natural feed was 60 revolutions of
64
the work to i-inch feed, we say the feed is 60 :nd,
threads per inch,
if the tool was ground to a point, it would cut
I
for 4 threads per inch % of % = — = flat for 4 60 threads ; hence the flat on the tool should be
32
over 1-60 of an inch to insure a smooth surface.
threads per inch.
The cutting speed and cutting feed should be
an important thing to every operator of a ma
chine, to know that he is getting the maximum
efficiency of the machine. This efficiency is de
termined in some shops by the color of the chip
as it drops from the tool, but this does not mean
much to the mechanic who desires a basis for cal
culation.
In the first place it has been proven by ex
perience that for roughing cuts, a slow speed and
threads desired
=8 8
fast feed are economical, (understand I am re
If we had a wheel with four teeth and one ferring only to carbon steel, and not the patent
FIG. 8. CORRECT CUTTING ANGLE FOR DIAMOND
with 8, we could cut the thread with them, but air hardening or superheated steels that are com
POINT.
as that is impossible, we multiply by some number ing into use, because lathes have not yet been
even or odd, according to the pitch of the gear built heavy enough for all round work to get the
In Fig. 8, A. B. C. D. represent different
on the lathe we are running. On the majority of highest efficiency of this steel, nor is this steel
depths of cuts and you will readily see that the
lathes the wheels run in even numbers, such as of much value for finishing cuts).
24, 38, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52 and so on, hence 4
Cutting speed means the number of feet the line of cutting resistance is about the same, hence
or 8 would be a good number to multiply by and shaving, cut "by the tool in a given time, say one the power required to do % of the work as at D
is the same as at A, where the maximum efficien
we have
minute, would measure if extended in a straight
cy is obtained.
4
32 stud gear teeth
line. For example, if the lathe makes 30 revolu
A. B. C. D. here represent cutting angles of
-X8 = tions per minute on work with a diameter of 4 the tool, A being the correct angle, and B. C. D.
8
64 lead screw gear teeth
Again on a lathe where the wheels run, as in inches; take a coil spring of 4-inch diameter with incorrect, due to careless grinding of the operator.
some cases 28, 35, 42, 49, 56, 63, 70, 77, 84, 91, 30 coils and stretch it into a straight line and you
98, etc., 7 or 14 would be the number by which to would have the number of feet of cutting speed
Rope in Ancient Times. It is not an uncom
per minute. A 4-inch circle has 4x3.1416=12.57 mon thing in this age of advancement in indus
multiply. Then,
inches or 1.05 feet circumference, so that the cut
4
28
trial and engineering matters for the present-day
— X7 = —
ting speed would be 1.05X30=31.5 feet per min
engineer to assume that he knows much more
8
56
ute.
than his ancient brother, and while this is true
A fibrous material such as soft steel or wet
Cutting feed means the thickness of the chip,
iron should be cut with a lubricant, which serves or the travel of the tool in one revolution of the in many things, it frequently happens that an in
vention or appliance commonly believed to belong
a double purpose, to keep the cutting edge of tool work.
cool, and to reduce friction between chip and tool.
A cutting speed of 28 to 30 feet per minute to modern times is found to have been known and
Soda mixed with water will prove effective, soda and a cutting feed of 30 revolutions to I inch of used centuries ago.
Ropes made of various kinds of fiber and
being introduced chiefly to prevent rust on the tool travel is efficient for work on soft steel.
leather
are of very ancient date. Ropes of palm
machine parts.
The next step after cutting the thread is the
taper, not every lathe has the taper attachment have been found in Egypt in the tombs of Benihence the poppet head or tail stock must be used. Hassan (about 3,000 B. C.)> and on the walls of
these tombs is also shown the process of prepar
The taper given is x/i inch per foot, and the fol
lowing simple formula will give the throw over ing hemp. In a tomb at Thebes of the time of
Thothmes III (about 1600 B. C.) is a group
of the poppet head.
Find the taper in I inch, multiply by a length representing the process of twisting thongs of
leather and the method of cutting the leather into
of the piece over all, and divide by 2.*
thongs.
1
At Nimrod, Assyria, a carved slab showing
— X 36
24
36
1
36
3
the siege of a castle was found on which a sol
= — X — = — or — inch,
dier was represented in the act of cutting a rope
2
24
2
48
4
to which a bucket for drawing water from a
the throw of the poppet head. Remember, no well outside the castle walls was attached.
matter how short the taper desired, the length of
Although the Assyrians practiced the art of
the whole piece of work is what is affected by wire beating, no evidence has been found to in
the movement of the dead center out of align
dicate that they used wire for making rope. The
ment; the whole piece fulcrums on the live cen
excavations at Pompeii have, however, brought to
ter, hence must always be taken into the calcu
FIG. 7. ARRANGEMENT OF GEARS FOR THREAD CUT
lations. If this rule is carefully worked and the light a piece of bronze wire rope nearly 15 feet
long and about I inch in circumference. This
head carefully moved it will give an accurate re
TING.
rope is now in the Musio Borbonico at Naples.
sult.
It consists of three strands laid spirally to
In shops where the rods are made in great
A word about the tools, the cutting edges numbers and kept in stock, a taper sleeve is used gether, each strand being made up of fifteen wires
should be kept as keen as possible at all times, by as a gage for proving the taper as the operator twisted together, and its construction does not
oil stoning. The thread tool should be set abso
proceeds with the work; in railroad repair shops, therefore 'differ greatly from that of wire ropes
lutely level and on a plane with the center of usually the screwhead and piston head are used made today. Pompeii was buried A. D. 79, over
work. If U. S. standard is called for, it means for fittings, if properly fitted, Ya inch is ample al
1,800 years ago, but how long wire ropes had then
the flat top and bottom, a thread that has decided lowance for drawing home.
been known it is impossible to tell, though judg
advantage over the V thread in that it leaves the
There is left now only the plain turning of the ing by the knowledge shown in the construction,
work stronger at the root, and due to the flat, is
rod, and in the modern shop of today the rod is it may be safely concluded that they had been
an easier thread to cut, because tbe real difficulty turned only to an approximate size within, say, known for a considerable time. The uses to which
these ropes were put is not definitely known, but
• This formula holds good on nil lathes in which the
*I make an inch the unit of measurement instead of foot, further excavations may shed some light on the
main spindle and stud run at the same ratio : where the
ratio changes and stud runs half as fast as the spindle, because a areat deal of the work is under a foot. Divide hy subject.—Mines and Minerals.
2 because the diameter is double the radius.
multiply the numerator by two.

REPAIRS IN A POWER PLANT-B.
BY WM. J. KAUP.
(Concluded)
Modern lathes have tables of change gears
for the different threads, screwed to some part
of the machine, but the thinking engineer will ad
mit the wisdom of knowing how to figure the
different gears, without depending upon the table.
A simple method is here given which will enable
even a novice to calculate the changes.
Thread cutting is regulated by the different
ratios of speed between the main spindle or cone,
and the lead screw, hence we find the number of
threads per inch on the lead screw and use this
as the numerator of the fraction or ratio, and the
number of threads to be cut as the denominator ;
for example the number of threads per inch on
the lead screw may Jbe 4 and the thread desired
on the piston rod 8, then
threads on lead screw = 4 4
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Engine Evolution.
The importance of the present evolution which
is going on in the field of prime movers was
strongly emphasized at the recent meeting of
the Mechanical Engineers of Great Britain and
America. An entire session of the convention
was devoted to the steam turbine, and the gas
engine, which is attracting attention and making
its way with increasing rapidity into large work,
was continually cropping up in the discussions,
as well as being the subject of one of the most
important papers of the meeting.
One thing seems fairly well settled by the
testimony given at the meeting and by the evi
dence presented at the Fiske street station of
the Commonwealth Electric Co., namely, that the
turbine is a reliable machine in every-day con
tinuous running, that it is durable in ordinary
commercial service, and that it is inexpensive
as compared with the reciprocating engine. So
far as economy is concerned, it would seem that
for the larger sizes, probably above 2,000 kilo
watts output, the steam turbine can show as
good performance as its reciprocating cousin, but
for smaller units the reciprocating engines seem
yet to have an advantage.
Testimony varies as to the cost of condenser
plants for steam turbine work. The tendency
has been to use very expensive systems of con
densers and exhaust piping in the effort to get
extremely high vacuum. There is at present, ap- .
parently, a reaction among the users in favor
of a less expensive plant, even at some sacrifice
in economy. This would appear to be a develop
ment in the line of adapting the turbine to ordi
nary commercial usage, since it is not probable
that a machine requiring 28 inches vacuum for
good efficiency would ever be greatly in favor
in ordinary mill and factory work.
The engineering public is looking with much
interest for data on the performance of turbines
of moderate sizes with low vacuum and at at
mospheric pressure in the exhaust, since these
conditions must be met where steam can be
utilized for heating or for industrial purposes.
The gas engine, on the other hand, shows an
economy in coal which no form of steam engine
has as yet been able to approach. A record of
0.7 pound of coal per horsepower-hour on a
220-horsepowcr engine is beyond the wildest
dreams of the steam engineer, and for a power
station pure and simple it would seem that the
possibilities of the internal combustion engine arc
very great. Makers must, however, adopt a de
sign which has the rigidity, the reliability, the
freedom from small disorders, and ability to re
sist twists and hard knocks which characterize
the best steam engines. In much of the gas
engine design of past years there has been a
great number of small parts which, although
they may not often cause trouble, are always a
menace to the continuous running of the ma
chine and are not likely to give confidence in it.
The more recent designs have improved greatly
in this respect ; yet there is somewhat of im
provement still to be wished for.
Of course, where steam is needed for heating
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or for industrial processes, a boiler plant must
be 'installed, and after that the cost of the steam
engine installation is considerably less than that
of the gas engine and producer plant, so that it
is questionable if the power lost, including inter
est and depreciation, will be lessened by the use
of gas engines, and yet it is usually the case
that steam for such purposes need not have
over 10 or 15 pounds pressure. The difference in
cost between a low-pressure boiler and one suit
able for 150 pounds pressure is considerable, and
the extra coal burned for making high-pressure
steam will be a very considerable item, so that
even under these conditions the gas engine may
still have a good fighting chance to show a saving.
The fact that, in spite of the inroads of steam
turbines and gas engines on the power plant
field, manufacturers of the reciprocating engines
are still doing a very comfortable business would
seem to indicate that different sets of conditions
require different prime movers to properly meet
them. The process is likely to be one of evolu
tion, and it is not at all impossible that in many
cases it will be found advisable to adopt gas
engines for the steady load on a plant and to
use steam turbines or reciprocating engines, or
possibly both, for carrying the variable part of
the load and for utilizing some of the heat wasted
by the gas engines. In fact, it is proposed at
Madison, Wis., by H. L. Doherty, who is in
charge of the lighting system in that city, to
carry out the former plan, and the managers of
the Rateau turbine interests are pushing the lat
ter.
The whole development has come forward so
rapidly that it is impossible to make any safe
prediction as to the outcome, but it serves to
show that just when we think the ultimate de
velopment in any field has finally been reached,
some bright inventor or scientific genius comes
along, turns everything topsy-turvy, and develop
ment is started along an entirely new line.
A Good Example.
President Roosevelt has notified the heads of
all departments in the District of Columbia that
the smoke law must be complied with, regardless
of what changes may be necessary in boilers or
furnaces. This action was taken as a result of
the failure on a technicality to convict public
officials arrested on charges of violating the smoke
law by allowing black smoke to issue from chim
neys of buildings under their charge. This action
is characteristic of the President in righting
wrongs which apparently cannot be reached by
legal processes, and will be a great assistance to
the District Commissioners in securing complete
enforcement of the smoke ordinance.
It may not be possible to avoid the pro
duction of all smoke in large plants using
soft coal, but the smoke can be reduced to a
minimum amount which will be practically color
less, and if public opinion is once aroused and
the public is educated to understand that smoke
is not a necessary evil of a prosperous com
munity, the lot of the city dweller will be much
ameliorated.
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THE forty-ninth meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers was the
largest, and in many ways the most suc
cessful, which has ever been held. Special sig
nificance is attached to this meeting because
of the fact that it was the first time that the
British Institution had held a meeting in this
country, and the joining of forces by the two
engineering societies had much influence in ad
vancing the profession in both countries. The
total registration was nearly 1,000, which is some
thing more than 100 larger than for any pre
vious meeting. Important papers on The Steam
Turbine, The Use of Refuse Destructors, Gas
Engine Testing, and on a most important series
of experiments as to the power required for lathe
tools under different conditions gave a profes
sional value to the joint convention which was
greater than that of any recent meeting.
The delightful excursions provided by the ef
forts of the entertainment committee, carried out
most successfully under the direction of Captain
Robert VV. Hunt and George M. Brill, gave op
portunity for the forming of acquaintances and
the observation of engineering achievements
which were invaluable to the members and guests
present ; and the entertainments of strictly social
significance were as enjoyable as could be well
imagined.
A particularly pleasant feature of the ses
sions was the presiding of President Swasey and
J. Hartley Wicksteed, president of the British In
stitution, who, with happy facility of expression
and with careful observance of the rules, adopted
by the members themselves, kept the discussion
confined within the proper limits of the subjects
under debate and avoided any dragging out of the
sessions which might cause delay and difficulty to
those having the excursions in charge.
The first session was held in the Music Hall
of the Fine Arts Building, on the evening of
Tuesday, May 31. It is worth while noting that
up to that time the registration had reached the
number of nearly 400, and the meeting hall was
well filled for the opening session, which is quite
a remarkable occurrence in society conventions.
Captain Hunt called the meeting to order and in
troduced Comptroller McGann, who had been
delegated by Mayor Harrison to welcome the
Associations to Chicago.
Mr. McGann was followed by President Swa
sey, who thanked him warmly for the courtesy
and welcomed the visiting Britons. His speech
was in part as follows :
"The American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers has on two occasions been the recipient of
the generous hospitality of this city. First, when
but a youth of six ; again, when at the age of thir
teen ; and now at the sturdy, yes, even strenuous,
time of life, having almost neared the quarter of
a century mark, we are as happy again to assem
ble in your midst. This is the only city where the
society has ever held three of its mid-year meet
ings, and surely this expresses much more forci"bly than anything I can say how much we appre
ciate coming where we have always been so cor
dially received.
And now, Mr. President, it is an added and
exceptional pleasure to welcome you and the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers to this
country, to this city, and to this convention.
We feel that we may take a just pride in hold
ing this joint convention with your institution, an
institution with such an honorable record, with
such a great history ; and when we remember the
distinguished men who have been enrolled on the
membership of youf institution—such men as

Stevenson, Siemens, Whitworth, Armstrong, and
I might mention scores of others down to the
present time, truly we may feel, as I said, a pride
in joining in this convention with you.
"As one of the members who enjoyed the
warm welcome and the unbounded hospitality
extended to the American engineers during their
visits to your country in 1899 and 1900, I am
glad we can have the privilege of reciprocating
to some extent your kindness and attention. I
only hope that you may feel as much at home as
you made us feel at home with you when so
journing with you in your country. I thank you,
Mr. President, and the members of the Institu
tion of Mechanical Engineers for coming here, for
it not only brings us closer together as engineers,
but closer together as citizens of the two great
English-speaking nations."
Mr. Wicksteed, replying, thanked the citizens
of Chicago and the representatives for the wel
come extended and also spoke happily of the
pleasure which he and his fellow members had
experienced and were expecting in their visit to
this country. Among other brightly turned re
marks he said :
"I assure Mr. Swasey that we do feel very
much at home already. It is indeed a great privi
lege to come here and to feel like cousins, even
more intimately related to all the inhabitants of
this country. We feel at least that you are all
our American cousins. It is also, of course, a
very great delight to come to a country which
speaks the English language. And it is a constant
source of congratulation to me that this great na
tionality that has been created on this continent
has adopted the English language ; has preferred
it to any other language. As Sullivan says, 'In
spite of all temptations to belong to other nations'
they seem to remain English.
"We came to New York and saw a business
city—a solid business city—unsurpassed, and we
saw buildings and streets which excited our admi
ration. We went to Philadelphia, and we saw
something totally different, more like England,
more like a manufacturing town, and we saw
there the largest and finest park I have ever seen.
We went to Washington, and we saw the most
beautiful equestrian statues, a city of the most
magnificent distances, of buildings of classical
style, something totally different from the. other
two.
And then we came to Chicago, which
seems to me to be the place of all others to which
an engineer should come."
In closing, Mr. Wicksteed spoke of the Illi
nois Tunnel Co's. work as one of the finest
things he had seen, both as to the underground
system for freight handling and as to the auto
matic telephone system which the company had
in use.
After the formal meeting, a pleasant hour was
spent in the parlors of the Auditorium Hotel in
social enjoyment and the forming and renewing of
acquaintances among the engineers and their
guests.
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
The session was called to order by President
Swasey, and Secretary Hutton announced the
election to honorary membership of Professor
John E. Sweet, an announcement which was fur
thered by the warm tribute which President Swa
sey paid to his good work as engineer and the in
terest which he had always taken in the welfare
of the society.
Following this the election of members was
announced, and Professor Hutton gave a full
account of the progress which has been made on
the Engineering Building. He gave a review

of facts which have already been stated in these
pages, and told in some detail the requirements
drawn up by the committee, which were published
in the issue of June I. He stated also that it has
been arranged that the libraries of the different
societies shall be combined into a joint free
library which will form the finest technical col
lection in the country, if not in the world. He
stated that in the open class of competition some
60 architects had applied for the privilege of pre
senting preliminary designs, that this preliminary
competiton would close the latter part of June,
when the committee and its technical advisers
would then be in position to decide on who should
have the honor of carrying out the complete de
sign and superintending the construction of this
magnificent headquarters. Contracts are also be
ing placed for the removal of buildings at pres
ent on the ground, and this work will be begun
shortly after July 1.
Under the head of new business, Fred J. Mil
ler spoke of the difficulties which might arise un
der the present rules for amending the constitu
tion or by-laws, since it is possible for any one
member to propose in writing an amendment
which he may insist shall be sent out to all
members of the Society and be the subject of a
letter ballot, whether any one agrees with him as
to the advisability of his amendment or not. To
remedy this, Mr. Miller proposed an amendment
which should make it necessary for a member to
secure the seconding of his amendment and a
favorable vote of at least 20 members before a
letter ballot should be made necessary.
R. H. Soule gave the reasons which governed
the committee on the revision of the constitution
when they embodied the present article in it, but
Mr. Miller gave several cogent reasons why the
present article is faulty. The amendment will, of
course, go to the members during the coming sum
mer for letter ballot.
The first paper of the session was presented by
Harrington Emerson, on A Rational Basis for
Wages. He presented this paper in abstract, stat
ing that he wished to make three points : First,
that in fixing wages there should be a certain
amount paid which will recompense the laborer
for his time and liberty; second, an amount
which will pay him for the skill which he pos
sesses, and third, an amount to recompense him
for special effort and the use of heart and head
as well as hands in performing his work.
Other points made in the paper were that the
price paid a laborer should depend on his possible
output, and that he should not be made to bear
the burden of lack of facilities for the turning out
of work or the lack of careful planning by the
management. In other words, the wage should
be based on the possible value of the man, and not
on the selling price of the manufactured product.
Coal was taken as an illustration, and Mr. Em
erson stated that the purchaser buys coal for the
number of heat units it has in it and not for the
number of heat units which he gets out of it,
since the loss from an inefficient furnace is his
own fault, not that of the coal dealer.
This paper was severely criticised by Emer
son Bainbridge, of London, as being irrational
and written under the assumption that employers
were not commercial men and that laborers were
down trodden. Mr. Bainbridge argued that while
the value of coal could be accurately determined
by analysis, the possible value of a man as a
laborer could not be so determined, and that even
though the best of facilities be provided, the
poor workman may use these so badly that he is
as much of a detriment as a help. He also spoke
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of the importance which proper management and
careful planning has in the success of a business
and argued that, since these factors can in no way
be altered by the workman, it is, therefore, not
proper that workmen shall share in any advant
age obtained from these sources.
E. J. Chambers, of the British Institution, tak
ing up the discussion, criticized Mr. Emerson's
statement in regard to the assignment of liberty
by the employers. He considered that the rela
tion between the manufacturer and the workman
is in the nature of a partnership, and that the
workman in many cases has the better of the bar
gain, since he shares, to a considerable extent, the
prosperity of the employer, yet has no responsi
bility in case things go wrong. He characterized
the suggestion of Mr. Emerson as a return to the
spirit of feudal times, in which, for the assign
ment of his liberty, the serf became subject to
his lord's call, and said that he did not believe
that the arrangement would be accepted as a
working plan either by man or master.
President Wicksteed spoke of the analogy be
tween coal and labor, and commended it as be
ing well chosen, since it is after all the duty of
the employer to see that he uses the possibilities
of his workmen to the best advantage. He did
not, however, agree that the plan outlined by Mr.
Emerson was one which would achieve this re
sult. He spoke of the system of profit sharing
and emphasized the fact that under this system
the laborer shares in the benefits for which he is
in no wise responsible, and in securing which he is
not a factor.
In commenting on the paper, H. H. Suplee in
stanced the case of a recent investigation in a
public school system, in which it developed that
the best teaching was done in the schools where
the teachers were of rather medium ability but the
principal was enthusiastic and a hard worker,
showing that his enthusiasm was diffused among
the subordinates.
In closing the discussion, Mr. Emerson stated
that the average manufacturer did not know about
the details of his business. He is so engrossed
with keeping his plant in condition and with the
great problems that minor matters are left to drift
along by chance. The result is that in many
factories which are not controlled by trained en
gineers, whose habit leads them to the caretul
study of details, from 30 to 50 per cent of the pos
sible output of the factory is not realized.
At the close of this discussion, papers by mem
bers of the British Institution were taken up,
and President Wicksteed took the chair. The
subjects of two papers which were presented and
discussed together were Recent Examples of De
structors of Town Refuse, by Geo. Watson, and
Refuse Destruction by Burning, and the Utiliza
tion of Heat Generated, by C. N. Russell. Mr.
Watson is one of ihe most experienced designers
of refuse destructors in England, and Mr. Russell
is in charge „f the electric system for the Bor
ough of Shoreditch, London, a large refuse burn
ing station for the generation of electricity. Mr.
Watson's paper took up the different classes of re
fuse which are found in various places and men
tioned the possible methods of disposal, of which
he considered burning the only one suitable for a
large proposition in a thickly populated district.
He regards the generation of steam as secondary
to the destruction of refuse, although it is a most
important factor in reducing the expense of the
process. Various types of destructor stations
were fully illustrated and described and the de
tail of caring for these furnaces was fully taken
up.
Mr. Russell's paper was concerned with a de
scription of the Shoreditch station and an ac
count of the results which had been obtained in
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daily operation. The amount of refuse destroyed
is between 25,000 and 26,000 tons per annum, and
the cost per ton for destruction is approximately
$1. The station covers about 14,000 square feet,
cares for the refuse from 125,000 population, and
is run in connection with an electric generating
station, free public baths, and a free library. The
steam . from the destructor boilers is used for
heating the water in the baths, for heating the li
brary, and in the generating station. The results
have shown 0.95 pound of water evaporated at
130 pounds pressure per pound of refuse. The
papers were presented in abstract by Secretary
Edgar Worthington.
In the discussion on these papers, Alfred Saxon
of Manchester, England, thought that the isolated
cell type of destructor was not good, since one or
more of the cells is always cold and must be
heated by the other cells, while in the continuous
process the fumes from the green refuse are
passed over the incandescent material, which has
already been dried out, and thus all parts of the
grate are in use at all times. He stated that in
Woolwich three grates having 75 square feet
take care of 63 1-4 tons of refuse per day of 24
hours, and 77 pounds of fuel are burned per hour
per square foot of grate, while in the isolated type
31 pounds per square foot of grate is the usual
rate of burning. With the continuous process,
2 pounds of water have been evaporated per
pound of fuel, as against 1 pound with the isolated
cell system.
Charles Wicksteed, of Kettering, England,
spoke of the observations which he had m.ide on
the working of a destructor furnace, and rather
threw cold water on the idea that the present sit
uation is ideal. He stated that refuse could be
burned and satisfactorily, and so far as destruc
tion went, he considered it the only method pos
sible for disposing of refuse in thickly populated
districts, but much has yet to be learned in regard
to prevention of fumes and of dust.
The meeting adjourned at this point and lunch
eon was served in the alcoves at each end of the
meeting hall, after which the engineer? of both
societies adjourned to the station of the Illinois
Central R. R., and by the courtesy of that road
were taken to the works of the Illinois Steel Com
pany on a trip of inspection. The trip through the
steel wotks was unquestionably a great novelty to
many of those present. The entire plant was thrown
open to the visitors and, although it was neces
sary for the sake of safety to have definite courses
of progress marked out, yet no one was barred
from seeing any part of the work which he de
sired to visit. To one who has never before seen
the almost human way in which huge machinery
without apparent assistance from any outside
agency converts a great chunk of red hot steel
into a finished steel rail and delivers it on the cars
sawed into lengths and ready for shipment, the
process seems little short of marvelous, and al
though the work is of necessity attended by much
noise and dirt, and although the machines seem
crude and clumsy, yet as an adaptation of means to
an end, and the fitting of machinery to the work it
has to do, the installation to be found in steel
works represents one of the highest developments
of engineering.
Refreshments were served at the close of the
trip by the courtesy of the Illinois Steel Co. and
the return from the works was made on the
steamer Indianapolis, giving the visitors an op
portunity to see the city from the lake front.
Fortunately, the day was clear, althcfugh some
what cool, so that the outline and location of all
parts of the city could be plainly seen.
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
Wednesday evening was devoted to the subject
of steam turbines. Previous to taking up the pa
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pers on this subject, G. R. Dunell of the London
Engineer was allowed the floor to make a few re
marks in regard to the uses of refuse destructors.
He stated that, although there were possibilities
of progress, yet he feared that the remarks of
Mr Charles Wicksteed at the morning session
would leave the impression that refuse burning
was in a bad way in England, his personal ob
servation had shov. n that the Horsfall destructor,
which he mentioned because he was familiar with
it, will burn any refuse without odor. This
form passes the gases from the green refuse
over a bed of dtv and incandescent fuel and also
the plant which he iiad observed was equipped
with a vortex head at the top of the chimney
for taking out the dust from the burned gases.
He instanced the burning of a dead horse shortly
before his departure for this country without the
creation of fumes or dust.
The first paper on the special topic of the even
ing was presented by Francis Hodgkinson, of the
Westinghouse Machine Co., and was entitled
Some Theoretical and Practical Considerations in
Steam Turbine Work. The second paper, by E.
S. Lea and E. Meden, of the DeLaval Steam Tur
bine Co., was on the turbine manufactured by that
company. It was presented in abstract by Secre
tary Hutton. The third paper was by W. L. R.
Emmet, of the General Electric Co., on The
Steam Turbine in Modern Engineering. This pa
per was presented in abstract by H. G. Reist, of
the General Electric Co. The fourth paper, by
Professor A. Rateau, was presented in abstract
at his request by Mr. Worthington, secretary of
the British Institution. A paper by C. V. Kerr,
of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., on The
Potential Efficiency of Prime Movers, was pre
sented in abstract by the author. This paper had
to do with the proposal of a new name for the
ratio of the thermal efficiency of a heat engine
to the possible efficiency of the ideal engine, but
the name suggested did not seem to meet with
the approval of other engineers.
In discussion on the papers, Secretary Hutton
first read a written discussion submitted by Mr.
Meden on Mr. Hodgkinson's paper, in which he
stated that single wheel steam turbines can run at
27 per cent below theoretical speed practically
without loss. Mr. Meden also criticised some of
the statements in Professor Rateau's paper on ac
count of the way in which the efficiencies were
worked out, stating that the efficiencies as given
were misleading and were likely to do harm
rather than good to the cause of steam turbines.
F. A. Waldron, in written discussion, stated
that it was a question in his mind whether ex
tremely high vacuums pay for the expense of
maintaining them. He stated that at the plant of
which h» has charge, which is in the works of the
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., he has been
able to get 29 1-2 inches of vacuum, and after
trying this and measuring the expenditure re
quired, he lias decided that 28 inches is all that is
wortli while to hold.
Professor S. A. Reeve, in discussion of Mr.
Kerr's paper, differed as to the advisability of the
title suggested for efficiency and referred some
what humorously to his own attempt to secure the
adoption of a .name for this ratio. He called at
tention to the values of specific heat of super
heated steam at constant pressure and to the fact
that when the values as determined by the latest
investigation were used, it gave efficiencies lower
than those shown by M!r. Kerr.
Professor Storm Bull criticized the papers of
the evening on the steam turbine, because they
masqueraded under scientific titles, while in real
ity they were descriptions of commercial machin
ery. He excepted the paper of Messrs. Lea and
Meden on The DeLaval Steam Turbine. He said
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that such papers should sail under their true col
ors and should be labeled with the name of the
machine which they described, so that there will
be no possible chance of misunderstanding. He
commended the papers as being excellent records
of what has been accomplished.
Mr. Hodgkinson, in discussing the paper by
Professor Rateau, said that the efficiencies there
given were altogether too high, due to the man
ner in which the possible efficiencies were reck
oned, and that such conditions were not obtained
in commercial practice. He also disagreed with
Mr Kerr as to the advisability of the name sug
gested by him, for the efficiency of the steam en
gine referred to the ideal engine.
George I. Rockwood stated that a trade dis
cussion cn the merits of various turbines was de
sirable and that he had hoped to hear something
of it at that meeting. The present condition
seems to be that the steam econoniy of the best
reciprocating engine is better than that of the tur
bine, but the efficiency per dollar of cost is
greater for the turbine, and that after all is the
true test of value.
Speaking of the matter of vacuum, Mr. Rockwood stated that he did not believe that extreme
ly high vacuums were worth paying for. In his
own practice he is using the injector type of con
denser with a comparatively small exhaust pipe,
and the expense of the condenser plant is thus
reduced to a fraction of that for the dry vacuum
system commonly used. He instanced cases in
his expeiience where the use of small exhaust
pipes even for long runs had not materially cut
down vacuum, and stated that, for condensing
engines, he believed the principle advocated by the
late Jerome Wheelock of using a smaller exhaust
pipe than is usually considered good practice
was advisable, while for atmospheric exhaust a
larger pipe than is usually provided would pay
for the extra expense. Mr. Rockwood thought
this was due to som? law for the flow of low
pressure steam, which is not as yet well defined.
It is questionable, however, whether other de
signers will agree with Mr. Rockwood in this
conclusion.
Professor D. S. Jacobus called attention to
the fact that comparing the tests of different
types of turbines the efficiency under similar con
ditions seemed to be practically the same for all
wheels, so that the statement by Professor Ra
teau that there is a theoretical difference in the
efficiency of 20 per cent should hardly be taken as
having great weight in practical results. The
actual performance of the turbine must be taken
as the final test of value.
In connection with Mr. Kerr's paper. Profes
sor Jacobus called attention to the recommenda
tions of the Institution of Civil Engineers of
Great Britain, which were adopted by the commit
tee on standard engine testing of the American
Society, and spoke of the chart prepared by the
committee which enabled the efficiency of the ideal
engine to be determined in a few minutes when
the conditions were once known. He favored the
use of the name Efficiency Factor which was pro
posed by the committee.
H. L. Doherty disagreed with Mr. Kerr as to
the advisability of changing the name of the effi
ciency factor, and stated that 1 his efficiency should
be so stated ss to take in the gas engine, since it
is necessary to compare the performance of steam
and gas engines.
H. H. Suplee called attention to the recent ex
periments of Professor Stodola on the perform
ance of steam expanding in nozzles, and stated
that the results found indicated that there was
considerable loss from eddies and friction, and
that the steam did not behr.ve at all according to
the. theory of the case. He said that it was yet
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too early to know what the real theory of steam Engines, and by W. P. Flint, on Commercial Gas
Engine Testing.
action in nozzles should be.
George W. Colles called attention to the fact
The paper by Mr. Wells took up the design
that friction between the steam and the blades and the engineering problems which enter into the
would not seem to be a serious matter, since this plant for a large building, and discussed them
friction can simply create heat and there is no under the head of Elevators, the Steam Plant, the
place for the heat to go except back into the Electric Plant and Wiring, giving full details of
steam. The loss by this friction would, however, the installation in the Broad-Exchange Building
in New York City. Mr. Bolton's paper treated
be somewhat analogous to loss from initial con
densation in the reciprocating engine, since the problem from a general standpoint, discussing
the heat would be passed on through successive the arrangement of the building both as to plan
stages of the turbine witiiout being converted into and elevation, the general layout of heating, ele
mechanical work. Mr. Colles could not see why vator and lighting systems, and of the piping sys
there should be greater likelihood of erosion of tems to supply these.
The paper by Mr. Raven discussed a new elec
the blades by steam than there is of erosion of
nozzles, and thought that the erosion of the blades tric installation for dock work and compared it
might be explained purely by the action of the jet with an older hydraulic installation for the han
of steam without searching for chemical action dling of cranes, winches, and lighting. His con
clusions were that electric cranes were a great
or the presence of foreign matter.
Alexander Dow stated that he was using steam advantage, as they could be more readily con
turbines and proposed to use more of them, and trolled, required less labor in caring for them,
that the problem was one to be studied from the and consumed less energy. Also, the electric
standpoint of the man who had "to buy turbines crane could, in cold weather, be put into and got
and run them so as to make his plant pay. He ten out of service in a much shorter time than
thought the problem needed considerable study the hydraulic.
and that the history of the turbine would be the
In criticism of this paper, it was brought out
same as that of reciprocating engines. It would that the load factor was larger on the hydraulic
find its proper place and two types of turbines than on the electric station, but that the hy
would probably be developed, the same as two draulic installation was of a much older type
types of engines have been, each adapted for cer than the electric, hence was at a disadvantage.
Mr. Saxon called attention to the fact that the
tain conditions.
Mr. Dow thought that the dry air pump was chief point of interest in the electric plant was
in many cases simply a cover for carelessness in the great saving accomplished by the greater
repairing leaks in the exhaust piping system. He facility of handling merchandise with this sys
did not believe that the dry air pump was neces tem, rather than the matter of a few poupds of
sary, if the ordinary air pump was properly de coal one way or the other in furnishing the
signed as an air pump, instead of simply to take power.
care of the water of condensation. He did not
In discussion of Mr. Mark's paper, Geo. H.
think that the maintenance of extremely high Barrus said that reports of the tests were not
vacuum was necessary, and believed that the made out in accordance with the form recom
cheaper forms of condensers, such as the injector mended by the committee on engine testing of
and siphon type, were sufficient for the work. the Society, and that it would be well if these
He said that, if the feed water was kept free reports should be changed before being put into
from air, as could be done by using an open feed the transaction. Also, no original indicator dia
heater, there would be little occasion for the dry grams were included in the paper, and he thought
vacuum system, and 26 inches could be main
this would be desirable, since he knew that as a
tained easily by the injector condenser, and that matter of fact in one test of the paper the
this was sufficient for most plants using turbines. diagrams were not at all good.
He called attention to the necessity of avoiding
C. V. Kerr stated that the reheater had fallen
large clearances in air pumps and mentioned the into disuse with compound engines, since there
Edwards pump as an example of good construc
had been too little chance to add heat to the
tion.
steam, but with superheated steam there was an
In closing the discussion, Mr. Hodgkinson opportunity to use a reheater between cylinders
stated that he was much interested in Mr. Rock- and superheat the steam for the low-pressure,
wood's experiments with a small exhaust pipe, thus getting better results. He believed that the
and should be glad to learn of the outcome of superheating receiver would become common
his work. He was somewhat skeptical, however, practice.
of the correctness of the theory.
Geo. 1. Rockwood, in commenting on the
Mr. Rearick, of the DeLaval Co., stated that paper, said that the tests were collected from
the vacuum to be used depended on conditions. various sources and that, in studying them, he
Where fuel is cheap, a low vacuum will answer was struck with the fact that the performance of
and vice versa. He called attention to a recent all of them, even with superheated steam, was
development in the steam turbine field, i. e., the beaten by a 500-horsepower engine tested by Mr.
driving of high-speed turbine pumps for pump
Barrus some 6 or 8 years ago, in which the steam
ing against high heads. He stated that his com
per indicated horsepower-hour was 1 1.2 pounds
pany was manufacturing these turbine pump units as against 13.5 for a 2,500-horsepower engine
in sizes from 20 to 225 horsepower. The good using superheated steam, and 11.8 pounds for the
efficiency of these turbine pumps against high 5.500-horsepower engine of the Waterside sta
head depends on the high speed of the pump tion. The engine referred to was one having a
runner, which is only possible when driven by the cylinder ratio of 1 to 6. Mr. Rockwood at
steam turbine.
tributed the poor performance of the Waterside
THURSDAY MORNING.
engine to the use of poppet valves which were '
The meeting of Thursday morning took up intended for superheated steam and necessitated
a design which gave 15 per cent clearance. This
two papers on Power Plants in Tall Office Build
when used with saturated steam resulted in a
ings, one by J. H. Wells, and one by R. P. Bol
large loss. He said that a properly designed re
ton ; a paper by V. L. Raven, of the British In
stitution, describing Tests on the Middlesborough heater not only increased the economy, but also
Dock Electric and Hydraulic Power Plant; and added from 10 to 15 per cent to the power of the
papers by L. S. Marks, on The Use of Super engine by raising the pressure in the low-pressure
heated Steam and Reheaters in Large Compound cylinder. This result will not be attained, how
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ever, unless the reheater is properly drained of time that the new turbine station in which arc
water.
installed three 5.000-kilowatt Curtis turbo-gen
Mr. Flint presented his paper in abstract, stat
erator units has been opened to public inspection,
ing that he had attempted to devise a method of since its completion. The impression of the plant
quickly and accurately testing gas engines in a is of a fine piece of engineering work in which
way that could be accomplished in any plant with
no expenditure has been spared, which will con
out the excessive refinements that are often tribute to successful running and easy mainte
brought in.
nance. The arrangement is, of course, novel, and
In criticism, E. J. Chambers, of Wombourne, the condensers seem very large in proportion to
Wolverhampton, Eng., stated that he had in
the turbines, but this is what one has been led to
stalled three plants, the first having steam engines expect from the proportions advocated by the
and shafts for distribution of power, the second manufacturers of turbine units. The auxiliary
having long runs of steam piping, and the third machinery, consisting of surface condensers, ex
having a gas producer plant and gas piping, with citers, boiler feed pumps, and pumps for cir
engines placed where needed. From his experi
culating water take up more room than the main
ence he would give the warning always to get turbine unit. The provision for coal and ash han
gas engines large enough. The tendency is to buy dling machinery in this plant is exceptionally
an engine too small for the work, even when the complete and avoids the handling of any fuel by
manufacturer's advice is taken. Mr. Chambers the boiler attendants except in case of emergency.
complimented Mr. Flint on the work done, but
The evening of Thursday was devoted to a
said that what was needed was a method of test
reception at the Art Institute, tendered to the
ing an engine by indicator cards while it was in officers of the two societies by the local mem
service, and some device which would show, bership. The rooms of the Institute and the cor
without the long process of chemical analysis, ridors were well filled until a late hour, and all
what was the quality of the gas being furnished. enjoyed the meeting among such pleasant sur
This would constitute a commercial system of roundings and the careful provision which had
testing.
been made by the entertainment committee ar.d
R. Mathot, of Brussels, Belgium, gave the the authorities of the Institute for the comfort
figures from tests of Deutz gas engines recently and pleasure of the guests.
tested by him, using the suction producer sys
Friday's session.
tem on a 60-horsepower engine which governed
The
session
of Friday morning was held at
by throttling the pressure of the mixture and was
Lewis
Institute,
by the invitation of the Board
loaded with a Prony brake. He secured the fol
of
Trustees,
and
at its close a most delightful
lowing results : The mechanical efficiency was
luncheon
was
served
in the lunch rooms of the
84.6 per cent ; the thermal efficiency, 24.3 per
Institute.
The
first
paper
of the session was on
cent ; the coal consumption 0.85 pound per brake
horsepower-hour when giving 69 horsepower, and The Effects of Strain and Annealing, by William
Campbell, of the British Institution. This was
r . 1 5 pounds at one-half load. The speed varia
tion from full load to no load was 5.2 per cent, presented in abstract by Secretary Worthington,
and the time required to regulate the standard and showed the changes in the composition of
speed was 4 to 5 seconds. The engine was metallic crystals, due to heating, tempering, and
started by compressed air and took about 15 sec annealing. President Wicksteed called attention
onds to come up to full speed from rest. On an to the minuteness of the particles, stating that in
other engine of the same type having a cylinder most instances they were not over 1/2,000 of an
2514 by 271/2 inches, which was running at 150 inch in diameter, and that only careful observa
revolutions and rated at 220-horsepower, he had tion with a high power microscope would bring
found a coal consumption of 0.7 pound per out the features shown by Mr. Campbell.
W. J. Keep, of Detroit, presented in abstract
horsepower-hour on a 24-hour test, when the en
his
paper on Cast Iron Composition. This was a
gine was stopped for 14 hours. This included
most important contribution and showed by means
the coal used to keep up the fire during the stop
ping period. The thermal efficiency was 24 per of diagrams the change in transverse strength
due to change in chemical composition, such as
cent.
Professor Jacobus called attention to the fact the amounts of silicon, carbon, manganese, and
that the efficiency proposed by Mr. Flint phosphorus in iron. He also showed how the
could not be compared with the efficiency strength varied in different sized bars having the
same chemical composition and gave tables of
of steam engines, and under present con
ditions it is necessary to be able to make figures showing how mixtures may be made to
this comparison. The Prony brake, he said, give any kind of cast iron desired. Also, he
quoted from different specifications now in use,
could be used in much larger sizes than had here
tofore been thought possible. He had used it showing what variations existed and what kinds
with a rope band on a 12-foot wheel carrying a of iron are considered suitable for various classes
of work, and the variation in strength per square
weight of 1 ton. This had been maintained dur
ing a 10-hour test without difficulty by using inch of fibre, due to change in proportions of test
water sprayed on the inside and outside of the bars.
In discussion on this paper, Thomas D. West
rim. The work must be so arranged that, if the
pressure becomes too great, the weight will be called attention to the use of round test bars by
the Western Foundrymen's Association, and the
lifted and the rope somewhat released.
effect of the corners on strength, stating that the
In his closure, Mr. Flint stated that he had not round bar seems to have the advantage from
attempted to devise a record which would make every point of view.
gas-engine tests comparable with steam engines,
Harrington Emerson testified to the value
but only one by which gas engines might be com
which Mr. Keep's tables had been to him. In a
pared with each other.
works which was under his direction, he found
Thursday afternoon was taken up with two that there was a considerable loss in the machine
excursions, one party being taken as guests of shop due to the variation in castings received
the Chicago Edison Co., to the Commonwealth from the foundry, and by means of Mr. Keep's
Electric Station at Fisk street, the other party, tables he had been able to get soft, uniform cast
as guests of Swift & Co., visiting the stock yards. ings without difficulty.
The former trip was distinctly of an engineering
E. J. Chambers, of the British Institution,
character, while the latter had more of popular argued against the use of the round bar, since
interest. The visit was notable as being the first cast iron in practice is used in rectangular form,
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and should, therefore, be tested in that form. He
also argued against the casting of specimens on
end, since this will give a very different density
from that of the ordinary castings which are
cast on the side. He said that in making specifi
cations it was well to be careful that we did not
bar out 'irons, which are good, if properly used,
by making the specifications in regard to the com
position of the iron too rigid.
Mr. Croster stated that in his opinion the formof the standard test specimen was not of much
account, since the specifications called for the
making of test bars and these are broken by the
inspector. If the tests are found up to standard,
the work is passed, if not, the work is condemned
and the kind of bar is not usually taken into
consideration.
The most important paper of the morning was
that by J. T. Nicholson, on Experiments with a
Lathe Tool Dynamometer. This was presented
in abstract by Mr. Adamson, of the British Insti
tution, and gave the results of a large number
of tests on the force required to hold a tool ur>
against the work, the downward pressure on the
tool and the side thrust on the tool for various
conditions of cutting and for different materials.
The paper was remarkable as showing a most
complete device for making such tests and a
remarkably full and detailed list of experiments,
which, however, Mr. Adamson stated were only
just begun.
President Wicksteed reviewed briefly the rec
ord-making experiments by Messrs. White and"
Taylor, in which they showed that a tool could
be run with the point at a red heat and still cut
rapidly. He called attention, also, to the results
obtained by Mr. Nicholson, showing that it re
quired the same pressure on a tool for a given
depth of cut whether the rate of feed was at the
rate of 1 foot in 4!^ hours or at the rate of 100
feet per minute ; that these experiments also
showed most vividly the effect of the angle of the
tool and seemed in the case of cast iron to bring
out a critical speed of cutting at which the power
was less than for any other, either faster or
slower.
Mr. Emerson called attention to the value of
the high-speed steels in leading to the study of
time saving in all operations. In much large
work, the actual time of cutting is less than that
required for getting a piece in place and taking
it out of the machine, but the fact that the cutting
speed can be greatly increased has led to careful
study of all operations in handling and setting
in order to save every moment.
Mr. McGeorge commented on the value of the
experiments recorded by Mr. Nicholson, in show
ing the strength needed for machine tools. This
had been in the past largely a matter of guess
work, and it was often the case that the tool proper
could do much more work than the bed or run
ning parts of the machine tool could stand. The
experiments in this paper give the basis on which
to work in designing the parts of machinery.
In reply to a suggestion by Mr. McGeorge,
Professor Benjamin stated that he had hoped to
carry on some experiments along this line, but
that in view of Mr. Nicholson's work these now
hardly seemed worth while, but he should hope to
do something of this nature and asked for the
co-operation of builders and manufacturers in
carrying on the work.
Mr. Pilton, of the Niles-Bement-Pond Co.,
stated that the present practice of that company
is to build tools from specifications as to the cut
and speed required. They have found a large
demand which calls for special tools and are
ready to supply it. On such orders all tools are
carefully tested before leaving the factory to see"
that they will meet the specifications. They have
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found that the pressure on a lathe tool is about
5,000 pounds for 1-32 square inch cut, and that
steel castings are much more uniform and reli
able in the pressure required than cast iron. He
called attention also to the fact that by speeding
up lathes instead of taking heavier cuts it is
often possible to increase the output of common
lathes materially.
Professor E. A. Hitchcock's paper on Road
Tests of Freight Locomotives was presented in
abstract by Secretary Hutton, and Professor
Goss presented an abstract of his own paper on
Locomotive Testing Plants. The former de
scribed tests made on the Hocking Valley Rail
road engines during the spring seasons of 1902
and 1903, and gave full records of the tests with
observations, indicator cards, and graphical re
sults. A heat balance was also worked out.
showing the source of the losses in the locomo
tive. The paper by Professor Goss gave in great
detail the arrangement of the different plants for
locomotive testing which have been erected and
are now in existence, notably the ones at Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind., in the shops of the
C. & N. W. R. R. at Chicago, and in the labora
tories of Columbia University, of New York City.
He also spoke briefly of the plant installed by the
Pennsylvania Railroad Co., at the St. Louis Ex
position, which will be used during the coming
summer. Secretary Worthington read an abstract
calling attention to the testing of locomotives in
England and to the fact that builders and de
signers are using in some instances the same
methods used in American laboratories for testing
their locomotives, and that in other instances they
do not seem to think the testing of locomotives
in stationary plants amounts to much.
In the discussion, Wm. Forsythe called atten
tion to the value of the heat balance as given in
Professor Hitchcock's paper, and compared the
losses in the locomotive and in the stationary en
gine. He said that the loss in the flue gases for
a stationary plant was 6.2 per cent, whereas for
the locomotive it is 12.13 P" cent. The losses
from unburned coal in the stationary plant are
2 per cent, and in the locomotive 15 per cent.
A. Bement, in comenting on the method of
the tests, said that he had found water meters
quite accurate for large testing work, but that
the difficulty of getting a fair sample of steam has
made the work of calorimeter testing unsatisfac
tory.
I
Secretary Worthington paid a tribute to the
value of Professor Goss' experiments, and said
that the esteem in which these were held by
English engineers was shown by the fact that the
plants used in this country were being extensively
copied in England. This closed the formal dis
cussion of the paper and the remainder of the
morning was taken up with the final business of
the convention.
Director Geo. S. Carman, of Lewis Institute,
was introduced by President Swasey, and in turn
introduced Judge C. C. Kohlsaat, president of
the Board of Trustees of the Institute. Judge
Kohlsaat spoke as follows :
"Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen : I hardly feel
qualified to speak to you today. When I was a
boy I always had great difficulty in building even
a kite, and I had to bribe my friends to make one
for me, and to be called up before an audience
of this character is, to say the least, a little em
barrassing. Since I have been connected with
this Institute, of course my attention has been
more or less called to these matters, and, in the
line of my duties in deciding patent causes, I have
to try to do it. But I feel as if I were a child in
your hands.
"On behalf of the Board which I have the
honor to represent today, I desire to say that it
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was with very great pleasure indeed that we made
arrangements for your visit here and that we
learned that you were willing to accept our hos
pitality upon this occasion. There is a note of
sadness in it all, however, because the genius of
our Institute, the one who entered keenly into
the preparation for your visit and who anticipated
it with pleasure, has been called away in the
prime of life in usefulness and public esteem. It
is not overmuch to say of him that it was the
earnest desire of his life that this institution which
he helped to build, both in respect of funds for
its buildings and the work of it, should reach that
degree of efficiency which should commend itself
to you who have made yourselves felt all over the
world in doing things.
"Necessarily, we are all more or less theorists
and we can plan a great many things, but never
theless the world is debtor to the men who do
things, and I look upon this body as composed of
men who have trained their brains, and, through
their brains, their nerves and their muscles until
they are able to do things which command the
world's attention. And after all, what better can
we do, after having trained the moral and the
mental side, to finish it off by that post-graduate
course of teaching those whom we have taught in
tenderer years, to do things to help build up the
world, to advance its sciences, to advance its
productions. If we only might at the end of a
hundred years be able to point to a body of our
graduates who should rival you in accomplish
ment and in purposes and plans to accomplish for
the future, how well satisfied we should be! It
is the creation of just such men as you are, men
who can strike and make it tell, men who can
build, men who can devise, men who can make
things come to pass, in which we are interested
here, to which we are devoting our time and our
thought, and which these teachers and those in
charge of the school are giving themselves the
labor of looking after.
"And so, gentlemen, on behalf of the Board,
without wishing to interrupt ' at all your pro
gram or in any way interfere with your intercom
munion of scientific experiment and advance,
once more I bid you heartily welcome on the part
of this Institute to everything we have. We want
your criticism and we want your encouragement,
and we desire some day to be able to feel that
the meeting of these two Societies, from over the
water and from our own country, have entered
into the warp and woof, building up and
strengthening our Institution, and the making of
better men and women for the advancement of
the best interests of the world."
Captain Hunt announced that it was the mis
fortune of the society to hear of the death of one
of its oldest members, D. R. Fraser, of Fraser
& Chalmers, during the session of the society.
Resolutions of thanks were then presented by
Secretary Hutton to the British Institution for
the courtesy of that association in meeting with
the American Society, and in these resolutions
was mentioned the fact that James Rowan was the
one who first suggested the possibility of such a
meeting. President Swasey, in putting this reso
lution, spoke fittingly of the appreciation which
the society had of the efforts of the visiting engi
neers to have the meeting a success, and in par
ticular of the value of the papers which had
been presented by the members of the British In
stitution.
President Wicksteed presented a series of
resolutions for action by the members of the
British Institution, expressing the hearty appre
ciation which the English visitors had of the
courtesies which had been tendered them and of
the benefit whch must come to the engineering
profession in both countries from the convention.
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Following these resolutions, Secretary Hutton
presented resolutions to the joint convention,
thanking the hosts in the city of Chicago in well
chosen language for the entertainments and invi
tations extended during the week, including the
entertainment to the visiting ladies and guests.
The formal session was then adjourned. In
the afternoon two excursions were planned, one
to the McCormick works of the International
Harvester Co., and from there on to the steam
turbine station at Fisk St., the other to the
drainage canal and the control works at Lockport. Both of these were largely attended and
thoroughly enjoyed in spite of the sweltering
weather which was provided for the last day of
the meeting in order to show what the depart
ment could do in an emergency.
Unfortunately the writer is not able to speak
from personal knowledge of the excursions which
the ladies enjoyed during the week, but those
who went spoke enthusiastically of the perfec
tion of the details as arranged by those having
the excursions in charge, and in particular of the
courtesies shown at the establishment of Marshall
Field & Co.
The final event of the joint session was the
concert in the Auditorium Theater on Friday
evening. The demand for tickets had been very
large, and had it not been for a sudden shower
which came just at the time when many were
starting, the attendance would have taken up the
full seating capacity of the theater. As it was,
there was a good sized audience though quite a
number of seats were vacant. The program was
well chosen and rendered with the usual skill of
the Thomas Orchestra, and at the close all joined
in singing the national hymns of the Englishspeaking peoples. Members and guests went
away feeling a little closer kinship for all of the
same blood whether in England or America, and
feeling also that the profession of engineering
was steadily increasing in standing and in influ
ence in all parts of the world.
A gas engine power plant which has at
tracted considerable notice within the last few
years is that of the Union Switch & Signal Com
pany, Swissvale, Pa. This plant at present con
tains 500 brake horsepower in Westinghouse threecylinder, vertical gas engines of the direct-con
nected type.
On account of the successful operation of the
gas engine plant up to the present time, the
Union Switch & Signal Co. has decided to in
crease its capacity, and for that purpose has
contracted with the Westinghouse Machine Co.
for a 300-horsepower horizontal, double-acting
gas engine. This engine will be of the type in
troduced in 1002 by the Westinghouse Machine
Co. ; it has two cylinders i6}4 inches in diameter,
24-inch stroke, arranged in tandem, with a single
crank. The engine will drive a 210-kilowatt
Westinghouse, alternating-current generator which
will operate in parallel with the four alternatingcurrent generators now installed and furnishing
220-volt, two-phase, 60-cycle current for power
and lighting throughout the works. The unit
has an extended shaft for the reception of a
pulley driving a small exciter generator.
The present gas power plant was installed
about 4 years ago in the new shops of the
Union Switch & Signal Co., and has been
so entirely satisfactory that present requirements
for more power are to be met by the new hori
zontal gas engine unit. When this is in operation,
steam will be entirely dispensed with except for
heating buildings and running steam hammers
and riveters.
The observation tower at Coney Island is to be
illuminated by 33,000 electric lights.
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keep it all in the form of steam. A certain
amount of condensation is consequently unavoid
able when steam is expanding and doing work.
A greater amount means loss of heat to some
where; a less amount means gain of heat from
somewhere, as for instance, from steam jackets.
But, if no more and no less condensation takes
place than is equivalent to the heat energy repre
sented by the work done, then it is evident that
the heat is being used to the greatest possible ad
vantage. This method of expansion is called adiabatic, meanine literally "without passing through,"
i*. e., no leakage of heat into or out of the steam.
There is another way in which the steam can
be expanded, and that is by putting into the steam
during the expansion just enough heat energy
to keep its temperature constant. Then as its
temperature will remain constant, the internal en
ergy in the steam must remain constant too. The
result is that, when steam expands in this way,
all the work is done by the heat put into it during
the process and not by the stock of energy in
the steam. But as it is the heat energy in the
steam that we wish to use to do mechanical work,
the adiabatic method of expansion is the more de
sirable in a practical engine.
In order to obtain this adiabatic expansion, the
steam must be prevented from losing heat during
the process because all heat lost is just so much
less available for transformation into mechanical
energy. In the reciprocating engine, owing to the
alternate heating and cooling of the cylinder walls,
the steam loses a great deal of heat at the begin
ning of the stroke which it never regains until
too late in the stroke to be of any use.
In the steam turbine, however, each part of the
passages through which the steam passes is ex
posed to steam which is at a practically steady
temperature and consequently becomes heated to
about the same temperature as the steam. In addi
tion to this, the steam passes through the turbine
at such a high speed that it has very little time to
part with any appreciable amount of its heat. The
result is that, for all practical purposes, the condi
tions for adiabatic expansion are so nearly ful
filled that the expansion of steam in a turbine
may be considered to be adiabatic without appre
ciable error.
The amount of work which can be got out of
a given weight of steam can be calculated, if the
total heat energy in the steam before it does work
and the heat energy remaining in it after the work
VOLUME
is done are known, because the work done is /
times the difference between these two quantities,
FIG. 2. PRESSURE VOLUME DIAGRAM.
/ as before representing the number of foot
pounds of work one heat unit is capable of doing.
If the steam in expanding does work on some
Suppose we start with water at a temperature
other body—the piston of an engine for example of 100 degrees F., and find the total heat that
—the work done by the steam on the piston is must be put into it per pound to make steam at
measured by the area of the diagram whose ver
a gage pressure of 145 pounds per square inch,
tical measurements or ordinates represent press
or 160 pounds absolute. Experiment has shown
ures and whose horizontal measurements or ab
that the temperature of steam at an absolute
scissas represent volumes, as shown in Fig. 2.
pressure of 160 pounds per square inch is 363.4
The quantity of work done is exactly equiv
degrees F. The heat that must be put into the
alent to the work that would be done if a weight water per pound to raise its temperature to 363.4
equal to the mean effective pressure of the steam degrees from 100 degrees is very nearly 363.4 —
times the area of the piston were to fall through 100 = 263.4 B. T. U. As the specific heat of water
a distance equal to the length of the stroke of varies a little from unity, the actual quantity is
the piston.
267.4 B. T. U.
If the cylinder were perfectly nonconducting
The heat required to vaporize the water is
so that no heat could escape from it or enter it, the heat necessary to drive off the molecules plus
it is evident that this work could be done only that necessary to increase the volume from that
at the expense of the internal heat energy of the of the water to that of the steam. The first part
is 774.0 B. T. U. The internal energy in the
steam.
Now if the steam originally contains only steam above water at 100 degrees is consequently
enough energy to keep it dry and saturated, any 774.0 + 267.4 =1,041.4 B. T. U.
The second part of the heat of vaporization
abstraction of energy must result in two things :
has to increase the volume from that of water
(1) The temperature of the steam will fall.
(2) Some of the steam will condense, because (0017 cubic feet per pound) to that of steam
the heat energy left in it will not be sufficient to at this pressure which is 2.833 cubic feet. This

THE STEAM TURBINE -II.
BY H. BOYD BRYDON.
EXPANSION OF CASES AND STEAM.
When a gas under pressure expands, its par
ticles are set in motion. This work is done by
the heat energy which the gas or steam possesses,
and the temperature of the gas consequently
falls.
The total energy of the expanding gas is in
two parts: (a) that due to its pressure which may
be termed its potential energy ; and (b) that pos
sessed by its moving particles which is its kinetic
energy or energy of motion. If the gas expands
from one closed vessel into another, the flow
ceases when pressure becomes the same in both
vessels. If the gas has no motion, it cannot have
kinetic energy ; but as energy cannot be lost or
destroyed, the kinetic energy must have changed
into some other kind of energy.
When the gas enters the second vessel, it
strikes the walls and the gas already in this ves
sel is brought to rest by the resulting friction on
itself. Now friction causes heat and, as the heat
energy restored by the absorption of the kinetic
energy is equal to that expended in producing it,
the temperature of the gas is raised to its initial
point. This law was first discovered experiment
ally by Joule.
In some experiments made by the author on
superheated steam flowing past a reducing valve
from a pressure of 150 pounds to 122.5 pounds, it
was found that the temperature of the steam re
mained unchanged within observable limits. The
average of twenty observations made at intervals
of 10 minutes showed a temperature on the highpressure side of the valve of 452 degrees, and on
the low-pressure side of 452.6 degrees, showing
that the total heat energy of the steam had suf
fered no change by the process.

is evidently the pressure per square foot limes
the difference in volume in cubic feet, or 160 x 144
x (2.833 — 0.017) foot-pounds (=648,800), and
dividing by J, (=778), reduces this to heat units
= 83 B. T. U. nearly. Adding this to the previous
total 1,041.4 brings the total heat in steam at
160 pounds per square inch up to 1,124.8 B. T. U.
Following Prof. Nicholson a diagram of this
result may be made as in Fig. 3.
TOTAL HEAT
I
HEATOF LIQUID

HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
1 fcVOf?K
INCREASE OF INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
ENERGY DUffJNS EVAPORATION

INTERNAL ENERGY
FIG. 3. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE HEAT ADDED TO THE WATER IN
MAKING 6TEAM.
Since the most efficient way of using this steam
being to expand it adiabatically to the temperature
of the feed water again, (or 100 degrees F.), we
have to find the heat left in the steam after ex
panding adiabatically from 160 pounds to 0.942
pounds, the pressure of saturated steam at 100
degrees.
Work is done by the internal energy of the
steam and some of the steam condenses. It can
be shown that the qualityXi of steam at the end
of an adiabatic expansion from an absolute tem
perature Ti to temperature Tj is
X2 =

(
1- log
)
(9)
Lx v T,
Tt '
where L, and ~« are the latent heats before and
after expansion, and Xi is the quality of the steam
before expansion. As we assumed that the steam
was originally dry Xi = I.
Putting in the values of these quantities from
steam tables, we have
561
, 857.4
824.4
X2 =
(
-f log
1044.4
824.4
561 )
= 0.537 (1 -04 + log 1.47)
= 0.537 (1.04 + 0.38)
= 0.762
So that at the end of the expansion only 0.762
pound of the steam remains as steam ; the rest
has been condensed by the transformation of the
heat energy into mechanical work.
As the heat of vaporization of one pound of
water at 100 degrees is 1,044.4 B. T. U. the heat
of vaporization of 0.762 pounds will be :
1,044.4x0.762 = 795.8 B. T. U., which is the
heat energy left in the steam. The work done is
consequently 1,124.8 — 795.8 = 329.0 B. T. U. or
778 x 329.0 = 256,000 foot-pounds. This is the
maximum possible work that can be got out of
the steam per pound between the pressures or
temperatures assumed. The remaining 796 B. T.
U. are absorbed by the condenser and pass away
as waste heat.
Having got the work done by the steam it is
easy to calculate the heat efficiency of the process,
which is, in round numbers :
Heat put in — heat wasted
329
■
=
= 29.2 perct.
Heat put in
1,125
Steam under pressure possesses, therefore, po
tential energy ; that is, energy which is not actual
ly doing work, but which can be made to do work
by being changed into some other kind of energy.
For example, a raised clock weight has a store
of potential energy. As it slowly falls its poten
tial energy changes into the mechanical work of
•Hyperbolic or Naperian logarithms must be used. If a
table of Hyperbolic logarithms is not at haud, it i* conven
ient to remember that common logarithms multiplied by
0.4313 hyperbolic logarithms.
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driving the clock. The work done when any part
of its fall is completed is equal to the difference
between the potential energy it had when at the
top and that remaining when that part of its fall
is completed. If the weight amounts to 15 pounds
and is raised 10 feet, its potential energy is 15 x
10 = 150 foot-pounds. When it has dropped to
7 feet, its potential energy is 15 x 7 = 105 foot
pounds. The work done by it is consequently
150 — 105 = 45 foot-pounds.
There is a gradual change from potential en
ergy into mechanical work going on during the
time that the weight is falling. If the weight is
released at the top and allowed to fall freely
like the monkey of a pile driver, it does no work
during its fall and its potential energy changes
as it falls into energy of motion or kinetic energy.
When it has fallen 10 feet, all its potential energy
is changed into kinetic energy, its velocity is
V = V ZgN
feet per second, where V is the velocity in feet
per second ; g is the acceleration in feet per sec
ond due to the force of gravity, = 32.2, and H is
the height of fall,
V' = >/ 2 X 32.2 x 10 = 25.374 feet per second.
Its kinetic energy is,
weight
15
%
X (velocity)1 =
X 25.374s =
322
64.4
150 foot-pounds, or exactly the same as the
potential energy before being released. The
very important fact is thus established that the
same work can be done by the weight whether it
be by the pull of the weight as it falls, or by the
kinetic energy in the weight after it has fallen
freely.
It can be shown, by a similar process of reason
ing, that a given weight of steam will do the
same amount of work between the same initial
and final pressures, whether the work be done,
while the steam expands, or not until after it has
expanded. In the first case, the pressure or po
tential energy in the steam does the work directly,
by pressing on the piston of an engine for ex
ample, the change from potential energy into
mechanical energy being gradual. In the second
case, the potential energy is first changed into
kinetic energy of motion, and the impact of the
particles of steam on the piston or vane does the
work, the change from kinetic energy into me
chanical energy being in a brief time.
Steam, by virtue of its weight, possesses that
property of matter called inertia. On account of
inertia, all substances tend to remain in a state
of rest or motion unless acted on by some external
force. An engine flywheel requires considerable
force to bring it up to speed from rest and a force
must be applied in the opposite direction to stop
it again.
The quantity of the force is calculated by the
well known equation: Force = mass X accelera
tion.
When steam at any pressure, P, is allowed to
discharge through an opening into a space where
the pressure is less than P, the potential energy
in the high-pressure steam is absorbed in the
process of overcoming its own inertia and start
ing itself in motion, and in accelerating the move
ment.
The steam at high pressure pushes against the
moving portion which in turn pushes back against
it with an equal and opposite force. This back
ward force is called the reaction while the for
ward force is called the action and it is a well
known law first announced by Newton that "ac
tion and reaction are equal."
Everyone knows that, when water is being dis
charged through a hose nozzle, the person hold
ing the nozzle experiences a push in the opposite
direction to that of the stream. The force is the
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reaction of the moving water, and is the equiva
lent of the effective pressure which is being ex
pended to throw out the water. If the nozzle
were connected in some way so that it were free
to move backward under the influence of this
force, it could be made to do work. The revolv
ing sprayer used for watering gardens is an in
stance of the utilization of this reaction and such
a sprayer is really a reaction water turbine.
But, if the nozzle be held stationary, work
can be done by causing the stream to strike the
vanes of a water wheel. In this case the direct
action of the stream is employed.
RIVER WELLS AND THE HORIZONTAL
DELIVERY OF WATER.
BY C. C. H. FRIEDERICK.
(A paper read before the Ohio Society of Me
chanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers.)
In this paper I shall simply call your attention
to certain results which are being obtained every
day with the air lift system of raising water.
These results apparently upset some of the older
conclusions, one of which is that water can not
be delivered horizontally to greater distances than
from 30 to 50 feet.
The first case is that of a well drilled in the
bed of a river, and furnishing water for steam
making. The water from an ordinary drilled well
in this locality would have to filter through sand
and gravel, and thus become impregnated with
lime and other scale-making matter which ren
ders it unfit for boiler use.
The horizontal distance from the tank to the
well is 51 1 feet; the depth of the well, 135 feet;
the perpendicular height between the well and
the top of the river bank, 40 feet, and the dis
tance from this point to the top of the tank, 20
feet, making a total lift from the low water level
of 60 feet. The river rises and falls from 2 to
50 feet measured in the channel ; consequently
the depth of submersion and the ratio of sub
mersion to lift varies between wide limits. The
conditions in this plant at present are such that
it is not practicable to make a test, but later on I
hope to obtain some information concerning the
efficiency, which, judging from the results of gen
eral observation, would seem to be very satisfac
tory.
The well was drilled in the following manner :
A 10-inch pipe was driven into the bed of the
river to a depth of 6 or 8 feet, then the dirt and
gravel was taken out, and the pipe again driven
down until rock was reached, which was found
at a depth of 50 feet. The 10-inch pipe was
used merely as a caisson to keep out the dirt
while the drill was at work. From the 50-foot
level, an 8-inch hole was drilled to a depth of 85
feet, thus making the total depth 135 feet. An
8-inch pipe was then plugged at one end and
lowered into the well, the pipe representing a
long tube closed at the lower end. On the
upper end of the pipe was a castiron tee, 10 x 10 x
8 inches, the top of the tee containing a slot large
enough to admit a 3-inch pipe. One end of the
tee was fitted with a piece of 10-inch pipe 6 feet
long, perforated with %-inch holes, and capped
at one end. This provided a suitable strainer to
keep out leaves and other floating matter. A
3-inch and a 1%-inch pipe were then connected
up, the 3-inch pipe being perforated with holes
for a distance of 5 feet from one end, this serv
ing as another strainer. About 2 feet from these
perforations a hole was bored and tapped to re
ceive the 1%-inch pipe. The two pipes were then
lowered into the 8-inch pipe through the slot in
the tee, additional pipe being screwed on until
the 3-inch pipe rested on the bottom. The pipe
was then bent to an easy curve of 90 degrees.
To the outer end of the 3-inch pipe was con
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nected the horizontal discharge main. This main
did not run in a straight line, but was laid in
the same manner as the discharge line from an
ordinary pump. A band was then put around
the slotted end of the tee and made air tight.
This was done for two reasons, first, to keep
dirt out of the well, and, second, so that the air
could be reversed for the purpose of clean
ing by blowing out anything that may have
become lodged against " the strainer and in
this simple manner keep the well in good
working order. The current ' of air is reversed
by placing a gate valve at a convenient point in
the discharge line, then by simply closing it for
a few moments the air passes up on the outside
of the 3-inch discharge pipe and into the 8-inch
pipe and thence into the 10-inch perforated pipe.
The pressure of air being much greater than the
water pressure, any 'foreign matter that may have
lodged against the strainer will be blown away
and carried off by the current of the river.
The remainder of the apparatus consists of an
air compressor and air tank, and as mentioned in
a former paper, the air compressor is located in
the engine room. This lift is in daily operation
and has given no trouble, nor has it necessitated
any expense other than the cost of operating it.
The air pressure required to operate the lift
at low water is 55 pounds to start the flow with a
drop to 50 pounds when properly working. The
highest pressure is 75 pounds, which corresponds
to a depth of 45 feet in the channel. About 45
cubic feet of air are required to deliver 60 gallons
of water or about 8 cubic feet, which is equiva
lent to about 7 horsepower. This amount of
power, however, should not all be charged to
the well because the compressor in this case is
too large for the work, which renders it neces
sary to run it too fast in order to avoid the dead
centers. The air is throttled between the re
ceiver and the well, which causes the receiver
pressure to reach the blowing-off point. It will
be readily understood that the conditions are not
at all favorable for a test, but this will be reme
died in the near future, and as soon as we can
effect the desired changes I hope to be able to
furnish additional data of a reliable nature.
Another lift of the same general construction,
which was installed a little later, also has a hori
zontal discharge, the distance from the well in
the river to the tank being 862 feet, with a total
lift of about 50 feet. The depth of the well is
185 feet. The construction is substantially the
same as the one previously described, with one
exception, vis., at 40 feet from the well, the 3-inch
pipe is connected to a 4-inch, the latter having
five 90-degree ells near the discharge end. This
was found necessary in order to deliver the water
at a given point. At a distance of 40 feet from
the well the iVi-inch air pipe is connected to a
2-inch, the latter size being carried to the re
ceiver.
Another system will shortly be installed hav
ing a horizontal discharge of 1,002 feet and a lift
of 100 feet. I hope to give a full description
of it when completed. I have every reason to
believe that water can be successfully delivered
at a distance of one-quarter of a mile, but the
efficiency will be reduced considerably below that
of a vertical lift.
The convenience and economy of the air lift
appeals to every engineer where it is practicable
to install this system of handling water, whether
for manufacturing or supplying water for small
towns. In the latter case, the lift oftentimes
can be operated in connection with the lighting
plant, thus not only reducing, but in many
instances eliminating entirely the cost of a sep1arate pumping plant and the attendant operating
expenses.
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CURTIS STEAM TURBINE.
THE Curtis steam turbine, with which we
are all probably more or less familiar,
has been greatly improved since its intro
duction into commercial work on a large scale
in 1902; these improvements being largely due to
W. L. R. Emmet, of the General Electric Co.,
who, from experience previously obtained and a
careful study of the mechanical possibilities, has
brought the Curtis turbine to its present stage of
development.

FIG. I. NOZZLE FOR THE CURTIS TURBINE.
The work of the turbine is subdivided into a
series of stages, each stage consisting of a set of
expanding nozzles and a series of stationary and
rotating buckets, the object being to maintain
low velocities of steam at the wheels and to
divide the pressure between various points in the
turbine, avoiding in this way unnecessary friction
due to a great number of wheels or rows of
buckets and securing moderate rotative speeds
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arc placed on the larger turbines. The life and
efficiency of the bronze and steel buckets seem to
be about the same, but the bronze, although more
expensive, requires less machine work and re
duces the time of manufacture. Each disk is
machined all over and carefully balanced before
being assembled, and the nozzles are cast in the
case, being finished usually by chipping or filing.
For turbines of large capacity, the machines
are built with the shaft in a vertical position, the
total weight of the revolving parts being borne
by a step-bearing at the foot of the shaft, which
shaft is steadied and aligned by three other bear
ings, one of which is placed at the top of the gen
erator, another at the bottom near the stepbearing and the third between the generator and
turbine elements of the machine.
The step-bearing is illustrated in Fig. 4, show
ing the packing rings and the two cast iron
blocks, which come in contact and form the bear
ing surfaces. A sectional view of the bearing
may be seen in Fig. 5, in which the position of the
two cast iron blocks is more apparent ; one being
carried at the end of the shaft and fastened by
two dowel-pins, while the other is held firmly in
a horizontal position and is so arranged that it
can be raised or lowered by a powerful screw.

June 15, 1904.
tional Electric Light Association at Boston and
a particular instance of this nature was referred
to. The step-bearing surface cuts as soon as
lubrication stops, but the metal is removed very
slowly and has the power of re-establishing it
self when the flow of oil is again started. In
the instance referred to, the oil pressure failed
through accident five or six times, but the ma-

FIG. 5. SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE STEP-BEARING.
chines received no apparent injury and the bear
ings are operating as well as though they were
new.
In some of the latest designs, a brake, which
bears on the lower surface of a chilled iron ring
carried by the lower wheel, is provided and oper
ated from the outside to take the whole weight
of the revolving part in case the step-bearing sup
port should fail. The brake shoe is set about 0.01

FIG. 2. REVOLVING BUCKETS.
without a corresponding loss of the energy im
parted to the turbine by the expansion of the
steam. The shape of the nozzles and buckets
has received a great deal of attention, and the
wheel has been built of a large diameter,
thus increasing the velocity of the buckets with
out relatively increasing the speed of the shaft.
The shape and construction of the nozzle may be
seen in Fig. 1, the revolving buckets in Fig. 2
and the stationary buckets in Fig. 3. Of course
only a section of the wheel is shown in the last
two figures, but a general idea will readily be ob-

FIG. 3. STATIONARY BUCKETS.
tained of the complete structure. The buckets are
made in three styles : First, buckets are cut in the
periphery of a steel disk; second, buckets are cut
in sections and attached to a steel disk ; and third,
the buskets are cast of bronze and attached to a
steel disk. The first class of buckets is used on
small machines, while the second and third classes

FIG. 4. STEP-BEARING SHOWING PACKING RINGS AND
BEARING SURFACES.
A central recess between the blocks receives the
lubricating fluid, which is forced into this opening
with sufficient pressure to sustain the weight of
the revolving part and provide a thin film of oil
between the blocks. The oil after passing be
tween the bearing surfaces wells upward and
lubricates one of the bearings, which is supported
by the same casting and is used to align and
steady the shaft. The whole structure is inside
of the base and is provided with packings, which
are placed between the oil chamber and the base
so that no oil or air can get into the vacuum
chamber, a slight steam pressure being main
tained between the sections of the packing to in
sure against such a condition. Recently many
of the bearings have been operated with water,
which is allowed to pass into the base, as no
packings are provided. The lower surface of
the step-bearing in this case is made of wood
and seems to give good satisfaction.
The conditions to which a bearing of thjs type
are subjected would naturally lead to many
doubts as to the advisability of its use, especially
when so much would seem to depend on the con
tinuous flow of the oil. This point was taken
up by Mr. Emmet in his paper before the T\a-
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FIG. 6. GOVERNOR FOR 5,O0O-KIL0WATT TURBINE.
inch below the ring and may be used to stop
the rotation, as some of the 5,000-kilowatt ma
chines have been known to revolve 4 or 5 hours
after the steam has been shut off.
The speed of the turbines with variable load
is governed by changing the number of nozzle
sections in flow and the efficiency of the machine
is thus practically the same under different con

June 15, 1904.
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■ditions of load, except that friction and generator
losses tend to reduce slightly the light load ef
ficiency. The governor is of the flyball type and
is located at the top of the turbine, as may be
seen in Fig. 6. A copper band, attached to a
■band wheel on the governor shaft, operates a
-drum on which are mounted a number of seg
ments. These segments operate fingers carry
ing contact points, which close an electromagnetic
circuit controlling a pilot valve, which in turn
operates the valve on the nozzles. The governor
is sensitive and gives a regulation within 2 per
5
i aefpoo-.v
/SO-U,-

A*K.W. HOUR

50-g_1
300

900
1500
KILO VJATTS
•FIG. 7. TEST OF A 2,000-KILOWATT CURTIS STEAM
TURBINE.
cent. At light loads, a single valve will admit
steam to a nozzle at intervals, and as the load
increases, the number of nozzles also increases
in proportion to the load, generally one nozzle
•will be opening and closing constantly.
The combination of electrical and steam con
trol has been criticised and the company now
furnishes a mechanical control for the nozzle
valves. The governor imparts motion through a
system of links and bell cranks to a number of
controlling steam valves, which, in turn, operate
■one or more of the main valves communicating
with the first stage nozzles. This controlling
valve is designed so that it always passes posi
tively from one of its seats to the other, and, no
matter how gradually the force is applied, it
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enough importance to strongly recommend its
use. A surface condenser is recommended and in
some of the machines forms the base of the tur
bine.
In the operation of the turbines, the steam is
expanded to a considerable degree before it
reaches the first buckets and consequently a high
temperature in the steam does not present any
practical difficulty. Thus steam of high pres
sure and a high degree of superheat can be used
with the advantage of a reduction in the steam
consumption and an insurance of dry steam in the
turbine, obviating the cutting of the buckets due
to moisture. The steam consumption naturally
depends upon the speed, size and other conditions
of the turbine, but a test given in the report of
the committee on steam turbines for the National
Electric Light Association will give an idea of
the efficiency of the turbine. The test was made
at Schenectady on a 2,000-kilowatt four-stage
vertical turbine directly connected to an alter
nating-current revolving field generator. A sur
face condenser was used and the water was
weighed in a tank mounted on a platform scale,
the air and water pumps being independent and
driven by motors. The load was applied by
means of a water rheostat and kept as nearly
constant as practicable during the test, 5-minute

FIG. 9.

IJ4-KIL0WATT HORIZONTAL TURBINE.

readings being taken to check the load. All in
struments, gages and thermometers were cali
brated before the test and every precaution used
to give accurate results. The data obtained was
as follows:
Test Number

«C. 8.

5OO-KILOWATT DIRECT-CURRENT GENERATOR.

opens both ways on the principle of a pop safety
valve.
An objection to this system of control was
that the nozzle valves could not be operated by
hand and that there was no means of readily de
termining whether a valve was closed or open.
To overcome this difficulty, turbines are now
made with the valve mechanism outside of the
steam chest, where it is in constant view of the
attendant and permits of hand operation.
The larger sizes of the Curtis turbine are de
signed to operate condensing, but all of the ma
chines are adapted to operate noncondensing and
still carry their full rated load. As the expansion
of the steam is utilized to a high degree of
vacuum, the advantage of the condenser is of

1
2
^ over Full
load load
174.2 165.5
Throttle superheat, R
220.7 252
220.7 67
L
54.5 48.8
23.3 13.4
138
166
86
116
4.45 ~~IT
112. 113.
0.8
0.64
10
5
Lbs. steam per K. W. hour. .. 15.57 15.24

4
3
H
load load
177.5 148.5
234 207.5
54 60.5
26.5 12.
7.1 5.4
193.5 155
137.5 97
22
-I'9 85!
0.51 0.94
42 15
16. 38 20.94

Curves between kilowatts, pounds of steam
per kilowatt-hour and degrees superheat were
also plotted from this test as seen in Fig. 7. The
steam required at one-third load was about 21
pounds, while the steam consumption from 1,500
kilowatts upward remained approximately con
stant at 15 pounds per kilowatt-hour. The high
degree of superheat necessary to keep the steam
consumption down to this value is shown in the
accompanying curve.
The comparatively low speeds of the Curtis
turbine have simplified the generator design and
have enabled the company to build machines of
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good mechanical construction and high efficiency.
This was more easily accomplished in the case of
alternating current machines than for direct
current generators, due to the structural weak
ness of the commutator when operating at a
high speed. The commutator, however, was de
signed with an insulated wire or band binding
around the center of the bars, as may be seen in
Fig. 8, which is an illustration of a 500-kilowatt
continuous current generator with the hand holes
open showing the commutator and brushes.
To fill the demand for small direct-current gen
erators to be used for exciters, train lighting or
in isolated plants, a complete line of horizontal
shaft turbines have been developed, ranging in
capacity from 1^ to 300 kilowatts.. A 1 ^-kilo
watt horizontal turbine direct connected to a con
tinuous current generator is shown in Fig. 9.
These turbines operate at low snaft speed with
out the use of gearing and show relatively high
steam economy when operating noncondensing.
Besides driving electrical generators, the turbines
are well adapted for centrifugal pumps, blowers,
fans and other similar apparatus.
Contracts have been awarded for the con
struction of a complete power plant and water
works at Ferncliff, Colonel John Jacob Astor's
country home. Work will commence immediately
and the plant is expected to be in operation the
latter part of the summer. The new installation
is to take the place of' the present one at the
boat house, as the latter has not sufficient capacity
to keep pace with the improvements which Colo
nel Astor has been making lately.
The new plant includes a power house, filters,
pipe lines, reservoir, and electric equipment. The
power house is 60 x 90 feet, located on the bank
of the Hudson River about 2 miles north of
Rhinecliff, near the present boat house, and will
be of blue stone with lime stone trimmings and
tile roof. In the house will be placed two 510horsepower boilers, large pumping engines, two 50kilowatt turbine dynamos, and a storage battery
outfit. Located up the hill from the power house
is a complete filtering plant capable of purifying
100,000 gallons of water per day. Pipe lines will
be laid from the power house to a reservoir about
a mile back from the river and to the various
buildings on the estate. Water will be taken
from the Hudson River, passed through the dis
tributing system to the tennis building containing
the large swimming pool, the residence gardens,
and various points. The filters are of the slow
English type of the latest design, being similar
to those recently constructed at Albany, N. Y.
The plant is complete in every detail and when
finished will be one of the finest installations of
its size in the country.
H. Pinkham, superintendent at Ferncliff, is
engineer, and in consultation with Messrs. Hering
and Fuller, hydraulic and sanitary experts, and
C. O. Mailloux, electrical engineer of New York,
designed and will construct the new plant.
C. W. Tarr is assistant engineer. The T. A.
Gillespie Co. of New York are the contractors
of the power house, filter plant and pipe line, and
Hatzell and Buehler of New York are the con
tractors for the electric installation.
In an address recently delivered at Oxford
University, John Perry, F. R. S., made the fol
lowing statement : "In one ton of coal there is
as much energy, as much actual work, as may be
done by 40,000 good laborers in a 10-hour day.
Our best steam engines utilize only one-tenth of
this energy at the present time, but even now the
cost of the most unskilled work done by man is
one thousand times the cost of the same work
done by the best steam engines."
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In this department we -will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It should be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail
answer. Questions should have allpossible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, TTie Engineer, jfj Dearborn Mrre', Chicago, III.
J. W. ; AREA UF AIR PUMP VALVES J CLEANING HEATER
COILS.
"1. Please give a rule for finding the re
quired area of valves in the plunger of an air
pump having a 30 x 30-inch cylinder, and also the
number of valves. 2. What should receive par
ticular attention when starting a B. & W. boiler?
3. How can the coil in a closed heater be
cleaned?"
A—1. The valves in the plunger or bucket of
an air pump should have a combined area equal to
A S N
a =
I0O ^/ P
in which a = the combined area of the valves, A
— area of the plunger or bucket, 5 = length of
stroke in feet, N = number of working strokes
per minute and P, the pressure in the condenser.
A 30-inch cylinder has an area of 706.9 square
inches, and 30 inches is equal to 2.5 feet, length
of stroke ; thus if we assume the number of
working strokes to be 30 per minute and the
pressure in the condenser 4 pounds, the area of
the valves will be
706.9 X 2.5 X 3°
= 265 square inches.
100 X 2
The smallest number of valves will be 10, each
valve containing 26.5 square inches, which corre
sponds to a diameter of $H inches. The number
of valves may be increased as desired, but such
number will have to be decided upon as will per
mit the proper distribution of the valves on the
surface of the bucket.
2. The same precautions should be taken with
a water tube boiler as with other types, vie, to
see that the boiler contains sufficient water, that
the means for feeding the boiler is in working
order, and that the safety and blovvoff valves are
operative.
3. By feeding solvents through the heater,
or by removing the coil, and after allowing it to
dry, heat it slowly and hammer the coil with
a wooden mallet. The coil should be rolled back
and forth so as to permit the pieces of scale to
drop out. By alternately heating and rapping
most of the scale can generally be removed, after
which the use of solvents will completely free the
coil of scale.
H. L. K. ; ADJUSTING TRACTION ENGINE VALVE.
"Please explain how to adjust the valve of
the Peerless traction engine, built by the Geiser
Mfg. Co., Waynesboro, Pa."
A. The eccentric in this engine is so con
nected with the main shaft that it cannot get out
of position relative to the crank except by dis
mantling the shaft and the entire gear, the ec
centric-driving parts being keyed in position.
Thus to set the valve all that is required is to
adjust the length of the eccentric rod and see
that the valve has the proper lead. Remove the
steam-chest cover and take out the relief valves.
Place the reversing lever in full forward position.
While the crank is being slowly turned round
look into the relief ports in the steam chest and
see whether the valve opens both ports an equal
amount. If the eccentric rod has been tampered
with, adjust the length of the rod so that both
ports will be opened an equal amount. If the
eccentric rod has not been disturbed the valve
will have gotten out of place due to wear or

possibly to the jamnuts becoming loose. In the
latter case, adjust the jamnuts, or the valve stem
may be moved backward or forward until the
ports are opened equally. Next place the crank
on the dead center. The valve should now have
opened one of the ports, say, 1-32 inch. If the
lead is not right, move the valve stem in or out
as found necessary. Turn the. crank to the
opposite dead center and note the lead at the
opposite port. If it is not the same as first
obtained, adjust the length of the valve stem.
This process of adjusting the stem and trying
the lead when the crank occupies the dead center
must, of course, be continued until the lead is
equal at both ends of the cylinder. Replace the
relief valves and put on the steam-chest cover.
D. R. H. ; HOW FRACTIONS ARE OBTAINED.
"Please advise me of the method of finding
the fractions, 0.48, 0.59, etc., in your answer to
J. L. C.'s question in the May 1 issue, page 326."
A
These are found by dividing one plus
the hyperbolic logarithm of the ratio of expan
sion by the ratio of expansion. For instance,
when the cutoff occurs at Vi or 0.25 stroke the
ratio of expansion is 1-^0.25=4. The hyper
bolic logarithm of 4 is 1.386, and adding 1 we
have 2.386, then dividing 2.386 by 4 we obtain
0.596, or 0.59, as given in the answer referred to.
When the clearance is known it should be added
to the length of stroke and also the period of
i+C
admission, thus the ratio of expansion, R —
P+C
in which C = the percentage of clearance and P,
the period of admission expressed as a fraction
of the stroke.
M. J. C. J HORSEPOWER OF TURBINE; CHANGING CYL
INDERS ON ENGINE.
"1. How is the horsepower of a water
wheel figured? 2. If the shaft of a water wheel
should break would the speed of the wheel in
crease? 3. What is the velocity of water under
a head of 37 feet? 4. I have an engine 30 x 48
making 96 revolutions per minute, and the boiler
pressure is 125 pounds. The engine is over
loaded and I wish to use another cylinder in
tandem, which cylinder I have on hand, the lat
ter being 32 inches in diameter. Would it be
advisable to put in the larger cylinder without
getting a smaller high pressure cylinder to go
with it? We are running non-condensing at
present.
A.—1. Assuming the wheel (turbine) to
have an efficiency of 66 per cent, the horsepower
may be found by means of the following formu
las :
30 Q'
a h V h
(1) H. P. =
(2) H. P. =
a'
267.5
in which Q = cubic feet of water passing through
the turbine per second, a = area in square
inches of the inlet to the wheel, h — height of
fall in feet.
2. Yes. The actual speed, however, will de
pend upon the frictional resistances offered the
wheel, and will be somewhat less than the theo
retical velocity corresponding to the velocity of
the water.
3. The velocity of water due to any head or
fall is equal to 8 times the square root of the
head in feet. The square root of 37 is 608 and

8 times 6.08 is 48.64, which is the theoretical ve
locity in feet per second due to a head of 37
feet.
4. We do not understand how you wish to
use the 32-inch cylinder, whether it is to be
placed tandem to the present cylinder and used
as a high pressure cylinder or as a low pressure
cylinder, or whether it is to serve as the low
pressure cylinder of a pair of cylinders to be
placed tandem to the present cylinder. We should
not recommend using the 32-inch cylinder as a
high pressure cylinder in combination with the
one now in place, nor as the low pressure of a
compound unit to be placed tandem to the pres
ent cylinder. By so doing the stresses brought
to bear on the reciprocating parts of the engine
would be doubled, and we doubt whether it
would be safe to increase the load on these parts
much above that due to either the 30 or 32-inch
cylinder used singly, as at present. Using the two
large cylinders as a compound would of course
be out of the question, and by using the 32-inch
cylinder in place of the 30-inch, as the low pres
sure of a compound, the power of the engine
would be very little if any greater than at pres
ent. Replacing the 30-inch by the 32-inch will
increase the power of the engine about 14 per
cent and then by running condensing, an addition
al 8 per cent may be added, thus increasing the
power of the engine about 20 per cent, assum
ing of course that the piston speed is the same
in both cases.
B. U. A. ; WEIGHT OF CONDENSING WATER REQUIRED.
"A jet condenser receives 25 pounds of steam
'per minute under a pressure of 4 pounds, abso
lute ; if the cooling water has a temperature
of 45 degrees F., how many pounds will be re
quired ?"
A. The weight of cooling water required is
found by multiplying the weight of steam con
densed by the number of heat units given up by
each pound of steam in condensing, and dividing
the product by the difference between the tem
perature of the discharge water and that of the
water entering the condenser. Assuming the
temperature of discharge to be 90 degrees, the
weight of condensing water required is 25 X 1,007
-^-(90 — 45) = 559 pounds or 66 gallons per
minute.
A CORRECTION.
In our answer to a question in the May 1
issue, concerning the bursting pressure of ring
seam the third quotient should read 0.407, and
the bursting pressure, 710 pounds per square
inch.
An interesting and novel detail in connec
tion with railway engineering in Japan is their
method of dealing with the smoke and steam
nuisance in tunnels. The entrance to most of
the tunnels is covered with a closely woven cur
tain, which can be raised or lowered at will. A
man is stationed at each end of the tunnel for
the purpose of lowering the curtain immediately
after the train has passed in. The result is that
the vapor and smoke follow the train and emerge
behind it, leaving a clear atmosphere in the tun-'
nel for the next train.
The Yukon river has a length of about 2400
miles, and it is stated that it is navigable by
steamer for over 2.000 miles.
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THE LINDSTROM SEPARATOR AND TRAP
A combined steam separator and trap, designed
to meet the requirements of power plant service
"reliably and efficiently, is illustrated below. The
apparatus is manufactured by John T. Lindstrom,
Allentown, Pa.
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A common fault of separators and traps is
that they are unable to accommodate any sudden
and heavy increase in the draft of steam by
the engine, the acceleration of the rate of flow
through the trap often carrying out water previ-

FIG. 3 TRAP WITH CORLISS VALVE AND ALARM

FIG. I. LINDSTROM COMBINED SEPARATOR AND TRAP.
Fig. I shows a separator containing slotted
diaphragms, superimposed upon a trap of the
ball type. Steam entering the separator in a
downward direction through the pipe A, is dis
charged beneath several cast plates, E E, and as
it turns to rise toward- the outlet B, centrifugal
force tends to throw the condensation into the
trap below. Each of the plates, E E, which lie
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FIG. 2. CURVE SHOWING QUALITY OF STEAM DELIV
ERED BY LINDSTROM SEPARATOR WITH VARYING
WETNESS OF ENTERING STEAM.
in horizontal layers, is cast in uniform elliptical
sections separated by narrow slots. The slots of
the respective plates are staggered in their rela
tive positions, so that the steam rising through
them moves in zigzag lines and, as the sectional
area of the slots is such as to produce a low
rate of flow, all water and impurities remaining
in the steam are arrested and effectually screened
out by impinging upon the bars.
The apparatus has been used successfully to
extract oil from exhaust steam, examinations after
several months of service showing the lowest row
of bars well coated with oil, the next above
slightly coated and the upper rows entirely clean.
The high efficiency of the separator, under both
normal and forced working, is shown by the
table of results of tests conducted in February,
1904, at the University of Minnesota, and by the
quality curve plotted therefrom, Fig. 2.

ously precipitated. A similar difficulty is that
arising from an excessive amount of water being
produced in the pipe served by the trap, either
through the opening of cold pipes or by quanti
ties of water being entrained from the boiler.
Traps of small dimensions, except those provided
with large emergency valves which open direct
communication through the trap from inlet to
outlet, and which are subject to the objection
that they suspend the separating process at a
time when it is greatly needed, are necessarily
inadequate to deal with such a condition.
Protection from the effects of such occur
rences may be secured by providing a sufficient
capacity in the trap itself to care for the utmost
demands that may be made upon it. In a trap
so proportioned that the highest possible velocity
of steam in the connected pipe is not sufficient to
lift water out of the trap, all danger from this
source is absent, and the capacity of the trap
will be equal to handling as large a volume of
water as is likely to be brought to it through
the pipes. The valves of the traps under con
sideration are so proportioned that when onequarter open they are able to discharge the water
produced by the normal passage of steam through
the pipe served.
TEST OF THE LINDSTROM 2-INCH SEPARATOR
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.
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29.5 49.5 297
10 46. 20
in 47. 20
22 2 42 2 313
15 48.55 69
43!5 112:5 450
456
10 56.2 38.5 37.5 76
10 53.4 48
30.5 78.5 471
10 65.6 52
80
480
28
10 88.3 58
94
564
36
15 71.4 91
149
596
58
738
10 53.6 88
35
123
87
746
7 39.5 68
19
10 60.5 91
34.5 125.5 753
10 54. 95
31.5 126.5 759
10 63. 143
23.5 166.5 999

Percent
moisture in
steam
Enter Leav
ing ing
60
0.40
52.8 0.66
38.5 0.70
49.5 0.22
38.5 0.42
0.83
35
38.5 0.97
39
1.20
28.5 1.24
22
1.77
27.5 1.40
25.5 1.10
11
2.11

Noteworthy details of construction are that
the joint between the separator body and cover
is ground, obviating the use of a gasket, and that
the float is a perfect sphere fixed to the lever
by a pad at one point on its surface, thus avoid
ing the insertion of rods or tubes, with the con
sequent liability of leaks in the ball being caused
by unequal expansion.
The trap proper may of course be used inde-
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pendently of the separator, as shown in Fig. 3.
The trap is furnished with either of two styles
of valve, one consisting of a conical seat enclosing
the outlet passage, the valve being raised and
lowered by the lever along a round central guide,
and the other a plain Corliss valve for use in
connection with high pressures or in positions
where scale or other foreign substances must be
handled. The Corliss valve is among the best
types of valves for both steam and water and
is highly effective when used in a steam trap.
After years of experimenting with steam traps,
it has been found that valves that lift off the
seat have not proven entirely satisfactory under
high pressures. The trouble with these valves
is that they do not close tightly after being in
service a very short time. The effect of this is
very wasteful, allowing steam to escape, which
tends to cut and still further injure both the
seat and the valve, which means continual regrinding. The whistle shown in Fig. 3 upon the
top of the trap announces any clogging of the
discharge which would unduly raise the water
level and interfere with the free operation of the
trap. When the trap is combined with the sep
arator, the whistle is suitably arranged upon the
side of the trap.
THE MONARCH ENGINE STOP AND SPEED
LIMIT SYSTEM.
Prevention of accidents is more to be praised
than bravery at the time of an accident, however
much the latter may appeal to our emotions and
ideals. This may seem a sordid view of the mat
ter, but it is an uncontrovertible fact,—that he
who by careful forethought prevents the possibil
ity of danger to human life is more to be praised
than he who allows the danger to come and then
accomplishes a rescue.
Extension of business requires an increase of
manufacturing facilities and the . installation of
machinery. So long as human nature is human,
employees about a plant will become careless from
daily association with machinery, and the lia
bility of accident will be present, so that what
ever means can be adopted as a safeguard against
serious consequences of carelessness will be in
surance not only against destruction of property
but against danger to life and limb.
Many manufacturers take the precaution of
purchasing insurance policies against accident.
This protects the manufacturer, but does not pro
tect the workman, since he is still liable to the
results of accident. It would seem a part of wis
dom to take all possible precautions to avoid the
necessity for such insurance, and then, if in
surance be deemed advisable, it can be purchased
for a much lower rate than before.
Among the means which may be aoopted for
avoiding difficulty is the Monarch Engine Stop
and Speed Limit system, manufactured by the
Consolidated Engine Stop Co., of 100 Broadway,
New York. This system supplements the gover
nor and automatically shuts down the engine when
the governor fails for any reason, and it is also
arranged so that the engine may be stopped from
any distant point by merely pushing a button, if
there is an accident to an employee, a breakage
in the belting, or any other cause for such stop
page. The argument is sometimes advanced that
the expense of equipping the plant with engine
stops is greater than the benefits to be derived,
but comparison should be made between the cost
of an accident and the cost of protection, and
the expense should be looked upon as an invest
ment in insurance rather than in any other light.
The Monarch system is so designed that by means
of batteries and a switch in the engine room the
entire system can be tested for weak batteries or
broken wires, so that it can always be kept in
operative condition.
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THE CROSS, STYLE B, OIL FILTER.
The Burt Mfg. Co., of Akron, O., have for
several years been making what they call their
Style B Oil Filter. This filter will take the con
densation from the oil separators and exhaust
heads, and automatically separate the oil from
the water, and purify the oil at the same time,
the absolutely pure oil going into the pure-oil
reservoir, and the water running from the drip

AUTOMATIC
WATER
separatingI
APPARAT
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most expensive oil used in a plant, the saving
effected by the filter is a large one.
The Burt Mfg. Co. have adopted the method
of shipping the filter on 30 days' trial, before
paying for it, which has proved not only a con
venient but a profitable feature for the purchaser.
THE BONSON BOILER.
The Bonson boiler is a combination of watertube and tubular types. The water legs or at
tachments are riveted on into each end of an
ordinary horizontal tubular boiler and the water
legs are connected by water tubes, which serve
as a roof for the furnace and are also the means
of supplying rapid, positive, and uninterrupted
circulation of water throughout the entire boiler.

efficiency under all conditions. The boiler is
built in units from 75 up to 500 horsepower.
The boiler is patented in the United States
and all foreign countries and is manufactured
by the Bonson Furnace & Boiler Co., 935-936
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111. The officers of
the company are, W. W. Bonson, president and
general manager ; Stewart H. Moore, assistant
manager, and Robert Bonson, secretary and
treasurer.
DYNAMO FOR GAS ENGINE DRIVING.
The numerous calls for a line of small dyna
mos for operation in connection with gas engines
has induced the Commercial Electric Co. to pre
pare for the market a line of machines having

END VIEW AND SECTION OF THE BONSON BOILER.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF FILTER.
into the sewer. The filter is madi in several sizes,
ranging from 3 to 500 gallons capacity per day.
The oil and water is poured into the top of
the filter and then passes through the layer of
waste into chamber, B, the waste collecting the
heavier impurities of the oil. It then passes
through the perforated bottom of chamber, B,
down into tube, C, and from there on to the
filter plate, D, where the increased weight of the
water has a tendency to keep the oil back in
tube, C. The pressure of the oil in chamber, B,
however, forces it down and spreads it over plate,
D, in a very thin film, which constantly changes
surface and grows thinner as it travels from the
center to the circumference of the plate, thus
exposing every panicle of waste oil to the action
of the water. It then flows upon plate, D' and
D", going through the same process in each
case. When the oil leaves the filter plate, D",
it is in a finely divided state, and thoroughly
mixed with water, which washes it and from
which it separates by gravity. The remaining im
purities then settle in chamber, E, and can be re
moved by opening the gate valve at bottom of
the filter, which drains off the water and dirt.
From plate, D", the oil again filters through
the stratum of filtering material, F, and from
there it rises to the pure-oil chamber and flows
into the old reservoir. The water is automat
ically separated after it passes down the tube,
C, and reaches the bottom plate, because the oil,
being lighter than water, immediately rises as
soon as it reaches the bottom of the filter, and the
surplus water passes into the tube leading to the
automatic water-separating device.
Before the introduction of the style B filter,
the cylinder oil was wasted, and as this is the

So rapid is the circulation of the water that
there is a difference of but 13 degrees between
the temperature of steam in the steam space and
the coldest water in the boiler at the bottom
of the front leg.
On account of the water legs being slightly
wider than the upper member, more grate sur
face can be secured and a perfectly proportioned
furnace can be attached to any size boiler. On
the under side of the water tubes connecting
the two legs special fire-brick tile is attached.
The most approved method of securing per
fect combustion and thereby consuming all
smoke, is by having a Dutch oven built in front
of the boiler or by a series of fire-brick arches
underneath the boiler. With this boiler, the fire
brick can extend the entire length of the furnace,
thereby presenting sufficient radiating surface to
secure perfect combustion of any kind of coal
that is mined ; in fact, the company offers to
guarantee to pass any smoke inspection required
under any ordinance within the United States.
This entire furnace can be taken out and re
placed in a few hours by common labor, and
on account of the fire brick being attached to the
under side of the water tubes, which are kept
cool by the circulation of water on the inside,
the furnace is practically indestructible.
Every boiler is designed to give free area of
circulation in the tubes over the furnace, and
this, combined with the protection of the fire
brick on the under side of the tubes, absolutely
prevents any buckling or derangement of the
water tubes.
This boiler can be forced, with no injury
whatever, to a boiler horsepower for 3 square
feet of heating surface, and, therefore, a maxi
mum capacity can be secured in a small space,
or the boiler can be built to fit almost any avail
able space. The same size units can be built
for either a long, low, narrow space, or for a
short, high, and wide design. An ordinary
standard 100-horsepower boiler of this type re
quires but 9 feet 6 inches from the bottom of
the ash-pan to the top of the shell.
Tests on the boiler are said to show good

three bearings and a heavy balance wheel mount
ed upon the shaft for the purpose of overcoming
the fluctuations in speed occasioned by the irregu
lar impulses of the gas engine.
This construction makes it possible to secure
good lights with almost any practical gas engine ;
makes unnecessary the awkward counter shaft
used in belted dynamo installations, and subjects
the dynamo shaft to no damaging strain such as
is encountered when the heavy balance wheel is
used on any two bearing dynamo.
The construction is throughout that of the
standard yoke type generators, with the excep
tion of the bearings. The armature is carried
by three pedestals mounted upon a cast iron base

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.'s DYNAMO FOR CAS EN
GINES.
and each of which contains a bronze-lined, selfoiling bearing. The paper pulley is mounted di
rect upon the hub of the balance wheel and the
combined paper pulley is supported closely on
both sides between two of these pedestals.
This arrangement together with an extra heavy
shaft makes impossible any strain from the weight
of the balance wheel or the pull of the belt, upon
the portion of the shaft on which the armature
is mounted. The entire machine is carried upon
sliding rails with hand wheels and screws, by
which it'ean be shifted for tightening the belt.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Long, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., October 12
and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay. P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street.
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
■ Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Annual convention, Hamilton, June, 1904.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha,
Neb. Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street,
New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14,
15 and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica,
N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept.. 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
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Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Annual convention June 21 and 22.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September 1, 2,
3, 1904. •
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Mark Twain Lodge, No. 8, N. A. S. E., was
recently organized at Hannibal, Mo., by J. H. Van
Arsdale, state deputy. The officers elected are
as follows: President, T. A. Secord; vice-presi
dent, N. P. Dietrick; recorder and corresponding
secretary, C. E. Sykes; financial secretary, J. W.
Wisner ; treasurer, Henry Magown ; conductor,
J. T. Lewallen; doorkeeper, W. T. Truitt; trus
tees, F. T. Bundies, T. A. Secord, and W. T.
Truitt.
Milwaukee Association, formerly known as
No. 1, has changed its name and will hereafter
be known as Edwin Reynolds Association, in
honor of its founder, who organized the branch
in 1886. A banquet was recently held in honor
of Mr. Reynolds, at which about 170 members
were present.
Massachusetts State Association N. A.
S. E. will hold its ninth annual convention in
Lynn, July 8 and 9, and will also hold an exhibi
tion in connection with the convention.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
Albert W. Smith, professor of mechanical
engineering at Leland Stanford University, has
been appointed director of Sibley College at Cor
nell University, to succeed the late Dr. R. H.
Thurston. Professor Smith graduated from Sib
ley College in 1878 and engaged in engineering
with Browne and Sharpe, the Straight Line Engine
Co., and other concerns until 1887. From '87 to
'91 he was a member of the Sibley College faculty
and then went to the University of Wisconsin
as professor of machine design, going from there
to Stanford to take his present position. Pro
fessor Smith has used his vacation years in prac
tical engineering work with the Dickson Manu
facturing Co., of Scranton, and with Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. The appointment
is one which will be satisfactory to all friends of
Sibley College, and will be likely to bring into
the work very much more of the commercial
spirit and of commercial testing than has hereto
fore been the case. In fact, a plan is proposed
for giving the teachers in engineering depart
ments at Cornell practical engineering work from
time to time in much the same way that Professor
Smith has done.
H. F. Frevert, who for several years past has
been manager of the New York stores of the
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., has severed his connec
tion with that company and opened an office at
114-118 Liberty Street, for the sale of machinery.
Mr. Frevert will also have charge of the New
York office of the Norton Grinding Co., of
Worcester, Mass., and the Brightman Manufac
turing Co., of Shelby, O., which manufactures
turn shafting and machinery for the manufac
ture of shafting.
T. F. Manville, president of H. W. JohnsManville Co., New York ; E. B. Hatch, president
of Johns-Pratt Co., Hartford, and J. W. Perry,
manager of the electrical department of the for
mer company, who sailed for England on April
26th, returned on June nth.
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C. C. Tyler has resigned his position as Su
perintendent of Works of the Westinghouse Elec
tric & Manufacturing Co. at East Pittsburg, Pa.,
and has been appointed General Superintendent
of all the works of the Allis-Chalmers-Bullock
interests in the United States. Mr. Tyler, who
will enter upon his new duties on June 15th,
will make his headquarters at Milwaukee. His
record in the practical management of great ma
chine shops is one of the best in the country,
and it has long been under the appreciative ob
servation of men who understand the value of
such ability. Before Mr. Tyler went to Pennsyl
vania he had made an excellent reputation, and
at Pittsburg, where he has been for 6 years, he en
hanced this by the .results he achieved in in
creasing the efficiency of the Westinghouse Elec
tric works. In the equipment of manufactories,
in the design and construction of machine tools,
in the handling of machinery and material, in
processes of manufacture, and, in fact, in all that
pertains to the economy of machine-shop adminis
tration, Mr. Tyler is recognized as an expert who
has no superior in this country. In entering upon
his larger field of duty he is sure to carry with
him the congratulations of the engineering pro
fession. His appointment is another evidence of
the care and strength with which the AllisChalmers Co. reorganization (which, it will be
remembered, also controls the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Co.) is being wrought together.
S. R. Callaway, president of the American
Locomotive Co. and formerly president of the
N. Y. C. R. R., died at his home on June 4.
T. S. Ingraham, grand chief of the Brother
hood of Locomotive Engineers, died of apoplexy
at the convention in Los Angeles on May 28.
He would have been re-elected without doubt
but for his untimely death.
Paul M. Mowrey, who for the last 3 years
has been connected with the Merchants' Trust
Co. as adviser on industrial investments, has as
sumed the office of vice-president of the Engi
neering Company of America, 74 Broadway, New
York City. Mr. Mowrey has been prominently
identified with the engineering and contracting
business since 1888, when he became connected
with the Edison Illuminating Co. Among his
numerous successful enterprises was the pur
chase and consolidation of the street railway
and power companies of Richmond, Va., which
were later turned over to Frank Jay Gould.
James A. Myers, President and Treasurer of
The Robbins & Myers Co., of Springfield, Ohio,
died at his home in that city on May 27. Mr.
Myers had returned on April 22 from an ex
tended business trip and seemed at that time in
the best of health. He became ill on May 7,
however, and soon developed symptoms of
typhoid fever, which terminated fatally, as noted.
He was born at Jamestown, Ohio, in 1851, and
was educated at Bowersville Academy, coming
to Springfield in 1876 and engaging in business.
In 1878 he became interested with Mr. Robbins
in the iron foundry business, and in 1889 formed
the present Robbins & Myers Co., of which he
became President on the retirement of Mr. Rob
bins in 1900, an office which he occupied at the
time of his death. Mr. Myers became actively
interested in electrical affairs in 1896, about which
time his company entered the electrical manu
facturing field. From this time his acquaintance
among members of the electrical fraternity in
creased rapidly, until at the time of his death
he numbered many friends in electrical fields in
all sections of the country. He was quite suc
cessful in affairs, and to his energetic and care
ful management the prominent position of his
company is largely due. Mr. Myers leaves a
wife and two sons.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN WESTINGHOUSE OR
GANIZATION.
A recent development of great interest in
American industrial organization is the acquisi
tion by the Westinghouse Machine Co. of several
well-known engineers and officials formerly prom
inent in the ranks of other industrial concerns.
The Westinghouse Machine Co. has, within re
cent years, been gradually building up its organ
ization in order to more effectively handle the in
crease of business brought about to a large de
gree by its development of the steam turbine and
the high-power gas engine. Its latest action is,
therefore, another step in this direction.
John B. Allan, formerly vice president and
general manager of the Allis-Chalmers Co., will
shortly commence his duties as Western man
ager of The Westinghouse Machine Co., with
headquarters at 171 LaSalle St., Chicago, having
direct charge of the entire Western district. Mr.
Allan has been prominently associated with the
Allis-Chalmers Co. for the past 24 years, and
has filled positions of progressively increasing im
portance, including those of sales manager, gen
eral manager, and vice president.

JOHN B. ALLAN.
Mr. Allan can truthfully be held up as a
shining example of a self-made man. He was
born in 1860 at Davenport, Iowa, and received a
common and high school education in his native
city, followed by a course at the Worcester Poly
technic Institute, from which he graduated in
1880 as a mechanical engineer. He immediately
commenced practical work, entering the service
of the Edward P. All is Co. shortly after leaving
college, wherein he was successively employed as
draftsman, machinist, and erecting superintendent.
During this time Mr. Allan also had charge of
making economy tests of engine and steam
plants. In January, 1895, the company opened
a general sales office in Chicago, of which Mr.
Allan was made manager, the engineering as well
as the selling departments coming under his su
pervision.
Mr. Allan's subsequent career has been one
of continuous advancement, and his wide ac
quaintance and popularity in the -field to which
he has devoted his main efforts peculiarly fit him
for assuming his new duties in this same field.
He is a prominent member of the American So
ciety of Mechanical Engineers and the Engi
neers' Club of New York.
Arthur West, formerly engineer with the AllisChalmers Co., will also join the organization of
The Westinghouse Machine Co. as chief engi
neer. He will make his headquarters at East
Pittsburg. Mr. West is specially fitted for his'
new position by his experience with the AllisChalmers Co., with whom he has been associated
for about 17 years in various positions. For sev
eral years past he has had full charge of the
entire pumping station work.
Mr. West was born at Milwaukee, Wiscon
sin, in March, 1867, and received a common
school education at Milwaukee public schools, sup
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plementing this by a technical course at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin, from which he graduated
in the class of 1887. This was followed by post
graduate work at the same institution, and he then
entered the employment of the Edward P. Allis
Co. as a machinist; his career with that concern
has likewise been one of continuous advance
ment. Some of the positions which he has filled
are those of erecting engineer, assistant to shop
superintendent, assistant superintendent, private
engineer for Edwin Reynolds in his special work,
general trouble engineer on all steam engine work,
salesman in the pump department, engineer of
tests, manager of the pump department, and final
ly assistant chief engineer. He is a member of
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
and The Engineers' Club, of New York. Mr.
West recently started for Europe to investigate
the most recent praccice of British and Continental
engine builders.
It is further rumored that several other engi
neers of wide reputation will be retained by The
Westinghouse Machine Co. within a short time.
These developments are rather surprising in
view of the fact that M(r. Allan and Mr. West
were recently reported, when they severed their
relations with the Allis-Chalmers Co's. staff, to
be contemplating an extended vacation on ac
count of poor health and overwork. It is to be
presumed that the inducements offered by the
Westinghouse Machine Co. on account of its in
creasing activity in all lines of work, must have
been such that the needed rest was postponed,
which speaks well for that company's operations
in the future.
NEWS NOTES.
Machinery Hall, unlike the other buildings
at the St. Louis World's Fair, is not closed in
the evening, but is open until 11 p. m., and
visitors in the evening will find at work there,
among other objects of interest, the big 5,000horsepower Allis-Chalmers-Bullock engine and
generator, producing electric current to keep
aglow the 120,000 or more decorative lights which
glitter all over the buildings and grounds.
High Tension Transmission will be the sub
ject of a special two-day meeting of the Ameri
can Institute of Electrical Engineers at Chicago,
June 21 and 22. Papers will be read and dis
cussed on Line Construction with Steel Support
ing Structures and Long Spans, by F. O. Blackwell ; Protection of Cables from Arcs Due to
Failure of Adjacent Cables, by W. G. Carlton;
The Use of Ground-Shields in Transformers, by
John S. Peck ; Conditions for Continuous Serv
ice Over Lines Operated in Parallel, by M. H.
Gerry, Jr. ; Synchronous Motors for Regulation
of Power Factor and Line Voltage, by B. G.
Lamme ; Protection of High-Tension Lines
Against Static Disturbances, by H. C. Wirt. A
report will also be made by the committee. Meet
ings will be held at 10 a. m. and 2 :30 p. m. in
the rooms of the Western Society of Engineers,
Monadnock Bldg. Round trip tickets for one
fare plus 25 cents can be obtained from nearly
all points on account of the Republican National
Convention.
At the commencement exercises of the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, which were held
during the week of June 5, the annual commence
ment lecture was given by Prof. French, of the
Institute, on the subject of Skyscrapers. The
commencement address on The Practical Man
was delivered by Dr. Ira Remsen, president of
Johns Hopkins University.
Mackenzie, Quarrier and Ferguson have
been appointed by the Shepherd Engineering Co.,
of Franklin, Pa., as sales agents for the Shep
herd vertical automatic engines. Their offices are
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located at 114 Liberty Street, New York City.
Combination seems to be the order of the
day in business circles, and it is common to hear
of the merging of two large companies into a
still larger one so as to secure the advantages
of lessened unproductive cost and increased sell
ing facilities. The merging of two educational
institutions, however, is not so common, and the
announcement that a plan is under consideration
to merge the Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy and Harvard University is decidedly start
ling, since these two great institutions have in
the past worked along distinctly different lines,
and it has been rumored that there was some
what of jealousy between the two. Harvard has
about 4,500 students, and Technology, some 1,500.
The combination of these two would still further
strengthen both institutions, not only as to num
bers, but as to economy which might be practiced,
and laboratory facilities which might be available
for students in both institutions. It would seem
likely, however, that the alumni of Massachusetts
Technology would be rather strenuously opposed
to this proposition, but the advantages may be
so great as to overcome this sentiment.
Allis-Qhalmers-Bullock, Ltd., have taken
over the business and representation in Canada
of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co., Cana
dian Bullock Electric Mfg. Company, Ltd.,
Allis-Chalmers Co., Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co.,
Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co., Wagner Elec
tric Manufacturing Co., Canadian Engineering
Co., Ltd., and will maintain a head office and
works at Montreal.
The new organization will operate in the
closest relations to the American companies and
manufacture machinery identical in design.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Worm and Spiral Gearing, by Frederick A.
Halsey, D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1003.
Price 50 cents.
This is No. 116 of the Van Nostrand Science
Series and takes up in great detail the subject
of which it treats. Part 1 is devoted to Worm
Gearing and takes up the theory and examples
from practice limiting speed, pressure, and the de
sign of step-bearings. This part has 43 pages,
while the second part, devoted to Spiral Gearing,
has about the same number. The treatment of
spiral gears takes up the comparison between this
form of spur gearing and discusses the relation
between the pitch of the spiral and the pitch of
the gear which must be used in order to get satis
factory results.
The process of design is then followed through
taking up the preliminary solution and following
up a practical example to the working out of
the final solution. The graphical method of treat
ing the problem is also given.
The following out of the process includes a
slight knowledge of trigonometry and algebra,
but it is not at all difficult. The book is fully
illustrated by means of large diagrams, drawings,
and tables, which really tell the whole story after
one understands the method of design. The
book is a reprint from articles in the "American
Machinist" and gives in convenient form an im
portant contribution to this interesting subject
about which comparatively little has been pub
lished.
Factory testing and electrical machinery is
taken up in a new and valuable way by R. E.
Workman in the Electric Club Journal, which is
published by the Electric Gub of Pittsburg. The
May issue contains the fourth installment of this
series and has other valuable articles, among
which may be mentioned one on "Transformer
Oil," by C. E. Skinner, which contains much new
information.
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A MODERN PRINTING AND BINDING HOUSE POWER PLANT.
BY S. S. EDMANDS.
THE recent installation at the new establish
ment of the Trow Directory, Printing and
Book Binding Co. affords an interesting
example of a modern combined heating, lighting
and power plant. The building whose needs it
supplies is about ioo by 225 feet, with five 13-foot
stories and a basement, all devoted exclusively
to the business of book printing and binding. The
establishment represents the highest development
of the art of bookmaking, in which the various
processes that the several elements of a book must
undergo require a large amount of machinery.
Cleanliness and light are of great importance in
such a place, and motor-driven machines, doing
away with belting and shafting, do much to
make these conditions possible. Electricity is
used for heating certain parts of the presses and
binding machinery where steam with its hot, in
convenient piping was formerly employed—an
other means by which the working conditions are
improved as a result of the use of electricity. In
candescent lighting and steam heating are used
throughout the building.
It is evident, from the nature of the establish
ment, that the amounts of power required sever
ally for heating, lighting and motive power will,
in each case, be a considerable portion of the
total, and consequently that the plant as a whole
must be designed to satisfactorily meet the re
quirements of the three-fold service.
In a power plant, simplicity of equipment is
an important consideration, affecting vitally space
occupied, first cost, operating expenses and econ
omy. The same boilers should supply steam for
all purposes, and all demands for electric power
should be met by the same generators. The in
stallation here described is not novel in its majn
features, but is an excellent illustration of a
standard solution of the power and heating prob
lem as it presents itself in the average manu
facturing plant.
Noncondensing, compound engines are used
for driving the electrical generators, and the ex
haust steam is used for heating. The generators
are of the compound type, and operate at 230
volts, thus giving a standard voltage for the
motors, while the lighting is supplied at 115
volts on the three-wire system, a balancer set
being used to supply the unbalanced current in
the neutral. It is thus possible to use the stand
ard high-efficiency incandescent lamp with the
copper saving of the three-wire system, while the
motors receive double the lamp voltage with the
attendant economy in copper required for the
conductors. The use of the balancer also makes
it possible to shut down all except one generator
at times of light load. Such a plant possesses
manifest advantages in respect to first cost, sim
plicity and ease of operation.
Proceeding to an inspection of the equipment

of the plant, let us first consider the boiler room,
a plan of which is shown in Fig. 2. The boilers
are of the water tube type, made by the Heine
Safety Boiler Co., and are three in number. Two
of them are duplicates, each having a single
drum and 32 square feet of grate surface, devel
oping 125 horsepower. The third boiler is rated
at 300 horsepower, and has 72 square feet of
grate surface and two drums. The boilers are
hand fired, and forced draft is employed, a steamdriven Buffalo Forge Co's. 36-inch blower being
installed for the latter purpose in a room ad
joining the boiler room. The draft is carried

drum boiler. A De Rike separator is placed in
side of each drum. Eight-inch steel pipe with
ground flanges is used on the main steam line
with Ashcroft valves. There is a 3-foot drop
leg trapped to the heater and located just inside
the engine room wall at the point where the main
steam line branches to the three engines, each
branch being 4 inches in diameter.
The coal is brought from the street to the
bins located in the basement by means of a
Renold's 15-inch screw conveyor, driven by a
5-horsepower motor, and having a capacity of
1 ton per minute. Buckwheat anthracite coal is

FIG. I. THE 3OO-KILOWATT GENERATING UNIT AT THE TROW DIRECTORY CO S. PLANT.
under the floor, and introduced to the ashpit
through the side walls of the boiler settings.
The chimney is of sheet iron, 42 inches in diame
ter and 85 feet high. It leads from one end of a
horizontal sheet iron flue about 4 feet square,
which runs at the back the length of the row of
boilers and into the side of which the uptakes
of the boilers are connected. A Locke automatic
damper regulator is furnished for the damper in
the stack.
Each boiler is equipped with an Ashton Valve
Co's. 200-pound steam gage, a Reliance water col
umn and an Ashcroft safety valve, the last two
items being in duplicate in the case of the two-

employed, the use of a smokeless coal being re
quired by the city authorities.
Two boiler pumps are installed, one a Worthington two-cylinder 7]/2 and 4^x 6-inch steam
pump, and the other a Deane 4x4- inch triplex,
motor-driven pump. The latter, together with a
portion of the front of the 300-horsepower boiler,
and a Mersey Manufacturing Co.'s meter, through
which the boiler is fed, are shown in Fig. 3. The
speed of the electric pump is conveniently con
trolled by means of a field rheostat. The two
pumps are conveniently piped and so controlled
by valves that either may feed the boilers, or, in
case of need, the house system, while the supply
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may be taken either from the city mains direct,
or, as is usual, through a Webster vacuum feedwater heater. Exhaust steam is used in this heater
and also for heating the building.
The exhaust steam passes from each engine
through a 6-inch pipe to a 10-inch main exhaust

Electric Mfg. Co., 6 poles, 213 amperes, 275 revo
lutions per minute. The balancer set is com
pound-wound with equalizer, and each machine is
rated at 7.5 kilowatts, at a speed of 950, and
gives 60 amperes at 125 volts ; it was made by
the Akron Electric Mfg. Co.
,

FIG. 2. PLAN OF BOILER AND ENGINE INSTALLATION.
line, and thence to a De Rike extractor, which
removes the oil and water, allowing them to
drain into the sewer. Connection with the feedwater heater is made just beyond this point, and
the exhaust line is continued up to the roof by a
10-inch riser ending in an exhaust head. Connec
tion with the heating system is made at the top
floor and consists of a 6-inch pipe led around
the building, with 3-inch risers leading down
from the same. Above this connection is an
Ashcroft back-pressure valve set to automatically
open and allow the steam to escape to the roof
when the back pressure exceeds V/i pounds. For
service in case of need there is provided a con
nection and an Ashcroft automatic reducing
valve, so that live steam may be used for heating.
,As a matter of fact, it has never been necessary
to use live steam for heating, the amount of
exhaust steam being more than sufficient on all
occasions. The return water from the condensa
tion in the heating system drains to its lowest
point and is withdrawn by a pump and fpxced
into a tank over the boilers, whence it flows by
gravity into the heater.
Referring now to the plan of the engine room,
Fig. 2, it is seen that there are three direct-con
nected engine generator sets, of ioo, 75, and 50
kilowatts capacity. The engines were made by
the Watertown Engine Co., and take steam at a
pressure of 135 pounds, the two larger engines
being tandem compound, with cylinders" nf£ and
20x14 inches and II and 20x14 inches, and
operating at 250 and 275 revolutions per minute
respectively. The smallest engine has one cylin
der only, 11 x 12 inches, and runs at 275 revolu
tions per minute. Each engine has a Cochrane
separator, which is drained through traps to the
heater, and is also provided with a pump for
forced lubrication of all oil bearings, and each
cylinder has a lubricator made by the Nathan
Manufacturing Co. The throttle valves each have
a J^-inch bypass and the cylinder drips drain
directly to the sewer. A view of the 100-kilowatt
unit is shown in Fig. 1.
The generators are compound-wound, operat
ing at 230 volts, built and rated as follows: 100kilowatt, Akron Electric Mfg. Co., 6 poles, 400
amperes, 250 revolutions per minute ; 75-kilowatt,
Akron Electric Mfg. Co., 6 poles, 300 amperes,
275 revolutions per minute; 50-kilowatt, Bullock
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The electrical equipment throughout is noticeble for its substantial character and installation,
and for the attention given to convenience and
reliability. The switchboard shown in Fig. 4
consists of four marble panels, the equipment of
which, beginning at the left of the board and

current in the neutral and six three-pole, 200ampere feeder switches. The third panel is to
control the 75-kilowatt and the 100-kilowatt gen
erators. It is equipped with a 500-ampere am
meter, field rheostat, 400-ampere, three-pole gen
erator switch, and a 225 to 450-ampere circuit
breaker, all for the 75-kilowatt machine. Similar
equipment for the 100-kilowatt machine consists
of a 600-ampere ammeter, field rheostat, 500ampere, three-pole generator switch, and a 300
to 600-ampere circuit breaker. This panel also
bears the dial switch for a 300-volt voltmeter
placed on a bracket at the extreme right of the
board, a lamp ground-detector, and a 1,200-ampere Thomson recording wattmeter for recording
the total kilowatt-hours output of the plant. The
last panel at the right is the feeder panel for the
power, and contains six 200-ampere, 250-volt,
two-pole switches, and one 700-ampere ammeter
reading the total output of the panel. The am
meters and voltmeters were made by the Weston
Electrical Instrument Co., the field rheostats by
the Ward Leonard Electric Co., and the circuit
breakers are of the I. T. E. pattern. The Walker
Electric Co. made the switches and designed and
installed the board. The feeders and generator
leads are protected back of the board with Noark
fuses, the equalizer not being fused in the case
of the generators.
From the layout of the board, it will be
noticed that there are six lighting and six
power feeders, which distribute light and power
independently to each of the five floors and base
ment. The accompanying table gives the sizes
of the various feeders :

FIG. 3. BOILER AND POWER DRIVEN PUMP.
enumerating from top to bottom of each p:inel,
is as follows : The first panel controls the 50kilowatt generator, and has a 400-ampere amme
ter, field rheostat, 200-amperc, 3-po)e generator
switch, 150 to 300-ampere circuit breaker. The
second panel is the lighting panel, and has a
double-scale, 150-ampere ammeter for reading the

Lighting Feeders
three-wire.
Basement—No. 1 B. & S
1st Floor—No. 00 B. & S
2nd Floor—No. o B. & S
3rd Floor—No. o B. & S
4th Floor—No. 00 B. & S
5th Floor—No. 00 B. & S

Power Feeders
two-wire.
No. 0000 B. & S.
No. 600,000 C. M.
N0.00B. & S.
N0.00B. & S.
No. 0000 B. & S.
No. 0000 B. & S.
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Each feeder passes from the main switchboard
to a meter board on which are located twelve
Thomson recording wattmeters, one for each
feeder. This board also bears three Bristol re
cording instruments for registering the voltage
lighting current and power current for the plant.
Each feeder terminates in a panel box on its re
spective floor, and is continued on through fuses
to from three to five subpanels for the lighting
and from one to three subpanels for the power.
As showing how well the lighting system is bal
anced, it may be stated that the ammeter in the
neutral rarely indicates over 15 or 20 amperes
and usually nothing, although there are about
two thousand 16-candlepower incandescent lamps
installed, and the usual full load is about 240
amperes on a side. Incandescent lamps are used
throughout, with the exception of seven arc lamps
in the engine room and shop. One hundred and
eighty-five motors are installed varying in size
from 1% to 10 horsepower, the most common
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ECONOMY IN THE USE OF OLD MATERIAL.
BY F. W. SALMON.
One of the important things in the economical
management of any plant is to keep the expense of
improvements within reasonable limits. If we do
not make improvements, the plant soon becomes
out of date, and in poor condition for the most
economical production of finished goods, and yet
to make improvements means to create a con
siderable item of expense. Perhaps the improve
ment needed, is only a temporary storage shed,

inspect the pipe and also test it by hammering,
the latter tending to remove the scale and rust,
and as the thickness of the metal may have been
reduced by rust or other causes, the load put
on the pipe or column, should not exceed the load
given in the table, but on the other hand the load
for a given thickness should be reduced in the
same proportion that the thickness of the old
pipe has been reduced below the thickness given
in the table.
Of course there are cases in which an old pipe
will safely carry more load than the above rule

BASES AND CAPS FOR IRON PIPE COLUMNS.
Plates faced where the pipe bears.
Safe loads—Tons.

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.
D
8
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

o
A
H
H
U
n
H
n
%
T*
1

1*
IK
2
2K
3
3
3K
4
4K
5
6
7
8
8
9
10

§
H
n
u
l'A
It5*
IK
1H
IX
?*

X
X
i
i
U
V
X
IS
rl
%
IS
1
1A
1A
1ft

H

I

2tV

1ft
its
2^

*u
3%
4X
6)6
6
1ft
8X
»X
10K
UK

211
8A
31 5
4ft
41§
an
ha
in
8%
9%

K
K
K»
Iff
A
X
n
u
H
%
ft

9
16
25
86
49
64
81
100
121
144
169
196
225
256
289
324

Pine

Concrete

.9
1.6
2.5
3.6
4.9
6.4
8.1
10.
12.1
14.4
16.9
19.6
22.5
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The safe loads are based on 200 lbs. per square inch .for -pine, and 300 lbs. per square inch on concrete. Nominal
pipe size, E.

FIG. 4.

VIEW OF THE FOUR-PANEL SWITCHBOARD.

sizes being 2\/i and 5 horsepower. They are
principally of Lundell and Crocker-Wheeler
make, though there are a few others. CutlerHammer overload and no-voltage release starting
rheostats arc used for the motors, except on the
presses where compound motors and Carpenter
controllers are used. At the usual full load the
power ammeter indicates about 550 amperes. The
power for the electric heaters with which some of
the machinery is equipped is supplied at 230 volts,
and when the presses are warming up in the
morning this item often amounts to 100 kilowatts.
The conductors for all wiring are placed in
enameled iron conduit, the work of installation
being done by the E. J. Electric Installation Co.
The engineering for the entire system above
described is the work of Ballantine and Evans.
A feature of interest in connection with the
plant is the unusually well equipped repair shop
adjacent to the engine room. Here are placed
a 16-inch lathe with 6-foot bed, an 18-inch lathe
with 8-foot bed, a 4-foot planer, a milling machine
with 18-inch swing, a double-spindle emery
grinder, a drill press with 18-inch table and a
forge. Another noteworthy feature is a hy
draulic sidewalk elevator, the motive power for
which is derived from steam admitted into the
top of a vertical 9-inch standpipe 10 feet high,
connected at the bottom with the elevator cylin
der, and placed on a level with the elevator.
The steam comes into direct contact with the sur
face of the water in the stand pipe and the water
is used repeatedly returning into the standpipe
as the elevator descends.
Thanks arc due to the Trow Directory Print
ing and Book Binding Co. for courtesies extended
in connection with the preparation of this article,
and to Mr. Joyce, chief engineer of the plant, for
assistance in collecting the data.

a temporary shop for some light operation, or
the strengthening or stiffening of a floor. In
such cases some persons will oftentimes spend
dollars where others spend cents, and a few
others will use old material lying around the
premises which may be rapidly becoming nothing
but waste.
Persons who see the need of improvement
and who find the necessary material on the prem
ises with which to make the improvements are
generally valuable employees. They are the men
who should, and commonly do, receive the high
er wages, and they are the men who are kept
steadily at work through dull as well as good
times.
By studying the theory of mechanics, as well
as by the aid of a few centuries of experience, we
know that a hollow column, similar to a pipe, is
the most economical form, and around many
works we often find old and new pipes of vari
ous sizes lying around as if waiting to be used,

indicates, but to be on the safe side and to sim
plify the matter of figuring the safe load it is
probably best to follow the rule closely, the
rule thus being easily and quickly applied to all
cases.
It might be well to add that in cutting threads
on pipes the tool should be set as though the
threads were to be cut parallel (not tapering),
in other words, each side of the thread tool
should form an angle of 60 degrees with the axis
of the pipe, and the taper should be 1 inch in
32 inches.
A Peculiar Situation exists in St. Paul on
account of the franchise granted to the American
District Steam Co. by the common council. This
franchise gives the steam company the right to
operate a general heating plant in the business
section of the city and the local union of steam
engineers is endeavoring to have this franchise
declared null and void and to enjoin the city
officials from carrying out its terms. A temporary
restraining order was issued and effort is now
being made to have this injunction made perma
nent. It is claimed that the American District
Steam Co. is a New York corporation and has
not complied with the statutes of Minnesota, but
no claim is made that the operation of the central
heating plant will not be a benefit to the city and
to those who patronize it.

base for pipe column.
and perhaps remaining unused, while cast iron
columns are ordered, steel columns built up, or
wooden posts purchased. Table 1, on page 446,
gives the safe load on different sizes of pipes for
different lengths between bearing plates, and in
Table 2 will be found suitable sizes of bearing
plates based on the maximum safe load for each
size of pipe. In Table 1 will be found other
useful data relating to wrought iron pipes.
Old and even rusty pipes can often be used
to advantage and with a great saving of new
material. But care should be taken to carefully

The Corporation Counsel of New York City
has decided that for plants running 24 hours a
day in the city departments three shifts of engi
neers must be employed.
A phony brake, with which rope has been
found to give the best results, is employed in
the hydraulic laboratory at the University of
California. The brake pulley is 24 inches in
diameter, with a 10-inch face, and is surrounded
by a double rope, one end of which is fast to
the brake framework and the other engaged by
a threaded hook, which is moved by a handwheel to secure the required tension.
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NEW DESIGNS OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
The Worthington Volute Pump is an im
proved form of the centrifugal pump with which
the public has long been familiar. It differs
chiefly in the proportions of the various parts.
The impellers in these pumps are of the enclosed
variety, i. c, they consist of conical discs, be
tween which are the blades. The area of the
water passages has been proportioned at all points
with regard to the velocity of the water ; upon
leaving the impeller, the water is discharged into
a volute casing, which is a familiar feature of
most centrifugal pumps hitherto constructed.
The conoidal pump is a modification of the
volute form especially designed for low-head
service to secure high rotative speed and balance
of the impeller. The water is admitted from
both sides. The impeller itself consists of a
conical shaped core, or rather two cones with the
bases together so that the entering columns of
water are gradually diverted to a radial direc
tion without excessive friction or shock. The
impeller blades are mounted directly upon this
conical core. The diameter of the impeller is
comparatively very small so that it runs at a
high velocity and the pump may be directly con
nected to electric motors or other high speed
prime movers.
It is to the turbine pump, however, that we
would especially call attention in regard to nov
elty. The impeller is much the same as has
been described for the volute pump, but the
water, upon leaving the impeller, is received by
a system of diffusion vanes similar in construc
tion and the converse in function of the guide
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WORTHINGTON TURBINE PUMP.
blades of a turbine water wheel. One of the dif
ficulties presented by high-lift centrifugal pumps
has been the great peripheral speed required when
only a single impeller is employed. This has
been overcome in the multi stage turbine pump
by mounting a number of disks or impellers, each
operating in a separate chamber, upon a single
shaft and passing the water through the im
peller chambers in succession. The lift can
thus be multiplied three, four or five times, while
the number of revolutions is kept within such
bounds that it is possible to connect the
pump directly to a steam engine or an
electric motor.
The water delivered at
high velocity from the impeller enters the
passages between the blades through open
ings, having a small cross-section. The area of
the cross-section of the channel gradually en
larges, however, so that by the time the water
reaches the discharge chamber it has been
brought almost to rest without shock or friction,
converting its energy of motion into energy of
static head in the most efficient manner possible.
While, in the volute pump, the efficiency
falls away rapidly when heads of about 60 feet
are exceeded, the turbine construction allows of
increasing the velocity of the impeller and the
lift to heads of 150 to 200 feet with good effi
ciency. If it is desired to pump to still higher
heads, a multistage construction is employed. In
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THE IMPROVED HEAVY DUTY HARRIS- der the severest conditions met with in any and
the multistage pump the water from the dis
all kinds of service, including street railway and
charge chamber of the first impeller is led back
CORLISS ENGINE.
to the suction opening of the next impeller THE accompanying photographs, Figs. 1 and rolling mill service, which undoubtedly afford
the severest test to which an engine can be put.
through channels in the pump casing. In this
2, give a front and rear view of a recent
manner any number of impellers may be mount
design of heavy duty Harris-Corliss en
In order to meet the exacting and growing
ed upon one shaft, and any required head, up to gine built by the William A. Harris Steam En
demands of the latter service, it was found neces
2,000 feet if necessary, may be obtained.
gine Co., Providence, R. I. While this might be sary to modify former designs and to substitute
It should be noted that the efficiency of a multi stage pump is about the same as the efficiency of
a singlestage pump of the same construction.
To illustrate, if the power required by one im
peller for a given delivery is 20 per cent greater
than that theoretically corresponding to the head
developed, the same will be true of each im
peller in a series ; that is, the pump as a whole
will require 20 per cent more energy than that
theoretically required to raise the water dis. charged to the total head. The efficiency, in
other words, both of each individual stage and
of the pump as a whole would be 85 per cent.
It has been demonstrated by experiment, how
ever, that on the same work and within reason
able limits, multi stage centrifugals arc some
what more efficient than single stage pumps, the
increased efficiency being due to a decrease in
the frictional losses coincident with the reduced
peripheral speed of the impeller.
Particular attention has been devoted to the
mechanical details in order to produce a machine
that would withstand the most severe service for
long periods of time without renewals or repairs.
FlC. I. FRONT VIEW OF HEAVY DUTY H ARRIS-CCRLISS ENGINE.
The bearings, of liberal proportions, are supplied
with ring oilers and are lined with babbitt, ham
termed the 1904 design, there is, however, a certain forms and proportions of parts which
mered in, reamed true and scraped to a perfect considerable number of these engines in success
could be relied upon under all circumstances.
fit. In all except the very small sizes, these bear- ful operation, a cross compound recently installed To this end the contour of the frame has been

FIG. 2. REAR VIEW CF THE ENGINE.
ings have been entirely separated from the pump
casing, an improved form of construction effect
ually eliminating all possibility of foreign mat
ter working into the bearings when the pump
is handling water containing silt or sand. This
construction further makes it possible to renew
the bearings without entirely dismantling the
pump and will meet with the approval of engi
neers familiar with centrifugal or rotary pumps.
Electric tramway cars in Rome, Italy, are
now fitted with postal boxes.

at Brown University having attracted particular
attention.
The former design of engine built by this
company for heavy work could not have been
considered anything but massive and well pro
portioned in every detail, and for this reason
the present engine impresses one with the fact
that it is the result of a great deal of careful
study and the exercise of engineering skill of
high order.
The object of this design is the production
of an engine capable of continuous operation un

modified in order 10 provide greater areas of
metal directly in the lines of heavy strain and
to distribute the metal so as to stiffen the frame
in all directions. A number of heavy ribs un
derneath give the frame a degree of strength
equal to a solid casting of the form shown, and
being cast in one piece, eliminates all joints which
in themselves are a source of weakness.
The frame has a bearing on the foundation
throughout its entire length and has been divested
of all unnecessary angles and corners, thus giving
it the greatest possible strength with 110 super
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fluous metal. The housing for the guides, which
are of the bored type, is provided with a large
opening through which the crosshead can be re
moved should occasion demand it and which
affords easy access to the crosshead end of the
connecting rod and stuffingbox. The side open
ing, as well as the opening for the connecting
rod, is heavily ribbed, thus rendering this part of
the frame as strong as if the side opening had
been omitted. From the guides, the frame
slopes with graceful lines towards the crank
disk, the bottom of which clears the foundation
by several inches. The design of the frame is
very simple, of neat appearance, and symmetrical
to a remarkable degree.
The cylinder, shown in Fig. 3, has been re
designed with a view to securing increased
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contrast which adds very materially to the neat
appearance of the engine. The cylinder is heavily
ribbed and of sufficient thickness to permit re
peated reborings, should this be necessary, with
out reducing the strength beyond that required
to withstand the highest pressures employed in
stationary practice. The material of the cylinder
is a hard, close-grained iron especially prepared
for this purpose, which reduces friction and wear
to the minimum and thus increases the durability
of the more important part of the engine.
The valves are of the double ported type, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, and are placed close to
the bore of the cylinder so as to reduce the
clearance to the minimum. The exhaust port
has been made exceptionally short, the exhaust
valve center lying closer to the cylinder bore

from the valve gear through the hook to the
valve stem, and that in the groove, E, there is 1
sudden offset, which, when the roller strikes into
it, forces the hook downward and out of engage
ment with the arm on the valve stem, thus re
leasing the latter. The cam-plate, F, being ro-

FIG. 5.

FIG. 3. SECTIONAL VIEWS OF THE CYLINDER.
strength and rigidity, thus better adapting it to
high steam pressure and piston speeds. The
cylinder has a box foot which rests on the foun
dation throughout its entire length. This not
only secures the cylinder in position, but avoids
unequal strains in a manner equivalent to extend
ing the frame an equal distance and at the same
time offers the advantages of separate construc
tion and erection. The extended base receives
the dashpots, as shown. The cylinder is lagged

FIG. 4. CROSS SECTION AND ELEVATION OF VALVES.
with nonconducting material and jacketed with
planished steel, the upper ends, front and back
being rounded off and the edges of the steel
jacket concealed by polished angle-irons, thus
giving to the whole a most pleasing effect.
The back cylinder head is covered by a false
head or bonnet held in position by a polished nut
at the center, the outer edges or rim being
highly polished while the center is painted the
same color as the frame, thus giving a sharp

than in the usual design of Corliss cylinder. The
exhaust valve is hollowed out at the middle of
its length to accommodate the convex surface
of the cylinder. This reduces the clearance to
a considerable extent and has an important effect
upon the economy of the engine.
The steam valves are operated by means of
the Brown releasing gear, shown in Fig. 5, which
is driven by a separate eccentric, the latter actu
ating a very simple and direct valve gear.
The Brown releasing gear, which is an es
pecially interesting feature of the Harris-Corliss,
is one of the simplest mechanisms used on this
type of engine. The absence of springs, links,
and other devices tends to make it one of the
most satisfactory gears for high speeds. The
gear is so designed that it is capable of constant
use without renewal or repair of any of its parts.
The connection from the eccentric is shown at
the bottom of the illustration. The lever, A,
which is reciprocated by the eccentric and gear,
carries a bronze hook, B, upon which is a steel
block, C, which engages a similar block upon the
arm, D, the latter being keyed to the valve stem.
The hook, B, is not attached rigidly to the lever,
A, but is journaled at its end, as shown, so that
it would be free to hang straight downward were
it not supported by a lever, L, on the opposite
side of the lever, A, the free end of the lever, L,
carrying a friction roller which travels in a camshaped groove, E, in a circular plate, F, mounted
upon the valve stem bearing.
It will be seen that, with the parts in the posi
tion shown, movement will be communicated

THE BROWN RELEASING GEAR.

tated about its center by the governor rod, 67,
brings the offset in the groove at the point neces
sary to effect the cutoff at the required time. The
block, H, upon the valve arm is suspended upon
a bolt, /, as shown, and is free to move upward
as the other block, C, passes backward under it,
falling by gravity into engagement. A reverse
curve in the farther end of the groove prevents
engagement in case of an accident to the gover
nor, and obviates any possibility of the engine's
racing. The action of this arrangement is both
prompt and reliable.
The movement of the hook, being controlled
by a roller in the cam groove, is positive, and the
center upon which the bronze hook, B, turns, be
ing below the plane of contact of the blocks, the
disengagement, when allowed by the cam-shaped
groove, is so easy as to cause no perceptible jar
upon the lever. The blocks, C and H, are so off
set as to be in contact only half their length,
and each block may be changed in position to

FIG. 6.

REACH ROD CLAMPING DEVICE.

present eight different edges to wear. Should the
dashpot fail to work, or if for any reason the
valve should remain open, it will be forced to
close, as the valve gear returns to its central
position, by contact of the flat place or shoulder,
K, upon the hub of the hook, with a correspond
ing projection upon the valve arm.

July i, 1904.
The wristplate has been dispensed with, the
reach rods being connected with a simple clamp
ing device, which grips the horizontal link con
necting the vibrating levers which actuate the
valves. By means of this device, the contruction
of which will readily be understood by referring

FIG. 7. SECTION OF DASH POT.
to Fig. 6, the gear may be quickly disconnected
for operating the valves by hand when stopping
the engine and when warming the cylinder pre
paratory to starting. The arrangement of the
valve gear at the cylinder is all that can be de
sired, while the mechanism is as simple as it
well can be and perform the proper functions.
The exhaust valves are operated by a separate
exhaust eccentric and vibrating levers pivoted
to the cylinder. A short link connected to the
crank arm of the valve stem is pivoted at such
point on the lever as to give a very quick open
ing and closing of the port, and keeps the port
wide open during the exhaust stroke of the piston.
Thus the back pressure is reduced to the lowest
possible value at all speeds and the resistance to
the piston kept down to merely that of the at
mosphere or the pressure in the condenser as the
case may be.
The steam valves are closed by an improved
dashpot of very simple construction. This im
portant adjunct, shown in section in Fig. 7, has
been designed with a view to securing prompt
action at high speeds, viz., 150 revolutions per
minute and considerably higher if need be. It
is silent in operation, dust proof and readily
adjusted to meet any requirements that can be
met by other parts of the valve gear.
The governor is of the weighted type and pro
vided with safety stops for both high and low

THE
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The crosshead is shown in Fig. 8. It is of
the box pattern, but of extra heavy design, con
siderable 1 metal having been added to the neck
and cheeks, which are the weakest points in all
crossheads, thus rendering the crosshead capable
of withstanding the severest shocks without in
jury. Adjustment is made by means of a wedge
working laterally of the shoe or slipper which
is operated by means of an adjusting screw with
lock nuts to secure it in position when adjust
ments have been made. The crosshead shoes
have a vertical movement only, which keeps the

rangement of the heavy ribs in the frame which
render the latter absolutely rigid under the heav
iest strains.
The flywheel is of special design and of an
unusually heavy pattern. The arms are oval in
section, and a very heavy strengthening rib ex
tends around the entire inside circumference, to
which the arms are joined by long sweeping
curves or turns. The wheel is securely fastened
together with turned bolts, which are driven into
reamed holes, while the outside edges of the rim
have heavy return flanges which materially
strengthen the wheel.
The speed of this engine varies according to
the size up to 150 revolutions, several engines
being in regular service at this unusually high
speed, which is made possible by the superior
design of the releasing gear and dashpots.

FIG. 9. SHOWING ADJUSTMENTS OF THE CONNECT
ING ROD.

A series OF tests has recently been made in
Germany, over the tracks on which the high
speed trials with electric trains were made, to
test the performance of steam locomotives under
similar conditions. The track was put in perfect
repair after the electric trials, and experiments
have been carried on since February with engines
of four different types drawing a train which
consisted of six vestibule cars weighing about 30
tons each. The engines were tested with the full
train and then with half train. .
Three of the locomotives were of standard
commercial types, one being of the Atlantic type
with two pairs of coupled drivers, a second of the
same type but with a short connecting rod driv
ing the crank pin of the rear driving wheel, and
a third being a compound equipped with a super
heater. The fourth engine was of a special de
sign, having the engineer's cab placed in front of
the engine and with two pairs of coupled drivers.
A covered passage was provided from the front
of the locomotive to the rear.
The first engine made about 69 miles an hour
with the full train and 7954 with the three cars ;
the second engine made 73 miles and 76% miles
respectively. The third engine made 70^/2 and
8454 miles, developing about 2,000 horepower.
The fourth engine, of special design, ran at 79^/2
miles with full train and a little over 85 miles
with half load. These speeds were considerably
less than the ones obtained in the electric trials,
and they developed the fact that at these speeds
it required a full minute and a distance of nearly
$4 mile to stop the train of six cars when run
ning at 85 miles an hour. This shows that with
present braking equipments it is impracticable to
run trains at such high speeds, since the in
ability to stop in a shorter distance than ^ mile
carries too great a risk.
The full data of the experiments will not be
available until they are formulated and published
by the government ; but the cost per seat per mile
is estimated for the steam train at 20 cents and
for the electric train, consisting of four trailer
cars and a motor car, at 18.4 cents. The steam
train of five cars and a locomotive weighed 330
tons, with seats for 168 passengers and used at
full speed 1400 horsepower. The electric train
weighed 260 tons, carried seats for 180 passen
gers and used 1,000 horsepower.

wristpin in the center of the bearing on the
guides, in other words, in lin» with the center
of the shoes. By simply removing two screws
the slipper, top or bottom, may be taken out
and replaced without removing the crosshead
from the guides. The wrist['in is provided with
tapered ends and is held in place by a plate
secured to the crosshead by cap screws, the re
moval of which permits the pin to be easily taken
out and replaced. The pin is prevented from
turning, and thus straining the screws, by a small
key. The shoes are faced with antifriction metal
and turned to accurately fit the bored guides. The
piston rod is screwed into the neck of the crosshead and further secured by a heavy polished
nut.
The connecting rod is, of course, of steel and
unusually heavy. It is of improved design as
will be seen by referring to Fig. 9. Adjustment
is made by means of screws and wedges, the

FIG. 10. THE MAIN BEARING.

FIG. 8. THE CROSSHEAD.
speeds. The speed of the governor is sufficiently
high to effect the required degree of sensitiveness
for electrical service, which, as is well known,
demands the closest regulation of speed possible.
A single governor rod actuates the tripcams,
which simplifies the governor connections to the
greatest possible extent and facilitates making
accurate adjustments to meet any requirements.
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brasses and wedges being of such form as to pre
serve a perfect fit and bearing in the mortised
rod end. In many cases slight heating of the
brasses cause them to spring and bind upon the
pin, thus effecting uneven wear and further in
creasing the difficulty of keeping the pin cool
under heavy loads. With this construction the
effect of changes of temperature is not noticeable
and can produce no harmful results.
The main bearing, which is illustrated in Fig.
10, is of the quarter-box design and is of un
usually liberal proportions. Adjustment is made
by means of wedge and screws, the construction
being such that the wedge is firmly secured in any
desired position, thus the adjustment of the
quarter-box can be made to a nicety and main
tained absolutely until wear requires the parts
to be readjusted. The cellar and quarter-boxes
are lined with antifriction metal and the bearing
bored to exact size. Fig. 10 also shows the ar

The American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
installed during the past year over 600,000 new
telephones, bringing the total number used by
Bell subscribers up to dver 3,375,ooo—about one
Bell telephone for every 20 persons in the United
States. These telephones are served by nearly
4,000,000 miles of wire. The daily average of
messages was over 10,000,000—that is to say, the
telephone was used last year over 3,000,000,000
times.
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THE BOLLINCKX GAS ENGINE AND PRO
DUCER.
BY A. H. ALLEN.
SOME particulars of this engine, one of the
most modern design, will be of interest to
our readers. It is made by the Societe
Anonyme des Moteurs a Gaz A. Bollinckx, at
Buysinghen, Belgium, which is associated with
the firm of H. Bollinckx, Brussels. The works
are equipped with first class tools, and the latest
American methods of manufacture have been
adopted, all parts of the engine being made to
gage and interchangeable. The engines are
operated on the Beau de Rochas (Otto) system,
giving an impulse once in two revolutions. Corn-
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working on a pin of hardened steel.
The piston, as usual, is provided with a large
surface bearing on the part of the cylinder which
is not directly heated by the hot gases, the
diameter of the piston being reduced at the back
end. Only one ring is exposed to the highest
temperature, the remainder working in the cooler
portion of the cylinder. The admission and ex
haust valves work vertically, as shown in Fig. 2,
the former above the latter, and are especially easy
to inspect, while their arrangement tends to pre
vent wear. A drain cock, shown in Fig. 1, per
mits the removal of oil, which might collect in
the bottom of the cylinder and cause premature
explosions. The valves are driven by means of a
cam shaft and cam, B, Fig. 2, actuated from the
main shaft by skew gear ; at the end of the ex
plosion stroke the exhaust valve is opened and

valve to prevent the outflow of the exploding
charge.
Ignition is produced by means of a small
magneto dynamo, carried on the engine. Inside
the cylinder there is a fixed insulated contact
and a finger, which normally rests against the
contact, under the control of a spring. The
armature of the magneto, C, Fig. 3, is pushed

FIG. 3.

IGNITION MECHANISM.

round through an angle of about 90 degrees by
lever A, operated by the cam shaft, and on its
release is quickly pulled back by spring, R, thus
causing a momentary but powerful current to
flow through the finger to the contact in the
cylinder ; at the same moment the finger is sud
denly drawn from the contact, breaking the cir
cuit and producing a very intense spark. Mbre-

FIG. I.

SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF BOLLINCKX CAS ENGINE.

prcssion is carried up to 165 pounds per square
inch, and a special scavenging arrangement ex
pels the burnt gases after the explosion, thereby
increasing the efficiency and preventing premature
explosion. The governor is of the hit or miss
type, and ignition is effected by electric spark,
produced by a magneto machine.
The frame is very heavy and strong, being
cast in one piece in the smaller sizes, and is
designed to serve as an oil catcher, a small
gutter being made round the base of the engine
to protect the floor and foundations from oil.
The bearing brasses are in four parts, of castiron
lined with white metal. A sheet iron cover over
the crank prevents the throwing of oil. The
cylinder, which is shown in section in Fig. 1, is
separate from the frame, and the latter is pro
vided with spiral fins in the water jacket, so that
the cooling water is compelled to follow a spiral
path round the cylinder, producing the maximum
effect. On withdrawing the cylinder it is easy
to clean the water spaces of sediment and in
crustation. The crank shaft is of steel, and is
provided with rings to receive oil from a fixed
lubricator, the oil being driven into the crankpin
by centrifugal force. Complete automatic lubri
cation has been avoided, as the makers believe
that attendants trust too implicitly in such de
vices, with the consequence that accidents result.
The crank shaft is very massive, and is fully
counterbalanced by counter-weights attached to
the crank webs. The crank end of the connecting
rod is fitted with phosphor bronze bushings, and
the small end with a cylindrical castiron bushing

allows the burnt gases to escape, and at the end
of the return stroke the admission valve is
opened to admit the scavenging current of air,
which is sucked in by virtue of the high velocity
and inertia of the exhaust gases, producing a

FIG. 4. VALVE GEAR AT THE CYLINDER.

FIC. 2. SECTION THROUGH ADMISSION AND EXHAUST
VALVES.
partial vacuum in the cylinder. The vertical ar
rangement of the valves is more costly than
other systems, but has been preferred on account
of its superiority.
The cylinder is lubricated by a special sight
feed lubricator, with a regulating valve and check

over, the spark is just as intense when the engine
is being started, and the compression is weakest,
as when the engine is running at full speed.
The governor is of the centrifugal type, with
provision for adjusting the speed while running,
and actuates a small fork, which determines
whether the admission valve shall be opened or
remain closed for one or more cycles. The
valve mechanism is illustrated by Fig. 4. In the
larger engines, the firm has adopted doubleacting cylinders to improve the regulation of
speed.
The gas plant made by Messrs. Bollinckx is
shown in section in Fig. 5 and comprises a pro
ducer of the Dawson type, a boiler, F, to pro
duce the necessary steam, and the usual cleaning
apparatus. The producer consists of an iron cyl
inder. A, lined with firebrick, and resting on a
castiron baseplate, which carries the grate. B.
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A cone, D, is fixed inside the producer to reg
ulate the level of the fuel, and is surmounted
by the charging hopper, E. A small fan, V,
serves to start the fire. The hot gases pass
into the small boiler, which is fitted with Field

FIG. 5.

ENGINEER.

by hand for a few minutes, until the gas pro
duced will burn at a trial cock, after which the
engine is started, and by its motion maintains the
flow of air and steam through the producer, so
that the latter continues automatically to gen-

SECTIONAL VIEW OF 20-H0RSEP0WER GAS PRODUCER.

tubes, G, by means of which the gases are rap
idly cooled and an ample supply of steam gen
erated. The boiler comes into action as soon
as the fire is started, and the Field tubes have
the additional advantage that they are readily
removed and replaced.
The gases next pass
through a water seal, H, which further cools
them and removes part of the tar, and then pass
into the scrubber, I, which is filled with coke
over which a stream of water is kept flowing to
remove dust and to finally cool the gases. Suit
able provision is made for removing the ash
and tar, and cleaning the apparatus. Fig. 6 is
a perspective view of the producer.
The gas obtained consists mainly of carbonic
oxide and hydrogen, produced by the action of
steam admitted at L, on the hot fuel. In order
to maintain the high temperature, air also has to
be admitted at K, likewise producing carbonic
oxide, but introducing also a large proportion of
nitrogen. The resulting gas has about onefourth the calorific value of illuminating gas,
but as it needs a much smaller admixture of air
for its combustion, the same gas engine will give
only 20 per cent less power with producer gas
than with coal gas.
In actual use, Messrs. Bollinckx allow the
gas engine to draw the charge of gas and air,
the former therefore being produced exactly in
proportion to the load, by the draft thus set up
through the producer. The entering air passes
over the top of the Field tubes, carrying with
it the water vapor generated in the latter, thence
down the outside of the boiler in a duct, and
enters the producer through the grate.
The
boiler is always kept full of water, any surplus
being discharged under the grate. When light
ing up, the waste gases produced at first are
discharged through a flue which can afterwards
be shut off by a cock, /. The fan. V, is turned

erate the gas as it is required. Among other ad
vantages possessed by this system is that of the
impossibility of leakage of gas, which is very
poisonous, all leakage being towards the interior

FIG. 6. PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF PRODUCER.
of the producer. The whole apparatus is very
compact, simple and easily managed. It is also
economical, it being computed that the gas costs
only about one quarter as much as coal gas,
for the same power developed.
The tunnel of the Albespevre, which is 258
square feet in area, is ventilated by a 57-foot
fan discharging the enormous quantity of 5,250
cubic feet of air per minute.
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COMMERCIAL ENGINE TESTING AND PRO
POSED STANDARD OF COMPARISON.
BY WILLIAM P. FLINT.
(A paper read before the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, May and June, 1904.)
THE value of accurate and comprehensive
testing of all prime movers, and the deter
mination of a basis of comparison upon
which to judge the relative economy of those of
any particular class cannot be overestimated.
To the manufacturer of heat motors, espe
cially, it is unquestionably necessary, and at the
same time most expedient, to incorporate into
the scheme of engineering organization an ef
ficient testing department, which shall at once be
capable of securing accurate data of the operation
of the finished machines without being burdened
with any unnecessary refinements. The simplest
reliable methods and apparatus are therefore ob
viously best suited to accomplish the desired
results, an^ it is then left only to determine the
most feasible basis upon which to make compari
sons of the characteristic data obtained.
The friction brake is by long odds the most
satisfactory means of measuring the power de
veloped. Its accuracy depends on the following
factors :
1. The accuracy of standard platform scales.
This is easily verified by standard weights.
2. Allowance for the weight of the blocking
on the scales and the unbalanced weight of the
brake band and arm. These are both easily de
termined by actual weighing.
3. The brake radius, or distance from center
of the shaft to the knife edge supporting the
brake arm.
4. The revolutions per minute.
5. The steadiness with which the scales are
kept balanced.
If we compare the above simply verified facts
with those required by an indicator test, it will be
at once apparent how much superior the brake
is to the indicator as a means of quickly and
reliably measuring power. Then also the avail
able or brake horsepower, and not the indicated
horsepower, is the thing for which engines are
run.
The indicator, while not as useful for power
determinations, is of great value for showing
what is going on in the cylinder, and cards
should always be taken in connection with the
brake test. It will often be superfluous to cal
culate the indicated horsepower from them. If
engineers in charge of gas engines made more
frequent use of the indicator, they would fre
quently be able to obtain increased satisfaction
by detecting faulty adjustments, particularly of
the point of ignition.
Where an engine is being tested on a constant
load and quality of gas, the governor should hold
the speed constant enough to warrant the use
of a good make of hand-speed counter. Where
the above condition is not met a continuous
counter must be employed.
A good meter, whose accuracy is checked oc
casionally, by means of prover tests, over the
range for which it is used, is the best instrument
for this purpose. The temperature and pressure
of the gas at the meter and the barometer read
ings (uncorrected for sea level) are needed for
correcting the meter readings to standard condi
tions.
Calorimeter determinations or chemical an
alyses will give the heat value of the gas.
After tests are made we still desire to know
what they mean. We must have a standard with
which to compare the results obtained on a given
engine and as a basis for predicting what that
engine ought to do.
The most natural standard is the cubic feet of
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The British thermal units per brake horse
gas used per brake horsepower hour. When,
however, we attempt to use this, we find that for power hour for any load may be obtained by di
each engine it is a function of the load carried. viding the British thermal units reading by the
Its value varies considerably at full load, and corresponding brake horsepower reading. This is
ve'ry rapidly at light loads, until at no load it particularly simple at the 100 horsepower load
reaches infinity. We must make several tests when it simply means pointing off two places of
at different loads in order to get the law of this the British thermal units reading. Tests plotted
in this way show up graphically the relation be
variation. When we calculate the gas consump
tion per brake horsepower hour at light loads, tween the power developed per unit of mixture
we find that a very small variation in the total displacement in different engines, as well as the
amount of the gas used, or of the load at which relative economy in gas consumption.
the test is made, makes a very large and unmean
ing variation in the cubic feet per brake horse
power hour.
This unmeaning characteristic of the gas per
brake horsepower hour at light loads leads one
to prefer the use of a curve plotted with the brake
horsepower as abscissae, and the cubic feet gas,
or better yet the British thermal units of gas,
per hour as ordinates.
The proposed basis of comparison is as fol
lows :
The maximum power of a given gas engine
depends on the number of British thermal units
it can take in per minute, and on the percentage
of this heat which it can turn into brake horse
20
4-0
60
ao
too
power. With engines of about 10 brake horse
BRAKE HORSEPOWER
power per cylinder and larger, there is but little CAS ENGINE CURVES PLOTTED TO IOO-HORSEPOWER
variation in the efficiency of similar engines,
BASIS.
which may be attributed to the size. The conse
quence of this is that the power of gas engines
By plotting in this manner the results of a
of the four-stroke cycle type varies almost in large number of tests of gas engines, a manu
proportion to their suction displacement, and facturer can ascertain the characteristic British
some one size of engine may be taken as a stand
thermal units brake-horsepower curve for each
ard to which to reduce the figures obtained on size and type, and from these can predict what
other engines. The curves thus obtained from new sizes should do. Experience teaches that
the results of tests on many sizes of engines are when reduced to a common basis, there is but lit
mutually comparable. They furnish a basis for tle more variation between the curves for similar
predicting what still other sizes of engines, not engines of different sizes than between individual
yet tested, may be expected to do.
engines of the same size. There are so many fac
The results of tests on a large number of tors influencing the exact location of the curves
similar engines using natural gas for fuel have in question, that under commercial conditions, a
shown that every 345 cubic feet mixture displace
good many tests have to be run before safe aver
ment per minute will give in the neighborhood of age curves can be drawn. For this reason it is
115 maximum brake horsepower, or 100 rated most helpful to be able to readily and intelligently
brake horsepower. This displacement is figured compare the results of different sizes, to the end
from the area of the piston, length of stroke, and that the experience gained on a size of which
the greatest number of charges per minute at full many engines have been built may be utilized in
load speed, and furnishes the data upon which it criticizing the performance of a new size.
is proposed herein to establish a basis of com
Besides enabling an average performance
parison.
curve to be located with considerable certainty,
DATA AND CALCULATIONS.
this 100-horsepower basis method lends itself
18H x 24 Gas Kngine—Test No. 904.
Type—Horizontal, double-acting, tandem, single crank, well to the determination of limiting curves and
four cycle throttling engine.
figures between which the performance of any
Diameter of cylinders
16% inches engine may be expected to lie. This is often very
Stroke
24 "
useful in drawing attention to defects in an indi
Diam. of piston rod (in 3 explosion chambers). 5*6 ".
vidual engine, and in detecting errors which oc
Diam. of tail rod (in one explosion chamber)... 2H
Full load test speed
181 R.P.M. casionally may be made in shop tests. It should
Number of charges per two revolutions
4
prevent defective engines from being sent out,
Suction displacement per minute
931 cu. ft and also prevent unusually good or poor records
345 cubic feet
Reduction factor =
—
0.352
being entered without the careful verification
981 cubic feet
which they should receive.
Actual Readings
Readings Calc. to 100 H.P. basis
Lansing, Mich., has recently adopted a smoke
ordinance which provides that all stationary en
322 B. H P.
113 3 B. H P.
3,430,000 B. T. U.
1,207,000 B. T. U.
gines, boilers and furnaces in the city for the
281 B. H. P.
99.0 B. H. P.
purposes of generating steam or producing power
3,030.000 B. T. U.
1,006,000 B. T. U.
for the operation of mills or plants of all kinds,
143 B. H. P.
50.3 B. H. P.
wherein soft coal is used, shall be provided with
1,840,000 B. T. TJ.
648,000 B. T. U.
appliances for consumption of smoke.
Six
17.1 B. H. P.
6.0 B. H. P.
905,000 B. T. U.
318,000 B. T. U.
months is given in which to comply with the
ordinance. A fine of $5 to $50 for each violation
The accompanying figure shows two curves of the ordinance is imposed.
plotted to this new basis ; curve A is for a
Two weak points are, however, embodied in
1654x24 gas engine and curve B for an 8x10 the ordinance, one is that the smoke consumer is
engine. The necessary calculations are simple required to be "capable of accomplishing as
and are given in the table for the larger engine, nearly as possible the work intended." Also, the
the second column of figures being obtained by section which provides for a "fine does not state
multiplying those in the first column by the re
of what a single offense against the ordinance
duction factor.
consists.
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NEW RULES FOR BOILERS.
New rules have been sent out by the Depart
ment of Commerce and Labor for the regulation
of the Steamboat Inspection Service, which, be
sides giving a list of patented devices approved
by the board, states that for corrugated flues
with corrugations 8 inches from center to center,
with the radius of the outer corrugation not over
half that of the reverse, the plain end not over
9 inches in length and of plates not less than 5/16
inch thick, the pressure allowed shall be found
by the formula:
2 10,000,000 I
Pressure=
■
D
where / is the thickness of the plate in inches
D is the mean diameter of the flue in
inches.
For safety valves built after July 1, the areas
shall be found from the formula,
W G
a=o.2074X
P
where a=area of safety valve in square inches,
IF=pounds of water evaporated per
square foot of grate surface per hour,
/^absolute pressure per square inch,
C=grate area in square feet.
For spring-loaded valves, the effective area must
be equal to that given by the formula and a
lever must be provided which will raise the valve
one-eighth the diameter from its seat. All seats
are to have an angle of 45 degrees to the axes
of the valves. Other rules relate to licensing of
employes on steamboats and to inspections of
boats.
In a recent installation of a direct con
nected unit which had a weight of some 30 tons,
it was impossible to carry the foundations as
deep as was desired, and the masonry was, there
fore, spread out, so that the erecting engineers
feared that vibration would be communicated to
the steel frame of the building. T. H. Burton,
who is the Chicago representative for the New
York Safety Steam Power Co., decided to try
the experiment of placing a layer of cork under
the foundation. For this purpose he used sheets
i'/2 inches thick placed under the entire foun
dation, which device has proved entirely success
ful. The engine runs with absolute quiet and
can hardly be heard outside the engine room.
Another device which has been called to our
attention by Mr. Burton is the use of a belted
generator in a 15-kilowatt unit in place of a
direct-connected machine. By putting an exten
sion on the base of the engine and using a link
belt, it was possible to place the shafts only 3Y2
feet apart on centers, so that the room taken up
was but little more than for a direct-connected
unit, while the saving in cost was some $200 on
the generator. This latter arrangement was in
stalled under the supervision of the Consolidated
Railway, Electric Lighting, and Equipment Co.,
of Chicago, of which Mr. Saxton is manager.
Interesting testimony is given by Wm.
Houston, of Columbus, O., in regard to the cost
of touring with an automobile. He stated to a
reporter of the Columbus Despatch that the aver
age cost of tires per mile traveling over country
roads was 5 cents, of gasoline, 2 cents, of re
pairs, 3 cents. This would seem to show that it
is not the machinery of an automobile which is
expensive but the tires, and that this is the weak
est point of the machine at the present time. The
total expense of 10 cents per mile does not, how
ever, bring automobile touring within the horizon
of the poor man at the present time.
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This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketchesfor illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
CURING KNOCKS IN ENGINES.
Editor The Engineer :
There have been many suggestions from engi
neers as to the remedy for knocking and bad
running engines which have proved beneficial,
but the most difficult problem that confronts the
engineer is locating the cause of the undesirable
condition of the engine. Perhaps it would not be
out of place to mention a few instances that
have occurred in the engine room where it has
been my good fortune to be employed.
The piston rod on one of our engines was
sprung, caused by a follower bolt dropping out

this the company thought it was paying too much
for cylinder oil, so the engineer used a cheaper
grade. The cylinder head was taken off, and
the bull and packing rings taken out. The mys
tery was solved at once. Scale had formed be
tween the packing and bull rings due to the poor
oil. The rings were cleaned and put back and
the engine started up as smoothly as when good
oil was used. Good oil was used thereafter.
It sometimes causes a bad rattling noise or
thump when the packing ring turns so as to bring
the keeper to one side or to the bottom of the
cylinder. In this case drill and tap a hole in the
side of the bull ring, put in a small bolt, which
should be just lA inch shorter than the width
of the packing ring and should be placed be
tween the lugs on the spring, the latter, between
the two lugs, can be shorter to allow for the bolt.
A bad knock is often caused in crosshead and
crankpin brasses by the latter failing to fit tight
in the straps. This allows the brasses to rock
at each stroke. Take the brass out and drill four
holes in the side next to the strap. Put in plugs
and file them off until a tight fit is made. Fig. I
shows the brass and plugs.

dead center to the other measure from the center
of crankpin to the line, as in Fig. 3, which meas
urements will prove whether or not the shaft is
in line. If the shaft is not in line take off the
main bearing binder, top shell, wedge and quarter
brass. Then put a wedge between the brass and
pedestal and wedge out the shaft, leaving a space
equal to the thickness of the liner which is to
be dropped in between the quarter-brass and

FIG. I. SHOWING PLUGS IN BRASS.

FIG. 4. WEDCING THE SHAFT INTO POSITION.

and getting caught between the cylinder head and
piston. A new rod, piston and rings were put
in and the rings properly fitted to the piston.
When the engine was started a very bad knock
occurred at the point of cutoff on the forward
stroke. The crosshead and crank brasses were
keyed, but to no avail. The follower plate was
taken off and two sheet-iron liners put in, which
accomplished the purpose, and, much to our de
light, the engine started up without a sound. The
cause of the knock was that the rings were a
neat fit when cold, but when hot, the rings ex
panded more than the piston, which did not allow
the packing rings to follow the walls of the cyl
inder. When steam entered the cylinder, the
piston would rise and be carried along until cut-

pedestal on the cylinder side of the shaft, as in
Fig. 4. The liner must be of the same width
as the brass and of the length of the quarterbrass. It will now be found that the screws
cannot be forced into the original position. By
careful keying and good judgment all parts of
engines can be made to run quietly and smoothly.
Cambridge, Mass.
W. A. Dow.

FIC. 2. GETTING THE LINE INTO POSITION.
off occurred. The pressure being less after the
steam valve closed allowed the piston to drop
to the bottom of the cylinder with a pound.
I called to see a brother engineer who had
charge of a 500-horsepower Corliss engine, and
to my surprise his engine, which had previously
run smoothly, was making more noise than a pile
driver. It was evident that the noise was caused
by something in the cylinder. I advised him to
take off the cylinder head after shutting down
and I would come over and help him, for I wanted
to learn just what caused the knock. Previous to

FIG. 3. TESTING THE ALIGNMENT CF THE SHAFT.
When keying-up a good way to locate side
lash or knock is to turn the engine slowly by
steam and at the same time pour oil in around
the crankpin collar and if at each dead center
oil is forced out around the collar it is evident
the engine is out of line. The same results can
be obtained by placing the engine on the crank
and dead center and drawing a line from the
head end of the cylinder to about 4 feet beyond
the crank. Make this fine fast to some fixed
object, and so that the line can be moved either
toward the engine or in the opposite direction.
The line must be placed parallel to the piston
rod. This can be done by the use of a straight
edge and level. Place the straight-edge under
the line and piston rod and put the level on top
of the straight-edge. Move the line up or down
until it is parallel at both ends of the piston rod.
The line is now in alignment with the bottom
of the rod and by raising the line one-half the
diameter of the piston-rod it will be brought
parallel to the center of the- rod. Next measure
from the piston rod center to the line at the
crosshead end of the rod, as shown in Fig. 2,
and move the line until these measurements are
the same. Then by turning the crank from one

SOME HANDY KINKS.
Editor The Engineer :
Almost any engineer can keep his steam pipe
flanges tight when he has the best packings, but
to keep tight joints with low grade packing is a
different question. I believe the majority of su
perintendents and owners of steam plants prefer
an engineer who is not always kicking about his
supplies and who possesses the ability to keep his
plant running properly regardless of the grade
of packing.
A

FIG. I.

GASKET AND INNER RING.

Now this is the way I use common sheet
packing on flange joints, and so far I have been
very successful with high pressure joints. After
scraping off all the old packing I cut a gasket,
A, Fig. 1, the full size of the flange, cut the bolt
holes, then cut out a smaller ring, B, that will
just fit inside the bolt holes. I place both rings
between the flanges, without any paint or graph-
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ite and tighten ,up the bolts evenly all round. I
find that the use of paint, etc., tends to cause the
packing to squeeze out on tightening up the
flange bolts.
When packing the water piston of the steam
pump I generally use square canvass packing cut
into lengths equal to the circumference of the
piston. The rings are placed in such manner
that no two joints will come together. I have
found that the rings become severed opposite the
joints when pumping hot water against high
pressure. I now make one continuous ring by
tapering one end and taking four or five turns
around the piston, tapering the end so that the

FIG. 2. CONTINUOUS PACKING FOR PISTON.
follower will fit on square with the piston, as
shown in Fig. 2. Pump pistons packed in this
manner will run a long time even with hard serv
ice.
When covering fires for noon hour it used to
be our practice to leave the furnace doors wide
open to keep the steam from rising, but at every
yearly inspection we would get a report saying
that the seams over the fire required calking.
During the last year or so we have done differ
ently. Now we shut the damper furnace and
ash pit doors, and do not bar or rake the fires
after 11 o'clock, but allow the ashes to accumu
late in the grates to protect them during the

FIG. 3. SUCTION CONNF.CTIONS TO INSPIRATOR.
time the ash pit doors are shut. Steam does not
bother us during the noon hour, neither do we
get reports of leaking seams. This shows that
not only cold water, but also cold air is injurious
to a hot boiler.
When putting in glass gages cover the rubber
gasket with graphite and oil. It helps the gas
ket to turn on the glass and in the nut, thus
making a tight joint and one that can be easily
broken when putting in a second glass. Some
times there is considerable trouble cutting in
new Jenkins valve disks, especially the smaller
sizes, owing to the disk locking on the nut when
tightening up. A little graphite on the edge of
the disk will eliminate this difficulty.
During Sundays and holidays and whenever
the engine is shut down we use the inspirator in
order to get warm water for the boilers. As our
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inspirator is supplied from a tank on the roof it
formerly took about one man's time to keep it
working. The water would either come too. fast
or too slow, causing it to kick. I tried the plan
shown in Fig. 3, of connecting a suction pipe and
valve leading from a barrel to inspirator, and by
opening a valve in the suction and a valve on the
tank pipe I allow the barrel to get one-half full,
then I close the tank valve until the water re
mains at the same level in the barrel. When the
inspirator requires more water than is flowing
from the tank it will draw from the barrel, if
less water is required the surplus will flow into
the barrel, thus automatically supplying the in
spirator with just the right quantity, and it will
work for hours without any attention regardless
of changes in steam pressure.
A kicking siphon was similarly cured, the
siphon being used to lift water out of a cellar
through 8 feet of i-inch pipe and then force it
through 150 feet of I'/i-inch pipe laid horizontal
ly, but with a little drop towards the river. When
steam was turned on sometimes it would work
but oftentimes it would not because the pipe
would get hot, caused by so much resistance to
the steam. I placed an iVi-inch tee on the hori
zontal pipe a short distance from the siphon and
left it open, which allowed the steam to escape
from the pipe and served to increase the velocity
of the water, thus tending to form a vacuum in
the suction pipe. The siphon would immediately
lift the water and force it through the tee with
out loss of water.
C. E. S.
Cambridge, Mass.
WHY THE SAFETY VALVE CONTINUED TO BLOW.
Editor The Engineer :
A grave state of affairs in a boiler room or
what might properly be termed a dangerous
state of affairs occurred one day while doing
some work for a firm. I paid a visit to the
boiler room, and while holding a conversation
with one of the firemen and the engineer, one
of the boilers began blowing off. I noticed that
all hands started to run, so I asked the engi
neer what was wrong. He told me that there
was something wrong at the safety valve of the
boiler that was blowing off, and that the pres
sure ought to go 10 pounds higher before blow
ing off. After letting the pressure go down 10
pounds, still the boiler blew off.
I have often heard of boilers shaking on the
foundation, but this was the first one I ever
saw, and it trembled with a vengeance. I at
once ordered the damper closed and the fire
covered with coal, and after the blowing stopped
I examined the connections and saw at once
where the trouble lay. The fireman was told to
haul his fires carefully so as not to raise the
pressure any more than was absolutely neces
sary. That was not an easy job, because the
boiler had cut itself off from the other boilers
so that the only relief for the steam was through
the safety valve.
After an hour of tedious work the fire was
raked out from under the boiler and then the fire
man wanted to shut the stop valve. I told him not
to bother with it as it had closed itself since
the disk had detached itself from the stem,
but to run the pressure up on the other boilers.
I ran the stem in until I could feel it touch
the disk, then I backed it out one turn so as
to prevent the disk from being jammed when the
higher pressure forced it back from its seat.
When he shut down and got the steam off
the boiler we took the bonnet off from the
valve, and, as I had predicted, we found the disk
off the stem, as shown in Fig. 1. A is the disk
as we found it against its seat ; B is the stem
with the nut off, and C C, the openings in the
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safety valve as they were originally connected on
these boilers, X X being the tops of steam
domes, showing that all the boilers were con
nected up alike. Fig. 2 shows the steam dome,
and also the stop valve in the position in which
it should be connected, while F shows the proper
position of the safety valve, C being the outlet,
which is turned away from the stop valve, thus

FIG. I. SHOWING THE BROKEN STOP VALVE.
FIG. 2. PROPER POSITION FOR STOP AND SAFETY
VALVES.
making it safe to open or close the valve while
the safety valve is blowing off. This would not
be a safe undertaking with the connections ar
ranged as shown in Fig. 1.
We repaired the valve and got everything
ready for morning. I asked the engineer why
he had had the valves put on in that way. He
said he did not know. The only excuse I could
find was that it offered an opportunity to pack
the valves on the idle boilers. The same thing
is likely to happen with any valve connected as
these were, and it may be the cause of an ex
plosion and probably has been in more than one
instance.
A little closer inspection showed another bad
feature in the connections of these boilers. This

FIG. 3. WATER COLUMN AND CONNECTIONS.
was the connections to the water columns. In
stead of having them connected independently,
he had a pipe from a return steam trap con
nected to the water column as shown in Fig 3,
where A represents the water column, B, the
top connection to boiler, E the bottom connec
tion to boiler, C a plug cock, D the connection
to return trap, and F, the blowoff cock. In this
arrangement it will be noticed that there is one
connection which should never be allowed around
any boiler, and that is the connection, D. It
is a dangerous one because it always tends to ef
fect a false water level in the boiler. As pre
viously stated, the connection, D, was from a
return steam trap, the water of condensation re
turning from the trap caused the water to rise
in the water column much higher than the water
in the boiler which proved very misleading to
the fireman in charge, and particularly so if
he happened to be a new man and unacquainted
with the arrangement of the column. In that
case he would be taking chances of doing some
damage to the boiler.
M. W. Campbell.
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A SIMTLE FIFE BENDING DEVICE.
Editor The Engineer :
On page 747 of the October issue of The En
gineer a pipe bending device is illustrated and
described. The accompanying sketch illustrates
a pipe bender that is hard to beat. The wheels
are made of cast steel and of the shape shown.

FIG. I. SIMPLE FIFE BENDING DEVICE.
It will be seen that the wheels bear on the pipe
top and bottom, and thus keep the pipe from flat
tening. A i-inch pipe was bent to a radius of
5 inches without flattening, while pipe from V/i
to Yz inch can be bent to almost any shape re
quired by a little practice.
W. G. Hamilton.
Gold Run, Calif.
COOLING A' BOILER BEFORE CLEANING.
Editor The Engineer:
The question has been asked : "Why is it
necessary or advisable to close the damper and
ashpit doors in order to cool a boiler after the
fire has been drawn?" The answer to this ques
tion is contained in the well-known and generally
accepted statement that too sudden changes of
temperature are very detrimental to boilers, and
should be guarded against as much as possible.
Suppose there is steam pressure of 75 pounds
gage in the boiler after drawing the fire. The
temperature will be 320 degrees, and with the
grates clean and the doors and dampers open
there will be a strong draft of cool air under
and through the boiler, and the bottom sheets
especially will be exposed to a rapid cooling
process.
This certainly is wrong, and unless it is ab
solutely necessary owing to lack of time, it
should not be done. The proper thing to do is
to leave the ashpit doors slightly open at first,
gradually increasing the opening as the boiler
cools. All rapid cooling is dangerous and should
be guarded against.
One noticeable cause of weakness in a boiler
is the so-called fire cracks, extending from the
rivet holes to the edge of the sheet and the
worst feature is that in many cases these cracks
are invisible, being under the rivet heads and
are invisible oftentimes even when they are be
tween the rivet heads. They can only be seen
in many cases with the aid of a microscope and
are practically invisible to the naked eye. The
utmost care and attention should be given, es
pecially to the bottom seams, and if slight cracks
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are discovered the sheet should be replaced by
a new one.
Ralph Bennett truly says : "No matter how
good the material in a boiler may be, it can be
ruined by the strains induced by unequal tem
peratures." And what is meant by unequal tem
peratures? Simply this, that a part of the
boiler is exposed to high temperature, say, 300
degrees and over, while at the same time if
the doors and damper are left wide open imme
diately after drawing the fire, the bottom sheets
are exposed to a strong draft of air at 60 or
70 degrees. The weakening process in a boiler
is usually slow, but it is certain, and if per
sisted in will sooner or later, and always unex
pectedly, make itself manifest.
A boiler should be allowed from 10 to 12
hours in which to cool down after it has been
cut off from the steam header, and after the
steam has all been condensed it is a good plan
to take out the top manhole plate, if there is
one, and, before the water is run out of the
boiler, allow cool water from the washout hose
to run into and mix with the hot water, leaving
the blowoff cock open just enough to keep the
water above the tubes for a while and until
the water is cooled sufficiently to allow a person
to get inside to wash out.
C. F. Swingle.
Chicago, 111.
MAKING A NEW LUBRICATOR OUT OF AN OLD ONE.
Editor The Engineer:
I take pleasure in contributing an idea which
may be new to some of the readers, and that is,
making a new lubricator out of one which has a
broken bowl or cup. Take a piece of s'.eam pipe
about 6 inches long and thread it on both ends ;
put a cap on each end, drill two holes of the nec
essary size and thread them for the steam pipe
and for the plug fittings, also two holes foi the
sight feed and two for the oil glass, with one in
the bottom for the drip cock. There must also be

THE NEW CUP WITH OLD FITTINGS.
a hole for the oil to go to the cylinder. Take the
fittings out of the old cup and put them in the
new one.
It will depend upon what kind of lubricator the
old one is, whether or not it should he arranged
exactly like the old one, but where this can be
done, it is best to do so. The one I made is
shown herewith.
Grogan, O.
Albert B. Howard.
SHOWING PIPE CONNECTIONS.
Editor The Engineer:
I would like to present a difficulty I have
had, hoping some of your readers can solve it
for me. I have charge of a battery of three 48 x
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14-foot return tubular boilers supplying a gravity
heating system and never carrying more than 6
or 7 pounds of steam. These boilers have 5-inch
connections to an 8-inch header located over the
fireman's space in front of the boilers, as shown
in the drawing, and from this four lines of pipe
are taken off. The return lines are connected to
a a^-inch return main under ground, from
which leads a 2-inch pipe to each boiler. The

returns have check valves before they join the
main, but between the boilers and the main there
are no valves. The connections mentioned are
the only equalizers between the boilers excepting
a fjj-inch pipe between the safety valves.
Now, my trouble is this. When I filled my
boilers last fall I put 8 pounds of soda ash into
each and fired up two boilers. Then the trouble
began. If one fire was a little hotter in one boiler
than in the other away would go the water into
the cooler one. After dampening the fire with
fresh coal, back it would come with a rush, and
once I lost sight of the water in one boiler, while
the water in the other went over into the sys
tem.
This kept up for a week until I blew off
the boilers and filled them again. I continued to
do this until I got rid of the soda, ash or at
least diluted it so that it was harmless. Now I
have no trouble and everything works like a
charm. I had this same trouble a year ago and
remedied it in the same way. My boilers need a
little soda ash, so the inspector says, and can any
reader tell me the cause of my trouble and how
am I to use the soda ash?
Springfield, Mass.
M. S. Pixley.
THE NECESSITY FOR GOOD OIL.
Editor The Engineer: '
Several years ago while on a stern-wheel
boat running on one of the southern rivers to
the Gulf, the captain asked me to examine his
engines, which were 10-inches x 4-foot stroke,
saying there was a groaning noise in the cylin
ders, and, notwithstanding the fact that they
used more oil during the few trips previous to
this than they ever had done.
I found the cylinders rather dry, but there
was not excessive friction, neither were the cyl
inders cut. I came to the conclusion that the oil
they were using did not possess the proper de
gree of viscosity nor would it stand the proper
fire test. So I told the captain to try the oil we
were using at our shop, which was known as 600.
He replied in a joking way that all I wanted was
to sell the oil, but I told him we had no interest
whatever in the oil and that he could take enough
to make a trip, and if it answered the purpose
he could buy from the company and could get
it just as cheap as we could. He did so, and
not only stopped the groaning, but saved several
cords of wood during the trip.
Old Machinist.
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ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
The Questions to which these answers belong
will be found in The Engineer, April 15, page
279.
1. *This question was answered in the issue
of June 15, answer 31.
2. Negative lead implies the absence or lack
of lead. When the valve lacks, say, 1-16 inch of
opening the port when the crank is on the ex
act dead center, it is said to have 1-16 inch negaivc lead.
3. See answer to question 32 in the June 15
issue.
4. The momentum of the flywheel, in fact it
is the momentum of the flywheel, crank, shaft,
etc., which causes the pin to pass the center at
any time, that is, when the engine is in motion.
5. See answer 19 in the issue of March 15.
6. This is explained in the March 15th issue,
answer 20.
7. Other things being equal, it decreases it.
8. When-a slide valve is placed centrally over
the ports, the distance the outer edges of the
valve extend beyond the outer edges of the steam
ports is called the lap. If this distance, meas
ured at both ends of the valve, is l/2 inch—that
is, if each end extends beyond the edge of the
port, l/t inch—the lap is Vi inch. Lap is usually
measured at one end of the valve only since
most valves have equal lap.
9. Other things being equal, it decreases it, be
cause anything which tends to prevent the free
admission of steam to, or the free escape of
steam from the cylinder during the full stroke of
the piston tends to decrease the power of the
engine.
10. See answer 33 in the issue of June 15.
11. A simple method of doing this was ex
plained and illustrated in answer 7, March 1.
12. Answer 6, March 15, illustrates the method
of finding the piston clearance.
13. The method of finding the proper length
of the connecting rod was explained March I,
answer 6.
14. Measure the length of the crank from the
center of the shaft to the underside of the pin,
then caliper or measure the diameter of the
pin and add one-half the diameter to the meas
urement made on the face of the crank ; the sum
is the length of the crank without the necessity
of accurately locating the center of the crankpin.
One-half the length of the stroke represents the
length of the crank as accurately as the latter
can be measured.
15. For the purpose of removing deposits of
all kinds usually found in a boiler, so as to pre
vent them from adhering to the plates and thus
lessening the efficiency of the heating surfaces
and oftentimes endangering the plates by over
heating. When a boiler is properly cleaned it
also affords an opportunity for a thorough in
spection of the interior.
16. For the reasons given in answer 15.
17. Close the ashpit doors, open the fire doors
and increase the feed, allowing the safety valve
to take care of the surplus steam generated under
these conditions.
18. With an automatic cutoff engine, two, the
stop valve at the boiler, and the throttle at the
engine.
19. It is presumed this question refers mere
ly to draining the pipe in a single instance. In
that case I should open the drain valve below
the throttle. If there were no valve there I
should open the cylinder cock, and gradually
work the water through the cylinder by opening
the throttle. If a four-valve engine, such as a
Owing to the fact that a number of these questions have
already been answered, references to previous auswers
have been made.
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Corliss, I should fill the cylinder in front of the
piston by opening the throttle, then drain the
cylinder by working the valve gear by hand and
opening the exhaust valve, continuing the opera
tion until the pipe was clear of water.
20. When the engine is idle, condensation and
either the absence of or the failure to open the
drain valve under the throttle. When the en
gine is running it is caused by condensation and
foaming or priming in the boiler.
21. The velocity of the steam flowing through
the pipe, aided oftentimes by the steam pipe be
ing inclined in the wrong direction.
22. There should be at least four, viz., the
stop valve and check valve in the feed pipe, the
stop valve near the boiler in the steam pipe,
and the throttle near the pump.
23. See answer 9 in the issue of May 15.
24. Place both rocker arms plumb. Remove
the steam chest cover and place the valves cen
trally over the ports. Then adjust the jamnuts
so as to leave sufficient lost motion between the
nuts and the lugs on the valves so that when
the valves were pushed in either direction the
ports at one end will be about one-fourth open.
If after starting the pump, the stroke was found
to be too short, I should adjust the jamnuts to
give more lost motion.
25. This is illustrated in answer 21, May 15.
26. To prevent the steam pressure from rising
beyond the pressure at which the boiler is con
sidered safe or the maximum pressure it is in
tended to carry.
27. By allowing the steam pressure to rise
slowly until the blowing-off pressure is reached
on the gage. If the valve begins to blow at that
pressure it is in working order. If it did not
blow, I should raise the valve slightly and re
peat the operation. If the valve required a
somewhat higher pressure than had hitherto been
required, I should suspect the accuracy of the
gage and have it tested at first opportunity.
28. More work is gotten out of a given quan
tity of steam, consequently a proportionately
smaller quantity is required to do the same work.
29. In the gage glass connections. Also see
answer 13, May 15.
30. First, see that the boiler contains sufficient
water. Then cover the grates with sufficient coal
to exclude most of the air, leaving a bare spot
at the front. Kindle the fire on the bare spot
and allow it to burn as rapidly as it will. As
the size of the bed of live coal increases grad
ually, the temperature of the furnace also in
creases gradually. Leave the gage cocks open so
that as soon as the water begins to boil the air
will be expelled and the boiler filled above the
water with vapor. When the gage indicates pres
sure close the gage cocks.
31. Unequal temperatures or the heating and
cooling of one part of a body faster than an
other.
32. The meaning of the term air bound when
applied to a pump only is rather uncertain, since
it should include the pipe connections. How
ever, I should first investigate the suction pipe,
looking for leaks, then the valves in the water
end. The difficulty in this case would be found
in either one or both of these places.
H. K. S.
ARRANGING THE SHIFTS FOR FOUR MEN.
Editor The Engineer :
In reply to Mr. Jas. F. Carman, who wants
help in arranging the working hours, I wish to
say that I believe it impossible to shift things
the way he would like to have them, viz., to give
each engineer every other Sunday off. This
means that while four are needed during the
week, two must be off every Sunday, and as it is
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necessary to have two engineers at work from
5 o'clock in the afternoon until 1 o'clock at
night, I cannot see how it will be possible to
have everyone work the same number of hours
during the week, and neither should an engineer
have to work on an extra long watch.
It should be remembered that an engineer in
the city of New York, who has no license, is not
allowed to operate a plant unless a licensed
engineer, who is employed at the plant, is with
him.
The way I should arrange it is as follows,
although I do not know how Mr. Carman and
the other engineers will like it.
ENGINEERS WITH LICENSE.
First Wees.
Start this schedule on
Saturday night, 12 No. 1.
No. 2.
No ».
o'clock.
18 hours 12 hours off for 24 hrs.
12 o'clock.
No. 3.
No. 1.
No. t.
Sundav night,
12 hours
6 hours
6honrs
Monday
"
12
"
6
"
6
Tuesday "
8 "
8 "
8 •■"
Wedues. "
X "
8 '•
8 '■
Thurs. "
8 "
8 "
8 '•
Friday "
8 "
8 "
8 "
Finished Saturday
eight. 12 o'clock.
Second Week.
Starts Satnrday
No. 3.
No. 1.
No. 2.
niKht, 11 o'clock.
12 hours 12 hours offfor24hrs.
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 1.
12 hours
6 hours
ft hours
IS8 ""
88 "•'
88 •'"
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
Finished Saturday
night, 12 o'clock.
Third Week.
Starts Saturday
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 1.
night, 12 o'clock.
12 hours
12 hours, off for 2* hrs.
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
12
12 hours
••
86 hours
"
66 hours
"
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
8 "
x "
S "
8 "
8 "
Finished Saturday
ni^ht. 12 o'clock.
This will give each engineer two half Sun
days off and the third Sunday 24 hours off ;
that is, each of the three engineers with license,
the fourth having no license, may work 7 days a
week from 5 o'clock in the afternoon until 1
o'clock at night, giving the latter one hour more
than is absolutely needed. He should, however,
find plenty of work, and as he starts late in the
afternoon, he will not require more time off ;
but, if he does, a substitute should be provided.
Instead of working two shifts of 12 hours, 6,
and 6 hours to equalize the time, 4 shifts of 10
hours, 7, and 7 hours will, of course, give the
same result. This will give 56 working hours
during a full week for each of the four engineers.
W. Steindorff.
concerning the cross exhaust on steam pumps.
Editor The Engineer:
In response to Mr. Nevin's remarks in your
issue of May 1, referring to the function of the
cross exhaust and dash relief valve, as applied
to duplex steam pumps described in my paper
before the Brooklyn Engineers' club, and pub
lished in your issue of November 1, 1903; I de
sire to call your attention to the fact that in
designating cuts in your issue of said date, num
bers and cuts were misconstrued. Fig. 6, should
have been designated First form of mechanically
moved water valve. Fig. 9, Details of circular
valve, and Fig. 12 should have read: Details of
dash relief valve. After the issue of that num
ber of The Engineer, I apprehended just such
mistakes on the part of your readers, as Mr.
Nevin has made in comprehending the functions
of these valves from the cut. I regret this and
should not have permitted it to go unnoticed
until this time.
Mr. Nevin's description of the dash relief
valve shown in Fig. 1, in his reference to it is
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correct for a slide valve, but my description and
cut, Fig. 9, show the location in cross section of
the dash relief valve in the semirotated valve
located on the bottom side of the steam cylin
der, which is constructed entirely different from
the slide valve design. This dash relief valve,
as will be observed from Fig. 9, has a separate
port carried back of the main steam port into the
steam cylinder head and is fully shown by the
dotted lines in the cut. I observe that Mr.
Nevin has more fully followed the cuts and their
designation than the text of the description. The
paper does not state that the cross-exhaust con
trols cushion or compression as shown by the
cuts.
Referring to Mr. Nevin's description of the
cross-exhaust as applied to a triple-expansion
engine, I would say now that there is but one
cross-exhaust valve placed on triple engines, and
it is located between the high and the interme
diate steam cylinders, just as arranged in the
compound, and described in my paper. There is
a slight loss in economy by running a compound
or triple-expansion with the cross-exhaust fully
open all the time. In operating these engines
the cross-exhaust should be open as little as pos
sible, for its functions are only to help to carry
the pistons to the end of the stroke without pause.
John A. Drew.
CIRCULATION IN BLOWOFF PIPE.
Editor The Engineer :
In reading the practical letters in The Engi
neer of May 15, I noticed an article by Mr. M.
McPhee on the circulation in the blowoff pipe.
I would like to inquire how or what is going to
produce the circulation in the blowoff pipe as
given in the diagram. The upper part of the
circulating pipe is taken out of the steam space
of the boiler,—at least I presume the boiler is
used for generating steam, and not a hot water

BLOWOFF
SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF PIPING.
boiler used for heating purposes. If the boiler
is to be used for the generation of steam, what
is going to produce the circulation, as the upper
part of the circulating pipe is filled with steam
and would become steam bound which would
preclude the possibility of circulation. If, on the
other hand, the boiler is to be used for hot water
heating, there might be some circulation in the
blowoff, but not a great deal under any circum
stances. How Mr. McPhee expects to produce
circulation as per drawing is a puzzler.
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OPEN AND CLOSED HEATERS.
For instance, suppose the water line is at
A. B. Now the space above A. B. is filled with Editor The Engineer:
steam. If we know anything about circulation,
Noting Mr. Ramsey's letter with regard to
and what is apt to produce it, we should say that open heaters, and his general summary, I beg to
there would be no circulation whatever. The say that the settling of sediment in a closed heater
circulation of Mr. McPhee's arrangement is simi
would be acted upon by gravity, and the circula
lar to that in a water column, and in a steam tion of feed water, by the introduction of such
boiler there would be no circulation, except that water as Lake Michigan does not permit solids
produced by condensation in the steam pipe above to be carried over to the boiler any more than
the water line, A. B. The only way in which does the flow of water in an open heater, by
circulation could be established, would be to washing over the deposited solids, cause them
make a connection at H. and Y., below the water to be carried into the hot water pump. In fact,
line, even then the circulation would be very with the latter type of heater trouble may usually
sluggish on account of the blowoff pipe, D, being be found due to the latter cause. As a matter
of about the same temperature, as the water at of fact, many Chicago engineers will corroborate
Y, and I doubt whether there would be any cir
my statement with regard to the sediment in
culation at all. Bricking up the blowoff pipe closed heaters.
will not help matters much, as the brickwork is
In regard to the temperatures obtained in
in a very hot place, and it would be a question closed heaters when compared to open ones, it
whether the difference of temperature would is merely a matter of design in any plant, and
produce circulation.
I believe Mr. Baragwanath, with his excellent
All engineers will admit that the blowoff pipe heater of the closed type, will guarantee as good
always is a source of trouble and annoyance, and results as can be obtained with any of the open
I am afraid that Mr. McPhee will have to get types.
up something very different if he wishes to pro
When we take up the debatable question of
duce circulation in the blowoff pipe. I am sorry oil separation, either as part of the open heater
to say that I am very much surprised that Mr. or independent of it, men of wide experience
McPhee should rush into print, and claim that are skeptical of getting satisfactory results con
his lay-out would produce circulation. Try tinuously, because the surface of the separator
again, Mr. McPhee.
G. G. B.
may become gummed up by paraffine or other
substances through the failure of the trap, or by
the choking of the discharge pipe, and while
SOME EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
these conditions are not usually present when
Editor The Engineer :
the apparatus is new, nevertheless the frequency
The following questions, asked during an en
with which trouble occurs with boilers, caused
gineers' examination, may be of interest to read
by grease or oil, leads one to a method of avoid
ers who are preparing to obtain a license :
ing such difficulties, viz., by sending the deposit
1. What is the space between the end of to the sewer.
boiler and the rear wall called? What other
I may say, as Mr. Ramsey suggests, that pos
name is sometimes applied to it?
sibly my experience is limited, but I have been
2. Why are globe valves not generally used for 15 years past, as I am at present, an insurance
instead of stop cocks on the blow-off pipe?
boiler inspector, and in that capacity I have had
3. What is the object of giving a boiler pitch ? a somewhat varied experience along the lines in
4. Where would you look for the trouble dicated, and I am prepared to say that there is
should your safety valve not blow and you found a vast amount of boiler trouble due to oil or
the gage indicating an excess of pressure over grease from returns and from similar sources
that at which it was set?
even after going through oil separators. The
5. How large an opening would you consider trouble usually occurs with persons, who, never
it safe to cut in the shell of a boiler for the having had much experience along this line, don't
purpose of connecting a pipe without flanging it. wake up until the repair bill is paid. Hence my
6. State the difference between foaming and argument favors choosing an open heater, where
there are some solids liberated from the water
priming.
7. How is a horizontal tubular braced ; that at 212 degrees, and a closed one, where such
conditions do not exist.
is, in what position are the braces ?
The amount of water saved by using the re
8. What furnishes the bracing for the greater
turns is really insignificant, even when accepting
part of the heads?
9. Should your engine commence to slow Mr. Ramsey's 5,000-horsepower plant as a sam
down and continue to run slow when your gage ple, when compared to the damage incurred by
indicated the usual working pressure, where would the presence of oil in the boilers. I may add that
the engineers of large office buildings, when the
you look for the trouble?
10. What steps are necessary should your latter are managed by high-class men, are con
eccentric slip around on the shaft? Could the tinually endeavoring to avoid these bciler trou
bles. I refer now to buildings in which exhaust
engine run with a slipped eccentric?
11. What marks or figures are found upon a is used for heating, and in such buildings in
Chicago the most popular heater is of the closed,
pump? Explain their meaning.
12. Suppose your feed pump refused to throw- not the open type.
I have before me an inquiry from the man
any water, it being the only means of supplying
your boiler, how low would you allow the water ager of a very large plant, with regard to the
to become before pulling the fire, or otherwise separation of oil, in which he states the various
taking means to allay the heat of the furnace?
devices he has tried. My reply will recommend
13. Explain the object of, and the action the passing of the water downward and upward
which takes place in the air chamber of a pump? several times through coke filters, and the sep
14. Will an injector force water into a boiler arator will be larger than a 1,000-horsepower
containing a pressure higher than that supplied heater in order to accomplish the desired results.
In this plant water is of' some value due to the
to the injector?
location, and for thorough separation I know of
15. Is there any difference between an in
no plan or process more successful than the above.
jector, an inspirator and an ejector?
16. Would an injector work satisfactorily Indeed, an open heater, in which, say, Peoria
without a check valve between it and the boiler? city water is used, suggests the same thought,
viz., that the solids set free constitute a rough
C. D. Chapman.
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surface, which collects the minute atoms of oil.
But the argument favoring a closed heater
for Chicago water is simply this : Why buy an
open heater and take chances of having trouble
when we know that none will be experienced
with a closed one?
When the boiler comes to be considered
the main spoke, the heart of the plant, and when
we consider the cost of repairs, the vexation of
shut-downs, the buying of current and the bills
rendered by the boiler shop, why need we value
the drip of a return main or take chances on oil
as long as we can avoid difficulties by selecting
a closed heater? Really, the health of the boiler
in all cases is to be considered in preference to
any other petty detail.
Here in Chicago trouble has occurred time
and again with oil in boilers, and doubtless will
occur again. I recall only a few years ago a
five-boiler plant using river water with an open
heater. They took out the tubes after running
the new boiler 15 months. Such experiences, re
peated over and over, led me to express myself as
I did, merely indicating the places where the open
heater has no rival, i. e., with water carrying large
amounts of solids, which are liberated at 212
degrees, and also pointing out that for water
having practically no solids liberated at that tem
perature the closed heater should fear no rivalry.
Each has a valued place in steam engineering,
but with due regard for the boiler each should
stay in the 'field Nature has assigned it.
Possibly the thought may be of value to the
many engineers who read the foreging, when se
lecting the proper heater to suit the conditions.
After all, a heater is but an auxiliary to the
boiler. Permit me to add that, wise is he who
keeps the oil and grease from entering that grand
servant, the boiler, thus preventing it from being,
transformed into a terrible master.
Duplex.
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to go, and I gave up all thoughts of pleasure
when I asked the messenger what the trouble
was and received this answer : "Something the
matter with the boilers." I had visions of rolling
flues, calking seams, etc., possibly a whole night's
job.

WATER COLUMN AND CONNECTIONS.

I donned my working suit and went to the
boiler room, where I asked the watchman as
cheerfully as I could under the circumstances
what the trouble was.
"Well sir," he said, "I blew down those boilers
and filled them up with a gage and a half of
water, went out into the factory, and when I
came back I found this boiler full of water."
"You had the injector running, of course?"
"No, sir," he said.
"Oh!" I said, "you were using the pump?"
"No, sir," he said, "there was nothing running ;
A FEW POINTERS ON WATER COLUMNS.
there was just a gage and a half of water when
Editor The Engineer:
I left, and no pump or injector running."
Here are a few pointers about water gages
The case looked a little suspicious. I tried to
that may have been mentioned before, though blow down the column, but the gage filled right
I have not seen them in print; but even if they up again, and it looked as if the boiler were full
have been I do not think it will do any harm to of water. "John," I said, "how long were you
repeat them. In fact, I believe they may teach gone from the boiler room?"
somes engineer, fireman, or watchman a lesson
"Not over 10 minutes I"
which may help him out, or give him a clew to *
"John," I said, "open up the blowoff a little
some difficulty, that at the time, may appear in
and we will see if we can find the top of this
water."
explicable.
Some years ago I had charge of a factory
The water was blown down a little, but the
where a new watchman was needed. I had a water in the gage did not appear to change or
couple of applications for the position, and one lower any. I then shut the lower valve next to
of the men was known to me. In fact, he was the boiler, and found that the pressure was en
too well known, and although he had some tirely gone, I then tumbled to the fact that the
friends with "inflooence," I did not hire him for upper valve was shut. I sent John up to open
the simple reason that he was too easily "in- it, and when we got the valves connected or
flooenced" by the wild-eyed tobacco juice sold in opened, there was just one gage of water.
certain establishments around the town, to be a
Some of his enemies had seen him leave the
safe man to leave in charge of boilers, either boiler room, and, thinking to play a mean trick
night or day. So I hired the other applicant, who on him, which would have cost him his job and
was not so fond of "juice," but of course he had possibly burned the boiler or resulted in some
his enemies, which fact came very near burning thing worse, had closed the upper valve which
up one of our boilers.
would fill the column with water. After that,
The duties of the watchman were to blow down John always locked the boiler room when he
the boilers in the evening to one gage and fill left on his periodical inspections of the factory,
them up with fresh water, and to make a trip and no trouble nor tricks have been experienced
through the factory about once every hour. After since, and, too, I had the pleasure of attending
having blown down the boilers and filled them the party that evening, after all.
up, John, the watchman, took his lantern and
On starting, or, rather, before starting, a fire
went into the factory, the engine and boiler under a boiler, I have cautioned the fireman to
room being separated from the factory building. be always sure that the water is right in the
On his return he found one boiler full of water boiler, by blowing down the water column to
according to the gage, and, not being able to ascertain the height of the water. Having a fire
locate the trouble, he sent for me.
man who generally follows instructions, it was a
It was one of those evenings when I had an pleasure to see that these instructions prevented
invitation to a nice party. I was all dressed ready the destruction of a boiler.
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fireman found the water gla.ss showing 2 gages
of water, but on blowing it down, the glass did
not fill up again. He informed me of the oc
currence, and, as the boiler had been idle for 2
weeks, and I had myself the day before examined
the water in the boiler and found it all right, I
went with him, and after a little manipulation
found the lower valve shut, and, upon opening it,
there was only half- a gage of water.
A little carelessness on the fireman's part might
have resulted in a burnt boiler, an event expected
by the miscreant,' the mildest term I can find for
such persons, who shut the valve.
I had occasion to employ a substitute fireman
a few months ago, and saw what he did in a little
dilemma, and I think it will not do any harm to
have it mentioned.
The engine room and the boiler room in this
case are in separate buildings.
I was sitting in the engine room, reading, when
up came John, the fireman, red in the face, say
ing : "The water glass is bu'sted !"
"Well," I said, "why don't you shut off the
gage-cocks ?"
"I tried it," he said, "but the handle broke,
and I went up and shut off the steam valve, but I
can't shut off the other, because the hot water
is coming out and the fire-room is full of steam,
and you can't see nothing down there now !"
I went down and found the room full of steam,
so I had to crawl on hands and feet over to
where I imagined the valve was, and finally suc
ceeded in shutting it off after being pretty well
soaked with hot water.
If the fireman had known enough to shut off
the water valve first, it would have been an easy
matter to shut the top valve; but after the top
valve was shut, the water rushed out under the
full boiler pressure, which made it a little diffi
cult and unpleasant to approach the valve.
That fireman will remember in the future to
shut the lower valve first, in case the handle on
the gage-cock breaks.
M. Zernichow.
Lewiston, Mich.
CHANCING FROM NONCONDENSINC TO CONDENSING.
Editor The Engineer :
I would like the opinion of your readers on
the following question : We have a Harris-Cor
liss tandem compound engine, 22 and 40x48, with
an independent air pump and jet condenser. The
injection water is taken from a canal near by,
and a gate valve is placed between the condenser
and low pressure cylinder. We have not as yet
connected the city water mains to the condenser,
therefore when the vacuum breaks we close the
gate valve and let the engine run noncondensing
while the pump is being primed with a hose
through an opening in the condenser.
The pump is then started and we are ready
to change the engine over to condensing again.
The question is, is it safe to open the gate valve
and let the condenser take hold while the engine
is running, or is it necessary to stop the engine
to make the change?
F. C. M.
A short time ago Messrs. Witherington &
Sons, millers, of Reading, England made a com
parison between the cost of carriage by steam
motor and that by horse-drawn vehicles. In 1902
they had seven horses, and the expense of them
for the year was $2,530.58. At the end of 1902
they sold the horses and purchased a 5-ton steam
machine, ran it 5,272 miles, carried 3,870 tons,
and burned 41^ tons of coal, at the total cost of
$1,849.27, including interest on the original car
and also depreciation.
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NEW IDEAS.
PIPE WRENCH.
The pipe wrench illustrated herewith is com
posed of two pieces, a handle, which also forms
one of the jaws, and a movable jaw-piece. The
movable jaw is L-shaped and is provided with
notches in one side of the straight portion, the
notches engaging a small friction-piece for the
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ring nuts. When connecting two cylinders close
together, the short pieces are first introduced into
the exhaust openings, then the tee is placed in
position and the short pieces screwed out of the
cylinders into the tee. The ring nuts are then
tightened.
The form of the tee-casting is such as to pro
vide for slight expansion, while the sectional con
struction permits the cylinders to be readily un
coupled when desired.
FEED WATER PURIFIER.
In the boiler below the tubes is a cylinder
fitted with a number of scale arresting and sedi
ment collecting pans, and at one end a filter for
the feed water. Outside of the boiler setting is
a gravity purifier through which the feed water
may be pumped either independently of the
cylinder within or in conjunction with it. The
water may enter near the rear of the boiler into

quickly all that is necessary is to push the wheelnut off the bracket as indicated by the dotted
lines. This allows the frame to drop down and
relieves the belt of tension.
AIR LIFT PUMP.
The ordinary air lift pump consists merely of
a large water pipe with a smaller pipe for the
air, the latter being connected to the water pipe
at a point near the bottom. John P. Couse,
Glendale, Calif., provides an enlarged water pipe
or cylinder at the lower end of the pump, into
which is fitted a section of pipe of the same size
as the water pipe. The space between the
cylinder and pipe is closed at the bottom by a
suitable head, the latter being provided with a

A SIMPLE PIPE WRENCH.
purpose of preventing the movable jaw from slip
ping out when turning a pipe, and from acci
dentally dropping out when the wrench is held in
certain positions. A small spring-pressed pin
tends to keep the notches in engagement with the
friction-piece in the handle.
To set the jaw for larger or smaller pipe all
that is necessary is to depress the outer end of
the movable jaw, when the straight portion will
swing to the right and clear the small frictionpiece, thus permitting the jaw to be moved up
or down. When it is desired to recut the teeth in
the stationary jaw, the movable jaw can be re
moved altogether. David Nelson, Reno, Nev., is
the inventor.
EXHAUST COUPLING.
On account of the expansion and contraction
of steam piping it is not practicable to connect
the exhaust pipes of a double engine directly
with the main exhaust, because the expansion of
both the exhaust connections on the engine cylin
ders would tend to push the cylinders away from

one end of the horizontal cylinder where it is
caused to flow past the series of pans, thence
through the filter, into the boiler. The feed water
thus becomes heated to boiler temperature be
fore being discharged into the water in the boiler.
Or the water may be sent through the gravity
purifier, where the sediment and sand are re
moved, the water entering the boiler through the
blowoff pipe at the rear. It is the invention of
Francis O. Mechlin, Washington Court-House, O.
QUICK-RELEASE BELT TIGHTENER.
It is oftentimes desirable to loosen a belt and
stop a machine on very short notice. This is
true where the machinery is such as to endanger
life and limb, or where expensive material is be
ing handled. A quick-release belt tightener is
shown herewith, the invention of John N. Kailor,
Columbus, Ind. It is of simple construction,
consisting of a suitable frame for the idler pulley,
and an adjustable support carried by a supporting
bracket attached to the machine. The supporting

number of ports normally closed by ball valves.
The lower end of the section of pipe within the
cylinder is provided with a flap valve opening in
wardly which prevents the water from flowing
back into the well. The air pipe runs through the
water pipe, and also through the section of pipe
in the cylinder, being perforated at the lower end
as shown. Air is admitted to the section of pipe
referred to and raises the water as in an ordinaryair lift pump. The velocity of the water as it
enters the water pipe is intended to induce a cur
rent through the cylinder, thus tending to produce
a steadier flow of water than is ordinarily ob
tained with pumps of this kind.

QUICK-RELEASE BELT TIGHTENER.

By an oversight, we failed to mention the
exhibit of the Dearborn Drug and Chemical
Works of Chicago, in our report of the exhibit
at the Supreme Mteeting of the A. O. S. E. at
Allentown.
This exhibit was the source of considerable
excitement and consisted of a large sign on the
wall, a table on which was a supply of booklets,
a box of cigars, a book in which the visitors were
invited to register, and a chair, which is more or
less familiar to visitors at these conventions. The
exhibit was in charge of G. Frank Duemler,
manager of the Philadelphia office. It is useless
to say that those who registered received a jolt
that they will not forget in a hurry, as S. W.
Anness, of the Engineer, can testify.
We regret this omission and take this op
portunity to rectify the oversight.

member is a screw hinged to the frame and pro
vided with a wheel-nut for raising and lowering
the screw in the bracket. The opening in the
bracket is in the form of a slot, the hub of the
wheelnut resting on the raised edges of the
slot. When it is desired to slacken the belt

A steel tower, 85 feet high, carrying four
reservoirs superimposed one above the other,
serves the Rixdorf gas works near Berlin. The
uppermost tank is cylindrical, and holds 5,300
cubic feet, while those beneath it are hemispher
ical, each of 1,585 cubic feet capacity.

EXHAUST COUPLING FOR DOUBLE ENGINE.
each other, thus throwing one or both cylinders
out of line, while the use of ordinary fittings
when the connections are short renders it diffi
cult to disconnect the cylinders.
To overcome these difficulties the Searchmont
Motor Co., Philadelphia, Pa., have recently
brought out the coupling illustrated herewith.
The exhaust openings in both cylinders are screwthreaded to receive a short section of the couping, the outer end of which is adapted to form a
ground joint with the specially constructed tee
as show-n. The short pieces are adjustable
laterally and are secured in place by means of

BALL VALVES IN AIR LIFT PUMP.
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For years there has been increasing effort on
the part of commercial, manufacturing, maritime
and military interests, to secure a comprehensive
revision of the laws governing the Steamboat In
spection service. Year after year petitions and
resolutions have been forwarded to Washington,
and committees representing individual and cor
porate interests and associated bodies have im
portuned their representatives, and urged upon
Congress the pressing need of such revision.
Elaborate statements of the conditions involved,
showing the inadequacy of the law to present
day needs, have been laid before the various con
gressional committees from time to time, setting
forth with convincing clearness that, in many
important respects, especially in matters relating
to steam practice and boiler construction, the
provisions of the law were practically obsolete,
and could no longer be rigidly applied without
detriment to the service. It was amply demon
strated that close adherence to the rules thus laid
down for the building of boilers, must necessarily
result in a product which, both in design and
construction, would be inferior to that turned out
under prevailing systems for commercial use.
Yet, notwithstanding the persistent presentation
of these facts, backed as they have been by the
weight of logic and supported by the judgment
of men well qualified by education and experience
to pass upon the technical features involved, no
remedial legislation has so far been accomplished.
There is now, however, good reason to be
lieve that desired changes modifying the law in
this respect will soon be effected.
Shortly before the close of the last session of
Congress a bill emanating from the Department
of Commerce and Labor—to whose jurisdiction
the marine inspection service was transferred
from the Treasury Department on July i of
last year—the object of which was to radically
change certain sections of the present Revised
Statutes by amendment, was introduced in both
Houses.
It met with no opposition, being
promptly and favorably reported by the Senate
Committee on Commerce, to which it was re
ferred, and was passed within a few days there
after by that body.
In the meantime the same bill had been fa
vorably reported by the House Committee, but
owing to the press of business, which is always
a feature of the closing days of a session in the
lower House, it was crowded out and thus
failed of enactment at that time. It is altogether
probable, however, that it will again be brought
up when Congress reassembles in December, and
its early passage is looked for, since no active
opposition to it, political or otherwise, has thus
far developed or is expected. With the combined
influence of Department and Administrative favor
back of it there is every prospect of its becom
ing a law.
In view of this probability the provisions of
the pending bill will be of interest to engineers
and manufacturers who are concerned with the
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operation and construction of steam boilers and
their appliances for marine service.
Section I of the pending bill makes a com
prehensive change in the system under which the
regulations are to be amended, the effect of which
is to render it more responsive to changing
needs and requirements of the service as they
may develop from time to time.
Under the present law such amendatory power
is vested in the board of supervising inspectors,
which meets in the city of Washington once a
year on the third Wednesday in January, or upon
call of the Secretary of Commerce and Labor,
and whose recommendations when approved by
the secretary have the force of law. It is pro
vided in this section that "the Secretary of Com
merce and Labor shall have power to amend or
repeal, from time to time, any or all of the regu
lations already in existence or hereafter made
under this section."
It will be observed that under the power thus
conferred the Secretary can act when occasion
demands without reference to the Board of Su
pervising Inspectors. No change is made in the
Board as at present constituted, nor in its time
and place of sitting, except that the member
from the district embracing the Pacific coast,
who is now not required to attend the Board
meetings oftener than once in 2 years, will no
longer enjoy this exemption.
The evident purpose of this section is to
give the Department free hand to deal with mat
ters requiring prompt action and so keep the
service abreast of the times in practices relating
to mechanical construction and appliances. In
general the Department will be guided largely
as heretofore in matters of mechanical detail by
the recommendations of the board.
Section 2 relates largely to administrative
affairs but it also makes an important change
in the system under which inspectors' salaries are
paid. They are graded under the present stat
utes according to the number of vessels inspected
in the various districts. Thus in districts in
specting one hundred steamers and less a salary
of $1,200 a year is paid, which is the minimum,
while districts inspecting five hundred steamers
and upward command the maximum salary of
$2,soo a year.
It has been charged that under this system
vessel owners have some times been subjected
to the expense and annoyance of unnecessary in
spections in order that the quota might be
raised to the limit of a higher salary division.
The provisions of this section are designed
to obviate all incentive to such practices and
to that end specific salaries are named for each
of the six districts under the Department's juris
diction. These correspond to the amounts now
paid under the maximum and minimum rating
as at present applied.
Section 3 relates to the qualifications of in
spectors and the manner of their appointment.
The appointing power for inspectors of hulls and
boilers is, by its terms, vested in the Secretary,
whereas this power under the existing statutes,
is in the hands of a board composed of a su
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pervising inspector, a collector, or other chief
officer of the customs for the district, and the
judge of the district; this body may appoint sub
ject to the approval of the Secretary.
Section 4 amends Section 4417 of the Revised
Statutes by inserting the word "or" after the
words "at least" in the first line, which now
reads, "The local inspector shall once in every
year, at least, upon application in writing of the
master or owner, carefully inspect the hull of
each steam vessel, etc." It further provides that
vessels while out of commission may, by regula
tions established by the department, be exempted
from inspection. No such exemption is spe
cifically made in the present statutes and, follow
ing its letter, an inspector might require own
ers of unused or even partly dismantled crafts to
submit them for inspection and pay the costs
thereof. It is reported that complaints of such
practice have not infrequently been lodged with
the department and the proposed amendment was
no doubt inspired by a knowledge of, and desire
to prevent, such misconstruction of the law's ob
vious intent. By the terms of this section it
will be possible for the department to make
specific as well as general exemptions by such
regulations as circumstances may warrant.
The chief interest of Section 5, so far as
boiler makers and manufacturers of appliances
connected therewith are concerned, centers in this
section, which as amended reads as follows :
"Section 4418. The local inspectors shall also
inspect the boilers and their appurtenances in all
steam vessels before the same shall be used, and
once at least in every year thereafter. They
shall subject all boilers to hydrostatic pressure,
and shall satisfy themselves by thorough examin
ation that the boilers are well made, of good
and suitable material ; that the openings for the
passage of water and steam, respectively, and all
pipes and tubes exposed to heat, are of proper
dimensions and free from obstructions ; that the
spaces between and around the flues are suffi
cient ; that flues, boilers, furnaces, safety valves,
fusible plugs, low water indicators, feed water
apparatus, gage cocks, steam gages, water and
steam pipes connecting boilers, means of pre
venting of sparks and flames from fire doors,
low water gages, a means of removing mud
and sediment from boilers, and all other such
machinery and appurtenances thereof, are of such
construction, shape, condition, arrangement, and
material that the same may be safely employed
in the service proposed, without peril to life;
and that all the requirements of law and regu
lations in regard thereto have been fully com
plied with."
Following the chief purpose for which the
proposed bill was drafted, this section eliminates
from Section 4418 of the Revised Statutes, which
it amends, all specific rules and details relating
to construction of boilers. Its provisions in this
respect are broadly generalized, leaving the tech
nical details to be governed by departmental reg
ulation.
The repeal of Sections 4434. 443s, 4436 and
4450 for which Section 14 of the pending meas
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ure provides is thus made possible. These sec
tions contain specifications as to form, material
and method of construction of boilers to be used
in marine service. When originally drafted, they
doubtless embodied the then best known ideas
upon the subject, but great advancement has
been made in mechanical science since that time
and, as a result, they no longer measure up to
the requirements of modern practice. The re
maining sections of the bill refer mainly to rules
of navigation and administrative matters, and are
of special interest only to those directly engaged
in the marine service.
It will be seen from the foregoing that should
the department's bill become a law, the present
regulations will require extensive amendments
providing rules to take the place of those elim
inated by the repeal of these sections. When this
becomes necessary, it is presumed that full op
portunity for hearings before the Board of Su
pervising Inspectors will be afforded those whose
interests the formulation of the regulations may
affect; and when finally promulgated they will
be expected to embody the best principles and
practice of mechanical construction and design
in steam boilers.
THE ECONOMICAL HANDLING OF COAL
AND ASH IN POWER HOUSES.
BY WILLIS E. H0LLOWAY.
(A paper read before the Ohio Society of Me
chanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers.)
The subject of coal and ash handling is a
broad one and calls for careful consideration. To
be treated comprehensively, a great amount of
time and thought should be devoted to the sub
ject; more than can be given at this time. In a
brief way, at the same time endeavoring to cover
the main points and ideas embodied in the sub
ject, I shall try to point out some of the reasons
why labor saving appliances tend to make the
handling of coal and ash more economical.
At this stage of the world's progress the use
of power in general is becoming larger and the
generating plants are becoming more powerful
and of greater efficiency. Some few years since,
engines of 100 horsepower were looked upon as
marvels of mechanical engineering skill in the pro
duction of power, while today we find units de
veloping as high as 10,000 horsepower. With
each stride towards advancement which the en
gine has taken the steam generating plant has
kept pace, until we find in many boiler rooms
a number of batteries of boilers, while a few
years ago three or four boilers constituted a
large plant. With each increase of 100 horse
power comes the problem of handling the coal
and ash.
The first thing for consideration in selecting
a location for a steam power plant is the cost of
handling the coal from the cars or barge to the
boiler room, and the disposal of the ash. Be
cause coal can frequently be conveyed more
cheaply by water than by rail, large power plants
are located upon navigable waterways, when con
venient to do so, and when not, the site should
be near a railroad so that coal can be delivered
at minimum expense.
The expenditure to which one should go in
providing means for handling coal and ash de
pends entirely upon the amount to be burned,
because the cost of handling coal may be so small
when compared to other expenses as to be of
secondary importance. Even in the smallest plants
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thought should be given to the economical de
livery of coal. If coal handling machinery is
not used, it is convenient to have coal bins built
next to the boiler room wall so that the coal may
descend by gravity to the boiler room floor within
easy reach from the furnace doors. Coal can
be delivered to the bunkers by elevating the track
for the freight cars or the dump cars coming
from the barge, provided the boiler room floor is
level with the ground. Otherwise elevating the
track is not necessary.
As plants increase in size, greater expense for
coal handling apparatus is warranted. Where
there is likely to be interruption in the supply
of fuel, storage space should be provided. For
an electric lighting or power station, or for heat
and power plants in public institutions, storage
space should by all means be provided. Coal
handling machinery is frequently installed in
plants as small as 500 or 600 boiler horsepower.
The apparatus usually consists of a receiving
hopper into which the coal is delivered, feeding
into an elevator consisting of an endless chain
to which buckets are attached. From the ele
vator, the coal is delivered to a conveyor consist
ing of a steel trough through which a chain is
run and to which are attached steel plates called
flights. The chain moves in a horizontal run
over the coal bunkers, delivering the fuel through
openings in the bottom of the trough. This is
the more common type of coal handling appara
tus.
Another form consists of an endless chain to
which buckets are attached, the buckets rising
vertically, then moving horizontally over the bins.
The buckets are pivoted to the chain, thereby
allowing them to assume a vertical position irre
spective of the direction taken by the chain. This
type requires an automatic tripping arrangement
at the point where coal is to be delivered and in
cidentally makes a more expensive outfit.
Spouts lead from the bottom of the coal bins
to the boiler room floor or the stokers, when such
are used. Each spout is provided with a valve,
allowing fuel to be fed as required. Coal han
dling machinery is made in such a variety of
designs that it is impossible to describe all, there
fore I have mentioned the two types most com
monly use. Conditions are frequently such that
where one type proves satisfactory in one place
it is found to be too expensive in another.
Where plants obtain fuel from a waterway, a
tower is frequently constructed on the wharf, and
a self-filling bucket raised by a boom and emptied
into a storage bin. Coal is frequently discharged
into a crusher, where it is reduced to any desired
size; thence it goes to the conveyor, which de
livers it into the bunkers in the boiler room.
When larger storage space is required than can
be obtained in the boiler room, bins are con
structed outside the building from which the fuel
is delivered to the boiler room.
The handling of ash is the more difficult propo
sition, owing to the heat and to the presence of
clinker The ash conveying machinery is very
similar to that employed in handling the fuel.
Where space will permit, a continuous bucket
elevator conveyor is employed which passes over
the coal bins, then down under the grates, thence
to an overhead bin where the ash is delivered.
The latter type of conveyor is used to handle
the coal and when not in use for this purpose it
disposes of the ash by elevating it to the ash bin,
from which it is either loaded into cars or carted
away. The castiron screw conveyor has proved
very successful also. This form conveys the
ash from underneath the grates and discharges
into an elevator, which delivers the ash into the
storage bin. The screw conveyor occupies less
space under the grates and is frequently installed.
For the purpose of showing the relative cost
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of hand firing in large plants, when compared
with modern coal handling equipment combined
with mechanical stokers, a few figures have been
obtained from actual records in a large estab
lishment containing about 7,500 boiler horsepower.
The plant was operated for some time after con
struction without coal handling machinery of any
kind except small handcars, which were loaded
by hand from railway cars outside of the build
ing and then hauled up a slight incline to the
boiler house, so that the fuel could be dumped
in front of the boilers. The cost is given for
the month of May, 1900, and for May, 1901. In
the first instance no mechanical means were em
ployed. In the second, mechanical stokers and
conveying machinery were used. The only han
dling necessary was shoveling into the conveyor,
and even that could have been greatly cheapened
by using a track hopper. Existing conditions
made this impracticable.
The cost of hand firing and mechanical stoking
is as follows :
MAY, 1900.
Cost per ton.
16 firemen and one helper—Wages $981.80.
Tons burned, 4292
$0,229
11 coal and ash men—Wages $634.66
$0.1478
MAY, 1901.
Cost per ton.
3 firemen and two helpers—Wages $287.75.
Tons burned, 6975
$0,041
11 coal and ash men—Wages $654.50
$0.0938
The saving in the wages of firemen and help
ers amounts to 18.8 cents a ton, which is 82.1
per cent, or $1311.30 per month. The saving in
coal and ash handling is 5.4 cents per ton, which
is 41.4 per cent, or $376.55 per month, making a
total saving of $1687.85 per month,' or over $20,000
per year.
The cost of boiler room labor is an item of
great importance in deciding upon methods of
handling coal in steam power plants, and some
valuable information in this connection is con
tained in a report by Mr. R. S. Hale to the
Steam User's association, the members represent
ing nearly 400 mill owners. Judging from the re
plies received from members owning a total of
about 600 boilers, it costs to move coal by hand,
or wheelbarrow, about 1.6 cents per ton per yard
up to a distance of 5 yards. Mr. Hale found that
one man, besides a night man, can run an engine
and fire about 10 tons of coal per week. One
man besides an engineer and night man can fire
about 35 tons per week. Two men besides an
engineer and night man can fire about 80 tons
per week. These figures are based on the as
sumption that the night man does all he can
of the banking, cleaning and starting, and are
for average conditions. Proper allowance should
of course be made for long wheeling distances.
Mr. Hale states in the report that mechanical
stokers save from 30 to 40 per cent of the labor
in plants burning from 50 to 150 tons per week,
but save no labor in small plants, as the average
cost of firing coal, according to the report, is 48
cents, with a maximum of 71 cents and minimum
of 26 cents per ton. The figures given are from
reports of actual work done, but not from per
sonal observations.
I trust I have brought before the society in
a clear and concise manner some of the appli
ances which tend to make the handling of coal
and ash in power houses more economical.
A fleet of turbine-driven steamships is to be
placed on the Great Lakes by British capital at
once. They will make the round trip from To
ronto to Port Arthur or Duluth in 8 days, will
carry 250 passengers, and run at a sustained
speed of 16 miles an hour.
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TREATMENT OF CRUCIBLE CAST TOOL
STEEL, WITH CHEMICAL COMPO
SITION OF HIGH SPEED STEEL.
BY RICHARD H. PROBERT.
(Concluded.)
Before putting any article in the fire to heat
it for hardening, it is necessary to examine its
shape in order to know which way it will require
to be immersed in the water so as to lessen the
risk of cracking. For instance, if the article is
of unequal thickness, if there is a thick part and
a thin part, -the thicker part should always enter
the water foremost. Dipping the article with
the stronger part entering the water foremost,
causes the steel to cool more uniformly and
lessens the risk of fracture. If the thinnest part
of the article be allowed to enter the water fore
most, it increases the risk of fracture, because it
will become cool much sooner than the stronger
part of the article, consequently the latter part
contracts, due to the loss of heat after the thin
part is fixed. The thin part in its then hard
and brittle state cannot yield, and consequently
breaks. Or, if it does not break at the time of
hardening, it is held in such a state of tension
(strain) that it is ready to break when applied
to the work. Though it is requisite when hard
ening steel articles to let the thicker or stronger
part enter the water foremost in order to allow
the steel to become cool more uniformly, still
it is not practical in all instances to get that part
of the article into the water foremost. When
it is not practical, some other method which will
keep the thin part of the articles from cooling too
suddenly, and which will cause the steel to become
more uniformly cool, must be resorted to.
The water used for hardening should never be
quite cold, but should have the chill taken off.
The reason for this is that when water of too low
a temperature is used, it abstracts the heat too sud
denly from the surface, and causes a too sudden
contraction of the surface steel, and the expan
sion of the interior in its red hot state is more
than the hardened crust can bear, consequently
it frequently causes the steel to break. The more
water is used for hardening steel the softer it
becomes, and has a tendency to act less suddenly
upon the steel, consequently the less frequently
the water is changed the better, that is, providing
the water has not become greasy by continual use.
Brinish liquids, such as aquafortis, or water
charged with common salt, etc., produces rather
more hardness than plain water, but, for most
articles, plain water with the chill taken off gives
sufficient hardness to the steel. Water at about
60 degrees measured by the thermometer is the
more suitable temperature to prevent steel from
cracking in hardening.
HIGH SrEED TOOL STEEL.
In nearly all the trade journals we read a
very great deal of high speed tool steel of which
there are several brands on the market both in
this country and in Europe, made by responsible
steel manufacturers. High speed tool steel was
introduced to the trade quite recently. I do not
intend to discuss high speeds, heavy feeds, or the
amount of metal taken off certain pieces of work
in a given time, but rather to take up the question
of what high speed tool steel is, what its chemical
composition is, why it stands up under the im
mense amount of work performed by it and why
it stands such a marvelous heat, white heat, in
hardening which is altogether contrary to the reg
ular and correct treatment of carbon tool steel.
The latter would be ruined by such a high degree
of heat, as we have just explained.
About all the articles written on high speed
steel, even the articles by steel manufacturers,
state that the hardener or tool-maker should have
some knowledge of the chemical composition of
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the steel and should have a knowledge of the
quality of the materials used. The alloys and
chemical composition are trade secrets, which are
very carefully guarded and the articles written
on high speed steel are generally silent on this
particular question, rarely treating on anything
outside of the tempering and hardening. Under
these circumstances, how is the hardener and
toolmaker to get his knowledge? The question
of chemical composition and of physical results
we shall take up and endeavor as far as we can
to explain some of the mysteries of these peculiar
brands of tool steel which are produced by the
introduction of unusual elements into common
steel or by alloying such elements with iron.
Chrome steel is made by alloying iron or carbon,
steel with chromium in proportions which are
determined by the quality desired. The methods
of manufacture are similar to those adopted in
making carbon steel and it may be made either
on the open hearth or in crucibles. The latter is
the usual method, and, in detail, is precisely like
the standard process of making crucible steel,
viz., by melting iron in presence of carbon, except
that the proper proportion of chromium is added.
This is usually in the form of chrome ore, which
is reduced by the carbon, thus the metal finally
produced contains both carbon and chromium.
According to Kern, manganese may be dispensed
with. Chrome steel may also be made by fusing:
together chrome ore, which contains both chromi
um and iron, powdered charcoal and any good
flux, thus obtaining an alloy, ferro-chromium,
which may be remelted with iron to produce
chrome steel.
Boussingault, who studied ferro-chrome alloys
as early as 1821, states that the alloy must con
tain carbon if it is to be tempered, or is desired
to possess elasticity.
The tenacity of some grades of American
chrome steels have been reported as high as from
73.1 to 88.8 tons per square inch. The ferrochromium used has a varying composition, but
sometimes contains 50 to 60 per cent chromium,
tungsten steel, or wolfram steel, and is an alloy
of iron, carbon and tungsten. It is not a new
kind of steel, as oriental damasked steels have
been found to contain tungsten. The addition
of tungsten to iron gives a peculiar hardness
and strength, which, in the absence of carbon,
is not increased by tempering. When the amount
of tungsten present is considerable the steel be
comes very difficult to work. The tungsten in steel
is usually derived from its principal ore, wolfram,
a tungstate of iron and manganese by reduction
at a very high temperate with charcoal. The
product is usually a compound of iron, tungsten,
manganese and sometimes tin. The ore requires
purification before reduction as it contains sulphur
and arsenic. Of the ferro-tungsten thus obtained,
from 5 to 25 or 30 per cent, according to the
nature of the other materials used and character
of the steel desired, is added to the iron and
melted in pots with a flux, as in other methods of
crucible steel making.
Like chrome steel, tungsten steel, of the quality
which finds sale as tool steel, is quite easily
worked at red heat, but it must be handled by
careful and experienced workmen in order to
get the best results. The harder grades cannot
be cut by the file, and no tungsten steel can be
tempered. Chrome and tungsten steels have been
found more durable than the carbon steels with
which they compete. Where the carbon steel can
not be made to stand, these peculiar steels are the
only metals which can be used for cutting tools.
Their great wearing power gives them especial
value. We have not met with any complete
analysis of tungsten steel, but some samples are
reported to contain from I to 3 per cent tung-
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■sten, and tests of their tenacity indicate 25 per
-cent greater strength than that of carbon tool
steels with which they were compared.
In 1901, Messrs. Taylor & White of the Beth
lehem (Pa.) Steel Co. were granted patents on
a brand of steel alloyed with tungsten, molyb
denum (mo-lib-de'-num, a white brittle metal,
very infusible), and chromium in certain propor
tions, also a special heat treatment for the same.
The edge-holding power of tools made from this
steel, after given the special heat treatment, ex
ceeded all previous attainments to such an ex
tent that it required the reconstruction of certain
machine tools to use the steel up to its limit.
Molybdenum is a white, brittle and very infusi
ble metal which has not been reduced into masses
of any magnitude, but has been obtained only
in small separate globules, in blackish, brilliant
mass. These are brittle and extremely infusible.
The most common natural compound of this metal
is sulphur.
The steel previously mentioned was the result
of experiments in heating self-hardening steel to
a high heat, which was finally carried to the
point where the steel softens or crumbles (be
tween 1,000 and 2,000 degrees F.) if touched with
a rod. Messrs. Bohler & Co., Berlin and Vienna,
were granted a patent May 14, 1003 (Applied for
June 13, 1900). The invention relates to a proc
ess for hardening tools of chromium, tungsten,
■or occasionally molybdenum (mo-lib-de'-num)
steel, which gives the property of being, to a
certain extent, insensible to the influence of frictional heat.
It is known that certain kinds of steel, espe
cially those highly alloyed with chromium and
tungsten, or sometimes molybdenum, are by na
ture so hard that tools made of them require
no further hardening, but may be used directly
for working metal. On this ground such steel
has been named "self-hardening" steel.
When the capacity of the machine is below
that of the steel, Rex high speed steel (Crucible
Steel Co. of America) still shows its great value
hy long endurance and less need of grinding.
Carbon steel tools, if heated above 1,544 de
grees F., are overheated and lose their charac
teristic properties of hardness, so that tools of
such steel are very quickly worn out, consequently
overheating of carbon steel tools must under all
circumstances be avoided. Tools of self-harden
ing steel, heated to temperatures a little above a
bright red, are quickly worked out. Utterly dif
ferent results are obtained when the tools are
heated to a temperature where the steel begins
to soften, viz., sonic 1,800 to 2,000 degrees F.
Tools treated in this manner retain their useful
ness even at high temperature produced by
friction (red glow) and their efficiency increases
with the degree to which they are heated in order
to harden them.
DIAMOND POINT HIGH SPEED STEEL.
Harden the steel by heating slowly to nearly a
white color and cool in fish or animal oil. Keep
the tool in motion in the oil until well cooled.
Don't draw the temper in the least.
REX HIGH SPEED STEEL.
Heat the cutting end in a clean quick fire to
a white sweating heat until a flux forms on nose
of the tool. Confine the white heat as much as
possible to the cutting edge of tool, then lay down
to cool in a clean dry place. A tool treated in
this way will be sufficiently hard and tough for
all ordinary machine shop work.
It is advisable in the production of steel alloy
to keep within certain limits. It has been found
that steel alloy should contain at least 0.2 per cent
of chromium and about 1 per cent of one or more
otliM jiUals of the chromium group, that is to
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say, besides chromium some tungsten or molyb
denum (mo-lib-de'-num) or a mixture of the
two. For the manufacture of tools for working
very hard pieces, it is advisable to raise the pro
portion of chromium to 2 per cent and even 4
per cent, while at the same time the proportion
of tungsten or molybdenum must be increased
to about 4 per cent and even 12 per cent. One
part molybdenum can replace two parts tungsten,
so that, for example, instead of 6 per cent tung
sten, there may be used only 3 per cent molyb
denum, or, better still, 4 per cent tungsten and
1 per cent molybdenum.
If the tools are to be used for working very
hard steel or for very rapid cutting, they are
heated to from 1,900 to 2,000 degrees F. then
quickly cooled below the critical point (1,544
degrees F.), being dipped in a lead bath at
about 1,200 degrees F. and then slowly allowed
to grow cold with the air excluded. Care
must be given at the beginning to heat the tool
to a temperature somewhere between 1,650 and
2,000 degrees F., since only through this heatheating can the tool be given the desirable prop
erties of hardness which so eminently adapt it to
use in the lathe.
Self-hardening high speed steel has a field of
its own and is rapidly coming into use for tools
for certain classes of work. There is a number
of different makes of this steel on the market,
each differing from the other, thereby requiring
different treatment to get the best results, so that
when working and hardening the steel it is ad
visable to follow the manufacturers' instructions
and directions implicitly. It is also advisable to
buy the steel from the steel manufacturer already
annealed when it is required in an annealed con
dition.
It will not be out of place, perhaps, to say
that, if every mechanic were made better ac
quainted with the chemical properties of tool
steel and the action of fire and water upon steel,
thousands of articles which have been thrown
aside might have been prevented from being
burnt in forging, and thousands more would have
been saved from being cracked in hardening.
Furthermore, the price paid for forging, anneal
ing, turning, fitting and hardening, or making
articles from bad material might have been saved.
There are few mechanics who realize the large
financial loss experienced by their employers
through the improper tempering of tools which
prevents the tools from doing the greatest amount
of work possible. This results in a waste of time
required to make the tools, a waste of steel, a
waste of time on an expensive machine which is
standing idle, and the small percentage of work
turned out by the machine. Therefore, mechanics
should study the nature of tool steel in every
way possible and by all manner of means edu
cate themselves so as to intelligently and cor
rectly treat the tools given them to make and
temper.
Machines are being constantly improved and
built heavier so as to stand up under the strain
caused by heavier cuts and faster speeds. Com
petition is such today that everything must be
done to reduce the cost of production, so if im
proved machinery is put into our shops to turn
out a maximum amount of work per day, we
should certainly have tools in our machines fully
capable of doing their part of the work.
In this paper on crucible cast tool steel it
was not my intention to discuss self-hardening
high speed steel, but as there was some discussion
on "Red Hot" and "Blue Chip" steel at our
Cleveland meeting, I thought it my duty to bring
up the matter at this time, and in so doing I
have avoided as far as possible the treatment of
this steel in the finished state, because the steel
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manufacturers furnish all the necessary instruc
tions. I have, therefore, endeavored to deal with
its chemical composition, partial analysis with
some physical results, so as to find out what
high speed tool steel is and what makes it so
different frorn carbon tool steel. Of course steel
makers have their own methods of manufacture
and of which we cannot expect to know the de
tails, but in tracing these peculiar brands, unusual
elements and alloys, and carefully comparing their
results with the instructions given out by certain
steel manufacturers, we are enabled to get some
understanding of what the term high speed steel
means.
THE STEAM TURBINE AS APPLIED TO
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
BY C. A. PARSONS, G. G. ST0NEY AND C. P. MARTIN.
(Abstract of a paper read before the British In
stitution of Electrical Engineers.)
The speed of any single turbine wheel driven
by steam would be excessive without gearing, so
that, in order to obtain direct driving it was
necessary to adopt the compound form, in which
a number of wheels were placed in series, and
the steam expanded by small increments, so that
the velocity of rotation was reduced to a mod
erate value. These considerations led, in 1884,
to the construction of the first compound steam
turbine, which was of about 10-horsepower ca
pacity and ran at 18,000 revolutions per minute,
the diameter of the armature being about 3
inches. This machine, which worked quite sat
isfactorily for some years, is now in the South
Kensington museum.
Before this first turbo-dynamo was construct
ed, a series of preliminary experiments were
commenced at Gateshead-on-Tyne for the pur
pose of ascertaining by actual trial the conditions
of working equilibrium and steady motion of
shafts and bearings at very high speeds of ro
tation. Trial shafts, iy2 inches in diameter and
2 feet long, were run in bearings of different
descriptions up to speeds of 40,000 revolutions
per minute. No difficulty was experienced in at
taining this speed, provided the bearings were de
signed to have a certain amount of "give" or
elasticity combined with frictional resistance to
transverse motion of the bearing bush. The
bearing first used was a plain gun-metal bush
with a collar at one end and a nut at the other,
with a series of thin washers, each alternately
larger and smaller than its neighbor, threaded
to it. The small washers fitted the bush and
the large ones the hole in the bearing block. A
spring pressed the washers together so that the
frictional resistance between them tended to
oppose lateral motion but still gave a certain
amount of elasticity to the bearing. This form
of bearing was used for several years but was
replaced by a simpler form fulfilling the same
functions. In this latter form, the gun-metal
bush was surrounded by several concentric tubes
fitting easily within each other and with oil enter
ing the interstices between the tubes. The great
viscosity of the oil, when spread in thin layers,
offered considerable frictional resistance to lat
eral displacement of the bush, and as the oil,
under vibration, tended to assume a uniformity
of thickness around the axis, centering the shaft,
and like a cushion, damping out vibrations aris
ing from errors of balance, this form of bearing
was found to be durable and quite satisfactory
under all conditions.
The first turbine engines consisted of two,
groups of fifteen successive turbine wheels, ar
ranged on each side of the inlet so that the
steam in entering was divided and passed through
the two sets of wheels in different directions.
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thus obviating any end pressure on the bear
ings. The moving blades were arranged in rows
projecting radially and nearly touching the case,
while the fixed or guide blades were similarly
formed, being attached to the case and project
ing inward toward the shaft. Each successive
row of blades had a slightly larger passageway
than the preceding row, to allow for the in
creasing volume of the steam and to regulate
the velocity of flow so as to operate with the
greatest degree of efficiency on each wheel of
the series. The comparatively high speed, for
turbines of so small a size, caused a certain
spring of the shaft, so that considerable clear
ance was found necessary and leakage and loss
of efficiency resulted. This defect decreased in
the larger sizes and in 1888 several turbo-alter
nators of 120-horsepower capacity were built.
The total horsepower of turbines at work at this
time aggregated about 4,000 horsepower, all of
which were of the parallel flow type and noncondensing.
About 1890, on account of the temporary loss
of control of patents the radial type of turbine
was reluctantly adopted, and in 1892 this turbine
was arranged to operate condensing, giving re
sults which compared very favorably with the
reciprocating engine at that time. In 1894 on
recovery of the original patents, the parallel flow
type was reverted to with considerable improve
ments, calculated to increase the economy and
decrease the cost of manufacture. Instead of the
steam entering at the center and expanding both
ways, one set of blades was replaced by a set of
dummy pistons, which were substituted for them,
in which a grooved piston or dummy on the
spindle ran close to but not in contact with cor
responding grooves in the cylinder, making a
practically steam-tight yet frictionless joint. The
blades were also greatly improved, not only in
shape but also in mechanical strength.
In 1900, two 1,000-kilowatt turbo-alternators
were sent to the city of Eberfeld in Germany.
These turbines were of the tandem type in which
the expansion of the steam was first carried out
in a high-pressure cylinder and completed in a
low-pressure cylinder,' but it was soon found that
better economy, except possibly in very large
sizes, could be obtained by having the whole
turbine in one cylinder.
Large numbers of tests have been made from
time to time, chiefly by consulting engineers and
station engineers, and by a comparison of these
tests, the authors of the paper average up the
results as follows : With 140 po-inds steam pres
sure, 100 degrees F. superheat and a vacuum of
27 inches (barometer 30 inches), a 100-kilowatt
plant takes about 25 pounds of steam per kilo
watt hour at full load; a 200-kilowatt plant 22
pounds; a 500-kilowatt plant 20 pounds; a 1,000kilowatt plant 19 pounds ; a 1,500-kilowatt plant 18
pounds ; and a 3,ooo-kilowatt plant 16 pounds.
Without superheat the consumption is about 10
per cent greater, and every 10 degrees F. of su
perheat, up to about 150 degrees F., affects the
consumption by about 1 per cent.
A good vacuum is of great importance in a
turbine as the expansion can be carried in the
turbine right down to the vacuum of the con
denser, a practice which is practically impossible
in a reciprocating engine on account of the ex
cessive size of the low pressure cylinder needed
and also the large ports, passages and valves
which would be required. For every inch of
vacuum between 23 and 28 inches, the steam
consumption of a 100-kilowatt turbine is af
fected on an average about 3 per cent, of a 500kilowatt 4 per cent, and of a 1,500-kilowatt 5
per cent, the effect being greater at high vacua
and less at low.
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The first point to be observed in obtaining a
good vacuum is to avoid all air leaks, and this
is easily accomplished in a turbine as there is
no place for leakage of air except where the
spindle comes out of the cylinder. The loss here
is rendered small by packing the glands with
steam so that any leakage that takes place will
be steam and not air. The next point is to have
a suitable condenser of sufficient area, with
plenty of cooling water and full provision for
extracting, by the air pump and other means,
the small quantity of air which will leak in. By
observing these conditions, it is unnecessary to
increase the size of the condenser beyond that
used in ordinary practice, so that, in the case of
the most recent condensers for steam turbines,
from 10 to 12 pounds of steam are condensed
per square foot per hour, and a vacuum of 27^
to 28 inches, with barometer at 30 inches, is ob
tained at full load. The amount of cooling wa
ter generally allowed is about fifty times the
full-load steam consumption, which increases
the vacuum under normal conditions about 1 inch
over that obtained with the usual allowance of
thirty times the steam used.
With regard to extracting the air a great im
provement has been effected by the use of the
vacuum augmentor shown in the accompanying
figure. In it the air pumps are placed about 3
feet below the bottom of the condenser, and
from any convenient point of the condenser, pre
ferably near the bottom, a pipe is led to an
auxiliary condenser with about one-twentieth the
cooling surface of the main condenser. In a con
tracted portion of this pipe is placed a steam jet,
which acts in the same way as a steam exhauster,
sucking all the residual air and vapor from the
condnser and delivering it to the air pumps.

ARRANGEMENT OF PARSONS' VACUUM AUGMENTOR.
A water seal is provided, as shown in the fig
ure, to prevent the air and vapor returning to
the condenser. Thus, if there is a vacuum of 28
inches in the condenser, there may be only 26
inches in the air pump, which need, therefore,
be of only small size, the jet compressing the
air and vapor from the condenser to about half
its original volume. The steam from the jet,
which amounts to about 1J/2 per cent of that
used by the turbine at full load, together with
the air extracted, is cooled and condensed by the
auxiliary condenser.
By a comparison of data obtained with and
without the augmentor, which is given by the
authors, the vacuum obtained with the augmentor
averages from 1Y2 to 2 inches the greater, so
that, although it consumes about V/2 per cent of
the steam, its economy is readily apparent.
The governing of the turbines is effected either
by a centrifugal governor or by solenoid con
trol, the centrifugal governor being preferable,
especially where there is large change of load as
in traction work. In cither case the governor
moves a small relay plunger, which regulates the
steam admitted to the relay controlling the main
admission valve. Thus little work is done by
the governor and it is very sensitive. The move
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affect the even running of the turbine, making
it specially suitable for driving parallel alterna
tors. In the design of dynamos and alternators,
due to the large centrifugal force, the diameter
has to be kept small and the length increased
in proportion. At the same time, on account of
higher surface speeds, the pitch of the poles is
greater, giving more ampere-turns per pair of
poles than is usual. In alternators, this gives no
trouble, provided the field magnets are sufficientlystrong to overcome the reaction of the armature
and a large enough magnetic resistance has been
provided to balance the strong field magnets.
For electromotive forces of from 500 to 2,000
volts, rotating armatures have been found prefer
able in keeping the iron and copper losses low,
but above this voltage the rotating field and fixed
armature give better satisfaction.
In continuous-current dynamos, the chief
trouble is to obtain sparkless commutation. Car
bon brush blocks cannot be used as they are apt
to vibrate at the high speeds used, and better
results have been obtained from brushes of wire
gauze or foil, preferably of brass. As a conse
quence, the properties of the carbon brush blocks
in giving sparkless commutation without altera
tion of the lead of the brushes, could not be
used, and other means had to be adopted to
secure this condition under varying load. One
way is to shift the brushes automatically, another
is to use commutating poles, but the best method
is to provide a compensating winding, by which,
with the improvements recently adopted, spark
less commutation can be secured with fixed
brushes, in plants for traction purposes, up to 100
per cent overload.
DISCUSSION.
W. B. Sayers asked whether there was any
speed at which cutting of the blades of the
Parsons turbines commenced. He had used car
bon brushes on dynamos driven by steam tur
bines, but they only lasted 2 months ; he suggest
ed that subdivided or laminated carbon brushes
should be tried. He could hardly credit the
statement that with the new winding good com
mutation could be obtained up to 100 per cent
overload with fixed brushes.
Mr. Barker had had many years' experience
with the Parsons turbines, and could not under
stand why the suggestion that cutting took place
should still be brought forward. It did not
occur. Allowing for the economy of cylinder
oil, the steam turbine of 200 horsepower, con
suming 24^4 pounds of steam per horsepowerhour, was as economical as any reciprocating
engine of equal size. He inquired whether it
was better to use a vacuum augmentor than to
increase the power of the air pumps to produce
an equal vacuum.
Robert Hammond agreed that no wear took
place on the blades. He was responsible for in
stalling a 500-kilowatt Parsons turbine in the
Sheffield power station on an emergency, with
the result that all the extensions at that station
had been carried out with turbines of the same
type. He pointed out that the saving of oil
claimed for the turbine had not apparently re
duced the item, "oil, waste and stores," at the
stations where it was in use. Referring to the
recommended allowance of 50 times the weight
of the steam for condensing water instead of 30,
he remarked that nothing was so hard to main
tain in good order as a condensing plant, and
the extra trouble and expense might more than
outweigh the advantages of the increased vacuum.
Why was there so great a falling off in efficiency
at low loads? The Parsons turbine showed a
reduction of 25 per cent at half load, while a
Belliss. 1,450-kilowatt engine at Leeds only lost
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12 per cent, and a McLaren engine of equal size
1 3.6 per cent. The Belliss engine consumed about
ig pounds of steam per kilowatt-hour.
Professor Dolby showed a diagram of expan
sion and velocities of steam, and discussed the
best conditions of working. He showed that if
the turbine had ten rings of blades, the work
done by 1 pound of steam at 160 degrees F., ex
panding adiabatically, in passing through the first
ring was the equivalent of only 4 British thermal
units, while in passing through the tenth ring
the work done was equal to 60 units. He asked,
therefore, whether it would not be better to omit
two or three of the rings at the high pressure
end of the turbine. The steam was supposed to
expand down to a pressure of i)A pounds per
square inch, corresponding to a vacuum of 27
inches of mercury, and Professor Dolby pointed
out that almost half the work was obtained after
the steam had fallen below atmospheric pressure
—hence the extreme importance of condensing,
and using as good a vacuum as possible. The
last three rings of blades did most of the work,
as shown on the diagram given herewith. He
desired to know how far the flow was adiabatic,
and whether the pressure fell along the turbine in
accordance with the theoretical rate.
Samuel Insull expressed the debt of gratitude
owed to Mr. Parsons by all engineers for his
work in the development of the turbine, and

EQUIVALENT OF WORK DONE, BRITISH THERMAL. UNITS
CURVES OF VELOCITY, PRESSURE AND VOLUME
FOR ONE POUND OF STEAM PASSING THROUGH A
PARSONS TURBINE WITH TEN ROWS OF BLADES.
THE VELOCITY IS THE THEORETICAL VALUE
WHICH IS NOT ACTUALLY ATTAINED, AS IT IS
REDUCED AT EACH RING OF BLADES TO A LOW
VALUE.
said that he was entitled to the credit for the
high degree of efficiency which had been at
tained. Mr. Insull had two 5,000-kilowatt Cur
tis turbines at Chicago; one had been run at
7,800 kilowatts in actual service, but no load
or efficiency tests had been made. He could tes
tify to the economy of the turbine, for his 17,000kilowatt reciprocating engine station could not
be got to run within 30 per cent of the cost per
kilowatt-hour given by the turbine station. The
saving was mainly due to the turbines, which
cost less for labor, etc., than reciprocating en
gines. In his experience the cost of turbine
plant was only half that of a reciprocating engine
plant. The condensing plant cost slightly more,
but this was fully made up by the saving on
the cost of the buildings.
Harold Dickinson pointed out the difficulty of
maintaining a high vacuum, especially with dirty
condensing water. He had got over the trouble
with oil in the exhaust from his reciprocating
engines. The main advantage of the turbine lay
in its low cost; at his station (Leeds) the gen
erating costs were 1.78 cents per kilowatt-hour,
whilst the capital charges were no less than 3.4
cents.
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80 degrees F. from a cooling tower, not even
Mr. Parkes said that, in a lightly loaded sta
tion, condensing cost more than it was worth. with forced draught.
In reply Mr. Parsons said that oil was one
The best way to maintain a high vacuum eco
of the smallest items in the "Stores" charges.
nomically was to use a counter current jet con
denser, with a barometric column, a dry air pump With an output of 300,000 kilowatt-hours per
and a circulating pump.
Long exhaust pipes annum, oil cost $200 per annum. Messrs. Brown,
Boveri & Co. were quoted to show that the oil
ought not to place difficulties in the way of get
ting a good vacuum ; he had seen a vacuum of costs only 12J/2 per cent of that required for
the reciprocating type. A barometric condenser
26y2 inches maintained on a pipe 6 feet in diame
ter and 250 yards long, in an English iron works. had been used for years in Newcastle, giving a
The reciprocating engine had as low a steam vacuum of 28^ inches without difficulty.
Mr. Stoney also replied, and said that there
consumption as the turbine up to 1,500 kilowatts,
but above this the turbine beats its rival. High was no cutting of blades in the Parsons type of
superheat improved the reciprocating type, a 200- turbine. This only occurred with turbines of
the single jet type. With steam speeds of 3,000
horsepower engine consuming 10 pounds of super
heated steam, equal to 14^ pounds of saturated to 4,000 feet per second, no metal would stand
the steam without cutting. He had tried carbon
steam, per brake horsepower-hour. It was un
fair, however, to compare them on single items, brushes in all kinds of ways, without success.
as the saving in capital charges alone made the Brass wire or gauze was the best type of brush.
turbine far superior to the reciprocating engine. Particulars of the new winding could not yet be
given; it gave a wide range of positions for
Mr. Merz said there was no doubt the tur
bine was better on account of the saving in total sparkless commutation. Damping coils were dif
costs of production. He had put in a Curtis ficult to apply, and had no apparent advantages.
turbine at Cork, and tested it, with the following He did not think any air pump could give as
good results as the vacuum augmentor, which
results :
At Neptune
Vacuum, 27 inches ; superheat, 100 degrees F. ; compressed the air and vapor.
Bank station, Newcastle-on-Tyne, $26 a week
pressure, 150 pounds per square inch. The tur
bine drove a dynamo of 500 kilowatts at 1,800 was saved by the turbines, in oil alone. At Cam
revolutions per minute, and consumed 20.5 bridge and Newcastle a vacuum of 28 to 29 inches
pounds per kilowatt-hour. If the vacuum had was easily maintained. The exhaust from the
been 28^ inches, and the superheat 150 degrees auxiliaries should not go into the main con
F, the steam consumption would have been less densers. There was no advantage to be gained
than 19 pounds. Therefore there was not much by using high pressures ; 200 pounds at most was
to choose between the Curtis and Parsons types sufficient. The fall of pressure along the tur
bine agreed almost exactly with the theoretical
on this score. The repairs on the Parsons tur
bine in 3 years were trifling. The difficulty of curve, the difference being due to the heating
maintaining a high vacuum was due to the leaky effect of friction. Mr. Stoney congratulated the
stuffing-boxes, etc., of the reciprocating engines. inventors of the Curtis turbine on their success,
By mounting the turbine on its condenser, and and said there was room for both types. The
using cold water, there was no trouble in getting cost of turbines was only half that of reciprocat
a vacuum of 28 inches. He did not care for the ing plant. The same floor area was called for by
both types of turbine. Jet condensers should be
vacuum augmentor described in the paper.
Professor Ayrton had obtained much evidence used where the water was bad. There was no
during a recent visit to America that the low difficulty with the exhaust pipes if they were
properly managed. The Parsons and Curtis tur
steam consumption of the turbine was main
tained. He pointed out the advantage of being bines agreed closely in the matter of steam con
able to start up a turbine quickly, without first sumption, but as for the falling-off in efficiency
warming it up, and asked whether it was true with the load, this was low in the Curtis type
that the Curtis type did not fall off in efficiency because the full load efficiency was not quite so
a. h. a.
at low loads as much as the Parsons type, due high as that of the Parsons type. '
to the mode of speed regulation employed. A
The Wemple Act recently introduced in the
Curtis turbine at Chicago, of 5,000 kilowatts, con
sumed 175^ pounds of steam at full load, and 19 Assembly of New York State, which relates to
pounds at one-quarter load. The Curtis turbine the licensing of engineers and firemen in cities
was almost frictionless, being supported on oil. outside the first class, and which will include
L. Gaster said that according to Messrs. practically all the state except New York, Buffalo,
Brown, Boveri & Co's. practice on the Continent, and Rochester, provides that all engines and
the cost of turbines was 30 per cent cheaper, the boilers in such cities must be in charge of licensed
engineers. The license is to be granted by a
space occupied 75 per cent less, the oil con
sumed 90 per cent less, and the foundations only board appointed by the governor, consisting of
two stationary engineers and one fireman. This
one-fourth the cost, as compared with recipro
cating engines. The weight was 130 to 220 board may appoint sub-boards in such cities as
pounds per horsepower. According to Professor it shall deem necessary. The license requires
Weber's tests, for every additional 10.5 degrees payment of a fee of $2 and passing satisfactory
examination.
F. of superheat, a gain of 1 per cent was ob
tained. The governing was marvellous ; the
Grades are established as follows : For en
speed variation never exceeded 1 per cent. For gineers,—first class, unlimited ; second class, not
Essen electricity works a 10,000-horsepower Par
over 150 horsepower; third class, not over 50
sons turbine was being built, driving a 5.000-kilo- horsepower. For firemen,—first class, unlimited
watt three-phase generator and a 1,500-kiIowatt as to boilers; second class, for boilers carrying
dynamo.
pressure of not over 80 pounds. The exceptions
Mr. Cramp pointed out that credit was due to from the operation of this law are persons having
Mr. Parsons for the development of the high charge of or operating an engine or boiler upon
speed commutator with wire brushes. Few engi
locomotives, in government buildings, or on auto
neers realized the loss due to carbon brushes ; mobiles, boilers in apartment houses, those used
possibly the losses in the new extra windings exclusively for agricultural purposes, and those
were fully made up by the saving on the brushes. used for heating which carry a pressure under 10
Mr. Patchell drew attention to the ingenuity pounds. Other provisions relate to the manner
of the Parsons self-centering bearing, and said of appointment of the examining engineers and
that one could not hope for cooler water than the method of paying them from license fees.
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MINERAL LUBRICATING OILS.
ing of Nineveh, 2,000 years B. C, an asphalt was that petroleum was found in the vicinity of Cuba,
BY J. N. BRUCK.
made by evaporating petroleum, and that this Alleghany County, New York State, and on a
(A lecture delivered to the four Engineers' was used in making asphalt mortar, portions of chart which was made in 1670 the locality is
Associations of the City of Boston, by J. N. which were found in the discovered capital of the marked. Fountaine de Bitune, by Charleraux,
Bruck, president and manager of the Bruck So
ancient Assyrian Empire. In the building of 1721, reports that on one of the principal tribu
lidified Oil Co., Boston, Mass.*)
Babel, about 2,000 years B. C, an asphalt pre
taries of the Ohio River (without a doubt the
IT gives me great pleasure, and I consider it pared in a similar manner was used ; the petro
Allegheny) "there exists a spring from which
an honor, to be welcomed by such a large leum used was obtained from the wells at Is, a fatty substance flows having a taste like iron
attendance, and especially by a body of in
which are about 120 miles from Babylon on the and being used to relieve all pain.''
telligent men—masters of their trade—who carry shores of the river, and still continue to supply
The great rival to the Pennsylvania, Ohio
their capital in their heads ; who are independent ; petroleum for illuminating purposes.
and Virginia oil fields today is the product ob
who need no financial or political friends to help
In the Dead Sea, the petroleum collects in a tained in Texas and Louisiana ; it is taking the
them climb the ladder of success—friends will fluid state on the surface of the water, while on place of the oil obtained from the other states
seek them.
the shores is found a hardened bituminous mass, mentioned. Much of the Texas oil is used to im
The origin of petroleum has been a subject probably formed by the spontaneous evaporation prove the quality of the Pennsylvania, Ohio and
of much speculation among geologists. The most of the oil which was used as a cement by the Virginia oil, oil refiners buying this Texas oil to
widely accepted theory is that it is due to the Jewish Kings in building their structures. This blend with theirs, thereby strengthening theirs
very slow decomposition of organic remains,— earth pitch is strongly lustrous, heavy and uni
in cold test, gravity and viscosity.
animal, vegetable or both combined. But the oc
form ; it is adulterated with ordinary pitch and
Texas oil is coming to the front, is already ex
currence of any organic detritus in such forma
quantities of sulphur ; it adheres, separates, draws tensively used as a lubricant and is also revolu
tions as the Silurian in sufficient quantity to ac
and heals. By fumigating with it, snakes are tionizing the fuel field. It is extensively used
count for the enormous yields of oil is doubted driven off.
on steamers on the Pacific Ocean, and on many
by many.
I presume this was the article St. Patrick trunk lines of railroads in the South and South
Another attempted explanation of its origin is used with which to drive out the snakes from Ire
west, where it is found much cheaper and cleaner
the percolation of sea water to depths where the land.
than coal ; no cinders fly in one's eyes when
temperature is sufficiently high in contact with
Dioscorides, a Greek physician who lived in traveling behind a locomotive using oil as fuel.
such minerals as iron and its sulphides, to form the first century, A. D., mentions the rock oil
Three barrels of Texas crude oil are equal to
carburets. In support of this is adduced the fre
of Girgenti under the names of Sicilian Oil, and one ton of coal, the difference being that between
quent occurrence of petroleum and similar prod
speaks of the springs near Aminno in Italy which $1.50 and $4.50.
ucts accompanying volcanic action.
supplied the oil for illuminating Geneva. The
THE PROCESS OF REFINING.
A third plausible argument refers to the external fires which are described by the most
Crude oil is converted into kerosene and other
formation of all the members of this hydro
ancient writers were burned on pagan altars, and well-known petroleum products by a simple proc
carbon series to the condensation of carbon are said to have been supplied by gases from the ess of distillation. The crude oil is boiled in
vapors escaping from a depth in the earth or petroleum springs which were ignited at the sur
large iron tanks called stills, and the vapor or
meeting with the hydrogen confined as water, the face. Even at the present time the famous holy steam arising therefrom is condensed by passing
new compound becoming condensed to various fires at Baku, near the Caspian Sea, which have through pipes which are surrounded by cold
degrees according to local circumstances.
their origin in the gas that escapes from the water. The first condensation is the lightest
Reflecting on the vast geological distribution earth, are the subjects of religious veneration. product and is called crude naphtha or light ben
of petroleum, it is only reasonable to suppose that Similar conditions of gases have been found in zine. The distillation is carefully watched and
more than one cause has been instrumental in other places,—Bologna, Parma, in Sicily, Syra
when the specific gravity of the condensation gets
its production. All experience hitherto gained cuse in Greece, England, New York State, Penn
heavier
than 68 a gate is shut in the pipe running
tends to prove that though in a few unimportant sylvania, Wyoming, Indian Territory, Utah, Ari
to the receiving tank for crude naphtha or light
cases the creative agency, whatever it may be, zona, California, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, In
benzine, and the distillate is turned into another
seems to be still at work, yet, in the great ma
diana, Ohio, Virginia, Kansas, Alabama, Caro
receiving tank for heavy benzine which may run
jority of instances, the active formation of the lina, Kentucky and Missouri.
62
or 63 gravity. The next "cut" is a light kero
article is a work of the past, and we are recklessly
The occurrence of mineral oils in America is sene oil which will stand about no degrees fire
exhausting the supply which has been countless not a recent discovery, as generally supposed;
test. This is mostly sold for exporting to
ages in course of collection.
but was known to a people who inhabited this Europe, for mixing with a heavier export kero
Petroleum is found in strata of almost all country before the Indians, and who certainly sene, the fire test of which is too low for sale in
geological periods from Silurian upwards. In stood on a higher plane of culture, and developed America, where the laws prohibit its sale as
Canada, it occurs mainly in the carboniferous more technical ability than the succeeding red
dangerous.
limestone of the lower Devonian, also more or skins. In the vicinity of Titusville, Pa., which
The next "cut" made in the distillation is to
less in the bird's-eye limestone of the lower plays an important part in the petroleum industry, run the condensed product of the still into the
Silurian and the lower Helderberg limestone of are found the remains of structures built in the "water-white" kerosene receiving tank ; this oil
the Silurian. In the United States, it is obtained very early times for obtaining petroleum. Between is 150 degrees fire test, specific gravity 47. When
chiefly from Devonian and carboniferous forma
the mouth of Oil Creek and the City of Titus
the distillate gets heavier than this and tests
tions; in Lower California, from tertiary shales. ville a number of round shafts were discovered from 32 to 33 gravity, the product is "paraffine
The knowledge of oils flowing from the earth, about 40 years ago; they were lined with masonry sops" or wax distillate. This is the last of the
which are known as rock oil, petroleum, naphtha, from the bottom to the surface, and the depth distillates; what is left in the still is received as
etc., and of the closely allied bodies—bitumen, reached a petroleum stratum. Large trees have lubricating stock to be filtered and compounded
asphalt, etc.,—reaches back to prehistoric times been grown upon the heaps of earth which were for lubricating oils.*
in different parts of the earth. These products thrown out from these shafts, and the roots
The crude naphtha, benzine or gasoline is
were variously employed as long as 4,000 years penetrate the earth and debris that has again pumped into an agitator where it is mixed with
ago, particularly as external remedies. Noah filled the shaft, thus supplying evidence of the sulphuric acid, blown into it by means of an air
(Moses, 6-14) makes the first technical use of great age of these shafts. Not only in Pennsyl
compressor ; after this is thus thoroughly treated
them in coating his ark on the inside and outside vania, but also in the neighboring oil districts in to clear it of coloring matter and impurities, it
with asphalt. The Egyptians used mineral oils, Ohio and Canada, similar interesting remnants is mixed with the alkali,—caustic soda,—to
etc., for embalming the dead and preserving of a former mining activity were found, which neutralize the acid and then thoroughly mixed
mummies, for "mum" is said to have been a belonged to a people of whose existence and with water to get rid of both. This gasoline
resinous body obtained from the earth. The name we have no knowledge.
has numerous commercial uses ; the gravity is
knowledge of the properties of petroleum con
We have information from the time of the 68 taken by Besume hydrometer.
tinually increased, and we find that in the build- first European emigrants who lived among the
The specific gravity of an oil represents how
Indians, in which it is stated that the Indians much lighter it is than water. The fire-test of
* Mr. Bruck has devoted many years to the were familiar with petroleum, but they used no kerosene oil shows what degree of heat it will
practical study of oils, and has attained consider
method such as shafts, etc., for obtaining it. stand without igniting.
able prominence as an expert. Last fall he vis
ited the oil fields of Texas, Louisiana and Indian
The average Pennsylvania crude petroleum re
Territory In company with General Miles. ex- They were satisfied with simply skimming the oil
Governor Hogg and party, made some valuable from the quiet waters. They employed it in some fines about as follows : Crude benzine, 10 per
discoveries, and found oil of a new base not be
fore known to science, but he gives credit to of their ceremonies and in relieving pain. From
♦There an; over one thousand products obtained from
Prof. F. C. Thlele, Beaumont, Texas, for naming a letter written by the missionary Joseph Dela- petroleum
: no book, newspaper or magizitie, I have ever
the new base "Terpene."
seen,
roche in Sagard's Histoire du Canada, it appears secret.tells the detailed .story of reflumKOil; some of it is
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cent; water-white kerosene, 58 per cent; paraffinc wax, 15 per cent; lubricating stock, 17 per
cent.
Paraffine wax, one of the most profitable prod
ucts taken from the Pensylvania petroleum, is
used for many purposes. The oil pressed from
the wax is returned to a firestill to make spin
dle, neutral, wool and fuel oils.
The next in order from the paraffine product
are the lubricating or cylinder stocks. These are
not a distillate, but remain as a residuum in the
still after the vapors from benzine to paraffine
have been boiled off ; the stock is filtered through
animal charcoal, and cylinder and engine oil, as
well as vaseline, are made from it.
I now wish to call your attention to a sam
ple of this crude oil, which I obtained from a
well in Louisiana. When I took it to a chemist
I was informed that it contained a new base,
neither asphaltum nor paraffine, but terpene. It
was much like the oil found in other parts of
the state in the "cretaceous" formation. This is
indicated by the hard capped rock found at 1,000
feet from the surface, and belongs to the upper
"cretaceous" formation ; a still more prolific oil
pool being found at a depth of about 1,800 to
2,000 feet in the lower "cretaceous" formation.
This oil is chiefly derived from the action of
subterranean gases on dormant deposits of ma
rine flora, only its heavier parts being recognized
as originating from deposits of marine fauna.
The physical analysis is as follows : Color, olive
green ; odor, pleasant ; specific gravity, 19 Besume
at 60 degrees F. ; flash test, 194 degrees F. ; vis
cosity, 36.
Chemical composition: Total naphtha, 1.05 per
cent ; illuminating oil, 30.07 per cent ; lubricating
A. 20 per cent; lubricating B, 20 per cent; lu
bricating C, 8.64 per cent; lubricating D, 16.74
per cent ; nitrogen, 0.54 per cent ; coke, gas and
loss, 2.96 per cent.
This oil is rich in aromatic hydrocarbons,
especially "Phenols." The most severe test
failed to disclose even a trace of sulphur. This
fact proves the total absence of asphaltum. This
mineral crude oil does not contain sulphur ; the
gases given off during the distillation are of a
pleasant cedar-like odor; this was proven at
a temperature of over 300 degrees F. The test
for crystalline paraffine proved negative. The
crude and the heavy distillates were subjected
for 6 hours to a temperature 20 degrees F., but
no crystalline paraffine was separated. Final in
vestigations showed that the illuminating frac
tion was largely composed of the isomeric hydro
carbons of the terpene series, and the heavy
fractions consisted of polymerized terpene hydro
carbons. This result necessitates the nomencla
ture of a third base in crude mineral oil, and
Professor P. C. Thiele, of Beaumont, Texas, be
ing the discoverer in making this analysis, has
christened it "Terpene Base." This now gives
three distinct bases for crude oils, paraffine, as
phalt, terpene.
This is the oil which you see in this glass
with the thermometer, testing at 60 degrees F.
for a gravity of 17; cold test for solidification,
zero; fire-test, 425 degrees F. ; viscosity, 750.
I shall solidify this, or make it into a solid,
is less than a minute, without the use of water,
alkali, acid, heat or cold ; then it can be used
as a lubricant on any size bearing from 1 to 18
inches in diameter, and in any climate. Temper
atures from 175 degrees above to 40 degrees be
low zero have no effect. Boiling water also has
no effect, which fact I will demonstrate by plac
ing the substance in water at the temperature
of 212 degrees.
I claim that by overcoming all these difficul
ties, I have solved the problem of a sure, relia
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ble lubricant, which can be used on electric mo
tors, automobiles, locomotives, marine propeller
shafts and engines of every description. But I
might say to do all this I first must have the
quality of oil to solidify, to obtain results. With
this same method I can solidify any and all
kinds of oil, animal, vegetable or mineral, kero
sene or turpentine. Solidified oil has been on
the market for only 16 months, and today it is
lubricating over 200,000 electric car motors in
the United States, England and France; also in
the largest electric power plants in New York,
Chicago, Pittsburg and Boston.
GRAVITY AND FIRE TESTS.
The gravity of an oil is obtained by a hydrom
eter, with thermometer attached, the lower the
gravity at the temperature of 60 degrees F., the
heavier is the oil ; the lighter the gravity, the
thinner the oil. Fire test is obtained by placing
the cylinder oil in this cup with a thermometer in
serted about 2 inches in the oil, underneath which
is the bath of linseed oil, and under all a slow
alcohol flame, and noting the temperature at
which the oil takes fire. There are several makes
of testing cups, Tagliabue's, Keybolt's, Millspaugh's, Bernstein's, Bailey's, and many others.
The viscosity and gumming tendency may be
simultaneously detected by noting the time re
quired by a drop to traverse a known distance
on an inclined plane. A 9-day's trial gave the
following results :
Heavy engine mineral oil
made from Texas oil, 7J4 feet on the ninth day ;
common sperm oil, 5 fee,t 3 inches on the ninth
day; olive oil, 1 foot gl/2 inches on the ninth day;
rape oil, I foot 7J4 inches on the eighth day;
best sperm oil, 4 feet 6]/i inches on the seventh
day; linseed oil, I foot 6*4 inches on the seventh
day; lard oil, iiJ4 inches on the fifth day. The
day given is, in each case, that on which the oil
ceased to travel. There are several ways of ap
plying the plane test. A simple and general test
of fluidity is to dip blotting paper in the oil
and hold it up to drain. Symmetrical drops in
dicate good fluidity, a spreading tendency indi
cates viscosity. Retention of the oil on the paper
for some hours at 200 degrees F., or for some
days at ordinary temperature, will show the rate
of gumming.
An efficient lubricator must exhibit the fol
lowing characteristics : First, sufficient "body" to
keep the surfaces between which it is interposed
from coming into contact ; second, the greatest
fluidity consistent with the needed body ; third,
a minimum coefficient of friction ; fourth, a max
imum capacity for receiving and distributing heat ;
fifth, freedom from tendency to gum or oxydize ; sixth, absence of acid and other properties
injurious to the materials in contact with it;
seventh, high vaporization and decomposition
temperatures, and low solidification temperatures ;
eighth, special adaptation to the conditions of
use ; ninth, freedom from all foreign matters.
In all my experience I find that a mineral oil
which has the greatest adhesion to metallic sur
faces, and the least cohesion between its own par
ticles, is the best lubricant ; and this I find espe
cially in Texas oil.
The cost of thawing water pipes by elec
tricity, according to figures given at a meeting
of the National Electric Light Association, was
as follows on the basis of a 125-house service
thawed in Rutland, Vt., during February : On
the average 17 amperes alternating current at
2,200 volts were used, and the average time re
quired was 27 minutes. At 10 cents per kilowatthour, the cost of current was $1.68; the cost of
labor was $1.85 and of teams and drivers 58
cents, making a total cost per service of $4.11.
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NOTES FROM ABROAD.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
In the lighting plant at Tunis, the coal gas
gives a capacity of 96 electrical horsepower and
the producer gas gives 77. The former gives 96
explosions a minute, the latter 64, so that the
power of the explosion is 20 per cent greater in
the latter case than in the former. The producers
are fed with coke continuously, which has 10 to
12 per cent ash and 4 per cent moisture, the con
sumption of coke being not greater than 2.8
pounds per kilowatt-hour. The cinder is easily
removed.
Blast furnace gas together with the "white
coal" from the Alps is the most economical means
of producing electrical current, but until now it
has been particularly hydraulic power with high
head that turbines have been able to use. The
slight power developed by water running in com
paratively flat country has meanwhile been used
for various purposes by the proper form of tur
bine. This turbine is the design of Fontaine, and
is being pushed by Teisset, Brault and Chapron of
Paris, and has made a remarkable record in the
mill of Vitry le Francois. The installation pro
duces 69 to 70 horsepower at a head of 7]4 feet,
and a speed of 20 revolutions per minute, this
speed being chosen so as not to change the ma
chinery of the mill. The figures just given tell
better than any long explanation the construction
of the turbine which is said to give excellent re
sults. It regulates closely and is particularly well
suited for variable powers.

fig. 4. three-phase .transformer with combined
magnetic core.
Speaking of the "white coal" brings up its im
portance in Europe in the manufacture of car
bide of calcium. A typical example is furnished
by the power station of Beron, where the carbide
is made by a thermo-electrical process. Water
power is developed at Guiers from the torrents
descending from the Grand Charteuse. The head
used is 290 feet. The station has five two-phase
generating units developing either 80 or 40 volts
according to connections and delivering a cur
rent of 3,000 to 6,000 amperes, so that the horse
power is 700 at 600 revolutions. Twelve ovens for
the carbide process adjoin the generator room;
these are of recent model, using lime as the raw
material. A turbine wheel drives the crushing,
grinding and mixing machinery, and three dyna
mos for direct current, each of 120 kilowatts ca
pacity, are also driven by 200-horsepower turbines.
While at the present time there is a general
tendency in England to the direct use of current
without transformation, still the transformer is
of great practical value, and good construction
continues to be improved. The most recent trans
formers of the German General Electric Co., of
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Berlin, are examples worthy of attention. These
are oil insulated and have three cores placed on
the same base, which facilitates access, ventila
tion, and construction, Fig. 4. The cores are of
thin sheet iron separated by paper. The loss is
exceedingly small, no bolts pass through the
cores, and the armatures are of cast iron and are
thin, which also cuts down the loss due to stray
currents. The heads are put on after the coils
are mounted on the cores. The oil insulation in-

FIG. 5.
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Another precaution necessary from the opera
tor's standpoint is opening or closing the primary
of a transformer at the same time as the second
ary. Siemans and Schuckert have developed an
apparatus for this purpose. The system is based
upon the action of a relay and on the movement of
a cylindrical core in a megnetizing coil. The view
shown Fig. 6, and the diagram Fig. 7, of connec
tions make the working" plain.
A notable machine is the 20,000-volt group re
cently built for the Polytechnic School of Vienna,
by the Geneva Mechanical and Electrical Co.
This consists of a high-tension, two-pole machine,
designed to give 20,000 volts and 1 ampere of di
rect current at a speed of 600 to 700 revolutions.
Excitation is furnished by a little dynamo
mounted on the end of the shaft and giving cur
rent at no volts. The dimensions and some of
the auxiliary arrangements of the machine are the
same as those designed for 23,000 volt transmis
sion from St. Mauritz to Lausanne. The arma
ture is of the open coil type, allowing of a quick

MULTIPLE PETTICOAT INSULATOR FOR HIGH
VOLTAGE LINES.

creases the ease of reaching all parts for inspec
tion, and repairs, on account of the design de
scribed, are easily made.
These transformers are built for voltages up to
30,000. This figure, which not many years ago
would have dismayed, no longer astonishes any
one, since the use of high voltage currents is now
common. But the more voltages increase, the
greater precautions must be taken. Notably in

FIG. /. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF TRANSFORMER
SWITCH.

THr FN6WWP
FIG. 6. SWITCH FOR TRANSFORMER TO CONTROL BOTH
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY.

insulators, the perfection is remarkable. That
of Mehun, Fig. 5, is built for electromotive forces
of 8,000 to 41,000 volts. The insulation measures
29,000,000 megohms. Experience with these in
sulators carrying a current of 40,500 volts at 42
cycles per second has shown very good results.

replacement of the coils ; the commutator is com
posed of 96 sections, condensers being shunted
around this commutator in order to avoid spark
ing. The tests were perfectly satisfactory and the
voltage has been raised without difficulty to 29,000.
This machine is driven by a motor taking from
70 to 80 amperes of current at 440 volts. The speed
can be modified through a wide range to permit of
different frequencies in the alternator, whidh
drives the motor. These variable speeds are ob
tained from o to 6,000 revolutions by means of
the starting box and from 600 to 690 revolutions
by the use of a field rheostat. When the alterna
tor is giving three-phase current, it is possible by
means of an interchangeable connection to give, at
790 revolutions, either 5,000, 2,900, or 1,290 volts.
The power delivered at 5,000 volts can be 4.3 am
peres with a power factor of 1, or 5.8 amperes
with a power factor of 0.79.
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EXHIBITS OF THE WESTINGHOUSE COM
PANIES AT LOUISANA PURCHASE
EXPOSITION.
THE main service plant at the Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition, for which the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co. received the
general contract, is naturally a notable feature
of the Westinghouse exhibits, and one which
appeals, because of the commanding size of the
four big electric generating units, each of 2,000kilowatt capacity, and their location in the cen
tral aisle of Machinery Hall, to practically all
visitors to the Fair. The 2,000-kilowatt threephase alternating current generators of the St.
Louis Fair plant, although of almost three times
the individual capacity of those seen at Chicago
in 1893, are not at this day remarkable on account
of their size, and indeed entrance to the service
plant exhibit is through a large 35-foot plaster
ring molded in close representation and in ex
act duplicate size of the stationary armature of
the 5,000-kilowatt, alternating-current Westinghouse generators constructed for the elevated and
subway train service in New York City.
The total space devoted to the service elec
tric plant in Machinery Hall, with the exciter
units, condensers, cooling towers, and the 35panel switchboard, is 26,260 square feet. The en
tire steam and electric station was designed and
equipped by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,
and all the motive power apparatus in connec
tion with the generators, and in the steam gen
erating plant in the nearby boiler house, was
furnished by the Westinghouse Machine Co.
The various organizations associated with
the Westinghouse name, which have united in
representation at St. Louis under the title of
the "Westinghouse Companies at Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition," have nearly ten times the
space occupied by the same interests at the PanAmerican Exposition at Buffalo in 1901. The
organizations associated in these joint exhibits,
which represents an army of 30,000 employes, and
occupy a total workshop floor space of over 140
acres, more than is found in all the twelve great
exhibition palaces of the St. Louis Exposition,
are as follows : Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., Westinghouse Machine Co.,
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co., Westinghouse Brake Co.,
Limited, London, Paris and Hanover, British
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,
Limited, Westinghouse Automatic Air and Steam
Coupler Co., Westinghouse Traction Brake Co.,
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Societe
Anonyme Westinghouse, Havre, France, Societe
Anonyme Westinghouse, St. Petersburg, Russia,
Westinghouse Electricitats - Actiengesellschaft.
Berlin, Sawyer-Man Electric Co., Union Switch
and Signal Co., American Brake Co., Nernst
Lamp Co., Pittsburg Meter Co., R. D. Nuttall
Co., Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co., Bryant Electric
Co., and Perkins Electrical Switch Manufacturing
Co.
The Westinghouse exhibits and preparations
for the reception and entertainment of visitors
are on a scale so complete and elaborate that
they constitute a noteworthy feature of the in
dustrial display at the Exposition. In Machin
ery Hall, in addition to the electric service
plant and the main exhibit of Westinghouse gasengines, turbo-generators, rotaries, exciters, and
motors in operation, all enclosed within orna
mental staff walls and columned entrances of
classic design, is the Westinghouse auditorium,
which seats 350 persons, in which are displayed
at regular hours through the day biograph and
mutoscope pictures of scenes in and about the
various Westinghouse works in the Pittsburg
district, including the first interior photography
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of the kind ever taken by means of the CooperHewitt mercury vapor lamp. Through the cour
tesy of the companies, this auditorium, which is
of ornate architectural design, rendered cool and
comfortable at all times by a ventilating system
■which provides a continual supply of pure air,
and brilliantly lighted by the four principal sys
tems of electric illumination, will be used
throughout the Fair as a meeting place for sci
entific societies and technical congresses. The
lighting of the hall is with incandescent lamps
of the Sawyer-Man Electric Co., Bremer arc
lamps, Cooper-Hewitt mercury vapor lamps, and
the Nernst glowers, all of which are used ex
tensively throughout the Westinghouse display.

WESTINGHOUSE 2,OOO-KIL0WATT GENERATING UNITS

The Cooper-Hewitt lamps, which made pos
sible the Westinghouse mutoscope shop views,
one of the distinct novelties of the Fair, are
shown in the booths in Machinery Hall and in
the Palace of Electricity, as designed for use in
general illuminating, photographing and photo
engraving, with samples of work by some of the
best operators in the latter lines. The lamps are
in use on the grounds by the Official Photo
graphic Co., and in an illuminated sign of the
Robbins Conveying Belt Co., in the Pike shows,
"Over and Under the Sea" and the "German
Tyrolean Alps ;" and in various other exhibits,
and never fail to excite comment. The most
striking use of the lamp, however, is the eightfoot tubes which are hung over the entrance to
the Westinghouse auditorium, and over the en
trance to the Cooper-Hewitt booth in the Pal
ace of Electricity.
There are in all about 10,000 Nernst glowers
in use in the exhibition buildings, 6,000 of them
in the Fine Arts Museum, where they effectively
solve the problem of artistic illumination. The
handsome Illinois State building is lighted by
them, the National Cash Register Company uses
the glowers in its three displays in the Liberal
Arts, Electricity, and Education buildings, and
the Westinghouse Companies use 300 big street
glowers in their exhibits.
The Sawyer-Man Co's. display of various
types and sizes of its well-known incandescent
lamps is in the general Westinghouse exhibit
space in the Palace of Electricity. There, also,
the Bryant Electric Co. shows a variety of lamp
sockets, receptacles, switches, and other products,
including details manufactured by the Perkins
Electrical Switch Manufacturing Co. The D. R.
Nuttall Co's. exhibit of cut and planed gears,
trolleys, trolley gears, and pinions,, for electric
railway, mine, and industrial haulage motors, is
in Machinery Hall, near the Westinghouse head
quarters.
The Pittsburg Meter Co. has a separate booth
in Mock 35 of Machinery Hall, where the Key
stone water meters and parts, with Westinghouse
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fish traps, Westinghouse gas meters, water me
ter provers, and a Westinghouse proportional
12-inch gas meter of the new straight line type,
with a capacity of 100,000 cubic feet an hour,
are shown. A graduated assortment of Keystone
water meters on a revolving pyramid frame, with
a 6-inch meter at the base and a J^-inch meter
at the apex, constitutes the moving feature of
the display.
Steam for the Westinghouse electric service
plant is piped from the boiler house, known as
the Steam and Fuels Building, nearby, in which
there has been installed under the direction of
the same engineers and contractors, a large bat
tery of Babcock and Wilcox water-tube boilers
built into a single setting, with a total capacity
of 6,400-horsepower. Equipment here includes
also Roney mechanical stokers at the furnaces,
operated by Westinghouse standard steam en
gines, a complete coal conveying system furnished
by the Link Belt Engineering Co., Cochrane feedwater heaters, Worthington steam pumps, me
chanical draft, condensers, cooling towers, and
other apparatus to be found in a model station
of the present day.
The exhibit service plant, immediately west
of the Companies' headquarters, is utilized to
furnish power for various purposes, and includes
a Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine generating
set of 410 kilowatt capacity, operating at a speed
of 3,600 revolutions per minute, and delivering a
three-phase, 60-cycle current at a potential of 440
volts. The unit selected for exhibit is of a size
that has met with most extended introduction by
reason of its applicability to power stations of
moderate size. As a matter of fact, it is at the
present time the smallest turbine unit built by
the Westinghouse Machine Co. The construc
tion of the rotating field of the generator shown
in connection with the turbine on exhibit may
best be studied in the Westinghouse exhibit in
the Palace of Electricity, where one of similar
type is set up but not in operation. The exhibit

unit on exhibition is one of the smallest built in
its particular type, engines up to 3,000 horse
power now being under construction in the
Westinghouse shops.
An important part of the Westinghouse in
stallation which is seen by few is the pumping
apparatus under the beautiful Cascades in front
of Festival Hall. This equipment was designed
to supply 90,000 gallons of water a minute for
these cascades, by three large centrifugal pumps,
each driven by a 2,000-horsepower Westinghouse'
induction motor, probably the largest motors ever
constructed. The famous "Jumbo" engine which
alone operated all the machinery of the Phila
delphia Centennial Exposition in 1876, was rated
at 1,000 horsepower. Here, in a single plant,
operating but one feature of the St. Louis Fair,
is machinery with six times that capacity.
In the Palace of Electricity, the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Co. occupies a space
of over 10,000 square feet, including 1,600 square
feet devoted to the display of electric trucks and
locomotives constructed in conjunction with the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
In the regular
electrical equipment display are a 400-kilowatt
turbine type generator, typical generators for di
rect and alternating currents, for belt or direct
connection ; rotary converters, motor-generator
sets ; oil insulated and air blast transformers ;
direct current and alternating current railway
motors and controllers ; single and polyphase in
duction motors of constant and variable speeds ;
direct-current motors of many types, including
motors for variable speed service from single and
and innumerable forms of auxiliary apparatus
and innumerable forms of auxiliary apparatus and
and instruments. The alternating-current series
wound, single-phase crane motors, similar in
type and general construction to the single-phase
railway motors exhibited in the Transportation
Building, and the new "Westinghouse Unit
Switch System of Multiple Control," are also to
be seen in this section. The spectacular high

EXHIBIT OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE SYSTEM ON A MODEL TRAIN.
service plant contains also a 125-horsepower ver
tical and a 225-horsepower horizontal gas engine,
the first direct connected to standard two-wire,
the second to standard three-wire, double-volt
age, direct-current generators. Both single-acting
and double-acting types of gas engines at present
manufactured by the Westinghouse Machine Co.
are here represented in their latest form.
The horizontal engine will be of particular
interest to engineers, as its development has been
coincident with the introduction of gas power
upon a large scale in this country. This engine
may be regarded as strictly representative of the
modern internal-combustion motor in its most
recent development. Here, again, the gas engine

tension sign, using a potential of 50,000 volts,
which spells the name "Westinghouse" in light
ning-like discharges radiating from large letters
over a plate glass surface—one of the attractions
at the Pan-American Exposition—is to be seen in
the Westinghouse auditorium.
The combined exhibit of the various West
inghouse brake companies extends for 150 feet
down the aisle from the turn table in the Trans
portation Building. At the end nearest the turn
table is a reception room for guests, and at the
other end is a booth fitted up as a Russian
Kiosk by the Westinghouse Company, Limited,
of St. Petersburg, to be used as a rendezvous
for Russian visitors to the Fair. Included in this
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operating exhibit is the display ol the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.'s alter
nating current single-phase railway motors,
now so prominently before the engineering world,
which are introducing radical changes in pres
ent railway practice.
The Westinghouse Air Brake Co's. exhibit
shows a rack made up of apparatus constituting
the equipment for a six-coach passenger train
with engine and tender, all fitted throughout
with the high-speed brake and signal equipment.
The engine and tender are equipped also with
the combination automatic and straight air brake
which is now so much in use.
The Westinghouse friction draft gear also is
shown in section, with a machine especially de
signed for testing it in operation. The available
power which can be exerted on the draft gear
approximates 2,000 pounds. A triple valve test
ing rack is presented to show the manner in
which this device is now being installed in many
railroad shops.
The straight air brake rack shows the equip
ment now used in the straight air outfit on elec
tric cars that are operated by one of their stand
ard compressors. The compressors shown are of
the axle and motor-driven types, in section for
inspection of their internal working parts.
The Union Switch and Signal Co's. exhibit
is a group of signals, full size and in working
condition, erected in the Transportation Build
ing. The company shows also examples of elec
trical apparatus for the operation and control
of signals, photographs of various installations,
and a signal designed for use in the tunnels
of the Pennsylvania Railroad under the Hud
son River to New York City, shown in position
in a full size model of one of the tunnel tubes.
A brief guide pamphlet to the Westinghouse
exhibits may be secured at the headquarters and
exhibits office, in the form of a neat folder
which includes maps of St. Louis and the Expo
sition, and a list of typical Westinghouse in
stallations in St. Louis. Within the Fair
grounds, the extent of the Westinghouse display,
the magnitude of its installations and other ex
hibits, and the arrangements at its headquarters
in Machinery Hall for the reception of guests
from all over the world, to all of whom a cordial
welcome is extended, are evidence of the readi
ness of our great industrial leaders to partici
pate generously to add to the general success of
a giant international enterprise, in appreciation of
the opportunity still held out at a World's Fair
for the material acceleration of the already rapid
progress of the applied mechanical sciences.
VIM MECHANICAL LEATHER.
The subject of mechanical leather is one of
great importance to a power plant. The loss
of time, cost of labor, and inconvenience of re
placing leather on machinery, is, in almost every
instance, many times the original cost of the
leather. For that reason the claims of E. F.
Houghton & Co. of Philadelphia. Chicago, and,
Detroit, who are exploiting a new mechanical
leather under the trade-mark "Vim," will be of
interest to all power users.
This leather is finished for belting, friction
disks, machine strappings of all kind, and, what
is probably as important as any other form,
leather packings. The claims made for this
leather appear rather startling to those versed
in the technology of leather. For instance the
company will fill an order for this brand of leather
for almost any mechanical use with the unquali
fied guarantee that it will wear twice as long as
oak leather ; and where the strain is the most
severe, as for instance in the case of hydraulic
packings used under the highest pressure, it will
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give an even more favorable guarantee as to
wear.
As a test of this leather, the company places
a piece of Vim leather along with a piece of oak
leather, in boiling water for 4 or 5 minutes, when
the oak leather comes out worthless, while the
Vim seems to be unaffected. For a piece of
leather partially cut, so that one can exercise
his muscles in endeavoring to tear it, it is very

A COMPARISON CF THE FIBRE OF VIM AND OAKTANNED LEATHER.
evident to anyone who makes the trial that it
takes more force to tear the Vim leather than
the oak.
It is claimed that the Viru process of tanning
gives a longer and stronger fibre, and a fibre that
can be more thoroughly lubricated, which is what
constitutes the strength of the leather.
The photograph, which we publish herewith,
is evidence of the comparative length of fibres,
of a piece of Vim leather and a piece of oak
leather broken under tensile test.
The company does not hesitate to make the
most liberal offers for test, and claims that the
leather has been used in a practical way in the
largest manufacturing establishments in the coun
try for some 3 or 4 years. Those who are in
terested in the use of mechanical leathers for
any purpose, can get further information by cor
respondence with the makers of Vim.
M. Malcotti, an Italian engineer, living in
Brussels, has invented an instrument, called by
him the telecriptograph, which will reproduce in
print the conversation taking place over a tele
phone. Patents have already been secured in
European countries and the United States.
The Introduction cf Electric Power in
Scotland seems to be on the increase at the pres
ent time. The demand for motors is large and
much of the business in this line has been done
by American firms. Recent developments indicate
that the demand will continue and probably in
crease.

AN INTERESTING PROPOSITION.
It has been reported that two papers on RopeTransmission of Power, which were read by Mr.
Fred'k S. Greene before the New England and
Southern Cotton Manufacturers' Association havebrought forth a great deal of discussion and
caused mill men to do some hard thinking upon
the subject.
While it has been generally known that rope
driving is an economical way of transmitting
power in textile plants, the cold figures presented
by Mr. Greene brought the matter before his
hearers with startling emphasis. There was some
criticism upon the paper read at the Boston
meeting, by a gentleman interested in electrical
apparatus. He attacked especially the method
of installation which was used as a basis for
comparison, maintaining it was not the most
advantageous or up-to-date way of installing elec
trical transmission in cotton mills. Mr. Greene
answered this criticism at the meeting of the
American Cotton Manufacturers at Washington,
saying he did not claim that the method used
for comparison was either the Lest or the worst
way to install electrical transmission, but that
from many prices received from nearly all the
prominent makers of electrical apparatus, he se
lected the cheapest. That each firm applied toand each engineer questioned on the subject had
suggested different arrangements for the motors,
some advocating a large number of small motors,
while others inclined toward few large ones. Mr.
Greene said he was willing to admit that he
did not know the best way to install electrical
transmission in a cotton mill, and so far as he
could find out, no one else did. Certainly no twoelectrical companies agreed on the subject.
We are informed that this discussion has led
to at least one definite proposition, which it would
seem wise for mill men to weigh carefully.
The American Mfg. Co., 65 WTall St., New
York, manufacturers of transmission rope and
other cordage, will agree to furnish the necessary
rope sheaves, rope, and driven head shafts for
the main drive of any cotton mill using 500 horse
power or more, which is developed at the mill
site, at one-quarter the price for which any re
sponsible company furnishing electrical apparatuswill agree to install the generators, motors and
motor shafts, switchboard and other appliances
necessary to electrically transmit the same power.
Where the power is generated at a distance,
if the mill will install one central motor, The
American Mfg. Co. will agree to distribute the
power from same to the main line shafts with
rope drives, for one-half the cost of electrical
apparatus to distribute the same power. This
offer is made to any cotton or woolen mill in
the United States.
PROTECTION FOR A LARGE AND EXPEN
SIVE POWER PLANT.
The largest and most important engines at the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, which furnish
the power for lighting the buildings, grounds,
cascades, operating the intramural railway and the
motors in Machinery Building, viz., the four large
vertical WTestinghouse, the Hamilton-Corliss and
Fleming four-valve made by the Harrisburg
Foundry & Machine Co., are all equipped with
the Monarch engine-stop and speed limit system
which is a protective device for engines to pre
vent overspeed and check racing and to shut
down from a distance in case of accident from
any cause.
This device, which is manufactured by the
Consolidated Engine Stop Co., 100 Broadway,
New York, consists of four different types of
engine stops, all of which will be shown and
demonstrated at the World's Fair, St. Louis, in
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their own exhibit in Machinery Building, Block
44, Aisle G.
The Monarch type which is operated by a
weight will be shown on both horizontal and
vertical valves. The Corliss type is attached to
the governor of an engine and is operated by
^team.
The new Balance Valve engine stop is de
signed to close a quick closing balanced valve
placed anywhere in the main steam pipe and oper
ated by a small weight; it is worked automatically
by the Monarch speed limit attached to the main
shaft, the same as is done with the other types
of stops. The newest innovation in engine stops
"brought out by the company is a stop operated by
an electric motor. It is connected with the
throttle by a sprocket chain and will close any
size valve, no matter how hard it turns, and will
automatically stop when the valve seats. It is
■especially designed for large units and will
<iuickly and easily close a valve which ordinarily
requires two men. Another feature about this
latest stop which is desirable for large units, is
that it can be used to open the valve as well.
The whole is a most interesting and instructive
exhibit and is well worth careful inspection and
study by all interested in any branch of power
plant work.
A GRATE TO CUT CLINKER.
Clinker on a grate is one of the evils of an
engineer's life. If allowed to accumulate, it dead
ens the fire and is likely to cause burning of the
grate bars ; and to remove it takes time, wastes
coal and cools down the boilers. The only way
to avoid clinker is to use an expensive coal,
which is out of the question for power work,
and even high cost coal will often contain enough
rock to form clinker when the fire is forced.
Facing these conditions, a grate which will cut
and remove the clinker automatically is of the
greatest interest. The one illustrated herewith,
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A SPECIAL TRAIN TO RICHMOND.
Delegates from the western, central and south
ern sections of the country will be interested in
the special train to be run from Cincinanti to
Richmond over the Chesapeake & Ohio R. R.,
leaving Cincinnati on Sunday, July 31, at 9 p. m.,
and arriving in Richmond 3:30 p. m. on Monday
in time for the reception that evening.
The following outline of connecting trains
will be of interest to those arranging to go to
Richmond and has the approval of Secretary F.
W. Raven:
Chicago and Northwest.—All delegates from
Chicago and the Northwest should arrange to
take the Big Four 1 :oo p. m. train from Chi
cago Sunday, July 31. Special sleepers will be
placed on this train for the exclusive use of the
delegates, sleepers to be transferred to the special
train at Cincinnati. Sleeping car space should be
arranged through I. P. Spining, N. W. P. A.,
Big Four and C. & O. Rys., 238 Clark Street, Chi
cago. Railroad tickets will be sold at the Chicago
Steam Engineers' Club, 184 Dearborn Street, Sun
day morning, July 31, 1904.
St. Louis, West and Southtvest.—All dele
gates from St. Louis and the West and South
west should take the Big Four Knicker
bocker Special, leaving St. Louis at 12 :oo noon
Sunday, July 31. Special sleepers will be placed
on this train for the exclusive use of the dele
gates, sleepers to be transferred to the special train
at Cincinnati. Sleeping car accommodations
should be arranged through W. P. Deppe, A. G.
P. A.. Big Four Ry., Broadway and Chestnut
Sts., St. Louis.
Ohio Delegates.—All delegates from Ohio
should take the Big Four Ry. to Cincinnati,
making their reservations through J. D. Potts,
A. G. P. A., C. & O. Ry., Ingalls Building, Cin
cinnati.
Indiana Delegates.—Delegates from Indiana
points should make their reservations through H.

THE NEEMES SHEAR CUT GRATE.
which is made by Neemes Bros., of 31 First St.,
Troy, N. Y., is composed of rocking sections, E,
with rounded upper surfaces and sharp cutting
edges, as shown in the figure. The rounded up
per surface slides easily under the clinker as
the bars rock forward to the position shown in
the small cut below the grate, and as they return
to a horizontal position, the sharp edges and bars,
A, cut and grind the clinker and carry the pieces
with the ash into the ashpit.
The grate is, therefore, self-cleaning and the
fire need never be disturbed with slice bar and
hoe, an advantage which will be readily appre
ciated. To those who have had trouble with
clogged grates the advice which the company can
give as a result of its long experience is sure
to be valuable.
Major Black, head of the engineering depart
ment of the Panama Canal, expects to leave
Panama soon. All the laborers and mechanics
applying for work at Culebra have been em
ployed. The work, is arranged to give the lahorers .a chance to do a maximum of work.

M. Bronson, A. G. P. A., Big Four Ry., 1 East
Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Southern Delegates.—All delegates from the
South coming through Cincinnati, should make
their reservations through J. D. Potts, A. G. P.
A., C. & O. Ry., Ingalls Building, Cincinnati, O.
It is very essential that reservations be made
at once, and, in order to avoid confusion, ask for
space in Special sleepers for the Stationary Engi
neers.
For this occasion a reduced rate of one fare
plus 25 cents for the round trip has been arranged
by the Big Four and Chesapeake & Ohio Rys.
The rate from Chicago will be $19.25 ; St. Louis,
$22.25; from Indianapolis, $17.25; Cincinnati,
$14.25 ; Louisville, $16.75. The berth rate from
Chicago or St. Louis is $5, and from Cincinnati
$3. Two people can occupy a berth at this rate.
Tickets will be good going July 30-31 and August
1. Returning, tickets will be good to reach the
starting point not later than August 8. The Big
Four is the only line from Chicago, St. Louis,
Peoria, Indianapolis and Columbus, Ohio, using
the same depot at Cincinnati with the Chesapeake
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& Ohio, making direct connections by using trains
specified above, thus avoiding a transfer and lay
over of several hours. The Chesapeake & Ohio
is the only line from the west entering Richmond.
It is therefore necessary that all delegates use
the Big Four and Chesapeake & Ohio Railways.
Side Trips.—Cheap excursions have been ar
ranged for, by the national secretary; to Old
Point Comfort and Washington, D. C. Full in
formation as to rates can be obtained through
him on arrival at Richmond.
It is the urgent request of the national secretary
that all who attend the convention carry out the
above arrangements, in order that the special
train be assured. A representative of the railroads
will be present to point out all historic points of
interest, and otherwise look out for the welfare of
the delegates. Make your reservations as per
instructions above and be sure your ticket reads
via the Big Four and Chesapeake & Ohio Rail
ways.
A LARGE BOILER EXHIBIT AT ST. LOUIS.
The exhibit of the Aultman & Taylor Ma
chinery Co.'s water tube boilers and chain grate
stokers at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
consists of eight 508-horsepower boilers, designed
to carry 250 pounds steam pressure; four 508horsepower boilers for 175 pounds steam pres
sure; and eight 400-horsepower boilers for 175
pounds steam pressure, each boiler containing
4,000 square feet of heating surface. All of the
above boilers are of the Cahall, horizontal, watertube type, and each installation, as enumerated,
is equipped with the company's chain grate
stokers and an independent induced draft appara
tus, the coal being fed to the stoker hoppers from
storage tanks by the conveyer system.
The company also has three 250-horsepower
Cahall vertical boilers, containing 2,536 sguare
feet of heating surface and equipped with chain
grate stokers. Each of these three boilers has
an independent stack and is operated with natural
draft.
The foregoing makes a total of 8,014 horse
power of boilers and stokers, all of which are in
operation and are developing in the neighbor
hood of 12,000 boiler horsepower and supplying
steam for over 25,000 engine horsepower. This
makes a very large boiler exhibit and constitutes
about 60 per cent of the entire exhibitors' boiler
plant at the Exposition. The high pressure
boilers are used for operating the steam turbines
in the Palace of Machinery. All the boilers and
stokers are located in the central portion of the
Steam, Gas and Fuels Building, which is directly
west of the Palace of Machinery.
In addition to the working exhibit, the com
pany has a large nonworking exhibit in block 53
at the northwest corner of the Palace of Ma
chinery. This exhibit consists of one 125-horsepower horizontal water-tube boiler, equipped with
the company's superheater and chain grate stoker,
the boiler being bricked up. on one side, leaving
the other side exposed so that the entire system
can be examined. It also has a cross-drum type
horizontal water-tube boiler of 100-horsepower
capacity, bricked up entirely on one side, and
100-horsepower Cahall vertical water-tube boiler,
bricked up in a- similar manner. In addition, all
of the parts are exhibited in an unassembled
condition.
The exhibit is extremely interesting, as it per
mits of a thorough study of the different types,
and the travel of the gases can be easily fol
lowed. The company has a pleasant office fitted
up on this space, and cordially invites the trade
generally to avail itself of the facilities of this
office and exhibit space while visiting the Fair.
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QUESTIONS

AND
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ANSWERS.

In this department we wi3 answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining- to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It sJuruld be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for- a meal
answer. Questions should have all possible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, TTte Engineer, jff Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
A. W. W. ; PRESSURE FOR TESTING BOILER | SAFE
WATER LEVEL.
"i. How much greater should the pressure
of water be when testing a boiler than the work
ing pressure, and how is a cold water test made?
2. Please give me a simple rule for finding the
horsepower of an engine when the size of the
cylinder and the boiler pressure are given. 3.
Will three gages of water be too much to carry
in a boiler? If so, why? 4. Can I obtain the
speed of an engine without a speed indicator?"
A.—1. If the boiler has been in service and
will be up to the time when the test is made, the
water pressure need not be more than 10 per
cent higher than the working pressure. The
boiler is filled with water and all valves and
cocks closed. The safety valve may be weighted
for a pressure slightly higher than the test pres
sure, say 2 or 3 pounds higher. Water is thus
forced into the boiler with a hand pump until
the gage indicates the test pressure. The boiler
is then carefully examined on the outside for
the purpose of locating leaks. If any are found
they should be repaired after relieving the boiler
pressure. The boiler is then emptied and care
fully examined inside to see that the stays are
sound and that the interior generally is in good
condition. The boiler is relieved of pressure by
opening one of the gage cocks or a small valve.
It is well to have the gage compared with one
known to be correct before making a test, and
warm water is preferable to cold for testing
boilers.
2. Square the diameter of the cylinder and
divide the result by 2; the quotient will be the
nominal horsepower. If the length of stroke is
known, multiply the area of the piston in square
inches by one-half the boiler pressure and by
twice the length of the stroke in feet. Divide
the last product by 33,000, which will give the
nominal horsepower for 1 revolution.
3. That will depend upon how ihard the
boiler is worked, and upon the location of the
gage cocks relative to the top row of tubes.
When the lower gage cock is 3 or 4 inches above
the top of the upper row of tubes, and the
boiler capable of furnishing the required amount
of steam with easy firing, the water level may
be carried even higher than the third gage with
out danger. When the fires must be urged, and
when there is a tendency to foam, it is safer
to carry the water level at about the second gage
cock. This gives a larger area for the libera
tion of the steam and thus lessens the liability
to accident due to water accumulating in too
large quantities in the cylinder.
4. Yes. Stand near the engine, and with
watch in hand count the number of revolutions.
Or stand near the eccentric rod and with one
hand placed just above the rod, but so that the
rod as it rises will touch the hand, count the
number of times the rod rises in a minute. If
the engine is of the high speed variety it will
be a difficult matter to determine the speed ex
cept by rigging up a simple reducing gear of
some kind.
C. M. M. ; TROUBLESOME VALVE.
"I have charge of an 80-horsepower auto
matic cutoff engine making 225 revolutions per
minute. The engine is of the single valve

type, taking steam at the middle of the valve and
exhausting at the ends, and works under a pres
sure of from 90 to 100 pounds. The valve is bal
anced and one end occasionally lifts from the seat
when the load is light, due, I presume, to ex
cessive compression. The end that lifts from the
seat is the one where the valve stem is connected.
How can I remedy the trouble?"
A. By reducing compression. This may be
done by moving the valve stem and valve so that
the exhaust port will be closed later in the stroke
or by reducing the lap on the exhaust side. If
you were to take an indicator diagram of both
ends of the cylinder it is probable the diagram
corresponding to the troublesome end would show
the higher compression. By lengthening the valve
stem slightly the compression will be equalized,
and somewhat reduced on the troublesome end.
After equalizing the compression if the pressure
is still too high the lap of the valve on the ex
haust side may be reduced slightly. The fact that
the engine has run quietly leads us to believe that
all that is needed is equalization of the com
pression.

proven that thjs is the natural course ; in other
words, that the motion is always towards the
right.
When water is running from a faucet, it usu
ally flows a little to one side of the center of the
basin. This causes a rotation, the direction of
which depends on which side of the center the
water flows. If sufficient time is allowed for
the water to become perfectly quiet, when the
plug is pulled out, the water is just as likely to.
whirl one way as the other.
In the case of the chimney, the smoke mayenter the flue at the base, a little to one side of
the center, notwithstanding the fact that the
smoke-flue enters the chimney squarely, and ex
actly in the center, which would tend to produce
a whirling motion. The construction of the chim
ney, and the condition of the walls of the flue
also may have a tendency to produce and to keep
the direction of the current of gases the same in
any particular chimney. There seems to be no
law governing the direction taken by steam,
smoke and water when leaving the containing
vessel, whatever that may prove to be.

L. R. S. ; BLOWING OUT MUD DRUM ; WHY GAGE GLASS
is cool; why does smoke ALWAYS whirl to
wards THE RIGHT?
"1. Does it injure a mud drum to blow
it out frequently? 2. Why is the gage glass on
a water column cool ? 3. Why does a column
of smoke or of flue gases always whirl towards the
right ?"
A— 1. When the boiler is properly set the
blowing out of the drum does not of itself tend to
injure it any more than does the same degree of
expansion and contraction injure a pipe, tank or
other vessel which is free to expand and contract
with changing temperature. The mud drum of
a boiler, however, is seldom as durable as the
boiler shell because of the lack of circulation
which in time causes overheating and weakening,
particularly where the drum is connected to the
boiler. When the proper circulation is estab
lished in the mud drum and in the connection to
the shell, either by feeding through the drum
or by means of a circulating pipe, the durability
of the drum is increased, but the efficiency of
the drum as a settling chamber is very much
reduced and in most cases is almost entirely de
stroyed. For these reasons principally return
tubular boilers are not usually built with mud
drums. Frequent blowing out will tend to cre
ate circulation and the durability of the drum
will be increased practically to the same extent
to which proper circulation can be maintained.
2. The glass becomes cool owing to lack of
circulation in the column and glass. The steam
above the water in the glass is displaced by air,
and as there is no circulation of either water or
air in the glass, the latter soon loses its heat
by radiation and remains cool.
3. The statement has frequently been made
that smoke issuing from the tops of chimneys
always turns towards the right ; in other words,
that the column revolves from left to right. It
has also been said that water invariably whirls
towards the right when allowed to run out of a
vessel, as, for instance, a wash-bowl. While both
smoke and water do turn toward the right in a
very large number of cases, yet it has not been

J. U. ; PROPORTIONS OF GEAR TEETH.
"Please give me a rule for finding the pitch of
teeth in cut gears, and how to calculate gears,
when using diametrical pitch."
A. The circular pitch, gear face being 1 inch,
wide, may be found by means of the formulas :
PX
C'=
——
S (0.106 X — 0.678)
C = D [ 0.246 — ^ 0.0605 — 4 65 — ]

c =

[
™
^ S (0.106 N — 0.678)
in which C = circular pitch in inches, P — pressure
on teeth, in pounds, N = number of teeth, 5 =
tensile or compressive stress in pounds per square
inch, D — pitch diameter of gear in inches.
The maximum speed of cut gears measured on
the pitch circle is about 50 feet per second.
The diametrical and circular pitch may be ob
tained one from the other as follows :
N'+2
N
31416
Diametral pitch =
or
or —
D
D'
P*
3.1416
Circular pitch =
P
No. of teeth = P X D' or PD —2
N
DX N
Diam. pitch circle = ■
or
P
N+2
in which Ar = number of teeth, D — whole diame
ter, D' = diameter of pitch circle, P — diametrical
pitch, P' = circular pitch, all in inches.
The usual proportions for cut gears are :
Thickness of tooth and width of space, 0.5 P'
or 1.571 P.
Height above pitch line, 0.318 P' or P.
Bottom clearance, P'-*-20 or 0.157 PTotal height of tooth, 0.686 P' or 2.157 PThe Membership List of the Engineers' So
ciety of Western Pennsylvania, 1904, shows a
membership of 924, of whom 917 are members
and 7 honorary members.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Fa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute or Electrical Engineers.
Secy., R W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., October 12
and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street.
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont, Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha,
Neb. Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street,
New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14,
15 and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica,
N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1004. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
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Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September 1, 2,
3, 1904.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
From all over New York State the delegates
gathered at Niagara Falls for the ninth annual
convention of the state association, N. A. S. E.,
on June 10. Some two hundred delegates were
present and made the most of the opportunities
of the two days.
The headquarters were at the Imperial, and
the meetings of Friday afternoon and Saturday
morning were at Odd Fellows' Hall. President
C. A. Baker called the meeting to order at noon
on the 10th for formal opening and appointment,
and then adjourned it until afternoon. At the
adjourned session, welcome was extended by
Major Hancock, response being made by
National President Hogan. President Baker re
viewed the work of the year, followed by ad
dresses by Vice-President Charles F. Hart and
Secretary Raven. After some routine business
the meeting adjourned at 4 o'clock for a trip
through the great gorge.
Saturday's work consisted of a morning ses
sion for the delegates at 9:30, and at the same
hour a drive among the islands for the ladies ;
in the afternoon at 2 o'clock a trip through the
plant of the Natural Food Co. until 4 o'clock,
when the convention reassembled for business,
and the ladies, or as many as were fearless of
consequences, were taken for a trip on the Maid
of the Mist.
Election of officers resulted in the choice of
Stewart Warner of Syracuse for president; J. N.
Gregory of Buffalo for vice-president, re-election
of the popular secretary, H. E. Collins, of New
York City, and the equally popular treasurer, E.
E. Pruyn, of Rochester; election of J. T. Fitz
gerald of Little Falls as conductor, Geo. J. Wittman of Newburg as doorkeeper and John H.
Foote of Troy as delegate to the National con
vention at Richmond.
The convention took action towards the intro
duction of a license law for the state at the next
session of the legislature.
At the banquet held Saturday evening at
Hotel Mayle, covers were laid for 150. W. C.
Marlow acted as toastmaster, and among the
toasts given were : The National Association of
Stationary Engineers, Past and Present, P. H.
Hogan; Engineering as a Profession, Charles F.
Hart; The Engineers' Home, Robert G. Ingleson ; Why Do I Attend State Conventions ? F.
W. Raven; What We Will Try to Accomplish
jn the Coming Year, H. E. Collins.
Syracuse, N. Y., local, I. U. of S. E., at its
recent election chose the following officers : Presi
dent, Elmer Cross ; vice-president, John Merrian ;
recording secretary, Henry Royce; financial secre
tary, Elmer Comstock ; treasurer, Carl Zinsmeister ; guard, Alexander McKay ; conductor, Oran
Woodward ; trustee for three years, George
Smith. James J. Walsh, with Elmer Comstock
as alternate, was selected as the delegate to the
Omaha convention.
The Sixth Annual Convention of the Penn
sylvania State Association N. A. S. E. was held
in Pittsburg June 3 and 4. The regular com
mittees were appointed by President S. B. Forse,
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of Pittsburg, who made an address on the ob
jects of the association. Friday afternoon the
delegates were taken for a carriage ride about
the city, and on Saturday afternoon the delegates
and their families went for a steamboat ride down
the river. A large part of the time Saturday
morning was taken up by the discussion of the
license law question, and an effort is to be made
to have such a law passed for second and third
class cities during the coming winter.
Albany, N. Y., Association of the N. A. S.
E. has elected the following officers for the com
ing year: President, H. G. Avery; vice president,
Stanton Sommers; corresponding secretary, Mat
thew Bender; financial secretary, Eugene Kelsey;
treasurer, John Mitchell ; conductor, Martin
Becker; doorkeeper, John H. Bringold; delegate
to the national convention, M. A. Bender; alter
nate, John H. Bringold.
Detroit, Mich., Association I. U. of S. E.
elected the following officers on June 10: Presi
dent, Ben. C. Altenbrandt ; vice president, W. C.
Peterson ; recording secretary, John P. Gardener ;
financial secretary, Charles Fralig; treasurer, A. ,
Kottie; conductor, William Miller ; trustee, Charles
Gelhardt; delegates to national convention,
Charles Merry, William Burrell.
Delegates from the eighteen locals of the
I. U. of S. E. in Massachusetts met in Boston
on June 12 for their annual convention. W. R F.
Whelan presided, and guided the meeting through
a large amount of routine business.
A committee of six was appointed to take up
the work of forming local unions throughout the
state and local committees were also appointed.
Action was also taken looking to the enactment
of amendments to the state license law.
Officers elected for the year were: President.
W. R. F. Whelan, of Boston ; first vice-president,
A. M. Huddell, of Boston ; second vice-president,
E. N. Bean, of Brockton ; third vice-president,
C. F. Adams, Jr., of Lynn ; fourth vice-president,
P. E. Reardon, of Worcester; fifth vice-president,
C. J. Collins, of Salem ; secretary-treasurer, W. A.
Goodwin, of Boston. A. M. Huddell was chosen
delegate to the national convention to be held at
Omaha in September.
It was decided that hereafter the Massachu
setts association would meet semi-annually, the
next meeting to be at Worcester in December.
As showing the growth of the movement, it
is notable that Local 263 was formed in Boston
on June 8 with 76 charter members and is ex
pected soon to have 300 on the list. It is com
posed of the engineers in stationary plants and
will meet twice a month.
a. j. g.
Members of the New England Federation
of the Brotherhood of Stationary Firemen met in
Brockton, Mass., on June 8 and listened to an
address by President Whalen on the question of
license. Regular business of the Association was
taken up and at the close officers were elected as
follows : President, Milo Shumway, of Brock
ton; vice-presidents, M. Mahoney, of Lawrence,
P. Hanley, of Worcester, and D. Shanahan, of
Turners Falls ; secretary-treasurer, M. P. Ryan,
of Springfield. The sentiment was strongly in
favor of laws throughout the New England dis
trict compelling all firemen to be licensed. The
officers were installed by International President
M. J. Healy, of New York City.
Maine Association No. i, of Portland, en
tertained its brothers from Lewiston, Biddleford,
Saco, and some of the Massachusetts Associations
of the N. A. S. E. at a banquet on June 8. An
address was delivered on Feed Water by Samuel
Smith, of Rumford Falls, followed by a lecture
on Electricity, by W. H. Chapman.

,
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The State Convention of Engineers of Cali
fornia will be held in Los Angeles on August 25.
The Annual Convention of the Kentucky
State Association N. A. S. E. was held in Louis
ville. Besides the regular business of the meet
ing a dinner was held at Riverview on the 4th
of June, and a trip made to the Louisville Light
ing Co's. plant.
YV. L. Shelley, who was president of the State
Association and had worked hard to make the
annual meeting a success, was injured in the
Illinois Life Bldg. 4 days before the meet
ing, hence was not able to be present. Arrange
ments were made by his brother engineers to send
him fresh flowers every morning during the meet
ing. The first motion of the meeting was one
appointing a committee to carry out this provision.
The owners of the Illinois Life Bldg. are also
taking good care that Mr. Shelley is well looked
after.
Officers elected for the ensuing year are :
President, R. Baumgarten, Ashland ; secretary,
C. C. Childers, Louisville ; treasurer, Edward
Kochenrath, Louisville; conductor, Andrew Hussel, Henderson ; doorkeeper, M. H. McGrew, Hopkinsville. Paducah was chosen as the next meet
ing place. Louisville is to make a strong fight
to have the national convention in that city in
1005.
The Members of the British Institution
of Mechanical Engineers, which met* with the
American Society in Chicago early in June, have
been making a trip through the country, stopping
at the larger cities, in nearly every case being en
tertained by the local members of the American
Society. From Chicago the visitors went to St.
Louis, where they were guests of the Engineers'
Club on an excursion down the river, and re
mained for several days. Thence the trip was
continued to Cincinnati, which was reached on
the 10th of June. Two days were spent in this
city as guests of the Cincinnati members, and a
jump was then made to Montreal, from which
place the party returned to Cleveland. The final
stop was at Boston, on June 20 and 21. Before
the convention the British Engineers visited New
York, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Washington, and
Pittsburg, and many of them made a side trip to
Milwaukee to the works of the Allis-Chalmers Co.
Wisconsin State Association of the N. A.
S. E. held its fourth annual convention in Mil
waukee on June 10-12, at Hotel St. Charles. Fri
day was taken up with visits to points of interest
about the city and a reception in the evening.
Saturday, after an address of welcome by Mayor
Rose, was taken up with a business session and a
trip to Whitefish Bay, where a banquet was served.
Saturday evening was spent at the theater and
Sunday in a reunion at Pabst Park, enlivened
by games, dancing and an evening illumination.
Painesville, O., Association No. 63, N. A.
S. E;, gave a reception and ball on June 2 to the
members of the Cleveland Associations. Speeches
were made by associate deputy, C. J. Corkerton,
and by Mrs. R. G. Ingleson ; also by past presi
dent, R. G. Ingleson, and by district examiner
Geo. G. Bennett.
New Officers for the Painesville, O., N. A.
S. E. were chosen at the meeting on June 5.
They are as follows: President, A. W. Leland ;
secretary, L. D. Dayton ; financial secretary, C. J.
Corkerton; treasurer, E. L. Williams; conductor,
B. J. Rice ; doorkeeper, Abe Kimball ; trustees, A.
W. Leland, C. W. Hadlock and J. C. Christy;
delegate to the national convention at Richmond,
Va., C. W. Hadlock ; alternate, E. L. Williams.
The Seventh Annual Dinner of the Brook
lyn Engineers' Club, to which ladies were specially
invited, was held at the Park Inn, Rockaway
Park, on Thursday evening, June 23.
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CONVENTION OF THE OHIO SOCIETY,
N. A. S. E.
THE seventh Ohio State Convention of the
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers, held at Cincinnati, June 15, 16 and
17, has passed into history as the largest and
most successful in the existence of that organiza
tion.
Ninety-two delegates attended from all parts
of the state. The committee who had in charge
the entertainment of the members was composed
of state deputy, Frank H. Yeager, chairman, and
Pliny Jewett, J. A. Kerley, Fred Roehrer,
A. E. Lathrop, E. F. Malone, Thomas
J. Bell, George McMinnis, Judson Pratt, Joseph
J. Aiders and W. H. Hudspeth. The ladies who
had charge of the entertainment of the visiting
ladies were Mrs. Daniel Delaney, Mrs. G. C.
McMinnis, Mrs. Wm. Monaghan, Mrs. Judson
Pratt, Mrs. Hugh Rensford, Miss Grace Delaney,
Mrs. F. H. Yeager and Mrs. Daniel Roehrer.
The first meeting was held on the evening of
June 15 at 8 o'clock, in Grand Hotel, and was
called to order by Chairman Yeager, the meet
ing being addressed by national and state officers,
after which an informal reception was held.
Among the speakers were : State President
Rohrer, Past President Robert G. Ingleson, In
spector Winship, of Toledo ; National Treasurer
of the Ladies' Auxiliary, Miss Grace Delaney;
National Secretary F. W. Raven, of Chicago, and
Judson Pratt.
Thursday at 10 o'clock, Chairman Yeager
vigorously rapped for order and presented the
mayor, Julius Fleischman, who gave a most
hearty welcome and praised the efforts of the
N. A. S. E.
The response to the mayor's address of wel
come was left to John Ferenbatch, who described
the formation, the aim and objects, as well as the
progress that has been made by the N. A. S. E.,
most eloquently.
The meeting was then turned over to State
President Michael Rohrer, whose official address
to the members was a review of the work ac
complished during the year with some urgent
recommendations of matters of importance to
the state body.
The minutes of the State Secretary were next
read and approved. The report of the treasurer
was of interest because it showed an increase in
the balance on hand after allowing for increased
expenses, proving that the state body today is
growing. Particular interest was taken in the
report of the license committee in its work re
quired to defend or correct the flaw in the law
that had been attacked and taken to the courts.
Much credit is due this committee who, with the
aid of Chief Inspector Kennedy, secured such
rulings as have strengthened the law.
Adjourning to meet Friday at 9 :30, the dele
gates and guests took cars and after a pleasant
ride approached the Lunkenheimer Co.'s plant,
where the large factory whistle was giving voice
to thunderous tones of gladness that could be
heard for miles.
On entering the large reception hall of the
handsome office building, each guest was pre
sented with a beautiful souvenir menu card, list
ing the dainty yet substantial meal on the many
tables.
Inspection of the great valve industry was
next made. To see the thorough testing and the
very closest of inspection of every article was to
understand why the goods of the firm are so
reliable and its business so large.
A trolley ride of some 2 hours to Fairview
Heights, where the great manufacturing area of
the city proper could be seen, followed, ending at
the Zoological Gardens.

July i, io°4As the shades of darkness fell, the clubhouse
was made a place for retreat, where soon sprang
such a blaze of light interwined with festooning
of the national colors or half-hidden in the hang
ing flower baskets as cannot be described.
The guests of honor, among whom were many
of the past and present officers of state and na
tional bodies, were seated with their wives at a
large and finely arranged circular table, in the
center of which a fountain played over colored
electric globes partially hidden by a miniature
rookery and vines. The inner border of the table
was decorated with a wreath of natural flowers
and festooning, into which were woven many
colored lights.
Daniel Delaney acted as toastmaster and intro
duced Vice Mayor Harry L. Gordon, who in his
happiest vein extended the city's greetings to the
visitors, and incidentally paid a high tribute to the
work and mission of their organization.
Other speakers were Robert G. Ingleson, of
Cleveland, on the subject of the N. A. S. E.;
National Secretary F. W. Raven, on the Work and
Progress of the Association ; Past National Presi
dent Herbert E. Stone, who toasted the Ladies ;
F. R. Low, of New York City, who spoke on the
Press ; John E. Bruner, who eulogized the Cincin
nati Engineer; President Michael Rohrer, who re
cited the growth and progress of that body ; Frank
H. Yeager, on Our Guests, and Judson Pratt,
who spoke in endearing terms to the final toast
of Our Friends.
The excursions of Friday and Saturday con
sisted of drives to Eden Park and a trip to the
Edison Lighting and Power Station, the morn
ings being, of course, devoted to the business of
the convention. Special trips were arranged for
the ladies to the Rookwood Pottery and the Art
Museum.
.
At the close of the convention Cleveland was
selected as the meeting place for the next year,
and officers were elected as follows : President.
J. A. McFarland, of Newark ; vice-president, R.
A. Orrin, of East Liverpool ; secretary, Chas. F.
Roth, of Cincinnati ; treasurer, J. D. Bramer, of
Ironton ; conductor, J. Y. Dcrnham. of Cambridge.
At 2 130 the entire company took the river
steamer Island Queen for a trip on the beautiful
Ohio and an outing at Coney Island. During the
evening a representative of the Westinghouse
Machine Co. entertained the men with an illus
trated lecture on the steam turbine as manufac
tured by that company, the ladies meantime
holding a meeting in one of the parlors, at which
25 candidates for membership in the Ladies' Aux
iliary were initiated.
An interesting feature of the convention was
the large exhibit of supplies and machinery in the
long corridors of the hotel.
The display was in many respects equal to
those at the National convention, and was so in
teresting that great difficulty was found in attract
ing the attention of the engineers to other parts
of the program.
The following list of firms were represented in
the display : V. Y. Anderson & Co. ; Kellum
Damper Regulator; Keasby, Mattison & Co.:
Thos. J. Bell & Co. ; Lane & Bodley Co. ; Vigilant
Feed Water Regulator ; Combination Model En
gine Co.; Fairmont Coal Co.; Home Manufac
turing Co.; Laurel Jellico Coal Co.; I. & E.
Greenwald Co. ; Werthlin Bros." Supply Co. ;
Kahlbrand Anchor Compound Co. ; Standard
Electrical Co. ; Leonard & Ellis Co. ; Steigert
Patent Water Column Co. ; Creaghcad Engineer
ing Co. ; Post, Glover Electrical Co. ; Lunken
heimer Co.; Wm. T. Johnson; N. L. Hayden
Mfg. Co. ; Dearborn Drug & Chemical Co. ; Chas.
Nurhing Co.; Lagonda Mfg. Co.; Bullock Elec
trical Mfg. Co.; Garlock Packing Co.; Cookson
Steam Specialty Co. ; E. A. Kinsey & Co. ; Pitts
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THE SERIES ALTERNATING ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM OF THE JANESVILLE ELECTRIC CO.
THE Janesville Electric Co. furnishes heat,
light and power to the city of Janesville,
Wis., and operates three generating plants
for this purpose. The central or main station is
located at Janesville on the bank of the Rock
river and is equipped with both alternating and
direct-current machinery, the direct-current ma
chines being used for the street railway and the

FIG. I. SITE Uf THE NEW CENTRAL STATION.
larger part of the motor and incandescent light
ing loads, while the alternating-current genera
tors, in conjunction with the Monterey plant, sit
uated IJ4 miles down the river, and the Fulton
plant, located 12 miles north on the Yahara river,
supply the smaller portion of the incandescent and
motor load and the series alternating arc lamps
used for street lighting.
The machines are driven from a central shaft,
which derives its power primarily from water
wheels, but steam is also provided as a safeguard
against low water or possible injury to the tur
bines.
The boiler room of the central station con
tains two 8o-horsepower boilers, 6o inches by 16
feet, made by the Variety Iron Works Co. with
Buttman fronts. The boilers are hand fired,
carry a steam pressure of no pounds and use
the Sturtevant forced draft system. They fur
nish steam to a 125-horsepower, slow-speed, con
densing Hamilton engine of the Corliss type and
to a 100-horsepower Ball engine, also to the heat
ing system, installed by Evans Almirall & Co.,
when the exhaust from the Ball engine is not
sufficient for that purpose. The feed water is
taken from two sources; when the Corliss en
gine is running, the feedwatf.r is pumped origin
ally by a Snow 6 and $}i x 6-inch low-pressure
pump from the flume into the condenser, passing
into the hot well, from which it is taken by a
Gould triplex power pump, 4x6 inches, and
forced through a Hoppes purifier into the boil
ers. The second source is a well, whence the
feed water is pumped by a Fairbanks Morse 6
and 4 x 6-inch pump and passed through a Berryman exhaust heater and the Hoppes purifier, if
desired, to the boilers ; the exhaust from the Ball

engine is also used for the heater. The central
heating system, as installed by Evans Almirall
& Co., is used for the downtown district and
contains the usual pressure tank and a rotary
pump for circulating the water.
The central plant is being replaced by a new
station, which is located 2 blocks further up the
river, and, as the same machines are to be used,
the following description will consider them in
their new position.
The building is to be constructed on the
Palmer system, using concrete blocks with air
spaces in the center of the blocks. The construc
tion has not progressed as rapidly as expected
and all that is completed at the present time is
the foundation of the building and the masonry
for the flume and penstocks of the turbines.
Fig. 1 shows the dam and the location of the
plant. The masonry, previously mentioned, will
be noticed and also the tail race leading away
from the buttresses, which support the walls of
the penstocks. The forebay and flume can be
seen to better advantage in Fig. 2, which is a
preliminary sketch of the plant. The forebay is
about 75 feet wide and the center of the measur
ing gates are approximately 40 feet from the wall
of the penstocks. Six turbines are to be used
in all ; four of them will be 56-inch Samson
turbines, while the other two are 72-inch old
standard Leffel wheels, which are used at pres
ent in the old central station. These turbines
are arranged in pairs, two being placed in each
penstock, and are so connected to the shaft by
jaw clutches, which are represented by crosses
in the sketch, that two, four or the entire six
may be used at the same time. The gearing

fig. 3. GEARING AND PENSTOCKS FOR SAMSON TUR
BINES.
for the Samson turbines may be seen in Fig 3,
this part of the installation being already in
place. The turbines themselves are also installed
and are placed, of course, at the bottom of the
penstocks so as to obtain the full benefit of the
8-foot head. The line shaft is to revolve at 220
revolutions per minute, the speed being con
trolled by Lombard governors.

The boiler room, the foundation of which is
shown at the left in Fig. 1, is to contain one
200-horsepower Kewanee water tube boiler, but
has a capacity for four boilers, as it is 45 feet
long by 40 feet wide.
The engine room is 80 feet long by 55 feet
wide and has an equipment which should take
care of any break-down that might occur. The

FIG. 4. 125-HORSEPOWER HAMILTON-CORLISS ENGINE.
direct-current portion, which consists of six ma
chines, is located on one side of the shaft. A
and B are two 75-kilowatt, 125-volt, General Elec
tric, direct-current generators, which are con
nected in series on a three-wire system for the
larger part of the motor and incandescent light
ing loads. C is a 100-kilowatt, 500-volt, General
Electric generator used for the street railway,
while E and F are two 75-kilowatt, 250-volt, Na
tional Electric machines, which may be connected
in parallel to the outside lines of the three-wire
system to assist A and B, or connected in series
to give 500 volts for operating the street railway.
D is an 85-kilowatt, 250-volt, General Electric
generator, driven by the Ball engine, so that it
is entirely independent of the line shaft. This
unit, when necessary, is to be connected across
the outside lines of the three-wire system as in
the case of E and F, the voltage being regu
lated by two auxiliary machines or equalizers of
io-kilowatt capacity, which are mounted on the
same shaft and operate at 125 volts or half the
voltage of the larger machine. When the load
is unbalanced, the machine on the more lightly
loaded side runs as a motor, driving the other
as a generator and thus equalizing the voltage.
If the load is balanced, the two machines operate
as motors and consume but little energy. All
of these machines are driven from the line shaft
with the exception of D, which is belt driven
by the 100-horsepower, 14 x 14-inch Ball engine
revolving at 250 revolutions per minute. The
Hamilton-Corliss engine, G, 16 x 36 inches, is
shown in Fig. 4. It runs at a speed of 94 revo
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lutions per minute and is used to drive the en
tire line shaft or the division of it up to the
first jaw clutch. The shaft can thus be divided
and one part driven by the engine while the
other part is run by the turbines. It is inde
pendent of these two sources, however, and may
still be operated by the two machines shown at
H and L, which are operated either as threephase synchronous motors or three-phase genera
tors for the arc lighting system.
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The stations, which contribute to the . arc
lighting, may now be considered.
The Monterey plant contains one 275-kilowatt,
2,300-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle, National Electric
alternator, which is belt driven from a line shaft,
deriving its power from three Dayton turbines
of 100 horsepower each. These turbines operate
under a head of 9 feet and are controlled by
Woodward governors. The shaft may also be
driven by steam power, a 350-horsepower Allis
compound condensing engine being used.
The steam for this engine is provided by thie*
100-horsepower Freeman, horizontal, fire-tube

ground detector, a field ammeter and two Stan
ley recording wattmeters for measuring the
power passing in the three-phase circuit. An
oil switch, electrically tripped by overload relays,
is used as the main switch of the generator.
The current is brought out and transmitted
directly at 2,300 volts to the central station, sev
eral incandescent lighting circuits and threeA ■—
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FIG. 7. WIRING, DIAGRAM SHOWING ARC AND IN
CANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
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BOILER ROOM

boilers, which are hand fired and carry
ure of 125 pounds per square inch.
A power pump, which is mounted
same base as the condenser pump, is
convey the feed water directly from

a press
on the
used to
the hot

phase motor circuits being tapped off through
transformers at intermediate points. The four
50-light General Electric transformers, shown in
Fig. 6, are connected to the middle and outside
phases of this circuit. The secondaries of the
transformers are arranged for two circuits in
parallel, but in the present installation, one series
circuit is used, the four secondaries supplying in
all 210 General Electric, series-enclosed, alternat
ing arc lamps for street lighting. The trans
former panels will be noticed, one in front of
each transformer. The general arrangement and
wiring is temporary, and shows principally
how an installation of this kind should not be
made. The small transformer, shown in the fore
ground without a case, is a 6-light affair used
for testing. The National Electric three-phase
alternator, which is to be used as a synchronous
motor when required to drive the line shaft, is
also tapped to this circuit and is controlled, at
present, from the panel shown at the right in
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 is a wiring diagram showing the con
stant current transformers, T, tapped across A

FIG. 2. PLAN OF THE CENTRAL STATION.
H is a three-phase, 250-kilowatt, 2,300-volt, 60cycle, National Electric alternator with a novolt exciter mounted directly on the pedestal,
the exciter being used to brir.ar the alternator
up to speed, when it is run as a synchronous
motor. The power to run the machine as a
motor is taken from the Monterey circuit. 1. is
a three-phase, 60-cycle, General Electric alter
nator of the same capacity and is supplied wiih
power by the Fulton plant when it is used to
drive the line shaft.
The switchboard for the National Electric
generator is a standard Westinghouse panel,
equipped with three ammeters, a power factor
indicator, a voltmeter, a polyphase wattmeter and
a field ammeter for the exciter circuit. The
main oil switch is electrically tripped by over
load relays. The panel for the General Electric
machine was made by the Wagner Co. and con
tains one ammeter and one voltmeter with the
necessary plug switches and a ground detector.
These panels are, of course, installed in the old
station and will probably be replaced by panels
of a similar style in the new plant.

FIG. 5. ENGINE ROOM OF MONTEREY STATION.
well of the condenser to the boilers. Fig. 5 is
a view of the interior of the engine room, showing
the engine and jet condenser, the alternator with
the belt driven exciter and the line shaft in the
background running along the wall.
The generator panel is well equipped with
measuring instruments, being provided with three
ammeters, one for each phase, a voltmeter, a

to B and B to C, also the incandescent light
ing circuits distributed on the third phase A to
C. A Chapman voltage regulator is used on this
circuit to equalize the potential between the three
phases and thus balance the load.
A view of the Fulton station is seen in Fig.
S. The prime movers in this case are three
39-inch Hercules water wheels, operating under
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a 14-foot head. The generating equipment con
sists of a 150-kilowatt, 6,6oo-volt, three-phase,
60-cycle General Electric alternator and a 60kilowatt, 2,200-volt, single-phase Warren alter
nator, which is used for lighting the city of Edgerton located at a short distance from the plant.

ENGINEER.

state, and due credit should be given to P. H.
Korst, secretary and manager of the company,
under whose direction the design and arrange
ment of the new station is being carried out by
Prof. D. C. Jackson and Mr. Wm. B. Jackson, of
Madison.

FIG. 6. SO-LIGHT CONSTANT CURRENT TRANSFORMERS.
The current from the three-phase alternator is
transmitted directly at 6,600 volts to the central
plant at Janesville, where it is stepped down
through 3 to 1 transformers to 2,200 volts so
that it can be used to drive the line shaft
through the General Electric synchronous motor
or be transferred to the arc light circuits in
case of trouble at the Monterey plant.
These extra precautions were taken to insure
continuous service, as the company furnishes cur-
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT THE ST. LOUIS
FAIR.
BY CLOYD MARSHALL.
THE great lighting displays which are char
acteristic of the later expositions serve not
simply to please the spectators, but to ed
ucate the public to a better appreciation of artifi
cial illumination. The Columbian and Pan-Amer
ican Expositions gave great impetus to decorative
lighting such as may be seen today in places of
amusement and along the principal streets of
large cities.
The magnitude of the lighting scheme at St.
Louis is most impressive for the grounds, which
are a mile wide and 2 miles in length, and must
be made conspicuous at night by the illumination.
In order to make a brilliant and impressive illum
ination, efforts in this line were concentrated at
the architectural center of the Exposition, which
includes the structures surrounding the Cascade
gardens; the Grand Basin and the Plaza of St.
Louis Festival Hall, and the Colonnade of States
form the center of the lighting picture and upon
these are distributed 20,000 incandescent lamps.
This portion of the lighting scheme is par
tially experimental as an effort is made to get
such combinations of color as will give various
rainbow effects. On the inside of the pillars
forming the Colonnade are vertical lines of lamps,
each unit consisting of three incandescent lights,
one having a clear bulb, another amethyst and
the third emerald tint. This enables many color
effects to be obtained, as the lights of one color
can all be turned on or any combination of them
car. be blended, by arranging the colored lamps
upon different circuits. The current supply is
from a three-phase system, separate feeders ex-

As showing the extent of the use of watertube boilers for naval work, it is interesting to
note that in the year-book for 1904 are given
the following figures: Great Britain, one hundred
and one ships ; France, eighty-two ships ; Russia,
fifty ; Germany, forty-six ; United States, thirtyseven ; Japan, thirteen ; Austria-Hungary, thir
teen ; Italy, eight.
Working of

plates.—All plates for

FIG. I. ILLUMINATION OF THE EAST FRONT OF THE
ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

FIG. 8. FULTON STATION.
rent for 250 motors with capacities ranging from
J4 to 30 horsepower, and the day load is often
times heavier than the peak night load.
The new plant when completed will be one
of the most modern installations of its size in the

cylindrical shells should be bent cold in the rolls.
No welds are permitted in plates or stay bars,
subject to tensile strength. Plates which require
to be flanged should be worked as far as possible
in one operation in a hydraulic press.

tending to each color of light with a common
neutral for all three.
Water rheostats are arranged in each circuit
so that the delightful effect of the lights gradually
increasing in brilliancy up to the full power can
be obtained. With these different combinations,
set programs are arranged for the edification of
the visitors at night.
For the decorative lighting, incandescent lamps
of small candlepower are most effective both
from an economic and spectacular standpoint, and
no arc lamps for decorative lighting have been
used at the Exposition, as the contrast between
the white light of the arc and the red of the
incandescent is not effective. On Festival Hall,
the architectural lines carry incandescent lamps
every six inches, while on the other buildings the
lamps are spaced 15 inches on centers which to
the eye of the spectator gives an unbroken line of
light. As may be noted from Fig. 1, the east
ern facade of the Electricity Building is exceed
ingly beautiful with every outline marked with
rows of incandescent lamps. About 12,000 lamps
each have been placed on the Palaces of Educa
tion and Electricity, about 20,000 on Machinery
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Hall, 17,000 on the Varied Industries Building,
and 10,000 upon the Transportation Building.
Incandescent lamps of 8 candlepower have
been used almost without exception and the mag
nitude of the lighting scheme may be noted by
the fact that the Exposition Co. placed one order
with the General Electric Co. for 300,000 of these
lamps. This has been supplemented by 80,000
colored lamps which, with the additional supply
needed for this Summer and Fall, will make the
total requirements of the Exposition about a half
million incandescent lamps. Search lights are
stationed on the roofs of the principal buildings
and will play from one interesting feature to
another. At the present time the largest search
light in the world is stationed on the dome of
the Woman's Magazine Building and the great
beam of light from it is conspicuous all over the
grounds and the city of St. Louis.
It is intended to make the illumination and the
amusement features the great attraction for visit
ors at night, and the exhibit palaces, with possibly
one or two exceptions, will be closed after sun
down. In the Electricity Building the extensive
exhibits of arc and incandescent lighting will
make that especially brilliant at night time.
The arc lighting plant and installation has been
erected for the purpose of lighting the interior of
the buildings, the 7 miles of stockade enclosing
the grounds, and the Pike. It required about 2,000
arc lamps to carry out this plan. After care
fully considering the requirements it was decided
to adopt the General Electric series alternating
current enclosed arc lamp system, operating at
60 cycles and 2,300 volts. The current supply is
from the 600-kilowatt Stanley alternator direct
connected to a three line, triple-expansion, 1,000
horsepower Willans type of engine which operates
at a speed of 277 revolutions per minute. This
engine was made by the Bradley Manufacturing
Co. and is patterned after the vertical type of en-

FIG. 2. ARC LIGHT TRANSFORMER STATION IN MA
CHINERY HALL.
gine so extensively used in Great Britain. A
Warren alternator of 100 kilowatts was used ex
clusively during the pre-exposition period for the
arc lighting and is now held in reserve for the
same purpose. The regulating device of the se
ries alternating system is the constant-current
transformer having its primary winding connected
■directly to the 2,300-volt alternator circuit. These
transformers are cooled by a natural draft of
air which is directed by a light casing that also
protects the moving parts.
The installation in Machinery Hall consists
of eighteen of this type of transformer, each with
a capacity of 62 kilowatts for one hundred arc
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lamps giving a constant current of 6.6 amperes.
Each transformer is provided with a switch
board panel, the arrangement of which with ref
erence to the transformers may be noted f^om
the photograph of the installation, Fig. 2. From
this station in the northwest corner of Machinery
Hall, the circuits extend in every direction to
the arc lamps. All wires of every description
are carried underground in conduits of pump log

FIG. 3. WILLANS ENGINE DIRECT-CONNECTED TO
STANLEY ALTERNATOR.
ducts which are "simply boarded in the trenches,
except under the lagoons where they are en
closed in cement. The lighting mains consist of
lead-covered cables furnished by th<- Safety In
sulated Wire & Cable Co.
All the arc lamps used on the Exposition
grounds are of the series, alternating-current
type operating on the differential principle.
The shunt and series magnets work in op
position and tend to oppose any change in the
arc voltage. By means of a sliding weight, ad
justment for the impressed voltage can be made
which helps the series magnet to strike the arc
at the proper voltage. A small starting resist
ance is provided and a mechanical cutout is ar
ranged to operate in case of open circuit in the
lamp. Vibrations of the armature core due to
the alternating current are absorbed by a small
leaf spring in each armature. These lamps take
6.6 amperes, 72 volts and absorb 430 watts.
Within the buildings, the lighting circuits are
run on porcelain cleats fastened to the girders.
The lamps are over the center of the aisles about
16 feet from the floor, their weight being carried
by a double strand of iron wire, the upper end
of which is connected to an insulator on the girder
or a wire suspended between two trusses.
On the Pike, ornamental posts each carrying
two lamps are placed at intervals of 50 fee;
along the center of the thoroughfare. Thij, to
gether with the decorative lighting on the ad
joining buildings, brilliantly illuminates the
amusement center where the great crowds collect
at night.
A recent issi:e of the Electrical World and
Engineer gives an interesting description of the
electric church organ which was recently installed
at the First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Den
ver, Colo. This organ is one of many that are
now installed, having the air for blowing sup
plied by a Sturtevant blower. The blower is
electrically driven, the apparatus being located in
the basement of the church, and is connected with
the organist's switch-board, so that he may start
the blower without leaving his seat by simply
closing the switch, a very convenient method of
operation.
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LUBRICATION OF STEEL WORKS AND
BLAST FURNACE ENGINES AND
MACHINERY.
BY WILLIAM M. DAVIS.
(A paper read before the Ohio Society of Me
chanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers.)
In presenting this paper, the writer will not
attempt to discuss the theory of lubrication, co
efficient of friction, friction losses, etc., but will
endeavor to treat the subject from the engineer's
point of view in order to bring out points for
discussion.
In the lubrication of rollingmill and furnace
machinery, two factors are to be considered, first,
efficient lubrication, second, low cost. As this
class of machinery is usually operated for long
periods, and much of it is subjected to excessive
strains and shocks, it is very important that the
lubrication be efficient and the supply of lubri
cant continuous and ample.
While it is a fact that many of the more
limpid and free-flowing oils will show a lower
coefficient of friction on a testing machine than
the heavier and more viscous oils, yet in rollingmill work these oils will be very expensive owing
to the fact that mill engines and machinery are
not usually arranged to recover much of the oil.
The best results with the least cost will be ob
tained by the use of the more viscous and heavybodied oils having a flash-point of about 360 to
400 degrees F. for all external lubrication.
A given area of journal surface supplied with
a heavy oil will not require replenishing as often
as when supplied with a thinner and less viscous
oil. Grease is used on many engines to lubricate
the wearing surfaces, and while it has often been
demonstrated that more power is required to op
erate machinery lubricated with grease, and that
the wear of the bearing metals is sometimes
greater, yet if the grease be of the right consist
ency and of good quality, and is fed to the bear
ings in the proper manner, it will often be found
to give excellent results and at low cost, espe
cially where the speed is not excessive.
The higher the speed of machinery the softer
the grease should be, and the cups used to feed
it should cither be of the weighted or springcompression type in order to insure constant feed.
In some cases, owing to the machinery being out
of line or the bearings being in bad condition,
it may be necessary to use water in order to re
duce the frictional heat, and in such cases, if oil
is used it should be either a pure animal oil,
such as lard oil, or oil compounded with a pe
troleum oil. Petroleum oils have no affinity for
water, and the water on the bearings will prevent
the oil from coming in direct contact with the
metal, while if an animal or fish oil be used, both
of which are known as fatty or saponifiable oils,
they will tend to saponify with the water, forming
an emulsion that will adhere to and lubricate the
surfaces from which the water absorbs the fric
tional heat, but if grease is used it should be
composed largely of animal fats, such as suet,
tallow or a combination of petroleum and animal
greases.
Considerable prominence has lately been given
to what are called "fire-proof" oils, and it is
claimed that they are especially valuable on bear
ings inclined to heat. These oils derive their
virtue from the fact that they contain a very
large percentage of water, which is held in sus
pension in the oil by means of a ' mineral soap",
which combines with the petroleum and prevents
the water from precipitating. When oils of this
kind are applied to heated bearings, the water ab
sorbs the frictional heat and carries it away in
the form of steam or vapor, leaving the oil to
lubricate the surfaces. Oil used to lubricate the
bearings of motors and generators, when exposed
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to cold weather, should be limpid and free-flowing
and of low cold test so as not to congeal and
thus prevent the rings from carrying oil to and
from the bearing surfaces.
The cost of lubrication will depend to a great
degree upon the ability to recover, filter and use
again as large a percentage of the oil as possible,
and in order to do this drip-pans should be placed
under the crank-disks, eccentrics and bearings.
In regard to filtering the oil, it is well to let it
stand for a few days in pails or a tank located
in a warm room before placing it in the filter.
By so doing, a large amount of dirt will be pre
cipitated and the filter can be operated for a longer
time before cleaning is necessary.
In regard to the matter of cylinder lubrication,
no hard and fast rules can be made as to the
amount of oil to use. The existing conditions,
such as wet steam, condition of the valve and
cylinder surfaces, etc., may render it necessary
to use more cylinder oil in one plant or on one
engine than on another of the same make and
size. If the steam is superheated or absolutely
dry, a straight petroleum oil of high flash test
and viscosity will give excellent results, but as
these conditions never prevail, being often quite
the reverse, it is necessary that petroleum oil be
compounded with a certain amount of fatty or
saponifiable oil, preferably a tallow oil, so as to
cause it to adhere to the moist cylinder and valve
surfaces. In order that perfect lubrication of the
cylinder walls may be obtained with the least oil,
the conditions should be made as favorable as
possible. The engines should be supplied with
dry steam, the water should be carried as low
in the boilers as possible, consistent with safety,
the boilers should be kept clean and free from
mud, the steam main should be provided with a
separator of ample size, and the drain pipe and
steam trap kept in working order.
Avoid the use of boiler compounds containing
soda ash, potash or other substances of an alka
line nature. If used at all, they should be intro
duced sparingly, because in these days with the
almost universal use of open heaters it is almost
impossible to prevent some of the oil from getting
into the boilers. The oil combining with the
alkali of boiler compound is very apt to cause
the water to foam, often flooding the cylinders
and causing the sediment and earthy matter float
ing on the surface of the water to be carried over
into the cylinders. This scours off the oil from
the wearing surfaces and causes the valves to
groan, and if a Corliss engine, to stick and "hang
up", which is often attributed to a poor quality
of cylinder oil. Under fairly good conditions
and with moderately dry steam, a cylinder oil
of about 525 to 550 degrees F. flash test, com
pounded with from 4 to 6 per cent of fatty or
saponifiable oil, preferably a tallow oil, will give
excellent results. But where wet steam exists a
larger percentage of fatty oil should be used.
In order to determine the comparative value
of two or more cylinder oils, a test should be
made in the engines under actual working con
ditions. To do this, take an engine where the
conditions are most severe. Nearly every engine
will indicate, either audibly or otherwise, any lack
of sufficient lubrication. A Corliss engine will
usually indicate a lack of oil by a slight grinding
of the valves or vibration of the eccentric rod,
while the Buckeye, Russell and other makes of
engines with balanced valves and flywheel gov
ernors will indicate a lack of oil by a rattling
noise in the governor connections. Heating of
the eccentrics above the usual temperature will
indicate that more pressure is required to move
the valves.
An engineer, for example, has two samples of
cylinder oil submitted to him for test, and he
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wishes to know which is the best and more eco
necks ; the other 70 to 90 per cent drips off into
nomical for him to use. He may notice after the pits under the roll housings, from whence it
starting with the first sample that the valves work is shoveled out, taken back to the grease house
smoothly and quietly with a feed of 8 drops per and screened to free it from mill scale and dirt.
minute. He gradually reduces the feed to 4 drops It is then placed in a large melting kettle holding
per minute, and notices a slight tremor in the a ton or more, and a certain amount of new
eccentric rod or he may detect, by feeling of the grease, together with heavy residual oil called
valve stems, a slight groaning of the valves which "mixing grease", added and the whole thoroughly
disappears when the feed is increased to, say, 5 or boiled. It is then run out into pans, and when
6 drops per minute. This would indicate that that cooled cut up into small pieces and taken back
is the minimum amount of oil that can be used to the mills to be used over again.
Another matter that requires clpse attention in
to keep the valves working freely and quietly.
The next thing to do is to remove the cylinder a mill is the lubrication, of the gear wheels.' As
many of the gears are large and heavy and run
head and examine the surfaces. If well lubri
cated they will be covered and will present a dark at a high rate of speed it is very important in
glossy appearance, and when wiped off with a order to prevent wear of the teeth and to reduce
piece of white paper will show a decided stain the friction load that the contact surfaces be kept
of oil. But if the surfaces have a dull metallic separated by a lubricant of some kind. This can
appearance with evidence of wear and show no be best effected by the use of preparations com
stain of oil when wiped over with paper, it is posed largely of pine tar, coal tar, wax tailings
positive evidence that the oil is not lubricating and other substances of like nature, combined
properly. When another sample is tried and it with rosin and other substances, which, while
is found that the feed can be reduced to 1 or 2 applied to the teeth in a melted state will, when
drops per minute, and the cylinder when opened cool, form a tough yet somewhat elastic coating;
shows a good coating of oil it is evident that on the wearing surfaces that keeps them from
the latter is the better and more economical oil direct metallic contact, thus reducing friction and
to use. While a compounded cylinder oil must rendering them less noisy.
In order that one may keep track of the cost
be used in the cylinders of steam engines, for the
reasons given, yet when it comes to lubricating of lubrication, blank forms should be drawn up
the air cylinders of air compressors, and of blast and printed. These should give the names of the
furnace and gas engines only a pure petroleum various lubricants across the top of the sheet,
oil should be used, owing to the fact that fatty with the names of the departments and engines in
oils coming in contact with dry and highly heated which the grease is used down the left hand mar
air or gas will tend to decompose and oxidize gin. The number of gallons of oil and pounds
and cause trouble by clogging up the discharge of grease are entered in their proper places each
day as fast as they are issued. At the end of
valves.
the month the daily reports can be summed up
The greatest cost for lubricants in steel works and placed on one sheet showing the total amount
is for the lubrication of the roll journals or of lubricant used in each department; these
"necks" as they are called. In blooming mills, amounts, multiplied by their cost per gallon or
billet and plate-bar mills and mills where rails per pound, give the cost of lubrication. The
and structural steel are made, the rolls are run monthly sheet enables one to see at a glance the
at quite a high rate of speed and under excessive amount of lubricant, and the cost for each engine
pressure, and water must be used to keep down or department, and by comparing it with previous
the frictional heat that would otherwise be de
reports it can readily be seen whether the cost is
structive. The use of oil is impracticable for this increasing or decreasing. Dividing the cost of the
work and, therefore, the lubricant must be in lubricants by the number of tons of material pro
the form of grease, and in order to cause it to duced gives the cost of the lubricants per ton of
stick to the wet surfaces it must be composed
either wholly or in part of animal fats, such as product.
Every Engineer or user of steam, who at
tallow, suet, etc., the grease being packed against
the roll necks. Another method of applying tends the St. Louis Exposition, will of course,
grease is to pack it in small bags of burlap and be interested in the Steam, Fuel and Gas Build
lay it against the roll necks, where, under slight ing, in which are exhibited the immense boilers
frictional heat, it melts and oozes out of the of American, French, German and English manu
bags and lubricates the surface. But great care facture, in all some 40,000 horsepower, which fur
must be taken to see that the surface of the bags nish steam for power and other purposes to the
in contact with the necks does not glaze over entire Exposition.
The most improved and modern type of boilers
and prevent the grease from running out.
In tin plate and sheet mills, owing to the fact can be seen here, as well a? the best and most
that the material is rolled into very thin sheets, up-to-date boiler room equipment. An interest
no water can be used on the necks of the rolls ing display along this line, is that made by the
to keep them cool, because it would tend to chill Lagonda Mfg. Co. of Springfield, Ohio, which
occupies a space 15 x 20 feet, directly in front
the rolls and sheets before they had been re
duced to the proper gage or thickness, therefore of and midway of the line of boilers referred to
the roll necks become very hot, oftentimes reach
above.
The company has an attractive display of its
ing a temperature of 400 to 600 degrees F. The
lubricant used for this work is what is known as entire line of tube cleaners and other boiler room
and steam specialties, and representatives in
"hot neck" grease. This is composed of petro
charge are ready to show these machines and
leum residual oil of high flashing point com
pounded with degras, tallow or other greases and devices in practical operation in the boilers to
anyone who may be interested.
hardened to the desired consistency by the ad
The company offers a cordial invitation to all
mixture of lime, sulphur, soapstone, etc, the
whole being boiled together so that when cold it parties interested to make this space their head
will have about the consistency of soft rubber, quarters and obtain a handsome souvenir, which
requiring a temperature of 175 to 200 degrees F. may be had for the asking.
to melt it. When using this grease it is kept
Reports From France indicate that the de
melted over a fire near the rolls and applied to
the necks with an asbestos swab. Owing to the mand for iron and steel there will be much larger
high temperature to which the grease is subjected in the near future on account of the increase in
from 10 to 30 per cent is lost by burning on the ship building, railroads, and structural work.
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THE DIESEL ENGINE.
W. H. BOOTH.
OCCASION recently offering to test a Diesel
engine was gladly embraced by the writer
to whom the principle of the new motor
appealed very particularly in certain directions.
To understand the Diesel engine, we must first
know something of the ordinary gas or oil engine,
the points wherein it fails and the precautions
that must be taken to prevent failure.
It is well known that gas engines, by which for
convenience we may understand all the regular
types of internal combustion engines, require to
be water jacketed. If not water jacketed, the
interior parts of the cylinder with the piston be
come highly heated, with the result that when a
combustible mixture is compressed in their pres
ence, there is heat sufficient to cause ignition.
Such ignition may occur before the full amount
of compression has been reached. It then consti
tutes premature explosion which is a serious mat
ter when it occurs in large engines.
The jacket also absorbs a large amount of
heat which it would be desirable to convert into
mechanical energy or work. These, with other
considerations, led Rudolph Diesel to think out
his valve. He began well —too well, in fact, for
he hoped to abolish the water-jacket and the
losses entailed thereby. This hope, however, has
not yet proved possible to fulfil and the Deisel
engine is now encased very completely in a water
jacket.
In various other ways it was also not found
possible to work along the lines thought of by
Diesel and set forth in his book on The Rational
Heat Motor and, to make a long story short, only
one of his suggested ideas seems to have endured
to practical fulfilment.
But that one idea or principle is itself quite
sufficient to place the Diesel engine well ahead of
all other heat motors. In the ordinary gas en
gine, as already stated, the combustible substance,
be it gas or liquid, is compressed in the presence
of air with which it has to combine. Diesel rec
ognized the faults to which this practice gave rise
and thought out a new principle. In the Diesel
engine, the air for combustion is compressed in
the cylinder to a high pressure, viz, 35 atmos
pheres or over 500 pounds per square inch. Only
when the crank has reached the dead point is the
fuel admitted. It is, when oil, forced in by a
pump and sprayed by a blast of air, which air is
supplied from a reservoir at several atmospheres
higher pressure than that of compression. This
high-pressure air is forced by a pump on the
engine itself into a storage vessel of large size,
where it is stored at pressures up to as high as
800 pounds per square inch. This air serves also
for starting the engine.
The air blast pulverizes the few drops of oil
admitted into the cylinder, and the charge of air is
rapidly compressed to 500 pounds or more. Under
rapid compression, the heat developed is not dis
sipated but raises the temperature, and air com
pressed to 35 atmospheres—is, so to speak, red
hot, i. e., it would keep a rod of iron immersed
in it red hot.
As soon as the oil spray enters the hot air, it
commences to burn and, as it is not all sprayed
in at once, but only over a certain definite interval
of time, there is no explosion but only a gradual
and prolonged combustion which serves to main
tain the pressure in the cylinder for a brief period
at about 35 atmospheres and after that the heated
air expands along a curve which is simply the
curve of compression fattened up by heat. The
pressure rises little or none above the initial pres-
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sure to which it was compressed and there is no
explosion, but merely a sustaining of the pressure
so that, for any given volume in the cylinder, the
pressure is increased, or, what more accurately
represents the action, for any given pressure the
volume is increased. Thus the heat of combustion
is at once converted into work, not entirely, to
be sure, but to a much greater extent than when
combustion occurs on the dead point and there is
no prolongation.
In the ordinary engine, all the heat is at once
generated and heats up the cylinder, piston, and
jacket. Obviously, it is of little use to generate
a lot of heat behind a stationary piston ; yet this
is what really occurs in the ordinary type of en
gine. It is better to let the piston move away
from the dead point before all the combus
tion has taken place for, though incorrect from
the point of view of a frictionless engine with
an adiabatic cylinder, it is good practice, with
water-jacketed cylinders and friction producing
crank shaft bearings, that the pressure on the
crankpin shall not be wasted more than can pos
sibly be helped, by producing pressure on the
moving parts when the crank is at a position of
no turning moment.
My special object was to obtain a sound com
mercial test of a Diesel engine when driving elec
tric generators and consisted in a careful meas
urement of the oil used during a definite run
against a water resistance.
A convenient system of making such a test is

sticks even to a new tin can so that when weigh
ing out a tinful one must first fill and empty back
the measure and then, in its greasy condition, fill
and weigh and empty it as many times as needed
into the supply tank. Thus the can is greasy when
its tare is taken on the scales and the tare re
mains equal throughout every weighing.
The engine put at my disposal by A. J. Lawson
was of 160 brake horsepower with two cylinders
measuring 16 inches in diameter by 23^ inches
stroke. My particular tests covered five different
loadings and a short run at a heavier load, viz :
%, Vi<
nA full a"d 10 per cent overload, which
latter, however, was really the nominal full load
of the engine. By taking indicator diagrams from
the engine while accelerating the flywheel, the
maximum power which the engine could give was
found to be fully 170 brake horsepower.
Quite a number of interesting points were de
veloped. Thus the consumption of oil per indi
cated horsepower per hour which begins at 0.3
pound for the friction load gradually increases to
very nearly 0.33 at the so called full load test.
The efficiency of the engine rose from 5.85 per
cent at Ya, load to 75.98 per cent in the 10 per
cent overload test. These are the mechanical
efficiencies or brake horsepower divided by the
indicated horsepower, the former being, however,
a calculated figure only derived by subtracting
from the indicated horsepower, the friction load
and one fiftieth of the indicated horsepower. Thus
the brake horsepower is less than simply the in-
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FIG. I. MAXIMUM AIR AND OIL DIAGRAM.
to have means of feeding the engine from either
of two small oil tanks, both connected by a T-piece
to the engine and fitted with stop cocks. This
arrangement enables the engine to be set going
and run until the little oil tanks on the engine it
self and the whole regime of the engine have set
tled down to a normal level. The test can then
be started at a given signal by changing over the
011 tanks and switching in the wattmeter. It
then remains to measure carefully all oil used and
this is best done by lowering the tank to a mark.
An easy way to do thte, is by a threaded nipple
with sharp screw threads projecting inside the oil
tank, slightly out of horizontal. The threads will
appear one after another like the point of a hook
gage used in water-measurement, and I found that
the merest drop of oil would make so much
difference of level in a small tank, about 15 inches
in diameter, that the maximum error between such
a level of the oil as was certainly too low and
another that was as certainly too high was trivial.
One would, perhaps, prefer to have the supply
tank stand on a high scales, but the pipe connec
tion prevented this. It was, therefore, necessary
to weigh the oil into the tank in lots of 10 or
12 pounds and to weigh back the part not con
sumed in the hour run.
Oil, although thin and liquid as crude Texas.

dicated horsepower minus the friction horsepower,
yet, in spite of the extra deduction, the efficiency
is nearly 76 per cent at 208 indicated horsepower.
It may seem that an efficiency of 76 per cent is
low as compared with the steam engine. This is,
however, not a strictly fair comparison. The fric
tion is supposed to be 24 per cent in the above
allowance, but in a steam engine the friction is
perhaps only 6 to 8 per cent. This is the friction
of an engine that has two working strokes per
revolution, while in the Diesel engine, there are
only two working strokes in four revolutions.
It is therefore perfectly rational that the mechan
ical efficiency should be less for there are but onefourth of the working strokes that there are in
a steam engine, so that per revolution the frictional loss of the Diesel only averages 24-5-4=6
per cent, and the mechanical efficiency is such that
it is practically out of the question to expect
better.
With electric generators of the usual order it
may be laid down as a safe rule that one kilowatt
hour will cost in oil barely two-thirds of a pound
for loads above half rating. Also it requires 14
pounds of oil per hour to keep the engine and
generator in motion at full speed, but idle, or
practically one pound for each brake horsepower
of an ordinary full load.
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In the annexed diagram, which has been
plotted from the results obtained, the base line is
that of total oil, and the other curves are plotted
through points set out from the plotting of the
indicated horsepower from the horizontal base
line up to the inclined line of total oil per hour.
Other curves which are clearly only straight lines
with errors of observation are the ratio of brake
horsepower to indicated horsepower, the curve of
oil per indicated horsepower and the curve of
water or rather of British thermal units carried
off by jacket water. As a safe estimate the con
sumption of oil in pounds per hour for this en
gine is, 15 M0.5X kilowatts delivered).
To find the heat efficiency of an ehgine ; the oil
has a calorific capacity of 19,200 British thermal
units, and the heat efficiency of the engine at %
power hour is very nearly 6,000 units.
It was most difficult to find the water consump
tion, and this is only approximated at 1,610 ther
mal units per hour per indicated horsepower or
27 per cent of the total heat supplied, on the
supposition that the oil was perfectly burned. An
indicated horsepower represents 2,544 thermal
units, and the heat efficiency of the engine at
load, therefore, appears to be 42.6 per cent, which
is more than 28 per cent of the brake horsepower
when working at 93 brake horsepower; hence, at
full load, the heat efficiency is certainly over 30
per cent on a brake horsepower basis.
No such efficiency as these figures show has
ever been obtained from a gas engine. The high
est of heat efficiency obtained per indicated horse
power was 4476 at half load, and the efficiency
fell as the load increased. Referred to the brake
horsepower, however, the efficiency steadily went
up from 25.96 per cent at half load to nearly 30
per cent at 143.56 brake horsepower. Obviously
when working at the full load, the efficiency will
be over 30 per cent, but an oil measurement was
not made at this load. It is, of course, usual where
the brake horsepower is not actually obtained to
find it by subtracting the friction horsepower from
the indicated horsepower. The friction load in
the table is 48.6 horsepower but this includes the
field excitation, the brushes being down. With
brushes up, the frictional load was 45.75, and I
have subtracted this from the indicated horse
power, and have subtracted a further amount of
2 per cent of the indicated horsepower as an
allowance for increased friction under load. My
figure for brake horsepower is, therefore, lower
than custom would make it and the heat efficiency
is less than might otherwise have been stated.
The kilowatts at the frictional load for field ex
citation are much the same at all loads, but in no
case are they included in the total kilowatts of
output. By so much, therefore, is the actual work
of the engine in kilowatts of output increased,
though, of course, it makes no difference in the
horsepower figures. These figures I worked out
from the diagram by means of a planimeter and
though the scales of the indicators used were
1/300 and 1/400 the results plot sufficiently well
on the curves to show that they are reasonably
accurate on an actual traction load.
The test loads were run on a water resistance.
The wattmeter readings did not appear to be
correct and all figures obtained pointed to the
probability of the instrument having a certain
inertia and not following the fluctuations of cur
rent which occur so suddenly with traction loads.
I have therefore added a final column which I
think more correctly represents facts and brings
the figures more into conformity with those ob
tained when the same weight, viz, 44 pounds of
oil per hour were consumed.
One plajn result of this test is that the heat
efficiency is very good, and a second is that the
brake horsepower is apparently small, but only
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because there are so few working strokes and so
many idle strokes.
Mechanical loss in an engine is due to four
main sources : the piston, the crosshead, the crankpin and the main bearings. The first and second
are merged, in the case of most gas engines. The
third is fairly large and increases, as does the
first, with increased load. The fourth is the
largest, but is constant so far as the flywheel bear
ings are concerned, indeed, the flywheel might
have been considered as a friction producer of
itself. The bearings as a whole form the major
part of the friction producing parts of the engine
and it is, therefore, clear that if two more cylin
ders could be added in a horizontal type of en
gine a large portion of the frictional loss would

first diagram obtained after cutting off the air
and admitting oil. In Fig. 2, the normal oil dia
gram is shown at 207.75 indicated horsepower.
The large size of the air diagram indicates how
rapid will be the acceleration of speed at the
start, but the subsequent air diagrams are very
much smaller. Only three or four air strokes
are required to give the flywheel sufficient momen
tum to give the compression stroke necessary to
start air combustion.
Assuming the ratio of air and oil to be as 40
to 1, and the specific heat of air to be 0.237, each
degree of temperature added to the air will rep
resent 40X0.237=9.48 British thermal units for
each 40 pounds of air employed. Each pound of
oil furnishes 19,200 units, so that it should suf

be halved per engine, while at the same time the
flywheel would be no heavier. In an engine of
the same size as that tested by me, the power to
drive the air pressure pump amounted to 3 indi
cated horsepower. This is, of course, part of the
general friction load of the engine, is all meas
ured in indicated horsepower and ought to be
deducted when working out the brake horsepower.
The air pump is only a very small affair for it
draws its supply from the main cylinder at about
500 pounds pressure and has simply to compress
this up to the reservoir pressure of 800 pounds.
The cylinder volume is 2.73 cubic feet, so that
at 80 working strokes per minute, i. t., 4,800 per
hour, the total air volume will be 13,104 cubic
feet or practically 1,000 pounds of air per cylin
der. At an ordinary oil consumption of, say, 50
pounds per hour, the relative weight of oil and
air is 1 :40, so that the air used is nearly three
fold what is actually necessary for combustion.
This amount is usually about fifteen times the
weight of oil. In tests that have been made of
the exhaust gases, it would appear that the air
drawn into the cylinders loses about 4 per cent
of its weight by expansion if assumed to measure
12.3 cubic feet per pound. I have, therefore, ap
proximated the weight of air at 1 pound per 13
cubic feet, whence it would appear that at full
load using, say, 74 pounds of oil per hour, the
ratio of oil to air is intended to be about 1 -.27.
The maximum power at which the engine can
possibly work with the oil feed as arranged is
given, and also the power at starting. After the
starting air has been turned off and the engine
commences to work with oil, the flywheel is run
ning slowly, the governor is low and the engine
putting all possible work into accelerating the fly
wheel. The so-called indicated horsepower of
nearly 224 is not a real figure, but it is what would
be the indicated horsepower if the same indicator
card continued to be produced at the full speed of
160 revolutions per minute. Quite properly there
is not much margin of power beyond the full load
of 160 brake horsepower, which in any test is
called the 10 per cent overload for reasons con
nected with the switchboard rather than the en
gine.
In Fig. 1, the diagram obtained when starting
up with air pressure is shown together with the

fice to heat 40 pounds of air through 19,200-5-0-48
=2,025 degrees F. The interior of the cylinder
should, therefore, attain a temperature of some
2,000 degrees above the temperature of compres
sion. About 700 degrees goes to the water jacket,
leaving 1,300 degrees for the air, so that the air
temperature is probably 2,400 degrees F. when ex
pansion begins.
A SIMPLE PROCESS OF GALVANIZING.
The articles to receive a coating of zinc are
first cleaned by means of the tumbling barrel,
sand blast or dipping in an acid solution. They
are then placed in a receptacle previously charged
with zinc dust. The receptacle is preferably air
tight and as much of the air as possible ex
hausted so as to reduce the amount of zinc oxide,
which otherwise might become excessive. If it
is not practicable to exhaust the air, about 3 per
cent of carbon may be added. The receptacle is
heated to from 500 to 600 degrees F. for a few
hours and allowed to cool. The box or cylinder
is then opened and the articles removed. The
coating of zinc will be found to be white, the
thickness of the zinc depending upon the temper
ature to which the articles have been subjected
and the length of time they remain heated.
Owing to the low temperature, articles of
small section can be treated without deteriora
tion. Furthermore, there is no waste of zinc, and
the same process may be used for coating iron
with copper, aluminum and antimony, and for
coating copper and aluminum with zinc. The
zinc used in this process is zinc dust, not zinc
oxide. The receptacle is prevented from becom
ing thickly coated with zinc by the application of
graphite. It is stated that articles coated with
grease receive as good coating of zinc as those
that are perfectly clean. The receptacle should
be permitted to cool before removing the con
tents, as the coating is whiter and gives a brighter
metallic luster.
Alexander Graham Bell is quoted in the
Boston Globe as follows: "When I began my
experiments upon the telephone I had no scien
tific knowledge of electricity. I knew practically
nothing about it, and I don't believe any elec
trician could have invented the telephone."
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A HIGH VOLTAGE PLANT OF THE
NORTHWEST.
BY W. S. CHANEY.
No section of the Northwest has displayed
such general and active development as that of
the southeastern part of the State of Idaho.
Thousands of dollars have been invested there
during the past 2 years, and more capital is going
in constantly.

FIG. I.
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solid concrete raceway, Fig. 1, 370 feet long, and
an average of 35 feet wide and 6 feet deep.
The face of the island at the precipice stood
14 feet high. Out of this solid rock, the founda
tion for the power house was blasted, down to
within 18 feet of the water surface below the
falls. The power house is built of cut stone, with
solid concrete walls, 5 feet thick next to the
wheel pits. Its dimensions are 33 x 52 feet,

THE SOLID CONCRETE RACEWAY.

In the development of this portion of the
Northwest, no one has been more active than
J. H. Brady, president of the American Falls
Power Light & Water Co., Ltd., which is today
furnishing light, power and heat to the gateway
city—Pocatello.
This company succeeded to the business of
the Pocatello Electric Light & Power Co., which
was lighting the city of Pocatello with current
generated from the waters of the Portneuf River.
On account of the limited supply of water and
the constant growth of the business, the new
company was organized and succeeded the parent
company, promptly deciding to build its power
plant at American Falls, where it would have a
never failing supply of water, and transmit its
power to Pocatello.
Accordingly, in November, 1891, a franchise
was secured from the city of Pocatello, running
40 years, giving the company the right to use
the streets and alleys of the city for the pur
pose of transmitting electric current. Soon after
this the United States Government granted to
the company a right-of-way, 100 feet wide,
through the public lands and the Fort Hall In
dian Reservation, for a distance of 25 miles,
from American Falls to the city of Pocatello.
In December, 1901, active work on the plant
was begun, and on July 28, 1902, the plant was
completed. From this date the company began
to supply current, at 33,500 volts, for transmis
sion to Pocatello, 25 miles distant, and the plant
has been in constant and uninterrupted operation
ever since.
The power house is situated on an island of
solid rock in the middle of the Snake river at
American Falls. The river at this point is 900
feet wide, with a minimum flow of 25,000 cubic
feet per second and a maximum flow of 500,000
cubic feet per second. The natural fall of the
river at this point is 40 feet 4 inches, and the pe
culiar conditions surrounding the island, enabled
the company to control the water by building a

with a 21-foot clearance below the floor of the
second story, which is 12-feet clear below the
roof trusses and is divided up into living rooms
for the engineer and his assistants, an office and
a library.
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A peculiar feature of this plant is the man
ner in which the draft tubes and tail race are
constructed. Starting 6 feet below the water sur
face, are two tunnels, 10 by 12 feet and 52 feet
long, extending back under both wheel pits.
Wells are blasted from the tunnels to the wheel
pits, into which draft tubes, 20 feet long, are in
serted in a perpendicular position. This con
struction does away with the use of any I beams,
the two pair of Samson turbine wheels resting
on the solid rock foundation. These wheels,
each pair being operated in tandem and controlled
by a type B Lombard governor, are direct con
nected to 500-kilowatt, three-phase generators, op
erating at 2,300 volts and running at a speed of
360 revolutions per minute. The generator, Fig.
2, was manufactured by the General Electric Co.,
is of its latest, improved revolving field type, and
is separately excited by a i3!-2-kilowatt, 125-voIt,
multipolar generator, which is driven by a belt
from the main shaft.
The switchboard, made of blue Vermont mar
ble, consists of two panels. The generator panel
contains one General Electric type E, three-pole,
double-throw oil switch, one voltmeter, one am
meter, a synchronizing device, a double-throw
exciter switch and two rheostats mounted on the
back of the board. The transformer panel has
three double-pole, double-throw, type F oil
switches. Back of the switchboard are two sets
of busbars. Three 250-kilowatt transformers of
the General Electric Co.'s oil and water cooled
type, shown in Fig. 3, are located on an elevated
platform at one end of the power house, 6 feet
above the floor. The wires running from the
switchboard to the transformers are No. 000 lead
covered cable laid in a concrete duct, 1 foot
square. Each transformer has two quick-break,
high-tension switches, so that any one of the
transformers may, in case of necessity, be cut out.
The lightning arresters are of' the General
Electric Co.'s high-tension pattern, operated in

FIG. 2. GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATOR OF THE REVOLVING FIELD TYPE.
The wheel pits were blasted out of solid rock
and are 12 feet wide, 33 feet long on the inside
and 22 feet deep. They were built up of con
crete from the solid rock foundation on which the
wheel pits and the power house rest. Two wheel
pits, standing side by side, have been completed.

connection with quick-break switches. The hightension wires leave the building through the cen
ter of a plate glass, 2 feet square.
The transmission line is constructed of 35-foot
cedar poles, 8 inches in diameter at the top, with
cross arms s]/2 x 31/, inches and 5 feet long.
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set into a deep gain and fastened to the pole
with a J^-inch bolt. The wires are No. 4 copper,
two of which are on the cross arms and the third
on the top of the pole. The insulators are Provo
No. 1 type, guaranteed to a test of 60,000 volts
and a working voltage of 40,000. In crossing
rough country, the poles are double armed. On
the turns each pole is braced, no one pole hav
ing more than a 5-degree angle, and each one is
double armed, with a short side arm to brace the
pin on top of the pole.
The wires enter the substation in the same
way that they leave the power house. The sub-
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ondary system, the transformer secondaries being
connected whenever necessary.
The hydraulic part of the plant is completed
for 4,500 horsepower, and is one of the most
modern and complete installations in the West.

FIG. 4. THE STONE SUBSTATION, 30 FEET SQUARE.
At present, the system furnishes light and power
for American Falls and Pocatello, and the line is
now being extended to Ross Fork and Blackfoot, 25 miles up the valleir.

FI«. 3. 25O-KILOWATT. GENERAL ELECTRIC TRANS
FORMER OF THE OIL AND WATER-COOLED TYPE.
station, Fig. 4, is a stone building 30 feet square,
the ceiling being 18 feet high. A set of lightning
arresters, the same as used at the power house,
is connected to the line at this point.
The stepdown transformers are also the same
as those at the power house, stepping the current
down to 2,300 volts. The substation switchboard
is of blue Vermont marble, consisting of three
panels; a transformer panel, a lighting panel
and a power panel. On the transformer panel
are mounted three double-pole, single-throw,
type K oil switches. The lighting current is dis
tributed by three single-phase circuits.
For lighting purposes at Pocatello, two con
stant current transformers of the Hartford type
are used, each transformer having a capacity to
operate twenty-five enclosed, long-burning arc
lamps. Lightning arresters are connected to each
wire leaving the substations. The city construc
tion consists of 35-foot poles, the lighting current
being distributed by three single-phase circuits,
each of wtiich handles a separate section of the
town. Each section has its own three-wire sec

THE LIMITATION OF PRODUCTION.
A TALK WITH THOMAS E. DURBAN.
Thomas E. Durban, general manager of the
Erie City Iron Works, has pronounced views on
the subject of limiting the output of manufac
turing establishments. These views are not the
result of prejudice, but of careful observation
and thought, and Mr. Durban in expressing them
sets forth the great fundamental fact that in
order to gather wealth and better their condi
tion, men must produce more than they con
sume. Also the more they produce, the more
rapidly will they gather wealth and the more
rapid will be man's progress. Since property is
only accumulated surplus from labor, it follows
that unless product is made greater than consump
tion, there can be no surplus, hence no property,
and no man can hope to acquire even a compe
tence.
Speaking of this matter recently, Mr. Durban
said :
"Fortunes, great and small, represent accumu
lated wealth. Great fortunes are an absolute
necessity to the advancement and development
of this country. Fortunes, or accumulated
wealth, seeking profitable investment form the one
great element of our proverbial success as a
manufacturing country. It is accumulated wealth
that builds factories and railroads, opens mines,
rears towns and villages, builds street railroads,
light plants and water works, boulevards and
parks. The accumulation of wealth enables us
to maintain our magnificent public school system
and innumerable other public institutions which
make our country great and glorious—the ac
cepted country of the entire world.
"That this is true cannot for a moment be
doubted. We all have in our minds or can recall
instances of the progress of new towns, shabby
things at first, mudholes instead of pavements, no
street lights at all, the town pump for a water
works system, no sewers. This town gets a rail
road, a manufacturing plant employing a few
hands. The town moves on. How? By accumu
lated wealth developing some of the resources
which attract people to it. The town grows.
The town pump or the private wells are no longer
adequate for the water supply ; accumulated
wealth that has built up factories and stores de
mands for protection a water plant. How is
the money to be obtained? The town has grown
and prospered and accumulated some wealth ;
bonds are sold and more accumulated wealth
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seeking investment is employed to the mutual
good of the community, and now the community
has a place on the map and continues to improve
just in the ratio as it produces and accumulates
and attracts to itself the wealth that is seeking
investment.
"If we seek to limit the accumulation of
wealth, how can the town improve? How can
the resources be developed, and how can our
country continue to be great, and grow greater?
If we limit the accumulation of wealth, how can
you and I and all of our citizens in all walks of
life, from the day laborer up, improve our condi
tion?
"The shortening of the workday to nine hours
must limit our production, and necessarily limit
our consumption, as things that are not produced
cannot be consumed. All wealth is the product
of the toil of man, and if man toils less, the
accumulation of wealth is decreased accordingly.
Limiting the production is a retrograde move
ment—a step backward."
Mr. Durban went on to speak of the choice
which a manufacturer is compelled to make of
limiting his production for all time or giving
up production for a time,—perhaps for good,—
on account of a strike. Some choose one alterna
tive, some another. The attitude of labor unions
on this question of limiting production has, in
his opinion, been taken without careful thought,
and he said :
"Has labor unionism ever stood for the im
provement and uplifting of mankind? Has it
been the nonpartisan exponent of the greatest
good for the greatest number? Has it taken all
mankind by the hand and welcomed them as
brothers? Has it ever cared for the poor and
friendless? Has it helped to increase output?
Has it helped all who wished to become able
and proficient craftsmen to do so? Has it ever
stimulated its own members to do their best?
What have labor organizations originated? What
have they done that they should demand to limit ,
output and the possibility of accumulation of ,
property and the accompanying progress of a
community?
"It now tells it members when and under
what condition they can seek to provide for
themselves and their families, and it says to
those who have not as yet accepted its sway : 'You
cannot work ; you cannot live. You have been
created by the Almighty, but we ordain that
you shall not use the faculties He has given you,
unless we direct your efforts.'
"That the hour question is fundamental and
underlies the entire social and economic system
of our country cannot be doubted. I state as a
statistical fact that more than 50 per cent of
members of union organizations are coerced into
them. Ten hours have been the hours of labor
for years, and it is not too long. The question
of shorter hours would have been raised long
ago if they were detrimental to life and health.
Most of our shops are sanitary and light ; the
work in any of our shops is not nearly as hard
as it was 5 or 10 years ago. All heavy work is
lifted now by cranes, and any lifting or hard
manual work done in the shop is done by helpers,
and yet this movement was not started by them.
"I am not advocating longer hours than now
exist, but we now have the 10 hours established ;
all our investments are made ; all our factories
built on that basis, and it would simply be suicidal
to change, and would most certainly affect our
trade disastrously.
"Millions of dollars have been expended in
the shops of this country to increase production
from 5 to 20 per cent, and it is simply appalling
to think of reducing the output again."
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Filling the places of skilled laborers is also
an important matter if progress is to be con
tinuous. In reply to the question, "What is to
take the place of the apprentice system," he con
tinued :
"The position of trades unions on the ap
prentice question makes it utterly impossible for
the manufacturers of this country to get skilled
mechanics to supply the demand. The old age
and death ratio among mechanics is larger than
the ratio that the unions allow for apprentices.
In some of the crafts the unions are demanding
that only one apprentice be employed to every
ten journeymen, and in almost all the trades
it is impossible for the manufacturer to employ
under indenture of apprenticeship a sufficient num
ber of young men to meet the requirements of
that particular trade. The sole idea of the labor
unions is to limit the number of men and place
the demand in excess of the number ; in other
words, to have three or four jobs for every good
mechanic. The natural increase of the indus
tries in this country requires that we educate a
large number of men in the mechanical arts,
while the present ratio as advocated by mechanics
would scarcely make good the loss from death
and old age, to say nothing of providing for the
increased demand."
Edward M. Conley, Deputy Consul at Mex
ico City, in reports of the Department of Com
merce and Labor, calls attention to the great de
velopment which is taking place in that country in
manufacturing. Water power is necessarily the
chief source of energy, since fuel is scarce, and
a drawback is that for 6 months in the year many
of the streams have practically dry beds; but for
6 months plants can be run at a profit. It is
estimated that at present not more than 250,000
horsepower is being used or is in course of de
velopment. This would seem to offer an attract
ive field, since the average cost of power in the
City of Mexico is stated as $100 per horsepower
per annum, while the power delivered from an
electric plant at Necaxa is to be sold at $55.
Plants located at Guanajuato and at the Falls
of Juana Catlan are used largely for lighting.
Other plants furnish power for cotton manufac
ture and for mining, also to a certain extent
for railway lines. The Mexican government,
through the department of public works, is ready
to offer liberal concessions to companies who wish
to improve the water works and make the power
available. One or two oil wells have recently
been opened in different parts of the republic and
much prospecting is going on in this line. No coal
of any account has yet been discovered. Iron and
steel manufacture has been somewhat exploited
and is increasing, but is handicapped by lack of
fuel. Cotton manufacture is the principal indus
try at present, but woolen manufacture would
seem to be a good field, since the great hill
ranges of Mexico are well adapted to sheep rais
ing. Mr. Conley gives a bright prophecy of the
future of Mexico, when railroads shall have been
constructed and irrigation systems provided for,
making the now arid lands productive.
The quantity of water required, at the ordi
nary temperatures of 60 degrees F. inlet and 150
degrees F. outlet, to keep the cylinders of gas
engines cool, is 4^2 to 5 gallons per indicated
horsepower-hour. The jacket pipes should be
from 1 to 2 inches diameter for engines up to
20 horsepower, and for larger engines are usually
put in from 2 to 3 inches for the inlet and 2j4
to 3V2 inches for the outlet. Tanks are generally
arranged for circulating the water, with capacities
from 20 to 30 gallons per indicated horsepower.
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THE ZOELLY STEAM TURBINE.
BY ALFRED GRADENWITZ.
STEAM turbines are the order of the day,
and nearly every day a new one is brought
out. One of the latest forms is that man
ufactured by Escher, Wyss & Co., of Zurich, who
are known in this country on account of their
manufacture of the Niagara water turbines, a
type for which the Allis-Chalmers Co. has re
cently acquired American rights.
The Zurich turbine is of the multistage im
pulse type, the expansion of steam taking place
in the passages between the wheels and the force
on the moving wheels being exerted by impact
of the rapidly flowing steam jet. On the highpressure wheels, steam is admitted to buckets
around only part of the circumference, while on '
the low-pressure wheels, the admission is to all

cross-section. Also the blade, which acts as a
cantilever beam, is made strongest at the point
where the bending moment due to steam impact
is greatest. The curve of the blades is such as is
needed for the progressive expansion of the steam.
This special construction allows of running
the wheels at a high rim speed and thus reducing
the number of stages needed in the turbine, which
in turn allows of a shorter machine and of lower
cost. The guide wheels are placed between the
revolving wheels and are carried from the outer
casing. On account of the shape of the guide
blades, which is shown in Fig. 2, there is a con
siderable endwise pressure which is taken care
of by using thick distance pieces projecting out
side the radial blades of the moving wheels and
transmitting the end thrust from the guide disks
to the outer end of the casing. The general ar-

FIC. 1. ASSEMBLED VIEW OF THE ZOELLY TURBINE.
buckets. The high and low-pressure ends are
mounted independently on a single base, connec
tion between them being made by a pipe carried
beneath the turbine. The main bearings are out
side the wheel cases and are mounted on the base
plate independently. They are thus kept away
from the heat of the steam and are easily acces
sible for inspection and repairs.
The wheels are built up of open-hearth steel
disks, keyed to the shaft and having on the outer
rim a ring" fastened in such a manner that with
the rim of the disk it forms a dovetailed groove.
The buckets and spacers between them are held
by tongues in this groove and project radially from
the rim of the disk. The buckets are of nickel
steel highly polished to reduce friction, as are
also the disks.

PLAN ON LINE AB „

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF THE TURBINE WHEELS AND
GUIDE DISKS.
A point which is made by the designers is that
the blades decrease in cross-section from their
inner to their outer ends, so that the centrifugal
force is kept very low, and the blades can safely
be made much longer than if they were of uniform
union man, yet the latter does not seem to be
overworked with a 10-hour day.

rangement of wheels and guide disks is shown in
the section of the low-pressure end, Fig. 1, and
the detail of construction in the larger view, Fig.
2. The pressure on the two sides of the revolving
disks are in all cases equal, so that no end thrust
is produced. The governor, shown in Fig. 1, is
of the flyball type, and operates a pilot valve con
trolling the motion of a plunger, which in turn
operates the main steam valve, thus throttling the
pressure of the steam. The water pressure for
operating this plunger valve is furnished by an
auxiliary motor.
In the tests made at the works of Escher,
Wyss & Co. by Professor Stodola and Director
Wagner, running under 150 pounds pressure, and
with saturated steam, the vacuum being 27.7 inches
of mercury, the steam used per kilowatt-hour was
21.7 pounds for a 500 horsepower unit. When
running at the same pressure with steam super
heated 70 degrees, the steam consumption was 19.7
pounds per kilowatt-hour. When running with
saturated steam at half load, the steam consump
tion was 25.6 pounds, and at 0.24 load, the con
sumption was 33 pounds per kilowatt-hour. This
record takes no account of the power used by the
condenser, but is for the total turbine power with
out charging up the consumption of auxiliaries.
As evidence of the truth in the saying that
Armour & Co. save even the squeal of a pig is
the fact that they dry the blood and use it for
fertilizing purposes, the drying taking place in
special kilns in which steam hot-blast apparatus
is used. Drying by the fan system is positive,
economical, efficient and always under absolute
control and entirely independent of atmospheric
conditions. Armour & Co. recently placed an
order with the B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston,
Mass.. for a drying apparatus of this kind for
their fertilizing plant at Kansas City. Mo.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one -which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
CONCERNING ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
On page 246 of the April 1 issue are several
answers to the questions given by D. B. D. in the
March 1 issue, all of which, however, do not agree.
The opinion is generally the same concerning
question I, which is very well answered by Mr.
Karl K. Kornstein. In answer to Nos. 2 and 3,
W. G. J. says simply, "No." I should like to have
him or any one else explain this.
The cutoff is the closing of the steam port,
thus cutting off communication between the steam
chest and cylinder. It is of course impossible to
run an engine at a speed of one revolution per
minute, but if it were, the engine with the shaft
governor would cut off, but the point of cutoff
would be the latest that the design of the valve
and gear would allow.
A plain slide valve engine, with a throttling
governor, will cut off at the same point in each
stroke, regardless of speed.
Should such a case as stated in question 4 oc
cur great care should be used. The fire should be
banked, but if the valve in the main is opened it
should be done very carefully. The object is to
reduce the pressure as quickly, but as gradually
as possible, so as to cause no sudden disturbance
in the conditions. It seems to me that a man who
would allow such a case as this to exist would
hardly be fit to have charge of steam boilers. As
the steam pressure rises he should watch the safety
valve and pressure gage, as either or both are lia
ble to fail.
I know of a case where a man had charge
of a boiler, fitted with a spring or pop safety valve,
in which was a broken stem that would sometimes
cause the valve to stick.
He had continued to operate the boiler, but had
been watching it very closely, depending upon his
pressure gage. One morning after starting his
fire and allowing it to burn for some time the
gage still indicated zero, and thinking there was
no steam he continued to fire and finally the safety
valve began to blow. It happened to work all
right at this particular time, but had it failed there
would without doubt have been another mysterious
boiler explosion.
W. S. asks for an explanation of how four ex
pansions are obtained by cutting off at one-fourth
stroke. The number of expansions, or, ratio of
expansion, is the ratio of the volume of steam
in the cylinder at the end of the stroke, to the
volume up to the point of cutoff. Neglecting
clearance, when steam is cut off at one-fourth
stroke, the volume at the end of the stroke is four
times the volume at cutoff; in other words, the
steam expands to four times the volume at cutoff;
thus giving four expansions.
E. W. C.
Maplewood, Ohio.
COMPOUND FEEDER.
Editor The Engineer:
Engineers and others are often in want of a
simple way of introducing scale solvents into
boilers, such as soda ash, etc. There have been
shown in various engineering magazines many
ways of doing this, but they are most always
arranged so as to pump it through the pump or
through the injector. These different methods
usually worked well in practice, but there are

complaints when the solvents are passed through ready to be filled, and the operation repeated as
the pump to the effect that it eats out the pack
often as desired.
R. E. Verse.
ing. With new packing this is not likely to oc
SOMETHING ABOUT ENGINEERING SCHOOLS.
cur, but with old packing, especially when it has
become impregnated with oil or grease, some Editor The Engineer :
I will begin my reply to Fair Play in the issue
such trouble is liable to occur when soda ash is
of April 15, by making my most courtly bow in
used.
To assist those who have had difficulties of recognition of the compliment he pays.
An engineer should never be punished in any
this sort, I present a plan for introducing the
dissolved soda ash. By means of this device it is way for going to an engineering school, reading
forced into the boiler without passing through . or studying the mechanical papers, or getting in
the pump at all. Referring to the illustration, formation concerning his duties in the steam
A is a section of big pipe, say, 6 inches in diam
plant where he is now employed, or in larger
eter and 30 inches long, which is to serve as a plants where he hopes to better his condition in
reservoir. This connects with the feed pipe by any legitimate way, in the future.
means of the pipes B, C and F, running from the
Engineers who are spending their time in an
pump to the boiler, which are so arranged that noying others for such reasons, had better devote
they connect with the feed pipe on opposite sides it to study and research, for if they do not, the
of the stop valve, D. Over the reservoir is a other fellow will surely secure the better situation
funnel, K, by means of which the reservoir, A, when it is open. This is a rule to which there
can be filled through the valve, H. The reser
are very few exceptions, perhaps none, but it
voir, A, is provided with petcocks, a and 6, at might be qualified by adding that it applies more
the top and bottom, so that it may be readily fully where all else in the qualifications of can
filled and emptied. A union is provided at C, didates is equal. I have seen this illustrated too
to facilitate the assembling of the piping. A right- many times to doubt its operation.
and-left elbow, of course, may be used instead, if
Having answered the question as requested, I
it is preferred.
wish to add that while I do not doubt the sincerity
of Fair Play in the case he mentions, it seems
hardly possible that a"ny inspector in Massachusetts
would decline to give an applicant the license he
is entitled to solely because he has attended an
engineering school. If such is the .case, the said
SHUT
inspector should be removed from office, because
he is not fit to hold it longer. It is not an
inspector's business to pass judgment on the
source from whence the information we possess
is derived, but to decide whether we understand
our business or not. I am much inclined to think
that inspectors and examiners are doing this to
the best of their ability. Unfortunately this is a
matter which cannot be fully argued in written
communications, because the inspector in question
may know of disqualifying features in the candi
date for advancement that do not appear on the
surface, and of which Fair Play may be utterly
ignorant.
I know engineers who have had charge of
plants for years, and they can get recommenda
tions from their employers and others stating that
they are sober, faithful, industrious, etc. This is
all along right lines, for these qualifications are
the foundations of true success so far as an
INTRODUCING SOLVENTS INTO BOILERS.
engineer is concerned, but the trouble with these
men is found in the fact that having laid good
foundations they have failed to build suitable
The device is used as follows : The reser
voir, A, being empty, the valves, E and F, and the structures thereon, hence are not successful except
petcock, b, are first closed, and valve, H, and to a limited extent. I would not leave my plant
petcock a, are opened. The soda ash solution is in charge of one of them unless forced by cir
then poured into K, until the reservoir, A, is cumstances to do so, and then I should expect to
filled. The valve, H, and the petcock a, are^ then find it demoralized on my return.
An inspector should not be blamed for declin
closed, as well as the valve, D, in the main pipe.
Valves, E and F, are then opened, and the pump ing to give such a man a license to operate plants
started. The device is then in the condition of unlimited power in the state of Massachusetts,
shown in the drawing, and the water from the and if he has attended an engineering school it
pump passes around through the pipes, B, C and would not imprcve matters, from my point of
view, because a course of technical instruction
A, as indicated by the arrows sweeping the con
tents of A into the boiler. When the pump has will not make a lazy man smart, nor convert a
been run long enough to thoroughly remove all shiftless person into a thrifty engineer.
Engineering schools receive credit for helping
the soda ash from A, valve, D, may be opened
and valves, E and F, closed. The reservoir, A, men to better positions and are entitled to all
is then emptied by opening petcock, b, and either they receive; nevertheless much depends upon the
petcock. a. or valve, H. The device is again individual efforts and natural qualifications of the
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students. These schools are sometimes censured
because their graduates are failures from the prac
tical engineer's standpoint, but whether they are
entitled to the censure received or not depends
upon whether the graduates have followed their
teachings, or have concocted schemes of their own
that are wrong in theory and harmful in practice.
As these lines are written there comes to my
mind the case of a graduate of one of our best
technical schools. I have heard him advocate ideas
in relation to steam engineering that a beginner
should be ashamed of, but this does not damage
the school in question in my estimation. The
graduate either failed to grasp the principles
taught along that line, or else did not know how
to apply them. Such a man is not entitled to a
first-class license in the state of Massachusetts,
yet it would be very unjust to blame the school
of which he is a graduate. This whole matter
should be judged from a broad-gage standpoint,
as there are many points to be carefully consid
ered.
New Haven, Conn.
W. H. Wakeman.
FAILURES IN SHAFTING AND BELTS.
Editor The Engineer :
We have been having trouble with our head
shaft breaking. First, a 2 15/16-inch shaft driven
by a 50-horsepower gas engine broke. This was
remedied by putting in a section of heavier shaft,
and a bearing close up to the driven pulley.
Next we broke three shafts driven by a 100horsepower Buckeye engine. We also put an
extra bearing on this shaft close to the pulley.
It has run about 6 months and is all right to date.
Acording to figures the shaft will carry a safe
load of 135 horsepower and is loaded to 100.
We found on lining the gas engine jack-shaft
triat it was sprung Yi inch between the bearings
which are 8 feet apart. This was evidently due
to lack of support as well as irregular impulses
from the engine. The broken shafts caused by

REINFORCED SHAFT HANGER.
the Buckeye engine were ascribed to a lack of
support, and also to a couple of heavy pulleys
that were out of balance, which caused the shaft
to pound in the bearings. The breaks were at
the end of a key-way where the drill had been
run iuto the shaft for clearance for the planer
tool. We think that if the key-ways had been
milled in the shaft, it would have been stronger,
inasmuch as the milling would do away with the
sharp corners at the end of the key-ways.
Next, about 50 feet of 4-inch shafting with
the pulleys came down. Fortunately all the
workmen escaped injury. It is queer how these
things happen. We had been shut down for re
pairs and stock taking and had only been run
ning about 3 hours when the accident happened.
In this case only the hangers gave way; the pul
leys were broken and the shaft bent into several
beautiful curves. Cast iron hangers will do for
light service and a steady load, but cannot be
relied upon when subject to heavy shocks or sud
den stress. When I design a shaft hanger for
heavy work, the tension will all be taken by
steel or wrought iron, and cast iron will be there
only to give rigidity.
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The Superintendent was unable to get the
kind of a hanger he wanted on such short notice,
so he had them reinforced as shown in the
sketch. The nuts that hold the hangers in place
can be taken off now without much danger.
They are not handsome, but are good to look
at, as the shaft is in a loop composed of soft
steel rods and plates.
Why the hangers broke and let this shaft
down after staying there for 12 years, is some
thing of a mystery. It was evidently subjected to
unusually heavy shock or stress ; possibly an
adjusting screw loosened and let the bearing
strike the side of the hangers, or the shaft might
have gotten out of line thus straining the hang
ers to the breaking point.
This breakdown had hardly been repaired
when the section of shafting driving the other
half of the room was discovered to be almost
twisted in two. One good thing about the old
pieces of shafting is, that they do not usually
break off short. Most of the machinery in this
plant is worked too hard, which is probably the
true explanation of these breakdowns.
For making a genuine, all-wool rust joint that
will not separate under any circumstances, give
me a shaft pulley and key that have been well
covered with equal parts of machine oil and
perspiration and a greater or less period of time.
I believe it would be a good idea to paint the
inside of the hub, the shaft and key with a mix
ture of white lead and machine oil as a protec
tion against rust, so that there might be a reason
able chance of separating the parts in case of
necessity.
I have been looking up the rules relating to
diameters and horsepower of shafting, and so
far have been able to get quite a variety in the
way of results, and none of the rules tell us how
much we should add to the diameter to take
care of a highly variable load. A shaft, belt or
piece of machinery may be made to do more
work for some time than it is supposed to be
able to do. but there is sure to come a day of
reckoning when breakdowns will come too often
for economy of operation.
The 18-inch double leather belt that drives
one-half of one of the departments, broke the
other day, and none of that width was to be
had for a day or two. The foreman took a piece
of 14-inch and a piece of 6-inch belt, and spliced
the 6-inch onto the side of the 14-inch with a
2-inch lap, thus making a piece of 18 inches
width and long enough for the laps.
In making glue joints on belts, see that the
glue does not chill. A couple of hot boards laid
on the laps before cementing will sometimes
make a success where otherwise there would be
failure. When I hear engineers talk of lacing
belts of 12 to 18 inches in width it makes me
feel that there are other people slower than we
are. Cement them and make them endless. I am
going to make a joint with common glue one of
these days, and believe it will hold. Until re
cently we had in use a 12-inch double leather
belt that had been in almost constant use for
30 years. We have a 24-inch belt running 4,800
feet per minute, which delivers power to an 18inch and a 14-inch belt. The 24-inch belt will
deliver 350 horsepower with ease, while the 18
and 14-inch belts slip quite a good deal. It is
just a little matter of belt speed; the 24-inch
belt travels about twice as fast as the 18 and 14inch belts.
Smith.
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several accidents caused by persons being care
less around running shafts and pulleys.
In many cases the engineer is expected to
oil shafting and to take care of the belts and
pulleys and in too many instances he is supplied
with an old wiggly step ladder of the kind a
person would expect to get at the corner grocery
with a can of baking powder. It is very danger
ous to attempt to put on or take off belts and
to oil shafting while the machinery is in motion,
but if it is necessary to do it, as it sometimes
is, I would suggest that the ladder be fitted with
hooks, as shown in the drawing, and that it be
made at least a foot wider at the bottom than at
the top, thus enabling it to brace itself when
placed against the shafting.

A SAFE LADDER FOR SHOP USE.

The best of ladders is liable to shake just
as you give the belt a push or pull, and think
ing you are about to fall you catch hold of the
nearest object which is often-times the shaft or
a moving pulley. The first thing is to provide
yourself with a good ladder, and never put on
belts or oil shafting without it. Loose jackets
and sleeves are also very dangerous. Always
have your jumper or other jacket buttoned up
tight, and if there are no buttons on the sleeves
either tie them or roll them up so that there will
be no chance for loose parts to catch on the
shaft or pulleys.
A friend of mine while oiling shafting reached
over the shaft and in some manner his clothing
caught, either on a key or a pulley, and drew
him off the ladder. He was carried around
with the shaft at the rate of 150 revolutions a
minute, his heels striking the ceiling at almost
every revolution. Finally he was thrown off,
due probably to the failure of the clothing, and
landed on the floor badly hammered and mangled.
In another case a fellow reached over the shaft
when his loose sleeve caught on a pulley and
jerked his arm out of the socket.
It is a good plan to be very familiar with
your machinery so as to know beforehand where
the dangerous places are, and thus be better pre
pared to protect yourself when you are obliged
to work around them. When it becomes neces
sary to reach over a running pulley, either roll
up your sleeves or take off your jacket. Too
much care cannot be taken to keep the clothing
drawn tight to the body and to have close-fitting
sleeves when working around moving machinery,
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE BELT DOCTOR
Editor The Engineer :
and especially fast running belts and pulleys.
Having had considerable experience in oiling,
A few years ago I had charge of the belts
shafting and taking care of belts and pulleys, I and repair work in a plant in Wisconsin where
wish to make a few simple suggestions to those most of the pulleys were home-made affairs, and
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mostly of wood. The pulleys were full of slivers
and nails, the latter working out on all sides.
Some of the belts were badly eaten by rats,
leaving notches in the edges of the belt which
occasionally took a bite out of my hand. After
a lot of coaxing some of the worst specimens
were replaced by new ones, the pulleys continu
ing to run to this day so far as I know, although
the belts must have given out long ago, because
the nails in the pulleys made the hair fly when
I was there.
Wm. Donne.
COMPRESSION.
Editor The Engineer :
In regard to a letter published some time ago
in The Engineer about boiler inspection and the
amount of compression required by an engine,
I object to some of the conclusions arrived at,
especially in the part of the letter dealing with
compression.
All the authorities I have read recommend
compression or cushion. The amount of com
pression varies with the speed and type of en
gine. Low speed engines require less com
pression than high speed engines. The exhaust
steam should never be compressed higher than
boiler pressure and for high speed engines it
should not exceed 0.9 of the intitial pres
sure. For medium speed engines compression
should not exceed, say, 0.5, and for low speed
engines 0.2 to 0.4 of the initial pressure.
I fail to find where there is any gain by ad
mitting steam full stroke and exhausting at
boiler pressure. If the engine had a load
of 400 horsepower under full steam pressure,
with the cutoff at J4 stroke, it should give 100
horsepower, that is, during the J4 stroke under
full steam pressure, and 138.63 horsepower dur
ing expansion, thus giving a total of 238.6 horse
power, with '4 cutoff and one-fourth of the
steam required to produce 400 horsepower. In
stead of gaining 30 to 40 per cent at
cutoff,
it would lose about 138 per cent.
B. M. Mitchell.
CONVENIENT TESTING OUTFIT.
Editor The Engineer :
Those of your readers who have to deal with
incandescent lamps will probably take off their
hats when I assert that, at times, they would
certainly have disqualified Job in the patience
medal contests of olden times. When lamps are
in series and put up with either temporary or
poor permanent wiring we are forced into using
bad language by having them go out when the
hurry-up job in the farther corner of the dark
building is still unfinished. You must see your
rule or tape and you must hurry off on the run
for a screwdriver, for you never have it wun
you, and then start at light No. I and take it
down, then trot to some other part of the system,
test it, find it all right and put the lamp back
Thus the set is gone through with and in the last
one you find something wrong with the connec
tions or wire. It is always the last one which is
off color no matter where you start.
Some time ago I was called on to put in some
machinery in the farthest corner of the darkest,
dirtiest building ever seen, a cement mill coal
house, and started proceedings by running in a
500-volt I i- .e and hooking on three sets of lights.
There were only fifteen lamps, but my wire was
old and I was certainly kept busy taking lamp
connections apart and looking for the trouble ;
that is why I constructed the outfit illustrated
herewith, which I offer in the good of the cause.
The device is composed of a generator, a bell
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from an old telephone box and a wooden fork,
with metal tips. The tips are far enough apart
to rest on the binding screws of the rosette and
are the terminals of the circuit containing the
generator and bells. Upon turning the generator
crank while the fork tips are in contact with the
rosette binding screws, the ringing of the bells,

A SIMPLE TESTING OUTFIT.
of course, show that that lamp and cord is in
good order. This is a much neater and speedier
way of testing than the old screwdriver-trot
method. A dry battery and ordinary bell may,
of course, be substituted for the generator and
bell.
I hardly need mention that it is always well
to either open the switch or remove one of the
other lamps before starting, else there might be
"something doing" in the testing outfit.
Center.
A WATER COLUMN'S PRANK J WETTING COAL.
Editor the Engineer :
I once had a boiler that played -pranks and
gave me much annoyance for some time. I re
peatedly made examinations and cleaned the
water column and piping and knew they were
in good condition, but the trouble continued.
The boiler was coated with scale and I was
using a compound to remove it. I always have
attributed the trouble to loose scale getting into
the piping and clogging the opening, which
finally was blown out and the water would come
up all right. After the scale was removed from
the boiler, I had no further trouble. I made
up my mind then, that I would specify boilers
fitted with 2-inch water column connections, but
I have had no further trouble of this kind,
hence have changed my mind.
The article written by Ted Pearl, on wetting
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at the temperature of an ordinary boiler furnace
will burn as gas, and, therefore, it is evident
that whatever amount of water is put into the
furnace with the coal must be evaporated into
steam at the expense of heat generated from
the coal.
On the other hand, it is necessary that an
ample supply of oxygen pass through the fire
and be heated at the expense of heat generated
from the coal before it can mix with the gases
from the coal and thus render them combusti
ble, in other words, before it can get the gasesinto condition to burn. This oxygen is neces
sary, and must be had regardless of the ex
pense to get it. otherwise the gases from the
coal will pass off through the flue without being;
burned, and the steam will not be generated!
in sufficient quantity. Now, the object in wet
ting coal is to prevent a waxy fire; air will not
pass through a waxy fire in sufficient quantity
to supply the necessary oxygen to the gases from
the coal, and just as soon as a fire presents a
sticky or waxy appearance it is time to wet the
coal. This will prevent the coal from waxing
and running together and choking off the supply
of air.
It is seldom necessary to wet coal when using
a good grade, unless the fire must be crowded
to hold steam, but with many grades of coal and
with many boilers that are worked hard, it is
almost impossible to hold steam without wetting
the coal. It is a very' easy matter for the fire
man to tell when to wet the coal, provided he
will make a few trials to determine the way in
which the coal makes steam most easily. When
steam can be maintained more easily with wet
coal than with dry, the question as to whether it
should be wet is settled, and under those condi
tions it is best to wet it.
C. B. RisleyWHAT CAUSES THE RISE CF PRESSURE
Editor The Engineer :
The accompanying indicator diagrams were
obtained from a Slater cross compound engine
with a high pressure cylinder, 22x48 inches.
Boiler pressure is 140 pounds, receiver pressure
17 pounds, spring 80, and the speed, 94 revolu
tions per minute.
I should like to have the readers tell mc what
causes the sudden rise in pressure when ex
hausting at the head end. The back pressure
lines on both diagrams are at the same height
for a certain distance, then while the piston is
traveling towards the head end, the pressure sud
denly rises several pounds at about half stroke.
F. A-
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coal, appears to me just about as the discus
sion of the engineers appeared to Mr. Pearl
when he visited the association, that is, it does
not reach the heart of the matter as far as I
can see. I think the points discussed by the
association and those mentioned by Mr. Pearl
are of minor importance when considering the
subject of wetting coal. I do not think steam

The number of square feer of coofing' surface
per indicated horsepower in surface condensers
varies from 1 to 1.2 square feet in ocean steam
ers in temperate climates to as much as 2'/Z
square feet for land engines in the tropics. The
amount of circulating water should be about
thirty times the weight of steam to be con
densed.
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SOME HANDY KINKS WITH THE STEEL SQUARE.
Editor The Engineer:
I should like to offer a few suggestions which
might come in handy to some of the readers of
The Engineer. One of the handiest tools I have
found in the engine room is the square. It
can be used in numerous ways to help the engi
neer in his work. I will explain two or three
ways in which the square comes in handy almost
every day.
In the first place, suppose we have an indi
cator diagram to figure up. The first thing to
do is to locate the ordinates. Suppose the num
ber is ten (which number is commonly used).
The way most engineers locate them is by

FIG. I. LOCATING ORDINATES ON DIAGRAM.
spacing off with a pair of dividers, and this takes
considerable time in order to get the spaces ac
curate. Instead of dividers let us use the square,
as shown in Fig. 1. Draw the vertical lines
perpendicular to the atmospheric line, and lay
the square across the diagram until it reaches
the 5-inch mark. Then with a sharp pencil point
off on the diagram the half-inch spaces lying
between o and 5 inches. The result is we have
the ten ordinates, and if the work is carefully
done the result cannot be more accurately ob
tained.
Suppose we wish to draw a circle and have
no dividers at hand, but have a square, with
which we wish to draw a 5-inch circle. Referring
to Fig. 2 it will be seen that by driving two

FIG. 2. SPACING THE NAILS.
FIG. 3. METHOD OF DRAWING CIRCLE.
small nails 5 inches apart the work can be
done. Lay the square between the nails in such
way that one corner of the square is close to
one of the nails. Then push the square around
as in Fig. 3, and when one-half of the circle is
completed turn the square over and draw the
other half.
We may have two circles, as in Fig. 4, which
may represent two pipes, and we wish to know
what diameteY of circle or pipe will have the
same area as the two circles combined. Instead
of resorting to figures, which is sometimes very
monotonous, we can simply use the square. Sup
pose one diameter to be 6 inches and the other
4 inches. We proceed as in Fig. 5. Lay the
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square on a board or sheet of paper and mark
off 6 inches from A to B along one side and 4
inches, A to C, along the other, then measure the
distance across from the end of one line to the
end of the other; the last measurement or line
represents the diameter of the third and larger
circle or pipe.
These things will be found to be accurate if
the work be properly done, and I think I have
given you a "square deal."
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Job Jones.
CLAIMS THERE WAS NO REAL DIFFICULTY.
Editor The Engineer :
In the March 15 issue I noticed a communica
tion signed Drip, in which he claims to have rem
edied a difficulty, viz., the lowering of the steam
pressure due to the introduction of feed water
into the steam space instead of below the water
line, the instrument used being an inspirator.
It seems to me that the feed water entering the
steam space would tend to cause a very rapid cir
culation, and consequently an evening up of the
temperature and pressure in the boiler in the
shortest possible time, thus accomplishing a re
sult that is certainly unobjectionable.
Since the inspirator, like the injector, returns
all the heat units to the boiler with the feed there
is no loss of heat energy by decreasing the tem
perature or by lessening the gage pressure. As a
matter of fact when delivering feed water with in
jectors the amount of available energy in the
boiler is actually increased by the heat units in the

FIG. 4. LAYING OFF THE TWO DIAMETERS.
TIG. 5. MEASURING THE REQUIRED DIAMETER.
feed water and those due to the compression of
the steam ; in other words, precisely the same re
sults would be obtained if the feed water had been
delivered by some other means and from an en
tirely separate source of energy.
If an even steam pressure is desirable the best
results would be obtained by steady or even firing
and continuous feeding, but not by delivering 4
inches of feed water at once. In my opinion
Drip's remedy was purely an imaginary one, for
in his case the only way to keep an even pressure
would have been to increase the intensity of his
fire ; in other words, there was no real trouble to
remedy, because temperature or pressure or both
combined do not indicate the amount of energy in
a boiler. We can have the same temperature and
gage pressure, while the amount of water in the
boiler may vary to almost any extent, but the
heat, measured in heat units, tells the story every
day in the week.
From my point of view the function of a noz
zle differs slightly from that stated over the signa
ture of Francis Hodgkinson in the same issue.
Possibly it is worth consideration ; it is as fol
lows: "The function of the nozzle is to give 10
whatever medium is passing through it the near
est possible approach to the theoretical velocity
due to the head or pressure, or it might be stated
as a means of bringing to the point of discharge
the nearest possible approach to the initial pres
sure, viz., the greatest pressure attainable in the
piping leading to the nozzle. The point of dis
charge is located at the smallest diameter and it
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is at this point that the velocity of discharge is
always estimated. Expansion cannot be con
sidered as having taken place until the medium
passes that point."
In my opinion momentum has nothing to do
with the action of the steam turbine and the
greatest velocity that the steam has at any time
is at the instant it leaves the smallest diameter
of the nozzle just as water does when it leaves
the nozzle of a Pelton water wheel. The same
equations apply to both cases when the densities
are taken into account. The increase in velocity
owing to expansion is a myth, and even if it were
true, no advantage would be gained on account
of the decrease in densiiy. Pressure, and a de
crease in pressure owing to expansion are the
only two factors to be considered in the action of
steam in the turbine ; velocity has nothing to do
with it any more than it has to do with the com
mon reciprocating engine.
Myron G. Stolp.
SOME CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
Having recently taken a municipal civil service
examination for the position of supervising engi
neer it occurred to me that there might be those
among the many readers of The Engineer who
would be interested in knowing something of the
nature of the questions asked during such exam
inations.
1. (a) Explain the construction of metallic
packing, and how is it applied and used? (b)
What advantage is there in using it?
2. How would you turn and finish a piston
rod in the best possible manner? Give full de
tails.
3. (a) How would you set the valves of a
Corliss engine? (b) Explain the construction of
and operation of the Corliss valve gear.
4. The size and pressure of a boile.- being
given, how would you determine the size of safety
valve, length of lever and the weight required?
5. How would you adjust the crankpin bear
ing of an engine, the wristpin bearings and the
main bearings ?
6. (a) How would you determine the size of
belt for an engine pulley, the amount of power to
drive the machinery being given.' (b) What effect
does it have in power required and belt when pul
leys of different diameters are used?
7. Make a diagram the full size of sheet show
ing a battery of three boilers and two engines
driving an indirect steam heating system for a
large building; show all valves, traps and appli
ances.
8. Make a diagram the full size of sheet
showing every detail of an indirect steam heating
system divided into two sections ; show all flues,
risers, inlets and outlets.
0. Write out a card of instruct ion for the fire
man which in your estimation would be correct.
10. (a) What machinery is required for a
steam laundry? (b) Is any of it liable to be dan
gerous and what would you do to insure its safe
operation ?
11. What precautions are necessary in putting
in place iron conduit in a building for electric
lighting and power purposes?
12. What is the difference between a twowire and a three-wire system? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of each system?
13. (a) How would you start up an Edison
three-wire system and what precautions are neces
sary when cutting in other dynamos? (b) How
would you start up either series or shunt-wound
motors? (c) How would you connect up a cir
cuit for 16-candle-power lamps from an alter
nating current arc light circuit?
14. Describe every style of condenser, their
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construction and operation, advantages and dis
advantages.
15. What would you do in case you found the
jet condenser getting hot?
16. What experience have you had in the
erection of and running of steam boilers? De
scribe the different kinds of steam boilers.
17. What experience have you had in the
erection of and running v of engines, machinery,
etc.? Describe every make of engine which has
been under your personal charge.
18. Have you served as an apprentice or are
you a graduate of some technical school or col
lege?
19. How long have you been in actual charge
of the installing of and operation of machinery,
etc.? Describe fully.
20. What other qualifications do you possess
which, in your estimation, would recommend you
for the position of supervising engineer?
J. C. Y.
MYSTERIOUS ( ?) BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
In a former letter I asked four questions
about what, in many cases, are the causes of
boiler explosions. Taking these up in order :
1. Had the engineer all the proper appli
ances and were they up to the standard neces
sary to insure safety?
First we will see what the proper appliances
comprise and then try to make it clear how
it is possible that they are not up to the stand
ard. It is hard to say which is the most impor
tant, but I will place the steam gage first, next
the safety valve, then the gage cocks and water
glass, and finally the boiler feed apparatus.
It is surprising how steam gages will at times
get out of order, and this seems to come about
almost suddenly. At times they will fail to reg
ister correctly and oftentimes vary as much as 5
pounds- from one day to another. I do not say
.that this is a frequent occurrence, but it has hap
pened with me several times. It is not an
easy matter to correct one, unless you have a
standard gage for comparison. Now> we will
say that there is a difference of 5 pounds be
tween the gage and the safety valve. The first
thing some engineers do is to adjust the safety
valve until it again corresponds to the former
blowing-off pressure, because that is easiest done.
Now, why should an engineer do this? He no
doubt realizes that the real trouble may be in
the steam gage, but he cannot tell accurately
without having it tested. He knows that this
should be done, yet fails to do it, so as to avoid
a slight delay in the work or the expenditure of
a few dollars. Hence he takes the easiest and
quickest way out of it, altering the safety valve
and increasing the danger in all directions.
A faulty safety valve is a very dangerous
affair, yet they are often faulty, and the reason
they are not immediately put in order is the
same as that for neglecting to have the steam
gage tested.
Gage cocks are sometimes placed in such po
sitions as to be as unreliable as gage glasses.
Here I wish to mention a recent experience of
mine. The gage cocks and glass were con
nected to the water column. The water column
was connected to the boiler by a %-in. pipe,
the top being tapped into the top of the boiler
just back of the head rivets, the bottom pipe
being tapped into the head about 6 inches below
the lower row of tubes. A valve was placed
immediately below the column to blow out
the sediment, and this was used many times a
day. One day I noticed the water did not rise
very rapidly in the glass. I at once knew
the cause, and spoke to the foreman about it,
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stating that it was a faulty connection and
should be repaired at once. He fully under
stood me and said he would speak to the super
intendent about it. This he did, and was imme
diately asked what it would cost, how long it
would take, and if it could not be run until
Sunday; he also was told not to make any un
necessary expense, etc. You know how a man
feels when he is thus hampered. They knew it
was a dangerous affair, yet they did not give
me the privilege of making the change. On
Sunday I opened the boiler to inspect the pipe
and found that although it had been blown out
many times a day, it had choked with scale until
it had an opening about the size of an 8-penny
nail. I cleared it of this and have been run
ning with this connection ever since, because I
am incompetent, careless, and have only a chief's
license.
Boiler feeds are oftentimes not in proper con
dition, and still more often there is only one
feed. Then again, if there are two, they are
both led into the boiler through the same open
ing, which I think is poor policy in many cases.
There should be two independent feed lines
and they should enter through different open
ings, but of course this means an extra cost
for piping, which is a great handicap for the
idea, no matter how safe it may be. Boiler feed
pipes often get lined so badly that it is impos
sible to force the proper amount of water
through them ; hence the advantage of having
two separate entries which should be used alter
nately. Should they become choked, one may
be taken down to within a few inches of the
boiler and cleared, without shutting down the
plant, and with a saving of time when shutting
down later on for a general clean-up; other
wise it, is neglected until it is perhaps too late.
Yet we have mysterious ( ?) boiler explosions,
and all "through the carelessness of the engi
neer."
In conclusion let me say to every reader :
Call on your neighbor engineer ; confer with
him ; find out the condition of his plant ; show
him that you mean to protect him ; and ask
him to call on you at your plant. Should any
engineer call on you, be sociable. You will be
surprised to find what can be learned by doing
this.
J. M.
Los Angeles, Cal.
STRAIN ON CYLINDER HEAD BOLTS.
Editor The Engineer:
I wish to say a few words in regard to the cyl
inder head bolt question which appeared in The
Engineer some time ago, and which has been
quite warmly discussed by our engineers here
and demonstrated in the following manner: Re
ferring to Fig. 1, A is a bar of iron bent in the
shape of the letter U, and B, a bolt having 2 or
3 inches of thread to allow for adjustment, and
a hook on the other end. C is an ordinary spring
balance ; D, an iron bar to represent the cylin
der head ; E, a flat steel spring, and W, a weight.
If bolt, B, is now screwed up until there is
a pressure of 25 pounds between A and D, which
can be seen on the spring balance, it is plain that
any increase in the strain on bolt, B, will be
shown on the spring balance. If we now hang
a weight of 10 pounds on D, the pressure be
tween A and D will be 15 pounds, and if we
make the weight 20 pounds, the pressure between
A and D will be 5 pounds and the strain on bolt,
B, will be 25 pounds, as before, and will be no
more until the weight exceeds 25 pounds.
If we place something elastic between A and D.
such as a piece of rubber or a spring (I have
used a spring to secure greater elasticity), as at
E, Fig. 2, and screw up the bolt, B, until there is

25 pounds strain it will tend to straighten the
spring E. If we hang a weight on D, the latter
will be pulled down, thus putting more strain
on bolt B, and the greater the elasticityi of E
the greater will be the strain on bolt B.
Referring to Fig. 3, if we remove the spring
balance and connect bolt, B, direct to D, in ad
justing the bolt to 25 pounds the spring, E, is
compressed l/2 inch. The only way to take this
strain of the bolt, B, is to allow the spring, E,
to resume its original shape, which it cannot do
without stretching bolt B, and any pressure, such
as a weight hung on D, will be added to that

FIGS I, 2 AND 3. EXPERIMENTAL
already on bolt, B. Thus if 10 pounds is hung
on D the strain on bolt, B, will be 35 pounds.
All metals are elastic to a certain extent, and
in determining the strain on cylinder head bolts
the elasticity of the bolt and the head must be
known.
In Fig. 1 I have assumed that the bolt only
is elastic. In Fig. 2 the bolt and the head are
elastic, and in Fig. 3 the head only is elastic. Figs.
1 and 3 are the extremes of the question. In
practice the strain on the bolt is always greater
when the pressure is turned on than that due
to screwing up the nut, but is never as great as
the sum of the two forces. This can be easily
demonstrated by anyone.
John Yast.
HOW I CURED SOME PUMP TROUBLES.
Editor The Engineer :
In the plant where I am now employed we
have an automatic pump and receiver for feeding
the boilers. The returns from the heating coils,
kilns, etc., are piped to the receiver, so the water
not only is hot, but the receiver has 3 or 4 pounds
pressure in it. When the pump was installed,
which was before I came here, they had all man
ner of circuses with it and did all sorts of things
to make it work, but it would refuse to do its
duty and race, and, although it was a first class
outfit, it nearly lost its reputation.
About the first thing I did was to drill -and
tap the connection between the pump and receiver
for a 54-inch pipe, which I connected with the
cold water supply. By leaving the valve in the
'4-inch pipe partly open the pump worked as well
when pumping hot water as when pumping cold
water. Shut the valve and presently away goes
the pump. Open the valve again and within 15
seconds everything is serene. The water passes
through a closed heater before reaching the boil
ers, and it is hot when it enters them.
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Some people object to this method of keeping
a pump "on to its job" of handling hot water, and
the objection may be all right when an open
heater is used, but putting a vent pipe between
the pump and receiver would not work in a case
of this kind. We have to put in some cold water
at one place or another anyway, and where a
closed heater is used nothing is lost by introduc
ing the cold water at this point. I consider this
a very good system for returning hot water to a
boiler when it will not flow back.

FIG. I. HOME-MADE SAND SEPARATOR.
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Someone may ask why I did not locate the
separator so that it would protect the meter also.
The reason for this is that the shutoff is so
placed that the water can not be turned off from
the meter except by the water company, and the
meter is their apparatus anyway. This has proven
a very useful kink and has saved me lots of
trouble.
My troubles with the pump were not over,
for the sand that got into it scored one of the
rods a little and also cut the bottom side of one
of the cylinder linings, and as time went on the
score lining did not improve. On the other hand,
the grooves became deeper and it soon became
almost impossible to keep packing in the plunger.
The water slipping through the grooves in the lin
ing, cut a channel^in the packing the whole length
of the plunger. A new lining was needed, but the
pump is in such close quarters that it would be
difficult to put in a new lining without taking the
pump out of the pit, and as we expect to make
some changes which will enable us to place the
pump upon the floor, I proceeded to study up some
scheme for making it go until we get it where
we can work on it handily.
I finally decided to cut some rings out of some
3-32-inch sheet brass, and put them in as shown
in Fig. 2. I cut the rings with the outside dia
meter the same as the diameter of the 'pump
barrel, and, as this make of pump has an arrange
ment for expanding the packing when it gets
loose, I made the inside diameter large enough to
allow the packing to be set out. Then I put in a
ring of packing, then a brass ring, then another
ring of packing, and so on until sufficient packing
was put in.
This experiment has been successful far be
yond what I expected, for the pump works as
well as when the linings were new, and I have not
taken the head off since putting in the brass
rings. I intend to get a set for the other side
and use them right along, because I believe I have
hit upon a good scheme for keeping the packing
in a hot water pump in working order. If the
manufacturers of pumps would put these rings
into their pumps I think it would be a good move.
H. L. S.

July 15, 190*.
With this arrangement it will be found that
the water will be 50 per cent hotter when it is
discharged into the boiler than if fed through the
bottom blowoff, and the scale which Mr. Ceder
blom mentions as settling in the forward end
over the fire, will be deposited at the rear end
of the boiler where it is not likely to do damage.
The water will be heated to a high temperature
as it is discharged into the forward end, and the
rapid circulation will prevent the settling of scale
until the water reaches the back end of the boiler.
With regard to blowing out scale, I would say
that, when the valve is opened, only a small part
of the mud and scale is blown out. This will all
be discharged in the first few seconds, and the
scale cannot be blown out through the blowoff.
even if all the water in the boiler is emptied.
In marine practice, the rule that some engi
neers follow in cooling down and preparing to
clean out a boiler is to pull out all the fire ; then
let the steam pressure run down gradually to 25
pounds. By that time the brickwork is cooled off,
and they open the blowoff, and let the steam and
water all blow out. When the boiler is empty,
the head of the manhole and the handhole plates
are knocked in, and the boiler allowed to stand
as long as circumstances will permit. It is then
cleaned out.
It is claimed that in this way the expansion
and contraction are uniform all over the boiler,
which is not the case when the manhole head is
knocked in before the boiler is drained, as the top

The pump in question is placed in a pit, so as
to obtain the necessary pitch for the return pipes.
Soon after I took charge of the plant the water
company made some changes in the mains in that
vicinity and in doing so got more or less sand
into the pipes. I was not aware of this until the
pump was full of sand. I took about a quart of
nice sharp sand out of the pump and cleaned out
the receiver. Then it occurred to me that when
I turned the water on again, without providing
ARRANGEMENT OF FEED PIPE AND PAN.
some means of taking out the sand, I would prob
ably have to keep right on digging sand out of
of the boiler will cool off much more rapidly than
the pump, and, in the meantime, what about the
BLOWOFF AND TOP FEEDS.
the
bottom. I have blown down boilers according
pump?
Editor The Engineer :
to the method described, and when I knocked in
After thinking the matter over awhile, I got
Having read the letter of Mr. R. Cederblom in
about 3 feet of 8-inch pipe with caps on the ends. which he requested to hear from some of the the handhole plate in the mud drum, I found the
Each cap was drilled and threaded for i-inch readers in regard to feeding through the blowoff drum full of mud even right around the blowoff
pipe. A hole for the same size of pipe was drilled and the mud drum on a boiler, I will give my pipe. I think a boiler or a battery of boilers
and threaded near the middle of the length of the views on the matter and my practical experience. should be blown off at least once a day.
With respect to the need of a mud drum on a
8-inch pipe. This was, and is now, my sand In the first place Mr. Cederblom seems to think
boiler, I think it is a good thing, but the life of the
separator. I placed the 8-inch pipe vertically, as that the blowoff is the only place to feed. I sup
drum is usually much shorter than that of the
shown in Fig. 1, using the side hole for the inlet,
pose a man has a right to have the feed where he
the top hole for the outlet and connected a gate pleases, but, if he will try the way I am about boiler. In marine practice 6 years is the average
life of a drum. Now I do not like the idea of
valve to the bottom opening for a blowoff. No
sand has passed this separator, although for several to describe, he will convince himself that the connecting the drum to the boiler by screwing in
blowoff feed is wrong. With 20 years' experience. a piece of pipe. I would prefer a mud drum leg,
1 have never supplied water through the blowoff and have it riveted to both drum and boiler. The
any longer than until I get an opportunity to mud drum is a good thing, but it is expensive to
change to top feed.
keep in repair. In marine practice we usually
To do this, tap the supply pipe into the top of have two mud drums, one on the after and one
the boiler just far enough from the rear head to on the forward end with usually two blowoff con
give room to get at the pipe, and screw a nipple nections to each drum, and a handhole plate in
through the shell, as shown in the sketch. On the each end.
inside
of the boiler, screw an ell on the nipple,
Livingston, Mont.
Mud Drum.
FIG. 2. PLUNGER WITH FIBROUS AND BRASS RINGS.
and to this ell connect a piece of pipe of suf
ficient length to carry the water to the forward
The Holland submarine torpedo boat, Ful
months after putting it in there was so much sand end of the boiler, about 2 feet from the forward ton, was recently given an endurance run on the
in the water that the meter would not run, and head. To the end of this pipe attach another ell, surface of the open sea. The boat was driven
several times after letting the separator alone for and a short pipe looking downward and dis
over a 60-mile course at the full power of its
a few days, so much sand collected in the bottom charging into a pan about 6 inches deep by 10 gasoline engine, and finished the trip without acci
that 60 pounds pressure would not start the water inches wide and 14 inches long. This pan dent, although a high sea was on at the time and
through it when the blowoff valve was opened. should be fastened in the boiler either by suspend
the boat was frequently out of sight. The officer
I had to insert a stick through the gate valve and ing it from the shell or resting it on the tubes in charge reported that the buoyancy of the vessel
punch a hole through the sand before the water so that the end of the feed pipe will be about was satisfactory and that at no time was the craft
would start.
2 inches from the bottom of the pan.
in danger.

July is, 1904.
ENGINE ROOM REPAIRS.
A short time ago a young friend of mine being
desirous of making a change, secured a position
in a large woodworking plant consisting of four
return tubular boilers, two 16 x 42 Greene en
gines and one 12 x 24 slide valve engine. The
two Greene engines were really one engine, being
connected to the same shaft with the cranks
placed 90 degrees apart. The engine was run
condensing with a Deane jet condenser.
The former engineer had operated the plant for
about a year, or needless to say, he had attempted
to run it for that length of time. This had proved
to be one of the jobs where an old engineer had
worked for a number of years and had succeeded
in bringing the plant to a state of practical per
fection. Everything had run satisfactorily and

FIG. I. END VIEW OF FRAME.
FIG. 2. HOW THE VALVE WAS REPAIRED.
without shut downs or delays of other kinds, and
of course the firm had become accustomed to that
sort of running and never thought of such a' thing
is having the plant run in any other way. The
Zaithful old engineer had worked himself nearly
to the limit in order to get the plant into fine
condition.
Well, the time came when he had to resign, as
he could not carry the load any farther, and a
new man was obtained to take up the work. Now
the new man was one of the high-flown kind.
He had formulas at his fingers' ends, and figures
in his head by the barrel. After the plant had
been run by the high-flown engineer about a
year a somewhat younger engineer appeared on
the scene and managed to endure the conditions
for about a week. Sunday finally came and brought
relief and also an opportunity to investigate.
He first took off the cylinder covers and what
a sight met his eyes ! How the pistons and
cylinders could get into such condition was not
possible to conceive. One cylinder was scored the
whole length like a pair of corduroy pants, and the
piston had been dragging along on the bottom of
the cylinder, while the other, cylinder was J4
inch out of round. The pistons of both cylinders
were way down and, needless to say, both leaked
badly. With difficulty the fireman kept up steam,
and if they had bought coal instead of using
shavings and sawdust, the bill would have been
enormous.
The pistons were set up and the cover replaced,
for that was all that he could do at one time.
Next he examined the steam valves and found
that they were very late in opening, also had con
siderable idle play and needed scraping. As re
pairing the valves was out of the question during
a single Sunday, he merely advanced the eccentric
so as to get more lead, postponing the remainder
of the repairs until the next Sunday. The follow
ing week the engines seemed to work a little bet
ter, but still there remained racket enough to pre
vent the engineer from going to sleep.
The crosshead was repaired on the following
Sunday, for it seemed to be going to pieces all
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the week. The brasses were keyed brass-to-brass
and the key had been driven down flush with the
strap, the lower end of the key striking the bed at
every stroke. The bed was fitted with guides as
shown in Fig. 1, the groove A having been cut
by the key. The edges of the boxes were eased
off and the surfaces scraped to fit the pin, putting
in liners back of the brass in the stub end of
connecting rod so as to raise the key.
The crankpin and boxes were in fairly good
condition except that the key had been driven
down pretty well. This concluded the work of the
second Sunday, and the following week showed a
decided improvement. The third Sunday the en
gineer removed the steam valves and took up the
side play by filing off the edge of the valve and
fitting a strip of steel to the side. The valves are
of the flat gridiron type as shown in Fig. 2.
Three 14-inch holes were then drilled in the side
of the valves and tapped to receive dowel pins, as
shown in Fig. 2. The strip of steel 3-16 inch thick
was drilled to correspond with the dowel pins and
placed over the pins, after which the pins were
riveted down, the heads filed down and the valve
fitted to the steam chest.
Care should be taken when undertaking a job
of this kind for should the valve be fitted too
tight, after it expands it will be too tight and
stick and something will have to go. Valves
should have a nice sliding fit and care should be
taken to see that the additional piece does not
extend below the surface or face of the valve.
When that occurs steam will blow through under
the valve.
The following week some indicator diagrams
were taken which showed that the exhaust was
very late in closing, the compression curve being
absent, in fact the compression corner of the dia
gram was perfectly square. Moving the exhaust
eccentric, thus causing the exhaust valve to close
a little earlier, remedied this trouble. The next
week the exhaust valves were examined, as he

FIG. 3. PREVENTING THE EXHAUST VALVE FROM
RISING.
noticed when running noncondensing and with a
light load that the exhaust valves made a tremend
ous clatter. The exhaust valves are flat with a
lug cast on the under side and fitting into a square
yoke on the valve stem the latter extending
through the exhaust chest and supported by a
stuffingbox on the outer end.
The exhaust chest of this engine was very
inaccessible, being under the cylinder, while the
exhaust pipe was connected to the chest by a
flange, thus rendering it difficult to remove the
chest. A much better way would have been to
have a short length of pipe, so that it could be
taken out and offering a clear field for work.
Upon examining the exhaust valve the engineer
found that they had a lift of ]4 inch and also were
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very loose in the yoke, so he took off the exhaust
chest and cut off the projecting lug under the
yoke as shown in Fig. 3. Next he drilled and
tapped a jHj-inch hole in the center of the lug.
A ^ x 1 ^g-inch bolt with a large flat head was
made to screw into the lug of the valve, and a
piece of No. 19 gage saw steel was drilled and
bent to the proper angle as shown at A, Fig. 3,
and fitted to take up the lost motion in the yoke
and also to prevent the valve from lifting off its
seat as it had done at times when running with
a light load.
The valves being lifted off the seat and then
falling back, created a tremendous noise. At cer
tain times there would be a heavy load, and then
almost instantly it would be reduced to nothing
but the friction loads and having a large driving
wheel the engine would practically take no steam
at all, and the resulting vacuum in the cylinder
caused the valves to lift from the seats.
The exhaust chest was now replaced and the ex
haust pipe connected up ; this job, with the help
of the fireman, had taken all day and with a good
deal of a hustle at that, but he had the satisfac
tion of knowing that at any time by simply taking
off the under observation covers he could 'take
out the cap bolt and in a very short time could
put in thicker liners to take up any lost motion,
and, furthermore, he got rid of the necessity of
removing the exhaust chest, which saved much
time and labor.
The condenser was installed after the old engi
neer had gone. When the engines began to fail
to do their duty owing to their bad condition,
the engineer had talked the firm into buying a
condenser to help out and, as he said, to reduce
the water bill. This might have been accom
plished had a condenser of the proper kind been
selected, because plenty of water was obtainable
from a creek nearby and they expected to make
quite a saving in water. But a jet condenser was
installed, and the cooling water being pumped
from the creek and mingling with the exhaust
steam, the whole was allowed to run back into
the creek again. Had a surface condenser been
installed they might have saved water. They also
lost in another way. While the condenser helped
the engine to a certain extent, a large amount of
steam was wasted owing to the fact that the
steam valves leaked, and as the piston packing
did not fit the cylinder because of excessive wear
the steam had clean sweep through the cyliriders
into the condenser.
The engineer had had a fit of economy strike
him about this time and he thought he would
save considerable of the cost of erecting the con
denser by doing the work himself. The discharge
pipe was placed a foot below low water mark
and consequently the pump had double duty to
perform. The discharge pipe was carried from
the pump with a long nipple, then turned down,
and as the condenser was placed beside the en
gine it projected so that the guard rail had to be
removed, thus making it very dangerous to pass
between the condenser and the pipe. A flanged
ell connected directly to the condenser would
have remedied this trouble. This was afterwards
done, and the pipe raised 14 inches. The engine
cylinders were rebored and new packing rings
put in after which a few minor adjustments re
sulted in a very different and much more eco
nomical engine. Had the firm given the old en
gineer a little more assistance he would probably
have staid with them and would have effected quite
a reduction in the operating expenses. The firm
also would have retained the services of a good
man.
Grate Bar.
A scrapbook containing recipes and kinks is
a valuable addition to a good kit of tools.
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the requirements of very high voltage, are de
pended on entirely for isolating the wires, and are
The enormous development of steam-driven
crowding out the older form qf overgrown tele
power plants in the last decade and their universal
graph insulator, with which the wooden pole and
distribution has been so widely commented upon
cross-arm were relied upon for a considerable
that the almost equal development of waterpart of the insulation, and often with disastrous
driven plants, made possible, by the perfection of results.
electrical transmission of power, is often lost
All troubles which have been encountered are
sight of. Throughout the west, large plants have
carefully studied and precautions taken to guard
been developed ; Colorado, Nevada, Utah, Cali
against their recurrence, so that the transmission
fornia, Washington, all have transmissions of line, which has usually proved the weakest link
thousands of horsepower over distances up to 150 in the chain, is becoming as reliable as any part,
miles ; and in the east, Niagara, Shawinigan Falls,
"and records have been made of continuous runs
Lockport, 111., Kalamazoo, Mich., St. Mary's River of more than a month without shutdown.
and other places have powers of from a few
The recent meeting of the American Institute
thousand up to 100,000 horsepower and over avail
of Electrical Engineers, which spent two days in
able, and are transmitting power as much as 80
the discussion of high-voltage transmission prob
miles at 55,000 volts. One large manufacturing
lems, was largely occupied with methods of mak
company has installed, in the United States and
ing lines absolutely reliable and giving them the
Canada, fifty-two plants of over 2,000 horsepower
best working efficiency. The trend of thought
each, and aggregating 489,400 horsepower. This
was towards duplicate lines and as constant patrol
takes no account of a number of thousand horse
ling as is carried out on a great railroad system,
power installed in plants of less than 2,000 horse
thus recognizing that electric power and light are
power, nor of machinery installed by other com
as important factors in our present system of
panies, of which there are at least two which have
civilization as transportation or water supply, and
made many large installations.
that power transmission is as needful and must
Such figures give an idea of the importance of be made as reliable a part of daily living as food
long-distance electrical transmission in the de
and sleep.
velopment of our industries. If a horsepower be
taken as equivalent to the work of ten men, the Valueless Inspection.
establishment of the plants adds to the productive
Burning of the General Slocum in the Newness of the country as greatly as would the in
York harbor on June 15th, by which nearly a thou
coming of 4,890,000 men. The utilization of the sand persons lost their lives, has created, as such
power which would otherwise be wasted helps disasters always do, a sentiment of horror and of
also to lessen the tremendous consumption of condemnation against the owners of the craft for
coal, and not only conserves the store which what has been shown to be their neglect to pro
nature has provided, but helps to keep the price vide even ordinary precautions against danger
within the reach of the ordinarily unwealthy mor
from accident. According to the testimony given
tal.
before the coroner's jury, there was no inspection
Another development made possible by trans
of the boat which was at all adequate, and, of
mission is suburban and interurban electric roads. course, the owners had not spent money in com
The length of these lines, when all power had plying with requirements which were not re
to be transmitted by direct current at 550 volts, quired. The hose was 12 years old, the life pre
was limited to a dozen miles and to districts servers the same. The standpipe had its outlet
where the traffic would bear a heavy expense for to the hose stopped up ; no fire drills had been
depreciation and interest. By the use of high held, and there was apparently no thought of
voltage and transforming substations, these limits such a possibility as an accident which might
have been extended to scores of miles through require prompt and effective action to prevent
thinly settled farming districts, yet the roads are fatal results.
profitable.
Whatever may be said of the responsibility of
That trunk lines will be changed to electric the owners in not providing common safeguards
traction in any near future seems extremely doubt
and safety apparatus, it is certain that there can
ful ; not that it is impossible, but it would not be no excuse for the laxness of inspection on the
pay. And this, after all, is the test of good engi
part of United States government officials. They
neering, which is concerned, not only with "con
arc paid salaries solely for the purpose of mak
trolling the forces of Nature for the service of ing sure that boats are properly equipped with the
man," but with saving the natural wealth which necessary apparatus, and that this apparatus is
Providence has so freely given, and making a of a good and reliable quality, and in good work
dollar do the most work.
ing order. The fact that the inspection was not
properly
made emphasizes a point which was
Development at present is in the direction of
brought
out
in a recent editorial on "proposed
permanent installations, and designers of trans
changes
on
the
steamboat inspection laws," vi:..
mission lines are looking to long life and low
that
under
the
present
system of fixing salary by
maintenance cost rather than to low first cost.
Towers of structural steel, sufficiently high to the number of boats inspected there is always
carry spans of 1,000 feet in length, are replacing the temptation to slight the inspection in order
wooden poles. Great insulators, which cost as to increase the number of inspections made, and.
high as $5 each and are designed particularly for therefore, the revenue of the office.
Power Transmission.
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Mucn material has been made of the fact that
the mate on the Slocum had no license, but chief
inspector Dumont, of the New York Board, testi
fied at the coroner's inquiry that it is not the custom
of inspectors to require licenses of a mate, the
assumption being that, if the captain carries a
master's license, that is sufficient. The inspector
who made the inspection early in May, testified
that the inspection which he made was such as
he had been instructed to make, and, therefore,
had not gone more carefully into details of equip
ment or discipline. These two features of the
testimony, taken in conjunction, indicate an ex
treme laxness among those higher up in the in
spection department, since they evidently care
little for, or at any rate do not insist on the
observance of the provisions of the United States
laws.
Importance is given to this situation by the
fact that, not only in the case of steamboat in
spection by United States inspectors, but in the
case of state and city inspection of steam boiler
plants, it seems to be impossible to get accurate
and careful inspection which will insure that the
plants are in proper condition. Why this should
be so is not evident, as the men employed are
usually of good character and would give faith• ful service to a private employer. Whether it
is the interweaving of politics with the inspection
service, which leaves the inspectors little time to
tend to their proper duties, or whether it is the
trait of human nature which tempts the average
man to neglect the work of an impersonal master,
is difficult to determine, but the fact remains,
and the question is, what can be done to prevent
this condition of affairs not only from becoming
permanent, but growing worse? The available
means seem to be severe punishment of laxness
when discovered, and checking work of subordi
nates occasionally and whenever seems necessary
liy superior officials.
This, however, will not guard against the work
ing together of a combination of officials to defeat
the law and to protect each other. Such con
spiracy can be defeated only by watchfulness on
the part of the public, and in the case of boiler
inspection the great body of engineers in particu
lar, to whose interest it is that the laws be faith
fully enforced.
The formation of such conspiracies is one of
the most alarming features of our present polit
ical system, and if its growth in police inspection
and administrative bodies cannot be checked and
its existence wiped out, it may prove the rock on
which our popular government will meet ship
wreck.
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CALIBRATION OF STATION INSTRU
MENTS.
BY H. D. JACKSON.
I have already shown in the columns of this
paper the various methods of calibrating instru
ments, mainly of the portable type, although
the methods are applicable to the station types
as well. I will endeavor now to show how to
apply these methods, with suggestions as how
to avoid errors from stray fields, etc.
VOLTMETERS.
As a rule station voltmeters are used merely
as indicators and accuracy is not absolutely es
sential ; it is, however, good policy to have an
indicator correct as it is then something more

STANDARD
VOLTMETER

+s
1

• 1

E3
WATER RHEOSTAT
FIG. I. SCHEME OF CONNECTIONS FOR CALIBRATION
OF A VOLTMETER.

than a mere indicator. To calibrate a voltmeter
in a station carrying even a small load, or where
iron is about in large quantities, it is essential
that the voltmeter be fixed in position and at
some distance from wires carrying heavy cur
rents, or that it be ironclad or of the astatic
type. The reason for this is that the iron will
have an influence on the readings, and the heavy
currents in the nearby wires will exert an in
fluence, which will vary with the current ; this is
especially true of instruments which have rela
tively weak fields. Where it is necessary to
have the voltmeter movable, it should be either
of the ironclad or astatic type as in the first
case, it is shielded from external influences, and
in the second case it is not influenced by external
forces.
For the standard the same precautions
should be taken, using one of the above types if
possible, even then great care should be observed
to obtain accuracy, and no step left out that will
insure a complete elimination of the disturbing
forces.
The scheme of connections is shown in Fig.
1. Both instruments should be read simultane
ously, and a number of readings taken at each
FEEDER
AMMETER
+ 1
1
TO BUSS

STANDARD
AMMETER
JP
r-XTi

FEEDER
Record time in the raising of a smoke stack
was recently made at the factory of the Sea Coast
Canning Co., Eastport, Me., by the engineer in
■charge, Angus Raye, with a crew of sixteen men.
The work was done early in the morning in order
to avoid interruption from passers-by. It was com
menced at 2 o'clock and completed in less than
2 hours. The dimensions of the stack are, height
95 feet, diameter at the top 5 feet, base 12 feet,
secured to a deep granite foundation. The stack
will care for the boilers which will supply steam
:to a new 150-horsepower Corliss engine.
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FIG. 2. SCHEME OF CONNECTIONS FOR CALIBRATION
OF AN AMMETER.
point. The standard sh. uld be first placed, as
at A, and a number of observations taken, then
moved to position B, and again observed, then
to C, where the work is repeated, and finally to

D, where the last set of readings is taken. The
average of all readings in all positions is then
taken as the correct one.
The changing of position of the standard is
to obviate the effect of the stray fields, which
neutralize one another. These precautions may
seem needless, but my experience with an iron
clad instrument of well known make has been
such that I now take no chances, finding, as I
did in a large power house, variations between
positions A and C of nearly 5 per cent. The
standard should not be allowed to carry current
continuously, as it is then heated and does not
indicate correctly, the error varying with the
type of instrument. In some cases it is negli
gible, as is generally the case with voltmeters
having a resistance of 50, or more, ohms per
volt.
AMMETERS.
The calibration of an ammeter on the board
involves more work, especially if it is the main
ammeter or a machine ammeter, where the con
nections are hard to make, or where the ma
chine is continuously in service. Feeder am
meters may be easily and quickly calibrated,
shunting the standard ammeter or, if the instru
ment to be tested is of small capacity, by putting
the standard ammeter in series with it as shown
in Fig. 2. The same precautions should be taken
here as with the voltmeter, and readings taken
with the standard in the four positions.
In a large power house of an eastern road
where the Westinghouse table board is used,
they inserted a known shunt in the jaws of the
switch, and with a millivoltmeter on this, cali
brated the instrument on that feeder. The re
sult was very satisfactory, and they intend cali
brating the instruments on the General Electric
panels in a similar manner.
If, as is often the case, the instruments on

FEEDER

MILLIVOLTMETER.
FIC. 3. LEADS OF THE MILLIVOLTMETER ENCLOSING
A FEEDER CIRCUIT.
these panels have shunts of their own, it is only
necessary to use the known shunt once, as the
resistance of the instrument shunt can then be
obtained, and thereafter the millivoltmeter at
tached to that shunt and calibrated. The method
is as follows : With the two shunts in series
and the millivoltmeter on the standard, read
both instruments. From these readings we get
the current C = E
R, then with the leads
of the millivoltmeter on the panel instrument
shunt, wait for the same reading on the panel
instrument as before, then read the millivolt
meter. The current being the same and of a
known value, and having the millivoltmeter read
ing, we may find 7? = E ■*• C. Knowing R, we
can plot the values of the current on a horizon
tal line and the millivoltmeter readings on a ver
tical line, thus giving the current for any read
ing of the millivoltmeter. From this plot, we
can then, at any time, calibrate the ammeter.
The precautions are, to be sure and read so
as to neutralize the stray fields, and avoid the
leads of the millivoltmeter enclosing any wire
carrying a varying current as in Fig. 3, since
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the enclosing will exert a large influence on the
readings. This may seem a needless warning,
but I was once called in to find the cause of a
large error in calibration at a station where the
load on the instrument, being calibrated, was
steady. The pointer of the millivoltmeter was
jumping all over the scale, even when the ma
chine was shut down, it moved a good deal.
The cause was soon found to my satisfaction,
but I have never been able to convince the man,
who was doing the calibration, that it was due,
solely, to the fact that the leads of the milli
voltmeter made a loop about a feeder carrying
a heavy and varying current, inducing an electro
motive force in the millivoltmeter leads, which,
although small, in the low resistance circuit of
the millivoltmeter, was able to make quite a
current flow, and thus disturb the results.
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A TANNERY NEWLY EQUIPPED WITH
ELECTRIC POWER.
THE HENRY
LANG CO., OF NEWARK, N. J.
THE adaptability of electricity to difficult con
ditions is shown to great advantage in
tanneries equipped with electric power.
The unavoidable dampness or dust in nearly ev
ery tanning process are difficulties which confront
the electrical engineer. An example of a tannery,
only recently equipped with electric power and
steadily increasing with excellent results its ap
plication of electricity, is the plant of the HenryLang Co., on 17th Ave., Boyd and Lillie Sts.,
Newark, N. J. The company makes the highest
grade patent enamel leather in a variety of colors,
besides a line of less expensive goods.
A plant of this sort must necessarily spread
over a considerable area. When steam driven at

center panel is a Keystone voltmeter and twelve
250-volt switches—six for 100, two for 200. two
for 300 and two for 400 amperes.
Two 150 horsepower tubular boilers supply
steam to the engine and maintain a high tem
perature in the japanning ovens. The boilers are
for the most part stoked with damp bark that has
been used for tanning, supplemented with soft
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FIG. 2. SWITCHBOARD.

FIC. I. POWER PLANT AT THE HENRY LANG TANNERY, SHOWING SWITCHBOARD AND GENERATORS.
Allis-Chalmers Co. has arranged in the
spaces about the great 5,000-horsepower AllisChalmers engine and Bullock generator which
furnish electric energy for the lighting of the St.
Louis Fair, writing tables and resting places, with
provision for receiving and forwarding mail and
telegrams, and rooms for the checking of parcels
and wraps of visitors. Ice water is also provided
and every comfort will be offered to make the
visit of those attending the Fair pleasant. The
company invites all friends to make use of these
facilities, and the attraction will unquestionably
be greatly heightened by the view obtainable of
this great unit for the development of power
which in many ways js the most unique feature
of the power exhibit.
The relative economy of hydraulic and elec
tric mechanism for dock cranes was considered
at the recent joint meeting of the American and
British institutions of Mechanical Engineers, and
the following data was given from tests made at
the Middlesborough Dock. Typical hydraulic
and electric cranes were put at the same work,
loading rails, and the results compared : The
hydraulic crane lifted 1,210 tons of rails in 7
hours at a cost of about 37 cents per 1,000 foottons, while the electric crane lifted 1,225 tons in
5'4 hours at a cost of 30 cents.

least 40 per cent of the power is required to set
the belts and shafting in motion before the ma
chines can do any work at all. In the transmis
sion of power from generator to motor there is
only a fraction of this loss ; and it is no longer
necessary to crowd buildings together for the
purpose of saving power.
Many of the processes require light, which is
easy to supply when countershafts and belts are
eliminated and electric lamps can be hung at con
venient points.
The electric power plant, which superseded
the old steam plant, was installed and started
without the loss of an hour's time. It consists
of two compound wound 75-kilowatt CrockerWheeler generators, of the direct connected type,
but arranged with a centra! pulley, for belting.
These are driven at a speed of 275 revolutions
per minute hy a Watts-Campliell 200-horsepower
18 x 42-inch steam engine with a 16-foot x 30inch flywheel, at 75 revolutions per minute, car
rying the belt.
The switchboard is built in three panels. The
one on the left supports a Keystone ammeter, a
Ward-Leonard rheostat, an 800-ampere I. T. E.
circuit breaker, and an equalizing switch for one
of the generators. The right-hand panel is simi
larly equipped for the other generator. On the

coal. Exhaust steam is used to heat the buildings
in winter and the hide drying lofts all the year.
The processes in the Lang plant are, briefly, as
follows : The wet salted hides, arriving from Chi
cago, are taken from storage to the beam house.
Here they are placed on the sloping convex tables
called beams, and the fat is brushed off. After
lying for the next 7 or 8 days in a solution of
lime and cold water, (he rest of the flesh and the
hair are removed. They are then thrown into pits
containing a patent bate, or softening solution,
which is kept in motion by paddle wheels. They
are left there for 24 hours. The five paddle
wheels that stir up the bate in these pits are
driven by a 10-horsepower motor wound for 115
volts at 850 revolutions per minute, the wheels
being 5^2 feet long and 5 feet in diameter, each
having 12 paddles. Washing in fresh warm water
follows the bating.
The hides are then ready for tanning, of which
the first step is coloring. They are immersed for
some time in coloring liquor, which is agitated by
five paddle wheels, similar to those just described,
belt driven by a 10-horsepower motor on the floor
above, removed as far as possible from the
dampness. The hides are exposed in a series of
pits to chestnut-oak bark liquor of increasing
strengths. They are bandied once a day during
the first week ; after that, .more frequently. This
process takes about 3 weeks. Two centrifugal
pumps, which can empty a 5xSx7-foot pit in 2
minutes, with a 3-inch suction, are used for
pumping the liquor and are run by two 7;<4-horsepower motors, also located on the floor above.
The starters for these motors are of course on
the lower floor.
When the tanning is completed, the hides arefolded, half dried by pressure, and conveyed up
stairs to the stoning machines. There are four
similar machines for stoning, pebbling and grain
ing, driven through a countershaft by a 10-horsepower motor which is wound for a voltage of
115 at 850 revolutions per minute. The stoners
pound out the damp hides and remove wrinkles.
At this point each hide is inspected and trimmed,
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scars from wire fence or horn wounds being
shaved down by hand.
The next process is splitting the hide into four
or five thicknesses. Two American Tool & Ma
chine Co.'s belt knife splitters are provided,
•driven by two 20 horsepower motors having a
speed of 775 revolutions per minute. Each is a
full hide machine, equipped with a moving end
less knife capable of making a cut 106 inches
long, which is constantly being resharpened by a
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like the one mentioned, driven by a 15 horsepower
motor, running at 800 revolutions per minute.
After drying, the cuts are sorted, and the best
grain hides go to the slicker buffers, which with
parallel-edged knives prepare the surface for ja
panning. The hides are made soft and pliable by
being worked in a special softening machine,
which does the work of ten men, and is driven
by a 10-horsepower motor, having a speed of 800
revolutions per minute. Small holes are patched
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FIG. 3. PADDLE WHEEL FOR STTRRING BATE, DRIVEN BY A lO-HCRSEPOWER CROCKER-WHEELER MOTOR.
pair of nearly tangent emery wheels revolving in
opposite directions at 2,200 revolutions per min
ute. The output of each machine is about 120
hides a day, with three or four cuts to the hide.
Before starting it is necessary to test the tight
ness of the knife. As this is done by hand, the
machine is belted instead of direct connected to
the motor.
The outside, or grain, of the hide, after being
stained and finished, is made into patent leather
for shoes and shoe tips. The next thickness,
■called the deep buff, works up into carriage or
■enamel leather. The split is also good for
■enamel leather as it is the second split, if the hide
has substance enough to yield two splits. The
flesh side thickness is called the slab and is not
used in this tannery. It is largely exported to
European manufacturers of coarse boots and
shoes.
The grains, de«_p buffs and splits are dropped
through a trap door, into the scouring house or
retanyard, where they are put into revolving
•drums, 6 feet in diameter by 4 feet in width,
holding a secretly compounded liquor of suitable
temperature. The seven drums are driven at a
speed of 10 revolutions per minute through a
countershaft by a 10 horsepower motor having a
■speed of 850 revolutions per minute. After be
ing taken from the ovens, each hide is set out on
a table and stuffed with oil to give the leather
substance. Being ready for stretching, they are
fastened, horse-blanket-wise over tacking frames
and left in a drying loft for 2 days. A Blackman's 48-inch ventilator wheel, driven by a 10horsepower motor, at 800 revolutions per minute,
exhausts hot air into the lofts from another dry
ing room on the ground floor, thus supplying
three drying lofts. Another loft is fitted with
steam pipes and two ventilator exhaust wheels,
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and the hides are counted and spread out flat on
dry tacking frames ready to be japanned.
The hides then receive alternate coats of dub,
made of linseed oil, lamp black, etc., and dryings
in the sun. The finishing department puts on
several coats of varnish and whatever tackiness

tanning, handling, and in fact in all the various
processes which the hides undergo in which there
is probably no one factor which has done more
than the use of electric power.
The recent visit of the Institute of Mechan
ical Engineers of Great Britain, to Milwaukee, in
response to an invitation from the President of
the Allis-Chalmers Co., was described by Presi
dent Wicksteed, of the Institution, in his speech
at West Allis, as "one of the pleasantest experi
ences that had come to the members during their
American visit."
"I do not know how these things are done,"
said he, "but this excursion has been perfectly
managed. Two or three days ago in Chicago I
met the president of this great company, and inci
dentally remarked to him that I had long desired,
as I knew many of my fellow-members had, to
visit the famous engine works in Milwaukee."
President Warren asked, "When will it be con
venient for you and your fellow-members to
come?" and I replied, "The day after tomorrow";
and here we are, transported in some sort of a
magical way, quietly, comfortably, without any
apparent effort, by arrangements which can only
have been made over night and yet are so ad
mirably planned and carried out that they could
not have been excelled had they been a long time
in preparation. From the time we left the break
fast table in Chicago until we now return ther.e
in the evening, every movement has been thought
out for us and every comfort provided. I want
to say in behalf of the officers and council and
members of the Institution that this is the kindest
and most thoughtful and most generous thing
that has happened in my experience of travel.
This day, in one of the model engineering works
of the world, is one that no member of our Insti
tution now present will ever forget."
President Wicksteed, Secretary Worthington
and other members of the Institution said that
in the way of industrial sights they had never
seen anything more impressive than the huge
erecting shop of the Allis-Chalmers Co., filled as
it is with engines ranging from 30 to 12,000 horse
power in process of construction.

FIG. 4. BELT KNIFE SrLlTTER DRIVEN BY A 2O-H0RSEP0WER CROCKER-WHEELER MOTOR.
the leather may show is removed by another dry
ing in the sun. Finally the hides are taken off
the frames and sent to the currying shop to be
grained or pebbled.
The whole time spent in producing a perfectly
cured patent leather hide is about 6 weeks as
against as many months by the old methods.
This time is saved through improved methods in

The new central station of the Kansas
City Electric Light Co., according to data given
by E. A. Barth in the American Electrician, is
capable of developing 225 watts per pound of
coal when run condensing, and 165 watts noncondensing. The coal used was a slack contain
ing 11,000 British thermal units and yielding 17
per cent ash.
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NOTES FROM ABROAD.
BV EMILE GUARINI.
SIEMENS BROS., London, who make a
specialty of electrical machinery, have re
cently installed at Dover two electric
cranes which are in some respects remarkable.
Although four speeds are provided, there are
only two motors, one for developing 37 brake
horsepower at 420 revolutions per minute, and
the other for the three remaining speeds from
18 horsepower at 310 revolutions down. The
maximum lift is 4 tons at a radius of 55 feet
The cranes are not fastened to the rails.
With full load, the speed of the lifting is 120
feet per minute and a complete trip of the fall
can be made in 40 seconds. When empty, two
trips per minute can be made. The travel from
the extreme radius to the minimum is made in
one minute at a speed of 100 feet per minute.
Motors are all series wound, which is a style par
ticularly adapted to this service. The control
of the lift is secured by the use of two brakes.
One of these is automatic and is operated by elec-
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When lifting, current flows in through the
positive wire, thence through the fixed barrel
contact, L, the outside ring, across to the inner
ring and out of contact A to the motor armature.
It returns to the controller at the contact finger
5 and, if the switch arm is on the lower finger
R,7 current will pass through all of the resistance,
in on the switch arm to upper half of the inside
ring, across to the lower half of the middle ring
and out of the contact C through the blow out
winding to the motor field winding, whence it is
taken by the negative line wire.

July 15, 1004designed by Mr. Woolescroft. This apparatus
consists of a cast iron drum, Fig. 2, closed at
the ends and revolving so that more or less of
the surface of the contact blade is immersed in
the liquid. The figure shows the drum at B,
the contact C to which the brush carries current
from the armature and which is connected to the
insulated sector shown by dotted lines. Other
parts are the lever A which rotates the case and
is held in a vertical position by the retaining
coil and catch E unless the current becomes toolarge, when the circuit is broken by the overload
coil D or the current in the line fails. In either
case, coil E releases the catch and the lever A
falls to the "off" position where it is held by the
catch G.
The device has all the advantages of metallic
resistances and avoids many of their faults. It
is constructed with no-load and overload, auto
matic relays, or simply as a controlling resistance
for 40 horsepower for three-phase current. It
is also made as a reversing controller up to 5
horsepower capacity. It is particularly well
adapted to the control and automatic stopping of
electric pumps, for which purpose the handle is
replaced by a grooved pulley on which runs a
counterweighted cable connected to a float. The
movements of the float are transmitted to the
pulley and thus to the starting resistance which
controls the speed of the pump according to the
level in the bank.

FIG. 2. CONNECTIONS OF LIQUID RESISTANCE FOR;
MOTOR CONTROL.

FIG. I. CONNECTIONS OF SEKIES CRANE MOTOR.

trie circuits arranged so that the breaking of the
current in stopping the lifting motor applies the
brake, and vice versa. The second brake, which
is a safety device, is operated by a foot lever and
can hold the maximum load of the crane in any
position. The controller, connections of which
are shown in Fig. 1, is of the universal type,
so arranged that the motion of the crane hook
and the load is in the same direction as that of
the hand of the operator. When the lever is
raised, the load rises, and other motions likewise.

When load is being lowered the controller
handle is pushed downward, and the upper halves
of the outside and middle rings come into contact
with the fixed brushes. The connections thus
made allow current from the line to follow
through the field winding of the motor and
short-circuit the motor armature through the re
sistances R> to Ri,. For either raising or lowering,
the speed is controlled by the amount of resist
ance in the armature circuit and this is deter
mined by the fixed contact finger on which the
switch arm rests.
The Saudicroft Co., of Chester, sometime
since constructed a liquid resistance, which has
attracted considerable attention and which was

Recently Greece has been provided with its
first hydro-electric installation, by Ganz of Buda
pest. Water is taken in a canal from Lake
Copais to the central station, which includes twoturbines and utilizes a fall of 26 feet. The tur
bines are direct coupled to three-phase alternators
having a capacity of 130 kilowatts each, and
working at 210 revolutions per minute. Current
is transformed from three-phase to 5,000 volts
two-phase, the station system being insolated by
means of mica tubes and connected in star.
Current is used directly by 5,000-volt motors.
at the end of a transmission line 8 miles long.
The loss in the line is 6.3 per cent, the con
ductors being composed of three wires of elec
trically pure copper, each having a cross section
of 54 square inch, carried on insulators with five
petticoats. A telephone line is installed at about
5 feet below the transmission lines on the same
poles. The . distributing station is equipped with
two motors of 80 brake horsepower each, running
at 90 revolutions per minute and direct coupled
to centrifugal pumps which raise 200 gallons of
water per second to a height of 13 feet.
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An electric crane, Fig. 4, recently constructed
at Brussels for use in building a new barracks
is in tower form and is provided with three
electric motors having a rated lifting capacity of
10 tons, but which carry 15 tons without danger.
The height of lift is 77 feet, and the radius of
action, 19 feet. The crane travels on a track of
11 feet gage. The speed of lift with a load of 10
tons is 15 feet a minute, and with a load of 3
tons or less, 50 feet a minute. The circular
motion can be accomplished at a speed of 120
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separate tools is making its way slowly in Europe.
A recent equipment in the shops of Witkowitz has
the large tools direct driven by shunt motors.
Continuous current is used up to a total of 2,279
horsepower, the current being furnished by two
monster generators and operating 69 motors dis
tributed over a large space. These motors oper
ate cranes, ventilating fans, and separate machine
tools. The motors are usually placed as high
as possible in order to protect them from injury
and save working space near the floor. A speed
controlling rheostat is placed where it is con
venient for operation. The result of the electrical
installation in this establishment has been a sav
ing in distribution losses of 29 per cent.
Ndt only are the long distance transmissions
increasing, but the voltage employed is also ris-
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that of the oil-break switches in the Manhattan
Railway Station in New York. This avoids the
formation of arcs which would burn up the con
tacts.
The American Institute of American Elec
trical Engineers, which is engaged in raising the
fund for its share of the land on which the Union
Engineering Building is to be erected, has suc
ceeded in raising a total of nearly $63;0OO. This
leaves $125,000 yet to be raised, and it should be
the privilege of every member to contribute as
liberally as possible toward the completion of the
necessary amount.
The committee on plans have received from
different architects, somewhat more than 25 sets
for consideration and will announce the selection

FIG. 3. EXTERIOR VIEW OF LIQUID MOTOR STARTER.

feet a minute. But one man is required to oper
ate the entire apparatus, and he is placed about
ioj'2 feet above the ground. 57 feet from the
ground is a gallery for observation and for giv
ing directions when working is particularly rapid.
A new plant which has some remarkable
features is that at Cenischia, in Italy, which fur
nishes current for the city of Turin some 40
miles away. The station has a capacity of 11,500
horsepower under a head of 2,850 feet, and gen
erates current at 3,000 volts which is stepped up
to 30,000 for transmission. The transformers are
water-cooled and are grouped by threes on a star
connected system, which is a variation from the
usual European practice. The cores and coils are
immersed in oil which is cooled by a series of
water pipes.
The John Cockerill Co. has for a long time
occupied the leading position in the use of blast
furnace gases in gas engines, and its persistent
efforts in this direction have resulted in getting
them the leading position at the St. Louis Expo
sition. The engines work on a four-stroke cycle
and are provided with distribution valves raised
by cams and eccentrics on a secondary side shaft,
which runs at half the speed of the main shaft.
The exhaust valves, the piston, the cylinder walls,
and the cylinder head are water coole'd. The
company has a central station which generates
*'!«»!«
3,300 horsepower, of which 1,800 is produced by
f
gas engine units, and the steam engines are soon
to be replaced by gas engines. The station takes
gas directly from the blast furnaces through a
FIG 4. A UNIQUE ELECTRIC TOWER CRANE.
washer which operates by centrifugal force, and
the injection of water to take out the dust. En
gines are stopped only 2 hours a week.
Lahmeyer, of Frankfort, has recently perfect
ing, and the question of circuit breakers becomes of an architect as soon as the plans can be care
ed an interesting electrical outfit consisting of of great interest.
fully gone over.
a portable generating set. The wagon carries an
A recent device built in Germany for the
The Cunard Steamship Co. are having built
alcohol motor driving a dynamo on the same rapid breaking of high voltage currents consists
base by means of a pulley, or, in another form of two or three poles and operates up to 8,000 at New Castle and at Clydebank two turbine
with the dynamo placed on the ground. The volts. The contacts, both fixed and movable, are steamers which will be the largest vessels in the
world and are intended to steam at 25 knots an
smaller unit has a capacity of zVa kilowatts at 790 all mounted behind the switchboard, and the op
revolutions a minute, and its total weight is erating lever only is placed in front, in order to hour. The difficulties of keeping up this speed
something over 1,000 pounds. The larger unit is give the maximum safety for the operator. The are great, but the engineers are confident of over
of 40 kilowatts capacity running at 660 revolu
switch is so designed that all the blades work at coming all the troubles and of getting mucli
tions per minute and weighs nearly 2 tons.
the same instant by springs which are compressed smoother running than has been possible with the
Electrical transmission of power for driving to a maximum, the principle being the same as reciprocating engines.
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In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our readers. It tJkomtti be
remembered, however, that it takes some time to gel matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is desired, postage should be enclosed for- a ntaS
answer. Questions should have allpossible facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jjj Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
A. F. I. J ADVANTAGES OF POP SAFETY VALVE.
"What advantages has the pop safety valve
over the lever and weight varieties ? Nearly
all engineering works say it is dangerous to open
a valve quickly, and if this is true why is not
the pop valve dangerous, since it opens and closes
so much more quickly than the lever valve?"
A. The principal advantage is that the pop
valve is more compact and more readily locked
so as to prevent improper adjustment, and, fur
thermore, it contains no parts that are movable
except when the blowing pressure is reached,
consequently the valve is free from the effects
of vibration and jar. The quick opening and
closing of small valves on a boiler is not neces
sarily dangerous, because the pressure in the
boiler is not suddenly reduced, as .is generally
the case when large valves are opened. When
the safety valve opens the tendency is not to
lower the pressure, but merely to prevent it from
rising. The effect of opening and closing a valve
attached directly to the boiler, whether the valve
be large or small, is not the same as that pro
duced by opening and closing a valve in a pipe
and at same distance from the boiler. In the
former case the moving column of steam is very
short, and the momentum therefore is low, conse
quently the tendency to raise the pressure in the
boiler or to burst the valve when the steam is
suddenly shut off is not as great as in the case
of a pipe where the moving column is of con
siderable length and traveling at high velocity.
The velocity of the steam in the boiler near the
safety valve is very low, the pressure being trans
formed into velocity at that point where the
steam flows between the valve and the seat.
D. H. M.; IS VERTICAL BOILER SAFE?; SMOKE AND
WASTE OF FUEL; TYPE OF BOILER AND EFFICIENCY.
"l Is the vertical tubular boiler a safe
boiler? If so, why is it that it is not dangerous
to have the tubes exposed in the vertical type,
while it is dangerous in other types? 2. Is black
smoke issuing from a chimney evidence of serious
waste of fuel? 3. What type of boiler gives the
highest efficiency? 4. How is the horsepower of
a boiler calculated?"
A.—1. The vertical tubular, like any other
boiler, is safe so long as it is kept in good con
dition, but it is not as durable as the horizontal
boiler, principally on account of the great length
of tubes exposed to the heated gases above the
water level. In the vertical tubular the exposed
portion of the tubes is at the end farthest from
the fire, hence the gases are not at furnace tem
perature by the time they reach the upper ends
of the tubes. In the horizontal boiler, when
one end of the tubes is exposed usually both
ends are exposed, and consequently the tubes are
exposed throughout their length, the rear ends
being exposed to the gases at nearly furnace
temperature, and the higher the temperature, the
greater the danger due to exposure. Horizontal
surfaces also are more efficient than vertical, which
has something to do with the extent of injury
due to exposure.
2. It indicates incomplete combustion and a
waste of fuel, although the extent of this loss is
not always proportional to the density or black
ness of the smoke. The waste of fuel accom
panying the appearance of black smoke cannot

be said to be serious in all cases, because the
term serious is comparative, the loss depending
largely upon the cost of fuel.
3. The type of boiler his very little effect
upon the efficiency, the latter depending princi
pally upon the proportions of the boiler and the
conditions governing its operation.
4. The horsepower based upon the extent of
heating surface is found by dividing the area of
heating surface expressed in square feet by a
certain number or constant representing the num
ber of square feet allowed for each horsepower.
What is known as boilermakers' rating is an
allowance of 12 square feet per horsepower. For
heating boilers an allowance of 15 square feet is
generally made. The commercial horsepower of
a boiler refers to the evaporative capacity, which
is generally expressed in pounds evaporated per
hour from and at 212 degrees F., one horsepower
representing the evaporation of 34^ pounds per
hour from feed at 212 degrees into dry steam at
atmospheric pressure or from and at 212 degrees.
J. Y. J DISTANCE BETWEEN BRIDGEWALL AND SHELL.
"What is the proper distance between the
bridgewall and shell of horizontal return tubular
boilers?"
A. There seems to be no good reason why
the bridgewall should be built nearer the shell
than 9 or 10 inches, regardless of the size of the
boiler. When the bridgewall is carried higher
than this it tends to render the surface of the
shell immediately over the fire more efficient, but
the efficiency of the boiler is not increased, since
the efficiency of the shell is obtained at the ex
pense of the tube surface. For diameters of
shell of 48 inches and over we believe the best
results in the long run are obtained by making
the walls straight on top and with a minimum
distance between bridgewall and shell equal to
20 per cent of the diameter of the shell. This
gives the following minimum distances corre
sponding to the several diameters :
Diam. shell
48 52 56 60 64 68 72
Dist. bet. wall & shell.. 10 10 11 12 13 14 15
For shells smaller than 48 inches the distance
may be uniformly 9 inches.
E. E. M. J DOWN-DRAFT BOILERS, AND FURNACES.
"1. What is the reason that the downdraft boiler has not come into general use? 2.
What cooling effect does the air have on the
grates and what effect has the grate on the circu
lation? 3. When the grates fail to prevent smoke
is it due to too much air?"
A— I. It depends largely upon what is meant
by general use. Both the down-draft furnace and
internally fired boilers equipped with down-draft
furnaces are very extensively used. The downdraft furnace, like any other design of smokeless
furnace, will not be employed to the exclusion
of other types on account of differences of opin
ion concerning the actual advantage to be ob
tained and also on account of prejudices and
tastes of steam users.
2. It has no cooling effect when the furnace
is properly managed. The water grates support
a bed of live coals, which, under ordinary condi
tions, are practically incandescent. The circula
tion in the boiler is increased by the use of the
water grate in the down-draft furnace, the extent
to which it is increased depending upon the con

dition of the grates and the fire, and to the de
mand for steam.
3. It is due to an insufficient amount of air.
E. E. J. ; DISTRIBUTING POWER THROUGH RAILS.
"We have had an argument here con
cerning the distribution of electric power. The
electric plant supplies current for the mine, the
power being carried to the mine by means of over
head conductors, the current returning through
the rails of the mine track, thence through the
rails of an inclined tramway. The men here
oftentimes construct wooden horses and slide
down the incline track. I claim that power can
be sent up through the inclined track just as well
as through the overhead conductors: The men
claim that power cannot be sent through the rails,
for if it were they would get a shock when sliding
down. Which is right?"
A. Both are right, since you evidently refer
to the possibility of being able to supply power
through the rails, while the men are arguing that
power is not now being conducted through the
rails, otherwise they would receive a shock, or
at least be liable to, which, of course, is right.
It is possible to send current through the rails,
using the overhead conductors for the return, but
it would prove both uneconomical and dangerous.
E. E. S. ; PREVENTING WATER MAINS FROM FREEZING.
"When putting in our water system we
did not lay the mains deep enough, and as a
consequence the mains give trouble by freezing.
Is there anything we can do to prevent them
from freezing aside from relaying them?"
A. The mains may be covered with wooden
boxes which have previously been treated with
creosote, the boxes being large enough to afford
a space of at least a foot on the sides and over
the top of the main. Fill the boxes with saw
dust and cover tightly. The statement has been
made that earth under asphalt pavement seldom,
if ever, freezes. If this be true, a cheap as well
as durable covering can be made by providing a
layer of fine gravel about 6 inches deep over the
mains, and on top of this put a layer of asphalt,
allowing the latter to extend a foot or 18 inches
on either side of the main. The layer of asphalt
should preferably be crowned or arched over the
pipe in the form of a roof.
A new type of arc lamp has recently been
invented by Andre Blondel, of Paris. This is
of the open type and has three distinct peculiari
ties. First, is that the carbons are impregnated
with a certain metallic salt which gives increased
illuminating power to the arc and makes a longer
flaming arc than the ordinary carbon. Second,
in the direct-current lamp the positive carbon is
placed at the bottom. Third, a reflector is placed
around the upper carbon just above the arc to
throw the light downward. The lamp is stated
to give on test an energy consumption of a little
over 1-100 of a watt per candlepower, and is made
in sizes which take currents of 5, 3 and even of 1
ampere, so that arc lamps can be used successfully
in places where heretofore they have been unavail
able on account of the large size of the illuminat
ing unit. The 3 ampere lamp gives an average
candlepower of 1,339 and the 5-ampere lamp of
2,210.
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THE MANAGEMENT AND WORKING OF
BOILERS,
BY HORACE BOOT.
(A paper read before the Association of Mu
nicipal Electricians.)
EVERY central station engineer should be
familiar with the construction, manage
ment, the most economical way of work
ing and maintaining steam boilers in good repair.
Nothing is more detrimental to the satisfactory
running of a power station than neglect of this
department, or leaving the supervision to leading
foremen or workmen. There are few, if any, ex
perienced engineers that, at some time or other,
have not been short of the steam required owing
to something having gone wrong in the boiler
house, which, perhaps, might have been avoided
with clean boilers, proper draught, or more re
liable boiler fittings. Supervision is most im
portant where hand firing is in vogue.
The duties required from boilers at central
stations are so varied and different from all other
industries, and of such an exceptional nature
compared with the happy mill conditions for
working boilers, where they are maintained at
an even temperature nearly the whole year, that
an engineer can gain more experience and see
more life during 5 years in an electrical power
plant than he would obtain in 50 years' working of
boilers under the usual industrial conditions.
The merits and demerits of various types if
boilers were discussed in an excellent paper read
before this association by our esteemed President,
so that the author does not propose to go very
deeply into the question of water-tube versus
Lancashire boilers, but rather to give actual
working experiences with both types under his
care.
The results go to confirm his previous opin
ion, expressed some 10 years ago, that an elec
tric plant should have a combination of Lanca
shire and water-tube boilers ; the former to
undertake the steady, regular work, and the
water-tube (or quick steamers) for the intermit
tent peak loads. It is the author's practice to run
the Lancashires continuously and to fire up the
water-tube boilers, as the lighting load comes on
each day, which he has found to be the most
efficient method.
Below is a table giving the evaporating ca
pacity of the Lancashire and water-tube boilers
in use at Tunbridge Wells. The internal meas
urements of the Lancashire boilers are 30 feet
long by 8 feet 6 inches diameter, built for 200
pounds working pressure :

The ordinary steam regulations compiled by
the author are for water-tube boilers, and are
only in addition to the usual regulations in force :
(1) Never raise steam quickly, take about
3 hours from lighting-up time for a cold boiler to
get up steam.
(2) Never allow cold air to blow on the
front headers by opening the tube doors when
the boiler is hot.
(3) As soon as 50 pounds of steam is show
ing on the gage glass, blow down the boiler for
a minute by opening the blow-down cock ; test the
boiler gage glasses.
(4) When letting down steam in a watertube boiler, repeat No. 3.
(5) Every boiler is to be blown down once
in 24 hours. The safety valves tried, the

gage glasses tested every 8 hours, the high
and low water whistle alarms once every
7 days. The soot blown and brushed off
the tubes every morning. (It may be mentioned
here that the fixed blowers usually fitted to watertube boilers, when set in a battery, have not been
found a success for this purpose, but it is very
easy to have little doors built, and use the or
dinary lance cleaning tube. The objection to the
fixed blowers has been that they are likely to
only clean one portion of the tube, and cause out
side corrosion on the tubes, due to moisture drip
ping. For this reason, and their inefficiency, they
have been removed and replaced by the ordinary
type of blow-down lance, with inspection holes
along the tubes at the top of the boiler.)

Babrock &
Wilcox.

Lancashire.

Evaporative capacity, lbs. water per hour
7,000
4,500
Grate area, square feet
39
30
Heating surface, square feet
1,080
1,468
Floor space, square feet
402
147
Lbs. water evaporated per square foot.—Grate area
180
150
"
"
"
Heating surface
6.47
3
"
"
"
"
Floor space
17.4
. 30.6
First cost of boiler and setting
S2.633
S4.777
First cost of superheater
436
640
Total cost boiler and superheater
3,070
5,416
Cost of boiler per 1000 lbs. water evaporated (exclusive of brickwork)
674
771
Quantity of water in boiler at normal level
1,498 galls.
8390 galls.
Quantity of water in boiler with water just showing in gage glass
1,173 galls.
7,180
Length of time available in emergency without feed water at full working load
36 mins. lhr. 25 mins.
Cleaning and inspection of boilers is a sub
ject to which the author has given considerable
time and thought, due to the exceedingly bad feed
water available, and he is aware that to some
engineers who are blessed with good feed water
for steam purposes, the precautions and time
spent may seem superfluous.

fire in order to get rid of any accumulated gas;
when sufficient time has been given to allow this
to disperse, the dampers may be partly closed,
and the fire raked up in the ordinary manner.
(8) Anything abnormal noticed by the stok
ers to be at once reported to the engineer in
charge.
The above are the regulations for keeping the
boilers in good working order, and below are the
cleaning and inspection regulations :
(1) Every 3 months each boiler is to be
carefully inspected inside and out. If necessary,
all the front caps are to be taken off, the tubes
scraped, and valves ground in, if leaky.
(2) Before taking down a boiler for inspec
tion, about 6 to 10 gallons of paraffin or soda
is to be put in, and the boiler simmered for 60

FIG. I. TEST OF INDIVIDUAL BOILER TUBES.

EVAPORATING CAPACITY OF BOILERS.
Boilers.
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(6) The boiler is to be fed with water contin
uously and not intermittently; the regulation of
the feed is to be performed by the speed of the
feed pump, and not by throttling the boiler feed
valves.
(7) Before disturbing a banked fire, open the
dampers and the cold air doors on top of the

hours, the steam pressure not being allowed to
exceed 50 pounds.
(3) On the completion of the above course,
the hot water is to be let down gradually and
the top caps removed one by one, so that the
tubes are scraped while the hot water is in them,
in order to prevent the scale getting hard on the
tube before the scraper reaches it.
(4) After all the tubes have been scraped, a
careful inspection with a torch lamp to go right
down the tube is to be made.
(5) Should any tubes look doubtful or not
quite normal, they are to be submitted to a pres
sure test of about four times the working pres
sure.
For some time the Marine Department of the
Board of Trade have lamented the fact that it has
been impossible to test a single tube, when form
ing part of a water-tube boiler, independent r,{
the other parts of the boiler, and, in the reports
from time to time, they have stated that it is
nearly useless to test a tube to the same pressure
as what the drum of a boiler can safely with
stand—the tube, of course, being built to stand
at least three times as much, and it has been
proven that shortly after the hydraulic test was
applied to a boiler one of the tubes in that boiler
ripped open, and caused a catastrophe.
It is in order to prevent this happening, and
to enable owners of tubular boilers to test any
individual tube, without straining any other parts
of the boiler, that the author has designed and
patented special fittings to enable any single tube
in a boiler to be separately tested to any desired
pressure, without submitting any other portion of
the boiler to the same. This apparatus has been
the means of saving tubes which certainly looked
as if they ought to have come out, and other
tubes which appeared perfect, after being tested,
were found to be weak. It will be seen, there
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fore, that there is no need to run any risk with
doubtful tubes, as in a few minutes the pressure
test can be applied, and the tube can be tested up
to destruction if desirable.
Fig. 1 is a sketch of the apparatus, which is
very simple, and is found to work well ; at the
same time it is inexpensive, and enables the en
gineer to feel satisfied that all the tubes in his
boilers are in good order, and not liable to burst.
It will also be apparent that the reason a
boiler is not submitted to a hydraulic test more
often is because of the time taken in preparing
the boiler, as it is advisable to blank off the stop
valves, the high and low water alarm, the whistle
and the feed valve. Leaving out of question
the expense of doing this, the result of the test
then is not valuable, because, although twice the
working pressure may be a severe strain to put
on the drum of a boiler, any defect in a tube
would scarcely be shown by this pressure. The
author has known scale in a tube to resist 350
pounds hydraulic pressure, and yet the moment
that scale became loose, the tube ripped open, ow
ing to active corrosion taking place beneath the
scale.
The author has had several instances of tubes
withstanding the pressure before cleaning, and
after the scale has been .loosened, and the hy
draulic pressure test again applied, the tube
showed signs of distress. It has been my practice

boiler 1.
Jan. 24, 1900. Fire-brick arches taken down,
replaced with new brickwork, and relined.
Feb. 11, 1900. All rows of tubes examined
and brushed out.
Feb. 25, 1900. Left-hand wall examined,
patched, and repointed to avoid any air leakage.
April 17, 1900. Blow-down cock packed.
April 18, 1900. Boiler down for scurfing, and
repairs to check valve.

Year 1901.

Boiler I. Boiler II. Boiler III. Boiler IV. Boiler V.
7.39 S 23.73
21.73
17.98
122.75 122.75
38.96
38.77
89.96
89.96
2.39
1.45
9.12
9.99
!525a64
S23829

April 19, 1900. All brickwork of walls and
arches repointed.
April 22, 1900. Smoke preventer fitted..
April 23, 1900. New Check valve fitted.
May 2, 1900. Hydraulic test on whole boiler
to 250 pounds, several caps leaky.

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

o
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LEAF FROM RECORD BOOK FOR BOILER TUBES.
to keep a careful record of each tube in the
boiler book relating to that particular boiler, a
specimen page of which is seen in Fig. 2, from
which it will be seen at a glance the date each
tube has been renewed. A short extract of the
repairs done to two of the water tube boilers in
1900 and 1902 is given in the following :

Jan. 26, 1902. Feed valve ground in.
May 21, 1902. Fire brick arches in furnace re
paired.
May 22, 1902. Soot blowing cock and valve
repaired.
June 13. 1902. Boiler pickling with paraffin.
June 27, 1902. Boiler inspected. All tubes
scarfed.
Aug. 5, 1002. Boiler capped up and ready for
service.

YEARLY REPAIRS ON WATER TUBE BOILERS.

JE> o 1 1

/if*.
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May 3, 1900. Water test to 275 pounds. All
tight and satisfactory.
Nov. 18, 1900. All tubes in four bottom rows
examined and scurfed, and two tubes in each row
higher up examined.
BOILER 11.
Jan. 22, 1902. Check valve changed.

S2L14
21.73
....
....
1.85
4.25

Si 9^48
21.73
....
....
3996
....
9.99
~$9Li(r

S 7.93
8.62
30.72
851
19.98
....
7.37
S83.13

Dec. 22, 1902. Drum inspected and cleaned
out.
Dec. 24, 1902. Hydraulic test to 245 pounds.
In addition to the above, the ordinary tests
and inspections, carried out by the National
Boiler Insurance Inspection Co., have been held
every year.
The author has tried various means of scrap
ing the tubes. On several occasions the turbine
tube cleaner has been used.
The importance of keeping the tubes in a
water-tube boiler free from scale cannot be over
rated. The figures below will show the enormous
loss in efficiency that takes place when scale is
allowed to accumulate :
Scale in. thick, requires about 10% more fuel.
" ,\in.
'
"
25%
" t7,in.
126%
to evaporate the same quantity of water.
The above are actual figures in the books for
repairs to the five boilers (water-tube), but it
must be remembered that for scurfing, consider
able assistance is given by the men stoking during
the day shift, so that the amount does not repre
sent altogether the total cost of scurfing.
The author believes in taking considerable
care of the brickwork, and as soon as a furnace
begins to look bad, the walls are taken down and
the brickwork carefully built up. Great care and
attention is bestowed on the question of stop
ping all air leaks.
In the case of Boilers I. and II., it was thought
advisable, since they had then been running 7
years, to renew twenty-four of the tubes, but a
fair average with a medium class of water, in the
author's opinion, should be ten tubes per boiler
per annum.
It is important to use nothing but weldless
steel tubes, and they should be very slightly
larger at each end, in order to slip through the
headers easily. The tubes are Vi«-inch thick, 16
feet long, and 4 inches in diameter. It has been
found that the average cost of renewing a tube,
including everything, is $6.45.
The wear and tear on grate bars is high. The
cost of the bars is $1.92 per cwt. The author has
tried all shapes of bars, the air space between the
bars being regulated to suit the various kinds of
fuel used. He has found it important to have a
flat surface for clinkering, and is now using the
dog-tooth bar, originally designed by a Notting
ham firm. From results, these bars last longer
than the ordinary straight oars, and there is less
waste of fuel caused by unburned coal dropping
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through. The cost per set of ordinary bars was
$34 per ton, and of the special design (which
lasts half as long again) $38.88 per ton.
While dealing with the question of fire-bars,
it is advisable to point out the importance of
keeping water in the ash pits of the boilers, so as
to keep the bottoms of the fire-bars as cool as
possible, and prevent them from burning. In an
other boiler, hollow bars with an air tube through
them were tried, and "found to last about 2j4
times as long as the ordinary solid bars, that is
to say, the air circulates through the bar, and
keeps the face chilled. These bars cannot be
got under $68 per ton, as they are patented.
The wear and tear on the first three bottom
rows of tubes is very marked, compared with that
taking place in the upper rows, and it has been
found from experience that these tubes nearly al
ways go, or blister, 6 inches from the bridge.
Care must be exercised in expanding the tubes,
and it is advisable after having expanded a tube
to finish with the bell-mouth roller, in order to
prevent any possibility of a tube being drawn
through the header when under steam, should
it have been badly expanded.
The author has never had any difficulty in
maintaining the cap joints tight at 165 pounds
pressure, using boiled oil and black lead for mak
ing joints. The use of joining rings is a mis
take.
One of the disadvantages of the water-tube
Trailer has been the trouble experienced with
smoke, as it is quite impossible to burn even the
l>est Welsh, smokeless, steam coal without emit
ting a brown smoke when stoking; but with a
toiler fitted with the chain grate stoker, and a
proper combustion chamber, little trouble need be
■experienced.
The cost of maintaining Lancashire boilers is
so well known that the author with some ditfi•dence places some actual figures obtained at his
•works before the association.
There is no doubt, however, that there are
many advantages which this boiler possesses over
the water-tube; such as simplicity, ease of clean
ing, perfect inspection, little risk of danger owing
to its being possible to have it thoroughly ex
amined, large supply of steam when wanted, and
many advantages which can only be found out
■when the two are working side by side.
The author has not found the Lancashire boil•ers more economical with regard to coal con
sumption, and he is of the opinion that there is
less fuel burned in using a water-tube boiler for
the 24 hours than is used in maintaining steam in
the Lancashire, as the radiation losses appear to
be heavier with the Lancashire than they are with
the water-tube. He is aware that this statement
is the reverse of our worthy president's opinion,
and it may be due to the fact that' he was com
paring a water-tube and Lancashire boiler of
•equal evaporation ; whereas, the author is com
paring the radiation losses from a Lancashire
boiler, capable of evaporating 7,000 pounds per
Tiour, as against the loss of a water-tube boiler
capable of evaporating only 4,500 pounds per hour.
Little trouble has been experienced with scal
ing, and the author has found that, if the Lan
cashire boiler in blown down frequently, the
cost of cleaning and removing scale is not ex
cessive ; besides, a much more thorough job
can be done than is possible with the watertube.
The author has found the hollow bridge for
the prevention of smoke a most efficient arrange
ment, although difficulty is experienced in making
the stokers use it properly.
As so much has been written and said from
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time to time on the question of perfect combus
tion, a few words as to the author's experience
may not be out of place. The position of the
bridge in a furnace is most important, and in a
properly arranged furnace, care should be taken
that the area through which the gases pass, on
their way to the combustion chamber, is con
siderably smaller than the area of the combustion
chamber, so that the hydro-carbon gases are com
pelled to mix with the flame and become ig
nited. It has been found that the efficiency of a
boiler and also the question of smoke depend very
largely upon this. The author prefers the cok
ing method of firing, that is to say, if the boiler
is hand-fired, instead of spreading on the green
fuel, it is placed alternately on one side of the
furnace and then on the other, so that the hydro
carbon gases are distilled off.
With a draught of about 6 or 7 inches, a fire
8 inches thick has given the best results, but this
will, of course, depend upon the class of coal and
the draught. It is very important, where econ
omy is desired, to admit the proper quantity of
air, neither too much nor too little: about T3
pounds of air per pound of coal are required for
perfect combustion, but in practice the author has
found as much as 23 pounds of air per pound of
coal required.
On several occasions coke has been tried, and
given up, because it causes more wear and tear
on the bottom rows of tubes, and, owing to its in
tense local heat, and the sulphurous fumes, it
attacks the fire-brick lining of the furnaces very
badly. It will be seen that the ideal condition of
running a water-tube boiler is that each tube
should do an equal amount of work.
As the insurance companies after some years
always reduce the working pressure of Lancashire
boilers—thus putting the user to considerable in
convenience in the engine room, unless provision
is made for the reduced pressure—the author has
found it advisable to order Lancashire boilers for
a working pressure in excess of that he proposes
starting at, so that when the insurance company
desires the pressure reduced he has so much in
hand, and can still go on utilizing the boiler at
the same pressure.
Too much attention cannot be given to the
lagging of Lancashire boilers, as there is con
siderable radiation, even through lagging. The
author has tried the asbestos mattress lagging for
this purpose, the Magnesia Co.'s lagging, and the
old-fashioned composition lagging, and has come
to the conclusion that there is nothing to beat a
good coating, properly put on, of the composition
lagging. There is less radiation through this, as
a rule, than through the asbestos mattress, and
the magnesia covering is far too delicate for
boiler purposes.
Below is tabulated the cost of repairs over a
period of 12 months to two Lancashire boilers :
Boiler VI. Boiler VII.

Misc. details, including labor..

S 7.76
29.24
3.02
8.18
1.81
5.78
21.50
S76.79

$ 8.93
29.22
3.00
175
5.74
5.74
12.80
S62.18

The actual cost of repairs on Boilers I., II.,
III., IV., and V., which are water-tube, forms an
interesting comparison with the cost of repairs on
Boilers VI. and VII., which are Lancashire.
(To be continued)

THE INJECTOR.
The injector is a pump in which a jet of steam
is employed for raising and forcing water. It is
especially valuable for feeding boilers, because it
heats the water and is very efficient. Considered
merely as a pump, that is, as a means for raising
and conveying liquids, it is inefficient and for this
reason it is used almost exclusively for boiler
feeding. Only a small percentage of the energy
CD

B
TEAM

FIG. I.

ILLUSTRATING PRINCIPLE OF INJECTOR.

of the steam is usefully employed in the in
jector, but for boiler feeding this is no objection,
because the unused heat is utilized later on in
the boiler, so that on the whole very little heat
is lost.
Fig. 1 will serve to illustrate the principle
of the injector. The supply of steam enters at
A, and escaping from the nozzle, B, it attains a
high velocity, and on being condensed by the
water, gives up a part of its momentum, so that
the mixture of steam and water enters the boiler
against a pressure equal to that at A. The steam
expands from the boiler pressure to that at the
nozzle, C, and in doing so a considerable portion
of the heat energy of the steam is changed to
kinetic energy. The shape of the nozzle is such
as to permit of the gradual increase of velocity,
which is so great on leaving the nozzle, B, that
a vacuum is created in the chamber. D, and conse
quently water rises in the suction pipe, E, finally
filling the chamber, D. The water condenses the
steam, and the impact greatly increases the ve
locity of the water, the momentum of which is
sufficient to open the check valve in the delivery
pipe and cause it to flow into the boiler. Should
too much water enter the chamber, D, some water
will appear at the overflow, F. This may be pre
vented by moving the nozzle, B, so as to decrease
the opening, G, around the nozzle, B, or between
the nozzles, B and C.
In some injectors nozzle, B. is stationary and

FIG. 2. THE METROPOLITAN.
nozzle, C, is movable, the effect being substan
tially the same in either case. Referring to the
drawings, Figs. 2 to 6, inclusive, which rep
resent some of the principal constructions of
injector on the market, it will be seen that the
same principle is embodied in each. In some
injectors the movement of the nozzle., B, is ef
fected automatically, and in instruments having
separate lifting and forcing nozzles the over
flow is closed by a valve, as in the Hancock in
spirator.
Injectors require that certain precautions be
taken, and that certain methods of manipulating
them be adopted. When this is done little trou
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ble is experienced with them, provided they are
in proper working order to start with. In some
injectors will be found annular valves, which must
be kept clean and working freely. The nozzles
also must be kept clean and the full area of the

absolutely air tight. The lift should always be
kept as low as possible.
The steam pressure required and the tempera
ture of the water have an important influence on
the height to which water can be raised, and the
lift in turn determines the steam pressure, and
the maximum temperature of the water at which
good results can be expected. The following
table gives about the average pressures, tempera
tures and lifts :
Lift in Feet.
Oto 3
4 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 25

FIG. 3.

DOUBLE-TUBE METROPOLITAN, NON-AUTO
MATIC.

nozzles preserved at all times. The instrument
should be kept cool when not in use. In order
to fulfill these requirements it is evident that
the valve in the steam pipe should be kept per
fectly tight, and when the injector* receives water

FIG. 4. THE PENBEBTHY.
FIG. 5. HANCOCK INSPIRATOR.
under pressure a valve should be placed in the
suction pipe and kept perfectly tight. If steam
and water be allowed to trickle through an in
jector when not in use the nozzles soon become
coated with scale and other accumulations which

ENGINEER.

Maximum Temp.
Water.

Lowest Steam
tress, to Start.
15 to 20
25 to 30
30 to 45
45 to 60

lbs.
"
"
"

150 to 140 degrees.
120 to 100
90 to 75
80 to 60

The maximum steam pressures at which in
jectors will work depends on the lift and the
temperature of the water, the average being about
as follows : For a 1 or 2 foot lift, 145 degrees,
100 pounds pressure ; 140 degrees, 125 pounds ; 130
degrees, 150 pounds and at 120 degrees, 180
pounds. As the lift increases the temperature of
the water must be lowered, the exact temperature
being found by experiment because of the in
fluence of the condition of the instrument and of
the resistances due to friction.
The capacity of injectors is nearly the same
under similar conditions and is given by the fol
lowing table:
Six* of Pipe
Connections

Gals, per Hoar.
Maximum.

Gals, per Hoar.

Y% inch.
K "
H "
l
IX "
l^ "
2

85
165
350
580
900
1750
285U

50
75
130
325
425
750
1150

Jl'LY 15, I904THE PULSOMETER.
The body of the palson'eter is shown in Fig.
1, and a sectional view in Fig. 2. It is a sin
gle casting consisting of two bottle shaped
chambers, A, A, placed side by side. These are
called working chambers.
They taper toward
each other at their upper halves and meet at their
upper ends at a point at which is situated the
steam valve-ball, C. This oscillates with a slight
rolling motion between seats, with which it makes
a steam tight joint, formed at the upper entrance
to each of the working chambers, A. A.
The portion, B, of the pump, containing the
steam valve-ball, C, is called the neck-piece, and
is a separate casting bolted to the main body of
the pump, so that it can be readily removed for
renewal when necessary. To the upper part of
this neck-piece, B, is bolted the neck-cap, into
which the steam supply pipe is screwed.
The openings communicating between the
chambers, A, A, and the induction, or foot- valve
chamber. D, are covered by suitable valves, E. E,
called suction valves, the valve seats, F, F, and"
valve guards, /. /, which latter prevent the valves
from opening too far.
A third chamber, /. called the vacuum cham
ber, is situated behind the chambers, A, A, at
their lower halves, and between them at their up
per, or tapering halves, communicates with them
through the round opening in the induction, or
foot-valve chamber, D.
A fourth chamber, called the discharge cham
ber, situated on the lower side of the working
chambers, A, A, opposite to the vacuum chanv-

These capacities correspond to a maximum
lift of 5 feet and steam pressures from 55 pounds
for the minimum, to 80 pounds for the maximum
discharge.
When it becomes necessary to clean an in
jector of scale, remove the instrument and if the
internal parts can be readily removed take them
out and allow them to remain for 10 or 12 hours
in a solution of one part muriatic acid and ten
parts water. Rinse the parts thoroughly, and
wipe clean before replacing them. If the injector
is situated so that it can be filled with the solu
tion and readily cleaned of the scale removed
it will not be necessary to remove the injector or
the internal parts.

In speaking of the limit to the distance of
transmission of power by the use of electric cur
rent, P. M. Lincoln in the electric power number
of Cassier's Magazine gives the causes of limita
tion as : Difficulty in maintaining perfect insulalation ; difficulty in obtaining proper protection
from lightning discharges; loss of power due to
brush discharges between high-tension conductors ;
deterioration of high-tension conductors due to
the fact that compounds—that is, acids—which
FIG. 6. THE PARK AUTOMATIC INJECTOR.
attack the metal are formed from the air by
these brush discharges. The highest voltage actu
tend to reduce the area of the nozzles and to ally in use at the present time is about 55,000, on
increase the friction. When steam is admitted the line between Cannon Ferry-Butte, in Montana,
and the Shawinigan-Montreal Transmission, Can
to the instrument when not in use the tempera
ture is raised so high that a vacuum cannot be ada, a distance of about 80 miles. Higher volt
produced in the suction pipe, and the greater the ages have been proposed, and on some lines have
lift, the greater the difficulty from this cause. been prepared for, but are not at present in use.
Care should be taken to prevent sawdust and The difficulty in handling these high voltages is
other small floating particles from entering the' largely one of insulation between the transmis
suction pipe, and the joints in the pipe should be sion wire and the crossarm.

FIG. I. THE PII.SOMF.TF.R.
ber, /, and represented by the dotted lines in the
sectional view communicates with each of the
working chambers. A, A, by passages at the lower
half of its intersection with these chambers. This
discharge chamber contains the discharge valves,
E, E, their valve seats, G. G, and the valve
guards. /, /, which cover the passages leading
from chambers, A. A.

July is, I9°4The delivery pipe, H, connects with the dis■charge opening in the top of the discharge cham
ber by means of a flanged joint.
The induction, or foot-valve chamber, D, conTains the valve, E, its valve seat, F, and the guard,
/, which serve the purpose of holding the charge
of water in the pump. The lower end of this
-chamber is connected to the suction pipe by a
flanged joint.
Parts, K, K, are oval plates covering the open
ings through which the seat, valve and guard are
inserted to the respective chambers, and are
fastened in position by means of clamps and
"bolts, N. N. The ends of these clamps fit loose
ly into suitable recesses and are thus held in posi-

FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW OF PULSOMETER.
lion while the cover plates are being applied.
Another set of similar clamps and bolts serve,
an a like manner, to fasten the seats, valves and
guards in place.
The object in employing four openings to the
pump, instead of two, is to make it possible and
•convenient to get at the interior for thorough ex
amination, and case in removing any deposit that
may form on the walls of the chambers, and
which could not be reached otherwise.
Vent plugs are inserted in the cover plates
for the purpose of draining off the water in the
pump to prevent freezing.
Near the top of each of the working cham
bers, A, A, and of the vacuum chamber, /, is a
small tapped hole, into which is screwed a brass
air check-valve, so that its check hangs down
ward. The air check-valves in the chambers, A,
A, allow a small quantity of air to be auto
matically admitted above the water, and ahead
of the steam, separating the steam and the water
upon their first entrance, thus preventing conden
sation, and forming an air piston, which is always
new and tight. The air check-valve in the cham
ber, /, likewise admits air automatically, which
serves to cushion the ram action of water conse
quent upon the alternate filling of the chambers,
A. A.
It will be seen from the foregoing that the
pulsometer combines, in its design and construc
tion, maximum durability, simplicity and strength,
•with minimum size and weight.
The operation of the pulsometer is sustained by
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alternate pressure and vacuum. Steam, cush
ioned by a layer of air automatically admitted, as
already explained, is brought to bear directly
upon the water in the pump chambers and forces
it out through the discharge pipe ; the subse
quent rapid condensation of the steam forms a
vacuum in the working chambers, into which at
mospheric pressure forces a fresh supply of water
through the suction pipe. This action is main
tained automatically and is governed by the selfacting, sensitively balanced steam valve-ball in
the neck of the pump, which is subject to the in
fluences of steam pressure on one side, and
vacuum on the other. The valve-ball oscillates
from its seat in the entrance to one chamber to its
seat in the entrance to the other chamber, thus
effecting the steam distribution.
It will be observed that in the pulsometer
the steam is made to do double duty by being con
densed, thereby forming the vacuum, or lifting
power, after it has been utilized to force the
water out of the chambers.
The pulsometer being placed in the desired
position, with suction, discharge and steam pipe
connections made, and primed, will, by simply
admitting steam through the steam globe-valve at
the pump, perform within its scope all that can
be done by pumps of other types. Its two work
ing chambers fill and discharge alternately, the
water in the chambers itself serving as the pistons.
There are no parts to become deranged, no neces
sity for oiling, packing or special care.
Steam being admitted at the top or neck of
the pump, enters whichever one of the working
chambers the steam valve-ball has left open at
the time, and expanding in it, forces the water
downward and through the passage leading to the
discharge chamber ; the discharge valve opens and
the water passes through the discharge chamber
into the discharge pipe.
At the moment the surface of the water
reaches the level of the passage into the discharge
chamber, the steam condenses, creating a nearly
perfect vacuum.
The steam valve-ball then
changes its seat, so as to prevent the further
admission of steam, and the atmospheric pressure
outside forces a fresh supply of water into the
working chambers.
The instant the steam valve-ball changes its
seat, steam enters the second chamber, from
which it forces the water into the discharge pipe
in a manner exactly like that just described.
When this chamber is emptied, the steam valveball again changes its seat, steam enters the first
chamber as before, condensation takes place,
creating a vacuum, the water is again expelled
from the former and admitted to the latter, and
in this manner a continuous outflow of water is
maintained as long as steam and water are sup
plied to the pump.
The air check-valves, which are screwed into
the necks of the three chambers, admit air dur
ing the suction or vacuum period, and close dur
ing the pressure period. The air thus admitted
is confined in the small space at the top of each
chamber above the water, and serves as a cushion
for the steam upon entering, thus preventing agi
tation and also condensation during the working
stroke.
The regularly recurring periods of expansion
and contraction within the working chambers in
conjunction with the valves cause the pulsating
flow of water.
A formula for making white metal for motor
bearings, which has given excellent results on
heavy high-speed service, is given in The Mechan
ical Engineer, of London, and consists of 48
pounds of tin, 4 pounds of copper, and 1 pound
of antimony. The copper and tin are melted first,
and then the antimony is added.
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PNEUMATIC PUMPS.
The use of pneumatic pumping machinery is
steadily increasing and especially of the direct
pressure types, these having been the means of
bringing certain districts into prominence which
hitherto have been almost unknown, and adding
wealth to desert portions of the country where
the land has until recently been considered almost
valueless. It has also enabled many power plants
to be run condensing instead of noncondensing,
thus largely decreasing the cost of power and in
creasing the net returns from the enterprise.
Compressed air possesses several advantages
over steam, especially for transmitting power to
considerable distances and in many instances, in
cluding the pumping of water and other liquids,
it is even cheaper than electricity for moderate
distances, say, from 1,000 to 3,000 feet. Direct
air pressure can be used without the enormous
loss from condensation incident to the use of
steam, and by placing reheaters near the point
of delivery, the efficiency of the compressed air
machines can be considerably increased.
For
pumping water, air has the advantage that it
can be brought into direct contact with the water
without loss by condensation and in certain sys
tems of pumping a large percentage of the heat
required to compress and deliver the air can be
reclaimed from the exhaust.
Compressed air pumps may be divided into
three classes, viz., displacement pumps in which
the water is displaced or expelled by the entering
air; mechanically operated pumps in which the
ordinary styles of plunger and piston pumps are
driven by a compressed air motor, and air lift
pumps in which the water is raised by the pres
sure and the expansive force of the air.

FIG. I. MERRILL TYPE OF DISPLACEMENT PUMP.
A simple construction of displacement pump
is the Merrill, the principle of which is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Two cylinders are provided side
by side with an automatic air valve situated im
mediately above them. Compressed air is ad
mitted automatically first to one cylinder and
then the other. When the air has expelled the
water from one cylinder, the air is released and
at the same time air is admitted to the second
cylinder.
One cylinder is filling with water while the
other is discharging, so that an almost continuous
stream issues from the delivery pipe as long as
air is supplied. The pump is placed in the well
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or shaft and below the water level, the cylinders
filling, through large inlet valves in the bottom,
by atmospheric pressure. The pressure of air
on the surface of the water in the cylinder forces
the water through the discharge valve, the height
to which the water may be raised depending on
the air pressure.

FIG. 2. METHOD OF USING THE AIR EXPANSIVELY.
These pumps are made with one and two
cylinders.
Another arrangement illustrated in Fig. 2
provides for using the air expansively. Two
cylinders, which are alternately filled and emptied,
are employed.
Each cylinder is provided with an air pipe
from the compressor, the suction pipe having a
Y-shaped connection with branches leading to the
bottoms of the cylinders, as shown. When one
cylinder is emptied the other is full. Air is then
admitted to the full cylinder and the water is
driven out through the central discharge pipe.
When the water is being expelled, the other
cylinder is filling with water by atmospheric pres
sure. An automatic valve located near the com
pressor regulates the admission and release of air
to and from the cylinders. When the cylinder
is emptied of water the automatic valve opens
communication between the cylinder and the suc
tion or inlet of the compressor, and at the same
time opens the discharge of the compressor to
the opposite cylinder, thus admitting air to the
cylinder which is full of water. The air from
the empty cylinder being under pressure tends
to aid the compressor in compressing air for the
cylinder which is full of water and is about to
discharge. Thus the expansive force of the air,
after it has expelled the water, is made use of
in compressing air for the opposite cylinder and
thus effects a considerable saving of steam and
fuel. A certain amount of air is absorbed by the
water and a further amount is lost by leakage,
but these losses are provided for by means of air
valves, which open automatically should the
pressure on the suction side of the compressor
fall below a certain value, thus supplying the re
quired amount of air to keep the apparatus in
proper working condition.
The automatic valve, which regulates the ad
mission of compressed air to the pump cylinder,
is sometimes operated by the pressure in the suc
tion chamber of the compressor, the valve operati "i when the pump cylinder becomes more than
f1- 11. the water being drawn up the small air pipe
which reduces the pressure sufficiently to cause
the valve to operate. In other instances the valve
is- operated by electro-magnets, the circuit being
opened and closed by means of contacts on the
pressure gage. Still another method is to ar
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range a mechanical driver whereby the valve is
operated after the compressor has made a cer
tain number of strokes. It is obvious that the
first two methods are more economical and
reliable.
Fig. 3 illustrates the multiple displacement
pump. In this apparatus, instead of taking the
air to the bottom and forcing the water the en
tire vertical distance at a single lift, a number of
air displacement tanks are placed at various in
termediate points, as shown. The high pressure
air is conducted through the pipe, A, to a point
close to the bottom of the lower tank. The dis
charge pipe from the lower tank runs to the
next tank above, entering the bottom. The bot
tom tank is placed below the water level,
hence at the beginning of operations is full of
water. When air is admitted through pipe. A,
the water in the lower tank is gradually dis
placed, being forced up into the next tank above
and is prevented from returning by the check
ialve.
The air rises to the surface of the water in
the lower tank and forms a layer above the
water. The discharge of water continues until
the level reaches the perforated plate near the
bottom of the tank and to which the water dis
charge pipe is attached. At this lever is a second
air pipe, B, leading to the next tank above, as
shown. When the water level reaches the per
forated plate or diaphragm, no more water can
be expelled from the lower tank, and the air es
capes through the pipe, B, into the bottom of
the tank above and expels the water from this
tank either into the atmosphere or into still an
other tank higher up, as the case may be. The
pressure of the air after emptying the second tank

FIG. 3. MULTIPLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP.
is only one-half what it was after emptying the
first, because the tanks are of the same capacity
or volume, and the air therefore occupies twice
the original volume.
Suppose the pressure of air in the pipe, A, is
100 pounds per square inch. This corresponds to
a head of 230 feet in round numbers, at which
height the second tank is located, the air pressure
being merely sufficient to discharge the water into
the second tank. The air, which has raised the
water 230 feet, now fills the first tank from the

bottom and the lower end of the air pipe in this
tank is exposed before the lower end of the water
discharge pipe, and the air expands into the sec
ond tank above and after emptying this tank has
a volume equal to both or two tanks, which is
twice the original volume. The pressure is now
about 42;/. pounds by the gage. The lift or head!

FIG. 4.

ANOTHER ARRANGEMENT CF TWO-STAGE
LIFT.

corresponding to this pressure is 98 feet, whichis the height of the second lift, and the third
tank will be placed approximately 98 feet above
the second. At the end of the second lift the air
will have a volume equal to three times the origi
nal volume, and the pressure will be one-third of
the original pressure, or 100 + 15 -7- 3 = 38.3
pounds absolute, or 23.3 pounds by the gage, so
that the fourth tank will be placed 23.3 X 2.3 =
53.59 feet above the third, and so on to the top of
the shaft or well.
By this method the air does about twice as
much work with the same expenditure of work
as the compressor, which increases the efficiencyof the apparatus considerably.
Another arrangement of two-stag* lift is
shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 represents a sectional elevation of
the Halsey direct air pressure pump. In this
pump the tank is submerged and fills with water
binder atmospheric pressure. From the air valve
on top of the cylinder a rod descends into the
cylinder or tank. The water flows into the tankwhen the exhaust is open, a float rising and fall
ing with changes in the water level. When the
tank is full, the float engages with a collar on
the rod, and, lifting the latter, opens the air
inlet and closes the exhaust. The air is admitted
directly to the surface of the water and forces it
out, the float descending with the water level.
The weight of the float and rod reverse the
valve, thus opening the exhaust and permitting
the tank to fill again. The valve operated by the
rod is a supplementary valve, which admits and
releases the air from the ends of the main valve
chest, the main valve being air actuated in pre
cisely the same manner as the valve of single
cylinder steam pumps. As the auxiliary valve
operated by the float is always at one end or
the other of its stroke, the main valve is always
in position either to admit or exhaust the air
from the tank so that a dead point in the opera
tion of the valves is impossible and the pump is
always ready for work and without attention.
When proportioning displacement pumps the
velocity of the air in the air pipes should not
exceed 80 feet per second when displacing the
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maximum quantity of water. The capacity of
each pump tank should be equal to from 4 to 4VS
times the volume of the air pipe connected to
it, while the ratio of the diameter of the water
pipe to air pipe is 2.8.

FIG. 5. HALSEY DIRECT AIR PRESSURE PUMP.
The required displacement, D, in cubic feet
per second in the compressor may be found by
means of the formula :
D = W ^1 + [l .4 hyp. log.

+ 1) ]^

in which W = the volume of water to be pumped
expressed in cubic feet per second, and, h, the
total lift in feet.
In arguing for the establishment of large
central stations as against a number of small
plants, L. B. Stillwell in Cassier's Magazine states
that a 50,000-horsepower plant supplying power
to a district having a radius of 50 miles will burn
about 3 pounds of coal on the average per kilo
watt-hour. The average consumption of coal
which a central plant would displace is usually
not less than 10 pounds per kilowatt-hour. It is
also possible to use a less capacity of machinery
in a large station. A 50,000-horsepower central
plant will do the work for which it would be
necessary to install 75,000 horsepower of capacity
in smaller stations, and in some instances, where
the demand is variable, the 50,000 horsepower of
machinery would do the work of 150,000 horse
power put into smaller plants.
The Transit Development Co., acting for the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
has recently placed a contract with the AllisChalmers Co. for a 5,500-kilowatt steam turbine
direct connected to a 25-cycle alternator to run
at 750 revolutions per minute and give threephase current at 6,600 or 11,000 volts as may be
desired. This is the second outfit ordered for
the Kent Ave. Station in Brooklyn, the Westinghouse Co. having recently secured a contract for
a turbo-alternator unit of the same size.
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CARE OF PUMPS.
In order to insure freedom from delays and
breakdowns due to the failure of the working
parts of the pumps, steam pumps should receive
the same careful attention that is given the engine
and boiler or the dynamo. At first thought the
direct acting steam pump seems to be so simple
in construction and operation as to require no
attention save to fill the lubricator and keeping
the stuffing boxes packed. It is due largely to such
conclusions that many engineers are continually
experiencing difficulties with their pumps and
frequently condemn a pump because of their own
carelessness or ignorance in not properly caring
for the minor details of the machine.
In the first place, a pump should be located
in a convenient as well as a clean place. Placing
the pump back of the boilers, where dust, ashes
and soot are plentiful will not be found profitable
because such locations are conducive to about
all the ills that are ordinarily experienced. A
pump should be well set, free from vibration and
jar. Direct acting pumps are self contained, and
for this reason it is oftentimes thought that no
substantial foundation is required. The absence
of a suitable foundation is oftentimes responsible
for leaky suction pipes and groaning pistons, de
spite the large quantities of oil that may be sup
plied to them.
Pumps should be kept clean internally and
externally. In order to keep a pump clean inter
nally it must be inspected and cleaned internally
at regular intervals the same as it is externally.
When anything of a serious nature occurs the
first thing to do is to examine the pump inter
nally and if the engineer does not recognize the
appearance of the interior which is favorable'
to smooth running it is oftentimes difficult to
determine the cause of failure. Because a pump
works properly today or this week is not sufficient
assurance that it is in the proper condition to give
the same service next week.
Gaskets are cheaper than breakdowns, and for
this reason, if for no other, pumps should be
examined frequently in order to know what parts
are beginning to wear and how fast the wear
is taking place. When this is done the worn parts
can, in the majority of cases, be taken out and
replaced by new ones before they give out en
tirely, thus avoiding delay. When the suction
chamber of the pump is properly protected
against accumulations likely to cause trouble or
damage to the valves, the frequent inspection of
the screen and the separator in the suction pipe
renders very frequent inspections of the interior
of the pump unnecessary, and is generally easier
and more quickly done. Considerable wear can
and frequently does take place in a pump in the
course of 6 months, and for this reason it is ad
visable to inspect the interiors at shorter inter
vals, say 4 months for general service pumps
and once in 3 months for boiler feed pumps.
When pumps fail to work properly the diffi
culty is generally located in . one of three placs,
viz. : the water end, the steam end or the suc
tion pipe.
When difficulties arise and the pump fails, a
thorough inspection of these parts becomes neces
sary.
Certain difficulties have their symptoms and
persons familiar with the operation of pumps
can oftentimes locate the trouble at once.
When one side of a duplex pump makes a
quick stroke it indicates either that the stuffingbox gland of the opposite side is too tight or that
the packing in the cylinder of the side making
the quick stroke is wearing out or has, perhaps,
given out.
When a pump must be run faster one week
than the week previous in order to supply ap
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proximately the same volume of water, the
plungers should be examined because such be
havior indicates leakage. If the trouble is not
found in the plungers, then the valves should be
given attention.
When a pump fails to start after standing for
some time it should be primed by filling the end
with water and starting the pump slowly. If
after priming it fails to raise water, the suction
pipe should be examined and also the plungers
or pistons and the valves. If the piston packing
has become dry and hard, merely filling the water
end with water will not always remedy the
trouble because the packing would have to be
thoroughly soaked before it would work properly.
Valves in the suction pipe should have the
stems carefully packed and kept tight. Sometimes
air leaks in through the valve stem stuffingboxes
and in the hurry to get the pump . started these
are overlooked. This leads to a still longer delay
because it is generally concluded that the leak
occurs at one of the joints in the suction pipe,
which is not always a convenient pipe to exam
ine.
Stoppage of the suction pipes or chamber is
generally indicated by a jerky action and pound
ing of the plungers or water pistons, while a dull
thud at the ends of the stroke is more often due
to a lack of air in the air chamber, or if the
speed is high, to a lack of capacity in the air
chamber.
Pumps that are generally operated at moder
ately high speeds and with high lifts may be
made to work more smoothly by placing a vacuum
chamber in the suction pipe.
(To be continued.)
A notable feature of the exhibit of the Westinghouse Co. at the St. Louis Exposition will be
moving pictures showing the shop processes which
are in operation at Pittsburg. These operations
include welding a 10-foot ring for one of the
generators for the Pittsburg Railway Co., con
necting armature coils for railway motors, wind
ing field and transformer coils, insulating arma
ture coils, the end of the day employees' lifting
time checks at the door, etc. In the machine shop
the views will show testing a gas engine, testing
steam engines, steam turbine testing, east end of
the main aisle showing heavy machine work, a
io.ooo-horsepower Westinghouse-Parsons steam
turbine under construction. At the Air Brake
Co's. plant are shown the continuous casting proc
ess and the brass foundry.
It was possible to take these views only be
cause the Nernst lamp could be used for illuminat
ing the shop interior. This is the first instance
of successful photography of moving shop scenes
that has been accomplished. Although some
scenes, such as the Jeffries-Sharkey fight, have
been photographed, this was under special con
ditions and required the use of four hundred arc
lamps. In taking the Westinghouse photographs
only seventy of the Nernst lamps were used, and
these were placed on traveling cranes, which car
ried both the lamps and the camera down the
length of the shop. In all, sufficient pictures
were taken so that it would occupy a time of 2
hours fo show the full set. These were exhibited
in Carnegie Hall, Pittsburg, to the employees of
the company and evoked great enthusiasm. They
will be shown in the Westinghouse Auditorium
at the St. Louis Fair to visitors during the time
of the Exposition.
A pitch of about 4 inches is generally used
for the screwed stud stays in the firebox of a
locomotive. This spacing is closer than is neces
sary, but may be considered good practice, as it
allows a substantial margin for wear in the copper
plates.
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A NEW MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FOR HIGH
SPEEDS.
The operation of pumping machinery by elec
tric motors offers, especially in mines, many ob
vious advantages, such as the centralization of
the power plant, elasticity of extension of the
system, high efficiency and small first cost and
small expense for attendance. Compressed air
may be used for the distribution of power to
pumps, but it is not usually recommended on ac
count of the low efficiency of the plant as a
whole. The use of steam for driving pumps at
a distance and especially in mining operations, is
decidedly objectionable on account of loss by con
densation, the heat from the engines and pipes
and the expensive piping.
Electric-driven pumps have, however, had one
drawback, which, while not serious, had neverthe
less to be taken into account. This was the ne
cessity of toothed gearing, belts or other devices
to transfer the power from the rapidly revolving
motor shaft to the slow-moving crankshaft of the
pump.
In the pump which we illustrate herewith
these objectionable features have been eliminated
by the simple expedient of connecting the pump
plungers to cranks mounted directly upon the

Electric Co., of 100 horsepower capacity at 200
volts.
In a carefully conducted test, the particulars of
which are given in the accompanying table, the
pump proved a success in every way, surpassing
the expectations of the purchasers and even of
the builders. The volume of water pumped was
measured by means of a carefully constructed and
calibrated Freeman nozzle and all gages were
tested before and after the test by means of a
weight gage-tester. The pressure at the nozzle
was measured by a mercury column connected to
a piezometer chamber. Under the greatest press
ure, the pump showed a remarkably high volu
metric efficiency. Operation was practically noise
less under all conditions and was unaccompanied
by the slightest shock or heating.

FIG. I. DIRECT-CONNECTED ELECTRIC MOTOR PUMP.
shaft of the motor. This pump has a capacity
of about 250 gallons per minute against 1,000 feet
head when running at a speed of about 300 revo
lutions. So carefully have the internal parts of
the pump been designed, however, that its me
chanical efficiency is over 93 per cent., approxi
mating closely that of the highest types of large
TEST OF DUPLEX PUMP DIRECT DRIVEN BY AN
ELECTRIC MOTOR
>.s

Motor
Input
Watts

280
280
280
280
:m

28 800
40.800
52,530
60,200
58 800

Water
Gallons Pressure
deliver'd Lbs.
237
no
237
215
235
321
234
425
232
496

Pump
H.P.

EOicien.
per cent

32.63
48.94
62.25
74.53
71.79

78.
82.2
84.4
84 S
83.3

steam pumping engines. The pump is of the du
plex type, the cranks at the opposite ends of the
motor shaft being set at right angles to each
other. The plungers are of the outside packed
pattern, having the two plungers of each pump
connected by side rods. The plungers are 2lA
inches in diameter and have a stroke of $y2
inches. The motor was made by the General
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MECHANICAL DRAFT AT THE ST. LOUIS
EXPOSITION.
The Steam, Gas and Fuel Building, while it
covers less than most of the other important
structures, is quite important, as it contains the
immense boiler plant which furnishes power for
the entire Exposition, and occupies a considerable
part of the 100,000 square feet of floor space
which the building contains.
On approaching the exterior one's attention is
first attracted by the short steel stacks arising
from the roof, a striking contrast to the tall
stacks used at Paris and some of the other ex
positions. These steel funnels indicate, of course,
mechanical draft apparatus, both fans and en
gines, which were furnished by the Buffalo Forge
Co. of Buffalo, N. Y., for a total of 16,600 horse-

FIG. 2. CURVES SHOWING RESULTS OF TESTS OF ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN PUMP.

The pump and motor are mounted upon a
rigid box-girder frame, so that the unit is selfcontained and occupies a relatively small space.
This type of pump which has only lately been
introduced, has salient advantages never before
attained, including simplicity of construction,
small space requirements, cheapness of installa
tion and attendance. The pumps are built by the
Blake & Knowles Steam Pump Works, of 114
Liberty St., New York City, in capacities of from
200 to 4,000 gallons per minute, and for heads
varying from 100 to 2,000 feet. One of these
pumps operated by a direct-current motor will be
exhibited in the space of the General Electric
Co. at the St. Louis Exposition.
Manufacturing chemical industry has been
carried in Germany to a large value in con
sequence of the careful scientific treatment of
that blanch of industry, and some of the largest
joint stock companies have declared from 24 to
26 per cent dividends during the year. The Ger
man manufacturers supply nearly all of the dyes
made from coal tar at the present time. In the
case of synthetic indigo, which is now more than
half the world's supply, Germany leads.

power of boilers of various types. The stacks re
ferred to above are for the horizontal boilers
only, the upright boilers each having its own sep
arate and much smaller smoke pipe.
All of the boiler plants are of special interest,
not only on account of the large capacity of bat
teries served, but because of the fact that they
are expected to run continuously at from 25 to
50 per cent, above rating. This requires an in
tense draft and fans running at unusually high
apeeds for such large units. Wherever possible,
duplicate fans have been installed, each one be
ing of sufficient capacity to handle the entire
load.
All of the fans are driven by direct-connected
Buffalo horizontal engines, having a rigid sub
structure to support the engines and outboard
bearings, which carry the weight of the over
hung blast wheel. A large bowl is provided in
the engine side of the fan housing and the sub
structure is extended into this space, allowing a
water cooled, self-oiling bearing to be placed close
to the center of gravity of the wheel. The fans
are heavily built and braced to support the weight
of the stacks, which have ornamental tops and
are built of J4 and 3-16-inch plate.
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The first battery to be installed consisted of
eight 400-horsepower Heine boilers, which, when
running at 25 per cent, overload, will deliver
4,000 horsepower. For this battery two 240-inch
Buffalo fans, with 14-foot blast wheels, S}4 feet
wide, are used, each driven by a 14 x 14 center
crank engine. The maximum speed is about 143
revolutions per minute, and, in order to run eco
nomically at large variations in load, the eccentric
is controlled by a link motion adjustable while
the engine is running. The throttling governors
vary the speed, so that in order to secure any de
sired draft pressure the governor mechanism may
be adjusted in a minute for the desired speed,
and the link motion set to secure the earliest cut
off possible. This feature has been adopted on
all large induced draft installations made by the
Buffalo Forge Co. for some time and insures eco
nomical operation at low speeds.
Three independent groups of Cahall Boilers of
different types are installed, the first two groups
each consisting of four 508-horsepower boilers,
which will be run up to 50 per cent, overload.
On account of lack of space, it has been impos
sible to furnish duplicate fans. For each of these
groups there is a 210-inch fan, with a blast wheel
12 feet 4 inches in diameter and 43 inches wide,
driven by a 12 x 12 engine, at 220 revolutions per
minute maximum. The third group of Cahall
boilers is of approximately the same capacity as
the Heine group, and the apparatus is of the
same size.
The most prominent exhibit of foreign boilers
is shown in the group, including the Belleville
and Niclausse types, the rated - horsepower of
which will be 1,700. As it is expected that these
marine boilers will be tested at a large over
load, the induced draft fans, which are in du
plicate, are designed for 2,550 horsepower each,
and will run at 175 revolutions per minute; these
fans have blast wheels 12 inches diameter by 4
feet wide, driven by direct-connected 12 x 14 en
gines.
AH of the engines are of the piston-valve type,
with removable bushings, forged steel shafts and
crossheads, and are of the same design and finish
as regularly furnished for similar work by the
Buffalo Forge Co.
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taut in the same manner as the rope referred to,
and the heavier the load on the shafting the more
efficient the coupling becomes.
When the coupling is removed, which may be
done quickly, no evidences are found of anything
having been attached to the shafts, because the
coils grip them evenly around the entire circum
ference of both sections, thus merely squeezing
the shafts until sufficient friction is obtained to
prevent slipping. This feature makes it especially
valuable on shafts subject to sudden shock. The
only tool required to put the coupling on and take
it off again is a socket wrench, or, in the absence
of a socket wrench, an ordinary 5" wrench of the
proper size may be used.
The coupling is made to fit thirty-seven differ
ent sizes of shafting, which include all the com
mercial sizes. It is made up by the Republic En
gineering Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
AN AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER.
A device for holding down the starting cur
rent of an alternating current motor while keep
ing up the torque has recently been placed on the
market by the Westinghouse Electric & M'f'g.
Co., and is shown by the illustration.
It is used for motors of 5 to 50 horsepower,
smaller motors of this type being started by
closing the circuit with an ordinary switch, and
starting controllers of another type being used
for motors larger than 50 horsepower.

THE DIESCHER KEYLESS SHAFT COUPL
ING.
This is a coupling that can be applied to the
smooth ends of two shafts and securely connect
them together without the usual preliminary op
erations of cutting keyways and making accu
rately fitting keys. Neither does the coupling
mutilate the ends of the shafts by heavy cupA THREE-POINT AUTOMATIC STARTING BOX FOR ELEC
TRIC MOTORS.

SECTION OF THE DIESCHER COUPLING.
pointed set screws. The surface in contact with
the shaft is as smooth as a seamed sleeve, there
being no projections to groove the shaft and thus
necessitate redressing in case the coupling is re
moved.
The principle involved in this device is as fa
miliar as it is simple, viz., the friction of a rope
wound around a shaft with one end drawn taut.
A familiar example of the efficiency of such an
arrangement is found in the ordinary "snubbing"
post by which a boy at the end of a rope can
safely hold and lower a weight of several tons.
In this coupling a heavy steel coil is substituted
for the rope, the ends of the coil being drawn

The autostarter described consists of an oilsubmerged drum switch used in connection with
a pair of autotransformers which have loops so
arranged that a choice of two of several starting
voltages is given. It thus combines the func
tions of a line switch in opening and closing the
circuit with those of a controller or starting rheo
stat with two reduced starting voltages.
The switch, which is of the horizontal drum
type, is placed in the oil tank with all live parts
submerged, the handle and drum being so con
nected by gearing that the handle shaft is brought
out above the level of the oil. In the style used
with 5 to 15-horsepower motors the switch is a
simple drum on which the fingers bear directly,
but in the 20 to 50-horsepower sizes, which carry
larger currents, blades on the drums slide through
jaws, giving better contact. The drum contacts
and contact fingers can be easily renewed and, if
desired, the entire drum can be detached. The
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absence of flexible leads is of advantage here, as
it facilitates the removal of the drum and ensures
durability.
The drum is so arranged that the movement of
the handle is progressive, passing in succession
from the off position through the two starting
notches to the running position. There is no
possibility of moving the handle directly to the
running position without first applying the start
ing voltages, as may be done by mistake when the
off position is placed between the starting and
running positions, and the handle is thrown first
in one direction and then in the other. Nor is
the operator so liable to leave the handle in a
starting position and ruin the autostarter by over
heating the transformer. The handle is usually
placed as shown, but if desired, it can be re
versed, so that the hand moves below the shaft.
The connections between the drum switch and
the autotransformers are arranged to give the
best starting voltages and are adjustable, to suit
the conditions of service. Each of the transform
ers has five taps, giving respectively 30, 40, 50,
60 and 85 per cent of the full line voltage, and
by changing the connections between the trans
formers the starting voltage can be changed to
give the torque desired. When the handle is in
the running position, connection is made directly
between the motor and the line, the transformer
being cut out. When the handle is in the off
position, both the transformer and motor leads
are disconnected, the only live parts being the
leads from the generator.
Changing the connections is also facilitated by
bringing the transformer taps to the front of the
case, where they can be readily reached by re
moving the hand-hole cover shown in the illus
tration.
Access to the drum is facilitated by slotting the
lugs through which the bolts pass, so that, when
the nuts are loosened, the bolts can be withdrawn
sidewise and the tank lowered. The proper oil
level is distinctly marked and drainage and filling
tubes are conveniently located. The tank is
tightly fitted to the upper portion of the case, and
by providing the manhole cover with an air-tight
gasket the interior can be protected against acid
fumes or dangerous gases. This feature, together
with the submersion of all live parts in oil, makes
it possible to use the autostarter where inflam
mable gases or combustible floating particles are
in the air. As a precautionary measure, the han
dle is locked in each of the four positions, being
released by pressure upon a button on the end of
the handle, this provision preventing a too sud
den starting of the motor. The fact that the
autostarter may be placed at any distance from
the motor is also an advantage, when motors are
suspended from' ceilings or placed in other simi
lar locations.
A NEW ENGINEERING BUILDING.
At the University of Maine ' a new building
has been completed and is now being equipped
for the departments of Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering. It includes a main or front por
tion, 82 x 56 feet, and a wing 42 x 125 feet The
ground floor of the main building is devoted to
laboratories, the south half for electrical work
and the north half for mechanical work, while a
basement room below, 30x40 feet, is to be
equipped for hydraulic work. A portion of each
of the main laboratories has a solid floor, earth
filled with a 6-inch layer of Portland concrete,
covered by 4 inches of plank flooring. The sec
ond floor will be divided into offices, recitation
and draughting rooms for the two departments.
The third floor is not to be utilized at present.
In the wing are located tUfc work shops. On
the ground floor are the machine shop, 40x65
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feet; forge shop, 40x31 feet; and foundry, 40 x
26 feet; on the second floor over the machine
shop is the wood working shop, and above this,
again, is ample storage room and a paint shop.
The floor of the machine shop is of the same
construction as that in the portions of the labora
tories described above.
On the outside the building has a belt of ran
dom coursed rubble masonry extending from the
foundation wall to the first floor windows and
surmounted by a granite water table, above whichthe walls are of red machine made brick, with
cut granite trimmings.
The forge shop is to be equipped with downdraft forges supplied by the B. F. Sturtevant Co.
of Boston, which company is also installing the
heating and ventilating system for the entire
building. All the machinery is to be motor driv
en, on the group system, the General Electric
Co's. motors being used, and the line shafting
in the machine shop equipped with the Hyatt
Roller Bearing Co's. bearings. The entire shop
plant is being laid out in a manner designed to
facilitate the carrying on of tests for power losses
in transmission, and power for driving machine
tools. ~ ' ' ' •
TESTS OF A DETROIT SEPARATOR.
A test recently made at the University of
Minnesota by G. N. Davis and Robert Otto, on
the Detroit Separator, shows results which are
sufficiently remarkable to have more than pass
ing interest. The accuracy of the tests is guaran
teed by the fact that they were made under the
supervision of Professor Wm. H. Kavanaugh,
and that the tests were carefully repeated and re
sults checked.
In making these tests the inlet pipe was sur
rounded with a water jacket, so that any percent
age of moisture required could be secured. The
quality of steam entering the separator was tested
by a calorimeter and also was checked by the
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THE 2-INCH HORIZONTAL TYPE OK DETROIT SEPA
RATOR.
amount of water removed by the separator and
the percentage of dryness as the steam left the
separator. The quality of steam leaving the
separator was tested carefully by the calorimeter.
The water removed by the separator was collected
and weighed by being run into a barrel of water
on scales, and also the steam passing through
the separator was measured in a surface con
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denser. The separator was covered with hair felt
to avoid all radiation.
TEST OF THE DETROIT 2-INCH HORIZONTAL
STEAM SEPARATOR AT THE UNIVERSITY
.OF MINNESOTA, DEC. 5, I9O3.
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partment. Into this department he injected a
new life and vigor of administration which
brought profitable results and won him recogni
tion for marked executive ability.
About a year ago Mr. Westinghouse appointed
him general manager of the Sawyer-Man Elec
tric Co. of New York, thereby practically doub
ling his duties, for he continued the management
of the Detail and Supply Department of the par
ent company at Pittsburg. His continued success
drew to him the attention of men high in the
councils of competing companies.
Mr. Whiteside is a man of force and also of
delightful personality. There is no man at the
commercial end of the great industrial companies
better known throughout the country than he.
Everyone who has had dealings with him has
confidence in him, because everyone knows that
he is a man who keeps his word, whether he

The tests showed that the efficient action of
the separator is not affected by the amount of
moisture in entering steam, although, of course,
with very wet steam entering the separator there
is more moisture in the steam as it leaves. The
loss of pressure in passing through the separator
was not over a pound, even with the greatest
rate of flow.
WALTER H. WHITESIDE RECENTLY AP
POINTED MANAGER OF THE SALES
FOR THE ALLIS-CHALMERS CO.
THE new management of the Allis-Chalmers Co. is drawing to itself a group of
the ablest men in their respective lines in
the country. The latest acquisition is Walter H.
Whiteside, who has, until within the past fewdays, occupied one of the most important posi
tions in the Westinghouse organization, having
been the manager of the detail and supply depart
ment of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac
turing Co., of Pittsburg, and, at the same time,
general manager of the Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
of New York.
But Mr. Whiteside's experience has been by
no means confined to the electrical field. His first
business connection dates back to 1881, when he
entered the employment of the Hercules Powder
Co., the high-explosive or dynamite branch of the
Dupont Powder Co., of Wilmington, Del. He in
troduced high explosive products into the Lake
Superior regions, including the Calumet & Hecla
Mines, as well as into other mining districts.
Four years later he became associated with the
Cleveland Electrical Manufacturing Co. of Cleve
land. Ohio, with which he remained nearly 12
years, serving during the first 2 years in various
capacities, and for the remainder of the time
being the manager of their Chicago office.
In 1896 Mr. Whiteside was appointed mana
ger of engine sales for the Gates Iron Works, of
Chicago, and in 1898 the Westinghouse Electric
&: Manufacturing Co. made him the manager of
their Washington office. In that position he be
came associated not only with the largest elec
trical projects undertaken in the district which
his office covered, but in other places farther
afield. His engineering work in connection with
the installation of electrical power in the dry
docks of the Navy Department, especially the
docks at Portsmouth, League Island and Boston,
having been widely recognized. To him was
largely due the credit for effecting the change in
voltage standardization from 80 to 125 volts in
the electric lighting and power installations on
board the vessels of the United States.
But Mr. Whiteside's best work in the commer
cial sense was the building up of that immensely
successful branch of the Westinghouse Electric
organization known as the Detail and Supply De

WALTER H. WHITESIDE.

speaks it or writes it. He is a strong man for
any industrial concern, and the Allis-Chalmers
Co. is to be congratulated on securing his ser
vices, as well as he on becoming identified with
that powerful organization.
It is a striking fact, but one which was fullyexpected by all who know the methods and the
policy of the President of the Allis-Chalmers Co.,
that in so short a time the reorganization of the
personnel of that corporation should have brought
together as chiefs of staff men who are so con
spicuously able as those who have within the past
2 or 3 months accepted positions of great respon
sibility.
Mr. Whiteside's position will be that of gen
eral manager of sales for all departments of the
Allis-Chalmers Co.. including, of course, the Bul
lock Electric Manufacturing Co., which has be
come the Electrical Department of the AllisChalmers Co. His experience thoroughly quali
fies him for this important duty, which he takes
up with the good wishes of all his many business
friends.
Mr. Whiteside enters upon his new duties
about the middle of July.
IT IS A RATHER SEVERE COMMENTARY Oil OUT
processes in the matter of lighting that at present
only 5 per cent of the energy expended in a light
ing circuit appears in the form of light in the
lamp, while in electrical machinery of other de
scriptions 00 to 97 per cent of the energy is
utilized.
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MANZEL BROS, FORCE FEED OIL AND
GRAPHITE PUMP.
The use of graphite with oil as a cylinder
lubricant is a matter which deserves the careful
attention of every engineer, particularly if he has
had difficulty in this important point.
Heretofore, trouble has been encountered in
feeding the graphite to the cylinder, since it can
not be suspended in oil and it will settle and clog
the openings in the oiling system. With the
existing use of flake graphite, Manzel Bros.,
manufacturers of oil pumps, have taken especial
pains and designed a pump that is suited for
feeding graphite mixed with oil.
The Manzel Agitating Force and Sight Feed
Oil Pump is especially fitted for this purpose. As
shown by the illustration, Fig. 1, the pump has
a spiral agitating device enclosed in the glass
receptacle for oil and graphite, revolved by bevel
gears and a belt driver. Two fillers are provided ;
one for the oil and the other for the graphite.
The pump is worked by a reciprocating rod,
which turns the pulley by means of a ratchet or
clutch, and at the same time works the pump
pistons, seen in the sectional view, Fig. 2, back
and forth. The upper plunger takes oil from
the reservoir and forces it through the sight glass.
The lower plunger forces the oil into the steam
cylinder. Feed is regulated by the upper plunger,
which takes in larger or smaller charges of oil
at each stroke. Screwing plunger inward in
creases the feed ; outward decreases the feed ; the
further the plunger passes the oil hole on for
ward stroke the more oil is fed. The sight glass
cannot become filled up or clogged, as it does not
depend on gravity feed, but has the oil positively
forced through it. The pump is ordinarily fitted
with a ball clutch for driving the pulley and
plungers, but is furnished with a ratchet drive if
desired.
The makers state that the pump, on account
of the agitating device, will feed 50 per cent of
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their dealers. The value of graphite for this
purpose is illustrated by the fact that 10 cents'
worth added to a gallon of valve oil will more
than double the efficiency. The pump is made in
sizes from l/2 pint to I gallon, and with from one
to six feeds. They also make force and sight
feed oil pumps without the agitating device, as
shown in sectional view Fig. 2. Manzel Bros,
make nothing but oil pumps, hence are specialists
in this line. All pumps are made in their own
factory and under their personal supervision.
THE FLINN TRAP.
The Flinn trap has been known for several
years, but recent construction, embodying im
provements, has increased the capacity and ease of
its adjustment. The trap works on an entirely
different principle from other traps, being oper
ated by the weight of water that enters the in
let pipe.
Its method of operation may be explained
from the accompanying drawing as follows : The
water of condensation enters at A, fills lower
chamber Y, pipe X, and receiving chamber C
up to the level of the top of pipe E. This col
umn of water, acting on the under side of the
diaphragm D, forces the valve to its seat against
the counter pressure of the spring 6". Any ad
ditional water, that enters the trap, overflows
through pipe E, filling chamber /" and pipe E to
a point about midway of its height, where the
effect of the column of water in pipe X is bal
anced. The pressure on each side of the dia
phragm is then equal—the shorter column in pipe
E, aided by the spring, balancing the pressure of
the longer column in pipe X. Any further in
crease in the height of the water in pipe E causes
a depression of the valve V, which allows water
to escape until the column has fallen to a level
a little below the middle of pipe E, when this
valve closes again. This action is repeated at in-
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moving parts, the spring, the diaphragm, and the
valve itself. The adjustment of the spring is ac
complished by the outside lever L, which also
serves to open the valve for blowing out the
trap. This is sometimes necessary when grit
and dirt pass into the trap from the steam pipes

Y
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SECTION OF A FUNN TRAP.
and get under the valve. By depressing the out
side lever L, the valve V is thrown wide open
and the trap can be blown out.
The trap is especially adapted for marine
and railroad use, as its action is not affected by
the motion or inclination of the ship or car.
The water of condensation can be returned
directly to the boiler by connecting the dis
charge pipe of the trap to the suction pipe of
the feed pump, w-ithout affecting the action of the
pump.

THE MANZEL AGITATING oil. AND GRAPHITE
PUMP.

FIG. 2. SECTION OF THE FORCE AND SIGHT FEED Oil.
PUMP.

Vertical-type gas engines, direct-connected or
belted, as the case may be, to electric dynamos
for light or power service, are finding consider
able favor for isolated plants. For this service
the twin cylinder type is well adapted, especially
if fitted with heavy flywheels. A type made by
the Meriam-Abbott Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, has
been adopted in many cases with most satisfac
tory results. These units are so designed and
built that they do not require the services of a
skilled engineer except for repair work and gen
eral supervision. The coil-contact ignition is
used and arranged so that the parts are visible
while the engine is running. In this way it is
always possible to tell whether the sparker is
working or not. The engines are furnished with
an air starter and with outside flywheel for attach
ment to any form of belted apparatus.

Dixon's flake graphite mixed with oil if neces
sary, but that two or three large teaspoonfuls of
graphite with a pint of valve oil is usually suffi
cient. The exact amount must be determined by
each engineer to suit his own conditions.
Manzel Bros., of 42-44 Broadway, Buffalo,
X. Y., who are the makers and patentees of this
pump, recommend the use of No. 2 flake graphite
made by the Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., and will
furnish it to those who cannot secure it from

tervals according lo the quantity of water enter
ing (he trap. As long as the water keeps coming
in sufficiently large quantities, the valve remains
wide open.
The valve acts every time the water rises
above the water seal line and every time it
falls below it. The diaphragm is not affected by
the working pressure, whether 100 or 300 pounds,
as there is the same steam pressure on both sides,
top and bottom. There are but three working or

An innovation in the matter of chimneys is
the concrete stack which is now being built by
the American Hoop Company at the corner of
Third and Pike streets, in Cincinnati. The stack
will be 160 feet high, with a foundation 30 feet
square at the base. The chimney proper will be
7 feet in diameter at the point where the intake
enters, and a little less than 6 feet in diameter at
the top. The chimney will have an outer wall and
an inside core with a 6-inch air space between the
two.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy, C. J. Reed, 939 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy, R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., October 12
and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont, Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha,
Neb. Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, III.
National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street,
New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14,
15 and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica,
N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
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Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation. *
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September 1, 2,
3, 1904Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
At this season of year Associations of En
gineers are electing officers, and the following lists
have reached us as having been recently elected :
Milford, Mass. : President, Wm. O. Thayer ;
vice-president, Fred W. Tingley; recording and
corresponding secretary, Fred M. Daniels; finan
cial secretary, Harry L. Webster; treasurer, W.
A. Coombs ; conductor, Wm. E. Cade ; doorkeeper,
W. S. Ellis; trustees, Harry L. Webster, W. S.
Elliott, John Lawson; delegate to national con
vention, Fred M. Daniels; alternate, Harvey
Legee.
Watertown, N. Y.: President, B. H. Giles;
vice-president, John Kreutzer; recording secre
tary, N. W. Colton; corresponding secretary,
James Hankin; financial secretary, R. E. Cahill;
treasurer, Edward Tuckerman; conductor, Geo.
Marlow ; doorkeeper, John Glasford. The trus
tees are William Ainslee, James Hankin, George
Marlow.
Brockton, Mass.: John F. Haslam for presi
dent The other officers are: Vice-president,
Henry Gibbs ; recording secretary, Marcus Hall ;
financial secretary, C. I. Richardson; treasurer,
Joseph Glenn; conductor, George E. Staples;
guard, William Campbell; trustees for 3, 2 and
1 year, respectively, E. D. Maybury, Alonzo E,
Nelson, Samuel A. Coombs.
Local No. 22, I. U. of S. E., New York City,
has elected as follows : President, Patrick Ken
ny; vice-president, Arthur Curley; secretaries,
John Miller and John E. Schwab ; treasurer, Peter
McQuillan.
Reading, Pa., Council, No. 13, A. O. of S. E.,
has elected as officers for the ensuing year : Chief
engineer, Edward Jones; assistant, John F. Shadle; corresponding engineer, S. S. Miller; finan
cial engineer, George S. Miller; treasurers, Au
gustus Haas and John Hain; trustees, Hiram M.
Trout and Jacob Stoner. Supreme Chief Engi
neer Trout will install the officers in Columbia,
York, Allentown, Pottstown, Girardville and
Philadelphia. He recently instituted a new coun
cil with fifty-seven members at Ashland, Wis.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the N. A. S. E.
has organized a new chapter at Middletown, Ohio.
The new council has a membership of twentynine, with the following officers : President, Mrs.
Phillip Soltz; vice-president, Mrs. G. N. Har
rington; secretary, Mrs. Albert Schaffer; treas
urer, Mrs. Fred Hammer. The council was insti
tuted by Mrs. Robert Ingleson, of Cleveland.
Others present at the installation were : Past
National President Ingleson, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Delany and the Misses Grace and Mary Delany
of Cincinnati, Herbert E. Stone of Boston, and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yeager of Cincinnati.
Newburgh, New York, local of the I. U. of
S. E. held its annual election on June 15. The
officers chosen were : President, John McDowell ;
vice-president, John J. Ryan; recording secretary,
Janus Miller; financial secretary, W. L. Weber;
treasurer, Charles Greggs ; conductor, Robert
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Miller; guard, Robert Gillespie; trustees, C. Bolen, S. McCollum, and George Christie.
Los Angeles, Cal., local of the Engineers'
Association No. 72 recently elected as officers:
President, A. Morrison ; vice-president, O. A. Bonnell ; recording secretary, J. W. Green ; financial,
B. A. Vote; conductor, H. Thompson, and guard,
B. S. Walsh.
Election of officers by the Lawrence, Mass.,
Association of Stationary Engineers resulted as
follows: President, Charles F. Watson; vicepresident, James Gibbons; corresponding secre
tary, L. B. Gingrass; recording secretary, S. W.
Bowery ; financial secretary, Mathew Calvert ;
treasurer, Wm. E. Bradbury; conductor, Wm.
Terrell ; doorkeeper, Alfred Demars ; delegates to
the national convention at Richmond, Edward
Hayes and Jason Phelps.
Bellefontaine, Ohio, Association No. 86, N.
A. S. E., has elected as officers the following:
President, P. W. Shipley; vice-president, Wm.
Durftinger; corresponding secretary, Wm. E.
Knight; financial secretary, O. D. Spade; treas
urer, W. H. Bushlong; conductor, Wm. Shue;
doorkeeper, Ed Coen; delegate, Wm. E. Knight;
alternate, H. T. Shuler.
Detroit, Mich., Association No. 1 recently
elected officers as follows for the ensuing year:
President, J. B. Trbc; vice-president, C Cole
man; recording secretary, Alf. W. Miller; finan
cial secretary, W. H. Hayton ; corresponding sec
retary, W. A. Pierce; treasurer, Edgar Heap;
conductor, Henry Seibel; doorkeeper, J. Tibodo;
trustee, J. Collins; delegates to national conven
tion: Russell Burrows, J. Heinze and J. Bohnsack; alternates, T. Van Sickle, E. Heap and
Alf. W. Miller; delegates to the state convention
at Hint, July 15 and 16; Charles Sink, E. C.
Jacques, William Pierce and Ed Gilroy; alter
nates, A. W. Miller, William Hayton, Thomas
Van' Sickle, and Ed Rose.
Woonsocket, R. I., Association of stationary
engineers has elected as officers the following:
President, R. E. Steere; vice-president, P. A.
Varney ; corresponding secretary, W. H. Latham ;
financial secretary, John Wadsworth ; recording
secretary, F. M. French; treasurer, Fred Wilks;
conductor, William Trask; doorkeeper, James
Grand; board of trustees, Fred Wilks, E. E.
Biglow, F. M. French. It was voted to meet
with other associations of the state at Pawtucket
July 16 for installation of local officers by the
national officers.
Lynn, Mass., Association has elected as offi
cers: President, F. L. Johnson; vice-president,
F. E. Williams; recording secretary, Mr. Carter;
financial secretary, Charles D. Munn; correspond
ing secretary, C. A. Cowles; treasurer, C. W.
Burnham.
Massasoit Association of Stationary Engi
neers of Springfield, Mass., has elected as dele
gates to the Richmond convention W. H. Kingsman and Charles A. G. Winther. The Associa
tion is planning a moonlight excursion to River
side.
Norwich, Conn., Association of Engineers has
elected as officers the following: President, F. A.
Dolbeare ; vice-president, J. L Duguid ; past pres
ident, George M. Ellis; secretary, George P.
Thomas; treasurer, George K Sanders; con
ductor, H. J. Knowlton ; doorkeeper, J. H. Hub
bard ; trustees, M. A. Barber, G. P. Thomas and
F. A. Dolbeare. After the election of officers the
Association was given a supper and smoker by
the retiring officers and each member was pre
sented with a souvenir pipe.
First German Association No. 15, Cincinnati,
Ohio, elected officers as follows on June 25 :
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President, C. L. Hapner; vice-president, Henry
Pownall; recording secretary, George McMinnis;
financial secretary, Grant Kelley; corresponding
secretary, George A. Edmonson; treasurer, Hugh
Rensford ; conductor, Philip M. Hans ; warden,
A. E. Lathrop; trustees, Judson Pratt, John Solar
and Leo Fried; delegates to Richmond Conven
tion, Hugh Rensford, Judson Pratt, C. L. Hapner,
Leo J. Nolan and George McMinnis.
The New York League of Heat and Cold
Insulation, representing the steam pipe and boil
er covering industry of the country, held their
first annual dinner at the Building Trades Em
ployers Association dining rooms, Manhattan, last
Thursday evening. The dinner was informal and
L. H. Phelps, the retiring president, was the toastmaster. During the course of the banquet T. T.
Lyman, chairman of the executive committee, and
manager of the Asbestos Department of H. W.
Johns-Manville Co., New York, was presented
with a beautiful loving service as a token of the
high esteem and regard in which he is held by
his fellow-members for his efforts in their behalf
during the trying times in the building trades dur
ing the past year.
The service was composed of a silver loving
cup 18 inches high, resting on a silver tray 20
inches in diameter, with a dozen silver cups. The
tray bore the following inscription:

SILVER LOVING SERVICE PRESENTED TO T. T. LYMAN.
"Presented by the New York League of Heat
and Cold Insulation to Thomas T. Lyman in
recognition of his loyalty to our cause. 19031904." Mr. Lyman, completely taken by surprise,
acknowledged the gift with thanks.
J. P. Costigan, president of the league, Stephen
Andrews, vice-president, C. H. Lietze, treasurer,
and R. C. Routledge, secretary, made speeches
in behalf of the league. Mr. James and Mr.
Radford rendered the latest song hits, and in
conclusion L. H. Phelps proposed a toast to "our
absent members," and thanked all for their kind
ness in helping to make the dinner such a success.
Recently the president of the International
Union of Steam Engineers, P. J. McMahon, died
at his, home in New York City. As a conse
quence of this sad event, John E. Bruner, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, vice-president of the Interna
tional Association, becomes president.
Milford, Mass., Association of Engineers has
elected as officers the following: President,
William O. Thayer ; vice-president, Fred W.
Tingley ; corresponding and recording secretary,
Fred M. Daniels; financial secretary, Harry L.
Webster; treasurer, William Coombs; conductor,
William E. Cade; doorkeeper, William S. Elliot.
Massasoit Association of Stationary Engi
neers of Springfield, Mass., has elected as officers
for the ensuing year as follows : President, Ed
ward E. Mayor; vice-president, B. T. Somborger;
recording secretary, William J. Pratt; corre
sponding secretary, Walter H. Damon; financial
secretary, Clifford C. Harris; treasurer, William
H. McConaghy; conductor, Joseph McCartney;
doorkeeper, A. C. Thompson.
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As officers for the ensuing year Manchester,
N. H. Association has elected : President, W. O.
Stiles; vice-president, W. E. Saunders; corre
sponding and recording secretary, W. E. Holt;
financial secretary, George Wheeler; treasurer,
W. F. Dempsey; conductor, W. R. Grant; door
keeper, Walter Willet; delegate to national con
vention, W. E. Holt; alternate, Geo. F. Jones.
Worcester, Mass., Association has as officers
for the next year the following : President, H. A.
Mixer ; vice-president, W. S. Ramsdell ; recording
secretary, A. W. Davis; financial secretary, C. E.
Moore; treasurer, F. J. Trow; conductor, Joseph
Le Plant; doorkeeper, L. Smith; first trustee,
K. R. Smith; second trustee, F. A. Pierce; third
trustee, F. A. Grimley; first delegate, K. R.
Smith; second delegate, D. S. Ramsdell; first
alternate, F. A. Grimley; second alternate, C. O.
Mayo.
The Engineers of California are undertak
ing with the assistance of the State Advisory
Board a unique movement. President Alex.
Morrison of the State Board- will visit all towns
in Southern California in the next month to over
see in a general way the working of the unions
and to map out new lines of procedure. He will
also bring before the different organizations the
matter of a convention to be held in Los Angeles
during the latter part of August, at which ar
rangements are to be made for active work
throughout the state.
Indianapolis, Ind., Local Union No. 51 re
cently elected officers as follows: Thomas Reid,
president; Frank McCaffery, vice-president; Fred
Huffman, corresponding secretary; Benjamin W.
Finn, financial secretary; William McAdams,
treasurer; Casper Hand, conductor.
The Association of Davenport, Ia., has
elected officers as follows: President, George
Glanz; vice-president, William Renfro; record
ing secretary, F. A. Whitney; treasurer, Jos.
Worker; corresponding secretary, Tom M.
Swingle; financial secretary, George Pickup;
conductor, Herman Offerman ; doorkeeper, John
T. McConnell.
Newly .elected officers of the Lowell, Mass.,
Association of Stationary Engineers are as fol
lows : President, T. N. Kelsey ; vice-president,
A. S. Cady; corresponding secretary, W. H.
Ramsdell ; financial secretary, W. H. Yeomans ;
treasurer, W. H. Quigley; recording secretary,
A. L. Mertrud; secretary, A. Cedarette; door
keeper, M. E. Powers; associate deputy, E. A.
Mores; trustee, M. S. Blodgett; delegates for na
tional convention, T. M. Kelsey, W. H. Yeomans,
James Collins; alternates, W. H. Ramsdell, W.
H. Quigley, W. C. Richards.
Nashua, N. H., Association of Stationary
Engineers, on Saturday, the 25, elected as officers
the following: President, W. O. Stiles; vicepresident, W. E. Saunders ; corresponding and
recording secretary, W. E Holt; financial secre
tary, George Wheeler; treasurer, W. F. Dempsey;
conductor, W. R. Grant; doorkeeper, Walter Willett.
Cincinnati Association of Engineers, of
which there are five branches, are making ar
rangements to lease a building in the center of
the city for their combined use.
Cincinnati local branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, listened on
July 6th to an address by C. G. Y. King, of Chi
cago, on the subject of steam turbines. Mr. King
is one of the engineers of the Chicago Edison
Company and is entirely familiar with the subject
of steam turbines through his connection with
the Fisk Street Station.

5H
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
A. M. Mattice, chief engineer of the AllisChalmers Co., has returned from his European
tour of inspection, and has now settled down to
the duties of his position in Milwaukee.
While in Europe Mr. Mattice visited the hy
draulic machinery works of Escher Wyss & Co.,
of Zurich, and arranged important details con
cerning the manufacture in the United States of
their lines of product. He also inspected the
Nurnberg Gas Engine Works, at Nurnbe*g, and,
at the well-known engineering establishment of
Willans & Robinson, at Rugby, England, he paid
particular attention to the products and methods
of manufacture of the Steam Turbine Advisory
Syndicate, of which important organization AllisChalmers Co. is the American member. Mr. Mat
tice had several important consultations in Lon
don with Mr. Yarrow, the famous torpedo-boat
builder, on the subject of turbines for marine
purposes, and while on the Continent he made,
in the Allis-Chalmers interests, a series of ex
haustive tests of the Zoelly steam turbine, of
which so much has recently been heard.
The results of Mr. Mattice's European visit
of inspection will be awaited with great interest
by American engineers.
John Mabbs, one of the oldest of Chicago
engineers, died at his residence on Tuesday even
ing, June 21, of organic heart disease. Mr. Mabbs
was born in England in 1823, and removed to
New York with his parents in 1832. In 1852
he came to Chicago and was connected with the
Moses Co., erecting for them the first pumping
engines at the Chicago Ave. Water Works. Mr.
Mabbs was inspector of public works under the
first Mayor Harrison, and had for many years
held the position of chief engineer at the Chicago
Board of Trade Building. He was the inventor
of a system of hydraulic packing and of a special
design of electric elevator.
Mr. Mabbs was the organizer of the Mabbs
Hydraulic Packing Co., which handled the pack
ing of his invention, a business which will be
carried on by the son and nephew of Mr. Mabbs
in the same way as before.
NEWS NOTES.
An accident which occurred on the night of
June 23 to John Mulvey, night engineer of the
Yorkville Independent Ice Co., emphasizes the
importance of great care in being sure that an
engine is free from steam after having stopped
it. Mulvey stopped his machinery on account of
some difficulty with the engine about half-past 1
in the morning and climbed into the flywheel pit
to look it over. Evidently some steam was left
in the cylinder, and the weight of the engineer
started the flywheel to revolving. He was thrown
against the oil cup on the shaft and was horribly
mutilated so that he died early the following day.
On the afternoon of the twentieth of June
the great 70-foot smoke-stack of the Lawton Ice
Co., at Lawton, Oklahoma Ter., collapsed during
a wind storm, doing about $1,500 damage, besides
crushing the fireman's foot. The plant was the
second largest in the territory and had been com
pleted but a short time.
j. f.
At a recent meeting of the stockholders of
the Brown Corliss Engine Co., of Corliss, Wis.,
the stockholders voted to increase the working
capital $150,000, which will put the company in
such fine condition that it will be in a position
to carry on some of the largest work on the
market. The Brown Corliss Engine Co. is build
ing a thoroughly up-to-date engine, and with its
modern shops and the increased capitalization it
will be able to increase its business very materi
ally.
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How not ever to handle a safety valve was
shown in Gadsden, Ala., June 17. The fireman,
named Herring, had raised the pressure of the
boiler to 150 pounds and tied down the safety
valve. He raised the safety valve with a piece
of iron in order to blow off steam, and on releas
ing it the explosion followed immediately, wreck
ing the mill and demolishing everything about the
boiler room. Four men were seriously injured
by the explosion.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
KALENDER FUR SEE MASCHINISTEN.
By E. Ludwig and E. Linder. 1904. R. Oldenbourg, Munchen and Berlin. Pp. 264.
This is a pocket book written more particu
larly for marine engineers and machinists em
ployed on shipboard. It contains about all the
rules, formulas and data pertaining to the steam,
electrical and hydraulic machinery used in steam
vessels, together with numerous tables that are
always convenient when making calculations and 1
estimates. The large number of illustrations,
including a colored map of the Atlantic ocean and
other bodies of navigable water, adds consider
able to the value of the work since the range of
usefulness is thus extended to the apprentice as
well as the journeyman mechanic and engineer.
The work is divided into eleven parts or chap
ters as follows : Chapters I and II are devoted to
tables and mathematics ; Chapter HI takes up
steam engines, steam vessels, condensers, indicator,
oils and oiling engines ; Chapter IV deals with
boilers and fuels including the various kinds of
valves and cocks, safe working pressure and
thickness of plates ; Chapter V, pumps and pump
governors ; Chapter VI, steam pipes and boiler
connections; Chapter VII, machinry of steam
ships in general; Chapter VIII, electrical ap
paratus and electric lighting of vessels; Chapter
IX, shipbuilding, both sail and steamships ; Chap
ter X, nautical instruments, signals and rules for
the sailor ; Chapter XI, weights and measures,
tables of weights of screws, iron bars, etc., and
the arrangement of sails.
The work contains a wide range of informa
tion much of which is demanded of the engineer
and machinist both in the navy and merchant
marine service. A good index enables any item
to be easily and quickly found.
WAYNE GAS ENGINES are described in a
catalog issued by the Fort Wayne Foundry and
Machine Co., of Fort Wayne. Ind. . Details are
given and fully illustrated by means of wash
drawings. 7'he engine is adapted for portable as
well as stationary work and is arranged in spe
cial combination for pumping, hoisting and gen
eral service. It is made in sizes from 4 to 150
horsepower.
FUSE PLUG CABINET PANELS for use
on two-wire and three-wire mains are described
in bulletin 4367 of the General Electric Co., and
bulletin 4368 illustrates and describes the con
struction of direct-current motor controlling pan
els, manufactured by the same company.
A. G. HATHAWAY & CO, of Cleveland,
Ohio, who arc manufacturers of wrought and
cast washers, bolts, and nuts of all descriptions,
and wall and joist hangers, and who are dealers
in Cross oil filters, Burt exhaust heads, and the
oil and gas furnaces, and oil burners manufactured
by Tate, Jones & Co., are issuing a list of these
specialties.
WE HAVE RECEIVED from H. A. Rogers,
ig John St, New York, has 1904 price list of gage
glasses, gage glass cutters and gage washers.
Mr. Rogers is the sole agent in the United States
for the Moncrieff Scotch gage glass, the sales
of which he reports as increasing yearly. Every
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gage glass cutter manufactured can be supplied
by Mr. Rogers and all are illustrated in the price
list just issued. Engineers will be interested in
the Perfected Gage Glass Washer which is also
shown. These washers are put up, one dozen in
a box, and should appeal to the merchant and
engineer as a handy package, either for shelf, or
the toolchest. Copies of the price list may be
obtained on application.
THE NEW JERSEY Foundry and Machinery
Co, g and 15 Murray St, New York City, have
just issued, and will be pleased to mail to parties
interested, a 32-page catalog, descriptive of track
ing, cranes, elevating and conveying machinery,
all of which they manufacture.
THE NILES-BEMENT-POND CO, manu
facturers of machine tools, 136 and 138 Liberty St,
New York City, are sending out a new 750-page
catalog of machine tools.
It opens with six full-page illustrations of the
various works of the Niles-Bemeut-Pond Co,
and following these arc thirteen pages of medals
and diplomas awarded the various constituent
companies of this concern. These medals date
as far back as r87i. The medals of the more
recent expositions, however, are much in the ma
jority. The reproductions of the medals are par
ticularly excellent.
After the medals, the main part of the catalog
begins. First are the machines for railroad-shop
use. These include a most Complete line of driv
ing-wheel lathes. Fourteen different full-page
illustrations are given of these machines, showing
all sizes from 51-inch to TOO-inch swing, and one
or two special machines adapted particularly to
the use of modern high-power tool steels. The
other railroad tools include three different styles
of car-wheel lathes, a large variety of axle lathes,
cutting-off and centering machines, quartering ma
chines, car-wheel borers and hydrostatic wheel
presses.
The next division of the catalog is devoted to
lathes, including all sizes from the Pratt & Whit
ney bench lathe to the massive Bement 125-inch
crank shaft lathe.
Fifty pages are devoted to planing machines,
and a specially large variety of heavy planers is
shown. Various methods of driving by magnetic
clutches and motors mounted on the top of hous
ings are illustrated. The large portable rotary
planers are among the most interesting machines
described in this section of the catalog. These
machines are self-contained, the motor being
mounted on the saddle. The largest has a swing
of 120 inches, and is arranged so that it can be
lifted by ? crane and placed in any position on
a floor plate. A large number of heavy drills
is shown, including vertical drills, radial drills
and multiple drills.
Among the most interesting pages in the cat
alog are those devoted to boring machines. First
are the horizontal boring machines, which include
all varieties of boring machines in which the work
remains stationary, the cutting being done by re
volving cutters. A particularly complete line of
floor boring machines or horizontal boring, drill
ing and milling machines is shown, including
every conceivable variety.
Fifty pages are devoted to boring and turning
mills. Here again the large mills are most in
teresting, but more space has been devoted to de
scribing the smaller machines. The 16-foot and
20-foot mills are particularly massive.
Following the section on boring and turning
mills are a few pages devoted to miscellaneous
machine tools, and then comes a very complete
line of boiler shop machinery, including plate
planers, bending rolls, punching and shearing ma
chines, hydraulic presses, steam and hydraulic
riveters Tn the latter part of the catalog, the full
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line of Bement steam hammers is illustrated, to
gether with a number of installations of Niles
electric traveling cranes. The last pages are de
voted to the small tools made by the Pratt &
Whitney Company.
In the arrangement of the catalog, particular
care has been taken to put the various machines
in their logical order, so that any machine can
be found without reference either to the table of
contents in the front of the book or the complete
index at the back.
The whole catalog is a particularly good piece
of press work, the cuts coming out with great
sharpness and clearness. Some idea of the size
of the book can be obtained from the fact that it
weighs about ro pounds, the entire edition amount
ing to 75 tons of catalogs. While the catalog is
not intended' for general distribution, it will be
gladly sent to users of heavy machine tools.
THE S PRAGUE ELECTRIC CO, 527 West
34th St, New York City, is issuing bulletin No.
219 to supersede No. 206. The bulletin describes
the round type of direct current motors made
by the company and contains illustrations of the
motor and its application to the various kinds of
work to which it is adaptable.
THE G. VV. LORD CO, Philadelphia, Pa.,
which manufactures Lord's boiler compounds, is
sending out a halftone reproduction showing the
method of ''pushing" its products in Madras, East
India. The picture is n!4 x 6 14 inches and shows
barrels of compound loaded on carts, which are
pulled and pushed by the natives. The picture
also shows an interesting pole line construction
in the background.
THE ELECTRIC MULE or electric locomo
tives for gathering purposes, without the kicking
qualities of the real article, are made by the
Jeffrey Mfg. Co, Columbus, Ohio. Locomotives
specially adapted for mine service are described
in bulletin No. 8 of the company, and halftone
illustrations of 2'/>, 4 and 8-ton sizes are given.
THE STAR DYNAMO CO, of Jefferson
City, Mo, manufactures direct current dynamos
and motors from y2 to 7^4 kilowatts capacity.
The motors may be belted or geared and the
dynamos are specially adapted for small light
ing plants, as in factories, mills, small steamers,
etc. These machines are described and illustrated
in a 20-page catalog issued by the company.
THE CROCKER-WHEELER CO.. of Am
pere, X. J, in its bulletin No. 45, gives an ab
stract of a series of papers published in the
Electrical World and Engineer T>n the Govern
ment printing office at Washington, which is the
largest in the world, not only with respect to
floor space, but also in regard to the number of
employees and extent of output. Nearly every
thing in the office is done by machinery and
mechanical appliances, and over 600 motors are
installed throughout the building, more than 500
of these being of Crocker-Wheeler manufacture.
Electricity is also used for light and heat.
The bulletin contains illustrations of the power
plant, motor driven presses, etc, and gives a very
good idea of the nature and amount of work
done at the office.
BULLETIN NO. 35. issued by the Northern
Electrical Manufacturing Co, describes its multi
polar motors in detail, showing the construction
of frames, fields, coils, armatures, brush holders,
bearings, and other parts. It shows also the adap
tation of these motors to operating various classes
of machinery, such as tools, pumps, valves, cranes,
elevators, etc. The ring type motors for large
powers, the spherical motors for smaller powers,
and the enclosed crane motors are all fully de
scribed.
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DESMOND-STEPHAN MANUFACTUR
ELECTRIC COAL MINING PLANTS, as sued and entitled "Great Lakes Condensed Facts,''
installed by the Jeffrey Mfg. Co., of Columbus, describes in detail the condenser and vertical air ING Co., of Urbana, O., are sending out to en
gineers an attractive poster setting forth the mer
Ohio, are described in bulletin No. 4, issued by pump manufactured at the works.
the company. This bulletin shows the styles of
"PROPER CARE OF DRIVING CHAINS" its of the Desmond Automatic Injector.
locomotives and light railways installed, and gives is the title of a folder issued by Jos. Dixon CruLUKENHEIMER CO., of Cincinnati, O., are
a brief description of the generating plant re
sending out a striking and attractive hanger of
ciable Co., of Jersey City, N. J. It gives direc
quired, and an estimate of the cost.
enameled metal, showing the Lukenheimer valve
tions for the use of Dixon's motor chain com
Bulletin No. 5, issued by the same company, pound on sprocket chains for any class of ma
and hanger, which is familiar to all engineers. This
gives a complete description of storage battery chinery.
makes a most effective sign for dealers and a
locomotives as made by it. These locomotives are
unique ornament for an engine room.
THE REGISTER OF LEHIGH UNIVER
designed for various uses about mill yards and
HUMIDITY IN TEXTILE MANUFAC
SITY. South Bethlehem, Pa., just issued, copies TURE is the title of a small pamphlet issued by
factories; and complete data is given for esti
mating the locomotive power needed for a given of which may be had on application, shows 615 the Regenerated Cold Air Co., 147 Milk street,
students from 24 states and 10 foreign countries. Boston. The pamphlet treats of the importance
load under various conditions.
There are 54 in the teaching staff.
of an even amount of moisture in the air where
THE SEDERHOLM BOILER, which is man
A list of graduates of the University, 1,304 in textile fabrics are being manufactured.
ufactured by the Allis-Chalmers Co., of Chicago, number, during the 38 years of its existence, in
BOILER SCALE IS AN EVIL which must
is an interesting combination of the principles of dicates that this institution is exerting a very
the fire-tube and water-tube types. It consists marked influence on the industrial development be combated in the boiler room every day in the
of a main drum of fire-tube construction, below of the United States, and also of foreign countries. year. It is not an intermittent source of danger
and expense, but, so long as water is evaporated
which and joined to it are cross drums which act
Provision is made for worthy and needy stu
into steam, scale accumulates within the boiler
like water tubes. These cross drums are directly dents whereby they may postpone payment of tui
tubes and, therefore, must be fought constantly.
over the furnace and expose a large amount of tion until after graduation.
When it is considered that boiler scale 1-16
surface to the intense heat of furnace and combus
MASSACHUSETTS
INSTITUTE
OF inch thick will increase the fuel consumption
tion chambers, thus inducing rapid circulation,
which passes from these motor drums to the TECHNOLOGY sends us the annual report of fully 25 per cent, it is easy to see that the scale
problem must be treated seriously all of the time,
main drums through side tubes. The downward the president and treasurer, and the annual cata
current comes from the main drum to the furnace log for 1003-4. The catalog is a volume of nearly for scale will cut into the profits steadily and
drums through straight tubes along the center 400 pages, giving in detail the fullest information rapidly in a manufacturing plant where steam is
in regard to courses, equipment, students, and used.
line of the furnace.
The William B. Pierce Co., of 323 Washing
Full details of the vonstruction of this boiler other matters of interest.
The annual report shows that, during the past ton street, Buffalo, N. Y., manufacturer of the
are given in catalog No. 54, issued by the company,
which also contains tables of the properties of year, the Institute has received an aggregate of Dean boiler tube cleaner, has just received from
the press a new edition of the booklet Economy in
saturated steam, a table of factors of evaporation, $68,000 for the erection of a laboratory of elec
trical engineering; $5,000 for a sewage experi
the Boiler Room, in which are brought together
and other tables of engineering values. The cat
a large mass of interesting and instructive in
alog is splendidly printed and illustrated, as is ment station ; $5,000 for the support of the chem
istry research laboratory; and $6,000 toward a formation dealing with the successful treatment
all literature sent out by this company.
fund for the establishment of dormitories. Few of the scale problem. This booklet will be gladly
AUSTIN SPECIAL OIL SEPARATORS for changes have taken place either in the corpora
furnished to interested parties by the Pierce com
extracting oil from exhaust steam are described
tion or faculty during the year.
pany.
and illustrated in an interesting catalog, which
The legislature of Massachusetts solved the
NEWTON SLOTTING MACHINES, as
will be sent by The Austin Separator Co., of De
problem of space for new buildings by granting made by the Newton Machine Tool Works, of
troit, Mich., to any one interested.
to the Institute the title to the. ground now occu
Philadelphia, are fully described in their catalog
BULLETINS OF THE NORTHERN ELEC
pied on Boylston St., which it has heretofore held No. 38.
TRICAL. MANUFACTURING CO., Madison, as a tenant.
ADVANCE PACKINGS for all kinds of situ
Wis., received recently, "describe its machinery
A school for engineering research has been ations and all sorts of service are made by the
as follows : The Northern spherical generator established, which will grant for successful com
Advance Packing & Supply Co., of Chicago. They
for direct coupling to gas engines or to other pletion of such work the degree of Doctor of En
are
fully described in the convenient little catalog
prime movers ; the Northern marine generator gineering.
issued by the company, as also are many other
for ship lighting; the Northern generator as ar
STEAM TRAPS are an important auxiliary styles of packing carried in stock bv them.
ranged for stationary lighting plants ; Northern
in increasing the efficiency of a plant and pre
SOLIDIFIED OIL is the name adopted by
dynamos of the ring type for power plant serv
ice ; generators as arranged for belting from gas venting waste. The Flinn trap, made by R. J. the Bruck Solidified Oil Co., of 254 Dover street,
Flinn of W. Roxbury, Mass., is shown in com
Boston, for their new lubricant, which is designed
engines ; Northern motors as designed and in
stalled for metal working establishments; and the plete detail in a folder and pamphlet which are for use in compression cups and on gear chains
and axles. The solidified product is made from
history of grinding in three epochs, showing the issued by him.
crude form of grinder used in eastern countries
INDICATING INSTRUCTION by mail, a a high class of liquid engine oil, by a new process
the dog-power machinery used in the early devel
project which we mentioned in a recent issue, has which does not saponify, and which uses neither
opment of this country, and the modern emery proven to be a phenomenal success, according to alkalis, acids, water nor heating in the manufac
turing process.
grinder with motor directly on the shaft, as the report just received from the Indicator In
The solidified oil is put up in packages of
built by The Northern Electrical Co.
struction Co., Scranton, Pa., who state that in
from 1 pound to 25 pounds in tin cases, and
quiries
and
enrollments
have
been
far
in
excess
TYPE L MOTORS, series wound for direct
50 and 100 pounds in kegs.
current, are described in circular 1077, issued of what they had reason to expect.
The company manufactures also Globe cylin
They
state
also
that
many
inquirers
seem
to
by the Westinghouse Electrical & Manufactur
der
oil, a special brand for superheated steam,
ing Co., of Pittsburg. These are enclosed motors be in doubt as to whether the course is ready for which has a 675-degree fire test ; and the Glol>e
distribution
and
also
about
the
loan
of
an
indi
intended for use in hoist and crane work, and
engine oil.
are made particularly rigid on this account. The cator to practice with.
We
are
informed
that
the
lessons
are
prepared
frame is the circular ring common in this type of
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
motor, and the ends are enclosed by cast iron in advance and that each engineer will be fur
Ice
&
Storage Co., of Youngstown, Ohio, is
plates bolted on, which carry the bearings and nished the indicator at the company's risk and spending $45,000 on new machinery and other
expense
for
practice
at
the
price
quoted
for
the
keep out all dust. Large hand holes are arranged
improvements.
in the front end bracket, so that access to the course.
Clinton Spoke Manufacturing Co., of which
The lessons are written by Mr. Lippincott, who C. H. Neil is president, will move from Chill icommutator is convenient. These motors are
cothe to Clinton, Ohio, and erect new factory
useful for light railway work, as well as for is so well known in connection with the manu
buildings.
facture
and
sale
of
indicators
that
there
is
no
the purposes already mentioned. A full list of
Cam City Boiler Co. has purchased a large
dimensions and curves of performances arc given doubt whatever as to the reliability of the com
tract of land in Dayton, Ohio, and will erect
pany.
Prospectus
will
be
sent
on
request.
in the bulletin for the entire line of motors.
four steel* and brick buildings equipped with the
GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING WORKS
THE EXHIBIT OF VARIABLE SPEED latest machinery.
Evansville Metal Bed Co. will erect a $30,000
of Detroit, Mich., manufactures engines, boilers, MOTORS as manufactured by the Commercial
Electric Co. will be in Square 14 of the Electricity plant in the near future at Evansville, Ind.
condensing machinery and air compressors, large
Work will begin soon on a $100,000 hosiery
Building at St. Louis Exposition.
ly of the marine type. A pamphlet recently is
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mill at Chattanooga, Tenn. The directors of the
Company are, G. H. Miller, S. L. Miller and
others.
Central Power & Machine Co., of Rockford,
111., has decided to spend $50,000 in improvement
to its plant, including new boilers, engines and
electrical machinery.
United States Leather Co. of Chattanooga,
Tenn., will rebuild their tannery, securing new
machinery and equipment throughout.
Wallis Stoker Co. will enlarge its facilities
for manufacturing, and has elected Prof. Clement
of Rose Polytechnic Institute as president The
shops are located at Terre Haute, Ind.
Grand Rapids Paper Co. of Grand Rapids,
Mich., will move to Muskegon within 6 months,
where it contemplates building a large factory.
A new gas engine will be installed to run
the elevator of J. E. Wells & Co., at Sidney,
Ohio.
Extensive improvements are to be made to
the plant of the Muncie, Ind., Electric Light &
Steam Heating Co., which has been sold to Wm.
E Hitchcock.
Franchise has been granted to Decherd Oil,
Light & Water Co., to furnish the city of Decherd,
Tenn., with light and water. Work will be started
at once.
Work is to be started at once on a new plant
to be erected at Utica, Ohio, for the Central
Glass Co. B. W. Cline will be manager.
Plans are in preparation for an addition to
the cotton mills of the Lowe Manufacturing Co.,
at Huntsville, Ala.
Marietta, Ohio, City Council has authorized
the expenditure of $75,000 for the improvement
of its water works.
The Guilburg Paper Co., of Neenah, Wis., is
to erect a large paper mill at Kaukauna, Wis.
Princess Furniture Manufacturing Co., of
Grand Rapids, Michigan, has been organized with
a capital of $10,000 by H. A. Cone.
J. C. Bittle and others are contemplating
building a stave factory at Marysville, Tennessee.
Hamilton, Ohio, will make improvements on
its gas works to the extent of $20,000.
Eureka Fuel Co., of Marion, Indiana, has
incorporated for the manufacture of a new fuel.
R. W. Weaver is president.
L. F. Verdery will erect a new excelsior fac
tory at North Augusta, Georgia.
Work will be started soon on a new $500,000
power plant for the Dallas Electric Light and
Power Co., at Dallas, Texas.
Giles, Miss., is to have a large sawmill erected
4 miles east of Binnsville, by S. S. Melville.
Plans are being prepared for a $500,000 plant
to be erected at Waterville, Ohio, by P. M. Puhl,
of Perrysburg.
The light committee of the City Council of
Logansport, Ind., has recommended the purchase
of $25,000 worth of new machinery for the elec
tric plant.
Plans are being drawn for a new $25,000
water works to be erected at Magnolia, Miss.
The Board of Public Service, of Hamilton,
O., will ask for funds with which to enlarge and
improve the City Gas Plant.
T. E Armstrong has organized a company
and will build a plant for the manufacture of
barrel staves at Topeka, Kas.
C. C. Brownlee & Co. have purchased about
2,000 acres of land near McDonald, Tenn., and
will erect a large woodworking plant.
Koss & German Co., of which C. German is
president, will double its plant capacity at Fostoria, O.
Stevens & Thompson Co., of Troy, N. Y.,
has been incorporated to manufacture and deal
in paper.
The Foyer Steel Stamping Co., of Painesville, O., has recently prepared specifications for
a new building and new machinery.
A new fertilizer factory will soon be erected
at Americus, Ga., by the Planters' Oil Co., of
which C. W. Riley is general manager.
Central Heating & Power Co., of Rockford,
III., has decided to enlarge its plant.
Oklahoma Cotton Seed Oil Mill of Okla
homa, Miss., will shortly begin the erection of a
large plant at that place.
Kurtz, Seaberg Co. has been incorporated at
Rockford, 111., for the manufacture of pianos.
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TRADE NOTES.
J. S. H. THORNER, superintendent of the
city water works of Marietta, O., writes to the
Detroit Separator Co., of Detroit, Mich., as fol
lows: "In reply to your favor of the 5th, we are
pleased to advise you that the separator we pur
chased from you some time ago is giving the best
satisfaction. It works perfectly."
THE NERNST LAMP CO. has recently es
tablished District Offices at St. Louis, Mo., and
Denver, Colo. The St. Louis office, embracing
the southwest territory, is located at 908 Pine St.,
with H. M. Reed as district sales manager. The
Denver office, covering the middle western terri
tory, is located at 1619 Glenarm St., with R. D.
Marthens as district sales manager. These offices
will carry a complete stock of Nernst lamps and
supplies, and will be provided with an attractive
exhibition room, in which will be shown the dif
ferent types of lamps in actual operation and in
comparative tests with other illuminants.
THE EAGLE OIL & SUPPLY CO., 104
Broad St., Boston, Mass., report increasing sales
on their specialties, and now that the severe win
ter is over they begin to notice already the in
creasing demand for their oils and supplies from
their customers. They have several booklets treat
ing on different specialties manufactured by them,
which they would be pleased to forward to any
one mentioning this publication. When writing
address the Advertising Dept.
C. W. TRAINER MFG. CO., of 89 Pearl St.,
Boston, Mass., report that they now have con
tracts for pipe covering in course of completion
for the following: Davis & Furber Machine Co.,
North Andover Depot, Mass.; Old Colony St
Ry. Co. Power Plant, Quincy, Mass.; American
Tube Works, Somerville, Mass. ; Geo. Lawler 81
Sons Corporation, yacht builders, South Boston,
and the Naumkeag Steam Cotton Co., Salem,
Mass.
The company recently finished work for the
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., Stamford, Conn. ; Ameri
can Thread Co. at their various mills; Benedict &
Burnham Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn. ; Narragansett Mills, Fall River, Mass.; Portland Co., Port
land, Me.; Metropolitan Water & Sewage Board,
Boston, Mass.; Brown University, Providence, R.
I. ; G. W. & F. Swift Co., Cambridge, Mass. ; Tu
bular Rivet & Stud Co., Wollaston, Mass. ; Worthy
Paper Co., Mittineague, Mass.; Boston & Wor
cester St. Ry. Co., So. Framingham, Mass.;
American Brewing Co., Boston, Butler MSll, New
Bedford ; Lamb Knitting Machine Co., Chicopee
Falls, Mass., and many others.
THE STANDARD STEAM SPECIALTY
CO., 544 West Broadway, New York City, has re
ceived the following pleasing testimonial from
the Washburn Wire Co. : "We are in receipt of
your favor of the 9th, and in response to same
desire to say that we installed in our plant a
1,000-horsepower "Utility" exhaust muffler, oil
separator, return tank, pump governor and
feed water heater, and the entire outfit has
proven highly satisfactory, meeting our expecta
tions in every respect. Trusting that this brief
testimonial will be sufficient to answer your pur
pose and wishing you every possible success in
the introduction of your heaters, etc., we remain."
THE SHALLOW'S AUTOMATIC WATER
GAGE CO., 142 S. 3rd St., Philadelphia, have
received from the Philadelphia Casualty Co. the
following letter :
"We are in receipt of yours asking our opin
ion of your Combined Automatic water gage.
We would state that we have had the pleasure of
testing its efficiency on many occasions and know
of no single instance in which it failed to work
when called into action. As a preventative

July 15, i9°4against false water level, positive automatic ac
tion and simplicity of construction it is without
an equal, and we cheerfully recommend it to all
users of steam and hydrostatic power as an im
proved protection of life and property."
THE CHICAGO & ALTON has a new short
line between St. Louis and Kansas City. The
new "cut off' was opened in June. Then the dis
tance, St Louis to Kansas City, is only 279
miles.
The new 65-mile cutoff which shortens the
St. Louis-Kansas City Line is level and straight,
the maximum grade being only 26 feet
to the mile and 92 per cent being perfectly
straight track. There are no grade crossings for
railroads and very few grade crossings for coun
try roads. Four daily trains in each direction
will be operated, and the time-tables and equip
ment will equal in every way The Chicago &
Alton's noted Chicago-St. Louis service.
The opening of The Chicago & Alton's new
line between St. Louis and Kansas City fittingly
and permanently commemorates the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition. In time of completion, and
also in other ways the Alton's new line is typical
of the Fair. As the World's Fair will illustrate
the processes which make American goods pre
ferred in the markets of the world, so the Chi
cago & Alton will illustrate in all details—con
struction, equipment and operation-'-the accepted
standards, which serve as models for the world's
common carriers.
PHILLIP CAREY MANUFACTURING
CO. will have at the St. Louis Exposition a space
30 x 30 feet in Machinery Hall, in which will be
located a handsome booth of quartered oak in
mission style of architecture. The exhibit, which
is in the southeast corner of section 36, will com
prise products of Locklind, Philadelphia, and New
England plants, including magnesia, crude as
bestos, asbestos fibre cloth board packings, and
other packings. The special feature will be the
magnesia flexible cement roofing.
Besides the exhibit in their booth, the Phillip
Carey Co. will have in the power plant of the
Exposition an additional advantage, as all the
boilers, pipes, heaters, etc., and the connections
to private exhibits have been insulated with the
85 per cent magnesia steam pipe and boiler cov
ering.
A writing and reading room will be provided
in the company's booth for the convenience of
visitors.
A. C. LIPPINCOTT, who recently resigned
the position as general manager of the Scranton
Steam Pump Co., was pleasantly surprised on
receiving from nearly two hundred of the em
ployees an elegant solid gold watch and a dia
mond studded Knight Templar and thirty-second
degree Masonic charm, which were presented
with a neat speech by D. J. Slowe, superintendent.
Mr. Lippincott resigned his position to take
up the management of the Indicator Instruction
Co., of Scranton, Pa., and to give a more active
interest to his line of Lippincott steam specialties,
which are the indicator, reducing wheel, planimeter, steam separator, oil extractor and steam
trap.
Correspondents should be particular to note
Mr. Lippincott's new address, 109 Franklin Ave.,
Scranton, Pa., and that he is now connected with
no company except the Indicator Instruction Co.
THE BALL ENGINE CO., Erie, Pa., has
recently made the following shipments : National
Tube Works, Pittsburg, Pa., an 800-horsepower
cross-compound Corliss engine, direct-connected
to an alternator. United States Coal Co., Dillonvale, Ohio, a 500-horsepower Corliss direct-con
nected engine. Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,
Harvey, 111., a 400-horsepower Corliss direct
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POCAHONTAS COKE.
BY GEO. L. FOWLER.
TT is probably a safe statement to make that
j[ Pocahontas coal and Connellsville coRe are
the two best known fuels produced in the
United States. Each stands upon the top round
of the ladder of excellence and either would be
difficult to supplant from the position that it has
won for boiler or metallurgical operations. It is
not as well known, however, that the coal of the

field have been eroded. An average analysis of
the coal may be given as :
Moisture
1 .00 per cent
Volatile matter
21.00
Fixed carbon
74-39
Ash
3.03
Sulphur
58
100.00 per cent
Of course such an analysis as this will not
obtain without any variation throughout the
whole vein, but such variations are not excessive.
To those who are familiar with the comparison
of the burning of coals with their chemical
analysis it will be at once apparent that with the
low content of volatile matter shown, we have
practically a smokeless fuel. In this respect it
resembles the anthracites, and geologists believe
that it belongs to the same epoch as the Lykens

qualities let us now turn to a consideration of the
coke produced from it. With one exception all
of the operators who produce coke also market
large quantities of coal ; in fact, the tonnage of
coke is the smaller of the two.
The making of the coke is a very simple
process. The coal as it is dumped from the
mine cars into the tipple is carefully screened so
that lump only goes to the cars, while the dust
and smaller pieces drop into hoppers and are
drawn off by means of chutes into the loading
lorreys in which it is conveyed to the ovens. A
lorrey arranged to be self-propelled by electricity
is shown in Fig. I. It consists of a steel hopper
carried on four wheels and driven by an electric
motor taking current from an overhead wire.
As the track over which the car runs cannot be
placed immediately above the ovens on account

FIG. I. SELF-PROPELLED LGRRY.
Pocahontas vein can be converted into an excel
lent coke and one rivaling the Connellsville prod
uct in every particular. As a matter of fact, the
operators of the Pocahontas field have appeared
to be in no wise anxious to put a large tonnage
of coke upon the market, and for the very good
reason that the market apparently stands ready to
take all of the coal that the operators can deliver.
The result is that the coal has been put for
ward, while the coke remains but little more
than a by-product. There is, perhaps, a second
reason for this in the fact that the output of coal
has taxed the facilities of the railroads to the
utmost and the shipment of coke has been cor
respondingly checked.
The Pocahontas coal field lies near the south
eastern corner of West Virginia, in the counties
of Wyoming, McDowell and Mercer, slightly
overlapping into Virginia into the counties of
Tazewell and Buchanan. It covers an area of
about 450 square miles, and the vein is known as
No. 3. It ranges from 10 to 11 feet in thickness
and throughout its whole extent is of remark
able purity. It has a dip to the northwest, and
about 20 miles west of the eastern edge of the
field it drops below water and is overlapped by
the coals of the Thacher vein, and Ohio. The
eastern edge of the fields brought to an abrupt
termination by a fault in the rocks whereby the
underlying stratum of limestone has been ele
vated about 2,000 feet, and the coals and overly
ing strata to the east of the present limits of the

FIG. 2. COKE ( VENS AT SWITCHBACK, WEST VIRGINIA.
valley anthracite of Pottsville, Pa. The differ
ence between the two being that the anthracite
was probably subjected to the coking influence,
under pressure, of the heat of the volcanoes along
the Atlantic coast for a longer period than the
Pocahontas and was thus more thoroughly freed
from volatile matter. While the latter was, in
turn, subjected to a more protracted heat treat
ment than the soft bituminous coals of western
Pennsylvania and Ohio.
With this introduction of the coal and its

of the top opening in tlje oven, it is carried
cither back of a single row of ovens, as shown
in Fig. 2, which shows a line of ovens at Switch
back, West Virginia, or between two rows placed
back to back as shown in Fig. 3, which is a view
of the ovens at Gary. This construction of the
ovens necessitates the possibility of having a side
chute on either hand to deliver the coke into the
top of the ovens, and such a chute can be seen
at the side of the lorrey in Fig. 1.
The whole theory of coke-making is to drive
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off the volatile matter contained in the coal by
the application of heat, and in the case of furnace
coke this heat is supplied by the volatile matter
itself. The coal is not fired as we ordinarily
understand the term, but is ignited by the heat
of the walls of the oven itself. When a cold
oven is to be started a fire of wood is built
within it and kept burning until the walis are
red hot. The remnants of the burning wood are
then removed and a charge of fine coal is
dumped in at the top. This is leveled off by the

to melt and run together and the small particles
to adhere and grow and build themselves up into
great masses that must eventually be broken in
order to be readily removed and handled.
After the volatile matter has ignited it is al
lowed to burn itself out, which it does in from
48 to 72 hours from the time of the charging,
dependent upon the weight of the charge, which
ranges from 4$^ to 5^2 tons. When the flame
has disappeared and the bed quieted down into a
mass of glowing coals, the front door is torn

FIG. 3. A LONG ROW OF OVENS AT GARY.
oven tender and allowed to bake under the influ
ence of the heated walls. As the temperature of
the coal rises the volatile matter escapes in in
creasing quantities, until it finally ignites and
thus by burning serves not only to assist in its
own production, but to heat the walls to a tem
perature that will serve for the commencement of
the coking process of the next charge. As soon
as these gases are ignited the front opening of
the oven is bricked up and the top vent alone left
clear.
It is interesting to watch the action of the heat
upon the coal and the change in the latter from a
black mass to a glowing bed of burning mate
rial. At first the walls seem almost deadened
by the 4^ to
tons of cold coal that is thrown
in against them. But soon the effect of the heat
stored in the thick layer of brick begins to mani
fest itself and a slight curling smoke appears.
This increases rapidly in volume as the tempera
ture of the coal rises, and then becomes thinner
until at last it almost disappears. In the mean
time, the black coal is undergoing the change by
which it gradually assumes a glow, until as a
final consummation of the process, the escaping
gases burst into flame and belch forth from the
top of the oven in a way that makes the row of
ovens such a picturesque feature in the fields at
night. It is difficult to convey in words the ap
pearance of these gases as they rise from the
coal in the various stages of the process. The
black smoke is followed by a quivering trans
parent gas that resembles the undulations of the
air as it rises from the ground on a hot summer
day, only the furnace gases seem denser, more
glassy and the tremor to occur in longer wave
lengths. Then there is the coagulation of the
coal to form the large lumps or pieces upon which
the value of the coke so largely depends. This
can be almost seen to take place. The coal seems
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down and a stream of water poured in from a
hose. The water quenches the coal or coke,
which it has now become, and also cools the oven
to a certain extent. Indeed the latter seems to be
entirely bereft of all visible effects of the great
heat to which it has just been subjected and ap
pears to be dead. But it is not dead; it only
sleeps. The thick walls behind the lining are

venience in loading, and from there the coke is
put upon the cars standing on a track alongside.
When once loaded in these the work of the coke
maker is at an end and the product may be said
to have been marketed.
As there are no essential elements in the
manufacture of coke beyond the coal and the
oven, the latter has naturally been the object of
a great deal of attention, and experiments galore
have been made with many forms and descrip
tions of oven. In spite, however, of these in
numerable attempts at improvement the approved
coke oven of the region to-day is a plain circular,
open room measuring about 12 feet in diameter
by 7 feet high with a crowned roof, a hole in its
center and a door in one of the side walls. Such
an oven is shown in section in Figs. 4 and 5, and
in plan in Fig. 6.
These illustrations show all of the details of
construction very clearly. For double ovens
placed back to back the construction is the same,
except, of course, there is a wharf and the load
ing track on each side. The lorrev track above
them occupies the same position relative to each
row of ovens that it is shown to occupy in the
photograph. The roof is spherical with a radius
of about 6 feet, and springs from a height of
about 4 feet above the floor. The latter has a
slope of 8 inches from the back to the front for
the double purpose of draining the water that is
used for quenching and to facilitate the drawing
of the coke. The door has a width of about 3
feet, flaring at the back as the opening enters the
oven, so that the leveling and drawing bars can
be made to reach all parts of the interior. On
each side of the door there is a bracket to carry
a heavy bar that is laid across the opening- and
which serves as a fulcrum for the leveling of the
coal and the breaking up of the coke.
The wharf or yard has a width of about 30
feet and a fall in this distance of 12 inches.
This makes the movement of the coke from the
oven door to the loading track down hill. Up to
the present, the coke is handled almost entirely
by hand, though some experiments have been
made with loading machines, but they have not
been altogether satisfactory.
The masonry connected with the oven varies

SECTION Or BAm OVEHS IN CUT
FIG 4. ARRANGEMENT OF OVEN IN A CUT.
alive with the effects of the fire that has been so
recently raging, and when the oven has been
emptied, this heat comes to the surface and the
walls gradually take on a ruddy afterglow in
preparation for the reception of the succeeding
charge.
When the coke has been entirely quenched
and the last remnants of its glowing have dis
appeared, it is pulled out upon the wharf or broad
platform that extends along the front of all ovens
and which very clearly appears in Figs. 2 and 3.
This wharf is usually somewhat elevated for con-

somewhat in character, dependent upon the loca
tion and surroundings. As a general rule it is
substantial and well laid. The front walls that
are exposed to the weather and the upper part
of the back walls, are usually of rubble laid in
cement, but the balance which is protected and
sustained by the earthwork of the banks on either
side is usually laid dry. The filling is of clay
well tamped about the walls and over the root
so that the upper surfaces arc hard and smooth.
Clay is also used for filling in the yard, which
is afterwards topped with 12 inches of cinders,
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so that the upper surface dries
a storm besides permitting
drainage for the water used
coke. Especial care is taken

very rapidly after
quick and ready
in quenching the
in the matter of
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circle the opening in the crown are made either
in the form of one large ring of fireclay or
built up of 9-inch brick that are made either of
fireclay or silica. As already hinted, the mere

SECTION OF OffMS W FILL
FIG. 5. SECTION OF OVEN AND FOUNDATIONS IN A FILL.
drainage, and the interior of the oven is well
protected against any seepage from the banks or
the crest of the ovens themselves.
Nothing could be simpler than this in appear
ance, and yet it is no simple thing to build a
coke oven that will stand the tests of the great
variations of temperature to which it is sub
jected with each successive charge. The lining
brick must be of such character that they will
not melt and run, in the midst of the process,
under the intense heat of the burning charge.
At the same time they must not crack when a
stream of cold water is turned upon them, and
they must be able to take up the heat stored in
the backing after the water has been used, and
glow again for the ignition of the fresh charge.
This has necessitated a prolonged and careful
study on the part of the brickmakers involving
not only the selection of material, but the methods
of manufacture. As a result of this study it has
been found that for brick in the liners a closelyground fireclay is best adapted for the work.
For the floors, tiles measuring 12 by 12 inches
by 2% inches thick, are used. These are made
from soft and hard fireclay closely ground and
hard burned, for they must withstand not only the
water and the heat, but the wear and tear due
to the fall of the coal from above and the removal
of the coke whose hard and gritty nature tends
to cut into the surface.
For the crowns a silica brick is used almost
exclusively, since it is here that the greatest
resistance to the heat must be offered. These
crown brick are set on edge to form an arch
about 12 inches thick and are plastered on the
outside with loam, which bakes hard and assists
in the protection of the brick from the entrance
of outside moisture. The use of silica brick for
the crown is of comparatively recent date. It
was first used about 3 years ago by Mr. Jared
M. B. Rcis, in the Connellsville region, a step
that was at first ridiculed even by the brickmakers themselves, because it was thought that
when the water was turned into the oven the
silica brick would go to pieces. The situation,
however, was a serious one, for at that time there
were only a few brick works that had the quality
of fireclay necessary to make a good coke-oven
crown-brick. But the demonstration that a silica
brick would not only stand up to the work, but
that it was far superior to any clay brick, has put
it within the power of almost any brick works
to obtain material for first-class crowns, with the
result that the silica brick has practically driven
the other out of the field.
For the door jambs and arches a coarse ground
fireclay is used. The trunnel head-rings that

specification does not tell the whole story of the
brick. Not only must the raw material be care
fully selected, but every step in the manufacture
must be in accordance with well worked-out
processes or the result will be a failure and the
crown will come down, the linings give way or

merchantable product of the future. Meantime
the simple oven that has been described will hold
its own.
Now let us turn for a moment to the proper
ties of the coke that is turned out from the Poca
hontas region. In the opening paragraph of this
article it was stated that Connellsville coke ranked
among the best known of the fuels of the country
for metallurgical purposes. It might almost be
called the best known if the knowledge of the
layman were to be pitted against that of the ex
pert. But recent years have caused the latter to
look farther to the south for the best brands, and
Pocahontas coke has been found to be a rival
whose equality must at least be admitted. The
accompanying Table I shows a comparative range
of values of the mechanical and chemical proper
ties of the two. From this it appears that the
Pocahontas coke is the denser, and, therefore,
weighs more to the cubic foot, with the corre
sponding qualities of a lower percentage of cellu
lar space and higher specific gravity. It is also
harder and will carry a heavier burden in the
furnace. In chemical properties it carries a higher
percentage of fixed carbon and a lower percentage
of ash and phosphorus. So that, running down
the line of all the physical and chemical proper
ties set forth in this table, it takes the lead in
excellence in all save the content of sulphur and

PLAN OF OV£MS
FIG. 6. PLAN OF OVENS, GIVING GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
the floor wear out before the legitimate life of
the oven has been covered.
The first query that naturally comes to any
one visiting a coke field and seeing the hundreds
of fires blazing from the roofs of the ovens and

volatile matter, in both of which the percentage
is higher than in the Connellsville product. The
volatile matter is of comparatively little moment,
but the sulphur is more serious. Not so serious,
however, but that after a most thorough investi-

TABLE I. EXHIBITING THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF COKE
S3
Locality

s
E3

-Si
.;.s§

zz -^

fill
Dry Wet Dry Wet Coke Cells
09
Stand, cuke, Connellsville 12.46 20.25 47.47 77.1.-) 61.53 38.47 2841bs. 114 ft. 1 3.5 1.500 87.46 p. 4911. 32 0.89 0.029 .011
Pocahontas region, Va. 15.30 23. 39 158.31 89.12 85.42 84.58 335 " 134 " 1MB.8 |1.73 91.11 [0.541 7.02 0.84 0.006 448
sending forth heat amounting to 3,000 or more
heat units per pound of coal charged, is, why
some attempt is not _made to utilize this heat
and save some of the by-products that are wasted
with it? The reply comes at once that innumer
able experiments and attempts have been made
to collect by-products, and to utilize the heat, but
that they have never been commercially success
ful and that the cost of the work is more than
the sale of the products will cover. The result
is that all plants erected with this end in view
have been abandoned, but the continuation of ex
periments will still continue until some time it
may be that the waste of today will become the

gation and analysis of samples of coal taken
from all the mines in the region, a large steel
company decided to adopt the Pocahontas coke
in its work as being the best adapted for the
purpose. Surely a high tribute to the merits of
the article, and one which certainly would not
have been made had it not been warranted by
both chemical and physical properties. In order to
show how evenly the chemical analysis runs, analy
ses are given of samples taken from different
points at different times, that in the first column
being from Table I, and those of the second
and third being themselves averages of three sam
ples each.
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Table 1. pie 1. pie 2.
Av.
Moisture
540
.347
.340
.409
Volatile matter. .448
.757
.750
.651
Fixed carbon... 91. no 92.550 92.520 92.060
Sulphur
840
.597
.597
.678
Ash
7.020
5.749
5.790
6.187
Phosphorus
006
.003
.003
99.964 100.000 100.000 99.988
To the steel and iron worker this means a
fuel that can be depended upon for those quali
ties that go to make success. From the stand
point of the coke maker, the relation between the
actual output and the theoretical is also an im
portant point. By this is meant the percentage
of actual coke produced, relative to the weight
of coal, less the volatile matter. For example,
in the analysis of the Pocahontas coal we have
21 per cent volatile matter. Now, if nothing but
the volatile matter were to be burned out of the
coal, the resulting coke would weigh 79 per cent
of the original charge. As a matter of fact some
of the other combustible constituents are con
sumed and the coke output is less than this theo
retically possible percentage. In the Connellsville,
the theoretical output is about 66 2-3 per cent
which is realized in actual practice, a condition
impossible to obtain with the Pocahontas coal on
account of the low content of volatile matter,
where the actual yield runs from 55 to 65 per cent
of the original weight of the coal, or a little less
than at Connellsville, thus showing a slight ad
vantage in favor of the former due to the charac
ter of the coal used.
In view, then, of these facts in regard to the
fuel, it is evident that it ranks among the best
cokes of this country, and therefore of the world,
thus fully sustaining the reputation of the cele
brated coal from which it is made. From what
has been said regarding the attitude of the oper
ators toward the coke industry it might possibly
be inferred that it was not one of any great
magnitude. In order to show just how the case
stands in the matter of equipment the following
table from official sources gives the ovens erected
and in course of erection in the Pocahontas field,
on November 1, 1903 :
Operator

of the ovens already built would be about 6,600,000
tons. It is not as great as this, of course, but
the actual figures are, nevertheless, worthy of
attention.
The first mine was opened at Pocahontas, Va.,
in 1882, and that year 60,828 gross tons of coal
were marketed. No coke was produced, but the
next year a few ovens were built and 19,805 tons
put upon the market. This was more than doubled
in 1884, and then practically held its own during
the next two years of financial depression. After
that there was a rapid advance for 4 years up
to 1890, when the annual output was 387,076
tons—an output that was increased but very little
up to 1893, when a steady advance was made,
with but 2 years of depression, up to 1900, when
1,197,294.4 tons were marketed. Since that time
there has been a falling off. Great as this output
is, it is small in comparison with that of the coal.
The latter began with 60,828 tons in 1882, rose
to 4,249,614 tons in 1900, and 4,655,201 tons in
1902. Fig. 7 is a diagram showing graphically
the growth of the coke industry since the begin
ning.
As already stated, and as will be seen from
1883 \/staos.o\
1884 Ws2.s&.°
/88S^4«.s^fO
J886 ^soa^oa
1887

O
I .1
P ZS.

Address

Pocahontas, Va,
Pocahontas Coll. Co..
Mill Creek C. A C. Co., Cooper. W. Va.
Caswell Creek C.& C. Co. Brarawell, W. Va.
Booth-Bowen C. A C. Co.,
Buckeye C. A C. Co.,
Goodwill,
Goodwill C. AC. Co.,
Louisville C. A C. Co.,
Maybeury.
Elkhoru C. A C. Co .
Shamokin,
Switchback,
Norfolk Colliery,
Lick Branch Colliery.
Angle Colliery,
Delta Coliery,
Algoma C & C. Co .
Algoma,
Gilliam.
Gilliam C. A C. Co..
Keystone,
Keystone C. A C. Co..
Tidewater C. AC. Co.,
Vivian,
Wonh,
RolfeC. AC. Co..
McDowell.
McD .well C. A C. Co..
Roanoke CA C. Co..
Worth,
Arlington •'. A C. Co .
[McDowell.
Greenbrier C. A C. Co.. McDowell,
Ashland.
Ashland C. A C. Co..
Iti'liau Ridge C A C. Co., Worth.
Godfrey,
Crystal C. A C. Co..
Mora.
Pinnacle C. A C. C,
Thomas C. A C. Co.,
MeComas.
(Vane Creek C. A C. Co., I Mora.
Mannerine,
Sagamore C. A C. Co..
McDowell,
Cherokee C. A C. Co..
United States C. A C. Co. Tutf River,
lEIkhorn,
Crozer C. A C. Co.,
Houston C. A C. Co.,
Turkey Gap C. A C. Co., lEnnis,
Powhatan,
Powhatan C. A C. Co..
Klkhom.
Upland C. A C. Co..
Lynchburg C. A C. Co., Kyle.
Elk Ridge C. A C. Co.,
Ecl-miin
Pulaski C. AC. Co.,
Eureka C. A C. Co.,
Shawnee C A C. Co.,
Empire C. A C. Co.,
LandgratT.
Peerless C. A C.Co.,
Vivian,
Bottom Creek C. A C. Co .
Totals
1
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xno
330
231
177
Hi'
'.«!
12.7
1711
200
203
158
Km
12(1
1S.7
217
I NO
300
1112
200
1 30
15S
21X1
3!>5
ISO
100
lSI
III
84
160
90S
354
230
21(1
227
221
213
III
240
21 K I
1S.X
250
201
1S2
9478

31
FIG. 7. SHOWING GROWTH OF COKE INDUSTRY.
50

50
43
III',
130
1035

38
18147

If we tike the possible average output of these
ovens at 2 tons per 24 hours, the annual output

a comparison of the coal and coke tonnage, the
coke is of far less importance than the coal. The
majority of the operators prefer to ship coal,
but there is one, as evidenced by the list of ovens
given above, that intends to give especial promi
nence to the making of coke. In fact, it is the
intention to ship coke in preference to coal. This
is the United States Coal & Coke Co., whose
operations are located at Gary, West Virginia, 7
miles south of Welch on a branch of the Nor
folk & Western Ry. This company has acquired
control of 50,000 acres of coal land, and starting
in what was a few months ago an untouched
wilderness, it has already built 15 miles of rail
road, while the development of the whole prop
erty will necessitate the building of about 50 miles
of railway in order to reach all of the operations.
It has built a village, in which there is a fine
club house for the accommodation of the officers
and office employes ; the village itself consisting
of a cluster of miners' and workmen's houses that
are models of neatness and comfott. There are
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now 905 ovens ready for operation, with 1,035
more either in actual course of construction or
projected.
All of the plans that have been made for this
great establishment call for work of the most
permanent character. The plant extends for a
distance of 5 miles along the Tug river, and lies
in a narrow valley between high and steep hills.
The company have ample facilities for exploita
tion and everything is being done in the most
thorough manner. The whole property is being
carefully surveyed and topographers have been
at work for 2 years running lines over the hills
and gullies of which it is made up. The estimate
is that the coal already acquired will keep these
2,000 ovens at work for 75 years, so that there
is every reason why mere temporary expedients
should be avoided. When, therefore, the whole
is completed and in full operation, this will be
come one of the great coke-producing centers of
the country, and the outside world will undoubt
edly hear more of Pocahontas coke than it has
in the past.
Revue Scientifique gives the following interest
ing explanation of the photographone : An arclamp fed with a continuous current makes a pe
culiar noise, of considerable intensity, when, in
the neighborhood of the electrical conductors
feeding it and parallel to the current that tra
verses them, flows a second current, feeble and
intermittent, like that of a telephonic installation.
When a telephone is arranged in this way, all its
sounds are clearly reproduced in the arc-light.
In reality the vibrations thus obtained correspond
to variations of heat and of luminous intensity in
the arc. From this demonstration came the idea of
wireless telephony. The transmitter is combined
with a reflector which directs the rays emitted
by the arc-light toward a receiver, at a great dis
tance. The receiver consists of a parabolic mir
ror, having, at its center, a plate of selenium,
placed on a telephonic circuit with battery, and
of a microphone placed behind the parabolic mir
ror. Selenium has the property of changing its
electric conductivity under the influence of var
iations of light. The luminous waves of variable
intensity which strike the receiving mirror, when
any one speaks before the microphone, have the
effect of varying the conductibility of the selen
ium, thus influencing the current of the tele
phonic receiver, and reproducing the sounds
emitted. This arrangement can also be utilized
for the reception of dispatches and their indefinite
reproduction by means of a phonograph. The
dispatch may be registered on a photographic
film moving at high speed, before the luminous
source or before the receiving mirror. To re
produce the corresponding sounds the film thus
treated is passed again at the same speed be
tween the concentrated rays of a source of light
and the selenium plate. The more or less clear
or darkened parts of the film absorb a variable
quantity of light, determining the variations of
resistance in the selenium and thus producing cor
responding sounds from the microphone. M.
Ruhmer proposes for his apparatus the name of
"photographone," by analogy with the telegraphone of Poulsen. The most interesting ap
plication of this system is the oral communication
of ships with one another or with the shore.
Many thousands of dollars are being invested
in electrical machinery for mining coal in Colo
rado. When electricity is employed, fewer men
are required to operate the mine and more coal
can be hoisted.
The tunnel of the Albespeyre, 258 square feet
in area, is ventilated by a 19.7-foot fan, discharg
ing 5,250 cubic feet per minute.
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THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION
AT ST. LOUIS.
IMPRESSIONS AND EXPERIENCES.
IT is worth while to take some trouble to have
the first sight of the Fair give as correct an
idea as possible of the whole vast collection.
There is a front door, several side doors and a
back door, so that according to the entrance by
which one approaches the spectacle his point of

The official guide is a time saver and should
be carefully studied in deciding what to see. It
is hardly necessary to say that it is impossible
in any reasonable stay to see everything, nor
would it be worth while, since there is much
which is of little value except to the specialist
and much which is common. On the other hand,
there is sufficient of interest in every line to
occupy profitably all the time which anyone may

CASCADES AND FESTIVAL HALL.
view may show him a grand and imposing plaza, a
much aggrandized Coney Island, a well-kept vil
lage, a country pasture, or a county fair. None of
these, taken alone, will be a correct picture of the
whole, yet each is a correct picture of a part; but
the view which later exploration will confirm as
being most nearly typical is that from the Lindell
boulevard or main entrance, which shows the
picture of the buildings as it lay in the minds of
its creators and gives the impression of a grand
spectacle, worthy the best efforts of the commis
sion in preparing and the best attention of the
public in viewing. Some disappointments will be
found, some inconveniences encountered, but most
of the incompleteness and lack of arrangements
for comfort which were noticeable in the early
summer have disappeared, provision has been
made to handle the crowds in attendance with
expedition, and charges are, in most instances,
reasonable for exposition service, though being,
of course, somewhat higher inside than outside
the grounds.
Views of buildings and grounds have been so
widely published that most readers are familiar
with them in a general way, and there is a feel
ing of familiarity with the appearance of the main
buildings which dwarfs, at first, their magnitude
and splendid proportions. As one stays among
them, however, and views them from different
points, particularly from the hill on which stands
Festival Hall, their beauty, symmetry and har
mony grow and grow upon him until he comes to
appreciate the imagination which could plan and
the ability which has brought to completion such a
magnificent spectacle. It is well worth while to so
plan a visit to the Exposition that considerable
time will be spent outside the buildings, sitting
in 'contemplation of the vistas, both because the
rests will be needed and because the pictures
thus to be stamped on the mind are such as will
not soon, if ever, again be available anywhere.
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have in studying his own specialty; hence, econ
omy of time is essential.
A first glance through the four buildings in
which an engineer will be likely to spend most
of his time—the Electricity, Machinery, Steam,
Gas and Fuels, and Transportation buildings—
shows that foreign exhibits in tangible steel and

water-tube boilers, a Fouche air-cooled condenser,
a Schutte boiler and the Henschel high-speed
locomotive, a French De Laval steam turbine,
and other isolated exhibits, but, on the whole,
foreign machinery is conspicuous by its absence.
Great Britain is noticeably absent, Germany,
France and Japan being about the only exhibitors
worth mentioning in machinery lines.
As with its two great predecessors at Chicago
and Buffalo, the most vivid and beautiful picture
which the fair has to offer is the evening illumina
tion. The reality is grand and impressive be
yond anything which description can convey or
imagination conceive. One finds in it each even
ing the same delight, and its beauty, as seen from
various points, is so varied and always so beauti
ful that one lingers and lingers, spite of the in
tense weariness resulting from a day of wan
dering over magnificent distances, until the last
red glow has faded, and then departs with a
sigh of regret that the spectacle cannot be pre
served for the gladdening and uplifting of hu
manity for all time.
In the way of general exhibits, individual
taste will largely govern the decision as to what
is best worth seeing. Japan has a most beauti
ful collection of porcelains and bronzes in the
Varied Industries, and China a collection in the
Liberal Arts building such as is seen but few
times in a century of wood and ivory carving.
The German pavilion in the Varied Industries
shows a fine collection of German products, and
is particularly instructive in the examples pre
sented of artistic room decoration.
It would be possible to go on indefinitely, but
"what's the use?" Each reader would find some
thing different to chain his attention, and very
likely none would be among the things mentioned
by the writer.
As to the various "most important features
of the Exposition" which are loudly proclaimed
by the barkers along "The Pike" and elsewhere,
these are as a whole of a high class. Of course,
the extravagant statements made by the gentle
men who exploit them out in front are to be
taken as largely visionary, and many of them

ELECTRICITY AND MACHINERY BUILDINGS.
iron are disappointing, but that United States cur
rent practice is well represented. There is less
of effort for effect and novelty than has been
evident in former expositions, but a better chance
to study and compare standard construction of
the various manufacturers. Many European firms
have sent plans and drawings, and in actual
power machinery there are Durr and Niclausse

are old in material, though on a grander scale
than heretofore. It can be laid down as a general
rule that there is nothing for sale at any of the
bazaars which cannot be bought cheaper at the
good stores outside the exposition grounds ; and
also that Oriental dances are all alike, and that
one example will answer for all.
The reproductions of foreign scenes are, how
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ever, generally correct, and a fair idea of Jerusa
lem, Asia, Cairo, China and Japan can be gained
from visits to these concessions. In Asia and Cairo
some juggling is done in the open streets which
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the producer and gas engine plant of the Weber
Gas Engine Co., the condensing plant which is
used for circulating the cooling water and reduc
ing the temperature by means of large centrifugal
pumps directly driven by reciprocating engines,
and cooling towers in which the water falls over
wooden baffle plates and is cooled by belted fans,
which throw air up through the falling water
spray. There are of course vertical and hori
zontal water tube boilers with, in every case, stok

all cases so that great fans are necessary in order
to give the boilers the necessary power. The
stacks are all of steel, self supporting and are but
little longer than sufficient to pass through the
roof. The turbine flue cleaner at work, taking
out scale from boiler tubes, is also a feature
which will attract and interest engineers.
In the Machinery building, will be found a
large part of the engines, condensers and ether
special power plant apparatus, which forms so

WESTINCHOUSE BOOTH.
is really worth seeing and is better than that
inside the so-called theaters. As mechanical ef
fects, Creation, Hereafter, and the Galveston
Flood are interesting, and Battle Abbey and the
Boer War bring home vividly the horrors of
human strife. Hagenback's, as always, is a reve
lation of what patience can accomplish in the
control of animal intelligence. But the loudvoiced protestations of the barkers should not se
duce one for long from the more valuable and
uplifting features of the Exposition, which make
a trip to St. Louis well worth much effort.

VVESTINGHOl'SE 2,O00-H0RSEPOWER UNIT.

WESTINCHOUSE FIELD RING ; ENTRANCE TO INSTALLA
TION OF LARGE ENGINES.
POWER AND MACHINERY EXHIBITS.
It is the intention in the present article to
glance in a somewhat hasty way at a part of the
more impressive features of the power and ma
chinery exhibits and in subsequent articles to
complete the list of notable exhibits, and take up
more in detail those features which will be of in
terest to our readers.
In the Steam, Fuel and Gas building, those
features which attract most particular attention
are the methods of conveying coal about the plant,

ers of some description except that for.the vertical
Climax boilers, and for the foreign exhibits no
stokers have been provided.
The boilers of foreign make are of marine
type, hence are compact and seem extremely
powerful for the space occupied. But the power
is not greater than would be furnished by marine
boilers of American manufacture.
The feed pumps offer a chance for comparative
study of valve motions and details of design, since
nearly all manufacturers are represented there. The
piping system is carried on steel structural frames
built up from the floor instead of hung froin the
roof structure. This was necessary because the
roof construction is so light, as the building is
but a temporary affair. The draft is induced in

vital a feature of the illumination and moving ex
hibits of the Fair. The largest exhibitor of ma
chinery in this building is the \\ estinghouse Co.,
which has four vertical units, of 2,000 horsepower
each, and which supply power for lighting of their
own exhibits in the various buildings, for great
electric signs and for motors about the various
parts of the grounds. Besides furnishing light and
power for many of the exhibits about the grounds,
this unit furnishes current for operating the cas
cade pumping plant, which consists of four 2,000
horsepower induction motors driving Worthington
is loaded fully up to its capacity. There are
also a 400-kilowatt steam turbine generator
unit, a vertical gas engine and a horizontal
gas engine, with the necessary transformers,
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switchboard equipment and exciter units to make
up a complete plant. The moving pictures of life
at the different Westinghouse factories are also an
interesting feature of this exhibit.
In the center of the southern end of Machinery
building, stands the unit which makes of the

THE

the great Allis-Chalmers unit and will serve to
make the railroad company master of the trans
portation situation. The contract calls for the fur
nishing of at least 3,000 horsepower to start with.
It will also mean that the big unit will have to
run practically continuously from 2 o'clock until

ALLIS-CHALMERS 5,O0O- HORSEPOWER ENGINE WITH
Exposition an evening fairy land of light.
The great 5,000-horsepower Allis-Chalmers en
gine of the vertical-horizontal, compound type
rises almost to the lower member of the traveling
cranes, and stands in grand magnificence, typical
of the control of the mechanical world by power.
Forty feet it rises and 40 feet is its length, and
a flywheel, 25 feet in diameter and weighing 300,000 pounds, serves to steady its running.
As satellites, it has at service an exciter unit
consisting of an Ideal engine by A. L. Ide & Sons,
driving a Bullock dynamo, which furnishes excit
ing current for the great generator of the main
unit; an Alberger barometric condenser, made
by the Alberger Condenser Co., into which the
36-inch exhaust pipe conducts the steam ; a 36inch Triumph exhaust oil separator, made by the
Milwaukee Steam Appliance Co. ; and a Connersville rotary pump for furnishing cooling water
for the condenser. This pump is driven from
the shaft of the Alberger dry vacuum pump,
which carries away the air from the top of the
condenser.
Control of the illumination of the grounds is
secured by varying the exciting current of the
big generator, allowing the voltage to come up
slowly as resistance is turned out of the gener
ator circuit and cutting it down slowly when the
lights are turned out at the evening's end.
The lamp load carried is over 120,000 8-candlepower incandescents, and an additional load, up
to 8,000 horsepower, can be carried if needed.
Recently the St. Louis Transit Co., which oper
ates the greater part of the street car system, has
found itself short of power and has arranged with
the Exposition administration to furnish power
to the railway company from 2 until 7 o'clock
each afternoon. This power will be furnished by
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11 every week
perfectly since
no probability

Chairs and settees have been provided, writing
tables and materials are furnished and attendants
will check wraps and parcels on request. Even
ing is the best time to study this exhibit as it is
always in operation from 8 to 11 o'clock,
space about the unit has been thoughtfully and
fittingly devoted by the Allis-Chalmers Co. to the
comfort of the public. Chairs and settees have
been provided, writing tables and materials are
furnished and attendants will check wraps and
parcels on request. Evening is the best time to
study this exhibit as it is always in operation from
8 to 11 o'clock.
Another great unit is that of the Hooven,
Owens, Rentschler Co., of Hamilton, Ohio. This
has a rating of 2,500 horsepower and is direct
connected to a 1,500-kilowatt National Electric
generator running at 83 revolutions per minute.
This unit will be used as a relay on the work of
the Exposition as may be required.
A large foreign unit is that of the Alsace
Machine Co. of Mulhouse, Germany. This is a
700-kilowatt horizontal unit, generating three
phase current of 2,300 volts which is transformed
for arc lighting service about the grounds of the
Exposition.
A battery of transformers and rotary con
verters and other necessary apparatus with switch
boards is placed at the side of the generator ma
chinery at the west end of the Hall. An interest
ing unit near by is that of the Delauney, Belleville
Works, which is of the marine type and is a com
plete outfit including engine, generator, exciter,
condenser, circulating pump and air pump
mounted on a single base.
Steam turbines are represented in the Hall by
the Westinghouse unit already mentioned, by a
Curtis 2,000-kilowatt unit, which is just east of
the large Westinghouse plant, and a new turbine
of the Rateau type is to be erected near the ver
BULLOCK GENERATOR.
tical Hamilton-Corliss unit by the Hooven, Owens,
Rentschler Co. There are also turbines of the
day. As the engine has worked DeLaval type of both French and American con
the start, there would seem to be struction, the former being in Machinery Hall
of trouble in accomplishing this among the machine exhibits at the east end, and

HAMILTON-CORLISS VERTICAL ENGINE.
final result. The large open space about the unit
has been thoughtfully and fittingly devoted by the
Allis-Chalmers Co. to the comfort of the public.

the latter being in connection with the Bullock
Manufacturing Co's. exhibit in the Electricity
Building and in the Mining Gulch.
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DIRECT - CURRENT, HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY FROM
ST. MAURICE TO LAUSANNE.
BY L. RAMAKERS.
LONG and arduous experiments have been
carried out in the endeavor to generate high
electromotive force successfully by the use
of generators coupled in series. Among others
who have worked on this problem is Rene Thury, a
Swiss electrician, who is chief engineer of the
500 H.P. S00 H.P. 500 H.P. 500 H.P.
—
3000 VOLTS ^
" ISO AMP. '
6000 VOLTS
120 AMP.
9000 VOLTS
120 AMP.
(2000 VOLTS
(20 AMP.

a:
00

/2000 VOLTS
120 AMP.
5000 VOLTS
120 AMP.
84-00 VOLTS
120 AMP.
6600 VOLTS
120 AMP.
3600 VOLTS
120 AMP.
J200 VOLTS
120 AMrI
Uo^3^<>k>k>M3^
/200 V. 24 00 V. 3000 V. /800 V. 600 V. 3000 V.
500
300 100
500
200
400
H.P.
H.P. H.P. H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
FIG. I. CONNECTIONS OF THE SERIES SYSTEM.
Companie de l' Industrie Electrique et Mecanique
of Geneva, and he has succeeded in overcoming
all the difficulties presented by such a system.
On account of the encouraging results obtained
and in spite of the progress made in the use of
alternating currents, this series system for di
rect currents is actually in use at many places
on the European continent.
Distribution on the series system is accom
plished by the circuit shown in Fig. 1. Gen
erators, all of the same size, are connected in
series, each contributing 3,000 volts to the total
electromotive force, and each one having a cur
rent capacity of 120 amperes. The total elec
tromotive force across the transmission wires is,
therefore, 12,000 volts, as shown. By means of
special regulating devices, Fig. 2, the current is
held constant and the electromotive force varied
according to the requirements of the motors on
the system.
The motors are all of the same current ca
pacity but vary in the electromotive force which
they can utilize, as indicated in Fig. 1. When
the system is running empty, current of the re
quired value with just sufficient electromotive
force to overcome the resistance of the circuit
from which the motors are then cut out is fur
nished by the generating plant. The potential
across the line wires increases with the number
of motors cut in and the load on each until the
full power of the generating plant is taken up.
The motors are so designed that they will
operate at practically constant speed with a con
stant current, no matter what the load. The
regulators are arranged so that the electromo
tive force at the terminals varies according to
the work required. In the system shown by
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Fig. 1, with a constant current of 120 amperes,
one delivered horsepower (corresponding to
about 800 watts furnished by the generators)
would be furnished by an electromotive force of
6.6 volts. A motor which absorbs 66 volts
should then produce 10 horsepower; one taking
660 volts, 100 horsepower, and so on.
At first sight, it would appear that such a
system, in which current has to pass through
the motors in series, is exposed to general dis
turbance because anything happening to one ma
chine will produce a break of the current, so
that the safeguard which is secured in the par
allel distribution system by the use of fuses can
not be applied in the series system. As a mat
ter of fact, this objection is of no importance,
for a simple bypass or short circuiting device
is used with the series system, which device will
act whenever there is an excess of voltage in ex
actly the same way that the fuses act on the
parallel system.
ADVANTAGES OF THE SERIES SYSTEM OF TRANSMISr
SION.
The points in which the series system has
advantages are the efficiency which can be se
cured, the easy production of high-yoltage cur
rent, and the simplicity of the transmission sys
tem. On the score of efficiency, we have hightension current produced directly by the generators,
each of which carries but a moderate voltage, the
greatest value so far adopted being 3,600 volts
on a single machine. Automatic exciters are
used, whose efficiency for the same power is
as good as that for the better designs of alterna
tors. In the alternating system, there is loss
from the step up transformers as soon as the
potential desired exceeds what can be produced
directly by the generator. Since in the direct
current system there are no induction effects,
the cross section of conductors required in the
transmission lines can be less than for alter
nating current circuits ; or, for the same copper
in the line, the transmission loss will be 15 to
20 per cent lower. The loss due to leakage
through the air and induction is negligible.
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directly from the transmission line does away
with the loss from step down transformers.
LIMIT OF HIGH VOLTAGE.
The limit of the voltage practicable with the
series system is that set by the difficulties of in
sulation of the transmission line, since there is
no limit in the generating system. In fact, prac300 H.P.

00 H.P.
300 H.P.

FIG. 3. CONNECTIONS OF THE SYSTEM FOR SEVERAL
STATIONS.
tice has demonstrated that there is no trouble in
generating, commercially, 3,600 volts in one ma
chine, and since as many' of these as desired can
be joined up in. series, there is no difficulty in
using, for instance, 20 generators, which will
give a total electromotive force of 72,000 volts,
at •■which, current could be transmitted, with but
little loss, to a great distance. On the other
hand, as insulators are built guaranteed to with
stand a potential of 100,000 volts, the difficulties
of insulation may likewise be considered as not
existing. The greater simplicity of the auxilliary apparatus, the entire absence of a generat
ing switchboard, the ease with which generators

TIU ENGINCLK
FIG. 2.

AUTOMATIC REGULATOR AT ST.MAURICX, CONTROLLING THE CURRENT FROM FIVE
TURBINES, BY MEANS OF A I-IO HORSEPOWER MOTOR.

Finally, the motors are of simple form for
continuous current with series excitation and
with windings carrying only a low or moderate
voltage, whose action is not altered by connect
ing machines in series. Operating the motors

can be cut in or out of service, and the auto
matic regulation are among the advantages
which increase greatly the ease of using high
voltages.
Besides, the series distribution permits of the
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greatest flexibility by putting in series several
power houses with motors connected in between,
as shown in Fig. 3, in which A represents gen
erators in two stations and B motors connected
in the transmission line between stations. A
center of distribution can then be operated by a
series of generators placed in such positions and
at such varying distances as may be desired.
In this case, the highest electromotive force be
tween neighboring lead wires will be that of the
generator circuit carrying the highest load and
will not be changed by the addition of the diff
erent groups of generators.
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Besides, on account of the simplicity of the gen
erating stations of the series system, men may
be employed, as attendants, who are without
technical experience.
OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM.
A machine is started up by opening the inlet
to the turbine until the generator, automatically
excited on short circuit, generates the normal
voltage. The short-circuiting switch is then open
ed and, without further ceremony, the gener
ator is thrown on the system, neither shock nor
spark being produced. The power adjusts itself
to the desired amount by opening the admission
valve to the turbine to a greater or less degree,
this operation being controlled by the regulator.
To withdraw a generator from service, it is
sufficient to shut down the turbine which drives
it, and at once the unit is cut out by the ac
tion of the automatic short-circuiting device. To
throw a motor into the system, there is but a
single interrupter to operate. This interrupter
breaks the short circuit which is created between
the two terminals of the motor, which is rotated
by the current and gradually comes up to speed.
The regulator then comes into play and keeps
the speed constant. There is an exact similarity
in the auxiliaries employed to hold the current
always at the same value, which is a decided ad
vantage in operating a system. The auxiliaries
consist of an interrupter of special model, an
ammeter and voltmeter.
Another advantage which applies particularly
to the series system is that the loss of potential
on a line has no influence on the action of the
driven apparatus, since this action depends only
on the current intensity, and in any circuit which
is well insulated, the current intensity is the
same at all parts.

shifts the brushes, this action being absolutely
certain from no load to full load. The automa
tic control is secured by a speed indicating me-

FIG. 5. SERIES TRANSMISSION LINE IN LAUSANNE.

chanism, which acts on a double ratchet motion
controlling the arm of the field rheostat and at
the same time the brush holder ring.

THREE-PHASE ALTERNATING-CURRENT POLE
LINE FROM PADERNO TO MILAN.

SIMPLICITY OF THE TRANSMISSION.
As soon as one tries to transmit power to
great distances, the building of the transmission
line becomes a matter of primary importance,
and simplicity and durability are indispensable
elements to continuous service. The series line
is a single conductor with a constant cross sec
tion, and can be so built as to require but a
single pole line for support. If two insulator pins
are on the same pole, it is easy to place them
far enough apart to avoid short circuits.
The number of conductors, is in general lim
ited to two, so that it is easy to take the great
est precautions with regard to insulation. It is
even possible to use double or triple insulation
at each point of support if necessary. The same
care in insulating a multiple alternating current
line, in which from 6 to 18 circuits would neces
sarily be placed near together, would be difficult,
if not impossible. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 5,
which show a parallel line and a series line, will
emphasize the simplicity and safety of the ser
ies circuit. From the standpoint of economy,
the examination of Figs. 4 and 5 is also impres
sive. Taking only the copper, the expense nec
essary for the arrangement of a three-phase line
will be almost three times that of a series line.

FIG. 6.

IOOO-HORSEPOWER GENERATOR UNIT AT ST. MAURICE.

The problem of variable speed, which is a
property of motors using constant current, and
from which followed the difficulties, which, for
a long time, it seemed impossible to overcome
when distributing large amounts of power by
the series system, has been solved by Mr.
Thury by the use of a speed governor with very
rigid mechanical control and which acts like the
governor on a steam engine or turbine. The
regulation is accomplished by an automatic shunt
on the field, which proportions the turning power
of the motor to the turning power required by
the load. For motors of high power, this is
combined with a device which automatically

THE TRANSMISSION FROM SAINT MAURICE TO LAU
SANNE.
This is the most important transmission sys
tem, in the series plan, which is in operation and
has quite recently been put in service. The hy
draulic power which it distributes from St.
Maurice on the Rhone is 14,000 horsepower.
The power house contains five turbines manu
factured by Escher-Wyss & Co., one of which
units is shown in Fig. 6. Each of these wheels
furnishes 1,000 horsepower running at 300 rev
olutions per minute under a head of 105 feet.
Each turbine is directly connected with two
generators, which, together, furnish a current of
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Lausanne there are in operation seven series
motors of 400 horsepower, each using a hundred
amperes at 2,150 volts. Each motor is con
trolled by a small starting board, Figure 9,
which comprises a voltmeter, an ammeter, a

150 amperes at 4,600 volts, so that at full power,
the total electromotive force is 23,000 volts.
Besides these units, there are two turbines of
120 horsepower each, which drive two small,
three-phase alternators running at 750 revolu-

tw3r
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FIG. 7. CONNECTIONS OF THE ST. MAURICE STATION.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COAL INDUSTRY.
Development of the coal industry in the
United States is something so rapid and remark
able that we fail to comprehend the real im
mensity of it. In 1880 the production of bitumin-

"i-^wv^AV

AV

short-circuiting switch and an automatic circuit
breaker. On each motor is placed a speed regu
lator, as shown in Figure 10, which operates the
armature shunt and the brush holder. There
are five motors, each driving a three-phase al
ternator, furnishing current at 3,000 volts for
the distribution of power and light to Lausanne

FIG. 8. CONTROL COLUMN AND SWITCH.
ous coal per capita was about
of a ton, while
in 1903 it was about 3^2 tons. If this rate of
progress continues and the population continues

tions and giving current at 3,000 volts electro
motive force for the needs of the region imme
diately around St. Maurice. Fig. 7 shows the
great simplicity of the connections in the power
house. There is no switchboard, the only start
ing device being the short-circuiting switch
which is enclosed in a cast iron column, as seen
in Fig. 8. The ammeter and voltmeter, which
can be read from either side, are placed directly
on each machine as indicated. The regulator

fic. 10. SERIES MOTOR AND ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATOR, SPEED REGULATOR MOUNTED
ABOVE THE MOTOR.

FIG. 9.

STARTING SET FOR THE SERIES MOTORS AT
LAUSANNE.

columns are so arranged that one machine alone
or an entire unit may be cut out.
The transmission line, which is 35 miles long,
consists of two cables about % square inch in
cross section. These are supported by double
petticoat insulators guaranteed for a tension of
5,000 volts. They drive directly a motor of
400 horsepower situated near St. Maurice, which
is used in the manufacture of chemical products,
then, after a jump of 1% miles, a 400 horse
power motor in a cement works, and finally at
the end, the power house of Pierre De Plan to
the r"-rth of Lausanne. At the substation at

and its suburbs. Two of these alternators can
also be driven by steam engines held in reserve.
It is to be noted that the motors driven from the
high tension line have really a less voltage than
that of the low tension generators. The other
two motors in the substation drive two directcurrent generators of 400 horsepower each, which
furnish current to the street railways of Lau
sanne. A third generator for continuous cur
rent at 600 volts is held in reserve and a storage
battery serves to equalize the load on the sys
tem.
Since the system was put into operation it
has worked with the greatest regularity with
out a single stoppage from accident and has
justified fully the advantages claimed for the
series system.

to increase at its oresent rate, in 10 years the
production of coal will be not far from 500,000,000
tons a year. The United States is now the great
est coal-producing country in the world, having
mined 364,000,000 tons, as against Great Britain's
258,000,000 tons, in 1903. One of the best features
of the situation is that the product is largely used
at home and the amount exported is practically
negligible. The greatest increase during recent
years in coal production has been in the South,
which is now mining over 62,000,000 tons a year,
as against only about 8,000,000 tons in 1880. The
tonnage of bituminous coal mined in 1903 has
been more than four times as much as the anthra
cite tonnage, although the fact that anthracite is
used for domestic purposes makes that more
prominent in the public opinion.
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OPERATION OF THE CORLISS VALVE.
BY H. J. TE1PER.
MANY questions are asked in engineering
papers concerning Corliss valve gearing,
and most of the answers given are more
or less unsatisfactory; perhaps because of the va
riety of Corliss gears in use, in which, although the
principle is the same, the construction is often
times widely different. I trust this article will
aid the reader to better understand this type of
valve motion and enable him to lay out a gear of
any description to meet any set of conditions
In order to avoid complicating the illustration
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maximum rapidity of motion is transmitted to the
wristplate. Moving from /, the lineal velocity
gradually decreases until the end of the stroke is
reached at e', where the motion is reversed. When
traveling from e' to f1 the lineal motion from
e* to f gradually increases again until the point r1
is reached, where the maximum velocity on the
return stroke is attained.
It is important that the most rapid motion be
transmitted to the valve when beginning to open
the port, and the slowest movement at the be
ginning of the travel, viz., while the valve is mov
ing a distance equal to the lap.
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neither exhaust lead nor lap, we shall have no
compression, and release will not begin before the
piston has reached the extreme end of the stroke.
It will be seen that a single eccentric would cause
very bad steam distribution if it were set at right
angles with the crank. It must therefore be placed
several degrees ahead or behind the crank, as the
case may be, and we shall have to divide up the
release and compression as best we can by setting
the eccentric so as to give as nearly as posible the
required amount of each together with the proper
lead on the steam valves.
In order to get a more rapid port opening and

B

RETURN STROKE

FIG. 2. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF VALVES AND VALVE GEAR.
I shall not consider the effect of the angularity
of the connecting-rod, eccentric-rod and reach-rod,
but will assume them to move in a straight line,
making the lineal travel of the pin connecting the
reach-rod to the wristplate equal to that of the
eccentric.
The eccentric-rod, like the connecting-rod and
other reciprocating parts of an engine, comes to
rest at the end of the stroke where the motion is
reversed. Moving from this position the lineal
velocity gradually increases until the center of the
eccentric has reached a point in the travel circle
where the center line of the eccentric-rod is tan
gent to the travel circle. From this point, which
is less than 90 degrees from the beginning of the
forward stroke and more than 90 degrees from the
commencement of the return stroke, the difference
depending on the travel of the eccentric and the
length of the rod. the straight; line motion gradual
ly decreases until it becomes zero at the other end
of the travel or stroke. This is made plain in
Fig. 1.
The circle representing the travel of the eccen
tric is described from f, its center of motion, the
radius being equal to the throw. While the center
of the eccentric travels from e to e1, an arc of 30
degrees, its lineal movement is only equal to e f.
Traveling from ex to e', the next arc of 30 de
grees, its straight line movement is from f to f,
and is a considerable greater distance, and con
sequently a higher velocity is attained than from
e to /. While traveling from e% to e', another arc
of 30 degrees, its lineal movement is from f to f
and consequently the velocity is still greater.
When the eccentric has reached the point t, where
the center line of the eccentric-rod is tangent to
the travel circle, the lineal movement per degree
of angular travel is greatest, and consequently the

From the foregoing it is evident that these con
ditions will be fulfilled by placing the eccentric at
right angles to the crank, either leading or follow
ing, depending on the way the valves open and the
manner in which the reach-rod and valve-rods are
connected to the wristplate. In the latter position
the eccentric will transmit the most rapid motion
to the wristplate when the crank is at the begin
ning of the stroke and when the valve is com
mencing to open the port. With a single eccentric
operating both steam and exhaust valves we canfOHWARD (TROXr

FIG. .1. SHOWING VARIABLE VELOCITY OF ECCEN
TRIC TRAVKL
not get the proper release and compression when
the eccentric is set at right angles with the crank,
because the eccentric and wristplate being in midtravel when the crank is on the center, the steam
valve at the admission end of the cylinder must be
open to the amount of the lead and if we give the
exhaust valves lead, or negative lap in order to get
the proper release, the exhaust port at the admis
sion end will be open to the same extent as at the
opposite end of the cylinder, and the steam admit
ted will blow through instead of the exhaust being
compressed. If we give the exhaust valves lap to
get proper compression, the port at the admission
end will not open for release until the crank is a
considerable distance past the end of the stroke.
If we set the exhaust valves line and line, having

a greater range of cutoff, we must use two wristplates and two eccentrics, and operate the steam
and exhaust valves independent of each other.
With this arrangement we may obtain the most
perfect distribution of steam obtainable with the
Corliss valve gear. With the steam eccentric set
at right angles to the crank the latter may travel
90 degrees from the center line of motion or the
beginning of the stroke before the steam valve
must be released, thus giving a range of cutoff
from zero to % or J^-stroke, depending upon the
time required for the valve to close the port after
being released. Suppose we make the valves so as
to give double port openings each
inches in
width and give the steam valves }^-inch lap when
the dash-pot plunger is seated and the length of
the rod properly adjusted. Then to open the port
fully the valve must travel from a to a1, Fig. 2,
and the bell crank must travel from b to b1. Sup
pose we connect the valve-rods and reach-rod at
the same radius or distance from the center of
the wristplate. making the travel of the reachrod pin equal to that of the valve-rod pins, the
valve-rod pins moving from c to c1 and the reachrod pins from d to d1. The lineal distance will be
equal to the straight line travel of the eccentric,
since we do not consider the angularity of the ec
centric-rod and reach-rod, but assume the travel
of the eccentric to be transmitted to the wrist
plate. Then r r1 will equal the travel of the ec
centric e cx and with half the distance r r1 as a
radius we describe the circle representing the
travel of the steam eccentric, from / Fig. 2. As
the eccentric is to be at right angles to the crank,
which we suppose to be on the center M which >s
the beginning of the forward stroke, it is evident
from the plan of the gear that the eccentric must
follow the crank and therefore must be placed at
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«*. With the valve set with % of an inch lead, its
position, and that of the gear, is indicated by o*,&*,
e*, <P. Placing the crank and wristplate in such
a position that the opening edge of the valve is
fair with the working edge of the port, or line
and line, the position of the valve with any gear
is a', b', <?, <?, and making f, f = r* r*, the eccen
tric will be at e* and the crank at A, AM being the
lead angle of the crank for the forward stroke.
We now make A1 M1 the same for the return
stroke.
With the crank at B, its half stroke position,
and with the eccentric at e, the gear will be at
(Cc'J1 and the valve will be at a1, in which po
sition is it wide open. When the crank is at Bl on
the return stroke, the eccentric being at e, Fig. I,
the valve at the crank end will be wide open.
It is evident that the valve must be liberated be
fore the eccentric has passed its extreme positions
e and e', when the wristplate is about to begin
its return stroke, during which stroke the bell
crank moves from bl toward b in the opposite di
rection to that when opening the port, and would
not allow the releasing gear to disengage the valve
and as a consequence steam would be carried full
stroke. With the eccentric set 00 degrees from the
crank, the cutoff may take place at any point in the
revolution between A and B or A1 and Bl and as
the piston will travel some distance between the
time the valve is released and the instant it is
closed the piston will have completed $i or
of
the stroke before steam is entirely cut off. Suppose
we make the width of the exhaust ports the same
as the width of the steam ports, vis., \lA inches,
and give the valves a J^-inch lap when in their
extreme closed position. In order to give them
greater travel and quicker motion in opening and
closing the ports, we will give them J^-inch overtravel when in their extreme open position. The
exhaust valve at the admission or head end of the
cylinder is in its extreme closed position xl while
that at the exhausting or crank end, is in its ex
treme open position q1, y z, being the correspond
ing positions of the bell crank and valve-rod pins in
the wristplate for the head-end valve, and n m, for
the crank-end valve. Placing the head-end valve
in its extreme open position *\ the corresponding
bell crank and valve-rod will be at y1 z1 nl m1, and
the opening edge of the crank-end valve will be at
q, its extreme closed position. The extreme travel
of the wristplate is equal to z z1 or m m'. Dividing
the arc z z1 or m m' into two equal parts we find
z* and m', the mid-travel positions of the valverods and y1 and ns the mid-positions of the bellcranks, while
and g* are the positions of the
working edges of the valves which have Mt-inch
opening or negative lap. With the wristplate in
mid-travel, the reach-rod pin is at u', on the same
radius as the valve-rod pins. Make u u' or u* w1 =
s s* or z* z1 and project u «* «' to a straight line
v v* v1, which will be equal to the travel g g1 of ex
haust eccentric. Then with v v* or if vl as a radius
describe the travel circle from /. Suppose the re
lease begins at 4 inches from end of each stroke,
corresponding to the crank positions C for the for
ward, and C1 for the return stroke, when not con
sidering the angularity of the connecting rod. We
now move the wristplate so as to bring the head
end valve, which opens and closes the exhaust
for the forward stroke, to the position
where
it is line and line with the port and is just ready
to begin to open the port for release. This position
of the gear is indicated by y* z* n'm' u', while the
opening edge of the valve at the crank end is at
q*, having H-inch opening. The reach-rod pin is at
«', which point we project on v v1 tf. Then mak
ing f k = v* v*, we locate the center of the ex
haust eccentric at
70 degrees behind the crank.
When the eccentric is placed at g*, in which po
sition the valve at the head-end is again line and
line closing the port for compression the crank
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is at D, or 2 inches from the beginning of the for
ward stroke.
When the crank is at M, the exhaust eccentric
is at g*, and making if v* = k kl and z" z* and m
m* — it it*, we find the position of the bell cranks
at y* and n4, and also that the head-end valve at
.r* laps over the port 7-16 inch, while the
opening edge of the valve at the crank end is at
having i-inch opening. If we reduce the angle
between the crank and the exhaust eccentric to
60 degrees, and place it at g*, the reach-rod pin
will be at u2, the wristplate and eccentric being
in mid-travel, and both valves having Hl-inch
opening, we must widen the port opening ^6-inch
or lengthen the valve-rods so as to bring the work
ing edge of the valves line and line with the
opening edges of the ports, in order to maintain
the same points of release. The release and com
pression will then take place at equal distance,
viz., 4 inches from the end of each stroke. If we
lengthen the valve-rod still more, thus giving the
valves 5^-inch lap, we shall find the position of the
eccentric at g', and if we wish to maintain the
same point of release, the angle between the ec
centric and crank must be reduced to 50 degrees.
Compression will then take place at the crank
angle D' or 7% inches from the beginning of the
stroke, which would be entirely too early under
ordinary conditions. It would be better to re
tain an angle of 60 degrees between the eccentric
and crank and reduce the point of release from
4 inches to 2j£ inches from the end of the stroke,
as represented by the crank angle C. Then com
pression would take place at the crank angle D* or
5}i inches from the beginning of the stroke.
From the foregoing it will be seen that length
ening the valve-rods to give the valves lap, will
open the ports later and close them earlier, thus
giving later release and more compression, while
shortening the rods to give the valves negative
lap or exhaust lead will cause them to open the
ports earlier and close them later, thus giving
earlier release and less compression.
A is the position of crank-pin when the steam
valve at the head-end of the cylinder begins to
admit steam for the forward stroke. B represents
the position of the crank when the steam valve
at the head-end must be liberated. C is the position
of the crank when the exhaust valve at the head
end begins to open for release on the forward
stroke, the valve remaining open until the crank
has reached the position D, where it closes the
port and compression begins at the head-end. A1
shows the crank position when the steam valve
at the crank-end begins to admit steam for the
return stroke. Bl indicates the crank position when
the steam valve at the crank-end must be liberat
ed. C is the crank position when the exhaust valve
at the crank-end begins to open for release on the
return stroke, the valve remaining open until the
crank reaches the position D1, where it closes the
port and compression begins at the crank-end
of the cylinder.
In the Mines and Metallurgy Building at St.
Louis, is an interesting working model concen
trating plant built by the Allis-Chalmers Co., and
exhibited as one of the features of the state of
Utah collection. This plant will be presented to
the Utah School of Mines after the close of the
Exposition. The plant has been lettered on every
part, and the workings fully explained by cards
attached, so that one can understand as he
watches the plant exactly what and how it is
operating.
St. Joseph Orphanage at Cumminsville, O.,
is to have a new power house. The work is un
der the direction of a committee, of which Gen
eral Michael Ryan is chairman.

August i, i9°4NOTES FROM ABROAD.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
With respect to the question of lighting, the
Nernst lamp on the one hand and the CooperHewitt on the other hand have made such prog
ress that one can hardly imagine what will come
next. Progress is also being made in arc lamps,
and one firm in Cologne is making a lamp for
either continuous or alternating current, which
has perfect automatic regulation, and varies the
positions of both carbons so that the arc is held
at a fixed point. The lamps for alternating cur
rent are provided with a small special reflector
and give almost as strong a light as the con
tinuous current type. The current for each lamp
is 44 to 49 volts for direct current and 26 to 30
volts for alternating. When the lamps are cou
pled in series, a resistance is provided which will

FIG. 5. LONG BURNING ARC LAMP.
be put in place of any lamp which has been auto
matically cut out of circuit. In the latest models
this resistance is placed in the motor itself.
A long burning lamp, which is shown in Fig.
5, is also distinguished by great efficiency and the
steadiness of its light. The hunting of the arc
over the surfaces of the carbons has been almost
entirely prevented by using two carbons of differ
ent size. This type of lamp can be used in paral
lel or in series. In the series system it takes 100
volts at the terminals of the lamp, with a current
of 4 to 6 amperes.
The question of superheated steam is one ol
the greatest interest, and how high it pays to
carry superheating is one of the problems of the
present time. Among the numerous experiments
are those made by Alfred Van den Hagen on Van
den Kerchove engines. His principal conclusions
are that the economy resulting from the use of
superheated steam increases with the temperature
of the steam given to the cylinder almost in di
rect proportion to that temperature up to 350
degrees, this economy is about 9 to 10 per cent
for a temperature of 300 degrees, and 14 to 15
per cent at 350 degrees ; for an engine which is
of the best type for saturated steam, the gain in
economy will be less than for one which has only
a fair performance, since the superheat has a
smaller loss to overcome.
As to the temperature to be adopted, that de
pends less on the engines, which can use steam
of 350 degrees or even higher if necessary, than
on the superheaters. Very often the degree of
superheat asked for is not secured, at least in
commercial working, and superheaters which are
designed for 350 degrees receive only 300 de
grees or less. The expected results have, there
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fore, not been obtained, and the conclusion has
been rather hastily drawn that the advantage from
superheating is visionary.
The essential condition in order that economy
may be real and as great as possible is to secure
a very high temperature, and to do this the su
perheaters must be so designed that in connec
tion with the boilers they shall give an efficiency
as high as the simple boiler. The heating sur
face of the boiler cannot be reduced without limit
or the gases will escape to the chimney at too
high a temperature. In large installations, super
heated steam is absolutely necessary, and the
temperature must be raised to 300 degrees, or
better 320 to 330 degrees, at the boilers. If the
apparatus is too small, if it does not work con
tinuously, or if the workmen have not the nec
essary skill, it will often be the case that the gain
in economy is not worth the increased complica
tion of the installation.
Humanity will never be content until it can
transmit large powers over a long distance at a
low cost. This can best be attained by transmis
sion without wires. A problem is proposed by
the management of the St. Louis Exposition,
which is offering a prize of $25,000 to any one
who will transmit 0.1 of a horsepower 1,000 feet
without wire. This would, in fact, necessitate
replacing the wire circuit with the earth's surface
as is done in telegraphing and to a small extent
in telephoning. If this problem has not been
brought forward too soon for practice, it is at
any rate too soon for the prejudice of the older
engineers who see nothing but obstacles. They
say that it is impossible for two reasons : First,
the resistance of the earth is variable and is not
the same on different days,—sometimes it will be
so great that losses will be excessive ; second, it
will be impossible to secure circuits through the
earth which are sufficiently good for large cur
rents. The resistance of an earth circuit will
vary with its condition and with the action of
electrolysis.
These arguments are ill considered, since it
has long been known that the earth acts as a con
ductor of zero resistance, provided sufficiently
good contacts are made. Those who present these
difficulties forget that though the resistance of
the earth's surface is great this resistance is
neglible when considered in relation to high volt
age transmission, which is the only possible
means of transmitting over long distances. Be
sides, a better proof of the availability of the
earth as a conductor is the use for over 1,500 feet
of the track of street railways which have only
0.01 ohm of resistance.
There is, however, a more serious objection.
This is the disturbance which would be brought
into telephone and telegraph circuits which use
an earth return. Experience has shown that this
disturbance is neglible, if a current of constant
value is used, or if the power is divided between
two lines using the earth as a return, and hav
ing the current reversals at the same instant and
the currents of the same intensity in the two
lines.
Numerous experiments have been made by the
Electrical and Mechanical Manufacturing Co., of
Geneva, and by the International Society of
Electricians, with the object of using the earth
as return for the transmission of commercial
current. The trials have been made between St.
Maurice and Lausanne with direct current at
23,000 volts and 150 amperes. Results have shown,
first, that the disturbance on telegraph and tele
phone circuits is neglible; second, the earth acts
as a conductor without resistance ; third, the earth
plates act like ordinary ohmic resistance, the loss
being strictly proportional to the amount of cur
rent; fourth, the electrified zone extends but a
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small distance from the ground plates. At less
than 300 feet there is no difference of potential
discernible between two points in the earth.
The Electrical and Mechanical Mfg. Co. uses
the earth return in two different ways : First, in
place of one of the conductors for the passage
of continuous current ; second, replacing the neu
tral wire of a three-wire system by two grounds,
one at the transmitting station and the other at
the receiving station. In this case, the earth acts
as an equalizer of static potential and the action
on telegraph circuits is negligible.
The difference between the two systems is
that, if we take for the sake of argument, 50,000
volts as the limit of transmission voltage, the use
of the earth as a return conductor would set this
maximum tension as the transmission voltage at
the power house. Then in order to transmit 10,000 kilowatts, it would be necessary to use 200
amperes and for a distance of 118 miles to use a
cable of 0.3 square inch cross section, weighing
530 tons, allowing a loss of 10 per cent on the
line. For the same loss with earth return a cable
of 0.075 square inch section, weighing 133 tons,
would be necessary, the loss remaining the same.
Nothing would be lost through the insulators nor
the static effects. There would be no increase in
chance of accident, and the maximum potential
difference from the earth would still be limited
to 50,000 volts. The only difference would be in
the line, which would be of half the section of
the first case, and would have twice as many in
sulators.
An interesting station for the destruction of
refuse is that for the borough of Hackney in the
city of London, which has a capacity of 3,372
kilowatts. The destructor, which was built by
Hughes and Stirling, consists of 20 cells which
take care of the entire refuse each 24 hours. The
destructor furnace operates in connection with
three Babcock and Wilcox boilers having a heat
ing surface of 2,852 square feet. The steam pro
duced operates two Willans engines each direct
coupled to two Johnson-Lundell generators of
150 kilowatts capacity, and two Belliss engines,
each coupled to two generators of the same make
and of 300 kilowatts capacity. There is also a
Belliss engine coupled to a 1,500 kilowatt Westinghouse generator. All of these engines are of
the vertical, triple-expansion type, designed to
operate with steam at 500 degrees F. Current
which is generated at 240 to 275 volts is used for
lighting the central station and the streets of
Hackney, a storage battery being charged during
the day time and discharged in the evening.
Among the gas engine central stations of
Europe, one of the most interesting is that
at Walthamston, which uses Dowson gas in
Westinghouse engines. The two producers are
of a capacity of 250 horsepower, each furnishing
gas at 5 cents per thousand cubic feet. The cen
tral station contains three generating units of no
brake horsepower each. The engines are water
cooled, the circulating water being kept in mo
tion by electrically driven pumps. The starting
of the engines is accomplished by compressed air,
and the ignition by electric spark. Contrary to
the usual European custom, the generators are
direct coupled to the gas engines. An electric
bridge crane of 10 tons capacity spans the gen
erator room and can handle the machinery at any
point.
The use of electric current for the manufac
ture of carbide of calcium is common, but an
especially interesting station for this work is that
at Lauziere. This has sheet steel pipes which
bring the water to the turbines from a distance
of a mile and a half, and with a difference of level
of about 2,000 feet. The pipes are 18 inches in
diameter at the inlet and I5J4 at the turbines.
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The lower end of the pipes has to carry the enor
mous pressure of 800 pounds per square inch.
The country was so rough that it was necessary
to build several bridges over precipices and to
excavate a tunnel for 300 feet. The station con
tains three generating units for two-phase cur
rent. The generators are direct coupled to the
turbines, but the turbines are in a special room
to avoid dampness in the generator room.
Siemens-Schuckert, of Berlin, is introducing
a simple and interesting generating unit for do
mestic lighting, consisting of a dynamo direct
coupled to a benzine or alcohol engine. There
is also provided a storage battery and a small
distributing switchboard. The unit is mounted
on a peculiar foundation carried on springs to
avoid vibration. The engine has a capacity of
3 to 4J4 horsepower and runs at 1,200 revolu
tions per minute. The dynamo is of the twopole type and develops from iJ4 to 7.y2 kilo
watts. The fuel reservoir is placed in a masonry
vault outside the machine room and closed by
an iron cover. The storage battery consists of 14
cells having a total capacity of 216 to 290 amperehours with a discharge rate of 3 to 10 hours.
The maximum current is 72 amperes for charge
or discharge.
A novel indicator, Fig. 6, has recently been
perfected by M. Kilroy and is being introduced
by Evershed & Vignoles, Ltd., of London,
which is designed to ensure the uniform firing

FIG. 6. KILROY STOKING INDICATOR AND REGU
LATOR.
of boilers. It will also assist to the best utiliza
tion of the coal and will reduce the loss in chim
ney gases. The system uses a number of indica
tors corresponding to the number of boilers.
These indicators sound a g>V% and designate the
number of the fire which needs replenishing at
intervals and in any order wished. All the indi
cators are operated electrically by a single regu
lator placed in one of the engine rooms. This
regulator is a sort of interrupting cylinder which
at equal intervals closes the circuits which operate
the indicators one after the other.
Among the many and successful installa
tions of the fan system for heating and ventilat
ing wood-working factories is that in the recent
addition to the Ivers & Pond Piano Co.'s fac
tory at Cambridge, Mass. The fan system has
proved extremely valuable to wood-working fac
tories, particularly on account of the freedom
from fire risk. This is true because the heating
surface is centralized and enclosed in a fireproof
casing of steel plate and the danger in-ident to
overheated steam pipes coming in contact with
sawdust, shavings, and other inflammable sub
stances is obviated. With this system the same
apparatus that heats the building ventilates it
without extra cost for separate apparatus increas
ing the efficiency of the workmen, especially in
the warm weather. The apparatus in this con
nection was installed by the B. F. Sturtevant Co.,
of Boston, Mass.
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS,

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired -when possible. These need not be skillfully
■eb-awn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
Statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
VALVE AND SEAT TOO SMOOTH TO TAKE OIL.
Editor The Engineer :
Every engineer has his own troubles from
time to time, and I think that a kick from the
factory manager or superintendent about the ex
pense account is about the meanest thing an
engineer gets against, especially when he is
doing all in his power to economize. The par
ticular incidence I write about happened in
Erie, Pa. A small sash factory had been
equipped with a I2xi8-inch vertical center crank
engine, which was equipped with a simple rolling
or rotary valve, and made 200 revolutions per
minute. The engine was in no way overloaded
and to all appearances everything was running
finely when I was called in to examine it.
The superintendent introduced me to the en
gineer and told him what I was there for and
instructed him to give me his whole time and to
tell me all he could as to just what ailed the
engine. Apparently everything was running all
right, but on close examination I found that in
order to keep the engine quiet the engineer had
to pump oil into the cylinder about every 5 min
utes, using about three strokes of a pint hand
pump. Along with this the lubricator was feed
ing at the rate of two quarts every 5 hours, so
there was quite a bit of cylinder oil used.
My first step was to examine thoroughly the
quality of the cylinder oil by fusion test, and I
found it to be one of the very best grades of
mineral oil on the market. After the regular
working hours, my next move was to get at the
cylinder, and also examine the other working
parts, for I surmised that the trouble was in the
steam chest. From the fact that the engine had
repeatedly slipped its eccentric during working
hours, causing many serious delays, I was satis
fied that there was where the trouble lay.
Well, when the bonnet was taken off and the

FIGS. I AND 2. PIPE PROTECTED BY PIER.
valve removed I found that the valve had worn
itself to a glassy smoothness, so that you
could see your face in it as in a mirror, and
the seat was the same way. The engineer asked,
"What do you think of that; isn't it all right?"
When I told him that it was not, and that it was
really too smooth, he seemed dumfounded. He
could not believe me until I had demonstrated
it to him by actually taking the smoothness from
the valve and getting it to work, with a great
deal less oil. The way I fixed the valve so as
to aid lubrication was by filing off very evenly
the whole smooth surface which tended to open
the pores of the castiron, of which both the
valve and the cylinder were made. I did not
take very much off the valve, just cleaned it up,
so to speak. I then took a 10-inch half-oval mill
file and carefully treated the chest the same as
the valve, and then by carefully white-leading the
valve and trying it occasionally in the chest I

managed to get a good fit. I put the valve in
again and for over 2 years to my knowledge the
engine never used over a pint of cylinder oil in
10 hours.
In looking around the nooks and corners of
the engine room, I found an old brass valve and
asked the superintendent why he didn't use it.
He told me that it had caused the same trouble
that the cast iron valve did, so he had it thrown
out. Out of curiosity I tried the same remedy

FIGS. 3 AND 4. PIPE PROTECTED BY ASBESTOS.
as for the castiron valve, fitting it to the seat
by filing, etc., and it worked all right, which
goes to show that when the pores of the iroa
are filled up they will not take the lubricant as
readily as when they are open.
C. W. Dunlap.
CAUSE OF CRACKED BOILER PLATE
Editor The Engineer .
Replying to C. E. Hothum, of Marysville,
Wash., regarding the cracked sheet in his boiler,
1 am inclined to believe that the sheet was de
fective when it left the rolling mill, yet in such
a way that it could not be seen and only showed
itself after constant expansion and contraction,
helped along possibly by air leaking through a
cracked portion of the brick wall of the boiler
setting at this particular point, thus allowing the
cold air to strike the hot sheet, causing contrac
tion at this part while the internal side of the
sheet was kept expanded by the hot water in the
boiler.
Had the sheet been solid, this crack would
not have occurred, and the fact that the sheet
was separated in the middle of its thickness
would allow the outer portion to become crystal
lized, while the inner portion would retain its
normal toughness. Again, the boiler may be of
cheap grade such as "Ch", "Ch No. 1" or "Char
coal hammered iron;" this grade having little
elasticity or toughness gets brittle by repeated
heatings, and, of course, is not fit for boiler work.
The tensile strength of this grade is 35,000 to
45,000 pounds per square inch.
The conditions under which he says the boiler
is being worked should be remedied with refer
ence to the method of firing, so that the flame
will flow straight over and across the entire
width of the bridgewall. I notice at the rear
end of the boiler there is a brick column near
the blowoff pipe. I would suggest that this be
removed before more cracks are found. Do not
try to make the gases split, thus separating the
flow as they pass tinder the boiler. On the other
hand, they should be allowed to flow in a straight
path. Comparing the two cases, Fig. 1 and Fig.
2 show the flow of gases with the brick pier
under the rear end of the boiler protecting the
blowoff pipe, while Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the
proper flow of gases with the blowoff pipe pro

tected in a manner that will he explained pres
ently. The horizontal section of the blowoff pipe
should be under the floor of the combustion
chamber, as shown in Fig. 5. ,A and A, show
a trench made for this purpose and covered over
with iron plates. The way I protect a blowoff
pipe between the boiler and the bottom of the
combustion chamber is to cover the pipe with a
J^-inch layer of asbestos, securing this with wire
to hold it in place, then slip over a larger pipe,
which is long enough to reach from the bottom
of the boiler to the floor. This will be explained
later in connection with boiler setting. When
asking questions concerning faulty kinks about a
boiler, it is well to explain the method of feeding
the water into the boiler, the conditions of the
water, whether hot or cold, and the stamping on
the iron which is usually found on the head.
It may read one or the other of the following :
"C", "CN0.1" or "CH—CHNoi. SHELL" or
CHNoi FLANG." This information will assist
in arriving at a plausible explanation of the
trouble.
M. W. Campbell.
ANOTHER REPLY TO FAIR PLAY.
Editor The Engineer.
The letter of Fair Play on page 277 of the
April 15 issue leads me to give some of my ex
periences along the same lines. I would say
that prejudice against engineering students is,
to speak plainly, due to two' causes, viz., jeal
ousy on the part of the engineers, and a certain
over-confidence on the part of the students.
Consider a reliable, practical engineer, who
has learned his trade by hard knocks. He has
necessarily had to pass through many years of
hard labor as coal heaver, fireman, etc., before he
is considered competent to assume the responsi
bilities of engineer. Very likely his early edu
cation has been seriously neglected and now he
is getting along in years and realizes that en
gineering as a profession is advancing. He real
izes the need of a little technical education in
his work. He realizes that he could not figure
the efficiency of the riveted seams of the boilers
under his charge, nor the safe working pressure
that they might carry. It is very likely that he
knows nothing of the indicator, and much less
about reading its diagrams intelligently, and, if

FIG. 5. BLOWOFF FIPE IN CHANNEL.
unfortunately he is possessed of a jealous dis
position, he is going to be jealous of the man
who can do these things, especially if it be a
young man, a student. He believes that the
young fellow is after his job, which mav not be
true at all.
I have been a practical engineer for the past
seventeen years, and as my early education was
neglected, about six years ago I enrolled as a
student in the International Correspondence
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schools. After about 4 years of diligent study
I completed my course and have my diploma,
of which I am justly proud, and I would say
to every engineer, by all means get all the
knowledge you can in your business, for you will
never know it all, no matter how much you may
study.
A few years ago during my early scholarship
in this school I was employed in the main engine
room as operating engineer, in one of the largest
iron and electrical manufactories in New York
state. One day there came into the engine room
a bright looking, well dressed young fellow who
inquired after the chief engineer. I told him he
was out but might be back at any time, so he
waited awhile, then said to me: "This is a pretty
nice engine room ; you keep things looking sleek
in here, don't you?" I said, "Yes, we try to keep
as clean as possible." He then asked, "What do
you suppose my chances would be to secure a
position here as engineer?"
I was somewhat surprised at his question,
but said, "Well, there are several engineers em
ployed about the works and you might shortly
have a show. Are you an engineer?"
"Oh, yes," said he, "I am an engineer. I
have a diploma from
correspondence school.
I stood well up in my studies and I graduated
with a high percentage with honor. I know all
about it from coal pile to switch board." He
then went on to tell me about the combustion of
coal, C-O* gas, British thermal units in the
steam, and about the tensile, torsional and shear
ing strength of iron and steel until my head
swam, and I thought, "Goodness, have I got to
learn all that?"
Just at this point the chief engineer entered
and rescued me from this mill stream of con
fusion. The stranger turned upon the chief,
C. F. Clark, with his eloquence and stated
his mission, and, as the chief and I were on the
best of terms, he told me, after the departure
of this ambitious young fellow, about their con
versation. The chief asked him if he had ever
had any practical experience.
He answered that he had not, but thought
himself perfectly competent to hold such a posi
tion, for he knew all about it and that "what the
brain commands, the hands can follow." The
chief said, "Young man, your technical education
is a great thing. It will prove to be a source of
joy and profit to you all your life, if you do not
allow it to get the better of your common sense.
But as you have had no practical experience, I
can not at this time place you in the engine room
with the responsibilities of an operating engineer,
for you have it all yet to learn. I can give you
■employment in my department from which you
may be promoted to engineer. But, sir, you will
bave to begin at the bottom of the ladder, same
as I did when a boy, and work yourself up. If
you are willing to do that, you may come here
tomorrow and go to work, and I will give you
every chance."
So the young fellow came to work as fire
man's helper, passing coal and carrying out ashes.
One day shortly after he had come, the fireman,
an old Englishman, came into the engine room,
chewing bumblebees, and said, "Thet 'ere tarnal
young dude's too mighty nice to do 'ees work."
I went out into the boiler room and found the
youngster and the fireman holding a merry argu
ment which one should get into the rear of the
bridgewall to clean out the ashes. John was ex
plaining to the fireman that he did not need to
do such work as that. Why, the idea of a man
of his knowledge getting into such a dirty, hot
place as that! No, sir; that was not what he
bad been studying for. But the chief soon settled
the controversy by relieving him of all duties in
connection with the power house department.
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Shortly after he left our place he used his
eloquence, I suppose, and secured a position in
a neighboring woolen mill, the superintendent of
which lived a few houses from where I did.
One morning about 9:30 o'clock, when I was
on the night shift, the superintendent of the mill
came to my house in great haste just as I was
about going to bed, and asked me if I would not
go with him to the mill, that something had hap
pened to the boiler feed pump and they had been
obliged to shut down about an hour and a half
before, and his engineer could not find the trou
ble. They were behind on their orders and there
were one hundred and fifty idle hands whose time
must be paid for, and withal he seemed quite
excited. I went with him to the mill, and when
we arrived the steam chest cover and both heads
were off the pump. The engineer said he always
thought pumps were notional things anyway, and
would do about as they were a mind to, and that
he favored feeding always with an injector. I
noticed that the throttle valve stem (an ordinary
globe valve) had been turned way back as though
the valve were wide open. I pointed it out to
him and told him his throttle valve had been
put on wrong side up, and that the disk getting
loose from the stem, with pressure on its back,
had seated itself firmly. He said he had never
seen the inside of a valve and did not suppose
they would come apart.
Book learning is important, but practice is
also necessary to perfection.
C. F. C.

WATER CURRENTS IN BOILERS.
Editor The Engineer:
I am glad to see that the locomotive engineers
have a representative in The Engineer. I refer
to Mr. J. C. Stewart's letter, page 278, in the
April 15 issue. The locomotive is a very in
teresting machine, and its runners as brainy a lot
of fellows as it has been my pleasure to meet,
and I feel certain that the editor' of this journal
will allow me to bid them a royal welcome here.

SECTION OF LOCOMOTIVE TYPE OF BOILER.

Mr. Stewart refers to a letter by me in a
former issue of The Engineer, in regard to rapid
throttling, in which I am sure the reader could
gather a lot of impressions that were not in
tended. I meant to convey the idea that the com
bined area of all the steam valves on a locomo
tive, was not sufficient to produce objectionable
water currents in the boiler, no matter how
quickly they were all opened. In fact, the pop
and whistle valves are of the rapid-fire type,
and the throttle also, if the engineer sees fit to
use it that way. Then too, no matter how good
the design, how excellent the material and work
manship, the boiler begins to weaken from the
start, and the way to prevent explosions, as well
as a lot of irrelevant reasoning, is to scrap or
repair boilers before they loose too much of
their strength.
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An unusually large amount of space has been
devoted by engineering journals, to the discus
sion of the St. Louis boiler explosion, which has
resulted in well grounding a popular belief, viz.,
that after the first steam pipe broke, tearing a
large hole on the steam drum, the flow of water
endwise in the boiler hammered the heads out.
But one boiler in the lot was strong enough to
resist the hydraulic ramming. An explosion of
this kind could not well happen to a locomotive,
owing to the steam pipe being inside, and the
dome placed near the middle of the length of the
boiler. If the top of the dome should blow off,
as represented in the drawing herewith, the water
and steam would flow out and form nearly a
solid jet of water until it strikes the atmosphere,
when it would flash into steam, and, expanding,
swell out as shown in the illustration.
It must be remembered that a jet of hot water
flowing inside the boiler has about the same
battering effect as cold water issuing from the
end of a nozzle, but in this case the water flows
in opposite directions, viz., towards the middle,
and would undoubtedly create a bursting pressure
were it not that the dome is provided with means
to relieve it, unless, of course, the means of
escape should be on the bottom of the boiler
opposite the dome, in which case a rupture might
take place, especially if the shell was weak and
about ready to let go at any time. If the dome
be placed at the extreme front end of the boiler,
as shown by the dotted lines, and its cover were
to blow off, the forward flow of water would
surely batter the front head away from the tubes,
although both head and tubes might be in A I
condition. It is, of course, understood that the
locomotive is carrying a normal quantity of
water and steam pressure when these accidents
occur.
It seems clear to me that boilers of any type
are unsafe when being forced beyond their in
tended capacity or have been unfairly treated
by hastily cutting out, cleaning and cutting in
again, as was the practice prior to the St. Louis
disaster, and the lesson to be learned from it
serves to emphasize the fact that "eternal vigi
lance is the price of safety."
Ralph Bennett.
VELOCITY OF WATER IN SUCTION PIPES.
Editor The Engineer :
In the April 15 issue, "Carrick" requests Mr.
C. A. Collett, "or some other competent corre
spondent to give his opinion on the proper speed
of the water in suction pipes, etc." I do not know
whether I am competent to answer Carrick's
questions or not, but I venture to offer the follow
ing, trusting that Mr. Collett will give us the
benefit of his lengthy experience and superior
erudition in matters hydraulic.
Authorities tell us that water under a pressure
of 15 pounds per square inch enters a vacuum with
a velocity of 47 feet per second, or 2,820 feet per
minute. The velocity of water entering a suction
pipe depends upon two things, the vacuum in the
pipe and the vertical lift of the water. The longer
the suction pipe, vertically, the greater the frictional resistance to the flow of water, and this is
why the lift enters as a factor in the following
rule given by a well known authority, and which
gives results sufficiently accurate for all practical
purposes. The rule is: To find the maximum
theoretical velocity of water in the suction pipe of
a pump, multiply the square-root of 1% times
the vacuum in inches, minus the height of _the
center of the suction inlet above the surface of the
water, by 8. The product will be the velocity of
the water in feet per second. Example : Let the
vacuum be, say, 26 inches, and the lift 22 feet,
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what is the velocity of the water in the suction
pipe? Operation: 1% = 1.125.
Then, 26 X 1-125 = 29.250.
And, 29.250 — 22 = 7.250.
and, \/7.25o = 2.69
Then 2.69 X 8 = 21.52 ft. per second.
The friction of water flowing in a castiron pipe
550 yards long would be very great, owing to the
rough surfaces of the interior and the gaps at the
joints, that is, unless the pump were run very
slowly. Authorities tell us that the flow of water
through small discharge pipes should not exceed
400 feet per minute, and for large pipes 500 feet
per minute. For supply pipes to engines, the
velocity of steam is given at 100 feet per second.
The friction in pipes, whether of castiron, steel
or copper, depends upon the internal smoothness
of the pipe and the velocity of the water, as well
as the number and kind of ells, tees and valves in
the pipe. Steel pipe, for steam, is preferable to
either castiron or copper. It is smoother internally
than castiron, and is lighter and costs less than
copper, and is much stronger and safer than either.
In reply to Fairy Play I would say that any
man or set of men who would sneer at a brother
engineer, or who would place obstacles in his
way to advancement in his profession, simply be
cause he has attended an engineering school and
spends his spare moments in reading technical
books, magazines and papers, simply place a pre
mium upon ignorance and is not worthy of no
tice.
The "book engineer." sneeringly so-called, is
the man who is getting into all the high places
and fat jobs now-a-days, and it will be more so
by and by. Anybody can twist a throttle quite as
well as the "monkeywrench" engineer. At all
events the latter is a back number.
D. B. D.
A COMMON ERROR.
Editor The Engineer :
Many persons refer to electricity as though it
were a source of energy instead of a means of
transmitting energy. I have often heard the re
mark that electricity would displace the steam
engine. At the present time there seems to be
little prospect of it, although there are experi
ments being carried on more or less of the time
with the hope of producing the electric current
direct from coal without the use of the steam
boiler and engine.
So far as I know, at the present time the
dynamo electric machine is the only source of
electric current for commercial use on a large
scale, and this requires mechanical power to turn
it We might compare the dynamo to a pump.
While the pump could be used to pump water
from a lower to a higher level, and the water in
returning to its original level could be made to
do work by passing through a motor, so the
dynamo seems to change something, which we
call electricity, from a lower to a higher level,
or, in electrical terms, to increase its voltage,
which corresponds to pressure in gas and liquids.
Water, air and steam are used for the trans
mission of energy, and, as they have to be carried
in pipes, they are subject to waste due to leaks,
condensation and friction. The inconvenience and
expense of putting in and maintaining long lines
renders them useful over a limited area as com
pared to electrical current. The latter can be
carried by means of a wire with very little waste
when compared to the others. The wire is easily
put in place and maintained, and heat, light, and
mechanical energy obtained from it.
I do not overlook the fact that the electric
current can be obtained from primary batteries
by the use of chemicals, but the expense is so
great that this can be done only on a small scale
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as compared to the dynamo, and has no effect
on the use of the steam engine.
E. E. Russell.
POLISH FOR HOT AND COLD METAL; A HANDY BELT
CLAMP.
Editor The Engineer:
If J. Carman will use powdered crocus and oil
and then clean the oil off thoroughly with rottenstone, he will soon have a polish on both hot and
cold iron that will closely resemble nickel-plating.

A HANDY BELT CLAMP.
H. N. will find such a paint as he requires in
Enamel Black, made by Robt. W. Neff, Boston,
Mass.
J. E Noble has his belt clamp altogether too
complicated. He should use two rods instead of
four and have on one end a righthand thread and
on the other a lefthand thread, then put them
outside of the clamping bolts. Have the oblong
nuts set into the ends of the clamps so that they
cannot turn. Put a sliding pin through the center
of the rod, as per sketch, and I think he will
admit that he has a simpler and more efficient belt
clamp.
Ware, Mass.
H. E. Fisher.
ANOTHER SOLUTION OF MR. NIVEN'S PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer :
I observe a fallacy in the solution submitted
by Mr. Eberhardt in the June 16 number for the
problem submitted some time ago by Mr. Niven.
He says that with each double stroke of the pis
ton Vu of the air in receiver will be removed.
I must confess that I fell into the same error at
first, but have since then seen better. I now
claim that 1/13 will be removed at each double
stroke.
Consider the condition at the end of the first
upward stroke ; the air now fills 13 volumes
where it originally filled only 12, therefore the
pressure in the receiver must be 12/13 of the
original pressure, instead of 11/12, as stated by
Mr. Eberhardt.
The subsequent reasoning is the same, viz., to
reduce the pressure to 5.9 inches of mercury or
to 5.9/29.9 or 0.197 times the original pressure
will require an unknown number of strokes. Let
x equal this unknown number. Then x must be
so taken as to satisfy the following equation :
/ 12 v x
12 ■
1
1 = 0.197, but -— = 0.923,
V 13 '
«3
Therefore, (o.o:*3)x = 0.197,
or x(log. 0.923) = Log. 0.197,
log. 0.197 — 1 + 0.294
0.706
and x =
=
=
= 20j1;,
log. 0.923 — 1 + 0.965
0.035
but it will be observed that 20 1/10 up strokes is
equal to 20 1/20 double strokes.
L. W. Redpath.
THE DIRECT-ACTING, TRIPLE-EXPANSION, PUMPING
ENGINE.
Editor The Engineer:
I saw an article in your valuable paper of

which I am a reader, of November 16, 1903. in
relation to the direct-acting, triple-expansion
pumping engine at Concord, N. H., erected about
eleven years ago, in the year 1892, being the first,
and the modest correction by Mr. M. T. Davidson
in the issue of January 15, 1904.
I was working for Mr. M. T. Davidson as a
machinist at the time when this direct-acting,
triple-expansion, pumping engine was built at
Keap St., Brooklyn. The engine referred to by
Mr. Davidson as being built in 1887 for the
Brooklyn water works was erected at Beasley's
Pond, Jamaica, Long Island, by Alexander Mungle, a machinist and engineer, in the employ of
Mr. Davidson at that time, and who is now em
ployed by The Manhattan Repair & Supply Co.,
New York, as an expert on steam pumping en
gines and machinery.
To give due credit to Mr. Davidson, inventor
and patentee, and also to Mr. Mungle, who
erected the engine, I would be pleased to have
you publish this.
Peter Sinclair.
CONNECTIONS FOR PHASE TRANSFORMATION.
Editor The Engineer :
I would like to ask the readers of The Engi
neer to tell me if the diagram of connections
herewith is right for two transformers to trans
form two-phase to three-phase currents.
If the primaries of the transformers used have
each 600 turns, what must be the number of turns
on the secondaries, the two-phase voltage being
1,000 and the three-phase, 200?
My method of connecting would be as shown,

-tOOOV-si
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600 TURNS
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/WWWWWWW\
t2o\TURNS
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-200V-

—200V-

-200VCONNECTION FOR TWO-PHASE TO THREE-PHASE TRANS
FORMATION WITH TWO TRANSFORMERS.
the reasoning being as follows: The primaries
of the two transformers are each wound with 600
turns of wire and are connected across the twophase mains. The secondary of number 1 must
furnish 200 volts and, since the primary volt
age is 1,000, the secondary turns must be
200
X 600 = 120. The secondary turns on num1,000 %/ 3
ber 2 are — times as many as on number 1 ; hence
2
the turns on the secondary of number 2 are
— X 120 = 104, nearly.
2
I would like to know whether I am right or
notOliver F. Dubruiel.
Duluth, Minn.
The City Council of New Harmony, Ind., is
considering bids for the building of a municipal
lighting plant.
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RE-ENFORCING BLOWOFF PIPES.
The blowoff pipe appears to be one of thv.
simplest things about a boiler, and it might natur
ally be assumed that of all the accessories and
fittings it would be the least liable to get out
of order. This is not the case, however, and
the blowoff needs its full share of attention, in
design, construction, and general care. We have
discussed many phases of the blowoff question in
previous issues, but there is more to be said, and
in the present article we desire to call attention
to the subject of reenforcing the opening through
which the pipe enters the boiler. A piece of
boiler plate, somewhat thicker than the shell of
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the adoption of the faulty construction shown in
Fig. 1. It is not much more work to make the
connection as shown in Fig. 2, and no job that
is done as shown in Fig. 1 ought to be accepted.
—The Locomotive.
METHOD OF BENDING STRIPS OF WOOD.
To bend strips of wood for clutch-shoes or
similar work, a method is shown in the cuts
which can be applied anywhere. In this particu
lar operation strips were used 4 inches wide by
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CAVITY WALLS FOR BOILER SETTING.
The value of an air cavity in the outside wall of
a boiler setting for preventing radiation will be
well known to all who have had much to do with
the practical working of steam boilers, but it often
happens that space in the boiler house is limited
and the extra 6-inch required for such a provision
is not available. To meet cases of this kind,
Messrs. Poulton & Son, of Reading, have intro
duced a neat and special construction of firebrick
which permits of cavity walls being constructed

FIG. I. CONSTRUCTION OF CLAMP.
H inch thick and about 8 feet long. These were
smoothed with a plane and brass strips of No. 30
gage were fastened to the strips, as shown in Fig.
1. Clamps like Fig. 2 were made of $£-inch
round iron, the distance between the jaws being
such as to fit tight over the wooden strip and
the rim of a 40-inch pulley. The strips were then
FIG. I. .WRONG METHOD OF ATTACHING RE-ENFORC
ING PLATE.
the boiler itself, should be riveted securely to
the shell at this point, and the hole for the en
trance of the pipe should be cut in such a way
that it can be properly threaded, both in the
reenforcing piece and in the shell. The import
ance of the italicized words is often overlooked
by boiler constructors, and we frequently find that
the opening in the shell is punched large enough
to admit the end of the blowoff pipe and leave
considerable free space around it, as is indicated
in Fig. 1. The reenforcing plate is then threaded,
and the blowoff pipe screwed into that alone.
When a job is done in this manner, it is impos
sible to detect the error from the outside of the
boiler, although it is readily discovered by ex
amining the inner end of the blowoff through
the handhole in the back head, except when the
hole in the shell is made small enough to fit
the end of the blowoff closely, without engaging
its threads.
We have repeatedly seen blowoff pipes put in
in the manner indicated in Fig. I, with not more
than three threads holding in the reenforcing
piece. The object of the reenforcing piece is not

FIG. Z CORRECT INSERTION OF BLOWOFF PIPE.
particularly to strengthen the small hole that is
made in the shell, but to provide a greater thick
ness of metal for the thread, so that when the
pipe is screwed into position it may have a suit
able holding power. The correct mode of con
struction is shown in Fig. 2. In this case the
hole is threaded both in the reenforcing plate and
in the shell, and when the blowoff pipe is screwed
into position, a good, strong joint is formed,
which should be entirely safe under all ordinary
conditions of operation.
Many serious accidents have resulted from

with a width of 12 inches with standard dimension
bricks, i. e., 4^ inches wide and laid side by side.
The statement sounds paradoxical, but a glance
at the accompanying sketch will show how the
trick is done. There is nothing mysterious about
it, and one wonders why it has not been done
before, as the device is so simple. The bricks
which form the outer faces of the wall are ser
rated on one side, while the middle course is ser
rated on both, and the serrations fit into each oth
er so that the stretchers, when arranged as shown
in Fig. 2, form two serrated cavities running
longitudinally through the wall, although the
width is only 12 inches, as shown. Fig. 1 shows
the arrangement of a 14-inch wall, in which only
a central double-serrated course is used. The use
of ordinary plain bricks for the outside courses.

FIB. 2. METHODS OF BENDING STRIPS.
steamed in a boiler, which happened to be out of
use, and bent round the pulley, as shown in Fig.
2. The steaming occupied about 4 hours, the
strips being placed inside of the boiler by taking
off the manhole plate. The strips were allowed
to dry in position for a few hours and were then
ready to take off.
In Syria and Palestine at the present time
the antique bucket and rope, in modified form,
is still used in raising water from wells for irri
gation. The buckets are attached to the ropes
at regular intervals and pass over large drums
going down empty and rising full. They dis
charge at the top into a large open trough, which
conveys the water to the irrigating ditches. A
method much used where rivers are available is
the wheel and bucket, in which the buckets are
mounted on the rim of a large wheel which is of
a diameter equal to the height to which the water
is to be raised. In one system these wheels are
80 or 90 feet in diameter, and are driven by pad
dles attached to the rim of the wheel which dips
in the river. The processes although extremely
crude are well adapted to countries where labor
is inexpensive as the running expense of the de
vices is very small.

fig. 1.

FIG. 2.

combined with the special headers, as Shown,
makes the wall contain two air cavities when built,
the said cavities consisting of vertical flutes on
each side of the central course.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is obviously
of considerable advantage when a number of boil
ers are grouped side by side and worked continu
ously, as the boilers have occasionally to be laid
off for inspection purposes, and if not fitted with
a cavity wall are difficult to cool down so as to
permit of comfortable cleaning and inspection.
The device not only permits this to be done, but
also effects economy in ground space as well as
roof cost. Not a great deal, perhaps, but still
more than sufficient to cover the extra expense
of the patent setting described.—Mechanical En
gineer of London.
Sailing vessels of extremely large size seem
to be the latest development in the ocean carry
ing trade. The largest yet built is the Dreussen,
which has storage room for over 5,000 tons of
freight.
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We have purposely refrained from commenting
on the Exposition and some of the features which
have been adversely criticised, until the Exposi
tion authorities had time to overcome the first
unreadiness and remedy such difficulties as they
chose to take up. It would seem that 2 months
after the nominal opening of the exhibition every
thing should be in readiness for the reception of
the guests which St. Louis has invited to come
to her great and crowning festival. First of all
let it be understood that the Exposition is mag
nificent in whatever way it is looked at, and that
it is well worth great effort to see it. Great
credit is due to those who planned the buildings
and their arrangement, and to the imagination
which could picture such a beautiful spectacle as
the cascade illuminated by the thousands of in
candescent lamps, with the water running by an
endless chain of mechanical rotation.
Exhibitors have put their best at the disposal
of the Exposition, and have perfected a display
of the world's progress which has probably never
before been equaled, and which is not likely to
be soon surpassed.
This, however, is the result of individual effort
of architects, designers and exhibitors, and does
not, except in a very general way, reflect either
credit or blame on the authorities who have had
the general management and policy of the Expo
sition in their hands. The Exposition has cost
many times more than any that has previously
been brought into existence, and it is only fair
to expect a much more magnificent and complete
result. So far as the outline of the Exposition and
the planning of buildings and the effect obtained
in illumination are concerned this has unques
tionably been secured. But so far as taking care
of convenience of visitors and making the best
possible terms to attract the largest number of
exhibitors and induce them to use their best ef
forts, the management seems to have made a
success which is, to say the least, greatly qualified.
Various articles upon the Fair have stated
that it included some 1,200 acres, as against 300
or so at Buffalo and a matter of 633 acres at
Chicago. While it is, of course, essential in plan
ning a great spectacle that plenty of space be
allowed to give a chance to comprehend the
buildings and their settings, still in the case of
the St. Louis Exposition this has certainly been
overdone, especially with regard to the part of
the gounds outside the eight great buildings. One
might endure, with considerable patience, to walk
a moderate distance between buildings, and must,
of course, expect to walk long distances through
the immense structures needed to hold the great
number of exhibits. But there seems no sense
in having to walk a quarter of a mile from the
gate before any buildings at all are reached, and
there certainly is no reason for scattering the
auxiliary exhibits over 1,200 acres when they
might as well have been put into S°° and have
saved tired humanity from a feeling of weariness
and disturbance of mind.
This is not the only point in which the com
fort of visitors to the Fair seems to have been
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utterly neglected. In the matter o. drinking wa
ter, no provision which amounts to anything has
been made except that by one of the concession
owners, which supplies a half a glass of water
for a cent. To be sure, this water is pure, and
also, to be sure, this method of supplying it is
likely to prevent over-indulgence in drinking of
cold liquic
In the matter of toilet conveniences there
has also been a sad want of foresight. Basins are
provided, but the handles of the faucets are re
moved so that no water can be obtained, and a
wash of a finger can be procured only for the
price of a nickel under any conditions. Prices for
restaurants are on a corresponding scale, although
it should be said that the good restaurants will
furnish a reasonable meal at about the same price
as the high priced restaurants in the city. But for
those of moderate means there seems to be no
escape from either eating abominable left-overs or
going hungry.
The statement has been repeatedly made that
no charge will be made for space or power in any
of the exhibit buildings, and yet on every side
are heard complaints of exhibitors that they can
not get what assistance they need in putting ex
hibits into place and that the charges for power
are so excessive that they do not feel that they
can afford to keep their machinery in motion.
Practically the only moving exhibits are those
which run by their own power, such as steam
and gas engines and the like.
One would naturally expect a display of large
gas engines, since this feature of power plant
industry is now becoming prominent. Such
engines, with one exception, have been for the
most part of foreign design, and it was confi
dently expected that these engines would be repre
sented at St. Louis. One finds, however, that
the only large engines are of distinctly American
design, the Westinghouse Machine Co. having a
vertical and a horizontal in the Machinery Build
ing, and the Weber Gas Engine Co. having a
producer plant and engine in the Steam and Fuel
Building. It is understood that the failure of
foreign exhibitors to bring over large gas en
gines is due to two causes. First, that the Expo
sition authorities, who had agreed to pay for
the transportation, at the last moment wanted the
manufacturers to pay the transportation and then
be reimbursed, a procedure which was of some
what doubtful sureness ; and second, that the
Exposition authorities were not able to secure a
producer plant which would enable the engines
to run, hence the foreign builders did not think
it advisable to bring over their machines.
It seems unfortunate that an Exposition which
has received such a large amount of government
aid and which might, therefore, be expected to be
generous, has found it necessary to resort to the
squeezing of every penny from the exhibitors and
visitors in order to meet the obligations which
the authorities have incurred.
This much by way of disagreeable criticism,
and the praise which might be lavished upon
the pleasant and worthy features of the Expo
sition is certainly much greater than any adverse
criticism which we have made.
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The Exposition is a tremendous and most in
teresting record of the accomplishments of this
country in particular, and of many foreign coun
tries. More can be learned in a week at St.
Louis about the habits, customs and general feat
ures of the world than by many years' travel
abroad. It should be the aim of everyone who
can possibly do so to spend at least a week at
the Fair, and even in a week's time, although a
longer period is desirable, the greater part of
the special features which interest any one person
can be covered.
Descriptions.
Our contemporary, "Mines and Minerals," in
the issue for June has touched on a subject
which needs the consideration of advertisers in
all technical papers. This is the matter of de
scriptions of commercial machinery. The adver
tiser is, of course, anxious to place the merits
of his product before the readers of a paper and
with that end in view wishes them described in
the reading columns. It is entirely proper that
they should be so described if they have some
thing of novelty and of interest for the reader,
but, as our contemporary says, "the statement that
John Smith's car is the best car on earth is not
sufficient data on which to base a reading no
tice."
The reader of a technical paper, who is look
ing for information and is anxious to be thor
oughly posted on recent improvements, will al
ways take time to read an article which gives
valuable information in regard to the construc
tion or operation of new machinery, or one which
shows why a new device, or even one that is not
so new, is better than another; but an article,
which merely reiterates points already brought
•out or which states that the manufacturer's de
vice is better than anything else, has no place in
the reading columns, and if published there, re
ceives practically no attention from the reader.
The men who have charge of the Departments
of Publicity, established by the larger companies,
have made a careful study of this matter and the
material sent out by them may well serve as an
example to others. This consists of carefully
written descriptions of new machinery, which
seek to convey, first of all, a good description of
the apparatus, and second, an idea of the ad
vantages which it has over other constructions.
Good descriptions of plants where apparatus
has been installed, showing not only the particular
apparatus described, but its relation to the rest
of the plant and why it was found well adapted
for that situation arc also of interest.
The editorial staff of a paper is always ready
-to place before its readers interesting matter and
to put it in readable shape; but facts must be
presented before such an article can be prepared,
and. the more interesting the data, the better
can an article be made. A description which
really tells something will make a stronger im
pression and will be more likely to accomplish
what the advert'ser desires than an article which
has "writeup" stamped all over it.
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VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS.
BY BUDD FRANKENFELD.
(Concluded)
Any system in which the speed is changed
without disturbing the field is subject to an in
crease in the stray power. With constant field,
the average motor suffers an increase in stray
power that varies about as the 1.35 power of the
speed. When the field is varied as in field rheostatic control, the resistance loss in the winding
decreases as the speed is increased and the stray
power tends to remain constant. It may even
decrease if the component due to hysteresis is
large.
As a rule, operating on the number of arma
ture conductors to increase the speed decreases
the armature resistance loss. There are excep
tions, however, as when conductors are put in
electrical opposition, in which case the loss re
mains the same as in an ordinary motor.
ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.
Inasmuch as alternating current motors have
not been applied to variable-speed work suffi
ciently to set anything like a standard of prac
tice, they will be but briefly considered. One dif
ficulty that is hard to overcome is to get a rea
sonably good power factor over even a moderate
range of speed. Another is to get good regula
tion for speeds that lie between the basic steps of
any system of control.
A commutating motor built with a laminated
field and with an armature having fairly high re
sistance connectors between its coils and the com
mutator segments, will, if connected as a series
motor, operate sparklessly and with good effi
ciency. Such a machine is suitable for hoisting
and for traction purposes. Its action is a good
deal like that of a direct-current, series motor.
Excellent results are also obtained with the
well-known repulsion type of motor. With either
type of machine, the torque may be controlled
without extraneous resistance loss by the use of
a variable-ratio transformer or preferably an
autostarter.
A polyphase induction motor with a regulable
resistance in its secondary circuit is almost an '
exact analogue to the direct-current, shunt motor
with armature rheostatic control. Like its di
rect current prototype, it is inefficient and poor
in regulation, though a smooth gradation of speed
is possible.
Induction motors have been built to operate
by varying the number of poles in order to secure
a change in speed, a method which gives definite
steps.
Two induction motors may be run in com
bination and the speed changed by the method of
concatenation. Two steps in speed are thus se
cured, full speed and half speed. The method is
somewhat similar to that of the direct-current
series-parallel control.
THE FUTURE.
Reviewing the record of the last few years,
one is able to form some idea of the field for
future development.
While a large number of shops are using va
riable speed motors, there are many conservative
ly managed industrial enterprises that are reluct
ant to introduce the electrical drive. Again there
are managers who pride themselves on being pro
gressive, who have installed the group system, but
have drawn the line on variable speed motors be
cause of early failures of the system. We may
therefore expect to see a lot of good money ex
pended in educating and converting people to a
belief in motors of wide speed range. Once the
system is thoroughly established, attention will
be turned to the perfection and introduction of
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details and small economies such as people are
not willing to pay for at present.
One of the first improvements will result from
a more intimate relation between the designer of
the machine tool and the designer of the motor.
The majority of the present direct drives consist
of a standard tool and with an ugly bracket
bolted on for the support of the motor. If this
bracket were only made of wood instead of iron,
the whole affair could, without challenge, be
classed as the "contraption" of a backwoods en
gineer. The oft repeated argument that a stand
ard motor can be used with this system or that
system is really a detriment to progress. The
so-called standard motors now made by the most
successful manufacturers of variable speed ap
paratus are really special slow speed motors.
They are standard only in the sense that rail
way motors are standard, i. e., standardized for
special service. To get the best results as well
as the best lines, the tool must be designed for
the motor and the motor for the tool.
There is a cry now for cheaper installations.
It is not likely that this will be satisfied at least
for a number of years. The variable speed mo
tor of wide range offers a complicated problem
and only complicated means seem likely to be of
fered for the solution. The electric railway has
not developed along the lines of simplicity, nor
has electric lighting; nor has the printing press;
in fact, any invention dependent for its success
on the perfection of details is likely to take on
flesh in the form of an intricate body rather than
an elementary one. It is therefore safe to as
sume that more features will be introduced into
the application of variable speed motors than are
taken out and that sums of money will be in
vested in future installations, the magnitude of
which would stagger many of the present users
of the system.
Heavy slow speed motors will probably always
be used where a wide range of speed is em
ployed. This is made necessary by the fact that
most wide range applications require full power
at the minimum speed. The present tendency
points to the use of a single reduction gearing
between motor and load, and to the elimination
of multiple reduction gearing. To operate with
no gears at all is commercially prohibitive with
most wide range tools, but this will be done
more and more as the tool builders and the mo
tor builders become better acquainted.
For wide ranges, the shop owner will be
asked to take his choice between systems involv
ing a more or less complicated generating plant
with a wiring system equally intricate, and a
simple two-wire system with motors that are
more or less complicated.
The present systems do not all have the de
sired smoothness of speed gradation. This is an
important consideration and improvement is
looked for along that line. We need more steps.
Perhaps this summary presents a gloomy out
look; perhaps the mechanical engineer will de
velop a simple speed varying device, easily con
trolled, that can be attached to any machine. One
thing is certain—he has not been asleep ; he has
tried. Meanwhile, the electrical brother has gone
on putting in installations of considerable maenitude. If an efficient and universal mechanical de
vice should be brought out, the electrical indus
try will not be injured thereby; for it would mean
only a return to the group system of driving and
to the direct drive with constant speed motors.
The largest blast furnace in the countrywas recently installed at the plant of the Lacka
wanna Steel Co. It has a capacity of 600 tons
daily, and, contrary to the usual custom, is oper
ated by a gas engine.
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HAMILTON CORLISS VERTICAL ENGINE.
THE Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co., of
Hamilton, Ohio, has entered the field for
vertical business by bringing out a new
Hamilton-Corliss, vertical cross-compound en
gine, an example of which is on exhibition at the
St. Louis Fair direct connected to a 1,500 kilo
watt National Electric Co's. generator. The en
gine in question, with cylinders 34 and 68 x 54
inches, of which a rear view is shown in Fig. 1,
has a normal rating of 2,500 horsepower at a
speed of 83 revolutions per minute.
The bed plate is of the box section type, cast
in one piece, and is carried around the crank at
practically full height. The main bearing portion
is bored and faced to receive the lower box,
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the bottom, which gradually changes to a circular
section as it reaches the top to conform to the
shape of the guide barrel, the guides in this por
tion of the frame being separated from the walls
of the barrel by an air space. This construction
is plainly shown in Fig. 2, which is a sectional
view of the engine through the center of the
frame and the low pressure cylinder.
The construction of the cylinder, which is
made of close-grained charcoal iron, is also
brought out in Fig. 2. The exhaust chambers,
as will be noticed, are separated from the cylinder
walls by an air space, giving a depth of 2 inches
for a nonconducting covering.
The valves are located in the barrels to avoid
disconnecting the valve gear when the head is

taper, as is apparent in Fig. 2, and is locked with
a jam nut and keeper.
The valve gear is always an interesting and
very important part of an engine, as on the ar
rangement and construction of this important
mechanism depends to a great extent its satisfac
tory operation. Fig. 3, which illustrates the valve
gear on the low-pressure cylinder, shows a neat
and compact arrangement.
The steam and exhaust valves are actuated
directly by separate eccentrics without the use of
wrist plates, the motion being obtained through
link and bell crank connections. The catch block
is mounted on the end of the crank arm, instead
of behind it, so that it is in plain sight, and the
die plate, being in a more accessible position, can

FIG. I. REAR VIEW OF A 2,500-HURSEPOVVER HAMILTON CORLISS ENGINE.
which is of the shell type and arranged for water
circulation ; the box can be removed by raising the
shaft sufficiently to take the weight from the
bearing.
The flywheel, which weighs 120,000 pounds
and measures 22 feet in diameter, is made in
eight sections, each of which is composed of a
part of the rim and one arm. These segments
are clamped together with steel arrowheaded
links, shrunk in place, and are bolted to the hub,
which consists of two separate disks, forced upon
the shaft, as shown in Fig. 1.
The A frame is cast in two pieces and is
bolted together, having a rectangular section at

noved, approximately the same clearance being
obtained by bringing the exhaust valves partly
within the cylinder walls, but not far enough to
interfere in any way with the travel of the piston.
The arrangement on the steam side is different,
the valves being farther back and located so that
the incoming steam will strike more fairly on the
end of the piston to prevent any side shock or
pound. Both steam and exhaust valves are cored
to reduce the weight, and have double ports with
resulting short travel. The piston is also cored
and has a follower ring and one sectional ring,
which is pressed out by spiral springs and held in
place by tee-headed bolts. It is forced on a

be removed and the edges changed in a short
time. The force-feed oil pump will be noticed
and also the bonnets, which support the dashpots.
The governor, as shown in Fig. I, is mounted
on the first gallery platform. It is of the high
speed, center-weighted, flyball type and is pro
vided with motor and micrometer attachment for
changing the speed from the switchboard to
regulate for parallel operation. Both cylinders
are under control of the governor and the work
can be properly divided to suit the load. The
range of cutoff is from zero to three-quarters
stroke.
In Fig. 4 are shown the ends of the connecting
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rod, which is 5V2 cranks long and is provided
with wedge adjustment. Contrary to the usual
custom, the wedges are placed below the bearings
at each end so that the wear is taken up in the
same direction and the distance between the cen
ters of the pins remains constant. The boxes are
made of bronze, babbitted, and with ample clear
ance, as may be seen in the figure.
The crosshead is made of cast steel, with cast
iron slippers, which are lined with phosphor bab
bitt. Each slipper is bolted to the crosshead and
has a wedge adjustment, which is independent of
it and can be moved without changing the posi
tion of the slipper. The piston rod is threaded
and is fastened to the crosshead by a jam nut and
keeper.
The main bearings are 25 inches in diameter
and 42 inches long, while the shaft in the flywheel
and generator has a diameter of 30 inches, the
crankpin being 11 inches diameter and 11 inches
long. An oil pump driven from the eccentric
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CHURCHER RECTIFIER FOR ALTERNAT
ING CURRENTS.
ALTERNATING currents have so many ad
vantages for transmission work that the
effort to overcome their disadvantages has
been unremitting. One thing which has hereto
fore been a hindrance to the progress of alternat
ing current working is the fact that the directcurrent motor can be more readily controlled for
speed variations, and another is that the storage
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battery, which is such an important factor in
modern power plants and in the running of small
machinery such as launches, automobiles and
portable tools, could not be charged by alternat
ing currents. The only way in which it has been
possible to change alternating current into direct
has been by means of the rotary converter, which

does not form the non-conducting film, hence
current will pass to or from it impartially. Now
if the aluminum plate be made one pole of a
circuit through a cell, and a plate of some other
material be made the other pole, the current can
pass in one direction only, so that when an alter
nating current cicuit is connected to this cell, the
waves will pass in only one direction, those in
the other direction being suppressed. This ar
rangement is obviously not economical and de
veloped other objectionable features, but it con
tained the germ of the successful apparatus. In
this form, the current was not entirely suppressed
in the direction towards the aluminum plate, so
that the current was still alternating, only that
one wave was much larger than the other. Also,
the direct-current electromotive force obtained,
even if the suppression were complete, would
be only half that due to the alternating current,
and part of that half would be used on the re
sistance of the discharge current which would
flow. This means that for storage-battery work,
a battery needing .60 volts to charge it would
require 150 volts from the alternating circuit, and
that to supply a current of 10 amperes, a current
of 50 amperes would be furnished, of which 10
are used in charging, and the other 40 are wasted
in leakage, a condition which would soon de

is costly, is somewhat complicated and requires
careful attention to the brushes and commutator
to keep it in good working order.
It has been known for many years that, when
current passes from an aluminum plate into cer
tain solutions, a film of gas is formed on its
luter surface so that the current cannot escape,
but that current can pass into the plate through
this film with comparative ease. Difficulties have
been encountered in the matter of practical ap
plication which have prevented the fact being
utilized in commercial working, but these,
like others which have come up in the electrical
field, have been overcome by persistent effort.
A plate of any other metal than aluminum

stroy both the battery and the rectifier.
The Churcher rectifier has overcome these
difficulties by the use of two aluminum plates
jiud one of platinum. The aluminum plates are
connected as shown in Fig. 1 to the ends of a
transformer circuit so arranged as to give 70
volts over each half of the system. The current
for the primaries may be taken from any circuit
regardless of voltage or frequency, the only re
quirement being that the ratio of the transformer
windings shall be such as to give 70 volts at the
terminals of the secondaries. The two seconda
ries are connected in series and from the junc
tion of the leads a wire is taken off which forms
one of the leads for the direct-current circuit.

FIG. 4. UPPER AND LOWER ENDS OF CONNECTING
ROD, SHOWING WEDGE ADJUSTMENT.

FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW THROUGH LOW PRESSURE
SIDE OF HAMILTON CORLISS ENGINE.
supplies the bearings with a continuous stream of
oil, which is pumped from a tank, located be
neath the floor, to two receivers placed over the
cap on each main bearing. . From here the oil is
carried by gravity to the journals. The eccen
trics, crossheads and crankpins are oiled from the
gravity feed system by multiple, sight-feed tanks
on the upper part of the engine, while all of the
valve gears, rocker arms, etc., are provided with
grease cups.
The general appearance of the engine gives
an impression of strength and good design, while
the easy lines and well rounded corners -set off
by the brass railings and polished angle steel add
to its beauty.
A statute mile is 5,280 feet and a nautical
mile 6,080 feet. A knot is a measure of speed,
and not of distance, being equal to one nautical
mile per hour. To reduce knots to miles per
hour, multiply by 1.1515.
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The other direct-current lead is taken from the
platinum electrode.
Regulation of the direct-curent voltage can
be obtained by the use of an induction coil in
the primary circuit of the transformers, a method
which is more economical than the usual resist
ance method when using direct-current for
charging batteries. One cell will operate satis-

,70 VOLTS
stt-ttst^

1

f-"

ALUMINUM
PLATINUM
FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT AND CONNECTIONS OF REC
TIFIER SET.
factorily on 70 volts with 140 volts from the
secondaries of the transformers. For a higher
voltage, two cells must be used in series, but any
lower voltage than 70 can be obtained satisfacto
rily from one cell. Ten amperes can be drawn
from a surface of 3 square inches without over
heating of the liquid of the cell.
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ADVANTAGES OF ROPE TRANSMISSION.
(Abstract of a paper by Frederick S. Greene, read
before the New England Cotton Manufacturers'
Association.)
THE advantages of rope transmission were
discussed, particularly the points in which
the rope drive excels the belt drive. The
first point was that the distance and direction
of transmission are practically unlimited, since
rope drives are in economical operation up to 500
feet and can pass around corners and from one
building to another. The second advantage is
economy of space, the width of rim surface along
the shaft being, for ropes, only one-half to twothirds that needed for belting. This allows the
bearings to be placed much closer to the pulley,
so that the spring of the shaft is reduced, and
lighter shafting may be used if desired.
The third point of advantage is that rope
drives are noiseless, whereas belts flap noisily and
create very considerable air currents. This and
the electrical disturbance produced are serious
objections in cotton mills.
When the diameter of the sheaves is sufficiently
large, and the angle of the groove is properly
turned so that there is- an air space under the
rope, there is no loss of power from slipping.
In first cost for plants using 200 horsepower
and over with shafts more than 30 feet apart the
cost of rope drives will be less than belt or elec
trical transmission. The average life of rope
on a main drive with the multiple svstem in use
is from 8 to 10 years, and during this time the

division adopted for the motors. The best plan
appears to be to use two 200-horsepower motors
on the second and third floors and two ioo-horsepower motors on the first floor. These motors
with generator, switchboard and other apparatus
to correspond would cost about $25,400. This, of
course, takes into account only the first cost and
pays no attention to the saving in friction on the
shafting and the possible increase of output due
to the use of motors ; but the arrangement of
motors suggested would not allow of very great
items of saving in this respect.
An example of a rope drive which was run
ning under particularly hard service was given.
This carried 200 horsepower from a vertical tur
bine to the horizontal shaft of an electric gener
ator. The distance between centers was but 16
feet, yet a quarter turn was made, the rope being
run 5,150 feet per minute, and ten ij^-inch ropes
being carried over a sheave only 34 inches in
diameter, which is considerably less than the 40
diameters usually allowed.
Expansion of steam is the title of an interest
ing note, recently appearing in The Tradesman
and was originally taken from D. K. Clark's
treatise on the steam engine. In discussing the
subject, illustration is made to a tall vertical
cylinder open at the outer end, in which a piston
is inserted with a quantity of water at the bot
tom and a fire applied beneath to convert the
water into steam, thus combining the boiler and
engine in one vessel. The piston has a diameter

FIGS. 2 AND 3. COMMERCIAL FORMS OF THE CHURCHER RECTIFIER.
The Churcher cell, which is being placed on
the market by W. Scheidel & Co. of 171 East
Randolph St., Chicago, is built in sizes from 10
volts and 2 amperes up to 125 volts and 30 am
peres. Figs. 2 and 3 show the connections of
the simplest form and the appearance of the
perfected apparatus as it is placed on the mar
ket. It is used to supply direct current for all
purposes and has given good satisfaction.
A complete system for the production of
bricks from clinker and lime has been worked
out by Dr. Schultess, of Zurich. One of the
features of his system is the lime-slacking machine,
which turns out the lime in the form of a dry
powder. Mixing machinery is also arranged to
automatically mix the correct quantities of
clinker, lime and water, so that no water need
be removed from the flag by compression, the
exact amount and no more being supplied for the
proper setting.
The bricks or flags made by this process are
stronger than good burned clay bricks, and are
suitable for foundation work, embankment walls,
and for inner walls of buildings, their dark color
prohibiting their use in outside walls.

cost of maintenance should be confined to the
labor required to take up slack, which will need
to be done only once or twice in that period,
with an electrical drive the equipment becomes
antiquated in 6 or 7 years, and sometimes has to
be entirely renewed.
A comparison was made of the first cost of
the three forms of transmission for a three-story
mill taking 1,000 horsepower, 400 horsepower be
ing taken to the third floor, 400 to the second,
and 200 to the first. The flywheel was 21 feet in
diameter, running at 70 revolutions per minute,
and the driven wheels were 64 inches in diameter.
To carry power to the third floor, nine ropes,
each 194 inches in diameter, were used, and the
same for the second floor. For the first floor,
five ropes were used. To carry the same power
by belting would require two 40-inch and one
20-inch double belts. This is a liberal provision
of driving power for both belting and ropes. The
relative costs were: Rope sheaves, $4,400; belt
pulleys, $4,050; transmission rope, $541.48; belts,
$1,949.14. The ropes would take up a width of
rim of 58 inches, and the belts 102 inches.
The cost of electrical transmission for the
same layout would depend largely on the sub-

of approximately 13'/^ inches, making 1 square
foot of sectional area, and for simplicity it is as
sumed that it is without weight and frictionless.
A pound of water is put in the cylinder, taking
up a little less than 1-5 of an inch in depth, and a
fire is started under the water. Since the upper
end of the piston is open, atmospheric pressure,
equal to 14.7 pounds per square inch or 21 16.8
pounds on the total area, acts on the piston.
The temperature of the water under atmospheric
pressure will be raised to 212 degrees, where it
will remain stationary, and steam will be gen
erated, raising the piston against its atmospheric
load of 21 16.8 pounds until a height of 26.36 feet
is attained, or in other words the pound of water
has evaporated into saturated steam at atmo
spheric pressure and occupies a volume of 26.36
cubic feet, as the area of the cylinder is 1 square
foot and the height 26.36 feet. The work done
by the steam consists in having lifted a weight
of 21 16.8 pounds through a distance of 26.36 feet,
or amounts to 55,798 foot-pounds.
The amount of fuel used per horsepower in
a gas engine depends largely on the proper tim
ing of the ignition of the charge.
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A RETROSPECT.
BY D. B. DIXON.
IN comparing the stationary engineer of the
olden time, say 50 years ago, with the engi
neer of the present day, in point of theoret
ical engineering knowledge, the former was densely
ignorant. Of the nature and properties of steam,
and the theory of mechanics, the old timer
knew little or nothing. Not that he was stupid,
or indifferent to this kind of knowledge, but be
cause he did not have the facilities for acquiring
it, as possessed by engineers of the present time.
Fifty years ago there was only one paper
published in this country, which made any at
tempt to cater to the wants of engineers and ma
chinists. It was not much of a paper at that
time, and published but little of any pracical
value to this class of readers, but even that lit
tle was eagerly read and studied. About this
time, D. Van Nostrand Co. got out a monthly
publication about the size of The Engineer, but
only half as thick. This paper gave the latest
in steam engines and other machinery, with
drawings of the same, and sold for $1 a copy, or
to clubs of 10 or more, at 75 cents a copy, and
it sold like hot cakes at that. I remember well
when the agent canvassed the shop I was work
ing in, that he had no trouble whatever in get
ting nearly every one of the 40 odd journeymen
and apprentices to subscribe. Such was the thirst
for literature of that kind. But, after taking
two or three copies each, the boys all gave it
up, as it was too steep for them,—all Greek as
it were. Such a paper as The Engineer would
at that time have sold readily at 50 cents a copy.
There is not the shadow of a doubt about this.
Fifty years ago is a long time back, and I
presume to say that one-half of the readers of
The Engineer were not born then, while a
goodly number of the other half were but "kids"
in short clothes.
Fifty years ago we had but few books on en
gineering and they were nearly all foreign pub
lications and scarcely adapted to the needs of
American workmen. Van Nostrand published
what was called Weale's Series, little handbooks
in paper covers, which sold at 50 and 75 cents a
copy. They were pretty good for that time,
but, of course, they would be considered worth
less now. Tredgold on the Steam Engine was a
standard work, but its price put it beyond the
reach of ordinary mortals. The writer never saw
more than one copy of this book, and that was in
a public library, where it was considered so
valuable that it was not allowed to circulate.
Another English work was Oliver Byrne's Pocketbook. This book sold for $5, and was well
worth the money to those who could understand
it. Bourne's Catechism of the Steam Engine,
another English work, had a large sale in this
country, although there was much in it of which
American engineers could not grasp the meaning.
Bonnycastle's Mensuration, with an appendix on
the steam engine, etc., met with a ready sale.
This was a good book at that time, but the ap
pendix portion of it would be considered worth
less now. Here are a few quaint rules and ex
amples, from the 1844 edition of this book,
given verbatim :
"To calculate the power of an engine. Rule
1. Multiply the area of cylinder by the effective
pressure = say 8 pounds. The product is the
weight the engine can raise. Multiply this
weight by the number of feet the piston travels
in 1 minute, which will give the momentum, or
weight the engine can lift 1 foot high per min
ute; divide this momentum by a horsepower, as
previously stated, and the quotient will be the
number of horsepower the engine is equal to do.
"Rule 2. 25 inches of the area of cylinder is
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equal to 1 horsepower, the velocity of the engine
being constantly 220 feet per minute.
"Example 1. What is the power of an en
gine, the cylinder being 42 inches diameter, and
stroke 5 feet?"
V? X -7854 X 10 X 210
= 66.12
44,000
horsepower."
Another example runs as follows :
"Required the weight of a flywheel proper
for an engine of 20 horsepower, 18 feet diameter,
and making 22 revolutions per minute?" The
answer given is 90.4 hundred weight. Now a
hundred weight, in those days, was 112 pounds,
so that the weight of this flywheel would be
more than 10,000 pounds. This is the kind of
mental pabulum the olden time engineer had
put before him.
Fifty years ago a millwright was the "whole
show" in the machinery line. He was the me
chanical engineer of that time. In fact, he was
more, because he was a machinist, joiner, black
smith, draftsman and engineer, all rolled into
one, and whatever he said went. When there
was any figuring to be done, or any knotty ques
tion to be settled, the millwright was called in.
Besides the books I have mentioned there
were a few American works by such authors as
Templeton, Trautwine, Norris and Ewbanks, but
they were written, for the most part, for mill
wrights, and unless one was pretty well versed
in mathematics and natural philosophy he could
make but little use of them. Fifty years ago
there were no hydraulic, electric elevators, nor
steam lifts, no electric lights, no steam heating
systems, no refrigerating machinery, and no ice
plants for an engineer to wrestle with or worry
about. Still the old timer had his troubles, too,
particularly when he had a serious break-down,
with the nearest machine shop the distance of a
day's journey and three hundred hogs and fifty
head of cattle squealing and bellowing for swill.
No wonder that the olden time engineer was
densely ignorant of theory. He did not have
the opportunities' that the engineer of the pres
ent time has. There can be no excuse for igno
rance now. The country is flooded with me
chanical papers and magazines which are brim
full of valuable information, and which may be
had for a trifling yearly outlay. Besides these,
there is a vast quantity of excellent miscellane
ous engineering literature that can be had for
the asking only.
Fifty years ago there was not a milling ma
chine, shaper, or a slotter, west of the Alle
ghany mountains, and it was no uncommon thing
to see a machinist chipping and filing engine
cross-head guides. Cylinders from 6 to 8-inch bore
and 3-foot stroke were quite the proper thing,
the idea being to get plenty of leverage at the
crank. The cylinder heads were rough, the
tight head being put on with a rust joint, a job
generally allotted to a "cub," and the loose head
put on with a lead gasket wrapped with hemp,
and smeared with red or white lead, whichever
was the most convenient.
Boilers were, to a great extent, of the cylin
der type—without flues or tubes—and with castiron heads. Many boilers had no steam gages,
the pressure being determined by the safety
valve. Mercury gages were used exclusively
and they were frequently found broken. Fuel
was cheap, and feed-water heaters were con
sidered a luxury by many. It was no uncommon
thing to see an engine running with neither a
goveror nor a heater. If the engine "raced"
while the engineer was upstairs or out for a
breath of fresh air, somebody would run to the
throttle—maybe.
The common type of engine was the plain
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slide-valve. In rolling mills the steamboat type
of engine was mostly obtained, while in distilleries
and large factories, engines with riding cutoff
valves and occasionally poppet cutoffs were used.
For the most part hemp and cotton rope was
used for piston packing and stuffing boxes. Lard
oil and tallow were the only lubricants employed,
and in distilleries melted hogs' grease was con
sidered to be good enough.
Engineers in large plants and on sugar plan
tations were well paid in those days. They were,
generally speaking, machinists and well posted
men. The average engineer was fairly well paid
also, considering his duties. As the purchasing
power of a dollar in 1853 was from two to three
times more than it is now, so far as rent, fuel
and the necessaries of life were concerned, it
will be seen that an engineer earning $10 per
week then, was able to save more money than an
engineer earning $20 per week now. Beef then
sold for less than 1 cent a pound by the quarter,
pork at 2 cents a pound, and everything else in
proportion.
Pigs' feet and kidneys were thrown away at
the pork houses, and a large market basket full
of spareribs and sausage meat could be bought
for 25 cents. A prime article of corn whisky
sold for $5 per barrel, and flour sold as low as
$2.50 per barrel. But it should not be inferred
from this that every engineer kept a barrel of
whisky on tap.
Railroads were few and far between in what
is now called the Middle West. Concord coaches
and Conestoga wagons were commonly used for
transportation, the former drawn by six horses
and carrying passengers and mail, and the lat
ter for freight and drawn by six or eight mules.
Fast passenger packets ran on canals, the mo
tive power being mules. They were called fast,
probably, because they kept up with the mules
when they were urged into a brisk walk.
Machine shops were confined to large cities,
and it was not uncommon to haul a cylinder by
wagon 50 miles to have it rebored. We had no
steam pumps in those days, nor any of the mod
ern engine and boiler-room luxuries, but we got
there all the same. The writer worked in a dis
tillery in which there were ten large pumps and
not one of them a steam pump. Such were the
conditions existing in what is now called the
Middle West 50 years ago.
CORRECTION.
In the issue of July 1, on page 452, it was
stated that the department of commerce and labor
has issued new rules for the pressure to be car
ried by flues. The formula was given pressure
210,000,000 X I
=:
where I is the thickness of the
D
plate in inches, and D, the
diameter of the flue. The figure in the numerator
should have been 14,000 instead of 210.000,000,
so that the formula would read pressure in
I
pounds per square inch equals 14,000 X —
D
Removing pulleys, which have been rusted
on shafts, is frequently a troublesome job, but
can generally be accomplished by heating the hub
with a charcoal fire or some other means. The
hub will expand and the wheel can be easily re
moved. Care should be taken, however, not to
heat the shaft, for if it expands as much as the
hub nothing is gained.
The number of accidents reported lately due
to derangements in steering gears should be a
warning to automobilists to keep this vital part
of the machine in perfect condition.
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r THE COOLEY HIGHSPEED ENGINE.
THE accompanying photographs illustrate a
new high speed engine, which, in addition
to possessing the usual features desirable
in high speed engines, is designed to be fool proof
in every sense of the term. The term fool proof
refers to those qualities which tend to eliminate
the effects of neglect to properly lubricate, the sud
den flooding of water, and the sudden turning on
or off of steam, and quick reversal when at full
speed, also the unintelligent tightening of the
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valves, thereby removing the serious effects of
unequal expansion.
The slotted hub, together with the valves, are
slightly shorter than the cylinder, the difference
in length being merely sufficient to allow them to
move freely between the cylinder heads. A very
slight leakage of steam occurs at these points, but
the loss is much less than would be occasioned by
friction if absolutely steam tight joints were
maintained between the heads and the working
parts, hence the slight leakage is preferable since
it affords better economy in the long run. The
admission and release of steam are effected
through the small holes in the upper right and
lower left hand portion of the counterbore of the
cylinder. The ports open at both ends of the
cylinder and both cylinder heads are grooved to
allow the admission of steam at both ends of the
valves simultaneously and also between the
slotted hub and the valves, as well as into the
cylinder.
This method of porting insures an unbroken
surface which facilitates machining it, and offers
a continuous surface for the valves to travel over
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of a test made at the shops of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad Co. at West
Albany, N. Y.
The test consisted of nine separate runs of onehalf hour each, readings being taken every 5
minutes during each run. The exhaust steam was
condensed in a surface condenser, the condensed
steam being caught and weighed after each run.
A separator was used together with a throttling
calorimeter to detect the moisture present. Read
ings of the thermometer were taken every minute
throughout the runs. The power was measured
by a Prony brake. The first run was made with
no load to determine the friction, after which a
load increasing by one pound for each run was
put on.

FIG. I. SHOWING WORKING PARTS IN CYLINDER.
wearing parts and lack of attention to those parts
liable to work loose ; in fact, it refers to an engine
that will carry the full load and maintain a fair de
gree of efficiency under the above conditions. The
engine, which is the product of the Cooley General
Development Co., of Boston, would seem to meet
these requirements. The extreme simplicity of
construction is shown in Fig. I. In this view the
cylinder head is removed, exposing the working
parts, while Fig. 2 shows the working parts with
drawn.
When the engine is in motion the four short
roller valves roll upon the interior of the
cylinder, and effect a nearly frictionless contact
between the valves and the rotating hub. The
diameters of the valves are so proportioned to
their length that binding at their extremities
through canting is impossible, the end surfaces
being sufficiently large to maintain alignment.
The valves are practically the pistons of the en
gine, the distances from the center of the shaft
determining the effective piston area and the
leverage when under steam pressure.
In Fig. 1 the position of the upper and lower
valves correspond respectively to the least and
the greatest effect in producing rotation. Steam
pressing simultaneously on both these valves will
cause the hub to rotate in the direction of the
hands of a watch because of the greater leverage
of the lower valve, the upper valve being effective
only in maintaining a steam-tight joint at the top.

FIG. 2. WORKING PARTS REMCVED.
The same conditions exist with each set of op
positely located valves when in the position shown
in Fig. 1. The slotted hub is of castiron,
while the valves are of steel which insures fairly
good wearing conditions. The cylinder is pro
vided with an annular steam space within the
outer wall which completely surrounds the
cylinder except at the top and bottom, where par
titions separate the exhaust from the entering
steam. This steam jacket serves to maintain the
temperature of the cylinder wall almost exactly
equal to the temperature of the slotted hub and

FIG. 4. SIDE AND FRONT VIEWS OF SMALL
Duration of run—y1/, hours ;
Boiler pressure, average—98.13 pounds;
Average speed—1,249 r. p. m. ;
Total weight condensed steam— 1,358 pounds;
Horsepower developed—9.79 brake h.p. ;
Mechanical efficiency—91 per cent.

FIG. 3. REVERSIBLE COOLEY ENGINE.
when in operation. The exhaust port is of large
area, and the valves, passing the port grooves in
the heads, effect the cutoff of steam between
consecutive valves, thus giving considerable ex
pansion of the steam, which amounts to about onehalf stroke from cutoff to the point of maximum
areas. The bearings of the engine are large and
provided with ample means for oiling.
The engine has been designed to maintain good
working conditions under severe shocks and
strains that would probably wreck a reciprocating
engine. The following table shows the results
No. Test 1
Boiler
prossurc . 38.00
Working
pressnrc . 0.75
% Moist,
in steam. 3.1
Back
press, lbs
Total lbs
water .. . . 53.25
R. P. M. 1251
B. H.P. 0
Water p'l

•j

3

4

5

6.

97.74 98.64 97.5 92 2 94 4
12.8 14.8 2«.7 39.5 51. 61. 74.8
1. 1 - ' 2.6
3.3
0.27 0 anfi'o am 0.48 0.67'
69.5 96.5 159.5 159 184.25 204.2 |224. 241.
1212 1239 1236 1236 1241 1230 1238 1223
1.24 2.47 4.94 4.94 6.2 7.,| 8.66] 9.79
108.3 .75.21 62.7 62.7 57.79 55.86! 50. 61148. 17

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE STEAM
TURBINE AND THE RECIPRO
CATING ENGINE.
BY GEO. G. BENNETT.
(A paper read before the Ohio Society of
Mechanical, Electrical and Steam Engineers.)
There seems to be a great difference of opinion
among engineers concerning the final disposition
of the steam turbine. Among a few engineers it
is an open question whether the steam turbine will
not in the near future take the place of the recipro
cating engine, at least in a majority of plants,
while there are others, whose ability in the engi
neering line cannot be questioned, who claim that
the steam turbine is capable of performing only
a certain class of work, and that beyond this it
really has no standing, and cannot compare with
the reciprocating engine in points of efficiency and
economy.
The late Prof. R. H. Thurston had this to say
in regard to the steam engine: "The steam tur
bine is not subject to that form of waste known
as initial or cylinder condensation, which adheres
to every piston engine as a consequence of the
large fluctuation of temperature which accom
panies the variation within the cylinder below
boiler pressure, and which in the test of engines
employing saturated steam, amounts to 10 or 20
per cent, and to a multiple of such figures for
small machines. The interior surfaces of the
turbine, in steady working, remain at precisely the
same temperature and absolutely without those
fluctuations which produce waste in the recipro
cating engine."
In regard to the advantages derived by the use
of superheated steam in the turbine over that of
the reciprocating engine, Prof. Thurston says :
"To reduce this particular waste (cylinder con
densation), superheating is employed. Ordinarily,
there would not be expected to be found any other
gain by its use in the steam turbine than that of
increase of thermodynamic efficiency which is due
to the widened range of temperature, in this case
amounting to about one-tenth of one per cent per
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degree of superheat." Referring to the investiga
tion of Messrs. Schieren and Thomas, we find
"a gain of about 1 per cent for each 1 1-3 degrees
C, or 3 degrees F. of superheat, and a remark
able and unexpected result of an increase in the
capacity of the machine of about 100 per cent by
the use of but 20 degrees C. or 37 degrees F."
From experiments made on the Curtis turbine
using superheated steam, quite a material gain
was made in the steam consumption. The test
was made on a 600-kilowatt unit, with steam at
140 pounds pressure, from 19 to i6}4 pounds of
steam per horsepower hour were obtained by
superheating to 160 degrees F. On a Westinghouse-Parsons turbine of 400 kilowatts capacity,
using steam at 150 pounds pressure, a similar re
duction was obtained, viz., from 16 to 13. 1 pounds,
the steam being superheated only 100 degrees.
The result of several tests recently made at
Dresden, Germany, go to prove that superheat
ing is of considerable value. Using a 30-horsepower unit to make the tests, the results showed
that when using steam at 85 pounds pressure, the
reduction in steam consumption was from 47
pounds per horsepower hour to 31.8 pounds, with
860 degrees of superheat. It will be noted that
the superheat in this test -was remarkably high,
which demonstrates that when the steam is heated
to a very high temperature, the gain is very
noticeable, but whether or not there is a limit to
the degree of superheat beyond which we may
not go will depend a great deal upon future expe
riments. In some of the tests made at Dresden,
the steam was heated to 932 degrees F. ; the ex
haust steam left the turbine at 630 degrees, show
ing that there was an extraordinary loss of heat.
Comparing the efficiency of the steam turbine
with the reciprocating engine, we find some dif
ference. We will first take the Parsons turbine.
Probably at this point it would be well to quote
briefly from the specifications furnished by the
C. A. Parsons Co., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Eng
land, and delivered to the Electric Supply Works
of the city of Elberfeld, Germany. The require
ments were that each machine should have an out
put of 1,000 kilowatts useful effect at 4,000 volts,
and with 50 complete cycles per second. The
speed of the turbines was to be 1,500 revolutions
per minute. The speed variation, with no load,
and when the load was increased gradually to full
load, was not to exceed 4 per cent, or 8 per cent
when 25 per cent of the actual load was suddenly
thrown on or off, provided the total load was not
less than 200 kilowatts. An electrical governor
was to keep the voltage within 1 per cent, when
25 per cent of the actual load was suddenly
thrown on or off.
STEAM TRIALS ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE
SPECIFICATIONS.
Steam por
kilog'ms
Output K.W. hour Steam cons'mp-hr.tion,
Nature of trials
in
K. W. Lbs. Kilogr'ms
Preliminary trial overload 1172.7 18.22 8.28 9.689
1190.1 19.43 8.81 10.485
994.8 20.15 9.14 9.092
745.3 22.31 10.12 7.542
498.7 25.20 11.42 5.695
No load, alternators excited
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.844
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.18
The steam consumption was to be as follows:
The pressure to be at least 11 atmospheres, or
161.7 pounds absolute pressure, the steam to be
superheated 90 degrees F, at the stop valve, the
temperature of the circulating water not more
than 64.4 degrees F., and supplied at the rate of
430 cubic metres (15,285 cubic feet) per hour for
full load. The steam consumption per net kilo
watt hour, to be measured by the alternating cur
rent at the switchboard, and must not exceed
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24^4 pounds at full load, 24.9 pounds at J4 load,
2545 at Yi load, and 30.8 at ]4 load, and when
running at no load the steam consumption must
not exceed 2,337 pounds per hour.
In the above tests the superheat of the steam
was 25.7 degrees instead of 00 as specified. With
the average superheat of 54 degrees, and the load
equal to 1,250 kilowatts, the consumption was 8
kilograms, i. e., 19.02 pounds per kilowatt, or
about 14 pounds per electrical horsepower hour
delivered at the switchboard. The Parsons tur
bine, under a guarantee, provides that with a
steam pressure of 175 pounds at the throttle, and
a 27-inch vacuum, the consumption of steam at
various loads should not exceed the following:

Nature of load.
Full rated load
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Steam super
Dry saturated heated
75 deg.
steam, lbs. Lbs.perK
H.P.
13.8
15.7
14.6
16.6
16.2
18.2
20.8
23.2

From a series of tests made by A. M. Mattice,
formerly chief engineer with Westinghouse Ma
chine Co., the following results are obtained :
Steam 150 pounds gage pressure, and 75 degrees
superheat. The steam consumption at full load is
J3-25 pounds, and at quarter load 19.25, per elec
trical horsepower. If an efficiency of 90 per cent
is assumed for both classes of engines, the
equivalent consumption per horsepower for the
steam turbine would be 1 1.9 pounds at full load.
Comparing the tests with dry saturated steam and
a 27-inch vacuum, and with superheat of 75 de
grees, the gain is not so noticeable as we should
imagine.
POUNDS STEAM EQUIVALENT TO ONE I. H. P. OF
RECIPROCATING ENGINE. EFFICIENCY, 90%
Dry Saturated Steam, Vacuum 27 inches.
Test number
24
22
23
6
8
10
9
20
13.30 14.21
15.89 15.08 14.14 13.39 13.14 12.93 12.74
13.69
12.78 12.89 12.82 12.49 12.44 12.31
Superheat 75 degrees. Vacuum 27 inches.
Test number
12
14
15
16
19
12.41
12.66
13.16
14.48
15.22
11.77
11.81
11.94
12.34
12.21
Dry Saturated Steam, Vacuum 28 inches.
Test number
5
7
21
12.73
12.99
14.64
12.07
12.09
12.48
Superheat 75 degrees, Vacuum 28 inches.
Test number
11
13
17
18
11.89
12.15
13.93
13.93
11.23
11.31
11.33
11.22
Several tests made at the works of the West
inghouse Co. gave the following results. (Frances
Hodginson.)
Boiler Deg. F. Vucuum Revolu Brake Lbs. steam
Pres Super ref. to 30- tions per Horse por brake
sure
heat inch bar minute Power hp hoar
11.25
763.5
3,481
151
182
28
11.45
592.3
3,543
181
28.1
1S4
The same turbine without superheated steam
gave the following :

Boiler Pres ure

nch
Vacu m ibarj
ref.
30-to

Deg.Super
F.
heat
45
41.3
44.7
41.8
44
44 6

150
151
152
150
150
143

28
28
28
28
28
27.8

u
o&S
023
sg-a
«3 a
3,549
3,526
3,511
3,478
3,436
3,414

ste'm
Lbs. brakeperhp
hour
HI
258.1
424.6
621.5
755-9
824.6
1,028.2

16.56
14.16
13.66
13.23
13.36
14.18

With the same 400-kilowatt machine, the
boiler pressure and the vacuum being the same,
but the superheat raised to about 150 degrees, the
following results were obtained :
Boiler Deg.F. Vacuum Revolu
ref. to tions per
Pres Super
sure heat 30-in. bar minute
3,537
151
139
28
3,586
149
158
28
3,595
150
28
150

Brake Lbs. ste'm
Horse p'r brake
Power hp hour
11 86
626
11.86
461
296.8 18.2

In a test of a 400-kilowatt machine using dry
saturated steam, without superheat, vacuum 26
inches, these results were obtained :
Lbs. ste'm
Vacunm Revolu Brake per
Boiler Quality
brake
of ref. to 30- tions per Horse
Pressure Steam
inch bsr minute Power hp hour
15.41
26 ~3^536~ 580
126
1 0015
3,555 457.2 16.36
999
26
125
17.89
3,545 326
26
131
.999
A test on a 1,500-kilowatt turbine gave the fol
lowing results with 25 degrees superheat, and a
27-inch vacuum.
Pres ure
Boiler
146
144
147
155

tionsper
F.Deg.Super- E^S Revolu minute
beat D ."9
28
28.4
27 6
29.9

17.6
e?.5
27.5
27.5

1,476
1,490
1.602
1.507

Electric'l

kilowat's

P.
H.

epcert.
Lbs. el|
ste'm
hour
1

2,087.8
1,662.0
1,028.1
513.9

13.67
13.94
16.05
20.04

Load
in

1,557.6
1,239.8
767.9
383.4

w ith the san ie 1,500-kilowatt turbine, 150
poun Is boiler pre ssure, dry saturated steam and
a 27- nch vacuum gave this result:
Boiler

of
QualitySteam

bar tionsper
Vacu m inch
20-ref.
to Revolu minute

148
146
149
149

992
.904
.992
.991

27.0
27.0
27.1
27.1

Pres ure

1,186
1,202
1,206
1,221

Electric'l

kilowa'ts

P.
H.

ste'm elperect,
Lbs.
hour.
hp.

2.051
1.547.7
1,061.6
526.14

14.8
1501
17.21
20.19

in
Lead

1,530
1,154 5
792.1
392 5

In comparing the two tests, one using super
heat of 25 degrees and the other operating with
out superheat, shows a gain of about 9 per cent
in favor of the superheat.
Mr. William Chilton gives in detail the results
of a number of tests made in England and illus
trates them by means of a diagram showing the
effect of superheating the steam.
DIAGRAM I.
I
2 20
0: 19
j IS
5 17
16

ST

8

9
/

Boiler
Pressure
168
154
156
156

Vacuum Bevolu
ref. to 30- tions per
inch bar minute
3,481
28
3,545
28
27.9
3,584
3,602
28

Brake
Horse
Power
728.4
593.2
448
241 3

Lbs. steam
per brake
hp hour
13.63
13.91
14.48
16.08

A brake test of 400-kilowatt turbine, No. 52,
gives the range of overload possible on a turbine,
and the economy at such overloads :

DEGREE OF SUPERHEAT
Take, for instance, 60 degrees superheat, the
gain is only about 6 per cent, and at 200 degrees
superheat the increase is only 22 per cent; while
in the former case the steam consumption per
kilowatt hour was about igy2 pounds, and in the
latter about 175^ pounds. A high vacuum is
more desirable in a turbine than superheated
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steam, as the following diagram by Chilton will
show.
DIAGRAM 2.

6 8 IO 12 14 16 18 20 22 2* 26 28 30
' INCHES VACUUM
In the above diagram the two curves give ap
proximately the saving that may be effected per
inch increase in vacuum, the lower curve illus
trating the rapid rise when working with a high
vacuum. To illustrate further, with a 12-inch
vacuum the consumption of steam was about 30
pounds, but when the vacuum was increased to 30
inches, the consumption fell to 21 pounds, and the
efficiency was increased 6 per cent.
The efficiency of the steam turbine depends
very largely on the vacuum, viz., the higher the
vacuum the greater will be the gain in efficiency.
Take one pound of saturated steam, the volume
at zero is 26.36 cubic feet at 25 inches vacuum,
145 cubic feet; at 26 inches, 176.6; 27 inches, 237;
28 inches, 347, and at 29 inches, 709 cubic feet.
If we take a pound of water under a pressure
of 150 pounds per square inch and discharge it
into a 27-inch vacuum, or against one pound abso
lute pressure, the water will develop 379 foot
pounds, and will discharge with a velocity of 150
feet per second. The one pound of steam will
develop 250,000 foot pounds, and will have a
velocity of 4,000 feet per second.
Mr. S. E. Fedden, of London, England, in a
paper read by him before the Municipal Electric
association, stated that the vacuum improves the
steam consumption by 4 per cent for each inch of
vacuum, and gives the following table to show the
consumption of steam of a 500-kilowatt turbine at
different loads, steam pressure 140 pounds, with no
superheat.
Vacu. FuU
inches load
29
28
22 2
23 1
27
26
24.0
25
25.1
24
26.2
23
27.5
28.7
22

Per I. H P. full load.

load

X
load

25.6
26.9
28.2
29.7
31.2
32.9
34.7

90 per cent efficiency at
full load
34.5
34.5
36.6 One-half load, 17.19
39.0
41.2 Three-quarter load. 2-2.69
44.8
46.3

THE RECIPROCATING ENGINE.
Mr. C. D. Gray, in the Journal of the Franklin
Institute, gives the results of some tests on com£0
£
>

155
150
123
133
126
120
117
151
113

26.9
25.6
25.2
27.0

i41 25.2
159 25.4
90

H
1-3

a
it
09

1950
1713
1592
1539
1107
1018
1001
997
709

12.5
12.3
13.5
14.1
14.1
13.3
16.3
12.8
15.1

Authority.

Thurston; Science, Oct. 1, 1897
Barrus; "Engine Tests".
Thurston; A. S. M. E. 15-839.
Barrus; "Engine Tests."
Barrus; "Engine Tests."
Barrus; A. S. M. E., 15-839.
Sibley Journal, 8-393.
Barrus; A. S. M. E., I4-I34°Stone & Webster S. R. I., Aug.
1898.
741 13.2 Barrus; "Engine Tests "
595 12.7 Dean; A. S. M. E , 16-169.
548 13.5 Thurston: Elec. World. Jan.
5, IOOI

pound Corliss engines. The best average results
of the tests are as given :
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The best result obtained in any of the above count of the higher thermal efficiency of the tur
tests was the consumption of 12.5 pounds of steam bine, reduction in cost of maintenance, due to
per indicated horsepower per hour. Probably if simplicity of turbine construction, reduction in
the steam had been superheated, better results cost for attendance (oiling being automatic), sav
ing in oil, and saving in boiler feed water by the
would have followed.
use of surface condensers."
For the highest efficiency in reciprocating en
The lubrication is done by a circulating pump,
gines we have to fall back to the pumping en
gine. In the E. P. Allis triple expansion engine and one-half barrel of oil is sufficient for a 500kilowatt set. This oil can be used over again
installed at Chestnut Hill, Bosten, the consump
tion of steam per indicated horsepower per hour until deteriorated. As oil cannot come in contact
was 10.335 pounds, and the thermal efficiency about with the steam, no precautions are required in
using condensing water for boiler supply." The
21.63 Per cent. The coal consumption per indi
cated horsepower was reduced to 1.062 pounds, DeLaval turbine limits the economical range un
including the coal used by the fans, stokers, and der governor control to 10 per cent above rating;
economizer engines. This, according to Kent, is while the Parsons gives 25 per cent. In the DeLaval turbine, operating under extreme overload,
the lowest figure yet recorded.
In a test made by Professor D. S. Jacobus in additional nozzles may be opened in some, and a
June, 1903, at the Millbourne Mills, Philadelphia, bypass in others.
In regard to the efficiency of the reciprocating
the water consumption per indicated horsepower
was only 9.5^ pounds, the degrees of superheat at engine and the steam turbine, Mr. Alfred Marthe throttle being 374.5 F. The heat consumption cum, in the Electrical Engineer of England, draws
in British thermal units per minute was equal to this comparison : "Among other things, that coal
203.7, and the coal consumption per horsepower and works cost for steam turbines is 0.78 and 1.6
per hour on a basis of heat consumption was as compared with 0.738 and 1.4 for reciprocating
1.257 pounds. The actual coal consumption per engines. The former figures are gathered from an
average of eight exclusively steam turbine sta
horsepower hour was 1.348 pounds, with a pres
sure of steam of 140 pounds, and a vacuum of 25 tions, and the latter from data collected from 160
reciprocating engine stations." Mr. Marcum states
to 26 inches.
Professor Ewing, in a contribution to the further that, "Instead of the steam turbines be
Engineer, of London, said that in a certain test ing, as claimed, as good as the best reciprocating
made by him the consumption of steam was just engines, the figures for the turbine stations are
9 pounds per indicated horsepower hour when the not even up to the average of the good and bad of
engine was working at the most favorable load. all sorts. These figures will appeal to an openThe steam pressure carried on the boiler was 140 minded reader, as many of the 160 engine stations
pounds, with superheat of 800 degrees. The coal have old types and represent uneconomical plants
consumed per indicated horsepower hour was 1.41 of various kinds." In the article from which the
above was taken, which appeared in the Electrical
and 1.22 pounds.
Engineer, Dec. 25, 1903, Mr. Marcum seems to
SUMMARY OF TESTS.
be of the opinion that the reciprocating engine
has many points in its favor, in point of economy,
Consumption of steam per I. H. P., best con
in operating and first cost of construction, when
ditions :
everything is taken into consideration.
Parsons turbine
11.5
DeLaval turbine
14.6
The DeLaval company makes this claim under
Curtis turbine
16.5
a guarantee, that, "for low pressures, of about
Reciprocating engine
9
60 pounds and a vacuum of 28 inches, the turbine,
COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL FIRST COST OF A 500- a 300-kilowatt, should produce a horsepower on
18.2 pounds of steam." We fail to see anything
KILOWATT AND RECIPROCATING ENGINE OF
very extraordinary in this. There are very few
THE SAME CAPACITY.
high class reciprocating engines installed at pres
Mr. E. H. Sniffin, of the Westinghouse Co., has ent that will not show far better results on the
this to say concerning the relative economy: "The average and without much effort.
steam turbine is less in original cost than the cor
The above result is a little better than that
responding size of steam engine when the latter obtained in the Curtis installation at Newport,
is put upon the same basis of economy and capac
R. I., where a horsepower hour is guaranteed on
ity. Aside from being lower in first cost, it re
20 pounds of steam, which is equivalent to about
quires a comparatively inexpensive foundation, 14.8 pounds for indicated horsepower and is not
and there is frequently much saved in the way of beyond the possibilities of some of our compound
space that would be valuable for other purposes." condensing engines.
Speaking of the steam turbine's capacity for over
In England there was recently tested a 3,000load, Mr. Sniffin says : "The steam turbine should horsepower Parsons turbine. It was compared
be rated at its greatest capacity, for at that point with the performance of a Musgrave compound
it gives its best efficiency, then by means of a by
reciprocating engine of the same capacity. The
pass it is able to carry 50 per cent overload ; or pumps were included in both cases. The water
it would give the full rating noncondensing.
used by the turbines per kilowatt-hour was 20.3
Mr. R. E. Moore, referring to the DeLaval pounds, and 19.88 for the engine. The steam pres
steam turbine, speaking along the same lines as sure carried was 123.8 pounds for the turbine,
Mr. Sniffin, says : "Comparison between the 500- and 156.7 by the reciprocating engine.
kilowatt turbo-generator set, running at 1,800
It is very evident that the steam turbine will
revolutions per minute, and a modern compound have to depend upon something more than im
condensing 500-kilowatt engine unit, running at proved heat or steam efficiency to exceed the pres
125 revolutions, shows a saving in first cost of ent position of the reciprocating engine.
about 25 to 30 per cent in favor of the former.
This comparison covers the steam prime mover,
the electric generator, and all auxiliary machinery,
Germany is the heaviest importer of rice in
with the exception of the condensing apparatus. the world. In 1902, 806,694,445 pounds were re
In addition, there will be a large saving in first ceived, a considerable portion being afterwards
cost for real estate, buildings, foundations, and exported. The Netherlands in the same year im
smaller items due to decrease in floor space ported 495,567,221 pounds, France 445,322,480
needed, and also in weight, and to the steady re
pounds, Great Britain 420,649,936 pounds, Bel
volving motion of the turbine. The operating gium 154,651,861 pounds, and the United States
economy will also be better for the turbine, on ac
only 169,656,284 pounds.
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SOMETHING ABOUT BOILER PLATES.
BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
WHEN the "two-plate" tubular boiler first
appeared in the market, the contrast be
tween it and others then in use was very
great, and I considered it a notable improvement
over anything that had previously found favor
among engineers and boilermakers along this
line.
To avoid misunderstanding, a description of
this kind of boiler may be given briefly as fol
lows: No change is made in the size. or form
of the ordinary tubular boiler, but instead of using
several plates in constructing the shell, making
it necessary to have longitudinal seams that must
be double or triple riveted where great strength
is desired, and curvilinear seams to be single
riveted, only two plates or sheets are used, which,
of course, calls for longitudinal seams only, as
one plate forms the upper and another plate the
lower half of the boiler.
From the foregoing, it will be plain that in
order to construct a boiler of this design it be
comes necessary to make plates wide enough to
cover one-half the circumference of the proposed
shell, and provide for proper laps on both sides
where seams are located. If it is deemed advis
able to bring these seams above the fire line
when the boiler is set, then the lower plate must
be made wider accordingly.
The length of these plates must equal the
length of boiler to be made, which is a specifica
tion not difficult to fill, but it is not so easy
to secure the required width of plate, and have
it perfectly acceptable.
Some of the objections to using several plates
in constructing a boiler are as follows : More
seams are required. Seams are a source of weak
ness on general principles, and from their nature
must always remain so. even when scientifically
designed and intelligently constructed.
It is generally understood that a single riveted
seam possesses 56 per cent, a double riveted seam
70 per cent, and a triple riveted seam at least 75
per cent of the strength of solid plate, but this is
not always true because some of them are so
badly designed that they are not as strong as they
are supposed to be, therefore, when estimating
the strength of a boiler, the comparative strength
of seam must be computed and not assumed.
If a poorly designed seam is made by work
men in the shop that are intelligent, skillful and
careful, the result is bad enough, but when the
work is performed by less competent men it is
much worse.
Under the best conditions, some of the ma
terial must be removed, but when careless and
incompetent men are employed more is taken out
than is necessary, which, of course, reduces the
strength accordingly.
For illustration, take two plates in which holes
are punched for the purpose of riveting them to
gether, but the holes do not come "fair," hence it
is necessary to ream them out, removing more of
the plate, provided the rivets are to be put in so
as to hold all that they are assumed to. If this
is not done the rivets are partly sheared before
the boiler is completed, therefore the strength of
such a seam is a matter of conjecture and must
remain so until another "mysterious" explosion
is added to the long and appalling list, to which
another item is added for every working day in
the year on an average.
After a tubular boiler is set ready for use,
it is always supposed to be at least 1 inch lower
at the rear that at the front end, so that when it
is blown off for the purpose of cleaning, all of the
water will run out of the blowoff pipe. If the
lower half is made in three or more courses, some
water will always remain in it. because the plates
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overlap each other on the curvilinear seams, thus
forming pockets on the bottom of the shell at
least as deep as the thickness of the plate, in
which water will stand unless a sponge or some
thing to answer the same purpose is used to ab
sorb it. If it is allowed to remain in a boiler
that is to be laid up for a season, it will cause
rust and corrosion, which weakens the plate.
Having removed this water, another objection
to these extra seams is found by the working
engineer who wishes to make a thorough personal
inspection of such a boiler. Crawling along on
the bottom of a boiler shell in a space too con
tracted to admit of turning round, or of any
movement to relieve the tension of his position,
it is not pleasant for him to slowly propel him
self (like a snake on the ground) over rows of
rivets due to these seams.
After this disagreeable work is done, the man
hole and handhole plates replaced, the boiler given
two gages of water and the fire started, he has
time to philosophize for a few minutes. His
attention is thereby called to a matter that he has
pondered on before, for there is a seam directly
over his fire, thus bringing a double thickness of
plate between fire and water.
If the plates are 7-16-inch thick, this means
that at this point the metal is j^j-inch thick, and
it is perfectly safe to say that few engineers
would design a stationary boiler with plates
J^-inch thick over the fire.
Fortunately, the surface is comparatively
small, hence there is less chance for causing dam
age to the plate, but there is no advantage gained
by it, especially as the uneven internal surface
affords a place for mud and scale to collect, and
thus still further obstruct and hinder the rapid
passage of heat.
This disadvantage is underestimated by some
engineers, but I notice that whenever the intro
duction of cold feed water, or the accumulation
of oil coming from the engine, causes a leak any
where, it is in this curvilinear seam and not in
the solid plate, hence the weak spot "is pointed
out.
So far as my personal experience is concerned,
I would say that during more than 25 years
spent in operating tubular boilers, the only repair
job large enough to merit mention, that has been
necessary in that time, was on the curvilinear
seam over the fire of a boiler built of plates
^6-inch thick. Of course, this experience was not
all gained in one plant.
Let us compare with the foregoing conditions
a boiler containing but one plate in its lower
half.
There are no curvilinear seams (except on the
head), hence the chance for poor design ind de
fective workmanship in this connection is elim
inated.
After a boiler made in this way is set with
the rear end 1 inch lower than the front, all of
the water will run out of it, when preparing for
inspection, leaving the lower part of the shell
dry.
The disagreeable job of moving over this part
of it is less unpleasant because the surface is
smooth and unobstructed. There is no double
thickness of plate at this point to prove objection
able.
There are some objections to the "two-plate"
boiler, as follows : As plates for this work must
be wider than one-half the circumference of
boiler, their manufacture calls for very long rolls,
making it difficult to roll a plate of even thick
ness, and although thin spots in such a plate
are very dangerous, there seems to be no con
venient, practical way of detecting them before
putting the plates into service.
For illustration of the expense and inconven
ience of such defects, the case of a boilermaker is
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mentioned, who sent a boiler to a customer sev
eral hundred miles distant. After arriving at its
destination, a thin spot in it was accidentally dis
covered, making it necessary to return the boiler
to the shop, where it was made, for expensive re
pairs. Had it not been discovered in time, a seri
ous accident would have resulted.
The cost of such oversights is enough to pre
vent repetitions of them, as far as possible, but
the chagrin of exposure to customers and pros
pective buyers is more objectionable to boilrrmakers than the expense of them.
The plates used in a "two-plate" boiler must
be placed so that their width corresponds to onehalf the circumference of shell, hence the greater
strain (when it is subjected to a working steam
pressure) is applied across the grain, and this
is evidently not the stronger plan, as it should
come endwise on the plate, as it does on narrow
plates used in the ordinary way.
The process by which these plates are manu
factured may be improved at some future time so
as to overcome these objections, but at present i:
appears as if the "two-plate" boiler is not quite
so desirable as was anticipated, and this result is
to be regretted by all concerned, as its rejection
in some quarters seems to be a movement in the
wrong direction, regardless of the objections men
tioned.
THE MANAGEMENT AND WORKING OF
BOILERS.
BY HORACE ROOT.
(Concluded.)
AS all the new power stations planned on
paper, or actually being constructed, are
installing with their boilers superheaters,
and as the author has had a varied experience with
them, a few words may not be out of season. No
trouble has been experienced with those fitted in
the water-tube boilers, which have been at work
some 7 years and given satisfaction. The tests
show that an economy of about 8 per cent is ob
tained by their use.
They are constructed throughout of a very
ductile material and well arranged to allow for
expansion and contraction, as well as perfect
drainage after flooding.
In the author's opinion, a superheater should
be constructed and arranged in the flues of Lan
cashire boilers in such a manner as to comply
with the following requirements :
(1) The gases must be entirely shut off, and
go through a bypass when the superheater is not
in use.
(2) It should not be necessary' to flood the
tubes under any circumstances as flooding is a
most dangerous practice, although recommended
by certain makers.
(3) No cast metal, only boiler plate or forg
ed steel, should be used for the headers of boxes
into which the tubes are expanded.
(4) Ample provision should be made, not
only in the construction, but also the method of
supporting for expansion and contraction.
(5) Provision should be made for easily re
newing defective tubes, without an excessive
amount of labor.
(6) A dead weight, and not a spring safety
valve should be fitted of ample size to relieve any
excess pressure, and a lever provided for testing
the efficiency of the safety valve from day to day.
In certain cases where it is necessary to flood
superheaters to prevent the tubes burning, care
should be taken that the drain cock and pipe are
placed at the lowest point of the superheater.
A superheater so designed that it cannot be
drained at the bottom should never be flooded,
but other means taken to prevent burning the
tubes.
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With regard to the injurious effect of vibration
of the Lancashire boiler, causing a humming,
which indicates that the gases from the two main
flues are knocking together at the back end, the
superheater should be so constructed that a di
vision plate or mid-feather wall can be fitted to
prevent this vibration taking place. The author
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With regard to condition number 3, the ex
perience of the water-tube boiler makers comes
in as a lesson to superheater manufacturers. It
will be remembered that in the early days of
water-tube boilers nearly all the headers were
made of cast-iron or steel, and that it was found
advisable after one or two accidents to displace

FIG. 4. FEED WATER PURIFIER FOR LANCASHIRE BOILER.
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has to withstand a temperature of about 150 de
grees higher than the inside temperature of the
boiler, due to the extra superheat given to the
steam after it leaves the boiler, hence the ne
cessity for provision 4.
Too much importance cannot be given to the
necessity for fitting a dead-weight, safety valve of
ample size, as one always has to allow, at some
time or other, for the superheater becoming, by
accident, a small water-tube boiler, and a pres
sure being generated therein in excess of its
working pressure, which the safety valve should
relieve.
Before concluding this paper, in justice to the
boiler makers, it should be stated that the Tunbridge Wells water is peculiar, and not the most
desirable, as the analysis given below will show:
Calcium Carbonate
70 grains per gal.
Calcium Sulphate
7.43
Sodium Chloride
5.61
Oxide of Iron
81
Nitrates and Nitrites of
Lime and Magnesia
3.95
It will thus be seen that the water contains a
quantity of mineral matter in solution which will
form a hard scale on the plates and tubes. Its
worst quality, however, is the nitrates, which may
be termed the corrosive agents; and there is 110
doubt that, although there is no free acid in the
water, the reaction which takes place at the high
temperatures attained in boilers working at high
pressures gives the water acid properties, and, as
there is nothing in the water to neutralize these,
they attack the metals with which they are in con
tact.
The "soda-ash" treatment was tried, but this
was found impracticable owing to the amount of
solids formed.
This water was originally the town supply,
but it has now been abandoned for one some four
miles away, the analysis of which is as follows :

has found that where no provision is made, this metal entirely for that purpose, where firsttrouble is experienced, and that the seatings of class work was required, by a forged steel header
the boiler shake loose, causing considerable air as now fitted to water-tube boilers. The original
leakage at the joints.
cast-iron header was found wanting. There are
It is an easy matter to so construct the super
still certain portions of some superheaters built
heater flue that, if it is desired to cut out the of cast metal (the tubes being steel), with an ac
superheater, the gases can go through the bypass, tive area for steam of 2,232 square inches. Imag
thus avoiding the necessity for flooding when get
ine part of the Lancashire boiler being made of
ting up steam, and of having to withdraw the
superheater when there is a defective tube, until
such be repaired.
In Fig. 3 will be seen an arrangement which
complies with this condition.
IPEF^H EATEIj[
The second condition with regard to flooding
the tubes is most important. The author has
found it very difficult to entirely get rid of the
water in the superheater, and to prevent small
quantities of it, in the form of very wet steam,
getting into the main steam pipe, causing the
joints to weep. He has found that by giving up
the practice of flooding the water-tube superheat
ers, far less trouble has been experienced with
the weeping of joints in the main steam pipes,
proving that, although apparently the superheat
er had been most thoroughly and efficiently
drained, such was not really the case.
Again, it must be remembered that the prac
tice of flooding a superheater is liable to produce
a deposit in the tubes, and corrosion may also take
place. These superheater tubes are not so easily
cleaned as boiler tubes, and therefore nothing but
pure distilled water in the shape of steam should
be allowed to enter a superheater.
One point which is worth mentioning is that
it is not sufficient to have one connection with the
superheater and the boiler, but there should be a
complete circuit for the steam, that is, from the
>777777777777777777777777777777777777777fr77777777.
boiler, through the intake of the superheater, and
FIG. 3. BYPASS FOR SUPERHEATER AND METHUD OF OPERATING.
from the out-take back into the boiler, until it
is connected up to the main pipe. If steam is
Calcium Carbonate
1.75 grains per gal.
used from an auxiliary line, and the superheater steel boiler plate, and a large cap on it being made
Calcium Sulphate
S3
is not connected to the boiler, a circuit for the of cast iron, and consider for one instant the
Magnesium Sulphate... .72
steam should still be arranged by delivering it strains and stresses to which superheaters are subMagnesium Nitrate
go
Sodium Chloride
2.64
back again to the main, in other words, both sides ejcted, which certainly are quite as great, if not
The soap test showed that the temporary
of the superheater should be connected during the severer, than the strains and stresses which a
hardness was nil. The permanent hardness was
time the gases are playing on the superheater boiler has to withstand.
It must not be forgotten that the superheater 11.80. The town water, however, gives much less
tubes, and it is not in active service.
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trouble than the water originally used, although
it is expensive, and is only used for the make up
to the hot well.
It will be noticed that the sulphates predomi
nate, and that the carbonates are low. Calcium
sulphate produces a hard scale, and the author
is of the opinion that sulphate of magnesia is
formed, as carbonate of lime, when boiled with
sulphate of magnesia, is transformed into sul
phate of lime, when the temperature is high
enough, thus forming a scale like porcelain, which
is what has to be dealt with.
It seems almost that the only satisfactory
method of treating the water would be to use
an evaporator, similar to the type used for ma
rine purposes.
For the Lancashire boilers the author has tried
a purifier, a sketch of which is given in Fig. 4,
from which it will be seen that the comparatively
cold water enters the trays, and flows round the
steam space of the boiler, returning along the
bottom of the zinc plates, dividing the two halves,
and when it has deposited all its scale in these
trays the water is delivered at boiler temperature
into the boiler.
A separate blow-down cock and pipe are fitted
to the end of these trays, and by blowing down
every 24 hours the purifier can be used for j
months without cleaning, but after the boiler had
been running 3 months the deposit was so thick
in these trays that they had to be cleaned, because
they were choked up.
Fig. s is a view of the tray on removal, before
being cleaned.
It will be seen that this arrangement acts as
a feed water heater, situated inside the boiler, a
feed water purifier and a means of collecting the
scale and preventing it from being deposited on
the crowns and plates of the boiler.
The hot well water is now used for feed pur-

FIG. S. HEATER TRAY SHOWING SCALE.

poses, a surface condenser having been installed,
so that the amount of make-up water is com
paratively small.
For separating the grease from the steam a
large vessel with baffle plates is provided, and on
the hot well scarcely any trace of oil is visible.
However, to insure that no grease gets into the
boilers, the water is pumped through an "Edmiston" marine type of water filter.
Impurities in water, especially rain water, de
pend upon the strata through which it passes. In
the case of granite or other stones of such nature
that the water cannot dissolve them, it will nat
urally be soft and good, but in passing through
rock salt, limestone, chalk, gypsum, etc., the water
dissolves a certain portion. The most commonly
occurring impurities in the water are the carbon
ates, chlorides and nitrates of lime and mag
nesia, sulphates, salts of iron, silica, and, of
course, carbonic acid gas and oxygen. Those us
ually dealt with in water purifying schemes are
carbonates, sulphates, magnesia, and lime chlor
ides. Perhaps the most troublesome thing met
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with is the sodium salts, as waters containing this
chemical are exceedingly corrosive and yield a
hard scale.
CARE OF PUMPS.
(Concluded)
When a pump works properly under high
pressures and fails to work under low pressures,
the difficulty is generally found in the delivery
valves. In nearly all cases much less trouble
and less wear and tear on pumps would be ob
tained if foot valves were to be placed on the
ends of suction pipes, and the check valves in the
delivery or feed pipe kept tight. When the water
end of a pump is found to be in good condition
failure to run properly will in all probability
be found in the steam end, and in single cylinder
pumps is generally located in the auxiliary valves
and ports. Sometimes pieces of gasket break off
and get into these small ports, thus shutting off
the admission or release of steam. By a careful
study of the pump in hand the various points at
which stoppage is most likely to occur can be
located and thus facilitate the locating of diffi
culties.
When the several parts of the valve gear of a
single cylinder pump are marked when the pump
works properly, any trouble due to the slipping
of the collars or tappets can readily be reme
died, and if the nuts and set screws are kept
tight, such derangement occurs only at long in
tervals.
The principal difficulties encountered with
steam pumps are not due to improper steam dis
tribution, but to wear, and this can be seen, and
many unpleasant occurrences and accidents can
be avoided by inspecting pumps thoroughly and
at regular intervals.
The steam ends of pumps require lubrication
the same as the cylinders and valves of en
gines. Intermittent lubrication is never to be
recommended even for slow running pumps. A
sight feed lubricator connected to the steam pipe
below the throttle or to the steam chest becomes
automatic in operation and needs no more atten
tion than the old-fashioned oil cup. All that is
necessary is to fill it. When the speed increases
the feed increases and when the pump is stopped
the feed stops. The water end may be lubricated
to some extent by putting a heavy grease on the
piston rods, or good cylinder oil may be used
when grease is not at hand. Some of the grease
works into the water cylinders and furnishes
better lubrication than can be obtained by the
water alone.
Pumps should receive continuous cylinder lu
brication the same as engines and should be
packed with the same care and consideration as
is used with the best of engines. The rods
should be packed just tight enough to prevent
leakage, and the packing renewed often enough
to keep it soft and pliable, in which state it read
ily absorbs oil and small particles of grit, thus
relieving the rods of much unnecessary wear.
Pumps that are subjected to low temperatures
in winter should be provided with removable
drain plugs or drain cocks for relieving the cylin
ders and valve chambers of water and also allow
ing the water to drain out of the suction pipe.
When priming and draining a pump the air cock
in the air chamber should also be opened. The
drain and cylinder cocks at the steam end should
be opened before shutting off steam, the steam
being shut off at the boiler when stopping at
night so as to drain the entire pipe.
The lubricator should be filled in the morning
so as to be empty by night, thus permitting th»
lubricator to be drained without wasting oil.
Draining the delivery valve chest will also drain
the delivery pipe up to the check valve. If the
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pipe is arranged above the pump, then separate
drain cocks should be provided and should be
placed at the lowest points in the piping.
The steam pipe leading to a pump should be
so arranged that the accumulation of water, while
the pump is idle, may not pass through the steam
chest and cylinders, thus preserving the lubrica
tion.
A well-made steam pump, when given the
same intelligent care and treatment demanded by
the best up-to-date steam engines, will be found
to be not only thoroughly reliable, but a most
satisfactory piece of machinery, worthy of a
prominent place in the best engine rooms.
CAPACITY OF PUMPS.
The capacity of a pump is obtained by multi
plying the area of the water piston or plunger by
the length of stroke and by the number of strokes
per minute. If the area of the piston is expressed
in square feet, the length of stroke should be ex
pressed in feet, and the result will be cubic feet
per minute. When the area of the piston is ex
pressed in square inches, the length of stroke
should be expressed in inches, and the result
will be cubic inches per minute. When find
ing the capacity of duplex pumps multiply the
number of strokes made by one piston by 2, to
obtain the number of strokes made by both pis
tons. When finding the capacity of plunger pumps
use the diameter of the plunger and the length
of stroke.
The following simple formulas may be used
for finding the capacity of a pump :
Gals. = 5.89 D*Ln
Gals. = 0.4909 Din
Gals. = 0.0409 cPLn
Gals. = 0.0034 d2ln
Cu. ft. = 0.7854 D*Ln
Cu. ft. = 0.0654 D*ln
Cu. ft. =0.00545 d2Ln
Cu. ft. = 0.000454 d*ln
In the foregoing formulas d = the diam
eter of the water cylinder or plunger ex
pressed in inches and D = the diameter expressed
in feet, / = the length of stroke expressed in
inches, and L, the length expressed in feet, n =
the number of strokes per minute.
The capacity of single acting power-driven
pumps may be found by the foregoing formulas
by substituting the number of revolutions per
minute of the crank-shaft, and dividing the final
result by 2.
The area of the piston is found by squaring
the diameter and multiplying by the decimal
0.7854. The piston speed in feet per minute is
found by multiplying the length of the stroke
in inches by the number of strokes per minute
and dividing the product by 12, the number of
inches in 1 foot.
The results obtained by the foregoing formu
las give the theoretical or calculated capacity.
The actual capacity of pumps is always less than
the calculated capacity, owing to unavoidable
losses due to valve and piston slip and to leakage.
The actual capacity of a pump varies with the
speed as well as with the condition of the work
ing parts, especially of the valves and water pis
ton or plunger. The higher the speed and the
lower the pressure of water, the greater the
loss by slippage, while the loss by leakage is
generally less than at low speeds. At low speeds
and with high water pressure the loss by slip
page is least, while the loss by leakage is great
est. For this reason it is not practicable to cal
culate the capacity of a pump within very narrow
limits, the actual capacity being best obtained
by measuring the discharge of the pump. The
losses referred to vary from 15 to 40 per cent in
the smaller sizes, from 3 to 10 per cent in the
larger sizes of pumps.
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In order to make a reasonably close estimate
of the capacity of a pump it is necessary to take
into account the losses referred to, which, in the
absence of reliable data, may be assumed to be
25 per cent, which is probably a fair average.
The actual discharge will, therefore amount to
75 per cent of the calculated discharge, the same
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pacity of the pump expressed in cubic inches or
gallons per minute; th« quotient will be the
number of minutes required.
The velocity of watpr ;n
delivery pipe of
a pump is inversely prooortional to the areas
of the pipe and of the water rylinder, that is,
with a given area of water cylinder the velocity

in which W = weight of steam required per
hour, in pounds, w = weight of 1 cubic foot of
steam corresponding to the pressure in the cyl
inder, d — diameter of steam piston in inches. /
= length of stroke in inches, and n = the num
ber of strokes per minute. The actual steam
consumption cannot be calculated with any great

CALCULATED* CAPACITY OF PUMPS IN GALLONS PER STROKE.

Length of Stroke in Inches.

.122
.276
.490
.620
-7C6
.926
1.102
1.294
1.500
1.722
1.958
2.210
2.478
2.760
3.C60
3.372
3.702
4.044
4.406
4.780
5.178
5.576
5.998
6.!-86
7.S34
8.1-20
[10.114
IU.020
12.240
13.500
14.T0
16.200
17.626
.680
.SeO
E7.S20
|31.H20
720
.ot;o
•The actual capacity is found by subtracting the loss by leakage and slip from the values in the table.
allowance being made when determining the
required size of water cylinder, or the required
piston speed, when the size of the cylinder is
given.
The accompanying table gives the capacity of
standard sizes of pump cylinders at a speed of
60 strokes per minute, which is a fair speed for
continuous operation.
The following rule may be employed to find
the required size of pump cylinder to raise or de
liver a given volume of water in a given time:
Gals, per minute X 231
Area Cyl. =
Stroke ins. X No. strokes
J Area
0.7854
The length of stroke in inc.ies to discharge
a given number of gallons per minute with a
given area of cylinder and speed is found by the
rule :
Gallons per minute X 231
Stroke =
■
Area piston X No. strokes per min.
and the number of strokes per minute is found
by the rule :
Gallons per minute X 231
No. of Strokes =
Area piston X length of stroke.
The time required to move a given volume of
water is found by dividing the volume of water
expressed in cubic inches or gallons by the ca-

of the water in the pipe will increase as the
area of the pipe decreases. By transposing this
rule the required size of both the pipe and pump
cylinder corresponding to a given velocity may
be obtained, thus :
Area water cylinder X piston speed
Vel. in pipe =
Area pipe sq. ins.
Area of pipe required for 1 given velocity is:
Area water cylinder X piston speed
Area pipe =
Velocity feet per minute.
The area of the water cylinder required to
produce a given velocity in the delivery pipe cor
responding to a given piston speed is:
Area pipe X velocity
Area water cyl. =
and
Piston speed.
Area pipe X velocity
Piston speed =
■
Area water cylinder.
The velocitv is taken in feet per minute and
should not exceed 200 for suction, and 350 feet
per minute for delivery pipes. Beyond these
velocities the loss by friction increases rapidly
for a slight increase in velocity.
The approximate weight of steam required by
steam pumps is calculated by means of the for
mula :
IV = 0.0341 d' I n tc

degree of accuracy owing to the losses by leak
age and condensation, which may reach as high
as 25 per cent of the calculated amount required.
When selecting boilers for furnishing steam to
direct acting steam pumps the weight of Meam
required should be considered rather than the
commercial horsepower. This is particularly true
in the case of the boiler because the st*am con
sumption of direct acting pumps is excessive
when compared to steam engines, and when the
boiler and pump are proportioned or selected with
reference to the horsepower rating the boiler
will be found to be considerably too small for
satisfactory results.
*
Direct acting pumps require from 80 to IO0
pounds of steam per horsepower hour for the
smaller sizes, while the larger sizes require from
40 to 60 pounds.
The required number of square feet of heating
surface in boilers designed for supplying direct
acting simple steam pumps may be estimated
by means of the foregoing formi'la by substituting
0.0227 Ior O034I- F°r the purpose of illustra
tion, assume a duplex pump having 12-inch steam
cylinders with 10-inch stroke, steam chest pres
sure 40 pounds, and the speed 50 strokes on each
side or 100 strokes per minute for the pump.
The weight of steam required per hour is
0.0341 X 144 X 10 X 100 X 0.1311 =r 643.7
pounds per hour. Substituting 0.0227 for 0.0341.
we luve
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0.0227 X 144 X 10 X 100 X 0.1311 = 428.5
square feet of heating surface in the boiler. Al
lowing 12 square feet per horsepower, the boiler
would be rated at 35 horsepower.
The combined efficiency of the steam and
water ends of a steam pump is expressed by the
ratio of the work done by the water end to the
work done by the steam end, or
Water Horsepower
Efficiency =
Indicated Horsepower.
The duty of pumping engines is generally
expressed in foot pounds of work for each 100
pounds of coal burned per hour, and is found by
means of the formula :
Weight water raised per hour X total lift X 100
Duty =
Weight of coal in lbs. burned per hour.
The weight of water may be obtained by first
finding the number of gallons or cubic feet of
water delivered per hour at the point of dis
charge. The number of cubic feet is to be mul
tiplied by 62.4 if the temperature of the water
is at or near 62 degrees F., and the number of
gallons is to be multiplied by 8.32 for like tem
perature. For other temperatures the weight
of water corresponding to the given temperatures
should be employed.
When finding the efficiency or duty of a pump
the discharge should in all cases be measured
instead of being calculated because the actual
discharge varies with the condition of the pump
and the pipes and also with the speed and the
temperature of the water.
The steam consumption per hour of pumps is
given in the following table:
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THE EDISON STORAGE BATTERY.
The following description of an Edison stor
age battery is given in substance by H. L. Joly
in the Electro-Chemist & Metallurgist. The cell
as manufactured contains twenty-eight plates
9 x 4^J inches and about 1/10 of an inch thick.
Each consists of a nickel-plated grid, Fig. 1,
weighing about Yi ounce and carrying twentyfour pockets filled with active material. Each
pocket is 2}£ inches high by Yi inch wide, and is
made in two pieces, the pocket and the cover.

of pure caustic potash. Mr. Hibbert has found in
tests that the electromotive force per cell is about
1-33 volts, but Mr. Janet states that the electro
motive force starts at 1.7 volts, drops to 1.58 in 2
minutes, and remains at this value for several

FIG. 3. LID CF CONTAINING JAR FOR THE EDISON
BATTERY.

FIG. I. THE GRID OF THE EDISON STORAGE BATTERY.
FIG 2. COMPLETED ELECTRODE.
Both pocket and lid are perforated under rollers,
and the pockets in the positive plate are filled with
a powdered compound of nickel (hydrated pyroxide) mixed with flaked graphite. The nega-

hours. On rapid discharge the electromotive
force falls as shown in the curve, Fig. 4. The
cell polarizes rapidly, and on this account its in
ternal resistance is difficult to determine, but
Mr. Janet estimates it at from 0.0025 to 0.0035
ohm. Mr. Hibbert found it to be 0.0013 ohm for
small currents and 0.0016 ohm with large cur
rents.
The temperature has, however, a
large effect on the resistance of the cell. The
battery has a capacity for overdischarging which

CALCULATED STEAM CONSUMPTION PER HOUR OF STEAM PUMPS.
Piston Speed 100 Feet per Minute. (One Cylinder.)
Initial Steam Pressure.
0 .
1%
8.2
■So
a
H
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

tfinut
[0Ss
Fe
60

70

80

aJ
OS
34.9
44.3
54.5
66
78.5
107
189.6
176.7
218.2
264
314
369
428
491

90

100

no

120

130

140

670
&i5
1050
1270
1520
2070
2700
3420
4200
5090
6060
7110
8260
9490

720
920
1125
1360
1620
2210
2810
8650
4500
5440
6480
7600
8820
10120

150

Steam Consumption in Pounds per Honr.
865
465
570
690
820
1120
1460
1850
2290
2760
3290
8870
4490
5160

410
507
640
770
920
1250
1625
2070
2550
3090
3660
4310
5000
5750

455
575
710
860
1020
1390
1810
2290
2840
3430
4070
4800
5560
6390

500
630
780
940
1120
1580
2000
2530
31*0
3^60
4490
5270
6110
7010

540
690
845
1020
1220
1660
2160
2750
3380
4100
4860
5720
^650
7610

585
740
915
1110
1320
1800
2850
2970
3660
4430
5270
6200
7190
8250

030
800
985
1190
1420
1940
2530
3200
8950
4780
5680
6680
7750
8880

760
964
1185
1435
1710
2330
3040
3850
4750
5750
6820
8020
9310
10680

Nots: The actual Steam Consumption will be from 25 to 40 per cent, greater than the Talues given in table.
Proper boiler furnace temperatures are ab
solutely essential for the perfect combustion of
fuels containing 10 per cent or more of volatile
hydrocarbons, and may be disregarded only when
burning coke or anthracite. This point is not
recognized as much as it should be by boiler en
gineers in the construction or setting of boilers,
and, consequently, the greater part of factory
smoke is produced by the inability of maintaining
proper boiler temperatures. Water-tube boilers
are the chief offenders, as the volatile hydrocar
bons, even when mixed with a sufficient quantity
of air, come in contact too quickly with the
boiler tubes and are cooled below combustion
temperature, which, as given by different observers
ranges from 940 to 1,240 degrees F. The obvious
method to obtain this temperature, as suggested
in Cassier's Magazine, is to provide a combustion
chamber, which is nonconducting and will allow
complete combustion of the gases.

tive plate has pockets filled with a mixture con
sisting of iron, copper and mercury.
After the pockets are filled, they are placed in
the grids and the whole is firmiy pressed together.
The complete electrode. Fig. 2, weighs about 4.86
ounces. The plates are separated by star-shaped
rods of ebonite, so that there is a space of about
0.04 of an inch between plates. Plates of the
same polarity are joined to a common terminal
bar as in the usual practice with lead plate bat
teries. The containing jar for the cell is made
of nickel plated steel about 5 x zlA x 12 inches.
The cover and containing jar are soldered togeth
er, 4 holes being left in the cover, Fig. 3, two for
the terminals, one for examining and regulating
the height of the battery solution, and the fourth
a check valve which will permit the escape of
free gas to relieve pressure, but will not allow
air to enter the cell.
The electrolyte used is a 20 per cent solution

FIG. 4. CURVES OF CHARGE AND DISCHARGE.

is far in excess of that of the lead battery. On
heavy overdischarging, the ampere-hour capacity
and the efficiency of the cell is, of course, lower
than at the normal rate, but the cell was appar
ently not injured.
The normal capacity of the cell is 170 am
pere-hours, but Mr. Janet charged at the rate
of 30 amperes for 10 hours with no ill results.
After standing 48 hours, Mr. Hibbert found that
91 per cent of the normal discharge was still
available while after 26 days the output dropped
to 73 per cent of the normal. For discharges at
a 60-ampere rate Mr. Janet gives the following
efficiencies :
AMPERE HOURS
Charge. Discharge. EfHciency perct.
253
158
81 7
151
88.6
227
149
78
204
145
74
196
14(1
79.1
177

WATT HOURS
Charge. Discharge. Efficiency perct.
189
440
43
188
398
46.7
355
183
51.5
840
178
52.2
305
170
55

Experiments are in progress as to the life
of the cell, but absolute conclusions have not
yet been reached. The indications are, however,
that the life is satisfactory. The plates are free
from buckling and from disintegration. Against
these advantages are to be set the large bulk, high
cost and necessity for carefully insulating the
electrodes from the jar.
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ANSWERS*

In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted bv our ,w

r, j.
sJiouid he

Address all communuations to Question Department, The Engineer, SSS Dearborn Street, Chicago, A
H. G. B. ; COOLING CRANKPIN ; PREVENTING WATKH
HAMMER.
"1. What is the best thing to do when
a crankpin heats and it is very important to keep
the engine running? 2. Why did the Bates Ma
chine Co. discontinue the use of the folding re
leasing gear? 3. We have a 12 and 8x 12 duplex
pump fitted with a castiron air chamber. The air
is constantly leaking out of the chamber and
causing water hammer. How can I remedy the
trouble? 4. What type of releasing gear is used
on the Allis engines installed in the power house
of the New York Rapid Transit subway? 5. In
a certain power house there are old Allis engines,
one of them being fitted with a Corliss governor
having three balls and springs. What type of
governor is this and how does it operate? 6. Why
are double-connection lubricators preferable for
use on stationary engines?"
A—1. There is only one thing that can be
done, and that is to flood the pin with oil, preferbly cylinder oil, and if the pin continues to grow
hotter apply cold water with a hose.
2. We have no information concerning the
reasons for making the change.
3. If the air leaks out, as you say, the remedy
lies in locating and stopping the leaks. It fre
quently happens that the air in the air chambers
of pumps working under high pressures, such as
boiler feed pumps, disappears by absorption pass
ing off with the water. In this case it is necessary
to charge the air chamber occasionally, which
may be accomplished by means of a small air
pump, either hand or power driven, as desired.
4. It is substantially the Allis standard Cor
liss gear, with certain modifications which render
it especially well adapted to driving poppet valves.
No information concerning the exact nature of
these modifications has been (riven out.
5. Judging from your description, it is of the
Pickering type, the stem or spindle being con
nected to the trip cams instead of to the throttle
valve, as in the ordinary Pickering governor.
6. As a rule condensation is more rapid in
the double connection lubricator, which renders
it somewhat better suited to indoor service, where
the temperature at times is liable to be quite high.
The pressure in the oil reservoir is also somewhat
greater, which would tend to preserve a uniform
rate of feed. Under favorable conditions, how
ever, one is as good as the other.

condensation takes place, the water leaking out
through the joints jn the pipe as you describe.
If sufficient air be admitted into the pipe, just
above the stove, to absorb this moisture, conden
sation will be prevented, the pipe remaining dry,
the more or less moist air issuing from the
chimney. If a jacket of sheet-iron be placed
about the pipe, leaving an air space of, say, 1
inch around the pipe, the same result will be
obtained. If the pipe is not particularly neces
sary as a means of supplying heat, it may be
covered with heavy asbestos paper, which will
also prevent condensation.
S. W. SELF-INDUCTION.
"In an electric plant, generating a threephase alternating current, the main wires run as
shown in the accompanying sketch. The induc
tion is so great that the magnetic strength of
each stud, F, is sufficient to sustain one ounce
of steel. Does this cause a drop in the line or
loss?"
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FIG. I. A SKETCH OF THE THREE-PHASE LINE.
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A.—The effect, you mention, is due to selfinduction, which opposes the impressed electro
motive force and tends to choke back the cur
rent, causing it to lag behind the electromotive
force in phase. This causes an extra drop in the
circuit.

out a calorimeter ; in fact, a method that a station
man can use without great expense?"
A. We can suggest no method other than
testing by means of a calorimeter or by calcula
tion after having the gas analyzed. The use of
the calorimeter will in all probability prove to be
the cheaper method. All off-hand methods, in
which no use is made of accurate instruments
of one kind or another, would give results little
better than a mere guess, on which no reliance
should be placed.
METHOD OF BENDING PIPES.
H. B. : "Will you kindly suggest a quick
and cheap method of bending pipe up to 4 inches
in diameter into the forms shown by the accom
panying sketch?"
A.—Probably the quickest, and as cheap a
method as any, when a considerable number of
pipes are to be bent to the same curvature, is to
construct a bending table, on which the several
forms representing the desired radii to which
the pipes are to be bent, are bolted. A lever
pivoted on a heavy pin, and carrying a grooved
roller to correspond to the size of pipe to be
bent, swings underneath the table, the roller trav
eling in a horizontal plane corresponding to and
on the level with the groove in the form. The
swinging lever is connected in any manner de
sired to a hydraulic or compressed air cylinder
under the table. The roller on the swinging
lever is made adjustable in the direction of the
length of the lever so that by changing the forms
a number of different curvatures may be obtained
in any given size of pipe. When the size of
pipe is to be changed, the roller and forms hav
ing the corresponding size of groove are put on.
Suitable stops to limit the movement of the
swinging lever will enable any angle desired to

In direct current, C =

, current
R
equals voltaee divided by resistance. In alterE
nating current, C = ,
.current equals

voltage divided by impedance. The symbols P L
represent the extra amount of obstruction,
caused by induction, to the flow of current in a
circuit. L is a factor of inductance, which de
pends on the length of the line, the distance of
J. E. W. ; CONDENSED VAPOR IN WOOD STOVES.
the wires apart, the size of the copper, etc., while
"I have an air-tight wood stove and 22 P is equal to 6.28 X the frequency.
If the wires were placed closer together the
lengths of pipe with 4 elbows. The pipe is con
stantly wet, the moisture or water dripping from inductance would be less, but leakage from wire
it at the rate of 1 quart in 24 hours. The water to wire between the phases would increase, de
evidently does not come out of the wood, as it is pending on what voltage was used. Condensers
very dry. I cut a hole in the pipe about a foot are often put in a circuit for the purpose of de
above the stove, and this seemed to help matters creasing the inductance. The effect of condensers
is to cause the current to lead the voltage in
to some extent. Can you suggest a remedy?"
A.—After putting a fresh charge of wood in phase. If this lead is exactly equal to the lag,
the stove, if you will look at the chimney top produced by inductance, the two effects will
on a cold day you will probably see white vapor neutralize each other and give a circuit without
issuing, provided the chimney is not very high. inductive resistance in it, as in direct current cir
The vapor conies from the wood, being expelled cuits.
during the process of combustion, and from
F. D. E. J HEATING VALUE OF GASES.
wood that is apparently very dry. When the
_ "Can you suggest a method of deter
pipe is surrounded by air at a temperature con
mining the number of British thermal units per
siderably below that of the vapor in the pipe. cubic foot of natural and manufactured gas with

CURVATURES TO WHICH PIPE IS TO BE BENT.
be readily obtained, and by turning the pipe, end
for end, compound curves are readily produced.
Each form is provided with a clamp or vise
adapted to holding the corresponding size of pipe.
Such a machine ordinarily requires two operators
when bending 3-inch and 4-inch pipe. Pipe can
thus be bent as rapidly as the operators can put
the pipes into place and remove them.
A simple rule for figuring the speed at which
a wheel must run to have a rim velocity of 1 mile
per minute is to divide 1,680 by the diameter in
feet. The quotient will be the desired number of
revolutions per minute, with an error of only 0.04
per cent.
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THE GREEN TRAVELING LINK GRATE.
The traveling link grate has passed through
rapid stages of development, due to a constant
study of the principles of progressive combustion
and past experience until it is now an important
help in increasing the efficiency of boiler installa
tions.
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locked and held in place. Thus any link can be
removed by detaching the outer binder link tnd
turning the bar in line with the slots. All of
the grates of this type are 9 feet in effective
length from the point of ignition of the coal at
the front, and when over 7 feet 6 inches wide are
composed of two sections, the connecting bars
simply extending to the middle and being held
in place on the inner end by special binder links.
The chain surface is "double web" in this size
of grate.
The air spaces of the chain are cleared at
every turn around the rear and front sprockets
by thin, staggered links with a long overhang,
which also shear off any clinkers that may lodge
against the bridge wall.
The driving mechanism is babbitted in a selfcontained frame, which is bolted to the front side
of the stoker, and consists of a cast-steel ratchet
and pawls, which may be readily locked in or
out of action, and a cast-steel spur gear train.
The eccentric connections are made through a
long relief spring to the operating line shaft,
which is placed either above or below the floor,
as desired ; it is shown above in Fig. 1.

horizontal position and is held there by chains.
The construction of the flat igniting arch, usefl
with this grate, is of special interest, and is shown

FIG. 4. SIDE VIEW OF IGNITING ARCH.
in Fig. 4, which is a side view of the arch. The
arch may be adapted to any width of furnace, and,
as it is entirely flat, allows uniform ignition and
combustion the full width of the furnace, being an
improvement over the curved arch in this respect.

FIG. 3. SECTION OF GRATE.
Upon this device, the Green Engineering Co.,
of Chicago, has been actively engaged, and, in its
latest type K stoker, has produced an interesting
piece of apparatus, side view of which, with the
furnace, is shown in Fig. 1.
The frame work is well brace;! to meet the
requirements of hard service, and, in all stokers
exceeding 7 feet 6 inches chain width, a center
support is provided for the upper roll shafts and
the front and rear sprocket shafts, the gearing
connections to the front sprocket shaft being
double drive, with a gear at each end of the shaft.
The sprockets engaging the prolonged hubs of the
drive links in the chain are shaped as shown in
Fig. 2, and automatically clear the engagement sur
faces of any accumulation which may collect while
the chain is passing under the grate.

///. y//////////////////7/
FIG. 2. FORM OF SPROCKET USED.
The side girders are removed from the fire,
and the side frames are protected from exposure
to the heat by removable ventilated cooling plates.
The rear cross girder, together with the rollers
above and below, prevents any draft around
the rear part of the grate, where the ashes are
discharged. A heavy plate is fitted to the under
side of this girder, upon which the ashes accumu
late as a screen from radiated heat.
A section of the grate, with one link placed
on the top, is shown in Fig. 3. The links have
slotted openings, through which the short diameter
of the connecting bar, of oval cross-section, will
pass, but when the bar is turned and the binder
links and cotter pin applied, the links will be

FIG. I. GREEN TYPE K STOKER.
The feed gate is supported from a heavy
square shaft resting in vertical guides, and is
adjustable for varying thickness of the fuel bed
by a worm and sector attachment on the side
frame, opposite the driving mechanism. On the
fire side, the gate is lined with fire tile, which
are held in place by lugs hooked onto the gate
frame. Removable shields are also used so as
to form an air space between them and the out
side of the gate and prevent the fire from eating
back into the coal hopper. The shields extend
slightly below the tile to protect them from wear
and also fix the extreme flight of the coal bed.
To gain access to the fires while banked, the front
apron of the coal hopper may be dropped to a

The method of supporting the tile is worth notic
ing, as it is well adapted to relieve the strain due
to heating effects and prevent side thrust on the
walls of the setting.
Power of the future does not necessarily de
pend on coal. It is estimated that the mean height
of the watersheds of the earth, with a moderate
average rainfall, contain in perpetuity 10,340,000,000 constant horsepower. The enormous amount
of energy represented by these figures will be bet
ter understood when it is stated that a yearly out
put of 225,000,000 tons of coal is capable of pro
ducing its equivalent for only a half day in the
year.
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A NOTABLE VALVE EXHIBIT AT ST. LOUIS
In machinery hall building, location 5 G, block
26, is the unique exhibit of the Lunkenheimer Co.,
which is easily identified by a large model of their
familiar "Valve in Hand," which occupies a prom
inent corner of their exhibit, as shown by the il
lustration.
Pyramids of globe, angle, cross, lever and gate

ENGINEER.

attention to the design and construction of details.
The motor which is being placed on the market
by the Richmond Electric Co. and is known as the
R. E. type of motor has been designed with par
ticular reference to these two points. The allow
ance is ample so that it will not spark under ex
tremely heavy loads. For instances, the 5-horsepower, 500-volt motor will carry a load up to 15
or 18 horsepower without sign of sparking.

August i, 1904.
swedged into the commutator bars without the
use of solder, so that there is no chance for
short circuiting the bar by a drop of solder and
no chance for injuring the insulation by the ac
tion of acid or soldering fluid.
The pole pieces are built of punchings from
sheet steel and are assembled between end plates
and held together by rivets. The pole tips spread
so that they hold the coils in place and the whole

FIG. 3. COMMUTATOR AND SHELL.

EXHIBIT OF THE LUNKENHEIMER CO. AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.
valves, of various designs and sizes, both brass
and iron, are artistically arranged about the ex
hibit, and are agreeably offset by a black plush
curtain at the side and rear.
The glass cases arranged in front of the ex
hibit contain a smaller class of the goods manu
factured by the company, such as lubricators, oil
and grease cups, cocks, etc., of all sizes. Racks
of neat design, containing various sizes of whis
tles, injectors, pop valves and a variety of other
specialties, make up an exhibit worthy of notice.
A new design of water gage, and an oil pun.p
for cylinder lubrication, are features in them
selves.
About the exhibit are pipe fittings of every
description, together with whistles, safety and
check valves and numerous other appliances.
The large variety of steam goods exhibited
by the Lunkenheimer Co., and manufactured by
them, necessitates and deserves careful study to
thoroughly appreciate the exhibit in all its details.
A NEW LINE OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
Direct-current machinery has been so far de
veloped that it has now practically reached a
standard type and form for all classes of work.
Cheap machines are usually indicated by high
rating and poor construction. The advantage

FIG. I. ARMATURE CORE AND SHAFT.
which one company can get over another
comes largely from avoiding these errors and
from giving a large factor of safety, and careful

r

pole piece is bolted to projecting lugs on the field
ring. The motor heads are cast in one piece and
seat in counterbores in the frame. They are held
in place by four set screws so that they can be
turned through go degrees to any of four posi
tions, so that the motor feet can be installed to
be downward, upward or to either side, as may be
desired.
Brush holders are of brass of the radial type
and are so arranged that the brushes can slide
in and out easily. The brush holders are securely
bolted to the yoke, which is of selected maple

The frames, which are of cast steel, are of the
usual ring form, but have a larger spread of feet
allowed than has sometimes been given, so that
there is a good purchase for the holding down bolt
to resist belt pull. The armature is built up of
special electrical sheet metal accurately punched

FIG. 4. MOTOR HEAD WITH BRUSHES AND HOLDERS.

FIG. 2. ASSEMBLED VIEW OF THE R. E. MOTOR.
and keyed to the armature shaft. The head is
formed in one piece with thrust collars and oil
slingers which prevent the oil from creeping back
along the shaft from the bearings and getting into
the winding of the armature. The head, at the
commutator end of the armature, is cut on a
long taper which fits the commutator shell and
holds it in place by means of a nut.
The bearing linings are of a solid aluminum
bronze casting which is hard and wears with a
silver-like surface. Ring oiling is of course pro
vided and a cleaning hole at the bottom of the
oil chamber for removing all sediment. The arma
ture coils are form wound covered with tape
and varnish to give high insulation. They are
then pressed into the slots and held in place by
steel band wires which are sunk into the
armature surface. The commutator lends are

soaked in paraffine to prevent warping. Leads
from coils and brush holders are brought out
through rubber bushings in holes drilled in the
frame so that no terminals are left nor are there
any loose connections against which employees
might get shocked.
The machines are made either enclosed or
semi-closed, as desired, and are made to run
either at slow or moderate speed. The slow speed
type is made in powers of from 1 to 25 horsepower
and the moderate speed type in sizes from 1 to
50 horsepower. The same bodies are used for
winding up generators to give current any volt
age from 110 to 500 volts and in sizes to supplycurrent for from twelve to six hundred and
seventy-five 16-candIepower incandescent lamps.
Manganese is produced in Arkansas, Califor
nia, Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina, South
Carolina , Tennessee, Vermont, and Virginia.
The output for 1002 was 16,477 tons and valued
at $177,911, although the number of idle mines
greatly exceeded the number of those which were
in actual operation.
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A NEW SYSTEM OF BELTING.
Slipping of belts and consequent loss of power
is one of the greatest drawbacks in power trans
mission, and any system which will lessen this
difficulty should be welcomed by engineers. Rope

An instance given is, that during a recent
storm in the oil fields, a Ryder belt kept running
when all other drilling had stopped, because of the
inability of other belts to transmit power.
The belt is of the same construction as the

FIG. 2. RYDER ROPE, SHOWING THE STEEL WIRES IN EACH STRAND.
drive and belt drive have both been used for all
kinds of purposes for many years, but there is
room for improvement in both systems. The
Ryder Belt & Cordage Co., of 1453 Niagara St.,
Buffalo, N. Y., is offering a new system of belts
and cordage which has many features of novelty.
The fibrous yarn which is used in making both
belts and ropes is spun with an untwisted steel
wire in the center in such a way that both fiber
and wire carry an equal strain. Experience has
proven that, when used in the transmission of
power, a fibrous rope will wear rapidly in the
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rope except that it is woven flat. It is claimed to
have 25 per cent more adhesion and 100 per cent
more strength than any other belt in use. Damp
ness will have no effect on it as it can be thor-

AN INTERESTING ST. LOUIS EXHIBIT.
An interesting exhibit at the St. Louis Exposi
tion is that of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing
Co., which is in Block 29, Machinery Hall. Fig.
1, which is a photograph of the exhibit, shows
the three types of chain hoist manufactured by
the company, and also the new electric hoist which
is further described in the latter part of this
article.
The exhibit has been so arranged that it is of
interest to the casual observer as well as to the
student of engineering and the man interested in
shop practice. Three hoists are arranged to be
operated by electric motors, each block being sup
plied with a 1,000-pound weight, and so arranged
that equal power is supplied to each block. The re
sult is that of the three types, triplex, duplex and
differential blocks ; the triplex block lifts its load
quicker than the others, while at the same time
the ammeters show equal power applied to eacli
block. The mechanism is automatic, so that when
the triplex weight arrives at the top, all three
blocks reverse their motion until all reach the
floor, when they again automatically reverse and
begin to hoist.
Yale & Towne blocks have made a record in
installing many of the heaviest machines at a

fig. 1. RYDER BELTING MADE FROM AMERICAN
HEMP.
center on account of chafing of the fibers over
each other, and that a steel rope will wear on the
outside on account of the friction of the rope on
the sheaves. The fiber prevents the steel from
wearing and the steel wires take much of the
strain from the fiber, thus greatly prolonging its
life. Since the fibers are not tightly laid together,
FIG. I. THE YALE & TOWNE CHAIN BLOCK EXHIBIT AT ST. LOUIS.
oughly saturated with lubricant and will hold this
in its meshes.
The construction of belting is shown in Fig. I
and of the rope in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows one
method of joining the ends of Ryder belt by using
a backing of the same material fastened in place
with rawhide.
FIG. 3. METHOD OF JOINING BYDER BELTING.

the rope will also hold lubricant well and thus
reduce the friction of the fibers upon one another.
The makers claim that the Ryder rope is 100 per
cent stronger than any fibrous rope in use, and is
practically as flexible. The steel wires do not
change in length and will hold the rope together
even when the fiber is disintegrated by the action
of acid fumes, or the weather.

The sutton process of gold recovery, it is
claimed, has considerable advantage over the
cyanide process. The idea is to bring about con
tinuous contact between the particles of gold and
the solvents by mechanical agitation of the whole
mass of gold bearing slimes, sands or tailings,
and secondly to increase the dissolving power of
the solvents by the application of heat. These
two actions are carried out simultaneously by the
injection of live steam into the vats.

minimum of cost and labor at the Exposition. The
electric hoist is made to withstand the roughest
possible usage and is designed to be simple, con
venient and durable under all conditions.
It may be moved from one place to another as
easily as a chain block, to be used in any part of
the works or yards where current is available. It
greatly increases the efficiency of any hand crane,
and its compactness enables it to be hung up and
operated in the smallest space.
The company has utilized its many years' ex
perience and brought out the electric hoist to meet
the requirements not covered by large and expen
sive traveling cranes or by overworked hand hoists.
The material throughout its construction is of
the best, and all parts are made to gage, thus
securing complete interchangeability. The motor
is placed above the oil submerged parts of the
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hoist, as shown in Fig. 2, and the motor shaft
bearings prevent the possibility of oil entering the
motor. The improved oiling devices prevent heat
ing from overload, or injury from the high tem
peratures usually existing near the ceiling of a
shop. The load is taken on wire hoisting rope of
the toughtest steel, wound on grooved drums,
which are keyed direct to the main shaft. At
the bottom the steel hoisting rope passes around
an equalizing sheave, thereby balancing the strain.
All parts under tension or subjected to transverse

ENGINEER.

THE NEEMES SHEAR-CUTTING GRATE.
The Neemes shear-cutting grate, made by
Neemes Bros., of Troy, N. Y., is shown in the
accompanying illustration. The grate is made up
in two sections, with a support in the middle, so
that two sets of shear and shaking bars, running
crosswise with the furnace, are used. The shear
bars are placed between the shaking bars, which
are provided with teeth that are undercut and
concave, so that when rotated by the shaking
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slice bars are seldom required, because the grate
cleans the fire and at the same time prevents the
admission of cold air over the fire, and the forcing
of unburned coal through the grate into the ash
pit by the use of the slice bar.
The grate cannot buckle or get out of shape,
as provision is made for - expansion in the sup
ports of both the stationary and shaking bars.
It is made to fit any furnace without alteration
of the brick work, and rests upon the same bear
ing bars that are employed for any straight set
of grates.
HISTORIC REMEMBRANCES.
The Southern States are full of historic re
membrances, which date back to the early colonial
days. Virginia, which was the camping ground
for the armies of the civil war, is specially rich
in these reminiscences, and in Richmond alone
the following objects of interest may be seen :
St. John's Church, built in 1740 and made famous
by Patrick Henry ; Masonic Hall, built in 1785,
in which George Washington was Master of Blue

FIG. 2. THE NEW Y. & T. ELECTRIC HOIST BLOCK.
strain are of forged steel or wrought iron. The
hoist always balances properly on its single upper
hook, whether loaded or empty, and lifts in a
true vertical line throughout the lift, while the
use of a single swivel hook suspension allows the
hoist to pull as well at any angle as vertically.
The working parts are enclosed in an oil-tight
iron casing, which excludes the dust and water, at
the same time insuring thorough lubrication. See
Fig. 3The load cannot run away even should the
motor or brake become inoperative, and an auto
matic cutoff prevents the load being hoisted too
high.
The hoist is operated from the floor, and is
regularly equipped with a telescoping controller
rod, enabling the workman to control it from a
point in full view of his work, but pendant cords
or chains will be furnished if preferred. The
rod-controlling device gives more accurate control
of the load, and is made so that it cannot catch
on any obstruction and start the hoist when
traversing on a crane or runway.
The hoists are made in five standard sizes, to
meet all requirements, by the Yale & Towne Man
ufacturing Co., of 9 Murray street, New York
City.

levers, shown at the front of the furnace, a pocket
is formed and a shear cut is made against the
opposing shear bars. The clinkers are thus re
moved from the bottom of the fire, cut into small
pieces, and deposited in the ashpit, as explained
in the July I issue.
The grate is spaced to burn any size or kind
of fuel, and the air spaces will not clog or alter
in size. It has an abundance of air space, an im
portant point in producing perfect combustion.

The Holmes Co., of Savannah, Ga.. will soon
erect a large cooperage plant in that city. J. H.
Estill is active in the movement.

which is shown by the absence of coal in the ash
and the lessening of smoke from soft coal.
The opening of the fire doors and the use of

THE NEEMES CRATE IN POSIT ION.

FIG. 3. SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE ELECTRIC HOIST.
Lodge; The Old Stone House, built in 1737 and
headquarters of General Washington during the
revolution ; Capitol Building, cornerstone laid in
1785 and seat of Confederate congress, 1862-65 ;
Swan Tavern, where Aaron Burr was kept pris
oner during his trial for treason in 1807 ; Old Bell
House, erected in 1824; St. Paul's Church, of
which Jefferson Davis and Robt. E. Lee were
members ; residences of Jefferson Davis and Robt.
E. Lee ; Valentine Museum, Masonic Temple,
United States Custom House; Library Building,
Governor's Mansion, First Baptist Church pos
sessing the largest colored congregation in the
United States, Armory First Regiment Virginia
Infantry, and six parks containing a large num
ber of monuments and statues of public men.
Battlefield maps and descriptive matter of this
state may be obtained from W. E. Conklyn, N.
W. Passenger Agent, C. & O. Railway, 234 Clark
St., Chicago.
The quantity of crude steel made in the
United States has shown an increase during the
last 20 years of over 13.000,coo tons.
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THE AMERICAN WATER SOFTENER AND
PURIFIER.
The following article gives a brief description
of one of the most successful water purifying ma
chines that has been placed upon the market, its
success being in a large measure due to the accu
rate mixture of the crude water and the chemi
cals.
The rectangular type of machine for smaller
industrial plants is shown in Fig. 1, both lor.gitudinal and end views being given.
The water to be treated is led through the
pipe, K, into one of the chambers of the oscillating
receiver, C, the flow of water being regulated by

This machine, as well as a vertical type, which
is used in the larger industrial plants and rail
roads, is made by the American Water Softener
Co., Harrison building, Philadelphia, Pa.
A NEW DISK METER FOR WATER SER
VICE.
Although instruments for measuring water and
other fluids are widely used in many industries,
their greatest application is found in measuring
the water supplied by public waterworks systems.
The importance and necessity of using meters in
this service has been fully realized only recently,

FIG. I. RECTANGULAR TYPE OF AMERICAN WATER SOFTENER.
means of a ball valve, P, fixed on the pipe, K.
When this chamber is filled, the center of gravity
is moved and the receiver tips, pouring its contents
into the mixing tank, B, below, at the same time
bringing the other chamber of the receiver under
neath the orifice of the pipe, K. Above the oscil
lating receiver is placed a semicircular tank, D.
containing the chemicals, lime and soda ash, anu
in the bottom of this tank a valve is fitted, through
which the chemicals fall into the chamber of (he
oscillating receiver. To the receiver is fixed a sys
tem of levers, which, at every oscillation, actuates
the valve in the bottom of the tank, D. The lift
of the valve can be regulated by two small nuts,
fixed on the valve spindle, so that a given quantity
of chemicals can, by this arrangement, be mixed
with the water.
In order to keep the lime milk in constant mo
tion, an agitator is fixed inside the semicircular
'vessel containing the chemicals, and the oscilla
tion of the receiver, C, is utilized for driving the
agitator through a parallel rod, connected to one
side of C. An enlarged view of the mixing
mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.
From the chamber, B, the water passes into
the chamber, H, and from thence through the by
pass pipe, G, into the settling tank. A, where the
precipitation takes place. Before leaving the tank,
the water is filtered through the filter, /, which
is made of excelsior packed tightly between two
rows of wooden bars. The filter can eisily be
takes out and cleaned. A sludge cock, F, is fixed
on the side of the softener.
The softened and purified water coming from
the filter flows into the storage tank, O, at the end
of the softener, and is drawn therefrom through
the pipe, L.
It will be Seen from the foregoing description
that the softener is perfectly automatic in its
operation, requires very little attention and no
motive power. Further, the proposition between
the crude water and the chemicals will always
remain the same, no matter how much or how
little water passes through the apparatus; and
owing to the simple mixing arrangement, the soft
ener is absolutely self-contained, and it can be
made to suit any local conditions.
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however, and as the growth of cities has grad
ually rendered inadequate the waterworks plants
originally installed. Towns have, moreover, not
only grown in size, but the consumption of water
per capita has increased, under a flat rate sys
tem of charging, from 10 or 15 gallons per cap
ita per day at first to a present average for the

FIG. 2.

outlet, naturally encouraged extravagance and
even wastefulness, the American desire to "get
one's money's worth," perhaps, aiding in the
process.
One of the first water meters introduced in
this country was manufactured by Henry R.
Worthington, of New York city. In this meter
Mr. Worthington applied the principles embodied
in the duplex steam pump, which he had pre
viously invented. Two double-acting pistons are
arranged in parallel cylinders, each by its mo
tion operating the valve of the other piston.
Since no water can pass through the meter with
out complete strokes of the pistons, all the water
is accurately measured. The strokes of the pis
ton are counted by a train of gears moving point
ers upon a dial face, thus indicating directly the
amount of water used. This meter has been in
use for over 50 years, and has found a wide ap
plication, not only in waterworks plants, but also
for measuring liquids of all kinds. It is abso
lutely accurate in operation and causes no per
ceptible diminution of the pressure of the water
passing through it, since it may be operated by
merely pouring water into the inlet from a pitch
er, or by blowing through with the breath.
One of its most interesting applications has
been in metering the water supplied to steam
boilers; a special hot-water meter having been
developed for that purpose. While the strictest
economy and care are often exercised to maintain
the efficiency of a steam power plant, great stress
being laid for instance upon an increased effi
ciency of 1 or 2 per cent in the engines and elec
trical generators, the actual operating efficiency of
the boiler plant is quite as likely left to the
whims or laziness of the fireman. It is well
known that by intelligent and careful firing, or
its opposite, a difference of 15 or 20 per cent may
easily be made in the amount of coal consumed
to evaporate a given quantity of water. It is also
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United States of over 137 gallons, as shown by
Mr. G. L Bailey, M. Am. Soc. C. E.
This condition of affairs was more or less to
be expected. When waterworks were first in
stalled the capacity was, in nearly all cases, much
more than sufficient to supply the water needed
by the inhabitants, and, since the greatest part
of the annual charge incident to a plant is made
up of standing charges in no wise affected by the
amount of water pumped, it was found much
cheaper to pump the excess amount of water than
to install meters for measuring the water act
ually delivered to each consumer. The use of
free water, or water paid for upon a flat rate per

possible that coal of widely different prices may
have the same evaporating power under the con
ditions of a given boiler plant, or vice versa. It
is an easy matter to weigh the coal consumed,
but usually no provision is made for measuring
the water evaporated. Where the Worthington
hot-water meter has been installed, however, this
is accomplished with the greatest accuracy, and a
check may be thus kept upon the skill of the fire
man and the quality of the fuel.
While the reciprocating piston meter leaves
nothing to be desired in the way of accuracy and
durability, it is somewhat heavy in construction
and therefore expensive. Many attempts hare
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been made to construct a cheap meter by usinfc
small propeller wheels and similar devices in
serted in the stream of water, but with a great
loss of accuracy, as would naturally be expected.
The only type of small and light meters which
has met with entire success is the disk form, as
exemplified by the new Worthington pattern seen
in the illustration. In this meter a light disk
formed of hard rubber is placed in a compart
ment which may be approximately described as a
hemisphere with a spherical segment taken out of
the top. A slit cut in the disk upon one side fits
over a vertical radial septum in the disk cham
ber. The disk itself, as actually constructed, is
conical in shape on both the inner and outer sur
faces. From the center of the disk a vertical
spindle projects through a circular opening in the
disk chamber and its upper end rests against a
circular block. It is thus constrained to move in
a circle.
Now, it will be seen by examining the cut and
considering the possible motion of the disk that
there is never a free opening between the water
inlet passage and the outlet, but that the disk is
always interposed. However, since the water
pressure is admitted to one side, if the pressure
of the exhaust is any less, the disk will be caused
to tip, resulting in an increase in the volume of
the portion of the disk casing opening to the sup
ply and a decrease in that opening to the deliv
ery. The continuation of this motion causes the
vertical spindle to travel in a circular path, while
the disk itself may be said to "wobble." The mo
tion of the vertical spindle is reduced by an in
termediate train of four gears, which operates a
slow moving spindle extending through a stuffing
box in the top of the meter casing. This spindle
in turn operates the gears moving the counter,
which may be of either the pointer and dial or
the straight reading type, and may be arranged to
indicate in cubic feet, gallons or liters, as re
quired.
The Worthington meter is compact and at
tractive. It is constructed throughout of bronze
composition, except the bottom plate, which may
be of bronze or iron, as preferred. An interior
strainer is part of the regular construction and
connections are furnished as desired. There is
no unbalanced water pressure upon the moving
disk except that operating to move it, and its
wear is therefore reduced to a minimum, and
easy movement and great accuracy secured. The
disk is cut from a solid piece of hard rubber in
stead of being built up. All meters are tested
for accuracy at ISO pounds water pressure be
fore leaving the factory.
The Japanese certainly do things that are up
to date. When it was decided to build the pal
ace for the Crown Prince, architects and en
gineers were sent to all the Emperors and Kings
of the old world and the palaces visited and ex
amined to select from each the best and most
beautiful effects. When this country was visited
the engineers were quick to see that even the
royal palaces of the old world were centuries
behind any of our millionaires' palaces, in point
of heating, lighting, and ventilating, and plans
were drawn embracing the most modern Ameri
can ideas of engineering. The boilers, engines,
piping, heating, ventilating, electric light plant and
refrigerating plant, all, are American design and
American manufacture. The best firms in their
various lines were consulted, and it is safe to
say that the Crown Prince of Japan has the
finest palace of any Emperor or King of to-day.
The H. W. Johns-Manville Co. were consulted
as to the insulating materials required for the
boilers, and pipes, generally, and they furnished
all the heat and cold insulating materials.
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A TRAP WITH THREE VALVES.
This trap has a triple valve, placed at the top,
Fig. i, removed as far as possible from the inlet,
in order to escape the dirt and scale, which may
accumulate. The valves do not open until the
water, in entering the trap, covers the discharge
tube at least 3 inches, thus forming a water seal
against the escape of steam. At this point the
float, having been partly submerged, rises and
draws down the valve stem, which opens the
smaller valve. If the flow of water should in
crease, the float will continue to rise so that the

Other traps on the market have a multiplicity
of valves and valves stems and other complicated
parts. The National Improved Steam Trap has
but one lever.
A NOVEL VENTILATING PLANT.
At Indian Orchard, Mass., within the city
limits of Springfield, has recently sprung up a
great industrial plant for manufacturing fiberloid.
This plant is composed of 20 brick buildings, in
cluding an up-to-date ofhce building, and is the larg
est of its kind in the country.

FIG. I. SECTION THROUGH TRAK
The base of celluloid is tissue paper, while
fiberloid is made from fine cotton yarn or rovings. Collars, cuffs, combs, brushes, and mirror
backs are some of the products manufactured
at this plant ; also large sheets of fiberloid of
different colors from which are made various
articles, such as imitation tortoise shell combs.
These goods were formerly manufactured by
the dry process in which there was some
danger from explosion, but in the new wet proc
ess they are said to be entirely safe. The plant
is built in the latest design and modern methods
of mill construction, from plans by Fred S. Hinds,
a Boston mill architect, and covers a large area
of ground. The office building, consisting of a
large general office, waiting room, private offices,
toilet rooms, etc., is heated and ventilated by the
Sturtevant fan system, as are also all the other
buildings. The air is filtered before it passes
through the heater and is forced into the rooms
by the fan. The temperature is automatically
controlled and maintained constant, thus assur
ing to the occupants health and comfort at all
times. The other buildings are heated and ven
tilated from three main heating devices. Hot air
is drawn from the outside, filtered, heated and
conveyed through underground brick ducts to
the various buildings to vertical flues built into
the brick walls, and enters the room at a low
velocity through openings provided with damp
FIG. 2. SECTION THROUGH VALVE.
ers and registers. Not only is the fan system here
applied for heating and ventilating purposes, but
All working parts of the trap are attached to also for special drying, cooling and exhausting ar
the cover and can be removed without breaking rangements. In the sheet drying house is a spe
any pipe joints. A water gage and a blowoff cial Sturtevant drying apparatus for drying the
valve are provided with this trap. The float is sheets of fiberloid and in the sheeter room is a
made of copper and is tested to a pressure of 300 special cooling apparatus for maintaining an even
cool temperature necessary in the process of man
pounds.
ufacture. A special ventilating equipment is in
Quick response of the valves under the sud
stalled in the rolling mill to keep the atmosphere
den flow of water, full value put into the ma
terials, and good workmanship are the claims of pure and healthy. The equipment of this exten
the builders, the National Dry Krn Co., 11 18 sive plant illustrates some of the various uses to
which the fan is now applied.
East Maryland street, Indianapolis, Ind.

cross bar at the upper end of the valve stem will
engage the second valve and open it. In case of
the sudden flow of a large quantity of water, the
third valve will open and remain so, until the
water is disposed of, when the large valves will
close, leaving only the small valve open, Fig. 2.
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ECONOMIZERS IN LARGE AND SMALL
PLANTS.
The idea seems to prevail among engineers,
especially those who have not given the subject
particular attention, that economizers are ap
plicable only to the larger plants, say, from 500
horsepower upwards. It is true that the use of
economizers is principally confined to plants of
500 horsepower and over, but this is not from
necessity, viz., because of the lack of a suitable
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summer to economize to the fullest possible extent
at the boilers by supplying them with water above
the boiling point.
There was a time when economizers were ob
tainable in large sizes only, but this is by no means
the prevailing condition today. One of the ac
companying photographs, Fig. 1, illustrates an
economizer designed especially for small plants.
It is simple in construction, compact, and highly
efficient. This apparatus is built by the B. F.
Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass., and is known as
the pony type, which is especially adapted to give
the smaller plant the same proportional saving
effected with the larger type.
These economizers, by reason of the different
arrangements of pipes, are divided into two gen
eral classes, the straight pipe and the staggered
pipe economizers. A straight pipe economizer has
all pipes arranged in straight rows running length
wise of the economizer with free intervening
spaces. The hot gases in passing through these
free spaces do not necessarily envelop the whole
of each pipe. In other words, between any two

What is known as the Standard economizer is
shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 illustrates the Stand
ard economizer in connection with 1,500 horse
power Babcock and Wilcox boilers.
The entire apparatus is constructed with as few
joints as possible, thus removing the liability to
failure and also reducing to the minimum the
work and expense of overhauling the economizer
when this becomes necessary. Each section is
fitted into its wall box or branch pipe with tapered
iron-to-iron joints, no packing being used. The
same style of joint is used for the caps. The
pipes also are provided with tapered ends and are
forced into the headers by hydraulic pressure.
The arrangement is such that any pipe can be
readily removed and replaced without disturb
ing the other pipes or sections, or the enclosing
walls. The caps are so constructed and arranged
that the greater the pressure in the economizer,
the more firmly tjie caps are held against the seats,
thus an increase of pressure only tends to pre
vent leaks instead of causing them. No bolts nor
screws are subjected to the action of the water

FIG. I, STURTEVANT PONY TYPE ECONOMIZER.
economizer for smaller plants down even to 50
horsepower.
One great difficulty tending to prevent the
more general use of this well known heat saving
device is that the uses to which it may be put and
the economy obtained by using it in all places in
which it would be profitable to employ it have
not been carefully investigated by the smaller
steam user and hence he is ignorant of the wide

fig. 3. STANDARD ECONOMIZER IN CONNECTION WITH I,50O HORSEPOWER BABCOCK AND WIL
COX BOILERS.

FIG. 2. STANDARD ECONOMIZER.
application of which the economizer is capable.
Raising the temperature of feed water for boil
ers is but one of many uses to which the econo
mizer can be put, although if engineers generally
were to be asked for what purpose economizers
are used but one reply would be forthcoming, vis.,
heating feed water.
By means of economizers it is not only pos
sible, but oftentimes profitable, to heat the mill
or factory by hot water instead of steam, and in

pipes laterally there is an atmosphere of inert
gases which have but little heat to deliver, while
the heat-laden active gases pass quickly through
the free longitudinal spaces.
In order to utilize the maximum amount of
heat in the waste gases, the pipes are preferably
set staggered, and whenever it is practicable the
latter type is invariably employed because when
the gases pass through an economizer containing
pipes arranged longitudinally in straight rows
with intervening straight free air spaces, they do
not come into contact with a large part of each
pipe ; in other words, they are not sufficiently
agitated by the pipes. In fact, there is always a
considerable amount of gas which passes quickly
through the openings between the rows of pipes
without giving up any appreciable heat until it
joins with the colder gases at the economizer out
let. Therefore the staggered pipe is better
adapted to agitate the gases and allow them to
come into contact with the maximum area of the
economizer pipes.

which is a valuable feature since rapid deteriora
tion from this cause is entirely eliminated.
Economizers are all provided with relief valves
which may be set at the desired pressure which
insures against accident due to over pressure.
The soft deposits are removed by means of blowoff valves, which also serve to empty the
economizer when desired. Large cleaning doors
give easy access to the interior of the enclosure
for cleaning out the soot.
When an economizer is used solely for heating
feed water it is oftentimes possible to save from
15 to 20 per cent of the fuel, and furthermore, the
contraction and expansion of the boilers are re
duced to a minimum, due to the continuous feed
ing of extremely hot water at an even tempera
ture.
It is often thought that an economizer applied
to smaller units does not show as good results
as when installed in larger plants. The saving
heating feed water. As a matter of fact, econoin the smaller plants as in the larger ones.
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American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy, C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
York.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Secy, R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., October 12
and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, III.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi-
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Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September I, 2,
3. 1904Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
convention of the Massachusetts assn. of sta
tionary engineers.
The ninth annual convention of the associa
tion opened in Sharon hall, Lynn, Mass., on July
8, with an attendance of some forty delegates
and officers. Lynn Association No. 15 as post
and members of this association received dele
gates on their arrival at Hotel Seymour, where
permanent headquarters were established.
After introduction by C. A. Cowles, chairman
of the local committee, Mayor H. W. Eastham,
welcomed the delegates and spoke cordially of the
importance of the engineers' occupation and of
the educational aims of the association. Ad
dresses were made by National President Hogan
and by State President Charles F. Blodgett. The
secretary announced the list of committees for the
convention and adjournment was taken until
afternoon.
When the afternoon session was called to or
der at 2 130, reports of various committees were
read and accepted, and also reports of the secre
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554 tary and treasurer. These reports showed that
of the thirty associations of the state, nineteen
Bloor street, W.
were represented at the convention; also that the
Canadian Electrical Association.
membership of the state was 1,251 and was
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
steadily increasing. Considerable difference of
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street, opinion was developed on the matter of license
Montreal, Can.
law and it was finally decided to let the matter
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry & rest as at present.
After considerable debate it was decided to
Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
have the secretary mail typewritten copies of the
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R. constitution and amendments to the various sub
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
ordinate associations for their information and
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. action. The question of a meeting place for the
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
next convention brought out a rivalry between
burg, Pa.
Worcester and Fall River, but the matter was
International Association of Municipal Elec
finally referred to the incoming officers for de
tricians.
cision. The election of officers resulted as fol
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
lows : President, William E. Bradbury, Law
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha, rence, No. 26; vice-president, Fred L. Johnson,
Neb. Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, Lynn, No. 15; secretary, Ole B. Peterson, Mass.
Peoria, 111.
No. 1, Boston ; treasurer, Walter H. Damon,
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7, Springfield ; conductor, A. D. McAuley, Spring
field ; door keeper, J. H. Whittemore, No. 14,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maple- Roxbury.
wood avenue, Chicago, 111.
The evening was devoted to a complimentary
National Association of Stationary Engi
dinner tendered to the delegation and guests by
neers.
the Lynn association at Oxford Club hall. Fred
August 2, 1904. Annual convention at Rich
mond, Va. Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn L. Johnson, of Lynn association, acted as toaststreet, Chicago, 111.
master and presided most acceptably. The speak
National Electric Light Association.
ers of the evening were Mayor H. W. Eastham,
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, brother Columbus Dill, J. N. Kelsey, of Lowell :
New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association Charles F. Pritchard, of Lynn ; Thomas P. Burke,
of Pawtucket, R. I.; W. D. Bradbury, of Law
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14, rence; James W. Duncan, and H. A. Greene, of
15 and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, Roxbury. Toastmaster H. K. Anderson was the
N. Y.
principal speaker of the evening, and dwelt in
New York Electrical Society.
glowing terms on the standing of the engineer in
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New America.
York.
To make certain the success of the meeting
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy., and of the banquet, the firms dealing in supplies
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee, used by engineers were asked to contribute to
Wis.
ward the fund necessary to defray expenses.

August i, 1904Those contributing were as follows : Borne,
Scrymser Company, Braman, Dow & Co., Lynn
Gas & Electric Co., Sprague & Breed Coal Co,
Patterson Lubricating Co., Garlock Packing Co,
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., Underfeed Stoker Co,
Mcintosh, Seymour & Co., A. W. Chesterton *
Co.; The Lukenheimer Co., Underhay Oil Co,
Curry Oil & Supply Co., Quaker City Rubber
Co., P. Lennox & Co., H. S. Peters, Ashton
Valve Co., C. A. Claflin & Co., Cling-Surface
Mfg. Co., Mason Regulator Co., Gould Packing
Co, Hart Packing Co., Jenkins Bros, Loretz &
Son, Whitten & Cass, Lagonda Mfg. Co, H.
Theo. Pevear, A. B. Anthony, A. W. Harris Oil
Co, Stevens & Newhall, P. B. Magrane, S. B.
Dane, Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Criss Cross
Tube Cleaner Co., American Steam Packing Co,
American Steam Gauge & Valve Co , Dearborn
Drug & Chemical Co, Boston Steam Specialty
Co, New England Roller Grate Co, Geo. W.
Knowlton Rubber Co, Fitchburg Steam Engine
Co, Wm. A. Harris Steam Engine Co, Keystone
Lubricating Co, O. R. Howe.
Saturday morning was spent in a visit to the
works of the General Electric Co, and the after
noon in a trip down Lynn harbor and along the
coast.
Massachusetts Association No. i, N. A. S. E.
of Boston, installed officers on July 6, as follows :
President, George W. Hayden; vice-president,
O. B. Peterson; secretary, Hugh Gunnerson;
treasurer, James Duncan; financial secretary,
Charles M. James; conductor, William J. Terry;
doorkeeper, R. E. Ece. The installation was per
formed by Columbus Dill, after which refresh
ments were served, the material for these being
provided by the Ashton Valve Co, The Garlock
Packing Co, and the Hart Packing Co. The 254
years' service of O. B. Peterson as secretary was
appreciatively recognized by the presentation of a
watch charm carrying the emblem of the order
one one side, and on the other side, the inscrip
tion, "Presented to O. B. Peterson by Boston
Local No. 1, N. A. S. E."
A. J. G.
Oshkosh, Wis, Association of Stationary
Engineers installed officers publicly at a recent
meeting and followed the installation by dancing
and the serving of refreshments. The officers
installed were: President, H. J. Clark; vicepresident, William Churchill ; financial secretary,
Charles Gordon ; treasurer, Herman Becker ; re
cording secretary, George Straub; corresponding
secretary, H. Moore ; conductor, William Ziebell ;
doorkeeper, John Davey; trustees, P. L Getchell, Lathrup, W. Vosburg and James Gaffney.
A pleasant feature of the installation was an ad
dress by the newly elected president, Mr. Clark,
and remarks by J. H. Crawford. A number of
visiting engineers were present from Fond du
Lac. To represent the Association at Richmond,
H. J. Clark was chosen delegate and J. H. Craw
ford for alternate.
Knoxville, Tenn., Association has elected as
officers : L. G. Miller, president ; W. S. Hood,
vice-president; J. E. Wideman, secretary; Wendall Ruof, treasurer ; W. B. Weal, conductor ;
J. G. Purdy, doorkeeper ; delegate to the national
convention, Wendall Ruof ; alternate, W. S.
Hood.
It is confidently expected that the exhibit
of the Supply Men's Assn. at the Richmond Con
vention will be the finest ever brought together
at a national meeting. Among the firms which
have arranged to be represented in the Armory
are the following : Jordan Bros, N. L. Hayden
Manufacturing, Co, Republic Rubber Co, Youngstown O. ; New York Belting and Packing Co,
New York; Keystone Lubricating Co, Camden,
N. J.; Garlock Packing Co, Palmyra, N. Y. ;
American Steam Packing Co, Boston, Mass.;
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THE NEW BRUSSELS ELECTRIC POWER STATION AT ANDERLECHT.
BY FRANK C. PERKINS.
THE central power station at Anderlecht sup
plying current for the electric railway of
Brussels, Belgium, has recently been com
pleted, and is thoroughly modern in its mechanical
and electrical equipment, in every way. It is lo

service, and about 300 trains during times ' of
heavy traffic.
THE NEW CENTRAL STATION AT ANDERLECHT.
The plan of this power plant will be noted in
Fig. 3, the boilers being located in one long room
with a chimney at either end, while the engines
and generators are installed in an adjoining room
somewhat wider and of the same length. The
boiler and engine room are arranged parallel with
the canal, and the capacity of the plant may be
doubled as the plan indicates. The storage of coal
is on the north side, as shown in illustration, Fig
1, while the drawing, Fig. 4, shows the arrange
ment of the coal handling and conveying apparatus
of this power house. A bed of cement more than
40 inches in thickness was provided, strengthened
by double beds of old rails, which were provided
as foundations for the boiler and engine houses.
The steel framework of the power house rests

engine and generator sets, each having a total
output of 1,500 kilowatts, and provision is made
for three other sets of the same capacity. Each
set consists of two 1,400-horsepower Van de Kerchove tandem compound engines, directly con
nected to a 1,500-kilowatt three-phase alternator
constructed by the Union Elektricitats Gesellschaft of Berlin, the alternator being installed
between the two engines and directly coupled by
a common shaft, which carries the revolving
field, acting as a flywheel. These twin com
pound engines operate at a steam pressure of
135 pounds, the temperature of admission being
about 572 degrees F. The high-pressure cylinders
measure 24.8 inches in diameter, while the diame
ter of the low-pressure cylinders is 43.3 inches, the
stroke measuring 47.25 inches in length. These
engines drive the three-phase alternators at a
speed of 94 revolutions per minute. The regula
tion is said to be exceedingly good, not execed-

ne. I. BRUSSELS-ANDERLECHT POWER STATION ON
THE CHARLEROI CANAL.
cated on the Brussels and Charleroi canal, between
the Quai du Halage and the rue de Birmingham.
The accompanying illustration, Fig. I, shows the
boiler house and power plant, with the mechan
ical arrangement for conveying the coal from
canal boats into the power house, while drawing,
Fig. 2, shows an elevation of the Anderlecht plant,
THE EARLY CENTRAL POWER STATIONS.
The original central station for feeding the
electric traction feeders of Brussels was equipped
with five engines and generators of ioo kilowatts
each, and three boilers of 2,530 square feet of
heating surface. This plant was installed on the
rue Brogniez, in a part of the depot, and in 1896
supplied 3,100 kilowatts, and in 1899, 3,500 kilo
watts, increasing in 1900 to 3,515 kilowatts and in
1901 to 3,830 kilowatts. The rue Brogniez sta
tion was enlarged in 1897, to take care of this
load, two sets of engines and generators being
installed of 400 kilowatts each, and two sets of
225 kilowatts each. The boiler capacity was also
increased by the addition of two new boilers,
having a heating surface of 2,530 square feet. The
Ixelles central station supplied in 1900, 1,380
kilowatts, and in 1901, 2,070 kilowatts. In 1901
the total length of the electric railway in Brus
sels was 50 miles of double track, with nearly
two hundred trains of 15 tons during normal

FIG. 5. ENGINE AND GENERATOR ROOM OF BRUSSELS POWER PLANT AT ANDERLECHT.

on walls 39 inches in thickness, and 10 feet
high. The chimneys are each 197 feet high, and
10 feet in diameter at the top.
THE ENGINE AND GENERATOR ROOM.
The accompanying illustration, Fig. 5, shows
the interior of the engine and generator room of
the new Brussels power house, the switchboard
gallery being noted at the right. There are four

ing 6 per cent for a change of load from zero
to full load, or from maximum load to no load.
On ordinary constant loads the speed variation
does not exceed one-half of 1 per cent, while
an increase in load of one-fourth of the total
output does not affect the speed more than 2
per cent. The maximum output of the two en
gines forming the set is 2,800 horsepower, with
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an admission of 45 per cent, while a 23 per cent
admission corresponds to a normal output of
1,800 horsepower. The distribution for each cylin
der is made by four piston valves, regulated by
an extremely simple movement, and a receiver

ENGINEER.

boilers of the Babcock & Wilcox type, arranged
in five groups of two each, as noted in the plan
of the power house, Fig. 3, and in the illustration
shown in Fig. 6. The boilers have a heating
surface of 3,765 square feet, and a grate area

ELEVATION OF ANDERLECHT PLANT.
is located between the two sets of cylinders. The
expansion of the steam is six and one-half
times its admission volume for the maximum out
put of 2,800 horsepower, and fifteen times its ad
mission volume for 1,800 horsepower, or 900
horsepower for each tandem engine. Before the
steam is admitted to the large cylinder, after be-

of 70 square feet. One of these groups of boilers,
as noted in Fig. 6, is equipped with automatic
stokers, and each of the five groups of boilers
is supplied with an economizer having 280 ver
tical tubes of the Green type, the total surface
being 3,014 square feet. Small electric motors
are utilized for working the stokers. As previ-
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served by the two chimneys before mentioned,
which are 9 feet 10 inches in diameter and 197
feet high, two valves being provided to direct the
heated gases either directly into the chimney flues
or through the economizer. ,
COAL CONVEYING APPARATUS.
Direct-current electric motors, operated at a
pressure of no volts, are used for driving the
coal conveying appliances, as shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 1. This conveying apparatus not only car
ries the coal to each of the boilers, but also dis
poses of the ashes from the boiler. A coal bucket
is provided, which holds 1,100 pounds, and this is
suspended from a crane and is lowered into the
canal boat which brings the coal to the power
house. When this bucket is filled it is raised
by means of a capstan, and it then passes on
an endless track to the coal bunker. A stop is
provided on this track which may be operated
at any point, and, therefore, ensures the deliv
ery of the coal at the proper boiler, where it is
weighed automatically. The bunkers are ar
ranged in the shape of reverse pyramids, and
below these there is a gutter which feeds the coal
gradually to the basement of die boiler house,
where the coal falls into the buckets of an endless
chain. This endless chain continues around the

PIG. 3. PLAN OF ANDERLECHT POWER PLANT.
ing discharged from the small cylinder, it is re
heated in the receiver above mentioned by means
of high-pressure steam, which traverses tubes in
the receiver, and passes through the jacket of the
large cylinder before entering the low-pressure
cylinder.
AUXILIARY MECHANICAL APPARATUS.
The air pumps, circulating pumps, and feed
water pumps are coupled directly to the end of
the engine crank, the feed pump returning the
condensed water to the boilers. Each twin com
pound engine set has two surface condensers,
consisting of brass pipes, the condensing water
passing through the same. The pressure indi
cator, as well as the outlets and admission valves,
are all controlled from one position. The regu
lator or governor acts on the four cylinders, and
the steam is entirely cut off in case the load should
exceed a safe limit through any accident. The
weights of the governor may be displaced when
desired, by a motor which is controlled from
the switchboard, and in this way the speed may
be varied, which is frequently desirable to facili
tate in placing the alternators in synchronism
when they are to be operated in parallel.
THE BOILER HOUSE.
There are installed in the boiler house, ten

ously mentioned, the boilers are supplied with
feed water by the pumps, which are directly con
nected to the crank of the engine, but in addi
tion to these pumps, there have also been pro
vided one electrically operated pump and two
steam pumps which are held in reserve. A super
heater is arranged for each of the new boilers,

FIG. 4.

boiler house in a vertical plane, and may dis
charge at any boiler desired. The hoppers pro
vided have a capacity each equal to the ordinary
consumption during a period of about 6 hours.
It will be noted by the diagram, Fig. 4, that the
same buckets pass below the boilers, and thus
the chain of buckets carry off the ashes and cin-

COAL HANDLING ARRANGEMENT OF BRUSSELS POWER HOUSE.

which has 144 steel tubes, each l1/* inches in
diameter, exterior measurement, the total heating
surface being 860 square feet. The new boilers
have each 178 tubes, and the water and steam
tanks are 22 feet in length and 354 feet in diame
ter, and they are joined by steam chests 7 feet 5
inches in length and 20 inches in diameter. The
boilers are divided into two groups, which are

ders and deliver them into small trucks in
satisfactory manner.

most

THE STEAM PIPING AND CONNECTIONS.
The accompanying diagram, Fig. 7, shows the
boiler and engine connections, and also the elec
trical connections of the alternators with the three
substations. The steam piping, it will be noted.
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is in the form of a closed ring, and this piping
for superheated steam is of steel, and half of it
is arranged with the necessary valves, while the
remaining half serves to complete the circuit when

ENGINEER.

An oil bath smokes slightly when steel is tem
pered at the yellow, stronger and darker smoke is
produced when tempering at the brown, and heavy
black smoke at the purple. The oil begins to light

FIG. 6. BOILER HOUSE OF BRUSSELS PLANT.
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to a higher temperature are a yellowish-white or
light-straw color, a dark-straw, gold or yellow,
brown, purple, violet, and deep blue. Finally, the
steel becomes red hot and a black oxide is formed.
These colors are deeper and more distinct the bet
ter the quality of the steel, and are often scarcely
perceptible in very poor steel. The practiced eye
of an expert steel man determines with great ac
curacy the quality of the steel by the depth of the
colors. Whatever their cause, these colors in
dicate important changes that are taking place at
different temperatures in the hardness of the steel,
and furnish a reliable guide in the tempering of
steel to any required hardness.
Now, if the order be reversed and a piece of
steel be first heated to low redness and then al
lowed to cool, the same colors will be observed
upon its surface in the reverse order, the blue first
appearing, then the purple, brown, yellow, straw,
and white, as the metal cools. If the changes that
are taking place in the metal can be suddenly ar
rested by cooling the steel at any given point, the
steel will acquire permanently the hardness and
character corresponding to such temperature. This
is done by suddenly plunging the steel into a cold
bath of either water or oil, etc.
When a drill bit that has been submerged and
cooled in this manner is withdrawn from the bath,
the reserve heat in its shank travels by conduction
toward the bit, raising its temperature gradually
to that of the shank, and producing a flow of
colors down the topi, starting from the point to
which the steel was cooled and disappearing at
the cutting edge—Mines and Minerals.

any portion must be repaired. It will be seen by
the connections and valves that any boiler or
engine can be cut out without interference with
the others.

when tempering at the full dark blue, but does not
burn continuously. When hot steel is plunged into
a bath it must be moved about quickly to prevent
a line of fracture being formed in the steel at the

A good rule for finding the heating sur
face in feed water heaters is : Divide the pounds
of feed water used per hour by 100 for copper,
90 for brass and 60 for iron pipe; the quotient
will represent the required square feet of heat
ing surface. Condensing engines require for con-

ANNEALING IRON AND STEEL.
Annealing or Softening.—The process of soft
ening iron or steel by heating to redness and
slowly cooling, is called annealing. The proper
heat for annealing steel is a bright cherry red;
but as high-carbon steels are apt to assume a
slightly crystalline structure at this heat, their
annealing heat should be somewhat lower. Drill
steel may be safely annealed from a dull red to a
cherry heat. The toughness and softness of the
steel increase with the slowness of the cooling.
Ashes, being a poor conductor of heat, are often
used for covering the hot steel when annealing,
so that it will cool slowly. Sometimes the cool
ing is done in the air, in which case the surface of
the metal is decarbonized and toughened, but the
steel is not as soft, as all the annealing effect is
produced while the sicci is coonng to a point just
below visible redness.
The quenching bath is generally a large tub or
tank of water of sufficient size to allow the cool
ing to be done rapidly and without danger of
raising the temperature of the bath; otherwise,
the hardening of the steel will not be accomplished
in a thorough manner. Some of the baths com
monly used, given in the order of their rate of
cooling, are brine, water, rape-seed oil, tallow, and
coal tar. Soapy water cools still more slowly
than clear water. As previously explained, in the
use of any bath cooling more slowly than another,
the steel must be plunged enough earlier to secure
the same temper, since the condition of the steel
changes continually until arrested by quenching.
In the use of oil for tempering, there is a cer
tain amount of carbon absorbed by the surface of
the hot iron, which thereby becomes slightly car
bonized and toughened as well as hardened.

surface of the liquid; the motion also increases
the rate of cooling.
When steel is slowly heated, its surface gradu
ally changes in color, due, probably, to the forma
tion of a fine film oxide on the surface. The
colors that thus successively appear from a low

densing purposes from 20 to 30 times the amount
of the feed water used. An approximation which
is frequently used and is sufficiently exact for
estimating purposes and all practical uses, is 1^
gallons of condensing water per minute per indi
cated horsepower.
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STEAM TRAPS.—H.
THE ALBANY STEAM TRAP.
THE steam traps bearing the above name
are made by the Albany Steam Trap Co.,
of Albany, N. Y., and are divided into
four classes, A, B, C and D, all of which are of
the bucket type and, with the exception of class
A, are non-return traps.
Class D, which was patented in February, 1904,
and is the latest and most improved design of the

nr.. 1. tvi'~ n At.r.ANY steam trap.
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and the discharging valve 16 is wide open, so that
the water is passing out of the bucket through
the pipe 20, the valve opening 16 and the reduced
annular opening 18, and finally to the atmosphere
through the discharge opening 23. If the amount
of the incoming water were equal to the amount
of water that could be discharged through the
annular opening 18, the bucket would remain in
its lowest position.* As, however, the incoming
water is invariably less, water enough is dis
charged in a few seconds from the inside of the
bucket to cause that contained in the space be
tween the outer shell and bucket to float the lat
ter upwards, until the steam valve 9, attached to
the top of the guiding stem 6, reaches its seat 11.
The closing of this valve opening shuts off the
steam pressure in the top of the trap from the
upper side of the piston 14, and almost instantly,
from condensation, the pressure above the piston
is so much reduced that the pressure and the
velocity of the escaping water will return the
valve 16 to its seat, to remain there until a
quantity of water has again been received suffi
cient to cause the bucket to drop to its lowest
position. This will again remove the valve 9
from its seat 11, and the steam will pass through
the opening 25 in the top of the guiding pipe 7,
and through the opening in the valve seat 11 into
the chamber 12, and through the opening 13 into
the cylinder, to act on the top of the piston 14.
This piston, being of a greater area than the
valve 16, will force the latter downward in spite
of the pressure in the trap, leaving a free opening
from the inside of the trap to the atmosphere for
the escape of the water through the discharge
pipe 20, the process repeating itself indefinitely.
If at any time it is desired to bypass the water
through the trap, it may be done by turning the
threaded screw stem 24 down until it comes in
contact with the top of the piston 14 and forces
the valve 16 downward off its seat.
MOREHEAD STEAM TRAP.
The Morehead steam trap, shown in Fig. 2, is
made by the American Blower Co., of Detroit,
and may be classified under bowl traps.
The trap is made of steel to withstand any
pressure up to 125 pounds, and is usually located
about 6 feet above the water line of the boiler.

company, will be given special attention in this
article.
From the sectional view, shown in Fig. I, it
will be seen that the trap consists of an outer
casing to which the top is bolted. The inlet is
shown on the right-hand side and is provided with
a strainer to prevent, as far as possible, any for
eign matter entering the trap. The valve body,
containing the operating valves and a steam
piston, is bolted to the top, with the outlet for the
escaping water extending to the left, as repre
sented. Within the outer casing is arranged an
open-top bucket, having a slight vertical move
ment, never greater than from % to "4 of an inch.
The bucket is guided in its movement by the
guiding stem that is shown centrally secured to
its bottom, and surrounded by a guiding pipe
sleeve that extends down nearly to the bottom, its
upper end being threaded and screwed in the
valve body. The object of the vertical move
ment of the bucket is to open and close a small
steam opening, in order that a part of the steam
contained in the top of the trap shall enter the
FIG. 2. MOREHEAD RETURN TRAP.
cylinder containing the piston, and act on the
same for the purpose of forcing the large waterdischarging valve off its seat, so that the water
may escape from the inside of the bucket through The water from the condensing surfaces is forced
up to the cylindrical receiver or bowl through a
the discharging pipe.
pipe
leading to the trap, with a swing check valve
The trap as shown in the sectional view is in
close
to the latter. As soon as sufficient water
the act of discharging the water from the bucket
has entered the receiver to overcome the weight
in the direction shown by the arrows, the opera
tion being as follows : First, the water and steam' on the arm, the receiver tilts and, by means of the
from the heating system enters the trap through roller and smaller lever shown in the figure,
the strainer, inlet pipe 3, chamber 21, and opening opens the steam valve, which has a pipe connec
22, filling the space between the outer casing and tion to the dome of the boiler. The steam pres
the inner bucket, then overflowing the top of the sure is thus equalized, and the water flows by
bucket and falling into the same. As the trap is gravity into the boiler. As soon as the receiver
discharging, the bucket is in its lowest position, is empty, it tilts back to a horizontal position,
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and the same process is repeated.
A tank trap is also manufactured by the com
pany, which differs from the return trap in that
it does not return the condensation to the boiler
and will not discharge against a pressure. It is
intended merely to hold the steam in check until
it is condensed and when it tilts over discharges
the water into a drain, catch basin or some open
tank to be cooled down sufficiently to be handled
by a pump or injector. The construction and
operation is the same as the return trap, except
that it has no live steam connection.
The simplicity of these traps will be noticed
in the accompanying illustration, and also that all
the working parts are on the outside, where they
are in plain sight.
In a discussion before the monthly meeting
of a Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association, at
Chicago, the following opinions were brought out
with regard to the question of "Where is the most
desirable point to feed a boiler?" The discus
sion was opened by Mr. Henry Wratten, who ex
hibited a glass model of a horizontal Scotch
boiler, showing the effect of feeding in two dif
ferent ways.
The first method was by means of a perforated
feed pipe discharging at the top of the boiler.
By means of warmed and colored water, it was
shown that instead of the water passing down to
the bottom of the boiler it only went about half
way and then returned to the top, leaving the
bottom of the boiler cold, as the circulation was
not good.
The second method was by means of a pipe
which ran from the front of the boiler to the back
and then descended by a curved leg to the bot
tom of the shell. The water discharging at the
bottom caused a good circulation, and the bottom
of the boiler rose rapidly in temperature.
In reply to a question as to whether the ar
rangement of feed pipe shown in the model was
a practical thing, Mr. Wratten states that this feed
pipe was put in with unions so that it could be
taken out at any time. The method has been
used in boiler construction with entire success.
The water might be fed in at the bottom of the
boiler direct, but it would be about 30 degrees
colder than when fed through the long pipe from
the top, and this would cause severe strains in the
bottom plates of the boiler.
With regard to the question of a circulation
pipe outside the boiler, it was stated that a 54inch pipe, having one end connected to the steam
chamber and the other to the mud drum, increases
the circulation considerably. Some thought that
the water in the mud drum should be kept in
circulation, others, that it should be left quiet
without circulation. One member expressed the
opinion that when a boiler was fed with cold
water, there should be a steam supply pipe enter
ing the feed pipe so as to admit steam to the feed
water before it enters the boiler. The question
was debated with considerable vigor but the con
sensus of opinion seemed to be that the mud drum
should not be used as a place to generate steam
and that therefore the circulation pipe between
the mud drum and the steam space was not neces
sary, although it might add somewhat to the life
of the drum by avoiding pitting.
The Electro-Technical Review of Frankfort,
Germany, in a recent article describes a new sys
tem of telegraphing and telephoning over the
same wire. A series of experiments has been
carried on between Rome and Florence, a dis
tance of 185 miles, and the line from Turin to
Vercelli has been equipped for regular service.
It is claimed that existing systems need not be
materially changed to use the new method.
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LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
(Continued.)
GLIMPSES IN THE MACHINERY BUILDING.
Power for the Intramural Railway is fur
nished by engines located between the Westinghouse exhibit and the big engine of the Allis-

interesting illustration of how different makes of
engines can be regulated to operate successfully
in parallel and also furnish an excellent chance to
study the different types of valve gear now on the
market.
Near the Intramural plant is a Greenwald

BOOTH CF PHILIP CAREY CO.
Chalmers Co. These engines are seven in num
ber with a combined capacity of 3,500 kilowatts.
All generators are furnished by the CrockerWheeler Co. of Ampere, N. J., and are arranged
to operate in parallel. They are direct driven by
engines of various manufacture. The largest of
these generators is driven by a Buckeye, 26%
and 50x48-inch, horizontal, cross-compound en
gine, and the second largest by a Lane & Bodley
horizontal cross-compound of 600 kilowatts. The
next three in size are 500 kilowatts, one being
driven by a Murray-Corliss horizontal simple en-
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cngine driving a Wood generator, which fur
nishes current to charge the storage batteries
of the electric launches. It is interesting to note

To the south of the large Allis-Chalmers unit
is the gas engine section, where are located en
gines of a great number of makes, in sizes from
the smallest up to very considerable units. The
two largest exhibitors are Fairbanks-Morse &
Co., of Chicago, and the Otto Gas Engine Works
of Philadelphia.
In the eastern end of Machinery Hall, are
found exhibits of supplies, gages, packing and
small tools, which are of interest to the engineer,
also exhibits of pumps and of transmission ma
chinery such as pulleys and castings. Machine
tools are also found in this part of the building,
and some examples of special power plant appa
ratus such as the American screw stoker, the
Fouche air cooled condenser, the steam turbine
of the French De Laval Co., the belt conveying
system of the Robins Conveying Belt Co., and
other exhibits.
The booth of the Phillip Carey Mfg. Co.,
which is shown in one of the illustrations, is par
ticularly interesting as illustrating what uses can
be made of asbestos and magnesia materials. To
the left of the booth is shown the use of asbestos
board and of flexible cement roofing, with, in the
background, samples of the magnesia piping cov
ering which is used in the steam plant and in the
Steam and Fuel building. In the case at each
side of the entrance are shown samples of asbes
tos stone as it comes from the mine and in the
various stages through which it passes in being
manufactured into the finished product, as paint,
pipe covering, or board. In the background at
the right are shown samples of folded pipe cover
ing, packing, gaskets, and other product of inter
est to steam users. The exhibit is instructive in
the manufacture of the various products, as well
as showing what the improved and perfected
forms of the products themselves are. In the view
shown, E. H. Crabbs, manager of the New York
office, is seen at the left, Russel D. Gray in the

REEVES PULLEY AND TRANSMISSION EXHIBIT.
gine, the other two by Brown-Corliss vertical
cross-compounds. The sixth unit is of 400 kilo
watt capacity and is driven by a Harrisburg
horizontal tandem-compound with a Fleming
valve gear. The seventh unit, which at present
writing is not completed, consists of a 100-kilowatt generator driven by a water wheel operating
under 300 pounds pressure. This wheel was fur
nished by the Abner Doble Co., of San Francisco,
and the water is supplied by a great pump fur
nished by the Jeanesville Iron Works Co.
The units are thrown on and off as needed by
the requirements of the railway, and form a most

DODGE MFG. CO S. OBSERVATION TOWER.
that the engines throughout the central part of the
building are almost without exception equipped
with Monarch speed limit stops so that any varia
tion of loads on the street railway service cannot
produce runaways or other accidents.

center, and W. M. Gray, manager of the St.
Louis office, is seen behind the show case. R. D.
Gray is in charge of the booth at the Fair.
Among the striking exhibits is that of the
Reeves Pulley Co., which includes an enormous
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wooden pulley, but which is no larger than has
been furnished by the company for actual use. In
cluded in this exhibit is also a large variable feed
transmission of the well known type manufactured
by this company, but much larger than it is at all
usual to find. This exhibit is near the east end
of the gas engine section, and at the side of it is

the booth of the Dodge Manufacturing Co., of
which the entrance is composed of a half rim of
a large wood pulley, and which has a balcony
consisting of a large wood split pulley with a floor
laid on the arms and a pagoda roof erected over
all. This balcony is furnished with a writing
table and chairs for the accommodation of visi
tors.
Another interesting feature near by is an
enormous compressor made by the Continental
Iron Works of Brooklyn, N. Y. The tank is
9 feet in diameter and 42 feet 6 inches in length;
It is made of 11-16-inch plate and is designed to
carry a pressure of 125 pounds. The immensity
of the tank and the difficulty of constructing it
cannot be conveyed by words, but can only be
realized by careful inspection of the thing itself.
In this exhibit are also a pyramid of corrugated
furnaces, such as are used in the Continental
boilers and are found to give good satisfaction.
At one side of this exhibit is the fountain,
which is fed by power pumps of the Gould Steam

THE GREAT BUFFALO FAN AND ENGINES.
Pump Co. This is of the Sheaf type now so com
mon in illuminated works, and gives a very pleas
ing and cool effect to the exhibit of the company.
A remarkable exhibit near by is that of the
Sirocco fan and centrifugal pump, which is a
device operating on an entirely new principle for
blowers and pumping. The exhibit is so arranged
that a vivid contrast of the blast produced by
this type and by the ordinary fan blower is given
and also a clear demonstration of the amount of
work which can be done by the centrifugal pump
using this principle. A hand pump is arranged
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to be driven by chain gearing so that one can test
for himself the power necessary to raise a con
siderable column of water to a height of some
feet. To one who knows the labor required by
the ordinary style of pump, the illustration is
thoroughly convincing. Next to this is a re
markable exhibit by Schaeffer & Budenburg of all
sorts of steam specialties. This includes gages,
indicators, whistles, cups and valves, thermome
ters, speed indicators, water columns and almost
every conceivable device of a like nature.
Opposite is a large and interesting exhibit ol
the Buffalo Forge Co. consisting of engines, fan
blowers, forges and other machinery manufac
tured by the company. Near are also exhibits of
gages and other steam specialties by the Wal
worth Mfg. Co., the Crosby Steam Gauge Co.,
the William Powell Co., the Bashlin Valve Co.,
and others.
A little way below will be found an exhibit
of Plastic metallic packing which has features
that should commend it to the careful considera
tion of engineers. And directly beside this is an
exhibit of the Klinger Reflex water gage with the
Wiltbonco fittings which is well worthy of atten
tion.
Across the aisle will be found a most unique
display, made by the Crane Co., which has strik
ing totem poles made up of tees, crosses, 90-degree
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the correctness of gages. The company also has
an exhibit of thirteen record gages and thirteen
water glass gages in use in the boiler house.
The Sherwood Mfg. Co. has an interesting
display of Buffalo injectors, automatic and
regulating, of oil cups and cylinder oilers for
both gravity and forced feed, of Sherwood two-

EOOTH OF THE TILLEY PACKING & FLUE BRUSH MFG.
CO.
tube injectors, and last, but not least, of multiple
sight feed oilers such as were described a short
time ago in these columns. A float feed car
bureter for automobiles is also a feature of the
display.
One of the largest exhibits in the line of
steam specialties is the combined section of the
Consolidated Safety Valve Co., The Ashcroft
Mfg. Co., The Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., and the
Hancock Inspirator Co. The articles exhibited
include, of course, gages and indicators of all
sizes, Metropolitan valves and injectors, in
spirators, both positive and automatic, Hancock
inspirators and injectors, both vertical and hori
zontal, water columns, pipe stock dies, etc. Espe
cially instructive are the sectional models which

SHERWOOD MFG. CO's. EXHIBIT OF BRASS GOODS.
bends and other fittings combined with an arch of
large 90-degree pipe bends which are indeed a re
markable illustration of the facilities which this
company has for carrying out such work. The
tees run from 48 inches in size down to the very
smallest; the totem poles are made up from el
bows and tees which run from large sizes down to
1 inch. The double arch is made up of 20-inch
bends having a 10-foot radius and having at the
key of the arch a motor-driven valve illustrating
the company's recent practice. A feature which
is being shown is a renewable seat gate valve and
a similar globe valve in which, by the changing
of rings, an entirely new seat can be provided,
thus doing away with the necessity for taking
down the pipes or for regrinding the seat. In the
case of the globe valve, the seat is removable by
unscrewing a nut at the bottom of the valve which
holds it in position. Different methods of attach
ing flanges to large pipes are also illustrated and
make a most interesting display. Among the
methods shown are threading, rolling on, shrink
ing, caulking, bending over and welding.
The booth of the American Steam Gauge &
Valve Co., which is opposite, is decorated in
white and gold and contains an interesting dis
play of gage boards and separate gages, safety
valves, open and muffled locomotive pop valves,
indicators, water columns and relief valves. An
interesting feature is also the tester for proving

BOOTH CF THE A. LESCHEN & SONS CO.
are shown illustrating the action of the injectors
and inspirators.
The Roe Stephens Mfg. Co., of Detroit, shows
a number of large water works valves with special
re-enforced casings, and also a line of their regu
lar relief gate and back pressure valves, steam
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whistles and other apparatus. The valves, particu
larly shown, are the gate valves having relieving
faces which prevent jamming and wear of the seat.
At the extreme south end of the building will
be found the booth of the Pilley Packing & Flue
Brush Mfg. Co., consisting of brushes, spiral flue
cleaners, Mound tools and scrapers, wedge pack
ing and other apparatus which is of particular in
terest to the steam power plant engineer. It is

THE WESTINGHOUSE PARSONS TURBO-GENERATOR
UNIT.
of course gratifying to the company that the Pil
ley packings are giving actual demonstration of
their usefulness in the big Buckeye engine used
in the Intramural plant, in the power plant of the
Fisheries building, in that of the Sunny Brook
Distillery Co. and in a number of other plants
about the grounds. A rather unusual use also
is that in the Sellers' planer and in the pneumatic
hoist of Curtis & Co. used in the machinery sec
tion.
The Rope tower and white pagoda turret of
A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co. is a prominent fea
ture of this part of the building, and is near the
Fouche dry air condenser. A little farther to

LAIDLAW-DUNN-GORDON AIR COMPRESSOR.
the south is the revolving ball and pyramid of the
Carborundum Co. which shows the various kinds
of crystals in which carborundum is formed in
the electric furnace. The exhibit is of great in
terest and needs to be carefully explained by the
attendant in order to be fully comprehended.
One is particularly surprised to learn that this
very hard grinding material is used for all pur
poses from the finishing of porcelain dishes to the
producing of a finished surface on the finest of
suede kid gloves, that typewriter rolls and shoe
soles are ground with it, that granite slabs are
finished by it, that cut glass is made with it, and
that rice is hulled with it.
In the southeast corner and against the east
wall is installed the plant of the Robins Convey
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ing Belt Co. This illustrates the use of an in
clined belt conveyor and of a moving distributor
for dumping the material from the belt conveyor.
Two short runs and one longer one are in opera
tion, showing the speed and reliability of the
system. In connection with this exhibit is shown
also the Richardson automatic scale for weighing
of material to or from the conveyor.
This account of what may be found in the
Machinery Building is not in any way complete
and is intended only as an outline of what the
visitor will find worth while to look for.

MORGAN STEAM POWER PLANT.
BY C. P. NEWTON.
THIS plant, known as the Morgan Steam
Power plant, consists of twelve buildings,
which are rented to small manufacturers,
retail stores, offices, etc. Power is furnished
from a central plant and was formerly trans
mitted through shafting and belting from build
ing to building. In May, 1900, a contract was
made for a number of electric machines, installed
by the writer, and put in commission January 1
to March 15, 1901.
The new plant consists of one 200-kiIowatt,
220-volt, two-phase, 7,200 alternation, 62-pole gen
erator, which is shown in the accompanying figure,
direct-connected to a 20 x 42-inch Hewes D. Phil
lips Corliss engine, running at 116 revolutions per
minute. This unit is for the main power, and
through most of the year current for incandescent
lights is also taken from it.
For the auxiliary unit, a 125-kilowatt, 30-pole,
220-volt, two-phase, 7,200 alternation generator is
direct-connected to an 18 x 16-inch Ames Iron
Works engine, running at 240 revolutions per
minute. This unit is for lighting on short days
and also for an independent power unit. For
lighting at 110 volts, two 20-kilowatt regulating
coils were installed, making a three-wire sys
tem of each phase, with 110 volts on each side
of the neutral wire. Five 20-horsepower, one 30horsepower, one AO-horsepower, one 50-horsepower two 3-horsepower and one 10-horsepower
induction motors, a total of eleven, were installed
in the different buildings, one and two in each
building, belted to the line shafts, as well as a
15-horsepower motor, direct-coupled to a shunt
generator for charging batteries.
A three-panel, 2-inch marble switchboard
was furnished and arranged so that the generat
ors can be run in parallel, or either eenerator can
be run on motor and lighting load, or either gen
erator can be run on either lights or motors. The
distributing switchboard, built by the writer, is
arranged so that any motor can instantly be cut
out and each motor can separately be switched in
circuit with a 200-ampere wattmeter, so that the
work done by each motor can be indicated.
The new plant was installed and the change
made from the old mechanical transmission with
so little interruption that the tenants hardly
knew when the change was made. The new plant
has been in operation since January 1, 1901, with
out accident or shut down of any description,
minimizing the friction and being much cleaner
and simpler, besides doing away with nearly a
mile of old shafting with its worn out bearings,
and from 12 to 24-inch belts. The largest belt
now running is one 12 inches wide.
The motors are belted to line shafts in the
different buildings, which are occupied by vari
ous manufacturers. The 40-horsepower motor
runs one building 45 x 100 feet, eight stories high,
occupied wholly by the Springfield Printing and
Binding Co., which does a general jobbing, pub
lishing and book-binding business. The so-horse-

power motor runs a building 45 x 300 feet, and
six stories high, which is occupied wholly by the
Morgan Envelope division of the United States
Envelope Co., manufacturing toilet paper, en
velopes, etc.
Another building, 45 x 200 feet and six stories
high, contains machinery driven by four motors,
one of 30 horsepower, one of 20 horsepower, and
two of 3 horsepower. This building is occupied
by the executive offices of the American Writing
Paper Co. and United States Envelope Co., by a
whip manufacturing company, camera manufac
turers, printers, the Brooks Bank Note Co., jewerly manufacturers, etc. The other buildings
have each a 20-horsepower motor, and contain
various manufacturers, such as overalls, butchers'
frocks, photo-engraving, printing and binding,
wire working, box making, cutlery and grinding,

200-KILOWATT, 220-VOLT GENERATOR.

sodawater bottling, plumbing and gasfitting shops,
bicycle repair shop, and general stores, all re
quiring a small amount of power.

The object in mixing air with gasoline va
por is to obtain enough oxygen to cause com
plete combustion to take place. All oils may
be ignited and burned at the proper temperature,
if a sufficiently high temperature is produced so
that air can circulate and mix with vapor. At
certain temperatures such oils give off inflam
mable vapors, and at a higher point may be ig
nited themselves. The first temperature is called
the flash point, the second the fire point. If the
air supply is cut off, neither the vapor nor the
liquid can be ignited. Again, if too much air is
present, the mixture cannot be exploded.
In a gas engine cylinder it is necessary to
know how much air must be admitted. The most
efficient proportion of air and gas, mixed to give
good combustion, using average gasoline, is from
6 to 1 to 10 to 1, according to the weather and
engine conditions. The vapor is the chief agent
of efficiency, the conditions necessary to explo
sion being furnished by the air. Increasing the
proportion of air up to the specified limit in
creases the total efficiency.—The Automobile Re
view.
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THE ECONOMY OF THE FEED WATER
HEATER.
BY 0. S. PEDERSEN.
WITH the constantly increasing competi
tion in the manufacturing industry, the
strictest economy in the various
branches of production has become imperative.
In this connection the steam plant has not been
overlooked, and little by little the first cost of
producing the steam has grown less and less.
This result has been attained step by step, in
part by improvements in the construction of the
boiler and the engine proper, but in larger meas
ure it has been furthered by the introduction of
various auxiliary appliances, designed either to
control the production and expenditure of the live
steam without decreasing the amount of energy
secured, or to utilize what would otherwise be
the waste products of the power plant.
Among these appliances it is doubtful if there
is any that can show a better record for clear,
undisputed and easily demonstrable saving than
the feed-water heater.
The different types of heaters can be sepa
rated into two general classes, to wit : The open
heater in which the exhaust steam mingles directly
with the feed water, the condensation being pump
ed with the hot water from the heater to the boiler,
and the closed or pressure heater, in which the
water is heated through the medium of coils or
tubes. In this heater the water and exhaust steam
are kept entirely separated and the cold water is
forced through the heater, absorbing the heat
from the steam in passing, directly into the boiler.
It is the closed or pressure heater that this
article will discuss.
The saving to be effected by making use of
exhaust steam was early recognized, and the most
obvious use for it was to impart some of the
heat to the feed water before it entered the boiler.
If this could be done successfully, not only would
a large saving of fuel be made, but one of the
severest strains on the boiler and a cause of much
wear and tear, and repair bills, would be removed.
In supplying hot water the heater would prevent
the tremendous strain from unequal expansion
and contraction that cannot be avoided when feed
ing cold water to boilers.
The first heaters were designed on lines some
what similar to the boiler itself, with steel or
iron tubes rolled into steel heads, the tubes being
entirely encased into a steel shell. It was soon
found, however, that the strain which the boiler
had to stand was magnified in the heater. This
can readily be understood when it is remembered
that the heater is much smaller in size than the
boiler, while the full supply of water passes
through it, being heated by the rapidly circulating
exhaust steam at a temperature of 212 degrees F.
The tubes being rigidly fastened at both ends
could give no play for the varying expansion and
contraction and inevitable leaks soon appeared.
Saving in fuel was, of course, effected, but while
it was cheaper to repair the heater than it had
been to repair the boiler, the results were far
from satisfactory. Next was tried making the
tubes of brass or copper. These worked better,
owing to the greater elasticity of the metal, but
to a lesser degree the same trouble continued.
In 1872 the U-shaped tube, an invention of
Robert Berryman, was introduced. This tube was
bent in the middle to form a U, and both ends were
fastened into one tube sheet. This was found to
answer the purpose perfectly, as the upper end of
the tube being loose, was free to expand and con
tract to any extent according to varying tempera
ture without putting the slightest strain on the
joints where the tubes were fastened. This heater,
as originally designed by Robert Berryman, con
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sisted of a nest of U-shaped tubes expanded into a
castiron tube sheet and encased in a steel shell. A
dividing plate through the center of the tube sheet
compelled the exhaust steam to circulate through
the tubes. The water was fed in the shell near the
bottom, entirely surrounding the tubes, and was
heated as it slowly ascended and fed to the boiler
from the top. It was very successful and for a
long time the only improvements made were in
the line of mechanical design, the better distribu
tion of the weights of the iron and better finished
construction.
The tendency towards higher pressure and in
creased cost of space in the larger buildings in
the cities, which often relegated the entire plant
to a small section of the subcellar, compelled
radical changes in the heater to make it more
compact and increase its strength and durability.
Among the first firms to note these changing
conditions and to endeavor to meet them were
Benj. F. Kelley & Son, at whose works at No. 76
Fortieth street, Brooklyn, N. Y., the old style
Berryman heater had for years been made. After
a long series of experiments and tests conducted

done when the pump is running as the heater is
then under full boiler pressure, which acts as a
sweep to clean out the impurities.
As the heater is the vanguard of the entire
plant, receiving the hardest knocks and standing
the severest strain and also usually getting the
least attention, too great care cannot be taken in
the selection of the materials used in its construc
tion. In this work experience counts for more
than anything else.
An important point and one most frequently
overlooked by engineers and steam fitters is the
necessity of a safety valve. Given a leaky check
valve to the boiler—and what check valve does
not leak occasionally?—it is a common thing for
a fireman to close the globe valve between the
heater and the boiler. In starting the pump again
this is often overlooked and the pump started
without the globe valve being opened, so that
enormous pressure is immediately thrown on the
heater. Even if the pump of itself is not power
ful enough to create a pressure sufficient to cause
injury, the cold water in the heater is being
heated by steam and expanding with the heat.

under the supervision of the writer, the improved
Berryman water-tube feed water heater and puri
fier was finally adopted.
This heater retains the U-shaped tube, made
of seamless drawn brass, so successful in the old
heater, but instead of having the water contained
in one large body in the shell it was circulated
through the tubes and the steam was passed
through the shell. In this way the size of the
heater was greatly reduced, as with the water
circulating through the tubes, each tube, entirely
surrounded by exhaust steam, absorbed the heat
from the steam so much more rapidly than be
fore, that a heater considerably smaller in size
would do the same work. In this connection the
circulation of the water is important, as the more
rapid its circulation the more readily does it
absorb the heat. In this heater, the water goes
through only enough tubes at a time to equal the
area of the water inlet.
A settling chamber is inserted in the base,
tapped for a blowoff pipe, where all the impuri
ties are deposited and can be blown off at will.
Tn speaking of impurities, it is of course well
known that some, such as sulphate of lime, salts,
acids, etc., cannot be separated from the water
at the heat of the exhaust steam; but all impuri
ties that can be separated are trapped in this set
tling chamber. Blowing out should always be

This expansion will create a pressure, independent
of the pump, that nothing can withstand. A
safety valve would prevent all this, and the water
escaping from it would notify the fireman that
something was wrong, and it could be remedied
before any damage was done.
In placing a safety valve it should be located
as close to the heater as possible, preferably on
the feed water inlet pipe, and no other valve of
any kind should be between the heater and the
safety valve. In connecting it the overflow should
be led to some point where any water escaping
from it would be bound to attract the attention
of the engineer or fireman, thus notifying them
that something is wrong.
Fig. 1 shows pne method of installing the im
proved Berryman water-tube feed water heater
and purifier. It will be seen that it possesses the
merit of extreme simplicity, there being no piping
underneath. Everything is in place, and most
readily accessible.
Another style of this type of heater is also
shown, Fig. 2, in which the accessibility to the
various parts is even more complete, without dis
connecting any of the piping but the blowoff
pipe, the base can be dropped and the inside of
the tubes are open for inspection or cleaning. If
desired, the tube sheet and tubes can also be
dropped, the top head removed and access given
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to every part of the heater, all without discon
necting the main steam pipes.
It is a penny-wise and pound-foolish policy
to install a heater of smaller capacity than the
boilers. While some benefit is undoubtedly ob
tained by having a heater of any size in a plant,
the best efficiency cannot be obtained unless the
heater is of the full size of the plant. This state
of affairs is as often brought about through the
neglect of the engineer in charge to properly lay
the matter before the owner, as it is by the un
willingness of the owner to pay for the larger
size heater.
Even if the heater and boilers are properly
proportioned at the start, successive additions
to the boiler plant without changing the heater1
soon put the boiler capacity far beyond that of
the heater, and the result is a loss that in most
instances would amount in less than 2 years to
more than it would cost to make the change in
the heater. One or two instances from actual
practice, that have come under the notice of the
writer, may not be uninteresting to illustrate this
point.
A publishing house in New York City was
using an old heater only about two-thirds the
capacity of the boilers. It finally gave out and a
week or so later a suitable size heater was in
stalled. With the old heater they had been burn
ing about 5 tons of coal a day. During the time
they were without any heater they used about
SYi tons per day, showing that the heater had
been saving them something over 9 per cent of
the fuel. When the new heater was installed
only 4!^ tons per day were used, showing a total
saving of almost 18 per cent or 9 per cent over the
old heater. At $3.25 per ton for coal, which they
were paying, the saving effected will readily be
appreciated.
In another small plant using about a ton of
coal a day, a nondescript heater of apparently no
particular capacity was in use. In this plant the
change was made over Sunday so it could not
be ascertained just what saving the old heater
was effecting, but with the new heater only 5
tons were used in 6 days, a saving over the old
heater of more than 16 per cent. An examina
tion of the old heater showed that it could have
been of but little use.
This last instance is cited because it is mostly
in small plants where this fault is found. While
it is true the total saving is not so large, the per
centage is as great, and as the expense of install
ing a heater is in proportion to the size of the
plant, the saving is worth looking after fully as
carefully in a small plant as in a large one.
The saving effected by a heater is positive
in all cases, and no matter what other apparatus
is used the heater saving shows distinct, besides
increasing the efficiency of the other appliances,
one supplementing the other and the efficiency of
both being increased.
When the use of condensers became general,
it was at first supposed that it would not be
profitable to use a heater in connection with them,
the heat of the exhaust steam under the vacuum
created by the condenser being so much less than
with normal temperature at atmospheric pressure.
It was soon proved that a heater was fully as
necessary in a plant of this kind as in any other.
Under a vacuum of 26 inches, which is the usual
amount carried, the temperature of the exhaust
steam is a fraction over 124 degrees F.
By placing the heaters between the low-pres
sure cylinder of the engine and the condenser,
the feed water can be heated to within a few de
grees of this temperature. If the feed water
enters the heater at a temperature of from 50 to
60 degrees F., this means a saving of from 6 to
8 per cent of all the fuel used, which alone would
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the surplus is not sufficient for whatever purpose
it is desired.
Even when the exhaust steam is limited it is
still the best policy to pass it through the heater
first. A heater requires practically the same
amount of steam continuously, on account of the
steady supply of cold water being pumped through
it. A building or drying room, on the contrary,
once heated to the desired temperature, requires
but little additional steam to maintain it ; so that
by using a little live steam first to get the re
quired temperature, the exhaust steam leaving
the heater will generally be sufficient to maintain
it.
For heating water for bakeries, laundries,
hotels, hospitals, baths, in fact any place where
an abundance of pure hot water is necessary, and
exhaust or low-pressure live steam is available,
the feed-water heater is an ideal device. For this
work either the water-tube or steam-tube heater
may be used to advantage according to condi
tions.
Where the demand is practically uniform, the
water-tube has, of course, the same advantage
over the steam-tube heater as when used for
boiler feeding. But if large quantities of water
are wanted suddenly and intermittently, with
some time elapsing between demands, the steam
tube heater is best adapted for the service; the
shell acts as a storage tank for the hot water
until needed, when the entire contents of the
heater can be drawn off at once. A practice
much in use is to connect the heater with a large
tank. The water is passed through the heater to
the tank and from there to wherever it is to be
used. A circulating pipe is connected between the
heater and the tank so that when no water is
being drawn from the tank a circulation is auto
matically maintained between them.
The purposes for which a feed-water heater
can be used are numberless. For heating oil for
gas plants, acid for tanneries and chemical works
and many other special purposes, they have been
used with great success.
One of the latest modifications of the Berryman heater is to be found in the Berryman re
heating receiver, also made by Benj. F. Kelley &
Son, for use in connection with compound en
gines. The receiver is placed between high and
low-pressure cylinders, connected directly to each.
The steam going from one cylinder to the other
passes over a nest of U-shaped seamless-drawn
brass tubes, through which is put a current of
live steam directly from the boiler. This reheats
the steam entering the low-pressure cylinder and
FIG. 2. A CLCSED TYPE HEATER OF IMPROVED PAT
greatly increases its efficiency.
TERN.
We have discussed in this article mainly the
saving in fuel, because fuel is a concrete sub
When the capacity of the engine and boiler stance about which definite figures can be given
are approximately the same, only about 20 per and about the bills for which the "man behind the
cent of the exhaust steam will be condensed in check book" is vastly interested. The saving of
passing through the heater. So that in plants wear and tear on the boilers and their increased
where the engine consumes only a small part of efficiency and lengthened life, are fully as impor
the steam generated in the boilers, up to 20 per tant if not so easily shown in figures and would
cent or more, there is still enough exhaust steam of themselves justify the use of the feed water
to give the highest efficiency to the heaters. In heater.
other words, if the boilers develop 500-horsepower
Henry G. Morris says "the rapidly increasing
capacity, with the engine using only 100 horse
use of gas engines of high power is an evidence
power, the other 400 horsepower being used other
wise in the plant, enough exhaust steam will be of the desirability, from an economical stand
passed from the engine to heat the water for the point, of the use of gaseous fuel. As an ex
entire 500 horsepower of boilers up to from 200 to ample, it is probable that fully 20,000 tons
of coke are made per day in the beehive ovens,
210 degrees F.
The use of the exhaust steam for heating the located within a short distance from the line
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, between Altoona
building or drying rooms or for any other pur
pose is not interfered with by a feed-water heater. and Pittsburg. From this coal about 100,000,The steam being first passed through the heater, 000 cubic feet of gas is discharged into the air
can then be distributed to whatever point desired. or wasted, which, if converted into power
As in the ordinary plant, the heater condenses through gas engines, would represent 5,000,000
only 20 per cent of the exhaust steam passed horsepower-hours, or the effort of about 104 gas
through it, in very few cases will it be found that engines of 2,000 horsepower each."

be worth while. By the introduction of a second
ary heater, about half the size of the primary,
these results can be greatly bettered. The water
leaving the primary heater at a temperature of
about 124 degrees F. is fed into the secondary
heater. Into this heater is also led the exhaust
steam from all the pumps and whatever other
auxiliary steam there may be that it does not
pay to condense. In fact in plants where it was
originally intended to condense these small ex
hausts, it was found to pay better to reserve them
for heating the feed water in this second heater.
With these exhausts, the temperature of the water
is raised to very nearly and in some cases over
200 degrees F., giving practically the same heat
to the feed water than can be got in a noncondensing plant. A modern heater, such as we have de
scribed, is peculiarly adapted for use as a prim
ary heater. The exhaust steam being in the shell
of ample area, there is no possibility of any fric
tion or back pressure. The heater will if anything
help in maintaining the vacuum, as some of the
steam in passing through the heater will be con
densed and the condenser relieved by so much of
its required work.
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THE AIR LIFT.
THE air lift is a simple arrangement of pip
ing whereby water may be raised by
means of compressed air. It depends for
its action upon the difference in specific grav
ity between compressed air and water, and to
some extent upon the expansive force of the
compressed air. No valves are employed in the
air lift, except to regulate the admission of
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There are several arrangements of air and
water pipes, four of which are illustrated in
Fig. 1.
Air being admitted or forced into the water
pipe a huge bubble is formed about the orifice
of the air pipe, as shown in Fig. 2, which fills
the pipe and forms what may be called a piston
of air. The pressure of the air when escaping
from the air pipe is sufficient to slightly overbal-

it

1
FIG. I. DIFFERENT ARRANGEMENTS OF AIR AND WATER PIPES.
the air to the water pipe, and consequently
there are no parts to become deranged and
thus interefere with the operation of the pump.
The air lift is employed for raising water
and other liquids from comparatively small as
well as great depths, it being found particularly
economical in raising water from deep mines and
bored wells. It is applicable to any place where
water is to be raised and has proved highly
economical where compressed air has been used
for other purposes previous to installing the air

FIG. 2. BUBBLE AT ORIFICE OF AIR PIPE.
FIG. 3. BUBBLES IN WATER PIPE.
lift, owing principally to the low first cost of the
apparatus.
The air lift pump consists of two pipes, the
water pipe and the air pipe, the latter being the
smaller of the two. The water pipe contains a
tapped hole near the lower end, into which the air
pipe is screwed, the latter in some cases being
extended to about the middle of the water pipe,
where it is bent at right angles so as to direct
the air jet upward. In others the end of the air
pipe projects slightly beyond the wall of the
water pipe.

ance the weight of the ■ column of water in the
water pipe and a quantity of water equal to the
volume of air admitted flows out at the top.
The bubble of air immediately begins to rise
through the water and as it rises it continues to
expand, due to the constantly decreasing weight
of the column of water above it. The expansion
of the air, and the consequent increase in volume,
displaces a corresponding volume of water at the
top until finally the air reaches the outlet, where
it escapes, carrying a quantity of water in the
form of spray. The next bubble reaches the top
in the same manner, and raises a similar quan
tity of water. These air bubbles form in rapid
succession, thus dividing the column of water
in the water pipe into alternate layers of air and
water, each bubble or piston having a layer of
of water above it, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
the latter showing the complete apparatus. It
will be seen that after the column of water has
once become divided into alternate layers of air
and water, the air admitted at the bottom does
not have a solid column of water to sustain or
balance, consequently the pressure of air may be
reduced after the pump begins to work properly,
and the volume of air thus reduced accordingly,
which lessens the work of the compressor.
The pressure of air required to operate the
pump after it is once started is considerably
less than the pressure of water due to the head,
while the air pressure required to start the pump
is slightly greater than the water pressure corre
sponding to the head, and is generally equal to
the water pressure per square inch plus 5 pounds,
or air pressure = 0.433 X H + 5 where H, is the
head or height in feet of the column of water in
the water pipe measured from the point where
the air pipe enters the water pipe.
The successful operation of the air lift de
pends principally upon two things, viz., the ratio
of depth of submersion to the total lift, and the
ratio of the area of the air pipe to the area of
the water pipe. The best efficiency, all things
considered, is generally obtained when the ratio
of depth of submersion to total lift is 0.65, and
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when the ratio of the area of air to water pipe
is about 0.16, in other words the submerged por
tion of the water pipe should represent 65 per cent
of the total length, and the area of the air pipe
should be 16 per cent of the area of the water
pipe. These ratios are not adhered to in all
cases and apparently without affecting the ef
ficiency of the apparatus, which is probably due
to differences in friction and of air pressure,
temperature of water and to the condition of the
water as regards purity. When the depth of
submersion is increased beyond about 85 per cent
the pressure must be raised and the consumption
of air and consequently the volume of free air
required per cubic foot of water raised is in
creased. When the depth of submersion is con
siderably decreased, that is, below 65 per cent,
the air bubbles or pistons of air form irregularly
and are of varying size, many working up through
the water without causing a proper discharge of
water, so that the volume of air required per
cubic foot of water discharged is again increased.
The more economical range, therefore, when con
sidering depths of submersion, lies between 55
and 80 per cent and in the majority of cases
it is not necessary to exceed these values.
The depth of submersion referred to is the
average depth measured from the water level be
fore pumping and when the water has lowered as
far as it will go.
The ratio of the area of air to water pipe pre
viously given, viz., 0.16, should be adhered to re
gardless of the arrangement of the water and air
pipes, as shown in Fig. I. The air pipe should

FIG. 4. COMPLETE AIR LIFT PUMP.
be so proportioned that the velocity of the air
will not exceed 4,000 feet per minute. When the
air pipe is placed inside the water pipe, the area
of the air pipe may first be determined, then the
required size of the water pipe may be found by
means of the formula :
/ 6.24 + P
Diani. ins. =
0.7854
in which p and P— the actual areas in square
inches of the air and water pipes, respectively.
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The various water levels may readily be in
dicated, and measured, by means of a float and
stout cord. If the cord be run over a pulley
3 13-16 inches in diameter, and the float be low
ered from the level of the ground, the depth to
the water level in feet will be indicated by the
number of revolutions made by the wheel while
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charge and the approximate volume of air we
have:
16.824 A
Lift in feet =
C
A = the number of cubic feet of free air per min
ute.
The efficiency of the air lift, as previously
stated, varies with the ratio of depth of sub
mersion to total lift, the efficiency generally in
creasing with increased submersion up to approxi
mately 85 per cent of the total lift, while the
efficiency decreases slowly below 65 per cent until
the submersion reaches about 55 per cent of the
total lift. The capacity in cubic feet per minute
for varying depths of submersion between these
limits may be found by means of the formula:
8.24 A D
Cubic feet =
Zl
in which D = the depth of submersion in feet
It is not practicable under ordinary conditions
to attempt to raise water by means of the air lift
to heights exceeding 180 to 200 feet above the
lowest water level, nor to attempt to carry the
discharge pipe horizontally to a greater distance
than 700 or 800 feet. When greater horizontal dis
tances must be covered by the discharge it is bet
ter to carry the pipe on an incline from the
well or reservoir to the point of discharge.
When it becomes necessary to raise water to
heights exceeding, say, 175 or 180 feet above the
level in the well or reservoir it will be found
more economical, all things considered, to put
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than that due to the head, the pressure being
merely sufficient to maintain a certain level in the
discharge pipe, as for instance, at B, the water
being raised the remainder of the distance by the
air lift A jet of air is admitted at C, the prin
ciple of operation between this point and the
discharge being identical to that in the air lift.

FIG. 7. WHEELER SYSTEM OF AIR LIFT.
The pump tank or cylinder is submreged the
same as other direct pressure displacement
pumps.
FIG. 5. TWO-STAGE AIR LIFT.

the float is descending. By counting the revolu
tions as the water level is lowered by the pump,
the difference in levels may be similarly ob
tained.
When the depth of submersion at starting is
considerably greater than that previously referred
to, viz., 85 per cent of the total height of pump,
the air pipe should enter the water pipe from 30
to 36 inches from the bottom of the water pipe
to facilitate starting.
The volume of air required to raise I cubic
foot of water by means of the air lift varies
from 3.9 cubic feet as the minimum to 4.5 cubic
feet as the maximum, giving a mean of 4.2 cubic
feet of free air per cubic foot of water. This, how
ever, is a general statement and only applies to
air lifts properly proportioned and working under
favorable conditions. The volume of air re
quired per minute to raise a given volume of
water in the same length of time may be found
by means of the formula :
LC
Cubic feet air =
16.824
in which L=the lift in feet above surface of
water, C, the number of cubic feet of water to
be raised per minute.
Transposing the symbols in the foregoing
formula we have for the capacity of the air lift
expressed in cubic feet per minute:
16.824 A
Cubic feet water =
L
and for the lift corresponding to a given dis

FIG. 6. A NUMBER OF SHORT LIFTS.
in a second lift pump something on the plan
of Fig. s, and where the air lift is to be
employed in shallow reservoirs or shafts a num
ber of short lifts arranged similarly to that
shown in Fig. 6 may be employed. In the latter
case, each lift should be correctly proportioned
with reference to submersion and the lift above
the water level.
When sufficient depth of submersion cannot
be obtained to properly operate the air lift, the
apparatus or pump illustrated in Fig. 7 can be
used to good advantage. This arrangement is
known as the Wheeler system. The pump has
two displacement chambers, A, which work al
ternately. The air is used at a lower pressure

CARE OF BELTS.
The belts in a plant are one of the most costly
and perishable of the minor parts of the equip
ment, and, in fact, where large belts are used,
they can hardly be classed with minor details.
Many engineers go on the principle that so
long as a belt runs smoothly and does not slip,
it needs no attention, and that it makes no dif
ference whether it is kept pliable and clean or
not. Nothing can be further from the truth. A
belt which is allowed to become stiff and hard
and to accumulate a coating of oil and dust grad
ually develops surface cracks into which the oil
penetrates, carrying dirt with it and starting a
process of rotting, which is increasingly rapid
as time goes on. Belts should be kept clean and
should have a dressing applied sufficiently often
so that they will be kept pliable and will bend
around the pulleys without cracking. It is a
good plan to give them a light coat of a good
dressing once a day. This allows the dressing
to wear well into the belt and reduces the time
needed for giving a belt good care, since it takes
but a few moments to apply a light coat, while
if the belt is left until a heavy dose is needed, it
takes a good while to work into the leather prop
erly. It is important that the dressing should be
carefully chosen, to keep the belt pliable and to
avoid injurious substances.
The practice of tightening a belt every time
it begins to slip is to be condemned. This may
be necessary while the belt is new, but after the
initial stretch is taken out, there is no reason
why a belt should not run for long periods with
out having the tension increased, if it is kept
in the proper condition.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a suggestion or tells of an
experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketchesfor illustrations are desired when possible. These need not be skillfully
drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of
statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department. We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
WHICH METHOD IS PREFERABLE?
Editor The Engineer :
It seems to be the prevailing practice these
days to use high speed engines to drive paper
making machinery. The claim, aside from that of
closer regulation, is that the exhaust in most
cases is sufficient to dry the paper.
Our machines are 126 inches wide running
on news paper stock at the rate of 440 feet per
minute. These require from No. I engine, 276.6
horsepower, and the only addition to the regu
lar apparatus is a 3-foot centrifugal pump making
400 revolutions per minute under 13 pounds pres
sure on the suction side and working against
45 pounds pressure. No 2 engine develops 298
horsepower, but in addition to the load that No.
1 carries, has a 4-foot Sturtevant fan making 500

ions on the indicator diagrams, and if there are
signs of a leaky valve, how can I make it tight?
Madison, Maine.
Geo. Witham, Jr.
LOW WATER AND BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
Editor The Engineer:
While looking over the back numbers of The
Engineer, I noticed a question as to whether a
boiler of the horizontal, return-tubular type
would blow up if the water all gets out when a
good fire is under it and the pump is then
started up. Having a little experience in that
line, I will relate it.
I went before the United States inspector
of steam vessels for a first assistant engineer's
license, to run on river steamers, some 12 years

FIG. I. DIAGRAMS FROM ENGINE NO. I.
revolutions per minute. The valves on these en
gines are of the solid piston type admitting
steam on the inside or between the pistons.
The first year these engines were run the 8inch exhaust valve from the engine was left wide
open, and in addition to this it was necessary
to open a 2-inch valve two or three turns, thus
admitting live steam from the boilers.
A 4-inch straightway valve, which is used as
a relief valve on the outlet of the dryers, was
left open about four turns, while the back pres
sure near the engine varied on an average of
from 4 to S pounds. The 4-inch relief line from
the dryers was carried about 200 feet into a
Cochrane open heater.
At that time these conditions were necessary
in order to dry the paper in a satisfactory man
ner. At the present time the engines show a
steam distribution as per accompanying diagrams,
but instead of having the 8-inch valve wide open
it has to be kept about half closed, which neces
sarily brings our back pressure up to 15 pounds.
This pressure is required to force the steam
out of our atmospheric exhaust valve. We also
have the 4-inch relief valve open about twelve
turns instead of four, and the conditions are
such that we do not have to use any live steam,
but our back pressure varies on an average of
from 13 to 15 pounds instead of from 4 to 5
pounds as it did previously.
Will some of the readers please tell me which
is the most economical way to dry paper, viz..
the former method referred to or the present
method? I should also like to have their opin-

As it happened, the pump, which was in the
engine room, was not running fast enough to
supply the boiler. Well, I never woke up until
the fireman woke me, when he opened the en
gine room door and said there was something
wrong with the boiler. I went out to see. Now
we used a float in the boiler, which was con
nected to a hand on a face like a clock, for a
water gage. I looked at the water gage as I
went out, and I saw that the needle or hand
was down to 6 o'clock, as we used to say, which
indicated that the water was at least below the
top of the flues. Well, I just went back and
speeded my pump up, for I knew that it was
the fusible plug in the shell that had let go.
After that I went out and opened the fire doors
and, sure enough, the fusible plug had melted

FIG. 2. DIAGRAMS FROM ENGINE NO. 2.

ago, and I remember well that a question he
asked me was, "What will cause a boiler to ex
plode?" I told him, "Too high a pressure or
allowing the water to get low in the boiler." He
called me down and said there was no question
in his mind but that the only cause from which
a boiler would explode was too high pressure.
He cited an instance at the water-works where
the' boiler became dry and the fireman started
the pump, then ran and got behind a tree and
did not go near the boiler for half an hour.
The inspector said that the next day the super
intendent came and asked him, since he was a
boiler inspector, to look at the boiler and advise
him what to do. He examined the boiler and
advised him to replace several of the old sheets
with new ones, as they were all warped and
buckled.
When I first started out on a steamboat, I
took charge of her as chief engineer—she was a
one-boiler boat, 42 inches in diameter and 28
feet long, with six flues. The captain of the
boat owned her, and had a son who was a pilot
as well as himself. She ran with a single crew,
that is, one engineer and one fireman, and some
times we would run all day and all night. We
were going up the Missouri river with two
barges, and as he was in a hurry to get up
and back with the barges, I stood watch all
one day, all that night and all the next day.
It was in the fall and chilly and I was dead
on my feet ; I sat down and had hardly more
than hit the chair when I was sound asleep,
and, as the fellows say, "dead to the world."

out. I shut the throttle-valve very slowly and
let the boat drift down the river, as she drifted
into the bank, I had the fireman pull out all the
fire while I kept the pump going as long as
there was steam enough to run it.
After the steam was all out, I took up a
tile near where the fusible plug was and drove
a round file in the plug where the metal had
melted out, broke it off, replaced the tile, pumped
the boiler up by hand and raised steam. Well,
two sheets had bulged out about 3 inches and
had sprung the calking, so that when steam
began to come, she began to leak all around the
seams and the negro who was firing almost
almost turned white and did not want to fire.
I said, "Nigger, you do as I say; you go ahead
and fire." I knew that when I got the pressure
up to 150, she would stop leaking some. Well,
it never did stop leaking entirely until we laid
up.
That night I took a lot of hemp rope, cut
it up fine, mixed it up with a lot of corn meal
and pumped it in the boiler, and then I got
up in the night when the fire was low and all
the seams that leaked that I could get at by rais
ing the tile I calked. The next day she was
as tight as a drum and that boiler is in use
today.
I saw a two-boiler boat that had blown up,
as they claimed, from no water in the boiler.
They had cleaned out the boilers and pumped
in water until it came up to the manhole plate
which was in the head of the boiler just above
the flues. They put the man head in and
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started a fire. The blowoff valve was leaking,
so the fireman told me afterwards, and he no
ticed that the water was low. He called the
engineer's attention to it. When there was 120
pounds on the boilers the engineer who had
been drinking, started the pump and they said
she did not make half a dozen revolutions before
the boilers blew up.
When I saw the boilers afterwards two sheets
were torn right out of the top of the boilers.
One of the safety valve weights went through
the bottom of the boat and sunk her; at least,
they claimed it was the safety valve weight,
though they never did see or hear of the two
sheets that were torn from the boilers, and
they often laugh about it yet. Two fellows
who were blown up in the air got into an ar
gument about who went up the higher. One
said, "I went up as high as the top of the smoke
stacks." "Well," the other fellow said, "I went
up so high I could see down the smoke stacks."
But the smoke stacks had been blown off.
I saw a locomotive fire-box boiler that had
got dry on a green fireman in the night when the
boat was laid up at the landing. He started
the pump and the crown sheet was blown down,
breaking every stay bolt in it. Then again, I
knew of a case where the water had been let
out of two Scotch marine boilers to cool off so
they could clean them the next day. The fire
man put a fire in them and it cost $2,000 to re
pair them. They were badly buckled and
bulged.
I have read in books that a boiler would
not blow up from low water, but I would not
care to try it. Let me know the boiler and
give me ample supply of water and I'll risk
some high pressure in preference to letting the
water get out of the boiler and then starting the
pump.
A Young Engineer.
THE CAUSE OF JOB JONES' TROUBLE.
Editor The Engineer:
I note in your issue of June 15, Job Jones
wishes some information relative to his 24x48
Lane & Bodley engine. I wish to state that, if he
will take the follower off the piston instead of
taking the piston and rod out of the cylinder, he
will find his difficulty. The adjusting screws on
the piston are not up against the bull ring, thus
allowing steam to throw the bull ring up and
down in the cylinder and causing the thump at
each end of the stroke.
The reason for these screws working loose is
possibly that his machinist prefers centralizing
the bull ring with reference to the piston rod
when the piston is out of the cylinder. This oft
entimes results in the rod being low in the cylin
der due to the wear on the bull ring. The parts
thus being out of line causes undue strain on the
adjusting screws, and the consequence is they
work loose. Keep the piston rod in the center of
the cylinder and there will be no more trouble.
Jno. Jones.

CURING A TROUBLESOME RECEIVER.
Editor The Engineer :
Here is a receiver for returns which I had a
lot of trouble with before I changed the piping.
A is the cold water, B the hot water, and C the
overflow pipe or relief valve. D is the return
pipe, E the receiver, and F the suction pipe lead
ing to the pump. Pipe G leads to the sewer, and
/ is a check valve.
Before I changed the piping the returns would
come back with a rush, and when the water filled
the receiver it would fill the return pipe, D, as
far as the first trap, which was about 75 feet from
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the receiver, and thus the water would have to
go up into the overflow pipe, C, which rose 7
feet above the receiver. The first thing I did was
to cut the overflow down to a valve and swivel.
Then I put in the swing check. This worked a
little better, for as soon as the receiver filled the
water would come out of overflow, but the rush
of the returns did not stop. So when I had a
chance I took a look inside the receiver and found
all the pipes flush with the sides. Then I made
the changes indicated by the dotted lines.
The reason I put the suction pipe half way
into the receiver was to avoid getting any scale
or dirt into the pump valves. The return pipe
I put half way in also so that whatever steam
might be returned would be condensed, as the

ARRANGEMENT OF PIPING AT RECEIVER.
receiver is kept three-fourths full at all times.
Now I have no more trouble, and have had none
since I made the changes.
Cambridge, Mass.
Edward.
BOILER ROOM HINTS.
Editor the Engineer:
While on a recent visit to a neighboring boiler
room I was told that upon one occasion a fireman
had a good fire under one of the boilers, but found
that it was not making steam as fast as the
others. The return trap started to work, driving
the water in the water column above the top of
the gage glass. The fireman, however, was fa
miliar with the action of the trap and knew
he did not have too much water. The chief en
gineer happened to come in, and, seeing the
water above the top of the glass, ordered the
fireman, to blow down the boiler. He, of course,
would not listen to the fireman's explanation of
the case, and there was nothing for the fireman
to do but to obey orders, which, in the end, cost
the owners over $100 for repairs. The fireman
opened the blow-off cock while the chief looked
on, but the water did not come down in the
glass. Finally the fireman looked into the fur
nace, and informed the chief that the boiler was
leaking. Then he started to pull out the fires.
After allowing the boiler to cool, and show
ing the chief where he was wrong, the fire
man closed the valve to the return trap. No
sooner had the valve been closed than no water
could be found, so the feed valve was opened
and water run into the boiler, with the result
that the seam in the firebox together with
four rows of tubes leaked badly. It was due
to the quick work of the fireman that the boiler
was not burned. Had it been left to the skill
of the chief engineer, I hardly think there would
have been much of the boiler left by the time he
found out what was wrong. There are cases
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where the engineer and fireman ought to swap
jobs for the benefit of the firm.
This puts me in mind of a remark I once
heard while on a railroad train. The valve stem
broke on a certain locomotive engine. The en
gineer got down to repair it, but he appeared
to be at a loss to know what to do, so he left
the job for his fireman, who went to work in a
mechanical sort of way and disconnected the
disabled side, blocked the crosshead and valve
so they could not move, and then started the
engine for the repair shop, running with
one side and taking the full train with him.
An Irishman sitting near made the witty re
mark: "Bejabers, the right man is on the wrong
seat."
Going back to stop valves on boilers they
should be turned so that when closed the disk will
been turned so that when closed the disk would
close against the pressure in the boiler to which it
is connected and not against the pressure in
the steam line. As for the return steam trap, it
should have an independent connection in order
to work well, and be connected where it can
not cause the trouble this one did. Referring
to the safety valves, they should be turned with
the backs to the stop valves so that, in case of a
broken spring or other derangement, a person can
close the stop valve without having his face and
hands parboiled.
One other bad feature I noticed in this
boiler room, and which showed poor judgment
as regards the boiler settings. V\ e all know
that it is not very pleasant to paddle around all
day in water, provided there is any way to
get rid of the water. We may rest assured
that the firemen will get it out of the way
regardless of where it goes to, and that was the
case in this boiler room. The ash pits were 2
inches below the fireroom floor, and as a result
they were constantly full of water. It is bad
enough to have dry ashes under the boilers, par
ticularly vertical boilers, but when the ashes
are wet they begin the work of destruction to
the lower part or waterlegs of the boiler.
In the latter case we first notice a brownish
scale and after removing the scale and brushing
the iron clean, we find it more or less pitted.
The rivet heads are also partly eaten away, thus
weakening the boiler and making work for the
boilermaker that could be avoided had proper
precautions been taken. I have had jobs on
boilers of the vertical type where the shell just
above the bottom measured %i inch thick. Below
the head or what is commonly known as the
"over-hang" the plate was wasted away to such
extent that I could bend it with my fingers,
while in other parts where the ashes were dry
the sheet was injured but very little.
Had these boilers been set up above the fireroom floor, they could have been kept dry and
the damage done by wet ashes avoided. Too
much care cannot be taken with a boiler when
we have any idea of running a steam plant in
the interests of the employer.
Still another curious thing I found was that
one boiler had a 4-inch safety valve, another had
a 4^-inch valve, although all the boilers had
the same amount of grate and heating surface.
Taking the plant as a whole, it. put me in
mind of a place designed for experiment instead
of a plant where economy was supposed to be of
importance.
Next to this reckless way of installing a
steam plant come the minor losses of steam
seen in nearly all plants. There is not one
of the minor losses in and about the engine room
that, when expressed in dollars and cents, will
reach as large a figure as that of waste steam.
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When we remember that very much more than
one-half of the total horsepower of steam en
gines and boilers in the world is developed by
the stationary varieties and that the greater num
ber of these are located in cities, we are forcibly
impressed with the great importance of the
steam engine.
There are tried and trustworthy machines on
the market, and there is no need of waiting for
some new device to be invented. There are
many contrivances that when properly applied
will make an enormous saving in coal consump
tion. Among others is the item of pipe cover
ing. Every steam pipe in the plant should be
covered, whether the plant be small or large,
and not alone the steam pipes, but also the
steam drum of the boiler, the engine cylinder
and the feed-water heater. We should not imag
ine for a moment that, because we have a small
plant with one engine and a single boiler, we
are not losing by condensation. The fact is we
suffer to a much greater extent than those who
run large batteries of boilers and several en
gines.
For instance, take a boiler 48 inches diamerter, with a 4-inch main. If the main be un
protected it will waste by condensation almost
as much steam as a battery of large boilers
with an 8-inch unprotected main. If the 4-inch
pipe causes a loss of 200 pounds of coal a day,
the 8-inch pipe will waste about 400 pounds or
about twice as much although it is conducting
trom four to six times as much steam and there
fore is delivering from four to six times as much
power.
It is very true that the smaller the plant the
greater is the proportional loss. The diameters
and hence the condensing surfaces of small
mains are not proportional to those of large
pipes, but are much greater when comparing the
work done. From 5 to 25 per cent of the
coal can be saved by proper insulation of pipes.
Look out for the small pipes. If we run a bat
tery of ten boilers with a 12-inch main, and
perhaps a large engine, say, 100 feet distant, we
would lose by condensation in an ordinary un
covered pipe from 400 to 500 pounds of coal
daily. But if we divide the 12-inch main into
twelve or fifteen 3-inch unprotected mains, and
run them around indiscriminately within a ra
dius of 75 or 100 feet, we can easily waste from
500 to 2,500 pounds of coal daily.
M. W. Campbell.

SOME PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer:
Here are some questions asked by an exam
iner, which may interest some of the readers of
your interesting paper:
1. What horsepower would be required to
force 500 cubic feet of water per minute against
100 pounds pressure, with a 25-foot lift?
2. What pressure would be allowed on a
boiler made of j4-inch plate, 50,000 pounds tensile
strength, 42 inches in diameter, single riveted,
using 4 as a factor of safety?
3. In case a serious leak occurred in the feed
pipe between the boiler and pump, and you wished
to continue running, what would you do?
4. What causes the tubes in a water tube
boiler to bag, when not properly cleaned?
5. If your pump had been running and you
stopped it for 5 minutes, and upon starting it,
it refused to throw water, what would you do?
6. How would you increase the speed of a
plain slide valve throttling engine?
7. How would you increase the power of an
engine?
W. L. Walker.
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FEED WATER PIPING.
Editor The Engineer :
I am a reader of The Engineer, and am very
much interested in the articles written by en
gineers of experience. While reading the May
15 number of The Engineer, I came to a letter
written by Mr. John H. Ryan, Jr., entitled Prob
lems in Feed Water Piping. In this letter he
asks for the opinions of other engineers as to
how they would arrange the piping of a plant
that consists of a boiler, pump, injector and
heater. As I am a young man in the business,
and looking for all the information I can get,
I will endeavor to explain my way of piping the
two plants he represented in Figs. 1 and 2, of
May 15. Although the floor plan might have
something to do with the convenience of the
work, he says nothing of that. So I will take
the first plant and use my judgment as to piping
it ready for duty.
I find we have a horizontal tubular boiler,
one feed pump, injector and a heater. The wa-

can use either pump, injector, or heater, or we
can abandon the use of them all. Further, I
think there is no valve out of place in this
piping; that is to be on the safe side in case
anything should happen. Neither does it take
up an acre of floor space. Also, when taking
the water from city mains, I would put in a
water meter, as shown in Fig. I. By the use
of it the company knows what it is getting, and
at the same time the engineer knows just how
much water it is taking to furnish the steam
for the plant.
As to the second plant: I find a water-tube
boiler, heater, two feed pumps, and a well from
which to get our water supply; also an overhead
tank for emergencies. To pipe this small plant
so that everything will be handy, arrange the
piping as in Fig. 2, which makes possible the
use of either pump, or both at the same time,
just as desired. By closing valve and opening
valve 2, I am able to get my water from the
supply tank overhear', and by opening valve 4
I put water into the supply tank. The supply
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FIG. I. PLAN OF BOILER ROOM IN FIRST PLANT.
ter is to be supplied by the city water works.
Of course the pressure in the city mains is above
our boiler pressure, so we can feed the boiler
direct from them without the use of pump or in
jector. However, we may wish to use the pump
or injector at times, therefore we will pipe the
plant so that we can use pump, injector or heater
alone. Now I will show you my way of doing
it: It can be plainly seen in Fig. I, which gives
a plan of the boiler room. Now, should we wish
to feed boiler by city pressure, just close valve
2, and open valve 1. If we wish to use the
heater, close valve 1 and open valve 3. Should
we wish to use the pump, we open valves 4, 5,
and 6, and close valve 3. After the pump is on
we wish to put the injector into use, so we
open valves 7 and 8. Now we have the pump,
injector and heater in line. Should we wish to
cut out the heater for some cause or other, just
open valve p, and close valve 4.
I find by piping the plant in this manner we

tank can be filled with water while feeding the
boiler. I see no reason why this arrangement
should not work successfully. Besides, it takes
but very little pipe and floor space to pipe the
plant in this manner.
After all, we can change the piping into al
most any shape in any plant, and it will work
with success as long as everything is kept up well.
But if we let anything go down in any plant,
sooner or later we will have a shutdown till we
can remedy the trouble. This is why every en
gineer should look ahead, hunt out all of the
little faults . in his plant, then remedy them as
soon as possible. And I am sure he can go
home in the evening without having to scratch
his head and say, "Well, I have to go back to
the plant to do some work ; and I will be .home
in about three hours."
Now I will give a little of my experience
while employed as chief engineer in a plant that
consisted of four horizontal tubular boilers, three
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New York triplex power pumps, one Webster
vacuum heater, one 22 x 48-inch Corliss engine,
one 18 x 36-inch automatic engine, and one Dean
Bros, jet condenser. The plant was piped cor
rectly, but there came a leak from the pipe lead
ing from boiler to water column, but I could

FIG. 2. PLAN OF BOILER ROOM IN SECOND PLANT.
not say just what was the cause of it, nor how
bad it was, for the pipe was as shown in Fig. 3.
It is seen that part of the pipe is bricked in.
But when the leak was noticed I told my fire
man to put on the other boiler, and cut that one
out. When it cooled down I had the smoke
up-take cleaned, and then discovered that there
were no unions to disconnect the water col
umn; it was put there to stay, so I got my hack
saw, cut the pipe in two, put on my pipe wrench,
and after a slight pull, off came the pipe, and it
was found to be three-fourths broken off at the
ell, as marked in Fig. 3. When I put the col
umn up again I put in unions. The best of it
was every one just took its turn in leaking until
they were all repaired. This breaking off of the
pipes was caused by the settling of the boilers;
at least that is what I thought
There was one nice thing about the plant and
that was the feed supply and piping. The con
denser had a hot well 2x6 feet, and a triplex
pump took water from this hot well to a Web
ster heater. Another triplex pump took water
from the heater and put it into the boilers. The
piping was so arranged that we could use either
water direct from the hot well to the boilers,
or, in case the condenser broke down, simply
closing one valve and opening another, gave
water from a drilled well and we could use,
in this case, both pumps and heater, or just one
pump, or one pump and heater. In fact, it was
the best arranged plant I have ever seen for
feeding the boilers. But there was one thing

FIG. 3. CAUSE OF LEAK.
which I claimed to be wrong, and that was the
condenser suction. This was 8 inches for a hori
zontal distance of 12 feet with an ell pointing
down. Here it was reduced to a 6-inch pipe,
and there was trouble in getting injection water
at times, especially when the dry season was on.
But the plant, as a whole, was nicely arranged,
and was very handy.
L. A. C.
Milwaukee, Wis.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE IN THIS CASE?
Editor The Engineer:
The accompanying diagram was taken from
a Buckeye engine, making 215 revolutions per
minute. The cylinder is 14% inches diameter and
16 inches stroke. I have seen a number of dia
grams recently from Buckeye engines, and I
thought it would do no harm to have another
one. I would like to know what the boys think
of the performance of this engine, judging, of
course, by the diagrams. The engine is running
non-condensing.
Buckeye.
BOILER REPAIRING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.
Editor The Engineer:
In the southern end of the Mogollon moun
tains, near the dividing line of New Mexico and
Arizona, are the ruins of a once prosperous mining
camp which along in the early 8o's consisted of
at last a thousand hard-fisted miners and almost
half that number of tin-horn gamblers, bums and
female rustlers common to a prosperous mining
camp. The Carlisle Mining & Milling Co., from
which the camp was named, had erected a halfmillion-dollar concentrating and amalgamating
plant near the large three-compartment main shaft
of the mine. The product of the mine was sil-

to work at this place again in 1893 for the Hidalgo
Mining Co., of Parral, Mexico, which had pur
chased the "Jim Crow" mine, about four miles
below the Carlisle, there were two white men in
the town of Carlisle, and one of these was killed
a year later at a game of euchre.
Bob Short, the agent for the Hidalgo com
pany, decided that, as he needed a boiler, he
would use the one at the dump and, as it needed
repairing, "Old Jack" McGone, the boiler maker,
as he called himself, was brought out from Silver
City, 60 miles away, to do the job at $7.00 per
day and board, while I was helper, at considerable
less per day, and board' myself. On examining
the boiler we found a single crack on each side
the fire box 4 or 5 inches long running parallel
to and about 6 inches above the grates. The
sheets had buckled enough to draw off the
heads of three or four stay bolts on each side
the fire box. Why that boiler had not bucked
clear out of the gulch and deposited itself in small
fragments among the cactus plants on the sur
rounding hills is a thing I do not understand,
for the tubes had leaked at the sheets, in addition
to its other infirmities. Old Jack concluded to
cut out a piece on each side of the firebox where
the sheets had cracked, put in new stay bolts
where the others were out, and put on a patch.
Another thing about that boiler I do not under-
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ver, which had never dropped below 84 cents
per ounce; old Dad Bilson's dance hall was run
ning full blast; money was won and lost regu
larly over the gaming tables; the "Monte Cristo
el Ore') and other saloons were turning out a
goodly number of drunks each shift; men died
with their boots on in surprising regularity, and,
taken altogether, Carlisle was considered a "sure
'nough lively camp." Whisky, beer, mescal, tekela, pulke and "ague de ente" could be had by
the glass, pint, gallon or hogshead, but water—
water was as scarce as the proverbial hen's teeth.
Had water been as plentiful there as it is a hun
dred miles or so to the south, the Carlisle com
pany would not have pumped back from the foot
of the dump the mineral solution from the mine
after its passage through the mill, to be used
again in the boilers and reduction plant. As the
distance to the foot of the dump, where it was
necessary to place the pump for this purpose,
was several hundred yards, and as the four large
boilers of the mill were already overloaded, it
was decided to place a boiler near the pump to
supply steam for it alone. Accordingly, a boiler
of the locomotive type was procured from the
East, probably Ft. Scott, Kan., and it is of this
boiler that I desire to write.
Things went along all right until about 1887,
when water was struck in abundance on the
lower level. Sixty thousand dollars' worth of
pumping machinery was placed in the mine and
boilers were installed on the surface to operate
it, but more water and less ore was found; the
mine flooded, the pumps were under 200 ft. of
water, and the company concluded the cheapest
way was to let them stay there. Some of the
boilers and mill machinery were hauled away,
but among the things left to rust and decay was
the boiler at the foot of the dump. When I went

stand: The water space or legs on each side of
the fire box were solid masses of scale or, more
properly speaking in this case, solid rock ; yet the
sheets next the fire, although cracked, were not
even scorched.
If my memory serves me correctly at this late
date, the boiler was built of }i-'m iron. The ex
treme bottom of the legs and underneath the ash
pan were practically clear. The tubes had leaked
badly at both ends as already stated, so Old Jack
said we would take them all out. They were
not scaled so badly but that we removed them
through the back tube sheet, which is always
reamed a little larger than the tubes. If this
boiler had been where material could be obtained
in a few hours it would have simplified matters
considerably. The only thing to do in this case
was to use what we had on hand, or what could
be found; sending a thousand or fifteen hun
dred miles for material was out of the ques
tion. It was a common thing in those days for
a reduction plant or hoisting machine to he shut
down three or four weeks, with all hands idle,
waiting for a piece of machinery to come from
Chicago or Kansas City to replace a broken part.
We had no new tubes or even second-hand
ones to replace those taken out, but, in hunting
over the old Carlisle plant, we had found a lot
of pieces of new tubing, about a foot long, and,
fortunately, of the size required; so, by squaring
up the ends of the tubes taken out and welding on
the new pieces we had tubes long enough to put
back. That job of cutting off the ends of those
old tubes and welding on the new pieces in the
blazing sun is so firmly impressed on my mind
that I even now seem to see that old hand cutter
going slowly around the pipe. After an age, as
it seemed to me, of heating and hammering,
sweating and swearing, we finished the welding,
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then cut the tubes to the proper length and set
them on end in wet wood ashes to anneal, as we
had nothing else to use for the purpose.
All our blacksmithing thus far had been done
at the old roofless blacksmith shop, but, after
cutting out of boiler iron, found on the premises,
the pieces needed for patches, and drilling the
holes for the rivets, we moved the forge and
anvil down to the boiler for heating rivets, etc.
We had previously cut a hole on each side of the
fire door through which to insert a bar for
cleaning out the scale, which could not be reached
through the opening made by the pieces cut out
for patching. Those two holes we afterward
stopped by plugs. It was no small job to drill
the holes for the patch with a ratchet drill in a
small fire box, but it was accomplished after a
time. The passage of time did not worry Old
Jack, however; he was in no hurry, for he did
not have a seven-dollars-a-day job very often.
The rivets were headed on the inside by a bar
passed through the openings made at the front
and held sidewise against the rivets. As I could
not see the rivets, I did not always have the bar
on the head when Jack struck it, and at such
times the gulch resounded with Jack's expressive
ly profane language. Almost all the stay bolts
had to be taken out and replaced by new ones.
In doing this a threaded bolt was screwed into
and through the outside sheet until it passed
through the inside sheet; it was then cut off,
allowing it to project about one-fourth of an
inch on each side so that it might be riveted down
cold.
We had a little soft coal to begin with, but
this soon gave out, making it necessary for us
to burn a charcoal pit. This work we were famil
iar with, as we had often seen the Mexicans do it,
and they are adepts at the operation. We cut
about a cord of wood and piled it up in a com
pact heap tapering to a point at the top of the
pile ; this was then covered with a thick layer of
boughs, over which was spread about 6 inches
of dirt having an opening at the top for starting
the fire. Openings were made at intervals around
the bottom as air vents to. allow the fire to work
downward. After the fire was well started, the
opening at the top was filled up with short sticks
of green wood, then covered up tightly with
boughs and dirt; the vents at the bottom were
closed and the pit left to burn, watch being kept
that the dirt did not fall in and leave an air
hole. After burning about 36 hours the fire
burned itself out and we had plenty of "car
bon" for our purpose.
About the time we finished riveting the patch
in place, we learned from a cowman that the
Apache Indian, known as "The Kid, the terror of
the territories," was in the vicinity with a band
of renegade Indians from the San Carlos reserva
tion. A few days later a man came riding down
the gulch, swinging his hat and shouting, "I'm
killed ! I'm shot ! I'm dying !" His face and hands
were bloody, and we thought the Apaches had
shot him and were after us, too. Old Jack got
into the fire box before I could, so I was left
outside. I had picked up my rifle, which was
lying close by, and remarked to my companion
in the ash pan that we had better take to our
heels. I started off down the trail with Old Jack
close behind. Neither of us threw off on the race
from there to the cabin. After the wounded man,
whom we knew, became quieted a little, we
learned he had not seen any Indians at all, but
had fired at a deer with an old 1876-model Win
chester rifle and the breech pin had blown out,
filling his face with powder and making him
think he was killed. We returned to our work,
and after that I stayed in the fire box myself
as much as possible, for I had found Old Jack
to be pretty quick on occasions. We now hur
ried things along better, and were not many
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days in replacing the tubes and finishing up the
job, for two men at work in such an exposed
place would have been easy prey for the Indians
if they had found us. Jack packed his tools and
all the others he could find, and departed by
buckboard for Silver City, where he went on a
prolonged drunk.
The boiler was hauled over to the Jim Crow
mine and set up on two logs. Short had placed
the hoisting engine while McGone and I were
working on the boiler. After connections were
made and the hoisting cable in place through the
sheaves of the gallows frame, a sinking pump
was slid down the ways of the inclined shaft, and
steam connections made to it. It is no easy task
to run a heavy pipe line down an inclined shaft,
securing it to the overhead timbers, called the
"hanging wall." A sinking pump is an upright
pump placed in a hanging position against the
wall a few feet above the bottom of the shaft
and used to keep the water out while the miners
are working; it has, therefore, to be lowered and
its connections extended as the shaft progresses
downward.
A young cowboy had been working with us
at odd jobs and, as his father owned nearly all
the range cattle that chewed up our coats when
we laid them down and ate up forgotten sticks
of dynamite, Fred was sent out one morning to
get a yearling for beef for Mrs. Mack, the board
ing mistress. He was 3 or 4 miles from camp
and had not yet found what he wanted, when,
riding up a hill, he saw the head of an In
dian appear over the top of the ridge. The
Indian got in the first shot, but missed. Fred
jumped off his horse and fired at the Indian. Just
then more Indians came into view a little farther
off. Fred remounted his horse, galloped out of
range and came back to camp. He did not know
whether he hit the Indian or not, but thought
he did. His father made fun of him for run
ning from a few Indians and said he would not
own him as his son after that. The old man
boasted a good deal about what he would have
done had he been in Fred's place. Fred said noth
ing, but spent a week or more in hatching up a
scheme by which to get the old man out in the
hills alone. There the old man saw an Indianjust one lone Indian, and was scared so badly
that he did not even think of shooting. The In
dian was between him and home, so he went the
other way and did not stop until he reached a
ranch 10 miles away. The old man did no boast
ing after that. As Fred left camp that morning
soon after the old man did, it was generally sup
posed he knew a whole lot about the identity
of that lone Indian.
Six men were living in a cabin on "Poverty
Gulch," working some property called the "Silver
King." One Sunday afternoon one of the boys
took a pick and went across the gulch a few rods
from the cabin to do a little prospecting. He had
been digging but a few minutes when he shouted
to the boys at the cabin, in rather an excited
manner, that he had found a very rich chunk of
ore. All five of them ran across to where he was,
neglecting their usual custom of taking their guns
with them—probably the first time any of them
had done so for years. Indians were hiding back
of the cabin, watching; so when they saw the
men leave, they crept in at the back door, se
cured the rifles and killed four of the men with
their own guns, the other two escaping.
This was the last excitement of that winter,
except when "Crazy Ike" put two sticks of dyna
mite in the oven of his cook stove to thaw out
and wrecked his shanty when they exploded. It
took us some time to pick out the small frag
ments of cast iron that had lodged in Ike's head;
but he never complained, being glad, he said,
that the big pieces went the other way.
When we fired up the boiler at the mine we
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had some leaks, none of them serious. The boiler
was run day and night for about 8 months,
carrying 80 pounds of pressure, and worked very
satisfactorily, considering the difficulties under
which it had been repaired. For fuel we had dry
cedar wood, brought in about 6 miles on the backs
of burros by the Mexicans. We had no house or
covering over the plant until about February, but,
as the winters are quite mild there, I was not
troubled with any need for radiators or circu
lating pipes to keep the place warm. By April
the "pay streak," which had never amounted to
much, pinched out entirely, and the water in
creased with depth. It was costing $12 per foot
to sink the shaft, with poor prospect of striking
ore, and the owners refused to invest any more
money, so the mine was abandoned. The boiler
and machinery were hauled away and shipped out
of the Territory, and the "Jim Crow" mine, for
the second time, was left to the prairie dogs and
coyotes. The dump, like thousands of others in
the Rocky Mountains, marks the place where
good money and months of hard labor went for
naught.
George Cox.
South Framingham, Mass.
PUMPING WATER BY THE AIR-UFT SYSTEM.
Editor The Engineer:
I send you a statement of the water pumped
at a railroad pumping station of which I have
charge. The water is put into the tank by the
air-lift system, which is a very simple and ef
fective way of raising water from nonflowing
artesian wells. The figures below show the work
done during 1 month:
Gallons pumped
1,500,000
Coal used in pounds
22,500
Gallons pumped per pound of coal
66.66
Pounds of coal to pump 1,000 gallons. .
15
The coal used was a mixture of half lump
and slack, the lump costing $3, and the slack
90 cents per ton.
The speed of the compressor was 60 revolu
tions per minute, compressing 94 cubic feet of
free air per minute to 60 pounds gage pressure.
The horsepower developed was 13. The water
evaporated per pound of coal was 10 pounds, and
6 pounds of coal per horsepower per hour was
used. This is a good performance for an engine
without a cutoff and working against a variable
resistance, as all air-compressors do. Steam pipes
and boiler are uncovered in this plant. The
boiler is of the locomotive type.
An engine which is run for considerable time
with only the water of condensation as a lubricant
in the cylinder acquires a high polish on the inner
surface of the cylinder, known as water polish.
This is a thin, hard skin which is very smooth, but
Is soon lost by rust if the engine is allowed to
stand idle for a time. For ammonia-gas
compressors the same effect is observed, the slid
ing surfaces acquiring, after a short time, a polish
which is permanent. It is a question, however,
whether this method of running is not followed
at the expense of considerable friction, and it
would be interesting to have careful tests on this
point.
Experience in England has shown that for
the distribution of producer gas, steel pipes
give much better service than those made of
iron. The only difficulty encountered is in form
ing the longitudinal joints and in suitable coup
ling connections, but these have been satisfac
torily overcome, and a large concern in Glasgow
is now proposing to manufacture steel pipes up to
48 inches in diameter. ,
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NEW IDEAS.
VALVE FOR BOILER AND PUMP.
In many establishments located outside of
cities and towns where tanks must be used to
store water for fire protection and other purposes
it is convenient to keep the tank full by means
of the boiler feed-pump. When the water level
in the tank becomes low the feed is divided be-

VALVE FOR BOILER AND PUMP.
tween the boiler and the tank and both supplied
at the same time. Or either one may be sup
plied separately as desired. Frank A. Reynolds,
Lewiston, Me., has designed the quick-action
valve shown herewith to be used in cases of this
kind. The valve consists of two ordinary checkvalves attached to one stem, which is provided
with a screw stem having a coarse pitch, and a
lever on the outside for quickly moving the
valve. When the lever is moved to the right
(when facing the lever), the pump supplies the
tank and when moved to the left it supplies the
boiler with water. When the lever is placed
in an intermediate position both the tank and
the boiler may be supplied simultaneously. This
construction obviates the use of two valves and
permits the adjustment of the delivery of water
to be made quickly and easily.
BLOWOFF VALVE.
This blowoff valve has been designed with a
view to avoiding the injurious results of scale
and mud rushing through the opening in the valve
seat, and also to provide a practically balanced
valve. The seat in this valve is not only re
movable but is placed below the bottom of the
inlet channel, the latter being extended beyond
the valve so as to form an annular chamber

about the valve proper. A guide cylinder sur
rounds the valve disk, the guide cylinder fitting
into an annular groove between the valve seat
and the valve body. When the valve is opened
the guide cylinder serves to protect the disk from
the current of water and scale and also permits
the disk to return to its proper position on the
seat, the water escaping beneath the guide cyl
inder tending to clear the seat before the disk
is brought in contact with it. A plug on the
opposite side from the inlet permits the blowoff
pipe to be cleaned of accumulations when clean-
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ing the boiler. The valve seat may be cleared
of any obstruction by means of the small annular
channel formed by and between the seat and the
valve body. This channel is connected to any
source of water supply, or to the boiler, by means
of the small pipe. The small apertures through
the wall of the channel serve to direct a number
of jets of water directly onto the valve seat.
Edmund H. Lunken, Denver, Col., is the inven
tor.
COMPOUND ENGINE.
When the high pressure crank of cross-com
pound engines stops on the dead center, the
crank must either be barred off the center or
steam must be admitted to the low pressure
cylinder. It is customary to provide a separate
steam pipe and throttle for the low pressure
cylinder for this purpose. The writer, Henry
K. Lee, Hartford, Conn., provides a starting
valve situated between the high and low-pres
sure cylinders. The valve is of the multipiston
type and governs the flow of steam through two
sets of ports as shown. The ports at the ends
of the chest conduct the steam from the high
to the low-pressure steam chest, the intermediate
ports being the regular induction and eduction

STARTING VALVE FOR COMPOUND ENGINE.

CIRCULATOR FOR STEAM BOILER.
This is a simple device brought out by Jno.
C. Urbanek, York, Wash., for maintaining a posi
tive circulation of water in steam boilers, particu
larly of the Lancashire or horizontal, internally
fired type. It consists of a hood of thin boiler
plate placed over the furnace flue and suspended
in the proper position above the flue by suitable
stays. The hood is provided with a vertical

PISTON ROD CONNECTION.
tube having a flared opening into the steam space
in the boiler and openings at one side to allow
the water to enter the hood. At the opposite
side is attached the feed pipe, which is carried
around the outside of the furnace flue, to the bot
tom of the boiler, thence to the end of the
shell, where it connects with the feed pipe from
the pump or injector. The feed water passing
through the feed pipe is heated to some extent
before reaching the hood, and after that it is
heated to boiler temperature by flowing through
the hood. By the time the water reaches the
highest point on the flue it is heated to the high
est temperature and therefore the tendency is
for it to pass upward and out of the opening
in the vertical pipe near the surface of the water
in the boiler. The upward current of water in
duces a current through the openings in the

ports. When the high pressure crank stops on
the dead center all that is necessary is to shift
the position of the valve, when the engine becomes
a double engine, both cylinders operating with
live steam. After starting the engine, the shifting
of the value converts the engine into 1 compound.
PISTON ROD CONNECTION.
The accompanying drawing illustrates a novel
method of connecting the piston rods of a du
plex compound engine with the connecting rod.
It is the invention of M. N. Forney, New York.
A rocker shaft is journaled on supporting bars
about midway between the piston rods. At the
ends of the rocker arm are pivoted shorter
levers, one end of which is connected to the pis
ton rod, and the opposite end to a horizontal
vibrating link attached to the cylinder. The
connecting rod is connected to the upper end of
the lower lever, there being a double connection
at this point for both the piston and connecting
rods. When the high pressure piston makes the
outward stroke, the low pressure piston makes
the return stroke. The vertical motion of the
upper end of the rocker arm is neutralized
by the vertical motion of the lower end of the
shorter lever, consequently the piston rod moves
in a straight line and without the necessity of
crosshead and guides. The same applies to the
lower piston rod. This connection between the
piston and connecting rods is especially applicable
to locomotive engines, although it may be ap
plied to any engine having a suitable frame.

CIRCULATOR FOR STEAM BOILER.
opposite side of the hood, thus causing the water
to pass downward at the sides of the shell and
upward at the middle of the shell.

It is reported from Germany by Consul-Gen
eral Frank H. Mason that a process for
the production of nitrogen for fertilizing pur
poses from the atmosphere has been perfected by
Dr. Erlwein. The process consists in bringing
the nitrogen of the atmosphere in contact with
a mixture of powdered charcoal and lime in an
electric furnace. The product is a black substance
containing 10 to 15 per cent of nitrogen in proper
condition to be used as a fertilizer. - —
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as tutor and the value of their services is meas
ured by the time saved in grasping the contents
of the treatise and bringing to light obscure por
tions of the handbook. The engineering courses
of the correspondence school are indeed valuable
since they aid in understanding the fundamental
principles underlying the machines and processes
met with in the power plant. Beyond this they
cannot go ; beyond this class room instruction
cannot go. The remainder of the engineer's educa
tion, the application of this knowledge which alone
furnishes the ability to assume responsible posi
tions, must be gotten in one's own engine room
and in the engine rooms of others. The position
of operating engineer affords but little leisure
save after the day's work is finished. Opportuni
ties for extended observation and for associating
with those better informed of whom valuable in
formation might be obtained are comparatively
few and far between for the man who has not
reached the top. He is virtually bound up within
himself; his life oftentimes is made up of a suc
cession of beginnings.
It is here, where the treatise, the correspond
ence school, the handbook leave off, that the en1
gineer's paper begins. It furnishes what none of
the others can furnish. It compensates to a great
extent for the inability to travel, and the impos
sibility of mingling with men of extended ex,perience in those things with which the engineer
must be familiar if he is to rise in his vocation.
It is not enough that an engineer understand
the laws governing the operation of apparatus;
he must know how to do things properly and
quickly so that their application to the needs of
the plant may be effected with economy. It is
practicable to obtain, while working in one plant,
much of the experience of engineers ■ in other
plants and to benefit by it daily. The greatest
difficulty is not in learning and applying the' fnformation ; it is in knowing what should be
learned and what to apply.
t
. ..
The mission of the' engineering paper then is
to furnish the engineer with methods he ought
to employ, with processes he ought to understand,
with ways of doing things quickly and econom
ically and ideas which lead him to work out
methods of his own. He can make it an indis
pensable assistant in obtaining his education and
in the operating of the plant by practicing what
he learns from it and by taking advantage of the
various ways in which useful knowledge may be
obtained directly and indirectly from its columns.
The engineering paper or trade journal serves as
a clearing house for useful ideas on a great va
riety of subjects so that results of experience are
oftentimes obtained in an hour that required, per
haps, years of practice to develop.
The advertising pages, which many persons
seem to accept as a necessary evil accompanying
the paper, are one of the greatest educational
features of the trade journal. A broad education
cannot be had without a good knowledge of the
various kinds of apparatus used in power plants
and it usually happens that the man who is best
informed of what is to be had and where to get
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it quickly and cheaply generally makes a wise
selection and his services are recognized in a
substantial manner. The advertising pages serve
as a silent, but persistent educator on the latest
designs, constructions and adaptations of ma
chinery of all kinds. The knowledge gained from
the advertising pages, probably in the majority
of cases, is acquired wholly unconsciously with
out the least mental exertion and wholly una
ware that a valuable addition to one's general
knowledge of engineering is being made. In this
connection it should be remembered that manu
facturers present nothing but the more recent de
signs of apparatus so that by perusing the ad
vertising pages the very latest types are sure to
be found.
From the educational standpoint, the engineer
ing paper holds equal place with the treatise and
handbook ; none is complete without the other ;
one cannot be substituted for the other. As the
success of the engineer depends upon his knowl
edge of mechanical principles and the laws gov
erning their application, together with economical
methods gained either by personal experience or
from the experiences of others, both the treatise
and the engineering paper are indispensable to
the self-made man in obtaining a broad, practical
education.
SOME FACTS CONCERNING BOILER
PLATE.
IF we stop a moment in the hurry of our
everyday life and reflect upon how little we
really know concerning the material and con
struction of the equipments which we may oper
ate or come in daily contact with, we have an ex
tensive field for serious thought; but we of the
present generation have arrived at a point where
we depend upon another to shoulder the respon
sibilities relating to them, whatever they may be.
If we journey by rail, the responsibilities are
placed upon others. The humble section man
shoulders the responsibility of maintaining a safe
and substantial roadbed; the switchman that of
seeing that all switches are set right for the safe
passage of the heavily loaded express train ; the
engineer in his cab, stifling in summer and cold
and draughty in winter, assumes the responsibility
of not only making the terminal on time, but also
of caring for his engine en route and guiding it
with skillful hand over hill, dale, and bridges,,
around curves and through station yards thickly
dotted with various colored signals. And so we
might go on, finding everywhere that each in:
dividual is performing some duty, the failure to
perform which, to a greater or less- extent, pre
venting some other individual from properly ful
filling his particular duty. .
■ ..
In the construction of our modern steam boilr
ers the men who have the most to do with them
understand very little of their construction or of
the quality of the material and workmanship put
into them. To be sure, many know that steel plates
for boilermaking should have certain properties
to make them fit for the construction of boilers
carrying a high or even ordinary steam pressure.
They know that the tensile strength of the plates
should be of 55,000 to 60,000 pounds, and that
although higher tensile strengths may be easily
reached, the plates will be harder and less ductile,
therefore, it is not practicable to use plates having
a tensile strength much above .65,000 pounds.
They also know that the elastic limit should be
between 30,000 and 33,000 pounds; and that the
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elongation is supposed to be from 20 to 25 per
cent, or even more, according to the thickness of
the plate; and they know that the plates are sup
posed to be free from blisters, laminations, or
blowholes, and that the work should have been
done in a skillful manner. But that all these con
ditions exist in boilers in operation today, the
engineer has no way of finding out ; he simply has
to take them as he finds them, hoping that all is
well and trusting in Providence and his own
watchful eare that the days and months will pass
without accident.
• .
.
This is one more case where responsibility is
placed upon others, who if negligent in the per
formance of their work bring about conditions
which make it impossible for the workmen fol
lowing to do justice to themselves or their work.
For instance,. the upper end of a steel ingot from
an openhearth furnace, at least, is liable to be
affected by bubbles and other imperfections when
the ingot is poured from the top, and which if
not removed give rise to laminations in the plate.
When the ingots are rolled into blooms, the crop
end, as it is called, should be cut off so that all
bubbles are removed. When we say "should be"
there may properly arise a doubt in our minds as
to whether the crop end is cut off as long as it
ought to be to ensure the production of per
fect plates; but competition has created a tend
ency to reduce the length of the crop end because
of a reduction in the price of finished material,
and, consequently, steel plates, although having
the other required physical properties, are liable
to show laminations.
To guard against this, test pieces should be
cut from the ends of the plates and proved in a
testing machine by the boiler manufacturer. But
is this done? The operating engineer does not
know when he takes charge of a steam plant. He
may examine his boiler, but he cannot thus tell
about the tensile strength of the plates, elastic
limit, or elongation, because he has no actual
data to work upon. He may speculate, theorize,
and calculate, but the conclusions reached are
valueless as far as accuracy is concerned. It is
those defects which do not appear that so often
result in disastrdus explosions.
Steel plates require certain precautions in their
handling, as they become brittle at a temperature
corresponding to a blue heat, and in the bending,
flanging, and forging no work should be done on
steel plates when at a blue heat, as cracks are
very liable to occur. The engineer has no way
of knowing whether the boilermaker has worked
the steel plates at the right temperature or not.
It is folly to suppose that boilermakers do not
run chances of turning out imperfect work as well
as other crafts ; therefore, it is reasonable to as
sume that sometirnes the flanges are turned and
plates are bent at a temperature that is liable to
result in defective work, rather than take the time
to reheat them.
• If, however, we concede that the material and
workmanship pertaining to the production of
steel plates are all that can be desired, it is no
assurance that the boiler is not defective, because
at the next stage' another class of workmen is
employed. The engineer knows that the rivet
holes should be drilled, not punched; or, if
punching is employed, that the holes should be of
a size sufficiently small to allow for reaming so
as to cut away the torn fibers of the plate; but
he cannot tell whether the rivet holes of his boiler
have been drilled or punched.
This practice of punching may also be attrib
uted to competition and low prices, and it cer
tainly takes more time to drill than to punch rivet
holes.
When the plates and rings were assembled,
there is no certainty that the holes were lined up ;
there may have been one or more that had been
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drilled or punched incorrectly. These parts are
not thrown aside as useless, as they represent too
much time, labor, and capital ; therefore, the drift
pin is employed ; the holes are sprung and warped
in order that a rivet may be inserted, which when
headed over cannot fill the distorted hole that
.has been made. It is not unreasonable to believe
that an unequal strain will exist, and if the boiler
shows distress it will invariably occur at such
points.
If, however, the holes are properly drilled and
come fair, the question of proper rivets is to be
considered as a part of the construction of a
boiler of which the engineer can also know but
little. He knows, to be sure, that the rivets may
be of either iron or steel, and that the rods from
which the rivets are made should show a tensile
strength of about 48,000 pounds for iron and 55,000 for steel, and that they should have the same
properties, such as ultimate elongation .and con
traction of area, as the boiler plates. He knows
that a , rivet should bend, when cold, around a
bar of the same diameter, and bend double, when
hot, without breaking, but he has no way of ascer
taining whether the rivets used in the construc
tion of his boilers fulfill these conditions or not
In the matter of staying he can figure the area
to be stayed easily enough. In the return tubular
boiler he knows that the parts of the tube sheets
at the ends through which the tubes pass are
sufficiently stayed, and that the flat ends above
the tubes require staying; also, if there is a man
hole beneath the tubes at the front ends there is
a space left unsupported at each end that should
be stayed, but often is not. The engineer who
runs such a boiler, if he does not know to the
contrary, is satisfied that the builder would know
whether stays were needed or not ; and so, if they
are missing, he feels confident that the boiler is
substantially stayed, and therefore feels no con
cern because of their anSetice.
•
1
Boiler braces should be weldless, if possible,
as welds may be good, bad, or indifferent, and are
at no time equal to more than 80 per cent of the
strength of the solid stay. If the engineer finds
upon an internal inspection that one or more of
the stays are welded, in most cases he will find
it is impossible to convince his employer that they
should be replaced by weldless stays, for the rea
son that his employer has more confidence in the
manufacturer of the boiler than he has in his en
gineer, who can substantiate his views and beliefs
by a record of tests made by men competent to
decide upon such questions.
This is also another case of being confident
that the work of another has been faithfully car
ried out.
Fortunately, defects in material and workr
manship are growing more and more infrequent
as the workman becomes more and more accus*tomed to the handling of steel plates, which have
rapidly taken the place of wrought iron. The at
titude taken by steam boiler insurance companies
has also had considerable to do with the improve
ment in boiler designs and construction, as well
as the demand for higher steam pressure, which
naturally calls for better work on the part of the
boiler manufacturer.
W. O. R.
Belt pulleys should be at least an inch wider
than the belt, and the rim should be convex to
keep the belt in the center, about Ms inch to
inch of convexity being allowed for pulleys
up to 12 inches wide. The ratio of the diameters
of two pulleys, which work together should not
exceed six to one, and the distance apart of the
two pulleys should be such that the arc of con
tact on the smaller pulley will be not less than
165 degrees. If the arc of contact is less, the
width of the belt should be increased.
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HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS.
ALL kinds of machinery are being made in
larger and larger sizes, continually, and the
impossible of today becomes the common
practice of tomorrow. Ten years ago transform
ers were just beginning to develop along present
lines and few of as large as 50-kilowatt capacity
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does not readily corrode and conducts heat rap
idly. The method of mounting and bringing out
connections is shown in the figures. It will be
noted also that the coils and core are mounted on
a support from the cast iron base and are so ar
ranged that they may be removed without dis
turbing the casing.
The water needed for transformers is given in
the table below, the flow being such as to keep the
temperature of the oil rather greater than that of
the outside air, so as not to produce "sweating"
when the normal capacity is being carried and
water is supplied at 59 degrees F.
Capacity Kilowatts.
Water—Gallons per Min.
75-150
-375
150-400
.5
400-600
.75
600-1,000"
1.00
1,000-2,000
1.5
By using a larger supply of water, heavy over
loads may be carried, the flow of water being reg
ulated so as to keep the temperature of the oil,
measured by a thermometer inserted through a
hole in the casing, at a little above that of the sur
rounding air.
A feature needing attention in the construction
of transformers is the insulation of the leads
where they come from the casing. This is ef
fected by large porcelain insulators with tubes
extending well above and below the casing cover
For 60,000 volts these are made of two parts, one
inside the other, the total length being 1954
inches and the diameter of the outside of the
"petticoat" g% inches. For strength, and to avoid
fire hazard in case of short circuit of the coils, it
is essential that the casing should be of heavy
plate, well riveted and calked in place.
A transformer, built in accordance with the
best requirements, with ample allowance of

FIG. I. CORE TYPE TRANSFORMER.
were made. Today, for large installations, this is
a minimum size.
Voltages, too, have jumped from 2,500 to 60
and 80 thousand, making necessary great
precautions in the insulation of windings, as the
great size makes necessary careful provision for
the dissipation of the heat developed in the wind
ings. Provision for insulation is made by dividing
the coils so that the electromotive force between
the terminals of any section is comparatively low,
and the sections are separated from each other
and the case by sheets of insulating material,
formed of a mica compound. In addition, the
coils are insulated from each other, from the core,
and from the casing by the oil with which the
casing is filled.
Two types of winding are used, one in which
the wire coils enclose both legs of the iron core,
the "core" type, Fig. 1 ; the other having both legs
of the coils enclosed by the core stampings,
the "shell" type, Fig. 2. For transformers of
the very largest sizes, and to be used for the
highest voltages, the latter type of winding is used,
though the former is made for capacities up to
200 kilowatt and electromotive forces up to 30,000
volts.
For cooling, two systems are used ; a coiled pipe
through which water is kept flowing to carry off
heat from the oil, and a series of strips of iron
fastened to the outside of the casing to increase
the radiating surface. The first method is used
for apparatus of from 75 to 2,000 kilowatts, the
second from 10 to 500 kilowatts. Evidently the
water-cooled type has advantages in point of first
cost of windings and ability to carry overload, but
it cannot be used unless a fairly large and cheap
supply of water is available.
The tube is best made of thin brass as this

FIG. 2. SHELL TYPE TRANSFORMER.
strength against mechanical and insulation strains,
and with suitable provision for the dissipation of
heat, will last indefinitely and with practically no
expense for repairs.
In large modern plants, 1 1-3 to 1 2-3
rated engine horsepower is provided per kilowatt
of dynamo capacity. The rated boiler horse
power is about 50 per cent of the rated
engine horsepower; and storage is provided for
500 to 1,000 pounds of coal per rated boiler horse
power.
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THE INSPECTOR TAKES A DAY OFF.
BY T. J. WRIGHT.
Drawn together by a bond of common inter
est in matters mechanical a company of good fel
lows were foregathered in an engine room lo
cated in the basement of the Octopus office build
ing, where in his capacity of chief engineer
James Jackson Grady held undisputed sway.
Besides the acknowledged influence of Grady's
own personality, there was in the room that at
traction which live machinery always has for per
sons interested in problems of construction and
operation ; for under Grady's orderly and sys
tematic control were humming dynamos with
whirring belts, huge throbbing engines, pulsing
pumps, and a grim colony of steam burdened
boilers, all of which lent an air of congeniality
to the place and made it a popular meeting point
for members of the craft.
From a desultory talk upon general shop top
ics, the conversation drifted into an animated
discussion of boilers, which finally developed into
a heated debate. For a couple of hours the tide
of argument rolled high, swelling and breaking
into whitecaps of wordy confusion, as stormy
gusts of excitement stirred all to speak at once.
He whose opinion was most loudly voiced in
the vocal melee, was, perforce, the one who com
manded most attention.
But by and by the interest began to wane ; the
storm of voices subsided, and Jimmy Lang, still
full of unexpressed views on the boiler question,
by reason of his thin voice, which was ineffectual
while the hubbub lasted, piped into the calm
to give them vocal expression.
"Now, gentlemen," he declared, with an air
and attitude designed to be at once authoritative
and impressive, "I'm not ribbin' up a shaky the
ory with a scaffold of logarithms, propped up by
a lot of letters snatched from the tail of the
alphabet, and covered with a square root cow
shed raised to the fith power, but I'm statin' a
bald headed fact, when I tell you that it yet re
mains for the inventive genius of man to devise
a steam generator that for efficiency, durability
and economy, year in and year out, can beat a
properly proportioned, well constructed horizontal
tubular boiler.
"Now, when I was chief engineer over at the
Bock- Stein brewery we had
"
And having thus stated his proposition, he
was proceeding to amplify and enlarge upon it
with a few well known pages from his personal
experience.
There was a general feeling of relief, there
fore, when Grady at this juncture impatiently
interrupted him.
"Oh, ring off, Jimmy," he exclaimed. "Try
and forget it Here we've been working our
mental engines at full stroke on this question all
evening, and it strikes me it's time to lighten
the load and run light for awhile.
"I want to tell you that there's a side of human,
as well as mathematical interest, to this business.
There's happenings in the personal experience
of men engaged in our line of work that, though
they may not add to our store of knowledge, are
at least entertaining. Here's Scott, for instance,
who in his everyday work of inspecting boilers
bumps into situations now and then that are so
far out of the ordinary as to be worth the tell
ing. Perhaps he'll tell you of his adventure on
New Year's day and the tragic complications it
caused."
An instant and vociferous demand arose from
all present for the story, and notwithstanding
his evident reluctance, it was so insistent that
Scott was at length compelled to comply with
their clamorous wishes.
"When I told Grady about it," he began, "I
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did so in a sort of confidential way, thinking
of course he'd keep it to himself; but you all
know Grady—if he'd just stolen a ham he'd like
as not tell the first policeman he met about it.
He'd certainly be valuable to any enterprise
courting publicity.
"Since he's tipped it off to you in a way that
without proper explanation might lead to wrong
conclusions, I suppose it's up to me to tell you
the straight of it.
"On New Year's day I was detailed to make
an inspection of a couple of boilers in a plant
located in a remote part of the city—a section as
yet only partially explored.
"We inspectors are not as a rule required to
work on holidays, though in cases of emergency
we are expected to respond to a call at any time.
So when the chief gave me my orders I accept
ed them, of course, but without any marked
degree of enthusiasm.
"He explained that he had arranged with
the engineer at the plant to have the boilers open
and ready for inspection at 11 o'clock, in order
that I might get through and back home by 1
o'clock at the latest.
"On the whole, it wasn't so bad, and wouldn't
seriously interfere with my plans, which included
a family dinner party at home at 2 o'clock, and
an entertainment at eight in the evening, given
by a social club to which my wife and I belong:
The latter was to be quite a swell affair—one of
the kind you read about next morning in the
papers, which describe the ladies' toilets and
leave you to guess what the men wore.
"The programme included a banquet, with
toasts and after dinner speeches. Knowing my
inveterate dislike for dogs, they had put me down
for response to the toast 'Our dogs—their place
in the home and in history.'
"I protested that I knew nothing about dogs,
either in general or particular, and cared less ; but
it was no use. My objections were met by the sug
gestion that I go down to the dog pound and in
terview a few of them and get ideas. Seeing
that I was in for it, I set about collecting a few
choice dog stories and prepared a speech that, I
thought, would surely make a hit.
"That was the anticipation—the realization
was something different.
"New Year's morning dawned cold, you re
member—cold as cat tracks in a moonlit snow.
By a complicated series of transfers, and chilly
waits on wind-swept corners for connections, I
finally landed in the neighborhood of the plant I
was seeking. Following the railroad tracks, I
found it at last, at the end of a spur switch on a
back street, sandwiched in between a couple of
large warehouses.
No one seemed to be about the place. Repeat
ed efforts to gain admittance, first at the office,
then at various other entrances about the build
ing, were without success. After making the
rounds of the plant, I returned to the boiler room
door and tried it again. But it was tightly
fastened, apparently from the inside.
"Out of patience, I gave it a few vigorous
thumps with my hammer, when I thought I heard
a noise inside.
" 'Open up, there ! What's the matter with
you?' I yelled.
"A smothered exclamation came from within,
followed quickly by the noise of a scuffle, mingled
with low guttural snarls and growls.
"'Come, get a move on you in there, and
open the door,' I demanded.
" 'Lift the trap door to the coal bin and come
in that way. I can't unlock the big door just
now,' called out a gruff voice.
"Shivering with cold, and not a little riled
at such unceremonious treatment, I did as direct
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ed, and crawled into the boiler room over the
coal pile. In the dim light of the dingy half base
ment, I saw the crouching figure of a man sit
ting on an overturned bucket, with one hand
tightly gripping the collar of a vicious looking
bulldog that was straining every nerve in his
muscular body to break loose and make a dash
for mc. Instinctively I started to retreat, but the
man, seeing my alarm, hastened to reassure me.
" 'Come on in,' he said. 'I've got him ; he
can't get away.'
" 'Is he dangerous; will he bite?' said I, still
edging gingerly away.
'"Will he bite? Say, does that look like I'd
been pettin' a pug poodle?' he replied, with a
stolid grin, as he held up his disengaged hand,
loosely wrapped in a dirty, blood-stained hand
kerchief.
"As he flung off the wrapping I saw that
his hand was frightfully lacerated. Dark purple
spots marked the imprints of the dog's fangs,
and the wounds were still bleeding.
" 'By the shades of Caesar, man !' I exclaimed,
'did he do that?'
" 'Sure ; but he was; only playin'—jest a little
rough house, that's all.'
" 'Who owns the demon-faced brute ?' I asked.
"'I do. He b'longs to me.' ,
" 'Well,' said I, Til tell you now, flat and ab
solute, the best thing you can do is to take this
hammer and cave his head in before he does any
more damage.'
" 'Not me, not on yer life ! Why, that dog's a
thoroughbred. He can lick anything of his
weight in town—never lost a fight yet !'
" 'I don't care if his pedigree runs back into
forgotten dog days,' said I, 'he's not the sort of
a pet I'd fancy. But take my advice and have
that hand dressed right away, or it will give
you trouble.'
" 'I'm goin' to soon's I tie up the dog. If
you'll bring me that chain over there, I'll fasten
him to a post in the coal bin.
" T s'pose you're the inspector,' he con
tinued, as he dragged the growling animal across
the room. 'I'm the fireman here, an' the boilers
are all ready for you. Now, if I ain't back when
you get through, just lock the door and leave the
key at Hogan's saloon on the corner.'
"I drew on my overalls and hooded water
proof suit, mounted a short ladder, and crawled
into the first boiler. Having finished that. I pro
ceeded to take the second. In. the course of an
hour I had completed my task and was ready
to get out and go home.
"The fireman had not returned in the mean
time, and, to tell the truth, I had not expected he
would. Backing out of the front manhole, I
had my feet on the second round of the ladder,
with my head and shoulders still inside, when I
heard a sudden rush, a deep throated g-r-r-r,
and a snap like the closing jaws of a steel trap.
The dog had broken loose. A violent jerk at my
leg told me that lie had fastened his teeth in the
heel of my shoe. The way I kicked and strug
gled would have done credit to any army mule
on the firing line. Scared? N-no, I wasn't
scared exactly, still I'll confess to some alarm.
"I've had my leg pulled before, of course, but
never in quite so vigorous and compelling sort of
a way. My one object in life just then was to
get loose from that dog.
"Finally, favored by fortune, active foot work,
and a rotten shoe string, my efforts were success
ful. I shook him off and he rolled to the floor
with my shoe in his mouth, while I slid back into
the boiler like a greased eel.
"For the moment I was happy. But when my
excitement had subsided somewhat, I began to
reflect upon my situation, and my mood suffered
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a change. I was safe inside the boiler, but I
wanted to go home. Suppose the fireman should
not come back, how was: I to get out past the
dog? Besides, the dog had my shoe and was
guarding it like a trophy of war.
"Crawling to the manhole, I stuck my head
out and tried to open negotiations with him, be
ing willing to capitulate on any honorable terms.
"To show my friendly intentions, I whistled to
him and addressed him in persuasive tones.
'Here, doggie ; come, doggie ; that's; a good fel
low ; come along, doggie !'
"And he came. There's a knot on my head
yet where I bumped it against the manhole in
jerking it back when he made the rush.
There was nothing for it but to lie there and
await developments. Meanwhile I said things
to that dog that no self-respecting pup would
have staid to hear ; but he didn't seem to mind it.
"The hours passed ; still no one came. At
length it began to grow dark, and I was still a
prisoner.
"Why didn't I shout for help? Maybe you
think my present hoarseness is due to singing
high tenor in comic opera. Oh, no ! It was in
response to my vocal efforts that relief finally
came.
"The chimes in a distant cathedral had just
struck nine when I heard the tread of feet ap
proaching through the alley. With a sharp rap
on the door a rough voice demanded :
'"What's th' row in there? Open th' door or
I'll be afther kickin' it in !'
"Raise the latch. It isn't locked,' I answered,
'but look out for the dose.'
"With that a big policeman entered, flashing
his bullseye ahead of him.
"Without uttering a sound, the dog made a
rush in his direction ; but to my astonishment
instead of tackling him, the beast darted past
him, bolted out the door, and was gone down the
alley like a melting shadow.
"I had gotten my head and shoulders out of
the manhole by this time, and the officer turned
his attention to me.
" 'Come out iv that, now. Ye's can't give me
the slip by crawlin' in there. Where's th' rist
iv th' gang?' he demanded.
I made haste to explain the situation to him—
how I'd been held prisoner by the dog since noon.
But somehow my story didn't gibe with his
theory of the case. You know, when a police
man has a theory, no evidence is any good that
doesn't agree with it.
" 'Aw, g'wan, now ! Thot sthory'd be all
right in a book iv fairy tales, but it don't go
with me. I've been Iayin' f'r th' gang thot's been
pullin' off these dog fights, with orders t' run
'em all in, regardless.
" 'Do you mean to say/ said I, 'that you sus
pect mc of having taken part in a prize dog
fight here? Why, officer, that's ridiculous on the
face of it. You know if I was out for such sport,
I wouldn't be dressed in an outfit of this sort.'
"He looked at my soot-covered garments
rather doubtfully for a moment, but evidently
concluded the circumstantial evidence overweighed this slight incident in my favor. 'Any
how.' he replied, 'I'm no authority on sphortin'
styles at all, an' besoides I'm not thryin' iv th'
case. Ye's can make your plea before his honor
in th' court in th' mornin', an' I'll presint th'
ividence. Come, now, git a move on ye.'
"Then, noticing that I had but one shoe on,
the sternness of his expression relaxed into a
grin as he remarked:
" 'Sure, ye's must iv had a hot bit of sphort
here tonight. Where's th' ither shoe?'
" 'Over next the wall somewhere.' said I.
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'The dog chewed it off my foot when I first
started to back out of the boiler today.'
"Flashing his lantern around the room, he
found it, and brought it to me.
"By the use of an argument more material,
and to some minds weightier than logic, I man
aged at length to get the officer's grumbling per
mission to telephone my friends to meet me at
the police station. After a wearisome delay, I
succeeded in getting connection with a couple of
my club friends whom I knew must at that hour
be enjoying the dinner I had missed, and who
started at once to my relief.
"As luck would have it, one of them was ac
quainted with the officer who had arrested me,
and under the circumstances, my release was
secured without difficulty.
"Streaks of gray dawn were creeping sky
ward over the lake when, tired, hungry and still
dressed in my boiler clothes, I arrived home."
Jimmy Lang, who had listened with breathless
interest to the tale, first broke the silence to in
quire: "And what did your wife say?"
"What she said, Jimmy," Scott answered,
"would keep a phonograph running for a week
to repeat it. But the gist of her remarks, when
she had heard my story, were to the effect that
she didn't believe a word of it."
THE RUST VERTICAL WATER TUBE
BOILER.
THIS boiler has been carefully worked out
to avoid difficulties and disadvantages
heretofore found in water tube boilers.
The requirements kept in mind were for a safe,
durable and economical steam generator, which
could be easily cleaned and repaired.
It was designed by E. G. Rust, who at the time
of its development was chief engineer and general
superintendent of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company's Minnequa plant, and is manufactured
by the Rust Boiler Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.
Among the disadvantages, which it was sought
to avoid, were flat surfaces which required stay
ing, construction in which it is necessary to cut
out good tubes in order to replace defective ones,
curved tubes, tubes horizontal or slightly inclined
to the horizontal, a large number of hand hole
plates which must be removed at every cleaning,
thick metal in heating surfaces, insufficient time
of contact for the hot gases with the heating sur
faces, and lower drums built up closely with brick
work so that they are subject to corrosive action
on the outside.
The disadvantages attending any of these
features are so obvious as to hardly call for com
ment or elaboration. Flat surfaces have always
been objectionable as requiring cumbersome and
expensive staying. Curved tubes are difficult to
clean and inspect, and are expensive to replace.
Horizontal tubes allow the settling of scale and
mud on the lower part of the tube, thus reducing
the efficiency of that part of the heating surface
and rendering the tubes much more liable to burn
out.
The selection of steam boilers is a matter
which deserves the most careful consideration,
since the best type of boiler can be secured at but
little extra cost over an inferior type, and the re
sult attained will be greatly superior. Among the
points to be considered arc the construction of
the weakest and least reliable parts since this
governs the reliability of the whole structure. No
vital part should be so built up into the brick
work as to encourage corrosion and consequent
deterioration, which might eventually so weaken
the structure as to lead to ruptures and disaster.
The points of special advantage found in the
Rust boiler, a sectional view of which is shown
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in Fig. 1, are attained by the use of straight
vertical tubes connecting cylindrical drums, with
out flat surfaces. This combination is made pos
sible by the use of the Rust pressed tube sheet,
which is formed by heating the flat plate to the
proper temperature, then pressing in a hydraulic
press fitted with dies especially constructed for
that purpose.
Referring to Fig. 2, which is made from a
photograph of a 44-inch drum fitted with a Rust
tube sheet, it will be observed that an important
feature of this tube sheet is that between each
pressed up portion and the adjacent ones there
remain undisturbed cylindrical portions or belts
of the original surface of the drum. These un
disturbed cylindrical portions or belts give the

FIG. I. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF RUST
drum ample stiffness and strength against deform
ation under pressure.
Aside from this tube sheet, the Rust boiler in
its fundamental principles of construction and
operation is in no wise a radical departure from
old and well established types. By the use of
straight vertical tubes, cleaning and the removal
of scale is rendered easy, and mud and dirt are
allowed to settle to the mud drums from which
they may be blown out or easily removed through
the man holes. The arrangement of parts is such
as to allow freedom of expansion and of the
quick removal and replacing of any tube without
disturbing any other tube or any part of the
setting. Long flue ways are provided so that
there is ample time for the hot gases to give up
their heat to the surfaces of the tubes and drums.
Ample steam and water space provide large re
serve capacity and combined with a good circu
lation insure dry steam. The baffle wall is se
curely held in place so that bypassing of hot gases
is prevented. The boiler is compact, occupies
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small floor space and a moderate amount of head
room only is required.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the boiler consists of
two steam and water drums, two mud drums,
and an auxiliary drum. Each steam and water
drum is placed directly above a mud drum and
connected with it by a bank of straight vertical
tubes. The two mud drums are connected by a
row of tubes. The auxiliary drum is placed
above and between the mud drums and connected
with one of them by a row of short tubes, and to
a series of headers by a bank of straight vertical
tubes. These headers are placed between the
steam and water drums and connected with them
by short straight tubes or nipples. This arrange
ment insures a rapid and thorough circulation.
The holes for the tubes forming the main banks
are so spaced that the tubes are staggered, that is,
the two inner rows are placed on a line between
the tubes of the outside rows, thereby securing
a more complete exposure to the hot gases, which
in order to reach the chimney, are forced to com
pletely surround and envelop the tubes. The
tubes of the inside rows can be removed between
the tubes of the outside rows, thus making it a
simple operation to remove and replace any tube
without disturbing any other tube or any of the
brickwork. The auxiliary drum and central bank
of tubes utilize the space which is necessarily
left between the main banks of tubes and also
provide a serviceable and convenient support for
the baffle as the tiles which form this wall are
held between the tubes of the central bank.
The boilers are made right and left hand, ar
ranged to be set either singly or in batteries of
two. Each drum has a man
hole in one end to permit
of access, to the interior of
the drum, and in the top
of each header is an oblong
hand hole through which to
reach the interior of the
tubes forming the central
bank. The steam spaces of
the steam and water drums
are connected by cross pipes
of liberal dimension, on top
of each of which is an out
let provided with a nickel
seated safety valve. The
main steam outlet is placed
at the center of the rear
steam and water drum.
The support for the boil
er is provided by four large
cast iron saddles resting on
BOILER.
masonry foundations, one
saddle being placed under
each end of each mud drum. The saddles under
one drum are placed on rollers so that any slight
movement required to take care of expansion will
be allowed.
By referring to Fig. 2 it will be observed that
the top of the baffle wall is sufficiently below the
headers to leave space for the products of com
bustion to pass from the front to the rear bank
of tubes. Horizontal baffles are also provided
which serve to deflect the current of hot gases so
as to force them towards and between the tubes
of the main banks. Over each steam and water
drum and sufficiently above them to allow for any
upward expansion, is placed a light steel arch,
which serves as a center for the brick arch during
construction and makes an air tight covering for
the setting.
The furnace is of the exterior or Dutch oven
type with ample capacity for the proper admixture
of air and fuel for complete combustion before
the gases reach the cooling influence of the heat
ing surfaces.
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Rust boilers have been in operation for a num
ber of years and have shown a capacity on test of
200 per cent of the normal rating with an effi
ciency of 67 per cent. The same boiler running
slightly above normal rating with an inexperi
enced fireman and burning a low grade of West-

FIG. 2. RUST PRESSED TUBE SHEET.
em bituminous coal showed an evaporation of
10.4 pounds of water per pound of combustible,
with an efficiency of over 70 per cent.
r. & w. Mclaughlin steam stop
VALVES.
THE valve here illustrated and described
was first designed or blocked out in the
rough in the year 1893, further improved
in 1894, and brought to its present perfection in
1895. In the latter year drawings were submitted
to the chief officials of the Bureau of Steam En
gineering, Navy Department, and were rewarded
with unstinted praise, for the admirable simplicity
and perfection attained in the very first attempt to
produce a quick-acting stop valve that was both
automatic and operative from a distance and
from any number of points. The interest of the
officials was rendered the more keen by the fact
that only a few days before the drawings were
submitted a disastrous explosion of a steam pipe
had occurred on a gunboat, resulting in the
death of five men of the engine-room staff.
As stated at the outset, it was first blocked
out in 1893, when the great change to higher
boiler pressure was becoming more firmly and
widely established, and at a time when the better
informed among operating engineers were made
uneasy by the knowledge that, generally speak
ing, makers of pipes and fittings were supplying
substantially the same weight of fittings for 150
pounds that had formerly been standard for 90
pounds pressure.
Various methods, which for the most part
were clumsy in arrangement and dangerously
slow in operation were adopted to minimize the
danger, and, as in the case of all other develop
ment, were gradually supplemented by more re
fined and compact arrangements. The present
apparatus, beginning with constructions of a spe
cial form that bore little, if any, resemblance to
a valve, and actuated by special auxiliary valves
and other fittings, went through a process of
evolution that ended in what is really an im
provement in the standard stop valve of every
day use, and as well as fulfilling the office of
the common stop valve, rendered superfluous a
number of ingenious contrivances, each employed
to avert or to minimize a particular kind of
danger.
In the case of the overspeeding of an engine,
the breaking of a governor or a governor belt,
the bursting of a flywheel, the blowing out of
a cylinder head, the bursting of a steam pipe, or
the breaking of a steam pipe joint by shock from
any source, the one and only best thing to do
is to shut off steam at the boiler stop valve at
once, and few first-class engineers or machinists
will for a moment question the excellence and
merit of the construction by which this desirable
end has been achieved.
A piston somewhat larger in diameter than
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the valve disk, as shown in Fig. I, is under pres
sure on both sides, the pressure being furnished
by the same steam that passes out through the
valve, and to close the valve it is only necessary
to unbalance the pressure on the piston, which
is done by releasing entirely the pressure from
one side.
The operation of the valve may be described
thus: Suppose a steam engine to have its slide
valve removed and the piston brought to midstroke, when the crank will stand very nearly
on the quarter. Now admit steam through the
main valve-seat ports to the cylinder, and it will
not move because it is acted upon on both sides
by pressures which are practically equal and
which would be exactly equal if the area of the
piston rod did not affect one side slightly. Now
open one of the drain cocks and the piston will
move towards the side from which pressure has
been released. This is the method of operation
of the McLaughlin safety stop valve. The re
lease pipe, with branches for operating at differ
ent points, is an extension of the cylinder drain
pipe fitted here and there with small valves for
releasing, at stations situated as may be deter
mined and out of range of the escaping steam
or breaking machinery in cases of accident re
quiring their use. It will be seen that if one end
of this so-called drain pipe be connected to the
main steam pipe as near the engine throttle as
possible, that any reduction in pressure in the
main pipe, such as might be caused by its burst
ing, or the racing of the engine, will immediately
effect a release from one end of the cylinder
automatically and cause the closure of the valve
instantly. In the many crises that occur other
than the bursting of a pipe, it is often desirable
to effect an instant closure of the stop valve
by means of hand, and for this purpose a small
box about 5 inches in diameter is fitted near each
release valve and connected to the same pipe.

FIG. I.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF M'LAUGHLIN SAFETY
STOP VALVE.

This box holds a short section of a common
water gage glass, one end of which is in com
munication with the release pipe by means of
the same type of fittings that are used in con
necting a gage glass to a boiler. The other end
of the glass tube is held in a blank fitting of
the same type, so that one end of the glass is
plugged or stopped. The glass tube being a
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part of the released pipe, if it is broken, the
release pipe will be opened. To effect this break
ing of the glass tube, or what is the same thing,
the opening of the release pipe, a small stem is
fitted to protrude through the cover of the box
and rests against the glass tube. The end of
the stem projecting to the outside of the box is
fitted with a small flat plate or a door knob to
be struck by the palm of the hand or the fist, thus
breaking the glass tube when it is desired to
close the valve quickly. These operating or

FIG. 2. 5-INCH BUTTERFLY STOP VALVE WITH SAFETY
BOX.
safety boxes are sometimes placed on the wall
about breast high, where they can be struck
easily by the hand, and sometimes they aro
placed near the floor where they may be kicked.
Their connection to the safety valve is shown at
the bottom of Fig. 1.
The McLaughlin safety stop valve, as made
now and as originally patented, was reached step
by step from more complicated forms, and per
haps the truest description of it would be, an
"improved stop-valve," because it retains in their
best form all the features of the best and most
reliable of high-class valves. People are, as a
rule, dubious and uncertain regarding new or
novel things, and this is as true of food, cloth
ing, literature, or legislation as it is of machin
ery. There is very little in this valve that is
new or to be uncertain about—a piston and the
method of making it travel a short distance at
a certain time. The valve itself is not new, not
even the body of the angle valve illustrated in
the accompanying photograph, Fig. 2, which is
of a 5-inch standard throttle valve, belonging to
a Buckeye engine, with the improvement applied
to it. The valve body, the valve disk, the bon
net and the hand wheel were used over again
in converting an 1 ordinary valve into a 'quickacting automatic safety stop valve.
As will be readily understood from the pre
vious description, these valves are not limited
to any one system or pressure, but are adapted
for universal use as a safety device on steam
appliances.
After considerable discussion, it has been de
cided to adopt water as the motive power in run
ning the electrical transmission plant which the
Dunedin Tramways Co., of New Zealand, is
about to erect. In order, however, that the opera
tion of the tramways mav not be delayed pend
ing the completion of the tranmission plant, a
temporary steam plant will be put in. The trans
mission scheme includes the erection of a power
house situated on the banks of the river, about
20 miles from the city, where three-phase current
will be generated by turbine-driven alternators
and transformed up to 15,000 volts for transmis
sion.
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RICHMOND, VA, MEETING OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.
WELCOME by the citizens of Richmond
was given with an enthusiasm which left
no doubt about the genuineness of their
pleasure in seeing the visiting engineers. Special
effort had been made in preparation for the con
vention, to have the exhibits of supply men com
pleted early in the week, and to have all arrange
ments for meetings and excursions fully planned
out, so that these might start off in full swing and
no part of the week be marred by the finishing
up of details of preparation.
With this effort of the committee of arrange-

THE CLEVELAND ( ?) TRAIN.
ments, the supply men had heartily co-operated,
so that Monday night found most of the ex
hibits within a few hours of completion, and the
hall on Tuesday morning was practically finished,
and contained a display which rivaled anything
heretofore seen at a national convention.
As usual, Monday was the day for receiving
the delegates, and all through the day trains
were arriving from Boston, from New York,
from the middle west; and finally, at 6 o'clock in
the evening, came the largest delegation, which
was a ten-car solid Pullman train, bringing a
delegation from the great States of Illinois, Ohio,
and the far west. Cleveland was not the owner
of the train, although the delegation had it tagged
with its label.
As an opening event, the local committee had
arranged for a reception and entertainment in
the ball room at Murphy's, which was thoroughly
enjoyed by those present, which included a large
part of the ladies and such of the engineers as
were subject to the charms of the gentler sex.
The formal opening of the convention took
place on Tuesday morning, Aug. 2, with a short
parade to the Bijou theater, where speeches were
made by Col. Geo. W. Anderson, responded
to by Past-President Ingleson, by Mayor R.
M. Taylor, responded to by President Hogan,
and by Carlton Murphy, responded to by
Chas. H. Garlick. The convention was then
formally opened by Pres. Hogan, who spoke of
the work which had been accomplished during the
year, saying that the great effort of the year had
been to strengthen the existing organizations
rather than to greatly increase the number. The
association was reported as in better financial
condition than ever before, and the work of the
educational committee was highly commended.
California and Indiana have formed state asso
ciations during the year, and President Hogan
expressed the opinion that most of the work
which now falls upon the National Association
will before long be done by the State Associa
tions, thus reducing the expense of the National
Convention and leaving more money available
for educational work. It was reported that the
contract for printing the National Engineer had
been awarded to the Lanward Publishing Co. for
a period of 5 years. Progress on the plans for
an Engineer's Home had been made, but no defi
nite action taken.

Past history was pleasingly brought to mind
by a speech delivered by J. Taylor Stratton,
Commander of the Robert E. Lee Camp of Con
federate Veterans. Mr. Stratton spoke of the
differences of opinion which prevailed in former
years, and of the change in thought and feeling
which had brought the sons of the country in
both North and South togetner in harmonious
convention. He invited all present at the meet
ing to accept the hospitality of the Confederate
Veterans during their stay.
A fitting reply was made to this invitation by
the veteran soldier Wm. H. Cronley, who ac
cepted the invitation and paid a glowing tribute
to the soldierly qualities of the Confederate gen
erals against whom he had fought in the Civil
War. It was a scene which thrilled those pres
ent with the thought of how thoroughly all dif
ference have been wiped out, and how closely the
country is united.
At the close of the morning convention, Secre
tary Raven read several letters of regret, among
them one from Lieut. Gov. J. E. Willard, one
from Supervisor Inspector General Geo. H.
Wheeler, and one from President Roosevelt,
which was as follows:
."My Dear Sir: Will you present my regards
to the members of the National Association of
Stationary Engineers, and say how genuinely
sorry I am to be unable to be present in person
at your meeting? The association represents
that type of highly skilled mechanics whose
occupation one hardly knows whether to call a
trade or a profession; a type than which there
is none better in American life, and which has
received a development in this country such as
it has received in no other. This and similar
associations have done much, not merely for the
industrial, but for the social welfare of our peo
ple, and I wish you God-speed with all my
heart."
President Hogan was presented on behalf of
the Massachusetts delegation with a suitably in
scribed ivory gavel, which was accepted in a fit
ting speech.
The convention adjourned after this reply un
til afternoon, when it was called to order at half
past two for a short session prior to the opening
of the supply exhibit, which took place in the
exhibition hall at 3 o'clock. During this session
the reports of committees were accepted, that of
the credentials committee showing 337 delegates
in attendance.
During the afternoon the ladies who had been
busy in the morning with the various affairs of
the Ladies' Auxiliary were taken for a trolley
ride and entertained at the parks with the hairraising loops and merry-go-rounds which are
common to such places. The parties which visit
ed the tobacco factories are of the opinion that
every one should take the trip as it is calculated
to be a sure cure for the tobacco habit. The
evening was passed in a visit to R. E. Lee Camp
of Confederate Veterans, and in listening to the
entertainment by Polk Miller and his plantation
darkies, which included songs, dances, and dia
lect stories, giving a realistic picture of the plan
tation life in the days before the war.
WEDNESDAY.
The work of the convention on Wednesday
consisted largely of the reports of committees.
The committee on license reported that few re
quests had been made for assistance although the
matter of license legislation has been strongly
pushed in the various states. The committee rec
ommended in handling this matter, first, to use
every means to secure the confidence of owners

and managers of steam plants; second, to secure
the co-operation of boiler and engine builders
and get them to recommend license legislation ;
third, to make sure of the co-operation of all en
gineers and their hearty endorsement of the
license bill. The committee was of the opinion
that although general principles may be the same,
details of the law must for the present be varied
to suit the different localities.
The securing of associate members and
honorary members who have influence and whose
advice will command attention, was urged as a
necessary part of the work of subordinate asso
ciations, and the active interest of the state asso
ciations was recommended. Attention was called
to the necessity of having laws carefully revised
by competent lawyers so that all legal defects
may be removed before the bill reaches the
legislature.
As the result of an investigation by the com
mittee it has been determined that the result of
license laws is to raise the standard of knowledge
and efficiency of engineers wherever such laws
are in force. Also the law of necessity compels
the study of scientific and theoretical details,
which is of great value. The license law has not
been detrimental to the interest of employers, but
on the contrary has increased the safety of prop
erty and the efficiency of plants. The committee
recommended that engineers push the matter of
license laws more strongly than ever and make
determined efforts to secure the passage of such
laws.
The educational committee reported a suc
cessful year and announced the result of the
question contest. The first prize, a steam engine
indicator and reducing wheel, went to Massachu
setts No. 21 of Westboro ; the second prize, a
technical library, went to New York, No. 15, of
Long Island City, and the third, a planimeter, to
Massachusetts No. 15, of Milford. It is worthy
of note that there were ten associations whose
percentage of correct answers was over 93, and
eighty-two associations which completed the
series of questions in the contest. The continua
tion of the work was strongly recommended.
On amendments to the constitution, the com
mittee reported that nine were proposed but only

SILVER SERVICE PRESENTED TO PAST PRESIDENT P. H.
HOGAN.
one received the necessary three-fifths vote. This
amendment prohibits subordinate associations and
auxiliary branches from soliciting advertisements
for souvenirs, programs, etc.
The committee on a home, reported a large
amount of correspondence, and gave figures of
the average cost per inmate as $153 per year.
The committee recommended conservative action
looking to the building of a substantial home,
with a strong backing to carry it on, thus insur
ing satisfactory and permanent arrangements.
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The committee recommended that the work be
continued and careful investigation carried out
as to the location, cost of erection, and cost of
maintenance. Thanks were extended to the
Ladies' Auxiliary for their work in the direc
tion of a home fund, but it was felt that the task
was greater than the ladies should be asked to
carry out alone. It was recommended that subor
dinate associations should not begin the accumu
lation of a fund until a report has been accepted
by the national association, which shall give an
outline of a method for carrying out the work.
At the close of the report the convention ad
journed until Thursday morning.
In the report of the national secretary it was
shown that the association was stronger than ever
before. Nineteen new associations had been
added during the year, with a membership of 316,
and two state associations have been formed.
THURSDAY.
The convention work on Thursday consisted
of action on the recommendations of the Presi
dent's Annual Address, and considering of the
contract for the publishing of the National En
gineer. It was voted that 4 cents per mile should
be paid to delegates as the reduction of income
by the amount of one month's receipts, reduced
the available funds and made it desirable to cur
tail the expenses.
Of the president's recommendations, those with
regard to the change of the number of charter
members, and the submission of all matters, on
which referendum vote is needed, to the presi
dent before sending out to the associations were
hot concurred with, but the third, which called
for uniform financial secretary's receipts, was
adopted.
The trustees of the National Engineer pre
sented a lengthy report showing the progress
made by the paper, and recommending that fur
ther increase be made in expenditures for edi
torial matter. The report emphasized the im
portance of keeping correct the names and ad
dresses of members, and showed the difficulties
which are bound to arise from incorrect mailing
lists. The financial report showed a condition of
healthy growth, and the report was accepted and
also the contract for 5-years' publication rati
fied.
A resolution was adopted which provided for
the appointment of a committee to revise the con
stitution and eliminate all errors and contradic
tions now appearing in it.
This business occupied the time of the con
vention until 11:30, when memorial services were
held for members who had died during the past
year. Of these fifty were reported, and feeling
tributes were paid them by Messrs. Hart, Pratt,
Burns, McGrath, Wright, Beckerleg, and Heeger.
An incident of the morning session was the
reading of a letter from President Roosevelt, in
which he slated that for campaign and political
reasons it was not deemed wise that he receive
a delegation from the association on Saturday.
The afternoon was given up to social en
joyment, the main feature being a ball game be
tween picked teams from eastern and western
associations. This was well played and closely
contested, but the Westerners put up a better
game in just about the proportion of the final
score, which was 9 to 6. Jenkins' Bros. Great
American Pan Band furnished hilarious if not
harmonious music (?) and did impartial, en
thusiastic rooting for both sides, and for any
play, good, bad, or indifferent.
The artists were headed by John W. Armour,
drum major, and included Messrs. Green, Le
Compte, Morrison, Waite, McKenna, Thomas,
McLaughlin, Langston, Post, Sly. Jackson and
Rea.
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clamation, and A. T. Peery of California was
elected doorkeeper on the first ballot.
There was no contest on the office of secre
tary, as the work of Mr. Raven is heartily appre
ciated.
The new officers were installed by Past Presi
dent R G. Ingleson, E. M. Heeger acting as con
ductor, and the convention was then adjourned.
THE LADIES' AUXILIARY.
Wednesday morning was the time set for the
first of the sessions, which were held in the con
vention hall of Murphy's Annex. After a selection
by the orchestra, prayer was offered by the Na
tional Chaplain, Mrs. Lobdell, and Mrs. Kate
Griffin sang.
Mrs. Devoto, chairman of the Ladies' Local
Committee, welcomed the Auxiliary to Rich
mond and introduced Mayor McCarthy, who ex
tended the greetings of the city. He said that he
ought to be embarrassed in the presence of so
many ladies, but that experience with a wife and
five daughters had rendered him immune. He
saw no need of extending a special welcome to
the ladies, as they were always welcome.
Following this speech, Mrs. Stone, National
President, made her annual address, in which she
gave a resume of the work of the order during
the year. The auxiliaries are, at present, fortyone in number and have had a good year.
Much work has been accomplished in build
ing up the subordinate auxiliaries, instituting
new ones and adding to the home fund. Mrs.
Stone called attention to the rule of the N. A.
' S. E. with regard to soliciting advertisements
and to the fact that this should be heeded. She
also spoke appreciatively of the good work at
state conventions and the assistance rendered the
local committees in arranging for entertainments.
In closing, Mrs. Stone thanked the officers who
had assisted her, Mrs. Ingleson, Mrs. Whelpley,
Miss Delaney and Mrs. Farnham for their cor
dial and effective assistance.
Mrs. Whelpley presented the secretary's re
port, which showed a total of 696 members in jq
states. Nine new auxiliaries were formed during
the year and none disbanded, but all of the old
auxiliaries showed some growth.
CHAS. F. WILSON, PRESIDENT.
Miss Delaney presented the treasurer's report,
showing receipts of $576.26 and expenditures of
Following the custom of the association, Vice- $373.96, thus adding $202.30 to the general fund,
President Charles W. Hart was elected to the which is now $517.57. For the Home Fund the
office of president by the casting of a single ballot, receipts were $431.91, which, added to the pre
as there was no opposing candidate.
vious balance, gives $735.06 now on hand.
The second on the list was vice-president.
Report of the Credentials committee showed
For this place R. D. Tomlinson of New York, twenty-six delegates present and properly ac
E. M. Van Arsdale of St. Louis, E. M. Heeger of credited.
Evansville and S. B. Force of Pittsburg were
Thursday's session was occupied with discus
placed in nomination. On the second ballot Mr. sion on the report of the Home Fund commit
Tomlinson was elected by a large majority, tee of the N. A. S. E. and with election of officers.
The sentiment of the ladies was not in accord
Messrs. Heeger and Force withdrawing from the
with the spirit of the report, as they felt that one
contest.
At this time came the surprise of the week, of the main reasons for the existence of the
Auxiliary was liable to be discontinued. The
as President-elect Hart resigned from the posi
clause which deprecated the accumulation of a
tion, thus making a new election necessary.
Treasurer C. F. Wilson of Milwaukee was at fund until final plans are perfected seemed to be
once nominated and was enthusiastically elected the stumbling block. John W. Lane, Jr., chair
man of the Home Fund committee of the N. A.
by acclamation, thus effecting a most happy solu
S. E., spoke to the meeting, estimating that to
tion to a turn of affairs which seemed exceeding
start a home would need at least $50,000, and
ly difficult of solution. President Wilson's per
calling attention to the time which would be re
sonal qualifications and popularity with the mem
bers are such as to fit him eminently for the office, quired by the ladies, working alone, to raise this
and the honor is one which is well deserved and amount. A committee was appointed to take up
fully appreciated, as was shown by his brief the matter at Friday's meeting of the N. A. S. E.,
but that committee was not able to get a hearing
speech of acceptance.
Two candidates for treasurer were put in on the floor on account of parliamentary rulings.
nomination, but the withdrawal of Mr. Bruyn of
Election of officers resulted in choice of the
Rochester, N. Y., left only Hugh Rainsford of following : president, Mrs. Ardell Ingleson of
Cincinnati, who was. therefore, unanimously Cleveland; vice-president, Miss Grace Delaney of
Cincinnati ; secretary, Mrs. Whelpley of Cleve
elected. .
land ; treasurer, Mrs. Dickerson of Milwaukee ;
Charles Devoto was chosen conductor by ac
Friday's meeting.
Little business remained for Friday but selec
tion of a place of meeting and election of officers.
Although several cities had sent invitations, the
real contestants had by this time narrowed down
to two, vis., Louisville, Ky., and Philadelphia,
Pa.
After reading of letters of invitation and pre
sentation of claims, the voting began and soon
showed that Louisville was to be the meeting
place of the convention of 1905.
As it was discovered that some delegates voted
for the 4-cent mileage under a misapprehension, the
vote of the previous day was reconsidered, and,
after an analysis of the treasurer's and the mile
age committee's reports, the 5-cent rate was
voted, although against the best judgment of
many of the delegates.
During a break in the proceedings Vice-Presi
dent Hart took the chair, and Robert G. Ingleson
presented to President Hogan a magnificent sil
ver service, a token from the delegates and sup
ply men of the esteem in which he is held as a
man and an officer.
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conductor, Mrs. Rhoda Lake of Iowa; door
keeper, Mrs. James McGraw of Richmond; chap
lain, Mrs. Bertha Benson of Massachusetts.
At the suggestion of National Secretary Raven
it was decided that all national officers of the
N. A. S. E. should be made deputies of the La
dies' Auxiliary, with power to institute subordi
nate organizations. Also, that honorary and asso
ciate members of the N. A. S. E., as well as
active members, be allowed to join the Auxiliary.
A suggestion was made that each member of
the N. A. S. E. be asked to give $1 towards the
Home Fund, but no definite action was taken in
the matter.
Friday's session was largely occupied with in
stallation of officers and discussion of the Home
Fund situation.
On behalf of the Auxiliary, Judson Pratt pre-
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an amendment calling for medical examination
of applicants was submitted to the referendum
vote.
SUPPLY MEN'S MEETING.
On Monday evening Pres. Chas. Martin, Jr.,
called the Supply Men's Association to order,
and reported the work which had been done for
the convention. He stated that this was the
first year in which the supply men had made all
arrangements for the holding of the convention,
with the exception of details in regard to the
sessions of the convention proper, and that the
result of the work was apparently most satis
factory. He mentioned the arrangements which
had been made in regard to the expense to be
borne by the city in which the convention was
held, including payment for convention hall and
meeting hall, payment for badges and programs
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ing Co., of New York; for executive committee,
J. M. Chapman, of the Garlock Packing Co., of
Cleveland, Ohio ; J. M. Carson, of A. W. Ches
terton & Co., of Boston ; N. L. Hayden, of the
N. L. Hayden Mfg. Co., of Columbus, Ohio ; J.
D. Jones, of the International Correspondence
Schools, of Scranton, Pa.
In speaking of the work of preparation, Presi
dent Martin mentioned particularly the co-opera
tion of Mr. Spillman, of Richmond, and a unani
mous vote of thanks was tendered for these serv
ices. The meeting then 'adjourned for the even
ing, until Thursday morning, to give time for
the discussion of such matters as might need
action.
Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, the exhibit
hall was crowded with delegates to hear the
band concert and addresses with which the ex-

DELEGATES AND VISITORS AT FOREST HILL PARK.
sented to the retiring president, Mrs. Stone, a
handsome silver candelabra, and to the treas
urer, Miss Delaney, a bouquet of magnificent
white roses.
During the week a pillow, with the names of
prominent members of the Auxiliary and sym
bolic designs embroidered on it, was presented
by Mrs. Etienne and was disposed of by ticket,
Mrs. Connell of Los Angeles, Cal., being the for
tunate winner.
L. & A. DEPARTMENT.
At the meeting on Tuesday evening, reports
were presented showing that during the year
$15,000 was paid out on thirty claims and a net
gain of 173 members made, giving a total at
present of 2,557.
In the Benefit Fund the balance on hand Aug.
1 was $2 ; in the Reserve Fund, $4,418.05, and in
tlie Expense Fund, $800.82.
The old board of officers was re-elected and

and other incidentals which do not belong to
the entertainment proper of the guests. He
spoke of the courtesy of the people of Richmond
in paying for the dinner to be given on Thurs
day thus making it possible to carry out a scheme
which otherwise would have been prohibited by
the expense.
To the regret of the supply men, President
Martin announced that he would not accept an
other term of office, which made it necessary to
provide for a re-election of officers. The appoint
ment of a nominating committee of nine was,
therefore, moved, and this committee reported
as its ticket the following:
For president, C. M. Eddy, of the Dearborn
Drug & Chemical Co., of Chicago; vice-president,
G. M. Sly, of the Hill Publishing Co., of New
York ; for treasurer, S. M. Hildreth, of the Crandall Packing Co., of Palmyra, New York ; for
secretary, S. E. Cole, of the Engineer Publish-

hibition was formally opened. National vicepresident Hart spoke of the work which the
supply men had done in arranging for the con
vention and contributing to its success, and
argued that the association owed it to the supply
men, who had stood behind them, to make use
of the opportunities so freely offered for learn
ing fully about the new developments and im
provements which are taking place.
He then introduced President Martin of the
Supply Men's Association, who spoke of the co
operation which has always been so cordial be
tween the two associations, and of the beneficial re
sults to the supply men, drawing them together and
creating a spirit of co-operation and helpfulness.
He thanked the delegates for the interest taken
in exhibits at past conventions and at the present
meeting, and prophesied that with the cordial
support of both delegates and manufacturers,
that the national conventions and tlie accom
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panying exhibits would have' an endless and fruit
ful expansion.
The remainder of the afternoon was spent by
those in the hall in carefully inspecting all the
exhibits, which included a better diversity of
detail than is to be found in the fair at St. Louis,
in this particular line.
TUESDAY EVENING.
Pleasant anticipations had been the lot of
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M. Eddy of the Dearborn Drug and Chemical
Co. was named as president. G. M. Sly of the
Hill Publishing Co. of New York was named as
vice-president, and S. M. Hildreth of the Crandall
Packing Co. of Palymra, N. Y., was named as
treasurer. For the office of secretary the nominat
ing committee presented the name of S. E. Cole,
and an opposition ticket was presented bearing the
name of J. D. Jones. In the interest of harmony
Mr. Cole withdrew from the contest, and Mr.
Jones of the International Corres. Schools of
Scranton, Pa., was elected.
In the selection of an executive committee the
nominations resulted in the presenting of six
names, before the meeting of which three were
to be elected. In order to distribute the officers
throughout the country, a vote was first taken on
men in the eastern section, and J. M. Carson of
A. W. Chesterton & Co. of Boston was chosen
for the eastern territory. J. M. Chapman of the
Garlock Packing Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, was
the only candidate from the middle section on
account of the withdrawal of H. E. Stone and
N. W. Hayden, and for the western section the
election resulted in the choice of F. M. Vosburgh of the Garlock Packing Co. of Chicago, 111.
This ended the formal business of the meet
ing, but, as adjournment was about to be taken,

born Drug & Chemical Co., as manager of the
New England branch. Large offices have already
been fitted up for Mr. Hogan in the Oliver Bldg.,
8 Oliver St., Boston.
Indicator instruction as taught by the Indi
cator Instruction Co., of Scranton, Pa., was ex
plained in a booth in the center aisle by Richard
E. Calvert, who showed samples of the papers
and the indicator used in the course.
N. B. O. packing was but one of the many

G. M. SLY, VICE-PRESIDENT.
CHAS. M. EDDY, PRESIDENT, SUPPLY MEN'S ASS'n.
those who were familiar with the talent of the
performers who were to entertain the Association
on this evening. The only regrettable circum
stance was that Frank J. Corbett, of the Ashton
Valve Co., was prohibited by a painful accident
from contributing to the pleasure of the evening.
The program was most enjoyably carried out,
consisting of an overture by the orchestra, a bari
tone solo by Herbert Self of the Crandall Pack
ing Co., humorous songs by Jos. McKenna, a
tenor solo by Wm. Redmond, character sketches
by John W. Armour of the Hill Publishing Co.,
COFFEE SERVICE PRESENTED TO CHAS. MARTIN, JR.

J. D. JONES, SECRETARY.
and sleight-of-hand tricks by C. Howard Shcck.
The entertainers all very generously responded
to the encores which they received, and the entainment was pronounced by all present one of
the greatest successes of the convention.
The meeting of the supply men for the elec
tion of officers on Thursday morning passed off
without excitement. As there was no contest for
the election of president, vice-president and treas
urer, they were elected by a single ballot. Charles

H. E. Stone of the Chapman Valve Co., in
his pleasant and always charming way, presented
to Retiring President Charles Martin, Jr., on be
half of the Supply Men's Association, a silver
coffee set as a mark of the appreciation in which
Mr. Martin's services were held. President Mar
tin returned his heartfelt thanks and then es
corted the newly elected president, Mr. Eddy, to
the chair, and the meeting was adjourned.
NOTES ON EXHIBITS.
Smith-Courtney Co., of Richmond, Va.,
which is one of the largest jobbers of power
plant apparatus and supplies, and was the only
local company exhibiting, had a handsome booth,
in which was displayed the following apparatus,
for which the company is agent : Worthington
steam pumps, Crisscross tube cleaners, Yale &
Towne chain hoist, Lunkenhcimer valves, Sims
oil filter, Korting injectors, Carborundum wheels,
Colton packing, American steel split pulleys, Gil
bert wood pulleys, Saturn red sheet packing, and
Kieley & Muller steam specialties. The booth
and display were in charge of Alvin M. Smith, of
the firm, and W. G. Taylor, Jr.
Dearborn Drug & Chemical Co., of Chicago,
had a well arranged booth with plenty of com
fortable oak rockers, carpeted and decorated with
palms and photographs of the company's labora
tories. Samples of boiler tubes as they acted be
fore and after the water was treated with Deartrick chair. In attendance at the booth were
Messrs. Charles M. Eddy, secretary and treas
urer, W. B. McVickar, second vice-president and
eastern manager, and Daniel Delaney, manager
of the Cincinnati branch.
P. H. Hogan, retiring president of the N. A.
S. E., will soon become connected with the Dear

brands shown by the Home Rubber Co. Others
were Red Rose sheet, gasket and spiral varieties,
rings, hose, etc. The booth was in yellow and
white with a Chinese pagoda entrance. The com
pany offered an indicator and reducing wheel in
a free contest and it was won by ticket No. 152,
which carried it to Detroit Association, Michi
gan, No. 7. Messrs. R. Foley, E. W. Tetlow and
M. C. Jones represented the company, and C. L.
Murphy, of the Baltimore Belting Co., was also
at the N. B. O. booth.
Near the entrance was the display of the
New York Belting and Packing Co. under the
charge of R. D. Jackson, Jr., and H. G. McConnaughy. Cobb's high-pressure piston and valve
rod packing, a full line of hose, belting, cloth and
wire insertion sheet packings and mechanical

a

S. M. HILDRETH, TREASURER.
rubber goods filled the large section and held the
interest of delegates. Interlocking rubber tiling,
in a tasteful design, covered the floor of the sec
tion and added much to its attractiveness. A
feature of interest was the volume of Hiscox's
Mechanical Movements, a book of 488 pages,
which is to be had without charge by anyone do
ing business with the house under certain condi
tions which can be gotten from the company. A
5-foot steel tape was the desirable souvenir pre
sented to delegates. Ruby Red and Karbonite
were two new brands of sheet packing displayed
by the company.
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THE GREENE-TWEED Co's. DISPLAY OF LUBRICATORS.
JENKINS BROS. BOOTH OF '96 PACKING.
ADAM COOK'S SONS EXHIBIT OF ALBANY GREASE.
HEADQUARTERS OF SMITH-COURTNEY CO.

KEYSTONE GREASE.
RAINBOW PACKING AND RAINBOW LEMONADE.
HOME RUBBER CO'S. BOOTH.
A. W. CHESTERTON CO'S. HIGH-GRADE PACKINGS.

LUNKENHEIMER CO'S. DISPLAY CF BRASS GOODS.
CRANDALL'S PACKINGS.
CENTURY WHITE SHEET TACKING.
GREENE. TWEED & Co's. PALMETTO PACKING.
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Mechanical oil pumps in operation and the
H. & W. crosshead oiler were features of the
Lunkenheimer Co., of Cincinnati. The pump
was shown in one and two feeds driven by an
electric motor which also ran the oiler. The
latter consisted of a wiper moving over a long
tube on which a film of oil was constantly dis
tributed, thus avoiding all splashing and waste,
and ensuring continuous feeding.
The booth was a rich background of black
velvet, against which the banks of nickeled oil
cups, valves, whistles and other brass specialties

THE

Charles Martin, Jr., of New York, C. L. Wait of
St. Louis, Arthur Langston of Atlanta and Wm.
G. Le Compte of Baltimore. Jenkins Bros.'
band, under the management of Mr. Wait, was a
feature of Richmond Day.
Chapman Valve Co., of Indian Orchard,
Mass., had as its representative H. E. Stone,
whose efforts in behalf of the Ladies' Auxiliary
made the company's booth the fitting headquarters
for Auxiliary members. The display consisted of
photographs of the mammoth new plant, showing
the exterior and interiors of the machine shop,
foundry, tool and testing departments.
A. W. Chesterton & Co., of Boston, Mass.,
had an attractively decorated booth and exhibited
the ever-popular Rubberbestos packing, also
Metalbestos high-pressure sectional packing, and
Carson's Invincible high-pressure packing. Jack
Carson and W. N. Rea were in charge of the
exhibit.
Greene, Tweed & Co., of New York, had a
booth, with an attractive decoration of yellow and
black, in which was a large exhibit of Palmetto
packing in various sizes and shapes, also Favorite
reversible ratchet wrenches. H. S. Demarest, man
ager of the packing department of this company,
was in attendance. In another booth Greene,
Tweed & Co. exhibited Special automatic feed
lubricators of one-half pint to two gallons' capac
ity in styles of one, two and four feeds, a depart
ment of which Allen is in charge of and repre
sented at the convention.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., of New York, oc-

F. M. VOSDURG. EXEC. COMM.
showed up effectively. The company was repre
sented by S. L. Moyer, secretary, and Wm. C.
Everhardt.
Injectors of the Monitor, Gresham and new
Nathan types were shown at the booth of the
Nathan Mfg. Co., of New York City, at the
right of the main entrance. The booth, which
was in charge of Edwin J. Scully, of Chicago,
and is illustrated herewith, also contained sam
ples of the hand cylinder oil pumps, Nathan,
Duplex and Defender lubricators, oil cups of all
sizes, slide top oilers with outside regulation, and
gas-engine cylinder oil cups with packed stuffing
boxes and side tube to feed under pressure manu
factured by the company. The popularity and
stability of the Nathan goods were well attested
by the number of engineers who spoke to Mr.
Scully of having used them since the '60s and
'70s.
Duplex boiler feed pumps as made by the
Canton Pump Co., of Canton, O., were illustrated
by means of a full size sample. These pumps
have the discharge valves arranged over the
inlet valves and mounted in a plate which can be
lifted off entire without taking out the valves and
thus leave all valves easily accessible. The com
pany was represented by Elmer E. Miller, past
president of the Ohio Society of Steam, Mechan
ical and Electrical Engineers, and a delegate to
the convention from Canton Association, N. A.
S. E.
Electric Motors and Starting Boxes, made
•by the Richmond Electric Co., formed an at
tractive and interesting exhibit. A line of motors
from 1 to 15 horsepower showed the sizes arid
examples of separate coils, bars, disks and frames
illustrated the details of construction. The Willis
planimeter, of which E. J. Willis, president of
the company, is the inventor, was also shown at
this booth. The company, whose factory is in
Richmond, Va., was represented by Wm. H. A.
Davidson, sales manager, J. B. L. Marsden, J. B.
Price and its president, E. J. Willis.
Cling-Surface showed what it could do by
means of a belt model, on which two belts, side
by side, demonstrated the gain in tractive effort
from using this treatment. Wm. D. Young, sec
retary of the Cling-Surface Co., of Buffalo,
N. Y., made many new friends for himself, the
company and its product.
One of the most popular booths was the
double section occupied by Jenkins Bros.' exhibit
on the center aisle. A background of the national
colors, tastefully arranged, served to set off the
well planned exhibit of the familiar '96 sheet
packing, gasket tubing, pump valves and Jenkins
globe valves. As representatives were present
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Richard Thompson & Co., of New York, was
on hand with an exhibit of Thompson's indica
tors and appliances, also the new Thompson
damper regulator, and other specialties. Thomp
son, inventor of the devices, was in charge of the
exhibit, which was at all times a center of at
traction.
Republic Rubber Co. 'was to have had an
exhibit, but was prevented by circumstances a*
the last moment.
A. A. Griffing Iron Co., of New York, dis
played sectional models of the well-known Bundy
steam trap, also exhaust heads and separators.
The booth was in charge of A. S. Mappett, mana
ger of the Philadelphia office.
D'Olier Engineering Co., of Philadelphia,
Pa., displayed a complete De Laval, motordriven, centrifugal pump, also a steam turbine
shaft, and many photographs of plants installed.
It was represented by Leslie Griscom.
Silver Wire Rope watch charms were dis
tributed by A. M. Whaley and R. R. Newell, of
John A. Roebling's Sons Co.
V. D. Anderson Co., of Cleveland, was repre
sented by J. H. Meyer and displayed a line of the
Anderson steam traps.
N. L. Hayden Mfg. Co., of Columbus, Ohio,
exhibited the Hayden metallic packings and also
Hercules twin pop safety valves. Mr. Hayden
was in charge of the exhibit.
Pittsburgh Gage & Supply Co., of Pitts
burg. Pa., had a well devised and interesting
booth, where were shown the White Star oil
filter, water gages, and also the new Roger's
steam gage, which attracted much attention.
This is a most ingenious gage, with a double
spring with a three-stage valve with which the
gage can be used to verify itself or its pressure
accurately recorded, either high or low, by a
simple turn of the valve. Much interest was
manifested in this new gage and its advantages
were fully explained to all by the representative,
P. E. Moock.
Albany Grease was well and fittingly shown
in a yellow booth, which emphasized the familiar
yellow label, the trademark of this compound.
A. J. Squier, of New York City, who represented
the manufacturers, Adam Cooks Sons Co., was
constantly on duty and recounted many stories of
the novel use to which this excellent lubricant
has been put by engineers.
An attractive educational exhibit was that
of the International Correspondence Schools, of
Scranton. This, which was the only school ex
hibit, showed most attractive views of the in-

J. M. CHAPMAN, EXEC. COMM.
cupied a handsomely decorated booth at the end
of the hall opposite the entrance. The display of
the famous Rainbow packings and other mechani
cal rubber goods attracted much attention. The
rainbow effect was brought out in the decoration
by the use of a number of electric fans to which
were attached various colored ribbons. The in
ner man was gratified by a supply of Rainbow
lemonade. The representatives in attendance
were C. S. Prosser, general sales agent, and J. L.
McGilvray.
E. S. Moncrief represented the American
Steam Packing Co., but no exhibit was placed by
the company.
Crane Co., of Chicago, had on exhibition a
sectional model showing ,the construction of the
Crane pop safety valve and samples of its patent
renewable seat gate and globe valves. A. J.
Hewlings, manager of the safety-valve depart
ment, was present from Chicago in the interest
of the company.
Century White Sheet packing in rolls
formed the entrance pillars and Century Tubular
gasket the background for the display of the
Pennsylvania Rubber Co. The booth was a
dainty arrangement of red, white and green which
combined well with the white packing. Hudson
R. Dickerman, sales manager, was the company's
representative.
Sight Feed Oil Pump Co., of Milwaukee,
Wis., exhibited the Richardson automatic oil
pumps and Jordan commutator truing device ;
also drawings and photographs of plants using the
company's product. Wm. Martin of No. 10 Bar
clay St., New York, was in charge.

J. A. CARSON, EXEC. COMM.
struction departments and office and instruction
buildings, besides several drawings of students
and many testimonials from students.
The library of technology which the schools
are now offering for sale was neatly displayed in
an oak polished book case, while the instruments
and apparatus, which , accompany the different
courses, and descriptive circulars occupied tables
at the sides.
Many students called at the booth and ex
pressed their gratitude for the assistance given
them by the schools. The representatives were
J. D. Jones and John T. Hurley.
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EUREKA PACKING.
M'LEOD St HENRY CO's. "STEEL ■ MIXTURE."
NATHAN MFG. CO'S. INJECTORS, EJECTORS AND OILERS.
TRIMO TOOLS EXHIBITED BY SMITH-COURTNEY CO.
A. A. GRIFFING IRON CO'S. TRAPS.

DEARBORN DRUG & CHEMICAL WORKS.
PITTSBURG GAGE & SUPPLY CO'S. STEAM SPECIALTIES.
CLING SURFACE BELTING TREATMENT.
THE MASON REGULATOR CO'S. ENCINE AND VALVES.
THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL.

GARLOCK PACKING CO'S. EXHIBIT.
OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER PUBLISHING CO.
BOOTH OF SIGHT FEED OIL PUMP CO.
VALVES, GAGES, ETC., OF THE ASHTON VALVE CO.
BOOTH OF D'OLIER ENGINEERING CO.
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Thomas G. Keogh showed at the booth of the
Standard Gauge Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., a full
line of pressure, vacuum, hydraulic and recording
gages, automatic, self-closing water gages, tach
ometers and tachographs, Improved Thompson
indicators and Willis Planimeters. The entire
line was well displayed in a show case and care
fully looked after by Mr. Keogh, who was a dele
gate from Jas. Watt Association, N. Y., No. 7.
Numerous brands and styles of Garlock
packings were displayed in the company's booth,
a ' feature being the pyramids of rings and
gaskets. The ■exhibit was in charge of J. M.
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and other Ashton specialties. Columbus kept his N. Y., was its exhibit which contained samples
reputation as a ladies' man and presented to each of Red Tubular, Rex Gum Core, Helios higha toothsome memento which all were glad to get. pressure, , Spiral sectional, Marine Special, Hy
in round and square, Triumph
Gem Manufacturing Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., draulic Waterproof
rings, hot water pump rings, etc. S. M.
devoted special attention to its Union boiler tube sectional
of Palmyra, general manager, and
cleaners and showed a complete working outfit Hildreth, Self,
of New York City, as representa
of . motor, shafting and various forms of cuttexs. Herbert
The booth, which was a large one, was decorated tives of the company, supplied the ladies with
in black and yellow with an unique railing design, folding fans and parasols.
Geo. R. Torrey, general agent for various spe
the effect being enhanced by the display of brass,
polished steel and nickeled goods, which included J cialties, ha.d a fine display of goods. This inoil cans, loose pulley oilers, torches, etc. Messrs. chided the Kendrick automatic damper regulator,,
Wm. Ashworth and L. B. Miller, representatives ; the New Century boiler tube cutter, the Sterling

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY S EXHIBIT.

BOOTH OF PLASTIC METALLIC PACKING CO.

booth of the underfeed stoker CO.

Chapman, of Cleveland, and other representatives
were F. M. Vosburg of Chicago, Chas. Hadcock
of Pittsburg and I. D. Lyon of Philadelphia.
A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co., of St. Louis,
Mo., exhibited samples of various kinds and sizes
of wire rope for transmission and elevator work.
The company was ably represented by Selden
Jones.
W. E Henry, of Troy, N. Y., and John H.
Foote, of New York City, attended the conven
tion in the interests of McLeod-Henry Co., of
Troy. Mr. Foote was also burdened with the re
sponsibilities of a delegate. In addition to the
Steel Mixture furnaces and arches, the company
presented, in its model boiler setting, a new pat
ent back arch and combustion chamber recently
perfected by Mr. Foote. The Steel Mixture fans
did much to mitigate the discomfort of the noon
time heat during the week.
Trimo Tools were displayed by Smith-Court
ney Co., which acts as Richmond agent for them.
In the same exhibit were shown Phoenix leather
belting made by the New York Leather Belt- Co.
and samples of link leather belting, Shaw's com
pression coupling and Keasbey & Mattison's pipe
covering.
Randolph Brandt's packings, including Seldetn and Zema brands and triple-expansion
gaskets, were well represented. C. F. Bower
looked after Mr. Brandt's interests.
Mason Regulator Co., of Boston, had a
booth, decorated in crimson and set off by brass
lettering, in which were displayed a full line of
steam specialties; notable among these were the
Mason reducing valves, pump governors and Lo
comobile engine. Frank A. Morrison was in
charge of the booth.
: I. D. Lyon, Philadelphia representative of the
Garlock Packing Co., reports large sales of goods
in' the coal fields of his Territory and the secur
ing of some government contracts. Mr. Lyon
aots as sales agent for Baltimore, Washington
and
parts• •'•of•.: Virginia, including Richmond and
Norfolk.

of the company, presented each delegate with a
most useful steel torch as a sample of the com
pany's product.
Plastic Metallic Packing Co., of Pittsburg,
Pa., showed samples of its packings and gave
sample packages to visitors. The company was
represented by S. D. Shook and H. B. Steinbaugh (delegates), who were busily employed in
plastering the city with "plastic" stickers.
Norwall Mfg. Co., of Chicago, 111., exhibited
the Norwall automatic air and vacuum valve,
Ellis fire tubes, and the well-known Dunham
steam traps. The exhibit was in charge of S. S.
Brewer. The Allen automatic pipe wrench was
a specialty which attracted much attention and
evoked favorable comment from visitors.
Quaker City Rubber Co., of Philadelphia,
Pa., had its 3 P policeman on evidence to show
visitors to its booth every attention. H. B.
Chandlee0 and F. E. Dodson, of the Baltimore
office, planned for this company an arrangement
of Daniels P. P. P. packing, ebonite sheet packing
and hose, which was striking and effective.
One of the most extensive and varied ex
hibits was presented by the Fairbanks Co. It in
cluded valves of all kinds, Dart unions and
flanges, packings, Geipel traps, .pipe cutting and
threading machines, etc. Some of the ladies
thought the scales were not correct, but the com
pany's representatives were willing to vouch for
their accuracy. In charge of the exhibit was J.
R. Bennett, of the New York office, and Messrs.
R. E. Post, L. H. Mann and R. T. Thomas repre
sented Fairbanks valves, Dart unions and special
packings, respectively. The illustration shows
well the unique and instructive exhibit.
New England Roller Grate Co., of Spring
field, Mass., exhibited the Improved Roller grate.
The company's representative, L. A. Rowel 1, was
kept busy explaining the action of the grate.
Underfeed Stoker Co., of Chicago, had its
booth decorated with photographs of many in
stallations, also blue prints and descriptive
printed matter. The company was represented by
Charles S. Crowell.
France Packing Co., of Tacony, Philadel
phia, Pa., had a variety of metallic and fibrous
packings on exhibition. It also displayed sam
ples of premiums, with which users of its goods
are presented. The company was represented by
A. \V. France.
R. W. Spillman arranged for the Standard
Oil Co., of New York, a most artistic booth, in
which were shown lubricating, fuel and illumi
nating oils, a full line of petroleum products, and
oil cooking and heating apparatus. Special at
tention was called to 600 W, Arctic, Renown and
Capital brand? of oils. Chas. H. Garlick and Ed
Rose, of the company, were at the convention! .
Typifying the many brands of packing
made by the Crandall Packing Co., of Palmyra,

Lubricator pumps, Bonar gage cofcks, Sterling
valve reseating machine, Scheideman's washer
cutter, the Allen water gage glasses and float,
the Doolittle perfect flue cleaner, L. Steigert's
high and low water alarm and the J. ' S. Hill
roller tube expander. The lubricators were
shown in sizes from 1 quart to 1 gallon and with
one to three feeds.
Kearsarge and Vulcabeston packings were
interestingly displayed by the H. W. JohnsManville Co. The former is made- especially for
high pressures and the latter for rings and
gaskets. The exhibit also .included asbestos pipe
covering, sheet and wicking, magnesia covering,
square and round asbestos packings, gaskets for
boilers and flange unions. Jack Robinson, general

I Wm. Fisher represented the Fisher Governor
Co., of Marshal Itown, Iowa, and pleased his
friends with the presentation of a handsome
souvenir memorandum and card case.
Maurer, Labadie & Co., South Bend, Ind.,
exhibited its expansion flue brush, hot water
ejector and new Lighting tube cleaner. This
last is a simple but practical device, with a com
bined revolving and vibrating motion. The de
vice was fully shown and explained by W. W.
Maurer, president of the company.
Columbus Dill and H. H. Ashton repre
sented the Ashton Valve Co., of Boston. The spe
cialties shown were the Improved lockup pop
safety valve, the Ashton improved blowoff
valve, water and cylinder relief valves, pressure
and vacuum gages, engine room clocks, whistles

V<fc
*.
STANDARD GUAG^.'/
CHICAG°-

NE"V0*K SYPA-Usr*,

exhibit of the standard GAUGE CO.
packing salesman, pleased the ladies with the flatiron rests which he gave them and pleased ev
eryone (including those who got caught) with
the Johns-Manville double-back-action blue
(blew) goose.
Benj. F. Kelley .& Son, of New York, who
manufacture the Improved , Berryman Heaters,
were represented by D. J. Hussey.
Nason Mfg. Co. distributed circular literature
describing the Nason and Sidelug steam trap and
other specialties.
American Steam Gage & Valve Mfg. Co.
was on hand with a display of steam gages and
valves, in charge of Richard Hewins.
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Keystone Grease and C. A. Hopper were all
there. The boys, the delegates, the ball team and
even the ladies wore Hopper's caps until it looked
like a Keystone convention for certain.
Laconda Manufacturing Co., of Springfield,

of the famous Weinland power cleaner, the Weinland direct water motor tube cleaner, the turbine
cleaner, reseating machines, damper regulators
and the Lagonda tube cutter. The entrance arch,
which carried the company's sign, and the tables

Firms which contributed to the Supply
Men's Association but had no exhibit were as
follows : Braman, Dow & Co. ; Albany Steam
Trap Co. ; Manning, Maxwell & Moore ; Revere
Rubber Co. ; Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co. ;

AMERICAN STEAM GAGE AND VALVE CO.
STERLING IDEAL LUBRICATORS.
EXHIBIT OF QUAKER CITY RUBBER CO.
BOOTH OF GEM MFG. CO.

weinland tube cleaners of the lagonda mfg. co.
standard oil co's. exhibit.
Thompson's steam specialties.
n. y. belting & packing co's. display.

NEW ENG. ROLLER GRATE AND MAURER LABADIE CO.
DUNHAM TRAPS SHOWN BY NORWALL MFC. CO.
H. W. JOHNS-MANVTLLE CO'S. ASBF.STOS * MAGNESIA.
EXHIBIT OF THE FRANCE PACKING CO.

O., showed many delegates how to be rid of their
troubles with scale. Pat Malloy, of St. Louis,
"showed" them, and H. F. Weinland, inventor of
the Weinland specialties, and Mr. Gregory, of
the Pittsburg office, helped. The display consisted

were decorated in red, white and blue. Few
delegates asked the 500 questions needed to get a
souvenir watch-charm medal, but all manifested
much interest in the exhibit, and their good in
tent was accepted in place of performance.

Valvoline Oil Co.; H. B. Frischkorn; Pilley
Packing & Flue Brush Co. ; Babcock & Wilcox
Co. ; Watson & McDaniel ; Chicago Belting Co. ;
Atlas Engine Works ; Geo. W. Lord Co. ; Kent
Lubricating Co. ; Gallagher & Speck.
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THE CRANE POP SAFETY VALVE.
The constantly increasing demand for Crane
patent pop safety valves has made it necessary
for the Crane Co., of Chicago, to increase the ca
pacity of its manufacturing departments on these
goods. The company also brought out a number
of improved forms of pop valves for stationary,
marine, locomotive and portable boilers ; also a
variety of cylinder reliefs, water reliefs, highpressure and hydraulic relief valves for all pur
poses and pressures.
The construction of these valves embodies a

THE CRANE POP SAFETY VALVE.
self-adjusting feature which automatically regu
lates the pop of the valve. In other words,
maintains the least waste of steam between the
opening and closing points, an improvement which
will be readily appreciated, as there is no necessity
of readjusting to regulate the pop for changes
in the set pressure.
This is more clearly explained as follows : In
all pop safety valves, it is necessary to have a pop
or huddling chamber into which the steam expands
when the main valve opens, thereby creating an
additional lifting force proportionate to this in
creased area and greater than the force of the
spring, thus holding the valve open until pressure
is relieved. Means must also be provided to re
lieve this pop chamber of pressure, in order to al
low the valve to close promptly and easily. This
is accomplished by a self-adjusting auxiliary valve
and spring, which are entirely independent of the
main valve and spring.
The steam in the pop chamber finds a passage
through holes or ports into an annular space providid in the auxiliary valve or disk, and, by rea
son of the light auxiliary spring, this pressure
lifts the auxiliary valve and allows the steam in
the pop chamber to gradually escape, thus per
mitting a great range in setting pressures with the
least waste of steam and at the same time, supply
ing a cushion or balancing medium, which pre
vents any chattering or hammering and affords
the easiest possible action in closing.
This feature is peculiar to this make of valve,
and allows of changing set pressures within rea
sonable limits of the spring capacity. Nothing is
to be done but simply turn down or out (for a
higher or lower pressure) on the screw pressure
plug at the top of the valve.
The encased spring valves are constructed with
a casing or chamber enclosing both springs, pro
tecting them against the action of the steam, par
ticularly high pressure, which, blowing with great
force and velocity through all parts of the valve
before reaching the atmosphere, would have a
tendency to disarrange the springs and other parts
operating in connection therewith.
This form of valve is also particularly useful
where a number of valves are connected to one
main exhaust or discharge pipe. The encased
spring chamber, extending over a greater portion
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of the top surface of the main valve, prevents any
retarding action of the steam due to back pressure,
which might be caused by one valve opening
slightly in advance of another, from having any
material effect on the free openings of the other
valves.
The company's composite marine pop valves
have been approved by the United States board
of supervising inspectors of steam vessels and
comply fully with all the rules and regulations
governing the United States steamboat inspection
service, some of the most important of which we
mention below.
They will be passed by all local inspectors on
the basis of 1 square inch of valve area to 3
square feet of grate surface, and on water tube,
coil or sectional boilers, carrying pressures ex
ceeding 175 pounds, on the basis of 1 square inch
of valve area to 6 square feet of grate surface. They
have bevel seats at an angle of 45 degrees to their
center line of axis. The seats are made of com
position or with solid nickel bushing, as may be
required.
The cam lever is capable of lifting the valve
off its seat one-eighth the diameter of the valve
opening, whether or not there is pressure on the
boiler.
The cam lever may also be thrown over far
enough to lock the valve open, should occasion
require, or, if it is desired to blow off all or a por
tion of the steam from the boiler through the
safety valve.
The cap is made with handles or cross bars
and fastened to the stem by a key pin. The
stem in turn is securely attached to the main or
wing valve and, having a square section operating
in a square socket or recess in the main valve,
affords means of turning the valve on its seat,

Special valves for higher pressure are made to
order, and all valves are furnished locked up to
prevent tampering.

A NEW LINE OF STEEL-FRAME MOTORS.
Strength, compactness and light weight are
requisites for motors which are to be used for
overhead work or for individual driving of ma
chines. These are best secured by the use of
steel for frames, magnet rings and poles, hence
the growing use of this material. Of course,
motors or generators must be durable and ef
ficient to stand any chance of success in these
days of careful and scientific mechanical and
electrical designing ; but those qualities can be
obtained with any material, whereas the others
cannot.
Meeting these requirements with a spirit of
progress, the Triumph Electric Co., of Cincin
nati, has brought out its Type F motors and
generators, of which the 1 kilowatt size is shown
in Fig. I. As will be seen, it is simple and sub
stantial, having few parts and those few made
strong.
Fig. 2 shows the parts of the J^-horsepower
motor which is of the same construction as all
Type F machines. It is bipolar, with separate
poles of soft steel bolted to the field ring. The
yokes are of cast iron centered against the frame
and held on by bolts, but so designed that they
can be rotated to fit the machine for wall or
ceiling suspension, thus keeping the oil wells al
ways at the bottom. When desired, end plates
are furnished which completely enclose the work
ing parts.
To ensure proper insulation against eddy cur
rents, the armature disks are varnished before

FIG. I. TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.'S I -KILOWATT, SLOW-SPEED MOTOR.
thereby removing any incrustation or saline matter
that may accumulate.
The valve has a self-adjusting pop regulator,
which automatically controls and maintains a
minimum waste of steam between the opening and
closing points, as more fully explained above ; en
cased springs, made of the best steel and with
self-adjusting spripg disks, and can be taken
apart without removal from the boiler and without
disturbing the outlet pipe. All parts have been
carefully designed and strongly proportioned, and
when fitted and adjusted with correspondingly
strong springs, are suitable for pressures up to
250 pounds.

being assembled 011 the shaft, and are, of course,
carefully annealed after punching. Field coils
are form wound, carefully insulated and then
soaked in varnish which is baked in two layers
of rubber tape and two coats of insulating paint
are used as an outer protective covering.
Carbon brushes are used clamped to the end
of the spring holder, so that there is no slid
ing friction and the adjustment for tension is
very sensitive. The holder is so clamped to the
stud that a simple adjustment is readily made if
necessary, but, as the machines are carefully
tested and adjusted at the factory, no changes
should be necessary except in case of accident
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That high efficiency has been secured is shown
by the curves, Fig. 3. For the 54-horsepower
motor, which is the smallest of the series, the
efficiency is practically 70 per cent for all points
above half-load, while for the 5-horsepower, the

FIG. 2.
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are shown in Fig. 1, in which the three reduc
tions between the motor and the pivot on which
the door revolves and the rollers on which
the door is pushed to one side, are easily dis
tinguished.

PARTS OF THE TRIUMPH ^-HORSEPOWER STEEL MOTOR.

largest of this type, the quarter-load efficiency is
70 per cent, and the full-load, 87 per cent. The
machines are guaranteed against electrical or
mechanical defects, which may develop within a

The majority of these doors are operated by
hand and are manufactured in three classes, the
revolving storm door for street entrances, the
revolving air lock door for interior use, and the
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FIG. 3. EFFICIENCY CURVES FOR Vt AND 5-HORSEPOWER MOTORS.
year from the date of shipment if the trouble
is the fault of the company. The sizes run from
y2 to 5 horsepower for motors and from Yi to
5 kilowatts for generators.
r~ .REVOLVING DOORS.
At the main entrance of the Farmers' Deposit
National Bank of Pittsburg are two motor-driven
revolving doors, installed by the Van Kannel
Revolving Door Co., of New York city.
To operate these doors, a motor was re
quired which could be installed in the lighting
circuits of the building without interfering with
the satisfactory operation of the lights. It must
be self starting under load and operate with a
small starting current at practically 100 per cent
power factor. The motor in this case was wired
to one phase of a 220-volt, 60-cycle, two-phase
circuit and was controlled by an ordinary 2-pole
push button switch in the hallway.
To meet these requirements, General Electric
motors, single-phase and of l/2 horsepower
capacity, were used. These motors were pro
vided with a condenser and compensator, per
manently connected with the machine, to give a
lead to the current and equalize the lag, caused
by the inductance of the single-phase motor.
The compensator raised the voltage, giving a
more compact form to the condenser. With this
apparatus installed, the motor acted as a simple
resistance and no disturbance took place in the
lighting circuit.
The speed of the motor was 1,800 revolutions
per minute, which by means of three reductions,
revolved the doors at a rate of ten revolutions
per minute. The doors, which were of glass
with bronze frames, could be folded up and
pushed to one side when desired, giving the full
space as a passage way. Ah elevation and plan
of the mechanism used in operating the doors

revolving fire door for the prevention of fire
spreading from room to room. They are of
handsome design and, when placed in the entrance way, give an imposing appearance to the
building

the entrance way, taking less space from the
hall and as they are balanced on a central
pivot are easily operated by hand.

FIRE PROOF COVERING FOR CABLES.
Electrical power houses carry their currents
away from the buildings through conduits or tun
nels, and rest the cables on cross arms or brack
ets, usually one arm above another. The over
heating of the wire in the cable frequently Vnelts
the insulating compound and brings two uncoated
wires together. This creates a short circuit with
the consequent burning and fusing of the wires,
thus setting fire to the insulation as well as to the
outer coating or wrapping, which is usually of
cotton braid. The fire is thus communicated to
the next cable, which may have been intact, until
this trouble set in. This cable is burned from
the outside inward again releasing more energy
and setting fire to innumerable cables. To prevent
this condition, which has caused thousands of dol
lars of damage, the H. W. Johns-Manville Co.,
New York, have devised an insulating covering
for cables which so fireproofs them as to prevent,
in case of short circuiting of one, the ignition of
the others. It was first used by the Niagara Falls
Power Co., hence its name "Niagrite." It is made
in the thicknesses of 3/32, %, _'4 and }& inch.
It is supplied in strips 36 inches long and 3
inches wide, and with them is sent sufficient fir\»
proof glue in which to immerse and coat the strips
ready for application.
"Niagrite" is bound spirally about the cable
to be protected. The composition will dry out un
der ordinary conditions in about 24 hours and
become very hard and absolutely fire proof. The
application is easy, and the expense nominal when
the protection afforded is considered.
H. W. Buck, Electrical Engineer of the Ni
agara Falls Power Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y., was
the first man to use "Niagrite," and has given
orders for about 50,000 linear feet; he proposes

FIG. I. ELEVATION AND PLAN OF OPERATING MECHANISM OF THE DOORS.
With the four wings extended the entrance
is always closed, shutting out drafts and noise
and, in the case of fire, allowing persons to pass
through without drawing the fire after them.
They do away with a double set of doors in

to finish up the balance of his plant, which will
require about 450,000 feet more.
. . .
If your earnings are now large, it is the right
time to put by large savings.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6, 1904.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and Erie Rail
way, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy, C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, New
Yerk
Amer.can Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Se.cy, R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, New
York.
American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, New
York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and Electrical
Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., October 12
and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, New
York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st street.
American Society for Testing Materials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., Phila
delphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State street,
Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating Compa
nies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester street,
Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Flemming, Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., R.
L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Pitts
burg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal Elec
tricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
,
International Union of Steam Engineers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Omaha,
Neb. Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6, 7,
8 and 9, 1904.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary Engi
neers.
Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn street,
Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street,
New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14,
15 and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica,
N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Secy.,
T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical, Electrical and
Steam Engineers.
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Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, Can
ton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Asso
ciation.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu
cation.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September 1, 2,
3, 1904Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, La
fayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock Block,
Chicago,1, 111.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
J. P. Greenwood, M. E., who represents the
Reeves Engine Co., of New York, and the Elec
tric Machinery Co., of Minneapolis, announces
that he has changed his headquarters, being now
located in the Hibernia Building, New Orleans,
La.
Wm. H. Armstrong, formerly manager of the
New York business for the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co., is now associated with the IngersollSergeant Drill Co., of 26 Cortlandt St., New
York, and will look after the interests of the
pneumatic tool department.
At a meeting of the board of directors of
The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co., held on
July 30, W. H. Whiteside, general manager of
sales of the Allis-Chalmers Co., was appointed
general manager of sales of The Bullock Elec
tric Manufacturing Co., so that he will have en
tire charge of the sales department of both the
Allis-Chalmers and Bullock organizations.
NEWS NOTES.
Notice to Stockholders.—A special meeting
of the stockholders of the Ryder Belt & Cordage
Co. was held on Aug. 6, 1904, at 11 o'clock a. m.,
in the office of the company at 1453 Niagara
St., Buffalo, New York, for the purpose of voting
upon a proposition to increase its capital stock
from $200,000, consisting of 2,000 shares of the par
value of $100 each, to $1,000,000, to consist of
10,000 shares of the par value of $100 each, and
for the transaction of other business brought be
fore the meeting.
The fourth annual outing of the employes
of F. E. Myers & Bros., who are probably the
largest manufacturers of pumps and hay tools in
the United States, occurred Saturday, July 30,
and proved to be the largest event of its kind
which has ever originated in Ashland, O. In
no other city the size of Ashland, or even con
siderably larger, have the people turned out in
larger numbers from factory, store, office and
home to enjoy a day's pleasure at Silver Lake.
The notable event was not merely confined to
the hundreds of employes of. one of the largest
pump and hay tool manufactories in the world,
but was given for their families and all others
in the city and vicinity who desired a day from
regular business and household duties, to devote
to enjoyment and recreation in one of the pretti
est inland summer resorts in the state of Ohio.
This event, given annually and looked for
ward to with great pleasure by the people of
Ashland, is an evidence of the keen interest taken
by the enterprising Myers brothers in their men,
and at their own expense. One of the principal
reasons advanced for the immense turnout of
employes, and the great enthusiasm which pre
vailed everywhere is the satisfaction the men
find in the fair treatment they receive at the
hands of their employers. This fact has long
been apparent and always appreciated. It is the
kindly personal interest which the Myers broth
ers entertain in their men that there has never
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been a serious strike at Ashland's largest manu
facturing plant. The good feeling which exists
between employers and employes is very marked
and has been the source of much favorable com
ment ever since the factory started.
Besides the employes, hundreds of other peo
ple in the city and surrounding country join in
this outing every season. The attendance this
year, however, exceeded expectations, and the
picnic proved a most remarkable success in every
particular. Everybody had a grand, good time,
and returned more or less fatigued to their homes
feeling that they had enjoyed to the fullest measuse the day of their lives. If there were any
persons who failed to have a delightful time they
have only themselves to blame.
The total number of tickets distributed in
the city alone was 2,356. With the tickets ob
tained at other towns it is estimated that the
attendance numbered upwards of 2,700. The
train was composed of three sections of twelve
or thirteen coaches each, every seat in the coaches
being filled with the jolly, good-natured crowd.
Thirteen coaches to a train was not unlucky,
notwithstanding the superstitious individual who
predicted a wreck and loss of many lives on the
Erie that day. The railroad company took pains
to care for the immense crowd and transported
the people to and from the park without any
unnecessary delay. The train service was re
markably good, and the Erie railway company
and the promoters of the excursion are to be
commended on the excellent manner in which
the big gathering was transported to and from
their destination.
F. E and P. A. Myers, with their families,
after enjoying the day with their guests at Silver
Lake, went to their summer home at Mullet
Lake, Mich. The Myers brothers had set Satur
day as the date to go to Michigan, but they were
so interested in the success of the picnic that
they decided to remain over and indulge in the
festivities in common with the others.
The usual sports and entertainments to be
found at all modern summer resorts are not lack
ing at Silver Lake, so that the day was not spent
in lying under the trees, reading the latest novel,
or discussing the political issues of the day. In
addition to the stereotyped amusements there
were races, baseball and other games to meet
the requirements of the more active pleasureseekers. The picnic fully demonstrated the kindly
feeling and good-fellowship existing between
employer and employes.
The Reeves Engine Co., of Trenton, N. J.,
are erecting what is probably the largest hori
zontal cylinder boring machine in the United
States. This mammoth machine, which was re
cently completed by the Meadville Vise Works,
of Meadville, Pa., is designed to bore from three
to six cylinders at one time, depending upon the
size, and is also designed to bore the frames of
the engines. It is estimated that the capacity of
this department of the works will be increased
at least 400 per cent by the addition of this ma
chine. The weight of this time-saving tool is
35 tons, and the floor space required, 10 x 48 feel.
The unusual proportions of this and other new
machines made it necessary to erect a building
50 x 50 feet, which gives the works a length of
over 350 feet. The construction of the .machine
throughout is exceptionally massive in order to
insure absolute accuracy when it is worked to
its fullest capacity. The design was furnished
by James Barrett, the well-known designer of
large machine tools.
Another interesting machine just completed
by the Detrick-Harvey Co., of Baltimore, Md.,
is a special open-side planer. This machine is
48 feet long, with a normal width of 5 feet, and
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weighs 24 tons. Scarcely any other two machines
in an engine shop could affect the capacity of the
works to the same extent as will these giants
when finally completed. This large planer has
heen specially designed for planing and finishing
the frames of the Reeve engines.
A third machine, of perhaps less interest, hut
one affecting the economic handling of heavy
work, is a new 10-ton traveling crane, which
serves the larger machines and communicates
with the storage yards. The completion of these
three important additions to an already wellequipped works will find the company in posses
sion of one of the most modern engine building
establishments in the United States.
The Emerson Steam Pump Co. has removed
its general office from Washington, D. C, to
the factory at Alexandria, Va. All communica
tions should be addressed : The Emerson Steam
Pump Co., Alexandria, Va.

NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Spangenberg's Steam and Electrical En
gineering, by E. Spangenberg, Albert Uhl and
E W. Pratt. Geo. A. Zeller, publisher, St.
Louis, Mo., 1904. Price $3.50. The book con
tains 672 pages, is illustrated by 648 engravings
and is written in the form of a catechism, treat
ing on stationary and locomotive engineering,
electricity, compressed air, mechanical refrigera
tion, gas and gasoline engines, hydraulic ele
vators, repair work, etc. The entire mechanical
portion, except that pertaining to the locomotive,
was written by Prof. Spangenberg of the St.
Louis School of Engineering, while E. W. Pratt,
who is master mechanic of one of the large rail
roads, wrote the portion on locomotive engineer
ing. The electrical portion was written by Al
bert Uhl, instructor in practical electrical en
gineering at the St. Louis School of Engineering.
The first 28 pages are devoted to vapor, steam
and air, giving a short discussion of the proper
ties of each. The next 90 pages are taken up by
boilers, their construction, types, accessories, and
management ; followed by 30 pages on pumps ; 10
pages on heaters (closed and open), inspirators
and injectors; and 117 pages on stationary en
gines, giving the construction, operation and hints
on the care of the different parts.
Eighty pages are assigned to the locomotive
and 207 to the subject of Electricity, discussing,
though necessarily in a condensed form, mag
netism, direct and alternating current machinery
and devices, lamps, transformers, transmission
systems, and the installation, operation and re
pair of electrical apparatus. Compressed air ma
chinery and tools are given the short space of 15
pages, gas and gasoline engines 17 pages, me
chanical refrigeration 26 pages, and hydraulic
elevators 20 pages ; the last few pages being de
voted to repair work, such as setting gears for
screw cutting, centering lathes, etc., and work
shop recipes. The book throughout is intended
to help the men employed in these different lines
of engineering and is written in language that
will be readily understood, the formulas being
written out wherever possible. Although the
volume covers a wide range of engineering, the
authors have endeavored to pick out the points
that would be of the most service to the men for
whom the book was intended, and, by combining
their practical as well as theoretical knowledge,
have compiled a work, which should be of value
as a reference and guide book to the man behind
the engine.
Southern industries have been regarded by
many as confined to cotton and sugar, with every
thing else in the background, and it is a revela
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tion to find in the pages of the Seaboard Maga
zine, which is issued by the Seaboard Airline
Railway, statements in regard to cultivation of
potatoes, egg plant, celery, and tomatoes, which
are yielding to those who raise them independent
fortunes. The magazine contains also descrip
tions of the beautiful spots to be found along
our Southern Atlantic coast and in the greater
portion of the South Atlantic States, and is full
of interest and information for those not familiar
with the region. The Airline Railway covers
all the eastern coast from Washington to Palmet
to, north and south, and from Wilmington to
Birmingham, east and west. The magazine, which
contains 60 pages of interesting matter, can be
obtained from J. W. White. General Industrial
Agent, Portsmouth, Va.
WE HAVE RECEIVED from the Indicator
Instruction Co., Scranton, Pa., a fine engraving,
11 x 12 inches in size, showing an excellent cut
of the Lackawanna Railroad locomotive No. 1003,
rigged with reducing motion, wind guards and all
modern appliances for indicating, with a train ot
seventeen cars attached.
This test was made between Scranton and New
York City, 145 miles, by Robert Renny and A. C.
Lippincott, who used the well-known Lippincott
reducing wheel, indicator and planimeter.
This engraving is printed on a fine enamel pa
per and is suitable for framing. A copy will be
sent folded to any engineer who will send the
names of six other engineers who should be in
terested in a course of indicator instruction with
the indicator included free. If 5 cents in stamps
is enclosed, engraving will be mailed in a tube
rolled.
GEO. A. ZELLER, of 18 S. 4th Street. St.
Louis, who is the publisher of Spangenberg's
Steam and Electrical Engineering, has just issued
an album of St. Louis and the World's Fair
10 x 15 inches, with 185 illustrations. This will
be sent on receipt of 31 cents in stamps.
THE CROSS STYLE B OIL FILTER,
which is manufactured by. the Burt Manufacturing
Co., of Akron, O., is illustrated by a large cross
section cut, and its operation described in a con
venient little pamphlet sent out by the company.
"ELECTRIC FANS" is the title of catalog
308 issued by the Sprague Electric Co. This gives
full illustrations and description of the Lundel
fans for desk, ceiling, and exhaust purposes
A UNIQUE FOLDER entitled "Factory Ac
cidents and How to Prevent Them" is sent out
by the Consolidated Engine, Stop Co., of 100
Broadway. New York. This describes fully the
mechanical details of the system and its various
parts and gives also testimonials from many users
of the apparatus.
THE GOHEEN MANUFACTURING CO.,
of Canton, O., is exploiting a new carbonizing
coating for iron and steel, which is stated to
render structures made of these metals rust and
weather proof.
THE CROSBY STEAM GAGE AND
VALVE CO., of Boston, describes in a new
folder the steam engine indicator which bears the
company's name and the Crosby reducing wheel
which is of novel design with bevelled gear
mechanism.
ROSSITER, MACGOVERN & CO., of 17
Battery Place. New York City, are dealers in all
kinds of power plant machinery. They have on
hand a large stock of generators, both direct and
alternating current, for all voltages and of all
capacities, rotary converters, transformers, arc
lamps, gas and steam engines, boilers, pumps feed
heaters, condensers and railway apparatus. The
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machinery now on hand is listed in a convenient
descriptive catalog which is sent out by the com
pany and which is available on request.
IT IS OFTEN CONVENIENT to be able to
drive a small power from a faucet or hose con
nection, where there is good water pressure avail
able. This makes possible the use of a fan for
the summer months or power for sewing machines
and small household or other machinery where
other power is not available.
To meet this demand the A. Rosenberg Co.,
of Baltimore, Md., is placing on the market the
Polar Water Motor in 7 and 9-inch sizes. This
is arranged for driving any kind of machinery
by means of belting and will handle a sewing
machine or small air compressor. Other styles
from % to 10 horsepower are made for driving
small generators. The Polar Water Fan con
sists of a 7-inch motor which drives direct a 12inch fan. A cheaper motor which is not adjust
able as to position is called the Arctic, and this
also is made for belting to small machinery. The
7-inch size will deliver about H horsepower with
30 to 40 pounds pressure. Folders fully describe
the apparatus.
O. C. WHI TE CO.. of Worcester. Mass..
who make an adjustable fixture for ceiling
attachment of incandescent lamps are sending out
a mailing card showing the construction of the
device.
CURTIS & CO. MANUFACTURING CO..
of St. Louis, Mo., are manufacturers of pneu
matic machinery of all descriptions. This in
cludes, among other apparatus, automatic air com
pressors of belt driven and motor driven types
either single stage or compound. These com
pressors are made double acting with a minimum
of parts and mounted on a substantial base. The
company also manufactures the Curtis air hoists,
traveling cranes, jib cranes, electric hoists, and
pneumatic elevators. The various kinds of ap
paratus are described in a handsome catalog
which has just been issued.
THE NEW CATALOG of engines and
boilers made by James Leffel & Co.. of Spring
field, Ohio, is a book that will interest many
readers. It should interest any one who has
to do with steam power. This book goes into
the subject of the making of Leffel engines and
boilers, and shows on what their superiority is
based. The book is well gotten up, printed on
heavy enameled paper, has numerous full-page
and many smaller illustrations. It is filled with
such detailed information about engines and
boilers as to make it valuable to those using
or contemplating using an engine or boiler. The
book will be mailed free to prospective buyers
of an engine or boiler stating wants and ad
dressing the company as above.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Gilliland Mfg. Co., of Lancaster, Ohio, will
erect an addition, 150x40 feet, to their plant
and install new machinery.
Arnold Brewing Co., of Marquette, Mich.,
has voted to increase its capital stock $25,000 in
order to enlarge the works.
Water works are to be built in Chattanooga,
Tenn., by the Suburban Co.
Mobile & Ohio Railway Co. is to enlarge
its car shops at Cairo. 111., and will install new
boilers and other machinery.
Appleton, Wis., has voted to install a new
water works.
A Large Cotton Mill is to be erected at the
corner of Constance and Gaicnnie Streets, NewOrleans.
Fremont, O., Power and Light Co., of which
Frank Heim is president, is to erect a power
plant in Ballville
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STEEL CHIMNEYS AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION.
BY E. C. SHERMAN.
COMBUSTION is the rapid union of a
substance with oxygen, and in the
furnace of a boiler this substance is
usually coal. In order that combustion
may take place it is necessary that oxygen
be supplied.
This is one purpose of a chimney which
it accomplishes by creating a draft, the
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FIG. I. METHOD OF ATTACHING FOUNDATION
BOLTS TO STACK.
production of this draft depending upon the
fact that the furnace gases have a tempe*ature higher than that of the surrounding
air. The chimney also carries off the
noxious gases produced by combustion.
As the volume of a gas increases direct
ly as its absolute temperature, it follows
that a given volume of these furnace gases
will be considerably lighter than an equal
volume of the cooler air. The heavier out
side air flowing from a place of high pres
sure to one of lower pressure passes into
the chimney through the furnace, thus pro
ducing draft and supplying oxygen to the
fire. The amount of gas produced for each
pound of coal which is burned varies from
13 to 30 cubic feet, the volume depending
upon the temperature.
The weight of gas which a chimney will
carry off in a given time depends upon
three things, viz. : The size of the chim
ney, the velocity of flow and the density of
the gas. But as the density of a gas de
creases as its absolute temperature de
creases, the temperature will have very lit
tle to do with the capacity of a chimney so
long as the temperature is reasonably high.
In fact the weight carried off with the gases,

at a temperature of 550 degrees F. above
that of the surrounding atmosphere, is only
about 4 per cent greater than at 300 degrees
F.. 550 degrees F. being the temperature at
which the maximum weight of gas will be
delivered. It is desirable, however, that
the temperature should not be too high, for
the more heat which passes up the chimney
the less is given to the boiler.
The temperature of the gases being neg
lected, there is left only area and height
to be considered in proportioning ordinary
chimneys. As the intensity of the draft is
independent of the area, but dependent up
on the difference in weight between the
column of gases in the chimney and the
outside column of air, the height of a
chimney need be only sufficient to produce
a draft necessary to burn the fuel which is
to be used, providing, of course, that the
area is sufficient to accommodate the gases
produced. Wood will require the least
draft and fine coal or slack the most, but
chimneys, as a rule, are not built much less
than 100 feet in height.
The draft is measured in inches of water
and varies from o to 2 inches, a draft of
1 54 inches of water being necessary to burn
successfully anthracite slack.
The following formula will give the draft
produced when the height of the chimney
and the temperature of the outside air and
the flue gases are known :
(7.64
7.95\
H
7a
7c /
in which H is the height of the chimney
in feet, P is the draft expressed in inches
of water,
Ta is the absolute temperature of the
outside air,
Tc is the absolute temperature of the
confined gases.
The absolute temperature equals the
reading above zero on an ordinary Fahren
heit thermometer + 460 degrees.
For finding the height when the re
quired draft is known, we have from the
above formula the following:
H-

7.64

7-95

The area of chimney necessary to suc
cessfully carry off the gases must be made
somewhat larger than would be necessary
if there were no friction between the gases
and the sides of the chimney.

Assuming that the actual diameter re
quired is 4 inches greater than that used
in computing the effective area, and that a
commercial horsepower requires on an
average the consumption of 5 pounds of
coal per horsepower, the following formulae
may be used to compute the dimensions
of a chimney for a given horsepower :
0.3 HP.
_
E =
= A — 0.6 Va
V/l
HP- = 3-33* %///= 3.33 (.4 — 0.6 s/A) V~H
D = 13.54 y/E + 4

in which E equals effective area,
A equals actual area in square feet,
D equals diameter of chimney in inches,
H equals height of chimney in feet,
HP equals horsepower.
The table given has been calculated by
means of these formula;, and will be found
handy for reference, as almost any ordi-

FIG. 2. STEEL STACK ERECTED FOR THE WAR
WICK IRON AND STEEL CO.
nary size of chimney may be found in the
list.
The rather high value of 5 pounds of
coal per horsepower is taken to compen
sate for poor fuel, as the boilers are some
times forced beyond their rated capacity,
for long flues, etc.
Steel chimneys are divided into two gen
eral classes, according to the method of
support, i. e., guyed chimneys, or those
which are held in position by means of guy
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wires, and self-supporting chimneys, or
those which are made sufficiently strong to
support themselves without the aid of guys.
Guyed chimneys, or stacks as they are
called, are mostly used where a small, cheap
stack is desired, for an individual boiler or
battery of boilers. They have the advan
tage of being light and therefore of being
able to be supported by the boiler breech
ing, if so desired, thus not requiring any
meter "dies
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1.17
2.41
3.14
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7.07
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23.76
28.27
33.18
38.48
44.18
.'0.27
54.54
5 '.75
59.00
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290
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402
503
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746
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several are connected to one flue the one
nearest to the stack will secure the great
est draft, unless very carefully regulated.
The guy wires with which these stacks
are held in position are attached at about
two-thirds the height and spread laterally
at least an equal distance. If the stack is
very high two sets of guys should be used ;
in any case the guys must be strong enough
to resist the strongest wind pressure which

HEIGHT OF CHIMNEY IN FEET.
100
110
125
150
175
COMMERCIAL HORSEPOWER.

f6
87
113 119
141 149
173 182
208 219
245 258
330 818
427 449
536 565
658 6<4
792 835
949 990
1,098 1,151
1.338

foundation. They may also be riveted up
complete in the shop, or if very long, in
sections and shipped to the site, where the
sections can be riveted together, and the
whole stack raised into position by means
of a gin pole. This saves the cost of scaf
folding, riveting, etc., in the field, which
would be necessary in the case of a selfsupporting stack.

FIG. 3. A SELF-SUPPORTING STEEL STACK.
Each boiler or battery of boilers in a
plant is often provided with a separate
stack. The advantage from this arrange
ment is, that the draft secured is more
nearly imiform for all the boilers, for if

156
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229
271
365
472
593
.28
876
1,038
1,214
1,403
1,609
1,760

204
245
289
389
503
63i
776
934
1,107
1,291
1,496
1,712
1,865
1944
2,' 24
2,190
2,459

316
426
505
551
692
748
819
918
J,02.1 1,10!
1,212 1,310
1,418 1,531
1,639 1,770
1 876 2 027
2043 2,197
2,130 2,300
2,218 2.395
2 399 2,592
2,685 2,900
2 986 3.226
3,308 .3,573
3,637 3 929
3,991 4,311
4,352 4 701
4 719 5,097
5,133 5,540
5,976 6,454
7 8 5 8,483

200

981
1,1-1
1 400
1,637
1,893
2 167
2 359
2,459
2,560
2 770
3,100
34.8
3,820
4 200
4 608
5,0.6
5,448
59 4
6,898
9 066

225

250

1,253
1 485
1,736 1,830
2,008 2,116
2.298 2,423
2,5 3 2,638
2,609 2 750
2,717 2 864
2 939 3,098
3 288 3,466
3 657 3,855
4,046 4 265
4 455 4 698
4,882 5,146
5 431 5 618
5 7H8 6,111
6 285 6,624
7 318 7 713
96i8 10,137

is ever likely to strike the stack. This
wind pressure is generally taken at 25
pounds per square foot on the projected
area (diameter X height) of the stack, al
though 30 pounds is sometimes specified.
The lighter thicknesses of plates, as 5-16,
and 3-16 inch, No. 10, No. 12 and No. 14,
and sometimes even lighter, are used in
the construction of guyed stacks, although
occasionally
and 7-16-inch plates are em
ployed in the largest sizes.
Guyed stacks are seldom made over 54
inches in -diameter. The larger sizes are
self-supporting, and the materials used are
either brick or steel. A steel stack will give
a slightly higher efficiency than one built
of brick, for there can be no infiltration of
cold air as there is likely to be through
cracks in brickwork. Besides this they are
safer and require less room, and if properly
proportioned and designed, can be made to
present a pleasing appearance.
Self-supporting stacks are built with or
without a brick lining, the better class being
lined usually with second quality firebrick,
although good, hard red bricks are often
used. The brick lining prevents radiation
of heat, which would slightly reduce the
efficiency, and also protects the inside from
the heat and the corrosive action of the
furnace gases. The lining . not being de
pended upon for strength, it is made only
thick enough to support its own weight.
Measuring from the top down, if the lining
is of firebrick the first 75 or 80 feet can
be 414 or 6 inches thick, the next 75 or 80
feet, 9 inches, and so on down to the bot
tom; a space of about 1% inches is left be
tween the shell and the brickwork to allow
for expansion and ease in laying up. The
top of the brickwork should be protected
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in some manner, and a castiron cope ring
is often used for this purpose.
As the outside of the stack must be kept
well painted to protect it from rust, a lad
der is provided from the bottom to the top,
also a painting ring consisting of a Z-bar
or similar construction upon which the
painting trolley can be run.
Self-supporting stacks are made with
a flared bottom whose diameter is equal to
approximately one-tenth of the height, the
remainder of the shell can be either straight
or tapered, as the builder may desire. Some
times an ornamental top made of thin sheets
is provided, various styles being used. The
ornamental top, besides adding to the ap
pearance, serves to stiffen the top ring.
Some method of stiffening should always be
provided: angles, channels or Z-bars most
often serving the purpose.
As the wind is the greatest force which
a stack must resist, the shell, as before
stated, must be made of sufficient strength
to resist its pressure. For this reason it
is desirable to have the gases enter the stack
from the bottom by means of an under
ground flue, so as not to weaken the shell
by cutting an opening in it.
The following formula gives the height
of stack for which a given thickness of
plate can be used :
TE
// :
S 0.31
318^
in which H equals height of stack in feet,
t equals thickness of plate used,
D equals diameter of stack in inches,
T equals tensile strain allowed per square
inch in plates,
E equals efficiency of riveted joint,
P equals wind pressure in pounds per
square feet, ordinarily taken at 50 pounds.
For instance, assume a stack 72 inches
in diameter, the top section to be composed
of J4-inch plates, with single riveted cir
cular seams of 50 per cent efficiency. Let T
equal 8,000, then the greatest height of stack
in which J^-inch plates can be used will be
I0.25 x 72 X 8,oco x 0.50
- = 67.3 feet.
0.318 X 50
As it is customary to make the rings 5 feet
high for convenience in erecting, this would
give thirteen rings at 5 feet or 65 feet of
54-inch plate.
If the next section were to be 5-16 inch
thick, 5-16 would be substituted for 0.25 in
the formula, and the operation repeated

4. AN ILLUSTRATION OF BOTH GUYED
AND SELF-SUPPORTING STACKS.
This result minus 65 feet would give the
length of section of 5-16-inch plates, and
so on down to the base.
The height in which a given thickness
of plate can be used may be increased by
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double riveting the circular seams, thereby
obtaining an efficiency of about 75 per cent.
As there is no great strain in the vertical
seams they need be but single riveted. The
low value of 8,000 pounds for T in the pre
vious formula is recommended, for the rea
son that a tube of such large size with its
walls so thin will not fail, according to the
formula, by having its walls rupture, but
will fail if tested to the point of destruc
tion by flattening and bending, and as soon
as it flattens it no longer offers the resist
ance of a circular ring.
The bottom ring is securely riveted to a
heavy castiron base plate which forms a
firm bearing on the foundation, and the
stack is kept from overturning by means of
bolts, which extend down into a massive
foundation, the lower ends of the bolts be
ing provided with suitable washers, which
are made of castiron or steel. The castiron washers are generally preferred, as
they are less susceptible to rust. The foun
dation bolts are frequently attached to the
stack by simply having the nut screwed
down on a boss provided for it on the
base plate, but a far better construction,
and one which should always be employed
on stacks of any size is that of a riveted
lug attached to the shell, as shown by the
sketch, Fig. I.
As examples of large stacks, which have
been recently erected, the halftones shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 will be noted. These stacks
are of the self-supporting type and are
made of steel plate, their immense height
being shown by a comparison with sur
rounding objects. Both types of chimney
are shown in Fig. 4, the smaller ones in
the center being held in place by guy wires.
The chimneys shown in these cuts were
all erected by The William B. Pollock Co.,
of Youngstown, Ohio, and, although they
are now classed with the highest chimneys
in the country, will probably be succeeded
with chimneys of still greater height, as
each year seems to require a larger size.

CHEMISTRY FOR ENGINEERS. IV.
BY GEORGE W. HAVLIN.
CHEMICAL NOMENCLATURE
As all chemical combinations and reac
tions take place in accordance with fixed
and invariable laws, a method of naming
the compqunds that result therefrom has
been established, being in fact a necessity,
as without a nomenclature founded upon
a definite plan the science of chemistry
would be involved in great confusion.
The chemists of early days used the
terms given by their predecessors, the al
chemists, to the different salts, acids, al
kalies, etc., for a long time. For example,
sulphuric acid was known as "oil of vit
riol," hydrochloric acid as "spirit of salt,"
and "liquid shell" as well as "muriatic
acid," nitric acid as "aqua fortis," mercury
as "quicksilver" and so on with all com
pounds and elements then known to the
scientific world.
These names, as will be easily seen, did
not convey any clew to the chemical nature
of the substance so designated.
New compounds were often given the
name of their discoverers, as the "fuming
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liquid of "Libavius," "Glaubers salts," etc.,
which plan did well enough for a time,
but as new compounds were brought to
light it was soon realized that some means
for designating them must be adopted, and
a number of plans were suggested and were
used until superseded by the one now gen
erally used, an explanation of which will
be given.
Each of the elements is denoted by
what in scientific parlance is known as its
symbol, consisting of the first letter of its
name, and in cases where the names of
several elements begin with the same letter
one of the other letters is added thereto,
as, for example, carbon is indicated by the
letter C, calcium by Ca, chlorine by CI,
oxygen by O, phosphorus by P, platinum
by Pt, and so on with all of the primary
elements.
The advantages of this system of nota
tion are obvious to all, as in giving the
chemical formula of a compound consisting
of two, three, four or more elements it
is quite a saving of both time and space;
the formula of sulphuric acid, HiSOj, ex
presses in a brief and concise manner sul
phur, one atom, oxygen four atoms, hydro
gen two atoms.
Further on a table of the elements will
be given (although it is intended by the
writer to discuss only the more common
elements, and more particularly those
which enter into the chemistry of every
day affairs, in the factory, work shop and
engine room) with their symbols, atomic
weights and combining equivalents or va
lencies.
Many of the elements are capable of
entering into combination with oxygen, to
form what are known as oxides. The
oxides of sodium, potassium, calcium,
barium, magnesium, etc., are known as al
kaline or basic oxides, while other combi
nations with oxygen are termed acid ox
ides, and are capable of entering into com
bination with the basic oxides to form
salts ; the oxides of sulphur and phos
phorus may be taken as typical representa
tives of the acid oxides.
What are known as acids are com
pounds containing the elements of an acid
oxide and water, and have the constitu
tion of salts and are considered hydrogen
salts, thus sulphuric acid is made up of
sulphuric oxide, SO* and water, HiO, the
resulting compound being sulphuric acid or
hydrogen sulphate, H2SO1. Again, if we
pass the vapor of sulphuric oxide SOj over
barium monoxide BaO, commonly called
barytes, heated to several hundred degrees,
the two substances unite to form barium
sulphate, BaSO. or BaOSO.,.
The hydrogen salts or acids have a
number of properties in common that arc
considered as characteristic, such as a sour
taste, corrosive action, and turning many
blue coloring matters of vegetable origin,
such as litmus, red, this property of litmus
being used as a test for acids.
The acids; or hydrogen salts, when
brought into contact with a metal or its
oxide, as a general rule exchange their
hydrogen for an equivalent amount of the
metal, the hydrogen being given off in the
free state in the case of the metal, but
when the oxide is used the hydrogen given
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off by the acid unites with the oxygen of
the oxide to form water. Thus
H.SO, + Zn = SO«Zn + H,,
in the first case, and in the second
H,SO« + ZnO = SO.Zn + H,0,
by which it will be seen that in either case
we obtain zinc sulphate by substituting one
atom of zinc for the two atoms of hydro
gen of the sulphuric acid, hydrogen being
an univalent element, and zinc a bivalent
element.
Some metals are unable to combine with
more than one equivalent of oxygen, while
others can unite with one, two, three, or
more equivalents of oxygen to form mon
oxides, trioxides, etc.
Thus we have barium monoxide BaO
and barium dioxide BaOa. Chromium forms
a series of oxides as follows :
Chromium monoxide, CrO, = 52.4 -f- 16
Chromium dioxide, CrO>, = 52.4 + 32
Chromium trioxide, CrOi, = 524 + 48
The numerals at the right denote the
composition of each oxide by weight, 524
being the atomic weight of chromium, and
16 that of oxygen, one atom of which is
united with one atom of chromium in the
monoxide, two atoms of oxygen with one
of chromium in the dioxide, and three of
oxygen with one of chromium in the tri
oxide. There are two other oxides, the
sesquioxide and the trichomic tetroxide
CrjOs and CraO», the sesquioxide being so
termed because of the fact that it contains
one half as much again oxygen as the mon
oxide, the proportion of Cr being to O as
104.8 is to 48 or reduced to its simplest ex
pression 52.4 to 24.
The other oxide Cr«0«, trichromic
tetroxide is a compound of the monoxide
and the sesquioxide, CrO and CrtOi and is
also known as chromoso-chromic oxide,
there being a similar oxide of iron.
These terms are formed by prefixing the
Latin or Greek numerals to the word oxide,
chloride, etc.
Where a metal forms two basic oxides
they are distinguished by the termination
ous for the one containing the least amount
of oxygen, and if for the one containing the
greater quantity of oxygen, as in the case
of the two oxides of chromium :
Chromous oxide, CrO, = 52.4 + 16
Chromic oxide, CrtOs, = 52.4 + 24.
When these oxides unite with acids to form
salts, the resulting compounds are also re
garded as chromous and chromic salts in
accordance with the above nomenclature.
The acid oxides are also given these
terminations to distinguish them from each
other, and the acids resulting from the addi
tion of hydrogen, commonly called hydro
gen salts, are given the same terminations.
The salts resulting from the combination
of these acids with a base are given names
ending in ite and ate. We have, for in
stance, the two sulphur acids, sulphurous
acid and sulphuric acid, respectively HjSOi
and HjSO,:
Sulphurous acid = 2 + 32 + 48
Sulphuric acid = 2 + 32-1-64.
These acids, it will be seen, consist of
the respective sulphur oxides with the addi
tion of the elements of water. Now upon
replacing the hydrogen in these acids by
a base, we have sulphites and sulphates re
spectively
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Sulphurous acid + sodium = sodium sul
phite + hydrogen
HjSO, + Na, = SO.Na, + H,
and—
Sulphuric acid + sodium = sodium sul
phate + hydrogen
H,SO. + Na2 = SO.NA + H,.
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sium iodide, etc. These elements are often
capable of uniting directly with other ele
ments to form salts without replacing an
equivalent amount of hydrogen, as when
copper dust or filings are put into chlorine
gas, the two combine to form cuprous
chloride, Cu2Cl.. They also combine indi-

LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
III.
(ASSING to the Transportation build
P ing, which is immediately north of
the Machinery building, one is at
tracted by the regular exhaust from the
locomotive under test at the testing plant

SHAY LOCOMOTIVE EXHIBITED BY THE- LIMA LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE COMPANY.
These acids are known as oxygen acids,
but there are acids which contain no
oxygen. It was thought in former times
that oxygen was absolutely necessary in
the formation of acids, the name of oxygen
being formed of two Greek words denot
ing "to make sour," or, in other words, the
generator of acids. This, however, is not
the case, as we have such compounds as
hydrochloric acid, which possesses all the
attributes of an acid. Sulphur, iodine,
fluorine, bromine, phosphorus and selenium
also combine with hydrogen to form acids
of a similar nature. The compound radical,
cyanogen, CN, which is composed of one
atom of carbon and one atom of nitrogen,
combines with hydrogen to form hydro
cyanic acid, or hydrogen cyanide, an ex
tremely poisonous compound commonly

rectly with other elements, often forming
two, three, four or more compounds dis
tinguished by prefixing the terms mons, di,
tri., etc., as follows :
Potassium monosulphide, KiS
Potassium disulphide,
K2Sa
Potassium trisulphide,
K3S3
Potassium tetrasulphide, KjS»
Potassium pentasulphide, KaSj
These compounds are given the termina
tions ous and ic, as : Stannous sulphide,
SnSs; stannic sulphide, SnS4; cuprous
chloride, Cu:Cl3; cupric chloride, CuCli.
(To be continued.)
In a recent paper before the Engineers'
Society of Western Pennsylvania, Joseph
A. Shinn called attention to the importance
of blast furnace slag as a structural ma
terial. Ten million gross tons of this slag

PLANT OF THE KENNICOTT WATER SOFTENER
COMPANY.
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. This
plant is provided with weighing scales at
the friction dynamometers mounted on the
shafts of pulleys on which the drivers of
the locomotives rest, a draw bar dyna
mometer for measuring the pull of the
drawbar, means for taking indicator cards
from the cylinders, tanks for measuring the
water used, and scales for measuring the

BIG FOUR LOCOMOTIVE MOUNTED ON TURN TABLE.
known as prussic acid and deporting itself
in exactly the same manner as an ele
mentary body.
When an acid of this kind, such as hy
drochloric acid HC1, hydrosulphuric acid
H8S, hydrofluoric acid HF, hydriodic acid
HI, etc., combines with an element, or a
compound organic radicle, the resulting
compound is given a name ending in ide,
as sodium chloride, calcium fluoride, potas-

were produced in the United States during
1903, and of this less than 75,000 tons were
utilized. It is claimed by German manu
facturers who use the slag in the manu
facture of Portland cement that by such
use a cement is produced stronger than
that made from marl or limestone, and that
the addition of 30 per cent of granulated
slag adds materially to the strength of the
cement.

coal usid. Throughout the time of the ex
hibition tests are made on various types
and sizes of locomotives at speeds from the
lowest to the highest and much important
data will be obtained. This exhibit is lo
cated near the west end of the Transporta
tion building and at one side of the general
exhibit of locomotives. Near it is a plant
erected by the Kennicott Water Softener
Co. showing its method of treating feed

v
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water to remove impurities and avoid the
formation of scale.
The plant has a capacity of 5,000 gallons
per hour and treats all the water used in
the boilers of the locomotive testing plant,
removing all scale forming material from
the Mississippi river water, which is used.
A large line of locomotives of modern
manufacture is displayed by the Baldwin

which have seen many years' service.
Among the interesting freaks of the exhibi
tion is the Brunton horse leg locomotive
and the early Winans type, which was more
of a boat than of a locomotive. Other in
teresting features of the exhibit are Hackworth's engine and the coach which went
with it, which was the first used in Nova
Scotia and has been in actual service some

Locomotive Works, The American Loco
motive Co., The Rogers Locomotive Co.,
and others. These give a fine chance for
comparison of the types made by different
companies, and of the variation in locomo
tives used for different purposes. An im
pressive exhibit is that of a locomotive built
for the Big Four Railroad and mounted
on a turn table near the center of the build
ing. This is kept in continuous motion
during a portion of the day by an electric
motor, which not only revolves the turn
table but also keeps the locomotive itself
in action while standing still on the turn
table.
Oil burning locomotives with standard
built tenders for use on the western rail
roads are shown. There is a balanced com
pound American locomotive used with the
Empire State Express, and by the side of
this train is the first train run over the
New York Central Railroad in 1831, the lo
comotive being the famous Dcwitt Clinton.
Japanese engines are shown and a special
display is the high speed locomotive manu
factured by Henschel & Son and used in the
recent high speed German trial.
The Pennsylvania Railroad also exhibits
a French compound which has recently
been imported for experimental trials on
its line. A display in this building, which
is worthy of careful study, is that of the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad illustrating the
history of locomotive progress and the
change in railroad equipment since the early
days. This includes models of pretty nearly
everything in steam locomotive history
from the time of Cugnot in France in 1769
down to the present time. The early Eng
lish model of Murdoch, 1780, is shown, the
Stephenson model, models of the first loco
motives constructed by Rogers and by
Baldwin, and of other actual machines

thing like 20 years. Also the mountain
climbing locomotive, which was used for a
generation on Mount Washington and
which is the prototype of the modern moun
tain railroad.
A notable feature of the Transportation
building is that quite as much space is
occupied by the exhibit of automobiles as
by that of locomotives and cars. This is of

forms the exhibit of the Moncrieff water
glass gage and shows something of what
the strength of the tube must be.
Marine transportation is represented
largely by models of ships, by drawings
and by a few examples of small boats, al
though these exhibits are not large or
numerous.
An unusual type of locomotive is shown
by the Lima Locomotive & Machine Co.,
which is called the Shay heavy gear type
and is intended for use where heavy draft
is required at comparatively low speed.
The engines of this type are vertical and
are directly connected to a shaft which runs
lengthwise of the engine and is geared to
the drivers on one side. The locomotive
wheel shafts are, of course, solid with the
wheels so that traction is exerted on both
rails although it is applied at only one end
of the wheel shaft. The slip and universal
joints used to avoid the necessity of keep
ing the different sections of the side shaft
in line are worth careful inspection and
study.
The boiler is of the extended wagon
top type with 21 square feet of grate sur
face. It is designed to carry a steam pres
sure of 200 pounds and is fitted with 156
2-inch Shelby steel tubes. The total heating
surface is 257.4 square feet.
In the Electricity building, the greatest
novelties will be found outside the field
of power plant work. The displays of the
various manufacturing companies are rather
along the line of showing recent develop
ment in actual working machinery with
which most of us are already more or less
familiar.
*
The unusual things, and these are not
all brand new, are the wireless telegraph
systems, the typewriter-telegraph and the
telautograph, which is a device for trans-

NATIONAL ELECTRIC company's booth.
course partly due to the newness of the
automobile industry, and the standard to
which railroading has gradually approached.
Nevertheless it indicates somewhat the im
portance which the automobile is coming to
take in our manufacturing industries as
well as in our daily life.
In the northwest corner of the building
is an interesting model of a locomotive
made entirely from gage glasses. This

mitting handwriting direct by means of
electricity.
A number of generators directly driven
by gas engines are in operation, and a line
of single-phase alternating current motors
are displayed by the Wagner Electric Co.
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufac
turing Co. has also on exhibition the sta
tionary armature and rotary field of the
A. C. generator used with the Parsons
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steam turbine. Here also are found ex
amples of the De Laval steam turbine in
connection with generators of the Bullock
Manufacturing Co.
A number of manufacturing companies
have made fine illustrative displays show
ing the application of electric motors to
power driving. It is noticeable that the
tendency at the present time is toward the
use of a motor, which runs on a two wire
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shown by the General Electric Co., which
is an adaptation of the well-known mercury
vapor principle by using a short vertical
tube and putting in series with this a regulat
ing resistance consisting of incandescent
lamps burned at a comparatively low incan
descence. By enclosing the whole device
in a prismatic globe, the blue light of the
vapor and the yellow light of the incan
descent are combined, giving a very pleas-

of the court, interesting. This shows the
effect of electric treatment in removing
floating matter and vegetable impurities as
well as bacteria from water and rendering
it perfectly pure and limpid. The treatment
requires about 15 volts electromotive force
to remove organic matter and sulphate, and
this current will depend on the amount of
water treated. It is found that for ordinaryconditions of water, a 1 -ampere current

1
mm

TALM GARDEN OF THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
system, having held regulation 10 a slight
extent for controlling the speed, but having
the greater part of the speed regulation per
formed by changing a series of gears or
clutches which are embodied in the mechan
ism of the machine tools.
The American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. shows a working installation of wire
less telephony, and nearby is a working ex
hibit of the De Forest wireless telegraph
system with scale models of the towers to
be used in the Alaskan installation.
Working telephone exchanges are shown
by several companies, particularly the Bell
Telephone Co. and the Kinloch, which is
the independent company of St. Louis. A
working exchange is also shown by the
Automatic Telephone Co., which shows the
switching method where no central oper
ators are employed
One of the new features shown is a
series of arc lamp regulators by the Fort
Wayne Electric Works. This device is
much simpler than the earlier forms, and
has many advantages which can be best
seen by examination. In this same cate
gory of novelties is the mercury arc lamp

ing effect. The General Electric Co's. ex
hibit also contains a working example of
the multiple-control system for electric cars,
such as is used on the Intramural Railway,
a number of tools direct driven by electric
motors, a model of the great generators
used at the Niagara Falls plant, and a
model of the Pclton Impact water wheel
with illumination arranged to show the ac
tion of the jets in striking on the buckets.
Across the aisle from the General Elec
tric booth, which is located in the east wing
of the Electrical building, is an interesting
collection of relics of Edison's early work.
This includes the first "Jumbo" dynamo
used for electric lighting, the first plant
used for three wire lighting, Edison's first
electric locomotive, and a complete collec
tion, made by William J. Hammer, of in
candescent lamps as used both in the
United States and abroad. The Edison stor
age battery in all its details is also shown
near by.
Those who are interested in feed-water
purification (and who is not?), will find
the plant of the Electric Purification Co. of
Missouri, which is located on the north side

will take care of 20 gallons per hour If
care is taken to clean the electrode every
day, the purifier shows no deterioration of
action. Filtering the water reduces the
time which is needed for impurities to be
removed.
In the north wing of the building, will
be found exhibits of X-ray apparatus, of
telegraph instruments, of measuring instru
ments, of the monorail system from Eng
land and of French lighting apparatus, mo
tors and storage batteries.
In the court yard, will be found a work
ing exhibit of a storage battery locomotive
and cars for industrial railways, installed
by the C. W. Hunt Co., Camp conduit as
used for underground work, and primary
batteries.
Two features of the west wing we have
omitted to mention. One is the exhibit of
the United States Incandescent Lamp Co..
in which are girls working at all the var
ious branches of lamp making from the
first drawing out of the filament to the
final testing of the completed lamp ; and
the booth of the American School of Cor
respondence, in which are shown the differ
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ent instruction books and reference books
used by the school and examples of the
work done by students, both in their book
studies and in the making of apparatus in
connection with their courses.

BOOTH OF AMERICAN SCHOOL OF (ORKF.SFONDENCE.
As 111 the Machinery building, many ex
hibitors have fitted up comfortable booths
and resting places for visitors. In these
the tiied sightseer will always find a hearty
welcome and a chance to get his breath
and rest his weary limbs. Among the other
companies, which have provided such fa
cilities, may be mentioned the Bullock Elec
tric Manufacturing Co., McGraw Publish
ing Co., The National Electric Co., The
Western Electric Co., The Fort Wayne
Electric Works, The Wagner Electric Co.,
General Electric Co., and the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co. A particu
larly grateful spot on a hot day is the divan
of the Robbins & Myers Co., surmounted
by a merry-go-round of revolving fans
which send down comforting breezes to cool
the tired wanderer.
Many interesting power plants will be
found in the outside buildings and in the
concessions along the Pike. Comparatively
few of these are, however, available to the
casual visitor. One which can be in
spected, however, and which is worthy of
more than passing notice is that of the
Tyrolean Alps, which is driven by Diesel
oil-burning engines. These are three in
number, of 250 horsepower each, so that the
plant is of a very considerable size. The
plant of the Ferris wheel is the same which
was used at Chicago. The great induction
motor installation under the cascade has
already been mentioned. Power plants in
the Fisheries building, in the Sunny Brook
distillery, and in the Philippine village are
also interesting and worth studying.
The descriptions and illustrations shown
herewith are intended to give but a hasty
glance at some of the main features as one
may see them in his first two days of look
ing about. In future issues will be given
a more detailed description of the various
sections of the mechanical exhibition and of
those features which are of special interest
to power plant readers.
The steam turbine is making rapid
progress in Great Britain, as is shown by
the fact that 112,000 horsepower of ma
chines are now being installed.
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THE STEAM TURBINE. III.
RY H. BOYD BRYDON.
THE CLASSIFICATION OF TURBINES.
To utilize the energy of a moving fluid
in a turbine, two organs are essential. These
organs are: l. The distributor; 2. The
wheel.
The distributor leads the steam into the
wheel with the proper direction and veloc
ity, while the wheel receives the steam,
takes up its energy and transforms it into
mechanical work. The shape of these or
gans depends on which of the three ways
the energy of the moving fluid is utilized,
nnd three classes of steam turbines may,
therefore, be distinguished.
I. If the reactive force of the steam as
it leaves the wheel causes it to revolve, it is
called a "reaction" turbine.
II. If the direct action of the steam im
pinging on the blades of the wheel causes it
to revolve, it is called an "action" turbine.
III. If the wheel is caused to revolve
partly by the reactive force and partly by
the direct action of the steam, the turbine is
called an "action-reaction" turbine.
Each of these types may be subdivided,
as in water turbines, into radial flow and
parallel or helicoidal flow, according to the
direction of the fluid in the wheel. The
practical difficulties of constructing radial
flow steam turbines are, however, such that
modern turbines are almost exclusively
parallel flow machines.
The tremendous velocity which steam
assumes in expanding from ordinary boiler
pressures to a vacuum—3,000 to 4,000 feet
per second or 35 to 45 miles per minute—
makes the use of a single wheel impracti
cable for turbines of large power. The
stresses set up in the material of the wheel
by centrifugal force prevent the employ
ment of the peripheral speeds necessary for
a satisfactory efficiency, and, except in a
few cases, gearing is necessary to reduce
the speed to a point where direct connection
can be adopted.
This difficulty is obviated in a manner
similar, though for a different purpose, to
the use of additional cyclinders in recipro
cating engines. The steam is caused to pass
through several turbines in succession ; hav
ing given up part of its energy in the first,
it is admitted to the second, where its
stock of energy is further reduced, and
so on.
The total fall of pressure is thus di
vided into several steps, which are called
"stages." By designing the stages so that
the same velocity will be developed in each
the wheels of the several turbines may be
mounted on a single shaft, and by enclosing
all the turbines in a single casing the mod
ern "multistage" turbine is produced.
THE REACTION TURBINE.
In the pure reaction turbine the reduc
tion of pressure and development of velocity
take place in the wheel alone, the distributor
simply leading the steam into the wheel.
No turbines of this type are now made, but
about the year 1830 several built by Wil
liam Avery of Syracuse, New York, were
in commercial use and appear to have given
satisfactory steam economy compared with
the reciprocating engines of the time.
Thurston (1) states that N. Felt of Cic
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ero, New York, reported that the Avery
turbine driving his sawmill required only
two-thirds of the fuel consumed by the
reciprocating engine which it had displaced.
Fig. 4 is from a dimensioned drawing of
one of Avery's turbines in the possession of

FIG. 4. THE AVERY STEAM TURBINE OF 183O.
Professor J. E. Sweet, who has courteously
permitted its reproduction here. This tur
bine consisted of a hollow shaft, through
which the steam was led to two flat, hol
low arms, each with an opening at the end
through which the steam was discharged
into the atmosphere. The leading faces of
the arms were fitted with knife edges to re
duce the windage. Steam under boiler pres
sure was discharged through the orifices at
the extremities of the arms, and the reac
tive force developed by the issuing jets
caused the wheel to revolve at a high speed.
The shape of the orifices was, however, such
as to result in considerable loss of efficiency
by eddies and friction.
ACTION TURBINES.
In the action turbine the whole reduc
tion of pressure and development of veloc
ity take place in the distributor.
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FI6. 5. DIAGRAM OF THE ACTION TYPE OF TUR
BINE WITH MANY STAGES.
Two types of multistage action turbines
may be distinguished. (*) In the first the
number of pressure stages is large and the
velocity developed in the distributor of each
stage is small and is absorbed in a single
set of moving buckets. This type, of which
the Rateau and Zoelly turbines are exam
ples, may be represented diagrammatically,
as in Fig. 5. Three stages are shown,
marked 1, 2 and 3- Each stage consists of
a distributor A, and a single set of moving
buckets B.
The velocity resulting from the expan
sion in distributor A,, from pressure Po to
P,, is absorbed in the wheel Si, which re
volves in steam at a pressure Pi. On leav
ing the wheel Bi the steam passes into dis
tributor At, where it is expanded from
pressure Pi to P=. The velocity resulting
from this expansion is absorbed by the
wheel Bi, which revolves in steam at a
pressure Pi, and so on.
To provide for the increasing volume as
•Tne steam turbine. Trans A. S. M. E. Vol. xzii.
p. 233.
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the steam expands, the area of the passages
through the distributors and wheels has to
be progressively enlarged.
In the second type, the number of pres
sure stages is small. The velocity devel
oped in each stage is consequently high and
is absorbed in two or more sets of moving
buckets with stationary guide blades, usual
ly called "intermediates," between them.
The earlier design of Curtis turbine is
the representative of this type, which is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6. The
STEAM CHEST

FIG. 6. DIAGRAM OF THE ACTION TYPE WITH
FEW STAGES.
steam from the steam chest is admitted to
the first stage nozzles and in passing
through them is expanded from boiler pres
sure to about atmospheric pressure. Part
of the resulting velocity is absorbed by the
first set of moving buckets. The steam then
enters a series of stationary blades which
guide the steam into the next set of moving
buckets, where another portion of the veloc
ity is absorbed, and so on. After leaving
the last set of moving buckets the steam
enters the nozzles of the second stage,
where it is again expanded, and enters a
second series of moving and stationary
blades. The process of absorbing the ve
locity due to this second expansion is the
same as in the first stage.
In this turbine, then, not only is the
pressure fall divided into stages, usually
two or four, but the velocity developed in
each of these stages is itself absorbed in
stages, four when there are two pressure
stages and two when there are four pres
sure stages.
The first of these two forms of the Ac
tion turbine may be termed the pressure
stage action turbine, and the second the
velocity stage action turbine.
ACTION-REACTION TURBINES.
The last class, Action-Reaction turbines,
differs from the first only in the fact that
the reduction of pressure and consequent
expansion and development of velocity be
gins in the distributor and is completed in
the wheel. The main features of these tur
bines are, however, more nearly those of
the pure reaction than of the pure action
type, and they may be considered as reac
tion turbines in which some advantage is
taken of the direct action of the steam.
For this reason turbines of this type, repre
sented by the Parsons turbine and its modi
fications, are commonly called reaction tur
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bines and will be so referred to in what
follows.
In the modern multistage reaction tur
bine, the steam enters the first distributor,
1, Fig. 7, and is expanded from pressure P
to Pi, acquiring a certain velocity with
which it enters the first wheel or set of
moving buckets, 2, where the expansion is
continued. The moving buckets deflect the
steam and absorb its kinetic energy ; but
while the kinetic energy of the steam is be
ing absorbed on one hand, the expansion
going on in the wheel due to the fall of
pressure across it from Pi to Pi accelerates
the steam on the other hand so that the
steam leaves the" wheel with but little less
than its initial velocity, and in so doing ex
erts a reactive force on the moving buckets.
Leaving the first set of moving buckets, the
steam enters the second distributor, 3,
where it is expanded from Pi to P» and
with renewed velocity is guided into the
buckets of the second moving wheel, 4.
This process is repeated through all the
stages until the exhaust pressure is reached.
The wheels are thus forced round partly
by absorbing the kinetic energy possessed
by the steam as it enters the buckets from
the distributors, and partly by the reactive
force developed in transforming the poten
tial energy due to the difference of pres
sure existing between the inlet and outlet
of the buckets into kinetic energy. The
continuous fall of pressure from one end of
the turbine to the other has led some wri
ters to call these machines "continuous ex
pansion" turbines.
The difference of pressure on the two
sides of each wheel produces an end thrust
on the shaft of parallel-flow, reaction tur
bines. Means must be provided to balance
this, and the clearance between the station
ary and rotating parts must be kept as small
as possible to prevent undue leakage of
steam from one side to the other without
passing through the buckets.
f/1

STATIONARY
BLADES
)))))))) TTTTl MOVING
BLADES
STATIONARY
BLADES
)) )) )) )) fjTJl MOVING
3LADES
FIG. 7. DIAGRAM OF THE ACTION-REACTION
TYPE.
In turbines of this class, the steam is de
livered to the whole periphery of the wheel
to maintain the required difference of pres
sure across the buckets at every point and
insure that the direction of flow through
them will be always the same. Otherwise,
after passing the open ports of the distrib
utor, the buckets would reach a position
where the surrounding pressure was less
than that of the steam in them. The steam
would then be free to expand in both direc
tions, and shocks, akin to backlash in
gearing, and eddies would be set up, result
ing in a considerable reduction in efficiency.
The method of governing adopted must
be such as will satisfy these conditions.
This may be accomplished either by chang
ing the initial pressure, b*» throttling or by
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admitting the steam in puffs and varying
the duration of each puff as is done in the
Parsons turbine.
In the action turbine the whole expan
sion of the steam from the initial to the
exhaust pressure of each stage and the cor
responding development of velocity take
place in the distributor. Each wheel con
sequently revolves in a space where the
pressure is uniform so that end thrust is
avoided and the clearances may be made
large without causing loss of power and
efficiency.
As no expansion takes place in the wheel

3

FIG. 8. REVERSAL OF THE STEAM FLOW ON A
FIXED VANE.
FIG. 9. REVERSAL OF FLOW WITH THE VANE
MOVING AT HALF THE VELOCITY OF THE
STEAM.
buckets, there is no tendency to set up a
back flow of the steam. The distributing
passages are generally grouped at one or
more points on the periphery instead of en
tirely surrounding it. Regulation is ef
fected by opening or closing one or more
ports in the distributor.
SPEED OF WHEELS.
In both types the expansion of the steam
follows the same adiabatic law and results
in the development of the same theoretical
velocity. But while the condition of high
est efficiency is the same in both, viz., that
the steam shall leave the wheel with as lit
tle motion as possible, the actual wheel
speeds to produce this result differ consid
erably.
In the action type, instead of the wheel
moving in the opposite direction to the
issuing steam with equal velocity, the blades
are so shaped as to reverse the direction of
the steam. This allows the speed of the
wheel to be greatly reduced. Let A B,
Fig. 8, represent to some scale the velocity
of a particle of steam as it touches the
semicircular vane C.
If the vane be prevented from moving,
the steam will be reversed in direction, and
neglecting the small friction loss will leave
the vane with its initial velocity, which,
therefore, will be represented by D E. If
the vane be moving, as in Fig. 9, from C to
Ci, with half the velocity of the steam,
then the speed of the entering steam
particle relative to the vane will be only
VzA B, or B Bi, so that it will leave the
vane with a relative velocity of J4 A B.
But as the vane is moving forward with
this same velocity, the steam particle will
leave the vane with no actual velocity in
space.
Thus the best speed for an action
turbine is theoretically one-half the speed
of the steam, whereas the best speed of a
reaction turbine is theoretically equal to that
of the steam.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience which will be helpful to the man in charge of power machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible. These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
REMOVING OIL AND SCALE FROM BOILERS.
Editor The Engineer :
In reading over some of the back num
bers of The Engineer I notice many recipes
for taking oil out of boilers, and it is evi
dent that all plants using exhaust steam for
heating are bound to get back more or less
oil with the returning condensation. There
has been no oil separator yet invented that
will do the work completely. Water hold
ing oil in solution is much the same as
milk holding butter in solution. If one
stops to think for a moment of the pressure
required to separate butter from milk they
can easily understand how impossible it is
under ordinary circumstances to separate
oil from feed water.
Engineers who may be troubled with oil
in boilers and who are in a position to fol
low my instructions I think can get relief.
A little over 3 years ago, when I took my
present position, I found the boilers in such
bad shape that it was impossible to carry
over one gage of water, and even then they
primed badly, making the engines groan
and pound at times when a slight change of
load occurred. The remedy for my trouble
was obtained partly by accident and partly
by systematizing my discovery, if such it
might be called. Where there are two or
more boilers in a battery and one boiler is
always in reserve, the last day before shut
ting down the boiler, pump in a good sup
ply of any of the ordinary boiler com
pounds. Allow it to stand for 10 or 12
hours without pressure. Then open the
blowoff and empty the boiler completely
and immediately turn on full steam pres
sure. Adjust the blowoff so that it will
just discharge the condensation. Allow
steam to stay on for 4 or 5 hours. Then
blow it off and fill the boiler with cold
water. Let the boiler stand for an hour
or so. Then empty and take off the plates
and you will find that not only the oil, but
the scale will be nearly all removed from
the shell and tubes.
A few applications of this kind will
leave the boiler in first-class condition and
with no bad effects or injury to the boiler.
The inspectors who examine the boilers
here pronounce them O. K. and say they
could not be better even after 3 years of
this treatment.
J. H. G.
THE CAUSE OF THE RATTLING NOISE.
Editor The Engineer :
The diagrams submitted by Single Ec
centric in the Jan. 15 issue show rather
poor valve adjustment. The rattling ex
haust valve is caused by reason of early
cutoff in the crank end. Steam is cut off so
early that when expanded to the full vol
ume of the cylinder it does not fill the cyl
inder at atmosphere pressure, and conse
quently the piston creates a vacuum. The
pressure of the atmosphere lifts the ex

haust valve from its seat at every stroke
and at admission it is slammed against its
seat, again causing the noise mentioned.
The rattle will disappear when the work
done in both ends of the cylinder is the
same, unless the load at times is very light,
in which case the rattling noise will appear
alike in both ends.
The rattling of exhaust valves from this
cause is very annoying, but it can always
be remedied either by lowering the boiler
pressure or by running with the throttle
partly closed, neither of which, however,
is very satisfactory.
I think Single Eccentric will not be
troubled after having adjusted his valves.
Decrease the lap on the head end steam
valve so as to give earlier admission, also

FIG. I. CORLISS GEAR WITH INDIRECT MOTION.
FIG. 2. ANOTHER ARRANGEMENT OF INDIRECT
GEAR.
on the head end exhaust valve so as to
decrease compression, thus making it about
the same as the crank end. Then equalize
the cutoff by making the head end cut off
earlier, after which the cutoff at both ends
may be made earlier or later, as desired.
The method of finding the horsepower
from badly distorted diagrams does not
differ from the method used with other
diagrams. The average or mean effective
pressure is more difficult to find, when the
diagram has to be measured by means of
ordinates, because of the irregular lengths,
and the necessity of subtracting the area
of the loop, as shown in crank-end dia
gram submitted by Single Eccentric. With
the planimeter, the area of the loop is auto
matically subtracted, irregularities offering
no obstacles.
In one of the accompanying diagrams
of Corliss valve gear, the eccentric rod
gives an indirect motion, because the ful
crum of the rocker shaft is between the
"power" and "weight" ends of the lever,
consequently the movement of the eccentric
rod is opposite to that of the reach rod,
and the engine will run "under" with ec
centric set in the position shown in Fig. I ;
that is, the eccentric will follow the crank
at an angle of 90 degrees.
If, however, the pin is at the bottom
of the wrist plate, which is an arrangement
found in some makes and is shown in Fig.

2, then the indirect movement is reversed
or neutralized and the engine will run
"over."
John W. Hinchcliff.
THAWING FROZEN SERVICE PIPES.
Editor The Engineer:
I noticed in a recent issue of The Engi
neer an inquiry for information on thaw
ing frozen service pipes. I think almost any
water company has had sufficient experi
ence during the past winter to be able to
give the desired information. I hope the
service pipes have been thawed by Nature
before this.
It may be of interest to know of som;
of the methods used to clear frozen pipes,
as we must face winter again within a few
months. The most common method, and
one easily used, is by means of a hand
force pump, which can be used to pump
hot water from a pail through a small pipe
pushed from the cellar outward and inside
the service pipe. We used 30 feet of J^-inch
and 50 feet of %-\nch tin pipe. We ordi
narily used them separately, but soldered
them together when necessary, and thus
were able to work 80 feet of pipe. With
this arrangement we were able to work
from the cellar to the main without dig
ging.
We also have a thawing machine con
sisting of a reel on which the tin pipe is
coiled. This is connected with a coil in
side the reel. There are two pumps at
tached to one lever, one to force water
through the coil and pipe, while the other
pumps air, which is mixed with gasoline
and delivered in the center of the coil.
There it comes in contact with the blaze
of a kerosene torch. This serves to heat
the water.
When the pipe lies straight between
the cellar and the main, we can thaw the
whole length, but when the direction is
changed and fittings were used, it is neces
sary to dig down at the point where the
fittings are located ; the location being ob
tained by measuring the pipe used for thaw
ing. Service pipes thawed in this way will
freeze again if the water is not kept run
ning after it is once clear.
Some interesting suggestions along this
line were presented in the Journal of the
New England Water Works Association
for March, which may be of benefit to en
gineers. I might mention also a method
given to thaw service-box covers by pour
ing a little benzine on them and lighting
it. One person dug down about 2 feet and
filled in with lime, which was then covered
and water put on the lime. The next morn
ing he found his pipe thawed out.
Another used a small portable boiler, to
which he attached a steam hose connected
with S or 6 feet of J^-inch pipe. This was
clamped to a handle so that two men
could hold it in an upright position. It
was found that with 50 or 60 pounds pres
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sure they could force steam into the frozen
ground without digging. After steam had
been forced to about the depth of the pipe,
if the water did not start the pipe was
moved to a new location and the operation
repeated until the pipe was free. This
method has the advantage of thawing the
ground around the pipe, hence it is not
likely to freeze again, and it also saves the
expense of digging.
E. E. Russell.
THE CAUSE OF THE FAULTY DIAGRAMS.
Editor The Engineer:
As no one has attempted to explain the
cause of the changes in the diagrams from
a Buckeye engine which were illustrated
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from the exhaust steam. He very frankly
admits that because of the material advan
tages which an open heater possesses over
the closed type he would recommend noth
ing but an open heater, where the water is
of such character that the impurities, ac
cording to his theory, will absorb the oil.
If it can be shown, therefore, that an oil
separator will take the oil out of exhaust
steam when the separator is properly de
signed and operated with the intelligence
that it may be assumed is found in the
ordinary power plant, there will remain no
reason why an open feed-water heater
should not be used, regardless of the pure
or impure character of the feed water.
Now the efficiency of an oil separator

FIG. I. EFFECT OF MOVING MAIN VALVE AND CUTOFF ECCENTRIC.
some time since, I will aid those who care
to investigate the matter, by saying that
the cards were numbered wrong. Card No.
1 should be card No. 3, and card 3 should
be card 1. Cards Nos. 2 and 4 are right.
In the first place, in No. 1 the main
eccentric is too far behind the crank, which
causes too early compression on the head
end. We shut down to tighten a pulley,
and so took advantage of this opportunity
to move the main valve ahead 3-16 inch.
That equalized the compression a little bet
ter and took the knock out of the crank
end of the connecting rod, but it changed
the cutoff considerably, as shown by card
No. 2.
We did not move the valves 011 the lowpressure cylinder, these being left as they
were adjusted when the engine was erected.
Cards Nos. 1 and 3 go together. No. 4
was taken when the load reached 450 horse
power. The main valve was moved ahead,
the eccentric rod shortened 3-16 inch and
the cutoff eccentric moved back. That gave
card No. 5, shown herewith. After moving
the main eccentric ahead and the main
valve back, we obtained card No. 6.
Joblots.
A RErLY TO DUPLEX.
Editor The Engineer:
The letter of Duplex in your issue of
July 1 is a very clever (and doubtless
wholly sincere) plea in favor of a closed
feed water heater under conditions which,
according to Duplex, render the use of an
open heater unsafe ; that is, where the feed
water contains no impurities that can be
brought into suspension at a temperature of
212 degrees. His plea is based on the as
sumption that suspended impurities in feed
water will absorb any oil that may enter an
open heater with the exhaust steam, and he
apparently doubts, in fact he questions, the
ability of an oil separator to remove the oil

(when properly designed and installed and
intelligently operated) has ceased to be a
debatable question, and this fact is recog
nized by the great majority of the best
engineers,—much to their personal credit
and to the advantage of their employers.
This is not a contention in favor of all oil
separators, for I freely admit that many
so-called oil separators are incapable of do
ing efficient work, but it is a frank recogni
tion of the fact- that it is within the power
of any steam user to select an efficient oil
separator if he will devote to the investiga
tion and selection of the separator the same
time and thought that he is accustomed to
give to any other equally important part of
his equipment.
The character of the feed water has
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drained, etc., and these are all questions of
engineering practice which are capable of
being solved by intelligent men who under
stand what is required and who have had
previous experience in their solution. It
may also be said that a first class oil sepa
rator requires less care and attention to in
sure its successful operation than does al
most any other appliance commonly used ia
a power plant.
There are thousands of oil separators,
used independently and in connection with
open feed-water heaters, installed in all
parts of the country where steam power
plants are found and where all kinds of
feed waters have to be used. Those sepa
rators which have been intelligently selected,
installed and operated are giving satisfac
tory service.
When the skeptical ones get back to
these fundamental principles and recognize
that there is no mystery, no sleight-ofhand and, most important, no' uncertainty
about the efficiency of a properly designed
oil separator, there will be less timidity in
the use of oil separators. A much larger
number of oil separators and open feedwater heaters will then be used and there
will be a vast improvement in the economic
operation of hundreds of power plants with
out in the least endangering the health of
Duplex's dear friend,—the steam boiler.
Judging from his argument Duplex
would condemn all oil separators as a class
rather than take the time to investigate and
ascertain which separators will effectually
remove the oil. This reasoning would log
ically lead to the policy of condemning any
proposition that may appear to be at all
complicated or that may involve the use of
a little ordinary horse-sense. If such rea
soning were generally followed we would
probably never have developed the Corliss
valve, the compound condensing plant or
the steam turbine.
Russell H. Ramsey
SUGGESTIONS FOR MR. M'NAMARA
Editor The Engineer:
D. McNamara in a recent issue asks
for ideas about a water supply. Perhaps

FIG. 2. EFFECT OF MOVING MAIN VALVE AND F.CCENTRIC.
nothing more to do with the efficiency of
an oil separator than has the color of the
engineer's hair, for the simple reason that
the feed water does not come in contact
with and has no influence on either the
steam or the oil before or at the time the
separation is accomplished. It is merely a
matter of whether the designer of the sep
arator has taken proper advantage of certain
well deSned physical laws, whether the sep
arator is properly proportioned and suited
to the conditions under which it is to be
operated, whether it is correctly or incor
rectly installed, whether it is properly

the following information may be of use
to him. Under the conditions mentioned
the cheapest and best plan is to use a mod
ern high-duty triple-expansion pumping en
gine, or, if there is no steam plant in the
building, but electric power available, a
Riedler Express pump, which is of small
dimensions compared to the quantity of
water it can handle, can be direct con
nected to a high-speed motor.
Since a perfect vacuum cannot be ob
tained, the actual height to which water
can be lifted is only about 82 per cent of
the theoretical height, which percentage is
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good only for pure water, so Mr. McNamara will have to excavate a pump pit,
say, 10 feet below the level of the first
floor of the shop. No doubt the shop floor
is several feet above the level of the ground,
therefore the pit need not be so deep.
The height to which the pump will force
the water is only limited by the power
available and the strength of the pump and
pipe connections.
A trench of the proper depth will have
to be excavated from the pump pit to the
river. The pipe should have a uniform fall
or be laid to avoid pockets or traps, and it
should be at least one size larger than the
opening into the pump. It, also, should
be rim as straight as possible, because in
any case the resistance to the flow of water
through it will be considerable and a great
deal of force will be required to start and
stop the water with each stroke of the
pump.
A suction air chamber will be required
to prevent water-hammer. The air cham
ber should be attached to the suction pipe
as near the pump as possible. The cubic
capacity of the vacuum air chamber for a
single pump should be twice that of the
displacement of the piston for a single
stroke. A foot valve should be placed at
the lower end of the suction pipe below the
water level, and it would be advisable to
have a relief valve on the suction pipe,
because should the suction valves leak when
the pump is idle, or if a priming valve be
left open, the full pressure of water will
come on the valve.
If D. McNamara wishes to know what
horsepower his pumping engine should be,
let him use the following rule : Multiply
the weight of water to be pumped per min
ute by the discharge pressure and divide
by 10,043 I the quotient is the horsepower.
Toronto, Ont.
J. E. Noble.
MiNCERNING CIRCULATION IN BLOWOFF PIPE.
Kdilor The Engineer :
After reading the article by G. G. B. in
I he Engineer of July 1 relative to water
circulation in the blowoff pipe of steam
boilers, I wish to state a little experience
of my own in this line which may be of
some interest and possibly tend to also con
vince G. G. B. that under certain conditions
there is circulation in the blowoff, even if
designed as Mr. McPhee shows in his
sketch, but not, however, on account of the
long riser, as he claims.
Some years ago I was running a steam
plant consisting of one horizontal return
tubular boiler 66 inches in diameter by 16
feet long carrying 90 pounds gage pressure.
The blowoff pipe was at the back of the
boiler and connected by means of a nipple
only 3 inches long to the bottom of the
boiler. Outside the brickwork an equalizer
1 inch in diameter was rnn up and at the
proper height directly connected to the
steam space, as shown in the sketch. Near
the blowoff pipe, which was of 2-inch pipe,
a stop valve was provided in the riser,
which was to be closed when the blowoff
cock was opened.
One morning after running for about
an hour I looked into the combustion cham
bers to see if everything was straight, and
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was startled to find the blowoff pipe fully
red hot, the red portion starting about 2
inches from the elbow and reaching as far
towards the back wall as I could see. I
knew the pipe had been free of scale only a
few weeks before and was of heavy pipe,
but I felt quite uneasy. I ran to the front
of the boiler, closed the damper and cov
ered the fire with fresh coal. This did not
take long, and before the steam pressure

ARRANGEMENT I F BLOWOFF PIPE.
dropped enough to interfere with the proper
speed of the engine the pipe had cooled
down again, and the valve in the equalizer,
which I forgot to open that morning, was
opened wide.
After that I was more careful and had
no more trouble with an overheated blowoff
pipe. The pipe was in no way protected
against the intense heat, and was in the
hottest part of the combustion chamber.
Now that is where the peculiar part of the
affair lays. Steam must have been gener
ated in the pipe and by pushing its way up
to the surface of the water must have pro
duced circulation up and into the steam
space through the equalizer, and water from
the boiler passed into the pipe again. In
my case, however, with the valve closed, the
steam rushing out of the pipe into the boiler
pushed the water along and left the pipe
partly empty, and thus caused overheating.
Where the blowoff pipe is covered with
a sleeve of asbestos or iron, when buried
in the soot, there will be hardly any circu
lation, no matter which way it is connected
to the steam space, but I do not see why
G. G. B. thinks that the connection shown
in the sketch by Mr. McPhee should be
steam bound, because when steam is gen
erated it will rise to the top of the water :
it never goes down.
W. Steindorff.
STARTING A PUMPING ENGINE WITH A HIGH
LIFT.
Editor The Engineer :
Some years ago I was called to a small
western city to look after some business
for a relative, and while there I was nat
urally inclined to look up any steam plants
that were in operation, so as to be able to
compare the western methods with those
in the east. I had been frequently told
by my relative that a new water works
plant was in the course of construction,
and that it was to be started up very soon,
as the contractors had agreed to furnish
water or a certain day.
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So it happened as I strolled into the
new plant one day, in fact the day on
which they were getting ready to start, I
met the engineer, also the mechanical en
gineer, and the machine shop man. They
were all very busy, everything was in readi
ness to start, steam up, pumps warmed up
and all ready for the word.
The plant consisted of a pair of tandemcompound duplex, direct-acting piston,
pumping engines, with two steam cylin
ders to each pump cylinder. This engine
was worked condensing with a surface con
denser placed in the suction line, and a
small air pump was used to pump out the
air and condensed steam, and to form a
partial vacuum. This pump was placed as
convenient to the condenser as possible.
In fact right alongside of the main suction
to the large pumps. With everything in
readiness, the air pump was started, and
gradually the vacuum gage crept around to
2j]/2 inches, which I thought a very good
result in a new plant where the packing
had not been followed up nor the joints
looked after.
Well, the shop man, who had erected
the pumps and was at the throttle, grad
ually opened it and carefully worked the
water out of the cylinders; after a few
minutes' working to his surprise and dis
may the vacuum was down to 5 inches.
He tried to get the pumps to lift, but with
no result; before the pump would make
20 revolutions the condenser tubes would
become so hot that the vacuum would
break. The pumps had nearly 14 feet lift
and the suction pipe was 20 inches in diam
eter with no foot valve, a fact which on
such a high lift surprised me very much.
Well, the large pump would not lift the
water, that was all. and there was some

TEMPI R,\K\ CONNECTIONS FOR STARTING
PUMP.
hustling about that time. The rural village
board wanted to know the why and where
fore, and things looked quite dubious, when
the shop machinist suggested disconnecting
the exhaust pipe from the condenser and
putting a valve in it, so as to allow the
steam to exhaust into the atmosphere until
such time as the pump was primed.
Right here I put my oar in, and in 5
hours had the pump working nicely. I
stepped up to the superintendent of the
pump builders and told him that I could
start the pump if he would let me. He
seemed reluctant at first, but when he saw
the pin on my vest asked me what it was,
and I told him Marine Engineers' Bene
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ficial Association; he seemed more free to
talk. I simply told him that I could start
the pump and would, if he would let me.
So, after a short explanation of my
methods, I proceeded as follows: Two
good pipe fitters were 'phoned for, and
when on the ground I had them put a 9inch tee, A, in the exhaust line where it
leads down to the condenser ; on one side
of the tee a plug, B, was screwed in loosely
and, while this was being done, the suction
of the air pump was connected into one
of the flanged holes or hand-holes in the
suction chamber above the condenser and
immediately under the suction valves of the
main pump. I had the discharge discon
nected at C, allowing the water, if lifted,
to be discharged onto the condenser room
floor (cement), which contained ample
sewer openings.
With everything in readiness I had the
plug, B, taken from the exhaust pipe of the
main pump ; I then started the air pump,
and in less than 20 minutes I had water
issuing from the discharge of the air pump.
As soon as a good stream flowed from the
air pump discharge I started the large
pump, and in 5 minutes it had hold of the
water. Well, I allowed the large pump to
exhaust into the atmosphere by running
a pipe, shown by dotted lines, out through
a convenient window ; and then the air
pump was connected up properly and the
engine shut down just long enough to put
the plug, B, back into the exhaust line, so
as to work the engine condensing.
In due time, when the stand pipe was
filled, a foot valve was put on the suction
line, and the suction filled by the pressure
on the main discharge line, when water
leaked out through the foot valve.
Depew, N. Y.
C. W. Dunlap.
A FEW "DON'TS" WHEN RUNNING A DYNAMO.
Editor The Engineer:
In a 1003 issue of The Engineer there
appeared an article under the heading
Noises and Their Remedies. To some parts
of this article I take exceptions and, there
fore, I desire to say a few things. The
writer says, "singing and hissing of the
brushes is usually caused by a rough or
sticky commutator, or by the unevenness
of the brushes. A slight application of
vaseline to the commutator with the finger
will generally reduce the noise."
While this may safely be done as far as
liability to shocks is concerned, I say,
never put vaseline on a commutator with
the finger while the machine is working.
Better have a stick with a piece of cheese
cloth wrapped around the end and use
this for a wiper, or, better still, take a piece
of canvas 10 or 12 inches wide and long
enough to make a roll 1 inch in diameter
(larger or smaller according to the wishes
of the person making it). Lay out flat,
spread a nice coat of vaseline over one side,
roll it up like a jelly roll and you will
have the nicest commutator wiper you ever
saw. When the end becomes black and
dirty it can be trimmed off, thus the1 wiper
is always kept clean, and the amount of
vaseline applied to the commutator by this
means will be just about right.
Why not use the finger for this purpose?
Because where a generator has more than
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two sets of brushes the current is liable to
arc across from one set of brushes to the
other and should the hand be there at that
time one would be very likely to get very
badly burned. I saw a young man receive
a burn in this way that nearly cost him his
hand. You can rest assured he will never
again use his finger to lubricate the com
mutator. Again I say don't put vaseline
on the commutator with the finger when
there are other ways just as good and very
much safer.
A little farther along in the article the
writer says : "A squeaking noise is gen
erally caused by the slipping of the belt,
which should be tightened." Again I say,
"don't," unless it is absolutely necessary,
for every time the belt is tightened more
pressure is brought upon the bearings of
the engine and generator which will cause
unnecessary friction, undue heating, more
oil will be required, and fuel will be wasted
as it will require more steam to overcome
the additional friction. All belts should
have the slack side on top where possible,
so as to increase the arc of contact. Of
course there is a limit to the amount of
slack a belt can have and not slip. Remove
all the grease and dirt from your belt and
apply a good dressing and you will be sur
prised how slack the belt can be run and
not slip. Cylinder oil answers a good pur
pose until dressing can be obtained.
Lloyd, N. Y.
A. K. Vradenburgh.
METHOD OF REMOVING PISTON RODS, PINS,
BOLTS, ETC.
Editor The Engineer:
I send you herewith a sketch of a little
device I have been using to remove bolts
and tapered pins, piston rods from crossheads and in fact anything that is stuck fast,
or in such a position that the sledge hammer
cannot be used with sufficient force to re
move it.
We all know the trouble we have in
getting turned bolts out of locomotive
frames and in loosening piston rods and

FIG. I. GUN BARREL AND POST.
various other things that are situated in
close quarters. This bolt-gun, as I call it,
will do the business in the case of the
tightest bolt or the smallest rod and will
do it quicker and better than can be done
with the drift-pin and sledge hammer. I
have driven piston rods from the crosshead
on locomotives with one shot, and in one
case I drove a tapered pin from the head
of a steam hammer with three shots and,
not only that, but drove the big end of the
pin through the little end of the hole,
stretching the pin 1V2 inches in the opera
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tion. This is proof enough of the power of
what I am about to describe, and I hope it
will help others out of difficult places as it
has me.
The baseplate is made of steel with two
J^-inch holes drilled and tapped to receive
posts, which swing the gun barrel. The
posts are made of steel and can be turned
straight, with the end large enough to drill
a ij^-inch hole to receive the trunnions on
the barrel. The bottom end is turned up
and threaded to fit the holes in the base
plate, then in the center, and on top, a hole
is drilled and tapped for a J^-inch setscrew, which holds the barrel in any de
sired position when firing.
The barrel is turned from a solid bar
of 2}4-inch steel with i-inch holes drilled
and tapped in the back end for the trunnions.

FIG. 2. SHOWING THE COMPLETED GUN.
Care must be used when drilling the hole
lengthwise of the barrel not to run into the
holes drilled for the trunnions. On top a
!4-inch hole is drilled for the fuse. The
gun is now ready for business.
I have found that ^j-inch bore is plenty
large enough because I use a steel rod for
the projectile and turn one end to % inch
to fit the barrel, leaving the other end to be
turned to any size I may need for driving
smaller bolts or pins. Care must be used
in loading and some judgment must be ex
ercised as to the amount of powder, for it
would not do to load very heavily for a
i-inch bolt for it would drive the bolt out
and burr the hole besides. With a few
shots this will be easy.
I first turn my rod to suit the bolt then
set the gun on blocking close enough so
that by pulling out the projectile I can
touch the bolt that I wish to drive out.
If you have the rod turned to a good fit in
the barrel there is no danger of striking
the bolt on the side and burring the end
.of the projectile which it will do if the
bolt is not struck squarely in the center.
At first I tried to clamp the gun so as
to do away with the tendency to tumble
backwards due to the recoil, but I found it
best to place something behind it to take
the force of the recoil and thus let the gun
remain on the blocking.
When using the gun to drive out piston
rods it is always best to take the opposite
cylinder head off and fix up blocking on
trestles with some burlap on top, so that in
case the rod comes out easier than expected
it will not drive the piston against the
cylinder head.
E. H. A.
ANSWERS TO EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
As I have not seen any attempt on the
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part of engineers to answer the list of ques
tions published in your issue of July I, I
take the liberty of submitting the following
answers :
1. I am not aware that there is any gen
erally accepted term for this portion of the
combustion chamber. I usually refer to it
as the rear uptake and consider this as ap
propriate term as any. This space is also
called the rear chamber, return chamber,
tube chamber, rear arch chamber, back flue,
return flue, and probably a dozen other
names.
2. Because the passage through a globe
valve is not straight, the water having to
make two right-angle bends or turns in
passing through the valve. The result is
that the rush of water and sediment through
the valve quickly wears away the disk and
seat, rendering the valve useless in a very
short time. A stopcock offers a straight
passage parallel to the bore of the pipe, so
that the water flows through the plug with
the least possible resistance and consequent
ly with the minimum of wear. Further
more, the stopcock enables a rod or wire
to be run into the pipe when the latter be
comes choked with small pieces of scale,
thus clearing away the obstruction without
disconnecting the piping.
3. To enable it to be completely
drained.
4. At the safety valve, then at the gage.
5. Three-quarters of an inch, unless
the shell is very thick, because of the in
ability to obtain a sufficient number of
screw threads. In the heads the diameter of
pipe might be increased to 2 inches.
6. Foaming is the frothing of the water
in the boiler, the layer of froth rising
and falling, oftentimes between wide limits,
which also affects the water level to a
greater or less extent. Frequently the froth
reaches the outlet to the engine, in which
case it is carried over with the steam and,
as the froth or foam carries considerable
water, when it cools slightly and con
denses, it represents a considerable quan
tity of water, which is sometimes sufficient
to fill the clearance space in the engine and
cause trouble. Priming is the carrying of
water in the form of spray with the steam,
which is due to the steam passing through
and leaving the surface of the water too
quickly, and this, in turn, is due to too
small water surface in the boiler. The lat
ter may be due to faulty design, misman
agement or working the boiler too hard.
7. By means of diagonaj stays riveted
to the shell and heads, the same being true
of the dome, but in the latter case there
should also be some end-to-end stays riv
eted to the boiler shell and to the head of
the dome. The boiler head braces or stays
are arranged above and below the tubes,
from two to four at each end being below
the tubes and the remainder above the
tubes.
8. The tubes in the tubular, and the
flues in the flue boiler.
9. I should first tap the gage lightly to
see whether it had stuck at what would
seem to be the higher pressure. If there
were no indications of sticking I should try
the safety valve to see whether a slight or
heavy pressure was required to raise the
ball and cause the valve to blow; if light,
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the gage probably would be found to be all
right, but if a heavy pressure were required
it would indicate that the pressure was
considerably below the blowing pressure, in
which case the gage would be wrong. If
both the gage and the safety valve were ap
parently all right the trouble would be
either in the valves in the piping to the
engine or in the engine itself.
10. If the eccentric slipped enough to
seriously interfere with the speed of the
engine, I should stop it and replace the
eccentric by means of marks, and if no
marks were on it or the valve stem I should
place the engine on the head end dead cen
ter, open the head end cylinder cock or re
move the indicator plug, then turn the ec
centric at right angles to the crank, and
after opening the throttle a little turn the
eccentric slowly until the steam commenced
to escape at the cylinder cock or the indica
tor plug. I should fasten the eccentric at
this point and run the engine until I had
an opportunity to remove the steam chest
cover and set the valve more accurately.
An engine cannot well be run when the
eccentric slips far enough to interfere with
the speed, and, of course, it is not safe to
run it after the eccentric slips any distance,
because it is then liable to slip farther at
any moment and possibly cause consider
able damage.
11. Usually the name and address of
the builder, the shop number and the size
of the pump cylinders. Thus, 6x4x7 in
dicates that the steam cylinder is 6 inches
in diameter and the water cylinder 4 inches
in diameter, the piston and plunger having
a common stroke of 7 inches. The figures
8 x 12 x 10 x 12 indicate that the diameters
of the high and low-pressure cylinders are,
respectively, 8 and 12 inches, the diameter
of the water cylinder 10 inches, all the pis
tons having a stroke of 12 inches.
12. If the boiler supplied steam to the
engine only I should allow the level to fall
to about 3 inches above the upper row of
tubes before shutting off steam. After the
steam was shut off the level would be
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termined when first taking charge of a
boiler. Then there will be no question as
to the safe depth over the tubes in cases of
this kind. When the water level reached the
lowest safe limit, or just before it reached
it, I should deaden the fires so that by the
time the level reached the lowest point
there would not be fire enough to cause
the safety valve to blow and thus waste
steam and lower the level still farther.
13. The object of the air chamber, as I
understand it, is to cause a uniform dis
charge of water and a more uniform dis
charge pressure. The air in the air cham
ber acts much the same as a spring-pressed
piston in a cylinder. When the water is
forced through the discharge chamber the
pressure is increased and the air com
pressed. During the momentary pause be
tween strokes the air expands and forces
water out of the discharge chamber. Thus
a more continuous flow is obtained.
14. Yes.
15. There is some difference in con
struction only. An injector usually has
both the lifting and forcing nozzles in a
single tube or barrel, while the inspirator
consists of two separate tubes or barrels
connected together by steam and water
passages, the lifting nozzle being in one
barrel and the forcing nozzle in the other.
The ejector generally contains a lifting noz
zle only, and hence it is adapted to work
under a slight discharge head only.
16. Under these conditions an injector
would not work satisfactorily, owing to the
difficulty in starting it, when the stop valve
must be operated by hand and slowly. This
difficulty would probably become greater
as the discharge pressure increased.
C. C. B.
STEAM DISTRIBUTION IN HEATING COILS.
Editor The Engineer:
In regard to equal distribution of steam
through manifolds, where five or more cir
culating pipes are used, it has been discov
ered that the construction of manifolds now
in use is not conducive to equal distribution
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FIG. I. MANIFOLD FED AT THE END.
FIG. 2. MANIFOLD WITH SIDE INLET.

FIG. 3. FEEDING AT BOTH ENDS.
FIG. 4. IMPROVED MANIFOLD WITH SIDE INLET.

slightly lower. But if the boiler supplied
steam for heating or operations that should
not be interrupted on account of consider
able loss of material as well as of time, I
should stop the engine immediately. The
height of the water in the glass or the num
ber of gages of water would not enter the
question at all unless the bottom of the
glass was level with the tops of the tubes.
The depth over the tubes when the water
begins to show in the glass should be de

of steam throughout the entire coil. When
a manifold is fed at the end, as in Fig. 1,
the steam is found to circulate through
pipes 1 and 2, and that the circulation di
minishes as the outlets approach the inlet
of steam. This is caused by the steam forc
ing itself to the opposite side of the mani
fold, and it has been shown by means of
a test that the bulk of the steam will pass
through pipes 1 and 2.
When steam is fed at the end, as in Fig.
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2, the inlet is opposite an outlet, as 5 or 7
branch manifold; thus it is shown that the
steam passes through pipe 3 and practically
none through 1, 2, 4 and 5. To overcome
this unequal distribution in manifolds, a
connection is made to the manifold, feeding
in at both ends, as in Fig. 3. Here the
steam enters both ends and an equal dis
tribution of steam follows, but as Fig. 3
shows a number of joints in making up this
connection, which is very undesirable and
expensive, the writer has designed a selfcontained distributing manifold, shown in
Fig 4. This serves the same purpose as
the one shown in Fig. 3, and at the same
time eliminates four elbows, one tee and six
nipples, thus doing away with ten joints.
From an economical standpoint the cost of
the manifold shown in Fig. 4 is practically
the same as the old styles, and it also ef
fects a saving in fittings, to say nothing
of being able to obtain equal heating sur
face (this of course is the main factor)
which is essential to a first-class heating
system. A side inlet manifold is found to
work very satisfactorily, but this is a spe
cial design and can only be used in rare
cases.
H. 11. S. Engineer
SIMPLE ALARM FOR H E PLANT.
Editor The Engineer :
What has become of the Ice Engineer?
The weather must have become so hot that
he can't find time to write. As a general
thing during the warm season we have
all kinds of trouble with our ice plants,
and one of the worst to deal with is the
level in the reboilers getting too low, thus
letting air into the filtering system, which
lend': ppople to think you don't know how

ELECTRIC WATER LEVEL ALARM.
to make good ice. Of course we all have
our floats and tell-tales, automatic shutoffs and numerous other inventions to pre
vent the reboilers from getting too low,
but it is always the same old song that at
some time they will fail lo work. I have
tried a device which has not failed once
in the last 2 years. It tells me or anyone
else in the plant when our reboilers are 2
inches lower than they should be, and I
thought it would come handy to other en
gineers.
It consists of a dry battery, one electric
bell, one pushbutton and a small switch.
The whole outfit costs about $1.00, except
the wire, which can be bought very cheap.
The beli and dry battery can be placed
in the engine room or tank room. The
switch is put in to prevent wasting the
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battery, and can be thrown out when the
bell rings, and in again when it stops ring
ing. The flow of water from the reboilers
being reduced when the bell rings, the
switch can be thrown in again in a few
minutes and is ready for another alarm.
P. A. H.
A SIMPLE TORCH.
Editor The Engineer :
In the June 15 issue of The Engineer
W. A. Dow shows a torch made of pipe.
There are one or two things about it I
do not like; for instance, it will be very
hard to make the lead or babbitt-filled ends
of the pipe oil tight, even if the lead is
calked in. The expansion of the two met
als is altogether different, and if the torch

1 ,:.'V35^V 1
SIMPLE TORCH MADE OF PIPE.
happens to be held wrong end up for a
lew minutes there is danger of melting the
lead.
Again, in my estimation iJ/->-inch pipe is
large enough. The accompanying sketch
shows a torch that is easily made. The
body consists of a piece of iJ/2-inch pipe
with a castiron cap screwed on the bottom.
The castiron cap, being quite heavy, will
keep the torch upright. A malleable iron
cap is used for the top, but before screw
ing it on, a hole should be tapped for
J-^-inch pipe 3 or 4 inches shorter than the
body, the screw-thread being about 3 inches
long on one end. Screw it through the
cap from the bottom until it projects about
2\A inches. The torch is then complete.
M. J. Allen.
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for such should be made in the design.
Herbert P. Cowley.
San Francisco, Cal.
STRENGTHING RINGS FOR MAN-HOLES.
Editor The Engineer :
A serious accident occurred not long
ago in a soap and candle factory, and as it
resulted in loss of life and destruction of
much property I am prompted to submit
the following : The rules and regulations
of the United States board of supervising
inspectors regarding reinforcing rings for
holes cut in flat surfaces are as follows :
"When holes exceeding 6 inches in diame
ter are cut in boilers for pipe connections,
man and hand-hole plates, such holes shall
be reinforced, either on the inside or out
side of boiler, with reinforcing plates,
which shall be securely riveted to the boiler
with rivets spaced as for stay bolts, as de
termined by Section 6, Rule II ; such rein
forcing material to be of wrought iron or
steel rings of sufficient width and thickness
of material to equal the amount of material
cut from such boilers in flat surfaces."
Section 6, Rule II, referred to above,
reads as follows : "No braces or stays
hereafter employed in the construction of
boilers shall be allowed a greater strain
than six thousand (6,000) pounds per
square inch of section."
It is contended by some engineers that
this rule allows too much material in the
reinforcing ring, and, therefore, that it is
not a correct rule. But it seems to me this
is a good fault, if a fault it be. We cannot
make our boilers and steam renderingtanks too strong and too safe. I have late
ly run across a formula applicable to ovalshaped holes. It is quite simple and strict
ly accurate. It is as follows :
y/b* + 6 bi + /' — (0 + I)
W=
In which
fc=short diameter of hole.
/=long diameter of hole.
4==a constant.
6=a constant.
W/=width of reinforcing ring.
Now, the rule for finding the area of an
ellipse is as follows : "Multiply the long
diameter by the short diameter, and this
product multiplied by 0.7854 will give the
area very nearly.

A POINT IN THE CYLINDER HEAD PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer :
One point concerning the cylinder head
problem seems to have been neglected, viz.,
that undoubtedly between the cylinder head
and the cylinder there is a gasket of rubber
or other material less rigid than the metal
parts. This gasket will be more or less
elastic. The initial tension on the bolts or
studs, due to screwing up the nuts, will be
relieved wholly or in part as the internal
pressure in the cylinder becomes greater or
less than the tension on the studs.
If P be the tension on the bolts, due to|
the pressure in the cylinder, and p the ten
sion due to tightening the nuts, then the
maximum tension is always equal to cither
MAN-HOLE AND STRENGTHING RING.
P or p. In case there is no gasket, we have
metal against metal, and on screwing up the
nuts the parts are made more rigid. The
Example—What should be the width
maximum tension will then be equal to P of a reinforcing ring for a man-hole 11 x 15
plus p. Since the latter condition is unfav
inches, cut in a flat boiler head y2 inch
orable to the strength of the bolt, allowance thick, the ring to be y2 inch thick also?
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Answer, 2.638 inches, practically 2% inches.
Operation :
*/ii2+(6x 11 X 15)+ 15'— (11 + 15
.
4
\Zi336 — 26
=
= 2 638 inches.
4
The formula when reduced to a rule
runs as follows. Square the short diame
ter of the hole and add to the result six
times the short diameter multiplied by the
long diameter, and to this sum add the
square of the long diameter and extract
the square root of the result. From the
root thus found subtract the sum of long
and short diameters, and divide the remain
der by 4; the quotient will be the width of
the ring. Taking the foregoing dimensions
we have:
II' = 11 x 11 = 121,
and, II X 15 X 6 = 990.
«5* = 15 X 15 = 225.
Then 121 + 99° + 225 = '.336,
and VT336 = 36.551.
36.551 — (11 + 15) = 10.551.
10.551
Then,
= 2.638 inches nearly.
4
Consequently the ring should be made
1 1 x 15 inches inside, and i654 x 20J4 inches
over all.
D. B. D.
W=

KECIPE FOR BRONZING IRON AND STEEL
Editor The Engineer :
In a recent issue of The Engineer a
correspondent asks for some good recipes.
In reply I would say the following is a
good one, viz., oxalic acid 2 ounces, turpen
tine 2 ounces, benzine 4 ounces and liquid
ammonia 2 ounces. Mix these well, and
after the oxalic acid is thoroughly dis
solved add 4 ounces of finely pulverized
chalk. Thoroughly shake before using. The
mixture must be bottled. Apply with a
sponge, and- allow to dry. Then polish
with dry waste or cloth.
Iron or steel, when nicely bronzed,
looks very well in an engine room. The
process is as follows : Mix chloride of
antimony with olive oil until it is of a thin
creamy consistency. The iron or steel
must be well cleaned and rendered bright ;
scrub it with whiting and water, to take
any oil or grease from it. Have the iron
or steel pretty warm, then paint the surface
with the antimonious cream. Leave it cov
ered until the desired shade is produced, or
about gunmetal color. Clean the surface
with hot water containing a little soda. The
surface can then be polished. I trust G. A.
R. can use these recipes.
J. W. R.
A PECULIAR BOILER ACCIDENT.
Editor The Engineer :
We recently had a boiler trouble near
here that may interest the readers of The
Engineer. A little more than a year ago
the Northampton & Amherst street railwaycompany installed two new boilers, horizon
tal tubular 6 feet in diameter, 18 feet long
with 98 tubes y/2 inches in diameter. The
shell was composed of three sheets, having
a thickness of 7-16 of an inch. The boilers
were first fired May 30, and have been used
since, carrying 120 pounds pressure. One
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morning not long since, while steam was
being raised, and with the pressure at 80
pounds and 2l/2 gages of water, the shell of
one of the boilers ruptured and blew out
the partition wall between them, strew
ing the brick, coal and ashes over the whole
building and badly scalding the fireman.

LOCATION OF THE RUPTURE.
The break is about level with the second
row of tubes from the bottom, and is about
in the middle of the middle sheet, or nearly
2 feet back of the bridgewall. The opening
is 245^ inches long. The boiler is bulged at
the rupture for a distance of 4^ feet in
length and 3% feet across. The location
of the rupture is shown in the drawing. At
the edge of the hole the iron is 1-16 inch
thick. Three inches from the edge it is
11-32 thick, although the sheet was origi
nally 7-16 inch thick. There is no blister
and very little scale (less than 1-16), and
the tubes are all in good shape and show
no signs of being burned or warped, as
would be the case if there had been lowwater.
Now, by what means did that sheet be
come so stretched as to draw the iron so
thin that it ruptured with less than the usual
working pressure, drawing out the edges
as one would pull apart a piece of wax?
That's what is interesting engineers in this
vicinity just now. If any of you fellows
know, out with it.
Amherst, Mass.
N. Wallace.
PIECING OUT A STEAM PIPE.
Editor The Engineer :
In making some changes in the steam
pipe to the engine of which I have charge
it was found that after we had put in the
new piping, owing to some mistake one of

SHOWING RING IN PLACE.
the pieces had been cut 3 inches too short.
There was not another piece of the same
size available, and as a nipple and coupling
would have been too long even if there had
been one at hand. To add to our misery it
was getting distressingly near the time to
start up.
In the scrap pile I found an old castiron
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slip collar, and after plugging the set screw
holes with patch bolts and sawing them off
I put it in the lathe and bored it out to
the size of the pipe, which was 5 inches.
Then I turned it down until it would just
fit inside of the flange bolts. This gave
me a ring of metal a little over an inch^
thick, and by facing it down to 2}£ inches
we had room to put a rubber gasket be
tween each end of the collar and pipe
flanges, as shown in the sketch. After draw
ing it tight we were ready to start.
This joint was made some time ago and
has not given any trouble. I hope this will
be of benefit to other engineers who find
themselves in a similar predicament.
Crank.
A TRADE OR BUSINESS, WHICH ?
Editor The Engineer:
The question has been brought to my
mind as to which pays the best, a trade or
a small business, such as that of the aver
age druggist or grocer. The cottage next
to the one in which we live and on which
we have the satisfaction of paying taxes and
street assessment, has been for rent for
some time, during which time it has been
occupied by a druggist and the editor of
our leading daily paper in a town of 30,000 population. I am well acquainted with
most of the engineers here and at least twothirds of those who have families own
houses worth from $1,000 to $5,000. I do
not believe that anywhere near this pro
portion of men in a small business are in
like condition. Engineers in charge of, say
a 500-horsepower plant, usually get a salary
equal to about 10 per cent on $5,000 or
$6,000. And when the chances of failure
and losses from bad debts are taken into
consideration, the odds are in favor of the
trade.
I considered the matter some time ago
of starting in business. After making an
estimate of what I would have to take in
to pay the expenses as well as to pay the
day's wages, I came to the conclusion that
I had better stay in the engine room, where
there is no financial responsibility, and the
pay envelope is reasonably sure to make its
appearance on time. When you are in busi
ness for yourself you have to hustle, and the
hustling doesn't always bring the proper
returns.
In all probability, there are many law
yers and doctors who would put on airs
if they had the income of a well-paid me
chanic. It is all very well to talk of the
pleasure of being your own boss, but when
the sleepless nights spent in worrying as
to where you arc going to get the money to
pay the incoming bills is taken into con
sideration, it will be seen that it is not an
unmixed pleasure to be your own boss any
way.
From my acquaintance with engineers,
I have come to the conclusion that they are
a thrifty and industrious class of men, and
are reasonably successful in laying up some
thing for the rainy day.
I believe that every one acquainted with
the subject will agree with your statement
on the editorial page in a recent issue con
cerning the wide range of knowledge neces
sary to the engineer of today. He must
be fairly well educated along engineering
lines. Good judgment is absolutely essen
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tial to success in his calling. Without this done had they got some experience first.
WHEN TO USE THE BLOWOFF.
qualification all others are valueless. He Such is my experience.
Editor The Engineer:
must be a student by disposition. One who
Maurice E. Carothers asks for sugges
studies only that he may fit himself for a tions in regard to his indicator cards. I am
In reading the letters from different
better paying position has not that love for not familiar with the Bass Corliss and can
readers I find a great many opinions in re
his calling that animates the true engineer. not say just what can be done with it, but gard to the blowoff and its use. I don't
He must have some knowledge of machine
mean to comment on any of these opinions,
design, heating and ventilation, sanitary en
because I don't believe that there are two
gineering, electricity, chemistry, etc.
toilers or batteries of boilers exactly alike,
It seems to me that there are more of
even though they seem to be absolutely
the sciences and trades mixed up in the
duplicates.
engineer's calling than in any other. If
Every steam boiler, like every steam en
there is one that requires a more varied
gine, has an individuality of its own, with
knowledge I do not know of it. The sta
which the person in charge has to become
tionary engineer, like his professional
acquainted in order that he may obtain the
brother, is always seeking more worlds to
best results. As an example, I will state
conquer, and does many things for the mere
my own experience in handling two batter
love of doing, and without expectation of
ies consisting of four boilers 42-inch x 26
financial reward. His interest in engineer
feet long, with nine 7-inch flues, and con
ing problems leads him on, and he perhaps
nected by two mud drums 16 inches in
trespasses on the territory of those who
diameter, the steam drum being 30 inches
sneeringly refer to him as a machine
in diameter.
swabber, a starter and stopper of engines.
I would run these boilers just about 60
hours without stopping, and carrying about
Some of our civil engineering friends are
176 pounds of steam. Now after running
in bad humor because we are called engi
battery No. 1 about 36 hours, it would be
neers. As others probably named us, I do
gin to work the water, causing it to foam
not think we should be blamed for it. Some
ARRANGEMENT OF SCALES AND WEIGHTS.
so badly as to be dangerous keeping the
stationary engineers refer to their calling
engines running. The only way I could
as a profession. I never could quite endorse
that view, although willing to admit that we there appears to be too much steam lead, overcome the difficulty was by pumping
and the exhaust valves appear to be rather about two gages of water into the boilers,
must equal physicians in our ability to diag
late in opening. Perhaps Mr. Carothers and then stopping my feed pumps for
nose ailments.
Stationary Engineer.
has made the other events early in trying awhile to allow the water to become settled.
to remedy the late exhaust. In a case of Then I would give them a short blow bySOME ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
this kind it is difficult to make suggestions using the main blowoff. This generally
without knowing what has already been settled things for about 4 hours, when I
Editor The Engineer :
done.
I should first try to reduce the lead. would have to repeat the operation.
Mr. Jas. A. Sweeney asks for opinions
I tried using a skimmer, ,one in each
in regard to some indicator cards which are Perhaps it can be done by lengthening the
shown in one of the recent issues of The connections between the steam valves and boiler, with a funnel attachment inside, and
Engineer. I have seen this same difficulty the wristplates, but if this is done the dash- used that very often, but I must say that it
before, and from my experience it seems pot rods must also be readjusted. I think never gave me results, like using the blowto be due, largely, if not entirely, to lack I would also shorten the connections to the off.
I even tried using the skimmer through
of lead on the lower end. I once ran a exhaust valves a little.
I like a fair amount of compression, but out the run of 60 hours, with the valves
Corliss engine that showed several pounds
low on one end provided the lead was less when the exhaust valves are late I think it just cracked, giving them a short blow
on the low end than on the other. I have
seen the same thing and to a greater extent
on a Westinghouse high speed engine. The
remedy in each case proved to be more
lead on the low end.
J. A. Willison has the wrong end of the
argument, and his fellow workman is right.
If one of the nuts holding the cylinder head
is screwed down until it is pressing the
head on with a force of 9,000 pounds the
principle is just the same as if a jack were
forced against the head with the same pres
sure. Suppose we take ordinary spring
scales, such as the junk man makes a bluff
with, and hang them from something over
head as shown in the sketch. Then fasten
DIAGRAMS FROM A BASS CORLISS.
a stout string to the hook and have a block
on the floor to fasten the other end to.
Now pull down on the string until the is better to sacrifice some of the compres
about every hour. Besides this, I used the
scales register, say, 20 pounds, and fasten sion and get a little earlier exhaust opening. main blowoff during the last 20 hours, and
the string. Hang weights on the hook and Seeing so much steam lead I judged the when I washed out I got scale off the flues
you will find that the scales will not register eccentric has considerable angular advance, as thick as my hand.
an ounce more until you have hung on otherwise I might suggest a little different
The other battery, known as No. 2,
weights to exceed 20 pounds. You have ex
procedure. If you can secure a better card which was of the same construction and
actly the same principle in the cylinder head either from these suggestions or from did precisely the same work, never bothered
problem.
others, I, for one, should like to know how me with foaming, but I had plenty of
I think many persons who take corre
you come out. Knowing how these prob
scale. I would like to have some eastern
spondence school courses get the cart be
lems are solved is what makes this depart
readers come out and try Missouri river
fore the horse. They will take a course be
ment interesting.
H. L. S.
water. I hardly think they would run 3
fore they have had any practical experience
months without washing the boilers,
and consequently do not get anywhere near
We will make it worth your while to whether they run condensing or nonconthe benefit from it that they would have take your friends' subscriptions. Write us. densing.
Big Muddy.
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NEW IDEAS.
WHISTLE ATTACHMENT FOR GAS
ENGINES.
The users of gas engines are frequently
embarrassed by the want of a whistle, and
it is the purpose of this invention to supply
gas engine users with this frequently needed
appendage.
In constructing his invention, the in-
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It is not always possible, however, to in
sure the operation of engines in such man
ner that the pistons shall move in unison,
and any variations from such operation
tend to effect inequality in the polar rela
tions of the generators, so that they do not
at all points in a revolution produce cur
rents of like potential.
In order to maintain such conditions as
will insure synchronous operation of directconnected generators connected in parallel,
the inventor, William A. Bole, proposes to
mount one of the members of each gen
erator loosely upon its support and connect
it flexibly to such support by means of suit
able springs or their equivalents, so that
the magnetic relations which tend to keep
the various armatures in correct relation
with reference to the field-magnet poles
may act upon the relatively small masses
represented by the flexibly supported mem
bers instead of being called upon to act upon
the greater masses of the flywheels and re
ciprocating parts. With this construction
and arrangement the magnetic action will

short circuiting of a portion of an arma
ture winding while it is producing electro
motive force.
The armature of the motor is provided,
as above stated, with separate windings and

PLAN OF ELECTRIC MOTOR.
separate commutators, and the motor is
provided with outside resistance in the field
coil circuit, and a switch which separately
controls the armature winding for working
them in series and in parallel and which,
while working them in parallel will cut out
the resistance from the field coils and also
shunt a portion of the coils.
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WHISTLE FOR GAS ENGINE.
ventor, William L. Paul, provides a storage
chamber in communication with the ex
haust tube of the engine, with valves, as
shown, providing for the admission of the
exhaust gases from the exhaust tube into
the auxiliary chamber. To this chamber a
whistle of the type commonly used on steam
boilers is connected. The whistle is oper
ated by turning the crank so as to divert a
part of the products of combustion from the
usual outlet to the auxiliary chamber and
from there to the whistle.
ELECTRIC GENERATING SYSTEM.
(Assigned to the Westinghouse Machine
Company.)
The object of this invention is to provide
means whereby two or more electrical gen
erators direct connected to engines, and
operated in parallel, may be maintained in
synchronism.
The primary cause of departure
from synchronism in machines of the
character indicated is the variation from
constant speed of reciprocating engines
during the rotation of the shaft. If
the engine has only one crank and is double
acting, there are two points in each rotation
at which the flywheel will lose angular
speed, and two points at which it will gain
speed. Variation from uniform speed are
regulated and kept within determinable
limits by means of a flywheel, the mass and
diameter of which determine the amount of
gain or loss due to variations in the pro
pelling force. If the engine has two or
more cranks, the amount of deviation from
uniform speed may be reduced to a greater
degree than in a single-crank engine ; but
it cannot be wholly eliminated.

11
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GENERATORS IN PARALLEL.
be free to effect a quick angular adjustment
of the flexibly mounted members, either
forward or backward, in accordance with
the relative positions of the rotating mem
bers of the generating units, and at the same
time the flywheels will affect their normal
functions of steadying the actions of the
engines.
MEANS FOR CONTROLLING AND
OPERATING ELECTRIC MOTORS.
The object of this invention is to pro
vide an electric motor which can be
efficiently operated under widely varied
conditions with respect to speed and work
ing duty. To this end the inventor, R.
Eickemeyer, has provided the motor arma
ture with separate sets of windings and
separate commutators and has provided for
operating these windings either independ
ently or in parallel or in series connec
tion, and has devised means for controll
ing and switching the several electric con
nections so that the changes in work
ing the armature winding to and from
series or parallel can be made while the
motor is in operation and in such manner
as to obviate the danger incident to the

A COMPRESSED AIR MOTOR.
This motor is the invention of John T.
McGrath, and consists substantially of a
triangular casing having a suitable orifice
to admit air under pressure. The casing is
hermetically sealed so as to retain the air
under pressure and is provided with two
cylinders having their piston rods connected
to a crank wheel. A sliding valve is sup
ported on links at the heads of the cylinders
and a second sliding valve is provided in
the casing for controlling the admission to,
and the exhaust of air from, the cylinders.
In operation the air is admitted through
the passageway G' to the port 4, which
communicates with the port 3, from which
the air passes into the interior of the
cylinder, forcing the piston D upwardly and
the crank wheel in the direction indicated
by the arrow. At the same time, the air
passes through the passageway G' to the
left, thence (when the cylinder further

COMPRESSED AIR MOTOR.
oscillates) into the port 3 of the com
panion cylinder, thereby serving to force
the piston D1 upwardly and pull the crank
wheel c, and consequently rotate the shaft
in the direction indicated by the arrow.
The exhaust passes out through the exhaust
passageway G.
An engineer gives as his practice the
painting of boilers with graphite paint to
prevent scaling.
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Industrial Conditions.
Presidential election year is always re
garded with feelings of apprehension by
every man who is engaged in business on
his own account, and by most of those
who are working for salary or wages, on
account of the probability that business
will be dull and that the profits will de
crease, necessitating a cut in expenses at
all points.
The history of fluctuations in business
during the present year is of course known
to all who read the daily papers. The
great decrease during the first months of
the year, a gradual brightening and a re
turn of activity during the spring, which
fell off somewhat at the beginning of the
summer, gave promise of the usual dullseason of presidential election.
Since the holding of the two national
conventions, and the outlining of policies,
which, so far as their effect upon busi
ness
is concerned, are practically identi
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steel at so far above its normal value as
has been the case during the past 2 years.
The revival of fall business has started
an increasing number of inquiries, and the
outlook seems to be good for a revival of
trade to its full normal volume. It is now
for those who are in control of the labor
forces to say whether or no they will con
tribute to this revival, or whether they will,
by their uncertain attitude, hinder a return
to normal production and good times for
those whose interests are in their charge.
Reasonable wages and working hours are
not begrudged by anyone, but the inter
ference with methods of manufacture, con
trol of employes and the hiring and dis
charging of men are features which no em
ployer can afford to grant to the demands
of his workmen, unless he is ready to give
over the control of his business entirely
to their charge. It is comparatively easy
for most employers to put themselves in
the workingman's place, if they will stop
to think of the matter, for a great portion
of them have risen from the ranks. It is
not so easy for the working man to put
himself in the employer's place and consider
what are the problems with which he
would have to deal, as he has no experience
on which to base his thought. But almost
any candid man will realize that, if in the
conduct of his own household, which is his
most intimate business, he were obliged to
yield to the dictation of others in hiring
servants, buying supplies, and arranging
his hours for eating, sleeping and bathing,
he would find life a most unpleasant, if
not impossible, business. A little Golden
Rule mixed in on both sides will go a long
way towards settling labor troubles and
improving the business outlook, but neither
side has a right to ask this or any other
favor unless it is willing to grant like fa
vors in return.
A New Idea About Boiler Scale.
In an article in Nebraska Engineering.
M. E. Wells, chief boiler inspector of the
R. & M. Railroad, advocates the idea that
a thin coating of scale on the inside of a
boiler shell prevents pitting by the action
of too pure a water. He claims that un
equal cooling of the boiler results in ex
pansion and contraction which throws off
the thin protecting coating needed.
This will seem like heresy to many who
have been accustomed to regard any scale
as an unmitigated evil, but it is reasonable
that, in some cases, the scale, if present
in but minute quantities, may assist in pre
serving the iron. Mr. Wells prevents the
accumulation of heavy scale by the careful
cooling of the boiler and washing down
which will remove the thicker deposits.
The scale which results is only about the
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thickness of an egg shell, and when the
thickness becomes greater than this it de
taches itself and comes down, to be washed
out. This is in water where the chief incrusting solid is calcium carbonate the
amount being 2.68 grains per gallon.
This is a matter which deserves careful
attention and which should not be rashly
prejudged; and also one in which experi
ence in one section of the country and with
one kind of water cannot be used as a basis
for an answer in regard to other water
which may have entirely different ingredi
ents as the scale forming material. The
thought that any scale can be beneficial is,
however, decidedly novel and worthy of at
tention.
BOILER HOUSE APPLIANCES AND IM
PROVED METHODS OF FIRING.
BY HENRY JACKSON.
I A paper read before the Ohio Society
oi Mechanical. Electrical and Steam Engi
neers.)
Boiler house appliances means, in a gen
eral way, any method or apparatus used to
generate steam in the most economical
manner. To accomplish this the different
apparatus must all suit the conditions under
which they are to be used. The different
appliances on the market today are nu
merous and so well known that it will be
necessary to mention them in a general way
only.
The first is the mechanical stoker. A
great many different styles of patent fur
naces, grates and machines are sometimes
called stokers, but when the word stoker is
mentioned it brings to mind a machine with
a hopper on the boiler front with a capacity
of several bushels, the coal being fed from
the hopper into the furnace in a number of
different ways. One is the underfeed stoker,
used in connection with forced draft, in
which the coal is taken from the hopper
and forced back under the grate through
out the length of the furnace. As the coal
approaches the fire, the gas is baked out and
mixes with the air, which is forced through
the bed of coal. The gas and air must pass
through a bed of hot coals before escaping,
and in this way complete combustion is
supposed to be obtained.
Others have the grate set on an angle
with the hopper. The bottom of the hop
per slides back and forth and forces the
coal on to the grate. The grate bars have
a slight rocking movement, which works
the burning coal down the full length of
the grate. This style of stoker although
designed to burn slack coal will burn lump
coal as well, but my experience is that when
lump coal is used the cost of repairs to the
grate bars is very much higher than when
slack is burned.
Another style is the traveling grate
stoker. The main feature to recommend
this stoker is that the ash is continually
being dumped over the end of the grate,
and the air passages do not become clogged
with clinker. Clinker does form, however,
along the side walls and bridgewall and
sometimes causes serious trouble. There
have been furnaces constructed in which
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the coal is reduced to a powder and forced
into the furnace by means of an air blast.
Then there is the down-draft furnace, and
a number of other kinds well known to
those interested.
The claims made by the manufacturers
in favor of these different appliances are :
Complete combustion and prevention of
smoke, higher evaporation per pound of
coal, cheap labor can be substituted for
higher paid firemen, the attention reduced
to merely general supervision. The mak
ers of all of the different appliances can
refer to a number of installations where
they have been very successful and we can
find instances where the same appliances
have not given satisfaction, due, no doubt,
to the conditions under which they are
operated, and to the increased first cost of
the installation and of maintenance over
the flat grate.
The question arises, where can stokers
be installed in order to insure financial suc
cess, as well as success mechanically. In
a boiler plant of sufficient size to warrant
the installation of coal and ash handling
machinery in connection with stokers it is
only a question of which stoker is best
suited to the work, and in very small plants
where there is one boiler and one small en
gine, and one man in charge of both, no
doubt the stoker has little advantage, but in
boiler plants of medium size, or for com
parison, we will say plants of from two to
six boilers, where the coal has to be shov
eled from the floor, the question will bear
some figuring.
One man will fire, in an open fire, about
400 bushels of coal on a turn of 12 hours
and clean his own fires, or in other words,
he will easily fire two boilers, and in plants
where the load requires extra boilers for
a few hours two men will fire five boilers.
In a plant of this size it is hard to see
where any labor is to be saved. A good fire
man, with a properly constructed furnace,
will approach very closely the best stoker
practice in consumption of coal. In my
estimation in plants where the conditions
are as stated, or where the installation of
stokers will not dispense entirely with one
man to every four stokers, the installation
will not pay. Experience has taught that
it takes as good grade of labor to get the
best results from a stoker-fired furnace as
it does from a hand-fired one.
In looking over reports of tests made
with different makes of stokers, the fact
is apparent that stokers, to be economical,
must be run to their full capacity, and some
reports tend to show only how much a
boiler can be forced beyond its capacity.
From the same reports we find that the best
results were obtained where the draft pres
sure over the fire was 0.5 inch and over,
and the load sufficient to permit the boiler
to be run fully loaded throughout the test.
But I have not been unable to find any com
parison between the stoker and flat grate
furnace where the draft pressure over the
fire was below 0.5 inch, or where one or
more boilers had to be kept under fire for
several hours out of the 24 for emengency,
when the remaining boilers could be made
to do the work.
While the flat grate can not be made to
burn as much coal per square foot of grate
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as a stoker under extreme conditions, it
will burn the same amount of coal with a
much lower draft pressure, and can be run
light with higher economy than a stoker can.
I wish to describe a system that is giv
ing entire satisfaction, where a stoker sys
tem failed. The coal had to be shoveled
from the floor to the stokers and the ash
taken out by hand, the same as it is now.
The system consists of a shaking grate in
two sets under each 272-horsepower boiler,
and each furnace is equipped with Argand
blowers operated automatically.
As the pressure rises above a given
point, the dampers close and the blowers
are cut down, and if the pressure rises to
near the blowing-off point, the blowers are
shut off entirely, and the dampers closed
as much as possible without smoking the
boiler room. The highest natural draft
that can be obtained on these boilers is
0.3 inch over the fire on the boiler nearest
the stack, and 0.2 inch over the fire on the
last boiler, with two boilers between. The
engine load is principally street car load
and is never less than 400 horsepower—
varying from 400 to 700 horsepower from
midnight to noon and from 600 to 1,300
horsepower from noon to midnight. Two
boilers are run on light loads, three during
the heavy load, and four for a few hours
during extreme loads. A common grade of
Ohio slack coal is burned, and a number of
tests proved that it did not pay to use the
same coal of run-of-mine grade at an ad
ditional cost of 25 cents per ton. The grates
have been in constant use for more than
one year and the total cost of maintenance
to grates alone has been for new bars, and
25 cents for one lever that was broken.
The only trouble experienced is common
to other furnaces, namely, the side walls
and center wall below the arches giving
out They were originally built with a 4inch face of Benzette firebrick, with a sec
ond grade backing. When the face-brick
burn thin they bulge out and the second
grade melt and run down on the grate.
The last furnace put in is built of special
blocks of the same grade of material for
side walls and arches. The side wall blocks
are 13 inches long, 9 inches wide, and 3
inches thick. The center wall blocks are
18 inches long, 13 inches wide, the full
thickness of the wall, and 3 inches thick.
The arch-tile are 13 inches long, 9 inches
wide, and are made wedge shape to con
form to the arch. The fire wall and the
outside wall of the boiler are not tied to
gether for at least one foot above the arch.
The material for the furnace cost about $17
more than the material for a furnace of the
same size built of regular size fire brick,
but the cost for labor in setting it was less,
so that the cost of the furnace complete was
about $8 more than the common brick fur
nace. The furnace has not been renewed
as yet, but judging from the condition of
it and a regular brick furnace of the samesize and age, and working under the same
conditions, it will last much longer and. no
doubt, will be much cheaper. The same
grade of fire clay is used for joints as that
of which the blocks were made. The clay
was mixed thin and each block dipped and
rubbed down to a solid bed, so as to leave
the least possible room for shrinkage.
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A TURBO-ELECTRIC PLANT IN A
PAINT WORKS.
AN unfailing accompaniment of busi
ness prosperity is the gradual en
largement of industries affected, and
in almost every case the adoption of more
modern and more efficient systems tending
to reduce the works costs of the particular
product manufactured. An excellent illus
tration of this point is offered by the Cleve-
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left vacant by a 160-horsepower engine
driven unit, Fig. 3. The turbine unit was
set in position, connected up to steam and
electrical systems, and was delivering power
to the switchboard within 2 days from the
time the foundation made vacant by the re
moval of the old engine had been prepared
for it,
days, including Sunday, being
consumed in the entire operation of conver
sion. This is a remarkable instance of the
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FIG. I. PLAN OF TURBINE INSTALLATION AT THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS WORKS.
land plant of The Sherwin-Williams Co.,
one of the largest paint and varnish mak
ers.
Few concerns in any line of business
have made such marked headway in such
a comparatively short time. From the small
beginning of a store building in 1866, the
company now operates a large system of
paint and varnish factories and warehouses,
with four large factories in Cleveland, Chi
cago, Montreal and Newark, and offices and
warehouses in New York, Boston, Kansas
City, San Francisco, Los Angeles, San
Diego, Minneapolis, Toronto and Winnipeg;
and a European department with headquar
ters in London. A fair idea of the rapid
advancement of the company may be
gleaned from the fact that the natural in
crease in business during the years of 1902
and 1903 equaled the entire business in
1898.
Among tks more progressive steps in the
development of the power equipment of the
company has been the adoption of the poly
phase system of electric drive with steam
turbines as prime movers. The causes
which led to this action may be of interest.
Up to 1901 a central plant had been in
operation equipped with two noncondensing
Corliss engines belted to line shafting in an
adjacent building. The remaining power
requirements were met by operating at
various points noncondensing steam engines
and pumps. The enormous waste attendant
upon this system of power production and
its lack of flexibility to accommodate addi
tions to the manufacturing plant led to the
adoption, in 1901, of electrical drive
throughout the premises. The central sta
tion was retained and converted into an
electro-generating plant employing Westinghouse two-phase, compensated-field gen
erators driven by a slow-speed Corliss and
a high-speed compound automatic engine.
In 1903 the demand for more power had
become so urgent that further extensions
were necessary, although the station at the
time was much crowded. In this dilemma
the steam turbine came to the rescue, and a
400-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons genera
ting unit, together with its entire conden
sing equipment, now stands in the place

facility with which a turbine plant can be
put into service on short notice where the
stoppage of a manufacturing plant would
result in considerable pecuniary loss, not
considering the delays in fulfilling orders.
The turbine was operated noncondensing
until the condensing equipment could be put
in place.
TURBINE PLANT.
Perhaps the most striking feature of this
plant is the ease with which the steam tur
bine has been made to accommodate itself
to existing conditions and the confidence
which has already been inspired among
plant attendants during its 5 months' opera
tion. It is at present depended upon to
carry the entire load of the manufacturing
plant, in which are several 100-horsepower
polyphase motors and three electric eleva
tors; also to furnish lighting for all build
ings. The accompanying plans, Figs. 1 and
2, show clearly the general arrangement of
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which had been flushed off with concrete for
this purpose. No foundation bolts are used.
It receives steam from above, the inlet be
ing protected by a strainer of perforated
metal sheet placed between throttle and in
let valve. As usual, an oil-cooling coil lo
cated in the base plate is used to remove
from the oil returning from the several
journals, the heat generated there through
fluid friction of ^he oil films. This cooling
water is, however, not wasted, but is passed
successively through the air compressor
jackets, a cooling coil in a water still, and
thence into the boiler feed suction.
The condenser, Fig. 5, is of the Worthington, high-vacuum, surface type, contain
ing approximately 1,500 square feet of cool
ing surface. It is piped practically direct
to the turbine exhaust, only a corrugated
copper expansion joint and a tee interven
ing. A tubular vapor cooler is inserted in
the water line which serves to arrest all the
condensable vapor as it is drawn from the
top of the hot well through the cooler by
the dry air pump; this condensation then
returning to the hot well. All the conden
sation collecting in the hot well is returned
to the boilers by a 5J4 and
x 5-inch du
plex steam pump automatically controlled
by a float in the condenser hot well.
Cooling water is handled entirely by an
8-inch Worthington centrifugal pump driv
en by a 10-horsepower motor located upon
the floor level. Both suction and delivery
pipes are water sealed beneath the water
level of a canal running parallel to the
plant. The work done by the motor is
therefore practically constant and due en
tirely to fluid friction in the condenser and
piping. It has been frequently advanced
that variable speed auxiliaries are highly
desirable in securing the most economical
results from a condensing plant. In this
instance, however, the power consumed by
operating the circulating pump at practically
constant speed is such a small proportion of
the total power required, and the advan-

FIG. 2. ELEVATION OF TURBINE AND CONDENSER.
the power equipment. A 150-kilowatt and
a 75-kilowatt, two-phase, direct-connected
unit at present supplement the turbine plant,
but as soon as the load demands further
increase, the latter will be replaced by a sec
ond turbine unit.
It will be observed that the space occu
pied by the turbine set with its auxiliaries
is 15 x 38^ feet, or 1.44 square feet per
electrical horsepower capacity. With the
exception of the dry air pump, all the ap
paratus is installed in a pit 6 feet in depth,
covered with open iron grating. The tur
bine unit rests upon the old engine piers

tages of the highest vacuum at all times so
great, that it was not considered necessary
to install the variable-speed motor, which
would require more or less attention.
The dry air pump is of the Worthington
rotative single stage type 8 and 13x8
inches, running non-condensing. A 14-inch
atmospheric exhaust rising directly from the
condenser tee provides relief in case of lost
vacuum. With this equipment an average
vacuum of 27^2 inches gage is readily main
tained, which is equivalent to 28.25 inches
referred to a 30-inch barometer pressure.
Steam is supplied to the turbine at a
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pressure of about 135 pounds, and approxi
mately dry, two separators securing this re
sult; one a 14-inch Cochrane located in the
boiler room, directly in the steam line, and
the other a vertical "Direct" separator at
the turbine throttle. The steam is generated
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All exhaust steam from power plant
auxiliaries is made use of, including steam
from the air pump, air compressors, fire
pump and fan engines. Most of it is turned
into a 1,000-horsepower Cochrane open
heater, but during cold weather some of the

FIG. 3. VIEW IN THE ENGINE ROOM.
by a 600-horsepower battery of Stirling
boilers, an auxiliary 240-horsepower battery
of horizontal, return-tubular boilers serving
to supply low-pressure steam for various
purposes throughout the factories.
An interesting example of utilization of
waste heat from products of combustion has
here been worked out with success. Two
steam-driven suction fans are installed in
an addition to the boiler room. One fan
draws ventilating air surcharged with va
pors from the paint mixing room through a
tubular air heater, thence forcing it into the

FIG. 4. WESTTNGHOUSE-PARSONS 4OO-KILOWATT TURBO-GENERATOR.
furnaces of the several boilers. The other
fan draws the products of combustion from
the boiler breeching through the tubes of
the air heater, delivering into the stack.
With this arrangement a separate ventila
ting fan is avoided and considerable heat is
extracted from exhaust gases. Under nor
mal conditions a difference in temperature
of 150 degrees F. is observed between the
two ends of the smoke flues, and the air is
heated through an average of 150 degrees.
The heater is constructed of sheet iron in
the form of a closed water heater and has
an effective heating surface of approximate
ly 3,000 square feet.

exhaust steam is directed into the heating
system of the building, the remainder being
supplied by live steam from the low-pres
sure boilers. In the severest weather the
turbine will be operated noncondensing and
its exhaust steam utilized in the heating
system. As the Webster suction system is
in use, the back pressure of the turbine will
be reduced to a minimum, usually about 1
pound. About 25,000 square feet of direct
heating surface is required to heat the
various buildings during cold weather.
On account of the few months the tur
bine plant has been in operation it is diffi
cult to obtain accurate and conclusive fig
ures of economy. A noticeable decrease in
the cost of power has, however, been ob
served which will be further emphasized
with increasing loads. Economy tests of the
turbine have been conducted, both at the
builders' works and in the plant. In the
former tests a water consumption per brake
horsepower hour of 11.86 pounds was ob
tained at 8 per cent overload, and 13.2
pounds at half load, with 150 pounds steam
pressure, 28 inches vacuum (referred to 30
inches barometer) and an average of 145
degrees F. superheat. The following accept
ance tests were conducted by the chief en
gineer of the company, F. W. Ballard, dur
ing the regular daily runs, under service
conditions :
ACCEPTANCE TEST, MARCH 21, I9O4.
Length of run, 2 hours.
Average steam pressure, 131 pounds.
Average vacuum, 27% inches.
Average load, 250 kilowatts.
Total water, 11.060 pounds.
Water per k.w. hour, 22.12 pounds.
Water per E. H.P. hour, 16.59 pounds.
Guarantee, 17.8 pounds per E. H.P. hour.
MARCH 22, IOX>4.
Average steam pressure, 129 pounds.
Average vacuum, 27% Inches.
Average load, S00 kilowatts.
Total water, 11.190 pounds.
Water per k.w. hour. 18.65 pounds.
Water per E. H.P. hour, 14 pounds.
Guarantee. 16.7 pounds per E. H.P. hour.
Water was determined by weighing the
condensation, and load by observing switch

board instruments which were previou»ly
checked with standard meters. Assuming
an average evaporation of 7 pounds water
per pound coal, the coal consumption of
the plant figures out 2.66 pounds at full load
and 3.16 pounds at half load.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
There is in force in the Cleveland plant
a simple and effective method of distribu
ting power costs among the various depart
ments. Polyphase integrating wattmeters
are installed in each of the service feeders
in the sixteen different departments in the
works. The cost of power at the power
house switchboard is then charged against
the several departments in proportion to the
power consumption indicated by their me
ters. This system, while not taking directly
into account variations in distribution losses
between the power plant and the several
departments, nevertheless distributes them
pro rata. These distribution losses were
found under test to vary from 5 to 10 per
cent, according to the length of and load
upon the feeders in question. The cost of
power at the main switchboard comprises
coal, oil, waste, labor, general supplies and
maintenance of apparatus ; no fixed charges
being included, as it would be difficult to
segregate these from factory investments.
All power and lighting circuits are con
trolled from the power house switchboard,
a nine-panel Westinghouse two-phase board
equipped with duplicate buses and doublethrow switches. At present the connected
motor capacity totals about 700 horsepower,
in sizes varying from l/2 to 100 horsepower.
Motors may be seen in this plant opera
ting almost every kind of machinery. A few
are of particular interest: In the main
building is an inclined endless-chain box
elevator, delivering twelve boxes per min
ute, driven through a double reduction belt

FIG. 5. WORTHINGTON HIGH-VACUUM CON
DENSER INSTALLATION.
gear by a 3-horsepower motor bolted to the
ceiling. This elevator parallels the outside
walls of the building and receives boxes di
rectly from cars, delivering them to the box
storage room on the fourth floor. A saw
dust elevator is similarly driven by a 1horsepower motor through double reduction
gearing.
In the oil and japan department may be
seen a row of electrically driven pumps for
transferring oil and turpentine directly from
storage cars to tanks in yards and storage
building. These replaced an equipment of
steam pumps, which were found under test
to require over 100 pounds of steam per
horsepower per hour. In the varnish stor
age building, where it is necessary to main
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tain a constant temperature, a motor driven
fan is installed in a pit in the central court,
surrounded by tier upon tier of iron galler
ies containing tanks of varnish undergoing
the ageing process. In the printing depart
ment a 30-horsepower motor supported
upon a suspended wooden frame, as shown
in Fig. 6, drives a small line of printing
presses, each supplied with cone pulleys for
obtaining the variations in speed.
By far the most important power appli
cations in this factory are the paint grind
ing mills and mixers. The former are all
of the rotary disk type with vertical spindle,
driven from beneath through mitre gears.

FIG. 6. SUSPENDED MOTOR DRIVE WITH MORSE
SILENT CHAIN GEAR.
The mills vary in size from 16 to 30 inches.
These machines have all been developed by
the experts of the Sherwin-Williams Co.,
and are installed in long rows, each con
taining in some cases as many as twenty
mills of uniform size. In the cases of the
heavier drives, Morse chain gearing has
replaced belting or spur gear with excellent
results.
A somewhat novel application of power
is that of a motor generating set for opera
ting some twenty or more graphophones
used in the correspondence department. A
54 -horsepower induction motor direct con
nected to a 15-volt direct-current generator
is suspended from the floor beneath the de
partment in question, each graphophone
taking its current from a main extending
under the floor.
In handling this large assortment of mo
tors, it is obvious that if some system were
not adopted to prevent simultaneous start
ing the power plant would be seriously han
dicapped and the regulation of the system
temporarily demoralized from this source.
A single motor attendant is therefore em
ployed, one of whose duties is the regular
starting of all motors above 30-horsepower
in the plant. As it is impossible for him
to start two or more machines simulta
neously, the load upon the power plant
gradually increases from zero to its daily
maximum without serious fluctuations in
voltage. All large motors are of course
equipped with double voltage starting boxes,
while those below 5-horsepower are con
nected directly to the system.
In the old engine-driven plant Westinghouse two-phase, compensated-field genera
tors were used in order to secure good volt
age regulation. Under the present condi
tions, however, the regulation secured from
the turbo-generators is sufficient to render
unnecessary any special devices of this char
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acter. It is found that with the motor
starting schedule serious fluctuations in
voltage are almost entirely avoided, with
the exception of that due to two elevators,
at which time the drop is usually under 4
per cent.
The operation and maintenance of the
entire power system of the Cleveland works
has been brought to its present state of
perfection through the efforts of Mr.
Beardsley, general superintendent, and F.
W. Ballard, mechanical and electrical engi
neer, who is directly in charge.
A NEW PUMP VALVE.
An ingenious valve for pumps, com
pressors, blowing engines, etc., has been
brought out by Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers,
Ltd., of London, England. It consists of
practically nothing but a strip of spring
phosphor bronze, rolled up in a spiral, like
a clock spring, as shown at the left in Fig.
1, the lower view showing the strip be'fore
rolling. The strip may be of the same
thickness throughout, but for heavy pres
sures the end of the sheet is thickened by
a special process to give it additional
strength. At the inner end the strip is
wider than elsewhere, in order to prevent
the coils and the flap from fouling the sides
of the casings, or of adjacent valves. The
strip, which is perfectly flexible and elas
tic, is simply slipped on the slotted spindle,

FIG. I. VALVE AND SPINDLE, AND VALVE BE
FORE BEING ROLLED.
also shown in Fig. 1, which is held by
clamps or set screws in the proper posi
tion, and there are no pins, hinges or
other loose or wearing parts.
The valve is always placed at an angle
with the port opening, so that the port be
comes entirely uncovered with a very small
movement of the valve; moreover, the re
sistance of the valve to being lifted is ex
tremely small, while it closes instantly
when the flow ceases, with a peculiar wip
ing motion peculiar to itself. This is the
feature which gives the valve perfect si
lence in working. Fig. 2 shows the action
of the valve when closed and open. It can

FIG. 2. VALVE CLOSED AND OPEN.
be applied in any position, and needs no
guides or guards, while it can also be easily
fitted to existing machines. An important
feature of the device is that it can be
worked at a very high speed, enabling the
output of existing pumps to be greatly in
creased by running them faster.
Fig. 3 shows how the valve is applied
to a high pressure pump; the whole of the
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valves, both suction and delivery, are con
tained in one valve cone, which can easily
be removed for inspection ; C is the suction
port, A the valve, and D the discharge.

FIG 3. VALVES APPLIED TO PUMP CYLINDER.
The system is especially applicable to blow
ing cylinders. Pressures up to a 500-foot
head of water can be handled with these
valves without difficulty.
A. H. A.
MACHINERY DAY AT THE WORLD'S
FAIR.
If you are going to visit the World's
Fair at St. Louis begin your visit on a
Saturday. If you go on a Saturday, choose
the Saturday which falls on September
10th. September 10th is Machinery Day
The day is to be made particularly inter
esting, while the week which follows will
be the most important and most interesting
in many ways of all the weeks of the
Fair.
If you have ever wandered about a
great Exposition you do not need to be
told that no form of exercise is more tir
ing. Before the first day's sightseeing is
over you are sure to feel all used up ami
weary. That is why you should choose
a Saturday for the beginning of your vis
it.
Sunday will give you a chance to rest
After that one never gets so used up again
and can go on to the end without discom
fort.
That first Saturday will be of great in
terest to all who are interested in steam
engines, steam turbines, gas engines, ma
chine tools, wood working and abrasive
machinery, and the myriad other appli
ances shown in Machinery Hall. Not only
will every power unit in the 50,000-horse
power end of the building be in operation
all day, but arrangements have been made
to have special demonstrations carried on
in various portions of the building. Bar
rel making machines will show how it i~
possible to make a flour or sugar barrel
out of the rough wood for less than 3
cents each, grinding machines throwing
out live fire amid fountains of water will
show how they can cut steel as rapidly ;ia lathe tool, while in lathes and planers,
tools of the new self-hardening steel will
demonstrate their ability to take off steel
chips an inch thick at a rate of 100 feet an
hour or so.
Across the aisle from the big engine, the
biggest ever shown in an exposition, stands
a case containing the smallest to be seen
in St. Louis. These tiny engines are
working and present a curious contrast
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to the big one. The big engine with its
5,000 horsepower stands about 40 feet high
above the floor, and weighs 720 tons. Its
whole power is required to furnish elec
tric current for the 200,000 incandescent
lamps which decorate the Exposition build
ings and grounds.
>
The little engines are small enough to
hold in the palm of one's hand. They are
models of pumping engines, and a pair of
them are engaged in pumping water into
a copper tank.
Leather belts successfully operating
in water, submarine mines ready to blow
up war ships, wooden pulleys as high as
a two-story house, dredge scoops that take
up a couple of tons at a bite, conveyors
for packing boxes and for coal, an auto
matic electric elevator, are some of the
features to be seen in the building. Many
of the exhibitors will hold special recep
tions on that day, there will be music all
day, and music, refreshments and dancing
in the evening. 1
On Sunday the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, with hundreds of
electrical engineers as guests from Eng
land and the Continent, will arrive at St.
Louis for the Electrical Congress, which
will continue through that week.
On Wednesday, Electricity Day will be
celebrated. Every exhibitor in the Eleciricity building is preparing some special
feature for that day, and jointly they will
have water and land parades with illu
minating effects never before shown on the
Fair grounds. St. Louis Day follows, Sep
tember 15th. This will probably be the
most notable day of the Fair for attend
ance. To the special attractions which
will be provided for its celebration will be
added those prepared for Electricity Day,
for these will be again shown on St. Louis
day. Many bodies of engineers and other
prominent persons from home and abroad
are expected to visit the Fair during that
week.
At the end of the week, after perhaps
another Saturday night on the Pike, the
visitor can go home feeling that he has
done the Fair, and done it properly, and
he will have another Sunday ahead in
which to recuperate.
NOTES FROM ABROAD.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
ANCIENT and renowned on account
of its hot baths and the beauty of
its surroundings, the city of Bath,
in Somerset, has recently been fitted out
with a system of electric railways, for
which a power station is provided which is
worthy of attention. The station is steam
driven and contains three Westinghouse
direct-current dynamos of 200 kilowatts
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FIG. I. THE BROOKE THERMAL STEAM TRAP.
each, direct driven by steam engines built
by Yates & Thorn. There is also a smaller
dynamo of 75 kilowatts capacity direct
driven by a compound Westinghouse en
gine. The three large units operate the
street railway system, while the small one
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is used as an auxiliary for traction and
furnishes current for lighting the power
house, car barns and offices.
Feed water for the station is taken from
the Avon river, on the bank of which the
station is situated. The boiler installation
consists of three Babcock & Wilcox units,
each having a heating surface of 3,140
square feet and capable of evaporating
1 1,000 pounds of water per hour at normal
rating, and 13,000 at maximum. Steam
pressure is 160 pounds per square inch.
The tubes, which are arranged in four
groups of ten each, are 4 inches in diame
ter and 18 feet long. Each boiler is fitted
with a superheater having 339 square feet

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF THE BROOKE VALVE.
of heating surface and giving a superheat
of 100 to 120 degrees F. The performance
of each boiler and superheater is guaran
teed at 68 per cent for maximum power,
70 per cent at normal rating, 70 per cent
at }i rating and 68 per cent at half rating.
An engineer named Brooke, of Man
chester, has recently developed a new
steam trap which in some respects is an
improvement over existing systems, notably
as to leakage. The opening is rapid on ac
count of the peculiar construction which is
seen in Fig. 2.
The general arrangement of the device
is shown in Fig. 1. Besides the usual seat
this valve possesses a second seat of smaller
surface and making a less angle with the
axis. This valve opens much more slowly,
therefore, than the main valve, and on that
account prevents effectually the water from
discharging until it has been considerably
raised from the seat. The valve comes
open with a quick, positive action and not
gradually. Once open it does not close
until all the water has been discharged,
which insures the emptying of the pipes at
each opening.
As will be seen from the illustration,
the trap depends for its action on the ex
pansion and contraction of the long pipe.
As the trap fills with water the pipe will
contract, and the rods will act on the
swinging lever to push open the discharge
valve. When the water has been expelled
the steam will heat the trap and the pipe
expanding will allow the valve to be closed
by the spring under the valve handle. The
hand lever allows of opening the valve
when desired for clearing out the pipe at
low pressure.
The city of Berlin is certainly one of
those in which electricity has received one
of its greatest developments. There are to
day a dozen large central stations which
are over 30,000 horsepower in capacity.
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One of the more recent of these is the one
at Moabit built by the German General
Electric Co., which has 38,000 installed
horsepower, and occupies a ground area of
39,500 square yards.
The boilers, of which the arrangement
is shown in Fig. 3, are thirteen in number,
with superheaters of 362 square feet. Space
is provided for a total of thirty-five boilers,
and the chimney has been built to care for
this number. This chimney is 230 feet high
and 10 feet in diameter.
The superheaters are placed above the
boilers and extend across the entire width,
but not over the entire length, as shown in
Fig. 3. The arrangement is one which is
mechanically convenient, but does not
seem very advantageous from a thermal
standpoint, because the superheater thus
gets the heat from gases at the lowest tem
perature. The position between the water
tubes and the steam drum seems more logi
cal. The economy resulting from super
heating is not so great as one might expect
from some results given, as the consump
tion of fuel is increased about 8 per cent.
The last named arrangement of the super
heater notably decreases that result.
The application of steam turbines to
the propulsion of ships presents certain dif
ficulties which, according to Mr. Rateau,
are most conveniently overcome by using a
mixed system combining piston engines and
turbines. Several experiments have been
made, in one of which the conditions were
very favorable and the form of the shell of
the ship was such as to give a great inclina
tion to the shaft of the turbine. Neverthe
less a speed of 18 to 20 knots was attained.

FIG. 3. ARRANGEMENT OF BOILER AND SUPER
HEATER AT MOABIT, BERLIN, CENTRAL STA
TION.
In another instance with a Yarrow boat
the conditions were more favorable and a
speed of 25 knots with a comparatively low
pressure of 156 pounds per square inch was
obtained. In another instance the same
boat made 26.4 knots.
The need of keeping the screw shaft
horizontal will make the stern of the ship
rise more rapidly than has been the custom
with piston engines.
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COMBUSTION ENGINES.
GAS ENGINES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
BY A. H. ALLEN.
THE history of gas engine progress in
Great Britain presents some curious
features. The gas engine—thrown
into practical shape by Dr. Otto, a German,
who adopted the now famous Beau de

enormously larger than any ever thought of
in England. The result has been that ev
ery one of the important types thus devel
oped has been transplanted into that coun
try, and once more British manufacturers
are making their way to the front, after
running a grave risk of being left in the
tail of the procession.
Of the various new types referred to
above, the one developed by Messrs. Kort-

FIG. I. 5OO- HORSEPOWER, TWO-CVCLE, MATHER AND PLATT GAS ENGINE.
Rochas, or "four-cycle" system, invented
by a Frenchman,—was developed almost
entirely in England, and for many years
that country was easily first in the industry.
Moreover, in 1894, B. H. Thwaite intro-
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ing Bros, is probably the boldest departure
from previous practice in gas engine de
sign. Their engine presents the nearest
approximation to a steam engine, there be
ing two impulses per revolution in each

box, and external crosshead guides are pro
vided. Charging pumps for gas and air are
placed alongside the cylinder and are oper
ated by a crank on the main shaft. Regu
lation is effected by varying the amount of
gas admitted to the cylinder, without, how
ever, varying its quality at the igniting
points. The engine is started by com
pressed air, stored in a reservoir. No de
lay takes place in starting, the engine be
ginning to run with gas directly it attains
full speed. In this respect gas engines have
a great advantage over steam engines.
The cylinder is completely water-jack
eted, and water is led through the piston
rod to cool the piston. The completeness
of the scavenging, the absence of exhaust
valves, the substitution of a crosshead for
a trunk piston and the regularity of running
due to the adoption of the two-cycle and
double-acting system are amongst the ad
vantages claimed for this type of gas en
gine. Experience gained with engines
which have been running for several years
shows that the wear on the cylinder, piston
and valves is trifling, and the repairs,
therefore, almost nil. Engines of this type
have been built giving up to 1,000 brake
horsepower in a single cylinder and 2,000
horsepower with two cylinders. The latter
run at 83 revolutions per minute and weigh
240 tons, including the flywheel. The floor
space occupied is 50 x 56 feet.

FIG. 2. 700-HORSEPOWER MATHER fit PLATT CAS ENGINE DIRECT COUPLED TO GENERATOR.
duced engines driven by the waste gases
from blast furnaces, an idea which ought to
have met with an eager reception in a coun
try so rich in blast furnaces. The new in
vention, however, was ignored in England,
but taken up with energy on the Continent,
and led to the construction of gas engines

cylinder, as with steam. This engine, the
working of which was described in the
issue of April 1, p. 236, is being built for
the United Kingdom by the well-known
firm of Mather & Piatt, Limited, of Man
chester.
The piston rod passes through a stuffing-

The accompanying illustrations show a
500 brake horsepower single cylinder twocycle engine and one of 700 brake horse
power coupled to an electric generator; the
latter runs at 107 revolutions per minute,
and the engine occupies a floor space of
46 x 23 feet.
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In conclusion, it is of interest to note
that, owing to the rapid adoption of electric
motors, the demand in England for small
gas engines, which was formerly very
strong and steady, is falling off, and the
leading firms are giving more attention to
the manufacture of the larger sizes of en
gines, as it seems that the major part of the
demand will, in future, be confined to the
latter.
THE WAYNE GAS ENGINE.
THE Wayne gas engine is of the hori
zontal, single cylinder, four-cycle
fyPe> governed by the hit-and-miss
method. It is designed to operate with
either gas or gasoline and may be readily
changed from one fuel to the other. When
operating with gas a combined pressure reg
ulator and gas bag is provided, which re
ceives the gas at any ordinary pressure and
delivers it to the engine at a low, uniform
pressure, regardless of fluctuations in the
main lines. For gasoline, the engines are
provided with a pump, which takes the gas
oline in small quantities directly from a
tank to the engine as it is consumed.
An external view of a standard type of
the Wayne engine is given in Fig. I, show
ing the general arrangement of the oper
ating mechanism, while Fig. 2 is a sectional
view through the cylinder and the admis
sion and exhaust valve chambers, in which
A is the exhaust valve, B the admission
valve and C the gas valve.
The cylinder, which is made of closegrained charcoal iron, heavy enough to
stand two or three successive borings, is
bolted to the frame of engine with a plain
ground joint. It is provided with a water
jacket of ample proportions, shown in Fig.
2, and openings at the joint of the cylinder
body and head for the removal of lime,
sand or other deposits from impure water.
The cylinder head forms part of the com
bustion chamber and contains all the valves
and starting and igniting attachments, a
water space being cast integral with it for
the purpose of protecting the valves from
overheating and excessive wear.
The valves are of the poppet type,
forged solid from open-hearth steel and are
operated by a single spring and camactuated rod and lever. The cam! which is
mounted on a short secondary shaft geared
to the main shaft, throws the rocker arm,
shown in Fig. 1, to the left, this movement
being imparted to the valve rod, which is
pushed out and opens the exhaust valve A,
in Fig. 2. The spring D returns the rod
when it is released by the cam and opens
the gas valve C, as it is much stronger than
the seating spring on the gas valve stem.
The gas valve delivers fuel to the remov
able cage of the admission valve B, which
is opened directly into the combustion
chamber by atmospheric pressure. Thus
during a normal charging stroke the valve
rod is entirely released by the cam, and by
means of the spring D holds open the gas
valve, which it releases at the end of this
stroke, and the rod takes an intermediate
position during the compression and work
ing strokes. At the end of the working
stroke the cam comes into use and pushes
the valve rod clear out, thus opening the
exhaust.
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This cycle of operation is repeated so
long as the speed remains at a reasonable
value, but when the speed is excessive the
governor raises the end of a latch to inter
fere with a lug on the rocker arm to which
the valve rod is attached, holding it back
and allowing the gas valve to remain closed
so that nothing but air enters the cylinder
through the admission valve.

starter, which is fitted to all engines above
and including 20 horsepower.
These engines, which are manufactured
by the Fort Wayne Foundry and Machine
Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind., are adapted to
all kinds of works requiring small or large
amounts of power at a low cost. They are
thoroughly tested and run for several days
before leaving the factory.

FIG. I. STANDARD TYPE OF WAYNE GAS ENGINE, 10 TO l8 HORSEPOWER.
The governor is of the centrifugal,
flyball type and is geared to the cam
shaft, controlling the engine, as just de
scribed, by cutting in or out the supply of
fuel as the speed may require.
The frame or bed plate is of the box
pattern, with a partition about midway of
its height, forming the bottom of the crank
pit and strengthening the casting.
The lower half of each bearing is cast
integral with the frame, while the upper
half is a removable cap, both being lined
with babbitt metal. The joints of the bear
ings are not at an angle, but are in line
with the cylinder. The pressure of explo
sion acting on the piston horizontally tends
to wear the bearings on the side farther
from the cylinder and in line with the
joint, but this force acts, at most, only 25
per cent of the time and sometimes only 5
per cent, while the balance wheels, al
though exerting a force approximately
equal to half that of the piston, do so in a
downward direction from 75 to 95 per cent
of the time, thus throwing the excess of
pressure perpendicular to the joint and in
line with the adjustment of the bearing.
The crank shaft is of the center throw
pattern, and the connecting rod of the ma
rine type, having heavy brass boxes bolted
to each end, which are provided with ad
justments for taking up wear. The piston,
as shown in Fig. 1, is of unusual length,
giving a large wearing surface, and is pro
vided with four snap rings held in position
by dowel pins. A hammer-break electric
igniter is used and also a special self-

An interesting departure in the line of
automobile construction is a vehicle de
signed for heavy freight haulage. The
motor car has a capacity of 4 tons, with the
ability to draw two trailers in addition,
carrying a load of 2 tons each. It is driven
by four gyroscope motors of 2-horsepower
capacity, one within each wheel. Each
motor is fastened immovably to the axle

FIG. 2. HORIZONTAL SECTION OF CYLINDER AND
VALVE CHAMBER OF THE WAYNE ENGINE.

and has an elongated armature shaft, nearly
perpendicular to the axle of the vehicle,
with a pinion on each end. These pinions
engage two annular gears within the cas
ing of the wheel and thus drive the car by
means of a force applied on each side of
the wheel. The power is supplied by an
Exide battery of 42 cells, which give a
50-ampere discharge for 4 hours.
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In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our
readers, ft should be remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is
desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail answer. Questions should have all related facts given, as sometimes it is impossible togive
an answer for want of some details or data.
/Iddress all rommwirntio>>s tn Q-iestion Department, The Engineer,
Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
O. A. D. ; SIZE OF STEAM AND FEED PIPES.
"I. What size steam pipe should be
selected for a 150-horsepower engine requir
ing 30 pounds of steam per horsepower per
hour? 2. What size feed pipe should be
used for a iso-horsepowcr boiler?"
A.—1. For pressures up to 125 pounds
per square inch a simple method is to allow
0.1375 square inch area for each horse
power; in other words, the area of the
steam pipe in square inches is equal to
0.1375 times the horsepower. The diameter
of the pipe is found by dividing the area
by 0.7854 and extracting the square root
of the quotient, so that to find the diameter
we have :
0.1375
= 0.418 \/ H. P
J" 0.7854
The nearest commercial size of pipe
should, of course, be selected.
2. The required area of the feed pipe
may be obtained by allowing 0.021 square
inch area for each boiler horsepower. The
diameter of the feed pipe therefore is equal
to :
0.021 H. P.
= 0.164 >/ tf- P.
0.7854
In this, as in the case of the steam pipe,
the nearest commercial size of pipe should
be selected. In no case of power boilers
should the feed pipe be smaller than Y\
inch.
C. M. SETTING VALVE ON TRACTION ENGINE.
"Please illustrate, if possible, the style
of reversing gear at present employed on
the Advance traction engine, and also ex
plain the method of setting the valve."
A. The method recommended by the
builder is as follows: Having placed the
crankpin on the center nearest the cylinder,
place the reverse lever in the center notch,
then turn the gear on the crank shaft until
the crankpin of the reverse gear shaft is on
its center nearest the crank shaft. Tighten
the screws in the gear on the crank shaft
temporarily. Set the screws that are in the
top and bottom of the stop plate so they
will project inward about one-half inch
from the lugs on the stop plate, though it
is not important that they be set exact, as
this is not the correct and final position for
them. Then move the reverse lever until
the reverse box strikes the screw in the bot
tom of the stop plate, and fasten the lever
in that position. Now, with the engine on
the center nearest the cylinder, set the valve
on the valve stem, with the edge of the
valve even with the edge of the port in the
valve seat, or so that the valve just covers
the port, then tighten the screws slightly
that hold the valve to the valve stem. With
the engine on the same center, move the
reverse lever in the opposite direction until
the reverse box strikes the screw in the top
of the stop plate, and fasten the lever in
that position. If the edge of the valve does

not return to the edge of the port, or if it
laps the edge of the port, make a mark on
the valve seat even with the edge of the
valve. Now make another mark half way
between the edge of the port and the first
mark, then loosen the screws in the gear
on the crank shaft and turn the gear until
the edge of the valve stops at the center
mark just made. Tighten the screws in the
gear on the crank shaft. After this opera
tion the gear is supposed to be properly
located.
The next step is to loosen the valve on
the stem and set it so there will be about
1-32 inch lead. Thf valve should now be

UPPER VIEW —FORWARD POSITION.
LOWER VIEW —BACKING POSITION.

securely fastened on the stem while in that
position. Place the crankpin on the oppo
site center or away from the cylinder to
determine the lead at the opposite end of
the cylinder. With the reverse lever still
in the top notch, if the lead is found to be
more tha'n 1-32 inch, turn the set screw
into the lug at the top of the stop plate
until the proper lead is secured. If it is
found to be less than 1-32 inch, turn the
screw out of the lug at the top of the stop
plate until the proper lead is secured. The
jamnuts on the set screw should then be
securely tightened.
Now put the reverse lever in the bottom
notch and turn the crankpin a few inches

below the center and return it up to the
center. This is done in order to remove
the slack in the reverse gear. If the lead
is found to be more or less than 1-32 inch,
move the set screw in the bottom of the
stop plate in or out as may be required.
When leaving the engine to cool down al
ways place the reverse lever in the center
notch. If, in time, wear occurs in the re
verse lever joints it should be taken up by
adjusting the catches on the quadrant, and
under no circumstances should the set
screws in the top or bottom of the stop
plate he disturbed for the purpose of taking
up lost motion.
C J. Y. SAFE WORKING PRESSURE.
"1. Please give a simple rule for find
ing the safe working pressure of a boiler,
and the area of the boiler head to be stayed.
2. Please give me a method of rebabbitting
a large shaft box made in four sections."
A.—1. The safe working pressure of a
boiler is found by multiplying the tensile
strength of the plate in pounds per square
inch of section by the thickness in fraction
of an inch and by the percentage of strength
of the longitudinal seam of that of the
solid plate. The last product divided by
5 times the radius of the shell will give
the safe working pressure. The strength
of the longitudinal seam to that of the
solid plate is found by means of the follow
ing rules : I. From the pitch of the rivets
subtract the diameter of one rivet hole and
divide the remainder by the pitch. 2. Mul
tiply the area of one rivet by the number
of rows of rivets in the seam and by the
shearing strength per square inch of sec
tion of the material of which the rivets
are made. Divide the last product by the
tensile strength of the plate multiplied by
the thickness and by the pitch of the rivets.
The lesser of these two answers is to be
taken as the strength of the seam relative
to the strength of the solid plate. The
area of a boiler head to be stayed may be
found as follows : Draw a line across the
boiler head 2 inches above the top row of
tubes. Measure the length of this line in
inches and subtract 4. Then multiply the
vertical distance minus 2 by the length of
the horizontal line minus 4, then in a table
of areas of segments of circles find the
quotient in the column headed Versed Sine.
Multiply the corresponding fraction in the
column headed Area by the square of the
diameter minus 4; the last product will be
the area in square inches to be stayed.
2. The term large in this case conveys
no accurate idea of the size of the bearing,
and it will make some difference in the
method of babbitting whether the bearing
is 6 or 8 inches in diameter, or 18 or 20
inches. In large bearings the bottom or
cellar box, the quarter boxes and the cap
are generally babbitted separately, using
either a portion of the shaft or a separate
mandrel in obtaining the size or bore. In
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this case the babbitt is pened thoroughly
into place and the bearing put together and
bored to the proper size. For bearings up
to 8 inches in diameter the babbitt may
be poured with the sections of the bearing
in the usual position. The cellar box, quar
ter boxes and cap are babbitted separately,
however, so as to avoid having the lining
in one piece. After removing the old bab
bitt and seeing that the parts are thoroughly
dry. smear the shaft with graphite to pre
vent (he babbitt from sticking, and place
the cellar box beneath the shaft. Con
struct a dam of clay along the shaft and
at the ends of the box to prevent the bab
bitting from running out. Leave several
large vents at the sides of the shaft for
the escape of the air and gas while pour
ing The babbitt can be got into the box
by constructing a gate of wood or clay,
into which the babbitt is poured, and
through which it reaches the annular space
between the box and shaft. Have enough
babbitt ready to fill the box at one pouring
and hot enough to quickly char a soft pine
chip. After pouring, and as soon as the
babbitt cools, withdraw the box and smooth
off the edges on which the quarter boxes
rest Then replace the cellar box and put
the qoarter boxes in place, with thin liners
between them and the cellar box, and secur
ing the quarter boxes by means of the
adjusting screws. Construct a dam of clay
at the ends of the quarter boxes, being care
ful to see that the babbitt cannot run out
between them and the cellar box. This
can be prevented by weighting or clamp
ing the boxes together. Then pour, in the
same manner as with the cellar box. When
cool, trim the edges, replace the boxes and
set up the adjusting screws tight. Put on
the cap, place liners between the cap and
the quarter boxes to separate the lining
and to prevent the escape of babbitt be
tween the boxes. Then construct the dam,
with vents at the ends of the cap, and pour
through the oil hole. When cool, trim the
edges of the cap, and remove the other
boxes and cut the oil grooves and scrape
to an even bearing, if necessary. If the
bearing is the main bearing of an engine,
it cannot be babbitted to advantage while
in place. In this case, it is better to re
move the cap and boxes, stand them on
end, clamp the sections together with thin
liners between them, the liners extending
to the mandrel ; then, by means of a cylin
drical block of wood of the proper size, or
a mandrel slightly smaller than the shaft,
the bearing can be babbitted at one pouring
and the sections readily separated when
cool Each section is poured separately on
account of the liners, which separate the
boxes. Bearings babbitted in this manner
should, in all cases, be bored to size, after
which the oil grooves are cut in them.
A. S. ; LIFTING AND NONLIFTING INJECTOR;
FISHER PUMP GOVERNOR.
"I. What is the difference between a
lifting and nonlifting injector? 2. Please
describe the operation of a return steam
trap. 3. Please explain the operation of
the Fisher pump governor."
A.—1. A lifting injector contains a
hfting nozzle and a forcing nozzle, while
a nonlifting injector contains a forcing
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nozzle only, the supply of water gravitating
to the injector.
2. The principle of return steam traps
will be found in the issue of Aug. 15. Other
constructions will appear in subsequent
issues.
3. A sectionat view of the Fisher pump
governor is shown herewith. It consists

SECTION OF FISHER PUMP GOVERNOR.
of a double beat throttle valve, A, operated
by a small water piston, B, the latter de
scending against a spring in the water
cylinder. The valves and ports are so pro
portioned that a very slight increase or de
crease of discharge pressure is sufficient to
operate the valve. A very slight adjust
ment also of the pressure regulating de
vice serves to change the pressure over a
wide range. The governor, therefore, is
extremely sensitive and should be adjusted
a very little at a time. The valve stem is
screw-threaded at the upper end and enters
the lower end of the piston rod, the latter
being screw-threaded to receive it. A lock
nut, C, in the shape of small hand wheel
serves to secure the piston rod and valve
stem after the adjustment has been made.
The valve stem is rotated by means of a
second small hand wheel, D, secured to the
stem.
The governor in all cases should be
placed in a vertical position between the
throttle and the steam chest and as close
to the latter as possible. Detail directions
for attaching and connecting up the gov
ernor accompany the machine; these should
be strictly adhered to. To adjust the gov
ernor, turn the lock nut, C, to the left, then
turn the wheel, D, to the right, which
opens the steam valve, A. After turning
wheel, D, slightly open the pump throttle
and start the pump. Now close the valve
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E, and open valve, F, which admits water
pressure to the small cylinder. By watch
ing the gage indicating the pressure of
water the pressure can be regulated by
means of wheel, D. When the desired
pressure has been obtained tighten the lock
nut, C, against the end of the piston rod ;
the pressure will then be automatically
maintained. When starting and stopping
the pump always use the pump throttle
only so as not to change the adjustment of
the governor. The valve stem should be
loosely packed and preferably with packing
furnished by the company which is espe
cially adapted to this purpose. Candle
wicking should not be used.
In order to preserve the sensitiveness
and reliability of the governor, the water
piston should be removed once in three
months and, together with the cylinder,
thoroughly cleaned. The piston and cylin
der are then lubricated with vaseline and
the piston replaced. A drip consisting of
J'ji-inch pipe is connected at G and carried
to the floor or sewer.
P. R. F. : BLOWING OUT OIL TRAP; AIR IN SYS
TEM.
"1. In a direct-expansion ammonia ma
chine, what indicates the presence of oil and
when should the oil trap be blown out?
2. With the outside air at about 90 degrees
and with 180 pounds pressure on the high
pressure side, does ammonia liquid collect
in the oil trap in sufficient quantity to be
blown out with the oil before frost shows
on the blowoff pipe? 3. What are some
of the indications of air in the system, and
does it cause a rise of pressure on the high
pressure side?"
A.— 1. The gage glass attached to the
side of the separator and trap. The oil
should not be allowed to rise farther than
the middle of the glass before being drawn
off. 2. No. The oil should be drawn off,
and not blown out, thus removing the oil
without loss of gas. 3. Air in any con
siderable quantity will cause a whistling
noise, and the liquid ammonia will pass
through the expansion valve intermittently
A rise of pressure in the condenser will
also be noticeable, and the efficiency of the
condenser will be perceptibly lessened.
W. S. S. : PRESSURE OBTAINABLE WITH A
puMr.
"If I have a pump taking water from
a reservoir under atmospheric pressure and
discharging into a tank under 100 pounds
pressure, and should connect the discharge
of this pump to the suction of another, the
second pump delivering water into the tank,
what pressure could I get in the tank? The
steam pressure is the same in both pumps,"
A. If the first pump is capable of de
livering water under a pressure of 100
pounds with a given steam pressure when
receiving water under atmospheric pressure
or zero by the gage, it is capable of deliver
ing water under a pressure of 200 pounds
when receiving water under 100 pounds per
square inch. Consequently the second
pump, which is presumably the same as the
first, will increase the pressure in the tank
to 200 pounds.
C. B. : DURABILITY OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.
"We have a centrifugal pump that gives
a great deal of trouble, and we are unable
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to locate the difficulty. I should like to
know just what the length of life of a
centrifugal pump is."
A. Our reply to your question must
necessarily be very unsatisfactory, since the
period of usefulness of a pump depends al
most entirely on the use to which it is put
and how many hours out of the 24 it is in
operation. It is much the same with pumps
as with steam engines, viz., that they are
seldom used by anyone person or firm until
worn out, so that it is difficult to obtain
anything like a correct average of the actual
length of time they have been in operation.
Then, too, much depends upon the size. A
small pump running at very high speed will
not last as long as a large pump running at
lower speed. We suggest that you write
to the nearest agent of the builders or to
the builders directly, explaining the diffi
culty and requesting advice or that the
pump be inspected by a person competent
to locate and remedy the trouble.
C. G. S. : LENGTH OF PIPE WITH 45-DEGEEE
ELBOWS.
"Please inform me how to find the
proper length of pipe to use f(Sr the diagonal
piece when using 45-degree elbows. Sup
pose I had two vertical pipes 3 feet apart
and I wished to connect them together,
using 45-degree elbows, how long a piece
of pipe would I need?"
A. When using 45-degree elbows the
diagonal piece of pipe represents the hypo
tenuse of a right angle triangle in which the
length of the hypotenuse is equal to 1.414
times the length of either of the remaining
sides. For each inch offset or distance be
tween the vertical pipes there will be 1.414
inches in the diagonal pipe, the amount
added for each inch offset being 0414 inch,
which is equal to 0.414x32=13 thirty-sec
onds inch. When short bend elbows are
employed the actual length of pipe, for sizes
up to 3 inches in diameter, is found by
adding to the number of inches offset 13-32
inch for each inch offset, and from the re
sult subtract three-fourths the inside dia
meter of the pipe; the remainder is the
length of the diagonal piece. If the distance
between the vertical pipes is 3 feet or 36
inches, and the size of the pipe is V/i inches,
the length of the diagonal piece is
36+ (36X1'/*)— ( 1 'A X y4 ) =49UA. inches.
J. L. : FEEDING BOILER THROUGH BLOWOFF.
"Is it good practice to feed a boiler
through the blowoff pipe, and does it re
quire any more energy to feed a boiler
through the bottom than into the top?"
A. It is common practice to feed boil
ers through the blowoff pipe, but whether
it will be found to be good practice will de
pend largely upon the conditions presented
in each case. Both methods of feeding are
strongly recommended by engineers of large
and varied experience, some recommending
one method and some the other. In the
case of the return tubular boiler feeding
into the top of the boiler serves to aid cir
culation which in some cases is very desir
able and under these circumstances feeding
into the top would be preferable. It re
quires practically the same energy to feed
into the top of a boiler as through the bot
tom when the boiler contains pressure.
Since the water must be elevated to the
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water level in the boiler in either case, the
slight difference in height between the
water level and the top of the shell being
equivalent to an amount of power so small
as to be unnoticeable in the operation of a
plant.
W. W. H. ; AMMETER CONNECTIONS IN UNION
STOCK YARDS AND TRANSIT CO'S. PLANT.
"r. In the article on the Union Stock
Yards and Transit Co's. lighting plant,
which was published in the June 1st issue,
the accompanying sketch shows the method
of connecting the ammeters in the generator
circuit of Fig. 6. Why are the ammeters
grounded? 2. What is the principle on
which they are connected and still register?
3. Are the parts marked X resistances or
transformers, and why is not one inserted
in the middle leg?"
A.—1. The ground is simply used as a
protection and does not enter into the am
meter circuit proper; that is, the circuit
would be complete without it.
2. The ammeters are connected in what
is known as the open delta system, as shown
in the accompanying figure, and depend on
the principle that the sum of the currents

OPEN DELTA SYSTEM OF CONNECTING
AMMETERS.
in the three legs is equal to zero, or that
the current in one leg is equal to the result
ant of the currents in the other two legs.
This is an application of the triangle of
forces.
3. The part marked X represents cur
rent transformers, and is not inserted in
the middle leg or phase because the third
ammeter is connected as explained in ques
tion 2 and reads the resultant current of
the other two phases, which must be equal
to the current in the third leg.
C. B. H. : PUTTING IN TUBES WITHOUT
FERRULES.
"I am told that tubes can be put into a
boiler without copper ferrules. I am a ma
chinist accustomed to railroad and station
ary engine work, but have never seen it
done. Can tubes be put into vertical and
horizontal boilers without the use of fer
rules?
A. When copper tubes are employed it
has been common practice, especially with
English boiler makers, and on the continent,
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to use ferrules, but in American practice
where iron and steel tubes are used almost
exclusively ferrules are not employed in
any type of boiler.
G. M. : SIGHT FEED LUBRICATOR ; INERTIA
GOVERNOR.
"1. Please explain what causes the oil
to flow into the steam pipe through an
ordinary sight feed lubricator. 2. What
causes a governor wheel to draw away from
the weights in an inertia governor? 3.
What is the object in making duplex pumps
which take steam at one of the cylinders
only?"
A.—1. It is caused by water pressure
and gravity. The specific gravity of the
oil being considerably less than that of
water, or in other words, the oil being
lighter than water, rises to the top of the
cup of the lubricator and there enters the
small tube which is connected with the bot
tom of the sight feed glass. The bulb and
condenser pipe above the lubricator are full
of water which exerts pressure upon the
oil equal to 0.433 pounds per square inch
for each foot in height, so that when a drop
of oil is allowed to escape through the
sight feed glass it is replaced by a drop of
water from the bulb and condenser pipe,
and the water being the heavier sinks to the
bottom of the cup, the oil remaining on the
surface the same as when open to the at
mosphere. The drop of oil after passing
up through the feed glass reaches the water
level in the upper connection, which level
is even with the bottom of the tube or pipe
leading to the steam Jjipe, consequently the
oil tends to raise the level above the bot
tom of the tube and the result is it flows by
gravity through the tube into the steam
pipe.
2. The steam pressure against the pis
ton. When the resistance offered the piston
which is due to the load on the engine, is
partly removed the piston will travel faster
provided the pressure behind it remains the
same, and the increased piston speed also
increases the speed of the governor wheel,
and this oftentimes occurs very suddenly.
As the weights are suspended upon a pin
in the wheel and are free to revolve being
connected with the wheel by means of a
spring only, it is plain that if the speed of
the wheel be suddenly accelerated the wheel
must move or revolve in advance of the
weights and until the tension of the spring
is sufficient to overcome the inertia of the
weights. When the speed of the wheel
slackens, the weights will then move faster
than the wheel, which motion will continue
until the weights reach the stops in the
wheel.
3. We have no theories with reference
to this construction because it is difficult to
understand how the pistons of a duplex
pump can be caused to make the return
stroke when receiving steam during one
stroke only.
Electric tramways in St. Petersburg
are now being considered. It is proposed
to derive the power from falls on the
Vonoska river in Finland and transmit it
to the metropolis, a distarice of 94 miles.
The cost per kilowatt-hour delivered in St.
Petersburg is estimated at about $1.40.
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THE BUCKEYE BOILER SKIMMER.
Nearly all the harmful elements in
boiler feed water, those that produce the
hard scale which is so effective in produc
ing overheated tubes and plates, rise to the
surface of the water as long as ebullition
continues. This scale making material is

ENGINEER.

Referring to the illustrations it will be
seen that the apparatus contains no parts
liable to wear nor at all likely to get out of
order, while the operation is so simple as
to be readily understood almost at first
glance. The skimmer, which is the only
moving part of the machine, is a wide-

FIG. I. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE BUCKEYE SKIMMER.
carried by the water currents back and
forth and up and down through the boiler,
sweeping over the heating surfaces and
upon which a small amount is deposited
each time. In a short time the accumula
tion begins to retard the flow of heat, and
the temperature of the tube or plate neces
sarily rises, oftentimes to a dangerous point.
It will be seen that if this injurious ma
terial could be taken from the boiler while
under pressure and making steam a very
large percentage of the scale commonly
found in steam boilers could be avoided.
The process of removal, however, must be
continuous in order to be effective, because

mouthed funnel suspended by a tubular
arm or skimmer pipe through which the
impurities pass from the boiler to the set
tling tank situated at any convenient point
outside of, but near the boiler setting.
The floats attached to the skimmer keep
the latter submerged to the same depth,
regardless of the height of the water level,
thus providing a uniform area of opening
to receive the scum on the surface of the
water. The flexible skimmer pipe is pro
vided with a regrinding joint, a section
of which is shown in Fig. 2. The joint
has a suitable taper to prevent the possi
bility of sticking, and should it begin to
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be blown dry. It is well known that the
longer a boiler can be run without cooling
down, for cleaning or for other reasons,
the better it is not only on account of the
saving in fuel, but because it is vastly bet
ter for the boiler itself. In many instances
where bad feed water is used the periods
between cleaning times have been more
than doubled, at the same time maintaining
a cleaner boiler and greater freedom from
scale.
This cleaner is made by the Buckeye
Boiler Skimmer Co., Toledo, Ohio.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE RYDER
BELTING AND CORDAGE.
Not only is "necessity the mother of in
vention," but the man who is thoroughly
familiar with the details and requirements
of a product is best capable of perfecting
improvements in it. The above is strongly
emphasized in the career of Henry Ryder
and his development of the Ryder belting
and cordage which are destined to play an
important part in the cordage and belting
business. Mr. Ryder, whose portrait is
given herewith, was born in Holland in 1862
and as soon as he was able, his time, whtn
out of school, was spent in assisting in the
operations in a rope walk. When 12 years
of age, his love of adventure impelled him
to go to sea and during the next 10 years
he followed this life and visited every
known quarter of the globe.
At the age of 22 we find him in the busi
ness of a ship rigger, which he carried on
in Gloucester, New York and Boston until
1892, when he entered the employ of a ma
chinery manufacturing company and spent
the next 2 years in its shop. From 1804 to
1898 we find him engaged in erecting ma
chinery of various kinds.
In 1898 an opportunity offered to connect
himself with a company engaged in the
manufacture of a combination fiber and wire
rope for hoisting and transmission use and
during the next 3 years he traveled all over

FIG 2. SKIMMER AND FLOATS.
the precipitation of the scale making ele
ments and the circulation of the water in
the boiler are continuous as long as heat
is applied.
The simple apparatus illustrated in Fig.
1 is adapted to remove the floating impuri
ties from the boiler as fast as they rise to
the surface of the water. The process of
removal is continuous as long as the water
circulates through the boiler. The impuri
ties are automatically discharged into a
precipitator or settling chamber, from
which they are removed by simply opening
a valve, while the pure, hot water returns
to the boiler.

leak it may readily be ground to a perfect
seat. This joint gives great flexibility to
the skimmer and permits of wide variations
of water levels without affecting the effi
ciency of the skimmer in the least. This
feature renders the apparatus especially
well adapted to meet the urgent needs of
water tube boilers where the accumulation
of scale in many instances has a noticeable
effect upon the economy of fuel somewhat
earlier than in the tubular types.
The arrows indicate the direction of the
water in the pipes. The sediment may be
blown out as often as necessary, usually
every two hours. Twice a day it should

FIG. 3. SECTIONAL VIEW OF FLEXIBLE JOINT.
the "United States selling and installing this
product, superintending, during this time,
some of the largest installations of rope
transmission in the country. In 1901 he
spent considerable time with the exhibit of
his company at the Pan-American Exposi
tion and thus became acquainted with the
possibilities of Buffalo as a manufacturing
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center. From early boyhood he has thus
been in close touch with the rope and cord
age business, first in its manufacture and
later as seaman, rigger, machinery erector
and salesman of transmission ropes.
All this time were being impressed on
his mind the defects and limitations of the
standard types of both fiber and wire ropes
and he had been working on the question of
remedying these and producing a product

HENRY RYDER, OF THE RYDER BELT & CORDAGE
CO.
which would combine the good points of
both and eliminate their faults.
The improved product, as it finally ap
peared, consisted of a combination of wire
and fibrous material, the wire being in the
center and free from all torsional stress and
the fiber on the outside to prevent the wear
upon the wire, protect it from the elements
and give adhesion. This meant not only an
entirely new product but also the machinery
to produce it as none of the existing types
of spinners, formers or layers were suitable
for this work.
After much experimenting, a spinner was
perfected which produced a yarn containing
a single steel wire in the center about which
was spun the hemp or manilla fiber and the
whole so constructed that no twist was put
in the wire during the process of manufac
ture. With the spinner perfected the prob
lem of forming these yarns into strands and
laying the strands into rope or cable could
be carried on by machinery not differing
materially from that used in the regular
manufacture of this line of goods. How
ever, Mr. Ryder believed that much im
provement could be made in these machines.
Instead of forming the individual yarn into
strands in one machine and laying these
strands into cable in another he undertook
the problem of designing a machine com
bining both these operations, and the suc
cess of the combination machine at present
running in the plant of the Ryder Belt &
Cordage Co. amply justifies his confidence
in this system.
This line of machinery makes it possible
to produce anything desirable in the way
of a rope or cable, and the peculiar con
struction of the Ryder product gives the
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same strength with half the diameter and
less weight than in the ordinary hemp or
manila ropes.
Knowing that the adhesive qualities of
hemp are equal or superior to that of leather
or canvas, and that hemp is not deleteriously affected by many of .the conditions
which preclude the use of leather, Mr. Ryder
conceived the idea of weaving his hempcovered wire yarn into a belt. The first
belt thus constructed was woven by hand
and a series of rigorous tests for strength,
durability and adhesive power demonstrated
the correctness of his theory, as he states
the belt so constructed was found capable
of transmitting from 20 to 50 per cent more
power than a similar leather belt under
ordinary conditions, and for use in out
door drives, paper and pulp mills, tanneries,
etc., where dampness and other causes
made the use of leather absolutely impossi
ble, this belt was found to give perfectly
satisfactory service.
The question of suitable machinery for
weaving these belts was then taken up, and
here, again, Mr. Ryder's mechanical experi
ence stood him in good stead, for nowhere
could he find a machine which would do
the work, and it was simply a case of a
new design. When the character of the
work is considered and it is remembered
that not only must the filler be tightly
driven against the warp, but also the edges
pulled up so thoroughly as to present an
even, compact line without loose loops and
at the same time be of absolutely the
same tension on both sides to produce a
straight belt, the difficulty of the problem
will be appreciated. That the problem has
been successfully solved is shown by the
use of this belt in such unfavorable situ
ations as driving drill rigs in the oil coun
try, and machinery in paper and pulp mills,
where the belts are saturated with moisture
continuously and where they have replaced
unsatisfactory leather and composition
belts of much greater width.
Having perfected, not only a very orig
inal and unique product, but the necessary
machinery for its manufacture, the Ryder
Belt & Cordage Co. is now confronted by
another problem, which, though perhaps not
so difficult as those already solved, demands
an early solution. This is the provision
of the large facilities necessary to produce
Ryder belts and cordage in sufficient quan
tities to satisfy the increasing demands of
customers. The problem is being vigorously
attacked, and in a few months the com
pany will be located in a new factory espe
cially designed for its work and of suffi
cient capacity to enable the prompt filling
of orders.
At the St. Louis Exposition the Chap
man Valve Mfg. Co., of Indian Orchard,
Mass., has a working exhibit in the power
plant in the Machinery Building and in the
boiler house adjacent. These installations are
equipped exclusively with Chapman gate
valves, which include several 24-inch, elec
trically-operated and automatically-con
trolled valves in the condenser apparatus
piping. There is also a 24-inch electricallyoperated gate valve in connection with the
General Electric Co's. display, block 28,
Palace of Electricity.
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VINCENT ADJUSTABLE WEDGE GATE
VALVE.
Sticking of a gate valve and the conse
quent cutting of the seat is one of the
most exasperating things which can occur
about a power plant. With a solid gate
this is almost sure to happen at one time
or another, and the only safeguard is the
use of valves having wedge gates which
are released from the seat before they are
opened and are wedged against the seat
after they are in place.
Vincent valves are of the double paral
lei straight style, giving a straightway
passage the full size of the pipe. The
special feature is the adjustable wedge
which seats and unseats the gate. The
stem of the valve carries the gate up and

FIG. I. CROSS SECTION OF VINCENT WEDGE
GATE VALVE.
down by means of the internal yoke, as
in any ordinary construction, but when
the gates are down in place the wedge is
forced up from below and seats the gate
firmly.
Contrawise, on opening the
valves the first movement of the gate re
leases the pressure and allows them to
move freely from their seats. This not
only prevents cutting of the seat, but
avoids all probability of stripping the
threads on the valve stem, and reduces the
friction of operation. As the gate seats on
both sides, pressure may be carried from
either side equally well, and in no case
does the wedge or the working parts come
in contact with fluid or acid which may be
conveyed in the pipes.
These valves are made in all standard
sizes, with either iron or bronze bodies, whh
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inside or outside screws, with quick acting
levers when desired. The valve is made
by the National Valve Co., of Sandusky,

FIG. 2. VINCENT VALVE WITH STUFFING BOX
FOR STEAM AND SMALL BYPASS FOR
RELIEVING PRESSURE.
O., which also manufactures globe and
angle valves with special composition
disks, and special valves to order as may
be required.
FERROSTEEL FLANGED FITTINGS.
The practice of superheating high pres
sure steam is becoming quite general, the
increase in temperature varying from 75 to
300 degrees. With the higher temperatures
have come greater strains incident to in
creased expansion and to provide against
them is one of the greatest problems engi
neers have to contend with. Not only is it
essential to have the piping system designed
with great care, but the quality of the ma
terial employed must be very high. To
meet these conditions the Crane Co., Chi
cago, 111., have for some time been furnish
ing extra heavy flanged fittings made of
Crane ferrosteel instead of castiron.
This metal has an average tensile
strength of 32,500 pounds per square inch.
The weakest test bar in thirty-one heats
showed 30,135 pounds per square inch. The
majqrity of the bars were within 5 percent
of the average, showing remarkable uniform
ity. Ferrosteel is about 50 per cent stronger
than the castiron used in the ordinary
flanged fittings, which is believed to equal
any iron used for the purpose, and is more
than 50 per cent stronger than the ordinary
run of castiron, the tensile strength of
which rarely exceeds 19,000 pounds and
quite frequently runs as low as 14,000 to
16,000 pounds per square inch.
A property of this metal which makes
it very desirable in heavy fittings is that of
maintaining the close character of the grain
in large sections better than castiron. The
result of this is, that while a ferrosteel test
bar 1 inch square is 50 per cent stronger
than a castiron test bar of the same size,
a heavy ferrosteel fitting will probably be
60 per cent stronger than a castiron fitting
made from the same pattern. The extra
heavy ferrosteel fittings for working pres
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sures of 250 pounds are made from the
same patterns as the castiron, so that the
full benefit of the difference in strength is
obtained. Ferrosteel fittings will be tested
as follows:
12-inch and smaller, 1,500 pounds hydraulic
pressure per square inch.
14-inch and larger, 1,000 pounds hydraulic
pressure per square inch.
Destructive tests have been made of all
sizes of these fittings and the above test
pressures can be guaranteed. These fittings
have cast on them, Crane F. S., and when
tested are stamped : Tested 1,500 lbs., or
Tested 1,000 lbs., according to size. The
difference in price between castiron and
ferrosteel fittings is said to be not worth
considering by a purchaser desiring the best
obtainable. In order to insure a uniform
and reliable product a fully equipped lab
oratory has been provided for making
chemical and physical analyses of metals,
and daily tests are made to determine the
tensile strength and other properties of the
iron. These facilities make it possible to
keep the foundry products up to a high
standard.
THE MYERS POWER PUMP.
The illustration represents the largest
size of the Meyers Bulldozer power pump.
The pump is built with 4-inch suction and
discharge openings fitted with companion
flanges for connection to the suction and
discharge lines. The cylinder is 6 inches in
diameter, the stroke being adjustable be
tween 12 and 20 inches. The driving gears
are provided with three holes to receive
the crankpin, one giving a 12-inch stroke,
the second 16 inches and the third a 20-inch
stroke. The pins are readily removed,
which enables the capacity of the pump to
be materially increased without increasing

neat job. There are 12 valves of the rub
ber disk variety working on brass seats
screwed into the valve plate or deck. The
valves are 3J4 inches in diameter and are
provided with springs to assist in closing
them, thus reducing the slip to the mini
mum.
The valves are located immediately un
der the air chamber and are readily accessi
ble for inspection and removal.
The arrangement of the pump is such
that it may be placed directly over the
well, cistern or other source of supply,
thus avoiding the use of elbows in the suc
tion pipe. The bearings are made in two
parts, the cap being adjustable for taking
up wear. All the bearings are lined with
antifriction metal and accurately bored to
size. Perfect alignment of the piston rod
is obtained by bolting the guide direct to
the cylinder. The shaft and pins are of
steel.
This pump is designed for all kinds of
service and is adapted to any place where
power is available. Tight and loose pulleys
are furnished, which enables the pump to
be started and stopped when required and
renders it entirely independent of the needs
of other machinery. It is built by F. E.
Myers & Bro., Ashland, Ohio.
The high speed steam yacht Arrow,
owned by Chas. R. Flint, of New York
City, has of late been giving some exhibi
tions of her speed. On July 18 in an excit
ing race (for the few minutes it lasted),
between the Arrow and the new Sandy
Hook steamer, the Asbury Park, which has
been greatly improved, and is now the fastest
boat in the fleet. The Asbury Park left
her dock on schedule time at the foot of
Rector street, when the Arrow started after

SIDE VIEW OF THE MYERS PUMP.
the speed, which oftentimes cannot be done
without first changing the pulleys.
The main body of the pump forms the
cylinder, which is bored and brass lined,
the lining consisting of a heavy seamless
drawn tube, which is forced into place
under heavy pressure. It is then faced off
and the ends expanded, which not only
insures permanency, but makes a tight and

her, passing the dock 8 minutes later. The
Arrow soon overhauled her competitor,
however, and passed quickly, continuing on
to the Asbury Park's dock at the Highlands,
arriving at the dock 20 minutes ahead of
the Asbury Park, thus beating that boat
28 minutes, which made the run of 2oy2
miles in 50 minutes, from which the great
speed of the Arrow is evident.
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A NEW SPLIT PLUG VALVE.
The greatest difficulty with an ordinary
plug valve is that it gets to sticking, and
from this to cutting, and from this to leak
ing, so that eventually it is about as good
as no valve at all, if it is used to any great
extent. With a solid plug, it is impossible
to avoid both the cutting and sticking, as

THE CADMAX SPLIT PLLC VALVE.
two hard surfaces are bearing against one
another, with no chance for either one to
give at all. The cutting of the valve will, of
course, cause it to stick as well as to leak
so that there will be trouble both in opening
and closing the valve in a hurry and also
in preventing leakage after it is closed.
To overcome this difficulty, the A. W.
Cadman Mfg. Co. of Pittsburg, Pa., has
perfected a split plug valve which is shown
in the accompanying illustration. This con
sists of a hollow cast plug which is made in
two parts, separated by a split line and ar
ranged so that, after the plug is in position
to close the pipe, the conical points at top
and bottom are forced into concave recesses,
thus wedging the two halves of the plug
outward against the seat. This motion of
the upper conical plug which forces the two
halves of the plug apart takes place after
the valve has reached its closed position,
and before the valve starts to turn, the stem
has sufficient lost motion to release the pres
sure and allow the plug to close up so that
it will not bear against the seat as it turns
in opening. The bearing at the bottom of
the plug is made adjustable so that the valve
can be always kept tight regardless of wear
or expansion. This cone bearing is on a
washer and not on the screw plug, so that
it is free to turn with the plug if required.
The top of the valve is put on with six cap
screws, so that the whole top and plug can
be removed for inspection without taking
the valve from the pipe.
It will be seen that, by the construction
adopted, the valve is prevented from cut
ting or grinding its bearings, that it cannot
stick, that it will always close tight against
either a fluid or a gas and that wear is
practically eliminated. The cock is made of
bronze and is particularly adapted for a
blowoff boiler valve or for a quick opening
throttle valve for steam or water service.
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A NEW INVERSE TIME LIMIT RELAY.
The inverse time limit relay is a recent
addition to the line of electrical appliances
designed for general use, and marks a dis
tinct advance in the protection of line ap
paratus from the effect of overloads.
The relay is made by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co. in types for
both single and polyphase circuits, the.
single-phase relay containing one electro
magnet with its regulating mechanism and
the polyphase type consisting essentially of
two single-phase mechanisms in a case, and
properly connected.
The electromagnet consists of two coils
connected in series with a series trans
former, and having a U-shaped laminated
iron core from which the moving contact is
suspended. When an overload occurs, the
core is drawn into the coils raising the
moving contact until connection is made
with the stationary contact and the tripping
circuit is closed.
The variable time element is supplied
by an air check, which is connected with
the magnet core by a vertical rod. As the
core and moving contact rise, the air in
the checking chamber is compressed and
acts in the same manner as a dash pot in
retarding the closure of the circuit. An in
take valve allows the checking chamber to
fill quickly when the overload is removed,
and the relay is thus automatically reset.
The outlet valve furnishes the inverse time
limit features as the ball, which closes the
valve, is held lightly under the compression

tionary contacts can be raised or lowered,
varying the distance traversed by the mov
ing contacts. Both the intake and the out
let valve of the air check are adjustable,
and thus control the speed with which it is
emptied and filled. The leverage of the
counterpoises attached to the check is also
subject to adjustment, and by means of
weights placed upon the scale pan beneath
the magnet, the weight of the moving ele
ment is increased.
THE DESMOND INJECTOR.
The accompanying illustration shows
very clearly the interior arrangement of
the Desmond injector. That it is simple
in construction goes without saying. The
instrument practically contains two pieces,
the combining tubes and the delivery tube.
The extremely simple construction renders
the injector particularly well adapted to
portable engines, which make use of a vari
ety of water that oftentimes contains saw
dust and other small floating particles,
which quickly clog the small tubes and
nozzles of the average instrument. The
nozzles of this injector are so large that
small particles of scale and floating matter
have no effect upon its operation, while
the range of pressures has been increased
to a considerable extent over previous de
signs.
Ordinarily but one valve is required, viz.,
the throttle in the steam pipe, and should
the suction be broken by a severe jar or

IXTERIOR OF DESMOND INJECTOR.
of a coiled spring, 'lie amount of the pres
sure upon the valve from within regulating
the size of the opening. When a slight
overload occurs, the pressure upon the
check is light and the air escapes slowly
through a small opening. In the event of
a short circuit, the magnet core would be
drawn rapidly upward, the air being ex
pelled quickly from the valve which the
pressure would force wide open, and the
tripping circuit would be closed. The ef
fect upon the time limit varies with the
amount of overload, the length of time be
ing in inverse proportion to the excess of
current. Should the overload cease before
the contacts touch, the magnet core drops
to its original position and the relay is reset.
Adjustments are provided covering a
wide range in time and current. The sta-

shock the instrument immediately resumes
operations without attention. The tubes
can be removed by means of a screw
driver and are quickly returned to their
proper places after cleaning. There is no
necessity for sending the injector to the
factory for repairs, for as there are but
two parts any engineer of ordinary intelli
gence can substitute a new tube or nozzle,
should this become necessary, and return
the parts to their proper places. An in
jector that gives entire satisfaction under
the severe conditions met with in portable
service should be found highly reliable for
stationary use where the conditions are
much more favorable to uninterrupted op
eration.
This injector is manufactured by the
Desmond-Stephan Mfg. Co., Urbana, Ohio.
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National Electrical Contractors' Asso tary, John Lynch; corresponding secretary
DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SOciation of the United States.
and treasurer, Frank McAndrews; door
CIETIESAnnual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. keeper, Loren Darling; conductor, William
American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso
14, 15 and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton, Cook.
ciation.
Utica, N. Y.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6,
Manayunk Council No. 9, American
York Electrical Society.
1904. Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street New
Secy.,
G.
H.
Guy
114
Liberty
street,
New
Order
of Steam Engineers, recently met
and Erie Railway, Cleveland, O.
York.
and elected as officers : Worthy Chief,
American Electrochemical Society.
Electrical Association.
George Arnold ; assistant engineer, John
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street, Northwestern
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis. Carson; recording secretary, F. J. ArmPhiladelphia, Pa.
Secy., T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street,
American Foundrymen's Association.
bruster ; corresponding secretary, John ClevMilwaukee, Wis.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432, Ohio Society of Mechanical Electrical enger; financial secretary, George Carpen
New York.
and Steam Engineers.
ter ; treasurer, William Beatty ; senior en
American Institute of Electrical Engi
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street, gineer, Edward Delaney; junior engineer,
neers.
Canton, O.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street, Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission Valentine Dutton; inside sentinel, George
Richardson; outside sentinel, John Hill;
New York.
Association.
American Institute of Mining Engi
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San chaplain, Nories Warner; trustee, A., Rob
neers.
erts.
Francisco, Cal.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street, Society for the Promotion of Engineer
Secretary Loeb has officially contra
New York.
ing Education.
dicted
the rumor that a dispatch was sent
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Annual convention, St. Louis, September
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lip- 1, 2, 3, 1004.
to the national convention of stationary en
pincott Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University, gineers by President Roosevelt. Mr. Loeb
American Railway Mechanical and Lafayette, Ind.
says that intimation was conveyed to the
Electrical Association.
Western Society of Engineers.
representatives of the association that Pres
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., Octo
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock ident Roosevelt could not receive any large
ber 12 and 13.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward Block, Chicago, 111.
bodies until after the election because prece
avenue, Detroit, Mich.
dent was against such procedure.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
American Society of Heating and Ven
In her report before the national con
tilating Engineers.
After the adjournment of the Rich
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818, mond convention many of the engineers vention of the Ladies' Auxiliary of the N.
A. S. E. at Cincinnati, Mrs. Ardell IngleNew York, N. Y.
who had spent the week at the convention son called attention to the work accom
American Society of Mechanical Engi
journeyed to Norfolk, where they were the plished by the Auxiliary in the last 5 years,
neers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st guests of the Norfolk Association during since the organization of the association.
street.
Saturday. Many others went to Virginia The object of the' auxiliary is to found and
American Society for Testing Mate
Beach and spent a few days at this resort maintain a home for those engineers who
rials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa., and at Washington before returning to their are unfortunate and need ' care. Mrs. Inhomes. The Norfolk engineers are trying gleson said that, although not all had been
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association. to get the national convention for 1907.
accomplished which might be desired, yet
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State
the Auxiliary has had a healthy growth
Officers
of
Maine
Association
No.
1
street, Chicago, 111.
N. A. S. E. for the ensuing year are as and a very considerable start has been made
American Water-Works Association.
follows : President, L. H. Stover ; vice- toward accomplishing the purpose in view.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating president, R. P. Edwards; treasurer, C. H. She urged co-operation in every way possi
Roberts ; financial secretary, Frank E. ble, even though.it might seem a matter of
Companies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa. Howe ; corresponding and recording secre
small importance, toward carrying out the
Canadian Association of Stationary En
tary, A. K. Jackson ; conductor, A. B. work ; and that no one should neglect an
gineers.
opportunity, however small, since it is im
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554 Boggs ; doorkeeper, Louis Winburger.
possible to tell how far-reaching the result
Bloor street, W.
Officers of Connecticut State Associ
Canadian Electrical Association.
ation of the N. A. S. E. who were chosen may be from even a small effort. In clos
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
and installed at the recent meeting are as ing she pleaded for continued and unswerv
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
ing fidelity to the Auxiliary, and extended
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester follows : President, C D. Osborne, Bridge
a message of friendship, love and charity,
port
;
vice-president,
James
L.
Hand,
Anstreet, Montreal, Can.
sonia; secretary and treasurer, R. S. Gray, the three principles of the Auxiliary, to all
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Fleming, Harrisburg Foundry Ansonia ; conductor, M. J. Hannon, Water- subordinate associations. Mrs. Ingleson
& Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
bury; doorkeeper, J. J. McManeus, New was elected president of the Auxiliary for
Engineering Association of the South.
Haven; trustees, W. H. Holt, New Haven; the ensuing year.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy., Joseph Beelwood, Bridgeport, and F. J.
At the weekly meeting of the Herbert
R. L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
E. Stone Association, No. 32 Massachu
Blacker,
Waterbury.
A
committee
of
three
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl
consisting of R. S. Gray, F. J. Blacker and setts, of Worcester, officers were installed
vania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue, Fred Woodworth was appointed to secure by deputy C. A. Crosby, assisted by C. J.
the passage of an ordinance in cities and Wilder, conductor. The officers were:
Pittsburg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal towns in the state licensing all stationary President, P. W. Day ; vice-president, L. R.
Electricians.
Holman ; recording and corresponding sec
engineers.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
retary,
John Barnard; financial secretary,
Woonsocket, R. I., Association of- Engi
International Union of Steam Engi
H.
W.
Richardson;
treasurer, J. C. Ryan;
neers
enjoyed
an
outing
recently
at
Lake
neers.
Sept. 12, 1904, annual convention, Qmaha, Pearl, Wrentham, at which about one hun conductor, G. L. Collins; doorkeeper, Iver
Neb. Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple, dred and fifty members and friends were J. Bergenstrole.
Peoria, 111.
Pawtucket, R. I., Association of Sta
in attendance. A special car left Woon
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Associa
tionary Engineers recently held the annual
socket
about
11
o'clock
in
the
morning,
tion.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. and others followed later in the day. Din- outing at Hauterive, and report a most
successful day. J. W. Armour of New York
6, 7, 8 and 9, 1904.
net was served at 2 o'clock and the after
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Ma- noon was spent in dancing, concerts and was appointed master of ceremonies, and
plewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
outdoor pleasures.
introduced John Redman and Herbert
National Association of Stationary En
Le Roy, New York, Association No. 58 South for son*s> Henry Frantzer actjng "
gineers.
Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn of Stationary Engineers has elected as offi- accompanist. Addresses were made by
street, Chicago, 111.
cers for the coming year the following : National Vice-President Hart, Mr. McNaNational Electric Light Association.
gle of New York, and H. E. Stone of Pitts
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street, President, Frank Carney; vice-president, burg.
John White; financial and recording secreNew York City.
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Installation of officers by the two
associations of Providence and Woonsocket, together with the local at Pawtucket,
R. I., was held recently and the ceremony
performed by National Vice-President
Hart. Among the guests present was Gov
ernor Garvin, Mayor James Higgens of
Pawtucket and former Mayor John J. Fitz
gerald of Pawtucket. Interesting addresses
were made by these guests and by the visit
ing national and state officers.
Herbert E. Stone Association of Sta
tionary Engineers of Worcester, Mass., re
cently visited the works of Winston & Co.
& Loecher at Clinton. They were guests
of engineer B. A. Wesley and during the
visit initiated four new members to the
association.
Kokomo, Ind., Association of Station
ary Engineers installed officers recently as
follows: President, J. S. Crowdy; vicepresident, S. S. Hayes; secretary, S. L.
Clifford; treasurer, D. N. Hart; financial
secretary, J. Keating; conductor, S. S.Tur
ner; doorkeeper, T. M. Somers.
Michigan State Association of Sta
tionary Engineers held a meeting at Flint.
Mich., in July, and elected as officers for
the following year, president, C. W. Merritt, of Grand Rapids; vice-president, L. J.
Hosier, Pontiac; secretary, H. W. Miller,
Detroit; treasurer, J. H. Brandel, Owosso;
conductor, E. W. Messany, Kalamazoo;
doorkeeper, John Clark, Flint ; trustee, John
Guhemer, Lansing. The time of the con
vention was largely taken up by the new
movement for a state license law. The
convention was addressed by national sec
retary Raven.
American Society of Heating and
Vfntilating Encineers held its summer
sei ion at Hotel Cadillac, Detroit, Mich.,
■>n July 15. The association was welcomed
Detroit by corporation counsel T. G.
Tarsney and addresses were made by the
officers of the society. Papers were read
by Hugh J. Barron on Heating Literature,
by A. T. Hoyt on a Hot Air Vacuum Sys
tem, by Prof. James G. Hoffman on the
Education of Heating and Ventilating En
gineers, and by A. O. Jones on Advanced
Methods of Warm Air Heating. Excur
sions were made about Belle Isle as the
guests of the American Blower Co. and
the American Radiator Co.
Deputy Jo.. H. Foote recently in
stalled as new officers of the Troy Associ
ation of Stationary Engineers the follow
ing: President, Henry Bender; vice-presi
dent, Henry Alberts; financial and corre
sponding secretary, John McBride ; secre
tary, Charles Dicks; treasurer, W. C. Vandermark; doortender, Robert Ross; con
ductor, G. L. Forbare.
Meetings of the New England Cotton
Manufacturers' Association are usually
held during the Fall at some hotel far
from a business center, in order that the
members may combine business with recre
ation. For this Fall the meeting will be
held Sept. 21 and 22 at the Mount Wash
ington Hotel, Bretton Wood Station, N. H.
Special arrangement has been made with
regard to hotel accommodations and rail
way transportation, which can be secured
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by addressing the secretary of the associa
tion, Box 3672, Boston, Mass.
Ohio Electric Light Association met
at Sandusky, Ohio, on Aug. 16, 17 and 18
and enjoyed, besides an interesting list of
papers, a most pleasant series of enter
tainments tendered by the Warren Electric
Mfg. Co. The meeting of Tuesday was
taken up largely in business and executive
session, but in the afternoon papers were
read on Incandescent Lighting, Transform
er Testing and the Relation of the Supply
House to the Central Station. The papers
of Wednesday related to the New Flaming
Arc Lamp of the General Electric Co., In
candescent Street Lighting, Electric Heat
ing Devices, and a symposium on Central
Station Heating. The afternoon session
was taken up with the consideration of the
Steam Turbine, Equipment of a Testing
Department, Cost of Electric Supply and
the Purchase of Series Alternating-Current
Arc Lamps. Thursday morning session
was given over to papers on Unaccounted
For Current, Voltage Regulation and the
discussion of Joint Use of Poles by Public
Service Companies. The social festivities
consisted of a trip to Cedar Point and an
entertainment at the Cedar Point theater
tendered by the Warren Electric & Mfg.
Co. A trolley ride on Wednesday after
noon to Ruggles' Grove for the ladies and
a launch ride on Sandusky Bay in the even
ing, and for Thursday afternoon a trip to
Put In Bay, by steamer, and a ball at Ho
tel Victory in the evening.
Annual meeting of the American In
stitute of Electrical Engineers will be held
in St. Louis on Sept. 14 to 16 in connec
tion with the International Electrical Con
gress. The congress will meet on Sept. 12,
at 9:30 in the morning, in the Music Hall
of the Coliseum, Olive and Thirteenth
streets. The congress will be divided into
eight sections, which will hold meetings in
the section halls of the Coliseum, adjourn
ing at 1 :30 p. m. Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday of the week will be devoted to sec
tion meetings from 9 o'clock until 1.
Wednesday will be held the annual con
vention of the American Institute, the
chief paper being a discussion on Methods
and Systems of Using Alternating Currents
in Electric Railway Motors.
Trips have been planned for the mem
bers and foreign guests of the American
Institute as follows : In Boston on Sept.
3 for a visit to the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology, Harvard Univer
sity, and the power houses of Boston. Re
ception to visitors on Saturday, Sept. 3, at
Harvard University, to be followed by a
trip to Providence, and the excursion will
arrive in New York Sept. 4. During the
afternoon of Sept. 4 the visiting engineers
and the members of the American Insti
tute will be guests of J. G. White & Co.
for a steamboat excursion up the Hudson
river and to Coney Island. On Monday.
Sept. s, the visitors will make a tour of
inspection of the electrical power stations
of New York City, and in the evening a
reception and dinner will be tendered to
the foreign visitors at the Waldorf-As
toria.
In addition, a "circular tour-' has been
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arranged which will ta'.<e in the cities of
Schenectady, .Montreal, Niagara Falls, Chi
cago, St. Louis, Pittsburg, Washington and
Philadelphia. One or two days will be
spen. at each place with the exception of
St. Louis, where the party will remain
from Sept. 11 to 17 inclusive. The rate
for this special tour, including all neces
sary expenses, railroad fare, berths, hotel
accommodations, meals, etc., but not in
cluding admission to the Fair, is $150.
OF PERSONAL INThREST.
Roscoe Cornell has been appointed
manager of the branch office which the
Allis-Chalmers Co. has just opened in El
Paso, Texas. Mr. Cornell goes to the AllisChalmers Co. from the Mine & Smelter
Supply Co. of Denver. He is a graduate
of the Michigan College of Mines, well
known as a mining and mechanical engi
neer, and has held a number of prominent
positions as a mining engineer, and as a
smelter and mine superintendent. His ac
quaintance is extensive, and he is thor
oughly qualified to fill the important posi
tion to which he has just been appointed.
Jere F. Arringdale, formerly traveling
representative for the Reliance Safety
Alarm column in the east, is now connected
with D. W. Patterson, Harrison Building,
Philadelphia, in the same capacity. He is
representing the Vigilant feed-water regu
lator and Fulton pump governor for feed
ing water to steam boilers automatically.
These machines are manufactured by the
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co. of Pittsburg, for
whom Mr. Patterson is eastern sales agent.
C. K. Thomas has for several years been
connected with the American Electrician,
from which he recently resigned. His entire
business career has been connected with
engineering, as on leaving college in 1889
he followed the profession of mining en
gineering in Pennsylvania and the Western
states until 1896, when he entered the
technical newspaper field. Mr. Thomas
will have charge for the Lunkenheimer Co.
of all territory east of Pittsburg and Buf
falo, and will make his headquarters in New
York City.
Competition for an architect for the
United Engineering Building has resulted
in the selection of Herbert G. Hale of
Boston, with Henry G. Morse of New
York as associate architect. Mr. Hale is a
grandson of Edward Everett Hale, and
has done a large amount of work on public
buildings in New England. For the new
building of the Engineers' Club, Whitfield
& King of New York are the successful
competitors.
James W. Lyons announces his resigna
tion as manager of the Power Department
of the Allis-Chalmers Co. His resignation
took effect on August 13. Mr. Lyons has
taken this step in order to accept the ap
pointment as consulting engineer to the El
gin Watch Co., Elgin, 111., which will erect
new and extensive works under his super
vision.
Mr. Lyons will also engage in other
consulting work, his headquarters being at
Chicago. He takes with him the good
wishes of all his former associates in the
Allis-Chalmers Co.
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ELECTRICITY IN A NEW YORK MARKET.
BY S. S. EDMANDS.
THAT in a meat market should be
found any very extensive oppor
tunity for the application of elec
tricity will doubtless be to many a novel
idea. To such it will be of interest to
note the important part played by elec
tricity in the Richard Webber market, which
is said to be the largest retail market in
the world and employs about 500 men. It
is located in New York City on Third
Avenue, having a frontage also on 120th
St., while the rear of the establishment is
on 1 19th St., the total floor area being about
9S,ooo square feet.
MOTOR EQUIPMENT.
Until recently steam has been employed
to operate the various elevators, lifts, con
veyors, choppers, mixers and machines pe
culiar to the meat business, necessitating
the use of several engines and an extensive
system of belts and shafting. For such
work the electric motor has now been sub
stituted, in some cases individual motors
beiilg applied, and in others several ma
chines being grouped and driven from a
single motor through intermediate shafting.
In all twelve motors are installed, varying
in capacity from
to 10 horsepower, the
average size being about 5 horsepower.

pacity, constitute the generating equipment.
The generators were made by the Bullock
Electric Mfg. Co., and are compound
rt'ound, operating in parallel at 118 volts
at no load and 122 volts at full load. These
generators are driven by Watertown en
gines of the simple, noncondensing type,
with shaft governor, steam being supplied
at a pressure of 85 pounds. One of the

a 5-inch pipe and has a 5-inch exhaust. The
small unit has a 3-inch steam and a 354inch exhaust pipe, the steam main being
10 inches in diameter, which is also the
size of the exhaust main. The apparent
discrepancy in the sizes of these mains is
due to the fact that the exhaust main re
turns only the steam used by the engines,
while the steam main supplies steam to oth-

SCHEDULE OF MOTORS IN WEBBER MARKET
»
■St „Type
Make
Service
art winding
10 Compound Bullock Elevator
IV,
Rotary Dryer
Sausage dent., line shaft
1<A
SIS in. centrifugal extractor
5
s
Shunt
Meat conveyors—store
3
Lard machinery, line shaft
s
Wagon lift
3
Gen. El Ventilating fan
Bullock Meat conveyors—store
2
1
Exhaust fan
. .
Eck Borseradish cutter
Note:—Each motor is furnished with a Cutler Ham
mer starting box.
For the lighting of this establishment,
there are in service ninety-four enclosed
arcs and 800 incandescent lamps. Arc lamps
are used mainly in the stores, while the
storage rooms and the balance of the light
ing is taken care of by incandescents. The
wiring, throughout, is installed in enameled
iron conduit, with slate cutout cabinets,
and is on the two-wire system, the greater
part of the motor load being supplied by
feeders independent of the lighting system.
GENERATING PLANT.
Three direct-coupled units, two of 75
kilowatts each and one of 35 kilowatts ca-

FIG. I. A DIRECT CONNECTED UNIT —BULLOCK GENERATOR AND WATERTOWN ENGINE —
AND REFRIGERATING UNIT AT THE WEBBER MARKET.
75-kilowatt units is shown in the fore
ground of Fig. 1. The engine runs at 260
revolutions per minute, and its cylinder is
15/4 x 14 inches. The 35-kilowatt unit has
the same general characteristics as the
larger machine, except that it operates at
the higher speed of 300 revolutions per
minute and has a cylinder 10 x 10 inches.
Diagram of the piping and arrangement
of the engine room is given in Fig. 4. Each
large unit is supplied with steam through

er parts of the building, principally for
cooking operations.
SWITCHBOARD DETAILS.
The switchboard is of light marble, and
its general layout is excellently shown in
Fig. 2. On the main panel are located the
field rheostats, main switches and circuitbreakers for the three machines, the mid
dle vertical group controlling the 35-kilo
watt machine, and the groups at either side
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the two 75-kilowalt units. For the latter,
the main switches are of 600 amperes carry
ing capacity, as are also the I. T. E. single
pole, laminated circuit breakers. The am
meters for these machines are of 800 am
peres range and located at the tops of the
smaller panels at the sides, which contain

FIG. 2. WEBBER MARKET SWITCHBOARD
in addition the feeder switches. The switch
and circuit breaker for the small machine
are of 300 amperes carrying capacity, and
the ammeter range is 550 amperes, the in
strument being located at the top of the
center panel, where is also a 150-volt volt
meter, which is provided with a six-point
dial switch connected to read the voltage
of any machine or of the busbars, and to

FIG. 3. THE ORIGIN OF THE POWER.
indicate a ground on either positive or neg
ative side of the system. Field rheostats,
made by the Cutler-Hammer Co., and Key
stone instruments are used. Each switch
is fused at the back of the board with open
fuses.
BOILER ROOM.
The boiler room contains four horizon
tal, return-tubular boilers of 150 horsepower
each, arranged in two batteries, Fig. 3. One
set was made by the Bigelow Co. of New
Haven, Conn., and the other by the Oil
City Boiler Works of Oil City, Pa. A large
part of the boiler capacity is required for
operating refrigerating machines and for
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cooking purposes. No heating service is
required in the establishment, and part of
the exhaust steam is used for heating the
feed water, while the surplus escapes into
the air.
The feed water is obtained from the
city mains, and, though free from scaleproducing impurities, contains considerable
mud in suspension, which is removed very
satisfactorily by a Loomis improved water
filter. The water is then pumped through

a Berryman heater, which takes steam by
induction from the main exhaust, the latter
being always open to the roof. Sufficient
heat is thereby imparted to the water to
raise its temperature about 200 degrees F.
Two Worthington boiler feed pumps are
employed with cylinders 6x4x6 inches.
The coal is hand fired, and is delivered from
the street into pockets under the sidewalk
and directly in front of the boilers, thus
reducing the coal handling to a minimum.
The chimney is of brick, 128 feet high with
a flue 4 feet square, so that no forced
draft is needed.
REFRIGERATING.
A prominent feature of the power plant
is the refrigeration apparatus. The appa
ratus was made by the De La Vergne Re
frigerating Co., and has been installed for
some years. There are two machines of
the ammonia type, one of which shows in
the background of Fig. I. Each machine
has two cylinders and is rated at 35 tons.
They are operated at 175 pounds com
pression pressure and 20 pounds suctionThe apparatus is used for cooling the meatfreezing and storage rooms and also the
counter cases in the stores, there being a
total of about 90,000 cubic feet of storage
space maintained at 0 degrees F. and 500,000
cubic feet at 35 degrees F.
In closing, it may be pointed out that
electricity constitutes the ideal light for
cold storage rooms and meat markets be
cause of its cleanliness and nonproduction
of gases, and because of the small amount
of heat given off. For large establishments,
such as that described, where considerable
power is required, it is evident, also, that
the electric motor has manifest advantages
over the mechanical drive, on the score of
cleanliness and convenience, over any other
form of power transmission.
Stations for wireless telegraphy are
being erected in all parts of the world, but
the largest one yet built will be begun at
Pisa, Italy. The buildings will be entirely
of stone and the station will not be ready
for transmitting and receiving messages be
fore January of next year. It is designed
to establish wireless communication from
this station which will be called Coltamo
with Great Britain, Holland, the United
States and Canada.
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CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF BOIL
ERS.—HI.
BV M. W. CAMPBELL.
STEAM DOMES.
THE principal claim made by those
who favor the placing of domes on
horizontal tubular boilers is, that the
increased steam space is supposed to act as
a useful reservoir of steam to meet any
sudden demand arising from irregular loads

30 1! 1

FIG. 4. PLAN OF ENGINE AND BOILER ROOMS.

on the engine. Many of this style of boilers
in use have been constructed with very little
thought about steam space, except that some
kind of an attachment is necessary to act
as a storage room, and that the dome is
about the simplest and most convenient
form that can be devised ; yet I believe that
a dome is not only necessary, but in one
sense a trifle dangerous on acount of its
weakening the shut. Not only that, but
the steam room added to the boiler is very
small.
Suppose that we take for illustration a

FIG. 5. A LARGE AND SMALL GENERATING
UNIT.
horizontal tubular boiler 66 inches in diam
eter, 18 feet in length and with the tubes
27 inches from the top of the shell ; if we
carry the water 7 inches above the tubes
we still have a steam space 20 inches in
height. To ascertain the cubic contents of
this space, we first divide the height of the
segment by the diameter of the boilers,
20 H- 66 = 0.303, then multiply 0-200922, the
multiplier from D. K. Clark's tables, by the
square of the diameter, and this product
by the length of the boiler will give the
volume of steam space in cubic feet, thus,
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0.200922 X 5-5 X 5-5 X 18= 109 cubic feet.
For an ordinary size of dome, 30 x 27
inches, to find the cubic contents, we have
3° X 30X0.7854 X 27 1728 = 11 cubic
feet, or say 10 per cent of the contents of
the steam space, which is a very small in
crease. If it is necessary to have this in
crease in volume of the steam space it would
be an easy matter to do so by lowering the
water level V/t inches, or what would be
still better, have the boiler built \y2 inches
larger in diameter at the start and have the
arrangement of the tubes the same as tor
the 66-inch. This could be done at less cost
than by the dome, and the boiler would cer
tainly be a great deal safer.
But it is not necessary to increase the
steam room in a boiler like the one under
discussion, for it will be found sufficiently
large to insure the delivery of dry steam.
STRENGTH OF BOILERS.
Rules relating to the strength and safety
of steam boilers are arranged specially for
boilers of the horizontal or return tubular
style, that being the boiler most generally
:.dopted by steam users, and in these rules
a factor of safety of 5 has been used.
First, knowing the diameter of the boil
er, thickness of the iron and the tensile
strength to find the safe working pressure :
Multiply the tensile strength by the thick
ness of the iron and this by 0.7, if the
longitudinal seams are double riveted, or
by 0.56 if the seams are single riveted, and
divide the product by the radius of the boil
er; this will give the bursting pressure.
Divide this by 5 and it will give the safe
working pressure. Thus a boiler 60 inches
in diameter with plates $i inch thick, having
a tensile strength of 60,000 pounds, longi
tudinal seams to be double riveted, gives
H =o.37S and
60.000 X 0.375 X 0.7
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of Ji-inch iron to carry safely a pressure
of 105 pounds?
30 X 105 X 5
= 60,000 pounds per square
0-375 X 0-7
inch of sectional area.
BRACING AND TUBES.
All flat surfaces should be braced with
ij^-inch braces; those for staying the
heads should be long and overlap each oth
er by attachment to the different circular
sheets of the boiler shell, thus properly dis
tributing the strain. The larger the water
••urface in the boiler the freer will be the
liberation of steam and the less the ten
dency to entrain water. To this end the
tubes should be so arranged that the upper
row will not be more than three-fifths of
the diameter of the boiler from the bottom
of the shell, which will leave a considerable
area of head to be braced. The tubes
should not be nearer each other than onethird of their diameter, and it is also ad
visable to so arrange the tubes that not any
will be nearer the shell than 3 inches, leav
ing also a vertical center space equal to the
diameter of a tube, as this will induce bet
ter circulation. Tubes should also be ar
ranged to allow as large water space as pos
sible between the lower row of tubes and
bottom of shell, and a manhole placed in
the front head of the boiler and a hand
hole in the back head under the tubes to
facilitate cleaning and inspection.

STEAM GENERATION AT THE ST.
LOUIS EXPOSITION -m.
GENERATION of steam for all engines
except those in isolated plants in sep
arate buildings and in the concessionshas been provided for in the Steam, Gas-

BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS IN THE CON
TRACT PLANT.
and Fuels building which is just to the
west of the Palace of Machinery. In this
building are placed boilers with induced

52s
525 ;

30

5

= 105 pounds, the safe working pressure.
Second, knowing the diameter of the
boiler, the safe working pressure and the
tensile strength of the iron of which the
boiler is made, to find the thickness of
iron: Multiply the radius of the boiler by
the safe working pressure and this by the
factor of safety, and divide the product by
the tensile strength, multiplied by 0.7 for
double riveted seams or 0.56 for single riv
eted seams. Example : how thick should
the plates of a boiler 60 inches in diameter
be to carry a steam pressure of 105 pounds,
the tensile strength of plates being 60,000
pounds and longitudinal seams double riv
eted?
30 X 105 X 5
0-375 or $i inch thick.
60,000 X 0.7
Third, to find the tensile strength re
quired in a plate of given thickness for a
boiler of given diameter to carry a given
pressure : Multiply the radius by the safe
working pressure, and this product by the
factor of safety, and divide by the thickness
of the plate multiplied by 0.7 for double
riveting, or 0.56 for single riveting.
For a boiler 60 inches diameter, doubleriveted, what should be the tensile strength

CAHALL AND CLIMAX VERTICAL BOILERS.

Petroleum is one of the new prod
ucts of Canada, and the industry is being
fostered by a payment of V/2 cents a gal
lon on crude oil. The greatest increase at
present is in the New Brunswick field,
where thirty-four wells are now producing
at the rate of 50 barrels of oil daily. These
fields arc regarded as among the most
promising of the world's supplies.

draft system, a fire pump system, boiler feed
pump, and a plant for the cooling of con
densing water for the use of a part of the
large engines in the Machinery building.
PLAN OF THE PLANT.
The general plan of the layout was made
by the Exposition authorities, but the de
tails of the installation were worked out by
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the company which furnished the apparatus.
It was the original intention to provide a
large gas producer plant in this building
which should furnish gas for the large in
stallations of gas engines, but it has not
been carried out, and neither the large pro
ducer plant nor the large gas engines are in
evidence, although R. D. Wood & Co. has
a moderate sized producer and the Weber
Gas Engine Co. has a producer plant in
operation. Exactly what is meant by add
ing the term fuels to the title of the build
ing is a puzzle, since the only fuel in use
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inclined belts and bucket risers to the stor
age bin, where it is held until wanted.
From the bin it is carried on a flat link
conveyor to a rising column in southwest
corner of the plant, where it is raised on
a bucket conveyor and deposited on a buck
et riser which runs across the south side of
the building and discharges into troughs,
through which the coal is conveyed to the
individual hoppers over the boiler by means
of pushers on endless chains. The whole
system, which was installed by the Link
Belt Engineering Co., is supported on tow-
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pacity of 500 tons, and is kept filled prac
tically all the time, so that there shall be
no danger of a shutdown in the plant from
lack of fuel. The construction of the sup
porting towers and the overhead troughs
for the coal conveying system is indicated
in the view of the Cahall vertical boilers.
Ashes are dumped from the furnaces
into hoppers and are carried away in cars,
for which hatches and outlets are provided
underneath the boilers and along the south
side of building out-doors, as shown in
the layout of the boiler plant.

LAYOUT OF THE ST. LOUIS BOILER PLANT.
is coal, but the Exposition authorities evi
dently wanted to include everything which
was to be installed, and put this on perhaps
as a sop to the coal trust.
The general arrangement of the installa
tion of various companies in the building
is shown by the plan.
COAL HANDLING.
Through the west side of the building
run railroad tracks from which coal may
be dumped into underground hoppers ; from
these hoppers the coal is carried by flat link

ers and trestle-work which are erected en
tirely separate from the framework of the
building.
In front of each boiler, as shown in the
view of the Babcock & Wilcox battery, are
hoppers into which falls discharge coal
from the troughs as required. From these
circular hoppers, chutes lead downward to
distributing nozzles, which throw the coal
into the hoppers for the mechanical stok
ers. Stokers are provided on all boilers,
so that the entire handling of coal and ash
is mechanical. The storage bin has a ca-

BOILER PLANT.
The boilers may be divided into two
sections, those in the contract plant, which
was designed to the order of the Exposition
authorities by Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co., and which furnish steam for
the large Westinghouse installation of en
gines in the Machinery building, and the
exhibition plant of boilers which is located
to the north of the contract plant, and in
cludes various makes as furnished by the
manufacturers. In the contract plant are
sixteen Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boil
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ers, each provided with a Roney stoker and
all connecting through brick flues to a
forced draft system, which consists of Buf
falo Forge Co's. fans, driven by Chandler
& Taylor steam engines. The fans are 12bladed, 14 feet in diameter, and 6 feet
wide. Two fans are provided for each stack
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side, as shown in the illustration of the
breeching and fans herewith. The draft
system in all instances is supplied by the
Buffalo Forge Co., which has furnisned
fans and engines. Near the vertical Cahall
boiler are two Climax units, one of 250 and
another of 300 horsepower, which are ready
for use, but are not working. These r.re
not supplied with stokers, as the construc
tion makes it decidedly inconvenient to so
arrange them.
In connection with the Cahall plant it
is of interest to mention the installation in
the Machinery building, although this fur
nishes no steam for the Exposition. This
exhibit consists of sectional models, show
ing the ordinary vertical and horizontal
types of Cahall water-tube boilers, and also
the style of horizontal boiler with super
heating coils, as used in the most recent
practice. This last-named model is also
supplied with an operating stoker device
which shows completely the action of the
entire unit.
The booth is attractively dec
orated with a railing and overhead arch
made up of boiler tubes and headers. The
superheater type of boiler is made with the
steam drum running longitudinally of the
boiler, and the superheater is constructed of
horizontal cross tubes taking steam from

TUBE CLEANING.
Near the Cahall installation is found the
booth of the Lagonda Mfg. Co., where a
full exhibit of the Weinland boiler tube
cleaners are found. On the left-hand
side, parallel with the railing, can be seen
the direct motor cleaner, which is new, and

the top of the drum and delivering it to
the main steam pipes.
FOREIGN EXHIBITS.
The foreign exhibit of boilers comprises
two Niclausse, two Belleville, one Durr and
one Vulcan. With the exception of the
Belleville, these are all of marine type and
have furnaces internally fired. The Vulcan
has 1,658 square feet of heating surface, the
Durr 2,155 feet of water heating and 127
feet of superheating surface, and the Bellevilles arc in a battery which is rated at 1,500
horsepower. It is noticeable that all the
foreign boilers are equipped with enclosed
gage glasses, either a jacket of wire or of

has a 12-inch wheel to drive a powerful
cleaning head with water at 150 pounds
pressure; it develops something like 5
horsepower.
Between the two desks can be seen the
power-driven cleaner for boilers that use
bent tubes with horizontal drums at the
top. A very interesting machine is the
large 8-inch turbine cleaner, which was
made specially for a customer.
The photograph also shows the reseating
machine which this company has successful
ly introduced, also the tube cutter and
blowoff valve. A damper regulator which
is made by this concern can be seen in prac

wire glass about the gage glass, so that
the pieces cannot fly in case the glass bursts.
Another convenient feature is a balanced
fire door which swings vertically and stands
at any position which may be required. This
avoids the necessity for touching the hot
door with the hand, since it can be opened
and closed by a touch of the shovel. The
Niclausse boilers each have 2,088 square
feet of heating surface, with a ratio of heat
ing surface to grate of 40.
These boilers are cared for by two
stacks, one of which takes the gases from
the Niclausse and Belleville boilers, and the
other from the Durr and Vulcan. The
Belleville boiler is provided with a feedwater regulating mechanism and with a wa
ter softener to take out the impurities ia
the feed water.
It is worthy of notice that all boiiers in
the American installation are provided with
Reliance gage water columns.

BUFFALO FORCE Co's. ENGINE-DRIVEN FAN.
as indicated in the plan, and the draft is
regulated by a Gardner governor valve
which controls the speed of the fan.
The largest number of boilers installed
by any one firm is the Cahall installation by
the Aultman & Taylor Co. This comprises
four boilers, of 5,080 square feet of heating
surface each, to be run at 225 pounds ; these
will furnish steam for the various turbines
in the Machinery building. Four units will
be of the same size to run at a lower pres
sure, eight units of 4,000 square feet each
and three vertical boilers of Cahall type are
of 2,500 square feet each. All these units
are to run at 175 pounds pressure with the
exception of the first four mentioned. ,
The horizontal boilers are arranged in
batteries of two along the main north and
south aisle, and are equipped with Ault
man & Taylor chain grate stokers driven
from overhead shafting, which runs along
the front of the boiler setting. The vertical
units are to the west of the main installation
near the producer gas plant. They are like
wise equipped with chain grate stokers, the
furnaces being placed in Dutch oven con
struction for this purpose.
Of other manufacturers the leaders are
the Heine Boiler Co., which has eight units
installed with 3,400 square feet of heating
surface in each. These are supplied with
Green traveling link chain grates and are
to run at the regular pressure of 175 pounds.
This installation was the first to carry load
outside of the contract plant of the Babcock & Wilcox boilers.
DRAFT.
To provide draft for the Cahall and
Heine installations four stacks are installed.
Two of these are of smaller size than the
others, and care for four of the Cahall
boilers each, a single fan being provided
for each stack. The other two stacks are
larger and each has two fans, one on either
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tlcal use on one of the boilers, and those
interested can see the different types of
tube cleaners in actual operation, cleaning
tubes in the boilers.
The exhibit is in charge of J. W. Guuu,
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NEW DESIGN OF BATES-CORLISS
ENGINE.
OF making of engines there is no end,
and truly it is fortunate that this is
the case, for when engines cease to be
made, the power plant industry will disap
pear from the face of the earth. Respond
ing to the increased demands wtiich are
made upon engines for electric street rail
way service, for rolling mill service and
other similar lines of work, manufacturers
of engines everywhere are strengthening
the frames, increasing the weight and solid
ity of parts, and seeking every possible
means to make their machines strong, rigid
and durable.
The Bates Machine Co., which is well
known as one of the largest builders of
Corliss engines in the West, has kept pace
with this progress in design and construc
tion and has built a heavy duty engine for
some time, but the moving spirit of the
company, VV. O. Bates, has recently intro
duced several improvements and has prac
tically changed the design of the frame in
the line of increasing the weight, bringing
the metal more directly in line with the
stresses, and making the engine heavier
throughout.
Fig. 1 shows the valve-gear view of
the new Bates design. It will be noted that
the same general outline has been preserved
as
in former designs, but the guides have
BOOTH OF THE LAGON DA MFG. CO., SHOWING WEINLAND TUBE CLEANERS.
been strengthened and the opening for get
ting at the front end of the crosshead pin
the treasurer of the company, and it is care for the vibration which it was feared has been cut down somewhat so that more
might be found. The layout of the main metal is introduced. The frame is also
hoped that the booth will be made head
quarters and a resting place in this build
steam pipe is indicated in Fig. 1, carrying made continuous from the main shaft bear
all steam to headers which are brought to ing back under the crosshead guide, thus
ing.
One machine is shown which has cleaned two tunnels, one of which runs to the giving a strong girder effect which is espePIPING.
The piping for the entire building is
carried on steel framework built up from
the floor, because the roof trusses are not
sufficiently heavy to carry the weight and

FIC. I. REAR VIEW OF THE NEW BATES DESIGN.
3,000 tubes with one set of cutters. This
tube cleaner is in use for taking out scale
from all the boilers in the Steam, Gas and
Fuels building, and has been found very
satisfactory. On one installation where at
first four men were required to grind on the
caps on a boiler for 4 days, the caps are
now reseated by one man with a Weinland
reseater in 6 hours.

Westinghouse installation, and the other to
the main steam supply for the rest of the
steam engines.
Paris. Lyons & Mediterranean Rail
road Co. is using about 10 per cent of its
fuel in the form of coal briquets. These
are made of slack and coal dust from the
mine>.

cially well adapted to carry the stresses be
tween crosshead and main shaft.
In case the governor belt breaks, the
safety device, which allows the governor
to drop to the lowest point possible and
thus bring into action the safety cams, pre
venting the admission valves from opening,
is retained but changed somewhat in form.
The valve gear, is of the common hook
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type but is made with the parts much more
massive than is usual. In the case of a
20 x 42 engine the bearing for the hook
arm is some 4J4 inches in diameter by 5
inches long, so that no side twisting or
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the engineer to tighten up the joint be
tween exhaust pipe and cylinder or to re
pack this joint whenever it may become
necessary.
In designing the frame of the engine,
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line of the main bearing as possible, since
the V-bearing allows of a shorter distance
than is possible with the bored type. The
V used is, however, very flat, so that dis
tribution of oil is effectively made, and also
practically all of the advantages of the
bored type are retained, while allowing a
somewhat narrower guide and a closer
spacing of the center line of cylinder to
the center line of the main bearing.
In Figs. 4 and " is well brought out the
shape of these guides and the support which

h
fig. 3. HALF SECTION OF THE BATES CYLIN
DER AND VALVES.

FIG. 2. CYLINDER VALVE GEAR AND SOLE PLATE.
strain is possible and no binding can occur.
For the exhaust-valve bonnet, the valve
stem is carried clear through the hub of
the valve crank, but this hub is made of
sufficient length so that it takes the bearing
in the outside end of the bonnet, thus giv
ing a very large bearing surface to take
the twisting strain of the crank. The de
sign of the valve links is particularly no
ticeable, since these are straight rods with
out corners, grooves or furbelows to catch
dirt and oil. They are neat in appearance,
and are easily adjusted and kept clean. A
feature of the valve gear is the straight
lines which the valve links make in passing
from the wrist plate to the valve cranks.
These links are almost horizontal as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, this effect being secured
by the use of a large wrist plate and care
ful designing of the valve motion. For
large engines, the double eccentric type
with two wrist plates is used.
Valves are designed with large bearing
area and with bearing on both sides of
the valve as shown in Fig. 3- The con
struction of the valve is not unusual in
other ways, single ported valves being used
in the smaller engines and double ported
in the larger sizes. In Fig. 2 it will be
noticed that the cylinder rests upon a sole
plate which carries also the dashpots. This
construction allows a large space around
the exhaust pipe and makes it possible for

the object has been to have the strains as
nearly along the center line of the frame
as possible. In order to do this, the metal

is given them by the design of frame
adopted. Fig. 7 shows, also, the construc
tion and proportions of the connecting rod,
which it will be seen is massive and pro
vided with an adjustment at either end for
taking up wear. It shows also the oilcatching shield below the main bearing on

FIG. 4. DETAIL OF THE FRAME.
has been kept well toward the center of
the cylinder, and a box girder effect has
been obtained by using a hollow beam of
castiron as the section of the frame be
tween crosshead and main bearing.
The V-guide is used in order that the
crosshead may run as close to the center

the side of the frame to lead the oil into
the oil cavity at the bottom of the bed.
The saving in foundation room effected by
the use of a straight end to the main frame
is evident, as well as the stiffening of this
end which is secured by the use of a rib.
The lines are straight and almost severe ;
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yet they are so well combined and the
proportions so well chosen that the effect
is extremely pleasing.
Details of the frame are shown in Fig. 4.
Twisting of the cylinder on the foundation
is avoided by the use of a heavy sole plate,
which is rigidly fastened to the foundation
and extends out under the dashpot on the
rear side, as shown in Fig. 1. This con
struction gives the foundation a long pur
chase to prevent twisting, and movement

THE
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desired and holding the connection rigid
when once the adjustments are made. It
will be seen that the same generous pro
portioning of parts is employed in the
crosshead as in the other parts of the
engine.
On visiting the shops of the company

noticeable is a boring mill which is of the
simplest construction and yet is capable of
boring the cylinder of an engine, boring
the seats for the four valves and facing
off the ends of the cylinder all at one set
ting of the casting. These operations can
all be performed at the same time also,

FIG. S. END VIEW OF THE CYLINDER AND
SOLE PLATE.
FIG. 6. THE CROSSHEAD CONSTRUCTION.
of the cylinder on this sole plate is pre
vented by planing the cylinder casting down
into notches in the sole plate, as is shown
in the drawing, Fig. 5.
The cylinder, proper, is held to the sole
plate by cap screws at each end in such a
way that, by removing these screws, the
cylinder can be taken off without disturb
ing the sole plate or its foundation bolts ;

one is impressed with the careful provision
which has been made for securing accur
ate workmanship and with the machinery
for getting large results and rapid produc
tion. The company believes in taking its
own medicine, hence drives its shop with
a Bates-Corliss engine and uses a Cookson
feed-water heater and purifier to save the

and thus a very considerable saving is ef
fected. The mill is equipped with uprights
which have holes properly spaced for the
location of boring tools, so that no laying
out is required to bore either valve holes
or cylinders on any size engine. The shop
is alive and up to date in every way, and
impresses one with the ability of the man-

F1G. 7. FRONT VIEW OF THE ENGINE.
yet the cylinder and sole plate, when fast
ened together form a rigid whole.
The sole plate is made hollow and the
foundation comes under it at each end, but
is left open in such a way that the engi
neer will have plenty of room to work be
neath the cylinder in repacking the joints
between cylinder and exhaust pipe.
Details of the crosshead construction are
shown in Fig. 6, which indicates the pro
vision made for securing any adjustment

heat in the exhaust steam. A large foun
dry, capable of turning out a million pounds
of castings a month, which was built last
year, is kept busy with the work of the
shop. It is provided with the best of fa
cilities for quick molding, casting and car
rying about of moulds and castings.
The machine shop has many special
tools for engine building, a number of them
having been designed and constructed by
the company. One which is particularly

ager, W. O. Bates, who is "the man be
hind the system." The Bates-Corliss en
gine is the result of many years of experi
ence in engine building, and the new de
sign which has been developed as the re
sult of suggestions from makers and users,
is a worthy successor of a worthy line.
Survey is being made at Lakeland, Fla.,
by the Hancock & Clay Engineering Co.
for the installation of a new water works
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience which will be helpful to the man in charge of power machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible. These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
LITTLE EXPERIENCES WITH ENCINES.
Editor The Engineer:
An engineer in our neighborhood said
to me several times that the engine he was
running did not cut off even at both ends.
It was not so very bad, but as the exhaust
pipe went out of the building near the street
he wanted it just right. I happened to call
in one day when he had the steam chest
cover off and as I looked at the valves I
noticed some scratch marks on them. I
asked him if he had not noticed the marks
and he said he had. I told him the marks
were put there in the shop by the person who
set the valves so that if he were ever called
upon to repair the engine he would know
whether or not the valves were out of place.
The boxes between the- valve and eccen
tric rod had become worn and shortened
the rod. My advice was to trim out the
boxes until the marks on the valve and seat
corresponded, then the engine would run
all right. He made the change and was
greatly pleased with the way the engine
worked.
Engine builders have many private
marks and the engineer is sometimes sur
prised that the machinist should know
where to start so soon after coming to re
pair the engine. I have known them to pre
tend to be looking over the engine and all
the time they were looking for certain
marks to see whether they corresponded
correctly, and if not they would adjust the
parts so they would correspond.
It is a good thing for the engineer,
whenever the engine is in perfect order,
to arrange a guide mark so that he can tell
when anything changes position that would
be likely to tear things to pieces. Marks
can be placed on the engine and not dis
figure it or be noticed by an outsider.
There are many ways by which the
clearance can be determined, and just how
close the piston is traveling to the front or
back head, even after the head has been
taken off.
That is a thing that should be known
by all engineers. As the connecting rod
boxes wear, the rod shortens. The piston
travel should be kept the same or as near
the same as possible. It is very easy to
locate a mark if there is not one already,
or to have some means of measurement so
that you can tell when the piston is travel
ing properly.
A friend of mine once came to me and
asked me to set the valves of his engine. I
told him I could try it. On examination I
found that there were three valves, so I
looked them over and found them all right,
but did not see that they had anything to
do with the exhaust. I did, however, find
two exhaust valves under the steam chest,
and while looking them over the engineer
asked me what I was doing down there. I
explained that I was looking over the ex
haust valves. He said he never knew they

were there, and that they had had two
men there to look at the engine and that
they did not as much as look for them. I
found the original mark, which showed the
width of the port, and also found the same
marks on the valves. The valves were so
constructed that the marks had to be there
in order to set them. There is no doubt in
my mind but that the marks were put on
when the valves were set the first time.
A friend of mine was out walking one
day just to kill a little time and on passing
a flour mill saw the engineer with the con
necting rod boxes in a vise filing them.
My friend asked what the trouble was and
the engineer replied that the boxes were
too loose and pounded. My friend sug
gested that that would not remedy the
trouble and the engineer looked amazed.
The cylinder head was on the floor, and
pointing to the cylinder head my friend
said: "Do you not see those marks?" He
owned the corn at once.
B. M. Mitchell.
REPAIRING AN ENGINE FOUNDATION.
Editor The Engineer :
The accompanying sketch shows an en
gine foundation that was built in two parts,
viz., of stone and concrete. The stone
foundation was built with common stone
and lime mortar because it was cheap.
After standing until dry, a template was
placed on top and the 24-inch concrete cap
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FIG. I.

PLAN AND ELEVATION CF FOUNDA
TION.

put on, thinking it would attach itself to
the dry stone foundation, which, however,
it failed to do.
It will be noticed that an opening was
left in the foundation, between the sup
port for the frame and the support for
the low-pressure cylinder.
This was
thought to be better than using two 45degree ells and running the pipe down the
outside of the foundation, beginning at
about the floor line.
A 375-horsepower tandem compound
direct conected engine making 180 revolu

tions per minute was placed on this good
(?) foundation. Everything went very
well for 11 months, when it was noticed
that the engine had end play at each rev
olution.
Placing the hand on the concrete cap
stone close to the wood floor, it was found

n a
FIG. 2. THE STONE DRILL,
FIG. 3. SHOWING FORM OF THE KEAMEK.
that the whole outfit was doing the cakewalk. We immediately took up a board,
got an extension cord and ran a lamp
down, then we got under the floor and
found the foundation steady, but when
looking it over very closely we found a
crack about 2% feet from the low-pressure
cylinder which extended downward on a
curve to the botom of the opening for
the exhaust pipe.
The foundation had to be repaired and
the engine had to run every day but Sun
day. After some studying it _was decided
to drill a hole from top to bottom at
the angle shown, then grout the whole
with sulphur. We started with a short
drill about 5 feet long, using a sledge ham
mer to drive the drill. After going down
about 3 feet in hole, A, we started hole, B,
in the same manner. Then we added a
length of 5 feet to the drill and putting
three men on we rammed down, keeping
the hole well supplied with water to soften
the mortar and stone, and to wash out the
dust. After drilling about a foot we chan
ged the drill for the reamer, so as to keep
the corners and burrs cut off, thus ren
dering the hole perfectly smooth.
The drill, shown in Fig. 2, was made
with four cutters or, practically, a double
stone chisel.
The reamer, Fig. 3, was a block of
steel drawn down into the proper form
and tempered, and a handle welded on for
driving.
It will be noticed in the plan in Fig. 1
that the rods are crossed a little. Hole.
A, could not be started at the center of the
foundation on account of the high pres
sure cylinder, so it was drilled at an angle.
The angle of B was made still greater,
so as to pass under A and also to get the
lower end of the hole farther down. The
hole, B, is 2 feet longer than A. The
foundation was dug out under the exhaust
pipe to enable us to put the nut and plate
on the lower end of rod, B. The two
holes were drilled in about 5 days, and
the anchor rods put in while running. Then
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we took two jackscrews and placed them
against the dynamo bedplate and forced the
engine back into place. This done, we
cemented between the dynamo and engine
foundations. The exhaust pipe was arched
over, then we stoned up the opening above
the arch to the floor line, after which the
whole was grouted with sulphur and al
lowed to stand 24 hours. When the en
gine was started the job was so well done
that the engine stood as firmly as when
first put on to the foundation.
The best lesson I learned was. when
you build a foundation, don't use stone ;
use either concrete or hard brick laid in
cement and built up as fast as possible.
Be careful to avoid joints by allowing one
section to set before another. Keep the
work going until completed and ready to
set the engine. Then allow the mortar
to dry and get well set, after which put
the engine on, and I will venture to say
that you will have no separation of the
foundation or any repair jobs on hand.
This foundation was cheap, the boss
getting what he contracted for, but he paid
for a good foundation before 2 years had
expired, and he had lots of trouble with
a very poor foundation into the bargain.
Joblots.
TREATING WATER GLASSES BEFORE USING.
Editor The Engineer:
In the plant that I have charge of are
two large steel tanks 8 x 16 feet placed on
end over the main discharge line from the
pumping engines. These tanks contain
compressed air at the pressure correspond
ing to the head on the discharge, and glass
water gages are placed on each tank to
show how much air or water the tank con
tains.
The other day a glass broke in the lower
connection, and I immediately put in an
other which remained only half an hour,
and I was obliged to put in still another.
Then I began to think that perhaps some
thing was wrong with the angle valves
and that they were out of line, or perhaps
the glass fitted too tight in the gland nuts.
1 tried everything, but to no avail. The
trial with the third glass put me to think
ing, and I came to the conclusion that per
haps the temperature of the water and
air in the tank had something to do with
the breaking of the glasses.
I took another glass, tied a string around
it and suspended it in the reservoir for
2 hours. Then I took it out and put it
on the tank and it has been there ever
since. I had one break the other day in
the other tank, and so I tried the same
treatment and had the same result. This
information may be of some use to others
in the business. My opinion is that the
glass had to be acclimated
Renchuzer.
STRAIN ON CYLINDER HEAD BOLTS.
Editor The Engineer:
To those wishing to verify the state
ment that the steam pressure in a cylinder
puts no stress on the cylinder head bolts
I would suggest the following :
Arrange pieces of board into what might
be termed a box, one side and both ends
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being open as shown in Fig. 1, and fasten
to the wall or other suitable place in a
vertical position. Screw two screw-eyes
centrally and oppositely into a piece of
board, H, as shown in Fig. 2. To one
of the eyes tie a piece of string, of which the
breaking strength is, say, 10 pounds, and
fasten the other end to the crosspiece, D,
drawing the string taut, extend upwards.
Then from this stretch another string,
having a breaking strength of 9 pounds,
and tied to the cross stick, C; this string
should be taut also, which condition may be

FIG. I. FRAME FOR MAKING EXPERIMENT.
FIG. 2. APPARATUS ASSEMBLED.
obtained by driving a wedge under C, after
the string is tied, as shown at W, Fig. 2.
Both strings should be tightened to the
limit of strength of the string, F.
Now we will compare B to the engine
cylinder, H will be the cylinder head, the
10 pounds breaking strength of the string,
E, will represent the total breaking strength
of the bolts in the cylinder head, and the
nine pounds breaking strength of string F
representing the force with which the head
is held against the cylinder, due to the ten
sion on the bolts, while weights placed
on the pan P may be compared to the
force of the strain against the head.
Although string F is strained to the
utmost we may proceed to put weight in
the pan up to 9 pounds without increas
ing the tension on F a particle because
H is held against its abutment with a force
of 9 pounds and, until acted upon by a
greater opposite force, the tension of string
F is not increased in the least but. as soon
as a particle more than 9 pounds (weight
of head and pan included) is placed in
the pan, string, F, will break. The in
creased weight now being sustained by
string, E.
After string, F, is broken every par
ticle of additional weight placed upon P
increases the tension on E, until the 10pound limit is reached, when it will break
if a particle more weight be added. This
would again represent the breaking of the
bolts.
In conclusion I would say that the bolts
in the cylinder head may be drawn up
with a strain approaching the breaking
tension (care being taken not to fracture
them) and be scarcely more apt to give
way than if they were only fairly tight,
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because in the former instance they would
be subjected to a uniform strain, while In
the latter, the varying pressures in the
cylinder would likewise be shared by the
bolts which would increase the tendency
to crystalize and break.
Fairbury, Neb.
H. Eggenberger.
COULD NOT LOCATE THE KNOCK.
Editor The Engineer:
I have recently had a peculiar experience
with an engine. A knock occurred that no
body could locate. I tried everything I
could think of, and everything that was
suggested. Finally the proprietor went to
an engine builder and explained what had
been done and asked them to help us out.
They said that under the circumstances if
the cause were found it would be ascer
tained by accident, viz., by merely cutting
and trying.
I continued to run the engine for some
time with the bearings tightened as much
as I dared tighten them for fear of heating.
Finally the firm sent to some other place
for an engineer to come and look the engine
over carefully and make a study of the
situation.
After working at the engine for jfi
hours, he thought if we could run the en
gine "over" instead of "under" it might
help matters. As the engine pounded so
hard that it could be heard a block away,
we were glad to try anything. So we re
versed the direction of rotation, without
changing the bearings, which were kept up
tight for about 3 months. Immediately fol
lowing the change of direction the pound
disappeared and has not returned yet; that
was about 2 years ago. The engine runs as
smooth as anyone could wish for.
Jesse R. Hamilton
FAVORS THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL.
Editor The Engineer :
In reply to Mr. Dow, in a recent issue
of The Engineer, I wish to say that in my
estimation a young man should advance
faster by taking a course in a correspond
ence school than in any other way. pro
vided that after enrolling he will spend all
the time he can spare on his lessons. He
should learn them, and prepare his work so
that he will pass examinations with honor.
He should not do as many felows often
times do, viz., send in a few lessons and
then let it drop. Of course he will not
derive any good unless he finishes the
course. Did you ever see anything of any
good until it was finished? He must keep
at it until he obtains his diploma.
I will guarantee that there is a great
deal that he can learn in a very reasonable
length of time—things that he could not
learn through almost any other source, in
the same length of time. Many of the les
sons are written by men of experience. I
enrolled in a school, devoted all the time I
could spare, and at the same time I was
taking at least five practical journals, which
I read carefully. I have taken The Engi
neer for about 12 years, although it has
not been known by the same name all that
time.
Another good thing about the corre
spondence school is that if any new les
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son papers are issued in my course I
receive them, or if I am in any doubt in re
gard to some particular subject, they will
explain it to me or tell me where I can
obtain an explanation.
I think every engineer should have a
good library if possible. There have been
some very good books given with The
Engineer, and some of the other papers,
which I prize very highly.
I fully agree with Mr. Dow in regard to
practical journals. I am taking six at the
present time. Sometimes I think learning
is a little slow, but all good things come
slow.
B. M. Mitchell.
North East, Pa.
EFFECT OF LICENSE LAW IN PREVENTING
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
I do not know how disastrous a boiler
explosion would have to be to be consid
ered serious by some persons, but since
July 1, 1895, when the Massachusetts license
law went into effect, there have been three
boiler explosions in the state that I know
of or have heard of. In the latter part
of 1897 or early in 1898, a boiler in a
cotton mill at Colrain exploded, killing the
watchman, who was the only person
around at the time, and doing consider
able damage.
Within 2 months I have read of two
more explosions. One was a boiler in
an electric railroad power station, which
did more or less damage. The other was
at a manufacturing plant, where one man
was injured and the place torn up gen
erally. I do not know anything about the
causes of these explosions, but so far as
I can judge the accounts do not show that
those places where license laws are in
force are much freer from explosions than
are places where no such laws exist.
I have repeatedly questioned the com
mon sense of having a license law for en
gineers and not for firemen. I hold that
every person, be he engineer, fireman or
both, who is in charge of boilers or has
anything to do with them should prove that
he is a safe man to care for them. The
probability of causing danger to the pub
lic from the knowledge or lack of knowl
edge on the part of the engineer concern
ing such questions as. the size of pump
necessary to feed the boilers ; the size of
steam pipe for an engine of a given horse
power : the latest cutoff in an engine ; or
the height of chimney necessary to give a
certain draft, are not apparent to me.
Archibaldas.
I IRRIGATING ROD PACKING: PREVENTING
WATER PIPE FROM FREEZING.
Editor The Engineer :
I wonder if it ever occurs to the busy
readers of The Engineer to try to improve
things in and about the engine and boiler
rooms. There is not a single appliance on
the market but what offers opportunity for
improvement. Take, for instance, some of
our good high grade packings for piston
rods. By actual trials during the past 16
months I have found that by taking a sharp
pointed penknife and cutting Y-shaped
grooves in the rings about inch apart and
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filling them with flake graphite, the packing
works much better and lasts longer. This
little kink is a snap. It appears that the
graphite works over the surplus of the
packing as well as the rod and stuffing box
and reduces friction to a great extent.
Another good device I have fitted up to
prevent water pipes from freezing between
inside of the tank and boiler or other in-

FIG. I. GROOVES IN PISTON ROD PACKING.
side apparatus. My pipe from the tank to
the boiler is i]/2 inches diameter. I took a
flange union and put one part on the inside
of the tank and the other on outside. These
were secured by bolts long enough to reach
through both the tank and flanges. On the
inside of the tank I screwed in a close nip
ple, then a tee, then another close nipple,
next a cock, and lastly a short piece of pipe

FURMULA FOR COMPUTING EFFICIENCY OF
BOILER.
Editor The Engineer :
I recently noticed a formula for boiler
efficiency as follows :
r, - r7
E =
r, + 461
where E is the efficiency of the boiler, T,
the temperature of the furnace, T= the tem
perature of the chimney gases, and 461, I
presume, the number of degrees the abso
lute zero is below zero on the Fahrenheit
scale. This formula is incorrect when used
for the purpose and in the manner indi
cated.
It applies to a perfect heat engine only ;
that is, one transforming all the heat into
work. In the latter case, E represents the
efficiency, or the proportion of the total
heat supplied that is transformed into work,
in which case 7\ is the temperature at
which the heat is supplied, e. g., the tem
perature of the boiler steam, and T- the
temperature at which it is rejected, e. g.,
the temperature of the exhaust steam. In
the case of a boiler and furnace the heat
is transferred as heat from the furnace to
the water, and is not transformed into work
as in a steam or gas engine.
The efficiency of a boiler is found by the
formula - ■
7\ - T2
E

-

T, — TH
where E is the efficiency of the boiler, 7"i
the temperature of the furnace, 7\ the tem
perature of the chimney gases, and Ta the
temperature of the air in the boiler room,
or, more properly, in the ashpit. Working
the two examples given by means of the
corrected formula, we have for the first
2,100
600
= 73.5 per cent
£ =
2,100 — 6d
instead of 58 per cent, and
2,600 - 450
= 84.3 per cent

E =
2,600 — 60

FIG. 2. STOP-COCK IN» TANK.
with a strainer over the end of it. In the
tec I screwed a piece of pipe long enough
to project 2 inches or more above the top
of the tank. I then took a ^4-inch pipe
and with a hack-saw cut two slots in one
end to fit over plug in the cock, as shown in
Fig. 2; then I drilled a hole through both
the pipe and the end of the plug and put
in a pin.
This arrangement permits me to shut
off the water, and the upright pipe lets in
the air, permitting the pipe to drain com
pletely. All this rigging is on the inside of
the tank and will not freeze, while the .con
venience will more than pay the slight cost
in one cold night. I invite criticism on
these two ideas.
H. C. Faber.
Colfax, W. Va.

instead of 70 per cent. The temperature
of the ashpit is assumed to be 60 degrees F.
This formula applies solely to transfer
ring heat from the products of combustion
to the boiler and its surroundings, and docs
not take into account the effects of radia
tion. The heat may be given up to the
boiler to evaporating its contents, or it may
be given up to the setting to be radiated
into the room.
There are several sources of error in
using this formula. In the first place we
are not at all sure that the heat in the prod
ucts of combustion is proportional to their
temperature; in other words, we have good
grounds to suspect that the specific heat of
the furnace contents differs from the spe
cific heat of the chimney gases and that
the loss of heat is not proportional to the
loss of temperature.
Again, there are very few furnaces that
do not leak or bypass some air around the
fire, while still more often holes and dead
spots allow air to pass through the fire
without reaching the temperature measured
by the pyrometer. The result of these
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fundamental errors in the formula is to
make the boiler appear more efficient as a
heat absorber than it really is, and it is on
this account that most boiler tests give
radiation losses much higher than can pos
sibly be the case.
The matter is ordinarily laid to error
of observation when in truth the mistake
is due to one or both of the defects men
tioned as inherent in the formula. The
actual radiation loss is found by subtracting
the actual efficiency from that computed by
means of the formula. It follows therefore
that errors in the formula which unduly in
crease the computed efficiency will also in
crease the apparent radiation loss.
Forrest Cardullo.
ARRANGING A HEATING SYSTEM.
Editor The Engineer :
Since the middle of last summer I have
been watching the pages of your valuable
paper for certain things concerning steam
heating, but have not seen anything that
just suits my case. The heating system
that I am to describe is somewhat out of
the ordinary. I do not mean by that that
there is not another like it, but it is not
the plan generally used. This letter may
be a little late to be of benefit to a great
many, but to those in my class I do not
doubt but that it will be of some help.
This heating system was made up of
coils of five and seven lengths of pipe
each. Prior to putting in the system I
had helped to put in two overhead sys
tems, but the knowledge I gained from
that did not help me any in my case. This
particular system was made up as shown
in the accompanying illustrations. The coils
had been in a drying machine for drying
tobacco and had been out of service about
4 years. They had to be taken out and
overhauled, the bad pipe taken out and
good ones put in. They were made up
with return ells and put together with
litharge and red lead. Any one who has
had anything to do with that mixture

FIG. I. COILS AND MAINS ON FIRST FLOOR.
knows what a time I had in getting the
pipe apart. At times I had to fight to
keep from saying Sunday school words.
The coils were arranged with 4, 6 and 8
lengths to the coil, and when I overhauled
them I made them up with 5 and 7 lengths
to the coil so as to have the inlet at one
end and the drain at the other. In the
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illustration, the coils have five and seven
pipes only, which is sufficient to show the
plan.
What set me guessing was, how to ar
range the system so as to have as free cir
culation of steam as possible, and also
good drainage. Then, too, the system had

FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT OF COILS ON SECOND
FLOOR.
to be put in as cheaply as possible, and
I wish to say right here that in a great
many cases the engineer is not to blame
for the slipshod appearance of work and
the run-down condition of the plant.
Well, the supply pipe was only 2 inches
and, of course, not large enough, but I had
to make it work to save expense, the re
mainder of the pipe being 1 inch. I had
to do all the work with the aid of a green
helper, and had to make some changes
in the plan even after I tried it.
I finally completed the first floor as shown
in Fig. 1, the supply being run as shown
by the heavy lines, but had to put in some
more pipe as per dotted lines. It will
be noticed that owing to the small steam
pipe I had to get it as direct as possible.
At first the steam main on the first floor
had to pass through the first three coils
to the door in the center, thence into an
independent pipe until it reached the three
coils located in the center, but near the
front. That caused it to back up in the
center and at the opposite side.
The two coils to the left and a little
back of the elevator were found to have
back pressure and getting steam through
the drains, bu^ after I made the change
I had no more trouble. In Figs. 2 and 3
it will be observed that owing to the
small supply pipe I had to run two steam
lines to supply one side and the front part
of the building. At certain points in the
line I had to figure closely in order to
make the mains as direct as possible, while
in some other cases I had to break the
force of the steam or rather divide it.
Now this is an idea of my own, and I
will explain why I employed it. It will
be seen by inspecting Fig. 2 that where
the steam main crosses the building near
the front at the point marked X instead of
employing a tee I divided the force by
putting in an ell so as to direct a part
of the steam to the front. In the other case,
the line to the other side would have been
too direct. I think the best plan would
have been to run a line direct through the

center of the building, of, say, ij^-inch
pipe with branches leading off to the sev
eral coils. As this would have been much
more expensive we chose the cheaper plan.
I did not like the plan of the drain, but it
was the only arrangement I could think
of. I thought the pipe would buckle and
kick like a mule, but to my surprise they
worked fine, and up to the present time
I have never seen a lot of pipe work bet
ter. On each coil I put an automatic air
valve, and I also put in a Mason pressure
regulating valve on the 2-inch pipe. The
condensation returns by gravity to a re
ceiving tank and flows from this into a
pump and is put directly into the boiler.
In this heating system there are about 4,000
feet of pipe, including the drain pipes.
Paducah, Ky.
F. E. Nickell.
CRITICISM OF MR. BRITTON's DIAGRAMS.
Editor The Engineer :
In a comparatively recent issue of The
Engineer Mr. Claire Britton asks for criti
cism on the indicator cards taken from his
Buckeye engine. Indeed, there is enough
cause for criticism. It would be hard to
produce a worse condition or a more waste
ful working of steam. First, let us go over
the high-pressure card. The only thing
good about this card is the exhaust. The
compression is far too high and as the valye
does not close soon enough to cause such
excessive compression, there must be ex
cessive lead, as the exhaust is good; then
it would not do to shift the eccentric, there
fore more lap must be added to the valve,
sufficient to overcome the loop, at least.
The poor steam line and slow cutoff are
typical of this make of engine. Good dis
tribution of steam can't be realized with the
valve gear set as it is now.
To accomplish the object aimed at, the
main valve should be set in the usual way
and the cutoff eccentric opposite the crank.
With the eccentric in this position, the
valves will travel in opposite directions,
giving the ports full opening, thereby real-

FIG. 3.

PLAN OF THIRD FLOOR.

izing full boiler pressure and sharp cutoff,
but with a loose cutoff eccentric as em
ployed in this engine, only such results as
the cards show are generally obtained, be
cause as soon as it moves away from a po
sition opposite the crank in either direction,
the movements of the valves cease to be in
opposite directions to each other, but, in
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stead, follow one another to some extent,
thereby failing to give the full opening of
the port, a sluggish cutoff, and such other
results as are shown by the cards.
The low-pressure card also shows exces
sive compression and a too early cutoff.
The cutoff should be set late enough so
that the expansion line does not drop below
the atmospheric line. I do not think any
thing can be gained by increasing the boiler
pressure.
Woolly West.
METAL POLISH; STACK PAINT; CEMENT FOR
PIPES.
Editor The Engineer:
Mr. J. Carman asks for a good polish
for hot metal. Here is one I have used
for the last 6 months, and it has given verygood satisfaction :
Cake tallow
1 lb.
Gum camphor (shave)
4 oz.
Beeswax
6 oz_
Raw linseed oil
; 3 oz.
Kerosene
'Apt.
Tripoli powder
2 lbs.
Melt the first three ingredients over a
slow fire, then mix the last three and stir
together while warm. I have found it to
be about as lasting a polish for brass or
iron as any I can find.
H. N. wants to know what to paint his
stack with to keep it from rusting. I
should recommend either Dixon's graphite
paint or good asphaltum dissolved in oil of
turpentine.
I. A. R. asks what to mix with oxalic
acid in order to remove the tendency to
leave the surface streaked with white.
Take oxalic acid 54 oz. and soft water
1 pt., and I think he will have no further
trouble.
As to the recipe for cement to be put
on pipe joints to prevent leakage I have not
the one he is after, but I think I have one
just as good, viz.,
Paris white (ground)
4 lbs.
Lithrage (ground)
10 lbs.
Yellow ochre (fine)
14 lb.
Hemp (cut short)
54 oz.
Mix well with linseed oil to a stiff putty.
This cement is good for joints on steam
or water pipe and will set under water.
I trust these recipes will serve others as
well as they have me.
G. A. Rand.
La Junta, Colo.
WHY THE GLASS FAILED TO SHOW THE TRUE
LEVEL.
Editor The Engineer:
In reply to J. G. Gladish, in regard to
water column prank, I should say the
trouble evidently was in the blowoff valve
under the glass, due to some hard sub
stance having lodged in the valve or be
tween the valve and seat, thus causing the
valve to leak, which would cause the glass
to show low water when in reality the
water was at the usual height. When the
blowoff valve under the water glass is
opened just enough to let a little water pass
through, the glass will show the water
much lower than should be. After reading
the article and showing it to my assistant,
we decided to experiment with the column
and glass, with the result mentioned above.
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We trust these experiments will be sug
gestive to some of the throttle twisters.
P. J. Brant.
HOW CAN THIS ARRANGEMENT BE IMPROVED?
Editor The Engineer:
I have charge of a small engine used to
run a mill. It is an old-timer and of the
simple slide valve type. The boiler is 47
inches in diameter, 22 feet long and con
tains two 8-inch and four 6-inch flues. The
feed-water heater is also old and does not
heat the water hot enough so but what 1
can hold my hand on the feed pipe as long
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as desired. The engine develops about 25
horsepower, although it is a 75-horsepower
engine. At times, however, the load in
creases to 45 or 50 horsepower.
The boiler requires about 40 bushels of
coal for a 12-hour run, which I think is
too much, and I should like to have some
one make suggestions concerning a prac
tical way of securing better economy. The
accompanying drawing shows the general
arrangement of the boiler and setting.
Jesse R. Hamilton.
BETTER ENGINE ROOMS AND PROPER TREAT
MENT.
Editor The Engineer:
I have a few words to say, which I be
lieve will be of interest to readers of The
Engineer, and which came to my mind on
reading in another paper an article by Mr.
Wakeman. In it he mentioned the fact that
it pays an employer to treat and pay his en
gineer well. He also says that owners of
steam plants should remember that while
any old-style engine may be good enough
to turn their shafting, and any part of the
cellar not good enough for other machinery
may be good enough for an engine room,
yet the latter may be a very poor place for
an engineer to spend his lifetime. This is
true, for the engineer has not only his own
life at stake, but also that of every man in
or about the building. He must be the first
one at the works and the last one to leave.
He is held responsible, in a way, for all loss
of time during working hours, if his en
gine is not in running order. Still, it is a
fact that there are hundreds of such places.
But what is to be done? We all know that
it is not right ; we read our papers and say
that it is a fact that the engineer should
receive the highest pay, be given the best
treatment, and have the finest part of the
building for an engine room.
Now, how many of us ever saw an em
ployer pick up a journal and read it through
as we do? I dare say, not one. How many
of us have the nerve to go to an employer
and tell him that we deserve a better and
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more comfortable room than his office?
That we deserve more pay than any other
head man conected with his house? I dare
say that nine out of ten would lose their
jobs at one; by so doing.
So the question is, what is to be done ?
Can anything be done to make them see
the facts as we see them and soften their
golden and silver hearts to give us what
we really earn? Now, I have no answer
to this, but some one may have, and if so,
please let us all hear from him. I, how
ever, have one suggestion to make, a plan
that I read of some time ago, and which
I once tried with good results. I went to
take charge of a pumping plant which was
a small affair and did not seem to require
much attention, and I was occasionally told
to do some work outside of my engine and
pump room. I always did the work, but it
was hard for me to do it, and it was not in
my line of business, and the worst of it
was that I was not asked, "if I would do
it," but was told in a commanding tone,
as though I was hired to do it. My mind
was not on the work that I was doing. I
was thinking of how I was told to do it,
and the manner in which the order was
given. This brought to my mind what I
had read, and I at once determined to try
it, adding a little more to it. What I read
was, "If you wish the best of me, treat me
with kindness; and if it is in me, you will
receive it." I, however, wished to let my
boss know my place of business and of what
my work properly consisted. Therefore I
neatly printed with pen and ink on a piece
of drawing paper the following notice,
which I tacked with neat strips of wood
on the door where he would see it:
notice!
1. My position here as engineer is in
this building.
2. My duty is to properly run the en
gine and pump.
3. And to keep same in good repair.
4. "If you wish the best of me, treat
me with kindness; and if it is in me, you
will receive it."
(Signed)
Jno. Meyerott.
This had been up scarcely an hour, and
I was busy wiping my engine, when I saw
the boss coming towards the door, walking
rapidly, and I knew he had another job for
me outside. He came to the door and
stepped in, but halted abruptly as he saw
the word "Notice" in large capital letters.
He stood and read it all ; then turned to
wards where I was at work. My heart
beat fast, as I did not know how he would
take it. He came to me with a slower
step and head drooped, and said : "Good
morning, John ;" something he had not
done before. With a smile, I answered
him, "Good morning, sir."
"Shining her up this morning "
"Yes, sir; I never like to see a dirty
piece of machinery. It is just as your horse ;
he always looks better when he is clean,
and seems to feel better. So I think it is
with my engine and pumps."
"That's right," he said, "that's right.
I sgree with you there. How is everything
running this morning?"
"Finely ; I adjusted the bearings this
morning before I started and everything is
going nicely."
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"Could you leave her a few minutes and
do a little job for me at the house?"
"Yes. sir. If it is not too long a job,
nor so much in a hurry but that I could
run in occasionally and take a look around
to see that nothing is going wrong."
"That will be all right ; bring your
Stilson wrench and whatever you might
need to lay a water pipe to the other side
of the lawn. I will help you, and will make
it all right with you some time."
Well, you may imagine how good I feltHe helped me to the finish, digging the
ditch, while I got all my pipe and con
nections ready. And we had it done in
less than half the time that it would have
taken me had he come to me in the usual
manner. It was the first time he had ever
helped me with any work, but not the last
time. When pay-day came he gave me $2
more than my wages and also allowed me a
half holiday to go to town. After that he
treated me with kindness and always de
lighted in showing his plant to visitors.
When I left him for a better position, he
took me by the hand and said, "John, I am
sorry to lose you, but I cannot afford to
pay you what has been offered you. I wish
that I could."
About nine-tenths of the engineers are
being imposed upon in the manner which
Mr. Wakeman speaks of, and some plan
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more or less heated when it came in contact
with the hot plates and if there wouldn't
be considerable energy stored in it. If he
thinks differently I would suggest that he
take a piece of 2-inch pipe, heat about a
foot of it red hot, and then immerse the hot
end in a barrel of water,—only don't try to
look into the pipe to see what is going to
happen, but be sure the pipe is pointed the
other way.
And then again, it might be of interest
to him to take a piece of mild steel, heat
that and immerse it in a similar manner
and note the fractures that (don't?) take
place.
It is the opinion of the writer that the
cause of overheated boilers exploding is,
that the plates becoming overheated loose
much of their tensile strength and the pres
sure causes them to stretch, thus reducing
the thickness to such an extent that they are
no longer able to withstand the pressure
and consequently an explosion follows.
P. A. L.
WHAT CAUSES THE DROP IN PRESSURE?
Editor The Engineer:
I enclose herewith indicator diagrams
taken from a 22 x 30 Corliss engine making
150 revolutions per minute. The engine
has six valves, the auxilliary cutoff valves

DIAGRAM FROM HIGH-SPEED CORLISS.
should be adopted whereby to bring the
matter before owners of such plants in the
same light that we see it.
John Meyerott.
San Bernardino, Cal.

PUMPING COLD WATER INTO A HOT BOILER.
Editor The Engineer:
I noticed a letter in answer to a ques
tion by one of your correspondents asking
if a boiler would explode when cold water
is turned into it, there being a good fire
in the furnace and no water in the boiler;
to which the answer was, "No !" But the
writer says that, "The disastrous effect of
boiler explosions are due to the energy
stored in the hot water in the boiler."
I presume he takes his reasoning from
the report of a test made some time ago by
the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Co. I believe they made a test
on a tubular boiler placed out in a field and
arranged to spray cold water into it after it
became red hot, but were unable to explode
it or cause a fracture. The conditions here
were, to my mind, different from those cited
by your correspondent.
I would like to ask Mr. Clinehcus if he
doesn't think the cold water would become

being positively connected to a Rites in
ertia shaft governor.
What causes the drop in the steam line?
Is it due to the high piston speed or to
the type of valves? The steam pipe is of
ample size. I should be pleased to have
the readers of The Engineer criticise these
cards in general and suggest methods of
improving them.
J. E. Dick.
CAN'T STOP THE LEAK.
Editor The Engineer :
I should like to hear from readers of
The Engineer concerning a little difficulty
I have with a leaky steam pipe. The pipe
runs from the boiler and the hole in the
boiler is a trifle too large for the pipe so
that I cannot screw the pipe in tight. The
consequence is steam is continually leak
ing around the pipe. I have tried every
thing I know of but have not been able
to. stop the leak. Any practical sugges
tions will be thankfully received.
C. A H.
SEPARATING CIL FROM EXHAUST STEAM J
SODA ASH IN BOILERS.
Editor The Engineer :
A few years ago little was heard about
the subject of getting rid of the oil in ex
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haust steam, but nowadays we are thinking
more than formerly about the economical
performance of steam plants, and it is rec
ognized that there is considerable to be
gained by returning the hot water of con
densation to the boiler, and the subject of
oil separation has been receiving more at
tention. Where I am located we have to
pay a good price for both fuel and water,
and our heating plants have to be run dur
ing about half of the year. Nearly all of
the business blocks, hotels, mills, etc., use
the exhaust from their steam machinery for
heating, drying, etc., returning the conden
sation to the boilers. . Not much trouble is
experienced, although occasionally a boiler
has been burned as a result of carelessness,
or ignorance, or both. Now, as I have had
considerable experience with this oil prob
lem, and have thus far been successful, per
haps I may be able to say something help
ful in regard to the matter.
I have found that in the first place we
want a good separator in the exhaust pipe,
located as far from the engine as circum
stances will allow. We want also the right
kind of cylinder oil, and we want to use a
mixture of soda ash and good judgment in
the boilers. Some engineers say that sepa
rators are of little or no use, and I believe
there are two reasons for this prejudiceFirst, there are two kinds of separators ;
the kind that separate and the kind that
don't. Second, there are two ways of plac
ing and operating a separator, a right way
and a wrong way. A good separator (from
my own experience I know of at least two
thoroughly good ones) placed as already
directed and continuously drained through
a drip of sufficient size to carry away the
oil and water as fast as caught will give
good results and will waste but very little
steam at such short periods, as the accu
mulation of oil and water is not sufficient
to prevent the escape of steam through the
drain.
The nature of the cylinder oil used is
also an important item. Oil which is va
porized in the steam will not be removed
by the best possible separator. Cylinder oil
which lubricates and is not vaporized by
the steam will be caught by a good separa
tor, and a good cylinder oil, although it
probably is broken up into small particles
and distributed over the rubbing surfaces,
is not vaporized by the steam. A poor oil.
wholly or partly vaporized so as to pass
through the separator, must also be used
in excessively large quantities, so that the
trouble is thus increased in two ways. There
is a great deal of difference in the amounts
of various grades of oil required, and that
kind should be adopted which will do the
work with the least amount. I myself am
using per day of 2 hours in a 16V2 x 48-Corliss engine about 1 pint of oil, costing 45
cents per gallon, and that is all the engine
requires.
Another difficulty is that soda ash seems
to, have little or no effect on some oils, and
these seem to be found among the "black"
varieties. As to soda ash, many engineers
seem to think that it is injurious in the
boiler, and I thought so to until I learned
better. From my experience with it I have
come to the conclusion that instead of in/uring iron it protects the metal from cor
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rosion. I have used it for some time and
have seen boilers in which it has been
used for years, but have never heard of a
case where it has injured a boiler, either
directly or indirectly. It is the old standby
of the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection &
Insurance Co. in this locality, and nothing
harmful is ordinarily advocated by this
company. Many have the impression that
soda ash will cause a boiler to burn at the
least provocation, but this is another mis
take. There may be conditions under which
it will cause foaming, such as if used in
too great quantities, or its continued em
ployment without freshening the water by
blowing down. These are matters for good
judgment, and I know from experience that
enough soda ash may be used to destroy the
oil from the exhaust steam without any
danger from foaming.
I think it makes little difference whether
soda ash is fed to the boiler periodically,
say once a week, or continuously with the
feed water ; all that seems to be necessary
is to keep the water in the boiler strongly
enough impregnated with it to do the
work, and this must be determined by
trial. After experimenting a little and
watching the results closely, an engineer
will learn more than any one can tell him
about it. At present I am using it as fol
lows : After washing out the boilers I be
gin to feed in the usual amount of soda ash
each week, about 8 or 10 pounds, for a 60inch x 16-foot boiler, first dissolving it in
hot water, then mixing it with a barrel of
water and feeding it through the injector.
When the solution has become strong
enough in the boilers I keep it about the
-ame by blowing down about 2l/> gages of
water two or three times a week. The
strength of the solution may be judged pret
ty well by dipping the fingers into it and
rubbing them together; if the water feels
smooth and slippery, there is probably
enough soda ash in it for ordinary pur
poses.
As to the effect of soda ash on scale, I
have not much to say, having had no chance
to try it thoroughly. I can say, however,
that my boilers are as clean as the most
particular man could wish, there is no in
dication of corrosion and I have never
found the least sign of oil upon the
surfaces of the metal. A little oil will get
past any separator, but the soda ash takes
care of all which reaches the boilers. There
are, doubtless, plants where it is very diffi
cult to use in the boiler the water of con
densation from the exhaust steam, but I
think that in the majority of cases it may
be done without trouble. There arrears
to be much diversity of opinion in regard
to kerosene as a scale preventative, but I
can say that it is quite extensively used
here and is giving good results.
Portland, Me.
. H. L. S.
A LITTLE PROBLEM IN STEAM HEATING.
Editor The Engineer :
Will some one please tell me how many
lineal feet of i^-inch pipe made up into
circulating coils are required to heat a
malting room 60x60x11 feet to 60 de
grees F. ? What sized inlet and return
pipe is it proper to use? Steam is taken
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from a 2-inch main. What sized steam
trap will be required to take care of the
condensation and how is the capacity of
a steam trap figured? Boiler pressure 80
pounds, which is to be used in the coils.
Ogden, Utah,
Frank Kiefer.
HOME-MADE VERTICAL SEPARATOR.
Editor The Engineer :
The drawing shows a steam separator
for the steam pipe of an engine made of
some old pipe fittings. It is constructed
of a piece of 5-inch castiron pipe capped
at both ends. The caps are drilled and
tapped for i^-inch pipes, which are screw
ed into the caps as shown. The bottom
cap is also tapped for a J^-inch pipe, to
which is connected a globe valve, which
serves as a drain for the separator.
The steam enters at A, and when it
reaches the botom of the separator the
direction is suddenly changed and all the

AN INEXPENSIVE SEPARATOR.
water contained in the steam is left in
the bottom of the separator and nothing but
dry steam goes to the engine through the
pipe, B.
This separator has been successful in
every way and did not cost a cent, as we
had all the old fittings. A water gage
can also be provided if necessary to show
the water level in the separator.
Washington, D. C.
Hugh G. Boutell.
TO FIND THE CAPACITY OF TAPERED TANKEditor The Engineer :
In a recent issue of The Engineer a
correspondent gave a rule for finding the
contents of tapered tanks. The following
rule is simple and applies to columns, pyra
mids and prisms as well as to ordinary
tanks :
Add the areas of the base and top, and
to this add four times the area at the
middle ; multiply the last sum by onesixth of the height ; the product will be
the contents. If the dimensions are taken
in feet, the answer will be in cubic feet,
and if in inches, the answer will be in
cubic inches.
M. C.
AN EXPLODED WATER FRONT.
Editor The Engineer:
A. E. Corse desires to hear from engi
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neers in regard to the explosion of a water
front in a stove.
I am aware of an explosion of this
kind that happened in this city, and the
cause was due to the outlet pipes becoming
frozen and a fire was started in the range
and in a short time an explosion occurred
which completely ruined the range, and did
other damage.
The explanation which Mr. Corse does
not believe to be a logical explanation of
the cause is beyond all doubt correct, as
there is no possible means for the water
that is heated within the water front to
conduct heat up the pipes that are frozen
to any great distance, and unless the water
can circulate up the pipes the same will re
main frozen and a pressure be generated in
the water front, and will of course ex
plode it.
C. B. Risley.
CONCERNING THE MASSACHUSETTS LAW.
Editor The Engineer :
As the Massachusetts state license law
has been so much talked of it is with
considerable reluctance that I say anything
further concerning it, but an article in a
somewhat recent issue brought to mind an
idea I have had for some time concern
ing the law. The writer says : "Have a
specified time that a man must serve be
fore he can be examined and then give
a man the privilege of working as assistant
in the grade next higher than his license."
It appears to me that an assistant in
a steam plant should not necessarily be as
able an engineer as the chief and should
be allowed to operate the plant as assist
ant with the next lower grade license. I
have a plant in mind where this condition
exists and the arrangement is almost an
impossibility. In the first place a really
first class man will not apply for the posi
tion unless he is in straightened circum
stances and especially when the plant is
not very large and does not satisfy a truly
first class man. Therefore when a first
class man is obtained he will only stay un
til he can obtain a position where he can
take charge and earn the pay that his
grade of license demands.
This does not apply so much to large
plants as to smaller ones that just come
within the range of first class licenses and
where a much more competent engineer is
required. The only way that the position
mentioned can be acceptably filled is by
engaging a man with a second class license
and letting him make application for a spe
cial license to operate the plant as assist
ant. He goes to the inspector who says
that he must pass a first class examination
and then gives him a special license. Now
if he has passed the examination, why is
he not given a first class license?
A case has recently come to mind where
a man has worked as fireman and helper
in an engine room and has been in touch
with the all-round work of a central sta
tion for 5 years. The chief engineer, wish
ing to give him a run in the engine room,
asked him to get an assistant's license
for that plant. When he went before the
inspector the latter laughed at him and
merely said : "Here you are a fireman and
come to me for a first class license, you
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must first have a third, then a second
class license before you can have a first
class license."
Now he cannot work in that plant as
fireman with a third class license because
that allows him only one boiler, so he
must leave and get a third class license
and run on that a while, then try for a
second, and then, perhaps, he will be eligi
ble to try for the license as assistant in a
plant which he had served faithfully for
5 years and was fully capable of operating.
Right here I should mention the fact that
a first class engineer employed in the same
plant was unable to keep up steam when
the fireman was away and was finally re
lieved of service due to general incompe
tency. I should have said that he was a
man holding a first class license, instead
of being a first class engineer.
I should not care to see the law abol
ished, but think it should be modified in
several ways and less power given the in
spector. It has been my experience that
when refused a license the inspector will
tell you certain things you must do to
get your license and when you return,
having complied with his request, he has
something else for you to do before he
can grant you the desired papers. I agree
with those who think there should be cer
tain rules and requirements laid down and
that the inspectors should live up to them
instead of trying to see how often they
can trip up the applicant, and use you like
a gentleman and put you at ease, simply
finding out what you know and issue a
license accordingly.
Crosshead.
MSS No 507
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CLEANING FIRES.
Editor The Engineer:
Replying to L. A. Oaks, page 425 in
the June 15 issue, I wish to say that to
my mind Mr. Oaks' bridgewall is not
properly built. If he will study the form
shown in the accompanying sketch and
have his bridgewall similarly built he can
readily sell most of his fire tools and thus
pay for the repairs, and furthermore, can
clean his fire in half the time. Of course
he will need some tools because a man
cannot do good work without them.
I would suggest first selling the lazy
bar, and bend your back a trifle more
using the door front to rest the tools on.
My boiler front has double doors, and the
way I clean fire is this : First I open
the draft wide, then I open one door and
push the clean fire on to the sloping front
of the bridgewall. With a heavy hoe I
pull out the ashes and then pull down
the clean fire and spread it evenly over
the half of the grate that has just been
cleaned. I cover the clean fire with coal.
While I am cleaning one side the other

SLOPING BRIDGEWALL.
WHAT CAUSES THIS TROUBLE?
Editor The Engineer:
I should like to hear from the readers
of The Engineer in regard to trouble with
our switchboard. We have four circuit
breakers on our switchboard, one for each
of the two lines and one for each gen
erator. When we get a short circuit in
either one of the lines it will throw the
breaker for that line and also the one
for the generator. We only run one gen
erator at a time, the other being in re
serve. The throwing of the breaker cuts
off the current from both mines. Will some
of the readers kindly give the cause for this,
also the remedy, if there is any?
A. S. H.
HOW CAN THE LAMPS BE RUN?
Editor The Engineer :
I wish to ask some of the readers of
The Engineer to help us out of a difficulty.
We run an electric light plant in a small
town where the series arc lamps run until
12 P. M., and from that time until morn
ing our alternating-current load is reduced
to 20 or 30 incandescent lamps. We want
to shut the plant down at 12 P. M. and go
home and should like to know how we can
maintain the incandescents until morning,
these being alternating-current lamps. How
could we use a storage battery to run
them ?
Salineville, Ohio.
F. Duncan.

is making steam, and while cleaning the
second side, the first one is making steam.
When my fire is bad and the coal poor
I frequently wait a few minutes after
cleaning one side before cleaning the other.
When the coal is good I can clean both
sides without losing any steam. When
pulling out the ashes an assistant wets them
with a hose ; this is one of the greatest
helps to the person doing the cleaning.
When a fellow has plenty of room to handle
a long hoe two persons are not necessary.
When I get a hoeful of ashes it lands
on the floor, and as that is where I want
it I should object to the use of the lazy
bar. The bar would be in the way when
pulling out ashes and consequently any
one who can clean fire without it can do
the work as quickly as when using the bar.
My fire tools consist of a hoe made
of 5^-inch iron, 6 inches wide and 14
inches long with a handle of ^4-inch iron
12 feet long. It is heavy enough so that
when I get it behind a lot of clinkers it does
not pull over them. I also have a light
hoe for cleaning tire ashpit, and a poker
of jkt-inch diameter with a hook at the end.
Another tool consists of a flat bar having
a sharp edge and a long handle which is
used to loosen clinkers from the grate, and
I also have a i!^-inch bar for breaking up
clinkers. Two shovels are used, one for
ashes and the other for coal.
Mr. Oaks says his fire tools would save
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as much as 10 minutes in some cases. I
should like to know how long it takes to
clean a fire. Circumstances alter cases, of
course, and also control in other cases. I
think it takes me about 5 minutes to clean
fire and frequently only 4 minutes, not
withstanding that this statement has been
disputed in these columns. My grate is
4 x 6l/t feet and we use Scranton buck
wheat size of coal. As the quality has to
be good in order to keep up steam, we
usually burn all that the grate is capable
of burning, which is about 3^2 tons in 24
hours with natural draft.
When about to clean fire I charge the
fire rather heavily for awhile and place the
last one or two "fires" on the back of
the grate so as to let the front part of
the fire burn down. This saves coal and
makes it a lot cooler when cleaning. By
opening one door at a time I do not get
as much heat as if I used the lazy bar, es
pecially if it required 10 minutes to clean
fire, and during that time we should lose
10 pounds pressure, and with poor coal,
probably 30 pounds.
The more convenient way of keeping
fire tools is to give each a place and hang
them up near the boiler front, then when
one is needed it can be found on its own
peg free from the others.
Cleaner.
POLISH FOR STEEL, IRON AND BRASS.
Editor The Engineer:
For the benefit of persons desiring a
polish for hot metal, also information on
the use of oxalic acid in cleaning hot
bright iron, permit me to suggest that ox
alic acid dissolved in water is one of the
best and quickest dopes for taking rust or
burned oil from polished iron or steel, in
fact, it is too quick if not worked prop
erly. Perhaps one trouble is that persons
oftentimes leave the acid on too long.
The best method is to apply the acid,
then immediately follow with a piece of
waste or cloth saturated with clean cold
water, washing out the cloth frequently
to free it of any acid it may take up.
If you are swift enough, after a little prac
tice the metal can be made as clean and
bright as new. It will be found good prac
tice to work the acid with one hand and
the cold water with the other, at any rate
the acid should be washed off before it
dries, and should be applied to a small
area at a time. The acid takes off every
thing down to the metal and some more
if it is not washed off immediately.
Steel or castiron should be polished with
some kind of metal polish that has no
grease in it. Tripoli or whiting mixed
with gasoline is good. After applying this
finish with a damp rag dipped in dry
flake graphite, and wipe off with a clean
dry rag or cotton waste. This will make
steel or iron look as though it were plated.
Don't try to polish anything with the com
mon drug store graphite or you will be
apt to call me a 1
. Use nothing but
the pure flake graphite such as is sold for
lubricating purposes. Brass can be cleaned
in the same manner except that the graphite
is not used.
Vinton, Iowa.
I. M. Reeve.
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NEW IDEAS.
FEED-WATER HEATER.
(Assigned to Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.)
The purpose of this invention is to in
crease the efficiency of this class of heaters
and to provide means whereby a single
heater is able to heat water for more than
one purpose.
This feed-water heater embodies two
separate and independent systems of water
supply, thus enabling one system of pipes

SHOWING THE COIL CONNECTIONS.
to supply hot water for one purpose, such
as feed-water to a boiler, and the other set
of pipes to supply water for another and
different purpose, as for use in a washsink or dye vat. Means is provided for
connecting the separate discharge pipes
from the header so that the heated water
may be discharged through a single pipe.
It is the invention of J. E. Lewis.
STEAM BOILER CLEANER.
In steam boilers the principal difficulty
encountered is due to the formation of in
crustation and the obstruction of the steam
passages thereby, and by the mud formed
of salts precipitated by the heat. When
these matters are composed of carbonate of
lime, they are not generally very adherent,
and even when composed largely of sulfate
of lime, they only become strongly adherent

SECTIONAL VIEW OF BOILER SHOWING CLEANER.
after remaining for a long period subjected
to the heat of the boiler.
The inventor of this device, C. J. A.
Gille, aims to provide for the complete ex
pulsion of the sediment and mud deposited
from the water without the necessity of dis
mounting or opening the boiler or even
requiring the pressure to be reduced.
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The invention consists in injecting into
the parts of the boiler to be cleaned, a cur
rent of steam generated in the boiler itself
and directed oppositely to the flow of the
water in normal working. This mode of
cleaning consists in isolating the part to
be cleaned from the mass of water in the
boiler, completely emptying the part thus
isolated and causing a current of steam
from the boiler to circulate therein in the
reverse direction to that followed in vapor
ization.
The illustration shows the invention ap
plied to a boiler of the Solignac type.
ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER
SYSTEM.
It has heretofore been proposed to em
ploy series-wound motors of the directcurrent type in connection with a single
phase alternating current for generating
power. In the attempts that have been
made along these lines, various difficulties
have been encountered, such for instance
as those relating to regulation, sparking at
the brushes, low efficiency, etc.
This invention aims to so organize a
system of circuits, adapted to a motor hav
ing many of the characteristics of a directcurrent motor, as to render it capable of
being operated efficiently at varying speeds
and of being controlled with certainty, and
at the same time to secure the advantages
of alternating current transmission, trans
formation and distribution.
The invention consists in a single-phase
alternating motor of the series type hav
ing laminated field magnet cores provided

THE ALTERNATING-CURRENT MOTOR.
with polar projections of reduced cross sec
tion adjacent to their ends, of an armature
having a closed-coil parallel winding, a
commutator and leads between the armature
coils and the respective commutator bars,
the resistance of which is sufficiently high
to reduce to a nonsparking limit the second
ary currents, which are set up in the short
circuited coils by the alternating magnetic
field. The inventor is B. G. Lamme.
CONDENSER.
This invention has for its object to se
cure the best vacuum obtainable with a
limited quantity of cooling water in jet con
densers and also to reduce to a minimum
the changes in intensity of the vacuum aris
ing from unequal admission of the exhaust
steam to the condenser system.
In order to obtain these results, the in
ventor, O. H. Mueller, provides two or
more jet condensers of any suitable type
arranged in series in such a way that the
cooling water entering one of the condens-

ers, where it is distributed in the usual
way, will not be allowed to flow off or be
pumped out to the atmosphere, but will be
collected in the lower part of the condenser
and afterward passed into the next con
denser of the series by means of pumps,
or by gravity be again distributed and col
lected, and afterward introduced into the
third condenser, if such exist, and so on

MULTIPLE SIPHON CONDENSER.
until after having passed the last condenser
in the system it will be allowed to flow
off or be pumped out to the atmosphere,
while the exhaust steam is conducted in
the opposite direction through the condens
ers, the vacuum pump being connected with
the condenser into which the water first
enters, and where the exhaust steam ter
minates its passage through the system.
PROCESS OF GENERATING STEAM.
This invention, recently brought out by
Thomas W. Neely, consists in a novel proc
ess of generating steam in which the heat
for converting the water into steam is sup
plied internally in relation to the shell of
a boiler by an electric arc, or two electrodes
juxtaposted in the relation of an electric
arc and emersed in the water. A further
novel feature of the process consists in in
troducing hydrocarbon vapor at one of the
electrodes so that the vapor may unite with
the oxygen set free by the electrolysis of
the water and be burned, thereby forming a

GENERATING STEAM BV ELECTRICITY.
supplementary source of heat within the
boiler.
The lower electrode is illustrated as
having an opening through it and it is
through this opening that the hydrocarbon
vapor is introduced.
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Warning.
Complaints are reaching this office of a
man calling himself F. Rogers who is repre
senting himself as an agent of this com
pany. He has been collecting money in
Newark and Atlantic City for subscriptions
to the Engineer at reduced rates ; but he
has no connection with this company and
is not authorized to take subscriptions.
All persons are warned against doing
business with him and against paying
money on our account to any one unless he
gives in return a receipt made out on our
regular subscription order blank, is a regu
lar newsdealer or is personally known to
the subscriber.
The Engineer Publishing Co. .
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can be used on direct current as well as
alternating current for combination sys
tems, and that the speed can be readily
varied by the same devices that are used
in direct-current practice.
It is hardly necessary to point out the
advantages which the alternating current
has over the direct for this kind of work.
At present, for long distance street car
operations, it is necessary to transmit elec
tric power by alternating current, and to
transform this, in substations by means of
rotary converters, into direct current at a
low voltage. With the introduction of al
ternating-current motors, it will be possi
ble to transmit electric power at high volt
age, to carry this power to the cars, and
to transform it by stationary transform
ers located directly on the cars to a volt
age suitable for use in the motors. Not
only this, but it will be possible to equip
much longer lines and much heavier traffic
at an economical expenditure of capital,
so that the running of high-speed express
trains between large cities by the use of
electric power comes within the bounds
of possibility.
It is fair to presume that the series
type of machine has amply proved its
right to occupy the traction field, since it
has been developed and adopted by the
General Electric Co. after careful and com
plete investigation of the merits of the in
duction and the repulsion types. The con
tinued performance of the equipment thus
opened to commercial use will, therefore,
be watched with the greatest of interest,
since in this direction seems to lie the
promise of the electrification of all rail
roads, "an end devoutly to be wished for."
Precedents.
It is always well to be careful about
establishing a custom which is likely to be
regarded as a precedent which may not be
violated. And when a precedent has been
established which seems likely to work ill
to the individual or organization which
has established it, this precedent should be
overthrown and a new one established.
This is true whether in the affairs of an
individual, a corporation or an associa
tion, and a recent happening in the N. A.
S. E. seems to point to the fact that the
time has arrived for an expansion of ideas
in regard to the personnel and objects of
the association.
We believe that all those concerned in
the elections at the recent national con
vention were actuated by truly unselfish
motives and were anxious to do what was
for the best good of the association. That
there should be differences of opinion as
to the man most available for the one of
fice about which there was any great con
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troversy was, of course, to be expected,
and it is not surprising that there were
some who held to the opinion that a man
should be actually in the engine room and
engaged in the handling of machinery in
order to be eligible to office. This seems,
however, to be a short-sighted view of the
interests of the association, and must in
evitably bar from their greatest usefulness
in it many men who have its welfare
strongly at heart.
We endorse the attitude and the senti
ment of a contemporary in the power plant
field who takes the ground that a man,
simply because by' his exceptional ability
and strong character he has raised himself
from the routine of the engine room to a
more remunerative field of usefulness, yet
who has to do with engineering as distin
guished from commercial work should
not be barred from helping the associa
tion by administering its offices. Because
a man is engaged in designing machin
ery and in superintending the installation
of machinery, is no reason why he is less
interested in the welfare of the associa
tion and of his brother engineers than
if he were supervising the work of a gang
of laborers in the interest of the power
plant owner instead of that of the ma
chinery manufacturer.
Those engineers who have graduated
into a purely commercial field, where their
business is entirely that of selling and not
at all that of designing or installation,
will not probably be eligible to office in
the association and it is not likely that
they would wish to take such office. It
is also probably true that, for the greater
part of the time, it will be better that the
officers of the association should come from
the ranks of those actually engaged in
the engine room, but this should not get
to be regarded as a castiron precedent
which cannot be violated when the oppor
tunity arises to secure the services of a
particularly strong and effective officer by
going outside the engine room into the
field of what may be called installation en
gineering as distinguished from operating
engineering.
Nomex is the name given to a device
recently tested in London for rendering
all receptacles containing inflammable liq
uids secure from explosion. The device is an
application of the principle of the Davy
lamp supplemented by a fusible cap or flux.
The orifice to the tank is made the outlet
for a perforated tube which descends to
the gasoline and, therefore, allows heated
gas to escape and burn outside the can,
but will not allow the burning gas to pass
into the interior. The cap for this orifice
is a fusible plug which will melt out at a
moderately high heat, allowing the gas to
escape and burn on the outside quietly.
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CONVENTION OF THE OHIO ELEC
TRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
THE tenth annual convention of the
Ohio Electric Light Association, held
at Sandusky, O., on August 16, 17
and 18th last, added another to the always
interesting meetings held by this association.
J. H. Perkins, of the Youngstown Con
solidated Gas & Electric Co., elected last
year as vice-president, presided over the
sessions, and S. S. C. Ayres, of the Green
ville Light and Power Co., in the absence
of Secretary Gaskill, filled his chair.
There was a threefold interest attendant
upon the gathering; first the intercourse
between central station men, for whom the
association was primarily organized ; second,
the opportunity afforded the supply men
and manufacturers' representatives for a
clearing-house of ideas, and last, and in the
minds of some 27 candidates most impor
tant, the ceremonies attendant upon the re
juvenation of the Sons of Jove, the new
secret society among electrical men. The
first rejuvenation north of Mason & Dixon's
line was held at Sandusky during this con
vention, and was accounted highly success
ful.
The first session of the convention
proper was held at 2 p. m. on Tuesday, the
morning being given to registration.
President Perkins, who has established
a reputation as a close student of details
looking to greatest economy of operating
expense, in his address plead for greater
attention to the matter of full records of
operating data from all departments. The
subject is one of always vital interest, and
was most timely.
Papers were read by L. B. Hoit on Day
Load as a Factor in Central Station Earn
ing Capacity; by S. E. Johanneson on
Transformer Testing; by R. P. Boole on
Supply Houses and Central Stations; by
H. W. Hillman on Heating Devices and the
Central Station. The paper by Mr. Hoit
was followed by a brief discussion. That
by Mr. Johannesen will be given at length
with the discussion in a later issue.
Mr. Hillman's paper was printed and cir
culated in the meeting, and was extensively
illustrated with cuts of the devices of the
class referred to. In connection with the
presentation of the paper on this timely
subject, the utensils themselves were many
of them on exhibit in the display made by
the General Electric Co. As electric cook
ing will be upon us when it does come with
a rush, it is well for central station people
to take every opportunity to acquaint them
selves with the latest devices. The paper
must be read in full and carefully studied to
be appreciated. It made a decided "hit."
Considerable discussion followed, Mr. Hillman giving details of experiences in his
own family with the use of various devices,
and urging that central station people try
the various apparatus in their own homes
in order to acquire the widest range of
familiarity with them.
Mr. Hillman kept a careful record of
current consumed in his home for cooking
purposes, and the results showed that 56
per cent of the current so used was taken
between 10:30 a. m. and 2 o'clock during
the day, and 36 per cent of it was taken be
tween 6:30 and 10:30 a. m., and only 11 per
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cent taken between 4 and 8 p. m. That
would be an ideal situation, but he hardly
thought it was fairly representative, and
that probably in the average case more
cooking and baking would be done on the
peak of the load of the central station.
Mr. Clohesey said that most servant
girls were deadly afraid of the use by them
of anything electrical, and asked what Mr.
Hillman thought as to the reliability of the
various forms of heaters and ease of re
storing fuses without causing any alarm on
the part of the servant, improvement in
which respects he thought would speed the
day when electric heaters would be gen
erally adopted.
The discussion was continued at consid
erable length on the lines of the reliability
of apparatus, means of building up demand,
cost of current and proper rate to be
charged.
The first paper of the second day's ses
sion was by H. W. Hillman on A New
Luminous Arc Street Lighting System.
This was on the type of lamp described in
our issue of June I and dealt with the ex
periences of various companies with this
system. Mr. Hillman stated that 300 lamps
have been in operation in Jacksonville, Fla.,
since May 15, and a trial system has
worked satisfactorily for 4 months in Port
land, Ore., with ordinary attention.
He urged the importance of using a
proper hanger and cutout as the success
of a system may depend on this oftenneglected item. A very strong insulation is
needed and the mechanical detail should be
so perfect that the lamp will not drop under
any circumstances.
Advantages of the new lamp were given
as, large volume of light, even distribution,
high efficiency, correct color.
In the discussion following, Mr. Hill
man, in reply to a question from Mr. Bechtel as to whether the saving in trimming
justified the sacrifice in light, said that he
believed that if he were personally operat
ing a plant, he would take the 150-hour
electrode and give the city the benefit of
the better light; the difference between 150
hours and 500 hours might make a differ
ence of one man only, which estimated at
$600 a year, would mean on say 600 lamps
$1 each, which was unimportant when
weighed against considerations of pleasing
the people with the light.
Mr. Randall asked in what respects the
mercury arc lighting was best,—whether be
cause of intensity, or the color of the light?
Mr. Hillman replied because of the in
tensity and distribution. There are no heat
rays in the mercury arc, which can be
proven by using the radiometer, but it
gives a mild light peculiarly grateful to the
eye, and the distribution is after the man
ner of daylight, of a mild form.
Mr. Walleau asked if, when comparing
the luminous arc with the ordinary open
or enclosed arc when driving along a
street, the midway spaces were not rather
dark by contrast in spite of the apparent
distribution? Mr. Hillman did not claim
to have overcome this feature to any great
er extent than with the ordinary open or
enclosed arc lamp. Mercury arcs should be
used for suburban districts, and in parks
• and all places where foliage abounds, espe
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cially during the summer season. The
green light enhances the beauty of the
foliage and intensifies it.
Mr. Turner asked if the geraniums
would not look pretty black? The speaker
said they would perhaps look like violets ;
but the whole subject suggested the ad
visability of establishing the profession of
illuminating engineering to study the va
rious conditions of lighting effects. Park
lighting was as much a peculiar study as
department store lighting had proved in
the past. The public had now become edu
cated to the fact that you could not select
blue silks under an incandescent light. To
bring out the beauties of tree foliage the
speaker suggested the placing of lamps low
and without any reflector, so the light
would go up in the trees. He had seen
beautiful effects produced in Dr. Steinmetz's garden by the employment of the
mercury arc; but over his geranium bed he
had the Meridian lamps installed, and he
has installed the mercury arc only where
there is green foliage.
K. C. Randall, of the Westinghouse E.
& M. Co., Pittsburg, followed with his
paper, Notes on Incandescent Street Light
ing.
E. H. Houghton's paper was originally
set for the day previous, but at his request
was laid over. It was entitled Notes on the
Incandescent Lamp. In connection there
with, the writer called attention to the
beautiful exhibit by W. J. Hammer, at the
St. Louis Exposition, showing the origin
of the incandescent lamp and evolution
down to the present time.
T. Bailey Whipple asked if any one
present could state offhand about what the
lamp renewals were per thousand per
kilowatt-hour in the central stations repre
sented at the meeting?
Mr. Houghton replied that he had some
data from Mr. Van Ness, with the McMil
lan interests, to the effect that with lamps
at 16 cents each, taking 420 hours as their
life to smashing point, renewing every 70
days, the cost of lamps per kilowatt-hour is
0.76 cents, cost of renewing per kilowatthour, 0.71 cents. A 3j4-wattlamp, 750 hours
to smashing point, 120 days as the period
of renewal, cost of lamps per kilowatt-hour
is 0.38 cents ; cost of renewing per kilowatthour is 0.36 cents. Mr. Wilcox, of the G.
E. Co., advocates the use of a lamp even
higher in efficiency than 3 watts per candle;
and that at least a 3.1-watt lamp be sup
plied in central station service. Mr. Van
Ness assumes a 3.1-watt lamp to have a
life of 420 hours, and a 3.5-watt lamp to
have a life of 750 hours. His conclusions,
Mr. Houghton stated, were based not on
the results of actual practice, but on an
estimate which the speaker thought might
be accepted because of the fact that Mr.
Van Ness made the life of a lamp seemingly
short, 420 hours being a moderate estimate
for 3.1 watts per candle. Mr. Whipple
asked if the speaker when selling to a cen
tral station man a 3.1-watt lamp would
guarantee him more than from 6,300 to
6,500 candle hours? Mr. Houghton replied
that his company guaranteed 8,500 candle
hours on a 3.1-watt lamp of double fila
ment type ; and 7,500 candle hours on oval
anchored type.
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The afternoon session of Wednesday
was opened by a paper on The Steam Tur
bine and Its Use, by E. C. Crocker, of the
Warren Electric Mfg. Co., Sandusky, O.,
which was listened to with close attention,
some of the central station men present
having availed themselves of a convenient
opportunity between sessions of the con
vention to inspect the operation of the last
constructed turbine at the Warren Co's.
plant.
The paper and discussion are given at
length elsewhere in this issue.
Frank Conrad read a paper on The In
strument Equipment of a Testing Depart
ment. The fine line of instruments of pre
cision on exhibit by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co. at this con
vention was peculiarly appropriate in con
nection with Mr. Conrad's subject.
Graded Costs of Electric Supply was
the title of a paper now read by Mr. M. E.
Turner, of the Cleveland Electric Illuminat
ing Co., which held the earnest attention
of the central station men. Mr. Turner
showed the fallacy of the methods adopted
in the past by some central stations in com
puting their costs. President Perkins con
gratulated the association on receiving such
a valuable contribution to this important
subject.
The closing paper of the afternoon was
that by G. Brewer Griffin, of the Westing
house Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,
entitled Points for Consideration When
Purchasing Series A. C. Arc Lamps. This
contained a great amount of the most
valuable kind of information and sugges
tions. We do not reprint it as it can be
obtained in full from the Westinghouse Co.
and space would allow of only an incom
plete abstract.
After this discussion the convention now
went into executive session, which con
sumed the remainder of the afternoon, and
disposed of some matters of detail con
nected with the routine business of the as
sociation.
Thursday morning's session closed the
convention. A paper was read by W. E.
Richards, of the Toledo Railway and Light
Co., on Unaccounted-for Current, to be
published later. In reply to a question by
Mr. Bailey as to what percentage of current
the Toledo office accounted for, Mr. Rich
ards stated that they had not fixed on any
certain percentage of loss to work on as a
basis, but that the unaccounted-for current
in the meter department stimulated inves
tigation on that point Mr. Bechtel stated
that at Toledo they had two systems, one
alternating and one direct-current, the
downtown district being entirely direct
three-wire design ; they account for about
92 per cent of that current, and about 80
per cent of the alternating current. Mr.
Bailey thought the showing particularly
fine, in which Mr. Perkins agreed. Mr.
Bechtel further stated that about 3 years
ago the loss in the alternating-current dis
trict was about 60 per cent ; most of the loss
had been found in the transformers, due to
old and obsolete types of transformers,
which have since been changed to modern
types of oil cooled.
In the absence of Mr. Gaskill, his paper
on Joint Use of Poles by Public Service
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Companies was read by Mr. Perkins, and
after a discussion of some of the points
contained in it in executive session, the
recommendation to appoint a special com
mittee was concurred in, the committee not
being named, however, at this time.
After hearing in executive session re
ports of officers and special committees,
the convention went into election of officers,
resulting as follows :
President, M. E. Turner, Cleveland ;
vice-president, F. E. Valentine, Piqua ;
secretary-treasurer, D. L. Gaskill, Green
ville.
In his speech of acceptance, President
elect Turner, after thanking the members
for the unexpected compliment paid him,
referred to the valuable work done by the
retiring President, and by Secretary Gas
kill, in whose capable hands most of the de
tail work of the association must necessarily
remain. He congratulated the members
upon the evident increase in membership
and interest from year to year.
The Warren Electric Mfg. Co., through
their Mr. Muir, and others of their force,
contributed greatly to the social pleasures
of the meeting. The first thing that hap
pened to every fresh arrival after registra
tion was a trip to the hatter's, where a cap
of special design was furnished to measure,
and these white caps tended greatly to fra
ternize and give to the visitors a certain
esprit du corps. Tuesday evening the
Warren Co. took the convention to Cedar
Point, and made up a theater party there.
The Ladies' Entertainment committee
escorted the visiting ladies to the Soldiers'
Home by trolley, also to Ruggles Grove,
where they were guests of the Lake Shore
Electric Railway Co.
The actual exhibits at the convention
were few in number, but were of a high
grade and ahead of any previous year's.
The Westinghouse Co., which sent a
large number of representatives, also had a
choice display, including a fine line of in
struments of precision, and arc lamps.
They showed downstairs in the lobby a
constant-current regulator for alternatingcurrent series lamps.
The Nernst Lamp Co. lighted the hotel
lobby with its lamps, and also showed up
stairs its lights under wattmeter test, and
also lighting colors illustrating the approach
of the illumination to daylight effects.
The General Electric Company, in the par
lor adjoining the convention room, made an
elaborate display, showing its new mercury
orthochrome lamp which contains a mer
cury lamp and six incandessents to furnish
the red rays lacking in the plain mercury
type; also new monochrome type mercury
tube lamps with holophane enclosing globe,
to secure distribution ; also mill type of
same for lighting factories, draftingrooms, etc., where a steady light and one
easy on the eyes is desired. The mercury
lamps were run from a mercury rectifier,
rectifying alternating current at 330 volts
to a direct current of 125 volts.
The new candy-making machine shown
in this room, and presided over by Mr.
Goodwyn, kept that accommodating gentle
man busy handing ladies and gentlemen the
delicate filaments of sweet stuff hot from
the wheel.
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WARREN-CROCKER STEAM TURBINE
BY E. C. CROCKER.
(A paper read before the Ohio Electric
Light Association.)
The principles which today go to make
up the successful steam turbine have been
thoroughly explained and I do not propose
to take up your time by going over the gen
eral principle from which the theory of the
turbine is evolved.
The value of the steam turbine is based
not only on its efficiency, but also on the
first cost as compared with the engine to
do a like service, the minimum amount of
floor space required, light foundations, the
minimum amount of attention and the
simplicity of its operation.
The turbine, which I shall describe, is
built on the principle of expanding steam in
a diverging nozzle down to a given pressure
where it impinges on the first set of blades
or buckets fastened to a revolving disk. It
is then received by a stationary set of
guides which further expands the steam and
directs the flow on to a second set of
blades or buckets fastened to a second re
volving disk, and so on successively until
the steam is delivered to the exhaust in
nearly a stationary condition.
CONSTRUCTION.
After a number of experiments on mak
ing nozzles to get as nearly a correct ex
pansion as possible following the curve line
of the steam, I decided that the best method
was to cast a solid bronze ring and cut the
diverging nozzles out of the face of this
ring ; this gives, instead of a nozzle with
straight walls, one which, while following
the expansion of steam, at the same time
follows the circle of the ring, thereby fol
lowing very nearly the natural curve line
of expanding steam. An automatic machine
has been made for cutting these nozzles,
and after this operation has been completed
and the ring turned off, another solid
bronze ring is shrunk on to the outside,
thereby closing up the side of the nozzle
and making it complete.
This nozzle ring is then set into a cir
cular steam chamber, forming one of the
walls of said chamber, and it is so arranged
that when the steam discharges from it, it
blows into the buckets arranged around a
circular disk, and as these nozzles follow
each other around the complete circle, the
entire set of buckets is filled with steam,
when the turbine is working at its maxi
mum load.
GOVERNING.
An automatic arrangement is provided,
whereby one or more nozzles are auto
matically cut on or off, as any variation of
the load may require, thereby giving the
turbine an efficiency at part load which is
very nearly equal to the full load efficiency.
By this method of control, the steam is
never throttled, except on the nozzle on
■ which the governor is operating, the rest of
the nozzles being either entirely closed or
doing a maximum amount of work.
It is essential to get the correct shape of
nozzles in order to get the highest degree
of efficiency from the turbine, and it is also
essential that the buckets and guide vanes
should be made of the proper radius and
angle and should be so proportioned that
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the reaction of the steam shall counter
balance the end thrust due to the difference
of pressure between the first set of buckets
and the exhaust end of the turbine. These
should be so proportioned that there will
be a slight amount of thrust, which can be
easily taken care of by a good thrust bear
ing.
The speed of the turbine is regulated by
a centrifugal governor which forces a pin
against a cutoff valve connected to the ex
haust chamber of a small steam cylinder.
This cylinder has a piston which is directly
connected to a cutoff ring inside the steam
chest of the turbine. This cutoff ring is
held against the face of the inlet ring of the
nozzle and has in it holes of different
lengths, whereby any movement of the cyl
inder cuts on or off certain nozzles accord
ing to the direction of the movement of the
piston. So close a regulation is gotten by
this method that 2 per cent is guaranteed
and it can be controlled so that it may
operate with two to six per cent, as the con
ditions under which the turbine is to oper
ate may require.
This cutoff ring is used only on the
smaller size turbines from 100 to 30-kilowatt capacity; on the larger sizes the
steam enters a governing receiver which
acts in the same manner. This receiver
has a hollow balanced port valve. This port
valve controls the opening to different sec
tions of the steam chest of the turbine, and
one or more openings are made or closed
according to the load in the same manner
as on the smaller turbines.
The whole turbine is complete in every
detail, being mounted on an iron sub-base
which has a pump for forcing lubricant
through all the bearings. No oil being used
in connection with the internal parts of the
turbine, allows the use of the condensed
steam direct to the boilers, without a sepa
rator.
The possibility of the outfit getting out
of order is as remote as the best mechanical
art and the present knowledge of steam
turbine practice can remove them. Every
central station manager will appreciate the
small number of wearing parts and that no
cylinder oil has to be used ; the oil used in
the bearings returns again to the pump and
is used over and over again, very little be
ing wasted. The buckets of this turbine
are made of drop forged steel and dove
tailed into steel disks, the whole being fin
ished by grinding before it is assembled.
ADAPTATION.
The combination of the steam turbine
and the dynamo is the solution of a good
many difficult problems in engineering, the
result of which is a unit, the value of which
for central station work is, I believe, already
recognized by the majority of engineers
throughout the country. I am not one of
those who believe that the steam turbine
will relegate the reciprocating engine to
the scrap heap, as I believe that each type
has its own field, but I do believe that for
electric power the reciprocating engine
within the next few years will be considered
obsolete and will not be considered for fu
ture extensions by producers of electric
power. The huge generating plants of the
past I believe will not be considered, as the
public comes to thoroughly understand the
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value of the turbine in its practical opera
tion. Three distinct types of steam turbine
have been commercially developed : One de
pending on extremely high bucket velocity,
using a single wheel ; another in which the
bucket velocity is reduced by using a large
number of buckets and guides on a cylinder
transforming the energy into velocity as it
flows through the successive rows of
guides; the last, and what I consider the
best, and on the lines of which I believe the
steam turbine of the future will be devel
oped, is the one described in this paper.
Each successive set of bucket wheels bear?
buckets of increased size, each wheel in turn
extracting a part of the velocity of the steam
and by the increasing size of each set of
buckets providing for the increased volume
of the steam.
The turbine in which is used the form of
nozzle and buckets described, has given very
gratifying results and the Warren Electric
Manufacturing Co. has acquired the sole
right to manufacture this turbine and is
now building it with gratifying success.
The use of the steam turbine is prac
tically confined to direct connection to elec
tric generators, though some are used and
a great many more will be used in the
future for direct coupling to rotary pumps,
or wherever a direct application of power
to a shaft of high rotative speed is desirable
To get the highest economy from the
steam turbine, it is necessary to run con
densing, and with as high a vacuum as can
be secured, though it may run noncondensing with practically the same results as can
be gotten from a reciprocating engine.
DISCUSSION.
After reading his paper, Mr. Crocker
was subjected to quite a cross-examination,
and bore the ordeal unflinchingly. When
asked by one speaker as to what would
happen in case of a boiler priming and
water getting into the turbine, he replied
that it would not do to use wet steam con
tinuously, as this would wear out the
buckets and decrease the efficiency ; but the
priming of a boiler would work no bad
effects in particular except to slow down
the machinery. In reply to further ques
tions, the speaker stated that his company
was building 300-kilowatt machines at pres
ent as the largest size, had one in use at its
factory on the testing block, geared to shaft
ing for testing their belted machines. The
guaranteed steam consumption of a noncondensing turbine of 300-kilowatt capacity
is on 150 pounds steam, 28 pounds steam per
brake horsepower. The friction on a tur
bine amounts to very little, on one-fourth
load, of what it is on full load ; and on
overload will be a trifle better than at full
load. The company prefers to carry 28inch vacuum, but runs at 26 inches, and gets
about 15 pounds steam per horsepower on
a 300-kilowatt machine. The speaker
recommended the operation of the turbine
at about 150 pounds pressure, and said that
the pressure on the exhaust would be prac
tically nil, just enough to overcome the at
mosphere. The regulation was 2 per cent.
He did not claim that, under the best con
ditions for a Corliss, he could compete with
it in economy; but there are other advan
tages that make a turbine much more de
sirable than a Corliss engine for electric
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work; it is much more economical of space,
using less cylinder oil, and having less
wearing parts than a reciprocating engine.
Up to 300-kilowatt size 3,600 revolutions
speed was used ; on the 500-kilowatt size
this drops to 1,800 revolutions per minute.
In answer to Mr. Schmid's question
whether, owing to the small cross-section of
the vanes, liability to accident would not
result by the introduction of foreign mate
rial into the working parts, the speaker an
swered that such liability did not exist ; that
it is practically impossible to break a vane
unless purposely done ; they are constructed
of drop forgings and dove-tailed into a
disk, and are butted together on the rim of
the wheel, forming almost a solid part of
the disk. If anything should happen a piece
could be taken off the side of the disk and
the vane moved out of its dove-tailing and
a new one put in. Mr. Schmid asked if
some of the guide vanes were broken out
in between the rotating parts, would not
that cause trouble? The speaker replied
that there was an inch and a half space un
derneath the wheel into which the bucket
would fall and do no damage.
Asked by Mr. Schmid what provision
was made for taking care of the side stress
on the ends of the buckets, the speaker said
that the bucket, being made in separate
pieces, is allowed to expand so that the
stress due to centrifugal force will do no
damage. On a 300-kilowatt turbine there
are four movable and three stationary
guides, a nozzle ring taking the place of one
set of guides. The end thrust is taken care
of by getting the proper angle on the buck
ets so that the reaction of the steam takes
care of it. There is a pressure of about a
pound that on small machines is taken care
of by a small thrust bearing which runs in
oil ; on the larger turbines a thrust is em
ployed made after the pattern of a Trump
thrust bearing, submerged in oil.
Mr. Schmid asked if the high speed of a
turbine like the one illustrated was not
pretty difficult to adapt on an inductor type
of alternator, to which the speaker replied
that they did not use any inductor alterna
tors. The Warren Co. for this class of
work is manufacturing a revolving field
alternator.
The speed of the steam entering the
turbine on 150 pounds pressure if with a
vacuum of 28 inches was about 4.000 feet a
minute ; when entering the exhaust was
very nearly stationary.
Referring to the losses in a steam
turbine, as shown by an analysis of tests
on a 500-kilowatt Curtis turbine at New
port, H. F. Schmidt, in the Street Railway
Journal, gives the following figures :
Losses in bucket and spreading and leak
age, 14.80 per cent ; loss in final velocity of
steam, 14 per cent; friction of wheels in
chambers, 6.2 per cent; nozzle losses, 6
per cent ; radiation, 3 per cent ; work avail
able at shaft, 56 per cent. For a 1,250kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbine, in
the New York Subway plant, the corre
sponding figures are as follows : Losses
in bucket and guide, etc., 11.9 per cent;
friction of drum and bucket, 6.3 per cent ;
loss of final velocity of steam, 12 per cent ;
radiation, 7 per cent; work available at
turbine shaft, 62.8 per cent.

INSPECTION OF PLANTS.—II.
BY CEORGE A. BURNHAM.
DYNAMOS AND CONNECTIONS.
HAVING briefly described the connec
tions and troubles liable to occur
in the operation of various types
of dynamos in the April 1 number, we will
now note the behavior of the machines run
ning under various loads and conditions.
A simple and convenient method of doing
this is by means of curves plotted on crosssection paper taken from actual running
tests of the machines. We will endeavor
s—s.
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FIG. I. CONNECTIONS FOR THE CHARACTER
ISTIC OF A SERIES -WOUND DYNAMO.
to show by these curves the behavior of
the different types of machines and why
certain things happen, taking up the series,
shunt and compound wound machines.
The series dynamo, as explained before,
has its field and armature circuits in series,
that is, the total current flows through the
field coils before flowing through the ex
ternal circuit; its action can be more
clearly explained by its characteristic
curves, there being three possible for each
type of machine; the external in which
the terminal voltage is plotted against the
amperes in the circuit, the internal in
which the internal voltage is plotted
against the current, and the total in which
the drop of potential due to the internal
resistance is added to the terminal voltage
and plotted against the current.
The voltage generated in a dynamo is
used up in two ways, forcing the current
through the external circuit and forcing
the current through the internal resistance.
To obtain the various curves of the dyna
mos, some load must be provided for the
generator, and a convenient and simple
way is by using a water rheostat which
can be made of one or two casks filled with
water and adding some salt or acid to lower
the resistance of the water. The plates or
electrodes may be pieces of old grates or
something similar which can be adjusted
at different depths so that a varying current
may be obtained. One barrel will give
sufficient load for a machine up to 15 kilo
watts capacity.
Referring again to the series machine
we will take the above mentioned curves.
This test will be taken on a small eightlight series arc dynamo operating at 740
revolutions per minute. The machine must
be run until the maximum temperature has
been reached, so that there will be no
change in the resistance of the fields.
Connections of the instrument arc
shown in Fig. 1, in which V is a voltmeter
connected across the terminals of the dyna
mo to record the terminal voltage. This
voltage is to be plotted against the current
flowing, which will be recorded on the
ammeter A which is connected in series

with the load and the dynamo. The volt
meter must be of the high reading type or
have a multiplier used with it, as the elec
tromotive force will rise to a considerable
value. The speed of the machine must be
kept constant and the temperature will re
main, practically without variation, if the
machine has been run until the temperature
has reached the maximum as previously
mentioned.
On open circuit no current flows in a
series dynamo. And the least will flow
when the resistance in the circuit is great
est, so that for the first reading the iron
plates of the water rheostat are placed as
far apart as possible and readings taken
from the instruments. It will be seen that
the two upper curves, showing total and
external characteristics, Fig. 2, do not start
from the zero point, but from a point about
20 volts above zero. This is caused by the
residual magnetism of the pole pieces
which they must retain in order that the
machine may "build up." This residual
magnetism is what is left in the poles after
the current has stopped flowing in the field
coils.
Suppose that the ammeter A indicated
1.2 amperes with a pressure across the ter
minals of 100 volts and that the measured
resistance of field and armature windings
is 0.12 amperes; the point to correspond to
these readings will be found as follows :
The middle curve of Fig. 2 represents the
external characteristic on which the point
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AMPERES IN EXTERNAL CIRCUIT
FIG. 2. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FROM A SE
RIES MACHINE.

is to be plotted ; starting from the zero
point, trace up the vertical axis to the line
which indicates 100 volts, and then along
the horizontal 100-volt line to the value of
1.2 amperes, and make a dot. As other
readings are taken the dots to represent
them should be laid out by this same proc
ess.
To get the internal characteristic of the
machine, which is the lower line of Fig. 2.
the current at each reading should be multi
plied by the combined resistances of the
armature and field windings. This resistance
will not change during the test, if the tem
perature is run up to its maximum value
before the test is begun. The resistance
times current at each point gives the elec
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tromotive force drop over the windings and
this voltage is plotted with the current
flowing in the same manner as for the ex
ternal characteristic, which is the middle
curve.
The total characteristic is found by add
ing together the values of internal electro
motive force and terminal electromotive
force taken from the lower and middle
curves and plotting these values against
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AMPERES IN EXTERNAL CIRCUIT
FIG. 3. EXTERNAL CHARACTERISTIC FROM A
SHUNT-WOUND DYNAMO.
the current values before obtained. These
points will fall on a higher curve which
will be the upper one of Fig. 2, and will be
the total characteristic.
As shown in the diagram, seven read
ings were taken, and the shape of the
curves secured gives an indication of the
behavior of the machine.
Up to the sixth reading the voltage in
creased with the increase in the load, but
here we have reached a point where an
other factor plays an important part. At
this point, the sixth reading, the pole
pieces have become saturated with their
maximum flux and any increase in the
current does not strengthen the field but
increases the reaction of the armature to
such an extent that the magnetic flux of the
armature distorts and weakens the field
about the pole pieces and air gap. This
in turn lowers the voltage as in the case of
the seventh reading, and if the current was
still further increased, a point would be
reached where the resistance would be so
low as to cause practically a short circuit
and the dynamo would lose its load.
The characteristic curves of a shuntwound dynamo differ from those of a series
and also those of a compound-wound ma
chine. The shunt dynamo has two paths
of current, the shunt or internal circuit
in which the current circulates in the field
winding and magnetizes the pole pieces,
and the external circuit to which the load
is connected. This shunt circuit is con
nected in multiple with the external circuit
and consumes but little energy on account
of the high resistance of the windings
which consist of a large number of turns
of fine wire so that little current is re
quired to produce the proper field flux.
Figure 3 shows the external curve of a
shunt-wound dynamo. It can be seen that
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the curve differs quite materially from that and only the shunt winding was taken into
of the series-wound machine. The speed must consideration. The ammeter A in series
be kept constant and the resistance of the with the fields as in Fig. 4, will indicate the
field must not be changed throughout the amperes flowing, which are plotted against
the corresponding voltages. The values of
test. A diagram of the connection for tak
ing the external, internal and saturation the current should be taken both in ascend
curves of a shunt-wound machine is shown ing and descending, and the difference in
in Fig. 4 in which B is the armature. The the two will show the effect due to hystere
ammeter A connected in series with the sis.
It is well in practice not to run machines
field will indicate the current flowing in
the fields at any period of the load, and
the ammeter A' will measure the current
. I
flowing through the water rheostat. The
voltmeter V will indicate the electromotive
force at the brushes.
In the case of the series type of ma
chine, we dealt with constant current but
in this case we have a machine of the con
stant potential type, and instead of the
voltage increasing with the decrease of
resistance in the external circuit it is just
/t
'
/A
/J >
the reverse—the terminal voltage has a
/'
tendency to decrease as the resistance de
creases. The series machine generates no
current and small voltage until the external
circuit is closed, but the shunt machine
generates maximum voltage when on open
circuit or when it generates current only
—T—
for the excitation of its field. The machine
to be tested will be a 5-kilowatt machine
generating no volts and running at 950
revolutions. The plates of the rheostat
will be separated as far as possible, which
of course introduces a high resistance into
the circuit so that only a small current will
I
2
3
A
flow.
AMPERES IN FIELD
The first reading of the test was no
FIG. 5. SATURATION OR MAGNETIZATION
volts at no load; at the second reading the
CURVE OF A DYNAMO.
ammeter indicated 5 amperes with 109.8
volts at the terminals of the machine. Now
as the plates are brought nearer together during normal working above the knee of
the resistance is decreased which causes a the curve, as more current is required to
greater current to flow and as the current produce the same results in a saturated
increases it causes a corresponding drop in field than when it is not saturated.
If hand regulation is not used on
the armature which in turn produces a
the
shunt machine, the voltage drops very
drop in the pressure at the brushes. As the
rapidly as the load increases. To remedy
terminal voltage drops, of course the pres
this necessitates that the strength of the
sure in the field is reduced, so that the cur
rent flowing in the field coils is less, the field be increased in proportion to the in
strength of the field is materially weakened, crease of load, hence in order to compen
and a constant cutting down of the voltage sate for the drop in the armature as the
load increases, a set of series coils is placed
is the result. The regulation of the volt
age is effected by means of an adjustable on the poles in addition to the shunt wind
resistance in the field circuit so that by de- ings. The total current flows through the
series windings and in doing so magnetizes
the fields proportionally, so that there is
very little variation in the voltage.
A machine thus wound is called a com
pound-wound machine. It is generally
customary to wind on a greater number of
turns than necessary to overcome the ar
mature reaction and other losses in order
FIG. 4. CONNECTIONS OF A SHU NT-WOUND that the machine may generate a voltage
DYNAMO FOR EXTERNAL CHARACTERISTIC.
somewhat above normal when operatingat full load. This is called over-compound
creasing the resistance in the field circuit ing and automatically takes care of the
more current is allowed to flow and the voltage losses in the line. Fig. 6 shows two
field is strengthened by hand regulation curves of a compound-wound machine, A
being an over-compounded and B an un
as the load increases.
A saturation curve of a dynamo shows der-compounded winding.
Generally, in compound-wound ma
to what extent the pole pieces have been
magnetized. These curves can be formed chines, a shunt of german silver is placed
by plotting the amperes in the field on the across the series winding and by adjusting
the resistance of this, any amount of current,
abscissas or horizontal lines, and the volt
age on the ordinates or vertical lines. Fig. not exceeding its carrying capacity, can be
shunted away from the series winding and
5 shows the saturation curve of a com
the drop can thus be compensated as de
pound-wound machine of 5 kilowatts ca
pacity. This curve was taken at no load, sired. It can be seen in the curve B that the
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series winding does not compensate wholly
for the drop in the armature, and the reac
tion of the armature, so that the machine is
said to be under-compounded and more
turns must be added to give it the proper
regulation. In the curve A it is just the
reverse; there are too many turns and the
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FIG. 6. CHARACTERISTICS OF OVER AND UN
DER-COMPOUNDED DYNAMOS.
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H. W. Blake, Street Railway Journal;
W. H. Brown, Electrical Review; Augus
Sinclair, Locomotive Engineering; A. V.
Wright, Locomotive Engineering ; C.
Ducal, Railroad Gazette; C. B. Fairchild,
Jr., Street Railroad Review; J. K. LeBaron, Four Track News; M. L. Godkin,
Western Electrician ; John Goodell, Engi
neering Record; F. E. Schmidt, Engineer
ing News ; John Hill, Power and Am.
Mach. ; S. E. Cole, The Engineer ; Henry
Voght, N. Y. Commercial ; F. H. Fayant,
Wall Street Journal ; Isaac White, New
York World; C. J. Allen, New York
Globe.
The hosts of the party were Messrs.
E. H. Mullen and L. R. Pomeroy, of the
General Electric Co., and these gentlemen
were re-enforced during the stay in
Schenectady by officers of the company as
follows :
Gen. Eugene Griffen, 1st vice-president
and technical director; Hindell Parsons,
4th vice-president; W. B. Potter, Railway
Department; C. P. Steinmetz, E. J. Berg,
W. J. Slichter, M. Mitch, A. H. Arm
strong, E. D. Priest and E. H. Anderson,

effect is to magnetize the fields too
strongly. This can be remedied by placing
the shunt previously mentioned across the
series winding and allowing just enough
current to pass through the winding to
compensate properly.
FIG. 2. ALTERNATING-CURRENT TROLLEY CAR.
TA SINGLE -PHASE ALTERNATINGCURRENT STREET RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT.
ON Aug. 19 an exhibition was made of
the running of the first alternatingcurrent railway car to be commerciaally employed in this country. This test was
run on the line from Schenectady to Ballston Spa, and was conducted as a courtesy to
the representatives of the press by the Gen-

FIG. I. COMBINED ALTERNATING AND DI
RECT-CURRENT TROLLEY LINE CONSTRUC
TION.
eral Electric Co. The following representatives of the various technical papers
were present and were taken on a special
car from New Y ork City to Schenectady,
entertained there during the day and on
the test run by the company and safely
returned to their residence in the metropolis again :

Engineering Department, and M. P. Rice,
of the Publication Bureau.
The speed maintained from the
Schenectady city line to Ballston Spa,
when the alternating-current motors were
in use, was about 40 miles an hour, and
the trip was made without a hitch of any
sort. Details in regard to the equipment
of the line and car and performance of
the machinery are given in the following
report of the test :
Electric railway motors in general use
throughout the world are operated by di
rect current, with a trolley electromotive
force of about 600 volts. For heavy serv
ice and extended systems the cost of
copper required at 600 volts becomes a
serious item, and for some time need has
been felt of a higher trolley voltage. The
possible use of alternating current for the
trolley would admit of a higher voltage
than is possible with direct current, as
the voltage could be reduced by a trans
former on the car to the potential required
by the motors. The development of large
power stations and transmission systems
has been principally with alternating cur
rent, requiring rotary converters, or other
commutating devices for changing the al
ternating current into direct current suit
able for the operation of electric railways.
Obviously there would be a great advan
tage in a railway motor equipment that
could be operated from an alternating-cur
rent, high-voltage trolley and without the
necessity of intermediate commutating de-
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Considerable interest attaches, there
fore, to the operation in regular service
by the Schenectady Railway Co. of singlephase, alternating-current motors on its
Ballston extension. This is the first in
stance in this country of an alternatingcurrent equipment in regular service car
rying passengers, and its commercial pos-

FIG. 3. AIR BLAST TRANSFORMER INSTALLED
ON THE CAR.
sibilities are largely due to the fact that
the motors operate with alternating-cur
rent power outside city limits and with
direct-current power within the city lim
its.
THE MOTOR.
The alternating-current motor, as de
veloped by the General Electric Co. and
installed on the Ballston line, is of the
compensated type, so named on account of
the character of the field winding, which
fully neutralizes or compensates for the
armature reaction. Both the compensated
motors and control are adapted for opera
tion on the 2,000-volt alternating-current
trolley between cities and the standard
600-volt direct-connecting trolley in
Schenectady. This ability of the compen
sated motor equipments to run over
tracks equipped with either trolley makes
the field of application very broad, as cars
can secure all the benefit of running over
existing city tracks without in any way
sacrificing their running qualities upon
suburban sections equipped with alterna
ting-current trolley.
The compensated motor is essentially
a variable speed machine, differing in this
respect from the multiphase induction
motor, whose constant speed characteris
tics proved so serious a handicap to its
successful adoption in railway work. The
speed-torque characteristic of the compen
sated motor is very similar to that of the
direct-current series motor, while its com
mutating qualities and method of control
prove equally satisfactory.
On the Ballston extension of the
Schenectady Railway advantage is taken
of the ability of the compensated motor to
operate with either alternating or direct
current. The extension is 15.5 miles in
length, including 3.9 miles of city run
ning in Schenectady over tracks equipped
with direct-current trolley. The interurban section is double track on private
right of way, 60 feet wide, laid with 75pound T rails, gravel ballast, with maxi
mum grade of 1.8 per cent. Special at
tention has been given to the high-speed
possibilities of the road, and no curve ex
ceeds 4J4 degrees.
POLE LINE CONSTRUCTION.
Center-pole, bracket construction is
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used, two brackets supporting the two 600volt direct-current trolley wires and a
cross arm supporting the two 2,200-volt
alternating-current trolley wires.
The
Ballston extension has been operated for
several months with direct-current equip
ments, and their operation being continued
necessitated an additional set of trolley
wires for the alternating-current equip
ments which would not interfere with the
direct-current trolleys. The center poles
are 34 feet long and are spaced 100 feet
apart, the trolley wires being No. 000 of
grooved section, with no feeders for the
alternating-current trolley and with a
500,000 circular mil feeder reinforcing the
direct-current trolley.
The direct-current trolley conforms to
standard bracket construction and pre
sents no unusual features, while the al
ternating-current trolley wire is suspended
from a f^-inch steel catenary. The alter
nating-current trolley is clipped to the
catenary midway between poles, and the
catenary, in turn, is hung over porcelain
insulators on wooden cross-arms, the
whole forming a construction of great
flexibility, with the further advantage of
providing excellent insulation with stand
ard porcelain insulators and eliminating
the span wires adjacent to the trolley
wire, thereby preventing the pole catching
should the trolley wheel leave the wire.
This method of trolley construction, Fig.
1, is well adapted to high-potential, high
speed work in both its electrical and me
chanical features.
With the alternating-current system
using a trolley and track return, there is
an inductive drop in the trolley and rails,
with an additional loss in the latter case
due to eddy currents and hysteresis.
Measurements made upon the Ballston line
indicate an apparent trolley resistance of
1.3 times the ohmic resistance, and a rail

FIG. 4. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S COMPEN
SATED FIELD ALTERNATING-CURRENT RAIL
WAY MOTOR.
resistance 6.55 times the ohmic resistance.
The resistance of the alternating-cur
rent trolley wire is somewhat reduced by
the steel catenary in parallel with it. The
alternating-current trolley wires are 5 feet
apart and 16.5 feet above track, while the
four 75-pound track rails are tied together
every 1,500 feet. The increased resistance
with alternating current is a serious fac
tor in low-voltage city systems, but since
the compensated motor operates perfectly
with the direct current of our city systems
no necessity exists for a low-voltage, al
ternating-current trolley.
The form of alternating-current trolley
adopted for the Ballston line is well
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adapted to the requirements of steam roads
where the local service is taken care of
electrically and through passengers and
freight handled by steam locomotives. The
trolley wire and insulators being off-center,
as shown in Fig. 2, are not exposed to the
gases of the locomotive exhaust with con-

FIG. 5. K-28 SERIES-PARALLEL CONTROLLER.
sequent deterioration, and. furthermore, a
catenary construction placed off-center can
be hung much lower than a standard cen
ter wire without interfering with brakemen on freight cars. A low-running trol
ley at the side of the car is also preferable
in main-line operation, as it conforms bet
ter to the clearance diagram of such roads
without calling for too great a change in
height of the trolley wheel or bow.
SUBSTATIONS.
The present substation of the Schenec
tady Railway, which is temporarily located
at Ballston Lake, is operated from the
distributing system of the Hudson River
Power Co., but, owing to the fact that this
system operates at 40 cycles, it became
necessary to introduce a frequency-chang
ing device, and an inverted converter, op
erated from the substation direct-current
busbars, afforded the most convenient
means of obtaining 25-cycle current. The
permanent substation will be erected at
Ballston and the inverted converter will
be replaced by a motor-generator set,
which will give better regulation than can
be obtained from an inverted rotary con
verter. The substation feeds directly into
the trolley circuit at 2,200 volts, with no
outside transformer substations.
Owing to the fact that 25-cycle, threephase generators are almost universally
used to supply rotary converters in exist
ing interurban railway systems, the Gen
eral Electric Co. has adapted the design of
both the compensated motor and the dis
tributing system to operate from existing
25-cycle generating stations. As the alter
nating-current motor is single-phase, a
single-phase generating and distributing
system commends itself on account of its
simplicity. The step-down transformers
may be tied together on the low-tension

side through the trolley, with consequent
reduction in amount of copper required.
Each substation acts as a reserve to the
one adjacent so that a transformer may be
cut out without shutting down a trolley
section.
When it is desired to make use of or
install a three-phase generator to take care
of the operation of rotary converters, in
duction motors, etc., the preferred arrange
ment to balance the load at each substa
tion is to install three-phase, two-phase
transformers, connected two-phase on the
secondary side and feeding separate trolley
sections from the two phases.
CAR EQUIPMENT.
The car equipped with the compensated
motors weighs 30.4 tons total, without pas
sengers, and is geared for a maximum
speed of about 43 miles per hour on level.
The car was manufactured by the J. G. Brill
Co., has a 32-foot body, is 43 feet over all,
with a seating capacity of 44 passengers.
The body is mounted upon Brill No. 27
trucks, having 6-foot wheel bases, each
truck carrying two compensated motors,
each motor equivalent to a 50-horsepower
direct-current motor, standard railway
rating.
The General Electric compensated mo
tor, Fig. 4, consists of an annular lami
nated iron field, with a distributed winding
similar to that of an induction motor, and
an armature provided with a commutator
similar in general mechanical construction
to a direct-current railway motor armature.
These motors are wound for 200 volts, are
permanently connected two in series, and
are fed from the 400-volt secondary of an
80-kilowatt, air-blast, step-down trans
former carried on the car, Fig. 3. The
distributed character of the field winding
fully compensates for the armature reaci I
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FIG. 6. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF DIRECT
CURRENT RAILROAD MOTOR.
tion, so that the power factor is relatively
high throughout the range of operation.
This type of motor is so designed that, at
the free running speed of the car, which
is the condition most frequently met with
in suburban work, the power factor and
efficiency are at nearly their maximum
values.
A high-power factor is desirable, as it
reduces the capacity and cost of the gen
erating and distributing systems, and more
especially effects a material improvement
in the regulation of the alternating-current
generators. Unlike a direct-current sys
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tem which has a practically constant po
tential at the substation busbars, irre
spective of the load, the drop in an alter
nating-current railway system is cumula
tive up to and including generator and
engine regulation. It is desirable, there
fore, to maintain as good a power factor
as is consistent with good motor design,
in order to limit the total drop of the sys
tem to a reasonable amount.
A set of motor characteristics axe
shown for both alternating and direct-cur
rent running, respectively, Figs. 6 and 7. It
will be noted that the speed-torque char
acteristics for alternating-current running
are equal to direct-current running in
meeting the requirements of railway
work. Unlike the multiphase induction
motor, with its practically constant speed
characteristic, the compensated alternatingcurrent motor varies its speed with the
load and is thus better adapted to operate
trains over an irregular profile. The com1
s
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FIG. 7. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FOR ALTER
NATING-CURRENT RAILWAY MOTOR.
mutation of the compensated motor is
equally satisfactory when running with
alternating or direct current, and this good
commutation is secured by careful electri
cal and mechanical design without resort
ing to high resistance leads or other ex
pedients liable to give trouble in case of
sustained heavy overloads.
SPEED CONTROL.
With equipments operated with both
alternating and direct-current power, it is
preferable to utilize the standard seriesparallel controller in order to minimize
weight of controlling apparatus. Such a
method of operation will not give quite as
high efficiency, when accelerating with al
ternating current, as could be obtained
with potential control. The difference in
efficiency is, however, very small, due
partly to the infrequency of stops occur
ring upon those sections of the road
equipped with alternating-current trolley,
but principally due to the flexible charac
ter of the speed-torque curve of the alter
nating-current motor, which gives a high
efficiency of acceleration with series-paral
lel control.
Efficiency of potential control is not
over 2 or 3 per cent higher than that of
the series-parallel control, but the use of
the latter, permitting operation with both
alternating and direct current, secures the
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advantage of the higher efficiency of the
motors when running with direct current
over city streets.
The 80-kilowatt, step-down transformer,
Fig. 3, is air cooled, forced draught being
obtained by motion of the car itself. The
transformer is suspended below the car
floor, and all primary leading-in wires are
carried in brass tubing, which is grounded.
Car lighting and heating is effected from
the direct-current trolley in the standard
manner, and from the alternating-current
trolley from the secondary of the trans
former. Trolley poles and wheels are of
standard design, the alternating-current
trolley pole being somewhat shorter, as
this wire is lower than the direct-current
trolley.
All speed-time runs taken on the Ballston line were made over a distance of 1.6
miles on tangent level track at an average
speed of 32 miles an hour, or a schedule
speed of 29.5 miles per hour, including 15second stops. The compensated motor
equipment has thus demonstrated its abil
ity to make as high schedule speed as any
suburban road now operating direct-cur
rent equipments under like conditions. The
volt-amperes energy per ton-mile of run
at an average speed of 32 miles an hour
was for alternating-current service 125.5
and for direct-current 86.3.
The lower volt-ampere hours per tonmile of the direct-current run is in part
due to the better efficiency and power fac
tor of the compensated motor when run
with direct current and in part to
the somewhat higher rate of acceleration,
permitting some coasting and resulting in
better efficiency. The difference in voltamperes alternating current and direct cur
rent depends upon the length of a given
run, and the values approach each other
more nearly with runs of greater length.
The form of trolley suspension used on
the Ballston line is capable of being oper
ated at more than 2,000 volts, which, to
gether with its excellent mechanical con
struction, helps to solve the question of
current collection of heavy units at high
speeds. The commercial development of
the alternating-current motor is oppor
tune, as steam railroad managements
throughout the country are displaying
great activity in acquiring competing elec
tric roads and in electrically equipping por
tions of their systems now operating at a
loss with steam locomotives. The com
pensated motor is well qualified to meet
the conditions of local passenger service,
as demonstrated by its operation on the
Ballston line, and holds out the promise of
much larger possibilities in the direction
of direct competition with the steam loco
motive in main-line work.
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FOUR ST. LOUIS EXHIBITS OF STEAM
SPECIALTIES.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.'s Exhibit is in Block
No. 10 at the northeast corner of Machin
ery Hall. The exhibit is interesting as
being that of the oldest company manu
facturing steam and pressure gages in the
United States, as the company was found
ed in Boston in 1851 and was the original

ASHCROFT MFG. CO.'s GAGES AND INDICATORS.
manufacturer of Bourdon gages in this
country. During the past half century of
business the Ashcroft Co. has turned
out over 3,000,000 gages of different sizes
and styles, and the present exhibit is a
most complete display. An important spe
cialty now made exclusively by the Ash
croft Co. is the Edson recording gage—
for giving a continuous record of steam or
other pressures for any period of time.
Tabor steam engine indicators, also
manufactured by the Ashcroft Co., form
a very interesting exhibit. In it are col
lected the most modern ideas in indi
cator construction to meet the requirements
of high speed engines of the day and adapt
ed by outside spring construction to use
with superheated steam. The progress of
indicator construction from its earliest to
its very latest and highest perfection is
shown in a series of instruments ranging
from the first Hopkinson indicator to the
present Tabor indicator with the Houghtaling reducing motion and the outside spring.
During the long period in which the
Ashcroft Mfg. Co. has been active it has
brought out many specialties such as gage
cocks, water gages, steam traps and low
water detectors. It also manufactures the
well known Ashcroft pipe stocks and dies.

Hancock's inspirators and appliances.
AN EASILY REMEMBERED RULE for belt
calculations is, 1 foot per minute of belt
speed per inch width of belt is safely equal
to transmitting 1 watt of electrical energy,
so that by dividing the rating of the machine
in watts by the belt speed in feet per min
ute, the width of the belt will be obtained.
The rule applies to single leather belting.
A light double leather belt will transmit
about 25 per cent more energy and a heavy
double belt about 60 per cent more than
the single belt.

Packer ratchets and Brown's tongs, all of
which are shown in the exhibit.
Hancock Inspirator Co. manufactures
complete lines of inspirators, ejectors, check
valves, main steam valves, globe and angle
valves for high pressures, hose strainers
and similar steam and pressure fixtures. In
1876 it began the manufacture of the Han
cock stationary- type inspirator, and so re
markably well were the first of these in
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spirators made that practically no change of
design has even been necessary and today
the stationary inspirator is the same in
strument originally made nearly 30 years
ago. The inspirator can be used with any
steam pressure from 15 to 250 pounds; it
can take feed water at a temperature of
150 degrees F., and can lift the feed water
25 feet for delivery to the boiler. Quite
naturally such a range of service has never
called for any change in design of the in
spirator.
The Hancock Locomotive Inspirator, a
development from the original stationary
type, is as notably efficient in locomotive
service as the older type has been upon
stationary boilers. The range of pres
sures under which the locomotive inspir
ator will operate, is considerably greater
than the pressures suitable for good serv
ice from any stationary type of inspirator
or injector. The inspirator will work at
350 pounds pressure and will feed water
at a very high temperature. This inspira
tor or injector is made in the composite
design—two inspirators in one body or
shell—a great saving in space. More than
300.000 instruments are now in use, man-

CONSOLIDATED SAFETY VALVE CO.'S EXHIBIT.
i! tact 11 red since 1876 by the Hancock com
pany.
During its long and successful manu
facture of inspirators, the Hancock Inspir
ator Co. has found it necessary to design
and manufacture main steam valves, swing
and main boiler check valves, hose strain
ers, etc., suitable for use with inspirators,
in order to give the best results- This line
of valves and checks has therefore devel
oped along with the inspirator manufac
ture and a practical line of strainers, valves
and checks is made by this company.
More recently the Hancock Co. has
been manufacturing globe, angle and 60degree valves for high pressures, up to 1,000
pounds, and it now has added this line of
valves to the regular articles manufactured.
Examples of these and all other lines are
fully shown.
Consolidated Safety Valve Co. was
formed in 1879 for the manufacture of pop
safety valves under the original patents
granted to Geo. W. Richardson and E. H.
Ashcroft. Not only was this company the
first to manufacture a perfect pop safety
valve-but it also was the first to manufacture
the valve with noncorrosive nickel seat. This
beginning has been followed by a quarter
century of manufacturing the Consolidated
valve, and steamboats, locomotives and sta
tionary power plants are extensively
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equipped, and the most exacting require
ments of the U. S. Navy have been met
so well that sixty-nine ships now in com
mission, or under construction, have the
Consolidated safety valve on their boilers.
The marine valves are of the duplex, tri
plex and quadruple design. The standard
valves are of the single design encased

EXHIBIT OF THE WALWORTH MFG.
CO.
As an example of how much can be
done in the way of producing an effective
display, using the ordinary materials of
the power plant, the exhibit of the Wal
worth Mfg. Co. at St. Louis is a model.
The company is fortunate in having a sit

valve, or with muffler attachment, as seen
in the view of the exhibit herewith.
In block 10 is also the exhibit of the
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co., at the north
east corner of Machinery Hall. The Met
ropolitan automatic and double-tube injec
tors and the H-D ejectors manufactured by
this company are adapted to service under
steam pressure ranging as high as 350
pounds. The service rendered by these in
jectors can be measured roughly by the
number put in use during the comparative
ly short time that the company has manu
factured these instruments.
One hundred and fifty thousand Metro
politan injectors are now being used in
America and in foreign countries. The
1898 Model Metropolitan, working without
adjustment from 25 to 350 pounds, is the
latest style, adapted, particularly, to ma
rine and large stationary boiler require
ments.
The H-D ejectors are widely used and

uation on the corner of two aisles so that
its exhibit shows off to the best advantage,
and it has made the most of the opportuni
ty. The accompanying photograph shows
the attractive exhibit of large pipe bends,
valves and fittings which form the outer
work of the booth. Inside is a large case
containing smaller fittings, pipe cutting and
threading tools, gage glasses, whistles and
brass goods of every description. The en
tire display is well worth careful attention
tion and study.
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HAYDEN & DERBY MFG. CO.'S DISPLAY OF IN
JECTORS AND INSPIRATORS.

are made to meet all conditions of ejector
service. Other jet instruments manufac
tured by the Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co.
have been widely used and have given per
fect satisfaction.

HOW AN ENGINEER SAVED HALF
THE COAL.
BY P. O. RICHMOND.
One of the greatest mistakes made by
business men, in this progressive age of
enterprise, is assuming authority over
things they know nothing about. The man
in the office is no doubt the man behind
the gun, there is no question but that he
understands his end of the business, but
to think, for a moment, he is the main
spoke in his individual wheel of industry,
is a sad mistake. The men of his employ
are paid wages—some for what they know,
others for what they do.
Oftentimes they receive instructions re
garding work, from men who do not begin
to possess the knowledge of the man who
is to execute the job. "Not long ago,"
says Dr. Kinkaid, president of the wellknown International Boiler Compound Co..
"a prominent Chicago firm was burning
about 24 tons of coal a day, their boilers
actually had scales '/2-inch thick. The en
gineer, as a consequence, lost his job, sim
ply because he was not allowed to run his
boilers as he knew they should be run,
and the amount of coal being burned
seemed, to the proprietor, to be entirely
too large. The next engineer positively re
fused to run the boilers without using a
compound, and was finally permitted to or
der a barrel of International compound.
He is now burning 12 tons of coal a day,
just one-half the amount formerly used.
The firm is beginning to realize that, al
though they know their end of the business,
there are parts their employees know bet
ter.
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ANSWERS.

In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our
readers. It should be remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is
desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail answer. Questions should have all related facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give
an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jfj Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
C. B. F. ; ECCENTRIC STRAP BADLY WORN.
"1. I have an eccentric strap that has
become badly worn and is out of round so
that when I attempt to tighten it, it inva
riably runs hot, and when left loose enough
to run cool it pounds badly. Could I not
chip out the strap, and after replacing it
on the sheave, babbitt the strap, thus ob
taining a true circle and a properly fitting
strap? 2. How can I make a good dope or
grease for crankpins? 3. What will take
lime out of a boiler and keep it out? 4.
Can I make gaskets of sheet lead that will
work all right?"
A-l. The strap may be repaired in the
manner you mention although it would
probably be cheaper to have the metal bored
out in a lathe instead of chipping it out,
because the babbitt should at least be 3-16
inch thick at the thinnest part in order to
make a reliable job. A number of small
holes should be drilled into the strap to
provide anchorage for the babbitt, and suit
able oil groves cut in the surface of the
babbitt. See that the valve gear is in line
before babbitting the strap.
2. There is no economy in making
home-made grease.
The ingredients are
oftentimes difficult to obtain and it requires
experience in the work in order to insure
a satisfactory article. We should advise
you to obtain grease made by any reputable
manufacturer, which will prove to be much
cheaper and more satisfactory in the long
run.
3. There are several ways of removing
the old scale and of preventing the rapid
accumulation of new scale, but there is no
chemical on the market that we know of
that will effectually prevent the formation
of scale in any quantity, especially on the
more highly heated surfaces, and not cause
the water to foam or injure the plates to
a greater or less extent. Kerosene oil will
aid in removing the heavier deposits of
scale but it will not remove all of it, neither
will it entirely prevent the formation of
new scale. Emerald boiler oil will be
found as effective as any oil in preventing
new scale. Soda ash and trisodium phos
phate will also assist in removing the old
and in preventing the rapid accumulation
of new scale. Some means of purifying the
feed water before it enters the boiler is the
only reliable and altogether satisfactory
means of preventing boiler scale. When
oil is used it should be fed continuously,
and sparingly at the outstart, say, 1 pint
for 24 hours for a 100-horsepower boiler,
nominal rating, and until the effects of the
oil on the water are known, that is, the
tendency to produce foaming. From 3 to
5 pounds of soda ash or trisodium phos
phate may be put into the feed water three
times a week to start with.
4. Satisfactory and very durable gaskets
can be made of sheet lead. The principal
difficulty in making and using sheet lead
is in obtaining satisfactory joints, and pre

venting the gaskets from sticking and be
ing destroyed when the joint is broken.
Smearing the gasket with a thick paste
composed of graphite and cylinder oil will
prevent sticking about as well as anything.
The joints should either be fused or made
with tongue and groove, or dovetailed to
gether. Sheet lead being quite soft the
joints should not be drawn up too tightly,
but the proper tension to put on the bolts
can only be determined by experience.
E. D. B. J LOCATING HOLES FOR BELT.
"Please inform me of a simple method
of locating the holes in the floor or floors
of a building for a belt drive."
A. The simplest, and just as good a
way as any, is to make a drawing to some
convenient scale showing the horizontal
distance between the shafts, the vertical
distance, and the diameters of the pulleys.
Then draw lines representing the belt and
measure the distance from the walls to the
points where the belt crosses the floors.
Then directly under the pulley lay off this
same distance on the floors of the building,
beginning at the walls. This method is
employed very largely by carpenters and

the floor then the previous quotient must be
multiplied by 8 ; this locates the point, B,
which is midway between the centers of
the holes. Measure the distance from J
to B and divide it by the vertical distance,
3" A, then multiply the quotient by the di
ameter of the pulley ; this will give the
distance between the points, E and F, or
the distance between the centers of the
holes. When diagonal belts are employed
from floor to floor they are generally main
belts and the pulleys are of nearly the
same diameter, but where the pulleys vary
in size, as in Fig. I, the distance between
the points £ and F or the centers of the
holes, is found by dividing the distance,
5 B, by the distance, S A, and multiply
ing the quotient by one-half the sum of
the diameters of the two pulleys. The re
sult is not strictly accurate since the meas
urements are taken nearer one pulley than
the other, but as the holes must in all
cases be cut considerably larger than the
belt to avoid contact between the floor and
belt it will be found sufficiently accurate
for all practical work. When locating the
holes in the lower floor, Fig. 2, the same
method is used as on the upper floor, the

FIGS. I AND 2. METHOD OF LOCATING HOLES FOR BELT.
millwrights. When it is not convenient to
make a drawing to scale the following
method may be employed, which is illus
trated by the accompanying diagrams : First
obtain the vertical and horizontal distances
between the shafts which distances are rep
resented in Fig. 2 by lines, 6" C and C D,
respectively. Suppose the holes are to be
cut in the upper floor first. Locate the
point, A, on the floor directly under the
shaft. Divide 12 times the horizontal dis
tance, C D, in feet by the vertical dis
tance, 3" C, in feet, which gives the num
ber of inches to be measured off on the
floor in the direction of the other shaft for
each foot between the shaft, S, and the
floor at A. If the shaft is 8 feet above

measurements being made along the ceil
ing instead of on the floor.
A. W. C. ; ECONOMY OF PUMP AND INJECTOR J
RAISING HOT WATER.
"1. I should like to know which of the
two apparatus, an injector or a pump, is
the more economical for feeding a boiler,
the water for the pump having a tempera
ture of 149 degrees. 2. When pumping hot
water with a duplex pump, the lift being
1Y1 feet and the end of the discharge pipe
being 15 feet above the pump, the pipe con
taining ten elbows, would an air chamber
be of any advantage? If so, where should
it be placed? There is no pump in the
plant at present."
A-i. If the injector will handle water
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at a temperature of 150 degrees, and is
already installed, it will probably be cheap
er to use the injector, because it would
require considerable time for a pump to
effect a saving equal to the cost of the
pump and its installation under the condi
tions mentioned. Where a pump and
heater can be used to good advantage by
utilizing heat that would otherwise be
wasted, the pump will effect a much greater
saving. The efficiency of the injector is
very high inasmuch as the loss of heat in
it is very small, but considered as a pump
it is not as economical as a pump of the
direct acting type, since the quantity of
steam required for a given volume of water
delivered is very large and generally ex
ceeds to a considerable extent the quan
tity required by the pump. An injector
should always be provided, however, in
addition to the pump and heater, as a safe
guard against shut-downs or accident due
to the possible failure of the pump, and to
supply hot water to the boiler when ex
haust steam is not available for heating the
feed water.
2. When the temperature of the water
is 150 degrees or higher an air chamber is
generally considered unnecessary, but for
lower temperature it is advisable to have
the air chamber. The air chamber should
be connected directly to the top of the de
livery chambeT of the pump, but when this
cannot be done it may be connected to the
delivery pipe at the highest point near the
pump.
N. L. N. ; STOPPING LEAK IN BOILER TUBE.
"1. A tube in the rear head of our
boiler leaks slightly; do you think it can
be stopped by making a ring and driving it
into the end of the tube? Would it be ad
visable to do this? 2. Where can I obtain
a copy of the United States laws pertaining
to steam engineering?"
A-i. It is probable the leak can be
stopped by inserting a ferrule, but it will
be found more expensive than having the
tube expanded until tight. Expanding the
tube is much the better method and will be
found more satisfactory in every respect.
2. Address the treasury department,
Washington, D. C. You will receive a
copy of the laws gratis.
A. MCL. ; MEANING OF THE TERMS I VISCOSITY,
OVER AND UNDER.
"1. What is meant by the term vis
cosity? 2. How are the directions of ro
tation called 'over' and 'under' deter
mined ?"
A-i. Viscosity means resistance or in
ability to flow freely; stickiness or thick
ness of semifluids. Thus the viscosity of
molasses, cylinder oil and warm tar is
high ; while that of water, kerosene and
engine oil is low. The former flow very
slowly and are said to be highly viscous,
and the latter flow freely and rapidly and
are said to be slightly viscous.
2. When the crankpin of a horizontal
engine travels downward when leaving the
dead center nearest the cylinder, the en
gine is said to run "under," and when it
moves upward and travels over the shaft,
when starting from the same dead center,
the engine is said to run "over."
In the case of vertical stationary en
gines the directions are "right" and "left."
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The side of the engine on which the ec
centrics are usually placed is called the
back or rear of the engine. This term ap
plies both to vertical and horizontal en
gines. When standing at the front of a
vertical engine, if the crank, upon leaving
the dead center nearest the cylinder, moves
toward the right, the engine is said to run
to the right or running right hand, and
when it moves in the opposite direction it
runs to the left.
0. M. ; CAUSE OF WAVY EXPANSION LINE.
"The accompanying diagrams were take.i
from our 20 x 42 Corliss engine.
The
steam pressure is 80 pounds, and the
spring, No. 40. What causes the wavy
expansion line?
A. It is caused by the uneven motion
of the pencil while descending, which in
turn is probably due to the indicator pis
ton sticking slightly in the cylinder. The

sidered, that will safely withstand the sud
den and severe shocks to which the crank
and wristpins of an engine are constantly
subjected, the coefficient of friction for
brass on steel is low, and the appearance
of the engine is much improved by polished
brass at these points. Brass is seldom used
for main bearings; castiron quarter boxes
lined with babbitt being employed on en
gines of considerable size, and castiron
bushings with babbitt linings are used in
bearings of the nonadjustable type. Castiron lined with babbitt may be employed
for any bearing where sufficient metal can
be provided to obtain the necessary strength
without making the bearing too cumber
some and of bad proportions.
2. It is impossible to determine accu
rately the diameter of the rivets in any par
ticular seam when finished without cutting
off one of the rivet heads. The size of
rivet for a given joint varies with different

DIAGRAM FROM A 20 X 42-INCH CORLISS ENGINE.
same effect may be produced by pressing
the pencil too tightly against the paper,
and especially when the paper is not per
fectly smooth, and also by friction in the
paper drum or reducing wheel, if one is
used. Judging by the line at the right of the
card, the difficulty is evidently due to the
momentary stoppage of the paper drum as
well as to slight sticking of the indicator
piston.
H. G. ; PAINT FOR HOT METAL SURFACES.
"What will make a good paint for the
valve chest covers and cylinder head of
an engine, the pressure being 125 pounds?"
A. We do not recall an instance where
polished castiron subjected to so high a
temperature has been painted. Aluminum
paint withstands high temperatures fairly
well and gives a neat appearance to sur
faces that are ordinarily finished and kept
bright. If colors are desired try japan sim
ilar to that used on bicycles and other
metal surfaces.
T. S. ; WHY BRASS IS USED FOR BEARINGS J
DIAMETER OF RIVETS IN SEAM.
"1. Why are brass boxes used for the
crankpin, wristpin and main bearings of
engines instead of castiron and steel? 2.
When calculating the safe working pressure
of steam boilers how is the diameter of
the rivets in the seams found? 3. When
heating a building that is below the water
level in the boiler how can the condensed
steam be returned to the boiler when the
pressure is 2 pounds?"
A-i. The principal reasons why brass is
used in preference to other metals are, that
brass is the cheapest metal, all things con

builders to such an extent that attempting
to ascertain the diameter in any given case
by means of the various rules for the pur
pose would be nothing more or less than
the wildest kind of a guess. The only re
liable method is either to write to the build
ers or remove one of the rivets. Calcula
tions made by the average engineer, espe
cially when pertaining to strength of boiler
seams and safe working pressure, are nec
essarily made by aid of assumed data.
3. By means of a pump and receiver.
In this apparatus the water is returned to
the boiler automatically as long as there
is pressure enough to operate the pump.
It will be necessary to have the steam
cylinder somewhat larger in proportion to
the water cylinder, where the steam pres
sure is so low, than is ordinarily furnished
on pumps used for this purpose, otherwise
it will be necessary to carry a higher pres
sure in the boiler and put in a reducing
valve to lower the pressure in the build
ing. If the latter method be adopted, viz..
raising the boiler pressure, a return trap
will be found satisfactory.
S. X. C. : CHANGING AN ELECTROMAGNET
FROM A 1 10-VOLT TO A 500-V0LT CIRCUIT
"1. I have a group of coils, which I
wish to use as magnets on a 500-volt directcurrent circuit. The coils have been used
on no volts and gave the best of results.
I have tried to reduce the voltage by the use
of lamps and other resistances in series,
but failed in all my attempts. Any sugges
tion that will aid me in operating these coils
on 500 volts will be gratefully received."
A. The magnetic effect produced by an
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electromagnet is proportional to the num
ber of turns and the amperes flowing
through these turns. The current in the
500-volt circuit is probably smaller, and to
get the same effect as in the 110-volt cir
cuit, the number of turns would have to be
increased until the product of amperes and
turns are approximately the same for both
circuits.
C. J. V.; STEAM TURBINE.
"t. Can a steam turbine be run con
densing? 2. How is the power transmit
ted from a turbine shaft making 3,000 revo
lutions per minute to an ordinary shaft
making 250 or 300 revolutions? 3. Can the
steam turbine be reversed?"
A-I. Steam turbines are usually run
condensing, although they may be, and
sometimes are, run noncondensing. The
same kinds of apparatus are employed with
the turbine as with other types of con
densing engines.
2. Usually by means of spiral gearing,
the turbine being built with an auxiliary
shaft, or shafts, geared to the high speed
shaft. The auxiliary shafts may be made
to run at almost any speed desired by pro
viding gears of the proper size. The fore
going refers particularly to the De Laval
and similar types of turbines.
3. As this term is usually accepted it
cannot be reversed, at least it is not ordi
narily reversible in practice. There are re
versible turbines, but the backing motion
is obtained by means of a separate wheel or
disk set to run in the reverse direction
and geared to the main shaft the same as
the turbine used for forward motion. A
smaller machine is generally used for back
ing, particularly in turbines in marine serv
ice.
J. C. D. ; ANALYSIS OF FEED WATER.
"The accompanying analysis was re
cently obtained of the water used at our
plant. The well is a new one, 306 feet
deep, and yields an abundance of water.
The latter, however, gives us a great deal
of trouble by foaming, although I clean
the boilers every week and find no new
scale, while the old scale is being gradually
removed. What can be done to make the
water work better? The water is cloudy."
ANALYSIS OF WATER.
Sodium chloride
1.224 gr. per U. S. gal.
Sodium sulphate
9 584 " " " "
Sodium carbonate. .. .26.644 " " " "
Calcium carbonate- •. 0.936 " " " "
Magnesium carbonate 0.290 " " " "
Silica
0.583
Total solids
39261
'
Free carbonic acid.. .25.352 " " " "
Suspended silts
2.040 " "
"
A. The analysis of feed water indicates
that there is not sufficient carbonates of
calcium or magnesium to do any harm in
the formation of scale. The sodium sul
phate and sodium chloride will probably
settle as a fine powder, and if the boiler
is blown out often will cause no inconven
ience. Sodium carbonate is the material,
however, which causes the trouble by foam
ing, and sufficient chloride should be put in
to reduce the sodium carbonate below the
foaming point. It is difficult to know just
what amount will be sufficient, but we wo^-.ld
suggest trying 50 grains to the gallon of
feed water and watch the effect. If this
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does not stop the trouble, the amount can
be increased, or if it does, the amount can
be reduced until it will just stop the foam
ing.
T. F. M. ; INDICATOR DIAGRAM.
"Please tell me what causes the rounded
corner at the upper left hand corner of the
accompanying diagram. The engine is a
12 x 30 Corliss, making 90 revolutions per
minute, steam pressure 105 pounds, spring
60."
A. It is evidently due to insufficient
lead. As the ends of the diagrams are not
marked, we cannot do better than give
general directions for increasing the lead.
If the rounded corner corresponds to the
head end of the cylinder, the eccentric rod
may be shortened slightly, but if it corre
sponds to the crank end the eccentric rod
should be lengthened. It is probable that
the eccentric rod is of the proper length
and that the late admission is due to wear
in the valve gear, particularly at that end

the pin. The lower end of the reach rod
is connected to one end of a horizontal
lever to which are also connected the rods
actuating the air pump pistons.
2. As the motion of the brasses at the
lower end of the rod is very slight, seldom
amounting to more than one-twentieth of
a revolution, the wear is very slight and
no provision is made for taking up wear
without removing the pin, which is put in
in the same manner as in gas engine pis
tons. In some cases, however, rods have
been fitted with a split bushing which rs
adjusted by drawing together two lugs on
one side of the connecting rod end, a long
socket wrench being used to turn the bolt.
The lower pin is lubricated by means of a
small brass or copper pipe, which is fitted
into the lower end of the connecting rod.
the upper end being above the trunk and
terminating in a funnel-shaped mouth. The
pipe is secured to the connecting rod, and
the oil is usually supplied by means of an
oil can although an oil cup can be ar-

SHOWING ROUNDED ADMISSION CORNER.
of the cylinder, in which case adjust the
length of the reach rod, or since the adjust
ment will be slight the radial rod may be
slightly shortened so as to increase the
lead. If the radial rod or reach rod be
shortened see that the hook has sufficient
clearance between it and the catchblock on
the crank arm when the wristplate is in its
extreme position toward that end of the
cylinder.
J. W. ; DIRECT CONNECTED AIR PUMI'; SIZE OF
WRIST AND CRANKPINS.
"1. How are direct connected air
pumps connected with the engine, say, of
the Corliss type? 2. How is the lost mo
tion taken up at the lower end of the con
necting rod and how is the pin lubricated
in a trunk piston such as is used in direct
connected air pumps? 3. How are the
cranks of very large engines usually re
moved from the shaft? 4. Why are crankpins larger than wristpins?"
A-i. They are generally connected in
one of two ways, viz., by means of a reach
rod connected to the wristpin at one end
and to the top of the double bell-crank
lever at the other. The lateral motion of
the crosshead thus causes the vertical arm of
the double bell-crank lever to vibrate, which
in turn causes the horizontal arms to os
cillate in a similar manner to the beam of
a beam engine. The connecting rods of
the air pump pistons are connected to the
ends of the horizontal arms of the double
bell-crank. In others the reach rod is con
nected either directly to the crankpin or
to an arm which forms an extension of

ranged to deliver oil into the funnel-shaped
mouth of the pipe. Because of the diffi
culty of cleaning the pipe a strainer of
some kind is generally fitted into the up
per end to keep out dirt and other foreign
substances.
3. They are generally removed by
means of the hydraulic press, the shaft be
ing pressed out of the crank.
4. In many cases the crank and wristpins are of the same size. This is general
ly true when the connecting rod is quite
short. With long rods, as for instance in
most Corliss engines, the movement of the
brasses on the wristpin is very slight, hence
the pressure per square inch may be rela
tively greater because the wristpin practi
cally is subjected to shearing stress only
and is supported at both ends, while the
crankpin must sustain the same stress and
is fixed at one end only, and furthermore,
the conditions at the crankpin more nearly
approach those of a bearing so that it is
advisable to provide a larger bearing sur
face, and thus reduce the pressure per
square inch, the latter facilitating the thor
ough lubrication of the pin.
W. E. ; CAUSE OF BELTS SLIPPING.
"We have a rock crusher crushing from
75 to 100 tons of rock per hour. The belts
driving the elevator, and the drums for
separating the crushed rock, slip continu
ally. We use iron pulleys, and find that
the belts slip worse on calm days, when
the dust remains in the crusher house, than
on windy days. I have used what is said
to be a good belt dressing, but it only gives^
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temporary relief. Can you suggest a rem
edy?"
A. The more satisfactory method of
eliminating the difficulty is to protect the
belts from the dust. We do not know the
particular arrangement of your plant, but
it is probable a suitable housing, either of
wood or sheet iron can be constructed at
small cost, which will keep the belts clean
at all times. Before placing the housings
in position the belts may be thoroughly
cleaned and given a dressing of bloodwarm tallow, which should be thoroughly
rubbed in, and the belts allowed to dry for
4 to 6 hours. Even with suitable housings
dust will leak in and it will be found
necessary to sweep the belts frequently, thus
keeping them free from dust. If it is not
practicable to enclose the belts, the diffi
culty can be remedied by increasing the
speed of the belts. This will reduce the
stress, and if the belts must be subjected
to dust lessening the stress will prove very
beneficial.
The belt speeds can be in
creased without changing the speed of the
machinery by increasing the diameters of
the pulleys, making all the pulleys of the
same size relative to each other as at pres
ent.
T. P. ; DENSITY OF STEAM J CAPACITY OF
BLOWER.
"1. What is meant by the term density
in ounces per square inch? 2. Please give
a method of figuring the capacity of fan
or blower."
A-i. Density in this case is another
term for pressure, and means pressure in
ounces per square inch.
2. The capacity or discharge of a fan
or blower in cubic feet per minute may be
calculated by means of the formula:
Cu. ft. = 60 V (31.58 X (235 — P) P) A
in which P = the pressure in ounces per
square inch, and A, the area of the dis
charge opening at the fan in square feet.
The pressure in ounces per square inch is
found by the formula :
Oz. per sq. in. = 0.0001706 (D R 0.05236)'
in which D — the diameter of the fan in
feet measured from tip to tip of the blades,
and R, the revolutions per minute.
e. e. e. : alternating and direct current
voltmeters; frequency.
"1. What do we learn from the alter
nating voltmeter? 2. Suppose an alternator,
designed for 1,000 volts, is used for light
ing and the voltmeter reads 60, how are we
to know the real voltage as compared with
the direct current generator, which for the
same size might read 500 on the voltmeter?
3. Does frequency enter into the formulae
used for an alternator?"
A. 1. The voltmeter on an alternating
current circuit indicates effective values of
the voltage. The reading given is not the
maximum or the lowest value, but is
equivalent to the square root of the average
square of an alternating electromotive force.
2. Multipliers are often used with volt
meters, and to obtain the correct voltage
the reading of the voltmeter would have to
be multiplied by two, four, ten or whatever
value the multiplier is designed for.
3. The frequency of an alternator is
always considered.
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F. B. J PUTTING IN AND TAKING OUT TUBES.
"Please explain how boiler tubes are
taken out and replaced by new ones."
A Explanations of work of this kind
without a large number of illustrations,
which cannot be accommodated in this de
partment, are generally far from satisfac
tory to one unacquainted with work of this
nature. You will be able to learn more in
10 minutes about taking out and putting
in tubes, in a boiler shop or by witnessing
the operation at any place, than by reading
volumes on the subject. The most particu
lar part of the work of putting in new
tubes is manipulating the expander and
knowing how hard to set out the rolls and
when the tube is expanded properly. This,
it will be understood, must be learned by
experience; it cannot be explained in any
number of words and yet upon that opera
tion depends the success or failure of the
entire job.
F. B. L. ; LIQUID POLISH FOR IRON AND STEEL.
"Can you give me the recipe for a
liquid metal polish for brass and steel?"
A. Liquid polish is usually less reliable
and more or less unsatisfactory, a paste
of some sort generally being preferred by
engineers.
1. Try whiting or rotten stone and ben
zine. Put in enough whiting to make a
thick liquid. Shake thoroughly immediate
ly before using.
2. Slacked lime and kerosene mixed in
the same proportions may be used. The
latter is particularly good for brightening
polished steel.
3. Equal parts of hydrochloric acid and
water. Rub thoroughly, then wash with
clean water; afterwards rub parts with an
oily rag.
4. Oxalic acid and rain water. Add as
much acid as the water will dissolve. Rub
thoroughly with the acid, then rub with
an oily rag.
A. S. ; WASHING OUT BOILER WHILE WARM.
"I have two boilers in one battery, and
wish to clean one while keeping steam in
the other. The boiler to be cleaned natur
ally becomes quite warm, due to the heat
from the boiler next to it. Will it injure
the boiler to wash it out with cool water?"
A. It will depend upon how hot the
idle boiler becomes whether the temperature
of the water you intend to use will be low
enough to produce injurious strains. The
terms quite warm and cool are too indefi
nite to enable us to say what the results
will be. If you have plenty of water the
safer method is to turn on the water and
open the blowoff valve and thus gradually
cool the water in the boiler, and the boiler
itself, to the temperature of the water used
for washing out.
O. A. D. ; BOILERS PRIME.
"We have a battery of two flue boilers
each 60 inches in diameter and containing
sixteen 6-inch flues, and a single tubular
boiler 72 inches in diameter containing sev
enty-two 4-inch tubes. The two-flue boil
ers are connected together by a steam drum
24 inches in diameter running across the
tops of the boilers and connected with the
latter by 8-inch nozzles. We have all three
boilers equipped with a smoke preventer
in the form of steam jets, two for each
furnace, the steam entering the furnaces
through the side walls.
Whenever we
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shake down the fires, the flue boilers prime
but give no trouble at other times. Is the
difficulty caused by the increase in tem
perature due to stirring the fires or to the
heavy draft of steam due to the smoke
preventers? The boilers do not prime ex
cept when the steam jets are used."
A. Priming is due to insufficient water
surface and steam room in the boiler. Thus
the velocity of the steam on leaving the
water is greatly increased and the tendency
is to carry considerable water into the
steam pipe. The velocity of the steam at
that point may be lessened by lowering the
water level, thus increasing the area of
water surface for the liberation of steam
or it may be lessened by reducing the
draft of steam from the battery.
The
steam jets require a large amount of steam
in order to be effective and it is probable
the demand for steam is too great by that
amount, whatever it may prove to be, in
proportion to the area of water surface in
the flue boilers. Before attempting to low
er the water level care should be taken to
ascertain the actual depth of water over the
flues corresponding to a given depth in the
gage glass. When the boilers are worked
to their capacity or nearly so there should
be 4 or 5 inches of water over the flues.
The effects of priming at the engine can,
of course, be avoided by the use of a sep
arator located near the engine, and by plac
ing a baffle plate in the boilers beneath the
openings to the nozzles.
S. R. C ; STRENGTH OF CYLINDRICAL FURNACES.
"The city of Philadelphia and the Unit
ed States authorities employ Fairbairn's
formula for computing the safe working
pressure for cylindrical furnaces, which is
80,600 X thickness 2
p =
length in ft. X diam. in ins.
in which P =: pressure in pounds per square
inch. The city of Philadelphia employs the
formula for any diameter while the United
States authorities restrict its use to 42
inches diameter of furnace. Above 42 inches
in diameter the United States authorities
require that the furnace be considered as
a flat surface. That the cylindrical form
is best adapted to resist pressure we must
all agree and, therefore, would it not be
proper to allow a portion of the value ob
tained by the use of the formula for flat
surfaces, stayed or unstayed, in addition to
that obtained by Fairbairn's formula for un
stayed cylindrical surfaces, and if so, what
percentage should be considered safe?"
A. The conclusions reached by the
United States authorities were unquestion
ably based upon careful consideration of the
subject from all viewpoints and probably
from the results of experiment, which is
generally the case. Therefore, while cer
tain additions might properly be made, as
you suggest, in the absence of reliable data
obtained by experiment under working con
ditions we believe it highly advisable to
adhere to the formulas which have proved
to be reliable and safe.
All records were smashed for the hand
ling of ore, when recently at the Bessemer
railroad docks at Conneaut harbor 31,760
tons of ore were handled in 1 day. It re
quired 756 cars to haul the ore to the Pitts
burg distributing center.
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THE VIGILANT FEED-WATER REGU
LATOR.
It is becoming generally recognized that
regulating the supply of feed water to
boilers automatically by machinery instead
of hand regulation has advantages. Preju
dice has existed against the use of such ma
chinery as tending to promote carelessness
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positive and avoiding the use of floats or
expansion pipes. The valves are held
either open or shut; hence there is no wire
drawing and the valves and seat cannot be
cut out by the flow of steam or water.
By locating the machine outside the
water column, it is so placed that it can be
examined at will while the boiler is in op
eration. By shutting a J4-inch valve, the
boiler may be fed by hand the same as if

WERNICKE BOILER TUBE CUTTER.
Removal of tubes from a boiler is one
of the uncomfortable and disagreeable du
ties of the engineer, and any device which
will tend to lighten the burden of this op
eration is to be hailed with pleasure. James
McCrea & Co., of 67 West Washington
street, Chicago, have for some time past
been manufacturing a boiler-tube cutter on
which several improvements have been

WERNICKE BOILER TUBE CUTTER AT WORK.

FIG. I. VIGILANT FEED-WATER REGULATOR.
on the part of firemen, but the performance
of the Vigilant feed-water regulator for
the past 7 years on boilers of every type
and under all conditions has done much to
remove this prejudice.
This machine, which consists of a regu
lator on each boiler and a governor on the
feed pump and which may be either steam

the regulator were not connected, and the
attendant can tell at all times by looking
at the machine whether the boiler is feed
ing or not. As the controlling valve is
operated by a plunger it will wear indefi
nitely.
In the steam line of the steam pump or
in a bypath from the suction to the dis
charge pipe, in the case of a positive pump,
is placed the pump governor of the type
shown in Fig. 2. This is differential in its
action and maintains a constant excess of
pressure in the feed line over the steam
pressure, and the head forcing the water
into the boiler is, therefore, a constant one,
regardless of the variations in the steam
pressure. It will be seen that the excess

made, so that now it is considered first
class in every respect.
It has the advantage that one tool with
different sized bushings will cut all sizes
of tubes from ij^ inches to 4 inches in
diameter ; that the cutter will also expand
any size of tube; that flues can be cut in
side or outside the boiler; and that, by the
use of an extension, the flues can be cut
off at the rear end of the boiler while work
ing from the front end. The cutter has
spring tension, thus keeping an even feed
until the tube is entirely severed, and the
tubes are cut so true that they are left ready
for welding and do not need truing in a
lathe.
In the illustration, Fig. 1, the cutter is

SECTIONAL VIEW OF CUTTER.

FIG. 2. DIFFERENTIAL PUMP GOVERNOR.
or power driven automatically, regulates
the supply of water to boilers so that the
level is kept constantly at the middle of
the gage. The regulator thus insures dry
steam to prevent accident from low water,
avoids carrying water into the engine, pro
longs the life of the boiler, lessens repairs
and saves fuel.
The apparatus is operated by difference
in weight of a body when suspended in
steam and in water, thus making the action

pressure is obtained by a weight, a method
which is considered more exact and relia
ble than the use of springs. A float inside
the chamber, shown in Fig. 1, regulates the
opening or closing of the steam valve lead
ing to the pump, and thus starts or stops
the feed pump as needed. Both devices
used on this system are made by the Chap
lin-Fulton Mfg. Co., of 30 Penn avenue,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Shellac is not a vegetable product,
but an incrustation deposited by certain in
sects on the branches of trees in East India.
It is collected by the natives and after
treatment in various processes takes the
commercial form in which we know it.

shown at work, and Fig. 2 shows the inter
nal construction of the device. The cutter
is turned by the long T handle, and the cut
ter roll is set outward against the boiler
tube by the wedging action of the internal
rod, pulled outward by the tension spring.
The distance of the cutter from the front
head of the boiler is regulated by the stop
gage seen above the stem to the cutter. For
expanding, a roller is substituted for the
cutter block and the tool is operated the
same in all respects.
Liquid air was recently shipped from
Berlin to Geneva. The trip occupied slA
days and at the destination y2 pint re
mained of the 2 quarts shipped.
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SHERWOOD MANUFACTURING CO.'S
NEW PLANT.
The Sherwood Mfg. Co. of Buffalo, N.
Y., has recently completed a new factory
and has just begun in it the manufacture
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THE KELLER COMBINATION FEEDWATER HEATER.
BY GARNER CURRAN.
In recent issues of The Engineer have
been published letters and articles discuss-

FIC. 1. NEW WORKS OF THE SHERWOOD MFG. CO. AT BUFFALO, N. Y.
of its line of engine and boiler supplies,
which includes injectors, boiler-tube clean
ers, oil cups, lubricators and gage cocks.
This company began in 1888 the manufac
ture of injectors, oil cups and lubricators
in a small way and has gradually increased
its business and added new specialties until
it is now one of the most important con
cerns in its line. A view of the new works
is shown herewith.

In the Palace of Electricity at St.
Louis a striking feature of the exhibit of
the Electric Controller & Sup
ply Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, is
the direct motor drive for plan
ers. In this drive, the motor is
geared direct to the cross shaft
and an instant change or con
trol of the speed is obtainable
without changing gears or
stopping the planer, thus bring
ing the planer to the same high
degree of efficiency as the
motor-driven lathe.
Another feature is the new
system of control especially
adapted for mill-table motors
which is shown in operation.
Several lines for crane con
trollers are shown which are
designed to withstand the
rough handling which usually
falls to the lot of such ap
paratus in mills and factories.
Details of the controllers
are shown and also a full line
of side switches, cast grid re
sistance banks, solenoids, mag
netic friction stop brakes, crane
fittings and a working exhibit
of the Clark lifting magnet,
which is operated in connection
with a Brown Hoisting Machinery Co's.
tramway hoist. All information will be
cheerfully furnished to visitors by the ex
perienced electrical engineer who is in
charge of the exhibit and may always be
found in attendance.

ing the advantages and disadvantages of
open and closed feed-water heaters. Evi
dently there are arguments on both sides,
but the ideal arrangement is one which
combines the best features of both the open
and closed machines. James M. Keller, of
Detroit, Mich., has recently patented a feedwater heater, purifier and condenser which
is both open and closed in type and yet is
simple in construction and efficient in re
sults.

KELLER COMBINATION
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as indicated in the illustration. This
changing of the direction of the exhaust
helps to separate the oil from the steam
as well as giving a longer path for contact
between steam and the cooling water. The
fresh feed water is sent
in automatically through
the supply pipe and
sprayed over the baffle
plate where it mingles
freely with the exhaust
and is raised to the boil
ing point, thus operating
as in an open heater. The
settling chamber at the
bottom is made of such
size that the rate of flow
of the water is decreased
and the temperature re
duced to 160 degrees.
Plates which hang from
the lower tray dip into
the surface of the water
and prevent the progress
of the oil toward the dis
charge pipe and also
check agitation, thus
keeping the water quiet
for a long time and assisting in the pre
cipitation of a large per cent of the scale
forming matter. Projecting plates on the
bottom of the heater prevent the sediment
from passing through to the pump.
The water being thus reduced to a tem
perature of 160 degrees, is taken by the
feedbox from the bottom of the settling
chamber and is of such temperature that
it passes without difficulty to the suction
of the pump and then into the superheating

A.NU CLOSED LLA.L.'.

The general shape is that of a box built
out of 3-16-inch sheet steel, with a series
of baffle plates with openings that alter
nate so that they change the direction of the
exhaust steam from side to side and down
ward to the hotwell or settling chamber

coil which is located in the top of the feed
heater. The fresh exhaust, circulating
around this superheating coil at a tempera
ture of about 230 degrees, raises the feed
water to 210 degrees, and thus in the coil
gives the advantages of the closed heater.
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It will be seen that down to the feed
pump the Keller heater is of the open type,
and that from the pump to the boiler the
heater is of the closed coil type.
Besides the form shown in the illustra
tion, the Keller heater is also made with
boiler tubes in the upper part in place of
the steam coil, and hot air is thus obtained
from the tubes for heating or drying pur
poses. Also a portion of this hot air blast
can be used as forced draft under the
boiler if desired. The temperature of the
hot air thus obtained is from 160 to 180
degrees F. and no difficulty is experienced
in warming large factories even during the
coldest weather.
Where oil is used for fuel this may
also be passed in a pipe through the heater
and heated to the temperature required to
give the best combustion, thus
saving fuel and preventing
smoke.
By placing coils of pipe in
the open chamber of the heater,
hot water may be secured for
use in laundries and hotels, and
for other similar purposes at an
expense of only 6 to 8 pounds
back pressure on the engine.
The temperature of the water
passing through these pipes
will reach as high as 160 de
grees, and the water can be
used for hot water heating if
desired. The Keller heater
has been installed in a large
number of plants and with uni
formly good results. Users
testify to the satisfactory heat
ing of large mills by this de
vice and to the removal of
practically all oil from the ex
haust steam so that the con
densed water can again be used
in the boilers without injury.
The heater is made in sizes
having from 25 to 1,000 horse
power capacity, the smallest
size being 20 inches wide, 30
inches high and 6 feet long,
and the largest being 46 inches
wide, 72 inches high and 8
feet long. The apparatus is
manufactured by the Pacific
Steam Economizer Co., of 712 Lankershim
Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
A NEW TYPE OF FEED-WATER
HEATER.
Heating feed water is admitted to be
an essential economy in any steam plant. A
new type of feed-water heater, known as
The Blake-Knowles motor current heater,
is being placed on the market by the BlakeKnowles Steam Pump Works, 114 Liberty
St., New York. This is arranged so that
riot only is the directional flow of water
changed, but that of the steam as well, so
that a high velocity of flow is obtained in
the heater.
The importance of this is shown by the
fact that when moying* rapidly 400 British
thermal units will be transmitted from the
steam to the water for each square foot of
copper surface per 1 degree F. difference
of temperature per hour; while if the steam
and water remain quiet, only 200 will be
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so transmitted. This is for high-pressure
steam.
For low-pressure, the figures are 360
units at high speed and 120 units when
quiet. In hot-water apparatus, 200 heat
units are transmitted when the speed is
correct, and 40 to 60 when the water re
mains quiet. These figures show the im
portance of proper design as to direction
and velocity of flow in a heater, and show
also that the amount of heating surface is
not the only factor which determines the
capacity of a heater.
In the new type of heater, the tubes are
expanded into the two heads, one of these
being rigid and forming part of the main
shell, while the other has steel plate at
tached to the shell by its outer edge, thus
allowing for the difference of expansion in

A NEW FORM OF BELT DRESSING.
In order to prevent the slipping of belts
it is customary to use some form of belt
dressing. This has its advantages, but it is
obvious that a covering for the pulley is
more effective in certain ways than a dress
ing for the belt. A new form of covering is
the Universal Belt and Pulley Regulator
made by the Universal Belt and Pulley
Regulator Co., of 237 Lexington avenue,
New York City. This covering has been
on the market for years, and its makers
claim that when used on any pulley, metal,
paper or wood, the belt will run even and
smooth and without slipping. The com
pany will be glad to furnish detailed infor
mation to those who write direct to them.
The covering is guaranteed for 5 years and
no dressing is required after the pulley is

EXHIBIT OP THE CRANE CO. AT ST. LOUIS.
the tubes of the shell. The cross Sectional
area between the tubes is made greater than
the area of the exhaust pipe, so that no
pressure is lost in passing the steam through
the heater. Access to the tubes is had by
removing the heads, and the tubes can be
cleaned from the end compartments.
The heaters are made with sizes up to
5,000 horsepower, in both horizontal and
vertical types.
The directions issued for. the installation
of this heater are, in part, as follows : Make
all feed and blowoff connections with union
couplings. Use straightway valves or plug
cocks in blowoff pipe. Load the safety
valve on the feed pipe to from 15 to 20
pounds above boiler pressure and never set
it higher than this. Run all drip pipes the
full size of the opening into the heater and
on a downward incline and take care to see
that if a valve is put in this drip pipe, it
is kept open when the heater is used. Open
the blowoff occasionally, but only when
the feed pump is running.

once covered. The company states on its
letter head that the covering will be ap
plied to any pulley, wood, paper or iron, on
trial and no charge will be made if not
satisfactory.
EXHIBIT OF THE CRANE CO. AT
ST. LOUIS.
We present herewith a view of the ex
hibit of the Crane Company, which was de
scribed on page 560 of the Aug. 15 issue,
and of which the cut was not finished in
time for use with the description. As men
tioned at that time, the exhibit is one of
the most notable in Machinery hall, and
the display of fittings, large pipe bends and
methods of making flange joints is one
which is worthy of more extended descrip
tion than we arc able to give at this time.
The photograph well illustrates the attrac
tive display which the company has been
able to devise, and the information to be
gained by a study of the exhibit is quite
as unique as the display which the company
has made.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SO
CIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso
ciation.
Next convention, St. Louis, Oct. 4-6,
1904. Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street
and Erie Railway, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432,
New York.
American Institute of Electrical Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street,
New York.
American Institute of Mining Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street,
New York.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and
Electrical Association.
Next convention, St. Louis, Mo., Octo
ber 12 and 13.
_
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward
avenue, Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ven
tilating Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818,
New York, N. Y.
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers.
Secy., Prof. F. R Hutton, 12 West 31st
street.
American Society for Testing Mate
rials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State
street, Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester
street, Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., D. Fleming, Harrisburg Foundry
& Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineering Association of the South.
Next convention, St. Louis, 1904. Secy.,
R. L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl
vania.
Secy.,.C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue,
Pittsburg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engi
neers.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Associa
tion.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty street,
New York City.
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National Electrical Contractors' Asso
ciation of the United States.
Annual convention, St. Louis, Mo., Sept.
14, 15 and 16, 1904. Secy., W. H. Morton,
Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy 114 Liberty street, New
York.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Sept., 1904. Convention at St. Louis.
Secy., T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical Electrical
and Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street,
Canton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission
Association.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg., San
Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineer
ing Education.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Among the papers to be presented at
the semiannual meeting of the New Eng
land Cotton Manufacturers' Association are
those on Automatic Feed-water Regulators
and Low-water Alarms for Boilers, Electric
Measurements of Power Required in Cot
ton Manufacture, Electricity in Cotton
Mills, and Tests of a 400-kilowatt Par
sons Turbine. The meeting will be held
Sept. 21 and 22, at Mt. Washington, Bretton
Woods, N. H.
Lowell and Lawrence, Mass., branches
of the N. A. S. E. will hold a joint outing
on Sept. 15, at Cercle Montcalm grounds.
The Lowell Association was addressed at
the meeting on Sept. 3 by John W. Lane,
editor of the National Engineer.
James Watt Association No. 7, N. A.
S. E., of New York City, will hold its an
nual smoker in the rooms at 315 W. 42d St.
Many visitors are expected from the city
and other associations and new attractions
are to be presented at the entertainment.
Tickets can be had by applying to H. E.
Collins, Produce Exchange Building, New
York City.
Convention of the Steam Engineers
of Canada was held the third week in Au
gust and the following officers were elected :
President, F. J. Sculthorpe, Hamilton; vicepresident, W. A. Sweet, Hamilton; secre
tary, W. Ingles, Toronto; treasurer, J. M.
Dixon, Toronto; conductor, W. L. Outhwaite, Toronto; doorkeeper, E. Grandboyes,
Chatham. Chatham was chosen as the next
place of meeting.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
E. R. Carichoff announces that he has
opened an office at 20 Broad St., New York
City, for practice as a general consulting
engineer. Mr. Carichoff will make a spe
cialty of electric elevators and motor control
in the design of which apparatus he has had
a long experience in a number of electric
companies which are engaged in this field
of work.
Mark Bary and George E Schreiber
announce that they have formed a partner
ship under the name of Bary & Schreiber,
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with offices in the Mermod and Jaccard
building, St. Louis, and that they will act
as consulting and supervising mechanical
and electrical engineers in the complete
equipment of lighting and railway systems,
buildings for manufacturing, office pur
poses, hotels, etc. Mr. Schreiber was until
recently with Messrs. Ford, Bacon & Davis
of New York, and Mr. Bary was for a
number of years with H. H. Humphrey, the
well-known consulting engineer of St.
Louis.
F. V. Henshaw, who has for several
years been active in the management of
the engineering and manufacturing depart
ments of the Crocker-Wheeler Co., has re
signed from that company and has planned
for a well-earned rest before undertaking
new work. In addition to a large part of
the management of the engineering de
partment, Mr. Henshaw has had charge of
the estimating and installation work of the
company and has devoted much study to
engineering economics in various manu
facturing industries.
R. F. Schornn has been appointed trav
eling passenger agent of the Erie Rail
road Co., with office at 555 Railway Ex
change, Chicago, to take the place of H. L.
Purdy, who has been assigned to other
work. The company announces a new 25hour train from Chicago to New York,
leaving Chicago daily at 6:30 in the even
ing, three new solid trains from St. Louis
to Pittsburg, Buffalo, New York and Bos
ton in connection with the Big Four line.
The Erie road grants stopovers at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., and at Cambridge Springs,
Pa., on application to the conductor.
William F. Wendt, president of the
Buffalo Forge Co., is in St. Louis, acting as
a juror in awarding prizes in the machinery
exhibit.
NEWS NOTES.
The Union Electric Light & Power
Co., of St. Louis, has found it necessary
to increase its plant, and has recently
asked for bids on forty 600-horsepower
boilers similar to the twenty-six 600horsepower boilers put in some time ago.
In asking for prices on the new boilers,
Bloomsburg circulators were specified to
be furnished, the same as were placed in
the original boilers, thus indicating that
the results have been perfectly satisfac
tory. It was first arranged to use pumps
for pumping the water from the bottom
of these boilers to create a circulation, but
it was afterward decided to use the
Bloomsburg circulator, as it was claimed
to be more efficient and less complicated
than the pumping system and, being auto
matic, required no attention. This appa
ratus had been in use in marine boilers
for 12 years, giving very satisfactory re
sults.
The apparatus has been used in sta
tionary work to some extent also, but the
results at St. Louis have placed the appa
ratus on a firm footing in stationary
work, as it is now recognized that the
troubles caused by lack of circulation in
the internal furnace boiler may be over
come by the use of the Bloomsburg cir
culator. This type of boiler is likely to
come into more extensive use in the future
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than it has in the past in view of its many
advantages, since this disadvantage has
been overcome by the circulator, which
will be recognized by both boiler makers
and superintendents of plants as a desira
ble accessory of all shell boilers.
The Harrison Safety Boiler Works,
Philadelphia, Pa., invites an inspection of
its exhibits of Cochrane feed-water heat
ers, steam separators, oil separators and
Sorge-Cochrane systems at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, Mo. The
headquarters of the company is at the east
entrance of the Gas, Steam and Fuel build
ing (boiler house), and is in charge of
D. M. Mason. The St. Louis representa
tive of the company is W. L. Flower &
Co., 161 1 Chemical Bldg.
Forty-five distinguished electrical en
gineers and professors paid a visit to the
Crocker-Wheeler plant Aug. 31, 1904, had
luncheon and inspected the factory. They
were members of the Associazione Elettrotecnica Italiana, who are to attend the
various conventions during this month. The
president of the Associazione, Professor
Moise Ascoli (with Signora Ascoli) of the
University of Rome, was present, also Pro
fessor G. Fano, University of Turin ; Pro
fessor L. Lombardi, University of Naples ;
Professor F. Lori, University of Padua,
and Professor U. Ancona, University of
Milan. A photographic souvenir was hand
ed to each of the guests ; it was a pretended
page from a guest's note book, describing
the visit.
Excavation was begun, recently, for the
extension ol the power plant of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad at
Warren, R. I. This extension will run to
the south of the present power station, and
.the work at present being carried on is the
sinking of borings to determine the nature
of the soil.
It is rumored that a movement is under
way to purchase and control twenty dif
ferent trolley roads in various sections of
Massachusetts and northern Connecticut
and to construct a large number of amuse
ment parks in connection with these lines.
The United Gas Improvement Co. is sup
posed to be behind the deal. The plan when
carried out will involve an expenditure of
about $7,000,000, and the erection of a large
power station near Greenficlti. Mass.
One of the 8,000 horsepower Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbines, which is to
furnish power for the East River tunnel of
the Pennsylvania Railway, was tested at the
works of the Westinghouse Machine Co. in
East Pittsburg, on Sept. 3. The test was
witnessed by a number of mechanical engi
neers from different parts of the country
and went off without a hitch of any descrip
tion, taking its full load of 8,000 horsepower
without difficulty.
At the recent meeting of the Associa
tion of Edison Illuminating Companies the
officers elected were : President, Joseph B.
McCall, Philadelphia; vice-president, D. L.
Huntington, Spokane. Wash. ; treasurer,
Alex. Dow, Detroit ; secretary, E. A. Leslie.
Brooklyn; assistant secretary, H. C. Lucas,
Philadelphia. Executive committee, the of
ficers and Samuel Insull, Chicago; Louis A.
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Ferguson, Chicago; J. W. Lieb., jr., New
York; C. L. Edgar, Boston, and C. A.
Brine, Atlanta.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Non-Corrosive Nickel Steel Boiler
Tubes, by Albert Ladd Colby, is a reprint
from the Proceedings of the Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers for
1903. The paper gives quite fully the
method of manufacture of nickel steel tubes
in foreign countries and in America. It
shows the saving in weight of boilers by
using the nickel steel and gives the results
of experiments to ascertain the effect of
acids and heat on these tubes. The experi
ment showed that the effect of acid on
nickel steel tubes is only one-sixteenth that
for tubes made of mild carbon steel. For
the heat test, it was found that the loss in
weight of carbon steel tubes was over 75
per cent when heated dry in a furnace, and
for the nickel steel tubes, the loss was
about 25 per cent.
Alternating Current Machinery. Part
2, is an instruction paper prepared for the
American School of Correspondence by
Prof. Wm. Esty of Lehigh University. The
book deals with the construction and oper
ation of alternating-current ammeters, volt
meters and wattmeters, and with the wind
ing of alternating-current generators. The
details of commercial alternators are also
briefly considered. The book contains 138
pages and is one of the regular papers used
in the technical courses of the school.
Power and Transmission, the maga
zine devoted particularly to the subject of
mechanical transmission by the Dodge
Mfg. Co., has recently changed form and
management. It is now published in Chi
cago under the direction of E. C. DeWolfe,
formerly assistant editor of Steam Engi
neering. The new dress of type and the
new shape are very pleasing.
The Street Railway Journal for the
last 10 years has been a repository of a tre
mendous amount of information on all street
railway subjects. This information has, how
ever, been unavailable on account of lack of
a complete index. Of course, there is an in
dex to each yearly volume, but for looking
up back articles this method is not conven
ient. To remedy this the McGraw Publish
ing Co., of 114 Liberty St., New York City,
is issuing an index from 1884 to 1903, com
plete, for a price of $5. The index con
tains one hundred and sixty-six large,
double-column pages, and is finely bound
in cloth.
SMOOTH-ON Iron Cement Sheet
Packing is the title of a little booklet
issued by the Smooth-on Mfg. Co., 572-574
Communipaw Ave., Jersey City, N. J. The
booklet contains a short description of the
packing, and will be gladly sent, free of
charge, to any engineer writing for same.
THE
INGERSOLL - SERGEANT
DRILL CO., 26 Cortlandt St., New YorkCity, is issuing a pamphlet entitled Before
and After. The pamphlet contains two
half-tones of the North Amherst, Ohio,
quarry of the Cleveland Stone Co.. One
shows the quarry when steam was used
to operate all the machinery, the other
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after the installation of a central com
pressed air plant. Data on the cost of op
eration of both systems is also given.
THE DODGE MFG. CO., of Mishawaka, Ind., is sending out a condensed
price list, No. 25, of its "D" power trans
mission goods. The price lists of the dif
ferent products are arranged in tabulated
form, and are accompanied by illustrations
of same. The catalog is of convenient
size and should be a valuable reference to
purchasers of the company's goods.
THE FIRM OF HENRY R. WORTHINGTON has published a small map show
ing the location of its old works in South
Brooklyn, the offices in Manhattan and the
new works at Harrison, N. J., with the in
tercommunicating lines of transportation.
The old works were founded in 1840 and
now cover about four and a half acres and
employ 2,000 men. The new plant occupies
a 34-acre tract, has 18 acres of floor space
and will accommodate 6,000 workmen. It
is said to be the largest industrial plant
near New York and embraces the latest
improvements in production engineering.
THE HOMESTEAD VALVE MFG.
CO., Box 1754, Pittsburg, Pa., are manu
facturers of a self-locking straight-way,
three-way and four-way balanced plug
valve for all kinds of work. The plug is
so arranged that it is loosened in the seat
while it is revolving and is forced firmly
into place when it is closed. A catalog
recently issued by the company shows the
valve and gives a full list of sizes and
prices.
SCHUTTE & KOERTING CO., of
12th and Thompson Sts., Philadelphia, is
calling attention in recent circulars to the
automatic back pressure valves and eductor
condensers which it manufactures. The
valve has the advantages of being able to
hold absolutely tight under atmospheric
pressure, or even with a few pounds
back pressure, while opening noise
lessly when the exhaust rises above that
pressure for which the valve is set. The
condenser avoids the use of air pumps and
allows of cheap first cost and of the use of
extremely simple machinery and piping in
the condensing system.
THE CANCOS MANUFACTURING
CO., of Philadelphia, a manufacturer of
Black Squadron four wedge ring packing
and steam and hydraulic packings of every
description, has prepared a convenient little
memorandum book for engineers which the
company sends free upon request. This
book contains minature maps of the United
States and its island possessions, Canada,
Mexico, and South America, populations of
cities in the United States, calendar, postal
regulations, weather bureau signals, men
suration and other mathematical rules,
weights and measures, data about coal, and
other useful information, besides squareruled pages for notes and memoranda.
PILLEY PACKING AND FLUE
BRUSH MANUFACTURING CO., of St.
Louis, Mo., are sending out a souvenir map
of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. This
gives the location of the different buildings,
points of interest, etc., of the Fair Grounds,
and shows where the exhibit of the com
pany is located. R. B. Hyatt will repre
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sent the company at the exhibit and will be automatic trolley cranes. These are usually
glad to assist engineers in any way while arranged to run on an overhead track or
wire tramway, and to take current in the
they are in the city.
same way as an ordinary trolley car, but
CIRCULAR NO. 1078 describes the using automatic control of the motor, so
Westinghouse single phase railway motor that the crane car can be stopped at iny
and car equipment. This is the machine point and its load released. For larger
designed by B. G. Lamme, which has oc
work the trolley is placed under the con
casioned much discussion in the technical trol of an operator who travels with the
press and before the American Institute. crane, but the principle and method of op
It is a series machine, in general appear
eration are the same. The United Tel
ance very much like the ordinary direct- pherage Co., of 20 Broad street, New York
current street car motor. Current is sup
City, has made a special study of the con
plied by transformers at 225 volts and a ditions of telpherage work, as it is called,
frequency of 25 cycles. Under these con
and has devised a special line of apparatus
ditions the armature speed is about 700 for all classes of freight. Various applica
revolutions per minute. Speed control is tions of the system are illustrated and de
obtained by the use of an induction regu
scribed in circulars sent out by the com
lator which changes the voltage applied to pany which give a good idea of the method
the motor terminals. This regulator is of controlling the trolleys and of the con
operated by a compressed-air motor which
struction of the various tramways.
in turn is operated by magnet valves^ The
AUTOMATIC FEEDING OF BOIL
entire equipment of the car and the opera
tion of the outfit is very fully described in ERS is a subject to which much attention
has been paid in the last few years. A late
the circular.
device for this purpose is the McGregor
A HANDSOME BOOK is the second Automatic boiler feed and pump regu
edition of the Boiler Magazine, published lator, which is designed to work entirely
by the Kellogg MacKay Cameron Co., Lake from the exterior of the boiler and can be
and Franklin Streets, Chicago. It describes placed in any position where it is easily
the offices, warehouses and factories of the accessible. The device is automatically con
company in different cities and gives full trolled by the rise and fall of the water in
details of the American steam boilers and the boiler and will hold the water level
water heaters for steam and heating pur
practically constant. Connections are made
poses. The Soleil steam boiler with safety from the pet cocks on the ordinary water
devices is also described, and other types column to the device which controls the
manufactured by the company. An article steam flowing to the pump. The valve
on the "Need of Ventilation" shows the controlling the steam is operated by a tank
method of combining ventilation with heat
which fills when the water is above the
ing in indirect system. The principle of middle gage cock, thus closing the valve,
the vacuum system is carefully explained, and empties when the water falls below
and the subjects of draft and chimneys fully the middle gage cock, so that it is lifted
treated.
by the counterpoise and opens the valve.
THE VALLEY IRON WORKS, Wil- The advantages of holding the water level
liamsport, Pa., are now completing patterns constant are too well known to need com
for their new line of enclosed, self-oiling, ment. This device is manufactured by the
Automatic Cutoff engines, of which they McGregor Automatic Boiler Feed Com
will have fifty-eight sizes, adapted to mill, pany, 21 State St., Detroit, Mich., and is
factory and electrical work. They advise fully described in their catalog.
us that as yet their catalog is not ready for
BUFFALO CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
issuing; they, however, are furnishing a
as manufactured by the Buffalo Forge Co.,
very neat illustrative and descriptive cir
are described at length in a convenient
cular which covers the line very fully.
pamphlet of pocket size, which also has
ISOMETRIC PROJECTION is a meth
od of representation which has bothered illustrations and data concerning the un
draftsmen on account of the difficulty of derwriter pump, the high-pressure pump,
sketching pieces of machinery or apparatus the centre packed plunger pump and the
and getting the proper angles for parts. It automatic tank pump, made by the Buffalo
is, however, a very illuminating method of Forge Co. Another pamphlet describes the
Buffalo, steel-plate, planer-mill exhausters
representing pieces of machinery and con
veys quickly and more fully than is possible for taking away the shavings from planers
and other wood-working machinery. The
by flat projection the method of construc
works of the company are less than a mile
tion of machines. It has also the advan
tage that drawings can be made to scale from the center of Buffalo, and occupy an
entire block, so that they have unlimited
along any of the three axes, which is im
capacity
for the turning out of work quickly,
possible with other methods of prospective
thus
ensuring
prompt delivery of orders.
drawing.
The Derry-Collard Co., 258 Broadway. The covers of these pamphlets in a black
and yellow embossed pattern, one of thornNew York, is publishing pads of draw
ing paper made for this particular bush, and the other of an oak branch, are
purpose. They come in 6x9, 9x12 pads most attractive.
and in loose sheets 12 x 18 inches. Circles
W. E. CALDWELL CO., of Louis
are drawn as ellipses, making the longer ville, Ky., are manufacturers of steel tanks,
towers and receptacles of all kinds. They
axis \Y\ times the short axis.
ONE OF THE METHODS by which are describing in their 1904 catalog the
expenses have been materially reduced in different styles of tanks and receptacles
the conduct of large manufacturing work is made by them, and give a full list of speci
the handling of freight and merchandise by fications and particulars.
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OIL VERSUS GREASE is discussed in
a booklet which shows the advantage of
Dixon's graphite greases. The causes of
heating, the selection of lubricants, and the
value of graphite as a lubricant are taken
up, followed by a discussion of the differ
ent graphite greases and uses for which
they are suited. These greases are made
by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. of Jer
sey City, N. J.
GREEN ENGINEERING CO.. whose
offices are located in the Western Union
Building, Chicago, are issuing a new cata
log, D, which describes the Green traveling
link grates in detail and gives full illus
trations of the method of operation and of
plants in which the grate is installed. All
the parts are fully described and the adapta
tion of the grate to various kinds of fur
naces is shown. The latter part of the book
contains an interesting table and the value
of different coals mined in Ohio, Illinois,
and Pennsylvania, the output of each
county, the analysis of the coal and its heat
ing value.
CIRCULAk skj. 73, issued by The Jef
frey Manufacturing Co., of Columbus, O.,
gives a summary in pictorial form of the
apparatus manufactured by that company.
It is a most interesting little booklet and
shows the numberless operations which may
be accomplished by belt, screw and jacket
conveyors, thus avoiding the hard manual
drudgery which otherwise would be neces
sary. The company also handles machin
ery for dredging, coal washing and coal
mining.
THE BRISTOL CO, of Waterbury,
Conn., are issuing a new catalog, N0.13, de
scribing recording pressure and vacuum
gages. This shows in detail the construc
tion of the gages and how the recording
mechanism operates, as well as the princi
ple of action, of the pressure member. Speci
men sections are shown from different re
cording pressure gage charts for various
purposes and the different graduations are
fully illustrated. The value of a recor-d is
too obvious to need comment, and the repu
tation which these gages have made for
themselves speaks without further empha
sis of the success which they have achieved
in producing a satisfactory record.
COCKERILL GAS ENGINES have
long been known on the European conti
nent as efficient and satisfactory prime
movers. Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co., of
Cleveland, Ohio, has recently arranged for
the sole American agency for the Cockerill
gas engine for blast furnace blowing en
gines and for heavy duty electric light and
power work. The Cockerill engine is now
in use to the extent of nearly 80,000 brake
horsepower in 121 engines of from 200 to
3,000 horsepower each. A pamphlet describ
ing the construction and operation of the
engine in a general way is just issued by
the Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co. and shows
the general appearance of the engine and
a cross section of the cylinder and valvegear, giving also a list of the principal in
stallations now in use.
THE DIESEL ENGINE as built by
the American Diesel Engine Co., 11 Broad
way, New York City, is fully illustrated
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and described in a recent catalog. This
shows what the engine is, what its econ
omy ig and what it will do. It shows the
saving of the Diesel engine over other
forms of prime movers and gives a history
of the development in various countries.
Views show the construction of the engine
and valves and several plants at which
the engine is used are also illustrated.
RED STAR BOILER COMPOUND,
which is manufactured by the Lake Erie
Boiler Compound Co., of Buffalo, New
York, is described in a catalog just
issued by the company. This shows what
causes boiler scale and incrustation; it
shows also how the Red Star compound
acts and gives tables of horsepower of
boilers and other interesting information.
The balance of the catalog is taken up
with testimonials from users of the com
pound.
AN INTERESTING CARD showing
the relation of mercury pressure, pounds
per square inch and temperature for abso
lute pressures of 2 pounds per square inch
down to zero is distributed by the Alberger
Condenser Co. of 95 Liberty St., New York
City.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Board of Service of Canal Dover, Ohio, un
til 12 o'clock noon of Sept. 21, for a du
plex, compound condensing pumping en
gine having a capacity of 2,000,000 gallons
in 24 hours, according to specifications on
file in the office of the Board. The cost of
said engine, together with cost of installing
must not exceed the sum of $6,000. Each
bid must contain the full name of person or
company interested in the same and be ac
companied by a certified check for the sum
of $500 payable to the order of the treasurer
of City of Dover.
American Cold Storage Co. is to erect a
plant to cost $30,000.
Consolidated Gas & Electric Co., of
Youngstown, Ohio, is planning a large im
provement in its power station on North
Ave.
Buescher Mfg. Co. will erect a new fac
tory, 50 x 100 feet and two stories high, at
Elkhart, Ind.
A new water works station is to be
built in Evansville, Ind., in the near future.
Adrian Steel Casting Co., of Adrian,
Mich., has recently been incorporated and
will erect a new plant under the direction
of Chas. E. Sutton.
Macon Cooperage Co., of Macon, Ga.,
will shortly rebuild their plant, which has
been destroyed by fire.
Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co., of Cleve
land, Ohio, has been awarded the contract
for building a new rail mill at Sidney,
N. C, by the Dominion Iron & Steel Co.
James L. Ethols and associates will
build an electric plant at New Decatur,
Ala., which will cost about $20,000.
Birmingham, Ala., Railway, Light &
Power Co. is about
spend a considerable
sum on improvement of its plant.
Goddard & Allen Co., which manufac
tures gasoline engines, has purchased a
large factory on Walnut street at Rockford, 111.
Universal Electric Equipment Co., of
Birmingham, Ala., has been incorporated
to manufacture electric train lighting ap
paratus.
Steinman & Meyer Furniture Co., of
York street, Cincinnati, is erecting a new
furniture plant and will shortly install a
new power system.
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M. D. Clemmons' sawing and planing
mill was recently destroyed by fire and will
be at once rebuilt. It is located at Bridge
port, Ala.
New Albany, Miss., is about to install
an electric light and water power plant, for
which the plans will be drawn by Prof.
Eugene Campbell of the University of
Mississippi.
Duplex Stamping Co. will erect a new
factory at Vermillion, Ohio, for the manu
facture of metals.
J. P. Lide and W. A. Sweat will erect
a new shingle mill at Waycross, Ga.
Elkhart, Ind., is to have a new pump
ing station at a cost of $40,000.
Work will soon begin on the plant of
the Knoxville, Tenn., Power Co., which
will cost $100,000. R. W. Austin is in
charge of the work.
American Steel Trackage Co. is to
erect a new building and install machinery
at Defiance, Ohio.
John W. Roberts and others will erect
a new veneering factory at New Albany,
Ind.
Cable-Nelson Piano Co. is to build a
large factory at South Haven, Mich.
TRADE NOTES.
THE ASBESTOS SHEET PACKING
made by the Eagle Oil & Supply Co., 104
Broad St., Boston, has had some pretty
severe tests during its existence. Only the
other day the above firm received a letter
from a purchasing agent, whose firm is
using it, in which he expressed himself as
much pleased at the service his people were
getting from Eagleine asbestos packing.
Enclosed was a second order. He had
seen the different grades used under both
high and low pressures without blowing
out, cracking or hardening. He had seen
it tested with ammonia, oils and alkalies at
various temperatures. He had tried it on
bad joints and it had stood the test Do
you blame him for thinking Eagleine as
bestos sheet packing pretty good stuff? We
don't, and we advise every engineer to
write to the firm and learn more about this
packing.
THE POWER SPECIALTY CO., 126
Liberty St, New York City, reports the
following contracts closed for the installa
tion of Foster superheaters. The fact that
several of these are duplicate orders shows
that this type of superheater is thoroughly
recognized by the Engineering profession :
John Spencer, Wauconda, 111., 65 horse
power.
Cortland County Traction Co., Cort
land, N. Y., 528 horsepower.
Utica Gas & Electric Co., 1,300 horse
power.
International Light & Power Co., El
Paso, Texas, 344 horsepower.
Hackensack Water Co.. 3.120 horse
power.
Hartford Electric Light Co., 2,600
horsepower.
Portland General Electric Co., 3,120
horsepower.
Chihuahua & Pacific Railway Co., 100
horsepower.
Pfister & Vogel Leather Co., Milwau
kee, Wis., 1,500 horsepower.
U. S. Naval Gun Factory, Washington,
D. C, 1,500 horsepower.
Union Electric Light & Power Co., St.
Louis, Mo., 20,000 horsepower.
Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad,
1,800 horsepower.

YORK MANUFACTURING CO., of
York, Pa., has recently received orders for
machinery from Edward P. Huie, of Arkadelphia, Ark., for two 5-ton machines, with
a brine cooler system, to be installed in a
cold-storage plant ; from Blose & Mellon,
of Belmont, Pa., for a 5-ton plant; from
Babbitt Bros., of Flagstaff, Ariz., for a 10ton refrigerating and ice making plant;
from A. G. Maginnis, of Los Angeles, Cal.,
for a 60-ton plant to be erected at Winslow,
Ariz., and from Bartling & DeLeon for a
complete 10-ton ice plant to be shipped to
Panama.
BROWN CORLISS ENGINE CO.,
Corliss, Wis., inform us that the company
has been awarded the contract for four
large vertical cross-compound Corliss en
gines to be direct connected to generators,
by the Washington Navy Yard. Before
placing the order the matter was gone over
very thoroughly by the government in
spectors, and a rigid investigation was
made of the works in operation. The man
ufacturer, consequently, considers the plac
ing of this contract as the very best proof
that the company is building an excep
tionally good engine.
THE FOLLOWING LETTER ad
dressed to the Fibre Spinning Co. at North
Wales, Pa., by E. G. Arnot, superintendent
of inspection of the Philadelphia Casualty
Co., shows what those who know about it
think of the Shallow gage glass fittings :
"Our inspector, J. B. Rotan, reports
that at the time of the inspection of your
steam boiler he had occasion to call your
attention to the liability of someone being
injured by the breaking of the water col
umn gage glass, and called Mr. Huber's
attention to the Shallow automatic water
gage, whom we understood expressed a de
sire to adopt such a safeguard. This will
introduce E. Shallow, the inventor, who
visits your establishment prepared to put
the fittings in place and to demonstrate
their efficiency."
MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE
has recently been awarded the entire con
tract for the tools and machinery for the
railway shops of the Southern Pacific Co.
and its branch lines, including shops at the
following points :
The new shop at Reno, Nev., and addi
tions to the shops at Sacramento, Cal. ;
San Francisco, Cal. ; Newark, Cal. ; San
Luis Obispo, Cal.; Los Angeles, Cal.; Oak
land, Cal. ; Colton, Cal. ; Dunsmuir, Cal. ;
Fresno, Cal.; Bakersfield, Cal.; Mojave,
Cal.; Ogden, Utah; El Paso, Texas; Al
giers, La. ; Houston, Texas ; Guaymas,
Mexico, and Tucson, Ariz.
This order has been in the market for
some time, and was subject to sharp com
petition from the leading tool concerns in
the country. It consists of tools for ma
chine shops, boiler shops, locomotive and
car shops, and is undoubtedly the largest
single machine tool order that has been
placed in this country in many years. The
tools are all of the latest design, and many
of them are being equipped with electric
motors.
THE WHITING FOUNDRY EQUIP
MENT CO., of Harvey, 111., has recently
purchased from the Ball Engine Co., Erie,
Pa., a 400-horsepower Corliss engine of a
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NEW TURBO- GENERATOR STATION OF THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY.
"* NOUR miles west from the city hall,
t-^ on the Detroit river, and just below
the government post, Fort Wayne,
the new alternating-current turbine sta
tion of the Detroit Edison Co. is
in course of construction and is rap
idly nearing completion. The plant,

Curtis turbines are the prime movers
in each case, and are arranged to run
either condensing or non-condensing.
Boiler capacity has been provided sufficient
to develop the full 12,000 kilowatts noncondensing, so that, when the manufactur
ing side of the plant is put in operation,
the exhaust steam from the turbines can
be used in the manufacture of salt.
The plant is electrical throughout and
strictly alternating current, as, with two or
three minor exceptions, the auxiliary ap
paratus is driven by alternating-current
motors. This idea was carried out even in
the construction of the building, as singlephase motors were employed to run the
concrete mixer pumps and electric hoists,
etc., were in general use.

BUILDINGS.
A front view of the station, with the
Detroit river in the background, is shown
in Fig. I, from which an idea will be ob
tained of the architectural design and the
FIC. I. DELRAY STATION OF THE DETROIT EDI
general arrangement of the plant. Another
SON COMPANY, LOOKING SOUTH.
stack is to be erected at the left, similar
to the one already in position on the right
although not the largest, is destined side of the building, and the overhead trans
to be one of the most complete and mission line, shown in the foreground, is
modern installations of its kind in the simply temporary. The fan room and the
country.
boiler room, with the coal bins above, occu
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., No. py the front part of the building.and are 158
io Bridge St., New York City, are the en
x 37'A and 125 feet respectively. The engine
gineers and architects for the plant. The room is a trifle longer, being 172x46^
turbines are being installed complete by the feet, and may be seen projecting past the
General Electric Co., while the switchboard front part of the building. The condenser
and electrical equipment are the design of room, which is 114x22 feet, is next, and
Geo. W. Cato, general superintendent of still farther back in a separate building is
the Detroit Edison Co.
the pumping station, which may be seen
H. H. Lane is the engineer in charge to better advantage in the rear view of the
for Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. and plant, Fig. 2. This building is about 500
is largely responsible for the satisfactory feet from the river, is 33 feet wide by 87
and gratifying results already attained in feet long, and contains the supply pumps for
the plant.
boiler feed water and cooling water for the
The site of (he station is Delray, a sub
condensers. In the course of time, it is the
urb of Detroit, and covers 39 acres of land, intention to extend this building and add
which will prove a valuable acquisition to
the necessary pumps for the salt already
the company, as it overlies a stratum of salt
310 feet thick. A well has already been mentioned. The two water tanks, shown
sunk in the property, and it is intended at the left of the photograph, have a capac
to make the manufacture of salt a by- ity of 70,000 and 10,000 gallons, and are in
process for the original purpose of the tended to hold a reserve supply of feed
water, so that in case the pumps should fail,
plant, which is to supply power at whole
sale to the electrical companies of Detroit a supply of water would always be on
already in operation. Twelve thousand hand ; the smaller tank is used as an added
precaution. The canal, which has been
kilowatts are to be developed for this pur
pose, and four units, each of 3,000-kilo- dredged from the river to convey the wa
ter supply, is shown in this view.
watts capacity, are to be used.

KOILER ROOM.
This room is divided into two com
partments, each containing twelve 520horsepower, Stirling boilers of the super
heating type, arranged in batteries of six
on each side of the firing alley, which is
the center of each compartment, as shown
in Fig. 3. Each row of six boilers thus
has a capacity of 3,120 boiler horsepower.
Twelve-inch headers are used, and each of
these headers continues through to one of
the turbines, so that each row of boilers,
with its corresponding turbine, forms a com
plete unit. These four main headers are
also cross connected by an 8-inch header.
Steam piping for these boilers is worthy
of special mention and may be seen in
course of erection in Fig. 4. Long sweep
ing bends are provided to allow for ex
pansion or contraction. Steel flanges and
special fittings are used on all the piping
and a nonconductive covering, at least 6
inches thick, now surrounds each pipe. This,
however, had not been applied when the
photograph was taken. Hand operated
valves are installed as shown and Bundy
traps are used throughout.
FEED-WATER SYSTEM.
The path of the feed water from its
source to the point of evaporation in the
boilers, is always an interesting feature in

FIG. 2. REAR VIEW OF THE DELRAY STATION.
any plant, and is one which plays an im
portant part in the efficiency of a boiler
room.
The source in this particular case is the
Detroit river, from which the water flows
through the 40-foot canal, dredged out for
this purpose, to the pumping station, where
it is raised through trash screens and
strainers by two Worthington turbine-type
pumps, with 8-inch suction, and forced up
to the tanks, shown in Fig. 2, or through
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a system of underground mains to the
boiler room. The two pumps, one being in
reserve, are driven by 60-horsepower threephase General Electric induction motors,
operating at 220 volts, 60 cycles, with a
speed of 900 revolutions per minute.
On reaching the boiler room, the water
is taken from the mains through four 5,000-
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partment at the right hand end of the
drum, whence it passes into the steam
main.
The superheater may be flooded and used
to generate saturated steam, if desired. To
make this possible, the upper steam drum
and the lower superheater drum are con
nected by suitable piping and valves, as
shown by the dotted
lines in Fig. 5. When
generating saturated
steam, all the com
partments in the up
per superheater drum
are thrown into com
munication by means
of bypass valves,
which are shown in
Fig. 6.
The steam, gener
ated in these boilers,
is raised to 300
pounds gage pressure
and is superheated
200 degrees F.
COAT. AND ASH CON
VEYORS.
FIG. 3. VIEW OF BOILER ROOM SHOWING ONE COMPARTMENT.
The arrangements
made for handling
horsepower Cochrane feed-water heaters by coal and ash are also of interest and are
a similar number of compound Worthington very complete in every detail. The com
feed pumps, 12, 18 and 8'/2 x 18 inches. In the pany has its own side track, which connects
heaters the temperature is raised somewhat with the Michigan Central, Wabash, Pere
Marquette and Detroit Southern railroad
by the exhaust steam from the fan en
gines and other steam auxiliaries but not systems. The coal is conveyed in hopper
to the final temperature required. The cars along this siding and up a slight in
cline, which is supported by steel girders
water is then passed through econo
mizers, which were made by the Green on concrete piers, into the base of the coal
Fuel Economizer Co., and are arranged in tower. In the coal tower it is hoisted,
four banks ; each bank contains 104 cracked, screened, and delivered by a Hunt
sections of twelve pipes each and is en
automatic railway system to the different
cased with an asbestos covering. The econ
coal pockets, which are six in number with
omizers are subjected to a working pres
a total capacity of 4,000 tons. Four of these
sure of 250 pounds per square inch and bins are intended for slack coal, which is
to be used ordinarily, and the remaining
are provided with scrapers which are op
erated by 10-horsepower General Electric two contain small nut coal and are to be
held in reserve for periods when it is de
induction motors.
sired to develop the full capacity of the
The water has nearly reached its desti
nation and is now ready to enter the Stir
boilers, as this kind of coal is perfectly
ling boilers, a sectional side elevation of clean and permits of a much higher rate of
which is shown in Fig. 5, from which it combustion.
will be seen that the usual middle bank of
Coal is fed through the chutes, shown in
water tubes in the standard boiler is re
Fig. 3, into Roney stokers, two of which
are provided for each boiler. These stokers
placed by the superheater.
The feed water enters the upper rear have an effective grate area of 63 square
drum, is delivered into the feed pan, as feet and are operated by Westinghouse
shown, passes down the rear bank to the standard engines of 10-horsepower capac
mud drum, thence up the front bank to ity, two engines being provided for each
the forward steam drum, from which it row of boilers, and being so connected that
flows back to the feed drum through the either may be used to drive twelve stokers.
two rows of circulating tubes, shown in
Ash drops into hoppers below the grate,
Fig. 5. Steam is disengaged in both of and, when a sufficient quantity has collected,
the upper drums, from which it is con
is allowed to drop through chutes into
veyed to the upper superheater drum by small narrow-gage cars and is conveyed
cross tubes, which, in the completed boiler, to the ash dump.
are well encased in pipe covering.
DRAFT.
The upper superheater drum is divided
Economical and convenient designs for
into three compartments by partitions, each the handling of coal and water are essen
of which contains a man-hole, as shown in tial features in the efficient operation of a
Fig. 6, which illustrates a section through boiler room, but the question of draft is
the superheater drums and tubes. The also of importance, and is a point which
lower drum is divided into two compart
has not been overlooked in the present in
ments by means of a removable diaphragm. stallation. The design includes three steel
Saturated steam enters the left hand com
stacks, which rise 135 feet above the boiler
partment of the upper drum and then makes room floor, two of which have been already
four passes through the tubes, as indicated erected and will be seen in Fig. 1. The
by the arrows, and finally reaches the com
largest stack, which has an internal diam

eter of 16 feet, is placed in the center and
is intended for two rows, or in other words
twelve boilers, while the two smaller stacks
are 11 feet in diameter, each serving one
cow of six boilers. Each stack is brick
lined to the top and is supported by the
heavy steel structure shown in Fig. 7. The
large Westinghouse fan, which is 14 feet
in diameter and is to be used for forced
draft, will also be noticed in this view.
Four fans are employed, two for the 16foot stack, and one for each of the smaller
stacks ; each fan is driven by a Chandler &
Taylor I4xl6-inch horizontal engine. The
unusual height of the stacks, 135 feet,
would seem to exceed the necessary re
quirements, especially in connection with
induced draft, but this was considered
necessary, in order that the flue gases
might clear the barracks at Fort Wayne.
TURBINE ROOM.
Fig. 8, which is a view of the west
end of the turbo-generator room, shows its
neat appearance and general arrangement.
The turbo-generators and exciters occupy
the south side of the room while the oper
ating and controlling systems take up the
north side. The high tension buses are
enclosed in a fireproof vault on the first
floor, the oil switches being placed on the
first gallery just above and the switchboard
on the second gallery, from which the oper
ator has a clear view of all the generating
apparatus.
Offices of the operating engineer, T. A.
Drysdale, take up the northwest corner of
the room, and sleeping rooms and shower

fig. 4.

STEAM PIPING IN COURSE OF EREC
TION.

baths are provided for the employees at
each end of the first gallery and at the west
end of the second gallery, the east end
being allotted to the storage battery.
As will be seen in Fig. 8, the walls are
lined with enamel brick to a height of 6
feet, above which white pressed brick is
used. The floor is of concrete and all
casings for windows and the skylight, as
well as the large doors, through which the
heavier apparatus is taken, are made of
copper, which is fireproof and more durable
than the materials generally used in this
construction. Ncrnst lamps are used for
lighting, and the room throughout gives the
impression of careful and thorough de
sign.
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CURTIS TURBINE AND AUXILIARIES.
The 3,000 kilowatt Curtis turbines are
of the four-stage type and revolve at a
speed of 600 revolutions per minute. The
controlling valves, which are twenty-four

FIG. 5.
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is installed in the pumping station and is
driven by a 75-horsepower General Elec
tric induction motor. The overflow is taken
care of by a canal running from under the
condenser to the river, and the vacuum is

SECTIONAL SIDE ELEVATION OF THE
STIRLING BOILER.

in number, are actuated by electro-magnets,
and water is used for the step bearing.
This type of turbine has been recently de
scribed in these pages and only a few de
tails will be mentioned.
Water from the step bearing is taken
from the mains by either one of two Dean
Bros, pumps, 10 and 2-^x12, which are
set in relay, and is forced into an R. D.
Wood & Co's accumulator, which is con
structed for a pressure of 900 pounds per
square inch ; only 650 pounds are required,
however, to balance the weight of the re
volving element of the turbine. The water
escapes through a relief valve, set to this
pressure, into the vacuum chamber of the
turbine and is returned to the hot well near
the pump house, and thence either to the
storage tanks or directly to the boiler room.
Extreme conditions to which these bear
ings are subjected, rendered necessary
extra precaution to secure a constant sup
ply of water, and a third provision was
made in the form of a Stilwell-Bierce &
Smith-Vaile three-cylinder power pump,
1^2x6 inches, driven by a 5-horsepower
shunt-wound motor connected to the exciter
circuit. The apparatus just mentioned is
located in the basement under the turbine
room floor.
Wheeler condensers, with a cooling sur
face of 12,000 square feet, which is com
posed of i-inch tubes 12 feet long, are used,
and these are installed in the condenser
room, which is on a level with the base
ment floor, so that only the turbine proper
appears above the floor of the generator
room. The condensation is returned to
the hot well and is again used in the
boilers.
The circulating water is supplied by
a Wheeler 20-inch centrifugal pump, which
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Peninsular Electric Light Co. is the next
largest consumer and is furnished with
three-phase current at 2,200 and 4,400 volts.
This company has a three-phase power bus
iness, which is rapidly growing. The Wyan-

FIG. 6. SECTION THROUGH SUPERHEATER
DRUMS AND TUBES OF STIRLING BOILER.

attained by means of an Edwards threecylinder patent air pump, made by the
Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Co., and
driven by a 60-horsepower induction motor.
No tests have as yet been made on the
turbine, but a vacuum of 28 inches is ex
pected.
Using water for the step bearing lessens,
to a great extent, the amount of oil used
by the turbine, as only the two upper bear
ings require lubrication. The gravity sys
tem is employed, and two Blake pumps, 3
and 2x3 inches, elevate the oil from the stor
age tank in the basement to a supply reser
voir on the second gallery, from which it
flows by gravity to the bearings and is
returned through an oil filter to the origi
nal storage tank.
GENERATING EQUIPMENT.
The unit system is strictly adhered to
in the electrical end of the plant. Each
generator, which is star connected with the
neutral grounded, has its own set of buses
and feeders and is entirely independent.
Tie switches are provided, however, and
the machines may be thrown in parallel if
desired. Three-phase, 60-cycle current is
generated at 4,600 volts and is transmitted
directly through the feeders to the various
points of distribution, and, where it is de
sired to use direct current, motor-generat
ors are installed at the receiving end to
make the transformation. Underground
transmission through Camp Conduit Co's
tile is the prevailing practice.
The major portion of the power will be
taken by the direct-current systems of the
Edison Illuminating Co. of Detroit, and
1,000-kilowatt three-phase motor-generator
sets have been adopted as the standard
unit ; two of these having been already in
stalled.

dotte and Trenton interurban systems, of
the Detroit United Railroad Co., also re
ceive a portion of the power, and a 1,000kilowatt, synchronous motor-generator set,
which is installed at the west end of the
turbine room, is used for this purpose,

FIG. 7. VIEW SHOWING LARGE WESTINGHOUSE
FAN AND BASE OF STACK.
current at 550 volts being delivered to
the trolleys by the direct-current generator.
A small portion of the power will be con
sumed in the station by the various induc
tion motors distributed throughout the
plant. All of these motors are three-phase
and operate at 220 volts, 60-cycle.
EXCITER SYSTEM.
The exciter system consists of two 50kilowatt motor-generator sets, a storage
battery and an auxiliary steam unit of 75
kilowatts capacity.

THE
The motor generator sets are installed
on the turbine room floor, and consist of a
75-horsepower induttion motor and a 50-
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switches in a fireproof vault, where they
are again enclosed in brick compartments,
which are supported by a series of iron

FIG. 8. VIEW OF WEST END OF TURBINE ROOM.
kilowatt direct-current generator, which
may be operated at any voltage between 125
and 220 volts, the latter voltage being used
when charging the storage battery, which
employs the usual Manchester positives and
box negatives and has a capacity of 50 kilo
watts for 2 hours.
The steam exciter which is installed in
the basement is simply an emergency unit,
the services of which will be but seldom re
quired, as the station, when once in opera
tion, will be run continuously and suffi
cient exciting current will be supplied by
the motor generator sets and the storage
battery. The exciter is driven by a 12 x 14inch horizontal engine, with a throttling
governor and hand expansion gear.
SWITCHBOARD.
On the second gallery is the switchhoard, which consists of 26 panels of white
Italian marble; two exciter panels, four
generator panels, one synchronous motorpanel and nineteen feeder panels.
Horizontal edgewise instruments and
Thomson direct-current meters of the Gen
eral Electric Co. have been adopted and arc
already in place. The machine panels are
provided with one ammeter and one volt
meter with the necessary plug switches, two
wattmeters, a frequency indicator and a
Thomson field ammeter. The three-phase
feeder panels are equipped with an amme
ter, two wattmeters, and a time limit relay,
while a Thomson ammeter and a balance
indicator are installed on the exciter panels.
At the rear of the hoard the usual mass
of copper and cable work has entirely dis
appeared and is supplanted by the small
controlling wires of oil switches, which
are all motor operated and have been placed
below on the first gallery.
The high tension buses, as previously
mentioned, are immediately below the

risers at a distance of 5 feet from the tur
bine room floor. All current and small po
tential transformers are placed in this vault
and the feeder cables
are belled out through
the turbine room floor
into the basement,
from which they en
ter the cable tunnel
and conduits and con
tinue to the various
distributing centers.
By referring to
Fig. 8, the large 35ton crane, which was
made by the Northern
Engineering Works,
will be seen. This
crane, conforming
with the general de
sign, is operated by
alternating current
and employs General
Electric induction mo
tors. The main hoist
uses a 20-horsepower
motor, the auxiliary
hoist a 5-horsepower
motor, the carriage is
run by a "-horsepower
motor and a 1 5-horse
power motor propels
the crane.
In addition to the
35-tone crane, two 15ton and a i-ton handoperated crane, made
by the same company, FIG. 9. ONE OF THE
have been installed.
The two larger of
these have been placed in the condenser
room and pumping station and the i-ton
crane is used on the operating gallery.
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One feature of the plant, which is par
ticularly noticeable, and is of the utmost
importance in all large installations, is the
extra precautions taken to guard against
a breakdown of any description. Practically
all apparatus is set in relay, and it would
seem that nothing could arise to interrupt
the continuity of the service for any ex
tended period of time.
In a recent issue of a German tech
nical paper M. Westphal gives the follow
ing points which are the result of his ex
perience with the installation of steam pip
ing : For temperatures above 390 degrees
F. copper and bronze should not be used,
but mild steel may be substituted.
With respect to the matter of drainage,
Mr. Westphal considers that it is quite as
important to drain pipes carrying superheat
ed steam as any others, as in the case of
large* pipes, the steam in the upper part of
a pipe may be superheated while there is
an accumulation of water at the bottom.
This condition puts severe expansion
strains on the piping and joints and should
be avoided by careful provision of a suit
able drip pipe system.
It is stated that in the best practice
the use of rather small , pipes and allow
ance for a drop in pressure between boiler
and engine is less likely to cause heat loss
than the provision of an excessively large
pipe. The use of too small pipe is, how
ever, likely to set up severe vibration.
The use of steam separators much larg
er than usual practice in front of engines

3,000-KILOWATT CURTIS TURBINES INSTALLED
AT DEI.RAY STATION.
is recommended, in order to keep the pres
sure at the engine throttle constant, and
keep down vibration of piping.
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CORLISS ENGINE DESIGN—I.
BY L. L. WII.LARD.
THE Corliss engine will always have
its field of usefulness that can never
be entered upon by the steam tur
bine. While the turbine is the subject of
the day and without doubt has many ad
vantages where continuous running and
high speed is not objectionable, we should
still remember that there are many en
gines to build. The purpose of this series
of articles is to show how they are being
built and how to proportion the parts to
secure the best results at a reasonable cost
of building.
The designs hereafter shown are from
the practice of the leading builders and if
followed will give a reliable and service
able engine that will compare favorably
with any on the market. There are many
good makes that vary considerably in de
sign, but the underlying principles are the
same and must be understood to enable us
to accomplish the end.
We will not go into detail as to the best
type to select for the work we have to do.
but will consider all this as being covered
by the specifications which we are to fol
low.
Most engine builders have a standard
line of machines which are designed to ful
fill certain conditions, and it is cheaper for
them to sell a standard engine, even if it
was built heavier than this certain "case re
quired. The amount of time consumed in
changing patterns and drawings would
cost more than the extra metal used in
construction in the majority of cases. Then,
again, a wooden pattern, after a few
changes, is left in bad shape and, therefore,
it is almost impossible to get a good cast
ing from it.
A standard line of engines is usually
designed for the greatest steam pressure
and speed that will ever be used, anything
coming under these pressures and speeds,
of course, being on the safe side. The
steam pressures and speeds have had a
tendency to increase lately, and I think we
shall see them still higher. This, of course,
has obliged the builder to practically re
design his engine, at least the running
parts. As we increase the speed we must
shorten up the stroke, the piston speed in
feet per minute being limited, which gives
the same power in a much smaller space.
The regular line of engines carried by
most builders will stand at least 100 pounds
of steam, the newer lines being all de
signed for 150 pounds.
From the specifications we know the
steam pressure, revolutions, size of cylinders
and stroke, and in some instances the di
mensions of a few of the principal parts.
It is always best, however, to check these
over, as sometimes a slight change in one
dimension may make a great difference in
some other part.
It remains for us, then, to design the
parts so as to stand the strains and propor
tion all bearings so as to remain cool and
have as little wear as possible take place.
As the cylinder is the most important
part we will consider that first. The thick
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ness of the barrel can be found by Unwins'
formula,
PXD
t=
2X S
where t = thickness P — the pressure per
square inch, D = the diameter of cylinder
and 5"= the allowable stress. To this re
sult should be added, for cylinders up to
24 inches diameter, about T4 inch, and over
24 inches diameter about ]/, inch. The re
sult given by the formula will not be of
much value unless we are careful about
substituting the proper value for 5. This
for plain cylinders shoi'ld not be over
1,800, and for cylinders having a steam
jacket made up of a second barrel around
the cylinder proper should not be over
1,000.
In a jacketed cylinder the cores as set
in the foundry are apt to shift and in so
doing will give us more metal than needed
in one place and not enough in another

stance of a 28-inch jacketed cylinder that
had been cast and taken out of the mould
only to crack in many different places from
this reason.
The approximate diameter of the steam
and exhaust valves will be % the cylinder
diameter for medium sized engines. We
cannot determine this accurately till the
valve layout is made, showing the ports in
cylinder and valves. The length of the
port should be the same as the diameter of
the cylinder and as much more added for a
bearing surface as needed. The dimen
sions in the tables on page 668 will give
this amount, which has been determined
by many years of practice.
The steam velocity through the steam
ports and main steam pipe should not ex
ceed 7,500 feet per minute. The velocity
in the exhaust ports and exhaust pipe
should not exceed 6,000 feet per minute.
The area in the steam chest at any one
place in the line of flow of the steam,

PLANS AND SECTIONAL VIEWS OF A CORLISS CYLINDER.
place. It is partly for this reason that
there is a decrease in the allowable stress.
Also the steam used in the jacket is often
at much higher pressure than that used in
the cylinder, especially in a low-pressure
cylinder of a compound engine. A small
blow hole or porous spot, while easily no
ticed in a plain cylinder, can seldom be
located in the jacket design, so we try to
make up by putting in more metal.
While we are on the subject of cylin
ders it might be well to caution the reader
about having large masses of metal at any
one spot. There is apt to be a porous place
at the center, and also when the casting is
cooling initial strains will be set up by
the thin metal cooling first, and so start
cracks, or if the iron is rather hard actual
ly fly to pieces. The writer recalls an in-

make about 10 per cent greater than the
port area, taking, out all ribs that may be
used to support the walls of the chest.
Make the exhaust chest area 15 per cent
greater than the exhaust port area.
To get the over-all length of the cylin
der, take the sum of the length of the
following parts : front head, piston, back
head, and add to this the length of stroke
and clearance allowed between piston and
heads. The thickness of piston and heads
can also be taken from the table. The
clearance between piston and cylinder
heads should be as small as possible. This
will depend upon the workmanship and
care used in construction and also upon
the method used in connecting the piston
rod to the crosshead.
If the best of economy is desired we
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must reduce the cylinder condensation to
the least possible amount, as this is one of
the losses that amounts to considerable.
Steam condenses much more rapidly on a
rough, unfinished surface than on a smooth
one with a bright polish. So if we ma
chine the inside faces of the heads and
piston and then polish them we will gain
in efficiency, and while the amount may not
be very great it all helps toward the de
sired results. It is the careful considera
tion of all these small points that make the
economical engine.
It we have decided to stand the extra
expense of finishing these surfaces, we can
cut the cylinder clearance down, as there,
will not be any rough surfaces to allow
for. If the piston rod is screwed into the
crosshead and held with a check nut we
can get a fine adjustment of the piston in
side the cylinder by simply giving the rod a
small part of a turn. This will enable us
to further cut down the clearance which
can be as small as % of an inch. On ordi
nary work where a roughing cut only is
taken off the surfaces, the clearance would
be from 3-16 to 5-16 of an inch.
The author has designed several cylin
ders up to 80-inch and allowed for J^-inch
clearance at each end. The only difficulty
experienced was in the first starting up of
the engine. The expansion of the piston rod
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THERMOSTATIC STEAM TRAPS.
BY CHARLES EVERLY CARPENTER.
ASSUMING that the economical neces
sity of removing the condensed
steam from steam systems is ap
preciated, I shall consider here merely the
subject of apparatus.
After a study of the various apparatus

FIG. I. EXPANSION TUBE OF THE THERMO
STATIC TRAP.
and systems, which study has covered a
period of over 5 years, I have concluded
that the thermostatic form of trap, so
largely and generally used in continental
Europe, and now being largely adopted in
England and America, is the best apparatus.
I believe it is the best:
First—Because it is absolutely auto
matic, being independent of the memory,
faithfulness or discipline of any employe,
and without cost for power.
Second—Because it is the simplest in
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FIG. 2. TUBE, CASING AND VALVE ASSEMBLED.
pheric pressure, the liquid in this tube
spring is converted into a gas, and the ex
pansive force tends to straighten the tube
spring. Attached to this tube spring, as
shown in Fig. 1, is a valve stem.
This tube spring and valve stem are
placed in a case in the position illustrated
by Fig. 2. At the right of the case is an
adjusting screw, which regulates the proper
distance of the valve stem from the valve
seat when the trap is open. Careful at
tention is called to the fact that the inlet
of the trap is at the valve, and the outlet
at the opposite side, a point that is often
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Fifth—Because it can be taken apart
and repaired and any part replaced in a
short time.
Sixth—Because it can be installed in
almost any position.
Seventh—Last, but not least, because
it can be so installed that it can be readily
adjusted and tested.
Its simplicity can be best appreciated by
the following description and illustration :
The trap proper is really the spring
tube, as shown in Fig. 1, which is an
arched tube made of nickeled steel gun
metal, the tube being filled with a liquid
and hermetically sealed.
The trap works upon the well-known
Bourdon steam gage principle. At 212 de
grees F., the boiling temperature of water,
and the temperature of steam at atmos-
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construction and the most easily compre
hended.
Third—Because it has the least number
of parts.
Fourth—Because it has but one mov
able part.

FIG. 3. THE MARCK TRAP READY FOR USE.
not understood. It must be remembered
that this construction of the trap prevents
pressure being at any time upon the case
of the trap.
A lid being placed upon the trap com
pletes it, ready for use, as shown by Fig. 3.
To illustrate the working of the trap
consider its adjustment to an ordinary
steam jacketed kettle, as shown in Fig. 4,
Let us commence with a condition
where everything is cold and there is no
steam on the system. Of course, the sub
stance in the tube spring being a liquid,
the tube spring is contracted, the trap is
open, and everything is drained because
the trap is open. Then the steam is sud
denly turned on.
It blows everything before it through
the trap, thoroughly cleansing both the pipe
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and the trap of scale, dirt, etc. In from 15
to 45 seconds after the live steam begins
to blow through the trap, the trap is suffi
ciently heated to convert the liquid into
gas, expand the tube spring, and cause the

FIG. 4. APPLICATION OF THE TRAP FOR DRAIN
ING A STEAM JACKETED KETTLE.
valve to close. The trap is then at its
working temperature and will open and
close alternately as condensed water or
live steam presents itself at the valve.
This continues indefinitely and irrespective
of pressure up to 200 pounds. When we
close down at the end of the day and shut
off the steam, the trap cools, opens and
drains the system of all water.
I am aware of the fact that some Amer
ican engineers have tried these traps in
just such places, and without obtaining
satisfactory results. But I have never seen
a single unsatisfactory result which could
not be traced to some other cause than the
trap itself.
It must be remembered that the trap is
merely an automatic valve. It forces noth
ing; merely opens and shuts automatically.
But the valve of the trap has to be of
sufficient capacity to take care of the con
densation.
I have seen engineers calculate that it
will require a i-inch pipe to take care of
the flow of condensed steam from some
cooking apparatus, and then put on that
pipe a trap with a j4-inch valve, because
it costs less than a trap with a i-inch valve.
Then, because the trap does not drain the
condensation, and the water backs up on
the system, they conclude that it is the
fault of the trap.
Again, there are instances where there
is a sudden flush of water. Take one of
these jacketed kettles, for instance, when
some cold material is emptied into the
kettle for the first time, a common valve
could not discharge the condensation.
This trap is merely an automatic valve.
It will do nothing more than a valve will
do, except to open and close automatically.
So, like a valve, it must be of sufficient
capacity.
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Pipes leading to it must be of sufficient
capacity, as there is no use putting in a
i-inch trap when a J^-inch pipe leads to it.
You will get only the capacity of the Yr
inch pipe.
Where, however, there are sudden
flushes of water it is better to use a col
lector, the form of which is shown in Fig.
5. The gage glass will show the quantity
of water in the collector and whether the
trap is working.
One advantage of this class of trap is
its versatility. It can be applied to almost
any character or form of appliance using
steam.
Of course, the trap depends upon grav
ity to draw off the water ; but there is no
reason why it cannot be applied to vacuum
systems. It can have no more effect on a
vacuum system than a valve, excepting
that it wiH open when there is water to
pass through and close when steam passes
through. A number of plants use the
vacuum system during the day on heating
appliances, then take off the vacuum at
night, and depend upon gravity and the
traps to drain the system and prevent freez
ing. This is particularly desirable in ho
tels and places where the noise caused by
water in pipes of the heating system is es
pecially objectionable.
An illustration of a very general use
of this character of trap is shown in Fig.
6. This, as can be readily comprehended,

Trap B is on the heating system, and
is not bypassed.
Trap C is also on a collector, which
collector is to take care of sudden flushes
and drains a compounding tank that re10

(ft

FIG. 5. TRAP AND COLLECTOR FOR IRREGULAR
FLOW OF CONDENSATION.
ceives cold oil from tank cars. This has
always been a troublesome tank.
Trap D is bypassed and is on the line
from the compounding tanks, the tempera
ture of which is fairly regular.
Attention is called to the fact that the
drips from all of these traps drain into a
common tank, which tank is fed from the
water main by the use of a float valve;
and all of this condensation is pumped
back to the boiler through the feed-water
heater. In event of the condensation not
supplying sufficient water to this tank,

<
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FIG.

6. ILLUSTRATIVE INSTALLATION OF TRAPS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.

is the drawing of a demonstrative exhibit
located in the works of the company which
sells the trap, and which happens to be in
the oil manufacturing business.
A shows the application of the trap to
a collector on a separator. The trap is by
passed here, so that it can be put in use
or taken out of use without stopping the
operation of the separator.

the float valve supplies it from the water
pipe.
Trap E is connected with the feed-water
heater, and was placed in position after we
found that trap A, which was on a separator
placed on the exhaust steam pipe, was
draining into this tank the cylinder oil
which came out of the exhaust. It was
found preferable to have this cylinder oil
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passed off into the sewer ; so it can be seen
that trap E drains into the sewer. Of
course, no steam comes through trap E.
The wisdom of this application of the
trap to the exhaust of a slide valve en
gine has been criticised by some engineers,
due largely to their misunderstanding of
the functions of the trap.
There are times when, in spite of any
thing an engineer can do, the boiler will
foam, and water will come over into the
cylinder. If traps are applied to the drips,
they will immediately open and relieve the
cylinder. The traps never have to be
touched. They are always open when
they should be and always closed when
they should be. They relieve the cylinder
of all excess of water. And it is remarkable
what a difference traps on a cylinder will
make as to the length of time the valves
will go without readjustment, and as to the
length of life of the packing.
With a view of relieving the cylinders
of steam engines of water, some enthusias
tic users of this character of trap have ap
plied the trap to the main steam pipe just
before it enters the cylinder. This will
effect the desired result ; namely, feed dry
steam into the cylinder. But it will posi
tively remove the cylinder oil also, because
anything that will remove the water will
remove the oil. Hence the main steam
pipe of an engine should never be trapped
between the oil cup and the cylinder.
The greatest difficulty in the use of this
character of steam trap is that engineers
so frequently insist that it is a compli
cated affair, and that it should be used in
a complicated way.
These traps are made in various sizes,
the same as valves, and there is no reason
why smaller sizes cannot be multiplied to
give the same effect as the larger sizes.
For instance, two J^-inch traps on a 1inch pipe will give just as good results as
a i-inch trap.
I should be much pleased to have the
readers of The Engineer present through
its columns such criticisms as they may
have to make, showing where traps of this
character have failed, and giving the con
ditions. And I shall' take pleasure in giv
ing my opinion in return, so that this mat
ter may be very thoroughly discussed.
I would not have it intimated that in
this article I condemn the use of other
kinds of traps. My advice is to get rid of
the water as fast as you can, and any good
trap that does so gives the proper results.
The trap herewith illustrated and de
scribed is the Marck made in Belgium and
sold in this country by E. F. Houghton &
Co. of Philadelphia.
Artificial cotton is now being made
in France from the cellulose of the fir tree.
The fibers are pulverized by special ma
chinery and treated with steam and bisulphate of soda for 36 hours under a heavy
pressure. The mass is then washed and
bleached, passed between powerful rollers
to dry it, and reheated with chloride of
zinc and acid to which has been added a
little castor oil to give a consistent paste.
This cellulose matter is then passed through
a draw plate and gives thread which very
closely resembles cotton.
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INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
AT THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE
EXPOSITION-L
WESTINCHOt.fE MACHINE COMPANY'S EX
HIBIT.
HIGH-power, internal-combustion en
gines, suitable for direct connec
tion to electric generators for light
ing, power, railway, industrial, pumping, or
other purposes are a distinctive develop
ment of recent engineering practice. Con
stituting an exhibit of considerable size at
the Exposition, the Westinghouse gas en
gines operating in the joint Westinghouse
exhibit in Machinery Hall are of great
interest.

FIG.

I.

225- HORSEPOWER
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per minute. 200; length of unit over all,
27 feet 4^2 inches, including flywheel;
width over all, 7 feet for the engine, 13.3
feet entire ; height over all, 8 feet 2 inches,
including flywheel ; flywheel diameter, 8
feet 9 inches ; rated capacity, 200 British
horsepower ; ratio of crank to connecting
rod, I to 5.45.
The engine consists essentially of two
water jacketed double-acting cylinders ar
ranged in tandem with distance pieces pro
viding space for access to the packing boxes
between cylinders. Distance pieces are also
used between the forward cylinder and
crosshead guide for a similar purpose.
Constituting the forward part of the

WESTINGHOUSE HORIZONTAL GAS ENGINE CONNECTED TO
DIRECT-CURRENT GENERATOR.

Two types of gas engines are shown ;
the vertical, single-acting and the horizon
tal double-acting. Both are multicylinder
machines, the former having three cylin
ders with cranks at 120 degrees angularity,
and the latter two cylinders arranged in
tandem with single crank. Both engines
are connected to engine-type generators
and are continually maintained in operating
condition, generating, when required, part
of the current necessary for operating the
exhibits of the various Westinghouse com
panies in the Palaces of Machinery, Elec
tricity, and Transportation.
The engines are piped to the city illum
inating gas supply, and although they will
be operated for short periods under all con
ditions of load for purposes of demonstra
tion, it is not contemplated to make long
continuous runs on account of the high cost
of the illuminating gas which alone is
available on the Exposition grounds. The
two gas engine units represent, neverthe
less, an equipment complete in every re
spect and adapted for the use of gas fuel
and to deliver electric current for the usual
purposes.
As the double-acting engine, Fig. 1, is
of somewhat more recent introduction than
the longer established singlc-ac'ion type,
a brief description of its most important
features may be of interest. General data
regarding this unit are as follows : Dia
meter of cylinders, 14V2 inches ; diameter of
shaft,
inches maximum ; diameter of
shaft at bearings, 7% inches ; length of
stroke, 22 inches ; number of revolutions

engine, or frame, are the housing for the
crosshead guide, two main bearings and a
bed plate ; the two cylinders and all the
valve mechanism are supported by a bed
plate extension bolted to the bed of the
engine frame, both of these being grouted
with concrete to the foundation. Castiron
exhaust pipes convey the burnt gases
through the floor to a* 6-inch exhaust main
leading to the atmosphere. Cooling water
inlet and return pipes and gas and air sup
ply pipes rise through the floor, thus remov
ing complex and unsightly piping as far
as possible from the engine room floor.
A flywheel of moderate weight is provided,
with an outboard bearing pedestal, the gen
erator in this case being of the engine type
and mounted upon a separate concrete pier
rising from the common foundation.
Its resemblance to a modern, high-speed,
tandem-compound steam engine is a no
ticeable feature of the general design, and
in fact, the experience of its builders in
steam engine work has been largely brought
into service in the design of the gas en
gine. The resemblance is particularly
strong in the case of the main engine frame,
shaft and cranks, flywheels, bearings, con
necting rods, and arrangement of generator
with outboard bearing. A more generous
proportioning of parts has, of course, been
necessary to accommodate the increased
pressures resulting from the rapid coribustion of highly compressed gases.
In this, as well as the single-acting type
of engine, the Beau de Rochas. or fourstroke cycle, is exclusively employed. This
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involves the well-known features of posi
tive scavenging and efficient combustion
which are considered to be of the greatest
importance in modern gas-engine work, as
would seem to be evinced by the popularity
of this cycle among the important American
and European gas engine builders.
By proper timing of the valve motions,
one power impulse is secured at each for
ward and backward stroke of the engine,
thus resembling the operation of a single
cylinder double-acting steam engine.
An important source of economy lies in
the method of controlling the combustible
mixture. As the quality of gas does not
ordinarily vary widely, the most efficient
proportion, once obtained, enables the en
gine to operate thereafter with maximum
economy, since the governing is then very
effectively accomplished by varying the
quantity of mixture admitted to the engine
according to the load to be carried. As the
mixture is always of constant quality, and
as positive scavenging prevents it from be
coming vitiated on its admission to the
cylinder, the maximum duty per unit of
gas is secured.
The detailed construction of the engine
embodies in modified form the essential
features which have contributed to the suc
cess of the Westinghouse vertical singleacting gas engine. In some respects it pre
sents a departure from the widely accepted
European gas engine practice.
The shaft is constructed of open-hearth
forged steel built up with two cylindrical
crank disks, 30 inches in diameter, present
ing a smooth exterior face but cored out in
the rear with suitable pockets for counter
balancing with lead. , Proper speed of rota
tion is communicated to the camshaft close
to the engine frame by key and bolts.
In the main bearings a four-part, or
quarter-box, arrangement is used, the bear
ings being adjustable horizontally by wedges
set up by bolts extending through the caps.
Crosshead and connecting rod are typi
cal of modern steam engine construction
The former has removable babbitted shoes
overlapping the ends of the crosshead and
adjustable by wedges. These shoes are
bored and turned about a common center
so that by slacking off the wedges, the shoe
may be slid out of position without dis
turbing the adjustment of the remaining
parts.
One striking feature of the cylinder con
struction is that the cylinder, combustion
chamber, ignition and exhaust ports, to
gether with the water jackets for the re
spective parts, are made in one casting.
In order to reduce the strain in the metal
of the jacket while cooling, the jacket wall
is split around the periphery, the opening
being closed by a steel tension band and a
strip of rubber packing. Suitable hand
holes are provided at various points in the
water jackets for examining the interior,
and to remove sediment which might be
precipitated in case very dirty water were
used in the jackets.
The combustion chamber is approxi
mately circular in horizontal section and is
closed by the admission valve above and the
exhaust valve below. Both valves are of
the single-beat poppet, or mushroom type,
and seat vertically along the same axis but
in opposite directions, the admission valve
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opening downward and the exhaust upward. governor mounted upon a vertical shaft
In the case of the admission valve, a sepa
geared to the lay shaft. This governor is
rate bonnet is employed which, together in many respects similar to that employed
with the valve, may be readily removed in the Westinghouse- Parsons steam turbine
without dismantling any parts of the engine and consists of bell-crank ball levers swung
other than the tappet lever, through which on knife edges and encased in neat and sub
cam motion is imparted to the valve. The stantial iron housings. By means of a spe
exhaust valve alone is water cooled by cial spring external to the governor the
means of a bore throughout its length, speed of the engine may be changed within
which conveys water to the head of the small limits, this expedient being found
valve, this water returning in the opposite quite necessary in synchronizing alternatingdirection through an inner concentric tube. current generators and in distributing the
By spraying a small part of the jacket load between them after having been
water into the exhaust pipes, the tempera
thrown in parallel.
ture of the pipe may be kept at a com
As previously referred to, the governor
fortable point through the absorption of controls the speed of the engine by vary
the latent heat of evaporation of the water ing the quantity of mixture admitted at
used.
each induction stroke. The proper propor
Both pistons and the piston rod are tioning of air and gas, as well as the con
water cool as well as other parts sub
trolling of quantity to suit the load, is ac
jected to internal heat. The piston rod is of complished by means of a two-part valve.
high grade steel ground to a diameter of Each part is rotable by means of an exter
i,Vi inches throughout its length. An ef
nal lever moving over a graduated arc, and
fective means of introducing the cooling .the proper proportioning of air and gas
water is secured by a telescopic pipe con
may be readily ascertained while the en
nection bolted to the inside of the cross- gine is in operation. Independently of this
head guide. The in
ner tube of this tele
scopic joint is attach
ed to the crosshead at
such a point as to con
vey the cooling water
to the end of the pis
ton rod bore, whence
it proceeds in succes
sion through the two
pistons, emerging
through a bronze tail
rod extending
through the rear cyl
inder head. Each pis
ton is a one-piece cast
ing, cored hollow to
accommodate the cir
culating water, and
packed by numerous
castiron packing rings
fig. 2. I25-HORSEPOWER VERTICAL WESTINGHOUSE
set out with flat steel
GAS ENGINE, MACHINERY HALL.
springs.
Difficulties arising
in providing a suitable packing gland for operation, however, the vertical movement
the cylinder heads have been overcome by of the governing valve as it receives its mo
means of a simple metallic packing similar tion directly from the governor determines
the quantity of mixture passing into the
in some respects to that used on high-pres
gas boxes which extend in either direction
sure steam engines.
from the mixing chamber to the four cyl
The one lay shaft paralleling the cylin
ders operates, through cams, all of the inder admission ports.
One of the difficulties formerly en
valve movements of the engine. Indepen
countered in gas engine work was the pro
dent cams are provided for inlet valves, ex
haust valves, and igniters so that the action vision of a convenient and reliable means
of each valve may be timed so as to secure of starting the engine. This is done, as in
the maximum efficiency of the cycle. The all Westinghouse engines, by the use of
main cams are all of castiron with working compressed air. In this case, the rear
surfaces chilled and ground. Each has a cylinder is used for this purpose and is
throw of I inch which is communicated to provided at each end with small, springthe valve spindle by levers fitted, at one end backed poppet valves opening only with
with hardened steel rollers engaging the the air pressure. This cylinder is for the
cams of the valve stems. All igniters, time being converted into a simple com
which are of the standard Westinghouse pressed-air motor by throwing out of serv
make-and-break type as employed in the ice the main admission cams and throwing
single-acting type engine, are operated by in two auxiliary cams which engage the
a quick drop cam which is mounted in such exhaust valves in a double-throw instead
a manner that the ignition point may be of a single-throw movement. Two addi
varied any number of degrees in advance tional double-throw cams, permanently
or following dead center as best suited to mounted at right angles upon the lay shaft,
serve to admit compressed air at the proper
the gas used.
moment to the starting cylinder.
Close and sensitive regulation is se
These operations, though apparently
cured through a spring-weighted flyball
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complex, are extremely simple in practice
and involve only the temporary alteration
of the cam movement by means of conven
ient levers, and the admission of the com
pressed air which is controlled by a single
plug valve. One attendant standing at the
rear cylinder can readily start the engine
without changing his position. After one
or two strokes by compressed air, the reg
ular combustion cycle in the forward cyl
inder commences and the supply of com- ■
pressed air may then be shut off, the cam
mechanism returned to its normal position,
and the rear cylinder put into regular serv
ice. The entire operation of starting may be
readily accomplished within I minute. Com
pressed air for starting is supplied by a
double-acting compressor in the basement,
driven by a 5-horsepower motor through
Morse chain gear. The air is stored at
about 150 pounds pressure in three steel
tanks.
Lubrication of the cylinders is automat
ically accomplished by reciprocating, sightfeed oil pumps operated from two of the
cam levers. These pumps receive their sup
ply from reservoirs mounted just above
them, fitted with glass windows at either
end so that the attendant may readily ob
serve the height of the oil and prevent
damage to cylinders and pistons from fail
ure of the oil supply. Other parts of the
engine are lubricated with the usual oil
cups with the exception of the crank pin,
for which a special device is provided, con
sisting of a circular groove turned in the
outer face of each disk. Oil is conducted
to this groove by a small pipe, and the cen
trifugal action forces it outward through
ducts leading to the wearing surface of the
pin.
Circulating water is piped to the several
parts from castiron water boxes, or headers,
located beneath the floor. These receive
their supply from the Exposition water
system, and all parts of the engine are sup
plied in multiple from these headers.
Outside of the different arrangement of
cylinders, the principal difference in con
struction of the vertical engine, Fig. 2, re
sults from the employment of the singleacting principle, in which only the upper
side of the piston receives the pressure of
the expanding gases. A long trunk piston
is, therefore, made use of, thus dispensing
with the crosshead.
The distinguishing characteristic of the
vertical engine is its self-contained con
struction, all the main moving parts being
enclosed in a castiron casing which is filled
with oil up to the shaft. The cranks during
their revolution dip into this oil and fur
nish splash lubrication to all the internal
parts, including connecting rods and pins
and cam shaft which is also mounted inside
the crank case. The construction of the en
gine in other particulars and its operation
resembles closely that of the horizontal en
gine and needs no further description.
To illustrate the possibilities of dan
ger from leaving pockets in a system of
piping so that water can collect and cause
water hammer, it is worth noticing that a
steam pipe in the cellar of Child's restau
rant in Philadelphia was recently burst in
this manner and the engineer was seriously
scalded.
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GAS ENGINES.
At the recent meeting of the British
Association, Bertram Hopkinson drew at
tention to a method of measuring the waste
heat carried off in the exhaust from gas
engines, of which he has successfully made
use in analyzing the losses in such ma
chines. The device consists essentially of
a calorimeter mounted in the course of
the exhaust gases, close to the engine, in
which the gases are cooled by jets of water
in such a way that the temperature of the
entering and outflowing water can be read
ily ascertained. By means of a very sim
ple form of this apparatus, shown in the
figure, the gases from a 10-horse power en
gine could be cooled down to 107 degrees
F. The calorific value of the gas supplied
to '.he engine was determined and its quan
tity measured, while the indicated horseENGINE FLANG£^4

TO MUFFLER
DEVICE FOR MEASURING WASTE HEAT IN EX
HAUST.
power, the rise in temperature of the cir
culating water, and the heat carried off
in the exhaust were observed. The engine
had a cylinder 7 inches in diameter, and a
stroke of 15 inches, and ran at 250 revolu
tions per minute.
The results showed that the jacket water
carried off 32 per cent of the heat energy
supplied to the engine, the exhaust gases
gave up 34.5 per cent to the calorimeter and
carried away 1.5 per cent to the chimney,
and the indicated work amounted to 26
per cent of the total energy, leaving 6 per
cent unaccounted for. The temperature
of the gases was reduced to 107 degrees F.
in the calorimeter, the jacket water at exit
was at a temperature of 105 degrees, and
the indicated horsepower was 14.2. The
missing 6 per cent was mainly attributa
ble to radiation and conduction from the
engine. The author proposed that the
method described should be utilized in de
termining the thermal efficiency of gas en
gines, by measuring the indicated horsepow
er and the various heat losses, instead of
the very difficult process of measuring the
total heat energy supplied to them. .
A. H. A.
Osmon is the name given to a new
fuel made in Germany from peat. This
contains some 90 per cent of water, of
which about 25 per cent is removed by
electric current and the remaining mass is
formed into briquets and pressed.
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CARE OF A GAS ENGINE.
BY E. S. LINCOLN.
Probably the majority of engine owners
and users realize the necessity of cleanli
ness about the gas engine. The engine
should be cleaned and examined immedi
ately after stopping, and allowed to cool
down gradually.
Special attention should be paid to the
piping, to see that it is properly arranged
and all leaks prevented. Cold water
should run through the water jacket in a
steady stream ; but where this is not prac
ticable, the circulating tank and pipes
must be large enough for good circula
tion through the jacket.
Gasoline should be stored underground,
outside of the building.
Great care should be taken to prevent
leakage in the gasoline feed pipe, special
attention being paid to all joints, which
should be made tight without the use of
red or white lead. As the exhaust pipe
conveys heated gases, it should be well
protected from inflammable material by the
use of some noncombustible substance.
For a small stationary engine a cheap but
effective muffler may be made of a piece
of sewer pipe about 10 inches in diameter
and 2 feet long, set in the ground just
outside the wall of the engine room. The
exhaust pipe of the «ngine enters the muf
fler through a wooden cover, which is per
forated with a number of }4-inch holes.
A branch is led off from the exhaust pipe,
and opens into the air, a valve being in
serted near the junction of this pipe with
the exhaust pipe. This pipe is for the
purpose of relieving the cylinder of back
pressure at the time of starting up, and
also in case the holes in the muffler cover
become closed with snow or ice between
the times of shutting down and starting up.
After a few explosions, the relief valve is
closed. This muffler has been found to sup
press almost completely the sound of the
exhaust.
The igniter, which is an important part
of the internal combustion engine, must
be well cared for. If it is of the wipespark style, the points will wear longer
if the polarity of the current is changed
from day to day, which can easily be ac
complished by means of a double-throw
switch, which may also be used for the
main switch. For this type of igniter,
storage batteries are, in many cases, too
powerful, a small magneto giving better
results, but it is a good plan to have two
sources of current.
Quality of gasoline is an important
factor, and it is essential that it should be
free from water, grit, etc.
In the examination of the engine, which
should be made before starting up and
after shutting down, special attention must
be paid to the governor, to see that it is
in good order. All nuts and screws must
be tight, and the engine fastened to a solid
foundation.
Always keep the engine in perfect order,
and there is no reason why the internal
combustion engine should not give perfect
satisfaction. Nine times out of ten, un
successful results are due to mismanage
ment and neglect.—Technical World.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience -which will be helpful to the man in charge of power machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible. These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
A FEW HINTS ON PIPE CONNECTIONS.
Editor The Engineer.
There are a number of different ways
of connecting iron, lead and other metal
pipes and I have found by personal obser
vation and inquiry that very few engineers,
»— illlllllllll
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1
V FIG I. LOCKNUT AND NIPPLE.
including chief engineers in large build
ings, have a practical knowledge of how
to make the different connections. Most
engineers I have interviewed knew of all
the different connections I mention in this
article, but not one of them would wager
that he could personally make all of them.
Some of them were all right until lead
pipe was mentioned, others were stuck at
castiron pipe.
I shall endeavor in this article to ex
plain by the aid of sketches the way in
which various connections can be made. In
the case of the wiped joint a little time
should be devoted to practice, because every
good engineer should be able to wipe a
joint.
Fig. 1 shows a locknut, which is an
iron washer, varying in size and thickness
according to the diameter of the pipe on
which it is used. The hole is threaded
with the same pitch of thread as the pipe.
Fig. 1 also shows a nipple threaded to the
ordinary length on one end and a longer
thread on the other end. To make the con
nection screw the locknut onto the long
thread and turn it up until it can go no
farther, then screw the long thread into
one of the fittings to be connected, until
the locknut is reached. Next turn the
nipple back and let it enter the opposite
fitting until the thread will become steam
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FIG. 2. CONNECTION ASSEMBLED AND
COMPLETED.
tight. The connection will now resemble
Fig. 2.
Place a few turns of small rope asbes
tos, well coated with oil and graphite, at
C and turn back the locknut with a wrench

or pipe tongs until it is tightened up rather
firm against the faces of the fitting. The
connection is now completed and will look
like the lower sketch in Fig. 2. This
connection often comes in handy to the
engineer when he is out of right-and-left
couplings or flange couplings. He can al
ways get a locknut by cutting a common
coupling in halves with the pipe cutter,
hacksaw, or in a lathe. The asbestos makes
the joint steam tight and I have known
this kind of joint, when well made, to last
as long as the pipe. It might be well to
mention that it is bad policy to use red
lead and oil or lead paint of any kind on
pipe threads, as the paint becomes very
hard in time, and the chances are that,
should it be desirable to disconnect the
pipe any time, you will split the pipe in the
operation. The best thing is ground graphhe and oil used the same as red lead,
which will keep the joints in such shape

FIG. 3. RIGHT AND LEFT CONNECTION.
that they can be taken apart with ease at
any time.
The next connection is the right-andleft. The right-and-left nipple has a right
hand thread on one end and a left hand
thread on the other end. To properly
make the connection, there must be at least
1 inch of play between the fittings to be
connected. In some cases the pipes can be
sprung enough to admit the nipple, and
when it is tightened up the fittings will be
in their proper places. First screw one of
the threads into the fitting and tighten it
up, then make a mark with chalk on the
nipple and unscrew it, counting the num
ber of turns as it comes out and mark the
number on the fitting, as at D, Fig. 3. Then
enter .and tighten up the other thread in
the opposite fitting and proceed as before.
If it goes in say seven turns in one
fitting and only six in the other, then al
low it to enter one turn in the fitting
which takes seven turns, afterwards draw
ing the other fitting up against the opposite
thread and tighten up the nipple. When
making this connection great care must be
taken to see that both the fittings are per
fectly straight with each other, for if they
are ever so little out of line there will be

a lot of trouble in getting the second
thread started.
Fig. 3. shows a right-and-left nipple be
fore and after being connected. Fig. 4
shows a right-and-left coupling. The only
difference in making a connection with a
coupling is that instead of turning in a nip
ple and counting the turns, the coupling
has to be turned on to the pipe and both
sides connected, the rest of the operation
being the same. Most fittings with left
hand threads are made with the left hand
thread end ribbed. On the right-and-left
coupling the ribs extend the full length of
the coupling.
Next comes the flange coupling. In
making this connection a large number of
engineers use sheet rubber, but it is a mis
take to do so if a permanent joint is de
sired. When the flanges are tight on the
pipes see that the faces are perfectly clean
and parallel with each other. Give the
faces a light coating of graphite and oil,
cut out a washer from the sheet asbestos
and see that the bolt holes and the center
hole are clean. Then soak the washer in
water until saturated. It will be very easi
ly broken when in this condition and will
need careful handling. Place the washer
between the flanges and draw them to
gether. If this joint is made according to
these instructions it will never trouble the
maker. All flanges used on pipe over 2
inches in diameter should have at least six
bolts, and the larger sizes, of course, many
more are required.
Fig. 4 also shows a union coupling. To
make this joint, uncouple the union and,
after properly tightening up the two ends
on the prpes, make a washer of sheet as
bestos and treat it the same as for a flange
coupling. This makes a fairly good con
nection, but it is not to be recommended
when a flange coupling or a right-and-left

FIG. 4. RIGHT AND LEFT COUPLING AND UNION.
coupling is at hand. About the only thing
that can be said in its favor is that it is
a very easy joint to make. A union with
ground faces is preferable.
Fig. 5 shows a section of a castiron
pipe joint. This kind of pipe is used in
all large buildings and in most small ones,
for waste pipes. It has also been exten
sively used for greenhouse heating, while
a much heavier pipe is used for gas and
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water mains. One thing I might state is
that, in waste pipes the flow is from the
hub towards the opposite end, but in water
mains the flow is generally directly oppo
site. The connections are made in various

FIG. 5- CASTIRON WATER AND WASTE PIPES.
ways. For greenhouse heating rust and
cement joints are much used.
When making a rust joint first have the
pipes laid in the proper position. A gas
ket or hemp is driven in firmly with a
packing iron, see Fig. 7, a quantity of iron
fillings are moistened with a strong solu
tion of salimoniac and water, and about
10 per cent of good Portland cement
added. This mixture is forced in between
the outside of the pipe and the inside of
the hub, until it comes even with the top
of the hub, as in Fig. 5. The mixture
should be stiff enough so that it will not
run out. Portland cement with 14 pound
of lamp-black and Yi pound of dark sugar,
25 pounds of cement and 40 pounds of

FIG. 6. SECTION OF CUP JOINT.
clean sand makes a good joint for green
house work. Make the joint the same as
for the rust joint.
For gas, water, or waste pipes the con
nections are made with lead. First see that
the pipes are straight and that the end of
the pipe reaches the bottom of the hub.
Take some hemp rope, give it a turn
around the pipe just above the hub and
pack it into the bottom of the hub with the
packing iron. Repeat the operation until
there are several turns of rope in the hub.
Use a hammer on the packing iron until
the packing is driven in good and tight.
If the joint is vertical put in a pinch of
powdered rosin, which, besides making the
lead run better, will prevent it from flying
out should the pipe or packing be damp.
Now have a pot of lead heated just
about red, and see that the ladle is very
dry before dipping it into the lead. The
ladle should be large enough to hold suffi
cient lead to fill the joint. Pour the lead
in and when cold calk it tight. A calking
iron may be made of different shapes, one
of which is the same as the packing iron
and is all right, but must be made heavier.
Care must be taken not to calk the joint
too hard, as there is danger of splitting
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the hub. If the pipes are horizontal the
lead can be prevented from running out by
having a rope long enough to extend
around the pipe, the rope to be given a
coating of moist clay. For small pipes a
piece of putty rolled into rope shape and
slipped around the pipe does just as well.
Where two pipes without hubs are to
be connected a sleeve is used. Fig. 8 will
give an idea of what it is like. It is a
straight piece of pipe with a shoulder G
cast on the inside and against which one
end of the pipe rests. A loose ring, F, Fig.
8, also goes with the sleeve. The ring is
first slipped over one end of the pipe, and
the long end of the sleeve put on and
slipped up until the shoulder on the sleeve
comes to the end of the pipe. The sleeve
is then moved back until the short end is
on as far as it will go, which leaves a space
in the long end between the shoulder and
the end of the pipe which is filled by slid
ing the loose ring forward until it reaches
the shoulder. The joint is now made by
following the directions for the preceding
joint.
We will now turn to lead pipe. The
first joint is what is known as a cup joint.
Plumbers call joints made with a solder
ing copper tinkers' joints. This mode of
connecting a pipe is extensively used in
connection with gas meters. Fig. 6 gives
an idea of the form of this joint.
Fig. 9 is what is known as a tamp-piu.
This is a cone-shaped piece of hard wood
used for expanding the ends of lead pipe.
First square the ends of the pipe with a
rasp. Then rasp the edge of one end to a
point, using the rasp on the outside of
the other pipe. Use the tamp-pin to en
large the end of the first pipe, as shown in
Fig. 9. Now take some soil, which is a
mixture of glue, lampblack and water,
which is made by boiling the different in
gredients together for about
hour,
2 ounces of glue, a teacupful of lampblack
and I pint of water is about the thing, and
paint the ends of the pipes for about an
inch. When dry scrape the inside of the
expanded pipe for about ]/2 inch all around.
Treat the outside of the other pipe in the
same way, then place the end of one pipe
inside of the other, sprinkle a little pow
dered rosin around the cleaned part, have

FIG. 7. THE STRAP JOINT AND PACKING IRON.
some solder straps at hand which are made
of half tin and half lead, and a soldering
copper heated moderately hot. See that
the copper is properly tinned on the point,
then place the point of the copper in the Vshaped opening of the joint, press a strap

of solder against the tinned part of the
copper and go slowly around the pipe, fill
ing up the V-shaped space. Sprinkle a
little more rosin on the solder and go
around it again to make it smooth, and
then let it cool. If the copper requires
tinning have it just hot enough to melt
solder, then file it at the point, sprinkle
some rosin on it and rub it with a stick
of solder. A copper must be properly
tinned in order to make a good job.
Fig. 7 shows the strap joint. The ends
of the pipes are squared, "soiled" and
dried and then cleaned for about J4 inch
from the ends. The latter are then
brought together and a band of solder
formed around the pipe by using rosin and
solder. This connection can only be made
on two pieces of pipe that can be turned
around while the solder is being put on.
Iron or brass can be soldered together in
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FIG. 8. SECTION OF SLEEVE AND WIPED JOINT.
the same way, but it is first necessary to
tin the edges.
The last point I shall mention in this
paper is the much-talked-of wiped joint.
This connection is generally made by a
plumber and he would lead you to believe
that it is next to impossible for a person
to learn how to make it without years of
practice. As a matter of fact any man
with a little determination can soon suc
ceed in making a fairly good wiped joint.
The materials necessary are, a pot of sol
der consisting of 60 per cent lead and 40
per cent black tin, a ladle, two wiping
clothes, a tamp-pin, shave hook, soil, tal
low and a rasp. A list of tools can be found
in any supply house catalog, which will
describe the tools I have mentioned.
In starting connect the lead pipes to
gether, rasp the edges square, then rasp one
of them to a point as in the cup joint, ex
pand the other just enough to let the
pointed one enter about '/g inch. Now rasp
the edge of the expanded end, so that it
will be like M, Fig. 8, then soil both pipes
for a distance of several inches from the
ends. When dry make a mark around
each pipe with a pair of dividers about 1%
inch from the ends. Now use the shave
hook to clean the ends as far as marked.
When the ends are clean and bright
rub over with a peice of tallow both the
clean and the soiled parts. This acts as a
flux for the solder, and prevents the lead
from tarnishing and also prevents the sol
der from sticking to the soil, which may
be sticky. Place both ends together and
see that they fit snugly, so that no solder
can run in. Steady the pipes so that they
can not move, as a very slight jar will
crack a wiped joint just before it is cool,
but when cool it is stronger than the pipe.
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Now lay a cloth near the heat so that it
will be warm when you want it. Take
another cloth in the left hand and the ladle
in the right and have the solder pot close
to you, so that you can reach in and dip
up the solder. Hold the left hand with the
cloth under the joint and pour on the sol
der slowly, moving the ladle along the joint
so that the solder will not all fall on the
one spot and thus perhaps melt the pipe.
When the pipe becomes heated move the
solder around the pipe with the cloth, thus
tinning the pipe, and at the same time let

FIG. 9. FINISHED WIPED JOINT AND
TAMT-PIN.
some of the hardened solder drop off. Add
solder till you get a good amount on the
joint and you will soon get it in such shape
that you can work it like putty; it is abso
lutely necessary to get the solder at this
heat, which you will only succeed in do
ing by practice. When you have the solder
at a good working heat lay down the ladle
and take up the other cloth in the right
hand and use both hands to shape the joint
to a nice oval as in Fig. 9.
It is well worth the time spent in learn
ing how to make these joints. In a short
paper like this only the outline of the lead
pipe work can be given. The wiped joint
can be made on iron, brass, copper, or lead
in numberless different shapes and in very
awkward places. In order to become an
expert wiper a lot of practice is necessary,
but anyone can readily learn to make the
simple round one Fig. 9, which, together
with the T or flange joint, are the three
joints more generally used in plumbing.
J. E. Noble.
ANSWER TO ARTHUR M. GWIN.
Editor The Engineer :
In the issue of June 15, under the title,
"Electrically Driven vs. Steam Elevator
Pumps," Arthur M. Gwin raises the ques
tion, whether from the economic point of
view it is not better to use electrically
driven rather than steam driven auxiliaries.
Stated broadly, it is a sound proposition
that better economy can be obtained by
using independent, steam driven, noncondensing auxiliaries, using the exhaust from
the auxiliaries for heating the feed water
and in a heating or drying system, if
there is need for one in the plant, than is
possible where the auxiliaries are driven
electrically or by belts. This proposition
can be proved by calculations in any case
where all of the conditions are known, or
it can be more simply demonstrated by the
three following propositions :
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1. In a plant in which all of the units
are run noncondensing, less than 10 per
cent of the heat in the steam leaving the
boilers can be accounted for by work done
in the engines and by losses from radiation,
etc., and the remaining 85 per cent or
more of the heat must be wasted in the
condenser. Even where the boiler feed
supply is taken from the hot well only a
very small percentage of this 85 per cent
of heat can be reclaimed.
3. When the condensing and noncon
densing units of a plant are so proportioned
that the noncondensing units will furnish
just sufficient exhaust to heat the boiler
feed water practically to the boiling point—
or as near 212 degrees as possible—and to
supply steam for the heating or drying
system, if there is one in the plant, then
from the condensing portion of this plant
you will have an efficiency of 15 per cent,
as in the second proposition, while from the
noncondensing portion you will have an
efficiency of substantially 100 per cent,
since practically all of the heat in the
steam coming from the auxiliaries will be
conserved and returned to the boilers or
used in heating processes, instead of being
wasted, as it must be, if these units were
run condensing or if their work was done
by motors. The fact that these noncon
densing auxiliaries will require a greater
quantity of steam than would condensing
units does not alter the economy, since in
either case the amount of heat converted
into work is the same.
Stating the conclusions of the third
proposition in another way : The efficiency
of the condensing part of the plant re
mains unchanged at 15 per cent, while the
efficiency of the noncondensing part is
raised to practically 100 per cent, so long
as all of the exhaust steam is utilized.
The saving made possible under this
set of conditions averages about 8 per
cent of the total fuel bill, as has been
proven in actual tests.
It must be kept well in mind, however,
that to obtain the highest efficiency from
the noncondensing part of the plant a feedwater heater of the open type must be
used, since a closed heater necessarily
wastes a considerable part of the heat in
the exhaust steam used in heating the
water.
The following incident recently came
to the writer's attention :
A well-known concern in Philadelphia
had sufficient power in its plant, but was
short of steam for the drying system. The
company would have put in more boilers
but for the fact that it had no room and
additional land was hard to get and ex
ceedingly costly. The question was de
bated whether to run up the boiler pres
sure and install triple expansion engines
in order to get the power from less steam.
Before any decision was reached the sug
gestion was made that the company should
make use of a plain slide valve engine big
enough to work against 10 pounds back
pressure, which pressure was necessary to
give the temperature (to the exhaust
steam) that was required for their drying
processes, and then utilize all of the ex
haust about the establishment (1) in an
open feed-water heater for furnishing the
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hot water for the boilers and manufactur
ing processes and (2) in the drying sys
tem, arranging also to return to the heater
all of the condensed steam from the dry
ing system and all of the live steam drips.
The consulting engineer investigated these
two propositions thoroughly, and upon his
recommendation the decision was made in
favor of the plain slide valve engine and
the open feed-water heater, with results
that have been entirely satisfactory ; for
now, instead of being short of boilers, the
company literally have boilers to spare.
The engine utilizes less than 10 per cent of
the heat value of the steam, but all of the
exhaust is utilized and its heat conserved.
While the results work out differently
under other conditions, the general economy
of the noncondensing units, where the ex
haust can be utilized, remains the same.
This holds true also of large office build
ings, etc., mentioned by Mr. Gwin, even
where the exhaust steam heating system is
used during only a part of the year.
Philadelphia, Pa. Russell H. Ramsey.
GETTING RID C.F CONDENSATION.
Editor The Engineer :
There is an arrangement that, while
not altogether new, may help laundry engi
neers to save. a few tons of coal. In the
laundry where I am employed we have
steam mangles, shirt machines, and collar
and handkerchief mangles, all taking steam
at full boiler pressure.
It is common practice to trap the con
densed steam and return it to the hotwell
and later to pump it back into the boiler.
We do not use traps, however, but instead
we run a iJ4-inch return pipe below the
floor on which the mangle is located, as
shown in the drawing. I put in a check
valve, ran over about 5 feet, then rose
through the floor to the ceiling above the
mangle, and at the top of upright pipe I
made a water seal by means of a return
bend and a short nipple. I then gave the
pipe a slight fall towards the boiler.
Behind the boiler I have a fall of 14
feet to a horizontal pipe, the latter being
connected to the blow-off pipe. On the
horizontal pipe I have a tee, a check valve,

RETURNING CONDENSATION TO BOILER.
and a globe valve between the check and
the boiler.
From the tee I ran a J^-inch branch
leading to the hotwell. We use the Yzinch pipe to start the circulation through
the other pipes. In my case the mangle is
level with the water line in the boiler, but
this plan can be followed when the mangle
is below the boiler, provided the return
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pipe can be run enough higher than the
boiler to be able to secure a fall of, say, io
feet. That will be sufficient head to force
the water back into the boiler.
All the heat we lose is merely that due
to the change from steam to water, be
cause the water returns to the boiler at
nearly the boiling point. I now have the
condensation from the shirt press, collar
and handkerchief mangles, and a large
Hogan mangle returning through a 1J4 inch
pipe or loop.
H. F. Bray.
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ing ribs will paraffine over and lose its
value. I would suggest to put in, say, a
dozen more and add a hay filter to the
water end, for hay is far better than
charcoal or coke.
I know a man who uses small wooden
blocks and compels the returns to pass over
them; he is getting good results. Of
course these suggestions may appear out
of order, but as the perfect oil separator has
not apparently showed itself on the horizon
possibly they may prove of value. In view
of Mr. Ramsey's admissions as to the value
of many separators I respectfully suggest
to the fraternity that here is a chance for a
better design. And it will be a blessing to
the boilers. I shall no longer stand in the
way of progress, and await the arrival of a
better oil separator. Allow me to predict
that its inventor is now at a throttle.
Duplex.

REPLY TO MR. RAMSEY.
Editor The Engineer :
I beg to note Mr. Ramsey's remarks in
the Sept. 1 issue of The Engineer concern
ing open exhaust heaters, and find he up
sets my conclusions and reverses me. May
I not say my argument with regard to
open and closed heaters was, in effect, that
where the feed water contained no solids
SCALE AS PROTECTION TO A BOILER.
liberating at or under 212 degrees, I should
recommend and put in a closed heater, while Editor The Engineer :
with water carrying, say, from 15 to no
1 note in your editorial of Sept. 1 ref
grains of solids per gallon, much of which erence to the advantage of a very thin
will liberate below 212 degrees, I should by layer of scale in boilers as preventing pit
all means put in an open one.
ting. The results of tests on the resistance
With regard to such solids composed of to the passage of heat by a scale on the
magnesia mingled with carbonates, a settling outside surface of the flasks of my saturatchamber is not as valuable as scale-catching ing-air surface condenser tend to show the
surfaces. But in some heaters both are em
thickness such scale-coating may attain
braced, notably in the excellent type in which without prejudice to the efficiency of a
the pans afford settling room inside and boiler.
scale surface outside. I have seen lime
My results, as far as they have gone,
taken from such a heater at Indianapolis, agree well with the results of Peclet's ex
the amount of which was astonishing.
periments as converted into English units
With regard to oil being absorbed in by Rankine.
lime deposits, I beg to say that in the con
His formula is:
densation following the heating of the wa
ter, oil adheres to the deposits, and the
y - 7'~ jj
rough surface of the lime answers admir
rx
ably to retain the oil. Engineers in locali
Wherein Q represents the number of Brit
ties where water is very hard will, I am ish thermal units transmitted per hour
sure, bear me out in the above, which I through a square foot of a layer of mate
learned from personal experience. Hence I rial of a thickness, .r inches, offering a re
must differ with Mr. Ramsey's conclusions. sistance r, to the passage of heat.
Clearly, vaporized oil does pass many
0.0016
oil separators, for while a given separator For silver r, equals
For
copper
r,
equals
0.0018
on a heater may be large enough to do very
0.0043
fair work in handling a certain amount of For iron r, equals
For
marble
r,
equals
0.0716
steam, yet by overload or overoiling it
may fail. I recently visited a plant where
As marble consists entirely of carbonate
three boilers had bagged due to oil. The of lime, which material is the main in
plant had run for 3 years without trou
gredient of most scale, scale may be repre
ble ; had an open exhaust heater having a sented by the same resistance- factor without
ribbed separator as part of the heater ; the palpable error. T and T represent the tem
area of the separator was 12 x 16 inches; oil peratures of the fluids on either side of the
drain was J^-inch pipe and was stopped layer of material.
with paraffine. Of course some will blame
Application of the formula, with T-T',
the engineer for not keeping it clean, but representing one degree F. and .r, 1-16
why not toss a brick at the designer/1 The inch, shows that
boiler bill was $375, followed by an order Silver transmits
10,000 B. T. U.
for a closed oil separator and heater.
Copper transmits
8,233 B. T. U.
I note that Mr. Ramsey freely admits Iron transmits
3,752 B. T. U.
many oil separators are valueless. Permit Scale transmits
223 B. T. U.
me to call his attention to closed heaters
as an oil separator, where the water is fa
The ability of water to absorb heat, how
vorable as outlined above. And where the ever, controls the efficiency of all watersolids do not allow a closed heater to be heating or cooling apparatus. Experiments
used, why not make sure of securing oil show that about 700 British thermal units
separation by enlarging the heater and de
is the maximum amount of heat that can
voting at least one-half of its cubical ca
be absorbed by water per hour from one
pacity to the purpose of oil separation? I square foot of surface for each degree of
fully agree that many are inefficient and difference of temperature under the most
that a cavity in a pipe with some project
favorable conditions.
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Application of the formula with Q as
700 British thermal units to determine the
thickness of material allowable gives:
Silver
■
0.8938 inch
Copper
0.7887 inch
Iron
0.3332 inch
Scale
0.01988 inch
The last item shows that scale thicker
than 0.01988 inch would lessen the effi
ciency, while any lesser thickness would
have no effect on the efficiency. That the
thickness of iron or steel boiler plates, in
contact with the furnace gases or exposed
to "radiation, should not exceed 0.3332 inch
for ideal efficiency.
Arthur Pennell.
A PROBLEM WITH A HEATING BOILER.
Editor The Engineer :
The accompanying figure is a sketch of a
problem that I was up against with the
heating plant of a new block. The boiler
being a little small, it had to be forced and
then would throw the water up into the
steam pipe, and if not checked it would
force all the water out. The way a friend
and I fixed it was to cut into the 2'/2-inch
return, which came around both sides
from the back, and put in a
x 2% x 2inch tee. Then we took out a 5-inch plug
on top in the front section, the boiler be
ing of the sectional variety, and put in a
5 x 2-inch bushing. Into this we screwed a
short nipple, then an ell, then another nip
ple, then a 2-inch tee, bull-headed, and
down to the return.
After we got it all connected we started
a fire and forced it for all there was in it,

SHOWING EQUALIZING PIPES.
but the water stayed right where it be
longed in the boiler. The idea may be old
to some, but new to others, and they may
he up against it at some future time and
will find the information all right.
New Britain, Conn. H. Armstrong.
REPLY TO G. G. B.
Editor The Engineer :
In response to G. G. B. concerning an
article on blowoff circulation, in the issue
of May 15, would say that he wrote very
ricely on the subject. I should like to in
form my fellow-engineers throughout the
country that I did not mean that water
would circulate at all, that is, that a con
tinuous flow would be produced in the
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pipe. The pipe is connected from the 2%- connected with the condensing chamber, I
inch cross to the steam space for the pur connected it the same as a double connec
pose of causing a fluctuation of the water tion lubricator. I was about an hour and
a half making the change, and I have never
in the blowoff.
All engineers will admit that when water had a moment's trouble since. On another
is in motion it is almost impossible to burn occasion the disk dropped out of a valve on
a pipe. There is also slight circulation, due the blowoff pipe of a boiler, and as I could
to the condensation of steam in the riser find no other to fit it, I took some lead and
melted it and ran it in in place of the
above the water line. This G. G. B. ad
mits. If the arrangement shown in my disk, and it works like a charm.
There may be some who do not know
drawing was not practical, boiler inspectors,
especially those employed by the Hartford how to regrind the disk of an ordinary
Steam Boiler and Insurance Co., would re
brass valve. My method is to take out
ject them. But I know of several plants the stem and disk, then disconnect the disk
from the stem. I take a piece of hard wood
where the same arrangement is used to pre
and whittle one end down until it can be
vent burnouts, and all have proved a suc
screwed into the disk, and shape the other
cess.
end so as to enter a brace. Then I take
Why it is that G. G. B. thinks the con
nection would be steam bound is a puzzle to some emery, mixed with oil, and smear it
on the disk, place the disk in the seat and
me. If the heat in the combustion chain
ber is sufficiently intense to burn off the turn the brace. This quickly grinds it down
pipe it would generate steam, and the steam to a working fit. Whenever a valve shows
rising and passing off to the system the signs of leakage the operation can be re
same as with that from the boiler itself, peated.
will create a small circulation or oscilla
We have a 12-horsepower stationary en
tion, which is due to the water in the pipe gine and boiler, which was originally pro
being converted into steam and constantly vided with an inspirator. After it had been
changing. We all will admit that in a in operation a while I concluded I wanted
steam boiler, when under 80 to 90 pounds a pump and heater. I bought a single
cylinder pump of the proper size, and then
pressure, the water is not perfectly tran
quil. If G. G. B. has anything better to made a heater by taking a 2^-inch pipe
offer for the purpose I shall be glad to about 10 feet long, and ran a length of
exhaust pipe through it, using a stuffing
hear from him.
M. M.
box at one end to allow for expansion.
This heated the feed water to 185 degrees
EXPERIENCES OF A COUNTRY ENGINEER.
and saved from 100 to 150 pounds of coal a
Editor The Engineer :
day. It is simple and practical and being a
I am a country engineer, that is, my closed heater allows no oil from the engine
work is principally with traction engines to get into the boiler.
Mt. Pleasant, la.
C. R. Willits.
and other small farm machinery.
As I believe a fellow meets with as
many difficulties in this as in any other line
STRAIN ON CYLINDER HEADBOLTS.
of engineering work, a description of a few Editor The Engineer :
difficulties that I have met with and over
As this is a question about which there
come may be of interest to other young ought not to be any difference of opinion
engineers, who, like myself, have • not
among engineers, and as there is some
worked at the business until gray headed.
danger that some who ought to understand
The first thing I usually encounter is it, may not consider it worth their while
the lubricator. If the operator breaks a to figure it out, I beg to submit the follow
glass and has none large enough to fit, I ing explanation :
take a metal washer that will fit snugly
Assume that the ten studs securing a
both in the stuffing box gland and over cylinder head to the cylinder are long
the glass, and then pack as usual. I no
enough to permit a heavy coil or helical
tice that some engineer has already writ
ten of this method, but he advised the use
of brass washers. I have packed with iron
washers a great many times when in the
field ; I file out the washer to fit the glass
snugly, and never have had a glass break
when treated in this way.
I have successfully tried another lubri
cator trick. I had a single connection lu
SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF SPRINGS.
bricator on the engine, but for some rea
son it would not work. I would blow it
out, refill it, and start it again, but it would spring on each one, in such a way that
only run a short time before it would stop. one end of it will press against the out
I examined it several times but could find side of the cylinder head, and the other
no clogged passages, so I put it on a pump against a washer placed between it and
and bought a double connection lubricator the nut on the stud. If the nuts be now
for the engine. This ended the trouble so screwed up, so that each spring is under
far as the engine was concerned, but not a tension of, say 9.000 pounds, there will
for the pump.
be a total pressure of 90,000 pounds against
Well, I worried along with that lubrica
the head tending to hold it up to the end
tor until I became sick and tired of it, and of the cylinder. As the springs will ex
one day I got out my pipe tools and tapped ert an equal pressure in both directions,
the steam pipe about 18 inches above the there must also be a tension of 90.000
lubricator, then taking off the bent pipe pounds on the bolts.
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It will now be readily understood that
all the strain there is on the bolts is that
due to the action of the springs, and that
this can not be increased except by the
further compression of the springs. This
can not be done from the inside of the
cylinder unless the pressure is made to
exceed the combined pressure on the
springs, thereby forcing the head away
from the face of the cylinder, thus bring
ing additional compression on the springs
by shortening the distance between the
cylinder head and the washers under the
nuts. To those who find this proof con
vincing it may be well to suggest that
the part performed by the springs in this
particular case is ordinarily taken by the
elasticity of the bolts, which act precisely
in the same manner. It may be well
to say, further, that the above action, in
regard to bolt strains, is not confined to
cylinder head bolts, but is true in all cases
where a bolt is subjected to tensile strain
only.
Conglomerate.
REPLY TO F. C. It's. QUESTION.
Editor the Engineer :
I have not seen any reply to F. C. M's.
question, page 458, July 1st issue of Engi
neer, so I thought I would tell him how we
start our condenser when we loose our
vacuum from any cause. We have cross
compound engines of about the same size,
with independent jet condensers. Some
times the condenser pump will hang up or
stop, and to save the chance of water be
ing drawn into cylinder by the piston, we
usually close the valve in the suction pipe,
as that can be done the quickest, then close
the valve in exhaust pipe between engine
and condenser, then open valve in suction
pipe and get pump going and get the vac
uum at usual amount or a little more, then
we open the exhaust valve as rapidly as
possible; as the condenser begins to take
the steam the atmospheric valve drops back
to its place ; if it is of the kind that will
not work that way itself, have it put back
at the moment the exhaust valve is being
opened. We do not shut down to change
over and do not have any trouble usually.
If the engine is overloaded it might be a
little more difficult sometimes, but with a
little care you should come out all right.
If you do not the first or second time, try
again and you will soon get it all o. k.
C. B. S.
BEING UP-TO-DATE.
Editor The Engineer:
The average engineer prides himself on
being up-to-date. Any of us would be in
sulted if we were told that we would have
been considered one of the best engineers
in the land 10 years ago, but had not im
proved fast enough to keep up with the
times. I think this is all wrong. There
have been many improvements, it is true,
but there are few plants today getting bet
ter results than the best of 20 years ago.
There are more plants doing as well
and possibly some doing better, but there
have been engineers, ever since engineers
were, who were up-to-date. And that kind
of a man is ready at any time to prove
that he is geting as much out of a pound of
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coal as can be got by any one. His plant
may be large or small, it matters not, the
same rigid economy prevails.
I know of a plant which contained, 12
years ago, two tubular boilers, two slide
valve engines, two small vacuum pans and
some drying kilns.
They were burning
good coal and firing very hard. They got
a new engineer, who used the exhaust
steam for cooking and drying and put in
a larger pan, doubling the capacity of the
plant. Since then they have been using but
one of the boilers at a time, and they burn
screenings. This has been done for a dozen
years, so the one boiler cannot be over
worked ; it was simply a case of make the
best of the machinery and let some one else
do the kicking.
I once knew an engineer who had years
of experience, was industrious, read all the
mechanical works to be had at that time,
and had taken the Scientific American for
years. He was in charge of a pair of tubu
lar boilers and a slide-valve engine, a
good plunger pump driven by a belt for
boiler feeding, and a Stilwell heater, which
heated his feed water to the boiling point.
The engine had been speeded up to 125 rev
olutions from 70, so as to handle the load,
and the exhaust port chipped out ; also the
inside lap taken off the valve. He never
failed to bewail the loss of money which
was being paid for coal, that might be saved
by installing an up-to-date outfit, when
talking to the "Old M«n."
Finally the "Old Man" decided to make
some improvements. He informed the en
gineer that he must select the best to be
had, regardless of expense, so the engineer
purchased a Harris-Corliss engine, two
Babcock & Wilcox boilers and a steam
pump for boiler feed. The boilers were
large enough to furnish steam for the great
est load using the same qualitv of coal as
was used before (Illinois slack). The en
gine was large enough to handle the great
est load when cutting at 1-5 stroke with -5
pounds of steam.
Well, they started up with safety valves
set at 125 pounds. The heavy load was on
about 6 hours out of the 24. At the end
of the first month's run, the 30 per cent
saving in coal did not materialize, and the
"Old Man" made some remarks to that
effect. The engineer thought the savings
would show up soon, but that 30 per cent
was spoken of only once after that. The
engineer hit the "Old Man" for an increase
in salary, and the "Old Man" said : "I
think I will raise you 30 per cent." After
about 10 years the plant was enlarged ; then
the load was about right and the plant is
now as economical as it should have been
when first put in. Those two boilers were
of the old sectional-header type with tubes
screwed in, castiron steam drum, mud
drums of castiron in sections, and bolted
together. The engine was a Harris of the
crab-claw type, with iron weights for clos
ing the valves. The engines and boilers
have been in use for about 28 years and I
presume they are used, a large part of the
time, 24 hours per day.
I took charge of a plant 10 or more years
past, where there were three boilers in a
packing house, which were forced continu
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ously day and night ; the steapi could be
kept up with the best coal to be had but with
no other. The average amount of coal burned
for 90 days was 32 tons a day, costing $3.25
a ton, or $104 a day. I made use of the
exhaust steam for heating water, cooking
oleo, heating the seeding room and, last
but not least, heated my feed water to 212
degrees all the time. The result was plenty
of steam, using only two boilers under
which we burned 24 tons of screenings a
day, taking an average for 90 days. The
screenings cost from 70 cents to $1.10 a
ton, or $24 a day, making a saving of $80
a day, or $560 a week.
I like an up-to-date plant and would
prefer a triple expansion engine, highpressure steam, superheated, a big arm
chair and a nice desk to put my feet on,
with soft water for the boilers ; because the
engineer in such a plant would be respected
and paid more than the man who fires
four boilers and looks after the lights and
all repairs of the plant.
X. Q. S.
A QUICK REPAIR JOB.
Editor The Engineer :
The accompanying drawings illustrate
some repairs recently made on our engine.
The engine is a 12 x 12, center-crank, high
speed machine and is greatly overloaded.
The crank boxes give us lots of trouble
and we have to keep two sets of boxes on
hand so as to make repairs quickly.
Recently when changing the boxes the

FIG. I. END OF CYLINDER AND NEW HEAD.
FIG. 2. METHOD OF HOLDING THROUGH BOLTS.
stud was found to fit rather tight, and so
the machinist took a 24-inch wrench and
forced the screw in. It is believed that
this fractured the cap, because after run
ning about 40 hours the cap gave way.
The cap was torn clear from the connect
ing rod, the latter being thrown in every
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FIG. 3. SIDE VIEW OF REPAIRED CYLINDER.
direction. The piston crashed into the
cylinder head, tearing away a part of the
end of the cylinder and cracking the head
just a little to one side of the center.
The repair work was done in our shop
and completed in about 20 hours, the nec
essary tools being run by a small fan en
gine connected with the hot air system.
Referring to the drawings, the line,
A B, Fig. 1, shows the crack in the old

head, while Fig. 3 shows the portion of
the cylinder cracked by the piston. The
portion, E, Fig. 1, was loosened by the
blow, the portion, F, remaining undis
turbed. The repairs consisted of a piece
of forged steel, C, bent to fit the inner
flange of the cylinder, and secured by
means of cap screws, as shown in Fig. 2.
Holes were drilled at right angles to the
cap screws, after which the piece of steel
was fastened to the flange and the longi
tudinal bolts, D, put in.
In the meantime a new cylinder head
had been made. The new head had a
flange on one side extending beyond the
flange of the cylinder, and provided with
holes properly spaced to receive the ends
of the longitudinal bolts, D, the latter
serving to hold both the head and the
cracked portion of the cylinder in place,
while the studs in the uninjured portion
of the flange secured the head on that
side.
I. E. C.
SOMETHING ABOUT ENGINEER FACTORIES IN
BOSTON.
Editor The Engineer :
I noticed some time since in The En
gineer a practical letter entitled The En
gineer Factories of Boston, by Old Timer.
I will say to Old Timer that it is pretty
hard luck to work at this business for 27
years and then be able to obtain only a
third class license.
The chances for study have been just
as good during the last 27 years as they
are at the present time, and no matter how
old we are or how long we work at the
business we are learning something every
day, provided, of course, we are observant
and wish to increase our knowledge in this
line.
It makes no difference whether it is the
man who is running a third class plant, or
a man who is holding the position of chief
engineer in a large power house, because
if either wishes to study he will find am
ple opportunities at all times. I regret to
say that I do not think Old Timer has been
very observant, and further, I do not think
he has studied very much during the last
27 years, for if he had he would not be
telling us how he was unable to obtain any
thing higher than a third class license.
Old Timer also tells us he has been success
ful in obtaining a second class license since
attending one of our engineer factories here
in Boston. I will state for his benefit that
a man who obtains a license from a factory
has the heaviest kind of a load to carry,
and when he comes in contact with the en
gineer who gets his license on his merits,
his short comings are manifest indeed, and
his failure as an engineer is plainly seen.
I know of one man who graduated from
one of these "factories" and in due time
succeeded in obtaining a first class license
as fireman. Shortly after receiving this
license he obtained employment in a large
power house. During the first part of the
day he commenced work he did very well,
but when it came time to cut out some of
the boilers and bank fires he was all at sea,
and actually had to ask one of the other
firemen to show him how to bank a fire.
Here is a man who got his license first
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and is now getting his experience, instead
of doing the thing as it should be done.
In speaking of the engineering schools of
Boston I should like to inform Old Timer
that instead of having but three we now
have four schools, the last one having come
into existence a short ..time ago. These
schools are the bugbear of an honest en
gineer's existence, for every man who goes
before an examiner is looked upon as a
graduate of some one of these schools, and
the examination is more severe than it
would be if the schools did not exist.
Old Timer tells us that he should never
have obtained his second class license if
he had not received instructions in one of
these schools, and that he will always have
a good opinion of a good practical school.
I do not see why it was necessary for him
to go to school in order to obtain his li
cense, for there is nothing to be guessed at
in the calling of engineer. Everything in
the line of steam engineering is founded on
well known facts and clearly defined laws
and it is only a question of a man's ability
to apply himself to the study of them in
order to acquire a thorough knowledge of
all the subjects pertaining to steam en
gineering. Engineers who do this will
eventually become authorities on these sub
jects, and knowledge so obtained, com
bined with actual practice, makes a better
engineer than any school can turn out.
I have before me an address delivered
before a society of engineers by the pro
prietor of one of the schools mentioned. In
his discourse on the horizontal tubular
boiler he touches upon the different types
of braces used to stay the heads. In mak
ing a comparison, he states that the reason
a through brace is always larger than a
diagonal brace is because it takes twice the
number of braces that it does when diag
onal braces are used. As an illustration,
he takes a 60-inch boiler in which ten i-inch
diagonal braces are required to stay the
segment of the head that is to be sup
ported, and assumes 100 pounds per square
inch as the working pressure.
He goes on to say that if the diagonal
braces are converted into through braces it
will take just double the number of braces.
In this case it gives us. twenty i-inch braces.
He tells us that this would be too many
in order to allow a man to enter and in
spect the boiler, consequently five 2-inch
braces are used instead, which he says
would be equal to twenty i-inch braces,
because doubling the diameter will quad
ruple the area. This is his reason for be
lieving that through braces are larger than
diagonal braces.
Allowing that doubling the diameter of
the brace will increase the area four times,
it is easy to see, by a little study, that this
man made a bad mistake. If it takes, say,
ten diagonal braces to brace the head, it
will not take any more braces when they
are converted into through braces. The
total number of diagonal braces used
would be twenty, ten for each head, and
notice here that each set of braces sus
tains the total pressure on the segment of
one head alone. In making the calculations
for a through brace or stay it is necessary
to consider only the total pressure on that
part of one head that is to be stayed. In
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this case it would require the same number
of braces to stay the two heads as it does
to stay one head when diagonal braces are
used. This is a very simple problem and
is easily solved with a little study, and
is one of the most important questions that
is asked an engineer, and I am sorry to
say it is a difficult matter to enable some
men to understand it.
Suppose, as an illustration, we should
take a rope and make one end fast to a
tree, and a man should take the free end
and pull until there was a strain of, say,
50 pounds on the rope. Next let another
man take the place of the tree and pull at
the other end of the rope. With a little
study we can see that there is still only 50
pounds strain on the rope instead of 100
pounds, as the proprietor mentioned would
try to make us believe, because the second
man simply takes the place of the tree and
there cannot be any more strain on the
rope than before.
This can be proved in a simple and
easy manner by taking three spring scales
such as were used a few years ago for
weighing articles of all kinds. Hook the
three spring scales together and pull on
the two end ones until the pointer indicates,
say, 15 pounds on each. Now if we look
at the scale in the middle we will find it
indicates 15 pounds also, and not 30 pounds,
which would be correct according to the
proprietor of this particular engineer fac
tory. If any of the readers are in doubt
as to the correctness of this, just let them
try the experiment and they will see that
it is the correct solution of the problem.
Bracing flat surfaces of a boiler is the
most particular thing about them and is
something every engineer should be fa
miliar with. In many states and cities
where there is a license law this is one of
the questions asked, and I have seen men
thrown down, to use a common term, be
cause of not having sufficient knowledge
of this particular matter. If such a per
son is the proprietor of a school for en
gineers and makes a "bull" of this kind
very often, I think his graduates will come
out with a very low percentage in their ex
aminations.
The object, as I understand it, is to ob
tain a list of questions asked by the ex
aminer, which list is given the candidate to
study. There are also different kinds of
steam machinery in the school in order
that the student may become familiar with
them, also learning how to set the different
kinds of valves, and thus acquiring a gen
eral knowledge of everything he sees there.
I have often wondered how a person
could become a competent engineer by sim
ply attending such schools. The machin
ery they have is not in operation and for
this reason they cannot acquire practical
knowledge.
Such engineers are like the fireman I
mentioned at the beginning of my letter,
vis., they obtain their license first, and get
their experience afterwards.
The graduates from the engineer facto
ries often do get licenses and many of
them are holding very good positions, and
as long as everything runs along smoothly
they are all right. Let something or other
go wrong and they are all at sea and have
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to call in another engineer to get them out
of a hole. The latter is usually a man who
got his experience from hard knocks in
the business, and when it comes to trouble
or difficulty can give the graduate cards
and spades every time.
The graduates usually obtain a situation
in the summer, when there is not much do
ing, but when the weather commences to
get cold and there is a call for steam heat,
they are not able to operate the coal scoop
let alone operating the whole plant, and I
know of one or two cases where men of
this type had to throw up the job.
Another thing I have noticed about the
proprietors of these schools and that is,
they keep a book with a list of names of
graduates as an advertisement for reach
ing others who have the same object in
view.
I should not consider it a very nice thing
to have my name pointed to, and have one
of these so-called instructors remark that
"there is a man for whom I obtained a
license." I know of one proprietor who
made the remark when asked if a certain
person had not been successful in obtaining
a first-class unlimited license, that it was
not the candidate who obtained the license,
but he himself.
This gentleman has the habit of strok
ing himself on the chest and saying, "It is
I who get the licenses, not them."
Before closing I wish to say that I do
not object to an engineer or any other man
going to school in order to get an educa
tion, but I should insist that it be a school
of a technical nature, either a local school
or one that is doing business by corre
spondence. A man who attends schools of
this kind will eventually acquire a knowl
edge of the theoretical side of his business,
and if he knows how to combine this knowl
edge with practice, he will make the best
possible man for the calling.
Some men will tell you that they never
had the advantage of an early education,
or that they are too old to start now.
Others say that they cannot get any one to
explain things to them in a way that they
can understand.
All these excuses are
poor ones, for there is a way to find out
all of these things if a man so desires.
There is an abundance of literature on
every subject pertaining to steam engineer
ing, and is in easy reach of every engineer,
and with a little careful study things will
be made plain and knowledge obtained in
this manner is better and is worth more
than that obtained from an engineer fac
tory in a life time. There are many things
I would like to say regarding engineer fac
tories but some of the expressions I should
have to use would not appear well in print,
and I might get a little too personal. As
I have already taken considerable space I
will close by advising engineer friends
never to attend a school of this kind. Try
and get your license on your merits, then
no one can point you out as a graduate of
an engineer factory. You may not be suc
cessful the first time, and you may not
receive as high a grade of license as you
applied for, but you can keep in mind the
fact that if you are not successful the first
time you can try again.
W. D. Spooner.
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What is the Outlook?
As the Fall busy season opens, every
one is interested to know what are the
prospects for the revival of business, and
whether trade is to increase or fall off.
At best, the idea which can be gained is
but fragmentary and may be upset by
changes in weather conditions which will
influence the yield or value of crops at
this critical season.
Likelihood of an early frost which
might injure the corn crop and cut down
the cotton supply was the cause of much
uneasiness during the cooler portions of
September, but these dangers are now safely
past, and the bountiful income in the corn
and cotton sections is sure to make trade
brisk.
Steel prices have been reduced so that
manufacturers of machinery and steel prod
ucts feel comparatively safe in placing or
ders, and it is expected that the increase
in volume of trade in these lines will make
up for reduction in prices.
With the kings corn, cotton and steel
safely entered on prosperous reigns, the
lesser nobility may well be expected to
follow suit, and, in fact, practically all
manufacturers report that inquiries for
goods and prices are increasing rapidly.
Meantime, comes from England a com
plaint of a "prevalent epidemic of poverty"
and stagnation of industry in nearly every
branch. This condition is ascribed by the
London Daily Mail to the buying of much
abroad which formerly was made in Great
Britain and to the "tariff wall" established
by the United States and Germany. Also
to heavy borrowing on account of the war
and for various municipal enterprises,
which enterprises are stated by Consul Jos.
G. Stephens to be less successful than was
expected, so that "in many instances the
national government has had to step in
and arbitrarily take over the management
of affairs." The contrast in conditions is
one not calculated to induce this country
to adopt England's policies in either direc
tion.
Live Steam Heating.
That there is economy in heating feedwater by the use of live steam taken di
rectly from the boiler has been proved by
numerous trials. It has seemed analogous
to taking money from one pocket and
putting it into another, but, nevertheless,
it has been found that the practice is a
good one. In a recent issue, The Engi
neer of London calls attention to an ex
planation of this phenomenon which was
proposed by A. W. Hamilton in a paper
before the Belfast Mechanical & Engi
neering Association in 1902. According to
this paper, the saving effected by the use

of a Green fuel economizer, was found, in
a number of tests, to be greater than the
theoretical figures would seem to indicate.
This discrepancy between the actual and
the calculated saving ran from 4 to nearly
6 per cent, and agreed with other tests
made by James Weir when taking steam
from the first intermediate receiver of a
triple-expansion engine.
Taking into account these facts and also
the experiments by which the late Geo.
W. Anderson found that the transmission
of heat through plate was more rapid when
evaporating water than when simply heat
ing it, Mr. Hamilton concluded that by
heating feed water, the entire contents of
the boiler is raised to a high temperature,
and the transmission of heat is, therefore,
more rapid because the whole surface of
the boiler shell is used for producing steam
and none of it for heating the feed water,
and greater economy is possible because the
heat is used in evaporating steam instead
of in heating water. The Engineer calls
attention to the fact that this only sub
stitutes one puzzle for another, since we
have next to answer the question, "Why
does steam in evaporation take up heat
more readily than water which is being
heated?" And suggests that here is a
phenomenon which has not yet been in
vestigated and which seems to be that
steam when once started to evaporate has
an avidity for absorbing heat not present in
the water before boiling commences.
Fire Precautions.
Requirements of the Board of Under
writers, although they may sometimes seem
"finicky," are always on the side of safety
and tend to reduce insurance costs. The
following abstract of such as relate to power
plant matters may, therefore, well be con
sidered carefully by those engaged in in
stallation work.
Steam pipes should be properly sup
ported and kept away from woodwork, be
ing bushed where passing through it. No
combustible material to rest against the
pipe. Overhead runs preferred.
Boilers to be in a building at least 30
feet detached or have a standard brick cut
off wall at least 16 inches thick with au
tomatic fire doors at all openings.
Chimneys to be of brick, double, with
air space if in the main building, and, if
of iron, to be outside or on a brick founda
tion extending 3 feet above the roof. Chim
ney must be kept at least 12 inches away
from woodwork. Iron stacks inside a build
ing are not approved, but if built must have
12 inches clear space through roof and
floors with an iron collar extending 12
inches above and below all woodwork.
Uptakes from boilers are to be at least
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3 feet from woodwork, except when they
are covered with 4 inches of insulating
material, when the distance may be reduced
to 12 inches. Lighting to be electric or
gas ; if electric, in accordance with the
National Electric Code ; if gas, to have all
movable jets protected by wire guard or
ventilated shields.
Watchm»n to make "rounds at least once
an hour between 6 p. m. and 6 a. m. and
an approved clock system installed to en
sure regularity.
Water pails to be on posts or shelves
not over 5 feet high and a dozen to be
provided for each 5.000 square feet of floor
space. Pails to be of 12 quarts capacity,
kept full and inspected once a week. Three
pails and a filled cask of at least 60 gallons
capacity or six pails and an approved por
table chemical extinguisher to be considered
as equal to the twelve pails specified.
Waste cans to be provided wherever
oily waste is used.
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF AL
TERNATING CURRENTS-V.
BY PROF. TEIX.
IN a continuous-current circuit, the
power transmitted is always equal to
the product of the volts by the am
peres. For example, if. the voltage is 100
and the current strength is 10 amperes, the
power is 100 volts X 10 amperes = 1,000
watts. In an alternating-current circuit if
the volts and amperes are 100 and 10 re
spectively, as in the above example, the
power may be 1,000 watts, or it may be
nothing, in theory. Practically, the power
can be 1,000 watts, but it cannot be
nothing, although it can come' very near
to that point ; that is, it may run down as
low as two or three watts. The difference
in the actual amount of power transmitted
in an alternating-current circuit with a
given voltage and current strength is due to
the difference in the angular displacement
between the current and the impressed
electromotive force. If the current is in

FIG. 29. CURRENT AND IMPRESSED ELECTRO
MOTIVE FORCE IN PHASE.
phase with the impressed electromotive
force, the power will be equal to the direct
product of the volts and the amperes, so
that in the above example it would be 1,000
watts. If the phase difference between the
current and the impressed electromotive
force is 90 degrees, the power will be zero.
If the difference in phase is less than 90
degrees, the power will have a value between
zero and the maximum value which is ob
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parts, one negative and the other positive.
Both these parts are equal and, therefore,
just balance each other so that no power
is available for external work. During the
time O a the circuit has soaked up, so to
speak, just as much power as it has given
up during the interval between a and b.
In Fig. 31 the current curve C is shown
lagging 45 degrees behind the impressed
electromotive force. As will be seen, dur
ing the interval of time between O and a
the current is negative, and the electromo
tive force is positive, hence, the power is
negative. During this interval, however,
the current and electromotive force are both
of small value so that the power is only
equal to that represented by the small curve
IV. Between the instants of time o and b
the current and impressed electromotive
force are both positive and as a result the
power is positive. During this interval the
FIC. 30. CURRENT LAGGING OX) DEGREES.
current and electromotive force are both of
greater magnitude than during the preced
power when the current lags 90 degrees, ing interval, hence, the power curve W is
and the third diagram shows the power much higher than W. In this diagram we
when the current lags 45 degrees. In the see that the positive power is much greater
three diagrams, curve C represents the than the negative, so that a considerable
current, curve E represents the impressed amount of power is transmitted through
electromotive force, and curve W is the the circuit.
In both the diagrams, Figs. 30 and 31,
power, this curve being drawn to a much
the
power developed and absorbed is the
smaller vertical scale.
same
during the interval b T as during the
In Fig. 29, the current curve C and the
interval
O b. Comparing the three dia
impressed electromotive force curve E are
grams,
Figs.
29 to 31, it will be seen that
in phase, so that when the current is posi
tive, the electromotive force is positive, and in the first one all the power is positive, in
the second it is half positive and half nega
when the current is negative the electromo
tive and in the third the positive portion is
tive force is negative. Under these condi
tions the current and electromotive force considerably greater than the negative. We
can be said to be pulling together at all also see that in the first figure the current
times and as a result the power developed and impressed electromotive force are in
at every instant is equal to the product of phase with each other, in the second figure
the current and the electromotive force they are out of phase 90 degrees, and in the
values at that instant. The curve W, third figure they are out of phase 45 de
grees. Thus we find that the nearer the
which represents this power, is drawn whol
ly above the line O T because the same current and impressed electromotive force
amount of power is developed during the approach to being in phase the smaller the
negative impulse of the current as during negative power. The actual power trans
the positive, hence the power is positive mitted through the circuit is the difference
between the positive and the negative power
at all times.
In Fig. 30 the current curve C is shown so that the smaller the latter the more the
actual power.
90 degrees behind the impressed electromo
When the properties of alternating cur
tive force E. Comparing these two curves
rents,
explained in the foregoing, are first
we find that between the time intervals 0
and a, the current is negative while the considered it is difficult to understand them,
electromotive force is positive.
Now a
negative current and a positive electromo
tive force acting together cannot develop
power, any more than a horse going in one
direction can propel a wagon in the oppo
site direction. Instead of power being de
veloped in this case, power is absorbed be
cause the current is forced to flow against
the electromotive force. This being the
case, we draw the power curve W below
line O T, because the power is negative,
that is, the power represented by curve W
FIG. 31. CURRENT LAGGING 45 DEGREES.
is absorbed by the circuit. Between the in
tervals of time a and b, it will be seen for it is hard to realize that a considerable
that the current and electromotive force are amount of current may flow through a cir
cuit, impelled by a high electromotive force
both positive, and both are of the same mag
nitude as between the intervals O and a; without actually carrying any power. The
action, however, is similar to that which
but as both are positive, the power is posi
tive. On this account we draw the curve occurs in many mechanical devices. For
IV of the same size as W', but above line example take a rubber band such as is used
to wrap around bundles of paper, attach a
O 7. We now see that during the posi
tive impulse of the impressed electromotive small weight to one end and then hold the
force the power curve is divided into two other end with the fingers. If now the

tained when the current and electromotive
force are in phase.
The effect that the current displacement
has on the actual power appearing in the
circuit can be clearly explained by the aid
of the sine curve diagrams, Figs. 29 to 31.
The first one of these diagrams shows the
power in the circuit when the current and
the impressed electromotive force are in
phase. The second diagram shows the
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hand is raised and lowered through a small
distance, say half an inch, we can soon set
the weight in motion so that it will rise and
fall probably 1 foot or more. The distance
through which the weight will rise and fall
will be governed by the magnitude of the
weight as compared with the elasticity of
the rubber band, and also upon the skill
displayed by the experimenter in moving
his hand up and down in proper time
with the movement of the weight. Any
one, however, can perform the experiment
sufficiently perfect to cause the weight to
rise and fall through a much greater dis
tance than the hand is moved. In this ex
periment the actual power applied by the
hand of the experimenter is very much less
than that represented by the vertical move
ment of the weight.
When the weight
moves downward, the power developed by
its descent is absorbed by the elasticity of
the rubber band, and as soon as the weight
stops in its downward motion, the energy
stored in the stretched rubber band draws
it upward. Thus we see that the weight
is made to move through a vertical distance
much greater than that through which the
hand of the experimenter is moved, sim
ply because the elastic rubber band stores
up energy when the weight descends, and
gives back this energy when the weight
ascends.
The swinging of a clock pendulum is
another case in which a very small amount
of energy causes a weight to move through
a considerable distance. In the case of a
pendulum, when it is swung down from
the side position to the vertical line, the
energy developed by the descending weight
is stored up in the form of momentum, and
is returned in carrying the weight, up on
the opposite side of the vertical line. If the
pendulum was placed in a perfect vacuum,
and was made to swing on pivots entirely
free from friction, it would swing forever
if once set in motion. In a clock the pen
dulum will not swing many times before
coming to a stand still, owing to the fact
that the friction and resistance of the air
absorb power ; but the small amount of
energy supplied by the clock spring is suf
ficient to provide for this loss and thus
keep the pendulum continuously moving.
From the two comparisons just made,
it will be seen that it is not uncommon for
mechanical devices to move masses through
distances far greater than they could be
moved by the actual energy supplied if this
were applied directly, but owing to the
manner in which the energy is applied it
simply acts to overcome the friction, and
the movement of the masses is brought
about by transferring energy from one point
to another, and then back again. In the
first example cited, the energy of the de
scending weight is first absorbed by the
elasticity of the rubber band and is then
given back by the band in pulling the
weight upward. In the pendulum the en
ergy of the descending weight is stored
up as momentum and is given back in
carrying the weight upward to the side po
sition.
In an alternating-current circuit, if the
current and the impressed electromotive
force are not in phase, the circuit absorbs
energy during the intervals when the cur
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rent and electromotive force are in the
same direction and gives it back when
they are in opposite direction. The first
named intervals correspond to the inter
vals when the pendulum is swinging down
to the vertical position, and the second in
tervals correspond to the upward swing
of the pendulum. In the case of the pendu
lum, as already mentioned, it could be made
to swing forever, if placed in a perfect
vacuum and run on frictionless bearings.
This is so because the power given back on
the up swing is just equal to that absorbed
on the down swing. In an alternatingcurrent circuit, if there were no resistance,
the current would lag 90 degrees behind the
impressed electromotive force and if once
started, it would continue to flow forever.
In practice a pendulum cannot be made to
run frictionless, and it cannot be put in a
perfect vacuum ; therefore, to keep it swing
ing, it is necessary to supply enough power
to overcome the resistance of the atmos
phere and the friction. An electric circuit
cannot be made free from resistance ; there
fore, to keep an alternating current flowing
in it, a sufficient amount of energy must be
supplied to overcome the resistance, what
ever it may be. If the current is 90 de
grees out of phase with the impressed elec
tromotive force, no energy can be introduced
into the circuit, as is clearly shown in Fig.
30, hence, no current can flow in an al
ternating-current circuit unless the phase
difference between the current and im
pressed electromotive force is less than 90
degrees, but it need be only a fraction less
than 90 degrees. Currents that are out of
phase with the impressed electromotive
force, 89 degrees, are by no means uncom
mon.
Belting which transmits power from
high-speed engines often becomes so satu
rated with oil as to give serious trouble in
maintaining an even speed. The only real
cure is to remove the cause, the throwing
of oil by the engine ; but in cases where
this is impracticable the excess oil may be
removed by the use of fuller's earth, pre
pared chalk or similar material, on the
belt.
When the engine is shut down for a
few hours the whiting should be sprinkled
over the surface of the driving belt between
the two pulleys, covering to a depth of %
inch or % inch, the upper stretch as well
as the lower one, if the outside requires
attention as well as the inside. The whit
ing will proceed at once to absorb the oil
and when scraped off before starting the
engine again will be found well yellowed,
showing that it has accomplished a good
work. Next time the engine should be
stopped so as to expose other portions of
the belt, and thus about three applications
of the whiting may usually suffice to in
clude the whole belt, inside and outside, if
desired. The frequency with which the
process should be repeated must be gov
erned by the extent of the trouble expe
rienced, the lengths of periods of shut
downs, and the limits within which the oil
saturation must be held.
Prosperity and comfort for tomorrow
usually depend upon today's self denial.
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NEW ELECTRIC WORKS AT SHEF
FIELD, ENG.
BY ARTHUR H. ALLEN.
THE history of electricity supply in
Sheffield, which dates back as far as
the year 1878, is one of unbroken
progress and prosperity. The undertaking
was of modest dimensions until the year
1892, when a company was formed to carry
on operations on a more extensive scale.
A new generating station was erected in
1894, and equipped with the best plant then
available, viz., Babcock & Wilcox boilers
and Ferranti and Brush steam driven al
ternators. This station is still running,

FIG. I. GENERAL VIEW OF THE WORKS.
having been purchased from the company,
together with the rest of the undertaking,
by the Corporation of Sheffield in 1898;
it now contains five B. & W. boilers and
eight marine type boilers, all fitted with
mechanical stokers and induced draft, and
a generating plant of 4,400 kilowatts out
put supplied by various makers, including
Parson's turbo-alternators of 1,000 kilo
watts capacity. The latter were installed
at the end of the year 1900 as a matter of
necessity to meet the rapidly growing de
mand, and the highly satisfactory results
obtained from them led to the adoption of
the same type of plant for the new sta
tion which has lately been opened at Neepsend.
This generating station is built on a site
affording exceptionally favorable facilities
for the supply of coal and water, being
situated between the River Don and the
main line of the Great Central Railway;
moreover, owing to the convenient con
formation of the ground, it was found im
possible to arrange the works so that coal
could be brought in the cars to the sta
tion and tipped into the coal store direct.
It is true that a considerable amount of
excavation was necessary, 40,000 tons of
earth and rock being removed, but as the
earth was of a kind suitable for making
brick, a plant was put down for this pur
pose, and the bricks were utilized in the
construction of the station buildings and a
massive retaining wall, shown in the gen
eral view of the works. Fig. 1.
The boiler house, 109 x 70 feet, and the
engine room, 124 x 70 feet, are arranged
side by side, as seen in Fig. 2, the latter be
ing 63 feet high. The coal store is above,
but not immediately over, the boiler house,
as shown in Fig. 3, and has a capacity of
1,000 tons ; the railroad cars are weighed
at the entrance to the site, and run into the
coal store to deposit the coal, which is fed
by gravitation to the boilers through steel
chutes fitted with measuring chambers.
The valves of the measuring chambers are
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so arranged that it is impossible to de
liver fuel to the hoppers of the automatic
stokers without recording the amount of
fuel used ; they are well shown in the view
of the boilers, Fig. 4. The ash from the
furnaces is dumped into cars beneath the
stoking floor and wheeled to an ash eleva
tor, which deposits it in an ash bunker;
from this it is shot into trucks and raised
to the level of the railway by means of the
traveling crane shown in Fig. I. The crane
is also available for unloading apparatus
from cars and lowering it to the trucks on
the ground level of the station.
The boiler house contains two Stirling
boilers of the British five-drum type,
shown in Fig. 5. Each boiler consists of
three steel drums and two mud drums,
united by four banks of tubes, of which
the back bank acts as an economiser. Each
boiler has a heating surface of 6,210 square
feet and a grate area of 80 square feet,
and is fitted with a Stirling superheater,
the evaporative capacity of each boiler being
30.000 pounds per hour, and the thermal
efficiency guaranteed at not less than 80
per cent. The working pressure is 200
pounds per square inch. Each boiler is
fitted with Bennis mechanical stokers and
compressed air furnaces, in conjunction
with steam jets, the stokers and fire bars
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latter being of steel, 60 feet high and 5
feet in diameter. A Sturtevant fan capable
of discharging 45,000 cubic feet of air per
minute, and driven by a two-phase 35-

horsepower motor, draws the air supply for
each boiler through the air heating boxes
(each of which is fitted with 423 tubes,
2% inches in diameter) through the air
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FIG. 2. PLAN tF THE NEErSEND STATION, SHEFFIELD.
being driven by two-phase motors.
A special feature of the plant is the
regenerative hot air system employed, for
which each boiler is provided with induced
draft apparatus and air heating boxes con
nected with the bases of the chimneys, the

of the Worthington, vertical double acting
type.
An overhead storage tank of 20,cco
gallons' capacity is provided for make-up

FIG. 3. SECTION OF NEEPSEND STATION, SHEFFIELD.
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ducts and furnaces, and discharges the
waste gases around the air heating tubes
to the chimney so that the maximum pos
sible amount of heat is abstracted from the
waste gases before they are discharged.
Feed water is supplied by three pumps,

water, but very little is required, as the
exhaust from the turbines is used after
condensation for feeding the boilers ; the
tank is filled from the town water mains.
Duplicate castiron boiler feed mains run
over the tops of the boilers. The water
supply for the condensers is derived from
the river through a 3-foot castiron main,
and is discharged after use into the river
again.
The generating plant consists of two
1,500-kilowatt machines, supplied by
Messrs. C. A". Parsons & Co., and shown in
Fig. 6. The turbines are designed for a
working pressure of 100 pounds per square
inch and a superheat of 150 degrees F.,
and are coupled direct to the alternators and
exciters, which they drive at 1,500 revolu
tions per minute. The alternators are of
the two-phase type, with stationary fourpole fields and revolving armatures, gen
erating current at 2,100 volts and 50 cycles
per second ; the armatures are tunnel
wound, the windings being entirely enclosed
in iron. The exciters work at 85 volts,
and the power used for excitation is only
half of 1 per cent of the full load output
of the generators. The dimensions of each
set over all are 34^x7^x9 feet high,
and the total weight is 46 tons.
Each set is provided with a surface con
denser, fixed in the base, and having a
cooling surface of 3,000 square feet. The
circulating pumps are of the centrifugal
type, having 18-inch gunmetal disks, and
capable of delivering 150,000 gallons of
water per hour when running at 750 revolu
tions per minute, driven by 30-horsepower.
two-phase motors. The air pumps are of
the Parsons three-throw, vertical, com
pound type, driven at 100 revolutions per
minute by 1 i-horsepower motors which
run at 500 revolutions per minute. The
pistons are 18 and 8 inches in diameter
and have a stroke of 6 inches. Special ar
rangements are made for cooling the lubri
cating oil of the turbines, which is circu
lated through a water-cooled apparatus in
the basement.
Although the steam is superheated, large
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separators are provided close to the tur
bines, a precaution which seems hardly
necessary. The exhaust pipes are connect
ed through automatic valves with a com
mon atmospheric exhaust pipe leading
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overhead traveler crane worked by hand,
and capable of handling a load of 20 tons.
The Ncepsend station is at present con
nected with the old station (2 miles away)
by means of two- pairs of concentric cables
of 0.5 square inch cross section, insulated
with diatrine paper and lead-covered, and
drawn into castiron pipes ; these cables
were tested with a pressure of 10,000 volts
between conductors for 15 minutes.
The distributing system consists of hightension feeders of the type described above,
led into substations, and low-tension dis
tributors similarly insulated, but having
three and four cores, and either drawn into
castiron pipes or armoured and laid direct
in the ground. There are about 60 miles of
feeders and 64 miles of distributors at
present in use. Most of the transformers

TRANSFORMER TESTING FOR CEN
TRAL STATIONS.
BY S. E. JOHANNESON.

were made by the manufacturing depart
ment of the corporation.
The total load connected to the mains
amounts to the equivalent of 275,360 lamps
of 8 candlepower, including motors of 2,300
horsepower, and last year nearly 4,000,000
kilowatt-hours were sold. The price of en
ergy for lighting is 8 cents per kilowatthour, and for motive power from 4 cents to
3 cents, reduced in special cases, where the
load is continuous, to 2 cents per kilowatthour.
All the designs and specifications for the
plant above described were prepared by
the chief engineer and general manager,
S. E. Fedden.

earnings. If its regulation is poor, cus
tomers become dissatisfied. If its losses
are high, it increases the operating ex
penses.
The purpose of this paper is to give
the various tests which may be applied to
transformers. These are: Preliminary
tests (ratio, polarity), determining conti
nuity of service (temperature, insulation),
determining quality of service (resistance,
impedance, regulation), determining econ
omy of operation (iron loss, copper loss,
efficiency).
The tests enumerated above are usually
applied before the transformers are shipped
from the factory, therefore, for ordinary
station practice all of the tests need not
be applied to each unit installed.
It is necessary to apply the ratio and
polarity tests only on those transformers
which are to operate in parallel. However,
owing to the simplicity of these tests it is
recommended that they be made on all
transformers installed, so that in case of
emergency where rapid installation is re
quired, transformers may be connected in
parallel without further testing.
The insulation, owing to its important
bearing on personal and fire risks, and the
iron loss on account of its variability in
similar transformers should be tested on
each transformer. Since temperature, re
sistance and impedance values are prac

GENERALLY speaking, transformers
do not receive the attention in test
ing and operation which their im
portance justifies. There are comparatively
few power plants which carry on system
atic transformer testing. This is probably
due to scarcity of information on testing and
to lack of necessary testing apparatus.
In operation the transformer has prac
tically the same characteristics as the gen
erator. If its insulation is weak or its
working temperature high, it is dangerous
to both life and property, and its early
failure will cause a temporary and perhaps
permanent stoppage of part of the station

FIG. 4. STIRLING BOILERS AND AUTOMATIC
COAL FEEDING.
through the roof, for use in case of failure
of the condensing system.
On the official tests, these turbines
showed a consumption of 18V2 pounds of
water per kilowatt-hour at full load, and 20
pounds at half load, with vacuum of 26%
and 27% inches of mercury respectively,
and a superheat of 100 to 150 degrees F. The
temperature rise of the generators was only
35 degrees F. in the armatures, and 50 de
grees in the field coils, with 20 degrees F.
in any part of the exciters.
A battery is provided for the station
lighting, as an emergency reserve, and is
charged by means of a motor-generator of
50 kilowatts capacity.
The main switchboard is of enameled
slate panels carried in a steel frame, and is
equipped with automatic oil switches of the

FIG. 5. BOILER SETTING AND UPTAKE TO
INDUCED DRAFT SYSTEM.
British Thomson-Houston Co's. make, and
horizontal edgewise instruments. There are
one generator and three feeder panels to
each machine, and an interconnector panel.
All the apparatus on the board works at
low voltage.
The engine room is traversed by an

Persons visiting the big engine in Ma
chinery Hall, at the World's Fair, where the
enormous Allis-Chalmers-Bullock 5,000horsepower steam-electric unit is the largest
ever shown at an exposition, will have an
opportunity of seeing beside it the smallest
operating steam engines in the Fair. These
little fellows, which are made with an ac
curacy and finish like clock work, stand in
a glass case just across an aisle from the
big engine, in the space occupied by the
International Steam Pump Co. Two of
them are now operating, each working a
direct-connected pump and throwing their
tiny streams into a copper tank which
stands between them.
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tically the same in similar transformers, it
is not important that these tests be ap
plied to each unit installed. Two of every
list of ten or fifteen transformers of the
same size and style are sufficient.
Accurate results depend on several con
ditions. To avoid appreciable error in test-
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when tests are being made, the values ob
tained need only to be entered. The serial
number and make of each instrument
should always be recorded, so that in case
of necessity it will be possible to refer to
the instrument. Plotting of test values in
form of curves is recommended wherever

TESTED TRANS.

"OWER

STANDARD TRANS.
FIG. I. DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR PRELIMINARY TESTS.
ing, the following points should be ob
served :
Conductors used in test should have
sufficient cross section to carry the maxi
mum currents employed. They should also
be as short as permissible. As a precau
tionary measure against accident, the con
ductors used, as well as all connections,
should be well insulated.
The selection of instruments having the
proper scale and capacity is essential. With
the exception of current dynamometers, all
instruments give the most satisfactory
readings anywhere between approximately
the 25 per cent and 85 per cent points of
the scale.
Instruments should be calibrated before
being used, or should be known to be cor
rect.
In observing instruments, the line of
vision must be at right angles to the
plane of the instrument. The scales of
some instruments are provided with mir
rors, by means of which the above condi
tions are determined. When the needle and
its image are coincident the line of vision
and the plane of the instrument are at
right angles.
In tests where more than one instrument
is employed and where the current is
drawn from a commercial circuit, which
usually varies in voltage, observations must
be made simultaneously.
The source of error due to variable
voltage may be approximately eliminated
by taking several readings. For practical
purposes, however, not more than four or
five observations arc necessary.
Wrong
frequency will produce error, especially in
iron loss and impedance tests. Correc
tions may be made if the exact frequency
is known.
In order to protect instruments, the
testing circuits should always be properly
fused. The fuse should be of sufficient
capacity to safely carry the currents to be
measured, but should never exceed the ca
pacity of the ammeter. It should be con
nected in the relative locations shown in
the diagrams. As a general rule the carlying capacity of open fuses exceeds their
rated capacity by approximately 50 per cent.
Preparing for a test should include the
preparation of a record sheet with the
necessary rulings and headings, so that

measurements permit. It is a valuable aid
in studying and comparing test results.
PRELIMINARY TESTS.
Correct ratios are essential for the par
allel operation of transformers,- otherwise
cross currents will be circulated through
windings, which in any case has a damaging
effect.
A further condition to be fulfilled be
fore transformers may be operated in par
allel is that they must be of the same polar
ity, that is, the instantaneous direction of
current in terminals joined must be the
same.
Refer to Fig. I, where c is the central
point of a single-pole double-throw switch
to which one of the voltmeter terminals
is connected ; S, the secondary terminal of
the transformer under test, is connected to
one terminal of the switch. Secondary
terminals P' S' of the transformer under
test and of the potential transformer, are
both connected to the common voltmeter
lead ; L L are two incandescent lamps in
series across the terminals P and 5 of the
transformer, for use in determining polar
ity. Each of these lamps should be pro
vided with a key, so that they may be easily
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cut in or out of circuit. In the diagram,
the primary of the transformer under test
is in parallel with the standard ratio and
polarity transformer.
Their secondaries
are in series.
Procedure of tests, Polarity : Connect
as shown. With secondary switch open
and lamps in circuit, close main switch. If
lamps light up, polarity of transformers is
the same.
Ratio : Next cut out lamps, close sec
ondary switch, first on 5" and then on P.

Read voltages. The voltage across P and
P' is the primary voltage reduced by the
ratio of the standard transformer.
TEMPERATURE TEST.
The measure of worth of a transformer
is its ability to give continuous service, and
this depends largely on low operating tem
perature. A transformer which has a high
operating temperature is considered unsafe
and should never be installed. Continuous
excessive heating rapidly impairs the in
sulation, shortening the life of the appara
tus and at the same time hastening the
aging of the magnetic circuit. The report
of the Standardization committee A. I. E. E.
specifies temperature rise for transform
ers as follows :
For intermittent or continuous service,
temperature rise by thermometer 50 de
grees C, by resistance 40 degrees C.
Temperature test, specified for inter
mittent services, is the application of full
load for 3 hours after maximum open cir
cuit temperature has been attained.
There are two general methods in use
for determining the operating temperature
of a transformer :
The actual method where the trans
formers are delivering full load under ac
tual working conditions. This method is
always expensive, unless the power deliv
ered can be utilized, and when transform
ers are of any size it is generally im
practicable.
The differential method, shown in Figs.
2 and 3, where the actual energy used does
not exceed the total losses of both trans
formers under test.
Differential method case 1 : In this
method separate circuits, A and B, supply
respectively the iron and copper losses to
the low-tension side of the transformer.
The ammeter measuring the copper loss
current is located in the high-tension side.
The purpose of the auxiliary transformer
is to lower the voltage to the value re
quired to produce full load current in the
windings.
Procedure of Test: Estimate values to
be measured.
Voltages of transformers

DIFFERENTIAL METHOD, CASE I.
are given in diagram of connections or
marked on case, also current and rated watt
capacity. Trial voltages to produce full
load current in standard lighting trans
formers may be taken as given in imped
ance test.
Select instruments. Connect as in Fig.
2. With switch of circuit A open, close
switch of circuit B, adjust voltage SQ that
full rated high-tension current of one trans
former is registered on primary ammeter.
Next close switch of circuit A and adjust
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voltage to rated potential of secondary of
one transformer.
Differential method, case 2: Another
method, which is a modified form of the
differential method shown in Fig. 2, may he
employed, and is largely in use since the
proper adjustments of current and voltage
are more easily obtained, Fig. 3. The precedure of test is the same as that given in
Differential method, case I.
When the iron loss pressure is applied
to the low-tension terminals in the differen
tial method, cases 1 and 2, the pressure

ENGINEER.

should be taken at approximately 3-hour
intervals until they become stationary, and
while resistance measurements are being
made, all switches should be open.
In order to shorten the time required
to make a temperature run, a load greater
than normal full load is applied. In the
practice of this method, care should be
taken not to allow temperature of wind
ings to exceed a value of 85 degrees C.
Relating to temperature rise of elec
trical apparatus, the report of the Stand
ardization committee of the A. I. E. E.

I
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ance of 9.75 ohms represents a rise of
(975 — 7 549) 100
= 29.16 per cent above
7-549
the value at zero, and equivalent to
29.16
= 69.43 degrees C. ultimate tempera0.42
ture. Deducting from this the room tem
perature at 30 degrees, the apparent rise =
39.43 degrees C. Now since the tempera
ture of the room during the test was 5
degrees above standard requirements, a cor
rection of Yi X 5 or 2V2 per cent must be
subtracted, giving a corrected rise of
39-43 X 97-5
= 38.44 deg. C. (101.2 deg. F.)
100
(To be continued)
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FOR DIFFERENTIAL METHOD, CASE 2.

across the high-tension terminals is the
full rated voltage of the transformer, hence
care should be taken in reading the am
meter in the primary circuit. Since the
current measured by this ammeter, which
should be constant throughout the entire
run, is adjusted on the low-tension side,
it may be set for values to be measured
before the power is switched on, thus
avoiding any further handling of that in
strument.
If thermometers are used to measure
temperature, they should be screened
from local air currents and placed so that
they may be read without being removed.
As the transformer becomes heated,
drop in current and voltage takes place,
therefore while the temperature run is in
progress the initial current and voltage
should be maintained. The instruments,
especially the voltmeters, should be con
nected so that they may be readily switched
out of circuit as soon as measurements are
made.
The temperature rise of the resistance
gives the average rise throughout the wind
ings of the transformer. To obtain the
average temperature rise of each of the
windings, separate resistance readings
should be taken of each.
The thermometer indicates tempera
tures at the point where it is applied. The
usual method of ascertaining the room tem
perature is to read it directly from ther
mometers suspended near the apparatus
under test, and it is approximately con
stant throughout the test.
Before the test is started, the trans
formers should be left in the room a suf
ficient length of time for them to be af
fected alike by the room temperature.
If it is desired to obtain a tempera
ture curve, thermometer readings should
be taken at half hour intervals throughout
the test and until the difference between
the room temperature and that of the
transformers is constant. The resistance
measurements of transformers under test

specifies that it must be referred to a
standard room temperature of 25 degrees
C, and that a correction of l/i per cent for
each degree must be made for any varia
tion from that temperature, adding if less
and subtracting if more.
The temperature rise by increase of re
sistance may be determined by the use of
the temperature coefficient, 0.42 per cent
per degree from and at zero degrees C.
Considering the above rules the tem
perature rise corrected to 25 degrees C.
may be determined as follows :
Case A where temperature is measured
"by thermometers.
Example : Let ultimate temperature of
apparatus be 60 degrees C. and room tem
perature 20 degrees C. Determine correct
ed temperature rise.
In this example the apparent tempera
ture rise is 60 — 20=40 degrees C, but
since the room temperature is 5 degrees
lower than the standard requirements, a
correction of X 5 = 2V2 per cent must be
added, giving a corrected temperature of
102.5 X 40
141 degrees C. (105.8 deg. F.)
Case B where temperature of apparatus
under tests is measured by increase of re
sistance.
Example: The initial primary resist
ance of the transformer under test is 8.5
ohms, and at its maximum operating tem
perature 975 ohms. Temperature of room
during test, 30 degrees C. Determine cor
rected temperature rise.
In this case the initial resistance which
is taken at a temperature of 30 degrees C,
when referred to the temperature coefficient
of 0.42 per cent per degree, represents a
rise of 30X0.42=12.6 per cent above its
value at zero degrees C, and which is
8.5 X 100
= 7.549 ohms. The final resist11 2.6

PLANT OF THE PHIPPS POWER
BUILDING IN PITTSBURG.
THE primary object which led to the
construction of the Phipps power
building was the furnishing of power
in various forms, from a central station, to
a group of buildings closely adjacent to it,
some of these buildings being already in
existence, others in the nature of projects
to be carried out in the future. The ad
vantages of such a central plant will be at
once appreciated without need of referring
to them in detail ; conspicuous among them,
however, being the fact that the basements
of all other buildings are left free to be
used for other purposes ; and the concen
tration of power under one management
results in the installation of a more effi
cient type of machinery, and a marked re
duction in the number of high-priced at
tendants
The building in which the power generat
ing machinery is housed is 100 feet square
and is ten stories in height, of heavy steel
frame and brick curtain walls with Indiana
limestone trimmings. It rests upon a mas
sive concrete foundation, which, in turn,
is carried down to a solid footing upon a
bed of gravel. The machinery and boiler
floors, a cross section of which is shown
in Fig. 1, are formed of concrete, between
the steel beams and over, them, while
throughout the rest of the building the steel
is covered with hollow fireproofing tile,
around the columns and arched between
the floor beams.
The first three stories are 24 feet from
floor to floor, and are occupied entirely by
boilers and machinery ; the remainder are
13 feet in height, and are suitable for light
manufacturing ; an ample supply of power
in various forms being immediately avail
able.
The first, or engine room, floor is nearly
6 feet above the sidewalk, being so located
as to be safely above the highest recorded
flood stage, making it about 33 feet 6 inches
above pool stage of the Alleghany river,
and the building is so constructed that even
with the highest water there are no open
ings through which it can flow into the
basement.
ARRANGEMENT OF MACHINERY.
The arrangement of the machinery will
be understood by reference to Figs. 1 and
2. On the first floor, in the center, are the
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two large engines direct connected to alter
nating generators, with provision for in
stalling a third unit at a future time. To
the left of these are two elevator pressure
pumps, also with a place for a third when
required. On the right are located twe
small engines direct connected to direct-
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At the rear of this room appears th
steam end of the vertical pumps which draw
the general water supply from the river,
the base of these pumps being at a level
of 6 feet 6 inches below the basement floor ;
and beneath this level again is a small
sump. into which all leakage in the basemen!

muffler and grease separator; return water
tank and small receivers and pumps for
various drains. In the basement on the
other side of the building are located th<
accumulators, a large air tank for cushion
on the return line to the elevator pumps,
and a pump at the artesian well which sup-

FIG. I. CROSS SECTION OF THE ENGINE AND BOILER ROOMS IN THE PHIPPS BUILDING.
current generators which serve to excite
the large alternators. In this room is also
located the switchboard, with ample space
both in front and behind, giving free access
to every part ; the rear side is in strong
daylight for its entire length.

collects and is pumped into the river. The
remainder of the basement is taken up by
the boiler feed pumps, of which there are
two in place with room for a third ; feed
water heater with space for a second one,
softening apparatus for feed water, exhaust

plies the drinking water. In a small inter
mediate basement in front of the engine
foundations are located the filters for th
boiler feed purifying system.
On the second floor of the building are
located the boilers, and the third floor i'
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arranged so as to be finally used for the
same purpose, thus doubling the present
capacity. Above the level of the third
floor boilers is the coal bin.

ENGINEER.

Water is supplied by two vertical tan
dem compound duplex Wilson-Snyder
pumps with cylinders 18 and 30 inches,
i7J4-inch plungers by 30-inch stroke, which

FIG. 2. PLAN OF THE ENGINE ROOM.
DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY.
The engines are of the vertical type
Westinghouse-Corliss cross compound, with
reheating receiver, as shown in Fig. 3. The
cylinders are 28 and 46 x 48 inches. Both
the guides and the main bearings are water
cooled. The flywheels are 19 feet in dia
meter, and weigh about 200,000 pounds each.
They are made in four segments of 40,000
pounds each, the hub also weighing 40,000
pounds.
These engines are direct connected to
1,000-kilowatt, alternating current threephase, rotary field, Westinghouse gener
ators^ they arc 80-pole machines, 90 revolu
tions, giving 7,200 alternations.
Over the engines and generators is a
25-ton electric traveling crane, built by
Pawling & Harnischfeger, and there is a
sunken way in the engine room floor which
permits the entry of wagons at the street
level to a point commanded by the crane,
thus facilitating the delivery or removal of
machinery, etc. When not in use this
space is covered by a movable floor.
There are two Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon
special elevator pumping engines of the
three-cylinder compound horizontal pat
tern, 21^-inch high-pressure cylinders, and
two 28-inch low-pressure cylinders, with
reheating receivers ; the plungers being
6]4 inches in diameter, and the stroke 24
inches.
These machines deliver water
against a pressure of 850 pounds, the ca
pacity being 700 gallons per minute. Fig.
4 is a side view of one of the large pump
ing engines.

draw water from the Allegheny river and
deliver it against a pressure of 150 pounds,
to be used for all purposes except drinking,
including fire service.
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are used for exciting the fields of the
large alternators, and for other purposes
for which direct current may be required.
If at any time the demand for direct cur
rent should exceed the capacity of these
machines other units can be installed, or
rotary transformers may be used.
The boiler feed is furnished by two
Wilson-Snyder compound duplex pumps
with cylinders 8 and 14 inches on the steam
end, and 7-inch water cylinders by 18-inch
stroke.
The switchboard, illustrated in Fig. 5,
is 7 feet 6 inches high and 30 feet 4 inches
long. It has one panel for direct current,
three for the alternating generators, and
six distributing panels. It is of blue Ver
mont marble mounted upon an iron frame,
and is equipped with improved forms of all
instruments necessary for the control of
large currents. The lead-covered cables
from the generators to the switchboard
are taken in conduits under the floor.
The Scaife system of treating tanks and
filters is used for purifying the water be
fore it enters the boilers. This apparatus
consists of two solution tanks provided
with small pumps for forcing the solutions
into the precipitating tanks, of which
there are also two. These latter are closed
tanks, being required to withstand an in
ternal pressure of 200 pounds. Through
these tanks the water travels very slowly,
the bulk of the impurities settling to the
bottom during its passage. From here the
water goes to the filters, of which there
are four, also of the closed tank pattern ;
the pressure, of course, being the same as
in other parts of the feed-water system.
The feed-water heater, A, Fig. 7, is of
the closed rectangular pattern made by the
Pittsburg Heater Co. There is also an
air compressor for supplying air to the
cushions on the hydraulic system; and oil

FIG. 3. VIEW IN THE ENGINE ROOM, SHOWING ONE OF THE MAIN UNITS.
Two 12 x 12-inch Harrisburg engines arc
direct connected to 60-kilowatt West
inghouse direct-current generators. These

filters and pumps for the lubricating sys
tem.
Coal is delivered at the two large re

October i, 1904ceiving doors on Cecil alley, and falls
through heavy castiron gratings into hop
pers beneath. From there it is raised by
two elevators, designed by Heyl & Pat
terson, to belt conveyors which tra
verse the entire length of the coal bin.
The coal bin is of heavy steel plate
stiffened with I beams; it is lined with ce-

FIC. 4. ONE OF THE HIGH-PRESSURE PUMPS.
ment plaster upon wire netting, the bot
tom being built into hopper forms from
each pipe opening by hollow tile such as is
used for fireproofing. Twelve pipes, each
12 inches in diameter, arranged as shown
in Fig. 6, lead directly to the stokers at
the boilers, and other openings are in the
plates ready for the second floor of boilers.
The present installation consists of
twelve boilers of the Babcock & Wilcox
water-tube type, aggregating 3,600 horse
power rated capacity. Each boiler con
sists of 140 4-inch by 18-foot water tubes,
and two 36-inch by 18-foot drums. They
are built two in each battery, and furnished
with Babcock & Wilcox chain grate stokers,
this construction giving free access to one
side of each stoker. The furnace gases
discharge directly in the rear of the boil
ers; those from each boiler into a separate
vertical flue provided with a damper which
swings open of its own weight, and is held
in the desired position to check the flow of
gases by a chain. The vertical flues are
15 inches by 10 feet, and rise directly to a
4-foot by 10-foot horizontal flue. They
have expansion joints near the center of
their length.
There are separate stacks for the boil
ers on each side of the building. The
stack proper rests upon heavy girders, but
between it and the horizontal flue is a
short section or sub-base which connects
to the stack through an expansion joint.
This sub-base rests directly over an open
ing in the upper side of the horizontal flue,
and is also joined to it by a large connect
ing flue at an angle of about 45 degrees to
provide a free sweep for the gases as they
change from a horizontal to a vertical di
rection.
The stack is it feet inside diameter,
and rises to a height of 200 feet above the
grate bars. It is built of fjj-inch steel
plates, except the bottom ring and the
rings where it is stayed to the building at
the roof, which are %-inch. There are
four substantial brackets at the base which
rest upon the steel work of the building,
and the top is stiffened by a ring made of
two 6 x 6 x %-\n angles, and below
this a ring made of Z bar for carrying
slings for painting. A ladder extends
from the roof to the top of the stack. The
stacks are not lined. Around the 11-foot
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stacks are tile wall inclosures 13 feet
square, permitting the intervening spaces
to serve as ventilating shafts for the en
gine and boiler floors. •
THE PIPING SYSTEM.
The piping system is never the least
important part of a power plant, and in
this instance it really constitutes itself a
leading feature. A plan and elevation of
the main piping are shown in Fig. 7. On
the bank of the Allegheny river is a massive
concrete block which forms the intake for
the water supply, and from this point two
16-inch castiron bell and spigot pipes lead
to the supply pumps in the power building.
The screens the tops of which are below
the water even at pool stage, are formed
of angle bar frames with bronze wire net
ting, and are dropped into slots formed in
the concrete. In front of the screens is a
grating made of round wroughtiron bars
2% inches in diameter; these are dropped
into sockets in massive castiron beams and
may be removed singly.
At the supply pumps the system of
valves is such that each of the pumps may
draw from either, or both, of the intake
pipes, and also that the pumps may dis
charge into either of the intake pipes while
drawing water through the other one, for
the purpose of blowing out any sediment
which may collect in them. From the dis-

erative with these devices entirely out of
commission.
Steam from the boilers is collected in
14-inch headers on either side of the build
ing, and these are connected at one end.
From both headers 10-inch lines lead to the
separators at each of the large engines, so
that each engine may draw steam from

FIG. 5. VIEW OF THE SWITCHBOARD.
any or all of the boilers. The exhaust
steam leaves the engines through 18-inch
pipes which are collected into a 24-inch
line and finally into a 30-inch main and
stack, which terminates in a large exhaust
head above the roof of the building. Since
exhaust steam is to be used for heating
during a greater part of the year there is
a 30-inch back pressure valve located in the
horizontal main ; and behind this valve are
collected branch lines from all the steam-

FIG. 6. UPPER PART OF ENGINE ROOM, SHOWING FRONTS OF BOILERS.
charge side of the pumps -a 16-inch main
leads to the various properties, a 6-inch
branch being taken off to supply the general
needs of the power building, while a 10inch line leads to the boiler feed pumps.
From the feed pumps an 8-inch line
goes to the feed-water heater, A, and
from there a 6-inch line takes the hot
water to the purifying system, D, and then
reaches the boilers through various smaller
branches. Valves are arranged so as to by
pass the heater, treating tanks and any one
or all of the filters, so that the plant is op-

using machinery, but arranged in such a
way that while the smaller machinery is
working under back pressure the main
engines may exhaust freely to the atmos
phere, and by operating the proper valves
the exhaust from the engines may also be
forced into the steam heating mains
HYDRAULIC LINES.
The elevator pressure pumps discharge
into 8-inch pipes, and these lead into a 10inch main from which branches are taken
to the pressure side of the machines. A
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6-inch branch is also taken to the accu
mulators, E, and on this branch is located
a large air chamber fitted with a valve to
prevent the air from escaping should the
pressure in the line fall from any cause.
The return water from the elevator cylin
ders comes back to the power building
through a 14-inch bell and spigot pipe and
goes directly to the suction side of the
pumps, the portion of the line within the
building being of galvanized steel pipe.
There is a large air tank on this line to
cushion the shock of the moving body of
water. A 6-inch branch from this line
goes directly to a wooden tank above the
roof of the power building. This tank acts
as a reservoir, and its altitude is sufficient
to maintain a pressure of about 75 pounds

ENGINEER.

ing and purifying apparatus. The clean
drips from steam separators, etc., are
pumped directly into the feed pump dis
charge, and the oily drips from the grease
separator and condensation in the feedwater heater are pumped into the elevator
pump suction line.
PIPING DETAILS.
With the exception of the high-pressure
hydraulic lines all valves and pipe fittings
of a given size in this building are inter
changeable, from the smallest size up to
14 inches, this being the largest size used
for any purpose other than exhaust steam
and a few fittings directly connected to the
main supply pumps. At these pumps there
are some 16-inch valves and a number of

FIG. 8. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF MAIN PIPING IN BASEMENT.
against which the machines must discharge.
The object of this arrangement is to guard
against the possibility of the cylinders
emptying themselves, as they are placed
vertically and contain a column of water
of much greater height than the atmos
phere would support.
A small amount of live steam is used
in the office buildings for heating water,
and the condensation from this is returned
to the open tank, B, as is also that of the
exhaust steam from the heating system and
the discharge from the elevator pilot valves.
The water from this tank is pumped
through a 4-inch pipe to the tank above
the roof, replacing the loss in the hydraulic
system. When the roof tank is full, a
float operated stop valve closes, and the
pressure rises sufficiently to force a check
valve in a branch line leading to the feedwater system, entering it behind the heat-

special 16-inch fittings. For exhaust steam
there are valves and fittings 18, 20, 24 and
30 inches. The result is that any valve or
fitting can be used in any part of the plant
provided it is the proper size. Aside from
the hydraulic lines, all valves and fittings
are plain faced, the flanges above 6 inches
being rolled steel, the fittings castiron.
The flanges and fittings on the hydraulic
lines are of a type especially designed for
this plant. The flanges are screwed to the
pipe, and are then turned in the lathe in
such a manner as to leave the pipe and a
portion of the flange immediately surround
ing it projecting a considerable distance
from the face. This projecting portion is
slightly curved on its face, the highest
part occurring on the pipe itself, and be
tween these pipe ends the heavy copper
gasket is compressed. It will be seen that
there are no male and female joints in this
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system; all flanges of a given size are
alike, a corresponding projection being
formed upon the fitting. All the fittings
are 6teel castings, the flanges being of
forged steel.
The engineering and architectural de
signing, as well as the superintendence of
construction throughout, was in charge of
Julian Kennedy, of Pittsburg.
HAMILTON -HOLZWARTH TURBO
GENERATOR.
THE accompanying photograph is a side
view of the 1,000-kilowatt HamiltonHolzwarth steam turbo-generator built
by the Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co.,
Hamilton, Ohio. This interesting machine
is to be seen in operation in Machinery Hall
at the St. Louis exposition. It was designed
to operate under 185 pounds initial pressure,
with a vacuum of 28 inches. The speed is
1,500 revolutions per minute.
The Hamilton-Holzwarth turbine con
sists of a plurality of stationary disks and
running wheels, having vanes around the
circumference, the steam expanding only
in the stationary blades. The radial height
of the vanes of the stationary blades corre
sponds to the volume to which the steam has
expanded. The leakage caused by the rad
ial clearance between the shaft and the
tore of the stationary blades is reduced to a
minimum due to the special construction of
the stationary disks. The number of wheels
and vanes in this turbine is considerably less
than in the Parsons type. Balance pistons
have been omitted because the axial thrust
of the shaft is so small that it can easily
be taken up by a thrust ball bearing, the
steam pressure being the same on both sides
of a running wheel. The leakage loss due
to balancing pistons is thus avoided.
For units of 750 kilowatts and upwards
the rotating body is divided into two pans,
the high and the low-pressure turbine.
Smaller units are built in one turbine cas
ing. The turbine casing and pedestals for
the bearings and the generator are placed
upon a rigid bed plate of the box pattern.
This insures perfect alignment of all parts.
All steam, oil and water piping, including
the steam inlet, regulating and bypass
valves, are within and below the bed plate.
The steam first passes through the steam
separator, located below the bed plate, and
thence through the main inlet valve. It
then passes through the regulating valve
and from there through a curved pipe to
the head of the high-pressure turbine. From
this head the steam flows through the first
set of stationary vanes, which changes its
direction and imparts the necessary veloc
ity. These vanes are rigidly connected to
the head. From here the steam flows in a
full cylindrical belt interrupted only by the
vanes of the first running wheel, to the fol
lowing stationary disks, and so on.
From the last running wheel the steam
is led through receiver pipes to the front
head of the low-pressure casing, or if there
is only one casing, immediately to the con
denser, which is placed as near as possible
to the exhaust opening. In the low-pres
sure casing the steam is distributed in the
same manner as in the high-presmre tur
bine. The low-pressure front head, how
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ever, has an additional nozzle througli
which live steam enters the low-pressure
casing for use in case of overload. The
design is such that this steam, which is
controlled by the governor, exerts no back
pressure to the steam from the high-pres
sure turbine. On the contrary it works like
an injector, sucking the low-pressure steam
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shells to insure their alignment with the
shaft. In both kinds of bushings or shells
the top and bottom halves are screwed to
gether. The pedestals and the caps are de
signed in such a manner that the oil inlet
and outlet are placed close together on the
side of the pedestal, so that no piping has
to be deranged to take out the bushings.

disk. The brushes of one disk fit between
the corresponding brushes of the other disk,
so that several pairs of brushes distributed
over the circumference will always lean to
gether in whatever direction the coupling
may be turned. The spring of the lamina
tions insures the needed flexibility.
At the four places where the shaft

1,000-KILOWATT HAMILTO.N'-HOLZWARTH TURBO-GENERATCR.
through the first stationary vanes of the
low-pressure turbine. This first stationary
disk of the low-pressure turbine has guide
vanes all around its circumference so that
the steam enters in a full cylindri
cal belt, interrupted only by the guide
vanes. The vanes of the stationary
disks have a varying radial height,
increasing in the direction in which the
steam flows. This allows the steam to ex
pand within the stationary vanes. At the
same time, the vanes guide the steam under
such a small angle that the force with which
the steam impinges the next following run
ning wheel is as effective as possible.
The purpose of the stationary disk is, as
before mentioned, to prepare the steam for
its action in the power transmitting part of
the turbine or the running wheel. The sta
tionary disks do not take the back pressure
of the steam in the running wheels. The
stationary disks being extended nearly to
the shaft, the leakage losses have been re
duced to a minimum.
The vanes are drop forged steel, and lo
cated in a groove on the outside of the
disks. The vanes are fastened to the disks
by rivets; after which the disks and vanes
are ground on their outside edges, thus
giving the vanes the profile they should
have for efficient steam expansion. A steel
ring is then sunk on the outside peri
phery of the vanes and steam channels.
This design allows absolute control of the
length and spacing of the vanes during
manufacture, and insures efficient work
manship.
The bearings are the only part of the
turbine, with the exception of the governor,
regulator mechanism and pump, where
metal comes into contact with metal ; here
the friction of running parts has been re
duced to the minimum by using ample
quantities of oil. The bearings for the tur
bine shaft have much less weight to sup
port than those of the generator shaft, and
are made short with straight cylindrical
sheils, while it is necessary that the bear
ings of the generator have ball shaped

The oil flows to the bottom bushing under
a slight pressure and then flows with the
rotating shaft and is taken off in the cap.
From here it flows back to the oil outlet
in the pedestal.
With the thrust ball bearings on the ex
haust side of the turbine, the whole shaft
can be moved lengthwise and the position of
the running wheels changed to that required
by the stationary disks. Flexible couplings
are used between the high-pressure and the
low-pressure shafts and between the lowpressure shaft and generator shaft, thus
each shaft can be properly located without
affecting the locations of the other shafts.
The flexible couplings transmit easily the

enters the steam chamber of the casing a
special kind of stuffing-box is used and is
so designed that all parts are interchangea
ble. To avoid a long box. which considera
bly lengthens the shaft, a ring is fastened to
the shaft, and, revolving with it, extends
axially into the deep groove of another
ring which does not revolve. By means of
this annular space the use of half rings
pressing against the collars on the shaft is
avoided and it is impossible for steam to
leak along the shaft.
The governor is of the spring and weight
type especially adapted to high speed, and
is designed particularly for turbine govern
ing. The governor is directly driven by the

FIG. 2. CONDENSER AND DRY-VACUUM PUMP OF THE HAMILTON-HOLZWARTH STEAM TURBINE; MADE BY THE STILWELLBIERCE AND SMITH-VAILE CO.
turning moment, stand the high angular ve
locity and allow ample clearance for shifting
and moving the coupled shafts longitudi
nally and in a radial direction. Each half
of the coupling consists of a disk screwed
upon the shaft and secured to it by means
of keys. Near the outer circumference
these disks have steel laminations, con
nected to brushes, secured to the coupling

turbine shaft, revolving with the same
angular velocity. The regulating valve is
located below the bed plate and is con
nected by a curved pipe with the high-pres
sure front head on one side and with the
inlet valve on the other side. It is of the
double-seated poppet valve type, which in
sures perfect balance. Immediately below
the regulating valve and forming a part
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of it in one steam chamber, is located the
REPAIRING VALVES.
bypass regulating valve. This valve has
It is impossible to run a plant for any
to control the quantity of the steam supply great length of time, say a year, without
which flows directly to the bypass nozzles finding leaky valves. Valves frequently
in the low-pressure front head. It is also leak in the course of a year even though
of the double-seated poppet valve type. The they are left open during that time. The
main regulating valve is not actuated di
steam and water flowing at high velocity
rectly by the governor, but by means of the tend to groove and erode the seats and
regulating mechanism.
disks, so that when the valve is finally
As soon as the angular velocity falls be
closed it is found to leak and sometimes
low a certain percentage of the normal fully as badly as those in more common
speed the driving friction disk is drawn use. Often times the disks become loosened
back by the governor, the regulating valve on the stem to such an extent that they do
remains open and the whole regulating not seat squarely on the seats, which is
mechanism rests or stops, though the shaft due to the action of the steam or water
is still running. This is an important fea
flowing through the valve.
ture of the regulating mechanism on ac
Valves are very frequently injured
count of the fact that the turbine contin
through misuse, such as leaving them
ues to run for 10 or 20 minutes after the partly open when they might as well be
main inlet valve has been closed. By this wide open, and closing them tighter than
design considerable wear of the regulating need be, many persons forgetting the immechanism, which would result
if the whole regulating mechan
ism and the regulating valve
remained in contact with the
turbine shaft during the start
ing and stopping period, is
avoided.
The governor shuts down
the whole turbine as soon as
the angular velocity reaches a
point 2J/2 per cent higher than
normal. Even if any accident
should happen to the governor,
due to any cause, the only thing
which would result would be a
shut down of the turbine,
hence, an auxiliary governor
THE MORSE AND DEXTER
for safety is not required.
In order to change the speed
of the turbine while running, which might be mense leverage obtained by means of a
necessary in order to run the turbine parallel screw of moderate pitch, such as are used
with another prime mover, a spring balance on valve stems. Persons familiar with
is provided which is attached to the bell- the use of valves can nearly always tell
crank lever of the regulating mechanism. by trying the hand wheel whether the
The hand wheel of the spring balance is valve is closed and when it is closed too
outside of the pedestal for the regulating tight, and also when the valve leaks after
mechanism, and near the tachometer, floor being closed.
Previous to the advent of the valve re
stand and hand wheel. With this spring
balance the normal speed of the turbine can seating machine engineers were obliged to
exercise considerable ingenuity in preserv
be changed 5 per cent either way.
All bearings of the turbo-generator are ing the valves and preventing them from
reaching the scrap-pile prematurely. The
fed with a sufficient quantity of oil to in
sure cool running. The oil flows from an brace-and-bit, emery and powdered glass
oil tank of large capacity, formed by a .part were the tools and materials generally
of the bed plate, to the oil pump, which is used for grinding-in valves, and, although
driven by means of worm gearing by the the work was frequently done by a master
turbine itself. From here the oil is forced hand, it seldom proved satisfactory; the
through the bearings and flows back to the valve would not remain tight as long after
oil tank. There it is cleaned by flowing regrinding as it did after being put in
through a strainer and has sufficient time when new.
to radiate part of the heat to the walls ol
The brace would invariably wobble
the bed plate. The pressure pipe to each more or less and thus the valve rested on
bearing can be closed by a valve so that an uneven seat and in a short time needed
the flow of oil to the different bearings can grinding-in again. The least wobble when
grinding a bevel seat produces most un
be easily regulated and controlled.
satisfactory results.
All revolving parts of the turbine are en
closed and the principal part of the regu
The valve reseating machine has
lating mechanism operates in a bath of oil, changed all that. Nowdays a valve can
so that there is no place on the whole tur
be made as good as new, and in some cases
bine which is not lubricated automatically. even better than new, in less than onehalf the time and with a small fraction of
Artificial rubies are now being made the labor formerly required. If the valve
by Vernueiel, in Germany, by melting a can be removed from the pipe and the seat
mixture of clay and oxide of chromium at trued off in a lathe the seat will be in as
an even temperature of several thousand good condition as when first made. This
is what the reseating machine does. It is
degrees.
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attached to the valve and provided with
guides which keep the cutting tool exactly
in place and thus insures a perfectly true
seat.
One of the simplest devices for this
purpose is shown herewith. It is known as the Morse and Dexter valve reseating ma
chine, manufactured by the Leavitt Ma
chine Co., Orange, Mass. After the ma
chine has been properly attached to the
valve, the work of refitting a valve is re
duced to merely turning a crank, thus re
moving entirely the laborious operations
accompanying hand work. And, too, there
is no anxiety felt as to the result and
whether the valve will be tight when steam
is turned on.
A universal chuck attaches the ma
chine to the valve body, and the tool shaft,
working in a long guide sleeve and carry
ing the proper sized cutter at the lower

VALVE RESEATING MACHINE.
end, completes the machine. Position has
no effect upon the operation of the ma
chine ; it works in any position without
removing the valve from the pipe or loos
ening any joints. It fits perfectly all sizes
of valves, and the cutters are adapted to
true all sizes of valve seats, the machines
having a range of from % inch to 12
inches diameter of valve.
Valve disks are also easily trued and
as accurately as can be done in the lathe
and in a much shorter time, inasmuch as
the valve bonnet is the only part removed.
Thus both the disk and seat can be ren
dered as good as new in less time than
would be required to remove the valve
from the pipe. One especially valuable
feature of this machine is that an engineer
or fireman needs no previous experience in
repairing valves in order to obtain satis
factory results.
In large plants where there are up
wards of one hundred valves the machine
pays for itself in a very few weeks, and in
small plants in a few months' time. The
loss through leaky valves is very difficult
to estimate, but in instances where it has
been accurately measured it has proved to
be many times greater than was suspected.
Automobile touring on standard rail
road tracks is the latest fad in this field.
Chas. J. Glidden is using the railway track
as a highway, having fitted his automobile
with a set of regular steel flange tires on
wooden wheels. This is to be used for a
trip over the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
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SWARTWOUT EXHAUST HEAD.
D. K. Swartwout, treasurer of the Ohio
Blower Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has in
vented an exhaust head, which was pat
ented Aug. 16, 1904, and is a radical de
parture in that class of apparatus.
As shown in the sectional cut, Fig. I,
the steam entering the lower end comes
into contact with a spiral guide, which
causes the steam to whirl in its upward
passage, thus developing centrifugal force.
This force hurls all particles of water and
oil out of the steam and through the an-
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utilizing centrifugal force has enabled him
to devise an apparatus fulfilling every re
quirement of efficiency, simplicity and
durability, and withal in an ornamental
form and at moderate cost. Fig. 2 shows
the appearance of the device and indicates
the small amount of space needed to in
stall it.
THE TRIUMPH STEEL BELT CON
VEYOR.
The accompanying cut illustrates the
Triumph belt conveyor, designed by The
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strand of special chain of 24-inch pitch
with a working strain of more than 10,000
pounds, fastened together with special
steel pins with self-oiling rollers at each
end which run on a steel track, usually
supported on castiron stands, although
wood supports can be substituted if de
sired. There is a steel sprocket wheel at
each end securely fastened to steel shafts.
At the front end are heavy stands with
take-up boxes. The drive end has a steel
countershaft with heavy gears and drive
pulley. On each link is fastened a special
saddle attachment for supporting the steel
belt, which is made in sections 24 inches
long and wide enough to give the required
capacity, and all bent in a concave or
troughing form, one end being securely
fastened to the special saddle attachment,
the other end so fastened as to move for
ward and back, allowing it to pass around
the sprockets at the end. These pieces of
steel thus form a continuous steel belt or
troughing conveyor.
DE LAVAL STEAM TURBINES AT
THE FAIR.
Interest is so great at the present time
in the subject of steam turbines that an
exhibit which shows in detail the construc
tion and operation of a turbine system will
attract much attention. It is worthy of
special notice that the main exhibit of the
De Laval Steam Turbine Co. is located, not

FIG. I. CROSS-SECTION SHOWING THE AC
TION OF THE SWARTWOUT EXHAUST HEAD.

FIG. 2. SWARTWOUT HEAD READY TO PUT IN
PLACE.

nular opening to the drip chamber, whence
it can be led to any convenient recepta
cle.
Unlike many other devices for this
purpose, the Swartwout head is not made
of galvanized iron, but is a substantial
structure whose usefulness is indefinite and
which does not give out after 5 or 6 years.
The design is neat and compact and will

C. O. Bartlett & Snow Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, to take the place of rubber or gandy
belt apparatus. It is made entirely of iron
or steel, and is, consequently, a substantial
and durable machine. The conveyor is
made of almost any size or length, requires
but little power to drive it and is adapted
for conveying quantities of ore, coal,
crushed stone, clay, marl, castings and all
FIG. I. THE BOOTH IN THE MINING GULCH.

FIG. I. AN APPLICATION OF THE TRIUMPH STEEL BELT CONVEYCR.
do much to lessen the opposition some
times encountered among engineers and
architects who have been compelled to use
the large exhaust heads heretofore avail
able.
Eighteen years of experience which
Mr. Swartwout has had in manufacturing
and experimenting with exhaust heads

kinds of similar material. It is especially
adapted as an ore or coal sorting table on
account of its slow speed, large capacity
and durability. The material can be dis
charged at any place by the discharge plow,
shown in the figure, or dropped off at the
end of the belt.
The conveyor is constructed of one

where it might be expected, in connection
with other steam prime movers, but in a
building in the Mining Gulch with the oth
er mining displays. To be sure there is
a turbine generator unit in the exhibit of
the Bullock Electric Mfg. Co. in the Elec
trical building, but this is not in operation,
and is not readily noticed by the casual
visitor.
Fig. 1 shows the location and appearance
of the exhibit building, and Fig. 2 gives a
more detailed view of the machinery in
side. This consists of a 20-horsepower
electric motor direct connected to a De
Laval centrifugal pump ; a 55-horsepower
steam turbine driving a centrifugal pump ;
a 55-horsepower steam turbine driving a
special high-pressure centrifugal pump ;
and a 30-horsepower turbine direct connect
ed to a 20-kilowatt, direct-current genera
tor ; also a turbine which can be taken
apart and thoroughly examined. All the
units shown in the pavilion are in actual
operation.
Another interesting set is found in the
Manufactures building in connection with
the exhibit of the Western Gas Construc
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tion Co. This consists of a 10-horsepower
De Laval steam turbine driving a blower
built by the B. F. Sturtevant Co. of Bos
ton, Mass. These exhibits are novel and
well worth the effort of looking them up,
particularly since in the direct neighborhood
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Correspondence Schools, who presided over
the banquet, President J. E. Bruner of
the International Union of Stationary En
gineers. Charles Martin, Jr., of New York,
and Fred Low, of Power.
The special order of business of the

FIG. 2. INTERIOR OF THE DE LAVAL BOOTH AND TURBINE UNITS.
of each one are to be found other exhibits
of interest to engineers.
OMAHA CONVENTION OF THE
L U. S. E.
DURING the week of Sept. 12-17, the
annual convention was held and
much important business trans
acted. Executive sessions were held every
morning and afternoon and the business
was so expedited by delegating much of it
to committees and by the strict attention
to the work in hand secured by President
Bruner that the convention was able to
adjourn by the end of the week.
Among the important questions acted
on were the establishment of accident and
death benefits, which it was decided to
leave in the hands of the locals.
The entertainment program of the week
began with the initiation on Monday night
of most of the delegates and supply men
into the order of Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben,
a local order of business men. The cere
monies were fitting and hilarious and those
chosen to go through the full ceremony
will have cause to remember it for many a
day.
Tuesday afternoon, after the session of
the convention, was devoted to a trolley
ride to Forest Park, which enabled the vis
itors to see many of the beauties of Ne
braska's chief city.
Tuesday night, an event was arranged,
in which those who had been asked to at
tend were much interested. Of excitement
there was certainly plenty, but many
thought the badger didn't fight fair.
On Wednesday evening, a banquet was
enjoyed and on Friday evening the visitors
attended the theatre in a body.
At the banquet on Wednesday evening
much fun was caused by the ever welcome
stories of John W. Armour, and the more
serious features of the evening were fur
nished by J. U. Jones of the International

final session of the national convention of
the International Union of Steam Engineers
was the election of officers. These were
elected :
General president, J. E. Bruner, Cincin
nati ; first vice-president, Matt Comerford ;
second vice-president, J. F. Hammill, New
York ; third vice-president, Arthur McCracken, New York ; fourth vice-president,
James Bannan, Toronto ; fifth vice-presi
dent, Oscar Crosscup, San Francisco ; gen
eral secretary-treasurer, R. A. McKee,
Peoria, 111. ; chairman board of trustees,
James Walsh, Syracuse, N. Y. ; trustees.
W. C. Burrell, Detroit ; James Howie,
Cleveland, O. ; trustee of official journal,
J. P. McDonough, St. Louis.
Delegates to the American Federation of
Labor convention at San Francisco : Henry
Ketter, Cincinnati ; John F. Hammill, New
York ; John J. Glass, Buffalo ; F. B. Monahan, Boston.
Among the more important measures
adopted at Friday afternoon's meeting was
to fix the salary of the general president
at $2,500 with $1,000 for office expenses. The
salary of the general secretary-treasurer
was increased to $1,800 per annum, from
$1,200.
Toronto won out as the place of meeting
for the next annual convention over Syra
cuse. The convention will be held during
the week beginning with the second Monday
in September, 1905.
Just prior to adjournment a motion pre
vailed unanimously to pay Acting General
President J. E. Bruner $200 for his services
as president of the organization since the
death of General President P. McMahon, in
New York in June last.
The new officers-elect were formally in
stalled by former General President S. L.
Bennett, of Kansas City.
By the election of John E. Bruner as
president, the union has placed in charge
of its affairs an energetic yet conservative
leader who has already proved that he is
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well qualified for the duties of the position.
Convention meetings were held in the
large auditorium on the third floor of
Washington Hall. On the second floor was
held the exhibit of the supply men under
the auspices of the International Exhibit
ors Association. The hall was tastefully
decorated with flags and bunting of the
national colors and was divided into booths,
one of which was assigned to each ex
hibitor.
At the meeting of the International Sup
ply Men's Association, the following officers
w ere elected for the ensuing year : Presi
dent, J. D. Jones, International Corres
pondence Schools ; secretary and treasurer,
Fred R. Low, of Power ; executive commit
tee, Grant W. Spear, Dearborn Drug &
Chemical Works, E. R. Shaw, of The En
gineer, Chas. Martin, Jr., Jenkins Bros., W.
V. Mattoon, Crandall Packing Co., S. S.
Brewer. Norwall Mfg. Co.
EXHIBITS.
Near the entrance door was the dis
play of the Crandall Packing Co. of Pal
myra, N. Y., in charge of W. V. Mattoon
of Chicago. Helios sheet packing, valve
disks, spirals, gaskets and rings were
among the samples shown.
International Correspondence Schools
of Scranton, Pa., made the most extensive
display of any of the exhibitors. It con
sisted of photographs of the buildings, of
the apparatus and drawing instruments
furnished to students, samples of the work
of students, a graphophone outfit such as is
used by the schools in teaching language
and the International Reference Library.
Messrs. J. D. Jones and John Hurley were
at the convention from Scranton and other
representatives from the Omaha office were
J. E. Perry, V. D. Dermody and G. L.
Reed.
Jenkins Brothers' valves needed no
introduction, but everybody was glad to
see the sectioned models which showed the
method of construction. The valve disks
and '96 sheet packing made everyone wait
to look at them while the two Charlies ex
plained why the Sellers injector is a restarter but not a restopper.
Walter L. Flower, of St. Louis, who
is southwestern agent for the Harrison
Safety Boiler Works of Philadelphia, ex
plained by means of photographs and a
large sectional drawing the working of
the Cochrane heaters and separators and
the Sorge-Cochrane system of separation
and drainage.
Power was represented by S. Kirlin
of Minneapolis, who had charge of the
booth located at one side of the entrance.
Fred R. Low, editor, and Jack Armour
were also at the convention and took the
33rd degree on Monday night.
Garlock Packing was there in all
kinds and descriptions. There was sheet
and fibrous and spiral and gaskets and rings
and disks, etc., and cigars and mirrors were
presented as souvenirs by H. Frederick
Rail of Chicago and C. A. Standfield of
St. Louis. Standfield said that when he
was in the booth it was the finest exhibit
in town, but then he was grand master of
the Buttinsky lodge.
Pat Malloy was there with his usual
trunkful of pipe cleaners. He called them
Lagonda tube cleaners, but they would workjust as well on a pipe. There were all
sorts of heads adapted for all kinds of scale
and a watch charm for each visitor to re
mind him of a friend in time of trouble.
The Engineer was represented by E.
R. Shaw and Arthur L. Rice.
Dearborn Drug and Chemical Co. pre
sented, as usual, a most attractive booth
with flower decorations. The display of
scale and sections of tube and plate was
convincing evidence of the need for treat
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ment of boiler feed water. The liars' neer of the power house of the Manhattan
license, the "Toot for Dearborn," finger Electric Railway Co. in New York City, at
catchers and the full jug made lots of that time- the largest power plant in the
sport. G. W. Spear of Chicago represented
country. While in this position, he had oc
the company.
casion to make changes in the condensing
Norwall Mfg. Co. of Chicago was rep
resented by S. S. Brewer, who showed the system which was used in connection with
Allen automatic pipe wrench, the Dunham the big Allis-Corliss engines and was so
traps and Ellis & Co's fire tools. The Allen
wrench, in particular, attracted attention successful in his rearrangement of the sys
on account of its convenience, as it grips tem that the Allis-Chalmers Co. was im
with a touch and releases by a pull, only pressed with the value of his design and
one hand being needed. Mr. Brewer pre
sented a sample Norwall automatic air
valve to each delegate as a souvenir.
J. H. Parsons Chemical Co. of Chi
cago decorated its booth with attractive ad
vertising designs and arguments for the
use of Alkali water purifiers. F. Scannell
was present as representative.
Plastic Metallic Packing Co., of Pitts
burg, Pa., represented by C. H. Doan of
Chicago and S. D. Shook of Pittsburg,
showed, by means of a sectional model,
the action of the packing, and gave sample
boxes to visitors.
Other firms who contributed to the
International Exhibitors Association but
were not present with exhibits were, A. W.
Chesterton & Co. of Boston, Quaker City
Rubber Co. of Philadelphia, Eagle Oil and
Supply Co. of Boston. The Lunkenheimer
Co. of Cincinnati, and Standard Oil Co. of
New York.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
North East Association, No. 20, N.
A. S. E., of Pennsylvania, celebrated its
fifth anniversary on Sept 3 at Tacony.
Prominent members of New York and
other organizations were present.
Dayton, Ohio, ladies recently organized
an auxiliary to the National Association of
Stationary Engineers and elected as offi
cers : Past president, Mrs. A. C. Brown ;
president, Mrs. Fred Rapheiser; vice-presi
dent, Mrs. W. H. Mackintosh ; financial
secretary, Mrs. Samuel ' Wagner ; corre
sponding secretary, Mrs. J. J. Baker; re
cording secretary, Mrs. Jones ; treasurer,
Mrs. Wayland ; trustees, Mrs. Roselle, Mrs.
Loftman, and Mrs. Curtis.
The Engine Builders Association of
the United States will hold its next annual
meeting at Sherry's in New York City on
Dec. 2 and 3. The time of the meeting
will be taken up with papers on topics of
interest to engine builders and with execuutive business as usual.
At the meeting of the New England
Water Works Association held in Holyoke,
Mass., Sept. 14 to 16, the members were
entertained by a visit to the works of the
Chapman Valve Mfg. Co. at Indian Or
chard.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
R. D. Tomlinson, whose portrait is
shown herewith, was chosen vice-president
of the National Association of Stationary
Engineers at the recent convention in
Richmond, Va. Mr. Tomlinson's connec
tions with the association and his work for
it in the city of New York and in the state
of New York are well known and' have ex
tended over a long term of years. He has
been active in advancing the cause of edu
cation and in working to have a good li
cense law passed in the state of New York
and enforced. His work on the profes
sional side was of such merit that it
brought to him the position of chief engi

has placed him fh charge of its con
denser department, which position he now
holds. He is also in charge of the power
plants of the company at the various fac
tories and has charge of the design of all
large condenser installations.
H. W. Johns-Manville Co. announces
that R. C. Routledge, formerly of the
Thomas F. Smith & Co., New York City,
will take charge of the contract depart
ment of the former company.
Messrs. F. R. Low, editor of Power,
and John Armour, of the subscription de
partment, were entertained by Buffalo en
gineers at a banquet on Sept. 3.
J. B. Ramp, for nearly 25 years fore
man and superintendent of the foundry of
the Murray Iron Works at Burlington,
Iowa, is dead at the age of 74. Mr. Ramp
was born in New York City and was a sol
dier in the Civil War. He was a man who
was held in the highest esteem by his ememployees and employers.
NEWS NOTES.
Record has been made of the purchase
by the Goulds Manufacturing Co. of Seneca
Falls, N. Y., of a large tract of land ad
joining the Company's No. 2 works. This
tract consists of about 40 acres lying near
the present factory, and is to be used for
a proposed enlargement of the present es
tablishment. The works will be enlarged
and improved facilities installed for the
manufacture of pumps and other apparatus
which the company produces. The domi
nant force in this project of enlargement
is S. F. Gould, president of the company,
and the scheme will bring much added busi
ness to Seneca Falls.
By the carelessness of someone in the
power plant of the Sunnyside Rolling Mills,
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near Toronto, Canada, recently, six men
were scalded and several others severely
wounded, although it is likely that none of
the injuries will prove fatal. By some in
advertence the lower valve on the water
column to the boiler was closed and the
boiler was allowed to evaporate water
until only about 14 inches remained in the
shell. The plate above this water level
became red hot, and the crown sheet even
tually blew down, when the reaction threw
the boiler from its setting and tore down
the 50-foot stack which fell across the place
where the boiler had originally stood. Men
about the plant were injured by flying ma
terial and by scalding, and it was remark
able that more were not seriously injured.
That the accident was not the fault of the
boiler is shown by the fact that the material
held so well that the plate pulled down to
a knife edge^ before giving way. J. E. N.
It is always an encouraging condition
when a firm finds itself with so many or
ders that it cannot comfortably fill them.
Our representative recently called on the
Indicator Instruction Co. of Scranton, Pa.,
of which A. C. Lippincott is manager, and
found that enrollments for instruction in
indicator practice have been so numerous
that the shop has not been able to supply
the indicators as fast as needed. This has
•now been remedied by the installation bf
more and better machinery and every stu
dent enrolling will now receive an indicator
promptly. Mr. Lippincott reports his busi
ness as being in the most prosperous condi
tion and increasing rapidly.
Federal Electric Co. announces the re
moval of its offices and factory to Girard,
Pa., where it has secured modern facili
ties and additional shop equipment which
will enable it to greatly increase its output
and facilitate the prompt filling of orders.
Difficulty in securing corrugated
furnaces, is installing machinery which
boilers will soon be obviated, as The
American Corrugated Furnace Co., which
has just begun the manufacture of these
furnaces, are installing machinery which
will make larger furnaces than have yet
been made in this country or abroad.
The company has a remarkably wellequipped plant for this class of work, and,
in addition, will be prepared to do heavy
pressed steel work, such as automobile
frames, car shapes, and general welding
work.
It will be prepared in a very short time,
as the plant is rapidly approaching comple
tion, to supply the American-Brown fur
nace, which was tested by the Board of
Supervising Inspectors some time ago.
In connection with the visit of foreign
engineers to St. Louis one of the interest
ing events was the luncheon tendered by
George Bullock, president of the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Co., to United
States and Foreign representative electrical
engineers in the space surrounding the Big
Reliable engine. Among the prominent
guests were D. J. Francis, president of the
Exposition, Bion J. Arnold, past president,
John W. Licb, Jr., president and R. W. Pope
secretary of the American Institute of Elec
trical Engineers ; Professor John Perry,
Dr. R. T. Glazebrook and Hon. R. Ham
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mond of England, F. J. V. Skiff, director
of exhibits, Chas. F. Scott of the Westinghouse Electric Co., Dr. Elihu Thomson,
president, W. D. Weaver, treasurer and Dr.
A. E. Kenselley, secretary of the Interna
tional Electrical Congress, Thomas R.
Moore, chief of the machinery department
and W. E. Goldsborough, chief of the elec
trical department of the Exposition, E. H.
Mullen of the General Electric Co., H.
Ward Leonard, Frank Sprague, Lt. Col.
Samuel Reber, Gano S. Dunn of the
Crocker-Wheeler Co., Dr. Louis Duncan,
W. V. N. Powelson of the Union Light and
Power Co., C. W. Wason, Professor R. B.
Owens, Henry Floy, Calvin W. Rice, Prof.
J. D. Cormack, Arthur Warren, manager
of the department of publicity of the AllisChalmers-Bullock Co., Col. J. C. Hooven of
the Hooven-Owens-Rentschler Co., L. C.
Marburg of the railway department of the
Bullock Co., O. T. Crosby and Professor
Moise Ascoli of the University of Milan.
The Webster system of steam circula
tion will be installed in the new depart
ment stores of John Wanamaker in Phila
delphia and New York. This system was
used in the old Philadelphia store for 6
years and gave so good satisfaction that it
has been adopted for the new stores,
which are to be the largest buildings of
their kind in the world.
A beautiful and most elaborate in-,
vitation was issued by the exhibitors of
the department of machinery at the Louisi
ana Purchase Exposition for the reception
in the Palace of Machinery and in the Im
perial Japanese Gardens on the evening of
Machinery Day, Sept. 10. Dancing was in
dulged in from 9 until 12 o'clock, and the
reception was a most pronounced success.
The cover of the invitation was a design
of Hero's steam turbine and an embossed
border and shield typical of the steam en
gineering art. Besides the names of the
lady patronesses and the reception commit
tee, the invitation was embellished with
beautiful reproductions of photographs
showing the Palace of Machinery, the Im
perial Japanese Gardens and the cascades
at Festival Hall in a three-color print.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Boiler Construction by F. C. Kleinhans. Derry-Collard Co., New York, 1904.
Price $3.
As. the subtitle states, this book is "a
practical explanation of the best modern
methods of boiler construction from the
laying out of sheets to the completed
boiler." While it is of prime importance
to the builder of boilers, it is no less in
teresting to those who have to do with the
care and repair of boilers, since it gives,
in detail, directions for all kinds of laying
out, forming up, drilling and riveting. Like
all the Derry-Collard publications, it is
notable for telling something which has
not been told before or has not been told
so well. It contains the details of every
day work, which cannot help but be of
value in the business of anyone who has
to do with boilers in any capacity. An
other advantage is that it is sold by the
Derry-Collard method, which offers a
chance to examine the book carefully and
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to pay for it if found desirable, and if not
to return it to the publisher.
•Forge Practice, by John Lord Bacon.
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1904. 257
pages. Price $1.50.
In writing on mechanical operations,
such as those which are conducted at the
forge, a failing often found with authors
is that of dealing with generalities, which
are important, but which are not particu
larly helpful in performing the actual work.
These difficulties have been most success
fully avoided by the author of Forge Prac
tice and his directions are so clearly de
tailed and so cleverly illustrated by out
line drawings that no excuse is left the
reader for not comprehending how to do
any piece of work. Of course, to become
an expert at the forge he must put in the
hard practice necessary to acquire skill in
any work, but the way to go about any op
eration is made clear, and the result must
lie with the individual worker. To give
an idea of the subjects treated, the chapter
headings are General Description of Forge
and Tools, Welding, Calculation of Stock
for Bent Shapes, Upsetting, Drawing Out
and Bending, Simple Forged Work, Gen
eral Forgings, Steam Hammer Work, Du
plicate Work, Metallurgy of Iron and
Steel, Tool Steel Work, Tool Forging and
Tempering, Miscellaneous Work.
While the book is derived from a series
of notes given to classes in forge practice
at Lewis Institute, it has been so carefully
worked out that it will be found quite as
helpful to the apprentice in the shop or to
the engineer who wishes to do repair work
as to the student.
THE EAGLE OIL AND SUPPLY
CO., Boston, are having a large run on
their U. S. Standard boiler compound ow
ing to the fact that it quickly disintegrates
the scales that accumulate on boiler tubes
and thus prevents scaling. They are will
ing to send to our readers a free copy of a
nice treatise on the subject called "Ask the
Man Behind the Shovel," which shows the
way the trick is done.
INTERNATIONAL
CONDENSER
CO., Railway Exchange Bldg., Chicago, is
presenting for the consideration of engi
neers a new process of condensing steam
which involves the use of a water spray
drawn through the tubes of a surface con
denser by means of a fan. The construc
tion and operation of the device are shown
in an interesting catalog which the com
pany sends out.
THE SOUTHERN CORLISS EN
GINE, which is built by the Southern En
gine and Boiler Works, Jackson, Tenn., is
fully described and the details illustrated
in a catalog sent out by the company.
HORIZONTAL CORLISS ENGINES,
as manufactured by the Vilter Manufac
turing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., are de
scribed in a finely printed catalog which is
just off the press. Details of the steam
valve gear, the governor, piston crosshead
and connecting rod and numerous views of
complete .plants are shown. Tables are
given of standard capacities of Corliss
engines and of the dimensions of various
sizes of the Vilter engines.
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ALAMO GAS AND GASOLINE EN
GINES are built in sizes ranging from 3
to 25 horsepower by the Alamo Manufac
turing Co., Hillsdale, Mich. The engines
are of simple and rugged construction, and
are given a clear and concise description in
catalog No. 24, given out by the company.
LENNOX GAS ENGINES is the title
of the 40-page catalog G sent out by the
Lennox Machine Co., Marshalltown, Iowa.
The book contains a short description of
the engine and numerous illustrations
showing the different purposes for which
it may be adapted.
AIR COMPRESSORS for intermittent
or continuous service in capacities from 7%
to 50 cubic feet of free air per minute are
manufactured by the National Electric Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis. In the way of descriptive
matter on these machines the company is
issuing bulletin No. 350, and will gladly
forward same on application.
THE MASON REGULATOR CO., 158
Summer St.. Boston, is sending out an at
tractive 4-page leaflet on the Mason pump
governor, containing illustrations of same
and a scale drawing accompanied by a table
of dimensions.
THE H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
has just issued a neat and complete cata
log covering mica plate, cloth, segments,
rings and mica in all its various forms re
quired by the electrical industry, also Vulcabeston, Transite, Electrobestos and Niagrite. A copy can be had by addressing
100 William St., New York City.
WARREN WEBSTER & CO., of Cam
den, N. J., is issuing a 20-page pamphlet,
giving the salient points of its feed-water
heater and showing by calculations the
saving in dollars and cents which might be
realized by the installation of the Webster
heater.
THE KNOWLES STEAM PUMT
WORKS, 114 Liberty St., New York City,
are distributing Bulletin K-73 describing;
their recently designed "Express" pump.
This pump is of the reciprocating type and
is directly connected to an electric motor
without gears or belts, and a 250-gallon
pump runs at a speed of 300 revolutions,
per minute. In a test, the details of which
are given, this pump showed an efficiency
of 93 per cent. Pumps of this type are
built in capacities of from 200 to 4,000 gal
lons per minute and for heads from 100 to
2,000 feet.
THE WILLIAM B. PIERCE CO., of
323 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y., have
just received from the press a new and upto-date edition of their booklet, Economy
in the Boiler Room. This little book i&
valuable because it is replete with authentic
data concerning boiler scale that is such an
enemy of economy in the steam plant. In
addition to exploiting the Dean boiler tube
cleaner, made by the Pierce Co., it is a
technical volume on boiler scale that should
be in the hands of every engineer and
steam user in the country. The Pierce Co.
will gladly mail copies free on request.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Ground is to be broken for a new brew
ery at South First Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
J. W. Kelley Co. has commenced work
on a new distillery in Chattanooga, Tenn.
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REORGANIZING AND MODERNIZING OUT-GROWN ELECTRIC PLANTS.
ELECTRIC lighting as a commercial in
dustry is but little more than out of
its "teens" and yet so rapidly has it
developed that over Two Billion Dollars
are now invested in it. Phenomenal as
has been this growth, it has not kept pace
with the growth of modern demand.
Seldom do we find a city of fifteen to
thirty thousand population that has not
outgrown its lighting plant several times.
The pioneer investors who were generally
amateur electricians have been followed by
a second organization of home capitalists,
who, when they had supplanted the old
bipolar, direct-current apparatus with high
speed, high-frequency alternators and di
rect-current arc machines, felt happy in
the possession of strictly modern machin
ery. While these changes may have been
made within the past io years, it has been
found necessary to increase the capacity
by adding other units, or possibly by almost
reconstructing the plant, and substituting
a Corliss engine and line shaft for the
small, high-speed engines formerly used.
Thus far, in the effort to keep pace with
the growth of business, little thought has
been given to economy of operation or the
possibility of serious competition.
The engineering skill and energy of the
present day is devoted to economy in pro
duction in all lines of business; and elec
tric lighting can no longer rest secure from
competition simply by reason of being estab
lished in a city, even under a long time
franchise. Abundant capital is seeking in
vestment in modern plants which can make
a good margin of profit at prices which
would not enable the old plants to survive.
It requires courage to junk thousands
of dollars' worth of machinery which has
been in use only a few years and which is
doing as good work as it did the day it was
installed, and sell it for io per cent of its
cost, to install another plant of new and
modern apparatus. The local people who
have made these plants what they are usu
ally prefer to sell out at a good profit
rather than to make such a sacrifice; for,
to modernize the plant often involves more
money than they can command.
The conditions here outlined have been
and are being experienced by the owners
of many an electric light plant in the coun
try, and to meet this condition, presented
a field for a specialist in this line. This
is an age of specializing in all lines of
business and the man who is fortunate
enough to find his right place and con

centrate his efforts on fitting himself to fill
it, is sure to succeed.
Joseph J. Henry, formerly a successful
railroad official of the Wabash railway,
came to Colorado a few years ago and
engaged in the financing, reorganizing, re
constructing and modernizing of electric,
gas . and traction properties as a specialty
and has made a great success of the busi
ness. He has associated with him in this
business men especially fitted for their work
by years of experience. Macbeth and May
of Denver, Colorado, do his legal work.
J. W. Springer is his general manager and
D. J. McCanne, his consulting engineer.

inch Bates Corliss engine belted to a 200kilowatt General Electric, three-phase, 60cycle, 2,200-volt alternator. The present
plant includes another such unit, which also
drives a 200-kilowatt General Electric rail
way generator, operating the four-car, 5mile street railway system of the Shawnee
Traction Co., another of Mr. Henry's com
panies. The town of Tecumseh, 6 miles
distant, is lighted from the same plant.
Current is raised from 2,200 to 6,600
volts and transmitted on three number 8
bare copper wires with a merely nominal
loss. At the Tecumseh end three stepdown transformers are used, one of which

FIG. I. THE OLD SHAWNEE PLANT.
He handles only plants where the con
ditions offer the best rewards for his ef
forts and where he can turn over the busi
ness to his successors in a prosperous con
dition and secured by such long time con
tracts as to preclude the possibility of seri
ous competition.
Among the plants which have recently
been revolutionized by Mr. Henry's engi
neers are those at Shawnee and Oklahoma
City, O. T.
Fig. 1 shows the usual engine room
full of line shafting, pulleys and small
units, as the Shawnee plant was operating
when purchased ; while Fig. 2 shows the
new power house, and Fig. 3 the first unit
after reconstruction, consisting of a 20x42-

delivers current at either 110 or 220 volts
from the secondaries, while the other two
deliver at 2,200 volts, one for series arc
transformers and the other for primary dis
tribution over the town. The voltage at
the station is controlled by two Terrill reg
ulators, which give practically perfect regu
lation, although there are on the circuits
a number of Wagner single-phase motors.
The recording voltmeter, giving a variation
of not more than 2 volts, shows how per
fectly the regulation is maintained.
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co. was
taken over by Mr. Henry in April, 1904.
The company had built a new station dur
ing the previous year consisting of a brick
power house, three 300-horsepower horizon
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tal, Cahall, water-tube boilers, a 1,500horsepower Cochrane heater, two crosscompound Bates-Corliss engines 18 and 34
x 48 inches, each direct connected to a 325kilowatt General Electric, three-phase, 60cycle, 2,300-volt alternator running at 100
revolutions per minute. Had these units
been separately excited this much of the
plant would have been very good ; but they

FIG. 2. THE NEW POWER HOUSE.
were excited from a power circuit as here
after described.
Belted to a line shaft was an 18 x 42inch Bates-Corliss engine, and from the
shaft were driven two 100-kilowatt, 125volt, Eddy generators operating a light and
power circuit loaded with motors, arc
lamps and incandescent lamps. The same
line shaft was driving two railway gener
ators, one of 150 kilowatts and one of 100
kilowatts, and also a 200-kilowatt, 60-cycle,
three-phase alternator which at times oper
ated as a synchronous motor to help pull
the line shaft. It is not difficult to guess
the abominable regulation—or rather ab
sence of regulation—of such an arrange
ment, especially when the large units were
excited from the fluctuating power circuit
above described.
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plant was to belt a separate exciter to
each of the large units and install a Terril regulator to keep the exciting voltage
as nearly uniform as possible.
The second step was to cut the 200kilowatt synchronous motor and the 150kilowatt railway generator loose from the
line shaft and belt them together.
The third step was to tear out the line
shaft and install a 200-kilowatt synchronous
motor belted tandem to the two ioo-kilowatt Eddy generators.
The fourth step was to install a 200kilowatt railway generator direct belted to
the 18 x 42 Corliss engine.
While the changes made in this plant
are not considered permanent in the mod
ernizing of the plant, they serve at small
expense to reduce the fuel bill about $25
per day and correct the regulation from
fluctuations of 25 volts each way from nor
mal to less than 2 volts.
By a gravity, oil-feed system supplied
by a small, motor-driven air compressor it
is expected to reduce the oil bill 50 -per
cent.
Conversion of a steam-driven, deep-well
pump into a motor-driven power pump has
been effected by removing the steam cylin
der and connecting a 5-horsepower motor
by reducing gear, pump-jack and walking
beam attachment. This will reduce the
steam consumption for pumping fully twothirds.
As a part of the permanent improve
ment of this plant a new 400-horsepower
Cahall boiler is being erected and a con
tract made for installing a Worthington
condenser and cooling tower of capacity
to take care of 2,000 horsepower.
The change effected by Mr. Henry's ad
ministration has within 4 months com
pletely revolutionized this plant from a

HYDRAULIC PLUNGER ELEVATORS.
BY WM, BAXTER, JR.
A PLUNGER elevator is a direct-act
ing machine, the cylinder being
placed in a vertical position under
the center of the elevator car, the latter
resting upon the upper end of the plunger.
For a long" time this type of elevator has
been used for short runs, but it is only
within recent years that it has entered the
field as a competitor of the vertical and hor
izontal machines for high runs in office
buildings, and for all classes of service, pas
senger as well as freight, and all car speeds
from the lowest to the highest. As the

FIG. 100.

FIG. 3. INTERIOR OF THE NEW SHAWNEE PLANT.
The railway generators were supplying
current for seven cars on a 10-mile street
railway system owned by the Metropolitan
Railway Co. and tne lights were fluctuating
between the proverbial red hairpin and
the fusing point of carbon filaments.
The city was besieged by applications for
competing franchises, the lighting company
condemned by everybody and the business
going from bad to worse every month.
The first move in the revolution of this

losing to a prosperous business; from a
despised to a complimented management,
and from failure to success.
Consul Liefeld, of Germany, writes that
Prof. Redard, of Geneva, has discovered
that blue light will cause a person to lose
all sense of pain ; it is stated that by ex
posure of the eyes to a blue light in a
dark room for 3 minutes, surgical opera
tions may be performed without discomfort.

HYDRAULIC FREIGHT ELEVATOR uF
PLUNGER TYPE.

machine is direct-acting, the plunger must
be of a length somewhat greater than the
height to which the car rises. Thus, if the
run of the car is 150 feet, the plunger must
be a trifle more than this, say 155 feet, and
the cylinder will have to be slightly longer
than the plunger.
As the elevator car runs, generally, from
the ground level or nearly so, the cylinder
must be placed in a hole sunk into the earth
to a depth equal to the run of the car.
At first glance this fact might appear to
limit the height of buildings for which this
type of elevator is adapted, and may have
been one of the principal reasons that de
terred earlier builders from attempting to
use plunger machines for high runs; but
at the present time, it is not regarded as a
serious matter by manufacturers.
In plunger elevators, as the full pres
sure on the end of the plunger acts to lift
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the car, the diameter of the plunger is much
smaller than in the geared types of elevat
ors. The pressure used varies from about
140 to 200 pounds per square inch and the
diameter pf the plunger may be from 5
to 7 .inches. The cylinder is made of steel
pipes about 2 inches larger in diameter than
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For the plunger, a number of lengths of
steel pipe are turned true and well
polished. The sections are joined by means
of long internal sleeves which are so pro
portioned that the transverse strength of
the plunger at the joint is as strong as at
any other point.

FIG. IOI. SECTION OF CONTROL VALVE FOR HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR.
the plunger, and the hole in the ground is
;i couple of inches larger than the cylinder.
It will thus be seen that the hole in which
the cylinder is placed is not very large, so
that it can be bored in a manner similar to
that employed for driving pipe wells. If
the subsoil is earth, a steel pipe lining is
provided which is large enough to receive
the cylinder. If the hole is drilled in rock,
no lining is required.
For the cylinder, a number of lengths of
steel pipe are turned true on the ends,
threaded in a lathe, and joined by sleeve

fig. 102. PLUNGER ELEVATOR FOR SIDEWALK
SERVICE.
couplings. The upper end of the cylinder
is screwed into a castiron section which is
bored to fit the plunger, and is provided
with a stuffing-box and a pipe connection
through which the water enters and passes
out of the cylinder. The lower end
of the cylinder is closed by means
of a suitable cap. The cylinder is
coated with a protecting paint and when in
position, the space between it and the sides
of the hole is filled with sand.

From Fig. 100, which is a vertical eleva
tion of a freight elevator as constructed by
the Plunger Elevator Co., of Worcester,
Mass., the general arrangement of a plunger
elevator can be understood.
In looking at Fig. 100, it can be seen that
the plunger must be long enough to push
the elevator car to the top of the building.
If this height is say 150 feet, and the
plunger is only 6 inches in diameter, it
might seem that the plunger would bend
sidewise, if a moderate load were placed on
the car. As a matter of fact, however, the
plunger does not spring out of true to a
noticeable extent even with a load greater
than can be lifted. One reason why the
plunger stands up so well under a load that
would appear to be sufficient to buckle it
out of shape is, that the counterbalance
relieves it of a large portion of the strain.
If the plunger is 150 feet long, it will
weigh so much that a portion of it will have
to be counterbalanced, so that a considera
ble portion of the upper end is actually
in tension when the load in the car is
light, and even when the load is heavy,
the pressure on the upper end of the
plunger is not great, being, in fact, consid
erably less than the live load in the car. As
the counterbalance weight is heavier than
the empty car, the plunger has to be securely
fastened to the under side of the car floor,
which is accomplished by providing a fram
ing of light I beams to which the head
of the plunger is firmly bolted.
As the plunger, even if it buckled,
would not permit the car to drop, the only
possible way in which the latter could fall
would be by the bursting of the cylinder.
But even such an accident would not allow
the car to drop, because the water would
not escape fast enough from the cylinder
to let the car descend at a high velocity,
owing to the fact that the sand that fills
the space between the cylinder and the
sides of the hole in the ground would check
the flow of water. Owing to these facts it
is practically impossible for a plunger ele
vator to drop, and on that account no safety
devices are attached to the car, as they are
wholly unnecessary. It is undoubtedly
owing to the feature of safety that this type
of elevator has so rapidly grown in popu
larity.
As the elevator shown in Fig. 100 is a
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freight machine it is provided with a simple
valve, actuated by means of a lever and
starting rope. In another type, the valve is
actuated by means of a rack and pinion,
the latter being rotated by a hand sheave,
mounted upon the end of the shaft and
around which the shipper rope is wound.
In both these cases the car is stopped auto
matically at the top and bottom landings
by means of the stop balls fastened to the
hand rope as is clearly shown, these balls
being adjusted in position to be struck
by the arm attached to the car at the proper
time to bring the platform to a state of rest
on a level with the floor.
In Fig. 101 is shown in section the valve
of Fig. 100. It will be seen that the supply
water acts' against the under side of piston
A, and the upper side of B, so that the valve
is perfectly balanced in-so-far as the pres
sure of the supply is concerned. If the
delivery tank is placed at an elevation con
siderably above the lower side of B, and the
part below point D be omitted, there will
be a back pressure acting to push the valve
upward, so that the force required to lift the
valve will be less than that for depressing
it. With the construction shown, it matters

FIG. IO3. ELEVATION OF PASSENGER ELEVATOR
COM PI.ETE.
little where the discharge tank may be
placed, for whatever back pressure may be
in the exhaust, will bear equally upon the
under side of B and the top of C, thus leav
ing the valve perfectly balanced. The
cheaper construction can, however, be used
satisfactorily with the rack and pinion con
trol.
Fig. 102 shows in plan and elevation the
arrangement of the plunger elevator for
cases where the platform is free of over
head framing, as for sidewalk elevators.
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Fig. 103 is an elevation of a first class
plunger elevator for passenger service, as
constructed by the Plunger Elevator Co.
For this class of service, the main operating
valve is arranged to be actuated by a pilot
valve, which is moved by means of a lever,
L, in the car. The general arrangement for
the pilot valve system is the same as that
used for vertical and horizontal hydraulic

FIG. IO4.
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When the elevator is stopped, all the
valves are in the position shown in Fig.
104, and the space between valves 1 and 2
is filled with water under pressure, this
space being permanently connected with the

EXHAUST
SECTION OF MAIN CONTROLLING VALVE FOR PASSENGER ELEVATOR.

elevators, but in the details of construction
and operation of the valves, there is a con
siderable difference. In addition to the
main operating valve, and the pilot valve,
top and bottom limit valves are provided by
means of which the car is stopped automat
ically at the upper and lower landings. As
shown in the drawing, the up limit valve is
actuated by the sheave N mounted on top of
the car, which by putting a short bend in

fig. 105. CONTROL VALVE WITH TWO MAIN
CYLINDERS.
the valve rope lifts the operating lever of
the valve. In like manner the sheave M
draws up the lever of the down limit valve
when the car descends to the lowest floor.
Ropes for actuating the pilot valve are
somewhat different from those shown in
connection with vertical and horizontal ele
vators. The ropes O P pass under and
over the sheaves R R so as to cross from
one side to the other, as shown. When
lever L is moved to the left, the right side
sheave, R, rises and the other one moves
down and thus the rope, P, is lifted and
pulls up the pilot valve lever. When L is
moved to the right, the right side sheave R
moves down and rope P moves with it thus
depressing the pilot valve lever. The
weights attached to the ends of these ropes
are heavy enough to overcome the friction
of the pilot valve and thus keep the ropes
taut.
Fig. 104 is a sectional view of the valve
shown in Fig. 103. Pipe A, Fig. 103, con
nects the supply pipe, through the limit
valve, with the ports 27 and 14, shown in
Fig. 104. In like manner the pipe B, Fig.
103, connects the discharge pipe, through
the down limit valve, with port 15. The
ports 24 and 28 are connected with each
other by a pipe as is clearly shown in Fig.
103. The operation of the valves is as fol
lows :

supply pipe as shown in Fig. 103. The
supply pipe is connected with the space be
tween valves 4 and 10. The space back of
valve 1 is connected with the pilot valve
chamber through the pipe connecting ports
24 and 28. This space is filled with water
which is locked in by the pilot valves 2$, 12
and 26, so that, although the pressure act
ing to force 1 toward the back end of the
cylinder is greater than the pressure acting
to force 2 forward, / cannot move back
ward because the water back of it cannot
escape. As the valves 4 and 10 are of the
same diameter, the pressure on them is
balanced.
If it is desired to run the elevator up,
the pilot valve lever 29 is drawn upward.
This movement carries 8 to the right and
thus opens valve 26 so that the water back
of valve 1 can escape through the pipe con
necting with 24 into the lower chamber of
the pilot valve, and through valve 26, and
valve 19 to outlet port 15, by the path in
dicated by arrow 20. Port 15 is connected
with the exhaust pipe so that the water has
a free path from the back of 1 to the ex
haust. The pressure on the front end of /

FIG.
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returned to the position in which it is
drawn, when the outlet for the water back
of / is closed, and the movement of the
main valve is arrested. If the lever 29 is
raised as far as it will go—or in other
words, if the operator in the car throws
the lever to the full speed position—the
pilot valve 26 will not be brought back to
the position in which it is shown, by the
movement of 11, until the main valve has
moved to its extreme left position.
It will be noticed that when lever 11 is
moved to the left, by the movement of the
main valve, and carries with it rod 8 and
pilot valves, it also carries to the right rod
9 and the valves 13 and 17, thus causing 13
to stop off the passage from valve 23 to port
14 by the path of arrow 21. The object of
this arrangement will tie presently ex
plained.
We have explained in the foregoing the
movement of the valves when the elevator
runs up, but we have not shown how to
stop it. The upward movement of lever 29
sets the car in motion on the ascending
trip, and to stop the car, the lever 29 is
moved downward. This downward move
ment of 29 carries 9 to the left and thus
opens pilot valve 23, thereby permitting
water from the supply pipe to pass from
inlet port 14, through valves 23, 22 and
25 to port 24 and thus to the back end of
main valve 1. As water can now flow into
the back end of the valve cylinder, 1 is
forced to the right and thus valve 4 covers
the cylinder port and closes the connection
between the cylinder and the supply pipe,
thus preventing further flow of water into
the cylinder, and thereby stopping the move
ment of the plunger, and the car.
As can be readily seen, if the water can
pass from inlet 14 to the back of 1 fast
enough, valve 4 can be made to move so
fast as to stop off the flow of water into the
cylinder almost instantly. It can also be
seen that, if the flow of water into the cyl-

MODIFIED FORM OF CONTROL VALVE FOR MODERATE SPEED.

being greater than that on the back of 2,
the valves will be moved to the left and the
supply chamber will be connected with the
cylinder chamber as valve 4 will uncover
the ports connecting with the cylinder pipe.
The movement of the main valve to the
left will carry lever 11 upon which lever 6
is fulcrumed at 7, in the same direction.
The lever 5 holds the lower end of 6 in
position, so that the movement of 11 to the
left moves 8 in the same direction. This
movement of 8 continues until valve 26 is

inder is stopped off too suddenly, the mo
mentum of the plunger, the car. and other
moving parts will carry them forward and
cause the plunger to leave the surface of
the water. As soon as the headway of the
moving parts dies out, gravity will cause
them to move back again and the plunger
will strike the surface of the water and
bring the car to a standstill with a violent
jerk. It often happens that the car must
be stopped as quickly as possible, and if
the skill of the operator were depended
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upon to make the stop smoothly, he would
be sure to miscalculate sometimes and move
the operating lever too quickly. The valves
17, 14, together with 32, 22 and 19, 18 are '
provided to make it impossible for the main
valve to be closed too rapidly.
As will be seen, the valve 13 is closed
when the car is stopped on the up trip so
that the water passing from 14 to 24 has to

ENGINEER.

cast with the necessary passages to make
the required connections. The pilot valves
are modified by dispensing with the ad
justing valves 22, 23 and 18, 19, Fig. 104,
and substituting for them the screws A and
B, Fig. 106.
As explained in connection with Fig. 104,
the valves 23 and 19 are used to adjust the
rapidity with which the main valve opens

YIPSTART
FIG. IO7. SECTIONS LENGTHWISE AND CROSSWISE OF PILOT VALVE AND PLAN VIEW.
flow through the valves 23, 22, and by prop
erly adjusting 22 the flow of water into the
main valve chamber back of 1 can be reg
ulated so that valve 4 will not close too
rapidly. When this adjustment is made,
all the operator in the car has to do, if he
desires to stop as quickly as possible, is to
throw the lever to the stop position in
stantly, and the water will flow through
the valves in the pilot valve chamber at
the highest permissible velocity but no
faster.
If the car is running down, the move
ment of the main valve will be toward the
right, and thus the rod 9 will be moved to
the left so that valve 17 will be closed and
the escape of water from the back of valve
1, in stopping will be controlled by valve 18.
Valves 23 and 19 are not required to
adjust the rapidity with which the main
valve is closed in stopping, but for the
purpose of controlling the rapidity with
which the main valve is opened in starting.
If an elevator runs at a very high velocity,
it is possible for the valve to open so sud
denly in making a start with a light load
as to make the motion unpleasantly violent,
but by properly adjusting the valves 23 and
19, it becomes impossible to make a too
sudden start.
Fig. 105 shows a modified arrangement
of the valves. The pilot valves are the
same as in Fig. 104 but the main valve is
arranged with the cylinder divided into two
sections of less length, the large, or actuat
ing valve 1 being placed in the lower cyl
inder. The action of this valve is the same
as that of Fig. 104 so that an extended ex
planation is unnecessary.
Fig. 106 is a plan and sectional view
of another design of operating valve made
by the Plunger Elevator Co. The differ
ence in the main valve is that the piping
shown in Fig. 103 to connect the several
parts is dispensed with and the cylinder is

in starting and stopping the elevator, so as
to avoid a too rapid movement in the car.
This adjustment is not necessary with ele
vators that run at the velocity usually em
ployed, in fact experience shows that in
such cases it is practically impossible to
make a too violent start, and on that ac
count these valves are not used except in
cases where the car speed is unusually
high.
The screw valves A and B in Fig. 106
serve the same purpose as 22 and 18 in
Fig. 104, that is, they are used to adjust the
rapidity of closing off the main valve in
stopping.
The type of pilot valves shown in Fig.
104 can be better understood by reference to
Fig. 107, which is drawn to a larger scale,
and shows sectional views of the
valve and a top view looking down
upon it. From the cross sections, it
will be seen that the valves 22 and 18 are
simply screws that are run in as far as may
be necessary to check the flow of water to
the proper point when the valve 13 or 17
is closed. The passages through the cham
ber of these pilot valves are of such form
that it is not easy to show them in a clear
manner in the drawings, but by studying
Fig. 107 they can be readily traced out.
the valves 23 and 19, are of the same form
as 22 and 18 and are similarly arranged.
A correspondent of the American Ma
chinist gives the following method of
hardening a drill for drilling tempered tool
steel : First, make a flat drill out of stubbs
drill rod; drive the point of the drill into
a block of lead for about % inch and heat
the drill in a charcoal fire to a bright
cherry heat. Then insert it in the hole in
the lead and allow it to cool. With slow
speed and using turpentine as a lubricator,
a drill tempered in this way is said to do
good work in tempered tool steel.
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COAL TESTING PLANT OF THE U. S.
GEOLIGICAL SURVEY AT
ST. LOUIS.
BY KURT TOENSFELDT.
NOT far from the south corner
of the Mines and Metallurgy
building, and located in the
Mining Gulch of the Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition is a plant which is of
interest to every engineer and user of
power. In it will be solved many problems
in regard to availability of various coals
for different purposes, and much informa
tion will be gained as to the effect of im
purities on the commercial value of coals.
Completion of the plant has been de
layed by difficulties with which the com
mittee on coal testing had to contend, due
to the requirements of the appropriation
and to labor difficulties. But by this time
the plant is in full running order. The
boiler house tests have been going on for
about 6 weeks. By the time this article is
published the gas producer and gas engine
operations will have been carried on for
about 2 weeks, and the coking ovens will
have been running for about 4 weeks.
Samples of coal to be tested in this plant
are collected in carload lots under the
supervision of one or more of the geolo
gists of the U. S. Geological Survey, who
see that the samples of coal sent to the
plant are of the usual run, and not spe
cially selected shipments. These samples
have a minimum weight of 40 tons.
After the sample of coal has been un
loaded from the car it is washed, if it needs
washing, and is distributed to the different
parts of the plant in proportions of from
5 to 10 tons each. This same sample is
then tested under different conditions. The
portion that has been conveyed to the
boiler plant is burned under a boiler, the
steam produced being used to run an engine,
and a careful boiler test is made. Another
portion of the same sample, deposited at
the producer plant, is consumed in a gas
producer, the gas being used to run a
gas engine, and a careful producer test and
gas engine test are made.
Some of the coal is pressed into the
form of briquettes which are burned under
the boiler and in the producer, in order to
give a comparison of the power producing
qualities of the coals under the different
methods of utilizing them. While the coals
are being pressed into the form of briquettes,
an endeavor will be made to find binding
materials for the various coals which will
be efficient and available at the different
localities at a reasonable expense, so as to
determine a practical method of briquetting
coals and lignites.
Coking qualities of the .different coals
are also tried and the coke obtained will
be tested in the Model Foundry, not far
from the coal testing plant, and will be
analyzed in the chemical laboratory. Anal
yses are made of every coal that is tested
at the plant. Samples are collected by the
geologists at the mines and sent to the
chemical laboratory at the testing plant and
are there analyzed. Other samples are col
lected from the coal as it is delivered on
the car at the testing plant and these also
analyzed, so that samples and analyses are
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obtained of the coals as at the mines and as
delivered.
The committee on Coal Testing Plant,
which was appointed by the director of the
United States Geological Survey, consists
of Professor J. A. Holmes, chief of the
Department of Mines and Metallurgy at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, M. R.
Campbell, geologist, and Dr. Edward W.
Parker, statistician, to whom the writer is
indebted for particulars regarding the plant
and the contributors of machines, materials
and apparatus.
The entire equipment of this plant was
furnished to the government in accordance
with the terms of the grant, free of charge
by the manufacturers of the various ma
chines, materials and testing apparatus
and that portion of the equipment which
had to be shipped was carried free of
charge by the railroads entering St. Louis.
The general arrangements of the plant and
the equipment may be seen on the ac
companying plan, Fig. I.
As it is unloaded ,from the cars, all
coal delivered to the plant passes through
a roller crusher and from this is either dis-
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mesh by a Williams crusher, which is of the
hammermill type and was furnished by
the Williams Patent Crusher and Pulver
izing Co., of St. Louis.
The washery is equipped with two jigs,
one a New Century jig, contributed by the
American Concentrator Co., of Joplin, Mo.,
and the other a Luhrig jig by the Link
Belt Machinery Co., of Chicago. To keep
in circulation the water used by these jigs, a
centrifugal pump, furnished by Henion &
Hubbell of Chicago, 111., is installed, and
power to drive the conveyors, crusher and
jigs is furnished by a Frost slide valve
engine.
After they have been washed, these coals
which are to be briquetted must be dried,
7

Fig. 4, for testing the steaming qualities
of the different coals. It is in the same
building with the power plant Boiler tests
are made under the direction of Professor
L. P. Breckinridge of the University of
Illinois, his chief assistant being Professor
D. T. Randall of the same institution who
is directly in charge of the boiler tests at
the plant. The observers and computers
on both the boiler tests and the producer
and gas engine tests are mostly young en
gineering graduates. The test on each coal
is of 10 hours' duration, a new coal being
used each day. While one of the Heine
boilers is in use, the other is being thor
oughly cleaned and the change from one
boiler to the other is generally made at the
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FIG. I.

PLAN SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF THE PLANT.

A.—Boiler House: 1. Heine Boiler No. 1. 2.
HeiHO Boiler No. 2. 3. Fire Tube Boiler. 4. Coal
Weighing Scales. E>. Water Weighing Scales. 6.
Feed Pump 7. Feed Water Heater. 40. Office. 41.
Laboratory for Gas Analysis. 42 Rheostats.
B.—EDgine Room: 8. Allis-Chalmers Engine.
9. Generator belted to Allis-Chalmera Engine. 10.
Gas Engine. 11. Generator belted to Gas Engine.
C—Gas Producer: 12. R. D. Wood & C<>. Pro
ducer. IS. Economizer. 14. Scrubber. 15. Tar Ex

tracting Fan. 16. Purifier. 17. Has Holder. 18.
Forter Gas Producer.
D.—Briquet Machine (Wm. Johnson & Sons.
Leeds): 19. Briquet Machine. 20. Pitch Cracker.
21. Hopper. 22. Office. 23. Mixer. 24. Elevating
Fan. 25. Elevator.
E.—Chisholm. Boyd A- White Briquet Plant:
26. Eggette MaehiDe. 27. Hopper and Storage Bin.
F.—Bartlett-Snow Dryer.

G. -Washery: 28. Century Jig. 29. Link Belt.
Jig. 30. Sludge Tank. 31. Oporating Platform 32.
Steam Engine. 33. Centrifugal Pump. 31. WilliamMill. 34. Roller Crusher. 36. Hoppers.
H—Cok« Ovens: 37. Wharf. 3S. Laclede Fire
Brick Co. Coke Ovens. 39. Larry Track.
W.—Roadway.
X.—Conveyors.
Y.—Storage Bins.
Z.—Track Siding-.

tributed by means of elevators and con
veyors to the different units of the plant to
be tested, or is taken to the washery, if it
needs washing, as much of it does that is
received at the plant, before being delivered
to the briquetting machines and coking
ovens. For this purpose a complete coalwashing plant has been installed, as shown
on Fig. i, at G. The coal before entering
the washing jigs is crushed to about J^-inch

as briquets cannot be made from material
containing over 7 to 8 per cent of moisture.
For this purpose, a Bartlett rotary dryer.
Fig. 3, made by the C. O. Bartlett & Snow
Co., of Cleveland, O., is installed, which
operates by passing hot gases directly into
contact with the coal which is carried in
a long revolving cylinder.
Located between the washery and the
power plant, at A, Fig. i, is the boiler plant,

end of a week's run, or oftcner if it is
found necessary.
The boiler plant contains two 210-horsepower Heine water-tube boilers, furnished
by the Heine Safety Boiler Co., and an
auxiliary ioo-horsepower fire-tube boiler,
furnished by the Frost Engine Co., of
Galesburg, 111. The two Heine boilers are
equipped with Hughes' Automatic smoke
preventers.
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All necessary apparatus and appliances
are provided for making a complete boiler
test. Flue gases are analyzed by an Orsat
apparatus and may be collected by either
a line of small pipes which cover the en
tire section of the hood so that a sample is

FIC. 2.
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to a tar extracter and a purifier and finally
into a holder of 5,000 cubic feet capacity.
Some six calorimeter tests and analyses
are made of the gas throughout a day's run,
a Junker colorimeter being used for deter
mining the calorific values of the gas, and

FRONT VIEW OF THE COAL TESTING PLANT.

obtained from every portion of the flue
gases that pass through the hood, or
through a single small pipe, thus giving a
comparison of the two methods of sampling
which will show whether the first refine
ment is necessary. For measuring the
draft, gages, manufactured by the Ap
pliance Manufacturing Co., of Chicago, have
been placed in the ashpit, the furnace and
the hood. Feed water is supplied by a
pump furnished by the Stilwell-Bierce and
Smith-Vaile Co., of Cincinnati, which com
pany also furnished a feed-water heater.
Scales and tanks for weighing the water
are provided in duplicate by Fairbanks,
Morse & Co., of Chicago.
Just outside the boiler and power house
is the producer plant, C. for testing the
gas producing quality of the different coals,
the output of the producer being used to
run a gas engine. The operations of this
plant are under the direction of Professor
R. H. Fernald of Washington University,
and John A. Laird, of St. Louis, is in im
mediate charge of the plant. Tests are
made on both producer and gas engine for
each coal that is used. As each test will be
of 60 hours' duration, covering just one
week, it will not be possible to test all the
coals of different mines, so that a charac
teristic coal of a neighborhood is chosen and
is tested to represent that neighborhood.
It has already been found that some of the
coals disintegrate in the producer so as to
choke it up. These coals will be laid aside
and later will be briquetted and again tried
in the producer.
In the producer plant which was fur
nished by R. D. Wood & Co., of Phila
delphia, the crude gas passes from the pro
ducer to an economizer where some of its
heat is given to the incoming air and steam ;
thence the gas passes to a scrubber, then

the gas being measured by a gas meter
made by the Pittsburg Meter Co., of Pitts
burg, Pa.
Coking tests are made on almost every
coal that is brought to the plant, although
some coals coke poorly or not at all, due to
sulphur contents. For determining whether
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are made under the direction of F. W.
Stammler, of Johnstown, Pa., assisted by
B. B. Boyd. The coal which is to be
charged to the ovens is weighed and the
coke obtained is also weighed. Some of
the coke that is obtained is tested in the

FIG. 3. BARTLETT ROTARY DRYER FOR BRIQUETING PLANT.
cupolas of the Model Foundry, which is
not far from the testing plant, and both
chemical analyses and physical tests are
made of the coke in the chemical laboratory
in the Metal Pavilion. Larry track and
the dumping car for charging the ovens and
also the conveyor-elevators throughout the
coal testing plant have been furnished by

FIG. 4. BOILER PLANT FOR TESTING SHOWING WEIGHING TANKS BETWEEN BOILERS.
the coal will coke and, if it does coke, the
quality of the coke obtained, a battery of
three beehive ovens, made by the Laclede
Fire Brick Co., of St. Louis, have been
installed at H on Fig. 1. Provision has
been made so that the exhaust gases from
the ovens may be led through flues to the
boiler house and there used to heat
the Frost boiler.
The coking tests

the Austin Manufacturing Co., of Chicago,
111.
Two briquetting plants are provided,
one, marked D on Fig. 1 and shown in Fig.
6, made by Wm. Johnson and Sons of
Leeds, Eng., the other, marked E and
shown in Fig. 7, made by the American
Compressed Fuel Co., of Chicago. The
former is fed from a series of mixers and
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elevators which mix the crushed coal and
binding material and carry it to the feed
ing hopper. From this hopper, the moulds
are charged automatically with the mixture,
which is subjected to heavy pressure be-

ENGINEER.

to make some advance toward the solution
of this problem.
Each press has a daily capacity of 50
tons so that the combined plant is on a
large commercial scale.

FIG. 5- R. D. WOOD & CO. PRODUCER GAS PLANT.

tween two plungers and discharged in the
form of briquets upon a conveyor.
The second machine forms the cakes in
oval pockets on the surfaces of two cylin
ders which roll together, the briquets being
the size and shape of cakes of toilet soap.

FIG. 6. JOHNSON BRIQUETING MACHINE.
The Johnson machine has been in success
ful use in England in a number of plants,
but briqueting has not so far been uni
formly successful in this country on account
of the difficulty of finding a suitable bind
ing material at a reasonable cost. It is
hoped by the present series of experiments

Under the same roof with the boiler
plant, is the engine room which contains
a 250-horsepower, Westinghouse gas en
gine belted to a Westinghouse direct-cur
rent generator, and a 250-horsepower AllisCorliss steam engine, belted to a Bullock
Manufacturing Co's. generator.
These two generators furnish power for
operating the briquetting plants, the con
veyors, the dryer and a small cog-wheel
railroad that runs up the Gulch, and various
plants in the Gulch, thus operating the test
ing plant under actual working conditions.
For utilizing the surplus energy and to
balance any large variations of the outside
load, two water rheostats have been erected
outside the power plant, Fig. 10. In one
corner of the power plant a small labora
tory has been arranged for making chem
ical analyses and calorimeter tests of the
producer gas, containing the necessary
chemicals and apparatus and a Junker cal
orimeter.
In the Metal Pavilion, not far from the
coal testing plant, is the chemical laboratory
where analyses .are made of every coal
that is tested at the plant. This laboratory
is under the direction of Professor Lord
of Ohio State University, whose chief as
sistant, E. E. Somermeier, of the same in
stitution, is directly in charge of the work.
The laboratory is fully equipped with
special reference to making chemical anal
yses of the samples of coals.
As before mentioned, coal is sampled in
two ways, viz. : The mine is sampled and
the carload of coal is sampled at the testing
plant. Mine samples are obtained by cut
ting a V-shaped groove out of the vein
from the roof to the floor of the mine,
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gathering the coal on rubber sheets and
quartering this down to about a quart.
These samples are then sent in sealed gal
vanized iron cans to the laboratory at the
testing plant, where they are transferred
into sealed glass jars and kept until wanted
for analysis. The car samples are taken at
the testing plant. After the coal has passed
through the crusher about one-twentieth is
deflected and some 200 pounds of this is
crushed to 54-inch diameter and quartered
to about 25 to 50 pounds. This is brought
in galvanized iron cans to the laboratory
where it is quartered down to about 5
pounds of 5^-inch mesh, then weighed and
air dried for about 24 hours. Both the car
samples and the mine san:ples are finally
quartered down to about 3 ounces of 60
mesh fine. Special care is taken to effect
a subdivision of pyrites and slate. The cal
orimeter tests are made by means of a
Mahler bomb calorimeter in a small room
of the laboratory covered so as to keep out
all drafts.
As may be seen on Fig. 1, a belt con
veyor system for distributing the coal from
the storage bins to the different units of
the plant, has been installed by the Robins
Conveying Belt Co., of New York, and
various other materials, appliances and
testing apparatus which are used throughout
the plant have been furnished free of charge
as follows: Thermometers and pressure
gages used for testing purposes by the Hohmann & Maurer Manufacturing Co., of
Rochester, N. Y. ; balances by the Ap
pliance Manufacturing Co.. of Chicago ;
Le Chatelier pyrometers used for measur
ing furnace temperatures and temper
atures in the producer by Charles
Englehard, of New York City ; for
the use of computers a Burroughs add
ing machine by the American Arithmometer
Co., of St. Louis: insulated electric wire
by the American Steel and Wire Co.; ma

ne. 7. BRIQUETING PRESS OF THE AMERICAN
COMPRESSED FUEL CO.
chine and engine oil for lubricating the ma
chinery and heavy and medium oil for bind
ing material in the manufacture of
briquettes by the Waters-Pierce Oil Co.,
of St. Louis ; motors used in operat
ing the conveyors, briquetting machines and
crusher by the Westinghouse Electric Co.
We are indebted to Electrical Mining, of
Chicago, for Figs. 2 and 4.
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PREVENTING DISASTER-II.
BY C. N. OATBOOK.
WHY THE ENGINE RAN AWAY.
THIS is what happened the other fel
low, with whom I sat on his scrapheap, the building of which took only
a few seconds. He had a pedestal governor
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Anyway, that balance wheel was on the
move, steadily narrowing the 3-inch space
between it and the governor balls. In
starting and stopping, no chuck or jar had
been noticed, no halting of the wheel-rim
when the piston moved ; simply there was a
nice sliding fit on key and shaft and hub

and kept on until everything breakable was
broken. Some of the wheel segments
landed on a dock 200 feet distant, the main
cylinder had both heads driven out and the
engine-frame was broken transversely clear
through in two places.
Well, the catastrophe called for an entire

FIG. 10. WATER RHEOSTATS FOR EQUALIZING
LOAD ON THE GENERATORS.
new engine, and when the owner surveyed
the ruins he simply remarked : "If anybody
knows where a stop-motion governor can
be had, I'll put up $2,000 for it." He
could get a good one for one-tenth of that
sum, but his bid grew out of his comparison
in the cost of repair and the price of that
which would have prevented the loss.

FIC. 8. BELTED WESTINGHOUSE GAS ENGINE AND RAILWAY GENERATOR OF 250 HORSEPOWER.
so placed on the engine frame that the heavy
balls—there were four of them, two on each
arm—when extended cleared the flywheel
rim about 3 inches. That was all right if
things would only stay put and the genius
of disaster would stay on a strike. But it
so happened that the keys in the hub had
begun to relax their grip, enough perhaps
to show a little brown powder about their
lines and to invite an inspection of the shaft
surface on both sides of the hub.
What is it that induces a loosening wheel
to ease its fetters and move silently away
from a good resting place, on a parallel
shaft, too.'and this even when the wheel was
well fastened—not too well perhaps, because
two keys are better than one? Upon bal
ance wheels such experience has been met
several times. Is it because of torsional
action within the fibers of a forging having
no margin of strength to spare and does the
crank action induce the wheel to approach
the lever that swings it?
Heavy work by an engine will find the
weak points and must cause, in a shaft that
lacks rigidity and strength to spare, that
invisible action of the molecules in the
metal which may start a flywheel from its
moorings, and certainly has preceded many
a smash-up, for shafts and connecting rods
have been broken, when an inspection of the
ruptured surface has shown a parting of the
ways inside, and no visible sign outside.

and no perceptible lost motion. One day,
a circus and menagerie was passing and all
hands rushed to the windows and doors,
and while there the earthquake came in the
engine room.

Water divining is an art of which many
have doubted its value. A recent demon
stration at the works of Meldrum Bros.,
Ltd., near Manchester, England, seems to
stamp the practice as genuine, at least in
this instance. Henry Chesterman of 10
Cleveland place, Bath, who for 30 years
has been discovering underground streams
by the use of the turning twig, has sunk
three wells on the condition of "no water,
no pay," and in each instance has found
water at practically the depth and in the
quantity which he predicted. Mr. Chester-

FIG. 9. ALLIS-CORLISS ENGINE BELTED TO BULLOCK GENERATOR.
The governor at its widest swing had
collided with the corner of the wheel-rim
which checked its speed and threw ofF its
little belt. Instantly the runaway was on

man ascribes the peculiar action which
takes place in persons sensitive to this
effect to the action of electrical currents
upon the nervous system.
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NOTES FROM ABROAD.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
IN spite of the great vogue of steam tur
bines for central stations, certain makes
of piston engines, notably in Belgium,
are making large strides in this same field.
Among these may be mentioned the engines
built by the Bollinckx Stock Co., of Brus
sels, which are competing advantageously
with turbines on the ground of economy.
Among the important central stations
equipped with these machines may be cited
that of the street railways of Charleroi,
Belgium, which has four Corliss com
pounds of 300 horsepower each, that of
Valence, with the same number of ma-
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severe. In order to meet these demands
an engineer named Tolle, of Cologne, has
devised a pendulum form, in which the
centrifugal force which balances the weight
or spring is proportional to the spreading
of the- balls from the axis. All load on
the sleeve having for an object the change
of a number of turns within the limit of
the engine's speed has no influence on the
regulation of the governor. The degree of
irregularity of the governor is the same
for the new speed and intermediate unstable
positions are not produced as in the flyball
type.
The centrifugal force of the governor
weight is balanced in a very simple man-

October 15. 19°4which is shown in Fig. 6, is composed of a
number of successive chambers, the elec
trodes of which are castiron plates. These
have the action of a pressure filter. The

FIG. 5. TOLLE PENDULUM GOVERNOR.

FIG. 4. STATION OF THE LEEDS COPPER CO., LTD.
chines and the same power, and that of the
English Metallurgical Co., now the Leeds
Copper Works, of Leeds, England. This
station has, besides four machines identi
cally the same as those just mentioned,
three Corliss compounds of 400 brake
horsepower each. This installation, which
is shown in Fig. 4, has been the subject of
some very interesting tests conducted by
Messrs. La Verne, managing engineer for
the Leeds Copper Works, and Altmeyer
and Lacombe, engineers for the makers.
The diameter of the high-pressure cylinder
is 20'/$ inches, and of the low-pressure
cylinder 31 }4 inches. The stroke is 47%
inches. The engine made 78.4 revolutions
per minute. During the test, which lasted
for somewhat over 7 hours, steam was
furnished at 120 pounds per square inch,
and a vacuum of 27J/2 inches was main
tained.
The boiler evaporated 28,724
pounds of water, of which 1,490 pounds
were lost in drips and other waste. The
drip water from the jacket of the highpressure cylinder was 4.1 per cent of the
steam consumed. The total horsepower
developed was 329.84, which gives a steam
consumption of 11.62 pounds per horse
power hour.
Since the time of James Watt the flyball governor has been employed to regu
late steam engines, but with the demands
of electric power the conditions of action
of a governor have become much more

ner by tension springs placed at right
angles to the vertical stem of the governor.
A vertical spring enclosed in a casing acts
the same as a weight. When the tension
of this spring is changed the number of
revolutions and the energy of action of the
governor are increased without producing
any change in the regulating power.
If, on the contrary, the tension of the
horizontal springs be increased, the degree
of regulation will be lessened quite per
ceptibly and vice versa. A change in the
tension of the horizontal spring may, how
ever, on account of the change in the
regulating power of the governor, cause a
change in the speed of the engine. To re
establish the proper speed, the tension of
the vertical spring should also be changed
to correspond. It is not necessary to touch
the horizontal springs in order to change
the speed of the engine.
For steam engines which drive pumps
and in all cases where it is necessary to
change the speed when the engine is run
ning, the governor has been given a special
form, shown in Fig. 5. This has two hori
zontal regulating springs in place of one.
Economical production of oxygen and
hydrogen lias become a constant endeavor
of inventors since these gases have taken
on considerable industrial importance. The
obtaining of the gases by the electrolysis
of water is just now the method most in
favor. One of the devices for this purpose.

separation of the different plates is insured
by the extending diaphragms which at the
same time keep the water chamber air
tight. The gases are formed on the sur
face of the electrodes and escape through
holes drilled in the plates. These holes
are joined to two longitudinal canals which

FIG. 6. APPARATUS FOR ELECTROLYTIC GEN
ERATION OF GAS.

conduct the gases to separators, in which
the separation of the gas and liquid is pro
duced. The liquid is taken back into the
chamber. The passage of current estab
lished by this development of gas insures
a continual circulation of the liquid. The
electromotive force required is 2.7 volts
when cold and 2.3 volts when warm. The
oxygen is 97 per cent pure and hydrogen
99 per cent pure.
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LETTERS,

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one -which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible. These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted Utters in cash.
ON THE VALUE OF EDUCATION.
Editor The Engineer:
I read with a great deal of interest
Trouble Chaser's remarks on the value of
education, and as he would like to see the
subject discussed by others, I should like
to express my views. I certainly endorse
his opinion on the necessity of the engineer
educating himself all he possibly can, and
also think as he does, that too many
young men of the present day are starting
out with the wrong impression, thinking
that to be well posted technically is all
that is necessary to be a first-class engineer,
and to get a nice position, have an easy
time, good salary, and never soil their1
hands.
Can a man be a good sea captain who
got all his knowledge of navigation out of
books? I know it is a common remark
among old experienced engineers that they
have no use for the technical man, and ask :
"What does all his knowledge about a
steam plant amount to when put into every
day practice?" Now I am far from being
so narrow minded, for although a great
many may lack the experience of the man
who has followed the business for many
years, I should not hesitate about giving one
of them charge of either a boiler or engine.<
Still we must admit that they are, as a rule,
very clear headed men, they are quick to
learn, will remember well and usually un
derstand what they are told much better
than the man who simply has experience.
I enjoy talking with such men and al
ways learn something from them, while,
perhaps, they in return learn something
from me. I will say this, that the young
engineer who is simply confining himself
to experience, and who expects to rely on
that only, will some day find himself at the
foot of the ladder. He certainly is not
advancing and keeping up with the times.
On the other hand, if the young and in
experienced man relies wholly on book
knowledge, and expects to make a success
of the business, he also is making a sad
mistake. He is like the house built on the
sand, viz., he may get along while he has
smooth sailing, but when the winds blow
and the floods of trouble come he will see
the need of experience.
Should he take charge of a plant, he is
very apt to be either overbearing or to
be imposed upon by the men. Never having
done much of any kind of manual labor, he
does not know what the men have to con
tend with, especially in the boiler room.
My own education is very limited. I went
into a machine shop as apprentice when I
was 16, and followed the business for
12 years. I worked on both new work and
repairs, also did quite a lot of steam fitting,
but always having a desire to run an en
gine, I left the shop some 18 years ago
and have been running an engine ever since.
Seven years of that time I did my own

firing, and am glad now that I did. I find
my experience in the machine shop of great
help to me in many ways, but wish I had
taken up a course of study in engineering
at the same time. I know now that it
also would be of great help to me.
I often compare the man with experience
only, to a dinner without any dessert, and
the man with book knowledge only, to a
dinner that is all dessert. While we may
get along without the latter, we must all
admit that it puts a finishing touch to the
meal and a good meal is not complete with
out it. A meal composed entirely of the
latter would be poor stuff on which to
work, or even to sustain life.
In conclusion I will say, let the prac
tical man mingle with technical men all
he can. Don't scoff as though he did not
amount to anything, because as you become
better acquainted with him you will change
your mind and will learn many things
from him. Also let the technical man min
gle with practical men. They should not
shun him because he wears overalls and his
hands are dirty.
Saxonville, Mass.
F. P. Kinder.
TROUBLE CAUSED BY SOFT CASTINGS.
Editor The Engineer:
A short time ago a firm near here
wished to have their slide valve engine
cut off earlier so they had a new valve
and eccentric made, the latter being made
in two pieces, and the job done on Sun
day so as to lose no time. By Monday
afternoon the eccentric began to pound so
badly that some of the shimes had to be

FIG. I. WORN ECCENTRIC AND HOW IT WAS RE
PAIRED.
taken from the strap and by Tuesday aft
ernoon they were all taken out, and still the
strap was too loose. On examination it
was found that the larger half of the ec
centric had worn away, the casting being
so soft that it could be cut with a knife.
The eccentric was turned down and a
piece of wrought iron % inch thick screwed
to the face as shown in Fig. 1. This
remedied the trouble.
Much might be said about the use of
soft castings on engine work especially in
cylinders, which quite often is the cause
of reboring after they have been in use
but a short time. I can recall a case where
a soft casting was used for the weight
in a shaft governor. It gave consider

able trouble until replaced by another.
When the governor was in position cor
responding to the earliest point of cutoff
the weight came against a pin as shown
in Fig. 2, and after the engine had been
in use about 5 years the pin had cut into
the weight to a depth of 2 inches so that

FIG. 2. SHOWING THE NOTCH IN GOVERNOR
WEIGHT.
when the load was light and the steam
pressure high, the engine would run un
steady, often causing the springs to break.
It was almost a year before the cause of
the trouble was discovered, the engineer
thinking the weight had been cut purpose
ly, although he could not give any reason
why the governor should be steady at all
other times.
A Tramp Engineer.
REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Editor The Engineer :
In the Sept. 15 issue of The Engineer,
Archibaldas makes some remarks on the ef
fect of the license laws in preventing boiler
explosions, and as I have heard and read
similar remarks, I wish to say to Archi
baldas and others of his belief that if they
are engineers they should know that the
engineer is in charge of the entire plant, and
is so considered by his employer and by the
men who examine him for a license. The
fireman is subordinate to and runs his boil
ers as directed by the engineer. If the fire
man knows enough to keep the water and
pressure right and obeys orders, he is not
very apt to be directly responsible for an
explosion.
It is the engineer's place to see that the
boilers are clean and in a safe and proper
condition, although it is not necessary that
he should do the work himself; but he
should know, by personal inspection, what
the condition of every piece of apparatus
in the boiler room is, as well as in tbe en
gine room. If an engineer has a good,
smart fireman, so much the better for him
and the economical performance of the
plant, but it is still the engineer that is in
charge, and his business and what he is
paid for is to keep an eye on the boiler
room, as well as the engine room. A fire
man might know more than his chief and
still have to follow his instructions, even if
he knew they were wrong.
When a man is examined on any sub
ject the questions arc generally on the more
difficult part of the work, it apparently be
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ing taken for granted that if he under
stands the more difficult things he surely
knows the elementary portions of the sub
ject. A man who is well enough in
formed to answer the questions mentioned
by Archibaldas can probably answer many
other questions on the subject and would
undoubtedly be a safe man to take charge
of a steam plant.
Any sensible person cannot expect a
license law to entirely eliminate accidents,
for nothing made by the hands of man is
perfect, and it is well known that accidents
sometimes happen to the most careful and
able men. Even in Europe, where the laws
are much more rigid in these matters than
they are here, they have explosions and ac
cidents, but the number is less than in this
country by considerable. It is quite proper
to license the firemen, and I believe it is
generally done, where a license law for
engineers is in effect. I believe, also, in the
license law and would like to see a national
law for marine engineers, administered by
the United States government.
There are far more lives and much
more property in the hands of stationary
engineers than is the case with marine en
gineers, and I cannot see much choice be
tween a crowd of people being lost at sea
and being crushed and mangled into sausage
meat by a large building torn to smith
ereens. It is certainly a fact that there are
many incompetent men in charge of steam
plants, and the license law seems to be the
only means of removing this evil.
Jesse R. Hamilton asks : How can this'
arrangement be improved? Judging from
what he says about it, I should say, by
throwing out the whole outfit and replac
ing it with a modern plant suited to the
conditions. You can't expect much in the
way of economy from such a plant as you
have. I see nothing in the arrangement of
the boiler that can be improved with the
expectation of greatly increasing its ef
ficiency. An old slide valve engine is not
likely to be very efficient at best, and no
75-horsepower engine will show high ef
ficiency when operating on a 25-horsepower
load. A good feed-water heater would
probably save 8 or 10 per cent of the fuel.
Assuming that your average load for the
12 hours is 30 horsepower, that would be
360 horsepower-hours, and assuming a
bushel of coal to weigh 60 pounds, 40
bushels would be 2,400 pounds per 12
hours, and 2,400 360 = 6.66 pounds per
horsepower-hour. Assuming that your en
gine uses 45 pounds of steam per horse
power-hour, and very likely it uses more
instead of less, we have 45 -j- 6.66 = 6.75
pounds of water evaporated per pound of
coal. I believe 8 pounds of water evap
orated per pound of coal is considered a
fair average, and 10 pounds very good. I
doubt if you can do much better than you
are now doing with the equipment you
have.
I do not altogether agree with P. A. L.
in what he says about pumping cold water
into a hot boiler. I do not believe a hot,
empty boiler, without any pressure in it, can
be exploded by pumping water into it.
When you consider that the specific heat
of wroughtiron is only 0.1138. and of soft
steel, 0.1 165, it will readily be seen that if
all the metal in a boiler were to be heated
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red hot it would not contain heat units
enough to even heat much water to the boil
ing point, and that its ability to transfer
much energy to the water is a delusion.
Then, how much pressure do you sup
pose would be raised in a red hot empty
boiler by pumping in a barrel of water?
If the boiler was overheated and nearly
empty and showed 100 pounds by the gage,
how much do you suppose the pressure
would be increased by injecting a few gal
lons of cold water? Injecting cold water
into a boiler generally tends to reduce the
pressure, does it not? Get your paper and
pencil and do a little figuring and see what
you think of the results.
It is quite reasonable to suppose that
an overheated boiler may rupture by the
existing pressure acting on the hot and
softened metal. But it is my opinion that
the cause of overheated boilers exploding
when the. feed is turned on, is due to the
enormous strains put upon the metal by
contraction at the point or points where the
water strikes it. Added to this are, of
course, the strains due to the pressure in
the boiler when the water is turned in, and
not to any increase of pressure due to the
water striking the hot metal.
In regard to the trouble A. S. H. has
with his circuit breakers, will say that it
would be easier to judge of the cause of the
trouble if he had stated the type of circuit
breakers and the current they are set for,
and also the current they ordinarily carry.
It would appear as though the machine
circuit breaker was set too light or the line
too heavy, or both. With a good machine
it is safe enough to set the circuit breaker
for a 25, and,- possibly, a 50 per cent over
load. The line circuit breakers may be set
to carry their maximum load.
Possibly he can remedy the trouble by
easing off on the line circuit breakers, or
by setting the machine breakers, for a little
heavier current. Perhaps the line circuit
breakers stick and do not open promptly.
But as both sets act in the same way, it
seems more likely to be due to the way
they are set. He should be best able to
judge of the advisability of changing the
adjustment of the circuit breakers.
F. Duncan asks for some information
on how to run some lamps after the dynamo
is stopped. I can see no reason why it is
not entirely practicable to run the lamps
from a storage battery. The plant that I
am in charge of has two storage batteries ;
one in the power house and one about a
half-mile away. We run the machines
about half the afternoon and up to about
10 o'clock at night, then throw the remain
ing load onto the power house battery and
shut down the machines. The other bat
tery is used for lighting magazines and
running small motors when the generators
are not running. Either battery may sup
ply any circuit, or circuits, or both may be
run together in parallel.
If there is any difference between alter
nating-current and direct-current incandes
cent lamps, it is something new to me. In
candescent lamps will burn with either al
ternating or direct current, but directcurrent arc lamps will be damaged if alter
nating current is turned on to them, while
alternating-current arc lamps will operate
on direct current. A storage battery cannot
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be charged with alternating current, so he
would have to obtain direct current for this
purpose. He can drive a small generator
with a belt, but a motor-generator would be
the proper thing.
It will be necessary to have a generator
capable of considerable variation in the
voltage or else divide the battery and charge
the two halves in parallel through a va
riable resistance. If he is running a 1 10volt system, he will need about 60 cells in
the battery. He could get along with two
or three less, but it is a good idea to have
more than 60 cells rather than less, and
connect up a few of them as "end cells."
As a battery discharges, the voltage de
creases, and by having the end cells, one
can be cut in occasionally and so keep the
voltage up. When charging a battery that
has received its initial charge, or first charge
after being put into service, the voltage
gradually increases from about 2.15 volts
to 2.5, when fully charged, or to 2.6 on an
overcharge, which it is considered beneficial
to give them occasionally. This rise in
voltage makes it necessary to be able to
vary the voltage of the charging current,
or the current would gradually be cut down
as the charging progressed.
By dividing the battery, about half of
the charging energy is wasted.
If we
charge a 50-ampere battery in this way,
each half will require 50 amperes and the
generator ampere meter will show that the
battery is using 100 amperes. This shows
that the rheostat is using up nearly half the
energy supplied. This waste is avoided
by having a variable voltage generator for
charging and also permits the use of a
much smaller generator. If he wishes to
run thirty or thirty-five 32-candlepower
lamps, he will require about a 40-ampere
battery. Should such be installed it would
be better to have it a little large, because
he may wish to put more lights on at some
time, and an overloaded battery is as apt
to give trouble as any overloaded apparatus.
I may have more to say about batteries a
little later on.
H. L. S.
CAUSE OF A. S. H.'S TROUBLE.
Editor The Engineer:
I saw an inquiry in The Engineer of
Sept. 15, from A. S. H. I would suggest
that his trouble is caused by not having
his main breaker set heavy enough to carry
the load when a short circuit comes on
either of the line circuits, and in addition
to the load on the other line. I would sug
gest, therefore, that he set his main breaker
for 50 per cent overload. This would not
do the machine any harm. He should be
careful to see that it is in good working
order and he will have no trouble by having
it open both circuits, even if one should be
opened by a short circuit.
C. M. Yates.
REPLY TO BIG MUDDY; CAUSE OF THE BOILER
ACCIDENT.
Editor The Engineer :
Mr. Big Muddy, in the Sept. 1 issue
of The Engineer, suggests when to use the
blowoff. I am inclined to believe that, if
«ome of the eastern engineers were to take
a position at his or any other place in Mis
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souri, they would find a way to keep the
mud out of their boilers. Why not take
the mud out of the water before it is
pumped into the boilers? This can be done
if your employer Js willing to stand the
expense. It is simply throwing money
away to try to make steam out of muddy
water. Why not purify the water before
it is used for feed water? Any engineer
can find out how much water he needs to
run his plant for 24 hours.
If muddy water is pumped into a tank
and allowed to stand undisturbed, all
earthy matter will settle to the bottom,
leaving the water almost clean enough to
drink. This water could then be drawn off
into a clean tank and used for feed water,
the first tank washed out and refilled, and
the water allowed to settle as before. In
this way a supply of clean water could be
kept on hand for use in the boilers. A set
of cheap, home-made filters would be suit
able for this kind of work. If your em
ployer does not wish to stand the expense
of such apparatus, then let him pay for coal
and boiler repairs. I am not in the filter
business and have none for sale, but if
Big Muddy wishes any further information
on this subject, he certainly can have it.
Replying to Mr. N. Wallace, of Am
herst, Mass., in The Engineer of Sept. 1,
would say that there is a cause for every
accident, although it is often put down as
a mystery, and is a mystery at times, and
until we put on our thinking-cap. Then we
find the supposed mystery to be a very sim
ple cause. After we find the cause, we are
apt to say, well, why didn't I think of that
before? I will tell why. It is simply be
cause we did not take the trouble to do a
little thinking and study the cause, other
wise we should have reached a point, which,
in itself, would have determined the cause
of the trouble.
Engineers know or should know that
wet ash is a dangerous thing when in con
tact with iron, and especially wroughtiron.
I shall first deal directly with the boiler
trouble mentioned, then we may go back
to a little talk about oxidation of iron.
Now, in Mr. Wallace's case, there is no
question but that there had been a leak in
the flange of the steam dome which must
have been going on for some time, in order
to do the damage it did. It would not be
necessary for this leak to be very large,
because the steam escaping from the leak
would condense as it came in contact with
the brickwork, and the ash. finding its way
up to the wet spot, would stick, and grad
ually adding coat after coat, would bridge
itself over to the shell of the boiler. Once
it reached the boiler, the work of destruc
tion would begin, or, as we sometimes say,
the wasting away of the iron would begin
at this point. It is surprising how rapidly
wet ash will eat or oxidize wroughtiron,
and it is safe to say that this alone is what
caused the boiler to give way.
The exterior of a steam boiler requires
as much care as the interior. During my
32 years' experience with boilers I have
found that moisture and ash are dangerous
enemies, particularly to wroughtiron and
steel. In a previous number of .The Engi
neer, I gave an account of how water and
ash had eaten away the overhung portion
of boilers, due to the formation of an acid
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which attacks the iron somewhat similar
to the way in which sulphuric acid attacks
zinc, only, of course, not so rapidly.
There is another cause that may sur
prise some, viz., if I were to tell you that
coal will eat iron. But such is the case.
Where I have used fine coal, such as No. 3
buckwheat, brought to the fire room through
iron pipes, I have had to renew these pipes
every 6 months. The old ones would be
eaten full of holes, which, I believe, was
caused by the sulphur in the coal forming
a sulphuric compound of a mild state, but
strong enough to eat holes in the iron pipes,
which were ordinary steam pipes, 8 inches
in diameter. I have taken out of my coal
bunkers clusters of this sulphurous com
pound as large as my two fists, and while
this has all the appearance of sulphur, still
it will not ignite when held over a flame.
M. W. Campbell.

ing is made on pipe inside of box and the
locknut is screwed up snug to the box and
bushing, the latter preventing the insula
tion on the wire from becoming torn and
holds the pipes in place. The box is com
posed of thin castiron and has 5 j4-inch
openings in the back and one on each of
the four sides. These openings are covered

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF CONNECTIONS.
ATTACHING CONDUIT BOXES.
Editor the Engineer :
A clever way to fasten conduit boxes to
the frame work supporting the roof of an
open station, was recently utilized in a new
station on the Pennsylvania railroad. This
arrangement provides against accident from
vibration or other cause. The conduits
used are of J^-inch iron pipe corrugated
inside and out. The pipes run close to the
frame work of the roof and small iron con-

FIG. I.

METHOD OF SUSPENDING BOXES.

duit boxes are located at equal distances
from each other and 10 or 15 feet apart.
The wires are No. 14 B. &. i>. gage having
a waterproof insulation encased in a lead
covering. The method usually employed in
installations of this kind is to fasten pipes
to the iron work, the pipes holding the
boxes.
Fig. 1 is a section of the station show
ing location of lights, while the two small
drawings in Fig. 2 show the supports and
method of attaching. The support consists
of a piece of wroughtiron % inch thick,
4 feet in length by llA inches in width,
having a slight bend at about 6 inches
from the upper end. The lower end has a
small loop Yi inch in diameter. The upper
end has three holes 'A inch diameter, the
one at the end serving to fasten it to the
iron work while the other two are located
at a distance of 2 inches from each other.
The box and straps are assembled with
small flat-headed screws and nuts '/s inch
in diameter. The boxes are firmly set in
place by driving the loop over the out
side girder and inserting a J^-inch flatheaded screw through the top hole into
the beam. The box when in position is
perfectly level. The pipes extend l/z inch
outside of the box and each end has a run
ning thread and locknut. The locknut is
located outside of the box. An iron bush

with small blind washers of the same ma
terial held fast by an insulating compound!
of lampblack and shellac. The inside and
outside of the box is treated with the same
compound. The box is provided with a
cover having an opening in its center, gen
erally 2 inches wide, a special cover being
used in this installment having a J^-inch
hole in the center, permitting a J^-inch pipe
to enter. A short length was made fast to
the cover by two locknuts, one on top and
one on the bottom of the plate, and made
up with a running thread. Two No. 14
B. &. S. single wires are passed through
this pipe (the end of pipe having a lamp
socket connecting the two wires at this
point), 26 inches in length. Afterwards
the splicing is completed with the lines
enclosed in the box. One end of each fix
ture wire is wound tightly over the bared
portion of the main wire, then both are
covered with acid, or a compound known
as Burnley's paste, then soldered to make
the joint secure. In order to make the in
sulation equal to that on the rest of the
wire two kinds of tape are required, a
gum rubber tape being applied first, and
over this is placed the ordinary black tape.
A nice little trick is to use a composition
tape known as Double Grip Bull Dog, as
it makes a neater joint. The plate or cover
is attached to the box by four small screws
located one at each corner. The shade and
lamp are made into the lamp socket. The
pipes are corrugated inside and out with

FIG. 3. THE USE OF THE HICKEV
an insulating compound before leaving the
factory. It is a neat, clean-cut piece of
work answering the purpose for which it
was made.
The hickey, illustrated in Fig. 3, is a
contrivance for bending and kinking malle
able iron pipe conduits. It is a tool that has
won great favor among wiremen, and cod
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sists of an extra heavy castiron tee, screwed
on to a piece of pipe about 4 feet in length.
The size employed is i^-inch. The pipe
to be bent is marked with chalk and laid
on the floor, a hickey having been previ
ously placed on the pipe. One foot firmly
holds the pipe, and by pulling towards one
self, either a square or sweeping bend is
obtained. For offsets or extra difficult
bends two hickeys are required, one lying
flat on the floor, while the other is placed
just above, the free end being in the hands
of the operator. A workman using two
hickeys can work alone with ease on small
pipe.
T. F. McMackin.
SUGGESTIONS FOR A. S. H. AND C. A. H.
Editor The Engineer :
On page 640 of The Engineer of Sept.
15, A. S. H. requests readers to suggest
a means of helping him to overcome a lit
tle trouble he is having with the circuit
breakers in his plant. Circuit breakers act
in a similar manner to the safety valve on
the boiler, viz., the circuit breaker is set for
a safe load, and when overloaded it will
open and relieve the generator and prevent
a burn-out at the switchboard.
It appears that he has his generator
circuit breaker set for the same load as
the feeder breaker. This is wrong. The
generator circuit breaker should be set for
a safe load ; that is, if it is capable of
carrying 1,000 amperes, adjust the spring on
the side of the circuit breaker so that the
scale will read 1,000. The feeder or line
circuit breaker should be set to read 700
amperes. It is a well-known fact that in
case of a dead ground or a very bad short
circuit, the sudden shock will open the
machine circuit breaker, even if the two
breakers are set to 1. Our generator break
ers are set 1^ to 1 on the line, but in some
plants they are set 2 to 1 on the line.
Referring to the difficulty in making a
pipe joint at the boiler, I would suggest
that if C. A. H. cannot get a pipe to fit
so that it will screw up tight, I would ad
vise him to tap out the hole in the boiler
shell for a large pipe. If this cannot be
done, take the pipe down, cut a thread on
the end that enters the shell long enough
to take a jamnut, which 'should be cut
out, leaving a pocket on the side nearest
the boilers, to hold a little packing. Screw
the nut on to the pipe and then screw the
pipe into the shell. Wind asbestos rope
around the thread of the pipe between the
nut and the shell of the boiler. The asbes
tos should be well soaked in red lead mixed
with linseed oil. Then screw the nut up
firmly, so as to jam the packing into the
leak. If the pipe is more than 2 inches in
diameter, it would be better to ream the
hole for a larger pipe, as suggested above.
This, however, may require reinforcing the
hole in the shell.
W. A. Dow.
REPLY TO MR. HAMILTON.
Editor The Engineer :
In reply to Mr. Jesse R. Hamilton, in
regard to his trouble, would suggest that, to
my mind, the grates are 6 inches too high,
the bridgewall is 4 inches too high, and
that if he would fill in behind the bridge-
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wall at least a foot he would have better
success in keeping steam.
The bridgewall is too close to the boiler
to allow a good draft, and I don't think
there is enough room at the back end, with
only 16 inches. There should be 20 instead
of 16 inches. I am sure that would help.
Perhaps I am wrong in my suggestions,
and if so, will some one show me where
and why I am wrong. The boiler should
not require as much coal for a 12-hour run.
And it might be that his boiler is badly
scaled, or is not properly washed out at the
bottom. I should like to hear from other
readers of The Engineer on this subject.
E. G. Renslow.
APPLICATION OF JACKSCREW.
Editor The Engineer :
The simple jackscrew illustrated here
with is 26J4 inches in length and is made
of semi-steel casting which has 50 per cent
greater tensile strength than gray iron
castings. The screw is 2^4 inches in dia
meter and including the nut and cap weighs
57 pounds. It is in three parts, the screw
itself having a rounded end containing three
or more i-inch holes for the reception of
a bar or pipe to turn the screw, and by

A SIMPLE JACKSCREW.
that means raise or lower the weight. The
cap and nut are of the same material as
the screw, the cap being a square casting
with a circular groove in the center corre
sponding to the rounded end of the screw.
The nut is a circular casting with a long
thin projection on its outer surface, an
swering the purpose of a tightening pin.
The center of the object to be supported
must have a long opening to accommodate
the nut and screw. For shoring, the beams
must be bored out to receive the nut and
screw and the opening must be a tight fit,
otherwise when the nut is driven in it will
not be of service.
T. F. McMackin.
SOLUTION OF TIMBER PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer :
The following timber problem appeared
in The Engineer some time ago, but I
thought the following solution might be of
interest even at this late day. The timber
was 2 x 12 inches at one end and 4x4
inches at the other, and 16 feet long. A
piece of lumber 2x12 inches at one end
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and 4x4 inches at the other, and 16 feet
long has a larger base 4 feet from the
end than at any other point in the piece.
At 4 feet from the end the piece is 2j4 x 10
inches, therefore it musu be figured as two
separate pieces. Working it out we have :
2 X 12 = 24 square inches.
2V2 X 10 = 25 square inches.
4 X 4 — 16 square inches.
The square root of 24 X 25 = 24.49
24 + 25 + 24.49 = 73-49
1-3 of 48 = 16 and
73-49 X 16 = 1175.84
1175.84 -j- 144 = 8.16 feet.
The square root of 25 X '6 is 20, therefore,
25 + 16 + 20 = 61
1-3 of 144 = 48 and
61 X 48 = 2928
2928 -r- 144 = 20.33 and
20.33 + 8-16 = 28.49 answer.
Curry Run, Pa.
U. S. G. Wachob.
WHAT ARE AN ENGINEER'S DUTIES?
Editor The Engineer :
The above question is often asked and
we often see it in the question columns of
papers treating on steam engineering, and
it has been asked in associations of steam
engineers. The writer one evening over
heard an argument between two men on
the subject, and from the drift of their
conversation neither had a very good idea
of the matter. It seems to me almost any
engineer who has any mechanical ability
or ambition would not have to ask such a
question. Again, if he had the ability to
observe he would soon see what the duties
of his position are. There are men who
often ask this question who know full well
what the duties are, but they lack selfreliance and the energy to do them for
fear they may go wrong in some way.
There are men who don't care what their
duties are. They do anything and in any
manner just so it answers to get through
the day's run, and make no provision for
the day to follow. The latter class is fast
going out of business, for manufacturers
are turning away from men of that kind
and are asking for able, competent engi
neers to fill positions. They sec the trust
worthy and faithful men are the cheapest
in the end, even if they do command higher
wages.
A young man recently called on the
writer and applied for a position. He
wanted to become an engineer, and wanted
to start in this particular plant as it was,
in his judgment, as good if not a better
place than he could find elsewhere. The
factory was run by induction motors and
the power furnished from a large genera
tor, which made it attractive to anyone wish
ing to learn the business, because the learn
er not only got the electrical and steam
part, but also learned the duties of a fac
tory engineer, which would all have to be
learned afterwards, should he go into an
electrical power house furnishing only light
and power for a city or town.
I thought this young man used good,
sound sense, and would likely make a good
engineer, provided he had any mechanical
ability to go with his judgment. After
the above conversation he inquired what
the duties of an engineer were, saying that
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he had no idea concerning them. I did my
best to enlighten him, and considered him
excused for asking this question. "Now,"
said I, "the duties of an engineer may seem
endless to you when I give you an idea of
some of the most important ones, and when
I have" to perform them I often think so,
especially when they come bunched. To
begin with, there are three requirements
that must be lived' up to in order to make
a success and, if you should decide to follow
the business through life, I would advise
you to live up to them."
The first is sobriety. This should be
strictly enforced ; never start to use liquor
and you will have one great duty per
formed. No man can do his duty when
under the influence of liquor.
I have
known of engineers going on watch who
were not fit to be out and who should have
been in bed instead of in a steam plant,
risking not only their own lives but the
lives of other employes, and the public. I
consider it criminal for an engineer to
enter upon his duties while under the influ
ence of liquor.
The second requirement is honesty. Be
honest in all things you do, and permit no
one to tempt you to do anything dishonest.
You will surely meet men in this business
■who, to get your trade will try all kinds
of ways, honorable and otherwise, and, as
soon as they have you in their power, you
are their property and will have lost that
which they have stolen.
Third, be truthful at all times, no mat
ter what happens tell the truth. If you
have made some mistake, own up to it like
a man, and get the confidence of the man
who employs you, then if anything should
happen and you :/ere not at fault, he will
believe you. Again, if your employer asks
for information, your word will be taken
beyond a doubt. You must also use good
judgment in all you undertake, and do not
be hasty. More mistakes are made through
haste than anything else. Also, keep your
temper, for a quick-tempered man often has
things to regret.
I will now tell you something concern
ing the steam plant as I have given you
sufficient advice to start with. You must
find out how to get along on the least
amount of fuel, oil, waste, etc., and it is
your duty to see that all is going right.
Also to keep everything in first-class re
pair and running smoothly, and to have
everything clean and neat. Do not rub and
shine a lot of brass, and let the boiler
fronts get dusty, and the pipes covered with
ashes and soot. The engines, pumps and
all other steam apparatus must be kept in
good order and clean. Keeping the plant
clean and running in fine shape is not all
that is required to fulfill the duties of an
•engineer. The engineer should know how
to get the best possible results under the
conditions that exist. He must be able to
instruct the fireman as to the proper mode
of firing to suit the grade and kind of fuel,
also the way to keep boilers clean, and
how and when to use the blowoff valves,
lie must be able at all times to give cor
rect instructions to his subordinates, if he
has any.
The engineer must be able to give his
employer the cost of running per horse
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power per year, also the total cost
of heating the factory and the steam
used for various operations in dif
ferent parts of the factory; the cost
of lighting the factory, and if using
the electrical equipment for the factory in
general, as we are at the present time, it is
the engineer's duty to render a true and
correct account of the cost of the electrical
plant. Lots of men go on from day to day
in an old rut and no advice will change
them. These are the kind of men I call
nonprogressive, and such men do as much
harm in engineering as lazy, negligent men
do.
The engineer must also devote much
spare time to the interest of the plant,
thinking out ways in which he can improve
some particular point that may be just a
little behind some others, and he must do
the experimenting himself, not trusting to
the assistant engineer, who may think the
new way will be a little more work for
him and, therefore, will condemn it.
The engineer should know the condi
tion of his boilers and engines, and that if
all this apparatus in his charge is safe.
Especially should he know whether the
boilers arc properly constructed to stand
the pressure they are required to carry.
He should be able to plan intelligently all
changes or additions to the plant under his
charge. He should personally inspect
the boilers and make a note of their
condition each time they arc opened
for cleaning, also the pumps and en
gine cylinders, when the heads are
off, and should carefully supervise all
repairs and changes in order to be sure
that they are done right, not allowing the
mason, steam fitter or mechanic who wants
to get out of a job easily to influence his
decision. I finished by saying to this young
man, "You want to consider the matter
quite carefully before you take up the work
for there is no end of the work required in
performing the duties of engineer. The
hard work at times takes the shine all off
the idea of running a nice clean, highlyfinished engine and the use of large arm
chairs."
This young man has never called on me
since though he promised to let me know
when he decided the matter. Some engi
neers say that the duties' of engineer are
whatever you make them, but I contend
there are certain duties that should be per
formed to meet the requirements of a steam
plant and these should be performed under
any conditions and at whatever cost of
time and effort.
No. Abington, Mass.
Bay State.
THE CYLINDER HEAD PROBLEM AGAIN.
Editor The Engineer :
Mr. E. E. Russell flays me somewhat se
verely in his letter published June 15,
therefore I heg permission to defend my
statements. The question originally asked
was this : "Is there any more strain on
the cylinder head studs where there is
steam pressure in the cylinder than there
is when there is no pressure?" I claim
there is not more strain on the studs until
the pressure on the cylinder head exceeds
the strain on the studs, after the nuts have
been properly screwed up.

in
Since writing the article published Feb.
1, I have been much surprised to find so
many people of experience who do not
agree with me in regard to this question,
yet it looks so plain and simple that I can
hardly understand how the practical man
can see it any other way.
Mr. Russell refers to my illustration, and
states that he cannot see how it refers to
the question at all, and kindly adds that
if I had used a screw jack instead of the
spring it would have given an appearance
of a comparison. I used the spring to
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MR. SMITH'S EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE.
illustrate the point I contended for and
which I still claim is correct. That is,
that until the weight on the hook exceeds
the upward pressure of the collar on the
beam there will be no additional strain
on the spring. When this fact is once
made clear it is very easy to apply the
same principle to the solution of the cylin
der head problem.
But to get back to the question. Mr.
Russell drifts away from the subject by
giving a lot of incomplete information in
regard to the strain on the studs. This
proves nothing.
To make my point clear to Mr. Russell
and others I will use one more illustra
tion. We will suppose a cylinder with
both heads removed to be bolted firmly to
some convenient object in a vertical posi
tion. We will say there are ten studs
in the end of the cylinder. We will now put
the lower head in place and screw up on the
nuts until there is a strain of 100 pounds
on each stud, making a total of 1,000
pounds pressure on the flange plus the
weight of the head. As the weight of the
head will be the same under all conditions
we will eliminate that feature from our
estimates.
Now I contend that if 900 pounds are
put into the cylinder and allowed to rest
on the head, no additional strain will be
put on the studs, and will prove it by
using the lever and weights as shown in
the illustration. We will use a lever of
any convenient length, place the fulcrum
exactly in the center, put 1,000 pounds on
one end of the lever, and the other end
under the cylinder head, then remove the
nuts from the studs, and you will find that
the head will remain in position.
When 1,000 pounds or more are placed
on the head, then as that exceeds the
weight on the other end of the lever it
will over balance it, and the head will drop
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down on the studs. But if a small part
of the weight is removed, the head will re
turn to its former position.
If instead of the weights in the cylinder
steam is used, it will act in exactly the same
manner. The same fact is illustrated in
all boilers where a safety valve is used.
Certainly Mr. Russell will understand
that when there is no pressure in the boil
er, the valve seat in the boiler takes the
weight of the spring or ball as the case may
be. As the steam pressure is raised the
weight is gradually transferred from the
valve seat to the steam under the valve,
and when the steam pressure exceeds the
pressure due to the spring or weight, then
the valve lifts from its seat. But at no
time is the pressure of the springs or ball
changed at all. The steam in the cylinder
of an engine acts in exactly the same man
ner. Of course in the case of accident,
such as mentioned by Mr. Russell, the
pressure on the cylinder head was greater
than the strain on the studs due to screw
ing up the nuts and, therefore, the head
was pressed away from the cylinder.
S. J. Smith.
REPLY TO H. B. MESSENGER.
Editor The Engineer:
In reply to H. B. Messenger in the May
1 issue, who asks for practical information
in regard to small power plants, I would
advise the installation of automatic engines
for a plant of 200 horsepower rather than
the more expensive and slow-going but
honest Corliss.
But do not make the common mistake
made in most power plants of putting in
engines too small for future usefulness.
The high speed automatic engine is the
most economical because of short and quick
cutoff, requiring less space, less steam and
consequently less condensation, besides cost
ing less than the Corliss, and as the plant
grows, which they all do sooner or later,
if conducted properly, the second and third
engine could be installed for almost the
price of a good Corliss. The most econom
ical boiler pressure for an automatic en
gine of, say, 250 horsepower, in 140
pounds, requiring less coal at that pressure.
The economy of electrical-driven machin
ery rests largely in the subdivision of pow
er, each motor representing so many horse
power, and, if several motors are being fed
from one large feeder, the actual power be
ing expended is concentrated in the num
ber of motors only and correspondingly de
creased as the motors are cut out of serv
ice ; belts, shafting and pulleys are entirely
eliminated, except a countershaft at the
machine.
A 250-horsepower direct-connected unit
running noncondensing would be very suit
able for town and private power and light
ing purposes, and would not require any
very special arrangement or expensive ac
cessories, except an exciter and trans
formers, if alternating current was used.
As fuel is a factor in this consideration,
I would say that the unit just mentioned
should be run on less than 3.5 pounds of
coal per horsepower hour, providing the
right kind of boiler is selected.
Columbus, O.
W. D. Ranney.
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PROPORTIONS OF GEAR TEETH.
Editor The Engineer :
In the issue of July 1, on page 473, are
some formulas relating to the proportions
of gears and gear teeth. While these are
correct in themselves and especially from
the view point of shop parlance, yet if these
formulas were to be used by the novice, just
as they stand, the result would no doubt
prove confusing. For instance,
Number of teeth + 2
= diametrical pitch
whole diameter
or the number of gear according to shop
practice, that is, suppose a gear is 4 inches
in diameter and contains 30 teeth. This is
known as 8-pitch, but the actual pitch is
*/& inch, so that when using the formulas
at the bottom of the column the reciprocal
of the diametral pitch as obtained by the
above formula should be used, or the
I-S7I
thickness of tooth =
, and the height
P
1
above the pitch line is — ; the bottom clearP
0.157
ance is equal to
, and total height of
P
2-157.
tooth equals
.
P
Anson W. Smith.
A DISTORTED BOILER.
Editor The Engineer :
In my travels about town I recently
came in touch with a curious injury to a
boiler, and, thinking it might be of interest
to other engineers, I will describe it. The
boiler is an ordinary horizontal tubular
48 inches x 14 feet, and was taken out of
service several months ago in order to
make room for a larger one. At the time
I saw the boiler it was still on the original
t=3*

SHOWING PLATES CURVED UPWARD.
brickwork except that a portion of one of
the side walls had been taken down.
As will be noticed by referring to the
sketch, the bottom of the boiler is bowed
upwards or inwardly, the heads also being
drawn in at the bottom, which had the ef
fect of loosening the ends of the bottom
rows of tubes, thus causing them to leak.
There were no indications of bagging, but
on the contrary the bottom of the boiler
was drawn up in a regular curve extending
from one head to the other.
The engineer in charge of the plant in
formed me that the boiler had been oper
ated in this condition for some time before
he took charge of it, and he attributes the
trouble to the following cause, viz., the
boiler stood fronting a large outside door,
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and the demand for steam not taxing the
capacity of the boiler very heavily, the
safety valve would blow off a great many
times during the day's run, and each time
the valve would blow it had been the cus
tom to throw the fire doors wide open.
This allowed the cold air to rush into the
furnace and come in contact with the bot
tom sheets of the boiler.
Very often the doors, through careless
ness, would be left open until the fire had
burned quite low. This, of course, caused
cooling and contraction, especially of the
bottom sheets, and constant repetition
through several years could not fail to
have an injurious effect upon the boiler.
The inside of the boiler was clean and free
from scale, and it is reasonable to conclude
that the too sudden and frequent changes
of temperature were the causes leading to
the distortion of the boiler.
Chicago, 111.
C. F. Swingle.
CLEANING TUBES WITH COMPRESSED AIR.
Editor The Engineer :
For many years I have cleaned our boiler
tubes with a steam hose, but lately we in
stalled a large air compressor for pumping
water with compressed air, and as the
steam has never proved very satisfactory
in cleaning boiler tubes, I thought I would
try cleaning the tubes out with com
pressed air, and to my surprise it works
like a charm. It leaves the tubes as clean
as the day they were put in. The air pres
sure is 200 pounds per square inch. I use
a J^-inch hose, with a straight piece of
%-inch pipe for a nozzle. If there is any
objection to, or drawbacks in using com
pressed air for this purpose, I should be
glad to hear from some of your expert
engineers through the columns of The En
gineer.
James Leach.
Fulton, Mo.
CORRECTION.
On page 675 of the Oct. 1 issue, an error
was made in setting up the practical letter,
entitled "Answer to Arthur M. Gwin" and
signed by Russell H. Ramsey.
The first two propositions should read
as follows, while the third is correct as it
stands :
1. In a plant in which all of the units
are run noncondensing, less than 10 per
cent of the heat in the steam leaving the
boilers can be accounted for by work done
in the engines and by losses from radiation,
etc. The remaining 90 per cent of the
heat passes from the engine with the ex
haust.
2. In a plant in which all of the steam
units are run condensing, less than 15 per
cent of the heat in the steam leaving the
boilers can be accounted for by work done
in the engines, losses from radiation, etc.,
and the remaining 85 per cent or more
of the heat must be wasted in the con
denser. Even where the boiler feed sup
ply is taken from the hot well only a very
small percentage of this 85 per cent of heat
can be reclaimed.
At Grand Rapids, Mich., The Inde
pendent Oil Co. is to erect a new plant on
Alpine Ave.
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THEORY OF COUNTERBALANCING.
BY CHARLES H. FITCH.
NOT infrequently a discussion occurs
on engineering questions in which
one party presents the theory of the
books, and the other the facts of the case,
and the two are at variance.
Recently, I had a call from a gentleman
of considerable intelligence in his own line
of work, but quite innocent of engineering
theory, who was spending some money to
bring out what he called a "power-making
piston." The piston had holes in it giving
added clearance, and "tests showed" a gain
of 10 per cent.. The tests were very neatly
presented on a type-written sheet, and there
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FIG. I. DIVIDED COUNTERBALANCE.
was the 10 per cent in very plain figures.
But after the persons who made the test
had corrected their errors in measuring
water supply, anu their errors in using the
Prony brake there was no gain, but a loss.
In this case the "facts" were distorted.
As there can be no true contradiction
between fact and theory, and as they
ought to check each other exactly, it is
always of the greatest benefit to bring out
such apparent contradictions, and have
them fully aired, because we are always
sure to learn one or both of two valuable
things—to make our experiments more cor
rectly, or to fit our theory mere closely to
the facts. For a theory is in itself nothing
but an expression of fact, and figures con
tain no magic which is not furnished by
facts.
A question has arisen in regard to coun
terbalancing, and as the theory of this sub
ject seems to be in dubious shape we offer
some explanation on the subject, assured
that whenever a controversy arises there is
some truth to be discovered in the neigh
borhood.
The issue is with regard to the Davis
system of counterbalancing using instead of
a single weight opposite the crank pin two
weights offset about as shown in Fig. I.
In the first place, the resultant point of
application of these weights is midway be
tween them on the center line through the
crank pin. Their combined effect is there
fore that of a weight centered at that point.
If this be true, it is argued that the double
counterbalance is a disadvantage because
it is no better than a single weight, and the
same effect would be produced by a smaller
weight which might be placed further from
the center of the wheel so as to give a
greater centrifugal force. The answer is
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that, though the theory on which this argu
ment is based is true, it is not all.
In the second place, the wear of wheels
shows favorably with less indication of
hammering on the rails when two counter
balancing weights are used. Many driving
wheels are equipped in this way, and the
favorable results do not appear to be merely
imaginary.
Some time ago, experiments were made
in the manufacture of the straight line en
gine to determine the most favorable point
of counterbalance, using a movable counter
balance, and whether from variation of
density or retardation in inertia the posi
tion determined was "unexpected," not di
rectly opposite the crank pin, but somewhat
offset.
The suggestion I have to offer is that
the resolution of two weights into one of
supposed equivalence does not cover the
whole truth, but that a closer analysis of
the facts is necessary.
The hammer blow on the rails is pro
duced partly by a distortion of the
wheel. The material of the wheel must
be considered as being stretched and
compressed like rubber, although it is
of so much greater stiffness that we
do not always realize this fact. To
exaggerate the effect very greatly, a simple
unbalanced force would tend to produce the
effect indicated in Fig. 2, throwing the cen
ter of gravity of the whole supported weight
up and down, and so pounding the rails.
Even if the weight was as we commonly
say counterbalanced by having another
weight like it on the opposite side of the
wheel, the elasticity of the material would
be such that the effect would be as exag
gerated in Fig. 3, a double hammer blow,
the weights being drawn apart.
This hammering cannot be got rid of,
but the stiffer the material the less severe
will it be. I think there can be no question
of the truth that each counterbalance acts
independently, but I have never seen this
theory stated in a discussion of the subject,
nor stress laid on greater strength in the
material of the wheel to minimize these con
cussions.
Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 2, we can
see that where one weight is counterbal-
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referring to Fig. 1 the counterbalance A so
far as its centrifugal force acts, first tends
to lift the wheel ; the maximum action of
the load on crank pin B then tends to de
press the wheel, followed immediately by
the tendency of the other counterbalance C
to lift the wheel. This order of effects
tends to equalize vibrations and reduce ham
mer. In Fig. 4 we show (of course greatly

FIG. 3. DISTORTION DUE TO OPPOSITE COUNTER
BALANCING.
exaggerated for emphasis) how relative dis
tortion is reduced.
Now someone may say: Why not have
more counterbalances all around the wheel ?
Very good. If we had no crank pin load
at all, there would be no trouble, and if we
had a crank pin load at every point of the
circle there would be no hammer from the
cause under consideration.
The conclusion we reach is that a crank
pin load cannot be effectively counter
balanced by a weight opposite .the crank
pin, but that the counterbalancing should be

FIG. 4. DISTORTION FROM DIVIDED COUNTER
BALANCING.
somewhat distributed. This applies not only
to locomotive drivers hammering rails, but
to engines hammering their bearings. We
can get the correct idea of the effect of
counterbalance weights by considering them
as having a bulging effect on the rim due
to centrifugal force as exaggerated in the
figures.

FIC. 2. DISTORTION DUE TO A SINGLE UNBAL
ANCED WEIGHT.
anced by another in the opposite side of the
axle the vibrations are reduced in magni
tude and increased in frequency, making
smoother running, though there is no such
thing as perfect balance.
Distortion of the wheel has the effect
of lifting and lowering the center of gravity
of the whole load. If we have a series of
alternate effects closely following one after
another, they increase the frequency and
diminish the amplitude of vibrations. Thus

Trials of locomotives using Schmidt
superheaters have been made in Germany
which show an economy of 10.9 per cent in
the coal used and 25.8 per cent in the water.
This was on a run between Sommcrfeld and
Berlin and an accurate record was kept of
the performance of the locomotive which
was of the twin type. Experiments on the
railroad at Halle gives confirmatory evi
dence of a saving of 11 per cent in coal and
23 per cent in water used. The locomotives
start more rapidly than the compound type,
and are able to make better speed on heavy
grades. The increase in efficiency depends,
of course, on the temperature to which the
steam is superheated.
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Coal Testing by the Government.
Every user of power is interested in
knowing what kind of coal will give a
heat unit in his locality for the least money.
And this is true, whether he uses power for
running a great railroad system or cooking
his dinner.
It may be that, on account of its proper
ties and suitability for certain work, a
high-priced coal brought from a long dis
tance is cheaper, in the end, than a lowpriced coal mined at his door. Or it may
be that a low grade coal will answer as
well for a given user as one much higher
in heating value and at much less expense.
Tests of calorific value of fuels are
quite common and accurate, but tests of
suitability for coking, for manufacture of
producer gas and for briquetting are rare
and incomplete. The plant now in opera
tion at St. Louis offers a chance to fill the
gaps and secure reliable data on the coals '
of the country which will be of untold
value. All that is needed is the interested
and hearty co-operation of those interested
in the use of coal.
By the terms of the appropriation made
by Congress, all machinery, fuel and trans
portation must be contributed and, by the
generosity of the firms mentioned in the
article, mine owners and railroads, these
terms have been complied with, although
some delay was encountered so that the
real productive work of the plant did not
commence until the middle of the summer.
But even in the short time remaining be
fore the close of the Exposition much can
be accomplished.
If the interest in the results and the
expression of this interest be sufficient,
there is little doubt that Congress could
be induced to continue the work for a year
longer, and certainly the results would
well justify the expenditure.
Already it has been shown that some
coals which were of little value under a
boiler and did not form well into briquets
were well adapted to producer gas work
ing, and it is almost certain that equally
valuable information will be made availa
ble in many instances.
Mine owners can ill afford to neglect this
opportunity to secure exhaustive tests of
their product and the railroads can well
afford to do the hauling in order that they
may have definite data on which to base
their purchasing
It is to be most sincerely hoped that
the work will be continued.
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of electric transmission of power at high
voltages and over long lines—which is
really the same thing, as there is little need
for high voltages on short lines. One of
the notable features was the change which
has come of recent years in the meaning
of the term "high voltage." Not so long
ago but that it can be remembered by those
not yet eligible to the office of President,
electromotive forces of 2,000 volts werg
handled with respect and 5,000 volts was
spoken of with bated breath. Within a
decade 10,000 volts was extremely high and
40,000 volts was a theoretical figure, to
be approached with awe. Today 2,000 volts
is considered by the experts as fit only for
the amusement of children, 10,000 volts is
handled with impunity in conduits and
through city streets ; 40,000 volts is worka-day practice and nothing under 60,000
volts has charms for the seeker after the
unusual.
Troubles there are, of course, with
40,000 volt transmission, but so there are
with telegraph lines at 250 volts and the
difficulties with 40,000 volt lines today are
Jess than those with telegraph lines at a
similar stage of development. Insulation
and lightning arresters are the chief wor
ries of the transmission engineer and as
to remedies there was an exhilarating
amount of disagreement. Some want big
petticoats with plenty of still air on their
insulators so that the surfaces will not be
wet by showers; others find that still air
is conducive to the gathering of dust, which
together with the prevailing fog produces
the film of moisture so fatal to an insula
tion for high voltage, and prefer a dress
reform style with long flowing curves. Some
prefer steel insulator pins because they
are less likely to break or burn off; others
want wooden pins because, if the insulator
breaks the pin may save the day and pre
vent a shut down. Some will have wooden
poles, wooden cross-arms—nothing but
wood, except the insulator between wire
and wire ; others will have steel poles, steel
cross-arms, steel pins—something which
cannot be broken down and will not rot out.
But what would you? If all women wore
the same style of dress 'twould be a pain
ful monotonous world.
As a matter of fact, the differences of
opinion seem to be due to variation of con
ditions in different sections. Where fogs
are common, the still-air petticoat and
wooden pole are in disfavor and are liked
where thunder showers prevail and fog is
rare.
So also with lightning arresters, which
at a line pressure of 60,000 volts have an
uncomfortable habit of acting without
provocation and grounding the line. In
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the West, where showers are rare, the light
ning arrester is coming to be regarded as
a refinement of doubtful value, while in
the eastern mountains, where lightning is
a daily occurrence, even partial protection
and attendant delicacy of insulation are
found preferable to no protection.
Anyway, better insulators and better
lightning arresters are needed if voltages
are to go much above 50,000; and at 50,000
volts it has been possible to transmit suc
cessfully over 350 miles of circuit for long
periods. That distance is great enough for
any conditions now obtaining, but the
efficiency of transmission, which was not
stated, may be too low for regular com
mercial work.
Remodeling; Plants.
What is likely to result in a plant which
grows gradually, and what may be accom
plished by careful remodeling are well il
lustrated in the article on the Shawnee,
O. T., plant. While a plant may have been
a model when just built, the addition of
machinery is sure to result in compromises,
particularly after the installation has out
grown its house room. It is more than
probable that such additions will consist of
second-hand machinery bought with an eye
to cheapness rather than to best results.
Consequence—overloaded engines, over
heated dynamos, an assorted lot of motors,
transformers and switchboard apparatus, a
jumble of unsightly wiring and a plant ef
ficiency expressed, by a single small figure.
Such a condition requires heroic treat
ment, though it is often the case that by
careful rearrangement and redistribution
of the load, the remodeling can be accom
plished with a surprisingly small outlay for
new machinery. But plenty of careful plan
ning is essential and economizing in
thought and engineering ability is the poor
est kind of policy. Also, if the machinery
is a heterogenous collection, the expendi
ture necessary to change to a uniform type
will be well made.
The cardinal principle for a rejuvenation
of either steam or electric plant should be
to so arrange the units and the loading that
all machinery in operation at any given
time will be working at good, even if not at
the best efficiency. This will mean boilers
forced as little as possible, engines and
dynamos well loaded but not overloaded,
short and direct piping and wiring, with
pipe and wire of ample size to carry the
maximum amounts of steam and current.
Moreover it will mean—and here is the
point which is often overlooked—so con
venient an arrangement of machinery that
it can easily be kept in the best possible
condition to do its work.
Remodeling done on this basis always
pays, and the chief requisite is brains rather
than money.
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UNACCOUNTED-FOR CURRENT.
BY W. E. RICHARDS.
FOR the purpose of discussion in this
paper, the term of "unaccounted-for
current" is taken to mean that part
of the current output of the power station
which is not accounted for in the charges
or income.
The term "unaccounted-for current"
may be expressed as a loss, and I think by
speaking of it as such we will attach greater
importance to the subject. At least it will
be clearer.
The lost or > unaccounted-for current
incident to the operation of an electric
light and power plant, is governed in a
measure by the local conditions, and is a
feature too often totally or partially lost
sight of by many station managers. This
condition is rapidly changing for the bet
ter, compared with the operation of electric
plants not many years ago, when the aver
age station manager and his electrician
knew comparatively nothing of their losses.
Now we are stimulated by competition and
interest in the work, to locate and reduce
many of the losses that existed.
To start with, great care and thought
should govern the selection and design of
the equipment, and first cost should not
be the only consideration. Starting even
with the best equipment obtainable, losses
will exist and creep in to a degree pro
portional to the efficiency of the manage
ment.
To reduce these losses to a minimum,
we will take up the different appliances
through which the current passes from the
generator to the consumer, any one of
which is a study in itself. The drop in
conductors from the generators to the
switchboard is not usually great and is
easily designed. Therefore, the loss is in
variably small, but where our real trouble
commences is with the station instruments.
Their function is not simply to point to
something or rotate, but they should be
in a condition to accurately record the sta
tion output. We are very often satisfied
to assume that our station instruments are
right, probably because it is quite difficult
to make the necessary tests to verify their
accuracy. Practice shows us that it is a
satisfaction seldom experienced upon
checking to find them exact. We have
found that a systematic cleaning and check
ing of our station instruments every 30
days gives results which show that they
needed it. Of course, we experienced no
current loss at this point, but upon these
instruments depends, to a certain extent,
the indication of losses.
Then, in the distribution, while there are
some losses by bad insulation, speaking of
the overhead system, the greater loss oc
curs from improper design. It is true that
here considerable latitude must be given,
because it is hardly possible to maintain a
fixed load center, with its branches to re
main in the same condition. Design for line
loss cannot be followed by the usual for
mula entirely, but local conditions must be
considered as well. Current losses will be
considerable by reason of accidents, partly
due to improper maintenance. To reduce
the losses at this point to a minimum, the
lines must be kept in good repair and a sys

tematic overhauling is necessary at least
every 3 years. Care and judgment should
be exercised in distributing transformers,
as many consumers as possible should be
fed from as many transformers as the
conditions will allow. The copper loss in
distribution, if the circuits are properly
designed, will be slight compared with the
total loss of individual transformers.
The final leak in a system, and the
most important of all, occurs in the meter
department. Excellent papers have been
written describing this department, so I will
endeavor to keep to the original subject
and speak of the losses in a general way,
giving experience and method of practice
that we have found useful.
Meter losses may be divided into two
parts. First : Energy loss in potential
circuits and series fields. Second : Loss
by reason of meters being slow or failing
to record the full amount of the energy
passing through them.
The loss in the meter potential circuit
depends upon the characteristics of this
circuit, which varies in the different types
and makes of meter? ; this also varies with
the voltage and capacity of meters. In the
most common type of direct-current watt
meters the potential loss amounts approxi
mately from 35 to 175 kilowatt hours per
year, and in the induction type from 17 to
35 kilowatt hours per year. These losses
are, in most cases, going on continuously,
as meters are seldom cut out of service
during their installation. The loss of en
ergy due to drop in the series field I think
can be neglected, especially when the meters
are tested by the common method, as, ow
ing to the connections of the meter and in
struments, the meter is calibrated to record
this loss. Where the meter is tested By
disconnecting the potential circuit from the
series field and the series field is loaded
by a storage battery, this loss then falls to
the company, but as meters are on the
peak load but a short time, and this loss
depends on the load of a meter, I think it
can be neglected, as in a good type of the
commutator meter the loss will be % to
of i per cent, depending on the capacity of
the meter. On sizes larger than 200 lights
this loss will be only % of 1 per cent.
In the same type of small sized meters
we have found the loss as high as 1 per cent
on full load, but this is exceptional.
Assuming the meters to run correctly
when they are installed, the losses due to
meters becoming slow depends on the type
of meter, the load on which it operates
and the attention given the instrument.
The following data, taken from actual
practice, shows the important loss or un
accounted-for current in commutator type
meters on residence lighting :
Length of
service.
5 months
8
12
21

A
77
70
69
63

LOAD.
in
per cent.
K8.7 95.
tel..")
83..•> 92.8
92.8
82.
92.

%

full

98.5
97.7
97.7
96.5

99.3
98.3
98.5
97.8

To a considerable extent the accuracy of
the meter on light loads depends on the
condition of the jewel, as the life of the
jewel depends on the number of turns
some would wear them out faster than
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others. This and other causes would make
individual meters differ widely from the
above.
Our practice is to install meters of a ca
pacity as near the actual load as possi
ble. Even with this precaution the data
shows a loss of 12 to 18 per cent on onetenth load and 5 to 8 per cent on onequarter load. Between these two points
may be taken a greater per cent of the
business.
Data on the performance of meters in
the business district shows that there is
considerable consumption recorded in large
stores at one-quarter load, or less, of the
capacity of the meter, such as basements,
offices and corridor lighting, etc. Effort
should be made to separately meter this
service, and this can nicely be done by
working with the wiring contractor or
architect on new buildings. As is usually
the case, many of our stores are wired
without this object in view, and in many
cases it is difficult to change their system.
These losses in unaccounted-for cur
rent can be reduced to a minimum only
by an intelligent effort of the meter de
partment, as upon the care and upkeep of
the meter depends at least 10 per cent of
the earnings of the company. From all
records and data we have learned that it
is practical to systematically clean and in
spect the meters. The interval of such
cleaning and inspection depends on the ca
pacity and service.
To reduce the controllable losses on a
meter system, of course, requires additional
expense. Just where the balance of the
additional expense and the reduction of the
losses occur is a fine point to decide. If
the meters are of the induction type, our
practice is to give them attention every 18
months; but the commutator type requires
an inspection every 8 to 12 months.
An inspector can clean up 1,800 meters
per year, besides obtaining valuable infor
mation from a visit to the preirTises. We
find it pays to keep constant check on large
consumers, as often as 90 to 120 days.
This frequent inspection has good effect
not only on the reduction of meter losses,
but current lost from theft, which is also
quite an item.
Taking on a whole the subject of "un
accounted-for current" is one which should
be given as much consideration as any
part of the system, as you will find by an
alysis of the subject that considerable
money can be spent to good advantage in
this direction.
Record fcr overland wireless teleg
raphy has recently been broken by the
De Forest Wireless Telegraph Co., which
has transmitted messages from the St.
Louis Exposition grounds to Chicago, a
distance of over 300 miles. The St. Louis
station was recently opened for public serv
ice during the International Electrical Con
gress, and has been working successfully
since that time. The De Forest Co. now
has stations at Cleveland, Buffalo, Port
Huron, Mich., Chicago and St. Louis. Two
other stations are to be built and a chain
will thus be established between St. Louis
and New York City, giving a line of com
munication practically 2,000 miles long.
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COMBATING' SCALE.
BY H. P. CURTISS.
THE rigid economy which is being
forced upon all manufacturers by
the severe competition of modern
times, having caused a careful study of
lines of waste, it is not surprising that the
importance of dealing with scale formation
in boilers in a rational way is being dis
cussed to such a large extent and that

FIG. I.' TAPERED ROLLER CLEANER.
many new devices are constantly being
brought forward to cope with this problem.
EFFECT OF SCALE.
Its first effect is to necessitate a greater
amount of fuel consumption by its pres
ence between the water and the heated
gases of the furnace, reducing the amount
of heat which can be absorbed by
the water from the gases. On this
point there is little dispute, and as many
experiments have been made on this subject
to determine the amount of fuel loss, and all
agree, nearly, it can be said with a fair
degree of accuracy that scale 1-16 inch in
thickness will cause an increase of from 10
to 15 per cent in the fuel consumption;
Y& inch, 20 to 30 per cent ; J4 inch, 40 to 50
per cent ; and so on. With these facts in
hand, the only surprising thing is that even
greater efforts for the removal of scale
have not been made.
The second effect of scale in a boiler is
the constant danger of burning out tubes,
because it separates the iron which is in
direct contact with the hot gases on one
side from the water on the other. If the
scale were not present, the water would
maintain the temperature of the iron at
about its own.
IS A THIN COATING OF SCALE EVER ADVISABLE?
Some engineers think that a very thin
coating of scale is beneficial and necessary.
If this be true, it is important and should
be generally understood. As it is an ad
mitted fact that any scale, no matter how
thin, will increase the fuel consumption, the
benefits arising from a thin scale, if any,
must be sought in some other direction.

FIG. 2. UNCENTERED HAMMER DEVICE.
In fact, the only reason ever brought for
ward to substantiate this view, is, that some
waters contain acids in solution (organic
or other matter, which during the boiling
process in the boiler are converted into
acids). In such a case, a flight coating of
scale may protect the iron from' the action
of the acid, but this is not at all satisfacto
rily established.
CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF WATER.
The chemical treatment of feed water
by the use of compounds, etc., is a method
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that has come to be much in vogue, with
results varying materially. In no case, how
ever, will the action caused by a chemical
remove the scale forming substances from
the water. The change produced is chem
ical only, and the mineral substances form
ing the scale are simply altered from a
harmful to a less harmful form. The fact,
however, that feed water entering the boiler
not only varies with the location but also
with the seasons and climatic conditions,
makes the problem of finding the proper
chemical a difficult one, for each individual
supply varies from time to time in the
quantity and nature of the scale-forming
solids in solution, and one can readily see,
therefore, that analysis of the water would
not give perfect results, unless such analyses
were being made continually and the com
pound changed to correspond accordingly.
In localities where the water supply for
the boilers holds an excessive amount of
mineral matter, some firms have found puri
fiers or heaters to be of great value. But
even in plants that have adopted this
method of attempting to purify the water
before it enters the boiler, and in boilers
where compounds are used, it is almost in
variably found that, in spite of the most
rigid care, some scale will accumulate in the
boiler and should be removed from time to
time by mechanical means.
MECHANICAL CLEANING.
In this article, our investigations deal
only with methods of cleaning boilers of the
fire-tube type, where the incrustation forms
on the outside surfaces of the tubes. In re-

FIG. 3. UNCENTERED TAPPER CLEANER.
cent years, mechanical cleaning of the tubes
of fire tube boilers has come more and more
into use, as the work can be quickly and
thoroughly done, and the scale is removed
at the proper time, that is, when the boiler
is out of service.
In general, apparatus for mechanical
cleaning of boilers consists of a small tool
with a means of operating it by hand power,
by steam or by compressed air; the tool is
caused by the motive power to swing back
wards and forwards, striking the opposite
sides of the tubes and thus jarring the
scale off the outside of the flue, so that it
drops to the bottom, whence it can be raked
out through the manhole or handhole.
The illustrations herewith show some
of the common forms that these cleaners
have taken. One of the earliest, and perhaps
the most reprehensible method is that shown
in Fig. 1. This device depends for its ac
tion on a distortion of the tube. In this
device a central shaft carrying taper rollers
at its front end is forced into the tube, be
ing revolved at the same time and expands
the latter sufficiently to cause the scale on
the outside to crack off and drop. The best
thing that can be said with reference to
this cleaner is that it is now no longer on
the market—it was certainly a source of
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considerable trouble to the few who have
used it.
The nature and use of these tools neces
sitates their being made of a smaller diam
eter than the inside of the tube itself, be
cause there are often welded joints or other
irregularities in the tube which must be
passed over. It is becoming common prac
tice to make the tools for standard tubes
about l/i inch smaller in diameter than the
tube itself. The effect and result of this is
clearly illustrated by reference to Fig. 2, in
which the hammer H is caused to oscillate
by the action of steam or compressed air
on the piston joined to the lever of this
hammer and located inside the body B.
T, T is a line drawn through center of the
tube and M, M a line through the center of
the machine. The lines should coincide
in order to produce an even stroke in all
directions. The cleaner is smaller than the
tube by the distance E and the hammer
must therefore be given a stroke long
enough to go that same amount beyond each
side of the body of the cleaner as shown
at E'. At its bottom stroke, therefore, the
hammer has a tendency to go an equal
amount beyond the lower line of the cleaner
to the dotted position, which is beyond the
wall of the tube, and this hammer therefore
always attempts to put a hole in the tube
whenever it strikes it on the bottom side.
This same defect exists in cleaners operat
ing on a similar principle to this one, but
in which the lever movement is derived
from a cam shaft, operated by hand.
In the machine illustrated in Fig. 3 a
similar defect also exists. In this cleaner, the
body of which is attached to the supply
pipe, a small piston is caused to travel back
and forth by the alternate action of the
steam on its opposite faces, and in doing
so strikes the dies, D D, which are held
against the tube by the steam pressure. A
moment's consideration will show that since
these dies are forced out against the tube by
the steam of the cylinder, their action will
be intermittent so far as centering the ma
chines is concerned, and when the piston
makes a downward stroke, it tends to drive
the lower die to the dotted position shown
in the sketch.
Many experiments confirm the idea that
the more rapid the blows, the more effective
they are in cleaning a tube of scale ; more-

FIG. 4. CLEANER, WITH CENTERING LUGS AND
DIRECT-DRIVEN HAMMER.
over, if rapid, they can be considerably
lighter. Again, it is found that certain
blows, even though continued for an in
definite period, will leave the iron practically
uninjured, while others will rapidly first
distort the tube, then break through the
wall and puncture it.
If a piece of iron or steel, more or less
rigidly supported at both ends, is struck a
quick, sharp blow, waves of motion are set
up in the whole, which run from a point
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where the iron was struck to its extremi
ties, exactly as waves radiate from the point
where a stone is dropped into a body of
water. The metal will hum slightly for a
short space of time but ultimately comes
back to its original shape and position. If,
however, the iron is hit a hard, heavy blow,
sufficient to strain it beyond its elastic
limit, no such waves are set up in it, but
the iron is permanently bent out of shape
or even ruptured. In boiler tubes the dis-

WEBER GAS AND GASOLINE POWER
SYSTEMS AT ST. LOUIS.
SOME large powers, particularly in the
producer gas and gas engine com
bination, are being turned out by the
Weber Gas and Gasoline Engine Co., of
Kansas City, Mo., which manufactures gas
and gasoline engines and suction gas pro
ducers. We illustrate, Fig. 1, one of their
World's Fair exhibits, which is located in
the Steam, Gas and Fuel building, near the

FIG. I. PRODUCER GAS GENERATING PLANT OF THE WEBER GAS ENGINE CO.
tance from one wave crest to. the next
varies according to the size of the tube and
the thickness of the wall, and the proper
speed at which a tapping device should
run is such that the waves produced by one
blow of the rapper are in harmony with and
not in opposition to the waves produced
by the last previous rap. It is found that,
in order to meet these conditions, the hignest possible speed of the rapping device
is most desirable. This can be accomplished
by applying the motive fluid directly to the
piston. One of the most serious faults
that is found in some devices is that power
is communicated to the hammer through
the medium of levers, which makes
it difficult to retract the hammer from the
wall of the tube quickly enough to prevent
damping the vibrations which it has set up.
In Fig. 4 is shown in general outline
a cleaner which can be attached to a supply
pipe and provided with a central piston
which will give it the highest possible
speed. The cleaner should also be pro
vided with some means for holding it cen
tral in the tube, which means may consist
of a number of lugs projecting beyond the
body of the cleaner and pressed out
wardly by a spring, or by the mo
tive fluid itself, in a yielding manner,
so that they will close in when the cleaner
is forced through a small opening as at a
welded joint. Preferably, there should be
two sets of the centering lugs, arranged one
in front of and the other behind the piston
and hammer, which latter should also be di
rect connected, to prevent loss of motion
and ensure increase of speed.

west entrance. This consists of a Weber
150-horsepower gas engine, of the two
cylinder vertical type, direct-connected to a
75-kilowatt generator, furnishing the cur
rent for lights in the building; the fuel for
cylinder combustion being furnished by a
Geo. J. Weber suction gas producer, using
ordinary charcoal.
THE ENGINE.
This engine is rigid and simple be
yond the wont of gas engines. The cylin
ders are cast independent of each other
and separate from the crank case, in order
to admit of free expansion, and are pro
vided with extra large water-jacket space
and cleanouts. The pistons are of the long,
trunk pattern, fitted with metallic packing
rings. Connecting rods are of mild steel,
with large phosphor-bronze bearings so ar
ranged that any wear can be easily taken
up through handplates in cylinders and
base. The crank shaft, which carries two
heavy cast balance wheels with split hubs,
is of forged mild steel cut out of the solid
billet and is provided with main bearings
of liberal dimensions.
Valves are all of the direct acting, pop
pet type, the exhaust valve being water
cooled. The engine is equipped with an
efficient high-speed governor which auto
matically regulates the consumption of gas
in proportion to the load on the engine.
THE GAS PRODUCER.
When it was predicted, but a few years
ago, that producer gas would supersede
steam as power, the idea was ridiculed, or
at least considered revolutionary, and per
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haps not without reason, for it must be
admitted that the earlier types of internal
combustion engines fell short of that
smoothness of regulation which gave the
steam engine its advantage. But studied
experiment and effort on the part of man
ufacturers have gradually overcome obsta
cles which presented themselves, until to
day the direct connected gas motor in com
bination with the electric generator is so
common as to be passed unnoticed, and
now the producer steps in to crowd out
the steam boiler with a fuel economy to
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Fuel is filled into the furnace and a fire through the economy of space occupied, the
kindled on the grate and blown to incades- . plant illustrated occupying a space 6 feet
cence by the small hand blower, thus fur
wide by 20 feet long. Attendance, too, is
nishing the gas with which to start the an important factor in favor of this class
engine. The engine once started, will op
of power, one engineer being capable of
erate continuously. The generated gas looking after a large plant.
passes from the furnace to the bottom of
The representative of the Weber com
the scrubber, thence upward through a pany, in charge of its exhibits, states that
water bath and the contents of the scrub
in the many plants that have been installed
ber, which consists of coke kept damp by a throughout the United States and Old Mex
s pray of water from the top ; this cleanses ico, a noteworthy economy has been at
and cools the gas, which is conducted into tained in the use of fuel in both large and
the receiver and drawn into the cylinders small units. The company manufactures

FIG. 2. ENLARGED VIEW OF WEBER PRODUCER AND VERTICAL TWO-CYLINDER ENGINE.
which the most modern type of steam ap
paratus dare not lay claim. A pound of
fuel to one horsepower hour is the result
which the Geo. J. Weber suction gas pro
ducer is said to have ^attained in actual
working service, while on shop tests even
better results have been shown.
At the extreme left of the illustration,
Fig. 2, appears a cylindrical steel furnace,
fire brick lined, mounted upon a castiron
ashpit, and fitted with a feeding hopper and
a small hand blower; the second cylindrical
steel shell, which is called the scrubber,
is mounted on a castiron base, and the
top covered with a cast plate, which is
bolted on. At the extreme right is a re
ceptacle for the collection of gas which is
known as the receiver. The three are con
nected by pipes of the proper sizes and gas
is piped thence direct to the cylinders of
the engine.

by suction of the pistons ; the vacuum thus
created, drawing free air into the furnace
through an opening in the ash-pit door. A
small amount of steam is required to add
hydrogen to the mixture and this is gen
erated by a jet of water which is injected
into the exhaust near the ports and the
steam piped back under the fire in the fur
nace to be drawn through with the free air.
Except for an automatic stoker at the
bottom of the feeding hopper, there are no
moving parts to the producer ; it has neither
water, steam nor pressure gages and as the
gas is manufactured only to meet the re
quirements of the working load of the en
gine, it is never stored, nor under pressure,
so that there is no clement of danger in
the gas manufacturing operation.
Aside from fuel economy and high ef
ficiency due to the direct use of the gas, this
power must appeal strongly to power users

producers and engines in units of 5 to 1,000
horsepower.
While charcoal has been found the most
economical fuel in most parts of the coun
try, and is recommended where it can be
obtained at a reasonable price, anthracite
or semi-anthracite coal, coke or lignite will
operate well, but require slightly more at
tention as the ash from those fuels will not
pass as readily through the grates.
Some one has solved the problem
and offers the following explanation why
a locomotive is called "she :"
"It wears a jacket, an apron, has hose,
and drags a train behind it. It has a lap,
needs guides, rides wheels and will not
turn for pedestrians, sometimes foams
and refuses to work. It attracts the men
sometimes, is contrary, and always takes a
man to manage it."
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ELECTRIC POWER COSTS.
SOME figures, given by Arthur Will
iams before the Association of Edi
son Illuminating Companies recently,
will be of interest to those who have to do
with electric lighting and electric power.
In twelve large buildings in New York
City, the average daily use of each in
stalled lamp during a year was 3.22 hours.
For thirteen office buildings the daily av
erage lamp use was 3.2 hours.
For fifty motors installed in various in
dustrial works, the results as reached by
meter reading are as follows : For smelt
ing works, avarage use daily 0.48 hours for
each horsepower of the rated capacity; in
strument makers, 3 hours; machine shops,
2.1 hours ; general machinery, 4.56 hours ;
hat manufacturing, 1.48 hours ; skirt maker,
7.14 hours; jewelry factory, 2.93 hours;
wood working machinery, 0.36 hours ; print
ing presses, 2.48.
For escalators installed at Fifty-ninth
and Twenty-third street stations of the
Manhattan Elevated Railroad, the daily
use was 3.1 hours and 3.12 hours. Mr.
Williams calls attention to the fact that in
a great number of cases a motor is in
stalled which is much larger than even the
maximum power required would demand
and the motor is, therefore, run for a
large part of the time at a forced efficiency
and on very low load.
For linotype machines which are equip
ped with s-horsepower motors, the aver
age hourly consumption was found to be 2.7
kilowatt hours on 15 machines, or a con
sumption for each machine of 188 watts.
For ceiling fans with 30-inch blades,
the kilowatt-hours per fan-hour consumed
were found to be 0.158.
For sewing machines, it was found that
with machines belted from a common shaft
which in turn was driven by a motor,
the kilowatt-hours consumed per machinehour were 0.0357. For machines with directconnected motors, the same conditions pre
vailing, the kilowatt-hours consumed per
machine-hour were 0.0199. The machines
in the first class were used for a lighter
kind of manufacturing than those in the
second class, so that any advantage was in
favor of the belted machines. It is, there
fore, instructive to know that the belted
machines consumed 75 per cent more power
than the direct-connected machines.
For a centrifugal fan, 9 feet in diameter,
driven by a 20-horsepower motor, and run
ning at a speed of 150 revolutions per min
ute, 4.42 kilowatt-hours were required per
1,000,000 cubic feet of air exhausted. For
a second fan 6 feet in diameter and run
ning at 325 revolutions per minute, the en
ergy consumption was 1.72 kilowatt-hours
for 1,000,000 feet of air transferred, and
for a high speed fan 30 inches in diameter
and running at 650 revolutions per min
ute, driven by a 2-horsepower motor, the
kilowatt-hours consumed per 1,000,000 cubic
feet of air were 5.61.
For a Huber, flat-bed, perfecting print
ing press, with a capacity of 1,000 impres
sions per hour, printing 8 pages to an im
pression, and with pages 8x11% inches, the
current consumption per 1,000 printed
pages was 360 watts. For a rotary press
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printing 35,000 impressions per hour, each
impression containing 144 pages, 4% x 8
inches, the current consumption per 1,000
pages printed was 35 watts. For Webb
presses used in newspaper work, it was
found that the average horsepower was
30.6 per cent of the rated horsepower of the
motor installed, the motor being 250 horse
power and the presses having a capacity of
41,000 impressions per hour. The watthours consumed per 1,000 complete papers
were 867.
For a 5-ton refrigerating machine driv
en by a 12-horsepower motor, the kilowatthours required to maintain a ton of ice
effect excluding rheostat losses were 1. 1 1.
In this plant the machine is of much larger
capacity than required, so that the motor is
run at reduced speed and there was a loss
in the starting box of 34 per cent of the
energy consumed. For a second plant with
a capacity of 10 tons, it was found that the
kilowatt-hours required hourly to main
tain a ton of ice effect were 1.63.
For an electric drill which was used for
drilling holes 2 inches in diameter and 7
feet 2 inches deep, 3.95 horsepower was
required to drill the hole in 19.8 minutes.
The consumption of current per foot of
drill was 131 watt-hours.
In electric pumping, a 5 x 8-inch triplex
pump operated by a 7}4-horsepower motor,
working at 120 strokes per minute, required
1.61 kilowatt-hours to pump 1,000 gallons
against an average pressure of 100 pounds
per square inch. For an 8 x 10-inch triplex
fire pump operated by a 50-horsepower mo
tor, running at 120 strokes per minute, the
current requirement was 1.25 kilowatthours to pump 1,000 gallons against 100
pounds pressure.
INSPECTION OF BOILERS AND EN
GINES.
The annual report of Michael Longridge, chief engineer of the Engine, Boiler
and Employers' Insurance Co. of Man
chester, England, is always interesting and
instructive. In the case of steam engines,
during the past 22 years the greatest num
ber of accidents is traceable to valves and
valve gear, namely 20 per cent ; spur gear
ing accounts for 15 per cent, and air pump
mechanism (with condensers) to almost as
large a proportion as the first named class.
Pistons, piston and connecting rods, and
cranks are responsible for 12 per cent, cyl
inders and main shafts each for about 5
per cent. The remainder are of a miscel
laneous character. In the case of gas en
gines the valve gear makes an even worse
showing, no fewer than 30 per cent of the
breakdowns being due to this item ; pistons
and connecting rods caused 22 per cent and
cylinders 19 per cent of accidents, no other
class exceeding 5 per cent.
It is curious to note how many of the
two dozen typical examples of breakdowns
described in the report relate to old beam
engines, many of them "McNaughted."
One of them has been running ever since
1847 ; another was built in 1870. Most of
the breakages appear to be clue in great
measure to neglect on the part of the own
ers, and the lack of frequent skilled in
spection. Failures of gas engines through
the accumulation of deposit in the water
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jackets seem to be relatively numerous,
this resulting in the overheating and crack
ing of the cylinders ; the unequal expansion
of the inner and outer walls of the jackets
is also responsible for frequent breakages.
The piston of a large gas blowing engine,
5ll4 inches in diameter, cracked on account
of the same trouble, although the piston
was water-cooled, and a new piston fol
lowed suit. A third, of different design,
has so far proved satisfactory. The stresses
in these large pistons and cylinders, exposed
to wide differences of temperature, and to
violent pressures, render the problem of
the designer a very difficult one; this ap
pears to be especially noticeable in the case
of horizontaj engines, as the cooling water
is not easily distributed uniformly over the
surfaces of the pistons. No fewer than
twelve gas engines broke down during the
year by the failure of the cap bolts of the
big end of the connecting rods, showing that
these should be of great strength, and in
Mr. Longridge's opinion they ought to be
screwed with special threads of finer pitch
than is customary.
Amongst the boilers inspected by the
company were many 30 and 40 years old,
and as might be expected, in most cases
where a boiler was reported unsafe, the
trouble was corrosion. Instances are given
in which the shell has been found in places
to be as thin as brown paper, though pres
sures of 50 or 60 pounds per square inch
were carried. The injurious effects due to
the use of feed water charged with car
bonate of lime or magnesia, especially when
grease is present, are not generally realized,
the light floury powder formed being in
reality more deleterious than hard scale.
Many failures are ascribed to this cause.
There were nine explosion of land boilers
during 1903, and it is worthy of notice
that while six types of boiler were involved,
two of the explosions took place in watertube boilers, killing three men out of six
who lost their lives. Four of the failures
were due to corrosion.
Appended to the report is an acount of
a trial of a Diesel oil engine of 240 brake
horsepower on June 15 last. The engine
was driving the machinery in a factory,
and was fed with crude Texas oil of 17,770 British thermal units per pound. The
exhaust gases contained carbonic acid 7.5
per cent, oxygen 10.9 per cent, and nitrogen
81.6 per cent. The mean international
horsepower was 285, and the speed 162.3
revolutions per minute. The maximum
pressure in the cylinders was 484 pounds
per square inch, each of the three cylinders
being 16.34 inches in diameter, with stroke
of 23.6 inches The mean effective pres
sure on the pistons was 95.6 pounds per
square inch. The result of the test, which
extended over V/i hours, was tnat the oil
used amounted to 0.3345 pounds per inter
national horsepower-hour, and the thermal
efficiency was no less than 42.8 per cent.
A. H. A.
Consular report calls attention to the
fact that alcohol motor pumps of German
manufacture are in considerable favor in
Cuba on account of the fact that alcohol is
cheap and that these pumps are installed
under a contract to develop power at a
certain fuel cost per horsepower-hour.
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PUMPING! AND CONDENSING MA
CHINERY AT ST. LOUIS-I.
TO anyone who has gained an idea of
the immense power needed to pump
the water for the cascades, either
from seeing their beauty, from description,
or from photograph, it is unnecessary to say
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use of diffusing vanes in the opening be
tween impeller and discharge chamber, so
that the water is brought to rest without
internal eddy currents and the energy all
utilized in forcing the water forward.
Four pumps are provided, each capable
of handling 35,000 gallons of water per

WORTHINGTON CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS FOR HANDLING THE WATER OF THE CASCADES.
that the greatest pumping feature of the Ex
position is that connected with the main
architectural display. But while this is the
largest feature of pumping machinery, it is
not more interesting than many of the
other exhibits of this type which are found
in the power station, the condensing plants,
and the regular exhibit booths in the Ma
chinery building.
The pumping plant for the cascades is
remarkable not only because of its size,

minute and each driven by its own induc
tion motor, which has a capacity of 2,000
horsepower. The pumps were made by
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so that the immense volume of water,
which has a large inertia, can be started
slowly and gradually brought up to speed.
The machinery for the pumping and for
control of the motors is located under the
left wing of Festival Hall in a chamber
specially provided.
CCOLING TOWER PLANT.
Other large pumps of the same centrifu
gal type may be seen in the sewage pump
ing station in pavilion 73 between the
Mines building and the Lagoon, in the
model irrigating .plant exhibited by A. M.
Lockett & Co. in the Agricultural build
ing, and in the circulating pumps used for
the contract power plant installed by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. in the Fuels
building. These latter, which are three in
number, with 24-inch impellers, are driven
by Westinghouse single-acting compound
engines and handle the injection water for
the cooling towers at the end of the build
ing. In normal running one of these tur
bine pump units is used for the two con
densers of the contract system and one
for the cooling tower, while the third is
held in reserve. Each unit has a capacity
of 17,000 gallons per minute and is oper
ated under 45 feet head. The view which
shows these engines, shows also the struc
tural steel work used to carry the steam
piping. The water passes from the con
densers to hot wells, whence it is carried
in 36-inch tile conduits to another hot well
near the cooling towers.
These towers are four in number, each
composed of 10 tiers of wooden gratings
surrounded by a brick stack 52 feet in
height. The lower 12% feet in the towers
is occupied by the fans and above the grat-

COOLING TOWERS CF THE MAIN CONDENSER
PLANT.
as it is capable of handling 165,000,000 gal
lons of water daily, but also because it
typifies a recent remarkable advance in the
efficiency of turbine pumps. These are an
improved form of the centrifugal type
which has been so developed that it now
operates against high head (in this case 159
feet) with remarkably good efficiency,
whereas in the past it has been consid
ered that 30 or 40 feet was the maximum
head for efficient operation of centrifugal
pumps. The result is accomplished by the

CENTRIFUGAL CIRCULATING PUMPS IN THE FUELS BUILDING.
Henry R. Worthington and the motors by
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co. The motors are arranged with start
ing boxes, having more steps than usual,

ing for 20 feet is space for the vapor to
condense so that it will not fall upon the
roofs of adjacent buildings. To supply
upward drafts of air through the falling
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water two 120-inch fans of Seymour make
are arranged in pairs, the fans being driven
by belts from a jack shaft located in the
Fuels building. This jack is driven by a
Westinghouse compound engine and drives

ARRANGEMENT OF CONDENSERS FOR CONTRACT
, PLANT.
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iary port is provided in the valve so that
the heated air in the clearance space may
expand over into the suction end after
the piston has reached the end of its stroke.
Before the-piston starts on its return stroke
this valve is closed, so that the piston be
gins to draw at once from the condenser.
The dry-vacuum pumps in the St. Louis
plant are of the rotative type, the pump
cylinder being on the tail rod of the steam
cylinder.
Two complete condensers are installed
to care for the four Westinghouse vertical
engines of the main service plant, and two
dry-vacuum pumps. As a reserve, a verti
cal dry-vacuum pump is also provided. In
the vertical type, the air and steam pistons
are on separate rods driven from the crank
shaft; otherwise the pumps are identical
in construction with the horizontal type.
BOILER FEED PUMPS.
In connection with' this service plant,
boiler feed pumps of Worthington make
are also provided. These are of duplex
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for high pressure, The National Steam
Pump Co. by a single-cylinder National,
12 and 7 x 14 inches, the Reliance Machine
Tool Works of St. Louis, by a Hooker
single-cylinder, with inside packed plunger

BOILER PUMP AND COCHRANE FEED HEATER
CF THE CONTRACT PLANT.
the fans by means of Neptune waterproof
belting.
CONTRACT PLANT CONDENSERS.
The condensers for which these pumps
supply water are two in number, located
in the Westinghouse contract plant. They
are of the barometric type, and were fur
nished by Henry R. Worthington. The
arrangement of these condensers is shown
diagramatically in the illustration, al
though the detail of arrangement is some
what different in the service plant in St.
Louis, since the circulating pumps are lo
cated in the Fuels building, while the con
densers and dry-vacuum pumps are located
in Machinery Hall near the engines. The
exhaust, coming from the engine, passes
through the entrainer, which is located at
the bottom of the vertical riser. This acts
as a water pocket and catches any moist
ure which may be in the exhaust steam,
thus avoiding the lifting of this water
through the vertical riser. At the top of
each riser is a relief valve for escape of
steam should the pressure in the condenser
at any time rise above that of the atmos
phere.
In order to produce vacuum, the con
denser is elevated some 30 feet above the
hot well and the descending column of
water produces the suction in the con
denser head. Vacuum pumps are used to
take the air from the condenser and steam
pipe system. The sectional view of the
condenser head shows the action of the
condenser. The injection water is so ar
ranged that it is sprayed into the incoming
steam, the amount of water used being
regulated by the opening of the spray pipe.
The air connection to the condenser is
passed through the injection water pipe,
in order to cool the air before it reaches
the dry-vacuum pump.
This dry-vacuum pump is located near
the bottom of the condenser tail pipe, and
serves to free the condenser from air which
is brought over with the steam. It differs
from the ordinary air pump in that no
water is handled, and the cylinder is lubri
cated with oil the same as the steam cylin
der. Also the clearances are reduced to
the lowest possible amount, and an auxil

SECTIONAL VIEW OF WORTHINGTON BAROME
TRIC CONDENSER HEAD.
type, with cylinders 9 and 16x7^x15
inches, the steam cylinders being com
pound and the water ends of high-pressure
pattern. Although these pumps were in
stalled with the service plant, yet all pumps
of the boiler house discharge into a com
mon main, from which all boilers are fed
as required.
To supply this main, are installed,
besides the pumps already mentioned,
a number of various makes which are
located in a pit at the northeast corner
of the Fuels building. These pumps are
arranged with a common suction and de
livery, but are of many makes in order
to give variety to the installation, and to
allow all makers to be represented by work
ing models. The manufacturers represent
ed are : The Gould Mfg. Co., by a triplex
motor driven pump, the Stillwell-Bierce
and Smith-Vaile by a single-cylinder ver
tical pump and by a duplex horizontal,
Cameron Steam Pump Co. by a singlecylinder Cameron pump, the Warren Steam
Pump Co. by two vertical duplex pumps

and a cam valve motion. The water comes
from the city main and is fed to the boilers
through a single Cochrane open feed heater.
These pumps supply water for the exhibit
plant.
For the contract plant, the water is
pumped through a large Cochrane open
heater shown in the illustration and sent
to the boilers. This feed heater and all
steam and exhaust piping throughout both
the Steam & Fuels and Machinery build
ings are covered with Carey 85 per cent
magnesia covering made by the Phillip
Carey Mfg. Co. Moulded pieces are used
for covering the fittings and flanges, which
gives the plant an especially neat and
pleasing appearance.
FIRE PUMPS.
Provision for fire protection of the great
buildings and the immensely valuable con
tents on the Fair grounds is made by the
installation of a system of fire mains sup-

WORTHrNGTON FIRE PUMPS, SHOWING A FINE
PIECE OF PIPE COVERING.
plied by a bank of Worthington fire pumps
located in the north side of the Fuels
building. These pumps, which are four
teen in number, with cylinders 18 and 10 x
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12 inches, are of the duplex type and are
kept constantly at work to hold a pressure
of 150 pounds on the fire system all over
the grounds. This pressure can be in
creased to 300 pounds in case of fire, and
supplies the stand pipe and hose connec
tions which are distributed throughout the
buildings. Cochrane separators are used
on the steam pipes, so that dry steam is
furnished to the pumps at all times. The
speed of the pumps is controlled by Fisher
governors which are bypassed, so that the
pumps may be run at full speed if there is
occasion to do so, or if for any reason the
pressure should be changed. To relieve
pressure in case of an excessive speed,
blowoff valves manufactured by the Amer
ican Steam Gauge Co. are provided on the
discharge pipes of all pumps. Suction air
chambers relieve the irregularity of flow
due to the long suction pipes which extend
to Arrow lake at some distance west of
the plant.
SPECIAL CONDENSERS.
Besides the Westinghouse service plant
there are for big units the vertical engines
of the Allis-Chalmers Co. and the HoovenOwens-Rentschler Co. The Allis-Chalmers
unit, which has already been described in
The Engineer, is the largest single engine
ever built for stationary work; the con
densing outfit is furnished by the Alberger
Condenser Ox, and is of the barometric
type.
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nects the top of the hood to the vertical
dry-vacuum pump seen in the foreground.
This pump is built along the lines of an
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of steam per hour. Cooling water is taken
from the lagoons by the rotary pump and
returned to them hot so that the cooling
water is, at times, as hot as 100 degrees F.
The condenser head is placed at a greater
height than the usual 34 feet in order that
there may be sufficient head in the tail
pipe to return the water by gravity to the
lagoons.
It is important that the cooling water
should always be delivered as a spray, and
in order to ensure this, the spray cone is
hung on a long spring so that its opening
will be automatically adjusted to the
amount of water flowing. The combination
of engine, dry-vacuum pump and circulat
ing pump is compact and has the special
advantage that water will be delivered to
the condenser in a constant quantity
whether the vacuum be great or small, but
this amount can easily be changed by an
adjustment of the governor on the en
gine.
Another Alberger condenser outfit is that
used in connection with the Intramural rail
way plant, and which takes the exhaust from
three of the engines of this plant. This
condenser is of the surface type and takes
steam from the common exhaust line of

ALBERGER CONDENSER HEAD.
the Intramural system through a SorgeCochrane drainage system and discharges
into the hot well of the boiler house. The
circulating water is pumped from the la
goon by a centrifugal pump driven by an
Alberger engine and is returned to the
same body of water at a different point.
Air is drawn from the top of the con
denser by a horizontal, Alberger, Corlisslype, dry-vacuum pump which discharges
into the atmosphere through the roof.
For the Hooven-Owens-Rentschler en
gine, the condensing outfit has been fur
nished by the Stillwell-Bierce and SmithVaile Co. and is of the surface condensing
type. It has 4,000 square feet of heating
surface and is provided with a duplex cir
culating pump and a single-cylinder vacuum
pump which are combined on the same
foundation with the condenser proper.
ALBERGER BAROMETRIC CONDENSER AND VERTICAL DRY-VACUUM PUMP.
and water are separated, the air being
drawn up through the cone of the spray
ing nozzle, cooled by passage through the
tubular support of the cone and by a small
amount of condensing water sprayed in
through a special connection as shown in
the sectional view of the condenser head,
and drawn off through a pipe which con-

air compressor for slow speed in order
to ensure high efficiency and low vacuum.
It has a Corliss gear steam cylinder driving
the air pump by a connecting rod and a
rotary circulating pump by direct connec
tion to the shaft of the engine.
With water at normal temperature, the
condenser has a capacity of 130,000 pounds

In a paper presented before the Acadamy of Sciences of France, Henri Moissan
gives the properties of a new carbon com
pound. The substance is made by heating
charcoal with melted molybdenum and
aluminum in an electric furnace, and treat
ing the resultant metallic mass with a solu
tion of potash. The substance crystallizes
out in hard, needle-like crystals which are
but little affected by acid.
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SUPERHEATED STEAM ON GERMAN
LOCOMOTIVES.
(Abstract of a Report by Dean B. Ma
son, Vice Consul General at Berlin, Ger
many.)
SINCE the year 1898 the Prussian state
railroads have been carrying on exper
iments with locomotives employing
superheated steam, and these experiments
have done much to elucidate and over
come the technical difficulties incident to
such use. While during the last 10 years
the utilization of superheated steam with
stationary engines has become general in
Germany, it has been employed only on a
small scale, during the past few years, with
locomotives.
Superheated steam differs from ordinary
steam in being a bad conductor of heat,
so that it is not liquefied even when a con
siderable amount of its heat is given off in
the cylinders, and the amount of heat lost
by contact with the walls of the cylinder
is much less than the amount lost by sat
urated steam, which is now used for the
propulsion of locomotives. Superheated
steam possesses the further advantage that
it fills a greater space than the same
amount of saturated steam at the same
pressure.
The experiments of Him in the year
1850 were with superheaters constructed of
castiron, but the fact that the power of
the superheated steam increased with its
temperature had not been scientifically
proved, and as the parts of the machine
coming into contact with the steam were
found to suffer when the temperature of
500 degrees F. was passed, no higher tem
peratures were attained. It was left for
Engineer Schmidt, of Wilhelmshohe, to
demonstrate that the use of highly super
heated steam, 570 and 660 degrees F., ma
terially reduces the amount of steam re
quired, and that it can be used without in
jury to properly constructed machinery.
One of the largest builders of steam ma
chines in Germany claims a minimum sav
ing of 15 per cent of the amount of coal
consumed by the substitution of superheat
ed for the ordinary saturated steam, and
in some instances it has been calculated
that the saving is as high as 40 per cent.
Encouraged by success with stationary
engines, Mr. Schmidt turned his attention
to the technically more difficult task of
utilizing superheated steam in locomotives.
Steam is heated in the Schmidt superheater
for locomotives by means of furnace gas
introduced into an inclosed chamber (the
superheater) by means of a large flue. The
superheater, through which the hot air
passes on its way to the smokestack, is
circular in form and is located in the
smoke box. In it are the pipes in which
the steam is superheated, and they are so
arranged that the steam coming from the
boiler is made to pass three times through
the superheater.
The first two engines equipped with su
perheaters, put into service in 1898 by the
Prussian state railroads, are still running,
and after various modifications had been
made they gave, according to an official re
port, entire satisfaction, and are today con
sidered two of the best engines for express
and ordinary passenger service in spite of
the fact that they are in various respects
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not up to date in construction. The next
order was for four twin locomotives in
which the superheater was placed in the
smoke box instead of in the boiler, and all
of these engines have proved satisfactory,
in respect to power, economy in the use of
water and coal, and the ease with which
they start. At present there are some 50
locomotives equipped with the Schmidt su
perheater in use or in course of construc
tion for the Prussian state railroads, and
all the different types of locomotives at
present in use on this system are being
tried with the Schmidt superheater. No
official reports of the results obtained have
been published more recently than 1902.
Owing to the difficulty of obtaining
absolute accuracy, the results of the va
rious tests of the efficiency of locomotives
using superheated steam as compared with
other engines have varied considerably, and
there exists more or less difference of
opinion as to the limit of economy in fuel
and water that has been and is likely to
be attained by the use of superheated steam.
Personal investigation has, however, elic
ited the fact that a number of official re
ports of a favorable character on the work
done by engines supplied with superheat
ers have been received. One of the most
satisfactory of these reports relates to the
work of two twin engines with superheater
as compared with the work of two com
pound engines without it, the engines be
ing of similar size and working for a year
on the same track on alternate days, doing
similar service. On one line the saving in
coal of the twin engine over the compound
engine was 6 per cent; on the second line,
which ran through a somewhat hilly dis
trict, the saving in coal was 10 per cent.
Furthermore, a second engine, which was
needed to assist the compound engine over
some steep grades, was not necessary with
the twin engine, owing to the greater pow
er obtained by the use of superheated
steam.
Geheimrath Garbe claims that an in
crease of power of 30 per cent is attained
by the use of superheated steam, but ow
ing to the somewhat contradictory results
obtained by different tests it is believed that
absolutely accurate data as to the extent of
the increase of power do not exist. The
testimony of the Prussian railroad authori
ties tends, however, to show that it is very
considerable. The saving of coal has been
20 per cent where the work of twin engines
of the same type has been compared, but
the highest economy in coal consumption
obtained by the Schmidt superheater on a
twin engine, when its work is compared
with that of a compound engine, is 10 per
cent.
Mr. Garbe maintains that in consider
ing the question of expense the twin en
gine with superheater should be compared
with the compound locomotive. He con
tends that the use of the compound engine
has been rendered desirable only by the
defects of ordinary steam, that with highly
superheated steam the simpler and less ex
pensive twin engine, working with steam
at much lower pressure, is capable of tak
ing its place for all purposes, and that it
will be possible by the use of superheated
steam to reduce the types of engines used
in Germany to five or six. He asserts that
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while the compound engine is more eco
nomical, is capable of attaining greater
speed, and is more powerful at high speed
than the twin engine when ordinary steam
is used by both engines, the advantages of
the compound engine disappear when it is
compared with a properly constructed twin
engine using superheated steam at from 550
to 650 degrees F. He bases his judgment
on experience obtained on the Prussian
railroad and on the inherent superiority of
highly superheated steam.
The most recent trial that an engine
equipped with the Schmidt superheater has
undergone was at the high-speed steam lo
comotive tests made on the track between
Marienfelde and Zossen, when an engine
built by the firm of Borsig and equipped
with a Schmidt superheater made a speed
of 7^/2 miles with a full train of six cars,
and a speed of 84^2 miles an hour with a
train of three cars, the energy developed
being about 2,000 horsepower. The Borsig
engine, unlike the other three engines, was
not built specially for these trials, but only
one of its competitors equaled it in speed.
Encouraged by the success obtained by
Schmidt, other inventors have taken up the
same line of work and have produced su
perheaters of varying degrees of practica
bility. Of these the Pielock is the one that
has received the most attention in this
country. It consists of a chamber or metal
box located in the boiler, from which it
is separated by a metal wall through which
the boiler flues pass. The interior of the
superheater is divided up by walls in such
a manner that the steam in passing through
the different subcompartments is made to
circulate along the boiler flues. Owing to
the risk of injury to the flues, it has not
been found desirable to place the super
heater too close to the furnace. The tem
perature in the furnace flues is reduced by
passing through the water of the boiler,
and the temperature attained by the steam
in the superheater is from 440 to 500 de
grees F.
As will be seen by the foregoing there
exists a radical difference between the
Schmidt and Pielock superheaters- While
in the former the steam is heated to from
540 to 660 degrees F. by means of one
large flue, which conveys part of the fur
nace gas to the superheater chamber, in the
Pielock system all the furnace gas is passed
through the superheater by means of the
boiler flues, the steam being heated only
from 450 to 500 degrees.
In all some ten engines have been or
are to be equipped with the Pielock su
perheater by the Prussian state railroads,
but it has not been possible to obtain satis
factory information as to the results re
cently obtained. Only old engines have
been experimented with, one of the princi
pal advantages of the Pielock over the
Schmidt superheater being that old engines
can be equipped with it without expensive
alterations. In order to equip an engine
with a Schmidt superheater capable of giv
ing the steam a high temperature it is nec
essary to enlarge the smoke box in order
to make room for the superheater, and in
case the superheater is made smaller, the
old smoke box being retained, it is possi
ble to obtain only moderate temperatures.
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similar to those obtained by the Pielock
system.
The Saxon and Austrian government
railroads are also experimenting on a small
scale with the Pielock superheater, but the
only official tests of engines provided with
it that have been made public took place
on the track between Breslau and Glogau,
where the work done by two engines with
superheaters and two similar ones without
them was compared, each engine making
ten trips over the same track on alternate
days. One of the Pielock engines attained
an economy of 14.7 per cent in coal and 18
per cent in water, while the economy
achieved by the other engine was far less
important.
It is claimed for the Pielock superheater
by its inventor that it can be used on old
as well as new locomotives, as it can be
adjusted to any boiler, and that no loss of
power is entailed, as, owing to the greater
efficiency of the superheated steam, the
space taken up in the boiler is more than
compensated for ; that owing to the sim
plicity of construction of the Pielock su
perheater it is cheaper than any other type,
costing from $450 to $600 only for a 2 to
4-cylinder Prussian express locomotive ;
that with it there is no loss from radiation,
as any heat lost in the superheater raises
the temperature of the water in the boiler;
that it is less subject to repair than any
other superheater, and needs no special
cleaning other than the cleaning of the
boiler flues, which would have to be done
anyway; and that no extra labor is en
tailed on the part of the locomotive engi
neer.
Adherents of the Schmidt system claim
that it is impossible to obtain sufficient in
crease in efficiency with the moderate tem
perature attained by the Pielock superheat
er to justify its use; while partisans of the
Pielock system claim that the large furnace
flue used in the Schmidt system is likely
to leak where it is connected with the su
perheater ; that the highly superheated
steam is very injurious to the machine
parts which it comes in contact with ; and
that toe much heat goes out of the chim
ney.
While differences of opinion may still
exist as to what type of superheater is the
best, the patient investigation and experi
ments that have been carried on in Ger
many have established the fact that super
heated steam can be used with locomotives
as well as with stationary engines. When
the much greater efficiency of superheated
over ordinary steam is taken into consid
eration there seems strong reason, to be
lieve that the success already obtained by
the stationary engine will be repeated with
the locomotive—that materially superior
economy in power will be attained by the
use of superheated steam, which will in
time come into general use for locomotives.
Word comes from Vancouver, British
Columbia, that a firm there is manufactur
ing wire wound wooden pipe, which is
found superior to iron pipe for carrying
water and similar purposes. It is lighter
to handle and is not so liable to burst and
to freeze as is iron pipe, which should be
a distinct advantage, especially at places as
far north as Vancouver.
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METHOD OF TESTING LUBRICATING wash a sample of oil with distilled water.
OILS.
Draw off the water and add to it a few
drops of phenolphthalein ; if it turns a
BY D. B. DIXON.
IN order to properly test an oil, it should reddish color the presence of alkali is indi
be subjected to a chemical analysis to cated. If a piece of litmus paper dipped
determine its purity, as oils are very into the water changes color, it is a sign
frequently "loaded." In fact, all cheap of acidity. Next take a sample and add a
oils are loaded with gelatine, paraffin, little sulphuric acid, which should give a
alum curds, etc. After its purity has yellowish brown color only. Should it
been satisfactorily determined, the oil darken or blacken the oil, or increase the
temperature considerably, it indicates a low
should be passed through an oil-testing ma
grade
of oil, mixed with resin and fat oils.
chine in order to determine its value as a
If a little caustic soda or soda-ash solu
lubricant. B.ut as few engineers are chem
tion be mixed with the oil and shaken up,
ists, and fewer still possess oil-testing ma
chines, I will give the methods I have used and it should cloud up or look soapy, this
and from which I obtained good results. is an indication of animal oil. Paraffin is
In the first place a good lubricant should also highly objectionable. A convenient test
be free from corrosive action and gritty for paraffin is to put a bottle of the engineoil on ice for 15 or 20 minutes ; if the oil
matter. A lubricating oil should have suf
ficient gravity—that is, density of body— becomes cloudy, it is loaded with paraffin
to sustain the weight carried by the journal. and should be rejected without further ar
gument or investigation. To test an oil
The gravity of an oil is taken at 60 de
for gritty matter procure some white fil
grees F., so that an increase in the tempera
tering paper, such as druggists use, and
ture of an oil causes a decrease in its grav
ity. By the fire test of an oil is meant the filter a sample of the oil in a vessel cov
temperature at which that particular oil ered from dust. The gritty matter, if any,
will ignite. The fire test of cylinder oil will show up on the paper. Or put a small
should be not less than 600 degrees F., quantity of the oil in a perfectly clean,
and engine oil should have a fire test of white teacup and filter it over into an
other cup by means of a syphon made of
400 degrees.
As a first precaution to secure good candlewick. The gritty matter, if any,
will show up in the first cup. But ob
lubricants, deal only with reputable con
cerns who will guarantee to furnish a serve that during this filtering process the
uniform quality of oil every time, paying oil must be well protected from dust.
them a fair price which agrees with the
standard market quotations. Bear in mind
For the last two years the subcom
the fact that there is no "bargain counter"
in an oil store. A good test for oil is to mittee of the Engineering Standards com
place single drops in line upon a piece of mittee has been sitting and has now issued
plate glass about 8 inches wide and from an interim report embodying the chief con
24 to 30 inches long, one end being raised clusions so far arrived at. The work is
about 6 or 8 inches to form an inclined far from completion, and the very impor
plane. The drops of oil start from the top tant question of temperature rise permissi
of this inclined plane upon a race with ble has not yet been decided. It is stated,
however, that experiments carried out at
each other. The first day sperm oil will
the
National Physical laboratory and at
be found in the rear, but after a while it
some
makers' works make it probable that
will catch up and overtake the rest, and
the
limits
to be fixed will be more liberal
will be found in motion even after the other
than either the American or the German
oils have dried up. An oil having a light regulations allow. Important results are
body runs quickly and dries quickly, but expected from these experiments, which
an oil that has both body and a free flow are still in progress. The standard fre
will readily be detected by this test.
quency is fixed at 50 cycles per second, a
An oil may have good body and yet value already very generally adopted in
have a tendency to gum badly, which qual
Great Britain. This is suitable for both
ity will also be easily detected upon the lighting and power, and, with well-bal
glass. The glass should be placed in a anced engines or with turbines, there is no
dust-proof box, and the oil covered from difficulty in running rotary converters at
the dust while these tests are being made. this frequency. Alternative frequency of
A good test for the presence of acids is to 25 cycles is, however, permitted where the
put small quantities of oils in copper circumstances call for it.
dishes, which are easily made by depressing
The voltages for general supply are to
bits of sheet copper with a ball-pene ham
be 110, 220, 440 and 500 volts at consum
mer. If acid is present it will attack the ers' terminals, and for traction 500 volts.
copper and extract the verdigris. Animal For high - pressure alternating - current
and vegetable oils are often compounded transformers the primary electromotive
with a mineral oil in order to produce an forces are 2,000, 3,000, 6,000 and 10,000
engine oil having high viscosity and fire- volts, and for the generators 10 per cent
test; and such a compound should never higher. The 3,000-volt standard seems to
be accepted at any price. As regards be somewhat unnecessary. The standards
hydrocarbon or mineral oils, a few simple relating to generators and motors are in
tests are here given which can be made by complete, but it is interesting to note that
any engineer. The color of the oil should electromotive force waves of sine form
be perfectly clear, as cloudiness indicates are prescribed, and the pressure rise be
the presence of water or an excess of tween full load and no load of separately
paraffin. When treated with . an alkali it excited alternators on noninductive loads
should not saponify. If it does it is mixed is specified not to exceed 6 per cent.
with animal fats. To detect acid or alkali,
a. h. a.
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In this department uie -will answer as promptly as possible ail questions pertaining- to power plant engineering submitted by our
readers. It should be remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is
desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail answer. Questions should have all related facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give
an answer for -want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, 77ie Engineer, jjj Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
J. W. J WEIGHT REQUIRED FOR SAFETY VALVE ;
TO FIND STRIKING POINTS OF PISTON.
"1. My safety valve is
inches in dia
meter, the lever is 20 inches long, distance
from center of gravity to fulcrum, 6J/2
inches ; weight of lever, 1 pound ; weight
of valve, 1 pound; distance between the
center of valve stem and fulcrum, 3 inches ;
What weight should be placed on the lever
to balance 100 pounds in the boiler ? 2. How
can I find the striking points in an air com
pressor so as to enable the steam and air
pistons to be adjusted at the same time?"
A.—1. The pressure, 100 pounds, is
measured on 1 square inch and conse
quently the resistance to this pressure must
be expressed in pounds per square inch.
The downward thrust of the valve itself
or the weight of the valve for 1 square inch
of surface is equal to the total weight di
vided by its area or 1 pound
1.767 square
inches area = 0.56 pound on 1 square inch
which tends to hold the valve against its
seat. The downward thrust of the lever is
equal to its weight multiplied by the dis
tance between the center of gravity and the
fulcrum and the product divided by the dis
tance between the valve stem and the ful
crum. The resistance of the lever is 1
pound X 6yi inches -f- 3 inches = 2.16
pounds on the whole valve or on 1.767
square inches, consequently the resistance
on 1 square inch is 2.16 pounds -~- 1.767
square inches = 1.22 pounds. The re
sistance of the valve and lever, therefore,
is 1.22 + °-56 = 178 pounds on I square
inch. The actual upward pressure to be
balanced is 100 pounds minus the down
ward thrust of the valve and lever which
is 100 — 1.78 = 98.22 pounds on each
square inch. The total upward pressure of
steam is equal to 1.767 square inches X
08.22 pounds = 173.55 pounds. The lever
age is 3 inches, and the force exerted at
the fulcrum tending to turn the lever on
the pin is equal to the force, 173.55 pounds,
multiplied by the leverage, 3 inches, which
gives 520.65 pounds. The weight has a
leverage of 20 inches, and the weight mul
tiplied by the leverage must equal 520.65
pounds in order to balance the upward
pressure. If 520.65 pounds be divided by
the weight of the ball, the result will be
length of the lever, and similarly if 520.65
be divided by the length of lever the result
will be the weight of the ball which is
520.65 -r- 20 = 26 pounds.
2. The striking points of a piston are
found by disconnecting the piston rod from
the crosshead, or from the piston at the
opposite end of the rod, and pushing the
piston to be tested firmly against one of the
cylinder heads. Then either the piston rod
or the crosshead should be marked and a
similar mark, either in line with it or at
a known distance from it, made on the
frame or other stationary part of the ma
chine. Repeat this operation at the oppo

site end of the stroke. The same method
will give the striking points of the other
piston. When the piston rods are con
nected up and the pistons moved to the
ends of the normal or working stroke, the
distances between the lines on the rods and
those of the frame will indicate the extent
of the clearances. If the stationary line is
placed so that dividers must be used, then
the clearance will be equal to the difference
between the distance spanned by the divid
ers when the piston rods are disconnected
and when they are connected up again.
A. H. J AREA OF SEGMENT OF CIRCLE.
"1. I have seen the following answers
given to the accompanying problems, but I
cannot get the same figures, by the rule I
use. Is the trouble with me or with the
following answers? A 72-inch boiler head
contains a scertain segment of a circle to
be stayed. The distance from the top of
the shell to the top of the tubes is 28 inches,
and it is assumed that the shell stays the
head to a distance of 3 inches measured
from the shell, and that the tubes stay the
head to a distance of 2 inches above the
tubes. What is the area of the segment to
be stayed? The answer given was 1,061
square inches. 2. What is the area of the
segment of a circle to be stayed when the
diameter of the circle is 60 inches and the
height of the segment 15 inches? The an
swer given to this was 500 square inches."
A.—1. The area to be stayed in a 72inch boiler head in which the distance from
the shell to the top row of tubes is 28
inches, and the other conditions as men
tioned, is equal to the area of a segment of
a circle 66 inches in diameter, the height of
the segment being 23 inches (28—3—2). To
find the area of this segment divide the
height by the diameter of the circle of which
the segment is a part. Find the quotient in
a table of areas of segments of circles and
multiply the corresponding fraction by the
square of the diameter of the circle. In
the example given, it is 23 -7- 66 = 0.363 and
the corresponding fraction in the table re
ferred to is 0.2574. The area of the seg
ment therefore is 0.2574 X (66 X 66) =
1 121.23 square inches.
2. Following the same rule as in ex
ample 1, we find the area in example 2 to
be : 15 — 60 = 0.4. The corresponding
fraction in the table is 0.2933, and 0.2933 X
(60 X 60) = 1055.88 square inches area of
segment.
G. G. ; CAUSTIC SODA IN BOILER.
"1. Is it injurious to boil out a steam
boiler with caustic soda? 2. Is carbonate
of soda better than caustic soda? 3. Is
there a method for figuring the safe load
for lag screws?"
A.—1. It depends upon how much caus
tic soda is used each time, and also upon the
size of the boiler.
2. Carbonate of soda is, perhaps, safer

because it is not as strong as caustic soda
and there will be less danger of injuring
the plates in case too large an amount were
used. When boiling out a boiler, from 20
to 30 pounds of carbonate of soda may be
used in a boiler 60 inches in diameter and
15 feet long, and a proportionate amount
for boilers of other sizes. About one-half
as much caustic soda should be used.
3. It would be difficult to construct a
formula for ordinary use for finding the
holding power or safe load for lag screws
because the maximum resistance will de
pend not only upon the kind of wood but
also upon the condition of the wood and
this will be found to be extremely variable.
It will also be found impracticable in the
majority of cases to determine with a rea
sonable degree of accuracy just what the
condition of the wood is.
In experiments made upon lag screws,
Yz and .;s inch in diameter, in seasoned
white oak, it was found that the maximum
resistance was 8,000 and 8,300 pounds re
spectively when driven into the wood to a
depth of 4 inches. The holding power of
oak is about 2.35 times that of cedar, and
2.2 times that of yellow pine.
0. A. B.; CAUSE OF WATER IN STEAM CYLIN
DERS.
"We have four 60-inch by 16-foot tu
bular boilers supplying steam to a sawmill.
The domes are 20 inches in diameter and
the pipes connected to the dome are 8, 6, 4,
3'A, 3 and 1% inches in diameter. We
carry 110 pounds pressure and have no
trouble keeping up steam, but we do have
trouble from water working into our steam
feeds and niggers, and at times the steam
appears to have no force at all. What
would cause this state of affairs?"
A. It is not quite clear whether the
water is due to trouble at the boilers or to
condensation, principally in the cylinders.
It is possible the boilers foam or prime to
some extent, perhaps both, and that the
water due to these causes added to consid
erable condensation in the cylinders is suf
ficient to render them useless. We would
suggest arranging to constantly drain the
cylinders and if that fails then it will be
necessary to put in separators as near the
cylinders as possible. The fact that water
is present at intervals suggests the possi
bility of the steam mains being inclined to
wards the boiler instead of towards the en
gine and other machines using steam.
J. A. J HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.
"What is your opinion concerning the
best methods of preparation for a person
who desires to become a thorough steam
engineer? I am a graduate of one of the
leading technical institutes with the degree
of M. E."
A. In order to become a thoroughly
competent steam engineer it is necessary to
have experience in the engine and boiler
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rooms. A person can learn more of the
little things, which go toward making a
competent engineer, by engaging in the
work in the engine and boiler rooms than by
superintending the work. We would, there
fore, advise you to obtain employment in a
power plant, preferably a large one, and en
gage in as many different kinds of work as
circumstances will permit. A person pos
sessing a good technical education by ob
servance of minor details and by actually
engaging in the work of running a steam
plant, can acquire a great deal of practical
information in from 1 to 2 years, depending
upon the opportunities for performing the
various duties of fireman, oiler and engi
neer.
C. M. B. ; ARRANGEMENT OF A 20-CELL, BAT
TERY.
"I have 20 cells in a battery; each cell
has an electromotive force of 1.2 volts and
a resistance of 0.8 of an ohm. The resist
ance of the circuits is 1.1 ohms. Which
arrangement will give the greatest current,
series or parellel, and what will be the
total resistance, electromotive force and
current in each case?"
A. The arrangement which will give
the greatest current from a number of cells
is that which makes the internal resistance
of the battery equal to the external re
sistance of the circuit. For 20 cells, each of
which has 0.8 of an ohm resistance, the
total resistance in series is 16 ohms, and the
total resistance all in parallel is 0.04 of an
ohm. For a series arrangement the cur
rent would be the electromotive force,
20X1-2 = 24, divided by the resistance.
16+1.1 = 17.1, or would be 1.4 amperes.
For the parallel arrangement the current
would be 1.2-5-1.14=1.05 amperes.
If the cells are connected ten in series,
with two series in parallel, the resistance of
the cells would then be 5.1 ohms, and the
electromotive force 12 volts. The current
would be 12 5.1 = 2.35 amperes. If 5
cells are connected in series and the 4 sets
in parallel, the resistance of the battery
would be 1 ohm, and the current would be
6-5-2.1=2.85 amperes. This is the best
arrangement you can get of the 20 cells on
the given circuit.
•
W. C. ; COMPOUND TO REMOVE ALL SCALE.
"I should like to know whether there is
a compound on the market that will remove
all scale from a boiler. I am using a com
pound at present and clean my boilers
thoroughly every 3 months. I always find
a little scale in the boiler."
A. We do not know of any ready-made
compound that can be guaranteed to re
move all the scale from a boiler, that is, any
boiler, whatever the location may be. A
compound can, no doubt, be made that will
prevent scale entirely, provided it is made
to suit requirements of the water.
D. E. ; MEYER CUTOFF VALVE.
"Please tell me how to set the cutoff
valve on an engine fitted with the Meyer
valves."
A. Place the main valve in its midtravel position by moving the flywheel.
Then loosen the cutoff eccentric and turn
it first to one extreme position and then
the other, seeing that the ends of the cutoff
valve travel equal distances beyond the
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ports in the main valve. Place the crank
on the dead center, then, if the valve gear
does not contain a rocker shaft which re
verses the direction of the valve relative to
the eccentric, turn the cutoff eccentric in
the direction the engine is to run until the
center of the full part is nearly opposite
the crank; the exact position is immaterial.
Secure the cutoff eccentric to the shaft at
this point. Measure off on the guide, be
ginning at the end of the crosshead travel,
the distance the piston is to travel when
steam is cut off. Turn the crank in the
direction it is run until the end of the crosshead nearest the end of the guide reaches
the line on the guide. Now adjust the dis
tance between the cutoff valves so that the
admission port in the main valve will be
just closed.
J. C. C. ; CUTTING HOLE IN BOILER HEAD.
"Will tapping a hole in the head of a
60-inch by 16-foot boiler large enough to
receive a 2-inch pipe tend to weaken the
head or injure the boiler; if so, to what
extent?"
A. Cutting a hole in a boiler head or
shell invariably weakens it, but to what
extent it is impossible to say without know
ing the condition of the metal, the thick
ness, and the pressure carried. However,
it is probable no serious weakening of the
head will result under moderately high
pressures, say, 80 or 90 pounds. Much
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SECTIONAL VIEW OF BOILF.R.
better results can be obtained by connecting
the blowoff pipe to the bottom of the shell
near the rear head and re-enforcing the
plate by means of a ring riveted to the
shell. This method is preferable regardless
of the disposition of the pipe either inside
or outside the boiler. A pipe entering the
head must necessarily lie several inches
above the bottom of the boiler so that no
sediment can be removed from the plate,
and in any case a very small percentage of
the accumulated sediment can be removed
by opening the blowoff valve. The prin
cipal advantage in opening the blowoff is
the removal of the sediment which collects
in the pipe, thus keeping the pipe clear.
Even if a collector be placed inside the
boiler as good results can be obtained by
running the blowoff pipe through the shell
instead of through the head, and, too, it is
better for the boiler as well as for the pipe.
B. F. W. J EXPANSIONS OF A COMPOUND ENGINE.
"How many expansions are there in a
compound engine having a cylinder ratio
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of 3yi, the cutoff in the high-pressure cyl
inder occurring at one-third stroke?"
A. When the piston in the high-pres
sure cylinder reaches the end of the stroke,
the steam will occupy three times the space
it did at the point of cutoff and the num
ber of expansions, therefore, is three. The
volume of the low-pressure cylinder is 3}4
times the volume of the high-pressure
cylinder so that when the low-pressure pis
ton reaches the end of the stroke there will
have been 3^2 expansions in the low-pres
sure cylinder for each expansion in the
high-pressure cylinder. The total number
of expansions, therefore, is 3 X 2>lA =
G. E. H. J OBJECT OF AIR CHAMBER ON PUMPS.
"What is the advantage in having an
air chamber on the suction pipe of a duplex
pump? In one case the air chamber is
threaded into a tee close to the pump. The
latter chamber is used in addition to the
ordinary air chamber."
A.—When an air chamber is placed on
the suction pipe of a pump it is called a
vacuum chamber to distinguish its location
and use from the usual air chamber. Vacu
um chambers are used for the purpose of
changing, as far as possible, continuous into
intermittent motion. The moving column
of water in the suction pipe is retarded
more or less at the ends of the strokes
of the water pistons and the momentum
of the water carries it up into the vacuum
chamber, thus compressing the air in the
chamber to a greater or less degree, de
pending upon the speed of the pump. When
the piston starts, after its momentary pause
at the ends of the stroke, the air in the
chamber expands, thus creating a partial
vacuum above the water, and aiding the
piston in again setting the column of water
in motion. Thus the flow of water in the
suction pipe and into the suction chamber
is much more uniform under high speeds,
the flow being retarded easily and without
shock and started again promptly when the
piston begins the stroke. Vacuum cham
bers are particularly serviceable on high
speed pumps, such as fire pumps and the
like.
H. C. B. ; CAPACITY OF DUPLEX AND SINGLE
CYLINDER PUMPS.
"1. Has a 6 and 4 x 8-inch single cy
linder pump the same capacity as a 6 and
4 x 6-inch duplex? 2. Is the duplex pump
more wasteful of steam than the single
cylinder pump of the same capacity?"
A-i. The capacity of cylinders of the
same diameter varies directly with the
length of stroke as the case may be. Since
the diameter of the water cylinders in the
pumps mentioned are the same one cylin
der of the duplex will have 6-8 of the
capacity of the single cylinder of the other
pump, but as the duplex has two cylinders
the capacity of the latter, therefore, is
12-8 that of the single cylinder pump.
2. If very careful tests were to be
made to determine the relative economy of
the duplex and single cylinder types of
pumps, it is probable the results would be
slightly more favorable to the latter type,
but in practice few plants are managed
with sufficient precision to determine the
difference in economy.
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TELPHERAGE IN THE NEW ORLEANS
LIGHTING OO.'S PLANT.
Telpherage, or the automatic conveying
of material by means of an electrically op
erated car, is becoming a most important
feature of conveying equipment. The il-
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Figure 2 shows, in better detail, the
construction of the telpher car with the
hoist and bucket machinery. Both hoist
ing and traversing motors are directly un
der control of the telpher man, who is
placed in a cab above the bucket. Current

FIG. I. TRACK BESIDE THE COAL CAR SIDING.
lustrations here shown are of the plant at
the works of the New Orleans Lighting
Co., which is one of the largest gas lighting
companies in the South. These works are
fully equipped with all the latest appliances,
which have been installed under the suc
cessful management of Thomas D. Miller.
The material, with complete working
drawings, for the plant was shipped from
New York and installed under Mr. Miller's
direction. The installation is used to con
vey coal from closed or box cars into the
generator house or coal shed as may be de
sired, and may also take coal from the
shed to the generator house. The plant
has been in operation for some time with
the utmost regularity and has given com
plete satisfaction. On the occasion of a
recent visit of the civil engineers of New
Orleans and vicinity to the plant, the
telpherage system was one of the chief ob
jects of interest, and its working was ex
plained by Mr. Miller, who showed the ap
paratus in practical operation and gave a
short description of the economies which
the system was effecting.
Referring to the illustrations, Fig. 1
shows the track where it leaves the gen
erator house and passes along beside the
coal cars and back again to the generator
house. The telpher car is seen in the
center of the track, the bucket being low
ered at the side of the car and operated by
the man who is in charge of the work.
In using the system, the coal may either
be shoveled into buckets and Tioisted and
transferred in the usual way, or clam
shell buckets may be used to take coal di
rectly from the car or storage pit. In the New
Orleans plant the former method is used.
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THE YANTIS BOILER CLEANER.
The accompanying drawing shows a
boiler cleaner recently brought out by N.
W. and S. Yantis of Assumption, 111.,
which provides novel means of separating
mud and other impurities from the water

FIG. 2. DETAILS OF THE TELPHER CAR AND HOIST.

is conveyed to the motors by the two wires in steam boilers, thus preventing the for
which are seen in the upper left-hand cor
mation of scale, foaming and other an
ner. The weight of the car, bucket and noyances incident to generating steam
cab is carried on the overhead
track, as shown. The third
figure, which is a view inside
the coal shed, shows a bucket
just after the coal has been
dumped. Below the bucket
are shown the rafters of the
old coal shed roof, from
which the covering was re
moved when the new monitor
roof was built above, for the
accommodation of the telpher
track. By this construction,
the coal shed can be filled to
the very peak of the roof,
thereby using all possible
space for storage.
In the generator house, the
track passes above the boilers
and gas generators, independ
ent support being erected to
carry the track. Where the
roof timbers and tressels are
of sufficient strength, the tel
pher tracks can be attached
directly to the cross girders,
but in this case separate sup
port was necessary. The
drawings for the plant were
FIG. 3. TRACK AND TELPHER INSIDE THE COAL SHED.
made and the material fur
nished by the United Tel
pherage Co. of New York City, but all from water laden with impurities. By re
drawings were passed upon and approved by ferring to the drawing, it will be seen
F. H. Shelton, a well-known gas engineer that the device is so constructed that it is
of Philadelphia. The success of the plant only necessary to remove the manhole
is largely due, however, to the care and plate at the front of the boiler in order to
ability shown by Mr. Miller.
install it, and that it does not require the
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services of a skilled mechanic nor extra
tools to quickly install it in any boiler or
steam drum.
Referring to the drawing it will be
seen that the device consists of a frame,
and a pan which is slidably mounted in the
frame, and which allows the removal of the
pan for disposing of the accumulation of

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF THE CLEANER.
sediment, and when necessary the frame
can also be quickly and easily removed.
The frame consists of a series of supports
connected by longitudinal angle bars, and
horizontal bars near the base, which form
the support for the pan. The uprights are
connected to the convex cover at the top.
The frame is also provided with small
legs, which elevate the pan a sufficient dis
tance from the firesheet to allow free cir
culation of water underneath it, which dur
ing the process of boiling creates a con
tinuous upward current. The upward cur
rent is directed into the pan by the circular
shaped cover, which is placed at a suffi
cient distance above the top of the pan to
allow the water to circulate beneath it, as
well as over the pan.
Between the cover and pan is a pair of
inverted V shaped fenders, which serve to
break the current of boiling water, thus
checking the particles of sediment and
causing a certain proportion of them to
settle in the pan, where they are not dis
turbed until removed from the boiler. The
sediment is precipitated because of the
quiescent state of the water in the pan,
while the absence of circulation is due to
the fact that heat does not come in direct
contact with the pan. The water in the
pan is not as hot as the water surrounding
it, and as the hotter water rises, the cooler
portions come in contact with the heating
surfaces, thus constantly creating an up
ward current of water, and the more rapid
these currents become the more efficient
the purifier and boiler will be.
The simpler way to obtain the best
efficiency of the boiler is by keeping the
tubes and shell of the boiler clean and
free from scale, and the water free from
mud and other impurities. It is impossible
to separate and remove all the solubles
without subjecting the water to consider
able heat, and in order to do this it must
necessarily come in contact with the in
tensely heated surfaces of the tubes and
shell, where the process of separation is
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constantly going on. In the absence of a
purifying device of some kind that will
collect and retain these minute particles,
they will either continue to circulate
through the boiler or become fastened to
the heating surfaces, thus tending to lessen
the efficiency of the boiler and increase the
fuel and repair bills. By using a purifying
device which tends to remove the impuri
ties, these losses can be greatly eliminated
and the efficiency of the boiler more easily
maintained.
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THE NEW WONDER OIL FILTER.
A new and improved type of filter, built
by the The Ncwman-Willson Co., of Lambertville, N. J., is shown in Fig. 1. The
apparatus filters from the top, taking the
cleanest part of the oil, or in comparison
to other filters works upside-down. It
filters quickly, with a small amount of
filtering material, and, as it is automatic in
its operation, requires but little attention.
In the sectional view shown in Fig. 2,
A is the receiver, containing a strainer
through which the oil passes into the tube
K and is conducted to the bottom of the
washer and settling chamber, /, which con
tains water up to the line, C. On the lower
end of tube AT is a disk to prevent the oil
from being forced to the bottom and stirring
up the dirt that has settled there, and
just above this disk, in the sides of the
tube, are outlet holes, over which is an
other larger disk to spread the oil and keep
it from following up the walls of the tube.
Thus the oil is washed as it passes up
through the water.
The oil passes from this part of the
filter into the main part through holes, as
indicated by the arrows, but in such a way
that it does not stir up the dirt that has
settled in this part of the filter, and both

TEST OF WORTHINGTON PUMPING
ENGINE.
In view of the intense interest at pres
ent manifested in the steam economy
of prime movers, both of the reciprocating
and turbine types, it is impossible to pass
without remarking some results lately ob
tained in an official pumping engine test
at the Park Avenue Pumping Station,
Chicago. The engine is of the Worthington, duplex, reciprocating, triple-expansion
type, having semirotary steam valves, but
no flywheel. The latter is replaced by
compensating cylinders so arranged that
their pistons retard the motion of the main
piston during the first part of the stroke,
but assist it towards the close, giving a
uniform resultant thrust. The
pistons of these auxiliary cyl
inders work against air under
pressure from a tank. The en
gines are vertical and the
weight of the pistons, plungers
and rods is counter-balanced by
another auxiliary balancing
plunger, also working through
the medium of water against
air under pressure.
-~ MADE BY :—
TmNEWMAN-WILLSONr.n
The capacity of the engine
UMBERTVIUt.N. J.
is about 22,000,000 gallons per
day, against a total head of
slightly over 121 feet, and 660.9
horsepower were indicated in
the test. The duty obtained
was i74,73S,8oi foot-pounds
per 1,000 pounds of steam used,
corresponding to an economy
of 11.32 pounds of steam per
net horsepower delivered in
.water lifted, or 10.01 pounds of
steam per indicated horsepow
er. The steam pressure was
144.45 pounds per square inch,
with 154 degrees F. superheat
at the throttle, the steam cyl
inders being provided with
jackets and reheaters. Two
other engines of the same de
sign in the Central Park Ave
nue Station and three more in
the Springfield Avenue Pump
ing Station have all shown
under test an economy of
steam less than 11 pounds, al FIG. I. EXTERIOR VIEW OF NEWMAN-W1LI.SON OIL FILTER.
though the economy per deliv
ered horsepower was not as high as in the oil and water arc warmed by a single turn
test quoted. These tests were carried out of pipe which is located in the bottom of
under the supervision of the Bureau of En
the unfiltered oil reservoir, but is not
gineering of the City of Chicago and the shown in the cut. The grit and dirt will
power stations are fully described in a pam
settle to the bottom of the oil and water
phlet distributed by Henry R. Worthmg- and will lay there undisturbed and out of
ton of New York City.
the way until it needs removal into the
sewer through the large spigot at D.
A NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT will be
The float, shown in the main portion of
constructed at Danville, Ky.
the filter, is a cylinder 17 inches in diame
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GAS ENGINES FOR SMALL LIGHTING
PLANTS.
Economy of fuel and simplicity of oper
ation make gas engines a desirable motive
power for private lighting plants, provided
certain difficulties are overcome, but gas
engines in small sizes if they are to drive
dynamos satisfactorily, must fulfill several
important conditions.
Of these the most important is voltage
regulation, since more than 2 per cent vari
ation not only produces unpleasant flick
ering of the lights, but also reduces the
life of incandescent lamps. In large en
gines, voltage variation which is due to
change of speed can be readily overcome
by the use of heavy flywheels which will
keep the motion steady from one impulse
to the next; in small gas engines this is a
more difficult matter, as the efficiency of
the engine depends largely on the use of a
proper size of flywheel.
Not only is it necessary to have the
weights in proper proportion, but the mix
ture of air and gas must be right. The
amount of air needed depends upon the
quality of the fuel, and in order to get
the best efficiency from a gas engine with
the least care, the proportions of mixture
should be set permanently and the amount
of the mixture consumed be regulated by
the governor, with a possible exception that
at very light loads the hit or miss regu
lator is perhaps more economical. This
FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW OF FILTER.
makes the mixing chamber and the gov
ernor important factors in the economy of
filtering material, D, which needs be only 1 the engine and the steadiness of turning
inch thick, and is pressed together by an must depend on getting a stronger or weak
er explosion, according as the load is large
iron spider and nut, F.
The oil goes up through the material, or small.
Herewith is illustrated a generating unit
D, for the weight of the float submerges it
designed especially for private lighting and
about 3 inches down into the oil, and over
flows into the pipe /, passing down through
the swing jointed pipe to the lower part,
forming the storage compartment H. When
the float has taken up all the oil it will
come to rest on lugs at the line, C.
The speed of filtering is regulated by
the amount of filtering material, D, and the
screw pressure applied to it. The appa
ratus will do excellent work on 15 gallons
of oil in 24 hours, and can be adjusted and
fitted to filter 100 gallons in the same time,
and still produce clean oil.

ter and 7 inches deep ; the upper part, E,
is an air tight chamber 5 inches deep, caus
ing the cylinder to float; the lower part
extends down 2 inches and contains the

Increasing use of combustion engines
is developing the possibilities of all sorts
of fuels. The Scientific American gives the
following data concerning the use of acety
lene for this purpose :
"There are about eight thousand acety
lene installations, of all capacities, in active
operation at the present time in Germany.
"Acetylene is coming into use for driv
ing gas engines: 5.65 cubic feet develop 1
horsepower, for the development of which
21.19 cubic feet of coal gas are required.
The small weight of calcium carbide needed
for the production of a given illumination
gives acetylene an advantage over other illuminants for colonial and military uses,
where the cost of transport forms an im
portant item. The high temperature of
2,700 degrees of the acetylene Bunsen flame
renders it valuable especially for soldering
purposes.
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Design of the engine is such that the
base is divided at the shaft line so that by
removing eignt bolts the entire top of the
engine can be lifted off without removing
any of the separate parts. This gives free
access to the adjustable bearings, which
are three in number. Cylinder heads, valves
and igniter mechanism can each be removed
separately without disturbing any other
part of the engine. In order to secure sensi
tive regulation, a governor has been de
signed of the flyball type with special valve
mechanism by which the centrifugal force
of the weights acts to hold the governor
floating against the force of gravity. The
multiplying mechanism is such that a slight
change of speed imparts a large movement
to the valves in the mixing chamber, and
the makers state that the engine is thus
enabled to regulate within 2 per cent, even
on the most variable load.
As seen in the figure, the engine is of
the two-cylinder type, working on the fourstroke cycle and with cranks 180 degrees
apart. The engine shown is of 10 horse
power capacity direct-connected to a 9-kilowatt generator of the multipolar, open type.
This has the familiar ring magnet frame
counterbore on each end for mounting bear
ing brackets. The magnet poles are set nearer
to the back of the machine than to the
front so that the commutator is protected
by the frame. Reaction brush holders are
used, the brushes being held in troughs
which are milled out of the solid brass of
the faces of the holders. The armature is
iron clad with form-wound coils, laid in
the insulated slots. The shaft, which is
forged from steel billets, runs in bearings
of the best phosphor bronze.
Johannesburg, South Africa, after in-

direct-connected gas engine unit for isolated plant.
consisting of a National gas engine made
by the National Engineering Co. of Brad
ford, Pa., and an Ideal generator made by
the Ideal Electric & Mfg. Co., of Mansfield,
Ohio.

vestigating all the different kinds of power
plants, has finally decided to install a 21,000
horsepower producer system for using soft
coal. The first installment is to consist of
ten producers and two gas holders.
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THE

HARRIS SMOKE CONSUMING FUR
NACE.
To so burn coal that no smoke shall be
produced, and that the fuel shall be en
tirely consumed, is the problem which con
fronts the man who starts out to design a
furnace or boiler setting. In burning any
of the soft coals which are rich in volatile
carbon compounds, special care must be
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in Fig. I. In this arch is a steam pipe with
1-32-inch jets directed towards the bridge,
and through this hollow arch the heated
air and steam are introduced into the fire
chamber. In the combustion chamber are
also placed inverted arches of fire-brick
checker work, through which the gases pass
and arc thus thoroughly mingled with the
air and steam from the hollow arches, and
the hot air from the hollow bridge wall.

t

3
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FIG. I.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF HARRIS FURNACE.
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the boiler. The amount of air to be ad
mitted through the sheet steel flues is con
trolled by a single pull chain at the front
of the boiler, and is regulated to corre
spond to the amount of fire carried.
Tests to determine the value of the fur
nace were recently made by Professor C. S.
Brown of Vanderbilt University, Nash
ville, Tenn., the boiler being tested first
with the Harris furnace in use and then
with the ordinary grate. The boiler was
of the horizontal, return-tube type, 60
inches in diameter by 16 feet in length.
Coal used was of Bonair, 4-inch size. Pro
fessor Brown reported that comparison of
the relative smokiness by the Ringelmann
method showed that, with the Harris sys
tem in use, the discharge of black smoke
lasted but 2.34 minutes out of each hour
or 1 1.7 seconds out of each 5 minute inter
val of firing. With a plain grate, on the
other hand, the smoky period was 38.4
minutes out of each hour or 3.2 minutes
out of each 5 minute interval.
As to evaporative results, Professor
Brown reported that with the Harris fur
nace 9.51 pounds of water was the equiva
lent evaporation from and at 212 degrees
per pound of combustible, while without
the Harris furnace the equivalent evapora
tion was 9.25 pounds of water per pound
<>f combustible. This better efficiency was
attributed to the complete combustion ef
fected by the Harris furnace, as shown
by the analysis of the flue gases which
gave 0.1 of 1 per cent carbon monoxide
for the Harris furnace and 0.3 of 1 per
cent for the plain furnace.
Professor Brown concluded, therefore,
that the device will suppress fifteen-six
teenths of the smoke produced under ordi
nary conditions of firing, that the appliance

taken or much of the heating value of the This bridge wall is carried around the
fuel is lost by incomplete combustion or boiler in circular form and is so made that
by burning after the gases have passed out heated air is delivered by sheet steel into
of the combustion chamber, so that there the bridge flues through openings in its
is not time for the heat to pass from the upper surface to the combustion chamber.
In battery settings, the flues in the mid
gases into the heating surfaces of the
dle wall lie in pairs beside each other, with
boiler.
Introducing air at the
bottom of a fire which is
stoked by throwing coal on
top, although it is the com
mon method, is not ideal,
since the volatile carbon
compounds pass off at the
highest point of the fire and
have not time to be com
pletely burned before pass
ing out of the combustion
chamber. In order to over
come this difficulty, air is let
in on top of the fire, but
this air is cold and tends to
check the rapid combustion
of the gases which should
take place.
In the Harris Smoke
■1 i IM*~}& 1
Consuming Furnace, instead
of trying to get oxygen for
the burning of the gases on
CROSS SECTION OF HARRIS FURNACE
FIG. 3. CROSS SECTION THROUGH THE COMtop of the fire by using a
THROUGH THE GRATE.
BUSTION CHAMBER.
thin fire or admitting air
through the fire door, sup
ply flues of sheet iron are built into a wall the width of a single brick, 4 inches, is inexpensive and easily cared for, and
the brick wall and placed so close to between them and the fire. These flues are that the efficiency of the boiler is materi
the furnace that the air passing through constructed of sheet steel from No. 20 to ally increased by its use. It is interesting
them is heated to the temperature of com
No. 16 gage thickness and of a cross sec
to note that the city of Indianapolis is now
bustion before it meets the gases. Forty per tion 6x8 inches for 50 horsepower boilers engaged in putting a Harris furnace under
cent of the required air is furnished in this and from that up to 6 x 24 inches for 500 the boilers of one of its school houses, and
way, the remaining 60 per cent coming horsepower. The upper arch extends from if this succeeds, will adopt it on all city
the front, one-half to three-fourths the school buildings. The furnace is the in
through the grate bars as usual.
The furnace proper consists of a double length of the grate bars, and the lower vention of J. B. Harris, M. D., 71 Arcade
brick arch over the grate and extending arch is from 6 to 16 inches shorter than Building. Nashville, Tenn., who controls the
above half the length of the grate as shown the upper one, depending on the size of rights to use it.
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TWIN ENGINE STEAM FEED FOR
SAWMILLS.
By referring to Fig. 1 it will readily be
seen that the frame of the Wheland twin
engine steam feed is a hollow, rectangular,
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and discharging the exhaust from the bot
tom end. This valve is used to start, stop
and reverse the engine.
It will be readily understood that an
engine having this type of cutoff valve can

FIG. I. THE WHELAND TWTN ENGINE.
castiron box, with arms to support the be made to run backwards by simply
crankshaft and rope drum. The cylinders changing the direction of the steam, or, in
and guides are cast in one piece and bolted other words, admitting it through the exto the edges of the frame, the
cranks being set quartering and
connected to the crosshead in
the usual manner. Each cyl
inder has its own cutoff valve
and eccentric, which are lo
cated inside of the frame.
The valves are of the piston
pattern, without steam and ex
haust laps, and are so set that
each eccentric is at right angles
to the crank of its respective
cylinder. Each cylinder is con
nected by two pipes to the re
versing cylinder, which is lo
cated on the outside of the
frame, as shown in Fig. 1.
These are the steam and ex
FIG. 2. METHOD OF ERECTING AND CONNECTIONS
haust pipes.
The reversing cylinder is
simple in construction, consisting essen
haust pipe. So that to reverse the twin
tially of two pieces, the cylinder and piston engine steam feed, all that is necessary is
with its stem. The valve is of the ordi
to change the connections of the steam and
nary piston type, taking steam at the front, exhaust. This is accomplished by moving

the piston in the reversing valve from one
end of the cylinder to the other. When the
engine is at rest, the piston stands in a
central position, thereby shutting off the
steam from both cylinders. The bracket,
shown above the reversing cylinder, is an
automatic stop, whose office is to shut off
the steam from the cylinder, in case the
operating lever or its connections should
break, a matter which is very essential in
sawmill work.
These feeds are made in two sizes.
Number A has 9x12 inch cylinders and is
suitable for mills cutting 30,000 feet or less
per 10 hours. It has a rope drum 30
inches diameter, which will give a carriage
travel from 96 to 116 feet, according to
the size of rope used. Size B has 11 x
18 inch cylinders and is used for larger
mills. It has a rope drum 36 inches diame
ter and will give a carriage travel of 86
to 150 feet, according to size of rope. The
makers are the Wheland Machine Works
of Chattanooga, Tenn.
Considerable Attention has been at
tracted by the installation of a cen
tral compressed air power transmis
sion plant at the North Amherst
(O.) quarry of the Cleveland Stone
Co., made by the Ingersoll-Sergeant
Drill Co. A remarkable saving, amount
ing to approximately $50,000 a year, was
reported. Since that time the air lines have
been extended to two smaller quarries in
the neighborhood, where the air is now
used to operate a 125-horsepower Brown
Corliss engine, driving six gang sawmill,
two large pumps and several smaller ones,
five channeling machines, five rock drills,
four hoisting stations and several black
smith fires.
The engineers in charge record, as a re
sult of the additional installation, a daily
reduction in cost of $76.40.
While there is a small additional cost
for coke used for reheating, it is offset by
the saving made in repairs, oil and other
supplies through the reduction in the num
ber of drills and channelers used.
Against this plant must be charged its
proportion the cost of the power. A rec
ord made for 30 days shows the daily
charge for power, including interest, de-

OF STEAM FEED TO CARRIAGE.
preciation, fuel, etc., as $16.40, making a
net gain per day at these two quarries of
$60.00. Counting 300 days to the working
year, the saving would amount to $18,000.
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MEETING OF THE AMERICAN BOILER
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIA
TION AT ST. LOUIS.
IN common with many other technical
and engineering societies, the Ameri
can Boiler Manufacturers' Association
decided to hold its annual meeting in the
World's Fair City, where headquarters
were established at the Southern hotel.
About 175 were in attendance, of whom
fifty were ladies. The meetings were held
in the parlors of the hotel, which were
tastefully draped with the American and
Canadian colors, in token of the interna
tional character of the gathering. John
O'Brien, of St. Louis, Mo., called the con
vention to order, and introduced Joseph
Boyce, vice-president of the St. Louis city
council, who welcomed the association in
behalf of his Honor, Mayor Rolla Wells.
An address of welcome was made by Chas.
J. Wangler, fittingly responded to by Robert
Munroe, Jr., of Pittsburg, Pa. The con
vention was then briefly addressed by
President O'Brien, and formally opened for
business.
At the afternoon session, a committee
from the associate members' branch of the
association appeared and asked for a basis
of work as between the active and associate
membership in regard to the entertainment
features at annual conventions. An amicable
understanding was arrived at as to the
status of the associate members in this re
gard, and Secretary Farasey took the op
portunity to say that the association de
sired the presence of the associate members
not only at entertainment functions, but at
all times during the conventions, except
when executive sessions are held.
The following committees were an
nounced by President O'Brien: Auditing,
Robert Munroe, Jr., J. Don Smith, Geo. N.
Riley. Nominations, Jas. Lappan, Samuel
Borger, John O'Rorke, Wm. Bateman, Chas.
H. Huff. Time and Place Next Conven
tion, Jos. Wangler, Richard Reeves, John J.
Main, Robt. Munroe, Sr., M. F. Cole.
Wednesday's sessions.
At the morning session on Wednesday,
J. Don Smith, chairman of the committee
on topical subjects, submitted a report, stat
ing that during the past year he had, as
chairman of said committee, sent out re
quests for topics to various members, but
as he had received no responses, begged that
his committee be discharged, but after some
discussion and favorable comment, the com
mittee was continued and the present re
port received and filed.
Col. E. D. Meier, chairman of commit
tee on uniform specifications, sent a com
munication of regret at his inability to be
present, and his report was read by Secre
tary Farasey, and on motion of Mr. Main,
seconded by Mr. O'Rorke, adopted, with
the proviso suggested as an amendment by
Mr. Lappan, that it be considered as a re
port of progress and the committee contin
ued. Mr. Lappan explained that it is a very
important matter to have definitely deter
mined in what department the Bureau of
Inspection will remain.
Election of officers resulted as follows:
President, R. Munroe, Jr., Pittsburg;
Secretary, J. D. Farasey, Cleveland ;
Treasurer, Joseph F. Wangler, St. Louis ;
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temporarily absent from the convention hall,
returned the thanks of Toronto for the
honor conferred, and promised that a royal
reception would await the convention there.
Upon reassembling after dinner, Secy.
Farasey, at the request of C. A. Hunt, an
nounced that Worth Bros. Co., of Coatesville, Pa., had on display in Section 21 of
the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy, at the
World's Fair, some of their product, which
members were invited to inspect. Fifth
vice-president Dundon, of San Francisco,
sent word that owing to a break-down en
route of his train he was detained and could
not be present.
The following new members were re
ceived :
Active : Eureka Humboldt Co., Eureka,
Cal., per Thos. Langford ; Associate-Ameri
can Steel & Wire Co., per W. L. Hirsch,
Pittsburg, Pa. ; H. S. Covey, Cleveland
Pneumatic Tube Co., Chicago, 111. ; Read
ing Iron Co., Reading, Pa., per E. J. Mischler ; J. W. Faessler, of J. Faessler Mfg. Co.,
Moberly, Mo. ; E. A. Downey, National
Tube Works, St. Louis, Mo. ; Western Iron
& Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; American
Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston, Mass. ;
Central Iron & Steel Co., Harrisburg, Pa.,
per Robert H. Irons.
Mr. M. A. Ryan, of the committee on
resolutions in memory of Mr. James F.
Casey, read in a very feeling manner the
report of the committee, and the adoption
of the report was moved by Robert Mun
roe, Sr., and duly seconded. Speaking to
the motion, Jas. Lappan paid a high trib
ute to Mr. Casey's character, having known
him intimately, and having learned to thor
oughly esteem and value him. Mr. Lappan
proposed a rising vote, which was accepted.
P. J. Casey, of Chattanooga, thanked the
members for the honors paid to the memory
of his brother, and assured all present of
his deep appreciation of their action.
Referring to the work of Colonel E. D.
Meier, chairman of the committee on uni
form specifications, Secretary Farasey stated
his conviction that the work being done
on that committee by Colonel Meier was of
the most efficient character, and he had been
aided by the other members of the com
mittee in a way appreciated by the asso
ciation most highly.
The convention, after discussing some
matters of an executive nature, then ad
journed.
While the men were deliberating in
convention, the ladies in the care of an at
tentive committee, were shown every atten
tion possible to make their stay enjoyable,
including automobile rides about the city,
trips to the World's Fair, and dinner ;it
THURSDAYS MEETINGS.
the German restaurant, the entire conven
First on the program was the selection tion taking in the Tyrolean Alps one even
of the next place of meeting. No further ing. The banquet at the Southern hotel,
action was taken upon the report of the on Thursday evening, was the crowning
committee submitted the day previous, but, event. Some 225 guests sat at tabic, and
on motion of Mr. Corbett, seconded by Mr. after enjoying the menu listened to im
Ryan, a ballot was decided on. Duluth, promptu speeches by the following: Capt
Minn., Toledo, O., Toronto, Canada, and Boyce, vice-president of the city council ; H.
Pittsburg, Pa., were placed in nomination, J. Hartley, ex-president A. M. B. A., "Shop
and after taking two ballots, Toronto was Talk"; Robt. Munroe, Jr., "The Greater
selected as the convention city for 1905, A. M. B. A.," viewed from the standpoint
the date to be determined by the local com
of the president-elect of the A. M. B. A. ;
mittee there at the proper time. Joseph Geo. N. Riley, "The Southern Hotel" ; W.
Wright, as representing Mr. Main, who was O. Duntley, president Supply Men's Ass'n,

1st vice-president, M. F. Cole, Newman,
Ga. ; 2nd vice-president, Peter J. HamIer, Chicago; 3rd vice-president, John J.
Main, Toronto, Can. ; 4th vice-president,
John O'Rork, St. Louis; 5th vice-presi
dent, J. Don Smith, Charleston, S. C.
In connection with the matter of se
lection of time and place of next conven
tion, invitations were received from the
Publicity Bureau, Mayor and City Clerk of
Niagara Falls, extending an invitation in
behalf of that city, and verbal invitations
from Mr. Ryan, of Duluth, Minn.; Mr.
Main, of Toronto ; Mr. Reeves, of Toledo,
and also an address by John Stollberg, presi
dent of the Toledo Board of Public Serv
ice. The committee on time and place,
to whom were referred the various invita
tions, reported recommending Toledo, Ohio,
the place to be determined by the local
committee at the convention city. In order
to give the associate members, many of
whom were out with the ladies, a chance to
express themselves, a vote upon the choice
of city was laid over until Thursday morn
ing's session.
A number of topics for discussion in
executive session were submitted in writ
ing, and copies distributed to all members,
by Mr. Lappan, which were made a special
order for the Thursday morning session.
The matter of steps necessary to be -taken
to extend the membership and influence of
the organization was considered at some
length at the Wednesday afternoon session,
and the formation of locals with a delegate
system was recommended by some mem
bers.
The chair appointed as a committee to
prepare suitable obituary resolutions upon
the death of Jas. F. Casey, of Chat
tanooga, Messrs. Cole, Lappan and Ryan.
As a topic to be taken up and consid
ered in open session, the following was pro
posed : "What course or method should be
taken in future to induce and convince all
manufacturers to become members of this
association?" As stated above, a system of
organization, which should comprise the
formation of locals in various cities, and
said locals to appoint delegates, was
favored by some of the members. Others
thought that a national organizer was what
was needed, and business methods of can
vassing adopted.
At the Thursday session the foregoing
and other matters submitted by Mr. Lappan, was put in charge of a special commit
tee of five, consisting of Messrs. Cole, Bor
ger, Hartley, Ryan and R. Munroe, Sr., to
conduct correspondence during the ensuing
year and make report at the next conven
tion.

October is, 19x14.
"Air" ; M. F. Cole, "The Sunny South" ;
John J. Main, "Reciprocity" ; C. E. Dow
ney, chairman Local Entertainment com
mittee, "The Ladies" ; Chas. J. Wangler,
"The Fair" ; J. D. Farasey, and jS. Lappan, "When the Hour is Late."
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS' MEETINGS.
Immediately after the adjournment of
the first session, on Oct. 4, in the parlors of
the Southern hotel, the associate members
met and were called to order by the presi
dent of their organization, W. O. Duntley,
of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., who
presided over their deliberations, W. H. S.
Bateman, of the Lukens Iron & Steel Co.,
acting as secretary.
Minutes of all previous meetings were
read for the information of those present,
and Secretary Bateman at the same time
explained the aims and objects of the or
ganization of the associate members as an
adjunct to the American Boiler Manufac
turers' Association, as designed to fufther
the interests of the parent organization by
taking charge of the entertainment 1 and
social features at the annual conventions,
and incidentally to equalize the expense to
all associate members and others who con
tribute ; to establish a systematized plan of
procedure in planning and executing enter
tainment features, and to place all contrib
utors upon the footing which they deserve.
Mr. Bateman also rehearsed the work of
the executive committee of the Associate
Members' organization in visiting St. Louis
and assisting in the work of selecting proper
headquarters for the present convention.
He also conveyed to the members a message
of greeting from their co-worker in the
field, Frederick R. Case, now seeking
health at Albuquerque, Mexico, and who
has always been a popular and appreciated
participant in the work of past conventions.
By direction of the .meeting, Secretary Bate
man wired to Mr. Case the greetings and
best wishes of the meeting for his recovery
to full health.
Treasurer Hare submitted his report,
which was duly approved.
At the suggestion of Mr. Hirsch, a com
mittee of four, consisting of the president,
vice-president, secretary and treasurer was
authorized to confer with the parent body
and arrive at an understanding as to the re
lations which should govern in reference
to carrying out the details of entertainment
features at future conventions.
Pursuant to adjournment, President
Duntley called the second session to order
on Wednesday. The committee appointed
to confer with the parent body reported
that it appeared before the convention at
the afternoon session of Tuesday, and pre
sented a statement of the matters entrusted
to it, and that a satisfactory basis had been
arrived at upon which to establish the future
work of the Associate Members' organiza
tion at annual conventions. The report was
received, accepted and ordered spread upon
the minutes.
A discussion was had upon various sub
jects for the good and welfare of the active
and associate membership of the American
Boiler Manufacturers' Association, and
some excellent and new ideas were ad
vanced with relation to the ladies' enter
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tainment features at future conventions.
Mr. Room suggested that inasmuch as
the relations between the parent body and
the associate organization had now been
so amicably determined, it was up to the
officers to excel during the coming year
what they had done in the past year, and
he therefore moved that they be given an
other opportunity to show what they could
do, and he moved the re-election of the en
tire list of officers, as follows : W. O.
Duntley. president ; J. T. Corbett, vicepresident : W. H. S. Bateman, secretary;
H. B. Hare, treasurer. The motion was
carried by acclamation, and the officers duly
installed.
At the closing session of the Associate
Members, held on Thursday, at the South
ern hotel, the following were elected as
members of the executive committee of
the Associate Members' organization, after
which they adjourned: Jas. W. Porch, C.
M. Fouche, Columbus Dill, C. M. Chamberlin, A. M. Castle, Victor A. Moore, Thos.
Aldcorn, Wm. L. Hirsch, E. A. Downey,
Fred'k R. Case.
The following associate members were
present : W. O. Duntley, Chicago Pneu
matic Tool Co., Chicago, Ills. ; W. H. S.
Bateman, Lukens Iron & Steel Co., Coatesville, Pa. ; J. T. Corbett, Jos. T. Ryerson
& Son, Chicago, Ills.; H. B. Hare, Otis
Steel Co., Cleveland, O. ; W. C. Walker,
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., St. Louis,
Mo. ; C. H. Starr, Cleveland Pneumatic
Tool Co., Cleveland, O. ; Thos. Aldcorn,
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., New York
City; C. T. Smith, Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Co., Cleveland, O. ; R. H. Irons, Central
Iron & Steel Co., Harrisburg, Pa. ; J. G.
Carruthers, fimbria Steel Co., Cincinnati,
O. ; A. S. McEldowney, Scully Steel & Iron
Co., Chicago, Ills. ; W. L. Hirsch, American
Steel & Wire Co., Pittsburg, Pa.; T. C.
Best, Motive Power, Chicago, Ills.; E J.
Mischler, Reading Iron Co., Reading, Pa. ;
C. M. Chamberlin, A. M. Castle & Co., Chi
cago, Ills. ; G. W. Coen, J. T. Ryerson &
Son, Chicago, Ills. ; J. Dur, Western Iron
& Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; A. G.
Hollingshead, Phila. Pneumatic Tool Co.,
Chicago, Ills. ; C. E. Walker, Chicago Pneu
matic Tool Co., New York; J. B. Corby,
of C. A. Thompson, St. Louis, Mo. ; A. J.
Hewlings, Crane Co., Chicago, Ills. ; C. A.
Hunt, Worth Bros. Co., Cincinnati, O. ;
Fred R. Low, Power, New York City;
J. W. Faessler, J. Faessler Mfg. Co.,
Moberly, Mo. ; J. W. Porch, Lukens Iron
& Steel Co., New Orleans, La. ; C. M.
Fouche, Crucible Steel Co. of America,
Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Victor A. Moore, At
lanta, Ga. ; E. A. Downey, Nat'l Tube
Works Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; Frederick R.
Case, Hoopes & Townsend, Phila., Pa. ;
H. C. Finley, Scully Iron & Steel Co., Chi
cago, Ills. ; W. A. Gates, National Boiler
W orks, Chicago. Ills. ; Horace Parker, Am.
Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston, Mass. ;
W. A. Room, Scully Iron & Steel Co., Chi
cago, Ills. ; W. B. Simpson, Castle & Co.,
Chicago, Ills.; J. L. Prest, A. M. Castle &
Co., Chicago, Ills. ; J. E. Lonergan, J. E.
Lonergan & Co., Phila., Pa. ; I. B. KegIar, C. A. Thompson, St. Louis, Mo. ; H.
F. Higgins, Rand Drill Co., St. Louis, Mo.;
F. Baskerfield, Mgr. Crucible Steel Co. of
America, St. Louis, Mo. ; W. D. Sayle,
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Cleveland Punch & Shear Co., Cleveland,
O. ; D. J. Champion, Champion Rivet Co.,
Cleveland, O. ; Louis M. Henoch, Jos. T.
Ryerson & Son, Chicago, Ills.; R. D. Hur
ley, Rand Drill Co., Chicago, Ills. ; Geo. W.
Whiting, Prest. Geo. W. Whiting Co., Chi
cago, Ills. ; H. P. Hubbell, Cambria Steel
Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; Fred Gurther, J. T.
Ryerson & Son, Chicago, Ills. ; J. A. Hagar,
Western Iron & Supply, Co., St. Louis,
Mo. ; T. M. Doyle., Western Iron & Supply
Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; J. A. Prescott, Rand
Drill Co., St. Louis, Mo.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
New England Water-Works Associa
tion held its 21st annual convention at Holyoke, Mass., Sept. 14 to 16. Headquarters
were at Hotel Hamilton, where technical
papers were read and business transacted.
Most of the time, however, was spent in
sight seeing, for which many local manu
facturing concerns contributed facilities, in
cluding the Coburn Trolley Track Co., The
Holyoke Water Power Co. and The Deane
Steam Pump Co. The latter company es
pecially contributed much to the pleasure
of the meeting by providing a large Knox
touring car, which was used, not only to
convey the visitors to the Deane steam
pump works, but also for many other trips.
One of the latter was a ride to the Ashley
Pond Reservoir, the* New High Service
Reservoir and the Whiting Street Reser
voir, giving the water-works engineers an
excellent opportunity to inspect the work
in connection with the high-service reser
voir.
Visitors to the Deane works were en
tertained by Chas. L. Newcomb, manager,
and the company also maintained a large
reception room at Hotel Hamilton, where
all visitors were cordially welcomed by
Messrs. C. B. Moore and A. M. Pierce of
the Deane Company's Boston office.
Huntington, W. Va., Association N.
A. S. E. held a smoker on Sept. 26, to
which they invited members of the Ash
land, Ky., Lodge No. 2.
John Sabin of the A. A. Griffing Iron
Co. recently gave a talk on steam traps be
fore Massasoit Association N. A. S. E. of
Springfield, Mass. Mr. Sabin explained
fully the principle of operation of steam
traps and presented the association with
a model of the Bundy trap.
Fitchburg, Mass., Association of Sta
tionary Engineers No. 20 held a meeting on
Sept. 18, at which they entertained as
guests H. E. Stone Association No. 32, of
Worcester and Worcester Association No.
4. The entertainment included visits to
various shops and steam plants about the
city.
On Dec. 10, Local No. 3, I. U. of S. E.,
will hold an entertainment for the benefit
of the sick fund of the association in the
Coliseum, Chicago. This entertainment will
be in charge of L. J. Godfrey, president;
J. E. Jacques, vice-president ; E. W.
Lewis, financial secretary; H. W. Phillips,
treasurer; F. A. Baker, recording secretary;
R. E. Pegel, conductor; Joseph Rooney,
guard, and James Donald, who is chairman
of the entertainment committee.
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Atlanta, Ga., Association No. 2, N.
A. S. E., has arranged for a series of lec
tures to be given Friday night during the
winter by B. H. Baker, chief engineer of
the Prudential building, on the steam en
gine.
Massasoit Association N. A. S. E., of
Springfield, Mass., held an open meeting on
Sept. 17, at which it entertained delegates
from the Hartford, Conn., association.
Mobile, Ala., has now a license law as
a result of the efforts of its lively and ener
getic association of the N. A. S. E. The
law provides for the licensing of all engi
neers, and for inspection of boilers and
elevators, the inspector and the board of
examiners all being N. A. S. E. men. The
association is one of the best in the South
and may well be proud of its work. Bob
Benson has been appointed boiler inspector
and Messrs. Jos. Maloney, S. H. Hinckley
and Arthur Groves examiners.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
As an indication of the activity of the
management of the Allis-Chalmers Co. and
of the energy with which it is going about
the completion of its organization, the
following announcement of recent appoint
ments is of interest :
Chas. S. Buell, who until recently repre
sented the Westinghfuse Machine Co. in
Chicago, becomes salesman and engineer
in the power department.
John F. Burke, for a number of years
with the Wcstinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
in Omaha, Neb., has joined the selling force,
with headquarters in Omaha, Neb., and will
engage in the sale of Corliss engines, elec
trical apparatus, and crushing and cement
machinery for the latter concern.
Wilbur M. Ruth, an engineer of wide
experience in both steam and electrical
work and until recently assistant to the
president of the Mesta Machine Co., Pitts
burg, Pa., and previously employed on the
engineering staff of the E. P. Allis Co.,
has accepted a position as salesman and
engineer at the Pittsburg office.
M. C. Miller, one of the leading men in
the alternating current department of the
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts
burg, Pa., has resigned his position with
that company to accept a similar position
with the Allis-Chalmers Co. in its electrical
department.
Chas. F. Adae, for several years in the
employ of the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa., and lately manager
of the Pittsburg office of the C. Lee Cook
Co., has been appointed to the selling force
of the Allis-Chalmers Co., at the New
York office.
S. H. Sharpsteen, for a number of years
with the General Electric Co., as salesman
in its New York office, has accepted a simi
lar position with the Allis-Chalmers Co.
in the New York office.
G.Fred Collins, who has a very extensive
acquaintance throughout the East among
officials and engineers of large railroad and
steel companies, has recently become spe
cial representative at the company's New
York office.
W. M. S. Miller, who was in the employ
of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., in
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the manufacturing, production and detail
correspondence departments, and until
lately in the detail and supply depart
ment, covering in all a period of some 14
years, has joined the staff of the AllisChalmers Co., with headquarters in Chi
cago.
R. L. Richardson, for a number of years
in the Pittsburg sales office of the West
inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., has become
a member of the Pittsburg selling force of
the Allis-Chalmers Co.
John V. Redfield, after some years in the
works and in the Chicago sales office of
the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., has
been appointed to the sales staff of the
Allis-Chalmers-Bullock interests, at its
Chicago office.
James Ashworth, until recently engineer
of the City of Chicago, in the department
of water supply, has entered the employ
of the company as salesman in the pump
ing engine department.
Otto Clyde Ross, for several years em
ployed with the Westinghouse Machine Co.,
as engineer and salesman, and lately in the
employ of the Hartford Lead, Zinc, Min
ing & Smelting Co., as engineer, has ac
cepted an appointment with the AllisChalmers Co., as engineer and salesman.
Samuel J. Starling has formed a con
nection with the National Water-Tube
Boiler Co., of New Brunswick, N. J., and
will have charge of the company's eastern
sales department, with office at 1 Broadway,
New York City, and telephone 2781 Broad.
Mr. Starling has been identified with the
water-tube boiler business for many years,
and his connection with the National
Water-Tube Boiler Co. will add strength
to its selling force.
Crane Co. has opened a branch house
in London, Eng. The office and show
room is at 95 Queen Victoria St., with
Theodore F. Dredge as manager.
George M. Collier, the absconding chief
examiner of engineers, for the state of
Ohio, has been arrested in Kansas City,
Mo., and taken back to Columbus, Ohio, to
stand trial for embezzling a part of the
funds placed in his care.

October 15, 1904.
On and after Oct. i the business of
the Steward Washer Co., of Birmingham,
Ala., will be consolidated with that of Rob
ert, Schaefer & Co., of Chicago. This
business, which consists of the building of
coal washing machinery for power houses,
mines and similar service, will be conducted
under the name of Robert & Schaefer Co.,
with offices in the Old Colony Building,
Chicago, and the First National Bank
Building, Birmingham.
In an address recently made before
the Chicago Press Club, Chief Engineer
John F. Wallace of the Panama Canal,
stated that in explorations made this sum
mer by resident engineer George Ehle and
a party of college graduates, a river not
marked on the maps of the French engi
neers has been discovered, by means of
which the river Chagres can be carried to
the Pacific Ocean. Mr. Wallace estimated
that the cost of this construction will be
$i6,oqp,ooo, which will be $20,000,000 less
than the cost of constructing the proposed
reservoir and controlling channel. If this
is done, the canal can be made a sea-level
construction and thus avoid the construc
tion of locks at any point. At present four
plans are under consideration; one at sea
level, one at 30 feet, one at 60 feet, and one
at 90 feet. If the high-level construction
is used, the river Chagres must be called
on to supply the water used in the locks.
The Electric Controller & Supply Co.,
of Cleveland, announces the opening of its
southern branch office, at 509-510 Wood
ward Bldg., Birmingham, Ala. This com
pany is now represented in the following
cities : New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburg,
Cleveland, Birmingham, Denver, San Fran
cisco, and London, Eng.

It has been known for some time that
Filer & Stowell of Milwaukee, were work
ing on plans for a new steam turbine. A
new company, called the Backstrom Engine
Co. has now been incorporated with cap
italization of $50,000 for the manufacture
of the new turbine, and a factory will be
established at Becker and Ziemer streets.
The incorporators of the new company are
Chas. Backstrom, T. J. Neacy, who is pres
ident of the Filer & Stowell Co., and Wal
ter Read.
NEWS NOTES.
Indicator Instruction Co., Scranton,
One of the features of the Machinery
building, at St. Louis, is the Hamilton- Pa., advises us that it opened offices in
New York City and in Philadelphia on Oct.
Corliss vertical cross-compound condens
1, the location of these offices being at this
ing engine which drives a National Elec
tric Co's. revolving field alternator of 1,500 writing yet undecided. A. C. Lippincott,
kilowatts capacity. This exhibit is located president and general manager of the com
pany, will devote most of his time to the
in block 46 and represents the latest devel
opments in engine and generator designs. New York office during the winter, and
The exhibit is offered for sale by the letters requiring his attention should be ad
dressed to him at New York City. The
Hooven-Owens-Rentschler Co. and the Na
company will carry in stock at both the
tional Electric Co., who will furnish a de
tailed description with illustrations upon New York and Philadelphia offices a full
line of instruments, which it gives with the
request. The unit may be seen in opera
course
of indicator instruction ; also, a sup
tion at the Exposition until Dec. I, and the
National Electric Co. may be interviewed ply of instruction papers and many interest
ing models, which are used in the educa
at section 6, Electricity Building.
tional work, which will be gladly shown to
On Aug. 26 the Michigan College of all interested engineers who call.
Mines, Houghton, Mich., conferred the de
Commissioner Macfarland has recom
grees of Bachelor of Science on twenty- mended that the police regulations of
eight graduates, and Engineer of Mines on Washington, D. C„ be so amended that
forty-two.
operators of gasoline engines will be li
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AN UP-TO-DATE FOUNDRY AND ELECTRICAL PLANT.
BY WILLIAM D. RANNEY AND ROBERT N. HEMMING.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, is practically in
the center of the state, and as it is
quite a railroad center, is developing
into a manufacturing city of importance.
Large industries are springing up on every
side and one of the newest and largest is
that of the Buckeye Steel Casting Co.,
which is described in this article.
Situated on the south side with broad
acres and mammoth buildings, 8oo x 15P
and 500 x 100 feet, besides many others of
smaller dimensions, fully equipped with
electric cranes and modern machinery, the
company is in a position to turn out a high
grade of work and has been very success
ful in making large and intricate steel cast
ings. Credit should be given W. D. McKinney, superintendent, who is an expert
in this line.
The entire plant is electrically driven
and was constructed by the WellmanSeaver-Morgan Engineering Co. of Cleve
land.
Fig. 1 is a plan view of the grounds
showing the location of the different build
ings and the unoccupied space, which in a
few years will be in use if the plant con
tinues to grow at its present rate.
The buildings are so arranged that the
scrap material is taken in at the extreme
west end of the yard, where it is cut up
and prepared for the furnaces, and after
passing through the different departments,
emerges at the east end of the yard or
shipping platform as steel castings, which
are clean and perfect in every detail, the
sand blast process being used to thoroughly
clean every part.
One of the most important and neces
sary departments of this plant is the pat
tern shop, situated on the second floor of
one of the main buildings and equipped
with electric power and light and modern
devices for building patterns of every de
scription.
On the ground floor of the same build
ing is the machine shop and millwright
department, including apparatus for heat
ing the building and also a machine for
testing the tensile strength of metals.
In a second building, besides a large
store room, there is a blacksmith shop,
carpenter shop, pipe fitting shop and last
but not least, a complete electrical repair
shop, where all electrical repair work is
done, including armature winding, etc.
One of the features of the electrical
repair shop is a signal arrangement in

stalled by Mr. Hemming, which is as fol
lows :
The ground light circuits are extended
to the repair shop, and if any machine re
quires the services of an electrician, its
number can be telegraphed by pulling a ■
hook at each machine, which notifies the
repair shop of the trouble and the number
or location immediately by the flashing of
the ground lamps and by a gong which
strikes the number representing the ma
chine. This is all done without any addi
tional circuits and avoids the necessity of
hunting for trouble. Every crane and
motor and each department are equipped
with these call boxes and operating keys.

pended solid every 22 feet for a distance
of 830 feet, so that if it should break only
22 feet is cut out of service, thus allowing
traffic to continue in a few minutes.
ENGINE ROOM.
Fig. 2 shows the engine room, 50 x 80
feet, with three direct-connected units run
ning in parallel or multiple as required.
The three generators supply forty-eight
motors of various sizes and also 450 in
candescent lamps and seventy-five AdamsBagnall arc lamps. The latter, because of
their extreme height, being placed above
the cranes, and their liability to gather
dust which cuts off about 85 per cent of

FIG. 2. VIEW OF ENGINE ROOM.
In case an electrician is called out and re
quires assistance, he will operate the key
and call an electrician from any part of the
plant, and is able to report by the flash of
the lamps as to what is required and also
what he has already repaired.
Besides building armatures and field
coils, all electric brakes, and solonoids for
brakes on cranes, and any repair work is
tested after it is finished, so that any defect
that may arise can be detected at once and
also at what operation it took place. A
complete record is kept of all these tests.
The cranes are of the Case Mfg. Co.'s
make and are equipped with three and four
motors. The trolley system has been re
built by Mr. Hemming, both the bridge
trolleys and the main trolley which feeds
all the cranes. The main trolley is sus-

the light, will be removed- and distributed
among the smaller buildings and about the
yards and large search lights of 2,000 candlepower will be placed at each end of the
main building, which will be much more
effective and satisfactory.
At the farther end of the engine room
may be seen a 500-horsepower, 17 and
30 x 24-inch cross-compound non-condens
ing Russell engine, which makes 150 revo
lutions per minute, and is direct-connected
to a 300-kilowat direct-current Westinghouse generator. On the right are two 250horsepower, 13 and 20^ x 20-inch tandem
compound Russell engines, making 210
revolutions per minute, and each directconnected to a 150-kiIowatt direct-current
Westinghouse generator. Each machine is
designed for 240 volts. This arrangement
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allows one engine for ordinary load and
permits two or three in multiple as the
load increases, the usual load being from
1,000 to 1,500 amperes.
At present the larger engine, which is
of the well known four valve type with
cutoff at 4-10 stroke, is carrying the day
load, and the two tandem engines the
night load, as the plant is run 24 hours per
day.
On the left is shown two IngersollSergeant cross-compound air compressors

November i, 1904.
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superheater attachment, which superheats
the exhaust steam before it passes to the
low-pressure cylinder, thus giving a little
more power to the low-pressure side.
BOILER ROOM.
Fig. 3 shows the boiler room, 50 x 80
feet, with three boilers in service and a
foundation in place for the fourth, with
plenty of room in the way of space for ex
pansion.
The boilers are of the vertical Cahall
water-tube type, developing 250 horsepow
er each, with 60 square feet of grate sur
face, at a constant working pressure of 150
pounds. With natural draft and hand fir
ing, less than 4 pounds of slack coal per
horsepower-hour are used. The boilers
are also equipped to burn natural gas if
required.
A Cochrane open feed-water heater is
used and all the exhaust steam from the
electrical units and pumps passes through
it; also a Sorge-Cochrane system of feedwater purification, supplied with well
water from two deep well pumps located
in the boiler room and arranged to use the
city water if necessary.
In all, six pumps are used in the boiler
room, two 6 x 10-inch Weiman boiler feed,
two 8 x 10-inch Weiman deep well
pumps, one 6 and 9 x 12-inch Worthington
boiler feed and one 16 and 4 x 12-inch
Snow hydraulic pump giving a pressure

the air cylinders and several hundred feet
underground to the furnaces, where it
does the work of cooling valves and other
parts of the furnaces, finally discharging
into a large pool from which it flows to
a circulating pump and is thrown direct
into the heater. The water is hot when
it reaches the pool and requires but little
additional heat to raise it to a temperature
of over 200 degrees in the feed-water
heater before passing to the Worthington
boiler feed pump. The dotted lines in Fig.
1 show the path of the water from the well
to the boiler.
All traps and exhaust heads discharge
into a large hot well, which is connected
to the above described pool, thus all water
of condensation that contains any heat units
is utilized and the use of cold water in
the heater at any time is avoided.
The engine room and boiler room are
supplied with four arc lamps and also
four natural gas lamps.
SWITCHBOARD.
The switchboard, while not as elab
orate as some, is of the Westinghouse
make, and of the sectional type, to which
it is always convenient to add additional
panels. The busbars are nicely arranged,
and over 3 feet of space has been provided
back of the board, which makes it con
venient for inspection or repairs. The
present board has five panels, though
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Boiler room.
Coal storage.
Air compressor.
Tank.
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FIG. I. PLAN OF GROUNDS, SHOWING LOCATION OF THE DIFFERENT BUILDINGS.
O Fan house.
H Inner cooler.
P Sand blast.
I Hot well.
R Yard office and track scale.
J Deep well.
S Storeroom and blacksmith shop.
K Wash room.
T Annealing ovens.
L Electrical Dep't.
W Drop hammer test.
M M. Mech. office and laboratory.
Z
Tumbling barrels.
N Core ovens.

with a capacity of 1,350 and 500 cubic feet
of air per minute. These compressors
make 100 and 150 revolutions per minute,
respectively, and are used for the sand
blast, raising furnace doors, mould ram
mers, etc. The larger unit has the riding
cutoff valve arrangement, which cuts off
at }i stroke, and besides having an intercooler is provided with a receiver and

of 1,000 pounds for rolling the furnaces.
A unique plan of using the water for
several purposes has been installed by the
chief engineer. One deep well pump forces
the water up into a large tank of 30,000
gallons capacity located just outside the
engine room. The water then flows by
gravity through the inner cooler of the air
compressors, around the water jackets of

frames are extended to accommodate the
sixth.
Each circuit and generator is provided
with a circuit breaker, also lightning ar
resters, which are placed just outside the
engine room where the feed wires enter.
The sixth panel, which will be connected
to the present switchboard, will contain
one Bristol recording steam gage, one di
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rect steam pressure gage, air gages, one CHIMNEYS OF THE INTERBOROUGH
recording voltmeter large enough to read
RAPID TRANSIT POWER HOUSE,
the total output of the three generators.
NEW YORK CITY.
The 150-kilowatt generators are pro
BY WALTER KELSEY.
vided with three-pole single-break switches,
THE power plant of the Interborough
while the 300-kilowatt generator is equip
Rapid Transit Railroad, of New
ped with three single-pole, single-break
York City, located between 58th and
switches, the positive and negative being
mounted on the board and the equalizing 59th Streets and nth and 12th Avenues,
will soon be in operation. The building is
switch on a pedestal between the two cyl
inders of the cross-compound engine. 200 feet wide by 700 feet long, divided by
a brick wall into an engine room on the
The field rheostats are mounted at the bot
north and a boiler room on the south side,
tom of each generator panel, the connec
tions being brought out on the face of the each extending the whole length. The
board, thus allowing an inspection at all boilers are placed on one floor facing a cen
times during operation. Each generator tral aisle. The floor above is given to the
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5 feet above the steel platform. This thick
ness of brick is provided to protect the steel

FIG. 3. BOILER ROOM, CONTAINING THREE VERTICAL CAHALL BOILERS.
is provided with an ammeter, and one volt
meter with accompanying voltmeter switch
is used.
The capacity of the plant is 200 tons
per day and at present is being taxed to
the utmost in making large flywheels,
armature spiders, locomotive driving wheels,
engine frames, drawbars and castings
of all shapes and sizes, including work
for the government. The company claims
to have cast the largest all steel flywheel
that was ever made in Ohio. It has its
own engine and cars for handling material
in any part of the yard, and maintains a
complete checking system for both day and
night forces. A large lavatory with hot
and cold shower baths and individual
lockers for each man has also been pro
vided. *
Another pleasant feature of the plant
is a complete ball ground, where the dif
ferent departments meet on Saturday aft
ernoon and hold 'weekly contests through
out the summer.
.
The success of the plant is largely due
to the efforts of S. P. Bush, general man
ager, who, though comparatively a young
man. has had years of experience in rail
road work, being superintendent of motive
power of the Pennsylvania Lines before
entering upon his present duties.

flues and economizers and carried above
these, on the top of the columns, are the
coal bunkers and chimneys.
The chimneys, of which there are six,
are placed over the aisle 108 feet apart
with the bunkers occupying the intervening
spaces. Each chimney receives the gases
from twelve boilers, six on eaeh side of
the aisle, each boiler having about 6,250
square feet of heating su. face. The chim
neys are of brick 162 feet high, standing on
the top of steel platforms, 75 feet 10 inches
above the basement floor, as seen in Fig.
1. The lower part of the chimney, which is
below the roof and has the flue openings,
is made of common red brick for a height
of 32 feet 6 inches. This part is 23 feet
square at the bottom changing to octagonal
at the top.
The flue, Fig. 2, is round, 15 feet 2J4
inches in diameter inside the fire brick lin
ing which is 8j4 inches thick. A 2-inch
air space is provided between the lining and
the red brick. A 45^-inch lining is run up
into the Custodis part about 14 feet, and
the flue openings have 4j^-inch lining and
the floor 4^-inch cover, both of fire
brick. The diagonal baffle wall of fire
brick is 13 inches thick and 21 feet high.
The flue openings which are 17 feet high
and 6 feet wide are placed on opposite sides

FIG. 2. CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION ABOVE SUP
PORT.

FIG. r. SECTION OF CHIMNEY SUPPORT AND DCH.ER ROOM.
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work against heat. As a further precau
tion, the flooring of the chimney flue, Fig.
3, is made cellular and openings provided
for circulation of air.
The upper part of the chimney which
projects above the roof is made of grayfaced Custodis brick to harmonize with the
other features of the building. This part

FIG. 3.

SECTION THROUGH CHIMNEY FLOOR.

is round, 21 feet nfjj inches outside dia
meter at the base, tapering uniformly to
16 feet 514 inches diameter at the top, the
thickness of shell varying from 24 to 8$^
inches. Two ladders are provided, one out
side and the other inside, also a lightning
rod connecting to an ornamental iron cap,
while a narrow balcony with iron railing
is run around the top. The total weight of
chimney is 1,200 tons.
The steel platform supporting the chim
ney consists of a floor resting on a sys
tem of girders, Fig. 1, which are carried
on the top of the columns. The floor con
sists of 20-inch, 65-pound I beams placed
on 2-foot centers filled in with concrete.
The beams are held in place by four rows
of gas pipe separators and a 21 x J^-inch
header plate at each end. Bearing plates

FIG. 4. SECTION THROUGH LINING AND CHIM
NEY.
are used where the beams rest on the gird
ers. The brick base is set in a frame 3
feet high built of J^-inch plates and 4 x 4 x
5^-inch angles, opposite sides of the frame be
ing well tied together by four pairs of rods
1 14 inches in diameter.
The arrangement of girders and position
of the chimney on the platform is shown
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on Fig. 5. The floor beams, which are
omitted in the drawing, rest on girders
G-28, G-29 and G-30. Girders G-29 and
G-30 frame into girders G-27 which rest on
the columns and are connected to girder
G-28 and to the coal bunker framing.
Seven-eighths-inch rivets are used through
out the work.
Girder G-28, shown in Fig. 6, is 8 feet
■Hs inch deep and extends from column Q-7
to column T-7 resting on columns R-7 and
S-7. The two end spans are double latticed
with 4 x 4 x J^-inch angles. The center span
has 96 x J^-inch web plate extending 2 feet
into each end span, the four 8 x 6 x J^-inch
flange angles running the length of the
girder. The web is stiffened by 5 x 4 x
inch angles placed both diagonally and
vertically, additional stiffeners being placed
under the floor beams where necessary.
Girders G-27 are connected to this girder
by four 5 x 4 x fjj-inch angles and, in addi
tion to these, four 6 x 3^ x 5^-inch angle
stiffeners are placed over columns R-7 and
S-7.
Girder G-29 is 7 feet 10 inches back to
back of angles and is built of four 8 x 6 x
J^-inch flange angles, two 13 x £jj-inch
flange plates and a 93^ x }^-inch web plate;
the web being stiffened by 5 x 4 x J^-inch
angles through the center and S x 4 x J^-inch
- angles near each end, placed diagonally and
vertically. The spacing is such as to
bring one of these stiffeners under each
floor beam. Connection is made to girder
G-27 by two 6 x 6 x J^-inch angles.
Girder G-30 is also 7 feet 10 inches back
to back of angles and is built of four
8 x 6 x J^-inch flange angles, two 13 x %inch and two 13 x J^-inch flange plates,
and a gy/i x }4-inch web plate re-enforced
at each end by two 6554 x 31 x fjj-inch
plates. The web is stiffened by 5 x 4 x }&inch angles at the center and 5 x 4 x yiinch angles at each end placed as in girders

end. The stiffeners are also placed under
the floor beam bearing plates. Two 6x4
x J^-inch angle stiffeners are placed at
the ends of the girders bearing on columns
R-7 and S-7, at the opposite end six 5 x 4
x 5^-inch stiffencr angles are provided for

FIG. 6. LEFT-HAND END OF GIRDER G-28 AND
CONNECTIONS.
bearing on columns and connection for
coal bunker girders. The 4 x 4 x J^-inch
angle bracing shown on drawing is con
nected to the top flanges of the girders.
The division and south walls are de-

FIG. 5. TLAN OF GIRDER ARRANGEMENT.
G-28 and G-29. Connection is made to
girder G-27 by two 8 x 6 x J^-inch angles.
Girder G-27 shown on Fig. 8 is built of
four 8 x 6 x J^-inch flange angles 8 feet
back to back, two 14 x 5^-inch and two
14 x J^-inch flange plates and a 95^ x fl
inch web plate with two 79}^ x 42 x
inch re-enforcing plates at the coal bunker

pended on for bracing longitudinally of the
building, but the crosswise bracing runs
to the ground. A stiff X bracing, partly
shown in drawing, Fig. 8, built of 5 x 3 x
^jj-inch angles and 2]/2 x 5-16-inch lacing is
placed under each girder, G-27 connecting
the bottom of the platform at elevation 69
feet 3 inches with the floor below at ele
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vation 54 feet 9 inches. This gives two
rigid floors connecting to the walls.
Crosswise of the building a stiff X
bracing, shown on Fig. I, built of 5 x 3 x
J^-inch angles and 2x/i x 5-16-inch lacing
is placed between columns R-6 and S-6, R-7

ENGINEER.

^6-inch angles, two 12 x J^-inch and two
20 x J^-inch plates, at elevation 54 feet 9
inches the section is increased to four 4x5
x ^-inch angles, two 12 x ^-inch and two
20 x Jfj-inch plates and at elevation 17 feet
9 inches section again increased to four

FIG. 7. DETAIL OF FOOT OF SUPPORTING FRAMEWORK.
and S-7, R-8 and S-8 (see Fig. 5). con
necting the bottom of platform wit'1 the
floor below at elevation 54 feet 9 inches.
From this floor the bracing is carried to
the ground between columns Q-6 and R-6,
S-6 and T-6, Q-8 and R-8 and S-8 and T-8.
An X bracing built of i\/2 x 3 x J^-inch
angles in pairs is used between floors at
elevation 54 feet 9 inches and elevation 40
feet y2 inch and between floors at elevation
40 feet s/i inch and elevation 17 feet 9 inches.
A portal brace built of 15-inch, 33-pound
channel, ^-inch plates and two 4 x 4 x l/2inch angles completes the bracing to the
column bases.
The maximum combined dead and wind
load which the chimney throws on columns
R-7 and S-7 is about 470 tons. The top
section of these columns is built of four
5 x 4 x ffj-inch angles, two 12 x J^-incli
and four 20 x 5^-inch plates, at elevation
54 feet 9 inches the section is increased to
four 5 x 4 x J^-inch angles, two 12 x Jg-inch
and four 20 x J^-inch plates and at an ele
vation of 17 feet 9 inches increased again
to four 5 x 4 x 5^-inch angles, four 12 x
->4-inch and four 20 x ^j-inch plates. The
total load on the footing due to chimney
and floors is about 710 tons.
The maximum load on top of columns
R-6, S-6, R-8 and S-8, due to dead and wind
load from the chimney, is about 232 tons,
the part of the coal bunker coming on these
columns increases the load to about 282 tons.
The section at the top consists of four 4 x 4 x

5 x 4 x 5^-inch angles, two 12 x J4-'ncn
and four 20 x -Ms-inch plates. The total load
on the footing is about 450 tons.
The idea is not a new one as smaller
chimneys have been built on the same plan.
But it has remained for the Interborough,
urged by the conditions prevailing in Man
hattan, to develop this type of construction
in its present immensity. The chimneys
have been built by the Alphons Custodis
Chimney Construction Co., while the struc
tural steel was erected by the American
Bridge Co. from designs of John Van Vleck,
mechanical engineer with the Interborough
Rapid Transit Co.
The most important coal field of
Russia is the Donetz basin, which fur
nishes about 70 per cent of the output of
the whole country. The field is situated
partly in the territory of the Don Cos
sacks and partly in the government of
Ekaterinoslav, and comprises an area of
11,100 square miles. In quality the coal
ranges from anthracite to inferior grades of
bituminous.
The cost of electricity in Columbus,
Ohio, was recently given to the city council
by the superintendent, M. S. Hopkins, of
the Columbus Railway & Light Co., as fol
lows : Cost of distribution, 2.7 cents per
kilowatt-hour, and of manufacture 1.243
cents.
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SIZE OF CARBONS.
In a paper read before the Association
of Edison Illuminating Companies at its
twentieth annual convention, George N.
Eastman gives some interesting facts with
regard to the use of different sized car
bons in open and enclosed arc lamps. He
shows that the smaller carbons give better
efficiency in the open arc, because the arc
drawn with small carbons is longer than
that drawn with large carbons and the long
arc gives the better light efficiency.
Mr. Eastman also shows that for the
enclosed arc lamp, with flat-end carbons,
the watts per candlepower are reduced
from 1.55 for a carbon 5^-inch in diameter
to 0.7 for a carbon J^-inch in diameter.
By further experiment he determined that
the watts per candlepower were decreased
from 1.7 at an electromotive force of 70
volts across the arc to 1.34 with an electro
motive force of no volts across the arc.
The watts per candlepower were not de
creased when the voltage was raised above
no volts. Another notable point in con
nection with the small carbons was thai
the distribution of light was much more
uniform as well as having a greater maxi
mum value.
In tests of carbon consumption with
different sizes of carbon, it was found that,
although the total consumption remained
practically the same for all sizes, the con
sumption of the lower carbon decreased
and that of the upper carbon increased as
the carbon was diminished in size. A dif
ficulty found with the use of small carbons
was a mushroom formation on the lower
carbon which cut off considerable of the
light directly under the lamp. The cause
of this seemed to be the use of too large a
current which conveyed carbon so rapidly
from the upper to the lower electrode that
the mushroom was formed. When using a
small current this effect did not occur.
From his experiments and observations
Mr. Eastman concludes that the maximum
efficiency of the enclosed arc lamp is ob
tained when the lamp is operated with the
maximum current which can be used with
out producing the mushroom formation.
In order to be absolutely certain of his re
sults two lamps were tested at the New
York electrical testing laboratories with
carbons from y2 to 1-16 inch in diameter.
When burning at 3^4 amperes the terminal
watts per mean spherical candlepower
were for the ><-inch carbons 3.41 and for
the 5-16, 2.23. When burning at 5 am
peres the watts per candlepower were 2.52
for the y2-\nch carbons and 1.82 for the
5-16-inch. Mr. Eastman says: "The prin
cipal objection which will be raised to the
introduction of the smaller size carbons is
the shorter life and the resultant increased
cost of trimming. The increased cost of
carbons is such a small part of the total
cost of maintenance that it need not be
considered." Mr. Eastman also calls at
tention to the fact that with the smaller
carbons the deposit on the inner globe i;
reduced and the light thrown off is, there
fore, increased.
The total electric power now de
veloped in Italy amounts to 200,000 horse
power, as against 20.000 horsepower in 1890.
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GALVANIZING SMALL ARTICLES.
TO take an article of iron or steel,
cleanse it, and dip it in a bath of
molten zinc, or as it is called by the
trade, "spelter," may seem easy, but an
amateur is quite likely to burn his fingers
in the process,—and without succeeding.
The expense of a plant for the work is not
large, as one for carrying on the business
in a small way can be erected for from
$200 to $250, but the cost of working and
of keeping up the plant is a different mat
ter.
First of all, zinc costs some $100 a ton,
and it takes about a ton of it to fill a gal
vanizing pan large enough to cover a 6-inch
basin ; then again the metal, if raised to too
high a temperature, is liable to volatilize
and deteriorate. Proper firing of the dip
ping bath is important, also, if the bath is
to last a reasonable length of time, and the
disposal of the waste acid from the pickling
bath is always a problem of considerable
magnitude.
THE PLANT.
For ordinary purposes, two wooden vats
are provided as pickling and rinsing vats,
and an assortment of tools such as dipping

ENGINEER.

is well to have a bath made of as nearly
the same shape as possible so that the
mount of zinc to be used may be small. One
of the wooden baths should be lined with
lead to hold the acid, the other can be of
plain wood. The bath is set in a bed of
concrete for about 2 inches and the fire is
built around the sides of the bath between
it and brick walls which are erected to
form the furnace, as seen in the figure.
Articles to be galvanized are first
pickled in a bath of 1 pound of sulphuric
or muriatic acid to a gallon of water, to
remove the iron oxide or scale. After
pickling' from 1 to 1^ hours, the articles
are removed from the acid and rinsed in
the clear water bath and then well scrubbed
with a wire brush and sand until perfectly
bright, after which they are thrown into
the tub of water to wait until the plating
bath is ready. For small castings or gray
iron castings, a tumbling barrel is usually
employed to free them from sand and
rough scale after which they are plunged in
a solution composed of 10 pounds of hydro
chloric acid and sufficient sheet zinc to
make a saturated solution. Iron or steel,
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FIG. 8. DETAIL OF GIRDEK G-27 AND CONNECTIONS.
tongs, skimmers and spoons, ladles for which has become rusted, may be treated
handling the melted metal and molds for with a bath of hydrochloric acid or a
casting spelter. The bath tub proper stronger pickle than usual to remove all
should be made of the best quality of open dirt and grease.
hearth steel, the plate being 1 inch or more
To prepare the bath of spelter, cakes of
in thickness and welded at the joints so the metal are put around the bath at the
that the expansion will be nniform. If bottom close to the side plate so that they
work of a particular kind is to be done, it will readily take up heat from the plate.
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Cakes are then built up in open order, care
being taken that they shall fit close against
the side of the bath, and a fire is built
around the bath as high as the metal in
side. Melting may be hastened by the use
of a little dry wood and rosin placed in the
vertical spaces and set on fire. Fire should
never be put beneath the bottom of the
bath, as the impurities of the metal sink
to the bottom, forming a sediment, and
burning of the bath would result.
When the metal is all melted and the
bath filled, the temperature should be raised
to about 1,000 degrees F. which is best for
satisfactory working. A little sal ammoniac
thrown into the bath will dissolve any

SECTION OF SETTING FOR GALVANIZING BATH.
oxide of zinc which may form on the top
and so prevent deterioration of the metal.
The articles to be coated should be
warmed either by a gas flame or in the fire
around the bath and then dipped hot into
melted zinc either with tongs or in wire
baskets. They are allowed to remain in the
bath a short time and, when sufficiently
coated, are raised slowly so that the zinc
may drain off ; they are then thrown, while
yet hot, into a cold water bath which sets
the zinc coating snugly to the metal. They
are removed and dried in sawdust or over
a coke fire.
When through with the bath, all metal
should be removed by means of zinc ladles
and poured into ingot molds. It is not safe
to allow the zinc to cool in the bath and it
is better that it should not be allowed to
lower its temperature as the meal shrinks
away from the sides of the bath and the
plates are thus exposed to the full heat of
the fire.
Dross, which forms in the bath from the
alloy of zinc and iron by contact with the
sides of the bath and with the articles
which are dipped, will sink to the bottom
and should be removed once a week by a
perforated ladle known as a drossing spoon.
We always did suspect that a wild duck
could fly faster than a gun can carry, and
the speed of a grouse when he rises unex
pectedly is phenomenal, but the ■ following
instance taken from the Manchester, N. H.,
Union, certainly establishes a record :
"While gunners are scouring the woods
in search of game, the employes of Ken
dall, Hadley & Co's. sash and blind factory
at Goffstown remain at work and the game
comes to them.
"The latest instance of this kind is that
of a plump partridge, which flew in at the
south door of the factory, smashing the
glass in the engine room door, and flew be
tween the spokes of the rapidly revolving
drive wheel of the engine.
"Having performed these remarkable
stunts, the bird alighted on the top of a
cupboard, where it was captured.''
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COMBUSTION ENGINES.
GAS ENGINES AT THE LOUISIANA
PURCHASE EXPOSITION-IL
EXHIBITS IN MACHINERY BUILDING.
GAS engines have, for the most part,
been grouped together on the
south side of Machinery Building,
near the west end. Many of the promi
nent makers have large displays, showing
the various uses to which their product
has been adapted; many others have
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has a complete line of horizontal engines
in Machinery Building next to that of the
National Meter Co. This includes engines
for direct connection to generators, en
gines for pumping, geared engines for
hoisting, engines for driving air compres
sors, and other uses. The horizontal en
gine is, in general, of the same design and
has the same motions as the vertical
type previously described, but is a single
cylinder engine and is more specially
adapted for driving from city gas.

EBER GAS S GASOLINE
«KAV»W CITY ,

WEBER CAS AND GASOLINE ENGINE Co's. EXHIBIT.
shown, by- single examples, the construc
tion and design of engines. As a whole,
the exhibit is a good illustration of gas
engine practice at the present time in
sizes up to 150 horsepower, although in
horizontal designs the limit of power is
much lower than this with the exception

Various adaptations of the gas engine
for industrial uses are shown by the Fair
banks Morse Co. in its exhibit space. Sin
gle cylinder, vertical engines for belting to
be run with either gas or gasoline, and in
one instance with kerosene oil, are shown.
Also horizontal, single cylinder engines
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belted to farm machinery, and a 1 so-horsepower, three cylinder engine driving a 75kilowatt dynamo by means of a link belt
are among the apparatus shown. A 12horsepower, portable engine with cooling
water tank of sufficient size to supply the
cylinder is one of the interesting features.
The iso-horsepower, three cylinder engine
and the 50-horsepower, two cylinder engine,
both of the vertical type, are used to drive
direct-current dynamos which furnish cur
rent for lighting the exhibit and for run
ning the motors displayed. The little kero
sene engine which stands near these is of
the one-cylinder vertical type, the oil being
vaporized by a hot chamber, which is, at
first, heated by a torch.
In the exhibit of the Otto Gas Engine
Works of Philadelphia, in block 41, aisles
D and E, is the largest space devoted to
the exhibition of gas and gasoline engines
exclusively in the Fair.
The general display at this exhibit is
characteristic of the high grade of the en
gines which the company builds. Seventeen
engines for general and special work are
shown, eleven of which, ranging in sizes
from 2 to 140 horsepower, are fitted up and
running.
Among several novelties of more than
ordinary interest are included a 40-horsepower horizontal, single cylinder, engine,
directly connected to a Diehl generator, and
an engine of the Otto special electric light
type, which is fitted with patent rotary ball
governor which regulates the charge taken,
or fuel consumed according to work done.
The regulation of this engine is perfect,
variation in voltage not exceeding 2 per
cent with engine carrying anywhere from
full load down to but a few lights. The
claims made for this engine are that, being
a single cylinder type, it requires less at-

EXHIBIT OF OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS.
of the Westinghouse engines previously de
scribed.
Besides the suction producer exhibit,
described in a previous issue, the Weber
Gas & Gasoline Co., of Kansas City, Mo.,

adapted to drive by means of gearing,
pumps, saws, grinders or any class of ma
chinery, "jack at all trades," which is a
vertical engine with pump attached by a
walking beam device and arranged to be

tention and is very much simpler in con
struction than an engine having a multipli
cation of cylinders in order to get the regu
lation for electric light purposes. Most
users of the gas and gasoline engine look
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for an engine which does not require con
stant attention, which condition this single
cylinder, direct-connected type engine ful
fils. Besides, with this method of govern
ing, the idle running gas consumption is
less than 18 per cent of full-load consump
tion, which is decidedly more economical
than a so-called throttling governing en
gine, or one having a multiplication of cyl
inders, and this adapts itself to many situa
tions where the load during many hours
at a time is light. Under these conditions,
the most economical running is obtained.
The two largest engines show the com
pany's latest design for large engine con
struction, each being fitted with its own
patent self starter; the method of starting
is to set the engine at the point of ignition
and with the hand pump provided pump a
charge of air and fuel into the cylinder.
After the cylinder is charged, it is cut
off by a hand lever, and a somewhat great
er pressure is pumped into a vessel which
is part of the starter. When sufficient
pressure is pumped up, the hand lever is
opened allowing this greater pressure in
the reservoir to come in contact with the
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horizontal, driving a pump, and a 7-horsepower also connected to a pump. The il
lustrations show the 7-horsepower engine
from the valve gear side and the 80-horse
power from the cylinder end. The dis
tinctive features of this engine are the
small number of parts, the design of these

80-HORSEPOWER FOOS GAS ENGINE, CYLINDER
END.
parts to give strength and durability, the
attachment of the cylinder to the bed by a
long flange which makes it possible to bolt
it firmly into place, the provision of adjust
ment for wear at all points, the use of a
positively-driven admission valve, a cylin
der head which is perfectly plain and has
no complications, the use of mica insula
tion in the sparking plugs, and the arrange
ment of all valve mechanism so that each
part can easily be taken out and repaired

hibit is the 5-horsepower engine running
on steel rollers, showing that unbalancing
and vibration have been successfully avoid
ed. The engine is perfectly free to roll one
way or the other and would do so were it
not that this result has been perfectly
worked out.
In the Callahan gas engine made by W.
P. Callahan & Co. of Dayton, Ohio, the
side shaft, which controls the valve mech
anism, is driven by spiral gears from the
main shaft. The governor is so arranged
that, at light loads, the side shaft is dis
connected and remains still except when a
charge is needed. For heavier loads the
governor operates to throttle the amount
of the charge.
Admission and exhaust
valves, the sparking mechanism and for
gasoline engines the gasoline pump are all
driven from the side shaft, so that when
no charge is being taken, the mechanism
of the engine is quiet, except for the mo
tion of the piston, connecting rod, shaft,
flywheel and governor. In the exhibit,
engines are shown directed-connected to an
electric generator, running idle, and geared
to a pump. The Callahan engine is ar
ranged to be used for either gas or gaso
line, the gasoline attachment being a double
pump, a suction drawing the fuel from the
tank outside, and a force pump to measure
the amount of fuel forced into the vapor
izing pipe at each stroke. The pump is op
erated from the side shaft mentioned above
by means of large cams, and as it stops with
the shaft, no fuel is thrown into the cylin
der except when a charge is wanted.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & Co'S. EXHIBIT OF IN
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF GAS
ENGINES.
engine piston which slowly turns the engine
over when the igniter snaps and a charge
is ignited. This gives the flywheel suffi
cient momentum so that the next charge is
drawn in by the engine in the regular way.
This method of starting insures against
failure to start, as it is not dependent
upon an air supply stored by the engine
when running, and consequent annoyance
if the air gets exhausted.
All Otto engines are fitted with patent
electric igniters having both movable and
stationary electrodes, mounted in a phos
phor bronze flange.
The marine type, vertical two cylinder
engine, is of the same construction as
many of this and larger sizes which have
been built for submarine boats.
Two types of pumping engines are
shown, vertical and horizontal, the pump
being directly geared to the engine, which
makes a compact design, also a 10-horsepower engine belted to a generator.
Of the engines next to the south wall
the Foos, the Callahan, the Brown-Coch
ran, and the Olds are the most noticeable.
The Foos exhibit consists of an 18-horsepower, portable outfit which can be run on
the truck as it stands, "an 80-horsepower
stationary type, a 5-horsepower, mounted
on steel rollers, a i-horsepower stationary

VALVE GEAR SIDE OF 7-HORSEPOWER FOOS ENGINE.
without disturbing any other part of the
engine.
Aside from the careful attention to de
sign and the resemblance which the Foos
has to a good design of a high-speed steam
engine, the most striking feature of the ex-

Coal-mining industry in Illinois has
made great progress. In 1880, Illinois pro
duced only 6,089,514 tons of coal, 13,653,946 tons were mined in 1890 and in 1902
the output was 29,410,154 tons, an increase
of nearly fivefold in 20 years.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible. These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
THINKS ENGINEERING A GOOD BUSINESS.
Editor The Engineer :
In looking over the Sept. 1 issue I saw
a letter entitled Trades or Business, signed
by Stationary Engineer, and it just suited
me as I think that a stationary engineer
has a business and can be more proud of
his calling than can the average druggist
of today, because there is something more
in it. The engineer has electricity, steam,
water, coal and chemistry and has more
life in his work than in almost any other
kind of business. He does not have to get
out and hustle for trade in order to make
expenses ; all he has to do is to please the
persons he works for.
It is much nicer to be with an engine
than to be housed up in a drug shop where
one gets the fumes from the drugs which,
to me, are sickly odors. In the engine room
we get some grease, but the more dirt we
get the more healthy . we are, that is, the
kind of dirt we get in the engine room. I
believe that, as a rule, an engineer gets
as much or even more income than the
drug clerk, or even the druggist himself
after all expenses are paid. The engineer
has to bear no expense at all, but of course
he will try to cut his employer's expense
bill.
At present I have charge of a lighting
plant. I found the dynamos in bad shape.
The former engineer used a 16-inch fan to
keep the commutator cool, and I found the
carbon brushes given too much tension,
too much grease in the form of cylinder oil.
I clean the brushes with sand paper and
leave them in the holder and have done
away with the fan and get as much for it
per month as I do for one 16-candlepower
lamp. Parafine wax is used on the com
mutator. I simply draw the wax across
the commutator once in 6 hours and be
lieve it is a good lubricant for the pur
pose.
■ -'■
I have a new method of sandpapering
a commutator. Take a piece of 4 x 4 pine
12 inches long. Cut out the under side
V shape and tack a piece of tin of the same
width to the ends so that the tin covers the
part cut away. Then cut a groove in which
to put the paper, the latter covering the tin.
When pressed against the commutator, the
paper has an even bearing the width of the
tin.
J. J. J.
ANOTHER WAY TO STOP THE LEAK.
Editor The Engineer :
Replying to C. A. H. in the Sept. 15
issue of The Engineer on stopping the leak
in his boiler, I would advise him to take a
reducer having a thread both inside and
outside. The reducer should be the next
size larger than the pipe at present in use.
Tap the hole in the boiler so that a neat
fit can be made, and screw the reducer in

tight; then screw the nipple into the re
ducer. This will make as gcod a joint as
can be made. The boiler might have a
reinforcing plate put on, somewhat thicker
than the sheet, and tapped to the exact size
of the nipple. Either scheme will stop the
leak and there will be no more trouble.
A. C. Markley.
THE CYLINDER HEAD PROBLEM AGAIN.
Editor The Engineer:
In The Engineer of Sept. 1, H. L. S.
states that J. A. Willison has the wrong
end of the argument, and his fellow work
man is right. The question referred to is
in connection with the cylinder head prob
lem, regarding the strain on the studs hold
ing the head on. H. L. S. has used the
spring balance to apparently prove his
point. The spring balance used, when I
wrote a reply, in which I stated that the
spring balance arranged as it was then, and
as it is in the Sept. 1 number, which is
practically the same, does not illustrate the
condition of the stud and nuts holding the
cylinder head on, because it is assuming
that the stud is a spring sensitive to every
change in pressure. Instead, it is a rigid

SHOWING SPRING BALANCE REVERSED.
iron rod requiring many times the pressure
put upon it in practice in order to change
its length.
As I stated in a former letter, the strain
on the stud is the strain put on by the
wrench when turning the nut, plus the
strain caused by the steam pressure. The
spring balance seems to be a favorite il
lustration of this problem, so I shall ar
range it so it will more nearly suit the
conditions. Instead of the arrangement
shown by H. L. S., take a bolt, say, a Y%inch eye-bolt, and fasten it into a timber.
Now take the spring balance and attach it
to the eye-bolt, and then by means of a rope
fastened to a nail in the timber, put any

tension you. wish upon the spring balance
and make the rope fast.
Now you will find that you can attach
weights to the eye-bolts, or add more spring
balances, and the tension on the first spring
balance will remain the same until you
have put enough strain on the bolt to stretch
it, and the strain which the bolt has to
support is the sum of all the strain until
the bolt stretches. Then it would slacken
the rope and relieve the strain on the spring
balance.
In the Sept. 15 issue I noticed that H.
Eggeftberg gives an illustration, in which
he uses a string instead of the spring bal
ance. It does not illustrate the conditions,
however, because the string is elastic and
the stud which holds the cylinder head is
rigid under conditions met with in practice.
E. E. Russell.
USE OF STEAM IN OIL BURNING.
Editor The Engineer:
A letter from Geo. G. Bennett on
this subject, which appeared some months
ago, referred in the first paragraph to a
report on liquid fuel, and is not without
interest in a general way, since the writer
gives us some novel information drawn
from his personal experience in oil burning.
Evidently, however, your correspondent
has not read the said report as a whole,
which is a pity, since there is much to be
learned therefrom, and it is not to be
waved aside with hasty judgment or lightly
made the subject of criticism.
. Mr. Bennett speaks of "this experiment"
as though the hard labor of half a year's
unofficial and official tests were but a
unit; and seems to suppose that air-com
pressors, two or three large pumps and airsuperheaters had to be used all at once,
instead of being resorted to, in the main,
singly and with a view to the accurate no
tation of particular effects. He adds succintly :
"Far better results can be ob
tained with an apparatus ten times more
simple;" although it appears somewhat
questionable whether his understanding of
the "results" is definite.
First of all, he makes evident the govern
ing principle of his oil-burner. It is an in
jector or atomizer, as latter-day inventors
prefer to characterize their devices.
In
fact, there are no oil burners in use that
are not injectors. Some of them go by
steam, others by compressed air and still
others by both compressed air and steam.
Mr. Bennett's device uses steam alone.
Considered from a mechanical point of
view, his atomizing oil feeder (the more
logical word) is almost absurdly cheap and
so far meritorious. It can hardly be a
fire builder, which is what oil feeders ought
to be and never have been (with a chanie
exception), but he claims for it, no doubt
justly, an "automatic action" reducing all
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bother to minimum ; and that is a fine
virtue which the great majority of such
devices lack.
Perhaps the very ablest of widely known
experts not long ago questioned the writer :
"How do you inject your oil?" "I do not
inject it." "Then, you do not burn it!"
And twice again, very sharply : "How do
you inject your oil?" "It is not fed by in
jection." "Well, I want to hear nothing
about it. You have nothing new. You
never ran a furnace without injecting oil !
I absolutely know that you inject it." As
if any decent inventor, hoping in time to
conquer prejudice and get his invention un
der way, would attempt to speed it on with
a lie !
Let us see what Mr. Bennett has dis
covered that is new, while operating what
he will concede is an old device, however
improved upon by himself :
"It is not necessary to furnish air for
combustion when using steam in the burn
ers." He rather expects to be "taken to
task" for this assertion, and therefore frank
ly tells how he learned this fact. He "ran
a 100-horsepower boiler at its full capacity"
—grate-bars being hermetically sealed, ash
pit and furnace doors tightly shut and
probably (though he does not say so), bare
ly a chink in evidence around the entrance
of the oil-burner nozzle. Some small peep
hole there must have been, however, for he
saw the flame within and it was "not more
than 3 feet long and from 10 to 12 inches
wide." Moreover, it was "smokeless and
almost incandescent," whatever may be sig
nified by that superior word. Rather hard
on the boiler, was it not? The heating sur
faces must have been very unequally af
fected by a fire so localized. And how
could such a localization be established,
much less preserved?
A vacuum is a great devourer and even
a small fire in an airless furnace must lose
body, it would seem, and fill space with its
highly attenuated flames. True, there was
a peep-hole ; and the writer has demon
strated that the tiniest air entrance will
deteriorate a vacuum speedily. That would
not go far either, if vacuum would be al
ways forming. But whether or no, your
correspondent adds : "It will be seen from
1 his that combustion was not dependent
upon the air but upon the oxygen and
hydrogen of the steam."
It may be timidly suggested that the
oil itself was nearly 3 per cent oxygen
and 11 per cent hydrogen, so that it
would naturally collaborate with the steam
to keep the fire going. But just so much
heat as is subtracted from a furnace to
decompose the wet and set free its gases
for purposes of combustion, must be charged
against these steam-jet oil burners in any
account of profit and loss. But then they
generate their own steam, so it is turn and
turn about till any common calculator
grows giddy.
The "Liquid Fuel Board," however, does
not seem to have been much afflicted with
dizziness. The tabulated report presents
such items as these :
"Loss due to superheating steam for
spraying oil : 0.58, 0.77, 1.25," etc.
"Loss due to the moisture formed by the
burning of hydrogen : 1.44, 1.35, 1.54," etc.
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Curious how burning hydrogen will pre
cipitate moisture! Yet a iy2 per cent loss
is considerable and should be avoided. But
let us have one entire paragraph from the
report upon this subject:
"There is a widespread misconception
regarding the part that the steam which is
used for atomizing purposes plays in ef
fecting combustion.
It is supposed by
many that, after atomizing, the steam is
decomposed and that the hydrogen and
carbon are again united, thus producing
heat and adding to the heat value of the
fuel. While it may be true that the pres
ence of steam may change the character and
sequence of the chemical reaction and re
sult in the production of a higher tempera
ture at some part of the flame, such an ad
vantage will be offset by lower temperatures
elsewhere between the grate and the base
of the stack. All steam that enters the
furnace will, if combustion is complete,
pass up the stack as steam, also carrying
with it a quantity of waste heat. The
amount of this waste heat will depend upon
the amount of steam and its temperature at
the entrance of the furnace. The quantity
of available heat, measured in thermal
units, is undoubtedly diminished by the in
troduction of steam. In an efficient boiler
it is quantity of heat rather than intensity
that is wanted. For many manufacturing
purposes intensity of heat may be of pri
mary importance; but in a marine steamgenerator a local intense heat is objection
able on other grounds than those of econ
omy, viz.: its liability to cause leaky tubes
and seams from the unequal expansion of
heating surfaces."
This is not introduced as absolutely au
thoritative, although it may be so. The
writer would suggest on Mr. Bennett's side
that the steam his oil burner discharged into
the furnace, was, by his account, nowhere
met by any chilling air current; and if,
under such conditions, combustion could go
on, then steam might be decomposed and
assist burning by the actual destruction of
its own elements. In that case there would
be no gases left to recombine into steam
again—would there? Now as a matter of
fact, all the steam used under the govern
ment experimental boiler appears to have
been subjected to drafts of air and usually
excessive ones. In tests where air was ac
tually introduced with the steam the latter
must have been cooled at the outset,—one
would think to a degree of wetness. In
support of this view, the one burner of that
class tested by the Board "consumed a
pound of steam for every pound of oil" in-'
jected, and is not recommended for that
reason. In other cases it seems quite clear
that air drafts did not blow exclusively into
the fire zone, as they should ; and all
steam, caught outside of that would, of
course, be lowered in temperature and wind
its way along to the base of the stack where
it was fairly found by observation; not it
self the cause of any fall in temperature,
but the existing proof that temperature had
been unduly lowered because of misdirected
or over-abundant air supply.
However this may be, The Engineer's
evidently candid correspondent believes
that steam will burn oil unassisted by air;
while the "Liquid Fuel Board" finds that
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steam may pass through a burning, fiery
furnace without singeing of a hair, so to
speak.
But if oil can be consumed by steam
why not coal ? Concede a grate full of fire,
to start with, and vacuum storage compart
ments for graduated supply of chunks, then
inexorably shut out the beggarly atmos
phere, turn on steam, and through some
pin-hole watch the two burn!
Now once, in ages past, the writer also
ran a 100 to 120-horsepower boiler (Babcock & Wilcox). She had a new device
(not an injector) conscientiously dubbed (as
patented) "an Automatic Safety Oil Burn
er." It is now relegated to "limbo" because
of something better; but it burned benzine
with never an explosion and the lighter
Pennsylvania crude oils without smoke,
and created any quantity of steam if well
handled. So it seemed worth while as soon
as the first small boiler had demonstrated
efficiency, to try for bigger results.
This oil feeder, hastily constructed at a
guess to suit so large a furnace, got up
pressure in good time, without aid from an
ounce of coal, a sliver of wood or a spurt
of steam (no other boiler was fired). It
set in motion a great Corliss engine that
ran the machinery of the Jamestown Al
paca Mills and carried on the work for 2
days successfully. It cannot be said that
the fire was without fault but it was pro
nounced highly creditable. The writer ad
mits with sorrow that it didn't know enough
to burn without air.
There was a horizontal opening three
inches wide all across—interrupted o»ly by
the nonremovable furnace door casings;—
say 3l/z feet including all. And the air
sneaked in along the level of the fire box
floor and at the prompting of a piece of
lighted waste, wickedly and feloniously set
fire to an exceedingly thin sheet of oil, ten
inches wide and lying broadwise nearly
from side to side. The oil primarily en
tered the furnace by force of gravity under
automatic restraint, and as heat increased
was no longer to be seen because of the
rapidity with which it was transformed into
soaring hydro-carbons, catching fire at a
point about I inch above the burning table.
Then you got steam and used it to set in
operation eight steam-jet blasts of the oldfashioned kind.
Up to that time the flames were about
as long as they pleased to be, but directly
after they shrank and became—well, "al
most incandescent;" yet always they filled
the line of vision in front and would have
whipped out at the corners but for a trick
with the fire bricks just inside. I assure
you a lot of air and steam went into that
fire. As to the effect of the steam, it made
the flames very white and the writer
thinks, added to their radiant energy.
Maybe it went out of the smoke stack as
steam, but I venture to think it doubtful.
And maybe again the fire ought not to
have been white, but purple or madder red
or prussian blue, like some of the fixed
stars that are so prodigiously hot. For it
is not pretended that the test was beyond
criticism.
But it never occurred to me to shut up
that 3-inch wide, horizontal opening for
natural draft, plug tight the 2-inch pipes
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that blew in blasts, and let the steam burn
that oil! or possibly I, too, could have run
a ioo-horsepower boiler with a flame "only
3 feet long and 10 to 12 inches wide"—
economical of air, if of nothing else !
Amanda T. Jones.
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THE CYLINDER HEAD PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer:
If your patience still continues, I will
submit another demonstration of the cylin
der head bolt question. By combining the
ideas already given in a slightly different
form, I think that a proof may be devised
which will appeal to some who, perhaps,
have failed to see the application of some
of the points indicated in previous issues.
Consider the circumstances attending,
for example, a cylinder whose piston has a
diameter of 16 inches. The head will be
held in place by about 14 bolts. The strain
in these bolts depends entirely upon the
energy of the man who last set them up.
If he used an 18-inch wrench, and if the
bolts have about 10 threads to the inch, the
pressure between the bolt and the head will
be not far from 5,000 pounds, allowing for

CLEANING FIRES.
Editor The Engineer:
I would not allow a fireman to work
in my plant who would persist in cleaning
fires in the way described by Cleaner on
page 640 of the issue of Sept. 15 ; that is,
after the fireman had been instructed in a
better way. Some of my boilers are fitted
with stationary grates that are
feet
square. When it is time to clean one of
these fires, the good coal is shoved back
to rear part of the furnace. The ashes and
clinkers are then hauled forward onto the
dead plate, and are shovelled into the ash
pit at once without touching the floor. In
this way all fine ashes are drawn into the
furnace and ashpit, instead of being de
posited on the boiler fronts, piping, gages,
etc.
The ashes are then rattled out of the
rear part of the furnace with a tee bar,
the good coal drawn forward, and if any
clinkers appear they are drawn onto the
dead plate and from thence shovelled into
the ashpit. It takes 7 minutes to clean a
fire in this way. I consider the plan of
FIG. I. HEAD HELD BY A SPRING.
hauling hot ashes and clinkers out on the FIG. 2. AN UPWARD AND DOWNWARD PULL.
boiler room floor, then wetting them, caus
ing ashes to fly about the room, one of the
friction. Now, if the boiler carries a pres
relics of barbarism.
Some of my furnaces are fitted with the sure of 120 pounds, and if full boiler pres
Thompson dumping grate, divided into sure is admitted to the cylinder, the total
four sections. When it is time to clean one pressure upon the head will be 16 x 16 x
of these fires, the good coal on both front , 0.7854 x 120, about 24,000 pounds, which
sections is shoved back to rear of furnace, will leave about 1,700 pounds of working
then the two front sections are dumped into load to be supported by each of the 14
the ashpit. The good coal is then hauled cylinder bolts. It is therefore evident that
forward, the two rear sections dumped, a bolt, under working conditions, will never
after which the good coal is spread evenly be called upon to resist a working load
over the grates and covered with fresh equal to the initial load, for full boiler pres
sure can produce, at most, a load only
coal, and a thoroughly clean fire is the re
sult. It takes 3 minutes to clean one of one-third as great.
The question now is, does this extra
these fires. In both cases the ashpit doors
are left open, and after the fires are cleaned load of 1,700 pounds fall as an additional
the fronts are practically as clean as before load upon the head bolt and increase the
the process, except a small space near the strain upon it? I say emphatically, no!
Instead of increasing the strain upon the
furnace doors.
Sometimes a slice bar will get very hot head bolt this extra load spends its energy
in partially relieving the longitudinal com
while slicing a fire containing hard clink
ers, in which case the following device is pression of the cylinder walls. Diagram I
very convenient. Take a section of cast- represents a cylinder with the head held on
iron pipe, say, 8 inches in diameter, and by stud bolts; between the nut and the
bolt a square wooden flange over one end cylinder head is placed, for purposes of
demonstration, a stiff spring. We will sup
covering the whole area of pipe. Bolt an
other one over the other end covering about pose in this case that the nut is screwed
two-thirds of the area, locating the lower up until there is a strain of 5,000 pounds
part so that they will form feet to support on the spring (and also of course upon the
the pipe when it is laid on the boiler room bolt). Now, in order to put this stress of
floor. Drill a hole in the top, and connect 5,000 pounds upon the spring, it was neces
a small water pipe, say, Yt, inch, at this sary to compress it. Again, on the one
point. Keep this large pipe as near full of hand, any further compression of this
water as possible, and run the hot slice spring will increase the strain on the bolt ;
bar into it. This is much better than to on the other hand, the strain on the bolt
lay it on the floor and turn water on it can not be increased unless the spring be
from a hose, or to attempt to hang it up further compressed. The head is free to
on a nail while still hot. If it is desired move from its seat except for the tension of
to cool a tee bar in this way, a larger pipe the spring. If it does move from its seat,
it will compress the spring: but if it does
may be used.
W. H. Wakeman.
not move from the seat when the working
New Haven, Conn.
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load is placed upon it, the spring is not
being further compressed and no additional
strain is put upon the bolt.
The question now remains, Is there a
tendency for the head to leave its seat un
der the above conditions? Place a weight,
A on the top (inside) of the head to repre
sent the working load. I don't think any
one will say for a moment that the down
ward force of 1,700 pounds can lower the
head, which is held up by a force of 5,000
pounds. Glance for a moment at diagram
2 where the upward push upon the head is
represented by an upward pull, endeavor
ing to hold the head in place. While the
downward force, the working load, is rep
resented as a downward pull, endeavoring
to unseat the head. Now, if a man pulled
upward with a strength of 5,000 pounds, is
it possible that another man pulling down
ward with force of only 1,700 pounds could
unseat the head? Of course not. What
has happened is this: in the first place, in
both diagrams, the upward force of 5,000
pounds is resisted by the cylinder walls
with an equal resistance; the only differ
ence after admitting steam is that, now the
upward force of 5,000 pounds is resisted up
to 1,700 pounds, by the downward steam
pressure, while the remaining 3,300 pounds
falls upon the wall and serves to keep a
tight joint.
If it were possible to introduce a steam
pressure equal to the tension on the bolt,
in this case 5,000 pounds, it is evident that
the entire upward force would be sup
ported by the steam pressure and the walls
would be relieved of all such duty. But as
properly constructed cylinders are so pro
portioned that this is impossible, it is evi
dently not possible to unseat the head ; it is
therefore not possible to further compress
the spring; it is therefore not possible to
increase the strain on the head bolt; and
we must therefore conclude that there
is no more strain on the cylinder head bolt
when steam is on, than when it is off.
It is interesting to note that, if cylin
ders were so proportioned that a load
equal to the original strain on the bolts
could be introduced, the head would be
moved from its seat and profuse leakage
would occur. It would make no difference
whether a spring were used, as in the above
example, or whether the elasticity of the
metal were substituted.
Leon W. Redpath.

ANOTHER SOLUTION OF THE AIR PUMP PROB
LEM.
Editor The Engineer:
In the issue of The Engineer for Jan.
15 there appears an air pump problem that
is rather interesting and although it appears
rather difficult at first sight it is in reality
not very complicated.
Referring to the cut which appeared on
page 77 of the January number, let A be
an air tight vessel whose volume we will
call V. B is the cylinder of the air pump
whose volume is 1-12 that of A. By hy
pothesis this air pump removes its entire
volume each double stroke or in other
words is single acting. Assume atmos
pheric pressure to be 14.7 pounds per
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square inch. We find from the weight of
a mercury column that 23.83 inches is
equal to a pressure of 3 pounds above ab
solute vacuum, so that for convenience in
figuring we will use this figure in place of
the 24 inches as per the original problem,
the method remaining the same in each
case.
First then, from a study of gases it has
been found that the absolute pressure and
the volume are so related that represent
ing volume by V, and pressure by P, PV=
a constant which we may call C. In con
formity with this formula if P is to be re
duced from 14.7 to 3, V must increase by
a like proportion or to 4.9 times itself or
else be reduced in amount by removing all
but 204 per cent of the gas from the ves
sel. Lest some do not follow this reason
ing clearly let us suppose that the cham
ber, A, were in reality the same size, that
is, in diameter, as shown but five or six
times as long and fitted with a snugly
fitting piston free from leakage, the other
conditions remaining as stated; then by
the above reasoning, to reduce the pres
sure to 3 pounds absolute it is evident that
we must withdraw the piston to such point
that it will increase the volume of the
chamber by 4.9 times itself or since the
diameter remain the same it must be with
drawn 4.9 times as far out as the first posi
tion. With the piston in this last position
conceive a partition to be inserted at the
position originally occupied by the piston.
It is then evident that the air or gas in
the original portion of the cylinder, A, will
be lo/49ths the original amount, or 20.4
per cent of it.
It is evident that we must remove with
the air pump 79.6 per cent of the air. But
by hypothesis the pump removes 1/12 of
the volume of vessel, A, per stroke. Not
1/12 of the original amount but 1/12 of
that remaining from the previous stroke.
The amount remaining after the first
stroke will be I — 1/ 12, nfter the second
stroke 1—1/12—11/144, after the third
1—1/12—11/144—121/1,728. It is evident
that we must continue this series until it
reaches a value of 0.204.
Or we can obtain • it a little easier by
remembering that after the first stroke
11/12 of the original amount remains and
after the second, 121/144 of the original
amount remains, and so on, the portion re
maining at the end of the preceding stroke
being some power of 11/12, and the power
is represented by the number of the stroke,
that is, after the second stroke the amount
is represented by 11/12*. From this it be
comes evident that the problem is to find
a power of 11/12 that will give 0.204 or
reducing to decimals, given 0.9i666x =
0.204, to find A'. Since log. 0.916666 = —
1.9621 and log. 0.204 = — 1-3096 it becomes
— 1.+ 0.962 = — 0.038 and — 1. + 0.3096
= — 0.6904 and we find that 0.6904 -f- 0.038
= 18.17, and since we do not contemplate
partial strokes we may call it 19 strokes
of the air pump.
R. L. Ellis.
A SUGGESTION FOR C. A. H.
Editor The Engineer :
I noticed in the Sept. 15 issue that C. A.
H. wants practical suggestions on stopping
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a leak where the steam pipe is screwed into
the boiler. If it is not practical for him to
replace the piece of pipe with one on which
the thread is not cut quite so deep, I should
advise him to use a steam clamp. I have
a line of 7-inch pipe upon which I have
three clamps.
These have been on the pipe about one
year and have given no trouble. I had
them made at a local shop at a cost of about
$2.00 apiece.
We are also using three patent clamps
of a well-known make on 8 and 10 inch
pipe, and are giving excellent results. There
is, however, considerable difference be
tween the cost of the two clamps. I use
the ordinary tubular gaskets for packing.
If these clamps are properly made and ap
plied they will stop the leak entirely.
J. E. D.
ANSWERS TO A. S. H.'s QUESTION.
Editor the Engineer :
I will endeavor to answer A. S. H. in
regard to. his switchboard trouble about
which he makes inquiry in the issue of
Sept. 15. The cause of a dead short circuit
throwing both the line and generator break
ers is the rapid flow of current, the differ
ence in the number of amperes at which
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are that the generator breaker would still
throw.
My method of setting the circuit break
ers when one generator supplies two lines
and in order to obtain the best results un
der all conditions is this : Assuming that
he has two 150-kilowatt, 550-volt gener
ators with a steady load of 275 amperes,
we will set each generator circuit breaker
to throw at 450 amperes, and each line
breaker to throw at 325 amperes. I can cite
more than a dozen generators of this capac
ity that have been working under these con
ditions for the past 4 or 5 years and are in
good condition to-day. I have worked a
Thomson and Ryan 150-kilowatt, 550-volt
generator continuously with the generator
breaker throwing at 500 amperes anywhere
from 30 to 120 times a day of 10 hours
without any apparent damage to the gen
erator.
But at the same time I consider this 50
amperes too high for ordinary service. At
the present time I have the same generator,
which is direct-connected to an 18 x 18
McEwen engine, running 22}^ hours out of
24, with its circuit breaker throwing at 475
amperes and furnishing current to three
mines over two different lines.
It is always a pleasure to hear from en-
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FIG. I. DIAGRAM FROM RIGHT HAND CYI.INDF.K.
each circuit-breaker is set is not great
enough to allow the line breaker to act
quickly enough to prevent sufficient cur
rent passing through the generator breaker
to cause it to throw also.
While I have not made any tests of the
matter, I will say that from practical ex
perience in this line of work the generator
circuit breaker would have to be set to

gineers in charge of electric and com
pressed air mining plants. I enclose here
with an indicator diagram from each of
the steam cylinders of one of the 20'/i and
24 x 36 duplex Corliss Ingersoll-Sergeant
air compresssors installed in the coal min
ing plant of which I have charge. The valves
are cutting off at the point shown in the
diagrams. The air pressure in the line is

FIG. 2. DIAGRAM FROM LEFT HAND CYLINDER
break at four times the current in amperes
that the line breaker is set in order to have
it remain closed when the line breaker
throws on a short circuit. Then if exces
sive current were flowing to the other line
at the time of the short circuit, the chances

governed by the boiler pressure, which in
this case should be 135 pounds per square
inch to maintain an air pressure of 85
pounds, and at the same time giving very
economical results in steam consumption.
Seanor, Pa.
F. M. Z.
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A FEW CORRECTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
In reading over my letter in the Sept.
IS issue, on separating oil from exhaust
steam, and soda ash in boilers, I noticed
several errors which affect considerably the
sense of what I intended to say. Near the
end of the second paragraph, where it
reads: "A good separator (from my expe
rience I know of at least two thoroughly
good ones), placed as already directed, and
continuously drained through a drip of suf
ficient size to carry away the oil and water
as fast as caught, will give good results and
will waste very little steam at such short
periods, as the accumulation of oil and
water is not sufficient to prevent the escape
of steam through the drain," my intention
was to convey the impression that no trap
was to be used on the separator drain, but
to allow it to blow through a pipe of small
size, small pipe being used to prevent un
necessary waste of steam, and that no
serious waste of steam would occur
through the small pipe, at the pressure
ordinarily used in connection with ex
haust steam heating.
In the third paragraph the statement
that a pint of oil is used per day of 2 hours,
should read per day of 10 hours, that,
ordinarily, being the length of the day's
run. In paragraph four, I find : "Many
have the impression that soda ash will cause
a boiler to burn at the least provocation."
The word foam should have been used in
stead of the word burn.
H. L. S.

THINKS IT RATHER BAD PRACTICE.
Editor The Engineer:
I noticed in the Sept. 1 issue that J. H.
G. gives his experience in removing oil
from boilers. Now I do not doubt the
truthfulness of J. H. G.'s statement, but it
appears to me that turning live steam into
an empty boiler and then letting it out and
suddenly filling it up with cold water would
cause very sudden expansion and contrac
tion and give the boiler a severe strain ;
als6 cause the tubes to leak.
The loosening of the scale from the
tubes and sheet is caused by the sudden
contraction and expansion of the iron. I
think it would be far less harmful to the
boiler to allow it to cool gradually before
washing out, but if J. H. G. says that after
3 years of such treatment the inspector
says the boiler had not been injured in the
least what have the rest of us to say about
his method of removing grease and scale?
G. B. W.
QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE INJECTOR.
Editor The Engineer :
I was much interested in the article on
injectors, on page 501 of the July 15 issue.
In view of the theory advanced, which I
am aware is the one generally accepted, I
would like to submit the following ques
tions:
■1. • l{ the injector works because the
steam has such a high velocity that it sends
the water into the boiler before the check
valve has time to wake up and catch on to
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the game, why is it necessary to have the
area of the steam tube so much larger than
the area of the discharge tube?
2. If it was solely the velocity, would
it not be sufficient to simply make the steam
tube enough larger than the discharge tube
to allow for friction in pipe?
3. If it is solely velocity, how are we
to account for the fact that an injector
will work against a pressure gage with sim
ply enough opening of discharge pipe to
keep the water from being boiled in the
tubes ?
4. If it is solely velocity, why will some
injectors force against four times the initial
pressure, and others only against one and
one-quarter times initial pressure?
Fred H. Colvin.
CAN'T STOP THE LEAK.
Editor The Engineer:
With regard to C. A. H.'s leaky steam
pipe, I would remind him of the suggestion
repeatedly made by the readers of this
journal, not to be so brief with regard to
important points of their queries. C. A.
H. does not advise us as to the size of the
steam pipe, nor whether the surface of the
boiler into which the pipe is screwed, is
flat or convex, and furthermore, as to the
pressure carried in the boiler, also whether
the pipes are connected by flange joints or
couplings. A rough sketch would have
made all this quite clear.
Assuming that the hole in the boiler
plate has been tapped to the standard size
and that the threads in the plate and pipe
are damaged by corrosion, I. should get a
second taper tap of the required size, run
this through the hole and if found slack,

HI
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In reply to J. E. Dick, I am inclined to
believe the drop in the steam line of the
diagrams is caused by high piston speed in
proportion to the steam port areas, the
steam thus being wire-drawn before cutoff
takes place. I have had charge of a crosscompound Corliss engine, 22 and 44 x 42,
making 120 revolutions per minute, the dia
grams of which always had a drop very
similar to that illustrated by his diagrams.
I am much interested in the reply made
by Cleaner to L. A. Oaks with regard to
the working and cleaning of fires. Accord
ing to the illustration his firebars will per
mit the use of a tool usually called a
pricker in Europe. With this tool the
lazy bar placed below the firebars will do
good service by supporting the pricker
handle, while the blade is run between the
firebars, thus disturbing the clinker and
further expediting subsequent cleaning. A
few spare blades may be kept ready to fill
the place of those worn out.
R. L. Fryer.
ANOTHER SUGGESTION FOR C. A. H.
Editor The Engineer:
With reference to the leaky thread on
the steam pipe mentioned by C. A. H. in
the issue of Sept. 15, would say that I had
a similar experience some years ago. I
could not shut down to put in another pipe
of larger diameter at the threaded part, so
I brightened both the boiler plate and the
nipple for, say, yi inch from the point, then
tinned it all around, then I bawked up a
little fireclay around the nipple, and filled
the channel full of solder. This stopped
the leak very effectively for 3 months and
until I had an opportunity to put in a new
piece of pipe.
William S. Luckcnbach.

A

CONSTRUCTION OF PRICKER BAR.
run it back again. Now place a strip of
tin or sheet brass against one or two (ac
cording to the number of grooves in the
tap) of the cutting edges and by again run
ning the tap through, the exposed edges
will clear out the threads in the boiler
plate.
A new length of pipe will now be re
quired and on screwing it in allowance
must be made for the strips when tapping.
If a new pipe is not available, screw the
thread farther up to required size, making
up the reduction in length with a collar be
tween the two flanges or by using a longer
coupling. Another method is to fit a flange
tight on the pipe, place studs in the boiler
plate according to the holes in the flange
and then use an ordinary gasket joint.
This would not interfere with the length
of the pipe, but as a matter of convenience
would depend upon whether the surface of
boiler plate is flat or convex.

RADIATION REQUIRED FOR HEATING J REPLIES
TO INQUIRIES.
Editor The Engineer :
Frank Keifer, in the Sept. 15 issue wants
to know how many lineal feet of 1 54-inch
pipe it will take to heat a room 60 x 60 x 11
feet. That is about as hard a question as
could be asked, especially of one who is
unacquainted with the conditions. But as
suming that the room is reasonably light
and that the exposure to weather does not
take in more than two sides I should make
the radiation about 60 to 1, taking the cubic
feet of space at 39,600, and dividing by 60
gives 660 square feet of pipe surface. This
multiplied by 2.3 gives 1,500 lineal feet of
1 54-inch pipe required, and in a room such
as I judge this is, I should figure all ex
posed steam pipes as radiation.
He can order the trap for a certain
number of feet of radiation, say, in this
case, for 1,000 feet of radiation, although
this makes rather a small trap. If it is con
venient I would put all my pipe into one
wall coil, using branch instead of re
turn bends. Sometimes in trapping sev
eral coils into one trap trouble is experi
enced on account of one coil interfering
with the circulation of another. Therefore
I should use only one coil if possible, plac
ing it against the exposed walls.
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In looking over my notes on heating I some method of purifying the water before tense heat it is possible to get in a furnace.
find that some of our rooms have a ratio of it enters the boilers. A good exhaust steam For flange pipe joints take wire cloth, say,
radiation to cubic feet of space of 1 to 35, heater is a step in the right direction, and 1-16 inch mesh, and cut it to suit the place
while others have only 1 to 175, each being in addition have used a water softening in which it is to go. Smear the paste upon
comfortably heated. The northwest rooms plant during the last few years with good the surface and screw up the flange bolts.
D. B. D.
require about I to 60 and the southeast results. With the latter we swap sulphate
rooms 1 to 100 or 120. My only experience and carbonate of soda for sulphate and
carbonate of lime, leaving the last in the
REMOVING A PUMP-VALVE SEAT.
has been with a factory building. It is al
ways better to have too much radiation, as purifier. This is putting just as many Editor The Engineer:
it is easy to reduce the temperature of a grains of impurities in the water, but they
I was called from the shop the other
room, but if you have not piping enough are of a non-scale making nature.
day to take out a valve seat in which a
J. O. Benefiel.
you are up against it.
guard stem had been twisted off. There
The engineer never finds out how much
was no possible way to drill it or to chip
REPLIES TO A. S. H.'S QUESTION.
air leaks in around window frames and
it out, for only one hand at a time could
door frames, etc., until he tries to heat it Editor The Engineer :
be got into the valve chamber. The valve
with steam pipes that he has laid out him
In the Sept. 15 issue of The Engineer was in the suction chamber of a triple
A. S. H. asks why his line circuit breaker compound duplex direct acting pump with
self.
In looking over my steam heating notes and the one to protect the machine open 15x24-inch water plungers. The valve seat
I find that I heated our offices with a ratio when there is a short circuit on one of the that was broken was down in the lower
of radiation to cubic feet of space of I to 78 lines. The first reason that suggests itself
when using live steam at a presure of 8$ is that the line breaker takes as much, or
pounds, and with exhaust steam it requires almost as much, current to open it as it
Q
about 1 to 45 to heat the rooms to the same requires to open the machine breaker.
temperature. If I remember the rule cor
When there is a short circuit the machine
rectly we allowed for a radiation of two breaker is overloaded before the line
heat units per hour per square foot of radi
breaker has a chance to act.
ation per degree difference in temperature
He may be able to help it some by ad
between the steam in the pipes and that justing the line breaker to open with the
of the air in the room.
current on the lines and do the work with
It is noticeable also that running ma
a much smaller load than that with which
chinery makes the coils more effective and the main breaker opens. If the machine will
SOLID-BAR AND VALVE WRENCHES.
that the character of the work performed stand a larger load than the machine
by the men has an influence on the amount breaker is set for increase the load at which
of heat required, the greater the physical it will open. As I do not know the amount left-hand corner, with no possible way to
exertion the less steam heat is necessary. of current needed or the current required get at it to get a pull on the wrench.
Well, I tried and tried, but to no avail,
As a general proposition the heating engi
to open the circuit breakers I cannot tell
neer has fewer friends in winter than in whether he can do it with his plant or not. and was afraid I should have to take out
plunger and pistons, when, just then, I
summer. Usually by the first of the year
E. E. Russell.
happened to think that if I took a heavy
we are on speaking terms with only a small
solid-bar wrench and could fit it over the
portion of our factory population, which
REPLY
TO
C.
A
H.
head of the valve wrench, which is a special
chilly condition lasts until the blue birds
tool made for putting in and taking out
come, when all is forgiven and forgotten Editor The Engineer:
In your Sept. 15 issue C. A. H. asks valve seats, I could get the seat out with
and we are friends until snow flies again.
. It is possible that J. E Dick's trouble is for a remedy for his leaky steam pipe. I out much trouble. So I blocked up against
the handle of the wrench with 34x4 pine
caused by too small ports, supposing that should advise him to have a castiron bush
he is right as to the size of his steam pipe. ing made, .with the nipple turned and block, which extended through one of the
No Corliss engine should give a diagram threaded to suit the hole in the boiler, and hand-holes far enough so that I could put
like the one shown unless the steam is wire
the hole in the bushing bored and threaded the cap of a jackscrew against it, then with
drawn. I have drawn steam through a 5- to suit the steam pipe. • This is the best the other end of the jackscrew against the
inch steam pipe to an 18 x 4.8 cylinder de
remedy. However, if he does not care to heavy brick wall I started to slowly turn
veloping 350 horsepower and got a sharper do this, for any reason, he will get good the screw. In a few minutes I was re
cutoff and less falling away to the steam results by using any one of the following warded with the loosening of the valve seat.
Upon taking it out I drilled out the old
line by far than Mr. Dick's diagram shows. pastes.
I should think his engine needed a thor
1. Take asbestos powder and make a guard stem and fitted another, and put the
thick paste by stirring in liquid silicate of seat back in place again.
ough examination.
It occurred to me that this experience
As regards T. F. M.'s diagram, page 654 soda. Smear on the pipe thread. This might help some weary struggler in a time
of the Sept. 15 issue, there may be another paste will harden quickly, stand a great
of need.
Chas. W. Dunlap.
cause for his diagrams, showing rounded amount of heat, and is steam tight.
2. Take one part iron bi-hydrogen and
corners and that is when the instrument is
WHERE SHOULD THE LINERS BE PLACED?
located at the middle of the cylinder, with a three parts ordinary dry red lead. Mix
Editor
The Engineer:
straight-way cock under the indicator, and and use in the same way.
I should be pleased to have someone
3. Take four parts black manganic
angle valves on the nipples that screw into
the cylinder. All events will show late oxide, ten parts litharge, five parts red favor me with information in regard
lead, five parts unburnt limestone, and five to what effect liners will have if
under these conditions.
In The Engineer's reply to J. C. D. he parts yellow ochre. Pulverize, mix well placed behind the end brass of a
is advised to add 50 grains per gallon of and knead into dough, adding a little boiled connecting rod, also behind the brass
linseed oil and asbestos fiber. This will nearest the cylinder, on the crank end.
chloride. Now, I don't know what partic
The rod has a strap with gib and key.
ular chloride is referred to but 50 grains harden in a few hours.
4. Take one part red lead, one part 1 What effect will it have on the piston?
is a lot of anything to put into the water.
I would rather suggest that he adopt means white lead, and one part of plumbago. The What I want to know is the method to use
so as to avoid knocking out a cylinder
of keeping some of the various kinds of red lead and plumbago should be thor
grains out of his boilers. I think he has an oughly mixed together, and as much pure head, also the same with reference to lin
excellent water if he will adopt some means white lead added as will serve to bind the ers at the crosshead end.
How shall I find the amount of clear
of removing the impurities which make powders together; then the mass should be
the water foam. I have successfully used beaten for some time with a mallet on a ance a piston has in a cylinder? This is
water high in magnesia with a mechanical casting or some other solid base. This will one of the most important subjects in engi
neering and is not readily found in engi
boiler cleaner, and usually pin my faith to harden in 24 hours, and resist the most in
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neering books. I have asked different en
gineers as to the above and some told me
one way and others another way. I am
therefore somewhat confused.
G. C.
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and I fail to see where the improvement who, in the Sept. 15 issue, says he has dif
comes in. There was just as much circula
ficulty in stopping a leak where a pipe is
tion with the old method as with the new, connected to a boiler, on account of the
although there is but very little circulation hole in the boiler being too large; that if he
in either case, and what little there is will
MR. NOBLE'S PIPE CONNECTIONS.
never keep the pipes from burning out pro
Editor The Engineer:
vided there is a possibility of their becom
Mr. J. E. Noble in The Engineer of ing coated with scale to any extent. The
Oct. 1 tells about a number of different blowoff pipe becoming rapidly coated with
pipe connections. I read his letter care
scale is what causes the pipe to burn out
fully and wish to state that for some If the scale and mud could be kept out of
reasons I cannot agree with him. In Figs. the pipe there would be no danger of the
1 and 2 he shows a connection where right- pipe burning whether there was any circu
and-left thread is not at hand, and also lation or not. There would never be the
when a union is not to be had. He advises least circulation with the method used by
us to thread one end of the nipple long M. M.
SHOWING CONNECTION TO BOILER.
enough to screw into the fitting far enough
The amount of water evaporated from
to be able to turn it back again into the the blowoff pipe would be infinitesimal and
will disconnect the pipe and fit it into the
other fitting. A locknut has to pack the could under no conditions produce circula
end of another short length of pipe of
long threaded end of the nipple, which tion, notwithstanding the Hartford inspec
naturally does not fit properly.
tor's acceptance to the contrary. The only larger diameter, as shown in the sketch,
Such work may do temporarily, but as way to keep the blowoff pipe from burning and then enlarge the hole in the boiler to
soon as possible should be thrown to the out is to allow no mud or scale to collect suit the new pipe, he will have no difficulty
junk pile and replaced by a finished job. in it, and as that is out of the question, in making a tight connection.
Walter H. Gamble.
I presume the joints considered have to circulation or no circulation, when the
carry water or steam pressure of, say, 70 water in the boiler is allowed to become
pounds or more.
foul and dirty, even to a very slight extent,
Further on he says that a large number the blowoff pipe generally gets the worst EXPLANATION OF MR. SWEENEY 's DIAGRAMS.
of engineers are making the mistake of of it as it is in most cases uncovered and Editor The Engineer :
using sheet rubber between pipe flanges. exposed to intense heat. There is no meth
Mr. Sweeney asks for criticism of the
If this is a mistake, and he is actually on od that can be used to keep the pipe from cards from his engine, which were shown
the right track, I should advise manufac
becoming coated with scale and mud. The in a recent issue. I offer the following:
turers of Rainbow, Rubberbestos, Jenkins only remedy that I know of to keep the To begin with, all the events appear to be
'96 and similar brands to give up the busi
blowoff pipe from burning is to run the late, therefore the first thing would be to
ness. For pressures up to 100 pounds none pipe as I suggested in my letter of July 1, advance the eccentric controlling the steam
of these have given me any trouble. For viz., return the blowoff pipe to the boiler valves. This will give a sharper corner
higher pressures copper gaskets may be below the water line and also enclose it in where the admission line joins the steam
better.
firebrick. When the heat can be kept away line. The head end is later than the crank
And now to the wiped joint. The gen
from the blowoff pipe there will be but end, and the valve at the head end should
be advanced more than the one at the crank
tleman referred to says that, every good little danger of the pipe burning out.
engineer should be able to wipe a joint.
There has never been a blowoff pipe end. The method of doing this will be
I have never tried it and presume I never burnt off as long as it was kept clean, and apparent by inspecting the engine.
The admission line is not vertical, show
shall, whether certain persons call me a there never will be. It is 6nly when it gets
good engineer or not. Is the engineer ex
thickly coated with scale that the heat of ing that the valve opens very late, and this
pected to be a jack-of-all-trades? If not, the furnace has any affect upon it, so that is the reason that full boiler pressure is not
then when necessity requires it why is the the only cure for it is to protect it in realized, the valve opening so late that the
cup joint not good enough to help him some manner. A good way, when brick steam can not get into the cylinder fast
along? Must the engineer learn plumbing? are not handy, is to wind the pipe with one enough to maintain boiler pressure.
The exhaust valves are also late and
If so, why not add belt making, boiler or two layers of asbestos rope according to
making and a number of others? Has not the exposure. Even if there could be very should be advanced so as to give an earlier
the engineer work enough in connection rapid circulation established in the blowoff release and thereby reduce the back pres
with his boilers, engines, pumps and dyna
pipe it might not burn so rapidly, but the sure at the commencement of the stroke.
For an engine running at the speed
mos? Let him tend to these and not try tendency to become coated with scale would
to take away another person's bread and be in like proportion for the reason that given there is too much compression and I
butter. Live and let live, Mr. Noble.
as the blowoff pipe is located at the lowest would suggest giving the exhaust valves a
W. Steindoff.
point of the boiler, the mud and scale little less lap, for whatever is gained in the
Would be liable to circulate more in that area of the card at this point is clear gain
REPLY TO M. M. CONCERNING BLOWOFF PIPE. direction. Then if the circulation amounted provided the engine runs quietly. Accord
to anything the dirt and mud would be ing to the data given, and not knowing the
Editor The Engineer :
size of the rod, I figure the horsepower to
In reply to M. M. in your issue of Oct. carried through the pipe, and if the latter be 181.22 for the head end with a mean
were
not
protected
would
scale
very
rapid
1 with reference to his methods of attempt
effective pressure of 44 pounds, and for the
ing to produce circulation in the blowoff ly. The more rapid the circulation and the crank end, 210.05 horsepower with a mean
dirtier
the
water,
the
more
rapidly
will
pipe of a return tubular boiler described by
effective pressure of 51 pounds.
him and shown in his diagram, and also scale be deposited. If I were operating a
If the changes do not equalize the cutoff
boiler,
I
should
have
no
circulation
with reference to his reply to my letter of
so
that
the work on each end is equal then
July I in which he claims that there must through the blowoff pipe, but should blow the tappet should be raised or the toe piece
off
the
boiler
two
or
three
times
a
day.
be some circulation in the blowoff pipe em
lowered on the end doing the least work.
bodying his arrangement, I desire to say This would carry the mud out of the pipe. If Mr. Sweeney makes any changes in his
I
should
cover
the
pipe
to
protect
it
from
that his statement that such a layout was
the heat, for if this is done there will be valve setting I hope he will publish the
not acceptable to the inspectors of the Hart
cards. I also hope that all the engineers
ford Steam Boiler Co., granting that the very little chance for the pipe to burn out. possible will write for the practical letters
George
G.
Bennett.
Hartford inspector accepted the installa
department, because I believe it will be of
tion as an improvement on the old method,
more benefit to the average engineer
ANOTHER SUGGESTION FOR C. A. H.
does not prove that the change from the
than all the magazines that were ever
Editor The Engineer :
old method was really an improvement.
printed when filled with mathematical
There certainly can be no circulation
I should like to suggest to C. A. H., skyology.
C. M. Armstrong.
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much easier. A variety of uses for the tool
will suggest themselves to the engineer
who has to handle belts.

NEW IDEAS.
A NEW AIR PUMP FOR STEAM EN
GINES.
This invention has for its object to pro
vide a double acting pump from which
the air will be forced in advance of the
water, so that efficient working is insured.
The pump casing is adapted for attach
ment to the side of the condenser of a
steam engine, from which water of con
densation flows into the casing by the inlet
opening shown at the left of the accom
panying sketch. The water then flows into
the annular chamber about the piston cas
ing and from there, through the perfora
tions shown, within the casing.
In the casing referred to, operates a
combined piston and plunger. The lower
or plunger end of the piston is of convex
form and the lower end of the casing be
low the same is of corresponding shape.

KEY-DRAWING DEVICE.

ARRANGEMENT OF BRICKS FOR THE WALL.

GAGE GLASS PROTECTOR.
This protector, invented by Thomas
Mirk, is designed to prevent damage to
the gage glass and also to prevent the
pieces of flying glass, in case the glass
should burst, from injuring persons in the
boiler room.
The supports of the wires forming the

RICHARDSON AIR PUMP. .

A USEFUL BELT TOOL.
A punch which can be readily used in
any position and will make any size of
hole is readily made from an old file, or
\A

B

\a

sect.a-a 3

HOME-MADE BELT PUNCH.
from a carpenter's gouge. It is ground to
the shape shown, and whetted to keen
edges. If a file is used, annealing it will
make the grinding and whetting process

to be drawn and has a tapering piece of
metal 6, having a serrated face 10 and ar
ranged opposite to a similar face 11, in the
aforesaid slot. This tapered key 6 is pro-

BRIDGE WALL FOR A WOOD BURN
ING FURNACE.
The bricks, if arranged as shown in the
figure, will not be displaced by the sticks
of wood as they are thrown in, whereas if

the ends of bricks project so that the sticks
can catch them, the wall will soon be in bad
shape and need relaying.

When the piston descends below the per
forations above referred to, the water flows
through them and out on the ascent of the
piston, the water, with any air or vapor
which rises above it, is forced upward
through the valves into the outer casing
from which it passes through the outlet
illustrated to the hot well or other re
ceptacle.
By the arrangement described, the
plunger is in contact with and sealed by
water in both the up and down strokes,
and the possibility of air passing between
a loosely fitting piston and the casing or
liner, is obviated. Robert Richardson is
the inventor.
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vided with an extension 7 and is secured by
means of a pin so that it has a limited
movement in the direction of its length, but
will grip the shaft key and draw it out as
the screws 5 are forced against the hub of
the pulley.
ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The object of this invention is to pro
duce an electric motor for use on lowvoltage circuits for the operation of light
machinery, such as printing presses, pumps,
fans and the like. The motor is of the type
which embodies alternately energized mag
nets whose armatures are connected with a
common power element to which continu
ous movement is transmitted from the arm
atures. One of the novel features em
bodies an arrangement of magnets where
by the attractive force of unlike poles and
repellent force of like poles may be simul
taneously utilized.
Another feature of novelty in the in
vention consists in an arrangement where
by the current is automatically switched

SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF PROTECTOR WIRES.
protector are rotatably mounted about the
fittings in which the gage glass is held and
the upper support is provided with fan
blades by means of which the upward cur
rents of air near the boiler are utilized to
keep the gage protector rotating at a com
paratively high speed. As the vertical
wires are substantially invisible while the
protector is rotating, there is no interfer
ence in seeing and examining the gage
glass.
WITHDRAWING KEYS FROM SHAFTS.
This invention relates to a device for
withdrawing keys used for fastening pulleys
to a shaft and consists of a semi -circular piece
4 having at each end openings in which
threaded screws 5 are made to operate.
These screws 5 are adapted to operate
against the hub 2 of the wheel or pulley.
Formed at a suitable point between the
screws 5 is a slot which fits over the key

MOTOR FOR LOW-VOLTAGE CIRCUITS.
from one side to the other of the motor
and in the provision of means whereby
the motor may be reversed by changing
the sequence in which the magnets at the
opposite sides of the motor are placed in
circuit. Alexis Vanderbeck is the inventor.
The traffic of the Suez Canal last
year was 16,615,000 tons, against 15, 694,000
tons in 1902. The number of ships passing
was 3,761 and 3,708 in 1903 and 1902 re
spectively.
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Steam Turbine Data.
At the recent meeting of the American
Street Railway Association in St. Louis,
the steam turbine, as is usual in the case
of such meetings, came in for a consider
able amount of attention. Two papers were
presented, each of which contained consid
erable important information on the sub
ject, one by Richard H. Rice, of the Provi
dence Engineering Works, the other by J.
R. Bibbirs of the Westinghouse Machine
Co. The former calls attention to results
obtained with Curtis turbines of small ca
pacities from 15 up to 100 kilowatts, and
the second, which is of considerable length,
records much valuable data obtained from
the running of steam turbine plants.
In the tests of small units, the 15-kilowatt turbine tests at 200 pounds steam pres
sure and running noncondensing showed
steam consumptions of 120 pounds per
kilowatt-hour at one-fourth load, 81 pounds
at one-half load, 67 pounds at three-fourths
load, 59 pounds at full load and 57 pounds
at 25 per cent overload. The figures for the
25-kilowatt test running at 150 pounds
pressure noncondensing were as follows :
One-fourth load, 120 pounds ; one-half
load, 78 pounds; three-fourths load, 52
pounds ; full load, 54 pounds ; 25 per cent
overload, 50 pounds. For the 75 kilowatt
tests at 150 pounds and noncondensing,
the figures were : One-fourth load', 63
pounds; one-half load, 55 pounds; threefourths load, 49 pounds ; full load, 47
pounds ; 25 per cent overload, 46 pounds.
It should be remembered that this is steam
consumption per kilowatt-hour delivered
by the generator and not per indicated
horsepower, and on this basis the results
are favorable when compared with the
performance of similar types and sizes of
reciprocating engines. For a 100-kilowatt
turbine generator run condensing with 125
pounds steam pressure and 28J4 inches
vacuum the results ran : One-fourth load,
37 pounds; one-half load, 29^ pounds;
three-fourths load, 27 pounds; full load,
25.7 pounds ; 25 per cent overload. 24.8
pounds.
These results have been accomplished,
in the case of the small units, with the use
of throttling governors which supply steam
to the nozzles at various pressures, a con
dition which is not favorable to economy
of the turbine. In the larger sizes, two
stages of expansion were employed and
the regular method of governing by cutting
off or adding nozzles to supply steam was
used.
By using nickel steel rings shrunk on
over bands of insulating material, it has
been possible to hold commutators at the
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high speed demanded by turbine working,
so that these smaller machines have been
adapted for direct - current generation.
These tests are notable as being the first
upon small turbines of other than the De
Laval type to be published and also as be
ing among the few tests given out for noncondensing performance of small units.
It would seem from these that the per
formance of the turbine type of engine,
even in the smallest sizes, is equal to that
of the reciprocating engine, and the sim
plicity and small amount of care required
will tend to make this a favorite with
power users for small powers. Mr. Rice
stated that considerable progress had been
made experimentally in adapting the small
turbines for use with other types of ma
chinery than electric generators and that
some belted units are in successful opera
tion, although this feature of the work has
not been carried very far as yet.
Mr. Bibbins' paper also gives some data
in regard to the steam consumption of
steam turbines when run noncondensing.
The tests given by him were made on a
750-kilowatt machine of the WestinghouseParsons type, running with 150 pounds
boiler pressure and with various degrees
of superheat. At slightly above full load
and with dry saturated steam, the consump
tion was about 2854 pounds per brake
horsepower-hour. With steam super
heated 100 degrees F., the steam consump
tion varied from 28 pounds per horse
power hour at % load to 23 pounds at full
load and 23^2 pounds at 50 per cent over
load. With 28 inches vacuum, and dry
steam, the consumption at full load was
about 13.8 pounds per horsepower-hour as
compared with the 28.3 pounds when run
ning noncondensing, showing a most re
markable reduction by the use of the con
denser. With 28 inches vacuum and with
100 degrees superheat, the consumption is
again reduced to I2j/£ pounds per horse
power-hour.
It is safe to say that with a reciprocat
ing type of engine, no such reduction in
steam consumption could be secured by
the addition of condensing apparatus even
if it were sufficiently large to hold the vac
uum down to 28 inches. The reduction by
superheating might, however, be quite as
great or even greater with the reciprocating
type of prime mover as is here shown for
the turbine type. The paper contains much
data of value, and a considerable abstract
will be printed from it in a succeeding
issue, but the point to be emphasized here
is that the noncondensing plant using a
steam turbine is able to show results which
compare comfortably well with those ob
tained with reciprocating engines
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Mr. Bibbins' results as stated above in
dicate that the uniform practice of install
ing a large condenser and getting high
vacuum which has been recommended by
manufacturers of turbines is always well
worthy of consideration even for compara
tively small units as the reduction in cost
of running the plant will usually pay well
for the extra investment needed. In this
connection it is interesting to note that Mr.
Bibbins gives a curve showing the increase
of cost of condensing apparatus lor get
ting high vacuum above the cost to get 26
inches vacuum which is taken as the nor
mal. This figure which comprises surface
condensers, dry air pumps, circulating
pumps, hot well pumps, exhaust piping,
valves, etc., is 60 per cent increase for a
28 inch vacuum and 100 per cent increase
for 28^2 inches. Evidently the extent to
which it will pay to carry increase in vac
uum depends upon the relative cost of ma
chinery and fuel in any given plant but it
is interesting to note that, at 26 inches
vacuum, the per cent of saving due to an
added inch is about 2.8, while at 28 inches
vacuum the per cent in saving due to an
added inch is 5.7 so that, although the cost
runs up rapidly with increased vacuum,
the percentage of saving effected also in
creases rapidly.
The General Slocum Investigation.
Report has been submitted by the com
mission appointed to investigate the re
sponsibility for the disaster to the Steamer
General Slocum in East River, New York
harbor last June.
In the report, the commission finds that
the system of steamboat inspection in New
York was grossly slack and negligent, and
that in consequence the fire apparatus and
life saving provisions on the steamer were
totally inadequate and inefficient. The only
word of tribute paid to anyone in connec
tion with the matter is the commendation
of Chief Engineer Conklin, and Assistant
Engineer Brandow, both of whom re
mained at their posts until the last moment.
Two desirable results are to be ex
pected from this report. The first, and
one which has already begun to be realized,
is the order for removal of those responsi
ble for the laxity of inspection in the New
York district. The second result will be
the enactment of much needed laws in
regard to construction and equipment of
vessels, and careful enforcement of laws
so that steamers which act as public car
riers will be rendered as safe as it is pos
sible to make them.
It is gratifying that the responsibility
for a great disaster like that to the General
Slocum can be so quickly and accurately
placed and punishment meeted out to those
on whom responsibility rests.
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ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF AL
TERNATING CURRENTS—VI.
BY PROF. TELL.
THE diagrams, Figs. 29 to 31, show the
current C of the same magnitude in
every case, which is not strictly accu
rate. We have drawn them in this way to
avoid introducing complications in the ex
planations ; but now that they have served
their purpose, we will show why they are not
strictly correct. To start with, the current
cannot lag behind the impressed electromo
tive force unless there is another electromo
tive force acting in the circuit that is not in
the same phase as the impressed electromo
tive force. There are two electromotive
forces that can act ordinarily in an alter
nating circuit besides the impressed elec
tromotive force. One of these is the selfinduction, which we have already ex
plained, and the other is an electromotive
force due to the electro-static capacity of
the circuit. Of this latter electromotive
force we will not speak at present, it will
be fully explained at the proper time. Both
these electromotive forces may act to
gether or separately. We will here consider
a circuit in which there is only self induc
tion to counteract the impressed electro
motive force. As is shown in Fig. 28 of
the last article of this series, the effect of
self-induction is to cause the current to
lag behind the impressed electromotive
force. This being the case, it is evident
that in Fig. 29, where the current does not
lag the self-induction must be zero. In
Fig. 30, the current lags 90 degrees, and as
the self-induction lags 90 degrees behind
the current, it must in this diagram be 180
degrees behind the impressed electromotive
force, that is diametrically opposite to it.
If the self-induction is diametrically op
posite the impressed electromotive force, it
must be of the same magnitude as the lat
ter to be at right angles to the current. If
the self-induction is of the same magnitude
as the impressed electromotive force, it will
just balance it, hence, there will be no elec
tromotive force left to drive a current
through the circuit. If the self-indnction
is not quite as great as the impressed elec
tromotive force it will lag behind the lat
ter by an angle somewhat smaller than
180 degrees, and then the current will have
some magnitude. The smaller the self-in
duction, the smaller the angle of lag be
tween it and the impressed electromotive
force and the stronger the current. From
this explanation it will be seen that for
Fig. 30 to be strictly accurate curve C,
which represents the current, should be re
placed by a straight line drawn on top of
0 T. If this were done we would also have
to wipe out the power curve W W, for
as there would be no current there would
be no power of any kind.
Fig. 31 to be accurate would have to
show the current curve C lower than it is,
because in this case a self-induction would
have to be present great enough to cause
the current to lag 45 degrees behind the
impressed electromotive force. This elec
tromotive force of self-induction would
balance a considerable portion of the im
pressed electromotive force so that there
would be less electromotive force to force

the current through the circuit than in Fig.
29 and consequently less current.
From the foregoing it will be seen that
as the self-induction increases, the current
decreases, and the angle by which it lags
behind the impressed electromotive force
increases. When the lag becomes 90 de
grees, the current becomes zero. The
strength of the current does not reduce in
direct proportion with the increase in the
angle of lag, but drops slowly with small
lag and more rapidly as the 90 degree limit
is approached ; thus, for a lag of 10 de
grees the current is more than 98 per cent
of what it would be for a zero lag, and for
a lag of 80 degrees it is more than 17 per
cent.
The relations between current, electromo
tive force and power shown in the sine
curve, diagrams 29 to 31, can be presented

FIG. 32. CLOCK DIAL DIAGRAM
RENT IN PHASE WITH
MOTIVE FORCE.
FIG. 33. CURRENT LAGGING
FIG. 34. CURRENT LAGGING

SHOWING CUR
ELECTRO
90 DEGREES.
45 DEGREES.

in a far more simple form by means of
the clock dial diagram, which we explained
in a former article. The three clock dial
diagrams, Figs. 32, 33 and 34, are equiva
lent to these sine curve diagrams, 32 being
the same as 29, 33 the same as 30 and 34
the same as 31 ; that is, they show the same
relation between current, electromotive
force and power for the three different
phases of current. In Fig. 32 the impressed
electromotive force O E is drawn equal to
the maximum value of the curve E in Fig.
29, and O C is the maximum value of the
current curve C. Both lines are drawn in
the same direction, because in this case the
current and electromotive force are in
phase. When the current and electromotive
force are in phase, the power is equal to
the product of the two, hence we rotate
0 C around to the vertical position O C
and then the figure O C a E represents
the power in the circuit. To illustrate this
point more fully, suppose that O E repre
sents 100 volts, and O C is 10 amperes,
then the rectangle O C a E will contain
1 ,coo superficial units, each one of which
represents one watt. These superficial
units will measure in one direction the
one hundredth part of O E and in the other
direction, the one tenth part of O C.
In Fig. 33 the current O C is drawn in
the vertical position because it is 90 de
grees behind the impressed electromotive
force, as shown in Fig. 30, and being in this
position its value in the direction of O E
is zero, hence, the power is zero. In Fig.
34 the current O C is drawn at an angle
of 45 degrees with O E, as shown in Fig.
31, and its value in the direction of O E
is equal to O C, and the power in the cir
cuit is equal to the rectangle O C a E.
The rectangle completed by the broken
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line C" a' indicates what the power would
NOTES FROM ABROAD.
is taken from Bode, which furnishes 500
be if the current were in phase with the im
BY EMILE GUARINI.
horsepower. The rest is produced by
pressed electromotive force, as in Fig. 32.
AT this time steam turbines are the steam engines, which on account of their
If in a circuit, carrying an alternating
fashion, and it seems remarkable to nearness to the coal mines can be run at
current of the magnitude indicated by O C
have a new engine of the piston small expense.
in Fig. 34 and an impressed electromotive
Up to the present, two generators only
force equal to 0 E, we were to connect a type brought out; but such is the case.
The new machine is designed by Lefevre have been installed, furnishing alternat
voltmeter and an ammeter, these instru
and is made by Friar & Co., of Rouen. The ing current of 500 kilowatts. These gener
ments would indicate a current, and a volt
construction of the engine as shown in Fig. ators arc of the revolving field type, made
age equal to O C and O E, respectively, re
gardless of what the phase of the current 1 is decidedly unique. It has four single- by the Helios Co., and running at 125 revo
acting cylinders placed in the form of a lutions, generating current at 7,000 volts.
might be. This being the case, if we multi
plied the reading of the voltmeter by that cross and symmetrical about the axis of To distribute the high tension current
of the ammeter, to obtain the watts, as we rotation of the shaft. The four pistons among the seven districts situated within
would do with continuous currents, we are attached directly to a single crank pin a radius of 18^2 miles, where there is a
would get a result too high for every case by connecting rods of which the crank pin considerable demand for lighting and pow
except when the current and electromotive ends form segments around the crank pin er; a transformer substation has been estabforce are in phase. If we connected a watt
meter in the circuit it would give us a read
ing in watts that would vary with the phase
relations of the current and electromotive
force ; in other words, the wattmeter would
indicate the actual power in the circuit and
no more. The product of the readings of
the voltmeter and the ammeter is called
the apparent power, or the volt-amperes ;
the reading of the wattmeter is called the
true power, and this is in almost every case,
less than the volt-amperes. The percentage
relation between the true power and the
volt-amperes is called the power factor, and
as may be easily seen varies for different
circuits, as it depends wholly upon the an
gle of lag of the current. If the voltamperes are 100 and the true watts 85,
then by dividing the latter by the former
we obtain 0.85, and this is the power factor.
Thus it will be seen that the power factor
is the per cent that the true power is of
the apparent power.
From all the foregoing it will be seen
I hat in an alternating-current circuit, if the
FIG. I. CROSS SECTIONS OF LEFEVRE ENGINE.
current and jmpressed electromotive force
are not in phase, the energy carried in the
circuit is less than the direct product of and are held together by two collars. The lished in each of these districts. The light
the volts and the amperes, and that the axes of the four cylinders form angles ing and power circuits are entirely inde
difference between the true power and the of 90 degrees. Three cylinders are of the pendent, but the same substation answers
apparent power increases as the difference same diameter and the lower cylinder is for both purposes.
twice the diameter of the others. All are
in phase between the current and electro
motive force increases. This shows that it provided with cylindrical steam valves, to
In Consular Reports issued by the
is possible for a large current to sway back which motion is given by a common eccen
Department of Commerce and Labor, John
and forth in the circuit without doing any tric. This eccentric is connected to the T. Bray describes a new method of manu
actual work. The current that does not do valves by an ear and bolt on the eccentric facturing steel which is being experimented
any work is called wattless current. If the strap which drives the valve rod, as shown with in Melbourne, Australia. The ore
lag of the current is very great, say between in Fig. 1.
is first separated from the sand by means
This machine allows, without change of of magnetic separators, thus leaving a pure
85 and 90 degrees, nearly all the current
will be wattless ; but if the lag is small, pressure or speed of rotation, of operation magnetic iron oxide. This oxide is then
the wattless current will be insignificant. either triple with a single admission, or dropped from the storage bin into a slowly
compound with double admission, or again revolving cylinder, and is heated to a dull
The wattless current is equal to the differ
ence between the true watts and the volt- as a compound but with triple admission, red by means of the waste gases from the
which gives three times the power which furnace. In a second cylinder, the parti
amperes, and for a current lag of 20 de
grees amounts to about 6 per cent The would be realized under the first method cles of iron oxide are reduced to the pure
power factor for this same angle is about of operation. Each of these methods is metallic form, which is then passed into a
94 per cent. For a phase displacement of controlled by the action of a balanced but
third cylinder or smelting bath, from which
80 degrees, the wattless current amounts to terfly valve placed in the steam pipe and it is drawn off as required. Fuel oil is
about 82]/Z per cent and the power factor is in front of the governor. It is controlled used for heating purposes, which greatly
about 1754 per cent.
by bevel gears and an intermediate shaft. simplifies the operation. It is important
As the wattless current represents no For 50 horsepower, the speed of this en
that the temperatures in the different cylin
energy and only results in a loss due to the gine is 675, running noncondensing. The ders should be accurately controlled, and
energy required to cause it to surge back machine has evidently great possibilities in in order to do this thermoelectric thermom
and forth in the circuit, an effort is always the automobile field.
eters have been used. This apparatus con
made to keep it as low as possible, or in
Effort has been made for some time in sists of an electric couple consisting of a
other words, to make the power factor as Europe to introduce electricity into agri
platinum-iridium junction enclosed in a
large as possible. In practice the power culture, and as each farm cannot have its metal tube about 3 feet long, which is placed
factor seldom drops lower than 85 per cent, own power plant, central stations have been in the center of the furnace. The temper
and in many cases runs up to 95 per cent built. One of the first and most interest
ature is measured by mean of the electro
and even higher.
ing is that of Crottorf, in Germany. Power motive force generated.
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THE STEAM TURBINE-IV.
BY H. BOYD BRYDON.
SUCCESS or failure of a steam turbine,
from the economic point of view, de
pends upon the shapes and propor
tions of the various passages by which the
steam is led through the machine. The
foundation of the study of the steam tur
bine is, consequently, the study of the flow
and expansion of steam in nozzles and ori
fices.
An orifice is simply a sharp-edged hole in
a thin plate as indicated in Fig. 10, while
a nozzle is a short pipe whose function is
to control the quantity, velocity and shape
of a jet. Nozzles are classified by the longi
tudinal section. When the diameter is con
stant throughout the length, a nozzle is
said to be cylindrical. When its diame
ter decreases towards the outlet, a nozzle
is said to be convergent. When its diame
ter increases towards the outlet, a nozzle
is said to be divergent.
In steam turbine practice the type of
nozzle usually met with is either the con
vergent or a combination of the convergent
and divergent nozzles, hence when a di
vergent nozzle is spoken of, unless specifi
cally noted to the contrary, this combina
tion is to be understood.
Usually the inlet end of a nozzle is
termed the entrance, the point of smallest
diameter the throat and the outlet the
mouth. In a convergent nozzle, the throat
and the mouth are, of course, the same
point, and the term throat is the one com
monly used.
In a divergent nozzle, the ratio of the
difference between the diameters at the
throat and mouth to the length between
the throat and mouth is called the degree
of divergence. Thus a nozzle 3 inches
long having a diameter at the throat of 1
inch and at the mouth of V/2 inches has a
divergence of Yi -¥ 3 = 1-6.
While the theory of the flow of steam
through nozzles as developed by Zeuner and
others is very simple, it requires consider
able modification in practice because it is
based on the hypothesis of no losses by
friction, eddies, or otherwise.
In the case of convergent nozzles the
departure from theory is very slight, but
its conclusions in regard to divergent noz
zles are not adopted in practice, and it may
be stated that until research on this most
important and interesting matter has been
carried considerably further, we shall not
be able to predict with any certainty the
action of steam in flowing through a di
vergent nozzle.
At present the most that can be done
is to ascertain by experiment the difference
between theory and actuality for any given
nozzle, and apply a correction in the shape
of a coefficient to the theoretical equations
to render them conformable to observed
facts.
VELOCITY IN NOZZLES
Velocity of a fluid discharging through
a nozzle or orifice is found to follow laws
similar to those of falling bodies, and to be
proportional to the square root of the head.
This theoretical velocity is found from
the equation
V = \/2^gh
(10)
where
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straight pipe as in' Fig. 11, the contraction
causes the jet to leave the sides of the pipe
as shown at AA. As the effect of the en
trance dies away, the jet swells and fills
the pipe again. The pressure in the space
A between the wall of the pipe and the jet
is found to be less than the pressure against
which the jet is discharging.
For a nozzle of this shape, Weisbach has
found the value of C to vary for air from
0.73 to 0.83 depending on the length of the
pipeFinally, if the short pipe be replaced by
a well rounded mouthpiece or nozzle as in
Fig. 12, the coefficient becomes practically
where
P is the absolute pressure of the steam unity for liquids (0.98 to 0.99), and the
weight discharged is very nearly,
in pounds per square foot at the orifice,
p, the absolute back pressure of the sur
W - 0.98 D A >/Tgh
rounding atmosphere.
where A is the area at the throat TT.
D, the density or weight in pounds per
Condition of the surface of the nozzle
cubic foot at the pressure P.
affects the value of the coefficient C; the
h, the equivalent head in feet.
smoother the surface, the higher the value
of C.
The effect of the varying density of
gases and vapors on the flow is remark
able. In the case of liquids, as the density
is constant for a given weight discharge,
the velocity of flow varies inversely as the
area of the nozzle. The density of gases
and vapors, however, decreases as expan
sion proceeds and the velocity increases,
but not at the same rate. The result is that
the product DV at first increases up to a
FIG. 10. FORM OF JET ISSUING FROM AN ORI
maximum and then decreases continuously.
FICE.
Experimenting on the discharge of steam
FIG. II. JET IN CYLINDRICAL NOZZLE.
FIG. 12. ROUNDED ENTRANCE TO NOZZLE TO through nozzles of the form shown in Fig.
INCREASE EFFICIENCY.
12, Mr. Brownlee found that the velocity
increased as the difference between the
pressures increased until the lower pressure
According to theory weight in pounds of p against which the steam was discharging
about 0.58 the initial pressure. At this
fluid discharged will then be
W = ADV
(11) value the velocity reached a maximum of
where A is the area of the orifice in square about 1446 feet per second, after which no
further increase in velocity took place even
feet
when p was reduced to a very high vacuum.
Actually the weight discharged, how
When p has a value of about 0.58 to 0.60
ever, is less than this for the following
P, the steam leaves the nozzle in the form
reasons :
Consider an orifice AA, Fig. 10. The of a cylindrical jet. Below this value, the
forces acting on the fluid to cause it to flow steam on leaving the nozzle suddenly ex
through the orifice, act from all directions pands until its pressure is equal to the back
as indicated by the arrows, with the result pressure p ; when this occurs, the jet be
that the area of the jet does not remain comes cylindrical again and remains so un
til broken up by friction with the sur
equal to that orifice, but suffers a contrac
tion, the shape of the jet being known as rounding vapor. The following table (1)
shows some of Mr. Brownlee's results :
the "vena contracta."
At the smallest part of the vena con
TABLE I. BROWNLEE'S EXPERIMENTS.
tracta BB the velocity is found to have
practically the value given by equation
i 9 8£ «a
ST.
(10), but at the plane of the orifice it is
5 .Co
- >.
O
3j-o~2
ft
much less, so that the weight discharged
sag,
*
s
a
S.~o
occ
cannot be found from equation (11) unless
HH /. I.
a coefficient, C, be inserted to provide for
>oI
the reduction in velocity. Equation (11)
7r.
74
230
16.68
75
72
40!
2X.35
then becomes,
70
521
35.93
7111
65
48.38
1V = CADV
(12)
61.62
87H
53.97
For a circular orifice in a thin plate,
60
933
56.16
7."i
50
12.72
64.00
the coefficient C has the value about 0.6
To
45
1401
65.24
7."i
43.46*
1446.5
65.30
for water.
7.")
15
1446.5
65.30
7.",
0
1446.5
65.90
For steam, Rateau* found for small dif
ferences of pressure a value for C of 0.61,
•Here p = 0.58 P
increasing regularly to the value 0.87 for
Professor Rateau** states that he has
very small back pressures.
If the orifice be replaced by a short found the value of the ratio for which DV
is a maximum to vary a little for different
*Recherches Experimentales sur 1' Ecoulment de la Vapeur d'eau.
**Recherches Experimentales, etc.
V is the velocity in feet per second,
g, the acceleration due to gravity, =32.2,
It, the head in feet.
In the .case of liquids where the density
is constant, h is the height from the center
of the nozzle or orifice to the surface of
the liquid. The density of gases and va
pours, however, is not constant, but varies
with the pressure. The head is then cal
culated by assuming the density to remain
constant at the value it possesses at the
orifice. Then
P f
h =
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initial pressures, but that it is approximate
ly 58 per cent.
This remarkable change to a constant
velocity when the back pressure is 58 per
cent of the initial pressure or lower has
given rise to much speculation and many
explanations have been offered. Francis
Hodgkinson* considers it "due to the fact
that the pressure in the center of the throat
is not the same as in the surrounding me
dium. The jet, after passing the throat,
suddenly expands, and the change in di
rection of the fluid particles gives rise to
centrifugal forces."
From an examination of the thermo
dynamic equations, Professor Osborne
Reynolds** suggests the following theory :
"Suppose a parallel stream flowing
along a straight tube with a velocity u, and
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tube so long as thevelocity of the explosive
mixture is greater than the velocity at
which flame travels in the mixture.
According to this view, the limit of flow
through an orifice should be the velocity of
sound in gas in the condition as regards
pressure, density and temperature of that
in the orifice and, on examining the equa
tions, this is precisely what it is found to
be."
Thus it becomes of great importance to
examine in what manner the sudden lateral
expansion of the jet after leaving the throat
may be prevented and the whole of the
potential energy due to the initial pressure
of the steam transformed into the energy
of motion or velocity in the desired direc
tion when the steam is to be expanded to
a pressure less than 58 per cent of the

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUTHERN
ENGINE AND BOILER WORKS,
AT JACKSON, TENN.
ALTHOUGH much is heard in regard
to the development of southern in
dustries, and the expansion of man
ufacturing interests, yet information in re
gard to detailed examples is comparatively
scarce, and our ideas of what has been done
by the leading companies of the South are
extremely hazy. It will, therefore, be of
interest to follow the progress which the
company named at the head of this article
has made, and see what has been accom
plished by it in the short time since 1884.
It was in that year that four machinists
who had had thorough training in the best
engine and boiler shops of Erie, Pa., located
at Jackson, as a desirable place in the south

FIG. I. BIRDSEYE VIEW OF THE SOUTHERN ENGINE AND BOILER WORKS.
take a for the velocity with which sound
would travel in the same gas at rest, the
velocity with which a wave of sound or
any disturbance would move along the tube
in an opposite direction to the gas would
be a—u. If then a = u, no disturbance
could flow back along the tube against the
motion of the gas ; so that, however much
the pressure might be suddenly diminished
at any point in the tube, it would not affect
the pressure at points on the side from
which the fluid is flowing. Thus, suppose
the gas to be steam and this to be suddenly
condensed at one point of the tube, the fall
of pressure would move back against the
motion increasing the motion until u = a,
but not further; just as in the Bunsen
burner the flame cannot flow back into the
*Proc. Engrs. Soc. Western Pennsylva
nia, Nov., 1902.
**Phil. Mag. 1886.

initial pressure. This is accomplished by
providing the convergent nozzle with an
extension of divergent form which con
trols the expansion of the jet and allows
the pressure to fall gradually to the final
value, so that the steam leaves the nozzle
in the form of a cylindrical jet with a
velocity which has taken up all the poten
tial energy which the steam originally pos
sessed.
In locating open circuits and grounds
where a magneto has not given satisfactory
results, it is sometimes necessary to use
the following method : Take enough re
sistance, usually lamps, to cut down the
voltage of the line on which the machine
or apparatus to be tested operates, and
connect this resistance in series with one
side of the line. Take a tap from the
other side of the line, and, with the live
open ends, test as with a magneto.

for a new shop. The firm, which was
known as the Sherman Mfg. Co., started in
a small frame shop with the manufacture of
engines and boilers of simple pattern, but
of a high grade, and tried to build up a
business on the merit and reputation of
the work done. The capital was small,
and goods had to be sold on long time
credit ; collections became slow and the
growth of the business was seriously re
tarded. To add to the difficulties, Mr. Sher
man resigned from the company and some
what later, the works were destroyed by
fire.
Homes had, however, been established
in Jackson, and good friends found, so that
the members of the company did not wish
to leave and they, therefore, secured capital
for the purchase of a vacant warehouse
where several of the tools and machines
which had been saved from the fire were
installed and work was begun nnew. This

NOVEMBER I, I9O4.
was in 1899 and the name of the firm was
changed to the Southern Engine and Boiler
Works, which it now bears, and the capital
stock was increased to $40,000.

THE

found throughout the south was to be met,
the company must have new works of the
latest design and the best possible facilities
for turning out the highest grade of work

FIG. 2. CENTRAL BAY OF THE MACHINE SHOP, NORTH ENP.
At first business increased but slowly,
as the capital was hardly sufficient to carry
on the work ; but in December, 1890, Exile
Burkitt visited the shops and perceived the
needs as well as the possibilities of the
struggling business. In January, 1891, he
became interested in the company, was
elected secretary and general manager,
which position he now holds. In the early
part of 1896 W. E. McCamroch, the pres
ent vice-president and sales manager, went
with the company and the business was
almost doubled that year and has unceas
ingly increased at the rate of about 50 per
cent per year.
Dr. M. S. Neely, the president, has held
that position since 1887, and the success of
the company is largely attributed to his
good judgment and support to the man
agement.
From time to time buildings and ma
chinery were added as needed and in 1898
the capital stock was increased to $45,000,
which in 1899 was again increased to $75,000. Trade prospered, business grew, and
in 1902 it became necessary to again enlarge
the works and the capital was increased to
$200,000. In all cases, the increased capital
was used for new buildings and new machin
ery, the expansion having been over 2,000
per cent in a period of 10 years and the
output increasing from $1,000 worth of ma
chinery a month, to over $2,000 a day. The
management was still successful, and in
creasingly so, in securing business and a
little more than 2 years ago, it became evi
dent that, if the severe competition which is
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at the lowest possible cost. In pursuance
of this policy, an engineer who had planned
and built some of the most famous manu
facturing plants in this country and Ger-

two stacks being at the left of the view
and the boiler shops at the rear of the
foundry. The power plant is in the center
of the quadrangle and the stock building
is at the rear. The square building in the
foreground corner, has offices on the two
lower floors, and a drawing room on the
upper floor. Not only were the shops re
built to give the greatest convenience in
handling of material, but new machinery
was installed so that all operations could
be performed in the shortest possible time
and the best results obtained. A careful
study was made of cost systems, and one
adopted which was founded on those of the
best shops in the country and is strictly en
forced in all departments, so that the man
agement knows exactly what production is
costing. Methods of other shops are stud
ied with a view of improvement on the
home method whenever possible. Special
effort is made to cut off all nonproducing
labor and to make the labor of every em
ployee contribute to the production of those
articles which are of worth to the com
pany.
In arranging the machine room, part
of which is seen in Fig. 2, the center bay
is left open for the handling of large
parts and for setting large machine tools,
while the second story floors at the sides
are used for the smaller tools. Over
the center is a 10-ton electric traveling
crane with a span of 76 feet, which is so
arranged that it can take to or from the
great planers, turret lathes and other ma
chines which are installed in the center
aisle, any of the larger parts of the en
gines as may be needed, and can also take
these from any part of the floor and load
them upon cars which are run directly into
the shop. To further facilitate the hand
ling of large castings, an industrial rail
way runs through all the buildings, so that

FIG. 3. ONE END OF THE FOUNDRY.
many, was employed to design and super
intend the erection of the present works.
These as shown in Fig. 1, are arranged
to cover an entire square, the machine
shops being in the immediate foreground,
the pattern shops extending across the
front of the square, the foundry with its

parts can be taken on these cars from any
part of the works to any other part.
Between the machine shop and foundry
is the pattern shop two stories and three
stories in height in different parts and
equipped with the latest designs of wood
working machinery. The building is 60
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feet wide, 90 feet long, and .divided ac
cording to the needs of the work, the
space for storage of patterns being on the
second and third floors of the left-hand
end.
The foundry, Fig. 3, which is 120 x 90
feet, is equipped with a 10-ton electric
traveling crane for handling flasks and
castings. Two cupolas are provided, each
of which is capable of handling 10 to 15
tons of iron per day, and with pneumatic
hoists for handling flasks and ladles.
The boiler shop, Fig. 4, occupies a space
125x125 feet and is particularly interest
ing on account of the large punching, riv
eting and shearing machinery which is in
stalled there. One machine has a capacity
for punching a 4-inch hole in a J^-inch
plate cold, from which fact the weight of
the machine and massiveness of the parts
can be imagined. Pneumatic hoists and
pneumatic riveting machines are provided
as needed to give a capacity for turning out
two complete boilers a day.
At the rear of the boiler shop is the
blacksmith shop which is equipped with a
steam hammer for handling large forgings,

valve engines, both side and center crank,
and boilers. The slide-valve engines are
made in sizes from 12 to 250 horsepower,
the Corliss engines in sizes from 33 to 2,000
horsepower, and boilers from 10 to 200
horsepower. The boilers are made in port
able, semiportable and stationary types and
are all of fire-tube construction.
Besides the lines already mentioned, the
company handles Gardner, duplex, boilerfeed pumps in sizes from 2j^ to 12 inches
in diameter and from 3 to 12 inches stroke,
and also the Reilly boiler-feed pump in sin
gle-cylinder type with steam cylinders from
3 to 12 inches in diameter and stroke from
3l/2 to 14 inches.
In addition to the articles which are
manufactured by the company a large stock
of mill supplies is carried on hand and al
most anything can be furnished immedi
ately, from belting to waste.
The business of the company is not con
fined to the South by any means, but its
machinery is in operation as far north as
Canada, south in the City of Mexico and
from the Atlantic Ocean to Denver. Agen
cies have recently been established for the
sale of the company's goods in foreign
countries and the business is expanding
without limit.
Great credit is due to the officers, M. S.
Neely, president; W. E. McClamroch, vicepresident ; Exile Burkitt, secretary and gen
eral manager, and W. H. Collier, superin
tendent, for the enterprise which they have
shown in bringing the company to its pres
ent high degree of efficiency and in extend
ing the sale of its machinery through so
wide a territory.

FIG. 4. INTERIOR OF THE BOILER SHOP.

AMALGAM METALLIC FIBER PACK
ING.
This is one of the latest conveniences
for the engine room. The strong claim is
made for it that if the rods are in proper
condition it will last practically forever
without repacking, while the small cost also
makes it available for engines of all sizes.
The packing is made of thread-like fibres,
of a specially prepared soft metal, which
are laid in a lubricating compound. The
metal threads are formed into a small
cable, without twist, so that it is easy for
the engineer to take much or little of it as
he may need and shape it loosely around
the rod to be packed and then push it into
the stuffing box.
Tightening the gland compresses the
packing so that it forms a ring of the
metal around the rod, which ring, however,
is not solid but is filled with an innumer
able number of pores containing the lubri
cant. The composition of the metal is such
that it has sufficient strength to withstand
high pressure, yet is so soft and flexible
that it will properly respond to the tighten
ing of the gland. The metal and lubricant
are of such a nature that they do not wear
the rods, but make a frictionless packing.
This packing is manufactured by the
Amalgam Packing Co., 56 Greenpoint Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

cranes for moving the heavy parts and
hand forges for building up the lighter parts
of the machinery.
Power transmission in the plant is by
means of electric current with motors con
nected to line shafts in different parts of
the shop, motors being used direct-con
nected, to the larger machine tools, thus
allowing of the greatest possible output be
ing derived for each machine. The shop
buildings are of mill construction through
out, which secures abundant light in every
part and makes them comfortable .and at
tractive places for workmen. For the fa
cilitating of business, an interior telephone
system is installed which reaches every part
of the plant and enables any superintendent
to talk with the office or with the superin
tendent of any other department.
The power plant which is located in the
center of the quadrangle, is equipped with
a 14x36 Corliss engine connected to a
220-volt generator for supplying electric
current. This is used for the power trans
mission system of the works, and also for
arc and incandescent lamps. Exhaust
steam is used for heating the works. Com
pressed air for the pneumatic hoists in
foundry and boiler shops is furnished by a
14 x 24-inch air compressor driven by a
separate engine, all of which machinery
was manufactured by this company.
The product of the company consists of
the Southern Corliss engine, a line of slide

On Oct. 1 the Stillwell-Bierce and
Smith-Vaile Co., of Dayton, Ohio, changed
its corporate name to the Piatt Iron Works
Co.
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TESTS OF A REEVES SIMPLE ENGINE.
Tests were recently made at Cornell
University by Professor R. C. Carpenter
and T. H. Diederichs on a Reeves simple,
horizontal engine which showed rather re
markable results. The engine was 15 x 14
inches with a piston valve taking steam in
side and arranged so that wear can be

.- s

FIG. I. REEVES HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
taken up to prevent leakage. The type and
design of the engine are seen in Fig. I.
All bearings were lined with anti-friction
metal and of large size so that, with the
gravity oiling system from a large tank
fastened to the main steam pipe, no heating
of bearings occurred. Two flywheels were
used on the engine during the test, one
carrying a Rites inertia governor, and the
other used for the application of a Prony
brake.
Although 5-inch pipe was called for,
4-inch was used for steam supply as it
was the largest available. Exhaust was

NONCONO.
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DEVELOPED HORSE POWER
FIG. 2. CURVES OF VARIATION OF STEAM CON
SUMPTION AND MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY
WITH DEVELOPED HORSEPOWER.
carried through a 7-inch pipe to a Wheeler
surface condenser from which the water of
condensation was pumped to weighing
tanks.
For noncondensing tests, the aircock
on the condenser was left open and for
condensing tests a vacuum of about 23.5
inches was maintained. Readings were
taken of the usual values, care being taken
that instruments were correct and errors
eliminated.
Fig. 2 shows curves of the results,
which, it will be seen, are remarkably good
for this type of engine.
Builders' Iron Foundry of Providence,
R. I., has recently installed a 10,000,000
gallon pumping engine for the New Haven,
Conn., water works.
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In this department ive will answer as promptly as -possible all questions pertaining- to power plant engineering submitted by our
readers. It should be remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is
desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail answer. Questions should have all related facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give
an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, j^j Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
B. T. M. ; SETTING VALVES OF DUPLEX PUMP J
FINDING STRIKING POINTS AND LENGTH
OF CONNECTING ROD.
"1. Please inform me how to set the
valves on a duplex pump? 2. How are
the striking points in an engine cylinder
located? 3. How can the exact length
of the conecting rod be found without tak
ing it down?"
A.—1. Place the rocker arms in a verti
cal position. Remove the steam chest cover
and adjust the jamnuts on the valve stems,
either inside or outside of the chest, as the
case may be, until both valves can be
moved in either direction far enough to
open the ports nearly one-half. Replace
the chest cover and start the pump, noting
the length of stroke when running at the
usual speed. If the stroke is too short the
nuts on the valve stem should be moved
farther from the valve, and if the pistons
are slow in starting and move slowly, the
nuts should be moved a trifle towards the
valves. Always have the rocker arms in a
vertical position and adjust the nuts equally
and a little at a time.
2. Disconnect the connecting rod from
the crosshead and push the crosshead to
the end of the stroke, so that the piston
strikes the cylinder head. Make a mark on
the crosshead near the guide and a similar
mark on the guide and opposite the one on
the crosshead. Then move the crosshead to the opposite end of the stroke,
so that the piston strikes the cylin
der head. Mark the guide opposite the
mark previously put on the crosshead.
Connect up the rod and crosshead, and put
the crank alternately on the dead centers.
The distances between the mark on the
crosshead and those on the guide indicate
the clearance between the piston and the
cylinder heads. The two marks on the
guide are called the striking points.
3. Make a third mark on the guide ex
actly midway between the striking points.
The distance between this central mark and
the center of the crank shaft represents the
proper length of the connecting rod. The
latter measurement should be made on a
level with, and parallel to, the piston rod.
The point on the guide and the center* of
the crank shaft can be transferred sidewise
to a distance of 18 or 20 inches by means
of a couple of squares, one placed against
the guide and the other against the face of
the crank.
A. E. W. ; VOLUME OF WATER IN BOILER;
HEAT UNITS TO RAISE TEMPERATURE OF
WATER.
i. A cylindrical boiler, 52 inches by 44
feet, contains water to a depth of 33 inches;
what is the volume of water and the volume
of the steam space? If this boiler con
tained two 5-inch flues, how much water
would the boiler contain? 2. How many
heat units are given up in converting 85

pounds of Water at 50 degrees into ice at
32 degrees? Also, how many heat units
are required to melt 43 pounds of ice at 20
degrees and raise the temperature of the
water to 63 degrees? If all the heat given
up in the first instance were utilized in rais
ing 85 pounds, to what height would it be
raised? 3. The piston, rod and crosshead
of an engine weigh 340 pounds. When at
midstroke the velocity is 14 feet per sec
ond; what is the kinetic energy at the be
ginning and at the middle of the stroke,
and to what is the kinetic energy due? 4.
The volume of an air cylinder is 8.6 cubic
feet. How far will the piston move in
order to compress air to 62.3 pounds abso
lute, and what is the relative volume of the
, air at the latter pressure ?"
A—1. The volume of a cylinder is equal
to the area of the end times the length. In
this case the area of the end of the boiler
covered by water represents the area of the
head minus the area of the head above the
water line. The remainder multiplied by
the length gives the volume of water. To
find the area of the head above the water
line, divide the height of this space, which
is 52 — 33 = 19 inches, by the diameter of
the boiler. This gives 19 52 = 0.365,
which fraction is to be found in a table of
areas of segments of circles in the column
headed Q. The corresponding decimal,
which is 0.2593, multiplied by the square
of the diameter of the shell, will give the
area of the head above the water line, which
is found to be 0.2593 X 4-33* = 4-86 square
feet. The area of the head is 4.33* X 0.7854
= 14.726 square feet, so that the area below
the water line is equal to 14.726 — 4.86 =
9.866 square feet. This multiplied by the
length of the boiler equals 9.866 X 44 =
434.1 cubic feet of water. It will be seen
that the area of the head above the water
line represents the area of the end of the
steam space, which, when multiplied by
the length of the boiler, gives the cubic
feet of steam space. This is found to be
4.86 X 44 = 213 84 cubic feet. If the boiler
contains flues, the volume of water will
be equal to the volume below the water line
minus the volume of the flues. The volume
of one tube is equal to the area of the end
times the length. The area of a 5-inch flue
in square feet is equal to 5 X 5 X 0.7854
-=-144= 0.1363, and the volume is 0.1363
X 44 = 5.997 cubic feet, or 11.99 cubic feet
in both flues. Hence, the volume of water
in the flue boiler is 434.1 — 11.99 = 422.11
cubic feet.
2. In order to lower the temperature
of 1 pound of water from 50 to 32 degrees,
there must be 50 — 32=18 heat units re
moved, and in order to convert this pound
of water into ice the latent heat of fusion,
or the heat necessary to fuse ice, must be
removed, which is 142 heat units, thus mak
ing 160 in all for 1 pound, or 12,070 for 85
pounds.

It requires but 0.504 heat units to
raise the temperature of 1 pound of
ice, 1 degree, therefore, it will require
0.504 X (32 — 20) =6.048 heat units to
raise the temperature 12 degrees. In order
to convert 1 pound of ice into water at the
same temperature, 32 degrees, 142 heat units
must be put into it, or 148.048, to convert
1 pound of ice at 20 degrees into water at
32 degrees. Now, if the temperature be
raised to 63 degrees, 63 — 32=31 heat
units must be put into the water, making a
total of 179.048 heat units for I pound, or
7,699 for 43 pounds. One heat unit is
equivalent to 778 foot pounds, therefore,
12,070 heat units are equivalent to 12,070 X
778 = 9,390,460 foot pounds. The 85
pounds of water raised I foot requires 85
foot pounds of energy, so that the energy
in the 12,070 heat units would raise the
water 9,390,460 -r- 85 = 1 10476 feet, or 20.92
miles.
3. The kinetic energy of a moving body
is the work it is capable of performing be
fore being brought to a state of rest, and is
expressed by the product of the weight
multiplied by the height from which the
body would have to fall to acquire the given
velocity. The height is found by dividing
the square of the velocity in feet per second
by 64.32. The kinetic or actual energy of
the moving parts of the engine is equal to
340 X (14* ■*■ 64.32)= 1,036 foot pounds,
and at the beginning of the stroke it is
zero. The kinetic energy is due to the mo
tion or the velocity imparted to the parts,
as well as to the mass or weight.
4. The volume of air in the cylinder is
inversely as the pressure. If the volume at
14.7 'pounds per square inch be represented
by I, then the volume at 62.3 pounds will be
14.7 -r- 62.3 = 0.236, and as the stroke of
the piston is inversely proportional to the
volume, the piston will have moved to a
point 0.236 of the length of the stroke from
the end, or it will have made 1 — 0.236 =
0.746, or 74.6 per cent of the full stroke.
T. C. ; STOPPING A COMPOUND ENGINE; LACED
OR GLUED BELT JOINTS.
"1. What should be done in case the
air pump is stopped after shutting off steam
from a compound condensing engine? 2.
Is it safe to run an engine with one of the
follower bolts broken? 3. Is it safe to
lace a 24-inch belt instead of gluing the
joint?"
A—1. Open the atmospheric relief valve
or the vacuum breaker. The conditions
then will be the same as when stopping a
non-condensing engine.
2. It will depend entirely upon condi
tions. As a general thing it would not be
safe to run the engine indefinitely without
a full complement of follower bolts.
3. Yes, provided the joint is inspected
daily, and the lacing kept in good condition.
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IMPROVED TYPE OF A WELL KNOWN
PUMP FOR OPERATING HY
DRAULIC ELEVATORS.
That your elevator pump does not give
you any trouble by stopping is not in it
self a good reason for considering it the
best that you could employ on the service.
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pump that is starting and stopping must
start the load alone and to do this it must
be proportioned of large size or allow a
drop in the water pressure.
The illustration of the separable duplex
pump, shown, represents an important im
provement that has been made in direct
acting pumps and consists of a patented ar
rangement whereby two independent Da
vidson pumps are so fitted and connected
that they operate as a duplex machine and
permit of either side being shut down and
the other side run as a single cylinder
double acting pump. Either side may be
run as a single pump or both as a duplex
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THE STILLMAN-CARMICHAEL IM
PROVED DAMPER REGULATOR.
The regulator, shown in Fig. 1, was
originally the invention of J. E. Spencer,
who secured two patents, one in 1885, and
the other in 1886. Upon the expiration of
these patents, the apparatus was improved
and brought to its present state of perfec
tion, as shown in the Carmichael patent of
Jan. 6, 1903.
The regulator has the power to move
the damper or dampers in both directions
by water pressure, and will make a partial
stroke and stand at any intermediate point
between the opened and closed positions ;
that is, it will move from the open position
to one-quarter, one-half, three-quarters, or
fractions thereof and come to rest, thence
returning to the open position. It will gov
ern from one to twenty boilers by moving
as many individual dampers or one or more
main dampers, and will regulate boiler
pressures from 1 to 250 pounds, moving on
a variation of 1 pound of steam.
Operation of. the regulator will be read
ily understood from Fig. 1. The pipe con
nection between the boiler or set of boilers
and the dome of the regulator is shown at
the left. When the boiler pressure exceeds
. the value to which the regulator is set, the
excess pressure, acting on the diaphragm,
pushes up the pressure pin, which, in turn,
raises the main lever and auxiliary lever
to which the valve stem is connected, thus
opening the ports and admitting water pres
THE DAVIDSON SEPARABLE DUPLEX ELEVATOR PUMP.
sure to the cylinder. The water pressure,
depending on which side it is admitted,
In fact it would be a better machine if it machine as long as may be required and moves the piston up or down and in a like
did stop, when the elevators to which it the change can be made by simply operat
manner the connection to the damper.
is connected stop, and then started up ing a valve on each side and without in
The improvements, embodied in the
promptly as soon as the regulating valve terruption to the service.
Carmichael patent, are also shown in Fig.
acted. There is a great waste of steam
The works of M. T. Davidson, the man- 1, and consist of patented interlocking
caused by elevator pumps running along
when the elevators are not in operation and
another usual condition that makes a
shorter stroke than that for which the
pump was designed. This short stroking
in a machine that often is designed for a
length of stroke much less than the diam
eter of the steam cylinder, is wasteful, as
it adds to the clearance space and increases
the number of strokes required to deliver
a given quantity of water.
A well proportioned length of stroke,
a positive valve motion that will start
promptly at any time and always make full
displacement and holding pressure when
pump is stopped, arc the fundamental fea
tures of the Davidson pump, which espe
cially fits it for elevator service.
In the improved Davidson compound
elevator pump the steam cylinders are
proportioned to secure the best economy
and the pump will start promptly with full
power of both steam cylinders when the
regulator acts, with practically no loss of
FIG. I. STILLMAN-CARMICHAEL DAMPER REGULATOR.
water pressure. This is accomplished by
means of the receiver shown in the accom
panying cut on top of the steam cylinders. ufacturer of these machines, are located at ports, 1, preventing by the insertion of brass
Ordinarily, in compound elevator 43-45 Keap St., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; the New tubes the misplacement of the holes in the
pumps, the high-pressure cylinder alone York office is at 141 Broadway and the valve port, cup packing and flange, and at
the same time preventing the closing of the
moves the pump for the first stroke after New England office at 30 Oliver St., Bos
hole by the dilation of the rubber and can
steam has been admitted, as there is no ton, Mass.
vas composing the packing. The latter ad
steam in the low-pressure cylinder until
Detroit Southern Railroad is to erect vantage is evident from Fig. 2, in which
the high-pressure has exhausted into it,
the packing on the left shows the hole near
therefore the high-pressure cylinder on a new shops in Springfield, Ohio.
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ly closed, while that on the right contains a
Carmichael tube, which prevents the hole
from filling and insures the full power of
the water at all times, thus making the
regulator more effective and reliable.
Another feature of the improvement is
the new valve stem release, or auxiliary
lever, which reduces the movement of the
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2. When the compartment is filled with
water, the trap rocks from the arm E, on
which it rests while filling, to the arm G,
and the water is discharged from the trap
through the discharge pipe B, and H, the
discharging end of the pivot pipe. While
the trap is rocking from the arm E to the
arm G, it raises the ball, /, off the port, K,

the trap. This will take on an average 5
minutes every 6 months so that it can be
seen how little attention the trap requires.
The size shown in the accompanying cuts
has an inch and a quarter connection and
u

FIG. 3.

CROSS-SECTION OF TRAP AND CAR
RIER FRAME.

weighs about 450 pounds. Other sizes are
made with 1, il/2 and 2-inch connections,
being correspondingly heavier or lighter.
The traps will operate under any pressure
of steam from 100 to 350 pounds.
valve stem and avoids the shutting off of
the steam or dismantling of the top of the
regulator to remove the valve stem for
cleaning or oiling. The ease with which
this removal is made will increase the fre
quency of valve stem inspection and conse
quently the sensitiveness and accuracy of
the regulator.
The makers are Stillman & Carmichael,
19 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.
THE DURABLE STEAM TRAP.
This Trap, of which the accompanying
cuts are illustrations, was invented and pat
ented by J. G. Morgan, head steam fitter,
and Wm. Bletso, chief engineer, of the
Bessemer department of the Republic Iron
& Steel Co., at Youngstown, Ohio. The
trap has been in use at this plant for 2
years and in that time has given perfect
satisfaction. Fig. 1 is a view of the trap
with one of its port flanges off showing the
ball valve through which the water is
discharged from the trap. This valve is
the only one in the trap, and its perfect
operation at all times and under all condi-

FIG. I. THE DURABLE TRAP.
tions has convinced the inventors that
they made no mistake in using it.
Figures 2 and 3 are sectional drawings
of the trap. In operation the condensation
of steam passes into the pivot pipe at R,
Fig. 3, thence into the receiving compart
ment through the ports O. U, and V, Fig.

an operation which allows the water to pass
from the discharging pipe, B, into the pivot
pipe, HR, and to discharge from the trap
at H, the end of the pipe. In discharging,
before the trap reaches a horizontal posi
tion, the balance ball, D, rolls from its
position in the balance end of the trap at
6", to the middle of the trap which gives
the water end the aid of the counterweight

HIGH*- PRESSURE PACKING RINGS OF
ASBESTOS METAL.
Something which all engineers should
be glad to get hold of is a high-pressure
ring which will not blow out. A new de
vice made by the New Jersey Asbestos Co.
of Camden, N. J., and composed of the
same material as its Gladiator AsbestosMetallic packing is now presented to engi
neers and is actually molded to shape in
steel dies under hydraulic pressure which
makes it almost as solid as if made of

FIG. 2. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF THE DURA
BLE STEAM TRAP.

THE GLADIATOR PACKING RING.

to enable it to discharge. When the water
has all been discharged from the trap, the
balance end being heavier than the water
end, causes the trap to rock back to its
original position for filling again, the ball
D rolling back to its position at ^ in the
balance end of the trap. The action of the
trap, as can be seen from this description,
is simple and in this, together with its
very simple construction, lies its great ad
vantage.
There are no stuffing boxes to pack
and no valves to get out of order; the
trap is so constructed that it can be taken
apart in a few seconds ; its action is sure
and certain, and while discharging no
steam can be received into the trap, hence
none can blow through. The water com
partment will hold 4 gallons of water and
will discharge as often as it is filled. One
of the traps installed at the Ohio Steel
Works in Youngstown discharged ten times
in a minute, making 40 gallons of water dis
charged in this time. The only packing re
quired on the trap is that the two port
flanges. L and N, be packed where they
touch the trunnion holes in the body of

metal, yet remaining entirely flexible. The
solidity of the rings prevents their being
blown out of the stuffing box, and the ma
terial of which they are constructed ob
viates any possibility of burning them.
The rings are made in all sizes from
1-16 inch up. Rings of any special size
will be made to order.
As these rings are particularly adapted
to use on locomotives, the company, as is
natural, has received many orders from
the largest railroads and the saving to be
effected by the use of this packing on the
large and small pistons and valve rods on
a locomotive can readily be appreciated.
The rings can be put on in a few minutes
and are at once steam tight, in which con
dition they will remain under the highest
pressure. Descriptive matter and samples
can be secured by applying to the manufac
turers at their home office.
To PRESERVE TIMBER FROM DECAY it is
treated with an antiseptic, such as creosote
or zinc chloride. Cresote is the oldest
known preservative and one of the best.
Creosote! oil is insoluble in water, and has a
boiling point of over 4,100 degrees F.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SO
CIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso
ciation.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and
Erie Railway, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432,
New York City.
American Institute of Electrical Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street,
New York City.
American Institute of Mining Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street,
New York City.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and
Electrical Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward
avenue, Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ven
tilating Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818,
New York City.
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers.
Next convention, New York City, Dec.
6-9, 1904.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st
street, New York City.
American Society for Testing Mate
rials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State
street, Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester
street, Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders Association.
Next convention at Sherry's, New York
City, Dec. 2 and 3, 1904.
Secy., J. I. Lyle, 39 Cortlandt street,
New York City.
Engineering Association of the South.
Secy., R. L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl
vania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue,
Pittsburg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engi
neers.
Next convention, Toronto, Can., Sept.
11-16, 1905.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Associa
tion.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Next convention, Louisville, Ky., Aug.
7- 12, 1905.
Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
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National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty
street, New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Asso
ciation of the United States.
Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street,
New York City.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Secy., T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical Electrical
and Steam Engineers.
Next meeting, Canton, Ohio, Nov. 1819, 1904.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street,
Canton, O.
"
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission
Association.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineer
ing Education.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Columbian Association No. 15, N. A.
S. E. of Pittsburg recently held a banquet
to celebrate its arrival at the head of the
locals at the national body. The speakers
of the evening were Bartley J. Morrison,
who spoke upon the plan of the Pittsburg
Technical Schools, and J. W. Armour of
New York.
Arkansas Association No. i, N. A. S.
E., of Little Rock, held a reception on Oct.
13 at which National Secretary Frank M.
Raymond, of Chicago, was present and de
livered a notable address on the way to
get the most value out of the association
meetings. He spoke of the benefit to be
derived by taking part actively in dis1cussion of the various papers presented
and deplored the tendency of many members
to leave the meeting as soon as the educa
tional program commenced. He called at
tention to the necessity for study and keep
ing up with the times which faces every
engineer who wishes to progress. Other
speakers were C. E. Wehrfritz, who has
held a license in Arkansas since 1874, R. D.
Campbell, who is responsible for the pres
ent license laws in the state, and President
Wilcox, deputy state president. At the
conclusion of the business meeting a ban
quet was served after which a ladies'
auxiliary was formed with sixteen mem
bers.
Use of Wooden-Stave Pipes for Con
duits, was the title of a paper presented by
John Birkenbine before the Engineers'
Club of Philadelphia, Oct. 15. The club has
recently gotten out a directory which con
tain its charter and by-laws, lists of mem
bers and the house rules and regulations.
State examiners of stationary engi
neers in the state of Ohio are running a
brisk campaign against the operation of
steam plants in various parts of the state
by unlicensed engineers. Suits are being
instituted against engineers working with
out license and against employers, with
the result that, in almost every instance,
the infringing individuals have complied
with the law.
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J. E. Keegan recently organized a local
association of the I. U. of S. E. in Jack
son, Mich. Officers chosen were : presi
dent, George T. Maloney; vice-president,
Jas. Madden ; other officers to be chosen at
a subsequent meeting.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Engineers' Club l»eld
a regular meeting on Oct. 13 at which
Philip H. Bevier read a paper on Terra
Cotta Arches. Six members were elected
to full and two to associate membership.
A movement is on foot in Canada to
petition the Ontario legislature to pass an
act requiring every man in charge of a
steam engine of over 25 horsepower to have
an engineer's certificate. The movement is
under the direction of the Canadian Asso
ciation of the steam engineers.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
Development of the great southwest is
taking place much more rapidly than those
not in immediate touch with it realize. Not

W ALTER L. FLOWER.
only is the land of that section coming
rapidly under cultivation, but factories and
power plants are springing up in all sec
tions, and that part of the country is pre
paring to produce its own manufactured
products.
In this development, one of the greatest
factors is the commercial house which in
troduces new devices and standard appara
tus for factory plants. Such houses must
be established by men with the old pioneer
spirit which goes forth to conquer new
land and make two blades of grass grow
where one grew before. Among the pio
neer firms of St. Louis in the line of steam
specialties is that of Walter L. Flower &
Co., located in the Chemical Building.
Mr. Flower is a southerner by birth,
having first seen the light in Maryland.
His training and work have been largely
for firms handling power plant specialties.
In 1884, Mr. Flower went to St. Louis
from Philadelphia as representative of
Leonard & Ellis, manufacturers of lubri
cating oils, with whom he remained for
15 years in the St. Louis office, being man-
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Dynamotors
and
all Kinds of
Direct-current
Transformers.

THIS BELT IS IN ONE OF OUR LARGEST AND
MOST MODERN RAILROAD SHOPS
Boiler Shop belt: 12 in. double leather, 19 ft. 6 in.
centers. From 6 ft. 8 in. pulley to 30 in. driven pulley,
both iron. Speed of driver, 83 revolutions per minute.
This shows what is possible on an almost vertical
belt, after Cling-Surface has stopped all slipping. The
necessity for tight belts simply drops off the horizon.
Draw a line from pulley to pulley where the belt used to
run when tight and see the increased wrap. Now it is
5-6 of the driver. There is no adhesion (note how
quietly the slack lifts off the driver), the belt grips and
lets go as your hand leaves a tool handle it has gripped.
Order Cling-Surface on trial and see for yourself.

Crocker-Wheeler Company
Manufacturers of Direct and
Alternating Current Gener
ators. Direct Current Motors
and Accessories.
Ampere, N. J.
Branch Offices in 18 Large Cities.

Cling-Surface Company
164-170 Virginia Street Buffalo N Y
Chicago
New York
New Orleans
St Louis
Philadelphia
Denver
St Paul
Boston
Toronto

Make

a

Record

With Your Employer
Tell him if he will back you up you will show a saving in fuel
and higher engine efficiency enough to pay the cost in a year.
At the same time you get experience of great value and equip yourself for a better
position at higher salary.
The Robertson-Thompson Indicator
makes the engine "toe the mark"—gets more out of it with less fuel. Its cost is
moderate. If you want to buy one and can't spare all cash, we will make terms very
easy, with satisfactory references.
it
Eureka" Packing
creates so little friction—the engine works more smoothly—the rods are kept in better
condition—more power is had, and the first cost is but one half that of the next best.
Spencer Damper Regulator
There's no part of a steam plant that will show such an economy in fuel—keep the
boiler from leaking from uneven expansion—give to engine and all the machinery such
steady speed. The price is within the reach of everyone.
HERE ARE MORE FUEL AND LABOR SAVING DEVICES!
ROBERTSON FEED WATER HEATER
WILLIS PLANIMETER
HURRICANE FLUE CLEANER
REDUCING WHEEL
HINE STEAM SEPARATOR
GRATE BARS
HINE OIL EXTRACTOR
A DOZEN MORE
All are in our catalog—send for a copy.

JAS.

L.

ROBERTSON

&

204IFultonrst., New York.

SONS,
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ager of tne otjice for 10 years of that pe
riod. He then decided that better oppor
tunity lay open to him in organizing a busi
ness of his own, and in Feb, 1898, the pres
ent firm was organized.
At first, Mr. Flower had a partner in
the business, but later found himself
obliged to take over the sole management
of the firm. The specialties represented by
Mr. Flower who handles them in the south
western section of the country, are the
feed-water heaters, purifiers and separators
known as the Cochrane apparatus and
manufactured by the Harrison Safety
Boiler Works of Philadelphia, The Cookson steam trap, made by the Cookson Steam
Specialty Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio ; The
Acme Oil Filter, of which the Walter L.
Flower Co. is owner, and the Ashton Lu
bricator system for which it is sole agent.
The amount of business done by the firm
is indicated by the fact that during 1903
thirty carloads of the Cochrane apparatus
were sold, making a total shipment of 750,000 pounds. During the past 10 years be
tween 5,000 and 6,000 oil filters have been
sold, about 5 per cent being for export,
and within the past 4 months about 150
steam traps have been sold. These results
have not been attained without the hardest
kind of work, but Mr. Flower's wide ac
quaintance throughout the west and the
habit he has of making a friend of every
man he meets has had much to do with
them.
A. W. Chesterton & Co. of Boston,
Mass., has recently effected an arrangement
whereby F. J. Gast of 37 Dey St., NewYork City, will handle the Chesterton
goods for that vicinity. The arrangement
will no doubt be mutually advantageous
and is indicative of the progressive spirit
of the company.
E. W. Tetlow, who has for a number of
years been connected with the Home Rub
ber Co., is now with Jas. Bonar, Inc., Pitts
burg.
David L. Williams, who has been with
the Lunkenheimer Co., of Cincinnati, O.,
for 15 years, and has held the position of
vice-president, has resigned from that firm.
Mr. Williams' connection with that firm
has always been of the pleasantest and
it is with regret that he leaves them to
enter upon business for himself.
NEWS NOTES.
Allis-Chalmers Co. has swept the
field by winning the highest honors at the
St. Louis Exhibition with each of its three
exhibits—steam engine, electrical, and min
ing.
The 5,000-horsepower engine, popularly
known as the Big Reliable, and the gener
ator built by this company's electrical de
partment,—otherwise known as the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Co.—each won a
grand prize. These two machines, forming
the huge unit which supplies the decorative
lighting of the Exposition buildings and
grounds, and which has never failed under
the most severe and unexpected emergency
loads, are well known as one of the most
striking features of the machinery section
of the Exposition. The Big Reliable has
become the best known power unit in the
world.
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In the department of mines and metal
lurgy the Allis-Chalmers exhibit was also has recently been favored with an order for
awarded a grand prize, the highest honor six vertical cross compound engines from
given by the international jurors. Among F. W. Pearson & Son, Inc., to supply light
other features of this mining exhibit, and and power for the Pennsylvania Railroad
contributing to the success which won the East River tunnel. Three of these engines
highest award, are the famous style K will be installed on the New York side and
Gates gyratory rock and ore breakers, the three on the Long Island side. Orders
Overstrom concentrating table, the Allis- have also been received by Reeves Engine
Chalmers style A and B crushing rolls, the Co. for seven vertical cross compounds for
Gates ball and tube mills, and the heavy the Columbus, Ohio, sewage disposal plant,
six-foot Huntington mill, known as the and for three vertical cross compounds
Anaconda type, manufactured only by this from the William Todd Co. of Youngstown, O., for the Youngstown sewage dis
company.
posal plant. All these engines are for di
The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co's. grand rect connection to centrifugal pumps.
prize also covered all its alternators,
For the convenience of customers and
synchronous motors, direct-current gener
ators and motors, and rotary converters. friends, the Crane Company of Chicago has
This award is a significant tribute which established in Rooms 213 to 15, Frisco
Building, Olive sfreet corner of 9th, St.
must interest all users of electrical ma
Louis, a bureau of information and offices.
chinery. In addition to all this the Bul
lock system of multiple-voltage control of The offices include a waiting room for
ladies, smoking room for men and a writ
motors won a gold medal.
Contract has recently been let by the ing room with stationery and telephone
New York, New Haven and Hartford service and a stenographer always in at
tendance. Letters and telegrams may be
Railroad for additional power plant equip
ment for the Warren, R. I., power house, to sent care of this office and will be held
Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. of New until called for. The exhibits of the com
York City. Besides the extension of the pany in Block 26, Machinery Hall, which
Warren power station, the contract calls have already been illustrated and described
for new substations at East Providence, in our pages, and at the west end of aisle
8 Transportation Building, which includes
R. I., and Brayton, Mass.
In the Warren power house the new pop safety valves, boiler fittings, injectors
equipment will consist of Westinghouse- and other apparatus of similar nature, are
Parsons steam turbines driving Westing- comprehensive and well worthy of atten
house alternating-current generators which tion.
will develop current at 13,200 volts for
Contract for the great water wfiEEi.
transmission to substations. At the sub
to be used for developing power at Lockstation this will be reduced to a lower port on the Chicago drainage canal has
voltage and transformed to direct current been let to Morgan Seavers & Co., of Day
at 650 volts electromotive force for use on ton, Ohio, for $91,000.
the trolley wires. The new station build
On Oct. 9, a boiler explosion occurred
ing will be 100 feet in length and will con
at
Gait,
Ont., on the farm of Adam David
sist of a boiler room one story in height
son from a sawmill boiler exploding and
and an engine room two stories in height.
On the first floor of the engine room causing the death of a boy and a workman
will be the condensing apparatus for the who were measuring lumber near by. The
steam turbine unit, the tunnels for electric dome of the boiler, weighing about 450
cables and the transformers ; on the second pounds, was carried some 150 yards, nearly
floor will be the steam turbine generators wrecking the mill.
and switching apparatus. In the boiler
On Oct. 3, the management of the New
room, batteries of Babcock & Wilcox Vork Subway invited a party of representa
water-tube boilers of 400 horsepower each tives of the press to participate in a trial
will be installed, supplying steam through trip over the line. The distance from City
two main pipes to the turbine unit. Steam Hall to 96th street was covered in a little
pressure will be carried at 150 pounds and over 7 minutes, and from that point to
the steam will be superheated when desired. 145th street in 5 minutes. The total dis
Feed pumps will be of the Warren duplex tance including stops from City Hall to the
horizontal outside packed type and will Harlem terminal was covered in exactly 16
draw the supply from a deep well on the minutes. This did not of course allow
premises or from the city rrtains as may be for the usual stops, but shows the speed
necessary. A coal bunker along the outer which a regular train is capable of making
wall of the boiler room will be so shaped in express service and the great improve
that the fuel will pass by gravity through ment in rapid transit facilities which will be
openings in the building walls to the boiler accomplished by the subway system.
room and will be deposited in front of each
boiler. Two turbines will be installed each
driving two 750-kiIowatt generators at
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
1,500 revolutions per minute. They will
CROCKER-WHEELER
ELECTRIC
have an overload capacity of 100 per cent
CO.,
of
Ampere,
N.
J.,
is
issuing
a pam
and are guaranteed to develop an electrical
horsepower for 60 pounds of steam per phlet entitled Railway Generators at the
hour. Condensing plant will be provided Louisiana Purchase Exposition. This de
consisting of Warren, vertical, twin air scribes the generators in use in the Intra
pump and jet condensers located in the mural plant at the World's Fair and in
dicates the uses to which they are suited.
basement beneath the turbine.
These units will be ready for delivery at
Reeves Engine Co., of Trenton, N. J., the close of the Exposition.
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POWER PLANT OF THE RAILWAY EXCHANGE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
ONE of the most imposing structures
in Chicago is the new Railway Ex
change building, situated at the cor
ner of Jackson boulevard and Michigan ave
nue. Standing in the midst of six and
eight-story buildings, it is one of the first

FIG. 8.
structures seen when approaching the city
by water and is a familiar object to resi
dents in the western outskirts of the city.
The building is in the form of a hollow
square, having a frontage of 171 feet on
both Jackson boulevard and Michigan ave
nue, and is seventeen stories in height.
The inner court is 89 by 91 feet : this gives

a nominal total floor area of 372,000 square
feet. The height of the building from side
walk to coping is 235 feet.
The power plant presents some novel
features necessitated by the somewhat un
usual conditions under which it is operated.

consists of a battery of three 300-horsepower Babcock - and Wilcox boilers
equipped with Roney stokers, driven by
two Westinghouse Standard engines. Two
boilers furnish sufficient steam to meet the
needs during the winter, and one during

REFRIGERATING PLANT FOR COOLING THE DRINKING WATER.
With the exception of the elevator pumps
and boiler feed pumps all the machinery is
electrically driven. The engine and boiler
rooms are under the west portion of the
building and occupy about one-third of the
basement. Fig. 1 is a view in the boiler
room, which is located at the extreme
northwest corner. The boiler equipment

the summer months.
This enables one
boiler to be kept in reserve at all times.
During a test, these boilers developed 600
horsepower each.*
The fuel consists of a mixture of bi
tuminous nut and slack, which is fed into
the hoppers by hand. Along the west wall
of the boiler room is a steel coal bunker
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having a capacity of 200 tons. Coal is
dumped into the bunker through steel
chutes from the alley at the west side of

;
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the Chicago Fireproof Covering Co. This
not only prevents radiation of heat from
the settings, but aids in keeping the first

having been found sufficient for proper
combustion, while the temperature of the
escaping gases never exceeds 550 degrees.

C
■

FIG. 2. PLAN OF THE PIPING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM.
A,
B,
C,
D,
B,
Fi
G',

Cookson heater.
Water heaters.
Coal chutes.
15-inch relief Atmos.
15-inch supply to risers.
Expansion tank.
Reducing valves.

ll\
7,
A',
L,
Jtf,
O,
/',

Live steam to heating system.
High-pressure circuit.
Auxiliary header.
L,aidlaw-Dunn-Gordon lumping engine.
Knowles elevator pumps.
Deane boiler feed pumps.
Ammonia pumps.

U,
H,
T,
{/,
T",
W,
X,

Gould's house pumps.
Filtered water tank.
Surge tank.
Water cooling tank.
Deane circulating pump.
Condf nsing water tank.
Steam header.

the building. A second coal bunker of 500
tons capacity runs the full length of the
south end of the boiler room. This is kept

floor at as low a temperature as possible.
Draft is created by a steel stack 6 feet
in diameter and 254 feet high. Draft gages

The draft is regulated by a damper in the
breeching to meet any requirement due to
varying atmospheric conditions and to

filled and is only drawn upon in cases of
emergency. The boiler settings and the
ceiling of the boiler room are covered with
2 inches of vitrified asbestos, furnished by

are provided at the stack and in the breech
ing at the rear of the boilers, the former
indicating 1.3 inches, and the latter 0.6
inch of water pressure ; this draft pressure

clianges in the quality of fuel. The pressure
gages are provided with 12-inch illuminated
dials that can be clearly seen from any point
in front of the battery. No light being ob-

NcVEMTER 15, I9O4.
tainable through the west wall of the boiler
room, the illuminated dials serve as a safe
guard in case of accident to the electric
lights.
In the rear of the boilers are two steel
measuring tanks, each capable of holding
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210 to 212 degrees. Owing to the purity
of the feed water, the boilers are cleaned
but four times a year.
The boilers are fed by means of two
754 and 4)4 x 12 Deane duplex pumps.
These pumps are connected with the return
main of the heating system, and also with
the Cookson heater, the loss, due to the
excess of steam escaping through the
atmospheric exhaust and to leakage, being
replaced from the heater. The feed pumps
discharge into a 3-inch main, from which
2>2-inch branches lead to the boilers. Each
boiler is provided with two 4^2-inch Con
solidated safety valves, one 2^-inch Eddy
valve and one asbestos-packed blovvoff cock,
the blowoffs discharging through 1Y2inch pipes into a closed catchbasin, thence
into the sewer. Eddy and Crane gate
valves are used throughout.
The contract for the steamfitting was
awarded the Geo. E. Dixon Co., Chicago.
The elevator equipment consists of

Laidlaw-Dtmn-Gordon three-cylinder cross
compound high-duty pumping engine, Fig.
5, having cylinders 19^, 24, 24 and I2J4
inches in diameter by 24-inch stroke ; two
Knowles tandem compound 17, 26 and
16 x 24 outside packed single pumps, and
one Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon tandem com
pound 8, 12 and 5 x 10 duplex pump, both
of which are illustrated in Fig. 6. The
latter pump is designed to work under pres
sures up to 250 pounds per square inch and
is used to increase the pressure on the ele
vator system to 225 pounds when safes
and other unusually heavy weights are to
be raised. The high-duty pumping engine
supplies the system under normal condi
tions, the smaller pumps being kept in re
serve.
The supply to the pumps is taken from
a 15-inch suction main at the rear of the
pumps. The gate valves in the branches
leading to the idle pumps are left open so
that any or all of the pumps may be cut

FIG. I. VIEW IN THE BOILER ROOM.

500 pounds of water, and beneath them
a suitable storage tank, these being pro
vided for making evaporative tests. Crosby
recording steam gages are employed, one
at the boilers and one in the engineer's
office, the latter gage being connected in
such manner that it may be used either for
registering the pressure of steam or the
pressure of water on the elevator system.
There is also a recording gage for the
steam pressure or vacuum on the heating
system.
Steam at 165 pounds per square inch is
taken from the boilers through 8-inch lead
ers which discharge into a 15-inch steel main
or header. From the latter steam is con
ducted through the auxiliary header form
ing a part of the high-pressure circuit,
thence through the several branch pipes
to the pumps, and to the main riser of the
heating system. A plan of the piping is
shown in Fig.. 2. The steam piping is
fitted with fix Sweet separators.
Located at the north end of the boiler
room is a 48-inch by 12-foot horizontal ex
pansion tank, Fig. 3, into which the exhaust
from all steam-cperated auxiliaries dis
charge and from which steam is conducted
through a 15-inch main to the heating sys
tem, and through a 15-inch atmospheric
exhaust pipe leading to the roof of the
building. Ample protection to the roof is
afforded by a Dixon exhaust head.
Water for all purposes is obtained from
the city mains under a pressure of 35
pounds, first passing through Pittsburg disk
meters so arranged that any or all meters
may be cut out as desired. The water for
drinking purposes and for boiler feed is
then purified by means of a National filter
consisting of seven units, each unit having
a capacity of approximately 70 gallons per
hour. The filter units are partially shown
in Fig. 9. Upon leaving the filters, the
boiler feed water is discharged into an
elevated settling tank, 7 by 10 feet, from
which it gravitates to a 600-horsepower
Cookson heater and purifier, shown in Fig.
4. where the temperature averages from

FIG. 4.

600-HORSEPOWER COOKSON HEATER, AND TOILER FEED PUMPS.

twelve Otis passenger elevators, one com
bination passenger and freight elevator and
two plunger lifts. These elevators travel
a distance of 21 miles per day and carry on
an average of 35,000 persons in 10 hours,
which exceeds the number carried by any
railroad running into Chicago. Water is
supplied under 150 pounds pressure by a

in or out of" service by simply opening or
closing the throttle. Compressed air for
recharging the air chambers is supplied
by two steam-operated Westinghouse air
pumps.
The high-duty pumping engine runs in
termittently, but is prevented from coining
to a full stop by means of an automatic
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bypass valve, shown in Fig. 5, which is
operated by the flow of water in the main
discharge. In place of the first long-sweep
elbow in the discharge pipe is a 15-inch
angle-valve body containing a loosely fitted
disk. A brass stem works through a stuff-

closes the bypass. When the speed is slack
ened the velocity of the water is too low
to sustain the weighted disk, and the latter
in descending opens the bypass. By this
means just enough water escapes into the
suction of the pump to keep it moving

ingbox in the bonnet, the stem being
weighted by means of removable castiron
disks. Immediately below the weights is
a small lever fulcrumcd upon an arm on
the bonnet, one end of the lever engaging
the stem, while to the opposite end is con-

at a very low speed, which is merely suf
ficient to keep the receiver between the
high and low pressure cylinders filled with
steam. This serves to maintain nearly the
working temperature of the cylinders and
prevents the accumulation of condensed
steam. The speed is governed by a flyball
governor, the starting and stopping being
effected by Mason pump governors actuated
by the pressure on the elevator system.
Water for lavatories and cleaning pur
poses first passes through a Pittsburg disk
meter and is then distributed to all parts
of the building by two Gould triplex house
pumps having 5 x 8-inch cylinders, the
shafts making 65 revolutions per minute.
Each pump is driven by a 10-horsepower
Crocker-Wheeler motor connected to the
crank shaft by a 25^-inch Renold silent
chain drive. The house pumps, which are
shown in Fig. 7, discharge into a roof
tank, and are stopped and started by
an electrically-operated motor-controlling
switch, which in turn is actuated by means
of float contacts in the tank.
The drinking water after passing
through the filter is discharged into a cool
ing tank, where the temperature is lowered
to 36 degrees by means of a 12-ton Carbondale refrigerating plant, illustrated in Fig.

FIG. 7. GOULD TRIPLEX HOUSE PUMPS.
nected the rod that operates the bypass
valve.
When the speed of the pump increases,
the flow of water through the valve body
raises the disk and weight and depresses
the outer end of the small lever, which
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8. The ice water is circulated through the
service pipes by a 3 x 6-inch Deane cir
culating pump, driven by a 3j4-horsepower
Crocker-Wheeler motor. The ammonia
compressor cylinders are 8x10 inches, the
crank shaft being driven at a speed of 96
revolutions per minute by a 22}4-horsepower Crocker-Wheeler motor. The con
nection between the motor and the driven
wheel is made by a 4^2-inch Renold silent
chain, the driven gear being spring-con
nected with the crank shaft to avoid all un
necessary shock and jar. The plumbing
throughout the building was done by M.
J. Corboy & Co., Chicago.
The building is heated by the Paul
vacuum system, the temperature through
out being regulated by the Johnson system
of temperature regulation. Compressed air
for operating the 970 thermostats is fur
nished under 12 pounds pressure by two
6 x 8-inch Clayton horizontal compressors,
shown in Fig. 9, driven by 2j4-horsepower
Browning motors. The speed of the motors
is controlled by rheostats, the positions of
which are such that the air pressure may
be restored in the shortest time practicable,
thus enabling a uniform pressure to be
carried without the use of regulating de
vices, and at the same time reducing the
wear and tear on the machines to the mini
mum, since the compressors are in motion
only while restoring the air pressure. One
motor and compressor unit is ordinarily
used, the second unit being kept in reserve.
The starting and stopping is effected by
means of air-pressed diaphragms attached
to the switchboard, which are connected
through a lever and spring with the motorcontrolling switches.
A small Johnson Service Co. air com
pressor, operated by water pressure from
the city mains, furnishes air at a pressure
of 30 pounds for use in the barber shops,
of which there are two.
The engine room and boiler room floors
lie 26 and 28 feet, respectively, below the first
or ground floor of the building, which dis
tances represent the combined depth of the
basement and subbasement. This brings
the engine and boiler room floors 12 and
14 feet, respectively, below the level of the
lake and consequently below the level of
the sewers. The sewnge, therefore, is ele
vated and discharged into the city sewers.

FIG. 9. AIR COMPRESSORS FOR TEMPERATURE
REGULATION.
This is accomplished by means of a Shone
compressed air displacement pump or eject
or operating under, a pressure of 17 pounds
per square inch.
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The ejector consists of two vertical cast'
iron cylinders, each 34 inches in diameter
by 36 inches high, having 6-inch inlet and
discharge openings. The cylinders are
placed in a pit 9 feet in diameter and 10
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FIG. IO.

EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE RAILWAY
EXCHANGE BUILDING.

feet deep, at which depth the sewage enters
the ejector, the cylinders alternately filling
and discharging. The automatic air valves,
which admit the air to and exhaust it from
the cylinders, are placed on top of the latter
within easy reach from the engine room
floor.
Compressed air is furnished by two
6 x 7-inch American horizontal compressors
making 140 revolutions per minute. These
are driven by 3-horsepower CrockerWheeler motors by means of 2-inch Renold
chains. The compressors and switchboard
are clearly shown in Fig. II. The motors
are started and stopped automatically by a
regulator which, in outward appearance,
resembles an ordinary pressure gage. The
mechanism consists of the usual gage spring
operating the pointer shaft. A small lever
attached to the shaft swings between silver
contacts and serves to open and close the
circuit, which energizes the magnet of the
motor-controlling switch. When the pres
sure rises to the desired point, the swing
ing lever reaches one of the contacts and
causes the switch to open, thus stopping
the motor.
The air from the ejector discharges into
a closed catch basin which serves to muf
fle the exhaust and forms a suitable recep
tacle for any spray or vapor that might be
discharged with the air. With this provi
sion the entire apparatus therefore is noise
less, as well as absolutely automatic.
Ample ventilation is secured by means
of two 66-inch Buffalo fans, driven
by 5-horsepower Crocker-Wheeler motors
through 1 '/2-inch Renold chains, one fan
being used for the boiler room and the
other for the engine room. The boiler
room fan is placed on an elevated plat
form at the south end of the engine room,
as shown in Fig. 4, the air being conducted
to various parts of the boiler room through
steel conductors and discharged in such
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manner as to maintain free circulation
throughout.
The fan for ventilating the engine room is
of the same size as the one used for the
boiler room. The engine room fan is loca
ted at the west side of the basement and is
operated in connection with the fans sup
plying the ventilating system of the build
ing.
Current for operating the plant is ob
tained from the Chicago Edison Co. Al
ternating current is received at their sub
station, located in the Railway Exchange
building, at a pressure of 9,000 volts. There
the voltage is lowered to 185 by means
of step-down transformers. Rotary con
verters deliver direct current of 220 volts
potential for power purposes and no volts
for lighting. The switchboard contains
three- panels of slate, one panel for power
and two for lighting. The only instru
ments required on the switchboard are
three Thompson recording wattmeters. The
electrical apparatus and fixtures were fur
nished and installed by the Edison Co.
The specifications for the plant were
drawn by C. M. Wilkes, consulting en
gineer for D. H. Burnham & Co., the
architects. The construction was super
intended by A. J. Saxe, now mechanical
superintendent of the building. When fin
ished in all the minor details it will be one
of the most complete office-building in-

FIG. 6.

has been fitted up for the exclusive use of
the engine room force. A large, well fur
nished office is a convenience that the en
gineers call their own. Here are to be
found pressure gages recording steam and
water pressures, draft gage, etc., and means
of communicating with various parts of the

FIG. II. AIR COMPRESSORS FOR THE SEWAGE
EJECTOR.
plant. Ample provision has been made for
the installation of engines and generators
whenever necessary or desirable.
We are indebted to Robt. M. Polhamus,
engineer in charge, and Alfred J. Saxe for
data used in this article.

VIEW OF THE DIRECT ACTING ELEVATOR PUMPS.

stallations in the United States. Every
convenience has been provided for the com
fort of the engineers and firemen. A special
lavatory, which includes bath and shower,

Coal briquets are stated to form about
10 per cent of the fuel of the Paris, Lyons
& Mediterranean Railway. This form of
fuel is also used extensively in England.
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COOLING TOWERS.
BY C. L. HUBBARD.
WE HAVE seen from previous com
putations that from 20 to 30 per
cent or more may be saved in
fuel by the use of a condenser. This, how
ever, was based on the assumption that
the water used for condensing the steam
could be obtained free of cost. When the
plant is located in a city where the water
must be obtained at regular city rates, the
problem presents another aspect.
The quantity of water required by a
condenser under the best conditions varies
from twenty to thirty limes that fed into
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of the tower ; second, the contact of cool
air with the heated water ; and third,
evaporation. The last is by far the most
important, as the evaporation of a pound
of water carries away over a thousand heat
units.
As quite a proportion of the cooling is
due to the first two processes, the only
water required in the operation is that
necessary to replace what is lost by evap
oration. With the best forms of cooling
towers the temperature of the circulating
water may easily be reduced from 40 to
50 degrees with a loss not exceeding 3 or
4 per cent of the total quantity of water
passing through the tower. The propor
tion required for cooling by evaporation
alone can be easily calculated as follows :
The latent heat of evaporation at no
degrees is about 1,035—that is, 1,035 heat
units are absorbed in changing 1 pound
of water from a temperature of 110 degrees
into vapor at the same temperature. Now
suppose we wish to cool 100 pounds of
water 40 degrees. This will evidently re
quire the removal of 40 X 100 = 4,000 heat
units. If the evaporation of 1 pound of
water will absorb 1,035 heat units, then
4,000-^1,035 = 3.86 pounds, which is the
amount required for evaporation to re-

The general form of the Barnard fanless cooling tower is shown in Fig. I. The
hot circulating water when discharged
from the condenser is pumped up through
a central standpipe from which it is led
to a trough and distributing pipes, thus
insuring the constant flow of a thin film
of water over the cooling surface, which
is made up of a large number of mats of

FIG. I. BARNARD FANI.ESS COOLING TOWER.
the boiler. Taking the case of a 500-horsepower engine using 18 pounds of steam per
horsepower, and using the smaller figure,
this would amount to 18 X 500 X 20= 180,000 pounds = 21,687 gallons per hour, or
216,870 gallons per day of 10 hours, or 65,784.000 gallons per year.
In the case of an electric power or light
ing plant where the engines are run a
greater proportion of the time, the quan
tity of water used would be much larger.
To do away with this extra expense and
still retain the advantage to be derived
from a condenser, various methods have
been devised by means of which the dis
charge water may be cooled and used over
and over again. The most common of
these is the cooling tower, several types of
which are shown in the accompanying fig
ures. The general principles involved are
practically the same in each, and are very
simple. The discharge water as it leaves
the condenser is pumped to the top of the
tower, where it is discharged upon a seres
of extended cooling surfaces over which
it trickles in thin sheets to the bottom and
is collected in a reservoir. From here it
is taken by the circulating pump and again
forced through the condenser. A current
of air is made to flow over the cooling
surfaces, either by the use of a fan or by
the chimney effect of the enclosing shell
of the tower.
The cooling effect of an apparatus of
this kind depends upon three processes.
First, radiation from the pipes and sides

FIG. 3.

FIG. 2. FLUE DESIGN OF COOLING TOWER.
move 4,000 heat units, and therefore repre
sents the loss necessary to cool 100 pounds
40 degrees. That is 3.86 pounds of water
will be evaporated for every 100 pounds
cooled 40 degrees in passing through the
tower. As already stated, this is reduced
somewhat by radiation and conduction.

SUCTION TANK
SECTION THROUGH WORTHINGTON
COOLING TOWER.

a special steel wire cloth, galvanized after
weaving. The mats are practically equiv
alent to a metallic sponge, capable of hold
ing a large quantity of water in suspen
sion, which accumulates and drips off into
the tank at the bottom. If a fan is used
for forcing the air over the mats, a steel
casing is placed around them.
Another form is that known as the flue
design shown in Fig. 2. This is also a fanless tower with a steel casing which ex
tends in the form of a flue or chimney for
a considerable distance above the mats,
thus producing a natural draft without the
use of a fan.
Fig. 3 shows a section through the
Worthington cooling tower. The cooling
surface in this cooler is made up of pieces
of 6-inch terra-cotta pipe in 2-foot lengths,
placed on end in rows as shown. A steel
shell encases the whole, and air is supplied
by a disk fan near the bottom. The water
to be cooled is pumped to the top of the
tower, where, in passing through the dis
tributing device, it is evenly spread over
the upper course of the evaporating sur
face, and falls slowly over the successive
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courses to the cold water tank at the bot
tom.
The Victor tower is shown in Fig. 4,
and is similar in construction to those al
ready described, except the interior sur
faces which are made up of metal plates so
perforated as to form ledges over which
the water flows very slowly. These plates
are set at a slight angle with the vertical,
and are so arranged that the water after
passing over one is delivered to the top
edge of the plate below, as shown in Fig.
5. It will also be noticed that the plates
are arranged in a zig-zag fashion which
prevents the water from flowing to one
side of the tower as would be the case if
they all sloped in the same direction. The
air, too, is thus given a free passage in an
opposite direction from the flow of the
water.
Fig. 6 shows the general arrangement of
engine, condenser and cooling tower, when
the latter is placed upon the roof.
There are various other devices used
for cooling the condensing water, which
may be used as circumstances would seem
to indicate. Sometimes space is available
on the premises for a small pond, into
which the water may be discharged from
the condenser pump. If the exposed sur
face is made sufficiently large, cooling may
take place by radiation and evaporation.
Where less space is available, the water
may be sprayed into the pond through a
series of small nozzles connected with a
pipe running around (he outside. Arrange
ments of this kind are in successful oper
ation where the water is cooled from 40
to 50 degrees with a loss by evaporation
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where the water supply must be taken
from the city mains ; and in cases like
these the cooling tower plays an important
part. In localities where the scarcity of
water would prohibit the use of a con
denser, running under ordinary conditions,
the cooling tower often makes it possible.
REDUCING COAL BILL.
A writer in The Economist gives the
following directions by which he states
that any furnace may be arranged lor
burning screenings and waste, with small
cost for alterations and a saving of 50
per cent in the coal bill :
"Get grate bars which are flat on top,
with ridges on the under side and narrow
openings between the bars. Drill J^-inch
holes through the bars about 3 inches on
centers each way.
"Arrange for forced draft by making
the fire doors tight and putting in a blower
which will deliver heated air into the ash
pit under the ash-pit doors and through a.
pipe running crosswise of the furnace and
drilled with holes so that the air may be
well distributed.
"Wet the fuel so as to hold the fine
particles together until they are ignited and
coked. Fire often and with small quan
tities of fuel."
This method is well devised and will
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PROPER USE OF ENGINEERING
TERMS.
An engineer recently mentioned the fact
that it is much easier to preserve the
proper use of engineering terms than to
attempt to correct established usage. Ref
erence was had, among other things, to
the terms indicator cards and indicator
diagrams, which are frequently used by
both engineers and authors of papers and

fig. 6. general arrangement of engine,
condenser and cooling tower.

FIG. 5. ARRANGEMENT OF COOLING PLATES IN
VICTOR TOWER.
probably give as good results as can be
obtained without the installation of a spe
cial furnace, but it is also likely that there
would be sufficient gain in efficiency and
freedom from smoke to pay for the install
ation of a regular dust burning system.
Wetting the fuel is necessary for mechan
ical reasons, in the method described by The
Economist, but it is not good practice con
sidered from the standpoint of rendering
heat units available.

FIG. 4. VICTOR COOLING TOWER.
of about i/iolh of the entire volume of
water passing through the condenser. In
some cases a series of shallow pans are
used, so arranged that the water flows back
and forth from one to the other for a dis
tance of 1,500 feet or more.
The examples, given in the first article,
show the high cost of using a condenser

In the construction of a 750-mile tele
graph and telephone line in the Belgian
Congo district, great difficulties were en
countered in crossing several large streams.
At Underhill the river was crossed by
means of two steel pylons 50 feet high and
2,620 feet apart, placed respectively 237
feet and 206 feet above high water level.
The crossing of the Kasai was more diffi
cult as it was necessary to keep the stream
open for summer traffic. The crossing was
made in two spans, one of 1,472 feet and
the other of 2,198 feet, three supporting
pylons being used.

engineering works to designate one and
the same thing, viz., the indicator dia
gram. It was pointed out that this is not
correct, notwithstanding there is little dif
ficulty in determining which is meant
when the term occurs in connection with
a criticism or explanation of a diagram.
The indicator card, properly speaking,
is the slip of paper upon which the lines
of the diagram are traced by the pencil, so
that the lines themselves represent the in
dicator diagram and not the indicator
card. When a diagram is taken from
each end of the cylinder upon the same
card there will then be two diagrams, but
only one indicator card. This is frequent
ly referred to as two indicator cards, and
it will be readily seen that were a person
to be told that he would receive two indi
cator cards by the next mail he would not
know whether to look for two indicator
cards with one diagram traced on each, or
one card with two diagrams. If all per
sons interested in indicator work employed
the terms diagrams and cards synonomously there would be no confusion, and there
is none at present when that preceding and
following the terms explains what is
meant. But why not use these terms in
the proper places?
In descriptions of apparatus and in
other matters pertaining to engineering, it
is essential that writers leave no doubts as
to what they mean.
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COMBUSTION ENGINES.
INTERNAL COMBUSTION MOTORS.
BY W. H. BOOTH.
THE James Forest lecture this year has
just been given, the lecturer being
Dugald Clark and the subject In
ternal Combustion Motors. The lecturer
reviewed practically the whole field of gas
engine design and showed along what lines
improvement had been effected. The rec
ords show that the heat efficiency of en
gines has risen from 16 per cent in 1882
to 28 per cent in 1900 and 30 per cent to
day. This increased efficiency has been
secured by reducing the loss of heat to the
water jacket, though in securing this end
there has been an increased percentage of
loss in the exhaust gases, not so much,
however, as to outweigh the gain at the
jackets.
Since a gas engine cannot be worked
under its best theoretical conditions, for
this would involve keeping all possible heat
in the cylinder, it becomes necessary to
secure the best possible compromise. The
water jacket cannot be dispensed with but
its heat absorption must be reduced to a
minimum. Before this can be done it is
necessary that we should realize how heat
is lost in the jacket.
The object of a jacket is simply to pre
vent the cylinder from becoming too hot
to work properly. When gas burns in the
cylinder it causes expansion of the air and
other gases and the rapid movement of the
piston enables those gases to expand and
cool by conversion of the heat into work.
A little thought will serve to teach us that
piston movement ought to be simultaneous
with combustion. If the piston movement
is delayed, the hot gases, after combustion,
are in contact with the cylinder walls and
impart heat to those walls and to the
jacket water. This heat is lost so far as
regards any power that can be gotten from
it
Now if the indicator diagram of a gas
engine be examined, it will be found to
show rapid and sudden accession of pres
sure at the extreme end of the diagram.
The explosion line rises vertically, and
we know that the explosion space is full
of highly heated flame. We also know that
the crankpin is at dead center and there
fore the piston is to all purposes at rest.
The conditions are: The contact of the
hot gases with the cold cylinder while
movement is in progress, a maximum
pressure on the crankpin and on the main
bearings when the pin is at the position of
no movement. Yet the shaft is revolving
at full speed in its bearings, and as it is
doing so under full cylinder pressure, it
must be acting as a frictional brake upon
the engine, as also is the crankpin which is
moving at full velocity with its big end
bearing.
Mechanically this is wrong. By its very
nature there is pressure in the cylinder, due
to the necessary compression to start the
moving parts from rest. No further pres
sure is necessary on this account and the
explosion on dead center is so far at least
unnecessary and if abolished it would ease
the friction of the crankpin and main
bearing.
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Considering that early explosion in the
cylinder can have no turning movement,
it is legitimate to inquire whether it is de
sirable to explode promptly. Prompt ex
plosion means so much hot gas to give up
heat to the jacket, and it means time to do
this as well as head of temperature to make
the heat transference more effective. Some
of us have decided that these early explo
sions are not sound practice. Apart from
the frictional effect previously mentioned it
would be good practice to explode early
if the cylinder could be worked at maxi
mum temperature but it is not correct
where so much heat goes to the jacket.
Carrying out the new idea Mr. Thwaite
has arranged an engine for blast furnace
gas which emplodes late. Maximum pres
sure is not attained until the crank has ar
rived at a position of some movement and
it is attained gradually, rising slowly from
dead center. In this way there is no ex
cessive pressure where not wanted nor is
there high temperature to be expended on
jacket heating.
The efficiency of heating surface in a
boiler depends upon the head of tempera
ture between the fire side and the water
side of the boiler plate. The same effects
must obtain in the gas engine cylinder, .md
must be intensified by length of exposure
of the surface to the flame. If, however,
the flame is generated when the piston is
already moving at a rapid rate, the reduc
tion of temperature will be rapid and the
mean head of heat will be less. It is per
fectly true that these hot gases will have
a shorter run where the piston travel has
the same length, and as a fact the exhaust
does escape at a higher temperature where
the jacket receives less1 heat. But the dif
ference is in favor of economy, for the
exhaust does not get all the heat that is
kept out of the jacket and this represents
so much more heat turned to work.
There are also deeper reasons in favor
of reduced initial temperature or in favor
of such a delayed combustion which will
tend to prevent high initial temperature.
At any high temperatures one or both of
two physical effects come into play. Some
physicists affirm that at high temperatures
combustion is only partial. The atoms of
hydrogen and of oxygen are said not to
combine thoroughly. Dissociation sets in.
Perhaps the effect is less marked with car
bon and oxygen, but it occurs also with
these elements. If dissociation does occur,
and there are many good reasons to suppose
that it does, then as expansion progresses
and the temperature falls, the dissociated
or uncombined particles begin to unite and
the phenomenon occurs which is usually
known as deferred combustion. This adds
heat during the travel of the piston. This
is of course contrary to the heat theory of
the engine, which tells us that heat ought
to be added at the maximum temperature
i: the highest efficiency is to be secured
This is all very well as a guiding theory,
but, when we come to consider the facts
of practice, we are brought face to face
with this doctrine of dissociation and real
ize that we cannot help ourselves. Com
bustion insists on delay. There is also the
objection, already stated, to high initial
temperature, that too much heat is forced
through into the jacket.
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But we must not allow the theory of
dissociation to dominate us entirely. There
is another theory that may supply argu
ments to explain so-called deferred com
bustion. It may be granted that at high
temperatures the specific heat of steam and
other gases, simple and compound, rises
with the temperature. Temperatures of
combustion calculated in the usual way by
employing the ordinary specific heats of the
various gases, as found at ordinary temper
atures, are not attained. The reason
claimed for this is that as the specific heat
of the gases is higher with high tempera
tures, the ordinary temperatures supposed
to be reached are not attained, and the heat
becomes latent in the form of higher spe
cific heat. As the gases expand and would
become colder, the cooling is less, for as
the specific heat becomes less as the tem
perature falls, heat is available to prevent
so rapid a fall of temperature as would
otherwise occur, and this action is held to
explain the supposed deferred combustion.
Both causes do no doubt take effect. They
act together and not enough is known of
either to enable us to say how much is due
to each of them. But here again, what
ever is due to the variation of specific
heat, is out of our power to prevent, and
serves to justify the deliberate choice by
us of late ignition, by which we certainly
reduce the losses to the water jacket and
gain something in economy.
To return to the lecturer, however. He
pointed out how compression of the com
bustible charge measures the efficiency of
an internal combustion engine. There is,
however, a limit to compression. The in
terior of the cylinder is hot, but the hottest
parts exposed to the gases are any projec
tions on the piston or about the exhaust
valve. Projecting pieces do not receive
benefit from the jacket and become a
source of danger. The gaseous charge,
compressed in an already hot cylinder, be
comes highly heated in the process and
will sometimes explode. This is facilitated
by the hot projecting pieces previously
mentioned. In modern engines of large
size, preignition is dangerous and large
engines are not merely water jacketed as
to their cylinder but their pistons also are
water cooled and even the exhaust valves.
The danger of preigintion is what sets
the first limit upon the degree of compres
sion. I hold and many authorities are of
the same opinion, that hydrogen will ignite
at a much lower temperature than car
bonic oxide. A gas containing much hy
drogen is therefore more likely to undergo
premature iginition than is one poor in
hydrogen. A little hydrogen is good be
cause it helps to spread ignition through
the mass, but, if in too great a proportion,
hydrogen will compel a less degree of
compression and consequently diminished
efficiency and economy.
It is because of its small proportion of
hydrogen will compel a less degree of
compressed so highly and will give such
good and safe results. In the Diesel form
of engine, which has so far been made for
burning oil rather than gas, the danger of
preignition is obviated by not compressing
the combustible mixture. Instead there is
a high compression of pure air to no less
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than 35 atmospheres. The temperature
thus produced is sufficiently high to ignite
any combustible, and when oil is sprayed
into this compressed air by means of a
pump and more air at a still higher pres
sure, it burns steadily, increasing the vol
ume of the air and causing it to expand be
hind the working piston on a higher curve
than that along which it was compressed.
The space between the two curves represents
work and from such an engine a return in
work of over 40 per cent of the heat units
in the oil has been secured. This work
is what is represented by the indicated
horsepower of the engine, which is of
course much above the brake horsepower.
At full load, the mechanical efficiency of
the engine is 75 to 77 per cent, and only
one stroke in four is a working stroke. In
a double acting steam engine, there are
four times the number of working strokes.
The mechanical efficiency of a good steam
engine may attain, perhaps, 93 per cent,
showing 7 per cent of friction. If this
loss be multiplied by 4 we have 28 per cent
as the proportionate frictiorial loss of an
engine having only one stroke in four, or
it would have 72 per cent efficiency. In
attaining an efficiency of say 76 per cent or
a loss of 24 per cent, this is represented
as a loss of 6 per cent per stroke, so that
the steam engine to be equally as efficient
a machine . would have a mechanical ef
ficiency of 94 per cent, and it is likely that
this is about the maximum efficiency ever
attained for a double acting steam engine.
We may hear of higher efficiencies but they
are hardly credible. The gas engine, there
fore, if properly measured up, cannot be
said to be an inefficient machine. Its low
nominal mechanical efficiency arises from
the peculiarity of its working cycle; from
the fact that it has to make two revolutions
in getting a single impulse, and this is part
of the price paid for getting rid of the
boiler.
The steam engine gets its working gas
from a boiler whence the steam at full
working pressure makes its way to the en
gine. The gas engine has no store of pres
sure whence to draw its charge. It has to
manufacture this itself, first by pumping
up air to a high pressure and then by
raising that pressure or augmenting the
volume by burning a fuel in the compressed
air.
The initial air pressure may be produced
by separate pumps and it is possible by
doing so to produce a working or combus
tion stroke at every stroke of the piston
on either or both faces. Were we to do
so, we might produce a gas engine, the
efficiency of which would be as high as
that of the steam engine. But the separate
air pumps would still have to be driven,
and they would absorb some of the power
saved by the engine proper. It is not
likely they would require quite so much,
and it may be in this direction further
economy will be secured.
As with all other machinery, the gas en
gine is a compromise between various con
flicting elements. Economy is secured with
high compression, but an early limit is
set to compression by the danger of preignition. Prompt and early combustion
would be best in an adiabatic cylinder ca
pable of working at a high temperature,
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but we possess neither the material nor the
ideal adiabatic quality and must employ
what would otherwise be a folly, namely,
a cold water jacket on a heat engine. We
depart from a certain line of practice and
lose economy on one hand to gain it on
the other, securing the best result by com
promise.
We find by experience, that the gas en
gine, with the least internal surfaces in
contact with the gases, is most economical.
This shows us that the water jacket is to
keep the cylinder cool, not the gases, and
that the best results are always to be se
cured with the minimum cooling consistent
with the working of the piston. It is pos
sible that some of the new alloys, such as
nickel castiron, may enable us in the future
to work at higher temperatures and still
further to reduce the proportion of heat
sent to the jacket. This is an end to be
striven for. A gas engine is a heat engine
and the employment of a water jacket to
keep the cylinder cool is a foolish thing
from the heat engine point of view, but it
is one of those practical necessities that are
forced on us by practical considerations,
such as the absence of material that can
be used as piston or cylinder at the high
temperature that would be necessary in the
absence of the jacket.
The high temperature and energy of the
exhaust is now forced upon us by two
things particularly. First, if we could
lengthen the stroke of the piston, we should
add so much to the general size of the en
gine for a comparatively small additional
amount of work that the three idle strokes
would bear a much larger ratio to the
total work, and the reduced mechanical ef
ficiency of the engine would over-balance
the increased work of the one stroke. Sec
ondly, without complication of mechanism,
the stroke length and the compression are
so interdependent that a longer expansion
cannot well be secured.
The World's Fair Street Railway
Commission, which is making exhaustive
electrical tests at the Bullock Electric Mfg.
Co.'s exhibit at Section 15, Palace of Elec
tricity, under the direction of Professors
Norris of Cornell, Swenson of Wisconsin
and Plum of Purdue, got some interesting
results recently while testing the tempera
ture coefficients of steel rails.
These tests are made by taking the re
sistance of the rail at a normal tempera
ture, then passing a large enough current
through the rail to raise its temperature
through a range of 54 degrees F. and at
various stages of heat making other tests.
There seems to be but little difference in
the resistances at the various temperatures.
It has been suggested that this may be due
to the presence at the same time of iron
and carbon in the steel, the one losing in
conductivity while the other gains with the
rise of temperature. So far the drop in
voltage has been found to be much smaller
with direct than with alternating current
and it varies much with the variations of
current density and saturation. The rela
tionship has not been established. Tests
for this purpose will now be made with
constant wave forms, those heretofore used
having varied somewhat.

CALORIMETRY OF EXHAUST GASES
FROM AN INTERNAL COMBUS
TION ENGINE.
In a paper read before section G of the
British Association for the Advancement
of Science, B. Hopkinson gives an account
of tests of a gas engine in which a calori
meter was used for determining energy in
the exhaust gases from an internal combus
tion engine. The engine was a 5-horsepower Crossley with cylinder 7J4 x 9
inches and running at 250 revolutions per
minute. Ignition was by means of a hot
tube, and the cylinder was water jacketed,
piston and exhaust valve being uncooled.
Gas from Cambridge coal was used with
an average heat value of 680 British ther
mal units per cubic yard. The calorimeter
which is shown in the accompanying figure,
consists of a section of flanged castiron
pipe, provided with baffle plates which cause
the gases to flow backward and forward
throughout the length of pipe several times,
and finally to bubble through water which
collects in the bottom of the calorimeter
This water, after passing through the jacket
which surrounds the calorimeter, sprays i:i
a fine jet through openings near the inlet

T INLET
CONNECTION OF CALORIMETER TO EXHAUST.
pipe, and thus cools the gases down to
about 120 degrees F. or less.
The use of the calorimeter was of course
an effort to make a heat account for the
combustion engine which should approxi
mate accurately the heat account for steam
engines. The amount of heat passing up
the chimney in the exhaust gases after they
had left the calorimeter was estimated by
assuming the volume of the gases as they
left the engine cylinder and figuring that
these were saturated with water vapor.
After taking out all heat which could be
accounted for, it was found that the bal
ance remaining, which must be charged to
radiation and unaccounted losses, was
from 7 to 16 per cent, averaging about 11
per cent on the small Crossley engine, and
on a larger engine which was made by the
Forward Engineering Co. the unaccounted
for balance was reduced to about 6 per
cent. This better value" is attributed by
Mr. Hopkinson to the more accurate meas
urement on the heat put into the engine
and the use of the smaller calorimeter
which was better fitted for its purpose.
The values as obtained in the first series
of tests are too high for practical use, but
if the radiation and unaccounted losses can
be kept below 6 per cent, as was the case
in the test of the larger engine, the method
of making up a heat balance for the in
ternal combustion engine is likely to prove
of commercial value in the future when the
heat consumption of gas engines comes to
be carefully investigated.
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PUMPING AND CONDENSING MA
CHINERY AT ST. LOUIS—II.
AMONG the most interesting plants at
the Exposition are those installed
in connection with the steam tur
bine generators. These are three in num
ber, one located in the exhibit of the Westinghouse Companies, one near the center
of the machinery building by the General
Electric Co., and one just beside the big
Hamilton-Corliss vertical engine, built bj
the Hooven-Owens-Rentschler Co.
The Westinghouse-Parsons turbine is of
400 kilowatts capacity, and is, therefore,
of comparatively small size for this type
of generating unit. The construction and
operation of this turbine have been de
scribed so often that detailed treatment is
not necessary here. The value of the ex
hibit is much enhanced by the practical
continuous running which has been in
augurated, as the generator was started on
June 20, and, barring accident, will not be
shut down until the close of the Fair. A
dismantled turbine is exhibited near the
one in operation, so that the entire con
struction of the unit can be studied by
visitors.
In the basement under the turbine
may be seen a representative arrangement
of condenser and auxiliary located in the
center of the foundation because the tur
bine foundation in this instance consists
pf 12-inch steel I beams and concrete
arches spanning the condenser pit. For
this 400-kilowatt unit, which has a rated
horsepower of 600, a Worthington surface
condenser with air cooler is installed hav
ing a cooling surface of 1,500 square feet,
or 2.8 square feet per electrical horse
power. As auxiliary apparatus, are in
stalled, a horizontal, rotary, dry-vacuum
pump with cylinder 6 x 10 x 10 inches, and
a hot-well pump of the Worthington cen
trifugal type with a 1 54-inch discharge
pipe, both pumps being driven by Westinghouse electric motors. The circulating wa-
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manufactured by the General Electric Co.
of Schenectady, N. Y. This has a capacity
of 2,000 kilowatts, or 3,000 horsepower, and

heating surface and is of the Worthington
surface cooling type. It is provided with a
rotative, dry-vacuum pump driven by a

WORTHINGTON CONDENSER EQUIPMENT FOR WESTINGHOUSE-PARSONS TURBINE.
is of the well-known vertical type. It
occupies with its condensing machinery a
space 10 feet 7 inches x 11 feet I inch,

1
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ARRANGEMENT OF PARSONS TURBINE CONDENSING PLANT.
ter is taken from the service plant pumps.
The largest turbine installation in the
Exposition is the Curtis turbo-generator
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and stands 22 feet 4 inches high. The
condenser, which is placed directly be
neath the turbine, has 8,000 square feet of

General Electric induction motor and situ
ated beside the foundation of the turbine
in the pit. There is also a centrifugal
pump direct-connected to an induction mo
tor and placed on a separate foundation
pedestal. Opposite to the dry-vacuum and
circulating pumps is a centrifugal pump 20
inches in diameter driven by a 25-kilowatt
motor for taking away the condensed steam
from the exhaust system. Near the air
pump, is a 25-kilowatt exciter and a small
steam-driven oil pump for furnishing the
oil under pressure to lubricate the step
bearing of the turbine unit. All pumps
and the condenser for this unit were fur
nished by Henry R. Worthington.
The Hamilton-Holzwarth turbine unit
was described in the issue of Oct. 1. The
condensing apparatus for this unit con
sists of a Smith-Vaile surface condenser
having 7,000 square feet of cooling sur
face and equipped with a condensing and
a circulating pump and also with a rota
tive, dry-vacuum pump placed opposite the
condenser. The air pump is of the duplex,
double-acting type, and draws the con
densed steam from the tail pipe of the
condenser. The circulating pump is com
pound, condensing, and the dry-vacuum
pump is of the motor-driven, rotative type.
This installation is on the floor level at
one side of the Hamilton turbine installa
tion.
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SMALLER CONDENSER OUTFITS.
Near by is a condensing outfit which
takes steam from the Willans engine
built by C. H. Bradley Jr. & Co. of Pitts
burg, Pa. The engine is a triple expan
sion with two sets of cylinders, each set
consisting of three cylinders in tandem on
a common piston rod. An illustration
shows the smaller Willans engine and
the larger engine, with the cylinders partly
removed, in the background. The con
densing outfit is in the foreground, and
consists of a Worthington condenser, hav
ing 2,000 square feet of cooling surface,
a Blake, vertical, twin, beam air pump, and
an 8-inch Worthington volute circulating
pump. The air pump has two air cylinders
placed side by side in a vertical position
with steam cylinders directly above and
the two pisjon rods connected by a walk
ing beam. The slide valve of a small cyl
inder is operated by a crank on the shaft
of the walking beam and the piston of this
small cylinder drives the main cylinder
steam valve. It becomes, therefore, two
single-cylinder steam pumps, which are
cross connected by the walking beam so
that they operate each other's steam valves.
The pump handles both air and water and.
therefore, is not of the dry-vacuum type.
In passing, it is worth remarking that
one of the most important, although least
showy, of the pumping outfits in Machin
ery Hall is that which furnishes lubricating
oil to all engines installed in the building.
This is the plant of the famous Filter Co.,
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of the main aisle of Machinery Hall, and
in the east end of the Hall in the department of exhibits of machinery is shown

may be used for heating buildings if desired. The condenser is, of course, more
bulky than that in which water is used in

BELLEVILLE ENGINE AND CONDENSING OUTFIT.
the Fouche air cooled condenser, which is
of a distinctly novel type. In this con
denser, the exhaust steam is distributed

condensing the steam, but its advantages
in localities where cooling water is diffi
cult to obtain can be readily seen.
The condenser installed with the Belle
ville unit is of the usual marine type ; its
distinctive features are its compactness and
the fact that it made a part of the engine
"construction, and mounted on the same

FOUCHE, AIR-COCLED CONDENSER.

base plate. Circulating water is furnished
by means of a centrifugal pump and the
air pump is of the Edwards type, both be
ing driven from the main shaft of the
main engine.
CURTIS TURBINE AND CONDENSER, SHOWING CIRCULATING AND DRY VACUUM PUMPS.
located in block 44, from which oil is sent
out by a small Worthington pump to all
machinery and to which it returns to be
filtered. The filtering plant consists of six
tanks, and cares for 840 gallons of lubri
cating oil per hour.
Other condensing outfits are on the
Belleville vertical engine at the west end

to hollow corrugated plates made like flat
steam radiators, and over these radiator
sections is blown a current of air by a
large fan blower. The steam thus con
densed by the air current is drawn from
the bottom of the condenser by the usual
type of air pump. In this condenser the
air is heated to about 122 degrees F. md

The jury of awards of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, at St. Louis, has
given the gold medal for boiler tube clean
ers to the Lagonda Manufacturing Co.,
Springfield, Ohio, manufacturers of the
Weinland and Lagonda machines. The
many users and friends of Weinland clean
ers will feel that the award is well de
served.
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BOILER HOUSE ECONOMICS.
AT THE recent annual meeting of the
Municipal Electrical Association of
England a paper was read by
Mr. R. S. Downe, borough electrical
engineer of Southport, on this sub
ject. The author said that no occu
pation was more profitable to the station
engineer than that of seeking to econo
mize the expenditure of fuel, which often
amounted to one-half of the total costs of
production. In his opinion, in a station
equipped with condensers, economizers and
superheaters and having a load factor of 15
per cent, not more than 5 pounds of bi
tuminous slack coal should be burnt per
kilowatt hour generated, including all
losses ; this allowance was often exceeded

ENGINEER.

load. A considerable economy could also
be effected by finding out the best system
of banking fires according to the time of
year and varying load. The greatest factor
of all in reducing the coal bill was the fire
man, and he was best encouraged to econo
mize by means of a bonus system of pay
ment.
Important savings might be effected by
a moderate degree of superheat; where
turbines were installed, requiring a high
superheat of constant temperature, sepa
rately fired superheaters were preferable.
To illustrate the effect of superheating the
author gave the following table, relating to
tests made on a 250-horsepower Musgrave
horizontal condensing engine at his works,
the steam being generated in a Lancashire

AIR PUMP AND EXCITER UNITS OF CURTIS TURBINE.
by over 100 per cent. To localize the losses
a rigid weekly analysis of coal and water
used and kilowatt hours generated ought
to be made ; water meters were unsatisfac
tory, and measuring tanks should be used
for evaporation tests.
It was shown that a bad load factor
most markedly affected the boiler house
economy, and the principle was laid down
that the number of boilers under steam
should be kept down to the minimum, and
forced draft used to cope with the peak

boiler fitted with a Musgrave superheater
in the down-take:

its jsS£'.2S
Z?M IK
Water per I.H.P. honr, lbs
Water per KW. hour, lbs
Coal per I.H.P. hour, lb*
Coal per KW. hour, lbs

I Hi 1)0 ' 13.38 17
29.27 , 24.24
1.89 l.rto 16
j :i. 10 1 2..W I

Average superheat at engine, 85 de
grees F.
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He doubted whether any economy could
be shown by mechanical firing when the
interest, repairs, and cost of running were
taken into account. Induced draft held out
a prospect of economy as compared with
chimney draft, which might be very expen
sive, especially when, as for burning bi
tuminous coal efficiently a high tempera
ture in the furnace, obtained by shielding
the burning gases from the water-cooled
plates, was absolutely necessary. The coal
used should be frequently tested, but not
often changed in quality; the best results
were obtained from practical evaporation
tests, rather than calorimeter tests. To se
cure the highest boiler efficiency analyses
of the flue gases must be made, and the
excess of air admitted to the boiler fur
naces kept as low as possible." In practice
one might expect to find 12 per cent of
carbon dioxide in the flue gases, with an
exit temperature of 600 degrees F. if the
boilers were properly worked. Carbonic
acid recorders had proved eminently satis
factory in most cases and served as valu
able indicators of air leakages inwards,
through brickwork, etc. Much air leaked
in round dampers of boilers not under
steam, lowering the economizer efficiency
and the chimney draft; the author had
known the temperature of the flue gases
of two boilers to be reduced from 729 to
496 degrees in 10 feet of flue by the leak
age through four standing boilers, while
the fall through the economizer was only
205 degrees. By means of the recording
apparatus for carbon dioxide the author
found the leakage of air past two boilers
to be so great that there was only 3 per
cent of CO* in the flue gases ; on stopping
the leaks the percentage was brought up to
15 or 16 at times, with 10 per cent as a
regular average.
Electrical feed pumps were, in his experi
ence, far more economical than steam
pumps, which may take 2J/i to zVi Per
cent of the steam generated. Feed water
should be purified before entering the
boiler, and should also be made as hot as
possible, as great economy can be effected
by supplying the boiler with hot feed water.
The author asks whether it is possible by
means of separately fired feed heaters to
supply the boilers with water as hot as the
steam, and so reduce the number of boilers
under steam, besides obtaining a higher
duty per boiler. Care should be taken to
ensure that the boilers and pipes are prop
erly covered, and that the lagging is period
ically examined.
In conclusion, high thermal efficiencies
are to be obtained by using the highest
possible initial temperatures in the process
of combustion, and a suitable combustion
chamber which will not cool the gases be
fore they are completely burned.
A. H. A.
Hydraulic train buffers of large size
have recently been installed by English
and Scotch railways. The pistons of these
buffers have a stroke of 7 feet, and, in prac
tical tests, a train weighing 369 tons, with
the engine, when run into one of the buffer
sets at a rate of 9.4 miles per hour, was
brought to a stop without serious incon
venience to passengers in the cars.
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience which will be helpful to the man in charge of power machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
THE AIR PUMP PROBLEM.
Editor The Engineer :
I should like to submit to the readers
of The Engineer the arithmetical solution
of the air pump problem submitted some
time ago by Mr. R. A. Niven.
Fig. 1 is a sectional view of the air pump
in which the space, A, is supposed to be 12
times the volume of the cylinder, B. As
suming that all the joints are tight and
that no air can enter the space, A, after

FIG. I. POSITION OF PISTON BEFORE STARTING.
FIG. 2. AIR EXPANDED TO THIRTEEN VOL
UMES.
the pump is started, it would, according to
the following solution of the problem, take
twenty double strokes of the piston to
create a vacuum of 24 inches of mercury
in the chamber, A.
It is well known among the engineers
that if the volume of a vessel and the pres
sure of a gas is known and we desire to
know the pressure of the gas after the or
iginal volume has been changed we divide
the product of the first, or original, volume
and pressure by the new volume ; the result
win be the new pressure. The space, /4,
is assumed to be filled with air at the ab
solute pressure of the atmosphere or 14.7
pounds per square inch.
I have assumed that the space, A, con
tains 12 cubic feet of air, and as the ca
pacity of B is 1/12 that of A its cubic con
tents will be exactly 1 cubic foot.
When the air pump is started we shall
have 12 volumes in A and 1 in B making
13 volumes in all.
Notice that with the piston in the posi
tion shown in Fig. 1 there is no chance of
the air leaking through into the chamber,
B, as the piston is about to make the up
stroke, and the valve will be kept closed
by the pressure of the air in chamber.
Every time the piston is in the position
shown in Fig. 1, the space, A, will always
contain the first or original volume of air,
and when the piston has made the up
stroke and is in the position shown in Fig.
2 the volume of air in A will expand into
the cylinder, B, thus increasing to 13 vol
umes with a consequent reduction in pres
sure. At the start we had 12 volumes of
air in A, under a pressure of 147 pounds

per square inch, but when the piston
reaches the position shown in Fig. 2 the
12 volumes in A will be expanded to 13
volumes, filling both cylinders.
This is the new volume, and by divid
ing the product of the original volume and
pressure by the new volume we find the
new pressure which is 12 X 14.7 -f- 13 =
13.57 pounds per square inch. When the pis
ton starts on the down stroke the valve
opens, and supposing the opening is large
enough we shall have 13 volumes until the
piston again reaches the position shown in
Fig. 1, and this will be true for every dou
ble stroke of the piston. When the piston
makes the first up stroke the air contained
in the space, B, is discharged into the at
mosphere, the air in A expanding each
time the piston goes up. The following
examples give the pressure in the cham
ber, A, for each double stroke :
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.
10th.
nth.
12th.
13th.
I4th.
15th.
16th.
17th.
18th.
19th.
20th.

12 X 14.7 -£- 13 = 1 3-57 lbs.
12 X 13.57 13 = 12.526 lbs.
12X12.526-^13 = : II.5625 lbs.
12 X 11.5625 -r- 13 = 10.673 lbs.
12 X 10.673 13 = -9.892 lbs.
12 X 9.892 -r 13 = 9.094 lbs.
12 X 9.094 ■*■ 13 = 8.3945 lbs.
12 X 8.3945 + 13 = 7-74«8 lbs.
12 X 7,7488 -5- 13 = 7.15274 lbs.
12 X 7.15274 t 13 = 6.60253 lbs.
12 X 6.60253 13 = 6.09464 lbs.
12 X 6.09464 -T- 13 = 5.62582 lbs.
12 X 5.62582 -r 13 = 5.19306 lbs.
12 X 5.19306 -v- 13 = 4.78590 lbs.
12x4.78590-^13 = 4.41776 lbs.
12 X 4.41776 -5- 13 = 4 07793 lbs.
12 X 4.07793 -7- 13 = 3.76425 lbs.
12 X 3.76425 -f- 13 = 3.47469 lbs.
12 X 3.47469 13 = 3.20741 lbs.
12 X 3.20741 -r 13 = 2.96068 lbs.

The pressure in the vessel, A, when the
20th double stroke is completed will be
2.96068 pounds per square inch absolute
which is practically a vacuum of 24 inches
of mercury.
A cubic inch of mercury with a base
1 inch square weighs 0.49 pounds. A col
umn of mercury 30 inches high weighs
30X0.49=14.7 pounds. This is the pres
sure we had in the vessel, A, when the air
pump was started. If it takes twenty
double strokes of the piston to produce a
vacuum of 24-inch of mercury the corre
sponding pressure will be (30 — 24) X
0.49 = 2.94 pounds per square inch abso
lute pressure. There is so litle difference
between the two results that the quotient
obtained in the 20th example is near
enough.
W. D. S.
REPLY TO JAMES LEACH ON FLUE CLEANING.
Editor The Engineer :
Replying to the inquiry of James Leach
in the Oct. 15 issue of The Engineer, re
garding cleaning flues with compressed air,
will say that I tried it once and quit again.
While the high pressure certainly accom
plishes the purpose and gives better re
sults than steam can possibly do, yet it was

found that after using the air blower for
a few weeks the tubes in the front head
began to leak, due, it was believed, to the
contraction of the tubes when the cold air
struck them. The blower used was of the
ordinary type, which liberates the air im
mediately against the end of the tubes on
the inside. However, Mr. Leach's method
of using a piece of J^-inch pipe might not
have this bad effect, in as much as the air
is liberated usually several inches inside
of the tube. I have seen compressed air
used to blow soot from the exterior of
the tubes in water-tube boilers with good
results. But go ahead, Mr. Leach, with
the experiment. If you always follow the
experience of others you will never have
any of your own.
G. H. W.
TUBULAR EXHAUST HEAD.
Editor The Engineer:
I recently noticed a new style of ex
haust head, which acts as a condenser, and
appears to contain some novel features. It
consists of a circular steel tank or drum
containing 9 vertical tubes, each of which
is 2 inches ' in diameter. The bottom of
the drum is provided with a flange to con
nect it with the main exhaust pipe. The
drum is merely a round tank 3 feet in
length by 2 feet in diameter.
The tubes project about an inch out
side of the tank at both ends and are

SECTIONAL VIEW OF EXHAUST HEAD.
held securely by having the ends expanded,
in much the same manner as boiler tubes.
The tubes are arranged around the edge
or circumference, at an equal distance
apart, and pass through a sheet iron hood
placed on the inside of the tank at about
the center of the length of the tank. The
hood is secured to the tank by means of
two lugs riveted to the sides of the tank,
the top of the latter being riveted on, while
the bottom' is flanged and bolted on.
In the center of the bottom there is a
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6j4-inch hole to receive a 6-inch pipe long
enough to reach inside the hood, the end
of the pipe being threaded to connect with
a flange on the main exhaust pipe, and the
inner end riveted to the hood by means
of small lugs. Around the tank, at a dis
tance of 4 inches from the top, there are
about fifteen holes, each 2 inches in diam
eter, which allow the steam to escape.
The exhaust steam rushing through the
chamber containing the vertical pipes is
suddenly cooled and a portion of it con
densed, the oil separating from the steam
and adhering to the pipes.
Such a device prevents moisture from
being carried through the air which other
wise tends to destroy the face of buildings
in the vicinity, damages the clothes of
pedestrians and also causes trouble from
icy pavements. The apparatus appears to
be very neat and simple in construction.
It has not been my good fortune to have
seen one of these heads in operation, but
it appears at first sight to be all right.
T. F. McM.
CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF BOILERS : EXPE
RIENCES WITH ENGINES.
Editor The Engineer :
On page 626 of the issue of Sept. 15 is
an article on boilers which seems to re
quire a passing notice. I will not dispute
any of the points made by Mr. M. W.
Campbell, as what he has said is probably
correct, but he has left the matter in such
an unfinished state that it is in a measure
misleading. He says that the principal
claim made by advocates of the steam dome
is that it affords a reservoir for steam with
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though I am fully aware of the fact that
each is expected to supply steam according
to its size. For example, take a 48-inch
tubular boiler with the upper row of tubes
18 inches below the top of the shell. With

sumed that the opening is 26 inches in
diameter, and that it is thoroughly rein
forced to compensate for cutting so large
a hole in the shell.
In Fig. 1 steam is taken from an area
of 12.5 square inches, as the pipe is 4
inches in diameter, and it is 11 inches dis
tant from the water surface. In Fig. 2
it is taken from an area of 530 square
inches, as the opening for the dome is 26
inches in diameter, for the 4-inch steam
pipe is now at least 39 inches from the
water surface, hence it can have no effect

FIG. 4. CONNECTING ROD WITH ADJUSTABLE
STRAP.

FIG. 2. A 48-INCH BOILER WITH DOME.
the water line 7 inches above this, there
are only 1 1 inches between the water line
and the shell at the highest point, as
shown in Fig. 1.
It will be noticed that 1 have placed the
water line 7 inches above the tubes, be
cause Mr. Campbell has so located it, and
if so much is needed in one case it is in
another, regardless of the diameter of
shell. This boiler has no dome but deliv
ers steam through a 4-inch steam pipe
that is only 11 inches above the water
level, consequently if the boiler is forced,
the pressure on top of the water under the

FIG. I. WATER LINE I I INCHES FROM TOP OF
SHELL.
which to meet sudden increase in load. A
claim that is usually put on an equal basis
with the above (to say the least) is that
a dome assists in supplying dry steam to
an engine.
Under some conditions the dome cer
tainly does supply dry steam, but the real
cause for this desirable result is so imper
fectly understood that even its advocates
frequently fail to make it plain, the result
of which is, that the dome does not re
ceive credit for all of its good qualities,
which is unjust. I am not a strenuous ad
vocate of the steam dome, as it is often
unnecessary, but I do like to see the mat
ter fully presented. A small tubular boiler
requires a dome more than a large one, al
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FIG. 3. SHOWING WATER LINE IN 66-INCH
BOILER.
pipe is slightly reduced; therefore water is
forced upward by the pressure acting
downwards at other points, thus supplying
wet steam. Fig. 2 illustrates the same boil
er with a dome 28 x 28 inches, as that is
the standard size supplied by a firm of
boilermakers for a 48-inch shell. It is as

on it. As the surface affected in the latter
case is 42 times as large as in the former,
steam cannot rise rapidly enough to carry
water with it, hence the steam is dry.
Fig. 3 shows a 66-inch shell with the water
line 7 inches above the tubes, and 20 inches
below the opening for the steam pipe,
which is 6 inches in diameter. In this
case the outlet for steam is 9 inches farther
above the water surface than in Fig. 1,
and this is sufficient to insure dry steam
without adding a dome to increase the
area of water surface affected, or to re
move the opening to a point higher above
the water line. I speak positively on this
point, because I have five tubular boilers
each 66 inches in diameter hi my plant,
none of which have domes. A careful test
of the quality of steam supplied by them
shows that it contains much less than 1
per cent of moisture.
On page 633 Mr. B. M. Mitchell makes
the following statement concerning an en
gine : "As the connecting rod boxes wear,
the rod shortens." I have carefully read
the remainder of his letter, and as he does
not qualify this statement it stands as a
general principle, so far as his letter is
concerned, but this is a mistaken idea, for
all connecting rods do not shorten by
wear. Fig. 4 shows a type of connecting
rod to which he evidently refers, for on
both ends as the boxes wear, the strap is
drawn toward the center of the rod, thus
resulting in what is called "shortening the
connecting rod."
All rods are not designed alike, how
ever, as Fig. 5 shows one which shortens
at the crank end, and lengthens at the
crosshead end, thus keeping the total

FIG. 5. SHOWING BOTH KEY AND WEDGE AD
JUSTMENTS.
length constant, except a possible differ
ence in the amount of wear which is un
worthy of consideration. This form is fre
quently used on low-speed engines, but
Fig. 6 shows another which is found on
high-speed engines. It also shortens at
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with reference to using oxalic acid is the
reverse of mine. One says : "To prevent
discoloring of hot brass rub thoroughly
with oily rag or cloth," whereas my ex
perience with hot brass is that the more
thoroughly the oil is cleaned off, the more
permanent the polish. I get splendid re
sults by using oxalic acid. Clear at first,
putting it on with a swab, then I go over
it with kerosene, rubbing well with waste,
which takes off the acid and prevents the
frosted appearance so frequently spoken
of. Finally I use rotten stone or whiting
with clean waste to absorb the oil and give
the final polish. The work will not need
gong over again for a week or more.
W-re, Mass.
H. E. Fisher.

In Fig. 1 the circle, A, represents the
rear view of the engine .cylinder. B, is a
disk on the cam shaft ; C, is an arm pivoted
to B at F. The rotation of the disk, B,
causes C to slide towards E, supported by

POLISH FOR HCT METAL.
Editor The Engineer :
In a recent issue of The Engineer, J.
Carman, of New York City, wants to know
of a good polish for hot metal. I think
Mr. Carman can find what he is looking for
in the following, as it is the only thing we
can find to keep our cylinder heads clean :
Take the ash of anthracite coal from
under the grate bars and shake through a
fine sieve, then use kerosene oil and mix
into a good paste. Use any kind of cloth,
and apply this to your cylinder heads and
rub very hard. Always rub with the grain
of metal so you will not scratch it. Leave
the paste on until dry, then use a dry cloth
and polish it to suit your taste. We find
this to be better than any polish we can
buy, especially for use on hot metal.
B. H. T.

EFFECT OF POINT OF IGNITION IN GAS ENGINE.
Editor The Engineer:
Some time ago the writer had the op
portunity of testing a gas engine with the
idea of investigating the effect of ignition

FIG. 2. HOW THE ADJUSTMENT WAS EFFECTED.

SOME HANDY RECITES.
Editor The Engineer :
I have recently noticed inquiries regard
ing a paint for stacks. I can recommend
a good asphaltum cut down with turpen
tine to the right consistency. That makes
a very good paint for stacks and boiler
fronts.
Coal tar mixed with graphite and thin
ned with turpentine is a good paint also.
Steam pipes used for heating should not
be painted, but can be given a thin coat
of lampblack and linseed oil, which will
improve the looks a great deal.
A good recipe for polishing brass con
sists of 3 parts oxalic acid dissolved in, 40
parts of hot water to which is added ico
parts powdered pumice stone, 2 parts oil
of turpentine, 12 parts soft soap and 12
parts fat oil. Another good one is rottenstone 4 ounces, oxalic acid in fine powder
1 ounce, and sweet oil V/2 ounces, with
enough turpentine to make a paste.
A cement for closing leaks in iron pipe
consists of coarsely powdered iron borings.
5 pounds; powdered sal ammoniac, 2
ounces ; sulphur 1 ounce, and water suffi
cient to moisten it. This composition hard
ens rapidly, but if time can be allowed
it sets more firmly without the sulphur.
It must be used as soon as mixed and
rammed tightly into the joint or leak.
St. Joseph, Mo.
L. W. Riggs.

lead upon efficiency. The engine tested was
an Otto, four-part-cycle, rated at 5-horsepower at 340 revolutions per minute. The
valves were mushroom lift valves, the gas

one end, although the adjustment is made
in a different way, and lengthens at the
. other, thus keeping the total length con-

FIG. 6.

ROD WITH BOTH WEDGE AND BOLT
ADJUSTMENTS.

stant. These points are worthy of careful
consideration.
W. H. Wakeman.
New Haven, Conn.

USING OXALIC ACID ON POLISHED BRASS
Editor The Engineer:
The experience of certain correspondents

FIG. I. ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION OF IGNITER.

the pin, D. When E is carried backward
by C, contact* is made in the clearance
space by platinum points. A continued mo
tion of B causes the forward end of C to
slide over the top end of E. A spring,
compressed during the foregoing motion,
makes E snap back. This makes the cir
cuit break at the platinum points. It can
readily be seen that if the inclination of
C is changed for a given position of B,
then the point of ignition will change.
To do this the method shown in Fig. 2
was adopted. The pin, G, was driven into
a plug a little off the center and thus moved
eccentrically when the plug was turned.
By rotating the plug, the arm, C, could be
placed in such positions that the circuit
break was made to occur at any desired
point of crank angularity. By the use of
a bevel protractor, sparking points coinci
dent with crank positions from the inner
dead center to 45 degrees ahead of the dead

I6NITI0N ANGLE 0

admission and the exhaust being operated
by cams. The first consideration was to
arrange for the variation of the ignition

center were found and marked on a scale
on the engine, as shown by S, Fig. 2. A
pointer, P, allowed repeated accurate set

point. The explanation of this makes it
necessary to go into detail as to the con
struction of the ignition mechanism of the
engine in question.

ting of the pin, G, to the desired point.
The tests were of 15 minutes' duration,
the engine being kept at constant load by
means of a Prony brake.
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The average efficiencies found are as
follows :
ThermoMechanAngle of
dynamic
ical
Ignition.
Efficiency.
Efficiency.
o°
14.5
68.3
150
16.1
69.8
30°
15-3
71-0
. 45°
137 .
624
The o-degree card, when ignition oc
curs at the inner dead center, shows how
the pressure, for a time, falls back down
the compression curve. The 45-degree
card shows the explosion curve leaning to
the left, indicating that the pressure tends
to retard the inward motion of the piston.
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can tell a heavy coating of scale may be
accumulating on the tubes and plates.
I have known of boilers being kept in
use day and night for months, and the engi
neers threatened and scolded for proposing
a shut down from Saturday noon until Mon
day morning. Sometimes employers will
persist in using boilers when they are com
pletely worn out and fit for nothing but the
scrap pile. In some cases the man who has
charge of the boilers is to blame.
In Canada it is not compulsory for an
engineer to have papers and the result is
that in a large number of cases men who
are entirely ignorant of engineering matters

IGNITION ANGLE JO

FIG. 5. IGNITION ANGLE 30 DEGREES.
The motion of the piston between 15 and
30 degrees is a small part of the travel as
will be seen by noting the vertical lines
in Fig 7. Probably this accounts for the
fact that the efficiencies at 15 and 30 de
grees are nearly alike, since the burning
occurs at almost constant volume and only
a small portion of the cylinder is exposed
to the high temperature during combustion.
The tests show that for the engine in ques
tion an ignition point between 15 and 30
degrees ahead of the inner dead center is
best. The writer has not verified this con
clusion by tests of other engines, but hopes
to do so in the near future.
Worcester, Mass.
J. C. Spence.
A DANGEROUS SITUATION.
Editor The Engineer :
Every week or so we hear about acci
dents in steam plants and the public wonders
if it was the fault of the engineer or de
fective material. Of- course, if the engi
neer is lucky enough to escape with his
life wc are informed in a very positive man
ner that the engineer is not to blame, and
in the majority of cases the engineer must
be held blameless.
Sometimes he is forced by his employers

are employed to operate steam plants, their
word being accepted as evidence that they
understand everything about steam engi
neering. What I am about to relate will
perhaps not be credited by many, but it is
true, nevertheless.
Some time ago I was sent to install a
new boiler and engine in a cheese factory
where a new boiler house had been built.
The old boiler was in operation when I ar
rived, and I found the engineer shovelling,
or I should say, throwing in fuel in the
shape of dry maple. Steam was hissing
from a dozen leaks in the pipes. I glanced
at the water glass and saw that the water
was about right, but when I turned to the
steam gage I felt my hair begin to rise.
The dial was marked to 150 pounds, and
the hand had gone completely around and
was only prevented from starting a second
revolution by the stop pin at zero. I yelled
to the engineer to deaden the fire as the
boiler was liable to explode at any moment
and that he had too much steam on. "Ah,
go on," said he, "there is not a pound of
steam on for the clock has not begun to
move yet." When I told him the hand had
gone all the way around he examined the
gage at close range and saw I was right.
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FIG. 6. IGNITION ANGLE 45 DEGREES.
to run the boilers above their safe capacity
and no time is given him to properly clean
and examine the boilers internally. The
consequence is the plates may become badly
pitted or grooved, and for all the engineer

Then I left him and went through the fac
tory advising the employes to go a few hun
dred yards away and sec the building go up.
Then there was a stampede.
The engineer followed my instructions
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and threw a quantity of ashes over the fire,
and in an hour or so the pressure began to
fall. When it had reached 80 pounds I
took a look at the safety valve. It was a
4-inch pop valve with the outlet tapped for
a 5-inch pipe. In the outlet I found a 5-inch
castiron plug screwed up good and tight.
I asked the engineer why he had plugged
the valve and he replied: "Because she
leaked so blamed bad that thar were no
use trying "to git up steam with that hole
open."
I had a long conversation with that en
gineer and got a lot of information on how
the plant was run. The way the steam got
such start of him was that he was called
away to do other work and in the meantime
anyone who happened to be around would
throw in a few 4-foot lengths of maple.
He said he was often away an hour at a
stretch and when a farmer happened to be
waiting his turn to deliver milk he would
amuse himself by firing up. I also dis
covered that the engineer's salary was $18
a month with board thrown in.
Now as long as steam users will employ
such men to attend to a steam plant what
can be expected but trouble? The majority
of the steam plants of any considerable size
in this country (Canada) have capable men
in charge because the insurance companies
insist on engineers with certificates being in
charge, but in most sawmills, cheese fac
tories and numerous other small plants the
engineers are not selected for their ability
but on account of their cheapness.

FIG. /. TRAVEL OF PISTON BETWEEN 15 AND
30 DEGREES.
I suppose it will always be so until the
government makes it compulsory for engi
neers in charge of steam plants to pass an
examination. When that is done a number
of lives and a large amount of property
will be rendered more safe.
I. E. N.
LICENSE LAWS.
Editor The Engineer :
Archibaldas, in the Sept. 15 issue, calls
attention to the fact that several steam
boiler explosions have taken place in Mas
sachusetts since the enactment of an en
gineers' license law in that state, and im
plies that he considers all such laws use
less so far as the prevention of boiler ex
plosions is concerned. Such laws are not
passed for the purpose of abolishing boiler
explosions, and laws regulating practice
by physicians and lawyers are not consid
ered useless, and repealed because through
malpractice the former sometimes kill their
patients, and the latter quite often lose
their clients thousands of dollars by lack of
caution and foresight.
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Archibaldas says, in his letter above
quoted: "I hold that every person, be he
engineer, fireman or both, who is in charge
of boilers or has anything to do with them,
should prove that he is a safe man to care
for them." This sentence has the true ring
and puts the whole subject in a nutshell.
But, the question naturally arises: how can
a man prove his competency unless he is
examined by a legally constituted and
sworn board of examiners? And, although
Archibaldas, in the first part of his letter,
inferentially condemns all engineers' license
laws, in the sentence above quoted he un
wittingly puts the stamp of approval upon
engineer examining boards, which is the
same thing as upholding engineers' license
laws.
I do not believe in licensing firemen.
A licensed fireman thinks he knows it all,
and is averse to taking orders or being
dictated to. I don't blame him. It's hu
man nature, and it is that bit of paper that
causes it.
H. "L. S., in the Oct. 15 issue, says: "I
believe, also, in the license law and would
like to see a national law for marine en
gineers, administered by the United States
government." I would say that such a
law was passed by Congress more than 50
years ago, and that in General Rules and
Regulations^ prescribed by the Board of
Supervising Inspectors, he will find the
law given in detail. It provides for a
knowledge of strength of boiler bracing,
safe pressure in boilers, figuring safetyvalve weighting, ability to read and write
and an understanding of the "plain rules
of arithmetic." This latter clause is not
very clear, but if an engineer understands
common and decimal fractions, ratio, sim
ple and compound proportion, percentage,
square and cube root, and reads every is
sue of The Engineer carefully, he will un
doubtedly have enough to carry him
through.
D. B. D.

WANTS A SIMPLE Oil. SEPARATOR.
Editor The Engineer :
I would like to ask some brother engi
neer to furnish me with a sketch of a de
vice that will separate the oil from water
in the return pipe of my engines. I want
something that can be attached directly to
the pipe (1 inch) and that will allow me
to pipe the returns direct to the filter with
out passing the water through the filter also.
I hope to hear from someone who has tried
to accomplish this result.
•.
Cleveland, O.
L. J. Murray.

THREE UNITS OF HEAT.
Editor The Engineer :
No doubt it will be a surprise, and
perhaps doubted by many, to learn that we
have three distinct units of heat. The
first, and the one principally used in this
country and in England, is the British
thermal unit, which is generally explained
as being the quantity of heat required to
raise the temperature of one pound of pure
water from 30 to 40 degrees F. The second
is the thermal unit, which is the quantity
of heat required to raise the temperature
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of one pound of pure water from 4 to 5
degrees C. The third is the Calore, and is
the quantity of heat required to raise the
temperature of one kilogram of pure water
from 4 to s degrees C.
The first unit being generally used in
this country is therefore familiar to all,
but the second is not always understood.
Many engineers have argued that a B. T.
U. and a T. U. is one and the same thing.
All the arguing they may do does not make
it so. The T. U. is 1 4-5 times the B. T. U.,
that is, it requires 1 4-5 times a B. T. U. to

degrees C. It is generally stated that at 39
degrees F. water attains its greatest density,
and 39 degrees F. corresponds to 4 degrees
C, nearly. Some writers say. that recently
62 degrees F. was adopted as the standard
temperature. I should be pleased to know
whether this is true or not.
J. M.
WANTS A SUGGESTION.
Editor The Engineer:
The accompanying diagrams were taken
from an 18x36 Murray Corliss. I should

r

c

FIG. I. DIAGRAM NO. I FROM MURRAY CORLISS.
equal a T. U. The reason is that one
degree C. is equivalent to 1 4-5 de
grees F. Sometimes writers use them as
equivalents, but this is wrong because it
leads many into error when reading articles
by foreign writers, the latter generally em

like to hear from engineers upon what
causes the loops on diagram No. 1, and
how diagram No. 2 can be improved and
what adjustments will be needed to make
the improvement.
Hobart, Ind.
Geo. H. Kilker.

FIG. 2. DIAGRAM NO. 2 FROM MURRAY CORLISS.
ploying the centigrade instead of the
Fahrenheit thermometer scale, and express
ing the weights in pounds. When this is
done it is plainly seen that a great error
may be made in judging the writer a back
number.
Quite often writers will mention so many
B. T. U. in one place, then a little farther
along so many thermal units. He no doubt
means the same in both cases, but does
not say so. It would be less confusing had
he said : so many heat units, or units of
heat. To me it is as confusing as though
the writer referred to a steam engine and
occasionally put the word gas in place of
steam. The Calore is used in France and
practically in all countries where the metric
system and centigrade thermometer are em
ployed. A kilogram of water equals 2.2
pounds, 1 degree C = 9-5 X 1 degree F.
Hence a Calore equals 2.2 X 9-5 = 3-96
B. T. U.
Readers who are not thoroughly ac
quainted with the centigrade and Fahren
heit thermometers may wonder why I say
from 39 to 40 degrees F. and from 4 to 5

LASTING POLISH FOR BRIGHT WORK.
Editor The Engineer :
In a recent issue of The Engineer, J.
Carman, of New York city, asks for a
method of obtaining a lasting polish for
metal. Here is a recipe, but I cannot say
just how it will work on hot metal.
Dissolve one ounce of camphor in one
pound of melted lard; take off the scum,
and mix sufficient fine black lead to give it
an iron color. Clean the machinery and
smear it with this mixture, which should
remain 24 hours. Then rub clean with a
soft linen cloth. The parts will keep clean
for months under ordinary circumstances.
As I have never used this recipe myself,
I will not attempt to furnish a guarantee,
but it is claimed the mixture is first class.
A. C. Markley.
Hydraulic power was utilized by street
and electric railways in the United States,
according to the census report for the year
ending June 30, 1902, in 159 water wheels,
averaging 309 horsepower per wheel.
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installing, and in operating must, after all,
depend the successful running of the sys
tem.
The great power house is, therefore, the
heart of the system and its nine great gen
erating units of 12,000 horsepower each
represent the contribution of the power
plant engineer to the great whole. The
system represents the latest developments
in both steam and electrical progress ; en
gines of the Manhattan type, alternatingcurrent generators of high voltage and low
speed, boilers of the water tube type with
provision for mechanical stoking, dry
vacuum condensers, a simple piping system
so arranged that parts of units can be
worked interchangeably, provision for the
use of superheated steam and dry vacuum,
the introduction of the steam turbine and
high-vacuum condensing apparatus for the
units for which these were suitable at the
time the power house was planned.
This power house is a record mark, not
only of engineering achievement, but of
manufacturing achievement for the indus
tries of the United States. Alongside the
names of Hewitt and Belmont, who frOm
the civic and financial sides made possible
the building of the subway ; alongside the
names of Parsons and McDonald, who have,
carried out the work on the road and sys
tem ; alongside the names of Deyo, Gibbs,
Van Vleck and Stillwell, who have been
responsible for the design of the system
and of the power plant, must be placed, in
giving credit for the success of the work,
the names of the great manufacturing com
panies whose development of machinery
suited for such plants has made it possible
to design and carry out this undertaking.
It might be possible without the use of
such great machines as the Allis-Chalmers
engines, the Westinghouse generators, the
Parsons turbines, the Babcock & Wilcox
boilers, to build such a station. Unques
tionably there are other companies who
could have furnished machinery suitable
for the work. But the fact remains that
without the possibility of securing from
manufacturing companies such machinery
as has been used in the subway power
plant, it would be futile to try to furnish
power for the railway systems that make
life in our great modern cities endurable.
Orderliness.
Systematic order is a basic principle that
underlies true progress in every line of
human endeavor.
Upon a strict observance of this prin
ciple in all undertakings whether of greater
or less importance will, to a great degree,
depend the issue of success.
Orderly system is an essential elemen
tary law of the physical universe and evi-
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dences of its constant and effective opera
tion are so obvious and abundant all about
us that every one must have some knowl
edge, either conscious or unconscious, of its
force. Nowhere, however, in all the range
of human effort is the importance of this
law and the unvarying effect of its opera
tion more plainly demonstrated or readily
recognized than in the realm of applied me
chanics.
Suppose for instance that an engine
builder should undertake to construct an
engine without due regard to a prearranged
system carefully planned and carried out in
orderly fashion, could anything but chaotic
failure result from such procedure?
But does the operation of this law cease
with the completion of the constructive
process? Does it halt at the threshold of
the engine room and leave the completed
engine to be run without regard to system
and order, subject only to the vagaries of
chance? The query implies a proposition
that would indeed be difficult to maintain
upon any recognized basis of logical rea
soning, and it is entirely safe to assume that
it would at once be pronounced wholly ab
surd by any engineer who is not using his
head for the storage of wheels. Yet withal
a glance into some engine rooms would
show evidences of disorder and lack of sys
tem where of all places they would seem to
have the least excuse for existence.
Of course all engineers know and real
ize the importance of "Nature's first law."
They do not always realize that it applies
with force and effect to the minutest details
of their work. If this fact were more
keenly realized, surely there would be fewer
dirty, disorderly, ill-kept and mismanaged
engine rooms and power plants, the conse
quence of which would be a distinct eco
nomic gain ; for it is undeniably true that
orderly care in the arrangement and dis
position of even the smallest appointments
of an engine room contributes in an ap
preciable degree to the conservation of time
and energy of men and to life of machinery.
It may seem convenient at the moment to
toss a wrench into a dark bench corner
when through with it, but the time spent in
subsequent search when it is needed will
prove this an expensive convenience. It
may also save present time to let things
lie where they fall and allow litter and dirt
to accumulate, but in the end, it will be
found that the strict maintenance of or
derly arrangement will save both time and
money. So, also, time saved by temporary
makeshifts in making repairs when there is
opportunity for systematic thoroughness
will be but a repetition of the old story of
economy at the spigot and waste at the
bung.
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CORLISS ENGINE DESIGN—H.
BY L. L. WTLLARD.
THE diameter of the counterbore will
be found in the tables of Part I
printed in the Oct. I issue, and the
depth should be such that the piston ring
wipes over % inch. This will prevent the
ring from wearing a ridge around the cyl
inder at each end, caused by the piston
stopping at the same place at the end of
each stroke.
The designer has probably noticed by
this time that there are places where there
are large unsupported surfaces. The fol
lowing formula from Unwin will be found
a good one to use for unsupported flat
surfaces. If the stress given by the result
is too great, with a reasonable thickness of
metal, it shows that the supports are too
far apart and in the case of our cylinder
more ribs are needed.
3
l*
S = — X
X — X p
4
l* X
'*
where S = the stress per square inch
caused by the pressure p, this should not
exceed 2,000 pounds,
/ = length of plate or distance between
supports,
b = width of plate,
t — thickness of metal, and
p = ihe pressure per square inch.
The ports, especially the steam, should
be well tied together with ribs, or bridges
as they are commonly called. The width
of the bridge should be ample so as to pre
vent any tendency to crack by shrinkage
of the cylinder walls. There is no prac
tical way to figure the size and number of
them and so they must be determined with
reference to other cylinders or left to the
judgment of the designer.
The two bosses on the back of the cyl
inder at each end are for indicator taps.
Make them about
inches in diameter
and tap for "/-inch pipe.
The cylinder head studs are never made
smaller than H inch in any case. It is
very easy when putting the head in place
and in making the joint to screw up the
nuts so hard, on a small stud, as to put
a large initial strain on it or even to partly
twist it off with disastrous results later.
They must be spaced near enough to
gether to make a steam tight joint, never
exceeding 6-inch centers and on highpressure work nearer 4-inch centers. The
number, size and drilling circle as ordi
narily used is given in the tables previously
referred to.
To find the stress in the studs, which
should not exceed 5,000 pounds per square
inch for wrought iron or mild steel, use
the following formula :
tXA
S =
n X a
where
= the stress per square inch at
root of thread,
p — the pressure per square inch in cyl
inder,
A = area in square inches of cylinder,
n = the number of studs and
a — the area at root of thread.
Care must be taken to have plenty of
metal around the tapped holes in the cyl
inder. There should be sufficient so there
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.s no danger of the drill breaking through
into the ports or chests.
The failure to keep a good vacuum in
a low-pressure cylinder has been traced
many times, after much trouble, to the
carelessness of the designer in not paying
enough attention to this point. The air
following the stud and finding its way into
the cylinder, thus decreasing the vacuum.
The depth of all tapped holes in castiron, make
times the diameter of the
stud or bolt. The holes for tap bolts, of
course, should be made
to % inch deep
er to allow for a little clearance at the
bottom.
The table gives the size of foundation
bolts used with each cylinder. If a base

FIG. 2. END VIEW OF CYLINDER WITH SLIDING
FOOT.
plate is used, as the cylinder in Fig. 1
would require, the bolts need not pass
through the cylinder feet. In case no plate
is desired under the cylinder the holes can
be cored about
inch larger in diameter
than the diameter of the bolt. Four bolts
only are required.
We should provide for a lagging of
planished sheet steel to cover the rough
castings and also to act as a retainer for
some nonconducting material such as as
bestos, or mineral wool. The less heat
we lose by radiation the greater the effi
ciency of our engine. The joints at the
corners where the sheet iron comes to
gether can be covered by polished angle
irons. The lagging can also be supported
by these irons to good advantage.
It will not be possible to complete the
cylinder until some of the other parts are
designed, as the diameter of wrist plate
stand pad and bonnets are depending upon
the valve gear as well as some of the other
parts. The design shown in Fig. I and
the dimensions in the table, while from
the practice of leading builders, may need
to be changed to suit the conditions.
In tandem engines of long stroke and,
in fact, in any long-stroke engine, there is
considerable lengthwise expansion. Some
builders instead of rigidly fastening the
cylinder down to a base plate extending
under the whole engine, have designed
their cylinders with a foot on the side
which passes under a lug, leaving it free
to expand or contract without any binding
and still guiding it on the sides.
The cylinder head studs which pass
through the front head and flange on the
frame should in this case be made larger
and no dependence placed upon the foun
dation bolts in the base plate. Fig. 2 shows
a cylinder designed for this method of
fastening.
In Fig. 3 is shown a cylinder after the
design of Geo. H. Corliss. The ring which
completely surrounds the barrel takes up
all unequal expansion and also serves part
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ly as a jacket. The steam flange can be
placed in almost any position desired to
suit the conditions ; the throttle valve on
the high-pressure cylinder being on the
top and the pipe on the low-pressure cyl
inder on the bottom, side or top.
The exhaust steam is taken out through
the opening in the bottom of the cylinder

ENGINEER.

symmetrical and fewer jigs will be re
quired.
' The expansion joints are made of phos
phor bronze. The same dimensions as
shown on the drawing will apply to all
sizes from 4 inches to 34 inches in diame
ter, the other dimensions being made to
suit the size of pipe used.
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FIG. 3. SECTIONAL VIEWS OF CYLINDER DESIGNED BV GEO. H. CORLISS.
which connects with the cylinder feet,
which in turn are connected together by a
pipe, and thence to the condenser or at
mosphere. This design makes a very flex
ible cylinder in regards to piping.
Fig. 4 shows a vertical cylinder that
has given excellent satisfaction. The same
rules as given for the horizontal type will

The steam and exhaust valves should
be set as near together as the piston rod
stuffing box will allow and also as near
to the inside face of the heads as practical,
so as to keep the clearance down to the
least possible amount. It will readily be
seen that the clearance in this style of
cylinder, with the valves in the heads, is
much less than where the valves are in
the cylinder body.
The dimensions for piston thickness in
the table do not apply to pistons for verti
cal engines. These will be taken up later.
Both heads should be made the same
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The whole cylinder can be covered with
planished steel in the same manner as in
the horizontal cylinder.
It will be necessary to provide a relief
valve of some kind, for water will ;cinetimes be carried over from the boilers or
the cylinders and pipe? r.ct properly drained
of condensed water. The latest practice is
to use a pop safety valve of some stand
ard make, which is screwed into the back
bonnet. A valve is placed on each bonnet
of the exhaust valve and a hole cored
in the valve, so as to always have an open
passage into the cylinder.
The cylinder is held to the frame by a
suitable number of studs screwed into the
bottom face of the head. The outside of
the finished pad on the lower head is to be
turned so as to fit in a counterbore, %
inch deep, in the frame. This construction
will avoid the use of dowels and will keep
the cylinder central with the rest of the
parts below.
The exhaust pipe if placed in the low
est position as shown, will take care of all
water condensed from the steam on that
side. On the steam side a drain will have
to be provided, which should always be
opened before starting up the engine.

NOTES FROM ABROAD.
BY EMILE GUARINI.
ECONOMY of fuel is always one of
the problems which most strongly
occupies the attention of the steam
engineer. One of the most interesting in
stallations which has been designed re
cently, is that of M. Van Reede at Dor-

FIG. 2. ECONOMIZING SYSTEM OF M. VAN REEDE.

FIG. 4. SECTIONAL AND END VIEWS OF A
VERTICAL CYLINDER.
apply to the vertical type. If a complete
line of engines are to be designed, it will
be found advantageous to make the side
pipes for the steam and exhaust the same
diameter. The cylinder then can be used
as a right or left hand without serious
changes in the pattern. It will also be

thickness or height, so that the same pat
tern, with small changes, will answer for
each. The joints between heads and bar
rel and side pipes and barrel must be
carefully machined so as to get a steam
tight joint. If high-pressure steam is used,
say over 125 pounds, corrugated copper
gaskets should be used. The bolting for
pipes, make like the standard proposed by
the A. S. M. E. and what is now gen
erally used by valve manufacturers.

drecht, which is shown in Fig. 2. It is
based on a new method of condensation by
means of air and is applied to locomotives
as well as to stationary engines.
A is the pipe for the admission of live
steam to the engine. B is the exhaust
pipe leading to the condenser; C, the con
denser with forced circulation ; D, the ven
tilating fan either direct or indirect driven,
provided with a hood for bringing in out
door air. £ is a circulating pump for
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steam and water, which forces the steam
and water of condensation into the boiler.
F is a connecting pipe between C and /, G
the pipe for circulating water. H is the
stopcock for the relief of the air, to be
opened when starting up the engine. / is
the valve case for the pump, K an air pipe
leading from the blower, D, to the con
denser, C, and K' a pipe taking air from
the condenser to the furnace, provided
with a check valve to prevent the return
of flame from the opening into the furnace.
K" is a blast for giving a draft in the chim
ney, and valve, L, is a bypass into K". M
is a door to the lower part of the furnace
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lutions a minute direct coupled to threephase alternators, and two single-acting
motors of 800 horsepower, running at 140
revolutions, and also driving three-phase
alternators. All engines are driven by blast
furnace gas.
The Micheville Steel Co. also has a cen
tral station driven by blast-furnace gas.
which has two Nurnberg engines of 1,100
horsepower each, running at 100 revolutions
and driving direct-current generators, as
seen in Fig. 3. ■
Among the interesting exhibits in the
Electrical Building at St. Louis, is the col-

INSTRUMENT EQUIPMENT OF A
TESTING DEPARTMENT.
BY FRANK CONRAD.
UPON the proper selection of the in
strument equipment depends in a
large measure the efficiency and use
fulness of the modern electrical testing de
partment. The difficulty of making this
selection is greatly enhanced by the fact
that there are at the present time very
few types of reliable instruments on the
market. In addition to this, an instrument
which may be perfectly satisfactory for
one service may be totally unsuited for an
other. Thus, for making tests on motors
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FIG. 3. GAS-ENGINE STATION AT THE MICHEVILLE WORKS IN FRANCE.
for the removing of cinders, and N is an
air valve to regulate the vacuum in the
condenser.
The air, passing through the condenser,
takes the place of cooling water in con
densing the steam and is heated before it
passes to the boiler furnace, thus saving
both the heat necessary to bring the out
side air up to the temperature of combus
tion in the furnace and that usually wasted
in the cooling water of the condenser. The
condensed steam is returned directly to the
boiler, so that the system would seem to
preserve all the heat possible, and the only
difficulty in the way of its operation is the
removal of the oil from the exhaust steam
before sending it back to the boiler.
A notable example of a central station
driven by gas engines is that of the Phoenix
Joint Stock Co., having machine shops and
foundries at Laar, near Ruhrort. This sta
tion has three of the Nurnberg engines of
1,000 horsepower each, running af 100 revo-

lection of Noark enclosed fuses and fuse
devices, made by the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. This consists of a representative
collection of fuse devices mounted on a
panel board, in the center of a handsome
oak table, and surmounted by an enormous
closed fuse which is, in every particular, a
duplicate of the actual device.
One side of the board is covered with
fuses for 220 volts, while the other side
displays those intended for higher elec
tromotive forces. On either side of the
table is a display of fuse and service
boxes, and an actual demonstration of
the operation of open and enclosed fuses.
The contrast between the violent explo
sion of the open fuse and the quiet open
ing of the enclosed fuse is most instruc
tive.
Credit for the attractive appear
ance of the display is due to D. G. Pogue
of the electrical department of the St.
Louis branch of the company, who has
had full charge of the exhibit.

used for machine tool drive or other shop
purposes, it is necessary that the instru
ments used should be capable of with
standing rough handling ; they should be
unaffected by proximity to external fields
or masses of iron and that the scale should
be distinct and not too finely graduated in
order that readings may be quickly taken.
A high degree of accuracy is not required,
1 per cent being ample in most cases, as
other uncertain elements which enter in
usually produce much greater variations.
In contrast with this, the conditions to
be fulfilled by instruments used for cali
brating purposes are totally different. These
instruments will be used on a testing table
so that portability or light weight is not
of great importance. They do not come
within the influence of external fields or
masses of iron, although for direct-current
work the instruments should be astatic in
order to avoid the necessity of reverse
readings. Accuracy, however, is a prime
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requisite, and it i=, therefore, necessary
that the principle on which the instrument
operates be such that the deflection of its
movable system is accurately proportional
to the forces it is to measure. For deter
mining the deflection the scale should be
so arranged that it can be accurately,
though not necessarily quickly, read.
The two classes of service above enu
merated cover conditions which may be
made to apply to most of the uses to which
the ordinary testing instruments are put.
We may, therefore, assume a division in
this way and go into details as to the re
quirements of each class.
PORTABLE TESTING INSTRUMENTS.
One of the first requirements of instru
ments used for general testing work is that
they shall stand the handling and usage
incidental to this class of service. An in
strument, which is carried around and
used for all kinds of testing work, will re
ceive many hard knocks and its construc
tion must be such that it will not be easily
deranged. The effect of abuse is usually
first shown by the instruments being off
zero; that is, the pointer does not indicate
zero when there is no current passing
through the coils. To minimize this ef
fect, the necessary length of a scale should
be obtained by a large angular deflection
rather than by a long pointer. Each part
of the moving clement should be symmetri
cal about the center of revolution in order
that any strain may not disturb the gravi
tational balance.
It is sometimes an advantage to have
instruments which may be used with equal
accuracy on direct or alternating current,
but, as instruments suited to one current
only can be worked up in much better me
chanical shape, it will generally be found
that the best results can be obtained by the
use of instruments which are not inter
changeable in this respect. For direct-cur
rent work the permanent magnet type has
been found to give the best results. In this
type a very light moving element can be
used, and the instrument can be made
dead beat without any damping device,
other than that of the operating field, on
the moving parts. The energy required to
operate can also be reduced to a small
value, thus cutting down the size of shunt
or series resistances used with the large
capacity ammeters and voltmeters.
The disturbing influences which enter
into the operation of and produce errors
in direct-current instruments are very few,
being mainly confined to the effects of tem
perature changes and external fields. The
effect of changes of temperature in volt
meters can properly be taken care of when
the current consumption is kept small and
resistance wire of a low temperature co
efficient is used. In the case of ammeters
it is necessary that the instruments and
shunts, if they are separate, be operated at
the same temperature, afld in large capaci
ties it is always advisable that the shunts
be short circuited except when taking read
ings. The effect of thermal currents being
set up through shunt and instruments is
also to be guarded against. As regards the
effect of external fields, it is possible with
a good design to make the instruments
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proof against disturbances from the earth's
field, but they should in all cases be pro
tected or kept distant from any conductors
carrying large currents, as these conductors,
if in close proximity to the instrument, are
sure to effect the permanent magnet system.
When we come to the use of alternatingcurrent instruments we find that there is a
large number of disturbing factors which
may enter into and affect the accuracy of
our instruments. It is for this reason that
a type of instrument suited to alternating
current only can usually be designed to
give the best results. As instruments which
can be operated on both direct and alter
nating current are practically limited to
one of three types of construction—namely,
one depending upon the expansion of a wire
through the heating effects of the current,
one upon the attraction of a small piece of
iron into a coil of wire carrying the cur
rent to be measured and one upon the at
traction between the two coils. The first
type is an old form of instrument, an ex
ample of which is the well-known Cardew
voltmeter. This form, however, has prac
tically gone out of use, as it is of a delicate
mechanical construction, so that the cali
bration is very uncertain. In addition to
this, it is very difficult to make an am
meter, especially for large capacities, which
will not require an undue amount of en
ergy and thus generate considerable heat.
The second form is open to the objec
tion that it is impossible to obtain iron
without a certain amount of hysteresis, so
that the results when used on direct and on
alternating current do not agree. More
over, since the magnetizing curve of the
iron is not a straight line, the instrument
will give different readings when used on
alternating-current circuits of different
wave forms.
The third form admits of an instru
ment which will give accurate results, as
there is no iron included in the circuit and
since its indications are proportional to the
mutual attraction between the coils it will
give the same results on direct or alter
nating current. It is necessary, of course,
that in voltmeters and wattmeters the ef
fects of self-induction be eliminated. This
form, therefore, adapts itself very well to
the construction of a standard instrument,
but is not so well suited for the portable
type.
By constructing an instrument which is
suitable for use on alternating current
only, it is possible to arrange it so as to
make its readings independent of changes
in wave form or frequency, at the same
time obtaining a very simple mechanical
construction of the moving element.
In this respect the induction instrument
is unsurpassed. With this type of instrument
the moving parts can be kept very light
and close to the center of rotation so that
the instrument will have a short periodic
ity and be dead beat. It also has the ad
vantage that the moving element may con
sist simply of a small disk or drum with
out moving wire or projecting members
of any sort.
AUXILIARY DEVICES.
For general testing work where it is
necessary to cover a large range of meas
urement it is sometimes inconvenient to
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have the number of instruments necessary
to cover the range which will be required.
For direct-current work this condition
may be taken care of by the use of a single
instrument and a number of shunts and
series resistances to which the ammeter or
voltmeter may be connected. For alter
nating current the transformer may be
used in the same way. Thus we can have
a series transformer with its primary coil
divided into sections and so arranged that
it may be connected to obtain different
ratios. For capacities of 400 amperes and
upwards it is possible to eliminate the pri
mary coil entirely, its place being taken by
the conductor carrying the current to be
measured. In this latter form the iron is
made in the form of a ring with the sec
ondary wound continuously around it
For use this ring is simply slipped over
the conductor and the secondary connected
to the testing instrument. For voltmeters
used on high voltage circuits properly de
signed potential transformers may be used.
These transformers also can have a num
ber of connections on their windings for
obtaining different ratios, and when prop
erly designed may be relied upon to give a
correct ratio within an accuracy of about
Yi per cent. They also have the addi
tional advantage of entirely insulating the
testing instruments from the main circuits,
and thus removing the possibility of shock
or injury to the user.
STANDARD INSTRUMENTS.
In instruments which are used as stand
ards in the calibration of other instruments
it is necessary to have a much higher de
gree of accuracy than is the case with
portable instruments in order to reduce the
effect of any accumulative error. As these
instruments are not moved about to any
great extent, they can be made somewhat
larger than the portable type and thus ob
tain greater controlling force and better
arrangement of their mechanism.
As before mentioned, the type which
depends upon the mutual attraction be
tween two sets of coils is the form most
suitable to be used as a standard instru
ment, since in this form the minimum of
disturbing influences enter.
Instruments of this type, which have
recently been put on the market, illustrate
very well the capabilities of this form and
a description of them may be of interest
here. All instruments of this design are
identical in general appearance and con
struction, differing only in details necessary
to adapt them to their functions as am
meters, voltmeters or wattmeters. The
movable system consists of two coils car
ried on an aluminum frame, each movable
coil being placed between two fixed coils,
and the connections are such that each
movable coil is attracted by one of these
fixed coils and repelled by the other. This
prevents any mutual induction between
the two systems of coils. The instruments
are zero reading;, that is, the movable sys
tem is deflected from its position of rest
when current passes through the coils and
the indications are read from the deflec
tion required of a spiral spring to return
the movable system to the zero position.
By this construction it is possible to place
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the coils close together and make them of
such a form as will give the greatest
torque with the smallest amount of energy
expended in the coils. The scale is ac
curately graduated, a dividing machine be
ing used for the purpose. A venier is at
tached to the deflecting pointer to allow
fractional parts of a division to be read
accurately. It is thus possible to obtain
equal accuracy on all parts of the scale
down to a very small deflection. In order
to facilitate the settling of the deflecting
pointer to any particular scale value fast
and slow adjustments are provided. The
approximate adjustment is obtained by ro
tating a hard rubber knob attached directly
to the pointer, and the final adjustment is
made by turning a worm meshing with a
worm wheel which is connected to the de
flecting pointer through a friction joint.
It is, therefore, possible to set the pointer
quickly and accurately to any required de
flection. All parts of the instrument are
carried in a cast metal frame, which, to
prevent any effect due to eddy current, is
made from a high resistance alloy. This
frame is attached directly to the instrur
ment case top, which is made from enam
eled slate, thus giving a construction which
is perfectly rigid and cannot warp or get
out of adjustment with time. In the am
meter and voltmeter the coils are con
nected in series, and these instruments
give deflections which are proportional to
the square of the current. To facilitate
reading, the scale is fitted with two sets of
graduations. In one of these the divisions
are proportional to the square of the de
flection and will thus read direct without
any calculation. However, as it is not pos
sible to use a venier on a scale of this
kind, a uniformly graduated scale is
added. By means of this scale any dis
placement of the movable system from the
true zero may be accurately determined,
and by means of a table it may be used for
obtaining fractional parts of the direct
reading scale.
The necessary resistance to adapt the
voltmeters to the different potentials to be
measured is contained in a separate box.
The adjustment of the instrument is such
that it will give full scale deflection with
0.15 amperes, and it will, therefore, give
full scale deflection with 150 volts for each
1,000 ohms total resistance. In order that
different resistance values may be used,
the resistance of each instrument is ad
justed to exactly 100 ohms and the resist
ance boxes furnished are divided in values
of 1,000 ohms with an additional subdi
vision of 100 ohms in the first section to
allow for the resistance of the instrument.
In the wattmeter the deflections are pro
portional to the energy being measured
and, therefore, a uniformly graduated scale
only is required. The adjustment of this
instrument is such that the potential circuit
operates with the same resistance values
as that of the voltmeter, and, therefore,
these resistances may be used interchange
ably. As the coils in the potential circuit
consist of comparatively few turns of wire,
the self-induction will be practically zero,
and the instrument can thus be relied upon
to give accurate indications on low power
factors. The stationary coils are wound
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for the various capacities required up to
500 amperes. The instrument can also be
furnished with the coils wound in sections
of different numbers of turns, thus en
abling a large range of capacity to be cov
ered in one instrument. An instrument of
this type is designed especially for testing
integrating wattmeters in which the series
coils are wound in three sections of maxi
mum capacities of 5, 25 and 100 amperes
respectively.
The controlling force of these instru
ments is very high, being over ten times as
great as that of any similar instrument
which has been previously used for this
purpose. They will not, therefore, show
any fractional errors nor be subject to
any static attractions, which, especially in
the case of wattmeters, is often a source
of considerable trouble. The two coils of
the movable system are so connected as to
render the instrument astatic to any exter
nal fields. It is, therefore, unnecessary to
take reverse readings when making meas
urements on direct current.
From the foregoing it will be seen that
these instruments are capable of giving re
sults the accuracy of which is limited only
by the care which is taken in their use.
They are admirably suited for use as stand
ards in the calibration of testing instru
ments or service meters and for all testing
work when a degree -of accuracy above
that of the ordinary portable instrument is
required.
As A RESULT OF TESTS MADE BY ProfeSsors H. H. Norris, of Cornell University;
H. T. Plumb, of Purdue University, and
B. D. Swenson, of University of Wisconsin,
on air brake systems at St. Louis, much new
information on this important subject will
be available. The tests have been con
ducted in the power house and on the road
of the St. Louis Transit Co., which uses
the storage air brake system exclusively,
in which the air is carried at a high press
ure on each car and applied to the brakes
at reduced pressure. The standard system
of the Westinghouse Co.'s is used and the
tanks are charged at intervals from com
pressor stations which are located along the
line.
For the Park Ave. line, which was
chosen for the test, the compressor station
is located at the end of the line near Shaw's
Gardens, and contains two Ingersoll-Sergeant compressors, representative in general
arrangement of all stations of the system.
The test extended over more than 36 hours,
observers working for 12 hours on each
shift. Complete records were made of the
total volume of air compressed, the power
used by the compressor, the varying press
ure in storage tanks on the cars, and the
amount of air consumed by each car. Be
sides the storage tank apparatus on the
cars, tests were made on an equipment
modified to include a standard car com
pressor set of the National Electric Co.
Besides tests on brake systems, the rail
way test commissioners will investigate va
rious types of motors, systems of control,
designs of trucks and equipment and a high
speed test of a car of the Indiana Union
Traction Co. on a stretch of track in In
diana.

TRANSFORMER TESTING FOR CEN
TRAL STATIONS-IL
BY S. E. JOHANNESON.
THE first thing essentially required of
a transformer is that it shall be
capable of delivering power with
out risk to life or property. A transformer
may have a high operating efficiency and
yet may not be able to withstand the high
I
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FIG. 4. CONNECTIONS FOR INSULATION TEST.
stresses to which it is subjected in service.
The National Board of Fire Under
writers specify that "The insulation when
heated shall withstand continuously for 5
minutes a difference of potential of 10,000
volts (alternating) between primary and
secondary coils and the core of a no-load
run at double voltage for 30 minutes."
The insulation tests applied to West
inghouse transformers designed for 2,000
volt service are as follows :
Between high-tension and low-tension
coils with latter grounded to core and case
—10,000 volts for 5 minutes.
Between low-tension and core and case,
4,000 volts for 5 minutes.

V _

_/»

FIG. 5- PRIMARIES AND SECONDARIES CON
NECTED FOR INSULATION TEST.
Over Potential Test: A no load test
at double potential for 30 minutes and
triple potential for 5 minutes.
It is highly important that insulation
tests be made on every transformer in
stalled. Since these tests have been made
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in the factory, it will be sufficient to apply
a momentary insulation test at the plant.
The usual apparatus required to test
insulation is : A testing transformer, a
regulating transformer and dial, and a volt
meter.
Refer to Fig. 4, where the testing trans
former is represented as being wound for
200 volts on the primary and 10,000 volts
on the secondary. The regulating trans
former is an auto-transformer with taps
brought out so as to receive current at 200
volts and transform it from 20 to 200 volts
in steps of 20 volts.
The testing transformer should, prefer
ably, have low inductance so that the varia
tion in voltage, due to leading and lagging
currents, will not be large. The potentials
of such a transformer will be practically in
the ratio of the turns, and the high-tension
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distances in dry air between needle points.
Whenever needle points are used, they
should be renewed after each discharge.
NEEDLE POINTS.
Sparking
Volts.
distances.
5,000
0.225 inches
10,000
0.47 inches
15,000
0.725 inches
20,000
1.0 inches
25,000
...1.03 inches
30,000
1.625 inches
35,000
2.0 inches
40,000
2.45 inches
45,000
2.95 inches
50,000
3.55 inches
Procedure of Insulation Test : Connect
as shown in Fig. 4. With terminals of test
ing transformer connected to terminals of
transformer under test and with regulator
switch in position shown; close main
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have the ratios 1,000, 2,000 to 100, 200
volts. It will be noted that they are
grouped in two banks and that each group
is fed by separate circuits. This method of
connection limits the strain, to which the
insulation of the transformers employed are
subjected (by reason of their high tension
being connected in series and low tension
in parallel), to 6,000 volts.

BOILER SETTING—IV.
BY M. W. CAMPBELL.
T N setting a horizontal, tubular boiler,
_^ great care is necessary, since the set
ting is subjected to much greater strain
in proportion to the weight supported than
is the case with ordinary walls and founda
tions. These strains are caused by the
various degrees of temperature to which
the walls are exposed, causing likelihood of
cracking, which is dangerous. Cracked
walls mean a settlement of the foundation,
and this is liable to produce opening of
pipe
connections or breaking off of pipes
wwW"
where the strain is greatest.
For a horizontal tubular boiler, a com
mon and reliable form of setting is that
shown in the illustration, called the pro
"Lwwvwv
jecting front. It has the advantages over
the flush front that it costs less for repair
MMM
and is no more expensive to put in than the
flush front. Boilers set with a flush front
often burn and the shell breaks off on the
lower side just forward of the front tube
WvwJ
WvwJ
Imam/
WWW
sheet. This may seem unreasonable, but it
is found to be a fact, and is caused largely
pWVWWj
jWWWWVj
|WWVWW|
by the brick arch over the furnace door be
coming loose, falling down and exposing
p
the dry portion of the iron shell of the
boiler to direct action of the intense heat of
FIG. 6. METHOD OF OBTAINING HIGH VOLTAGES FOR INSULATION TESTS.
the furnace. The amount of the projection
will depend on the size of the boiler, but
voltages may be determined by measuring switch ; increase voltage slowly by means for the boiler shown should be about 16
the low-tension voltage and multiplying by of regulator switch until the required pri
inches.
the ratio of transformation.
mary potential is registered on voltmeter.
Where earth is hard and the conditions
The carrying capacity of the fuse should Before the main switch is opened, the regu
favorable, the trenches for the wall foot
be slightly greater than the idle currents lator switch should be turned back to first ing may be dug down about 3 feet so as to
of both transformers when they are operat
position.
get below the frost line. If the earth be
ing at the highest inductive load, so that, if
Over Potential Test : The exciting cur
soft, excavation should cover the entire
a break occurs across the insulation of the rent should never be allowed to exceed the area to be occupied by the boiler setting,
transformer under test, the fuse will im
full load current of the transformer.
the whole surface be covered with sand,
mediately blow. A fuse should also be in
In general, this test should be applied gravel or broken stone, and a concrete floor
serted in the primary circuit of the testing at a higher frequency so that the exciting laid. On this concrete bed, a foundation
transformer. In applying insulation tests, currents may be reduced. It is recom
may then be started. If quicksand is en
it is necessary that all the terminals of mended that 60-cycle transformers be countered, at least 2 feet of gravel should
each of the primary and secondary wind
tested with 133-cycle currents and 25-cycle be put under the foundation and well
ings be connected as shown in Fig. 5. Por
transformers with 60-cycle currents.
rammed in place. This should be followed
tions of the windings not connected to the
The over potential voltages may be ap
with broken stone and cement, and topped
testing transformer will be subjected to plied direct to the high-tension terminals with the first course of the foundation
induced stresses which may even exceed of the transformer under test. It is gen
which should consist of large flat stones
the applied voltages. For the same reason, erally more convenient, however, to apply carefully bedded in cement to prevent
when testing between primary and secon
it to the low-tension side by connecting the rocking. Three courses of flat stones
dary, the latter should be grounded to the transformer to be tested for 100 volts and should then be laid so as to break joints
core and case.
apply 200.
and distribute the weight as evenly as pos
The use of a spark gap is not recom
Procedure of Over Potential Test : sible. Upon this bed the foundation walls
mended on account of the great static Connect" secondary of transformer under are sure to stand without settlement.
stresses to which both the testing trans
test for 100 volts, to terminals of regulat
These walls are to be of hard burned
former and the transformer under test are ing transformer. Then proceed as in in
brick beginning about 4 inches below the
subjected when the current arcs across the sulation test.
bottom of the ash pit. Side and rear walls
gap.
In case a testing transformer, or other should be double, with a 3-inch air space
In cases where the testing transformer apparatus as previously described, is not between them as shown in the illustration.
has high induction and where an electro
available, the high potential voltages for in
The two walls should be built with brick
static voltmeter for directly measuring the sulation tests may be obtained by connect
projecting
from the outer wall so that they
high voltage is not available, the spark gap ing a bank of standard lighting transform
will just touch the inner wall, and project
should be used.
ers as shown in Fig. 6.
ing from the inner wall just to touch the
The accompanying table gives spark gap
The transformers shown in the diagram outer wall. This will allow the two walls
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to expand independently, and yet will pre
vent their buckling toward each other.
Walls and air spaces and allowance around
the boiler should be as shown by the di
mensions on the figure.
Inner walls should be made with a bat-
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of about y$ inch must be allowed between
the end of the boiler and the arch.
For the inner face of the wails through
out the setting, except where fire brick is
used for casing in the furnace, the brick
should be carefully selected from the best

PLAN, LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS SECTIONS, FOR OVERHUNG BOILER SETTING.
ter as shown in the cross section view,
thus giving greater stability to the side
walls and affording a better opportunity
for circulation of the heated gases. At the
grate bars the inside walls should be 16
inches thick which tapers to 10 inches thick
at the center line of the boiler for a boiler
66 inches in diameter. Buck staves should
be provided which are built into the founda
tion wall at the bottom and are joined at
the top by tie rods passing above the top of
the boiler.
Brick work stops at the dotted lines
shown in the longitudinal and cross section,
and is carried up on a slant from about 6
feet back of the front of the boiler so that
the front is full height. At the center line
of the boiler the inside walls are carried in
close to the end of the boiler shell so that
the hot gases may be kept well below the
water line of the boiler. The upper part
of the boiler beginning at the brick work
should be covered with some nonconducting
material such as hair felt or asbestos and
the back connection should be covered by
a brick arch resting on iron bars or arches
made from tee iron.
The curve of the arch should be carried
fairly high so that the tubes are easily ac
cessible at the back end and the ends of
the bars should be built into the brickwork
of the side walls. The lining to the arch
should properly be of fire brick and the
whole back end should be cased in up to
the level of the shell covering so as to con
form with the curve of the shell. This
brick or cement covering should then be
plastered with nonconducting material to
give a smooth surface which can easily be
kept clean. In order to allow for ex
pansion and contraction of a boiler, a space
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of the lot. Mortar for this work should
be one part lime mixed with five parts of
clean sand well screened and the joints
should be as thin as possible, not over %

CARBORUNDUM AT ST. LOUIS.
"That there is nothing new under the
sun" is a saying so old that its very age
commands for it belief, regardless of the
daily disproof which is achieved by
science. Do we not see, on every hand—
in towering buildings, in delving tunnels,
in the magic of modern machinery—things
which have not existed before since time
began? Even new substances are being
created in the dusty laboratories and shops
where seekers after the facts of science
spend fruitful hours. Some, like radium
and the manufactured ruby, seem destined
to the retirement of purely scientific in
terest. Others, like carborundum, must
come forth to do their part in the busy
world of work.
How large a part this is, and how varied
the uses of carborundum are well shown
in the exhibit at St. Louis which is illus
trated herewith. The central feature is a
pyramid of the crystals, in various sizes
showing the substance as it appears when
emerging from the fiery furnace in which
it has been given birth.
That it was discovered, partly by acci
dent by Edward G. Acheson in 1890, that
it is extremely hard and is useful in the
mechanic arts for grinding iron and steel,
have been fully appreciated. But that in
its finer forms it has proved itself the best
possible medium for polishing precious
stones, sharpening the finest cutlery, grind
ing cork, smoothing the surface of rubber
goods, and buffing my lady's gloves and
slippers, has not been known to the world
at large. Examples of all these and many
other results are shown in the exhibit and

THE CARBORUNDUM PAVILION IN MACHINERY BUILDING.

inch. The bridgewall, furnace and back
arch should be laid up with fire brick and
each brick should be dipped into water as
it is used, a thin mortar made of fire clay
mixed with water being used for the joints.
Every sixth course above the fire bars
should be laid with a row of headers well
bonded to the masonry behind so that the
lower courses can be removed, if necessary,
without disturbing the upper courses.

a most interesting explanation of the
process of manufacture given, which, by
the way, will be subject for an article in
the near future.
The number of telegrams sent daily
throughout the world reaches the enormous
total of 14,000,000, not including 36,000
cable messages, according to George John
son, official Canadian statistician.
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In this department we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our
readers. It should be remembered, however, that it takes some time to gel matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is
desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail answer. Questions should have all related facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give
an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer, jej Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
M. H. ; HORSEPOWER OF GAS ENGINE; HORSE
POWER OF BOILER.
"1. Please inform me how to find the
horsepower of a gas engine. 2. What is
the horsepower of a vertical boiler 3 feet
long, 20 inches in diameter, having no tubes
and set in brick-work?"
A—1. It is first necessary to apply the
indicator and find the mean effective pres
sure. The horsepower of the four-cycle en
gine is found by multiplying together the
area of the piston in square inches, the
mean effective pressure, the length of the
stroke in feet and the number of explosions
occurring per minute ; the last product di
vided by 33,000 will give the indicated
horsepower. The horsepower of the twocycle engine is found in the same manner
except that instead of multiplying by the
number of explosions substitute the num
ber of revolutions per minute. As an illus
tration of the application of the rule assume
a 9 x 12 engine in which the mean effective
pressure is 35 pounds per square inch, and
the number of explosions 80 per minute.
The horsepower is 91 X 0.7854 X 35 X 80 -=33,000 = 5. If this were a two-cycle engine
making 200 revolutions per minute the
horsepower would be equal to 91 X 0.7854 X
35 X 200 H- 33,000 = 13^4 horsepower.
2. Assuming the boiler to have a flat
head at the bottom, and that it is enclosed
by the brickwork to about two-thirds the
height, there will be 21 square feet of water
heating surface. If we allow 12 square feet
of heating surface per horsepower the boiler
will be rated at iJ4 horsepower, and if 15
square feet be allowed, which is preferable
in very small boilers, the horsepower will
be 1.4.
V. J. C. J DISCHARGE FROM LONG PIPE ; HORSE
POWER OBTAINABLE FROM DISCHARGE.
"1. What will be the discharge in cubic
feet per mipute or per hour in the case of a
smooth iron pipe 8 inches in diameter, the
length of which is IJ4 miles, or 6,600 feet,
and the vertical height or head, 200 feet?
2. About what horsepower could be de
veloped by the water in this case?"
A.—1. The discharge in gallons per
minute may be estimated by means of the
formula
Jhead X diam.
—
0.1.025 x leng.
Substituting the values you mention we
have
200 x 8
Gals. = 5.667 x 64 x f—
- = II31-5
\o.c
3.025 X 6,600
per minute. This is at the rate of 150.8
cubic feet per minute, or 2.5 cubic feet per
second.
2. The velocity required to discharge
this volume of water is 2.5 -r- area of pipe
in square feet, which is 7.2 feet per second,
and the head required to produce this

velocity, without friction, is 7.2*
64.3 —
0.8 feet. The horsepower is equal to
cu. ft. per min. X 62.4 X fall in feet.

the rate at which the zinc is consumed is
determined. The slabs should not be al
lowed to become entirely eaten away.

HP. =

F. S. F. ; OIL FOR COOLING GAS ENGINE
CYLINDERS.
"1. Why is oil not used for cooling the
cylinders of combustion engines ; what are
150.8 X 62 4 x 0.8
the objections to its use? 2. What kind
HP. =
= 0228.
33,000
of oil would be best adapted to this pur
pose?"
C. E. K. ; CONCERNING REDUCING MOTION.
A.—1. Oil is not generally used in
"Please advise me whether a reducing preference to water on account of its in
motion constructed as shown by the accom
feriority as a heat absorbing fluid. The
panying sketch, will give satisfactory re
capacity of a fluid for absorbing heat is
sults. I wish to run the cord horizontally proportional to its specific heat while the
as indicated."
weight required in a given time compared
A. We see no reason why such a device to the weight of water necessary to accom
should not give satisfaction if properly con- plish the same results is found by dividing
1 by the specific heat of the fluid. The
specific heat of oil that would be at all
practicable for this purpose is about onehalf that of water, therefore twice as much
oil would have to pass through the jacket
in order to accomplish the desired result.
The oil in large engines would have to be
pumped, the total cost of which for an en
gine of any considerable size would more
than neutralize any apparent gain due to
the use of oil, except that the oil will not
freeze and destroy the cylinder.
2. We do not know of an instance
where oil is being used in this way in en
gines above 8 horsepower. We cannot
recommend any oil as best adapted to the
purpose all things considered, although in
small engines a light mineral oil may be
employed. Oil cooled engines of small
power are built by the Fuller and Johnson
Mfg. Co., Madison, Wis.
33.°°o
Substituting the foregoing values we have

SKETCH OF REDUCING MOTION.
structed. Particular attention should be
given to the construction and fitting of the
joints so as to permit the levers to work
freely without lost motion. The levers
should be just heavy enough to insure
against springing at the highest speeds, and
the fulcrums must be securely anchored.
W. J. H. ; GALVANIC ACTION IN BOILER.
"What will prevent galvanic action in a
steam boiler?"
A. Galvanic action is caused by acids
in the feed water. One of the simplest and
best remedies is the use of zinc. Procure
one or two slabs of rolled zinc about
6 x 12 x Yi inches and suspend from the stays
and shell by means of copper wires, being
careful to obtain good metallic contact be
tween the wires and the boiler. The zinc
should be suspended free of the boiler and
so that it will be submerged, but near the
surface of the water. Inspection of the
slabs will be necessary at frequent intervals,
say, once every 3 months, and oftener
than this for the first few months and until

R. B. J STEAM USED IN COMPOUND ENGINE.
"Please inform me how to calculate the
steam consumption in a compound engine
by means of the accompanying formula. I
do not understand the method of working
the pressures in the low-pressure cylinder.
The formula is :
13,750///'
g—
ri
but I cannot apply it to a compound en
gine."
A. When giving a formula for any
purpose it is necessary, with perhaps a few
exceptions, to give the notation accompany
ing the formula. We presume the symbols
in the formula you mention represent the
following quantities : g = the weight of
steam required per horsepower hour, / and
L, the distances between the points indi
cated on the accompanying diagram, VV —
the weight of 1 cubic foot of steam corre
sponding to a point near the end of the ex
pansion curve and P, the absolute mean
effective pressure. If the above notation is
correct, the formula is adapted to give the
approximate steam consumption of simple
engines. The method of finding the steam
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consumption in compound engines is the
same as for simple engines, and the only
difference in values employed is found in
the mean effective pressure which, in the
compound engine, is the equivalent mean
effective pressure, that is, the pressure that
would be required provided all the work

INDICATOR DIAGRAMS OF HIGH AND LOWPRESSURE CYLINDERS.
were done in one cylinder. It is well to
estimate the steam consumption from both
the high and low-pressure diagrams sepa
rately. In order to adapt the formula to
the requirements of the compound engine it
will be necessary to modify the formula
so as to obtain the equivalent mean effective
pressure, thus
13,750 I IV
8=
L (AP + a) + j>
for high-pressure cylinder, and
13,750 W
g=
for low-pressure cylinder, in which g, I, L,
and W are the same as before, a = area of
high-pressure piston, A — area of lowpressure piston, p and P = the absolute
mean effective pressures in the high and
low-pressure cylinders respectively. For
points of cutoff between J4 and yi stroke
the actual steam consumption will be at
least 20 per cent greater than that indicated
by the diagrams.
T. B. T. : DIMENSIONS OF BOILER FURNACE
AND GRATES.
"What should be the dimensions of the
furnace, and the distance between the
bridge wall and the shell, for a 72-inch by
16-foot boiler containing 100 3^-inch
tubes ?"
A. The proper dimensions of furnace
will depend somewhat upon the intensity
of the draft and the kind and quality of the
fuel employed. A low grade of coal espe
cially of very small size, usually gives bet
ter results when the grate area is as large
as can be taken care of when firing by hand.
When a fair grade of coal of moderate size,
say, nut or egg size, is used the grate area
may not only be smaller with the same
draft, but the depth of fire may be increased
with good results. As we have no idea of
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the kind and quality of coal you intend to
use nor the intensity of the draft, we can
only give a very general reply to your ques
tion. The distance between grates and
shell should not be less than 30 inches for
anthracite, and 36 inches for bituminous
coal, 38 and even 40 inches giving very de
sirable results. The distance between the
bridge wall, which should be straight or
level on top, and the shell, may be not less
than 16 inches, 18 inches being preferable.
The furnace should be as wide as prac
ticable so as to reduce the length or depth
to the smallest possible figure. It is not
practicable to properly care for the fire or
grates that are more than
feet long.
For anthracite coal of fair quality and with
a moderately good draft equivalent to, say,
J<i-inch water pressure, the ratio of heating
to grate surface may be from 45 to 50, and
for bituminous coal of the same relative
quality a surface ratio of from 40 to 45
may be employed with satisfactory results.
The boiler referred to contains 1468 square
feet of effective heating surface, therefore,
the grate area for anthracite coal will be
1,468-^45 = 32.6 square feet, and for bi
tuminous coal, 1,468-5-40 = 36.5 square feet.
The dimensions of the grate may be 6 X S'A
feet for anthracite, and 65^X5^ feet for
bituminous coaL
T. G. S. J EFFICIENCY OF BOILER JOINTS.
"My method or rule for finding the safe
working pressure of boilers is as follows :
Tensile strength of plate times thickness in
fraction of an inch times efficiency of joint,
divided by one-half the diameter of the
shell times the factor of safety. Is this
correct? I have assumed the efficiency of
double riveted and single riveted seams to
be 70 and 56 per cent respectively, but
should like to know how the efficiency is
calculated."
A. Your rule is correct and is the one
commonly employed. The efficiency of a
boiler joint is represented by the lower
value obtained by means of the following
rules :
Pitch of rivets—diam. rivet hole.
(a) Eff. =
Pitch of rivets.
Area rivet X shearing strength
X rows of rivets.
(b) Eff. =
Pitch X thickness of plate X
tensile strength.
The first rule gives the relative strength
of the punched or drilled plate, to the solid
plate, and the second gives the relative
strength of the rivets, to the solid plate.
When calculations arc based upon as
sumed data, it is customary to take the
shearing strength of the rivets at 38,000
pounds per square inch of section.
J. W. B. ; WEIGHT ON SAFETY VALVE.
"The following method is given in an
engineering work of finding the area of a
safety valve when the weight of ball and
of lever, length of lever, weight of valve
and distance between the valve stem and
fulcrum are given : Multiply the weight
of the ball by the length of the lever and
divide by the distance between the ful
crum and valve stem; to the quotient add
the weight of valve and lever and divide

the sum by the steam pressure; the quo
tient is the area in square inches. For in
stance, take
Steam pressure
120 lbs.
Weight of valve and lever,
weighed in position
60 lbs.
Weight of ball
100 lbs.
Length of lever
:'
45 inches
Distance between valve and ful
crum
5 inches
Then the total downward pressure is equal
to 45 X 100 -r- 5 + 60 = 960 pounds, and the
area is, 960 -f- 120 = 8 square inches. Now,
it seems clear to me that the load on the
safety valve seat is actually 1,060 pounds
for there is an upward force of 900 pounds
at the fulcrum, because if the lug were re
moved the valve stem would become the
fulcrum and a weight of 900 pounds would
have to be hung on the large end of the
lever in order to balance the ball at the
other end, and the total load on the valve
would be 900 + 100 + 60 =: 1,060 pounds in
stead of 960 pounds."
A. If a weight of 900 pounds were re
quired in place of the lug, or at the ful
crum, your conclusion would be correct,
but this weight is 800 instead of 900 pounds.
Referring to Fig. 1 in order to obtain a
downward pressure on the value of 900
pounds there must be an upward pull of
900 pounds at the fulcrum because action
and reaction are equal and opposite. In
Fig. 2, by removing the lug and substitut
ing a weight the valve stem becomes the
fulcrum and the downward pull at the end
of the short arm required to balance the
ball at the end of the long arm is
100 X 40 -r- 5 = 800 pounds and the total
downward pressure on the valve seat is
equal to the sum of the two weights plus
the weight of the valve and lever which is
800 -f 60 + 100 = 960 pounds. It is prob40 —
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FIG. I. ILLUSTRATING LEVER OF THE THIRD
CLASS.
FIG. 2. LEVER OF THE FIRST CLASS.
able the weight borne by the safety valve
seat in Fig. 2 will be considerably less than
960 pounds because the weight given, viz.,
60 pounds, is probably the effect or leverage
of the lever itself plus the weight of the
valve and stem. The actual dead weight
of the lever and valve probably would be
between 20 and 30 pounds.
New machinery is about to be in
stalled by the Marion (Ind.) Light and
Heating Co., of which Geo. N. Nidd is
manager.
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LIGHTNING TUBE CLEANER.
That the necessity exists for the clean
ing of boiler tubes wherever any scaleforming material is found in the wate.r, is
admitted by all engineers. Two principles
of cleaning have been largely employed in
the past, one which cuts or scrapes away
the scale, the other which removes it by
knocking or jarring. In the Lightning tube

For tubular boilers, a special head not
shown in the cut is provided, which has,
at all times, a contact of at least I'A inches
with the tube, hence does not tend to
punch through.
The shell of the cleaner is of bronze,
and the shaft, guide, ball socket arm and
cleaner head are of special tool steel, case
hardened. The device has a double ad-

V1EVV OF THE CLEANER HEAD AND TURBINE WHEEL REMOVED FROM CASING.
cleaner, which is manufactured by Maurer,
Labadie & Co., of South Bend, Ind., the
two features are combined, the cutting ef
fect being secured by the use of a rotary,
turbine-driven cutter and the knocking ef
fect by the swinging back and forth of the
cutter head.
The cleaner head is shown in the illus
tration, which is a view of the head com
plete and of the turbine wheel removed
from the casing. As seen in the figure, the
cleaner head stem slants from the center of
the machine toward the tube, thus giving
a bracing action to force the cutter against
the scale. This head weighs about a pound
and is thrown by the centrifugal force of
revolution against the scale, thus giving a
strong knocking action as well as the ro
tary cutting effect.
The turbine wheel which is used as a
source of power has deep cavities lead
ing nearly to the center of the wheel
and parallel with the course of the water.
These cavities turn backward at right an
gles and are half closed, thus forming with
the band a pocket so that the full force of
the stream of water acts on the wheel near
the rim and is utilized in the pocket at a
point farthest from the wheel axis. The
turbine can be run by either water or steam
pressure, but water is preferable as the
stream flowing through the tube will wash
the scale away as fast as it is cut. If
steam is used, an extra hose must also be
run into the tube to wash out the scale.
The motor wheel is compound so that
the steam water or air used to drive it is
fully utilized. Four small ports are all
that is needed to supply the water for the
motor and the makers state that only a
small amount is needed to drive it and that
this can be used at low pressure.
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justable ball bearing to promote easy run
ning and reduce wear. For cleaning curved
tubes, a special short machine has been de
vised which will easily go around the bend
of any tube on the market.
EXHIBIT OF H. MUELLER MFG. CO.
AT ST. LOUIS.
Engineers and others interested in steam
appliances will find much to interest them
in the exhibit of the H. Mueller Mfg. Co.,

chines, corporation cocks, water connec
tions, branch goose necks, curb cocks,
stop and waste cocks, sill cocks, check
valves, pipe reamers, sand screens and
strainers, and a miscellaneous assortment
of pipe tools. The pressure regulators are
shown in sizes from ]/2 to 20-inch, the
former being used to control the pressure
in houses and other buildings and the lat
ter to regulate the pressure in gravity sys
tems where a heavy pressure must be re
duced for domestic supply, or to regulate
the main supply to any district of the city
or town. The tapping machines are clamped
to a mounted pipe and operated by an at
tendant to show the method of making a
tap under pressure without the escape of
water. Besides being shown in an almost
endless variety of patterns, the smaller ar
ticles such as cocks, valves, etc., are shown
in sectional parts so that the method of
their construction may be seen.
One article which the company manu
factures and which is of special interest
to engineers, is a nonfouling turbine check
valve. This valve has the disk fastened to
a spindle which revolves as the liquid or
steam passes through, thus keeping the
seat free from sediment and permitting
clean, sure seating at all times. These
valves are shown in sectional parts and in
all sizes from y2 to 2-inch.
The exhibit is located on aisle E, be
tween sections 4 and 5 in the Palace of
Manufactures, with Oscar B. Mueller, treas
urer of the H. Mueller Mfg. Co., in charge.
A NEW COMPOUND STEAM PUMP.
We illustrate herewith a new compound
steam pumping engine recently put on the
market by the American Steam Pump Co.
of Battle Creek, Mich., which presents fea
tures of construction and design particu
larly adapted to high service duty in ele
vator or pumping station work.
High and low-pressure steam valves are

IIIXITH OF MUELLER MFG. CO., AT ST. LOUIS.
Decatur, 111., at the St. Louis Exposition.
In this booth is exhibited a large as
sortment of brass goods used in hydraulic
and steam control. Principal among these
are water pressure regulatrr*, tapping ma-

arranged in line, with an adjustable stem
coupling; both are operated by valve-mov
ing pistons of ample size having ports open
ing to pressure and exhaust alternately by
means of an auxiliary valve actuated by
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link and lever connections to a fixed link
block carried by the piston rod. The link
connections to the auxiliary valve are so
devised that the ports are opened and closed
slowly at the ends of the stroke to pre
vent a too rapid reversal of the moving
parts. The links are easily adjustable,
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caps, etc. Cylinders are cast separate and
mounted on heavy bases with strong yoke
connections. Ample air chambers are pro
vided for suction and vacuum on the water
end, and steam cylinders are asbestos cov
ered with a sheet steel casing. As auxil
iary fittings are provided an automatic gov-
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tumbler slips off and on a section as used,
so that it is impossible to get two on at
once. The type drum is turned to the de
sired letter by a pair of sectors and gear
wheel, and is locked in place by a pointer,
which fits into a toothed wheel below the
drum, so that there is no chance for the

THE AMERICAN COMPOUND PUMP.
even while the pump is in motion, to
change the stroke, and as all their parts
operate in fixed bearings without lost mo
tion or tappet contacts, the gear is noise
less in action.
In this new American pump the pistons
are brought to rest and again started so
gradually that a high intermediate speed
is possible if required, and even when so
working under high water pressure the
pulsations of the pump valves are hardly
noticeable, so gradual is the action.
Construction and arrangement of the
steam and auxiliary valves are such that
the prompt and certain action of the en
gine under all conditions is assured, as the
parts cannot assume such a position as
would cut off steam from both main and
auxiliary valve ports at the same time, and
it is obvious that if either is in position
to take steam when the pump is stopped
by throttle or automatic governor, the en
gine will start again immediately when
steam is applied. Engineers in charge of
plants who have had the worry and trou
bles attending a "hung up" pump will ap
preciate this positive feature of the Amer
ican.
The steam valves are self-governing to
the extent that the suction may be broken
when the throttle is wide open without
danger to pump or fittings.
In the matter of construction, no ex
pense has been spared to have the Ameri
can of the best. Steel is used for the piston
rod between steam cylinders, tobin bronze
in the water cylinder, for lining valve spats.

ernor. a revolution counter, drain valves
and wrenches. All finished parts are nicely
polished, and the lagging is secured with
polished brass bands.
The makers guarantee the service of
this pump to be perfectly satisfactory in
every way, that the steam consumption
shall not exceed 45 pounds of dry steam
per horsepower-hour, at nominal speed,
that the best of material and workman
ship are employed throughout, and that
any part proving defective from fault of
cither will be replaced without charge.
THE BLICKENSDERFER ELECTRICAL
TYPEWRITER.
This machine, which is shown in the il
lustration, is made by the Blickensdcrfer
Mfg. Co., of Stamford, Conn. It is driven,
in all its operations by a 1/20-horscpower,
no-volt electric motor which is connected
to any lighting circuit and runs continu
ously while the machine is in use. By
touching any letter key, the type drum seen
in the figure is put in connection with the
motor shaft, which in one revolution causes
the imprint of the letter to be made on the
paper.
When a key is depressed, the key lever
comes in contact with the particular tum
bler, provided for it, and throws down the
lock on the driving bail, at the same time
tripping a clutch into the motor shaft,
which, by means of an eccentric, in one
revolution throws the driving bail ahead
and carries the type to the platen. Each

drum to turn while making the imprint.
Each drum has three rows of type and
may be set and locked if desired on any
one of the three ; the top row has the
ordinary small letters, the middle row capi
tals and the bottom row figures.
In this machine the usual ribbon is sup-

THE BLICKENSDERFER TYPEWRITER.
planted by a small cylindrical pad, which
is supported in front of the drum, as
shown in the figure, and is pressed against
the type in its descent on the platen.
In moving the carriage to the right or
left, a friction wheel is brought in contact
with the motor shaft by depressing a key
similar to the others, and the usual 1/10inch spacing between letters is accomplished
by means of a bar-tooth rack on the car
riage and a lever with similar teeth, which
has a cam movement, actuated by the
motor shaft. Spacing between lines is au
tomatic, and is caused by a stop, which
raises a lever in contact with a ratchet
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wheel and revolves the platen in its re
turn movement.
Intcrchangeability is the feature of the
machine. The carriage can be easily re
moved and replaced by others of various
lengths ; type drums with different styles
of type and in different languages can be
used as desired and the ink pad, which is
easily accessible, can be readily changed.
The working parts of the machine arc ex
tra heavy, so that the company has a sub
stantial as well as interchangeable type
writer.
EXHIBIT OF THE BRISTOL CO., AT
ST. LOUIS.
This display of recording instruments
for pressure, temperature and electrical
measurements made by the Bristol Co. of
Waterbury, Conn., is located in the Elec
tricity Building. The accompanying illus
tration shows the appearance of the booth
which is 22 feet long by 12 feet wide, and
contains a large variety of recording in
struments for pressure, temperature and
electrical values. These instruments re
cord contin u o u s 1 y
with ink upon grad
uated, revolving
charts all changes
that occur in the
values measured, so
that a record of a
period of 24 hours or
more may be ob
served at a glance.
Many of these in
struments are in act
ual operation, and
may be inspected by
visitors to show the
manner of construc
tion and scientific
principles upon
which the operation
depends, and the extreme sensitiveness
and accuracy that it
is possible to obtain
in instruments of
this character with
out rendering them
too delicate for comm e r c ial application.
Recording press u r e
gages are shown for
ranges from full vac u u m to 10,000
pounds per square inch; recording ther
mometers and pyrometers for ranges
from 60 degrees below zero to 1,200
degrees F.
Recording thermometers
are made in many varieties of forms
to make them applicable to all indus
trial requirements, especially where it
is desired to record temperatures at a dis
tance from the source of heat. Recording
volt, ampere and wattmeters for both al
ternating and direct current are shown in
cluding' a great variety of ranges suited to
commercial demands for different voltages
and currents in electric light, power and
railway plants.
Recording water level gages are shown
in operation and also a new instrument
designated as a thermometer-thermostat.
This last instrument is so constructed that
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it may be used to give an alarm or set in
operation temperature regulating apparatus
at any predetermined degree of tempera
ture.
A full line of sizes of Bristol's patented
steel belt lacing is also exhibited and in
cludes styles and sizes of lacing for all
varieties and thicknesses of belting.
DEVICE FOR TRUING COMMUTA
TORS.
A very simple device for truing com
mutators has recently been placed on the
market by the Excelsior Machine Works,
Akron, O. The simple construction and
the method of attaching it to the genera
tor are clearly shown by the accompany
ing illustration. One of the principal ad
vantages of this little machine is that no
particular skill nor previous experience in
truing commutators are required in order
to insure satisfactory results, while the
machine is applicable to generators of all
sizes.
The principal part of the machine is the
standard, which is provided with a suitable
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commutators may readily be smoothed off
as soon as the surface shows the first signs
of becoming rough, and before it has be
come sufficiently uneven to warrant the re
moval of the armature or even the amount

FRONT AND SIDE VIEWS OF TRUING DEVICE.
of metal that would ordinarily be taken
off by means of a cutting tool. Not the
least important feature is the low price at
which these machines can be manufactured.
SEMI-DIMOND EMERYWHEEL
DRESSER.
The dresser is for use on all wheels
used for tool grinding, except water cooled
wheels. It is used, however, in the latter
class of work to a considerable extent with
reasonable satisfaction, but is not recom
mended as the black diamond is considered
better for this work.

FJG. I. SEMI-DIMOND EMERYWHEEL DRESSER.
The dresser, shown in Fig. 1, is made
6, 9 and 12 inches long and is nickelplated, with a black enameled wood handle.
The tube is filled nearly its entire length
with a hard abrasive, which is kept a little
in advance of the steel casing by grinding
the casing off about 1/16-inch, thus leaving
a support for the abrasive, which is brittle.
Fig. 2 shows the dresser in operation,
shaping an emerywheel, which it does sat
isfactorily, wearing away just fast enough
to always keep a sharp cutting edge on
the wheel, but not so fast but what the
dresser will last from 2 to 5 years in or
dinary service. By tests made on the
dresser, the makers have proved it to be
effective on wheels up to and including
foot by means of which it is securely at
tached to the generator by one of the cap
bolts on the bearing. A horizontal bar is
clamped at any height desired. This car
ries a fileholder, which is moved along on
the horizontal bar to meet the requirements
of the commutator surface. The cutting
tool is an ordinary file held in the proper
position by means of the fileholder, the
pins or file rests, one of which is slotted,
being so located as to steady the file with
out the possibility of chattering.
The file, it will be seen, is moved back
and forth over the commutator, and, being
rigidly secured, similar to the cutting tool
in the ordinary tool post, it cuts to a uni
form depth, thus not only leveling the sur
face lengthwise, but restoring the true cyl
indrical form. Another advantage is that

FIG. 2. SEMI-DIMOND DRESSER TRUING UP A
WHEEL.
medium hard. It is made by the Inter
national Specialty Co., 346 Holden avenue.
Detroit, Mich.
In a number of western cities, com
panies are being incorporated to operate
automobiles for passenger traffic.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SO
CIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso
ciation.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and
Erie Railway, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C, J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432,
New York City.
American Institute of Electrical Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street,
New York City.
American Institute of Mining Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street,
New York City.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and
Electri-m Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward
avenue, Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ven
tilating Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818,
New York City.
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers.
Next convention, New York City, Dec.
6-9, 1904.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st
street, New York City.
American Society for Testing Mate
rials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State
street, Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can., 554
Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C. H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester
street, Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders Association.
Next convention at Sherry's, New York
City, Dec. 2 and 3, 1904.
Secy., J. I. Lyle, 39 Cortlandt street,
New York City.
Engineering Association of the South.
Secy., R. L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl
vania.
Secy., C. W. Ridinger, 410 Penn avenue,
Pittsburg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engi
neers.
Next convention, Toronto, Can., Sept.
11-16, 1905.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Associa
tion.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, III.
National Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Next convention, Louisville, Ky., Aug.
7-12, 1905.
Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
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National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty
street, New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Asso
ciation of the United States.
Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street,
New York City.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Secy., T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical Electrical
and Steam Engineers.
Next meeting, Canton, Ohio, Nov. 1819, 1904.
Secy., Corvin J. Miller, 620 Shorb street,
Canton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission
Association.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineer
ing Education.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, 111.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
Officers to be voted for in the ensuing
year as presented by the nominating com
mittee of the American Society of Mechan
ical Engineer is as follows : For presi
dent, John R. Freeman, Providence, R. I. ;
for vice-presidents. S. M. Vauclain, Phila
delphia, H. H. Westinghouse, Pittsburg,
Fred W. Taylor, Philadelphia; for man
agers, George M. Brill, Chicago, Fred J.
Miller, New York City, Richard H. Rice,
Lynn, Mass. ; for treasurer, Win. H. Wiley,
New York, N. Y.
Headquarters of the society will be, as
usual, at the Society house, 12 West Thirtyfirst street, and the opening session will
occur on Tuesday evening, Dec. 6, at 9
o'clock. President Ambrose Swasey will
deliver the annual address, the subject be
ing on the Achievements of the Engineer
with Respect to Exact Measurements. The
second session will occur on Wednesday
morning at the Hall of Mendelssohn Union,
113 West Fortieth street, at 9:30 o'clock.
This will be the business session of the
convention and the following professional
papers will also be presented : A New Hy
draulic Experiment, by Mr. A. F. Nagle ; A
Twist Drill Dynamometer, by W. W. Bird
and H. P. Fairfield; Diamond Tools, by
Gus C. Henning.
Following this, luncheon will be served
at the Society house and the afternoon will
probably be spent in making excursions to
various power stations and points of in
terest. The evening of this day has been
left free for the members to make their
own engagements.
The third and fourth sessions will take
place at Mendelssohn Union, Thursday
morning and afternoon respectively. At
the morning session the following profes
sional papers will be considered : A. J.
Bowie, Jr., Centrifugal Fans ; CharlesT.
Main, Computation of Values of Water
Powers and Damages Caused by Diver
sion of Water Used for Power ; Chas. E.
Sargent, An Indicating Steam Meter ; Rob
ert S. Hale, Stay Bolts, Braces and Flat
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Surfaces, Rules and Formulas; George I.
Rockwood, Condensers for Steam Tur
bines.
At the afternoon session the profes
sional papers will be as follows : Bursting
of Four-Foot Fly-Wheels, by Charles H.
Benjamin ; Influence of the Connecting
Rod upon Engine Forces, by Sanford A.
Moss ; Losses in Non-conducting Engines,
by James B. Stanwood ; Power Plants of
Tall Office Buildings, by Sterling H. Bun
nell ; Pressures and Temperatures in Free
Expansion, by A. Bordody and R. C.
Cairncross (presented by Charles E.
Lucke). Between the morning and after
noon sessions luncheon will be served at
the Society house.
As usual a reception for guests and
friends will be held at Sherry's on Thurs
day evening at 9 o'clock and will be fol
lowed by dancing and supper.
On Friday morning, Dec. 9, at 10 o'clock,
the closing session will be held at the So
ciety house. Following are the professional
papers that will be considered : Fuel Con
sumption of Locomotives, by George R.
Henderson ; Road Tests of Brooks' Pas
senger Locomtives, by E. A. Hitchcock ;
Discharge of Water with Steam from
Water Tube Boilers, by A. Bement ; More
Exact Method for Determining the Effi
ciency of Steam Generating Apparatus, by
A. Bement ; Forcing Capacity of Fire Tube
Boilers, by Francis W. Dean.
At Providence, R. I., was recently held
a most enjoyable reunion and banquet un
der the auspices of Rhode Island Associa
tion, No. 5 N. A. S. E. A large delega
tion was present from Pawtucket Associa
tion, No. 2, and many representatives from
associations in the state and in Massa
chusetts. The banquet was served at the
Wellington Hotel and after the inner man
had been well taken care of, addresses
were made by Governor Garvin. Gover
nor Garvin spoke of the responsibility of
the engineering craft and favored heartily
the passage of a state license law. He
prophesied that a bill properly drafted and
presented before the next general assem
bly would be passed. Mayor Miller of
Providence was the next speaker and
pledged himselt to work heartily in favor
of the desired license bill. President
Freeman, of the Board of Aldermen, and
President Hendricks of the Common Coun
cil also spoke in favor of the license law
and pledged themselves to work fpr it.
National Past President Hogan then told
of the passing of the license law in Massa
chusetts and stated that although it took
16 years before the law was passed it
would take much more than 16 years to
get it repealed. Addresses were also made
by Lieutenant Governor Utter, of Rhode
Island ; Hon. Geo. A. Littlefield, president
of the Providence Business Men's Asso
ciation ; A. K. Ashworth of the Buckeye
Engine Co. ; R. D. Tomlinson, national
vice-president of the N. A. S. E., and Pres
ident Wilkes, Rhode Island state president.
R. D. Tomlinson, of New York City, na
tional vice-president, and Fred Wilkes of
Providence, deputy state president, were
unable to attend and sent letters of regret.
New York Electrical Society held its
two hundred and forty-fifth meeting at the
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rooms of the American Institute, New York
City, on October 26. Prof. A. S. McAllis
ter of Cornell University delivered a lec
ture on the Alternating-Current Railway
Motor.
We are informed that the list of of
ficers of Chicago Local No. 3 of I. U. of
S. E. which was furnished us for publica
tion in connection with the notice of its
annual ball to be held in the Coliseum on
December 10 was incorrect. The revised
list of officers should stand : William J.
Reilly, president; J. E. Jacques, vice-presi
dent ; E. W. Lewis, financial secretary ; H.
W. Phillips, treasurer ; F. A. Baker, record
ing secretary ; J. J. Healey, constructor ; Ed
Mayer, guard.
Report of the National Supply Men's
Association of the United States for the
Richmond, Va., meeting of last August is
just received. This shows receipts of
$1,975, and expenditures of $1,985.46. The
balance on hand from 1903 was $70.67 and
the balance now remaining in the treasury
is $60.21. The list of contributors for the
current year shows seventy-nine of the
prominent firms in the steam field.
Members of the Norwich, Conn., As
sociation of Stationary Engineers cele
brated the second anniversary of the as
sociation in its rooms on October 8. A
number of Rhode Island and Connecticut
associations were represented by visiting
members, and addresses were made by
President F. A. Dolbeare, C. C. Burge,
president of Pawtucket Association, R. S.
Gray, state deputy, F. F. Babbit of Provi
dence Association No. 1, W. T. Blacker of
Waterbury, Conn., Association No. 13, and
F. E. Barrett of Ansonia. A banquet and
smoker followed the business meeting.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
The National Electric Co., of Milwau
kee, has entered into an important ar
rangement with Robert Lundell and Rob
ert T. Lozier, by which the company will
manufacture and market the new motors,
generators, and systems of operation and
control that are covered by the latest in
ventions of Mr. Lundell ; the commercial
direction of the undertaking being placed
in the hands of Mr. Lozier (who will also
act as general manager of the electrical
sales department of the National Electric
Co.). Under this arrangement Mr. Lun
dell assumes the direct supervision of
the engineering involved under the license
that he grants the National Company. It
might be said that this license covers all
of Mr. Lundell's inventions not already
under license to other companies, and all
inventions that he may hereafter make dur
ing the life of this license.
These inventions of Mr. Lundell cover
a new type of motor and dynamo frame
construction, as well as a new method of
commutation, by which a material gain
is obtained in the space occupied by the
apparatus, its efficiency, and the flexibility
of its speed control and regulation.
This form of construction represents an
important departure in standard motors of
fixed speed, and is particularly advantage
ous in variable speed motors for direct
application to machinery, both from point
of construction and flexibility of control.
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The Lundell inventions are equally valu
able in systems of regenerative operation
and series-parallel control and for the nu
merous other uses to which electric mo
tors are now so generally applied.
As to the commercial significance of
this new arrangement, the field to which
Mr. Lundell's inventions particularly apply
is one with which Mr. Lozier has been as
sociated from the earliest commercial de
velopment of the electric motor, he hav
ing been placed in the testing department of
the Sprague factory when it was started
in West Thirtieth street in 1887 where he
first met Lundell and formed a friendship
that developed into the alliance consum
mated by the arrangement with the Nation
al Company.
Four years ago the National Electric
Co., of Milwaukee, formerly operating un
der the style Christensen Engineering Co.,
built its present plant, equipped it fully
with the best tools and labor saving ma
chinery, a foundry having open hearth
and crucible furnaces for making steel
castings ; also cupolas for gray castiron,
and a complete brass foundry.
The success met with in the air brake
business encouraged those financially back
of the National Company to enter into the
general field of electrical machinery, and
2 years ago a competent engineering corps
under the able direction of W. L. Water,
chief engineer of the National Electric
Co., and an effective sales department were
organized. The results of this work have
been so thoroughly good that the National
Company has now decided to follow up the
material gain already made, with a view
to developing this branch of its business to
the fullest, and to this end has established
a separate electrical department.
Mr. Lozier is well fitted by his long
experience in the electrical field to direct
the work of that department. Beginning
with Edison, early in '83, and running down
through the engineering and commercial
branches of the business for 13 years, with
the General Electric Co. for the last 8
years, he has devoted his time to market
ing the apparatus of the Bullock Electric
Mfg. Co.
Other officers of the National Company
who will have a large part in the develop
ment of the electrical business are, Sam
uel Watkins, president of the National
Company, who organized it, and under
whose able direction it has reached its
present prominence ; Bernard T. Becker,
who represents the interests of those finan
cially back of the company, and who is
himself a large stockholder and a director
in the company; he will act in an execu
tive capacity in connection with operation
of the company ; First Vice President and
General Manager Frank C. Randall, who
is widely known throughout the electric
street railway field and under whose di
rect charge the air brake sales will con
tinue as in the past.
Of the operative force, R. P. Tell is
the secretary and treasurer and J. H. Den
ton is general superintendent.
Norman K. Devendorf, chief operator
of the Hudson River Water Power Co.,
and formerly superintendent of the com
pany's Mechanicsville power house, has re-
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signed in order to take an important po
sition with the St. Lawrence River Power
Co., Massena, N. Y., as superintendent of
its power transmission lines.
Edmund Wilson Tetlow, who is now
connected with James Bonar & Co., Inc.,
Frick Building, Pittsburg, Pa., is well
known in engineering circles. For 5 years
past Mr. Tetlow has represented the Home
Rubber Co., of Trenton, N. J., and previous
to that was connected with The L. H.
Prentice Co., of Chicago, and the H. B
Smith Co., of Philadelphia.
Since he left college, Mr. Tetlow has

been closely connected with steam engineer
ing industries, and is well known to the
stationary engineering trade. As he has
studied the practical end of steam and elec
trical engineering for a number of years he
is not only a traveling man of wide experi
ence but is also a competent engineer. Mr.
Tetlow will look after the interests of
James Bonar & Co., Inc., throughout the
Pittsburg district, and will be glad to meet
friends and acquaintances at 516 Frick
Building.
Henry E. Eberhardt, who for more
than 35 years was identified with Gould
& Eberhardt, of Newark, N. J., as a mem
ber of the firm, has resigned from the
above company, and is now associated
with his sons, in the Eberhardt Brothers'
Machine Co., of Newark, N. J.
Many of our readers will be glad to
learn that the railway, steamship, and mill
supply business carried on for a quarter
of a century by the late H. A. Rogers at
19 John street, New York, will be con
tinued at the old stand by the H. A. Rogers
Co. The new concern will exert the same
painstaking efforts for conscientious ful
filment of obligations which characterized
the transactions of the late Mr. Rogers
and which secured for him the liberal pat
ronage which he so fully merited.
A. W. Chesterton & Co., of 64 India
street, Boston, Mass., have purchased a
considerable interest in the Advance Pack
ing & Supply Co., of Chicago. Geo. L.
Hammons, vice-president of the company,
will have the management of the business,
with Mr. Hanna as secretary. The busi
ness will be run on practically the same
lines as heretofore but with increased cap
ital and therefore with enlarged radius and
capacity for handling business.
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THE BALDWIN AIR SHIP.
It would seem that the problem of air
navigation is to be brought considerably
nearer its solution by the efforts of the
authorities of the Louisiana Purchase Ex-

fig. I. THE ARROW IN FLIGHT.
position, in spite of the fact that SantosDumont, the man whose name has been
most widely connected in the public mind
with navigable balloons, has so far failed
to exhibit. It is a matter of gratification
that the first ship to make a successful
flight was an American product and
manned by an American.
On Oct. 29 the first attempt was made
with the invention of Capt. Thomas S.
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GAS ENGINE PUMPING STATION.
New York City is to have a gas engine
operated plant for pumping water at high
pressure into fire service mains. This plant
will be located in Brooklyn at the corner of
Xcptune Ave. and W. 12th street, and will
contain three vertical, double-acting pumps
driven direct by gas engines. The capacity

means of the usual rope network, a tri
angular framework built up from light
wooden bars so joined as to give a strong
truss effect. This framework carries the
cage in which the operator stands and also
the operating mechanism.
At the front end is the two-bladed pro
peller seen in Fig. 2, which is of silk
mounted on a light but rigid frame, and is
driven by a shaft which runs near the top
chord of the truss frame. This shaft is
driven by sprockets and chains through a
double reduction gearing from the motor.
At the rear end is the rudder, Fig. 3,
which acts after the usual fashion, and is
operated by means of tiller ropes.
In order to give the apparatus longi
tudinal balance, the operator's seat is
placed well to the rear, and the motor, Fig.
4, is a little forward of the center. This
motor has two cylinders, placed at an
angle to each other and working on the
same shaft from which power is taken by
a short sprocket chain and a long one to
the propeller shaft above. The motor is
placed on the bottom of the truss from
considerations of convenience and stability.
It is air cooled, governs on the hit or miss
principle, and its speed is controlled by
changing the point of ignition.
Capt. Baldwin is seen in Fig. 2 stand
ing beside the propeller, and the compari
son will give a good idea of the size of the
ship and framework.
On a third attempt to navigate, some

of each pump will be 12,000 gallons of
water per minute and the pressure against
which they will operate, 150 pounds per
square inch with a suction lift not to exceed
15 feet. The engines are to be of the singleacting, four-cycle type guranteed to use not
over 20 cubic feet of gas of about 650 Brit
ish thermal units per cubic foot per brake

irregularity in the mechanism caused dif
ficulty and by carelessness the ship es
caped for a wild flight on its own account,
but suffered no serious injury, and by the
time this reaches our readers will be ready
for further attempts.

horsepower-hour at full load. The engines
must each develop at least 150 brake horse
power with the gas above specified and at
a speed of not over 250 revolutions per
minute. Speed variation must be not over
3 per cent from full load to no load.

FIG. 3. Rl/DDER AND STEERING GEAR.

FIG. 2. FRONT END OF FRAME, SHOWING THE
PROPELLER AND CAPT. BALDWIN.
Baldwin, called the Arrow, to fly in the
face of the wind. It was only partially
successful, owing to the failure of the
motor to operate satisfactorily, but a sec
ond attempt, made on Oct. 31, was with
out drawback and the Arrow, after cover
ing the area of the exposition grounds and
sailing with, across or against the wind, at
the will of the operator, was brought to
rest within 100 feet of the place from
which it rose.
Illustrations herewith show the main
constructive features ; Fig. 1 is of the ship
in flight. The gas bag is of yellow oiled
silk of cylindrical section and carrying, by
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NEWS NOTES.
Westinghouse Companies at the Lou
isiana Purchase Exposition have been
granted awards by the International Jury
in practically every department in which
the companies have exhibited. The list is
as follows, and is one of the longest and
most comprehensive lists of awards ever
received by associated interests at a world's
fair.
Special award in the Department of
Machinery for "The best, most complete,
and most attractive installation."
Twelve grand prizes as follows : West
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
for "Alternating-current generators and
motors, alternating-current turbo-genera
tor installation, static transformers, and
rotary converters" ; Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., for "Direct-cur
rent generators and motors" ; Westing
house Electric & Manufacturing Co., for
"Electric railway motors, alternating-cur
rent and direct-current, and control sys
tems for single and multiple unit opera
tion and for mining and industrial locomo
tives" ; Westinghouse Machine Co., for
"Horizontal gas engines and steam tur
bines" ; Westinghouse Air Brake Co., for
"Air brakes and friction draft gears" ;
Westinghouse Traction Brake Co., for
"Brakes for electric cars" ; American Brake
Co., for "Driver brakes" ; Westinghouse
Automatic Air and Steam Coupler Co., for
Air and steam couplers" ; Westinghouse
Brake Co., Ltd., London. England, for "Air
brakes and accessories"; Westinghouse Co.,
of St. Petersburg, Russia, for "Air brakes
and accessories" ; Union Switch & Signal
Co., for "Signal systems" ; Cooper Hewitt
Electric Co., for "The development of the
mercury vapor arc lamp."
Eight gold medals as follows : West
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
for "Complete switchboards and controlling
apparatus, and the application of electric
motors for mechanical purposes" ; West
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., for
"Alternating-current, direct-current and
Bremer arc lamps and arc lighting sys
tems"; Westinghouse Electric & Manu
facturing Co., for "Electric measuring in
struments" ; Nernst Lamp Co., for "Nernst
lamps" ; Cooper Hewitt Electric Co., for
"Vapor lamps for photoengraving"; Pitts
burg Meter Co., for "Water and gas me
ters" ; Westinghouse Electric & Manufac
turing Co., for "Industrial betterment
work" ; Westinghouse Air Brake Co., for
"The housing of the working class."
Four silver medals as follows : West
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
for "Switches, fuses, and wiring appli
ances" ; Sawyer-Man Electric Co., for "In
candescent lamps" ; Bryant Electric Co., for
"Electric light fittings" ; Societe Anoyme
Westinghouse, Havre, France, for "Gaso
lene automobiles."
One bronze medal, to the Perkins Elec
tric Switch Manufacturing Co., for "Elec
tric switches."
By an order recently placed for tur
bine governors in the power plant of the
Philippines at the World's Fair, the gov
ernment has emphasized the importance of
safeguards on steam engines to prevent
runaway accidents. This order was placed
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with the Consolidated Engine Stop Co., of
100 Broadway, New York City, and was
for 1,500 horsepower of engines consisting
of one Ball & Wood engine, two Shepherd
engines and one made by the Phoenix
Iron Works. The installing of these stops
emphasizes the fact that it would have
been better to equip the engines before the
accident. It is interesting to note that, at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, many
of the engines in the Machinery Building
are equipped with the Monarch engine
stop. Among these are the four large
Westinghouse verticals, the large Hamilton
Corliss, the Fleming engine of the Harrisburg Foundry & Machine Co., and the
Grcenwald-Corliss engine. The stop is also
well exhibited in the company's space near
the Intramural power plant in Machinery
Building.
On October 21 a fire destroyed the cot
ton gin of the Gloster Oil Works at Glostcr, Miss. The oil mill, storehouse and
boiler plant were uninjured. The company
placed contracts with the Southern Engine
& Boiler Works of Jackson, Tenn., for a
14 x 30 Southern Corliss engine, and with
the Murray Co. of Dallas, Tex., for eight
new gins and expects to begin operations
with the new outfit within 3 weeks.
Wm. T. Bonner & Co. has received the
gold medal at the Louisiana Purchase Ex
position for its Klinger Reflex water gages
with Wiltbonco mounting.
C. W. Hunt Co. of West New Brighton,
New York, has been particularly successful
at the World's Fair, two of its three exhib
its securing highest awards, the third not
entered. The Hunt "Industrial" Railway re
ceived the gold medal for narrow gage
railways, and the electric storage battery
locomotive built by the company received
the silver medal, being the highest award
for this type of locomotive.
The Kitts Mfg. Co., of Oswego, N. Y.,
has recently been incorporated under the
laws of the state, with a capital of $10,000
and will conduct a business of manufac
turing steam specialties such as traps, water
columns, reducing valves, etc.
F. E. Myers & Bro. have been awarded
a grand gold prize at the Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition for their exhibit of
pumps, hay tools and door-hangers in the
Machinery Building and the Agricultural
Building. Their exhibit in the Agricul
tural Building has been pronounced one
of the best in the building and is of great
instructive value, since it is in operation
all the time and the working of all the
devices can, therefore, be plainly seen.
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Report op the U. S. Naval Liquid
Fuel Board has reached us in a volume of
450 large pages. The preliminary report
of this board was abstracted and discussed
in The Engineer in 1903 and a review of
the present completed report will be pub
lished shortly in our columns.
Modern Cottage Architecture, by
Maurice B. Adams. Price $4.50 net. No
satisfactory book on the architecture of
modern cottages has appeared of late years,
though all classes of modern buildings have
undergone considerable improvement. John
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Lane has issued a timely volume in Mod
ern Cottage Architecture, edited by Mau
rice B. Adams, which presents by plans
and views a series of examples of the
older and later styles of cottages. There
are fifty plates in all, reproduced from the
architect's drawings, giving, in each case,
plan and elevation sketch, and present all
the main essentials necessary in working
out either a single cottage or the group or
row. Mr. Adams contributes an intro
ductory scries of notes on the practical as
pects of the problem, such as the use of
local materials, the choice of site, sanitary
arrangement, and water supply, ventilation,
and so forth.
Kitwyk Stories. By Anna Eichberg
King. Among the reprints of popular fiction
which John Lane is publishing in attract
ive and inexpensive form in his "Canvasback Library" we find the volume called
"Kitwyk Stories," by Anna Eichberg King
(Mrs. John Lane). These gentle, humor
ous annals of the doings of the folk of a
small Dutch town have a unity in subject
and character while standing apart as sep
arate tales, each complete in itself. Kitwyk
is a punctilious little social entity. Ro
mance now and again sets it by the ears,
sometimes attacking the young, sometimes
with a comic quaintness the old and pretcrnaturally serious. Tragedy and disap
pointment come once or twice to its placil
tranquillity and lodge in unsuspected house
holds. More often the note is one of play
ful humor, with now and then even a dash
of adventure. Such, for example, is the
unprecedented attempt of the Burgomastet
to entertain the town council at a hunt.
"What is there to hunt, Mynheer Defregge?" asks Jonkheer von Loo with much
point. The rabbit they soon came upon,
this radical party of Kitwyk sportsmen,
seems to have had something of the cun
ning displayed by the resourceful friend of
Uncle Remus, for he sat placidly nibbling
in the shadow of a nearby bunch of cab
bages. "Why is he so tame?" demanded
Mynheer Defregge. Duffels scratched his
ear—"Because he is so happy, Mynheer."
"He has no business to be happy!" cried
his Worship ; "how can we hunt him when
he won't run ?" But the ultimate quarry
of the Burgomaster's guests and their res
cue at the hands of their alarmed towns
men is only properly to be learned from
the book itself.
Steel Construction, Part I, by Ed
ward A. Tucker, takes up in a simple
manner, yet thoroughly, the use of steel for
building, framing, and similar work. The
methods of making joints for girders, floor
ing, beams, cornices, and partitions is
shown, and the different kinds of roll shapes
used in building construction are discussed,
and complete tables of sizes and constants
given.
In the latter part of the book is taken
up the placing of columns for a steel
framed structure, the use of fire-proofing
material in flooring and partition work, and
the uses of fire resisting wood. This pam
phlet is one of the regular instruction papers
of the American School of Correspondence.
Carpentry, Part I, an instruction
paper of the American School of Corre-
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The Chief Engineer is the Master Mind

on

which

the Perfect Running of the Machinery Depends.
The quick and safe passage of the great Ocean
Liners is due to the calm judgment, experience and
education of the "Chief." He is called upon to
decide the hundreds of complicated problems which
arise during the voyage and the accuracy and reli
ability of his judgment are such that a breakdown
at sea is an extremely rare occurrence.

It is experience and judgment that cause
"Chief" to always specify

the

Genuine Eureka Packing
because he knows it lasts longest; does not score
the rod and only causes enough friction to be just
steam tight, and also because of its low first cost.
For indicating the engines the
Robertson=Thompson Indicator
is the simplest and quickest; it always gives accurate results and is designed for
high or low speeds.
Sold on Easy terms when satisfactory references are furnished.

The Willis Planimeter
saves all the trouble of calculating out the diagram area, and it never
makes a mistake.

The Victor Reducing Wheel
allows the indicator to be attached to any engine in a few minutes.

Hine Separator
gives engine dry expansive steam—aids lubrication of cylin
der—more power is developed. In the exhaust line it will keep oil out
of boiler and add life to same.
The Spencer Damper Regulator
holds boiler pressure at any given point—gives steady motion to engine
and all machinery—economizes very largely in fuel.
Just send a postal for catalog.

James L.
204 Fulton Street,

Robertson & Sons,
New York City, U. S. A.
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spondcnce, prepared by Gilbert Townsend,
is an interesting pamphlet to laymen as well
as journeymen carpenters. The general
subject of timber, its defects and varieties,
as well as its good points, is taken up and
the qualities of the timber from various
trees discussed. The tools are next in
order and the methods of laying out work
and of framing up. Joints and splices are
shown for spike, mortise and tenon and
other forms. The latter part of the book
takes up the question of house framing for
the sills, side walls, openings, and floors,
giving in great detail and with instructive
drawings the proper method for doing each
part of the work.
The Cement Age is a monthly maga
zine devoted to the interests of cement and
which discusses the modern uses in en
gineering work and in the building of
foundations and structures. The Septem
ber number is devoted to the use of cement
in the construction of the New York Sub
way, and contains articles by William B.
Parsons, chief engineer, on the Time-Sav
ing Method for Sending Cement, by
George W. Wright, deputy chief engineer,
on Concrete in Subway Work, by Alfred
Craven on the Minor Uses of Reinforced
Cement in the Subway, by Robert W ridgeway, on the East River Tunnel, and a
number of other articles on the various
uses of this valuable and popular building
material.
CENTRAL FOUNDRY CO., of 116
Randolph St., New York City, is issuing in
the interests of improved gas and water
mains a pamphlet entitled "The Leaky
Joint Problem and How Solved." This
pamphlet describes the leakage in gas and
water mains and the causes which produce
such leakage. It shows, also, the method
for using universal fittings as manufac
tured by the company and some of the re
sults which have been obtained. A sepa
rate pamphlet, known as Catalog and Pricelist U, shows the various fittings manu
factured by the company, with mentioned
prices and telegraphic code symbols. The
system is one which is worth while looking
up and getting in mind, as it has consider
able advantages for underground pipe line
work.
STROUDSBURG ENGINE WORKS,
Stroudsburg, Pa., manufacture high-grade
hoisting machinery, and in catalog A de
scribe the different types of hoisting en
gines made by the company. Tables of
sizes, horsepower, etc., are given and also
full descriptions of details.
THOS. H. DALLETT CO., Philadel
phia, Pa., sends us a neat and well-printed
catalog on portable drilling machinery.
Illustrations of the various types, which
are especially good, are given, with com
plete data on the size, weight, etc., of the
parts composing the drill.
THE MASON REGULATOR CO.,
Boston, Mass., has just issued a price list
of repair parts for all sizes of Mason re
ducing valves. A copy of this list will be
mailed on application.
FLOWING OIL WELLS WITH
COMPRESSED AIR is the title of an in
teresting catalog issued by the IngersollScrgeant Drill .Co., whose main office is 26
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Cortlandt Street, New York City. The
pamphlet explains why compressed air is
used in preference to steam and goes into
detail in regard to the Moran-Moser sys
tem which is installed by the company. The
details of the construction of the well cas
ing, the air pipe, and the discharge tubing
are shown. The air compressors manufac
tured by the Ingersoll-Sergcant Co. are
also fully described.
THE EMERSON STEAM PUMP
CO., 1410 G St., N. W., Washington,
D. C, describes in a neat pamphlet the
Emerson double-cylinder steam pump,
which the company manufactures. The
leading features of the Emerson system
are simplicity, efficiency and economy, re
liability and durability.
The catalog
shows a line cut of the pump and gives a
lull description of its working. It is par
ticularly adapted to deep well working, and
for situations where there is a large
amount of sand, gravel and other impuri
ties in the water to be handled.
PHILLIP CAREY MANUFACTUR
ING CO., whose general offices arc at Sta
tion R, Cincinnati, Ohio, is issuing a cata
log describing Carey's magnesia. This
well-known material is used for pipe cov
ering in connection with asbestos and other
substances. The catalog is beautifully
gotten out and shows how asbestos appears
in its natural mineral form and gives also
illustrations of many plants which have
been covered with the magnesia pipe cov
ering. The different forms of covering are
illustrated and a price list is given.
ALL-IRON VALVES, fittings and ac
cessories for ice making and refrigerating
machinery, as manufactured by the Ice
Manufacturing Co., 71 Fulton St., New
York City, are described in catalog A
for 1904. These goods are especially strong
and have special ends for making a joint
which will stand the ammonia pressure.
The full line of fittings includes valves,
return bends, tees, elbows and all possible
parts needed in a system. The catalog
also describes stand and sprinkling pipe
and ammonia condensers of the doublepipe type.
FITNESS OF THE STEAM TUR
BINE for heavy power service is the title
of a paper which was presented before the
New England Railroad Club by J. R. Bibbins and which is now republished in
pamphlet form by the Westinghouse Ma
chine Co. This booklet describes the in
stallation of Westinghouse-Parsons steam
turbines in a number of the large power
stations of the country, including the
Cleveland & Southwestern Railway Co.'s
plant at Elyria, Ohio, The West Penn
Railway &• Lighting Co.'s plant at Connellsville, Pa., and the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Co.'s plant at Philadelphia. The
paper also discusses the general principles
of design, the details of construction of
the machine, and the operating points to
be considered, such as temperature range,
oil, parallel operation, subdivision of power
and economy.
,
ELYRIA GAS ENGINES is the title
of a handsome catalog issued by the Elyria
Gas Engine Co., of Elyria, Ohio. The
company manufactures gas engines from
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10 horsepower upwards, of simple and
good design, and will gladly mail to in
terested parties copies of the catalog,
which contains a good description and clear
illustrations of their engine.
SARVENT
MARINE
ENGINE
WORKS, of Chicago, build the Sarvent
marine gasoline engines, which are of the
internal combustion type, operate on the
standard four-cycle principle and are built
with one, two or four cylinders. A brief
and clear description of these engines and
half-tone illustrations are given in the cata
log on marine engines issued by the com
pany.
ROPE is the title of a little catalog
issued by The American Manufacturing
Co., 65 Wall St., New York City. The
company manufactures pure manila rope,
sisal and jute rope twines and makes a
specialty of transmission rope, drilling
cables and ship hawsers. Data and illus
trations on these products arc given in the
catalog, which will be freely sent to inter
ested parties upon application.
THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG.
CO., of Cincinnati, Ohio, recently consoli
dated with Allis-Chalmers Co., of Chicago,
is sending out bulletin No. 1,029 011 engine
type generators for direct current. These
generators are of substantial construction
and are well adapted to the exacting serv
ice required from this type of apparatus.
Novel features of the machine are the type
of brush holders used and the oscillating
device, which carries the entire brush
rigging on trunnions slowly back and for
ward lengthwise on the commutator, and
prevents the brushes from wearing grooves
in the latter. Numerous illustrations of
the generator and its various parts and a
clear description of same are contained in
the bulletin. ,
CONSTRUCTION NOTES.
Barton Parish Refrigerator Co., with
a capital of $10,000, is to establish a plant
for the manufacture of refrigerators at
Danville, 111.
Janesville, Ga., is to expend $1,300 for
a new lighting station and machinery.
Lorain Supply Co., of Lorain, Ohio, is
to build a factory 250 x 50 feet under the
direction of Mr. Huffman.
Durable Steam Trap Co., with a capi
tal of $20,000, has been incorporated at
Youngstown, Ohio, to place on the mar
ket a new design of Steam Traps.
Albany, (Ind.), water and light plant
will be reconstructed under the charge of
Leonard Metcalf, general superintendent."
Cain & O'Berry boiler foundry will
erect a new building at Orlando, Fla.
TRADE NOTES.
YORK MFG. CO., York, Pa., has re
ceived the contract from The People's
Ice & Mfg. Co., Brownsville, Texas, for
installing a complete 20-ton ice making
plant ; the contract for the machinery of
a 125-ton cross-compound condensing re
frigerating plant in the brewery of Rcubsain & Hoermann, Stapleton, S. I., N. Y. ;
also the contract for a 100-ton refrigerating
machine and cooling plant from the Midvale Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
THE BUCKEYE BOILER SKIM
MER CO., Toledo, Ohio, are in receipt of
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Dynamotors
and
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Transformers.

THIS BELT IS IN ONE OF OUR LARGEST AND
MOST MODERN RAILROAD SHOPS
Boiler Shop belt : 12 in. double leather, 19 ft. 6 in.
centers. From 6 ft. 8 in. pulley to 30 in. driven pulley,
both iron. Speed of driver, 83 revolutions per minute.
This shows what is possible on an almost vertical
belt, after Cling-Surface has stopped all slipping. The
necessity for tight belts simply drops off the horizon.
Draw a line from pulley to pulley where the belt used to
run when tight and see the increased wrap. Now it is
5-6 of the driver. There is no adhesion (note how
quietly the slack lifts off the driver), the belt grips and
lets go as your hand leaves a tool handle it has gripped.
Order Cling-Surface on trial and see for yourself.
Cling-Surface Company
164-170 Virginia Street Buffalo N Y
New York
Chicago
New Orleans
St Louis
Philadelphia
Denver
Boston
St Paul
Toronto
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Bachelder Indicator
With Ideal Wheel
Attached

THIMO PIPE WRENCH
"The

Big

Trimo" Pipe Wrench, 8 sizes from 6 In. to 48
in. long. Capacity from ! a in. wire to 5 in. pipe.
Three"
"Trimo" Pipe Cutter, 8 sizes, cuts pipe from ^
in. to 3 inches. Convertible into a three wheel
cutter by substituting wheels for the two rolls.
PATLNTU) l(M

Crocker-WHeeler Company
Manufacturers of Direct and
Alternating Current Gener.
atora, Direct Current Motors
and Accessories.
Ampere. N. J.
Branch Offices in 16 Large Cities.

SPECIALTIES OF THE
Trimont Mfg.
ROXBURV. MASS.

Co.

"TRIMO" BULL DOG CHAIN WRENCH.
7 sizes; capacity M in. to 12 in. pipe. This is
the strongest wrench made, and it will stand
rough using. Chain will not drop out when Motto: The Best of Their Kinds.
socket, into which the chain is placed while We spare no expense to make them so.
In use, is on the under side.

FAIR
OFFER
We will send an INDICATOR or BEDCCING WB]
or both, subject to examlnaticn at Express Office,
returned at our expense if not found to be flrst-cla
every detail, or we will send ore of our 60OT 6TJC
TTJBE CLEANEB8, subject to trial and
proval, to bn returned if not satisfactory

THE SOOT SUCK!
draws the soot from the tubes '
out admitting steam into thoi
Spencer Damper Regulator
Automatic Oil Cups.
Grate Bars, All Kinds
Steam and Oil Beparatt
Furnace Blowers
Complete, convenient and reliable, Beady for various pressures without change of'sp
GUARANTEED CORRECT.

SEND FOE OUR CATALOGUE.

JOHN S. BUSHNELL CO.,
124 and 126 Liberty St.,
NEW YOF
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the following letter from the Yesbera Mfg.
Co. at Ellsworth :
"It has been about 2 years since we sub
stituted your floating skimmer, which ad
justs itself to the varying quantities of
water in the boiler, for the stationary style
previously in use, and since then we have
never had a particle of trouble, the new ar
rangement working perfectly and giving
complete satisfaction."
THE EXCELLENCE of the products
of the Burt Mfg. Co. is evidenced by the
repeated orders which it receives from the
largest concerns in the country. The com
pany has recently made a shipment to the
U. S. Steel Corporation of its oil filters
and exhaust heads, which now makes a
total of 151 oil filters and seventy exhaust
heads supplied to this large corporation
by the Burt Mfg. Co. It has also recently
sent three oil filters, with automatic water
separator attachments, to the Penn Iron
Co., Lancaster, Pa.
THE NORTHERN ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO., of Madison, Wis., has been
awarded the contract for the entire motor
equipment of the new shops of the South
ern Railway Co. at Spencer, N. C, de
signed by S. D. Cushing, signal and elec
trical engineer of the Southern Railway
Co. About 450 horsepower of motors will
be required. A combination of group and
individual drive will be used, and all motor
driven tools requiring speed variation are
to be equipped with Northern two-wire,
variable speed motors. The Northern Elec
trical Mfg. Co. will also furnish a 50-kilowatt generator for lighting the shops of
the company at Alexandria, Va.
WHEN A FIRM spends years in the
continual production of any one article,
always studying with the object in view of
improving that article, it goes without say
ing that merit exists there. For a longer
time than that the men behind the Eagle
Oil & Supply Co., 104 Broad street, Boston,
Mass., have devoted their best energies to
the making of a line of machinery oils.
The result of this devotion is their brand
called "Eagleine." They will be glad to
send a sample can to any who desire it.
FRANK A. SIMONDS, of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., is indebted to Bel ding Bros. &
Co., Belding, Mich., for the following let
ter:
"Regarding the steam receiver and sep
arator recently installed on the 7-inch feed
pipe of our 26 x 48 Corliss engine, would
say that this pipe is approximately 50 feet
long between the boilers and the engine cyl
inder, has three elbows and has always
shown considerable vibration.
"Since installing this device of yours the
vibration has wholly disappeared. We had
been troubled for several months, during
which time we were running the plant to
its full capacity, and particularly on Mon
day mornings, with a rush of water from
the boiler into the cylinder, sometimes com
pelling us to stop the engine for a short
time. This difficulty has now nearly dis
appeared, and even to the extent that if
water does draw over, it is trapped out of
the receiver without a particle going into
the engine cylinder.
"We have covered the receiver and sep
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arator with asbestos felt cement, so that
we consider there is no loss from con
densation, and our engineer is of the opin
ion that he uses less packing and oil than
before the apparatus was installed."
LAWRENCE MACHINE CO., of
Lawrence, Mass., which has been building
centrifugal pumps for the past 21 years,
has just been awarded the contract for
three steam and electrically driven pumps
for the United States Navy Department to
deliver respectively 2,000, 3,000 and 3,500
gallons of water per minute to a maximum
elevation of 35 feet.
The well-known excellence of the types
of centrifugal pumps built by this company,
as well as its reputation for first-class work
manship and details of construction, assures
the navy department of acquiring wreck
ing pumps of the highest efficiency and
durability.
The Lawrence Machine Co. in the past
has furnished nearly all the large wrecking
pumps for the Boston Tow Boat Co. and
the Merrit Wrecking Co., of New York,
who have placed many repeated orders with
the Lawrence Machine Co. for their prod
uct. The success of the recent negotiation
with the navy department, referred to
above, is largely due to the skill and energy
of the Lawrence Machine Co's. New York
agent, W. H. C. Lee, of 39 Cortlandt street,
and the company's consulting engineer, Wm.
O. Webber, of 53 State street, Boston, Mass.
WM. P. DENNIS, Philadelphia, Pa.,
installed a Straight Line damper regulator
for the Watts Regulator Co., and received
the following report on its operation :
"We have tested the Straight Line
damper regulator and find that it does not
vary more than I pound; also that it works
on 10 pounds water pressure. It will work
as low as 8 pounds steam pressure, and
have tested it successfully on 150 pounds.
All that it needs is a heavier diaphragm
to work on a very much higher pressure."
H. B. UNDERWOOD & CO. OF
PHILADELPHIA is sending out and sup
plying to interested parties a keyring and
tag bearing the firm's advertisement.
THE OHIO BLOWER CO., Cleveland,
Ohio, has received the following letter
from the Metropolitan Paving Brick Co.,
Canton, Ohio :
"Answering your letter of July 6, we
are pleased to say, that the best evidence
we can offer of the satisfactory operation
of the s-kilowatt generator, direct con
nected to the Bayley 5 x 7-inch vertical
automatic engine, purchased of you up
wards of 1 year ago for our Willow plant,
is the second order for a 10-kilowatt gen
erator, direct connected to a 7 x 7-inch
Bayley, vertical automatic engine that we
gave to you about 3 months ago for our
Imperial plant, which is giving equally
good satisfaction as the first.
THE DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG.
CO., of Urbana, O., received the following
letter from Jennings & Ellis, railroad con
tractors :
"Please express us C. O. D. to Macdonald, W. Va., one No. 3 injector. The two
we received some time ago have proven
perfectly satisfactory. They are the best
we have ever used."

November 15, 1904.

WANTED
Positions wanted advertisements not exceeding
BO word* tor subscribers to The Engineer will be
inserted twicefree of charge.
Help wanted and special advertisements, AO
words or lets, $1.50 per insertion; additional words
t cents each.
Original letters of reference should not be en
closed with replies to advei tisements appearing in
these columns, as they are frequently minlaid and
lost, A copy ofthe reference will serve thepurpose:
ERECTING ENGINEERS.
First-class erecting men wanted by the
Reeves Engine Co. Address, Reeves Engine
Co.. Trenton. N. J.
22
POSITION.
Graduate of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; three years' practical experience
with large contractor for steam piping, three
years with present firm of mechanical engi
neers, designing central heating plants, heat
ing and ventilating systems In schools and
office buildings, would like position with firm
manufacturing, installing or exporting steam
apparatus. Address, E. C, care The Engi
neer
22
POSITION
by certificated English marine engineer and
machinist to take charge of steam or elec
tric lighting and power plant. Experienced
with high and low speed engines. Corliss,
compound and triple-expansion types. A. C.
and D. C. generators, motors, etc. Mechan
ical draftsman. Married, strictly sober;
moderate wages for permanency. References.
Address. R. F. Is. care The Engineer.
22
POSITION
as engineer in small plant, or assistant in
large plant. Have second-class Detroit li
cense. Steady, sober and industrious. 22
years of age. Can furnish first-class license.
Will go anywhere. Address J. H., care The
Engineer.
22
POSITION
by an experienced engineer in a small plant,
or fireman in laige plant. Sober and indus
trious. Iowa preferred. Address, D. A. C
care The Engineer.
22
POSITION
as engineer by experienced engineer, familiar
with Corliss and automatic engines. Can
take charge of electric system or ice plant
and can do my own repairing and pipe fit
ting. Will go to any healthful locality.
Married, 30 years of age. references if de
sired. Address, S. F. C, care The Engi
neer;
22
POSITION
as engineer. Ten years' experience. Firstclass Ohio license. Am familiar with dif
ferent heating systems and electric lighting,
3*4 years at present situation. References
and reasons for leaving given upon requost. Address H. W. E.. care Engineer. 23
TO BETTER MY POSITION.
At present employed; seven years' expe
rience in charge of single, tandem and crosscompound Corliss engines, high speed en
gines up to 700 h p. Thoroughly familiaiwith pumping and lighting machinery, heat
ing systems. First-class Ohio license. Age
23., temperate, references. Address, R. L.
F., care The Engineer.
22
forTsale cheap.
Full line of brass patterns (gated), also
all machinery and stock of the New Engi
neers' Favorite Flue Cleaner. For further
particulars inquire of Stewart Heater Co.,
Buffalo. N. Y.
tf
WANTED,
a draftsman with experience in engine de
sign, by firm in Ohio. In writing give de
tailed experience and salary expected. Ad
dress W. T. C, care The Engineer.
23
WANTED,
an experienced, reliable man to erect and
install Corliss engines of medium size; state
age. experience and salary wanted. Address
N. E. B., care The Engineer.
23
_FOR SALE,
CROSS COMPOUND CORLISS ENGINE.
LMx46x4S. Good condition. Cheap. Mattron Mfg. Co.. Sheboygan, Wis.
23
WANTED.
Salesmen or manufacturers' agents In each
of the following cities:
Philadelphia,
Boston.
Chicago.
Buffalo.
St. Louis.
Must be thoroughly familiar with the sale
of engine packiiiKs and have a laige ac
quaintance among engineers in respective
localities. Address, stating experience and
reference, P. O. Box 275, Pittsburg. Pa. 22
IF INTERESTED,
send postal card for catalog, giving a com
plete description of Hawkins' Practical En
gineers' Library, consisting of seven volumes
on steam and rlociiicil engineering. and
mechanical drawing. Theo. Audel & Co., 63
Fifth Ave.. New link City.
tf
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CROSS COMPOUND CORLISS ENGINE, BUILT BY H BOLLINCKX, BRUSSELS,
BELGIUM.
THE Bollinckx engines arc of the hori
zontal type, with either the Corliss
or Rider valve gear, and embody
many unique features of interest. We illus
trate in Fig. i the cross compound engine
exhibited at Paris in 1900, which is typical
of the large engines built by this firm. The
cylinders are carried on castiron feet,
which are free to move with expansion and
contraction due td varying
temperatures, and are bolted
in front to the frames which
carry the slides ; the frames
being rigidly fixed to the
foundations. The cylinder
heads as well as the cylinders
themselves are steam jacket
ed, and the cylinders are built
up each of two parts, which
are bolted together at one end
only, thus allowing freedom
to expand relatively to one
another. This construction is
shown in Fig. 2. One of
these parts forms the liner,
with which is cast the front
valve boxes, the other form
ing the outer shell of the cyl
inder, with which is cast the
rear valve boxes. The liner
is serrated on the outer sur
face to facilitate the trans
mission of heat from the
jacket.
The pistons are hollow,
and very deep, as shown in
Fig. 2. The piston rods are
pressed into place by hy
draulic pressure, and there is
no projection at either end of
the piston, so that the clear
ance spaces are reduced to
slightly less than 2 per cent of
the piston displacement. The Corliss valves
are of special design, intended to avoid
leakage due to the wear of the spindles
and bearings. The valves consist simply
of small segments of cylinders with projec
tions on the back which engage with Vshaped drivers fixed to the spindles, so
that when the spindles get out of alignment
the valves will still be free to maintain a
steam-tight bearing on their seats. The
glands on the spindles are not packed, re
liance being placed on the accurate fitting
of the spindle in its bearing.
The cranks are pressed on the shaft, at
right angles to each other, the shaft being

of wrought steel, 20 inches in diameter in
the flywheel and 15 inches in the bearings,
which are 22 inches long. The bushings or
linings are of white metal, in four seg
ments, and can be removed without raising
the shaft. The air pump is driven by
levers from the low-pressure crank as
shown in Fig. 1. The pump is placed be
neath the floor level, and is of the single

for a longer or shorter period, depending
on the position of its pivot with regard to
the axis of the valve, the position of the
pivot being shifted by the governor accord
ing to the speed of the engine. Each ad
mission valve has a special air dashpot,
shown in section in Fig. 4, which comprises
a large and a small cylinder, A and B
respectively, the latter serving as a vacuum

FIG. r. 1,000-HORSEPOWER CROSS COMPOUND CORLISS ENGINE.
acting type, with a bucket 20 inches in
diameter and a stroke of 1 1 inches.
The valves are actuated by means of
two eccentrics ; the exhaust valves being
positively driven, but the admission valve
gear is of the trip type, and is controlled,
by the governor on the high-pressure cyl
inder, the low-pressure gear being adjust
able by hand. The trip gear, illustrated in
Fig. 3, consists of a rod working on a cen
ter, which is moved by the action of the
governor, and carrying a hardened steel
roller, which engages with a projection
from the valve spindle. The rod is actu
ated by an eccentric, and opens the valve

pump, which closes the admissioyi valve
when it is released by the trip gear, while
the former provides an air cushion to pre
vent shock. The plunger, C, when at the
bottom of its stroke opens a relief valve
to restore equilibrium.
The flywheel is in two parts, with an
external diameter of l8K> feet, and weighs
20 tons.
The constructional details of the engine
have been worked out with great care, with
a view to obtaining high economy and
durability. The steam consumption per
horsepower hour is 1 1.8 pounds at full load
with an initial pressure ot 100 pounds per

798
square inch. Special attention has also
been given to the lubrication, which is
effected for the most part by means of a
pump, the oil being used repeatedly.
The principal data of the engine are as
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HIGH AND LOW-PRESSURE STEAM
PIPING OF THE NEW YORK
SUBWAY POWER HOUSE.
BY FRANZ KOESTER.
TWO years ago, the general plan of the
Subway power house was described
and a general lay out given. For
two years the work has gone steadily for
ward on the lines there indicated until the
work is now practically completed. No

FIG. 2. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF CYLINDER.
follows : Cylinders, 30 and 45 inches diam
eter, the stroke, 59 inches, and the speed,
80 revolutions per minute. The engine is
rated by the builders at 1,000 horsepower.
The adhesive force of locomotives to
keep the wheels from slipping must be
greater than the tractive force. The co
efficient of adhesion is greater for large
wheels than small ones, but to what extent

FIG. I. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF PIPING FOR
A UNIT IN THE PIPE SPACE.
FIG. 3. VALVE CEAR OF THE HIGH-PRESSURE
CYLINDER.
has not yet been determined. For wheels
over 7 feet in diameter, it amounts to about
480 pounds per ton in average weather.
In the case of good engines with wheels
of 5 feet and under, it is probably about

expense has been spared to make this plant
the best possible in every way, hence the
details of construction are of great interest
as showing the most modern engineering
practice and the results of the best engi
neering skill that the country can furnish.

December i, 1904.
biter of the destinies of a considerable por
tion of New York, since it must carry to
and from their business the population of
the northern section of the city, and on
the excellence of the service rendered must
depend the growth of that part of the city
reached by the extensions of the elevated
and underground systems. For the ele
vated system equipment and power had
already been provided. For the Subway,
they are now completed and the new power
house at Fifty-eighth street and Eleventh
avenue is in active service.
This power house is built to accommo
date seventy-two Babcock & Wilcox boil
ers of 600 horsepower each, sixty of them
being now in place. The engine room is
designed to accommodate twelve 8,000horsepower main units, of which nine are
now installed. They are of the "Manhattan
type," built by The Allis-Chalmers Co. A
tenth unit is composed of four 1,200-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbines, three
of which are now ready. These turbines
are located in the center of the plant be
tween main engines Nos. 6 and 7. Within
this area are also located two 400-horsepower compound vertical engines direct
connected to exciter generators.
For the convenient and safe operation
of this enormous plant, it is divided into
six sections, each comprising twelve boil
ers and two main engines.
Each of the two low-pressure cylinders
of one engine unit is supplied with its own
barometric condenser, the two condensers
being cared for by one vertical, steamdriven, double-acting circulating pump, and
a steam-driven air pump. All of these
pumps, as well as the boiler feed pumps
(one for every six boilers), are located in
a line at the side of the engine room ad
joining the boiler room.
Much care and study were given to the
arrangement of the pipe lines for distrib
uting steam through this plant. A special

FIG. 4. CONSTRUCTION OF DASHPOT.
FIG. 4. VIEW OF MAIN HEADER AND EQUALIZING PIPES.
350 pounds per ton. Under very favorable
conditions, these figures may be increased
25 per cent, but under the worst conditions,
the adhesion is probably not greater than
half these values.

By the acquirement of the Manhattan
Elevated Railroad, the Interborough Rapid
Transit Co., which was organized to build
and operate the Subway, became the ar-

space was set apart in the engine room ad
joining the boiler room—for the main pipe
lines, and a floor, 14 feet, 6 inches above
the main engine room floor, was provided

December i, 1904.
to give easy access to these lines. All
valves on these pipe lines have long stems
extending through the wall into the engine
room, so that they are operated from a
gallery supported by brackets against the
columns of the wall.
The boilers are arranged in two rows,
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a steam reservoir. Long bends lead from
the side of the steam separators to the
throttles at the bottom of the engines. The
above steam route represents the normal

connection from any given boiler unit to its
own engine unit.
In order to provide flexibility, and to
guard against accidents, the steam lines are

fig. 3. HANGERS AND END ELEVATION OF
MAIN STEAM PIPING.
and in batteries of two. Each boiler has
three steam drums, with 6-inch pipe con
nections, the three drums being connected
by U bends into a 9-inch pipe. Three of
these 9-inch pipes from three boilers lead
to a 14-inch pipe with long bends. The
14-inch pipe from the row of boilers farther
from the engine room passes over the row
of boilers near the engine room, where it
is increased to 17-inch and receives steam
through three other 9-inch pipes from the
three other boilers. Thus the steam from
one unit of six boilers passes through a
17-inch pipe to the pipe space where it is
distributed to the engines.

0

a

ezzza

Each of these 17-inch main steam pipe
lines connects, in the pipe space, to a ver
tical manifold, whose uses will be explained
later. The upper end of the vertical head
er, carrying the manifold, terminates in a
tee, 17 x 14 x 14 inches, from the branches
of which two 14-inch pipes lead in long
bends to serve the two high-pressure cyl
inders of one main engine. Each of these
pipes passes through the floor and connects
through long bends to a steam separator,
which is built especially large (3 feet diam
eter x 10 feet long) in order to also act as

FIG. 2. PLAN AND ELEVATION OF PUMP PIPING IN PIPE SPACE.

800
so arranged that any boiler unit may serve
any engine unit throughout the entire in
stallation. This is accomplished by three
serpentine lines of 12-inch pipe connecting
the vertical headers or manifolds. This
system of piping, besides acting in the
above capacity may be used as an equali
zation system, in switching in an additional
engine and generator to work in parallel
with other generators, when it is desirable
to have all engines working under the same
steam pressure. But, of course, the use of
the pipes for this purpose would greatly
increase the condensation.
The vertical header or manifold is sup-

FIG. (). CROSS USED FOR MAIN STEAM PIPE
CONNECTION' TO BOILEK DRUMS.
ported on a castiron base, resting on the
steel work of the building, the upper part
being well anchored by tension rods with
turn-buckles, to resist movement due to
expansion and contraction of the piping.
The equalization pipes are suspended by
hangers of the usual type, except in the
immediate vicinity of the manifolds. Here
the hangers are provided with springs at
the upper ends, to allow for the expansion
of the manifold. All steam pipes are well
supported by hangers. In cases where there
would be much movement due to expan
sion, the hangers are provided with rollers,
as shown in one of the illustrations, where
three 9-inch pipes enter one 14-inch pipe
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may all be operated by air pressure from
one central point. The gate valves are all
geared, and have stems reaching to accessi-

FIG. 8. SUPPORT FOR CASTIRON FEED MAIN.

the reciprocating engines, because the
steady demand for steam by the turbines
makes a steam reservoir of no advantage.
On account of the fact that the tur
bines are used for supplying light in the
tunnels, it is necessary to make certain that
no supposable accident to steam lines could
cripple this unit. The same main which
supplies the turbines also supplies the ex
citer sets, which are also most necessary to
the operation of the system. In order to
meet these requirements, supplementary
steam lines are connected from the upper
equalizing main. These pipes, which are

ble places. All valves from 12-inch up are
provided with bypasses.
Near each manifold in the 17-inch pipe
leading from the boilers, is a 6-inch con
nection for the pumps, which leads through
a steam separator. The pump piping is so
connected with the main lines that, when
desired, any boiler group may operate any
pump, in the same manner that it may op
erate any engine.
Twelve boilers, constituting the two
units in the center for supplying the tur
bines and one main unit, are equipped with
superheaters. As it is not necessary to

FIG. 10. CONDENSERS AND ATMOSPHERIC EX
HAUST FOR ONE ENGINE UNIT.

FIG. 9. FLANGE ENDS OF CASTIRON PIPE.
operate all of the turbines, four boilers are
sufficient for the turbine unit, and the other
two boilers are piped up in the adjoining
boiler groups.
For the turbine section, the general
scheme of piping is the same as for the
main engines, as two 14-inch main pipes
curve over from the top of the manifold,

10 inches »in diameter, leave the main in
long bends, pass through the main engine
room floor, and connect with the turbine
header line.
As the steam supplying the turbines is
superheated to about 500 degrees F., and
because of the many fittings on the tur
bine header, the question of expansion be
comes very important. This matter has
had careful attention in the design of the
lines, in providing long bends, and in pro
viding anchors in proper places.

DIMENSIONS OF CASTIRON TIPE FLANGES.

FIG. ~. SECTION OF BOILER FEED PIPING.
over the boilers. Here the rollers run on
1 beams, so that the movement would allow
indefinite expansion.
Valves arc liberally distributed through
out the pipe system, quick-closing valves
being supplied where desirable in addition
to the gate valves. The quick-closing valves

Diameter <if pipe (inside)
Thickness of shell
Diameter or flange
Thickness of flange
Diameter of bolt circle .
Nnmber of bolts.
Size of bolls
Diameter of bolt holes
Diameter of raised seat
Diameter of spot bore
Thickness of shoulder
Length of shoulder

|
I
I
|
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1 1 l'« Pi, 1>4 \\
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2* 2 TL 3 3! i
2,'J 2'J 2*
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2H

pass through the main engine room floor
and rise from the steam separators to the
turbines. The separators for the turbines
are not specially large, as in the case of

16
14
26
2".
20
1%
21':
2*

17
m
274
2%
24',
20
ll*
IS
23
2S
2>*
3H

A system of valves is arranged in the
turbine header, so that steam may be sup
plied through the principal connections
from the manifold, or through the supple
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mentary connection from the equalizing
main, either system being entirely separate
from the other.
High-pressure steam lines are designed
for a working pressure of 175 to 200
pounds, and were tested under much higher
pressure. The pipes are extra heavy weld
ed steel, and are flared at the ends for the
reception of loose, movable flanges. These
flared ends are ground to make joints with
out gaskets. John Van Vleck, the'designer
and constructor of this power plant, has
had long experience with ground joint fit
tings, and has found, contrary to the gen
eral impression, that these are the best for
high-pressure work. The flanges are extra
heavy forged steel, made by Krupp, in
Essen, Germany.
Another high-pressure pipe system is
that of the boiler feed line. Each boiler
feed pump delivers through an 8-inch castiron pipe to a closed heater in the pipe
room, whence an 8-inch castiron pipe leads
down under the boiler room floor, and con-
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From the 8-inch header an extra strong
3-inch brass pipe leads up through the floor
by the side of each pair of boilers, and
crosses over the top of the drums, making

justable pipe hanger used on the boiler feed
main. For the castiron pipe, special flange
ends are provided as shown in the illus
tration. The table gives dimensions for

FIC. 12. SIDE ELEVATION OF EXHAUST SHOWING CONDENSER CONNECTIONS.
a loop. From this loop, 2}^-inch branch
pipes lead down to feed in each drum.
This loop is well provided with check and

FIG. II. ELEVATION OF EXHAUST PIPING.
nects to two header lines run under the
floor in front of the boilers. Long return
bends arc inserted in these header lines to
provide for expansion.

stop valves, and valves are so provided in
the header system that any pump may feed
any boiler group.
One of the illustrations shows the ad-

various sizes as determined by Mr. Van
Vleck, who determined also the design of
the forged steel fittings which are of the
same shape and proportions.
LOW-PRESSURE SYSTEM.
Each low-pressure cylinder exhausts
through a 30-inch pipe to an Alberger
barometric condenser. Cooling water is
supplied to each condenser through a
14-inch pipe, two of which branch from
an 18-inch pipe delivering from the circu
lating pump, which takes its suction from a
24-inch pipe leading from the intake tun
nel; all pipes are castiron.
Air is exhausted from the condenser
heads through 6-inch pipes, two of which
are connected to one 8-inch pipe, leading
to the dry air pump. All air pumps dis
charge into the main exhaust pipes of the
engines. The air pipes are of steel, with
joints made with special care to prevent
vacuum breaking. Two condenser heads
composing one unit are connected by a 12inch equalizing pipe, which is run with a
long sweep bend to allow for expansion.
In case a condenser should fail to work,
a relief valve allows the exhaust to go to
atmosphere through a 30-inch pipe, which
runs down under the engine room floor,
and follows around the engine foundation,
where it joins a similar pipe from the next
unit and leads by a 40-inch pipe up through
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the pipe space and through the low part
of the roof between engine and boiler
rooms. The riser above the roof is 48-inch,
and is supported on a stone base on the
division wall ; it is provided with a head
8 feet in diameter. This main exhaust pipe
is entered by subsidiary exhaust lines from
the various pumps, for use in cases of
emergency when they are not discharging
into the feed-water heaters.
All main exhaust pipes are of sheet iron
single riveted, and fitted with castiron
flanges and gaskets. All are well drained
at proper points, the drain pipes leading to
tanks.
In the exhaust pipe' system expansion is
provided for in some cases by slip joints,
and in others by corrugated copper expan
sion joints.
A PROMINENT ENGINEER of the Power &
Mining Machinery Co. gives the following
interesting particulars concerning the econ
omies of gas generating plants, as com
pared with steam plants.
The yearly records of eleven electric
power stations, each serving a population of
S,ooo or less, and of forty-five stations,
each serving 5,000 or more, shows results
as follows :
Average brake horsepower devel
oped
1,235
Average coal consumption per
brake horsepower hour
5.5 lbs.
Average cost of coal per ton
$
4.30
Cost of fuel in steam plant (oper
ating 10 hours per day), 33.96
tons coal at $4.30
146.02
Cost of fuel with gas engines and
producers, 772 tons coal at $4.30
33-'9
Saving per day
Annual savings
$112.83)

$ 112.83
(365 days at
$41,182.95

This is a saving of over 77 per cent fbr
fuel alone, paying practically 11 per cent
on the average capital invested in the above
fifty-six plants.
The yearly record of six power stations
of one of the largest street railways systems
in America shows an average output of
15,610,934 brake horsepower hours per an
num with a coal consumption of 2.9 pounds
per brake horsepower hour. With the
producer gas system the company guaran
tees to develop this power with a coal con
sumption not to exceed 1% pounds per
brake horsepower hour, or with coal at
$3 per ton, to make a saving of practically
$38,600 per annum on each station, or a
grand total of $232,000.
These producers work on hard or soft
coal, wood, or coke, change from one to
the other being made without interruption
of working.
It is reported by Marshal Halstead,
Consul at Birmingham, Eng., that the Ger
man Admirality has given orders for the
construction of several oil tank steamships
for the use of the German fleet. It is also
stated that all German battleships are now
equipped for burning oil as well as coal,
and that the use of tankships of the kind
ordered has been found to facilitate the
pumping of oil into tanks of war vessels.

STEAM TURBINE PERFORMANCE.
BY J. R. BIBBINS.
(Abstract of a paper presented before the
American Street Railway Association.)
5 'OR fulfilling the severe requirements
\P of railway work in regard to fluc
tuating load and severe overload,
the steam turbine seems to be almost ideal.
As it employs simple rotary motion, the ro
tative inertia of the moving element be
comes enormous at the usual operative
speeds and assists in the maintenance of
uniform speed of rotation under wide vari
ations in torque.
30000]
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FIG. I. CURVES OF TESTS OF A 750-KIL0WATT
STEAM TURBINE OF PARSONS TYPE
High overload capacity may be obtained
by two methods. A turbine may be built
which will, under the usual governor con
trol, give its maximum economy at 1,500
kilowatts. If 50 per cent overload capacity
is desired, it may be rated at 1,000 kilo
watts, but as the economy of the turbine
increases progressively with the load, it is
evident that the turbine will not show
as good economy at normal loads as at
overloads. A more efficient method in
volves the use of a secondary admission
valve identical in every respect with the
primary admission valve, but which comes
into operation only when the overload upon
the turbine has reached a predetermined
amount. This secondary valve admits highpressure steam to a later point in the ex
pansion range of the turbine, thus, for the
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FIG. 2. RESULTS OF TEST ON A 4OO-KILOVVATT
WESTINGHOUSE-PARSONS STEAM TURBINE.
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time being, increasing the capacity, with,
however, a slight decrease in economy, but
the best economy of the turbine is realized
under normal loading,
The curves, Figs, i and 2. illustrate
these points. It is noticeable in Fig. 1
that, after the secondary valve has come
into use, the falling off in economy from
that occurring at full load becomes less
and less as the overload increases. In the
test of the 400-kilowatt turbine, Fig. 2, the

speed curve plainly indicates the point at
which the secondary valve "took hold" and
prevented further drop in speed.
An important difference is apparent be
tween the character of the water rate curve
for the turbine and for a reciprocating en
gine with cut-off valve gear. The rating
of the engine is usually based upon the
occurrence of the point of maximum econ
omy at about 34 or 0.8 full load, while the
turbine reaches its maximum efficiency at .
about full load. As the rating of turbine
and generator are identical, both may be
operated at their respective best efficiencies
at or near full load.
In comparing the performance of re
ciprocating engines with that of turbines,
a point to be borne in mind is that it is
perfectly legitimate for comparisons to be
made between two prime movers under
conditions which may be considered the
most suitable and generally applicable. It
is, therefore, held to be distinctly unfair to
confine the turbine to a vacuum of 25
inches simply on account of the inability
of the reciprocating engine to take advan
tage of higher vacuum ; similarly with su
perheat. It is later shown that higher
vacuum can be obtained in the case of the
turbine at such small cost as to insure a
handsome return under most conditions.
The turbine is so constituted as to utilize
the utmost benefits of high vacuum and
ftj»
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FIG. 3. CURVES SHOWING THE ADVANTAGE OF
SUPERHEATED STEAM FOR TURBINES.
superheat and it should obviously be asso
ciated therewith.
Fig. 1 shows the results of tests on a
750-kilowatt turbine with steam at 150
pounds boiler pressure. Curve A is for a
test made with dry and saturated steam
noncondensing, and shows the total water
per hour; A' shows, for the same test, the
water per horsepower-hour. Curve B
shows total water per hour for a series of
tests run noncondensing and with steam
superheated 100 degrees F., and B' water
per horsepower-hour. C and C are the
corresponding curves for tests made with
dry, saturated steam and 28 inches vacuum
and D and D' for tests with steam of 100
degrees superheat and a vacuum of 28
inches.
Fig. 2 shows results of tests on a 400kilowatt turbine with steam at 150 pounds
pressure, a vacuum of 28 inches and su
perheat of 40 degrees.
Fig. 1 represents the results for both
excellent and poor conditions of service.
With 28 inches vacuum and 100 degrees
superheat a steam consumption of 12.99
pounds per brake horsepower was observed
at slight overload. A series of tests were
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run with superheat and without vacuum,
and vice-versa. It is interesting to observe
that an economy of 13.77 pounds was ob
tained with 28 inches vacuum and no super
heat, 23.46 pounds with no vacuum and 100
degrees superheat, and 28.26 pounds with
out either vacuum or superheat. The nonrs
>5 S
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SUPERHEAT,DEG.r
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FIG. 4. EFFECT OF VACUUM AND SUPERHEAT
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A 1,500-KILO
WATT TURBINE UNIT.
condensing results are excellent in view of
the fact that the turbine was designed en
tirely for condensing service, and indicate
what may be accomplished under condi
tions which are liable to obtain at any time
in any power plant owing to loss of
vacuum from accidents to the condenser or
other causes.
ECONOMICS OF HICH VACUUM AND SUPER
HEAT.
Much uncertainty seems to exist at the
present time concerning the relative value
of high vacuum and superheat. By the
term relative is here meant—not a specific
gain in steam consumption per se, but the
net saving to the power station at the coal
pile.
Is high vacuum or superheat essential to
economical performance, and if not, why
employ them? The reason is not far to
seek: In steam turbine work a distinctly
new engineering problem has arisen in the
shape of enormous steam velocities and
correspondingly high surface and peripher
al speeds. If left unchecked, the fluid
friction results in much lost power and
more or less rapid depreciation. In some
forms of turbines these speeds have been
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large degree the detrimental effects of fric
tion due to entrained moisture at high sur
face speeds.
The nature of the saving due to vacuum
and superheat has been revealed by tests.
Fig. 3 shows the effects of vacuum o to
28 inches. The drooping of the curve of
steam consumption at the right clearly
shows the relative advantages of the last
few inches of vacuum. The curve, Rate
of increase per inch of vacuum shows this
still more clearly. At 21 inches vacuum
the gain is but 1 per cent per inch; at
26H inches it is 2V2 per cent ; and at 28
inches, s'A per cent, the last point being,
however, estimated.
The effect of superheat on economy is
as striking as that of vacuum. In Fig. 4
the steam consumption was reduced 23 per
cent—from 16.45 to 12.66 pounds per elec
trical horsepower at full load by raising the
vacuum 3 inches and superheating 140 de
grees.
ESTIMATED NET SAVING OBTAINED
CASK.

power requirements of the new equipment
will presumably reduce these percentages
by from i to 5 per cent according to the
price at which power is charged.
Thus, assuming an increase in power in
put of 1 per cent, charged at a price of 1
cent per kilowatt-hour, the net saving as
shown by the table will be reduced 3.3,
3.8 and 0.7 per cent respectively. On the
other hand, the percentages will be in
creased if the saving in cost of feed water
is taken into consideration. Thus, at 10
per cent per thousand gallons, which price
prevails in New York, the percentage sav
ing will be increased by 6.3, 3.9 and 1.6
per cent in the respective cases. These es
timates, although largely tentative, certain
ly point to high vacuum as an excellent
investment where high plant economy is
imperative.
The diagram, Fig. 5, embodies these re
lations in graphical form, and in addition
covers for each case a wide range of fuel
FROM THE USE OF HIGH VACUUM.
1

Good Coal
Continuous
Service.
2,000
24
365
1,500
Price coal
per ton (2,000 lbs.)
84.00
9H
iterage economy
Lbs. water per K«. hr.
23
"26 to 28
Water saved per Kw hour
Lbs.
1.84
66,240
3.49
813.96
$5,095.
Gross saving per year
84,000.
Extra cost of condenser
8500.
Interest &%, Depreciation T/2%
$4,585.
Net saving per year
"
" " Capitalized at 5£ $91,900.
Net saving as interest on increased
1 14.9?
investment in 2 " extra vacuum. .

11

III

Med Coal Poor Coal
Continuous
Day
Service.
Service.
2,000
2,000
10
24
300
300
1,000
1,000
81.00
82.00
7
8
22
22
26 to 28
26 to 28
1 76
1.76
17,600
42,240
1.26
2.64
$1.26"
~~$S28~
8378.
81\584
$4,000.
84.000.
$500.
8500.
8- 122.
81,084.
$-2,444.
821,680.
27.1*

-8.05*

From these curves and other data on cost. With cheap coal there is evidently
a point where the high vacuum ceases to
Westinghouse-Parsons machines it is ap
parent that, although wide variations exist, be a source of economy. This is shown
in round numbers 100 degrees superheat under the conditions assumed to corre
spond to coal at 40 cents, 62 cents, and
will insure a decrease in steam consump
tion of about 10 per cent, and 1 inch higher $1.36 per ton respectively. On the other
vacuum (between 25 and 28 inches) 3.5 to hand, the annual saving in cases 1 and 2
4 per cent, depending somewhat upon the is sufficient to equal the original cost of
the improvement with coal at $3.55 and
load.
Upon this assumption we may estimate $5.20 respectively.
With superheated steam the same meth
the net saving resulting from the use of
high vacuum. In the table herewith three od of arriving at the net saving may be
employed. At the present time the super
oases have been calculated embracing pos
sible or typical conditions of service and heat usually specified in American turbine
cost of fuel. A 2,000-kilowatt plant has plants ranges in the neighborhood of 100
so4,
225 329 AM sss e"
been chosen, containing two 1,000-kilowatt degrees F., which is easily within the lim
COG~r Of COAL. RER TON
units. By raising the vacuum 2 inches— its of various forms of apparatus suited
FIG. 5. RELATION OF NET SAVING DUE TO from 26 to 28 inches—a saving in coal re
for mounting within the boiler setting in
HIGH VACUUM TO PRICE OF FUEL/ VACUUM
sults amounting to 3.5, 2.6 and 1.3 tons the path of the flue gases. A gross increase
RAISED FROM 26 INCHES TO 28 INCHES.
per day in the three cases respectively. in economy of 10 per cent is thus effected,
The extra costt of high vacuum condenser and at an investment cost fully 25 per cent
reduced through compounding to such a
less than that for the 2 inches extra
point as to largely reduce the effects of equipment will be not more than $2 per vacuum. Superheat cannot, however, be
kilowatt
capacity
or
$4,000.
Deducting
the
steam friction. In all forms the loss from
obtained for nothing and the net saving
interest and depreciation on this invest
this and other sources may be greatly re
is evidently affected largely by the cost of
ment
from
the
several
fuel
savings
a
net
duced by employing high vacuum and su
saving is determined which represents an heat supplied. In the case of the independ
perheat. The former permits the lowinterest rate of 115 per cent, 27 per cent ent superheater this comprises fuel and
pressure section of the turbine rotor to
stoking; in the case of the boiler super
move in a more rarified atmosphere, and and 3 per cent respectively on the increased heater, the fuel value of heat delivered by
investment
in
high
vacuum.
The
increased
the latter serves to defer the "dew point"
the hot gases.
or beginning of condensation of steam dur
tThis cost is being constantly reduced through
( To be continued. )
ing its expansion, thus eliminating to a improvements in condensing apparatus.
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Nearly all the engines are run from St.
Louis city gas, but the exhibit of the Na
tional Meter Co., consisting of the Nash gas
engines, is run from' the gas producer in
stalled by R. D. Wood & Co., in the Fuels
Building. The exhibit of Nash engines in
cludes, besides the engine installed in the
Fuels Building, nine vertical engines in
Machinery Building. These are of one,

horsepower stationary, and a little 3horsepower vertical which is driving the
pump for the refrigeration installation.
These engines work on the four-stroke
cycle and use compressed air either from
a storage cylinder or a hand pump for start
ing. The governor operates to hold the
exhaust open, prevents the sparker from
working and the admission valves from
opening during the time when a working
stroke is not desired. The governing is of
course by the hit-and-miss method by
means of a catch trigger dropped by the
governor which holds open the exhaust

connection with the gas engine exhibit, is
on the carbonic-anhydride system and is a
complete little plant in working order.
Hercules Gas Engine Works of San
Francisco shows a line of the vertical ma
rine type of engines including a 5-horsepower single-cylinder, double-cylinders of 8,
14 and 28-horsepower, and a triple-cylinder
of 50-horsepower. The admission valves
are mechanically operated, and a special
system for governing is used whereby the
charge is throttled to meet the needs of
the engine.
Seven Olds engines are included in the
main exhibit of the Olds Gasoline Works
of Lansing, Mich. These include three 2horsepower units direct-connected to a
pump, one arranged with walking beam for
driving a pump, and one running idle.
There are also shown two 8-horsepower
engines, one of stationary, and one of por
table type, a 25-horsepowcr and a 50-horse
power all arranged to operate, but without
load. The Olds engines operate on the
four-stroke cycle, with hit-and-miss govern
ing controlled by a reciprocating side rod,
which is stopped by the governor and holds
the exhaust valve open. The engine has a
hammer break spark and an admission
valve operated by suction.
Another exhibit of Olds engines is in
the charging plant in the Model City street
near the Lindell entrance. This plant has
three 50-horsepower Olds engines, belt
ed to generators which furnish current
for charging the batteries of the electric
automobiles, which run about the Fair
grounds. Two of these engines were at

valve lever. Exhaust valve
are worked from a side shaft
the admission is opened by
refrigerating system, which

first run on city illuminating gas and one
on gasoline, but all three were changed to
gasoline as a much more powerful explo
sion was obtained in this way.

conditions the electromotive force shows
practically no variation.
Engines used for pumping are, one di
rect connected to a centrifugal pump, the

COMBUSTION ENGINES.
GAS ENGINES AT THE LOUISIANA
PURCHASE EXPOSITION-III.
REFRIGERATING machinery as well
as gas engines are included in the
exhibit of the Brown-Cochran Co.
of Lorain, Ohio. The gas engines prop
er consist of a io-horscpo\ver port
able, a 10-horsepower stationary, a 30-

OT.nS HORIZONTAL GAS ENGINES OF 25 AND 50
HORSEfOWER.

and sparker
by cams, and
suction. The
i> shown in

MIETZ 4' WEISS KEROSENE Oil. ENGINES.

two, and three cylinder types used for
pumping, and direct-connected to electric
generators of the C. &. C. Electric Co's.
make. The largest is of 100-kilowatt ca
pacity and others are 12^ and 18 kilo
watts. The electric generators are run in
parallel on a load consisting of lights in
the sign of the exhibit, and under these
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flow from which is measured by a Venturi meter and a weir, and a second engine,
connected to a triplex pump by a friction
clutch device, and which pumps water for
a floral fountain in the exhibit space, the
streams having their flow measured by
National meters. The Nash engine which
is installed in the Fuels Building in con
nection with R. D. Wood & Co's. exhibit,
is of 25-horsepower capacity, and takes gas
by the suction process from a Wood suc
tion producer. The engines are all of the

MERIAM ABBOTT ENGINE AND COMMERCIAL
CENERATOR.
vertical enclosed type as shown by the il
lustration, with the usual poppet valves pos
itively operated from rocking side shafts,
these shafts being geared to the main
shaft of the engine.
Meitz and Weiss kerosene and crude
petroleum engines are shown adapted to a
number of uses. A 15-horsepower, twocylinder, marine, vertical type engine is
shown, also a 6-horsepower horizontal gen
erating unit, a one cylinder horizontal,
driving an air compressor, a 30-horsepower
engine of the horizontal, stationary type, a
one-cylinder horizontal, direct-connected to
a triplex pump and other adaptations. The
oil is fed by gravity from a reservoir
placed over the crank case, the amount of
oil admitted at each stroke of the engine
being regulated by the governor which con
trols the stroke of the oil pump. The oil
is thrown into a hot bulb which vaporizes
it and it is ignited by the temperature pro
duced by compression which keeps the bulb
hot at all times. The jacket of the engine
is water cooled and the bearings are kept
oiled by the usual supply system from a
single reservoir.
At the end of the gas engine exhibit is
a small engine built by the Ohio Motor
Co. of Sandusky, Ohio, which has the
unique feature of a cylinder bolted to the
bed by means of lugs on the crank'end of
the cylinder. The bed extends out under
the cylinder for a distance but is not bolted
to the sides of the cylinder in any way, so
that expansion and contraction are unhind
ered. The entire valve mechanism of the
engine is contained in the cylinder head,
so that it can be taken off for examination,
cleaning or repairs without disturbing the
cylinder. An interesting feature of the ex
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hibit is a section of the cylinder and valves
which shows completely and in detail the
action of the engine. The admission valve
is operated by suction, the exhaust valve
positively driven and held open by the gov
ernor, and the spark is produced by a ham
mer-break me :hanism.
EXHIBITS IN THE ELECTRICITY BUILDING.
These exhibits consist almost without
exception of engines direct connected to
electric generators. The engines are, in
most cases, of the vertical type, although
one engine in the northwest corner is a
horizontal made by the Fairbanks Morse
Co. In the exhibit of the Triumph Electric
Co. is a Fairbanks Morse. Co's. singlecylinder engine driving a Triumph genera
tor, direct-connected. This unit is used for
lighting signs about the plant and for driv
ing motors.
Ewing-Merkle Electric Co. of St. Louis
also shows a two-cylinder vertical engine
built by the Meriam Abbott Co. of Cleve
land, Ohio. This is of 8-horsepower and
is direct-connected to a generator built by
Commercial Electric Co. of Indianapolis.
The cylinders are separate castings but the
heads are both in one casting in which are
located inlet and exhaust valves without
cages.
Heads and cylinders are water
jacketed and both exhaust and inlet valves
are mechanically operated. The governor
which is on a shaft driven by bevel gears
from the crank shaft, in turn drives a cam
shaft placed on the head of the engine
and operates a six-ported piston valve
whose movement is less than 1-16-inch from
no load to full load. Ignition is accom
plished in a small chamber casting, having

on the booth of the Ewing-Merkle Co. The
regulation has been found to vary not over
1% to 2 per cent, running on a 25 per cent
overload for 8 hours and dropping to no
load. One feature of the unit is that the
exhaust pipe is used to carry off the cooling

FAIRBANKS-MORSE ENGINE DRIVING TRIUMPH
GENERATOR.
water from the jacket, thus making but a
single pipe connection necessary.
In the exhibit of Roth Bros, of Chicago,
is a little direct-connected set which, though
of small power, is one of the quietest and
smoothest running pieces of machinery in
the whole Fair. It has a capacity of 8horsepower at a speed of 266 revolutions
per minute, is of the two-cylinder vertical

R. D. WOOD & CO'S. PRODUCER TI.ANT IN THE FUELS BUILDING.
two chambers, each of which is connected
through passages to each cylinder, so that
either one of two plugs may be used for
ignition. Connection between the engine
and generator is made by means of flexi
ble leather couplings and the current gen
erated is used for lighting decorative lamps

type with hammer-break spark, current be
ing, furnished by a dynamo and spark coil
driven by a belt from the flywheel. The
engine is built by the Sarvent Marine En
gine Works in the unit shown and is direct
connected to a Roth generator, which fur
nishes 35 amperes at 110 volts for light and
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motors in the exhibit. The engine has a
shaft governor which controls the amount
of explosive mixture in each charge and
operates through a side shaft for controll
ing the sparker and air pumps. The valve
mechanism is geared from the main shaft
with a cross connection by means of a bellcrank lever at the end of the shaft.
SPECIAL EXHIBITS.
It has already been mentioned that R. D.
Wood & Co. of Philadelphia have a pro
ducer gas exhibit in the Fuels Building.
This consists of a 25-horsepower suction

GENERATING UNIT IN ROTH BROS. EXHIBIT;
SARVENT GAS ENGINE.
producer and a 350-horsepower pressure
producer plant. The suction producer is
used as stated in connection with a Nash
gas engine and the pressure plant fur
nishes gas for the exhibit of the National
Meter Co. in Machinery Building. The
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vester Co. of America ; 4^ and 12-horsepower portable engines made by the Geiser
Mfg. Co. of Waynesboro, Pa. ; a number of
vertical and horizontal engines running
from 2 to 8 horsepower, exhibited by the
John Deere Plow Co., and a number of 2horsepower pumping engines exhibited by
the Aultman Co. of Canton, Ohio. In the
Mining Building is shown an 8-horsepower
engine built by the American Well Works
of Aurora, 111., which is typical of the line
which is made in sizes of from 4 to 22
horsepower.
In the Transportation Building, the en
gines shown are chiefly in connection with
motor boats and automobiles and run from
1 horsepower up to 65. They are mostly
of the marine multiple-cylinder type as it
is necessary in boat and automobile work
to balance the thrust on the pistons and to
keep the turning effort as nearly uniform
as possible.
Application of internal combustion en
gines are found on every hand throughout
the Fair, particularly in the power plants
of isolated exhibits and concessions in va
rious buildings. Probably the largest of
these is that of the Diesel kerosene oil en
gine installed by the American Diesel En
gine Co., which furnishes power for the
Tyrolean Alps. This plant consists of three
250-horsepower generating units and each
supplies current for 2,500 lights. Each unit
uses from 9 to 10 gallons of oil per hour,
the oil costing 4 cents per gallon delivered.
The generators used are of the regular Bul
lock Mfg. Co's. make, furnishing current on
a two-wire system at 120 volts and run at
a speed of 162 revolutions per minute. All

is found to gum up the exhaust valves
somewhat, so that a little kerosene is fed
in to cut the deposit. The crude oil has an
ignition point of 800 degrees F. and costs
about 3 mills per horsepower hour. It is
found in running the plant that for a heavy
load a slightly greater air pressure is need
ed than for light load. J. E. Megson, the
engineer in charge of the plant, states that
the unit can be started by means of com
pressed air, brought up to full speed, and
thrown on to fuel in 6 seconds.

A REMARKABLE GAS ENGINE PER
FORMANCE.
In an article on shop testing of gas
engines printed in The Electric Club Jour
nal, E. E. Arnold gives the results of a se
ries of tests on a 175-horsepower gas en
gine which are unusually complete and are
worthy of considerable study. The brakehorsepower was measured by means of a
Prony brake and the indicated horsepower
by an indicator, amount of gas used by a
gas meter, and quality of the gas with a
Junker calorimeter.
Natural gas was used having an average
of 990 maximum and 905 minimum British
thermal units per cubic foot. Perhaps the
most remarkable of the curves here shown
is that between indicated horsepower and
what is termed kinetic efficiency, or effi
ciency of the engine based on the heat sup
plied in the gas. It will be seen that down
to 60 horsepower, which is about 1-3 load,
this efficiency holds up to over 20 per cent,
which, when compared with steam engine

CURVES SHOWING RESULTS OF TEST ON A 175" HORSEPOWER GAS ENGINE.

plants are both run on anthracite coal
although it is possible to use other grades.
The producer system of the Wood Co. and
the gas engines operated from it, which were
furnished by the Westinghouse Machine
Co., and which are located in the govern
ment coal testing exhibit, were described
in the article on that plant.
In the Mining Gulch, the Agricultural
Building, the Mines and Metallurgy Build
ing, and Transportation Building are found
various small units driven by gas or gaso
line and specially adapted for particular
uses. For instance, in the Machinery
Building is a series of photographs of gas
oline fire engines by the Howe Engine Co.
of Indianapolis, in the Agricultural Build
ing are shown engines of 8 and 14-horsepower exhibited by the International Har-

the units are run in parallel, and all three
are needed to carry the heaviest load on
the system. Oil and compressed air at 450
pounds pressure are supplied to the engine
cylinders, the air being furnished by Ingersoll-Sergeant air compressors. The amount
of the charge is regulated by the stroke
of the force pump which stroke is changed
by the governor mechanism. The engine
has two cylinders, the cranks being placed
at 120 degrees apart and a feed pump being
provided for each cylinder. Pipes for the
supply of air to the cylinders are separate
from a common reservoir and the exhaust
pipe is common for the two cylinders run
ning to a stone box muffler.
The oil comes to the feed pump by grav
ity and water for cooling the cylinders is
also fed by gravity. The Ohio fuel oil used

efficiency, based on the same reckoning is a
most remarkable showing.
Extension of the Use of Electricity
on steam roads is rapid at the present time.
Not only has the New York Central de
cided to use electricity entirely within
New York City limits, but the New York,
New Haven & Hartford is to build a fourtrack road run by electricity from the city
to the electric line. Also the Pennsylvania
Railroad is about to convert many of the
heavy traffic lines of the Rock Island Sys
tem to electric power, and will change prac
tically all the shorter trunk lines.
THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF RAILWAY in
operation in France last year was 23,668
miles.
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PLANT OF THE POWER AND MINING
MACHINERY CO.
DURING the last decade, the great
aim in the industrial world has
been to cheapen the cost of pro
duction. The co-operation of many minds
directed towards this end has resulted in
such a rapid advancement of ideas in the
methods of production that it has been
practically impossible for an already estab
lished plant to keep pace with them.
To embody the latest ideas, it is neces
sary that the plant be conceived in its en
tirety before the real work of construction
is begun, and to do this, it is necessary to
have in mind a definite idea of the kind
of work to be done, the amount, and the
conditions under which the plant is to op
erate.
To this end the plant of the Power and
Mining Machinery Co. at Cudahy, Wis.,
was designed and it embodies all the mod
ern labor-saving devices that could be
adopted. The buildings are arranged with
reference to each other so that there shall
be the least handling of material, and the
arrangement of machinery within has been
carried out with the same idea uppermost.
Where it is necessary to handle material,
the latest devices, usually overhead cranes,
are installed.
The plant was designed for the construc
tion of Loomis-Pettibone gas apparatus,
American-Crossley gas engines, and min
ing machinery. Its most novel feature is
probably the power house, which is equipped
with products of the plant itself, namely,
Loomis-Pettibone gas producers, furnish
ing a supply of gas for operating the Amer
ican-Crossley gas engines, direct connected
to General Electric dynamos. Water gas
is also generated for use in forges and
furnaces.
The high picket fence surrounding the
plant encloses more than 14 acres, and the
general arrangement of the buildings may
be seen by reference to the accompanying
plan, Fig. 1. These are all constructed
with steel framework supporting the roof
and the crane runways, into which brick
end and curtain walls have been built. The
question of light and ventilation was given
special attention, an abundance of large
windows being placed in the walls, and the
roofs liberally supplied with skylights set
at an angle of about 45 degrees and facing
the north. Wherever possible, concrete
floors were laid, so that the buildings are
practically fireproof.
They are lighted mainly by enclosed arc
lamps, of which more than 250 are used.
A number of 220-volt incandescent lamps
are also in service, for which receptacles
are placed at frequent intervals on posts
and walls, into which plugs with attach
ment cords may be screwed when a lamp
is desired at any point. Connecting the
buildings is a network of railway tracks,
which greatly facilitates the handling of
material. In the separate buildings and
yards these run under the craneways so
that the cranes may lift the heavy parts
from the cars and set them where desired.
Water supply for the plant is obtained
through a connection with the private
pumping plant of the Cudahy Packing Co.
located nearby, the water being pumped
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from Lake Michigan. For fire protection an
18 x 10 x 12-inch fire pump, with a capacity
of 1,000 gallons per minute, maintains a

about the yards and risers within the build
ing, to which hose are permanently at
tached.

Holthoff Place.

- lOO'lO'1 - -

Chicago

Road.

FIG. T. PLAN OF THE POWER AND MINING MACHINERY CO.'S PLANT.
pressure of 100 pounds in a system of
pipes running throughout the yards and
buildings. Connecting with the system are
hydrants placed at advantageous points

For operating machines and other pur
poses, compressed air is supplied through
out the plant. A 6-inch main runs from the
compressor to the forge room, while the

808
foundry is supplied through a 2-inch pipe,
and the machine shop by a 2^2-inch. The
gas engine testing plant is located in this
building and compressed air is used in
starting the engines.
THE OFFICE BUILDING.
Offices of the plant occupy the lower
floor of a three-story building .measuring
32x80 feet fronting on Holthoff place.
Here is also located the private telepnone
exchange, with connections to all portions

FIG. 2. CENTRAL BAY OF THE MACHINE SHOP.
of the plant and to the Milwaukee and
long-distance systems.
The second and third floors are occu
pied by the engineering department, in
which more than thirty draftsmen are con
stantly employed. Fireproof vaults are pro
vided on each floor for the reception of
drawings, which are filed in drawers, and
their location recorded by a system of card
indexing. The blue-printing room, which
is on the third floor, contains steam-heated
blue-print dryers and a Dietzgen blue
printing machine, so that the process of
making prints is independent of the weath
er. The photographic dark room is also
located on this floor, the engineering de
partment maintaining a professional pho
tographer.
THE MACHINE SHOP.
Immediately to the rear of the office
building is the machine shop, which is the
largest of the group of buildings. The total
length is 552 feet, its greatest width being
162 feet. Running the full length of the
building is a central bay, Fig. 2, 42 feet in
height, and on cither side, are bays 32 feet
wide for a greater portion of the length,
but extending a distance of 217 feet on
the southern side is a wing having a depth
of 82 feet. A -crane runway above the cen
tral bay carries two cranes of 20 tons ca
pacity each and the northern portion of the
extension on the south is provided with a
3-ton crane.
The machine shop is fully equipped with
modern machinery, in the selection of
which special effort was made to obtain
those necessitating a minimum amount of
chucking. All are driven by General Elec
tric motors, line shafting having been
erected where convenient so that one motor
operates a group of several machines. In
such cases, to economize space, the motor
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is placed overhead. The larger machines,
however, are driven separately, sometimes
by direct gearing to the motors, often by
belts and countershafts.
In the arrangement of the machine shop,
the general plan has been to place the
heavier machines under the central craneway and towards the eastern end of the
building. The lighter ones are located
under the southern crane, and the smaller
lathes and gear-cutting machinery in the
extreme southern portion.
The tool room is located in the southern
extension of the machine shop and con
tains lathes, :hapers, milling machines,
grinders and other machines of the better
grade, upon which work of extreme ac
curacy and fineness can be performed.
In the northeast corner of the grounds
is the boiler shop running parallel to the
machine shop. Here several special ma
chines arc installed, one, a flange press,
Fig. 3, of 130 tons capacity, upon which a
great deal of work for outside shops is
done.
Other machines are plate-bending rolls
with capacity for rolling a plate 2J4 inches
thick, and two hydraulic riveters with a
gap of 11 feet 6 inches. Three variations
of pressures (33 tons, 67 tons and 100 tons)
may be obtained on these riveters.
One of the several punches with which
the shop is equipped will at one stroke put
45 holes into a plate Yi to % inch thick.
All. with the exception of the hydraulic
machines, are electrically driven, and with
few exceptions, by individual motors. Sev
eral notable pieces of work have been
turned out of this shop. Among them was
pipe for a line 3,300 feet in length, the pipe
having a diameter of 69 inches and varying
in thickness from
to 7-16 inch. This
was for the Guanajuato pipe line at Za-

FIC. 3. FLANGING PRESS IN BOILER SHOP.

mora, Mexico. Another was a pipe line
erected in Colorado, 15,000 feet long, the
lower portion being built to stand a pres
sure of 2,000 pounds per square inch. The
pipe is 21 inches in diameter, its thickness
varying from y\ inch to No. 8 sheet metal
gage.
Adjoining the machine shop on the
north is the forge room fitted with forges,
furnaces and light and heavy steam ham
mers. Bolt machines for heading, cutting
and threading bolts are also provided, as
well as several hand forges for small work.
The most notable feature of this room is
the fuel used in the forges and furnaces.
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which is water gas piped from the power
plant. The use of water gas for such work
has been found highly efficient, producing
clean fires which are well adapted for weld
ing.
THE PATTERN SHOP.
South of the office is the pattern shop,
occupying a two-story building. Both floors
are provided with band saws, planers,
lathes and jointers, all of the latest pattern,
a large bed lathe with 24-inch swing and
12 feet between centers, and a post lathe
with a swing of 15 feet being used for
heavy work. All the machinery is belt
driven from a 25-horsepower motor, the
shafting being underneath the floor, so that
the belts do not interfere with the work
ing of the machines. An elevator 10 x 18
feet connects the two floors.
Convenient to the foundry is a building
for the storage of patterns. The first and
second of the three floors are for the
heavier ones, while the third floor is for
the smaller patterns. The building is pro
vided with tiers of shelves which are di
vided into several sections, so that a card
index kept in the office of the pattern shop
can give the section as well as the shelf
on which any pattern is stored.
THE FOUNDRY.
This is equipped with a large cupola
furnace supplied with draft by a Connersville Blower Co.'s blower, electrically
driven. Iron and fuel are conveyed to the
furnace by means of the railway along
the south side of the foundry and are raised
to the charging floor by means of a motordriven elevator. The foundry is supplied
with three overhead cranes which serve
the entire floor. Castings weighing 50 tons
have been poured in the foundry.
Two large core ovens are built near the
southeast corner, and a small lean-to at
the northeast corner contains the rattlers.
For blowing out molds, running molding
machines and chipping castings, compressed
air pipes are dropped down posts at con
venient points, a storage reservoir being
used to steady the pressure of the air
piped from the power house. The north
end of the building is temporary, having
been built in anticipation of an extension
on this end which will double the size of
the foundry.
(To be contlnrud.)

Westinghouse Electric & Manufac
turing Co. has sold to the Pennsylvania
Railroad Co. double motor equipments for
122 cars, with Westinghouse multiple unit
control for these cars and for 61 trailers.
These equipments will be used by the
Pennsylvania company for its Long Island
suburban traffic, and will be put into opera
tion next spring, The motors will be of
the latest Westinghouse type, with a rating
of 200-horsepower each, the most modern
idea.
Machinery for the Long Island power
plant which is now being installed is sup
plied by the Westinghouse company, and
will include three turbo-generators, each
having a capacity of 5.500 kilowatts, as a
notable part of the plant. Westinghouse
Church, Kerr & Co., consulting engineers,
arc in charge of this installation.
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PRACTICAL

LETTERS,

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience which will be helpful to the man in charge of power machinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible. These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
Ol'E.V FEED HEATERS.
Editor The Engineer :
Duplex and I have not been able to
argue to an agreement regarding the com
parative merits of open and closed feedwater heaters and the efficiency of oil
separators, due as I think to the fact that
the issue. is not joined. On the one hand,
Duplex advocates the use of closed heaters
in cases where comparatively pure feed
water is dealt with, restricting the use of
open heaters to cases where the water con
tains scale-forming impurities, on the prin
ciple that these impurities will absorb the
oil carried in the exhaust steam. He has
already conceded the advantage of using
open heaters in all cases where oil need
not be feared.
On the other hand, I have contended
that it is not a difficult matter for a steam
user, by careful and intelligent investiga
tion and selection, to choose an open heater
which is equipped with so efficient an oil
separator that it will prevent the oil from
entering the heater, and therefore make it
quite possible to obtain all of the conceded
advantages of the open heater, whether or
not the water contains scale-forming im
purities. There are literally thousands of
oil separators in present successful and sat
isfactory service where the condensation of
the purified steam is returned directly to
the boilers without being mixed with water
containing scale-forming impurities, or
where the purified exhaust steam is mingled
with comparatively pure fresh water. In
view of this, it seems to me that my propo
sition argues itself, and that to contradict
it is to fly in the face of facts that have
already been established.
In advocating the use of a closed heater
in cases where the boiler feed water is
fairly good, Duplex proposes to put in an
appliance which must work under the full
boiler pressure, which will waste about onesixth of all of the pure, hot water of con
densation from the exhaust steam (it al
ways costs money either to buy or to pump
water), and which will require about 16
per cent more exhaust steam and 16 per
cent more fresh water than will an open
heater to supply hot water to boilers. The
open heater would work under atmospheric
pressure and would save the pure, hot
water of condensation which the closed
heater wastes.
Duplex states that no oil separator can
successfully deal with oil that is vaporized.
Certainly not. But an oil which will froth
or vaporize at the temperature of the steam
is not fit for use as a lubricant in an en
gine cylinder. It cannot give effective or
economical lubrication. An oil that is suit
able to be used as a cylinder oil must re
main in a liquid condition at the tempera
ture due to the live steam. No careful and
intelligent man will claim impossibilities
for oil separators, or that they will remove
vapors from vapors, but that a separator

which is properly designed and propor
tioned for its work will remove, from the
steam, the oil which remains in a liquid
condition has been demonstrated in thou
sands of cases. Doubtless many Engineer
readers are in charge of plants where this
is demonstrated every day.
Successful oil separation does not de
pend on the purity or impurity of the feed
water, but rather on the oil separator itself.
This being the case, the steam user who
selects a good open heater with the right
kind of an oil separator attached to it, and
who will give reasonable attention to its
operation, may be sure of getting the right
results, and with these results he may be
sure of getting certain other material ad
vantages from his open heater that no
closed heater can attempt to give him.
To condemn all open heaters and all oil
separators because some have failed, is a
sign of timidity and prejudice. I am not
defending open heaters and oil separators,
as the great number of these appliances,
which are giving good service to their users
in well regulated steam plants, is not only
the best guarantee of their efficiency, but
is also the only necessary proof that the
proper disposition of the whole matter re
quires, merely intelligent discrimination.
Russell H. Ramsey,
A SIMPLE FLOOR CLEANER.
Editor The Engineer :
Some time ago I was bothered with
water running into my engine room and it
took about all of my spare time to sweep
it out, and as I did not have much spare
time I thought the best thing I could do
was to find a quicker way to get it out.
I hunted around in the belt locker and
found a pile of rubber belt 3 inches wide

The way I scrub my floor is by taking
a bucket of boiling water into which I put
about a cupful of strong soap powder and
go at the floor with an old broom. After
that I rinse it with another bucket of boil
ing water with a little oxalic acid in it.
The acid takes out the stains. Then I take
the water pusher and push the dirty water
into the cesspool. I do not have to touch
a mop to the floor nor do I have to get
down on my hands and knees as I have
seen other engineers and their firemen or
oilers do.
Alvah S. Jamieson.
STRAIN ON CYLINDER BOLTS.
Editor The Engineer :
Referring to the communication t and
drawings by S. J. Smith in the Oct. IS
issue, page 711, in which Mr. Smith makes
the claim that if the strain upon the cyl
inder bolt is within the initial stress it will
produce no additional pull upon the bolt :
in support of this theory a drawing is
shown with a vertical cylinder having a
head on the lower end, held against the
cylinder by a weighted lever having an
upward thrust of 1,000 pounds, which is in
opposition to an entire weight of 990
pounds. That the weight is unable to over
come the resistance of the lever is appa
rent. If the lever and weight should be
removed while the nuts are replaced on
the bolt under the weighted head, each of
the ten bolts will now sustain 99 pounds
or a total of 990 pounds. In fastening the
head to the cylinder by screwing up the
nut until contact is made and a stress of
100 pounds on each bolt is produced, this
additional stress will be added to the 99
pounds of weight or pressure already im
posed.
W. A. Dun.
Kansas City, Mo.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE CLEANER.
and about 18 inches long. Next I got two
pieces of hard wood 6 inches wide and 18
inches long by J^-inch thick and cut them
into the form shown in the drawing.
Then I put the two pieces together with
the rubber between, the rubber projecting
below the wood about J^-inch. I then in
serted an old broom-handle and went to
work getting out more water. I could
push the water out of the engine room in
a hurry and after they put in a suitable
floor it worked equally as well as a mop
when drying the floor after a scrub-down.
The old floor was made of Portland ce
ment.

WHAT CAUSED THIS ACCIDENT?
Editor The Engineer :
A few weeks ago our 18 x 42-inch Sioux
Corliss engine was started up, and the
engine made but one revolution before com
ing to a standstill, just after it had passed
the head end center. The cylinder head
was taken off, and a piece about 3^2 inches
wide was found to be broken off the bot
tom edge of the follower plate. The heads
of all the follower bolts were freshly bro
ken off, and had fallen through the ex
haust port. The exhaust valve had closed
on one of them, twisting the valve stem.
We found the mark of the head of one of
the follower bolts at the top side of the
cylinder head, also another mark of a bolt
head on the inside of the piece broken off
the follower. The piston rod was bent,
and there were dents in the cylinder walls
on both sides about 10 inches from the
counterbore, as though the edge of the fol
lower had struck it. The night engineer,
who started the engine, said that, while
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working the valves in warming up the en
gine, he heard something like water ham
mer in the cylinder; also an unusual noise
as the crank passed the crank center, and
again in passing head center, and also sta
ted that the drain in the exhaust line was'
open. My opinion is that it was all due
to a follower bolt giving way, but how
could this break all of them, and how
could one of them get between the piston
and follower, all of which was done in one
revolution?
F. M. Erwin.
Gainesville, Texas.
PLACING OF LINERS.
Editor The Engineer:
In answer to G. C. in the issue of Nov.
I, on "Where should liners be placed?" I
send the following : A little thought will
show where the liners should go, with the
aid of the following simple diagram it will
readily be seen that a liner placed at A will
lengthen the connecting rod by one-half
the thickness of the liner, while one at B
will shorten it by the same amoimt. There
fore, in order to keep the rod of the re-
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In reference to packing flange joints
with thin sheet asbestos (wet), experience
has convinced me that asbestos as a washer
is just as far ahead of good rubber as good
rubber is ahead of poor rubber—that is, if
a permanent joint is required. Of course,
for a hurry job a rubber gasket can be cut
out and applied quicker and much more
easily than the asbestos, for it requires
care to handle the wet asbestos. But, if
the flanges are in good condition and the
joint well made with very thin sheet as
bestos, it will stand 70 pounds or several
hundred pounds pressure if desired.
As to the much abused lock nut joint,
or junk-pile joint, if you like. This joint,
if well made on small work, is just as re
liable as any of the others in spite of all
that is said against it by those who have
never given it a trial. I have seen a lot of
steam work done and many a time to my
own knowledge has the above joint been
used on small pipes on boat work. Some
of them of which I know have been in
use for S years, are still in use and have
given no trouble. There are many pipe
joints not mentioned in my letter of Oct. 1
with which every engineer in charge of a
steam plant should be familiar. In hun
dreds of the smaller plants, an engineer is
expected to be what his name implies, an
ingenious man, and it is to his credit if he
is a man who can surmount any difficulty
which he encounters.
J. E. N.

CONNECTING ROD, SHOWING POSITION OF
LINERS.
quired length, one should put in a liner of
one-half the required take-up at both A
and B.
To determine the amount of clearance,
disconnect the connecting rod from the
crosshead, push the piston into the cylinder
until the piston touches the head end of the
cylinder, mark on the rod at the stuffing
gland, then pull the rod until the piston
strikes on the crank end of the cylinder,
measure the distance between the gland
and the first mark. Now connect up the
connecting rod again and turn the engine
to the head end center and measure be
tween gland and first mark, this will be
the head end clearance, turn the engine to
the crank end center and measure between
gland and first mark, this will give you the
length of stroke plus head end clearance,
subtract this from the distance first meas
ured with connecting rod disconnected, and
you will have the crank end clearance.
H. D. J.
PIPE JOINTS.
Editor The Engineer :
W. Steindoff in the Nov. i issue criti
cises my letter about pipe joints somewhat
severely. I think that he must have written
his letter without due thought. A man is
not a plumber when he can make a wiped
joint ; years of experience and many de
tails have to be learned to make a plumber.
You might as well say that a man is a boilermaker because he can put a tube in a
boiler, and surely that is a thing that every
engineer should be able to do. A good
engineer will find that he never knows too
much and that every little extra wrinkle
he knows comes in handy some time.

STRESS ON CYLINDER HEAD BOLTS.
Editor The Engineer :
In my opinion I. A. Willison seems to
hold the best of the argument as to the
pressure on cylinder bolts.
The breaking stress of each bolt
= 10,000 lbs.
Number of bolts
=
10
Stress set up by each bolt nut
= 9,000 lbs.
Therefore, if breaking stress of bolts
= 10,000 X 10 = 100,000 lbs.
And stress set up by nuts
= 9,000 X 10= 90,000 lbs.
Remaining stress required to break the bolts
= 10,000 lbs.
Sandy Hill, N. Y.
R. L. F.
METHOD OF PREVENTING SCALE.
Editor The Engineer :
I noticed in a recent issue of The Engi
neer an article treating of the annoyance
caused by scale in boilers. I. think that the
following plan if followed will entirely re
move this annoyance.
Since water is purified by boiling, I
would suggest that there be attached to the
firebox an apparatus in which the water
could be boiled before being fed to the
boiler. Instead of putting firebrick in the
furnace I would put a water heater, the
bottom of which would be on the same
horizontal line as the top of the grates and
connected in much the same manner as the
ordinary reservoirs are, except that the
upper outlet of the heater would be used
exclusively for the daily removal of oil
and grease.
I would connect the pipe feeding the
boiler at a point from 8 to 12 inches from
the top of the heater. At the bottom and
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would place two valves with a tee between
and a faucet for the daily removal of
scale-making matter left by the boiled
water both in the heater and the reservoir.
When the heater is being cleaned the
valve between the tee and the reservoir
should be closed ; and .when the tank is be
ing cleaned the valve between the tee and
the heater should be closed.
This system is very simple and very
practical. With it there would be no waste
of time in renewing firebrick, no scale in
the boilers and no tubes coated with oil
and grease. The advantages resulting
from feeding boilers with hot water are
self-evident to practical engineers.
L. V.
REPLY TO A SUBSCRIBER.
Editor The Engineer:
In reply to the request of A Subscriber
for further information on connecting a
J^-inch pipe to the suction of a hot water
pump, I submit the following. The matter
is very simple. A hole for a J4->nch pipe
is drilled and threaded in the suction pipe
close to the pump. The accompanying
sketch shows the J4-inch pipe, A, screwed
into the suction pipe, B, at the point, C. A
valve, D, is placed in the J^-inch pipe to
regulate the amount of cold water entering
through it. The little stream of cold water,
coming from the pipe, acts like a small jet
condenser, and condenses at this point the
vapor or steam, which would otherwise
enter the pump, displacing some of the

SKETCH OF PUMP SHOWING PIPE CONNECTION.
water, and causing the piston to jump back
and forth instead of making a full, steady
stroke. In my description this arrange
ment was used on a pump and receiver,
which consisted of a duplex pump mounted
on the same base with a small horizontal,
cylindrical tank, with the suction of the
pump connected to the bottom of the re
ceiver, which was set slightly above the
pump so that the hot water would flow to
it by gravity. A float in the receiver was
connected through a system of levers to a
valve in the steam pipe of the pump, and
regulated the speed of the pump to suit
the amount of water flowing into the re
ceiver. It made a steady and reliable com
bination for a boiler feeder, and it was
much easier to regulate the supply of
water by this means than by varying the
speed of the pump with the throttle. Of
course this outfit will not draft water; all
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water must flow to the receiver. I pre
sume A Subscriber knows that hot water
cannot be drafted by a pump, and is not
trying to do so. He will also, doubtless,
understand that the cold water supply to
the %-'mch pipe in question must be under
pressure of at least a few pounds. There
is no reason why this scheme will not work
on any pump handling hot water as well
as on the arrangement mentioned, and it
might even enable a pump to make some
progress handling hot water with a short
lift, although I have never tried the ex
periment.
H. L. S.

or an ordinary piston pump. Either of
which, however, could be operated by com
pressed air from the same pipe that sup
plies the well.
Suppose, for instance, that it is desired
to lift 120 gallons of water 100 feet high
per minute. It will be seen by the above
table that this will require 150 feet sub
mergence, thus making 250 feet of water
discharge pipe, 65 pounds air pressure, 96
cubic feet of free air per minute and a
compressor developing 15.84 horsepower.
Roswell, New Mexico. A. H. Goff.

DATA RELATING TO THE AIR LIFT.
Editor The Engineer :
The following data may be of interest
to readers who have to deal with the air
lift. For the proper working of an air lift
a certain amount of submergence is nec
essary. For the most economical and effi-

METHOD OF TRUING COLLECTOR RINGS.
Editor The Engineer :
The accompanying drawing will show
how I trued up very badly worn castiron
rings on a G. E. compensated revolving field
alternator. The emerywheel is passed across
the rings while the machine is running
slowly. The wheel is run at a speed of

RATIO CF WATER TO AIR REQUIRED.
For Lifts Not
Exceeding
25 feet 2 vols, of air
60 feet 3 vols, of air
75 feet 44 vols, of air
100
125 feet
feet 6lwt vols,
vols, of
of air
air
150 feet 9 vols, of air
175 feet 10 vols, of air
200 feet 12 vols, of air

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1
1
1
11
1
1
1

of water
of water
of water
of
of water
water
of water
of water
of water

cient results a submergence of 6o per cent
should be used. That is, 6o per cent of
the total length of the water discharge
pipe should be below the water level in
the well when pumped to its full capacity.
For instance, let us assume that in a well
20O feet deep when pumping the water
sinks to 40 feet below the surface of the
ground, and it is desired to lift the water
20 feet above the surface of the ground.

—
0

VOLUME OF FREE AIR, AIR PRESSURE, SUB
MERGENCE AND HORSEPOWER.
gal.
ft.j
Cu.
per
Airpresure.

Ft.

«>0
a
£c
0
jiS .

25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200

38
75
113
150
188
225
263
soo

17
33
49
65
82
98
115
130

Lift.

gal.
HP.perj
I.

airper
Free
in.111
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.0

0.0184
0.0426
0.0828
0.1320
0.1910
0.2544
0.3150
0.3808

This gives a length of pipe 60 feet to the
water level in the well, and, as this does
not include the submerged part of the
pipe, it is only 40 per cent of the total
length of water discharge pipe, the total
length will, therefore, be 60 feet plus iyZ
times 60 or 90 feet submergence, making a
total length of 150 feet of water discharge
pipe.
It is not safe, unless under very favor
able conditions, to figure on raising the
water by the air lift system more than 200
feet above the lowest water level in the well.
Nor is it always safe to extend the hori
zontal discharge more than 500 feet, as the
air lift is not adapted to pumping horizon
tally to any great distance, unless rein
forced by a pneumatic direct pressure pump,
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MACHINE FOR TRUING THE RINGS.
3,000 revolutions per minute by a small
motor. It puts the rings in fine shape and
saves taking the head to a machine shop.
Then, too, while turning the rings they are
liable to get out of place. Strips bolted in
where the brushholder is taken off and
the rig clamped to the bolt by two screws,
the bottom of the casting being split to
insure a tight grip will serve the purpose.
R. A. Wcidman.
SOME ENGINE ROOM EXPERIENCES.
Editor The Engineer:
Some time ago I had an experience in
the engineering line that may be interesting.
Hearing that an engineer and electrician
was wanted in a small town of about 2,000
population, situated a short distance from
where I was working, I went to see the
owner of the plant and afterwards started
to operate it. The plant consisted of one
boiler, two engines, or two something that
were called by that name, one placed at
each end of the line shaft and belts run
ning from the shaft to the machines, to
gether with a belted jet condenser. The
only boiler feeder in the plant was an old
duplex pump that was worn out years be
fore and had also been through a fire. The
proprietor was a retired butcher with a
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very much expanded cranium who had an
idea the letters M. E. should adorn his
name, but he knew no more about things
mechanical than a small boy does about the
Bible.
The first little mixup was with the old
pump, which started to churn and refused
to furnish the necessary moisture for the
boiler. Not being particularly anxious to
try any experiments upon the boilers when
empty I quietly shut down the plant and
went down into the pit with a wrench and
commenced on the pump. The cylinders
were lined with noncorrosive metal which
had worn through on the bottom, the sharp
edges cutting the soft packing into exceed
ingly small pieces about as fast as it could
be put into the plungers. Soft packing
was discarded and, selecting the proper
size of hemp rope, I drilled a hole into the
follower and fastened the ends of the rope
in the hole with a small wedge. The heads
were replaced and after a few strokes
they did not leak a drop.
The next Monday morning the pump
was sent to the machine shop where the
cylinders were rebored, rings shrunk on
the piston and the pump generally over
hauled. The machinist and the owner of
the plant allowed the pump to fall off the
dray just as they arrived at the plant,
which smashed the valve gear so that the
town was without a light for a second
night. About this time the owner began to
"get wise" or onto the game and promised
to get an injector at once, but up to the
present time the injector has failed to ap
pear, although the engineer in charge is
looking for it with eager eyes and some
times with despair.
The arc machine is a 25-light T. H. old
style drum armature, and at about this
time a short circuit occurred in the leads,
so that the machine had to be dismantled.
On taking it apart we found the accumu
lation of dirt of perhaps 20 years. Oil,
grease, copper dust, sand, dust from the
street, dust from the blowing mill, and
other things not easily analyzed were re
moved. Giving it a thorough cleaning and
putting in new armature leads made it
run like a clock. Thinking that life is too
short to spend in such a place, I left for
home. Soon after returning I received a
letter from the engineer who succeeded me.
One paragraph read as follows : "On Sat
urday night the pump was working in a
rather peculiar manner and at about 9
o'clock it acted worse and refused to work.
About this time things were looking very
blue; half a glass of water and no in
jector, so I flashed the light as a signal to
the owner, but he refused to see the signal.
So things went on, low water, big fire and
a shut down, followed by the proprietor's
arrival with a large supply of hot air.
'What's the matter? Why didn't you send
for me ? And Saturday night, too ! If I
had been here I wouldn't have let this
happen.'
"All this time I was locating the trouble
and just as I began to see what was wrong
he asked me to let him see if he couldn't
fix it himself. So I gave him the wrench
and he started at the pump, first tapping the
check valve, then the air chamber, then the
levers. Then he loosened the sleeve on
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the piston rod, adjusted the sleeve, tight
ened the setscrew and opened the throttle,
but there was nothing doing. Then he
repeated operations for about an hour and
a half and finally gave it up. This time
he asked me if I didn't know what was
wrong. I replied that I did and after shoot
ing a lot of hot air into space I took the
head off the steam cylinder and replaced
the nut that had come off the piston rod
and started the pumping again. Ten minutes
did the job."
If any reader ever runs a plant of this
, kind he can sympathize with a fellow in
positions of this kind.
.
A. D.
WANTS AN EXPLANATION.
Editor The Engineer :
A peculiar accident occurred recently
in a flour mill not far from here. One day
while the mill was in operation and every
thing seemed to be running all right the
engine suddenly stopped. Nothing was
wrong with the valve gear, but upon open
ing the gage cocks on the boiler it was
seen that there was no water in the boiler,
although the steam gage indicated 120
pounds' pressure.
It is claimed that the pressure was due
to a gas which was formed by the heat from
the sediment in the boiler, and that the
pressure indicated by the gage was not
steam pressure at all, as the boiler was
practically dry. The cause of the engine
stopping was said to be that the dry gases
heated the cylinder to a very high temper
ature and destroyed lubrication.
It is claimed that the steam gage was
in good working order and that there act
ually was 120 pounds pressure in the boiler
when the engine stopped.
What explanation can be given in this
case?
J. P. M.

ENGINEER.

assist in flimflamiinng an applicant for li
cense?
6. Describe the duties of an engineer
on payday.
7. What relation does an engine cutting
off at quarter stroke bear to oil at 25 cents
a gallon?
8. Name four substitute: willing to tak»
the place of the steam engineer without
bounty.
9. What degree of saturation corre
sponds with good nature?
10. Is there any difference between ab
solute zero and the meeting between the
oil man and the engineer? If so, demon
strate it.
11. Describe the science of purchasing
supplies without the aid of the common
multiple.
12. Give one safe way of losing a job,
and ten ways of holding it.
13. In case a boiler is about to explode
would you prefer to interview the coroner
or be viewed by him?
14. Do you believe in civil service or
do you think that real knowledge ought to
count ?
15. What is the boiling point of water
at Pike's Peak?
16. What relation does tensile strength
bear to resisting a good pull?
W. W. R.
A FLYWHEEL GOVERNOR.
Editor The Engineer :
The governor consists of a round wheel
frame A A perforated at H H, as shown,
with a box head extending out on one side
opposite the weight IV, which forms a
place to hold and fasten the circular spring

A SUGGESTION FOR ENGINEERS' EXAMINATION.
Editor The Engineer :
Not wishing to minimize the importance
of license laws justly enforced nor engi
neers' examinations properly conducted, I
enclose a few paragraphs from a newspaper
clipping, which may serve to take away
some of the seriousness usually experienced
after having been turned down by the ex
aminer. The clipping reads as follows :
"It is a well-known fact that several
good engineers have been turned down by
the district examiner, not because they could
not fire a boiler properly and handle an en
gine to the entire satisfaction of those who
employed them, but for the reason that
they could not answer a lot of technical
questions, which arc of no more use in
everyday practice than a bushel of snow
in hades. We would suggest the following
for use in future examinations:
1. Who first boiled water?
2. What election district did Hero vote
in?
3. Describe the difference between brac
ing a dome and bracing the boss for a raise
in pay.
4. Give the safe working pressure in
both cases.
5. Does a knowledge of bluffing at poker

MARTIN FLYWHEEL GOVERNOR.
In the center of the frame is a raised hub
to be slipped over the hub of the engine
wheel, and to which it is fastened by four
heavy set screws, 6" S S S.
On the face of the center hub are the
guides and movable block B, with crank
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pin C, for giving motion to the valve of
the engine through an intermediate rocker
arm. Weight, W, is attached to the slid
ing block B, by a rod which is screwed fast
into the end of the block and extends
through the weight with adjusting nuts at
each side. The weight is attached to the
spring with a band extending around the
weight and the ends hooked into the ends
of the spring as shown. The rod which
carries the weight passes through a guide
block on the main frame at G, so as to
prevent binding of the block in the guides.
This governor being self contained can be
slipped upon the hub of the engine wheel
and set in any required position to give
the desired lead to the valve, and the
lead will then remain the same at all
times, as the block is moved across the
face of the hub by the centrifugal force'of
the weight. As represented, the governor
is for a right hand engine to run over;
by changing the governor to the other side
of the engine, and fastening it to the lefthand wheel, it will run the engine under ;
by using an extra sliding block, with
crank pin placed at a point marked X, it
can be made to run the engine over or un
der as desired. The tension of the main
spring can be regulated to a certain ex
tent by the two set screws under the head
as shown at E E, and the bolt at center.
This governor requires no holes drilled
in spokes or rim of the engine wheel nor
any extra blocks or lugs cast thereon to
hold springs or form stops. The patterns
are made in such form that it can be fitted
up with a swinging block, which will give
variable lead to the engine valve if desired.
Eden, New York.
A. D. Martin.
VALUE OF COMPRESSION.
Editor The Engineer :
The following paragraph from Dixie re
cently appeared in the closing columns of
The Engineer :
"From a thermodynamic standpoint, the
compression of the exhaust steam should
commence at such a point that it will be
nearly at the pressure of the entering
steam at the point of admission. But there
are sometimes other matters to be consid
ered than slight economic gain. It might
be that a very even turning moment would
be of more importance than a small ther
modynamic gain. In this event the amount
of compression should be determined with
reference to the inertia of the reciprocating
parts. The area under the compression
curve, as shown on an indicator diagram,
is largely dependent on the volume of the
clearance space. While it is advantageous
to cut down this space in a cylinder to de
crease the losses there, it must not be for
gotten that the area under the clearance
line may, with too great a decrease in clear
ance, be made such that smooth running
would be impracticable, when heavy and
high speed reciprocating parts are used."
It is very seldom that any paragraph of
equal length ever contains so many mis
leading statements. The first statement is
based on the false assumption that the
clearance space in an engine cylinder is
better filled with compressed exhaust than
with live steam from the boiler. Steam en
gines arc usually operated for economic
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gains, and I never have seen or heard of
an instance where thermodynamic gain,
even though small, was not of more im
portance than all that could accrue from
the slight improvement possible in the turn
ing moment by a change of compression.
In no event should the inertia of the
reciprocating parts be considered in deter
mining the amount of compression, be
cause the area under the compression curve
depends almost entirely on the point of
exhaust closure and not largely on the
clearance space. In engines as built today
there is but a small percentage of differ
ence in clearance between engines having
the most and those having the least clear
ance. It is advantageous to cut down the
clearance space in a cylinder and this is the
only true statement in the whole paragraph,
and the writer of it, as if repenting himself,
proceeds at once to qualify this by saying
that with too small clearance smooth run
ning would be impracticable with heavy
and high speed reciprocating parts.
Now as a matter of fact, and I state this
without the slightest fear of successful
refutation, the heavier the reciprocating
parts and the faster they travel, the less
need there is for compression for smooth
running.
F. L. Johnson.
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The engine was an old style Corliss,
20 x 48, and as business increased more
power was demanded, and so they increased
the cylinder to 24 inches in diameter and
the speed to 85 revolutions per minute,
carrying 100 pounds boiler pressure. They
kept adding load until when I took charge
the engine would not cut off with less
than 90 pounds pressure. Just a glance
would convince any practical engineer that
it was straining every point, and the only
way I could keep her running was by
testing with the hammer, and I was con
tinually finding defects, such as broken
bolts, etc. I renewed and increased the
size of all bolts holding the legs to the
cylinder, also renewed the stud bolts hold
ing the cylinder to the frame. Close at
tention and hard work kept her running
for about a year when an accident took

BLOWING DOWN BOILERS.
Editor The Engineer:
Our boiler plant consists of four Van
Dyke boilers rated at 250 horsepower each
and it requires three of these to supply
the required amount of steam. Thus we
have one boiler in reserve to be cut in
when we are cleaning a boiler.
We carry 105 pounds pressure and our
method of blowing out is to allow the water
to raise to the third gage and then blow
down to one gage without any change in
the steam pressure. This method has been
in use for some time at this plant, the
boilers being blown out once during each
shift and we have noticed no injurious
effects. I do not think leaks in boilers are
caused by this method of blowing down.
We arc using soda in our boilers and
while it removes the scale I think it is
rather hard on the boilers, especially on
the brass fittings.
We make a solution of the soda and
pump a small quantity into the heater
every 3 or 4 hours. Before we began the
use of soda it took two men to clean the
boilers ; now we have them cleaned by the
oilers about once in 2 weeks and have no
trouble with scale, although we use lime
rock water.
W. A. L.

place that made things hot and loud for
awhile and until I could close the throttle.
When the governor engaged me I made
the remark that the engine was so much out
of proportion that some part of the main
connection would surely give way sooner
or later. The crosshead, in my opinion,
was of the very worst design, as it was
of the overhanging pattern, and I cannot
imagine how a man like Mr. Corliss would
adopt such a style even for the 20-inch
cylinder. I, of course, consider it un
reasonable to expect an engine to be safe
with a 4-inch increase in the diameter of
the cylinder.
The break took place without any warn
ing, the material being bright and without
a flaw and had the appearance of good
metal. When it parted the piston went
back through the cylinder, stripping some
of the studs, while others of the studs took
chunks of cylinder weighing from 10 to
100 pounds. The accompanying sketch
shows the form of the fracture in the crosshead.
C. II. Prescott.

ACCIDENT TO A CROSSHEAD.
Editor The Engineer :
Some years ago I took charge of the
Pioneer shops located in Burlington, Ver
mont. Ex-Gov. U. A. Woodbury owned
an interest and was general manager.
Previous to my taking charge the en
gine gave no small amount of trouble
and the governor had made several chan
ges, getting a new chief now and then,
when the fault was not altogether with the
men, and how I ever held down the posi
tion has been a mystery to me.

SOME CURIOUS FACTS.
Editor The Engineer :
A pump that wont pump, an injector
that wont inject, a cock that wont close and
a belt that wont pull, is a combination of
"wonts" that is hard to beat. Nevertheless
these were the conditions I found when
asked to locate trouble in a certain plant
in 1903.
The pump in question was a Marsh,
with iVa-inch suction 88 feet long. The
man in charge got the pump to move after
thawing it out, the steam line between the
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boiler and pump being only 620 feet long.
Well, the pump ran like a greased wrench
out of your hand, but nary a drop did it
pump. The operator then commenced to
dissect the steam end, then the water, and
finally put the pump together again, but
nary a drop would it raise. I questioned
him concerning the suction pipe, which; he
said, was way out in the river. A part of
the line was buried, and another part was 8
feet from the ground in a brushheap.
About that time we began to get cold
and wet, but finally got to feeling along
the suction line for leaks. Well, way up
in the brush-heap right under a bend in the
pipe, I found a smail leak 11 inches long
and from % to % inches wide. When this
was patched up with thin rubber and rags
the pump started 0. k. By this time water
was needed for the boiler, but the injector
kicked and refused to work. After indulg
ing in the necessary cuss words and smok
ing a lot of strong stogies, the man in
charge came to the conclusion it would have
to come off. Nothing was found wrong,
except that a piece of the thread from a
%-inch pipe was lodged in the injector
tube. After removing the obstruction she
went 0. k.
Then it was necessary to open the stop
cock under^ the tank in order to get more
water, but we found that an 18-inch wrench
would not open it. We finally got a long
pine plug and drove down through the bot
tom of the tank, shutting the water off
tight, after which we disconnected the cock
and found it had frozen and had spread
out so that it could not Be turned. The
man in charge told the boss it was a poor
stop cock and was too soft, etc. Finally
they got ready to start the engine, but
some overhauling had been done and new
belts put on, and it was found that 90
pounds of steam would not move the en
gine more than one or two revolutions.
The engine would turn, but the main shaft
would not. Upon investigation it was
found that all the four bexes on the line
shaft had been screwed down tight with no
liners under the cups, thus the bearings
served as four good clamps. After putting
in some liners the engine started off pretty
smoothly. It is certain that if proper care
had been exercised all this trouble would
have been avoided. Upon talking awhile
with my new friend I found that he sub
scribed for a county paper, took a World
almanac, and was stuck on the Deadwood
Dick series.
I recently went out in the backwoods on
a visit and while there I ran across some
thing which looked like a boiler and engine.
I saw no steam gage, pop valve, water
gages or any other kind of a gage on the
boiler, while the engine was minus a gov
ernor. I took in all this in about 2 min
utes and left. I began to think I was
too hasty in leaving, thinking perhaps this
was a new and modern plant, with a governorless automatic engine and fittingless
boilers, but some of the old-timers told ine
the rig was "nigh onto 25 years old, and
never blew herself up yet." Do we, or do
we not, need some kind of legislation that
will put a stopcock and a relief valve 011
all this modern country warfare?
Colfax, W. Va.
II. C. Faber.
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An Educational Problem.
In discussing the enlargement of edu
cational advantages in the country, there
is always room for argument as to whether
it is wiser to found new centers of knowl
edge or to increase the facilities of old
foundations. Circumstances and surround
ings must, of course, enter largely into
the argument as the starting of a new col
lege, technical or otherwise, where it will
have a hitherto unoccupied "sphere of in
fluence'' must add to the value of the com
munity life.
If, however, the question arises of found
ing a competitive school alongside one al
ready established, there can be little argu
ment for it on economic or logical grounds.
Consolidation of two institutions so situ
ated, and already with long and honorable
careers, although at first thought seeming
ly desirable, involves many difficult points
to be settled.
During the past few months a joint
committee from Harvard University and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
has been hard at work to formulate a pian
for an educational alliance between the two
institutions and is about to report the re
sults of its work in final and formal lan
guage to the two corporations which it
represents.
Briefly stated, Harvard University has
recently received a gift of some $6,000,000,
known as the "McKay Bequest," the in
come from which is to be devoted to in
dustrial education in all its phases. The
Institute of Technology, located within 3
or 4 miles of Harvard's principal build
ings, is carrying on exactly this sort of
work. In order to promote educational ef
ficiency and eliminate the economic waste of
duplicate and in a sense competitive instruc
tion, it has been suggested that an alliance
between the two institutions be formed.
The results of such a cementing of the two
institutions would secure for the Institute
of Technology the financial resources need'ed to extend the work and expand it to
fit the widening requirements of twentieth
century life, while enabling Harvard to
devote her energies chiefly to the study
of pure science and the prosecution of re
search, adequate facilities and means for
which are somewhat lacking in America at
the present time.
The chief obstacle to such an alliance
is the difficulty of maintaining the inde
pendence of the Institute—a point which
lies close to the heart of practically every
member of the alumni. It is hard to see
how an alliance which gives a reciprocal
representation from each institution on the
governing board of the other can be ef
fected without a sacrifice of individuality
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on the part of the smaller institution. This
is what the joint committee is charged to
make clear—to show that a merger or an
absorption is not contemplated, but rather
a treaty between two equal, self-governing
educational powers.
Large bequests have not fallen to the
Institute of Technology and with the ad
vancing requirements of technical educa
tion it is generally understood that its
maintenance, not to say expansion, is be
coming a serious matter. There seems to
be no room for doubt that the establish
ment of rival and better endowed facilities
on the other side of the Charles River for
the same sort of work will be a heavy
handicap to the Institute, and will result
in economic loss—perhaps a waste of money
and educational effort, which is more than
money, for some years to come.
On the other hand, there are relations
in life utterly beyond the reach of dollars
and cents. There may be an economic
waste in a man's refusing to let his old
mother support herself by taking in wash
ing or by some other form of "productive"
labor, but such a view is not held by those
who appreciate what it means to bring a
human being into the world and prepare
him for after life by unremitting care and
self-denial. No one who has spent four
hard years at the Institute of Technology
or any similiar engineering school can fail
to appreciate the desire of every alumnus
to perpetuate the name and fame of his
alma mater. It has been said that the
modern engineering courses lead a student
through such a definite and rigorous cur
riculum that there is no time for the cul
tivation of the spirit of collegiate loyalty,
but the attitude of the Alumni of the In
stitute of Technology in regard to the Har
vard alliance proves the contrary. Then,
too, it is not easy to draw a line bounding
the geographical area within which an al
liance shall be permitted. If Harvard is to
become allied with the Institute of Tech
nology, why should parts of the combined
work of the two institutions be duplicated
by any of a half-dozen colleges and tech
nical schools within an hour's ride of Bos
ton?
There seems to be a trend in all parts
of the country away from the purely class
ical studies to the scientific branches of
knowledge. Even if the demand for en
gineers and other scientific workers should
slacken—and there seems little likelihood
of this—the value of education in the the
oretical and applied sciences is coming to
be recognized among the public "at large
as never before. There is a growing belief
among advanced thinkers that an engineer
ing course furnishes a far better training
for an alert and progressive career in gen
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eral business or industry than the classical
and philosophical studies which formerly
were considered so valuable. This being
so, it is by no means improbable that even
the large income from the McKay bequest
will, within a few years, be inadequate to
supply the growing demand for scientific
education.
Perhaps no question has arisen in re
cent years in the engineering education
which requires broader and more liberal
treatment. In the discussions which have
occupied the Boston press, there has been
far too little looking ahead of present day
conditions ; the probable development of
each institution has received little atten
tion, as well as the impending increase in
the demand of the general public for the
specific and practical education which the
classical college does not give. It is well
that the matter is being deliberately and
cautiously considered by the joint commit
tee and the authorities, and the final de
cision will certainly be an event of interest
to the engineering profession.
Business.
Following the depression in business
and the summer stagnation, has come a
revival of inquiries and placing of orders
which gives a hopeful tone to the outlook
for the future and makes it interesting to
consider whether this more prosperous era
is likely to continue. In modern construc
tion, iron and steel play such an important
part that the condition of business in the
country and the outlook for future pros
perity has come to be gaged by the condi
tion of the steel market. The largest pro
ducer of iron and steel products in the
country is, of course, the United States
Steel Corporation, and it is safe to say
that the market value of its stock is an in
dication of the outlook for future steel
business, although this value is subject to
somewhat of stock manipulation.
Last May the stock was in the dumps
and hovered for weeks around $10 a
share for common and $53 for preferred,
going as low as $9 and $52.50, respectively.
During the fall season the stocks have
gradually and steadily advanced until the
market price is now in the region of $27
and $87, respectively, with the tendency still
upward. This advance has been in the
face of the quarterly statement of the
corporation which shows that for the quar
ter ending Sept. 30 the earnings of the
company were $700,000 below those of the
preceding quarter and $13,000,000 below
the earnings of the same quarter for last
year. The fact that stock values hold up
in the face of this report is surely an in
dication that investors in the stock have
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abundant faith in the future prosperity of house voltage raiser with a capacity of 15
kilowatts at 110 volts. This booster unit
the country.
Warrant is found for this condition and is operated in the same way as the ex
citer unit by means of current furnished
belief in the analogy brought out by The by single-phase transformers. Oil switches
Iron Age between conditions at the present are used for controlling both the main and
time and those at the close of 1885. From the auxiliary units.
In order to balance the three-wire sys
1893 to 1898, was a business depression
similiar to that between 1873 and 1878. tem, a balancer set of 100-kilowatts ca
Following the period of depression, was pacity consisting of two 220-volt units is
installed. The excitation of these units is
a period of business prosperity in which cross connected—that is, the armature
speculative excesses resulted in a large which runs between the neutral and nega
crop of securities which tied up a great tive wires is excited by current taken from
the neutral and positive wire, and vice
portion of the available capital of the coun
versa. The substation at Batignolles sup
try, resulting in a suspension of commer
plies a network comprising five sections,
cial activity in the spring of 1903 very each section having its own leader.
similar to the suspension in 1884, except
M. Tobiansky d'Altof, who like so
that the resulting failures of banks and many others is seeking for a smoke con
suming process, has recently announced an
large corporations were fewer. Last win
ter and through the spring of this year, interesting solution to the problem. He
has sought, not only to suppress the dis
business was inactive, as was the case dur
charge of smoke, but to recover from it
ing the winter of 1884 and the spring of the combustible part which he uses.
1885, and now during the latter part of
These valuable elements may be classed
this year business is looking upward and in five groups : soot, oils or heavy carbons,
is following much the same trend that it combustible gas not burned, incombustible
took at the close of 1885. 1885 was a gas, and the heat of the smoke, which at
year of good crops and was followed by the time of leaving the furnace has a tem
perature of about 520 degrees F.
a gradual but steady recovery in business
These gases are not discharged out
up to 1892.
doors, but by means of a pump, a ventila
Trade conditions at the present writing ting fan or some other machine are sent
to a carbureting filter, which is filled with
show large crops of wheat and corn, in
creased activity in iron furnaces, woolen some kind of combustible filter material
such as wood fiber, peat or coke. This
mills and factories for the manufacture of filtering material is sprinkled with some
boots and shoes, a steadier labor market kind of hydrocarbon liquid such as pe
and more hands employed than at any troleum, benzine or alcohol so that the
previous season of the year and all signs gases, combustible and otherwise, in tra
point to good business for a considerable versing the filter are impregnated with
hydrocarbon, in spite of the presence of
period to come.
nitrogen and carbonic acid, and changed
into a combustible gas. The oils, heavy
hydrocarbons and soot are deposited in the
NOTES FROM ABROAD.
filtering material and become mixed with
BY EMILE GUARINI.
the substance so that after a certain time
the smoke will no longer pass through it.
AT THE shops of the Western Rail
road Co. of France, at Batignolles, By this time the filtering substance has be
come an excellent combustible and is re
has recently been established an elec
placed by other material.
tric substation for which most of the ma
chinery was furnished by the Societe
By this process M. d'Altof aims to ob
Anonyme Westinghouse. Current is tain a double result ; suppression of smoke
brought to the substation on a three-phase and its use to produce a commercial gas at
system at an electromotive force of 5,000 small cost without extra apparatus. This
volts and a frequency of 25 cycles per sec
gas can, perhaps, be substituted with ad
ond. Two synchronous motors are operated vantage for oil gas and contains more
and drive generators of 600 and 300 kilo
ethylene than ordinary gas, a substance
watts capacity. Sta'rting is accomplished which gives it the most intense, white lumi
by means of ,two secondary groups, each nous effect. The gas is totally burned, giv
of which is operated by means of oil-cooled ing only water vapor and carbonic acid.
transformers, which by means of two con
The inventor has specified the application
nections furnish either 1 10 or 220 volts, as of his apparatus to locomotives and to
desired. The auxiliary group consists of a large steamers both merchant marine and
40-horsepower motor operating a 30-kilo- naval, and has stated the many advantages
watt dynamo at 500 volts.
which will result from the introduction of
Current from the main 500-volt gener
this practice. He ventures to hope that in
ators is distributed by the three-wire sys
the not-far-distant future, the smoke of
tem, the neutral wire being grounded. A cities will all be brought to a central plant
Tudor storage battery is installed which which will use the gas to generate power
is charged from the main generators and for the supply of electric current or other
is planned to carry the load in case of acci
service. Another interesting application
dent or overload. The battery has a ca
would be the treatment of smoke derived
pacity of 1,000 ampere hours and is charged from street sweepings and garbage, for
by means of two booster groups, consisting which an installation has been made in one
of a synchronous motor and a Westing- of the suburbs of Paris.
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PAPERS READ BEFORE THE OHIO SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND
STEAM ENGINEERS.
NOTES ON BOILER TESTS.
BY J. E. BELL.
BOILER test is essentially very
simple, for it is nothing more or
less than weighing coal and water.
In practice, however, other data is de
manded so that there is hardly a
limit to which the intricacies of the
investigation may not reach. Elaborate
tests have only academic interest. For this
reason for practical engineers much of the
data could be left out entirely without in
any manner affecting the value of the test.
In its simplest "form the report of a boiler
trial should contain, in addition to the
weight of the coal and water, the weight
of the ash, the moisture in the coil, average
temperatures of the feed and of the uptake
gases, the average boiler pressure, and the
draft at the damper of the boiler, in the
furnace, and if forced draft is used, the
pressure in the ashpit. The moisture in the
steam should also be measured by means
of the calorimeter if possible.
With this information the evaporation
can be determined per pound of dry coal,
or per pound of combustible, as well as per
pound of coal burned. The evaporation
per pound of dry coal and combustible are
the important results of the test. In con
junction with calorimeter determinations of
the heating value of the coal, the efficiency
of the boiler can be computed. These re
sults must always be known if a boiler test
is to be of value, and further than this,
when they are known the test is practically
complete, for any other information that
might be deduced from additional data
could only give results that are founded
more or less on assumption. For instance,
a flue gas analysis could be used in de
termining a heat balance, etc., all of which
looks nice on paper but practically is of
absolutely no value.
The data required for a complete boiler
test can be obtained by a careful engineer
without elaborate preparation or intricate
apparatus; in fact, it is just as easy to run
a boiler test right as it is to run it wrong.
It seems, however, judging from the re
ports of tests that have come under the
writer's observation, that these facts aPe
not generally understood and taken for their
real worth, for in but few instances is the
data such that the evaporation per pound
of dry coal, or per pound of combustible
can be obtained, which, in lieu of approxi
mate analysis of the coal are the only re
sults from which the comparative economy
of the boiler can be determined. The
weight of the coal and water, feed tem
peratures and steam pressure are, of course,
obtained in every instance and very often
the flue gas temperatures and the breech
ing draft also. But it is just as important
to get the total weight of the ash, the mois
ture in the coal and the draft in the fur
nace.
A pound of coal can be considered as
being made up of three separate weights,
i. c, weight of the combustible, weight of
the ash and weight of the moisture. The

heat value of a pound of combustible, for
coals mined within a certain district, varies
little; in fact, for practical purposes it
may be assumed to be constant for coals
of that character; that is, if we know where
the coal is mined we can look up and de
termine approximately the heat value of
the combustible. It is impossible,, however,
to make this statement of the coal as ac
tually burned, for the ash and moisture
vary between wide limits. Therefore it
follows that practically the same evapora
tion can be obtained per pound of coal in
two instances and the economy of the two
boiler plants judged equal, while as a mat
ter of fact one of the coals might run
much higher in moisture and ash than the
other, and in reality the plant using the coal
containing the most moisture might be the
more efficient. This may appear quibbling
to some, but it is not by any manner of
means. It is simply stating the difference
between a good and bad boiler test, as
previously emphasized.
The determination of the total ash pro
duced during the test should be very easily
made, but the results obtained are very
seldom correct. For instance, if a test is
run without cleaning the fires, which very
often happens, at the start the grates are
covered with coal while at the end they
are covered mostly with ash. Under these
circumstances the weight of the ash in the
pit would not represent the total. If the
test is to be run without cleaning the fires,
obtain the weight of the coal used in build
ing up fires after the furnace and ashpit
have been cleaned before starting the test.
When the test begins, the weight of the
coal is obtained in the usual manner until
the end. After that no more coal should
be added and the fires should be burned
down until all the combustible matter on
the grates at the end of the test is con
sumed. The ash on the bars should then
be raked out and weighed and added to the
weight of the ash in the pit. This sum
divided by the joint weights of the coal
used during the test and the weight of the
coal used before starting will give the per
centage of ash, and multiplying the weight
of coal burned during the test by this per
centage gives the weight of the ash made
during the test. When the test is run with
the fires cleaned both at the start and at
the end, the ash on the grate at the end
is assumed to be the same as at the begin
ning and practically there is not much dif
ference, so that results are usually correct.
The moisture in the coal should be de
termined from a sample taken from time
to time during the test and kept in a cov
ered box near the coal pile, in order to
keep the moisture from evaporating during
the trial. At the end of the test this sam
ple, which should run about 50 pounds,
should be weighed. It should then be
crushed fine, care being taken to see that
none of it is allowed to get away, and dried
in an open pan on top of the boiler or
breeching where it will be good and hot.
The drying should continue for 24 hours

and the coal stirred once in awhile. It
requires these precautions to accurately ob
tain the moisture and it must be remem
bered that any error thus made will tend to
show too little moisture and will reduce
the evaporation per pound of dry coal, or
per pound of combustible. It is preferable
to obtain the moisture in the manner men
tioned rather than to depend upon a chem
ist's analysis.
Boiler tests to be comparable must be
run with the same care and attention and
have complete data, but even then there
will be differences in results. These dif
ferences are usually accounted for on the
assumption that in one instance the boiler,
grate or the firing was better or worse than
in another. Sometimes these conclusions
are correct. Many times, however, they
are not and I shall try to explain how in
some cases this comes about.
A test should never be accepted as con
clusive unless the condition of the boiler,
grates, etc., are known to be beyond criti
cism, and even then only after a number
of preliminary trials have been run to de
termine the proper amount of draft to be
used and the best method of firing. Dur
ing a preliminary test the evaporation
should be figured every hour ; indeed this
should be an invariable rule for all tests,
for only by this means can the engineer
in charge know what he is doing, and for
a preliminary it is absolutely necessary, be
cause experiments are then being made on
the draft, thickness of fires, etc., and time
will not permit of a separate test under
each set of conditions. What is looked for
is a suggestion as to what is right and what
will later be checked up by a trial.
Hourly evaporations are notoriously de
ceptive, so that hasty conclusions must not
be formed. Nevertheless an idea can be
obtained from them under what conditions
the boiler and furnace is working the best.
The evaporation when figured hourly will
show how long a boiler should be operated
before the test is started in order to insure
the setting being thoroughly hot. Some
times the test is started too soon and the
evaporation suffers, because the setting ab
sorbs part of the heat that should go to
evaporate the water. I recall a series of
tests that were made upon boilers in the
anthracite district which included two that
were made to determine what effect dirt
on the outside of the tubes and scale on the
inside would have on the evaporation.
The boiler chosen had not been cleaned
for several months either externally or in
ternally. Internally it was in fairly good
condition, a very slight coating of scale
appearing in the tubes. The outside of the
tubes, however, were coated all over with
a heavy ashy deposit and every por
tion of the tube offering a lodgment for
dust, contained all that it could hold. With
the boiler in this conditon the evaporation
obtained per pound of dry buckwheat coal
was 8.04 pounds from and at 212 degrees F.
A few days afterward the boiler was thor
oughly cleaned and put in good condition
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and another test run in which the evapora
tion obtained was 10.3 pounds from and at
212 degrees F. per pound of dry coal. This
indicated a gain in economy of 27 per
cent resulting from cleaning the boilers.
No doubt this was an extreme case, for
the boiler was very dirty, but the enormous
increase in economy indicates that soot on
the outside of tubes affects results very
materially. It seems almost an insult to
an engineer to advise him to see that his
boiler is cleaned before testing and I should
hardly have the courage to do it had not
my experience in the past been such that
I know, in spite of assertions to the con
trary, that the chances are ten to one that
the boiler will not be cleaned.
No doubt every one who knows any
thing about combustion believes that the
highest efficiency is obtained when the coal
or other fuel is burned with the least pos
sible amount of air required for perfect
combustion. This fact is well recognized
theoretically but very seldom is it carried
out practically. Many boiler plants are
operated with 50 per cent more draft than
they need, the excess suction simply drag
ging in more air and reducing the economy.
The thickness of the fire, as well as the
draft, determines the amount of air passing
into the furnace, in other words, with the
same breeching draft a thick fire will allow
less air to pass through than will a thin
fire. Consequently the depth of the fire 011
the grates, as well as the draft, must be
experimented with during a preliminary
test.
Again citing from past experience, I
recall a certain test made for the acceptance
of a water works plant in which New River
coal was used. The engineers were in
despair for a duty of only 93,000,000 foot
pounds could be obtained, while the guar
antee called for 130,000,000. The test had
been carefully made and seemingly every
precaution had been taken, yet the fact
remained that a duty of only 93,000,000
foot pounds could be obtained. It was rec
ognized that 130,000,000 was very high, and
that it would require maximum economy
in both boilers and engine. Arrangements
were finally made whereby another and
more experienced man was given charge
of the boilers. After a few preliminary
runs, an 8-hour test developed a duty of
143,000,000 foot pounds ; the guarantee be
ing exceeded by 10 per cent.
The boiler was tested at the same time
and extremely high economy shown. Ex
cept in one particular the last tests were
made in the same manner as the former
ones that gave poor results ; the only dif
ference was in the thickness of the fires.
During the first test an 8 to 9-inch fire
was carried, while during the last test the
thickness was from 14 to 15 inches. The
furnace was practically piled full of coal.
The latter depth of fire would generally
be looked upon as indicative of ignorance
on the part of the fireman, but with Poca
hontas or New River coal, or other high
grade scmibituminous coal such firing gives
the very best efficiency. With a poorer coal,
as is generally recognized, a much thinner
fire is a necessity if the grates are to be
kept free from clinker and the capacity and
efficiency maintained. A 6-inch fire for In
diana or Illinois coal would probably be the
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maximum. With some Nova Scotia coal
the best results are obtained when the fires
are so thin that there are holes in them
at all times. When thin fires are neces
sary to burn the coal, part of the efficiency
is sacrificed on account of the excessive air
supply, but the sacrifice of efficiency is
necessary or else there will be greater loss
by imperfect combustion caused by the air
supply being choked by clinker and fused
coal.
In addition to having a certain draft and
thickness of fire under which the highest
efficiency is obtained, each and every grade
of coal will likewise have a certain rate of
combustion at which it can be burned with
the best results. It is to the interest of
the boiler test that this rate of combustion
be predetermined and the preliminary trials
should give some information concerning
it. It may be demonstrated that the grate
surface is too large or on the other hand it
may be too small. If the boiler was de
signed for hard coal the ratio of heating
surface to grate surface should not be
over 40 to 1. With high grade bituminous
or scmibituminous coal the ratio of heating
surface to grate surface should be from
50 to 60 to 1. Evidently then, if a test is
run burning soft coal on a grate whose sur
face was proportioned for anthracite the
results obtained will be of little value.
A test made on a 25-horsepower Stir
ling boiler having a ratio of heating
surface to grate surface of 30.7 to 1, with
a high grade Pennsylvania bituminous coal
as fuel, gave an evaporation of 10.53
pounds per pound of dry coal, from
and at 212 degrees R, which would
represent a boiler efficiency of something
like 68 per cent. A few days after the
test, the grate surface was reduced until
the ratio was 51 to I, and the evaporation
increased 12.06 pounds from and at 212
degrees per pound of dry coal, the efficiency
being about 78 per cent. This reduction
in grate surface increased the evaporation
some 15 per cent and no doubt if the grate
surface had been still further reduced an
other increase in efficiency could have been
obtained.
It has just been assumed that the grate
surface should be proportioned with a view
to obtaining high economy. Sometimes this
point is of secondary importance and what
is primarily required is larger boiler ca
pacity. When this is true the grate sur
face is increased beyond the limits that a
due consideration of economy only will es
tablish. A fact that cannot be too thor
oughly comprehended nor too well under
stood by engineers is that boiler capacity
is a question of grate surface and draft
pure and simple and that if great capacity
is obtained it is at the expense of the best
economy.
It should not appear strange from the
facts already slated that a boiler test, as
usually made, is a very uncertain quantity.
Few engineers will believe that a test is
indicative of the best results unless he hap
pens to run it himself, and even then he
may doubt whether he has done everything
just right. The way to avoid this uncer
tainty is to make a sufficient number of
preliminary trials to determine just what
the grate surface, combustion rate, thick
ness of fire and draft should be. When
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this is known, a fireman who can cover
the grates with coal and use a slice bar,
and a man who can weigh water and coal
and read a thermometer and draft gage
can run a boiler test that no one can beat.
It might appear that such conditions are
abnormal, and that consequently such a
test would not represent actual operating
conditions and therefore is liable to be mis
leading from the owner's viewpoint. This
is not true, for if a boiler is worked prop
erly during a test it can be worked prop
erly every day. When an allowance is
made for the cleaning and banking of fires,
the closing down and starting the boilers,
the efficiency and evaporation will be just
as good at the end of a year's run as it
was during an 8 or a 10-hour test.
There is nothing so discouraging to an
engineer trying to straighten out a plant as
to have a fireman work hard during a test
and get fine results, and the next day drop
back to his old methods on the plea that
it is impracticable to continue good work.
There arc some plants in the country that
are always run up to the maximum effi
ciency, but they are very few. There
should be a great many others, and if the
chief engineers would conduct boiler tests,
make experiments and obtain the data
previously mentioned, they would be in
position from their own initiative to
straighten things out and safely conclude
that no one could make the plant do bet
ter than they themselves.
THE MODERN STEAM FIRE ENGINE.
BV F. F. I.0OMIS.
THE steam fire engine dates back to
1840, when the first engine was
built by P. R. Hodge, mechanical
engineer, of New York. The engines
were horizontal, attached to a tubular
boiler of the locomotive type. The pis
tons of the steam and water cylinders
were on the same rods and the con
necting rods were attached to cranks
on the hind wheels, which served as bal
ance wheels when the rear end of the en
gine was blocked up ready for service.
This machine was also a self-propeller; an
early automobile. The pumps were single
acting and carried two suction connections;
one for each end, and two discharge gates.
This engine worked very well, but was of
small capacity weighing only 3,000 pounds.
It was like everything good for it had to
fight ignorance, prejudice and politics, for
the volunteer fire departments in those days
were a power and consequently it was al
lowed to fall into disuse, and the matter
stood for 13 years before it was again
taken up.
In 1852 A. B. Latta built the next engine
for the city of Cincinnati, and upon trial
it proved far superior to any mechanical
device that bad been designed to handle
water for fire service. Still there was great
prejudice against accepting it, but the bet
ter judgment prevailed and since then the
growth and improvement in this direction
has been rapid. Up to a few years ago a
dozen or more different firms were manu
facturing fire engines of different designs,
but at the present time, owing to the mod
ern system of doing business by combina
tions and large corporations, the number
has dwindled down to two companies. The
requisites for a modern steam fire engine
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are many and varied. It is essentially a
portable apparatus. The question of econ
omy of operation, and efficiency, must be
thrown aside, for the one object is to get
the greatest amount of water on a fire with
the least weight of apparatus.
The boiler must be designed and con
structed to contain a great amount of heat
ing surface, and but little water, so as to
generate steam in the shortest time pos
sible from cold water, and yet be substan
tial. During tests, a pressure of 60 pounds
of steam has been raised in 3 minutes, but
in practice it is more often 6 minutes for
the reason that during tests the water is
drawn dangerously low in order to lessen
the amount of water that must be heated.
The designs of boilers that best fulfill these
requirements at the present time are what
are known as the nest-tube smoke-flue
type with a false head in the top to keep
the upper end of the smoke flue submerged,
and the water tube type with no smoke
flues. There is also a new spiral watertube boiler, and, from what I have seen
of it, appears to be a good steamer. The
life of the latter I know nothing of. The
grate area of these boilers is necessarily
small and, therefore, are a little wasteful
of fuel, requiring close attention in firing,
and the best of fuel especially when de
veloping 40 horsepower at the nozzle, with
a grate containing 4.94 square feet and a
boiler 65 inches long and 34H inches out
side diameter.
The engines are what are known as a
double engine, at least such are the late
designs, and are direct connected to the
pump pistons. A yoke and a short con
necting rod turn a crank shaft carrying a
flywheel or balancewheel and the eccen
trics for operating the slide valve, which
is usually of the well-known D pattern.
The valves are always made with but very
little lap, as the engine necessarily takes
steam the whole length of the stroke, and
furthermore, the balancewheel is so light
that there is not momentum enough to
carry the engine over the center and thus
keep a steady motion. The engine takes
steam for about seven-eighths of the stroke,
therefore, very little of the expansive ef
fect of steam is obtained and it is impos
sible to get the high efficiency of good auto
matic engines. The pistons are made of
the split-ring pattern and give good satis
faction. The power of a fire engine is
usually reckoned from the hydraulic effect
actually accomplished, that is, the vertical
height to which a stream can be thrown,
and the quantity of water delivered, and
the efficiency, by the power consumed. I
should state here that the condition and
construction of the nozzle has quite an
important effect on the results. This will
be mentioned later on.
During tests I have made at different
times we have obtained 80 to 85 per cent
of the power developed in the cylinder in
work at the nozzle through 100 feet of 2V2'
inch hose and a Ifg-inch smooth nozzle.
It will be seen that the engineer in de
signing such an engine is brought face to
face with a good many difficulties, such
as keeping down the weight and size, and
making everything compact yet accessible
for repairs. I believe he has done this work
very well when we consider that an engine
and pump capable of developing 40 horse
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power does not occupy a space to exceed 2
by 3 by 5 feet.
The pumps are double and are double
acting. Castings and most other parts are
made of compositions. The plungers in
some engines are made solid, but the best,
I think, are provided with leather buckets.
In other makes, the barrel is fitted with a
gland and packing, and a long hollow
plunger. This is a very good construction
with bad sandy water on account of being
able to take up the wear easily, and in
practice it has worked splendidly. The
valves are of the round flat rubber type
with springs on the back. These are zVt
inches in diameter, ^j-inch thick and are
usually arranged radially around each end
of the barrel of the pump, and are as close
together as possible in order to economize
space. The particular pump I am speaking
of has a 45^-inch bore and 8-inch stroke.
In order to get the required amount of
water through such a pump, that is, the
amount at which they are rated, which is
900 gallons a minute, the pump must have
a very rapid motion and at the same time
have no pressure on the forcing side or
open butts, as we call it in practice.
During a test of a pump of this size
with two lines of 2j/<-inch hose discharging
into one 25-foot section of 3-inch hose and
95 pounds pressure at the engine, the
stream reached a horizontal distance of
200 feet with a iJ-^-inch nozzle, and deliv
ered 493 gallons of water with an engine
speed of 208 revolutions per minute. The
oretically it should have done this at 200
revolutions per minute, but there was that
much lost through slippage. This was a
good practical test and gave good results.
To work this pump up to its rated capacity
against a heavy pressure cannot be done,
but we can maintain a speed sufficient to
deliver 600 gallons a minute, which would
have to be a speed of 250 revolutions a
minute. Thus it is seen that valves which
art seated as often as that in a minute
against 200 pounds pressure, must be made
of the very best material in order to be
reliable.
Vacuum chambers and air chambers
must be very liberally proportioned in order
to run without hammering or pounding.
The suction also should be liberal, never
less than the bore of the pump, although I
have seen them smaller than this. Larger
sizes would be better, but the suction must
be portable so as to be easily and quickly
handled. To show the elasticity of air,
during a test of this engine we went to a
lift of 14 feet 6 inches. Theoretically the
engine should make 4.81 revolutions to dis
place the contents of the suction and pump
barrels, but it actually took 29 revolutions
before the water reached the pump. This
test we repeated several times and got the
same results. The pump was in first-class
condition as we afterwards raised the water
the full length of the suction.
It is not all in the boiler, engine and
pumps that we are enabled to get good
results. There is a great deal in the nozzle
used and to deception which can be prac
ticed upon the unwary. For instance, a
man comes along and says he handled two
1 14-inch streams during a certain test and
the other , fellow only handled two ij^inch streams. Upon investigation we find
that the two lj4-inch nozzles were of the
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ring variety and the two ij^-inch were
smooth bore tips and delivered 268 gallons
each with 75 pounds pressure at the tip
and with rubber hose, and the stream
reached a horizontal distance of 169 feet.
On the other hand the 1%-inch ring nozzles
delivered but 259 gallons each and reached
166 feet with the same lines of hose. The
best way to explain this would be by means
of a diagram. There is such a thing as
getting too much pressure on a tip for
the best results. For instance, during tests
that have been made a ^jj-inch stream in
still air at 86 pounds pressure has reached
a perpendicular height of 100 feet. Now
if the pressure is increased to 130 pounds
the height decreases to 75 feet, but if the
stream is increased to Y\ inch and the pres
sure maintained at 86 pounds, the distance
increases to 116 feet, and for the i-inch noz
zle, 137 feet; the 1 54-inch, 150 feet ; the i'/Zinch, 158 feet; the ij^-inch, 166 feet and
the 2-inch, 169 feet. Thus the same pres
sure that sends the ^-inch stream 100 feet
sends the 2-inch stream 69 feet farther. On
the other hand the 130 pounds that cuts
down the ^-inch to 75 feet sends the 2inch stream 230 feet high which is an in
crease in height of 155 feet and represents
900 per cent more water.
Experience has shown that the ^-inch
stream with 130 pounds pressure reached
75 feet. If the pressure were cut down
to 45 pounds it would reach the same
height. Thus to get the best results it is
necessary to know what is required, and
then select the size tip and proper pres
sure to accomplish it. Deviating either
way cuts down the distance. To give all
the data and value would require a very
extensive table, but I have given enough
to show that the modern steam fire engine
has a great field and to get the best results
the engine should be handled judiciously.
The engineer must necessarily be a man of
practice rather than versed in theory, and
better still if he has both. In conclusion
will say that the steam fire engine has al
ways been a thing of beauty and the pride
of the community in which it is located.
I predict that within the next decade the
automobile or self-propeller, as we call it,
will displace the horse as the motive power,
in fact there are several in use at the pres
ent time and have given good satisfaction.
The latter feature, however, is nothing new
for at the outstart I called attention to the
fact that the very first engine built was a
self-propeller.
One of the reasons for the growth of
huge industrial corporations is the fact that
the profit and saving resulting from look
ing after even the most trivial matters be
come of such large moment when the trans
actions involved arc of the size carried on
by the great corporations of the present
time. An illustration of this is that, in the
report of the managers of a subordinate
office, a mistake was discovered in the fifth
decimal of one of the figures. The man
ager thought this was of little account, but
on sitting down to figure it out he found
that the error meant a loss of $90.
In the same corporation, the strings
which were tied around bundles of shooks
were gathered up and stowed away in bags
and later several tons were sold for $800.
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BOILERS AND FURNACES.
BY WM. C. M'CRACKEN.
WHILE an advocate generally of
water tube boilers, I am free to
say that there are places where
some one of the fire tube type of boiler
is practically as safe, and will give
better results than a water tube boiler.
As a rule when the fire tube boiler
is used for heating service, or combined
heating and power service under moderate
steam pressure, the results obtained are
usually on a par with the results obtained
from the use of the water tube type and
frequently a great deal better, as I shall
explain later. The demand at present,
however, seems to be for a boiler, which,
if possible, shall be more efficient than the
best fire tube boiler; it must have thin
heating surfaces subdivided into many
parts so as to be practically free from dis
astrous explosions, while capable of carry
ing a pressure of from 160 to 300 pounds;
easy of access for repairs and cleaning
and occupying the least space possible per
horsepower.
Speaking generally the average water
tube boiler will meet the above require
ments, but, if we add another requirement,
and one which nearly all large steam users
demand—viz., that the boiler shall stand
an over load of from 25 to 50 per cent for,
say, 10 to 12 hours, without showing any
signs of distress, we certainly have left
but two or three makes of boilers to se
lect from.
Admiral Mellville has said that a water
tube boiler should have all the good points
of the Scotch marine boilers, as well as the
best points of the water tube boiler without
the defects of either. This was said when
speaking of the marine water tube boiler.
A water tube boiler should have, then,
large water capacity, as well as the points
enumerated above.
Steam and water drums should be not
less than 36 inches in diameter for the
smaller sizes and 42 inches in diameter for
the larger sizes, and the tubes not less
than 3 inches, and preferably 4 inches in
diameter. The tubes also should be
straight, but with the art of boiler clean
ing and scale prevention as it now is,
slight bends make little difference.
Boilers should be provided with a set
tling chamber of some kind at the bottom
of the tubes at the rear, and provided with
one or more blowoffs according to the
size of the boiler. The blowoff valves
should be provided with removable seats
as well as removable disks. The steam
and water drums should have a dry pipe,
no difference which make of boiler is to
be installed. Our experience has demon
strated to our satisfaction at least, that un
der the most trying conditions we are able
to get steam of 98.7 per cent dryness with
loads from 30 to 40 per cent above the
builder's rating.
We have found that the setting has
much to do with the efficiency of the boil
er, and therefore I wish to make the fol
lowing suggestions as to some of the main
points. Go down to solid earth for the
footings; make them of brick or concrete,
and if of brick lay them in cement. Where
boilers are suspended from beams, the
columns should rest on piers amply large
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to carry the load, with a large factor of
safety. The piers should be laid in Port
land cement. All boilers should be sus
pended so as to be entirely free from the
brickwork. The outer side walls should
be of hard burned brick laid in Portland
cement ; the inside lined with one course of
No. 1 firebrick at least two-thirds of the
way back, and from the lower edge of the
grate bars up to the center of the drums.
In the furnace every third course
should be a header course, elsewhere every
fifth course a header, and no wall should
be less than 17 inches thick. A rowlock
should be turned over the drums and cov
ered with 2 inches of Portland cement of
the proportions of 2 to I, or magnesia
blocks may be used. It has been proved
by tests that there is quite a loss due to
infiltration of air through the boiler walls,
sometimes amounting to as much as 20
per cent. In one plant I have in mind,
they found the air leakage so great that
they put in an entirely new setting rather
than continue the loss due to air leakage.
It will be found that the air leakage is
not all due to cracks in the mortar; part
of it is due to the brick. In trying to re
duce this loss to a minimum, we gave our
boiler walls two coats of Portland cement
wash, and then one coat of cold water
paint to brighten them up. We believe it
will pay to do this when first installing
boilers, as well as later, as it immediately
closes the pores in the brick. The baf
fling tile should be very carefully and se
curely put in place when installing boilers,
and should be carefully inspected from
time to time, to see that they are in their
proper places, especially after repairs have
been made by other than your own men.
In one plant of considerable size which
came under my notice, fully one-third of
the baffle tiles were out of place or miss
ing. Do you wonder that these boilers
were not as efficient as some other type?
For small installations the old straight
grate, or, better still, shaking grate fur
nace, is doing good service, but a better
service can be gotten out of the straight
or shaking grate Dutch-oven furnace. The
usual method of setting this furnace is to
put it out in front of the boiler, the top of
the furnace being covered with a firebrick
arch, combustion being practically complete
in the furnace before flames reach the
boiler.
In a number of tests of this style of
furnace, made by Mr. E. A. Hitchcock,
professor of experimental engineering at
the Ohio State University, they easily ob
tained an evaporation from and at 212 de
grees of 9.5 pounds of water per hour per
pound of Georges Creek coal having a
calorific value of 14,240 British thermal
units; with Pocahontas coal, 10.2 pounds
of water, the coal containing 15,053 British
thermal units, and with Hacker Run, 8.3
pounds of water, the coal having a heating
value of 13,467 British thermal units per
pound.
For 500 horsepower and above, I am
strongly in favor of the automatic furnace
or stoker of the side feed type, or chain
grate type, for the reason that they are
easier to handle and better results are
obtained than with the front downfeed or
the underfeed type. In the front downfeed type, so far as our observation has
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gone, the fire was almost inaccessible from
the front, all clinkers had to be removed
from the bottom of the furnace by means
of a dumping grate, which, at times, al
lowed nearly , all the fire to slide into the
ashpit when cleaning the fires. The grate
bars, also, get very hot, some makers us
ing steam jets to keep the temperature
down, which is just so much steam wasted.
Furthermore, bad coal which runs into
the grates makes it very difficult to feed
the coal down.
The underfeed type are objectionable
because of the concentration of the fire on
one part of the boiler, and the way of
cleaning fires, the coal catching fire in the
lower part of the furnace.
In the side feed furnace with any rea
sonable coal, the furnace automatically
takes care of the clinker and ash and we
are always in position to assist the furnace
should it be necessary. The arch covering
the entire grate allows of practically com
plete combustion before the flames reach
the cooler boiler tubes.
The style of setting adopted for our
chain grates is an improvement over the
ordinary chain grate setting in that we
extend the arch two-thirds the length of
the grate, make it level instead of bell-end
and as flat as it is possible to make it;
in fact, it is an oven furnace with a chain
grate under it.
We have been able to crowd these boil
ers with chain grates from 150 horsepower
builder's rating to 230 horsepower. The
average evaporation per pound of coal
from and at 212 degrees during about
fifty tests on our side feed furnaces was
7.44 pounds of water, with an ability to
easily work the boilers 40 per cent above
their rating. The boilers with chain grates
show an average evaporation of 7.4 pounds
of water per pound of coal, from and at
212 degrees.
The calorific value of the coals used in
above tests ran about 11,700 British ther
mal units, with about 13.5 per cent ash.
We find that in order to get the best
results we must work our boilers up to
and above their rating, and to do this we
must keep the furnaces at the highest tem
perature possible, with the excess of air
kept well down.
In a paper read before the British Asso
ciation last month, J. W. Hayward de
scribed some experiments made at the Cen
tral Technical College on the effect of
varying the cutoff in the low-pressure cyl
inder of a compound engine. The cylinders
were 8.73 and 15.76 inches in diameter, and
the stroke 22 inches. Both cylinders were
jacketed with boiler steam. The cutoff in
the low-pressure cylinder was varied from
0.3 to 0.6 of the stroke, with the following
results :
Cutoff:
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Lbs. of steam per
I.H.P.-hour :
18.22 18.78 19.72 19-88
The effect therefore of increasing the
cutoff, and consequently the receiver drop,
is to continuously increase the steam con
sumption per indicted horsepower-hour.
There was a slight increase in the mechan
ical efficiency of the engine with the later
cutoff, but not nearly enough to compensate
for the loss of steam.
A. H. A.
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TRIAL OF HIGH SPEED ELECTRIC LO
COMOTIVE FOR THE N. Y. C.
& H. R. R. R.
THIS trial was held at Schenectady,
N. Y., to test the performance of the
new electric locomotives which are
being built for the New York Central Rail
road by the General Electric Co. and Amer
ican Locomotive Works. The exhibition was
held on Saturday, Nov. 12, guests being
present from all the prominent trade pa-
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used in the haulage of the through pas
senger trains, the heaviest of which reach
875 tons in weight and are to be hauled
at maximum speed of 65 miles per hour
By the multiple unit system of control,
two or more locomotives can be coupled
together and operated from the leading cab
as a single unit. The motive power may
therefore be easily adapted to the weight
of train, as a single electric locomotive will
be able to maintain the schedule with a
4SO-ton train, two locomotives being cou
pled together for heavier trains.
A longitudinal section of the locomotive
frame is shown in Fig. 2. The main frame
is of cast steel, and forms not only the
mechanical frame of the locomotive but
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also part of the magnetic circuit of the
electric motors. It will be seen that the
devices. This apparatus is furnished in
duplicate, one set on each side of the cab,
and is arranged so as to be easily ma
nipulated from the operator's seat, while
at the same time a practically unobstructed
view to front and rear may be obtained
from the windows.
There is a central corridor extending
through the cab so as to permit access
from the locomotive to the cars behind,
and the contractors, rheostats, and reversers are arranged along the sides of these
corridors in boxes of sheet steel which are
sheathed on the inside with fireproof in
sulating material.

FIG. I. GEARLESS ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.
pers of the country and from the New
York dailies and Associated Press. The
party of newspaper men were taken to
Schenectady from New York as guests of
the General Electric Co., the excursion
being in charge of C. Beran, manager of
the New York office ; E. H. Mullen, ad
vertising manager, and H. B. Hobbs. At
the Schenectady works the party was met
by the engineers in charge of the railway

FIG. 2. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF LOCOMOTIVE.
armatures are arranged in tandem, the end
pole pieces being cast as part of the end
frames and the double pole pieces between
the armatures being carried by heavy steel
transoms bolted to the side frame and
forming part of the magnetic circuit as well
as cross braces for the truck. The field
coils are wound upon metal spools which
are bolted upon the pole pieces.

The control system permits three run
ning connections—namely, four motors in
series, two groups of two in parallelseries, and all four motors in parallel. The
controlling appliances are of the multiple
unit type. A current limiting device is
provided in the master controller, consist
ing of a friction clutch operated by an
electric magnet which is energized by the

FIG. 3. CURTIS, 2,000-KILOWATT TURBO-GEN
ERATOR UNIT IN POWER HOUSE.

work of the General Electric Co. Lunch
eon was served on the way to Schenectady,
and dinner on the return trip.
The New York Central & Hudson Riv
er Railroad is now equipping its New York
terminal for a distance of 34 miles on the
main line from the Grand Central station
to Croton, and for 24 miles on the Har
lem Division as far as White Plains for
electric power. It is the intention to han
dle all the traffic within this district or
zone electrically and the locomotive just
given trial is one of thirty which will be

FIG. 4. INTERIOR OF SUBSTATION, SHOWING ROTARY CONVERTER, TRANSFORMERS, AND
BLOWER FOR COOLING TRANSFORMERS.

The central cab for the operator con
tains master controllers, engineer's valves,
and switches and valves required for oper
ating sanding, whistling, and bell-ringing

current passing through one of the motors;
the arrangement is such that when the
current exceeds a predetermined amount,
the cylinder cannot be rotated further un
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til the current has fallen sufficiently to al
low the relay to drop.
In the operator's cab is placed a Gen
eral Electric, motor-driven air compressor
having capacity of 75 cubic feet of free air
per minute and automatically cut in and
out of circuit when the air pressure Jails
below 125 or rises above 135 pounds.
Current is collected from the third rail
by multiple-contact spring-actuated third
rail shoes whose supports are carried on
channel irons attached to the journal box.
Four of these shoes are on each side of the
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FIG. 5. CURVES SHOWING SPEED. CURRENT
AND VOLTAGE VARIATION FOR AN
,
8-CAR TRAIN.
locomotive. In the yards at the terminal,
the large number of switches and cross
ings necessitates an overhead construction
in places and additional contacts are there
fore mounted on the top of the locomotive
for collecting current when the locomotive
is passing these points. This device may
be raised and lowered by air pressure con
trolled from the engineer's cab.
For preliminary tests and trials on these
locomotives under all conditions likely to
obtain in service operation, the railroad
company has set aside a 6-milc stretch of
track on its main line near Schenectady and
equipped it with standard third-rail con
struction.
Power for operating the locomotive is
furnished by the General Electric Co., and
for this purpose there has been installed
in the new power house at the Schenectady
plant a 2,000-kilowatt, three-phase, 25cycle, Curtis turbo-generator, Fig. 3, de
livering current at 11,000 volts to the line.
A special high-tension transmission line has
been constructed from the power station
for a distance of 5 miles to the substation
at VVyatts, which substation contains ap
paratus for reducing the line potential from
11,000 to 460 volts, and a switchboard for
controlling it, Fig. 4. The 1,500-kilowatt
rotary converter is self starting from the
alternating-current end, the step-down
transformers being provided with taps giv
ing one-third, two-thirds, and full voltage
for starting the rotary converter; these
voltages are applied successively by means
of double-throw lever switches. The ma
chine starts freely and easily without
sparking and without drawing more than
full load current from the line.
The apparatus in the substation, its lo
cation, arrangement and dimensions are in
general as proposed for the substations to
be built within the electric zone at the
New York city terminal, so that practical
experience with the plant may be obtained
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while the locomotive tests are being made
and in advance of construction.
The locomotive has a total weight of
95 tons, a total wheel base of 27 feet, and
a normal rated horsepower of 2,200.
Owing to the fact that only a portion
of the track to be used for testing is as
yet available, no complete locomotive tests
have been made, but records have been
obtained of some preliminary runs made
to test the bearings and running qualities
of the locomotive. Curve sheets are here
shown, giving speed, current input and volt
age at the locomotive all on a time basis,
with an 8-car train weighing 336 tons,
exclusive of locomotive. The total weight
of train, including locomotive and passen
gers, was 431 tons.
Fig. 5 shows a test reaching 63 miles
per hour, as high a maximum speed as pos
sible with the length of track available.
It will be noted that the train was still
accelerating at these speeds, but the length
of track so far equipped did not permit
attaining a higher speed.
In starting tests, a speed of 30 miles
per hour was reached in 60 seconds with
an 8-car train weighing, including the loco
motive, 431 tons.
The maximum input recorded, 4,200
amperes at 460 volts, gives an output of the
motors of 2,200 horsepower available at the
wheels. With 4,200 amperes and a main
tained potential of 600 volts, there would
have been 2,870 horsepower output of the
motors, with a coefficient of traction of
only 22.5 per cent of the weight upon the
drivers, thus placing this electric locomo
tive in advance of any steam locomotive
yet built.
Elimination of gear and bearing losses
permits of a very high efficiency of the
locomotive. Reference to the motor char
acteristics, Fig. 6, shows a maximum effi
ciency of approximately 93 per cent, this
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value being fully 4 per cent better than
possible with motors of the geared type.
This gain is especially noticeable at high
speeds, the efficiency curve remaining above
90 per cent even at the free running speed
of the locomotive alone, in contrast to the
85 per cent or less which would be a good
showing for a locomotive provided with

geared motors. The simple construction
and high efficiency made possible with this
design of gearless motor. Fig. 7, together
with the minimum cost of repairs attend-

FIG. 7. ARMATURE OF GEARLESS MOTOR
MOUNTED DIRECTLY ON THE LOCOMO
TIVE DRIVING AXLE.
ing such a construction makes the directcurrent, gearless-motor type of locomotive
a distinct forward step in electric locomo
tive construction.
THE LIQUID FUEL PROBLEM.
BY AMANDA T. JONES.
(A Review of the Completed "Report of
the U. S. Navy Liquid Fuel Board,"
issued Sept., 1904.)
BEYOND all reasonable question "the
extended scries of tests" which con
stitute the raison d'etre of the
bulky and elaborately illustrated volume
lying before me, were conducted with the
utmost attainable scientific precision and
were attended with virtually decisive re
sults. The department calls attention to
the fact that the cost involved in the in
stallation and operation of the experimental
boiler plant, combined with the direct and
indirect expenditure incurred by individ
uals, probably represents tfie largest out
lay ever incurred by private, corporate or
official interests in the thorough investi
gation of the important problem of de
termining the possible future field for the
use of crude petroleum as a fuel.
Let it be noted that this investigation
of the inherent value of liquid fuel all
proceeded along the lone of furnace heat
ing by atomization or spraying and in no
case diverged therefrom. If, therefore,
there be now or may be hereafter any
other system in process of development,
none can venture, by reason of this report,
to pronounce upon its merits or forecast
its results. What we have now to deal
with is the fact that the system in general
use has at last been given almost, if not
quite, the greatest possible opportunity for
self-demonstration.
As a condition of primary importance
the Hohenstein water-tube boiler (itself
an experiment) was, after much prelim
inary testing, run during about 9 months
with the best United States steam coal,
in order to determine its "efficiency, re
liability, capacity and endurance;" after
which it was thoroughly examined, read
justed and made ready for the installation
of oil burners—nine of the best known
and, as it seems, most widely approved,
being subjected to thorough trial from
June 11, 1902, to June 16, 1903.
While this searching investigation was
in progress at the Washington Naval Ex
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perimcnt Station, the bureau may be said
to have ransacked the commercial world
in order to gather information as to known
results in oil burning and with the utmost
teachableness listened to the advice of
experts (so considered) —acting thereupon
at discretion. By its command the Oceanic
Steamship Company's sister steamers, the
Mariposa and the Alameda, were fitted up
with liquid-fuel appliances and their of
ficers instructed to report upon their ef
ficiency. During the same period the Nevadan and the Nebraskan, American-Ha
waiian steamships upon which oil burning
systems had been installed, were, through
courtesy, thrown open to the inspection of
the Liquid Fuel Board. The modes of
operation on board all these vessels, with
data as to details and results, were ob
tained and are included in this voluminous
report.
The Hohenstein boiler is of the straighttube type and was built, the bureau states,
"to conform to the requirements of weight,
capacity and space occupied by a unit of
the boiler installation of cruisers of the
Denver class," each one of whose boilers
"is required, under forced draft of 1 inch
water pressure and under 275 pounds steam
pressure, to evaporate 12,000 pounds of
water per hour under actual steaming con
ditions." "On the basis of 16 pounds of
water per indicated horsepower per hour,
tnere would thus be developed for main
engines and circulating pumps about 15 in
dicated horsepower per hour, per square
foot of grate surface, a requirement that
is not exceeded by any other installation
of straight-tube boilers in the United
States navy." The report adds : "When
using forced draft during both coal and
oil tests, this designed capacity was great
ly and repeatedly exceeded without detri
ment to the tubes or drums, which speaks
well for the efficiency and endurance of
the design and workmanship of the boiler
under test."
Not without abundant reason does the
bureau claim that "these coal and oil tests
ought to furnish comparative and reliable
tests as to the relative advantages and dis
advantages of the two kinds of fuel when
tested under as nearly similar conditions
as could possibly be secured." It is con
strained, however, in view of existing con
ditions to remark that "the prejudice in
favor of oil is so great that the general
public is told very little concerning the
disadvantages, but is repeatedly reminded
of every advantage accruing from the use
of oil as a fuel." This report should be
held in esteem above all others heretofore
published in the same line. So much is
due to our Navy Department's efforts and
to the labors of Rcar-Admiral Melville and
his most efficient collaborators.
The Hohenstein boiler which was illus
trated in the review of the preliminary re
port of the board, May 15, 1903, p. 361. was
of the water-tube type having 24-inch steam
drums at front and back from which de
pend headers, connected by straight in
clined tubes. A 24-inch mud drum at the
back and rear provides for the collection
of sediment. The heating surface was
2,130 square feet and the grate area 50.14
square feet.
Perhaps no clearer evidence can be ad
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duced as to the extreme care taken in the
management of the various oil burning ap
pliances tested in Washington and else
where, than the fact that boiler leakages
did not follow their use. Injurious effects
have formerly been observed in cases of
petroleum firing, upon the ends of boiler
tubes and the seams of plates. The writer
witnessed much of this while critically
watching the work done by atomizing de
vices—in one instance noting excessive
weeping of the seams of a large cylindri
cal boiler after a single day's trial of a
widely advertised oil burner ; and she is
credibly informed by one who has ob
served effects upon the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe and Southern Pacific railroads,
that the use of oil on the locomotives of
those systems speedily causes leakage. It is
reasonable to suppose that this weeping may
be, in part, if not wholly, due to injudicious
and sudden admissions of cold air to the
combustion chamber, causing contraction
by rapid lowering of temperature, rather
than to suppose it inevitable.
It is, in fact, the conclusion of the
bureau that "from the standpoint of en
durance of the boiler, the advantage, if
any, lies with oil ;" and this testimony may
be considered decisive.
An observer, with whose written opin
ion the Liquid Fuel Board coincides ex
presses the present condition of affairs re
lating to the problem of heating by pe
troleum in this wise :
"The oil fuel burner has furnished al
most as much work for the patent office
as the car coupler; and at the present time
very few, if any, of these patents are de
signed in accordance with the fundamental
principles that should govern the construc
tion of such devices." The board, in con
sidering these thousands of patents, finds
that they "can be grouped into a few
primary classes." That is to say, the one
great class is made up of groups, which
are so differentiated from each other as
to seem primary. Among these burners
"the most efficient for any purpose is, in
general, the simplest piece of mechanism,
using the least amount of steam or air for
atomizing purposes."
(To be continued.)
An interesting exhibit of refrigerat
ing and ice producing machinery has been
installed by the Ice & Cold Machine Co.
near intramural station No. 9 University
Way at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi
tion. The ice machine consists essentially
of a pump handling carbonic acid gas,
hydrogen bisulphide, air, or some other
gaseous medium, and driven by a steam
engine or other prime mover. In the pres
ent case a steam engine is used, which, in
order to obtain condensation (distilled
water) for making ice, as well as to im
prove the engine economy, is run condens
ing, exhausting into an 1,800 square foot
Worthington surface condenser. The tubes
of this condenser are of seamless drawn
brass and the tube heads are carefully
drilled and tapped to receive screw glands.
The latter are adjustable and permit of
free movement of the tubes during expan
sion or contraction, and can be readily re
moved to permit replacing the packing.
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A LARGE RELIEF VALVE.
What is probably the largest valve of
its type that was ever constructed has re
cently been made by the G. M. Davis Regu
lator Co., Chicago, 111., and is to be in
stalled at the Donora Works of the Car
negie Steel Co., Donora, Pa. It is for a 46inch pipe and weighs complete 7.900
pounds. It will be placed at the end of an
exhaust line in a vertical position about 18
feet above the level of the floor. This ex
haust line, into which five large con
densing blowing engines exhaust is ap
proximately 215 feet in length and is
gradually increased in diameter at different
intervals from 28-inch at the beginning to
46-inch at the end. The low-pressure cyl
inders of the engines work under vacuum,
and the object of the valve is to automatic
ally provide a free relief to the atmosphere,
if for any reason the vacuum is lost. If
such provision were not made there would
be danger of damaging the engines by the
accumulation of back pressure.
The valve body is of cast iron, while
the inner disc, which is guided at the top
and bottom by spiders cast in the body, is
of cast steel, faced with babbit metal and
seats on a cast iron seat. A 2^-inch cold
rolled steel shaft runs horizontally through

A 46-INCH DAVIS RELIEF VALVE.
the body of the valve and on it are two cut
steel pinions, one of which is inside the
body and meshes with a cast steel rack on
the disc stem. The other is at the end of
the shaft just outside the body and meshes
with a rack which leads to the hydraulic
cylinder, and also with the segment to
which is attached the lever carrying a cast
iron counter-weight of 150 pounds. The
valve is provided with this counter-weight
to act as a safeguard by throwing the disc
wide open as soon as pressure accumulates
under it, and thus prevent any injury to the
seat by pounding. On account of the un
usual size of the valve and the weight of
the disc, it was found impractical to make
the valve wholly automatic. It opens auto
matically, but the closing is controlled by
hydraulic pressure. An hydraulic cylinder
5 inches in diameter is connected at the
top and bottom by a ^4-inch pipe, on which
there is a four way cock. This cylinder is
under a constant pressure of 25 pounds and
when the valve is closed, the cock is set to
turn the pressure into the lower end of the
cylinder. When it is desired to close the
valve after it has been thrown open, this
cock is set to turn the pressure into the up
per end of the cylinder. A gradual closing
is thus effected and the cock is again set at
normal position.
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COCHRANE APPARATUS AT THE
ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.
Prominent among the exhibits of steam
apparatus at St. Louis, are the devices
manufactured by the Harrison Safety Boil
er Works of Philadelphia, and exhibited by

installation but is located in the Fuels
Building. Besides the heater in the Fuels
Building, the Intramural plant includes a
2,500-horsepower heater and drainage sys
tem which is installed in a pit near the
engines in the Machinery Building.

FIG. I. SORGE-COCHRANE PURIFYING SYSTEM
FOR FOREIGN BOILERS.

FIG. 3. SORGE-COCHRANE SYSTEM FOR INTRA
MURAL PLANT.

its agents for the southwest, Walter L.
Flower & Co. of St. Louis. These include
water heating and purifying systems in
the Fuels Building, drainage and heating
systems in connection with the Intramural
plant and receiver and separator installa
tions in the Intramural plant and the Fuels
Building for the fire service pumping in
stallation.
In the Fuels Building, the apparatus
consists of, first a Sorge-Cochrane system
for the purification and heating of the
boiler feed siiLily which is delivered to
the foreign boiltrs, including the Durr,
Schutte, and the Niclausse ; second, two

Separators are installed in connection
with the engines for the Intramural plant,
an 8-inch separator protecting the Lane &
Bodley engine and a 10-inch protecting
the Murray Iron Works Corliss engine.
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THE SAVING OF OIL.
In every engine room, and indeed, in
every factory and mill where a large
amount of machinery and long lines of
shafting are in operation, there is a large
waste of lubricating oil, owing to the fact
that, in a great many instances, no provision
is made for catching the oil after it passes
through the shaft or engine bearings. Many
times this is due to the style of bearing used
on the shaft lines, but where suitable selfoiling bearings are installed and provision
made for catching the drippings which ac
cumulate in the drip cups, or where pro
vision is made for catching the oil after
passing through the engine bearings and
then purifying these drippings through an
oil filter, a surprise is in store for the man
ager in the shape of a great reduction in
the size of his oil bills for the month.
Every engineer appreciates the value
of good oil and asks his employer to pro
cure the best in the market for lubricating
purposes, for the proper preservation of
machinery in his care. demands it. Getting
a good grade of oil, the engineer will nat
urally be glad to use some filtering device
for purifying the oil which has passed
through the bearings, thus permitting its
use over and over again.
An interesting test conducted by users
of the White Star oil filter as manufac
tured by the Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa., was recently conducted, and
in the case of O. J. Beaudette & Co., Pontiac, Mich., it was found that in the first 6
months' operation of the White Star filter
a saving of 364 gallons of oil, amounting to
$54.60, was effected. As the original cost
of the filter was but $28 the effectiveness of
the device and profitableness of the invest
ment are apparent.
Another instance of interest is the ex-

FIG. 4. SEPARATORS IN THE INTRAMURAL
PLANT.
In the Fuels Building, a 14-inch horizontal
receiver separator is installed in the main
steam line running to the fire service, to
protect the Worthington fire pumps. It
will be noticed that apparatus carrying live
steam is all well covered with Philip Ca
rey's Mfg Co.'s 85 per cent Magnesia cov
ering.

FIG. 2. 4.OOO-HORSEPOWER COCHRANE HEATER
IN CONTRACT PLANT.
4,000-horsepower standard feed-water heat
ers and purifiers which are installed in
connection with the Westinghouse contract
plant ; third, a 2,500-horsepower heater and
purifier which is a part of the Intramural

To cap the story of the partridge and
flywheel, a correspondent sends the follow
ing: Recently a sparrow flew into the en
gine room of the Bates Machine Co. at
Joliet, 111., and went between the spokes of
the two revolving flywheels of the en
gine,—and is flying yet. The two bandwheels are about 18 and 20 feet in diameter
and are set close together on the same
shaft. One drives the shafting of the shop;
the other the dynamos for lighting.

FIG. 5. SEPARATOR FOR FIRE PUMP PLANT.
perience of the city water works of Ma
rietta, Ohio, where before purchasing a
White Star filter they were using a barrel
of oil every 2 months, but with its use a
barrel now lasts them 4 months.
The effectiveness of any device depends
upon its design, construction and work
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manlike qualities, and in the White Star
oil filter are found the essentials of a
complete device for accomplishing the
purifying of dirty or used, lubricating oil.
As seen in the sectional view, the filter
is divided into two compartments. The
smaller one is a reservoir for impure oil
and water, containing a funnel for receiv
ing the dirty oil and the steam coil for
heating the water.
Impure oil is poured into the funnel,
drained through the sieve and discharged
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THE CADMAN INDESTRUCTIBLE
GAGE COCK.
This is a lever gage cock of simple con
struction and possessing the interesting feat
ure of being self-grinding, that is to say,
the revolving valve has a tendency to keep
the seat and itself in perfect condition since
it seldom seats twice in exactly the same
position. The valve stem is fitted with a
small wheel or set of inclined blades, which,
when acted upon by the water flowing
through the valve-body, causes the valve

Both valve and seat are reversible so
that repairs can be quickly made and the
gage cock kept in service a much longer
time before a thorough overhauling be
comes necessary. The valve and seat are
readily removed or reversed or replaced
without taking the valve body out of the
boiler or water column, as the case may be.
A chain or stout cord attached to the oper
ating lever enables the attendant to try
the water level from the boiler room floor.
This is a great convenience since it does

THE CADMAN GAGE COCK.

SECTIONAL VIEW OK THE WHITE STAR OIL
FILTER.

below the surface of the water through
holes in the foot of the tube. The thin
ning of the oil, by its exposure to heat in
passing through and resting on the surface
of the water, promotes the precipitation by
gravity of all heavy particles of grit and
dirt, the accumulation of which at the bot
tom can be quickly flushed out by opening
the faucet for this purpose, which may also
serve to drain off any excess of water in
the chamber.
When sufficient impure oil has been in
troduced to reach the level of the inlet
pipe, it flows into the filter cylinder which
is suspended in the larger compartment.
This cylinder is unique in that it consists
of a sheet metal neck and bottom with a
section of coarse wire mesh between,
around which several layers of cloth are
wrapped. The oil in passing out of this
cylinder through the cloth is thoroughly
and quickly freed of every remaining im
purity and accumulates in the surrounding
chamber which comprises the remaining
two-thirds of the filter, giving the White
Star an unusually large storage capacity
for pure oil.
The filtering cylinder and every part of
the filter may be quickly and easily removed
and cleaned, so that it can be always kept in
perfect filtering condition, a most essen
tial feature of a perfect and complete de
vice.
Louisville, Ky., Cooperage Co. is to
erect an extensive addition to its plant.

and stem to rotate. Th» valve, therefore,
reaches the seat while revolving and the
slight sliding motion on the seat tends to
keep it free from bits of scale and sediment
which would otherwise be caught between
the valve and the seat, thus causing it to
leak and eventually to groove the valve or
seat, frequently both.
The outer end of the stem is provided
with an acorn-shaped head, the point of
which bears against the depending arm of
the lever, thus reducing friction at this
point and allowing the valve to attain the
highest velocity possible. A positive shutoff valve is provided for the purpose of
permitting the revolving valve to be taken
out and reversed or replaced while the

FIG. 1. DCSHNELL INDICATOR COMPLETE.
boiler is under pressure. This is a valuable
provision because many boiiers are kept
under pressure for a month or more at a
time, and should the rotary valve leak dur
ing this period, it would either be allowed
to leak for several weeks or the boiler
cooled down in order to repair it.

away with the customary ladder used for
reaching the gage cocks.
This gage cock is manufactured by the
A. W. Cadman Mfg. Co., 2814-16 Smallman street, Pittsburg, Pa.
AN IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE
INDICATOR.
Improvements in steam engine indica
tors, and designs intending to increase the
scope of usefulness, and to reduce to a

FIG. 2. SECTIONAL VIEW OF CYLINDER, SHOW
ING STEAM AND AIR JACKETS.
minimum the errors of this instrument,
seem to have received considerable atten
tion from the principal manufacturers dur
ing the past year, with the result that sev
eral new features have been produced.
The accompanying illustrations and de
scription are devoted to a new product of
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John S. Bushnell & Co., 126 Liberty street.
New York City. The improvement consists of
a cylinder both steam and air jacketed, and
also sc arranged that cylinders of various
metals and areas can be readily inter
changed. It is claimed by the manufac
turers that with this device, friction be
tween the piston and cylinder caused by
the expansion of the metals is eliminated,
regardless of the temperature given out by
either high-pressure or superheated steam,
and that therefore a close fitting piston can
be successfully used under all conditions.
The convenience with which the cylinder
can be removed and replaced with another
is also worthy of notd
Fig. 1 shows the indicator complete
with broken section illustrating the position
of the cylinder as in use, and Fig. 2 shows
an enlarged broken section view of the
cylinder, piston and outside case of the in
dicator, clearly defining the steam and air
jackets.
The cylinder is faced true at each end
with the flanges of the upper and lower
sections of the case, so that when these
sections are screwed together and held by
a setscrew, an air-tight joint is made at
both the top and bottom of the cylinder.
The cylinder can be removed by turning
the setscrew back one turn and then un
screwing the case.
Two tired and homesick women, after
10 days at the World's Fair, were lost in
St. Louis and anxious to find the depot
from which they could get a start home
ward. They had forgotten the name of
the road on which they came and the loca
tion of the depot at which they left their
train. Neither thought to look at her re
turn ticket, so they decided to ask some
body to direct them.
"How can we find our train?" one of
them asked of the first man they met on
the street.
"What sort of a train was it?" he que
ried back.
They told him it was much like other
trains.
"Don't you remember anything about
the road you came over?'' he continued.
Then one of them had an inspiration.
"It was the^ one which has 'The Hand
of Destiny' for its advertisement."
The stranger happened to be H. R.
Davis, of New York, an advertising man
ager, and he at once told them where to
find the Big Four train.
"The Hand of Destiny" was a clever
play on the lines .of the palm of the hand
which formed a map of the principal lines
of the Big Four. It was used only two
months early in the season.—Cincinnati
Post.
One of the unique delegations to the
big Allis engine at St. Louis was the Asso
ciation of Pharmacists whose members
were so interested in the reports which they
had heard that they wrote from the conven
tion at Kansas City asking for the privilege
of visiting the big generating unit in a body,
a request which was cordially granted by
Arthur Warren, who is manager of the de
partment of publicity of the Allis-Chalmers
Co.
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CRANE RENEWABLE SEAT VALVES.
These valves, as the name implies, are
constructed with seat and disk which can
be renewed if they become cut or ground,
so that the valve will be as good as new.
The construction of the globe valve is
shown in Fig. 1 and of the gate valve in
Fig. 2. In the globe valve, the disk is

THE NEWMAN VACUUM STEAM
TRAP.
The automatic vacuum trap, shown in
the accompanying sectional views, was de
signed by the Newman Manufacturing Co.,
26 Cortlandt street, New York City, to re
move the water of condensation or oil from
any system of steam pipes without des-

FIG. I. CRANE GLOBE VALVE WITH RENEW
ABLE SEAT.

FIG. 2. RENEWABLE SEAT GATE VALVE.

made separate from the main body of the
valve and is held in place by a spindle pro
jecting through the lower part of the casing
and on which a cap nut is screwed.
The straightway, or gate valve, has a
similar arrangement for the renewal of
seats, the seats being held in a casing which
is screwed into the body of the valve by a
cap nut and spindle as indicated by the de
tails shown in Fig. 2. The wedge, or valve
proper, is attached to the spindle by a

troying the vacuum. The operation of the
trap is positive, and from a number of
tests, taken under practical working condi
tions over a period of several years, it has
proved to be an efficient apparatus.
The principal parts of the trap are the
inlet valve D, outlet valve F, air valve E
float B, and weight C.
In the position shown in the cut, the
water of condensation is flowing into the
trap through the valve D, the air valve E

SECTIONAL VIEWS OF NEWMAN VACUUM TRAP.
screw thread so that it can be replaced
when desired.
For all valves, the renewable parts are
made of hard composition so that they
will last as long as an ordinary valve, and
when these parts are renewed, the valve is
again as good as new.
For the manufacture of artificial
stone, The City Artificial Stone Co., of
Paris, 111., of which Jas. W. Stuart is man
ager, is soon to erect a plant.

and outlet valve F being closed; the trap
is under the same degree of vacuum as
the system to which it is connected. As
water flows into the trap, the float B rises
and by means of levers it in turn raises
the weight C. This weight being free to
move, as soon as it is slightly over its cen
ter, falls with considerable force. By
means of the vertical levers and gear
quadrants, this blow is transmitted to the
small pinions on the valve spindles, and
hence to the three valves which are there
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fore instantly reversed in position; that is,
D is closed and E and F opened, thus al
lowing air to rush in through E, destroy
ing the vacuum in the trap and allowing
the water to flow out through F. At the
same time, D being closed, the vacuum in
the rest of the system remains undisturbed.
DUNHAM SPECIAL STEAM TRAP.
In the accompanying figure is shown
a trap of the expansion type, which is op
erated by a diaphragm containing a volatile
fluid. This fluid expands or contracts the
walls of the enclosing disk, under varying
temperature and pressure, governing in
this way the movement of the valve ac
cording to the vapor given off.
The trap acts instantly, due to the fact
that only a small quantity of fluid is placed
in the disk, and any change in temperature
surrounding it, is taken up by it, causing it
to flash into a vapor and form a pressure,
or on the other hand, condensing the vapor
and creating a vacuum which immediately
draws the valve wide open.
The trap may be adjusted so as to dis
charge continuously or intermittently as
may be desired, and is well adapted for
sudden rushes of water on account of the
rapidity with which it will open or close.
Phosphor bronze is used in the con
struction of the trap, and no pipe con
nections need be broken when an inspec
tion is made, as the cap can be readily
unscrewed by cooling with water and the
valve removed.
The trap is of small size, and in its nor-

SECTIONAL VIEW OF DUNHAM SPECIAL STEAM
TRAP.
mal position remains wide open, making it
desirable for heating work, as all the water
and air will be discharged from the system
before the steam reaches the trap and
closes it. It works under pressures from
below atmospheric to 125 pounds and will
automatically adjust itself to any pressure
within this range. The valve being of the
balanced type requires but slight force to
move it under either high or low-pressure
steam.
Quarter-inch sizes of the trap from l/i
to 1-I/3 inches are made, with capacities
capable of draining 2,700 to 40,000 feet of
i-inch pipe respectively.
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MUELLER NON-FOULING CHECK
VALVE.
A check valve which is continually
fouling so that it is held open by dirt and
foreign matter, which may pass through it
and become stuck on the seat, is a nuisance.
This proposition is so self-evident that it
needs no demonstration, and any device

MUELLER NON-FOULINC CHECK VALVE.
which tends to reduce the difficulty from
this source is to be gladly welcomed by the
engineer.
The Mueller check valve, which is
shown in the illustration, has turbine vanes
mounted on the stem below the disk so that
the valve is given a rotary motion as it
rises and falls. The turbine wings are
placed on the under or inlet side of the valve
so that the valve is turned as it rises from
its seat, and on the spindle above the disk
are placed straight wings which agitate
the water, thus causing a disturbance which
prevents fouling as the water passes
through the valve.
The turbine vanes also produce a whirling
motion when the valve seats, which tends
to remove all dirt from the faces of the
disk and valve casings. The spindle pro
jects at top and bottom into cups so that
the pressure is bal
anced, and the upper
end of the spindle has
a cone bearing to
receive the thrust and
limit the lift of the
disk.
An adjustable
valve top is made
which has a screw
whereby the lift can
be regulated and
wear of the disk can
be compensated. Also
by this spindle the
valve can be closed
entirely in case of
emergency.
All parts are made
carefully and in
spected and special
care is taken to have
the valves interchange
EXHIBIT OF
able in every par
ticular. The body of
the valve is made of steam metal,
so that it is free from rust or corEach piece is given a rigid in
rosion
spection before assembling, and after as
sembling the finished article is given a
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severe working test under hydraulic pres
sure. The manufacturer, The H. Mueller
Mfg. Co., of Decatur, 111., unconditionally
guarantees these valves to do all that is
claimed for them. The valve is made in
three patterns, horizontal, vertical and
angle. An adjustable top may be had on
the horizontal and angle styles, but not on
the vertical. The valve is made in all sizes
from y2 up to 2 inches.
EXHIBIT OF THE AMERICAN STOKER
CO., AT ST. LOUIS.
One of the interesting exhibits in Ma
chinery building, and which has attracted
considerable attention from power plant
men, is that of the American Stoker Co.,
who show a full-sized boiler furnace and
American underfeed stoker. The furnace
is so arranged that all parts are brought
into plain view so that no difficulty is ex
perienced in obtaining all the details of
construction and operation. The stoker is
free to be examined by every person who
is interested in the burning of low grades of
bituminous coals without smoke. The fur
nace is fitted with all the necessary details
and fittings to insure its successful operation
under a steam boiler.
In the manufacture of paper a large
amount of steam is used for power as well
as for other purposes. Moreover, the de
mands for steam are extremely variable.
The advantages of mechanical draft as an
economical factor in the production of
steam in paper mills has recently been il
lustrated in the installation of an induced
draft fan driven by a direct-connected ver
tical engine in the plant of the Chapin &
Gould Paper Co. of Huntington, Mass.
Previous to the installation of this appa
ratus the company was using three boilers
and all the steam they could generate with
a high grade of coal. Since the Sturtevant
mechanical draft apparatus was installed
a much cheaper grade of fuel has been

THE AMERICAN UNDERFEED STOKER.
used (which could not be used with chim
ney draft alone) and now instead of using
three boilers only two are in service and
are furnishing all the steam needed, and
sudden demands for steam are easily met.
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ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Illinois Association No. 2, N. A. S. E.,
has arranged an interesting course of lec
tures to be given at its hall, 70 E. Adams
street, Chicago, on the second Saturday
evening of each month at 8 :oo p. m. The
program is as follows : Nov. 12, Mechanical
Draft, by J. W. Lane, Jr.; Dec. 10, Boiler
Circulation, by M. T. Goss ; Jan. 28, Chem
ical Refrigeration, by Otto Luhr; Feb. II,
Telephony as .Applied to Inter-communicat
ing Systems, by H. J. Wilms; March 11,
Elevators, by Frederick Cooley ; March 25,
Storage Batteries, by C. E. Lumm ; April
22, Installation of Steam Plants in a Mod
ern Office Building, by W. L. Jackson.
In preparation for the national conven
tion of the N. A. S. E. to be held at Louis
ville, Ky., next summer, the national offi
cers, C. F. Wilson, president; F. W. Raven,
secretary, and Hugh Rainsford, treasurer,
with C. M. Eddy, representing the SupplyMen's Association, met in Louisville on
Nov. 12. A special meeting of the local
association of the N. A. S. E. was arranged
and the interest of the business men of the
city was enrolled in making next year's
convention the best possible.
Stationary engineers of Akron, O.,
entertained their visiting brethren from
Masillon, Canton and Cleveland on Oct.
29. President Dickerson of the Akron
Union presided and introduced the speak
ers, who were R. J. Baum, Joseph Keuhne
of Cleveland, C. C. Pratt of Canton, James
Robinson of Canton, David Deict, Mont
Beckwith, James J. Mahoney and L. Woodring of Akron.
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
National Dry Kiln Co., of Indian
apolis, Ind., has recently secured the serv
ices of C H. Gerrard, who for 12 years
has been superintendent of that depart
ment of the Vogt Machinery Co., of Louis
ville, Ky., which is devoted to stacks, tanks
and boiler construction. The National Dry
Kiln Co. has instituted a department for
carrying on this class of work and has
erected a new building about 150x80 feet,
with a new power plant, boilers, engines,
etc., and new machinery throughout con
sisting of punches, gears, riveters and all
other tools necessary for doing the heav
iest and best of work. The shop is de
signed in two bays and over each bay is
installed a traveling crane for handling
material and completed product. Mr. Ger
rard has been largely responsible for the
success of the Vogt Machine Co., and it
is safe to say that his experience combined
with the enterprise and wise management
of his brother, Mr. Eric Gerrard, president
of the National Dry Kiln Co., will carry
the new department to an immediate suc
cess.
W. A. Nelson, who was appointed su
perintendent of equipment of the AllisChalmers Co., Oct. I, began his services
with that company in August, immediately
after his resignation became effective as
assistant superintendent of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
During his connection of nearly 5 years
with the Westinghouse Co., Mr. Nelson
had immediate charge of the plans for the
arrangement and location of machinery in
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the New East Machine Shop. Prior to his
connection with the Pittsburg company,
Mr. Nelson had similar duties at the works
of Pratt & Whitney, going to Hartford
from Fitchburg' where he had been super
intendent of the Simonds Rolling Machine
Co. for a number of years.
Mr. Nelson will have duties in connec
tion with all of the works of Allis-Chalmers Co. and his experience admirably
qualifies him for making a success in this
new undertaking.
One of the busiest offices in the Monadnock Block is that of W. A. Kreider,
Manager of the Chicago branch of the
Ball Engine Co., of Erie, Pa. Few occu
pations offer better opportunities for the
profitable application of a thorough knowl
edge of Steam Engineering than that of
salesman. Contrary to popular belief, the

w. a. kreider.
successful engine salesman must possess
ability in practical engineering as well as
thorough training in matters of purely
commercial nature. Prejudices are not re
moved by the mere wave of the hand, and
the advantages of up-to-date machinery in
stemming the tide of keen competition can
not be explained comprehensively without
a thorough knowledge of engineering prin
ciples and practice.
After completing his engineering educa
tion at the University of Michigan, Mr.
Kreider entered the sales department of
the Philadelphia Textile Machinery Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa. The prospects of suc
cess, however, were not altogether promis
ing for a young and ambitious engineer,
and after 4 years of what proved to be val
uable experience, Mr. Kreider removed to
Chicago, where he accepted a similar posi
tion in the stationary motor department of
the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Co,
Three years later found Mr. Kreider
occupying an important position in the en
gine sales department of Messrs. Sargent &
Lundy, at that time the western represent
atives of Mcintosh, Seymour & Co., build
ers of the well-known Mcintosh and Sey
mour engine. In 1894 Mr. Kreider succeed
ed Mr. J. H. McBrier as Manager of the
Chicago branch of the Ball Engine Co.,
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Mr. McBrier having represented the Ball
Engine Co. in the west for a number of
years.
Mr. Kreider's remarkable success during
the past 10 years is largely due to his pre
vious experience. Introducing high grade
machines in the midst of thousands of en
gines of older design, many of which were
of local manufacture, proved a herculean
task, the execution of which has required
keen observation and exceptionally good
judgment. That Mr. Kreider has shown
himself to be the right man for this kind
of work is amply proved by the large num
ber of Ball engines in daily operation in
this city and throughout the middle west.
Mr. Kreider's thorough knowledge of
power plant operation and management has
enabled him to meet successfully the vari
ous propositions of prospective buyers, and
moreover, to convince them by logical argu
ment that good machinery is cheapest when
it comes to generating and using power for
profit.
While Mr. Kreider is still a young man,
the aggregate horsepower of Ball engines
which have been installed during the past
10 years as the result of Mr. Kreider's
personal efforts evidences the exercise of
rare ability and is a 10 years' record of
which the oldest salesman might justly feel
proud.
R. C. Wright, for several years in
charge of the desien of special tools and fix
tures used in the manufacture of steam
turbines at the East Pittsburg works of
the Westinghouse Machine Co., has re
signed his position with that company to
accept similar duties at the Milwaukee
Works of the Allis-Chalmers Co.
Charles F. Barth has recently been
appointed foreman of the steam turbine
department at the West Allis Works of
the Allis-Chalmers Co. Mr. Barth re
signed his position as foreman at the East
Pittsburg Works of the Westinghouse Ma
chine Co., a position he had occupied for
a number of years.
C. A. Derby has resigned his position as
assistant manager of the Lyon Cypress
Lumber Co. to join the selling staff of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., in its sawmill depart
ment. Mr. Derby brings to his new posi
tion a valuable and varied experience, hav
ing been general manager of the F. B.
Dubach Lumber Co. and previously in the
engineering department of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Co. at Pueblo, Colo.
Charles Lang, formerly with the
Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Co., has
joined the sales department of A. D. Gran
ger & Co., at the New York office, 95 Lib
erty street. The A. D. Granger Co. has
recently acquired the agency for the BanPump Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., and Mr.
Lang will make a specialty of pumps and
condensers, as heretofore.
On Nov. 8, J. W. Duntley, president of
the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., sailed for
Europe on the Kaiser Wilhelm II. Mr.
Duntley will be gone for 4 weeks on a
business trip and while in Europe will start
the new plant located at Fraserbtirg, Scot
land. He will also visit the business cen
ters in England, Scotland and on the con
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tinent in the interests of the company's
foreign business.
This is Mr. Duntley's second trip since
May and the results are shown by t he fact
that sales in October were nearly double
any other month for the 2 years past.
Among the important objects of the trip
are the demonstration of the Duntley elec
tric drill which has recently been perfected.
Edward James, who for many years
was connected with the Burt Mfg. Co. in
charge of its filter department, has entered
the employ of the Pittsburg Gage & Sup
ply Co., Pittsburg, Pa., and will travel in
the south and west in the interests of the
White Star Oil Filter.
NEWS NOTES.
On Dec. 14 examinations will be held
in the principal cities in the country to fill
a vacancy in the position of engineer in the
government printing office, Washington, D.
C, at $4 a day. Examination will be in
letter writing, practical questions in me
chanical and electrical engineering, on the
subject of heating plants, electric lighting
and elevator machinery, and experience in
mechanical and electrical work. The age
limit is fixed at 20 years or over and the
applicant must be familiar with compound
condensing engines and the Scotch type of
marine boilers. Applicants should write to
the United States Civil Service Commis
sion. Washington, D. C, for Form No.
1093, for first-class steam engineer.
The Electric Controller & Supply Co,
of Cleveland, O., has been awarded a gold
medal for its St. Louis Word's Fair exhibit.
The apparatus shown consisted of a full
line of regular controllers for crane, charg
ing machine, and similar service; a work
ing exhibit of a magnetic switch controller
built for motors of any horsepower; mag
netic friction and stop brakes ; cushion type
solenoids; electric lifting magnets for
plates, billets, etc.; resistance banks; knife
switches ; and a working exhibit of directconnected, variable-speed motor drive for
planers.
At Warren, Pa., a somewhat unique
departure from established methods in elec
tric traction has recently been undertaken.
The Warren & Jamestown Street RailwayCo. is equipping an alternating-current
single-phase electric railway system to oper
ate between Warren, Pa., and Jamestown.
N. Y., for which power will be supplied by
gas engines operating upon natural gas.
The equipment is now being constructed by
the Westinghouse Companies at East Pitts
burg, Pa.
The power station will be located at
Sloneham, Pa., 2 miles from Warren. The
initial equipment will consist of two West
inghousc gas engines each of 500 brake
horsepower capacity, of the horizontal, sin
gle-crank, double-acting type, direct con
nected to two 260-kilowatt Westinghoust
generators furnishing current at voltage
sufficient for direct use upon the high-ten
sion transmission line. The power equip
ment also comprises a 35-horsepower Westinghouse gas engine for operating an air
compressor and exciter unit.
Transformer substations—five in num
ber— located along the right of way. will
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receive the high-tension current from the
transmission line and reduce the electro
motive force to a value suitable for use in
single-phase motors.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufac
turing Co. on Wednesday. Nov. 2, enter
tained at its works the members of the Iron
& Steel Institute, showing them through the
various works during the afternoon and
tendering to them a banquet in the evening.
The banquet was given in the largest aisle
of the works of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., its length being 1-3
mile. The portion of the aisle set apart
for the banquet was decorated by flags of
the United States and Great Britain, and
beautifully lighted, Bremer lamps being
strung from the ceiling and Cooper-Hewitt
lamps suspended from the sides, the latter
to make possible the taking of photographs.
The tables were almost hidden beneath the
chrysanthemums, roses and other flowers
used for ornamentation. A lounging room
was provided for the convenience of the
guests, where writing materials and souve
nir postal cards, showing interior and ex
terior views of the works were furnished.
A most unique souvenir in the form
of an induction motor and small enough
in size to permit of its being carried in
the pocket, was given to each person pres
ent at the dinner. Over six hundred per
sons were invited, and fully six hundred
joined in the festivities.
Sir James Kitson, past president of the
British Iron & Steel Institute, thanked the
city of Pittsburg on behalf of Andrew
Carnegie for the unusual kindnesses shown
to the distinguished visiting manufacturers,
and Mr. Westinghouse indicated his great
pleasure in being honored on this occasion
by the presence of visiting friends from
abroad.
The party returned to Pittsburg at the
conclusion of the banquet, and on the fol
lowing day continued its journey westward
to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
By the bursting of the throttle valve
in the engine room of the Ontario Sewer Pipe
Mfg. Co. at Mimico, Canada, the engineer
was so severely scalded that his recoveryis extremely doubtful. The piping system
was carrying a pressure of 95 pounds. The
engineer was standing at the throttle when
the accident occurred. The most probable
cause is water hammer.
The foundry of the Brown-Corliss En
gine Co., manufacturers of the Brown-Cor
liss engine and of mining machinery, situ
ated at Corliss, Wis., was recently de
stroyed by fire.
American Water Softener Co., ot
Philadelphia, has been compelled, by its
constantly increasing business, to move into
more commodious offices, and combine the
laboratory with the general sales depart
ment. It now occupies a large suite oi
offices in the Mutual Life Building. 101 1
Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
The International Jury of Awards
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in
St. Louis has awarded gold medals to the
Weber Gas and Gasoline Engine Co. of
Kansas City, Mo., on its Weber gas engines
and Weber suction gas producers. The
gold medal is the highest award made by
the International Jury.
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NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
Handbook on Engineering. By Henry
C. Tulley, St. Louis, Mo. 1904. Pp. 966.
Price, $3.50.
This is the fourth edition of what has
proved to be one of the most popular
works on steam engineering on the market.
The work has been carefully revised and
considerably enlarged, a number of new
chapters having been added. Among the
new chapters of particular interest may be
mentioned those on running compound en
gines, condensers and staying boiler heads.
This addition renders the information very
complete on these subjects, while the style
is clear and concise, thus rendering the
matter easily understood even by the be
ginner. In fact it is the latter quality that
has made the book so popular among en
gineers and firemen of all classes. The ad
dition of over fifty tables commonly made
use of by engineers renders the work much
more valuable as a book of reference, and
greatly reduces the number of calculations
that otherwise might be necessary or desir
able. The index, also, has been much im
proved, enabling the reader to quickly lo
cate not only the chapter he desires but
various items in the chapter. It is a work
deserving of a place in every engineer's
library, since it embraces practically all sub
jects with which the power plant engineer
and fireman have to deal, and places in the
hands of the student a large amount of
practical information at a very reasonable
price.
MOUND TOOL & SCRAPER CO..
of 710 Howard street, announced that dur
ing the month of December it will give to
readers of The Engineer a souvenir scrap
ing tool with every order received. These
scraping tools, which are described in a
pamphlet entitled Engineer's Chums, are of
various shapes and sizes and will be found
most convenient about a power plant.
ONE OF THE FINEST pieces of ad
vertising literature which has been gotten
out by any company is the Book of the
Four Powers recently issued by the AllisChalmers Co. which sets forth the work of
the company in the various parts of the
world on steam, gas, water and electrical
plants. Particular description is given of
the machinery oh exhibition at the Louisi
ana Purchase Exposition, and attention is
called to the monster plants in New York,
Brooklyn, Chicago and other cities which
have been equipped with steam power by
this company.
Arrangements have been perfected by
the company for the manufacture of steam
turbines of the Parson's type, water power
plants with the turbine manufactured by
Echer-Wyss, and the Nurnbcrg gas engine
as well as the electrical apparatus which
has gained such wide success under the
name of Bullock, and these arc shown in
beautiful two-color halftone illustrations.
Other departments which are no less im
portant, although perhaps not so well
known to the general public, are mining
machinery, flouring mills and saw mills.
One of the recent additions to the com
pany's work is the Tomlinson patent con
densing system, which is in use in the
Manhattan Railway Co.'s station in New
York City and is in the course of installa
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POWER PLANT AT THE WORKS OF THE POWER AND MINING MACHINERY CO.
THE power plant, which furnishes a
working exhibit of the products
manufactured by the company, is lo
cated in an L-shaped brick building, Fig. I,
in the extreme northwest corner of the yard.
The extension on the south contains the
Loomis-Pettibone gas producers, boilers,
controlling mechanism and coal-handling
apparatus. The eastern extension is occupied
by the American-Crossley gas engines, gen
erators and switchboards and a gas-engine
driven air compressor. At the juncture of
the two extensions is a room containing
the scrubbers, exhausters, feed-water heat
er and a small auxiliary boiler. The gas
holders, cooling basin and dry scrubber
are located in the angle between the two
portions of the building.
Either producer or water gas is gen
erated from the same apparatus. A por
tion is piped direct to the engines in the
generator room and pipes are also laid to
the furnaces of the forge and boiler shops
and to the testing floor in the machine
shop. The wing containing the producers
is provided with an intermediate or operat
ing floor, as may be seen in the sectional
view, Fig. 2. The chutes through which
the coal is discharged from the bucket
conveyor which elevates it from a hopper
near the railway track are shown in one
of the reproductions.
Four producers having a total capacity
of 2,ooo horsepower are provided, divided
into two generating sets, which may be
operated independently. Two producers
operate in connection with one boiler and
form a set. A portion of the boilers may
be seen above the floor in the view of the
operating room, Fig. 3. Each producer
measures 9x15 feet and is connected near
the base through a 30-inch valve provided
with hydraulic control to the boiler operat
ing with it. The boilers, which measure
5 x 23 feet, are set vertically and are de
signed much after the pattern of an ordi
nary fire-tube boiler, the hot gases from
the producer passing through the tubes.
Leading from each boiler are two gas
mains, that for the producer gas being 24
inches while the other, for water gas, is
20 inches in diameter. The mains from
each of the boilers lead to the bottoms of
one of the two wet scrubbers located in
the corner room, the top of one of which
is shown in Fig. 4 A main leads from the
top of the producer gas scrubber through
the engine-driven exhauster, Fig. 5. The
discharge from the exhauster is 20 inches

and, according to the position of the con
trolling valve, leads either to a purge stack
exhausting into the atmosphere, or to the
dry scrubber located outside the building.
A bypass, which may be used as occasion
requires, is provided around this scrub
ber. A short length of 20-inch main connects
the dry scrubber to the producer gas holder,
which is of 10,000 cubic feet capacity.
From the top of the water gas scrubber a
16-inch main goes direct to the water gas
holder of the same capacity as that for pro
ducer gas.
Gas from the producers, in passing

FIG. 9.

pump which maintains pressure for operat
ing the hydraulic valves. Water is sup
plied to two circulating systems of cooling
water, one of which extends between the
cooling basin and the scrubbers in which
the gas is cooled and cleansed.
Located near the west wall of the en
gine room is a direct-connected, electrical
ly-driven pump, which discharges through
a 4-inch pipe leading to the top of the
two scrubbers into which the water is
thrown in the form, of a spray. Having
fallen over the layers of coke in the scrub
ber, -the water flows out of the bottom

1,4O0- HORSEPOWER, FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE UNDER TEST.

through the boiler on its way to the scrub
bers, generates steam which is used for
several purposes. In making water gas, it
is introduced direct into the bottom of one
of the producers ; a limited quantity is also
supplied above the fires of the producer
when producer gas is being generated ; a
2-inch steam pipe leads to the engine oper
ating the exhauster; and the boiler feed
pump working in connection with the feedwater heater, as well as the pump supply
ing pressure for the hydraulic valves, are
operated by steam.
From the water system of the plant a
6-inch water main enters the power house
and a 2^2-inch pipe is tapped from this and
leads direct to the water-cooled valves be
tween the generators and the boilers. An
other branch passes to the 6 x 4 x 6-inch

to the western end of the cooling basin, and
after its temperature is reduced, is again
pumped through the circuit. A similar
pump, also motor driven and placed near
the scrubber pump, circulates water through
the jackets of the engines. A 6-inch dis
charge from the pump runs the full length
of the engine room, taps which lead to
the water jackets of the engine being taken
off at frequent intervals. The discharge
pipe continues through the engine room and
to the testing floor in the machine shop.
Returns from the jackets pass to the east
ern end of the cooling basin shown in Fig.
5. The two portions of the basin are di
vided by a solid partition to prevent the
mixing of the water of the two circulating
systems.
To start the plant when cold, the pro
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ducers are filled with coal to a defljh. of reversed. This enables the raw steam to
about 5 feet and this is lighted at the"' top. come in contact with the fire least cooled
The exhauster is. then started, steam from /by the previous operation.
the engine being obtained from the aux
As stated before, two producer sets are
iliary boiler. The down draft produced by installed. One is run until the ash or
the exhauster soon ignites the mass of clinker ra the producer reduces its ca-

FIG.2.
coal. More fuel is then added until the
bed is about 8 feet thick. While the fire
is getting under way, the gas being of an
inferior quality, is allowed to pass off into
the atmosphere through the purge stack
previously mentioned. After the fires have
assumed the proper heat, the purge stack
is closed, a limited quantity of steam is
admitted above the fires and the producer
gas generated is exhausted into the holder.
If desired, producer gas may be made con
tinually, but usually the requirements of the
furnaces and forges are such that the gen
eration of producer and water gas is al
ternated at periods of from 10 to 20 min
utes.
To make water gas a few changes are
necessary. The charging doors of the pro
ducers are screwed down tightly. ' The
water gas scrubber is connected with the
boiler and the connection with the pro
ducer gas scrubber closed by the operation
of hydraulic valves. The 30-inch valve
between the boiler and the bottom of one
of the producers is also closed. Steam is
then admitted to the bottom of the pro
ducer wlibse connection with the boiler
has been closed. The pressure forces it up
through the fire of the producer, through
a pipe connecting the two producers at the
top and down through the live coals of the
other producer. It then passes as gas
through the boiler and scrubber to the gas
holder. The steam soon cools the fires to
a point at which they do not decompose the
steam. The proper valves are then oper
ated and producer gas is generated until
the fuel is brought to incandescence. When
water gas is again generated, steam is in
troduced into the second producer, and its
path through the two producers is thereby
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to a 150-kilowatt, 250-volt, direct-current
generator. A smaller engine of the same
general design will operate an air com
pressor supplying air to the surrounding
shops. Gas for the engines will be sup
plied through a 20-inch main, the connec-

SECTIONAL VIEW OF GENERATOR HOUSE.

pacity; the other set is then fired, the scrub
ber connection to the first set being closed.
By means of the cleaning doors at the grate
level, the old producers are then emptied,
cleaned, and again filled, and are ready to
be fired. About 80 tons of bituminous

FIG. 3

tions being such that either all water gas,
all producer gas or any desired mixture of
the two may be supplied to the engines.
The arrangement of the pipes may be seen
by reference to the plan, Fig. 1.
Leads from the dynamos will be run

VIEW ON OPERATING FLOOR SHOWING TOPS OF VERTICAL BOILERS.

coal can be consumed before cleaning is
necessary.
In the engine room are to be installed
three 22 x 30-inch, two-cylinder, AmericanCrossley gas engines, each direct-connected

through vitrified clay conduits under the
cement floor to the switchboard located
along the eastern wall of the engine room,
which contains three generator panels and
several feeder panels through which are
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distributed the sixteen lighting and power
circuits leading to the several shops. In
all about 50 motors varying in size from
3 to 50 horsepower are employed. The
greater of these are of about 28 to 30
horsepower. The power' load is about 66
per cent of the total, the remainder being

shop is the engine testing and assembling
floor. Test blocks planed true and pro
vided with a solid concrete foundation in
sure perfect alignment of the engines.
After assembling, each engine is given a
thorough test under load, the smaller en
gines being loaded by a dynamo or a

FIG. 5.
FIG. 4.

UPPER PART OF ONE OF THE WET
SCRUBBERS.

consumed in the 250 arc lamps used in
lighting the shops.
ENGINE TESTING.
American-Crossley gas engines, manu
factured by the company, arc made with
single cylinders up to 150 horsepower; two-

FIG. 6.
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removed and the spots where the rubbing
has taken place are scraped down. This
process is repeated until the engine runs
freely with water boiling in the cylinder
jacket. The other pistons are then fitted
in a similar manner.
Next, the cams are given their final fin-

ENGINE-DRIVEN EXHAUSTER SHOWING 16-INCH PRODUCER MAIN AND BYPASS.

Prony brake, while for loading engines of
several hundred horsepower the dynamom
eter shown in Fig. 8 is employed. After
the engines have been assembled on the
testing blocks the bearings are worn down
by a run, without load, of from 1 to 4
days duration, depending on the size of
the engine.
Supply of water to the jacket of one

ish. When cut, an allowance of
inch
is left on these so that variations in keying
them on the shaft may be corrected. The
corrections necessary are found, originally,
by studying indicator cards of the engine;
afterwards, it is sufficient to note the posi
tion of the piston. After the correctiens
required are found, the cams are filed down
to proper shape while on the shaft. The

SECTION OF ENGINE ROOM AND ET.EV; TION OF CAS HOLDERS.

cylinder engines range in power from 180
to 64s horsepower, while those with four
cylinders are rated at from 360 to 1,400
horsepower and over.
In the western portion of the machine

of the cylinders is then shut off, the jacket
being filled with water, and another run
is made. The engine is kept running until
the heat expands the piston so that it rubs
on the cylinder walls. The piston is then

final tests are made by separate runs un
der one-quarter, one-half and full load, each
run being of 2 hours duration. Occasional
readings arc taken of the heat value of the
gas,—these being obtained by the use of a
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Junker calorimeter,—so that the thermal
efficiency can be computed.
In Fig. 9 a four-cylinder engine is
shown on the test blocks. This was built
for the Elmira Water, Light & Railway
Co., of Elmira, N. Y., and will be directconnected to the generator. The engine
is rated at 1,400 horsepower, and has 36inch stroke, and cylinder diameter of 32

ill
.
.
J
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newed while the engine is operating. The
entire oiling system drains to the crankpit.
Another of the products of the plant
is the Crossley suction gas producer. The
producer proper consists of a cylindrical
shell lined with firebrick and fitted with
a revolving grate. The gas, after passing
to the top of the producer, enters an evapo
rator, where heat is transferred from the
gas to water, forming steam which enters
the bottom of the producer. The gas next
passes through a hydraulic box which pre
vents it backing up into the producer. It
then flows through a coke scrubber, where
it is cooled and cleaned, and then through
one of sawdust, to remove any fine ash or
other solid matter which may have been
drawn through from the producer.

FIG. 7. COOLING TOWER AND ONE OF THE
GAS HOLDERS.

SOME FACTS ABOUT ELECTRIC
METERS.
In a paper read before the Ohio So
inches. A flywheel 13 feet in diameter is ciety of Mechanical, Electrical and Steam
provided. A notable feature of the engine Engineers, H. C. Fashbaugh brought up
is the method of constructing the water some interesting points about the electric
jacket ; the inner metal, surrounding the meter. The following is an abstract :
combustion chamber, is cast separate from ,
The causes which preclude permanency
the outer, and lugs are cast on the outer of calibration in a meter are, first, the ag
and inner walls of the two shells. These ing of the permanent magnets; second, the
lugs are drilled, tapped and have binding variations due to changes of voltage, tem
stays inserted, which tie the shells to
perature, frequency, etc., and third, the

FIG. 8.

DYNAMOMETER FOR TESTING HIGH POWER ENGINES.

gether. This method of construction is
used in order that casting strains, blow
holes and other defects may be avoided.
Each cylinder is fitted with a weighted
flyball governor, which varies the mixture
in that cylinder according to the load car
ried, a guarantee being made that speed
variation will not exceed 2 per cent from
the mean. A safety gear prevents the en
gine starting in the wrong direction. Ig
nition is accomplished by a double ignition
tube arranged so that one tube may be re

wear upon the bearing. The first two items
should at once condemn any meter, because
a meter in which these sources of error
exist should receive no more consideration
by a station manager than a meter which
is not dust, moisture and insect proof. The
third cause, however, the wear upon the
bearing; deserves careful and thorough in
vestigation. To the users of meters it is
of vital importance, because the variable
nature of the wear produces an amount of
friction in the bearing which constantly in
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creases in service. It is of great impor
tance, therefore, to understand thoroughly
the features of design which produce the
wear, as this will indicate the means to be
adopted to minimize the trouble.
The claim is often made that a meter
having high torque is superior to one hav
ing low torque. This is true only when
the high torque is obtained by means of
high efficiency in the work of the magnet
which drives the moving element. If the
higher torque is secured by increasing the
amount of metal in the moving element
there is no advantage, for the friction is
increased in direct proportion to the weight,
and the effect upon the accuracy of the
meter is the same as before, while the
permanency is greatly reduced by the in
crease in the wear of the pivots, and there
is great danger of accidental injury.
It is well known to managers that the
poor financial condition of their lighting
and power companies is often due to the
excessive losses arising from the use of
old types of meters. Such meters run slow
after being in use for some time on account
of increased friction in the moving parts,
which can usually be traced to heavy mov
ing elements, rough commutators, and very
often to dust, which, sifting through poorly
sealed cases, lodges in the movements. The
source of these losses has been recognized
and in many cases has resulted in the old
meters being replaced by the modern meter.
The following reviews the experience of
a station which has made such a change.
The station referred to is operated by steam
power, furnishing current for lighting resi
dences and business places. The plant is
operated during the night hours only and
there were ninety meters in service, all of
old type. Being satisfied that the system
was very inefficient, the superintendent de
cided to demonstrate this to the manage
ment. As there were no primary wattmet
ers on the switchboard for measuring the
total output of the station, no comparison
could be made with the amount of current
paid for, and he was compelled to make the
comparison by a different method.
After considering the merits of the dif
ferent wattmeters on the market, he pur
chased a S-ampere meter which was in
stalled in series with a 5-ampere meter of
the old type then used. Before making the
test, the old meter was completely over
hauled and cleaned. At the end of 10 days
the old meter indicated 24 kilowatt hours
and the new, 29.1 kilowatt hours, the dif
ference being 5.1 kilowatt hours. After the
test was completed there were fifty meters
of the new type installed.
One year after the installation of the
new meters they were tested to ascertain
their accuracy. Out of the fifty meters
tested it was found that forty-nine had not
deviated from the original calibration, that
is, to exceed 2 per cent plus or minus from
2 per cent of full load to 50 per cent over
load. The other meter was found to run
S per cent fast. All meters were operated
on the baby filament of a Hylo lamp, and
none of them crept.
It is a curious fact that in purchasing
boilers, steam engines and dynamos, great
stress is laid on the matter of efficiency,
nevertheless meters are purchased almost
entirely with reference to price.
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THE AERO-HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR.
BY WM. BAXTER. JR.
THIS is a system in which the water
pressure required to operate the car
is obtained by means of compressed
air, or steam, which is admitted to the top
of a pressure tank in which the water is
contained. The system is not economical
in operation, in fact it requires more en
ergy than any other hydraulic elevator used.

ENGINEER.

The operation of the aero-hydraulic
system as shown in Fig. 108 is very simple.
Compressed air enters through the supply
pipe and passes to the top of the pressure
tank, forcing the water out through the
pressure pipe into the upper end of the
hydraulic lifting cylinder, thus forcing the
piston downward. The traveling sheaves
attached to the upper ends of the piston
rods draw down the elevator lifting ropes
and thereby cause the car to ascend, in the
manner fully explained in the previous arti
cles of this series. The hydraulic lifting
cylinder shown in this drawing is of the
vertical type, but a horizontal cylinder, or
a plunger machine can be used with equal
success.
For the purpose of maintaining an equal
pressure upon the piston, the open tank
and the discharge pipe that connects it
with the lower end of the lifting cylinder
is provided and this would not be required
if the lifting cylinder were of the horizontal
type. The explanation of the way in which
the tank and discharge .pipe act to keep
the pressure on the piston of the lifting
cylinder uniform is as follows : When the
piston is at the top of the lifting cylinder,
the water from the open tank flows into the
cylinder and fills the latter up to the under
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not be required because the piston would
move in a horizontal direction, and there
fore, no pressure would be added by the
weight of the water in the cylinder.
CONTROL VALVE SYSTEM.
The valves by means of which the move
ment of the piston in the lifting cylinder
is controlled are actuated by the rotation
of the operating sheaves, mounted on the
end of the valve-actuating shaft. This
sheave is rotated by means of the ordinary
hand rope that passes through the elevator
car. When the sheave is turned in a clock
wise direction the car ascends, and when
turned in the opposite direction the car de
scends. When the sheave is returned to
the central position, the car stops.
When the sheave is turned clockwise,
to make the car ascend, the compressed air
supply pipe is connected with the pipe lead
ing to the upper end of the pressure tank,
and thus the pressure of the air is im
pressed upon the upper surface of the
water. At the same time the water valve
is opened so as to connect the lower end
of the pressure tank with the pressure pipe
through which water passes to the upper
end of the lifting cylinder. So long as the
valves remain open in the position just ex
plained, water will flow into the upper end
of the lifting cylinder, and the piston will
move downward and the car will ascend.
When it is desired to stop the car, the
operating sheave is rotated back to the stop
position, and then the air and water valves
are closed, so that no more air can pass
into the pressure tank, and no more water
can flow out of it into the lifting cylinder.
To run the car downward, the operating
sheave is rotated counter clockwise, which
lifts the air valve so as to connect the
upper end of the pressure tank with the air
exhaust pipe, thus permitting the air in the
tank to escape and relieve the pressure.
This movement of the operating sheave
also opens the water valve so as to connect
the top of the lifting cylinder with the
lower end of the pressure tank, and as the

FIG. I08. ARRANGEMENT OF THE AERO-HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.
to perform a given amount of work; but
as an offset to its inefficiency it possesses
the advantage of being very compact and
inexpensive to install.
Aero-hydraulic elevators are used quite
extensively in Paris, France, where com
pressed air is supplied from a central sta
tion, through a system of street mains. In
this country these elevators are used in
places where there is an abundant supply
of compressed air, or steam, which is not
used in any other way, or where fuel is so
cheap as to make its cost a matter of sec
ondary consideration.
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.
The general arrangement of the aerohydraulic system is well shown in Fig. 108,
although the valves depicted in this illus
tration are not at all like those used in
actual installation. The actual construc
tion of the valves and other parts is shown
clearly in the other drawings that accom
pany this article.

side of the piston. As the open tank is
located on a level with the upper end of the
lifting cylinder, the water in the discharge
pipe balances that which fills the lower
end of the cylinder, so that the only pres
sure acting to force the piston downward
is that due to the air in the pressure tank.
When the piston is at the bottom of the
lifting cylinder, it is still forced downward
by the pressure from the pressure tank
only, because the water in the cylinder
above the piston is balanced by the water
in the discharge pipe.
If the discharge pipe and open tank were
not used, the pressure on the piston would
be greater at the bottom than at the top
because in the latter position it would be
simply the pressure of the pressure tank,
while in the former position it would be the
pressure of the pressure tank plus the
weight of the water in the cylinder above
the piston. With a horizontal lifting cylin
der the open tank and discharge pipe would

FIG. 109. AIK AND WATER CONTROL VALVE.
air pressure in the latter is removed, the
weight of the elevator car is able to lift
the piston in the lifting cylinder and thus
force the water back into the pressure tank.
From the foregoing, it will be seen that
in making an up trip of the car, compressed
air rushes into the top of the pressure tank,
so as to force the water out into the lifting
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cylinder, and that when the descending trip
is made, the compressed air m the tank
escapes through the exhaust pipe, while
the water in the lifting cylinder returns to
the pressure tank. The efficiency of opera
tion of the system, when compressed air is
used, is the same as that which would be
obtained, if the air were used to operate
a pump to force water into the pressure
tank, providing that the pump did not use
the air expansively. In fact it would be
a trifle higher than would be obtained with
such a pumping system, because the frictional loss would be less. If steam is used
to force the water out of the pressure tank,
the efficiency will be considerably lower
than with compressed air owing to the con
densation of the steam that comes in con
tact with the upper surface of the water.
The loss by condensation, however, is not
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Fig. 109 shows the valves actually used C is attached, so that as C moves away
elevation and side elevation. The valves from F it must move downward.
are shown in dotted lines, their actual con
In Fig. 113, which shows the air valve
struction being more clearly shown in Figs. cam, the roller C is mounted upon the
disk E which is secured to shaft F and
rotates with it. The cam proper is attached
to the upper end of the valve rod D, and
is marked D'. The guide block Q slides in
a vertical slot in D'. In this arrangement
it will be seen that if E is rotated clock
wise, as seen from the right-hand end of
Fig. 109, the roller C will move upward
carrying D' with it, while if E is rotated
in the opposite direction C will move
downward carrying D' in the same direc
tion.
•f '
Returning now to Fig 109, it ■ will be
seen that to admit water into the lifting
cylinder, the water valve must be moved
downward, so that valve piston 2 may pass
below the port that connects with the cylin
der. It will also be seen that the valve

FIG. 112. CAM FOR ACTUATING WATER VALVE,
LOOKING FROM THE INSIDE AS INDI
CATED BY THE ARROW, FIG. IO9.

110 and ill, the first is the water valve,
and the second the air valve. The valves
are moved by means of cams which are of
such form that the water valve is moved
downward, whichever way the operating
sheave shaft F is turned, while the air valve
is moved up by rotation of the shaft in
one direction, and down, by rotation in
the opposite direction. The cam C actuates
the water valve, and D' actuates the air
valve. Front views of these cams are given
in Figs. 112 and 113. From Fig. 112 it will
be seen that if the shaft F is rotated clock
wise, the roller C will travel along the
curve M, and if F is rotated clockwise, C
fig. 114. VERTICAL SECTION THROUGH THE
AIR VALVE CYLINDER.
must move in the same direction to permit
water to flow back from the cylinder to
the pressure tank. Looking at the air valve
it will be noticed that to admit compressed
air into the pressure tank the valve must
be moved down so as to connect the air
supply port with the water tank port. To
withdraw the compressed air from the tank
the valve must be lifted so as to connect
the water tank port with the exhaust.

FIG. IIO. SECTION OF WATER VALVE.
FIG. III. SECTION OF AIR VALVE.

as great as might be supposed because, as
the same water is used over and over, it
soon becomes heated to such a temperature
as to make the condensation slight.
When compressed air is used, the water
in the pressure tank has to be replenished
from time to time to make up for the in
evitable loss through leakage, but when
steam is used, water has to be drawn from
the tank occasionally as the condensation
of the steam gradually increases the
amount.
The air valve cylinder is cast integral
with the frame that supports the operating
sheave shaft F and the arrangement of the
ports is as shown in Fig. 114 which is a
vertical section, end view.
VALVE CONSTRUCTION.
Fig. 109 shows the valves actually used

FIG. 113. CAM FOR ACTUATING AIR VALVE,
LOOKING FROM THE INSIDE AS INDI
CATED BY THE ARROW, FIG. log.
will travel along the curve N and in either
case, C will move away from F. The
guide block P is mounted on shaft F and
serves to guide the frame B' to which roller

By the breaking of a governor belt, the
15-foot flywheel in the coalyard of Elias
Rogers, Toronto, Canada, was allowed to
run away until it exploded, completely
demolishing the engine room and throwing
fragments of the flywheel over 200 yards.
The engineer and another employee who
were standing in the engine room escaped
uninjured with the exception of slight
bruises, but a man who was walking along
Gerrard street, some 200 yards away, was
struck on the head by a fragment of the
wheel and was immediately killed as a
consequence.
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THE STEAM TURBINE—V.
BY H. BOYD BRYDON.
" VELOCITY OF DISCHARGE.
MAXIMUM theoretical velocity of
discharge from any given pres
sure to any lower pressure may be
calculated from the maximum work that
the steam will do in expanding between the
specified limits. Thus it was found on
page 434 of the issue of June 15 that 1

FIG. 13. CURVES OF DENSITY, THEORETICAL
VELOCITY AND WEIGHT DISCHARGED FROM
A NOZZLE AT VARYING DIFFERENCE.
OF PRESSURE.
pound of steam expanding from an abso
lute pressure of 160 pounds per square inch
to 0.942 pounds per square inch rendered
available energy equivalent to 329.0 B. T.
U. or 256,000 foot-pounds.
Now the kinetic energy, E, possessed
by any moving body is,
IV
E=
V*
(12)
3*7
where W is the weight of the body in
pounds.
g, the acceleration due to gravity (32.2
ft. per sec).
V, the velocity of the body in feet per
second, from which :

X w
and in the given case, where W = I,
V = \/64.4 x 256,000
= 4060.3 feet per second.
Prof. Rateau* has given the following
formula based on the area of the entropy
diagram for calculating the velocity
/ r
V* = 2gJKl
+
)
(13)
where V is the velocity in feet per second.
/, the mechanical equivalent of heat.
r, the heat of vaporization at the tem
perature TV,
Ti, the absolute initial temperature of
the saturated steam.
K, the difference between the initial and
final absolute temperatures of the steam.
C, the specific heat of the water.
T, a temperature slightly less than the
mean absolute temperature.
The specific heat of water may be taken
as unity, and no large error will be made
for practical purposes if T be taken as the
mean absolute temperature, CK 2T, being
small compared with r + TV Professor Rateau's formula then reduces to,
r= 224J (r, - r,)(— + — —-)
(14)
Ti is the absolute temperature at the
end of the expansion.
•Kocherches Experimentale*, etc.
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In the previous example
r = 857-4Ti = 363.4 + 461 = 824.4.
T, = 100 + 461 = 561.
Ti — Ti = 363.4 — 100 = 263.4.
Putting these values in equation (14)
we have
/ 857.4
263.4 \
263.4 (
+
)
\ 824.4 1,385 4/
= 4,032 feet per second or nearly 46
miles per minute.
WEIGHT OF STEAM DISCHARGED.
The weight of steam discharged by a
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volume occupied by the moisture is :
0.017 X 0.25 x 100
0.000,127
3.3SO
The shape of the nozzle and the ve
locities obtained in any given case are de-

FIG. 15. RATEAU'S EXPERIMENTAL NOZZLE.
termined as follows:
Consider the expansion of dry, satu
rated steam from 160 pounds absolute to

Table II.
THEORETICAL VELOCITY DEVELOPED BY INITIALLY DRY SATURATED STEAM
PANDING FROM AN ABSOLUTE PRESSURE OF 160LBS. PER SQUARE
INCH, AND REQUIRED NOZZLE AREA.
1
4
3
5
6
7
Pabs. T, 2abs.
8
9
D
T, T%
lbs.
V
lbs.
per
P
A
•F.
op
sq. in.
en. ft. ft. per sec. DV
X,
P
sq. ins.
155
821. 86
2.54
0.3426
364.3
124.8 0.969
0.9977
1.151
150
819.26
5.14
0.3321
518.7
172.3 0.948
0.9953
(•13.85
0.832
MO
10.55
0.3113
744.3
231.7
0.875
0.9906
0.616
120
802.05
22.35
0.2695
1087
293.0 0.750
0.9796
0.482
100
788.58
35.82
0.2271
1382
313.8 0.626
0.9674
0.444
96
785.64
38.76
0.2186
1439
314.5
0.600
0.9648
0.442
95
784.89
39.51
0.2165
1452
314.5
0.594
0.9641
0.441
94
784.11
40.26
0.2144
1467
314.5
0.588
0.9634
0
441
93
783.37
41.03
0.2122
1481
314.3 0.581
0.9627
0.441
90
781.04
43.36
0.2058
1524
313.6
0.563
0.9608
0.441
70
763.71
60.69
0.1628
1812
295.0 0.437
0.9452
0.461
50
741.85
82.55
0.1188
2128
252.7 0.312
0.9263
0.528
30
711.27
113.13
0.07360
2524
is>.o
0.188
0.8997
0.700
15
674.03
150.37
0.03826 2933
112.2 0.0969 0.8670
1.139
5
623.34
201.08
0.01366
3409
46.56
0.0312
0.8213
2.540
2
587.27
237.13
0.00576 3748
21.59 0.0125 0.7895
5.267
1
562.99
261.41
0.00299 4019
12.02 0.0063 0.7690
9.216
nozzle may be calculated from the formula
VD A
W=
(15)
where W = weight in pounds discharged
per second,
V — velocity of discharge in feet per
second,
D — density of the steam (weight in
pounds per cubic foot),
A = area of the nozzle in square feet,
Xt = quality of the steam, per cent dry
ness.
The velocity may be calculated from
equation (14), or knowing Xt (calculated
from equation 9, p. 434), from the avail
able energy, D being obtained from steam
tables.
As the volume occupied by the water

which is formed during expansion is very
small compared with that of the steam,
it may be neglected. One pound of water
occupies practically 0.017 cubic foot. One
pound of steam at I pound pressure occu
pies 3,350 cubic feet. The percentage of
moisture formed during expansion between
usual limits being about 25, the relative

EX-

V A 10
V'lT
2.6702
1.9303
1.3958
1.0916
1.0088
1.0016
1.0007
1.0001
1.0000
1.0003
1.0460
1.1965
1.5911
2.5814
5.7584
11.940
20.894

1 pound absolute. The velocity of the
steam and the area of the nozzle are re
quired.
For the case where p = 100 pounds per
square inch the steps in the calculation are
as follows, and in table II are the results
for several other pressures. The data can
all be obtained from any steam tables.
P = 160 lbs. per sq. in.
Ti = 363.40 + 461 = 824.40° F. (abso
lute).
n = 857.4 B. T. U.
Dt— 0.353 pound.
p = 100 lbs. per sq. in.
T, = 327.58 + 461 = 788.58° F.
r, = 884.0 B. T. U.
£>2 = 0.2271 pound.
Then T, — T, = 824.4 — 788.58 = 35.82°
F.
and T, + T, = 824.4 + 788.58 = 1612.08°
F.
Then,
I
/ 857-4
35-82 \
/"= 224 I 35-82 1
1
)
X
V. 824.4
1,612.98/
= 1,382 feet per second.
DV= 1382 X 0.2271 + 314.3.
788.6/857.4
824.4
(
(- iog
884 V 824.4
788.6,)
0.892 ( 1.04 + 0.044) = 0.967.
Putting these values in equation (15)
we have
314-3
W—
= 2.26 pounds of steam
144 X 0.967
discharged per second per square inch of
area of nozzle. Whence, the nozzle area
to pass 1 pound of steam per second being
144 X,
A =
(16
DV
Xt =

FIG. 14. CURVE SHOWING THEORETICAL PRO
FILE OF NOZZLE FOR PERFECT EXPANSION.

IN
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the required area in this case, is
144 X 0.967
0.444 square inches.
3I4.3
In Fig. 13 are given curves showing the
results given in table II. The horizontal
distances are the values of the ratio p/P.
Curve 1 shows the density, curve 2 the ve
locity, and curve 3, the product DV. This
curve shows clearly the reason for the di
vergent portion of the nozzle. In order
to pass the same weight of steam at all
points of the nozzle, its area must be made
inversely proportional to this product. Col
umn 9 of table II is calculated from
equation (16). It will be noticed that the
area decreases until the product DV reaches
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FIC. l6. CURVE OF THE ENERCY OF STEAM
FLOWING FROM A NOZZLE AT VARIOUS
VELOCITIES.
its maximum value and then decreases in
definitely. The square root of A at any
point will be proportional to the diameter
of the nozzle. Plotting the ratio of each
of the values of A to its minimum value
as ordinates, with the ratio of p to P as ab
scissas, the profile of the theoretical nozzle,
Fig. 14, is obtained. The shape of the
nozzle for any degree of expansion can be
calculated from this curve in the following
manner: Having the initial pressure P
and the final pressure p to which the steam
is to be expanded, find on the curve the
ordinate corresponding to their ratio p/P.
This ordinate is then proportional to the
radius of the mouth of the nozzle, and the
radius at the throat is proportional to the
minimum ordinate of the curve.
Approximate formulas for the weight
of steam discharged by a given nozzle when
the initial pressure is known have been
given by several experimenters. Perhaps
the most frequently used of these is Na
pier's*
A P
W=
(17)
70
where /4 = the area of the throat in square
inches.
P = the absolute initial pressure in
pounds per square inch.
W = the weight in pounds discharged
per second.
This formula is sufficiently accurate for
*On the velocity of steam and other gases. Spon
& Chamberlain 1PM.
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pressures between 140 and 190 pounds per
square inch, but, for pressures much be
low 140 pounds Grashof's formula, which
reduced to English units, weight in pounds
per second and pressure in pounds per
square inch, is
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PUMPING AND CONDENSING MA
CHINERY AT ST. LOUIS-ffl.
AT the south end of the Intramural
plant was a unit which was unique
in power production and constituted
one of the features of the pumping exhibit
at the Exposition. This was the JeanesW » 0.01649 P
' ville Iron Works Co.'s pump which fur
is more exact. Rateau's experiments have nished water to riin the Doble water wheel
confirmed this empirical equation almost driving a generator which was run in par
allel with those driven by steam engines
precisely.
Rateau's experiments were made on for the Intramural plant. Our present in
convergent nozzles of the form shown in terest is with the pumping outfit, since the
Fig. 15, with initial pressures ranging from water wheel and generator will be taken up
14 to 185 pounds per square inch.
in the discussion of the Intramural gener
From the ^sults of equation 12, an in
ating system.
teresting curve may be plotted showing
The pump was 11 and 17x30x36
the energy in foot-pounds contained in a inches, with a triple-expansion steam end
pound of steam discharging from a nozzle. and duplex. The capacity of the pump was so
Fig. 16 shows this curve. It will be no
greatly in excess of the water required by
ticed that the available energy at first in
the wheel in its ordinary underloaded con
creases slowly, but as the velocity in
dition, that the pump ran very slowly, and,
creases the energy of the issuing steam therefore, did not show up to as good
increases more and more rapidly.
advantage as if it had had respectable con
Examining this curve together with ditions for working. Its capacity was 12,000
curve 2 of Fig. 13, the advantage of reduc
gallons of water per minute against 1,700
ing the exhaust pressure to the lowest pos
feet vertical head. The Jeanesville pump
sible point is clear. As the ratio p/P be
has been evolved to meet conditions in the
comes small, the velocity curve turns up
anthracite coal regions of Pennsylvania
ward extremely rapidly. Thus, the ve
where water is pumped from mines under
locity of steam expanding from 160 pounds heads of over 1,000 feet, and the water
per square inch (absolute) to atmospheric contains as much as 160 grains per gallon
pressure is 2,933 feet per second. From the
of free sulphuric and other acids. As 30
curve of Fig. 16, the energy equivalent to
this is approximately 132,500 foot-pounds. tons of water must often be pumped to the
At 1 pound per square inch absolute, the surface for every ton of coal taken out, it
velocity is 4,019 feet per second and the is important that the pump should be effi
cient and should give continuous service.
corresponding energy is 250,000 foot
Besides the special working exhibits al
pounds, nearly twice as much. The inter
ready
mentioned, there were numerous in
esting fact is thus evidenced that the avail
able energy between atmospheric pressure teresting collections of steam pumps of dif
and a vacuum of 28 inches is practically ferent manufacturers in the exhibit booths
the same as between 160 pounds per square of Machinery Building. Among these, one
of the most noticeable was that of the Cam
inch and atmospheric pressure.
eron Steam Pump Co. located directly op
posite the big Allis engine. The A. S. Cam
C. C. Loncridge, in a recent issue of The eron Steam Pump Works which was
Engineer of London, discussing the prog
ress of the air-cooled gas or gasoline en
gine, gives as the difficulties encountered
with this type overheating, resulting in
increasing the suction temperature and rare
faction of the gas ; valve distortion, caus
ing sticking, heating and leakage; carbon
izing of the lubricating oil which increases
the friction of the system ; and premature
ignition and back firing. Captain Longridge suggests that the carbonization of
the lubricant can be overcome by the use
of water in the cylinder, thus forming an
emulsion ; and the overheating and back
firing can be remedied by the use of a
denser charge, this increase of density be
ing accomplished as suggested by Dugald
Clerk, by the introduction of cooled exhaust
EXHIBIT OF THE A. S. CAMERON PUMP WORKS.
products of combustion under high pres
sure. These products are to be forced in
by an air pump, and will give a consider
founded in i860 by Adam Scott Cameron,
ably greater pressure at a given tempera
ture than can be obtained by the use of manufactures all kinds of pumps for every
the burning gases. This will allow of the conceivable service. The mark by which
these pumps may be distinguished is the
the reduction of temperature in the cylin
der, while at the same time keeping up the acorn shape of air chamber which was
pressure produced. In certain tests made adopted as signifying simplicity, compact
on working engines, it was found that this ness and strength.
The exhibit included single-cylinder,
method of reducing temperature actually in
creased the efficiency of the engines by a deep-well and high-pressure pumps, re
ceiver pumps to automatically drain water
small amount.
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from a receiver, mine heads for deep well
pumping, condenser outfits with pumps at
tached, a fuel-oil pumping outfit, a section
model, nickel plated and painted with
aluminum, showing the construction and
operation of both steam and water ends,
and working pump sizes 9 and o, the for-
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poses. A special feature was the high and
low-vacuum Burnham pump and the tank
exhibit which showed the action of the
valve mechanism. This mechanism is such
that the pump will work under all pressures
up to the full stroke and never short-stroke.
The clearance is brought to a minimum of

THE A. S. CAMERON EXHIBIT FROM A DIFFERENT VIEWPOINT.
mer of which was 12 and 17 x 13 inches and
had a capacity of 200 gallons per minute and
the latter y/3 and 2x4 inches with a capac
ity of 8 gallons per minute. A notable fea
ture of the design of this pump is that no
outside valve gear is used, the auxiliary
valve being worked within the cylinder,
thus reducing the complication materially.
Near the exhibit of the Cameron pump
was that of the International Steam Pump
Co., which, strange to say, was not pumps
at all, but consisted of compressed air ma
chinery. Many photographs of pumps and
pumping plants were shown, but the work
ing machines were two Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon air compressors, one of which was used
for general service and the other for fur
nishing compressed air for the exhibit in
the Transportation Building. The larger
machine, which was used for the general
exhibit and had a capacity of 1,300 cubic
feet of free air per .minute, had the im
proved Cincinnati type of valve gear with
mechanically operated valves. By means of a
semirptary valve, the opening and closing
of the~90ction are positively controlled, and
also the closing of the discharge, while the
separate poppet valve which is closed by a
spring, controls the opening of the dis
charge. This makes it possible to compress
to any desired pressure by regulating the
tension of the spring on the discharge valve,
and at the same time to control absolutely
the points for opening and closing the suc
tion and for closing the discharge.
Beside the space of the International
Steam Pump Co. was that of the Union
•Steam Pump Co., of Battle Creek, Mich.
This consisted of a variety of pumps for
various services for pumping hot and cold
water, for high and low duty, for boiler
feeding, mine work and other purposes.
There were also special pumps with jet con
densers, for air suction, for deep-well
pumping and for automatic receiver pur-

about yi inch, hence the pump will not
strike the heads even under no load.
Burnham pumps are of the single-cylin
der type, and in the same space with them
were exhibited the advance duplex steam
pumps made by the Advance Pump Co.
of Battle Creek, Mich. These consisted of a

December is> i9°4Mfg. Co. of Seneca Falls, N. Y., which was
illustrated in a previous article on die gen
eral features of the Machinery Building :
it included a triplex, direct-connected elec
tric pump, a triplex belted pump for 1,500
pounds pressure, a deep-well pumping
head, vertical and horizontal types of cen
trifugal pumps, a double-acting, triplex
pump 5x8 inches belted to a motor which
furnished water for the fountain, rotary
pumps of various sizes, a geared well head
with differential plungers and triplex
pumps geared to a clutch for gas engine
driving and for electric driving.
A little way from the exhibit of the
Goulds Pump Co., was that of the RiderEricsson pumping engine. This included
improved Rider hot-air engines in sizes of
10, 8, 6 and 5 inches, of which the 6-inch
size was in operation, and Ericsson engines
in sizes of 10, 8, 6 and 5 inches, the 8-inch
size being in operation. Both engines are
for pumping water in individual plants
such as isolated country houses, hotels, etc.,
and operate by the use of a gas jet under
the engine cylinder, the Rider engine hav
ing separate cylinders for heating and cool
ing of the air, and the Ericsson having but
a single cylinder and being of a simpler
and cheaper type. These two engines were
the only commercial development of the
hot-air system.
Across the aisle from the hot-air engine
exhibit was that of Wm. F. Cook & Co. of
Chicago, consisting of Brooks centrifugal
pumps, the smallest being a i-inch pump
with a capacity of 40 gallons per minute for
gearing to a gas engine and other sizes be-

BURNHAM SINGLE PUMPS AND ADVANCE DUPLEX PUMPS.
full line of low and high-pressure com
pound pumps with center packed plungexs,
also automatic and receiver pumps of va
rious sizes. An Advance duplex pump was
also at work in the boiler house on the
feed-water line, and the vacuum pump for
the Jeanesville pumping exhibit, previously
described, were of the' Union Steam Pump
Co's. make.
Passing to the exhibit of the Goulds

ing shown running up to the 6-inch size
having a capacity of 1,000 gallons per min
ute at 800 revolutions. This pump worked
against a head of 3r feet and will work
efficiently up to 140 feet head in a single
stage pump. It has also been used success
fully for a vacuum pump and will give a
vacuum of 28}^ inches steadily.
F. E. Myers & Brother exhibited samples
of their Bulldozer power pump and of hand
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and power forcing pumps. In the design
of these Bulldozer pumps, the effort has
been to secure large capacity in a light ma
chine and one which is compact for con
nection to gasoline engines and for direct
belting to other prime movers. The Bull
dozer pumps occupies a very small floor
space and have great power for the size

PUMP EXHIBIT OF FAIRBANKS, MORSE ft CO.
IN MACHINERY BUILDING.
and weight. The working heads for deep
well pumping are so arranged that all
working parts of the pump can be removed
without disarranging the belt connection.
Also the valves and oil boxes can be re
moved without breaking pipe connections
and the power is applied so close to the
base that no bracing or unusual structure
is required in setting the head.
Reliance Machine & Tool Works of St.
Louis showed a full line of the Hooker
steam pumps and other machinery. One of
these pumps, 14 and 9 x 20 inches, was in
operation on the boiler plant in the Fuels
Building and was equipped with a McAllis
ter water end for 200 pounds water pres
sure and with the accelerated valve motion.
It is an outside packed plunger pump with
brass rods and plungers.
In the Machinery Hall exhibit was in
cluded a deep-well pump, 12 x 36 inches,
with removable steam head which could be
disconnected from the pumping mechanism
and moved to one side so that the well could
be gotten at without taking up the head.
This deep-well head was equipped with
cushion valves on both steam and exhaust
ends so that the amount of cushioning
could be regulated to a nicety. The exhibit
also included an air pump 8 and 10x12
inches, a sinking pump 10 and 6 x 12
inches capable of lifting from a depth
of 1,000 feet, a 6 and 4 x 8-inch plunger
pump with accelerated valve motion, a
14 and 8 x 12-inch piston boiler-feed
pump, and special tools for breaking stay
bolts in locomotive boilers, for molding
brick and for riveting. The special feature
of the Hooker pump, viz., the accelerated
valve movement, consists of a cam which
is cast integral with the rock shaft and is
always in contact with one of two wipers
on the valve rod. The steam valve is
thus started slowly and its speed gradually
accelerated to the point of reversal of the
piston, when the maximum travel is at
tained, so that the pump is compelled to
make full and even strokes; no auxiliary
steam valve is used.
American Well Works of Aurora, 111.,
showed a large line of mine heads running
from its No. 1, which is the smallest size,
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to 12 x 36-inch steam cylinders. It also
showed a special double stroke mine pump
with scissor arrangement of levers, where
by two buckets are operated in the same
cylinder and the pump is made double act
ing. The exhibit also included duplex
pumps and one and two stage air compres
sors for the air lift pumping system.
A novelty in deep-well pumps was the
Luitweiler pump which was in the gas en
gine section on the south side of the Hall.
This was belted to a Foos gas engine and
drove its pump rods by means of two large
cams. The cams alternated in forcing the
pistons up and down so that the pump gave
a continuous flow of water.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. of Chicago had
a large and most interesting exhibit in the
south side of the Machinery Building next
to the Westinghouse Pavilion. This in
cluded scales made by the Fairbanks Co.,
gas engines for all classes of work and
pumping machinery. Among the specially
noticeable pumps were those for a jet con
denser system, fuel-oil pumps, a full line
of duplex pumps of various sizes, duplex
compound pumps for high and low duty
and geared tank and farm pumps for driv
ing by electric motor or gas engine. The
company also had exhibits in the Transpor
tation Building which included power and

chambers both turned on the side so that
they would lie horizontal and thus econo
mize, room. The point of making a suction air
chamber as well as a discharge air cham
ber part of the design of the pump is one
which might well be studied by American
makers.
In Block 44, Machinery Building, at
the St. Louis Fair, apparatus was exhibited
by the Acme Water Storage & Construction
Co. which was intended to make possible the
constant supply of water under high pres
sure, as, for instance, for tall buildings,
country residences and small municipal
water works, displacing water towers or
elevated tanks. The system involves the
use of two air tight tanks, a pump and an
air compressor. One tank is kept con
stantly charged with air at a high pressure,
while the other contains both air and water,
the air being admitted to the second tank
from the first by a pressure-reducing valve
set to give constant pressure in the second
tank and the water being forced into the
tank by a pump. The entire contents of
the water tank may be used under a con
stant pressure without operating cither the
compressor or pump, and it is necessary to
run the latter only at such times as are
found convenient for charging the system.

exhibit of hooker pumps in machinery building.
steam driven duplex pumps, plunger pumps
for high-pressure, mine heads and lifting
and forcing pumps, also a vertical boiler and
pump combined on the same base for a
separate pumping unit; and an exhibit in
the Agricultural Building showing the
pumps as equipped for farm work.
In the Transportation Building with
the exhibit of Schaeffer & Budenbcrg were
two pumps which were notable for the
unique arrangement of the air chambers.
These were single cylinder pumps and were
provided with air chambers for both suc
tion and discharge made an integral part of
the pump. One design in particular which
was apparently made as compact as possible
for marine and similar work had the air

As the water is pumped into the water
tank, the air is removed by the compressor
and returned to the air tank, so that the
water pump always operates against a uni
form pressure.
The apparatus exhibited included two
tanks, each 5 feet in diameter and 10 feet
long, and an air compressor and a pump
operated by a single 5-horsepower gas en
gine. The pump was of the Deane vertical
triplex, geared type, and was fitted with 4inch cylinders, the plungers in which had
a stroke of 6 inches. These pumps were de
signed for a pressure of 100 pounds per
square inch and a speed of 47.3 revolutions
per minute, the speed of the gas engine be
ing 280 revolutions.
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COMBUSTION ENGINES.
I POSSIBILITIES OF GAS TURBINES.
ON OCT. 21 a paper was read before
the Institution of Mechanical En
gineers, London, by R. M. Neilson,
in which the possibilities of gas turbines
were discussed from a scientific point of
view. The author pointed out that there
are many difficulties in the way of making
a successful gas turbine. Carnot's law for
the efficiency of an ideal heat engine only
applies to cases in which all the heat is put
in at the higher temperature, and all with
drawn at the lower temperature. The great
est possible efficiency of any gas engine or
turbine working between the limits 2,900
and 60 degrees F., is 85 per cent; if the en
gine is of the explosion type, compressing
up to 60 pounds per square inch above at
mosphere, and expanding to atmospheric
pressure, the limit of efficiency is 50 per
cent, and if the Otto cycle be employed,
working between the same limits of tem
perature, the maximum efficiency is only 37
per cent. It is, therefore, not so important
to make the range of temperature extreme
ly wide, as to make the mean temperature
at which heat is given to the gas as high
as possible, and the mean temperature of
withdrawal as low as possible- especially
the latter.
The first cycle considered by the author
gives a pressure—volume diagram resem
bling that of a steam engine, in which the
working fluid is compressed adiabatically,
heated by combustion at constant pressure,
expanded adiabatically, and finally cooled
at constant pressure. It has been proposed
to construct a gas turbine on this cycle, the
gas and air being pumped into a combus
tion chamber, whence, after combustion, the
hot gases would flow continuously into
the turbine. On this system, a fairly high
efficiency could be attained with a moderate
maximum temperature—the latter being of
the utmost importance in the case of a
Parsons turbine, on account of the diffi
culty of cooling the blades, which could
not stand a temperature above about 1,300
degrees F. without artificial cooling.
Working out an example on theoretical
lines, the author finds the thermodynamic
efficiency between 1,300 and 60 degrees F.
to be 25 per cent. This would involve ex
pansion down to atmospheric pressure, a
difficult matter in reciprocating engines, but
practicable in turbines. By using artificial
cooling a temperature of 2,500 to 3,600 de
grees F. could be utilized. Other condi
tions remaining the same, the heat effi
ciency is still 25 per cent, but the ratio of
the negative work done on the gas to the
gross work is reduced from 40 to 17 per
cent. Using a maximum temperature of
3,600 degrees, and raising the compression
to 300 pounds, the heat efficiency becomes
58 per cent, while the ratio of negative to
gross work becomes 30 per cent.
It was pointed out that a much greater
loss of heat must be incurred in a watercooled turbine than in a cylinder engine,
for in the former the hot gases are brought
very intimately into contact with the cooled
metal. By allowing the hot gases to ex
pand in diverging nozzles before acting on
the turbine, the temperature can be reduced
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to a reasonable value, but the velocity of
the turbine wheel required to get the best
results will be impracticably high ; this dif
ficulty may be met by utilizing several
wheels in succession, the gas passing
through them with diminishing velocity,
but at nearly constant pressure. An al
ternative consists in allowing the nozzles,
mounted on a wheel, to rotate in the op
posite direction to that of the turbine wheel,
reducing the centrifugal force for the same
relative velocity to one-fourth. The author
believes that there is a good prospect for
success in this direction, the ideal efficiency
being, as before, 58 per cent.
Rotary compressors should be used for
producing the initial compression, if pos
sible, owing to the loss of heat in recipro
cating compressors, the cylinders of which
have to be water-cooled. When the ratio
of negative work to gross work is high,
success will be largely dependent upon the
efficiency of the pump or compressor. In
gas engines the practical efficiency—the
ratio of brake horsepower to thermal units
per hour in the gas consumed is about
half the ideal efficiency; in view of what
has been said, it is interesting to note that
the Diesel engine, which employs excep
tionally high compression, has given a very
high practical efficiency, a fact which
augurs favorably for the gas turbine.
The author next deals with a cycle in
which the gases are compressed, then
heated by explosion at constant volume,
and expanded adiabatically. This cycle
gives a diagram similar to that of the gas
engine, but there are strong objections to
it, as the explosions are necessarily inter
mittent, while the turbine requires a con
tinuous supply of the working fluid; fur
thermore, either the pressure or the ve
locity of the fluid entering the turbine will
vary, entailing loss of efficiency.
In the third cycle is taken into account
the possibility of utilizing the heat passed
into the jacket water for raising steam,
which could be expanded in a second tur
bine, or even in the gas turbine. The ideal
efficiency is thereby reduced, but the author
believes that the combined steam and gas
scheme might give a much higher practical
efficiency, which is the main consideration.
Again, the gases could be expanded adia
batically to a very low absolute pressure,
afterwards compressing them isothermally
to atmospheric pressure in order to dis
charge them from the turbine. This sounds
unpromising, but would be practicable with
turbines, and in the author's opinion the
possibility should not be ignored.
Mr. Neilson next discusses a system
in which the exhaust gases, before dis
charge into the atmosphere, are passed
through a regenerator, which is used to
heat up the compressed gases forming the
next charge, before their combustion com
mences. On this system the initial com
pression would be only 15 pounds above
atmosphere, and the maximum temperature
3,600 degrees F. The ideal or thermody
namic efficiency under these conditions is no
less than 84 per cent, but the practical ef
ficiency would be much less. The gases
would occupy a large volume at low pres
sure, and could not be satisfactorily used
in a reciprocating engine, but might give
good results in a turbine.

In conclusion, the author points out that,
even if the gas turbine were not highly
economical in regard to the gas consumed,
it would have many applications, if it could
be made at a low cost, required little at
tention, and did not readily get out of or
der. It would be eagerly adopted for
motor-cars, in small factories, etc. The
paper is of great value as providing a
foundation on which to base experimental
work, and as a guide to the fundamental
theory upon which the working of gas tur
bines must depend.
a. h. a.
discussion.
In discussion on the paper a number
of speakers took part and brought out sev
eral important points which are worthy of
recording in brief abstract. Henry Davey
staled that the difficulties were two : first,
the production of a working fluid in a
practical manner; second, the overcoming
of troubles resulting from high tempera
ture. In the production of a working fluid,
he had used a small vertical boiler having
a firebox lined with fire brick. Air and
gas coming in separate pipes to this fire
box were ignited and the flame passed up
through the water and steam spaces in a
number of small vertical tubes. These
tubes terminated in a smokebox on the top
of the boiler, and in the tube plate which
formed the bottom of the smokebox a
spring loaded valve was placed which al
lowed the steam generated in the boiler to
escape into the smokebox and mix with
the product of combustion. The steam was
thus highly superheated and the steam and
gases together were led to the turbine.
To start the apparatus, the lining of the
firebox was heated redhot and the air and
gas pumps then set to work. Difficulty was
encountered from the gas occasionally fail
ing to burn in the firebox and this some
times caused alarming explosions.
In another experiment, gas and air
were brought by separate pipes into a nar
row tube which had a sparking plug pro
jecting into it. This tube opened out into
a larger combustion chamber, and it was
found, that by introducing and firing
charges of mixture alternately, a fairly
constant pressure could be maintained in
the chamber. From this combustion cham
ber, the ignited gases were led through the
boiler as before.
Prof. Burstall brought out the point that
in a steam turbine a separate apparatus
must be used for the compression of the
air and gas and that the power required
to drive this compressor would take up a
large part of the power generated by the
turbine. Also the loss of heat from radia
tion and conduction through the material
of the turbine would impair very consider
ably the efficiency of the machine. This
difficulty would be greater with the tur
bine than with the reciprocating engine,
since all parts of the hot gas will come in
contact with the turbine wheel, while in the
reciprocating engine only the outer layer of
the gas comes in contact with the cylinder
walls.
James Atkinson called attention to the
fact that at a temperature of 752 degrees
F. any iron material will oxidize in the
presence of air, and this temperature is 500
degrees less than the one proposed by Mr.
Neilson.
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H. M. Martin suggested that tempera
ture and velocity of the hot gas might be
reduced by adding a considerably quantity
of air by means of an injector, thus giv
ing the fluid greater weight anrl density
and a lower velocity while carrying the
same amount of energy. In regard to the
nozzle, Mr. Martin stated that it should be
so designed that waves of vetecity and
pressure could be smoothed out BS much as
possible and made to disappear. In tests
made by Prof. Stodola, the distribution of
pressure in a nozzle was found to vary
widely from that calculated and the velocity
was -found to go higher than the critical
value which theory showed to be possible.
R. H. Smith called attention to the ex
treme difficulty of finding a metal which
would not oxidize at the high temperature
and velocity necessary in a gas turbine.
In closing the discussion, Mr. Neilson
called attention to the fact that super
heated steam, which is practically a gas,
had been found to increase the efficiency of
the steam turbine materially. With re
spect to the difficulty of finding suitable
materials, Mr. Neilson stated that material
suitable for blades in the De Laval steam
turbine could not have been procured a
few years ago, but that it was manufactured
now without difficulty.
Charles Jacobson, manufacturer of the
Jacobson Automatic Gas Engine, has re
cently received an order from G. Elias &
Bro., of Buffalo, N. Y., for a 250-horsepowcr, horizontal, tandem gas engine. This
engine has a number of valuable features in
its design which are adapted for American
conditions. In the first place all engines
arc designed with removable cylinder bush
ing so that the cylinder can be made larger
if desired. This feature is particularly val
uable in the natural gas regions where there
is possibility of the supply of natural gas
giving out. Natural gas is richer than
producer gas, suction gas, or blast furnace
gas, and engines which have been sold to
use the natural gas will not develop their
full rated power when used on any one of
the other three kinds mentioned. In many
cases this has resulted in disappointment to
the purchaser, and the removable cylinder
bushing feature overcomes this trouble. A
larger cylinder can be substituted for the
smaller one and the gas horsepower of the
original rating secured.
A new scavenging system is also used
which cleans out the compression space at
every charge. The engine works on the
graduated charge system, but is so arranged
that when the load is too light to give a
proper amount of compression to the
charge, the gas is cut off entirely and only
sufficient air is admitted to the cylinder to
prevent the formation of vacuum. In this
way higher efficiency in fuel consumption
is obtained than by the ordinary method
of governing. All these new features are
provided in engines up to any size and for
any purpose. The engines are made in
standard sizes from 5 to 50 horsepower and
in the automatic form from 5 to 300 horse
power.
Cleveland, Ohio, is to expend $20,000
in the purchase of boilers, engines and
pumps for the city farm school.
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A GAS TURBINE.
AFTER the successes scored by differ
ent systems of steam-turbines in
many fields of application which
heretofore were reserved to steam power,
the production of another type of engine
might be anticipated. The question is to
combine the advantages of steam-turbines
with the principal advantages inherent in
that other rival of steam-engines, the gasmotor—that is to say, with a smaller con
sumption of fuel. A gas-motor with a
wheel-shaped recipient—viz., a gas-turbine
—had to be designed. A similar prime
mover would, like the steam-turbine, be
free from any pistons, crank mechanism,
and flywheels ; being susceptible of con
struction in small dimensions even for
large outputs, such a motor would be of a
small first cost. Its superintendence would
be rather simple, on account of the small
number of running parts, and very cheap
because of the smallness of the engine,
while for the same reason the acquisition of
the ground area occupied by the engine
would be rendered easy. These principles
were enunciated by Prof. Riedler at the last
annual meeting of the Association of Ger
man Engineers.
A turbine designed by Dr. S. F. Stolze,
of Charlottcnburg-Berlin, patents for which
were applied for as far back as 1873, but
granted only in 1897, is being brought out
in Berlin by the Stolze Gasturbinen-Gasellschaft, and attracting much attention in en
gineering circles.
The engine of an effective output of 200horsepower is in course of construction
according to the above patent, and the fol
lowing are the most striking features of this
engine :
On a common axle are mounted two
sets of turbines of different design. One
of these serves as air-compressor pump,
while the other drives the shaft by means
of heated air. Both of these consist of sev
eral rows of guiding vanes fitted to the
engine casing, and of several rows of run
ning vanes of a corresponding design, which
arc fitted to a common rotating cone, turn
ing along with the shrift. Now, one of
these turbine sets of turbine vanes will
suck fresh air, compressing it to a given
pressure through a prehcater, which is
heated with exhaust gases, and conveying
the greater part into a chamber lined with
fireproofing material. The smaller part is
conveyed beneath the grate of a producer,
where it gasifies a convenient fuel. The
.gas thus formed penetrates into the abovementioned chamber to be burnt there in
suitable burners by the compressed air to
carbonic acid and water vapor, while evolv
ing large amounts of heat, these gases pen
etrating into the second turbine system,
where they yield useful work by expansion
in traversing the various steps.
The process is thus mainly analogous to
the cycle characteristic of all combustion
engines, and which consists of a suction of
air followed up by compression, mixing
with fuel, combustion, expansion, and dis
charge. In most of the gas-motors now
being built, the mixing, it is true, takes
place before compression, and the combus
tion under increasing pressure. The work
ing cycle of the gas-turbine resembles most
nearly the one of the Diesel motor. The
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efficiency of the turbine is doubtless suscep
tible of being increased beyond that of any
other existing type of prime movers, as the
Carnot cycle is more closely approached
than with any other design of motor. In
stead of producer gas, any other kind of
gas can be used, as well as carbonated air
or benzine, alcohol or petroleum vapors.—
Electrical Engineer.
TESTS OF A DIESEL ENGINE.
The three diagrams herewith show the
results obtained in tests made by W. H.
Booth on a Diesel oil engine at the works
of A. J. Lawson. The curves show the re
lation between the brake horsepower and
the indicated horsepower, the oil per indi
cated horsepower, the water or British
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thermal units carried off by jacket water
per horsepower per hour, the total oil per
hour, and the indicated horsepower. The
oil for this test had a heat value of 19,200
British thermal units per pound, so that
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the heat used per indicated horsepower per
hour was approximately 6,000 British ther
mal units. The comparison of these curves
of performance with those from steam tur
bines and gas engines makes an interest-

ELECTRICAL HORSEPOWER
FIG. 3.—RELATION* OF HORSEPOWER AND HEAT
USED.
ing study and reveals much of the com
parative performance of the three types of
prime movers under working conditions
and in the present state of progress of
each. Fuller discussion of this series of
tests was given in our issue of July 15,
1904.
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LETTERS.

This department is for the direct exchange of ideas between practical men. The most acceptable letter is one -which gives a sugges
tion or tells of an experience which will be helpful to the man in charge ofpower michinery. Sketches for illustrations are desired when
possible. These need not be skillfully drawn, nor is correct writing necessary. Such matters can be fixed up in this office. The editors
do not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of statements made or opinions expressed by correspondents in this department.
We pay for all accepted letters in cash.
RELATIVE ECONOMY OF TYPES OF ENGINE.
Editor The Engineer:
With reference to the choice of a Cor
liss or a high speed type of engine for a
plant of, say, 200 horsepower, I wish to ask
the question : Which will produce a horse
power with the least steam (coal), a Cor
liss or a high-speed automatic engine? I
believe it is a recognized fact that, taken
from the standpoint of pounds of coal per
horsepower hour, the Corliss engine is
by far the most economical. With no data
to work from we must assume a case to
figure upon.
In the first place we will assume that
floor space does not play an important part
in the problem, and that it is simply a busi
ness proposition with reference merely to
first cost and cost of maintenance.
Beginning at the boiler, one 72xi6-foot
horizontal tubular boiler is sufficient in
either case for a 200-horsepower plant, so
the cost is the same. A cross-compound
Corliss of 200 horsepower will cost about
$7,000, and a high speed automatic engine
about $3,000, making a difference of $4,000
in first cost in favor of the high speed en
gine.
If the generator is to be belt driven, the
same generator would do in either case,
and the same auxiliaries would do in either
case, although a smaller air pump and con
denser could be used with the Corliss. The
difference in cost, however, would be slight.
From the writer's experience with the two
types of engines the following is about
what may be expected as regards economy :
The Corliss working 10 hours per day
developing 200 horsepower would require
3 pounds of coal per horsepower, or a total
of 6,000 pounds per day. The high speed
engine under favorable conditions would
require 5 pounds per horsepower, or a total
of 10,000 pounds per day, leaving a balance
of 4,000 pounds in favor of the Corliss.
The 4,000 pounds of coal at $4 per ton
represents $8, and $8 X 365 = $2,920, which
at 5 per cent interest represents an invest
ment of $58400, showing a decided saving
in favor of the Corliss.
These are not haphazard figures, but
are taken from my station logbook, and
serve to show the actual difference in econ
omy of the two leading types of engines.
On the other hand it may be said that
where there is not room to install a Cor
liss, or where the engine is to be used only
a few hours each day, the high-speed en
gine will be found preferable. But for 10
hours per day the Corliss will show a sav
ing approximating the above figures.
There is one thing that will affect the
first cost and that is, if the generators are
direct connected, the high-speed engine
will cost considerably less. In regard to
repairs, I have found it to be my experience
that the repairs on the high-speed engine
are double those on a Corliss. With ref
erence to the arrangement of motors, the

class of machines and the work each ma
chine is to do, it must be admitted that
these should govern the selection of the
system. For instance, if the machines are
to run at variable speeds, or a different
speed for each machine doing a different
kind of work, such as lathe work, the sin
gle motor for each line shaft would in my
opinion be preferable.
On the other hand, if the machines are
to run at constant speed and require large
motors the individual motor drive is pre
ferable. It would seem to me that such
cases require the service of a first-class con
sulting engineer, and if possible one not
biased by having opinions nor interested in
any apparatus sale.
It seems to me that the application of
electric transmission is of too recent date
for the average man at the throttle to form
an opinion as to the relative merits of
either system. However, I believe that an
exchange of ideas would be of value to all
concerned, and especially so if those who
have charge of isolated plants would send
in a little data from their own plant.
P. A. Leavitt.
PREPARE FOR EMERGENCY REPAIRS.
Editor The Engineer :
The practical everyday engineer is often
called upon to make repairs that are abso
lutely necessary in order that the machinery
may be kept in operation. These emergency
repairs are of great importance and are
liable to engage our attention at any mo
ment, and in order to be able to keep
things running we must be quick when de
ciding what to do. Theories and niceties
cannot be considered in such cases, because
our employers seldom consider us com
petent unless we are able to overcome dif
ficulties.
It really makes but little difference what
amount of education we may have and
what theories we may advance, for our em
ployer expects quick decision so that the
machinery may be promptly repaired and
put in motion. That is what your employer
is looking for, and he expects these results.
In this age of sharp competition a break
down may mean serious loss and the en
gineer who has his knowledge-box stocked
with practical and reliable methods usually
is in demand and his salary is by no means
small.
This may be better understood by citing
an instance in which quick action is neces
sary. The establishment where I am em
ployed is equipped with over 100 motors,
nearly every machine being independently
driven with the exception of a large room
where 35 printing presses are continually
running. This room was the first part of
the factory to be run by electricity, two
large motors being installed. At about the
time that these motors were erected indi
vidual motors were not considered econom

ical, but that idea has been abandoned and
the fact established that the independent
motor is the more economical
Each of the large motors has about the
same load so that a breakdown would mean
a serious loss. The motors are compound
wound and belted to shafting running
lengthwise of the room. One of the motors
burned out a coil in the armature and of
course had to be shut down.
Sixteen
presses were then idle and the question
arose as to what was the quickest method
to employ to get the motor running. A

METHOD OF LOCATING DEFECTIVE RESISTANCE.
very important book was being printed and
it was necessary to have it completed on
a certain date.
The electrician of the printing office sug
gested that the coil be cut out, but the
• superintendent insisted upon having an ex
pert electrician examine the motor. The
expert said it would take 10 days or more
to take out the armature and rewind it.
The first suggestion prevailed, but not until
2 hours had been lost in arguing the feas
ibility of cutting out the coil.
The commutator having 174 bars, the loss
of the coil reduced the power of the motor
only a small fraction. Had the first sug
gestion been immediately accepted, an hour
and a half could have been saved. The
motor is still running and to all appear
ances is doing its work with ease.
This is merely a sample case and the
question may be asked : How are we to
gain the proper knowledge to enable us to
be prepared to make emergency repairs?
The answer is indeed simple. The means
for gaining this very important information
is within the reach of every engineer, viz.,
by reading and studying. Study carefully
what you read. Subscribe for a paper that
gives you practical pointers and assistance
in times of trouble.
In this plant some of the machines are
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driven by variable speed motors, the speed
being controlled by cutting in or cutting out
resistance. Should any of the resistance
coils burn out we should be unable to oper
ate the motors satisfactorily, but if we
know how to overcome the obstacle we can
go ahead practically without any delay.
In order to locate a burned-out coil, for
instance, a test lamp will be necessary.
First, the switch must be closed, and one
wire from the lamp attached to one leg of
the switch, and another wire connected to
the other leg of the switch. By testing the
contact points, as shown at A in the sketch,
we shall be able to discover the injured
coil. After we have found the defective
coil we can put in a jumper, as shown at B,
and can then go ahead.
By touching the contact points with the
wires JV and W we shall obtain a light in
the lamp until we arrive at the injured
coil, when no light will appear, because
this is the coil we are after. Now insert a
piece of wire or a fuse and go ahead. The
importance of this simple test cannot be
overestimated and we must admit that it
would be well worth our while to subscribe
for a paper that enables us to ovcrcomt
such difficulties and without the humilia
tion of having all the employees of the fac
tory see us in a predicament of that kind
with no ready means of escape.
Wm. Kavanagh.
CONCERNING THE ACTION OF SMOKE.
Editor The Engineer:
In regard to the argument about the
effect of atmospheric pressure upon the
rise of smoke from a chimney would say
that almost every one has noticed that
smoke will rise higher from a chimney
on clear, bright, still days than on dark,
damp and cloudy ones, and that the
barometer readings will coincide with the
smoke. In speaking of a barometer it is
taken for granted that the standard mer
curial barometer is referred to.
This instrument consists of a long glass
tube closed at one end. The tube is filled
with mercury and inverted and the open
end placed in a cup of mercury the whole
being protected by a brass casing. At the
top of the tube is a graduated scale that
can be read to 1/1000 of an inch by means
of a little device called ra vernier. A
thermometer is also necessary, as the mer
cury expands with heat and contracts with
cold, and all readings must be corrected
for temperature with reference to 32 de
grees F. At this temperature and at the
level of the sea, the height of the mer
cury in the tube will be 30 inches after
correction has been made for the effects
of capillary attraction.
At other than sea level another cor
rection must be made for the altitude, for
any decrease in the atmospheric pressure
will cause the mercury to fall and an in
crease will cause it to rise in the tube. If
the atmospheric pressure over a certain
area decreases the atmosphere from sur
rounding areas of higher pressure will
close in bringing whatever moisture they
may contain, and clouds, mist and rain
are the result, depending upon the degree
of saturation. Consequently the barometer
reading is the highest in clear weather.
Irving A. Tenger.
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ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS.
Editor The Engineer :
As you have requested the readers of
The Engineer to send some of the best
questions asked them by the state exam
iner, I send the following which I remem
ber were asked during the examination for
a first-class license:
1. How would you start an indepen
dent jet condenser?
2. How would you shut down a con
densing engine?
3. Suppose you were running a pump
ing station of a city water works and

METHOD OF PREPARING FIELD COILS.
Editor The Engineer:
The following is a description of the
process used by a large electric manufac
turing company to compound the coils
used in dynamos. The apparatus was de
signed and erected by an employee, of the
company. The process is slightly compli
cated, but with the assistance of the sketch
I shall endeavor to make the description
clear.
When the workmen have finished put
ting the coils together they are taken by
a number of girls and boys who start at
some point on the coil and wind white

B
SECTIONAL VIEWS OF THE TANKS.
after you started the pumps found they
could not get any water; what would you
do?
4. What is the weakest part of a boiler?
5. Where or at what point is the great
est pressure on a boiler?
6. How is a surface condenser ar
ranged?
7. What are the tubes made of, and
why?
8. Which way does the water pass
through a surface condenser?
9. How are the tubes put in a surface
condenser and why?
10. How many pumps are required for
a surface condenser?
11. How would you determine whether
or not you had a leaky tube in a surface
condenser ?
12. Into what is the water from the air
pump of a surface condenser discharged?
13. How would you set the valves of an
automatic riding cutoff?
14. If you were running a cross com
pound engine and the low-pressure cylin
der was not doing its share of the work,
what would you do to remedy it?
W. R. N.

cotton tape around it. At each turn the
tape is overlapped about one-half of the
preceeding turn ; this process being con
tinued until the coil is completely covered
with two thicknesses of cotton tape. The
coils are then placed in tank, D, and the
cover, G, lowered by means of a chain
block supported at the ceiling and hooked
into the ring, E.
The lip, V, fits into a groove filled with
lead or babbitt and the swing clamps, K,
hooked over the projection, L, all around
the tank and then screwed up tight. The
valve on the compressor pipe is closed and
the one on the vacuum pipe opened. The
vacuum pump is started and the vacuum
held at about 28 inches of mercury for from
1 to 2 hours.
The tank, A, is about three-fourths full
of compound, which is a mixture of pitch,
whiting, rosin, and oil. The valve, W, is
closed and as soon as the cover, G, is in
place a light is applied to the gas coil, O,
which is a ring of pipe with small holes
drilled in it about Yi inch apart.
When the compound is thoroughly
melted and the vacuum has been kept up
for the proper length of time, the valve, W,
is opened and the compound rushes into
the tank, D, and covers the coils. The
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valves, / and W, are now closed and valve, than hot water in the mangle he can get
If we consider the difference in the ex
H, is opened and about 90 pounds air pres
better results by using a steam trap to the pansion of the bolts in the cylinder head,
sure is admitted to the tank, D, thus forc
hot well and pumping that portion of con
would not the pressure on the bolts be less
ing the compound into every part of the densed steam into the boiler, as the second when they are hot than when they are
coil.
floor will at all times take care of itself.
cold? If the cylinder head was covered
The vacuum pump has by this time
Philadelphia.
W. S. L.
the expansion would be greater, due to
extracted all the air that may have been
the increased temperature.
between the copper strips or the wire in
Why not admit that unless we know
the coils. About 90 pounds steam pres
REPAIRING CRANKPIN BRASSES.
the thickness of cylinder head, age, kind
sure is kept on the tank during the whole Editor The Engineer :
and thickness of packing, whether the head
time. When the air pressure has been on
The accompanying drawing illustrates is covered or not, whether it is out doors
the tank for a couple of hours the valve, a wristpin box from a high speed engine in Maine or in a house in New Mexico,
H, is closed and W carefully opened, when that, as far as the box itself was con
and whether it uses wet, dry or superheated
the pressure forces the compound back cerned, was worn out. The dotted lines steam, that we cannot tell whether the
into A. The valve is then closed and be
tension will be more or less and no rule
fore disconnecting the union, /, and raising
will fit all engines.
the lid, the valve, T, is opened and any
Harry D. Everett.
compound which may be kept in the long
Jamestown, N. Y.
pipe, N, is blown out with the air into the
box, B.
The coils are taken out and the covering
TROUBLE WITH A DYNAMO.
of tape removed. Another covering of
new tape is then placed on the coils and
Editor The Engineer:
they are dipped into a vat of varnish and
I would like to have some reader of
hung up in an oven and baked for several
The Engineer give me a little information
RADIAL HOLES TO SECURE THE BABBITT.
hours, after which the ends are cleaned
through the Practical Letter Department
and the coil is ready to be put in place.
on what happened a short time ago in our
It is needless to state that all the valves show where the pin had worn the metal lighting plant.
on the apparatus must be kept perfectly away and as it was getting almost too thin
We have two 50-kilowatt 220-voIt di
tight.
rect-current dynamos, which are direct
to
run
any
longer
I
took
it
out
and
put
it
James E. Noble.
in a lathe and bored it out to the lines, I connected and run in parallel at 275 revo
and 2. Then I drilled six J^-inch radial lutions per minute.
WATER SEAL AND PIPING.
One evening on arriving at the plant,
holes as at A, B, C, D, E and F. I next
turned a pin of dry wood % inch smaller I was told that the main fuse had blown
Editor The Engineer :
Practical letters are almost invariably in diameter than the wristpin and babbitted out, as we haven't any circuit breaker.
This happened during the fore part of the
the boxes around the wooden pin.
interesting and instructive, but I must dis
evening
when the night engineer was at
The
boxes
were
then
put
in
the
lathe
agree with part of H. F. Bray's letter in the
and bored out to the size of the pin. All tempting to throw in the idle machine for
issue of Oct. 1, entitled Getting Rid of Con
I had to do then was to cut the oil grooves the heavy load. I asked the cause of the
densation.
There is no question as to his having and connect up the rod. This done all was trouble and the engineer claimed that he
dry steam at all times on machines located ready to go, and go it did. The brasses had made the connections as usual. On
on the second floor even at one-half the have never given I minute of trouble looking behind the switchboard I saw that
the fuse was only out on the positive side
fall, providing said machines are not more since and the babbitt does not require key
of
the machine, so I put in a new one
ing
more
than
half
as
often
as
the
brass
than, say, 60 feet from the boiler in a hori
and
started the generator, but it would
box
did.
zontal line.
not generate any current. I took a small
R. M. Barton.
He is mistaken, however, as to getting
pocket compass and held it close to the
steam in his mangle on the first floor, as
pole piece, which had no effect on the
CYLINDER
HEAD
BOLTS.
that is practically impossible, because water
compass, but, by holding it close to the
is bound to find its level, and as the mangle Editor The Engineer:
armature, the pointer would change its
is on a level with the water line in the
In The Engineer of Nov. 1, Leon W. position just the same as it should have
boiler, it will at all times, except when Redpath says that steam pressure in the
done on the pole piece. The engineer said
first starting, be filled with water, he there
cylinder, instead of increasing the tension that the machine switch had been closed
fore never has anything but hot water in on the bolts, "spends its energy in par
while the machine was standing still, with
his mangle, and never will have steam, no tially relieving the longitudinal compres
the
fuse out on the positive side and that
matter how high he runs his return ; for sion of the cylinder wall." How could any
the
equalizer
switch had not been touched
the higher he runs his return pipe above the compression of the cylinder be relieved un
alter the fuse was out.
boiler, the lower temperature will he have less the cylinder head moved and increased
The other machine was running, but the
in his mangle. He would get better results the compression of the springs? It may polarity
had been reversed.
if he would cut off from the second floor, not move much, but not much motion is
What
I do not understand is what
and run his return from the mangle in the needed to increase the tension on the bolts.
caused
the
action on the compass, and why
most direct manner, using as few bends as
E. E. Russell in the same number ob
the
machine
not generate after the
possible, but would have only hot water at jects to springs because the "steel which fuse had beenwould
put in.
any time with some noise in turning on holds the cylinder head is rigid under
The superintendent was standing at the
steam, which I presume he now avoids by conditions met with in practice." The
switchboard
with his hand on the generator
using the J^-inch branch pipe to the hot spring men seem to agree as their springs
switch talking with a friend, while I was
well.
are never compressed by the steam pres
at work around the machine, and thought
If he runs the second floor machines re
sure.
lessly closed the circuit, which action, with
peatedly he will have no use for the branch
In The Engineer of Sept. I, Herbert the machine standing still, certainly made
pipe to the hot well, as the circulation will Cowley thinks packing is elastic. The
be absolutely certain, and he never will spring men should put a spring between the fire fly for a few seconds. I then tried
the compass for a second time on the pole
have water in the second floor machines.
the cylinder head and the cylinder for piece, and the pointer indicated that the
He is also mistaken in saying that he packing. If they do they will find that the
has a water seal in his return bend. If the tension will be more but not equal to the field was all right. I cleaned the com
return bend was turned upside down and surll of the steam pressure and the tension mutator where it had been burned, started
the machine up again and it worked the
connected to the horizontal and vertical caused by tightening the nuts.
same as it always did.
pipes, he would have a water seal. He has,
It will (Upend on the relative length
I would like to hear from some of the
however, a water seal below the first floor. and strength of springs. The age of the readers
of The Engineer.
If it is more desirable to have steam packing might effect it also.
W. L. P.
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ADJUSTING THE CONNECTING ROD.
Editor The Engineer:
In answering G. C.'s request for plac
ing liners in a connecting rod, I will sub
mit the following: Keying-up on a stubended rod with a gib and key shortens
the connecting rod, reduces the clearance
on the crank end of the cylinder and in
creases as much on the head end.
To equalize this clearance, shims are
put between the stub end of the rod and
the brass. This lengthens the rod and
gives more keyway; that is, the key is not
down as far as before shimming. The only
reason for shimming between the strap and
the brass is to get more keyway when the
key cannot be driven down any farther.
To find the striking points of an engine,
make a mark on cross-head shoes. Dis
connect the connecting rod and shove the
cross-head as far as possible till it strikes
the end of the cylinder. Make a mark on
the guide opposite the mark on the shoe.
Then shove the cross-head to the other
end of. the guide until the piston strikes,
and repeat the marking. These are the
striking points. The cross-head travels,
when the engine is running, the length
of stroke, which is twice the length of
crank. Measure the distance between the
two marks on guides and subtract from
that the length of the stroke. This will
give a small part of an inch. Divide this
remainder b" two and measure this dis
tance inward from striking points, and
the points thus obtained will be the ex
tremes of the cross-head travel. On con
necting up the rod after its length has been
adjusted by shimming, the mark on the
cross-head shoe and those on the guide
should coincide when the engine is on
the centers.
W. W. W.
CIRCUIT BREAKER TROUBLE.
Editor Engineer :
I have noticed with a good deal of in
terest the answers to A. S. H. with re
gard to his circuit breaker trouble, and
have seen none that will solve his difficulty.
A dead short circuit on a line with com
paratively low resistance will throw the
generator breaker as well as the line break
er, even though the generator breaker be
set for ten times or more than the line.
The reason being that all breakers take an
appreciable time in which to operate and
this time is long enough to also start the
generator breaker. In order to prevent the
generator breaker from acting on a short
circuit through a low resistance line you
must increase the time element of the
breaker, this can be done by increasing
the weight of the tripping movement, or
by putting a dashpot on it so that it will
be slightly retarded in its movement. An
adjustable dashpot would be best, as then
it could be adjusted to the point where
it would not operate under ordinary short
circuits, but if the line breaker held it
would operate and save the line breaker.
H. D. J.
PIPING FOR HEATING COILS.
Editor The Engineer :
Mr. Frank Kiefer would like to know
how many lineal feet of iJ4-inch pipe made
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up into circulating coils are required to
heat a malting room 60x60x11 feet to
60 degrees F. As he does not state what
the outside temperature is, we will assume
that the temperature will not fall below
zero. In figuring problems of this kind,
the construction of the building should be
given, the amount of glass exposure and
several other things should be taken into
consideration when accuracy is required.
But we will assume that the building is of
the ordinary type, and fairly well put to
gether. As the amount of glass and out
side wall is not given, we will have to fig
ure the heating surface by cubical con-
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250FEET
6 OR 8 RlfVS HIGH
j RETURN

11
ARRANGEMENT OF MAINS AND RETURNS.
tents. The cubical contents of the building
equals 39,600, say, 40,000 cubic feet, with
steam at 80 pounds pressure.
One square foot of steam pipe surface
would heat about 100 cubic feet of air in
the room. This would give about 400
square feet of pipe radiation. Now 2.3
lineal feet of ij^-inch pipe is equivalent
to one square foot of radiation, thus it will
take about 920 lineal feet of iVi-inch pipe
to heat the room to 60 degrees in zero
weather. Not knowing the nature of the
building, I would recommend 1,000 lineal
feet of l}4-inch pipe distributed in four
coils, of 250 lineal feet in each coil, mak
ing the coils 40 feet long, 6 pipes high, or
30 feet long and 8 pipes high. I should
use 15 or 20 feet on a side depending upon
which coil is used, the 6 or 8 branch. Use
branch tees with right and left elbows
in the corners of the rooms as shown in
the diagram.
Spike some 2 x 4-inch pieces against the
walls to hold the coils and, say, six pieces
for each coil. Screw iJ4-inch hcok plates
on the 2x4 pieces. Pitch the coil towards
the return about V2 inch in 10 feet, and
on the feed pipe close to each branch tee
place valves, one for each coil, and on
the return, the same. Also place an air
valve on top of the manifold or branch
tee on the return end.
In regard to steam traps, and the proper
kind, this will depend upon whether you
wish to return the water of condensation
to the boiler or run the water into the
sewer. If the water is to be put back into
the boiler a No. I Anderson trap or a
No. 00 McDaniel or a No. 1 Chapman
would fill the bill. The traps mentioned
can be used for either putting the water
back into the boiler or discharging to the
atmosphere. The inlet and outlet to the
trap is governed by the amount of radia
tion. For about 400 or 500 square feet of

radiation the outlet probably would be x/i
or ?4 inch. Run the ij^-inch return pipe
from the coils back close to the traps be
fore reducing in size.
George G. Bennett.
EXAMINATIONS FOR FIREMEN.
Editor The Engineer:
I would like to say a few words to the
readers of The Engineer in regard . to
economy in the steam plant and the value
and importance of a good careful fire
man, who is as important a contributor to
the economic management of the plant as
is a good practical engineer. While a
great many of the engineers of America
are working hard to secure better and more
efficient license laws for the engineer there
are only a very few states that require a
license or an examination for the fireman.
Now while the engineer is attending to his
other duties about the plant, the boiler room
is left in charge of the man there, some
times the largest part of the day, with
out a thought from the man in the engine
room, unless the steam goes down a few
pounds when there is likely to be trouble.
Now in regard to safety, and the ad
vantages of having a good competent en
gineer, the claims made by engineers are
all right, but it is my opinion that the
plant in charge of a good engineer and a
careless, ignorant fireman is just about as
dangerous as one in charge of a good, care
ful fireman and an inefficient engineer.
Although the engineer may be a good
man and thoroughly understands his work,
he cannot be in the boiler room but a few
hours each day and, therefore, the man
with the shovel must be depended upon
for the safety of the plant for the greater
part of the day.
In regard to economy, if the man in
charge of the plant doesn't pay proper at
tention to the production of steam it will
be a costly plant to operate, no matter how
good the engines are and in how econom
ical a manner they are operated. There
fore I would say that while there is any
thing being done in regard to a license
law, it should include the fireman, who
should be examined and prove himself to
he thoroughly competent to take charge of
the boiler room in the absence of the en
gineer.
One day last summer I walked into a
small plant, used a helper with water
power, consisting of a high speed engine,
condenser and boiler, etc. The gage showed
a vacuum of only 18 inches, and the pump
of the jet condenser was running at full
speed and pounding badly. There was lots
of water and the reason for the low
vacuum was the numerous leaks around
the valve bonnets. The man in charge of
the outfit told me he had a lot of trouble
with the condenser, as the vacuum would
often break and he would have to take off
the cover and pour cold water into it to
make it work, and in putting the covers
back he probably made a very poor joint.
He afterwards showed how little he knew
of the nature of a vacuum by saying that
even the exhaust from the pumps was
piped to the condenser and re-used.
A. J. D.
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for it is well understood, but the extent to
which it will act in carrying water and the
effect which baffles, properly placed, may
have in overcoming this trouble have not
been appreciated. While it is probable that
the baffle as ordinarily used in the Heine
boiler would give good results in ordinary
conditions, yet the fact that in extraordi
nary conditions the new type of baffle de
vised by Mr. Bement gave so much better
results indicates that for ordinary condi
tions, also, it is much better than the stand
ard. One wonders how many other fea
tures of "standard" boiler construction
might be improved by experience with ex
traordinary conditions.
Those who have experimented with
calorimeters on wet steam will not be
surprised at the inconsistent results ob
tained by Mr. Bement in this work, but his
discovery that the results obtained depend
on the velocity of the steam in the main
pipe, and the explanation of the fact are
new and interesting.

Boilers, particularly of the fire-tube type,
have been so long used and so much dis
cussed that it would seem as if the last
word had been said. Yet among the papers
presented before the recent meeting of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
some of the most important were on boilers
and on tubular boilers at that.
R. S. Hale called attention to the varia
tion in rules for staying and presented a
novel idea in regard to the stress in short
stays due to bending of the plates ; the
point was well taken and undoubtedly will
make for safety and correct design. It is
doubted if the allowance of 12,000 pounds
per square inch on long stays is also to be
commended, since unequal expansion has
always to be considered.
On the same subject of tubular boilers,
F. W. Dean shows, by records of tests
made, that the tubular boiler is the peer of
any other type so far as capacity for forc
ing and developing a horsepower on small
heating surface are concerned. This is in A Steam Meter.
direct opposition to the idea which has
Apparatus for accurately measuring the
generally prevailed and it would be inter
steam flow in a pipe has been long in de
esting to know whether number and ar
mand and Mr. Sargent's device, described
rangement of tubes, arrangement of heat
in this issue, seems, from the scientific
ing surface or other features entered in analysis of its action and the actual results
any way to give the tubular boilers men
obtained, likely to meet the demand. The
tioned by Mr. Dean any advantage over only drawback to the usefulness and general
the ordinary design in the matter of cir
introduction of such a meter is first cost
culation. A definite path in which the and it is to be hoped that Mr. Sargent will
water tends to flow will assist circulation, find a way of manufacturing his meter at
and this, in turn, increases capacity.
so moderate an expense that it may achieve
It is by no means certain that the de
its greatest usefulness.
sign of tubular boiler which will give most
With an accurate and simple steam
rapid circulation,—hence greatest capacity, meter, the labor of engine and boiler test
—will also give best efficiency at normal ing will be much reduced and the possi
working, although rapid circulation ought bility of easily testing the economy of va
to give the water the best possible condi
rious devices for saving steam will result
tion for taking up heat.
in quickly weeding out the valueless and
The showing made by the vertical boiler proving the worth of the valuable. Such
in the series of tests recorded by Mr. Dean a meter will also serve as a check on the
is most astonishing and would seem to value of different methods of handling
prove that the faith held by such engineers steam machinery and can be readily used
as Manning and Corliss has been well to show the comparative economy of va
founded. The matter of head room is rious types for any given purpose. It is to
usually a problem in the use of the vertical be hoped that the new meter will prove as
type, but the cubic feet of space needed per great a boon as its possibilities indicate.
horsepower is no larger than for other
types;—often not so large, and the advant
The merchants of the United States,
ages, which, for some reason, have seemed despite the preference shown England in
to appeal to the engineers of New England the form of lower duties, are more than
able to hold their own with British mer
more strongly than those in other sec
chants
in the Canadian trade. This coun
tions of the country, give the vertical tubu
try furnishes Canada with about 60 per
lar boiler a claim for more consideration in cent of all the foreign goods she buys,
the design of power plants than it often while Great Britain only sells her about
receives.
25 per cent. Our proportion of the trade
A third matter of vital importance in * has been gradually increasing since 1895,
connection with boiler performance is the until in the present year, for the 10 months
ending with October, as shown by the
effect, as found by Mr. Bement, of baffles government statistics, it amounts to $117,in water-tube boilers. The phenomenon of 000,000, which is nearly two and one-half
priming is familiar to all and the reason times the trade of 1895.
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CONDENSERS FOR STEAM TURBINES.
BY GEO. L R0CKWO0D.
(A paper presented before the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.)
VISITORS to steam turbine power sta
tions generally notice, as a first im
pression, the relative inconspicuousness of the turbine itself in the midst of its
numerous and larger condenser auxiliaries:
This prominence of the condenser equip
ment is especially noticeable in the case
of the smaller turbine plants, where the
floor space occupied by the condenser sys
tem far exceeds that required by the tur
bine.
There appear to be three accepted de
signs for these condenser systems : First
may be mentioned the combination con
sisting of a surface condenser, a centrifugal
hot-well pump, an air cooler, a single-cyl-.
inder vacuum pump, a centrifugal circulat
ing-water pump, together with their con
necting and drip piping and valves. Sec
ond, the foregoing arrangement may be
varied by omitting the hot-well pump and
also the air cooler and dry vacuum pump,
substituting the wet vacuum pump—prefer
ably of the Edwards type. The cost per
kilowatt capacity is about the same—$7 to
$10—for either of these systems.
The
third system is like the first, except that an
elevated jet condenser with barometric tube
and hot-well take the place of the surface
condenser and hot-well pump. The ad
vantage of this third type over the surface
condenser systems is that it may take up
less floor space, while its cost is but $5 to
$6 per kilowatt. The dry vacuum pump
used with barometric condensers must have
a two-cylinder air pump, and the exhaust
steam from the turbine cannot be used
again in the boilers.
The whole cost of a condenser system,
as intimated in the opening paragraph, is
not, however, fully expressed in the con
tract with the condenser contractor. The
turbine room is made a full third larger,
and hence more expensive, by the provision
of the necessary floor space ; space, too,
that is needed in the operation of the tur
bines. The smaller the turbine plant, the
greater this part of the cost becomes rela
tive to that of the whole power plant.
There is a fourth type of condenser
which may be used with steam turbines and
to which it is the object of this paper to
direct attention ; namely, the injector or
ejector condenser.
Within the past year the Atlantic Mills.
Providence, R. I., have installed a 400-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbine, on
which a vacuum of 28 inches to 28}^ inches
is maintained by means of the following
condenser system: The exhaust steam is
led, through 20 feet of vertical 16-inch castiron pipe and three short-turn elbows, into
a 16-inch Bulkley injector condenser. The
level of the ground floor is 34 feet below
the condenser bulb, while the turbine lies
on a concrete-steel floor, the level of which
is 12 feet 6 inches above the ground floor.
Injection water comes 500 feet from the
river to the power house, under a slight
head—perhaps 3 feet—depending upon the
state of the river. A 6-inch, belt-driven
Lawrence centrifugal pump elevates the
water into a vertical tank, 30 inches diam
eter by 15 feet deep. The level of the water
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in this tank is maintained by the waste
pipe 6 inches below the water inlet nozzle
on the condenser. From near the bottom
of this vertical tank a 7-inch injection pipe
rises up to the condenser.
Along with the water a good deal of air
is pumped into the top of the tank by the
centrifugal pump, but apparently the depth
of the tank acts efficiently as an air sepa
rator, and no air in the form of bubbles
passes over into the condenser; at any rate,
the vacuum shown by the mercury column
is 2854 inches. The remarkable thing is
that this is so, as nearly as the height of a
mercury column can be measured, whether
the column be attached to the bulb of the
condenser or to the exhaust chest of the
turbine.
To prove this absence of friction in
the exhaust pipe a 54-inch pipe was con
nected to the elbow above the condenser,
then led down and attached to the turbine
exhaust chamber. A branch horizontal pipe
leads off to a mercury column. Two valves,
one above and one below this horizontal
pipe, enable either connection to be made
at will. Starting with both valves open
and the mercury quiescent, it was impos
sible to perceive any movement of the mer
cury, either up or down, after shutting
either valve.
Not only is a 16-inch exhaust pipe.thus
proved ample and more than ample in size
for a 400-kilowatt turbine, but the vacuum
obtainable with this condenser is substan
tially the same, whether steam is passing
through the turbine or not.' The falling of
the water through the "throat" of the con
denser is the air pump, and is the only air
pump needed. The builders provided a
20-inch exhaust nozzle on the turbine, but
Mr. Bulkley believes that, on the contrary,
a 14-inch condenser would do as well as the
16-inch.
It may be of interest to relate here a
rather unusual experience, encountered
when this 16-inch condenser was first put
into service.
It was convenient to have the injection
pipe rise on that side of the 16-inch exhaust
pipe farthest from the condenser. At the
top a 45 degree bend connected to a longradius elbow enabled the pipe to turn and
pass the exhaust pipe, approaching the con
denser horizontally instead of vertically as
in the usual case. Upon starting up the
turbine only twenty-two inches of vacuum
could be obtained. The piping was, nev
ertheless, proved to be absolutely tight.
After shutting the injection valve Saturday
afternoon with the turbine blanked off at
its nozzle, and with 22 inches vacuum on
the exhaust pipe and condenser, one found
12 inches vacuum still left on the system
Monday morning before removing the blank
flange in preparation for starting. Still,
only 22 inches was the maximum height of
the mercury column while running.
Finally, at the suggestion of Mr. Bulkley to the effect that in his experience he
had found it necessary to have the injection
pipe to his condensers approach the con
denser vertically rather than horizontally
for the best results (although he had no
explanation satisfactory to himself why this
was so), a rearrangement of the injection
piping was made, permitting this vertical
approach. At once, upon starting up the
turbine, the result was 28H inches of
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vacuum, and this has been maintained
without interruption since.
With the present load—about 300 to 350
kilowatts—the 7-inch injection valve is
open only a few turns, the temperature of
the hot well is from 80 degrees to 90 de
grees, and water enough can be passed
through this condenser to maintain the
vacuum in summer weather. The highest
degree of vacuum thus far recorded, as meas
ured in the turbine exhaust chamber, is
28^ inches, the lowest 27^ inches. The
variation is caused partly by changes in the
barometer, but more by variable leakages
in drip-valve seats.
Perhaps also the
amount of air entrained by the injection
water varies from time to time.
If water is not to be had in abundance,
then the best way is to have two pumps,
one of which returns to the condenser,
water taken from the hot well. In this
way the highest theoretical temperature of
the hot well water may be reached.
The method of sealing the spindle of
the Parsons turbine against air leak where
it passes out to its journals from the lowpressure chambers, namely, by pumping
water with centrifugal pumps formed in
small recesses in the shaft cover, so as to
keep a water pressure in these recesses in
excess of that of the atmosphere, is a per
fect success, as the experience with this
condenser shows, although when but 22
inches could be obtained, owing to the
fault in the injection pipe design described,
the efficacy of these air seals was very seri
ously doubted.
It is interesting to note our experience
that no drip pipe or drip pump, for re
moving the water of condensation or the
leakage into the exhaust chamber from
these air seals, is found to be necessary or
desirable.
It is, indeed, necessary to exclude any
accumulation of water in the exhaust pipe
for fear that it will sway back and forth
until it flushes up on to the large lowpressure blades of the turbine. Running
as they do at a very high velocity, sudden
contact with water from the exhaust pipe
will strip the last row off clean if such
contact is permitted. Any further damage,
however, to the other rotating blades seems
to be prevented by the presence of the
fixed row, which, by dividing up the wa
ter into small streams, seems to protect
the moving rows from contact with solid
water and therefore from injury.
The rate of accumulation of water leak
ing by the small centrifugal air-seal pumps
into the exhaust pipe may be any amount
up to 950 pounds an hour. If, how
ever, there is the least external load on the
turbine, the flow of the steam up the ex
haust pipe has the power to sweep the
exhaust chamber dry. The method of
starting the turbine at the Atlantic Mills
is to first turn on the injection water. Then
admit steam to the turbine without admit
ting water to the air seals. After the load
begins to come on, as shown by the amme
ter, the drip pipe from the exhaust cham
ber to the atmosphere, which has been open
all night and up to this point, is now
closed, the water turned on to the air
seals, and the vacuum immediately draws
down to 28 inches. It is not found abso
lutely necessary to start in this way, as the
turbine can be run hours before the water
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accumulates in quantity. The object is
simply to drain the turbine up to the mo
ment when the load begins to come on.
If the load is "jumping" from nothing
to full load, there is no danger of water
accumulation. It is, of course, quite pos
sible to provide a drain receiver and pump
which will work under the vacuum if it
is deemed desirable to do it. There is no
exhaust steam "entrainer," or water trap
or seal; provided at the Atlantic Mills tur
bine.
The injector condenser costs, fully in
stalled, with centrifugal circulating water
pump, tank piping and valves, from $2 to
$2.50 per kilowatt capacity. This cost is
much reduced if there is a natural head
of water available. At the installation de
scribed, the condenser, two elbows, one tee,
18 feet of castiron exhaust pipe and a 14inch automatic relief valve cost, erected,
$591.50. The room it occupies is prac
tically none at all.
Theoretically considered, in its relation
to turbines, the injector condenser would
seem to bar out all other condenser systems
in those situations where the water used
in the boilers is pure in its natural state.
Where it is absolutely essential to save the
water of condensation for re-use as boiler
feed water, owing to the presence of salt,
sulphate of lime, wool grease, acid from
steel works, or other hurtful pollution, then
it pays to use one of the surface condenser
systems. If the city water is pure and
costs about 7 cents per 1,000 gallons, water
enough for a 400-kilowatt turbine at 100
per cent load factor would cost per factory
year of 310 days, 10 hours a day, at 1,000
gallons per hour, about $217. With in
terest at 5 per cent and fixed charges at 8
per cent this sum warrants the capital ex
penditure of not to exceed $1,670. It is
thus clear that it does not pay to buy the
surface condenser system simply to save
the cost of paying city rates for boiler
feed water.
Much talk has been made about the
freedom of the condensed exhaust steam
in turbines from cylinder oil, and the ad
vantage which this purity gives to it as
compared with the oily exhaust from re
ciprocating engines, where the condensed
steam is returned to the boilers. It should
not be forgotten that great purity of feed
water is not in itself a desirable thing, be
ing only better than very impure water ;
for it pits the tubes and water-legs of steel
boilers unless some lime is added.
Where the waste injection water from
a jet condenser is used for washing in a
dye house, this freedom from oil is of
great advantage. Such is the aversion of
dyers to using exhaust steam to heat water
on account of the supposed presence of
cylinder oil, no matter how careful one may
be to provide and operate successfully oil
eliminators, that this freedom of the tur
bine from the use of cylinder oil is suf
ficient cause to determine the purchase of
turbines in place of engines for power in
such places.
The Atlantic Mills turbine is, so far as
the writer knows, the only instance on rec
ord of the use of injector condensers for
large turbines either of the Parsons or Cur
tis type.
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AN INDICATING STEAM METER.
BY C. E. SARGENT.
(A paper presented before the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.)
THAT there is and has been for many
years an ever increasing demand for
some practical device which will
measure or indicate the amount of steam
in pounds which is delivered through pipes
to an engine, radiator, or steam pump is
apparent to the engineer as well as the
manufacturer and the tenants and land
lord who buy or sell steam for power or
for heat.
The need of a steam meter has been so
great that several devices have been de

signed for the purpose, but on account of
the changing conditions of the product with
which we have to deal, only partial success
has been attained.
If we were dealing with a permanent
gas of practically uniform pressure and
temperature such as the illuminating -gas
used for heat and light, then the metering
of steam would be a simple problem, but
steam is not a perfect gas and usually
varies in pressure and temperature many
pounds and degrees, and contains more or
less water, depending on the distance from
the boiler, and the efficiency of the insu
lation of the radiating surfaces.
As the steam pressure in various plants
varies from below atmospheric pressurewhen used for heating to as high as 200
pounds per square inch where used for
power in multiple cylinder engines and
steam turbines, meters with consid
erable range are required, no matter
where or for what purpose they are
to be used. To design a meter which will
operate successfully under these varying
conditions has been the aim of the writer,
and the device herein described is believed
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to overcome many of the difficulties which
have heretofore been obstacles to success.
If the difference in pressure between
two tanks is 1 pound, and the initial pres
sure varies from 50 to loo pounds, twice as
much steam will flow through a certain
opening with 100 pounds pressure as would
flow through with 50 pounds pressure. In
the meter under consideration, which is de
signed for steam pressures of 50 to 100
pounds, a drop of 2 per cent is thought
advisable, and the areas are proportioned
accordingly. When steam is flowing, the
opening will adjust itself, so that the dif
ference of pressure is always a percentage
of the pressure on the inlet side.

Any tendency of the pressure to equal
ize will immediately close the valve, and
by thus throttling the passage, reduce the
outlet pressure below the inlet pressure
as designed. Any tendency for the outlet
pressure to reduce more than 2 per cent
below the inlet pressure will raise the valve
and increase the area of the steam passage.
Slugs of water coming with the steam can
not by inertia open the valve D, Fig. 2,
because they cannot strike the valve ex
cept radially, and it is balanced against
such a force. The inertia of water strik
ing unprotected floating valves or vanes of
steam meters at 100 feet or more per sec
ond, would necessarily cause derangement.
As the opening F is small and changes the
direction of any water which might tend to
go through, should the valve suddenly open,
no harm can arise from water in steam,
except, possibly, to introduce an error in
indication.
We see now that the main valve stem
E will stand between the position of the
full opening or the complete closure of the
valve, depending, of course, on the
amount of steam passing through, and the
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position of this valve stem determines the
movement of the indicating finger around
the center of the dial through mechanism
hereafter described, and shown in Figs. 1,
3 and 4.
If the steam always had the same den
sity, that is, if a certain volume always
had a certain weight, no further indicating
apparatus would be necessary, but as the
weight per volume varies with the pressure,
the same quantity of steam under double
the pressure will flow through one-half the
area in a given length of time ; also if the
difference in pressure increases with the
absolute pressure, more steam will flow
through a certain opening when the pres
sure increases than if the difference in
pressure each side of the opening remained
constant.
On the assumption, then, that pressure
times volume equals a constant (PV=C)
which is near enough for practical purposes,
we can determine the amount of steam
passing from one receptacle to another, if
we know the difference in pressure in the
two receptacles, by determining the area
of the opening through which the steam
flows, but as the weight of steam passing
through a defined opening will vary with
the pressure, and the difference in pressure
each side of the opening, then we must vary
our opening with the pressure if a uniform
weight is flowing through. And this is the
principle upon which this meter is based.
With a constant weight of horsepower pass
ing through, the pointer will follow the
horsepower curve on the dial though the
pressure of the steam varies between the
limits of the meter.
DESCRIPTION OF METER.
Fig. 1 shows the dial side and com
pensating pointer of a 2-inch meter. It is
flanged and faced and can be inserted in
the steam pipe the same as an ordinary 2inch globe valve. This particular meter is

FIG. 2. CROSS SECTION OF METER IN DIREC
TION OF FLOW.
calibrated to show the horsepower (based
on 30 pounds of steam per horsepower
hour) passing through with a steam pres
sure of between 50 and 100 pounds.
Referring to Fig. 1, if no steam is
flowing through the meter, the pointer will
indicate zero horsepower as in the figure,
but will indicate the pressure if it ranges
between v> and 100 rounds. As the end of
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the pointer will not begin to move towards
the center1 of the dial until the pressure
reaches 50 pounds, it will stand at 50
pounds, when there is no pressure in the
meter.
If the pressure were maintained exactly
at 50 pounds and 150 pounds of steam
passed through per hour (5 horsepower at

FIG. 3. TRANSVERSE SECTION SHOWING REG
ISTERING MECHANISM.
30 pounds of steam per horsepower hour)
then the pointer would stand at 5 horse
power, and 50 pounds pressure. If 40
horsepower were passing through, the
pointer would so indicate, and, if the
pressure were raised from 50 to 100 pounds,
the end of the pointer would follow the
curve of 40 horsepower from the 50 to
the 100 points pressure limit. In like man
ner the pointer will indicate the weight of
steam passing through, no matter how the
quantity or pressure varies, provided it re
mains within the limits of the machine.
In Fig. 2, which shows the steam pas
sage and moving parts, A is the body of
meter, B the top cover, and C the bottom
cover ; D is the self-adjusting valve which
remains seated when no steam is passing
through the meter, and which is held in
place by and fastened to the valve stem E
which works in two diameters in the body
A. The bottom cover C is tapped for %inch pipe which connects the meter to the
atmosphere or sewer.
The action of the meter is as follows :
Steam is admitted on the side of the arrow
and surrounds the valve stem guide; as
soon as pressure accumulates it passes
through the small hole F, and raises the
self-adjusting valve D, allowing the steam
to pass to the outside and top of the valve.
As the bottom end of the stem E is
open to the atmosphere, the pressure on
top of the valve D tends to close it by an
amount of pressure equal to the pressure in
Nthe meter into the area of the valve stem
immediately below the valve. As the pres
sure under the valve is always tending to
open it, and the pressure above is always
tending to close it, there will be a differ
ence in pressure between the inlet and out
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let of the meter proportional to the differ
ence in area of the valve and valve stem.
As these areas are so designed that the
ratio is about so to 1, the pressure of steam
on the discharge side of the meter will be
2 per cent less than on the admission side
with any pressure carried. If 100 pounds
pressure is carried on the boiler side of
meter, 98 pounds pressure will be delivered
on the engine side and if the admission
pressure is only 50 pounds, the discharge
pressure will be 49 pounds.
Referring to Fig. 2, the pressure of
steam above the valve D, and on the outlet
side of the meter, may pass through the
hollow valve stem E, and act on the piston
H, compressing the spring /, which—in the
present case is of such a tension that 50
pounds pressure per square inch is neces
sary to overcome its static conditions, and
100 pounds per square inch is sufficient to
compress it to its full limit.
Movement of this piston, H, is trans
mitted to the roller a, Figs. 3 and 4—
which through the bell crank b, the seg
ment c, the pinion d, the shaft e, and the
large pinion f, Figs. I and 3, and the rack
h, transmits the movement of the end of
the pointer to and from the center of the
dial, showing the steam pressure per square
inch on the meter.
The position of the main valve stem E,
is transmitted through the roller k, the bell
crank /, the hollow shaft and pinion m,
and the disk g, which revolves the pointer
around the dial center. The amount of
movement around the center depends upon
the opening of the valve, and the distance
of the end of the pointer from the center
of the dial depends on the steam pressure
per square inch between the limits of the
meter of 50 and 100 pounds pressure, and,
on account of the compensating mechanism,
the pounds avoirdupois of steam or horse
power passing through is always indicated.
The size of the pipe and meter deter
mines the maximum possible horsepower
on the dial, while the strength of the spring
determines the range of pressure which will
be registered. In measuring exhaust steam

FIG. 4. DETAIL OF REGISTERING GEARING.
for heating, the spring and dial are de
signed to show a pressure from 0 to 30
pounds absolute, and the dial may indicate
pounds of steam instead of horsepower.
If the steam pressure upon which the
horsepower of the engine is based is 150
pounds, then the meter spring and dial
would show a range of horsepower from
o to full meter capacity and a pressure
range from 125 to 175 pounds or greater
range, if desired.
By carrying extra springs and dials to
correspond, meters for any range may be
furnished from stock on short notice, fully
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graduated for the pressure desired.
It
was the intention to calibrate each meter
sent out, but when two or more of the
same size arc calibrated in series the indi
cations correspond so closely that it is ex
pected that the calibration of only one of
a size and range will be found sufficient.
The method of calibrating a meter is as
follows :
From the meter's construction ' there
must always be a difference in the steam
pressure each side of the meter depending
on the inlet pressure ; therefore, the amount
of steam flowing through will regulate the
amount of valve opening.
As the difference in pressure between
the two sides of the meter increases as the
pressure increases, the opening through
which the steam flows will not increase as
fast as the pressure, in order to let the
same weight of steam through in a certain
time, and this is advantageous, because the
valve will require less movement as the
pressure increases. In order to calibrate
the meter, it is necessary first to get a
spring of the proper tension to move the
end of the pointer from the outside to the
inside of the dial through the range of
pressure required. The spring is first cal
culated, then can be adjusted when hot and
in place, if necessary, by holding the out
side valve stem E, and turning the bushing
socket of the inside valve stem with a sock
et wrench.
The meter is connected up between the
steam header and condenser with a pres
sure regulating valve in series between the
meter and steam supply.
Accurate gages are connected to both
the inlet and outlet side of the meter, and
the pressure regulator is set to carry the
highest pressure for which the meter is
calibrated. A valve on the discharge side
is opened slightly, and the position of the
pointer noted, and the quantity of steam
flowing through is condensed and weighed.
In like manner a series of points for a con
stant pressure is established through the
whole capacity of the meter. The pressure
is reduced and the operation is repeated.
When completed and the points connected,
there will be a series of concentric rings
representing the different pressures, and a
series of converging or diverging curves
representing the pounds of water passing
through which is indicated by the position
of the pointer when the meter is in opera
tion.
The spring should be of steel, heavily
nickel-plated. This meter may be inserted
in the steam pipe, either next to the boiler,
in which case no separator need be used,
or next to the engine, in which case a
separator between the meter and boiler as
close to meter as possible should be used,
and a drum having four times the capacity
of the first cylinder at its average cutoff
should be placed between meter and engine
to get a constant flow through the meter
and a practically stationary position (nonoscillating) of the pointer. By observing
the position of the pointer at any time, the
amount of horsepower or pounds of steam
passing through the engine or heating sys
tem may be determined.
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STAY BOLTS, BRACES AND FLAT
SURFACES.
BY R. S. HALE.
(Abstract of a paper presented before the
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers.)
ATTENTION is called by Mr. Hale to
the different rules for allowable
stress in stay bolts, which varies
6,000 pounds per square inch in the ruling
for British Lloyds for stays over lyi inches
diameter. Mr. Hale calls attention to the
fact that none of the rules, except one advo
cated by the Hartford Boiler Insurance Co..
which allows 7,500 pounds on long stays and
4,800 pounds on short stays, takes any ac
count of the difference in stress brought on
stays in proportion to their length due to
the change in the expansion of the plates.
In short braces, such as those in locomo
tive fire boxes, difference in expansion be
tween the inside and outside sheets pro
duces bending stress in the stays in addi
tion to the direct pull due to steam pres
sure and this excessive stress tends to in
crease the corrosion so that the stays often
become of dangerously small cross-section.
Mr. Hale places the length at which bend
ing action should be taken into account as
2 feet. He contends that for braces longer
than this the same stress may be allowed as
in boiler plates, viz., 12,000 pounds per
square inch for steel and 10,000 pounds for
iron. He advocates, also, the allowance of
% inch in the diameter of the brace to take
care of the effect of corrosion. This would
give for a brace 1 inch in diameter a net
section, J-jj inch in diamete'r, which, at 12,000
pounds per square inch on the net section,
would give 9,200 pounds per square inch
stress on the gross section of the stay when
new.
On short braces, a working stress due
to tension alone is recommended of 9,000
pounds per square inch on the net section
after subtracting % inch from the diameter
for braces less than 24 inches long; if less
than 12 inches long, a stress of 8,000 pounds
is recommended ; if less than 6 inches long,
7,000 pounds; if* less than 4 inches long,
5,000 pounds. Mr. Hale states that while
this variation does not agree with theory, it
agrees with the best practice of locomotive
boiler makers and will take care of the
stress due to bending.
After comparing various rules for the
pitch of stays, and showing results obtained
in a number of cases by the use of the dif
ferent rules, Mr. Hale concludes that the
simplest formula and that which agrees
with theoretical considerations is the best,
since there is but slight variation between
the result obtained by these rules and em
pirical equations and it is likely that the
empirical equation will apply only to a
small range and to special cases. He, there
fore, recommends the use of the rule;
Working Pressure = A constant X the
square of the thickness of the plate -5- the
square of the pitch between the centers of
the stays : P = K? -5- p'.
For equal stress in bolts and plates,
according to the formula used by Unwin,
the diameter of the stay should be 2.4
times the thickness of the plate, whatever
the pitch. The only other point to be de
C. H. & D. Railroad Co. is considering termined is the choice of the constant in
the installation of an electric lighting plant the rule for working pressure.
From consideration of various rules, ex
at its shops in Lima, O.
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periments and experiences of boiler inspec
tors, Mr. Hale advocates as the constant for
riveted stays, 100 to 115; for stays with
screw ends and nut and washers or with
crowfoot ends riveted on, 140; where wash
ers, or channel or angle iron riveted to the
boiler head are used the constant may be as
high as 200 to 250. If a boiler is to be de
signed for long life, the constant should be
reduced by some 20 per cent.
STEAM TURBINE PERFORMANCE.
BY J. R. BIBBINS.
{Concluded)
POWER CONSUMPTION OF AUXILIARIES.
GRANTED the beneficial effects of
high vacuum, do the auxiliaries re
quire excessive power so as to
render them commercially impracticable?
Fortunately, we are able to present
results from two plants which throw
some light upon this subject. At the
Broad Street station of the Citizens'
Light, Heat & Power Co., Johnstown, Pa.,
the condenser auxiliaries are driven from
a single steam cylinder—that of the rota
tive air pump. By indicating this cylinder
at normal speeds, the total power input
was obtained.
These tests were conducted by the com
pany's consulting engineer. The equipment
consisted of a Weiss 32-inch e|evated jef
condenser, a single stage rotative type
pump, and a Bibus rotary circulating pump.
The vacuum averaged 27.5 inches.
Turbine output was found by adding to
the generator output the no-load losses for
the generating unit. This is not quite cor
rect, but the error is against the turbine.
These results are shown graphically in
Fig. 6, plotted to station load. Although
observed in indicated horsepower, the re
sults were reduced to a basis of equality
with turbine output in order to obtain com
mensurate percentages. At less than % load,
the total power consumption was less than
5 per cent of the station output, and it
progressively decreased to 2V2 per cent at
full load. And it must be borne in mind
that even this percentage is not entirely
chargeable, as all steam auxiliaries exhaust
into an open feed-water heater in which the
heat of the exhaust steam is regained.
Similar observations casually made on
a 2,000-kilowatt Curtis turbine equipment at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition indi
cate the same relations, although a higher
power consumption. All auxiliaries are
driven by constant speed induction motors
supplied from the high tension bus bar
through step-down transformers. At full
load, the total power input to the auxil
iaries is 7 per cent; approximately
is
required for the circulating pump, 2-9 for
the air pump, and 1-14 for the hot well
pump. This 7 per cent represents gross
input and includes transformer as well as
motor losses. It is probable that the con
sumption of power might be largely re
duced were it possible to more closely pro
portion the speed of auxiliaries to the tur
bine load, as may be . done in the Johns
town plant. With squirrel-cage induction
motors, the speed is practically constant.
The condensing equipment at St. Louis is
also laboring under unexpectedly hot cool
ing water— frequently 85 degrees F.—which
rentiers it difficult to obtain the high
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vacuum which could otherwise be held un
der normal conditions.
The most important point brought out
by the curves is that the power consump
tion of high vacuum turbine auxiliaries is
moderate and that, compared with the tur
bine output, this consumption decreases
rapidly with the load.
CONDENSERS.
In the maintenance of a high vacuum,
the absolute exclusion of entrained air is
an important requisite. A minute opening
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FIG. 6. RELATION OF POWER CONSUMED BY
CONDENSER AUXILIARIES TO TURBINE
OUTPUT.
will have a remarkable effect in lowering
the vacuum unless the air is removed be
fore reaching the condenser, which is usu
ally accomplished by a single or double
stage "dry" air pump. Chas. A. Parsons
has made successful use of a small steam
ejector which removes entrained air from
the condenser casing, discharging into a
small auxiliary condenser. By this means
he has succeeded in raising the vacuum
2 inches with about 45^ per cent net gain.
On account of this trouble from entrained
air entering through the feed water, the
surface condenser has found particular fa
vor for turbine work. In addition, it en
ables the condensed steam, which is pure
distilled water, to be returned to the boil
ers, thus not only saving water but the cost
of purifying it and a considerable propor
tion of the maintenance cost for cleaning
and repairs of the boiler equipment.
It is frequently thought that an air
pump requires the maximum power at the
highest vacuum. This is found to be not
strictly the case, but rather that the maxi
mum occurs when the amount of air to be
handled is greatest, which usually occurs
at starting. If there are no air leaks to
lower the condenser vacuum, the pump
vacuum is equal to that of the condenser,
and the pump will require no power out
side of that to overcome its own friction.
Another effective means of reducing the
power requirements of a surface condens
ing plant is to balance the circulating wa
ter columns leading to and from the con
denser by sealing both ends beneath the
same level of water. A syphon is thus
formed, and it is only necessary to move
the circulating water against the friction
of. pipes, valves and condenser tubes.
A limitation to high vacuum of course
exists in the temperature of cooling water,
and unless sufficient difference in tempera
ture exists between water and steam—20
to 30 degrees—the amount of circulating
water per pound of steam becomes much
greater than with normal water tempera
ture of, for instance, 70 degrees F. This
of course entails increased power input to
pumps.
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Cost of high vacuum apparatus is not
proportional to the vacuum, but increases
much more rapidly, as shown in Fig. 7.
Increasing the vacuum 1 inch above 26
inches increases the cost about one-fourth,
another inch raises it nearly-one-thirj, and
Yi inch above 28 inches, about one-half of
the cost at 26 inches. These estimates are
of course averages and intended to show
relative, not specific, costs.
CONDENSER ARRANGEMENTS.
Another important factor in securing a
high working vacuum is the elimination, as
far as possible, of friction in the exhaust
piping leading from turbine to condenser.
As is well known, the volume of steam in
creases with great rapidity at high vacuum,
thus requiring extremely large exhaust pi
ping. Considerations of convenience, how
ever, frequently outweigh those of engi
neering precision, thus tending to decrease
the size of exhaust piping, although at the
expense of considerable increase of fric
tion and resultant loss of vacuum. An in
stance where this matter has been given at
tention is the replacement in the Manhattan
station of the former jet condensers by
those of the barometric type connected di
rectly to the engine exhausts. Although
this arrangement was adopted partly on ac
count of the height of the engine exhaust,
it nevertheless is reported to have resulted
in higher engine vacuum. In turbine work
where 28 inches vacuum is employed, the
volume of steam is from 100 to 150 per
cent greater than with the usual engine
vacuum, which emphasizes the necessity of
locating the condenser as near as possible
to the turbine, and the desired arrange
ment has been accomplished by placing the
condenser immediately beneath the turbine,
an arrangement which has never before
been possible with any other form of steam
engine. As is well known, the absence of
vibration or external thrusts permits the
employment of any kind of foundation of
sufficient strength to sustain the dead
weight. In numerous instances, steel beams
with concrete arches sprung in between
them are employed for this purpose. The
basement may therefore be utilized for the
condenser instead of the massive founda
tions required for reciprocating engines.
The turbine exhaust may then be conduct
ed straight downward through a few feet
of exhaust piping which may be propor
tioned as liberally as desired, as no valu
able space is being taken up. This is prac
tically equivalent to the location of the
condenser directly at the turbine exhaust
and obviates the mounting of the turbine
directly on top of the condenser, as has
been sometimes done.
Several typical condenser arrangements
were illustrated by Mr. Bibbins, but, as
they are similar to plants already described
in The Engineer, these descriptions are
omitted.
In all condenser arrangements, an inde
pendent atmospheric exhaust outlet with
relief valve should be provided for each
unit, so that, in case of loss of vacuum
from any source, the turbines are capable
of continuing operation noncondensing. It
is also desirable to employ a fluted copper
expansion joint in the exhaust riser, as the
turbine casing is thus relieved of any strain
due to expansion and contraction of the

riser which is, of course, firmly supported
from beneath by the condenser.
RESULTS OF PRACTICAL OPERATION.
The soundness of engineering judgment
in taking a step so radical as the adoption
of steam turbines is invariably reflected in
the entries in the station log and the
monthly cost sheet. If opinions were unan
imous concerning the several factors com
prising the true cost of power and such
figures were generally available, it would
not be difficult to formulate legitimate con
clusions as to the precise commercial stand
ing of the steam turbine. But data rela
ting tn investment and other fixed costs
are not easily obtainable.
In Great Britain, the practice of making
public accurate cost records is much more
prevalent than in this country. Results
from a few central stations employing
steam turbines have been collected by The
Electrical Times. The stations are all
above 1,000 kilowatts in capacity; one is
noncondensing, and one part condensing,
and the largest—the Newcastle-on-Tyne—
contains both engine and turbine capacity
in the proportion of 3 to 4. It is reported*

FIG. 7. RELATIVE COST OF HIGH VACUUM
CONDENSING APPARATUS.
that within one year after installing tur
bines, the cost of coal was reduced from
0.96 to 0.36 cents per kilowatt-hour, and
works costs from 1.96 to 0.76 cents per
kilowatt-hour. The average of the eight
plants is as follows : Capacity, 2,546 kilo
watts; load factor, 13.4; cost, per kilo
watt hour, coal, 1.18 cents; works costs,
2.36 cents.
Omitting, however, the noncondensing
plant and the two with excessively low
load factor, the average becomes : Capac
ity, 2,946 kilowatts ; load factor, 14.42 ; coal
cost per kilowatt-hour, 0.936 cents ; works
costs, 1.94 cents.
In the above report the cost of coal is
not stated, and the exact measure of fuel
economy cannot, therefore, be determined.
Other sources, however, show the local
price of British steam coal to average fully
as high if not higher than the American.
These facts would seem to command
respect for the turbine as a machine of
wide application, rugged and permanent in
construction, responsive to excessive and
sudden demands, well suited for parallel
operation under the most difficult circum
stances, and capable of yielding commer
cial results under extremely unsuitable con
ditions. Its many excellent features of con
struction and operation have frequently
been taken advantage of in a manner which
should not be tolerated in a power plant.
*J. A. Barker, London Electrician, 1904 —Klec.
Times Tables.
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For instance, its appearance of great
strength and rigidity has led, in one in
stance, to the utilization of the turbine
throttle for an anchorage for a heavy
steam line. The ability of the turbine to
clear itself quickly of water without ap
parent damage has encouraged forgetfulness "of the tremendous stresses which
must be exerted upon the blading in order
to suddenly lessen the speed of the mov
ing parts. From the ability of the turbine
to utilize the highest superheat, it does not
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COOLING TOWERS OF THE WESTINGHOUSE INSTALLATION AT
THE ST. LOUIS FAIR.
MUCH interest has been manifested
in the arrangement and construc
tion oi the cooling tower installation
bv which the cooling water for the contract
plant at St. Louis was made available for
use over and over again. General outlines
of construction have been given, but no
detailed information has heretofore been

stalled in each tower, driven by belting
from a shaft inside the Fuels Building.
Apertures are provided in the concrete
walls for these fans and the shafts are car
ried on I-beams which are built into the
concrete construction, as shown in the
cross section views. To each tower runs
a 20-inch header carried on 10-inch
I-beams which are built into the masonry.
From these headers 4-inch branch pipes,
which spray the water over the wooden
grating, are taken crosswise of the towers.
From the cross sectional and the
plan views, the construction of the grat
ing can be seen. The main support is by
means of 12-inch I-beams, running length
wise of the towers; these are steadied on
the concrete at each end, and, at the cen
ter, are supported by the division wall. Six
of these I-beams "are arranged to carry the
weight of the wooden gratings, the ends of
the gratings being carried through to rest
on a ledge in the concrete. These gratings
are made up of thin wooden strips piled
four deep and ranged log cabin fashion,
the bottom layer running crosswise of the
tower, the second layer lengthwise of the
tower, and so on alternately up to the top
layer, which is lengthwise. In order to
keep the strips in position, vertical stanch
ions are inserted along the side walls and
in two lines in the length of each tower.
As seen in the lower left-hand corner of
the plan view, this construction gives ver-

VERTICAL SECTIONS OF TOWERS SHOWING GRATING AND CONNECTIONS, AND PLAN OF ARRANGEMENT.
follow that highly superheated steam may
with impunity suddenly be turned into a
turbine, which has but scarcely been
warmed up, or has been operating the mo
ment before with wet steam.
At the present state of the art and with
present materials, no prime mover of how
ever rugged construction can safely be
guaranteed to withstand abuses such as
those outlined. Such practices should be
most emphatically deplored, and in bring
ing out these points in connection with the
facts given above, it is only desired to
show the capacity of the turbine to with
stand abuse, and not to produce a false
feeling of security among turbine opera
tors that the turbine will take care of
itself.
Formerly, the turbine has, in many
cases, been designed to accommodate ex
isting conditions in the plant. To-day the
reverse is true. The plant is now being
designed for the turbine, and the more uni
versal this practice becomes, the more
marked will be the influence of the turbine
on present and future power station eco
nomics.

available on the subject, and we are for
tunate in being able to present in complete
detail the exact construction of this system.
These towers are four in number, on the
east side of the boiler room, and arranged
as shown in the plan view. The en
tire construction of the underfooting and
walls is of concrete bedded on clay. Be
tween the foundations of towers Nos. 2
and 3 is provided place for a hot well into
which the water flows from the condensers
in the Machinery Building, and from which
the water is drawn by the centrifugal pump
located in the Fuels Building and forced
through pipe headers to the top of the tow
ers, where it flows into branched spray
pipes and trickles downward over a wood
en grating system.
Outlets are provided in each tower so
that water can flow from the bottom of the
towers to the cold well, which is situated
under tower No. 3. From this cold well
the supply is drawn which is pumped to the
condenser heads in Machinery Building.
In order to furnish air currents for
cooling the water as it trickles downward
over the interior grating, four fans are in-

tical flues through which the air is forced
upward by the fans and through which also
the water trickles downward along the sur
faces of the wooden strips. A great amount
of surface is thus made available for cool
ing and at a minimum of expense for con
struction. The whole filling is also free to
swell and shrink with changes in the mois
ture and the temperature of the air and the
material is left in as good condition as pos
sible for subsequent use when the plant is
no longer required. The object of carrying
the towers so far above the line of the
gratings was to prevent the throwing of
spray and water over surrounding areas
and to carry the hot air vapor well above
the point where it would inconvenience
passing visitors.
Ferryboats, which ply between Oakland
and San Francisco, are the largest of this
type of boat in the United States. The
first of these large boats was built in 1898.
It is propelled by triple expansion en
gines, is 284 feet long, has a 64-foot beam,
17 feet depth of hold, and 1,945 gross tons
of displacement
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NERNST LAMPS IN COMMERCIAL
LIGHTING.
BY E. R. ROBERTS.
(Abstract of a paper presented before the
Michigan Electric Association.)
THE "glower," or the part which gives
the light, is the distinguishing fea
ture of the lamp. It is made in the
form of a small rod of white, porcelain
like material, about 1 inch long and 1/32
inch in diameter. Fastened to each end of
the glower are platinum lead-wire termi
nals.
At ordinary temperatures, the
glower is practically an insulator, but be
comes a conductor when heated to about
1,300 degrees F. This means, of course,
that the resistance constantly decreases as
heat is applied. After current starts to
flow, no further heating from the external
source is necessary, as the heat supplied
by the current not only is sufficient to
maintain the glower in an incandescent
state, but causes the resistance to decrease
still further with a consequent increase
in current. This cumulative action, if not
arrested in time, causes the current to rap
idly attain a high value, and the glower
finally breaks down or flashes out It be
comes necessary, therefore, to place in se
ries with the glower a resistance having
a positive temperature correction; just op
posite to that of the glower.
This resistance, which we call the bal
last, consists of a very fine wire of pure
iron, suitably mounted in a hermetically
sealed glass tube, from which the air has
been exhausted, and replaced with an at
mosphere of hydrogen, which prevents oxi
dation of the iron, yet serves as a medium
to conduct the generated heat from the
wire. The ballast is so dimensioned
throughout that with a rise in voltage
above the normal operating point of the
lamp, there is a rapid increase of the bal
lasting resistance. In figures, this amounts
to about 140 per cent for a rise of 15 per
cent in line voltage. While this effectually
protects the glower against momentary
fluctuations of 25 per cent above normal
lamp voltage, the ballast is liable to injury
if the lamp is operated at more than 5 per
cent overload continuously. On well regu
lated circuits, where the lamp will not be
subjected to an overload exceeding 5 per
cent for any length of time, the life of the
ballast is practically indefinite and its char
acteristic and function are not appreciably
impaired with age.
This can hardly be said of the glower;
like all other sources of light, there is
gradual decrease in the- intensity of the
rays emitted. Before being used, the sur
face of the glower presents a smooth,
white, porcelain-like or chalky appearance;
after being in service, say 500 hours, this
surface is rough and crystalline in appear
ance. It is this change in the structure of
the glower, from an amorphous to a crys
talline state, that is supposed to cause a
rise in its resistance. The resultant decrese in candlepower, from its rated
value on a constant potential circuit, should
not exceed 20 per cent in 800 hours.
In the early part of the life of the lamp
there is a decrease in intensity and the
rated candlepower value is not reached un
til after about 25 hours' run; for instance,
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while the rated candlepower of the single
glower lamp is 50, the initial candlepower
would average 60. This initial excess is not
contracted for and may be considered as a
gift to the consumer.
Being composed of rare oxides, inca
pable of further oxidation, the glower does
not require a vacuum, and, in fact, the
presence of as much oxygen as is found in
the atmosphere is necessary for its success
ful commercial operation. In vacuum, the
glower is rendered much less stable, and
requires a correspondingly greater amount
of ballasting resistance. Hydrogen and nifj
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DIAGRAM OF CONNECTION OF A THREE-GLOWER
NERNST LAMP.
trogen have the same effects in a lesser
degree, while the characteristics in air and
oxygen are practically identical. Opera
ting on direct current, the glower exhibits
all the characteristics of a solid electrolyte,
and its life is greatly shortened. Its life
may be prolonged somewhat by reversing
the current at intervals, which probably
accounts for the fact that, when operated
on alternating current, the life increases
with the periodicity or number of current
reversals.
In the automatic lamp, which is the
commercial type of lamp now on the mar
ket, the glower is brought to a conducting
temperature by means of an electric heater,
consisting of fine platinum resistance wires,
wound on porcelain tubes ; the whole being
coated with a white, refractory paste which
acts as a protection to the windings against
the intense heat of the glower, and also as
a light-reflecting surface. The heater is
thrown in and out of service by an auto
matic cutout which, in turn, is actuated by
the glower current. The figure shows the
connections in a three-glower lamp.
Contrary to the practice abroad, the
American company has adopted a standard
glower, taking 0.4 amperes at approximately
210 volts, and lamps of different intensities
are made by varying the number of glow
ers. In this connection, it may be men
tioned that the manufacturers have recently
developed, and are about to market, a fourglower lamp, which will have the same ex
ternal appearance as the present six-glower
unit. This lamp will be equivalent, in watt
consumption, to that of the standard 5-ampere multiple alternating-current arc lamp,
and should prove to be a very popular unit
for general commercial lighting.
MAINTENANCE.
Unlike the incandescent lamp, the frame
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and connections of the Nernst lamp form
a permanent structure having an indefinite
life, but its perishable parts have from time
to time to be renewed. Of these the bal
last has a life so long, averaging about
25,000 hours, that in an organization for
maintenance, it plays little part. The heater
has also a very considerable life, the period
averaging about 8 months in ordinary
use. The glower, however, like the incan
descent lamp filament, has a practically
definite term of use, at the end of which
it would be advisable to replace the glow
ers whether burned out or not. Eight hun
dred hours are given as the guaranteed
average life on 60 cycles.
Two systems of maintenance for the
Nernst lamp have been employed. In the
one, all the installations within a certain
radius are maintained for a fixed sum per
month, from a central maintenance bureau
which may be directly in control either of
the Nernst Lamp Co. or the central station
on whose circuits the. lamps are operating.
In the second system, which is especially
applicable to the larger installations and
those in issolated localities, the maintenance
work may be entirely taken care of by the
building janitor or electrician who has
previously received some instruction and
training. Suitable quarters would be pro
vided in the building in which a limited
stock of repair parts and facilities for re
newal work would be available.
The total cost of maintenance under
these conditions will be comparatively low,
provided the maintenance work is exe
cuted in a systematic manner; a certain
portion of the day being given to a com
plete inspection of all lamps installed, the
repairing of defective holders being after
wards done in the repair room.
Results obtained from a number of re
liable sources where the maintenance of
the Nernst lamp is carried out on a sys
tematic basis, show that the cost ranges
from 0.35 to 0.7 cents per kilowatt-hour.
This, we find from available data, also rep
resents the average cost of arc mainte
nance.
As to the cost of incandescent mainte
nance; in a most interesting paper pre
sented by. Alexander Dow before the recent
International Electrical Congress, when re
ferring to the up-to-date practice of -the
associated Edison illuminating companies,
he says, "Under our present conditions, for
each kilowatt-hour sold to customers, for
use in incandescent lamps, our expense for
lamp renewals is between 0.3 and 0.4
cents." Taking 0.35 cents as an average
figure, and adding the indefinite item of
labor, it would appear that, considering
the fact that the energy expended in the
Nernst lamps gives twice the effective illu
mination that it' does in the incandescent,
the cost of Nernst maintenance per effect
ive candlepower hour would be even less
than that for incandescent lamps.
RELATIVE EFFICIENCY.
An arc lamp has both a nominal and an
actual rating, the latter being based on
photometric measurements, and the two
differ widely. The rating of incandescent
lamps is based on photometer measure
ments obtained while the lamp is rotating
on a vertical axis, while the Welsbach and
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fiat flame gas lights are rated in accord
ance with measurements obtained in the
direction of maximum intensity. Obvious
ly, the present commercial rating of these
illuminants is absolutely unreliable because
of the lack of a fair basis of comparison.
There remain the mean spherical and mean
hemispherical values of intensity to choose
from ; many say the former should be used ;
others prefer the latter.
If a lamp is to be regarded as a mere
producer of light, the mean spherical value
is undoubtedly the proper selection. On
the other hand, if the lamp is regarded as
a producer of useful illumination, opinion
is gaining ground that the mean lower
hemispherical value is the one desired.
Comparing, for example, two lamps, each
suspended near the ceiling of a reading
room, the one throwing all its light in the
upper hemisphere, the other all its light
in the lower hemisphere; while the total
amount of light given off, or the mean
spherical candlepower, might be the same
in each case, there would be no hesitancy
in selecting the latter as the proper iltuminant. From the standpoint of utility, there
fore, it is obvious that the mean lower
hemispherical candlepower is by far the
better basis for comparison.
Recently, some work has been done at
the Nernst Lamp Works in Pittsburg to
ward obtaining a more practical compari
son of modern electric illuminants along
the lines originally suggested by Mr.
Wurts. A room approximately 20x40
feet was divided by means of an opaque
curtain into two compartments, each 20 x 20
feet and both compartments furnished in
an exactly similar manner, the only dif
ference being that one compartment was
lighted by Nernst lamps of different types
and the other with arc and incandescent
lamps. The illuminants in both rooms were
arranged to the best possible advantage
for each particular illuminant for effective
illumination ; each particular type of lamp
being separately connected to a common
switchboard, carrying an indicating watt
meter which, in turn, may be quickly con
nected to any particular circuit.
Observers were stationed at the inter
section of the dividing curtain and the wall
to compare the general illumination of the
two rooms. The average opinion of a
number of observers as to the respective
merits of the lamps was based upon the
general appearance of the rooms under
the illumination furnished, and special
visual tests in each room. While the work
is yet in an uncompleted state, the results
so far point to the following conclusions :
The one-glower Nernst is equivalent in
effective illuminating power to three 16candlepower incandescent lamps.
The
three-glower Nernst is equivalent in effect
ive illuminating power to nine and onehalf 16-candlepower incandescent lamps.
The six-glower Nernst is equivalent to
twenty 16-candlepower incandescents. The
six-glower Nernst is somewhat better in
effective illuminating power than the 7^3
ampere multiple alternating-current en
closed arc. The new four-glower Nernst
is equivalent in effective illuminating pow
er to the 6 6-10 ampere multiple alterna
ting-current enclosed arc.
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TRANSFORMER TESTING FOR CEN
TRAL STATIONS-HI.
BY S. E JOHANNESON.
RESISTANCE.
RESISTANCE of electrical conduct
ors may be determined by several
different methods, the most com
mon of which are the Wheatstone Bridge
and Fall of Potential methods.
In cases of low resistance, such as are
found in the low-tension side of standard
lighting transformers of capacities greater
than 4 kilowatts, it is extremely difficult to
obtain accurate results. The most satis
factory method in use is the Fall of Po
tential method.
As will be seen by the connections in
Fig. 7, both the voltmeter current and cur
rent applied to the transformer under test
are measured by the ammeter. This intro
duces an error which in magnitude will be

ferably be drawn from storage batteries,
but may be taken from a direct-current
generator.
Variable resistance should preferably
be the ordinary standard resistance grids
or rheostats found on the open market, but
may be a bank of incandescent lamps so ar
ranged that they may be easily connected
in series or multiple, in order to vary the
current strength.
Before resistance measurements are
made, temperatures of windings of trans
formers should be constant throughout.
The thermometer, indicating the tempera
ture of the transformer, should be so
placed that it may be read without being
removed.
The voltmeter should not be in the cir
cuit when power is switched off or on, or
while the current adjustments are being
made.
Several readings at different current
and voltage values should be taken. Im
l r*i
mediately after each reading the power
should be cut off. It is extremely impor
tant that measurements be taken as rapidly
TESTED TRANS.
as possible, especially if the current be
FIG. 7. FALL OF POTENTIAL METHOD FOR
near the full load values on account of
MEASURING RESISTANCE.
heating up the conductors, and it is equally
important in all cases that the voltmeter
needle is absolutely at rest before the ob
in "the ratio of the voltmeter resistance to servation is taken, otherwise the values ob
the transformer resistance. The error, tained will not be reliable.
however, is readily corrected as will be
Resistance may be determined by Ohm'6
shown later.
law. Resistance equals volts divided by
Select instruments of such capacity and amperes.
scale as will give good readable deflections.
Results obtained should always be cor
The current values to be used in determin
rected to standard temperature require
ing resistance should never exceed the ments of 25 degrees C.
rated current values of the transformer,
If the temperature of the coils is differ
and should preferably be less than three- ent for each observation, then resistance
fourths of this value.
must be calculated for each and the aver
The resistance may be found within a age taken. If the temperature of the coils
wide range of current and voltage values, is the same for all observations, then the
and the values to be employed will depend average current and voltage may first be
largely upon the instruments at hand, espe
determined and resistance calculated from
cially the voltmeters.
average values.
The higher the resistance to be meas
Example: The average current and
ured the more accurate and reliable the re
voltage values in resis'tance measurements
sults obtained. It is therefore preferable of a coil are 2 and 10 respectively. The
to connect each of the high and low-ten
resistance of the direct-current voltmeter
sion coils in multivoltage transformers for used in test is 400 ohms. Temperature of
the highest resistance; that is, for the coil under test is 30 degrees C. Determine
highest rated voltage.
corrected resistance.
The current and pressure values for re
Current taken by voltmeter at 10 volts is
sistance measurements may be predeter
10
mined as follows:
= 0.025 amperes. Actual current in
Rated full load currents.
400
TT
_
Rated capacity
of transformer, coil — 2 — 0.025 = 1-975 amperes. Resist
ri. -r1 . am_
peres — Highest rated H. T. voltage.
ance of transformer coil at 30 degrees C: is
10 -H 1.975 = 5.08 ohms. The resistance at
L T am
Rated capacity of transformer.
-j^ j—WVW
Peres
Highest rated L. T. voltage.
The approximate fall of potential at ratec
full load currents in each of the windings
of standard lighting transformers ranges
from I to lYi per cent.
Procedure of Test : Connect as shown
in Fig. 7, with voltmeter circuit open at
contact button. Close switch. Vary re
sistance until desired current is obtained.
Close voltmeter circuit, read both instru
ments simultaneously. Open voltmeter cir
cuit; open switch; record values.
The power for this method should pre

TESTED TRANS.
FIG. 8. MEASURING IMPEDANCE DROP.
INSULATION TEST.
25 degrees C. referred to temperature co
efficient of 0.42 per cent per degree from
and at zero degrees C. is
1 + (0.0042 X 25) 5.08 = 4.98 ohms.
1 + (0.0042 X 30)
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IMPEDANCE.
The* impedance in alternating-current
circuits is analogous to the resistance in a
direct-current circuit.
The impedance
drop of a transformer is the volts required
to force full load current through one of
its windings with the other winding short
circuited.
Current = Volts -5- impendance.
The impedance is made up of two com
ponents at right angles to each other, re
actance and resistance.
Impedance and resistance may be ex
pressed in equivalent ohms.
Impedance drop and reactance drop
may be expressed directly in volts or in
percentage of full load voltage.
The impedance drop is usually meas
ured on the high-tension side of standard
transformers, since its values measured on
that side are well within the range of com
mercial measuring instruments. The cur
rent for any transformers may be deter
mined by the formula :
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THE LIQUID FUEL PROBLEM-H.
BV AMANDA T. JONES.
FIVE general groups are respectively
classified as : A, the drooling burn
er; B, the atomizer burner; C, the
chamber burner; D, the injector burn
er; E, the projector burner, Fig. r.
The first named drools out the oil
which is simply carried away in a
jet of flaring steam. This effects a
certain vaporization which is character
ized as "rather rough" but in view of the
frequent use of these burners "cannot be
regarded as crude or unsatisfactory." In

The "atomizer" devices work by con
veying the oil through an orifice "from
which it is swept off by a brush of air,
steam or both combined." The result is a
fine mist modified in the manner of dis
charge by varying nozzles at discretion of
the operator. The Oil City Boiler Works
burner (see May 15, 1903, p. 362), which

FIG. 3. W. N. BEST BURNER OF "ATOMIZER"
TYPE,, h, •J* .
*-*-- '
'. '
was given thirty-one official tests, using
air or steam and running with or without
Fitton nozzles, the Best burner, Fig. 3,
using steam and accorded five firings, and
the MacDonald burner using either steam
or air (tried but once) appears to belong
in this group.
In the "chamber" system, the oil and
steam are more or less mingled within the
body of the burner and pass out from the
tip or nozzle as a mixture, the oil, owing
to steam expansion being rapidly broken
up into minute particles. To this group
belongs the Reed burner (June 1, 1903,
p. 398), which was given two trials. Both
air and steam are combined in its chamber,
each having been previously heated to
about 360 degrees F. The board which

Capacity of transformers in watts.
Current =
Rated high-tension voltage.
The impedance volts expressed in per
cent of normal rated voltage of standard
lighting transformers will range between
2 per cent and 6 per cent. Approximate
values are as follows :
25-cycle transformers, impedance volts
= 3 per cent.
60-cycle transformers, impedance volts
= s per cent.
The impedance varies directly with the
current. If therefore the instruments and
governing apparatus will not handle full
load current, it may be measured at any
other current value and readily calculted.
Procedure of tests : Connect as shown
in Fig. 8. Close switch. Adjust resist
ance until required current flows through
windings of the transformer. Read simul
taneously current and voltage values. Re
cord values.
Since the reactance varies directly with
the frequency, the latter should be known.
The transformer should be short cir
cuited through its own terminals and the
connections should be carefully made. If
terminals are too short to connect together,
the conductor introduced should be of a
section preferably greater than that of the
terminals.
Example: Measure impedance of a. 50kilowatt, 1,000, 2,000/100, 200 volt, 60-cycle
transformer. Assume for trial that the im
pedance is 4 per cent. If measurements are
to be made on the secondary side, the cur
rent and voltage values will be 250 amperes
and approximately 8 volts. If measure
ments are shown on the primary, the values
will be 25 amperes and approximately 80
volts. The primary values to be meas
ured are well within range of station in
struments.
Suppose the impedance drop actually
obtained in tests to be 88 volts, the per
cent impedance' drop = 88-H2,coo = 0.044=
4.4 per cent, and the equivalent impedance
ohms •= 88 -J- 25 = 3.52.
The per cent reactance drop = per cent
impedance drop — per cent resistance drop.
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s • STEAM
O ' OIL
FIG. I. TYPES OF OIL BURNERS.
this ' case the oil is not injected, but the
injection of steam over and on which it
drools is depended upon for atomization
before ignition, and the fuel is distributed
exactly as in the case of all injectors or
atomizers, so that the method can scarcely
claim any distinguishing difference. The
Booth burner, Fig. 2, which is in use on
the Santa Fe Railroad and which was
given nine competitive trials, was of this
type, having two long slots for oil escape.
It is said to have the merit not accorded
to any other burner of not choking up
even with dirty oil. One of the official
tests, however, is admitted to have been
handicapped by the apparent clogging of
the middle burner which refused to work.

FIG. 4. ADVANCE BURNER OF THE "INJECTOR"
TYPE.
certainly proved itself very lenient in criti
cism, observes of this burner that the steam
used was "excessive," and that the "com
bined use of air and steam in the burners
is undesirable, apart from any question of
furnace efficiency, involving unnecessary
expense and complication and requiring

FIG. 5- BRANCH, "PROJECTOR" TYPE OF
BURNER.
OIL CHAMBER
STEAM CHAMBER
FIG. 2. BOOTH BURNER OF "DROOLER" TYPE AS
USED ON THE SANTE FE RAILROAD.
This burner is one which, as used on the
Santa Fe Railroad, is said to result in leak
age of locomotive boilers, but with this
water-tube boiler it seems that no such
effect was noted.

more skill and attention in manipulation."
The Harvey system, which makes use of
a carburetor, or heater (by its name un
derstood to be a chamber where air and
gas may be charged with volatilized hydro
carbons) met with even less favor. "By
an apparent fault in design the oil and
spraying agent are admitted in the same
direction and with the same pressure, so
that there is very little spraying jeffect."
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"Injector"' burners are such as employ
steam under sufficient pressure to create
a vacuum by its rush through a confined
passage with which the oil supply tube
communicates, thereby sucking the oil into
its current, both being discharged through
whatever nozzle may happen to be pre
ferred. These burners have been used in
Russia for more than 40 years. Their
chief representative in the oil regions for
pumping and drilling was the Parsons
burner, which seems to have dropped out
of notice. It was extravagant of fuel as

DEANE GEARED PUMP AND RECEIVER FOR
MATIC ELECTRIC DRIVING.
perhaps all injectors are, but made itself
reasonably useful, and inspired the imita
tive faculty in thousands of would-be in
ventors. The Hayes burner (June 1, 1903,
P- 397). subject to one experiment, seems
to be of this make ; also the Advance
burner, Fig. 4, eight times tested officially.
In burners of the "projector" group
"the oil is pumped to the oil orifice and
from there is caught by a passing gust of
steam and blown off." Also this sweeping
brush of steam is "usually arranged to
entrain a certain amount of air further
to aid in spraying and in combustion." It
is easy to see that the pressure of oil de
livery and that of steam delivery are liable
to be rather unreliable factors and very
exact supply would seem to depend upon
constant watchfulness upon the part of the
operator. The Branch burner, Fig. 5, six
times tested, seems to have been the only
one of the type used under the Hohenstein boiler. It sprayed well under high
oil pressure but if cleaning were needed
had to be taken down and disassembled.
Development of the petroleum industry
is taking place in Mexico on property about
50 miles west of Tampico. The Mexican
Central Railway runs through this region
so that the oil is readily available for mar
ket. Fifteen wells have been sunk.
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AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC PUMP AND A NEW FLOAT FEED CARBURETER.
RECEIVER.
As the use of gasoline engines becomes
Herewith is shown a motor-driven, tri
more common the necessity of a satisfac
plex, boiler-feed pump and receiver with tory carbureter is felt with increasing force.
switches and motor starter for automatical
The requirements for a reliable carbure
ly draining heating systems and factory ter are a positive shut-off, a feed which can
apparatus which depend upon a free circu
be depended upon and a perfect mixture
lation of steam for their efficiency. By under all conditions. The apparatus must
doing this it serves a double purpose; first, also permit of a wide range of speed and
it automatically relieves the system of the must enable the operator to have absolute
water of condensation constantly collect
control of the engine and to govern it by
ing therein, thus insuring a free and un
throttling the mixture without changing
obstructed circulation and incidentally pre
the feed adjustment. The carbureter must
venting snapping and ham
operate so as to allow the engine to de
mering in the piping, which velop the maximum output and at the same
is in many cases due to en
time must be economical in fuel consump
trained water ; it automatic
tion.
ally delivers this water direct
To meet these requirements the Sher
ly to the boilers.
wood Manufacturing Co., of Buffalo, N.
The following description Y., has devised the Sherwood Float Feed
will make the action of the carbureter, which is shown in cross-section
apparatus plain : The main
in the accompanying figure.
line switch E being closed,
Gasoline enters this apparatus through
water in the receiver rises, the small passage seen in the lower rightcarrying up the pail float with
hand corner and flows by the lever float
in the receiver, and throwing valve, which has a cork lip to stop the
in the float switch F, thereby opening from the inlet. This method makes
turning the current through a positive shutoff, as the valve will close
the automatic switch H, which absolutely when the predetermined level
in turn delivers it to the sol
enoid /, thus gradually pulling is reached, and no leakage can take place.
up the lever / and gently Cork is used for the valve as it does not
starting the pump. As the corrode or stick and will outlast any metal
water is pumped out and the valve. From the float chamber, the gaso
float falls, the operation is line is sent upward through the jet nozzle
reversed and the pump stops. and is mixed with the air which comes in
The float and mechanism are through the lower inlet at the right-hand
balanced by the counterweight side of the carbureter. The air passes
G through its connecting through the wire gauze disk which sur
rounds the jet nozzle thus being thoroughly
chain.
The cut shows the standard mixed with the gasoline. The mixing
type of double-acting pump chamber is contracted to a jet form so that
and receiver with electrical the gasoline and air are mixed by compresconnections and motor, as usu
AUT0ally installed. The pump may
be either single-acting or
double-acting, as desired, the arrange
ment in either case being the same.
The receiver is of the vertical form and
consists of a cylindrical closed chamber or
tank mounted on a bed plate secured to the
base of the pump, so that the apparatus is
compact and self-contained. An opening
at the bottom of the receiver is provided
with a pipe connection to the suction of the
pump and the water of condensation flows
into the receiver through the inlets shown
near the top, three of which are provided
for convenience in connecting the returns.
The receiver float is of a patented type
and is a simple pail open at the top and
hung from a lever having a counterweight
so placed as to overbalance the weight of
the pail. The pail is kept filled with water
and when the receiver is empty the weight
of this water causes the pail to hang in its
lowest position. As soon as the water rises SECTIONAL VIEW OF SHERWOOD CARBURETER.
in the receiver above the pail, the weight
of the float is immediately reduced to the
sion and afterwards are allowed to expand.
mere weight of the pail and the counter
weight causes the pail to rise to its highest The amount of air admitted to the mix
position and to throw the float switch F ing chamber is automatically regulated by
to start the pump. This style of float is the speed of the engine, the area of the air
inlet being automatically decreased or in
simple in construction, sensitive in opera
creased as the speed of the engine varies.
tion and has none of the objectionable fea
tures of the closed or ball float. The float The carbureter is made in sizes from
is so guided as to hang in the center of the inch up to 2-inch for engines of from 2 to
35 horsepower and over.
receiver without swinging.
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ANSWERS*

In this department -we will answer as promptly as possible all questions pertaining to power plant engineering submitted by our
readers. It should be remembered, however, that it takes some time to get matter ready for publication and, if an immediate reply is
desired, postage should be enclosed for a mail answer. Questions should have all related facts given, as sometimes it is impossible to give
an answer for want of some details or data.
Address all communications to Question Department, The Engineer,
Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
F. T. T.; MEYER CUTOFF;. HYDROSTATIC TEST
OF BOILER; LIFT OF FEED PUMP.
"i. Some time ago I had charge of a
plant in which an air compressor formed
part of the equipment. The compressor
was fitted with a Meyer cutoff, which
groaned when the cutoff was run up short
and would run smoothly if the largest
point of cutoff was used. What is the rea
son for this? 2. What pressure should be
used in a hydraulic test of a boiler which
carries 8o pounds steam pressure, and what
precautions should be observed? 3. Will
a feed pump raise water at 175 degrees F.
from a well below the floor? If not, how
can the water be raised to the boilers?''
A- 1. Your valve has probably been set
for the long cutoff until it has worn a
groove in the valve seat. In shortening
the cutoff, the travel of the valve will be
changed, so that during a part of each
stroke there will be a space the depth of the
groove between the valve and its seat.
Tnis will allow the steam to pass through
and cause the groaning noise.
2. The maximum water pressure, used
in testing a boiler designed for 80 pounds
steam pressure, should not exceed 120
pounds, as with a higher pressure it would
be apt to strain the boiler and might cause
serious damage. The water should be hot
with a temperature approximating 200 de
grees F.
3. Theoretically, with a temperature of
175 degrees F., a pressure of 7 pounds
could be obtained, which would mean a
lift of approximately 14 feet. Under or
dinary conditions, however, a pump would
not raise the water much more than 5 feet.
This distance could be increased by the
introduction of a small cold water pipe in
to the suction near the pump. The small
pipe should extend within the suction pipe
for a distance equal to at least two-thirds
the diameter, so that the cold water can be
sprayed into the vapor and hot water, and
more thoroughly mixed with it, reducing
the temperature and giving a greater lift,
the increase depending on the temperature
of the cold water and the quantity ad
mitted. By the introduction of the cold
water pipe, you would probably have no
trouble in raising the water from the well,
as the lift could be varied by regulating the
quantity of cold water.
C. H. ; WIDTH OF EXHAUST OrENING J SHOW
ING EVENTS OF STROKE BY DIAGRAM.
"1. The following questions were re
cently asked in an examination for license
and I am unable to answer them. Will
you kindly indicate how they are solved?
1. A slide valve has ij4 inches steam
lap, J^-inch lead and 54-inch exhaust lap;
what exhaust opening will the valve give
when the piston begins the stroke? 2.
Draw a diagram showing the crank turn
ing in the opposite direction to the hands
of a watch, and indicate the points of ad
mission, cutoff, release and compression."

A-i. When the valve is at midtravel
the steam edge laps over the outer edge of
the port \Yi inches and the exhaust edge
of the valve laps over the inner edge of
the opposite port % inch. When the piston
begins the stroke, the valve will have
opened the port for admission to the extent
of the lead or % inch. In order to do this
the valve must move a distance equal to
the lap plus the lead, which is 1% inches.
The exhaust edges of the valve also
will have moved 1% inches, and since it
must move % inch before it can open the
port, the port opening will be equal to ifj)
inches minus 54 inch, which is ijHs inches.
2. The diagram required is shown here
with, in the construction of which the di
mensions given in the previous question
have been used, the diagram being drawn
H

DIAGRAM SHOWING POINTS OF ADMISSION,
CUTOFF, RELEASE AND COMPRESSION.
to scale. The valve travel is assumed to
be s inches. First draw a horizontal line
of any convenient length, which will rep
resent the piston stroke. At the middle of
this line describe a circle the radius of
which is equal to one-half the valve travel.
Next draw the horizontal line A B, the dis
tance between A B and the line represent
ing the stroke of the piston being equal
to the lead. On the circle representing the
valve travel draw the circle C D E, the
radius of which is equal to the steam lap.
It will be noticed that the latter circle
touches the horizontal line A B. Now,
using the same center, O, draw the smaller
circle, the radius of which is equal to the
exhaust lap. From the center, O, draw
the vertical line, O C, stopping at line A B.
From the point, C, draw line, C F, extend
ing this line to the larger circle represent
ing the path of the crankpin. Draw line,
G H, touching the circle, C D E, also
draw lines, G I and G K, touching the
smaller circle as shown. The points of in
tersection, F, H, I and K represent the po
sitions of the crankpin when admission,
cutoff, compression and release respective
ly begin, while the points of intersection
of the perpendiculars, /, 2, 3, with the
horizontal line representing the piston
stroke, as at 4, 5 and 6, indicate the posi
tion of the piston in the stroke when these

events occur. It will be understood that
the points of cutoff, release and compres
sion on the diagram are correctly located,
provided there were no connecting rod, so
that the actual point of cutoff, etc., will
depend upon the length of the connecting
rod, the discrepancy increasing with short
rods and decreasing with long ones.
F. J. S. : SQUARE FEET OF SURFACE IN RADI
ATOR; CAUSE OF LIGHTS BURNING RED.
"If a radiator contains 300 feet of i-inch
pipe how many, square feet of radiating
surface does it contain? 2. If the lights in
a plant should burn red after starting the
dynamo and with the rheostat and switches
in the same position they had been when
the lights burned properly, where would the '
trouble be found provided the speed was
not lower than usual?"
A—1. The external diameter of i-inch
pipe is 1.32 inches. The circumference in
inches multiplied by 12, the number of
inches in 1 foot, and the product divided
by 144, the number of square inches in 1
square foot, will give the number of
square feet for each foot in length. The
latter value multiplied by the length of
pipe will give the number of square feet in
the radiator. The circumference of a 1inch pipe is equal to 1.32X3.1416=4.14
inches, and 4.14X12^-144=0.345 square
foot for each foot in length, or 0.345X300
=103.5 square feet in the radiator.
2. If the lights burned red, it would
show that the voltage was low. A drop of
a few volts would cause the lights to burn
red, and by simply varying the field rheo
stat and raising the voltage to the proper
value, the lights will probably be as bright
as ever. As the lamps heat up, their re
sistance varies, necessitating a change in
the rheostat.
W. H. W. ; BOILER PRIMES.
"I am running a 16x30 hoisting engine
and have trouble with the boiler because
of priming. The boiler has no dome, but
instead a 6-inch -main from the boiler to
the engine, the pipe connected to the engine
being 4 inches diameter. The foreman
wants to reduce the main to 4 inches, claim
ing that a smaller main will stop the prim
ing. My idea is to put a dome on the
boiler. What will be a good way to remedy
the trouble?"
A. Probably the least expensive method
of preventing the water from reaching the
engine consists in putting a separator near
the engine, and keeping the water level in
the boiler as low as possible and yet be
safe. Reducing the size of the steam main
will not materially help matters because the
demand for steam will remain the same.
The 6-inch main should give better results
than a 4-inch. A steam drum, not a dome,
may be connected to the boiler, having the
connections to the boiler some distance
apart, provided the separator does not
remedy the trouble at the engine.
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December 15, 1904-

MEETING OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

8 /'OR the fiftieth meeting of the Ameri
nd can Society of Mechanical Engineers
a list of papers had been prepared
which covered broadly the field of me
chanical engineering and which treated of
vital topics, many of the papers contain
ing new matter of great importance.
President Ambrose Swasey at the open
ing session on Dec. 6 took up the subject of
Refinements of Mechanical Science and
dwelt on the precision with which small
measurements arc made and the accuracy of
workmanship in astronomical apparatus. The
history of fine workmanship as applied to
instruments of precision was outlined, and
the possibilities of present manufacture
were indicated by the statement that the
greatest accuracy thus far attained in di
viding engines is an error of 1 inch in
graduation, if at a radius of 3 miles from
the center of rotation.
In performing this work it is impossi
ble to cut more than six lines a minute on
account of the effect of the cutting on the
metal, and 33 hours arc required to grad
uate a circle.
In the production of gratings formed on
glass by the ruling of lines for diffraction,
as many as 43,000 lines to the inch have
been ruled, but the ordinary number is
14,000 to 20,000, the error being not more
than one-millionth of an inch.
In order to establish a unit of length
which could not be destroyed, Prof. Michelson wished to determine the length of
the yard and the meter in wave lengths of
light. For these experiments an instru
ment called the interferometer was con
structed by John A. Brashear, of Alle
gheny, Pa., for which a series of plates was
made having surfaces flat within 1/20 of a
wave-length of light, which means 1/800,000 of an inch, a refinement of mechan
ical work which was the most difficult ever
attempted.
Following President Swasey's address,
a portrait of Past President John E. Sweet
was unveiled and an appropriate address
delivered by Charles Wallace Hunt. Pro
fessor Sweet was one of the first to agi
tate the organization of the American So
ciety of Mechanical Engineers, and in 1880,
with A. L. Holley and Doctor R. H.
Thurston founded the Society.
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
This session was largely devoted to
business and reports. Prof. F. R. Hutton
announced the addition of 121 members,
48 associates and 93 juniors during the
year, a total of 262. Election of officers
resulted as follows : President, John R.
Freeman, Providence; vice-presidents, S.
M. Vauclain, Philadelphia: H. H. Westinghouse, Pittsburg, and F. W. Taylor,
Philadelphia ; managers, George M. Brill,
Chicago, F. J. Miller, New York, and R.
H. Rice, Lynn ; treasurer, William H.
Wiley, New York.
On the Union Engineering Building it
was reported that the ground was cleared
and the general plans made, but some de
tails of arrangement were still to be set

tled. Contracts will be let in a short time.
It has been found necessary to draw up a
special act covering the holding of the land
by the societies since they cannot go into
partnership and a separate organization,
formed to hold the building would be li
able to taxation.
Mr. Henning reported that the Thurs
ton memorial fund had reached $780 and
that a bronze bust is being prepared.
The proposed amendment to the con
stitution, requiring favorable action by
twenty members in a regular meeting be
fore an amendment could be sent to letter
ballot was lost.
Col. E. D. Meier spoke of the govern
ment coal testing plant in the Mining
Gulch at the St. Louis Fair, emphasizing
the need for a continuation of the work.
The plant can remain in its present loca
tion for 6 months but an appropriation of
$100,000 is needed from Congress to carry
on the work. Favorable influence by mem
bers of the Society was recommended.
During the rest of the morning, papers
were taken up by A. F. Nagle on A New
Hydraulic Experiment, by W. W. Bird and
H. P. Fairfield on A Twist Drill Dyna
mometer and by Gus C. Henning on Dia
mond Tools. Mr. Nagle's paper took up
experiments to determine the conditions
at the end of a long pipe supplying a
standpipe when the outflow of water is
suddenly stopped. An inclined pipe was
used, water coming at a constant head
from a barrel and flow being stopped by
a cock, which controlled, also, the rate of
flow. Results seemed to indicate that the
rise in the standpipe was never so great
as the theoretical amount.
Professor Carpenter called attention to
experiments made by him on water ham
mer in which it was shown that the pres
sure resulting from stopping a moving col
umn of water depends on the velocity of
the water, and that, in some cases, the
pressure went to more than ten times that
from the static head. He spoke of recent
investigations on the rapidity of propaga
tion of a pressure wave which show that
this velocity depends on the size, thick
ness and kind of pipe and the density and
elasticity of the liquid. Calculations show
that for each foot per second of velocity
of the water when it is stopped the pres
sure rises as follows : In 2-inch pipe, 60
pounds ; in 4-inch, 58 pounds ; for 6-inch,
56.6 pounds; for 24-inch, 41.2 pounds.
In the paper by Messrs. Bird and Fair
field, a dynamometer was described which
measured the thrust and turning moment
on a twist drill. Results showed that the
power required for turning varies as
the speed of turning but that the thrust
depends on the advance per revolution.
Other experiments showed the relation of
thrust to the angle of lip of the drill.
In discussion, F. W. Taylor stated that
Wm. Sellers & Co. has adopted 45 degrees
as the best angle for a twist drill.
In his paper on Diamond Tools, Mr.
Henning told of the use of the diamond in
tools for cutting hard rubber, paper and

hardened steel. To set the diamonds, they
arc first plated and then a setting 0/
molten metal cast around them which
forms a rigid setting by alloying with the
plating. The diamonds are then cut and
polished in the shape of ordinary steel
tools.
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
At this session papers were presented
by A. J. Bowie, Jr., on Centrifugal Fans ;
by C. T Main on Value of Water Powers ;
by C. E. Sargent on An Indicating Stfam
Meter; by R. S. Hale on Rules and Form
ulas for Stay Bolts and by G. I. Rockwood
on Condensers for Steam Turbines. The
papers by Messrs. Sargent, Hale and Rockwood are abstracted in this issue. Mr.
Bowie described a gage for measuring the
velocity of air in ducts, which consisted
of two small brass tubes, side by side with
openings opposite each other and at 90 de
grees apart, one in each tube. The ends
of the tubes are connected by rubber tub
ing to the two sides of a sensitive differ
ential pressure gage and it was found an
easv matter to get the angle of flow of
air with an error of less than ^ degree.
Calibration was effected for both angular
position and pressure by using a stream of
air of known velocity and flowing in a
known direction.
In written discussion, Professor R. C
Carpenter disagreed with Mr. Bowie and
stated that clearance space between casing
and fan is of the utmost importance, and
that the form and capacity of such clear
ance has great effect on the efficiency of
the fan. He endorsed the Pitot tube as an
accurate means of measuring the velocity
of air currents and called attention to the
fact that the measurements made by Mr.
Bowie were with a crude form of this ap
paratus.
Mr. Main's paper passed without dis
cussion. In comment on the Sargent me
ter. Mr. Henning doubted the ability of
the mechanism to resist corrosion and the
reliability of the compression spring.
In the discussion of Mr. Hale's paper,
G. R. Henderson thought that the bulging
of plates had been caused by overheating
and was due to abnormal conditions rather
than improper staying. He told of a case
in which a J^-inch plate with stays spaced
4 inches on centers gave by the United
States rule 250 pounds as the safe pres
sure when 200 pounds was to be carried;
but the side sheets bulged, nevertheless.
This was laid to the formation of a film
of steam on the plates next to the fire,
which caused overheating of the plates and
gage cocks showed that steam was thus
formed.
In the discussion of Mr. Rockwood's
paper Joseph Morgan told of the provision,
in connection with the station of the Citizens'
Electric Co. of Johnstown, Pa., of a Weiss
barometric condenser to care for the ex
haust from three, 400-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbines. Two sets of pump
ing apparatus were installed, each of which
can carry two turbines with 50 per cent
overload, cooling water being allowed on
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Ihe basis of 30 pounds per pound of steam.
With 12 indicated horsepower on the pump
and 400 kilowatts delivered by the genera
tor, the condenser maintained a vacuum of
27 inches, the steam for air and water
pumps being about 2Y2 per cent of the total
generated. City water is sent through the
oil cooling coils of the turbine and then
to the feedwater heater. As the condenser
pumps are steam driven, and controlled by
hand, the vacuum may be lowered by sud
den increase in load, but will not be lost
since the amount of cooling water will re
main constant. Mr. Morgan doubted the
ability of the jet condenser to care for
suddenly fluctuating loads as, with sudden
increase of load such as occurs on rolling
mill engines, the water does not come fast
enough and pressure rises until the relief
valves open and the condensers blow off.
For long runs of piping, Mr. Morgan has
found the drop in pressure very small ;
steam from a plant of 1,200 kilowatts capacity
is carried through 950 feet of 24-inch pipe
with but 2 inches loss in vacuum even un
der extreme fluctuations.
Francis Hodgkinson called attention to
the probable injurious effect of a slight
air leak on the vacuum of the ejector con
denser. The air pump on the barometric
type will avoid this possibility. He esti
mated that the drop in pressure in the
plant described by Mr. Rockwood should
have been some l/2 inch of mercury or
about 0.29 pounds. An example was men
tioned of unsatisfactory readings with a
mercury gage in which it was found that
water had condensed in the small pipe and
not drained away. Proper provision for
drainage overcame the difficulty.
F. M. Wheeler stated that the ejector
condenser was simple and of low cost but
that water was liable to back up and that
the apparatus was not flexible under vari
able load.
Geo. J. Foran thought that the augmenter
did not increase the heat transmitting
power of the condenser surfaces, but made
possible a smaller air pump. He stated
three reasons for using the surface con
denser : saving of feed water ; possibility
of high vacuum; shorter piping. He esti
mated that Mr. Rockwood used 9J4 horse
power in lifting his water, while for an
elevated surface condenser, with a lift of
S feet instead of 31, 2 horsepower would
be needed by the circulating pump and 3
horsepower by the vacuum pump, a total
of 5 horsepower, which is 4V2 horsepower
less than used by Mr. Rockwood.
In closing the discussion, Mr. Rock
wood stated that the only trouble from
leaking in of air was at the drip valves.
The use of an additional air pump should
be determined by its value as an insur
ance against decrease of vacuum. v
THURSDAY MORNING.
Papers were presented by Prof. C. H.
Benjamin on the Bursting of 4-foot Fly
wheels; by S. A. Moss on the Influence of
the Connecting Rod; by J. B. Stanwood on
Losses in Noncondensing' Engines; by
S. H. Bunnell on the Power Plant of an
Office Building; and by A. Borsody and
R. C. Cairncross on Pressures and Tem
peratures in Free Expansion.
Discussion was presented from Sir Ben
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jamin Baker, of England, on Mr. Nagle's
paper describing the repeated fracture of
a 3-mile pipe line of castiron in which the
delivery was 90 feet above the pump end.
The fractures always occurred 60 feet
from the engines and the placing of large
water pumps at that point removed the
difficulty.
In discussion on Professor Benjamin's
paper, Mr. Henning thought that from
the experiments the steel rim flywheel
would seem more economical and sa
fer. G. R. Stetson agreed that the
use of a balance weight in a wheel
is undesirable and suggested that heating
of the wheel rim by belt slip, thus caus
ing expansion, might, in some cases, be
the reason for flywheel explosions.
Mr. Bunnell's paper was devoted to the
comparison of compound and four-valve
simple engines running on office building
load. He cited a study made by I. D. Par
sons which showed that for 17 plants the
minimum load of the plant was from 10
to 20 per cent of the maximum and the
mean load was about one-half the maxi
mum, so that the engines should be de
signed for best economy at a point consid
erably below maximum power and should
be able to operate with reasonable efficiency
over a considerable range.
By comparing the indicator cards from
Watertown engines, it was shown that,
with a boiler pressure of 110 pounds and
a back pressure of 7 pounds, a 20 x 18-inch
single-cylinder, four-valve engine had a
greater range of capacity with reasonable
economy than either an 11 and 18 x 12-inch,
tandem compound with a single steam
valve on each cylinder, both driven from
the same governor, or a 13 and 22 x 14-inch
tandem compound with a single valve on
each cylinder and the high-pressure valve,
only, connected to the governor.
Mr. Stanwood discussed this paper,
criticising the assumption that the condens
ation loss would be the same with both
types of compound engine and also the
assumption that with cutoff at 1/10 stroke
the percentage of initial condensation
would be 28. Tests show that for as short
a cutoff as this the condensation is usually
35 to 40 per cent.
F. H. Ball presented a chart on which
were plotted the results of a number of en
gine tests made by Geo. H. Barrus, most
of them on the Corliss type. The curves
showed that over a range of load from 40
to 108 per cent of the rating, the crosscompound, single-valve engine gave better
average results than the Corliss engine by
about 20 per cent, and that the singlevalve engine, condensing, gave results al
most exactly the same as the Corliss engine,
although the single valve was 75 horse
power and the Corliss 300 horsepower.
Thursday afternoon was devoted to the
power station for the Subway, and to the
station of the New York Edison Co., in
which a Curtis turbine has recently been
installed. In the evening the usual recep
tion by the president and president-elect
was held at Sherry's.
FRIDAY MORNING.
Papers were presented by G. R Hender
son on Fuel Consumption for Locomotives;
by E. A. Hitchcock on Road Tests of Lo
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comotives, by A. Bement on Discharge of
Water with Steam from Water-Tube Boil
ers and on More Exact Method for De
termining the Efficiency of Steam Generat
ing Apparatus, and by F. W. Dean on
Forcing Capacity of Fire-Tube Boilers.
Professor Hitchcock gave the results
of tests made by students of Ohio State
University on Brooks passenger locomo
tives.
Mr. Henderson's paper gave the method
of determining the merits of a given loco
motive for a given service by means of a
diagram of coal consumption per hour or
per mile for different grades, speeds or
train loads with a locomotive of known
size ; and one for maximum evaporation
per square foot of heating surface per
hour and evaporative value of coal.
Professor R. C. Carpenter called atten
tion to the difference in combustion rates
in locomotives and stationary practice. In
tests made with forced draft of about 2
inches, the limits for stationary grates were
found to be for bituminous, 28 pounds per
square foot of grate per hour; for large
anthracite, 18 to 20 pounds, and for small
anthracite, 12 to 14 pounds. The great
variation in coal size was also mentioned,
and the proposition made that size and
shape of coal screen meshes should be fixed
by law'.
Mr. Bement's paper on baffle plates
made an interesting article. His sec
ond paper advocated the more detailed
study of boilers and gave results of a
series of tests, on two water-tube boilers
with chain grate stokers in one of which
the gases traversed the length of the tubes
once and in the other three times. In the
former, the gases escaped at a tempera
ture of 567 degrees F, which was 298
degrees above the steam temperature, and
in the latter at 394 degrees, or 92 degrees
above steam temperature. With coal of a
heating value of 13,633 British thermal
units, 7.47 pounds of water were evapo
rated per pound of coal in the first boiler
and 9.42 pounds in the second. The draft
over the fire in the two boilers was 0.38
and 0.22 inches of water respectively and
the horsepower developed 383 and 395. The
fuel saving of the second over the first
was 20.68 per cent.
Mr. Dean's paper on Forcing Capacity
of Fire-Tube Boilers was discussed by A.
H. Eldredge. Mr. Eldredge brought up as
points to be determined in selecting a
boiler: Pressure, diameter and thickness
ot shell, life before boiler will be put out of
commission, forcing capacity, safety, re
liability for hard service and size of plant.
He had found that fire-tube boiler makers
rated on a basis of 14 square feet of heat
ing surface per horsepower and water-tube
boilers on 12 square feet ; the latter would
guarantee evaporation and repairs and the
former would not. In his experience with
0.295 'nch draft it was possible to burn
only 9% pounds of New River coal per
hour per square foot of grate, on an aver
age for 24 hours' forced performance. In
seventy-five tests he had found that boil
ers ran above rating from 25 to 85 per
cent, and in only three cases did they fail
to exceed rating. The tests were made as
the boilers had been run for 8 years at 150
pounds pressure and with poor feedwater.
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A NEW MODERN REVERSIBLE BLOWOFF VALVE.
The blowoff valve, when used as fre
quently as it should be, is invariably the
first to show signs of wear and give trouble
by leaking. A leaky blowoff valve is not
only troublesome, but positively dangerous
as it endangers the safety of the boiler and
the plant as a whole. After a valve begins
to leak it grows worse steadily and often
times very rapidly. For this reason when
the blowoff valve begins to leak it should
be repaired at once. This is not always
done, however, principally for the reason
that in most cases new parts must be or-
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new ring of soft metal put in, and the seat
turned off in the lathe, thus restoring the
surfaces first injured. The valve is prac
tically indestructible since the parts sub
jected to wear, after repeated redressing,
can be replaced by new ones at small ex
pense.
The manufacturers are the A. W. Cadman Manufacturing Company, 2814 Smallman Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
LITTLE GIANT STEAM TRAP.
The accompanying figure is a sectional
view of the Little Giant steam trap, made
by J. C. Stewart, Donegall Quay, Belfast,
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AN EMERGENCY PIPE CLAMP.
When a pipe splits, or a leak comes in it,
due to an irregularity or corrosion, what
shall the engineer do? The split or the
leak means a blowing of steam which is not
only disturbing and uncomfortable, but also
means a waste of money, yet the plants
cannot be shut down for one small leak
and some kind of a temporary expedient
must be devised. The illustration herewith
shows the Emergency pipe clamp which has
recently been placed on the market by
James McCrea & Co., of 71 West Wash
ington street, Chicago, and which is de
signed to help out in just these emergen-

THE EMERGENCY PIPE CLAMP.
cies. At the back side, the two halves of
the clamp are locked together by a sliding
joint, and on the front side they are held
together by bolts. The clamps are fur
nished complete with pieces of packing for
closing the leaks in the pipe and are ready
for immediate application. They are made
in malleable iron in sizes for pipes from
J^-inch up to 4 inches in diameter.

REVERSICLE BLOWOFF VALVE.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF LITTLE GIANT THAr.

dered from the manufacturer or the valve
must be removed from the pipe and the in
jured parts trued-up in the lathe. This
nearly always involves considerable time
and expense.
The valve illustrated herewith has been
designed with a view to overcoming these
difficulties and to render it possible for an
engineer to repair his own blowoff valve
with the least trouble and delay. It will be
noticed that the valve seat has been divested
of sharp edges, which are the first to suf
fer when the valve is open, and that the
face of the valve is provided with a ring
of comparatively soft metal which is readily
replaced. Furthermore, both the valve and
seat are reversible.
When time is limited and the valve is
found to be leaking, a brand new face and
seat can be quickly obtained by removing
the side bolts, connecting the upper and
lower portions of the body, then pull out the
valve, and by slightly raising the middle
portion, the seat also can be drawn out. By
simply turning the seat and valve disk endfor-end entirely new surfaces are obtained.
The valve and seat are returned to their
places and the sections bolted together
again. The valve will then be practically
new.
Later on when more time is available
the seat and disk can be removed and a

The trap, as seen in the drawing, is of the
expansion type, and may be readily adapted
to work in any position.
The inlet end is screwed to the steam
pipe, and the remainder of the trap is
turned on this inlet fitting until steam
ceases to blow, when the jam nut A is ad
justed. The outlet connections are then
made, and the trap is ready for operation.
The path of the water of condensation
is plainly shown by the arrows, entering
through the inlet, passing over the flanged
valve B, around the expansive capsule C
and down between the radial ribs D, which
support the capsule, to the outlet.
The circular metallic vessel or capsule
contains a substance highly sensitive to a
change in temperature, and, as it is free
to act as a diaphragm, it contracts, when
water is present, to open" the valve, and
expands as soon as the steam arrives, clos
ing the valve. The water is in contact with
nearly the entire capsule, so that the trap
quickly responds to a change in tempera
ture.

T HE WILLIAMS VALVE GEAR AND
V GOVERNOR.
This combination consists of two dif
ferential eccentrics, one within the other,
the inner one being made fast to the hub
or carrier and the outer hanging loosely on
the inner eccentric. This outer eccentric
is connected to or is a part of an inertia
bar and is free to go and come with the
slightest change of speed, the combination
being so thoroughly balanced that friction
is nearly eliminated. The arm and eccen
tric are made in two parts, bolted together,

THE WILLIAMS GOVERNOR.
By the use of forced lubrication on en
gines built by the B. F. Sturtevant Co. of
Hyde Park, Mass., the company has been
enabled to obtain an increase of 8 to 10
per cent in the mechanical efficiency. The
efficiency of the latest type vertical single
engine is given as 94 per cent.

so that there is a chance to take up wear.
A small centrifugal arm is also provided
so that there is no hunting or slamming of
the governor even without the use of dashpots or friction springs, and the governor
can be run at very low speed with the fin-
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est regulation. The governor is so de
signed that the lead of the valve increases
with load on the engine. The construction
is clearly shown by the accompanying fig
ure. The governor is the invention of
Frank Williams of Troy, Pa.
A NEW LEVER THROTTLE VALVE.
To meet the demand foV a medium
pressure, low-priced lever throttle valve,
and retain at the same time all the desir
able features of a first-class valve—relia
bility, durability and ease of operation—
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A LARGE INJECTOR FROM MICHI
GAN.
The accompaning cut shows the largest
and smallest injectors manufactured by The
Lee Manufacturing Co., of Port Huron,
Mich., which firm has recently filled an or
der for the largest restarting or automatic in
jectors ever built, eight of them going to
the Edison Electric Light Co., of Boston,
Mass., an order secured by their New
England agent, Chas. A. Claflin & Co.
The small one in the figure is a J4-inch
connection with a capacity of about 50 galions, or one barrel per hour, and weighs
less than il/2 pounds, while the large one
has 3-inch connections with a capacity of
over 6,000 gallons, or over 120 barrels per
hour, and weighs 130 pounds.
The Lee Injector Mfg. Co. is among
the younger companies manufacturing in
jectors, still it has the honor of producing
the largest restarting injector ever built,
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gage glass. The water level in the gage
glass was kept constant throughout the
test, and the water of condensation drawn
off was weighed. In order to insure dry
steam in the pipe, a separator was placed
on the pipe which supplied steam and the
separator was drained by a pipe from
which water was kept flowing continuous
ly. The surface covered by the material
under test, was in each case 15.3 square
feet and the measurements were continued
for s hours. All pipes leading to the test
cylinder, the separator and the receiver
were carefully covered with a nonconduct
ing material and a wooden covering.
THE DIAMOND EXPANSION BOLT.
The Diamond expansion bolt, illustrated
in the accompanying figures, should be of
interest to men engaged in structural work.
As may be seen by the general outline,
the shield is composed of but two parts,
with a rough exterior surface. Expansion
begins as soon as the bolt is started and
is greatest at the inner end, preventing the
surface of the wall from being cracked.

THE POWELL "READY" LEVER VALVE.
The Win. Powell Co., of Cincinnati, O.,
has perfected the Ready lever valve.
In the Ready lever throttle valve is de
veloped an entirely new principle in disk
closing construction. It is adapted to all
working pressures up to 100 pounds. As
the disks reach the bottom of their stroke
and come to rest before seating, their car
rier driving link, by a peculiar mode of
construction, continues to move and ro
tates cam faces against corresponding
cams on the back of the disk, making a seat
ing joint with little or no effort. A slight
movement is sufficient to effect the absolute
closing of the disks upon their seats.
To open the gates, the reverse movement
of the lever loosens the link, releasing the
pressure upon the disks, which collapse,
and the further lever movement lifts them
up and away from the fluid passage. It is
a fact that this valve is not only easily
operated, but when closed is absolutely
tight, and yet without sticking or jamming.
Interesting results were recently ob
tained by the Chandler & Taylor Co., of In
dianapolis, Ind., in an effort to reduce the
expense of oil on engines of its enclosed
type. The test was made on an engine of
150 horsepower capacity, driving a 100kilowatt generator. It operates 168 hours
continuously without shut-down.
In beginning the test, all oil reservoirs
were emptied. These reservoirs were then
filled with carefully measured oil and the
engine started on the week's run. At the
end of the week all oil was drawn off and
again carefully measured.
It was found that the cost of oil used
for the week, including both cylinder and
lubricating oil, amounted to a fraction less
than 75 cents, although the oil was of high
grade, costing about 60 cents a gallon. Fig
ured on a basis of an ordinary run of 10
hours a day for 300 days in a year this
gives a total oil bill of $13.20.

FIG. I. THE DIAMOND EXPANSION BOLT SUP
PORTING AN INSULATOR.

THE LARGEST AND SMALLEST LEE INJECTORS
MADE.
of which achievement it is justly proud.
The officers of this company are : Wil
liam O. Lee, president and general man
ager ; M. D. Cole, secretary. The board of
directors are W. L. Jenks, F. J. Dixon, G.
M. Conner, W. H. Noble, David T. Alles
and W. O. Lee.

A bolt having a lag screw thread can be
used with this shield, and most of the lead
ing screw manufacturers in the United
States have adopted a standard thread for
lag screws to fit it, which are as follows :
0.5-inch bolt, nine threads per inch ; ^j-inch
bolt, seven threads per inch ; J^-inch, six
threads ; 3-is-inch, five threads ; J^-inch, four
and one-half threads. There are no loose
parts to get lost, and, when properly set,
the shield cannot be loosened except by
actually breaking the material from around

PIPE COVERING TESTS.
Mica Boiler Covering Co. of Montreal,
Canada, has recently had carried out a se
ries of tests on pipe covering by J. R. Durley, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
at McGill University, which gave the fol
lowing results :
h "AB OSB*
©
8£J
8a «;•"
aa Temp, Steam sq.per hour.
Kind of covering.
r
o
m
,
a. S .
toJ £
Kit) 72 0.983
Composition supplied by the
Michigan Central Railway Co. 107 71 0.274
107 72 0.16T,
Mica sectional moulded. made
by Mica Boiler Covering Co . 110 70 0.158
The tests were made on a length of 6inch pipe from which the condensation was
drained by a receiver provided with a

FIG. 2. THE DIAMOND EXPANSION BOLT SUP
PORTING A CABLE RACK.
it, but, at the same time, can be easily
removed by unscrewing the bolt. It will
last as long as the wall, or may be taken
out and used on other work.
Standard sizes of bolts from '/& inch to
ij4 inches diameter are always kept in
stock.
The Diamond Expansion Bolt Co., of
9 and 15 Murray St., New York City, is the
manufacturer.
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THE

NEW FLUE CLEANER.
Flues must be kept clean if a boiler is
to be run with any decent kind of economy.
Naturally, the fire under a boiler makes soot
and ashes and these will be deposited in
the tubes and flues of a boiler and must
be cleaned out. In nearly all plants, this

ENGINEER.

SAFETY ON RAILWAYS.
"Anything new on the subject of safety
in railroad travel is likely to receive a
great deal of attention these days," said
an old railway official in a recent conver
sation. "In fact, the railways are pretty
fully alive to the needs of the situation,

1

FIG. I. THE DIAMOND BLOWER.
blowing out of the tubes is done by means
of a single pipe connected to a steam hose
which is pushed into one tube at a time,
usually from the front end of the boiler
and acting against the draft. This blowing
out must be done either at times when the
boiler is shut down, or else when the engine
is running and at great loss of efficiency
in the boiler. The Diamond steam flue

FIG. 2. DIAMOND BLOWER IN OPERATION.

blower, Fig. 1, is devised to do away with
this wasteful and uncomfortable process and
to blow the soot and ashes which accumu
late in the tubes with the natural draft out
into the front end and to space where it
can be removed. Fig. 2 shows the
Diamond blower in operation. It is in
stalled in the rear wall of the
boiler setting and takes steam
through the bottom inlet. The
pressure of the steam forces the
nozzle tube B, Fig. 3, and the noz
zle C out of the casing against the
force of the spring F. By revolving
the handle G, the nozzle C is re
volved and the steam jet is forced
fig.
out through a number of tubes
within a diameter of
feet and
at one time. The force of the steam jets
carries the soot through the tubes and out
into the front end of the boiler where it
may be taken away. By the use of the
Diamond blower, all tubes in a boiler 4%
feet in diameter can be cleaned in 5 minutes
and without reducing the draft or steam
pressure. It is evident that this will result
in a large saving, both in labor and fuel.
The Power Specialty Co., whose office is
at 513 Washington Arcade, Detroit, Mich.,
are offering to send one blower to any re
sponsible firm on trial.

and some of the best trained minds of the
day are spending much time and thought
in efforts to perfect to a still higher degree
the system of appliances now in use.
"Take, for instance, a line like the Chi
cago & North-Western," he continued,
"where there are over seventeen hundred
stations on the system, with a tributary
population of more than seven and one-half
million people, reaching almost every com
munity of importance in nine of the west
ern states. Now, the question of thorough
discipline of the big army of employes re
quired on a road like that, is one that's
enough to stun the average man.
"Every man of them must be trained
and disciplined to that point where an er
ror or omission in his duty is practically
out of the question. With such a training,
it's no wonder some of our biggest men are
found in the railway ranks. They are men
who can do things, and do them right when
they're called on.
"It's a great thing, though, to see the
way in which some of the western roads
have not only kept pace with the growing
traffic, but have looked ahead into the fu
ture and taken a wholesome grasp on this
question of safety.
"They tell me that on The North-West
ern Line they maintain no less than six
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requires unceasing vigilance on the part of
everyone concerned and results in a force
brought up to the point of highest disci
pline."
A LIME AND SEDIMENT EXTRACTOR
ON A NEW PRINCIPLE.
In this extractor, which is shown in
cross section in the illustration herewith,
the water enters the device at the top and
passes downward striking three plates in
small streams or sprays ; live steam is also
admitted at each plate at a temperature of
at least 300 degrees F., and, coming in
contact with the water, takes out all acid,
lime and magnesia. From these plates the
impurities fall into the sediment can and
are drawn off by a drip pipe at the bot
tom, while the water runs into the main
pipe and is sprayed into the steam space
of the boiler above the water line.
This extractor has been in use, accord
ing to the statement of the manufacturers,
for the last 18 months, on a stationary
boiler which has been worked hard every
day, and the only attention required is once
in 6 months to unscrew the top and take

SECTIONAL VIEW OF LIME AND SEDIMENT EX
TRACTOR.
out the bafHe plates. Tests made by an
expert chemist have shown that water, on
leaving the extractor, will not scale or en
crust the boiler, that less fresh water is re
quired than when the extractor is not used,
and that the extractor will take out im
purities so that the water will remove scale
from a dirty boiler.

3. SECTIONAL VIEW OF DIAMOND BLOWER.
hundred and ten electric block signals, one
hundred and twenty-six interlocking plants,
over 9,000 miles of telegraph line, over
40,000 miles of wire and a force of sev
enteen hundred telegraph dispatchers and
operators in the movement of their traffic.
Besides this there is an army of crossing
watchmen, operators of safety gates, sig
nal-tower men, track walkers.
"After all, though, I place the greatest
dependence on that process of training on
western roads that keeps the heads of de
partments in close touch with their men,

From England is reported the invention
of an electrical ore-finder, which, by the
sound remitted from a telephone receiver
to a circuit in which static discharges are
taking place, indicate the position and
depths of ore lodes. Deposits of iron ore
have been accurately indicated at the works
of the Barrow Hematite & Steel Co., gold in
Alaska and Siberia, lead in Wales, copper
in Cornwall and at Coniston.
A new company is being organized by
Edward Jordan of Ottawa, 111., for the
manufacture of brick.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGINEERING SO
CIETIES.
American Boiler Manufacturers' Asso
ciation.
Secy., J. D. Farasey, Forest street and
Erie Railway, Cleveland, O.
American Electrochemical Society.
Secy., C. J. Reed, 929 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Foundrymen's Association.
Secy., Richard Moldenke, P. O. Box 432,
New York City.
American Institute of Electrical Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Pope, 95 Liberty street,
New York City.
American Institute of Mining Engi
neers.
Secy., R. W. Raymond, 99 John street,
New York City.
American Order of Steam Engineers.
Supreme Corr. Eng., C. Leng, 306 Lippincott Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Railway Mechanical and
Electrical Association.
Secy., Walter Mower, 12 Woodward
avenue, Detroit, Mich.
American Society of Heating and Ven
tilating Engineers.
Secy., W. M. Mackay, P. O. Box 1818,
New York City.
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers.
Secy., Prof. F. R. Hutton, 12 West 31st
street, New York City.
American Society for Testing Mate
rials.
Secy., Edgar Marburg, Univ. of Pa.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
American Street Railway Association.
Secy., T. C. Pennington, 2020 State
street, Chicago, 111.
American Water-Works Association.
Secy., J. M. Diven, Elmira, N. Y.
Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies.
Secy., W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Canadian Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Secy., W. Inglis, Toronto, Ont., Can.,
SS4 Bloor street, W.
Canadian Electrical Association.
Secy., C. H. Mortimer, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Secy., C H. McLeod, 877 Dorchester
street, Montreal, Can.
Engine Builders' Association.
Secy., J. I. Lyle, 39 Cortlandt street,
New York City.
Engineering Association of the South.
Secy., R. L. Lund, Nashville, Tenn.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsyl
vania.
Secy., C. W. Ridihger, 410 Penn avenue,
Pittsburg, Pa.
International Association of Municipal
Electricians.
Secy., Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.
International Union of Steam Engi
neers.
Next convention, Toronto, Can., Sept.
11-16, 1905.
Secy., R. A. McKee, Masonic Temple,
Peoria, 111.
Master Steam Boiler Makers' Associa
tion.
Secy., George M. Clark, 1377 North Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.
National Association of Stationary En
gineers.
Next convention, Louisville, Ky., Aug.
7-12, 1905.
Secy., Frank W. Raven, 315 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.
National Electric Light Association.
Secy., Ernest H. Davis, 136 Liberty
street, New York City.
National Electrical Contractors' Asso
ciation of the United States.
Secy., W. H. Morton, Utica, N. Y.
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Toronto branch of the Canadian As
sociation of Stationary Engineers held its
1 8th annual banquet on Nov. 14th, 1904.
About 150 members and guests were pres
ent and the banquet and program of
speeches were most excellent. The com
mittee in charge of the affair was : Presi
dent W. L. Outhwaite, Chairman C. Moseley, Secretary-Treasurer M. C. McGhie and
Messrs. A. Stober, A. J. Butcher, J. M.
Dixon, G. D. Mooring, John W. Marr, H.
E. Perry and W. Inglis.
The New York Electrical Society
held its 246th meeting on Nov. 30 at the
rooms of the American Institute in New
York City. Prof. William Hallock, of
Columbia University, delivered a lecture
on electricity and physics.
On Nov. 17, the stationary engineers of
ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES.
Haverhill, Mass., organized a local asso
Massasoit Association of Stationary ciation of the N. A. S. E. and elected as
Engineers, of Springfield, Mass., held its officers: President, Herbert Batchhelder;
annual dance at Apollo Hall on the even
vice-president, J. F. Dearborn; correspond
ing of Nov. 17.
ing secretary, Joseph McFarlan ; financial
On Nov. 19 Quaker City Auxiliary, No. secretary, Harry Small ; treasurer, Frank
3, N. A. S. E., of Philadelphia, held a fruit Woodside; conductor, Chas. McGrath.
party.
Musical entertainment was fur
Practically every engineer in Haverhill and
nished by Miss Mae McLaughlin, A. C. Mc- vicinity has joined the organization.
Hugh, of Jenkins Brothers, Miss Alberta
May Carliss and Ed Britt, and recitations
OF PERSONAL INTEREST.
by William D. Mahn, of the Walsh Packing
Dr. Louis Duncan, who is known
Co. James D. Kelly of the O. F. Zurn
Co. acted as auctioneer to dispose of the throughout the scientific world for his at
baskets of fruit. Meetings of the auxiliary tainments in electrical work, has become
are held on the third Saturday of each associated with the staff of the Allis-Chalmonth at its hall, corner of Eighth and mers Co. of Milwaukee. Dr. Duncan has
Springcross streets, and arrangements are been retained by the company as an expert
in progress for many affairs similar to the in electrical patent work in connection with
enjoyable evening mentioned above. Of
its electrical department, The Bullock Elec
ficers for the present year are: President, tric Manufacturing Co. of Cincinnati.
This connection has only recently been
Mrs. Irvin Lee; vice-president, Mrs. L. H.
Fletcher ; treasurer, Mrs. Wm. J. Glenn ; made possible by the retirement of Dr.
secretary, Mrs. Richard Pate ; conductor, Duncan from the chair of Electrical Engi
Mrs. Eb Carliss; doorkeeper, Miss Lizzie neering at the Massachusetts Institute of
Drager; chaplain, Mrs. Enoch Carliss.
Technology, to which he was appointed in
In honor of its fifth anniversary, 1902. Finding that it would be impassible
Milford, Mass., Association, N. A. S. E., to do justice to the Institute, unless he
served a turkey supper on Nov. 19, at gave up his constantly growing business as
which about eighty ladies and gentlemen a consulting engineer and expert, Dr. Dun
were present, including representatives can decided to resign his chair. He will
from Westboro, Boston and Leominster. continue to make his headquarters in New
State President Bradley, of Lowell, and York, at 56 Pine street, where he will be
Past National President Hogan, of Boston, closely in touch with the legal and execu
tive offices of the Allis-Chalmers Co.
were among the distinguished visitors.
F. H. Tidnau and H. J. Clark, who for
The annual meeting of the Brooklyn
Engineers' Club was held at The Oxford the past year have been located at Oshkosh,
Club, 109 Lafayette avenue, Dec. 8. The Wis., have completed the remodeling of
annual dinner was served at 7 o'clock, and the power system in that city and the in
several prominent speakers addressed the stallation of the Curtis steam turbine, and
have removed to Ft. Dodge, la., where
club. In the business meeting the follow
ing officers were elected for the ensuing they will rebuild the electric light and
year: For president, Richard S. Buck; street railway station and bring into serv
for vice-president, Clarence D. Pollock; ice a new gas plant.
for secretary, Joseph Strachan; for treas
O. L. Remington, who has been travel
urer, John Middleton.
ing in this country for some weeks in the
Members of the Steel Works Club, interests of William McLean & Co., of
of Joliet, 111., met on the evening of Nov. Melbourne, Australia, has nearly completed
16 and organized the Scientific Club, which his trip and will be in New York for a few
is for the discussion of topics of scientific days about Dec. 21, at the Astor House,
and engineering interest.
Through the concluding his arrangements with manu
facturers of power stations and electrical
winter a course of lectures will be deliv
ered, the first being by Professor W. T. machinery who desire Australian connec
McClement, of Armour Institute. Other tion. William McLean & Co. are repre
lecturers are F. G. Gasche, Mechanical sentatives of such firms as The Bullock
Engineer of the Illinois Steel Co., and M. Electric Mfg. Co., The Wagner Electric
Mfg. Co., The Columbia Incandescent
G. Stolp, of the Drainage Canal Commis
Lamp Co., and Robbins & Myers.
sion.

New York Electrical Society.
Secy., G. H. Guy, 114 Liberty street,
New York City.
Northwestern Electrical Association.
Secy., T. R. Mercein, 85 Michigan street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Ohio Society of Mechanical Electrical
and Steam Engineers.
Secy., Corvin J, Miller, 620 Shorb street,
Canton, O.
Pacific Coast Electrical Transmission
Association.
Secy., Geo. P. Low, 302 Rialto Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Society for the Promotion of Engineer
ing Education.
Secy., C. A. Waldo, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind.
Western Society of Engineers.
Secy., J. H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, 111.
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D. W. Patterson, Eastern sales agent
for the Chaplin, Fulton Mfg. Co., manu
factures of the Vigilant feed-water regula
tor, has moved his Boston office from 30
Oliver street to J41 Milk street. Edwin A.
Knowlton is manager of the Boston office
and will also represent the Bordo Co. in
New England.
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never before were Europeans more alive trie Manufacturing Co., in the Journal
to the superiority of American manufactur
building, were consolidated on Dec. I and
ing methods. Pittsburg apparatus always removed to the State Mutual building, 50
has the preference because of its superior
Congress street. George H. Berg is the
ity."
manager in charge of the consolidated of
C. A. Bragg of Philadelphia said : "The fices.
outlook for general industrial activity was
One of the difficult problems in en
never brighter. While there has been plenty
of capital during the past year, timidity gineering education has been to give a
proper balance of instruction in principles
over unsettled conditions prevented its in
and in practice. Single lectures by prac
NEWS NOTES.
vestment. Lack of confidence has disap
ticing engineers, while they are of great
A gold medal has been awarded to the peared and hopeful buoyancy is observable benefit, yet do not give a connected and de
everywhere."
Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadel
tailed view of practical engineering work.
E. W. T. Gray of New York said : "New Instruction in practical work given by reg
phia, Pa., for their Cochrane feed water
York
suffered
severely
the
past
year
be
heaters and purifiers shown in the exhibit
ularly employed teachers is generally at
of the Philippine government board at the cause of building strikes, but these have second-hand, or, if the instructor be also
Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. subsided and business has been good there a practising engineer, one part or the other
Louis. Another gold medal has been for 6 months. It is a foregone conclusion of his work is likely to suffer.
awarded for the general exhibit of the that it will be even better, as cheap money
To solve this problem, Dr. Samuel
is abundant and there is no lack of finan
Cochrane heaters, the Sorge-Cochrane sys
Sheldon, of the Brooklyn Polytechnic In
cial support for any legitimate enterprise.'' stitute, has arranged for the addition to
tems (for the thorough heating and purifi
cation of water for boiler feed and other
The Abner Doble Co., San Francisco, his teaching staff a corps of "consulting
purposes) and the Cochrane steam and Cal., has been awarded the grand prize professors," each of whom shall be a spec
oil separators. The Harrison Safety Boiler for their exhibit of a 170-horsepower tan
ialist in his line of work and a practicing
Works may justly feel gratified by the dis
gential water wheel. This is the highest engineer. This leaves the regular instruct
tinction of receiving the only two gold award given by the experts at the St. ors free to teach the principles and funda
medals that were awarded for feed water Louis World's Fair.
mental elements of engineering, leaving
heaters, combined heaters and purification
The wheel develops 170 horsepower at the practical applications to be made by the
systems and separators.
a speed of 700 revolutions per minute with experts. Arrangements have been made
During the week ending Nov. 19 the a water pressure of 300 pounds per square for courses of lectures as follows : Dr.
district managers of the Westinghouse inch, equivalent to a hydraulic head of Louis Duncan, Electric Traction ; Dr. F. A.
Electric & Manufacturing Co. gathered at nearly 700 feet. It is direct connected to a C. Perrine. Electric Power Transmission ;
the works at East Pittsburg and discussed 100 kilowatt railway generator and is one •W. F. Barstow, Central Station Engineer
plans and methods for the coming year. of the units of the intramural power plant. ing ; Chas. F. Scott. Commercial Engineer
These conventions are annual occurrences
Catalog of the Colorado School of ing ; Thos. D. Lockwood, Telephony,
Telegraphy and Consulting Practice.
and are productive of great good, bringing Mines just received shows that the pres
together men from all parts of the United ent enrollment is 290. largely drawn, as
States whose experiences are the natural would naturally be the case, from the state
NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGS.
outgrowth of conditions under which they of Colorado, but containing representatives
labor.
Elements
of Mechanical Drawing,
from all over the civilized world.
by Alpha Pierce Jamison. John Wiley &
On Wednesday evening the managers
The A. D. Granger Co. has moved Son, N. Y., 1904. Price $2.50. This book
gave a banquet to the visiting members at
which is by the assistant professor of me
which all of the executive officers of the its Philadelphia office to the Common
wealth Trust Building, Chestnut and chanical drawing in Purdue University,
company were present. A feeling of op
Twelfth streets, Philadelphia, Pa., where contains 226 pages and has 57 full page
timism was evidenced throughout the con
vention regarding the business situation much larger and more commodious offices plates and 82 smaller illustrations. Chap
and the prospects of continued prosperity have been fitted up. Mr. T. M. Simpson ters are devoted to elementary principles
remains as manager of this office, his ter
throughout the country.
and definitions, to letters, figures and let
W. S. Heger of San Francisco stated that ritory covering the eastern portion of tering, to projection, to drawing tools and
the outlook on the Pacific Coast was never Pennsylvania, from Harrisburg to Phila
material, to the reproduction of drawings,
better, work being plentiful and money easy. delphia and the southern half of New Jer
to patent office drawings, to gearing, to
sey.
"Mining projects in California are flourish
color work, to sketching, and to the me
ing," he said, "and they appear to have
Founders' Day exercises were held at chanical execution of drawings. Directions
plenty of money behind them. This in
the Thos. S. Clarkson Memorial School of are given for drawing operations and the
sures large installations of Pittsburg elec
Technology, Potsdam, N. Y., on Wednes
subject of projection is treated with a full
trical machinery."
day evening, Nov. 30.
ness and clearness akin to the work of a
L. M. Cargo of Salt Lake City said tha.
correspondence course, so that any begin
American Steam Packing Co., of Bos
the election of Roosevelt had given a de
ner can understand clearly just how to go
ton,
Mass.,
will,
in
future,
maintain
its
cided impetus to mining development in
at
the work. The illustrations are large
own
representatives
in
the
middle
west
and
Utah, Arizona, Nevada and New Mexico,
and
clear, and really illustrate the text.
will
sell
to
jobbers
direct.
The
goods
capital, which prior to that had been timid, of this company have heretofore been han
In
the
final portion of the hook under the
being induced to pour money liberally into
dled
by
the
Advance
Packing
&
Supply
subject
of sketching and mechanical exe
dormant investments.
cution, a series of exercises is given and
J. R. Gordon of Atlanta, Ga., said : "The Co., of Chicago, 111.
Phoenix Iron Works Co., of Mead- illustrated which will form a complete
South will soon have the greatest boom of
ville, Pa., has received notice from St. drawing course for a student. The book is
its history. For the past 2 years the cot
Louis that the International Philippine Jury intended for beginners in mechanical draw
ton crop, the barometer of southern pros
ing and will be found of great assistance
perity, has been phenomenal.
Business of the Exposition, in its capacity of asso
to them.
conditions reveal a greater stability and the ciate of the Board of the Exposition, un
increase of manufacturing in the South is der the presidency of the Secretary of War.
General Chemical Laboratory Man
extraordinary. Abundant water power Hon. William H. Taft, has awarded a gold ual and Note Book is the title of a pam
easily available will prove an enormous medal to the company for the compound phlet used by the American School of Cor
engine exhibited in the power plant of the
boon and a producer of business for Pitts
respondence in its regular courses. This
Philippine Government Board.
burg."
hook was prepared by Professor William
F. H. B. Paine, manager of the export
New England offices of the Allis-Q-.al- T. McClcmetit of the Armour Institute of
department, said : "The outlook for for
mers Co. in Boston, which arc now in the Technology, and contains a set of experi
eign business has never been more promis
Board of Trade building, and the offices of
ing for American manufacturers, because its electrical department, The Bullock Elec- ments primarily designed for students who
intend to enter a technical college. The list
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Inside of the Outside

Take a sample of

"Eureka"

Packing

tear it apart. The inside will be found even better than the outside. Not so
with the imitation, or any other packing any where near the price of EUREKA.
Order some today and test its honesty.

You

Have Seen

the inside of a cheap watch. That's the way many cheap indicators are constructed.
They look well and give some sort of a card, but for correctness, efficiency and
durability, the ROBERTSON-THOMPSON ranks above all others, and the price
and terms are within the reach of every engineer.

Some People
think a lot of INSIDES in a steam separator a good talking point. The HINE
ELIMINATOR is full of simplicity and efficiency. You can't find water in an engine
or oil in a boiler where the HINE is used.

Victor

Reducing Wheel

can be instantly connected up to the indicator without even slowing down the
engine. They cost but little.

Spencer Damper Regulator
There's no part of a steam plant that will show such an economy in
fuel—keep the boiler from leaking from uneven expansion—give to
engine and all the machinery such steady speed. The price is with
in the reach of everyone.

The Willis Planimeter
saves all the trouble of calculating out the diagram area, and it never
makes a mistake. It's moderate in price.

10

Per Cent.

Saving

sounds big, but there are lots of plants making that saving with a Robertson Feed Water
Heater where an injector was formerly used. Can't we have a talk with you?

JAS.

L.

ROBERTSON &

SONS,

.94 Fuit.n «.,

new york
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of experiments is 145 in number, and is Camden, N. J. The catalog gives a de
to enforce pohte treatment of customers
intended for use in connection with any scription of the apparatus with sectional among their employes. Many of them are
and outside views, and also devotes a successful, some are not The method of
standard text book on chemistry. Direc
tions for each experiment are given, and page to the application of the heaters and getting at it is an important factor in de
questions asked which will lead the student the uses to which they may profitably be termining the success of the endeavor, and
the method which is outlined "to conduc
to analyze the results of his experiment put.
FORCED MECHANICAL DRAFT tors" by the Michigan Central Railroad is
and to think for himself as to the laws
which are illustrated by the reactions which apparatus is described in catalog No. 60, certainly a means which should bring about,
he finds. Blank pages are arranged for the which is by the Hartford Blower Co. of and so far as our observation proves has
answers to questions, giving a convenient Suffield St., Hartford, Conn. This pamphlet brought about, the desired result. A book
and compact book for such work. A full shows the application of the Hartford which is known as the Time Guide has
list of apparatus required and of reagents apparatus for both forced and induced been prepared for the especial convenience
draft. Cuts are given illustrating the ap
of conductors and train men of the Michi
and materials needed is given at the begin
plication
of
both
forms.
The
forced
draft
gan Central Railroad. It gives the east
ning of the book.
is secured by blowing air under the fire ward and westward connections of the
For those interested in export busi
grate into the ash pit. The induced draft road, information in regard to through car
ness the report of the Department of Com
is secured by a fan which runs in the base service, connections at Buffalo, Chicago
merce and Labor on commercial relations of the stack and draws air through the and at Detroit with all of the lines entering
of the United States with foreign countries grate. The cuts in the catalog show both these cities, and other information such as
during the year 1903 will be of great value. systems and also the damper arrangement is likely to be desired by travelers on the
Special articles are included on the 'United used when forced draft is installed. The trains of the road. The introduction to
States in Commerce, the Cotton Growing catalog is well gotten out and is very in
this booklet is a model of advice to con
Industry, Gold and Silver Production of structive. The Hartford Co. makes, be
ductors and is well worthy of their careful .
the World, How to Gain Foreign Trade, sides forced draft apparatus, blowers and heed.
Railways and Commerce, Irrigation and fans of all descriptions for ventilating sys
MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINES,
Commerce, and other interesting subjects. tems, the removal of dust and ashes, dry
located
at Houghton, Mich., describes in a
The review of the world's commerce takes ing systems and other similar work.
catalog
of 150 pages the courses offered by
up Europe, North America, Central Amer
the
College,
the methods pursued in its
SLIPPING
BELTS,
THEIR
CONDI
ica, West Indies, South America, Asia,
Oceanica, Africa and various other consular TIONS, CAUSES AND CURES is the classes, and the equipment provided. A
sections. These reports take up specifically title of a little pamphlet issued by the list of graduates is published in a separate
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of Jersey City, pamphlet.
the conditions in each division of the vari
ous continents, and show what is required New Jersey. This little booklet shows the
ADAPTABILITY OF ACHESON
in order to be successful in introducing possibilities of the Dixon traction belt graphite articles is the title of Bulletin No.
American products in those regions. It dressing and leather preservative, but in
6 issued by the International Acheson
cidentally discusses the causes of slipping Graphite Co. of Niagara Falls, N. Y. This
describes also many of the interesting in
dustries of the various countries and shows in belts and the proper use of dressings of describes the use of Acheson graphite for
different sorts.
what is manufactured there to good ad
carbon electrodes of various forms and
THE MAGNOLIA METAL CO., 113- shows how these carbons are produced and
vantage and what might better be bought
115 Bank St, New York City, have em
from abroad.
the purposes for which the material is
THOSE WHO ARE FAMILIAR with bodied in a 48-page catalog information in adapted.
the older catalog of the Buckeye Engine regard to the use and application of bab
ALBERGER CONDENSING APPA
Co. of Salem, Ohio, will be glad to know bitt metals, which should prove useful and RATUS Exemplied at the Louisiana Pur
instructive to the man engaged in mechani
that a new catalog has been issued em
chase Exposition is the title of a little
cal pursuits. The book is well worth the booklet issued by the Alberger Condenser
bodying practically all the information con
asking and will be readily forwarded on Co., 95 Liberty St., New York City. It
tained in the three older ones and, in addi
application.
tion, a complete description and full illus
shows by picture and description the vari
PUMPING MACHINERY is a catalog ous types of condensers, vacuum and cir
tration by means of handsome wash draw
issued by Fairbanks-Morse & Co., of Chi
ings of all machinery made by the com
culating pumps which have recently been
pany. Besides description of the different cago, who handle an extensive line of di
manufactured and installed by the com
types of horizontal and vertical, tandem rect acting pumps. The catalog has pany, including those which have been ap
and cross-compound engines, the book eighty-eight pages and contains descriptive plied for use with steam turbine installa
shows fully the construction and operation matter and illustrations, not of all the sizes tions.
of the Buckeye valve and valve gear and and types furnished by the company, but
LUCAS MACHINE TOOL CO., of
of the Buckeye governor. An interesting of those which are in most frequent de
which W. L. Cheney, of Cleveland, Ohio,
mand. Directions for setting up and run
discussion of the value of weight in recip
is special representative, is issuing an
rocating parts and of the reasons for using ning pumps and useful information, tables amusing little pamphlet entitled The
condension or noncondensing engines, as and formula; in regard to pumps are in
Mathematical Cook, which shows the dis
well as means for regulating ' an engine to cluded in these pages, which should make tinctive qualities of the boring, drilling and
give its best performance, is also given in the catalog an interesting and valuable milling machine manufactured by the com
the book. The subject of compounding, book to parties interested in pumping ma
pany.
chinery.
the most effective cutoffs, ratio of cylin
AMONG THE DEVICES manufac
ders, receiver space required, the use of the
THE BALTIMORE GAS MACHIN
tured by the Westinghouse Electric and
steam pipe receiver and the size of fly
ERY CO., 14 W. Lexington St., Balti
wheel needed, are some of the interesting more, Md., in introducing a suction gas Manufacturing Co. of Pittsburg, Pa., are
topics treated. The catalog contains alto
producer, are issuing a folder which will frequency meters, power factor meters,
gether one hundred and twenty-five large be of interest to the gas engine public. automatic time switches, long scale, indi
pages and is of interest to every engineer. The question of gas producers is consid cating instruments for measuring electro
motive force and current. These are de
THE BRANDON PATENT PUMP ered from a scientific standpoint. The ap
scribed in a series of small pamphlets
VALVE, with wire coil insertion, made paratus and method of operation ' are thor
which
are sent out by the company to illus
by the Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Co. oughly described, and a comparison is made
of Boston, Mass., is described in a little in cost between electric motor power, city trate its products.
gas, gasoline, steam and producer gas.
circular recently sent out.
"A PENNY SAVED is a penny made"
The folder will gladly be sent on ap
WEBSTER STAR VACUUM feed
is the motto and the Bundy trap the text
plication to the company at the above ad
of an interesting little book issued by the
water heater and purifier, Class A, in ca
A. A. Griffing Iron Co. of Jersey City,
pacities of from 50 to 650 horsepower, is dress.
N. J., a copy of which will be sent on ap
described in general catalog, part 1, appen
IT IS THE EFFORT of the manage
dix 1, issued by Warren Webster & Co. of ment of most public service corporations plication.
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IMPROVED DAMPER REGULATOR
Economical
Simple
Durable

Will and
more
fromat open
position slightly
to fractions
thereof.
remain
rest, changing
either
way, with the varying steam pressure. No water
connection.
sendmake.
one on approval in competition
withWeanywill
other

Sene for complete Catalogue of Curtis Engineering Specialties.
JULIAN D'ESTE COMPANY,
24 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

GEIPEL'S

PATENT STEAM TRAP

Numbers of all
sizes constantly
on hand for im
mediate delivery.
Full Particulars
sent on request.
THORPE, PLATT & CO., sole mfrs., 97 cedar ST., New York.

ros?
POWER PLANrM
SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON PAGE 79.
IK-BELT MACHINERY C
CHICAGO, U.S.A.
Guaranteed Unconditionally

■T. LOtnS, MO., V. ». A.
114 High St., Bottom. Ill Liberty St., N. T.
11« N. Third St., Philadelphia.
Cleveland Tool & Supply Co., Cleveland Acta.

ASHTON POP SAFETY VALVES
Send for Catalog W,
STEAM GAUGES, ETC.
have been the stand
ard for 30 years.
THE ASHTON
OUR GOODS WORK
VALVE GO.
WHERE OTHtRS FAIL
New York.
Boston. Chicago,
Correspondence
Solicited.
Marine Valve.
Blow Off Valvo.
Pressure Gauge.
63 Crutchcd Friars, I-ondon. E. C

Saved $54-60 in Six Months
"In the first six months' operation of the While Star Oil Filter pur
chased ofyou at an original co-t of$88, we haw- baved 361 gallons
ofoil,amounUng to $54.60 "—O. J. Beaudette & Co., Pontiac, Mich.
If you are not now using a White Star Oil Filter yon are wasting
money. The White Star is the most scientific apparatus lor cleans
ing
lubricating
oil now on
market. Send for Catalog AA and
device.
learndirty
all about
this practical
PITTSBURGH GAGE & SUPPLY CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
IU FILTRATION EXPERTS
Our Patented Mineral Wool PIPE COVERINQ and
Copper Gaskets
THEY SATE STEAM
ANDJOINTS.
MAKE
ABSOLUTELY
TIOHT

STEAM TRAPS.
Catalog "S" puts you wise.
Nason Mfg. Co. New York

the only METAL POLISH
that works quick and
easy
keeps
lus
tre. and
Holds
olditstrade
and
makes
new.
does not deteriorate.It
Established 16 years.
3-02 BoxforlOcts.
6-1!). by
Pails,
$1 00.
Sold
agents
and
the
dealers
all
over
world. Ask or write
for VREE Samples.
GEO. W. HOFFMAN, Expert PollBb. Maker,
295 E. Washington St/,Indianapolis ind
Branches: New York, Chicago. °n Francisco.

'Only a mint can make money without advertising,"—Gladstone

"Nason" and "Sidclug"

Nason'' Trap.

Sl A YEAR.
10 Cents a Copy.

United States Mineral Wool Co.,
143 Liberty St.. NEW YORK.
Best ead Cheapest.
samples kkek

"Sidolug" Trap.

BLACK DIAMOND FILES AND RASPS.
Starrett Speed Indicator
No. 104
Price, Postpaid, $1.00
This Indicator may be run at
highest speed required, without
heating. The working parts are encased. Dial
has two rows of figures, reading either right or
left as shaft may run. Steel pointed spindle with
rubber tips for both pointed and centered shafts.
The o mark may be instantly set at starting point.
Send for free Catalogue No. 1G-B of Fine Tools.
The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass,, U. S. A.
L. S. STARRETT
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, Pages 76-77.

Perfect
Always

For Sale
Everywhere

G. & H. BARNETT CO., Black Diamond File Works, PHILADELPHIA.
"Best Materials Bring Best Results."
"WALMANCO" THREADLESS PIPE JOINTS
Long Sweep Flanged Fittings
Walworth Extra Heavy Gate Valves—
all for 250 pounds working steam pressure—described
in our Pocket Catalog. Ask us for a copy.
WALWORTH MANFG. CO., Boston, Mass. New York Office, Park Row Building.
Classified List of Advertisers, Pages 28, 29, 30 and 31
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If you have NO Feed-Water Heater, or one that is not
accomplishing ALL, you expect—WRITE US.

EXHAUST
OUTLET
The Cookson Combination
Feed-Water Heater, Purifier,
Filter and Oil Separator
solves

the

problem

alike

for Power Plant Owner
and

Engineer.

[EARLY all waters contain scale forming
substances such as carbonates of lime and
which work great harm in
N magnesia,
your Boilers. Boiler Compounds may
neutralize these but the Cookson Heater
thoroughly removes them from the
feed-water before it passes to your Boilers, -which
is far better and a wonderful advantage in the life
and expense of your Power Plant.
The impurities arrested in the Cookson Heater
on the special designed Lime Catching Pans and in
the Large Filtering Chamber are easily removed,
thus freeing your boilers from these scale forming
properties which is cheaper and better than the
hard labor of hammer and scraper.
Some Special Advantages of the Cookson
Heater over all others are the following :
Saving in fuel and saving in the life of
your boilers, due to the constant high
temperature (206° to 21 2° F.) maintained
in the Cookson, and the large amount of
impurities removed from the water.
Special Designed Lime Catching Pans for
deposit of Lime' Magnesia, etc.
Larger Filtering Chamber than ordinary
for the thorough filtration of water.
Provided with Positive Oil Separator.
Heater can be thoroughly cleaned in one
hour; most accessible of any heater built.
Will fit any location; is either right or
left hand.
Finest Grade of Fittings—Hot Waier
Thermometer, Seamless Copper Float and
Case, Water Gauge, Balanced Valves, etc.
Especially adapted for Power Plants and
for use with Heating Systems.
It is a perfect Combination Feed-Water
Heater, Purifier, Filter, Oil Separator and
Condensation Receiver, fulfilling in one
machine all the uses of these separate
devices.
Write us to=day.

BATES
Sole Manufacturer.

MACHINE

COMPANY,
JOLIET, ILLINOIS.
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Let Us Clean One of
Stop

That

Your Boilers Free of

Spray
All
and dripping of water and oil from the exhaust pipe
that rots, rusts and does all manner of damage to the
roofs and walls of your plant, by equipping your ex
haust pipes with
The Burt Exhaust Head
// will save lis cost many times over in repairs.
"We are pleased to report the three Burt Exhaust
Heads at our plant are giving entire satisfaction"—The
Western Automatic Machine Screw Co., Elyria, Ohio.

Cost

to

Yoa

We want to do this
that

your

boilers

to show you

have

amounts of scale in them

dangerous
(no matter

what other scale preventative means you
are using) and that you are needlessly
wasting hundreds of dollars a year in

The Burt Exhaust Heads sent anywhere on approval.
fuel that
THE

BURT riFG.

can

be saved if you

use a

CO.,
Dean Cleaner.

Largest Manufacturers of Oil Filters in the World,
Dorit

overlook this great offer.

209 Main St., Akron, Ohio, U. S. A.
If you will clip the corner from this ad.,
Supplied also by
Engine Builders, Dealers and Power Contractor*.

fill out the same and return to us, we
will

loan

TUBE

you

a

DEAN

BOILER

CLEANER for a thorough

cleaning of one of your boilers.
THIS IS THE

DEAN

CLEANER

FOR WATER TUBE BOILERS

FOR RETURN TUBULAR BOILERS

WM. B. PIERCE CO.
More than 5000 DEAN CLEANERS (more than of all other makes combined)
323 Washington St..
are in actual use today. The Standard Oil Company, U. S. Leather Company, ^4
Buffalo. N, Y.
O
U. S. Steel Company, Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and hundreds of
Please loan us (free of all
similar concerns use this cleaner in all their plants.
We guarantee every ^
cost and without placing us
cleaner will more than pay for itself in six months use and give the $
under the slightest obligation to
utmost satisfaction, or we will refund your money.
buy) a Dean Boiler Tube Cleaner
for a free trial. Our
inch
boilers
tubes.have.
"ECONOMY IN THE BOILER ROOM" is a valuable treatise we
will be pleased to send you free on request.

WM. B. PIERCE CO.,
323 Washington St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Vibrator
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Cleaning
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9

Vibrator
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"TORPEDO"

What do we mean by .SUCCESSFUL?
Our idea of a successful fire-tube SCALE REMOVER is
1 st—A machine that will clean a set of boilers year after year and never expand, injure or strain the boiler
tubes.
2nd—A machine that will remove the scale easily and quickly.
3rd—A machine that operates on approved mechanical principles, removing scale by the 20th century
method—"vibration"—not by the old method of hammering and pounding the flue.
4th—A machine, simple and of few parts—consequently, long-lived.
Such a machine is the "Torpedo." Hundreds of "Torpedo" Cleaners in use throughout the country. Progressive engineers—thinking
engineeers—are not satisfied with old-fashioned, back-numbered devices and select the "Torpedo" as the ideal tool for their work. Don't
think you must buy a "Torpedo" if you order one on trial. After trial if you would rather have the 'Torpedo" than your money, all right;
and if not, that's all right, too. It's up to you. When shall we send it? Write today.
THE GENERAL SPECIALTY CO.,

103 Seneca Street,

Buffalo, N. Y.

""PHIS is the Best Turbine Boiler Tube Cleaner on
the market today, and we want a chance to show
this by sending one on approval.
It will remove heavy scale.
Write us now, before the scale gets heavier.

Union Boiler Tube Cleaner.

Gem Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa.

THE
HO
b
u
t-HEh
to

FABER

BLOW-OFF

VALVE

has been adopted by many of the largest steam users, and you will use
it if you investigate its points of superiority. By its use the usual
Blow-off Valve troubles disappear. Just before the valve seats, a steam
jet blows away the sediment from seat and disc.
Tube Cleaners. We are the largest manufacturers of tools for
cleaning boilers in the world—Liberty, Niagara, Chicago, are all IT.

Liberty Manufacturing Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa., U.S.A.

5
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WEINLAND
FOR

INSTRUMENTS

"BOILER SURGERY"
The worst cases of scale can be operated upon successfully with

Weinland Tube Cleaners.
Water drives the machine and a steady grinding process cuts the scale from the
iron without expanding, loosening or injuring the tubes in any way. They have
restored thousands of boilers to perfect condition, and what they have done for
others they'll do for you. This cut shows our No. 8—The King of Turbine Cleaners, besides which we manufacture others
—Hand Cleaners and Power Driven Cleaners—all kinds and sizes for all styles of boilers and all sizes of tubes. "No Tube Cleaner
Like a WEINLAND"— Anybody who's used one will tell you that. It was awarded the Gold Medal at St.
Louis. We do contract cleaning, if you want it that way.
28

Cuts at any
point of the
tube.

For "Amputating" Tube., use The Lagonda Tube Cutter
It does the work quickly, easily, and cuts clean every timeleaves no burr. Does not bend or mar the tube in any way.
A simple, inexpensive tool needed in every boiler room.

To Cure

Consumption'

of Coal use

Damper Regulator
It absolutely controls damper in
stack on the slightest variation
of steam.
Get Catalogue of above and
Steam Specialties.

THE LAGONDA MFG. CO.,
Springfield, Ohio.
Boiler Cleaning Experts-at It 20 Years.

I cannot speak too highly of The Engineer—T. H. Hankinson, 14
Tavern Road, Chester, England.

£.FU"GO WATBR SOFTENINQ AND PUR1FYINQ SYSTBMS
SCAIFE
Over 200.000,000 gallons of water purified daily in the United States by these systems.
We guarantee no scale and corrosion? in boilers Using water purified by our Eystems.
POUNDED 1802.
SiNwDcFA°TRA&E. WM. B. SCAIFE & SONS CO. PITTSBUKO.,
PA.

THE CRISS CROSS TUBE CLEANER.
■ E PROGRESSIVE.
THERE IS BUT ONE BEST.
AVOID SCALE WASTE.
AVOID SOOT WASTE.
If a bnller onght to be kept clean, why not do It with the BEST TOOL and In the most
perfect manner? Coal consumed Is money spent, vanished. THY A C1USS CROSS.
Manufactured by the CBIBS CROSS TUBE CLEANBB CO., Clinton, Mass.
The
THE LIGHTNING TUBE CLEANER
That cleans water tubo and tubular boilers. Combines the rotary and striking actions.
Has the only Compound Motor Wheel, and runs equally well with water, air or steam,
producing greater
power with H to
!4 less water. En
gineers say "it
cleans in half
time."
X RAY OIL PURIFIER
Takes the oil through six processes. Corroding acids are
extracted to keep cool bearings, as well as the grit and
dirt, leaving it in good color. We also manufacture
"■toiler Head Cap and Nut Reseaterand Cleaner" and
"Perfection Expansion Flue Brush,"—all very distinct
in their class. Sold on approval.
MAURER, LABADIE & CO.,
216 St. Joseph St.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

Buckeye

Boiler

Cleaner

is a Money Saver.
By preventing the formation of scale it keeps the
coal bill at a minimum. This pleases the man who
pays for the coal. Scale is a non-conductor of heat.
By keeping the water in the boiler free from impurities the formation of scale is prevented.
Our catalog tells how it can be done.
The Buckeye Boiler Skimmer Co.
Toledo, Ohio.
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The

Three

Valves

in One

Ed, the
OF THE
Engineer,
NATIONAL IMPROVED
Says:
STEAM TRAP
"Never bet un
less
sure

you

any

a

flow of water,

and

small or large, regu

have

thing,

Accommodate

lar or sudden.

then keep car fare
home."

This Triple
Valve is at the
top of
the Trap,
as

far

possible

removed
from

as
any

dirt or scale which
may accumulate.
But there are exceptions to every rule, and here are

We guarantee every trap to work perfectly.
If you will write us we will write you.

"Three of a Kind"

THE NATIONAL DRY KILN CO.
(H8 E. Maryland St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

that you can stake your last dollar
on with certainty.
The] three
valves in
THE

WRIGHT

EMERGENCY

STEAM

if ^f
-I

McDaniel

TRAP
Improved

are winners in one, two, three order in every con
test. Have you had difficulty in getting steam
traps that will handle successfully very large
amounts of condensation? Then it will pay you to
investigate the Wright Emergency Steam Trap
and its three-valve prin
ciple. Do you want a
simple trap? You can't
find a more easily un
derstood trap on the
market than the
"Wright." All engi
neers who use it count
that as one of its most
commendable features.
They know the satisfac
tion there is in a trap that isn't filled with compli
cated working parts. You might satisfy your own
self on this point—ask your engineer friends about
the "Wright," and without doubt you'll find one
who knows it from actual experience. Take his
word for the truth of our claims, although you
could not lose in any case. We sell on 30 days'
approval. Full details in our Catalog.
Wright Manufacturing Co.,
25 woodbridge St.,
Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Steam

Trap
A decided step forward. We have been 25 years contin
uously making steam traps. They all have our guarantee.
This one we have had in continuous service for two years,
and are now convinced that it is worthy of our name. We'll
take all the risk. May we send you a trap for trial? All the
working parts are con
nected to the bonnet
and are removable
with it, making it
most convenient to
repair.
You never
have to break a pipe
joint, they are all on
the body.
Write us for a cat
alogue or ask your
nearest jobber.
Watson & McDaniel Co.,
148 N. Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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It

Performs
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Its Duty all the Time,

i

•

1:ua
STEAK
MF'O

1

(jAJGE I
Clevel
pat'o.s

The Reliance
Steam Trap
is equal to any emergency. Few parts and simple construc
tion make it thoroughly durable. The "Reliance" Patent
Float is used with each trap and is guaranteed for one year
to neither collapse nor fill with water. Reliance Traps are
now giving perfect satisfaction to hundreds of users, and
satisfaction is the result of highest efficiency
Our catalog sent free on request. ' if •

ONCE

TRIED

ALWAYS

USED.

Write for Booklet.
The

Reliance Gauge Column Co.,
72 East Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Eastern Office:
Western Office :
11 Boath Canal St., Chloogo,
1225 Bets Bldg.. Philadelphia.

Corliss Valve

Steam

Trap,

FREE
A set of blue prints
showing how to set
valves on Corliss En
gines, simple and com
pound, with one and
two eccentrics, Free,
with every
Corliss Valve
Steam Trap
Order.

CYLINDERS RE-BORED.
I re-bore, in their present position, all kinds of
steam engine cylinders. No matter what the
trouble is with your Engine, Pumps or Air
Compressor, we can help you.
Send for Booklet A.

John T.

Lindstrom,

214-216 South Third St.,

AL LENTO WN. PA.

&/>e Durable Steam Trap Co.
Youngstown, Ohio

SAVE
HEAT
Our Class C Low Pressure Steam
Trap is thoroughly economical; it re
moves all water from the condensing
system and insures perfectly dry
steam.
The valve and seat can be readily
removed and renewed when neces
sary. All parts are interchangeable.
We guarantee best results.
Let us send you one on trial—if not
satisfactory—no sale.
Free descriptive circular sent on
request.
THE ALBANY STEAM
TRAP CO.,
[ESTABLISHED 1871.]
Albany, New York.

Saves
Fuel
Labor
Patience
Money
Packing
Position

UNITSI

CLASS C TRAP
Fredebick Townsknd, Pres.
James H. Blessing, Gen. Mgr.

MARCR
STEAM

TRAP

Sent Free on 30 Days' Trial.

E. F. HOUGHTON
COMPANY
240-250 w. somerset St., PHILADELPHIA.
175-177 Lake St., CHICAGO.
Agencies Everywhere.
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Feed
J

-

Water

Heaters

Live-Steam Feed Water
Purifiers
Steam Separators
Oil Eliminators
and
Exhaust Heads

Tne Hoppes Live-Steam Feed Water Purifier
has hard sheet steel pans which are easily cleaned. The «>iap«
of these pane is the secret of success. They catch the lime on
the under title of the pw* and are guaranteed to keep boiler*
'^No0™hemicfils at from three to ten cents per thousand
gallons of water treated, but a practical machine that saves
money every day.

The Hoppes Standard Feed Water Heater Is a Feed
Water Purifier.
It haspans
X sq.the
ftsame
of Lime-Catching
the H. P.
""4,*^
steel
shapr as usedsurface
in thetoHoppes
Lito
bteam
Feed'waterPurifl-r. It has a pekeect oil cATCHtsi and is
guaranteed to heat the water to 210 degrees and to catch all
solids liberated at that temperature.

Hoppes Induction Chamber
attached to Hoppes Cast Iron Heater.
A New Method of Pipinq that saves money. Can also be used
withOur
our Cast
Standard
of Heater.
Iron type
Jfeatcr
is cylindrical in form and a perfect
yon-Corrosive Heater built on the Hoppes System.
Write for Mew Catalogue Just Out,
HOPPES

Hoppes Separators give dry pure steam.
Write for Catalogue.

MFG.

CO.

37 James Street,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

NOT LIKE OTHERS
THE DUNHAM TRAP is without Floats,
Spring's, Levers,
Pots or BucKets.

Upright Oil
Eliminator.

Oast Iron Exhaust
Head.

THE
BERRYMAN

It is small in size ; in
expensive, and has few
parts. It is easily and
quickly inspected or
cleaned; positive and
rapid in action; and lias
been adopted by many
of the largest steam us
ers of the country. Try
one for3odiys, free. Sold
on a positive guarantee.

FEED
WATER
HEATER
and PURIFIER.
Provided with U-Shaped Tubes,

C. A. DUNHAM CO.,
Marshalltown, Iowa
Chicago Office, 61-60 North Jeffekson Street.

IT NEVER LEAKS

HIGHEST GRADE ONLY.

Tfce WHITE STAR Contmtiotis
mechanically handles the oil, keeps the en
bearings flooded with a continuous
Oiling System gine
stream of pure lubricating oil, catches it
after passing through the bearings and then
thoroughl purinVs it for use over and ovur
again. We design and install
CONTINUOUS OILING SYSTEMS,
Employing the duplex and multiplex types
White Star Oil Filters to meet the require
ments undvnrying conditions of any size
power station.
Send for Booklet "A'* and list of install
ations.
Pittsburgh Gage and Supply Co.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Eastern Rep.,
VanDyck-C urchlll Co.,
The Bourse, Phila.
8 Day St.. New York

Our catalogue contains the
representative names of a
large number of contented
buyers of BERRYMAN HEATERS built by us in the last
thirty years.
A Copy Awaits Your
Order at Any Time.

I.

B.

DAVIS ®.
MAKERS,

HARTFORD,
0/L F/LTRAT/ON EXPERTS

SON.

CONN.
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An

"Operation."

Taking scale out of a boiler is just
like a surgical operation for gravel
or appendicitis.
You must change
the diet, if you don't want to have
another.
Coch TEL II C SCP3. rfltO rS You Ought to Have Them
While we can refer you to thousands of well known concerns
using Cochrane Separators, either for insuring dry steam to engines or
for taking oil out of exhaust steam, who would give you full assurance
that we have made good on all our claims, we would rather like to have
you look into the construction and principles involved in our appliances,
for then you would quickly appreciate why these separators arc certain
to give the results, and consequently you would use Cochranes yourself.
Separating water from steam, or oil from steam, is dependent upon
precisely the same principle, i. e., that of removing liquids from gaseous
or vaporous currents, but while you might get along with a separator that
takes out only half of the water you would soon get into trouble with this
50% efficiency separator in oil service, for you must have the most efficient
separator for oil service, and the separator that is adapted for oil service
is the separator that will give you the best results in live steam service,
the construction being adapted for the higher pressures. The Cochrane
Oil separators gave such exceedingly efficient and satisfactory results in
taking out oil that we knew they would make good steam separators, and
they nave. The Cochrane Separators will tak<- care of a flush of water;
the opportunity is given for the water to flow right straight into the well ;
anv water (or oil) shot along by the steam over the main opening to the
well is intercepted by the baffle; the ribs on the baffle prevent side travel;
the ports are on the side and properly placed; the steam passages are of
the right size; altogether the separator represents the minimum loss from
friction. Liberal storage space is provided for, and the water that is taken
out is prevented from being picked up again by the current of steam. As
to workmanship, materi-ils. fittings, they are the best.
If you would like to know more about these Cochrane Separators
send for our catalogue 31-S. Yours for the asking.
HARRISON SAFETY BOILER WORKS 3%mLADBLPHV"pA.
Manufacturers oT Co braoe Ffled Water Heaters Cochrane Steam and Oil Septra
tora and the Sonre-Cochrane Systems. See our Beater Adv-rtisement on Patre 12.

WEBSTER

FEED-WATER

HEATERS AND PURIFIERS
put an end to boiler "operations," and
all the expense of stoppages and re
pairs. Besides this, they often save
enough in||fuel to turn a loss into a
profit.
Better write for booklet F3.

Warren Webster
&r CO.
Camden, N.J.

JflQ
HAVE YOU a limited amount of available steam—

The

Superior

Wainwright

Features of the

DO YOU WANT TO utilize every pound
steam you have — and without waste —

of
9

Evenflow Heater
EF SO, YOU WANT

are the result of modern experi
ments and investigations.
The
construction is based upon prin
ciples which insure the
Greatest

Baragwanath's

Steam

Jacket

Heat Transferring
Efficiency,
The shell and tubes withstand the
heaviest pressures. The straight,
corrugated copper tubes are readily
accessible for cleaning.
Simple in construction and ex
tremely durable. Can be installed
economically.
LOW IN PRICE.
Write for catalogue.
TAUNTON LOCOMOTIVE MFG. CO.
90 Porter St.,
Taunton, Massachusetts.
SALKS AGENTS:
CHAS. H. PAINE, «i Libertv St., New York. N. Y.
H. M FIFE. 12IM Holland Bklg., St. Louis, Mo.
GERMAN-RUSSELL, CO.. Cincinnati, O.
BICARD & CO., 153-357 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Feed Water Heater

It

heats

more

water

with less steam than
any other heater made.
The superior points of the
Baragwanath Feed Water
Heaters are so numerous, that
in order to appreciate them
you must have a full and com
plete description.
Our Catalog tells the
whole story.
Write for It.
WM. BARAGWANATH & SON, 53 W. Division St., CHICAGO
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SAVERS
Fot

20

Years

THE

National Feed Water Heater
Has been made and sold.
It has, within this time, come
into almost universal use.
Its popularity is due solely to its
merits and the low price at which
it is sold.
It delivers water to the boiler at
I
212° F.
No Inside Joints to leak.
No Straight Tubes to leak.
No Back Pressure is possible.
No contact of the water with
the shell.
No chance for grease in the
boiler.
i, 500,000 Horse Power in daily use.
The complete story will be found in our catalog.

Send for it.

The Berryman Steam
Tube Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

The Improved Berryman Patent Water
Tube Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

Install one of these
Liiree devices in
your steam plant
and note the saving
in fuel and the in
crease in prof ts

The Kelley Berryman Patent Water
Tube Feed Water
Heater and Purifier,

Use a KELLEY BERRYMAN HEATER
AND OBTAIN THE FOLLOWING RESULTS:
Cleanliness of water in boiler, thus avoiding incrustation in
boiler or corrosion of plates.
Water heated to proper temperature before entering boiler,
thus avoiding the damaging contraction and expansion of boiler
plates caused by the use of cold feed water.
Exhaust and waste steam utilized.
Made with seamless drawn 0 -shaped brass tubes, and built for heavy
pressure. Thoroughly tested. They cannot leak under th* highest pressure
it is possible to carry. We also make special heaters for any purpose.
Write for our Book telling all about the KELLY BERRYMAN
Devloes. You will And it Interesting and instructive.

The National Pipe Bending Co.
J 1 1 Lloyd St., New Haven, Conn.

BENJ. F. KELLEY & SON
74 Fortieth Street,
SOUTH BROOKLYN, N. Y.

CXHAUST UNLET EXHAUST I 0UTLE1

WE

HAVE

AN

IDEA

That we are making and have been making
A Feed-Wate* Heater
and Ptttifizt
that is better than any other on the market.
We are not alone in this belief. Those who
use them think so also.
We Will pay Cartage and freight both
ways if our heater fails to give complete sat
isfaction. We make this offer because we
know we will not have to pay either cartage
or freight. We know the heater will do all
we claim for it—and a little bit more.
-We Guarantee It to heat the feed-water
to the boiling point, with the exhaust steam,
without causing back-preFsure. It also ex
tracts the oil from the exhaust steam. The
exhaust steam can be used for heating pur
poses, while the water of condensation is re
turned to the boilers, thus saving the extra
expense of an eliminator.
Aak For Our Circulars and Pries*
We also make DOUBLE PLUNGER PUMPS
which are of the simplest construction. WE
GUARANTEE that they will do as much, or
more work, than those of more complicated
design. They can be run as a double pomp or
as two distinct single pumps.

THE STEWART HEATER CO., 800 East Delavan Ave
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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STRATTON

STEAM

SEPARATOR

Will deliver dry steam to your engine no matter bow long,
your steam pipe or how much your boilers may prime
THE

GOUBERT

FEED

WATER

HEATER

Will save fifteen per cent, of your fuel, will do its work
continuously and never requires repairs. It is made in
sizes of from 50 to 5000 H. P. Send for catalogue.
The Goubert Manufacturing Co.
85 Liberty Street,

NEW YORK.

The Vigilant

Feed

PIPE

BENDS
FOR
High

Pressure

Power Plant
Piping.
MANUFACTURED BY

Water

Regulator

Automatically regulates
the supply of water to
the boiler so that the
level is kept constantly
at the middle of the
gage.
It Insures dry steam,
prevents accidents from
low water, avoids carry
ing water into the en
gine cylinders, prolongs
the life of the boiler,
lessens repairs and saves
fuel.
It was illustrated and
described on page 656 of
the Sept. 15th issue of
The Engineer.
Write for a list of
users.

155 WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.,
MANUFACTURERS OF
The

American

Feed

Standard

Water Heater.

Chaplin*
Fulton
Mfg.
Pittsburg, Pa.
30 Penn Ave.

Co.

Harrisburg' Feed Water

Heaters

Of Pure Seamless Copper Coils. Guaranteed to be the most effective,
most durable and cheapest heater manufactured.
Please write for Descriptive Catalog.

MANUFACTURERS
OF HIGH GRADE
WROUGHT IRON
PIPE

Copper, Iron and Brass Pipe Coils
and Bends of any desired shape

BLACK AND
GALVANIZED

Manufactured by The Harrisbun* Pipe and Pipe Bending Company,
950 Herr Street, HARRISBURG, PA.
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Slow or QuicK,
Without a separator in the engine supply-pipe, a little moisture
means a steady loss. A sudden rush of water means a sudden
loss—perhaps a wreck. A
WEBSTER SEPARATOR
is guaranteed to leave less than one per cent, of moisture in the steam,
whether it comes a little at a time, or in a rush.
Write for Booklet S 3.

COCHRANE

HEATERS

If you are going to run your main engines condensing, whether you
use reciprocating engines or turbines, there are a number of reasons
why you should use Cochrane Heaters in preference to closed heaters.
The value of the water saving, for example, that is made possible
by a Cochrane Heater—a saving which cannot be obtained by a closed
heater—may not strike you as importunt until you figure it out. Let
us see what it means.
Take for example a 1000 H.P. boiler plant. (If your plant is smaller,
say one half the size, you can divide the results given below by two,
or if it is twice as large, multiply the results by two, etc.) Let us sup
pose that you will average only ten hours per day, that only 8%
of the steam made by your boilers is required for the auxiliaries
(boiler feed pump, fan engine, condenser pump, service pump, etc.)
and that the boiler feed supply will be taken from the hot well at a
temperuture of go°F.
Underthese conditions, a Cochrane Heater will save you aImost40O0
tons of water per year. Now if you have to buy your water supply, or if
the water is scarce or forms hard scale, then it is worth while to save
this 4000 tons, isn't it? And it is also worth while to put in a Cochrane
Heater because a closed heater will waste this 4030 tons of pure water.
But the water saving is only one of the advantages of Cochrane
Heaters over closed heaters. Let us send you our Catalogue 31-H
and tell you of the other advantages.

Warren Webster

Camdeln, N.J.
ran

The

The easy spiral sweep of Separator secures a
more direct steam passage than any other
Separator on the market.
Has larger steam and water storage than
others.
Is the only device for these purposes that is
designed and built exclusively for the conditions
under which each is to operate.
Send for booklet that tells more.
FRANK SIMONDS,

©6e
Case

STEAM RECEIVER
AND SEPARATOR

Has the following advantages:

HARRISON SAFETY BOILER WORKS
3145 North 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Manufacturers of Cochrane Feed Water Heater*, Cochrane Steam and Oil
Separators and the Sorge-Cochrane Systems.
See onr Separator Advertisement on Page 9.

In

SIMONDS

BAUM

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Separator

For Live and Exhaust Steam
Results Guaranteed

of

Fi*e
For Condensing Systems use the
Baum Vacuum Style

You Have

Oil Extractor.
The Best
Protection

You have investigated the reliability of
the insurance.

A Greenaway
Steam

Separator

Most Satisfactory Separator on
Yactram Style
Horizontal 8tyle,
Oil
for Live Steam
the Market. Ask Why?
or Oil Service.
The Baum Separator & Machine Company, "tk pa-

I appreciate The Engineer very highly, and congratulate
you on the excellent articles which it contains. I intend to keep
a complete file of it for reference purposes.
F. G. Carpenter, Asst. M. M., Swift & Co., So. St. Joseph, Mo.

is an Insurance
Why not investigate it? Send for our
catalog. Compare the tests with those of
any other separator on the market. It
costs you one cent and will save you dol
lars.
Greenaway Separators Separate.
The Greenaway Co.,
1 306-08 Majestic Bldg^
DETROIT, MICH.

THE MOSHER STEAM SEPARATOR AND GREASE EXTRACTOR.
" THE WHIRL AN D THE EDGE DO IT "
And this Is the way. The worm, being stationary, causes the stoam to revolve. The water, be
ing thrown outward by thi centrifugal force is shaved off by theedgo and deposited
in the chamber
y<JEfc^
B
fi Water ol
below.
£t 5* I ' i" ' iimnnm8 Separatlon
Slmpltst,
Immediately
Removed
Cheaptst,
and Isolated
from
the
Most Efficient.
Steam.
CHARLES D. MOSHER,
Hen t on SO
days' trial,
(Send for Illustrated
Treatise, free.)
Satisfaction
No. I Broadway,
Guaranteed.
New York.
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Moves

Why

the

Waste

World

It?

Wet steam wastes power faster than a mortgage draws interest.
Your practical experience has taught you that. This being so, we ask
you, are you profiting by what the experience of over 25,000 other
engineers has demonstrated? Namely, that

AUSTIN
Steam Separators
Increase the
PIQ. "E"
Horizontal
Separator

of the

Capacity

Steam

Fid. "H"
Vertical
Separator

Plant

How? By furnishing the engine with absolutely dry steam—the expansive, elastic kind that doesn't shirk
duty when it gets inside the cylinder. An engine always likes an Austin Separator for company. It gives
it dry steam, guards it from accidents due to water being drawn over from the boilers. Helps out the engine,
too. When there is a sudden increase in the load, because a Separator of our large receiver types really acts
as an accumulator, as well as a separator. One way to look into the matter will be to write for our catalog
showing complete line. Another way, the best way, let us send you a machine on 30 days' trial, the freight
charges to be our loss if it should fail to demonstrate its efficiency.
AUSTIN

SEPARATOR

37 Woodbridge Street

COMPANY
DETROIT, MICH., U. S.

A.

THE STILLMAN - CARMICHAEL
Improved Damper Regulators
Under U. S. Letters Patent dated Jan. 6, 1903,
and Canadian Patent dated July 21, 1903.
TEN IMPROVEriENTS
An even pressure of steam is consid
ered by some as rmore important than
a saving of fuel. IT DOES BOTH.
More reliable. Costs less for repairs.
We are manufacturers and sole own
ers. You are buying from first hands
at reasonable prices, which will be giv
en on application. Send for booklet.
STILLMAN & CARMICHAEL
Q. Q. STILLMAN, Manufacturers' Agent
Lodit Distance
IS Pearl Street, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
'Phone Mam 3502

' 'Experience keeps a dear school," said Benjamin
Franklin. When you equip your boiler with a

Garfield
Uf>e MANZEL.
Improved Force and Sight Feed
OIL
PUMP
Automatically and Thoroughly Mixes Graphite and Oil
Thus forming the ideal cylinder
lubricant for steam pumps, high
speed and Corliss engines, etc.
A little high grade graphite will
more than double the efficiency
of any kind of cylinder oil in ex
istence — which means a saving
of 50 ; r . Thousands of Man*
zel Oil Pumps are in
use in this and other countries.
MANZEL* BROS., buitalo!newyork^u.s.a.
BRITISH AGENTS: Rlmlngton Bros., Carlisle.

Double

Jet

Injector

you are not experimenting. It is always reliable,
will handle hotter water, and has a wider range
than any other injector upon the market.
You can have your new boiler equipped with
the Garfield by specifying same when placing
your order.
We also manufacture EJECTORS, SIGHT
FEED LUBRICATORS and GREASE CUPS,
which are sold by all dealers.
Catalogue sent on application.
The Ohio Injector Company
South Main Street
Wadaworth, Ohio

4
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Miles

of

Penberthy

More Penberthy Automatic

Injectors

Injectors

are sold every year than any other Injector
known.

The Penberthy Injector is stand

ard among engineers, and its name
honest,

efficient

service.

Why

is its highest

experiment

Other Injectors claim to be as good as the
still

the favorite of over

350,000 engineers.

guarantee

with

of

unknowns?

Penberthy, but it is
Get on the

main

line to success by insisting on Penberthy Injectors.

THE

FORCE

PENBERTHY

FEED

LUBRICATOR

gives a positive feed of oil, and can be regulated to a
fraction of a drop.

It is not affected by changes of tem

perature. Simple in construction and easily adjusted.

The

double interchangeable ratchets give it twice as long life
as other lubricators.

Write for catalogue.

about our specialties for the engine

Penberthy
Penberthy Injector Co., Ltd ,
Windsor, Ont

Largest Manufacturers of Injectors
in the World.

It tells all

room.

Injector

Co.,

_ ^ . TT . .
.
_
_
.
TT
.
340 Holden Ave, Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Penberthy Bulletin sent free for three months.
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The Desmond Automatic Injector
IS MOT A "HAS BEEW

I Automatic
Injector

Saluted THE BEST by over
200,000 Engineers
Recommended by the U. S. Government
Endorsed bythe leadingauthorities,
the U. S. Injector is in a class by
itself. Its exclusive features recom
mend it to every practical engineer.
Would you like to know more
about the U. S. Injector? Write for
our complete and illustrated Catalogue,which explains itsmerits fully,
and shows why and how it's
THE BEST.
Ask for our valuable "Engineer's
Red Book," in which over 500 ques
tions vital to every engineer are an
swered—you should not be without
it—sent free on request.
Buy from the dealer. Demand the
genuine U.S. Injector with the name
"U. S." stamped on it, and accom
panied by a certificate of capacity
and range.

It is the best Injector on the market today. The Desmond Injector
is the simplest Injector made, with the fewest parts. It is positive in its
work; sure and reliable.
WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE IT.
We positively guarantee the Desmond Automatic Injector to be the
most durable, strongest, and easiest Injector to operate on the market
today. It will work any place any other Injector will, and many places
other Injectors will not work. Made in sizes from eight horse power up
to three hundred horse power.
WRITE FOR BOOKLET, Etc.

American
Injector Co.
Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO.,
URBANA, OHIO.

Something

New in

OUR pretty Ornamental Metal Sign, repro
duced below, will be found in the ware

LUBRICATORS

houses of all the first-class jobbers of engin
eers' supplies in the United States.

The "King"
Lubricators
have been adopted and recom
mended by the leading members
of the engineering profession for
their simplicity, accuracy, dura
bility and correctness of prin
ciple. They have been thor
oughly tested in the largest
power plants throughout the
country and are giving entire
satisfaction everywhere. The
simplicity of "THE KING"
LUBRICATOR is a very com
mendable feature ; it is so con
structed that it cannot possibly
clog up, all parts operating ab
solutely without friction, all del
icate mechanism, such as pipes
to oil jet, screw heads, etc., be
ing dispensed with.
The application of this lubri
cator to all classes of service in
sures a uniform lubrication, re
gardless of any change of boiler
pressure. It is instantaneous
in its action and performs both
the functions of the hand-pump
and the sight-feed lubricator.
This cup will feed either oil or
grease,whicheveris desired, and
will operate in all conditions of
weather.
We invite tests.
Prices and Catalogue on application.

Buy only genuine goods.
.

Avoid counterfeits.

Catalogue on application.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,
"THE KING" LUBRICATOR & BRASS SUPPLY CO..
Steubenville, Ohio.

DETROIT, MICH.
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Muffler,

Oil

Separator,

Return

Tank,

Pump Governor and Feed Water Heater.
Here's The Way We
Prove Our Claim.
See those two condensers just in front
of the man? We condense the steam
before and after it passes through the
separator of our "UTILITY" COMBI
NATION and submit the samples for
analysis just as they are drawn. There
isn't another separator manufacturer in
the world that would dare do that
with a separator that has been in use
any length of time, but we leave the
condensers on permanently if desired
and, after years of use, the elimination
oil is as complete as in a new apparatus.
The "Utility" Combination
Serves as exhaust muffler, oil separator,
return tank, pump governor and feed
water heater. It costs only about as
much as a feed water heater, and heats
the feed water to about the same tem
perature as the exhaust steam.
We mention a few of the late and up-to-date plants that have adopted the
•
R. H. Macy&Co.,
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
««
.
«i
(t
Prudential Life Ins. Co.,
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
tt
tt
tt
tt
Hotel Belmont,
Musem of Nat. History,
Manhattan Life Ins. Co.,
Met. Museum of Art,

"Utility" Combination:
3,000 H. P.
Metropolitan Huseum of Art,
tt
1,900
Wall Street Exchange,
700
Whitehall Building,
tt
2,500
Hotel Imperial,
tt
1,000
Martinique Apartments,
tt
700
Bloomingdale Bros.,
tt
400
Perry Payne Co.,
tt
2,000
Trinity Corp. W. Bldg.,
tt
1,800
Washburn Wire Co.,
tt
1,000
Merchants Refrlg. Co., tt
tt
tt
tt
1,000
•%<rf*mtinar fV»
Central Brewing Co.,

-

-

_
-

I. P.
1,200
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
800
500
1 CO
1,000

Why was the " Utility " selected for these and many other steam
plants?
Because we have proven by chemical tests that our system accord
ing to horse power saves thousands of dollars per year in running
expenses.
We can do the same for you.

Best Pump
Governor
on
"Utility" Pump Governor
the market
because the valve will not leak or stick. We guarantee it to absolutely govern
the pump and remain tight for five years.

I

THE STANDARD

542-544 W. Broadway,
STEAM SPECIALTY CO, CITY OF NEW YORK

'UTILITY" STEAM
SPECIALTIES.

THE
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An Injector With an

A Safe

Acknowledged Reputation

Safety Valve

and that will draft at any pressure from 25 to 350
pounds without adjustments or trouble of any kind.

is one that always corres
ponds to undue pressure and
at the dot—no more, no less.
A valve that doesn't have
to be watched or tinkered
with, and that is always to
be depended upon. In short,
the Consolidated Pop Safety
Valve. And it's better to
have the Consolidated at
any price—and the price is but little—is better than
taking chances with unknown or experimental valves.
MADE BY

Green Catalog
giving all de
tails, sent on
request.
This is an injector that will work under adverse
conditions—conditions that other injectors fail under.
The first thought in the making of the Metropolitan
is quality and nothing stands in the way of its accom
plishment. Material, workmanship and design are
the best that money intelligently disbursed can pro
duce, and before it comes to you it is severely tested
—tested for things that might happen and for things

The Consolidated Safety Valve Co.,
Chicago Office:
85, 87, 89 Liberty St.,
22, 24 and 26
South Canal Street
New York, U. S. A.

A Boiler Feeder of 25 Years
Satisfactory
Service

that might not happen.
•TEAM

under exacting condi
tions.
To have a
proper boiler feeder
like the "Hancock In
spirator" means a free
dom from worry and
trouble. But be sure
you get the Hancock
Inspirator. To be sure
look for the name cast
on the body and marked
on the box. The Han
cock Inspirator will
feed where others fail,
and should have your
careful consideration.

MADE BY
The Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co.,
Chicago Office:
22, 24 and 26
South Canal Street

85, 87, 89 Liberty St.,
New York, U. S. A.

An Indicator That
Represents the Extreme

Full details
are sent on
request.

in indicator quality. It has
no faults, nothing doubtful.
It does its work positively,
is simple, is free from
dubious attachments. The
Tabor Indicator is the
result of an intelligent
knowledge of indicator work
and what an indicator should
do, and it doesn't cost too
much.

Special Bulletins de
scribing are sent on
request and are worth
having.

MADE BY

MADE by

The Ashcroft Manufacturing Co.,

The Hancock Inspirator Co.,

85, 87, 89 Liberty St.,
New York, U. S. A.

Chicago Office:
22, 24 and 26
South Canal Street

85, 87, 89 Liberty St.,
New York, U. S. A.

Chicago Office:
22, 24 and 26
South Canal Street
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83
CO
PS

SAVE

MONEY

9

AND

PREVENT ACCIDENTS^

BYUS1NG

S

LUNKENHEIMER

§

I VIGILANT

WATER

SAFETY

COLUMNS,

I

ffl
CO

CAN BE ABSOLUTELY RELIED UPON.
WILL AUTOMATICALLY AND POSITIVELY SOUND AN ALARM WHEN
THE WATER IN THE BOILER APPROACHES THE LOW OR HIGH DAN-,
GER LIMIT.
WILL SAVE FUEL.
WILL SAVE REPAIRS ON BOILER.
j=j

ARE SUITABLE FOR EITHER LEFT OR RIGHT HAND POSITIONS.

£0

ONLY ONE STRONG SEAMLESS COPPER FLOAT USED.

{Vj

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

5
K
M
CD
fft LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES IN THE WORLD
CINCINNATI, OHIO. U S

A.

ffl
BRANCHES.
fn
NEW YORK.
PHILADELPHIA.
NEW ORLEANS.
gj7g
LONDON.
PARIS.
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CADMAN'S
Indestructible

Blow-Off

VALVES

Foster Valves
are Proven

are so made that
both the valve and
the

seat

may

be

reversed if worn.
They have no weak
parts.
They are the "inde
structible" kind.
Better write for par
ticulars.
A. W.
Cadman

Reliable
In every steam plant where high pressure is need, and
fixed delivery pressure is required, Foster Valve Spec
ialties should be installed, (or they add both to effici
ency and economy.
FOSTER CLASS "W" HIOH PRESSURE REGU
LATOR has neither weights, levers nor pistons; is very
sensitive; may be adjusted for pressure desired, and
once adjusted, will maintain a constant, uniform de
livery regardless of variation in boiler pressure.
FOSTER BACK PRESSURE VALVES will keep up
a constant back pressure without hammering or chat
tering; have no direct-acting springs Or weights, and
are readily thrown out of service when desired.
For details of these valves, as well as
many other pressure regulating devices,
SEE A FOSTER CATALOGUE.

GLASS "W" HICH
PRESSURE REGULATOR

BACK PRESSURC
VALVE

FOSTER ENGINEERING CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

Mfg.

Co.
1 814- 18 1 6 Smallman Street
Pittsburgh, Pa.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITYS;,&AX"™u"
* There
arebranches
19 chapters,
you from
the fundamental
principles ofthe
electricity
ondesigning,
through
the
various
toa dynamo
acarrying
point orwhere
the Bach
careful
student
comprehends
complete
care
and
operation
of
motor.
Bubject
is
carefully
written
and
to
the
point.
After
ahisreader
studies
a subject,
hetois know
questioned
on that
subject
in such a manner
as towill
bring
clearly
to
mind
the
points
he
needs
regarding
same.
A
Dictionary
in
the
back
enable
him
learn the meaning of Any word, term or phrase used In this book, as well as hundreds of others to
in
common use. All tables necessary in the study are in It.
TABLE OP CONTENTS
11 Hysteresis and Eddy Currents.
Wiring. Batteries, Electro Plating.
M Armature Reaction.
Electric
13
Sparking.of Dynamos and Motors.
Magnetism,
U
The Magnetic Circuit.
;5 Winding
Proper Method ol Connecting Motors,
Magnetic Traction.
Self Eicitatton.
Magnetic Leakage.
18 Diseases
ot Dynamos and Motors, Their
Energy In Electric Circuits.
Symptoms and How to Cure Them.
Calculation of Sizes of Wire for Magne 17 Arc
and Incandescent Lamps.
tizing Colls.
Measuring Instruments.
9 Calculation of E. M. P. .'a In Electric IS
19 Alternating Current.
Machines.
10 Counter E. M. F.
PRICE, $2.00 POSTPAID.
Return If not satisfactory and money will be refunded.

CHAPMAN

VALVES
FOR

ALL

PURPOSES

PRESSURES,

AND

OPERATED

BY

HAND, AIR, WATER OR ELEC
TRICITY.

ALSO FIRE HYDRANTS.

INDIAN ORCHARD,

MASS.

THE ENGINEER PUBLISHING CO. '"^SiSSi8*-

The Land of Manatee Sr.^tffsT
A Suitable Location
slonal or business man, as well as any section of the world, recently discovered
by
the Seaboard.
industry, is easily found by consulting the
The climate is deliphtful.winter and sum
Industrial Department of this Company. mer, the atmosphere salt-laden and per
fumed by the odor of thousands of blossom
Th. proposition submitted will be at
orange, lemon, grape fruit and goava
tractive, embodying full information, such ing
trees, and most beautiful and fragrant of
as will enable intelligent action in such flowers.
A land of perfect health and plenty,
an important matter as change of location. ideal
where crime, trouble and illOur monthly magazine of Southern healthliving,
are positively unknown. Cultured,
Opportunities will prove invaluable to refined people. Manatee booklets free on
request.
, 'jg
those interested in the South.
The most costly piece of literature ever issued by a railroad is the
special southern edition of the Seaboard Magazine of Opportunities. Yes,
there is one for you. It is unique, contains no advertisements, and'little
reading matter. Embodies numerous full page photo-gravures, the most
exquisite examples of the modern printers' art. It would command j.fifty
cents from booksellers. Sent free on receipt of ten cents for postage.
J. W. WHITE, Ceneral Industrial Agent.
PORTSMOUTH, VA.
SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY.

Mclaughlin safety stop valve
Patented in the United States and Grout Britian.
Jf Quick-acting Constructed to operate both auto
Safety Stop matically and manually from any
Value desired point and at any distance,
for Boilers or from any number of points. Com
and Main mended by the best engineers and
Steam Lines designers of America and Europe.
For furtlur information and prices address
Mclaughlin brothers,
ENGINEERS, FOUNDERS AND MACHINISTS,
Land Title Building,
PHILADELPHIA.
Pouter Plants
Modern Steam Specialties.
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Improved

VincentValves

Powerful,

Adjustable

Wedge, Double Gate,
Brass and Iron.
Guaranteed to work freely
in any position.
Globe Valves, Angle
Valves, Check Valves, Indi
cator Valves, Indicator
Posts, Floor Stands, etc., in
all sizes and for all engi
neering purposes.
Every valve thoroughly
tested and packed with sec
tional ring packing ready
for use.

National

ST. LOUIS SYRUP AND PRESERVING CO.
Manufacturers of Glucose. Corn Syrup, Grape
Sugar, Corn Products, Jelly, Preserves, Fruit
Butters, Mince Meat. Refiners of Molasses,
Syrup, Sorghum.
St. Louis, May 24, 1904.
THE JOHN DAVIS CO..
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen:
Replying to your inquiry of March 4th would state
THF JOHN DAVIS CO.
that
the two Hoclifel'*'- back pressure valves purchased
CHICAGO.lll
from you are eminently satisfactory. They are work
ing under the following conditions: One 10 in. hori
zontal valve is set at 2Vt lbs. delivering all exhaust
steam in excofs of that pressure to the boiler feed
water heater. The 12 in. vertical valve is set at 3!4 lbs.
and exhausts to ihe atmosphere. Through a mistake
this valve was put inside the factory instead of on the
roof, as was
originally
intended.
number
years of
—V>
I ,
previous
experience
with
a varied 1Ane
of backofpressure
valves had led me to believe that (hey must necessarily
noisy.
valve
had have
been itmisplaced
allowed it to remain, thinking that ifbeitsvery
noise
provedAfter
a nuithis
sance
I would
put uponI
the roof. Under these circumstances, when I state that the valve is perfectly noiseless It
means more than it does under ordinary circumstances, because ordinarily these valvcsare
situated where the noise would not be noticeable unless extreme. The regulation afforded
by it is very exact and very convenient, and 1 take pleasure in speaking of it in the highest
terms.
Very truly yours,
G. E. Chamberlain, Supt.
We have more letters like the above. Let us send you blue prints and cuts. Made
both HorizoutaUand Vertical.
THE JOHN DAVIS CO., Chicago, 111.

The Mason
Reducing

Valve

Efficiency and Economic
Service Guaranteed.
Design, Workmanship and Composition
PERFECT '
Now in use by thousands and giving perfect
satisfaction. You are welcome to Our Catalog
telling all about this valve.

Send for Catalog.

TKe
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Valve

Co.,

SandusKy, Ohio.

The Mason Regulator Co.4
BOSTON, MASS.

COMPRESSED

AIR

Climax

Joint
Clamp
knowledge is a good thing to
have, and comes in handy
when that joint begins to leak, and you wish to repair it permanently and
economically without shutting steam off the pipe. Our catalog will be
of interest to you, and will make you wise on some other good things.
James McCrea & Co , Mfgrs., 67 W. Washington St. Chicago.

PUBLI8HED MONTHLY.
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
The Only Periodical Devoted Exclusively to this Subject
ft** SNSN . vtik
Write for
FOREIGN tt*4 r?f\
Jpl.UU
Sample Copy.
COUNTRIES, 3> I . O U
riimU runillPCD KNOWS THE NECESSITY of keeping him,
PlFnl
ENulHttn being
self well
informed
as toInthe
taN
■■■■ ■ fcimillfc"!!
made
continually
the progress
mechanicalwhich
world.is
Our monthly journal. Modern Machinery, tells you every month all about this progress.
It is well illustrated, interestingly written, and costs butSi.OO per year.
We want every reader of The Engineer to send us his subscription at once so that he
^ erul
may offer.
take advantage ot our libhs^£m
M(]J^u44iAijllB ^
9
^^^^^^™B"IB^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Send us ll.no now and we will
send vou Modern Machinery until January, 1906. and also send you FREE of all charges
a Handsome Gravity Stylo Pen—which is an improvement over the ordinary fountain pen.
Avail yourself of this opportunity immediately.
MODERN MACHINERY PUB. CO., 814 Security Building, Chicago

OFF IT't RACF f* the Handiest, Strongest, Moft Powerful
\Jl I 1 1 J OHJL and mMt portable pipe Threader sold.
When bolted to a small bise
The Forbes Patent Die Stock
makes a perfect POWER machinek-b and
deserves a place on YOUR wornd ench.
Cuts and threads pipe rapidly a accu
rately by hand or power and can
be used in the narrowest quar
ters. The pipe does not turn in
threading. If you need any
pipe tools, study our full cata
logue. Edition No.io. Send for it.
CURTIS & CURTIS CO.,
135 Oarden Street,
Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

ARMSTRONG'S PIPE THREADING AND
CUTTING OFF MACHINES,
For Hand or Power.
Simple and strong in construction. All the driving gears
are enclosed in an oil chamber, keeping them well lubricated
and free from dirt or chips.
No. 0 machine M to 2 inches
No. CM
"
1 to 4 "
No. 1iy, •'"
11 to
No.
to 4S ""
No. 3
"
1 to 6 '•
"=fc—■ Write for complete catalogue.
MsTpVWitol THE ARMSTRONG MFG. CO Bridgeport, Conn.
inches.
New York Office : 136 Center St.
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and

Cordage

Company

1453 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N V.
The especial advantages of oar belting are its great
flexibility, strength and tractive powers. It will not
stretch, and is proof against all the elements which are
usually detrimental to other belting.

Manufacturers of
Strongest and Most Flexible
Belting and Cordage in the World.
Stevedore Rope
Transmission Rope
Drilling Cables
Bull Ropes
Sand Lines
Towing Hawsers

Ryder Belting Mads from American Hems.

Method of Joining Ryder Belting.

Correspondence Solicited.

1 STtPHtNSON
BAR BUT DRESSING mm)
GEM
NEW TANNAGE

BELT
NEW

PROCESS
Persuaded to change —

GEM BELT IN IRON FOUNDRY.
We quote: ''Three years ago we bought from you a 6" double
GEM BELT. We have used it ever since on the foundry blower, doing
hard, rapid work, and it has been very satisfactory indeed. We have
other belts, you know, of the same kind in the blacksmith shop and they
are giving splendid results."
MADE ONLY BY

once, but never again.

JEWELL BELTING CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
BRANCHES: NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA AND CHICAGO

■YOU WANT A BELT-

That is superior in traction and driving power;
That is without joints every few feet to peel or separate;
That has no rubber to wear off and weaken it;
That is made of one quality—the best;
That has a tensile strength greater than that 01 the best leather;
That is not affected by exposure to steam or weather.
Such a belt is the LEVIATHAN.
Our booklet contains some interesting belt rules.
Send for a copy.
MAIN BELTING COMPANY,
1219-1239 Carpenter St., Philadelphia
55-67 Market St., Chicago.
40PearrSt., Buffalo.
12* Pearl St., Boston.
309 Broadway, New York.

' 1ATJRITZ PETERSElf. f
Sash, Doors and Blinds.

WtrU<M<
V

Write us for free sample.

STEPHENSON

MFG.

CO.,

ALBANY, N. Y.

t»« "Original M(r eSSSKU BELTING
REGISTERED
TRADE HARK.
The most economical Belting in the world — Unequalled in
strength and durability, has greater traction power than the
best leather belt on the market—Costs about ono-half as much
—unaffected by heat, steam, water, oils, atmospheric changes,
etc A trial order will convince you of its merits. The real
article stamped every ten feet, "ORIGINAL. GANDY BELT,"—
beware of imitations.
The Gandy Belting Company,
Baltimore, Md.

1

^ENGINEER'S CHUMS
r81) NEEDED IN EVERY ENGINE ROOM.
1 set of 6 Mound Packing Tools, Polished Nickel
Plate, $2.25. Mound Packing Tools
will go into any Valve Kbd, Pump or
Engine Stuffing Box.
Send for book, engineer's chums.
Mound Tool & Scraper Co.
710-712 Howard St.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

JUST ASK FOR IT
to be sent on trial, and we will fill your order at once. You don't
need to pay for it until you are satisfied that it is just what we say
it is. If it doesn't "make good" in thirty days, don t pay for it. The
UNIVERSAL
BELT AND PULLEY
REGULATOR
has been sold on this plan,
and it pays us to do it, be
cause it always fulfills our
claims. It Is guaranteed
to last five years. Pulleys recovered if worn off before end of time
stated. For iron or wooden pulleys. Send size of pulley to be covered,
and we will give price of work complete.
UNIVERSAL PULLEY AND BELT REGULATOR CO.
237 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
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who

was

Rainbow

offering

Packing

a

the

said

I have found RAINBOW PACKING is absolutely reliable and after a few
sad experiences with imitations you can coun* rne as an enthusiastic Rainbow
Rooter.

Your worthless and useless stuff puts me in mind of what the rain

said to the dust— "I am on to yoti and yotir name is mtid."

Look for the Trade Mark

Can't blow Rainbow out*

Will carry in stock for years.

Manufactured, Patented and Copyrighted Exclusively by '

The

Peerless

Rubber

Manufacturing

Company

16 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.
16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
210 214 N. Third St.. St. Louis, Mo.,
1218 Farnam St.. Omaha, Neb.
202-210 S. Water St, Chicago, III.
Cor. Common and Tchoupitoulas Sts., New Orleans, La.

1621-1639 17th St.. Denver, Colo
220 South Fifth 8t., Philadelphia. Pa
17-23 Beale St , and 19 24 Main St., San Francisco, Cal.
Cor. Ninth and Cary Sts, Richmond. Va
16 and 18 S. Capitol Avo.. Indianapolis, Ind.

1221-1223 Union Aye.. Kansas City, Mo.
709-711 Austin Ave., Waco, Texas.
51-5* N. College St., Charlotte. N. C.
634 Smithfield St., Pittsburg, Pa.
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"Pioneers

IS

OUR

ENGINEER.

and

TRADE

Leaders''

MOTTO.

For the past 50 years our goods have been the gauge by which others have
been compared and judged, and during that time our reputation for fair and
square dealing has stood unassailed.

See that You* Belting and Hose Bear this Trade-Mark:

We are the Sole Manufacturers of the Famous

Cobbs, Magic, Amazon and Ruby Packings,
Ruby Sectional Gaskets, etc*
Rubber Belting for all Purposes*
Air, Steam, Suction and Water Hose*
Rings,

Gaskets,

Discs,

Pump

Valves*

Mats and Matting, etc*

A

Full

Line

of

Fine

Mechanical

Rtifefee*

Goods*

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

New

York

Belting

&

Packing

Co*,

Ltd

NEW YORK, 91-93 CHAMBERS STREET.
Philadelphia, 724 Chestnut St
Boston, 232 Summer St.

Baltimore, 41 South Liberty St.
Indianapolis, 229 So. Meridian St.

Chicago, 150 Lake St.
San Francisco, 605 and 607 Mission St.
St Louis, 411 No. Third St
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Asbesto-Metallic
High-Pressure

GLADIATOR
1 A. 1S 5ot m9re>7 a J>iece of packing cat the required
length and pressed to shape on a mandrel, but la molded
in steel dies under hydremic pressure until It is almost as
solid
as metal.
I
RING
K..Jj%?1re.v0nlp7'?d.'>f 'he
mat-rialaa the cele
brated "Gladiator" Asb.8to-Metallic i'ackidg.
The New Jersey Asbestos Co., Camden • N.J.

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW
BEND FOE SAMPLE

Classified Directory of Ad
vertisers, Pages 28-29-30-31.

7FMA PacUKff'oroulsidepackedplunff/-Ll lrt era and high steam pressares.
Cpl HFN Peeking 'or pump rods, air
JLLL/LI 1 and ammonia boxes.
Goods guaranteed to be the best.
RANDOLPH BRANDT, 38 Cortland St., New York

LUBRl^TE5i
SptdsJ Trial Offer

»j retains Its supremacy as the best
and most desirable oiler on the market.
The Wm. Powell Co
CINCINNATI, O.
Jobbers everywhere sell them.
Don't be content with substitute

5end for it
COOK'3 OUIltJ NEW .YORK.

NE MISTAKE IS A WARNING
which need mot be repeated.
If you are using poor packing
try Eagleine Special. It will
save you labor and your em
ployer money. Catalogues.
EAGLE OIL & SUPPLY CO. Boston.

BUILT FOR BUSINESS
THE ECLIPSE GJtS JtND
GJtSOUME ENGINES
Send for Catalogue telling all about
our engines.
MYRICK MACHINE CO.,
OLEAN, N Y.

Were you ever annoyed
by the bump and thump and
rattle and bang* of a loose
pulley which had worn out in
a very short time7 Perhaps
you have had a number of
these on hand at one time.
We have known of such cases.
Or perhaps it was a friction
clutch pulley or somo other
Kind of a bearing thai fre
quently has to bo renewed.
NGS

Locations for Industries]
Erie Railroad
Chicago to New York
The Brie Railroad Company's indus
trial Department has all the territory
traversed by the railroad districted In
relation to resources, adaptability, mar
kets and advantage* for manufacturing,
and can advise with manufacturers in |
re ation to the most suitable locations.
For full information address
LUIS JACKSON
Industrial Commissioner, Kris Railroad 1
Company
21 Cortlandt Street, New York

It's Expensive, Isn't it?
Tho timo and cost of repairs
amount to something. The
best remedy for all these
troubles is tho Graphite &
Bronzo Bushings. If you don't
know about these, you ought
to. Our address is Church
St., Bound Brook. N. J.
The Graphite
Lubricating Co.,
Bound Brook, N.J.
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An Engineer writes us:"

NO

CURE,

NO

PAY!

"Before we tried BLACK SQUAD
RON we were always having trouble
with packing—since we began using it we
have made things HUM, and we've had
no trouble at all."

CASSCO BAR METALLIC PACKING

CURES
ROOM

ENGINETROUBLES

WE GUARANTEE IT

Black Squadron
Four Wedge
Ring Packing
will keep things humming. It is a parking that
surpasses anything evt r placed in a su ffing-box.
To convince engineers of this fact beyond pos
sible doubt, we will send a

If it succeeds it is your gain ;
if it fails it is our loss.

FREE SUPPLY
to any engineer sending us his name and busi
ness address, and with it we will forward a very
useful Memo Book— FREE also.
Remember, no cost for book or packing.

A postal card will bring sam
ple. Write today.
Chicago Steam Appliance & Specialty Co.

CANCOS MANUFACTURING CO.,
143 N. and Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

234 L* Salle Street, Chicago

A Good Packing is one that wears
well, lubricates well, causes as little
trouble as possible, and with a

Palmetto Twist
racking
SAMPLE
FREE!

moderate price.

Packing

Something New!

Pffley's

Any engineer who will take the trouble to send
for a FREE sample of Palmktto Twist Pack
ing will add one more to the number who claim
it is the best thing ever handed to an engineer.

Expansion Wedge Packing
is such a Packing.

Give it a trial.

Pilley Packing & Flue Brush Mfg. Go.

606 SOUTH THIRD ST.
ST. LOUIS, HO.

Sample Free.
Send us at once.
GREENE, TWEED & CO.,
17 Murray Street,
New York.

"BELMONT"

DIAGONAL

FOR
FOR
STEAM PRESSURES
STEAM PRESSURE*
UNDER
OVER
IOO
LBS.
PACKING
IOO LBS.
Is adapted for steam, water, ammonia and every other servire to which such a packing Is
will net , rumble ; it will not score the rod ; it will wear two or three times as longas any other packing.
WE MAKI PACKINC
SEND TODAY FOR THE
OF CVfRY DESCRIPTION
FREE SAMPLES
CLEMENT RESTEIN & CO., Philadelphia, Penna.
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"VULCABESTON"
(PATENTED)

Pronounced by Superneat Experts after Exhaustive Tests

The

Only

Reliable

Packing

for

Superheated

Moulded

f

Steam

h

Moulded Flange

Concave and

Rings for all Styles

Convex Rings

and Shapes

For Valve Stems

I

Rope Packing for small Valves

of Flanges.

^

y

Sheet Packing if desired.

Note Formation:
Fit stuffing box without upsetting.
HOLD TIGHT WITHOUT PINCHING.
Used by nearly all superheater manufacturers and
plants using superheated steam.

it
BEATS

ALL

OTHERS"

for
High

Pressure

Steam,

Oil,

Air,

Acids.

Concave and Convex Rings have no Equal
for Piston Rods, Corliss and Ordinary
Valve Stems.
Send for Samples and Full Information.
Also Mfrs. of Electrical Insulating Materials— ' Noark" Enclosed Fuse Devices—Electric Railway Supplies.

H.

W.

JOHNS-MANVILLE

CO.,

100 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.
NEW YORK
MILWAUKEE

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURG
CLEVELAND

NEW ORLEANS
LONDON
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JENKINS

Engineers
leaky

steam

guaranteed;

know

joint.

the

Use

96

PACKING

annoyance
Jenkins

owners

'96

the

expense

Packing—which

is

of

a

absolutely

it will save both annoyance and expense.

You can place Jenkins '96 Packing in a joint that is either hot or
cold, screw up the bolts carefully, and leave the joint with perfect confi
dence that it will be steam tight.

You do not have to follow it up.

But the best part about Jenkins '96
With most joint packings the

high

Packing is that it will last.

heat soon disintegrates them,

the

packing commences to come out in little pieces, and steam blows through
between

the

pieces.

This

is

never

the

case with

Packing, for a joint once made will stay made.

the

Jenkins

'96

It will last for years

or as long as the metals which hold it.

JENKINS
71 John Street,
NEW YORK

35 High Street,
BOSTON

133 N. 7th Street,
PHILADELPHIA

BROS.

31-33 N. Canal Street,
CHICAGO

62 Watling Street, Queen Victoria Street,
LONDON, E. C.
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Classified

Directory of

Power

Both WHEN you buy
Plant Apparatus and Supplies*

and AFTER you buy

our famous ECONOMY packing is the most
economical Sheet Packing money
can buy.

Actual tests by disinterested parties have shown
that it will outwear by as much as three or four
times all other similar packings on the market.
Free test samples gladly furnished. State size.
MORGAN & WRIGHT, Chicago.
NEW YORK
DAYTON
ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO

USE LARKIN'S PACKING
On your Engines, Stationary or Marine, Air Com
pressors, Hot or Cold Water Pumps, or any part
requiring packing, then watch for the results.
IT "WILL PAY YOU TO DO IT!
Pennsylvania Electrical & Railway Supply Company
GENERAL BALES AGENTS,
PITTSBURG. PA.
W . B. Beamer, Beaumont, Texas.
E. A. Knowiton. Boston, Mass.
The Holland Co.. Chicago, 111., and
A. St. C. Dunstan, Auburn, Ala.
San Francisco, Cat.
W S. M alone, Lisbon, Ohio.
A. E. Will-Jon, Indianapolis. Ind.
W.
J. Shivers, MncoD, Ga.
J. 1) Holderman. Somerset. Ky.
L. Beckham, Deadwood, S. D.
Holland Co., 2017 Clarkson fc>t.,l)envcr, Col. J.
William Martin, 10 Barclay Street,
New York.
We are Western Sales Agents for the
Just Mechanical System for Cleaning Boilers.

THE ENGINEER has more advertisers than any other publication of Its
class, and this directory is therefore the most complete of Its kind In the
world.
To find the announcement of any advertiser mentioned in this Classified Directory
Refer to the Alphabetical List.
Air Compressors.
Cameron Steam Pump Wks. Clutches, Friction.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
A. S.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
American Steam Pump Co.
Davidson. M. T.
Jacobson Machine Mfg Co.
Blake Mfg. Co.. Geo. F.
Davis Regulator Co., G. If.
Williamsport Clutch A Pul
Clayton Air Comp. Works.
Grilling Iron Co., A. A.
ley Co.
Jacobson Machine Mfg Co.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Knowlee Steam Pump Wks. Standard Steam Spec'lty Co Cocks, Blow-off*.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Laidlaw-Dnnn-Gordon Co. Boiler Fittings.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
McGowan Co.. John H.
Co.
Powell Co.. The Wm.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y Crane
Lunkenheimer Co.
Standard Steam Specialty
Co.
Pitts. Gage & Supply Co.
Co.
National Electric Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Southern Engine and Boilei
Commutator
Compounds.
Works.
McLennan A Co., K.
Boiler Inspection.
Union Steam Pump Co.
Hartford Steam Boiler In Compound Feeders.
Westinghouse Traction
spection A Insurance Co.
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
Brake Co.
York Mfg. Co.
Boiler lugs.
Condensers.
Glasgow Iron Co.
Air Pressure Cylinders.
American Steam Pump Co.
Scaife A Sons Co.. Wm, B.
Bara*wanat*< A Son, Wm.
Keeler A Co., E.
Blake Mfg. Co., Geo. F.
Ammonia Fittings.
Leffel & Co., James.
Cameron
Steam Pump Wks.
York Mfg. Co.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y
Davidson, M. T.
Co.
Asbestos Goods.
Deane
Steam
Pump Co.
Mosher
Water
Tube
Boiler
Johns-Manville Co.. H. W.
Knowles Steam Pump Wks.
Co.
New Jersey Asbestos Co.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y
Murray Iron Works Co.
Co.
Babbitt Metal.
Southern Engine and Boiler Snow
Steam Pump Works.
Pitts. Gage & Supply Co.
Works.
Union Steam Pump Co.
Vilter Mfg. Co.
Belting
Wheeler
Condenser A Engi
Watortown
Engine
Co.
Crane Co.
neering Co.
Wetherill. Robt. A Co.
Gandy Belting Co.
Worthington,
Henry R.
Wickes
Bros.
J ewe11 Belting Co.
York Mfg. Co.
Correspondence Schools.
Main Belting Co.
American School of CorreN. Y. Belting & Packing Co. Boilers, Heating.
siMmdence
Peerless Rubber Co.
Exeter Machine Co.
Indicator Instruction Co.
PitisburgGage A SupplyCo. Griffing
Iron
Co.,
A.
A.
In tenia tion'lCorreep'nd'uce
Ryder Belt A Cordage Co., Murray Iron Works Co.
Schools.
The.
Southern Engine and Boiler Corrugated
Shultz Bolting Co.
Iron and Steel.
Works.
Scaife A Sons Co., Wm. B,
Belt Cement.
Boilers,
Marine.
Shultz Belting Co.
Coverings, Pip© & Boiler.
Babcock A Wilcox Co.
Belt Dressing.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Boilers, Second Hand.
Pittsburg GageASupply Co.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jbs.
Whitehead Machinery Co.
U. S. Mineral Wool Co.
Eagle Oil A Supply Co.
Wickes Bros.
Crane Motors.
Gandy Belting Co.
Williams, E. O.
('rocker-Wheeler Co.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Boiler
Skimmers,
Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co.
ShultzBeTting Co.
Buckeye Boiler Skim'er Co. Diaphragms.
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
Universal Belt A Pulley Books.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Regulator Co. The.
Audel A Co., Thoo.
Counters,
Engine
Engineer
Publishing
Co.
Belt Lacing Machines.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Spon A Chamberlain.
Diamond Drill A Mach. Co
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Technical Publishing Co.
Benders, Hydraulic.
Van Nostrand Co., D.
Directory, Power Plant.
Watson-Stillman Co.
Zeller, Geo. A.
Powers Co., E. L.
Bends, "Wrought Iron Pipe Boosters.
Disks, Valve.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Northern Electric'l Mfg. Co,
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Blast Gates.
Boring
Machines
for
KlecDrill-.
Rock, Electric.
Sterling Blower & Pipe Mfg tlio Wiring.
Nortu'ru Electrical Mfg. Co.
Co.
McCrea
A
Co.,
Jas.
Drying Apparatus.
Blowers.
Brass Goods.
Exeter Machine Co.
Bayley. Wm. A Sons.
King Lubricator A Brass
Buffalo Forge Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Supply
Co.
Sturtevant
Co., B. F.
Exeter Machine Co.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Griffith A Wedge Co.
Dust Collectors.
McXab A Harlin Mfg. Co.
Ohio Blower Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Brass Co.
Sterling Blower A Pipe Mfg. I'hin
Ohio Blower Co.
Powell Co , The Wm.
Co.
Sterling
Blower A Pipe Mfg.
SturtevantCo.. B. F.
Building Materials, Fire
Co.
Blowers, Furnace.
proof.
Dynanios and Motors,
Bushnell Co., John S.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W. Alternating
Current.
Exeter Machine Co.
National Electric Co.
Buildings, Steel Frame.
Indicator Instruction Co.
Northern
Elect'cal
Mfg. Co.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y Robbins A Myers Co.,
MeClave-Brooks Co.
The.
Co.
Boilers.
Westinghouse
Electrical
A
Scaife A Sons Co.. Win. B.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
Mfg.
Co.
Atlas Engine Works.
Burners, Ga*.
Dvnnmns and Motors,
Babcock A Wilcox Co.
Jones A Co.
Direct Current.
Bousod FurnaceA Boil r Co. CuTate,
rborundum.
American Engine Co.
Brownell A Co.
Carlx)rundum Co.
C A C Electric Co.
Cahall Sales DepartmentCrocker-Wheeler
Ferguson, Frank.
Castings, Brass & Bronze. National ElectricCo.
Co.
Frick Co.
Pitts.
Gage
A
Supply
Co.
Northern ElectVnl Mfg. Co.
Heine Safety Boiler Co.
Mfg. Co.
Robbins
A
Myers
Co.,
The.
Holyoko Steam Boiler Wks. Sherwood
Powell Co., The Wm.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Houston. Stanwood A Gam
Triumph Electric Co.
ble Co. The.
Castings, Gun Iron.
Westinghouse Elect. A Mfg.
Steam Boiler Equipm'nt Co. Walworth Mfg. Co.
Co.
Boiler Braces.
Cement.
Dynamos
and Motors,
Lukens Iron & Steel Co.
Johns-Manville Co.. H. W. Second Hand.
N.
Y.
Belting
A
Packing
Co.
Williams,
E. O.
Boiler Compounds and
Cleaners.
Cement, Iron, Pipe Joint, Ejectors.
Dearborn Drug A Chem. Co. Steel.
Manrer. Labadie A Co.
Eagle Oil A Supply Co.
Crane Co.
Ohio Inje-tor Co.
Gem Mfg Co.
Smooth-on
Mfg.
Co.
Pitts.
Gage A Simply Co.
Lagonda Mfg. Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Chain Blocks.
Liberty Mfg. Co.
Watson
A McDaniel Co.
Yale A Towne Mfg. Co.
Lord A Co., Geo. W.
Electrical Engineers.
Pierce Co.. Wm. B.
Circuit
Breakers.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Pillny Pack'g A Flue Brush Johns-Manville Co. H. W.
Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co.
Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elect. A Mfg. Emery
PittsbnrgGage ASupply Co
Grinders.
Co.
Scaife A Sons Co., Wm. B.
N. Y. Belting A Packing Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Clamp, Steam Joint.
Emery Wheel Dressers*
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
McCrea A Co., James
De-mond-Stephan Mfg. Co.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Boiler Door Arches.
lnt- ruatioual Specialty Co.
Lamprey Co.
Clocks,
Engine
Room
Engine
Repairs.
McLood-Henry Co.
Locomotive. Marine.
Harris Steam Eng.Co.,W. A.
Presbrey Fire Brick Co.
Standard Gauge Mfg Co.
Hartford Engine Works.
B-iler Feeders.
Clothing.
Stops.
Albany Steam Trap Co.
A Co., Hamilton. Engine
Consolidated Eng. Stop Co.
American Steam Pump Co. | Carhartt
Cleveland A Whitehill Co.
Foster Engineering Co.
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Pittsbms Gage and Supply
Engineers & Contractors. Exhaust Heads.
. Co.
Bingh m & Co.
American Engineering &
Standard
Gauge Mfg. Co.
Burt Jlfg. Co.
Construction Co.
Star Bras.-, Mfg. Co.
Iron Co., A. A.
Arnold Elect. Power Station Grifling
Gage
Hoards.
Hartford Engine Works.
Co. & Co.. Wm. T.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Hoppes M fg. Co.
Bonner
Ohio Blower Co.
Guges, Recording &
Bryan. Wm. H.
Indicator
Instruction
Co.
Greenwood, J. P.
Pittsburg Gage & SupplyCo. Alarm.
Ainer. Steam Gage & Valve
Humphrey. H. H.
Robertson <fc Sons, Jas. L.
Holder Bros.
Mfg. Co.
Standard Steam Spoc'ltyCo. Ashcroft
Idndstrom, J. T.
Sterling Blower & Pipe Mfg. Bristol Co.Mfg. Co.
McClure. Son & Co.. G. W.
Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Pitts. Gage & Supply Co.
Co.. B. F.
Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co. Sturtevant
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Thompson & Co., Richard.
Providence Eng. Works.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Watson & McDnniel Co.
Redding Engineering Co.
Gages, Steam.
Wright Mfg. Co.
Roberts & Co.. E. P.
Amur. Steam Gago & Valve
Exhaust Systems.
Schott. W. H.
Mfg. Co.
Standard Steam Spec'ltyCo. Lunkenheimer
Schotto, Armin
Co., The.
Sterling Blower cfc PipeMfg. Ashton Valve Co.
Sheaf? & Jaasted.
Tygard Engineering Co.
Standard
Gauge
Mfg. Co.
Webber. Wm. 0.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Funs, Disk.
Woolen & Callon.
Exeter Machine Co.
Water.
Engines. A ittomobile.
Sterling Blower k Pipe Mfg Gages,
Amer. Steam Gage & Valve
Mason Regulator Co.
Co.
Mfg.
Co.
Engines, Corliss.
Bonner & Co., Wm. T.
Fans, Electric.
AHis-Chalmers Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Huyette. Paul B.
American & British Mfg. Co. Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Atlas Engine Works.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Ohio Hrass Co.
Ball Engine Co., The.
Westinghouse Elect. & Mfg Pitts. Gage <fc Supply Co.
Reliable Water Gage; Co.
Ball* Wood Co.
Co.
Bates Machine Co.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Fans, Exhaust &
Cooper Co., C. & G.
Star
Brass Mfg. Co.
Ventilating
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Frick Co.& Wedge Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Griffith
Gage Cocks.
C & C Electric Co.
Harrisburg Fdry. & Mach.
Macliine Co.
Crane Co.
Wks. Steam Eng. Co., W.A. Exeter
Hartford Blower Co.
Huyette. Paul B.
Harris
Power
Specialty
Co.
Lunkenheimer Co.
Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Pittsburg
Gago & Supply
Co.
Co.
Feed
Wnter
Controllers.
Ironton Engine Co., The.
Co.. Wm.
Minneapolis Steel & Mach'y Standard Steam Spec'ltyCo. Powell
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Feed Water Heaters and
Co. Iron Works Co.
Standard
Gauge Mfg. Co.
Murray
Purifiers.
Gage Cocks, Rotating.
Providence Eng. Works.
Baragwansth
<fc
Son,
Wm.
Lunkenheimer Co.
Southern Engine and Boiler Bates Machine Co.
Pittsburg GageA So pply Co.
Works.
Brownell & Co.
Powll Co , The Wm.
Strait Mfg. Co., H. N.
Davis «fe Sons, I. B.
Vilter Mfg. Co.
Gaskets.
Exeter Machine Co.
Watertown Engine Co.
Green Fuel Economizer Co. Johns-Manville Co.. H. W.
Wetherill & Co., Robert.
New Jersey Asbestos Co.
Grilling Iron Co.. A. A.
Harrison Safety Boiler Wks. N. Y. Belling & Packing Co.
York Mfg. Co.
Harrisburg Pijie and Pipe Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Engines, Gas & Gasoline.
U. S. Mineral Wool Co.
Bending Co.
Ailis-Chalmers Co.
American Ai British Mfg. Co. Hoppes Mfg. Co.
Generating
Sets.
Jacobs
&
Co..
Chas.
Chandler & Taylor Co.
American Engine Co.
Jacobson Machine Mfg. Co. Kelley & Sons. Benj. F.
Atlas
Engine
Works.
McGowan & Co.. John H.
Marinette Gas Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Mtidet Gas Eugine A orks.
Bayley
<fe
Sons.
Wm.
Minneapolis Steel & Mach'y Buffalo Forge Co.
Myrick Machine Co.
Olds Gasoline Engine Wks
Co.
Buckeye
Engine
Co.
National Pipe Bending Co.
Otto Gas Engine Works.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Power & Mining Mach'y Co. Pitts. Gage <S Supply Co.
C
&
C
Electric
Co.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.
Struthcrs-Wells Co.
Harrisburg Fdry. & Mach.
Weber Gas A Gasoline En Scaife <fc Sons. Wm. R.
Wks.
Southern
Engine and Boiler Harris
Steam Eng. Co..W. A.
gine Co.
Works. Steam Spoc'ltyCo. New Britain Machine Co.
EngineB, High Speed.
Standard
Northern
Elect'cal Mfg. Co.
American Engine Co.
Stewart Heater Co.
N.Y.SafetySteam PowerCo.
Ames Iron Works.
Taunton Locomotive Wks.
Skinner
Engine
Co.
Atlas Engine Wks.
Webster & Co.. Warren.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Ball & Wood Co.
Wheeler Condenser & Engi
The Ironton Engine Co.
Ball Engine Co.
neering Co.
Watertown Engine Co.
Bayley & Sons Co.,Win.
Whitlock
Coil Pipe Co.
Brownell & Co.
Governors, Pump.
Wickes
Brothers.
Buckeye Engine Co.
Albany Steam Trap Co.
and Rasps.
Buffalo Forge
Co.Eng Co. Files
Burrows Mfg. Co
Fitchhurg
Steam
Bamett & Co.. G. & H.
Davis Regulator Co., G. M.
Harrisburg Fdry. & Mach. Filters. Oil.
Fisher Governor Co.
Foster Engineering Co.
Wks.
Burt
Mfg.
Co
Harris Steam Eng. Co..W. A. Eagle Oil <& Supply Co.
Mason Regulator Co.
Hartford Engine Wks.
Pitis. Gage & Supply Co.
Flower
&
Co..
Walter
L.
Ide & Sons, A L.
Standard SteamSpec'ltyCo.
Liberty
Mfg.
Co.
Leffel & Co.. James
Maure'. Labadie & Co.
Graphite.
New Britain Machine Co.
Nugent
&
Co.,
Wm.
C.
N. Y. Safety Steam Power Pittsburg Gage&Supply Co. Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Rotiertson & Sons, Jas. L. Grates.
Co. Blower Co.
Buslmell Co.. John S.
Ohio
Filters. "Water.
Green Engineering Co.
Phoenix Iron Works Co.
Scaife
<fc
Sons
Co.
Win.
B.
Lahman. W. H.
Reeves Engine Co.
Martin Grate Co.
Shepherd Engineering Co. Fire Brick.
Murray
Iron Wks. Co.
McLeod
<&
Henry
Co.
Skinner Engine Co.
McClave-Brooks Co.
Southern Engine and Boiler Preslirey Fire Brick Co.
Myrick
Machine
Co.
Works. Fdry. & Mach. Flanges and Couplings.
Neemes Bros.
Southwark
Jefferson Mfg. Co.
Robertson
&
Sons.
James L.
Co.
Williamsport Clutch & Pul Thompson & Co., Richard.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
ley Co.
Wickes
Brothers.
The Ironton Engine Co.
Flnnge Fittings, High or Grates, Chain.
Valley Iron Works.
Low Pressure.
Watertown Engine Co.
Green Engineering Co.
Pitts. Gage & Supply Co.
Bines, Marine.
Grates, Link Chain.
Engi:
Flexible Shafting.
loms Machine Co.
Green Engineering Co.
Mor
Gem Mfg. Co.
Grates, shaking.
Engines, Mfrs.' Agent*.
Flue
Blowers.
Pittsburg Gage and Supply Clev. Flue Cleaner Mfg. Co. Indicator Instruction Co.
Co.
Pilley Pack'g & Flue Brush Grease.
Cook's Sons. Adam.
Engines,Medium and low
Mfg.Gage
Co. & Supply Co.
Kellogg & Co.. E. H.
Pitts.
Speed.
Keystone Lubricating Co.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Ball Engine Co., The.
Grease Cups.
Flue
Scrnpers.
Brownell & Co.
Criss Cross Tube Cleaner Co. Crane Co.
Brown & Co., C. H.
Gem Mfg. Co.
Gem Mfg. Co.
Chandler & Taylor Co.
Pillev Pack'g & Flue Brush Keystone Lubricating Co.
Exeter Machine Co.
Lunkenheimer Co.
Mfg. < o.
Fitchhurg Steam Eng. Co.
Pitts. Gage & Supply Co
Sherwood Mfg Co.
Greenwald Co., I. & E.
Powell Co.. Wm.
Forges, Down Draft.
Hartford Engine Wks.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Houston, Stanwood & Gam
Grinders, Electrical.
Foundry Equipment.
ble Co . The.
Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co.
Diamond Drill A Mach. Co. Hammers.
Skinner Engine Co.
Electric.
Souiheru Engine and Boiler Fuel Economizers.
Works. Fdry. & Mach. Green Fuel Economizer Co. North'rnEl.cirical Mfg. Co.
Southwark
Heaters,
Electric.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Co.Ironton Engine Co.
Furnaces.
The
Continental Iron Works.
Heat ing Apparatus.
Engines, Pumping.
I Bloomsburg & Co., H.
Harris, J. B.
Minneapolis Steel & Mach'y Furnaces,
Buffalo Forge Co.
Gns Soldering.
Machine Co.
Co.
Jacobson Machine Mfg. Co Exeter
Grilling Iron Co.. A. A.
Engines, Rotary,
Gage
Glnsses.
McGowan
Co.. John H.
Rotary Engine Co.
Rogers A Co.. H. A.
I Ohio Blower Co.
Gage Glass Preservers.
I Sturtevant Co., B.F.
Engines, Second Hand.
Whitehead Machinery Co.
Morse, K. F.
Hoists.
Wickes Bros.
Griffith & Wedge Co.
Gages.
Williams. E. O.
Crane Co.
Hose,
Air and Oil.
Huyette. Paul B.
Exhausters, Gas.
N. Y. Belting* Packing Co.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Peerless
Rubber Mfg. Co.
Lnnkenheimer
Co.,
The.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Merry Christmas

is what we are all looking forward to
at this time of

the year.

Are you

free to spend the day as you wish, or
must you give up a part of it to
packing the stuffing box ?

re

Those who

USE

P.

P.

P.

will enjoy a Christmas unmarred by
the disagreeable

job

of

repacking.

No other packing lasts like P. P. P.
If you don't use P. P. P. at present,
profit by this year's experience,

/JJL

and be able to enjoy all your
/Rubber co.
J J
J
Philadelphia.
1 1• 1
.
Ol
•* Gentleman: Please send
holidays next year, bend
_w.^rr
Name
—
the coupon today.
St. and No
StaU* City
Occupation
Employed by—
f
The Engineer
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N. Y. Belting A Packing Co. Pumps, Compound.
Knowles Steam Pump Wks.
Pennsjlvania Rubber Co.
American Steam Pomp Co.
Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Co.
Peerless Slubber Mfg. Co.
Blake Mfg. Co. Geo. F.
McGowan Co., John H.
Pilley Packing&Flue Brush Davidson, M. T.
Snow Steam Pump Wks.
Mfg. Co
Deane
Steam
Pomp
Co
Union
Steam Pump Co.
Pittsburg Gage&Supply Co. Lackawanna Steam Pump Worthington,
Henry' R«
Quaaker City Rubber Co
Works.
Resstein, Clement A Co.
Scranton Steam Pump Co. Punches, Hydraulic.
STEAM-PIPE & lOILE)?
Watson-Stillman Co.
Roberston A Sons, Jas. L.
Snow Steam Pump Wks.
Underwood A Co., H. B.
Union Steam
WTarren
SteamPump
PumpCo.
Co.
Purifiers, Live Steam.
Packing, Metallic.
Hopi>es Mfg. Co.
Worthington, Henry R.
France Packing Co.
Purifiers, Water.
Pennsylvania Electrical A Pumps, Beep Well.
Harrison
Harriso Safety Boiler Wks.
Railway Supply Co.
American Steam Pump Co.
Hoppes Mfg. Co.
Blake Mfg. Co. Geo. F.
Industrial
Water Co.
Paint.
Cameron Steam Pump Wks. Scaife A Sons
Co., Wm. B.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
A. S.
Pyrometers.
Davidson, M. T.
Paper, Building.
Standard
Gauge
Mfg. Co.
Deane Steam Pump Co.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
Knowles Steam Pump Wks. Rams, Steam.
Patents.
Lackawanna Steam Pump Penberthy Injector Co.
Hall, Wm. F.
Works.
of the right kind show 200 per cent net
Rams, Hydraulic.
Shepherd A Parker.
McGowan Co., John H.
Power SpecialtyCo.
Warren
Steam PumpCo.
Pillow
Blocks.
return on the investment.
Recording Instruments.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y Worthington Henry H.
Amer. Steam Gage A Valve
Co.
Pumps, Electric.
Mfg. Co.
Williamsport Clutch A
Davidson, M. T.
Bristol Co.
Pulley Co.
WE MAKE
McGowan Co., John H.
PittsburgGageA
Supply Co.
Warren Steam Pump Co.
Standard Gage Mfg. Co.
Pipe Bending.
Thompson
&
Co.,
Richard.
Crane Co
Hydraulic.
Harrisburg Pipe A Pipe Pumps,
American Steam Pump Co. Reducing Wheels.
BendingCo.
Blake Mfg. Co., Geo. F.
ASBESTOS & MAGNESIA
Bushnell Co., John S.
National Pipe Bending Co.
M. T.
Indicator Instruction Co.
Pittsburg Gage&Supply Co. Davidson,
Deane
Steam
Pump
Co.WTks. Trill
Indicator Co.
Knowles
Steam
Pump
Coverings of the right kind for all
Pipe Cutters
Lackawanna Steam Pump Regulators, Damper,
Trimont Mfg. Co.
Bushnell
Co., John S
Works.
ocnditions of heat and cold insulation.
Crane Co.
1
McGowan Co., John H.
Pipe and Fittings, Water.
Snow
Steam
Pump
Wks.
Davis
Regulator
Co., G. M.
McNah& Harlin Mfg. Co.
Exeter
Machine
Co.
Standard
Gauge
Mfg.
Co.
Pitts.
Gage
&
Supply
Co.
Samples, prices and full information
Warren
Steam
Pump
Co.
Mason
Regulator
Co.
Pipe Joints.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Watson-Stillman Co.
McNabA
Harlin
Mfg.
Co.
Standard
Steam
Specialty
Worthington,
Henry
R.
sent on request.
Walworth Mftf. Co.
Co.
Pumps,
Jet.
Stillman.
G.
G.
Pipe, Riveted Iron A Steel. Blafcoslee Mfg. Co.
Thompson A Co.. Richard.
Also Mfrs. of Electrical Railway Materials—"Noark"
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Davidson, M. T.
Wilkinson Mfg. Co.
Seaife A Sons Co. . B.
Enclosed Fuses — Electric Railway Supplies.
McGowan Co., John H.
Regulators,
Gas.
Warren
Steam
Pump
Co.
Pipe Threading Machines.
Jacobson Machine Mfg. Co.
Armstrong Mfg. Co.
Pumps,
Milk.
Pressure.
Curtis A Curtis Co.
American Steam Pump Co. Regulators,
Crane Co.
Davidson, M. T.
Pipe,
Wrought
Iron.
Davis
Co.,
John.
H. W. JOHNS - MANVILLE CO.,
Union Steam Pump Co.
Davis Regulator Co. G. M.
Harrisburg Pipe & Pipe
Warren Steam Pump Co.
Foster Engineering Co.
Bending Co.
Mason
Regulator Co.
Pumps, Mining.
lOO William Street, NEW YORK.
Pipe, Wrought Iron &
Pittsburg Gage&SupplyCo.
American Steam Pump Co.
Steel.
Standard
Steam Specialty
Blake Mfg. Co., Geo. F.
Crane Co.
Co.
MILWAUKEE
Cameron Steam Pump Wks. Star
BOSTON
McN'ab A Harlin Mfg. Co.
PITTSBURG
Brass
Mfg. Co.
A. S.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
CHICAGO
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
PHILADELPHIA
Davidson, M. T.
NEW ORLEANS
Watson
A
McDaniel
Co.
Piping, High Pressure
Deane Steam Pump Co.
ST. LOUIS
CLEVELAND
LONDON
Knowles Steam Pump Wks. Regulators, Water.
Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Co.
McLeod Co.
Burrows Mfg. Co.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Chaplin-Fulton Mfg. Co.,
Snow
Steam Pump Wks.
Planlmeters.
The.
Union
Steam
Pump
Co.
Bushnell, John S.
Davis Regulator Co.. G. M.
Host-, Steam and Water.
Warren
SteamHenry
PumpR.Co.
Cook's Sons. Adam.
Man head and Yoke.
Wrorthingt»n,
Foster
Engineering Co.
Indicator
Instruction
Co.
N. Y. Belting A Packing Co, Lubrlcators.
Glasgow Iron Co.
Mason Regulator Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Mats and Matting.
Pumps, Oil.
Cook's Sons, Adam.
Pitts..Gage
A Supply Co.
Pittsburg Gage&SupplyCo. Crane
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co. Plumbing and Heating
American Steam Pump Co
Co.
Watson A McDaniel Co.
Hydraulic Tools.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Detroit
Lubricator
Co.
Blake
Mfg.
Co.,
Geo.
Work.
Diamond Drill & Mach. Co. Gem Mfg. Co.
Cameron ~Steam Pump Wks, Rolls.
Mechanical Draft
Chapman Valve Co.
Power Specialty Co.
A. S.
N, Y. Belting & Packing Co.
Keystone Lubricating Co. Apparatus.
Davidson, M. T.
Ice and Refrigerating
Power Transmission.
Buffalo Forge Co.
King
Lubricator
A
Brass
Deane Steam Pump Co.
Rope Transmissions.
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Exeter Machine Co.
Supply
Co,
Knowles Steam Pump Wks. American Mfg. Co., The.
Vilter Mfg. Co.
Link-Bolt Machinery Co.
Power Specialty Co.
Luukenheimer Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
York Mfg. Co.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Manzel Bros.
Lunkenkeimer
Co.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y
Co.
Nugent
&
Co.,
Wm.
W.
Indicators.
Metal Polish.
Manzel Bros.
Williamsport Clutch A
Co.
Pittsburg Gage&SupplyCo. Eagle Oil & Supply Co.
American Steam Qage &
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Pulley Co.
Powell Co., Wm.
Valve Mfg. Co.
Hoffman, Geo. W.
Rope, Manila.
Powell Co., The Win.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.
India Alkali Works.
American Mfg. Co.
Publications.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Buffalo Indicator Co.
Motor Generators.
Ryder Belt & Cordage Co..
Snow Steam Pump Wks.
Dodge Mfg. Co.
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
Bushnell. John S.
Crocker-Wheeler
Co.
The.
Union
Steam
Pump
Co.
Crane Co.
Lubricators. Cylinder.
Pulleys.
National
Electric
Co.
Warren
Steam
Pump
Co.
Rope, Wire.
Indicator Instruction Co.
Jacobson a&nvhlne Mfg. Co. Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co.
American
Pulley
Co.
Worthington,
Henry
R.
Robertson A Sons. James L. Machines, Moulding.
Ryder Belt A Cordage Co.,
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Motors, Water.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
The.
Power Specialty Co.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y Pumps, Power.
Power Specialty Co.
Thompson & Co.. Richard Machinery,
Davidson,
M.T.
Co.
Coal
Handling
RubberGoods,Mechanleal.
Trill Indicator Co.
Saginaw
Mfg.
Co.
Lackawanna
Steam
Pump
Oils,
Lubricating.
Bartlett & Snow Co., C. O.
Republic Rubber Co.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Williamsport Clutch A
Works.
Bruck Solidified Oil Co.
Borden & Selleck Co.
Myers A Bro„ F. E.
Pulley Co.
Indicators, Speed.
Russian Exports.
Eagle Oil & Supply Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Stewart Heater Co.
Bristol Co.
Kellogg & Co.. E. H.
Gradstone& Co., M.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Motors.
Starrott Co.»L. S.
Mound City OilA Supply Co. Pump
Machinery, Conveying
Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co. Warren Steam Pump Co.
Separators and Extractors
Injectors.
Oilers.
Burtlett A Snow Co., C. O.
Steam and Oil.
Pumps, Steam.
Pumps, Air.
American Injector Co.
Gem Mfg. Co.
Bordon & Selleck Co.
Albany Steam Trap Co.
Allis-Chalmors Co.
American Steam Pump Co.
Crane Co.
Pitts, Gage A Supply Co.
Hunt
Co..
C.
W.
Austin Separator Co.
American
Steam
Pump
Co.
Cameron Steam Pump Wks. Blake Mfg. Co., Geo. F.
Deamond-Stephan Mfg. Co.
Powell Co., The Wm,
Jeffrey
Mfg.
Co.
Baura Separator&Mach.Co.
A. S.
Hancock Inspirator Co. (In Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Oilers,
Crunk
Pin.
Bushnell Co.. John H.
Blakeslee
Mfg.
Co.
Blake Mfg. Co., Geo. F.
spirators, 1
Minneapolis
Steel
A
Mach'y
NugentA
Co..
Wm.
W.
Goubert
Mfg. Co.
Cameron Steam PumpWks. Greenaway
Davidson, M. T.
Hayden & Derby Mfg. Co.
Co,
Luukenheimer
Co.
Co. The
A.
S.
Deans Steam Pump Co.
Luukenheimer Co.
Machinery
Exhibit.
Powell
Co.,
The
Vv'm.
Gritting
Iron
Co.,Boiler
A. A. WTks.
M. T.
Knowles Steam Pump Wks. Davidson,
Ohio Injector Co.
Harrison
Safety
Philadelphia
Bourse.
Sherwood
Mf
Co.
Deane
Steam
Pump
Co.
McGowan
Co.,
John
H.
Penberthy Injector Co.
Hoppes
Mfg.
Co.
Downie Pump Co.
General.
OH Collectors.
Snow Steam Pump Wks.
Pittsburg Qove&StipplyCo. Machinery,
Indicator Instruction Co.
Epping-Carpenter Co.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Bingham A Co.
Warren Steam Pump Co.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Knowles Steam Pump Wks. Irun ton Engine Co., The,
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Machinery, Hydraulic.
W'orthington, Henry R.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Lindstrom,
J. T.
Lackawanna
Pump
Co.
OH Cups.
Blake Mfg. Co., Geo. F.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Mostier, Chas. D.
Pumps, Ammonia.
Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Co.
Downie Pump Co.
Bushnell Co., John S.
Injectors, Kerosene Oil.
Nicholson
Co..
W. H.
Lackawanna
Steam
Pump
Davidson,
M.
'J'.
Knowles Steam Pump Wks. Luukenheimer Co., The.
Lunkenkeimer Co., The.
Pittsburg Gage&SupplyCo.
Works.
Warreu Steam Pump Co.
Power St>ecialty Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Robertson
A
Sons,
Jas. L.
Mason
Regulator
Co.
Watson-Stillman Co.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Pumps, Automatic.
Simouds. Frank.
McGowan Co.. John H.
Insulation.
Pitts. Gage <fe Supply Co.
Machinery, Ice & Refrig
(Air
and
Steam.)
Standard
Steam
Spec'ltyCo.
Murray
Iron
Wks.
Co.
Johnfl-Marmlle Co., H W. erating.
Powell Co., Tho Wm.
Albany Steam Trap Co.
Thompson A Co., Richard.
Myers A Bro.. F. E.
Jacks, Hydraulic.
OH Tanks.
American Steam Pump Co.
Chapman Valve Co.
Watson & McDaniel Co.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Watsou-Stillinan Co.
Blake. Geo. F.
Rcaife A Sons Co.. Wm. B.
Frick Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.
Steam Pump Wks.
Cameron Steam Pump Wks. Snow
Jacks, Pit.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
York Mfg. Co.
Wright Mfg. Co.
Standard
Steam
Specialty
A.
S.
W atson-Stillman Co.
Ordnance.
Machinery, Mining.
Co.
Shafting and Hangers.
Davidson,
M.
T.
Stewart
Heater
Co.
American
A
British
Mfg.
Co.
AUis-Chalmers
Co.
Lamps, Arc A Incnndesc't Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Minneapolis Steel A Mach'y
Deane Steam Pump. Co.
Union Steam Pump Co.
Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
Co.
Knowles Steam Pump Wks. Vilter
Mfg. Co.
Power & Mining Mach'y Co Packing.
Williamsport Clutch A
Brandt. Randolph.
Lubricants.
McGowan Co.. John H.
Warren
Steam
Pump
Co.
Pulley Co.
Machinery,
Pumping.
Cancos Mfg. Co.
Pftls Gage A Supply Co.
Brack Solidified Oit Co.
Worthington, Henry R.
Chicago St- am Appliance A
Power Specialty Co.
Snow Steam Pump Wks.
Eagle Oil & Supp ly Co.
Sheathing.
Pumps,
Traction
Engine.
Specialty Co.
Galon Steam Pump Co.
Graphite Lubricating Co. Machinery. Second Hand.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W.
American Steam PumpCo.
Crane Co.
Warren Steam Pump Co.
Kellogg A Co.. E. H.
Whitehead Machinery Co.
Union
Steam
Pump
Co.
France
Packing
Co..
Inc.
Sheaves,
Rope.
Worthington,
Henry
R.
Keystone Lubricating Co.
Eagle Oil A Supply Co.
Mound City Oil & Supply Co. Williams, E. 0.
Link-Belt Machinery Co.
Pumps, Vacuum.
Pumps Automobile.
Gould Packing Co.
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
Mi
'
"
neapolis
Steel A Mach')
Machinists
and
Founders.
American
Steam
Pump
Co.
American Steam Pump Co.
Greene, Tweed A Co.
,Viscolene Lubricant Co.
Co.
Exeter Machine Co.
Blake Mfg. Co.. Geo. F.
ftnion Steam Pump Co.
Jenkins Bros.
Cook's Sods, Adam.
Gem Mfg. Co.
Cameron
Steam
Pump
Wks
Sheet Iron Work.
Johns-Manvilie Co., II. W\
Fiunps, Centrifugal.
Lubricant*, Automobile.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
A. S.
Pitts. Gage A Supply Co.
Morgan A Wright
Morris Machine Co.
Kellogg A Co., E. H.
Davidson,
M.
T.
Underwood A Co.. H. B.
Sterling Blower A Pitpe Mfg.
New Jersey Asbestos Co.
Wetraore Iron Works.
Deane Steam Pump Co.
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Star Brass Manufacturing Co.,
Star Improved
Steam Engine Indicator
The most perfect instrument yet produced. Also
manufacturers of the Star Thompson Nteam En
gine Indicator; also Reducing Wheels, Planimeters, Three Way Indicator Cocks, etc.
Main Office and Worki :
108-114 E. Uedham St., BOSTON, MASS.
NEW YORK : 38 Oortlandt St.
CHICAGO: 303 Fisher Bldg.
LONDON, K. C, England, 23 New Bridge St

Sheets, Iron and Steel.
Scaife 4 Sons Co., Wm. B.
Siphons.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Sta
Smokeless Combustion
Systems.
Harris, J. B.
Steam Boiler Equipm'nt Co.
Sound Deadener.
Johns-Manville Co.,H. W.
Specialties, Brass & Iron.
Lunkenheimer Co.. The.
McNabb4 Harlin Mfg. Co
Powell Co., The Wm.
Smoke Stacks.
Scaife 4 Sons Co., Wm. B.
Soot Suckers.
Bushnell, John S.
Specialties, Steam.
Albany Steam Trap Co.
Crane Co.
Davis Co., John
Davis Regulator Co., G. M.
Fisher Governor Co.
Foster Engineering Co.
General Specialty Co.
Gritting Iron Co.. A. A.
Harrison Safety Boiler Wks.
Indicator Instruction Co.
Lunkenheimer Co.
Mason Regulator Co.
Nason Mfg. Co,
McCrea 4 Co., James.
Pittsburg Gage 4 SupplyCo.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Robertson 4 Sons, Jas. L.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Standard Steam Specialty
Co.
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
Taunton Locomotive Wks.
"Watson 4 McDanlel Co.
Wright Mffe. Co.
Steam Traps.
Albany Steam Trap Co.
Crane Co.
Davis Co., John.
Davis Regulator Co., G. M.
Dunham Co., C. A.
Durable Steam Trap Co.
Eureka Iron Co.
Gritting Iron Co., A. A.
Houghton 4 Co., E. F.
Indicator Instruction Co.
Lindstrom, J. T.
Lunkenheimer Co , The.
McCreo 4 Co., James.
Nason Mfg. Co.
National Dry Kiln Co., The.
Ohio Blower Co.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Reliance Gage Column Co.
Simonds, F.
Standard Steam Specialty
Co.
Stnrtevant Co., B. F.
Thompson & Co.. Richard.
Thorpe, Piatt* Co.
Watson & McDaniel Co.
Wright Mfg. Co.
Steel Casting-s.
Diamond Drill 4 Mach. Co.
National Electric Co.
Steel Frame Mill B'ld'gs.
Minneapolis Steel 4 Mach'y
Co.
Scaife 4 Sons Co., Wm. B.
Steel, Blveted.
Scaife 4 Sons Co., Wm. B.
Steel, Tool.
Jessop 4 Sons, Wm. Ltd.
Steel, Saw and Sheet.
Jessop Steel Co.
Stokers.
Cahall Sales Department.
Green Engineering Co.
Wilkinson Mfg. Co.
Strainers, Feed Water.
Merrill, G. U.
Superheaters, Steam.
Power Specialty Co.
Providence Eng. Works.
Supplies, Electrical.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Westinghonse Elect. & Mfg.
Co.
Supplies, Engineers'.
Crane C<>.
Eagle Oil 4 Supply Co.
PilTey Pkg. 4 Flue Brush
Mfg. Co.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Stephenson Mfg. Co,

Supplies, Mill.
Eagle Oil 4 Supply Co.
Gandy Bolting Co.
Pilley Pkg. 4 Flue Brush
Mfg. Co.
Pittsburg Gage & SupplyCo.
Robertson 4 Sons Jas. L.
Southern Engine and Boiler
Works.
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
Switchboards, Light and
Power.
C 4 C Electric Co.
Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co.
Westinghonse Elect. 4 Mfg.
Co.
Syphons, Acid.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Tanks, Air and Gas.
Scaife 4 Sous Co., Wm. B.
Tanks, Oil and Water.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Scaife 4 Sons Co.. Wm. B.
Thermometers, Feed
Water.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Tools, and Supplies.
Pittsburg Gage4SupplyCo.
Tools. Boiler Shop.
Wickes Brothers.
Tools, Hydraulic.
Power Speciulty Co.
Watson-Stillman Co.
Tools, Machine.
Barnes Co., W. F. 4 Jno.
Eagle Oil 4 Supply Co.
Pittsburg Uage4SupplyCc.
Tools, Scraping.
Eagle Oil 4 Supply Co.
Gem Mfg. Co.
Mound Tool 4 Scraper Co.
Tube Cleaners.
Bushnell Co., John S.
Chestersou 4 Co., A. W.
Crane Co.
Eagle Oil 4 Supply Co.
Gem Mfg. Co.
General Specialty Co.
Knox Co., The.
Lagonda Mfg. Co.
Liberty Mfg. Co.
Mauror, Labadie 4 Co.
McCrea 4 Co.. James.
Pierce Co.. Vim. B.
Pilley Pack'g 4 Flue Brush
Mfg. Co.
Pittsburg Gage 4 SupplyCo.
Robertson 4 Sons, Jas. L.
Sherwood Mfg. Co.
Stephenson Mfg. Co.
Stewart Heater Co.
Thomitson 4 Co., Richard.
Tube Cleaner Rods.
McCrea 4 Co., Jumes.
Tubing.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Turbine Generators.
Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co.
Typewriters. Electric.
BUckensderfer Mfg. Co.
Unions.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Valves.
Albany Steam Trap Co.
Amor. Steam Gage 4 Valve
Mfg. Co.
Ashton Valve Co.
Cadman Mfg. Co., A. W.
Crane Co.
Chapman Valve Co.
Davis Regulator Co.. G. M.
Foster Engineering Co.
Jenkins Bros.
Lunkenheimer Co.
McLaughlin Brothers.
National Valve Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Pittsburg Gage 4 SupplyCo.
Powell Co., Wm.
Ross Valve Co.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Standard Steam Specialty
Co.
Walworth Mfg. Co.
Watson 4 McDaniel Co.
Valves, Back Pressure.
Standard Steam Specialty
Co.
Valves, Cylinder Relief.
Amer. Steam Gage 4 Valve
Mfg. Co.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.

Valves, Brain.
Lunkenheimer Co^, The.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Valves, Float.
Foster Engineering Co.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Standard Steum Specialty
Co.
Valves, Foot.
Newman Mfg. Co.
Valves, Gate.
Walworth Mfg. Co,
Valves, Hydraulic.
Crane Co.
Pitts. Gage C Supply Co.
Powell Co . The Wm.
Watson-Stillman Co.
Valve Motors.
Northern Elect'cal Mfg. Co
Valves, Pump.
Morgan 4 Wright.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
Power Si>ecialty Co.
Valves, Reducing.
Davis Regulator Co., G. M.
Foster Engineering Co.
Mason Regulator Co.
Standard Steam Specialty
Co.
Watson 4 McDaniel Co.
Valves, Regrindlng.
Powell Co.. The Wm.
Valves, Regulating.
Fisher Governor Co.
Mason Re&nl&toi Co.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Standard Steam Specialty
Co.
Valves, Relief.
Amer. Steam Gage 4 Valve
Mfg. Co.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Valves, Safety.
Amer. Steam Gage 4 Valve
Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Safety Valve
Co.
Crane Co.
Lunkenheimer Co.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Powell Co.. The Wm.
Valves, Safety Pop.
Amer. Steam Gage 4 Valve
Mfg. Co.
Lunkenheimer Co.. The.
Powell Co., The Wm.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Valve Reseating Machine.
Leavitt Machine Co.
Valves, WTater Relief.
Aiuit. Steam Gage 4 Valve
Mfg. Co.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Powell Co.. The Wm.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Ventilating Apparatus.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Exeter Machine Co.
Powor Specialty Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Vises.
Jacobson Machine Mfg. Co.
Water Columns & Alarms.
Crano Co.
Davis Co., John.
Gritting Iron Co., A. A.
Lunkenheimer Co.
Pittsburg Gage4SnpplyCo.
Powell Co.. Wm.
Reliable Water Gauge Co.
Reliance Gaugo Column Co.
Wright Mfg. Co.
Wnter Filtration and
Softening Plants.
Harrison Safety Boiler Wks.
Industrial Water Co.
Scaife 4 Sons Co., Wm. B.
Water Wheels* Turbines.
Leffel 4 Co.. James.
Power Specialty Co.
Whistles, Chime.
Amer. Steam Gage & Valva
Mfg. Co.
Lunkenheimer Co., The.
Pitts. Gage 4 Supply Co.
Powell Co.. Wm.
Star Brass Mfg. Co.
Wrenches.
Brock Wrench Mfg. Cc
Coes Wrench Co.
Trimont Mfg. Co.

Orders Follow
Every Trial
of

Keystone

Grease
Because it needs no further argu
ment to convince an engineer that
it is the longest-lasting, most ser
vice-giving, friction reducing lubri
cant on the market.

KEYSTONE

GREASE

is the best of all lubricants, and we leave it to
Keystone Grease to prove it.
Try it where you will, on any kind of bearings,
any kind of machine; try it indoor and outdoor—
where temperature is highest or lowest, or where it
constantly changes from one extreme to the other,
and we stake our word that Keystone Grease
will give perfect results—entire satisfaction.
A single pound will last longer and do better
work than 3 to 4 gallons of high-grade oil, or from
3 to 5 pounds of any other grease or lubricating
compound—barring none.
FREE
A large can and a heavy, brass grease cup to every
engineer who will send us his name and business
address.

Keystone Lubricating Co*
20th and Allegheny Ave.,
Wo are independent man
ufacturers. No connec
tion whatever with oil
trust.

Philadelphia, Pa.
In sending name please state size
of tap, also horsepower and where
it is intended to use grease so
that we can send the proper cup.
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MANUFACTURERS
Contemplating establishing plant*
In the West should take advantage
of a location on

December 15, 1904.

KLINGER

REFLEX

WATER

GAUGES

sad "WILTBONCO"
ECONOMIZER
GAUGE MOUNTINGS.

Increases Boiler Capacity
20 to 40 per cent.
and keeps a large volume of
water above the boiling point
always available in case of emer
gency. It also prevents unequal
expansion and contraction of
boilers.

Chicago & North-Western Ry
which reaches the famous
WATER POWERS
COAL FIELDS,
IRON ORE RANGES,
HARD AND SOFT
LUMBER DISTRICTS
of the West and Northwest, and
affords the best means of transpor
tation to the markets of the world,
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO
MARVIN HUGHITTJr.. E. 0. BRIGHAM,
Freight Traffic Mgr., Qin'l Freight Agtnt,
CHICAGO.
The Only Way
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
AND
PEORIA
Handsomest, most
luxurious trains in the
world ; completely
rock -ballasted road
bed, no dust, no dirt,
no smoke, no cinders.

ALTON'S
1905
GYPSY

As supplied for all of the prin
cipal Navies of the World, Mer
chant Marine, and for Locomo
tives, Automobiles, Stationary
and Portable Boilers. :: :: ::
ADVANTAGES :
Quick and reliable observation of the water level.
Safe, sure and durable at high pressures.
Not affected by cold air drafts.
Most effective protection against injury to boilers.
All other safety devices, wire netting, etc., superflu
ous.
Absolute protection agains injuries to workmen.
Eliminating expense for exchange glass tubes.
Saving annoyance and loss of time due to breakage.
Easy application to all existing boiler mountings.
Glass easily removed for cleaning without disturbing
connections.
Note:—"With the ordinary Gauge Glass Tube one can
not tell whether it is full or empty.
When filled with WATER the Reflex Gauge always
appears BL4CK. When empty it instantly shows
WHITE. No mistake poss!1-' This feature alone is
of greatest importance.
WM. T.

BONNER

& CO.

Engineers,
Contractors and Manufacturers,
53 STATE STREET. BOSTON.
Factory: Charles town, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 141 BROADWAY.

The Reliable Water
Gauge and Column

Gilbert
Wood

cArt
Calendar^
Five Sheets, Each 10X13 In-chkk
SEXD 25 CTS.
with name of publlration in which yon rra<l this mtvertisenient,
to
Geo.
J Railway,
. CHARLTON,
General Passenger
Agent,
Chicago
A' Alton
Lock Box
VLL..I
am
I get the
handsomest
calendar
ofthe618.
year.CHICAGO,
Four gracefu
vertiieinentsand ready for

Saves io to 20 per cent,
in Fuel. „

INDUSTRIES
ARE

Designed for high or low pressure,
natural or mechanical draft.

OFFERED

We also install mechanical draft
plants with orwithout Economizer.

LOCATIONS

Send for Catalog.

THE
GREEN

ECONOMIZER
CO.
MATTEAWAN, N. Y.

18 NONBREAKABLE.
Thousands in use.
Glass », in. thick;
hard as stool; never
break. Applied withoutalterations tofittings. Last lift of
boiler.Price,$6.50 up.
Reliabe Water Gauge Co.
I61o Pine St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Pulleys
Saginaw Manufacturing Co.,
Saginaw, Mich., U. S. A.
New York Branch—U Dey Street.
Chicago BrHnch—32 S. Canal Street.
Sali*s Agencies in all I If principal cities.
Cable Address: Engrave. ABC
and Liober's Codes.

You Don't Have to
Stop The Engine
to tighten up

WITH
Satisfactory Inducements,
Favorable Freight Rates,
Good Labor Conditions,
Healthful Communities,
ON THE LINES OF
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL R.
AND THE
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley R. R.
For fall information and descriptive
pamphlet address
J. C. CLAIR,
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSIONER,
1 Park Row, Chlcage, III.

Split

AMERICAN

PATENTED IN THE UNITED STATES
AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

PULLEYS
The American holds to the
shaft without key or set-screw
and it Holds.
SOLD BY SUPPLY HOUSES
EVERYWHERE.
The American Pulley Co.
29th and Bristol Streets,
PHILADELPHIA, - PA.
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ThcOhioWatcr Gauge

is EXTRA HEAVY in
design and handsomely
finished. It is quick act
ing; a
turn of the stem
opening or closing the
valves effectually. It is
very strong and durable,
and will work safely at
2 50 pounds pressure.
The "OHIO" is also
made in a heavier
pattern than the one
illustrated,with brass
levers and Tobin
Bronze stems for ma
rine service.
Shall we Mail You Our
Catalogue of Valves
and Fittings?

THE

OHIO

BRASS

The

Saddle

CO.
Gall

You?

MANSFIELD, OHIO.

Alphabetical Index of Advertisers on pages 76-77.
SEND FOR IT!

An Interesting Book
Free on Request
together with samples of
Dixon's Flake Graphite
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,
Jersey City. N J

"Original Barnes"
LATHES
El
9 In. to 32 In, Swing
No. 4H Lathe 9 in. x 24 In
List, $fir> no
No. 5
" 11 in, i 34 in. .. L'9t. $90.00
Our IS in. Lathes made 5 to 10 feet
long. Send for lntho ca'alne.
W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO ,
920 Ruby St..
Rockfnrd, 111.

Send in the Coupon Today

COES' ^."Knifc-Handle'Vk WRENCHES
GOES WRENCH CO.,
Worcester Haas.
Agents *
J. H. McCarty&Co., New York.
John H. Graham ACo.. New York
Stardard

BROCK WRENCH MFG. CO., Garwood, N. J

Does the close confinement to unprofitable
and uncongenial drudgery irritate and gall you?
Throw off the saddle. Get out of the unprofitable
and uncongenial work where progress is nearly
impossible. There is no reason why you should
not be the rider. The International Correspond
ence Schools' system of training by mail will put
you in the saddle and help you to earn more. By
our method of instruction thousands of mechanics
and tradesmen have advanced in place and salary.
Many have risen from the lowest to the highest
positions in their calling. The accounts of the
rise of some of our students read like romance.
What we have done for others we can do for
you.
Decide today to better your condition—
then let us help you. We train you in your spare
time, at small expense to you.
Mark X before the position that interests you, fill in the coupon,
and mail it to us. We will send full particulars and our book entitled
"1001 Stories of Success." which srives the names, addresses, and
advancement of over a thousand of our students in all parts of the
world.

Brock's Wrenches
FOR ENGINEERS
Drop Forged
from Best Quality
Steel Bar.
Lighter, stronger and
I mo re dnrnhle than
I others. Write for cat
alogue and price list.
New York Warehouse,
Fiance
38 Cortiandt Street.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 939, Scranton, Pa.
Please send me. free, a copy of " 1001 Stories of Success," and explain how I can
qualify for the position before which I have marked X.
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Show-Card Writer
Window Dresser
Hydraulic Engineer
Electrician
Municipal Engineer
_ Telephone Engineer
Ad Writer
Chemist
Bridge Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Ornamental Designer
Stationary Engineer
Machine Designer
Mechanical Draftsman
Navigator
Marine Engineer
R. R. Construction Eng. Surveyor
Bookkeeper
Mining Engineer
Gas Engineer
r Stenographer
French 1
With
Refrigeration Engineer
Sanitary Engineer
Traction Engineer
Architect
German > Edison
Architectural Draftsman Spanish J Phonograph]
Electric-Lighting Supt.
Sheet-Metal Draftsman
Electric-Railway Supt.
Commercial Law
Name^.
Street and No..
Ci7y_
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Standards!

"Rubberbestos"
IIIADE-MAP.K BEG.
SHEET AND PISTON
PACKINGS
Made of ASBESTOS AND RUBBER.
Compounded and Vulranizod in the most
scientific manner that science can suggest to
meet the requirements of modern
engineering. Best Results are Ob
tained and Tighter Joints sei
cured where High Pressure is
a
Carried.
EfJ" Made also with a Wire or
Metal Insertion for uneven flanges or
extreme cases.

r

"RUBBERBESTOS"
TRADE-MARK ERG.
SPIRAL PACKING
Is excellent on Steam, Water or Am-

1 0,000 Feel "American" Transm Isslon Rope Sold
The Carnegie Steel Co.
&/>e AMERICAN MFG. CO.
Manila, Jls al and J u t • Cordage
65 Wall Street, NEW YOR.K
85 Kinzio St., CHICAGO
Our scientific method of construction combined
with the general excellence of our product, is the
reason there is more

™» ™ pacKing ana aoes not touch the rod
"NO, try this.
"RUBBERBESTOS"
TEATJE-MAEK EEO.
Sectional Gasket
PATENTED
Bmi?RBN fh0LE,B AND .HAND HOLES OF
Kthe dKubberbestos
fi?" , lhey 5,ave
a wire incorporated
withcoupling which ™n„„t v,i„
Compound,
and an improved
i rm.
wire adds to its pressure-resisting quauges and m^A^^jS^^SSt^
following sizes : %, %,
H, H in.
Send to us for
address of near
est Agent.

"AMERICAN";ranosmisps,°?
now in service than all other brands. It stands
unchallenged, "The best example of the rope
makers' art."
"A Little Blue Book on Rope Transmission" sent
free of charge upon request.

A, W. CHESTERTON & CO., 64 India Street, BOSTON, MASS.

The "STANDARD" Auxiliary Spring Gauge
This gange is meeting with general
favor among the discriminating buyers
and is particularly adapted for Marine,
Locomotive and High Pressure Station
ary Boilers. It fulfills the requirements
for an accurate, reliable gauge in cases
where the single or double tube gauge
has not given entire satisfaction.
We also manufacture the "Standard"
Recording Gauge. Counters, Clocks, etc.
We solicit correspondence, and Bample
gauges will be cheerfully furnished to
the trade.
Standard Gauge Mfg. Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.
New York Office, 141 Broadway.
Chicago, 58 W. Washington St.
Pacific Coast Agents, Geo. H. Tay Co..
San Francisco, Los Angeles and Seattle.

Plain

Sectional

jTREE

for the Asking

Ask us for a Sample of

VISCOLENE
Cold will not stiffen it.
Heat will not melt it.
It sticks to the bearings like grim death, and will not gum.
If you are a believer in lubricating economy yoti will write us.
VISCOLENE LUBRICANTS CO.
415 East 144th Street,

"BESTALLIC" ASBESTOS FOLDED GAS
KETS for manhole, handhole and flange joints are
Superior to rubber, copper or lead gaskets, and are
the only successful gasket for high pressure and
superheated steam. They are made from pure, tight
ly woven asbestos with a fine, brass wire insertion.
They will not burn out or blow out and may be re-used
many times. They are particularly adapted for tube
caps of water tube boilers.
ADVANCE RING. PACKINQ is cut to exact size
of rod and box, and has no equal for steam, water and
ammonia.
Samples Mailed Upon Request.

Advance Packing & Supply Co., 55 South canal street. Chicago.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

"BESTALLIC"
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Dearborn

Water

Treatment

Stops that expense and worry over scale in
waters of all classes for boiler purposes.
Chicago laboratory for analysis.

DEARBORN
120 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORr

73

ENGINEER.

DRUG

&

boilers.

We correct

Send gallon sample to

Write for Booklet "C."

CHEMICAL

15 BRANCH OFFICES IN U. S.

Jamestown, N. Y., October 27, 1904.
Cling-Surface Co.
These belts run from our 1000 HP engine 20' pulleys (62
R~P M to 31* pulleys (450 R P M). They are 40" face, double
leathers on 45 and 35 ft. centers. Were doing 500 HP when photofraphed and would do much more. I have used Cling-Surface
ere for five yeirs and am satisfied. These belts are clean, pliable
and in fine condition. The longer is 4 ft. slack and the other 22*
slack. I believe in slack belts and Cling-Surface permits them.
W. H. Cobb, Ch. Engr., Broadhead Worsted Mills.

Dynamotors
and
ell Kinds of
Direct-current
Transformers.

Five

Years
Crocker-Wheeler Company
Manufacturers of Direct
Alternating Currant
•tort, Direct Current Motor*
and .Accessories.
Ampere, N. J.
Branch Offices in 16 Large CItie*.

Note what this engineer says. He knows and the photograph
proves it. Cling-Surface has kept these big belts in fine condition
and they walk off with 500 HP easily and would do much more.
If they had to be run tight, ordinary practice would requite
about 2500 lbs. tension per belt—5000 lbs.—which Cling-Surface has
relieved the engine, belts, bearings and shafting of and the belts
need no attention. Try Cling-Surface yourself.
Cling-Surface Company
164-170 Virginia St Buffalo N Y
New York
Chicago
Boston
Philadelphia
St Louis

FAIR OFFERS
We will send an INDICATOR or REDUCING WHBKU
both] subject to examination at Express Office, to be
aionr expense it not found to be nrst-claas la
il. or *< will rend one of our BOOT SUCKBH
TV BE CLEANERS, subject to trial and ap
proval, to be returned if not satisfactory

One of the
Trimo
Tools
This is our Trimo Pipe Wrench, companion to the
Trimo Bulldog Chain Wrench and the Trimo Pipe
Cutter. This wrench is drop forged from bar steel and
is unequalled for strength, durability and safety. It grips
the pipe firmly, but cannot lock on it. The movable jaw can
be easily and cheaply renewed when it becomes worn. All parts
interchangeable. Our catalog is worth having.
Trimont Mfg. Co., Roxbury, Mass.
L

Complete,

THE SOOT SUCKER
draws the soot from the tribes withoat admitting steam into I"
Spencer Damper Regulator
Automatic Oil Cups
Orate Bars, All Kinds
Steam and Oil Separators
Furnace Blowers
reliable, Beady for various pressures without change offspring.
OUARANTBED CORRECT.

SEND FOB OUR CATALOOUE.

JOHN 5. BUSHNELL CO.,
124 and 126 Liberty St.,
NEW YORK.
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THE
TRADE NOTES.

POWER AND MINING MACHIN
ERY Co. started business a little over a
year ago, having secured the works of the
Holthoff Mining Machinery Co., at Mil
waukee, where it immediately commenced
extensive improvements for the manufac
turing of its gas machinery. The extension
of these works was begun in August, 1903,
less than 1 year ago; and the same are
hardly completed, but will be ready within
60 days for extensive operation.
In the meantime the company has taken
upwards of a million dollars' worth of or
ders for Loomis-Pettibone gas apparatus
and Crossley gas engines, which are being
constructed in its shops at the present time.
These orders have been placed with the
most representative and conservative com
panies, among which are the following :
Velardena Mining & Smelting Co., Velardena, Durango, Mexico; F. W. Snow,
Hillburn, N. Y.; Gould Coupler Co., Depew, N. Y. ; D. Lovejoy & Son, Lowell,
Mass. ; Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N.
Y. ; Pennsylvania Steel Co., Steelton, Pa. ;
Dufresne & Locke, Montreal, P. Q., Can
ada; Milford Electric Light Co., Milford,
N. H. ; Motor Engine Co., 15 William
street, New York City; Potosina Electric
Co., San Luis Potosi, S. L. P., Mexico;
Amparo Mining Co., Drexel Building, Phil
adelphia, Pa. ; International Steam Pump
Co., 114 Liberty street, New York City;
Atha Tool Co., Newark, N. J.; Elmira
Water, Light & Railroad Co., Elmira, N.
Y. ; Sayles' Bleacheries, Salesville, R. I.;
W. H. Cone, Berlin,,. Ont., Canada; Bay
State Eerge, Cambridge, Mass. ; Newton
Gas & Electric Co., Newton, N. J.; Lex
ington Railway Co., Lexington, Ky. ; Well-"
ington Meat Export Co., Ltd., Wellington,
New Zealand ; Avino Mines of Mexico, Ltd,,
Avino, Durango, Mexico; Phelps, Dodge
Co. (Montezuma Copper Company), Nacozari, Sonora, Mexico ; Taylor Mfg. Co., Co
lumbia, S. C.
YORK MFG. CO., York, Pa., recently
received the following contracts for ma
chinery : From Westerberg & Williams,
New York City, one 7j^-ton machine ;
from the Augusta Brewing Co., Augusta,
Ga., a 90-ton compression side ; and from
the Coshocton, Ohio, Ice & Cold Storage
Co., a complete 15-ton ice making and
cold storage plant.
GOLD MEDAL AND SPECIAL DI
PLOMA have been awarded to the Mietz
& Weiss Oil Engine at the Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition. This is not an unusual
thing, as the Mietz & Weiss oil engine has
received gold medals at practically every
exposition since its appearance on the mar
ket in 1897. One of the latest adaptations
of the kerosene oil engine is to the hoist
ing of freight in dock work. Engines are
built from 2 to 30 horsepower and, where
the work is intermittent, can be started and
stopped quickly with no waste of fuel dur
ing the non-running period.
ADAM COOK'S SONS, 313 West St.,
New York City, the makers of Albany
Grease, are in receipt of a letter from C.
F. Miller, superintendent of ice depart
ment, Sparta Gas & Electric Co., Sparta,
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111., in which he states that the company
has tested this well-known lubricant and
finds it much the best grease that it has
ever used. Mr. Miller adds : "We would
like very much if we could use cups on all
of our bearings, as the Albany Grease lasts
so long, and saves much trouble in oiling."
Adam Cook's Sons offer to send a sample
of Albany Grease and an Albany cup free
of charge to engineers for testing.

Positions wanted advertisement* not exceeding
SO word* for subscribers to The Engineer will be
inserted twice free of charge.
Help wanted and special advertisements, SO
word* or less, $1.50 per insertion; additional words
1 cents each.
Original letters of reference should not be en
closed with replies to advertisements appearing in
these columns, as they are frequently mislaid and
lost. A copy ofthe reference will serve the purpose
POSITION
as engineer. Experienced with high speed
and low speed Corliss engines, compound
condensing D. C. generators and motor; Me
chanical draughtsman. Would like to make
a change by Jan. 1, 1905. Four years with
present firm. Al references if desired. Ad
dress A. 3. R.. care The Engineer.
23-2
POSITION
by a technical graduate (24 years of age) in
a large power plant. Familiar with all
kinds of steam and electrical machinery.
Only living wages expected at first. At pres
ent am employed as machinist in railroad
shops. Can furnish reference. Address 8.
G. L., care The Engineer.
24
POSITION
as constructing engineer with the following
experience: General foreman of machine
shop two years, superintendent of construc
tion on cement plants three vears, technical
graduate. Have first-class * engineer's pa
pers; also drafting room experience. Firstclass references.
Address C, care The
Engineer.
24
POSITION
as engineer, electrician, or to do machine
work, being capable of running lathe, planer,
drill press and screw machine, having had
3 years' experience. Contracting on electri
cal work of all classes of wiring; also gas
fitting. Second class engineer's license of
Buffalo. I am 22 years of age; will go anywhere. Address J. B., care The Engineer. 24
POSITION.
First-class engineer wants position In
southern states. Understand electric gener
ators and motors, cotton compresses, con
densing and simple engines, boilers, pumps,
etc. Can superintend repairs and pipe fit
ting. Hold first class marine chief certifi
cate. Strictly sober and reliable. Wish to
return south. Address X. Y. Z., care The
Engineer. State salary.
'
24
POSITION
by first-class engineer who is thoroughly
competent. Am experienced in the opera
tion of high and low speed and condensing
engines. Have had experience In electrical
and refrigerating plants. Strictly temper
ate, industrious, progressive. Hold Sioux
City, la., license. Am now employed, and
can furnish good references. Address H.
I., care The Engineer.
24
POSITION WANTED
by engineer in electric lighting and all
kinds of repairing work; am familiar with
and own an Indicator. Can furnish best of
references. At present employed, but de
sire change. Address A. E. S., care The
Engineer.
23-2
POSITION WANTED
to set up Corliss or slide valve engines and
to do steam fitting. I am a thorough engi
neer. I am strictly temperate and can give
Al references as to ability. Address H., care
The Engineer.
23-2
POSITION WANTED.
A graduate In electrical engineering, with
right years' practical experience. An ex
pert on the testing of electrical machinery,
especially complete power and lighting
plants. Accurate calculations, thorough
tests. Open for permanent or limited con
tract positions. Can furnish first-class ref
erences. Address W. A., care The Engineer.
23-2
POSITION WANTED
by engineer and machinist as engineer in
small plant. Sober and Industrious. On
tario preferred. Address R. W., care The
Engineer.
23-2
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POSITION WANTED
by a steady, sober and industrious young
engineer, experienced In the care and man
agement of boilers, high speed and low
speed engines, D. C. generators and motors,
A. C. generators and transformers, line work
and interior wiring, arc lighting and general
power plant work. I. C. S. student. A. J.
D., care The Engineer.
24
POSITION WANTED
as chief engineer of eiecttlc light plant or
flour mill by an engineer with Minnesota
chief engineer's license. Not afraid of work
and can furnish best of references as to charactor and ability. 30 years of age (married).
Have got steam indicator and tools. Ad
dress Lock Box 449, care The Engineer. 24
POSITION WANTED
by engineer; 10 years' experience; handled
water-tube boilers of 100 H. P., Corliss en
gines of 200 H. P.; 4 years with Westinghouse and General Electric alternators; first
class license; sober, married; age 28. Want
to better position; prefer factory, flour mill
or light plant in Iowa or Minnesota. Ad
dress W. A. G., care The Engineer.
24
POSITION WANTED
by up-to-date, live, executive man of long
experience in central station Installation,
operation and management. Have installed
and operated some of the very largest plants
In this country while in the employ of the
largest and best known manufacturers. De
sires to settle down. Very best references.
Address N. C. H., care The Engineer.
24
PERMANENT POSITION WANTED
In southern Illinois or Indiana, as engineer
in refrigerating, packing or power plant, by
young single man. I. C. S. student. Five
years with boilers, pumps, ice machines,
Corliss and automatic engines. References.
Firms answering please give plant data and
usual salary. Open for engagement Jan. 1.
Address "E. C. C," care The Engineer. 24
WANTED
position as engineer in large mill or institu
tion; 20 years' experience, best of refer
ences; first-class unlimited Mass. license;
will send copies of references If desired. Ad
dress H. B., care The Engineer.
23-2
WANTED
position as superintendent of electric light
ing plant. Can come on 60 or 90 days' no
tice. Have had several years' experience as
superintendent, and can give best of refer
ence. Am 32 years of age and married. Am
employed at present but can give good rea
son for wanting to make change. Address
Box 332, care The Engineer.
23-2
WANTED
position as oiler, fireman or helper in power
plant by young man who has had two years
experience, first-class Ohio license and can
do pipe fitting. Wish to get into plant hav
ing electrical machinery. Would.go anywhere.
Excellent reference furnished. Address L.
B. R., care The Engineer.
23-2
WANTED.
Mass. 3d class engineer would like a posi
tion in saw mill or office building; 12 years'
experience. Good references. Address En
gineer, 46 La Grange St.. Boston, Mass.
23-2
WANTED
position as engineer in a small steam-elec
tric plant or assistant in a large one. Five
years' experience with engineers and two
years with electric machinery. Can furnish
good references and am a student in Inter
national correspondence schools of Scranton,
Pa. At present employed but desire a
change. Will
go ail
anywhere. Address J. M.
~..«..0*-.
», m 6u
Greer, London, Ky.
23-2
SITUATION WANTED
as manager or superintendent of electric
lighting or power plant. I have had seven
teen years of varied practical experience.
References furnished. Honorable reasons for
changing. Will be at liberty December IB,
1904. Address W. S. Newman, Lambertville.
N. J.
23-2
SITUATION WANTED.
Engineer competent to handle large plant
would like to change position. Familiar
with modern types of boilers, engines, gen
erators, air compressors, etc., and can show
high grade executive and mechanical abil
ity. Have first-class Indicator outfit. Thirty
years of age, married, and never touch alco
holic drinks. Address L. J. M., care The
Engineer.
24
FOR SALE CHEAP.
Full line of brass patterns (gated), also
all machinery and stock of the New Engi
neers' Favorite Flue Cleaner. For further
particulars inquire of Stewart Heater Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
tf
IF INTERESTED,
send postal card for catalog, giving a com
plete description of Hawkins' Practical En
gineers' Library, consisting of seven volumes
on steam and electrical engineering, and
mechanical drawing. Theo. Audel & Co., 63
Fifth Ave., New York City.
If
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A DISPATCH from Boston says that
two 15-year-old boys of that city have
established a wireless telegraphic con
nection between their home, i mile
apart. This recalls the fact that 30 days
after the appearance of the first pub
lished accounts of Bell's invention of
the telephone, two New York boys had
built and were successfully operating
an experimental telephone system of
their own. These two boys have since
achieved dictinction in the electrical
field, and have for many years been
allied in business. They are Prof.
Frank B. Crocker, of Columbia Univer
sity, and Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler.
THE EXPORT TRADE of the
Burt Manufacturing Co:, of Akron,
Ohio, is one to be proud of. It has
recently sent 3 oil filters to supply its
trade at St. Petersburg, Russia, and 27
, oil filters and exhaust heads to its
agency at Genoa, Italy, as well as a
shipment of 12 exhaust heads and 3 oil
filters to its agency at Halmo, Sweden.
THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER
& SUPPLY CO., of Cleveland, O., has
just shipped the second of t</o 200horsepower, 220 volt, type M. T. mag
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netic switch controllers to the Lorain
plant of the National Tube Co. They
are for the control of the reversing
motors driving the tilting tables on each
side of the plate mill. These controllers
give automatic acceleration, which can
be adjusted to the maximum rate consis
tent with safety of motors and gearing.
Other recent shipments of controllers
of this type have been made to The
Carnegie Steel Co. and to The Lacka
wanna Steel Co , also to the Illinois
Steel Co.

It's

Good

Enough

For

Him*

THE BUNDY STEAM TRAP
is Good Enough For Uncle Sam.
The following list of a few of the V. S. Governmental Institu
tions in which Bundy Traps are used, will attest their popu
larity with the officials, and that the adoption of this Trap la
a sure means of profit-bearing results.
West Point Military Academy.
Dep't Interior, Washington, D. C.
Insane Asylum, Washington, D. C.
U. S. Capitol Bldg., Washington.
Home For Disabled Volunteers.
National Military Home, Ohio.
NatT Home, Johnson City, Tenn.
IN ALL, ABOUT 100 BUNDY STEAM TRAPS,

THE CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE CO., Limited, has sold to the
Hamilton Cataract, Power, Light &
Traction Co. for use in its Victoria sub
station at Hamilton, Ontario, two motor
generator sets, each consisting of a
synchronous motor and a direct-current
generator. The motor-generator sets
will be of the two-bearing type, the
generators delivering direct current at
550 volts to the railway system, and
each being rated at 750 kilowatts.
These motor-generator sets will be
built at the works of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co., at East
Pittsburg, Pa.

A conservative estimate will grant
that BUNDY Traps are saving the
Government $10,000 a year in coal
alone.
Our Specialty—FUEL REDUCTION
in all steam-using i)lants—high or low pressure.
We solicit your enquiries, with descrip
tion of conditions. Kach letter receives
attention of a competent engineer.

American - Thompson
Improved Steam Engine

Address, Dept. "E"
A* A. Gaffing Iron Company
449 Communipaw Ave., JERSEY CITY, N J.
OR
PHILADELPHIA. 380 BOURSE BLDG.
BOSTON,
SEVENTY,
STREET.
:j, 1 THE BOv>KURK, KILBY
UlU.U.n,
ILL

INDICATOR
GAUGES, POP, SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVES,
WHISTLES, COUNTERS. CLOCKS, ETC.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.B<^T.ON>

Power

Moves

Why

the

Waste

World

It?

Wet steam wastes power faster than a mortgage draws interest.
Your practical experience has taught you that. This being so, we ask
you, are you profiting by what the experience of over 25,000 other
engineers has demonstrated? Namel}7, that

AUSTIN
Steam Separators
HxsH
Fia. "E"
Horizontal
Separator

Increase the

Capacity

of the Steam

Plant

FIQ. "H"
Vertical
Separator

How? By furnishing the engine with absolutely dry steam—the expansive, elastic kind that doesn't shirk
duty when it gets inside the cylinder. An engine always likes an Austin Separator for company. It gives
it dry steam, guards it from accidents due to water being drawn over from the boilers. Helps out the engine,
too, when there is a sudden increase in the load, because a Separator of our large receiver types really acts
as an accumulator, as well as a separator. One way to look into the matter will be to write for our catalog
showing complete line. Another way, the best way, is to let us send you a machine on 30 days' trial, the
freight charges to be our loss if it should fail to demonstrate its efficiency.
AUSTIN
37 Woodbridg'e Street

SEPARATOR

COMPANY
DETROIT, MICH., U. S.

A.
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THE HART
Force

Sight

Feed

Oil Pump

Made In all sizes and number of feeds required.
O\T/\L0G OF IMOICMOKS, m

?

\/yOfCWWC
We te/\cV\\-n.Dic^or worx. E? if Wamtu
iHOBOUOHVt.WB f URNISH
fj ■
EVtKY
INDICHTO^TO PRACTICE. WITH
■
V>,tn,l
to wwrouno«N
a
Mil
INDICATOR WlttfV»piKNmt'lIW^k4V Xj II
1
SfECIM. REDUCED R»,TE FOR, ■ ▼ ■ #J to »
fiBiT student in evh cit\t. |
| ▼ I ■ mmm
Inoicmok Instruction (c Scran tom, PtrtNf\.-

Ten Thousand In Operation

For descriptive
catalogue and
prices write
Sherwood

Manufacturing

This tells the story of the popularity of our natural gas burners.
But it does not tell it completely. A few forceful facts and figures
will be forwarded if
you are interested.
Drop us a line.

Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Manufacturers of
EJeotors,
Lubricators,
Oil Pumps,
OU Cups,
Orease Oups,
Gauge Coeks,
Flu* Borapers and Blowers,
Cleaners,
High Grade Brass and Bronxe Casting!.
Special Bran Work of All Kinds to Ordm.
Catalogue and Price List
i Advenes Paekins and Supply Co.,
on Application.
1 H Sonth Canal St., Chicago. -

Klrkwood Pat. Burner.
$15 each
"Th* Best r
Open Burner,
TATE, JONES & CO, Ino,
Si 2-50 eacl
Contracting Engineer,
Offices: Empire Bk5g„ Pittsburg, Pa.
Works: Leet»dale,«Pa.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ADVERTISERS.
Co
76 Mooon Route. 15th ol month
91
Co
25 Ferguson Frank
£4 Indicator Instruction
Advance PackingA Supply Co. 34 CancoaMfg.
Correspondence
Morgan A Wright
28
Co., The
86 Fisher Governor Co., The
80 International
Albany Steam Trap Co.,
7 Carborundum
Schools
33
Morris
Mach.
Works
81
C.C.C.
A
St.
L.
B.
R.,
15th
of
mo.
79
Fitcliburg
Steam
Engine
Co
93
Allis-Chalmers Co
97 CAC Electric Co.,The,15th of mo. 86 Flower A Co., Walter L
International
Steam
Pumy
Co..
Morse.
R.
F
77 International Text Book Co.. 33 Mosher Water Tube Boiler Co .. 84
American A British Mfg. Co
M C. A E. I. Ry. Co
12
91 Foster Engineering Co
19 Ironton
American Diesel Eng. Co
91 Chandler A Taylor Co
Eng. Co.. The
92 Mound City Oil A Supply Co.... 8S
93
France Packing Co., 1st of mo . .
American Engine Co.,
95 Chaplin Fulton Co.
Mound Tool A Scraper Co
21
11
FrickCo
92
American Injector Co.,
15
Murray Iron Works Co., The 100
Valve Mfg. Co
19
American Mfg. Co
34 Chapman
Myers A Bro.. F. E
78>
A Co., A. W
34
American Pulley Co., The
32 Chesterton
Myriek
Machine Co
24
Chicago
A
Alton
R.
R„
15
of
mo.
32
Am. School Correspondence ....
Chicago
A
Northwestern
R.
R.
Jacobson Mach. Mfg.Co
89
American Steam Gauge A Valve
15th of the mo
32
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., The
79
Mfg. Co
75
Steam App. Specialty
Candy Belting Co., The
21 Jenkins Bros
27 McClure Son A Co., Geo. W.. 78
American Steam Pump Co...... 80 Chicago
Co
25
McClave-Brooks Co
8S
4 Jessop A Sons. Ltd., Wm., lstof
Ames Iron Works
94 Clayton Air Compressor Works, 80 Gem Mfg. Co.,
General Special ty Co., The
4
McCrea A Co., James,
20
mo
Armstrong Mfg. Co., The
20
Flue Cleaner Mfg. Co.
Glasgow
Iron
Co
83
McGowan
Co..
The
Jno.
H
79
Jessop
Steel
Co.,
lstof
mo
Arnold Blect. Power Station Co., 78 Cleveland
1st of i he mo
GoubertMfg. Co., The
11 Jewell Belting Co
21 McLaughlin Bros
19>
Ashcroft Mfg. Co.. The
17 Cleveland
A
Whitehill
Co.
1st
of
Gould
Packing
Co
28
Johns-Manville
Co..
H.
W
28-80
McLennan
A
Co.
K.,
10O
Ashton Valve Co., The
1
month
Co., The.. 24
McLeod A Henry Co
85
Atlas Engine Works
91 Cling-Surface
Mfg. Co.,
73 Graphite Lubricating
Co.^ The
12
McNab A Harlin Mfg. Co., 1st of
Audel & Co., Theo. 1st of mo
Coes
Wrench Co
31 Greenaway
Engineering Co., The
83
mo
Austin Separator Co
13 Compressed
Air
20 Green
Greene Tweed A Co
25
Consolidated Engine Stop Co...
Green Fuel Economizer Co
-12
Consolidated Safety Valve
Greenwald
Co.,
I.AE.
15th
of
mo.
90
Co., The
17
1
KeelerCo.,E
84 Nason Mfg. Co
J. P., 1st of mo
Continental Iron Works, The... M Greenwood,
6
Kelley A Son, Benj. F
10 National Dry Kiln Co
Gritting Iron Co., A. A
75 Kellogg
Cook's
Sons.
Adam
24
National
Electric
Co
86
A
Co.,
E.
H.,
lstof
mo..
Babcock A Wilcox Co.. The.... 84 Cooper Co. TheC. AG
100 Griffith A Wedge Co.. 15th of mo. 90 Keystone LnbricatingCo
31 National Pipe Bending Co., The. 10
Ball Engine Co
90 Crane Co.,
National Valve Co
20
King Lubricator A BrassSupply
Baragwanath A Sons, Wm
9 Criss-Cross Tube Cleaner Co. 20-32
15
Co..
The
l"i Neemes Bros.. 1st of month
Ball A Wood Co., The
96
of
month
5
Newman
Mfg.
Co
77
Knowles
Steam
Pump
W'ks
80
Barnes Co., W. F. A Jno
S3 Crocker-Wheeler Co
73
Kohler Bros
78 New Britain Machine Co., The
Barnett Co.. G A H
1
30
1st of month
Bartlett A Snow Co., The C. O...100 Curtis A Curtis Co
Hall, William F. lstof mo
New Jersey Asbestos Co.. The .. 24
Bates Machine Co
— 2
Hancock
Inspirator
Co..
The....
17
New
York Belting A Packing
Baum Separator A Machine
Harrisbnrg Foundry A Machine
Co.. Ltd
2$
Co., The
Works
95
New
York
Safety Steam Power
Bayley A Sons Co., Wm
90
Harrisbnrg Pipe A Pipe Bending
Lagonda Mfg. Co., The
B
Co
92
Bingham A Co
..
£8 Davidson, M. T., 1st of month.
Co.,
The
11
Pump Wks
79 NicholsonA Co.,W. H.. lstof mo.
Blake Mfg. Co., The Geo. F
80
M. D., J. B
82 Lackawanna
A Son. I. B
8 Harris.
Northern Electrical Mfg. Co
87
Lahman. W. H.. lstof month...
Blakoslee Mfg. Co
80 Davis
Harris
Steam
Engine
Co.
Wm.
A.
95
John. The
20 Harrison Safety Boiler Works, .9-12 Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Co.. The. 80 NugentACo.,Wm.W.15thofmo. 90
Blickensderfer Mfg. Co
87 DavisCo.,
D'Este, Julian Co
1 Hartford Engine Works
Lamprey Co., The lstof month.
Bloomsbnrg A Co.. H.. 1st of mo.
90
Regulator Co., G.M.. lstof
Leavitt Machine Co., The, 1st of
BonnerACo.,Wm. T..15thof mo. 32 Davis
Hartford Steam Boiler Insp. A
month
mo
Bonson Furnaco A Boiler Co.. ..
Ins.
Co
84
Ohio Blower Co.. The
86
Deane
Steam
Pump
Co
80
A Co., James, The
90 Ohio
Bourse, The Philadelphia
78 Dearborn Drug A Chem. Works. 73 Hayden A Derby Mfg. Co., The. 17 Leffel
Brass Co., 15th of mo
S3
Liberty Mfg. Co
4 Ohio Injector
Brandt, Randolph
24 Desmond-Stephan Mfg. Co
Heine
Safety
Boiler
Co
1U0
Co.,
13
15 Hoffman Geo. W
Lindstrom. J. T
7 Olds Gasoline Engines Wks
Bristol Co., The. 1st of month..
1
89
Detroit
Lubricator
Co
15
Link-Belt Machinery Co
1-79 Otto Gas Engine Works
Brock Wrench Mfg. Co
S3 Diamond Drill A Machine Co.,.. 77 Holyoke Steam Boiler Wks. 15th
89
Co., The Geo. W ist of mo
Brown A Co., C. H
96 Di ion Crucible Co.. Jos
of month
85 Lord
33 Hooven.
Lukens Iron A Steel Co
78
Brownell Co.. The
90 Dodge MfK. Co.. The
Owens,
Rentschlor
79
Lunkenheimer
Co., The
18
Bruck Solidified Oil Co., 1st of
Co., The
96
Downie
Pump
Co.,
The,
1st
of
mo
mo
_ Dunham Co.. C. A
Hoppes
Mfg.Co
8
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co
22
8
Bryan, Wm. H
78
E. F. A Co
7
Penberthy Injector Co
14
7 Houghton,
Buckeye Boiler Skimmer Co— 5 Durable Steam Trap Co
Houston StanwoodA Gamble Co. 90
Penn.
Electrical
A
Ry
Supply
Co
2»
Buckeye Engine Co
92
Humphrey, H. H
18
Pennsylvania
Rubber
Co
24
Buffalo Forge Co
100
Huyotte, Paul B. . 1st of mo
Main neltingCo
21' Phoenix Iron Works Co., 15th of
Burt Mfg. Co., The
3
MmzelBros
IS
mo
85
Bushnell, Co. John S
78
Marinette Gas Engine Co
89 Pierce Co.". Wm. B
3
Martin Grate Co., 15th of month
Pilley PackingAFlue Brush Mfg.
EagloOilASnpplyCo
24
Mason Regulator Co., 15th of mo 20
Co
25
Engineering Times
Maurer, Labaudie A Co
5 Pittsburgh Gage A Supply Co. . .1-8
Epping-Carpenter Co
80 IdeASons, A. L
90 Merrill, G. U. , 1st mo
Powell Co..Tho Wm
24
Cadman Mfg. Co., A. W
19 Erio R. R
24 Illinois Central R. R. Co., 15th of
Minneapolis Steel A Mach. Co.. 93 Power A Mining Machinery Co.. 89
Cahall Sales Dept
84 Eureka Iron Co.. lstof month..
month
32 Model Gas Eng. Wks
89 Power Siiecinlty Co
100
India Alkali Works, 1st of mo. ..
Cameron Steam PumpW'ks, A.S. 81 Exeter Mach. Works, 1st of mo.
Modern Machinery Pub. Co. . . 30 Powers Co., E. L
78
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Presbrejr Fire Brick Wks
Providence Engr. Wks

«3
90

Quaker City Robber Co

29

Redding Engineering Co
Reeves Engine Co., The
Reliable Water Gauge Co
RelianceQauge Column Co
Restein & Co., Clement
Robbing & Myers Co
Roberts & Co., E. P
Robertson. Jas. L. A Sons
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FREE
Enough Lacing For
500 6-inch BELTS.
YOU CAN WASTE A
BARREL OF MONEY
Throwing away good lub
ricating oil for want of
An
Acme Oil Filter
When It comes to thor
oughly cleansing, pur
ifying and redeeming
oU that has been used
once, twice, or a dozen
times. AN AOHE OIL
F1LTKR accomplishes
wonders.
WE W ILL BEND ONE ON
30 Days' Free Trial
If It pleases you we'll
talk business. If it don't
make good, n o harm
done; just send It hack
at our expense.
Walter L Flower & Co.
711 Chemical Bldg.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

I£ you are interested in this offer,
fill in, tear out, and mail us the
coupon below.

Diamond Drill & Machine Co.
Birdsboro, Pa.
Gentlemen: Kindly send us fur
ther information regarding adver
tisement in The Engineer.
Name
Address
Employed by

the Thompson
Automatic REGULATOR
•with late improvements.
2oth Century Indicator,
Tube Cleaners, Shaking
Dumping and Stationary
GRATE BARS.
Send for Booklet.
Buy from the Manufacturer.
RICHARD THOMPSON tC CO.,
124-6 Liberty St., New York.

91
M

7eller, Geo. A., 1st of mo

ONE DOLLAR a Year
TWENTY-FOUR Copies
Engineer
4' 6 CENTS A COPY

The Continuous Service
Hydraulic

—Foot Valve—

Tools

Water can be taken continuously
and without interruption from streams
and ponds that are full of leaves,
twigs, fish, sticks, paper and other
refuse.

Our experience in building
Hydraulic Machines and Tools
of every description, is broad
and long, we cover the field
thoroughly.
Every tool turned out of our
shop is carefully made from start to finish. Our plant
is equipped with every facility to design and construct
any description of Hydraulic Machine needed for spec
ial work.
We build nearly 300 styles of Jacks alone. Jacks
that can be trusted to stand rough use and still be re
liable. Jacks for pushing, pulling, lifting or any
other service under the sun, where Jacks are used.
We have circulars of Jacks, Punches, Rail Benders, Tar Wheel Presses,
Motor Lifts. Glad to send you any ono—or all.
Illustrated General Index, No. 65, edition ''G" sont for tho asking.

WATSON-STILLMAN CO,,
46 Dey St., NEW YORK CITY.
Works :
453 The Rookery, CHICAGO.
Aldene, Union Co., N. J.

No Stoppage
Outer ncrcen re«ting
on bottom plate.

For Cleaning

The outer screen is raised by ropes
or chains for cleaning.
When outer screen is lowered into
position the knives at top and bottom
scrape the outer surface of the inner
screen and clean it.
The suction pipe extends to within
a few inches of the bottom plate of
valve, thus permitting of successful
operation in shallow water.
Write for prices.
The Newman Mfg. Co.,
26 Cortlandt St.,
New York.

Otiter screen drawn
part way ap on
suction pfpe.
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MECHANICAL
i ELECTRICAL
HIM OF HUM
CONSULTING,

A RNOLD ELECTRIC
I^OHLER BROTHERS,
POWER STATION CO. * *■ Contracting Electrical Engineer*
ENOINBERS CONSTRUCTORS LIGHTING. POWER. RAILWAYS.
For Complete Electric Plants. Results
1804-6-8-10-12 Fisher Bldg.
Guaranteed.
Suite IMS Marquette Bldg-., Chicago.
CHICAGO
DRYAN WILLIAM H.
LJ
M. Am. Boc M. E'b.
Consulting, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineer.
Power and Lighting Plants, Heating and
Ventilation, Smoke Abatement,Waterworks.
I.I ncol n Trust Bldg. , ST. LOUIS, MO.

JUfCCLURE, SON & Co., G.W.
■"J. , Engineers and Contractors.
Blast Furnace Construction, Fire Brick Hot
Blast Stoves, Open Hearth and Heating Fur
naces. All kinds Brick Work.
PITTSBURG, PA.

DOBERTS & CO., E. P.
IV.
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS.
Electric Railways, Light, Gas. Water works,
etc.
60£-605 Electric Bldg.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
E. P. ROBERTS.
I. H. aHEBWOOD.

.

4(CAW YOUR AD
npYGARD ENGINEERING
JL CO.
POWER PLANT ANX
^ in THE ENGINEER
MACHINERY
of Chicago"
INSTALLATION, TESTINC, OVERHAULING.
is the expression in many a letter of inquiry EXPERT GAS ENGINE WORK.
to manufacturers. Do they see yours therel
604 German Bank Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.
Why nott

CENTRALRAILWAY
STATIOI- OCHOTT, W. H.
TJUMPHREY, HENRY H. rViWFR?
UWVVLRO STREET
* *
CONSULTING
Engineer and Contractor.
1
DIRECTORIES
ENGINEER.
Complete, up-to-date mannals for Financial, SPECIALTIES : Central Station Heating
Water Works, Steam Plants, Electric
Official, Electrical and Mechanical reference Plants,
Light, Gas and Street Railway Plants.
Suite 1305 Chemical Building,
The K. L. POWERS CO., Publishers,
Long Distance
1220-21 Marquette Bldg.
180 Nassau St., New York.
ST. LOUIS.
"hone Central 2448.
CHICAGO
TSNT THE FACT
■*■
that THE ENGINEER
carries more pages of advertising per month
and has more regular individual advertisers
than any other paper In the field, signifi
cant t Think about it.

CHEAFF & JAASTAD,
^
Mechanical and
Electrical Engineers.
Plans and Specifications for, and Superin
tendence of Electric Po er and Lighting
Plants a specialty.
88 Water St., BOSTON, MASS.

WTOOLLEN & CALLON,
Engineers and Contractors.
Steam and Hot Water Heating, and Poto
House Construction. Ice Machine Week
Plans and Specifications Furnished.
17 South Alabama Street,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

QEDDING ENGINEERING CCHOTTE, ARMIN, C E. Y"OUR NAME
IV CO. cohMW«rs
*
in this
^
Engineer and Contractor.
DIRECTORY Or ENGINEERS
PITTSBURG. FA,
Complete Electric Light and Power Plants. 684 4th Ave.
Plans, Specifications and Estimates el
Builders of Pumping Machinery, Valves
Complete Manufacturing and Power Plantr is an introduction to thousands of desirable
and Heavy Fittings..
structural
Iron Work of every description.
clients not reached by any other pal.
Office and Works: 8173 SecorictAve.
Correspondence Solicited.
Sell and P. A. Phones.
PUUburg, Pa.
llcation.

"It is impossible for a man to keep up with the times and not have The Engineer."—A. C. Rynerson, Avalon, Cal.

«*•

HUSTON PATENT
Specify these Braces when ordering your Boiler.
Stronger, StifFer and Lighter than Iron.
HUSTON STANDARD

LUKENS IRON AND STEEL CO.,
Main Qffics and Works, Coatesvllle, Penna.

BOILER BRACE
HUSTON IMPROVED

Is pressed at one
SSSi^SPfirffl^
Boiler°SteeL
no wwup*.

BRANCH (PHILADELPHIA
OFFICES : \ BALTIMORE
agencies: { oha^neSlett.

NEW YORK
BOSTON
a.
* 00.

NEW ORLEANS
j. f!oorlett.

THE WILKINSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BRIDGEPORT, MONTGOMERY COUNTY
PENNA., U. 8. A.

The Greatest Stoker in the World

IT

WILL

PAY

YOU

to have a permanent exhibit of your
machinery or mechanical appliances in
The Exhibition
Department of the

Philadelphia

Bourse

18,000 Square Feet
Machinery can be shown in operation
If interested let us send you further particulars as to spaces, rates, etc
Address,
THE BOURSE,

Philadelphia

■
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LINK

OVERLAPPING
PIVOTED BUCKET CARRIER
(PATBMTBD)
Especially Adapted for Handling COAL and
ASHES in BOILER ROOMS

Adapted for handling coal, coke, ashes, slag,
stone, ores or other heavy or gritty materials.
It Is built in any proportions, but especially
suitable where great capacity, strength or
durability are essential.

Its action is rapid, silent and automatic. It
is highly durable and greatly reduces the time,
space and labor ordinarily consumed in the
operation
WE DESIGN AND INSTALL.
Elevating and conveying machinery of high
est efficiency for handling any material in bulk
or package.

.
LINK-BELT
Link-Belt Engineering Co
A.E.Lin
Phila.deiphi&. .

COMPLETE POWER TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENTS
INCLUDING J ACKSHAFTS, ROPE DRIVES, SHAFT
ING, PULLEYS, CLUTCHES, SHAFT BEARI NGS, Etc.

OUR BELT CONVEYORS
ARE EQUIPPED WITH BALL BEARING
ROLLS
consequently they possess higher efficiency,
consume less power, and the belts last longer,
than when even the most perfectly lubricated
rolls of ordinary type are employed.

HINERY
iCoSge^

Designing Coal and Ash Handling Machinery is a
JEFFREY

We design, man
ufacture and insta II comploto
outfits tot moot
every requirement
an heavy mill or
power plant work.
Correspondence
solicited.

SPECIALTY
Our staple line includes
Elevating, Conveying, Power
Transmitting, Screening,
Coal Washing and
Mining Machin
ery.
Catalogues free.

THE DODGE MANUFACTURING CO.. Mishawaka. Ind.. U. $. A.
BRANCHES—Boston, New York, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadelphia. Milwaukee.

LACKAWANNA PUMP WORKS

CO.
CHICAGO

Coal Crusher Combined Elevator and Conveyor,
Coal Storage Tacfk are embodied in this Power THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.,
House Equipment.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, U. S. A.

666 Walnut St., 8CRANTON, PA.
Exposition
STANDARD

MYERS

PUMPS.
Flyer
Via
"Big

THE JOHN H. McOOWAN CO.
Builders of
Pumping
Machinery
In Single, Duplex and
Fly Wheel Types.
Water Works Pumping
Engines,
CINCINNATI, O.

Four"
From

Cincinnati
To
St. Louis
Write for Rates and Folders.
Warren J, Lynch, Gen'l Pass. & Tkt. Agt.
W, P. Deppe, Ass' t Gen'l P. & T. A.
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

POWER
PUMPS
and Bulldozer Pow
er Working Heads
are built especially
for deep well work
Constructed
so as to em
body great
lilting power
with strength
and capacity.
For further
information send for catalogue.
F, E. MYERS & BRO.,
ASHLAND, O.
t
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NEW YOKK -106 Fulton SU
CHICAGO—32-3* W. Randolph St.
ST. LOUIS—"18-721 St. Charles St.
BOSTON—38 Oliver St.
SAN FRANCISCO—31 Main St
CLEVELAND-95-108 St. Clair St.
NEW ORLEANS—201-203 Magazine St
ROCHESTER -208-272 State St.
NORFOLK—71 Commercial Plaoe
PORTLAND, OKK«—83 First St
SEATTLE—119 Jackson St
CINCINNATI—822 Main St
PHILADELPHIA—1711 Market St

PITTSBURG—11 Market St
DETROIT—97-101 Woodbridge St, W.
KANSAS CITY—110-411 W. Fifth St
LOS ANGELES—282-261 8. Los Angelea St
DENVER—1621-1639 17th St
TOLEDO—1-9 St. Clair St
MONTGOMERY—121-128 Commerce St
OMAHA—1011-1016 Dong'.as St
DALLAS—191 Elm St., Cor. Austin.
MEMPHIS—137 Main St.
SAVANNAH—26-32 Bay St., West
CHARLESTON, S. C—213 Meeting St
PORTLAND, ME.—79-85 Commercial St

Blakeslee

Pumps

Duplex, Single, Jet, Bilge,
Pumps and Boilers Combined
Pumps and Receivers
PUMPS FOR
Standard
of the world
We want to send you
OT3ayears.
our Pump Catalogue.
Imitated
because
there's no
BLAKESLEE
other as
MFd. CO.,
good.
Our name
Du Quoin, HI.,
on body If
U. S. A.

Epping-Carpenter
New York Office: 111 Broadway.

ALL

PURPOSES.

KNOWLES STEAM PUMP WORKS
Air Compressors,
Pumping Machinery of all kinds. Steam
Send Tut complete catalogs.
and Power, Mining, Electric.Air Compressors.
Send.for special catalogs.
CLAYTON
AIR COMPRESSOR WORKS.
114 to 118 Liberty Street.
NEW YORK
Boston. Chicago, Philadelphia, London
114 to 1T8 Liberty Street.
NEW YORK.
DEANE STBAM PUMP CO., of Holyoke.
[anuiacturers of Pumping
Pummncr Machinery
Mnrh n^rv of
<-»f all
ail kinds,
i>-;«^<, c*.«
<■
:.
Manufacturers
Steam andj Power forPaper
Mills.
_..
_ .
Send for special catalogs and circulars.
Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia. Works: Holyoke, Mass. 114 to 118 Liberty St., New York
THE LAIDLAW-DUNN-OORDON COT
All kinds of Pumping Machinery, Air Compressors; also Tobacco Machinery, and Hydraulic
.
for Catalog.
3
Chicago,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg. Presses.
-Vorks: Send
Elmwood
Place, Ohio.
CINCINNATI.
O
m. ™ .
, HENRY R. WORTHINOTON.
~
Waterworks andandallWater
kinds Meters.
if Pumping
Surface
Condensers.
Coolinir Tower»
Tower.
114 SJachinery.
to « 18 Liberty
St., NEW
YORK <Mua*
, ChicagoSan
Philadelphia,
St. l^uis,
Nex-City,
Orleans,
Pittsburg,
Atlanta, <-»eveiana,
Cleveland
Fjaadaco, Butte,
Kansaf
Detroit,
Honolulu
Pumps for Mines, Water Works
Snow Steam Pump Works
and every possible duty.
Boston, Philadelphir . Works: Buffalo, K. i.
114 to 118 Liberty St., NEW YORK
.
Blake
Mfg.
Co.Marine Pumps, Sugar
Pumping Machinery
for. every
possible
for special
Catalog.
,„m
, ..House
and<fcty.
SugarSend
Plantation
Pumps.
ougmr
, Chicago, Philadelphia, I.ondoB.
114 to™!8 Liberty St.. NEW YORK

Company, BCSSS
Cleveland Office: New England Building.
Pumping
Machinery
For Every
Service.
Pumps with Per
fect Balanced Pis
ton Valves.
Simple, Com
pound and Triple
Expansion.
Jet and Surface
Condensers.

WARREN STEAM PUMP
WARREN, MASS. U. S. A.

The Pump That's Always Ready
VV"E make a specialty of Centrif
ugal Pumps, both Horizon
tal and Vertical. If you want a
pump that will handle water or
any liquid mixed with sand, gravel
or any such substance, we have it.
Our Pumps are equipped with oil
ring bearings, extra heavy fan,
shaft and case, and are first-class
pumps in all respects. Write for catalog and prices.
WETMORE

IRON WORKS

LOWVILLE, N. Y.

CO.,

Manufacturers of High Grade Steam
and Power

30 DAYS TRIAL
Will be given possible customers who do
not know the merits of
THE FISHER

Pumping
STEAM
Machinery
Our Boiler Feeders, Air Pumps and Condensers cannot be excelled in
design, material or workmanship. We build them Single, Duplex, Simple
or Compound, Piston or Plunger style. Repairing all makes of pumps a
specialty.
Our Catalogue is yours for the asking.

PUMP GOVERNOR

We have yet to take the first one back as
they never fail to give absolute satisfaction.
Possibly that's why more are in use than
all other makes combined.
THE FISHER GOVERNOR CO.,
MARSHALLTOWN. IOWA.
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CAMERON

PUMPS

Our claims in favor of CAMERON PUMPS are high
quality of workmanship, accuracy of construction, sim
plicity of design, strength and accessibility of all working
parts, and all round durability, even under conditions that
are most unfavorable.
We could not say much more than this, except perhaps
that we can demonstrate in practice what we claim in theory,
that we are about right the way we build our pumps.
Herewith we show a cut of our

TWIN

FUEL

OIL

PUMP

There are some conditions surrounding an Oil Fuel System
where, in our opinion, no other pump will answer as well as a
CAMERON TWIN FUEL PUMP. For other conditions we
have other suitable pumps.
Why not write and inquire? Our new Catalog "F" is very
complete, and is yours for the asking.
A. S. Cameron Steam Ptimp Works, Footoi^^kSttccU
I

Morris

Machine

Works

Baldwinsville, New YorK. U. S. A.
A
FOR 39 YEARS
We have built

MARVEL

STEAM

THE

IN

PUMPS

GREAT

Centrifugal
BURNHAM
Pumps
for all purposes, DREDGING,
WRECKING and CIRCULATING.

We also build Single 1*
•
-w^.
«•
and compound Marine tngines
from 5 to ioo'H. P.

We have been, are now and intend to remain
IN THE LEAD. Send for Catalogue.
New YorK Office: 39-41 Cortlandt St.
Henion & Hubbell, Agents, 61-69 North Jefferson Street, Chicago.
Harris Pump & Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

To Specifying Engineers:
In appealing to you we do so believing we are doing you
and your clients an equal justice with ourselves.
Our pumps are used on almost every class of work on which
you specify.
They are made with one-eighth inch clearance and are guar
anteed not to strike the heads u suction is broken when under
full load.
They are guaranteed not to short-stroke.
, Another report on the use of the BURNHAM, a saving of
231 tons coal in December, January and February, 1904, over a
similar period in 1003.
Another report: "We are getting as great a service on oneeighth turn of throttle on your pump as we obtained on another
make with full opening."
Out new design of Mine Pump, as well as our directacting, air, hydraulic, vacuum and general service
Pumps are all worthy of your earnest consideration.

UNION STEAM PUMP CO.,
Battle CreeK. MicH.

THE
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Fuel

Guaranteed

And absolutely NO SMOKE from the Stack

If

yoti

use

the

DR.

J.

B.

HARRIS

SYSTEM

Typical Setting for Return Floe Tabular Boilers.

Typical Setting for Water Tube Boilers.
Heine, Franklin, Geary and, with modifications in floor of combustion chamber, suited to Babcock & Wilcox, ZelL,
Root, Stirling, etc
THE HARRIS SYSTEM OF FUEL SAVING AND SMOKE CONSUMPTION is both
cheap and efficient. Furnaces last as long as the boilers. Burns coal without smoke, and burns
crude oil without smoke or odor. My catalog is full of facts, and will be sent on request.
County and State Rights For Sale — with or without Royalty.

J.

B.

HARRIS,

M.

D.,

Patentee

and

71 Arcade, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Sole

Owner,

THE
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IMPROVED

GRATE,

McClave's

Argand

Blower

forms the most complete system for burning all kinds of anthracite
and bituminous fuel, such as rice, bird's-eye, buckwheat, slack,
screenings, duff, coke breeze, etc , etc., while the grate alone is
unequalled for burning the large sizes of either variety of coal by
natural draught. This construction will bear the closest inspection
and expert investigation.

McCLAVE'S IMPEOVED ORATE. Rear half shows grate in normal

ITS USE WILL PROVE EVERY CLAIM MADE FOR IT.

Blower

^McClave's

It furnishes a large volume of air with a small amount of steam. The air
and steam are thoroughly mixed in the shell of the blower before the blast is
delivered intp the ash pit. It makes very little noise in operation.
For Full Particulars send for Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue "Q"

McClave-Brooks

Co.

SCRANTON, PENNA.
1104 Monadnock Building, CHICAGO.
BRANCH OFFICES: 707 New England Building. CLEVELAND.
412 Empire Building, PITTSBURGH.

PET THE BEST!

Pressed Steel is far ahead of Cast Iron.
FIRE

BRICK

THE
Boiler Door
ROE
Arch and

Prated Steel
MANHEAD

Jambs

and YOKE
arc the best of them
all.
Be sure and call for them in your specifications and accept nothing else.
Also specify the Roe Pressed Steel Boiler Lug. Write for particulars.
HADE ONLY BY THE
GLASGOW IRON COMPANY,

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

PRESBREY FIRE BRICK
TAUNTON, MASS.

Pottstown, Pa.
GREEM

We make no charge for report as to the
patentability of inventors' ideas. Hand
PATENTS Book for Inventors sent freeupon request.
SHEPHERD <t% PARKER, PATENT LAWYERS. 104 Revenue Bldg.. Washington. D.C.
"Daring the past 10 years Mr. Shepherd, of Shepherd & Parker, Mr. Parker on Nov. 1, IMS,
has obtained for as a great many important patents. We hare no resigned hit position as an
hesitation in heartily recommending him to anyone haring need examiner in the U. 8. Pat
of the eerricet of a patent attorney.—JTallwood Cash Reg. Co. ent Office to enter thit firm.

THE

NEW

WORKS,

YEAR'S

TRAVEL.^ CHAIN Q rAT|S
SMOKELESS

GREEN ENGINEERING CO.
5 Western Union Buds. CHICAGO.
ALLIS-CHALMF.RS CO , Chicago. 111.. Exclusive Agents for all hom^i Cuumncb rx.cpi Canada and Mexico

ISSUE

OF

THE

ENGINEER

will be of such vital interest to power plant engineers that each and every copy will be
thoroughly read and carefully preserved for future reference.
Its reading pages will contain articles by some of the leading writers on power plant subjects.
Its advertising pages will constitute an illustrated directory of the most prominent manufacturers of machinery and specialties.
The high quality of its contents, its extraordinary size and its specially designed cover and other features will combine to
make it the greatest special issue of a power plant paper ever published.
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Pump repaired
with Smooth-On
Iron Cement No. I,
five years age
and still in use.

Write for
circular shout
ing how-work
was doner

VA.
AT
X.X BLOC
.OA.
HI7 LAN
tUUlAHLl
W^IaND MEXICO
CITY
7 wen JlARTZ
.VANKU
A,NAMNA
CUBA - ID

BOSTO
PHI
LADE
LPHIA
NORTH
AMERICAN
BLDC.
SAN FRANCISCO

SEND
FRANK

FERGUSON

'2.00
611-612-613 Betz Building,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FOR A CAN.

SMOOTH-ON
IRON CEMENT NO. 1
is unequalled for making flanged joints, boiler patching, and
stopping leaks of Steam, Water, Fire or Oil, because it becomes
metallic iron that has the same expansion and contraction as
iron, thus keeping the joints tight at all temperatures, and the
joints can easily be taken apart. Engineers and Foundrymen
also use it where a smooth surface and metal-like hardness is
desired. Our Catalogue "E C" is interesting and is free.
SMOOTH-ON MFG. CO.,
872-674 Communlpaw A»e.,
JERSEY CITY, N.J.
Chicaoo Office: 61 N. Jefferson St.

We have 120 Boilers in Stock for
Immediate Shipment.
Steam

Boilers

Verticals from a to 100 H. P.
Horizontal Tubulars, 10 to 350 H. P.
Locomotive, 10 to 135 H. P.
Write for Revised Stock Sheet, issued every
Monday. We have some territory to assign to good
representatives.

Classified Directory of Advertisers on Pages 28-30-31-32.

MORISON suspension FURNACES
FOR LAND AND MARINE BOILERS.
Uniform Thickness,
Easily Cleaned,
Unexcelled for Strength,
AI«o Fox
Corrugated Furnace*.

Thorough Inspections
rod insurance against Ion or daman to propand low of life and injury to person*
by

WICKE8
Vertical Water Tube
BOILERS
Built by WICKES BROTHERS,
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.
Branch Offices at
New Yobk,
95-97 Liberty St 1
Boston,
922 Board of Trade
Bldg.
Pittsbubo,
45th at and A. V. By.
Chicago,
1814 Marquette Bldg.
Denvee.Colo.

MANUFACTURED BY
STEAM BOILER EXPLOSIONS
mPflMTIUCUTal
Streets,
NBWof YORK,
bUN I MENIAL IRflM
MUll WDRk'Q
nUrmOi Nr.West
lutb. &and
;3dCalyer
SLFerriea,
Borougu
Brooklyn- J. K. Allbm, President. Wn B. FBAmcum,
Vioe-Procident. F. B. Allbn, 2nd Vlee-Preatdent J. B. Pmom, Seo'y. L. B. Bkaihbkd,
Treasurer. L. F. HIDDUDlooi. Ais't Sao'y.
Franklin Air Compressors
Combining Correct Mechanical Practice with the
latest developed knowledge of the Principles of Air
Compression.
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY,
95 Liberty St., NEW YORK.
Fisher Building, CHICAGO.

Fire and
Water Tube Boilers
ASK FOR CATALXK1 T.
Established 1865.
E. Keeler Co.
Williamsport, Pa.
Now York
Philadelphia
Wilkesbarre
Pittsburg
Chicago
San Francisc*

"CAHALL"
vfffiSlSS Water Tube Boilers
REPEATED ORDERS: January 1. 1894, to
March 81, 1904, 286 linn- placed 1089 ordenfor 1,003,107 H. P.
NEARLY 2,000,000 H. P. IN USE.
Mansfield Chain Orate Stoker.
CAHALL SALES DEPARTMENT
Fanners Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bend /or Illustrated Catalogue.

For you to continue replacing your broken gauge glasses
with new ones is both costly and annoying.
The Gilbert Self Packing Glass Gauge Preserver
will eliminate this difficulty. It is made of rubber in all sizes and
will last a lifetime. It trebles the life of the gauge glass and pre
vents the leakage of lubrication. Equally efficient with high or low
pressure. Details and prices will interest you.
Send for booklet, "Facts for Engineers to Bead."
Providence, R.. I., U. S. A.
R. F. MORSE,

DlCKMBER 15, I904.
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The "Bonson" Furnace and Boiler
SAVE

MONEY
BY USING
"STEEL MIXTURE"
BOILER DOOR ARCHES
and FIRE BOX BLOCKS
TONGUED AND GROOVED
' perfect combustion in fire brick furnace,
High
rapid, positive circulation of water throughout the boiler,
Efficiency equal
distribution of the products of perfect combustion
secured by
among the heating surfaces of the boiler.
Great
free area of circulation.
Capacity
due to
cannot burn or bag shell, as flame does not strike the
Jtbsolute
shell.
Safety
{ no Unequal contraction or expansion.
Dry Steam I large steam liberating surface.
due to
Easily cleaned; easily repaired; very small amount of brick and cast
iron in setting; straight tubes, boiler construction throughout.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Increase the capacity, efficiency and durability of your horllontal tubular boiler by applying the "BONBON" Furnace to same.

Mcleod &Henry Co.

THE BONSON FURNACE & BOILER CO.
935-936 Marquette Building.
CHICAGO, U. S. A

MANUFACTURERS
OF AIL KINDS OF
COGHLAN'*

Holyokc

Steam

Boiler

PLATE

Works

STEEL

Horizontal Tubular,
Manning Vertical,
Triple Draft, Water
Tube and Locomotive

and

BOILERS

IRON

WORK

ROTARY BLEACHERS and
PULP DIGESTERS,
Penstocks, Wheel Cases, Standpipes
Forgings, Castings, Grates,
Bolts, Gaskets and Boiler Fittings.

SEARS Patent Extension FURNACE
for Burning
Sawdust, Wood, Waste and Bagasse.

I
I
Prompt attention given to the
Inspection and Repairing of Boilers
by careful competent workmen.

T. H. SEARS, Manager.

HOLYOKE. MASS.*

New Boilers for Prompt Shipment

3
1
3
1
2

32
34
34
40
42

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

x 80 in. vertical boilers;
x 78 in.
"
x84in.
"
x 90 in.
"
x 96 in.
"

PHOENIX

9
1
2
1
1

IRON

38
54
66
72
25

in. x 90 in.
in. x 12 ft. horizontal tubular, with dry pipe, r lap joint, double
in. x 18 ft.
"
"
"
"
" ] riveted, for 100 lbs.
in. x 18 ft.
"
"
' C working pressure.
HP. portable boiler, water bottom and water front.

WORKS

MEADVILLE, PA.

COflPANY
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Bgy a Standard Motor
with Belt-Adjusting Idler and Suitable Pulley. Put the Motor on the floor
and belt it direct to the regular driven pulley on your machine. This is by
far the easiest, and in a majority of cases, absolutely the best solution of your
motor-drive problems.
There are thousands of the "Standard" Motors in use, each driving its
own machine by short belt.

THE

ROBBINS

&

MYERS

CO.,

% Frame with Idler.
New York Office: 170 Broadway.

Main Office and Works: SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

Did you ever
stop to consider the ad
vantages of installing

National

Electric

Triumph
Electrical Machinery

Company

to operate your plant?
You can save money
and trouble, and greatly
increase your output by
the use of our generators
and motors.
Best workmanship and
all modern improvements
are embodied in our ma
chines.
Ask for Bulletin "EP301."

11
d

Increasing
output

the

means

increasing the
profit—
Carborundum
grinding wheels
increase

Metal Saw
drt . u by
1 . mmph
Motor

output—do
More work
Better work
Last longer
Made in all sizes and
shapes (or all abrasive
purposes—

Trade Mark
Triumph Electric Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.
I
Naw YORK: S9 Cortlandt St.
Chicago: Tribune Building.
London : 46 Queen Victoria St .
Branches in all large cities.
I

Milwaukee

Our Hew Line of
THE OHIO
Type "S" Dynamos and Motors
EXHAUST
represents the absolute per
fection of direct currentdynamo
design and manufacture. Made
in all the standard sizes and
styles. Suitable for all purposes.

Open, Floor Pattern
Type "8" Motor
THE

C

Sold under the broadest guar
antee ever made. Our Bulletin
151-E telling all about them
mailed to prospective buyers.

& C ELECTRIC COflPANY,
143 Liberty Street, New York.
Works: Garwood, N. J. Branches: Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.

the

HEAD completely en
traps the water and pro
duces no back pressure
upon the engine.
Manufactured by
The Ohio Blower Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

The Carborundum Company
Niagara Falls, N. V.

December 15. 1904.
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Blickensderfer

STURTEVANT

Electrical Typewriter

ECONOMIZERS

is the greatest money, time and laborsaving device of the age.

It is a marvelous piece of mechanism
and in a distinct class by itself.

With their patent system of "staggered pipes" are increasing tem
perature ot feed-water 1500 and 1750. For all plants of 50 H. P.
and over. Save 10 to 20 per cent, in fuel and increase boiler
capacity 20 to 40 per cent.

Send for Catalog "A."
THE BLICKENSDERFER

MFG.

CO.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
BOSTON, MASS.
General Office end Worki, Hyde Park, Mali,
New York Philadelphia Chicago London

4C7

709 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

140
I
Northern Direct Current Apparatus is an

Important

Factor

in

Profits

MANY features of merit and convenience
are exclusive to Northern Dynamos
and Motors. Familiarity with details of
construction can be secured by reading Motor
Bulletin No. 835, Generator Bulletin No. 830.

IT is operating daily in a wide range of
important successful American industries
and is favored by progressive manufact
urers because of its economy, convenience,
simplicity and sturdiness.

Northern Electrical Mfg. Co., Madison, Wis., U. S. A.
Engineers
I
1
Manufacturers

WHEELER

CONDENSERS

Are installed in some of the largest plants
both in this country and abroad.
We also manufacture Feed Water Heaters, Evaporators,
Centrifugal Pumps, Cooling Towers, etc.
catalogue: sent upon request.
Wheeler Condenser and

Engineering Co.,

42 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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Trouble

Trouble

Troubles

When your machinery

We

is in trouble, don't worry.

cylinders

in present position from
3

Let us do the worry
ing.

to

1 10

inches

in

di

ameter.
Our expert workmen

We won't worry much,

go to any part of of the

however, as we will quick
ly

rebore

Us

send

an

experienced

machinist

to

repair the trouble:
We

country.

They

take

with

them port

able and special tools.

repair engines,

pumps, and all

Mention the Engineer, and send for

kinds of machinery promptly and prop

our book of USEFUL HINTS

erly.

ENGINEERS.

H.

B.

UNDERWOOD

&

FOR

CO.,

Established 1870
1026 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We

Handle

None

Economy!

Cleanliness!

Complete Installations of
But

High Grade Oils
Continuous

Oiling

Systems

If you want a cheap oil, the kind that
will NOT give satisfaction, the kind
that proves, in the end to be the costly
kind, don't write us.
But
If you want the kind of oil that will
make you pat yourself on the back, and
chuckle in a self-satisfied way because
of your exercise of good judgment,
write us.
In lubricatiting qualities and] appearance our
oils have no equals—and we can prove it.

Planished Brass, Copper or Planished Steel Crank
and Wheel Housings, Drip Pans and Splashers

The Mound Qty Oil and Supply Co.,
Dep't E,

BINGHAM
&
COMPANY
Manufacturer! of SHEET METAL Specialties for Steam and Electric Plants.

Saint Louis.
CAMDEN, N.J., U.S. A.

December 15, 1904.
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There can be no question as to the advisability of the installation of a Gas Engine Plant in preference to Steam when it is shown that the fuel economy of
the Gas Engine as compared with the Steam Engine will compensate for the entire cost of the plant within a few years With our
Loomis-Pettibone Gas Generating Plants and American Crossley Engines
we guarantee a fuel consumption not exceeding one pound of coal per brake horsepower hour. Crossley Engines are built in sizes up to 1,400 H. P.
55,000 of these Engines are in use. Write for catalog.
BOSTON: State Mutual Building.
NEW YORK: 82 William St.
CHICAOO: First National Bank Building.
PITTSBURG: Farmers' Ban
Works: CUDAHY, WIS., (suburb of Milwaukee,)
PHILADELPHIA, Real Estate Trust I
MONTEREY, N. U, MEXICO.

Ufye "Otto" Still in the Lead
It was not surprising that the "OTTO" was awarded the Gold
Medal at St. Louis. In fact it has never failed to take first prize
wherever exhibited. Below is a list of the ' ' OTTO ' ' Triumphs
in America.
Philadelphia Centennial, 1876 Chicago World s Fair, 1893
New York, 1880
Atlanta, 1895
Cincinnati, 1880
New York, 1896
New York. 1881
Nashville, 1806
Louisville, 1883
New York, 1897
San Francisco, 1884
Omaha, 1898
New York, 1885
Omaha, 1809
New Orleans, 1885
Philadelphia, 1899
Buffalo, (Pan-American 1901)
St. Louis (Louisiana Purchase Exposition) 1904
No engine could be so universally successful without deserving it.
THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS,
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Jacobson" Gas and Gasoline Engines
5 TO 300 H. P.
— MANUFACTURED BY—JACOBSON MACHINE MFG. CO.,
WARREN, PA.

Gas, Gasoline, Kerosene and Distillate
ENGINES
2 to IOO H. P.
For Stationary, Portable, Electrio Lighting,
Pumping and Hoisting Purposes. Send for
Large Catalogue.
Model Gu Engine V/orki,
Look Box 2002, Auburn, Ind.

You can save heat units a
economically
by using the Weber
Gas Engine and the
Weber Gas Producer
Combined.
Safe, simple and strong.
Delivers one horse power per
hour on consumption of one
Eound of charcoal, costing onealf cent per horse power per
hour. Our catalog tells the tale.
It is full of facts, but as readable
as a novel.
Weber Gas and Gasoline Engine Co.,
P. O. Box 323.
Kansas City, Mo.

are backed by a broad guarantee that absolutely protects the pur
chaser against faults or breakage due to construction or material
used. Its liberal terms are made possible by the experience of
years which have established the success of the Olds patents.
STATIONARY ENGINES, 2 to IOO H. P.
PORTABLE ENGINES,
8 to 35 H. P.
Our new illustrated catalog will be sent on request.
OLDS GASOLINE ENGINE WORKS
245 RIVER STREET, LANSING, MICH.

Walrath

Gas

&

Gasoline

Engines

beta* of the vertical type are
well balanced and made with
1, 2 or 8 cylinder* with throt
tling governor, are especially
designed for private or mu
nicipal lighting and pumping
stations or power purposes in
general. Mechanically de
signed and construction of
the highest standard.
If Interested send for Cata
logue S.
MARINETTE GAS EN6INE CO,,

THE

WARREN

Chicago Heights. Ill,, U S. A.

GAS

ENGINES

SINGLE CYLINDERS—
30 to 93 actual Horao Power.
DOUBLE CYLINDEHS25 to 500 actual Horse Power.
Awarded Gold Medal at PanAmerican, 1901.
Struthers- Wells Co.,
Warren, Pa.
NEW YORK:
26 CORTLANDT ST.
Large sizes in successful oper
ation driving dynamos for
lighting and power purposes
Inauiries solicited for largo un:

Brato wi h natural, illuminating or producers

THE
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THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PENNA.
WITH 23 YEARS SUCCESSFUL EX
PERIENCE.
WITH OVER 600 000 HORSE POWER
IN ACTUAL USE.
THIS RECORD A GUARANTEE OF
THE QUALITY OF OUR WORK.
HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SIMPLE
TANDEM, CROSS COMPOUND COR
LISS OR AUTOMATIC STEAM EN
GINES.

December is, 1904.

IDEAL ENGINES
Perfection in High Speed Engine Design
A. L. IDE (EL SONS
Original and Sole Manufacturers
Principal Office and Factory. SPRINGFIELD. ILL.
SALES OFFICES :
Boston, New York, Baltimore. Atlanta, Chicago,
Cincinnati, St.Lonis, Kansas City, St. Paul,
New Orleans, Houston, Dallas, Denver, San Francisco, City of Mexico, Yokohama. Japan.
This space is limited and the subject of our

Hartford Engine Works
HARTFORD, CONN.
BUILDERS OF THE
■ IMPROVED HARTFORD BUCKEYE ENGINES."
Simple, Compound and CondenMnc engines
Buy an Improved Hartford Engino
and Save Money,
We
have
theshort
pattern*,
and
records ofparts
the late repairs
HartfordforEngineering
Co. andandcan"Buckeye
furnish
all
parts
at
notice.drawings
AonHue
of smaller
"Hartford"
Engines'' kept continually
hand.
WE ALSO haveofpurchased
theboth
patterns
arid special
tools of
the late E. H. Jmlil I'o . "ho l.ullt 1 In- WHOnm FK ,f HKACH ENGINE

Boilers, Engines,
Heaters and Tanks
is large.
THE BROWNELL CO., -

DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

W£ MAKE AUTOMATIC
The VILTER MFG. CO
910 Clinton St
MILWAUKEK, WIS.

ENGINES
of 10 to SO h. p 1 with finest Governing System,
And will guarantee best possible regulation,
with highest economy in steam. Also build
plain slid*) Valve Engines and
BOILERS FROM 3 H. P. UP.
Pamphlet with full information, by stating
wants and addressing
JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,
Box 127. SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, IT. S. A.

Corliss Engines,
Boilers and Pumps.
Ico and Refrigerating
Machinery.

lied 1847,

The I. & E. Greenwald Go.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Builders of
Simple, Tandem and Cross
Compound, Condensing and
Non-condensing Engines.
Complete STEAM PLANTS.
Girder B"d Heavy Duty Tvpss.
Direct Connected Work

The Griffith & Wedge Co.
5STABLISHED 1840.
Zanesvllle, Ohio, U.8.A.
Manufacturers of
t
THE OHIO CORLISS ENGINE
and Hoisting Engines.

PROVIDENCE ENGINEERING WORKS
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Builders of
RICE & SARGENT AND IMPROVED GREENE ENGINES.
American Licensees under Schmidt Patent for the Manufacture of Superbeaters and Engines for Highly Superheated Steam.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 42 BROADWAY.

SALES
1894.
1899.
I903.
ENGINES AND BOILERS
The Houston, Stanwood & Gamble Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

NUGENT'S CATALOGUE OF OILING DEVICES
and Valuable Treatise on
|n f
~\ J
"HOW TO OIL AN ENGINE"
will be sent free of charge
to any engineer requesting
it. It contains a lot or
good pointers.
WE. W. NUGENT tc CO.
26-28 W. Randolph St.,
Chicago, 111., U. S. A.
[mention this papeh.]

For ENGINEERS,
DRAUGHTSMAN, Etc.
Books
Sent Post Free to Any Address.
The Resistance and Power of Steam* The Design of Structures. By W. F.
sblps. Price 5a. net.
PtrLLEN. Wh. Sc. 6s. net.
Specification for a Lancashire Boiler The Construction and Working of
and its Beating. 5s.' net.
Pumps. By E. C R. Masks, 3s. 6d. net.
Continuous Current Dynamos and Their Injectors. By W. F. Pi i.len-. as. <d. net.
Control. Price 5*. net.
Engineering Estimates and Cost Ac
The Chemistry of Materials of Engi counts. 3s. net.
neering. By A. H. Sexton, Prof, of Metal Centrifugal Pumps, Turbines and Water
lurgy. 08. net poetfree.
Motors. (Dines) 4b. 6d. net.
Notes on the Construction of
The Management ofEngineering Work Practical
Cranes, &c. (Marks) 3s. 6d.
shops. (Barker) 7s. 6d. net.
Engineers: Their Qualifications
Modern Gas and Oil Engines, 3rd Edition. Marine
and Duties. 5s. net.
By F. Uboveu. A. M. I. C. E. is. net.
Heat and Heat Engines. By W. C. Popplewell, M. Sc. 6s. net.
The Indicator and Its Diagrams. 3rd Graphic
Methods of Engine Design. By
Edition. By C. Day, Wh. Sc. is. (jd. net. A. H. Barker,
B. A. 3s.6d.net.
Problems in Machine Design. 2nd The
Theta-Phl Diagram.
By H. A.
Edition. By C. H. Ianees, M. A. 4s. 6d. net , .Uoldinu,
A. M. I. M. E. 3s. net.
THE TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ltd
31 Whit worth St., Manchester, England.

ENGINE*
Vertical and Horizontal
Strong, Simple and Economical
Write for Catalog.
WM. BAYLEY & SONS CO.,
730 Greenbush Street,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

MACHINERY

BARGAINS

READY FOR DELIVERY
22x42 Rang beat* uuiy CurIlea engine
175 h.p Slillwell-bierce open heater
13x20 Williams automatic engine.
60 in. x 9 rt. closed lank.
12x16 Bass automatic engine.
28x18x24
Worthiugton deplex pump
12x12 Erie City automatic engine.
20x15x15 Worthington duplex pump
10x20 Cummer fonr-TalTO auto, engine.
16x1054x16
Hooker duplex pump
10x12 Erie Ball Automatic Engine.
14x11x12 Wheeler & Tappan duplex
8x12 Atlas automatic engine.
10x6x10
Deane
duplex pump
14x28 Box-bed tilde vaWe engine
Sing'e pumps all sizea and makes.
12x15 brand new tilde TalTe engine
9x9 Clayton air compressor
8x10 Dutton ilide TaWe engine
12Mxl4 Ingersoll-Snrgeant compressor
Vertical engine*. 2 to 20 H. P.
8x8x12
Hand Drill Co. compressor
Vertical boiler*. 6 to 12 H. P.
9x9x12 Wheeler & Tappan Compressor
48 In. x 14 ft Tubular boiler.
12x14x12
Blake duplex air compressor,
54 in. x 15 ft. Tubular boiler.
Webster, Camp A Lane D.C.D.D.
40 h.p. Wainwright heater (copper tube) 11x15
Small
bolsters
from 10 to 20 h. p.
80 h.p. Cochrane open heater
E. 0. WILLIAMS, 66 THTcAcJrri.r.REET

r
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LOUISVILLE
and CHICAGO
And the places north
And the places sonth
And the places between
are reached by the quick
day and night trains of

Slide Valve Engines
Plain and Automatic, Simple ue
Compound 10 to 500 tl. P.
Corliss Engines
Simple and Compound, Girder and
Standard Frames. 60to 1 200 M.P.
Typo. Combined Outfit*

MDNDN ROUTE
Also the celebrated health resorts, French
Lick and West Baden Springs, are reached
o"ly by this road.
Booklets about the Springs,
their wonderful waters and
the fine hotels, sent f> ".
CHAS. H. ROCKWELL
FRANK J. REED
Traffic Manager
Gon. Pass. Agt
202 Custom House Place, Chicago

Catalogue*
.or the
IO to 2000
H. P.

Dept. B.

DIESEL

ENGINES

Ask For a "Triplex" Block
to do > our heavy lifting. It
will save your time, besides
making the work easier The
"Triplex" Chain Block lifts
twice as quick and easy as
others.
WE BEND THEM ON TRIAL.

Triple
Cylinder
for
Electric Light
and Power

YALE & TOWNE.

One thing we particularly
kept an eye on in design
ing these engines, was the
work of our friend, the
engineer.

Shepherd

New York.
Engineering Co.,

If you want to know
a good road take the

OPERATING ON CRUDE OR FUEL OIL BY
GRADUAL, CONTINUOUS COM
BUSTION.

No Igniters.

No Explosions.

New Line

ST.LOUIS
A day and a night
train each way, every
day. between Chi
cago and the World's
Fair City. Brand new
chair, club-room (no
extra charge), din
ing, parlor -observa
tion and sleeping cars
with every modern
convenience.
The lowest rates
prevail. Trains leave
Chicago from the ■
new LaSalle Street
Station (on the ele
vated loop) :

GUARANTEED fuel consumption in the hands
OF THE PURCHASER:
From ^j, - % pint p. B. H. P. hour on variable load,
ranging from quarter to full.

CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS R. R.
B6

It will pay you to inves
tigate how well we have
succeeded in simplifying
his duties, and at the same
time, produced an engine
that gives the highest effi
ciency.

For further information addrea?,
American Diesel Engine Company
I I Broadway,
NEW YORK
\
For all
High Duty
-^J^
Service

of the
consumer
who investigates,
by comparison, the
merits of the various types
of ice-making and refrig
erating machinery, soon
Narrows Down

Ticket Office, 91 Adams Street
Telephone, Central 4446

Franklin, Pa.
Branches: Boston. New York, Phila
delphia, Piitsuur#r and Chicago.

until he discovers that
none can be compared,
for efficiency, dur- A<
ability and ^^V1 .
economy,
Start investigating today by writing for catalog 5„
York Mfg. Company, York, Pa.
General Western Office. Chicago.
Branch Ofnces-Borton. New York. Philadelphia. Baltimore. Atlanta,
Pittsburg, Indianapolis, Houston.
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FRICK
COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1853
THE
ECLIPSE CORLISS ENGINES
SIMPLE, CONDENSING AND COMPOUND
SEND FOR FULLY DESCRIPTIVE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Ice Making Machinery
Refrigerating Machinery

"LYCOMINGr
RIGHT THROUGH THE
CENTRE

(An Engine—not a turbine.)
The New Prime-Mover— "Built around a Principle."

VALLEY IRON
WORKS,
BUILDERS.
WILLIAMSPORT
PENNA.,
U.S.A.

FRICK COMPANY
ENGINEERS
Waynesboro, Franklin Co., Pa. .U.S.A.
New York Office:
Taylor Building,
39 Cortlandt tit.

Warren Rotary Engine

EMGrlNS

Library

of

Steam

Engineering'
(in one volume)
By John Fehrenbatch, M. E.
Jl Veritable Mine of Information

The Warren Rotary is RIGHT as a MACHINE.
Jt Few Mechanical Features:
SPEED—matches the work. The happy mean for dynamo driving.
Result: low cost, efficiency, safety.
BALANCE—Perfect, due to symmetrical design and moderate per
ipheral speed. Vibration eliminated.
UNIFORM ANGULAR VELOCITY—A true "Rotary."
DIRECT COUPLING—No gear reduction.
REGULATION—The best possible. Covered by our guarantee.
COMPACTNESS—The maximum power with minimum bulk and
weight.
SAFETY—A conservatively designed machine. All working strains
well within "comfortable" limits.
Write for bulletin on direct-coupled generating units.

This book covers the entire field of Steam,
Stationary, Locomotive and Marine En
gineering, in such a clear and concise man
ner that engineers with limited training can
comprehend the varions subjects dealt with as
easily as engineers with finished educations.
The information contained in this book will
enable engineers to pass successfully the most
rigid examinations given by inspection officers;
hold positions as inspectors; become experts in
making boiler tests; make draughting plans
and specifications for the construction of
steam boilers. It contains over 800 pages of
Mechanical Facts and Figures, and over 500
drawings and diagrams. Bound handsomely
in green cloth. The price was $5.00.

The Price is Now $4.00
and we have only a few copies
left. Do you want one?

ROTARY ENGINE COMPANY,
Keystone Tel. Building.
135 So. 2nd Street.

Philadelphia.

THE BUCKEYE gtfSTf
HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL,
Condensing and Non-Condensing,
Simple and Compound ENGINES.

&/>e Engineer Publishing Company
355 Dearborn Street, Chicago

ALLFREE

STEAM

ENGINES

Economy
Cleanliness
Simplicity
Stability
Reliability
Built by
BUCKEYE ENGINE COMPANY,
Watch this ad.
120 r»nklln St., SALEM, OHIO.

THE IRONTON ENGINE CO., .ronton, Ohio.
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WETHERILL
CHESTER.

SAFETY

8c

CO.

PENNSYLVANIA

CORLISS

BERRY
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POWER

PLANTS.

The Monarch Corliss

"Represents the LJITEST and
BEST ITiEAS in Engine Building
Extra HeavyTypes
For Direct
Connected Work

Heavy Duty
Girder Frame
Simple
Compound

THE H. N. STRAIT MFG. CO.,
Baird Street,
KANSAS CITY.
Agencies in all large cities.

WE MARE. AN

ENGINE

that is easy
to get at,
though it be en
closed.
It can be
quickly and ac
curately adjust
ed. It is made
for a particular
purpose, i. e., to
give satisfac
tion.

Twin City Corliss
Jines
ipoand
PVMPING ENGINES. AIR COMPRESSORS
Elevating, Con
veying and Power
Transmission
Machinery,
Heavy Castings,
Compressors,
Condensers.
STEEL STRUCTURES

CHANDLER <SL TAYLOR CO.
Indianapolis, Indiana,
U. S. A.

Minneapolis Steel and Machinery Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.

For Elect* ic Light. Electric Railroad or any Other Work
An engine which has the advantage of Simplicity, without sacrificing any of the
valuable features which an engine should possesses to be looked upon with favor.
The

"Fitchbtirg"

Automatic

Variable Ctit - Off
Horizontal Steam Engine
is warranted equal in economy, in use of fuel, in workmanship, in material
and in durability to any other engine made. It possesses a number of features
peculiar to itself. These features are described in our catalog, a copy of which
we should like to send you. Ask us for a copy of it.
FITCHBURG STEAM ENGINE COMPANY, Fhchburg, Mais.
New York Office:
Philadelphia Office:
38 C'ortlandt Street.
Mutual Life Ins. Bldn.
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Owning and Operating
George H. Corliss Engine Works, Providence.
American Ordnance Works, Bridgeport.
Greene-Wheelock Engine Works, Worcester.

Our Products:
George H. Corliss Engines
Ordnance
. - ■

Greene-Wheelock Engines
Kerosene Engines

'
niTY^irf

ITHjr^ f "MIT €• Sole Builders for
American Diesel Engine Co.

General Offices, CORLISS WORKS, Providence, R. I.

AMES

ENGINES

'Built by AJ1ES IRON WORKS, Oswego, N. Y.

For Electric
Service
BRANCH OFFICES AND SALESROOMS:
New York, 85 Liberty St.
Philadelphia, 820 Arcade Bldg.
Boston, 820 Board of Trade Bldg. Chicago, 1441 Monadnock Bldg.
Syracuse, 218 Bastable Bldg.
Dallas, 202 Trust Bldg.
Pittsburg, 213 Lewis Building.

Southern Corliss Engines

Are built in a plant that stands for all
that is best in arrangement, equipment
and methods— Our Products Show It.

SOUTHERN ENGINE & BOILER WORKS,
JACKSON, TENN.
ENGINES

BOILERS

December 15, 1904.
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American-Ball

Compound Engine

and Direct Connected Generator

J
$

SKINNER

SAVES 25%
American engines lead in the markets of the world, and the
AMERICAN-BALL Duplex Compound Engine is at the head.
It is a marvel of simplicity; requires no more floor space than a
simple engine, and it SAVES 25 PER CENT. OF THE
FUEL without a condenser.
We Furnish Complete Plants, consisting of en
gines, generators and motors—all of our own manufacture.
AMERICAN ENGINE CO.. 24 Raritan Ave., Bound Broofc. N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 95 Liberty Street.

ENGINES a*e the Best

Not because WE say it, but because over 7,000
installations HAVE PROVED IT. The only
engine equipped with automatic oiling and oil purify
ing system, frictionless governor and steam tight valve
"ASK

THE

NEW YORK, 95-97 Liberty Street.

USERS"
CHICAGO, 1436 Monadnock Bldg.

SKINNER ENGINE COMPANY,

Erie, Pa.

THIS IS THE NEW AND IMPROVED
EXTRA HEAVY DUTY
HARRIS-CORLISS ENGINE
The latest and best as regards design and
construction of stationary engines.
NO WRIST PLATES; DOUBLE ECCENTRICS; HEAVY ONE-PIECE
FRAME; DISC CRANK; NOISELESS VACUUM DASH POTS;
AND SPECIALLY ARRANCED BROWN PATENTED
VALVE CEARINC, WITH NEW AND IMPROVED
UNHOOKINC DEVICES.
No matter what the duty—no matter \vhat the power re.
quired, if von aro point,* to purchase an onKinoyou want tin)
BEST. That moans HARRIS-COKLIS.S.
BUILT ONLY BY
Wm. A Harris Steam Engine Co., Providence, R. I.
Southern Manager, W. I. YOUNG, with offices at
Greensboro, N. C

FLEMING

HARRISBURC

ENGINES
Built 16 Styles—900 Sizes.

For driving direct connected or belted machinery at
uniform speeds, high efficiency and with minimum
attention and repair. Offered to discriminating pur
chasers who seek careful investment in steam power.
EBANCH OFFICES: Boston, Pittsburg, New Orleani. Dearer, New York, Baltimore, Cbioago, Sail
Lake City , Philadelphia, Atlanta, St. Lonii, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle.
General Offices and Factory:
Harrisburg Foundry & Machine Works,
SIMPLE STYLE DIRECT CONNECTED ENGINE.

Harrisburg, Pa.
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Ball & Wood

Co.

AUTOMATIC CUT OFF
ENGINES
Unexcelled Economy.
Superb Regulation.
Correct Distribution of Steam.
Moderately High Relative Speed.
Simplicity and Silence in Operation.
Whitehall Building, 17 Battery Place,
NEW YORK, U. S. A.
Western Office: Room 1247 Marquette Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

...THE

NEW...

Brown

Engine

A successful combination of tried and proven
methods, with the most up-to-date modern ideas.
Built Only By
C.

H.

BROWN &

CO.,

ai Main Sreet, F1TCHBURO, MASS.

%

flDDVEn,0WEnS,RE"nTSC11kE"R

Cirf

HAMILTON.OHIQ.
BUILDERS OFTME

Q^^fS

HAMILTOH

HAMILTON

,

I10L.ZWARTH
CORLISS
STEAM
ENGINES
'TURBINES

PITTSBURG-716 Empire Building.
NEW YORK— ^0-41 Cortlandt St.

BRANCH OFFICES:
ATLANTA, GA—403 Equitable Building.
CHICAGO— 1 127 Marquette Building.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Chas. C. Moore & Co.

ST. LOUIS— 1316 Chemical Building.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

THE
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for

all
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Engines

power

purposes

Built in Sizes from 25 H. P. Up

Allis-Cbalmers Reliance Corlis-s Engine.

The above illustrated Corliss Engine represents
in its design and workmanship the experience of
many years of engine manufacture.
Its stroke is shorter than heretofore customany in
Corliss Engines, for the purpose of economizing
space and permitting high rotative speeds.
It is exceedingly strong, simple and compact,—
nothing contributing to economy or durability
being omitted in design or construction.

Atiis-Chalmer s Co.

Milwaukee,

Wis*,

U.

S*

A.

Canadian representatives, Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd., Montreal
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With

Best

Results

Electrically Driven Tools

It is essential that the motors be of suitable de
sign, correct construction, sufficient capacity, and
that they be properly connected to their work.
Power users of to-day need no introduction to Westinghouse Motors. We desire however to call particular
attention to some features connected with the new

Westinghouse

Type

S

Motors

We have an interesting little Folder
No. 4030 telling about them; write for it.
Type S Variable Speed Motor
Driving Cincinnati Hilling Machine Co.'s No. 3 Plain Miller.

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Mfg.

Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.
Address Nearest Sales Office :
New York, Atlanta, Dallas. Baltimore, Biston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
Pittsburg, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Syracuse, Seattle. Denver, Mountain Electric Co.
Por Canada: Canadian Waitiruhume Co.. Limited, Hamilton, Ontario.
Mexico, Q. & O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico.

Do you know
We sell In
candescent
Lamps? Write
for onr new
lamp cata
logue.

Westinghouse

Steam

Air

-

Driven

Compressors

Adapted to Any Location.

The illustration shows a Com
bined Reservoir and Compressor
Set, designed for dredging and
diving outfits, where available space
on the tug or barge is very limited.

Write for catalogue

The Westinghouse Air
Pittsburg

Brake

Pa.

The Air Brake Builders

Co.
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K.

W.

Continuous

Hours

Service

Is the Record Made by
The

Service

Examine the

Plant

at

the

St.

Louis

Curve Sheets

Exposition

1
c XPOSIT ON SEfIVIC
P 3WEER
s[tlc>UIS .MO.
r
z►<
^«
8000000 O 3
O
1 coono: 1- 1
a»- h'
Th
°i
5000 000
&

/

TOTiVI- 0UTP ITT
° > PL ANT1
Tl1 NC V.3C
I'JO- 1.

Service Plant at the St. Louis Exposition.
1 000 MU

I

I

20

£■

Ka

>O

0U

The Main Equipment
Consisted of Four 3500 H. P.

Westinghouse - Corliss
Compound Engine
Generating Units

For particulars address nearest sales office

The

Westinghouse

Machine

Co.

Works: Bast Pittsburg, Pa.
Sale* Office*:

YoT*> »»
StBoston, 131 State St.

Chicago, 171 La Salle St.
Detroit, Union Trust Bldg.

Pittsburg, Westinghouse Bldg.
Philadelphia, Stephen Oirard Bldg.

Designers and Builders of
Steam Engines, Gas Engines, Steam Turbines, Roney Mechanical Stokers

too
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► »The Murray Iron Works Co.
BURL1NCTON, IOWA.
Simple and Compound
CORLISS ENGINES
Direct Connected when de
sirable. These engines are
built
fromold-fashioned
now patterns.norThey
are not,
of
conventional
bnt they
embody the design,
latest Ideas
in
mechanical engineering.
They Excel In Regulation, Economy and Efficiency,
/lease see H. J. Gebhardt, 1501 Fisher Bldg., Chicago. Tel. Harrison 1039.

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
FRICTION CUT-OFF COUPLINGS
SHAFTING, PULLEYS, HANGERS

ELEVATING MACHINERY
BUCKET ««» RUBBER BELT CARRIERS
COAL-" GARBAGE CONVEYORS

WILUAMSPORTCLUTCHANDPULLEYCO.
907 FIRST STREET
W1LUAMSPORT, PA.
southwark foundry

Fire

Protection

AND
General Service
Pumps
Design, workman
ship and material
the best.
The pumps for an
emergency — reli
able — substantial.
Catalogs on request.
When writing kindly mention
The Engineer.
lOOOQallon Underwriter Fire Pump, Size, 18i10i12
BUFFALO 8TEAM PUMP COMPANY,
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

machine'company
FOUNDED 1836
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
SOLE 'MAKERS OF THE
PORTER-ALLEN STEAM ENGINE
SING LEV COMPOUND & TRIPLE.
REVERSING ENGINES,
BESSEMER & BLAST FURNACE BLOWING ENGINES
WEISS COUNTER-CURRENT CONDENSERS.
The C. & G. COOPER CO.,
Builders of
High Grade CORLISS

Mt Vernon, Ohio.
ENGINES

For All Power !
Purposes.
Special Engines for Rolling Mills
and direct connected Electric
Service.
BRANCH OFFICES:
New York,
1023 Havemoyer Building.
Boston,
411 Weld Building.
"HICAGO,
UGO Monadnock Building.
Atlanta,
315 Empire Building.
Charlotte, N. C.
O. A. Bobbins.

The REEVES Simple Engines
Combine Simplicity, Economy and Efficiency
in the highest degree.
Send for results of test made
by Prof. Carpenter, at Cornell
University.
THE REEVES
ENGINE CO.,
87 Liberty St.,
NEW YORK, N.Y.
Philadelphia
Office:
Land TitleBuilding.
Chicnirn Offlfo:
16i2Mouuduock Bldg.

THE KIND
THAT ARE IMITATED
ARE MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE

OUR
B ff'TERLOCKINCMrlr
JSjraiilH
BEIT J f j !_J)NBEST
EARTH

HEINE SAFET.Y BOILER CD.
421 OLIVEST.ST.LOUIS.MO.

Feed-Water Filter
This chain »s especially adapted for
conveying coal, ashes and cinders.
Send for complete catalcgue of coal
handling machinery.

||mV We can interest yon if
IBjULfiL
?on nBO a condenser.
^gjgplpP ROSS VALVE CO.
1

THE CO. BARRETT & SNOW CO.
CLEVELAND, O.

COMMUTATOR NECESSITY
The only article that will PREVENT
SPARKING. Will keep the commu
tator in good condition and Prevent
Dotting,
Absolutely will notjjum the bruiha.
BO Upon
CENTSreceipt
PER ofSTICK.
S5
PER
DOZEN.
It will you
put that
glosssought
on theafter.
com*
this COUPON we will
mutator
havehigh
so long
send FREE Sample Stick.
For Sale by all Supply Houses, or
Name . .
K. McLENNAN&CO.,
Address
SOLE MANUFACTURERS
M
Room 111, ISO Dearborn St., CHICAGO

Foster Superheaters
Insure dry steam.
126 Liberty St., New York.
POWER SPECIALTY COMPANY,

A

ENGINES
HIGHSPEED AND CORLISS
MANUFACTURED DV
Watertown Engine Co.
Watertown N.Y.
We also manufacture} BOILERS
Circulars upon reonest.
nr. Office.
Oiicago
Street.
New YorkPhiladelphia
Office, 39 Cortlandt
Office. S30Street.
PHrry BuildBoalon
141 Milk
Office,
fill? Fisher Building.
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